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Coffetti) - 1 910

Sulphate for use in the Vineyard ; Determining the Purity
of . (Montanari) 8S3

See atso undt r Cupraminonium and Cupnc.

jpperas. See Ferrous Sulphate and Iran Sulphate.

>pra Exports from Samoa. (T.R.) 4G1

Oil. -See under Oils. Fatty.

sps ; Dyeing of . (P) Bauersachs and Bruckner 932

tods; Waterproofing of . (P) Serkowski 659

ariaceous Substance; Manufftctuie of a . (P) Menes-
dorffer 196

}rk: Composition of . (Ingle) 1197
Substitutes for . freni India-Rubber. i P) Brooks.... 1154

arks: Improving the Quality of . (Helbing) 202

ork-Leather ; Manufacture of . (P) Coulier G15

oru ; Bleaching and Improving . (P) Mercier 1040

ornstalks: Manufacture of Products from . (Pi Drewsen 1040

osmoline ; Composition of Commercial . (Mabery) 1023

otarnine; Application of Grignard's Reaction to the Study
of . (Freund) 78

Condensation of with Ketones

:

(Liebennann and Glawe) 602

(Liebermann and Kropf) 202
Salts; Manufacture of New . (P) Howorth. From

Ki oil and Co EOS

otter: A-pparatus for Dveiwr. mRibbon*. (Pi Mattei.. 115
Bleaching of . ( P) Jard:n 184
in Bobbins; Apparatus for Dyeing and Bleaching .

1' KocSchwob Preresand Wicland "13

Brightening of . (Knapstein 487
Cloth : Dyeing of . (P) Grime 609
Fibre; Preparation of for Sui-ical Purposes. (Kil-

mer) 967
Mercerised: Increased Affinity of for Dyestuffs and

Mordants. (Scliaposchnikoff and Minajeff) rot
or Mixtures ; Multicolour Effects on . ' P) Menweg.. 183
Mordanting of . (P) Grenot 1S4
and Nitrated Cotton ; Observations on .

i de Mosen-
thai) 292

Printing with Indigo, ic. (P) Johnson. Fn ui

Bauische Auilin hud Soda Fabr 114
Printingof bv Restive Method. (Sansone) 184
Results of Treating with Mercerising and other

is. (Hubncr and Pope] 40t

320
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Cotton—com?.

from Rhodesia and British Central Africa 7*3

from South Australia 7S4
Supply of from Trinidad. (Bull I 980
Thread: Dyeing Several Colours. (P) Soc Anon.

Teinturerie Clemcnt-Marbt 440. 605,864
Weakening of by Acids.

I
Soheuver) 981

Weakening of by the Action or Malt. iScheurerl 57
Welting oi by Waterand by Water \ apour Uasson) 114:1

in Woollen Rags: Carbonising . (P) Roberts aud
Crossley

s,
1 ilsa itnJ, r Calico.

Cotton-Seed Hulls and Waste: Treatment of -

Granger. From Bockmeyer
Meal. Texas; Composition of . (Harrington and

Fraps)
Meal; I*. s. Customs Decision on . (T.R.).,

Mills; Establishment of in India. iT.U .

Oil. See under Oils, Fatty.
Utilisation of Indian . (T.R.) p;l

Coumarin : U.S. Customs Decision on . (T.R.) 845

Council ; Annual Report of soi

Cream in Milk; Apparatus for Determination of . (P)
Billet SS i

Cream of Tartar; Extraction of White Refined — from
Marcs. (Pi Ciapetti 1039

Creolin Pearson : U.S. Customs Decision on . (T.R.) 390

Crcsol, Meta-: Production of from Crude Cresol. (P)
Cheui. Fab. Ladenburg 759

Crete; Trade of during 1903. (T.R.) 1005

Crucible for Glass Working. Pi Lang 1090

Improved. . (Pi Smith 1020

ami Pr.h-ater; Combined . (P) Aupperle 928

Crucibles: Apparatus lor Charging . (P) Mather 22
Lids or Covers for . 'PI Appleyard and Cranfteld t'.2:s

Manufacture of . (P) Bach i;i

for Use in Producing Barium Oxide, ic. (P) Fell! 13
" Crude Fibre": Preparation of from Vegetable Fibres.

( Duschetschkin i 503

Crushing Apparatus. (P) Breakell 434

Cryolite ; U.S. Customs Decision on . (T.R.) 391

Crystals : Formation and Transformation of Fluid Al ixed

(deKock) 6S8

Obtaining Chemically Pure . (Pi Schutae 708

Obtaining Impalpable from Saturated Solutions. (P)
Ostini and Oi landi 538

Crystallising Apparatus. (P) Von Seemen and others 895

Cuba ; Chromic Iron Ore Deposit 111 . (T.R.) 461

Cupellation and Smelting. (Piddingtnn) 189

Cupels; Manufacture of . (P) Morgan Crucible Co. and
Fox 623

Cuprammohium ; Manufacture of . (P) Bellot is,;

Sulphates; Composition aul Constitution of . (Horn
and Taylor) 935

Cupric Mctaborate : Evolution of Oxygen from .

(Guertler) :7".

Salts. See under Salts.

Customs Administration; Chemistry in . (Moore! 1017

Cyanamide Salt-: Manufacture of . (P) Cyanid G.-s.,

Benin. From Erlwein 189

Cvanates ; Estimation of . (Ewan) 244

Cyanide j American Trade in in 19l:j. 1 T.R. 1
13:1

Determination of Available . (Clennell) 4Ji

.Manufacture of :

(P) Grossmann's Cyanide Patents Syndicate and
Grossmann 545

(P) Tcherniac 714

Practice at Maitland, South Dakota. (Gross) 121t>

Process ; The Hendrvx — . (Eassett) 612

Process ; Limitations of the . (Durant) IS!*

Salts ; Manufacture of . (P) Paul 61
Silver-Baths : Yield of .with Moving Cathodes. i

hauser) 259

Solutions: Determination of Constants in Working .

(Williams) 683,753

Works ;
" White Precipitate " formed iu the Zinc Boxes of

. (Pristerand Bay) 1119

Work- •.
" White Precipitate " of the Precipitating Box.

»

in . (Prister) 1031

Cyanides Alkali : Manufacture of . (P) Danckwardt 61

Apparatus for Manufacture of . (P) Swai ill 370

Detectionof . (Benedict) 1161

Extractionof from Spent Oxide. (P) Becigneul 1216

Manufacture of

:

(Pi Everette 371

(P) Grossmann's Cyanide Patents Syndicate
Grossmann 370

(P) Paul
(Pj Tcherniac ,; 1

Slow Oxidation of by Free Oxygen . .786
Cyanine Dyestuffs. See under Dyestuffs.

Cyanines: Preparation of New fjr Use in Photogr
(P) Actienges. fiir Anilin Fabr.

Cyanogen Compounds and Ammonia , Production of —

•

Simultaneously. (PI Feld
Compounds in Blast-Furnace Flue Dost. 1 1 oliu) I8H

Extractionof from Goal-Ga?; (Feld)
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Cyanogen—cont.

Recovery of by Bueb's Process, i Korting) in
Slow Oxidation of by Free Oxygen, i Berthelof | 78ft

Volumetric Determination of . (McDowall) 02

t

Cyanomaclurin. See n»>i, r Dyestuffs.

uCyanomel hylaniline Derivatives. See undU r Dyestuffs.

Cyolohexane and Cyclohexene; Derivatives of . (p)
I ni ray. From Meister, Lucius and Bruning 5(i2

Cyclohexauol ; Preparation of . (Holleman) 380

Cyclohexylamine ; Synthesis of . (Sabatierand Senderens) 341

CypTessOU; Essential. See under Oils, Essentia],

Dakota, South; Cyanide Practice at the Maitland Properties.

(Gross) 1219
" Dalite" Lump for Colour-Matching, The . (Gardncrand

Dufton) 598

Deaths; Lists of . 3, 50. 87, 350, 408, 469. 516, 576, 698, 742, 924,

964, 1015, 1060, 1180, 1178

Decanting Apparatus. (P) Wbllaston 246, 134

Degras; Note on 1 he Analysis of . (Baldracoo) 1163

Decreasing Apparatus. (P) De Naeyer 102G

Denitrating Plant. ( P) Evers SGC

Dephlegmator, for Fractional Distillation, &c. iHouhen) 6S1

Desiccating Apparatus. (P) Hall 929

Destructive Distillation. (Class III.) 15, H>, 55, 112, 18?, 213, 247,
J7s, 317, 365, 430, 4S4, 540, bin'. 054. 71*. 745, 780. 816. 860, B97.

931, 978, 1032, 1082, 1141, 1206

Detonators; Priming Composition for . (P) Bielefeldt.. 269

1> \ elopers. See und< r l'h" >toirrai»lii«-.

Dextrin. Achroo- ; Preparation of . (P) Reynaud 7-1

Hydrolysis of by Dilute Acids. (Noyes and others}.. 879
Manufacture of . (P) Reynaud 449
Preparation of Soluble . (P) Calico Printers* Associa-

tion and others 419

Dextrose; Analysis of a Mixture of with Cane Sugar and
Lev u lose. (Rcmy) eot

Indicator for Determination of with Folding's Solution.

(Griggi) 1117
Preparation of from Plants and Refuse. (P) Intermit.

Spirit.Did 1039

Dialkylacetic Acid ; Ureideof . <P) Firm of E. Merck.
Prom Fischer and ron Mering 1112

Dialkylbarbituric Acid ; Preparation of :

(P) Farbenfabr. of Elberteld Co. From Engelmann
35,1237, 1237

(P) Maison E. Merck 12 )

Dialkylbarbituric Acids, C.C- ; Production of . (P) Merck 622

Diaminobenzoic Acid, 3.4-; Alky] Esters of . ( P) Ritsert
and Epstein. Assignors to Meister, Lucius tind BrQning 727

Diaminodiphenazone, 3.S-. s< < muhr Dyestuffs.

Diaminodiphenylmelbane, />-. Sift undt r Dyestuffs.

Diamonds; Action of Radium Emanations on . (Crookes) 842

Diazoamino Compounds. Set undt r Dyestuffs.

Diazoamino-fucJosine. See undi r Dyestuffs.

Diazobenzene Chloride: Action of on Diphenylamine.
(Vignon and Simonet i 564

Diazobenzene. Set under Dyestuffs.

Dibenzalacetone. Set under Dyestuffs.

Dibenzalglncosides ; Preparation of . (van Ekcnstein) . . . 341

Dicalcium Orthophospliate; Manufacture of . ( P) Berg-
mann 253

Dicalcium Phosphate j Production of . (P) De "Wilde ... 11G

Dicarho Acids and Bromated Phthalic Acids with Naphthoic;
Condensation Products from . (P) Denguine and
Levinsohn 539

Diethylmalonylurea. Si i undt r Vi ronal.

Digitalio ; Detection of -—
-. (Bins) BOO

Dihydroxybenzenes, Formaldehyde and Ammonia Prepara-
tion of Compounds Boiuble in Water rrom — .

> Pi

Soc. MOller and Linserl - ,; 7

Dihydroxyflavonol. Sift under Dyestuffs.

Dihydroxj tetramethylrosaminesulphonic Acid. Sto under
Dyestuffs.

Dika Butter. (Lemarie) 120

503

(Thorns)Dill- and Parsley-Apiols ; Constitution of—

.

Diluent for Medical Comnnumls. > P) Schutv

Dimethylaniline. S>> undt r Dyestuffs.

Dimetbylpyroars nioAcid; Characteristics of— . (Baud).. £85

Dinitro*aminophenol (Picramic Acid) . Preparation ct .

(En laultand iloy) LOW
p-Dmitrodibeozy]hydrazine ; Hydrazoue Derivatives of .

i vim Ekensti in and Blanksma) 34')

Dinitrobenzylidenean line Action of Light on — [Sac] -

and Sichel

)

138

Diphenylamine ; Action ol Diazobenzene Chloride on .

(Vignon and Siiiiotiet ) 564
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Alkali on . (Fosse) 842

Dipteryx Odoratai Copal in the Fruit, and a Kino in the Hark
of . (Heckel and others) 602

Discharge with Prussian Blue on Turkey Red :

I Bontemps) 486
(Schmid) -tst;

Discharges on Dyed Fabrics: Producing Coloured . (P)
Badische An din and Soda Fabrik 1213

White in Printing Fabrics. &c. (P) lmray. From
The Farb. vorm. Meister, Lucius und B tuning 605

with Potassium Chromate and Oxalate on Vat Blues,
( Prud'homme) 486

Production of . <P) Soc. F. Bayer et Cie 487

Disinfectants. (Class XVIII.) 33.71, 126, 201,261280,884*
345,331,452,409,556,618,677.724, 757, 796,832, B78, D08.

H47. :hh;. into, uus, i i:,;. 12:12

Dh l ectant Compound from Phenol and Formaldehyde. (P)
Stephan 1333

" Montanin," A New . (Lindner and Mathes) 54)

Preparation of a . (Pi Choulel 7".

and Preservative Composition. (P) Muller Jacobs 1232
Production of a from Wood-Tar. tP) Lingner 34

Disinfectants ; Action of Certain Chemical . (Schumberp) 87S
Action of Soluble on Micro-Organisms. (Zikes) 678
Apparatus for Vaporising . ( P) Castanet ItV.

in the Brewery
;
Errors in the Use of— . < Lindner) 55»>

Preparation of . (P) Ges. z. Verw.rtiiung der
B< ileg'schen, &c 655

Solutions of Difficultly Soluble . (P) Chem. Wi
Hansa 201

Disinfecting; Method of — . (P) Morgan 1158

Disinfection and Disinfectants in Brewing, (Will) 125

Dissolved Substances ; Alteration of Concentration and
Crvstalhsaticn of by Centrifugalising. (Van
Culcar and Lobry de Bruyn) 822

Distemper; Manufacture of Powdered . (P) Beissier 872

Distillates; Desulphurising . (Pi M;icy. From Amend 55,55

Distillation; Destructive — . (Class HI.) 15,40,55,112,
182, 213,217,278,817,365, 43rt. 184.540,602.654 710,745,

780, 816, SCO, si-;. 931 978, 1022, 1082, 1141. 1206

Distillation; Apparatus for Dry . (P) Mark. From AminolT 113

Destructive ; Recovery of By-Products in Processes of ,

and Apparatus therefor. (P) Otto-Hilgenstock Coke-
Oven Co. From Otto and Co 511

Distillations; Vacuum without Mercury Pump?, &c.
(KrafftJ 205

Distillers* Refuse ; Treatment of . (Pi Cameron 724
Wash or Dregs ; Treatment of . (P) Anderson 83t

Distillery Effluent; Bacterial Treatment of . (P) Cowic. 947
Fermentation Tuns. Set under Fermentation.
Juices : Apparatus for Aerating and Decanting . (P)

Hot hart L039
Process; Th*»NewSomlo — . (Marbach) 674!

Refuse or Pot Ale: Treatment of . (P) Day and
Gaskell

System of •. for Agricultural 1'se. 1 Pi B.i/in 908
Washes of the Present Season ; Analyses ol . (Hanov 26 •

Distilling Apparatus
(p) Caribbean Manufacturing Co. From Gesner . . . 1079
1 P) Forbes 602
1 r*] Gamier 9*8
(P) Gathmann H7, 931

(Pl Gerhard! ill

l
Pi .Jewell 1080

(P) Jouve 876
(it Moore i s '>

(P) Morrill and Pitcher. From Dup ills and Fell... 180
1 Pi Perricr BIS
(Pi SI;ima 117

1 pi Stocker in. 111

1
Pi Voiry and others 434

Column \ igreux) 1040

under Reduce I Pressure. I P l Gathmann 931

Distributing Apparatus. (P) Thompson. From Blaisdell. -. BM
Disulpho Acids. See under Dyestuffs.

Disulphonic Acids. St > und* < DyestufTs.

Ditl iate; Electro-Chemical Formation of . (Priessne: 548

Divi-Divi Pods of Csssslpinifl Coriaria rrom In ha 7:'i

D tannics ; Gommier Etesin from • —. (Bull) ."..".1

Drawbacks in the Culled States 769

Dressing Material ; Dust-free Surgical —-. (Pi Sello 80S

Dry-cleaning Garments ; Processor . (P) Barhe 1145

Drj ing Apparatus

:

(PJ Allen 858
[Pl \mlivvvsand Loewcmhal 1202

I
'

\ regood 808
tP> Ha tz B58

l 1 tea* en K»
I ' 1 leri rand 828

• (Pi Rourdeau tocdCo. From Bourdeau s
i I

(Pl Cohen B3i
[P 1 .M.ieus-d Pure Food Co. Prom Harris 1188

(Pi Croizier 708

(P) Diedrich 815,1020
(Pl tlathnmiin '••- 852
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ring Apparatus—cant.

(P) Geiger, Keop. and Fiske. From Torney.. 1202, 120a
(P) Gesner, Assignor to Caribbean Manufacturing

Co 076
(P) Glass
(Pj Haack and others 853
(P) Haas 9
(P) Haddan. From The Edison Reduction Ma-

chinery Co : 245, 316
(P) Hatmaker. FromMerrett 600
(P) Heckinsr 1:1

(Pi Hencke 1079
(P) Houghton and others
(P) Huillard
(P) Mey [.,1

P Meyer 1079
(P) Putte-i ! i«ville 978
P Ragnn and Curoette

(Pi llissmuller 180
P Salzmann

(P) Tobler and others 1020
(P) Tomlinson. From Haas

1' raiup in
(P) Tan Steeukiste 12m
(P) Grupe

Apparatus, Vacuum : Fillin-' or B] I] paratus for
'

. (P) Passburg Ill
Chambers for Cement: Light Dust in . (Segerand

Cramer) 661

by Hot Air or by Electric Current. (P) Doull 257
Kilns; . (P) Thompson. From Hanrahan 537

U Substances. (Pi Lafeuille 72

Oils. See under Oils, Fatty.

Process

:

(P) Gathmaun 779

(F Trump Ill

t Floating in Boasting Furnaces; Preventing Formation
of . (P) KaulTmann fi7

ing Apparatus

:

(P) Beutner 899
(P) Bruflaers 4in
(P) ClelT 59
(P) Corron 899
(P) Cramer 864
(P) Dareue and Barker 251

(P) de N'aeyer 18

(P) Detre' 604,1087
(P) Dittmar 439,713
(P) Gruschwitz and Herminghaus 934
(P) Hartmann and Co 864
(P) Heunebert and Lepers 320
(P) Heroine and Rech 713
(P) Hnlle 864
(P) L'Huillier 605
(P) Hussong 1812
(P) Kershaw 1212
(Pj Marshall 544
(P) Marshall and The limes Coloured Spinning Co. 59
(P) Masnrel-Leclercq 8 l

[P Mattei 115
I' Rawson and Lodge 513
IP Reid 713
(P) Rohatel and BafTaod and Co 659
(Pj Rothwell-Jackson and Hunt 4s7

(Pj Schirp 439
(P) Schmitt 784
1 I'i SnciCtS Colell and Bentner 369
(P) Soc. Schwob Freres and Wioland 713
(Pi Stohr
(P) Vacuum Dyeing Machine Co. From Willard . . 439
(P) Venter 784
IP) Weirmann ami Co 251
(P) Mascelli S20

ind Bleaching Apparatus. (P) Scharmann 821,821
'op-tubes for Use in . (P) Brandwood 899
'ottou Sloth. (P) Grime
ialf-silk ; Two-colour Effects in (Sande ' 747
yiised Goods with Sulphurised Dyestuffs. (P) Actiei

fur Anilin Fabr '.... 17
m Mordants. (Prud'homme) 1211
Mordanting) Process ; Theories of . ( Ueermann
if Piece Goods. (P) Dantau and Pain 933
uid Printing; Use of Monobromo-indigo in .

(Sansone) 10S8
Process ami Apparatus for . (P) L'Huillier 605
Process; Heennann's Study of the . (Bloch) 748
Process ; Study of the Direct . (Justin-Mueller) 747

1 lasting); Research on . (Heermann) 57
n Several Colours on the same Thread. (P) Teinturerie

CICment Harot 864
ly means of Sulphide Dyestuffs. (P) Soc. pour Find.

Chini. a Basle 115, 115

["beory of :

iKnecht
I 981

(Willataetter) 1085
?ubes for Holding Yams during . (Pi Dett 6 4S7
'ats. (PI De Naeyer 1026
1'essels ; Apparatus for Cooling Metallic . (P) Bath . 1145

tuffs. (Class IV.) ..

484. 542, 61 3. 655.

. 15, 66. US, 141.132. 248,318, 366, 437.
Ill, 746.781, 817, 861, 898,931, 979. M23,

1083, 1142,1807

Dyestuffs and Colouring Matters : Various :

Acetdiamidophenolsulpho Acid and Dyestuffs therefrom
(P) Ransford. From Cassella and Co 782

Acetone-dioialic Ester. (Willst&tteraud P
P - Acetylamido - o -amidophen il, an

from. (P) Ransford. From Cassella ..' 898
Acetyldiaminoph-ih.lcarlMimc Acid and Azo Dyestuffs

derived therefrom.
I PJ So 1. Cassella el 1

Acndine . (P) Badiscbe Anilin undSoda Fttbr. From
Holler 57
a of Low Temperatures on . (Schmidlin) 114::
hydesiNewR —

. (Prud'homme 542
Alizarin Blue G.W. ; U.S. Customs Decision on .

(T.R.) U1
Alizarin ; Manufacture of . (P) Badische Anilin und

! 1210
1 {alkylated ; Preparation of . (vouBrar.

Amidophenolsulplio Acid; Derivatives of .

Ransford Prom Cassella and Co ;,6

I tnidoxylj 1 p oxyphenylamine and Dyestuffs therefrom.
(P) Levinstein and others 16

Amino- and Aminohydroxydiphenylamines. (Gnehm and
Weber) is 4

Amino- and Aminobydroiydiphenylamines. for Blue Sul-
phide Dyestuffs. (Gnehm and Bols) 66

Amico-Orsellinii
I Ester; Derivatives of .

(Henrich and Dorschky)
Aminothioalphyl Derivatives and Azo Sulphide Dyestuffs

therefrom. (P) Soc.pourChim.il
Aniline; Action of Carbonic Acid on Solutions of in

Id er) 56
\. ne Dyeing Compound. (P) Rowland 543
Anthra

(P) Badische Anilin und Soda Fabr 368
(P) Badische Anilin und Soda Fabr. FromWeltz.. 747

and Soda Fabr. From Bonn .. 1025
(P) Comp. Parisienne de Coul. d'Aniline 783
[Pj Imrav. From Meister, Lucius und Bruning .931.1143
(P) Johnson. From The Badische Anilin utidS

Fabr 319
(P) Soc. F. Bayer et Cie 1026

Anthracene . and Intermediate Products. ( P) John-
son. From The Badische Anilin ui d Soda Fab 319

Anthracene , and Manufacture of same
:

(P) Badische Anilin und Soda Fabr. From Ballv
Anthracene Derivative. (P) Badische Anilin und So

Fabr. From B0I111 3f]S
Anthracene Derivatives (Nitroamidoanthraquinones). (P)

Newton. Prom Bayer and Co 543
1.2-Anthrahydroquinone, and Co don: into Alizarin.

I
Lagodzinski 1 \q

Antliranihe Acid and its Derivatives. (P) Imrav. From;
Meister, Lucius und BrQning ." "

1,;

Anthraquinone :

(P) Meister, Lucius und BrQning. From Hepp and
t r,6S

(P) Soc. F. Bayer et Cie 118,820
Anthraquinone Derivatives. (P) Soc. F. Bayer et Cie.
Anthraquinone; Diazonium Compounds of -— . (Kaoer

and Scholl) H42
Anthraquinone Series: New Derivatives of the . (P)

Ne vton. From F. Barer and Co 367
Authraquinone-a-Monosulphonic Acid :

( Durisehmiinu) L'js

(Liebermann and Pleus) ..."... 318
Anthraquinone-a-Sulohonic Acids :

(P) Newton. From F. Bayer and Co 439
(Schmidt) jv2

Anthraquinone; /3-Substitution Products of . (Eauderl 182
Anthraquinone : Symmetrical- y dihvd'oxv-y oiphe nj 1

Anthracene Dihydride from .
'

( Haller and (

.

Anthrarutiii; .Manufacture of . (P) Soc. I' Bayer et
Cie 433

Aromatic Amino- and Hydroxy-Compounds ; Action of
Sulphites upon—-. ( Buchercr) 1207

Arylated 1.8-Xaphthvlamine Sulphonic Acids. (P)
Actienges. fur Anilinfabr 1210

from Asphodel Roots. (P) Badoil and V'aladon......','..
... 712

Azo :

(P) Boehringer und Soehne. From Loeb 712
(P) Johnson. From The Badische Anilin und Soda

Fab
(P) Lake. From Oehler

1
Pi Newton. From F. Bayer and Co

Azo Direct; Action cf Copper Sulphate on — . (Mueller) 543
Azo; Electrolytic Preparation of . (Ldb) 445
Azo . and Intermediate Products. (P) Nuth, Holl,

andRuegi: 1210
Azo , and Lakes therefrom. (P) Soc. Bayer et

Cie '. .. si::, 713
Azo , and Materials therefor. (P) Johnson. From

Badische Anilin und Soda Fabr 712
Azo and New Intermediate Products. (P) Soc. F.

Bayer et Cie
Azo and other . (Paul)
Azo . and Production thereof. (P) Badische Anilin

und So a Fabr. From Julius, Reindel and Gunti
Azo .derived from 2 :2-l)inaphthol. (Pozzi-Esco
Azo , for Wo il. 1P1 Badische Anilin und Soda I

Azo . from 1 .8- Vznni lonaphthalene-4-sulphom

r

(P) Imrav. From Meister, Lucius und Bruninf
Azo , Insoluble in Water. (P) Comp. Parisi

Coul. d'Aniline 1G
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B (P) ] 367,747
Basic Acridii P) olour

Works, formerly Geigy and Co.
Basic p,;'-

i i a :
i Braun) 318, 781
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processes; Producing a Suitable Circulation of the

Electrolyte in . (P) Kollet asy 24
Separations possible with Rotating Anode. (Ashbrook) .. 1116

Electrostatic Separation; Process of . (P) Schnelle 1098

Emanium-, Observations on . (Giesel) 1:27

; Substitute for .from Slag. (Pj Wirt/. s-2i

Emodin; Constitution of . (Jowettand Potter) 7:7

Emulsifying Apparatus. (P) Howorth. From Ba/./.i and Co. 265

Enamels. (ClassVIII.) 19,41, 62, 116, 187, 213, 2SS, 323,871,
is;., 546, 606, 660, 716, 7:.". 7s;. B23, H66

901, '. ...:,'. 'si. 1028, 1096, II

Enamel, "White ; U.S. Customs Decision on . (T.R.) 143

Enamels, Coloured Transparent ; Obtaining in the
Cold, il'.i Westphal and Maillard ]02S

Enamelled Objects ; Production of Coloured Images on— .

(P) /err s2l
Ware; Manufacture .-f . (P) Central dumping Co.

I-' 10111 Lunan
Enamelling Metal Articles, and Apparatus therefor. (PI

Reed 03

Bndotryptase in Dead feast Cells: Activity of— . (Gromow
'and Grigoriew) 99s

Entada Scandens ; Saponins of . (Rosenthaler) 502

Enzyme Action ; Studies on . (Armstrong) 388
(Axtaeroxydase) : Action of an Indirect Oxidising —

.

1 Bourquelol and Marohadier) r^i
Oxide-reducing; Existence and Conditions ol Action of

in Plants. (Abelous) 7m;

Enzymes and Acids; Sucroclastic Actions of contrasted.
(Armstrong and Caldwell) 1165

Connection between Instability and Activity in .

(Loew) is;

that Decompose Amides; Occurrence ..1 in Mould
Fungi (Shibata) M12

Fermentative . isolated from Cells ol the Higher
Animals. (Stoklasaand Cernj

I as
Influenceol Lcidityon — . (Petit)

Instability of . (Aso) sp_.

Mm, -ml: Preparation of Artificial - . (P) Bonnet 721
1 irigi i ;

. c -"ii- nip 1
1

in Plants,
I
Lbelous and Uoy) 27,',

1: :.i. hon — . (Johnson) 331

Sensitiveness of — to Alcohol \ ids, (Bokomy) ... 31

Yi-ast: Researches on . (Grass) '. n...

Bphedrines; Synthetic . (Foumcau)
Lpin. -pin in. Constitui ".: ol . (Jowett)

Eruoic Acid, Iso- ; Prepare* nof- (Ponzio m-j

Brythrohydroxyanthraquinone. S» under DyestuBs.

Brythroxylon Uonogynum; Essential Oil of . See under
i lis. Essential.

;a's Method of Determining Sulphur. (Pfeiffer) 132
i ion of Residues from Treatment of—

Sin eand others 1207

Kss. ' \\- 85, 12. 76,81, 128

880, 910, 949, 997, 1041, 1111,111

iratus for Extracting— . (P Hand 910
i 1 - Customs Decision on . (T.R.)

Essential I tils. & 1 undi r 1 II B.

ol . (Mettler) . 1098
I al '

-
. and Maki B same. P) Ritserl

\. at io . Kanuiacture of No*
I P Ellis. I n

Obi -
I list, von II. .1.1. 11. tctienges 201

i.f :;. 1 D Icid Vlkyl — . and
I

Assignors to Meister. Lucius und Brflning ,. . 727
of l-'iiiii Acii 1 '

' ration of Pure . KrafftJ iw
ii- Syntbesisof — . (Neilsotil in;

Prodnctior ol - in Alcoholic Fern entation. - II. 'k m
Esterificatlon ins of Sulphuric Acid. (Meyei
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arification or Organic Acids. (Werner and Seybold) 1111

ane; Action of Ozone on . (Bone and Druginan) 020
[Slow Combustion of . (Bone and Stockings) 601

hing Designs on Metals. (P) Dejey 87

Lenol (Vinyl Alcohol) : Colour Reactions of Vanadic Acid
with . (Matignou) 1S1

ler for Manufacturing Purposes. (T.R) 570

lers ; Manufacture of . (P) Comp. TJrbaine d'Eclairage
par leGaz Acetylene 1048

Rendering Incombustible. (P) Dueruet 885

lylbenzylaniline. See tinder Dyestuffs.

yl Butyrate; Hydrolysis of (Castle, Johnston, and
Elvove) 628

•alyptol. 5«aCineol.

salyptns Oil. See under Oils, Essential.

)orphrine (Apomorphine Bromomethylate) ; Characteristics
of •. (Bergi-11 and Psehorr) S80

tuinine and Salicylic Acid; Compound of . (Cesaris).. 883

iporaiing Apparatus

:

1'' Blair 14
(P) Ekenberg's Aktiebolag. From Ekenberg 7'.'7

( P) Forbes 652
(P) Glass 537
(P) Gordon. From Licardie 303
(P) liaddan. From Edson 247
(P) Jouve 976
(P) McNeil 894
(P) Meyer. 672
(P) Neel 914
(P) Ordway 485, 1202
(.Pi Sohmidt 489
(F) Suzuki 483, 1202
(P) Trump 6S8

aporation and Heating; Transmission uf Heat in .

(Claassen) 330

Inbition; International or the Spirit Industry, Vienna 771

pi-nditure for the Year 1903; Statement of t:t2

plosion of Fulminate Composition at Greenwich ; Report
on . (Cooper- Key) 269

of Nltrocotton at Factory of Messrs. Curtis and Harvey;
Report on . (Desborough) *.

.

5G0
of Nitroglycerin at Faversham ; Report on . (Thom-

son) 269

plosions in Air Compressors ; Causes of . (Goffe) COO
produced by Ferrosilicon. (Dupre and Lloya) 622
in Vessels containing Inflammable Liquids; Device for

Preventing . (P) Scheulfgen and others 110

plosive for Blasting, Signalling, &c. (P) Brock 455
Cartridge ; Manufacture of . (P) Cornara ;_'s

Compositions, Pyrotechnical . (P) Magnard 623
Compound, Manufacture or:

(P) Arnold 561
(Pj Bonthoux 661
(P) Buhrer 728
(P) Chakoor 561
(P) Dreany 2o5
(P) Fischer 680
(P) Hall 760
(P) Pike 269
(P) Poetter 269
\P) Societe en Actions " 1'romethee." From Kirs-

sanoff 760
(P) Spore 728
(P) Talbot 1112

Materials and Powders; Manufacture of . (P)
Mikolajezek 911

Mixture of Great Shattering Power. (P) Ciepek 837
Safety Detonating—-. (P) Orsman 455
Slow-burning , for Fuses. (P) Unge 385

plosives. (Class XXII.) 36, 76, 130, 205, 260, 337. 384,
455, 503, 560, 622, 680, 727, 727, 760. 7!l», »36, 882, 011, 950,

999.1044, 1112, 1161,1288

plosives of the Ammonium Nitrate Group; Manufacture of
. (P) Fuhrer 862

Annual Report of H.M. Inspector of 1903 727
for Bl isling. (P) Russell 1238
or Blasting Compositions. (P) Bielefeldt 836
Chlorate and Nitrate . (P) Louis 837
in Coal Mines: Parliamentary Order on . (Aiters-

Douglas) 205,1044
Composition of . (P) Haddau 950
Composition of New. (P) Fuhrer 622
and Dangerous Goods in Ships ; Itegulations as to Carriage

of 1125
and Ignition Mixtures

; New Discoveries in . (Hess). 503
Manufacture of :

(P) Bichcl 130
(P) Uielefeldt 269
(P) Curtis and others S37
(P) Evangehdi 1289
(P) Johnson. From Soc. Anon. desPoudres et Dyna-

mites 561
(P) Lake. From A. Nobel & Co 709
(P) Lundhoim. (Nobel's Explosives Co.) 836
[l'l W'ett.-r. From Westrahsch Anhaltische Spreng-

stotl Act. Ues 337, 560
for Mines. (P) Wood and Ivnudsen 503

PAQK
Explosives—runt.

imported into Natal. (T.R.) 958
New . ( Mikolaqczak) 680
New . (P) Rusher and Baudinet 1161
Nitration of Fibrous Matter. (P) Selwig 7:1;)

containing Nitroglycerine.
I
l'.lv.l 918

Nitroglycerin 1 Determination of Moisture in —. (Mar-
shall) 154

Perchlorate— :

(P) Bowen 1238
(P) Youck 1045

Priming Composition. (P) Bielefeldt 269
Progress in the Manufacture of -. (Willi 269
Safety :

(P) O'Donnell. From Frank 885
P Steele 186

Safety for Fiery Mines 384
See also Fireworks, Detonators. Gun-cotton, Gunpowder,

Nitro-compounds, Powder, and Pruning.

Extracts. (Class XX.) 35. 12. 75. si, 128, 1 18,202, 2it6, 335.
;i ,. 888, 153, "nil, 558, 620, ''.77. 725. ::,<, 7/7, sit, 880,910,

949,997, l«4l, till. 1159. 1234
Apparatus for Production of Liquid . (P) Schodeld

and Cole 881

Increasing the Solubility of — . (P) M»ggi 799

Extractiuo Apparatus:
P) Batoills 311;

1 Baum) 1239

(P) Bernard 614
(P) Col S72

(P) Garnier ;)2*

P) Genoyer 115:;

(P) Hampton 708

P) Hand '.no

P Hunter 886
Pi Kirshner 719

11") Laniard 115

(P) Strehlcnrrl M 1

(P) Schneider 614

Fabrics: Apparatus for Bleaching . (P) Muntadas 1

Rovira 659
Apparatus lor Coating (P) Velvnl Co., Ltd., and

Howkins nis7

Apparatus for Dyeing, Bleaching, &0. . (Pj Cleff 59

Apparatus for Impregnating • l P) Maun 899
Apparatus for Printing . (P) Mather 1087

Apparatus for Printing by Pulverisation. (P)
Marinier 982

Apparatus for Steaming . (P) Burgher IS4

Apparatus lor Treating with Fluids. (P) Gebauer... '.'52

Apparatus for Treating Multiple- Ply Woven , with
Adhesive Compound. (P) smith 1115

for Binding; Finishing of . (Piequet) 1086

Coloured Discharges on Dyed . (P) Badische Aniliu
und Soda Fabrik 1218

Coloured with Indigo ; Manufacture of . (P) Ribbert 16

Colouring, Decorating, Ac. . (P) Maunsell-Smyth 488

Decolorising of . (Pj Perry ani Cognet 1027

Dyeing of :

(F) Dantan and Pain 933

(P) Donisthorpe. White, and Ellis 1086

Figured; Mauutacture of— . (P) Morton 932, 1211
' Fixing " Embossed Designs on . (P) Chischin 115

Machines for Printing . (P) Calico Fruiters' Associa-
tion and Whittaker 933

Means for Healing . (P) Mather and Hepburn 981

Mordanting of . - (P) Muller-Jacobs. Assignor to

Cosmos Chemical Co 933

Patterns on Pile and other . (P) Davies and Booth .

.

932

Printed with Metallic Powders ; Compression of . JP)
Ostersetzer 100

Printing of ;

(p) F.BayeretCie 864

(P) Burdickand Pervilhac 185

(P) Hulse&Co. and Shaw..., 933

(P) Iraray. From Meister, Lucius uiul Bruning 5lt

( P) Keefer 487

(P) Schoening and of tiers 605

(l'i Soc. Anon. 1'Art Industriel 900

(P) Schmid 1st

Transterring and Printing Designs on . (P) Dieder-
ichs. From Hesse and Parai-Javal 114

Waterproof; Manufacture of . (P) Mackintosh and
Smith 184

Waterproofing of — . (P) Serkowski 659

Woollen, Dyed with Indigo; Increasing the Fastness t"

Friction of . (P) .vieister, Lucius and Bruniug .. 98

Woollen; Fullingof •. (P) 800. Reynes et Michel ...

.

899

Faience; Preparation of Paste for . (P) Weber 824

Faruesol; Production of . (P) Fab. Prod, de Chim.
Organique de Laire >

2o4

Fats. (ClassXII.) 25,41,68,120,142,194,214,
344,378,446,494,660,613,668, 719, 755, 798,828,871,901

988, 1085, 1' 98, 115:', 1226

Analysis of Edible . (Juckenack and Past eroack) .... 339
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Apparatus for Extracting :

(P) Bernard) fill

< I' IB
ippar tus foi I racting Glycerin from . (PJ Col

—

s7:i

apparatus! rBecoveryof . (P) Kremer 260
tuto-Hydrolysis ol Crude Animal . (Pastrovich) 668

)•; Characteristics of (Uaikow) 378
Butter-; Inter.]'

I
Physical rind Chemical I

teria in Analysis of . (Thorpe) 194
Distillation of . (P) Bokelberg and Saolise 655
Edible; Manufacture ol — . (P) Dreymajin 988
Edible , and Manufacture of same. (P) Cronholm... 882
Effector — of Exposure to Light. (Winckel) 988
Enzymic Action of Plaul Seedson . (Fokin) 614
Enzymic I iecomposition of ——

:

( Ho.ver) 550
(P) Nicloux 327

Enzvmic Decomposition of , by Vegetable Seeds.
(Fokin) 269

Enzymic Hydrolysis of . (Fokin) 1152
Enzymic Saponification of . (P) Nicloux 942
Extraction of from Hydrous Materials. (P) llearson

and Ziegler 7e:i

Solidified Ilalocenised . (P) Merck. From Winter-
nits

of the Wild Strawberry ; Nature of . (Aparini sri

Wool-; Recovery of . (P) Hutchinson. From Swett. 719
or Fatty Substances; Cooling Melted . £(P) Iveson

antl' Wilson 1163
Glycerol in ; Determination of . (Fanto) 168

Material for Filtering . (Pi Gautier B29
andOils; Uses and Applications of . (Lewkowitsch) 1098
Refractometer Scale for Use with . (Leach and

Lythgne) 1113
Relative [nner Friction of Edible . (Pleissner) 273
Separating Liquid Constituents from . (P) Breda.... 551
Theoiy of Saponification of . (Fanto)-' 988
Treatment of •— , for Candle Material. (P) Hausaniai.ii. 260
Treatment of int he Stearine Industry. (P) Fouraier

et Cie 719
TJnsaponilini 1

' Matter in; Determination of .

(Huwart) 841
table of [udo-China. (Louiarie) 120

Set also under Oils, Fatty.

Fatty icids Lpnaratus lor Continuous Distillation of- .

ill Slauia 147

Characterising . (Locquin) 685
Conversion of Unsaturated into Saturated. (P) Nor-

iiihiid 20
Extraction of from their Esters, (Pi Vereinigte Clxem.

Werke Gesellschaft «'

of the Oleic Series, &c. ' n of into Lactones.
(P) Shukoff r.||

Saponification of . (P) Raison Sociale Gehruedi
Haas

rent . (Partheil and Feriei 37
Treatment of . (P) Ilausamann 200

Fail Materials*; Apparatus for Deglycerination'nf . (P)
Col 906

Decolorising . (P) Godard 69
Extraction of , from Boues, Ac. I'; Smith and Scott

.

<'.'.'

Extraction of— , and Apparatus therefor, r Genoyer 1153
Extraction of from Moist Materials. (Pi Frank B29
Manufacture of . (P> Liebreieh 181,195
Purifying and Deodorising . (P) Godard 69
Rendering- -Plastic. (P) Lausen 1102
Separating Fluid and Solid Portions of . (P) Kerr... -71

Feathers : Dyeing of . '1' Actien Ges.furAnilinfabr.... 982
Dyeimc of . (P) Meister, Lucius und Brunin^ ... 982 982

Preservation of Ornamental . (P) Wolffenslein 139

Minis
: yield and Components of film " tnd "Car-

bohydrates" in—-. (Schweitzer) 381

Fehlinsj's Solution: Sodium Sulphide as an itor \v itll
'

. (Beuloygui 137

Felspar; Production of inthi United £ i.lc.i 1000

Fennel; Essential Oil of— • See under Oilf 1

ent Actions. (Liebermaun) 628

Fermentation; Action of Phosphor ... Perrel f~7

1

\.ti< ',.:. ..11 - --
. Alliol and 1 I).. 198

Me 1
. Bui liner and

Meissi Dheimi r) 262
Alcoholic: Production ol Sulphnrretted Hydr gen in .

Escot)
in the Distillery. (AUiot) 8i3
Energy in Highly Concentrated Salt Soluti ' .ler-

V.l.l.) 198

I itemann's Collecting and Carbonating System
for . (Steinemann) 818

Procet I
sntsin . (Wichmarui) . 676

Theory of . (Richtcr) 121

'luns: Attei — . (Heinzelmaun) 1S80
Tuns 1

...
1 Chemicals Emplo; ; old

querfrom . (SchOnfeldJ
atingof . (Vogel)— • 199

1 mentol . (Windisoh)
I llery . I Hen

Feme 11 i' similar 111 Tuns filled with Wort of
1 1 126

Ferments ; Emission 1

' —

.

209 1

: phite; Basil — (Berger) 711

VAOB
Ferroehroine

; Colorimetrio Determination of Chromium in

. (Moulin) v.~7

Perre-Hangane8e Production ; Composition of Sla^-s in .

Wittmai n) 117

Perroniokel ; Manufacture of from Pyrrhotite. S Sstedl 1 067

Ferro8ilicon : Explosion of High-grade . (Gray) 324
Explosions produced by . (Dupr6and Lloyd]

Ferrotongsten ; Determination of Tungsten in — . (Kukliu) 134

Ferrous Carbonate ; Productionof . il'i Parker
Hydrate; Productionof . (IV' Parker
Sail S Oxidation of-— . [Jordis and Vierlinj
Salts. \ , undt > Suits.

Sulphate; Productionof — . (P) Parker 714

Fertiliser; Manufacture of . (P) Myers 12*8

and Manufacture of same. (P) vaulaer 1104
Rich in Nitrogen and Potash, from Vinassrs ol Molasses

Distilleries. (Gimel) 27

Fertilisers Drying and Preserving . if Hoi w 872

Manufacture or . (Pi Meusel *7H

SO undt r Manures.

Fibres. (Class V.) 18,57,114, 184,240, 820, 368, 138, 1-' 643,

604, 667, 711. 747. 7s:: 820, 664, 898

980, 1026, Ids.-. 111", i:'i 1

r'ibre of Cryptostegia Grandiflora, from Madras 114

of Furcroea < Jesuit en from British Central Africa 7s i

tor Paper-M&King ; Apparatus for Preparing . I'

Cloudman 1«8, 1233-

Produetion of an Artilicial from Gelatin. (P) Jannin 899

Fibres; Apparatus for Dyeing of in Loose State.
1 P)

Hartmann and Co * s*T4

difficult to Bleach; Liquid for Preparation of . 1 P)
Braun, jun 869

of Carua and Makimbeira, from Brazil HI
Dyeingof . (Pi Mann 43*
Lustreing Vegetable , bv menu- of \ scose. (P)

Snbrenat 821

Matting or Felting togethtr. (P) foddman 544,644
Obtaining Extra Fast Shades on . 'Pi Caux 320
from Southern Rhodesia. (Bull)
Vegetable; Apparatus for Retting . if Summers... 1212

Vegetable; Preparation of "Crude Fibre" from .

( Duschetschkin) 563
Vegetable; Retting and Degumming . (P) Poisson.. 982'

Set aleo fabrics, and Textiles.

Fibrous Material: Apparatus for Drying or Carbonising .

(P) Fielder 1145

and Porous Materials ; Solution for Waterproofing .

(P) Gare 1148

Filaments; Apparatus fornse in the Manufacture of . (P)

Stearn and Topham 834

for Electric Lighting; Incandescence . (Pi Siemens
mid Halske ict.-Gea i*t

of Hiirh Illuminating Power for Electric Lamps. (P)

Frenot 1208

Incandescence . (P) Plaissetty 897

for Incandescence Electric Lamps, (pj deMadaillan — 12m;

Fillinu Materials; Manufacture ef . F Boc Solvaj
'

Filter :

if 1 Capillary
(P) Helous, Mauclaire, and Meyer 909

(P Danckwardt
Filter Element, and Construction of same. (P) ! 1080

Pressure — . with Rapid Attachment. ( P) Selves and
Toeaven 1203

for Waste Oil. f Barret) and the United Ash. si,,

s

Co., Ltd

Filters :

if. f.ivN.i and de Wehrstedl 1080

pi ivnii. 1

'i'e

(fi Ubedinsk.i
1 Pi Loftier and Weilde I s"

( P) Marshall '""

(PI Rceh
H" Smith

\. ration of •
. If' Candy 1108

High-Pressun . (P) Ravrson 21'.:.

Pressun for Water and other Liquids. (P) Chamla-r-
I

for Waste from Paper or Cellulose Factories. (PI Mehnert
and Pape 657

Filtering Apparatus:
f. ( asael 1079

. ummer
i'

.r Ellis 1: Maschinenfabr. Grevenbroich— 483

1 fi I <ii.. 1020

. pj Hosier, Whatley.and Kelly 1080

.1' Mechwart 1020

1 gmithson and Hainsturther. From Osborne. . . 240

P) Wetter. Prom Boellinghaus 708

Filter-l . _,

imerican Filter Press Extraction Co. From
Hack m

if. Mem:, -!•'•

(Pi Neill 1071

(f, I'nv.'.t
""•

. 1 i I-' - l| -''

applicable to Earths and Clays. (P) Vivien
is' Sl.|... (P) Millet! 19
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Filtering Element. (I') Act. Ges. vorm. I.. i. Enzinger
Material fur Beer; Purification of

Material for Pal and Oils. (P) Gautier
and Pouring Apparatus. IP) Seller and Ferrell
Svstem and Apparatus for . MM Justice. From The

Telluride Reduction Co 652

Fine Chemicals; (Hj^ X \.) 35, 12.75,81, 128, 143, 202,

266, 33 i, 345, 383 I i$, 501, 158, 620, i;77. T^.",. 7.",s. 7'. >T . 83*,
i 997, 1041, 1111. 1159, 1231

I i Oil, Essential. See underOila, Essential.

I ire-brick; Alterationof by Furnace Gases. (Firmstone) 442
Bauxite in the Manufacture of 64

Fire-bricks ; Apparatus forTuraing during Drying. (P)
Henry, jun 1091

Furnaces for Burning . (P) Henry, jun 1091

Manufacture of . (P) Bach 64

Fire-clay; U.S. Customs Decision on . (T.R.) 891

Fire-extinguishing Product ; Manufacture of . (P) Eber-
iKUilt 53S

Fireproof Bricks. See under Bricks.

Fireproofing Solutions ; Manufacture of •
. tf) Baxter 715

Fireworks; Manufacture of . (P) Salas 36

Fischer's Method of Esterising Leucine and Tyrosine. ( Brown) 275

Fisel in. .s',
, undt r Dyestuffs.

Fishand Pish Refuse; Treatment of . (P) Saudispn
i luano. St i under Guano.
Oils. ,v,, undi rOils, Fatty.

Flame of Different Fuels; Calorific Valueofthe . (Mahler)
Temperatures ; Chemical Deterniinal >f

—
-. (Haber

ami Richard!
I 976

Flash Lights ; Composition for Producing . (Pi Krebt— >60

Flasks for Volatile and other Liquids. (P) Goetz 246

Flavanone and Flavone. Set wider Dyestuffs.

Flavouring; Preparations for . (P) Boake. 265

Flax ; Bacteria concerned in Retting of . (Beijerinck and
van Delden) 2 19

Bleachingof . (P) Jardiu 1st
Cultivation; Manurial Experiments in — 124

• Floeculation" Phenomena (Xeisserand Friedemann) 688

Floor and Wall Coverings ; Manufacture of Plastic . (P)
(Schmidt 1103

Flooring; Flexible . (P) Standard Paint Co. From
Rugen and Abraham 1217

Flour; Agent for Sterilising or Bleaching . (P) The
Ozonised Oxygen Co., Ltd 1224

Apparatus for Treating with Gaseous Agent. (Pi

Leetham 832
Bleaching, &c. . (P) Williams 1158
Bleaching of . ( Fleurent) 1232
Bleaching and Improving . (P) Mercier 1040
Catalytic Properties of .

I Wender and Lewin) 675
Electrical Treatment of . (P) Alsop 619
Preservation of by Cold. ( Balland) gos
Production of from Grain. (P) Clark 676
Rice ; Treatment of . (P) Soc. Anon, des Rizeries

Francaises 59, 725
Wheat; Determination of Gliadin in . (Snyder) :;s;

Wheat ; Determination of other Flours in . (Volpino) 37

Flours; Bleachingof by Electricity. (Balland) 1157

" Flowers of Sulphur." See under Sulphur.

Fluids Apparatus for Treating Finely-divided —-. i p)
Luhne ".'is

Heatingof byWasteHeat. (P) Lang 1079
Purification of . (P) Adams and Springborn 947

Fluoranes. See under Dyestuffs.

Fluorazones. See undi r Dyestuffs.

Fluorides ; Manufacture of . ( P) Granger. From Mills . \i?

Preparation of Anhydrous Crystallised . (Defacqz) .. 61
lit orine Compounds ; Preparation and Characteristics of Ni w

. (Ruff and Plato) 321

in Wine and Bon-; Determination of . (Treadwell
and Koch) 1046

Fluorspar Output of the United States. (T.R.) 916
Pulverising and Purifying . (P) Propfe 823

Flux for Uniting Metals. (P) Wherry 256

Food; Composition for Preservation of . (P) Folsing.... 878
Product; Manufacture of a . (P) Gross 10111

Product from Sweat Cassava. (P) van Dalfsen
Product from Whey. (Pi Ramage
Products from Milk and Lecithin ; Preparation of ——

.

(P) Fournier 757
Products ; standards of Purity for — . (T.R.) 303
Sterilisation of . (P) Schroder 1108

Foods. (Class XVIII.) ';:;. 71, 120. 201,264, 280, 334, 34.-,. 3S1

452, 199, 556, His. 675, 724. 757, 796. 532, s7s,

908,947, 996,1040, 1108, 1157, 12:12

Foods ; Agent for Sterilising or Bleaching . (P) The
Ozonised Oxygen Co., Ltd 1224

Alkali Fluorides iu; Detection of . (Froidevaux) .... 7t;n

Chemical Composition ofCooked Vegetabli . (Williams) 881
and Drugs; United States "Standard Definitions " of Pure

• (T.R) 2S0
Patent . (Coblentz) 102
Sterilisation of . (P) Budde 047
sterilisation of at Low Temperatures. (P) Bruzeau. 676

338
676

1'AUE

Foodstuffs ; Preservative for . 'Pi Bonlt. From Id 1

at <l Pickets 8 12

Suppression of Products id Decomposition of .

Frings,jun 619

Vegetable; Obtaining the Assimilable Phospho-organic
Hatter from . (P) Postenml 126

Formaldehyde; Action of on the Diastatic Power of Mil 1

[Son lo and von Laszloffy) 1157

Action ol on Milk. (Trillat)

Atmospheric—-. ( Henriet) 758

in itmospherio Air. (Henriet) 209

in the Atmosphere ; Determination of . (Henri' ... 687

Determination of :

1 K 1 p penbergcr) 138

Kleber) ; 026

as a Disinfectant in Brewing. 1 \\ 1II1 126

Format ion of during Combustion of I'obacCo. (Trillat) not
and Saamatoxylirj ; Condensation Producl t'i 1

-

Lepetit 559

Methj 1 Ucoho! in ; Detei inin u ion ol . I Baml rger) 91 i

(Gnehm and Kaufler) 626
iSlril it) 841

and its Polymers ; Determination ol — . (Seyewetzand
Gibello) 686

Presenceof in Products ol Combustion. (Trillat)... 744

Products of Action of on Menthol. (Wedekind ami
1;:. inter) 678

Reactions with . (Goldschmidt) 136

I jeof in Malting. (Tomann) Sat

Vaporiser Jet for Disinfecting Pipe Heyder) 452

and Wood- Tar; Compounds of . t P) Chem. Fain-.

vorm. E.Schering. From Steinberg 680

See also Trioxymethylene.

Formaldenyde-Hydrosulphite Compounds. (Soc. dc la E.

Zundel).. «58

Com) mis: Report on . (Schmid) 658

-Hydrosulphite of Sodium. (Baumann and others) 1211

-Hydrosulpbites ; Production^— . 1P1 Deecamps 1)33

Formates; Preparation of . (P) KoeppandC 910

Formic Acid; New Reaction of . (Comandncci) 1116

Production of Concentrated . (P) Ham, 1 91"

1 so of in Dyeing with Acid Dyestuffs. (Greenand
Steven) 11*

Formosa; Camphor Industry of . (Collins) 75

France ; Chemical Industry in Lyons. (T.R.) 843

chestnut Wood Extract Export from Bastia. (T.R.) 845

linn and steel Production of in 1904 (January to

June). 1
T.R.) 956

Oil and Soap Trade of Marseilles in 1903. (T.R.) 805

Petroleum Refining in . (T.R.) 566

Production, Imports and Exports of Alcohol for 1903 I

Season. (T.R. I 1247

: 1 h rtsinto . (T.R.) 1121

Spun used for Technical Purpose* in during ion.",.

(T.R.I 91S

SiiL-nr Production of . iT.lt.) 957

Trade of in 1003 1120

Franco-German Tariff and Trade Relations 768

Freezingof "Liquid Cases " on their Discharge iron storage

Vessels; Preventing . (Pi von Orth 483

Fruit Juices; Preservation of . (P) Sainlmunn and Eichel-

baum 996

Juices; Use of Prrsei .atives in . (Heinzelmann) ... 707

Sulphurous Acid in Dried (T.R.) i09

Pueol : a Cod-Liver Oil Substitute. (Xorrenherg) 501

Fucose and Rbodeose; Enantiomorphism of . (Votocek) 1165

Fuel. (Class II.) 14,40,54,79,111,141,181,246,278,316,364. lie. Is:i,

538,601,652, 709, Til, 770, si.-,, 859, 895,929, 976, 1021, 1081,
I i ill, 1203

Apparatus for Burning Liquid— P) Davies and others 896

Artificial ; Manufacture of :

(P) Auguiot 71",

(P) Davis 745

(P) Grayson 1205

(P) Gregor and others 539
(Pi Shedlock 818

Blocks; Artificial :

(P) Coaleo Fuel Manufacturing Co. From Cottle .. 247
(P) Soc. Chavoise, Jager et Cie 510

Briquettes ;—
(P) Chevalier 1021

(P) Conti and Levy 7 1.",

(P) Cory 815

(P) Davidson 436

P) Faueheur 435

(P) Gerdez 1141

1P1 Hecking 112

(P) Hildesheiruer Spuria >rd Fabrik A. Scnking 540

(P) Hoffman and Clark 483
(P) Larondie 897

(P) Maley. From Cruikshank 436
ip) Middleton 709

(P) Soc. Moused et Languin v 07

(P) Thomas 436

Briquettes; Agglutinant for . (P) See. Mouseil et

Languin 897

Conversion of Raw Peat into . (Pi Schlicktysen 1204

from Peat :—
(P) Bessev 1U
( P) Ekenberg 14

(P) Schlickeysen 1141
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PAGE
Fuel

—

eoni.

Smokeless; Manufacture of :—

il'l Hags l-l

(P) Weeple 602

Fuels; Artificial or Composite . (P) Marks. From The
Internatioi 601

Burning Liquid or Gas out P] Lucke 436

Caloriflo Value or the Flame of Different . I Mahler).. 859

Gaseous and Liquid: Determination of the Heat Values
—

. (Junkers) 1U6
Valuation of Mineral . (Goutal)

Fumes: Apparatus for Condensing and aspirating . (P)

Me Knight 601

Funnel for Filling Vessels. (P) Burgess 814

Furnace. (P) Garrett. 246

for Baking Briquettes. Ac. (P) Simpkin 868

Blast :

i P) Utto and Callan 1095

il'i Pack 376
Blast-: Apparatus for Charging . (With'rl

I
121 s

mast-: Influence ol Dry air Blast on Working of .

I din) 1218

for Burning Raw < lement, Ac:
PI G rondel 867
l'i Sheneman 443

for Calcining guicksiiver Ores. (PI Cutler -20

for Cementation— . (!') Gueur, Mertens, and Lalemant 376

for Ceramic Wares. (P) Laeliaud 936

CiiculatmeMullle . (P) Ufensst 744

Continuous for Bricks, &e. (1') Scheidl el I ie 324
Crucible :

(P) American Furnace anil Machine Co. From
Swindell 66

(P) Morgan Crucible Co 54S

P Smith 1020

i . .1') Holland 868

Electric :

l'i llliS-l hal'iiersCo. from Raddalz 1223

(P) Coulev, Assignor to Electric Furnace Co 941
i' C6te and Pierron 828

( P) de Laval 9"S
(!') Fauchon-Villeplce 377
(l'i General Electric Co. From Steinmetz 1151

(P) Girod 1225

(P) Harmet 1035

(P) Higgins 1223

(P) Keller 377

(P) Cnion Carbide Co. From Horry and Price 54s

(P) Willis. From Sjostedt 661

Electric; Arrangement of . (P) Voelker 988

Eleetrie; Bibliography of . (Minet) 1221

Electric Resistance . (P) Union Carbide Co. From
I 'rice 549

Electric worked by Induced Currents. (P) Fauchon
Villeplee 494

o Induction . (P) Eauohon-Villeplee 1035

Electric for Production of Steel. (P) Gin "
for Uas Retorts. (P) Deegen 602

Glass ;

(P) Kerry 901

IP) Richardson 489,490

Glass Melting . (P) Nicholls 823

Glass Reheating . il'i Arbogast 490
for Heating Agglomerated Materials under Pressure. (P)

Galvamsche Metall-Papier Fain 1203

Highly Regenerative Circular for Glass Works. (P)
1 leselles 1218

Hi chanioal Puddling . iP) Burrow 1220

Melting :

i Charlier 827

P) Limlcmann 1222

(P) Steinbrecher. From Connell 665

Metallurgical :

il'l Dempsei l'.">

(P) Kepp 376

Muffle :

(P) Caller 316

Pj Jouannaud 323

P) H rgi icibleCo. From Foi 814

P Meyers 70S

Oil-, for Soldering Pipes, Ac. (P) Bourne 4:>:i

Ore Roasting :

l'i O'Brien 1221

in 21

for l'i /ll"'- l'i Selinii. i|. I' 1'.'2

for Reducing and Smelting Nickel Oxides. (P) Inter-

, From Maffett 1161

Regenerative Gas— . (P) Derval 746

Regenerativi i Reheating— . (P Siei B68

| . (I'l >ue. I' . . 1203

Retorl .1 of Charging -- Westphal 315

Roasting :

I
i Craig, Kelly, and Turner 37.-.

u ii.: 888

Wright BBS
iphurising . (Pi »92

for Roasting I I lied Ore, 4o. IP) Petersson 22

asting i Ires i

(P) Apex Manufacturing Ci

B27

(P) Natio d Mining
88

(P) Stinville S2S

I'AOE

Furnace— cont.
Roasting and Smelting . (P) Cockell and Fish 1095

Smelting— . (P) Page. From Partridge t'->2

for Tn
(PI Smyth ''"'''>

id Stanton 889

(Pj Wilson
Tilting Metallurgical I

1 1'oiter 088

Vertical . tori Extraction of Metals. (P)

Bimmersnaoh 903

Furnaces:
(P) American Furnace and Machine Co. from

-.1 i dell 64

(P) Dovli- 1WS
(P) Jensen. From the White-Mylin Furnace Co... ono

(P) Lane Iu79

ill Kit/. 363

Apparatus for Feeding Material to . (P) Bildt 709

Blast . Il'i Saniuils.m and Hawdull 1"94

Blast; Is. ni Dry Ur-Blastin-— . (Le Chatelier 12U
Bricks or Tiles for Regenerative . (P) Moon 2.".i

for Burning Fire-bricks. &c. (P) Henry, jun 1091

for Burning Liquid Fuel. (P) Thompson. From Best... 815

for Burning Ore Briquettes, (l'i GrondaJ 118

for Burning Tan and Similar Fuel. (P) Myers 653

Crucible :

(P) DeAlzugurav 874

(P) Harvey 753

(P) Steele 1094

Cupola forMeltingIn.il. il'i Bigham 902

Electric : „
(P) Advance Furnace Co. From Stevens and Inn-

merman I

(P) Contardo 1M
il'i Cowles 1J8
I P) Edelinann and Wallin 108B

(Pi Eimer 688

(P) Prick 887

ii Keller
i l'i Ruhstrat and Grimmer m.15

IP) Schneider 849

i l'i Bocii ie de Metal filectro-Thermique 718

(Pi Timmerman '

Fleet ric Crucible . IP) Reynolds 148

Electric for Extracting .Nickel. 4c. (P) SociCte. Elee-

tro- Metal In rgiquc 378

Electric Melting . iP) SociCtC Anon. ['Industrie

Verriere et sus Deiives 550

Electric: Method and Apparatus for Heating . (P)

\. uburgerand Minet 370

Electric-Resistance . i Cowles 192

Electric Sectional . Il'l Eimer
Electric; Testingthe Temperatures in . (Fitzgerald ,

Electric for Treating Cast Iron. (P) Gin 1225

Electric— for Treating Refractory Ores. (Pj Galbraith

and Steuart 878

Gas-Generator ,with Inclined Retorts. (P) Brooki

From Stettiner Chamotte-Pabr 818

of Gas-Producers. (Pi Bell and Masters nm
Gas-Retort . (P) Derval 1081

Glass and Heating . (P) Henderson 609

Heated by Liquid Fuel. (P) Barron 74-1

Heating-— . (P) McAulay - 878

for Iron and steel Manufacture. (P) Quambusch 288

for Lime and Cement. (P) Cie. des Fours a Chauulo la

Gate lie Belles 826

Melting-— . (P) Orbison "•

Melting and Healing combined, il'l Shanks 65

forMelting Metal, il'i Oakley
Mi 1 and Similar . (P) Haves
Oil . IP) Dumontier and others 815

Open-Hearth: Coke-Uven Gas and Tar as Fuels for the

. (Baker) 189

for Potter] ; Continuous . (?) G '»!

Previ nting Format in i
sting .

P K:i i ill a. anil 67

Puddling and Re-heating . 1
1' Jones .171

for qsi ol I'l'i.i ii-. .1 Fuel. (P Wi aver 889
ror Becovery of Precious Metals from sweepings. (P)

,' 902

ltd use-consuming and Gas producing . I P) Tol.iai.-:

i rative Gas P| s n nuns
e Steel :

I. n.l. i>. .n '."9

i

Regenerator— . (P Wesl
Dg Plant (or Heating . (P)

Poetter
for Roasting and Deaulpnuru ral Ores. Ii

• '
' •;°

[casting Pyrites, Ac. (P) Benker and Hartmann— t.5

Rotary :

I P) Hansen
(P) Rockwell H3

Rotary .for Manufacture ofCement P) SmidthetCie. 12 is

Rotatory and Oscillating— . (P) Braun 7ls

Siemens Regenerative; Improved . (P) Kurzwern-
liiirt 111. -P.

Si Itingi Hearth for . (P) J . From Fartridgi

P - ippo

S alto Kilns.

Ifutiles.
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Furs; Dyeing of :

(P) Actien Ges. fur Anilinf.br 982

(P) Meister. Lucius and Bruiting 982, 982

ZZL Machine for Dveing or Preparation of . (P) Chapa]
Freres et Cie. .' 3G9

Furze; Treatment of to Obtain Cattle Food, &c (P)

Horteloap 500

Fusel Oil formed by the Alcoholic Fermentation of Acorns

:

Composition of . (Rndakow and Alexandrow) 674

Original . (Eramerling) 1107

Fuses ; Means for Igniting . (P) Reine B8J

See alsj Explosives.

>>ides and Glucosiiles; Hydrolysis jf Isomeric .

(Armstrong) '. 1105

Galangin. See under Dyestuffs.

Gallooromine. See under Dyest uffs.

Gallic Acid ; Determination of . (Dreaper) 913

Golloflavin. See under Dyestuffs.

Gallorubin. See under Dyestu Efs.

Gallo-TanuicAcid ; Detection of on the Fibre, (Monger) 135

Garbage; Apparatus for Cooking and Removing Oil
therefrom. (P) Wheelwright and Fiske, jun S79# 879

Apparatus for Treatment of . (P) Wheelwright and
Fiske.jun 909

S > Jso under Otfal, Waste, and Residues.

Gardenia Oil. See under Oils, Essential.

Garments ; Dry.cleaning of . (P) Barbe 11*5

Garnet ; New Source of . (T. R.) 1215

Gas. (Class II ) 14, 4(1, 54. 79, 111, 141,181,246,278,316,361, l.',,

483, 538, 601, 05:', 709, 71 1, 771'. 815, 859, S95. 929, 976, 1021.

1081, 1110, 1203
Acetylene; Apparatus for Generating . (P) Fescourt

and Maurin 780
Puritieation of . (P) Landriset 483
Aerogen ; Preparation of . (.Stern) 977
and Air ; Apparatus for Mixing :

(P) Dodge 1204
(P) Actien Ges. fur Selas-Belcuchtuug :>77

(P) Lake. From Selas Ges 183.053,859
and Air; Method and Apparatus for Obtaining . (P)

The Scott-Snell Phillips Syndicate, Ltd 10S1

Gas. Air; Apparatus for Production of :

(P) Diehl and others S96
( P) GersabecK 1082
(P) Pichegru ;)17

Analyses by Combustion ; Calculation of . (Wohl)... 269
Apparatus for Absorption of Liquids by . (P) Ver-

eiuigte Thouwaarenwerke Akt.-Ges. ."
900

Apparatus (Electrical) for Cleaning , (P) Bardie... 904
Apparatus for Enriching with Benzol. (P) Pooley

and Poulson 181
Apparatus for Generating :

(P) Bradley Universal Heat, Light, and Power Co.
From Bradley 1141

(P) Comp. du L'arlmrateur Claudel. Fron Claudel. 1021
P) Dempster 1081

(P) Desouches lir.'l

(P) Guilbaud 896
(P) Ingham Ii41
(P) Kiderlen 54
(P) Lord 801
(P) Naef 510
(P) Stut 860,860
(P) Wesselsky 977

Apparatus tor Generating Low-grade . (P) Lerouge,
Fomas et Cie 710

Apparatus for Generating Weak . (P) Genty and
others mil

Apparatus for Manufacture of Crude —— . (P) Heenan.. 1140
Apparatus and Means tor Enriching . (P) Brookes.

From Makeever 709
Apparatus tor Producing Mixed :

(P) Boivinet and Soc. Popineau, Vizet Fils et Cie. . . 931
(P) Vizet 930

Apparatus for Producing Poor free from Tarry
Matters. (P) Boutillier 317,709,930,977

Apparatus for Purification of :

(P) Brown 1021
(P) Everitt and Redman 930
(P) Good and Spencer t*:;

(P) Jas 539
( P) Prtgardien 930
(P) Camden Iron Works. From Matton 1205
(P) Dempster and S0113 and Broadhead 112
(P) SteinOart 1205
(P) Winand 653

Apparatus for Testing . (P) Lymn 1113
Apparatus for use 111 Manufacture and Burning of :

(P) Stiens 977
Apparatus for Washing :

(P) Guldlin 816
(P) Hunt and Dole 897
(P) Imray. From Burgemeister 709

PiOE
Gas—com t.

Benzene in; Determination of . (Pfeiffer) 1110
Blast-furnace as the Sole Source of Power for a Metal-

lurgical Works. (Gruber) 118

Carbon Monoxide or Producer- ; Manufacture of . (P)

Lummis 14

Coal-; Apparatus for Carburetting . il'l The Gas
Economising, &o., Co., and McColl S17

Coal- ; Extraction of Cyanogen from . ( Feld i 316

Committee of Enquiry on Illuminating Power and Purity
of . (T.R.) 141

Compressors; Compound . (P) Dooane 1203

Condensation of Illuminating . (Coloman) 741

Condensing Bodies ; Production of . (P) Tissier 602

Condensing and Cooling of . ( Pi Browne and Chandler 858

Fermentation ; Wittemann's Collecting and Garboriating
System for . (Steinemann) 018

Fuel-: Manufacture of , and Apparatus therefor.

(P) Pearson
from Gas-Producers ; Purification of . (P) Capitau
Generated by Aluminium Alloys; Incandescence Lighting

with . (P) Helouis and others 540

Generation of from Carbonaceous Liquids. (Pi

Cotton 1021

Generator for Low-Grade . (P) Lerouge, Formas, et

Cie 860
Generator fir Production ol Heating and Lighting .

(P) Meminghiius 1*1

Generators for Low-Grade . (P) Gay and Vivier BS0

Light, Incandescent: Increasing the Intensity ol (P)

Lake 977

and Lime; Combined Manufacture of . (Y) Chalk
Power Gas Syndicate *36

Manufacture of :

(P) Bougault. Assignor to Soe. Franc, de Construc-
tions Mecamques 978

(P) Boult. From Goldschmid 317

(P) Brush 14

(Pj Deutsche Continental Gas Ges. and liueb 709

( P) Duttenhofer 715

IP) Johnson. From Deutsche Cont. Gas Gesell. and
Bueb 002

(P) Jones 304

(P) Kdnemann 247

( P) Maly. Prom Turk 780

(P) Naef 181,305.365
(P) Settle and Padtield 709 1021

IP) Stut 800,860

(1
J

) Westinghouse 55

1P1 Woodalland McD. Duckliam 744

Manufacture of , and Apparatus therefor

:

r Herzog 181
1' Marconnet 715

(H) Westinghouse. From Gow 780

Manufacture of continuously. (P) Clauss 317

Manufacture and Purification of . (P) Colson 11 11

Mixtures; Apparatus for Producing . (P) Lake.
From Selas Ges., Berlin 483

Natural 1 Production of in U.S.A 1120

Oil- ; Apparatus for Manufacturing :

il'i liempster 11.112

(P) Lyon. From Vincent 1205

for Oil Engine ; Apparatus for Generating . (P) Goss.
Prom Salisbury B60

Oil- ; Gensration of . (P) Bridson Ki
Oil-, of High Combustible Value. (P)Blau 317

Oil- ; Production of . (P) Kincker and Wolter 1141

from Petroleum Oil or other Fluids. (P) Kueuzel B16

from Petroleum Oils; Generation of . (P) Bridson.. 483
Plant for Production of . (P) Hillenbrand B96

Plant for Purifying . (P) Klein 800

Power- ; Process and Apparatus for Production of .

(P) Wigelius and Laurel! 305

Producer-; Manufacture of . (P) Loomis and Petti-

bone 002
Producer- ; Manufacture of , and Apparatus therefor;

(Pi Armstrong 1140

(P) Jahns 181

Productionof . (Pi Kent 7119

Production of in America, in 1902, (T.K.I
Production of -, and Apparatus therefor. (P)

Elworthy 112

Production of Combustible from Bituminous Fuel.

(P) 8001616 F. Krupp 1200
from Pulverised Combustibles ; Manufacture of . (P)

Marconnet 484
Purification of :

(P) Boult 977
(P) Felt 930

Purified Weak; Generators for . (P) lleiueu 1200

Purifying and Distributing——. (P) Meininghaus 181

Recovery of Residual Products in the Purification of .

(P) Gutknecht 539

Report of Committee on testing of . (T.R.)
Retort; Horizontal or Vertical . (P) Gielis 653

Retort Mouth-Pieces; Inclined . (P) Gibbons and
McEwen

Separating Mixtures of . (P) Soc. pour ['Exploitation

iles Precedes Georges Claude 750

Water- ; Apparatus for Generating. (P) McDonald 45

Water-; Apparatus for Manufacture of Carburetted .

(P) Addicks 602

Water- ; Detects of Uncarhuretted as Fuel for Labora-
tory use. (ChiKashige and Matsumoto)
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"lit.

Water- ; Double Generators for . (P) Thnman 930
Water-; G iration ol , and Apparatus therefor, P

Bauke and Pacha 246
Water- ; Introduction ol into the Carbonising B

Croissant) 364
Water- ; Manufacture ol :

[P) Boult. From Konem.au :;f7

(1') Bowing 1140
Wate] Produ A pparatus therefor. ( l'i

Schmidt and Dengraz
Water-; Production "!' Bj Dellwik-Fleischer and

Strache Systems. ( Placidi and Kettner) 436
Water-; Theorj of Production of . (Juptner) '.'77

W I-; Apparatus for Generation ol . (P) Brooks. . 364
Wood*-; Manufacture of . (P) Loomis and Pettiboue. 602

rAnalysisof-— . (P) Bayer 1239
Apparatus for Disseminating in Finely Dii ided stair. (P)

Nordtmeyer 54
Apparatus for Electrical Treatment ol . (P) Pauling.. 611
Apparatus for Exhausting— . (PJ Schweninger
Apparatus for Filtration of . (P) New Jersey Zinc 1

From Si mi,

•

638. 538
Apparatus for Liquefying . (P) Knuasen 315,434
Apparatus for Ozonising . (P) Wood-Smith 792
Apparatus for Producing Combustible from Vols

Liquids. I P) Jas 539
Ipparatus-for Treating Materials with . (P) Haas... 659
Blast-Furnace ; Determination of Calorific Value of .

( Ait 1 1 ) 664
Centrifugal Apparatus for Treating . (l'i Thiesen 434
from Chambei Process or Making Sulphuric Acid ; Method

for Estimating Total Acidity ol— . (Watson}... ..... t>

Chimney-; Determination of unburnt Products in .

(Sodeau) 206
Combustible; Miituresof with Oxygen, (P) Societe

I. 'Air Liquide,&c 15
containing Bydrogen; Fractional Combustion of .

(Richardt) 764
Electrical Treatment ol . (l'i link, land 10:17

Expansibility of

—

between n and 1000°C. (Jacquerod
and Perrot) 564

l'i in-
; Rapid Method rnr Testing (Le Cbatelier 951

Furnace-; Apparatus tor Arresting linpuritiea from .

(P) Baggaley 28, 23. '-' i

< ieni iii- i - for Powei . (P) Catier si

7

Liquid; Preventingthe Freezingol — on their Discharge
from Storage Vessels. [P) vonOrth i

y
:i

and Liquids; Apparatus for Mixing — . (P) Wood-
Sin it 1

1

537
Manufacturing and Mixing . (P) Loomis and Petti-

bone Hi'. 1

Preparation and Compression of Pun for Experi-
mental Work. I II 111 ton and l'i la Mil B7

Principles of the Separation of liv Centrifugal Force.
(Bredigand Hanerj .'

189

Production of Chemical Reactions in . (PI de Mont-
laur 1 ' :;

I

Purification of (for Manufacture of H.SO.i (P)
Johnson. From Badische Anilin und Soda Fabr 659

Removing Sulphuretted Hydrogen from . (P)
Burschell 136

\i. ii us i ally entrained Globules from .

'1' Battery Co. FromEdison B27
atii'iini - --train ' : a . Mixtures P Levy.... 442

Smelter-; 1 or Precipital irom .

( l'i Baggaley s:. 23, u t

Smelter-; Apparatus for Recovering Values from —

.

(Pi 1
i 24

Waste; Utilisation of -— . (P) SchQtt 697

Gas-Burners; Bunsen— . (P) Davies 14

Gas-Burners for Testing Gas. (P) Sugg 206
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Colouring . (Class VI.) 17,68,115,186,821.869,
»0, is-.

. ii B64, L145, 1215

Cork ; Manufacture of— . (P < tail i
615

Depositing Metals on . (P S,,,-. F. Fauli and Co 511

Dyeing with Sulphur Colours

:

(P) Manuf. LyonnaisedeHatieres Colorantcs 821

(P) Hansford. From Casnella and Co 82]

Formation of While Patches on Upper . i Eitner 1 794

Manufacture of . (P) Trenckmann £30

Grain . »nd Production of same. (P) Page. From
Tin- Cnivi real Leather Co 27

Influence it Self-contained Moisture on Strength of .

II 992

Kangaroo; Manufacture of . (Kohnstein) 071

Manufacture of :

(pi Macmillan 1155

(P) Zacharias 448

Metallisation of ^—. P Porster 184

litutefor . (P) Menesdorffer liiti

Sulphuric Acid in ; Determination of . (Lamb ami
Liuiil 13*

Tanned with Mangrove Barks from Pemba and Zanzibar.

(Bull) 892

litanium Solutions for Manufacture of . (P) Drener 71

Treating Partially Prepared . PI Soulhworth 1104

or 'Waste De-tanning . (P) Weiss 260

Waste; De-tanning lor Manufacture of Gelatiu and
r Wi iss 755

Wi, erprool Dressing for . ,1'j Aagaard 981

Waterpn ;

Magnus 1-27
- rkowski 659

i
Active O nstituentsof . with

Bevi n !_"^

in Wim • id) 757

i Palustre; The Stearoptene of Essential Oil of .

Lehmkuhl Pr. cess for Purification of Sugar Juice. (Jauak).. 873

tin].

;
Oils,] ssential.

in Tunis. (T.U.) 1008

;
purification of . (Brown) 275

luctforMonufactut .lumiuium,
um, 4c. (P) O'Brien. From Ceribelli is

i' stuffs.

Mixture of with Cane-Sugar and
604

LidsofYesa 8; Si Scren Fastening for . (Lands!,, it

and Mej er)

ann's Tniophene Reaction. (Schwalbe) 278

PAGH
Light. (Class II.) 11. m. 54, 79. 111. 141, 181, 2 to, 27-.

816, 864, 435, 483. , 709, Ml. 779, 816, 869, 89

976, 1021, i
-

Lotion of -— on Dinitrobenzylideneanil Sachs and
s chel) 138

Chemical Action of :

(Cian do i ber) I

i
j 1003

Boi ered Suitable for bv Heal
or Electricity. (P) I.add '.

1204
<!so Illuminating.

i Use of Waste Liquors from .

(Strube)

LimeAcetate ;
Analysis of Commercial . (Grosvenor.jun.)

Acetic Acid in Acetate ol . (Stillwell)

Action of Carbon on at m of Platinum.
(Moissan) is,;

ratus for Hydrating

—

v.jun 1088
Apparatus for Slaking . (Pi White 1147
Carbonates Treatment and utilisation of Artificial .

(P) lliMim 725

in Cement; Rapid Determination of— . (Enright) — 912
and Combustibli i i abined Manufacture ol —

.

(P) ' Syndicate 43,i

in Commercial Zinc Ores; Determination of .

( \\ aring) 912
Determination of m Presence of Phosphoric Acid.

I S i \ in, 'ill 1114

Free, in Portland Cement ; Determination of . [Ke
and Forder) 272

and Fuel Gas : Manufacture of . and Apparatus the
for. iP Pearson

Hydraulic . (Seger and Cramer] . IMS
Influence of on Action of Phosphatic Manor, s.

(Nagaoka) 993
anil Magnesia in Soils; Influenced Relative Quantities

of—— on (i r-v\ tli ot Plants (Loew) 27

Normal— .
i
v

' noer) t,)i

and Portland Cement; Preparation of . (P) Win-
Stanley) 780

Production ol I
Bydrated . (P) Keaney. jun

Sandstone; Manufacture of . (Scfcon)

Slaked; Preparation of . (P) Feely
Sulphate Waste; Utilisation of . (P) Oliver and

Bevan u
Sulphates; Treatment and I tilisation of Artificial— .

( P) Monin 725
l iiti.ni nl "i.as ." IP) Lowden
Vienna; n.S. Customs Decision on . ri'.li. 1060
Waste of Alkali Works, 4c; Utilisation ,,f . (Pi

Oliverand Bevau 81

See also Quicklime.

Limes; Improvement of . IP) Denaeyer 715

Lime-Sand Bricks. See under Bricks.

Limestone ; Effect of Addition of in the Cupola WOst). 117

Lime-Water; Production of . (P) Reiser! 74

Limes; Essential Oil of . See under Oils, Essential.

Lincrusta; Manufacture of trom Wood Oil. t P) Kron-
stilll 2,1

Linoleum; Examination of . (Ingle)
Manufacture of:—

(P) Bremer Linoleum- Werke. Delmenhorst Co tit'

P) Seeser (06
Manufacture of from Wood Oil. (Pl Kronstein 26
Substitute for :—

(Pj Clausen 122
,!' Clausen and Heilmann L103

and others

Linseed Oil. 8e i vis. Patty.

Lintner's Soluble Sts I

" Diastatio
Power." (Ford) ill

lining .

(P) Treves

Liquids, Alcoholic: Purification of . (P Verbie* and
Darns

Appan —. iP' Hampsou 77:i

apparatus for Circulating in Tanks. P Dunton...
- hwarxhaupt u

\ii ulsifying and Mixing . (P) Bonnet 1080
Apparatus for Beating :

1020
(P) Tuner 1020

Appi (PJ Braseln
and l.uimrii linn

Apparatus (or Hi tin* Eli sally. (P) Waterman imi

Apparatus tor Purification of by i

Hardy
Apparatus for Purifying .

s
;
,|

Ap; Si S idsfrom -—-. (P) Houghton
- 1201

Appan, ins for Testing Contaminated . (P) Scott-
837

Apparatus for Treatment of wi

ler and Bloeleman
B ideal Purification of— . (P) Peters
Bottling of under Pressure.

I I

Clai rganic Hatters; Determination of Trac
N l'is ;:(5
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Circulating or Applvin? under Pressure. (P) Dir.nons 59
1

i bnslible ; Gasification o( . ( Pj Olaudel 431
I idensiiiBJi I C tolinsrof . (1*) Brown
containing Glycerin ; Tit- ttmenl of . (Pj 1055

D -.it; >nol -. [Pj Neel 81

1

Distillation of . [Pj Garrigues 1153

Distillation oJ Immiscible — . (Charabrt and Rw
rolles) G2S

Electrical Apparatus for Purifying -—
-. (Pj Davis. Prom

Kartzmark 257
Electrical Sterilisation ol" . (PJ Dora s7S

Evaporation of :

( P) Just 9*7
; - re 4Si

( Pj Trump
Evolving Ignitible Gases; 1'jrcing and Drawing eff .

(P) Martini and Huneke 1

1

Fermentation of . (P) Johnson ami Bare k>j

Fermented ; Origin of the Amyl Alcohol in -—
. [Raymau

and Krits) 121

Fermenting; Importance of Determining the Degree of

Infection in . (Lindner) 75G
Fermenting; lnlluence of Metals on . (Nathaii) B7fi

filtering of . (P) Starts 77.'

Filtering and Apparatus therefor. (Johnson and
S. H. Johnson anil Co., Ltd.) 7."7

and Gases; Apparatus for Mixing . (P> Wood-Smith 557
M, .._ — , , r w .ud laur 1202

Highly Volatile
; Apparatus for Measuring . i P)

^ Branson 1203

Level Indicator for . 1' S tcictc* L'Air Liquide -133

Polluted; Treatment or . (P) Hunter 500
Purification of . (P) Travis and Anlt 078
Re-heating of . (Pj Tauer 1020
Separation of Different from each other and from

other Bodies. (Pj Abel. Prom Siemens and Halske. 7'i

- ming by Means or Comprefsed Air [PJ tlantke 129U
i fied; Manufacture of . (PJ Raynaud 133

Sterilisation of :

(P) Cambier and others
( P i Nesfield and Crerar ->^~

(P) de Jong and van der Heide 2y]

Treatment of with Ozonised Air, &c. (P) Bloxam.
From Dillan 888

Volatile; Aoparatus for Measuring . (PJ Rousseau.. 1203
Volatile ; Distillation of ,anJ Apparatus therefor. (P)

Voiry and others -l.'H

Liquor. Waste Pickle; Treatment of - (P) Hemingway ..

Liquors. Alcoholic ; Purification of Raw . (P) Highton.. 32
Alcoholic ; Rectification of . (P) B-tudry 1231

Apparatus for Purification of Waste . (Rienschj 1158
Clarifying . (iJ ) H iwitt J 85
Kvaporation of . (P) Like 976
Use of Roasted Wood for Improving and Ageing .

| P | Roumegnere 90S
from Various Tanning Materials; Coinoosition of .

(Paessler) 552

r Brers. 383Liquorije Root ; Obtaining Juice from

Litharge ; Manufacture of . ( Liebte) 1087

Role of in Vulcanisation of India-rubber. (Schulze) . 710

Lithium ; Detection of . ( Benedict ) 1161

Minerals in the United States in 1903. (T.tt.) 016

Lithographic Stones; Metallic Substitutes for . (P)
IJ Aver and Gauntlet t 325

Lithopone: Manufacture of :

i P i Fischer 260
P tfilman 26,070

Manufacture of by El«*ctr ilysis. (P) Candati '.' n
Resistant to Light, & -. (PJ Chem. Fabr. Maricuhutte ... 121

Litmus Dycstuffs. See under Dyestuffs.

Logwood Black ; U.S. Customs Decision on . (T.R.) 782

Lubricant ; Manufacture of a . (P) Smith 121

Mustard Oil as a . (EUhrbach) Tiy
fur Uilmg Guns: Alkaline . (P) Vkild, Assignor to

Winchester Repeating Arm? Co 931

Lubricants; Manufacture of :

( P) Girard and Tabourin LSI

(P) Thompson. From Ges. z. Verwcrfchung dur
liolee'scheu 7A8

- Lid and Fluid Mineral . (P) Tabourin and others.. 817

Lubricating Substances for Use in Manufacture of Bricks, &c,
(Pj Sandwith and Rayner C62

Lumber, Fireproofed ; U.S. Customs Decision o;i 1122

Iiominescope for Comparing Suh-tances under the Influence
of Kadium R:iys. (Standford Webster] 1185

Lupaol from Bavk of the Roucheria Griffith iai a. Planch.
(Sack and Tolleus) 1231

Lupinidine ; Preparation of . (Willstatter and Marx) — 726

i
si Conferring on Materials of all Kinds. (P) li^.il . 1213

Luteolin. S ' r DyesiufTs,

Lyons. See France.

M
pica

M is i I'!. :••: .".I.: I. 109, 130, 1SI>,

si:, 213, 27(1,3 15, 3 12. .) i ;. i.;t. i- j ,5 .: :w.ii5i. 7«8. 74S. 77*.

811, S3S, SJI.S2S H75, lllid. 1073

Madagascar; AHmantar Pith from a Palm of .

iGallerand)
Tradcof iu 1903 L'.B si-

Madras. S :n . r India.

M 1-;: sia Cent I :tion

:

P) Bidiel B
P) M rk B2J

and Lime in Soils; Lnllueuce of Relative Quantities! if

on Growth of Plants. (LoewJ 27

Magnesite Product ion of the U.S.A 1121

Magnesium; Determination of Colorimetrically. (Schr
and Ferris I'll

Majnesiun Amalgam ns ;i Rsdncing Lgent. I
1 s an 1

FetSCh) 1041

Carbides j Manufacture of . (P) AuziesaudSegollin. 5tu

11 , tide v a of Carbon D >xi 1 n M nliaupt) . 935

Peroxide; Preparation of . [Ruff and Geisel 108s

Peroxide; Production ol by Electrolysis. (P) 11m/.. ;.i"

Pyrophosphate ; Calculal I sphoric Oxide in .

. Iv iui pt'ci 1
132

Magnetic Iron Sand in Java. (T.R.) 41

Materials! Production of . (P) HadHeld 161 S 1

Makimbeira Fibres from Brazil Ill

Malay States; Exports of the Federated initios. (T.R.) . 813

Tm I Federated . (T.R. SU7

Mi: Lotion ol Formaldehyde on the Diaslalic Power of .

. 1
I

.
t Las iffy 1 1137

Analysis; Fermentation Experiments as an Aid to .

S hifferer) 907

Analysis of

:

1 Hunicke) HOG
I.in.-I S91

App:n-itus for Germinating . (Pj Pliscbke and
Beschorner 556

Aoparatus for Making, Sx. (P) Sulzen I'ds

Cell Wall in the Endosperm of Finished . 1 Ling) 115;

Conversion of Insoluble Protein in . (Nilsou) 555

Digestion of Protein in throii'ili Mmst Storjj

Schonfeld ) 554

Distribution of ihe Diast ilic Enzyme in Green . (von
1'eichek 1

'''
;

Kitract: Nutritive . 1P1 lloberts 11"7

Extract: Sugars of Concentrated . (Ling and Rendlcj s74

Extraction of the Nitrogenous Matters of . (Pan.
Furnaces, &c, for Drying . (P) Heaven •:>>

Kiln for . (P) Glaflsc 12S1

Moisture in ;
Determination of— . (Schulze and Marieu-

hag.Mi )

Nitrogen Content of . (Prior" '•''•

Nitrogenous Subst^mces Soluble 111 Water in

Percentage of Moisture in . (Vogel)
Polishingof . (Fries) W7
Possibiiitvof becoming Contaminated with Arsenic.

(Baker and Diet) 174

Preparation of Pale, High-dried . (sodinsr) 7»5

Prior's Method of Determinm-- Degree of Friability of

Cured . (Bode) 874.

Proteolytic Capacity of; Determination of the .

(Schidrowitz) 188

Ready-formed Sugars of . ( Ling and Rendle) 617

Relation between Moisture. Crist, and Yield in .

( Regensburger) 1' ;
*

Relations between Percentase of Extract and Protein in

. ( Mere) 193

Relations between Protein Content and Yield ol Extract
of . (Hanow and Neumann) 31

Roasting :or Colouring Stout and Ales. (Pj Valen-

tine 12G

with Short Aciospue. and the Beer from sane-. I!

liauser) 793

with Shortrgrown Acrospiro. (Prior) !»l

Soluble and Coaeulable Nitrogenous Matters ol .

(Dinklage) ..'. 497

Specifications of Contracts for Purchase of .

Windisch) 2«1

Starch-Hydrolysing Enzymes in Green . (Pcllak) 673

Starch in; Raoid Dctemiination of . (Brown a

.Millar) . . .

.' 137

Steely in Modern Brewing, and the Fiiter-Press.

(Davis) 379

Tannin Constituents of . | Reichard 1 4«S

Treatment of Grain for.the Production of . Sleei a) 877

Malts^e; Action of . (Philoche) 449

Constancy of Action of , ic. ( Philoche) 75.

Ll« of the Action of . I, lerioinei 449

Malting ; Apparatus for . (P) Jley 451

nDioxidein . (Bleach) ^'
and Drying Drums . (P) McKeuna. From Hi Is

and Fleischer
v
:i

Drum. (P 1 Schreier 2','

Transformation 01 the Albuminoids during . l\\eis) . [-2

Lseof Formaldehyde in . (Tomann) 'jl

r
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r u.e

Maltose; Hydrolysis ol — bj Dilute Voids (X ds and
others

Influence on — . (Tvrroine) it: 1

of . (P) Duryea 7.2

Mciteancse; Determination of- Electrolytically. [Koster) £39
Determination of by Hie Persulphate Method.

(Ludert) .' 156

m Drinking Water: Determination of — — . (Baumerl
and Hold n 'iss B88

Influence! es on Oxidation caused
by — . rrillat) ISS

Pre, '.i. i i i
v.

, ]i u aters.
I

Neufeld i —
in pres Iron; Determination of . (doKoninck) 562

in presence of [ron; Volumetric Determination of .

nine!.) 456
-

U.S. Customs Decision n Metallic . (T.R.) S91

j I i I D P.R.) .

.

733
Ore :c a Desulphurising Igcni in Smell '- Cast-Iron.

, Wi di i iyei I
IS18

I ire in, lusi rv oi Itussia. (T.R.) s "
Peroxide; Titrationol — . (Dgbourdeaux) 183

Solution; Self-purification of from t Eron.

(Kassner i

Vl "

Sulp lateol n n i- In r b l i»i i !li i rol; tic Man
of . f !•) .loh,. Bat cheAi n und
Soda Fabri! 749

Mai':-. cS StableS lutionsof—-. (P) Gros urn

Hanganous Salts ; Permentativi in Present
Coll ,ids. - [ Hal I

203

"Mangifera Ind a" I.. (Mango Tree)
:
The Gum oi .

I I i
7.'1

Margrove Bark as a Tannine Mate) i'"*

Irom Peniha ami Zanzibar. I Bull) 992

Mannaminc ; New Base Derived from M; -- (Roax) 3*2

Maun ' in- ihe Disease Organisms
Wine. (Maze and Perrior)

Mantles ; Incandescence :

il'i Dickson I

IP) Ei n i and I Prom Weiblnn 61«

1
1'

i Faucillon -
'"

PI Haao mi,; others 484

i Grundy '"'

1 1') Johnson and MoKean 1204

(P) Maiscl 217, tst

(P) Plaissetty 897

Tissue for Incandescent Gas . (PJ Loewenlhal 979

Unbreakable Incandescence Gas (P) SyssoyeB 246

Manures. (ClassXV.) l'7. 12,71 124,196.201.829.379, 148, 195,553.

615, 672, 720, 756, S31, 87 '' 1104, 1x27

Manure; Ammonium Magnesium Sulphate as a . (P)

Thierr: 720

Amraonium Sail from I'm rl <e as — . (P) Kort'e-
500

Apparatus for Production ol Irom iV'astc. (P) von
448

Insei us a . (P) Jenkner and
n :

1109

Manufacture of—— :

iP, Hamrai rschlag - ; i

,1', Myers 122S

Recovery ofSoot for Use as — -
,1') Lamiche 27

Sodium Bisulphatu as a — . P Vi.giband

Manures, Artificial Manufacl re — , (P) Mathesius.. -

Artificial; Utilising Toast in Manufacture of . (P)
\Y;u- Hi- S79

Chemical intl I ft.' 6H2

Chei al; Consumption of in Italy. (T.R.) 957
I'.i:

Electrical Manufacture ol trmn 1|

Palmaer
Hiim- u M I

' 1037

Influence of Lime on Efficiency of P —

.

(S ihuhe)
Phosphatic ; Influei I

—. (.Naguoka

.See n's ' GUOCO I le: i

lurial Experiments in Flnx Cultivation 154

tiflcial :

P Peldhamer :u,,l • lelgcisser !

(PJ Tarno '029

Colouring . (Pi Boyeux and Mors 116

Natural . (P) Chem. Fabr. Brant
liuilat i,,ll ;

Manilla, -t ur,

1 Deviilers "- 1

IP) Hulsberg ''-I s

,Pi Dumas 1029

Rendering Antiseptic, I
'

and i o !'ul

Marc Pi Treating
!»

Rccov, ol trom -
I 1231

Margarini I md 3 t Heating,

i dlcrj

Cham iluesol — . (Russell and kirkhain)-.... 801

Micro-Organisms in- I

Mirgnles" Platinic Sulphate; Analysis ol (Sluchlik) ..

- -n.,,i ,tvi " Photi rapine P eory of the —

.

ly) '- :i

PJ3R
Mashing; Heats of . (Harma'i) 617

Process: Experience with the " Spi in l.L.) 555
" Spring " Process of . (Lehmann)

tionfor Protecting . and
Kremen 2-

r>*

Massecuite; Apparatus for Filtering—- (P) Roy 1" !

~

tea; Apparatus for Crystalliwnc*— . .. •. (P) it,v.. M4
ag witli Circulation. (P) Roj 61«

illisation of . (P) Limbert H'7

- (ClassXXlIO 38. 76. 130. 205.5 I 155.503
I, 1U44, 1112.

Hi I

Composition for Making :

i PJ Grimm 455

(P)Wendel SS5
Manufactnre of :

561

(P) Cnristensen 455
Phosphorus-free Paste for . P Bii lei nil

R idilv Inflammable . (P) Chem. Pabr. Griesheim-
Blektron 34

MaticoJ ' isential Oil of . See under Oils, Essential.

Matt I I . (P) 11 28,23
.•erting or Bes I Gon - m >t»

Mattes of Copper, Nickel, &e. : Treatment of . (P) Comp.
clu Reactenr M6tallurgique l

'A
lit. iol (P Hoyder and Lauehton 07

Treatment of . (Pi Potter

Meal Apparatus tor Treating -— with Gas (P)
I eel ham 838

Meisuring Apparatus for Granular or Powdered .Materials.

(P) Pen- 815

Apparatus for Volatile Liquids. (P) Rousseau 1203

Meat Extract Preparation of a . P Braga
Extract, Yeasl Extractin; Detection of- —

. (Wintgen). 1116

-: Manufacture of - . (PJ Braga 7J1

Mcchanioal Energj Converting! Puelinto . P
Jone - -

-

Medicinal Products : Modern Synthetic—

.

— B3

Medium for Oil Colonrs which do ool contain Lead. (P)

I. illinger 981

tor Oil Paints. (P)Kollinger I

Mcoting;Pro lalGencral 964, 1014 1060, 1130

Melon-seed i lil. Seemtderi tils. Ess r.tial.

Mentha Citra'a; Essential Oil of . & • -
.

I mtial.

Mi-itiii Dehydration of by Organ ;c Acids. (Zelikow) .

i
'

, maluehy.lc on . , Wo I

kind ami Greimcr)

Merc irising \i oaratus
(P) Crompton and Hon
(P) 1' Never
il'i Hahn

Palmer i

if, Smith and Drum
(Pj Thompson. I

Mu lies on .
I Beltaer) »81

Mercuric Ohio - Paslilles - Vftlnme-

tric Determination of — . '

Delicate Reaction for . (Moulen)
, (Tew Cause for Dissociation of - — . (Wittencl

Chloride; Heaotion between Aluminiam ami lien-

sell) 627

Iodide; Two Emulsifiable Double Compounds ol .

,1 H

lie, ,, i

l rminationof—-. (Rimini) *

li i a of Small Quantities of— . (Richardsand
~

Europ :
—

- (T.R
Mines or 1 .Austria, (Genter)
,; dl ermn il i of bymeansofHypophosphor

Uu-sian Production of . -7.K .:

Separation of —- from Molybdenum and Tungsten.
. itandBettges)

Statistics of forl90»
\ apour : Conductivity of

Mercury Compounds ; St , — to Light. I ,

Bos , Cox)

Mersey aud Irweli Joint Commit!

Production of -— . (P) Chem. Fabr. Laden-
burg

- neles; Enamelling of - •

i ompoutidi i ide Smelt.
nu I

Prom Mi, D laid CC

s ; Ipparatua rorl ' arendond
i FromBen -:,n Utl

Precious; Extraction of from Ores. P) Arendond
r. Berrigan

Product! in ol the U.S. foi 191 3 I. Hi 141

Sealing— intoGIass,! V Cat Ian. Prom General
Electric Co Bl :

P Moore B26
i Wasteels i 7i'i

irsj Luminous Arcs in . (Wcintraub)
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PAOE
Mel als : Action of Denatured Spirits on . (Hi nzel nn) ivjj

Action of Hydr .chloric Acid and Oxygen on . (Ma-
ij 21

Action ol —on India-rubber, i Wobcr) 70

Action oi Radium on . (OrlolT) Sul
ol tin 1 Alkali Group ; Electrobj tie Production oi . (P)

Lschrort 25
Alkali; Production©!—-. [Pj Ishcrofi 904
Alkaline-earth- ; Acetates of (Colson) 17

Alkaline-earth- Electrolytic Production ol -- . '
Blei t ro-Chcm. Werke 191

Alkaline earth- : Elect] dyl >Se] ra n of . (Coehu
ami Ki-U.Mitlu .Ii 131

and Ammonium Salts; Rcacti n between . fHodg-
k ins. hi and Coote) 989

Annealingof -. (P) Nortch'ffe CM
Annealing —

. and Apparatus therefor, [P) Alexander
andShiels 1150

Anodic Solutions ot and i heir Passive State, (Sackur) 1098
Apparatus for Electro-Deposition ol . (P) Collis and

others 548

Apparatus for Extraction of . (P) Joseph 547

Apparatus for Recovery of - l"P) Bole) 12*21

Apparatus for Refining — E] c ri ally. IP) General
Metals Refining Co. Prom Schwartz 66S

Apparatus for Vacuously Depositing . IP J iS'ew Jersey
in.

: I Co. Prom Edison 871
Capable ol Decomposing Water; Electrolytic Sopn ration

of-— from their Solutions. (Siemens*) 9S8
Carbon in ; Determination of . {Hempel i 4:*:

Case-Hnrdemng of . (P) Lamarscse 826

Change of Structure of inthetinlidStui th-Uj 037
Cerium; Fractionation of Compounds of the -. (La-

uo nbe) 677
of the Cerium Group. (Muthmann an i Weis*) 255
Colloidal of the Platinum Group, (Pool and Am-

208
Combinations of . (Pj Jacobsen 610
and Compounds free from Carnon

;
Obtaining . (P)

Lorr^in. FromElektricitaaty fter.*G**s 22
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ANNUAL GENERAL MEETING, NEW YORK. 1904.

Members who contemplate attending the next General
Mteting, in New York, are requested to communicate with

the General Secretary as soon as possible, in order that

suitable travelling arrangements may be made. A draft of

the Programme of Arrangements will appear in the next
issue of the Journal.

COMMUNICATIONS.

Authors of communications read before the Society, or

any of its Local Sections, are requested to take notice that

under Rule 43 of the Bye-laws the Society has the right of

priority of publication for three months of all such papers.

Infringement of this Bye-law renders papers liable to be
rejected by the Publication Committee, or ordered to be

abstracted for the Journal, in which case no reprints can

be furnished to the author.

Cbangtsf of atiorrss.

When notifying new addresses, members are requested to

write them distinctly, and state whether they are temporary

or permanent. Multiplication of addresses is also to be

avoided as tending to create confusion. When sending

subscriptions, the use of the form attached to the application

helps in the verification of addresses, on which the safe

delivery of the Journal depends.

Alden, F. : communications to 311, 17th Street, Milwaukee,
Wis., U.S.A.

Bell, P. Carter, l/o Stamford, Conn. ; Milhurn, N.J., U.S.A.

Bishop, Geo. A., l/o Glenboig ; 'IS, Sherbrooke Avenue,

Maxwell Park, Glasgow.

Blumerthal, L., l/o Blackley ;
-'•• Lever Street, Piccadilly.

Manchester.

Bradbtirn, J. A., i/o Syracuse ; Dade City, Fla., U.S.A.

Brearley. Harry, l/o Bower Road; 135, Abbeyfield Road,

Sheffield.

Burgliar.lt, Dr. Chas. A., l/o Alderley Edge; Butcombe,

Blagdon, Bi ist 1.

Barrows, Edw. j Journals to Home Villa. Low Fell, Gat.

-

head-on-Tyne.
Burton, A If. ; journals (temp.) c/oThos. Meadows and Co.,

35, Milk Street, E.C.

Burwelt, A. W., l/o Cleveland; Kyle Street, Lakewood,

ui'd Cleveland, < >hio, U.S.A.

Cawley, Geo. ; all communications to 25, Victoria Street,

Westminster, S.W.
Clapperl' n, Jas., jun., l/o Larne; -'tfi, Ashton Gardens,

Billhead, Glasgow.

Cohen, Dr. J. ; Journals to 13. Cardigan Road, Leeds.

Coleman, \V. II., l/o Sunnyside Terrace; 299, North Road,

Clayton, Manchester.

Constable, \V. H., l/o Garston ; 19. Stocks Lane, Chester;

Journals as before.

Cowbuni. W. II., 1 o Timperlej ; 29, Princess street, M u-

chest. '.

Davis, A. B., l/o Denby Lodge Havelock Villa, Welling*

t. ii Head North. Stockport.

Dean, Harry, l/o Greenhead Road; 2:\, Spinkfield I

Birkby, Hnddersfii Id.

Devas, \)r'. E. \V.. 1 Wimbledon ; 74, Woodland Ti

Old Charlton, Kent.

Dewey, F. P.. 1 o MoGill Building ; Lanier Heights, Wash-
ington, D.C., U.S.A.

Fair). all, E. .1 . I Clapham Common, (Journals) c/o i

Boake, Roberts, and Co., Ltd., Stratford, E., and

(subscriptions) 209, Amhurst Road, Hackney, N.E.

Fairley, Thos., (communications and proofs) !, Newton
Grove, and (Journals) 17, East Parade, Leedv

Teld, Walther, l/o Lins : Honningen a Rhein, Germany.

Eorcl, G., I/O Rue de- VoBges; 18, Rue Hohenlohe,
Strasburg, Alsace.

Gcnth, F. A., l/o North Front Street ; 222, Walnut Street

Philadelphia. I'a., U.S.A.

Granger, Dr. .1. Darnell, l/o Nottingham ; 43, Myrtle Road
Acton, W.

Granja, R , l.'o The Paleu Co. ; Kingston, N.Y., U.S.A.

Giinther. Chas. K... l/o Fenchurch Avenue; c/o Liebige

Extract of Meat Co., Ltd., 4, Llovd's Avenue, London
E.C.

Hartog, P. J., l/o Manchester; 22, Brondesbury Villas

London, \. W.
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#etorasrtlt Section*

Meeting held on Thursday, November 5th, 190'..

DR. J. T. Dl NN IN THE CHA1K.

THE COMPOSITION OF MILK IN THE NORTH
OF ENGLAND.—PART II.

BY S. II. COLLINS, F.I.C.

The first part of this- paper, which was read before this

Bciety a year ago, and published in this Journal, 19ti2,

512, was merely introductory, and served to draw attention

Ithe matter. As a result, considerable interest was aroused

l the subject, and several farmers in the North of England

ame forward and offered their herds to the College for

xperimental purposes. The principal objects of the

leriments was to test milk under as practical conditions as

lOSsiblc, and over as long a period as possible. Two herds

fere selected, and examined once a fortnight. I have to

hank the owners of the herds, Mr. McLaren and Mi

.larshall, for the ready help they have given i in all

ccasions. I know it has meant no little trouble on their

.art and on the part of their servants.

These experiments will serve to illustrate facts already

hown by others, but perhaps not sufficiently realised, to

how local variations from accepted standards; and I tiust

show some new aspects of the question, and to suggest

leas which I believe will be useful in future investigations.

Soop-Richmond gives, as the average of 200,000 analyses

ver many years, the composition of milk as 3"9 per cent.

f fat aud 9 - per cent, of solids not fat. These figures are

onimonly given in support of the " legal " standard of

1 percent, and 8.5 percent, respectively. These figures

iave, however, been derived from the milk of cows in the

iouth of l-.ngland. There are plenty of analyses which
.rove that milk below the standard may he genuine ; these

xperiments will serve to confirm this fact, which is perhaps

ot as well known as it should be. To show that milk

ielow the standard may be genuine is, however, only a first

tep, and is of little use unless it is followed up by the

ttempt to determine the degree of probability that milk

ielow the standard may be genuine. It is to this point

oat I invite your attention this evening. The experiments

re still in progress, and will probably continue for sometime.
Sampling.—Samples of the milk of about a dozen c IW8

fere taken, in oue case twice a day, and in the other case

hrice a day. In addition to the samples of the individual

ows, samples of the mixed milk of the entire herd were
aken. Samples were taken once a fortnight. As careful

upervision by experienced persons is essential at this

tage, a representative of the College was always present at

he sampling, for which assistance 1 have to thank Dr. Potts,

lesMs. McLaren, Short, Swann, and Willis. The method
f sampling adopted was always to pour the milk from one
.ail to another, ind then to pour it into the sample buttle.

n the ease of the mixed milk of the herd, it was not always

lossible to wait for all the milk to be mixed up together,

s sutdi a procedure would have interfered too much with

lie business ; but all the. milk was passed through a strainer

nd cooler, and, as it ran out, small samples of the milk were
ikeu and mixed up ; from this mixture a sample was taken

3 represent the mixed milk of the whole herd.

Preserving.—As there was other work to be attended to

besides this milk-testing, it was necessary to preserve the

milk in such a way that the analysis could be made as time

permitted. For this purpose a preservative had to be found

that would not interfere with the determinations of specific

gravity, fat, or total solids.

The following preservatives were made :
—

(1) For use in Cold Weather.— A mixture of chloroform

and ether of the specific gravity of 1*032. Of
this, 1 c.c. was used to preserve 100 c.c. of milk.

(2) For use in Hot Weather.—A mixture of alcohol,

chloroform, and formalin of the specific gravity

of r 032, and containing about 1 per cent, of

pure formaldehyde. Of this, I c.c. was used for

100 e.c. of milk.

The reason of this double arrangement was to avoid the

use of formalin as much as possible, this substance being

supposed to hydrolyse the milk sugar aud thereby increase

the amount of total solids in the milk. In the small pro-

portion used 1 could not find any evidence of such an

action. The milk generally kept about two or three weeks.

The specific gravity was not altered, and the correction for

dilution was so very small that it made little differenci

the amount of fat or total solids.

Analysis.—The specific gravity was taken sometimes
with tin' lactometer, but mostly with the " Wcstphal "

balance, both having been checked against the specific

gravity bottle. All specific gravities are given corrected I u

15.', <.'.. or Co !•'. The fat was determined by the " Gerber
"

centrifugal method, constantly checked by the " Adams
coil" and "Werner-Schmidt" method-. The solids not
fat were found by calculation, using the formula (1/4 + F/5
+ 0'14 = solids not fat. The total solids were frequently
.becked by direct determination, the difference between
the calculated and found amounts of total solids being as

a rule less than 0' 1 per cent., although a lew cases occurred
with differences of 0' 2 per cent.

My thanks arc due to Messrs. Short and Swann for the
greater part of the analytical routine work.

The Herds.—Herd No. 1 were all shorthorns of various

ages and in various stages of lactation. They were milked
three times a day—at 5 a.m., 1 p.m., and 6 p.m. Twelvi
cows were selected to represent the herd, samples being
taken of ihe milk of the individual cows and of the mixed
milk of the herd once a fortnight. The experiment started

in January aud terminated in March, there being six days
in all when the cows were tested. Herd No. 2 were also

all shorthorns of various ages and in various stages of
lactation. They were only milked twice a day—at 5.30 a.m.
and 4.30 p.m. For convenience the milk of one evening
and the next morning was taken to represent the da\ 's

milk. 22 cows were selected, the first 12 or 13 on the list

being tested once a fortnight, and the mixed sample of milk
of the whole herd obtained at the same time. As the original
cows went dry their place was taken by those further down
the list. When cows came in to milk again they wane tested

again as soon as there was a vacant place for them.
Records of temperature, weather, feeding, and many other
matters of practical importance have also been kept.

For the sake of ready comprehension, all the analyses
have been put into diagrammatic form as curves. To avoid
the crossing of lines and yet keep the fat, solids not fat, aud
yield on one diagram, the scaies of all three are different,

but are given on the margins of each diagram. The most
notable points on studying these curves arc : (I) some
cows are very regular, some arc very erratic (Curves 3
and 8); (2) the fluctuations in the composition of tin-

mixed milk (A) are as nothing to those of the erratic cows
(8), but are nearly of the same order of magnitude as those
of the regular cows (3) ; (3) the fluctuations in the amount
of fat in the milk of the regular cows and in the mixed milk
exhibit no regular rise and fall, giving no clue tp the cause
of the fluctuation

; (4) the Eolids not fat of the milk of tin

regular cows and of the mixed milk slums a slight falling

off during the period, which may be due to some fixed

cause (temperature) (3 and A)
; (5) the greater part, of

these fluctuations does not depend upon any regular cause,

but is due :o the irregular behaviour of the cows ; that
is, it is " chance." To show the bearing of these results on
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the chance or probability of milk under the standard being

genuine, the following statistical analysis is given :

—

Statistical Analysis.

Herd No. 1.

(on 15 out of 72 occasions in the morning.

Fat under :S per cent

So'ida not fat under
J

34 per cent 4
.

L,

71

20 215

1 .. 72

.. 71

(1 .. 71

1 214

Kat under S per cent.

noon.

„ eveniug.

,, day.

„ morning.

„ noon.

„ evening.

(lay.

or, 21 tests out of 419 have been below standard, of which

seven are due to cow No. 27, and five to cow No. 64.

The miitd milk of this head was never under the

standard during the period of testing.

Herd No. 2.

Individual < 'mis.

i
.". (jut ol 124 occasions in the morning.

11

Solids not fat under f » 10

8J per cent (. „ 21

or, 53 out of 493 tests were below the standard in all. (if

which lfi are due to cow No. 12, 10 to cow No. 17, and six

to cow No. II. The mixed milk of this herd was never

under the standard from January to June (inclusive). It

is, however, only right to state that the mixed milk has been

below the standard in some later tests that I hope to com-

municate at a later date. It will be noticed that while in

nerd No. 1 it is the fat that it is generally deficient, in herd

No. 2 it is the solids not fat that are generally deficient.

North v. So?ith.—If we add up all the results published

in both parts of this communication we find that in 96 tests

out of 9-4 the milk was below standard ; that is, in nearly

10 per eeut.

lu._'lc. in the Report of the Yorkshire College and in

other publications, tives figures which show that lie

obtained about 3\ per cert.

123 , evening.

122 morning.

121 , , evening.

>f his tests below standard
;

and Droop Richmond, in a recent communication to the

Isociety of Public Analysts, gives a case of what he evidently

considers a very remarkably bad cow, which was below

standard on 5.\ per cent, of the tests made. These figures

suggest that there is some truth in the opinion that milk

in tin North of England is not as rich as that in the South,

and cannot he judged by the same standard.

The probability ofmixed Milk being Inlaw the Standard.—
Once we have established the probabilities of cows giving

milk of certain strengths, it becomes simply a case of

an investigation of mathematical " probability " to find the

probability of a herd of any number of cows giving milk below

the standard. For if;) be the probability that any sample of

milk is below the standard, then the probability is that in a

herd of two cows both will be below standard on p- occasions,

and one cow only will be below standard on 2/) (1 — p)
occasions, whilst on (1 — p)- occasions both will be above

the standard. It then remains to solve the statistical

problem of the probability of a mixture of milk below and
milk above the standard being below the standard. If we
call this probability m, then the probability that the mixed
milk of two cows is below standard is p~ + 2np (1 — p),

which is Inp + (1— 2h)/' • As, however, » is a fraction.

/,- will always be small, and is likely to be less than the

error of determining p and n, and may for the present be

eliminated. From study of the times when milk occurs at

each tenth per cent. I think that n may be provisionally

taken at about \. As each cow has to satisfy two te-t-,

and they tire rarely both below the standard, the probability

is more than 1(1 per cent, and less than 20 per cent., and

nearer the latter than the former—say 16 per cent. Then
the probability of the mixed milk of two cows being below

standard is 2nn = 8 per cent., that of four cows 4 per cent.,

and that of eight cows 2 per cent. These calculations arc

given rather as a demonstration of the value of such

methods of investigation than as any attempt to finally

determine the probability of cows in the North of Fngland

giving milk b?low the standard. No account has been

taken of the fact that the yields of the cows need net be the

same, nor that ihere will be some causes that will tend to

make all the cows of a herd give lower-quality milk than

A.

.
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hev would do under average circumstances. In the r> ; x- , , ^
c , • , , " , , , Kxplanaloru Jyotes to ( urues.

ormer case, if low yields are accompanied by low per- r 3

Ventages, then the probability of milk being below standard At the piper as read, 35 slides of carves were exhibited ;

will be less, and vice versa. In the lattercase the probability the following have been modified so as to be representaiivr
vill be increased. of the different types.
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3. Represents a regular cow.
8. Represents an irregular cow.
A. Represents the mixed milk calculated from the analyses

of the milk of individual cows.

^—^— solids nut tat per ctent ., morning.

,, „ „ evening.

— - — fat per cent., morning.

- • • — „ evening.

yield in pints, morning.

„ „ evening.

Of 2C cows tested regularly, 7 give curves resemhling

No. 3, 10 resembling Xo. 8, and the remainder, 'J, being

intermediate.

The most regular cows give milk which, for the greater

part of their time, fluctuates less in composition and amount
than the mixed milk of 12 cows.

Discussion.

I'rof. GILCHRIST said that the lirst thing that struck him
in connection with tire UfTerton diagrams was the remark-

ably low standards for tin- morning's milk ; it seemed as if,

when it was necessary to milk three times a day. there was
a very great risk of that milk coming under the standard,

lie was also struck with the remarkably high midday
standard. Perhaps the point that came out strongest was
the difference in the qualities of milk in tile North compared
with the South of England. This was certainly not because

of the feeding, but was more probably due to the change-

ability of the weather. Tests made daily with one cow at

Cockle Park showed that when the cow was out all night

and there was a touch of frost, the quality of the milk next

morning was very much lower. He was rather struck with

the Gothenburg system. Twice a month (or week ; he was
not sure which) samples of milk were obtained from the

dairymen, and the peteentages of fat published in the daily

papers, the milks beiiiir classified :is follows :—.3*5 per

cent., very good ; 3 per cent., good ; under 3 per cent.,

poor.

Mr. Marshall thought the analysis of the n ixed milk
of herds was of much more importance than the analysis of

that of single cows, because it had been sufficiently proved
that individual cows were most erratic, whereas the mixed
milk of a herd as a rule did not vary so much. This year

most of his herd had beei i young cows, and the quality of

the milk had heen better than usual. During the spring of

last year he had been living in perpetual dread ot the

inspector; his milk was extremely poor, and, do what lie-

would, he could not raise the quality up to the standard.

Poor feeding was not the cause of it, because at that time

he was feeding them extravagantly, each cow getting a

hi one of concentrated food per day. As soon as the cows
were put out to grass, however, both quantity and quality

went up. This is quite in accordance with our experience,

but several South-country witnesses before the Standard

t Committee recommended a lower standard during early-

grass time. With regard to the difference of the milk in

the North as compared with that in the South of England,

he could not trace any relation between geology and the

quality of the milk. We had still a great deal to learn on
these points, and he would like to see some scheme
formulated for their further investigation.

Mr. S.vtiTii said that during last year he had examined
between four and five hundred samples of milk, and about

21 per cent, of these were below the standard either in fat

or in solids not fat ; this is much higher than Mr. Collins'

percentage, but there was no doubt that some of the

samples had been tampered with. On the whole he agreed

with Mr. Collins thai the quality of the milk was lower m
the North than in the South. In an analysis of 120

samples tin- percentage of fat was about :i--ic, ami the

solids about 8-88. hut a- some of these samples were
adulterated, these figures might lie increased by, say. 20 per

cent. Solids not fat very lately fell below the Standard;
when they did he was generally able to trace it to irregular

feeding. It was almost impossible lor anyone to say with

absolute certainty that milk had been adulterated simply

because it fell below the standard. Oi e occasion In

vent out to a farm where there were 42 cows ; the

percentage of fat in the milk of the herd was under 2i.

He did not know the reason, but he believed Prof.

Gilchrist considered excessive feeding produced this result;

certainly, when the amount of food was reduced the quality

of the milk increased very considerably. In another case

the reduction of the amount of food immediately increased

the percentage of fat from 2"8 to :t, and the substitution of

1 lb. of cake for 7 to 8 lb. a day raised the proportion of

fat to over 3 per cent.

Mr. Cakkett thought that the figures given suggested

that as a rule the con- that gave poor milk also gave a poor

yield, and would like to know if this has been proved.

Dr. Potts also noticed that the percentage of fat seemed
to be increased when the cow- gave an increased yield,

particularly in the Offerton herd. At the .second sampling,

on the 24th January, the yield and the fat were both high,

whereas, at the third and fourth samplings, the yield and
the fat were both low. Some two years ago there was a

very extensive series of investigations carried out by the

South-Eastern Agricultural College, Wye; the milk of

about six cows, and also the mixed milk of the herd, was
analysed morning and evening; a careful record was :il-o

made of the food, and the only factor which was found

to alter the quality of the milk was the temperature.

Referring to Mr. Marshall's suggestion that further experi-

ments should be devoted to the effect of food on milk,

nine-tenths of all milk investigations had been conducted
with that end in view. The Americans had done much
work in that direction, and bad found that fool had no

effect on the quality of the milk, but that it increased the

quantity. It was usually assumed that solids not fat were

pretty constant, hut one of the outstanding features of last

summer's milk was that it was particularly poor in this

respect.

Mr. Collins replied that be thought the small yields

were generally due to the late period of lactation, lie did

not think that the figures showed that when the yield was
high it was therefore rich, or roe versa. As to the effect

of temperature on the composition of milk. Mr. Itymond

had done some work on the subject, and had come to the

conclusion that there was no connection between weather

and the composition of milk.

The Chairman said that researches like these must
ultimately lead to important results, and be hoped that

Mr. Collins would continue to carry on his experiments, and

from time to time acquaint the Section with the result.

&ottingl)am Section*

Meeting held at Nottingham, on Wednesday,
I) , . 16M, lau3.

PROF. 1. STANLEY KITTING. I.K.S., IN THE CHAIK.

EXAMINATION OF METHODS EMPLOYED IN

ESTIMATING THE TOTAL ACIDITY OB
GASES ESCAPING FROM THE CHAMBER
PROCESS l'OK THK M VMIAt I'lRE

u] SULPHURIC ACID.

BY 11. r. WATSON.

(This Journal, 1903, 1279—1284.)

Discission.

Mr. .Ias. Kav Hut. wrote as follows:—The sulphazo-

tised compound referred to in Mr. Watson's paper 16

probably formed in the (Jay lai-sac lower when the supply

'of oxygen is deficient, and in the chambers when there is
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a deficiency of oxygen and steam, but with a properly

regulated air supply it should uot be formed in measurable

quantity. We have here, probably, the last o£ the

mysterious causes of loss of nitric and diminished --ul-

phuric acid production. Some uiay possibly be inclined to

attribute its occurrence to deficient chamber space; but I

tiiink that even with the highest possible consumption of

sulphur per cubic, foot of space, there should be no
appreciable loss from this source if sufficient draught he

maintained to ensure the requisite proportion of oxygen

in the chambers. The results of the experiments described,

taken altogether, seem to indicate the absolute necessity of

regularly testim; the exit gases for oxygen, and of using the

new absorbents to detect this sulphazotiscd compound, which,

so long as it remains uuoxidised, seems capable of passing,

uuahsorbed, through any number of wash bottles containing

water, sulphuric acid, or caustic soda, and is not completely

absorbed even by such an oxidismg agent as non-alkaline

hydrogen peroxide. The behaviour of the compound to-

wards caustic soda iu solution seems tr, prove that it is nut

really an acid at all, properly speaking, being quite devoid

of acid properties until decomposed by oxidation, and this

is doubtless why it has so long escaped observation.

Mr. F. J. R. Carolla said that sulphuric acid manufac-

turers were allowed to let gases into the atmosphere pro-

viding they did uot contain over 4 grs. of acid per cb. ft.

There were variations, as apparently the escape was at one
time 0-089 gr. per cb. ft. and at another 2-64 perch. It.

The work was done as rapidly as possible, Mr. Watson
making in all eight experiments, each occupying 4(1 minutes,

or 5 hours and 20 minutes iu all. In that time it was quire

possible for such changes to take place in the working of the

chambers as to render his figures not comparable. To com-
pare the experiments they should be done almost simul-

taneously and not one after the other. Then again they

ought to know something about the size of the chambers,
because very large chambers would not get into disorder

so rapidly as small chambers. He was not questioning the

accuracy of the facts as to the absorbing mediums ; he was
only questioning whether the very large differences shown
were to be relied upon.

He had that morning absorbed four escapes « it ti the

following results :—

•

— Water. ;i '• Lbsoi i

1

1

c.c.

200
2110

20U
200

c.c.

(1

5

o

qrs. per cb. ft.

0-86J
0'4S2
0-432

U"S67

In the last case the escape was a very small one, and
although water or water plus IEO., might be the same thing,

the escape might be small, and yet not be high. Mr.
Watson in his paper said " hi February 1903 I made com-
parative bellows tests with these two absorbents, and always
found that the alkaline hydrogen peroxide gave a higher
result than neutral hydrogen peroxide, the difference

varying in amount from 0-5 with ordinary working con-

ditions to :i grains of sulphuric anhydride per cubic foot at

a period of disorganisation." Now the same thing might
happen with water and with water plus H2 2. Personally

he would prefer the escape to be a sulphurous one rather

than lose nitre. The difference in values was immense.

Dr. R. M. Caven remarked that, whilst the interaction

of sulphuric acid and nitrous fumes resulted in the forma-
tion of nitrosulphonic acid, when nitrous and sulphurous
acids interacted under certain circumstances, hvdroxyl-
-imine disulphonic acid, N(S03H) C

OH, and nitrilosulphonic

acid, N(SO
;i
H)., were produced. Low temperature and the

presence of alkali were generally supposed necessary for

the production of these compounds, but if it were possible

for them to be formed in vitriol chambers or the Gay Lussac
Tower, their hydrolytic reduction in presence of nitrous

acid might result in the evolution of nitrous oxide or

nitrogen. What evidence was there for the existence of

these sulphazotised bodies? It was difficult to understand

how such a bod}- could pass unabsorbed through alkaline

hydrogen peroxide solution.

Mr. H. .1 W \tson, in reply, said that special precautions

were not taken to exclude carbon dioxide before titration.

The sodium hydroxide solution. 10 c.c. of N/2 NaOH
diluted with 200 c.c. of water, in the experiments per

formed, was SO dilute that little absorption of CO., could

take place. In order to see how far this was the ease In-

had that day fitted four Masks exactly as in his former
experiments. In No. 1 was 201) c.c. IEO + a c.c H„<)„;

iu No. 2, 200 c.c. IL.O+10 c.c. N/2 NaOH; in No". 3,

200 c.c. H.,t) + 10 c.c. N/2 NaOH, and in No. 4, 100 c.c.

H
2O + 100 c.c. saturated clear solution of barium hydroxide.

The four flasks were connected to a filter pump, the pump
started and the aspiration of air through the four riasks

regulated to, as near as could be judged, the same rate as

the chamber escape gases were drawn through in other
experiments. The pump was allowed to work for 40
minutes anil then stopped. A milkiness was produced in

No. 4:_ No. 1 was found to he neutral, and then No. :t

and No. 4 titrated with N/2 ileal without any special pre

cautions regarding carbon dioxide. They each required

9'75c.c. of N/2 acid, but when boiled the other 0- 25 c.e.

was required, so that the combined acidity in the two flasks

was equal to d-5 c.c. of N/2 Nat III (0- 154 grain of SO.)
on an approximate cubic foot—not a very large acidity.

It might be suggested that the increased acidity in vess, !,

containing alkali was due to CO.. The experiments them
selves, however, did not seem to indicate this. In the case

of experiment 20, the combined acidity ot 5 and (J iu an
alkali solution was equal to 18 gr. of SO, per cb. ft.,

and the toial acidity of 7 and s equal to -
3ti gr. of S( )

:l
per

cb.,ft. It was hardly possible that the increase in 7 and 8

could be due to COj following after alkali iu 5 and 6, bul

without hydrogen peroxide present. Nitrous acid was
proved to be present in experiment 17, and the presence of

more active acid gases would probably retard the action of

carbon dioxide. With regard solution of H.,02
and Na NO.,

in the experiments performed the solutions were exactly

neutral.

The chambers were 100 feet in length and 30 feet high.

There were three in the set and one set of burners. He
was inclined to agree with .Mr. ( nulla iu the matter of the

escape of sulphur and nitre. With regard to the theoretical

points raised by l>r. Caven, he had not had time to go into

them, and he was not at all sure what the compound was.

That there was some compound present, and that it was
decomposed by water, was shown afterwards. It was to

some extent absorbed iu alkali, but not altogether. When
experiment 21 was performed they were using a very high

amount of nitre : 31 lb. to the ton of stone. Calculating

the difference from the result of the experiment, the waste-

came out almost too high, viz., ,">6 per cent., which was
equal to 17?, lb. per ton. When they tried to work with
13* lb. the escape was very high.

K i: i; a t u m.

EXAMINATION OF METHODS KUI'l.'OED

in estimating THE TOTAL ACIDITT Ob' GASES
ESCAPING FROM THE CHAMBER PROCESS

FOR THE MANUFACTURE OF
SULPHURIC ACID.

I It. FORBES CARFENTEB AND EKNEST LINDER.

(This Journal, 1902, 1490—1508.)

For " metaphenylene diamine " read " metaphenylene

diamine hydrochloride" throughout, as in Table VIII. This

indicator has an acid reaction.
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MR. JAS. E. BEDFORD IN TIIF CFIAIIl.

SOME KECENT METHODS Ol- TECHNICAL
WATER ANALYSIS.

BY PROF. H. R. PROCTER.

The analysis of water for technical purposes usually only

extends to its mineral constituents, the traces of organic

impurity which are important in potable waters, having hut

little effect on most chemical and technical uses. Bacterio-

logical examination has probably received far too little

attention from the technical chemist, since there arc many
manufactures in which the presence of organised ferments

is of an importance only second to that of their existence

in drinking water; but on this point I do not intend to

toncb. The " hardness " of water is, on the whole, of the

greatest manufacturing moment, but in my opinion has <

been considered far too exclusively from the point of view

of the soap user, which often differs widely from that of

other chemists, and although, viewed merely as an empirical

method for determining the quantity of soap likely to be

destroyed by a given water, the soap-test has its practical

value, there are other and easier ways of learning with so

much greater exactitude, what the actual qualitative and

quantitative character of the hardness is, that even for the

soap-user I believe, with increasing knowledge, this in-

formation will come to be of greater value than any merely

empirical test. If no othi-r fault existed in the soap-test

than that it became practically useless in the presence of

much magnesia, it would be sufficient to condemn it for

general purposes, but, when the somewhat indefinite char-

acter of the reagent, and the still more indefinite character

of the reaction is considered, it becomes unnecessary to

labour the subject. It is now possible, by simple volumetric

methods, and with a high degree of accuracy, to determine

not merely temporary and permanent hardness, but the

actual quantities of lime, magnesia, iron, carbonic and

sulphuric acids, and chlorine contained in a water, and with

this information, the effect of the water on any chemical

reaction may iu most cases be completely foretold. It is

because I think that some of thes« methods are not bo

familiar to technical chemists as they deserve to be, that

I venture to bring forward matter which is not at all

original, and which must be familiar to many. The

only points ou which I may be able to claim the merit

of novelty are observations on some of the sources of

error which become important in working with such

very dilute solutions, and suggestions as to how they may

be avoided. In this connection it may be pointed out that

a water with " total hardness " equal to 50 parts of calcium

carbonate per 100,01)0 is a very hard one, but looked at

as a volumetric solution it is onlv centinormal, and imi-t

be determined with an accuracy which should reach I 50th

of its strength. To do this successfully involves many

precautions which are quite unnecessary iu the use of

normal solutions.

So far as I am aware, the credit of having first introduced

a practical and scientific method of hardness determination

belongs to Mr. Hehner, who titrates the temporary or bi-

carbonate hardness witn N/10 IK'l. using Methyl Orange as

an indicator, which is practically insensitive to can

acid. The method gives very exact results if certain pre-

cautions are taken. Methyl Orange is the sodium salt ol i

colour acid of moderate strength, and the change from the

yellow salt condor n to the red colour of the free acid marks

the end point, which is sharp and exact when working with

strong mineral acids, and with normal solutions. Even in

this case it is desirable to use the smallest possible amount

of the indicator, but, in working with N 10 solutions, the

amount of acid required to complete!; decompose the

colour salt becomes very perceptible, and the change from

yellow to red is not instantaneous, but passes through

orange to pink with the consumption of an appreciable

amount of acid. Thus it was found that, using a 10 grm. per

litre solution of the indicator in 25 c.c. of water freed from

carbonic acid by previous boiling, the following quantities

of N/10 HC1 were required to produce a clear pink :

—
8 drops of methyl-orange solution = 15 c.c, 4 drops

= 05 c.c, 2 drops = 05 c.c. As even 05 c.c. in titrating

100 c.c of water would correspond to 2-5 parts of hardness

ppr 100,(100 and there is always a question as to what

particular colour corresponds to the neutral point, the

followin" procedure may he recommended. To 100 c.c. of

distilled water, one drop, or some other definite quantity of

the indicator is added, and titrated to orange, or to the tint

to the change of which the eye of the individual operator is

most sensitive. The water of which the hardness is to b|

determined is similarly titrated with the same quantity of

indicator, and in a similar beaker, until it exactly matches

the distilled water, and from the amount of acid so u-ed the

quantity is deducted as a correction which was required to

produce the same colour change with distilled water only.

The results so obtained accurately correspond with those

got by using alizarin as an indicator in boiling solution

though in the latter method the end reaction is sharper.

It may be noted that Methyl Orange is not absolutely un-

affected by carbonic acid, a somewhat crocus-yellow Icing

attained instead of the lemon yellow reached with pure

boiled water, but the difference is insufficient to interfere

with its satisfactory use as an indicator.

Mr. Ilehner's method for the determination of permanent

hardness is less satisfactory than the foregoing. It consists

in evaporating 100 c.c. of the water to dryness with a known

excess, say 20 c.c, of N/10 sodium carbonate solution, taking

up the soluble matter with cold distilled water, filtering off

the precipitated calcium carbonate and magnesia on a small

filter, washing the precipitate with cold water, and titrating

back the excess ofsodium carbonate in the filtrate with Methyl

Orange or rosolic acid as indicator. With lime-bardness

only, and with the precautions above described, the method

may be pronounced fairly satisfactory; with magnesia, it is

well net merely to evaporate to dryness but to slightly

heat the residue to thoroughly decompose any magnesium

carbonate present, and even then, the washing should not be*

excessive, as calcium carbonate is soluble to the extent of

3 parts per 100,000, and magnesia to about 2*5 parts. A>

more accurate, as well as a more rapid method is to employ

a fair excess of sodium carbonate, and to make up the

solution to a known volume, say 100 c.c, and pipette off an

aliquot part for titration, as the presence of excess of

sodium carbonate materially reduces the solubility both of

calcium and magnesium carbonates. Both these methods,

however, should be superseded, where really accurate work

is required, by those introduced by l'fcifer and Wartha*

(Zeits. angou. ('hem.. 1902, 198). That for the determina-

tion of temporary hardness is identi a! with that of llchner,

except that, in place of Methyl Orange, a drop of a mixture

of about 1 grm. of the purest alizarin paste in 200 c.c.

of distilled water is employed. This indicator is surpris-

ingly sensitive, even mote so 1 tbiuk than phenolphthaleiu,

but as it is unfortunately affected by carbon dioxide, it

is necessary to complete' the titration at a boiling tem-

perature. Tlie change is from violet in alkaline solu-

tion (perhaps slightly varying in shade with the nature

of the particular base present) to a perfectly clear pale

lemon-yellow when neural or acid. The titration oi

the water should be clone with N 10 HO or lf.S0
4

' in a silver, platinum, or hard porcelain basin. The

acid should be added in the cold till the violet shade

gives place to a clean yellow, and the liquid then

brought to aboil, when, with the escape of carbonic acid,

the violet colour will reton .
and should at once be

destroyed bj the addition of another drop of the acid,

and so on, unlil do further change of colour takes

I
lace. It is undesirable to boil the indicator long.

especially in an ail. aim.- condition, as a violet deposit is

• Prof. Lunge states, in n private letter, that the use • >! alizarin

lor this purpose was originated in the laboratory ol tbe /.uneli

lucrum by "iVrilln.
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formed on the sides of the basin, presumably of calcium

and magnesium alizarates, which can only be dissolve I

by excess of acid, and is thus apt to cause perceptible

errors. In place of titrating to exact neutrality, the acid

may be added in very small excess, and the whole of the

liberated carbon dioxide boiled off at once, ami the solu-

tion then brought back to neutrality by X 10 XaOil. the

solution boiled for a moment, and the titration completed.

The results in either case are exact, a fraction of a drop of

alkali changing the clear lemon-colour to a dirty yellow.

If 100 c.c. of water are used, multiplication of the c.c. of

acid by 5 gives the temporary hardness in parts of CaC03 per

100,000. The boiling must in no case take place in an

ordinary glass beaker or flask, as an amount of alkali is

dissolved which may lead to serious inaccuracy. Even hard

Jena glass is not free from this effect, though the amount
dissolved is so small that for most practical purposes it may-

be neglected. The following experiment will illustrate the

point. 100 c.c. of distilled water boiled for au hour (with

additions to maintain the volume in a Berlin porcelain basin

showed no alkalinity or colour-change with alizarin ; in a

Jena flask a perceptible change of colonr was risible, hut

pure yellow was restored with one drop of N 10 acid, while

when boiled in an ordinary Bohemian flask, 4 c.c. of acid

was consumed, and if the neutralised liquid were boiled

further it again became alkaline, and further additions of

acid were required, so that no coincident results ,-ould be
obtained. With the precautions named, the results with a

known solution of hydric calcic carbonate containing only

S'5 parts of temporary hardness, and whether titrated alone

or with additions of magnesium sulphate, were accurate

within one part in 100,000, and experiments with other

quantities were equally satisfactory.

In the determination of permaueut hardness, Pfeifer and
Wartha, in addition to the use of alizarin as indicator, have
introduced the important improvement of replacing the

sodium carbonate of Hehner's method by a mixture of equal

parts of N/10 sodium carbonate and hydroxide solutions.

While, as has been already explained, sodium carbonate
perfectly precipitates calcium salts as carbonates on merely
boiling, it becomes necessary to evaporate to dryness and to

heat whenever auy magnesium salt is present, in order
to convert magnesium carbonate into oxide, sinee magne-
sium carbonate is not sufficiently insoluble. In pre-

sence of sodium hydroxide, however, the magnesium
carbonate is at once converted into magnesium hydroxide,

and perfectly efficient precipitation is obtained by mereiy
boiling for some time with sufficient excess of the

reagent. A good excess, say 50 per cent, or more, is

essential, not only because it is impossible to say before

analysis what proportion of sodium carbonate and what of
caustic will be required, but because the presence of the

C03
ions of the sodium earbonate in the solution greatly

lessens the solubility of the calcium carbonate, and similarly

the OH ions of t!ie sodium hydroxide lessen that of the

magnesium hydroxide. Unless the water is extremely hard,

50 c.c. of the N/ 10 mixed solution to 200 c.c. of water is a
convenient and sufficient quantity. The mixture may be
boded until reduced within 2fu cc. in a platinum or

porcelam basin, or, more conveniently, and with no material

loss of accuracy, in a 300 c.c. Jena flask, but on no account
in ordinary Bohemian glass. Even the Jena flask will

become perceptibly etched at the water line if used re-

peatedly. The solution after cooling, is made up to 200 c.c.

with distilled water in a gauged flask, and allowed to stand
rill the precipitated bases have settled, and 100 c.c. is

pipetted or siphoned off and titrated. As the quantity

named corresponds to 100 c.c. of the original water, and
25 c.c. of N/lo alkali, the difference between the acid

actually used and 25 c.c. will correspond to the amount of
alkali neutralised by the acids of the permanent hardness,
and multiplied by 5 will give the latter in terms of milli-

grammes per IUO.000 calculated as calcium carbonate. The
temporiry hardness will also be precipitated ; but, contain-

ing no fixed acids, will not interfere. Pfeifer employs the
water which has been neutralised in the titration of tem-
porary hardness, in place of the original water. In this

case the result obtaiued will represent total hardness, from
which the permanent hardness is obtained by deducting the
temporary. In place of allowing the precipitate to settle,

the solution may be filtered through a small filter, which is

carefully washed with the solution, of which the first 50 c.c.

or so is rejected, as filters are rarely absolutely free from
acidity or alkalinity, and even if at first perfectly ueutral,

easily absorb acids or ammonia from the laboratory air,

unless very carefully protected. Many irregularities

occurred in the determinations until this source of error

was detected. 15 cm. filters of three different makes were
macerated with distilled hot water, and proved in all cases

alkaline to Methyl Orange and acid to pheuolphthalein, the

difference between the two indicators, + or — , amounting in

each case to about 0*75 c c. of N/L0 solution. A case must
now be considered which is not very infrequent in Yorkshire

waters ; it occasionally happens that in the determination

of permanent harduess, a larger quautity of acid is required

to neutralise the mixture thau corresponds to the volume of

N 10 alkali which has been added, and that therefore the

permanent hardness would appear as a minus quantity.

This somewhat puzzling result is due to the presence of

sodium earbonate in the original water, which in this cast-

can have no permanent hardness other ihan that due to the

solubility of calcium carbonate, which canuot be removed by
softening, but which is not reckoned in the above me'hode
of analysis, though it is counted in the soap test. Whers
sodium carbonate is thus found, a proportionate amount
must be deduced from the temporary hardness. If the total

hardness after neutralisation is determined after Pfeifer's

method, the presence of sodium carbonate will be indicated

by the total hardness coming out as les, thau the temporary,

the difference being obviously the alkalinity due to the soda;

each part of hardness corresponding to 1 '06 part of sodium
earbonate. Sinee in the ordinary methods of water softening,

lime is precipitated as carbonate, but magnesia as oxide, with

the eon sumption of a double quantity of caustic lime or caustic

alkali, it is impossible from hardness-determinations alone

to calculate the materials required for softening, or the

actual weights of the bases titrated, so long as it is uncertain

whether or in what proportion magnesia is present. Pfeifer

determines this in the following manner : — 100 c.c. of the

water is neutralised with N/10 acid in presence of alizarin, in

boiling solution, exactly as in the determination of temporary

is, which may be combined with that of magnesia.

A known quantity of clear liruewater -_'5 or 50 e.c.) which

should he at least Super cent, in excess of that required foi

precipitating the magnesia present, is measured into a 200 c.c.

flask, the hot neutralised solutiou is rinsed in with boiling

distilled water free from carbonic acid, and made up with

the latter to 5 e.c. above the mark to allow of contraction

in cooling ; the flask is tightly corked or stoppered, and
well shaken to mix, for which purpose the neck above tin-

mark must be a long one, and set aside to cool and settle.

Though not essential, it probably increases the completeness

of the precipitation if the corked flask is heated for half an

hour or so on the water-bath. I prefer to allow sufficient

time for the liquid to completely clear, and to pipette off

100 c.c. to titrate back with N/10 acid, which may be done

cold with pheuolphthalein, or hot with alizarin with equal

accuracy. Pfeifer filters, but in this case the strength of

the limewater must be determined by a blank experiment

conducted in exactly the same way with distilled water;

and it is better to reject the first 50 c.c. iu each case to

avoid error from want of neutrality ot the filter-paper, and
great care must be taken to filter rapidly, and to avoid

possibilities of carbonation by the atmosphere, for which

purp ise a suction filter with a perforated porcelain disc,

covered with a neatly-fitted disc of filter-paper answers

well. If, on the other hand, the liquid is settled and

pipetted, the risk of carbonation is so small that an equal

quantity of the same limewater may be measured direct,

atd titrated, using the same indicator as has beeu employed

for the water, phenolphthaleiu ;n the cold being on the

whole preferable. Deducting the N/10 acid required for

the mixture of limewater and water from that employed for

tl. i' water alone, and multiplying the difference by five,

gives the hardness due to magnesia ia terms of milligrammes

of calcium carbonate per 100,000, from which actuai Big

may he reckoned by multiplying by 0-21 ; or MgO multi-

ply"m_ by 0-4. "Carefully conducted, the method is

extremely exaet, its accuracy being quite equal to that of

the determination of hardness, ami probably superior to
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'hat of any gravimetric method for such minute

quantities. The theory of the process is that, while

calcium hydrate will precipitate magnesia, it has no

action on lime salts: and a good excess of lime sBrves not

only to quicken the reaction, but to diminish the solubility

of the magnesia. If iron i9 present it will of course be

reckoned with the magnesia, and should he determined

cblorimefricallv with tbiocyanate(a!so a process of great ac<

racy for small quantities), and deducted, ft may be assumed
that it is present in tbe ferric state, and that therefore 0-2 I

of Mg corresponds to 0' 3733 of Fe. Aluminium, if present,

would behave like iron, any traces of alumina dissolved by

lime having no effect (on phenclphthaiein ai least), hut ii i-

rare that more than traces of alumina exist in natural

waters, though it would have to he reckoned "with in

river-waters receiving manufacturing effluents, and its

estimation would not be particularly easy. Possibly a

eolorimetrie method with alcoholic extract of logwood or

some other mordant dyestuff might be devised where

the water was required for dyeing, hut it is not likely

that it would introduce any material error into water-

softening calculations, and it would he removed with

the other impurities. Having determined the magnesia,

or, more strictly, the acid with which it and an} other

bases are combined which are precipitable by lime, it

becomes possible to calculate the calcium present in the

water, by deducting the magnesia-hardness from the total

hardness, and calculating the remainder into ( 'a by multipli-

cation by 0-4. The carbon dioxide present as hydrie

carbonate is given in parts per 100,000 by multiplication of

tbe temporary hardness by 0-88 for COo or 1*2 for COp.

When tbe proportion of hardness due to magnesia is

known, it is possible to calculate the quantities of lime

and sodium carbonate required for softening, since

magnesium salts, as has been stated, cannot be satis-

factorily removed as carbonates, but must be converted

into hydroxides by lime or some other caustic alkali: and

this applies to the permanent hardness which is

converted into carbonate by sodium carbonate, as well

as to the bicarbonate reduced to carbonate by lime.

Thus each equivalent of magnesia present requires

an additional equivalent of lime beyond that required

by the corresponding calcium salt. l'feifer gives a

formula for this purpose, calculated for German
degrees of hardness, which are reckoned in parts

per 100,000 of C'aO instead of parts of Ca'COs, as

is customary in Fiance and England. I have, therefore,

taken the liberty of transposing it into terms of parts of

f'aC0
3
per 100,000. Hi in the formula signifies temporary,

and Hp permanent hardness, and Hm hardness due to

magnesia, whether temporary or permanent. The quantities

given are in milligrammes per litre, grammes per cubic metre,

or lb. per 100,000 gallons of the water to be treated.

V6 (Ht + Hm) = lime (Call) required; 10-6 Hp m I.
sodium carbonate; or 28-6 lip - soda crystals (Na.,(.'n .

10HnO). If only temporary hardness is to be softened bj

liming only, the quantity required is vo (Ht + Hm - Hp\
if Hm i- larger than Hp, but if not, only the temporal*

hardness need be taken in account. Finally, for

sofleningwith sodium b) dioxide and sodium carbonate only,

which is sometime- convenient for small boiler installations.

we have 8 (Hi Hm) NaOB required; 10-6 Hp -

(Ht + Hm) \a ( Oj required. Consequently, if th

water lias Ie>s permanent hardness than the sum of the

temporary and magnesia baldness, it cannot be softened

completely in this waj without leaviof excess of sodium

carbonate in the water.

Some water- contain large quantities of dissolved

carbon dioxide in addition to the " half-combined " present

as temporal} hardness, and though this is not included in

any hardness determination, it, of course, combines with

and renders useless an equivalent quantity of the lime added

for softening, and must, therefore, be taken into account in

reckoning the lime required. The tree COj is easilv

estimated by a method, 1 believe, due to Archbutt, though

I have been unable to find its original publication. 100 c.e.

of the water is titrated slowly with N/10 solution of

Na.Cdj and pheuolphthalein, till D tinge of permanent pink

is produced, when the number ol c.c. used, multiplied bj

8-2, will give the parts of CO.. per 100,000, or b\ while

multiplication by 2-8 will give the weight of lime required

to remove it. Of course, such a determination is of no
use unless there is some security that ihe sample of water
really represents the average; and has not Inst carbonic

acid by exposure. The reaction depends on the fact that

sodium bicarbonate is neutral to pheuolphthalein, while
the normal carbonate is alkali;. e. It must be reinembeied
that the theoretical quantity of preoip'uants does not always
give the best practical results, owing to difficulties of settling

and filtration, and in some cases it is necessary to be
content with less than the theoretical softening ( sec

Archbutt and Deeley, this Journal, 1891, 511).

It is sometimes necessary to determine not only the

bases, but the' acids present iu a technical water. Several
colorimetrical methods exist lor the determination of tbe

traces of nitric and nitrous acid sometimes present

;

chlorine is of course easily determined with silver nitrate

with chromate as indicator ; am! for sulphates the recent

volumetric method of Wolf-Muller (Ber., 1902, 1587) with
benzidine hydrochloride gives excellent remits. This method
depends on the fact that benzidine sulphate is very slightly

soluble: and specially so in solutions containing excess
of benzidiue hydrochloride. Heuzidine is so weak a base

that the hydrochloric acid combined with it can be titrated

in presence of phenolphthalein as if it were free, while the

sulphate, being insoluble can be filtered off. and calculated

from the loss of acidity. I have been making some
experiments with this method, and shall be g'ad at a future

date to give some further particulars of the practical

working of it, it these would be of interest to the Section.

Discussion.

Mr. F. YV. KicrjAKOsON said he thought the paper wa<
a very interesting one for members of the Section, especially

in regard to boiler-feed waters, which question assumed
great importance in the district, fie referred members to

a paper he had found very useful and which was published

a tew years ago in the Dyers and Colon lists Journal on the

analysis of waters, including the estimation of calcium.

Ammonium oxalate was added to the water in excess, and
the excess estimated in the filtrate by means of standard

potassium permanganate solution. As the quantity of water

sent for analysis was sometimes very small, be chose to use

gravimetric rather than volumetric proce-ses, as beiug more
accurate when working on small quantities of water. As
regards Methyl Orange, he had also found it necessary lu

test each different sample of the dye in distilled water.

With regard to the softening of feed-waters, be had found

that firms would not go to the expense of pulling down
plant for that purpose, and so nothing remained hut to

advise what to put into the boilers. He recommended Boda

ash iu quantity, sufficient to read with the sulphate of

magnesia and the soluble -alts ot lime. He asked Mr.

Procter as to whether he thought anything else was
necessary for boiler-feed waters.

Mr. W. Mel). MaCKEI was inclined to agree with the

last speaker in his preference lor gravimetric processes

He never used the soap test unless a>ktd tor it. and

calculated the hardness from the analysis, lie found he

could obtain a good indication of what was required on the

large scale by using, - i\ . 500 C.C of water, and weighing

out tbe caustic lime, when it was possible to get reliable

data as to the amount of lime to be used in practice on the

large scale, lie was afraid Archbutt's process for estima

tion of free CO-2 could not lie used iu this way. In the case

of a water containing much magnesia and eblouue, it was
general]} considered that acidit) was generated in the

boiler. He asked Prof. Procter if, m Ins opinion, the

calcium carbonate present in the water was a protection

again>t corrosion arising from this cause, seeing it would be

precipitated on hoiliug.

The Ciijukman said that, although opinions might differ

as to the composition of the water of the Uiver Aire,

there was no doubt that il was good for boiler purposes, and

to prevent corrosion a little caustic soda was all that was

necessary. A little hard scale might be formed, but that

was all: he had found also a little " pitting," but thought

this might be due rather to electrochemical phenomena.
He had found numerous pin-holes in the feed-water pipes
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when wrought iron was used, but on changing to cast iron

hi< objection disappeared.

Mr. G. Winn upheld the viewthat caustic soda was valu-

able for use in boilers, and its usefulness was increased if a

mixture of caustic soda and crude gailotannate of soda were

ised. The gailotannate of soda was readily made by dis-

sulving catechu in caustic soda, and the mixture was one

which was used by many large companies who worked their

boilers hard.

Prof. Pboctee, in reply, said that even when small quan-

tities of water were dealt with it was only a question of taste

whether gravimetric or volumetric processes were used, and

he thought that to get any advantage gravimetrically large

quantities should be used. With regard to the softening of

water, he agreed that sodium carbonate and caustic soda

with almost any tanning substance was very good. He
had found Archbutt's process to be very satisfactory, but

whether such exact analysis was necessary for softening

calculations was open to question, as in practice the. were

unable to tell whether their instructions would be carried

out with a lime containing 30 per cent, or 90 per cent, of

CaO. Like Mr. Maekey, he could obtain a good approxi-

mation by adding excess of lime to &e water, allowing to

stand in a -'oppered bottle for, say, 12 hours, and then

'itrate the excess of lime, and so find the amount of lime

consumed. With regard to magnesium chloride, the view

at preseut held v.-as that it did not dissociate when aloue,

but the iron combined with the chlorine, and this led to

"pitting"; but he thought this was not to be feared if

ealeium carbonate were present. The precipitation of

calcium carbonate was most to be feared in presence of

fats, preventing contact with the water and causing over-

heating of the boiler-plates. Heavy mineral oils had not

this effect, and had been found useful for loosening the

hard scale.

The Chairman said he believed the introduction of heavy
mineral oils into boilers working at high pressures was
dangerous, as it was supposed to induce the water to take
the spheroidal condition and prevent it actually touching
the plates, and explosions had resulted therefrom.

COAL-ASH.

BT JOHN W. COBB, C.Si. (USD.),

The laboratory examination of coal-ash is usually limited

to a determination of quantity, but the influence of the
nature of the ash is often of so much importance that I

thought some notes on methods of examining ash which
I have found useful, and on the significance of the results,

might not be wiihout their value.

The quantity of ash is interesting in the first place
because the ash is the inert and thermally useless constituent
of a coal, and, allowing for moisture, the variation in

quantity of ash gives a sufficiently good criterion for many
purposes of the variation in calorific value. I do not mean
that one coal is necessarily of less heating power than
another coal because it contains more ash, but if it is

required to compare successive consignments of the same
coal or of similar coals the quantity of ash forms the
readiest basis of comparison. The ash determination can
be made in many cases where the tedium of calorimetric
determinations renders it impracticable to make them suffi-

ciently often, as in controlling the heat efficiency of a piece
of plant such as one particular furnace or range of boilers.

I might point out that the logs by ash is larger than at
first sight appears. Taking the familiar case of a steam-
boiler, the rate of combustion per unit of grate area and
rate of steam-raising are determined by the amount of air

penetrating to the coal through the interstices beneath it

;

this quantity diminishes as the ash accumulates on the
grates, and although the thermal efficiency, as expressed by
the peicentage of heat units utilised, is not necessarily
lowered, the economic efficiency suffer-- severely by the
reduction of output; the difficulty of keeping up steam
pressure is also increased by the excessive time taken in
removing clinker, which involves admission cf quantities of
cold air. Heat losses are even more noticeable in a kiln
or fnrnace fired for the obtaining of a high temperature.

As the ash accumulates, the rate of combustion diminishes,

and the temperature rises more slowly until, if cleaning-

out is delayed too long, the coal which the grates will burn,

though perhaps a very appreciable quantity, is not sufficient

to raise the temperature at all. The removal of ash in

such a ease usually means a lowering of the temperature
inside the furnace, and hard and unpleasant work outside.

and has to be followed by firing for what may prove to be
a considerable time, simply to make up lost ground. Taking
another case, that of a gas producer, the gradual accumu-
lation of ash is distinctly detrimental to its working, and
in some types the output of gas is stopped completely
during the periods of ash removal.

The preceding remarks make it unnecessary to insist

on the importance attaching also to the fusibility of ash.

The checking of air-supply and rate of combustion, by
accumulating ash, is greater if the particles fuse together

into a c'inker, and the heat losses arc increased by the

difficulty of removing the clinker. This consideration

becomes of fundamental importance in the working of

inaccessible fires, such as those of the modern blast-blown

gas-producer with water-seal. One of the most valuable

idvantages of the Mond gas process is that by the

use of a large excess of steam in the blast (an essential

feature of the process ), the temperature oi the fires is kept

low ; therefore the ash does not melt together into lumps
of clinker, and can be drawn easily with the minimum of

interference with ordinary working conditions.

It may be noticed that completeness of combustion hinges

very largely upon absence of fusion in the ash ; the

enclosing of unburnt carbon by the melting ol surrounding
ash, and consequent stoppage of further combustion, is

easy to realise.

imposition of ash is usually of importance, mainly in

so far as it effects fusibility, but wheu the solid fuel comes
into direct contact with the material of the process, as in

blast-furnace work and lime and cement burning, the in-

creased importance of ash composition is evident. In blast-

furnace practice, a change in the coke used may make a
complete change necessary in the proportions of ore and lime-

stone : this is largely because the slag must retain constant

properties, and the coke-ash ingredients (with the ex-

ception of the iron) are, roughly speaking, transferred bodily

to the slag, and must be allowed for. Harmful elements,

such as sulphur and phosphorus, have their own signi-

ficance, and, altogether, the influence of ash composition

is st» i-ousiderable in such cases as to necessitate complete
analysis. The influence of certain properties of ash has

been noticed. The laboratory methods of examination now
claim attention.

The determination of quantity of ash is simple, so

simple that errors are common and considerable. The
importance of sampling has been rightly insisted on, and
the avoidance of draughts on the crucible, which carry

away light particles of ash. If the crucible is heated in a
laboratory muffie it is sometimes necessary to guard against

too high a temperature, or fusion of the ash may take

place before completion of the combustion, in which case

unburnt carbon may be enclosed by the ash.

The composition of the ash requires a fusion with

alkali carbonates, followed by the methods applied to

silicates and iron ores. The process can be quickened
somewhat by volumetric determination of the iron, lime,

and phosphorus.

My own practice is as follows :
—

The silica is separated as usual, and the filtrate made up
to 250 c.c, of which aliquot portions are measured off for the

succeeding determinations. The alumina, iron, manganese,
phosphorus, and titanium are precipitated by ammonia
and a drop of ammonium sulphide. (More elaborate

separation of manganese, e.g., by ammonium acetate, is

occasionally called for.) Only slight alkalinity is allowed j

the precipitate settles quickly, and the solution above it

is decanted through the filter-paper. The precipitate is

reuissolved in hydrochloric acid and the solution diluted to

the same volume as before precipitation. Ammonia and a
drop of ammonium sulphide are added, and the precipitate

filtered off, washed, and ignited for some time before

weighing to ensure complete oxidation. This precipitate
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has been obtained in a solution largely freed from alkali

and calcium salts; it therefore resembles that obtained by
redissolving the alumina and iron precipitate from the

filter-paper (which I have not found au easy thing to do
quickly and completely), and reprecipitatiog.

The Limp, is precipitated by ammonium oxalate tor the
iron and alumina filtrate after concentration of the latter, but
before adding ammonium oxalate the solutionis rendered
distinctly alkaline with ammonia and allowed to stand
15 minutes Traces of alumina and iron sometimes come
down. The ammonium oxalate precipitate is redissolved
in standard sulphuric acid and titrated with potassium
permanganate.

The Phosphorus is determined by a process which is not,

1 believe, in common use, but appears to be quite accurate
enough for most purposes and is neat and rapid. lOu c.c.

of the 250 c.c. Si0
3

filtrate (a portion representing say
1 grm. of the ash), is taken, diluted to about 500 c.c,
ammonia added untd a slight permanent precipitate forms.
and nitric arid added to re-solution. 50 e.c. of ammonium
molybdate solution is then poured into the solution (warm
to the hand), and shaking for 5 minutes is followed by
settling for 15 minutes. Filtration through asbestos in a

Gooch crucible with vacuum, washing with 1 per cent.

HNOs and with o -
1 per cent. KN< )., until no acidity remains,

solution in standard soda of the molybdate precipitate, ami
titration of the solution against standard sulphuric acid,

using phennlphthalein as an indicator, complete the process
of estimation.

A further note on this method will follow.

The fusibility of an ash is, of course, dependent upon
the composition; the oxides composing it are infusible

separately at ordinary fire temperatures, but are present
in the proportion to form some compound of the type
xRO.yR>0,.:Si()., and are in intimate contact. Many such
compounds are easily fusible, and so the ash melts in the

fire to a slag or clinker. The forecasting of the fusibility

of any particular mixture of oxides constituting a coal-ash

is not practicable yet, although something may be done in

that direction ; a direct determination of the fusibility is the

simplest way to arrive at useful information. The method
1 have long used for this purpose, and one of very general

application, is due in esseuce to Seger, who used the bend-
ing of small pyramids of known composition as a means of

measuring temperature. Suppose the fusibility of ash A
is to be compared with that of asb B ; each is ground to

powder—the finer the better, but 100 in. linear sieving is

fine enough—and made into a pyramid. This is not a difficult

operation, especially if dextrin solution is used to increase

coherence during the making and hardness afterwards.

The use of dextrin is unnecessary if the material has
been ground to impalpable powder, which is easily done in

a pebble-mill, using water. No appreciable effect on fusibility

seems to result from any difference in fineness which occurs

in practice. The pyramids should he approximately, but

need not be exactly, geometrically similar. In some cases

all the constituents of an ash are not naturally in a state ol

intimate admixture, but the conclusions drawn from pyramid
experiments are rarely, if ever, invalid for this reason,

if discretion is exercised when obviously demanded. The
pyramids I use are considerably larger than the Segei

cones ; they are nearly 1 in. square on the base and 3 in. high,

one face standing vertical.

After drying, the pyramids are set in a laboratory furnace,

and the temperature is gradually raised until one of t h

.

pyramids bends over to touch with its point the surface on
which it was set. The firing is then stopped, and the

pyramids are examined. It is essential to success that

temperature distribution in the space where the pyramids
are set be uniform ; I have not found a laboratory natural

draught muffle furnace satisfactory, but use a circular

regenerative down-draught furnace heated by eight burner*

arranged equidistant on the periphery. It is often con-

venient to refer to some constant standard, and in this case

an ordinary pyrometric pyramid is useful. If an absolute

determination of the fusibility of a pyramid is required,

referred to the ordinary centigrade scale of temperature

tand such a determination i- certainly advisable if work of

this kind is to have outside value), a thermo-couple may be

put into the furnace with its junction near the pyramids.
The rise of temperature should not be too rapwl, and as
soon a9 the pyramid bends a little at the point should be
checked altogether. This is necessary, because the bending
of the pyramid is a summation of all softening effect above
the point of incipient fusion; it cannot take place instan-
taneously, and if the temperature is allowed to go on rising
quickly while the pyramid is bending, the reading will be
altogether too high when the pyramid touches. The bending
should take place slowly through a small range of tempera-
ture ; in this way an approximately correct rending in

degrees Centigrade for the touching of the pyramid can be
obtained. Tho accompanying photograph illustrates results
obtained in one experiment.

The unburnt combustible matter in the ash can be
determined accurately enough for process control by
grinding the dry ash to very fine powder and igniting it

;

the loss on ignition gives the unburnt carbon directly.

It may he pointed out that the permissible percentage of
unburnt carbon in the ash is smaller as the pi-rcentage of
ash in the coal is larger. Thus, assuming a coal to contain
70 per cent, of carbon and a per cent, of true ash, if

5 per cent, of the carbon present came onconsumed
into the works ash, it would show itself as 41 percent.
of unburnt matter on examiuation of the works ash.

If, however, the coal contained 55 per cent, of carbon
and 20 per cent, of true ash, and 5 per cent, of the
carbon present again came unconsumed into the works
ash, it would show itself as 12 per cent, of unburnt
matter on analyst!—a very different result at first sight, but

really indicating the same amount of waste. If the ash
contains a considerable quantity of partially reduced
matter, particularly iron, this increases in weight on oxida-

tion, ami therefore direct ignition gives too low a result for

perfect accuracy, hut cases in which this amount of error

is of any consequence are rare, 1 believe. 1 have several

times checked the ignition result by a combustion with

quite satisfactory results.

1 might point out that part of the loss of ignition of a

works ash, though not a large part, may be due to the loss

of sulphur. It wa> once interesting to me to find out how
long glowing ashes would give oil' sulphur compounds when
moist air was passing over or through them. Three kinds

Sulphur Account for Clinkerfrom Threi Coals.

Sulphur in clinker before heating -

Sulphur evolved on heatiug in air

curfent
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of ash were sampled a? drawn from a glazed brick kiln
when just finishing tiring. Air, moistened by babbling
through water, was passed through the finely-ground ash
heated to reduess in i combustion tube. The sulphur
compounds evolved were absorbed in bromine water
acidified with hydrochloric acid anil estimated by precipi-

tation with barium chloride; the sulphur in tin' ash before
and after heating was determined by fusion with the mixed
carbonates and precipitation with barium chloride ; the
sulphur present in the three ashes was approximately
3 per cent., 2 per cent, and 1 per cent. The results are
tabulated.

It is noticeable that the sulphur compounds were almost
completely expelled, but very slowly ; in cases where small
quantities of sulphur gas are believed to work for evil, it

may then be advisable to draw the ashes as soon as tin

tiring is tini-hfd.

In any industrial process one characteristic of an ash
may assume a special prominence for evil or good. 'Ihus
the phosphorus, generally unimportant, assumes prominence
for blast-furnace work. So, too, the light ash of a coal

scattered by the draught over the surfaces of burning bricks

may iaduce material disfigurement, if fixed by wet products
of combustion or by fusion. Many other examples might
be given, hut I limit my remarks to my own experience.
Finally, let me express my thanks to Mr. C. 1'. Finn for

assistance given me in some of the laboratory work, and in

preparing the photographs, as also to the directors of the
Farnley Irin Company, in whose laboratory all the experi-
mental work has been done.

Discussion.

The CiiaIRMAs drew attention to the importance of the
subject to all works, and said that the interest of the paper
would have been increased if it had been possible to eoin-
p ire tin characters of the different West Riding coals, and
their suitability to various industries.

Mr. \V. M, D. Mackey asked if a number of determina-
tions of phosphorus in local coals could be placed on
record, as these would be of value for reference in the
future, and as on the West ( 'oast a non-phosphorus pig was
a speciality. He drew attention to the importance of main-
taining an oxidising atmosphere in the muffle during the
estimation of ash.

Mr. F. W. Richabdson pointed out that the estimation
of arsenic in coal ash was not a very simple matter. His
own method was to fuse the ash with' the double carbonates
of sodium and potassium and so get the arsenic in a soluble
form, after which the estimation was easy. He thought
there was some need of a standard method.

Mr. Cobb, in reply, agreed that the various properties of
coals would form interesting subject-matter for not one but
quite a number of papers. He thought Mr. Mackey rightly
emphasised the necessity for an oxidising atmosphere in ash
determinations. The molybdate method was essentially one
for the estimation of small quantities of phosphorus, the
volume and weight of the precipitate being so great; this
would, however, In- dealt with tit greater length in a special
note.
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I.-PLANT. APPARATUS A.ND MACHINERY.

English Patents.

Vrijiny and Rnastinq Apparatus. M. Heckiug, Dortmund,
Germany. Eng. Pat. 25,209, Nov. 17, 1902.

The apparatus consists of a horizontal mixing drum,
mounted on rollers, and adapted to be supplied with hot
air or steam from a furnace at the head of the drum. The
drum has also a feeding funnel at the head, and a collector

for the dried or roasted material at the foot. The collector
has an exhaust pipe for gases at the top, and an outlet
channel at the bottom, the outlet channel and feeding
;hi .eing provided with counterweighted traps. On the
ini trface of the drum are arranged projecting ribs

with the axis of the drum, and adjustable crowbars
bi i the ribs, the crossbars having the shape of a part
of a spiral. Instead of the crossbars, chains hanging
loosely between the ribs may be employed. (See also
Eng. Pitts. 4560 of 1900 and 14,054 of 1902; this Journal,
19UI. 344, and 1902, 1126.)—R \
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Flasks for Volatile and other Liquids. H. Goctz,

Frankfurt a/Main. Bng. Pat. 26,461, Dec. 1, 19U2.

See Fr. Pat. 322.141 of 1992; this Journal, 1303, 28H.

—T. F. B.

Evaporators ; Impts. in . D. A. Blair, Glasgow.

Eng. Put. 2731, Feb. 5, 1903.

In evaporators of either the single- or multiple-effect type,

a tube or pipe is arranged either within or outside the

calandria steam-heating vessel, in combination with a spiral

or propeller-blade I conveyer, by means of which substances

of a viscous or semi-liquid nature can be circulated down-

wards through the tube while they are being concentrated.

—R. A.

Forcing and Drawing off Liquids Evolving Ignitable or

Explosive Gases ; Process and Apparatus for .

C. Martini and H. Hiincke, Hanover, Germany. Eng.

Pat. 4233, Feb. 23, 1903.

A non-oxidising gas, such as carbon dioxide, coal-gas, or

ammonia, is forced under pressure into the reservoir con-

taining the liquid, Mich ga- -erviug to prevent the formation

of an explosive gas mixture during the emptying of the

reservoir.—R. A.

Apparatus and Process fur the Centralisation of every

kind of Chemical or Industrial Treatment of and

Operation on any kind of Substances. J. Liitane, Aix-

la-Chapelle. Eng. Pat. 8313, April 9, 19U3.

See Fr. Pat. 330,322 of 1903; this Journal, 1903. 1078.

—T. F. B.

[Centrifugal] Liquid Diffuser. W. Schwarzhsupt,

St. Goar-on tfae-Rhine, Germany. Eng. Pat. 19,961,

Sept. 16, 1903.

The liquid is raised by suitable lifting appliances, and

distributed on the inner surface of a rotating cylindrical

ring, which has a horizontal projecting flange or rim. By
the centrifugal action, the liquid is spread evenly over the

rim, and discharged from the circumference of the rim

against "rebounding" plates, the coarser particles being

canght on these plates and returned to the receptacle,

while the finer particles pass through.—R. A.

United States Patent.

Centrifugal Separator. A. C. Van Kirk. Tiffin, Ohio.

U.S. Pat. 745,696, Dec. 1, 1903.

The rotating chamber of the separator is formed with its

walls inclined outwardly from the botto-n, and then

inwardly towards the top, a feed cone being mounted

concentrically within the chamber. The discharge-opening

is formed at the greatest periphery of the chamber, and

the liquid outlet at the centre. The discharged matter is

delivered into a movable accumulator, which is connected

to a valve controlling the discharge opening, so that the

valve is operated bv the accumulation of the discharge.

—K. A.

French Patents.

Vessels Unattached bu Acids; Manufacture <;/' [Acid

Proof] . J. K. Field. Fr. Pat. 333,928, July 4,

1903.

Si i Fie' Pat 21,650 of 19H2
; this Journal, 1S03, 1188.

—T. I

Centrifugal Apparatus; A nan:/, went for the complcb

Separation of Products expelled from .within thi

same Apparatus. Soe. F. Meyer's Sohn. Fr. Pat. 834,04 1,

July 22, 1903.

The products expelled in a centrifugal machine are caught

again-t an annular envelope, constructed in several pit

surrounding the rotating basket, so thai the lower border of

the envelope may be moved outwards or inwards from or

toward- the axis of rotation, whereby the products projected

against the sloping sides may be caused to flow into 01

other of a series of conduits beneath, lea ling to separate

receivers.—E. S.

II.-FUEL. GAS. AND LIGHT.

Coal-like Substance accompanying Caucasian Petroleum.
K. Charitschkoff. J. niss. phys.-chem. Ges., 35

(
695

—

701. ( hem. I Jentr., 1903. 2, [23], 1297.

At Grosny and Tschatma the petroleum is accompanied by
a coal very similar to lignite, but lighter, and containing
less moisture than the latter. The coal cannot be regarded
as of vegetable origin, since at Grosny it occurs in thin,

regular strata above those in which the petroleum occur-,
whilst at Tschatma it occurs in the same strata as the
petroleum. The author considers that the coal is formed
from the petroleum by dehydrogenisation, and in support of
this view cites the formation of hydrogen sulphide from
sulphur and petroleum, and the decomposition of petroleum
by long-continued heating. Coal similar to that occurring
at Tschatma has been found by the author in hot-petroleum
mains.—A. S.

English Patents.

Oil-Gas; Apparatus for Making i. Dempster,
Marietta, Ohio, U.S.A. Eng. Pat. lt.,TS4. .lulv 30.
1903.

The apparatus consists of an oil-containing tank, in which
a heating and agitating device is arranged. This consists
of an upper and lower set of hollow horizontal arms, con-
nected by vertical pipes, the loner set being provided with
supporting roller-, which rest on the bottom of the tink.

Steam is made to circulate through this device, heinj;

supplied by a pipe passing through a stuffing-box at tie

top of the oil tank, and withdrawn through a similar pipe
at the bottom, and means are provided for causing the
device and steam pipe- to rotate. Pipes are arranged to

supply steam to the tank, both above and below the surface
of the oil. By means of an air force-pump attached to the
tank, air is made to enter the tank below the surface of the
oil—W. C. H.

Gas Burners; Impts. in Bunsen . E. Davie- and D.
Davies, both of Pontypridd. Em;, 'at. 17,319, Vuir. 10,

1903.

The burners are adapted for use in gas beating apparatus
and are made wholly or partly of heat non-conducting
materials, such as asbestos and porcelain. The upper end
of the chamber, in which the na- and air are mixed, is bell-

-liaped, and contains one or more perforated metal disc- or

caps, which are said to eu-iire proper mixing of the gas
and air. The receiving pipe of the ga- healing apparatu-
is made bell-shaped, and -lightly larger than the upper end
of the burner, to allow of the passag' of air between the
burner and receiving pipe.—W. <'. H

Fuel from Peat, Wastl Wood, Coal Substances, i(c.

;

Manufacture of . M. Ekenberg, Stoi kholm. Eng.
Pat. 20,420. Sept. 22, 1903.

See Fr. Pat. 331,720 of 1903 ; this Journal, 1903, 1120.

—T. F. B.

United States Pati

Gas [Carbon Monoxide or Producer] ; .Me/ho.! of
Manufacturing . C. W. Lummis, Cleveland, Ohio.
U.S. Pat. 745,035, Dee. 1, 1903.

Powdered coal is introduced into a highly heated chamber,
together with air and steam, the volume of steam and air

being limited) BO as to supply only sufficient oxygen to

effect the conversion of ihe coai into carbon monoxide.
The air and steam may be introduced at one or more stages

of the process; when at more than one stage, provision i-

made for maintaining the heat of the gas generated 00 tin-

first introduction.— 11. A.

Gns; Method of Manufacturing . C. F. Brush,
Cleveland, Ohio. U.S.Pat. 746,45a, Dec -. 1908.

Watek-gas is produced by subjecting bituminous coal or
similar -olid fuel at a high temperature to the actiou of
steam and sufficient oxygen to maintain the uec*s-ar\
temperature. The volatile constituents of the fuel are led
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from the chamber, iu which the fuel is heated, into a second

chamber containing checker brickwork, and there simul-

taneously subjected to the action of steam and oxygen.
—W.C. H.

Gas-Producer G. Campion and M. Wyant, Auderson,

Iud. U.S. Pat. 745,781, Dec. ), 1903.

The fire-box of the gas-producer is polygonal, with portions

of the internal walls shelving downwards and inwards

towards the bottom. Pyramidal grates, inclined in align-

ment with the inclined portions of the walls, are mounted
on ledses or supports in the bottom corners. In conjunc-

tion with the corner supports and ledges, a body is provided

having " downward and inward inclined inner wall portions

and triangular gates on the ledges " of such supports, and
this body portion is adapted to bridge over the branches of

a " branched water bosh " between the supports.—R. A.

French Patents.

Briquettes, Coal and Coke ; Manufacture of . C.

Plate and J. Lieb. Fr. Pat. 334,257, July 30, 1903.

This is a process by which the quantity of binding material,

such as ro-o'n, pitch, &c, usually employed in making
briquettes, can be considerably reduced, and consists in

mixing the coal or coke with the binding material, mois-

tened with water, this water, either before or after passing

the briquette press, being evaporated, so that the binding

material is distributed in the finest condition between the

different particles of coal or coke.—W. C. H.

Mixtures of Combustible Gases with Oxygen ; Manufac-
ture, Distribution, and Use of . Soc. L'Air Liquide

(Soc. pour 1'etude et Texploitation des Procedes G.
Claude). Fr Pat. 333,984, July 20, 1903.

Coal- or water-gas, or combustible gaseous mixtures, are

mixed with so much oxygen as may be safely used, for

lighting and heating purposes, without incurring danger of
explosion.—E. S.

Gas Generators. J. R. George. Kr. 1'at. 334,235,

July 29, 1903.

See F.ng. Pat. 16,263 of 1903
; this Journal, 1903, 1189.

—T. F. B.

Acetylene; Purifying Material for . P. Grel.

Fr. Pat. 334,111, July 24, 1903.

Ten parts of chromic acid are dissolved in 30 parts of
nitric a id, and the solution is absorbed iu 100 parts of

kieselguhr. The product is claimed to extract organic
compounds of sulphur, basic compounds formed by poly-
merisation, as well as the phosphiue of crude acetylene.

—F. H. L.

Collodion Cotton Soluble in Alcohol [for Incandescent
Mantles] ; Process of Making . Soc. R. Eisen-

mann and J. Bendix. Fr. Pat. 333.S24, July 15, 1903.

See Eng. Pat. 15,696 of 1903 ; this Journal, 1903, 1079.

—T. F. B.

HI—DESTRUCTIVE DISTILLATION,

TAE PRODUCTS. PETROLEUM,
AND MINERAL WAXES.

Coat-like Substance accompanying Caucasian Petroleum,
K. Charitscbkoff. II., page 14.

United States Patent.
Petroleum ; Process of Desulphurising Sulphur-bearing

. T. F. Colin, Elizabeth, N.J. U.S. Pat. 744,720,
Nov. 24, 1903.

Petroleum and it« distillates are desulphurised by afi-
tating, by means of air, with a slightly acid solution of
ferrous sulphate, copper sulphate, and sodium chloride, or,
in general, *-' with a salt of a metal having two or more
easily interconvertible states of oxidation, a salt of a metal
forming a sulphide insoluble iu acid solution, and a halogen
compound" (See also U.S. Pat. 723,368 of 1903; this
Journal, 1903, 547.)—T. F. B.

IV.-COLOURINGr MATTERS AND
DYESTUFFS.

Indigo; Manufacture of [from the Plant]. L.
Breaudat. Hull. Econ. de l'Indo-Chiue ; through Rev.
Gen. Mat. Col., 1903, 7, [84], 357—360.

One of the greatest difficulties in the manufacture of
indigo in Cambodia and British India is the bad quality

of the water; this maybe remedied very largely by the

addition ot milk of lime, with subsequent filtration through
fiiuts and sand. The author finds also that a freshly

prepared and rapidly dried sample of indigo shows, on titra-

tion with permanganate, 15— 18 per cent, more indigotin

than a sample dried slowly, under a heavy bed of mould, in

the usual way. This difference is not due to the action of
micro-organisms, these tending rather to purify the indigotin

by decomposing the foreign nitrogenous matter; air has also
no action on indigotin, neither has the precipitated proteid
matter of the crude indigo; the amount of albuminous
substances present is not alone sufficient to account for

the large discrepancy, although permanganate is reduced
by gluten in sulphuric acid solution. On extracting a poor
(50 per cent.) indigo with boiling water, a solution is

obtained which reduces permanganate, and which, on
evaporation, gives a black residue of nitrogenous organic
matter yielding ash ; this residue appears to be a compound
of indigo, since the author has succeeded iu producing
indigotin from it; it is also soluble in Nordhausen sulphuric
acid, which should not, therefore, be used in the determina-
tion of indigotin. The following method appears to reduce
the error to a minimum:— 1 grm. of indigo is heated with

12.ee. of sulphuric acid (sp. gr. 1-84) to 70° C.for an hour,
poured iuto about 5U0 c.c. of water, and the whole made up
to 1 litre; 25 c.c. of this solution, added to 250 c.c. of
water, are used for the titration, the permanganate being
preferably of such a strength that 1 c.c. = O'OOIS grm. of

indigotin.—T. F. B.

Catechu. W. E. Ridenour. J. Franklin Inst., 1903,

156, [6], 417.

Preparation and Purification of Tannin from Catechu.—
The clear acetone extract of the powdered cutch is evapo-
rated to dryness and the residue dissolved in hot water,

cooled, and water added until it ceases to give a precipitate.

The clear filtrate is shaken with ether to remove catechin,

and then the tannin is removed by agitation with successive
portions of acetic ether. The acetic ether is recovered, the

residue dissolved in water, the solution diluted until it

ceases to give a precipitate, and the clear filtrate agitated
wiih acetic ether; this process of solution in water and
extraction with acetic ether is repeated until the tannin is

completely soluble in water. The tannin is then dissolved
iu a mixture of alcohol and ether, the solution filtered, and
evaporated to dryness under reduced pressure, the tannin
being obtained in a porous condition.

Properties.—Catechu tannin, as prepared by the above
process, is of a reddish-brown colour, and completely soluble

in water aud alcohol. Ether containing alcohol and water
dissolves it, but stronger ether has little solvent action.

It behaves like the tannins from mangrove, canaigre, hem-
lock, rhatany, and the oaks, giving green precipitates with
ferric salts..—R. S.

Triphinylcarbinol ; Preparation of , f> om Benzo-
phenone. R. Delauge. Bull. Soc. Chim., 1903, 29, [23],
1131—1132.

100 c.kms. of beuzophenone are heated with 100 grms. of
dry potassium hydroxide, to 170

1 C, for 20 hours under
a reflux condenser ; the product when distilled yields

15— 16 grms. of benzene, whilst 45 grms. of benzoic acid

are obtained from the aqueous extract of the residue

;

if, however, the aqueous extract, before acidification, be

extracted with ether, 25 grms. of triphenylcarhinol are
obtained; the reaction may be represented by the equation

3(C6H 5) sCO + 2KOH = (C,;H;) 3C.OH + 2C6
H6CO.OK

+ CCH 6 . It is probable that an addition compound,
(CC U;,)^". (OH). OK, is formed at first, two molecules of
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which react, with elimination of water, giving potassium

hcnzoate and triphenylcarbinol.—T. F. B.

\.1-Anthrahydroquinone and its Conversion into Alizarin.

K. Lagodzinski. Ber., 1903, 36, [10], -1020—4022.

1 , B-AwrHBAHTD»OQtriNOHZ is prepared by the reduction

of 1 .2-anthraquiuone su-pended in acetic acid, with zinc

dust. It forms greenish-t ellow scales, easily soluble in

organic solvents, and melting at 131°C. with decomposition.

Acetic anhydride converts it into the dincetyl derivative of

1 ,2-dihydroxyanlhracene, m. pt. 115° C Treatment of

tbc latter with acetic chromic acid mixture gives diacetyl-

ali/.arin. This is easily saponified with alkalis to an alkali

salt of alizarin, from which tree alizarin is liberated by

addition ol acid.— A. li. S.

Brasilin from Brasilein. J. Herztg and J. Pollak.

Her., 1903, 36, [16], 3951— 3953.

The qninonoid formula for brasilein would he established

were it found possihle to convert the compound into brasilin

by reduction, but this has never yet been accomplished. The
triacetyl derivative CMH90(C]H3 3)3 is obtained by the

combined reduction ami acetylation of brasilein. A similar

treatment of brasilin gave a substance having the same

melting point anil being almost certainly identical with the

compound from brasilein. This result does away with the

chief objection to the qninonoid formula for brasilein, The
abnormal behaviour of the latter is due to the fact that,

instead of a normal reduction, a series of complicated

secondary reactions takes place.—A. B. S.

English Patents.

A:o Dyestuffs from l,8-Azimidonaphthalene-4-sutphonic

Acid; Manufacture of . O. Imray, London. From
Farbwerke vorin. Meister, Lucius uud Bruning, Hoch.-t

a/M. Eng. Pat. 953, Jan. 14, 1903.

Picramjc acid. 6-mtro-2-aniinophenol-4-6ulpb.onic acid or

4-nitro-2-aminophenol,is diazotised and coupled, in alkaline

solution, with 1 .8-aziminonaphthalene-4-sulphonic acid.

The resulting dyestuffs are identical with those obtained

accord ug to Fr. Pat. 31d,866. (See this Journal, 1902,

911.)—T. F. B.

Anthranilic Acid and its Derivatives; Manufacture nf
. (). Imray, London. from Farbwerke vorm.

Meister, Luciu* und Bruning, Hochst a/M. Eng. Pat.

2302, .Ian. 30, 1903.

As alkali salt or an alkaline earth salt of o-c'nloro- or

o-bromohenzoic acid is heated, preferably under pressure,

with ammonia or a primary fatty or aromatic amine, or a

carboxylie »r sulphomc a id of a primary aromatic amine,

together with a small proportion of copper powder or of a

copper salt. In most eases au alkali salt of the desired

product separates on cooling.— A. B. S.

Sulphurised [Sulphide] Dyestuffs ; Manufacture if

Yellow . C. D. Abel, London. From Act.-Ges. f.

At ilinfabr., Berlio. Eng. Pat. 3480, Feb. 13, 1903.

See Fr Pat. 329,481 of 1903; this Journal, 1903, 1042.

—T. F. B.

p - Amidorylut-p - oxyvhenylamine, and Analogous Com-

pnundi and Dt/estuffs [Sulphide Dyestuffs) therefrom

;

Manufacture oj . I. Levinstein, t'. Mensching, and

Levinstein, Ltd., Manchester. Eug.l'at. 2617, Feb. 4, 1903,

p-Auiinoxyly'-p hydroxyphenylamine is produced by simul-

taneous oxid.itiou ol p - aminophenol with p - xylidine

[C1I,: Nil .. : C 1

1

3
= 1:3:4] and subsequent reduction by

idiutn sulphide. If the p-aminophenol he replaced by

o ehloro-p-aminophenol, there is produced in an analogous

manner p-*minoxy I) 1 - p • hydroxy- m - chlorophenylamine.

Analogous compounds are pioduced in the same way from

p-amiuopbenol with mixtures ot o-toluidine and p-xylidine,

and from o-ehloro p-aminophenol with o-toluidine. The

compounds t * i — produced yield blue to greenish-blue

snip bur dyestuffs on heating with sulphur and sodium

sulphide tor a prolonged period. The djestuff formed

from p - aminoxylyl - p - hydroxyphenylamine dyes on-
mordanted cotton bright blue shades, fast to aeids, alkalis,

and light. If o-cbloro-p-aminophenol he used, the dyestuffs

are slightly greener.—E F.

Indiyo ; Manufacture of , and of an Intermediate
Product therrfcr. O. Imray. From Farbwerke vorm.
Meister, Lucius and Bruning, Hocbst a/M., Germany.
Eng. Pat. 4538, Feb. 26, 1903.

Gltcollide or glycollic acid is heated with anthranilic

acid, preferably in equimolecular proportions. Glycollic
acid anilide o-carboxylic acid is thus formed. The alkali

salts of this compound, when heated with a fixed alkali,

yield a leuco compound, from the aqueous solution of which
indigo is precipitated on oxidation, either with a current of
air or in any oilier suitable manner.—E. F.

French Patents,

[Azo] Dyestuffsfor Wool; Production of . Badische
Anilin und Soda Fabrik. Fr. Pat. 828,086, Sept. 15,

1902.

See Eng. l'ai 2o,ouo of 1902 ; this Journal, 1903. 903.

—T. F. B.

Azo Dyestuffs Insoluble in Water ; Process of Manu-
facturing A in- Derivatives of Phenol [Benzyl Ethers]
and —--, derived from these. Cie. Parisienue Ooul.
d' Aniline. Fr. Pat. 328,092, Sept. 22, 1902.

See Eng. Pat. 20,577 of 1902 ; this Journal, 1903, 903.

—T. F. B.

Sulphide Dyestuffs ; Pi ocess for Producing Yellow .

Act.-Ges. f. Auilinfahr. Addition, dated July It), 1903,
to Fr. Pit. 329,481, Feb. 17, 1903 (this Journal, 1903,

1042).

See U.S. Pat. 738,027 of 1903; this Journal, 1903, 1082.

T. F. B.

Azo Dyestuffs ; Preparation of New Intermediate Pro-
ducts and New . Soc. Anon, des Prods. F. Bayer
et Cie Fr. Pat. 334,140, July 25, 1903.

MoNO-ACETTLDiAMiNOiiEX'ZENK anil moiio-aeety Idiamino-

toluene are prepared by the moderate reduction of 2.4 di-

uitro-acetanilide or 2.4-dinitroaceto-o-toluide with iron and
acetic acid. One mol. of a p-diamino is diazotised and
coupled with 1 mol. of aminonaphtbol sulphonic acid

(2:8:6). The tetrazo compound obtained, is then coupled
with 2 mols. of mono-acetyldiammobenzene, or the similar

toluene compound. The tetrazo compound can also be

coupled with 1 mol. of one of the above compounds and
1 mol. of a suitable non-sulphonated base, such bs phenylene-
diamine. In either c:i>e the product dyes uniiiordanted

cotton in various shades of black.— A. li. S.

V.-PREPARING, BLEACHING, DYEING,

PRINTING. AND FINISHING TEXTILES.

YARNS. AND FIBRES.

English Patents.

Scouring or Cleaning Yams; Machine for . G. Car-
ter, Leicester, and J. & J.Baldwin ami Partners, Ltd.,

Huddersfield. Eng, Pal. 27,991, Dec. 18, 1902.

In the usual yarn-scouring machine with radial arms, an
upper row of revolving rollers is provided, pressing on
the lower ones, either with their own weight or by means
of springs, and so squeeze the yarn as it revolves on the

lower rollers. Arrangements are added to prevent the yarn
t rem gelling entangled round the lower rollers.— A. I: S.

Indigoj Manufacture of Fabrics coloured with .

.1 Kibbert, Kreis llagen. Germain, ling. Pal. 28,646,
Dec. 27, 1902.

See Fr. Pat. 327. 7G3 of 19D2 ; this Journal, 1903, 948.

—T. F. H.
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Dyeing Mixed Silk and Cotton Goods with Sulphurised

Dyestuffs. C. D. Abel, London. From Act. Ges. f.

Anilinlabr., Berlin. Eug. Pat. 3479, Feb. 13, 1903.

See Fr. Pat. 329,422 of 1903 ; this Journal, 1903, 1041.

—T. F. B.

French Patent,

Printing Effects resembling Silk ; Process for Obtain •

ing —. La Soc. Euglische Wollenwaaren-manufaet.
(formerly Oldroyd and Blakeley). Fr. Pat. 333,835,
July 15, "1903.

The process consists in printing a mixture of finely-

powdered mica with some cellulose derivative, such as

viscose. The mica and cellulose compound can be coloured
previously. After printing, the material is dried on ordinary
calendering cylinders.— A. B. S.

VI. -COLOURING WOOD, PAPER,

LEATHER, Etc.

English Patent.

Dyed Paper ; Process for Producing Coloured Effects on
. O. Imray, London. From Farbwerke vorm.

Meis'er, Lucius und Briining, Hoechst a/Main. Eng.
Pat. 2809, Feb. 5, 1903.

Designs are produced on dyed paper by applying to the
paper a solution of a substance or substances which changes
the shade of the dyestuff or dyestuffs used. For instance,

substances which, by oxidation or reduction, destroy the
dyestuff are suitable : such are sulphites or bisulphites,

used with many triphenylmethane dyestuffs ; hydrosulphite
solutions, alkali chlorates, chlorites, bromites, hypochlorites,

&c. may also be used. If two or more dyestuffs be used
to dye the paper, the results are more marked ; for instance,
orange-yellow designs on a garnet-red ground are obiained
by treating with p itassium sulphite, paper dyed with an
orange azo dyestuff and Magenta. Contrast effects may be
produced if the discharge solution contain some dyestuff
not destroyed by the substance used.—T. F. B.

VII.—ACIDS. ALKALIS, AND SALTS.

Hydrobromic Acid ; Preparation of R. L. Taylor.
Lit. and Phil. Soc. of Manchester, Jan. 5, 1904.

It is well known that by the action of sulphuric acid on
an alkali bromide, hydrobromic acid mixed with free
bromine is obtained. If a strong solution of phosphoric
acid be substituted for the sulphuric acid, pure hydro-
bromic acid will be obtained on distilling. The author pro-
poses, however, a cheaper and equally efficacious method.
A little amorphous phosphorus is added to the bromide and
then a very little water. Strong sulphuric acid is next
added and the mixture is heated, when hydrobromic acid
is generated, free from bromine. It is stated that thus
hydrobromic acid may be prepared, in quantity, just as
conveniently as hydrochloric acid is, by the action of sul-

phuric acid on common salt. This hydrobromic acid is,

however, not yet quite pure, since it contains a small
amount of sulphur dioxide.—A. S.

Hi/drofluosilicic Acid ; Distillation of -. E. Biur.'iJ
Ber., 1903, 36, [16], 4209—4214.

Stolba, in 1863, noticed that when hydrofluosilicic acid
is boiled down in platinum, the residual liquid dissolves
silica; an excess of hydrofluoric acid over the proportion
2HF:SiF

4 thus remaining, an excess of silicon fluoride
must have been contained in the vapoun. The hydrofluoric
acid in the residue oeing itself volatile, regular" results in
investigating the progress of the distillation are only to be
obtained by distilling from excess of silica. Looking at the
reactions

—

Si0
2+4HF^SiF4 -r2H ;

,0

Si0
2 + 6HF Jj H2SiF6 + 2H 20,

it would seem that dilution of the acid should increase the
tendency to form hydrofluoric acid, and that the vapour

from the dilute acid should contain more hydrofluori.; acid,
that from the concentrated acid more silicon fluoride, than
the proportion 2HF:SiF4 . This the author has found
to be the case. An acid containing 13-3 per cent, of
hydrofluosilicic acid gives a distillate also containing
H2SiF6

or (2HF:SiF
4 ); weaker acids give distillates

containing relatively more hydrofluoric acid, and stronger
acids distillates containing relatively more SiF4

. From
these latter, silica separates after a time, from the
reaction of the silicon fluoride on the water. If then con-
centrated hydrofluosilicic acid be evaporated alone, the
residual acid will be capable of dissolving silica ; whilst if a
weak acid (a— 10 per cent ) be evaporated, silica should
deposit from the residue. This is found by experiment to
be the case. Hence the etching effect on glass when
hydrofluosilicic acid is evaporated in glass vessels. The
author has shown that concentrated' hydrofluosilicic acid
contains no free hydrofluoric acid, and that on dilution no
hydrolytic dissociation of the acid and consequent deposition
of silica occurs. Possibly this is due to complete electro-
lytic dissociation into SiF

6
-ions and H-ions. The concen-

trated acid (30 per cent.), heated with silica, does not
undergo any such reiction as 5H

s
SiF

6 + SiO._, = 6HSiF
5 +2H 20; the boiling filtrate deposits no silica on cooling and

standing, and has the composition H2SiF6.— J. T. D.

Nitrites
; Electrolytic Preparation of , from Nitrates.

W. J. Muller. Zeits. f. Elektrochem., 1903, 9 [511
978.

O.N electrolysing hot saturated so'utions of nitrates with a
cathode of amalgamated copper at a current-density of
1—0-5 ampere per sq. dcm., nitrites are at first produced
with a current-efficiency of 85—92 per cent. When the
yield of nitrite reaches 50—60 per ceat. however, the
current-efficiency sinks to less than 40 per cent., owing to
formation of ammonia. Attempts to separate mixtures of
alkali nitrates and nitrites by crystallisation were unsuc-
cessful. (See also Divers. J. Chen. Soc, 1899, 75 85;
also this Journal, 1899, 273.) —W. A. C.

Alkaline-mirth Metals; Acetates of . A. Colson.
Comptes rend., 1903, 137, [24], 1061—lu63.

Solutions of calcium or magnesium acetate in glacial
acetic acid, when saturated with chlorine, do not yield (as
does the corresponding barium compound) acetochlorides

j

the origioal acetates are precipitated from the solution.
Some reaction between the chloriue and the acetate does
occur, especially in the case of magnesium ; for the solu-
tion, evaporated in vacuo, yields a residue containing 1 —2
per cent, of magnesium chloride. Glacial acetic acid acts
bat slowly on calcium oxide, and acetic anhydride appears
to be without action on it, though the addition to the acetic
anhydride of even a small proportion of acetic acid starts a
reaction, which then proceeds as rapidly as though the
whole of the liquid were acetic acid.—J. V. D.

Phosphorus [Scarlet] ; Investigations on . R. Schenck
Bit., 1903, 36, [16J, 121)2—42119.

Continuing his investigations on scarlet phosphorus (this
Journal, 1902, 368 ; 1903, 494 and 122.5) aud the black
substances formed by its reaction on ammonia and other
bases, I he author finds that the Mack co npound produced by
reacting with piperidine on solid phosphorus hydride P H,
almost e.ertaialy has the formula P4H2 .C3HU 1S". It 'always
contains an excess of phosphoru-, however, which proceeds
from .lei-omposition of some of the pho.phorus hydride into
hydrogen, phosphine, and phosphorus. The compound is
readily dissociated by water; and the hydrolytic decom-
posiii.

:

is supplemented by reiction of hydroxyl-ious on
the lib -rated phosphorus hydride, with production of
hydrogen, phosphine, and hypopho<phorous acid. For this
reason the piperidine used iu preparing the compound uj
be d .[rated with the utmost care by metallic sodium.
I he iior has suggested that the black substance former]
by a with piperidine on uis scarlet phosphoru.
same compound as the above, an 1 that formed bj
tuting ammonia for piperidine is P

4H. NH4
or P4 rI,.NH\.A difficalty was felt here, inasmuch as am nou:"t was

thought not to form a black compouni with phosphor is

c
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hjdride; but it is now found that this depends on the

velocity of reaction, and that the black compound is formed :

it the two reagents be heated together in warm water. The

black compound recently obtained bj Stock by reacting with
I

liquefied ammonia on yellow phosphorus is no doubt the

same substance, formed probably by some such reaction as I

the following: 14P+ 7NH3=8P4H(NH4) + 2(NHs.PiKH).

Stock found that aqueous ammonia at a high temperature

dissolved ordinary phosphorus cotnpletely.fortuing phosphine

and ammonium bypophosphite only; but the author rinds

that if the temperature be not too high there is formed

especially in the sunlight, a black substance, no doubt

PjH.-NH.,. In all probability this is, too, the substance

long ago obtained by Fliiekiger from aqueous ammonia

and white phosphorus, and supposed by him to te arsenic.

—J. T. D.

Alluli Promotes; Reduction of , by Hydrazine and

Hydroxy/amine Sulphate. M. Schlotter. XXIII., page

36.

English Patents.

Titanium Compounds ; Manufacture or Separation of

[from other Metals]. C. Dreher, Freiburg. Eng. Pat.

1835, Jan. 26, 1903.

Siii; Fr. Pat. 328,855 of 1903; this Journal, 1903, 996.

—T. F. B.

( 'rucibles or Saggars for Use in the Production of Barium

Oxide, Cyanides, Ac W. Feld, Ilouningeu-ou-Rhiue.

Eng. Pat. 7510, March 31, 1903.

StK Fr. Pat. 330,672 of 1903; this Jourral, 1903, 10S7.

—T. F. B.

Leucitic Product ; New or Improved , for the Manu-
\

facturing of Products or Compounds of Aluminium,

Potassium, and Silicon. J. J. O'Brien. Manchester.

Frirn 1-. Cuibelli, Rome. Eng. Pat. 27,189, Die. 10.

1902.

BOCKS in which leucite occurs in an unaltered condition

are reduced to a granular form, and sorted and sifted in

suitable apparatus to obtain a product having from 50 to 90

per cent, of leucite associated only with minerals not
;

attacked by ordinary acids. The product may then be

treated with sulphuric acid, lor instance, to obtain a solution

from which compounds of aluminium, potassium, and silicon

can be produced.— E. S.

Potassium Bichromate; Manufacture of . P. S|

and Sons, Ltd., II. Spence, and T. .1. 1. Craig, Man-

Chester. Fug. Pat. 2211, Jan. ."0, 1903.

A solution containing ammonium chromate (such as

the solution of ammonium and of sodium chromate

produced as described in Eng. Pat. 5015 of 1901; this

Journal, 1902, 253) is treated with calcium hydroxide to

precipitate calcium chromate, with liberation of ammonia,

which is recovered. It' sodium chromate is present, it

remains nndecomposed, and may be utilised by known
means, The calcium chromate obtained as described, or

otherwise, is suspended in water with potassium carbonate,

ammonia, and carbon dioxide (or the two latter combii

as ammonium carbonate) in 6ucb proportion as to

an equimolecular mixture of potassium chromate and of

ammonium chromate. 'Ibis is boiled as described in Eng.

l'at. 1 1.SJ7, 1900 (this Joun nil. to e

the ammonia, leaving a solution id' poUssium bichromate.
— E. S.

Ammonium Bichromates Manufactun <;/ . P. Spi

ami Sens, Ltd.. H. Spence, and T. .1. 1. Craig, Man-
chester. Eog. l'at. 2223, Jan. 80, 1908.

( >t. mm chromate, obtained, for instance, as described

in ibe preceding abstract, is suspended in water with am-

monia and carbon dioxide, or with ammonium carbonate.

and after separation of the precipitated calcium carbonate.

the solution of ammonium chtomate is boiled to drivi

about one-bail of the an which is recovered for

re-nse, ami the solution of amn ouium bichromate prod

may be usul in the production of ether compound

chromic acid, or in any desired way. Reference is made to

Eng. ''at. 3S95 of 1885, to U.S. Pat. 342,647 of 1886, and

to Eng. Pat. 501.) of 1901 ;
this Journal, 1902, 253.

—E. S.

Copperas or Sulphate of Iron ; Utilising tlie Cases gnen

off in the Calcination of . A. Campbell, Eujieley,

Stafford. Eng. Pat. 24-10, Feb. 2, 1903.

The gases evolved iu the calcination of ferrous or ferric

sulphate, ate passed through a suitable apparatus for

absorption by iron oxide, such as the scale trom rolling

mills, iron pyrites cinders [" purp'e ore," black peroxide

from aniline works, &e.], &c. The ferric sulphate thus

produced is stated to yield, when calcined, pigments of red

and purple shade. Reference is made to Eng. l'at. 17,012

of 1888 and to Eng. Pat. 1001 of 1893 ; this Journal, 1894,

163.—E. S.

Electrolysis; Process for Decomposing Water by .

G. T.Fu.rv, Birmingham. From YV. F. M. McCarty
and YV. S. Beebe, D.S.A. Fug. Pat. 17,399, Aug. 11,

1903.

One oz. of sodium peroxide and 1 lb. of potassium citrate

are dissolved in 2,000 lb. of water, and sulphuric acid of

66° B., is added in the proportion of 1 of acid to 500 parts

of water; the liquid is subjected to electrolysis acd ibe

liberated gases are collected.— B. X.

Electrolysis of Chlorides of the Alkalis; Process ami
Apparatus for the . C. Kellner. Eng. Pat. 20,889,

Sept. 29, 1903. XI. A., page 2 1.

Town Refuse ; Methods if Destroying , by Burning

and the Utilisation of certain Valuable Ingredients

thereof. YV. Naylov, Eng. Pat. 26,201, Nov. 28, 1902.

XVIII. B., page 34.

United States Patent.

Silicon Chlorides, Hydrochloric Acid, and Alkali Hy-
droxides; Process ofProducing . K. J. Machalske,

Assignor to C. H. Lyon, hoth of Chicago, 111. U.S. l'at.

745,966, Dec. 1, 1903.

\ mixture of silica and a chlorine compound (such as

sodium chloride) is electrically heated, with the use of

silicon electrodes, to a sufficient temperature to bring about

reaction, and produce silicon chlorides. To produce silicon

tetrachloride, one part of silica is ustd. mixed with four

parts of an alkali chloride. To obtain hydrochloric acid,

the silicon chloride is brought into contact with water, and
the silica produced is usul a- part of a new charge. The
alkali oxide also produced iu the process, is treated with

water separately irom the silicon chloride, to obtain an

alkali hydroxide.—E. S.

French Patents.

Liquid Air; Manufacture of . J. Louniiet.

Fr. I i. July 11,1903.

The production of cold by the transformation of internal

calorific energy into kinetic energy, as based on the differ-

ence of the specific heal in air under different degrees of

compression, aid Inner in ihe passrge of highly compressed
air at a low temperature to a slate of moderate compres
i.e. bv expansion, for the production ot a much lower tem-

perature, is claimed. 'Ibe apparatus includes a powerful

compressor, a sistiin of driers and purifiers, a long

horizontal conical tube, with its contracted end outwards,

communicating at its enlarged et d with a vertical bottle,

which latter also communicates by a valve at the side with

a tul c ci closing, w nil a small space between, the conical or

expansion tube. 'Ibe highly compressed air enters the

apparatus at the outer end of the enclosing tube, |tasces

through the valve at the opposite end into the bottle, and

then'through another valve into the conical tube, in which

its expansion occasions a great fall of temperature. A
turbine is connect* 1 to the end of the tubes to utilhe the

force mailable. A second bottle, to receive tin' liquid air

produced, is arranged beltw ibe above-described bottle.

Reference is made to Fr. Pat. 328,400 of 1902.—E. S.
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Electrolysis of Metallic Orides or Salts ; Apparatus for
the . Soc. Usines de Riouperoux. Fr. Fat. 334,229,

July 29, 1903. XL A., page 555.

VEIL-GLASS. POTTERY. ENAMELS.
" Montanin," a New Disinfectant. P. Lindner aud

P. Matthes. XVIH. C, page 34.

English Patents.

Glass and Glass Objects ; Manufacture of Deoitrified ,

and Apparatus therefor. L. A. Garchey, Paris. Eng. Pat.

6, Xov. 24, 1902.

See Fr. Pat. 325,436 of 1902; this Journal, 1903. 697.

—T. F. B.

Glass; Method and Apparatus for Manufacturing Sheet
. W. A. Page, Morgantown, West Virginia, and

F. L. 0. Wadsworth, Allegheny, Pa., U.S.A. EDg. Pat.

22,575, Oct. 19, 1903.

The process consists in depositing a mass of glass between
two rollers, and rolling it into sheet form by applying a
positive pressure to hold the sheet in contact with one of

the rollers, while it is acquiring a set, and then transferring

the sheet to a table having the same cross-sectional contour
as one of the rollers. Means are employed for holding the

sheet upon the table, which by suitable gearing is made to

travel with a speed equal to that of the surface of the roller

that deposits the glass on the table. Figured glass sheets

are produced by the use of a figured roller and similarly

figured table. The glass is held in contact with the deposit-

ing roller and table by the application of an exhaust behind
the glass. This is effected by using a hollow perforated

roller, mounted on a hollow shaft, the end of which is con-
nected with an exhausting apparatus. The hollow shaft is

surrounded by a sleeve with radial partitions, which
upon the inner surface of the roller and form with it a
longitudinal vacuum chamber. The surface of the roller

being perforated, the partial vacuum in the longitudinal
chamber holds one 6nrface of the glass sheet in contact
with the surface of the rcller. The travelling table is also

hollow and perforated on the surface that receives the glass

sheet. A partial vacuum is produced in ihe table by the
exhausting apparatus, which is connected to a rectangular
cross head, fitted with suitable packings into the cavity of

the table.—W. C. H.

Filter Presses [Potters' Slip~\. T. Willett. Milton,
Staffordshire. Eng. Pat. 1194, Jan. IT, 1903.

Each of the frames of the press consists of an outer
rectangular frame of wood, &c, with two perforated plates
or diaphragms, aud stave6 or stiffening pieces between these
plates. When the series of frames are- assembled, they form
chambers or cavities between tbem to receive the slip, the
liquid from the slip passing through the perforated plates
into the intermediate chambers formed between the i

and beirig discharged through apertures in the lower parts
of the frames.—K. A.

Kilns or Ovensfor Burning Earthenware or Pottery or the
like. G. J. Chambers and The Fulham Pottery and
Cheavin Filter Co., Ltd., both of London. Eng". Pat.
1384, Jan. 20, 1903.

In order to prevent the emission ot smoke, one or more
shallow air flues are placed immediately above the furnace,
extending horizontally to the back thereof, and then
descending vertically or in an inclined direction so as to
open into the furnace adjacent to the arch. The flue or
flues are of a horizontal width equal to that of the furnace
itself; they may be provided with tapering exits, and are
regulated by means of a shutter, which also regulates the
feed-hole. By means of a valve placed in this shutter the
air-flues may be opened even when the feed-hole is shut.

—A. G. L.

Silica Glass ; Manufacture of , and Means to be
employed therein. H. A. Kent, London. Eng. Pat.

23,492, Oct. 29, 1903.

The apparatus, in which silica is melted by the oxyhydrogen
flame or by electric heat, or by both together, is made of !

iridium or of iridium alloy in all such parts as may come
into contact with the molten or softened silica; and the
furnace walls are built of such resisting material as
magnesi i hrioks, lined internally with silica glass. The
vessel to contain the silica for fusion is closely covered, and
may bi shaped at the bottom according to requirements.
An iridium mbe ofan external diameter corresponding to the
interna! diameter of the tube to be made, projects centrally
through iis side into the vessel containing the silica, and
then bei. ling downwards when in the middle, descends
centrally through the bottom of this vessel. Compressed
air may he blown through this tube ; another tube enters
the vessel near the top, into which air may be passed to
press the molten or softened silica through the outlet at the
bottom.—E. S.

Ceramic Ware} Manufacture of Glazed or Enamelled .

A. Bigot, Paris. EDg. Pat. 3632, Feb. 16, 1903.

See Fr. Pat. 323,657 of 1902; this Journal, 1903. 496.

—T. F. B.

IX.-BUILDING MATEEIALS, CLAYS,

MORTARS AND CEMENTS.
Bricks ; lie-pressing of , and tin: Influence of the

Amount of Water present during the Pressing. C.
Mil i!':. leaser. Zeits. anirew. Chem., 1903, 16 [51],
122 1.

A NUMBER of spherical bricks, each weighing 100 grins.
in the wet state, and containing 15 per cent, of water, were
formed from a mass consisting of 45 per cent, of clay and
55 per cent, of fireclay sand. One of these bricks was
allowed to dry as usual, a sec.md was subjected to a

hydraulic pressure of 4,410 kilos, per sq. cm. after it had
lost four per cent, in weight by drying, whilst two others
were treated in the same way after their weights had
decreased by 7 and 10 per cent, respectively; the three
last balls were allowed to dry as usual after pressing, and
their volume and porosity compared with that of the
unpress 1 one. Burning tests were also carried out on
these and some other similar bricks. F'rom the results of
these ;eMs, it appears that, alter drying, the re-pressed
bricks occupy a smaller volume than the others, and that
the volume and porosity of the bricks depend quantitatively
on the amount of water present when pressed, both volume
and density approaching a fixed limit, beyond which a
decrease in the water content does not cause a decrease in

volume or an increase in density. Ihe diminution in
volume on burning is about the same for both classes of
bricks, the re-pressing being without anv influence thereon.

—A. G. L.

English Patents.

Cement. T. B. Joseph, San Francisco. Eng. Pat. 18,736,
A 31, 1903. Under Internat. Conv., Aug. 30, 1902.

. Pat. 732,640 of 1903 ; this Journal, 1903, 909.

—T. F. B.

Town Refuse : Methods of Destroying , by Burning,
ami ihe Utilisation of certain Valuable Ingredients
thereof. W

. Xavlor. Eng. Pat. 26,201, Nov. 28, 1902.
XV 1. 1, li., page 34.

French Patents.

Bricli' Process for Covering , with a Protective
Coating. R. Perkiewicz. Addition, dated June 15,
190. i- i'r. Pat. 330,655, March 27, 1903.

See 1 I'at. 12,095 e,f 1903 ; this Journal, 1903. 1088.

—T. F. B.

Stoni Artificial . E. R. Sutcliffe. Fr. Pat. 333,S26,
July 15, 1903.

From '> to 40 per cent, of cement, preferably Portland
ceme s made into a paste with boiling water, or else
mixed with cold water, and the mixture heated by steam,
and, after being kept at about 100° C. for 15 to 20 minutes,
is intimately mixed with 85 to 60 per cent, of any suitable
waste r -rial, such as slag, cinders, &c. The mixture is

pre-- i the required shape by means of a hydraulic
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press, the Mocks produced being thou hardened by i ipi

them to steam at a pressure of 7 to 10-5 kilos, per sq cm,

f >r 5 to 10 hours. In certain cases they may be immersed

in water for some time before being heated. Lime

also be added to the mixture used. — A. G L.

Plaster of Paris; Manujaclure of . W. Brothers

Fr. Pat. 333,858, July 1C, 1H03.

Powdered calcium sulphate or gypsum is heated in

or in a solution of potassium sulphate, alum, or borax, to a

temperature of from 100° to 13Cf C. The crystals formed

are separated and dried without allowing them to cool to a

temperature lower thau 80° C.—A. G. L.

X.-METALLOKQY.

Critical Points of Irons and Steels ; Method of Deter-

mining . O. Boudouard. Cjmptes rend., 1903, 137,

[24], 1054—1056.

The author has already shown the importance of the

thermo-electric properties of a heated iron bar during the

process of cooling, as throwing light on the transformation

temperatures. He has now adapted to this end Saladin's

method of photographic registration. The bar of metal

(10 cm. long, 1 cm. diameter) has a 5-mm. hole drilled in

hs centre to take the junction of a thermocouple, and a

saw-cut at either end, in which are fastened platinum wires

leading to a sensitive galvanometer. The reflected rays

of li"ht from this and from the galvanometer of the thermo-

pile are focussed on a sensitive plate, and the mirrors are

so arranged that the oscillitions of the two rays are in

planes at right angles to one auother. The hir is heated

in a porcelain tube in an electric-resistance furnace for an

hour and a quarter, and then allowed to cool slowly (six

hours at least) ; during the time of cooling a record is left

on the photographic plate.—J. T. D.

Silicon Steels; Composition and Properties of .

L. Guillet. Comptes rend., 1903,137, [24], 1052-1051.

Micrographically, the appearance of silicon steels

depends only on the amount of silicon they contain, and is

not influenced by the amount of carbon. They form

three groups :— 1. Steels containing up to 5 per cent, of

silicon, and in which the carbon is wholly combined.

2. Steels with 5— 7 percent, of silicon, and in which the

carbon is partly combined, partly graphitic. 3. Steels

containing more than 7 per cent, of silicon, and in which

the carbon is wholly graphitic. This last group divides

into two : those formed of a solution of silicou in iron,

and containing rare scattered brilliant granules of Fe>i,

and those containing a relatively large proportion of clei«n

crystals of FeSi. Mechanically, the only silicon Bteels

of any use are those containing less than 5 per cent,

of silicon. These show a grester breaking stress ami a

higher elastic limit than non-silicon steels with the same

amount of carbon, but the rise in these constants does uot

seem to depend on the amount of silicon in the steel abive

a certain minimum quantity. They show a greater re-ist-

ance to shock after tempering than before, and this

resistance is relatively high for the high-carbon St

The constitution of silicon steels does not seem to be the

same as that of ferrosilicons ; especially do they differ in

regard to the existence of the compound l'e;
Si. V ist

probably there are two solutions of silicon in iron—one

containing dissolved silicon itself, the other containing

Schuch Cyanide Process. Australian Mining Standard.

Sept. 3, 1903; through J. Chem., Metal!., and M
Soc. of South Africa, 1903,4, [4], 185.

Low-grade ores are superheated, by steam, with OJ

solution (1 : 1), in air-tight tanks, compressed air is intro-

duced through the bottoms of the tanks, aud the conteuis

are mechanical]} agitated. The solution is run over lime-

stone and then through wood ashes an 1 passed through an

asbestos filler previous to the zinc treatment. Tuis pr -

cess of first " refining" the solution before passing through

the zinc shavings has proved to be a feature of importance,

the solution, rid of impurities, becoming clear aud active, so

that the zinc shavings readily take up the gold contents,

i is said that ores containing not more than 3 per cent.

of copper can be treated in less than eight hours.—T. F. B.

Silver Ores ; Amaljamation and other Wet J'rocesses for
, in Mexico. H. F. Collins. Trans. Inst, of Min.

and Metall. Paper read Dec. 17, 1903.

At Hacienda del Carmen, the ores, after v cobbing " and
" sorting,'' are crushed (dry) in (7) large Chilian mills

provided with steel tyres running on steel paths, of a

capacity of 6— 10 tons per day each. After passing through

i-in. holes the ore is ground (wetl in iahonas or arrcutres,

20 ft. in diameter, the daily charge being 4 tons. Only

sufficient water is added during the grinding to yield a pulp

in suitable condition for the subsequent treatment. The
pulp is made up into tortus of 100 tons, and the amalgama-

tion takes from 10 to 12 days in summer and up to 15 days

in winter. The routine is as follows :—First day: Addi-

tions are made separately of 5—6 per cent, of salt and

from Si up to as much as 17$ lb. per ton of copper

sulphate, the average of the latter being from 6—9 lb.

Second day : Mercury is added, 6 to 8 limes the weight of

silver preseut. Third day: After turning over, "copper

precipitate" (prepared on the spot) is added, 7 to ISoz.

per ton of ore (45 to 110 lb. per torta of 100 tons). The
torta is well trodden each day, and on the last, mercury is

added to the amount of four times the weight of silver

present, in order to collect the amalgam. The lavaderos in

which the torta mud is washed, consists of pits 9 ti. iu

diameter by 10 ft. deep, in which, after charging, the

agitators are kept going slowly for 25 minutes in order to

settle most of the amalgam, and then the fluid mud, together

with most of the coarse sand, is run out through lauuders.

In the lauuders a considerable quantity of rough con-

centrates are deposited, which are rewashed on planillas

to recover the small quantity of amalgam they retain

;

concentrates equal to about 7 per cent, of the weight of

crude ore are obtained, the assay value being very little

more than that of the origiual ore. These are sold to the

smelters. The strained amalgam is formed into balis and

retorted under a large cast-iron bell (catielttna"). Retorting

takes 10 to 12 hours j the condensed mercury collects iu a

tank below, aud the loss of that metal ill the retorted

silver and by leakage does not exceed £ per cent, of the

total handled. The following figures show the costs per

ton treated for 1900:—Crushiug and grinding, 1 • 42 dols.

;

patio labour, washing tortus and concentrating sulphides,

0'57; Retorting, repairs, salaries, and general expenses,

1- 18; salt, 1 10 lb. at 8| c, 0-94 ; bluestone, 8'4 lb. at 14 c,

1-17; precipitate, charcoal, eastings, &c, 3' 49; mercury,

2 - 73 lh. at 1 dol., 2-73 ; total, 1 1 • 50Mexican silver ilo'.s.

At El Bote a hard quartz ore is tre ited which averages

about 28 oz. of silver and 8 dwts. of gold per short ton.

It passes first through a Gales crusher, then through rolls,

after which it is fed by Challenge feeders to a battery of

(2) Chilian mills, which crush wet until <*4 per cent, of the

pulp will pass 120 mesh; the capacit) of each mill is

10 tons per day. The pulp then passes to (10) large

" spitzkaslen," 12 ft. long by 7 ft. wide, provided with the

Ayton intermittent discharge for the tbicke ied pulp, which

enters a series ol (18) Boss pans. In the first pan sddit

of salt and copper sulphate are made—about 2 per cent, of

the first and from - 6 |»er cent, to 0-8 per cent, of the

second. I.one is fed into the las: of the pans to neutralise

any remaining copper sulphate or free acid. The loss of

mercury averages 2 oz. per ton of ore. Krom the settlers

the pulp passes to (8) 6-ft. end-shake vanners, which yield

about 15 tons per month of pyritie eon entrates containing

32 o/. to Til oz. of silver and 1". to •_'
I dwts. of gold per

ton, with about 7 per cent, of zinc, 30 per cent, of silica,

and 50 per cent, of iron pyrites. The tailings average

about 4 oz. of silver and \\ dwt. of gold per ton. At the

Hacienda tie Lori to, Pa< fiuca, the ore is crushed when m
sarv in (2) Blake stonebteakers, having a total capacity

of 120 — 140 metric tons per 24 hours. The enisled

ore passes to the (12) Chilian mills, arranged in two set-.

one of eight an I the oiler of lour. Kach mill is furnished

with a Tuiloch feeder, the fi _ I ept as lo.\ a~ possible.

The screens are of 60 to 70 mesh; the capacity of each
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mill is 10 toDS per 24 hours of very hard silicious ore.

From the mills the pulp pas6es to a concentration plant ot'

(3) Bartlett tables and (1) Wilfley, (a) in order to take

out as much as possible of the silver values as a rich

concentrate suitable for shipment to smelters; (,&) to remove

the particles of iron introduced by the process of crushing.

With average Pachuca ore nearly one-half < f the silver

contents are thus taken out in a concentrate worth, say,

90 oz. of silver, from ore originally carrying 32 oz. per

metric ton, leaving, say, 16 oz. in the tailings, which

masonry settling tanks, each having a capacity of 440 to

500 tons. After draining, the mud is run out and formed

into a torta. The time occupied in amalgamation is from

15 to 22 days. The loss of mercury averages about

1^ oz. per oz. of silver recovered. The retort silver,

which carries enough gold to pay for parting, is charged,

60 kilos, at a time, into one ot (6) cast-iron pot-, l> ft.

diameter, heated by wood fires, and wiih covers pro-

vided with pipes to convey the fumes to (3) chambers

where sulphuric acid is produced by burning native sulphur

in retorts. The gold obtained amounts to 1 to 1*2 oz.

per 1,000 oz. of silver. The hot copper solution from the

silver precipitation vats is siphoned off into a series of

shallow lead-lined masonry tanks ; in cooling it deposits on

lead strips crystals ot copper sulphate, which are utilised

again iu the patio. Practically the whole of the copper

sulphate originally added to ihe torta is in this way
regenerated. The mother liquors from the crystallising

tanks, called acirfo negro (.and still at a strengih of 30 li.)

are conctntrattd in a platinum slill to 60 B\, and again

utilised in the boiliDg pots, except a small quantity which

is added at the end ot the boiling operation in ord> r to

dilute the silver sulphate sufficiently to enable the gold

slimes to settle out. After a considerable time the mother
liquor becomes heavily cl. arged with iron. It is then boiled

down in shallow leaden pans till it begins to crystallise,

when, upon cooling, it deposits nearly the whole of its

sulphate of iron, which is utilised in the patio in place of

copper sulphate. From the long masonry channels below
the laiadero the slimes-pulp from the patio, after depositing

its amalgam, passes through a series of (7) tanks, each

47 ft. long by 6 ft. 6 ins. wide by 5 ft. deep, where a portion

of the slime settles out and is separately treated by con-

centration on (4) Wilfley tables. The middlings from the

Witfleva are returned ; the tailings are said to contain but

5 oz. of silver per ton. At the Hacienda de La Union the
" Krohnke " process is in operation. The pulp from the

mills is spread out on huge floors to dry, alter which the

ore is treated wiih cuprous chloride solution in (13; large

barrels about 8 ft. long by 5 ft. diameter, resting on rollers

and rotated, by means of a spur wheel fixed on one end,

from four to five times per minute ; the charge of each is

4 1 tons. The process is as iollows : Salt is charged into an
empty barrel equal to 25 per cent, of the silver present,

sufficient hot water is then added to convert the ore into a

thin mud, then mercury equal to eight times the weight of

silver present, then the ore itself is run in. Scrap zinc is

also added equal to 8 to 10 per cent, of the mercury to

decompose the calomel formed by the reaction. The barrel

is rotated for 5 or 10 minutes, and the cuprois chloride

is then added, containing copper equal to from 50 to 80 per

cent, by weight of the silver. The barrel is then rotated for

six hours, the door is removed, and the contents are discharged

into an inclined masonry channel which leads to the lavadero.

The washing of the pulp and the treatment of the amalgam
are effected in the usual way, except that a solution of

ammonium carbonate is employed to remove cuprous oxide.

The washed pulp is elevated by means of a ladings wheel,

and run over a concentration plant comprising Bartlett

tables, round buddies, and planitlas. The concentrates
recovered are of much lower grade than those at Hacienda
de Loreto, owing to the greater perfection of the amalgama-
tion. The final loss iu tailings is said to be - 3 oz., or only
about one-third of the loss by the patio process, and the

extraction is said to reach 99 percent, of the silver contents
of the original ore. The loss of mercury is only 7 oz. per 32 oz.

of silver recovered. This process is much more expensive
in working than the patio process, aud the drjing between
the crushing aud amalgamation is a great drawback, as it

necessitates a large area, costly handling, and involves a

considerable dust loss. The Hacienda de San Francisco

employs the pan process. It is well arranged, and works
at a low cost for labour, though the cost for power is hi^'h.

It comprises 50 heavy stamps which supply (6) grinding

pans, from which the pulp passes successively through one
chemical pan, where salt (44 lb. per ton of ore), copper
sulphate (19 lb.), and lime are automatically fed, then a

series of (16) Boss pans in two rows, and lastly, (4) Boss
settler-. The tailings from the settlers go to u concentra-

tion plant of (7) frue-vanners, the tailings from which
are re-treated on (5) Wilfley and (1) New Standard tables;

the concentrates from the tables treating vanner tailings

are of higher value than the vanner concentrates, though
smaller in quantity. The value of the tailings is 3 to 4 oz.,

so that on ores of 25 to 30 oz. the high losses in tailings

more than offset the saving in treatment costs over the

patio process. The Hacienda de San Anionic still employs
the old Freiberg bariel process. At Minus Nuevas, near

Parral, there are three lixiviation mills, only two being in

working order. The capacity of No. 3 mill is 70 tons per

day, which varies from 12 up to 30 oz., average about

25 oz. The ore is chiefly specular hematite disseminated

through a limestone gangne, with some galena ; it is tipped

over grizzlies, the roughs are fed into two Blake stone-

breakers, the crushed product is delivered to a rotary drier.

The dried ore is mixed with about 10 per cent, by weight

of inferior salt. Hotary self-feeders of simple construction

then deliver the mixture to rolls, aud the crushed material,

after tromelling through a 35 mesh, is elevated and taken

by belt conveyors to the roasters, (2) of White-Howell
pattern, 33 ft. long by 5 ft. wide, making one revolution per

minute. The leaching plant consists of 12 vats, each 14 ft.

diameter by 7 ft. deep, and taking a charge of 25 tons.

880 charges are put through per year, which gives about

five days for each charge, including filling and emptying.

When lull and levelled off, base-metal leaching is ttarted

by running on hot water and allowing it to leach through

for 10 to 12 hours. Sodium thiosulphate solution (0-44

per cent.) is then run on, and 5 to 6 hours- after, traces

of thiosulphate appear in the effluent liquor, which is then

turned from the base metal to the precipitating tanks.

Leaching is continued for from 30 to 40 hours, when the

level of the solution is allowed to fall below the surface and
water is run on. Five or six hours after, the effluent liquor

is found to have a strength of under 20 per cent, of thio-

sulphate, whereupon the weak liquors are turned back into

the same tank in which the base-metal leach was already

precipitated, and precipitated in the same way as was that

leach. There are four precipitating tanks for the base-metal

leach, and five for the thiosulphate solution, each 11 ft. dia-

meter by 14 ft. deep. In treating the base-metal leach, from
two to three times its volume of clean water is first added,

and then 35—48 gallons of strong sodium sulphide solution.

The contents of the lank are stirred up with a jet of com-
pressed air and allowed to settle for one hour. For the

precipitating tacks only 3 to 5 gallons of sodium sulphide

solution are required for each charge, the stirring by meacs
of compressed air is continued much longer, and from

2 to 3 hours are allowed for settling. The precipitate flows

direct to the precipitate pumps feeding Johnson's filter

presses. Once a month a general clean up is made; the

total extraction on the whole process, notwithstanding the

volatilisation loss in the furnaces, is 80 to 85 per cent.

The press cakes are roasted, fused on a lead bath in cupel

furnaces with Lynch test supports, a blast being produced

by a No. 2 Root blower running at 85 revolutions per minute.

The cupel bottoms are made in two layers, the lower of clay

and ashes tamped in and dried slowly in the usual way.

The upper or working test i6 formed of cement, which is

m »ith water on the floor until it sets, ihe mass being

then broken up and beaten into shape on the test with hot

iron-. Each hearth will last six months, but the working

mi is renewed after each run by beating fresh cement

upon it. Each campaign is commenced by melting down
1

7

is. of lead, and if high grade sulphides are being

re£:ied, the total charge is 500 kilos, of roasted sulphides,

charged two shovelfuls at a time every few minutes until

the whole has been absorbed and slagged, the operation

takii tbout 24 hours. The silver obtained is poured into

in forming bars of about 75 lb. each. \Yhen low-
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grade sulphides are refined, each campaign lasts two to three

days, lead is charged as required, and ihe total charge of

the campaign is 500 kilos, of sulphides per day, together

with 700 to 800 kilos, of wash-water precipitates and trough

deposits. Each furnace uses per 24 hours about three

cords of hard wood. The slags average 60 per cent, of

lead and 250 oz. of silver per ton. At intervals they are

smelted with iron ore in a small water-jacketed cupola.

The resulting lead bullion is utilised for refining the high-

grade sulphides. At the present time the high cost of

renders this the cheapest and most convenient reduction

process for these ores in spite of the low extraction, but

when other classes of ores become available it may prove

cheaper to adopt a direct smelting process, by which 97 per

cent, of the values could be realised in place of 80 to 85
per cent.—J. H. C.

Hydrochloric Acid and Oxygens Action of , on
Metals. C. Matignon. Co'mptes rend., 1903, 137, [21],
1051—1052.

Hydrochloric acid gas in presence of oxygen attacks all

the metals cf the platinum group—palladium, ruthenium,

iridium, rhodium, and osmium. The ease of attack is in

the order given, palladium being attacked slowly in the

cold, and very rapidly when heated in sealed tubes to

125° C, while osmium is but slowly acted upon in sealed

tubes at 150° C. The mixture of hydrochloric acid gas

and oxygen forms an excellent reagent for detecting the

presence of iron in metallic gold, iridium, or rhodium.

—J. T. 1).

ENCLisn Patents.

Ore-Roasting Furnace. W. A Maddern, Boulder City,

Australia. Eng. Pat. 24,124, Nov. 4, 1902.

The futnace, of the horizontal type, may have one or any
number of superposed hearths, on to the topmost of which,

at the fireplace end, the ore is passed, and is mechanically

rabbled to the opposite end, from which it passes on to the

finishing hearth, along which it is rabbled in the oppo
direction, for delivery on to the " cooling aud regenei

hearth, to which air is supplied at the delivery end, and as

the ore is rabbled along this hearth, the air cools the ore

and so abstracts the heat. This highly heated air is then

passed or drawn onwards for oxidising in the fnrnac •.

The rabbling is effected by radially moved semi-rotating

arms having blades on the under side, set at an angle, so

as to turn the ore over on both forward and backward
strokes to suit the traverse of the ore. Cold air is drawn
through the rabble and passes into the furnace whenheatoil.

Water-cooled rabbles are also used. A special " toggle-

joint " for the rabbler is described and claimed.— K. S.

Metals, Metalloids, and Compounds of the same [freefrom
Carbon'] ; Process and Furnace for Obtaining .

J. G. Lorrain, London. From Elcctricitats Act.-G

vorm. Schuckert and Co., Nuremburg. Eng. Pat. 25,95 I

Nov. 25, 1902.

See Fr. Pat. 324,621 of 1902 ; this Journal, 1903, 636.

—T. F. B

Ores; Concentrating [by Oil Process], and Appa-
ratus therefor. A. S. Elmore, London. Eng. Pat. Is4,

Jan. 3, 1903.

Pulped ores are treated with oil, to separate the mineral

valuable constituents, in apparatus comprising a mixing

tank, a pump or other mixing device, and n floating oil seal

to exclude air during the mixing; also, a settling tank

having an outlet pipe in the bottom leading to themij
tank of an auxiliary apparatus for treatment of the tailii

the overflow of the outlet pipe being below tho level 6f

lip of the subsiding tank. The upper layer of minei

charged oil is drawn or skimmed off. and treated with aid

of heat in a centrifugal machine. Before separating,

oil may be thiru suitable solvent, in which case

the recovered oil is subjected to a blast of cold

re-use. Compare Eng. I'm-. 6519 and 15,526 of 1901

U.S. Pat. 692,043 of 1902; this Journal, 1902,349,

and G18 respectively.- 1

Metallic Compounds, having Iron Partly or Wholly lie-

i urbanised fur their Principal Constituent ; Manufac-
ture of . S. Parfitt, Cardiff. Eng. Pat. 2612, Feb. 4,

1903.

Iron is melted and decarburised in the usual way until not

more than about 0' 1 per cent, of carbon remains, when it

is " tempered " by addition of aluminium, or of aluminium
and tungsten, instead of the usual carbon-carrying material.

Suitable proportions to be added are 0-5 per cent, of

alumiuiuui and 0'3 per cent, of tungsten. The metal thus

produced is stated to have similar properties to mild steel,

but offering greater resistance to oxidation or attack by
acids.— E. S.

Crucible Filling or Charging Apparatus. W. S. Mather,

Newark, New Jersey, U.S.A. Eng. Pat. 18,751, Aug. 31,

1903.

Tbe material is conveyed, in predetermined charges, in

travelling pans or buckets, and discharged mechanically

into the crucible, the holder of which is rocked or shaken,

both vertically and horizontally, to settle or shake down
the material.— li. A.

Aluminium Alloy, and Process of Producing the Sams
A. J. C. de JMonthy, L. Trezel, and V. Coppee, Paris.

Eng. Pat. 19,504, Sept. 10, 1903.

SEEFr. Pat. 325,191 of 1902; this Journal, 1903, 635.

Silver (7
- 5 parts) may also he added to the mixture.

—T. F. B.

Airfor Blast Furnaces and the like ; Extracting Moisture

from . .1. Gayley, New York, U.S.A. Eng. I'at.

19,933, Sept. 16, 1903.

The air is drawn through a chamber, in which it is cooled

to or below 0° C, thus causing its moisture to be eliminated,

or reduced to a small and practically uniform proportion.

From the cooling chamber, the dried air is fed bj the

blowing eugiue, and maintained constantly under compres-

sion until it enters the furnace or converter. (See also

Eng. Pat. 11,091 of 1900; this Journal, 1901, 27.)—K. A.

Furnace or Kiln for Roasting Finely-crushed Ore, Pinn-
ing Dolomite, and for other Purposes. G, I). Peter-son,

Dalsbruk, Finland." Eng. Pat. 22,102, Oct. 14, 1903.

Arches are " arranged in a shaft at different levels, zig-

zag with reference to one another, and with the space

beneath the bottom arch or arches communicating at one
end with the outer air, aud at the other end with a [gas]

fire-chamber, which in its turn communicates with one end
of the space beneath the arch or arches above, while the

other end of the latter space is iu communication with a

chamber in its lurn communicating with the space beneath

the top arch or arches, said space last mentioned communi-
cating with a chimney, either directly or through the aid of

other arches, compelling the gases to flow repeatedly back
aud forth in the furnace.— E. S.

Cnitld SrAir.s Patents.

Steel ; Manufacturing . C. V. Burton, Loudon.
Assignor to W. J, Hartley, Loudon. U.S. Pat. 740,281,

l>ce. b, 1903.

Acetylene, diluted with a "less explosive" gas, is blown

through molten metal, the waste gases being brought into

contact with the metal :it an earlier stage of the process.

—E. S.

Ores; Apparatusfor Treating . W. 11. Vdams, jun..

Assignor to 0. II. Hubbard, both oi l.os Angeles, Cal.

U.S. Pat. 745,472, Dec. 1.

A tank is connected by a horizontal pipe near its top to a

precipitation box couiaining a removable frame having

precipitating devices with inclined collecting hire-. A
pump below the box draws liquid from it, whic: 1 is

discharged into the tank near t • the bottom, ami also Higher

up at different I w ing around the

t ink, having nozzles, some of which are pointed in opposite

directions to others, the effect being that a rotary movement
i- imparted to the liquid in the tank, whilst a circulation

of liquid goes on between the lank and the box. The
bottom of the tank is conical, sloping upwards and inward- ;
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;m<l there is a gutter around the base of the conical part in

which amalgamated plates are fitted between the cone and

the walls.—E. S.

Precious Metals ; Process of Extracting [from

Slimes]. T. J. Grier, Lead, S.D. U.S. Pat. 745,490,

Dec. 1, 1903.

Thb slimes are placed in a settling tank, from which the

thicker portion is drawn off into a Isaching vat having a

bottom, through which a cyanide solution is passed

under pressure, so as to displace the watci in the si

charge i- then treated with air under
|

Iter

which the cyanide solutioa is displaced by a salt solution of

greater density. In some eases, the slimes a-e first spi

with a " protective solution to neutralise the acids therein,"

an 1 the contents of the vat above its false bottom are

lieate 1 iu order to reduce the density of the upper portion

of the liquid.— E. S

OreRouiting Furnace. A M. Beam, Assignor ti the

National Automatic Furnace Mill* an 1 Mining Co., both

of Denver. C do. U.S. I'at. 745,765, Dec. 1, J 903.

The ore-roasting cylinder, built in sections and capable

of being revolved, is fitted centrally, by means of radial

arms, within a double flue cylinder, arranged at a slight

incline between the stack and conibustion-chamber ends

of the farnace, with which chamber the flue is iu com-
munication. Tue ore cylinder is fitted with spirally and
longitudinally arranged perforated partitions, and the ore

is fed bv a conveyor in a casing, immediately above and the

entire length of the furnace, aud through a drier, from above
the combustion chamber, ani into a hopper, whence it

passes through a horizontal pipe connected to a blower

into the stack end of the ore cylinder, in which it is carried

forward a certain distance by revolving blades, and then

taken further by the spiral partitions, and has exit through
the combustion chamber into a hood, whence means are

provided for its discharge. Air is blown into the ore

cylinder, and the salphuroas gases produced are exhausted
through a pipe proceeding from a hollow trunnion at the

delivery end, into a series of dust-collecting receptacles

condensers for the gases. A supplementary combustion
chamber is arranged about the entrance end of the flues and
ore cylinder. >umerojs claims are made for details of
tht turnace. Compare U.S. I'at. 708,615 of 1902; this

Journal, 1902, 1400; and U.S. Pats. 737,059 and 737,060
of 1903 ; this Journal, 1903, 1052.—E. S.

Metals; Process of Extracting . from Ores. E. B.

Hack, Assignor to the American Filter Press Extraction
Co., both of Denver, Colo. U.S. Pat. 745,82S, Dec. 1,

1903.

Obe palp is caked by pre-surein such manner as to permit
the moisture to escape, and a weak solution of the solvent
(a cyanide, for instauce) of the metals to be extracted, is

passed through with compressed air ; the pulp is then dried
by air under pressure, followed by passage of a stronger
solution of the solvent under the same conditions as before,

the pulp being finally dried by air under pressure.— E. S.

Magnetic Composition [Alloy'], and Method of Making
Same. R. A. Hadtield, Sheffield. U.S. Pat. 745,829,
Dee. 1, 1903.

A magnetic body is alloyed with from 1 to 5 per ceut. of
silicon : the alloy is heated to between 900° and 1,100° C.,
allowed to cool, and reheated to from 70f to 850° C., when
it is allowe I to cool slowly, to produce a magnetic m iterial

of " high permeability ani lox hysteresis action."—E. S.

Matte; Method of Converting . K. Bagjaley, Pitts-

burg, Pa. '

U.S. Pat. 746,241, Dec. 8, 1903.

The method consists iu introducing solid flux into the con-
verter, fusing it with auxiliary hett.au I then pouring the
matte on the flux. Compare U.S. Pats. 722, 19S and 727,057
of 1903 ; this Journal, 19J3, 424 and 701.— E. S.

Copper Matte ; Converting . R. Bagealey, Pittsburg,

Pa. U.S. Pit. 746,24J, Dec. 8, 1903.

The molten matte is intensely heated by the introduction
into it of a large volume of air j a portion of the heat so

produced is abstracted by a cooling medium at the begin-

ning the blow, while the oxidation is rapid, aud at the

end of the blow, when the oxidation fails, the heat is

supplt meuted by a flame.— E. S,

Copper ; Refining . R. Baggaley, Pittsbarg, Pa.

U.S. Pat. 746,246, Dec. 8, 1903.

A i;i MTED stream of a reducing gas, independently

gen r itcd, is forced through the copper when malteu, after

n and removal of its impurities, and the stream is

continued until a specimen of the copper cast in a test-

mould, remains substantially level.—E S.

Silicious Ores ; Method of Recovering Values from .

i: Baggaley, Pittsburg, Pa. U.S. Pat. 746,260, Dec. 8,

P.m.;.

SILICEOUS ores containing valuable substances are intro-

duced in " solid lumps or particles " into a copper converter,

and heated with au -'auxiliary heat "
; molten matte is then

added, and the charge is BessemeriseJ and the ore fused.

The valuable con- mtained in the product are

recovered, aud the gangue is used iu the next operation as

a flux.— E. -

Smelter-Gases; Apparatus for Precipitating Injurious

I
i i from . R. Baggaley, Pittsburg, Pa. U.S.

Pat 716,236, Dec. 8, 1903.

A- .v of screens of " vegetable in itter," carried by-

series of hollow and water-cooled rollers, are interposed in

the path of the smelter-gases. I'll- • series of rollers are each

set in a vertical perforated column, the perforati

which are upwardly inclined, The material of which the

screens ate composed is fed by hoppers, and a horizontal

r below the series of the vertical columns of the

rollers removes the descending material. The screens

referred to are kept wetted during the process.—E. S.

Arsenic Fumes; Method of Arresting . R, Ba

Pittsburg, Pa. U.S.' Put. 746,251, Dec. 8, I

The arsenic fumes are arrested from smelter-gases by

he latter through charcoal Biters, wetted with au

alkal.ne solution, such as of calcium sulphide.— E. S.

Furnace Gases ; Apparatus for Arresting Impuritiesfrom
. R. Baggalev, Pittsbun;, Pa. U.S. Pat. 746,254,

Dec. 8, 1903.

A tk.vvellixg screen having filtering material between

oppositely-acting rods with spnug-backed faces, adapted to

grip and move the screen, is arranged in the path o: the

jai The rods are mounted on alteruate cranks for

reciprocal movement;, and are parallel to each other, needful

mechanism being provided.—E. S.

Furnace Gases ; Apparatus for the Treatment of .

R. Baggaley, Pittsbarg, Pa. U.S. Pat. 746,255, Dec. S,

1903.

The apparatus comprises a screen chamber through

which " broken " filtering material is passed through a

vertical column by means of au endless chain, the material

having a series ot pivoted supports separating it into layers,

or portions of little depth, the supports constituting the

links of the chain which engage with the rotating wheels,

discharging the filtering material as they pa-s outside the

chamber. The filtering material is supplied through a

hopper to the top of the vertical column through which

the material passes. There are cutters to the machinery-

moving within the chamber, whereby incrustations are

removed from the wall;. Means lor « itting the screen

material are provided.—K S.

Smelter-Gases; Apparatus for Precipitating Injurious

es from . R. Baggaley, Pittsburg, ?a. US.
746,250, Dec. 8, 1903.

1 '^es traverse a chamber in which a series cf in

- es, with inclined gas passages, support a filtering

material in " solid pieces" (or grains); there are

openiugs at the upper end, aud a screw conveyor removes

the material as it descends to the base o: an, and

an elevating conveyor delivers it to the feeding opening of
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another column. Water is discharged upon the filtering

material. The supports are movable by rocking mechai
—E. S.

Smelter-Gases ; Apparatus for Precipitating Injurious

Fumes from . R. Baggaley, Pittsburg, Pa. U.S.
Pat. 746,257, Dec. 8, 1903.

The gases pass through a chamber in which is arranged
filtering material, carried by a travelling rack "between
adjacent chains or ropes having alternately an anged cross

bars. The two sets of endless chains can be worked
independently by apparams outside the walls of the
chamber, which the two chains only enter as they form a
column in contact, face to face. The screen material is

supplied from a hopper above the column, and provision is

made for keeping it wet.— E. S.

Smeller-Oases; Process of Recovering Values [Valuable
Dust] from . R. Baegaley, Pittsburg, Pa. U.S.
Pat. 74*6,259, Dec. 8, 1903."

Valuable dust is recovered from smelter gases by causing
them to come into contact with wet filtering material com-

J osed of ore, matte, or converter-slag, containing nretals

fit for reduction or smelting with the dust, so that the

mttals in both the dust and the filtering material may be
recovered together. The apparatus shown for carrying
out the process is the same as that described in the abs'.ract

of U.S. Pat. 726,256, above.—E. S.

Furnace-Gases ; Apparatus for Bemcvinq In purities from
. R. Baggaley, Pittsburg, Pa. U.S. Pat. 746,261,

Dec. 8, 1903.

Ik the chamber through which the gases pass, reciprocating

bars are set in grooves in the chamber vail, carrying cutter

hats so actuated as to dislodge deposited impurities from
the walls. A charcoal screen is interposed in the path of

the gases, means lor removirg which when impregnated,

and for its replacement by fresh material, are providtd.

—E. S.

French Patents.

Sulphides, Metallic ; Treatment of . R. C. Conlardo.
Fr. Pat. 334,103, July 24, 1903.

See Eng. Pat. 26,090 of 1902 ; this Journal, t903, 1093.

—T. F. B.

Aluminium; Manufacture of . G. Gin.

Fr. Pat. 334,132, July 25, 1903.

An minium chloride is reduced by the zinc-sodium alloy

(ZnKa.) containing 40 per cent, of zinc. The sodium-zinc
chloride formed is then employed as the lused electrolytc-

for the preparation of a further quantity of the ZnNa5 alloy,

and there is therefore a complete evele of operations.

—W. G. M.

Compter Oies; Extraction of the Metals ftom .

J. Baxeres De Alzugaiay. Fr. Pat. 334,272, July 30,

1903.

0e>6 ccntaitjing copper, lead, at d z nc in relatively large

propcrticn are digested with an acidulated soluticn of a

cbltririe, v hereby the copper is dissolved. Alkali and
alkaiine earth chlorides and ferrous and ferric chlorides

are definitely enumerated lis suitable. The copper
is separated from the seluiion by usual means. The
treated oris are washed, dried, and roasted at a com-
paratively low temperature. The roasted mass is trial'

with a weak acidulated chloride solution, and from the

solutie u lh ii - obtained, after concentration, the lead separati -

as chloride, and the zirc is precipitated by an alkaline-

earth oxide. Sulphuric acid and sulphates may replace

chlorides in the process, with certain modifications.— E. -V

XI.-ELECTKO-CHEMISTRT AND
ELECTRO-METALLUEGY.

{A.-)—ELECT RO-l HKMISTRY.

Nitrites; Electrolytic Preparation of , from Nitrates.

W. J. Mfliler. VII., page 17.

English Patents.

Storage Batteries, and Apparatus to be Employed in the

Manufacture thereof, T. A. Edison, Llewellyn Park,
N.J. Eng. Pat. 322, Jan. 6, 1903.

See U.S. Pats. 721,682 and-727,118 of 1903; this Journal,

1903, 425 and 701.—T. F. B.

Water; Purification of . M. Otto. Eng. Pat. 12,522,
June 2, 1913. XVIII. B., page 34.

Electrolysis ; Process for Decomposing Water by .

G. T. Fuery. From W. F. M. McCartv aud W. S.

Beebe. Eng. Fat. 17,399, Aug. 11, 1903. VI!., page 18.

Electrolysis of Chlorides of the Alkalis ; Process and
Apparatus for the . C. Kellner, Vienna. Eng.
Pat. 20,889, Sept. 29, 1903.

The electrolyte is admitted as a hot solution, in the case of

sodium chloride about 22 per cent, in strength, into the

anode compartment, and then made to traverse a filtering

diaphragm forming the base of the anode compartment.

The latter is supported, in a shallow trough forming the

cathode and cathode compattmeut, in such a way that

the cathode is not in contact with the diaphragm. This

latter is constructed of asbestos or cellulose covered
with powtei tl barium sulphate, and supported by slotted

or perforai'-il metal sheets or metal netting or grating

of such whIi mesh as not to act as electrodes. tly

maintaining a higher level of liquid in the anode compart-
ment, or by applying suction to the cathode compartment,
the liquid is forced from one compartment to the other.

The cross sectional current-conducting area of the diaphragm
is diminished by arranging insulating material in or upon
the same, so that the flow of electrolyte through the filtering

diaphragm is somewhat greater than the velocity of travel

of the hydroxyl ions, which are moving in the opposite

direction to the liquid. A modification is described, in

which frames are arranged in series, after the manner of a

filter-press. Each frame is divided into two parts by a

grating carrying bi-polar electrode s, and the parts of the

frames forming the anode compartments are separated by
the filtering diaphragms from the parts of the adjacent

frames forming the cathode compartments. Various forms
of bi-polar electrodes are described, consisting of carbon

rods passing at right angles through apertures in a plate of

slate, wires wrapped round plates of glass, &c, or platinum

foil wrapped round a carbon plate aud lying with its cathode

side on a plate of iron, nickel, or lead.— I'. N.

Circulation of the Electrolyte in Electrolytic Processes;
Method and Apparatus Jor Producing a Suitable

II. Roller, Vienna, and P. Askenasy, Niimbeig, Ger-
many. Eng. Pat. 23,151, Oct. 26, 1903.

The diaphragm is arranged in weelge-sbaped parts in such

manner that the inttrstices between them form a zigzag

rath lor the electrolyte introduced from the side of the

anode, whereby the fresh electrolyte is caused to flow at

right angles, it nearly so, to the lines of electrical force

and to the direction of the diffusion within the diaphragm,

thus effecting a "systematic lixiviation of the reaction-

products formed at the cathode from the diaphragm." The
arrangement deicribcd may be modified by building up the

diaphragm parts, whiih are of parallelepiped form, so that

they sriull break joint n sui h a manner that " the electrolyte

introduced from the side of the anode is forced en its way
thrc ugh ihe interstices to the cathode coin pari nient to flow

ail around the diaphragm parts."— 1 . S

United States Patents,

Carbon Chlorides and Silicon. F. J. Mai halske, Brooklyn.
I .8. 1 at 745,637, Dec. I, 1903.

A mixture of silica and an alkali chloride is decomposed
by heating electrically, and the silicon tetrachloride formed,

is heated, by electric arcs, with carbon bisulphide, also pro-

duced elecrrically in an adjoining furnace; carbon tetra-

chloride and silicon bisulphide are thus produced.} ^The
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latter is heated in presence of carbon, thus producing

silicon and regenerating carbon bisulphide. (See also

U.S. Pat. 742,3-10 of 1903; this Journal, 1903, 129S.)

—T. F. B.

Silicon Chlorides, Hydrochloric Acid, and Alkali Hy-
droxides ; Process of Producing . F. J. Macbalske,

Assignor to C. H. Lyon. U.S. Pat. 745,966, Dec. 1,

1903. VII., page 18.

French Patents.

Electrolysis of Metallic Oxides or Salt3 ; Apparatus

for the . Soc. Usines de Riouperoux. Fr. Pat.

334,229, July 29, 1903.

The current is taken out at the upper part of the vessel

without traversing the base, the latter being separated from

the walls by an insulating material, such as brick, set

back in such a position that the electrolyte is not melted

at this point. The electrolysis between the vessel and the

anode is thus suppressed. The process is applicable to the

electrolysis of all oxides and salts conlaining a metal

lighter than the electrolyte.— 13. X.

(B.)—ELECTRO-METALLURGY.

Copper Ores; Technical Experiments in the Smelting

of , in the Electric Furnace. C. Vattier. Berg- u.

Huttenm. Zeit., 1903, 62,549. Chem.-Zeit., 1903,27,
[99], Rep. 323.

Chili copper ores were smelted with carbon electrodes in

quadrangular crucibles, using a current of 3,500—4,000
amperes at 110 volts. Eighteen tous of a 7 per cent, ore

were thus concentrated to a 43—45 per cent, matte, the

slag containing 01—0-2 per cent, of copper. In other

experiments the same ores were fused with two carbon
electrodes in a crucible 1*8 x 0-9 x 09 m. When the

crucible was full it was tapped into a kind of fore-hearth,

and the mass was reheated to facilitate the separation of

the matte from the slag. In this way 25 tons of ore were
smelted in 25 hours, using a current of 4,750 amperes and
119 volts. The matte contained silica, 0-8; aluminium,
0-5; iron, 24*3; manganese, 1*4 ; sulphur, 22' 96 ; phos-
phorus, 005; and copper, 47 9 per cent. The slags may
be treated in another furnace for the preparation of ferro-

silicon, ferromanganese, and spiegelei«en. The cost, calcu-

lated for conditions of work in Chili (1 ton of coke =
80 M. ; 1 kw. year = 30-40 M.), works out at 66-40 M.
per ton of ingot copper from 16 tons of ore containing

7 per cert, of copper, or from a 4 per cent, ore at only 18 M.
—W. G. M.

Silier-Plating ; Current Efficiency in .

Elektrochem., 1903, 9, [51], 979.

Zeits. f.

French Patent.

Steel ; hlectio- Metallurgical Processfor the Manufacture
of . Soc. Electro- Metall. Franchise. First Addition,

dated July 10, 1903, to Fr. Pat. 328,350 of Jan. 7, 1903.

(See tills Journal, 1903, 955.)

The oxidation of phosphorus is rendered complete in the

converter, and the mixture of iron and oxide of iron

which is obtained is transferred to the electric furnace.

Suitable precautions are taken to prevent the entrance ot

slag containing phosphorus, to the electric furnace, and the

de-oxidation of the metal is then carried out in the presence

of a basic slag, which removes the last traces of impurities,

notably sulphur. A very pure form of iron is obtained, and
into this may then be introduced manganese, silicon, tung-

sten, molybdenum, &c, so as to give the special properties

of hysteresis and permeability. In this way the production

of new qualities of metal, which may be usefully applied in

magnetic and electrical apparatus, is rendered possible.

—B.N.

XII.-FATTY OILS, FATS, WAXES,
AflD SOAP.

Indian Oils ; Characteristics of Certain . J. Lew-
kowitsch. Analyst, 1903, 28, [333], 342—344.

Pongam Oil is obtained from the beans of the Pongani

tree, J'ongamia glabra, which grows in East India, where

it is used as a lamp oil and medicinally. The author

extracted from the seeds 33 7 per cent, of the oil by means

of ether, and in the following tables compares the results

given by this oil with those from a specimen obtained from

India:

—

Oil Specimen
extracted of

in Indian
Laboratory. Oil.'

The current-efficiency in a rrauide bath containing 1 per
cent, o! silver is 99-4—9S-2 per cent., and in a bath con-
taining 2J per cent, of silver, 99-3— 99-6 per cent. When
a bath has been in use for a long time, foreign metals are

dissolved, and the current-efficiency decreases slightly. In
all cases the agitation of a plating bath lowers the current
efficiency by i— 1 per cent., owing to absorption of oxygen.

—W. A. C.

English Patent.

Alkali Grovp; Production of Metals of the , by
Electrolysis. E. A. Ashcroft, Runcorn. Eng. Pat.

12,377, Hay 30, 1903.

The alkali chloride is electrolysed in a cell with anode of
carbon or carbon and lead, and a cathode of lead or other
metal forming a fusible alloy with the alkali metal ; the alloy
thus formed is run off into a second cell, where it is used
as the anode, in an electrolyte of alka'i metal hydroxide ;

the cathode may be of nickel or iron ; the contents of each
cell are thoroughly agitated. The second cell may contain,
instead of the hydroxide, sodium chloride, bromide, or
iodide, or hahdes of the alkaline earths. Suitable appa-
ratus is described, including a form in which the two cells

are combined.—T. P. B.

Specific iiavitv ai 40°C. (water at 40° C.
= l! 0-9352

Specific gravity at 15= C. (water at 15 I

= 1)

Saponification value 17s

Iodine value 94'0

Reichert-Meissl value
ITnsaponi liable matter (per cent.) 9'2-

Meltine point of fatty acids ((reed from
ansaponiflable matter) (° O.)

\

4**4

Butyvo-refractometer reading i 78
Free fatty acids, as oleic acid, (per cent.) .

3'05

0-9240

0-93693'
183 -1
89-4
1-1

ti-96

7"
0-5

Pongam oil is of a dirty yellow colour, and at 15° C.

is of the consistency of butter. The author points out that

it might be utilised in the soap and candle industries, since

large supplies are available. I

Margosa Oil {Veepa Oil, Veppam Fat, Neem Oi7) is

obtained from the seeds of Melia azedarach, a large tree

found iu most parts of India and Burinah. The specimen

examined by the author was solid at the ordinary tempera-

ture, and gave the following results :—Sp. gr. at 40°/40° C,
0-9023; sp. gr. at 16°/16° C, 0-91423; saponification

value, 196-9; iodine value, 69-6; Reichert-Meifsl value,

1-1; butyrorefractometer reading, 52-0 ; and solidification

point of fatty acids (" titre "), 42-0° C.

Ben Oil.—Owing to its low iodine value this oil is em-
ployed for lubricating delicate machinery, such as watch

springs. A specimen of oil obtained from the Jamaica
plant, Moringa pterygosperma s. oleijera, gave the following

result- :— ^p. gr. at 15°/15°C., 0-91267 ; iodine value, 72-2;

iodine value of liquid fatty acids, 97-53; aud butyro-

refra' meter reading, 50-0. Two specimens of ben oil,

repn ing the solid and liquid portions obtained by

filtration at 0° C, had the following characteristics :
—

Specific r-dirie
Butvr°-

Gravity at {-„ ,f refractometer
\aiue. Reading.

Portion si iidat0°C
Portion freed from solidat0°C.

0-91840
0'91998

59-0
60-3
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A commercial sample of ben oil had an iodine value of

112*6, and gave a reading of ">9 in the butyro-refrecti r.

It was regarded by the author as a filtered oil.—C. A. M.

Linseed Oil; Composition of . W. Fahrion. Zeits.

angew. Chem., 1903,16, [50], 1193—1201.

The author describes experiments to show that it is not

possible to obtain satisfactory results in determining the

solid fatty acids by precipitation with barium acetat

an alcoholic solution. The method originally proposed by

him, based on th^ oxidation of the unsaturated fatty acids

with alkaline potassium permanganate and insolubility of

the oxidation products in petroleum spirit, is also shown to

be only approximately correct, since the saturated fatly

acids yield insoluble oxidation products (about 2 per cent.),

whilst on the other hand the unsaturated fatty acids yield

some products soluble in petroleum spirit. These two

sources of error nearly compensate one another, and the

fatty acids from linseed oil when thus examined were found

to contain 8 2 per cent, of solid acids—a result ji-

be slightly too high from the results calculated by other

methods. The oxidation of oleic acid with alkaline

potassium permanganate was found to be very incomplete,

whereas the linolic, linolenic, and isolinolcnic acids gave

nearly quantitative results. The author confirms the cor-

clusiou of Hehner and Mitchell (this Journal, 1899, 77)

that Hazura's linolenic bexabromide must have contained

linolic tetrabromiile. He agrees, however, with Hazura's

melting point (177° C), and attributes the higher figure

found by Hehner and Mitchell to too rapid heatiug. I'he

general conclusion drawn from all the experiments i- that

the specimen of linseed oil examined had the following

probable composition:—Unsaponifiable matter, 0*8; pal-

mitic and myristic acids, 8*0
; oleic acid, 17*5 ; linolic acid,

26-0; linolenic acid, 100; isolinolcnic acid, 33*5; and

glycerol radical (C3H 5),
4*2 per cent.—C. A. M.

Fatty Acids } Separation of Different . A. Parthcil

and F. Ferie. XXIII., page 37.

English Patent.

Fatty Acids or their Glycerides ; Process for Converting

Unsaturated , into Saturated Compounds. nV. Nor-

._ mann, Herford, Westphalia, Germany. Eng. Pat. 1515,
*

Jan. 21, 1903.

Hydrogen, or a gaseous mixture containing hydrogen,

water-gas, is brought into contact with unsaturated fatty

acids or glycerides in the presence of a finely-dh t

metal, such as iron, cobalt, and especially nickel, to act as

a catalysing agent. It is stated that oleic acid is thus com-

pletely converted into stearic acid, and that the fatty acids

of tallow have their melting point raised by about 12 ('.

by the process. The temperature and quantity of nickel

are immaterial, and only affect the duration of the pre
—C. A. M.

French Patent.

Fatty Acids; Process of Saponifying . Baison

Sociale Gebrueder Haas. Fr. Pat. 333,974, July 18,

1903.

Claim is made for the use of atmospheric air in a si

apparatus to replace the greater part of the steam hitherto

used to expel the carbon dioxide formed in the process of

saponifying fatty acids bv means of alkali carbonates.

—C. A. M.

XIIL—PIGMENTS, PAINTS; RESINS,

VARNISHES; INDIA-RUBBER, Etc.

(4.)—PIGMENTS, TAINTS.

English 1'ai BmtS.

Paint : Manufacture of White . R. Scholz, Col

!»8, .June 13, 1903.

Lead oxide (loo parts) and sodium chloride (20—40
|

' are triturated with water, and the product is washed il

red, treated with sulphuric acid until just add (about

15 parts), and dried.—T. F. B.

Lit plione [Lithopoue] and Glauber Salt; Process of
Making . W. 1) Oilman, Baltimore. Eug. Pat.

23,189. Oct. 2G, 1903. Under Internat. Conv., Oct. 30,

1902.

See U.S.Pat. 732,732 of 1903 ; this Journal, 1903. 918.

—T. F. B.

French Patent.

White Lead ; Manufacture of . J. U. Montgomery.
1 i. Pat. 333,851, July 16, 1903.

Molten lead is blown into the lower part of a closed

chamber by means of an injector, the air supply of which

comes from a tube lying in the furnace that melts the metal.

At the lop of the chamber is a perforated pipe, whence fine

streams of water fall upon the "atomised" lead. The
material is constantly stirred up by a screw conveyor, which

finally delivers the partially oxidised lead into an agitator

placed underneath the chamber. From this agitator a pump
raise* the material to a revolving drum, where it is further

submitted to the action of air under pressure. It next

descends to a second agitator identical with the first, whence

the same pump lifts it into a fiat mill, where it is ground

into the water present. From the mill the cream passes to

a third agitator, the pump finally raising it to a second

revolving drum, where it is treated with carbon dioxide

under pressure. The plant is so arranged as to ba driven

from the one countershaft, and the connections are such

that the whole series of operations can be repeated if

uecessar*, .— F. II. L.

(B.)—RESINS, VARNISHES.

English Patent.

Linoleum, Linerusta, or the likes Manufacture of
[from Wood Oil]. A. Kronstcin, Karlsruhe.

Pat. 26,371, Nov. 29, 1902.

Eng.

See Fr. Pat. 327,340 of 1902 this Journal 1903, 918.

—T. F. B.

Fkench Patents.

Varnish ; Manufacture of . [J7«e of Xaphthalene."]

A. Crebert. Fr. Pat. 334,107, July' 24, 1903.

Certain proportions of naphthalene are added to the usual

ingredients in making oil varnish, the natural low degree of

solubility of the hydrocarbon being increased by mixing it

first with the resin or resinous material. The adv..

claimed on behalf of the naphthalene are that the varnish

is paler and clearer, does not " skin," is cheap, carries a

higher proportion of pigment if made into paint, and dries

to a hard strong film. (See F:ng. Pat. 16,933 of 1902; this

Journal, 1903, 705.)—F. H. L.~

Oils ; Heating Drying , for the Manufacture of
Varnishes. W. Leppert und M. Rogovio. Fr. Pat.

334,233, July 29. 1903.

Sek Eng. Pat. 17,035 of 1903 ; this Journal, 1903, 1250.

—T. F. B.

(C.)—INDIA-RUBBEB.

Caoutchouc from the Asclepias syriaca /.. J. Marek.

.1. prakt. Chem., 1903, 68, '[10], 459— 460.

The latex from the Asclepias syriaca L. yields a dry

re-idue of about 17 percent., \\ percent, being reil rubber

and about 8*8 per cent, substances soluble in boil

per cent, alcohol. The latter may be divided into two

groups—one slightly foluble in hot 95 per cent, alcohol, but

practically insoluble in the cold; the other fairly soluble

in both hot and cold 9j per cent, alcohol. The first

group is mainly a mixture of an acetic ester and a butyjfa

ester corresponding tu the rational formulas t ',,11 ,./
'

H.."..

I I' 1 '. The second group contains similai , -ters,

hut with lewer c irbon atom-, ["he author b i- not yet been

able to ascertain whether the alcohol components ol tbcsi

esters are true alcohols or phenols, but their behaviour will

nitric aeid and Liebermann's reagent point to aromatll

hydroxides and phenols. Put uei stud) of this latex maj

throw some light on the formation and cou-tituliou o
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india-rubber, since the hydroxyl derivative of the radical

O^Hj, of the ester C30 H, 9
.C..H3O.. possesses only the

elements of one molecule of water over and above the

constituents required by the empirical formula for caout-

chouc.—J. K. 15.

English Patents.

Rubber, Gums, and like Substances ; Apparatus for and

Art of Extracting . W. A. Lawrence, Brooklyn.

Eng. Pat. 21,890, Oct. 12, 1903.

See U.S. Pats. 741,257 and 741,258; this Journal, 1903,

1 200.—T. F. B.

Vulcanisation of Rubber Goods ; Machines for . E.

Frankenberg, Hanover, Germany. Eug. Pat. 22,826,

Oct. 22, 1903.

The permeable casings fitted to " cold-curing " vulcanisers,

anddes;ribediu an earlier patent (Eng. Pat. 24,574 of 1902),

are replaced by lightly hung valves or ventilating flaps

opening inwards, which allow fumes to he removed freely

from the vulcauiser by an exhaust, but stop their egress

into the workroom should the exhaust break down from

any cause.— K. L. J.

XIV.-TANNING; LEATHER, GLUE, SIZE.

Tanning Materials and Tanning Extracts ; Determining the

Weight-giving awl Leather-forming Properties of .

J. G. Parker. XXIII., page 37.

English Patent.

Grain Leather, and Processfor its Production. S. E. Page,

L:m Ion. From the Universal Leather Co., New York,

U.S.A. Eng. Pat. 22,872, Oct. 22, 1903.

"Flesh splits" are coated with a layer of pure rubber

cement, dried, and then pressed. If desired the split may
be previously dyed, or dye may be mixed with the cement.

The superficial layers of the split are thus united with the

body substance, forming a compact surface which admits of

the process of graining, and behaves quite differently from a

merely filled, flesh split surface. For some purposes a

leathi r dust is lightly applied to the cemented surface.

— K. L.J.

French Patent.

Tanning by Use of Tawed Skins. L E. A. Berthon and

L. A. M. A. Berthon. Fr. Pat. 334,006, July IS, 1903.

Skins previously tawed with salt and alum may be placed

in strong tanning liquor (vegetable) without risk of injury ;

the latter gradually displaces the salt and alum, and produces

ordinary leather. The tawing liquor contains salt

(10 per ceut ), alum (1 to 2 per cent.), and sulphuric acid

(1 to 2 per cent.) or an organic acid (5 per cent.) and may
be made up from ohl tan liquor instead of fresh water.

After tawing for from 12 to 48 hours the skins are dried in

the air, worked on the beam, and placed for 8—45 days in

strong tan liquor, to which may he added alkali acetates or

sulphites, or soluble salts of barium, strontium, or calcium

(5— 10 per cent.) to decompose the alum which is otherwise

eliminated so.newhat slowly,—R. L. J.

XV.-MANURES, Etc.

Lime and Magnesia in Soils; Influence of the Relative

Quantities of , on the Growth of Pla?its. O. Loew.
Chem.-Zeir., 1903, 27, [100], 1225.

The author, in reply to Gossel, who had criticised his state-

ment that the maximum yield of a crop cauuot b^ obtained
if the soil contains an appreciably greater amount of

magnesia than of lime, sums up the question as follows.

Magnesium salts and cabined magnesia, when present
even in moderate amount, act injuriously on plants. A
moderate amount of lime is advantageous on many soils,

but with au excess, the yield again decreases. Calcium
salts counteract the injurious action of an excess of
magnesia, and, if present in sufficient quantity, allow the

magnesi: to play its part as a plant foodstuff. The con-
clusion drawn from these facts that, with a certain ratio

between the amounts of the lime and magnesia,
maximum yield is obtained, has been confirmed by
experiments. In the ease of most of the cereals the best

ratio i"
M \. = 1, bat in the ease of other plants, especially

of those bearing more leaves, the amount of lime should

be from two to three times that of the magnesia.—A. S.

Potassium Salts, ','> per cent, \ Value of , compared with
Kainite. W. Scbneidewind. Arb. d. Deut. Landw.
Ges., 1903, [81] ; Biedermann's Centr. HI.. 1903, [12],
803.

The new 4u per cent. "' potassium salts " contains three and
a half times as much potassium as kaiuite, and may there-

fore be employed with advantage in the case of soils wrhich

are injured, as regards their physical properties, by I
I

amounts of soluble salts. At the same time the character

of the crop has to be considered, since the different

potassium manures act very differently on different crops.

—N. H. J. M.

Fertiliser rich in Nitrogen and Potash; Treatment of
Vinasses of Molasses Distilleries to obtain a .

(i. Gimel. 'Bull, de I'Assoc. des Chim. tie Sucr. et de
Dist., 1903,21, [5], 510—513.

After the vinasse has been concentrated to 30°—
i

B., it is distilled with quicklime and the ammonia, tri-

methylamine and a little methylamine, which volatilise are

collected iu hydrochloric acid. By evaporating the Bclution

obtained, the mass is converted into a residue of ammonium
chloride and methylammonium chloride, which is col-

lected and afterwards liquefied. Tne residue from the

distillation with lime, is treated with sulphuric acid until

almost neutral, the precipitate filtered or " spun off," and
the liquid concentrated to dryness. Glycerin will have
been in great part destroyed by the lime. To the mineral
matter which remains, the ammonium chloride should be

added. The composition of the fertiliser is then : nitrogen

(in the form of ammonia) 4'3, calcium sulphate 37.

potassium sulphate 28, sodium sulphute 4, potassium
chloriile 12, water 4, and various 10 per cent.

—L. J. de. \V.

Tobacco ; Manurial Experiments with . Max
Lehmaan. Landw. Versuchs-Stat., 1 90 i, 58, 433—470.

Whilst nitrogen is equally necessary to all parts of tbe

plant, potassium seems to be chiefly of use to the leaves and
roots, and phosphoric acid to the stems. Chili saltpetre

proved to be the best nitrogenous manure, theu ammonium
sulphate and blood-meal. The latter seems to act favour-

ably on the burning properties of the tobacco. Excessive

manuring is to be avoided, as it increases the amount of

water in the leaves, and promote* a relatively greater

development of stems and roots Chlorides and sulphates

are unsuitable, as they decrease the burning properties.

Potassium carbonate and "martelhn" act favourably iu

this respect. Perchlorate does not act poisonoasly on
tobacco when present in moderate quantity, but favours the

development of the leaves, and especially the roots.

—N. II. J. M.

English Patent.

Distillen/ Refuse or Pot Ale ; Treatment of •. C.Day
and E. \V. Gaskell. Eng. Pats. 2519 and 2520, Feb.;:,

1903. XVII., page 32.

French Patent.

Soot . Process and Appaatus for its Recovery , for

V ''ion at a Manure. II. Lamiche. Fr. Pat.

331,045, July 23, I9J3.

The :ek or chimney to a works is provided with a pipe

ente ; below the damper, anil coutiuued externally witn

enla _ ments forming chambers, circular iu !

section, merging above into a pipe which enters the fi

at a higher level, so that the draught carrying the soot may
be directed through the passage thus formed. i

chain . is fitted with a baffle-plate curved downwa
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from which, ami niso from the sides of the chamber, the

soot is continual]}' removed by a revolving scraper. ihe
soot thus detached mingles with pondered peat, introduced
by a conveyor from a hopper at the tide. Water-sprinklers
are provided to lorm the soot and peat into a mud, which is

discharged through a vertical pipe. A set of wings is kept
rotating in the lower of the chambers or enlargements.
The proportion of foot and peat in the manure obtained is

regulated by adjusting the rate of feed of the latter.

—E. S.

XVI- SUGAR, STARCH, GUM, Etc.

Crystal Sugar ; Valuation of ,/or Workivg up into

lirfmcd. K. Wasilitff. Zeits. Ver. deutscb. Zncker-
ind., 190S, 53, [574], 1157— 1182.

Ik the first period of the refining (the crystallisation in the
filling-house included) the colour of the sjrup from crystals

of medium quality with a content in reducing bodies cot re-

sponding to O'OS— 0'25 per cent, of copper oxide incri ases
seven to eight fold. The more strongly the crystals are
coloured, the more does the colour of the sjrup increase

st the time of refining. The quantity of reducing sub-
stances increased fourfold. The products of decomposition
of sugar must be dextro-iotatoiy, seeing that the purity-

factor is increased, lu the same period and under the same
conditions, syrups prepared from crystals which had become
moist and deteriorate d, with reducing bodies equivalent to

0'57 per cent, of copper oxide, increase in colour twelve-
fold. As the purity-factor has diminished, thedecompos tion

procucts of the sugar and the altered non-sugar must be
laevo-rotatory. That the sugar which had become moist
was itself colourless was no guarantee that the colour of the
syrup would not increase during refining. no relation

could be fixed between the colour of the original

syrup and that after treatment in the refinery. A
characteristic peculiarity of stored sugar which had become
moist is the presence of reducing bodies, anel the estima-
tion of these on some strictly uniform plan is of prime
importance. Crystals containing much reducing bodies
must be regarded as abnormal. Since the non-sugar
formed in crystal sugars that have become damp is

optically inactive, a deduction should be trade from
the direet polarisation. The non-sugar fotmed, which
undergoes luttber decomposiiicn during lefining, easily

combines with the lime added to the cleare, and in this

condition acts as a ttrorg molasses-former. The action

of the leduciig be dies in damp crystals on the colour of

the syrups and on the quality of the refined sugar is

so great and so vital that it is difficult to fix the deduction
to be made in this case.—L. J. ce W.

Svgar Losses in the Refinery. E. von Lippman. Zeits.

Ver. deutscb. Zuckerind., 1903, 53, [574], 1131—1138.

In tie cemplete woiking up of raw sugarirto loaies, cubes,

granulated, &c, and molasses, tlere are ceitain as )et

unavoidable and not incrusidei able losses which do not

occur in the mere centrilugalising or washing-up of raw

sugar. The losses in total weight and as indicated by
polarisation (or sugar content) do not ce incide. Many of

these losses are purely mechanical ; the decomposition of

sugar or chemical loss, attended by an increase in organic

non-sugar, is ascribed by the author to changes dui g
boiling and re boiling. Twenty years ago tie massecuitc

boiled amounted to five times the weight of raw sugar | re-

duced, now it runges from 2 to 2', times that weight. 'Ihe

questitn <f high or low pressure steam for boiling is of

relatively minor importance, the greater length of tin:* at

the lower ttmpeiature outweighs any advantage it might

offer. A sugar of the following composition : polarisation

955, water 18, ash l'0,orgaLic non-sugar 1'7 peremt.,
would yield 90 per cut. of white sugar and 9 of 'molasses,

the latter containing only 4 '14 oftugar, ISof water, I'D

of ash, and 2'(6 of organic non-sugar; a loss therefore of

1 percent, of weigh', 1*36 e'f sugar, and a gain of 0'S6
of < tganic non-sugar. As in a refinery woiking without

char, experience shows the loss to be only 0-25 per cent.,

there is left P36 — 0'25 = I'll due to chemical changes,
of which (regarding the organic non-sugar produced as
equal to its own weight merely of sugar) I'll —0-36
= 0'75 per cent, so-called " nou - demonstrable " loss.

The destruction of sugar during boiling is not coufiued
to its conversion into stable bodies which remain in the
syrup, but the non-sugars first formed ate furtlier changed
into volatile pioducts, which pass over into the water of
condensation, and consist of furfural, furfuran derivatives,

acetone, and formic and acetic acids. During the boiling

of concentrated solutions of sugar the formation of invert
sugar is not to be expected, but of products of overheating,
characterised, as Herzfcld has pointed out in refinery
products, by increasing differences between the results

given by direct polarisation and the Clerget inversion
method, and not to be explained by the presence of
laevo-totatory invert sugar, but by dextro-rotatory bodies
of a nature between sugar and caramel. In the boiling of
alter products it sometimes happens that an increase in the
destruction of sugar is accompanied by a decrease in the
reducing power.—L. .1. ae \V.

Sugar ; Chemical Nature of the Bodies Produced by Over-
heating . F. Stolle. Zeits. Ver. deutscb. Zucker-
ind., 1903, 53, [574], 1138— H49.-|

Following Wasilieff (this Journal, 1903, 3S) the author
ci\es the results of analyses of the clairce and massccuites
which were obtained by woiking exclusively pure white
Russian sugar, without the smallest addition of after pro-

ducts or sweet waters. The law sugar used polarisi d 99-75
per cent. It was melted and heated to 90" C., and passed
over char at 69°—70c

Brix. 'lhus far the slight increase in

reducing power lay within experimental errors, and a slight

purification had taken place. The massecuite of the first

product, which was neutral, showed an iuerease iu rtducing
power and iu organic non-sugar at the expense id' the

polarisation. The destruction of sugar continued at an
increasing rate in the second, third, and fourth products.

The difference between direct polarisation and the sugar by
the Clerget inversion method increased at each boiling,

although tha after products were boiled at a lower tem-
perature. The uature of the products of decompilation
cannot be determined with certainty, but it is clear that not
only dextrose and levulose but also dextrins are formed.
At every boiling there is also a caramehsation which is

independent of the acidity or alkalinity of the syrup and
increases with the temperature. 1 his caramehsation is oj

iLfluence on the colour, but its influence is usually con-
siderably overestimated. Very little real caramel is formed,
but many colouring matteis, erroneously regarded as

caramel, are produced by the action of lime on the non-
sugars, l'ellet is of the same opinion, seeing that most
(beetroot) molasses contain no reducing bodies, whilst

caramel reduces copper solution. Little caramel is contained

in refinery molasses. Caramel is not precipitated by lead

acetate solution made alkaline with a fixed alkali, but only by
ammeniacal lead acetate ; the colouring matter of mola-ses,

however, is almost completely precipitated by ordinary lead

acetate, while tbe caramel remains anel exerts, its leduciol
power. Caramelan iu solutions of 0' 1 to 1 per cent, stiength,

when boileel for two minutes with copper solutions, show a

reducing capacity which is a constant, and which rises

exact proportion to the concentration. The rat o of reduce'd

copper to caramelan is 1 :3*33. The reducing power in-

creases with the duration of hutting. It is thus of influence

in the determination of invert sugar. By the hydrolysis of
caramelan with 3 per cent, sulphuric acid, a hexose, levulinic

acid and humin bodies are formed. The hexose elosely

resembles dextrote, hot differs in its osazone, an:! in the

products formed when its calcium salts aic oxidised with

bromine.— 1 . J. elc W

Btetriot Juice; Determination of the Purity of .

1'. Hermann. Bull, de l'Assoc. des Chini. de Sucr. et de

Dist., 1908,21, f 5], 5-28—532. (See this Journal, 19ul,

843.)

Fkom tests made by the author at the Dormagen 6iigar

.works dining stven weeks of work in 1901—2, de-tei mining
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three times each shift the purity of an average sample of

the chips by Krause's method and, at the same interval*, the

puritv ol th • diffusion juice, he concludes that the deter-

mination of the purity of the juice is of the highest interest

for the due appreciation of proposed processes for the extrac-

tion of the juice as well as for experiments on manuring,
cultiva'iiig, and for the selection of seed. The method
of pressing is to be absolutely rejected for this purpose.

The method of dige-tion proposed by Krause gives,

when the conditions are maintained uniform, sufficiently

regular values for the quotient of purity. The quotients

of purity found by Ivrau-e's method correspond relatively

to the quotients of purity of the juice contained in the

beetroot. The method answers therefore to all that can be

required of a process for the determination of the puritv of

the beetroot. For the uniform execution of themetholit
is recommended that coarse raspings be used : the tempera-

ture of digestion should be 90' C., and the digestion shoul I

be continued for 30 minutes.—L. J. de \V.

Fertiliser Rich in Nitrogen and Potash ; Treatment of
Vinas.ses of Mo'asses Distilleries to obtain •. G.
Gimel. XV., page 27.

Pineapples; Quantity of Sugar admissible in Imported
Preserved . II. \V. Wiley. Composition of Fresh
and Preserved Pineapples . L. S. Munson and L. M.
Tolman. XVIII. A., page 33.

English Patents.

Sugar Juice ; Treatment of . H. Winter, Charlotten-

burg, Germany. Eng. Pat. 26,570, Dec. 2, 1902.

The object of this process is the manufacture of first

quality sugar and waste molasses only. The vacuum pan,

of large capacity, i- fitted with an agitating device consisting

of two perforated tubular rings situated near the bottom.

One of the rings has small perforations through which air,

steam, water, or juice can be admitted at will, whilst the

other has larger perforations for the admission of syrups or

molasses. Near the pan are situated two clarifiers heated

b" steam, from which hot syrup is drawn for regulating the

purity of the massecuite towards the end of the boiling.

The massecuite is discharged from the pan in such a con-

dition that its final mother syrup has a purity quotient

below 40. It is cooled to a temperature of 3.}'—45° C. in

crystallising vessels provided with stirrers. From these the

massecuite is pumped into a special form of malaxeur, in

which it is diluted with final molasses to a workable con-
sistency. Finally the sugar is separated in centrifugals,

specially constructed so that tbe impure molasses may be

collected separately from tbe purer washings, which latter

are returned to the syrup tanks.—J. F. B.

Sugar ; Apparatus for Whitening , in Centrifugal
Machines by means of Steam. G. Deutsch, Vienna.

Eng. Pat 28,186, Dec. 20, 1902.

Steam supplied by the maiu is separated into wet steam and
water, which are fed into the ca-in? of the centrifugal for

diluting the molasses and syrups, and into dry steam, which,

before entering the basket or drum, is wire-drawn in order
to superheat it. The dry steam renders the molasses more
fluid by warming rather than by diluting it and thus less

sugar is dissolved. The combined steam drier and wire-

drawing valve consists of an annular chamber containing a
helical or screw-thread shaped partition, designed to admit
steam at the top and to eject water at the bottom, while the
lower portion of its inner side is provided with holes for the
admission of steam to the central chamber, these apertures,
or others at the top end of the central chamber, being
adapted to be narrowed by means of adjustable slide-valves.

The tubular steam-spraying nozzle has a widened end
portion with a conically turned-out edge in the shape of a
valve seat, and a valve having its tubular stem adjustably
screwed into the nozzle behind the widened end portion.

Steam passes through apertures in the tubular valve stem
into the widened end of the nozzle and thence through the
narrow slot betweeu the valve and its scat.—L. J. de W.

Sugar; Manufacture of . J. Krivanek, Kiew,
ssia. Eng. Pat. 18,044, tug. 20,

The sp fieation relates to a process for making sugar in

slabs, snip--, or blocks. The massecuite is filled in vacuo
into the moulds and the syrup contained in the mass i-

completely driven off with moistene I on 1 filtere I air, before
the addition of better syrup is bjgun. The apparatus con-
sists of several chambers or compartments arranged iu sueh
a manner that the free inner chamber of the mould is

hermetically insulated from that of the cleansing apparatus.
'

and can be place I in communication in a suitable manner
with the device for the moistening ami filtration o! the air,

and also when required, with the corresponding clean-
collecting vessel. Means are also provided by which tli

filling of the massecuit- or filling mass into the mould is

effected in vacuo.—T. H. P.

Soluble Starch ; Process for Making ,. W. P.
Thompson, Liverpool, from O. Bradt and Co., Unter-
barmen, Germany. Enj. Pat. 22,370, Oct. 16, I

This process consists iu treating starch, or starch-containing
materials of all kinds, in neutral, alkaline, orsulphurie acid
solution, and preferably at a high temp Mature, with more
permanganate thin is necessary for oxidising the extractive
impurities present, the action being continued until all the
starch is converted into the soluble form. Starch thus
treated may replace dextrin, gelatin, glue, gum and th"
like.—T. H. P.

United States Patents.

Glucose; Process of Making . L. Roth, Kanth,
Germ my, Assignor to W. K. Gentzen, Guhlichen|
Germany. U.S. Pat. 745,675, Dec. 1, 1903.

Claim is made for a process consisting in subjecting the
cellulosic material under exclusion of air in a closed vessel
to ozonised oxygen un ler pressure and afterwards addiuf
sulphuric acid and maintaining the pressure in the vessel.

-T. II. P.

-. J. O. Schweitzer, Paris.

Dec. 8, 190 J.

See Eng. Pat. 16,614 of 1901
;

this Journal, 1932, 1033.

—T. F. B.

French Patemts.

Cane Suaar; Production from Beet Sugar of Products
It mbling . H. Winter. Fr. Pat. 333,813, July
13, 1903.

The pleasant flavour of unrefined cane sugar has been
found to be due to residues of the products formed by the
action of the lime used in manufacture up in the invert
sugar or other hexoses. In order to imitate this flavour in
the case of beet sugars, purified b -et sugar crystals ore
"clayed" with a thin layer of a syrup which contains, in
addition to saccharose and iuvert sugar, products formed
by th j action of alkalis upon invert sugar or other hexose
under the influence of heat. Iu preparing these products
it is preferable to employ caustic alk ills, but any substance
with an alkalin; reaction may be used; the decomp asitiou
is not carried so far as to produce carauial.—J. F. 13.

Concentrators [for Saccharine Liquids, iVc.]. F. Meyer.
Fr. Pat. 334,241, July 29, 1903.

See Eng. Pat. 19,962 of 1903; this Journal, 1903, 1301.

T. F. B.

Starch Manufacture oj Solub'.e . W. Wotherspoon.
Fr. Pat. 334,154, July 27, i»0 .

Stai: ii is heated for a sufficient length of time with a
monn-rarboxylated organic acid, e.g., acetic, formic, or lactic

acid, :
referably under conditions which do not cause the

gela
:

isation of the granules. For instance, dried starch is

treii i ith glacial acetic acid to the extent of from 10 to
per ' of its weight, the mixture is heated with a

in :, closed steam-jacketed convener until the starch is

soluble in hot water. If an aqueous acid be
inert d hvdrating agent may be used, such as alcohol or
brine, 10 prevent the gelatini'ation ot the starch. The acid
is recovered by distillation or other means.—J. F. B.

Sugar ; Process of Making —
U.S. Pat. 746,17;
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XVII-BEEWING, WINES, SPIKITS, Etc.

Yeast ; Contribution to the Study of . J. J. van Iiest.

Zeits. ges. Brauw., 1903, 26, [
43 ]- 701—706;

Absorption of Nitrogen Compounds by Yeast Celts.—The

author's experiments with top-fermentation yeast show that

good pitching yeast does not ahsotb any nitrogen com-

pounds immediately after it has been mixed with wort, nor

it es it increase the percentage of nitrogen in the wort. On
the other hand, inferior yeast, or such as has been im-

properly washed, will absotb nitrogen compounds as soon

as it is brought into contact with wort, and bad or enfeebled

reast (the latter containing numerous dead culls) increases

the nitrogen content of the wort, this result being specially

noticeable in yeast that has been killed by artificial means.

Enzyme Action without Reproduction.—Up to a certain

point this action is found to proceed without any cell repro-

duction; inoreover.it is independent of the temperature.

Weak yeast pitched and allowed to ferment at low tem-

peratures, dies, and the contents of the dead cells are

dissolved by the wort, wherein they give rise to a consider-

able loss of extract, the amount of zymase then coming

into action being probably much greater than in cases in

which the cells remain alive. In one case an addition of

1 • 2 per cent, of yeast to the wort reduced the extract in the

laiter from 10*9 to 6-0 per cent. Balling, without any cell

reproduction being noticeable. In other experiments, wort

of a gravity of 10-7 per cent. BalliDg was pitched with
- 5 per cent, of wet yeast, at an initial temperature of

11° C, and the gravity was tested daily. At the same time

a portion of the wort was drawn off every day for a week,

bottled, stored for 10 days at 0-5° C, and the gravity

determined after filtration. The results are given in the

following table :

—

Prom the From the
Bottles.

Loss of Extract
Fermenting

Vessel.

without
Growth

Temp.
°/o'b.

[

°0. °/o B.
I

1 i

1 % B.

10-0 HIT
After 1 day ... 111-

I lil'il »:, :•:, 6-5

„ "{lavs... 10-'.l '.ll 0'5
. - r

., 3 12-1 7-ii (IT, 1-4

.. 1 13-7 ri 0'5 ..

,. 5 13-6 3-4 0-6 3
-
J

., 6 Ll-7 3-0 0T, ;i-(i 0-0

., 7 D-8 S'O (IT, 3-0 O'O

(7'7) 1 (1

This procedure was varied in another instance by bottling

imples of the fermenting wort on the third day,

cooling one to 0-.">° C. and the other to .v.v ('
. ai I

them for six days. The second bottle was then

cooled to 0- 5° C, and the examination gave the following

results:—

Fn c

atiiiR

\ essel.
Bottll 9.

Li -- ol 1

without
Mill.

Temp.
°/oB.

( .

B. /«, u.

ST 1(1-7

After 3 !)•« 7-8 (IT, 7-s 7-s

.. 6 .. •• 11 '8 (IT, 3
.-.-.-. 6-K

7 .. .. 1(1-7 S'2 „:, r,-r,

.. 1» ,. .. 5 c-1 .-,--. .V

S ,. .. , 0'5 5-e

The ready-formed zymase thus produced a loss of

2*0 and 2*8 per cent. "I extract respectively. This is

considered to indicate tin- possibility ol arresting fermenta-
: any desired attenuation, and thus produce beer with

a high percentage of extract and little alcohol. Til

amount of zymase ready formed in 1 litre of normal y<

cells is sufficient to ferment 870 grms. of sugar. t> j

Accumulation of Zymase in Colonies of Top-fermentation

Yeast.—That yeast grown under conditions favouring repros

duction, but in presence of very little sugar {e.g., as colonie-

on malt gelatin plates), does ferment the sugar and liberate

carbon dioxide, can be demonstrated by the colour change
produced in gelatin stained with blue litmus and superim-

posed on the culture. Similar colonies transferred to a
solution containing 2-2 per cent, of saccharose, and stored

at 17 '.i C, wire found to have fermented 2 per cent, of the

sugar in three days; and in another case a 10 per cent,

solution of saccbavi se was completely fermented in five

days. These experiments show that yeast cells cultivated

on wort -gelatin plates develop zymase, which is then

accumulated in considerable quantities. Even when grown
on meat-gelatin plates, and under veiy unfavourable condi-

tions, the cells begin to ferment when introduced into a

medium containing sugar. The deduction from these

phenomena is that the formation of zymase bears no
relation to the amount consumed, but occurs to a definite

extent uuder certain conditions of environment.— I -

Yeast; Treatment of Top-Fermentation . J. J. van
Hcst. Zeits. ges. Brauw., 1903, 26, [-17], 787—788.

TntiOHKTiCAi.LV, the best way to separate the yeast from the

barm is by leaving it to settle down, hut it was customary

to aid and accelerate the operation by washing. In attempt-

ing to ascertain how much water may be safebt employed, so

I

as not to weaken tho yeast by extracting its nitroeenous

constituents, the author examined n number (it samples of

the beer that separates fiom the barm, and found them
to contain on the average 75 grms. of nitrogen per

hectolitre. He concludes that so loDg as the total I

liquid in contact with the cells contains
J per cent, or

more of dissolved matter, there is no danger of lixiviation.

The importance of using sterilised water for washing
yeast was shown b\ experiments which proved that the

voluminous flakes of yeast carry down with them practically

ail the bacteria present in the water. Further experiments

on the prolonged washing of yeast, under conditions

precluding the reproduction of the yeast and ary bacteria

present, showed that between 20 percent, and DO per cent.

of nitrogenous compounds can be extracted from the

yeast in this way. In practice the amount of water

generally used is too small to cau-e any injury by sr.ch

extraction; but the point is cue that should be home in

mind, and particular attention should he bestowed on the

freedom o! the washing water from bacteria.— ( S

Pitching Yeast} Determination of the Number of Cells

per Litre in Top-fermentation . J. .1 vai

Woch. f. Brau., 1903, 20, [51J, 614— CI 7.

[n German top-fermentation breweries the surface yeast is

skimmed off and collected in a tub fi r subsequent use as

pitching yeast. Sometimes the frothy yeast is washed with

water and allowed to settle, the Supernatant water being

decanted off. The concentration of tins sedii

pitching Mast is liable to fluctuations of about 100 per

cent., winch may have a disastrous effect upon fermentaj

tions which : re pitched with a constant volume of the

yeast. The author finds the most rapid practical method
for determining the concentration of the yeast to be as

follows:— Km c.e. ol lh( pitching u:i>t art placed in it

conical cotton bag. the weight of which is known. The yeasi

is drained until all the water has run off clear, the
I

then whirled in a centrifugal machine tot I'd minutes at a

speed of 180 revolutions per minute and then weighed
again. The " centrifugal yeast " is thus obtained in a fora
containing •-'."> per etnt. of dry substance, with a maximum
error of only 5 per cent., and the weight of " centrifugal

yeast" per litre of pitching yeast is thus found. "CentEl
focal yeast" contains on an average 0'7 billion cells

pi r 100 grms, Bj daily determinations, for several

months, of the quantity of "centrifugal yeast" obtains
per litre of pitching yeast in practice, the author has

defined an average concentration which he takes as the

normal standard. One litre of standard ycasl contain
COO gnus, of excess water and 400 grins, of " ceniiifugal
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yeast," containing 100 grms. of dry substance, sp. gr.

1 -371 . with 47-13 percent, of albuminoids. Volumetri-

eally, 1 litre contains 600 c.c. of excess water, 371-4 e.c. of

"centrifugal yeast," and 38-6 c.c. of carbon dioxide,

including 71 '4 c.c. of dry- substance. In short. 1 litre

contains 900 grins, of water and 100 grms. of dry yeast,

equal to 3 billion cells. The quantity of any pitching

yeast required for pitching the wort at constant proportions

miay be calculated from the equation :

—

G = 3 m x hi,

I where G = the volume (in litres) of pitching yeast required,

400 = the weight of "centrifugal yeast" in a litre of

standard pitching yeast, d = the weight of "centrifugal

lyeast" found in a litre of the pitching yeast to b.

m = the standard proportion of pitching, i.e., the volume
(in litres) of standard pitching yeast which it is desire! to

add per hectolitre of wort, and hi — the volume of wort iu

hectolitres.—J. F. B.

Yeast ,- Behaviour of .in Mineral Nutritive Solutions.

A. Kossowicz. Zeit~. landw. Vers. Was < >st., 6, "31

—

737. Chem. Cent]., 1903, 2, [23], 12S6. (See also

this Journal, 1903, 374.)

The result- of further experiments eon6rm Winter's view
,that the activity of yeast in nutritive media is dependent
upon the presence of certain organic compounds, besides

sugar and mineral constituents v nitrogen in the form of

ammonium compounds). In ordinary nutritive solutions

containing sugar, pure yeast cultures when present in very

small quantities do not multiply. With somewhat larger

quantities (n:ore than 100 cells) of yeast, owing evidently

to the organic matter which is simultaneously introduced
into the solution, reproduction occurs, but only to a slight

extent, and no perceptible fermentation is induced. Large
quantities (one million cells) of yeast hoth multiply and
bring about fermentation. Experiments made to ascertain

the influence of calcium and iron compounds on the

propagation of yeast and on fermentation, showed that

calcium in the form of phosphate and chloride has a
favourable influence. Iron in the form of sulphate, and to

8 less extent, in the form of chloride, has also a favourable
effect, but not so considerable as that of calcium.—A. S.

Enzymts, especially Lactase; Sensitiveness of , to

Alcohol and Acic's. T. Bokoruy. Milch-Zeit., 32,
641—642. Chem. Centr , 190:;, 2, [24], 1334.

is quickly destroyed by absolute alcohol, and
was rendered less active by the action of 10 per cent.

alcohol after one week. Iuvertase of yeast was not
destroyed in 20 days by the action of absolute alcohol;
maltase was less resistant, but appeared to differ in its

behavk ur according to the kind of yeast by which it was
secrettd. Lactase was not affected, with regard to its

action on lactose, by 10 per cent, alcohol. The
fermenting power of pressed yeast was destroyed in
26 hours by 0-5 per cent, sulphuric acid, in five days by
0'1 per cent, acid, but not completely even in six days by

per cent. acid. By 0-5 per cent, lactic acid the
fermenting power was considerably diminished in four days.
Lactase is not affected by lactic acid even at a concentration
of 1-6 per cent.—A. S.

Amylc-Coagtdase. A. Boidin. Comptes rend., 1903,

137, [24], 1080—1082.

This coagulase exists not only in the grains- of cereals
(Wolf and Fernbach, this Journal, 1903, 1302), but also in

cultures of saccharifying moulds. Its action effects the
precipitation, along with starch, of some of the diastase
present. The diastatic activity of the solution diminishes
in consequence, though the diastase continues to manifest
part of its activity even after precipitation. Some of the
diastase also precipitates on the matters left insoluble at the
end of the fermentation; after thorough washing and

,
centrifugal dryings, these insoluble substances still produce

,
sugar from Limner's soluble starch. The coagulation of
starch by amylo-coagulase is quite a different phenomenon
from the precipitation (calUd by Maquenne the reversion)

' of starch solutions sometimes observed, which is due to

\
traces of alkali.—J. T. D.

Barley ; Judging Malting , by A nalysis. 0. J.
Lintte:. Zeits. ges. Brauw., 1903, 26 [45], 729
754.

So far as the moisture content is concerned, the maximum
limit should be fixed at 15 per cent., and any excess should
form the basis of a reduction in the price. The system of
valuatiot recommended by Haase, in which the percentage
of albuminoid or protein is taken as the basis, with 10 per
cent, as the standard, and 11 per cent, as the extreme

aium permissible, appears to give the most satisfactory
results. Bauer has traced a fairly definite relation between
the percentages of albuminoid and extract present iu barleys,
9—10 pi r cant, of the former corresponding to 78 • 7 per cent,
of the latter; 11 per cent, to 77-4 per cent. ; 11— 1 ner
cent, to 76- 1 per cent. ; and over 12 per cent, to 74-4 pet-
cent, of extract. The separation of the barley into three

li - by means of Steinecker sieves, with meshes of :

2-."i, and 2 mm. aperture respectively, is also of assistance.
The proportions rf the three grades should be 85—90
per cent., 10—15 per cent., and 3 per cent, respectively.

—C. S.

Malt; Relations between the Protein Content and the Yield

if Extract of . II. Hanow and D. Neumann.
W I

. f. lir.iH.. 1903, 20, [50], 601-602.

lx the following table are collected the average results
found for the percentage of protein and the percentage of
extract (in hue meal) in 203 samples of malt, tie colour of
which varied only within narrow limits :

—

of Samples.

Protein. Per Cent

Dry Substance.

oa
Eitr-.ict in Fine Meal
according to Balling.
Per Cent, on Dry

Substance.

71

e.l

3

Below
•"—10

10—11
11—13

Above 12 (maximum VI

78-7
77 -

7.;-:'

76 ~i

71'7

Thi- table shows clearly the general decrease of the
extract content withincrea'e of the protein, although manv
of the samples showed considerable deviations from the
average values. The question whether the same relation
holds good between the protein perct Qtagc of barley and
the extract of the malt prepared from it is to be answered
in the affirmative, with a few reservations. A se ncs of
comparative determinations showed that in most cases the
protein percentages of barley and malt are practi

identical. In certain cases, however, notable differences
may occur, owing either to abnormal qualities of the barley
or to special methods of treatment. If in the malting of
normal barley a strong rootlet development be allowed, "the
respiration and consequent loss of extratt is curtailed, and
a malt relatively poor in protein wil If, on the
other iiand, the rootlet development be restricted, the con-
sumption of prateids will be small and the malt will be rich
in protein ; the same result will follow if the loss of starch
be increased by extra respiration and a converse result if

the respiration be curtailed. Good brewing barley, being
poor in protein, does not tend to get too hot during malting,
ami husks being thin, the grain on the couches lies

solid and conducts away the heat well, consequently the
malt is poor in protein and rich in extract. Coarse-hulled
barley lies more loosely on the couch, thus admitting air,

which brings about a greater loss of extract by respiration.
Bad ba y, being both rich in protein and coarse-hulled,
gets on the floor and lies loosely, involving greater
aeration and loss of extract.— J. F. B.

Curr,.-.' Wine "Disease" ; Fermentation of Citric Acid
as Cause of a . W. Seifert. Zeits. landw.
V. Ves. Ost., 6, 73S—747. Chem. Centr., 1903, 2,

1286.

The d ise in question manifested itself, after the com-
plete f fermentation, in a diminution of acidity and
prodt: .'lion of turbidity, whilst the wine acquired a larsh
taste. The scum of such diseased wines contained, besides
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veast, numerous rod bacteria. Fermentation experm

with this scum showed that it caused the conver-

malic acid into lactic acid and the decomposition of citric

acid into carbon dioxide, acetic acid and alcohol, and the

author concluded that the " disease " was caused by the

bacteria, which decompose the citric acid. He recommends

that tlie wine, after fermentation, be rapidly clarified

and then subjected to a 'slight " sulphuring " in order to

prevent the development of the bacteria. Micro-organisms

capable of fermenting citric acid also occur in grape wines.

Silesian Potato ; Difficult Fermentation of the .

Zeits. Spiritusiud., 1903, 26, [50], 530.

Babccke states that the Silesian potato is largely cultivated

in his district and is readily saleable for food purposes.

It is planted at the beginning of April in order that

it may have sufficient time to ripen. This year's crop

had aii average starch content of 22 3 per cent.; the sweet

worts at an initial density of 2G° BalliDg were fermented by

yeast of Race xii. only down to 3° Balling. This was not

the fault of the yeast, since wort of 24' Balling from "Ceres"

potatoes was attenuated down to 1°— 1"5° by the same

\east. Consequently the Silesian potato is regarded as

specifically difficult to ferment. Brademann has employed

the Silesian potato for many years, and has never found

that it gave poorer attenuations than other varieties. Being

a slow ripeiter, it must he planted early in April, and not in

June as is sometimes done. The potatoes then are

harvested fully ripe, provided the development of the tubers

be not stopped by the premature death of the green portions.

Potatoes harvested under those conditions, whether Silesian

or other varieties, always yield very viscous mashes and

contain a notable proportion of unfermentable matters.

Viscous mashes are unsuitable both for the production of

alcohol and for the propagation of culture yeast. Frank

has had considerable experience with Silesian potatoes from

various soils and has always found them satisfactory both

with yeasts of Race ii. and Race xii. He finds that Race ii.

is more adapted for the fermentation of concentrated mashes

than Race xii., and yields more alcohol per volume of mash

tun. Klix states that the Silesian potato is preferred on

account of its large crop and good keeping qualities ; he

has experienced no difficulty in attenuating down to O'S

Balling. The potatoes should be steamed slowly at

three atmospheres pressure and blown off at 2 - 5 atmo-

spheres; the mashes are then fluid and pale - coloured,

but under higher pressures and with rapid steam I
_'.

brown, viscous mashes are produced which attenuate badly.

—J. F. B.

" Montanin" a new Disinfectant. P. Lindner and

P. Matties. XVIII. C, pa^e 34.

English Patents.

Beer Wort; Continuous Process ami Apparatusfor Puri-

fying . K. Hoffmann. Pfeddersheim-Worms,
Germany. Eng. Pat. 1073, Jan 15,1903.

The beer masb or wort is charged in consecutive order

into an endless series of filtering cells, draining off by

-action the filtered wort, and removing the le.-idue or

Tiusks from each cell before it is again charged with mash
,.r wort of first brewing. The apparatus comprises a

circular tank divided into a series of cells by radial

partitions, the tank being revolved beneath a wort supply

pipe and also beneath another supply pipe preferably

arranged diametrically opposite the first and formed a> a

>parge pipe. The latter delivers wort of second mash.

Bach cell is provided with a perforated bottom and

filtering medium and with means for drawing off the

filtered liquor. There is a tunnel-like discharge chan.

beneath the cells leadiug to discharge pipes dipping inti

common tank, and float valves in i he chamber to permit

normal discbarge but antomaticilly to prevent the
|

becoming empty, in order to m on the Bin

cells. The cells are each fitted with a hinged filtering'

bottom plate to facilitate discbarge o! thi exhausted has

—L. J. de W

Alcoholic Bcvcrayes and the like ; iVeu> Process for
Producing . E. Xowak, Lhotka, Austria. Eng.
Pat. 22,542, Oct. 19, 1903.

Starch or starchy materials, previously alkalised, are

converted by a separate roasting process into a sort of
dextrin. This is then saccharified hy boiling with dilute

sulphuric acid : the liquid is neutralised by lime or chalk,

filtered, purified, and either fermented direct for the

manufacture of alcohol or concentrated to a syrup for

addition to beer wort, wine must, or the like.—J. F. B.

Distillery Refuse or Pot Ale ; Treatment of . C. Day
and E. W. Gaskell, Glasgow. Eng. Pat. 2519, Feb. 3,

1903.

The refuse or pot ale is concentrated by evaporation and
the concentrated fluid is calcined in a rotary furnace.

The product can be used as a manure.— J. F. B.

Distillery Refuse and other Materials of a Hygroscopic
Character ; Treatment of . C. Day and E. \V.

Gaskell, Glasgow. Eng. Pat. .2520, Feb. 3, 1903.

The dried or partially dried products or hygroscopic
materials are mixed in a pulveriser with kieselguhr.

—J. F. B.

French Patent.

Alcoholic Liquors ; Process of Purifying Raw . L. S.

Highton. Fr. Pat. 328,082, Sept. 13, 1902.

See U.S. Pat. 736,098 of 1903 ; this Journal, 1903, 1010.

—T. F. B.

Sake Beer ; Process for Production of .

G. Jacquemiu. Fr. Pat. 333,833, July 15, 1903.

Rice is saccharified and fermented by means of a symbiotic

mixture of pure cultivations of the best selected Japanese
" koji " and a champagne yeast of the finest vintage. The
propagating apparatus consists of three closed vessels of

different sizes in duplicate. The vessel* are approximately

similar in design, and are provided with agitators, steam
and sterilised air supplies, thermometers, aseptic sampling

cocks, water pipes, and outlet valves. The yeast is pro-

pagated in the smallest pair of vessels, of about C) litres

capacity each, being cultivated in saccharified rice wort

obtained from a previous operation. The *• koji " is pro-

pagated in the second pair of vessels, of about 20n litres

capacity. The contents of the yeast and koji vessels,

when ready, are mixed together in one of the largest pair

of vessels, each holding about 500 litres ; in this the two
organisms enter into a symbiotic process, and develop

a ferment suitable for starting the main saccharification

and fermentation. This is effected by discharging the

conteuts of the large vessel into one of a series of wooden
tuns, provided with an agitator and coiling worm. This
tun is charged with a mash of boiled rice at a concentration

of about " 10 kilos, per LOO litres "; the capacity of the tun
is about 100 hectolitres. The preparation of the ferments

requires about 30 hours, and the main fermentation, at a
temperature not exceeding 25° C, is comrlete in about
six days; sufficient tuns are provided to make the process

continuous. The sake is finally filtered, pasteurised, and
bottled.—J. F. B.

Brewing Process for Malt, Separated into Grist, Flour,

and 'llu'ls. R. Kubessa. Fr. Pat. 333,939, July 9,

1903.

See Eng. Pat. 15,935 of 1903 ; this Journal, 1903. 1 1 II

—T. F. B.

Vinegar from Skim Milk; Manufacture of .

A. P.arbier. Fr. Pat. 334,071, July 23. 1903.

\ BOTFH ient quantity of sugar is dissolved in the skim
milk to bring the density up to 1075. The lactic acid is

then neutralised by chalk, and the liquid is pitched with

\easi to induce alcoholic fermentation. The fermented
liquid, which contains about 10 per cent, of alcohol, is then

infected with Mycod, rma aceti, and is acetified in the same
manner as wine vinegar. The vinegar i- finally clarified

and decolorised by powdered wood charcoal.—J. F. H.
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XVIII.-FOODS; SANITATION; WATER
PURIFICATION, & DISINFECTANTS.

(.4.)—FOODS.

phosphorus in Certain Food Materials and Animal By-
products} Status of , with Special Reference In the

Presence of Inorganic Forms. E. B. Hart and W. if.

Andrews. Atner. Chem. J., 1303, 30, [6], 470— 4S
_

>.

It is general'y believed that part of the phosphorus in

plant substances exists in the form of inorganic compounds,
such as calcium, magnesium, and potassium phosphates,
and the authors tried to work out a method for separating

nod quantitatively determining this portion of the phos-
phorus in vegetable and animal feeding stuffs. The
following method gave the best results, but the latter were
too high, owing to hydrolysis of the organic compounds
containing phosphorus. Five grins, of the material were
shaken vigorously for 1.5 minutes with 125 e.c. of n-2 per
cent, hydrochloric acid, the mixture was filtered, and the
residue washed with water till 500 c.c. of the solution had
been collected. 200 c.c. oi this solution were neutralised

with ammonia. In grms. of ammonium nitrate added,
followed, after heating to 65 <..'.. by 2 c.c. of nitrie acid of
sp.gr. l

- 2, aid 25 e.c. of neutral nmrr.onium molvbdate
solution. The magnesium pyrophosphate obtained from the
precipitate in the usual manner was di-solved in nitric acid

and the phosphorus again precipitated. From the results
obtained it is concluded that commercial feeding stuffs of
vegetable origin (oats, wheat, malt sprouts, brewers' grains,
linseed meal, &c), do not contain appreciable quantities of
phosphorus in inorganic combination. Animal feeding stuffs
(liver meal, dried blood) are also practically free from
inorganic phosphorus, except in the ease of commercial
meat meal, which contains an amount varying with the
proportion of bone present. DuriDg the germination of
grains (oats, maize, wheat), proteolysis of uucleoproteids,
with formation of more soluble nucleins and nucleic acids,
takes place, but not a transformation of organic phosphorus
into inorganic.—A. S.

Pineapples ,- Quantity of Sugar admissible in Imported
Preserved . II. W. Wiley. ( 'omposition of Fresh
and Preserved Pineapples. L. s. Munson and L. M.
Tolinan. Bull, de l'Assoc. des ( 'him. de Sucr. et de liist

1903, 21, [5], 524—526.

Munsiix and Tolman analysed 38 samples of fresh pine-
apples, of which 21 were from Florida, 10 from Cuba, 4
from' Porto Uico, 2 from the Bahamas, and 1 from
Jamaica ; 16 preserved pineapples purchased by the
Consul-Ceneral of Singapore, of which 10 were in juice
pressed from pineapples without sugar, G in juice with
added sugar, and 2 samples from Nassau ; 42 commercial
samples of preserved pineapples from Singapore, the Straits
Settlements, and the Bahamas. Some of the results obtained
are shown in the following table :

—

Preserved Pineapples.

Fresh Pineapples.
Without added

Sugar.

Drj' solids, total
I'r.v soli. Is, insoluble ..

I'oinl ash
Alkalis Kro
Acids lis i,

Proteid — (.V * I'-J.ii

M- sugar
1'iiTit- swear
Total sujia . as invert .

Mini-
mum:

Maxi-
mum.

10'7S
1-02
0-27

0-22
o so
0'81

I-7(i

•j'!K

8-20

18-86
is:;

ir.v,

(I'M
0-85
0-57
a-;.-,

lire
15-28

iver- Mini- ^-i\. tver-
age. umm. mum. age.

With addition of
Sugar.

Mini- Maxi-
mum.

1117
i-sa
a- i'i

ll»7
ie, HI

0" 12

Silt
7'.V.I

11 -an

won 17-14
n-s; J- is

0"24 n-.-.i;

0-21 0-liii

0-2.-, "-71

0-25 (I-.-.7

.-,•
i l 10-96

1-85 6-61

8 "53 14-S9

1S-27
i- ;

ir.ill

M-.-l-l

0-42
n- in

s-im
:,- 10

lfolP

16-61

re-
• •

n i.,

irjil

ii
i

7-r.i

2"28

16-70

lo-n
2-06
ii-.1I

0-»4
ii 18

IV i

;

15-89
S-S2

17-98

Aver-
age.

18M7
I 41
ll-lll

ir-js
-
82

11-41

11 -• :;

5-1 1

17-1!

Singapore and

Straits Settlements.

Mini- Maxi-
mum, mum.

Aver
a^-e.

17-M
iriil

n -_>i

11-14

n-ir,

Q-39
7 -IT.

i-:;i

If 55

Although there are great differences in the sugar con-
tent, there is about twice as much cane sugar as reducing
-sugar. Pineapples presetved without the addition of sugar
are generally preserved in 30 per cent, of their juice. These
naturally contain less insoluble matter, more reducing
bodies, and miKh less cane sugar. Those from the Straits

Settlements and Singapore must have bad sugar added,
those from the Bahamas only partly so. Wilpy concludes
that for levying duty, all those that contain as a maximum
14 per ceut. ot total suirar in each tin, and 13 per cent, as

average of the cargo, should be considered as preserved in

their juice without addition of sugar ; those with more
should be regarded as preserved with addition of sugar.

—L. J. de W.

Wheal Flour ; Determination of Other Flours in

G. Volpino. XXIII., page 37.

Engmsii Patent.

Tea, Nourishing and Biyeslilde ; Method of Rendering
• International Plasmon, Ltd., London. From

S. M. Bergheim, Paris. Eug. Pat. 26,254, Nov. 28,
1902.

1'r.A leaves are damped and incorporated with from 5 to 20
per cent, of dry powdered casein. The mixture is then
dried. Infusions of the tea so treated contain a certain
amount of casein, and arc to a large extent freed from
tannin, (See also Eng. Pat. 11,94s', 1900; this Journal,
1900, 842.)—W. P. S.

21-03
1-14

II--J7

0-22
-
26

IV HI

9-91
7-77

ls-ot

Bahamas.

Mini-
mum.

Mini-
mum.

Aver-
age.

s -.-,!,

ll-ss

ll-L-J

u-20
H-22
0-20
r, -.-,:,

ii M
6 .:.;

26 -7s

2-51

0-60
(1-39

l-is
0'46
12-84
9-05
22-37

(.B.)—SANITATION : WATER PURIFICATION.
Air in the House of Commons; Chemical Analysis of

the . W. J. Atkinson Butterfield. J. of Hygiene,
3, [t], 1903, 486—497.

Thk author made a number of analyses of the air in the
Debating Chamber of the House of Commons, for the
information of the Select Committee first appointed in
April 1 902. The report of the Committee was presented to
the House on July 28th last, and is published by II.M.'s
Stationery Office (Xo. 283). The following were- the
results obtained :

—

Volumes of Carbon Dioxide
in 10,000 volumes of Air.

Mux. Min. Moan.

An- supplied to the qliambcr
Air at breathing level in the • od.\

s-71

5-23

500

3- 14

S-36

1*82

3-37

4-59

."•27

Oul mi- from sboul u ins.
belon thoceilinsof the chamber

—A. S.

Water ; Sterilisation of Potable , by means of
Chlorine and Bromine Compounds. V. Bailner. Arch
f. Ilvg.. 1903,48 HO. Biochera. Centralbl., 1903,2
[41,134.

SciiiiM ,it has shown that the sterility of water is not proved
by the examination of a small aliquot portion, but that it
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is necessary to examiue the whole quantity. Subjected to

this stringent test Schumburg's hroniine' method has not

proved satisfactory, and unfavourable results have also ho a

obtained in Huuermann's sodium hypochlorite method. A
critical examination of Engel's ehlnride of lime method

applied to water infected with different pathogenic micro-

organisms has shown that the prescribed quantity of re-

agent (150 rogrms. per litre = 30 mgrms. of chlorine in a

20 per cent, solution) is quite insufficient to effect sterilis;i

tion in 30 minutes, and that the time must be increased to

an hour, or the chloride of lime to 0-45 grin, per litre for

sterilisation in 10 minutes. On the other hand, increasing

the amount of chlorine to even 50 mgrm<. per litre gives an

unpleasant alkaline taste to the water. Hence the author

concludes that this method is only available in cases where

a longer period of sterilisation (two to three hours) is

possible.—C. A. M.

Sterilisation by Boiling under Reduced Pressure.

Schut, juu. XXIV., page 39.

English Patents.

Town Refuse; Methods of Destroying , by Burning,

and the Utilisation of certain valuable Ingredients

thereof. W. Naylor, Preston. Eng. Pat. 26,201, .Nov. 28,

1902.

The refuse is mixed with alkali or lime and heated in a

closed oven by means of the hot gases from the destructor

furnace. The liberated ammonia is collected in the usual

manner, the residue being discharged into the furnace.

When lime has been added to the refuse, the furnace

clinker produced may be ground for use as a building

cement. (See alsi E~Dg. Pat. 17,650, 1902; this Journal,

1903, 865.)—YV. P. S.

Water; Purification of . M. Otto, Paris. Eng. Pat.

1-2,522, June 2, 1903.

The water is subjected to the action of au electric current
;

in tanks containing a mass of iron cuttings, the latter

formin" a positive electrode. The ferrous salts produced

are then oxidised by suitably aerating the water, and the

precipitate of organic matter and ferric hydroxide is removed

by filtration.— YV. P. ,S.

French Patent.

Ammonia from Town Effluents; Continuous Process and

Apparatus for Recovering the . R. Schilling and

C. Kremer. Fr. Pat. 333,»19, July 13, 19U3.

SEEEne- Pat. 15,752 of 1903; this Journal, 1903, 1145.

—T. F. B.

(C.)—DISINFECTANTS.

" Montanin" a New Disinfectant. P. Lindner and

P. Matthes. Zeits. Spiritusind., 1903, 26, [52], 545—
546.

" Montanin " is obtained from by-products of the pottery

industry; it is a nearly colourless, odourless liquid, the

principal active constituent of which is hydroHuosilicic

acid. " Montanin " is said to be poisonous ouly in rela-

tively large doses, and is practically without action on

brewery and distillery metals, such as copper and tin.

A 25 per cent, solution disintegrates beer-scale aliun-t

immediately; a 50 per cent, solution has no solvent action

on tun-lacquer. A 2 per cent, solution of " montanin "

prevents the growth of micro-organisms, and in many cases

even a 1 per cent, is sufficient. Exposure of the vegetative

growths of various cloudy-beer sediments to a 1 per cent.

solution of •• montanin " tor ten minutes at the ordinary

temperature prevented all growth when the material wis

subsequently transferred to sterile wort. Two coats of a

20 per cent, solution on walls and . :i~ks preserved them In e

from mould lor six mouths under ve v severe conditions.

—J. F. B.

Enoi isu Patent.

Resinous Product [Disinfectant] or Class ofProductfrom
Wood Tar: Manufacture "fa . K. A. Lingner,

Dresden. Eng. Pat. 2377, Jan. 31, 1903.

Si i I> Pat. 829,971 of '.903 ; this Journal, 1903. 1014.

—T. F. B.

XIX.-PAPER, PASTEBOARD, Etc.

Cardboard for Printing ; Manufaiturc of Wood-free .

C. B. Woehenbl f. Papierfabr.. 19U3, 34, [50], 3706—
3709.

High-class printing cardboard is generally made at a

weight of 200—300 grins, per sq. metre. It is a matter

of the first importance to avoid beating the pulp too " wet "
;

long, " wet "stuff gives strength, but ir.even structure and
surface, whilst short stuff causes hrittleness. The best

stock is prepared from a mixture ol long and short pulps.

beaten separately. The long pulp, which is to impart
strength and flexibility, should be prepared from cotton

rags or a soft form of wood cellulose, such as soda or
sulphate wood pulp ; ordinary sulphite pulp is to i harsh, and
beats "wet.'' In order to obtain length of til re without
'• wetness," the heater must not be charged very thickly,

and a further addition of soda pulp should be made a

couple of hours before discharging. The short pulp is

used for filling and closing up the sheet ; it assists the

felting, and imparts a uniform structure and surface. 'Ihis

pulp should be composed of straw ami aspen wood-pulp,

together with a little broken paper of strong quality.

Paper of this thickness can only be made satisfactorily on
a machine with an extra long wire, since the waier must
leave the pulp only slowly if a sheet of go id texture be
desired. On no account should the deficiencies of a short

wire be counteracted by heating the pulp. By causing the

water to run off too quickly, the use of steam always

affects the structure, since the stuff must be very concen-

trated in order to get the weight of fibre through the gates

of the machine, and if the water leaves too lively, the

distributing action of the shake cannot come into play.

With a long wire, only the slightest warming is necessar} ;

the concentrated and moderately " wet " pulp flows in a
thick even stream, regulated preferably by th ee gates, and
is properly felted by means of a long and steady shake. The
even distribution of the short fibics on the upper surface

of the sheet gives a smoothness equal to that i i parted by
the wire to the lower surface. The web s> ould he as

moist as possible as it passes beneath the dandy rolls, two
of which should be provided, whilst a third pair of press-

rolls is advantageous as regards the subsequent dryiug.

The first few drying cylinders must be only slightly heated,

since rapid drying roughens the surface. The paper must
lie for a few days with <i— 7 per cent, of moisture before

calendering.—J. F. B.

Animal Sizing. C. Hofmann. Papier-Zeit., 1903, 28,
[101], 3G43.

In England and America animal sizing has always held its

own for the better class of rag papers ; in recent years,

moreover, there has been a growing tendency to pro I

imitations of such writing papers by the animal sizing of

paper prepared from sulphite wood-pulp and straw. Y'ery

fair writing papers are made with about 70 per cent, of
sulphite wood pulp and 30 per cent, of straw puip, only the
thinnest sorts containing an addition of 10— 2" per cent, of
linen rags. Such papers are always half-sized in the engine
with rosin, being subsequently passed through a dilute

solution of animal size, and air-dried on the well-known
form of drying machine ; the shrinknge by this method of

drying amounts to 1— 1*5 per cent. The winding up and
calendering of these papers requires the greatest care, since,

if the paper be the least bit too dry, wr nkles are produced,

whilst imperfect drying causes soft sizing. The temperature
and bygrometric state of the air in tte rooms where the

taper is dried must be capable of constant observation and
regulation, and the state of the weather has a considerable

influence. A few of the older mills still prepare their own
-ize from bones or hides, but the majority purchase the
commercial glue pieces. A dark -colour* d animal size has
afar greater effect upon the colour of the paper than a
dark-coloured rosin. As a rule, the stock solution of sire

is made up with 6— 7 per cent, of glue, whilst I per cent,

ol soap aud 1—3 percent, of alum are subsequently added;
the usual temperature of the size-bath is :t.'i

c— 36° C.
The temperature and concentraton of the size must, how-
ever, he carefully regulated according to the thickness and
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nature of the paper. An excess of alum affects the colour

of the paper ami makes it brittle, but this tendency can to

u certain extent he corrected by the addition of s'jap. The

|

practice of half-sizing with rosin is heing largely extended,
! even to the finest rag papers, since the advantages of both

types of size are thus secured, and a distinct improvement in

the colour of the paper, as compared with full animal
sizing, is obtained.— J. F. H.

XX.-FLNE CHEMICALS, ALKALOIDS,
ESSENCES, AND EXTRACTS.

Eaterificalions l>i/ Means of Sulphuric Acid. H. Meyer.
Monatsh. li Chetn., 1903, 24, [10], 84U—843.

The author describes a method for the esterifiention of

organic acids, as follows :—The finely powdered organic

acid is warmed with 5 to 10 times its weight of concentrated

pure sulphuric acid, and to the cooled solution a slight

excess over the equivalent quantity of methyl alcohol is

added, the vigorous action which ensues being assisted by

stirring. After cooling, the mixture is neutralised by
pouring on to crystallised sodium carbonate, and, since

neutralisation takes place without rise of temperature, a

solvent such as ether or chloroform may be mixed with the

soda in order to dissolve tin' ester, which is subsequ iul\

separated and purified. The method gives almost quantita-

tive yields in many cases, and has been applied to acids of

the pyridine, fatty, an I aromatic series. There are certain

cases in which esteririeation does not occur, owing to the

inhibitive action of substituent groups in certain positions

preventing the formation of the acylsulphurie acids, which
is regarded as the intermediate step in the process

;

p-hydroxybenzoic acid and terephthalic acid are instances

of such exceptions. —J. F. B.

Phosphoric Acid and Glycerol; Esterification of .

1'. Carre. Comptes rend., 1903,137, [24], 1070—1073.

When phosphoric arid and glycerol are allowed to react on
each other, esterificatiou proceeds further according as the

temperature is higher and the pressure lower. In the

vacuum of the mercury-pump and at a temperature of

115° C, the two are practically completely esterified when
mixed in equimolecular proportions. In the industrial

preparation of glyecrophosphoric acid, some of the di-ester

is, no doubt, always formed. No inquiries seem to have been
made as to how this behaves when the acid is converted
into glycerophosphates, but no doubt its existence accounts
for some of the great discrepancies -which have occurred in

the analysis of glycerophosphates.—J. T. D.

L. J. Simon.

Bchaciour of —
XXIII., page 36.

Hydroxylamine } New Reaction of -

XXI II., page 36.

Arrhenal [Sodium Methyl Arsenate^

in Marsh's Apparatus. 1). Vitali.

Morphine in Opium and Tincture of Opium ; Determina-
tion of . E. Dowzard. XXIII., page 38.

Spike Oil; Adulterated . E. J. Parry and
C. T. Bennett. XXIII., page 37.

Ekratcm.

This Journal, 190.3, page 1363, col. I, line 1") from bottom
(table), for " Curnwallis" read "Cornwall."

English Patents.

Dimethyl- and Diethylamide-Antipyrin ; Manufacture
of . W. Majcrt, Berlin. Eng. Pat. 26,353,

Nov. 29, 1902.

I Amino-antypviune hydrochloride (1 mol.) is healed with
chloro- ur bromo-acetic (or propionic) acid (2.\ mols.) and
sodium carbonate (3^ mols.) to 120°— 130" C until

evolution of carnun dioxide ceases ; the diearboxylic acid

.
[CuH n \',,ON:(CH.!

COGtI).,] thus obtained is heated with
3—4 mols. ot 10 per cent, sulphuric acid, in an autoclave,

'to 150°—160 J C, for 4—5 hours ; on addition of caustic

soda, dimethyl- (or diethyl-) amino-antinyrine (1 nhenyl-
2.3-dimethyl- t-dimethyIainino-3 -pyrazolone) is obtained.

—T. V. B.

Ortho- and Paratoluene Sulphamidc ; Separating .

B Barge, Stassfurt, and to Givaudan, Geneva. Eng.
Pat. 84S. .Ian. 13, 1903.

The separation of o- from p-toluene sulphamide is effected

by fractional precipitation of a solution of the alkali salts by
means of a normal magnesium or ammonium salt, the

former giving a precipitate of the magnesium salts of the

sulphamide, and the latter giving the free sulphamide,
ammonia being liberated; in each case the o-compouud is

rather less soluble than the p-compound ; thus, by adding

a solution of :;.'i kilos, of ammonium chloride in so—90
litres of water to a solution of 200 kilos, of the mixed
sulphamides in 235 kilos, of sodium hydroxide solution of

23 If. a precipitate (about 1 10 kilos.) of o-toluene sulpha-

mide is obtained; the remainder of the o-compound ami

pari of the p-compound are precipitated by the addition of

10 kilos, of ammonium chloride to the filtrate, the resulting

precipitate being again dissolved in alkali and treated as

above. -T. !•'. 1(.

Toluene Sulphonic Chloride. II. Huge, stassfurt,

Germany, ami I,. Givandin, Geneva. Eng. Pat. Is;;.

Jan. -Jo, 1903.

It has been found that when toluene is treated with a
mixture of chlorostilphonic acid and sulphuric acid, quite as

high a yield of the mixed o- and p-toluene sulphonic

chlorides is obtained as when practically pure chloro-

sulphonic acid is employed. This enables the sulphonic

chlorides to be prepared by the treatment of toluene with it

mixture obtained by saturating fuming sulphuric acid,

containing about tin per cent, of the anhydride, with dry
gaseous hydrochloric acid.—J. I''. B.

Chemical Composition of the Series of Phenols \Cetyl
Guaiacyl], By-Products, and Process for making same.

I,. II. ('ress, Fremont, Ohio. Eng. Pat. 16,349,

July 24, 1903.

See U.S Pat. 73fi,0Gl of 1003; this Journal, 19(13, 1013.

The product is purified either by a *' sweating " process or

by means of pressure, at about 2n° C., the eelyl guaiacyl,

C-s3
l t ,,,0;-. having a loiver melting point than the impurities

in it. 1'he glycerin liquors, which contain alkali palmitate,

are heated with ferric chloride, the "palmitate of iron

peroxide" which separates being suitable for medical

purposes. The cetyl-guaiacyl is abbreviated as •' cetiacol

or •• palmiacol."—T. F. B.

United States Patent.

Dialkyl-harhiluric Acids ; Process of Preparing .

M. Engelmanu, Elberfield, Assignor to Farbenfabr.

of Elberfeid Co., New York. U.S. Pat. 744,732,

Nov. 24, 1903.

5-Dialkyl-4-iioino-2.6-dioxypyrimidine, prepared by con-
densing urea with dialkyl eyano-acetic esters by means of

alkali alcoholates, is treated with saponifying agents, e.g.,

hot sulphuric acid, whereby ammonia is split oil' and dialkyl

barbituric acids remain. —T. F. B.

French Patent.

Radio-active Metallic Coating ; Process for Depositing a

, on Articles. R. Sihamer and 11. Kasch. Fr. Pat.

328,1196, Oct. 6, 1902.

See Eng. Pat. 20,922 of 1902 ; this Journal, 1903, 1136.

—T. F. B.

XXI -PHOTOGRAPHIC MATERIALS AND
PROCESSES.

United States Patent.

It 'n lunatic Photographic Plate and Film. L. Smith,
Loudon. U.S. Pat. 746,594, Dec. 8, 1903.

Isoi;iikomatic plates or films are composed of layers of

colour sensitive emulsion, having progressively increai
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degrees of -.ensitivcncss, the lowest layer containing the

smallest, and the uppermost the highest, percentage of the

^ensitisirig age::?, which is the potassium salt of tetra-iodo-

fluorescein erythrosin).—T. F. B.

French Patents.

Photogi ipii On elopers ; Manufacture of t
by means

of Alkali Salts of Crlycocoll or its Derivatives which have

an Allutl Hadicle attached to the Nitrogen. Cie. Paris.

Coul. d'A inline. Fr. Put. 328,093, Sept.' 24, 1902.

See En a 20,377 of 1902 ; this Journal, 1903, 380.

—T. V. 1!.

I 'holographic Tuning by Utilising tin- Action of Stannic

Salts on Photographic Images in Presence of Gold (< r

Platinum
I

< 'hlornte, cither alum c.r in conjunction with

Gallic Aril. M. Stoicescou. Fr. Pat. 383,637, June 6,

1903

A v.\i;iK[ l tones may be ohtained on gelatino-chloride

or other "printing-out" papers by means of stannic and
gold salts, with or without an organic reducing agent, sueli

as gallic acid ; the tones depend on the state of division of

the gold deposited, and also on the extent of reduction of

the gold oxide, the deposit also containing tin peroxide.

A suitable method consists in using a solution containing

stannic chloride, 3,200 irrms. ; citric (or tartaric) acid,

32 grins. ; soda crystals (or sodium borate), 640 grms.

;

ammonium (or sodium or magnesium) chloride, 2S0 grms.

;

and water, 10 li'res : for warm tones, 5 c.c. of this solution

are added to 2—5 c.c. of a 1 per cent, gold chloride solution,

and 100 c.c. of water, with 20—30 grms. of sodium chloride
;

the duration of toning may be from 2 to 45 seconds, the

tone only appearing during fixation (in sodium thiosulphate,

1 part ; sodium chloride, 1 part ; water, 5 parts) ; for tones

ranging from rose and violet to blue and indigo, the bath

may consist of the concentrated solution, 5 c.c. ; 1 per cent,

gold chloride solution, 10—20 c.c. ;
- S per cent, gallic acid

solution, 3 C.C. ; water, 100 c.e. ; toning requires from
5—60 minutes, according to the tone desired ; fixation has

a considerable effect on I he tone obtained, which is rose

with short treatment, and varies from rose to blue as the

duration is increased. Immersion of the finished print in

mercuric chloride solution gives a brilliant red, which,

however, is unstable in damp air. Platinum may replace

the gold in this process, bul brown shades are always

ohtained, the deposit consisting of platinum and tin

peroxide. The gallic acid may be made into small tabloids,

containing gallic acid, 0- 1—0-3 grm. : potassium hydrogen
oxalate, 0"25 grm.; borax, -

2."> grm., worked up with

gum arabie. &c.—T. F. B.

XXIL-EXPLOSIYES, MATCHES, Etc.

,\iii . 'lulosi . Study of . I. C. Haeussennann.
lier , 1908, 36, 3956.

The author has previously shown that the distillate

obtained when col odion cotton is boiled with caustic soda

solution ) ields iodoform when treated with alkali and

iodine dissolved in potassium iodide solution. He has

since found that guncotton and nitrated sulphite cellulose

behave in a similar manner, and that the caustic soda

solution may be replaced by a solution of calcium, barium,

or strontium hydroxide, or of an alkali carbonate. The
author previously considered the volatile decomposition

product to be acetone, but further examination indicates

that it is of an a dehydie nature, although the amount
obtained up to the presenl has been too small to allow of

the isolation of the substance in a pure condition.— A S.

: Investigations on •

VI [., page i i

-. B. Sehenck.

Ekolish Pi PEST,

Fireworks f
Manufacture of . s. Sal os, Barcelona

Ens. Pat, 8163, April 8, 1903.

ski: Fi
i

this Ji urnal, 1903, 1064

—T. F. B.

French Patent.

Matches, Readily Inflammables Manufacture of .

Ohem, Fahr. Grieshcim -Hektron. Fr. Pat. 333,816,
July !3, 1903.

Si I'.nxii'i, of phosphorus, made, for example, by passing
air into a slightly warm solution of yellow phosphorus in

carbon tetrachloride, is substituted for phosphorus iu match-
head compositions.— W. G. M.

XXITI-ANALYTICAL CHEMISTRY.

INORGANIC—QUANTITA TIVE.

Alkali Promotes ; Reduction of , by I/ydrurine- and
Hydroxylamine Sulphates. M. Schlotter. Ztits. anorg.
Chem., "37, 11,4— 171 ; (hem. Centr., 1903, 2, [22],
1255.

Alkali bromates in aqueous solution, when treated with

hydrazine- or bydroxylamine sulphate, are reduced to

bromides, with evolution of nitrogen, and, in the ease of
bydroxylamine sulphate, of oxygen also. The reactions

may be expressed by the equations

—

2NaBrO, + :iNII.,.MU= 2NaBr + 6H,0 + 6N.

2NaBl03 + GNILOll = 2\alir e 9HsO + 6H + 31).

The reactions may he used for the determination of

bromates. The aqueous solution of the brorrate is treated

with the necessary quantity of hydrazine- or hydroxylamine
sulphate, the mixture warmed, and the bromine precipitated

as silver bromide by silver nitrate in presence of nitric

acid.—A. S.

Pone Ash \'Cupels ; Pumping of ]. A. T. Firth.

J. Chem., Metall., and .Mining Soc. of S. Africa, 1903, 4,
[4], 176.

" III Mi'iM. " of hone a-h cupels appears to be due, not to

the carbon dioxide produced by oxidation of the carbon
remaining in the bone ash. but to the carbon dioxide

evolved from the calcium carbonate present, since cupels

made from bone ash containing 7*93 percent, of calcium
carbonate " bumped " badly, whereas cupels made from
the same sample, alter treatment with dilute hydrochloric

acid, showed no tendency to " bump."—T. F. 11.

Phosphorus iu ( 'crtain Pood Materials and Animal
By-Products ,- Stains of , with Special Reference
to the JJrcsence of Imin/ana: Forms. E. B. Hurt and
\V. II. Andrews. 'Will'. A., page 33.

ORGANIC—QUALITATIVE.
lli/dioj-i/lamine ; Nfic Reaction of . L. J, Simon.

Coinptes rend., 1908,137, [23], 986—987.
i *n adding to a dilute Solution of hydroxylamine a few
drops of a very dilute solution of sodium nitroprusside and

a faint excess of alkali, and heating (he mixture gradually

to the boiling point, the liqnid loses its yellow tint, and
finally assumes a fine cherry-red colour, which changes to

:: bright rose on dilution oi the solution. The reaction is

very sensitive, a risible coloration being obtained with a

solution of 1 part of bydroxylamine hydrochloride in

l.OOO.niHi of water. The eolonr is only transitory, and
disappears more or less rapidly according to its intensity.

All the salts of hydroxylamine yield this reaction, which
is, however, no: given by oximes, whether aldehydic or

ketonic. aliphatic or aromatic.—T. 11. P.

" Arrhenal " [Sodium Methyl Arsenate'] in Marsh's Appa-
ratus; Behaviour of . 1). Vitali. Boll. China
farmac, L903, 42, 643 ; Chem.-Zcit., 1903.27, >'>]

Rep. 814 (See this Journal, 1902,874.)

\VAn sr cacody lie acid, according to Knoblauch, produofl

a white odorous vapour in the Marsh's apparatus, and this

vapour (provided that no platinic chloride is used) gives an

arsenic ring in tin heated tube, arrhenal produces no

vapour, l t (unless platinic chloride he present) shows the

black ring in the tube. The author indicates the following

points ot dissimilarity between cacodylic acid aud arrhenal.
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With Iiougault's reagent (2 grins, of sodium peroxide.

1 c.c of water, and 20 c.c. of hydrochloric acid of sp. gr.

1 •()/), arrlienal, in the cold, gives at first a white turhiditv

.

which then becomes red, and finally yellowish ; on heating.

the mixture first becomes grey and turbid, and then

deposits a brown powder. Under the same conditions

eacodvlic acid remains at first unchanged in the cold, but

becomes milky afier half an hour, and after 12 —18 hours

covers the glass tube with a yellowish deposit, at the same
time evolving a strongly irritating stueli. On warming,

the mixture at once becomes turbid, and gives out white

irritating vapours aud forms a red-brown sublimate. With
Bcttendorf's reagent (a concentrated solution of stannous

chloride in fuming hydrochloric acid), cacodylic and, when
warmeil, evolves white vapours and the objectionable smell

of cacodyl, but does not become coloured ; arrhenal, on the

contrary, gives out no fumes or smell ; on prolonged

warming it forms a while sublimate, which later assumes a

lemon-yellow hue.— W. G. M.

Spike Oil ,- Adulterated . E. .1. Parry and ('. T.

Bennett. Chem. aud Druggist, 1903,63, [1247]. 1011.

The authors have recentlj met with numerous specimens ot

adulterated spike oil, which yielded figures for sp. gr.,

optical rotation, and solubility within the limits given by
most authorities; the usual adulterants were turpentine,

oil of rosemary of the commonest quality, and safrol. The
optical rotation of spike oil is usually given as up to + 7°,

but the authors find that + 4° is the usual upper limit, and
that samples with a rotation of over + 5" are very fre-

quently adulterated. With regard to solubility in alcohol,

oils containing 25 per cent, of certain adulterants will puss

the ordinary test. The authors recommend the use, for

the solubility test, of six volumes of 65 per cent, alcohol,

by which means additions of 5—10 per cent, of most
adulterants can be detected. It is also advisable to deter-

mine the percentages of esters and of alcohols, aud to

fractionate the oil aud examine the various fractions.

—A. S.

ORGANIC—QUANTITA TIVE.

Indigo; Manufacture [and Determination] of .

L. Breaudat. IV., page

Fatty Acids ; Separation of Different . A. Partheil

and F. Eerie. Arehiv d'er Pharm., 1903, 241, [7—8],
545—570.

In the separation of palmitic and stearic acids from oleic

acid by treatment of the lead salts with benzene (this

Journal, 1898, 604), insoluble double salts containing oleic

acid are formed. To obviate this the author has tried

experiments with monovalent metals, of which lithium has

proved the most satisfactory. On adding lithium acetate to

a hot alcoholic solution of the fatty acids, the lithium

salts of stearic and palmitic acids are precipitated, whilst

the oleic acid salt remains in solution. Laurie acid also

remains in solution, whilst myristie acid is partially pre-

cipitated. The following table gives the solubility of the

different lithium salts iu water and iu alcohol of specific

gravity 0-71)7. In each case ihe figures represent the

numbers of litres required to dissolve the molecular weight
in grms. of the respective salts :

—

s^. gr. 0-7U7

Salt.

Water.

At
ib :

C.

At
2.VC

Lithium stearate (290-38 Krms.)
Lithium palmjtate (2«2"38 grms.)
Lithium myristate (234-31 grms. 1

Lithium laurate (20t>-27 Krms.)..
Lithium uleate (228-37 grins.) . .

.

Litres.
21)03 5
2388-0
1003-4
l.ill-o

427 -s

Litre.;.

2S42-U
1176'!

lillif l

119-6
218-4

At At

Litres. Litres.
708'3 547.-1-.

31! IT. 271'.-.

127-4 HOT,
Ul-Jl H.-I12

3171 2S-57

The following method, based on these results, was
eventually adopted for the separation of the acids:

—

0-25 grm. of different pure fatty acids was dissolved in

50 c.c. of absolute alcohol, and the solution neutralised

with alcholic potassium hydroxide solution and diluted
with 50 c.c. of water. It was then treated with an excess
of a 10 per cent, solution of lithium act t.i

i in 50 per
cent, alcohol, und the precipitate collected, washed
with 50 per cent, alcohol, dried and weight ' In this

way the following results were obtained :— Lithium Stearate,

o-2t'.i5 grm. (tbeorv, 0-2552 grm.); lithium palmitate,
0*2525 grm. (theory, 0-2558 grm.); lithiun myristate,

0/2347 grin, (theory, 0-2565 grm.). No trace ui' pre-

cipitate was obtained from lauric or oleic acids. Hence
the author concludes that it is thus possibh t( separate
stearic and palmitic acid quantitatively and myristie acid

near!) quantitatively from lauric and oleic icid. On the

other baud, oleic acid can be separated from myristie and
lauric acids by means of Farnsteiner's method {lor. cit.~),

for although mixed lead salts are precipitated from benzene
solutions containing stearic, palmitic, and olei acids, the

lead salts of lauric and myristie acids undei the same
conditions are obtained free from oleate. Experiments an
cited to prove that this is also the ease when a mixture of'

the five acids is present.

Separation of Oleic Acid from Men maturated
Acids.— lo Schfiler's method of extracting the barium
salts with ether, it is shown that it is essential that

the ether should contain water, since the dry barium
salts of acids of the linolic anil linolcuic series .ire hardly

soluble in anhydrous ether. The fatty acids recovered

from the benzene solution in Earnsteiier's method of

separating oleic from lauric and myristie acids should be
dissolved in alcohol, neutralised with potassium hydroxide,
and treated with a 10 per cent, alcoholic solution of barium
acetate, and the dried barium salts extracted with ether

containing water. For calculating the au-.ount of stearic

acid in the lithium precipitates, the author converts theui

I

into barium salts, and obtains the molecular equivalent of

the fatty acids from the amount of barium present.

!
Analyses of various fats by these combined methods are

given in detail. In the case of butter the author confirms

|
the statement of previous observers that nut -jiuch stearic

acid is present. One sample examined gave the following-

results :—Stearic acid, G* 54 ; palmitic acid, 17*95; myristie

acid, 10-05; lauric acid, 17-08; and unsaturated acids

(including 5-4o per cent, of highly unsaturated acids),

30-08 per cent.—C. A. M.

Tanning Materials ami Tanning Extracts Determining
the Weight-giving and Leather-forming Prnperties of

. J. G. Parker. Collegium, 1903, [b*], 363—364.

Ten grms. of pure dry hide-powder, free from cellulose, are

drummed in a churn of about -J litres capacity with 150 cc.

of distilled water for about half an hour. A liquor of the

material under examination is made up, containing about

S per cent, of tannin (determined by the t.A.L.T.C. method)

, and is diluted so that when 350 c.c. are diluted by the

150 c.c. of water in the churn, the total amount of tannin in

I the churn will be exactly 5 per cent. This liquor (350 c.c.) is

added 50 c.c. at a time, and the churn revolved for 30 minutes

j
after each addition, and for one hour after the whole has

been introduced. The tanned hide powder is placed on :>

filter tunnel plugged with cotton wool, using the filtrate lor

washing purposes, is pressed down tightly, and allowed to

drip lor 24 hours and then weighed. A portion. (10 grms.)

is dried to determine the moisture, and from the dry weight

the amount of combined and uucombiued tannin in the

whole is calculated. Another portion (20 grms.) is placed

on a plugged filter as before and washed with one litre of

water. When dried, the amount of chemically and physically

combined tannin is calculated. The yield of washed leather

and of unwashed leather thus give respectively the strictly

combined tannin aud the combined plus uneoinbincd tannin.

Estimation of the hide substance in the washed and un-

washed leathers confirm these weight re.-ults tc the Hecond

decimal place.—K. L. J.

Wheal Flour; Determination if other Flours •" •

(i. Volpino. Zeits. Unters. Nalir.- u. Genussm., 1903, 6,

1089—1095.

In- a mixture of wh.-at Hour with rye, barley, iriaue, or rice

rlour'be made iut6 a dough, and the latte, be well washed
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in a stream of water, a mass of gluten is obtained which in

weight is approximately proportional to the amouu*
wheat flour present. For instance, 30 grins, of wheat flour

yielded about 8 grins, of gluten. When mixed with 50 per

cent, of other flour, 30 gnus, of the mixture gave from 4 to

5 grins, of gluten. The admixture of other flours to wheat
tlocir may also be determined by forming 30 grms. of the

sample iulo a dough with a little water, kneading the lump
of dough with the hands under a stream of water and collect-

ing the wash-water in u basin. The latter is pa-sed through

u piece of lineu to collect any particles of gluten, and the

solution is then filtered through an asbestos filter. The
residue on the filter is dried at 100° C, and the nitrogen

determined in it by Kjeldahl's method. The amount of

nitrogen found multiplied by six gives the quantity of

proteid matter. 1'ure wheat flour does not contain more
than 0'2 per cent, of insoluble proteids other than gluten,

whilst barley, maize, rice, aud rye meals yield about G per

cent.—W. P. S.

Morphine in Opium and Tincture of Opium ; Determination

of . E. Dowzard. Pharm. J., 1903, 71, [3100], 909.

Morphine in Opium.—8 grms. of opium are treated in a

flask fitted with a rubber stopper, with 100 c.c. of water, and
the closed flask is heated for about one hour at 80°—90 I

with frequent shaking. After cooling, 3 grms. of slaked

lime are added, the flask again closed and allowed to stand.

with frequent shaking, for 1— 2 hours The mixture is then

filtered through a plaited filter and 5 1 • 6 c.c. of the filtrate

(=4 grms. of opium) are treated in a flask, with 50 c.c. of

90 per cent, alcohol. 30 c.e. of ether, and 2 grms. of

ammonium chloride. The flask is closed with a cork,

shaken for 30 minutes, allowed to stand for 12 hours, again

shaken for a few minutes, and the contents poured on to a

filter. The aqueous liquid runs through, leaving the

morphine attached to the filter, whilst the ether is left

perfectly clear and can be completely removed with a

pipette. Water saturated with morphine is used for rinsing

out the flask and for washing the filter until the filtrate is

free from chlorine. The filter is finally washed with about

10 e.c. of distilled water, allowed to drain, and about 15 c.e.

of ether poured over the edges of the paper. After a few

minutes the ether is removed with a pipette, the filter

exposed to the air for half an hour, the paper aud content-

transferred to a beaker and rubbed to a pulp with 20 c.c. of

X 10 sulphuric acid, aud the excess of acid titrated with

X 10 caustic soda solution, using methyl orange as indicator.

Each c.c. of acid consumed is equivalent to 0*0283 grm. of

anhydrous morphine: - 05 grm. is added to the weight of

morphine found, as directed in the li.P.

Morphine in Tincture of Opium.— In the 15. P. method
80 c.c. of tincture and 3 grms. of slaked lime are used, and
the mixture is made up to 85 c.c. whereas, according to the

author.it should only be made up to 81 '9 c.c. (1 '44 c.c.

for the lime and about 04G c.c. for the extractive matter

carried down by the lime). The following method is

recommeuded :— 100 c.c. of the tincture are evaporated to

about 30 c.c, cooled, the liquid mixed to a smooth paste

with :i grms. of slaked lime and made up to 100 c.c. with

water, adding, if necessary, one or two drops of ether to

remove froth. Two c.c. of water are then added, the whole

allowed to stand for one hour with frequent agitation,

filtered, and 50 c.c. of the filtrate (= 50 cc. of tincture)

treated as described above.—A. S.

XIIV.-3CIENTIFIC & TECHNICAL NOTES.

Ethyl Alcohol i Hydrates of . E. Varenue and
L. Godefroy. Comptes rend., 1903. 137, [23],
993—996.

By means of a special form of constant pressure capillary

viscosimeter, known as the " cbrouo-stiliscope," the authors

have determined the viscosities of alcohol containing from
to 95 per cent, by volume of water. The curve connecting

the time of flow with the percentage of alcohol present is an
ellipsoid, showing various irregularities corresponding with

definite hydrates. The laltar contain, for every molecule
of alcohol, 2/3, 2, 3, 6, aril -22 molecules respectively of

water. The method employed by the authors can be

generally applied, for example, to toe study of velocities of

dissociation or estcrificatiou, molecular weight measure-

ments, and so on.—T. H. P.

Fermentative Enzymes, Isolated from the Cells of the

Higher Animals. 3. Stoklasn and F. Cerny. Ber., 1903.

36, [161,4058—4069

The fermentative enzymes, mention of which has previously

been made in this .Journal, 1903, 374 aud 813, may be

extracted from the animal organs in the following

manner: —The organs, as soon as they are removed from

the body, arc pounded to a.pulp ; about 2— 3 kilos, of this

are mixed with a small quantity of sterilised, sharp-edged

sand, together with ice. The mixture is triturated

mechanically, in portions of 300 grms. each, until micro-

seopie examination shows that the cells are completely dis-

integrated. The juice is then immediately expressed from

the pulp by mean; of a pressure of 350 atmospheres. The
fresh juice, when mixed with glucose or cane sugar at a

concentration of 10— 15 per cent., sets up a slight glyco-

lytic action, but alcoholic fermentation is never observed

The fermentative enzymes of the juice are completely

destroyed after 12 hours at 35 C. by the proteolytic enzyme
and the action of bacteria. The property of setting up

alcoholic fermentation is only possessed by the eiizviuie

preparations, precipitated from the fresh juice. TheBe

precipitates are obtained as follows :—To 300 c.c. of the

clear juice are added 350—500 c.c. of alcohol, and then.

immediately afterwards, 300—500 cc. of ether. The pre-

cipitate is allowed to settle in tall glass cylinders, the bulk

of the liquid is then poured off and replaced by a volume

of elher equal to that of the alcohol-ether mixture

originally employed. The supernatant liquid is again

rapidly siphoned off, and the precipitate is at once drained

on the filter-pump, dried m vacuo at a temperature of

25°—30° C, and the horn-like proiuct obtained, ground to

a fine powder. The activity of the preparation entirely

depends on the rapidity of the manipulation; the whole

period of contact with alcohol aud ether must not exceed a

few minutes. The precipitated enzymes appeared to be of

two kinds ; those preparations obtained Irom juice expressed

at less than 200 atmospheres have a low activity, and only-

set up a slight alcoholic fermentation after about 12 hours,

whereas those obtained from juices expressed at 250—300

atmospheres are very active. The enzymes extracted from
the muscles, liver, and lungs of cattle, if prepared under the

most favourable conditions, will start alcoholic fermenta-

tions in solutions of hexoses and disaecharides (10— 15 per

cent ) almost immediately. Fermentation generally reaches

its maximum point after 6 or 8 hours at 37° C, the froth

rising to a height of seme centimetres: the action is

entirely ended alter GO hours. The dried preparations may
be heated for 4—G hours at 100" C, and still retain a

certain amount of activity, but they lose almost all their

fermentative power when kept for a fortnight at the

ordinary temperature. The authors have performed a

considerable number of experiments to prove that the fer-

mentative properties of these preparations are truly

enzymic, and not due to the activity of bacteria or other

organisms. All quantitative experiments must, however,

be conducted under perfectly aseptic conditions, with due
regard to the fact that bacteria develop very readily in the

solutions, with the production of carbon dioxide. If the

enzymes be added to solutions in which fermentation does

not readily take place, their activity will be completely

destroyed by that of bacteria after 36 hours. For these

reasons it is always advisable to petform experiments in

the presence of an antiseptic such as thymol or toluene

whenever possible. Tables are given showiug the quanti-

tative results of fermentation experiments with glucose,

fructose, rhamnose, saccharose, lactose, and starch. It is

noted in the case of glucose that the quantity of glucose

consumed is greater than that corresponding with the

quantities of alcohol and carbon dioxide produced, in

spite of the total absence of bacteria : this fact has been

accounted for by the observation that lactic acid is one of

the products of the activity of the enzymes in solutions of

glucose.—J. F. B.
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Sterilisation bg Boiling under Reduced Pressure.

Schut, inn /•it-. I. llyg., 1903, 44, L-j- Biochein.

Centralbl., 1903, 2, [2—3], 03.

The author's exper meats showed that heating a liquid to a

particul.tr temperature had less bactericid il effect than

reducing the pressure so that boiling occurred at that

temperature. By toiling a liquid under reduced pressure,

bacteria were destroyed within the physiological limit* of

temperature, the rate of destruction increasing with the

tise of temperature, at first rapidly aud then more slowly.

Saturated steam was found to he more effective at all

temperatures than mere boilmg. Iu practice, saturated

steam at D0C C. was as effective as that at loo ( .

— C. A. M.

Sugars ; IHultirntatiou of . E. Roux. Ann. ( him.

l'h\-., 30, [7], 422—432; Chen). Centr., 1003,2, [22],

1242.

The aldoses can exist in three tautomeric mod, cation-',

a, 8, and y. In aqueous solution both the a-modificatiou

with high and the 7-mclification with low optieal rotation

are converted into the ^-modification with medium rotation.

The author studied the course of this transformati 11

IS 1
'. in the case of the a- and -/-glucoses and lactoses.

In 5 per cent, aqueous solution, the following values were

obtained for fa] „ : a-glucose. + 109'1 J
; y-elucose, 4 10 * ;

•-lactose, + 83-16°; y-lactose, - 35-47°. The rates of

transformation of the a- and "y-modifieations into the fi-form

are approximately the saino. With a mixture of 3fi- 7:i per

eent. of a-glueose and CJ - 27per cent, of y-glucose, a con-

dition of equilibrium is attained: such a mixture has, in a

fi per cent, aqueous solution, a constant optical rotation,

which i- the same as that of j8-glucose, namely, + 52-6 .

—A. S.

£ltlv BoofeS.

West Isdivn Bulletin. The Journal of the Imperial

Agricultural Department for the West Indies. Vol. IV.,

No. 3, 1903. Local Agents : Messrs. Bowen and Sous,

Bridgetown, Barbadoes. London Agents : Messrs. Dulau

and Co., 37, Soho Square, London, W. 1903. Briee 6d.

This pamphlet-volume contains 92 pages, is of 8vo size

and fully illustrated. The matter is subdivided ami

classified in the following groups :—I. Cotton Cultivation

in the United States. II. Origin and Distribution of Sea
Island Cotton. III. Varieties thereof. IV. Improvement
of Sea Island Cotion by Seed Selection. V. Its Cultivation.

VI Cotton Cultivation in the West Indies. VII. The
Agricultural Chemistry of Cotton. VIII. Fungoid Diseases

of Cotton. IX. Insect Bests of Cotton.

The Urast and Validity op Bkitish Batents for
Inventions. By James Roberts, M.A., LL.B. John
Murray, 50a, Albemarle Street, London. 1903. Brice

2o.v. net.

Large 8vo volume, containing preface, table of contents,

and tables of Cases and of Statutes and Rules. The text

fills 6u0 pages, and there follows an alphabetical index.

The matter is illustinted both with diagrams and engravings

representing apparatus aud plant, and is preceded by an
alphabetised List of Abbreviations, a Table of Cases, also

alphabetised, and a Table of Statutes and Rules. The
matter is arranged in three principal parts. I. General
Brinciples. 11. Abstracts of Leading and Illustrative

Cases, with Notes. III. Statutes and Rules, in so tar as
they bear on the Grant of Batents. Under these as prin-

cipal heads the following are sub-headings :— I. (i.) Limits
of Manufacture in Batent Law. (ii.) Inventions in Relation
to the History and Development of the Arts, (ui.) Bersons
to whom Batents may be grunted, (iv.) Conditions on
which Batents are granted. (v.) Construction of Speci-
fications, (vi.) Brocedure to obtain a Batent. (vii.)

Opposition to Grants and Appeals, (viii.) Amendment of
Specifications, &c. II. Ninetv-three cases referred to and
given, dating from 1785 to 1903. III. Batents, Designs,
and Trade Marks Act, 1883. Arrangement of Sections.

Bart 1. Breliminary. Bart 11. Batents. Barts. in. and tv.

Designs and Trade Marks. Bart v. General. Batents,

Designs, and Trade Marks (Amendment) Act, 1883.

Batent- Art, 1SS6. Batents. Designs, and Trade Marks

Act. 1808. The Batents Aet. 1001. The Batents Act,

1902 The Batents Bales. I9J3. Law Officers' Rules.

Admiraltv and War Office Memoranda. The International

Convention for Brotection of Industrial Broperty. Instruc-

tions to Applicants for Batents.

Ciaor Rrpoi't.

I.—GENERAL

1 Kingdom : Tbade or —-, with United States.

U.S. Cons. Heps., No. 1823, Dec. 11, 1903.

Imports from the United States into United Kingdom.

Article.

Caoutchouc
Chemical manufactures ami products—
eh urn mill earthenware
si

1 arina.aud dextrin
Drug's :

Opium
Another

Dyestufls and substances used in tanning
"1- dyeing

:

Indigo
Gins, manulactures of all kinds

Glue. size, ai.il gealin
Gum of all sorts

I.:i ill

Bard, imitation
'! es (phospliate of lime ami rock)...
Mil:) G mill ores :—

Brass mil bronze, manufactures of....

Copper

:

<lre

Regulus anil precipitate

Iron -

Pig and puddled
liar

Steel, unwronght
I rn.1. pig and sheet
Si I vi-r ore
Zinc

—

Ore
Crude

Mt'thvl alcohol
Oils

'

I- 1 .11 (train and blubber)
Animal

Turpentine
Chemical, essential, and perfumed
Vnenumerated

Oil-seed cake
Oleomargarine
Painl ers' colours
Papers

:

l"ii printed
Strawboard and millboard
Wood-pulp board

Paper-making materials :

Pulp, wood
All other

Paraffin
Perfumery (without spirit)

petroleum:
Illuminating
Lubricating

Plumbago
Rosin
Seeds

:

i otton
Flax or liuseed
All other

s id soap powder
Spirits :

Rum
Sweetened or mixed
All other

Sugar

:

Molasses
Glucose

Tallow and stearin
I

Varnish without snirit

Wax
Wine

Dols.
1.276,345
l.l 12,298

ss.i t.i

1,017,745

is. Tllll

1,178,355

[
329,495

166,185
21)2,155

33,420

iS,878,lt>0

7 18 s.iii

I 85,420

175,260

157,940

3,479,490

664995
244,355

1,471,745
2.90",425

323,206

01,470
310,035
81,920

Dols.

(181,910

872,0411

17.f> :,

433,645

23.87r.

14106,375

f 817,555

{ 4,570
177,945

168,065
28,685

19,173,205
1,3911,175

1,122,155

206,890

108,3311

2,U,'!0.4!iO

298310
14.135

172,965

2325350
516,175

1S7/24S
(179.085

104,640

27U.975 225,775
250,650 164.540

1362,655 1,550,345
i.ii'.n;...:!.-) 4,257.420

B1.80O 153.655
2-21,670 260,650

5.716,910 5,506.970

1.03S.5S5 932,445

981,740 665,700

1,848,015 1,244.490

179.6110 2111,755

257,580 296,IK!il

17,7,555

53.310
4,723,145

29,815

185,235
23,545

4,7,111.(1115

19,870

3,197,635 13,430,510

1.1 111, IX". 4,281,665

334375 224,908

2,032,695 1,913,750

528,965 657,705
1,328,155

33.SI5

1,119395 1,604,655

87,080 16636!
1111.9115 433.775

71,540 95,625

1,546,405 1 ,073,690

3,029,885 2,313,390

2,265.370 976,565

47,435 29,n:io

1P0.365 193,560

I15.S1H) 65,340

117.125 113,220
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Exports from the UnitedKingdom to the United Slates.

British mill Irish Produce.

Article. 1001. 190

li. u. DoK
Beer and ale 1,022.118 L,031,K20

Bricks 130,085 lSti.Hsr,

< laoutchouc, manufactures of 254,335 223,980

Cement 87,1:45 159,05

Chemicals and enemies 1 preparations :

Bleaching materials 1,219,385 999,640

Sada compounds 518 Sfill 5*7,125

All other 2,392.780 2. H5,665
1 lay, unmanufactured 941,080 I,ii68,885

Coal, coke, and patent fuel 500,055 2,979,090

Coal produ< is (not dyes) :,n7.s.m 642,105

Earthen and clujia ware 2,561,820 2.491,690
lass manufactures 058.725 739,995

Glue, size and gelatin 311,010 312,455

Grease, tallow, and animal fat 19',895 208,25"

Manure 589.600 733,451

1

Medicines, drugs, and preparations 235,035 240,84:

Metals :

Iron, wroughtand unwrought 9,742,075 18,864,640

Brass and manufactures 121,405 115,615

Copper, wrought and unwrought 524,140 -">*". t .r.T >
>

Tin, unwrought 63,655 77,995

Oil:

Seed 21II.7HI 293,271

1

Other sorts 412.965 8

Oil anil Hoor cloth 591,940 967300
Painters* colours and materials 557,710 567,965

Paper or all sorts 354,020 424.340

Salt 500,795 183,710

Seeds of all sort* 171.815 212.250
Ko,ij> 237,580 25ii,7:!"

Sugar, reliiu il and candy 36,076 4,190

Para (Brazil); Trade of , for 1902.

Foreign Office Annual Series, No. 3107, Dec. 1903.

British writing paper is very little known here, except by
name. A fair demand for the durable kinds suitable for

notarial documents would spring up if the matter were
properly pushed. Many varieties of excellent paper bearing

British watermarks exist, bat they come from the United
States, Germany, France and Italy. It is high time that

the genuine article should nap some of the beneBt of it-

good reputation. The Portland cement that comes here is

another article that is British only in name. It comes
from various countries, but the bulk originates from the

banks of the Kibe. British barrels used to be too large,

inconvenient to handle, and liable to break iu transit and
expose the contents to damage by water. British exporter-

were recommended to reduce the size, but the advice was

not acted upon. German cement is put up in barrels of

more suitable size, containing 120 kilos. There is a good

demand for patent medicines and comoressed drugs. &c.,

in the interior, among the people who are engaged 111

forest industries.

Si ientific Ari'AKvn- : 1 ,S. CosTOJis Decision.

Nov. 1903.

The Hoard of. General Appraisers held the following to

be free of duty when imported for educational institutions :

—

Evaporating dishes, combustion boats, Sartorius balances

and weights. Royal Berlin crucibles, charcoal blocks, fine

chcmicnls.— li. \V. M.

foreign and Colonial Merchandise.

Article

Caoutchouc
Chemical manufactures anil products :

Saltpt tie

Unenumeruted
China and eurthemvum
Drills :

Bark,Peruvian
Opium
Tlnenuuiei-tieil

JJ.veing and tanning stuffs

:

Catch and gambier
I mll-i I

Sumac
Ulienuiner.ileil

(.ills

clue, size, and gelatin
Clue stock
toons :

Kauri
Lac dye. seed-lac, shellac, and stieklae.

All other
Gutta-percha
Matches
Metals:
Capper, unwrought, part wrought, and
old

Bar iron

I ro*l ore
I run ami steel, unwrought
Ores, unenumerated
Tin-

In blocks, ingots, bars, and slabs—

.

I : centm lerai. il. unwrought
Mica and talc

Oils:
Oocoanut
Olive
Palm
Chemical, essential, or pcrmmed

Paper-making materials
Linen and 1 otton rags
Pulp, wood
All other

Verfiniiery

Plumbago
S eils :

Flax or linseed
Por e,xprcssiug oil

Soap and noap powders
Spirits, not mi aetened
Sugar:
Kenned
Unrefined

Tallow ami stearin

Wax
« ne

Dols.
3 I :\ 165

;, 875
7:i2.''7l>

1,119,980

103.145

50 ;. si

1 ,052, 1
1.".

1S4.4H0

1.172,045
41,:I5U

56,090

144,915
i:,::..mii

113,035

4311, HO
.-;S7,1HII

170,:.;:.

103,530
241,19a

I . 95

134,140
sj.is;,

:,2,1.Ml

Hois.

4,193,000

1,876
i;is.72.i

1,1 12,690

128.735
115,095

673,730

si. till

3.-.7,t:i:o

;-.77u

119,040

19,260
17s.n7"

7t:.:.3.-,

715,990
si 7. 1 is:,

n:..:is.-,

116,195

128,610

3,036,370
117.1:7:.

179,060
30,046

15390

'.1.201, 7:.:.

192,190
152,105 1 16,720

HI.SH7,"2"

246,575

884,
js'i.!..,

271,670

68,470

256 I M.-,

61,500
1
's.

162,215

-277.77D

in. 1
7.-,

:I7,siiii

::.2 111

26,903

11 71H

108,335

326,730
1,163,193

95,620

10,023
1 I- in-,

16,265
s'.'.n;.-,

35.430
11(1.17.-,

W060
12,920

1 ,:in.-.

5.040

809,210

68.310

ir.-FUEL, GAS, AND LIGHT.

Shale Oil for Gas Works : Argentine Republic
Customs Decision.

Bolctin Oficittl, Oct. 26, 1903; Bd. of Trade J.,

Dec. 17, 1903.

A Presidential Decree assimilates for Customs purposes,

shale oil, imported by gas companies lor the purpose of

improving the illuminating power of water gas or coal gas,

to carbon bisulphide, which is free of duty under No. 3,147

of the tariff.

Anthracite Coal Bricks: U.S. Customs Decision.

Nov. 24, 1903.

The Board of tieneral Appraisers held that bricks of

anthracite coal, cemented together with a small amount ol

coal tar, were dutiable at 20 per cent, ad valorem.

"manufactured articles unenumerated." under section 6 of

the Tariff Act, and not free of duty under the Act of

Congress of January IS, 1903, removing the duty on all

coal l'"i' one u-ar.— 1.'. \V. M.

Ill— TAR PRODUCTS, PETROLEUM, Etc

P\];u-ri\. r.s. Customs Decision.

Aim. 10, 1903.

A decision was rendered which is of importance in its

effect on importations of petroleum into the United States.

Paragraph B26 of the present Tariff Act contains a proviso

as follows :

—

"That if there be imported iuto the United States crude

petroleum, or the products of crude petroleum produced in

any country which imposes a duty 011 petroleum or its

products exported from the United States, there shall in

such cases he levied, paid, aud collected a duty upon said

crude petroleum or its products so imported equal to the

duty imposed b\ such country."

Ill the cases under consideration, the paraffin was pre

duced Ironi Russian petroleum in Germany, which country

imposes a duty on petroleum aud its products. The Board

held) following a previous decision, that the application of

the German rate was eroneous, and sustained the claim of

the importers that the Russian rate should have been im-

posed, and further stated that the Russian rate should be

levied when importations were made from countries like

:.lreat Britain aud Belgium, which imposed no duty on
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the American product, whenever Russian petroleum was
used to produce the paraffin. The Hoard further held that,

in cases where the origin of the crude petroleum was nn
known, the Collector of Customs was justified in levying
the highest rate imposed by any country on petroleum and
its products, such rate, however, being .-object to change
on the importer producing evidence of the origin of the
rude oil used.— K. W. M.

Cakbolineum : U.S. Ccstoms Decision.

Nov. 12, 1903.

The Board held that carbolineum was dutiable at 20 per
cent, ad valorem as a " preparation of coal tar, not a colour
or dye," under paragraph 15 of the Tariff Act, overruling
iheclaimof the importer at Xew Orleans that it was free
of duty under paragraph 524, which provides for various
products of coal tar, such as dead or creosote oil, naphthalene,
fcc—R. W. M.

VIII.—GLASS, POTTERY, AND ENAMELS.
Levd Poisoning is the Potteries.

Pharm ./.. Dec. 26, 1903.

Having considered the award of Lord James and the
special rules proposed to be issued under it (see tin-

Journal, 1903, 1374), the Joint Committee of Allied Pottery
Manufacturers his resolved to issue a circular stating that it

is felt that everything possible has been done to convince
Lord James that no such rules as proposed were either
necessary or reasonable, and expressing regret that he had
seen fit to issue au award which will be very difficult to carry-
out, and might prohably be objected to on legal grounds.
The Committee, however, recommends that manufacturers
should, unless there are special circumstances in individual
cases, which render such rules absolutely impossible, take
no exception to them, but continue to work loyally for the
reduction of cases of plumbism. At the same time, the
committee feels it necessary to again place on record the
opinion that the compensation scheme will, for some time
at all events, have the effect of increasing the number of
reported cases.

A—METALLURGY.
Magnetic Ircx Sam) in Ja\ i.

U.S. Cons. Reps., No. 1S25, Dec. 14, 1903.

In tin- neighbourhood of the town of Tjilatjap, on the
coast of the island of Java, extensive deposits of magnetic
iron sand have been found. The deposits begin opposite
the island of tloesa Kembangan, and extend about 29 miles
to the cast, along the coast line. The sand lies on the
surface, and is said to contain in some places as much as
80 per cent, of iron. Samples taken in different parts give
a very good result when smelted. Some time ago an
English company, with a Hollander at its head, acquired the
right of exploiting these deposits, which have been known
since 1654.

Platinum Wibe: U.S. Customs Decision.

Dec. 12, 1903.

The Board held that the provisions of paragraph 642 of
the free list of the tariff, providing for the free entry of
"platinum, unmanufactured, and vases, retorts and other
apparatus, vessels and parts thereof composed of platinum,
tor chemical use," did not include platinum wire, and
affirmed the assessment of duty at 45 per cent, ad valorem,
under paragraph 193.— K. VV. M.

Tin Scrai-: U.S. Cu-toms Decision.

Nov. 21, 1903.

Irregularly-shaped pieces of tinplate. unfit for manufac-
ture into other articles, and used onlv for detinning by
electrolytic processes, were held by the Beard of General
Appraisers to be dutiable at 10 per cent, ad valorem as

/ft,1"" specially provided for," under paragraph 463
of the Tariff Act, and not at 11. cents per lb. as "tinplate,"
under paragraph 134.—R. W. M.

X 1—ELECTRO-CHEMISTRY, Etc.

Electric Accumulators; Manufacture of .

Statutory Rules and Ordirs, No. 1004, Nov. 21. 1903.

The draft regulations for the manufacture of electric

accumulators (this Journal, 1903, 1029—1030) announced
as to come into force on Oct. 1. 1903, have baen adopted
bv the Secretary of State, and came into force on Jan. 1,

1904.

XII.—FATS, FATTY OILS, Etc.

Olive Oil Peouuction in Austria.

Bd. of Trade ./.. Dec. 17, 1903.

Olive oil production in Dalruatia and Istria shows during
the last few years a sensible diminution. During the last

three years an annual average of 5,362 tons was produced,
as against au annual average of 10,194 ions produced during
the nine preceding years. The oil is produced in the pro-
portion t)f four-fifths by Dalmatia and one-fifth by Istria.

The consumption of olive oil in Austria-Hungary during the

10 years 1892— l'.'Ol shows an average of 13,056 tons.

The limited consumption of olive oil for domestic purposes
in the monarchy is accounted for (1) by the very extended
use, especially in Hungary, of animal fat (lard, grease, &.«. >.

butter, margarine, goose fat, &c. ; (2) by the large con-
sumption of cotton-seed oil: (3) by the addition of sesame
oil with olive oil, which increases every day. The greatest

consumption of olive oil is in Austria, as Hungary only

consumes annually about 2,500 tons.

Yellow H\rp Grease: U.S. Customs Decision.

Dec. 1903.

A hard grease, obtained by washing the residue of the

distillation of wool grease, and which is iu substance wool
grease, was held to be dutiable at J cent per lb. as " wool
grease," under paragraph 279 of the Tariff Act. The Board
had previously held similar merchandise to be free of duty
as " sod oil," under paragraph 568, which opinion was
affirmed by the United States Circuit Court. On further

appeal the United States Circuit Court of Appeals held as

above stated, reversing both the lower Court and the Board.
The above decision of the Board follows the decision of the

higher Court.—K. W. M.

Chinese Wooh On, [Tokg Oil] :

U.S. Customs Decision.

Nov. 14, 1903.

Following a decision of the United States Court reversing
a decision of the Board, the Board of General Appraiser-
held that ( hinese wood oil obtained from the kernels of

various species of Aleurites is free of duty as " nut oil

"

under paragraph 626 of the present Tariff Act. A decisiou
of the Hoard had also held that Jatropha nuts, from which
an oil is obtained, are in fact nuts, hence the oil is a "nut
oil."—P.. W. M.

XIII. A.—PIGMENTS, PAINTS, Etc.

Hematite Out: Pigment: U.S. Treasury Department.

Dec. 1903.

In a recent suit in the Circuit Court it was decided that

certain soft hematite was dutiable at 40 cents per ton as.

an iron ore under paragraph 121 of the Tariff Act. The
Treasury Department, however, holds that it is a "crude
pigment," and has directed that future importations be
classified at 30 per cent, ad valorem under paragraph 58,

with the view of bringing the matter again before the
courts for decision.— B. W. .\1.

XIV.—TANNING; LEATHER; GLUE, Etc.

Sumach Trade of Sicily.

Bd. of Trade J., Dec. 17, 1903.

'The new Season's harvest of sumach is estimated to be
about a third less than that of last year. "Stinco"
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iPistacio leu/isms'), imported from Tunic, i- scares

to its being exported direct to France to tanners who have

been employing it instead of sumach, the price of which

had risen excessively.

X V.—MANURES, Etc.

Phosphate Rock is Tunis; Discoveries oi .

Eng. and Mining J., Dec. 17, 1903.

A Belgian company, which has been exploring ibe district

of Uarfa-Tarf, about .">0 km. west of (lafsn, npcrts the

discovery of an important deposit of phosphate rock. Six

si airs iu all were found, of which three, having a total

thickness of nearly 5 m.. were of sufficiently high grade to

warrant their exploitation. Analyses give an average of

(i:j per cent, calcium phosphate, with from 14 to -II per cent,

calcium carbonate and I "5 per cent, of alumina. The
deposits occur near the base of the Tertiary formation.

XVI.—SUGAR, STARCH, Etc.

Beet-Sugar Production and Consumption.

U.S. Cons. Reps.. A'o. 1825, Dec. 14, 1903.

Under date of October 27, 1903, United States Consul

Walter Schumann, of Main/, (Jermany, transmits the

following estimated beet-sugar production of Europe, as

compiled by the International Association for Sugar
Siatistics:—

Country.
Plants

in
operation

No.
384
215
296
100
29
275
lfi

7

Production.

1903 t. 1902-3.

Met. tons.

1,803.100

1,116.500

757,000
215.300
129,800

1,103,000

110,795
51,800

Mot. tons
1,750,670

1,050,91 iO

648,600

200,000

102,800
i.lC9.6l

78,4011

37.067

1^22 5,236,855 5,207,687

Production.

Country. i I

Europi pt Russia 5,722,000

Kusa leet i
1,099.000

British colonies 545,500

Bgyi i 96,

3, ,000

United States, Cuba, Porto Rico, Manila.
and Hawaii 1,804 500

Peru. Argentine Republic, Dominican
Republic, Mexico, and Brazil 738,500

Java 767.000

French coli nies 110.000

Ti tal 18382,500

1902 3.

Ton-;.

890,

,216,

518,000

90,00

,000,0003,

1,920,000

582^00
342 50

1O4.00"

Producl of-

Ti ns.

Europe i heel i 3.0i 6 000

British colonies :' 15.500

Egypt I 96.0M
Peru, argentine Republic. Dominiian

Republic Ulei ind Brmil 738,500

Java
French colonies 110,000

Total 5.323,000

World's Sugar Production and Consumption.

A pamphlet recently published by Sir Neville Lubbock
gives the following statistics of the world's production and

consumption of sugar, beet and cane :

—

12.637.0011

Tons.
1 640,000

613,000
00,000

582500
842,500

104,000

Consumption.

Of the foregoing India and Russia will consume their own
product; the United States will consume its own produci

and that of Cuba, Porto Kico, Manila, and Hawaii; lain pe

will consume 2,G5f>,000 tons and 2,750,000 tons of its own
beet-sugar production for the years given. This leaves

available for the United Kingdom and other countries the

following amounts.

Beet-Sugar Factoe* in Turkestan.

U.S. Co,,s. Reps., No. 1826, Dec. 15, 19o:i.

Near Taschkent, the capital of the district of Turkestan,

a beet-sugar factory is expected to be iu working oider in

September, 1904. Its annual output is estimated at about

5,000 metric tons, about one-fifth of the total consumption
ot sugar in Russian Central Asia. The beetroot is said to

contain in Turkestan about 2 per cent, more sugar than in

European liussia. so that it is very likely the sugar industry

iu those pails will develop favourably and quickly.

CorviERY ULING Duties on Si..m; FROM Buinsii

Possessions.

lid. of Trade J., Dee. 17, 1903.

A Note from the Belgian Government announced the

decision arrived at by the Permanent Sugar Commission at

Brussels with regard to the countervailing duties to be

applied to sugars imported into the territories of the Slates

parlies to the International Sugar Convention from the

uuderiv.eutior.ed British Colonies. In accordance with the

declaration made by II. XI. Government on the ratification

of the Convention, there will be no penalisation of sugars

imported into the United Kingdom from any British Posses-

sions ; and it is not obligatory upon the other States parties

to the Convention to apply tbese countervailing duties until

an appreciable amount of sugar is actually imported into

their respective territories from the Colonies concerned.

The rates ot duty in question arc as follows:

—

Per 100 kilos.

Canada: Pra, Cts.

On refined sugar 3 63

South African Customs Union :—

On raw sugar 2 05

On refined sugar 3 38

Commonwealth of Australia :—

Onrawsugar o :>l

On refined sugar 5 02

XVII.—BREWING, WINES, SPIRITS, Etc.

Denatured Alcohol in Italy.

Chem. and Druggist, Dec. 19, 1903.

The manufacturers of sulphuric ether in Italy are allowed

to use denatured alcohol, subject to conditions to be imposed

by the Minister of Finance. Varnish manufacturers will

enjoy similar rights.

XIX.—PAPER, PASTEBOARD, Etc.

ft I 1.1 I .Hill AllTH i.e.- : Dl TV ON :

U.S. Customs Dkoisiok.

Dec. 2, 1903.

The Hoard of General Appraisers held that, in assessing

duty on articles composed in part and in chief value of

celluloid, the whole weight of the articles, and not that of

the celluloid alone, should b • taken.— 1!. W. M.

XX—FINE CHEMICALS. Etc.

i:--in.i or Bosbwood in French Guiana.

Foreign Office Annual Series, No. 310C, Dec. 1903.

Essence of rosewood is produced from the rosewood

\Licaria Guianensis). The wood itself was formerly
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shipped to France, but two factories have recently been
established to extract the essence, which is now shipped
to France in carboys The wood is sold in the local market
at SO fr. (."!/. 4s.) per ton. The average product of 1 ton
of wood is 22| lb. of essence, the price in France being
about 10s. per pound.

S.u.o; lsd PiifNvcETix: U.S. Customs Decision*.

Dec. 1903.

Salol, ph -nacetin and other medicinal preparations were
assessed tor duty at 55 cents per pound, under paragraph 67

of the Tariff Act, as " medicinal preparations in the pre-

paration of which alcohol had been used.'' The importers
endeavoured t<< >bow that alcohol was not necessary for

their manufacture. The Board held this evidence to l>e

insufficient and affirmed the assessment of duty.— I!. W. M.

Chloral Htdkatk akd Salol: U.S. Customs Decision.

The United "-tales ( 'ircuit Court of Appeals has rendered
a decision regarding the dutiable character of salol and
chloral hydrate which has an important bearing on the
imports into the 1 nited States of medicinal preparations
iu the manufacture of which alcohol is used. The < oar!

held that if alcohol i- used in anv way. and even if it is

broken up or removed, the finished product is subject to a

duty of 65 cents per pound under paragraph 67. Iu order
to be dutiable at 25 per cent, ad valorem under paragraph
08, evidence must be submitted showing that alcohol »a-
used at no stage of the process. This decision ri

uuinerous decisions of lower courts.— R. W. M.

patent list.
' andN.B.—In these lists, [A.] means "Application for Patent,'

fCS.]. " Complete Specificatiou Accepted."
Where a Complete Specification accompanies an Application, an

asterisk is affixed. The dates given are (i) in the case of Applica-
tions for Patents, the dates of application, and (li) in the case of

Complete Specifications Accepted, those of the Official Journals
in which acceptances of the Complete Specifications are advertised.

Complete Specifications thus advertised as accepted are open to

inspection at the Patent Office immediately, and to opposition
within two months of the said dates.

I.—PLANT, APPARATUS, AND MACHINERY.

[A.] 27,546. Ritschel, Hagedorn, and Cowburn. Method
and apparatus for evaporating, concentrating,
drying, &c. Dec. 16.

„ 27,621. Gordon (Lieardic). Evaporators.* Dee. 16.

,. 27,863. Marriott, Cupola furnaces. Dec. 19.

„ 27,935. Steenkiste. Drying apparatus. Dec. IS.

„ 28,017. Harvey. See under XVI.
„ 28,465. Green. Separation of volatile compounds

by distillation, and apparatus therefor. Dec. 28.

„ 28,518. Moll. Process for evaporating weak brine,
aud apparatus therefor." Dec. 28.

" s ;?"- Lake (Trump). Process for evaporating

Vacuum pans.*

Process for

Dec. 29.

treating

Apparatus for treating

liquors. * Dec. 29
28.593. Lake (Trump).
28.594. Lake (Trump),

material.- Dec. 29.

2s. 595. Lake (Trump).
material." Dec. 29.

28,711 Harvey. See under S.VI.

28,712. Harvey and Williams. See under XVI.
28,791. Houghton and The United Alkali Co.,

Ltd. Apparatus for separating liquid from solid
uiatter. and for partialh drying the solid natter.
L»SC. 3.1.

[C.S.] 3619 (1903). Xordtmeyer. Disseminating gases in
a finely divided state in liquids for effecting
intimate contact with the liquid or with matters
suspended therein. Dec. 23.

5316 (1903). Winter. Centrifugal separating
apparatus. Dec. 23.

„ 9002 (1903). Maggi. Treatment of animal, vege-
table, or chemical substances to increase their

solubility iu liquid^. Dec. 31.

23.S43 (1903). Reuuerfelt. Centrifugal liquid sepa-
rators. Dec. 23.

„ 25,547 (1903). Seheuffgen and Fabr. Kxplosionssich.
Gef. Device for preventing explosions in vessels

containing inflammable liquids. Dec. 31.

II.—FUEL, CAS, AND LIGHT.

[A.] 27.:;55. Hage. Manufacture of smokeless fuel.*

Dec. 14.

„ 27.496. Mond. Gas producers. Dec. 15.

27,613. Ritz. Furnace-.* Dec. 16,

27,706. Craig. Gas calorimetric apparatus. Dec: 18.

-7. -14. Alzugaray. Manufacture of carbons for
arc lamps. Dec. 18.

„ 27,823. Wilson. Gas producers. Dec. Is.

„ 28,031. Mond. Gas producers. ' Dec. 21.

„ 28,105. Kirkham. Furnaces. Dec. 22.

„ 28,262. Schlatter and Deutscli. .Method and appa-
ratus for ascertaining the quantity of carbonic
acid in furnace gases Dec. 2:t.

„ 28,279. Samuelson aud Hawdon. Blast furnaces.
Dec. 23.

28,342. Bell and Masters. Furnaces of gas pro-
ducers. Dec. 24.

„ 28,408. Williams and Middleton. Artificial fuel.

Dec. 28.

,. -S.498. Bowing. Manufacture of combustible gas.

Dec. 28.

,. 28,761. Boult (Konemau). Manufacture of water-
gas.* Dec. 31.

[C.S.] 23,262 (1902). Blondel. Manufacture of electrodes
for arc lamps. Dec. 31.

4260 (1903). Kecking. Method of manufacturing
fuel briquettes. Dec. 23.

„ 5910 (1903). Dempster and Sons, Ltd., and Broad-
head. Gas purifiers. Dee. 31.

„ 74S7 (1903). Collin. Coke ovens. Dec. 31.

23,166 (1903). Riidemann. Production by means
of liquid hydrocarbons of a gaseous mixture
v> bich is as dry as possible. Dec. 23.

III.—DESTRUCTIVE DISTILLATION, TAR
PRODUCTS, PETROLEUM, AND

MINERAL WAXES.

[A.] 27,889. Raetz. See tinder XII.

„ 2S,062. Perkin. .See under 1 V.

JV.—COLOURING MATTERS AND DYESTUFFS.

[A.] 27,372. Johnson (Badische Anilin u. Sodafabrik).
Manufacture of oxyazo colouring matter.-.

Dec. 14.

„ 27,630. Imray (Meister, Lucius, uud Briining).
Manufacture of substantive tetrazo dyestuffs.*
Dec. 16.

28,033. Imray (Soc. Cheui. Ind. Basle). Manu-
facture of tetrazo dyestuffs with the aid of
2.5.1.7 amidonaphtholdisulplionicacid.* Dec.21.

28,062. Perkin. Process for preparing anthraqui-
none. Dec. 21.

2S.506. Iljinsky and Wedckind & Co. Manu-
facture of oxyanthraquinone derivatives. Dec. 28.
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TV] 28,563. Newton (Bayer and Co.)- Manufacture*

new azo colouring matters and of colour lakes

therefrom. De6. 29.

[C S ] 3654 (1903). Hansford (Cassellaand Co."). Manu-

facture of polyazo bodies and dyestuffs.

Dec. 23,

24,936 (19U3). Imray (Soc. Chem. Ind. Basle).

Manufacture of nitroalphylaeidyinmidonaphthol-

disulphonic acids, nitroalpbylair.idoaeidylamido-

naphtholdisulphonic acid-. amidoalphylacidy!-

atnidonaphtlioldisulphonicacids, and anndoalphyl-

aniidoaeidylamidoiiaphtlioldisulphonic acids, and

of azo dyestuffs therefrom. Dec. 23.

V.—PREPARING, BLEACHING, DYEING,

PRINTING, \M> FINISHING TEXTILES, YARNS,

AND FIBRES.

[A.] 27,483. Keefer. Method of printing yarns or

threads.* Dec. 15.

„ 27,539. Calico Printers' Association, Ltd., and

Garnett. Calico printing. Dec. 16.

27,870. Dittmar. Hank-dyeing machines. [Fr.

Appl., Dee. 20, 1902.]'' Dee. 19.

„ 28,508. Boult (Horton)- See uml. r XII.

[C.S.] 6094 (1903). Johnson (Badische Anilin und Soda

Fabr.). Printing cotton or other vegetable fibre

with indigo in combination with other colouring

matter. Dec. 31.

„ 24,387 (1903). Hofniann. Process and apparatus

for impressing designs on warp yarns. Dec. 23.

VII.—ACIDS, ALKALIS, AND SALTS.

[A.] 27,363. Shields. Burning pyrites and apparatus

therefor. Dec. 14.

27,876. Woltereck. Process for the manufacture

of ammonia. Dec. 19.

27,948. Allen. Treating substances rich in barium

• or strontium for the preparation of valuable

products therefrom. Dec. 21

„ 28,253. Woakes. Separating silica from earths

and minerals. Dec. 23.

„ 28,400. Hunt. See under XL
28,585. Tixier, Cambier, and Adue I. Manufacture

of a barium manganate. Dec. 29.

28,667. Meliner. Manufacture oi nitrogen com-

pounds from atmospheiic and other elementary

nitrogen. Dec. 30.

28,682. Soc. EN.ploitu. Precedes G. Claude.

Process for the separation of oxygen and nitrogen

from liquid air. [Fr. Appl., Jail. 3, 1903.]*

Dec. 80.

28 772. Akester. Method of obtaining metallic

copper from solutions of salts of copper, and

means therefor. Dec. 31.

28,818. Knudsen. Treatment of liquid air. Dec 31-

[C.S.] 967(1903). Reiscrt. Production of linn water, He,

and purification of water. Dec. 23.

VHL—POTTERY, GLASS, \M> ENAMEL.

[A] 28,790. Fourcault. Manufacture of glass sheets oi

plates and apparatus therefor. Dee. 31.

[C.S.] 16,883 (1903). Keed. Method of and appara is

for enamelling. Dec. 31.

[A.]

[C.S

IX-lU'll.DIXD, MATER1 VLS, I l.Ws, MORTARS,

AND CEMENTS.

f\l 27,620. Uerschbach. Manufacture of porous bricks

or block*.* Dec, 16.

27,834. Lee. Kilns for burning bricks, tiles, &c,

lime and cement ; also for burning sanitary ware

and for salt glazing. Dec. 19.

27,928. Farnham. Waterproofing bricks, stone,

and like porous materials.* Dec. 19.

27,946. Payton. Means of coating pipes or other

articles to prevent corrosion and the like, and

apparatus therefor. Dec. 21.

28,248. Zinvmer. Compositions for the preservation

of wood and other materials. Dee. 23.

28,602. Mackenzie (Fas). Apparatus for use in

producing basic ruaterul for use as converter and

furnace linings, He. Dec. 29.

28,731. Middleton. Mode or process of manufac-

turing refractory material. Dee. 31.

] 28,256(1902). Passow. Treatment of blast furnace

and other slags. Dec. 31.

1309 (1903). Kendall. Separation of granitic

substance from associated rocky matter or gangoe.

Dec. 31.

<M041 (19031. Bach. Manufacture of firebricks,
'

crucibles, retorts, and other refractory articles.

Dec. 23.

25,321 (1903). MeAlpine. Composition of building

blocks, slabs, and the like. Dec 31

X.—METALLURGY.

[A.] 27,576. Jacobsen. Metallic alloys oi compounds.*

Dec. 15.

27,718. Lloyd. Treatment of minerals and metallic

-ubstances in general.* Dec. 17.

28,464. Edwards. Furnaces for calcining or

roasting and desulphurising ores. Dec. 28.

28 491. Cammell and Co., Ltd., Fletcher and

Hamilton. Manufacture of steel. Dec. 28.

28,503. Bloxam (Soc. Anon. d'Etudes Electro-

Chim.). See under XL

28,537. Hatton. Manufacture c! p eddied ircn

Dec. 29.

28,616. Martin. Recovery of metals from their

ores. Dec. 30.

28,666. Sulman and Kirkpatrick-Pieard. Rec

of precious metals. Dec. 30.

28,736. Gannon and Phillips. Process for toughen-

ing and hardening steel. Dei 31.

28 737 Gannon and Phillips. Process for treating

cast iron, rendering the same capable of being

brazed or soldered. Dec. 31.

2877. Ogle and Carson. Deposition of the -olid

"
constituents of fumes obtained in metallurgical

processes. Dec. 31.

rC Si "0,465 (1902). Miller. Treatment of refractory
'

ores. Dec. 31.

'6 "'15 (1902). Cattermole. Separation of m tallM

"
constituents of ores from gangue. Dec. 31.

26,296 (1902). Cattermole. Classification of the

metallic constituents of ores. Dec. 31.

js.17S (1902). Roller. Treatment ot iron and

steel. Dee. 31.

28,938 (1902). Simp- on. Method 01 purifying and

separating metal.-. Dec. 23.

1562 (1903). Alzugaray. Manufacture and re-

fiuin- of iron, steel, and their alloys. Dec. 31.

5016(1908). Kun/cand Danzigcr. Manufacture

of zinc. Dec. 31.

7037 (1903). Bloxam (Spc Etectrometall. Fran-

caise). Production ofirou and steel. Dec. 31.

8101 (1903). Young. Manufacture o> malleable

ron or steel, and apparatus therefor. Dec. 31.
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23,764 (1903). Grijndal.

briquettes. Dec. 31.

Furnace for Warning ore;

23,8+8(1903). Al/.ugaray. Treatment of complex
ores. Dec. 23.

25,932 (1903). Engels. Process of treating iron

and steei with carbides. Dec. 31.

XI. ELECTRO-CHEMISTRY AM) ELECTRO-
METALLURGY.

[A.] 28,057. Wheatley (Atwood Electric Co.). Com-
position (or use in the cells of electrical batteries.*

Dec. 21.

28,400. Hunt. Process for the production of

hydroxides and oxides of metals by electrolysis

Dec. 24.

28,503. Bloxam (Soc. Anon. d'Etudes Electro-

chim.). Electrolytic extraction of zinc from its

ores, and apparatus therefor. Dec. 2S.

28.590. Cowper-Coles, and Cowper-Coles and Co.,

Ltd. Coating metals with copper. Dec. 29.

28.606. Cowper-Coles, and Cowper-Coles and Co.,

Ltd. Process for coatiugone metal with another

metal. Dec. 29.

28,780. Eimer. Electric furnaces or ovens. [U.S.

Appl., May 22, 1903.]* Dec. 31.

28,782. Eimer. Electric sectional furnace. [U.S.
Appl., May 28, 1903.]* Dec. 31.

28,805. Schneider. Electric furnaces.* Dee. 31.

[C.S.] 1676 (1903). Moygret. Electrodes for accumu-
lators. Dec. 31.

12,083 (1903). Ashcroft. Agitating the' contents

of electrolytic cells and effecting systematic

transference of portions of the contents of one
cell to another. Dec. 23.

SIL—FAm OILS, FATS, WAXES, VXD SOAP.

[A.] 27,1411. Cronholm. Edible fats and process of

milking the same.* Dec. 15.

27,889. Raetz. Process for solidifying such liquid

compounds of phenol or cresol and soap which
are soluble in water and form emulsions, intensi-

fying at the same time their effect.* Dec. 19.

,, 28,508. Iioult (Horton). Manufacture of dyeing
so;tp. Dec. 28.

[< ,S.] 27,899(1902). Zelinsky. See under XX.

XIIL—PIGMENTS, PAINTS; RESINS, VARNISHES;
INDIA-RUBBER, Err.

(<4.)

—

Pigments, Paints.

[A.] 28,2«9. De la Rue and Rawlinson. Printing inks.
Dec. 23.

„ 28,800. Armbruster and Morton. Pigments, and
I
rocesses of making the same.* Dec. 31.

[C.S.] 15.743 (1903). Montgomery. Manufacture of
white lead. Dec. 31.

(C) INDIA-RUBBER.

[A.] 28,353. Boure. Processes of vulcanising rubber.*
Dec. 24.

XIV.—TANNINGj LEATHER, GLUE, SIZE, Etc.

[C.S.] 22,482 (1903). Mellinger. Process and compound
for removing hair from hides. Dec. 23.

XVI.—SUGAR, STARCH, GUM, Et< .

[A.] 28,017. Harvey. Evaporators for the treatment and
concentration of cane juice, beet juice, and other
juices and liquors. Dec. 21.

[A.j 28,296. Shaw. Treatment or preparation of susar
Dec. 24.

.. 'Js.-.".i7. Shun. Treatment or preparation of suear
Dec. 24.

,. 28,298. Shaw. Apparatus for use in the treatment
or preparation of sugar. Dec. 24.

28,017. Harvey. Evaporators for concentrating
cane juice, beet juice, and other juices and
liquids. Dec. 30.

28,711. Harvey. Evaporators for concentrating
>'^ar cane, beet, and like juices or liquids
Dec. 31.

^

.. 28,712. Harvey and Williams. Evaporators for
concentrating the juice from sugar cane or from
any chemical liquors which require evaporation
lice. 3).

XVII.—BREWING, WINES, SPIRITS, Etc.
r

\. 28,184. Claussen. Manufacture of English beer
• or malt liquors and the production of pure yeast

cultures for use therein. Dec. 22.

„ 28,415. Bruce. Manufacture of not still whiskev
Dec. 28. '

C.S 28,834 (19(12). Valentine. Roasting malt, barley
&c, tor uve in colouring and flavouring stout and
ales. Dec. 31.

XVIII.-FOODS; SANITATION; WATER
PI RIFICATION, & DISINFECTANTS.

(4.)—Foods.
[A.] 27,356. Teed. Treatment of milk. Dec. 14.

27,4 19. Crouholm. See under XII.

„ 27o(i6. Heritte. Method of preserving organic
substances. Dec. 16.

r

[C.S] 24,692 (1903). Posternak. Process for obtaining
the assimilable phospho-orgauic matter contained
in vegetable foodstuffs. Dec. 3 1.

(fi.)—Sanitation; Wateb Purification.

[A.] 28.137. Honnotte. Manufacture of a compound for
preventing scale in steam boilers. Dee ">•>

[C.S.]967 (1903). Beisert. See under VII.

„ 4221 (1903). Hudson Economiser Co Ltd and
Holehouse. Treatment of the exhaust steam of
engines, and the feed-water therefor. Dec. 31.

XIX.—PAPER, PASTEBOARD, Etc.

[A.] 27 5S7. Pfeifer. Process and apparatus for manu-
facturing paper stock and pulp. Dec. 16.

„ 27,738. Strange, Garie and Longsdon. Treatment
and utilisation of re.idual matters containing
alkaline and organic substances, sach as residual
matters resulting from the treatment of esparto
gra-s, straw, wood, &c, with alkali in thepre-
paration of paper pulp. Dee. I 7

"
28

&c
8
*

1
Dec

X

.

e

2

I

2

and HOlt
'

Pr°CeSS
°f milkin*

P

aPer'

„ 28,212. Parkin, William and Casson. Process for
rendering celluloid non-inflammable. Dec 23

" "
8

Dec
l

."3tf

iIne
'
PaPer

" aDd P l,1 P-n,akin8 machines.

„ 28,654. Black, and Harnett and Co., Ltd. Manu-
facture of celluloid and like bodies. Dee 31

] 22,970 (1903). Bachrach. Compounds of nitro-
cellulose and similar substances. Dee. 23.

[C

XX -FINE CHEMICALS, ALKALOIDS,
ESSENCES, AND EXTRACTS.

[A.] 28,655. Black, and Harnett and Co., Ltd.
tacture of artificial lemon oil. De-. 30.

Ma tii
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[C.S.] 27,899 (1902). Zelinsky. Process of prod

organic acids. Dec. 23.

XXL—PHOTOGRAPHIC \ ATERIALS AND
PRO< ESSES.

[A.l 27,353. Balfour. Photographic films. Dec. 14.

„ 28,001. tirant ami Stedman. Production of nega-

tive* for trichromatic photography, Dec. 21.

„ 28,76T>. Crocker, Impts. in photographic pii

Dec. 31.

[C.S.] 8260 (1903). Butler. Means for and method or

printing photographic pictures in Daturalcn

Dee. 31.

I - 25.981 (1908). Janice (Soc. Anon. Plaqu •

Papiers Phot. A. Lumiere : ses tils). Manu-
facture of photographic '. n: car I*. pa) ers and
the like. Dec. 31.

XXII.—EXPLOSIVES, MATCHES.

[A.] 27,515. Lake (Cyauid Ges. in. h. H.). Explosives)

Dec. 15.

„ 27,72?. Hope. Explosives. Dec. 17.

2S,7ln. Russell. Explosives for blasting or like

purposes. Dec. 31.

[C.S.] .")791 (1903). Bicliel. Manufacture ol

Dec. 31.

„ 22,970 (1903). Bachrach. See under XIX.
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Till: DEFECTS OF UNCABBUBETTED WATER-
GAS AS FUEL FOB LABOBATOBY USE.

BY MASUJIH CBtKi&HIGB, D.6. . F.C.S., \M>
lllTOsllt MATSUMOTO.

To those who have to find the gas-fuel for their laboratories,

water gas will commend itself by the little room taken op
by the apparatus for making it. ami by the relative

simplicity of its manufacture and purification owing to the

fact that very little tar is produced. They will also take

into account the smalluess of the disadvantage of inter-

rupting the manufacture when necessary, and of thus
working the process intermittently. Governed by such
considerations as these, we have for several years en-

deavoured to make use of water Lr as in Hansen burners for

ordinary purposes in our laboratories. Having become
convinced of its unfitness for this purpose, we offer an

i count of our experience for the information of those who,
like ourselves, have to provide their own gas supply, and
also for the information of others who, though more for-

tunate, may yet find interest in the problem of the utilisa-

tion of water gas

The (ins Usui.—The gas which we made and used was
analysed from time to time. Its average composition is

as follows :

—

PerCent
Hydrogen 18*8

Methane 0"8

Carbon monoxide — S3*l

Carbon d sulphide s*s

Nitrogen B'fl

Oxygen I
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The gas was purified only to the extent deemed sufficient,

and was supplied under a pressure of 5 cm. of water.

The plant being set up very near to the laboratory, the iron

main-pipe was very short, and tarring the inside of it was
therefore neglected. Iron will consequently have been taken

up in minute quantity by the carbon monoxide in the

passing gas, and been present in it as iron carbonyl.

The Burning of Water-Gas.—With the fSunsen burner

ready to hand as the nearly universal laboratory gas-

burner, we always used it for burning the water-gas,

although the composition of this gas and its smokeless

flame make the air-ways of a Bunsen burner almost useless.

The admission of some air with the gas may perhaps raise

its temperature a little, but tor most purposes this is already

too high, as will be shown presently. A problem, however,

can he solved by the air-fed flame, of which the solution is

not only of practical importauce in connection with the use

of the water-gas flame, but also of general interest in the

study of hydrocarbon flames. It is that of determining
the order followed in the combustion of this mixture of

water-gas and air. to find out whether the hydrogen and
carbon monoxide burn tosether or one before the other.

Now, as water-gas, when fed with air, bums with a flame

having the usual two cones, which can be separated in the

Smithells and Ingle apparatus, it becomes easy to get the

answer to this question. The experiment was accordingly

made, and gave the results shown in the following table,

together with those obtained with coal-gas by Smithells and
Ingle :

—

Partly burnt Gas. Water-gas.

V.il. per Cent,
Wuter 17-0

Hydrogen 20'0
Methane 0'3
Carbon dioxide 8'8

Carbon monoxide. 1m

Oxygen 0*1

Nitrogen Sl"8

The numbers given by the water-gas show that about one
volume of air had been mixed with two volumes of the gas,

that being as much as could well be employed without risk

of explosion. In Smithells and Ingle's experiment- with
coal-gas, nearly ten times as much air was used (y-6 to 2),
but this difference is a matter of course and necessitv.
Two points of interest in the comparison are (1) that in

each case the volume of the remaining hydrogen is about
equal to that of the carbon monoxide ; and (2) that the
concentration of these gases is only half as great in the
partly burnt coal-gas as it is in the partly burnt water-gas.
Coming now to the problem to solve which the experiment
with water-gas was undertaken, it will be seen that the
result establishes the fact that the hydrogen burns before the
carbon monoxide mixed with it. From this it follows that
the inner code of the flame of water-gas and air is that of
burning hydrogen, and that in the outer cone of this flame,
and also in that of hydrocarbon flames, the carbon mon-
oxide must be the last constituent to burn.

Relative Value of the Water-Gas Flame.— We began this
paper by stating some points in the manufacture ot water-
gas, which seem to commend its employment in some
circumstances in the laboratory. But, as yet, we have
made no reference to the advantages of using water-gas
which are offered by the properties of its flame. Its advan-
tageous properties when burning are, however, so well
known that we need not dwell upon them, and we shall,
therefore, only now refer to them in order to point out
some drawbacks which attend them. One advantage is
that the flame needs no air draught to render it smokeless,
and to raise its temperature. Here, however, we often
feel the want of the power to at once reproduce the luminous
smoky-flame of coal-gas, as when we ha\e to anneal glass
just worked iu it. Another advantage of this flame over
that of coal-gas, is afforded by its particularly high reducing
power. Against this may be placed the comparative
difficulty of using it for oxidising purposes. Only the
outermost region and quite the tip of the visible flame can

be thus used, whereas the Bunsen coal-gas flame acts
oxidising! v to a considerable depth from its tip and surface.

The reason for this difference may be found in the fast that,

for fear of its flame passing down the tube, water-gas can
be mixed with so little air from below that the gas in the
interior of the flame suffers very little combustion there.

That, just as in a luminous coal-gas flame, the temperature
inside the flame is much the lowest, can be easily demon-
strated by holding a glass rod or a woolen splint across it.

One more property possessed by the flame to its advantage
is its high temperature. There is no ordinarj gas -flame
that equals it in this respect. In it comparatively thick
copper wire and sheet, and even thin platinum wire, are
easily melted, and hard glass easily worked. Yet it is

just this property of specially high temperature which, along
with the presence of so much carbon monoxide, makes its

use often unsatisfactory, if not impracticable, for the ordi-

nary work of the laboratory. This objection to the use of

water-gas will now be illustrated.

Insufficient Volume of the Flame.—With an equal flow of
gas, the volume of the water-gas flame is much smaller than
that of the coal-gas Bunsen flame. The reason of this lies

n the fact that there i- so much more to hum in

the coal-gas, and that its methane in burning to what is

the analogue of water-gas, namely, carbon monoxide and
hydrogen, or these two and water, besides the nitrogen of
Hie consumed air, yields several times its volume of this

combustible mixture. This fact of the small volume of the
flame of water-gas seriously increases t lie neces-ary con-
sumption of the gas. For when vessels of some size have
to be heated, as is so often the case, the desirability of
applying the heat over a wide extent of their surface can
only be met by using a huge enough flame, quite apart from
any consideration of its temperature. In order to bring up
the volume of the water-gas flame to that of the non-
himinous coal-gas flame, it becomes necessary to increase

the fh iw of the water-gas to about two and a half times as
much. To give particulars : in an ordinal}' small Bunsen,
such as we made use of, with its air holes closed, and with
a pressure on the gas (after passing through the meter) of

3 cm. of water, 120 litres (nearly r± cb. it.) of gas will be
consumed per hour, and the length of the flame will be only
7 cm. or so ; to get the usual Bunsen flame, that is, one
about 15 cm. long, the aperture of thit gas-nozzle must be
enlarged until more than 300 litres ( L0| eb. ft.) of the gas
pass per hour. It will be evident that the much greater
volume of water-nas required to give Bunsen flames of the
ordinary size and also the effect of this requirement upon
the capacity of the gas-plant show greatly to the dis-

advantage of wnter-gas when comparing it with coal gas,

which, even in equal volumes, has much greater heat-giving
power than water-gas. It must be remembered that in the
routine of a teaching laboratory much gas is burnt to waste,
since everywhere the flame must be at baud even though
not in use, because to that extent the relative heating power
of the flame becomes a secondary point

Copper Air-baths and Water-baths Rapidly Destroyed by
the Flame.—Owing to the high temperature of the water-gas
flame, a strip of sheet-copper of considerable thickness not
only melts in the flame, but burns away quickly with bright
scintillations when held in the outer part of it. The edges
of the flame have also a strongly oxidising action upon the
bottoms of air-baths and water-baths and cause a constant
stripping off of scales of black oxide. In addition to this

injury, these vessels suffer gradual destruction from the
sulphur and the dust usually present in the gas, a point to

be returned to later on. It becomes almost necessary
therefore, to replace copper water-baths by others of cast

iron, and to fit the copper air-baths with east-iron bottoms"
both of which stand fairly well.

Nickel and Platinum Vessels also Rapidly Destroyed.—
Not only is copper so readily corroded, but rapid destruction

of nickel and platinum vessels is caused by the flame. In
the c i-e of these metals it is probably much less the high
temperature of the flame than the presence in it of so large

a proportion of carbon monoxide, that accounts for its

injurious action upon them. We have had the bottom of a
new nickel crucible burnt completely olf in one operation,

the metal being ca-bonised into a very brittle black
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substance. In what was perhaps the earliest attempt to

-•struct an incandescence gas-mantle, Gillard found, in

L848, ihnl a cage ol platinum wire network suspended in a

water-gas flame was soon corroded and tln'n no

incandesci i bi glitly. In accordance with this observation,

we have found that the bottoms of platinum dishes and

crucibles get rapidly damaged by the Hume, tbi metal

becoming quite brittle with a vciy white crystalline-

looking surface. After continued use, a crucible of this

metal has broken apart spontaneously, the metal when
struck yielding no more sound lhan piece of 'cad.

The experiment was made of heating a capsuli formi

of platinum foil f. r many hours in the water-gas flame.

One effect was a distinct though slight increase of weight.

The metal became somewhat coated over by the heating,

bnt this deposit was wiped off each time before weigl

the capsule.
Weight,
firms.

. fori heating IT766!

Utor 7 hours 4'76M
5 .. more t'76t*6

.. in **767a

There was, therefore, a uniform increase of 1-1 purl in

4,766 parts. The increase in weight may have beer due

to the fixation of carbon or of iron. As to the carbon,

it is to be remembered that Langer and v. Meyer, in

1885, in their" Pyrochemical Researches," found carbon

monoxide to suffer partial decomposition at 1,690°"C. into

carbon and curb lioxide. Not only is this the case,

but we have found that carbon monoxide, hydrogen, and

methane, mixiil in the proportions oi mrring iu water-gas,

will sometimes deposit soot on the bottom of a porcelain

crucible, although the flame is perfectly "non-luminous."
With regard to the iron, it is now an established fact that

water-gas which has passed some distance through bare

iron pipes contains iron carbonyl in the vaporous state,

and iron carbide or iron oxide may be deposited from this

on tie platinum, or the platinum may take up iron. A
platinum crucible which has been heated for a long time

by water-gas will he found to yield traces of iron when
treated with fusing acid potassium sulphate.

Porcelain Crucibles unavailable for Use uith the

Flame in Quantitative Analysis.— A deposit, such as forms
on the bottom of a platinum crucible, is also left ii] n the

bottoms of porcelain crucibles heated in the water-gas

flame, but b> this case much of it is firmly adherent to the

porcelain and cannot be wiped oif As a consequence, the

tare of the crucible is so changed as to seriously com-
plicate the usual weighings, and indeed to render accurate

neighing impossible. The film thus formed is sometimes
brown and then consists of iron oxides, silica, <x.c, but

sometimes it is black and is composed almost entirely of

carbon and reduced iron, combined or not as carbide. The
bottoms ot three porcelain boats were kept for several ilms

in the water-gas flame and became covered with this black

deposit. After the increase in their weight had i

ascertained, they were heated in a current of pin

oxygen ill a ml" c imcctcd with a weighing tube containing

crushed potassium hydroxide. The increase in weight oi

the latter being attributed wholly to carbon dioxide, and the

oxidised residue on the boats being assumed to be all

ferric oxide, the black deposit proved t" be compound or

mixture of iron and carbon, approximately expressed
I e( ,:— Deposit. 0*0097 gtm. ; carbon dioxide, O'Oll'
gnu. = carbon, 0*0032 grin.; Ferric oxide, 0*0100 grin,

iron. 0*0070 gnu. Carbon, 31*9 per cent.; iron, 6S

per cent. Theory for IY(\. i carbon, 30 per cent.; iron, 7

per .cut. The slight error in excess may perhaps b

been due ti the presence of a littles hydrogen, miscalculated

as cai lion.

Deposition of a Dirty Pale-blue Coating on Copj" r

Vessels.— b i of the v. net aine upon tl

bottoms of copper vessels heated in it has already be

noticed, where tin- flame touches t! opper copper oxide
is produced fend scales off. Hut, besides this, all ti.

copper above the edge of the flame that comes iu conta

with the hot products ol combu tii o ited n itfa

dirty bluish-white deposit, which easily detach' s itself In

the copper. It consists ol nearly anhydrous copper bi

pbate, with a little fen ,,| -. i 1 i

.

magnesia, lime, &c. Now, such a deposit is known to be
also produced by burning coal-gas, though to a much smaller

extent, and in calling attention to this and other objections

to the use of water-gas, we do not mean to conyey the

notion that there is any absolute difference between the

burning of water-gas and the burning of coal-gas, but to

point out the much ureutoi pr >minenco of* ohj ctionable > lia-

racters in the case ofthe former. Killing, in 1900, examined
i similar whitish deposit on the copper ceiling protectors

suspended over incandescence coal gas burners, aud found
it to consist largel* oi copper sulphate, with other matter
derived from the dust of the air and from the mantles. In

Hi- case of water gas, particularly when used fresh from
the generators, the impurities ol 'he copper sulphate come
largely from the line dust in the gas, as well as from iron

carbonyl and silicon hydride. When the gas has not stood

tor some hours oyer water, its flame is often tinged reddish.

Poisonous Character of Water-Gas.—The danger to

health and life of the unrecognised escape of water-gas

into the laboratory is well known. Hut even during the

burning of the gas then- may be danger. Lewes has

pointed out that carbon monoxide in small quantities

occurs among the gases from the flame of coal-gas and air

of a Bunsen burner under a copper vessel, and Thorpe has

recently determined its amount to he 022 vol. from
6 vols, of coal gas. We have made some experiments with

water-gas burnt under a sand-tray and with a little an

entering 'he Bunsen, so as to form an inner cone in the

flame. We worked according to Thorpe's method, for
these experiments the water-gas was freed from hydrogen
sulphide by passing it through a solution of lead acetate

containing acetic acid, and was burnt at the rate of

17(1 litres (<"> eh. ft.) per hour. When fully burnt, lull vols,

of the gas may be assumed to give -11 vols, of carbon

dioxide. The carbon monoxide escaping from the flame

was found to vary greatly in quantity according to the

position of the sand nay ill the flame, as the following

cases show :—(1) With the tray some distance above the

point of the inner eone, two experiments gave respectively

0*0010 grm. carbon monoxide to 0*1922 grm. carbon

dioxide, and 0*ou09 grm. to 01S-14 grm. The mean of

these results comes out as 0*32 vol. carbon monoxide from
every lot) vols, of gas burnt. CJ) When, on the other

hand, the tray was placed below the point of the inner cone
at about two-thirds of its height, there was a much greater

(scape of carbon monoxide. Iu this case, three experi-

ments gave respectively 0*0028 grm. carbon mouoxide to

0*1795 gem. carbon dioxide, 0*0028 grm. to 0*2149 grm.,

and 0*0032 grin, to 0*2241 grm. Calculation from these

numbers brings out the mean escape of carbon monoxide as

(I'll vol. to every 11)0 vols, of water-gas. (3) Lastly, by
working, as Lewes did, with the tray at the point of the

inuer cone, the three results obtained were 0*0016 grin,

monoxide to 0*2170 grm, dioxide, 0*001 a grm. to 0*2009

grm., aud O-0OI j grm. to 0* 1!*07 grm., making a mean of

0*48 vol. of carbon monoxide to every lot i vols, of water-

gas used. The grand mean of these results is that0*.r>7

vol. of carbon monoxide escapes imhurut in the consumption

of 100 vols, of water-gas in the usual ways as described.

I'his contrasts very unfavourably with Thorpe's result with

cal-gas, since 0*032 yob from every G vols, of coal-gas

burnt represents ii'::7 per cent. Further, where work is

hi
. as it usually is, with Bunsen flames of equal heights,

when over 300 litres per hour of water-gas are burnt

against 170 litres (6 cb ft.) of coal-gas, the former con-

taminates the air with carbon monoxide marly three times

more than coal-gas. lamely, to the extent of 1 vol. of

carbon monoxide in place of the 0*S7 vol. from coal-gas.

The effect, therefore, is lhat where in a laboratory 30 coal-

jas burners may be kepi goin** without detriment to health,

hardly II water-gas burners can be used with impunity.

For die reasons set forth in what precedes, we have been
induced to give up the use of watei gas as a substitute for

tl gas in the laboratory.

I us. i ---.o.x.

\l' David Howard said the question of the use of

water-gas or prodccer-gAS, or iii her gases of that nature,

was an increasingly important one. ' tn a large scale it had
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worked rao<t successfully, hut there was a wide sphere for

- Application to the use of comparatively -ml! Barnes,

small compared to that of a regenerator furnace, but 1 u

than a Hansen flame. The question that required elucida-

tion »as whether a small pis furnace coitl.l be worked

better with coai-gas, which was effective bet expensive, or

with producer-pas which had disadvantages, hut win.

cheaper. He »;i> inclined to think that water-gas might

be used 'or labora'ory purposes, in conjunction with the

ordinan Argan 1 burner, and a metal tube. With coal-gas

heat was wasted b\ the use of an excess of air to prevent

smoke, but with water-gas this objection did not obtain.

Mr. i Iordon Sai imu\ asked whether, in the burning of

ordinary coal gas, mixed with a certain proportion of water-

- is now the custom, the organic compound-

sulphur present in the gi* were capable of exerting a

deleterious influence on the platinum. It appeared to him

that where gas companies were not subject to the sulphur

clauses the amount of organic sulphur introduced would be

quite sutHcient to cause that question to he worthy of

consideration. Hieing regard to the results now before

them he would like to ask it they would be modified in

their effect by admixture with oil-g.is as wis the custom in

connection with gas works, also if such a mixture on

combustion would yield the same pari passu results as were

recorded in the tables

Mr. Artqcr M u;siiu.i. said it had been pointed out that

water-gas was now being mixed with theeoal-gas supplied by
the pas companies in increasing quantities, and it was a

serious question as to whether carbon monoxide was given

off when gas was furnt in an ordinary hatswing burner,

since mo-t people, when horning gas for illuminating

purposes, kept all the doors and windows shut, consequently

the atmosphere contained all the products of combustion.

Mr. G. C. Jones said he had no experience of the use of

water-gas in the laboratory, though he had some with regard

lo generator-gas of about half the strength, which, however,

was a hopeless fuel for the laboratory. To make any
effective use of it, gas-pipes doable the usual diameter,

unwieldy rubber tubing, and specially constructed buruers

were necessary. Moreover, high temperatures were
unattainable.

The Crtup.NHV said he wa- sure the Society would
authorise Dr. Divers, to whom they were much indebted for

having read this paper before them, to convey their thanks
to the authors.

Dr. Divers said he should inform the authors of

Mr. Howard's suggestion to replace the Hansen by Argand
burners, which he himself believed would meet some of the

difficulties in using water-gas. On the point raised by
Mi. Gordon Salamon as to the effect upon the combustiou
of the sulphur compounds in coal-gas by the admixture of

water-gas, he could supply no information. He believed

that in America water-gas, mixed with hydrocarbons, had
not been found to be so objectionable a fuel as water-gas

alone bad proved. As to the danger of contaminating tii

air with carbon monoxide during combustion of

or coal-gis, that could only occur to a

when vessels or other bodies m the flame prevei

complct. combustion.

^riura^tlr Section*

Meeting held on Monday, January ISth, 190-1.

DB. J. T. Dt XX IX TrtE CHAIR.

A special meeting was held at the College of Science,

when the President of the Society gave a discourse on
" Radium and the Inactive (la^es of the A'tnosphere."

Mr. X. H. Martin moved a vote of thanks t i the Presi-

dent for his viMt and lor the lecture he had delivered.

Mr. JOHN Pattinson seconded the resolution, which was
carried by acclamation.

Afterwards the members of the Section dined together,

the President being the guest of the evening.

^.orttnejfoam Section.

E K B A T A.

EXAMINATION OF METHODS EMPLOYED
IN

- ESTIMATING THE TOTAL ACIDITY OF GASES
ESCAPING FROM THE CHAMBER PROCESS

FOR THE MANUFACTURE OF
SULPHURIC ACID.

BY II. J. WATSON.

Discussion (this Journal, 1904, C— 7).

Page 7, col. 1, line 31 from bottom, for " qrs." real

" grs."

Delete lines 26 to 24 from bottom, and substitute :

—

" This escape was a small one, and although wnter, or

water plus H20», gave practically the same result, the*

might not have done so if the escape had been high."

Page 7, eol. 2, liue 41, for " The chambers were 100 feet

in length and 30 feet high " read " the chambers were 105

feet long, 25 feet wide, and 20 i'eet high."

Journal antr fMtmt fit^rafure.

Class. Page.

I-—General Plant, Apparatus, and Machinery 54

II.—Fuel, Gas, and Light 54

III.—Destructive Distillation, Tar Products,
Petroleum, and Mineral Waxes 55

IV.—Colouring Matters and Dyestuffs 50

V.—Preparing, Bleaching, Dyeing, Printing,

and Finishing TextUes, Yarns, and Fibres 57

VI.—Colouring Wood, Paper, Leather, &c 59

VII.—Acids, Alkalis, and Salts, and Non-
Metallic Elements 59

Class. Page.

VIII.—Glass, Pottery, and Enamels 62

IX.—Building Materials, Clays, Mortars, and

Cements 63

X.—Metallurgy 65

XI.—Electro-Chemistry and Electro-Metallurgy

XII.—Fatty Oils, Fats, Waxes, and Soap

XIIL—Pigments and Paints; Resins, Varnishes,

&c. ; India-Rubber, &c $'>

XIV.—Tanning; Leather; Glue, Size, Bone, and

Horn; Ivory and Substitutes U
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Class.

XV.—Manures, &c
XVI.—Sugar, Starch, Gum, &c
XVTI.—Brewing, Wines, Spirits, &c
XVIII.—Foods ; Sanitation ; Water Purification

j

and Disinfectants

XIX.—Paper, Pasteboard, Cellulose, Celluloid, &c.

Page. Class. Page.

7 1 XX.—Fine Chemicals, Alkaloids, Essences, and
Extracts 75

XXI.—Photographic Materials and Processes...... 76

XXII.—Explosives, Matches, &c 76

XXIII.—Analytical Chemistry 76

7,"i XXIV.—Scientific and Technical Notes 78

1'iTBHT Specifications may he obtained by post by remitting as follows :—

English.—8d. each, to the Comptroller of the Patent Office, C. N. Dalton, Esq., Southampton Buildings, Chancery Lane, London, W.C.
United States.—Is. each, to the Secretary of the Society.

French.—1 fr. 25 c. each, to Belin et Cie., 56, Bue des Francs-Bourceois, Paris (3').

I.-PLANT. APPAKATUS, AND MACHINERY.
English Patents.

Disseminating Gases in a Finely-divided Xtnte in Liq<>

Methwl ofand Apparatus for .for Effecting Intimate
Contact with ttte Liquid or with Matters Susp
tnerein. H. Nordtrneyer, Celle, Hanover. Eng. Pat. 361 'J,

Feb. 16, 1903.

The gases ;ire forced under pressure into the liquid through
porous substances, such as sandstone, burnt clay, ki.

guhr, &c, so as to obtain, by the formation of extremely
tine bubbles, a rapid and perfect absorption of the gas by
the liquid, and an increased chemical or mechanical action

of the gas on substances suspended or dissolved in the

liquid.—R. A.

Separators; Centrifugal Liquid . G. T. Eenuerfelt.

New York. Eng. l'at. 23,843, Nov. 3, lOO 1

).

See U.S. Pat. 744,938 of 1903 ; this Journal, 1903, 1361.

—T. F. B.
j

Washing — Cooling Towers. A. B. Duff, Pittsburgh, Pa.

Eng. Pat. 24,262, Nov. 9, 1903.

Thk inventiou relates to washing- or cooling-towers for

gases, air, &c. The gas or air aud the liquid are passed in

opposite directions through separately supported sect:

of packing material alternating with mixing spaces, BO

the fluids are thoroughly intermixed in each of the spaces.

and then redistributed to the succeeding sections of packing
material. This invention also provides means for pre

venting collapse of the packing and renders it possible to

remove such packing in section- or being

removed without interfering with the others.—K. A.

United States Patents.

Furnace. J. D. Swindell, Assignor to the American
Furnace and Machine ( !o., Pittsburg, Pa., U.S.A. U.S. Pa;.

747,020, Dec. 15, 1903.

The furnace contains a fire-box and bridge-wall, which has
a vertical duct opening at its upper end into the fire-box,

and communicating at its tower end with an air-duct in the

base of the furnace, which open- into the air at the bai

of the furnace. An arch, overhanging the fire h
i

from the bridge-wa I and over the upper end of the veitical

duct in it. The front wall of the furnace contains a

chamber, opposite the upper end of the bridge-wall, com-
municating with the upper part of the fire-box. Air-duct-,

opening in the back wall of the furnace, are arrange!
backwards and forwards in the wall of the furnace, anil

communicate with the chamber in the fr int wall.

—W. C. H.

Product for Prevention of Furring in Boilers. P. Bez,
Leran, Prance. U.S. Put, 748,341, Dec. 29, l'.iU3.

See Eng. Pat. 14,789 oi 1902 ; this Journal, la03. 9 12.

—T. V. B.

II.-FDEL, GAS. AND LIGHT.

Spirit versus Petroleumfur Lighting Purposes [in Russia
M. GUsenapp. Rigasche Ind.-Zeit, 19U3, 28, 25u :

Chem.-Zeit., 1903, 27, (
103 . R*p. 330.

The author found, by comparative teste with the Pittnei

petroleum incaudcscence burner the Denayrouze spirit in

candescence burner, and ordinary petroleum lamps, that for

the same illuminatiug power, the spirit incandescence burner
is about lj times, and the ordiuary petroleum lamp from
2

1
to 3 times, dearer than the petroleum incandescence

burner.— A. S.

English Patents.

Binding Compound [fur Briquettes, $-c] ; Chemical ,

and Process of Manufacture thereof. J. Mellinger,

Baltimore, U.S.A. Eng. l'at. 22,441, Oct. 17. 1903.

A solution of calcined sodium carbonate is mixed with
slaked lime : the liquid is evaporated, infusorial earth is

added, and the whole fused. The melt, alter cooling, is

lixiviated with cold water, and the filtered liquid is evapor-
ated until it has the sp. gr. 1'25 It is then ready for ise

as a binder with coal-dust aud the like.—H. B.

Gas Generating Apparatus ; Improved . A. E.

Kiderlen, Amsterdam. Eng. Pat. 23,751, Nov. 2, 1903.

Under Intermit. Conv , Jan 8, 1903.

A gas generator, acting by suction and attached to a ga-
motor, is provided with a water vaporiser consisting of a
cylindrical, vertical air-tight jacket, through the axial line

of which passes a pipe, leading the gas from the generator
to the purifying column. Surrounding this pipe is a heli-

coidal wing, on to which boiling water is discharged at each
suction of the motor, saturating a certain quantity of air,

sucked in simultaneously , which then enters the generator.

The gas, on its way from the vaporiser to the purifying

column, imparts it- beal to the water which is to enter the
vaporiser, and is freed from dust by coutact with water in

hydraulic joints in the pipes. The amount of water and air

fed to the generator is thus regulated automatically accord-

ing to the work done by the motor. For small apparatus,

the vaporiser may he arranged horizontally, to work with

water at constant level.— 11. li.

French Patents.

Briquettes containing Binding Material Soluhle in Water;
Process of Hardening . Soc. Auguste Petit et Cie.

Fr. Pat. 334,301, July 31, 1903.

Mixtures of binding materials soluble in water and the

materials forming the base of the briquettes, or the finished

briquettes made with these constituents, are exposed to a

dry heat of not less than ISO C whereby the binding
materials are said to be rendered insoluble in water.

—\V. C. H.

Liquid and Bituminous Combustibles ; Process and Fur-
nan for the Conversion oj . into Coke. P. Horing
and A. Mjoen. Fr. Pat. 834,448, Aug. 6, 1908.

Tin: gasification of such combustibles as peat, brown coal,

&c, i- effected by utilising, for the conversion of the body
into coke, the aqueous vapours produced by the drying of

the materials treated, and introducing these vapours mto-

the zone in which gas is produced, by means of an aspirating

or similar device. The process can be carried out in a

furnace proi ided » ith channels which pass from the coldest

/one. in which the materials are dried, to the reducing zone
of the furnace, or to another furnace. The furnace uia\

consist of two parts, separated by sliding doors; in the

upper section the drying take- place, and in the other the

conversion of the materials into coke. Also the furnace

may < "n-ist of a single chamber into the lowest part of

which extends a pipe connected to an aspirator, whereby
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the vapours produced duriQg the drying process are sucked
down into the zone of fuel ill which the conversion into

coke occurs. Round the bottom portion of the furnace,

vessels containing water are arranged, in which steam is

produced by the heat derived from the mass of incandescent

coke, the ste:iui being led into tho redueiag zone of this or

another furnace.—W. C. II.

Gas; Process and Apparatus for Manufacturing .

G. Westinghouse. Fr. Pat. 334,776, Aug. 22, !

See U.S. Pats. 742,111 and 712,412 of 1903 ; this Journal,

1903, 1287.—T. F. B.

HI—DESTRUCTIVE DISTILLATION,

TAR PRODUCTS. PETROLEUM
AND MINERAL WAXES.

Petroleum Products; Definitions of Nomenclature of .

Petr. Rev. and Mining News, 1903, 9, [251], -

The following classification of petroleum products, to which
the Russian Excise authorities have decided to adhere,

has been drawn up by the Baku Section of the Russian
Technical Society at the instance of the Department of

Trade and Manufactures :
—

A. Crude Oil.—The natural product before refining.

If the flashing point (open 1e*t) he above 70° C, the pro-

duct is classified with residuals in group E.

B. Light Products of Distillation.—(1) Petroleum ether,

rigoline, sherwood oil: sp.gr. not exceeding 700 and
distilling completely up to 80° C. ; (2) Lij>ht benzine

:

sp.gr. 0-700—0-717, not more than 5 per cent, left on
distillation at 100 C. : (3) Heavy benzine: sp. gr. 0'717

—

0'730, not more than 5 per cent, of residue above 100° C.

;

(4) Ligroin : sp. gr. 0-730—0-750; (5) " Putz " oil

(cleansing oil) : sp. gr. 750—0-770.

C. Illuminating Oils. — ( I ) Meteor : sp. gr. 806— -810,

flashing point not below 28° C. by Abel-Pensky test, colour,
"1—2 marks"; (2) Testefas : sp. gr. 0-820— 0-823,
flashing point not below 38' C, colour, " 1—2 marks "

;

(3) Kerosene: sp. gr. 0-815—0-828, flashing point not
below 28° C, colour, " 2 1

, marks "
; (4) Astraline : sp. gr.

0-832—0-835, flashing 'point 40°—45° C, colour, "''2 1

,

marks": (5) Pyronaphtha : sp. gr. 0-855—0-865, flashing

point not below 98° C. by the Martens-Pensky test, colour,

"discoloured"; (6) Gas oil: sp. gr. 0-865—0-885, flash-

ing point (Martens-Peusky) not below 93° C. ; (7) Light
Solar oil: sp. gr. 0-878—0-885, flashing point (Martens-
Pensky) 125 C.

D. Lubricating Oils.— ( l) Vaseline oil : sp. gr. S85

—

0-895; flashing point (Martens-Pensky), 135°— 18.V ('.

;

viscosity (Engler) at 50 C, 2 min. 4 sec.—2 min. 9 see.
;

(2) Spindle oil: sp. gr. 0-895—0-900; flashing point,
150° C.; (3) Machine oil: sp. gr. 0-905—0-911 ; flashing
point, 185°—215° C. ; viscosity, 6—7'5 min.; freezing
point, -I0 :

C.; (4) Cylinder oil: sp. gr. 0-911—0-920;
flashing point, 2 iO'

3—245° C.j viscosity, 12*5min.; freezing
poiut, 5" C. ; (5) Viscosine (valvohne) : sp. gr. 0-925—
0-935

; flashing point, 290°—31(1° C. ; viscosity at 100° C,
5 min.; (6) Residuals for manufacture of lubricating oils :

sp- gr. 0-908— 0-916 ; flashing point, 160' C. ; viscosity at
50° C, 6— 10 min.

E. Fuel Oil.—Mazout, residuals, lake oil : sp. gr. 0-895—0-935
; flashing point (open test), not below 70° C.

F. Goudron: sp. er. not below 0-935 ; flashing point,
not below 270° C—A. S.

Petroleum from Saghalieu. Klei. Westnik shirow.
weschtsch., 1903, 4, 264 ; Chem.-Zeit., 1903, 27, f 1031,
Rep. 331.

Petroleum obtained at a depth of 34 fathoms at Bojatassin
yielded hardly any benzine, 28 per cent, of kerosene, 16
per cent, of " pyronaphtha," 44 per cent, of "mineral oil

"

(lubricating oil), and 12 per cent, of residue.—A. S.

Vaselines; Artificial , and Vaseline Oils. J. Girard.
J. de Petiole, 1903, 3, [20], 619—620.

Artificial vaselines are prepared by dissolving paraffin
scale in hot vaseline oil or heavy petroleum oil (sp. gr.

0-850—0-860), the solvent beintr first deodorised and
decolorised. One method of effecting this purification

consists in agitating the oil with about 6 per cent, of zinc
chloride for an hour, this being repeated three or four
times and followed by washing with 60—80 per cent, of
water. A quicker process, but one confessed as dangerous
for the workpeople, consists in the use of concentrated sul-

phuric acid and potassium permanganate ; this operation
does not always succeed. For deodorising only, Henry
recommends treating the oil with 20 per cent, of water,

1^ per cent, of lead oxide, and '.i per cent, of potassium
hydroxide (the potassium hydroxide may be more cheaply
replaced by a larger quantity of anhydrous sodium car-
bonate), the whole being agitated (or an hour, after which
the oil is decanted. The oils most suitable for the purpose
in view are those rich in paraffin. The most suitable pro-

portions for pharmaceutical vaselines are 40 per cent, of

paraffin scale (m. pt. 50°—54° C.) and 60 per cent, of heavy
oil, any larger percentage of the former giving products too

consistent for the manufacture of pomades and ointments.

The European oils best adapted for artificial vaseline are

those of Galicia and Koumania, the distillates furnished

between 300° and 400 J
C. by Campeui-Parjol oil containing

18 percent, of paraffin, and those from Teiscan, Moineshti,

Campina, and Predeal oils over 12 per cent, of paraffin.

—C. S.

Sjiiril versus Petroleum for Lighting Purposes [in Russia]

.

M. Glasenapp. II., page 54.

English Patent.

Organic Acids [from Petroleum] ; Process for Producing
-

. N. Zelinsky, Moscow. Eng. Pat. 27,899, Dec. 17,

1902.

See Fr. Pat. 326,665 of 1902
;

this Journal, 1903, 807.

—T. F. B.

United States Patents.

Oils or Distillates ; Process of Desulphurising

O. P. Amend, New York, Assignor to J. H. Macy,
Boonton, N.J. U.S. Pat. 747,347, Dec. 22, 1903.

I'm acids are removed from "oil or distillates " by treat-

ment with alkali, after which the oil is agitated with a

solution of alkali and excess of a soluble copper salt,

separated, aud washed, first with sulphuric acid and then

with water.—T. F. R.

Oils or Distillates ; Process of Desulph wising .

O. T. Amend, New York, Assignor to J. IT. Macy,
Boonton, N.J. U.S. Pat. 747,3 18, Dee. 22, 1903.

Sulphuretted hydrogen is removed from the oil by wash-
ing and then blowing steam or air, or both ; the oil is

then treated successively with a solution of a soluble copper
salt and with a solution of a soluble cirbonate. This may
be followed by treatment with ferrous sulphate solution.

—T. F. B.

French Patents.

Asphalt; Artificial . J. A. Soriano. Addition,

dated Aug. 3, 1903, to Fr. Pat. 332,051, M»y 1-3, 1903.

(See this Journal, 1903, 1196.)

The bitumeu composition claimed in the principal patent

is mixed with " any alkaline earth compound, natural or

artificial," instead of, or in addition to, the millstone grit.

—T. F. B.

Tar Containing Water; Process of Treating .

L. Scholvien. Fr. Fat. 334,472, Aug. 7, 1903.

Tar is dehydrated by treatment with lime or with calcined

calcium sulphate. When thus treated it is said to give finer

pitch. The drying agent used is dehydrated by calcining.

—T. F. B.

Phenols from Mineral Tar ; Separation of the , by

means of Lime. Caem. Fabr. Ladenburg, G. m. b. H.

Fr. Pat. 334,525, Aug. 8, 1903.

Calcium forms two salts with phenols, the normal, Ca(OR; 2,

and the basic, Ca(OR)OH. The former are unstable at

temperatures above 70
:

C., decomposing into phenols and
the basic salts ; hence, if tar oils or crude phenols be
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:ii_'ir:it .•<! with excess of milk of lime, filtered, and allowed
to Btand, the aqueous solution, after distillation under re-

duced pressure ;it 60 — 6.V C., to remove bydrocai
contains the normal calcium salts of the phenols. This
solution may either be acidified and distilled in the usual
way, or it may be distilled without acidification, at I

preferably by the aid of steam, ai the ordinary pressure,

whereby one-half of the phenols present distil over; the
rvalue contains the other half in the form of the basic

calcium salts, and is mixed with s further quantity of the
tar oils or crude phenols, and the process repeated.

—T. F. B.

Sulphur; Process and Apparatusfor the Extraction uf ,

by Continuous Working. E. I.. Lalbin. Addition, ..t

Aug. 5, 1903. to Fr. Pat. 383,094, of June 12, 1903.
VII., page 62.

IV.-COLOIMNCt matters
DYESTUFFS.

AND

Colouring Matters'; Notes on some Natural . A. G.

Perkin and E. Phipps. Proe. Chem. Soc., 1307, 19,
[273], 2x4.

The flowers of the Prunus spinosa contain both quercetin
and kampherol, whereas in the violet (viola odorata) and
white clover (trifotium repens) quercetin alone has heen
detected. From the Japanese <l\ '-tuff" Fukugi " (botanical
origin unknown), a new colouring matter, C",

r
ll ,._.' >,,. has

been isolated, forming yellow, prismatic needles (m. pt.

288°—290°), the general properties of which indicate that

it is closely allied to luteolin. On bromination, it 3 ields

the compound C17
H10O6Br2 (yellow needles, m. pt. 280 1,

and, when tused with caustic alkali, phloroglucinol and
protocatechuic acid are obtained.

Aniline ; Action of Carbonic Acid on Solutions of ,

in presence of Nitrites. L. Meunter. Comptes rend.,

1903,137, [26], 1264— 1E66.

WHEN carbon dioxide is passed into an aqueous solution

containing two molecules of aniline to every molecule
of sodium nitrite, practically the whole of the aniline is

converted into diazoaminobenzene. If silver nitrite be
substituted for the sodium salt, diazoaminobenzene is also

formed, but is at once converted into the silver derivative,

CgH5.STs-NAg.CgH5. The precipitation of diazoamino-
benzene observed by .Niemeutowski and Boszkowski when
sodium nitrite and aniline are mixed in dilate aqueous
solution, is really due to carbon dioxide, ami does not occur
when recently boiled fvatei is used. The sodium derivative

of diazoaminobenzene is not formed in aqueous solution;
when prepared by reacting with sodium on diazoamino-
benzene iu ethereal solution, it is readily hydrolysed bj

contact with moisture.— J. T. 1».

Chloran il ; Improved Method of Preparation of .

O. N. Witt and s. Toeche-Mittler. Her., 1903, 36, [17],
4390—4392.

o-NiritANii.iNK is converted into 1 .2.6.4-dichloro-p-

aitraniline by adding to its solution in warm concentrated
hydrochloric acid a warm solution of the theon tii al amount
of potassium chlorate. The yield is S7 pel cent, of the

theoretical amount, and a pure product is obtained by one
recrystallisation from glacial acetic acid or acetic acid and
alcohol. This product is reduced by means of granulated
tin and concentrated hydrochloric acid to 2.6-dichloro-p-
pbenyleoediamine, the solution of which is further treated.,

without previous isolation of the base, by adding potassinn

chlorate crystals in excess to the strongly acid, boiling

solution. (hlorauil is thus obtained of melting point

L'tiS —27()C'., and by rccryntalliging once from toluene a

pure product melting at 285°- 286 C. is isolated. Yields

of 90 per cent, of the theoretical amount were obtained.

E. F.

Triphenylmethane Dyestuffs from Bromoi lagnesiumdi

methi/liiniline ; Preparation uf . I'. Khrlich and

F. Sachs. Bcr., 1908, 36, ['"]• 4296—I-

Amix.i derivatives of phenylmagnesium halides have no

hitherto been obtained. The authors find that they cat

obtain dimethylaminophenylmagnesium bromide by acting
on magnesium powder with an ethereal solution of ethy I

bromide for a i^w minutes, potiriug off the liquid, and
then adding an ethereal solution of hroaio diinethvlanilinc.

The resulting solution of dimethylaminophenylmagnesium
bromide yields, with an ethereal -elation of Micbler'it

ketone, a yellow-brown precipitate which, on acidification

with acetic acid, forms hexamethyltriaminotriphenylcarbinol
(Methyl Violet). With benzophenone, dimethylamino-
tripbcuylcarbinol is formed in an analogous manner, and is

orange-red in acetic acid solution. From two molecules of

dimethylaminophenylmagnesium bromide and one molecule
ot the ester of an aromatic acid, such as ethyl benzoate or
ethyl naphthoatc, .Malachite Green or its hoiuologues are
obtained. With one molecule of dimethylaminobeuzal-
dehyde there is formed, after acidification with acetic acid,

the blue hvdrol of .Mahler's ketone. [(CHj^N.CgHJj.
CH.OH With benzophenone derivatives which contain the

ketonic group in a closed ring, such as xunthone. tiuorenone,

or acridone, the compound reacts either feebly or not at

all. Thus the sulphone of Micldcr's ketone whilst reacting

readily with phenylmagnesium bromide to form a very
similar dyestuff to Malachite Green, reacts with dimethyl-
ainiuophein Imagnesium bromide with much greater difficulty.

—E. F.

p-Nitrotoluene in Crude Nitrotoluene ; Volumetric Method
for the Determination of . B. Glasmann. XX111.,
page 77.

Barium Nitrite: Preparation of . (>. X. Witt and
K. Ludwig. VII., page 61.

English Patents.

Diphenylnaphthylmethane Dyestuffs [ Triphenylmethane
Dyestuffs'] ; Manufacture of . 1{. B. Hansford,

Upper Norwood. From (,. Cassella and Co., Frankfort-

on-Main. Eng. Pat. 2H94, Feb. 4, 1903.

See Fr. Pal. 32S.S7S of 1903 ; this Journal, 1903, 9112.

—T. F. B.

Orthoamidophenolsulpho Acids Manufacture of Deriva-
tives of , and of ( 'olouring Matters therefrom. B. B.

Kanslord, Loudon. I- rom L. ('assclla and 1 ".. I raukfurt

a/ilain. Eng. Pat. 3182, Feb. 10, J 903.

On dissolving acetyl-p-aminophenol in sulphuric acid, a

inonosulphonic acid is formed, with the sulpho group in the

ortho position to the hydros.:yl. < In nitration of this acid,

a nitro group enters into the remaining ortho position. The
nitro acid can he reduced to the amino acid. The acetyl-

. lia in iuophenol sul phonic acid can be diazotiscd and combined
with aminesaud phenols to form dyestuffs. With /3-naphth..l

a dyestuff is obtained dyeing wool iu an acid bath a dull

claret; this, becomes an intense blue-black on after-chrom-

ing. Other phenols give similar dyestuffs. These dyestuffs

dye very level, and arc fast to light and milling.—A. B. S.

Polyazo Bodies and Dyestuffs [Azo Dyestuffs"] ; Manu-
facture of K. I'.. Hansford. From I.. Cassella and
1 ... Frankfurt a M., Germany. Eng. I 'at. 3634, Feb. 16,

1 '.111:1.

,8-Xu'iirHYi KMiNiciusi i I'lo .Me aei.l 2 - 4'8] is dia/.otiscd,

and combined with a-imphlliylumiiie. The resulting com
pound is diazotised, combined with Clevc's a-naphthyl-

aimuesulphonie a. id l.G and 1.7 . icdla/otised, and
iiiil.ine.t with phenolic or amino compounds. The 2.3.6-

and 2'.'> p

7 aminonaphtholBulphonic acids, I ,6.8-dihydroxy-

naphtbulenesul]>honic acid, p-xylidine, ami m-:im'mo-p-

resol ether are especially valuable as final components.

The dyestuffs are distinguished by clearness of shade and

extreme fastness i.i light. Those formed with bodies of

the naphthalene group dye cotton very fast blue shades :

whilst those formed with bases of the benzene group dye

directly dull violet shades which turn to deep blue shades,

a>t to washing and to light on diazotising on the fibre and

developing with jS-naphthol. !•'. 1*.
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Nitrvalphylacidylaminonaphtholdisnlphonic Acids, Nitroal-

phylamtiioacidylaminonaphiholdisulphonic Acids, . I mino-

alphiilacidulaminonaphtholdisulphonic Acids, and Amino-
alphi/lamiiiiiiicidylaminonaphtholdisulphenic A ci<

New A:o Dyestuffs therefrom; Manufacture of New
. (). Imrav. From the Society of Chemical Industry,

Baile, Switzerland. Eng. Pat. 24,936, Nov. 16, 1903.
"

NlTIIOAI.I'IlYLAC IIiVLAMIN'IN .IMITHol DISl 1 .rile ISIC aeids 07

nitroalpnylaminoacidylamraonaphthpldisulphonic acids are

prepared by the int. Taction through condensation, of a

nitroalphyl acid chloride, a nitroalphyl isocyanate, or a

nitroalphyl isothioeyanate with 2.5.l.7-aminonaplitholdi-

sulphonic acid. The acids thus prepared, by means of

reduein" agents, can be reduced to the corresponding

amino compounds. Aminoalphylacidylaminonaphtholdisul-

phooic acids derived from 2.5. 1 .7-aminonaphtholdisuI-

phonic acid may also be obtained by saponification of

their acetyl derivatives. These latter arc obtained bj the

action of aeetylaminoalphyl acid chlorides on 2.5.1.7-

aminonaphtlioldisulp'nonic acid. By coupling a::y of these

new acids with an aromatic diazo compound, new d\ .-tuffs

are obtained. New dyestuffs are also obtained by eliminat-

ing the acetvl group froai acetylated dyestuffs obtained

by the above method, and also by diazotising, uir<

or on the fibre an aminated dyestuff obtained by the

above methods and combining with an amine or a pheuol.

These dyestuffs are scarcely distinguishable in shade from

those obtained in an aualogous manner from 2.5.7-amino-

naphtholmonosulphonic acid (see Eng. Pat. 13,77s, 1902
;

this Journal, 1902, 1274; also U.S. Pat. 724,o7s, [!»03j

this Journal, 1903, 54S), but are more soluble, of equal

affinity for cotton, and equally fast to washing. They dye

in red shades, which are intensified by diazotisation and

development with /3-naphthol.— E. P.

United States Patents.

, \cridinc Dye, and Process of Making same. C. I.. Muller,

Assignor to Badische Anilin und Soda Fabrik, Ludwigs-

hafen a/liheiu, Germany. U.S. Pat. 746,9?!, Dec. 15,

1903.

Dyestuffs dyeing tanr.in-mordanted cotton in orange or

orange-yellow shades are obtained by beating an araino-

acridiue or acridine-vellow compound with glycerin.

—A. IS. S.

Indoxyl and Derivatives thereof: Process of Making .

H. Knielsch and H. S. A. Holt, Assignors to Hadische

Anilin and Sodafabr., Ludwigshafen. U.S. Pat. 746,965,

Dec. 15, 1903.

See Eng. Pat. 2(1,372 of 1002 ; tbis Journal. 1903, 12S9.

—T. F. 15.

Sulphur [Sulphide'] Dyestuff; Blue , and process of
Making same. N. liongger. Assignor to Chemical Works,
formerly Sandoz, Basle! U.S. Pat. 747,64:'.. Dec. 22,

1903.

See Fr. Pat. 332,560 of 1903 : this Journal, 1903, 1241.

—T. I". B.

French Patents.

Polyazo Dyestuffs [Azo Dyestuffs] : Process for Pro-
ducing . Act.-Ges. f. Anilinfabt . Addition, dated
Sept. 19, 1902, to Fr. Pat. 321,626. May 30, 1902. (See
U.S. Pat. 717.J50 of 1903: this Journal^ 1903, 140.)

Inn tetrazo compound of a p-diamine is coupled, in acid
solution, on the one hand with aminonaphthol sulphonic
acid H, and on the other hand with a- or )3-naphthyIamine,

S-naphthol, or a monosulphonic acid of either of these
compounds : the dyestuffs tnus obtained, dye unmordanted
cotton black or bluish-black shadcs.--T. F. B.

Sulphide Dyestuff ; Manufacture of a . tie. Par.
Coul. d'Auiline. Fr. Pat. 328,110, Oct. 211, 1903.

See Eng. Pat. 22,824 of 1902 : this Journal, 1903, 1 125.

—T. F. B.

Sulphide Di/estuffs ; Process of Makina Blue . Cie.

Par. Coul. d"Aniline. Fr. Pat. 32S.I22, Oct.

See U.S. Tat. 728,623 of 1903: this Journal, 190'

—T. . . .

Sulphurised Derivative of m-Toluylene Diamine, New,

and Sulphurised Dyestuffs {Sulphide Dyestuffs] directly

Dyeing Cotton Yellow, derived therefrom ; Production

of- . Manuf. Lyonnaise de Mats. 1 .ilorantes. First

Addition, dated Aug. 4, 1903, to . Pat. 321,122 of

May 14. 1902 (this Journal. 1903, 141).

To the melt of m-tolnylene diamine with sulphur described

in tli original patent, a primary amin. . . benzidine

or tolidine, is added. This addition has the effect of

gendering the shades obtained from the final products

brighter.—E. F.

Sulphurised Dyestuffs ,
Sulphide Dyestuffs] : Production of

Orange-Brown . Manuf, Lyonnaise de Mats. Com-
mutes. F'irst Addition, dated Aug. i, 1903, to Fr. Pat.

321,183 of May 1."., 1902 (this Journal, 1903, 141).

To the melt of m-toluylene diamine with sulphur described

in the original patent, a primary amine, especially benzidine

or tolidine, is added. This addition has the effect of

rendering the shades obtained with the final products

brighter.—E. F.

Nitroanthraquinonesulphonic Acids ; Preparation of New
. Soc. Anon, des Prods. F". Bayer and Co. Fr.

Pat. 334,576, Aug. 11, 190.3.

ANTui;\i;L'iN:>NE-a-siLpno:.u acid is treated with nitrating

agents, such as a mixture of nitric and sulphuric acids. A
mixture of 1.5- and 1 .8- nitroanthraquinonesulphonic acids

is so obtained. These are readily separated, as they differ

greatly in solubility.—E. F.

[A:o] Duestuffs ; Process for the Manufacture of [Black]

Mordant . K. Oehler. Fr. Pat. 334,702, Aug. 18,

1903.

See I'.S. Pats. 740,767 and 740,768 of 1903 ; this Journal,

1903, 1191.—T. F. B.

V.-PKEPAEING, BLEACHING, DYEING.

PKINTING, AND FINISHING TEXTILES,

TAENS, AND FIBKES.

Cotton; Weakening of , by the Action of Malt.

\. Scheurer. Bull. Soc. Indust. de Mulhouse, 1903,

73, 320.

Br treating cotton in four successive baths, each containing

12-5 grms. of malt to a litre of water, the duration of each

treatment being two hours, and the. temperature 60 C, the

strength of the cotton is reduced 7 per cent.

Increasing the number of baths to eight, or lowering the

I

erature to 40 C, makes no appreciable difference in

the resuit.— K. s.

During Processes [Mordanting] ; Contribution to the

Knowledge of . P. Heermaun. Fiirber-Zeit., 1903,

14, [9], 112—145 ; [18], 335-339; [19], 350—352.

Influence of Temperature on Absorpt. "ic Oxide

Mordants by Silk (see this Journal, 1 Silk was

'anted tor six hours at temperatures ranging from

to 30° C, at intervals of 5 , with tin, iron, chromium, and

aluminium mordants (52°. 52°, 32°, and 15 T». respec-

tively). At temperatures between 0° and >' <\. iron and

ebromium mordants were absorbed with gieat difficulty; tin

mordants slightly more easily. With iron and tin mordants,

temperature has practically no effect on the amount

absorbed by boiled-off silk, but the amount absorbed by-

silk, increases considerably with the temperature,

hine a maximum at 30 C. Chromium mordants act
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in just the reverse manner, viz., tlie temperature ha i

effect on mordanting raw silk, but boiled-off silk a

more of the mordant as the temperature rises ; with alumi-

nium mordants, raw and boiled-off silks absorb increasing

quantities up to 20° C when a maximum is reached. The
following table gives a resume of the results obtained:—

Temperature Temperatur
at which at which

Silk. Maximum Minimum
Increase of I acrease i

u hi occurs. Wi '-lii

Increase per Cent, of Maximum Increase at Temperatur

0°C. 5'C. 10° c. 20' C. 25° i . 30° C.

•C. °C.
so o

10 o so
ii

so

0—SO 0—30
SO »

20 SO li

10—SO

7i:, BS'6 86
-
5 S»"4 9T3 !I7'6 mu

Chromium..

Aluminium .

1 Raw
V Ilepninmril . .

.

( Haw
( Degummed ...

t Bail

i Degummed ..

.

lull

62-6
inn
Hill

r.'.i-l

39-1

sr-i

inn
I'M

1IKI

inn
72-9
51-5
85-0

inn

77-8
1IHI

mo
7s 1

66 1

92 li

J.iu

fM'3
Hill

100
86-8
M-7
95'5

mu
null
mu
mu
920

lull

III 1

mu
u.v:l

100
mu
'.17'

2

111(1

100

100
100
100
100
100
100
urn

Influence of Concentration of Solutions on the Absorp-
tion of Morittints.—Silk was mordanted in solutions the

strengths of which varied, at intervals of .V B., between
and 50° B. The results showed that the concentrated batlis

did not in all eases give more mordanting action than the

more dilute solutions tints, tin and iron mordants, when
concentrated, have little mordanting action on silk, hut

corrode it strongly ; the latter action decreases and the

former increases as more dilute solutions are used, until.

w hen the maximum mordanting action is obtained, corrosion

ceases; at greater dilutions the mordanting action of tin

and iron gradually decreases. Chromium mordants give

increased mordanting action as the concentration increases,

whereas aluminium mordants act in exactly the reverse

manner, having, apparently, greater mordanting power in

dilute solutions. The following table summarises the results

of these experiments :

—

Mt ration i loncentration Increase per Cent, of Maximum Increase at Concentration

Silk.
for Maximum for Minimum

i aoreaseMonhtiit.

in Weighl in Weight.

°B.

5°B. 10' B. 1.7 11. 20° B. 25 B My B. 1
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J !
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-

2 69-7 7s -2 ss 1 lull ..
|

, daw 5 15

1.7
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LOO

ss-,;

92 -5

72"s
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.

Aluminium . ' •'

Mordanting Wool with Aluminium Sulphate and Lactic

Acid. F. During. Bull. Sue. lud. de Mulhouse 1903,

73, 322.

In a sealed note, dated July 26, 1901, the author slates

that if the tartaric or oxalic acid used as an auxiliary

mordant in the presence of aluminium salts be replaced by

lactic acid, and alizarin colours be used in dyeing, more
beautiful and faster shades can be obtained than by the

methods now used, A very full alizarin red is obtained

when the wool is mordanted with 5 per cent, of aluminium

sulphate and 5 per cent, of luetic acid, [t is also noticed

that the wool is attacked less and does not shrink so much
as when treated with tartaric or oxalic acid. The Bame
differences are noticed on dyeing in one bath, i.e., in a

bath containing aluminium sulphate, lactic acid, and the

alizarin dyestuff.— K. S.

Mordanting Wool with Aluminium Sulphate and Lactic

Acid. A. Abt. Bull. Soc. lnd. de Mulhonse, 1903,

73, 323.

Thb author found that patterns which had bi en mordanti d

with .'i percent, of aluminium sulphate and pi r < nt. of

tartaric, oxalic, and lactic acid respectively, then dyed with

6 per cent, of alizarin red. were very different The wool

mordanted with the aid of lactic acid gave a beautiful bright

Ponceau red, which «a- mi_\ fast to milling. The tartaric

acid gave the next best result, ai d the oxalic acid the worst.

The shades obtained bj these two latter were a dirtj yellowish

Bordeaux, which on milling changed to bluish bordeaux.

On dyeing and mordanting in the sunn bath similar results

are obtained, but the shades are lighter, W hi n equivalent

proportions of the three acids an i ben bardlj anj

difference in the shades produced, although that oi-tained

by lactic acid is always brighter and faster to milling. No

—T. F. B.

difference was found in the feel or strength of the wool

either after mordanting or dyeing. Although lactic acid

shows the advantages over tartaric or oxalic acid claimed

by During, its much greater cost is the reason why it is

only of practical value when importance is attached to the

great fastness to milling which goods dyed with its aid

possess.— li. S.

While Discharge on Paranitraniline lied. C. Kurz.

Soc. lnd. de Mul house, Nov. 11, 1903.

The author employs the following mixture for discharging

Paranitraniline Bed :—370 parts of gum Senegal solution.

400 parts of "solid hydrosulphite," ISO parts of 40 pet-

cent, formaldehyde, and 80 parts of glycerin. The material

lined for from four to eight minutes.— B. 8.

Discharges and Reserces from the J)' rivatives of Ui/dro-

tulphurous Acid. E. Zundel. Soc. lnd. de Mulhouse,

Nov. 11, 1903.

Thb author describes the uses ami formation of discharges

formed by the condensation of hydrosuli.hites with form-

aldehyde. Formaldehyde-sodium hydrosulphite is obtained

by the direct addition of formaldehyde of 40 per cent, strength,

ilium hydrosulphite precipitated from its solution by

sodium chloride. It crystallises in white needles. The

inc salt is formed in the same way, also by boiling a

1 1 i x t u re of formaldehyde-bisulphite with zinc powder and

acetic acid, or by adding formaldehyde to the product formed

by the action of zinc on a solution of so. Imm bisulphite of 35°.

, new formaldehyde-hydrosulphites are remarkable for

their great stability ; they only show their reducing action

on steaming. The zinc compound is much more stable

than the sodium salt, and requires a longer steaming to

decompose it, but on adding a sodium salt, such as the
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chloride, it decomposes quite as easily on steaming as the

sodium compound, double decomposition taking place and

formaldehyde-sodium hydrosnlphite and zinc chloride being

formed.— R. S.

English Patents.

Skein-holding Device. F. Benzinger, Hudson, N..T., and

L. Freund, New York, U.S.A. Eng. Pat. 22,899, I

1903. Under Internat. Conv., Oct. 23, 1902.

The specification describes a device for holding skeins of

thread, furnished with clips so that siDgle threads can be

withdrawn without disturbing the remainder.—A. 13. S

Liquid under Pressure ; Method of Circulating or Apply-

ing , Applicable for the Leaching or Extraction of
Mineral or Organic Substances, the Extraction of Fatty

or Greasy Substances, the Dyeing and other Treatment

of Textile Materials, and to other Useful Purposes, and

Means or Apparatus Jor the Application of the saul

Method. J. p. L. Dumons, Roubaix, France. Eng. Pat.

26,963, Dec. 6, 1902.

See Fr. Pat. 322,172 of 1902 ; this Journal, 1903, 295.

—T. F. li.

Dyeing Textile Material on Bobbins; Apparatus for .

A. .Marshall and The Times Coloured Spinning ( !o., Ltd.,

Heap Bridge, near Bury. Eng. Pat. 24,327, Nov. 10,

1903.

The open ends of the perforated bobbins are fitted into

holes in a plate or partition. A bar is fixed parallel to

this plate at the other end of the bobbins. There is a hole

in this bar opposite the end of each bobbin and through

such holes pass screws which hold the free ends of the

bobbins firmly. By loosening the special screw any special

bobbin can be removed without altering the remainder.

The liquid is circulated as usual.—A. B. S.

Designs on Warp Yarns; Process and Apparatus for
Impressing . A. Hofmann, Gothenburg, Sweden.

Eng. Pat. 24,387, Nov. 10, 1903.

The coloured pattern is transferred in a working stroke

(i.e., at each working movement) by means of movable
pressing or printing devices independent of each other,

which move into position and print the surface in a desired

number of colours. Each roller is arranged in its own
dye-tank, is brought periodically into position, either by
hand or automatically (for instance, by a Jacquard machine)
and is carried in a suspended oscillating lever worked by
a catch The dye-tank and roller are mounted in a

travelling carriage which oscillates backwards and forwards.

—E. F.

United States Patent.

Printing \_u>itK] Sulphide Dyestuffs ; Process of . E.
Bourcart, Miilhausen, Assignor to Fab. Prod. Chim.de
Thanu et de Mulhouse. U.S. Fat. 747,295, Dec. 15,

1903.

See Fr. Pat. 319,504 of 1902 ; this Journal, 1903, 25.

—T. F. B.

French Patents.

Silk, Artificial ; Apparatus for Manufacture of
E. Thiele. Fr. Pat. 334,507, Aug. 8, 1903.

The apparatus consists of a funnel-shaped receptacle con-
nected at its smaller end by means of a flexible joint with
a long pipe. The silk composition is forced out of a jet
into the narrow part of the funnel and passes down the
long tube in contact with the precipitating liquid which is

run into the funnel at the top and passes down the long
tube. As the silk emerges from the tube it is wound on
reels as required.—A. B. S.

Drying
Fr. Pat.

Dyeing, Bleaching, Mordanting, Washing, o>

Fabrics, Sj-c. ; Apparatus for . F. Cleff.

334,300, July 31, 1903.

See Eng. Pat. 16,549 of 1903 ; this Journal, 1903, 1345.

—T. F. B.

Rice-Flour ; Treatment of , for Use. in " Finishing"
Yarii< and Textiles. Soe. Anon, des Kizeries Frai
Fr. Pat. 334,369, Aug. 1, 1903.

RiCE-i i nun under ordinary conditions does not give a stiff

"finishing" paste on account of the " caseinous " gluten
which surrounds the rice-starch granules, and prevents
them l'r..m swelling sufficiently. This action of the gluten
may be removed in one of three ways:— (1) The flour
may he boiled with about 2 per cent, of caustic soda
together with a quantity of boric acid sufficient to produce
sodium triborate; the flour, soda, and boric acid should be
mixed together in the dry 9tate. (2) The Hour maybe
mixed in the dry state with powdered sodium Ihiosulphate
which gelatinises but does not dissolve the gluten when the
mixture is boiled. (3) The flour may be sprayed with a
solution of an organic acid, such as lactic acid, before
boiling the paste.—J. F. B.

VI-C0L0UK1NG WOOD, PAPEK,

LEATHER, Etc.

French Patent.

Depositing Silver or other Metals on Paper, Leather, Src.

;

Fro, ess for . Soe. Niirnberger-Folienpapier- l-'.ihrik,

F. Pauli and Co. Fr. Pat. 334,549, Aug. 11, 1903.

A deposit of silver or of other metal is formed on a care-
fully polished glass plate, by reducing a silver solutiou or
by any other suitable method. The metallic layer is

washed and dried and then coated with a warm solution of
gelatin or gum. After two or three minutes the sheet of
paper, leather, or other material is laid on this and well
rolled and dried. During drying the gelatin adheres to the
paper or leather, and when toe paper i- stripped off, it

brings the metallic layer with it. The metallic surface is

covered with a transparent varnish to preserve' it.— A. B. S.

\TII.-ACIDS, ALKALIS. AND SALTS.
Peroxylaminesulphonates and Ht/droxylaminesulphonates

(Sutphazilates and Metasulphazilates). T. Haga. Proe
Cheoi. Soe, 1903, 19, [273], 281—282. See also
Carpenter and Linder, this Journal, 1902, 1493 1494.
i lompare also this Journal, 1903, 6—7.

Bi oxidising potassium hydroxylaminedisulphonate, Fremy
obtained the salts which he called sulpbazilate and meta-
sulphazilate. Claus re-named the formei xysulphazotate,"
and formulated its constitution as—

(SO,K)
:
,N

x
JXCSO.K);

the latter he called " trioxyazoate," giving it the formula
O : N(S03K) 3,H20. Raschig changed these formula; into

(S03K)2N^—-^N(S03K),

and (S03K) 3
N <°> N(S0

3Iv) :i
,2II,0

;

whilst Hantzsch and Semple have re-named the sulpbazilate
" uitroxydisulphonate " with the formula, O.N:(S03K).,and have gone back to Claus's formula for the metasulph-
azilate. The author has found that (1) potassium sulpb-
azilate interacts with normal potassium sulphite

(S03K)aNO.ON(S03K)3 + K.SOsK =
(S03K)2NOE + (S03K)ON(S03K)2,

to form normal potassium hydroxylaminedisulphonate, and
|

am metasulphazilate
; (2) the sulpbazilate decom-

poses spontaneously into the metasulphazilate, hvdroxyl-
am nedisulphonate, and much nitrous "acid, the last being
p served as nitrite when potassium hydroxide is present •

2(S03K)4N,Oj + H2u = 2(S03K)aNO + (SO,IO.,\'OH +N02Hj (3) potassium metasulphazilate is decomposed
quantitatively into sulphate aud normal aminedisulphonate
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(iminosulpbati by sodium amalgam or bj the z:no*coi

couple, KO.SO .0.N(SO3Kl 3 + 2Na > KO.SOs.OS
NaX(SiiK).,; ami (4) tbe ultimate products of its hydro-

lysis, when beated with hydrochloric acid, are hydroxy 1-

aininc and sulphuric acid. The molecular magnitude

sodium hydroxylaminetrisulphonate and also of tbe

normal sodium uydroxylaminedisulphonate, as u

mined by Loew'enherz's method, is in each case that wl

contains onlj one atom pi nitrogen. The constitution of

tbe sulphazilates is therefore that expressed by the na

potassium peroxylaminesulphonate, and the formula.

(SOiK |,KO.ON(SOjK)j, and of the metasulphazilates thai

expressed by the name and formula, potassium hydroxyl-

aminetrisulpbonate, (S03K)aH.O.(S03K). The sulxjbazi-

lates are oxime peroxides or peroximes, being produced

by oxidising hydroxylatninedisulphonates with a variety of

reagents (including ozone), even in tbe cold; they be]

as oxidising agents, becoming again reduced to hydroxyl-

nnunedisulplaaiat,-. 21 Si ),K) :
N'OU^ [(SO..K >,NI > ],. A

metasulphazilate is the only known case of a ti ylated

hydroxylamme. Having, as a hydroxylaminetrisulphonate,

one of its sulphonate radicles in union with oxygen, it is

clearly one-third sulphatic, yet without being actually ii

sulphate. It is a mixedoxideor anhydride of two acid salts,

one being the acid sulphate and the other the _• 'i-noruul

hydroxylajninedisulphonate

—

(SdKiOII . HO|N(S03K)s.

The inorganic mixed anhydride most closely analogous to a

hydroxylaminetrisulphonate is Felouze's salt, potassium

hyponitrososulpbate, (SOsK).0.(NjOK), the two salts

agreeing in being stable in presence of caustic alkali and in

not yielding barium sulphate with a soluble barium salt,

whilst giving rise to a sulphate wjth sodium amalgam or

zinc. To understand this behaviour, it is onlj necessary to

assume that the metasulphazilate ionises into three metallic

Rations and a complex trivalent anion which includes « ithin

itself the sulphate radicle. Dunstan and Goulding have

shown that zinc and acid reduce trialkylhydroxylamincs to

trialkyloxamines, bo that it', as has hitherto been supposed,

metasulpbazilates were oxamines, thej should reduce to

aminetrisulphonutes (nitrilosulphates), and not to amioe-

disulphonates and sulphates. The author concludes that the

nitrogen of the sulphazilates and metasulphazilates is

exclusively tri- and not quinquevaleut, as suggested bj

earlier investigators of these salts. There is so much di

ence between the properties of a peroxylaminesulphonate

and those of t e bluish- violet substance produced bj the

action of sulphur dioxide on a solution of nitrososulphuric

acid in sulphuric acid that it is improbable thai Sabatier's

suggestion "ill prove correct as to the latter compound

being the acid of t'remy's bluish-violet salt (this Journal,

1896 622). Potassium hydroxylaminetrisulphonate is

shown to have 8/2 mols. of water of crystallisation, when as

Glaus, who stated that the sail contained 1 mol. of water,

was perhaps unaware that some of its watei of orj stallisatioo

becomes Bxed In hydrolysis during the drying. Sodium,

ammonium, a i d hydroxy-lead hydroxylaminetrisulphonates

have been prepared for the firsl time.

Peroxylaminesulphonic Acid. E. Divers. Pioc. ('hem.

Soc 1903,19, [278], 288. Also Sabaiier, this Ji urnal,

1896, b22-.

In support of Sabatier's assumption that tl violet

colour caused |.\ the action of Bulphur dioxidi on sulphuric

acid containing nitrososulphuric acid i- due to the formation

Ml ,i u . unknown acid of Fremy's bluish-violel potassium

salt (sulpliazi ate or peroxylamiaesulphonate), it is pointed

,,,,, ,],,i the dvffei nee in properties observed bj Haga

(preceding note) is hardly greater than thai between the

behaviour of nilrous acid in tbe respective forms of nitroso-

sulphuric acid and potassium nitrite, S ations

are shown to he unite consistent with the view that the acid

is peroxylaminesulphonic acid, that is, a peroxide aud a

compo ind ol trivalenl nitrogen,

Vifei'c Peroxidt . ' onstitution of . E. I »
i

%
I

Chsm - L9, [271 • 28U 284,

Haga'a examination of Fremy's tulphaziiate has established

the fact that it is peroxylaminetulphonate, a trivalent

igen compound and a peroxide. It is a sulphouatcd
nitric peroxide, as suggested by Hantzsch anil Semple, an I

decomposed by water, gives a complex anhydrosul-
phate (hydroxylaminetrisulphonate) on the one hand, and,
on the other, nitrous acid and Bulphonated nitrons acid

(hydroxylaminedisulphonate), equivalent respectively to

the nitric and nitrous acids which are yielded by nitric

peroxide. Dinitric peroxide is therefore a true peroxide,
nitrosyl peroxide, (NO)3Os , Uononitrip peroxide must bi

regarded as UiN'.li, formulated with a univalent oxygen
atom, and not with its nitrogen atom in the quadrivaieut
condition, ( ) : N : O, as suggested by l'iloiv and Nchuerin
(Ber., 1901, 34, 1884 and 2354); for it seems appropriate
to consider the constitution of the two forms of nitric

peroxide to be the same, the only difference being the

presence in the one form of the bivalent double atom of
oxygen, and in the other form of a single univalent oxygen
atom. A true peroxide <is correctly defined as a compound
in which some or all of the oxygen is exerting on the rest

of the compound only half its usual valency. Piloty and
Schwann's porphyrexide, (CjHjNj) : NO (loc. cit.), is to be
regarded as being such a peroxide.

Alkali-Metal Carbonates; Dissociation of .

P. Lebeau. Comptes rend., L903, 137, [26], 1250 -125".

Ail, the alkali-metal carbonates are dissociated when heated
in racuo at temperatures above 800 C. (.the dissociation-

pressure rises in the case of sodium carbonate from 2 mm.
at 800 to 41 mm. at 1,£00 C.). The oxides formed are
volatile at the temperature used, and thus a volatilisation of
the carbonate may be said to occur. Grouping the alkali-

metals into the divisions : (I) lithium and sodium; (2)
potassium, rubidium and caesium; the more readily dis-

sociable carbonate in the firsl group has the lower atomic
weight, whilst those in the second group have the higher
atomic weights.—J. T. D.

Potassium Chloride ; Treatment of " Hartsaiz " and Mixed
Crude Potassium Suits for . C. Bauer, Cheat.

-

Zeit., 1903, 27, [104], 1268—1270.

Tuk process of extraction of potassium chloride requires

modification according to the nature of the raw material.

A works which had been using a mixture ol caroallite,

sylvine, and '',Hartsaiz" of variable i iposition (seel.
below), was compelled, through failure of this raw material.

to work upon, first, " Hartsaiz" (see II.), and later upon a

mixture of salts (see III.); both of these supplies containing
much nK.ro magnesium sulphate aud less magnesium
chloride thau the origiual supply.

1 II 111.

kcl
llgSO,.H .

UgClj
NaCl

12—14 111 15 17

a is oil Ul-'.'ll

u -
1 B

0U—70 47 4t-52

When these were submitted to the usual p
(solution in mother liquor from a former operation bj

blowing in steam, settlement, and crystallisation) the

crystallised potassium chloride contained less than 80 per
cent, of potassium chloride, and lixiviatiou of it was
necessary. The liquors from this, and the condensed
steam, increased the bulk of the mother liquors used foi

extracting the raw material to such an extent thai frequent

evaporation was necessary. It was found, however, that

when the raw material was more finely broken lip (oc

pieces larger than a walnut i, heated with the so vent by
means of a steam coil, and brought thoroughly into contact

with the solvent by mechanical agitation, much belter

results were obtained. The solvent used at first was :i

saturated solution of common salt, afterwards the mother
liquors from the crystallisation, deficiencies beiug made up
b\ addition of saturated common sail solution and lixivia-

liquors from the preparation ' f 98 per cent, potassium

chloride. The heating and agitation were kept up till the

liquid had a sp. gr. of 1
• .')

; then the content- were allowed

to settle, the liquid poured off and allowed to crystallise,

and the undissolved residue removed and thoroughly
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drained. Tb.3 residue, about 80 per cent, of the original

material, contained not more than >'' per cent, of potassium
chloride, and about 7 per cent, of moisture. The crystals

tested 83— So per cent, of potassium chloride. This

method was found applicable, not only to "Hartsalz"
alone, but to various mixtures of crude salts : but when
the magnesium chloride content of these mixtures reaches

exceeds 6 per cent., it becomes practicable to work then
after the manner of carnallite. The mode of heating by
means of* allows much closer control over the

composition of the liquors than the open steam method,
and avoids the necessity of evaporating surplus liquor. Ir,

spite of the high kieserite content of the "Hartsalz"
worked, there was no formation of potassium magnesium
sulphate; nor was the same substauce produced in the
form of fine mud, when extracting the salts with magnesium
chloride liquor, as was always the case when heating by
open steam.—J. T. D.

Barium Nitrite ; Preparation of . O. X. Witt and
E. Ludwig. Ber., 1903, 36, [17], 4384—4389.

Baku m nitrite cannot be prepared from the nitrate like

the alkali nitrites, as it decomposes at too low a tempera-
ture ; ana the only preparation which has come into

commerce is made irom sodium nitrite by converting it first

into silver nitrite and then decomposing this by barium
chioride, and is thus expensive. Mamscbek attempted to

prepare it, at the suggestion of one of the author-, as

potassium nitrite is made from sodium nitrite, by direct

decomposition of sodium nitrite and barium chloride ; but
the sodium chloride which falls from the hot liquid, when
the exu ;t molecular prop irtions for complete exchange are

used, contains in admixture quite half of the barium
chloride originally used. This the authors have fcuud to

be due to the "salting out" of barium chloride by the
sodium chloride and barium nitrite formed, each contaiaing

an ion in common with the barium chloride. Accordingly,
by using two molecules of sodium nitrite to one of barium
chioride, tney have succeeded in "salting out" eompletelv
the sodium chloride by means of the excess of sodium
nitrite (which has no ion in common with the barium
chloride, and hence does not affect it), and crystallising

out practically all the barium nitrite on cooling. The
process is conducted as follows :—360 grms. of 96 per cent,

sodmm nitrite and 610 grms. of barium chloride are
intimately mixed, while S60 grms. of the nitrite are dis-

solved in a litre of boiling water. The mixed salts are run
into the boiling liquid, and the reaction 'ili completed almost
at once. The liquid is filtered by suction in a steam-jacketed
funnel, and the filtrate on cooling deposits good erj stals of
barium nitrite. These are separated centrifugaUy from the

mother liquor, which is again ready, when boiled, to take
another charge of the mixed salts, and thus to circulate

continually, with oniy the additions needed to make up the
inevitable mechanical loss. The nitrite is twice crystal-

lised, 1 kilo, being dissolved each time in 300 c.c. of water,

and the resulting crystals separated from the mother liquors

by means of the centrifugal machine. The yield of nitrite

in the first operation varies from 280—300 grms. (theory

292) ; and the ultimate yield of twice crystallised, chlorine-

free salt is about ¥5 per cent, of the theoretical. The
mechanical losses would be relatively less if the process
were worked on a larger scale. The salt, and it- solutions,
are quite s'ahle under 1 15° C, and 'it can thus be used for
the direct preparation or solutions of determinate strength.
If used for diazotising amines in sulphuric acid solution, no
inorganic suit is left in the filtered solution of the diazo
compound

; and ihe silt also forms a starting point for the
preparation of other nitrites, by double decomposition with
the metallic sulphates.— J. T. D.

Fluorides; Preparation of Anhydrous Crystallised .

Defacqz. CompteS rend., 1903,137, [26]', 1251—1253.

Manganese fluoride (Moissan and Venturi, this Journal,
1900, ifiy) is heated to fusion with 10 times its weight of
calcium chloride for two hours at 1000°— 1200 C. ; the cold
pro luct is broken up and extracted first with cold water,
later with water acidulated with hydrochloric acid, the latter
solvent being finally boiled. A white residue remains, in

well-formed cubes, having the composition CaF, If the
fusion be effected at 800°—1000° C, the crystals formed
will be of octohedral form. If the crystals b
fused manganous chloride or alkali chloride, or
mixture made for their preparation contain a large propor-
tion of manganoue fluoride (and hence a large proportion of
inaogan-. ;. chloride when the reaction has proceed)
way), calcium fluochloride Ca( IF is formed. The author
has prepared by n similar process the fluorides of barium,
strontium, magnesium, and lithium,—J. T. I).

Copper: Cause of the Non-precipitation of ( by
ffgdrogen Sulphide, from Potassium Cyanide Solution.
F. P. Treadwell and C. v. Girsewald. Zcits anor^
Cheni.. 1904, 38, [1], 92—100.

Thk fa. ; that copper is not precipitated by hydrogen sulphide
from pot i— !um cyanide solution has been ascribed to the
formation of the complex salts, K6< !u2(CN > s and K.,Cu.,(CX

)
respectively. The authors find, "however, that 'whiNt
concentrated solutions of the former salt are not precipi-
tated by hydrogen sulphide, solutions of the latter salt are.
It was also found that an ammoniaeal solution of copper
containing enough potassium cyanide for the formation of
the salt K.iMIjCmCNi,, is not precipitated by hydrogen
sulphide. The authors conclude that the non-precipitation
of copper from potassium cyanide solutions is due to the
i 9 on of the complex ions Cu.j ( X).] and probably
also

L Cu,,(CN] fi
].—A. S.

J '

English Patent.

Lime Waste of Alkali Works and Lime Sulphate Waite
Utilisation of . H. Oliver an! VV. He-ran V, in
Ferry. Chester. Kng. Pat. 9412, April 2.",. 1903.

The waste lime material is suspended in water, run off from
the grit, allowed to settle, dried and caked in kilns. The
cak, - are ground up, usually with oyster shells or the like
and the powder is netted with solution of a magnesium'
salt, and magnesia may be added. S ,mi . tine "fibrous
material or insoluble orgauic powder is introduced, and
the mixture is moulded into blocks adapted to various
pin poses. Colouring materials may also be added, either

nated in the mixture or as a transfer. E. S.

United States Patents.

Hydrocyanic Acid and Cyanide Salts therefrom ; Process
°f Making . J. H. Paul. Charlton. IT.S Pat
746,876, Dec. 15, 1903.

See Eog. Pat. 72 of 1903 ; this Journal, 1903, 1347.

—X. E. B.

Hydrocyanic Acid and Cyanides; Process of Manufac-
turing . J Tcherniac, Freiburg-in-Breisgau U S
Pat. 747,271, Dec. 15, 1903.

See Eug. Pat. 17,976 of 1902 j this Journal, 1903, 1045.

—T. F. B.

Alkali Cyanides; Manufacturing . p. Danckwardt
Deadwood, S.D. U.S. Pat. 746,795, Dec. 15, 1303.

A nitride and a carbide of an alkaline earth metal are
heated with a salt of an alkali metal in an atmosphere of
nitrogen, and the fusion is continued after addition of a
mixture of an alkali metal salt and a carbide of an alkaline
earth metal. The furnace shown is of the electric type.

—F. S.

Alkali Cyanide and Alkali Metal; Process of Simulta-
neously Producing . P. Danckwardt, Deadwood
S.D. U.S. Pat. 746,796, Dec. 15, 1903.

An alkali nitrite, another alkali salt, and a carbide of an
alkaline earth metal are heated together with " exclusion of

or, as expressed in another claim, an alkali nitrite is
i in the presence of nascent carbon or " carhon about

to he produced," and of a nascent alkali metal; with
exclusion of air.—E. S.

hate of Barium and Chloride of Zinc ; Process of
Obtaining . \V. 1). Oilman, Poland Park, Md
I S. Pat. 746,954. Dec. 15. 1903.

Solutioss of barium sulphide and of zinc chloride are
mixed

;
the barium chloride solution thus formed is separated
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from the precipitate, and is mixed with an aqueous solution

of zinc sulphate. The barium sulphate thus thrown down

is separated from the solution of zinc chloride, from which

solution the zinc chloride is recovered.— 1 .
s

Chromates [Bichromates'] of the Alkaline Metals; Pr,

of Malting . F. M. and D. i>. Spence, A. Shi

aDd J. J. Craig, Assignors to Peter Spence and S

Ltd., Manchester. I'.S. Pat. 747,255, Dec. 15, 190:1.

I'.ng. Pat. 5057 of 1900 ; this Journal, 1901, 575.
6 —T. F. B.

Potassium Chloride ; Process of Extracting , frum

Fuci and Algv. D. M. Batch, Assignor to A. 1'.

Stephens, both of Coronado, Cal. I'.S. Pat. 747,291,

Dec. 15, 1903.

Dried seaweed is cut or broken up, dusted with lime or

the like, and carbonised by being heated " under pr.

in air-tight receptacles. The product is powdered

lixiviated, and the cleared solution is evaporated to obtain

colourless merchantable potassium chloride.— K. S.

Frkkch Patents.

Hydrocyanic Acid and Cyanides; Manufacture of .

J. H. Paul. Fr. Pat. 334.947, Aug. 31, 1903.

See Ens. Pat. 72 of 1993 ; this Journal, 1903, 1347.

—T. F B.

Caustic Soda Solutions, Caustic Soda, Chlorine, and its

Derivatives; Method of Obtaining Strong , by Elec-

trolysis of Sodium Chloride. K. Escriva de Romani.

Fr.'Pat. 334,332, June 25, 1903. XI. A., page 68.

Caustic Soda ; Process of Manufacturing .

C. E. Dolbear. Fr. Pat. 335,071, Sept. 7, 1903.

See Eng. Pat. 19,213 of 1903 ; this Journal, 1903, 1291.

—T. F. B.

Sulphur ; Process and Apparatus for the Extraction

f , by Continuous Working. E. L. Lalbin. First

Addition,' dated Aug. 5, 1903,' to Fr. Pat. 333,094 of

June 12, 1903. See this Journal, 1903, 1292.

Eaktbs, and especially organic matters, containing sulphur,

such as tar or woody matters, are charged by aid of a

screw convevor, operating in a hopper into the top of a

vertical retort, wider at the base than above, and heated

from an adjoining furnace through surrounding flues. A
branch from the lower part of the retort, first curved and

then horizontal, traverses the furnace above the fireplace,

and has entrance into a condenser for sulphur, provided

with an exit tube for uucondensable gases. Arrange-

ments are made for blowing into the retort a measurable

quantity of compressed air, in order to oxidise gases which

might otherwise form explosive mixtures. The spent

material is discharged from the bottom of the retort by

the operation of a screw. The apparatus maybe adapted

to the production of sulphur dioxide.— E. S.

Vin.-GLASS, POTTERY, ENAMELS.

Glass Metal ; Melting of , for Plate Glass II.

Knoblauch. Sprechsaal, 1903,36, [50], 1881-

[51], 1915—1917.

An ordinary charge of " metal "' for plate glass consists of:

sand, 165 parts ; sodium sulphate, spar, 50; and

anthracite, 41—42 parts; and these 300 parts will

furnish 100 part* of glass containing 7-J-4 per cent, of

silica, 15*8 per cent, of sodium oxide, and 12 -2 percent of

lime. In the furnace, the sodium sulphate melts first,

dissolving the lime and afterwards the sand. At t

time the carbon reduces the sulphate to sulphite, with

liberation of carbon monoxide, and the calcium carbonate

parts with a portion of its carbon dioxide, whilst the silica

displaces sulphur dioxide from the sodium sulphite ; aud

this liberation of gases Bets the ma>- in ebullition. ( Iwing

to the varying action of the healing gases, which also

contain reducing carbon, it is impossible to obtain a uniform

result in all cases from a constant proportion of carbon in

the metal. When the total carbon is too small, the libera-

tion of gas is diminished and sandiver is formed, the sand
and lime also sintering to form incrustations. In such
event, the smelter must immediately throw in more carbon,

in small quantities at a time, and break up the crust by
means of an iron crutch; if this be neglected, the resulting

glass will be full of unmelted ingredients. If, on the other

hand, there is an excess of carbon, a reddish-brown scum
will form on the charge, and the pots will be liable to boil

over unless the defect be remedied by throwiug in more
sodium sulphate and stirring the mass. In the absence of

this treatment the glass will be coloured yellow-green to

brown-red by excessive reduction of sodium sulphate to

sulphide, and its plasticity will also be lowered. In the

event of the charge consisting of small quantities of residual

metal and a large quantity of culler, unmelted inclusions

. lie formed, and there is also a risk of inclusions of

sandiver should thi9 latter substance he in a reduced state

when fresh portions of metal are added to fill up the pots

during the melting process This may be obviated by pro-

viding an oxidising atmosphere in the furnace while the pots

are being filled up. In the clarifying stage the sandiver

must be eliminated by either skimming or redaction, the

latter being preferable as not entailing any prejudicial

lowering of temperature. The mass is then clarified by
introducing a wet block of wood on the end of an iron rod,

the violent liberation of gas thereupon ensuing causing the

expulsion ofany pre-existing gas bubble-. Arsenic produces

the same effect, but has now passed almost entirely out

of use. This clearing process must be repeated at intervals

of an hour, for it' delayed until the glasa has liecoiue too

fluid, the charge is liable to froth over. The final stage of

melting is attended with difficulty, owing to the risk ot pots

og way under the softening effect of the heat—which is

near the melting-point of the pot material—and the weight

of the contents. Finally, to impart to the charge the con-

sistence necessary for plate glass, it must be left to cool for

ial hours, the gas being turned off, the ports opened,

and the chimney draught through the furnace reversed

every quarter of an hour.—C. S.

Porcelain Glazes; New Yellow . for Strong Fire.

T. Hertwig. Sprechsaal, 1903, 36, [49], 1845—1846.

Ob porcelain hody rich in alkali (composition, 40 parts of

clay substance, 25 of quartz, the quartz and part of the

ispar being introduced from Thuriugian alkaline sand,

and 25 of felspar; to this different quantities of glaze

material are added, aud the mixture cot too finely ground),

the author obtained a series of brilliant colours with com-
pounds of tungsten and molybdenum, these furnishing

yellow and orange shades in presence of manganese in the

reducing fire. At high temperatures manganese peroxide

appears to yield oxygen to tuugsten, the yellow being shaded

from ivory to reddish-yellow orange by the manganese
coloration. Natural calcium tungstate is also stained ochrc-

yellow. A 10 per cent, solution of molybdenum phosphate

sulphur-yellow on the glaze being fired on a biscuit

paiuted with concentrated manganese chloride. Other

lybdenum compounds Furnished the well-known Roer-

straud black (molybdenum protoxide), the contours shading

off into grey-white by oxidation. Colloidal tungstic acid

(from the sodium salt) and its compounds give sulphur-

yellow, which is converted into a whole ratige of tones,

from ivory to orange-yellow, on retiring after the application

of concentrated manganese nitrate or chloride. Alkali

Estates, supersaturated with any acid except nitric, and
red by metallic zinc, furnish a blue precipitate of

tungsten tungstate, which dissolves to an intense blue

•olutiou in phosphoric acid. Ammonium tungstate. when
heated until the liberation of ammonia ceases, furnishefi

ammonium metatungstate, which can be used as a glaze

pigment; aud cnstallisable metatungstates, suitable lor the

same purpose, can be obtained by treating solutions of

nitrates or chlorides of alkaline earths oi metals with

tungstic acid, or by treating alkali tungstates with phos-

phoric aeid. The inetaiuiigstaies crystallise out, and are

ible in water. Double salts, also suitable for pigments,

1 replied by treating alkali metatungstates with
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barium chloride, ami the resulting barium salt with metallic

sulphates. Cailruium borotuogstate. when treated with a

large quantity of concentrated manganese nitrate solution

and sodium metatungstate, followed by gradual additions

of water, slowly furnishes a wine-red liquid, which gives an

ivory underglaze colour when fired. This, however, con-

verts into brown the subsequently applied glaze pigments,
especially iron-red. Orange tones were found to fail unless

fired immediately after application, owing to absorption by
the porous biscuit.—C. S.

ENGLisn Patem -.

II ante Heat from Reheating Furnaces, known </< " < Howry
Holes" Used in Glass Works; Means for Utilising

, and Means forfurther Effecting Economy in the

Use ofsuch Furnaces and for Reducing tin- Quantity of
Smoke Escaping then from. li. 1!. Kiil-clnle, Walsall.

Eng. Pat. 8789, April 18, 1903.

The waste heat of the products of combustion of the

rehedtiug furnaces, or the " glowry holes," is utilised to

heat the muffles or ovens, known as " lears," in which the
manufactured articles are annealed. For this purpose a

flue runs from the crown of the " glowry hole " to that

part of the "lear" where the grate is usually place. I.

Further, air flues are formed in the thickness of the two
side walls and in the back wall of the heating chamber of
a "glowry hole." Air from the atmosphere passes through
these flues and mixes with the combustible ga*es inside, a

higher temperature and more perfect combustion being
consequently obtained. These air flues may be controlled

by damper-.—A. (J. L.

Glass; Manufacture of Plates or Sheets of , and
Apparatus to be Employed in such Manufacture. J.

Hirst, Vineland, N.J. Eng. Pat. 21,782, Oct. 9, 1903.

The glass is poured on to a mould table or bed having a
perfectly level surface, preferably highly polished. This
table may be heated before placing the glass on it. After
the glass has been placed on the table, an air-tight cover
is caused to descend on it so as to enclose that part of the
top of the table which contains the glass. This cover
carries a roller, which is caused to traverse the table one or
more times, thereby causing the glass to spread out into a
sheet of predetermined thickness, the thickness being best
regulated by having a lecess in the table, the depth of the
recess determining the tttickness. The whole operation is

carried out under air-pressure, which is increased at the
end of the rolling to the highest possible point. True
smooth surfaces are thus obtained, which require no sub-
sequent grinding or polishing.—A. G. L.

French Patents.

Ceramic Articles; Compositionfor . C. Robin.
Fr. Pat. J34.490, Aug. 7, 1903.

The composition is formed either of one or of several clays,
the silica in the mixture amounting to 65 to 75 per cent.,
and being five to six times the alumina. A suitable mixture
consists of 69 percent, of silica, 11-5 of alumina, 1 5 of
ferric oxide, 4- 5 of line, 1-5 of magnesia, and 12 of water,
carbon dioxide, and organic matter.—A. G. L.

Enamelling
; Process end Apparatus for . J. C. Reed,

U.S.A. Fr. Pat, 334,506, Aug. 8, 1903.

The metal object to be enamelled—as a bath pan, for
instance—is transferred from the furnace to a metal
receptacle having a movable bottom, and a closely-fitting
cover, carrying the mechanism for feeding and distributing
the enamel, and protected on all sides from heat radiation
by asbestos packiug or the like. A predetermined quantity
of the enamel is placed in a hopper, and, by mechanism
operated by an electric motor, is fed regularly into a
vertical pipe descending a certain distance into the pan to
be enamelled, where, by rapid rotation and the action of
distributing wings, the enamel is dispersed centrifugally,
and also falls about in such manner as to cover the internal
surface of the pan uniformly. It is a feature of the inven-
tion that the object to be enamelled is maintained im-

. movable, whilst the enamel is mechanically supplied, within
a space closed from the air, and so protected against loss .if

heat that the enamelling is effected at a single p;

without the necessity for re-heating.— E. S.

IX.-BUILDINa MATEEIALS, CLAYS.
MORTARS AND CEMENTS.

Limi Sandstone ; Manufacture of . H. Schon,
Chem. Ind., 1903, 26, [24], 621-624.

According to the author, the method in which the lime is

slaked in 1 lie same vessel in which the moulded blocks of
artificial stone are hardened has proved to be the most
economical, and it is now in use in 50 factories The lime
is placed in iron chests, which are arranged along the
bottom of the cylindrical hardening chamber, ami the
trolleys bearing the moulded and pressed blocks of stone
are wheeled in over them. The hardening is effected by
steam under pressure and, by slaking the lime in the
hardening chamber, a considerable saving of steam is

attained. For example, in two comparative tests the eight
hme-chtsls were each filled in one ease, with 3 cwt. of
slaked lime, and in the other with :: cut. of quicklime.
Eight trolleys, containing altogether 6,400 moulded blocks
of stone, were then placed above the lime in each hardening
chamber. The two chambers were then heated up to

8 atmospheres of steam pressure. The chamber containing
the slaked lime was heated entirely by means of steam
from a boiler, and the desired pressure was attained in

2 hours 15 minutes. In the other case, by adding 120 litres

of water to each of the lime-cbests, the heat generated
raised the pressure in 3 minutes by 2 atmospheres, and then
on introducing steam from the boiler, the pressure of
8 atmospheres was attained in I hour 12 minutes. The
saving of coal amounted to 0'7 cwt. per 1,000 blocks of
stone.—A. S.

Lime-Sandstone Brie/,-; time in the Manufacture of .

S. \ . l'eppel. Thouind.-Zeit., 1903,27, [146], 2204—2205.
Practical experience has shown that 5— 10 per cent, of
lime is sufficient to furnish a good lime-sand brick, though
the researches of Glasenapp demonstrated that, in the oase
of fine sand, a larger proportion of soluble silica could be
obtained by increasing the amount of lime to 10—20 per
cent., and more especially by raising the steam pressure in

the hardening vessel. The study of the influence of the
amount of lime on the crushing ami tensile strength of the
bricks has been resumed with varying proportions of coarse
and fine sand and different kinds of lime (slaked under
pressure). The sample blocks were moulded under a
pressure of 700 kilos, per sq. cm., and hardened by 10 hours'
exposure to a steam pressure of 1 1 atmospheres. With
3 parts of coarse and 2 parts of fine saud, and 5 per cent,

of dolomite lime ; the crushing strength of the blocks was
25'.i kilos, per s?± . cm., increasing to 3'J1 with 10 per cent, of
dolomite lime. In the latter case the strength was found
to b, nearly doubled (529 kilos.) by congelation, owing, it

is assumed, to the combination of free lime with carbon
dioxide absorbed by the water. In other tests with the same
proportions of sand, but with white lime, 5 per cent, of the

latter gave a crushing strength of 184 kilos., which was
not increased more than three-fold (491 kilos.) by raising

the proportion of lime to 40 per cent. The conclusion
drawn from these two sets is that the increased strength
resulting from higher percentages of lime is not com-
mensurate with the greater cost, and that for practical

purposes not more than 10 per cent, of lime should be
employed. The question of hydraulic lime rcrsus white
lime was also investigated, one sample being prepared from
limestone containing 85 per cent, of calcium carbonate with

traces of magnesium carbonate, and the other from
dolomite composed of 42—44 per cent, of magnesium
carbonate and 56—58 per cent, of calcium carbonate. The
bricks were made of mixtures consisting of 2 parts of coarse

sand, 1 of fine sand, and 10 per cent, of lime; they were
subjected to a moulding pressure of 1,950 kilos, per sq.

cm., and hardened under a pressure of 11 atmospheres for

4— 14 hours. The crushing strength averaged 544 kilos.
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with the grey lime, bot only 3G4 kilos, with the dolomite

lime, probably owing to the inferior cementing power of

magnesium silicati nfirmed

by the higher faculty for absorbing water. Finally, the

substitution "I kaolin ior fine s 1 in the mixture dirui-

ni-hul the crushing strength by about one-hall

which the author concludes that high-pressure steam is

non-essential to develop the properties nl' bjdranlie lime,

when are is indispensable. He also a
thai sti i i

water will improve the crushing strength

of lime-sand brick, an opinion that has beei eo rmed

Kpcriments at Cbarlottenburg. On the same
/apt' baa i

|
se "1" re a mi tture i ontaining n lime

with 84 per cent of calcium oxide furnished better I

than lime with 97 per cent, ol i alcium oxide under the same

conditions of hardening (10 hours), though on doubling

the time of hardening these results were reversed,

more rapid hardening of the 84 per cent, lime is attributed

hy Cramer - Iraulic properties, the calcium silicate

binding tb > iss ren before it is hardened, whil-t the
1

increased crushing strength imparted by hardening isj

,luo i, version H the still free lime into silicate

during the process.— C. S.

'Firebrick ; Bauxite in the Manufacture of .

nd. Zeit., 1903,27, [140], 2132—2134.

Tiik besl variety of bauxite for the manufacture of (ire-

brick for blast furnaces is saw1

to 1 ae approximating in

composition to natural clay, with :i slight preponderance of

alumina to raise the fusing point and so retard combina-

tion of the silica and alumina. Ii. however, the proportion

of alumina be excessive, the product is brittle, shrinks

unduly, and is susceptible to the action of acid slags. \

sample of bauxite, containing 19 alun is 28

cent, ol silica, and is per cent, of water, has been

favourably reported on by Seger and Cramer, who state

that the tendency to shrink is almost counteracted by the

appreciable quantity of silica present, and that the substance

belongs to the highest class of fireproof materials. It i>

less affected by strongly basic slags than arc the best basic

firebricks, and though al by slags of ami

composi ion, 1 resulting superficial vitrification forms a

prot' eting ia\<-r, which advances as the outer port

gradually fused away in the blast furnace,

prolongs the lil fusing point is rfo. 87

. ami alter the first baiting tin' bricks retain their

me. On the Other 1 and. a bauxite richer in alumina

ami poorer in silica is preferable for firebrick cxp

to the action of has:' I high dry heat, e.g., fore

draught furnaces, coal-dust firinir, steam-raising on toi
|

boats, &c. A typical specimen of this class corJtai

21 '2 per ci nt. ol silica, 74-?8 percent of alumina, and
;; 83 . i of iron 03 fused at Seger i

>;,, after the first baking, aud resisted

the attacks of highly basic -lairs. When bauxite is usi

an adjunct in firebrick, it should first be fired at a high

temperature, then fim I and intin - d with

the clay hind before the tin, ed. This is

only way in which the added alumina cm i e caused to dis-

charge its true function of increasing the fusing point of

the mass, adding the bauxite in granules merely resulting

in the gradu .1 disintegration of il s.

Portland Cement ; Constitution of . W. liichti

Thonind.-Zeit., 1903, 27, [120], 1662—186*

In ascertain the reliability of the hypothesis that the

absence ol colour reaction betwi i ground Portland

• nt and phenolpbthalein is due to the presumably

lime present being in tin crysta tin' author pre-

pared spi inn- of crystalline lime by the eal-inati

I luct, when mixed with

water, sets hkc cement and stands the ' ig test well,

but gives tiie colour reaction with phenolphthalein i>

aid
j

rs, proves that

,,,, ;, ,v ;
in.

i

i; leiura alumiriate I

also precluded f< r the pan i bility.i

the ah i ly in the form of neutral

sill. In prepai ing Portland

cement, successful results wire obtained by fusing equal

quantities if anhydrous calcium nitrate and amci:

am carbonate with silica, in the proportion SiOj:3CaO,
for three hours at white licit, then pulverising the mass
and repeating the operation. \t the end of eight hours'

negative result of the phenolphthalein test

-bowed that the whole of the lime had entered into combi-
nation. The product formed a sintered mas-, which stood

the boiling test, and, when triturated with water, set

gradually without auv il temperature. This tri-

< . v. iv unstable had to he stored out of contact

with atmospheric moisture. When treated with 95 percent,
alcohol it Buffered dissoc ation in 2—3 hours, and then gave
a colour reaction with phenolphthalein. Bicalcium silicate

was prepared in a similar manner, and found to be fairly

indifferent to alcohol containing up to 50 per cent, of water.

the dissociation being very gradual. Its sitting properties

are inferior, an! the cuius soften on boiling. Prolonged

incineration "t the bisilicate with 1 mol. of calcium nitrate

gave a well-sintered, homogeneous product, more indifferent

to -Hong alcohol than the amorphous form, and behaving

like well-made clinker. No decidedly crystalline structure

could, however, he detected by the nuaidi d eye. From tin-

behaviour ol bioalcium silicate ill presence of water and
lime water respectively, the author confirms the view that

the hydration of the tri-ilieau proceeds in two stages, the

first consisting in the formation of bisilicate and calcium

hydroxide, the reaction between these in presence of water

then resulting in the formation of the monosilicate and the

hydroxide. N<> success attended attempts to combine more
than 3 niols. ot lime with I mol. of silica, even by prolonged

exposure to white heat in presence of merely a slight exci •-

of lime.—C. S.

English Patents.

Wood; Impregnation of . .1. Wetter, London. From
O. Heise, Berlin. Eng: Pat. 1435, Feb. 25, 1903.

Si i Addition, of Feb.'26, 1903. to IT. Pat. 325,486 of 1902 ;

this Journal. 1903, 1049.—T. T. B.

Paving Material or Asphalt, Filling-up Cement, Water-
proofing Material and I', tint. W. 1'. Thompson, Liver-

pool". Eng. Pat 24,807, Nov. 12, 1902.

Tin: paving material is made by adding to melted pitch

equal parts ot bi.rgy (the fine sand ot glass works), fine

-and or sea-sand, coarse-grained sea-sand, and as

much fine and coar-e gravel or broken macadam as can be

ad'ted without taking away too much from the plasticity

nt the material. The burgy used, should pas- through a

150-mesh sieve; it may he replaced In equally fine sand

obtained by crushing gold ores. If tie- -and contain no

bases, a little lime may he added to combine with the tar

acids. The finished composition contains only 10 per cent.

of pitch. For use a- a waterproofing material, e.g., lor

foundations, the coarsi grand or mactinain is omitted.

I or ornamental purposes an intensely hard composition is

obtained by adding gum, lac, or resin to the pitch.

—A. G. L.

Fire-Brichs, Crucibles, Bclorts and oilier Refractory

Articles} /'rue, .,.- for Manufacturing . J. Much,

Riga, Russia. Ebg. Pat. 24,041, No*. 5, 1903.

CnttOME-IKON ore is purified by washing from the easily

fusible admixtures it may contain. Il is then powdered,
mixed with powdi red fireclay to which aluminium hydroxide

has hem added and burnt. A -.distance rich in carbon,

such as sugar, resin, or coal, i- preferaMy added in small

quantity to the mixture before burning. The hydruted

alumina may be rep! hydroxides of other highly

refractory oxides.— A. G, L.

I.imc Waste of Alkali Works and I. imc Sulphate Waste;
Utilisation of . II. Oliver ami \Y. Bevan. Eng. l'at.

9412, April 2."i, 1903. VII., page 01.

Unitcd Stvtks Pad

Stone; Indurated . C. A. O. llosell, New York,

N.Y., Assignor to Composite Stone and Brick Co.. I'd

I ..-. l'at. 747,22'J, Dec. 15, 1903.

Tin - gists of a mixture of silica, alkali aluminate

. and alkali silicate, moulded and indurated. The alkal
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aluniinate may be applied, in the form of a solution, to the

moulded and partly indurated article, the induration then

being completed.—A. G. L.

Asphalt, Stone, at. ; Manufacture, of Artificial

C. Rubitsehimg, Frankfort-on-tbe-Maine. U.S. Pat.

748,019, Dee. 29, 1903.

Si i Eng. Pat. ! 7.612 of 1902 ; this Journal, 1003, 867.

—T. F. B.

Cement [from S/r/t/1 ; Manufacture of . C. von

Forell, Hamburg. "U.S. Fat. 747,882, Dee. 22. 1903.

See Eng. Pat. 23,443 of 1901 • this Journal, 1902, 347.

—T. F. B.

' ement, and Process of Making same. II. Passow, Ham-
burg. Assignor to II. Edmunds, London. U.S. Pat.

747,919, Dee. 22, 1903.

Ski; Fr. Pat. 324,687 of 1902; this Journal, 1903, 630.

—T. F. II.

Cement, and Process of Producing same. II. Passow,

Hamburg, Assignor to II. Edmunds, London. U.S. Pat.

7l,','.i2ii. Dee. 22, 1903.

See Fr. Pat. 328,533 of 1903 ; this Journal, 1903, 999.

—T. F. B.

Cement, and Process of' Producing same. H. Passow.

Hamburg, Assignor to H. Edmunds, London. U.S. Pat.

717,921. Dee. 22. 1903.

See Eng. Pat. 14,278 of 1900; this Journal, 1901, 992.

—T. F. B.

French Patents.

Asphalt; Artificial . J. A. Soriano. Addition, of

Aug. 3, 1903, to Fr. Pat. 332,051 of .May 13, 19l)3. III.,

page 55.

Stone, Artificial; Manufacture of , with Maunesite.

C. Groyen. Fr. Pat. 334,562, July 6, 1903.
'

To avoid the inconveniences attending the use of mag-
nesium chloride, this substance is only made as wanted, by
treating magnesite with strong hydrochloric acid. The
solution obtained is allowed to cool, and then immediately
added to tlie mixture of powdered burnt magnesia and a
filling material, such as asbestos. Marble, Portland or slag

cemeut may also be added, as well as colouring materials.

—A. G. L.

Blast-Furnace Stan ,- Manufacture of Bricks from -.

II. Schulte-Steinberg. Fr. Pat. 334,737, Aug. 19, 1903.

Ski: Eng. Pat. 17.183 of 1903 ; this Journal, 1903, 1247.

—T. F. li.

X.-METALLUKGY.
Mercury Mines of Idria, Austria. T. h. Genter. Em*.

and Mining J., 1903, 76, [25], 923.

The mercury deposits of Idria are the second largest in the
world, and have been worked for over ton years. The chief
ore is ciunahar, but metallic mercury is also occasionally
met with. The gangue is generally composed of quartz,
caleite, and dolomite, together with barite and an asphaltic
mineral called " idrialite." The ores are classified as
follows :—(1) "Steel ore" (Stahlcrz) is found partly
crystalline and partly amorphous. It contains 75 per cent,
of mercury, but has been scarce during the past few years.
(2) "Liver ore" (Lebererz) is amorphous and liver-
coloured; it is generally .found in wedge form in the steel
ore; it contains 30 per cent, of mercury. (3) '-Brick ore

"

(Ziegelerz) is sandy, bright red in "colour, and sprinkled
with crystals of ciunahar; it contains 50 per cent, of
mercury. (4) " Ciral ore" (Korallenerz) is a dark bitu-
minous dolomite, sandstone or slate, containing petrified
matter of unknown origin, resembling coral ; it contains
6—7 per cent, of mercury. At the present time there are
about 1,200 meu and boys employed in the mines and mills,
and tnere are six shafts, two drain tunnels, and about 20
miles of workings in operation. There are 12 levels in the
mines, the deepest being about 1,100 ft. The main shaft is

completely enclosed in masonry and Portland cement. The
annual output of ore is about 800,00!) metric tons,

|

more than 500 tons of mercury. The ores, after bein"
sorted and crushed, are roasted in muffle furnaces, and the
mercury is condensed in large U-shaped eartl enware recep-
tacles, on the bottom of which it separates is a slimy black
mass or "stupp.7 This is treated in centrifugal machines

! called "presses" and the dirt, &c. separated is again
roasted. The mercury is placed for shipment in heave
cast-iron vessels, with screw tops, called " arrobas •'* each
arroba holds about 25 lb. of mercury. It is estimated that

the deposits will last for another, 40 or 50 years at the
present rate of extraction.—A. S.

English Patent-.

Metals; Purifying and Separating . W. S. Simpson,
London. Eng. Pat. 28,938, Dec. 31, 1902.

To facilitate the decarburisatiou and purification of iron for

steel-making, &c, the metal is run into a receptacle lined

with :i refractory and non-conducting material, which vessel
is subjected to repeated concussions, as by dropping
many times upon a solid foundation from a height of

abouf 12 in. The same process is used generally with
metals while in a molten state, to eliminate metallic oxides
and other impurities, and to separate metals of varying
densities. —E. S.

furnaces for Roasting Pyrites and other Substances. F.

Berj '!. ' lichy, and E. Hurtmann, Wiesbaden. Eng.
Pat. 260, Jan. 5, 1903.

See Fr. Pat. 327, s, 12 of r.n>2; this Journal, 1903. 95a
—T. F. B.

Melting and Heating Furnaces ; Improved I 'ombined .

J. Shanks, Barrhead, Renfrew, N.B. Fug. Pat. 2515,
Feb. 3, 1903.

A i KDCIBLE furnace having a combustion space for gas or
oil fuel and a seat or grate part to receive a. crucible, is

formed with ports or openings extending through the inner
lining wall of the furnace into flue and furnace spaces in a

surrounding mitt wall common to both spaces. A muffle
or oven is arranged in the furnace space, so that there is a
flue space or passage underneath and partly round it. and

I '.ads from this flue and the furnace space, either

1 tly or through a second furnace space containing a
lead-melting pot, to a chimney. A number of such furnaces
may be arranged in communication with a single central

chimney.—R. A.

Waste Pickle Liijuor ; Treatment of , for the Removal
or Utilisation of Free Acid contained therein. H. W.
Hemingwav, YValthamstow. Eng. Pat. 423, Jan. 7,

1903.

Tin waste pickle liquor, whether consisting essentially of au
acid solution of ferrous sulphate or chloride, is neutralised
with ferrous carbonate (such as spathic iron ore) or with a
suitable alkaline earth carbonate: or, in the case of chloride
liquors, iron oxide may be precipitated by calcium hydroxide,
ami the oxide utilised" in neutralising other portions of tin-

waste liquor. See also Eng. Pat. 8759, 1902 ; this Journal.
19ii i, 561.—E. S.

Vanadiferous Ores and Products; Process of Treating
. H. L. Herrenschmidt, Genest, France. Eng. Pat.

7S(, Jan. 12, 1903.

Fr. Pat. 328,421 and addition thereto; this Journal,
1903, 953 and 1193.—T. F. B.

( r from Ore ; Process of Extracting . G. D.
van Arsdaie, Newark, S.J. Fug. Pat. 4327, Feb. 24,

Si S. Pat. 72:'.949 of 1903 ; this Journal, 1903, 55«.

—T. F. B.

Oi : Treatment of Complex . J. B. de Alzugaray,
London. Eng. Pat. 23,8 is, Nov. 3, 1903. Under
Internat, Conv., July 30, 1 i

SEE Fr. Fat. 334,272 of 1903 ; this .Ton rnai, 1904,24.
—T. F. B.

c 2
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United States Patents.

Steel; Manufacture of Open-Hart!, . B. Talbot.

Pencoyd, Pa. U.S. Put. 747,661, Deo. -Ji, L908.

See Eng. Pot. 22,408 of 1900 ; this Journal, l°l)i, Ills.

—T. 1

Steel; Manufacture of . IS. Talbot, Harrogate,

Assignor to Continuous Metal Kenning Co., Philadi

U.S. Pat. 747,662, Dec. 22, 1303.

A change of moltrii iron, prepared by heating iron oxide with

pig-iron in such a way as to reduce the quantity of silicon

present without much affecting the percentage of carbon,

is introduced into an oxidised steel bath, covered with a

layer of oxidising basic slag ; tlie carbon of the iron and

the oxygen of the steel combine to form carbon monoxide,
which heats the charge by its combustion.—T. F. li.

Metal Compounds; Mi thud of Converting . J. W.
MacDonald. Pittsburg, Fa., Assignor to U.S. Sn]

Smelting Furnace Co., Toledi I .S. Pat. 746,721,

Dec. 15, 1U03.

In smelting ores, an elongated solid body of fluxing

material is introduced through a vertical sustaining chan

with its Lower portion immersed in the molten compound
within the area of their highest degree of oxidation. The
fluxing body sinks by gravity to the bottom of the bath, and

as it dissolves, fresh quantities are automatically supplied

from the superincumbent portions.—E. S.

Copper Ores; Process of Smelting . R. H. Aiken,

Winthrop Harbor, III. D.S. Pat. 746.773, Dec. 15,

19U3.

A mixture of sulphide copper ores with silica and suitable

flaxes, but without carbonaceous fuel, is introduced into a

furnace, and a blast of air is passed into the charge at the

upper zone of action, chiefly to oxidise the iron sulphides

present; and simultaneously a separate blast of a mixture

of air and of a liquid fuel is passed into the lower zone of

action, whereby a melting temperature is maintained by

which the iron oxide formed as described combines with

the silica of the charge to form a slag, whilst the copper

sulphide (uses to form a matte.— K. >.

Zinc; Process of Recovering , from Sulphide Ores.

P. Danckwardt, Deadwood, S.D. U.S. Pat. 746,798,

Deo. 15, 1»03.

Oue containing zinc or other valuable metals is mixed with

a salt of an alkali metal, a metal carbide or carbide forming

material in excess, and with suitable fluxes, and the mixture

is heated electrically under a heavy cover of carbon, so

that in the g tses evolved carbon monoxide, and not carbon

dioxide, may occur. The zinc vapours are condensed, and

the molten charge is withdrawn from the furnace. After

settling ot the matte and metals, the slag is lixiviated, and
the alkali Bulphi obtained is treated with carbon

dioxide, and the hjdrogen sulphide evolved is collected

and Utilised, and alkali carbonate is crystallised from the

concentrated solution.— 1.. S.

Smelting [Sulphidt ] Ores. .1. W, MacDonald, Pittsburg, Pa
Assignor to U.S. Sulphide Smelting Furnace Co., Toledo.

Ohio. 1 \s. Pat. 746,970, Dec. 15, 1903.

The raw sulphide ore is heaped up conically on a furnace

hearth, with the inclined sides exposed, and is sufficiently

heated to commence the burning of the sulphur. Several

streams of hot air arc caused to impinge upon the base of

the heap, so that the flames rise along and fuse the exposed

surface. As the molten product is drawn off, fresh portions

of raw ore are fed upon the surface of the heap.—E. S.

Aluminium ; Soldi ring Flux jor . C. Ellis and O. J.

Flauigau. Boston, Mass. U.S. Pat. 746,802, Dec. 16,

1903.

The soldering flux consists of a salt of a metal the heat

formation of which i- h se than that of the corresponding

salt of aluminium, incorporated with a reducing vehicle. For

example, silver chloride, incorporated with an organic

reducing vehicle, such as an oil, ma\ (institute such a flux.

See also U.S. Pat. 717,833 of 1903; this Journal, 1903,

147.— E. S.

Crucible-Furnace. J. D. Swindell, Assignor to the

American Furnace and Machine Co., l'iitshurg, Pa.,

U.S.A. U.S. Pat. 747,019, Dec. 15, 1903.

The combustion chamber has a conical opening in its roof,

the wider portion of the cone being towards the inside of

the chamber. The bottom of the chamber can be raised or

lowered, for example, by hydraulic machinery, and is

conical in shape, the wider portion also pointing towards

the inside of the chamber, and provided with a bevelled

edge, which tits into the conical portion of the opeuing in

the roof, when the bottom is raised. When the bottom is

raised to be in contact with the roof, a flange on the lower

side of the bottom closes the floor of the combustion

chamber. Gas flues in the side walls of the combustion
chamber arc closed when the bottom of the chamber is

raised to he in contact with the opening in the roof. This
opt-ning is provided with a movable cover. By the use of

this furnace, crucibles can be raised by the moveable
bottom, through the opening in the roof of the combustion

chamber, which, together with the gas inlets, is simulta-

neously closed, top and bottom, to prevent the escape of

furnace gases.—\V. C. II.

French Patents.

Steel ; Manufacture of . and Treatment of the Mattes

of Copper, .XtcbcLxc. tie. du Reacteur Metallurgique.

Fr. Pat. 3;S4,4."i4, Aug. 6. 1903.

The i"_tal to be converted into steel, or the mattes of

copper, nickel, &c, are melted in a suitable converter, and
jets, of air only, or of air charged with vapour, or oxides,

silica, chalk, fluorides, carbon, carbides, hydrocarbons,

chlorides, &c, are injected simultaneously upon and below
the surface of the bath, or only upon or below, according

to circumstances. Converters and subsidiary apparatus

are shown adapted to the material under treatment.—E. S.

Iron and Other Metals ; Reduction of Ores of .

C. S. Bradley. Fr. Pat. 334,785, Aug. 22, 1903.

See Kng. Pat. 17.4 ,4 . f 1903 , this Journal. 1903. 1198.

—T. F. B.

Metallic Compounds /taring as Principal Constituent

Partialli/ or Wholly Decarbonised Iron. S. Parfitt.

Fr. Pat 334,959, Sept. 1. 1903.

See Eng. Pat. 2612 of 1903 ; this Journal, 1904, _'->.

—T. F. B.

Ores and Products Containing Vanadium, Molybdenum,
Titanium, or Tungsten; Treating . II. I.. Herren-
schmidt. Fr. I'at. 334,333, June 27, 1W3.

1 hi: object of the invention is to obtain from ores of
vanadium, vauadic acid or a vanadate, and alloys of vatia

ilium with other metals, such as nickel, iron, or copper, the

processes described being also applicable to obtaining

corresponding products from ore of molybdenum, titanium.

and tungsten. Solution of crude sodium vanadate, obtained

Irom the ores by known processes, is concentrated and
crystallised with addition of van idic acid, resulting from
prior fractional precipitation of part of the liquor, by
vanadium sulphate, orofan acid, or of a metallic -alt. The
same process IS applied to obtaining a vanadate of nickel,

iron or copper from the original solution after purification.

These vanadates may he heated with carbon to obtain the

corresponding alloys. Compare Fr. I'at. 328,421 of 1903
and Addition to the same; this Journal, 1903,

119S.— F. S.

French Patents.

Aluminium Allot/; Manufacturing . L. Trezel,

V. G. Coppee, and A. J. l.V Moiithv. Fr. I'at.

Aug. 3, 1903.

a i e.itvkatokv " rich " alloy is obtained by fusion at ;

very high temperature (about 2,000 C.) of approximately
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equal parts of ferro-silicon and of cobalt, with two parts of

aluminium, and variable smaller proportions of silver and

of silica. This " rich " alloy is melted with aluminium at a

comparatively low temperature, to form an alloy for which

special characteristics are claimed ; viz., that it may be

soldered and braized, &e.—E. S.

Minerals; Process and Apparatus for the Separation of
. and for the Extraction of Mattes. G. A. Goyder

and E. Laughron. l'r. Pat. 334.443, Aug. 6, 1903.

See Eng. Pat. I6.83S of 1903 ; this J., 1903. 1133.

—T. P. B.

Ores; Furnace for Treating . I. Saniilippo, Italv.

Fr. Tat. 334,444, Aug. 0. 1903.

The furnace, which is especially intended for the treat

of sulphide ores, or for refining sulphur, has as its essential

characteristics, two compartments, one above the other,

filled with hollow pillars extending to the roof, and per-

forated laterally to admit free passage of gases, the ore

being fed from above. The arrangements are modified in

various respects according to the use to which the furnace

is put.—E. v
.

Tinning and Soldering ; Composition for Use in .

K. Kfippers. Fr. Tat. 334,191, Aug. 7, 1903.

The composition is made by mixing 9-j parts of zinc

chloride, t> parts of ammonium chloride, aud ."> parts of

zinc oxide, with some water. The mixture is preferably

dried at from 140° to 300 (
'., and then allowed to solidify.

— E. S.

Etching [Designs on] Metals. J. A. Dejey.

Fr. Pat. 33 1,499, Aug. 8, 1903.

The design having been copied on to the roller or plate to

be engraved, and a reserve of lead electrically deposited,

the ink is dissolved off by turpentine or the like, and the

plate is ready for etching by acids or liquors that do not

attack lead, but only the design on the copper surface

which is laid bare ; ferric chloride or chromic acid solution

may be thus used for instance. When it is desired to etch

very deeply, the plate may bo cleaned, and the etching

already obtained covered with a varnish, and then a thick

Teserve of lead deposited and the process continued as

before. Fr. Pat. 301,227, 1901 , is referred to. See Addition

to Fr. Pat. 301,054, 1901 ; this Journal, 1902, 51.—E. S.

Dust Floating in Roasting Furnaces having Superposed
Hearths; Process and Arrangement \_of Apparatus'] to

Prevent the Formation of . W. Kauffinann. Fr.

Eat. 334,528, Aug. 10, 1903.

The invention consists in arrangements whereby the ore, in

its descent from hearth to hearth, of a horizontal roasting

furnace, is delivered without encounter of uprushing gases,
for which passage is automatically made through inde-

pendent openings, and the formation of floating dust is thus
prevented. The passages for the gases are successively
opened and closed by means of plates connected to the
mechanism for discharging the ore from hearth to hearth,
but in no case is rush of gases possible through an opening
which is discharging ore.—E. S.

Waste [or Dust] of White or Pure Pyrites ; Treating ,

uith view to Recovery of the Iron. H. Solbusky. Fr.
Pat 334,623, Aug. 14, 1903.

Waste pyrites, or furnace dust, the latter after separation
of non-magnetic bodies, is heated sufficiently to " volatilise

"

sulphur and zinc, and is subsequently more strongly heated
in air, to form zinc sulphate, which decomposes into sulphur
dioxide, oxygen, and zinc oxide. The complete extraction
of the sulphur and zinc is stated to be facilitated by using a
mixture of products. It is also stated that the reduction of
iron oxide by fusion with pyrites containing copper or
nickel, may be effected by heating the mixture of them
sufficiently

; and that thus molten iron, or an alloy of iron
with such metals, is obtained.—E. S.

XL-ELECTRO-CHEMISTRY AND
ELECTRO-METALLURGY.

C^.)—ELECTRO-CHEMISTRY.

English Patents.

Water undothvr Litptids ; Apparatus for Purification of

[by Electrolysis]. \V. P.. llar.lv, London. Eng.

Pat. 25,041, Nov. 14, I I

Thk electrolytic tank is made in the form of a metal pipe,

lined with two longitudinal slabs of wood opposite to each
other, and with longitudinal staves with radial meeting
edges tor supporting the two slubs in position. The latter

have Ion ;itudinal grooves into which slide aluminium plates,

acting :i* electrodes, alternate one s and cathodes.

The anode plates overlap the cathode plates at one end and
the cathode plates overlap ;it the other, the overlapping

portions being secured together by < threaded bar, provided

with uuts on opposite sides i
- for clamping them.

The liquid is thus made to circulate in a sinuous course over

the plates. The ends of the tank are secured to, and closed

by, metal heads lined with slate, the latter fitting within the

i as to abut against the wooden lining, aud the slate

is provided with grooves for supporting the electrodes and
with openings for the terminals which are connected to the

threaded bars. The liquid enters under pressure at one end
and passes out in a pure state at the opposite end ; but in

the entrance pipe is placed a liquid motor ot the blade type,

attached to a governor aud actuating a switch in such a way
that a resistance is introduced into the circuit when the

speed of the liquid is low, and cut out when the flow is fast,

the circuit being broken when the flow ceases. This is

accomplished by the centrifugal balls acting on a lever, so

as to bring a contact point, attached to the lever, down onto
a contact point attached to the electrodes through a

resistance; or, if the speed is greater, so as to bring the

contact point still lower on to a third contact point in direct

connection with the electrodes, and thus cut out the

resistance. When the flow ceases the balls drop and the

contact points are separated, thus breaking the circuit.

—B. X.

Agitating the [Fused] Contents of Electrolytic Cells ; An
Improved Method and Apparatus for , or Effecting

Systematic Transference of Portions of the Contents

from one Cell to Another. E. A. Ashcroft, Runcorn.

"Eng. Pat. 12,083, May 27. 1903.

A pot electromagnet, with concentric poles, is arranged

concentrically beneath the bath of fused material (e.g.,

sodium chloride), and this sets up a violent swirl of the

contents of the vessel, the magnet being so placed that the

lines of magnetic force cut the lines of current flow more
or less at right angles, and lie in planes at right angles to

the direction of the required motion. Two vessels may be

arranged in this way, with connecting tangential tubes, the

second vessel containing fused caustic soda, with a sodium-

lead alloy as the anode and a central nickel cathode. By
using a horseshoe magnet, with one pole vertically below

each vessel, the swiris in the two vessels may be produced

in the same direction and some of the intermediate electrode

(sodium-lead alloy) will be transferred from one vessel to

the other. Instead of the tangential passages, the two

vessels may be placed side by side, with an opening near

the bottom for connecting the cells, and in which is placed

a baffle plate for directing the contents of one vessel into

the other ; or a passage may lead from the centre of the

first to the periphery of the second cell, and another

iLre from the periphery of the first to the centre of the

second, the increased pressure at the periphery of each

vessel producing circulation.— B. X.

Insulating Materials, and Artificial Substitutes for

Ebonite and the like. O. D. Lucas, London. Eng. Pat.

2695, Feb. 4, 1903.

Three classes of materials are used, a cheap earthy sub-

stance of a fibrous nature, such as peat, for the base, a

binding material, such as China- or other clay, chalk, of

powdered talc, and cementing materials, such as india-rubber
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and shellac or colloids like gelatin and glue. If rubber be

used, sulphur is added in the proportions required1

, according

t.> hardness desired and in the case of colloids, bichromate

of potash or tannin is added to render them insoluble. The

process is carried out by grinding the substance - oi the first

and second classes, first alone and then together, and finally

stirring them into a solution oi the substance oi the third

class in a suitable solvent. The resulting material is

granular when rubber oi shellac is used ; itisreground to a

line powder and is capable of being solidified under heat and

pressure into a 6olid compact mass, having high insulating

properties. The product frbin colloids is plastic or gela-

tinous when cold. It must be dried by the gentle app ica

tiou of beat or some other suitable method. It has a high

specific resistance, is capable of taking a high polish, ami

eau be moulded into any form and turned in a lathe.

—J. K. B.

French Patents,

Caustic Soda S, ihitions, Caustic Soda, Chlorine anil its

Derivatives; Method of Obtaining Strung , hy

Electrolysis ni Sodium I hloride. h. Bscrive de Romani.
l-'r. Pat. 334,832, dune 85, I

•() i.

The conversion ol the sodium amalgam, by means of water,

into caustic soda an 1 mercury is conducted in a separate

cell from that in which the amalgam is produced by the

electrolysis of sodium chloride. The former cell is at

higher level than the latter, and a pipe leading from the

bottom of the electrolytic tank to the upper part of the

other is provided with a valve which automatically passes

the amalgam but excludes th" solution. This is effected

by using a ball-and-socket valve, of which the ball has a

specific gravity hover than thai of mercury hut higher than

that of the solution.- W. {',. M,

Water : I'nircss of Electrolysing . W. F. M. McCarty
aud \V. S. IVehe Fr. Pat. 334,543, Aug. 10, 1903.

See Kng. Pat. 17,399 of 1903 ; this Journal. 1904, IS.

—T. F. B.

Electrodes X. (iargreaves. Kr. I'at.

010, Sept. 2, [908.

See Kng. Pat 19,368 of 1902 ; this Journal, 1903. 1135.

—T. F. B.

(!».)—ELECTRO-METALLUKGY.
United States Patent.

Metals; Separating ,from Matte or Ore. P. Danck-
wardt, Deadwood, S.D. I ,S. Pat. 746,797,Dec. 15, 1903.

Valuable metals are separated from metal sulphides aud
arsenides containing iron sulphide, by mixing the matte or

ore with carliide-forming materials, and heating the mix-
ture in an electric furnace to produce a carbide tvhich will

reduce the valuable metals to the metallic state, without

reduction of the iron sulphide present.—E. S.

French Patent.

Alloy ofIron, Silicon, ami Manganesi manu-
facturing a 'triple

, iii an Electric Furnace. C. A.
Keller. l"r. Pat. 33 I

An alloy containing iron, silicon, and manganese, in variable
proportions, is pro inced by heal d electric furnace,

restricted I on of about 30 volts, a mixture of fertn
silicon, mi tnese ore, with sufficient carbon
to effect the redaction oi the silica and ot the ore. tin

application oi thi is a final a I lition to bath
molten steel.— E. X;

XII.-FATTY OILS, PATS, WAXES.
AND SOAP.

Esters of [Fatty] Ac
Preparation oj fun
17 , 43 19—1344.

. Mol i ular Weight

;

. F. Kratlt. Uer.. 1903," 36,

The author ha- found that products porifled by distillation
in the vacuum Ol the cathode light have sharper boiling points

than those prepared by the usual methods. The ethyl eaten

of stearic, palmitic, myristic, and lauric acids were prepared,

and found to be readily volatile. Glycol esters of fatty

acids were obtained by heating ethylene chlotide for

10 hours at 180° C. with the respective potassium soaps

dried at 140° ('. The products of the reaction wore

. ittracted with ether, and the extracted substance dried

and rectified under a pressure of l.'i mm. iu very shallow

vessels (about JO mm.). The white transparent crystalline

masses yielded brilliant plates when crystallised from hot

alcohol. I to beating the potassium soaps for 12—15 hours

with an excess of ethylene chloride or bromide, the respec-

tive chloro-ethyl- and bromo-ethyl- esters were obtained.

Pure monoglyeerides were prepared by heating mono
chlorhydrin with the di ted pol isstum soaps in a sealed tube

in which the air had been replaced by earbou dioxide

Monobenzoin (C
:

,ll
r
O.,.( '<

I .( ,11
,

1
separate. I by rectifica-

tion in vacuo, boiled at 124° < ., and solidified, on cooling.

to a crystalline mass melting at 36 C. Monolaurm
I

< 'II -'
I

.i '.-.Cnll;.,) was prepared in the same way,

the tube being heated for six hours at 180" C. The
ethereal extract of the proline's of the reaction were dried

under a pressure of 15 mm., and Ihen in vacuo at

and rectified it the full green cathode light. The mono-
laurin distilled at 142 C. in vacuo, and solidified to a

transparent, crystt Mine, non-hygroscopic mass, melting at

59 C. Monomyristin distilled at 162* C. m vacuo, and

melt cl at about 68 C. Mohopalmitin (m. pt. T
%

2 ('.), was
prepared hy heating two pan- of potassium palmitate with

0-8 part of a-nionochlorhyilriu as described above. The
ethereal extract was purified by crystallisation from ethyl

and butyl alcohols, and the- last traces of di- and tri-palmiUn

removed by means of hot benzene. Monostearin pi

iu the same way melted at 7S" C. Mono olein (i
'

II. t >_. .0 '

C'
17
H 3b) was fractionally precipitated by adding water to an

alcoholic solution of the products of the reaction, and dried

on a porous tile in vacuo. It formed white crystals inching

35 C. The monoglyeerides of fatty acids are ecu

into triglycerides when shaken and heated with benzoyl

chloride and sodium hydroxide solution ; for instance.

dibenzoyl monopalmitin, I II i ( !( >._..<
16H :jl

)(CO...i

melting at 6,9 ^responding compound of

monomyristin (m. pt. 0.V '< .) were thus prepared.

distilled without decomposition in vacuo. Crude fats were

also fractionated in the same way. The solid fat separated

by means of alcohol from laurel oil di-tilled at -

275 C. in vacuo yielding trilauriu ; trituv ri-tin was al-o

separated from muscat butter in the same wen —C. A. M.

of the Piira Rubber Tree (Hcrea Brasiliensis} ;

< 'ommercial Utilisation ofthe . Bull, of the Imperial

Inst. (Suppl. to Hoard of Trade J.), 1903. [4], 156—159

The seeds (busk aud kernel grouud together) whet)

,x ii acted with light petroleum, furnished 20 percent, of oil,

whilst the kernels, which constitute about 5" per cent, ly

weight of the seeds, yielded 42*3 per cent, of oil

chief point of difference betwecu the oils from the whole
ind from the kernels is the presence in the former

ot a very small amount of n solid fat having a high saponi

deration value and a low iodine value The oil possesses

drying properties; it gives a clear transparent film on
exposure to the air. and could probably be Used a- a sub

stitute for linseed oil. The oil prepared from the kernels

had the following characters :—sp. gr. at 15° C,
acid value, 10*7; bn oleic acid), 5*4 per

cent.; saponification value. 200-1: iodine value, 128-3.

men of oil extracted from Para rubbei

ad to contain 65*6 per cent, ol rrei fatty acids (as

oleic acid). This large- proportion of free acid, which is

due to the decomposition of the neutral "il in the crashed

seed by the action of a hydrolytic enzyme, renders the

meal unfit for use as a fodder. I'he residual eake "obtained

after expressing the oil from the decorticated seeds could.

i. be- nsed ,i- a .attic food, It contains:—moisture,

a-h, a-l'.': protei . fibre. 5-imi ; lat,«-00;

and -Carbohydrates, 13*64 per cent. l'ara-nihber seed oil

a valued at per ton. It is not advisable

to import the whole seeds, but Ihe di corticated seed-, which

are valued at 10/. to I
' • ton. Tie " seed cuke " would
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be of about the same value us linseed euko, viz., al. 15s. to

'.. 15*. per ton.—A. S.

English Patents.

Fatly Matters from Bones and Other Materials ; Extraction

of . \V. R. Smith. Chester, and E. G Scott, Loudon.

Eng. Pat. 3150, Feb. 10, 1908.

The material is placed in a chamber above a source of

steam-heat (claim being made for " tubes held in tube plates

and externally heated by steam '), whilst the solvent is

introduced from above and falls through if. The
:> vaporised by the heat and rising through the material is

condensed and extracts more fat, until eventually, «hen the

material become* hot, the solvent is recovered by means of

a condenser. The solution of the fat is conducted into a

vessel, where the solvent is evaporated by means of tubes

externally heated by steam, tin process beinj

by the introduction of live steam.—C. A. M.

Oils and Fatty Matters ; Purifying and Deodorising .

C. Godard, Termonde, Belgium. Eng. Pal

13. 1908. Tinier Internat. Oonv., Oct. U;
. 1902.

The oils are mix. 1 with sodium silicate, tl

rated, and the neutralised oils deodorised by me
steam in a hue state of division. A special

claimed for the latter process.— C". A. II.

Oils and Fall'/ Matters; Decolorishiq . C. G
Termonde, Belgium- Eng Pat. 22,086, Out. 13,

1'nder Internat. C'bnv., < let. 28,

Ix order to prevent oxidation of oils dui

decoloring reagents, claim is made for arrying

process in vacuo, and also for special apparatus for the

purpose.—C. A. M.

United States Patent.

Seeds; Process oj Eliminating Solvents from . M.
Swenson, Madison, Wis., U.S.A. U.S. i'at. 747,26",

Dec. 15, 1903.

The liquid solvent is expelled by the introduction of hot

vaporised solvent, the residual seed being dried in the

process. The vapour is itself removed from the seed by

means of a high vacuum, aud a current of hot air finally

passed through.—C. A. M.

Oils or Distillates; Process nf Desulphurising .

O. 1'. Amend, Assignor to J. H. Macey. U.S. Pats.

747,347 and 747,348,T>ec. 2, 1903. III., p'age 55.

Fuench Patents.

Fatty Acids from their Esters; Process of Extracting
. Vereinigte Chemische VVer'ke Geselischaft. Fr.

Pat. 32S.10I, Oct. 9, VM'l.

Claim is made for the use of vegetable ferments on an
emulsion of the fat in presence of acids or acid salts.

Encr.Pat. 22,111 of 1902; this Journal, 1903, 4"-

—C. A. M.

Cacao Butter; Impi. of' . G. Miller.

Fr. Pat. 334,366, July 2o. 1903.

This process, which is stated to render cacao butter soft

and pliable, consists of heating the lat with water and
sodium bicarbonate, tbeu cooling it with constant agitation

until it congeals, after which it is left for 24 hours, and is

finally subjected to a process of pressing and kneading until

supple. Claim is also made for a product thus prepared
from a mixture of butter aud cacao butter.—C. A. M.

Xm.-PIGMENTS, PAINTS ; KESINS,

VAMISHES ; INDIA-KUBBER, Etc.

(A.)—PIGMENTS, PAINTS.

English Patents.

Paving Material or Asphalt, Filltng-u- (
'< "<f. Water-

proofing Material and Paint. Wi P. Thompson. Eug.
Pat. 24.S07, Nov. 12, 1902. IX., page 64.

Ultra. .- Manufacture. of . C > Loudon.
Eng. Bat. 317.4, Feb. 10, !9o3.

A GHABcoal, rich in silica, such as charcoal from tl

of rice, is substituted either partly or entirely for the coal

and kiesclguhr, used in the ordinary mixtures for making
ultramarine.— J. K. B.

Fbknch Patents.

Cement with Zinc Basisfor lint Joints. Bonneville ,\
|

Addition, dated Jul} S, 1903, to Fr. I'at. 332,783, June4,
1903.

In cases where the pi oxide of lead or its other

compounds an- cither desirable or no: i

may I added to the cement made with fine!

metallic zinc as described in the previous patent in this

Journal, 1903, 1357.—M; .J. S.

White Pa i . J. E. K

Fr. I'at. 328,1 1 I Oct. 23,. 1903.

Limestone is saturated with petroleum oil, wliich is then

I - king lime is submitted to the same
I vjoon 1 time, and i*- then ground with a suitable

paint vehicle. The second calcii ed to impr

the opacity of tie. produc . The paints dry rapidly vithout

the 'addition of a a id • [lire a hard surface

which is highly resistant to al

—M. J. S.

Pigments; Processes of Halting . \V. J. Armbrusl
andJ.Morton. Fr. P , Aug. 17, 1903.

Si 03; this Journal, 1903,

—T. F. I?.

Piijnr Manufacturing same. W. J.

Armbruster and J. Morton. Fr. I'at. 334.G.J0, Aug. 17,

Sn. U.S. Pat. 737,055 of 1903; this Journal, 1903, 1055.

—T. F. B.

(#.)- RESINS, VARNISHES.

United States Patent.

Turpentine Stilt. W. H. Krug, New Vork. Assignor to

ulard I'urpi .
I

>'. N.C. U-S. Pat.

746,350, Dec. 15, 1903

The still is provided with two deliverj pipes,.one i which

i- fitted with an automatic valve controlled : ;.

the still, and the other with a valve operated

hv hi'iul. The delivery pipes lead t( separate

-31. J. 8

FitENCH Patents.

I'ami.-li; Process of Manufacturing . by Direct

Solution of Gums Without l'i>>- in on. A. Tixier

and L. Kamhaud. Fr. Pat. 334,430'. Aug. 5, 191

•Teki-ini: ii. (C| H,6O)," obtained by treating oil oi

turpentine with dilute nitric acid, forms a \eiy

solvent lor gums in their natural state. The terpineol

prepared by digesting at 15 —2u
:

C. with acid of

B., until the oil of turpentine has bi =rted

ir.to s terpine.wh rted

into terpineol by the action of highly dilute sulphi

digesting at 60°—70 C., washing, and dis

a. The latter pro - . the more rapid, but the

product is iess pur:-. The commercially put

a density . .; H40, and a refractive judex higher than i

"

\ a ti shes may be prepared bj

-his liquid, or in a mixture of :: wi

turpentine, benzene, or alcohol. To use it in tl

of oil varnishes", it rs desirable t

which is soluble in the oil, since such n

ipitate the gum from its terpineol solutio

lid do if added in toe large a proportion.—M. J. S,

iZeutu consisting Of Two • r More Layers ;

Manufacturing —— . The Bremer Lin<

menhorst C ' 334,635, Aug.

mode of manufacturi nting

two or more composition., which i n the
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respective layers to simultaneous compression between

rollers. The mixtures are kept separate in the charging

hopper by partitions which extend nearlj to the zonewhere
the compression takes place.— M. J. S.

CO—INDIA-BUBBER.

India-Rubber; Chemistry of . E. Marckwftld

F. !''rank. Gummi-Zeil., 1S03, 18, ! 13], 251- 2

1 : !ems likelj thai the quantity x in the empirical forn

(C, U,6
)r will be replaced by 10, for whilst the analysis

of the most highly vulcanised product po - the

formula (I II - I W eb i res (C,
p
H

I(
) - I

the lowest vulcanisation prod aining no

polyprene. In soft rubber Weber found sulphur i

sponding to the formula for hard rubber,

obtained by mixing equal quantities of sulphur and rn

and vulcanising for eight hours at 140 C, he was unable to

get a higher product than represent -d by the forn

(CjoHjjSj)*. I! i- evident that the combined sulphur

cannot be removed from the rubber molecule without

breaking up the latter, so that the so-called regeneration of

india-rubber resolves it-. -It' into a physical manipulation of

the old rubber merely, no real chemical alteration taking

place.—). K B.

India-Rubber; Anion of Metals on . CO. Webi
Gummi-Zeit., 1903.18, [13], 255.

rxvn.i am-iip rubber is rarely used in contact villi

metallic surfaces, but vulcanised rubber, on the other hand,

is used for covering metals for very man} purposes. Ii is

found that the more readily the metal combines with

sulphur the firmer is the combination between the rubber

and the metal. This appears to be due to the fact that at

the vulcanisation temperatures, certain metallic Sulphides

actually combine with rubber in a manner not yet fully

understood. Arsenic, antimony, bad, copper, and silver

act very energetically : tin, zinc. iron, and aluminium much
less soj whilst gold and platinum are quite inert. Practical

mm- of this property is made in the manufacture of cables,

where the tinned copper wires are always used, wires thus

coated resisting action of the sulphur. < in the other hand,

comparatively inert metals, such as iron and steel, may
be coated with antimony or copper when it is desired to

obtain the firmest possible adhesion.— I. K. 13.

Sulphurfor Vulcanising India-Rubber ; Properties of .

C. ()." Weber. India-Rubber Journal, 1904, 27, [1],
21 and 30.

\ i n ntio.n is drawn lo the necessity of the sulphur used
being free from acidity, especially when used for making
pure rubber goods, which contain no oilers likely to

neutralise the tree acid. The sulphur should he stored in

a cool place in order to avoid oxidation as much as

possible. The presence of lime in a mixing is not a

guarantee of its freedom from anj free acid, us perfect

admixture i- impossible en mixing rolls. The author
recommends grinding - t" 3 per cent, of lime into the

sulphur in a ball grinding machine. Such a mixture is

peculiarly successful as a vulcanising agent.—J. K. 13.

llnbher ; Collection and Preparation oj Different Sorts of
Congo . I. de Wildenian. Gummi-Zeit., 1903, 38,
[14], 281.

The rubber called ' tjibola" is yielded by a creeper, the

hark of which contains a stick} product, which can only

be separated by beating. Bj ile beating process the
natives eventually obtain rubber flakes about 3— 4 mm.
thick ami 30—40 nun. wide. These are cut into strip- and
formed into bull-, live of which are stuck together by
dipping in hot water, A creeper 2 m. long yields 30 to 40

balls of rubber weighing about '-'7."> grins., and tins small

yield represents a whole day'- labour. Such rubber loses

in diying belore export only about HI per cent, of it>

weight. Kanianga rubber is obtained I > young creepers

of the same species by cutting. A longitudinal and trans-

verse cut is made in the bark, and the latex allowed to run
down a stick or down the arm or breast of the native, the I

heat of the body coagulating it thoroughly. Rubber so

prepared is of the hest quality, practically free from im-
purities, for it run? fast and coagulates. Creepers yielding

a slow-running latex are cut, five or BIZ at a time, in the

morning, and the rubber, which slowly gathers at the

wounds, collected in the afternoon or next morning. The
rubber obtained is of a good quality, but contains particles

of bark enclosed. The yield is 15 to 20 halls, weighing
about 150 grms. in all ; the rubber loses 211 to 30 per cent.

in weight in the -tore. Black rubber, or " tjikala," is white

inside, excepting when the balls are very small, and the

black colour is due to surface oxidation. It is obtained by
cutting a creeper about 2 m. long, in a longitudinal direction

only, commencing about \ in from the ground. The free-

flowing latex is collected in a vessel, and poured into hot
water in order to coagulate it. The rubber halls floating on
the surface are caught between large leaves, and the water

separated by trampling under foot. The resulting thin

rubber cakes arc cut into strips, formed into balls, and
dried on hurdles. A creeper yield- 70 to ton balls of

tjikala. Hakuba caoutchouc, called Siima. is obtained

from the same creeper as kanianga The balls are formed
by pressing together the product obtained by boiling the

half-run latex with water.— J. K. 1{.

/lubber Resources of the Soudan. Bull, of the Imperial

Inst. (Suppl. to lloard of Trade J.). 1903, [4], 168.

The rubber yielding creeper, Landidphia owariensit,

lieauv., var. tomentella, occurs abundantly all over the

Bahr-el-Gbazal province ; it is known to the natives of the
various tribes as " Ndala," " I Idiloh." " Ngeleh," and
" Atilob." Specimens of the rubber made up in two forms.
viz., balls and cylindrical rolls, have been examined, with
the following results :

—

nil Ash
Insoluble (included
Hatter. in I'm I.

The rubber, which was contaminated with a small amount
of extraneous vegetable matter, was not sticky ; it was
lather hard in the mass, l-ut small pieces exhibited very

good elasticity and tenacity. It is valued at about 'As. dd.

per lb. liy a decree issued l\ the Soudan Government on
May 1, 1903, the ,rubher forests tluoughcut the Soudan,
with the exception of those in ICordofau, have been placed

under official management, in order to prevent the destruc-

tion of the trees through reckless methods of collecting the

rubber.— A. S.

Castilloa and Funtumia Rubbers; Experimental Cultiva-

tion of , in Trinidad. Hull, of the Imperial Inst.

(Suppl. to Hoard of Trade J.), 1903, [4], 160—167.

Si'Ecimkxs of rubber from the various rubber-yielding trees

cultivated in Trinidad were examined with a view to ascer-
taining the influence of the a^te of the tree and the method
of ti eating the latex ou the quality of the rubber obtained.

Castilloa Rubber,—The view held by previous investigators

that trees of Castilloa elastica only yield rubber of good
quality after they have attained the age of eight years is

armed. In all the specimens examined, the proportion

of resin was much higher than that hitherto lecorded for

this variety of rubber. The method of preparation had
little influence on the composition of the rubber, except

that specimens obtained by " creaming " the latex, i.e.,

diluting it w ith a large volume of water and allowing to

stand for !2 hour-, before coagulating the rubber by the

addition of alcohol, contained much lc -- foreign mutter
than specimens obtained by the direct addition of alcohol

the- latex, or bj exposing the latter to the air. The two
men- of Caslilloa rubber which alone were of com-

mercial value, were obtained from trees 12 years old and
upwards, and had the following composition:—Moisture,

I5'2,2"2; caoutchouc, 70-1, 39' 1 ; resin. 11'7, 8'2j dirt,

"•5; ash (included in dirt). 0-79, u-2."> per cent.; they
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were valued at 2s. id. anil 2s. 9d. per lb. respectively. A
specimen of Castilloa rubber prepared by Weber's method
of adding formaldehyde to the "creamed" latex (this

Journal, 1902, 1461) had practically the same composition

an 1 value as the second of the two specimens described

above, but was much lighter iu colour.

Funtumia Rubber.—The rubber from Funtumia elastica

is much superior to that irom F. africana. Two specimens

of rubber from trees of F. elastica, 4
J,

years old, the

first having been prepared by addition of alcohol to the

latex, and the second by heating the latex, had the follow-

ing composition :— .Moisture, 29'5,21'2 ; caoutchouc, 60*2,

68 - 5; resin, 7'9, 7*9; dirt, 2-4. 2-4 j asli (included in

dirt), 1"37, 2 '08 per cent. ; they were valued at 2,s. fid.

and 2s. 2d. per lb respectively. The specimen prepared

by heating contained a considerable amount of uncoagulated

latex.—A. 8.

Seeds of the Para Rubber Tree (_Hevea Brasiliensis') ;

Commercial Utilisation of tlie . XII , page 68.

English Patent.

Insulating yiaterials anil Artificial Substitutes for
Ebonite, £c. O. D. Lucas. Eng. Pat. 2695, 1903.

XI. A., page 67.

XIV.-TANNING; LEATHEE, GLUE, SIZE,

Myrobalan Extracts ; Behaviour of , when kept under
Various Conditions. J. l'aessler. Collegium, 1903, 2,
[89], 369—373. From Deutsche Gerber-Zeit.. 1903.

If weak myrobalan liquors, of a strength very slightly

above that employed in analysis, are allowed to stand, they
show an even more serious loss of tannin than was
observed in the case of strong myrobalan liquors (see

Youl and Griffith, this Journal, 1901, 423—429). Two
liquors, of about 0' 5 per cent, tannin strength, lost in the
course of five days 11 - 8 per cent, and 21 '8 per cent,

respectively of the original amount of tannin, whilst this

los> became 27-5 per cent, and 32 -

7 per cent, respectively
in a total period of 15 days. In view of its commercial
importance the behaviour of strong liquid extracts was
examiued in the following manner:—A newly made extract
was analysed, and four quantities of 1 litre each measured
off into stoppered flasks. ( )f these, two were kept in the
laboratory and two in a cool cellar, one of each pair being
treated by addition of 1 per cent, of salicylic acid.

Analyses were made of each after periods of 25, 50, 100,
220, and 420 days, and the final results are shown in the
adjacent table.

Table showing Alteration in a Myrobalan Ex-tract (2.V B.)
when kept for 420 Days.

Kept in Laboratory. Kept in Cool Cellar.

Original

condition. Un-

treated.

Tannin
Non-tannin . .

.

Insoluble matter
Water

Per Cent. Per Cent
22-1 20"1

W7 12'3
3'2 7'2
61'0 60-5

English Patents.

Titanium Solutions and the Manufacture of Leather;
Impts. relating to . ( '. Dreher, Freiburg, Germany,
Eng. I'at. 27597, Dec. 15, 1902.

Tanxim. liquors are prepared by dissolving titanic acid in

a carboxylic acid of the fatty series, or in other acids, in

the presence of compounds containing several hydroxyl
groups in the fatty residue, unci adding alkalis or alkali

carbonates until the liquor is neutral "r alkaline, after which
the liquor is acidified. Alternatively the titanic acid maybe
at once dissolved in alkali in tin- preseni e ol the Batty acid9

(or salt) or hydroxy! compounds. These, liquors maybe
used ( in conjunction with vegetable tannins or mordant
dyestuti*, (2) in acid, alkaline, or neutral condition, anil (:',)

in anj desired order or combination.—-R. L. J.

Horn-like Material from Raw Stuns; Process of Pre-

paring a . E. Jetter, Erfurt. Eng. I'at. 1902,

March 3, 1903.

See Fr. Pat. 330,006 of 1903 ; this Journal, 1903, 1056.

—T. F. B.

Fkench Patent.

'fanning Machine. C. J. Glasel. Fr. I'at. 331,908,

Aug. 28, 1903.

See En":. Pat. 1 7 , S 1 7 of 1903 ; this Journal, 1903, 1140.

—T. F. B.

XV.-MANUKES. Etc.

Potassium Compounds ; Soluble , in the Soil, and their

Utilisation by Plants. T. Schlocsiug, jun. Comptes
rend., 1903,137, [26], 1206—1209.

Maizk was grown in pots of different soils, alongside each
pot being a comparison pot of the same soil, kept in the

same state of humidity, but with no plant growing in it.

At the end of the period of growth, 100 grins, of each soil

were exhausted of soluble matters by slow continuous

percolation with water (containing calcium nitrate to coagulate

the albuminous portions and secure a clear percolate).

Each successive 7 litres of percolate were evaporated in

platinum, and the potassium determined. When the amount
iu each of the two membersof a comparison pair (which in

the first washings was greater iu the virgin soil) was the

same, the washing was discontinued, and the total amount
of potassium compounds in the two cases compared. The
results were as follows :

—

Thus, whilst myrobalan liquors may deposit 25— 30 per
cent, of their available lannin in the course of 15 days
liquid extracts such as the above lose barely 5 per cent, in
the course of a year. It further appears (1) that salicylic
acid has practically no effect, and (2) liquid extracts should
be stored in a cool cellar to reduce the loss caused by
deposition to a minimum.—K. L. J.

Tannin Analysis; Improved Apparatus for .

E. A. Earp. XXIII., page 77.

Soil from Soil from Soil from
Boulogne. Galande.

,
Joiuville.

Soil from
Neauphle.

Un-
cult.

Cult
- cu1t.|

Cult
Un-
cult.

Cult

Mgrms.
Soluble potassium oxide 443 1 S25

per kilo, of dry soil.

Grms.
Difference for the 4'3

:;t> kilos, in each pet.
Total potassium oxide 5"7

in the plants.

Mgrms.
178 in::

I

Grms.
2-3

Mgrms.
233 I 133

Grins.
:;i:

Un-
cult.

Cult.

Mgrms.
'-is:; t

Grms.

It appears, then, that the plants draw the greater part, if

not the whole, of the potassium compounds which they
contain, from the potassium salts dissolved in the water of

the soil, and not by direct action of the roots on the solid

substances. The author has already shown that the same
thing occurs in the case of phosphoric acid.—J. T. D.

Sugar Canes grown on Heavy Clay Lands; Influence of
Manures on . Report on the Agricultural Work in

the Botanic Gardens and the Government Laboratory of

British Guiana for 1902-3.

Bt the addition of nitrogen, in the form of ammonium
sulphate, sodium nitrate, raw guano, or dried blood,

increased yields of the cane are obtained. Ammonium
sulphate and sodium nitrate, when used so as to supply uot
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more than 10 lb. of nitrogen per an-.', arc of about equal

value, but, when used in excess o£ this proportion, amino-

niuui sulphate gives much better results, the best result

appearing to arise from dressings oi 3 to 3 cwt. of the salt

per acre, [ocreasi d j ields of cane are also obtained by the

use of lime -T. 1'. I!.

Sewage; Igricultural Value of Cit in India.

J. W. Leather. Agric. Ledger. 1903, :'.7— 49.

Analyses of sewage purified by the -cptic tank process at

Manjiri and Ppoua showed that a dailj applioatiu

l.oui'i galls, pi •• nine months would supply

(>8r-423jb. of nitrogen, 229 21! lb i phosphoric :

and 22-1— 350 lb. ol potash respectively. The amounts of

iluse constituents contained in a sugarcane crop were

found to be ;- Nitrogen, 131 : phosphoric acid, 81; and

potash, 358 lb. per acre . and these numbers do not represent

the amounts permanently removed from the soil, since the

ash constituents of the drj leaves and the crusbed cane

(which are used as fuel in the boiling process)>may be

returned to the land. The green tops are, moreover, fed

to the cattle on the spot, and the manure applied to the soil.

— X. II. .1. M

Sewage; Field Experiment on the Bombay
Farms. J.W. Mollison. igric. Ledger, 1903,50—54.

The experiments were undi Mlbay Agricul-

tural Department, to ascertain the value of purified sewage

as manure for sugarcane and various other crops. Two
-its of experiments were made, one in which the effluent

from the septic tank was passed through ( tact beds, and

one in which the efflu from the tank to the

fields. In both cases the water was clear, and had little or

no perceptible odi bt. 1 he purified sewage cannot be applied

continuously during the whole period of growth. Some of

the more sensitive seedlings might probably with adv.m

be irrigated with canal water during the first period of

growth. Then, again, it is unlikely thai the sewage can he

applied dining the ripening period; in thi
I

sugar

cane results were obtained which point to the conch

that the application ol the effluent should be discontu

iwo or three months before the crop reaches uia'i'

"Lodging" in«y, however, be avoided, even with the

heaviest crops. Ivy adopting the ! fstem of planting

two sets in deep pits about g'5 ft. apart. It is anticipated

that the effluent will furnish remunerative results with sugar-

cane, yams, onions, turmeric, surans, sweet potatoes

guinea grass, linn me, aiel various sorghums. Very heavy

crops of guinea grass, maize, lucerni i ;hums wen
obtaii '. X. II. J. M.

the centre, and vice Vers i, during the period of cooling The
columns may also be partitioned off into separate chambers,
with inlets and outlets on opposite sides of the axis.

.1. V. B.

1x111 D Si l!l - I'vTENTS.

Sugar Cane i Process, of Treating . II. Weinrich,
Yonkers, N.Y. CT.S. Pat. 747,520, Dee. 22, 1903.

The juice of the sugar cane is defecated before the cane
reaches the mill. The cant is first shredded into fine fibres.

and then >teepeil iii a boding solution of lime, into which i-

intrnduced sufficient lime to neutralise the acidity of the

juice; the treated mas. is finally delivered to the ordinary

cane mill.—.1. F. B:

Sugar; Process of Extracting . L. Naudi t. Paris.

U.S. Pat. 746,734, Dec. 15, 1903.

The cold saccharine material is lirst mashed with sugar
juice " at a temperature below that required to effect

osmosis" ; the mashed material is then subjected to the action

of a " circulating body of hot sugar juice," having a density

equal to or greater than the juice contained in the cellules

of the material to be acted on, until its temperature reaches
77° C. The cell containing the heated material is then

coupled up with the other cells of the batten in such a

manner that it forms the la-t member of the series. The
enriched heating juice is mixed with the weaker juices

obtained from the battery, and the juice from the batter;

is passed through that cell of the series " which is, at tin-

time, richest in sugar."—J. ]'. 15.

Sugar Juice; Method of Continuous Carbonalion of .

L. Naudet, Paris. U.S. Pat. 746,735, Dec. [5, 1 10

A certain amount of sugar juice of definite alkalinity and
a certain amount of carbon dioxide are introduced into a

treating vessel, am! the relative proportions of such intro-

duced bodies are subsequently varied in accordance with

the variations is unity of the carbonated juice

flowing from the vessel, as determined by changes in the

initially determii ition level.— . I. F. B.

Sugar : Apparatusfor Extracting . L Naudet,

Paris. I" >. .Pat. 746,736, Dec. 15, I90S.

Tins specification relates to the apparatus, batten

connections, pumps and tanks, for working the process

described in U.S. Pat. 746,734 (above) 5 it includes a c

pclisating vessel for mixing Che juices to equalise the

gravities.—J. I . B.

nil

XVI.-SUGAR. STAKCH. GUM, Etc. ^1^ ClffiW^
Sugar Cane grouni on Heavy ('/<!// Lands; Influence of

Millions on . XV., page 71.

Saccharose . Combination of . with Metallic Salts

1 1. Cauthier. XXI V., pagi

i Patents.

Separating Apparatus \
Sugar"] ; Centrifugal

H. Winter, Cnarlottenburg. Eng. Pat. 53 10, vtarch 6,

1903.

See Fr. Pat. 329,768 of 1903; this J., I903.105S.—T. I'. B.

Sugar Filling Masses-; Cqlumn-shcpe4 Crystallisation

. i: [folsche, Hulleu'S., audF. Nowal

Uoswndzc. Germany, ling Pat 23 92, Nov. 2,1

In this type of crystallii ' the hot massecuite is

id into the top of o long, vertical cylii li til ves*

in which it is cooled and crystallised, u similar quantity

being withdrawn :

'

-
'

the -v-ti m liel d portion-

of the massecuite cool i n portion?

-o that there remains a core of hot, p crystaHtsi

massecuite. This isrei iedied bj pn stirring arms

furnished with inclined blad ; -. tube

or inverted C0nee;or any device whiel a giadu.

transference of the massecuite from thi circumference ti

Refining Co., Jersey City. I - Pat. 746,891, Di

1903.

See Eng. Pat. 17,912 of 1902 : this J., 1903, 811.—T. F. B.

Sugar Crystals s Pi eaning , and Recovery

of Cleansing Compositions employed. ( . A. Spreckels

and C. A. Kern, Neu
'

deral Sugai

Refining Co.,Jersej i ity. L\S. Pat. 747^256, Dec. 15,

Eng. Pat. 17,912 of 1902 ; thisil., 1903, Bll.—T. F. B.

Maltose; Process of Producing (", B, Duryea,

Sioux i ity. i ,S, Pat, i : .'
I I, Dec

Si i laig. Pat. 22,5S7of I902j this J., i903, 378. T. F. B;

--.
i

-

.
i Patent.

Beet t 'hips and other Moist o Wet Substances ; Median
JJri/iny of . .1. (. I. l.ateuillc. Frl Pat.' 834,411,

.
-. I. 1903.

Toe chips are dried by a current of heated air drawn

through the apparatus. This consists of a casing and a

cylindrical rotary strainer provided with short radial wing-

on its inner periphery. The chips arc IV 1 upon a wire cloth

table, which may be travelling Or fixed. It travelling, the
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wire table is placed in a horizontal position diametrically

throughout the length of the cylinder, and is given an
endless motion transversely to the axis. If fixed, the table

is situated at an angle to the horizontal, so that the chips

will run down it by gravity. In either ease the chips are

transferred from one side <>t the table to the other, and they

are then given a slight forward motion by means of

Arrived at the other side of the table the chips arc caught

by the radial wings of the rotaiy screen, and returned to

he side whence they started, at a point nearer the discharge

end.— .1. V. r.

XVIL-BREWING. WINES. SPIEITS, Etc.

Yeast Crop .- Determination of the ,from the iVifro-

genoHS 'Assimilation l»j the Ye-ist. and the Retution

between Alcohol Production and Nitrogenous Assimila-

tion. J. J. van Hest. Woch. f. Brau.. 1001,2:
1—3.

Thf researches of Delbriiek and Grimmer have shown that

'lie lo>s of nitrogen sustained by the wort is a direct

measure of the multiplication of the yeast The author has

confirmed this fact by comparing the results of nitrogen

determination. s before and after primary fernientat:

lavs") with those afforded by enumeration and filtration.

On the increase of the yeast cannot he

determined by direct methods, owing to the impossibility of

obtaining average samples of the yeast mixture- Bui

nitrogen in the [filtered] wort be determined before and
after primary fermentation, the yeast crop can be calculated.

A litre of standard pitching yeast (see this Journal, 1904, 30
|

- 7 • 04 1 grms. of nitrogen and about three billion cells.

If a = the grins, of nitrogen abstracted from the won pet

hectolitre, and if h — the grnis. of nitrogen in the volume of

standard pitching yeast sown per hectolitre, then the

:;ei>r + increase] = of standard

yeast per hectolitre. Two series of experiments are

recorded, one series with yeast in good condition and
another with yeast of poor quality. The average tempera-
tures of fermentation were between S

- 3" and 12 - 5 C;
determinations were made, after three days and after six

'lays, of the alcohol produced and the nitrogen abstracted
fro.n the wort. The following are average values •

—

Good Scries. Poor Series.

Attenuation after three days 2' f Bailing
six .".*:>' „

ilatipn of nitrogen in three 76 per cent.
of total.

indard) calculated from 25 litres
ailated.

'dated from the nitrogen 3'3 times
dated.

2-5° Bi

„

otal.

3'5 t

It «ill be noticed that in spite of .e great difference in
the behaviour of the yeast as regards assimilation, the
attenuations are practially the same in both series, [n the
good series which may fie regarded as representing normal
lermentations, the production of alcohi varii
as the assimilation of nitrogen, thus :

—

First
Thr.e L'ays Thre

Production ofalcohol,per cent oftotal
Assimilation of nitrogen, per cent, of

total
21

W In, st the yeast is growing and multiplying, the pro-
duction of alcohol is small, but when its biological work
is Hearing completirjn its physiological work becomes more
active. Experiments on the effect of varying the proportion
of pitching yeast showed that the yeast crop was unaffected
even when the proportion of pitchins yeast was doubled.

—J. F. B.

Pitching Yeast ; Determination of the Number of Wild
Yeast Cells in . !/ Drying with Caleiun

C. 1" rgsten. Woch. F. Brau., 1904, 21, lT, S—9.

'fin fo ring method is offered as an alternative to

propos i

:

\ Lindner (this Journal, 1903, 1018):—

I

".rin. o st is carefully spread by a platinum needle, with
aseptic precautions, on the a 1'etri dish. The
yeast • then covered with freshly-ignited powdered
caleium chloride and thoroughly mixed up by means of a
sterilised pestle; the mixture is with a further

calcium chloride, closed up. am 1 placed in the

for half an hour. At the end of that time the

mixture is dissolved in 100 c.c. of s

the solution is diluted with ;i c c. I c.c.

of this mixture, equal to 1 nigrin. of the yeast, it used
for eo the number of wild yeast growths in

u hi or for infecting gelatin plate- allures. If

ition liav been properly performed, only wild yeast

will hare survived. Commenting on the above proposal,
Lindner points out that it depends, like so many others

(action of chemicals, high temperatures, &<•.), upon the
time ire. Different varieties ,qf culture vcasts aud
will yeasts will have different powers of resistance to the

action ilcium chloride. It would always be n

sary; b fore applying the method, t > determine the time of

action suitable for the variety of pitching yeast under
exa til lion, and there most always be -one varieties

wild yeasts which will succumb before all the culture \

cells 1: ive been killed.—J. F. B.

]:<ir!< t/s Rich in Protein. Wielding. Woch. f. Brau.,

1904,21, [1]. 12— 13.

PlScr/ssi.xG the question of judging the protein content of

a barley from its outward appearance, the author gives a
table of analytical results and descriptions of outward
appearance. From this table and from the author's

. it would follow that the small-corned, plump
barleys, with thin, finely-wrinkled huvks. have the lowest

amount of protein, and yield the highest proportions of

extract ; in such barleys the judgment of an expert buyer
is not often at fault. But in the case of large-corned,

elongated barleys with medium or coarse-fibred busks, it

that the amount of protein may vary between
9-81 and 15-67 per cent,, and the expert maltster can

3 e-timate it u'ltil he comes to malt the bariev. With
barley rich in protein, a satisfactory malt is only obtained by
ensuring a long development both of rootlet aud acrospire.

Malting should only be attempted in cold weather, and the

temperature in the couches should never exceed 20 '
.

The author has experienced difficulties in the malting ot
- lie and Thurin/ian barleys containing over 11 per

cent, of protein, owing to their tendency to get hot. But
with most foreign barleys no difficulties have been met
with from this tendency, and a case is quoted of a Russiau
barley with 14'36 per cent, of protein which malted
perfectly well, yielding a malt with 75' 3 per cent, of

extract on dry substance. Oa the other hand an Anatolian
barley contaming only 9 '81 percent, of protein yielded

a malt with only 74 '3 per cent, of extract. Differences
these may occur with barleys ot the same ori

and are only to be attributed to qualitative differ,

in the nature of the protein, depending on soil aud nutrition.

The relations between the soluble and ihe insoluble

proteids no doubt play a part in the behaviour of the

barley, and they certainly affect the stability of the beer.

Malts with a high protein content have the advantage over

I - poor ia protein in that the}' favour the production
o full-bodied beers with good " bead "retaining properties

desire for barleys with low proteiu coutent may he

pushed too far, and the fact that the effect of a higb

j
ortion of protein on the stability of the heer cau h-

:i led by suitable malting is recognised by certain

rs for export, who buy barleys containing up to

12 per cent, of protein.—J. F. B.

iCider Making; Report 'an Investigations on . F'.J.

Lloyd. Board of Agriculture and Fisheries,

139 pp. ; price &d.

9 investigations were made on behalf of the Bath
and West and Southern Counties Society from 'Sflj to
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1902. When the apples are ready, they should be i I

or washed before crashing. The crashed pulp is called

"pomace": this is wrapped in cloths toform"chi
which are then pressed. The crushing and pri

apparatus have a great effect on the ) ield of juice ; the

improved English presses yield ahout 71'8 per cent, of

juice from the apples. The Continental presses yield

much less, but there the maceration of the pressed pulp

with water is practised for a second yield of juice,

"pomace" should he pressed snou after crushing,

exposure to air darkens the colour. The only way by

which the pressed "pomace," containing 18 per cent, of

sugar, can be profitably utilised is by maceration with

warm or cold water, equal to half the quantity of original

juice, for 21 hours, the strength b.-ing made up with sugar
to produce " small cider " ; this, however, is inferioi

deficient in tannin. The juice is fermented by the yeasts

present on the -kins of the apples; the amount of sugar
which sbould be present when the fermentation is check* I

depends on the kind of cider it is desired to make ; the

lees play no useful part iii the production of quality.

Filtration of the fresh juice being impracticable, it is

clarified by running from the press into " keeves," which
are upright tuns with loose covers. At a temperature
of sir — ;,2 F. a " beady " fermentation is here conducted,
which carries the suspended matter to the top in the

form of a compact "head," which is skimmed MY
two or three time-. Other portions of the suspended
matter settle to the bottom, and when this violent

fermentation has subsided, the partially clarified juice

is carefully racked off into the fermentation cosks; at this

stage it contains less than 1 per cent, of absolute alcohol.

During fermentation the bunghole of the rusk should

be closed by a "water-seal," whereby the evolution

of gas can be observed ; frequent hydrometer readings

should also be taken. The speed of fermentation should
preferably be slow, and if it shows a teudeney to be too

rapid, it must be checked by racking the cider off into

fresh casks when necessary. The contents of the several

casks having been brought to approximately the same
stage simultaneously by judicious racking, the cider -la nM
be made up to a standard quality by blending, according
to the results of chemical analysis. \ iv general departure
from the standard strength will preferably ba\. i

corrected previous to fermentation by the addition of cat

sugar or "small eider" to the juice in the fermentation
casks. After blending, the cider should he racked once
again before filtration. Winn the cider contains at least

4 per cent, of alcohol (i.e., about 8 per cent, proof spirit),

it is filtered clear and further alcoholic fermentation
is checked. fable- are given by which the percentag
of sugar and alcohol can be determined from the original

and preseut gravities. From the filter, the eider is passed
direct to the storage casks, which should lie on their

sides, tightly bunged. Afier thi- stage all contact «iti

air must be strictly avoided, and the cider should be

drawn from the storage casks when required, only under
a pressure of carbon dioxide. The future development
of the industry undoubtedly lies in the direction

of bottled cider. The bottles should be till. 1 straight

from the filter when the cider is perfectly clear: the

gravity must not exceed 1*025, and the alcohol must
amount to at least 4 per cent. ; a slight sediment forms
during the process of ripening. Three brands id' cider

should be manufactured : (a) " extra dry," which requires

mm h . an aid -kill, and is Consequently expensive; thi-

contains not more than . pei cent "i sugar; (6) "dry,"
containing less than 4 per cent of sugar; and (r) "sweet, 1

containing more than 4 per cent, of sugar. The " dry
variety promises Ihe greatest development and keeps well

provided acetification be prevented by rigid exclusion of

air.—J. F. I'..

French Patent.

Yeast ; Preservation of . The Granular Teast Co., Ltd
Fr. Fat. 334,480, Aug. 7, 1:

The yea-t is washed, if necessary, and then filter-pn ssed

the cakes are crumbled up and spread upon open-wot'
nay-, which are arranged on waggons. The waggons an

placed in a drying chamber, through which dry filtered

air, heated to a suitable temperature, is driven or aspirated.

—J. F. B.

XVIH.-F00DS; SANITATION; WATER
PURIFICATION, & DISINFECTANTS.

(-4.)—FOODS.

Milk ; Preservation of , by Hydrogen Peroxide.
A. Renard. Monit. Ssient, 1904, 18, ["45], 39.

The author first proposed, in IS'JS, the use of hydrogen
peroxide for the preservation of milk. If an amount of

hydrogen peroxide not exceeding 2 per cent, of a I2-volnme
solution lie added to milk, it is completely decomposed into

water and oxygen in from six to eight hour-. With larger

additions, the decomposition proceeds more slowly, aud 'xith

5 per cent, of a 12-volume solution, a small quantity remains
undecomposed even after several days. The rate of decom-
position of the hydrogen peroxide varies with different

kinds of milk, hut, within certain limits, e.g., between 5

and + 30° C, is not affected by change of temperature.
Milk is not sterilised by treatment with a small quantity of

hydrogen peroxide, but after such treatment, it can be kept
for a much longer time than ordinary milk without under-
going alteration. For example, at 1

1° C, a sample of milk
turned sour after 24 hours ; milk with 1 per cent, of 1 2-volume
hydrogen peroxide, after 80 hours ; with 2 per cent., alter

;u> hours ; aud with 3 per cent., after '.15 hours ; at 20° C,
the corresponding figures were 13, 24, 20, aud 32 hour-

It is best to add the hydrogen peroxide immediately after

milking, and then allow the milk to stand in a cool place

for 6— 8 hours, till the hydrogen peroxide is completely

decomposed ; the taste and odour of the milk are not

altered. Tests as to the use of milk which had been treated

with l
- 5 per cent, of 12-volume hydrogen peroxide, for

feeding infants, are stated to have given satisfactory results.

—A. S.

Caffeine anil Theobromine [in Cocoa] ; Determination

of . J. Fromme. XXIII., page 78.

Seeds of Para Rubber Tree (Hevea Brasiliensis) ; Com-
mercial Utilisation of the . XII., page 68.

United States Patent.

Milk Extract similar to Meal Extract ; Process ofMakin
. X. Binder, Paris. U.S. Pat. 747,678, Dec. 22

1903.

Si 1: Fr. Pat. 329,709 of 1903 ; this Journal, 1903, 1062.

—T. F. B.

French Patent.

Cacao Butter ; Improvement of —— . (i. Mulier.

Fr. Pat 334,366, July 25, 1903. XII., page 69.

(if.)—SANITATION ; WATER PURIFICATION.

Citu Sewage in India; Agricultural Value'of .

.1. W. Leather. XV., page 72.

Sewage; Field Experiments with , on Bombay Farms.
J. W. Mollison. XV., page 72.

Kxoi.ism Patents.

Water anil other Liquids : Apparatus for the Purification

rf [by Electrolysis]. \V. II. Hardv. Fug. Pat.

25,041, Nov. 14, 1902. X I. A., page 67.

Production of Lime Water and the like: Processes and
Dirties for Ihe \ and tar the Purification of Water.
II. Ueisert, Cologne, Germany. Eug. Pal. 967, Jan. 14,

1 90S.

The water or other liquid is caused to pass intermittently,

from below upwards, through the quicklime, Sua., under

such pressure as to raise the whole mass of the material

under operation. During the intervals of rest between the

periods of liquid supply, the water becomes saturated, and
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clarifies by the settling of the solid materials. The quick-

lime. &c, is preferably in the form of a powder, and may
be supported on a layer of gravel or similar material. Lime
water formed in this manner may be employed, in the same
apparatus, for the purification of water.—U. A.

(C.)—DISINFECTANTS.

United States Patent.

Disinfectant [from Acetylene], and Process of making
. J. Choulet, Algiers. U.S. Pat. 747,138, Dec. 15,

1 903.

Fr. Pat. 321,088 of 1902; this Journal. 1903, 159.

—T. F. B.

XIX-PAPER, PASTEBOAED, Etc.

English Patent.

Nitrocellulose and similar Substances ; Compounds of .

D. Bachraeh, Baltimore. Eng. Pat. 22,970, Oct. 23~, 1 903.

See U.S. Pat. 743,422 of 1903 ; this Journal, 1903, 13 14.

-T. F. B.

French Patents.

Viscose; Manufacture or' Threads of . Soc. Franc.
de la Viscose. Fr.'Pat. 334,515, Aug. S, 1903.

Soluble sulphides are removed froai crude vise ise by
passing it through a solutiou of a salt of a metal which
forms an insoluble sulphide, e.g., a 10 per cent, solution of

ferrous sulphate.—T. F. B.

Cellulose Xanthate ; I''urification of , for the Pre-
paration of Viscose. Soc. Franc, de la Viscose. Fr.

Pat. 334,636, Aug. 14, 1903.

Crude cellulose xanthate i* completely coagulated by
heating to 45 —50 C (a process which only requires a

few hours), and treated with some salt solution which
will remove the impurities without rendering the viscose

insoluble in caustic soda; solutions of sodium chloride,

aluminium sulphate, alum, sodium bicarbonate, &c, are

suitable. The purified viscose is finally dissolved in an
alkali solution.— T. F. B.

rotation. — 12'; refractive index, 1-457S
; geraniol content,

50 per cent.—A. S.

Cilronella Oil
;

\I.

Determination of the Adulterant
K. Bamber. XXIII., page 77.

XX.-FINE CHEMICALS, ALKALOIDS,
ESSENCES, AND EXTRACTS.

Solanin and Cow illanutrin ; Sugar Components of .

E. VotoJek and R. Vondraeek. Ber., 1903, 36, [17],
4372—437;'..

Referring to the note by Zeisel and TVittmaun (this

Journal, 1903, 1305), in which it is stated that the glucoside
solauin contains another sugar be-ides glucose, the authors
remark that they pointed out this fact a year ago. The
same is also the case with the glucoside convallamarin.
The products of hydrolysis of these two glucosides contain,
besides d-glucose, a second hexose, which yields a methyl

-

pbenylhydrazone melting at 187
c

C. It has now been
tound that, when this hydrazone is decomposed by benz-
aldehyde, d galactose is formed, and this sugar is there-
fore the second hexose in question. The melting point
of galactose metbylphepylbydrazone has been wrongly
recorded by Lobrv de Bruvn and A. van Eckenstein as
180° C.—J. F. B.

"

Cotamine; Application nf Grignard's Reaction to the Study

"f . M. Freuud. XXIV., page 78.

Cilronella Oil; Adulterated . E. J. Parry and
C. T. Bennett. Cueni. and Druggist, 1903, 63, [1248],

A sample of a shipment of eitronella oil recently imported
was found by the authors to be adulterated with alcohol.
The alcohol, which was present to the extent of 20 per
cent., had probably been added to make an adulterated oil
capable of pas-ing the so-called Schimmel test. The oil
had the following characters:—Sp. gr., 0"899; optical

Terpen, ; A New Ifrom Russian Terpentine].
Zelinsky ami Alexandroff. J. Kuss. pb.ys.-eb.em. tie*

34, 848.

thors have isolated from Russian turpentine a
pinene bavins the following characters ;—Sp. gr., 0*8688
m. pt.. lb°C\; 3-5°—159 C. ; fractive index,
1-470*' ; optical rotation, '—70° to -75. It forms a
hydrochloride melting at 121" C. but does not give a
crystalline compound with nitrosyl chloride.—A. S

Camphor Industry of Formosa ; The . A. F. Collins.
Scientif. American Suppl., 1903, 56, [1 155], 23,319.

Sn iblishment of the monopoly by the Japanese
Government, the old, crude methods have been replaced 1>\

more modern ones. The camphor wood is steamed in

roughly-built furnaces and the camphor is condensed in

cooled wooden vessels, and freed from most of the oil by
draining, crude or " grade B " camphor beiuir thus obtained.
For the production of refined or "grade A'' camphor, the
crud matt-rial is heated in large iron retorts, through which
a current of air is passed. For the first 4S hours, only
sufficient heat is applied to drive off the water and oil. The
retorts arc then connected to a condensing chamber, the'

ro if of which is cooled by running wat t, and are heated to

a higher temperature in order to volatilise the camphor.
The camphor obtained (flowers of camphor) is formed into

blocks in wooden moulds and pressed first by steam powi I

and finally by a verj high hydraulic pressure. (See also
this Journal, 18 972; 1900,482,799,945; 1901,
12G1 ; 1902,802; 1903, 892, 1032, 1317).—

Camphor ; Artificial . A. F. Collins. Scientif.

American, 1903, 89, -1

The author gives a description of a process, which, it is

stated, is being worked on a commercial scale at Port
Chester, neat New York, for the manufacture of camphor from
oil of turpentine. By heating turpentine with anhydrous
oxalic acid, two new compounds, pioyl oxalate and piny]
formate, are said to be formed, which, when subjected to
steam dist'llation in the presence of alkali, yield camphor
and borneol respectively. The mixture of turpentine and
oxilie acid is heated in steam-jacketed tanks, and when the
reaction is complete, the liquid mass is pumped into stills,

alkali is added, and the mixture is distilled by the aid of
live steam. From the distillate a mixture of camphor and
borneol is recovered by fractional distillation. The crude
product is filter-pressed, washed free from all traces of oil,

and treated with an oxidising agent to convert the borneol
into camphor. The crude camphor is centrifugalised and
then purified by sublimation. The yield of camphor is

stated to be from 25 to 30 per cent, of the weight of the
turpentine. (See al-o Eng. Pat. 14,754 of 1900, and addi-
tion to Fr. Par. - . this Journal, 1901, 67; 1902,

I 1469; also 1901, t',114.)—A. s.

Camphoric Acid and Dehydrocamphoric Acid; Synthesis

of . G. Komppa. XXI V., page 78.

Vanillin; Oxidation of .by the Oxidising Ferment of
,i Fungus or of Gum Arabic. R. Lerat. J. Pharm.
Chim., 1904, 19", [lj. 10— ,4.

On oxidising vanillin with a fungus extract or with gum
arabic solution, dehydrovanillin was obtained, identical

with that obtained by Tiemann b\ oxidising vanillin with
ferric chloride (see this Journal, 1SS6, 252).—T. F. B.

Arsenious Iodide ; Determination of . W. Duncan.
XXIII.. page 77.

Hydroxylamine ; Determination of . H. (). Jones
and F. \V. Carpenter. XXI II., page 7 7.

I aselines ; Artificial , and Vaseline Oils.

J. Girard. III., page 55.
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English Patents.

Pyrimidine Derivatives j Manufacture ' Prodi tint

of . 11. E. Newton, Dondon. From Farbi

vorm. 1'. Bay< t & Co., Elberield. Eng. l'at 2

Out. in. 1903.

By condensing dialkyl cyanoacetic esters with giiaiiiilino.

by means of alkali alcobolates, dialkyldi - imiuo-oxy-

pjTimidines, having the gem ral formula—

N . CO . OJ

I

H.N :C- M'.-C: Ml

arc obtained, i In heating with mineral ai ids the imino

groups are replac 6 bj oxygen, dialky] barbituric acids

being produced.—T. I'. !'•.

Pyrimidim I' Manufacture and Produi

of . II. E. Newton, London. From Farbenfabr.

vorm. I'. Bayer ^ Co., Elberfeld. Eng. Pat. 22,967,

Oct. 23, 1903,

Dialkvt. barbituric acids are obtained by fir-t condensing

dialkyl cyanoacetic esters with thiourea bj means of

alkali alooholates, thus forming 5-dialkyl-2-thir>"4«imiuo-

6-oxypyrimidines

—

Ml. ( O.I Kb"

I
!

SC.NH ..C.i.NB

from which the : mino group is split off by hydrolysis,

and the thiocarbon\ I ( : CS) group oxidised to a carbonyl

I'ronD bv means of nitric acid, brdrogen peroxide, & i.

° —T. P. B.

l m ni. Si k.TBS Patents.

Methylene Hippuric Acid, and Process of Malting same.

A Nicolaier and r. Buusalz, Assignors to ('hem. Fabr

a ui' Action, vor, a. E. Schering, Berlin. LT.S. Pat.

743,986, Nov. 10, 1903.

Hippcmc acid reacts slowlj with paraldehyde, or less

satisfactorily witb formaldehyde, in presence of sulphuric

acid, forming methylene hippuric acid. This is a n

crystalline compound ofm.pt. 151 C, oulj slowly soluble

in sodium carbonate

of therapeutic value.- T. F. li.

Filiate Hydrochlorides Process of Purifying .

W. Naschold, Assignor to Chcm. 1 abr. 1 erdingeh,

I.icnau & Co., i erdingeri. I .S. Pat. 747,629, Dec. 22,

1903.

Ssi Fr. Pat. 328.009 of 1902 ; this Journal, 1903, L101.

—T. F. 15.

French I'm int.

Anh/drides and Chlorides of Carboxylic Acids ; Pro

tiuii of . IJadische Aniliu and Sodalabr. Fr. Pat.

328,180, Oct. 27, 1902.

sM Krjcr. Pat. 24,255, 1902; this Journal; 1903, 1147.

—T. F. H.

XXI.-PHOTOGRAPHIC MATERIALS AND
PROCESSES.

Photographic I cesses; Theory of (,.

Ak'ud. Wise. Wien. sit/. Ber. 1902, HI, 1132—1143;

,\ ;i>im. to the author, if a dilute developer l

and the I i I development be not too loog, the di

blackening is proportional to the concentration of the

developer; lo the amount of "active" sil« bromide, i.e.,

silver bromide which by the action of the light lias become

capable oi bi d; and to the timi

When the development is prolonged, tin I blacken

inp tends to I
oportional to the I of the

amount of active silver bromide. The active silver bromide

can be completely reduced only by tbc use of ci Qcentrated

developers.— A. S

English Patents.

Photographic Pictures in Natural Colours; Production

of . J. Szczepanik, Vicuna. Eug. Pat. 319G,

Feb. 10, 19 I

Three monochrome ("three colour") diapositives are
printed, without Ultcrs, on films of transparent material,

coloured with the corresponding dyestuffs, which must be
sensitive to light ; the three monochrome prints ar- 1 super-

i in register and fastened together iu the usual

way; or the monochrome diapositive, e.g., for red. is

printed on a celluloid film coloured red. remaining
dyestuff is tixed and the film varnished, and a second

film coloured yellow is applied, and printed od, in register,

through the diapositive for yellow, and so on.—T. F. 1>.

Developing Photographic Pictures [with m- Imino-o-

Hydroxybenzylsulphonic AcidJ. 11. E. Newton. London.

From the Farbenfafir. vorm. !•'. Bayer \ C , Elberfeld.

Eng. Pat 3546, Feb. 14, 1903.

Si i: U.S. Pat. 729,054 of 1903 ; this Journal, 1903,
- r. k i;.

XXIL-EXPLOSIVES. MATCHES, Etc.

French Patent.

Explosive Powder. X. Schnebelin. Fr. Pat. :J .? 4 .

-

Aug. 18, 1903. Under Internal. Conv., < it. 30,

See Eug. Pat. 21,363, P.m.;',. this Journal, 1903, I

—T. F. B.

XXHL—ANALYTICAL CHEMISTRY.

INORGANIC—QUANTITA TIVE.
Chlorine, Bromine or Iodine in Organic Compounds ;

liap'ui Metliod of Determining either , by

Sodium Peroxide. 11. 1!. Pringsheim. Ber., 1903, 36-,

[17], 4244^-4246.

The siib-t mixed with 1G— IS times its weight

sodium peroxid is uii hydrogen it

contains, amount to 50— 7."> or to over 75 per cent, of its

weight. Substances poorer in carbon and hydrogen are

mixed with sufficient sugar or naphthalene to bring up
the percentage to above 50 and the mixture is then

mixed with the sodium peroxide. The mixture is placed

in a cylindrical flat-bottomed iron crucible., about 25 cm.
in diameter and 3 cm. high, furnished with a flat lid

through which a hole is drilled. TJ - now set

in a porcelain basin tilled with water up to within 2 or

;i mm. of the upper edge of the crucible, and the mixture
lii .-d by pushing a glowing iron wire through the hole in

the lid. After combustion the crucible la tun e 1 on its

sale in the water, the lid also immers I. the basin quickly

covered with a clock-glass, and the whole warmed till

no more bubbles of oxygen come oil. and solution is

practically complete. The crucible and lid arc removed
1 rinsed, the liquid is filtered, and the filtrate poured

into excess of sulphurous acid, so as to reduce any oxy-

halogen compounds. To the liquid (now about 500 c.c.)

nitric acid is added, and enough silver nitrate ti precipil ite

the halogen; the whole is warmed for sonic time on the

water bath, the precipitate filtered off, washed, dried, and
weighed. Accurate results have been obtained with a

great variety of halogen compounds. This iron crucible

method i- also suitable tor the determination of sulphur

in ovgauic compounds as described bj von [vooek. (Zeits.

angew. Chcui., 16, 516 ; also this Journal. 1903, 381.)

-J. T. 1).

S/lrer Cyanide and Silrer Chloride ; Separation and
Determination of . R. 11. A. Plimraer. Proc.

Chem. Soc, 1903, 19, [873 . 285.

FRESHLY, precipitated silver cyanide, although insoluble in

cold'dilate nitric i I, readilj dissolves in the boiling acid,

evolving the theoretical quantity of hydrogen

that the gas, when passed into silver nitrate solution, pro-

duces an amount of silver cyanide equal in weight to the

sample originally employed. In this way silver cyanide
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may be quantitatively separated from silver chloride. When
the cyanide has been dried al 1 00 C, the hard lumps pro-

duced ott'er a greater resistance to the solvent, and if the

boiling be prolonged, the acid, on becoming more con-

centrated, oxidises a small proportion of the hydrogen
cyanide.

Arsenious Iodide ; Determination of . \Y. Duncan.
Pharm. J., 1904, 72, [3402], 8.

The method proposed depends upon the titration, with

iodine solution, of the arsenious oxide produced by the

hydrolysis of arsenious iodide in alkaline solution. A
weighed quantity of the arsenious iodide is dissolved in

sodium or potassium bicarbonate solution, and the liquid

titrated with N/10 iodine solution, 1 c.c. of which o
sponds to 0*02261 grm. of arsenious iolide. The author

states that the variable composition of commercial arsenious

iodide is chiefly caused bj undue exposure to light and m
air. The anhydrous salt crystallised from boiling carbon

bisulphide, keeps fairly well; it protected from moisture.
— A. S.

ORGANIC—QIANTITATIVE.
Hydroxyl Radicles; Determination of . 1J. Ilihbert

and J. J. Sudborougb. 1'roe. Chem. Soc, 19o3, 19,
. 285.

Is attempting to determine hydroxvl groups by Tschueaeffs
method (this Journal, 1902, iS.'>9), the authors have not

succeeded in obtaining satisfactory results, owing to the

following causes :— (1) Moisture gradually penetrates

through the india-rubber, even although this is coated with

coJodion. (•_') Tne vapour pie-sure of ether varies so

enormously with slight alterations of temperature. (3)
Grignard's magnesium methyl iodide solution slowly

absorbs atmospheric oxygen. The following method is free

from the foregoing objections ; dry amyl ether is u-

the medium, mstead o: ordinary ether, and the operation

is carried out in an ordinary bottle provided with a double-

bored india rubber stopper, so that the bottle may be

attached to (1) a Lunge's nitrometer filled with dry
mercury, (2) a glass tube provided with a stopcock, so

that the air in the apparatus may be replaced by dry
nitrogen. The amyl ether solution of the hydroxyl com-
pound is placed in the bottle and a solution of Grignard's
magnesium metbyl iodide in the same solvent is introduced
in a small tube; when a constant temperature has
attained, the two solutions are mixed. Satisfaetory results

have been obtained with a- and j8-naphthols, resc.rcinol,

o-nitrophenol, acetoxime, deoxybenzoin, and chloral hy-
drate. Quiuol gives somewhat low results, probably owing
to the fact that it is only sparingly soluble in amyl ether.

p-Xitrotohttne in Crudi Nitrotoluene ; Volumetric Method
for the Determination of -. B. Glasmann. Ber., 1903,

36, [17], 42G0—4261.
Ten c.c. of the oil are reduced by warming with 20 grms. of
water, 20 grms. of iron tilings, and 1 grm. of hydrochloric
acid of so. gr. P19 lor mx hours. 0-2 to - 3 grm. of
the resultiug toluidine mixture is dissolved in 80 c.c. of
ether and the ;;-toluidine precipitated with 25 c.c of a
5 per cent, ethereal solution of oxalic acid. The
precipitate of p-toluidine oxalate is washed with ether,
dissolved in warm water, and titrated with X 10 sodium
hydroxide solution, using phenolphthaleiu as indicator.

—E. F.

Citric Acid ; Determination of , by the Lime Method.
1

'• v. Spiudler. Chem.-Zeit., 1903, 27, [103], 1263.

According to text-books, trie dcium citrate, when converted
from the amorphous into the crystalline condition, becomes
practically insoluble in water, and a method for the quanti-
tative determination of citric acid has been based upon this
statement. The author finds, however, that the precipitation
of crystalltue tricalcium citrate by boiling, even in con-
centrated solutions, and in presence" of ammonium chloride,
is not quantitative, and consequently the lime method for
the determination of citric acid is quite unreliable, the
amount of precipitate obtained being dependent upon the
volume of the solution. Crystalline tricalcium citrate,

Ca..,(C 5
l!,i \).2 - 4HoO; loses part of its wafer of crystallisa-

tion slowly even at! 100° 'C. Tricalcium citra i by
neutralising citric acid with calcium hydroxide, always
contains somewhat more calchim thau the theoretical
amo it.— A. S.

Tannin Analysis : Improved Apparatus for .

l: A Karp. Leather Trades Kev., 1903", [921], 791.

T;.i adjoining sketch illustrate.- a or use in

connection with the hide-powder filter which permits of any
desired < .. qu nl ty of the de-
tannised solution being collected

automatically. The tube A B, open
at both ends, is ahout 15 ins. long,
according to the length of the
siphon arm, and slides in the tightly

fitting rubber stopper as shown.
whilst the cork m the upper vessel

tits loosely. To e illeet 30 c.c. the
end li of t li i - tube is adjusted to the
level of the 30 c.c. mark in the
graduated cylinder, and filtration

is started by gentle Miction at A.
When ue over, the

A II simply fills up to the

level of the liquid in tile upper
and filtration then stops. In

a similar maimer 50—55 c.c. (for

illected and
stopped automaiically by adjusting

B to the corresnondiug mark on the cylinder. (See also

1. ' Yad.-t, .1., IV .\ 9, 1903, 860.) -K. L. J.

Hydrosylamine ; Determination if . II. ( ). Jones and
If. W. Carpenter, l'roc. Camb. Phil. Soc, 12, [3], 218.

ORUING to the authors, the ordinary methods for the

determination of hvdroxylaniiue rate in presence

of metallic salts and earl, in dioxide. Reliable results can,

however, be rapidly obtained by means of the method
devised by Wood and Berry for the .let animation of

reducing sugars (this Journal, 1903 --
I 20 :.c. of a

solution of hydroxylamine or of one i f its - ining

not more thau 0"5 per cent, of hydroxylamine) ate run,

-tiriing, into 30 e.e. of a boiling Febling solution, or a

ion ofcoppei nate. The
mixture is heated to boiling, the cuprous oxide immedi
filtered off, washed, dissolved in ferric sulphate solution in

an atmosphere of carbon dioxide, and the ferrous sulphate

produced titrated with permanganate solution. 4 mols. of

potassium permanganate are equivalent to 10 mols. of

hydroxylamine, the reduction of the copper proceeding
according to the equation •_' N 1 1 .' ill + 4Cu<) = N.,0 +
2CujO + 3HjO. Metallic Baits,'alcohol, and ketoximes do
not interfere with the method.—A. S.

Q
Citronella Oil; Detenu nation of the Adul-

terant in . M. I\. Bamber. JProc.

Chem. Soc, 1903,19, [273], 292.

A mixture of 2 c.c. of pure coco mut oil free

from acid and 2 c.c. of the citronella oil

under examination is shaken for one minute
with 20 c.c. of S3 per cent, alcohol (sp. gr.

0S273 at 30 3
C.) in the graduated tube (see

figure), this vessel being then rotated in a
regal machine for U'5 to 1*0 minute.

The volume of cocoanut oil, which now con-
tains the impurity originally present in the
citronella oil, is ascertained, and this reading
minns 2 c.c. represents the volume of the
adulterant. For example, > -}'> c.c of residual

oil represeut 0'45 c.c. of impurity iu the 2 c.c.

of citronella oil, or an adulteration of 22 a

per cent. A standard oil should he tested

occasionally against the unknown samples
in order to eliminate errors arising from
the use of alcohol of different strengths.

Iu this way, the adulterant is i and
estimated in three or four minutes, the test

being conducted at 29D—30° C.
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Caffeine and Theobromine [in Cocoa]; Determination

of . J. Fromme. Apoth.-Zeit, 18, 68. Pharm.J.,

1903,71, [8401], 948.

Tin: author funis that the best results are obtained by

Welmun's method (this Journal, 1902, 1476). Be ro

mends, however, that the cocoa be boiled with water

acidulated with sulphuric acid (3 grins, of dilute acid to

•JIK) grins. " f water) in order to convert the starch into

sugar, and that, after boiling with magnesia in the u

manner and filtering, an aliquot part of the filtrate be taken,

so as to avoid the tedious washing of the powder.—A. S.

XXIV.-SCIENTIFIC & TECHNICAL NOTES.

Stannimethane ; Preparation of the Tetra-alkyl l>,r

ijr ,. s f . W.J. Pope and s. J. Peacbey. Proc.

Cbem. Soc, 19, L273], 290.

Tetraethylstannimethane, SiuC-lI.,),. is prepared by adding

stannic chloride (1 mol.), dissolved in light petroleum, to

tne et i,. on of magnesium ethyl bromide (4 5

mols.), washing with dil and distilling the

ethereal solution; it boils at C. under 7.J8 mm.
pressure.

Dimethyldiethylstannimelhane, Sn(C! I I, ( I'.H
,

)», may be

prepared either by the action of magnesium methyl iodide

on dietbylstannimethylene chloride, bromide iodide, or

by that of magnesium ethyl bromide on dimethylstanni-

methylene chloride, bromide, or iodide in ethereal solution.

After treating with water and distilling the ethereal solu-

tion the substance is obtained as a colourless liquid identical

with that prepared by Frankland's method.

Trimethytethyhtannhni thane, Sn(CH3)3
(

' II .,, is obtained

by treating trimethylstannimethyl bromide or iodide with the

calculated quantity of magnesium ethyl bromide in ethereal

solution, washing with dilute acetic acid, and fractionally

distilling the ethereal solution ; it boils at 107 —108° under

;.,- mm. pressure.

Trimethylpropylstannimethane is similarly prepared by

the action of magnesium propyl bromide or iodide on

trimethylstannimethyl bromide, and forms a colourless

liquid boiling at 129 C. under 764 mm. pressure. Triethyl-

propylstannimethane, >uu'.
;
ll J t 11-. from triethylstanni-

methjl bromide, boils at 195° under 7t>4 mm. pressure.

Dimethylethylpropytstannimethane—
si U cin :( t\ii

i

i l <\ii ;) .

prepared by the action of propyl magnesium bromide or

iodide on dmieihylcthyl.-tanniuieihyl bromide, boils at 153°

uudi r 70'-' mm. pressure.

Mi thylethyldipropylstannimethane, obtained from methyl-

etbj IstannimetllJ hue iodide and magnesium propyl bromide,

is a" colourless liquid boiling at 1S3—184 C. under 7."i8 mm.
pressure.

Tetraphenylstannimethane, Sn(C B unwniently

prepared by the action of stannic chloride on magnesium

pheuyi bromide.

Saccharose; Combination of , tcith Metallic Salts.

D. Gauthier. Comptes rend., 1903. 137, [26], 1259—1261.

Sw ,, |1|: ,
compounds with potassium iodide,

lithium chloride, bromide, and iodide, of the Formula

C || On.MK.2HjO, with calcium bromide and iodide,

of" tin- formal;. < ', II .
'. with strontium

chloride and bromide of similar form with barium

ehloride, bromide, and iodide of formula 2C II '
i,

.
Bal!

:
.

The characters ol these comp Is i being studied.

—J. T. D.

Cotarnim : Application of GrignaroVs lifaction to the

Stmt; ! M- 1 rciiud. U.i
. 1903, 36, [17],

7— I-J59.

Wiiii-i bydrocotarnine is a very stable body, certain of

it8 substitution derivatives, such as cyanohydrocotarnine

and ethoxyhydn . are verj readilj converted bj

dilute hydrochloric acid into cotarnine hydrochloride and

bydrocyan
''

' Sarcotine,

which is a substitution derivative of hydrocotarhine of the

came type (the o-position), is stable towards hydrochloric

.

p, ,babl that bases generally, which arc-

derived from bydrocotarnine by the substitution of a-

hydrocarbon radical in that position, arc also unaffected b\

hydrogen ions. Such bases can easily be prepared by
Grignard's reaction, and the author has obtained amethyl
hydroootarnine by the action of magnesium-methyl iodide.

This base is luid sparingly soluble in water and
readily soluble in ether, ami several crystalline Baits of it

are described.— J. 1'. 13.

Camphoric Acid and Dehydrocampharic Acid; Synthesis

of . G. Komppa. ' Her., 1903, 36, [17], 4332-

4335.

Dim ro-APOi en- tic ester, obtained by condensing oxalic

ester with 6-0-dimetbylglutarie ester I'.er., 1901, 2472),
on methylation, gave a methyl derivative, winch, on re-

with sodium amalgam, gave dihydroxycamphoric
acid

—

HO.CH — CH.COOH
^C(CHS) S

HO.t'H C(CHj)COOH
(In heating this latter with hydriodie acid and amorphous
phosphorus, a dehydrocamphoric acid was obtained, whicl

combined with hydrobromic acid to a brouiocamphoric
acid; this, ,,ii reduction with zinc dust and glacial acetic

acid, gave an oily product, consisting of a mixture of cis-

and trans-camphoric icids. The cis-aci I n is com erted into

its anhydride by means of acetyl chloride, the trans-acid,

rhich remains unohanged, being removed by washing with
-odium hydroxide - ilntion. The camphoric anhydride thus
obtained proved !> be identical with the natural product ;

the identity was further establishi 1 by conversion into the

acid, which was identical with /-camphoric acid. This

synthesis conclusive!) establishes Bredt's formula for cam
phcr, since camphoric anhydride cat be converted into

camphor (sec this Journal, 1896, 372).— T. F. B.

}3mc£i.

Alcohol, Denaturing ; Pbize fok the Best
Method of .

Bd. of Trade J, Jan. 7, 1904.

With regard to the prize of jO.OOii roubles (5,300/.)

offered by the Bnssian Ministry of Finance for the discovery

of the best method of denaturing alcohol (tins .1.

1903, 1109), an Official Notice (in French) issued by the

Kussiau Ministry of Finance with regard to this competition

may be seen on application at the Commercial Intelligence

Branch of the Board of 1; ide, 50, Parliament Street, S.W.

ROBBKB, G L! l l v n.i'llv vxn llilln. By FRAKZ
Clolth. English Translation, with Additions and

1 in. nidations by the Author. Maclaren and Sons, 117 and

-hoc Lane, E.C. London, 1903. Price l2s.6o.net.

I), van tJostraud Company, Murray and Vesey Streets,

New York, D.S A.

Svo volume containing prefaces to English and German
editions, table of content-, li-t of botanical illustrations, and

text, filling 242 pages. Pbesc pages are illustrated with

10 engravings and a map. The treatment of the subject

may be gathered from the following abstract of the con-

tent8 :—iNDlA&tJBBKB : [.Historical. II Natural History.

[ndiarebber Plants. Climatic Conditions. Cultivation.

Ill Production ot Raw Rubber. IV. Commercial Points.

V. Chemical and Physical Properties of Kaw Rubber.

\ I. Production of Soft Rubber Goods. VII. Vulcanisation.

VIII. Chemical and Physical Properties of Vulcanised Sofl

Rubber. IX. Hard Bubber (• Ebonite."). X. Regenerated

and Artificial Rubber. I •<
I I » I i mii ; I. Historical.

II. Natural History. Gutta Plant-, &C. Climatic Con-

ditions. Cultivation. III. Production of Raw Gutta-percha.
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IV. Commercial Points. V. Chemical and Physical Pro-

perties. VI. Production and Employment of Gutta-percha
Goods. Balata : Historical. Geographical Distribution.

Methods of Production. Commercial Points. Character-
istic*. Physical and Chemical Properties. Employment
of Balata Goods. Survey of the Principal Products made
of India-rubber, Gutta-percha, and Balata.

Cralrc Report.

1.—GENERAL.

Foreign Trade of the United Kingdom in 1903.

Bd. of Trade J., Jan. 14, 1904.

The following table shows the foreign trade of Great
Britain in certain articles during 1903, with corresponding
figures for 1901 and 1902 :

—

Article.

Imports.

1902 1908.

£ £ £
Coal, coke and patent fuel 4.101
Iron ore, scrap iron :md sttvl i..r 6,091,972 1,888,702
Other metallic ores 5,7 5.41 4.7o" 5,924667
Oil-seeds, nuts, oils, fats, and pirns 23,208,132 25.2". i.hh £4,41

Hides and undressed skins B.001,576 8,01 9,< 15

Materials for papermaking ; i; 773
Chemicals, drugs, dyes and colours 9,01 9,026,684 8346,688
Earthenware and glass 4628,499 3,473 1,780,700
Paper 4,">t2.2.".4 4637,674 4,843,6S2

£
30,334,748

284941
56.074

2,815,043

382,670

3,049,952

Exports.

1902.

£
27,681,136

336,763

68 t

379,037
11,559,057

2,997,529

1903.

£
27,262,779

455,220
184.844

2,976,743

1,279,331

12,079,554
3,278,797
1.797,Wil

Weights; New British Standard of .

U.S. Cons. Reps., No. 1836, Dec. 28, 1903.

The Board of Trade, under a special Order in Council,
will sanction the use of a weight of 50 lb., in addition to

the present standards of 112 1b. and 5G lb. The 50 lb.

is by this action made a legal standard of weight.

II.—FUEL, GAS, AND LIGHT.

Caebon ; Retort - U.S. Customs Decision.

Dec. 17, 1903.

The residuum of carbon which accumulates on the inner
side of gas retorts when the gas is made from bituminous
coal was held by the Board of General Appraisers to be
dutiable at 20 per cent, ad valorem, under paragraph 415
of the present Tariff Act. An analysis showed the sub-
stance to contain 92 • 66 per cent of fixed carbon, and it was
assessed for duty under paragraph 97 at 25 per cent, ad
valorem, as an " article composed of carbon." The Board
held that it was similar to coke and reversed the action of
the Customs authorities.—K. W. M.

VII.—ACIDS, ALKALIS, Etc.

Ammonium Sulphate Statistics.

Bradbury and Hirsch, Jan. 1904.

The estimated production of ammonia calculated into
6ulphate (including that used in the ammonia-soda and
other chemical processes) from all sources in the United
Kingdom, during 1903, is shown in the following table,
together with the corresponding figures for the three
preceding years :

—

1900. 1901. 1903.

„ , Tons. Tons. Tons. Tons.
lias works 142,000 143.000 150,000 152,000

AJJ"? 17.0110 16,500 1S„W0 18.000
*n

P
le --- 37,000 40,000 37,000 37,500

coke and carbonizing works and 17,000 is,000 23,500 26 500
producer gas.

213,000 217,500 229,000 234,000

Of the total production in 1903, England contributed
154,500 tons ; Scotland, 77,000 tons; Ireland, 2,500 tons.

Nitrate of Soda Statistics.

W. Montgomery
6f

Co., Dec. 31, 1903. Shipments,

Consumption, Stocks, and Pricesfrom 1901 to 1903.

1901. 1902, 1903.

Shipments from South American Ports
to all parts for the six months ended
31st December

Shipments from South American Ports
for the 12 months ended 31st De-
cember

Afloat for Europe on 31st December .

.

Stocks in United Kingdom ports :—

Tons.

683,000

Tons. Tons.

765,000 874,000

1901. 1902. 1903.

Tons.
Liverpool . . 5,000

London 2,000
Out ports..

,
18,000

Tons. Tons.
6,50l> 4500

4.100

15,900 14,400

1,238,000 1,360,000 1,424000
374,000 874.000 475,000

• 25,000 26,000 28,000

Stocks in Continental ports on 31st
December 218,000 237,000 132,C«0

Consumption in United Kingdom for
the six months ended 31st December 35,000 36,000 33 000

Consumption on Continent for the six
months ended 31st December 229,000 249,000 263,000

Consumption in United Kingdom for
the 12 months ended 31st December 11S.000 111,000 110,000

Consumption on Continent for the 12
months ended Slst December 1,036,000 917,000 1,017,000

Consumption in United States for the
12 months ended 31st December. ... 192,000 214.000 265,000

Consumption in other Countries for
the 12 months ended 31st December 18.000 17,000 20,000

C'nsnmption of the World for the 12
months ended 31st December 1,364,000 1,259,000 1,412,000

Visible supply on 31st December
including the quantity afloat for
Europe and Stocks in United King-
dom and Continent.) :. 617.000 600,000 633,000

Price, on 31st December per Cwt. 9s. 6</. 9*.l

Coal Tar and Ammonia Production of the United
States in 1902.

U.S. Geological Survey; through Chem. Trade J.,
Jan. 9, 1904.

In 1898 the 433 companies from which returns were re-
ceived produced about 4,023,000 galls.of tar and 7,152,600 lb.

of ammonium sulphate. The figures are approximations,
although believed to be fairly accurate, and are estimated
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on a basis of 10 galls, of tar and 20 lb. of ammonium sul-

phate to the ton of coal carbonised. Including the output

of tar and ammonium sulphate from retort-oven coke plants

in 1898, the total production in that year (reducing the

ammonia liquor reported to its equivalent in sulphate)

was as follows:—ammonium sulphate, 3 1,102,296 lb. j tar,

28,407,798 galls. Iu 1902, the production of ammonia,

reduced to its equivalent in sulphate, was 68,2 48,686 lb.,

Hid the production of tar 53,171,733 galls., an increase of

more than loo per cent, in the ease of sulphate and of

nearly that percentage iu the case of tar. The aggregate

value of all the products obtained from the distillation of

coal in gas works or retort ovens in 1902 was 43,869,440 dols.

About two-thirds of this amount, or 29,342,881 dols., was

represented by the value of tbc gas produced. The value

of the coke produced was 11,267,608, while the tar was
worth, at the works, 1,873,966 dols. Most of the ammonia
produced was sold in the form of ammoniitcal liquor,

which varied widely in the strength of the solution. This

strength of solution ranged from 1*72 to 35 '83 oz. of

of ammonia per gallon. The total quantity of ammoniacal

liquor 6old was 49,490,609 galls., containing 14,683,374 lb.

of ammonia, and was worth, at the works, 1,065,300 dols.

In addition to this, there was an actual production of

11,276,502 lb. of sulphate, which sold for .319,685 dols.

The total production of tar from gasworks and bye-

product ovens in 1902 amounted to 53,171,733 galls., valued

at 1,873,966 dols., or 3 - 524 cents per gallon. In 1898, the

production from gasworks alone was 24,384,798 galls., worth

902,400 dols., or 37 cents per gallon. The price in 1902

varied from 2
• 7 cents in Alabama to 10 cents in Oregon.

The lowest price reported in 1898 was 2-23 cents in

Indiana, and the highest price was 10-17 cents in Montana
and New Mexico. From this it will be seen that, on the

whole, the value of the tar produced has not changed

materially since 1898.

The largest production of tar in 1902 was iu Massachu-

setts, with New York second, Ohio third, and Pennsylvania

fourth. In 1898, New York held first place, with Penn-

sylvania, Ohio, and Massachusetts following in the order

named.
Of the 533 companies from which reports were received

in 190S, there were only 106 which reported the recovery

of ammonia, either in the form of ammoniacal liquor or as

sulphate. These 106 companies reported a total production

of 49,490,609 galls, of ainmonical liquor, which sold for

1,065,300 dols., and 11,276,502 lb. of sulphate, which sold

for 319,685 dols., a total value for the ammonia sold of

1,384,985 dols. The total quantity of coal carbonised or

coked at the works operated by the companies in 1902

was 4,077,478 short tons. The companies which produced

ammoniacal liquor used 3,436,312 tons of coal, and 641,166

tons were carbonised by the companies selling their am-

monia as sulphate. From this it appears that the average

yield per short ton of coal carbonised was 14-4 galls, of

liquor and 17-6 lb. of sulphate.

In the report on this subject covering the year 1898,

the total amount of ammoniacal liquor sold by 70 establish-

ments from which returns were received was reported at

25,749,792 galls., which sold for 248,148 dols. This pro-

duction, reduced to it- equivalent in ammonium sulphate,

is estimated to have been 23,949,696 lb. The sulphate

equivalent of the 49,490,609 galls, of liquor sold in 1902

was 56,972,184 lb., which, added to the 11,276,503 lb.

of sulphate separately reported, would he equal to a

total production of 68,248,686 lb. of sulphate in 1902.

Comparatively little progress iu the manufacture of

chemical products from coal tar has been made in the

United States. Although over 50,000,000 galls, of coal

tar are produced annually, the principal uses made thereof

are in the manufacture of moling paper, the creosotiug of

lumber, and for the preparation of street-paving material.

The coal tar produced in 1902 was worth, at first hand,

166 dols. In the fiscal year ended June 30, 1902,

the coal-tar products imported into the United Stat

worth, at points of shipment, 7,494,340 dols. The duty

paid on the*e imports amounted to 1,594,799 dols.,

making the total co-t, exclusive of freight, other expenses,

and jobbers' profits, 9,089,139 dols. In the fiscal year

ended June 30. 1903, the value of these imports wa-
7,690,895 dols.-. duty, 1,692,145 dols.; total, 9,383,3:1)
dols. A conservative estimate would place the total value
of these products in the wholesale markets of this country
at 12,000,000 dols., in both 1902 and 1903. The following
figures show the value of the coal-tar products imported
into the United States iu the fiscal year 1903:—Salicylic

acid, 19,012 dols.; colours or dyes, natural and artificial,

660,464 dols. ; aniline salts, 789,553 dols. ; coal-tar colours
or dyes not specially provided for, 5,252,611 dols.; coal-tar

preparations, not colours or dyes, 544,176 dols. ; coal-tar
products, not medicinal and not dyes (benzol, toluol, &c),
425,019 dols.; total, 7,690,885 dols.

Sulphur Production of Sicily in 1902.

Eng. and Mining J., Dec. 24, 12, 1903.

The official returns of sulphur mining in Sicily in 1902,
which have just been published, show that the production
was 510,332 metric tons, as compared with 537,615 tons in

1901. At the close of the year there were 1,119 mines,
of which 750 were actively operated, or 16 less than in the

previous year. The number of labourers employed in the

mines was 32,045, and in the refining works 5,744. The
statistics show that the decline in the quantity of sulphur
obtained from kilns (catcuroni), which has been noted in

previous years, continued in 1902, and there was a corres-

ponding increase iu the output of the works employing
other methods of extraction.

Phosphate Deposits in SocTn Australia.

Bd. of Trade J., Dec. 31, 1903.

The Queensland Government Miniitg Journal states that

another deposit of phosphate has been found on Yorke
Peninsula, South Australia. The Government geologist of

the State reports that it is similar in mode of occurrence to

the deposits of Clinton, Bright, and Belvidere. Trenches
have been made in two principal plaees, at a distance of

about 100 yards apart, which have exposed boulders and
lumps of phosphate rock, associated with argilaceous,

arenaceous, and calcareous beds.

Samples taken from the workings showed on analysis

tricalcic phosphate, 82 95 per cent., 74'8 per cent., 72*36

per cent., and 70'07 per cent. At the north end of the

section samples, consisting of basic phosphate of alumina,

with limestones, clay, &c, on analysis returned from 13 to

22' 4 per cent, of phosphoric acid. The Cambrian limestone

is exposed in several detached areas over this and the

adjoining hundreds as far south as Curramulka, and it is in

the vicinity of these outcrops that phosphate rock deposits

are most likely to be found.

X.—META LL URG Y.

Mining Industry op Belgium in 1902.

Eng. and Mining J., Dec. 24, 1903.

The output of the principal minerals other than coal

in 1902 is shown below, the values being converted into

English currency on the basis of 25 fr. to 1/. :

—

Met io Tons. Value.

£
Barytas 38,000 '--<>

ore i.-,i;..-,sci 27,190
Lead ore 164 514

Mannaneseore 14,440 7,092

Marble 15,490 101,700

l'hosphatic chalk •318300
"

',.;s

i

Phosphate rock 135,860 59,668
37,120 r.:t..v„:

Zinc ore SjBBi 7,621

• Cubic metres.

\s compared with the production iu the previous year, the

table shows a marked falling off in the output of iron and

zinc ores and a slight gain in slate, manganese ore, and
tr_\tes. j

The output of coal in 1902 showed an increase of

664,060 tons, or 3 per cent., but it was still about 600,000
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tons less than the total recorded in 1900. The mines of the

Liege basin contributed the greater part of the increment.

The number of mines in operation was 119, giving employ-
ment to 134,889 workmen. The output was :—

1.Metric Tons. Value.

Coal

.

Uoke
2,377,1711
2iOls,<i7ll

£
12.081,116

1,182,312

The production of spelter amounted to 124,780 tons, show-

ing a decrease of 2,390 tons, or 3 per cent., as compared
with 1901. There were nine sheet-zinc works in operation,

and the output was 37,070 tons. The production of lead

was 73,357 tons, against 61,900 tons in the previous year.

Cobalt-Nickel Arsenides and Silver in Ontario.

W. G. Miller. Eng. and Mining J., 1903,

76, [24], 888.

Deposits of cobalt-nickel-arsenic and silver ores have
been recently discovered in the northern part of ( mtario,

five miles south of Haileybury, a village on the Ontario

side of the northern part of Lake Temiscaming. Four
veins have been located, of which three are rich in native

silver. In vein No. 1, the ore consists chiefly of niceolite

(NiAs) and smaltite (CoAs2), together with chloanthite

(NiAs2), dyscrasite (antimonial silver), and much native

silver. In vein No. 2, the ore is chiefly smaltite and niceo-

lite ; no silver has been detected. The ore in vein No. 3

is similar to that in vein No. 1. Vein No. 4 is very clearly

defined, but is considerably decomposed. Weathered
specimens of the ore were found to be rich in native silver

and also to contain cobalt bloom. The unaltered ore

probably consisted of smaltite and niceolite, in addition to

the silver. It is probable that the Haileybury deposits can
be worked profitably for cobalt, nickel, arsenic, and silver,

but the proportion of nickel does not appear to be sufficient

to interfere materially with the lower-grade but larger

deposits at Sudbury.—A. S.

XIII. C—INDIA-RUBBER, Etc.

Rubber Industry of Brazil.

U.S. Cons. Reps., Dec. 1903.

The rubber crop of 1901-2 was the largest ever produced—29,998 tons. That of the season just closed was 29,890
tons, a decrease of only 108 tons. Of last season's crop,
Europe took 15,261 tons, and the United States 14,566 tons,

an increase in shipments to the United States over the
previous year of 510 tons, while the shipments to Europe
fell off correspondingly.

The product was shipped as follows :

—

From To Europe. To United States.

Lb.
16,619,381

13,422,609
3,578,739

22.583

Lb.
18.425,657

18,686,142

Total 33,643,312 32,111.799

The stock on hand on June 30th was 129 tons. DuriDg
the past year prices ruled fairly firm, at good figures. The
exceedingly high prices which prevailed formerly may never
be restored, but producers as well as dealers find there is

still a very handsome profit for them, once they have
accommodated themselves to the new and more healthy
conditions.

XVI.—SUGAR, STARCH, Etc.

Molasses : Entry of , into Canada.

Bd. of Trade J., Jan. 7, 1904.

A Customs Memorandum (No. 1,254 B) relates to the
duty payable on molasses imported into the Dominion of

Canada, which is as follows :
—" In view of the frequent

importations of molasses found to contain an admixture of

glucose, it is ordered that J cent, per lb. duty be collected

on molasses entered at Customs in Canada, and claimed
to tost not less than 35° pending test by polariscope at

the Customs Department at Ottawa—subject, however, to

refund of duty if the molasses be subsequently found entitled

to entry under Tariff item 441. lu the case, however, of

molasses imported direct to a Canadian port from the West
Indies or Guiana, the collector may allow delivery on pay-
ment of duty under Tariff item 441, upon importers under-
taking (o amend the entry when so required, if the Collector

deems it advisable to do so after examination of the

importation." The text of Tariff item No. 441 referred to

is as follows :—Molasses produced in the process of the

manufacture of cane sugar from the juice of the cane with-

out any admixture with any other ingredient, when imported
in the original package in which it was placed at the point

of production, and not afterwards subjected to any process

of treating or mixing, the package in which imported, when
of wood, to be free :—(a) Testing by the polariscope, 40° or

over, 1* cents per gall. (6) When testing by the polariscope

less than 40° and not less than 35°, If cents per gall.,

with "an additional duty of 1 cent per gall, for each degree

or fraction of a degree less than 40°.

XVII.—BREWING, WINES, SPIRITS, Etc.

Methylated Spirits ; New Customs Regulations
respecting , in orange rlver colony.

Bd. of Trade J., Jan. 7, 1904.

The following is a copy of a Government Notice (No. 687
of 1903), issued at Bloemfontein on the 24th Nov. 1903 :—

"Be it hereby made known to all whom it may concern,

under and by virtue of Article XVIII. of the Customs
Union Convention and Article 18 of Law 34 of 1903, that

His Excellency the Governor has been pleased to make the

following Additional Customs Regulation, viz.

:

—
" Article 35.—Methylated spirits or alcohol imported

from oversea solely for manufacturing or scientific purposes

within the borders of this Colony shall be classified under
Clause V. of the Customs Union Tariff, and be liable to the

general ad valorem rate of 10 per cent., subject to the pro-

visions of Article III. of the Customs Onion Convention,

provided

:

" That such spirit or alcohol be imported under a certifi-

cate signed by the Collector of Customs or his representa-

tive, setting forth that such spirit or alcohol will be used

exclusively for the purposes above specified ; and that on
arrival of the spirit at its destination a sample will be sub-

mitted to the Collector of Customs for the purpose of being
tested or that such spirit or alcohol be imported into this

Colony under bond in terms of Article 11 of Law 34 of

1903, and Articles 12 to 24 of the Customs Regulations."

XX.—FINE CHEMICALS, Etc.

Alcoholic Toilet Article : U.S. Customs "-Decision.

Dec. 1903.

A preparation marked " LaDgbein's Eau de Quiuine" or
" Langbein's ChinawasBer" was decided by the Board of
General Appraisers to be dutiable at 60 cents per lb. and
45 per cent, ad valorem as an " alcoholic toilet preparation,"

under paragraph 2 of the present tariff. The importer

claimed it to be dutiable as an " alcoholic medicinal prepa-

ration," under paragraph 67, at 55 cents per lb. Following

a previous decision, the Board overruled this claim and
decided as above.—R. W. M.
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patent 3ust.
1 andN.B.—In these liBts, [A.] means "Application for Patent,"

[C.S.j, " Complete Specification Accepted."

Where a Complete Specification accompanies an Application, an

asterisk is mined. The dates given are (i) in the case of Applica-

tions for Patents, the dates ot application, and (li) in the case of

Complete Specifications Accepted, those of the Official Journals

in which acceptances of the Complete Specifications are advertli

Complete Specifications thus advertised as accepted are open lo

inspection at the Patent Office immediately, and to opposition

within two months of the said dates.

L—PLANT, Al'l'UJATI S, \ND MACHINERY.

[A.] 105. Redmann. Apparatus for purifying gases.

Jan. 2.

„ 458. Seger. Centrifugal separating apparatus.*

Jan. 7.

„ 842. Pidgeon. Kousers for mixing purposes.

.Ian 1 L.

„ 831. Kitto. Crushing or pulverising apparatus

Jan. 12.

„ 891. MeMinn. See under II.

„ 1112. Von Kcht. Process and apparatus for filling

casks or other vessels with liquids. Jan. 15,

1144. Parkes. See under XIV.

„ 1208. Gutensohn. Treatment of spent material, and
apparatus therefor. Jan. IB.

[C.S.] 3287 (1903). Maiden. Covers or stoppers of

vessels in which it is desired to maintain a

vacuum. Jan. 20.

„ 22,164(1903). Rismuller. Apparatus for drying,

grinding, ami screening. Jan. 20.

., 23,964(1903). Tone. Method for reducing elements
which are reduced and volatilised at nearly the

same temperature. Jan. 13.

„ 26,666 (1903). Lake (Jacob). Disincrustant for

steam generators. Jan. 20.

II.—-I'l I I., G \^. VND LIGHT.

[A.] 54. Denny. Gas cleaning apparatus For blasi

furnaces and gas producers, .inn. 1.

„ 126. Kittler. Process and apparatus for removing
water from peat.* Jan. 2.

„ 823. Tully. Apparatus for the production of water-

gas, producer gas, or steam. Jan. 6.

„ 54 1. Armstrong. Manufacture of producer gas and
apparatus therefor. Jan. 8.

„ 5G8. Adams, incandescent mantles. Jan. 9.

„ 57U. Key. System for the manufacture of coke,

construction of coke ovens, and recovery of by-

products, Jan. 9.

609. Mengwasser. Apparatus for purifying

li.

„ 700. Roman. Fuel. Jan. 11.

75:!. Johnson and McKean. Mantles of incan-

descent gas burners. Jan. 12.

768. S 1 Timmerman. See under VII.

,, 769. Stevens and Timmerman. Furnaces.* Jan. 12.

„ 770. Stevens andTimmerman. Furnaces.* Jan. 12.

„ 891. MeMinn. Machine for breaking up and pre-

paring lime and other materials used in lms

purification or for other purposes. Jan. 13.

„ 966. Feld. Treatment of coal-gas and other gases

containing ammonia ami cyanogen for the extrac-

tion of ammonia and cyanogen therefrom, ana
me partial regeneration of agents employed in the

extraction. Jan. 14.

[C.S.] 501 (1903). Custodis. Manufacture of coke.
Jan. 13.

„ 1994 (1903). Jahns. Process and apparatus for
generating producer gases. Jan. 20.

„ 4652 (1903). Sugg. Burners for testing gas.
Jan. 20.

„ 10,597 (1903). Meiniughaus. Generator for a
simultaneous production of heating and lighting

gas. Jan. 20.

„ 10,770 (1903). Meininghaus. System of purify-
ing and distributing gas. Jan. 20.

„ 14,420 (1903). Moon and Moon. See under IX.

„ 20,330 (1903). Pooley and Pouison. Apparatus
for the enrichment of coal gas or other gas.
Jan. 20.

„ 22,547 (1903). Hertzog. Process and apparatus
for producing combustible gas. Jan. 13.

27,355 (1903). Hage. Manufacture of smokeless
fuel. Jan. 20.

. in.—DESTR1 CTIYi: DISTILLATION, TAR
PRODUCTS, PETROLE1 M. AND

MINERAL WAXES.

[OS.] 25,989 (1903). Haddan (Paradell-Mateu). Method
for purifying naphthalene. Jan. 20.

IV.—COLOURING MATTERS VXD DYESTUFFS.

[A.] 712. Johnson (Badische Anilin nnd Soda Fabrik).
Manufacture and production of colouring matters
of the anthracene aeries. Jan. 1 1

.

[C.S.] 5269 (1903). Newton (Bayer and Co.). Manu-
facture of a new azo dyestuff. Jan. 13.

„ 5689 (1903). Johnson (Badische Anilin und Soda
Fabrik). Manufacture of azo colouring matter.
Jan. 13.

„ 6d78 (1903). Ellis (Soc. Chim. des Usines dn
Rhone, ancien. Gilliard, P. Monnet et Cartier).

Manufacture of sulphurised colouring matters.

Jan. 20.

„ 6419 (1903). Johnson (Badische Anilin und Soda
Fabrik). Manufacture of indoxyl and indozylic

acid. Jan. 13.

V.—PREPARING, BLEACHING, DYEING,
PRINTING, AND FINISHING TEXTILES, 1 \i:\>.

AND FIBRES.

Waterproofing, dyeing,

Jan. 12.

[A.] 829. Ingham and Ingham,
or filling woven fabrics.

„ 877. Bartelt. Washing and bleaching and appara-
tus for that purpose. Jan. 18.

„ 1041. Sutherland. Method of de-gumming or
cleansing stalk fibres. Jan. 15.

[C.S.] 218 (1903). Mackintosh and Smith. Manufacture
of certain kinds of waterproof cloths and fabrics,

and machinery for use therein. Jan. 13.

„ 3778 (1903). Schmid. Printing vegetable fabrics.

Jan. 13.

„ 24,289 (1903). Forster. .Metallisation of textile

fibres and products therefrom, and also of leather,

paper, and the like. Jan. 20

„ 25,369 (1903). Burgher. Apparatus for steaming
cloth and other fabrics. Jan. 20.

VII.—ACIDS, ALKALIS, \N1> SALTS.

[A:] 227. Hemingway. Desulphurisation of sulphuretted

hydrogen. Jan. 4.

„ 295. Blackmarr and Willford. Method of and

apparatus for converting oxygen into ozone.

Jan. 5.
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[A.] 456. Leetham and Bousfield. See under XI.

„ 473. Naumann. Process for producing nitrate of

ammonia from nitrate of soda and sulphate of

ammonia." Jan. 7.

„ 768. Stevens and Timmerman. Apparatus for

making carbides.* Jan. 12.

„ 966. Feld. See under II.

1066. Niedenfuhr. Process and arrangement for

manufacturing sulphuric acid.* Jan. 15.

1097. Ratner. Recuperation of alumina in the

shape of aluminium acetate. Jan. 15.

[C.S.] 6180 (1903). Boult (Soc. Romans Solfati). See
under X.

„ 23,919 (1903). Keogh and Broughton. Manufac-
tute of alumina and by-products. Jan. 20.

25,3S8 (1903). De Wilde. Treatment of regene-

rated hydrochloric or nitric acid to remove
calcium sulphate. Jan. 20.

IX.- -BUILDING, MATERIALS, l DATS, MORTARS,
AXD CEMENTS.

[A.] 218. Von Fcrell. Process for the manufacture of

cement from slag.* Jan. 4.

„ 388. Gogler and Seinfeld. Process for manufac-
turing white cement.* Jan. 6.

„ 523. Marchant. Manufacture of Portland cement.
Jan. 8.

„ 676. Moorwood and Brearley. See under X.

[C.S.] 14,420 (1903). Moon and Moon. Tiles or bricks

for use in regenerative furnaces. Jan. 20.

„ 25,393 (1903). Niessen. Process of manufactur-
ing artificial stone suitable for pavements, build-
ing, and hydraulic purposes. Jan. 20.

26,478 (1903). Reinke. Artificial stone. Jan. 13.

X.—METALLURGY.

[A.] 199. Mathesius. Process of manufacturing slag
powder. Jan. 4.

„ 263. Brand. Extraction of zinc. Jan. 5.

„ 372. Alzugaray. Manufacture of metallic allovs.

Jan. 6.

„ 433. Alzugaray. Soldering and welding metals.
Jan. 7.

„ 434. Alzugaray. Making iron and steel. Jan. 7.

566. Frith and Lightfbot. Treatment of metals.

Jan. 8.

„ 661. Alzugaray. See under 'X.I.

„ 662. Alzugaray. Manufacture and refining of iron,

steel, and other metals. Jan. 11.

„ 676. Moorwood and Brearley. Metallic cements
for the treatment of castings, &c. Jan. 1 1.

689. Clintar and Clintar. Extracting gold in solu-

tion with water. Jan. 1 1

.

,, 755. Foster. Manufacture of iron in blast fur-

naces. Jan. 12.

» 1004. Preston and Rogers. The manufacture or
treatment of metals. Jan. 14.

1013. Kauffmanu. The working and construction
of furnaces for roasting ores and like materials.*
Jan. 15.

[C.S.] 2036 (1903). Gin. Process for the extraction of
copper from its sulphuretted ores. Jan. 13.

„ 4981 (1903). Hadfield. Toughening of manganese
steel. Jan. 13.

„ 6180 (1903). Boult (Soc. Komana Solfati). Process
for treating ores of aluminium to obtain alumina
and other products. Jan. 13.

23,587 (1903). Oeser. Method for the manufac-
facture of bronze or other metal leaf or foil.

Jan. 20.

XL—ELECTRO-CHEMISTRY AND ELECTRO-
METALLURGY.

[A.] 214. Kamperdyk. Electric batteries. Jan. 4.

,. 456. Leetham and Bousfield. Manufacture of

chlorine by electrolysing sodium chloride solu-

tion and apparatus therefor, part of which may
be used for other electrolytic purposes. Jan. 7.

„ 474. Sutherland and Marcuson. Electric batteries.

Jan. 7.

„ 661. Alzugarav. Obtaining metals by electricity.

Jan. 11.

„ 968. Threlfall. Electrodes for electrochemical

processes. Jan. 14.

„ 1036. Pescatore. Accumulators. Jan. 15.

„ 1187. Elieson. Electric accumulator plate.* Jan. 16.

[C.S.] 6145 (1903). Fennell and Perry. Storage batteries.

Jan. 20.

„ 18,934 (1903). Pratt and Vince. Electric storage

. batteries or accumulators. Jan. 30.

„ 23,482 (1903). Rosset. Secondary batteries.

Jan. 20.

XII.— FATTY OILS, FATS, WAXES, AND SOAP.

[C.S.] 1570 (1903). Shukoff. Process for converting

fatty acids of the oleic series and derivatives

thereof into lactones. Jan. 20.

„ 24,240 (1903). Reiss. Production of readily

resorbent medicated soaps or ointments. Jan. 13.

XIII.-PIGMENTS, PAINTS; RESINS, VARNISHES;
INDIA-RUBBER, Etc.

(4.)

—

Pigments, Paints.

[A.] 890. Graham. Method of treating white lead skins.

Jan. 13.

(Z?.)

—

Resins, Varnishes.

[A.] 195. Scott. Apparatus for use in the manufacture

of inlaid linoleum. Jan. 4.

„ 748. Sellars. Composition mainly applicable as

protective coverings for metal and other surfaces.

Jan. 12.

( C.)

—

India-Rd brer.

[A.] 377. Thorn, Gregory, and Merrylees. Treatment

of waste vulcanised rubber. Jan. 6.

XIV.—TANNING j LEATHER, GLUE, SIZE, Etc.

[A.] 890. Graham. See under XIII. A.

[C.S.] 1144. Parkes. Process and apparatus, for evapor-

ating gelatinous and like solutions. Jan. 16.

„ 24,289 (1903). Forster. See under V.

XV.—MANURES.

[A] 25. Wardle. raanufacture of artificial manure
from sewage and like matter. Jan. 1.

„ 494. Myers. Manufacture of a fertiliser or manure.

Jan. 8.

[C.S.] 18,423 (1903). Morris, Jenner, and Wakeley B
and Co., Ltd. Manufacture of manure. Jan.

XVI.—SUGAR, STARCH, GUM, Etc.

[A.] 183. Hoadley. Process for the inversion of sugar.

Jan. 4.
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XVII.—BREWING, WINES, SPIRITS, Etc.

[C.S.] 6604 (1903). Schidrowitz and Kaye. Manufacture

of certain products from waste brewery and

distillery yeast. Jan. 13.

XVIII.—FOODS; SANITATION; WATER
PURIFICATION, & DISINFECTANTS.

(A.)—Foodb.

Preservation of organic substances[A.] 990. Heritte.

Jan. 14.

[C.S.] 5446 (1903). De Jong and van der Heide. Pro-

cess and apparatus for sterilising milk and other

liquids. Jan. 20.

( /?.)

—

Sanitation; Water Purification.

[A.] 25. Wardle. See under XV.

[C.S.] 274 (1903). Wormald. Purifying and softening

feed water. Jan. 13.

„ 4430 (1903). Raster and Watson. Softening and
purifying water for use in steam boilers and for

other suitable purposes. Jan. 13.

XIX.—PAPER, PASTEBOARD, Etc.

[A.] 828. Ingham and Ingham. Manufacture of paper.

Jan. 12.'

[C.S.] 412 (1903). Toone. Manufacture of pasteboard,
and apparatus therefor. Jan. 13.

„ S045 (1903). Ensminger. Manufacture of com-
pounds having a nitrocellulose and casein base.

Jan. 20.

„ 18,030 (1903). Farwell. Paper-making machines.
Jan. 13.

24,289 (1903). Forster. See under V.

XX.—FINE CHEMICALS, ALKALOIDS,
ESSENCES, AND EXTRACTS.

[A.] 449. Fehrlin. Production of compounds of pyro-
catechuic-monoalkyl ethers, and especially of

guaiacol and guaethol, with proteine substances.
Jan. 7.

[A.] 710. Weichardt. Antitoxins. Jan. 11.

„ 1180. Evers. Process for obtaining licorice juice

from partly or completely dried licorice root.*

Jan 16.

[C.5.] 540 (1903). Bloxam (Fab. Prod, de Chimie
Orgauiqut- de Laire). Manufacture of a new
odoriferous substance suitable for perfumery.
Jan. 20.

1570 (1903). Shukoff. See under XII.

„ 3173 (1903). Imray (Meister, Lucius und Bruning).
Manufacture of artificial perfume, and intei-

mediatc products therefor. Jan. 13.

,, 3545 (1903). Newton (Bayer and Co.). Manufac-
ture of ni-amido-o-oxybenzyl sulphonic acid.

Jan. 13.

„ 5772 (1903). Newton (Bayer and Co.). Manu-
facture and production of new pharmaceutical
compounds. Jan. 20.

„ 9327 (1903). Johnson (R. Koepp and Co.). Pre-
paration of oxalates. Jan. 20.

„ 26,785 (1903). Ellis (Chem. Fabr. von Heyden,
Akt.-Ges). Manufacture of new aromatic esters,

and of useful products therefrom. Jan. 20.

XXI, -PHOTOGRAPHIC MATERIALS AND
PROCESSES.

[A.] 47. Sawyer. The photographic process of pigment
or carbon printing. Jan. 1.

„ 808. Riebensahm and Koppmaun. Process for

producing coloured photographs. Jan. 12.

925. Abel (Act.-Ges. f. Anilinfabr.). Films for

use in photography. Jan. 13.

„ 1008. Drac. Method and apparatus for the pro-

duction of coloured photographs. Jan. 14.

[C.S.] 372 (1903). Lemberger and Bohn. Process for the

production of multicoloured photographs. Jan. 13.

3545 (1903). Newton (Bayer and Co.). See
under XX.

XXII.—EXPLOSIVES, MATCHES, Etc.

[A.] 116. Schmidt. Manufacture of a nitrocellulose

gunpowder.* Jan. 2.

1'rinted and Published by BlM ami BPOTTIBWOODI 1-nst llurdu Mi. I t, Lotdon B.C., the Sccitly i fhtmii al Im mtr.v.- I B1W,
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Notices.

ANNUAL GENERAL MEETING, NEW YORK, 1904.

The Annual General Meeting will be held in New York

City on Thursday, Sept. 8th, and following days. Members
who contemplate attending are requested to communicate

with the General Secretary as soon as possible, in order

that suitable travelling arrangements may be made. A
programme appears in the Jan. 30 issue of the Journal.

COMMUNICATIONS.

Authors of communications read before the Society, or

any of its Local Sections, are requested to take notice that

under Rule 43 of the Bye-laws the Society has the right of

priority of publication for three months of all such papers.

Infringement of this Bye-law renders papers liable to be

rejected by the Publication Committee, or ordered to be

abstracted for the Journal, in which case no reprints can

be famished to the author.

Changes of aofcrafc.

When notifying new addresses, members are requested to

•write them distinctly, and state whether they are temporary

or permanent. Multiplication of addresses is also to be

avoided as tending to create confusion. When sending

subscriptions, the use of the form attached to the application

helps in the verification of addresses, on which the safe

delivery of the Journal depends.

Alexander. W. T. ; all communications to ('rammork,

Eccles, Lanes,

liamford, Harry, l/'o Farcliffe Place ; 70, Duckworth
Terrace. Bradford.

Barnett, Robt. E., (Journals') 9, Virginia Road, and (com-

munications) Leeds Technical College, Cookridge

Street, Leeds.

Ilaur, Jacob, l/o Illinois Street ; 67, Wells Street, Chicago,

111., U.S.A.

Boyd, Pythagoras, l'o G ; 17, Union Street, Xorth Adams,
Mass., U.S.A.

Brearley, Harry, l'o Sheffield ; Salamander Stahlwerke,

Jaegel, Riga, Bussia.

Chem. Centralblatt, l/o Leipzig ; Dr. A. Hesse, Sigis-

mundstr. 4, Berlin, W., 10.

Clarke, R. W. ; Journals to Clinical Research Association,

Ltd., 1, Southwark Street, S.E.

Cohn, Sigmund, l/o Frankfort Street; 18, Dutch Street,

New York City, U.S.A.

Collingridge, Frank, l/o Barnet ; 4, Wyndham Road,
Edgbaston, liirmingharo.

Cownlev, A. J. ; all communications to 225, Barry Road,

Dulwici.S.E.

Dvorko\itz, Dr. 1'.; all communications to 26, Bevis Marks,

London, E.C.

Elmore, A. Stanley ; all communications to I. Broad Street

Place, K.C.

Fahrig, Dr. Ernst, l/o South 4th Street ; 3643, York Road,

Philadelphia, l'a., L'.S.A.

Francis, W. II. ; Journals to Cleveland, Thornton Road,

Clapham I'ark, S.W.

Grandage, II., l/o Bradfonl ; c/o I-'lax l'ilp, Ltd., 25, Billitcr

Street, K.C.

Guest, Hon. Lionel G. ; ail communications to

St. James street, Montreal, < tenada.

Harrison, Wm. II ; all Communications to 29, Avenue
t re-r.'iit. rJarehiH's Lane, u

Hatfield, Jtio. A., l/o Wednesbury ; c/o Messrs. J. Lysaght,

Ltd., Orb Iron Works, Newport, Mon.

; Room 122, 1, Broadway,

58, Metcalfe Street, Mon-

322.'), Springrove Avenue,

12,

Hawkins, Henry, l/o Oakland ; American Powder Mills,

233, Slate Street, Boston, Mass., U.3A..

Henshaw, Sam, l'o Tunstall ; (Uenthorn. Wolstanton,
Stoke-on-Trent.

Hicks, Edwiu F., l/o Pittsburg; 94, Hamilton Place, New
York City, U.S.A.

Hurry, E. H., l'o Bethlehem
New York City, U.S.A.

Johnson, Jesse F., l/o Beloeil

treal, Canada.

Joslin, Omar T. ; Journals to

Cincinnati, ( Mtio, U.S.A.

Kelsey, Jas. W., l/o Blackill ; c/o Pharmacie Swann
Rue Castiglione, Paris.

Kiugdon, Holman, l/o 9 ; 27, Grappenhall Road, Stockton

Heath, Warrington.

Labonde, Dr. Leon, 1 o Rochester; 172, South Main Street,

Albion, Orleans Co., N.Y., U.S.A.

Langmuir, F. Leighton, l/o Toronto ; Bt?au Sejour, Frei-

burg i/B., Germany.

Lewis, Fred. H., 1 o Craigsville; Foniwick, Va., U.S.A.

Lomas, T. ; all communications to 5, Esmond (not Osmond)
Gardens, Bedford Park, W.

Luxmoore, Dr. C. M„ l/o Reading College ; University
College, Reading.

McMaster, Daniel, l/o London: c/o Oxford Paper Co.,

Kumford Falls, Maine, U.S.A.

Mann. Harold II., l/o York ; Indian Tea Association, Royal
Exchange Building, Calcutta, India.

Mann, Jas. S., l/o Barking Road; 97, Greengate Street,

Plaistow, E.

Mannbardt, Hans, l.'o State Street; 1641, Melrose Street,

Chicago, 111., I'.S.A.

Masurv, Fred. L, M., l/o New York Citv; Sharon, Pa.,

U.S.A.

Mende, A. P., l'o West 14th Street ; 120, Liberty Street,

New York City, U.S.A.

Merritt, Wm. G., l'o Canton Avenue ; 043, Secoud Avenue,
Detroit. Mich., U.S.A.

Munton, Fred. T., 1 o Whrsford ; Beaconsfield, Western
Road, Runcorn, Cheshire.

Nash, A. Douglas, l/o Corona; 221, Broadway. Flushing,

N.Y., U.S.A.

Page, Halph H., l/o Detroit ; retain Journals.

Pough, Francis IT., l/o Brooklyn ; e/o T. & S. C. White
Co., 28, Burling Slip, New' York City, U.S.A.

Riley, Fred., 1 o India Street : 43, Grampian Way, Savin

Hill, Boston, Mass., US A.

Robertshavr, C. P., l/o W, Hampstead ; e/o ('has. Price

and Co., Oilwqrks, Belvedere, Kent.

Rogerson, J. W., l'o Orpiugton ; 5, Ashley Gardens,

London, S.W.

Sanderson, Jno„ l/o Belsize Park; e/o B. S. Cohen, Ltd.,

15, Clerkenwell (lose, E.C.

Saver, Harry. 1 Loftus \ 89, Victoria Street, London, S.W.

Sharwood, W. J., l/o Montana; 2119, Durant Avenue,
Berkeley, Ca I., U.S.A.

Shearer, Arthur, 1 Manchester; 48, Derby Road, Burton-
on-Trent.

Shepherd, A. B.. l/o Leeds: e/o British Oil and Cake Mills,

Ltd., 151, Cleveland Street, Hull.

Smith, F. Gurney, 1 o Brook. Green; 19, Queen Street,

Perth (temporary).

Stead, J. Christopher, l'o Leytonstone; 1, Finsbury Circus,

E.C, Technical Chemist.

Turnbull, G. W„ l/o The Haws
; 2, Haws Hill, Carnforth,

Lanes.

Van Zwalnwe'nbnrg, Jas. G., 1 o Box 69 ; 007, Easl Kuly
\v, inie, Argentine, Ka- . U.S.A.

WardeD, Jno. B., l/o Glasgow ; I'D. Box 701, Dendwooffl
?-. Dak., r.s.A.

Wilkins, A. D., lo Allegheny; P < >. Box 31, Klizabcth,

Pa., U.S.A.
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Williams, Walter S. : all communications to Arnold Print

Works North Adams, Mass., U.S.A.

Wrampelmeier, T. J., l/o Wilmington, Del. ; E.L du Pont

de Nemours Powder Co., 39, Victoria Street. West

minster. S.W.

Yountr, A. H. I., lo I.ange Reihe ; Capaunenst;.

Greifswald, Pomerania.

23eatf)$»

Ormi-haw. Harry, North Koad, ClaUon, Manchester.

Jan. 39.

McMillan. W. G., 8, Drewstead Road, Streatharn, S.W.

Feb, 2.

ERRATl' M.

The announcement of the dealh of Mr. Jas. Johnstone,

of Ruthergleu (this J., Jan. 30, p. 50), happily turns out to

he unfouoded. The gentleman who died was not a member
of this Society.

Canadian section.

Heeling held in McGill College, December 22nd, 1903.

PKOF. W. R. LANG IN THE CHAIR.

Meeting held on Friday, January Sth, 1904.

MR. J. CARTER BELL IN THE CHAIR.

PREPARATION AND COMPRESSION" OF PURE
GASES FOR EXPERIMENTAL. WORK.

BY R. S. HOTTON AND J. E. PETAYLL.

Introduction.—Having been engaged for some time past
on experimental research dealing with the effect of high
gaseous pressures upon electric furnace reactions, the
necessity arose of preparing, compressing, and storing
-everal gases which were either not available commercially,
or which could not thus be obtained in the desired state of
purity. Although a very great deal of information had
been published relating to the production of the various
gases in sufficient quantities for ordinary laboratory experi-
ments, such methods cannot be easily applied when the
require! scale of working is considerably larger. On the
other hand, the commercial manufacture in some cases has
been most carefully worked out, but the plant required is

too large and costly to be practical for temporary use.
The object of the present paper is to describe how, with
little more than such apparatus as should be available in
any chemical laboratory, the preparation of a number of
gases can be carried out at a trifling cost and with due
consideration as to their purity. It will be noticed that
the equipment is so devised as to be available for use ;j
the different cases with hut little modification. Those who
look for any novelty in the principles of the methods

Dr. G. P. Girdwood (Vice-Chairman) read an interesting

paper on Chemical Education, after which a discussion
on the subject took place, the speakers being Mr. Thomas
Macfarlane, Dominion Analyst, Ottawa, Prof. Walker.
Lieut.-Col. Burland, and the Chairman. The Chairman
also addressed the meeting, tracing the formation of the
.Section and explaining the objects of the Society.

itfanrlKStfr ^ertion.

idopted will, we fear, be disappointed ; we ventui

jver, to think that to the increasing number o! it

who either for commercial or scientific purposes r

like ourselves, pure gases in considerable quantm
information which we offer will be of some value. The
apparatus has been devised for gas generation and purifi-

cation at a rate of about 1 litre per second (130 cb. ft.

per hour). Hydrogen, nitrogen, carbon monoxide, and
ethylene are dealt with in detail. Apart from the informa-
tion which we have been able to obtain by direct experiment,
references are given to several of the more important
published accounts dealing with the manufacture on the

full commercial scale. For some chemical purposes, the

gases would be passed straight from the generator for use
in the chemical process for which they were required; on
the. other hand, it is frequently necessary for convenience
to store the gas for subsequent use ; in fact, where the
xperiments are at all general in character, it is advisable

to have a stock of different gases constantly available.

This involves the erection of compressing and storing plant

•ven -where high pressure per se does not play a part in

the work. Our account, therefore, includes a description

i a small plant which we have found satisfactory for these

purposes.

Hydrogen : Commercial Manufacture and Applications.

—Hydrogen is at present principally employed tor inflating

military balloons, autogenous welding, and lead-burning

(Zeits. f. Elektrochem . 1S95, 2, 204), and is manufactured
in considerable quantities for these purposes. The older

and purely chemical methods of generation based on the

Fig. L—Hidbogbs <;r..\-ERATOR Plant.

Scale, 'inch to foot.)

c and d. Valves regula .-

water admission to washing

j

towers.
cand/. Sight feed for/
11. t k ! - ron tank

seal to the cylinders
Which Spent :l

K. Outlet foi

A. Acid reservoir.
B. Cooling tank.
D. Generator proper.
CandE. Washing towers.

i Valve regulatingadmission
acid.
i. Sight feed for ditto,
b.. Outlet for gas.

a tion of acids or steam on mjtals are being to a iaf'e
extent displaced, where a continuous supple is required
by electrolyte processes, the working cost' of the
»ing considerably lower. Suitable electrolytic cell
- <w be installed at a reasonable expense. "The t

: le ehemical manufacture by the action of aei '-

i of two principal types. The first, a development
ordinary laboratory • Kipp," will be described later. The
second type is designed to give for a limited time ?. very

B 3
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large quantity of gas, ami in principle consists in employ-

ing a tall cylindrical receiver filled with metal turnings or

granulated metal, the outflow of gas being regulated by the

amount of acid which is allowed to flow into the top of the

cylinder, the spent acid being run off at the bottom. This

latter method is of the two, by far the more important for

large-scale working, such as for inflating balloons. In this

case some 10,000 cb. ft. of gas may be required to fill a

single balloon, an operation which has to be effected within

a short spice of time. The process has also been employed
for many years at the Royal Institution for the manufacture

of hydrogen in connection with the liquefaction experi-

ments, and at a more recent date by Morris \V. Travers at

University College, London (Phil. Ma-.. 1901, [6], 1, 411).

A plant on these lines has been recently constructed I y
Messrs. Lennox, Benton, and Reynolds, Ltd., capable of

delivering some 800 cb. ft. of hydrogen per hour. The
receiver is a copper cylinder about 6 ft. high and 1 foot

diameter, and contains a charge of 4 cwts. ofgranulated zinc.

As will be seen by the diagram, Fig. 1, the actual gene-

rator is mounted in the centre between two washing towers,

each 8 ft. high. The three cylindtical towers, which are

open at the bottom, are supported in a cast-iron tank,

which form- a water seal and collects the spent acid. The

towers are surmounted by two superimposed tanks, the

lower one containing a lead coil immersed in water to act

as cooling chamber, the upper one, lead-lined, acting as

acid reservoir. A spray of water keeps the flints in the

two washing towers moist. The rate of flow of the acid is

observed through a sight feed. An apparatus of a similar

type, the design of Ch. Reoard, has been adopted by the

French army for field use. The employment of zinc has,

however, the serious disadvantage that the gas often con-

tains sufficient arsenic to be dangerous if dealt with in any
quantity.* Moreover, the gas generated by the action of

acids on ordinary spelter or metallic iron is liable to be

considerably more dense than pure hydrogen. (\V. Durer,

Zeits. f. Elektrochem., 1901, 8, 2.) Of other chemical

processes, the heating of zinc-dust and soda-lime briquettes

is employed in the German army in a portable equipment

for balloon inflation, whilst the reaction between [heated

iron and steam has recently been applied by the Industrial

Engineering Co., who regenerate the iron with producer-

gas, aud have thus brought this method into a convenient

and practical form. The electrolytic manufacture of hydro-

gen is coming much to the front ; in this case, whereas the

first cost is relatively high, the working expenses, whenever

the plant can be run continuously, arc generally lower than

for the chemical method. Numerous types of plant have

been designed, the principal requirements being a low

working voltage and the effectual separation of the hydrogen

and oxygen ; the latter, particularly where the gases have

to be compressed, being of the utmost importance from the

point of view of safety. The electrolytic methods will be

found described in monographs by Victor Engelhardt and

P. Schoop [V. Engelhardt, Die Elektrolyse des \Vasser9

(Halle: YV. Knapp, 1903); P. Schoop, Die Industrielle .

Elektrolyse des WasserS (Stuttgart : F. Enke, 1901)] ;

suffice it to Bay that in piiLciple they can be grouped under

three types :
—

(1) The Schmidt and Ch. Renard systems employ iron

electrodes in alkaline solution, the electrodes being separated

l.y diaphragms of asbestos

(2) The Schoop Bystem, in which each cylindrical

electrode is surrounded by tubular diaphragms, has the

advantage of absolute safety from any danger of admixture

of the gases, but involves some loss of power through

additional resistance, lu this case lead electrodes are

employed in an acid electrolyte.

(8) The Garuti, Siemens Hros., and Schuckert plants

employ metallic diaphragms and generally w..rk with

alkaline electrolytes.

• Numerous attempts have been made toremove the arsenic from

the gas* amongst which Itubeoi n

of a permanganati atlv Cb/Renai has

earned out some experiments on thi I air for con

tin- luseniuiitted hydrogen in connection with the aerom tical

depart "i il the Preueh army, li is fonnd that cooling to

-net', is essential (or complete elimination of the arsenic, i

. K.,

a i3'j, is ?

At the present time almost all the European military-

authorities have adopted one or other of these electrolvtic

plants for balloon purposes, but in Germany the Govern-
ment makes use largely of the waste hydrogen evolved in

the electrolytic alkali iudustry, an example which will, no
doubt, be widely followed in the future, when it is considered

that, even at it moderate estimate, some '240,000 cb. ft. of

hydrogen are going to waste daily in this way (c/°. Zeits.

f." Elektrochem., 1895, 2, 890). At least three large instal-

lations (Buffa, Bull, de I'Assoc. des lug. Electr. (Liege),

1900, 11, 305), those at Brussels, Lucerne, and Home, exist

on tin- continent for putting on the market compressed
hydrogen obtained by the Garuti process, a notable economy'
resulting from the fact that the oxygen, which is also

compressed, finds a still more ready sale. A complete
consideration of the question of cost would carry us too far,

but full details will be found in the monographs referred to.

Suffice it to say that, with spelter at 21/. a ton, a cost of at

least some 35s. is incurred in zinc alone per 1,000 cb. ft. of

hydrogen obtained, whereas by several of the electrolytic

processes the same amouut of hydrogen can he obtained for

157 kilowatt hours, which, even at ]</. per unit, a high
estimate for power generation when used continuously, only

amounts to IS*. 1'/. It should be borne in mind that the

oxygen produced simultaneously is also of considerable

commercial value. Thus where an uninterrupted supply of

gas is required throughout the entire year the electrolytic

methods offer considerable advantages. Owing, however,

to the much smaller capital outlay, the older chemical

Rtt|H

Flo. L'.-K\ I Km I \ I u 111 I Km, I \ Genbr VTOB.

Constructed throughout of lead. Height, 2 ft. 6 ins. ; [diam.,1 ft.

process is preferable when the hydrogen is required occa-
sionally only, but in large quantities. Several years ago
Dewar showed, as a lecture experiment, how coal-gas could
be freed from methane and other hydrocarbons by cooling
it to a sufficiently low temperature. Recently d'Arsonval
(Ann. Chim. et l'hys., 1902, [7], 26, 4 10) has proposed
this as a method of obtaining hydrogen ; the process has,
however, not yet proved of any commercial value.

Experimental Plant.—In considering the type of appa-
ratus suitable for experimental work, it must be borne in

mind that the plant should be capable of producing gas at

a comparatively high rate, at least for a limited number of

hours. As will be more fully explained in describing the

compressing plant, it is advisable to make the gas in suffi-

cient quantities to supply the pump at its normal rate ol

working, which in our case was Km to 130 cb. ft. per hour
Under all conditions where the cost of a large eapacit)

gasometer is not prohibitive, it would doubtless be mon
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convenient to generate the gas slowly and continuously, an^

then compress it, whenever the gasometer was filled. With
such an arrangement it would have been more convenient

even in the laboratory to use the electrolytic process. Pre-

liminary experiments made in this direction showed that a

satisfactory electrolytic cell could be easily and cheaply

ritted up. This was effected by lining the sides of an

ordinary stoneware mixing-pan with sheet lead, and using

as a cathode a spiral coil of lead tube, covered with an

inverted bell jar. From the top of this the gas is drawn off.

To equip a plant to make gas at the rate mentioned above

was, however, too costly tor a temporary outfit. The pre-

paration from Brunner- Monti zinc and 20 per cent, arsenic-

free sulphuric acid was therefore resorted to, spelter of this

ployraent of the waste gases from gas engines and sul

acid plants, which are available in quantity and contain a

much reduced percentage of oxygen. It must also be borne
in mind that similar gases are passed to waste in the course

of manufacture of oxygen by Brin's process ; whilst, pro-

vided any of the proposed methods of extraction of oxygen
from liquid air by fractional distillation become of perma-
nent commercial value, they will prove of direct assistance

for the problem under consideration. As will be seen below,

pure nitrogen can be prepared at moderate cost by an
adaptation of the Harcourt method (I.upton. Chem. News,
187fi, 33, 90; R. Marston, Eng. Pat. 19,074 of 1900),
consisting in burning out the oxygen of the air by the

hydrogen contained in ammonia. Finally, the laboratory

Fig. 3.—Diagram of Nitrogen Plant.

n. Air-inlet tap from blow er.

a. Gauge indicating i-tte of
flow of air.

B. Reservoir of ammonia li-

quor.

C. Graduated tube for mea-
suring rate of flow of ammonia.

6. Tap for filling tube (' with
ammonia.

c. Tap for regulating admis-
>ion of ammonia.
E. Iron pas-pipe filled with

copper turnings.
R. Furnace: built up of loosi

firebricks, and heated with large
Fletcher furnace tuyere I'.

G. Condenser with water-
inlet cock -/.

H. Condensed ammonia re-

eiver with draw-off c.

J. Water washer, through
which wnter or acid could be
passed, inlet cocks at g or h,

outlet at/.
I-. Acid washer.
M. Quartz tower scrubber.

N and P. Two caustic soda
towers with draw-off cocks at
m and L
Q. Manometer.
«. Exit to gasometer and

compressor.

quality being found to give gas of high purity. Sufficiently
finely granulated zinc can be obtained by pouring the molten
metal into water from a height of about three feet. Three
lead generators were used of the ordinary type employed for
lead-burning as shown in Fig. 2. These were arranged in

parallel, and so connected that, whilst two were in actual
use, the third was cut off, to allow the gas to displace the
partially spent acid, alter which it was reconnected and one
of the others turned off. By working in this manner, the
required rate of generation could be maintained. The gas
was found to need no purification, but was led, through two
towers containing solid caustic soda, direct to the gasometer
and compressor. Analvsis proved the purity to be 99 • 8
per cent, hydrogen.
Nilrogen

: Commercial Manufacture and Applications. —
Already at the present time nitrogen is coming into use in
several of the cyanide processes, an application which will
doubtless increase largely so soon as a satisfactory and
economical method of generation has been devised. For,
despite the apparent simplicity of the process, no very
economical method of effecting the separation from the
oxygen of the air is available. The older method of passing
air over heated iron or copper i- chiefly employed techni-
cally. In those cases where a large supply of nitrog'
needed, it would he advisable to caiefully consider the

process of generation from ammonium nitrite (K. T.
Fischer and" H. Alt, Ann. der 1'hys., 1902, [4], 9, 1149;
von Knorre, Chem. Ind., 1902,25, 531 and 550) is out
of question for large scale working, owing to the prohibi-

tive cost of material. At the recent International Chemical
Congress, K. Knietsch (Chem.-Zeit., 1903, [48], 586) pro-

posed passing air and excess of hydrogen over warmed
platinised asbestos ; and at the same meeting a few details

were given of the process of Messrs. Elkan, of Berlin, who
supply the compressed gas in cylinders.

Experimental Plant.—From preliminary trials the Har-
court method seemed to be the only one which could be
tilted up in a limited space with ordinary apparatus and
suitable to produce gas at a moderate cost. The plant is

shown in Fig. 3. An iron gas-pipe about ."> feet long and
2 inches internal diameter was tilled with copper turnings,

connections being made at otie end for the introduction of

air, supplied by a blower, and of the required quantity of

ammonia liquor ; at the other end to condensing, washing,
and drying plant, and through these to the com,
The method \vorks without the slightest difficulty provided
that the rate of admission of air and ammonia is properly

regulated. From the preliminary experiments it was found
that unless the ammonia is always in considerable excess of

that required theoretically, oxides of nitrogen are produced
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which cannot c-asilv be removed. \\ lien gas contain. ng
sii'h impurities is compressed serious corrosion of the valves

and cylinders of the pump occurs. On the other hand, if

the excess ofammonia is not removed, similar difficult

met with. The method of working actually adopted was
to admit approximately twice the theoretical amount of
ammonia, and by passing a fairly rapid current of water
through the washer J, such part of the ammonia as was
not condensed in H was efficiently removed, the last

traces of ammonia being held back by the sulphuric acid in

I.. To regulate the quantity of ammonia necessary, a rate

gauge A was inserted in the air-Supply pipe. This gauge
was of a very simple construction, and consisted of a
constriction in the supply tube, each side of the constriction
being connected Co one limb of a (J-'ube containing water,

the difference in heights of which indicated the rate of flow
of the gas. The instrument is calibrated, once for all, by
taking observations with an ordinary gas meter or gasometer.
The scale of the readings depends, of course, simply on the
size of the constriction. As an example, one of these
gauges, having a constriction of about §-inch bore, gave
about 40 cms. difference of level for a rate of 60 cb. ft.

per hour. Knowing in this way the rate of flow of the air,

the admission of ammonia liquor was regulated by means of
the graduated tub.- so as to supply about twice the theoretical
amount. The method by which this was performed will be
quite clear from the diagram. The gas obtained was
entirely free from oxygen and oxides of nitrogen, but
contained about 4 per cent, hydrogen. This could, of
course, be easily eliminated bypassing through an additional
tube of heated copper oxide, but for most purposes the
presence of hydrogen would be of no disadvantage. For
the guidance of any one employing the method in this form,
we might state that in one operation some 200 cb. ft.

were compressed, about 9 litres of 0-880 ammonia being
passed through the apparatus ; the flow of gas was regulated
from time to time so as to supply the pump continuously at
its normal rate of working. The cost of the ammonia

' \lhl Pi 1\I

K. Belt head containing
rog II, so,.

T. 'thermometer.
B. Reservoir for formic acid.
-/, Coek for n gniating supply

[rem H.
II. Gouge OQ main «as-|'ipc

before washing apparatus.
F. Electric heatinc fun

. Inlet cock from coin-
resscil nir.

C. Tu .nt

-

sin. equal lo 2 or :S It. of water
"it ui! ice ol liqi in
flasks A
A. R. .. rvohr of cimstn soda

uith washing
tower K • Jik-. 3i.

b. Regulating cock tor -

for 1,000 cb. ft. of nitrogen would be about \"s. ad., or
half this amounr if the excess of ammonia is efficiently

recovered.

Carbon Monoxide: Experimental Plant—For most
chemical processes pure carbon monoxide is rarely required,

some form of producer- or water-gas being generally em-
ployed. Where, however, the pure gas is a necessity, the
manufacture of formates by the recent synthetical Gold-
schmidt process renders it possible to obtaiu it at a reason-
able cost and in an extremely simple manner. The actual

apparatus used is shown in diagram (Fig. 4), and consists

of a bolt head E (9 litres) half filled with sulphuric acid (sp.

gr. 1 • 73). The heating was performed, either by an electric

resistance furnace as represented, or by an ordinary gas
furnace ; the former is preferable, when working with

combustible gases, where electric current is available. An
electric furnace of the kind can be built up temporarily at

trifling cost. The outer walls are constructed of loose

firebricks; the electrodes consist of two flat pieces oi

boiler plate, the space between which is filled with ground
coke. An electric current passing through the coke heats
this up to any desired temperature. In the present case
the iron plates were each 11 ins. square, the distance

between them being 14 ins. ; the layer of coke G, about
40 lb., being 7 ins. deep. This gave a resistance when cold of
13 ohms andnbout 1 *5 ohms when heated up to the working
temperature. When generating gas at full rate, over 4 k.w.

are required to maintain the temperature. The reservoir

B contains a supply of technical 90 per cent, formic acid,

lrom which the carbon monoxide is generated. This
reservoir is kept slightly above atmospheric pressure by
being connected to a supply of compressed air, thus
enabling the acid to be easily forced over. The formic
acid is delivered below the surface of the boiling sulphuric

acid in the bolt head, the flow being regulated by the cock
d. The temperature, which, when the formic acid is added,
of course tends to fall, is maintained throughout the run at

about 150 to 170° C. In this way, with a limited amount
of sulphuric acid the process can be run con-
tinuously. The gas is purified in the apparatus
shown in Fig. 3, the only modification being thai

the bottle L is in this case filled with 20 per cent.

caustic soda solution, and a similar solution is also

allowed to drip into the quartz tower K (Fig. 3),
from the supply bottle H (Fig. 4). Nearly the full

theoretical yield of gas is obtained, about 133 lb.

of 9o per cent, formic acid being required per
1,000 cb. ft., costing 50s. The purity of the ga-

thus'prepared was over 99 per ceut.

Ethylene: Experimental Plant.—Up to recent

years ethylene has been used in considerable
quantities in connection with the production ot

liquid air; the apparatus which we have already

described for carbon monoxide can, without modi-
fication, be employed for this preparation. There
is not, however, the same latitude with regard to

temperature and rate of production as in the
tornier case. It is essential that the sulphuric acid
should be kept between 160 aud 165" C, since,

even at a few degrees above this, carbonisation

commences, accompanied by production of sul-

phurous acid and carbon monoxide ; at a tempera-
ture below 160^ C. the yield falls very rapidly,

almost all the alcohol being transformed into

ether. The sulphuric acid used in the bolt-head

should be of such dilution as to boil at 160° C
Methylated spirit is admitted through a perforated

lead tube (see Fig. 4). At first scarcely any
ethylene is evolved, but as part of the water in the
acid becomes displaced by the alcohol, the tempera-

ture being kept constant, ihc late of production gradu

a

increases, and, after about half an hour, becomes fairly steady.

A constant evolution of gas can be maintained under these

conditions for any length of time, but the flow of gas is only

about one-tenth of what the same sizul apparatus would
produce in the case of carbon monoxide. The yield

obtained was not much more than half the theoretical. An
addition of ferrous sulphate to the sulphuric acid has been
proposed by 11. X. Lennox as ensuring against carbonisa-

tion and evolution of sulphurous acid. This addition seeuifc
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to be u considerable improvement on the original process.

The iicid mixture is made with concentrated sulphuric acid

(sp. gr. 184) and sufficient saturated ferrous sulphate

solution to bring the boiling point down to 160° C.

Another method proposed by Newth (G. S. Newth, J.

; Chem. Soc, 1901, 79, 915). which consists in employing

syrupy phosphoric acid in place of sulphuric acid, was

j

tried in the same apparatus. The temperature should be

i kept between 200° and 220° C. ; there is no carbonisation,

but a considerable amount of ether is collected. The yield

in this case was even lower than with the sulphuric acid

method, but the process can be worked quite continuously,

I and the quantity of phosphoric acid required is not large.

Notes on Various other Gases.—The foregoing pages

deal with the preparation of such gases as cannot easily be

i obtained commercially. With regard to many other gases

I similar methods could of course be adopted, but producing

1 them on the scale with which we have been dealing would

I hardly repay the trouble involved, in those cases where they

I

are already on the market. Further, for such gases as

I

sulphurous acid, chlorine, and ammonia, a special pump
j

would be necessary ; and even before oxygen could be com-
pressed, much time would have to be speut in carefully

removing all traces of organic matter from the pump
cylinders, connections, and gauges.

Oxygen, nitrous oxide, carbonic acid, sulphurous acid,

and ammonia can readily be obtained from the various

companies in this country who make a speciality of their

manufacture. Whore a compressed gas is not required,

I oxygen in a similar way to acetylene can be produced by
' the action of water on one of its solid compounds. A
J

French company has recently put on the market a mixture
of sodium peroxide and bleaching powder, under the name
of "Oxylith," which yields oxygen of satisfactory purity.

The cost of the gas produced by this methoil (5s. yd. per

20 cb. ft.) would, however, be prohibitive where a large

quantity is required. So far as acetylene is concerned, it

will be recalled that, as a result of the exhaustive investiga-

tions which followed on numerous and disastrous accidents,

llerthelot and Vieille showed that it is highly dangerous to

compress this gas above four atmospheres. The gas,

however, can now be stored in cylinders, rilled with some
porous material saturated with acetone, this liquid absorbing

abouc 24 times its own volume of gas per atmosphere pres-

sure (A. Janet, Genie Civil, 1903, 43, ISO). In Germany
(.0. N. Witt, Die Chemische Industrie des deutschen Beiches
imBeginuedes20 Jahrhunderts, pp. 100—105) considerable

use has been made in recent years of liquid chlorine, which
is produced by several companies, and notably by the

Badische Anilin Company, and can be obtained retail (e.y.,

Kahlbaum, Berlin) for Is. 6'/. per lb. in bombs of 20 lb. or

over. Methyl chloride (2s. per lb., Douane, Paris),

phosgene (Kahlbaum, 6s. per lb.), and ethyl chloride (2*.

per lb.) can all be obtained commercially, and rind uses
particularly in the colour industries and for refrigeration.

I

Compression and Storage of Gases.—The portion of the
subject which we have to deal with now is of rather a
special nature. Much of the information given below will

be well known to those few who have been connected with
commercial gas-compression plants ; but now that pumps
can be obtained at a moderate cost and of sufficiently

I simple construction to give no trouble for continuous work-
ing, there is no reason why the great convenience of storing
gas in the compressed state should not be more generally
made use of. For work of this kind, the smallest conve-
nient plant comprises :

—

(1) A compressor capable of dealing with 00 to 130 cb. ft

per hour, and of working up to 120 or 200 atmospheres.
I (2) A small gas-holder (10 to 20 cb. ft. capacity), which

is used, cot to store the gas, but to act as an equal
between the pump and generating apparatus. It being
assumed that, wherever possible, the gas is mad_- and
pumped at the same rate.

(3) A stock of weldless steel gas cylinders.
As a general guidance with regard to cost, the price of

the compressor may range from 60/. to 100/., and the g
meter from 10/. to 20/. F"or most purposes it is convenient
not to exceed the commercial pressure of 120 ataiosprn
For this pressure, gas cylinders, ready fitted with vu

an be obtained at about Is. per cubic foot of gas st >\

when purchased in small quantities ; or at half this
]

when bought on a larger scale. For higher pressures, the,

cylinders have to be made to order, and are correspondingly

more expensive. Another iOL to 20/. should be allowed

for the purchase of two or three pressure-gauges, a dozen
cone coni-ections, eight or ten high-pressure valves, and the

capillary copper tubing which serves to conduct the gas
from the compressor into the receivers. Weldless copper
tubing of i in. bore and ~ in. external diameter is both

strong and large enough lor this purpose, and can be

readily obtained from any copper tube manufacturers. This

size has the further advantage, when annealed, of being

quite flexible, and can thus be bent, whenever used, to the

most convenient shape. The ends of each length of such
tubing are soldered into brass or gunmetal cones, as shown
in Fig. 5. These are screwed to the cylinder or pump
valves by a nut which surrounds them. In a plant of this

vind it is advisable to keep to a standard size, " half-inch

^as " being most convenient for this purpose.

Fig. 5.—Cone Connections.

A. Flexible copper tubing. B. Cone.
C. Nut by which cone is pressed home : Screwed '*

i in. seas."
O. Standard connection forming pure of cylinders, valves, or

compressor.

An ordinary air-pump is, of course, not suitable for

dealing with combustible gases. The cylinders of the com-
pressor should be entirely closed, the piston-rods passing
through properly made stuffing-boxes. The smaller com-
pressors are usually of the tandem two-stage type, the low-
pressure cylinder compressing to about 7 atmospheres, the
gas beiug then passed through a cooling coil into the high-
pressure cylinder, which forces it up to the full pressure.

The high-pressure cylinder delivers its gas, through another
opper coil immersed in a cooling tank, into a small gas

cylinder, which serves to separate the water used to lubri-

cate the pump. At the bottom of this separator is a valve
tor withdrawing the water. If the pump is required to

suck in its supply of gas under a partial vacuum, the low-

pressure inlet valve should be arranged so as to be me-
chanically lifted at the top of each stroke. The water for

lubricating the cylinders is fed through a sight feed, and
for a compressor of the size we are dealing with, a single

drop per two or three revolutions is an ample supply. The
clearances should, in both cylinders, be about £s in., or at

any rate not exceed -jg-in., in order that, at the highest

nrking pressures, the pump may deliver its full volume,

and not merely compress and expand the same gas.

The following precautions are of the highest

ortance from the point of view of safe and satisfactory

performance:—
(1) The greatest care must be taken never to al

more than the above-mentioned quantity of lubricating

water to enter, as with such small clearances thi svuter
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carried into the high-pressure cylinder would be unable to

pass through the narrow outlet valve and would burst the

cover or bend the crunk shaft.

(2) If the apparatus is to be used for air, or more especially

for oxygen, it is of vital importance that no oil should he

employed, either in the pump cylinders or in any of the

valves, connections, or gauges. Many disastrous explosions

have resulted lrom the neglect of these precautions. The
water may, however, if desired, be replaced for lull

by glycerine, which forms ;tu excellent substitute lor oil for

this purpose.

(:i) Each time before running the pump, it is advisable to

turn it through one or two revolutions by hand to ensure

that it is working freely. If the gas to be pumped is com-
bustible, before connecting to the gas-holder the pump
should be run for a minute or two with the inlet cock
closed, and the end of the delivery pipe placed under water.

In this case, if the stuffing boxes and connections are satis-

factorily tight, the pump will be running under a vacuum
and should deliver absolutely no gas.

(4) The purity of any combustible gas must of course

be properly ascertained, as any admixture with air would
lead to serious explosions.

(5) It is very advisible to adopt the excellent system,

employed by all the gas-compressing companies, of dis-

tinguishing between combustible and non-combustible gases,

by invariably storing the former in cylinders characterised

by a bright red colour, and titled with left-handed con-

nections. Even where this is done it is advisable before

connecting a partially tilled cylinder with the pump to test

its contents at a flame.

(6) All storage cylinders, connections, and olber appa-
ratus, with the exception of gauges, should be occasionally

tested hydraulically to double the maximum working
pressure.

.So far us the actual compressing is concerned, a clear

idea will be obtained from the diagrammatic sketch (Eig. 6).

The gas passes from the purifying apparatus shown in

Eig. 3 to the gasometer A (Eig. 0), from which the two-
stage compressor, driven by an electric motor, forces it into

I

AM. ' OKS.

a. Iiil.t cook to gasi

from s*:is general ing and puri
tying apparatus see h: a

A. Gasometer (10cb. it. capa-
city).

6. It. ..in.

g\. Vacuum gauge on inl

low-pressure cylil uler.

It. Low-pressuro < \ tinder.

C. t tooliug coil f'>r ditto.

X . Gauge showing pressure
at exit from low-pressun
cylinder.

II. High-pressure cylinder.

E. Cooling toil for ditto.

P. w ater separator.
r blow-off.

G Gas cj lindcr used as
auxiliary r< a iver.

Gauge mi high -pri

outlet.
<7,. Duplicate hiirh- pr re

:»•'
l\, [ M !.

i gas.
</, ihes.
ft, B Pump ay-wheels.

rank sbuft.

T. T>. Conm ting and piston
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Fig. 7.—Sf-igoi Jois i.

A. Cylinder containing solid reagent to dryor purify a gas under
pressure, or react w ith it.

li. Oovi D. and D'. Holts.
E. Spigot and spigot groive (about ; in. wide for 2-in. bore,

risiug to i or /,. in. lor sizes up lo 1 ft.i.

The central part ol the cover projects beyond the spigot,and is

turned lo nearly lit the bore <^ the cylinder. This acis as a guide
when put ti ml- on the cover, and protects the spigot itself from injury
when the cover is oil",

the water separator F. At its exit from this separator the

gas is sufficiently dry for almost any purpose for which it

may be required, since the percentage of aqueous vapour
in a gas at 100 atmospheres is only 1/100 of its amount at

ordinary pressure. When the gas is being made at

the normal rate the valve k is kept open, the valve m
closed, and the gas passed directly into a storage

cylinder such as 1, or K, or, in the case of our own
work, direct into the pressure furnace M. These
were situated in the room on the next floor of the

building to the compressor. A high pressure con-
nection is also led direct to a duplicate gauge </.,, b\

which the pump pressure can he independently read.

When necessary the gas can be blown off from the

valves i/ on the upper floor, or o on the lower ; o being

connected to a pipe leading outside the building, for

use with poisonous gases such as carbon monoxide.
If, for any reason, the supply of gas tall below the

normal rate, the valves m and t are partially opened,

n being kept closed ; a part of the gas delivered by
the pump then returns to the gasometer, and is com-
pressed anaiu, thus avoiding the necessity of either

stopping the pump or working it under a partial

vacuum. When dealing with gases which can only

be conveniently prepared at a very slow rate, it is

of course necessary to give up any idea of continuous

pumping. In these cases the gasometer is allowed

to fill siowly ; the pump is then started, and stopped

a few minutes afterwards, so soon as all the gas has

been pumped. The storage cylinder is thus tilled

step by step up to any desired pressure. It is not

possible to restart the pump against a high pressure ;

the gas contained in the water separator E must
therefore be blown off, and since, at a high pressure,

the volume thus returned to so small a gasometer
would take up a large part of its capacity, it is preferable

to employ an auxiliary cylinder G, which takes the major
part of the contents of 1- , the residue only being returned

to the gasometer by the valves k, m, and /. The contents

of ( can he returned to the gasometer and pumped during

the course of the next run through the valves h and /, m'

being kept closed. This last method of working is of

course somewhat complicated, but has proved very useful

in a few cases where it was practically impossible to

produce the gas at the normal rate. For those purposes

where il is required to .study some chemical reaction or to

purity a gas when under high pressure, a gas cylinder

with a removable cover is employed. The ordinary cone

joint as shown in Fig. 5 woiks satisfactorily to close the
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opening of auy tube up to one-inch bore. Above this size

it is necessary to resort to some form of spigot joint, Bach
as is shown in Fig. 7. One or two turns of lead wire alion!

the same diameter as the groove are inserted in it, the ends
of the lead being bevelled so as to overlap each other. The
cover is then forced home by means of the bolts provided
tor the purpose, and, crushing the lead outwards and
upwards, forms a gas-tight joint. When making such :i

joint for the first time, exceptional care must he taken that

the nuts are pulled down evenly, as otherwise the cover
may be strained or, being out of truth, the joint will not be
gas-tight. When the cover has once been fitted correctly

in be removed and replaced some hundred times before
it is necessary to add fresh lead packing. We have
joints of this kind up to a foot diameter, which have always
worked satisfactorily. Above this diameter the weight of

the cover and the size of bolts requited become somewhat
unmanageable when designed for pressures of 100 or 200
atmospheres.

Discussion.

Mr. Wm. Thomson : Mr. Ilutton had stated that hydro-
gen prepared from zinc direct cost 35s. per 1000 cb. ft.,

and by the electrolytic method it cost 15s. He also

referred to the process worked at the present time by the
Industrial Engineering Company at Newton, near Hyde,
hut he (Mr. Thomson) did not think that Mr. Hut ton had
dwelt sufficiently upon the merits of that process as a com-
paratively large scale laboratory method. It was one
which could be easily carried out in the laboratory. Supei
heated steam was passed through iron turnings (heated to

redness in a retort) ; the turnings became oxidised, liberating
the hydrogen from the steam. Coal gas or producer gas
could then be passed over the oxide of iron, which would
liberate a large amount of heat from the combination of the
oxygen of the oxide of iron with the hydrogen and carbon
monoxide contained in the coal gas or producer gases. When
the iron had become thoroughly deoxidised, superheated
steam was again passed over the reduced iron, which de-
composed the water, again producing oxide of iron and
free hydrogen, which could be obtained almost chemically
pure at a cost of about Is. per 1,000 cb. ft.

Dr. Market, asked, in view of the large excess of
ammonia, viz., not less than 100 percent., which Mr. Hutton
found necessary to use when producing nitrogen by means
of Harcourt's process, whether he had taken any precau-
tions with regard to the elimination of the water vapour
from the mixture of ammonia and air entering the combus-
tion tube. It was well known that water vapour had of all

gases the greatest protective influence on ammonia, and
that, therefore, in the presence of water vapour a very much
higher temperature was required to destroy ammonia bj
heat, or to burn it with air. Had Mr. Hutton taken this

important protective property into account, and had he
not found that when the water vapours were removed he
could work with a very much smaller excess of ammonia,
or a considerably lower temperature ?

Mr. Scudder asked if the authors of the paper had made
any observations on the effect of compressing and storing
gases in steel cylinders. Reference had been made to the
compression of caibouic oxide gas. Some years ago he
(Mr. Scudder) had occasion to put down a plant for com-
pressing water gas into steel cylinders, and he found that
after the gas had been stored for a time it was found to be
contaminated with iron carbonyl, which rendered the
•compressed gas useless for illuminating and experimental
purposes. He should like to have the experiences of the
authors of tbe paper as to any observed effects produc, d
either by impurities in the gas or the effect of storage.
Mr. Hutton, in reply to Dr. Markel, said that they had

always employed double the required amount of ammonia
in order to ensure against the presence of oxides of nitrogen.
Doubtless, a smaller excess would be sufficient, but ti

J
had not had time to study the reaction in detail, although
this would doubtless give interesting results. It should he
remembered that Ostwald's method of producing nitric
acid consisted in passing air and small quantities of am-
monia over various heated catalysing agents. In reply to

Mr. Scudder, it was pointed out that the chief object of
the work the authors were engaged in, was to studj -uch [

reactions as were referred to in the question. It was
however, too early to deal with the results which have up'
to the present been obtained. So far as the action of
carbon monoxide on the steel cylinders was concerned,
other on-ervers have noted the formation of iron carbonyl.
The action does not, however, seem to be very rapid at
ordinary temperatures. It has, however, caused trouble by
deposition on the limes in lantern work even when com-
pressed coal gas containing a small percentage of carbon
monoxide is employed.

#rto f)ork Section*

Meeting held at Chemists' Club, on Nov. 12th, 1903.

DR. VIBGIL COBLEN'TZ IN TBK CHAIR.

MODERN SYNTHETIC MEDICINAL PRODUCTS.
PART II.

l:\ 1<R. VIRGIL COW I.N I/.

(See this Journal, 1898, 725.)

It was originally my purpose to continue the subject of
my last annual address, devoted to the impurities of our
medicinal chemicals and reagents. However, I have found
this subject to be a very ungrateful one, for, in America,
criticism 1 have had in this line seems to bear the type ot

resentment. The subject selected therefore is a continua-
tion of my paper on Modern Synthetic Medicinal Products,
presented to the Society in 1898. During the intervening
five years many very important syntheses have been made
in this direction, and much has been accomplished to still

further elucidute the relationship between chemical structure
and physiological action, which subject has been so ably
and thoroughly treated in Fraenkel's " Die Arzneimittel
Synthese" (Julius Springer, 1901).

Notable advances have been made among the alkaloids,

as, for example, the synthesis of theophyllin (theocin),
caffeine (from uric acid of guano), morphine derivatives
(epiosin, heroin, dionin), eumydrin, and new quinine
derivatives. Very interesting derivatives are to be found
among the hypnotics, local anaesthetics, antiseptics, uric

acid solvents, cacodylates, &c. Of interest to physiological
chemists and indispensable to the invalid are the class of
the patent foods. Unfortunately the writer is unabie to
give the patent numbers, owing to objections of many of the
patentees. As an aid to those who may wish to secure
further, more detailed information concerning any one of
the products mentioned in the paper, the name of the
manufacturer or patentee is given wherever possible.

Local Anaesthetics.

The search for local anaesthetics which offer, as cocaine
substitutes, the advantages of stability (against hydroljsis)
and lesser toxicity, has continued unabated. These are
either derivatives of such basic groups as the eucaiues,

orthoforms, holocain, &c, or Huch phenols as the guaiacol
derivatives, eugenol, &c. Directly related to cocaine,

which is a derivative of the mother substance ecgonine,
is Tropacocaine Hydrochloride (Merck). This is the

hydrochloride of tropacocaine or benzoylpseudotropeine,
C8H 14N0(C7

1I
50).HC1, which forms white needles fusing

at 271° C.
The Eucaines (E. Schering), derivatives of di- and tri-

acetone-alkamine, which originated through the investiga-

tions of Ehrlich and Merling on the structure of cocaine,

still retain their place. The investigations of Einkorn
on the substituted amino derivatives of benzoic esters,

demonstrated that they all possessed local anesthetic
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properties* of greater or lesser intensity. Among » 1 >

Orthoform (Hoeehstel Farbwerke), p-amino-m'-hydroxy-
benzoic acid methyl ester. (

!,
II m ; >< II II |(NH'j)(OH),

which has during recent years been replaced largely by
the cheaper isomer Orthoform Nac, ffl-aminb-n-bydroxy-
benzoic acid methyl ester, melting at 14-_' t '.

Chloral- Orthoform New ( K.ill.- \ I
-

I

;• a cl

umino-hydroxyhenzoic methyl ester, Cell, (I I lO< II >(OH)
N :CH.(.'('|.„ prepared by interaction between molecular
quantities of chloral and orthoform. More recently the
orthoforms have had to give way to Ritserfe Anmsll
(Hoechster Farbwerke) which is para-amino-benzoic acid
ethyl ester, C,H4(NH,)Cl i.t II ',11

, fusing at 89-5 C.
Besides being a local anaesthetic, tins substance is valuable
in hyperesthesia of the stomach. A product of greater
stability is Subcutin, p-phenol-sulphonate of anasthesin,
HO.(',.II

1
.S(t

:i
ll,Nll

;
,.C„H,.r()()r

2
lI,. a substance fusing

at 19.V6°C. Another derivative of tin- class prepared by
Einhorn is Nirvanin (Hoechster Farbwerke), the hydro-
chloride of diethvlghcocoll - /> - amino - hydroxy - benzoic-
methyl ester, which fuses at 185 C, IH "M'.II >..\ CH
CO.NH.C,,H,,(OH).CO()L'1I

:
,. This substance produces

complete and lasting anasthesia when brought into contact
with the nerve terminals through subcutaneous injection or
open wounds. It is free from irritating action, and is

especially adapted tor Schleich's infiltrations in place of the
ten times more toxic cocaine. Amino cinnamic ethyl ester,

C6H6CH:CCNHs)COOCaHs, has been introduced, with but
little commercial success. The amino group, when iii the
para position to the hydroxy] group, produces a strong local

anaesthetic action; this likewise exerts a toxic action in
the circulatory system. Close proximity of the two groups
accounts possibly For the comparative non-toxieity of the
orthoforms and the absence of the hydroxy! group is
anajstbesm. In nirvanin and -ubcutiu tie para amino
groups, through substitution, have lost much ot their toxic
characters, which accords with the views of ((scar Loew
(Natuerlichrs System der Giftwirkung) "that relative
toxicity is determined by the degree of leactivity with the
amino or aldehyde groups of the protoplasm." In tni -e

latter two compounds, the reactive amino group is rendered
more resistive through the presence of these substituting

]

groups. According to Khrlich, the structure of the mole-
j

cnle must be such that it readily anchors with sextain
molecular groups of the protoplasm; also, this molecule

|

must, in addition, contain the atomic complex with which
it will exert its specific action in the protoplasm. For '

example, in cocaine the carrier of the anaesthetic action
resides altogether in the benzoyl group, as may be uoted in
the loss of local anaesthetic action through the replacement
by other acid radicles, while the balance of the molecular
structure is such that it anchors itself in the protoplasm.

Under the llolocain group is included a number of
amidin and giiauidin derivatives ; the former may be con-
sidered to be derivatives of methylene ammo-phenol ethers
of the general formula CH, ; M .( V.1I, .( II,'. The older
members of this group are llolocaiue (Hoechster Farb-
werke) »-diethoxyethei)vl diphcnvl amidinr. (Jim ,11..

NH.C(C1!s):Ni;u,.(n : II„ which tns.s at lui • '.'

;

Pyrocaine, a guaiacol benzyl ester CH ,<>.(', 1 1 ,0« B .

Cf,H6 ; Eugcnot pcetamide, CHs.CsHs(OCB8)OCHs .
|CONH2 , which fuses at lid C.; and Guaiacyl, calcium

orthoguaiaeol sulphonate, |r
6 H 3(UH )(( it'll |SQ I < a. To

these may be added Afethanyl-p-phenetidide, t ' 1 1 i 1. 1 ,11,.
N1I.CH : XC6

11,.ii< II
. which fuses at III ( .mil its

analogous B-anisidine base, fusing at 119 (
'., both of

which are local an. esthetics. Of recent introduction,
and belonging to the class of alkjjrt-oxyphi
are the

Acoxns (V. lleyden Fabrik).—These are the h\ d
chlorides of the above-named derivative-, among which the
Acoin C, di-/)-anisyl-monophenety 1 g.ianidine, has I

proposed as a substitute lor cocaine, possessing a iiiinin

degree of toxicity and a gieater degree of intensity of I

action. An objectionable feature is the necrosis following

• Members of tlfis class are the b and
of hydroxy- and dihvdroyv-U-urole. salicylic.' ai
pnitocateeliuic and vanillic acids. Jlu-r or t

1

able irritating proiicrties.

the hypodermic use of strong solutions. Its formula is

(CH.
1
o.C,H

4NH),,;C:NC6H.1
.OC,H

l

.

Acetone Chloroform, otherwise known as Aneson and
Cliloreton, is a terfiarv trichloro-isobutyl alcohol melting
at 80" to 81° C, of the formula (CII,)

2C(OH).r(JI,. !1UI.
A 2 per cent, solution of Aneson is equivalent in local

ansesthetie activity to one of like strength of cocaine. This
remedy is likewise employed as a hypnotic and sedative,
also it will prevent nausea following anaesthesia. Chlaretone
appears in every respect to be a superior substitute for
cocaine.

Nervocidin.—The active principle of the Fast Indian
plant Gasu-Basu, which has found application a- a dental
local amesthetic in 01 per cent, solution-, while anes-
thesia of the cornea may be accomplished with a 0-01
solution.

Among those remedies which produce local anaesthesia
by cold through rapid vaporisation, no new derivatives
have been introduced. Xew in title are Anestili (Bengue),
a mixture of ethyl and methyl chlorides, and Narcotile, a
mixture of methyl aud ethylene chlorides.

Synthetic Morphine Derivatives.

No department of chemical research has proved so
alluring aud yet so slowly productive of results as the
chemical constitution of the vegetable alkaloids, and
among these, in particular the alkaloid morphine. Ah soon
as the structure of any one of these bases has been accur-
ately established, it is only a matter of time until the
pharmacologist and chemist are able, from a knowledge of
the physiological action of various organic nuclei which
enter into these compounds, to prepare derivatives of like

or modified action. In the case of morphine it has been
the constant effort of chemists to prepare a derivative
which would be free from its objectionable secondary
action. It is only very recently that any approach to this

ideal has been accomplished.
The hydroxy 1 groups are intimately associated with the

toxic action of morphine, which, through its narcotic

characters, differs from all other opium alkaloids, its

action being chiefly upon the nerve centres of the brain.

Upon closing these OH groups by substituting one or both
of the hydrogens by alky 1 or acidyl radicals, the narcotic

characters disappear, while, on the other hand, a spinal

excitant (tetanic action) is developed, increasing with the

number of alkyl radicals introduced. Thus, codeine pro-
duces, like morphine (but in lesser degree) narcosis,

followed by an elevated reflex, which, if the dose be
sufficiently large, develops tetanic convulsions. Other
morphine" esters, as codethyline, C

i;
li

i:
i i\(< >11 )(OC,H,).

and thebainc. (
);

||, (( K 'Hjl'.N't >. the latter of which is the

most toxic alkaloid of opium, are characterised by their

action on the spinal cord, the tetanic effects being identical

to those produced by strychnine. This action increases

with the number and molecular weight of the alkyl group-
introduced

;
hence codethyline with its ethyl group is more

iutense in action than codeine, which contains but one
methyl group. Among all possible derivatives, it is imma-
terial as to whether an acidyl or alkyl radical, aliphatic oV
aromatic, is introduced ; there is practically no qualitative

difference in action so long as the same hydrogen is

replaced. The morphoxyacetic acid (C'
i;
H^X<> .

CHoCOOH), morphoxy propionic and butyric acids are
pharmacologically inactive, where, on the other hand, the

methyl and ethyl esters of these acid derivatives produce
iutense piemtoxin like convulsions, the seat of action

being the crura cerebri. In all instances the narcotic action

of morphine is very much diminished, while the tetanic and
also the action on the motor nerves is increased.

It is only during very recent years that any attempt toward
producing morphine derivatives oi the codeine typehavc been
attempted. These substances, while less active for relieving

pain, exert a sedative effect on the unstriped muscles of the

bronchi, aud reduce the disposition to cough; hence are of

value in phthisis, bronchitis, asthma, &c. One of the first

of this class of derivatives to appear, introduced by F. Merck,

of Darmstadt, in 1896, was Peronin, the hydrochloride of

benzylniorphine. Ci :
ll

i;
(OH)ON.O.CII...<

', H ... 1101. This

narcotic was proposed as a substitute for codeine and'
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morphine in alleviating the cough in pulmonary tuberculosis

chronic bronchitis, and pertussis. This was followed by
Heroin (Elherfelder Co.).—The hydrochloride of the

diacetic ester of tnorphine,(CH t
COO) 2

(
l7H 17

OX, HC1. This

preparation, which melts at 230° ('., possesses a decided

advantage in its ready solubility in water (1 in 2).

Heroin, like others of this class, is valuable in affections of

the respiratory passages. Siockmann and Dott pri

in addition to the diacetyl morphine, the dipropionyl,

dibutyryl, and divaleryl derivatives, the comparative action

of which resulted to the advantage of the acetyl derivative.

A later introduction and improvement over the older

peronin was
Dionine i E. Merck).—The hydrochloride of ethvl mor-

phine (HO . (
l7
H i;

. XI) . ( IC.,H , . HOI). This compound, which

fuses at 123° to 125°, appears to be a mild substitute for

morphine, being equally available as an anodyne, hypnotic,

and sedati\ e.

As a result of the more recent investigations of Knorr
and others, based on the breaking up of the ring structure

of morphine, the presence of a phenauthrene and also

an oxazine (morpholine) nucleus have been conclusively

demonstrated. Assuming that either one of these nuclei

might be responsible ior the physiological action of mor-
phine, E. Vahlen endeavoured to prepare a nitrogenated

derivative of morpholine, in the hope of obtaining a thera-

peutically active body (Archly f. exp. Path. u. Pharmak..

47, 368). Such a compound he found in morphigenine
hydrochloride

—

I „H 4 :C.OH
I

C6H4 :C.NH,.HC!

which he was able to obtain only in solution ; this sub-

stance possess marked narcotic properties. Vahlen further

prepared an amida/ole derivative of morphigenine, to which
he gave the name Epiosin (Dr. Heineman, Eberswalde).
This new synthetic, which fuses at 193° C, is a methyl-di-

phenyleneamidazole of the structure

—

C6H4 :C.N-C'H3

I \
C6H 4:C.N—CH

Physiologically, epiosin possesses the anodyne and hyp-
notic action of morphine without any of its objection-

able secondary effects. Clinical experiments are still in

progress.

A Ikaloids.

Duriug the last five years much has been accomplished,
not only in the isolation of many new plant principles, but
also in the preparation of valuable derivatives of the well-

known alkaloids. Only the more important members of the

iatter class are enumerated. The synthesis of theophylliu
is mentioned elsewhere.

Eumydrin (Elberfeldei Fabrik).— Atropine methyl nitrate

is obtained either by the action of nitric acid on atropinium
nitrate (or alkyl halides), or by treating atropine with alkyl

uitrates, or atropinium alkyl sulphates (atropinium methyl
sulphate, [C,;TI.;3\0:,.GH3]2S04) with the nitrates of such
metals as form insoluble sulphates. This salt is without
action on the central nervous system, and exhibits a less

powerful effect on the pupil thau atropine.

Lactyl Troptin, C,H,
4
NO,CO.CII(OH)CH3, accelerates

the action of the heart.

Mydrol (Merck),— Iodo-methyl-phcnyl-pyrazolom , a
mydriatic.

Mydrin (Merck).— A combination of ephedrine and
homatropine used as a mydriatic.

Quinine Derivatives.—Efforts in the preparation of new
derivatives of quinine have been directed towards the

production of insoluble tasteless products, free from the

disagreeable secondary effects which usually accompany
the use of the more common salts.

Aristochin (Elberfelder Fabrik).—A diquinine carbonic
ester, CO: (0. 0., H23X2O)», which forms a tasteless powder
fusing at ls9° C. Of all the various quinine preparations
this contains the largest percentage of alkaloid, namely, 96
per cent.

Euehinin (Zimmer, Frankfort).—Quinine ethyl car 1

ester, C2H5 . CO

.

OCjqHjjN.O, forms tasteless ne. lies

fusing at 95' C. The inorganic soluble salts of euehinin
possess the hitter taste of the alkaloids.

Quinine Chlorocarbontc Ester (Zimmer, FrankjVrt).
( '1. i U . 0C ;„K„,N,,0.,.--Tasteless crystals, fusing at 1 .., (

Salochimn (Flberfeld Co.; also Zimmer Co.).—The
quinine ester of salicylic aeid. Insoluble crystals, which
fuse at 1 30" C.

Iiheumatin (Zimmer, Frankfurt).— Salicylate of salo-

chiuin. This fuses at 179° C.

Bromchimtl (Zimmer, Frankfurt).—Quinine dibromo-
salicylate. Fuses at 198° C.

Chinaphtol (Merck).—Quinaphthol. 6-naphthol mono-
sulphonate of quiuine. Fuses at 185°—18(>° C.

Quinine Lygosinate (Zimmer, Frankfurt).—Quinine di-o-

cumaric ketone, (C,,MJ

)

3)0 .

C

4H, . Cjl : CH . CO . CH

:

CH.C6
H,.0(C

2()
H 23N 2 2 ). This salt is employed exclu-

sively as an antiseptic. It fuses at 114° C.

Among the derivatives of minor importance are Acetyl

quinine (m. pt. 10SO), Ethyl quinine (m.pt. 116°— 117 C),
Quinine aeetylsalicylate, Quinine sulphoguaiacolate, Quinine

surphocreosotate, Quinine urethane, and Quinine carbamido

di hydrochloride, ((
',

1

ii,,
l

.\,.(X.)HCl + CO(NH 2
),IK l + .MU);

the latter three, because of ready solubility, are adapted for

hypodermic use.

Hypnotics.

These may be divided into two classes, one in which the

hypnotic action is largely dependent on the presence of

alkyl radicles, while either an aldehyde or ketone group

carries this effect in the other.

Under the former class very few synthetics of any

importance have been introduced. That a firmly-linked

ethoxyl group carries a definite narcotic effect is shown

in the well-known ethoxy caffeine, tertiary-amyl alcohol,

sulphonal, trional, and the analgesic phenacetin. Further

experiments in this direction were made recently by
Professors Emil Fischer and Merling in testing the hypnotic

action of a series of compounds containing one or more

ethyl groups linked to one and the same carbon, as is the

case of tertiary atnyl alcohol and trional. A series of such

compounds have been discovered among the derivatives of

urea, as, for example, diethyl acetyl urea, (C2
H 5),N.CO.

NHC0CH3 , diethyl malonyl urea and the dipropyl

malonyl urea. The second " of these was selected for

therapeutic use, and introduced under the title of

Veronal (E. Merck).— Diethyl malonyl urea, a crystal-

line powder which mehs at 191
D
C.

The methanes (carbamic acid esters) possess mild

hypnotic action, increasing in activity with the molecular

weight of the alcohol radical. Heretofore hypnotic action

has been accomplished to a certain extent through the

introduction of a substituted aldehyde, as in Uraline

(Chloral Urethane) and Somnal (Uraline Alcoholate) ; how-

ever, such combinations are open to criticism, because of

the objectionable action of the chloral. Recently an ideal

and harmless hypnotic has been introduced, in which the

methyl propyl carbinal group replaces the simple ethyl of

urethane, the product being known commercially as

Hedonal (Elberfelder Fabrik).—Methyl propyl urethane,

NH
2
CO.OCH(CH3)C3 H;., an aromatic crystalline powder,

which fuses at 76° C, and boils at 215
:

C.

Among the latest additions to a series of valuable valeric

acid derivatives examined therapeutically by Drs. Liebrecht

and Kionka are

Valyl (Hoechster Farbwerke).—A valeric acid diethyl

amide, C
4H9 . CO. X(C 2H 6 ) 2 , which boils at 210 C. This

antispasmodic is useful in hysteria, neurosis, neurasthenia, &e.

Vahdol (Zimmer & Co.).—The mentholester of valeric

acid (C,„H 19O.CO.C 4
H 9 ),

which contains 30 per cent, of

menthol.

Second Class.—The objectionable secondary action of

chloral upon the heart and respiration, and t he disagreeable

burning produced in the stomach, which led to the intro-

duction of various more stable combinations fro >

chloral is slowly eliminated, has not been al

realised. Among such combinations were Chloral !

amide (Chloralamide). I CI3CH(0H)NH.Clki : -i-

iniide, CC1,.CH:NH ; Chloralose, Chloioaonir (ci
1
ral

hydroxylaii'iiue), &c. .More recently, an. >
-ion
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of chloral with the hypnotic amylene hydrate (tertiary

amyl alcohol} has been introduced under the title of

Dormiol (Cbein. Fabrik "Rhenania"). — Araylene
Chloral or Chloral dimethyl ethyl carbinol

—

( ( I ( !l,u|[,(i('(('l| )J .11,

Although much slower io action, recent reports state that

Dormiol is not much less toxic than chloral.

Isoprol.—A trichloroisopropyl alcohol, which fuses at

49° C.
In addition to the nximes of chloral ( Acetaldoxime,

Acetoxime, Camphoroxime. Iicn/.ahloxinic), A. C. Jensen
(Frankfurt a/M.) introduced the

Chloral Acetaphenone Oxime, C H,.C(< Bj):N.OI B.
(OH)CCl„ fuses at 81 ('.

To the limited number of ketones (the hypnotic proper-

ties of which are due to the carbouyl group), i'ropione

(diethyl ketone) and llypuone (acetophenone) have been

ad<led

.

Hypno-ncetin. the acetyl-n-amino phenol ether of aceto-

phenone, C,II ru.i ii..(>.c s ii
4
.NI1coi ll , ., obtained by

condensing p-aoeto-amraophenol with pheuol and glacial

acetic acid by aid of zinc chloride. This forms scales which
[

fuse at 160 0.

Antipyrt tics.

Aniline Derivatives.—Safety in administration and free-

dom from secondary action, which accompany the use of the

derivatives of tin- Pyrazolone and Phenetidine class have
been the causes of the diversion from this once popular group
of antipyretics. The few additions noted are special

products.

Aniline Cumphorate.— Used as an antispasmodic.

Sodium Acet-Sulphaiiilate (Hoffman, La Roche).—

A

rapid-acting antipyretic.

Anilipyrin. — Phenyldimethylpyrazoloue acetanilide,

made by fusing together antipyrine and acetanilide.

Aceto-Toluidi | Urtho) (.Merck) fuses at 1(17° C.

Para-phenetidine Derivatives.—

(

)o glancing over the

additions to this group, it is evident that the list of organic

acids which have been proposed in place of the acetyl

groups of phenacetin has not jet been exhausted. Very

evidently the attempt has been made to employ substituting

groups which possess special medicinal properties as in the

case of phenetidine agaricinatc valerydin, &C., adding other-

wise to their value as antipyretics.

Agaric Acid Phenetidides (Riedel, Berlin).— These pro-

ducts represent a combination of the antihydrotic properties

of agaric acid with the antipyretic action of the phenetidine

nucleus, and are prepared by heating the components together

at a temperature of from 140° to 16u C. Two products

re8ult,amonophenetidide,CuH 27 ((
>ll)(( II lOH)C< I.NIK :

6H4 .

OC2
H s , which when anhydrous, fuses at luo ('., and a

diplienetidide which fuses at 151° C.

Benzacetin.—Acet-amino-ethyI salicylic ucid,< ",.1 1 „i ( M II i

(NH.COCH3)COOH. An acetylated amido-salicylic acid

which fuses at 19n C
Chimipin n in ( Quinaphenin i (Zimmer. Frankfurt ).—Quinine

carbonate phenetididc.M II ,N,< i)( >.C< i. NH.i „ll
4

.i n ll
,

obtained by the action of p-ethoxy-phen) l-carbamic chloride

or n-ethoxyphenyl-isocyanate on quinine. 'The antipyretic

properties of this compound combine those of the slowly

acting quinine and more rapid phenacetin. Cbinaphenin
fuses at 180 —18S G,

Eupyrin (Zimmer, Frankfurt). — Para-phenetidine

vanillin ethyl carbonate,CA(OCjH%).N:< IK ',II.,I(H ll
;

). i.

COOCH,. A non-toxic stimulating antipyretic for children.

The fusing p 11"" is 87°—88° C.

Valerydin (Sedalin) (Erdmann, Leipzig).—Iso-valeryl

para-phenetidine, I „1
1

,1 1 It II
,

\ 1 1 . ' B90. A combined
nervine and antipyretic.

Apolysin and Citrophen.— Anselmino (Ber. d. Leutsch.

l'har. Gesellsch., 190:t, ,'i), as a result of Ins investiga-

claims that the usual accepted formula; for these compounds
are erroneous. Apolvsin, formerly considered as a uiouo-

phenetidine citrate, C,BL,.OH.(COOH) I O.NH.C6B 4 .

GJ9(, IS, according to tins author, a mono-phenetiil'

acouitic acid (C6II;06)NH .(,,11,. O.C II , while citrophen

instead of being a citro triphenetidide, is in reality a mono-
phenetidine citrate, fusing at 16^ C

Antipyrin Derivatives.—The camphorates (acid and
neutral) of antipyrin and pyramidone (dimethyl amino
antipyrin). serve as antihydrotic antipyretics, which are of
special value in tuberculosis.

Acopyrin.— Acetopyrin < Heyden, Dresden).—An acetyl
salicylate of antipyrin. which fuses at (14° C.

Pyrosol (Ilofiii.iuii. Meerane i S.).—A soluble salicylo-

acetate of antipyrin, which fuses at 15u° C. (C H 8O3.
i ,11, N in

Thiopyrin and Selenopi/rin.—These are prepared by
interaction between potassium hydrosulphide, also potassium
selenide and the so-called antipyrin chloride (ehlorouiethy-
latc of 1 phenyl, 3 methyl, S chloropyrazole). The
thiopyrin (C10H„N;S) fuses at 160° C.

Kryugenin.— Metabeuzafnido-seuiicarbazide

—

C6
H.,(CO.N 1 !,.,)( Nil. Nil. CO. Nil.,).

Acetyl Ethyl Phenyl Hydrazin.—An ethyl derivative of

pyrodine (hydracetin).

Neurodin (Merck).— Acetyl n-hydroxy-pheuvl urethane,

Cc
B

4(OCOCH3)N II .(( »OC,H„ fuses at S7
5
C.

"

Antiseptics.

The majority of the synthetics introduced during the

past five years belong under this class. However, compara-
tively few of these have found a permanent place in

materia medica.

1. Derivatives oftheAmines:— Todqformini Marquardt).

—

Ilexamethylene tetramine-icdoform, CHI
:1
(CII._,),

;
N,. This

compound, which fti6es at 17H (
'., breaks up in presence

of the wound secretions, with liberation of iodoform.

lodoformal (Marquart).— Iodoformin ethyl iodide forms
yellow needles, which fuse at 128° C (liennan Patent

87,812.)

Iodoformogen (Knoll and Co.).— Iodoformin albumin.
A readily sterilized preparation containing 10 per cent.

iodoform. (German Patent, 93,580.)
Kresamin (Schering) ; Cresamin; Tricresolamin. An

ethylene diamine cresol.

2. Formaldehyde Combinations.—These represent com-
binations of formic aldehyde with various antiseptics, from
which the former is slowly eliminated when in contact with

a wound.
Kreoform ( 11. lining. Berlin).—A condensation product

of creosote and formaldehyde.

potman (Lingner, Dresden).-— Chloromethyl menthyl-

ether, C10H19C . (JH„CI, a chlorinated methyl ether of menthol
prepared by the action of formaldehyde on menthol in

presence of gaseous hydrochloric acid. This compound
boils at 1C0° (16 mm.), and decomposes by the moisture

of the air into fotuialdehyde, menthol, and hydrochloric

acid.

Thymyloform (Hcnuing, Berlin) Thymoform,—A con-

densation product of thymol and formaldehyde

—

[C,H,(CH,)(UsHr)0],CH,

Iodothymoform is an iodised thy molotorm, which fuses

above ISO C.

Naphthojormin (Helming, Berlin).—A condensation pro-

duct of o- or /3-napthol and formaldehyde.

Polyformin, soluble (Henuing, Berlin).—A di-resorcinol-

hexamcthyleue tetramiue |

( ',,H
1

(OH).,]
2 . (CH S) 6N 4

.

Pvlyjonnin. insoluble (Hennibg, Berlin).- On dissolving

polybydric benzenes or phenols with a condensed benzene
nueli us in an aqueous solution of formaldehyde aud adding

excess of ammonia, insoluble compounds of high formalde-

hyde content arc obtained, of which this polyformin is a

representative.

Galloformin ( Benning, Berlin).— A hcxamethylene tetra-

caine gadic acid, C„1I.,(< >H),< 10OH
.
(CH,),N4. 'Similar to

this are Resorcinol 1 ormiu and /'yruijallol J-'iniiuii.

3. Animate Derivatives: (a) Phenols: Antinusin

(Rhenania Fabrik).—NosopheD sodium or tetra-iodo-phenol

phthalein sodium, C,
;

1I,.C( K).C.(< „ll
2

l 2UNa)2 .

Egols.—The ineicury tabs of o-nitro phenol (cresol or

thymol) /i-sulphonic acid. These are distinguished by

prefixes l'hen-cgol, Crcs-egol aud Ihym-egol.

Eoaotates (Lehmanu, Berlin).—The salts of the sulpbonic

acid derivatives of alipathic creosote esters (trisulphoacetyl
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creosote). (German Patent 94,078.) Calcium eoa

(C9H7S30,„) 2
Ca3 ; Silver eosolate, CBH(OCH,)(OC(>rn

(S03)3Ag3
"; "Quinine eosolate, (( !joHmW3< >.,).,<

lodozols (Voswinkel, Berlin).— Various salts of i

phenol sulphonic acid.

Euresol (Knoll and Co.) — Monoacetyl resoreinol,

C6H4
(OH)OCOCH3 , which hoils at 283° C.

Eunol (Henning, Berlin).—A condensation product of

the naphthols and eucalyptol.

Heady saponifiable esters ofpyrogallol and chrysarobin :
—

Euqallol (Knoil and Co.).—Monoacetyi pyrogallol.

Lenigallol (Knoll and Co.) —Triaeetyl pyrogallol,

C
i;
H

:i
(OCOCH 3) 3

.

Saligallol (Knoll and Co.).—Pyrogallol disalicylic

ester.

Eurobin (Knoll and Co.).—Triaeetyl chrysarobin.

Lenirobin (Knoll and Co.).—Tetracetyl chrysarobin.

Iodo-eugen.nl.—A compound analogous to aristol (di-

thvmol di -iodide) melting at 78° C.

Di-Fluor Diphenyl (Valentiner and Schwartz),

—

C

6H4F, obtained by the action of hydrogen fluoride on
benzidine. Tt fuses at 87° C.

(6) Aromatic Aids: Peruscabin (A.-G. f. Anilinf.).

—

Benzoic benzyl ester. This along with cinnamein, styraein,

and cinnamic acid, is the most active constituent of Peru
balsam. Peruscabin boils at 173° C. (9 mm.)

Lygosins (Zimmer and Co.).—These are the sodium and
quinine salts of di-ortho-hydroxycinnamie ketone obtained

through the interaction between salicylic aldehyde and
acetone in presence of sodium hvdroxid. This ketone, of

the formula CO:(CH:CH.C,H4 .(HJa)„ fuses at 1H°C.
Salibromm.— Dibromo-salicylic acid.

Epicarin (Elberfelder Fabriken).--/3-hydroxy-naphfhvl

o-hydroxy-m-toluicacKl,CGU3(OH).CH,,(C 1oH16OH)COOil.
This belongs to a new group of creosotic acid derivatives in

which a hydrogen of the methyl group of creosotic acid is

replaced by a phenol rest, epicarin being the /9-naphthol

derivative. This fuses at 199" C, and is specially employed
in scabies and various skin diseases.

Thymotal.—Thymol carbonate, thymol urethane (v.

Heyden). Thymotal, which fuses at 49" (
'., splits up in the

intestines, liberating thymol, which serves to destroy
intestinal parasites.

Acetozone, Benzosone (Parke, Davis and Co.).

—

C6H6CO.O.0.C0CH3, benzoyl acetyl peroxide, which
fuses at 40° to 41° C. In aqueous solution, owing to its

ready hydrolysation, acetozone acts as a powerful oxidisiDg

agent.

Benzoyl Peroxid (Dr. Hellin, St. Petersburg).—This
substance, which fuses at 103- 5° C, is employed likewise as

an oxidising agent.

. Hetocresol ( Kalle and Co.).—Cinnamic acid meta cresol,

CjHsCHrCH.COOCsH^CHa, fusing at 65° C. (German
Patent No. 99,567.)

Betol (Kalle and Co.).—Sodium cinnaraate; both this

and hetocresol are employed intravenously in treatment
of tuberculosis.

(c) Quinblme Derivatives : Vioform, Nioform (Uasel
Fabrik).—Iodoehlorohydroxyquinoline.

Quinosol (Fritzsche.Hamburg).—Hydroxyquinoline alum,
hydroxvquinoline potassium sulphate 2(CqH 6NOH)H.,S< ), +
K

2S04.

Sulphurated Tarry Products. — The popularity of

ichthyol, as well as the lapse of its patents, has led to the

introduction of several products of similar composition.
The Ichthyol Company has introduced some valuable
combinations of ichthyol.

Ichthargan (Ichthyol Co.).—Silver ichthyol sulpbonau ,

30 per cent, silver.

Ichthermol (Ichthyol Co.).—Mercury ichthyol sulphoaate,
24 per cent, mercury.

Jchthoform (Ichthyol Co.).—Ichthyol formaldehyde.
Ichthalbin (Knoll and Co.).—An ichthyol albumin analo-

gous to tanna'bin (tannin albuminate). An agreeable
ichthvol substitute for internal use. (English Patent
No. 11,344).

Petrosulfol (Hell and Co.).—Obtained by sulphonating a
highly sulphurated Tyrolese bituminous oil and neutralising
with ammonia.

Thiogenol (Hoffmann La -Roche).—A 33.'r per cent.,
solution of the sodium salt of a sulphonated sulphur oil.

Sphagnol, Corbaoel.—A product of the dry distillation

of turf. This contains aDthracene, benzene, phenol, and
cresols.

Gabamiol.—A sulphurated oil obtained from the natural
shale of Herat.

Isarol (Ges. Basel).—A product identical with ichthyol,
containing 8 5 to 9-5 per cent, of sulphur.

Ichthyilrin.—Apparently a side product in the preparation
of ichthvol.

Illyrin.—A product similar to ichthyol.

(d) Miscellaneous Organics : Fluor,,form Solution
(Valentine, Leipzig).—A saturated solutiou (28 per cent.)
of fluoroform (CHF3) in water.

Solvosal Salts (Helfenberg, Dresden).—The potassium
and lithium salts of salol-o-phosphinic acid, e.g., C6 I(()
CO.C 6H4O.PO.(OH)OK. This splits up into salicylic

acid, salol, and a phosphate.

Toluidine Blue.—The soluble salt of a dimethyl tolu-
thionine and zinc chloride, C lsH 1BN :1

SCl.ZnCU A substitute
for Methylene Blue in ophthalmology.

Acetyl Leuho- Methylene Blue (Hoechster Farbwerke).
A product of the reduction of methylene blue.

4. Organic Compounds of Bismuth.—Recent years have
added quite a formidable list of new bismuth combinations.
Only the more important of these are given, among which
are some valuable additions to antiseptic surgery, as, for
example, airol, iodogallicin, and xeroform.
Bismuth Sulphophcnate.
Bismuth Albuminate (Merck), 9 per cent, bismuth.
Dibismuth Mono-Iodo-Methylene-di-Cresotinate.
Bismuthose (Kalle and Co.).—A bismuth albumin com-

pound, containing 22 per cent, of bismuth. (This Journal
1902, 1244.)

Bismuth-oryiodo-Agaricinate.
Crurin (Kalle and Co.).—Quinoline bismuth sulfocyanide

(C9
H

r
N . HSCN)

?
Bi(SCN)3 .

Hetoform— Bismuth cinnamate, Bi(C
9H;.On) 3 . Bi,03 .

Airol (Hoffmann, Da Roche).—Bismuth oxy-iodo gallate,
obtained by action of hydriodic acid on bismuth subgallate.
It contains 20 per cent, of iodine, IBi0

2 .C6H„(0H)C00.
C6H2(C00H)02Bi0H. Airol is the most important addi-
tion to this group. (German Patents 80,399 and 82,593.)

Ibit (Gesellsch. Basel).—Bismuth oxy-iodo tannate, a
preparation closely related to airol, C6H2(0H),(C00H)0
CO.C6H2(OH)0„BiI.

Iodogallicin (Sandoz and Co., Basel).— Bismuth oxy-iodid-
methyl gallol obtained through action of bismuth oxyiodid
on gallacin (gallic acid methyl ester)

—

C6H2(C00CH3)(0H)2 .0Bi(0H)I.
This contains 23-6 per cent, of iodine, and 38 • 4 per cent,
of bismuth.

Hamostatin or Zeroform (V. Heyden).—Bismuth tri-

bromo-phenate (C
?
H2Br30)2 .Bi0H + Bi

2 3 . This prepara-
tion, which contains about 60 per cent, of Bi

3 3 , serves
not only as an antiseptic, but also as a haemostatic.
Bismutan (Mindes, Zurich). — A bismuth resoreinol

tannate.

The Silver Antiseptics.—Although one of the standard
remedies for the treatment of inflammation of the mucous
membranes, silver nitrate possesses an irritating and often
caustic action, which has greatly restricted its field of
application. Aside from this, it has only a limited pene-
trating power, due to the fact that it is precipitated by
albumin and sodium chloride, two of the ordinary con-
stituents of the secretions and tissues. This is a serious
disadvantage, since many of the conditions in which it is

employed are due to micro-organisms, which are found not
only in the superficial, but also in the deeper portions of
the mucous membranes, and hence cannot be reached by
solutions of this chemical, owing to the formation of an
insoluble silver albuminate in the upper layers. The
recognition of these drawbacks is responsible for the hose
of substitutes for silver nitrate which have been introduced
in recent years. Most of these represent combinations of
various percentages of metallic silver with different proteids.
They are all said to be less irritatiug than the titrate, and
unaffected by either albumin or sodium chloride,
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I. Organic Combinations: Albargin (Hoechster Farb-

werke).—A gelatose silver containing 15 per cent, of the

metal, which i« prepared by mixing a neutral solution of

gluco-c with silver salts, aud precipitating with alcohol.

Neither hydrogen sulphide, nor boiling with alkali-.

produces any reaction, while chlorides produce only

opalescence.

Irgentol {V. Fiitzsche, Hamburg).—An oxyepunohne

sulphonate of silver (( ,,H..N .( )II S< »3Ag), containing 32

per cent, of the metal.

Wgyrol (Dre. Barnes and Hille).—A non-inirating silver

vitellin, which contains :i0 per cent. Of silver.

Argonin (Hoechster Farbwerke).—A casein-silver com-

pound, which contains 10 per cent, of metallic silver. This

yields very stable aoueou- solutions.
"

Largin (Merck).— Protulbinsilver containing in the air

dry condition 11 per cent, of the metal.

Nargol l Parke, Davis, and Co.).—A nucleide of silver

containing 10 per cent, of the metal.

Protaryol (Klberfelder Fubriken).—A silver proteid

preparation, containing about S per cent, of silver in a fixed

combination. Not precipitated by albumin, chlorides, or

alkalis ; it possesses great penetrating properties.

Ichtharuan (Ichthyol Gessells.).—A silver ichthyol

sulphonate. Contains 15 per cent, of sulphur and 30 per

cent, ot silver.
,

Arqentamine (Schering, Berlin).—A solution of one

part of silver phosphate and one part of ethylene diamine

in 10 parts of water: 10 parts correspond to one part of

silver nitrate.
.

Silberol —Silver sulphophenate (1.4) obtained by action

of a solution of phenol sulphonic acid on silver carbonate.

/h„; atid AciOl (v. Hoyden)— Citrate and lactate of

silver.

II. Inorganic Combinations: Tachtol.—Silver fluoride.

It is claimed that this destroys pathogenic organisms in

solutions of 1 to 200.000.

CoUargol (v. Heyden).—Collodal silver which contains

90 per cent, of the pure metal. The preparation is com-

pletely soluble in water, is employed locally subcutaneously

aud in ointment form. According to Henriot (Chem.

Zeit. 1903, G86) collargol is not an allotropic form of silver,

but the alk'a'i salt of collargolic acid prepared from Paul's

lysalbate bf silver. Collodal silver prepared by different

methods deports itself differently.

7. Mercurial Antiseptics.— The valu. -of mercurials in the

treatment of syphilis and also as antiseptics has brought

forward a variety of combinations, some of which, because

of their ready solubility, freedom from irritation, and slow

elimination from the system, are especially adapted for

subcutaneous and instramuscc.lar injection. While others

represent antiseptics equal in value to sublimate yet free

from its objectionable action on steel instruments.

Hyryolor Colloidal Mercury (v. llcyden).—The solu-

tion of the commercial product deposits on standing a

slight insoluble residue: this is objectionable because of

variations in strength. This solution is free from irritating

action; the metal is precipitated by acids, bases and salts

of the heavy metals. Hyrgol is valuable for preparing

various pharmaceutical preparations of mercury.

Mercurol (Varke. Davis,and( !o.).—A nucleide of mercury,

which coot. mis 10 per oent. of the metal. It is not affected

by albumin or alkali-, and is free from irritant action.

Mercurial. — An aluminium-maiine-ium amalgam of

Swedish origin.
'

An almost innumerable Usfl of salts of mercury repre-

senting combinations with all the variou I

aromatic acids, phi uoU, &o .
have been alreadj introdi

amon" the more important are—

Mercuro FormaroioV.— The hydrogen of the ammo

group ir> formamide, being replaced by mercury (H.CO.

NH),Hg.
Mercury Pkenolates. — The mono-phenol den.

(C 11 H)i'2 + H-". which is quite unstable in

organism', is a valuable mercurial, while the dipl

m'erenry is very poisonous, because of its stable chit

md cumulative action. Similar to the- an the dimethyl

md dicthvl mercury ( CH3),Hg or (C..1I ).,Hg, which,

according to Hepp (Iraenkel, Arzneimittel, p. 464),

very stable in the organism, producing at first the effect

of the pure salt, which is followed later by symptoms of
serious mercurial poisoning. Such silts as the oxycyanate,
HgO.Hg(('XOj.,, vauillate, henzoate, tribromophenol-
acetate, phenylacetate,&c, have reeeivedbnt little attention.

When employed hypodermieally, these salt- accumulate
locally and frequently produce mercurial poisoning. Far
more successful are the soluble nou irritating

—

Mercuric Suecinhnidi .

r
( 1I

4
( t !( i).,X]«Hg (Mering).

"Mercuric Asparagiuatc, C2 ll
;(
O.OC(?«II.)CO(NH

s) 2Hg
(Ludwig).

Mercuric Amino Propionate (Alauinate) [CHj.CH
(NII,)Coo].,Hg.

Hi/drari/i/rol.—Mercuric para phenol sulphonate.

Sermophenvi, Mercuric sodium phenol disulphonate.

yls/ero/(Hoffniann. I.i Roche).—A double salt of p phenol
sulphonate of mercury and ammonium turtrate [C

6
1I,(UH)

scy.Hg, 4c
1
ii,<>,i nh4)j

- sir,.}.

Phenegol. Met uro-potassium salt of nitro-phenol p-
sulphonate. The nitrated derivatives of phenol psul phonic
acid unite readily with mercury; such compounds are termed
Figols, as phenegol, cresegol, thvmegol, &k. [C

l

-H.
)
(XOj)

(SO,K)0] 2
Hg.

Apatlagm.—The mercury salt of nosopheu (tetraiodo-

pheuolphthalein. For subcutaneous use the albumin
derivatives of mercury, like those of silver, have evidently

attained greater success. Upon adding au aqueous solution

of mercuric chloride to one of a casein alkali salt, followed

by alcohol, a casein-mercury is precipitated. A preparation

of this nature, containing 7 per cent, of mercury, soluble

in water upon the addition of a trace of ammonia, which is

unaffected cither by hydrogen sulphide or by the alkali

sulphides, is prepared by the Hoechster Fabrik.

Sublamin (Sehering).'— Mercuric sulphate ethylene di-

amine, HgS< ),(< ...II.X,,), + 2HsO. This double salt, which
contains 43 per cent, of mercury, possesses the advantages

of sublimate with ready solubility, freedom from irritation,

penetration and failure to coagulate albumin.

8. Guaiacot and Creosote Derivatives.—The favourable

action of creosote and guaiacol as internal antiseptics in

the treatment of phthisis has led to a more extended search

for new combinations free from taste, caustic and toxic

action, which frequently accompany the administration of
large doses of these chemicals. As is well known, the

toxicity of the dibydroxybenzenes depends on the presence

of free hydroxyl groups, reaching a maximum of convulsive

action in pyrocatechol ; if both of the hydroxyl groups are

methylated as in veratol, the compound becomes three times

less toxic than guaiacol ; however, at the same time a material

loss in intensity of action is experienced, which accounts

for the preference given to guaiacol over veratrol. This

same observation explains the relative non-toxic character

of anisol and pheuetol when compared to phenol, also the

loss of narcotic action to morphine.
The number of esters of guaiacol, as the benzoate,

cinnamate, carbonate, salicylate, &c, has not been increased

materially, because the list of available organic acids has

been practically exhausted. In other directions, however,

advantages have been gained in the preparation ot

condensation products and more complex derivatives.

Guuiaform or Geoform (Henning. Berlin).—Methylene
di-guaiacol, a condensation product of formaldehyde and
guaiacol, CHj[CeH,(OH)OCHa

.

Gnuialin.—The benzoic ester of methylene di-guaiacol.

Pitlmqform (Zimmer. Frankfort).—Methylene guaiacol.

Pneumin (llr. Speir, Berlin).—Methylene creosote.

Guaiacol Ethyl, not, (Merck).— (CH,0.C,B < n | 11,.

fuses at 148 i .

EMgoform (Gustrow Fabrik).—An acetylated methylene
diguaiacol, which i- employed chiefly externally as a local

ana'sthetic aud antiseptic.

Guaiasanol (Hoechtser Fabrik).—The hydrochloride of

diethyl glvcocoll guaiacol, fusing at 1S4 C. OH < >.'.', 1 [^

.

I
i. ('«>.< II .Nit ,11 .11(1.

Guaiacol Piperidine (Guaiaperol. (
', uaiaperon) .—This

fuse- at Ml G. t'llnNli'JI.COlOOCHa.
Guaiamar (Endemann). — Guaiacol .glycocoll ester,

t
,
ll

1
(OCH3)OC- 1

H-0„ fuses at »S I
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Oresol (Dr. Knapp, Basel).—Glycerin uiono-guaiac<

«ther.

Guacthol (Kalle and Co.).—Aetbacol • Ajacol ; ThanaM.
The niono-ethyl ether of guaiacol, which fuses at 26 (

'.

and boils at 209°—210° C. Various other esters, such as

the benzoate, butyrate, salicylate, &c.,have been prepared.
Guaiachinol.—Dibrotno-guaiacol of quinine—

CsHoBr^OC^OH.C^H^NJ L
Guacamphol (Henning, Berlin).—Guaiacol camphoric acid

ester. (Jl n .l( MM ,,11,(1.1 H,).-..

Guaiacetin (Majert, BerlinV—Guacetin. Phenoxyacetate
of sodium, C

b
H

4
(0H).0CHo .C00Na. Fuses at 130-

131 C.
Guatannin (A. Nissel, Benthen o. S.).— Guaiacol

tannoeinnainate. More popular among the inorganic
combinations of guaiacol and creosote are

—

Thiocol (Hoffmann, La Roche).—(iuaiacol potassium
orthosulphonate, C6H,(OH) . (OOtt;) . S( >.,K.

Guaiacgl.—Guaiacol calcium ortho sulphonate—

i

[CcH.1
ti)H).(Ol'H 3)SO :i

].,Ca.

This salt possesses local anaesthetic properties.

I 'acodyliacol (Merck).—Guaiacol cacodvlate—
As(CH ),( !.,C,,H4OCH3

.

"

Phosot is Creosote phosphate, Taphosot is the tanno-
phosphate and Tannosal is the taunic acid ester of this.

9, Miscellaneous inorganic Satis : Alkasal or Alkasol.—
An aluminium potassium salicylate.

Alkasal (Athenstaedt).—An aluminium potassium acetate,
Al(()H)

2
(GH

3
CO) sK. Ger. Pat. 78,903.

Aluminium Caseiuat.

.

—An intestinal astringent obtained
by the addition of basic aluminium acetate to a sterilised

milk free from albumin.
Aluminum. Boroformate.— Al._,( >

3 . H,B()
:t

. H .GOGH +
.">H

3
0. Prepared by precipitating a solution of potash alum

with a solution of borax. After washing the aluminium
borate, it is dissolved in a solution of formic acid and the
product crystallised.

Borogen (Bender and Hobein, Munich).—Boric acid ethyl
ester. B(O.C2H5)3 "which is employed as antispetic in
diseases of the air passages. In contact with moisture
tiiis ester splits up into its components.

Borol is a preservative made by fusing boric acid and
sodium hisulphate.

Calcinnl.— I 'alcium iodate, Ca(I03) 2 + 6H20.
Cupriaseplol.—Cupric meta phenolsulphonie acid

—

[C6H4 (( >H )S03] 2Cu + JH.O.

Cupratin.—A copper albumin compound.
( 'uprol.—A copper nucleinate. (See nucleinic acid

compounds.)

Antigermin (Klberfelder Fabrikcn).—The copper salt of
a feeble organic acid. When treated with hot water an
insoluble basic salt separates.

Oidymium ( 'hloride (Zimmer, Frankfort) (DL,C16 . 12H20).
In solutions of from 1.'500 to 1/2000 grms. a very active dis-
infectant and preservative. Didymium salicylate, otherwise
known as Dijmul, is employed externally as an antiseptic t

dusting powder.
Fluorides.—Aluminium fluoride, A1.,F

6 + 18H.,0.
Chrysolein (Sodium Fluoride) has "been employed as a

preservative for foods ; for example, 0-5 per cent, is added
to butter, and, before consumption, is removed by washing

;

3 per cent, is sufficient to preserve milk almost indefinitely.
It is claimed that this salt is non-toxic internally. Ammonium
and sodium silico fluorides, e.g. (2NaF.SiF

4 ) are employed
largely as antiseptic inhalants.

Peroxides.—The peroxides of the alkaline earths have
received some attention during recent years because of thei
antifermentive as well as their antiseptic properties. Among
these are Calcium peroxide (Gorit), CaO., + 4H,0 : Mag^
nesium Peroxide 'Biogen), MgO.,; and '

Zinc" Pen
(Dermoge.n).

Vanadic Acid.—The various salts of meta vanadi
possess a local stimulating action on the stomach, hence
are of value as appetizers in debilitating diseases. They do
not possess any cumulative action as in certain arsenicals.
Larger doses of these salts paralyse the heart and respira-
tory centre.

Intestinal Antisi

Investigation during recent years have conclusively
demonstrated that thorough intestinal asepsis through the
agency of this class of derivatives is not attainable,
theoretical possibilities have not hen borne out in practice!
According to Schotteliu* (Munch. Med. VVochenschr., 1898*
35) there is no remedy which is capable of hemming
bacterial action in all accessible portions of the intestinal
tract without simultaneously exerting a destructive action
upon the cell. Substances which possess in general superior
antiseptic properties and have shown themselves to be use-
ful in disinfection of the stomach, utterly fail to hem
fermentation in the intestinal canal. As has been
repeatedly pointed out, this is due to the alkalinity of
the intestiual secretions which renders the antiseptic
useless. Again other members of this group are so
readily soluble in alkaline media that they are removed
by absorption in the upper intestinal caual, as, for example,
preparations of cresol, phenol thymol, Sea. The third class of
antiseptics which are best adapted for intestinal disinfection
are the condensation products, which, because of their
insolubility, reach the lower intestines, yet many of these
fail in their object owing to the slowness of their decom-
position. Of this class, the condensation products of
tannin and gallic acid are still in favour.

Resaldo! (Klberfelder Fabriken), C^H^Oj (COCH
3 ),The acetyl derivative of the condensation product of chloro-

methyl salicylic aldehyde and resorcinol.
Tannopin or Tannon (Klberfelder Fabriken).—(CH..),^.

(C,,H 10< >3)3 Hexamethylene tetraiuine tannin. A condensa-
tion product of tannin and urotropin which contains 87 per
cent, of the former and 13 per cent, of urotropin.

Tannoform (Merck).—Methylene ditannin. A condensa-
tion product of tannin and formaldehyde, which fuses at
230° C.

Tanocol (A.-G. f. Anilinfabr., Berlin).— A tannate of
gelatin.

Tannosal, Kreosal.—The taDnic acid ester of creosote.
Tannalhin (Knoll & Co.)—Tannin albuminate.
Tannogen (Klberfelder Fabriken). — Diacetyl tannin.

C 14H8(CH.,CO)A-
Tannin Albuminate (Merck).
Tannoeusum (Romijn).—Produced by the action of

formaldehyde on casein tannate.

Tannochrom (Hell & Co.).—A chrom tannin containing
resorcinol.

Glutannol (Hundhauscn in Hamm).—A combination of
tannin and vegetable fibrin like tannalbin.
Protan (Mulford, Philadelphia).— Tannin nucleo-proteid.
Honthm (Hell & Co.).—Keratinized albumin tennate.
Gallogen (Heinemann, Eberwald). Egallie acid. This

is pure egallie acid prepared by a patented process from the
divi-divi pods ; the relationship of this product to tannin
and gallic acid may be seen from the following:

-2H.O-H., ->
2C

r
H

6 5

Gallic acid.

-H.,0:

CuHA,
Egallie acid.

Ci4H10O9

Tannin.
Tribenzoyl Gallic Acid.
Pyridine Tannate.

Uric Acid Solvents.

Treatment of uric acid diathesis is usually directed either
toward securing a diminution in the formation of uric acid
in the organism, or the employment of a preparation which
is intended to exert a solvent action on the uric acii'
deposited in the tissues.

Weiss, of Basel (Berliner Klin. Wochenschr., 1899, 14),
proposed (as one of the first-named group) the use of'
qumic acid, Cr,H;(OH)(COOH), which, through redaction
in the system to benzoic acid, combines with glyc ..

benzoyl glycocoll, the salts of which are far more soluble
than those of uric acid. Based on the evidence thai
acid reduces the formation of uric acid, various combin
of this with uric acid solvents, more particularly the substi-
tute^ diamines, have been introduced, namely :

—
Sidonal and New Sidonal (Vereia Chem. K

lottenburg).—The quinate of piperazinecr its derivatives, as
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lysidine (dimethylpiperazin). As a cheaper substitute for

sidonal, the lactone of quinic acid was introduced in 1601.

This is converted in the system into quinic acid, which in

the nascent state is far more active.

Urol (Scbuetz, Uuinmersbach, Rhein), Urea quinate,

C7
HrO„ 2C(l(MIo)

2
. This salt fuses at 106° C. (ier. Pat.

124,426.

Quinotropin (Schering, Berlin).— Urotropine quinate

(CH2 ) ri
N,.t -ll,.,( >,,. Thi- preparation is known as quino-

tropinl, and contains 73 percent, of quinine anil 27 pet cent,

of urotropin. Qointropin II contains 80 per cent, of the

alkaloid and 20 per cut. of the amine. Another prepara-

tion of identical co. iposition is quinoformiu (Adrien and

Trillet, Paris).

Urosin Cryst (Uruiner, Frankfort) Lithium quinate.

Urotropin, Format, Aminoform (Schering, Berlin), or

Uritone (Parke. Davis & Co.) otherwise known as hexa-

methylene tetramine (('Ho),-,N.,. This old and well tried

agent, which has a well established reputation as an antiseptic

in the treatment of diseases of the urinary passages, also

in allaying intestinal putrefaction, has been tested by

G. Markmann (Zeitschr. f. angew. Microscopic, IX. 4) as

a preservative agent. A 01 per cent, solution in milk

preserved it for t»o days under adverse conditions. .Meat

containing 0-2 per cent, showed no signs of change after

twenty-four hours. The mixture employed consisted of

urotropin, 20 parts; sodium chloride, 170 parts: potassium

nitrate, 3 parts ; and sugar, 7 parts.

Based on the fact that the aliphatic organic acids diminish

the quantity of uric acid formed, increasing in efficiency

with carbon content, we find citric acid employed in the

more recent combinations with urotropin.

Urotropin "New" (Schering, Berlin).—The anhydro

methylene citrate of urotropin which splits off formaldehyde

more readily in the urine than urotropin.

Helmitol (Elberfelder Fabriken).—Hexameihylene tctra-

mine-anhydromethylene citrate

—

(HO.CO.CB s),CO:(CH.)»:0.(CH2)6N4 .

Citarin (Elberfelder Fabriken).—Anhydro methylene

citrate of sodium. This compound liberates formaldehyde

in the blood forming staple combinations with the uric acid,

preventing thereby the uratic concretions iu the joints and
renal tubules

—

(NaO.CO.CHs)jCO. <£q
s>0.

Gatlo/onnin (Henning. Berlin).— A compound of uro-

tropin and gallic acid C,.H.: (< >H ) 3
fO<)Il(CH

;) ll
N,.

Salijbrmin (Merck) Urotropin salicylate.

Caffeine Derivatives.—The exciting action of caffeine

on the central nervous system is governed by the presence

or absence of certain molecular groups, thus di-methyl-

xanthine( theobromine) exhibits the diuretic action of caffeine

with but little effect on the nervous system. The objection-

ably slow action of this derivative was relieved b\ the

preparation of soluble double salts with the benzoates and
salicylates of the alkalis ; more recent among this class

are

—

Agvrin (Klberfelder Fabriken).—A sodio theobromine

acetate, C7
U7N4OsNa+ CH,COONa.

Uropherin (Merck).— I '. Benzoate is a theobromine
lithium-lithium benzoate ( Lit

;
1I

;
X ,<>_, , Lit

t

II,00.0. U.
Salicylate is the corresponding double salt with salicyl arid.

Diuzazin.—A theobromine acetyl methylene disulirylate.

The introduction of the sulphonic arid group (as in the

Symphorol) not only destroys the action of th( caffeine

upon the nervous system, but also its diuretic effect was so

much diminished that but little could be expected in this

direction.

According to the researches of Ach, the dimethyl xan-

thines are the most active diuretics-, among tin re

theobromine (3*7 dimethyl, 2"6 dioxypurin) ; theophylline

(1*3 dimethyl, 26 dioxypurin); and paraxanthine l'7

dimethyl, 2" 6 dioxypurin) ; theobromine being the wi st,

and paraxanthine and theophyllin the most active.

An example of the modern triumphs in synthetic chemistry

is the synthesis of this latter purin derivative fror urea,

which has been introduced under the titles of

Theoein (Elberfelder Fabriken).—Theophyllin (m. pt.

268° C.) prepared by Trauhe's method (Beriehte, 1900,

30, 305S) from urea. The most powerful diuretic on the

market.

Theophyllin (Boehringerund Sohu).— 1'repared according

to the German Patent 121.224 from uric acid (guano),

by the action of acetic anhydride, converting the resulting

8-methylxanthinc, after methylating, into a chlorine deri-

vative, which, with water, breaks up into theophylline. A
recent patent (No. 145,88(1) starts from synthetic caffeine

(from guano), which, after chlorinating with a solution of

chlorine in phosphorus oxychloride, yields 7 - S-dichloro-

caffeine ; on further treatment with formaldehyde and
hydrochloric acid. 1 •3-dimethyl-8-chloroxunthine or chloro-

theophylline results, which on reduction yields theophylline.

Santheose.—Theobromine of French origin Among the

more recent interesting additions to this group is the

Caffeine Ethylene Diamine.'—As shown by E. Fischer,

the chlorine in chloro-caffeine is readily replaceable by
amino groups. Besides ammo caffeine, a number of

substituted amino caffeines have been produced, and ac-

cording as to whether one or both of the amino groups of

ethylene diamine are linked, a caffeine ethylene diamine

or a dicaffeine ethylene diamine results. It has been
found that the former, which contains an unchanged amino
group, is, in conjunction with its salts and acetyl derivates,

a valuable diuretic.

The objectionable gastric disturbances which frequently

accompany the nse of salicylic acid or its salts, had t,, the

suggestion of a substitute in the old and well known
glucoside salicin, which hydrolyses in the system into

glucose and saligenin, C cH 4(OH)CH 2OH. A condensa-

tion product of this saligenin and castania tannic acid

(phlobaphene) has been introduced under the name of

Antiarthrin. This eastania-tannic acid is one of a class

of tannins, which yield on hydrolysis a tannin phlobaphene
instead of gallic acid.

Antirheumatics.

Ever since the introduction of salicylic acid as a remedy
in the treatment of rheumatic affections, efforts have beeD
directed towards the preparation of derivatives free from
gastric irritation and tinnitis, which usually accompany the

internal use of this acid and its inorganic salts. The de-

pression of the heart, serious gastric disturbances and
irritation of the kidneys, which clinical experiences have
amply demonstrated as very frequently accompanying the

use of the synthetic acid, have led many practitioners to

resort to the acid prepared from natural sources, as the

oils of birch and wintergreen, or these esters themselves,

which, however, have been unpopular because of the very

intense odour, causing in some instances severe headache,

especially when employed externally. This disagreeable

feature has been almost entirely eradicated in the following

new esters :

—

Mesolan (Elberfelder l'abr.).—Ericin. Salicylic mcthoxy-
methyl ester, C6H4(OH)CO( >CH3.OCH3 , boils at 162" C,
and is employed chiefly locally. It has a feeble aromatic

odour.

AmyUnol.—An unnecessary title for the old and well-

known amyl ester of salicylic acid, C6II,(OH)0( H 11,11,,,

which boils at 270 C. This is employed externally ami
internally.

Glycosol (Merck).—Monosalicylic glycerol ester This

forms white crystals which (use at 76 C. It is employed
internally as well a~ externally.

Salaeetol (('hem. l'abr. Ludwigshafcn). — Salantol ;

Salicvlacetol, an acetalkvl salicylic ester, C8H4(OH3j

C00< Hj.OO.CHa which fuses at 71° C. ThiB pre-

paration is also offered as an intestinal antiseptic.

Propionyl Salicylic Acid (Elberfelder Fab' ikon).—

(',,11,(1 i >.>!l (O.rtl.t'jll;,. A product of the action of

propionic anhydride on salicylic acid, which fuses at 95° C.

Ulmarine.—A mixture of the salicylic esters of the

higher aliphatic alcohols.

The most popular and successful of the salicylic acid

derivatives introduced during recent years is
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Aspirin (Elberfe'der Fabriken).— Acetyl salicylic ester,

<'
l

'l
1

(<.'Ui)H)().Ci)i.
,

I[
1
. This product, which fuses at

135° C., passes unchanged into the intestinal tract, where it

undergoes slow decomposition without producing any of

the objectionable features of ihe free a i !.

Methyl Aspirin, C6H4(COOCH3)O.C0CH3 , fuses at

48 C.
'

Rheumilin (Ziuimer, Frankfort).—Salicylate of •
i

ncid quinine ester, C6H4(OH)CO.O U ,.\ 0, I H4(OH)
COOH. This forms tasteless white needles which :

170' C, the preparation being free from gastric irritation.

CordoL—Tribromo salol, C4H,(OH)COO.C6
H, Br3 fuses

at 195 C.

S d reol (Heydeu, Dresden).—The salicylic ai id ester of

creosote, produced by the union of this acid with the active

constituents of wood creosote.

Sodium p - Cresotinate, C6H:
,(CH3) (OH) I I iXa, —

Prepared similarly to salicylic acid by the action of carbon

dioxide on />-creso! sodium.

Bromide and Iodide Substitutes.

Where it is desirable to subject the system for a con-

siderable period of time to ihc a ti< n ol these halides and to

avoid the undesirable secondary effects such as usual
)

accompany the use of the usual alkali salts, recourse may be

had to such organic compounds of bromine and iod

contain these elements in a Loose state of combination, or

those which readily split them <>tf alter digestion.

Bromalin (Merck). —Hexamethyleno tetracaine ethyl

bromide C ",, 1
1

, X, C II ,Hr. While this preparation is less

liable to produce bromine intoxication then the alkali

bromides, yet it has not been successful because "I its feeble

action.

Bromocoll (A.-G. f. Auilinfab.).— A combination of

bromine, tannin and gelatin obtained by precipitating u

solution of brominetanuin with gelatin This contains

20 per cent, of bromine.

Bromipin and Iodipin (Merck). — These are bromo and
iodo addition products of sesame oil which contain 10, 23,

and 33J per cent, of either of the halogens. These prepara-

tions have been very successful therapeutically, being
alopted for subcutaneous use as well as per Os.

Bromolein.—A sterilized bromine addition product of the

unsaturated fatty acids of almond oil which contains 20 per
cent, of bromine.

Chloralacid (W. Gans).—This is stated to b< a chlorinated

albumin preparation containing 3 per ceut. of halogen,
obtained by the action of the gas on moist or di-

albumins, peptones or albuminates.
Eigoin (Helfenbsrg Art. Ges.) —Iodine and bromine

derivatives of albumin winch are of constant composition,
a-eigon contains 2o per cent of iodine which is readily splil

off by acids or alkalies. /2-eigou is an iodized peptone
which is more readily assimilable than the a compound.
The corresponding bromine compounds contain about 11 per
cent, of this element.

Iodalbacid (W. Gans).— An iodo albumin preparation
which contains 10 per cent, of iodine. While equal in

activity to potassium iodide, it never produces the intoxica-
tion symptoms or other secondary effects peculiar to this

=alt.

Iodaloform (Kohlme.ier and Co., Berlin).—A combination
of iodine and gelatin which readily splits off 10 per cent, of
this halogen.

lodnlen (Kallc and Co.).—A combination of iodol and
albumin

; one preparation intended tor external use contains
.'iG per cent, of iodol, while the other contains 10 per cent,
or this antiseptic.

Lipbromol and Lipiodol.—Tlromioe and iodine derivatives
of the poppy, nut or sesame oils, which contain 33! per cent.
>f the former and 40 per cent, of the latter

Tribromhydrin, (Q,HjBr,), with Tetra and Penta-
Broinn-Acctone, have proved likewise unsuccessful.
Inorganic Salts of Nucleinie Acids. —Nucleinie acid, a

ubstance common to the blood corpusculcs, organs, and
ital tissues of the animal organism, has suggested itself us
means for the more ready and effectual administration i i

letals. The hypothesis that inorganic sa'ts of the heavy
letals pass into the blood onlv so far as thev combi le with ,

the nucleinie acid, has been accepted as offering

ground for the artificial preparation of such derivatives

which would he more readily absorbed and utilised in the
human organism. Aside from this, certain of these com-
binations arc especially adapted for external use as anti-

septics because of their penetrability, freedom from
irritation, and decomposilion by contact with albuminoids.
Thus combined, the metal deports ijself quite differently

from the other more common organic salts, in that the usual
inorganic reagents fail to respond to any of the character-
istic qualitative reactions. For example, copper nucleinate

fails to turn blue upon the addition of atemonia water, nor
does it rea.-t with hydrogen sulphide. The addition of

chlorides fails to precipitate the silver from this combina-

Nucleinie acid may be obtained from the hlood, salmon,
sperm, and yeast j from the latter source the acid is pre-

pared by extracting with an alkali, when, after acidifying
.ill acetic acid, the albuminoids arc coagulated by heating
"5 C.i from the filtrate the crude uuclein is precipitated

by means of acidified alcohol. Purification is effected
l v careful oxidation with permanganate. The slightly

ilkaliue nucleiu solution is then brought into reaction with
the salts ot silver, mercury, iron, &c, and then precipitattd
through the addition of alcohol and a neutral salt.

In such combinations as the nucleinate or other albumin
derivatives of the metals, the la! ter arc retained in the
albumin molecule in a masked (laivatcd) state beyond the
reach of the usual inorganic reagents In the case of the
iron preparations we have a ready means of distinguishing
this masked metal from that present in the form of the

Unary organic salts, as the peptonate, lactate, &c, in the
II known Macallum's test. This consists in adding a

few drops of a 1 per cent, solution of haematoxyl n to the

solution of the preparation, wherby a blue to h'ue-blacl;

coloration ensues if it belongs to the latter class.

Cvprol (Parke, Davis & Co.).—A compound of nucleiu
i copper which contains 6 per cent, of the metal.

Argyrol (Drs. Barnes and Hille).— A silver vitellin

mpound containing 30 per ceut. of the metal.

Verratogen (Uaseler Fabrik).—An iron uuclein compound
itainiug 1 per ceut. of the metal.

Mercwol (Parke, Davis & Co.)—A mercury nu
mtaining 1 per cent, of the metal.

Vargot (Parke, Davis ov Co.).—Nucleiu silver which
contains about 10 per cent, of silver.

Cacodylic Arid Derivatives (_Arsycodyles~).— During
recent years considerable attention has beun attracted to

this class of arsenical derivative-, which have been intro-

duced as relatively non-toxic substitutes for arsenous oxide
or its older inorganic salts As already noted, a material

decrease in toxic action results through the introduction of
al kyl groups in [dace of one or both hydroxyls in poly-
atomic phenols, as guaiacol andveratrol ; this is particularly

the case with the dimethyl arsenic acid or cicodylic acid,

(CH3 )o As.O.OH, and its salts. These combinations dis-

sociate exceedingly slowly within the organism w'thout
exhibiting any symptoms of cumulative action; They have
been employed with marked success in all diseases arising

from disturbances in nutrition : also in tuberculosis, goitre,

malarial cachexia, urinary diseases, &c.

Cacodylic Acid forms white soluble crystals fusing at

200° C. Among the salts of this acid are the cacodylntes
of mercury, magnesium, iron, strychnine, and guaiacol.

Arrkinal Arsynal, Stenosine, SudiumarsenO'inet
\ Irian & Cie., Paris). — This salt, of the formula

< 'As(CH
3
)0;Na.5H

20, fuses between 130—110" C.

Triphenyl Arsine Oxychloride (C6Ui)3As(OH)l 11.—This
preparation, which contains 20' 9 per cent, ot arssuic, is not

broken up by the fungus PeniciUium brevicale; ben',
according to Kobett, is devoid of arsenical action, passing
through the system in unchanged condition.

G'ycero-arienic Acid Sails.—These were introduced by

Sehlagdeuhauffen and Pag-1. Asl l(0,Me) t.C Sj(CH).,+
2H..O.

At'ixyl (Ver. Chem. Weikc. Chariolteahurg).—M la-

arsenic acid anil'd (OcII5NHAsOj),
• "
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per cent. of arsenic acid. Doses from 40 to 50

greater ft oxide are readily tolerated.

Uistogenal. A compound of nw ! ""> metll> 1

d arsenate.

Patent Foods.

By this term we refer to a els 4 '"^S^
which have been prepared from vanous raw food-8

through the agenev of chemical processes. I ben purpo e

is to present readily assimUahle and highly nutritious
f.;

»

„„1 free from aU unnecessarj ess ballast

materials, such as are necessary in the treatment of diseases

of the digestive organs or in cases where the nealtiij

functions!? these orfans are impaired or still further as a

prelude to solid food for patients i onvaleserag from dis. a e

or urgical operations. According to the class

of food material represented h «"*^«»»h^
they are present, these products may be divided into the

following general classes :

—

_
1st Soluble Pr: digested Foods oj the Somatose Type.—

These consist chiefly of albumoses prepared from meat or

other tortus of albumin. In addition to their general

nourishing properties these preparations are especially

adapted ir! diseases of the alimentary canal because of heir

freedom from irritating effects and stimulating action on

the appetite and general nourishment

ond Hiqhlu Concentrated Nutritious Foods: («
i

'"-

soluble Foods of the Tropon C/ass.-These are mixta

carbohydrates ana albuminoid, of vegetable and annual

origin.—(6) Soluble Concentrated Albumin* of the < asem

'
3rd Infant Foods.—These cons st of mixtures of albu-

,„!„. carbohydrates and fat. The class of meat extrac

which possess purelv stimulating properties, and cans

classed as foods, are omitted from tins list.

Class I. Solubl Predigested loads oj Somatose Type,

—The crude proteids employed in this class have undergone

a preliminary artificial or natural digestion, either through

tbe agency of animal or vegetable enzymes or organic o

norglnic acids, or the agency of superheated steam under

pressure or in vacuo. The products aimed at » most cases

are either pure albumoses or mixtures of these with some

peptone. The presence of much peptone is objectionable,

inse of the bitter taste imparted, as well astbetenden, y,

in conjunction with atmid-albnm to produce intesttnal

irritation causing diarrluea. I Hie of the first of .Ins elass to

be introduced was

—

. . . c . ,,

Somatose (Elberfelder Fabriken).-Th.s .s an artificial.,

, , dbumin containing 51 -6 per cent, of deutero

indl3-4per cent, of hetero albumoses, 5 per cent, o

pentone 11 percent. of moisture.and 5 per cent of nutrient

morganic silts. Iron Somatose isa similar preparation.

, ontaining 2 per cent, of iron in organic state oi combina-

Milh Somatose is a soluble nutnenl prepared bj thi

Si .stive process from casein contatniog a per cent.

Camigen—A soluble nutrient containing albui oses,

ch, a< rding to Denayer,

.

52-12 per eent.

,„
;
,ii:u,,nnoi,ls. 24 per eent. of meat i xtractive, 4 per rent

of meat salines, and 10 per cent, ol water. Che total

• nitrogen is 126 percent., of which 8-7 lonsists

of albuminoid nitrogen and <- <»1 extractive

kn's Nutrient (N&hrstoff) CChem. Farbik v.

Hevden).—An albumose prepared from egg albumin

, aSine 85-31 per cent, of proteids. 6 percent, of inorganic

.alts, "and 2-36 per cent, of water. Tins preparation is

intended only as anadditi

Weiose (Eiweiss und Fleisch Ext. I o., Altona, .am-

bm-eV— I meal albnmose prep i «> a™05' l

cally pure albnmose, which swells when in contact with

"ttrian (Dr. H. Byk, Berlin) A ferruginous parai

proteid, •

losphorusand

0-12 per cent of iron in orgamc Btatc ol combination with

peroi nl of albumin.

rerrin fJDrs. Fritz and

BSpho albumin preparation, contai

rus.a.e! 90-14 per eent. ot

nuin.

Trifcrrin (Kuoll & Co., Ludwigshafen).—A ferns para-

nucleinate obtained by precipitating ihe phosphorus that

has passed into solution duriDg peptic digestion of casern

by means ,,f a ferric salt. It contains 22 per cent, of iron,

2-5 per cent, of phosphorus, and 9 percent, of nitrogen.

I ,,, e (.1. ' > Kieael, Berlin).—An albnmose prepara-

tion of mixed foods, containing 23 • 6 per eent. ofalbumoe

per c nt. of maltose, dextrin, and dextrose, 17-7 per

cent, of emulsified fat, and 3-4 per cent, of nutrient salts.

(Allegemein. Med. Cent. Zeit, 1899,93).

Class II Highly Mtrogenised Concentrated boods

(a) Soluble.—Much attention has during recent ye;

attracted to the class of insoluble albumin preparation

the Tropon lype,in winch cheaper grades of raw albuminoid

matter-as fish, refuse meat, dried blood, gluten, peas.

lentils, and other vegetables-after treating with diluted

acids, are deodorised and decolourised by means ot such

oxidising agents as hydrogen peroxide, or chlorine. This

idea was originated by C. Cosinern, who in 1890 attempt

to utilise blood albumin as a commercial nutrient by

treating with alcohol containing a little acid, followed by

chlorine, potassium permanganate, or hydrogen peroxide.

At that time no market was tound for this class ol nutrients.

During the last lew years a demand has been created

a highly nourishing concentrated food within the financial

reach of the masses, which has been met by members of

th
7Vopon (Tropon Werke, in Mulheim-on-Rhine.)—Pro-

nosed in 189d by Prof. Finckler < Bonn), and prepared accor-

ding to the patent, by removing from mixed albuminoid

matter (I part ofanimal to -J parts of vegetable), such as fish,

refuse meet, gluten, legumes &c, all gelatinous substances b3

extraction with boiling water, the insoluble residue is thei

treated with 10 per cent, of hydrogen peroxide and hnall)

extracted with ether. All malodorous, coloured siibstan

bacteria &c. are removed while the albumin;molecule remains

intact Since 1893 the tropon patent has substituted nat

chlorine tor hydrogen peroxide. Tropon contains 99 per

eent of pure albuminoid matter. A mixture of tropon with

dextrinized flour is called Tropon-Sano. Iron rro

contains 50 per eent. of Tropon and 2-5 per cent, ot iron.

The nutritive value of 1 pound of Tropon is stated to bi

.univalent to that of 5 pounds of beef.

^SoZ (Eiweiss und Fleisch Ext. Co., Altona Hani our,

_An albuminoid nutrient, prepared from dried powd.

meat in which boiling alcohol under pressure is employed

for the extraction, in
i

iting under ordinary condi-

tions as recommended by Cosineru. I

Carniuen — \n albnmose diatetic containing ....
i

er cent,

of albuminoids 24 per cent, of meat extractive, 3-9 per

Sen?
"

l-.ne. and ', -9 per cento, water- .f like nature

arc Aliment Complet I ^ ?*•«"><'< 0' !«'« «*
*;^

a mixtnrs of casein tin, caea ,
and digest ye

ferments, and Oxine (Oxine Co., London), which is stated

-rated" food from flesh and vegetables.

Globon I
Lilienfeld, Vienna). ' iccupn s an intermedial

position between acid albumin and albnmose prepared by a

nrocess in which vegetables and annual paranucele

M

e^Sing phosphorus and I alloxunc bases are subjected

ition in which the paranueleintc acid beer,

,,,,,.,, I e the albumin group remains (Lilienfeld).

J2S t ^KWeld (Wiener Med. Wocheuschr 44 99).

ton ?s
8
a product of the splitting up of casein, [ioweve.

,
. ^ftlysisof this food tallies closely with that of casein.

K of leaven extracts prepared after different patent

. i„ which this waste material ot the breweries has

geen utilized as a nutrient in > 1"£,™TZlii-cn ulliizeil as a minimi. •- -- =

„ge„ous matter and phosphates, is represented m

Belrian preparation - died " Bois (1 i

and thl

able tasting albumose

nroducts of the artificial yeast digestion.
P
CanU.-Prepared according to the English patent

384 348 of O. Overbeck, Grimsby, ... which compressed

r.easl is boiled with water until iis cell struetu,

Sy destroyed, then, on coolina to BO
,

oi sixth »

SJSlfMrt of geminating malt is added and digested

«<
'

'

, i
•

.
' r l,-,lf -.n-hoir e 1dm- sufficient milk of lime

loneuti^lzJanS.
' d, which contains

- eelN and some mat, is filtered and eonceutrated.
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Sfutase (Chem. Fab., Weiler-ter-Meer, Uerdingen-on-

Hhine).—A dextrinated meal prepared from leguminous

:id other vegetables by digestion with diluted acids

..r saline solutions. According tr> E. Koch (Merck's

Ueport, 39— 107"/ Mutase contains 60 per cent, of

table albumin, about 18 per cent, of nitrogenous extractive,

10 per cent, of saline matter, 10 per cent, of water, and
_' per cent, of phosphorous acid.

Sitogen (Mitogen Ext. Co., Loebau, Saxon\

compound yeast extract which serves as a nutritive

:n addition to soups, according to Dr. File

Sitogen consists of 25 '.) per cent, of water and 7-1-1 per

cent, of dry extractive, of which 13 8 per cent, are inorganic

salts, 11*84 per cent, of non-nitrogenous extract!-.

48- 14 per cent, of nitrogenous matter. This latter c

1-6S per cent, of albumoses, 0-12 per cent, of insoluble

albuminates, 1'43 percent, of ammonium salts, and

per cent, of meat bases.

Among preparations of exclusive vegetable origin are

—

Plantose.—An aqueous extract of oil cakes resulting

from the expression of rape-seed oil. The product c

12 to 13 per cent, of Ditrogen.

Foborat (H. Xiemoelle: , Gutersloh, Westf.)—A dex-

Bnnised albuminoid nutrient prepared from wheat, corn,

and rice by precipitating the albuminoid matter

solution and drying. This preparation contains 1"

cent, of water, 79*2 per cent, crude proteids, 4-1 per

of ether extract, 4-4 per cent, of starch, 0-2 per ci

fibre. 1'3 per cent, of ash, and 009 per cent, of lecithin

phosphoric acid. Iron-, Kola-, Tannin and ( reosote-Roborat

are prepared.

Aleuromat (Kiemoelier, Gaetersloh).—A wheat

preparation containing 7- 2 percent, of moisture, 80 -8 per

cent, of crude proteids, 5'G per cent, of etli-r extra:'.

6 per cent, of starch, 0-2 per cent, of fibre, 1-9 per cent.

of ash. and 0-04 per cent, of lecithin phosphoric acid.

En<rgin.—A preparation consisting of the proteii

rice, prepared by treating the latter with alkali,

precipitating the dissolved proteid matter by neutralization

with an acid. According to YVintgen dry energiu contain.

92 per cent, of dry proteid substance, 5 per cent, of ethes

extractive, 0-74 per cent, of starch and 1-13 per
of ash.

Typical representatives of a class of prepared cereal foods

are tae American products, " Force" and " JIalta Vita.''

Force is prepared from carefully assorted and cleaned
wheat, which is steeped in a malt wort for five to six

hours at a temperature raugiug from 55 to 65 C. The
malt wort which is not absorbed is then drawn off, and the

remaining soaked wheat is subjected to a process of steaming
and cooking under pressure. This steamed or cooked whole
wheat is then allowed to cool, dried, and sufficient salt

added. After it is completely dried, the whole wheat is

transferred to mechanical steel rollers, in which every
individual grain is pressed so as to produce the flaky
condition of the product. These flakes are then carried to

an oven, in which they are toasted and roasted, so as tc

obtain the crispness, at the same time developing the
aromatic bread flavour and producing partial conversion of
the starch into dextrins. It is then directly transferred to

packages, which are each filled automatically and also
d and labelled by machine.

H<ilta-\ ita is likewise made from whole wheat only.
The difference in its method of preparation from the above
seems to be that the grain is do: steeped in malt extract, but
after steaming and cooking a concentrated malt extract is

added to the whole grains just before flaking. The product
is then salted and toasted. The percentages of maltose,
dextrins, and soluble carbohydrates present in the Malta-
Vita exceed those of Force considerably.

Class II. (£) Soluble Cus in Derivatives.—Salkowski
first (1894) to call attention to casein as a nutritive,

demonstrating its complete absorption in the intestinal

canal and high nourishing qualities. ( )v,ing to the in-

solubility of casein, advantage is taken of its property of
forming soluble salts with such alkalies as sodium bicar-
bonate and ammonia, also double salts with the phosphates,
glycerophosphates and citrates of sodium, potossium and

im. The first of this elass to be'introduced was

—

Eucasia (Magertj and Ewers, Grimau, Berlin).—A casein-
ammonia obtained by passing ammonia gns over dry and
finely pulverised casein. 30—40grms. of eucasin (which
contains 95 per cent, of albuminoid matter) correspond to
24—32 grins, of albumin.

Xtitrose (Hoechster Fabrik).—A casein-sodium which
toward phenolphtalein is the acid sodium salt. According
to Aufrecht, nutrose contains 65- 2 per cent, of albumin,
10-5 percent, of water, 4-15 per cent, of inorganic salts,

ami 20" 15 per cent, of non-nitrogenous matter.

Plasmon (Pla-nion Company of America).—The freshly
precipitated casein of skimmed milk, after mixing with a
just sufficient quantity of sodium bicarhonate, is kneaded
and dried at 70 C. iD an atmosphere of carbonic acid.

Plasmon contains 10-7 per cent, of moisture, 7-2 per cent,

of inorganics, 0-7 per cent, of milk fat, and 81-3 percent.
of protoii Iry S'lasmon contains about 90 per cent.

of pure prot

Sanatogen (Bauer & Co., Berlin).--A glycero-phosphate
of sodium casein which contains 95 per cent, of albumin,
and 5 per cent, of sodium glycero-phosphate.

Calcium Caseinate (Gesellschft. diaetet. Prod., in Zurich).

sein calcium-phosphate intended to compete with
Bauer's Sanatogen. It possesses an objectionable odour.

Galactogen (.Theile and Holzhausen, in Berleben).—

A

u-alkuli preparation.

Some casein preparations contain excessive quantities of
alkali, which in view of the fact that they are taken in large

doses extending over greater periods of time, are open to

serious objections. In view of overcoming this objection
Seheriog introduced

—

Sanose (E. Schering, Berlin).— An albumin preparation
containing casein SO percent., and albumose 20 per cent.

Tannocasum (;. Eomijn).—A casein tannate obtained

y .li^solving 1 kilo of casein by aid of sodium carbonate in

10 litres of water, and after adding a solution of 700 grins,

of tannin in 3 litres of water with 100 c.c. of formaldehyde,
the mixture is supersaturated with dilute hydrochloric
acid. The precipitate is collected, washed, and dried.

This preparation is employed largely as an intestinal

astringent.

Casumcn (Prot2in).—An English ["reparation consisting

of casein only.

Class III. Mixtures of albumin, fats, starches, and
dextroses, popularly known as Infant Foods.—This class of

foods is so well known that attention is called to only a few
of the more important newer preparations as

—

Odda (Schuelke and Mayer, Hamburg).—A new infant

food prepared according to the directions of Prof. Mehring,
chiefly distinguished by the replacement of the fat and
difficult digestible casein of cow's milk, by the yolk of eggs
and cacoa butter. This was suggested by the observation
that the butter-fat of cow's milk contains about 10 per cent.

- if volatile fatty acids, while the fat of mother's milk contains
only 1 • 5 per cent. The glycerides of these volatile fatty

acids readily hydrolize in the stomach and the liberated

acids cause irritation of the intestinal mucous surfaces.

This preparation contains 14-5 per cent, of albumin, 65
per cent, of fat, 71'5 per cent, of carbohydrates, • 4 pet-

cent, of lecithin, 2-1 per cent, of inorganic salts, 1 • I per
cent, of phosphoric acid and 5 "4 per cent, of water.

Theinhardt's Hygiama.—A mixture of milk, flour, malt
cocoa and sugar which contains 27 per cent, of albumin,
10 per cent, of fat, 60 per cent, of soluble carbohydrates,

and 3 - 5 per cent or inorganic suits.

Eulactol (Xahrmittel \Verke,Act.-geseUsch., Cologne).

—

A nutrient prepared from milk and vegetable albumin, con-
taining albumin, fats, carbohydrates, and

Enterorose (Gesellschaft fiir Diatetische Praeparate,
Zuerieh).—A preparation of vegetable albumin impregnated
with an extract of beef and diastase. It contains 18 per
cent, of vegetable albuminoids, 11 per cent, of fat, 3-8 per
cent, of inorganic salts, and 59 -5 per cent, of carbohydrates.
The ratio between albumins, fat, and carbohydrates is the

same in this preparation as in milk.

Belonging to the Theinhardt's type of food are the well

known foods of Nestle, Mellin, Horlick, and the Ideal, lo
the class of cereal foods belong the Imperial Granum,
flidge's Food, and Gerber's Food.

c 3
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Tabular List of Manufacturing Firms.

A.-g. f. Anilinf. = Aktiengesellschaft fiir Anilinfabrikation,

Baseler Fab. - Basoler < bemische Fabrik, Basel.

Boehringer < . F. Boehringer und Soehne, Fabrik chem.

Producte, Waldhof b. Mannheim.
Fab . Ludwigshafen = Cbi m - ;

e I abrik vormals

Hoffmann, in Ludn igsbafen.

Chem. Fab., Guestrow I>>s. Hilhinghaus und flei

Guestrow,
Imann, Leipzig, Lindenau.

Elbmelder Fabrik - Farbwerke vormals Fried. Bayer und
Co., in Elbei

I sehe, Hamburg = Fr. Fritzecbc nod Co . Hamb
(. ins, W. Pbnrmaceutische Institut, Ludwig I

fiirt a.-Main.

Dr. G. F. Henning, Berlin, S.W., 18.

Hell and Co. = Hell und Co., Troppau Sib sia.

Heyden, Di von Heyden, Chem. Fabrik, Dresden-,

B lebeul.

[! ihster Fabrik Farbwerke Meister, Lucius und
Braening, in Ho chst-on-Main.

H iffmann La Rocbe = F. Hoffmann, La Rocbi i o.,

Basel,

[fclfenberg Akt.-gescll. = Chemische Fabrik, Heifonberg

Aktiengesellschaft, in Helfenbcrg, Saxony.
Icblbyol <• - Ilsch. = Iehthyolgesellschaft, Hamburg.
Kalle an 1 ( o. Kalle and Co , Biebrich-on-Kbine.

ICnoll and Co. = Knoll and Co., Ludwigsbafen-on-Rhine.

Lingner, Dresden - Lingner's Chem. Laboratorium,

Dresden A.
Lchmann, Berlin = Berliner Capsule Fabrik, J. Lehmann,

is Bi

Majert, Bel rjert und Ebers, Grnenau, Berlin.

Marquardt - Chemische Fabrik vormals M. Bevel, Bonn.
Merck = E. Mend;, Darmstadt,

Her, Hamburg = Moeller und Linsert, Hamburg.
i inia Fabrik - Chemiscbc Fabrik " Rhenania,"

V.i lieu.

! abrik .!. D. Riedel, Berlin.

Schering, Berlin = Chemische Fabrik auf. At E

E. Sche ing, Berlin.

Schuetz, Gummersbach Schuetz u. Dallmant
bach, Rheinlnnd.

Valentin. m . Leipzig Vnlentiner u. Schwartz, Leipzig;

Plasrwi.

Ver. Cbem. Werk. Vcreinigte Chemische (A i

1 schaft, in Charlottenburg, lierlin.

i. Frankfurt - Vereinigl briken, Zimmer u.

Co., Fra kfurl i Main.

Meeting held a '
i tW Club, on Vov. 20i/t, 1903.

I.F.N 1/ IX THK CHAIK.

EARE-EABTH Ml IRDAKTS.

I-.. .n\-. i:\-m r.vii. r.K, PH.D., l U.S., ASD
T. n I", -l, B.S.

During the prog of a number of investigations of the

chemistry of ihe rare earth., we have sought incidentally to

utilise the bj i roducts obtained in the manufacture of tho

Welsba. awing patent and other litera-

ture of the rare earths and mordants, an mention i f a patent

tor tlie use of ran earths as mordants has been fou t

any record of work along this line, either in the United

States, England, I Germany, with the exception

of one paper bj Prnd'hornme, who wrote on " Mordants in

Dyeing and the Theory of Mendeleeff" (i liemical Jews,

63, 198). This well, in nowayinfii it is herewith

reported, Aftci the completion of the irork, Waegner and
Mueller published an article upon " The i se of tl

Earth Metals in Dyeing " (,/eits. f. Farber, I

1903, 15, 290 ; Bei this Journal, I

The compounds of the rare earths used were praseody-

mium hydroxide, neodymium, lanthanum and pras< -

acetates and a mixture i the mlphntei >f these.

so-called " pink-salt-." They showed no marked value,

although in the majority of cases slight differences were
produced, aDd in a few the variation was very marked.
The rare earth compounds, under the conditions of our
experiments, possess no very valuable properties us mor-
dants, although from the facts observed, indications were
bad that a Btricter adherenc to the application of mordant
dyes and the use of the oxidising agents would furnish a
larger number of instances of notable change. The appli-

cation to silk and wool was undertaken to supplement the
wcrk on cotton, and only such work as would furnish
comparative results was deemed necessary. In some cases
the salts used showed mordanting action, but the colours
produced were not of a bright shade, and not always ven
fast to washing. The rare earths can have little practical

application as mordants, for the following reasons:—(1)
because they do not possess the mordanting action to a
degree which would allow comp nition with known mordants

;

(2) because the supply is somewhat limited, and would not

admit of extended use ; i 3) their cost, which, even in the
event of tin first and second considerations being favourable,

would bar their practical use extensively. Therefore, it

is only a matter of theoretical interest that we note this

property of the rare earths.

As far as possible, uniform conditions were preserved
throughout in the experiments, and, where no favourable
results were- obtained, the conditions were varied. All the

cotton used was in the form of yarn made inm small hanks,
and was thoroughly " wetted out " by boiling in a 4 per cent,

solution of sodium carbonate, bleached with chloride of

lime and wetted before dyeing. The dye baths were made
up in quantity, and divided into smaller portions for appli-

cation to the various mordants. The beating was carried

out on a large water bath, which would accommodate all

the baths at once, and the washing after treatment wa-
made as nearly the same for each dye as possible. Mordant-
ing with acetates was carried out in a Id per cent, solution

of the salts after treatment with an acetic acid bath.

cotton was boiled for two hours in this bath, drained,
squeezed out, and dried in an air oven at so (

, until

practically all the acetic acid was driven off. This un-
determined by the odour. The remaining acid was not

neutralised, as it was found that a precipitate was formed
when neutralisation was attempted with 1 per cent, soda
solution. Hence the dyeing was performed in baths m
slightly acid with acetic acid. Mordanting was also tried

by allowing the cotton to remain over night in the mordant
bath, squeezing out, pa-sing through a 10 per cent, soda
solution and dyeing. Precipitation took place in the

carbonate solution, and no results of value were obtained.

Cotton was mordanted with a mixture cf the rare earth

sulphates, neodymium, praseodymium mid lanthanum sul-

phates, by entering it into a saturated solution of the salts,

and boiling for an hour and a half. In some instan

during this boiling the nonu-hy.'.rated sulphates separated.

The skeins were well squeezed and allowed to drain.

perceptible differ, nee was observed when the mordanting
was accomplished by allowing the yarn to remain in a .

solution over night. Praseodymium hydroxide was also

suspended in cold water in which the cotton was all ,,,. i i .

remain overnight. No effort to use nluite- was m i

For the use of basic dyes, the treatment with tannic acid

in connection with the rare earth sulphates was tried. The
cotton was entered old in a solution of tannic acid, just

sufficient ol i'ii solntio used to cover the cotton;

the temperature was then raised to 40 C, and ma
talned for twj bouts. It was then u irked for 30 minutes

in a co'.l. saturated - dution of the rare ic.rth sulphates,

squeezed out and drii d.

Only the rare-eaith sulphates were u-c.l t> mordant

wool. The wool, aftet being thoroughly welted by boiling

in water for one and a ball boars, was placet in a In

warm bath with a mordant '.o which a little sulphuric acid

had be. i. added. The temperature was gradually raised to

100" t'. during one hour and boiled for one and a half hour!

longer j the wool was om the bath and allowed to

drain over night

.

Silk was entered into the mordant cold, and allowed to

stand over night, rcrnorcd, squi ezed, and rinsed slightly to
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remove excess of nitrate and passed into the dye bath. In

every ease an unmordanted skein was dyed to furnish a

basis of comparison. The results obtained were largely

negative. The following dye« tuffs were used:—Bismarck

Brown, Malachite Green, Methyl Violet, Chrysoidin,

Tropaeolin, Alizarin Blue, Alizarin, Logwood, Eosiu,

Fuchsin, Aniline Red, Aniline Blue, and Diamantgelb.

It may be well to call attention, briefly, to those samples

which showed most marked differences from the unmor-

danted skeins, mentioning the dyestuff and mordant used.

Malachite Green with neodymium acetate.

Malachite Green with lanthanum acetate.

Malachite Green with tannin and sulphates.

Malachite Green with praseodymium hydr xide.

.Malachite Green with rare earth sulphates.

Chrysoidin with taunin and sulphates.

Chrysoidin with praseodymium hydroxide.

Tropaeolin with rare earth sulphates.

Tropaeolin with praseodymium hydros
Alizarin Blue with tannin and sulphates.

Alizarin Blue with rare earth sulphates.

Alizarin with rare earth sulphat.-

Logwood with neodymium acetai .

Logwood with rare earth sulphates.

In spite of the obstacles in dyeing small quantities,

namely, the difficulties of working to obtain even dyeing,

heating the baths uniformly, &c, the results obtained show
that the -alts used have net been without effect upon the

dyes.

We have to thank the Welsbach Incandescent Lighting

Co., Gloucester City, X.J., for providing the materials used

in the above research, and permission to publish the -

^iitinfi), £j.&M&.i ^tttioit.

Meeting held at Sydney, on December 16tA, 1903.

PROF. LIVEKSID<.E, F.K.S., IX THE CHAIR.

THE BACTERIAL ORIGIN OF THE VEGETABLE
GUMS.—PART I.

EY R. GKEIG S1IITII, I>.-C.

The vegetable gums until about a year ago weresupposi d
to be the products of certain trees in an unhealthy or patho-
logical condition, and beyond that really nothing was
known regarding their origin. It is true that it had been
claimed that certain moulds induced the plant to secrete the
gum, and that bacteria had been observed in the slime-flux
of certain trees, such as the oak, but a definite relation
between the gum and a causative agent had not hern
brought forward. In 1901, Marshal Ward (Disease in
Plants, London), said "beyond the fact that gu.
(gum-flux) i s a pathological phenomenon, we know very
little of the disease."

I began my researches into the origin of the gums with
t~e belief that bacteria were responsible for their produc-
tion. Many facts connected with the gum and its distribu-
tion pointed to a mycological formation, and among the
moulds, yeasts, and "bacteria, the latter were the most
promising gum producers. I have contributed -

papers .upon my investigation? to the proceedings of the
Linnean Society of New South Wales, and in this paper I
propose to collect such data as would appeal to the chemist
who might have more than a passive interest in an
important industry, and to whom my original papers may
not be accessible.

The research began with the examination of two trees,
one of which, Acaciapenninervis, exuded a pale yellow gum,
partly soluble in water; the other, Acacia binervata, yielded
a product which varied from colourless to dark brown, and
was entirely soluble in water. From the bark of the latter,

a bacterium which I have name.) Bai erium
obtained in pure culture, and from the former two ;

were isolated. One of them was Bacterium acacia; the

was named Bacterium metarabinum.

Many gum bacteria when removed froi i their natural

habitat do not form their typical products readily, and both
of these bacteria come under this category. in the

ordinary media of the bacteriological laboratory they grew
easily enough, but the formation of gum was suggestive

rather than actual. Still, although the yield was small,

sufficient was obtained to show that the bacteria were really

gum-formers. The most suitable medium was one
taining saccharose, potato juice, and agar, and this produced
a luxuriant crop of cells with a small quantity of slime.

Acting upon an observation that the tissues of the tree,

adjoining a wound through which the gum oozedr'were acid

and contained tannin, I added tannin to the medium. In-

stead of a thin watery growth of bacterial cells in the
plate cultivations, there was produced a luxuriant thick

slime, wdiich could easily be removed from the agar -

The ready removal of the slime is an important point, for

it must be remembered that agar-agar is allied to the
vegetable gums, inasmuch as it is a pararabin, and if the

slime could not be easily taken off it might become conta-

minated with fragments of agar. 1 have grown many
different gums on this or similar tannin agar, and also, for
purposes of comparison, in fluids, and in no case have I found
any difference between the gums obtained from the solid

or from the fluid cultures. No constituent capable of
being detected is removed with the slimes. As an example
of the luxuriance of the slime growth, it may be mentioned
that in some cases ."> gnus, have been scraped from the
surface of '20 e.c. of agar medium in an ordinary '.) cm.
Petri-dish.

The raw bacterial product is not a gum. It is a slime

and consists of gum, together with bacterial cells and
albuminoids, the latter of which are undoubtedly responsible

for giving the gum a slimy consistency. Before proceeding
to obtain the gum, the slime was freed from sugars by
repeatedly coagulating its aqueous suspension with alcohol.

After a repeated coagulation the slime was generally found
to be free from saccharose and reducing sugars. In the

second or subsequent coagulation it was sometimes
necessary to add a few drops of a 10 per cent, solution of

potassium chloride wheu the slime .-.bowed signs of being
"milked " by the alcohol. Having been so far purified, the
slime was ready for the separation of the gum. This was
effected by heating or digesting the watery slime in the
autoclave at a pressure of three atmospheres for a quarter
of an hour. In some cases a longer digestion was necessary,
in others the addition of a drop or two of dilute sulphuric
acid was beneficial. The treatment coagulated the albu-

minoids which carried down the bacterial cells, leaving the
gum dissolved in the clear supernatant liquid. In a few
cases when the solution was faintly opalescent, aluminium
hydroxide effected a clarification . This method of digestion
not only enables the majority of the bacterial gums to be
obtained from their slimes, but it also converts many of

the insoluble vegetable and bacterial gums into soluble
modifications. These, however, generally revert to their

former insoluble condition upon desiccation. I thought
the process was new, but recently I have found that the

method is used commercially for the solution of the
metarabin gums of the cherry and other fruit trees.

(Andes, Gummi arabicum und dessen Surrogate, Leipz'g,

1896, 41).

The solution of the bacterial gum when evaporated to

dryness gave a clear transparent and brittle gum like a

similarly treated solution of arabin from gum Arabic.
When the thick gum mucilage was teste 1 dropwise upon
glass, as recommended by Maben, it gave the genera!

reactions of gum acacia. The arabin obtained fro

gum of the tree from which the bacteria had been is

gave the same reactions. The bacterial and the .

gums gave furfural upon distillation with hydrochloric
acid and furnished crystalline plates of mucic acid

oxidation with dilute nitric acid. The filtrates from the

mueic acid contained oxalic acid. Thus the bacterial gum
gave the same reactions and the same decomposition
products as the natural gum.
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The vegetable gums constantly i:;n in tlieii I

activity, as shown by nun; writers, and in view of the

different conditions surrounding the birth of the natural

and of the laboratory gum it seemed to be extremely
improbable that the rotation of the two gum acid I

be the same; upon examination, the rotatory power was

found to be widely different, that of the natural acids being

practically zero ([a]» = + oc
-9) while the bacterial gum

acids were dextrorotatory ([a] D = + 43°).

Although the two gums have been Bhown to

many chemical properties in common, there remained the

question of the identity of the products of hydrolysis. In

identifying the sugar- obtained from all the bacterial gums
which 1 have prepared 1 have trusted entirely to the

recognition of the osazones. By doing so 1 hat
enabled to work upon a comparatively small quantity, for

although 1 have said that the growth of slime upon the
tannin media was luxuriant, yet as it contains bu
;) to I per cent, of total solids, it is evident that much slime

would require to be grown in order to obtain a quantity of

arabin sufficient for the recognition of the sugars by other

methods. The preliminary experiments in the hydrolysis
and detection ot the BUgars i npon the natural

gum, and a scheme was gradually elaborated. In the
ii-u cases in which bacterial gums have been examined by
other investigators there have been obtained osazones, the
melting points of which gave no clue to their identity, or
else the author has affirmed that he did not have enough
material to justify the purification of osazone. \

method for the purification of the osazones of the ba

gums was apparently wanted and my investigation showed
that it could be easily done.

The gum after being freed from adhering sugars was
hydrolysed by boiling with 5 per cent, sulphuric acid for
about five hours. This treatment, as a rule, converted the
gum completely into reducing sugars. The no-called
fractional hydrolysis (t.i . heating the gum with '-' per cent.

acid on the watei bath for la minutes), did not recommend
itself, for not only the arabinan, but the gum compl
whole was hydrolysed. : found it much quicker to bydrolvse
the gum completely and to separate the osazone- afterwards.

This saved the separation of the unaltered gum at

double preparation and separation of the osa/ones. The
completion of the hydrolysis was made evident by the

• of matter precipitable by alcohol and In the
presence of reducing sugars in a small abstract
neutralised portion.

The hydrolysed solution was neutralised with barium
carbonate, filtered, evaporated, clarified with aluminium
hydroxide and warmed upon the water-bath. Two c.c. of

atly prepared solution of phenylhydrazine acetate
(phenylhydrazine, 4 c.C.

;
glacial acetic acid, 4 c.c. ; water,

2 c.c.) were added, and the beaker was kept in thi

If-an-hour. It was then n
rder to remove a tarry deposit.

filtrate anothi r two or more c.c. of phenylhydrazine acetate
solution were added and thi h ating continued for another
hour and filtered as before. The filtrate upon cooling
deposited tl s. The bulk of the black tarry
impurity and una!' i ere removed b\ I

and 'he remaindei was in most cases eliminated by per-
colating the dry osazom ulactan
gums this impurity wa6 not entirely extracted hi thi

method. The osazones had
cooling a hot saturated alcoho t when the quantity
was large, or the osazones were su i stracted with
ether and cold water when the quantity was small.

The separation of the purified osaz
galactose was accomplished by taking advantage of the fact

that arabinose is more soluble in hot water and in

than gal.or ones were either treated
with hot water and then with hot solutions of alcohol of

: be) were completely dissolved in hot

Dt water
being added to maintain the original volume. Both methods
were fractional, ai I btained at one end
and arahinosazone at thi other. The it

consisted of mixtures of the two. The
found to be pit; and bv

their inability to be resolved into fractions with differing

melting points. In the microscopical examination, oil

globules and amorphou- particles lit for ; the

presence of these would show that the purification of the

osazone had not beei complete. The intermediate fraction-

were either treated as before or they were grouped together

before treatment according to their respective

point-. With arabinosazone and galactosazone a little

experience enabled the operation to be quickly performed.

In the case of another dime which hydrolysed to

galactose and n glucose, much the same treatment was
followed in separating the osazones. By the gradual
addition of strong alcohol, the galactosazone dissolved,

leaving the glucosazone. Again, by the complete solution

in hot strong alcohol and gradual addition of water, the

glucosazone was made to precipitate before the gal ai

zone. Both methods depended npon the relatively greater

solubility of galactosazone and insolubility of glucosazone
in alcohol.

To return to the gum of Bad. avacia>, it was four! tb It

it hydrolysed to a mixture of arabinose and galactose. The
natural gum of Acacia binervata also hydrolysed to these

sugars in apparently the same proportions. It has, there-

fore, been shown that the bacterial gum and the Datura]

gum were chemically identical, and as the organism was
found in the tree and in the places from which the gum
was exuding, and furthermore as the fresh gum contains

myriad- of dead bacteria, it is to Had. acacia that the

origin of the gum must be ascribed.

The natural gum of the other tree, Acacia petmin
consisted of a mixture of arabin and metarabin, or ci

Metarabin swell- with water, forming gelatiuous lumps
which may slowly dissolve, or maj- not, according to the

age of the gum. It is dissolved in the sap of the plant, and
becomes insoluble whi'U the gum dries. As I lane
mentioned Bad. acacia, the arabin former, and another,

Bait, metarabinum, were isolated from the tissues of

plant. Bad. metarabinum grew as stiff cohesive colonic

upon ordinary media ; the wrinkled appearance and leather

consistency of the coin -ted the presence of

insoluble gum. Upon saccharose-potato-agar it grew as .

thick slime, which, while not so thin as the slime of Bad.
acacia, was still capable of being easily removed from the

surface of the medium. l"| atoclave

the slime yielded a solution of a gum which behaved
is like arabin; when the digestion was conducte

with care, the gum was converted into the insoluble forn

upon drying or by treatment with alcohol. In this condition

it swelled with water, t'ormi Iterable jelly, l'h

dehydration bad converted the gum into a substance lik

metarabin, and. like a typical it was insoluble i

dilute alkali. Boiling dilute sulphuric acid hydrolysed it I

arabinose and g ilactosc. The metarabin of the natun
gam behaved in precisely the same way. Thus the bacteriun

undoubtedly produced a metarabin nd to its activit;

must b the formation of the metarabin portion i

the natural gum.

Concurrent with the formation of gum in sola:

saccharose, their was a prod of carbon dioxide.

ethyl alcohol, and acids. The carbon dioxide was -mall

in amount, and was detei air in closed

culture flasks through baryta water. The alcohol was also

small in amount, and was obtained upon distilling a fluid

culture containing chalk, alter saponification with

hydroxide. The acids as formed in fluid culture

taining chalk were found to be /-lactic and acetic, with

traces of succinic, lauric, oxalic, and formic. The ratio of

non-volatile to volatile acid- was roughly three to one.

iii method whil found most useful for the

detection of - :~-A 20 or

SO days' culture contaii noted, and the fluid

iwn to small volume. Both fluid and

residual chalk, &c, are acidified with dilute sulphuric

filtered. The calcium :

its are

added tOgetl -pump.

washed with a small quantity ind dried in tl

or in an incubator. The Quid, together with the v

from the residues, are extracted in an ethei exti

apparatus such a: "hate - his Journal, 1900,567).
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The dried calcium sulphate is mound to a rough powder

md extracted either within a perforated tube in the same
apparatus or else in a Soxhlet apparatus. The ethereal

solutions are slowly distilled and the ether recovered. The
residual solutions are exposed to the air until the odour of

ether disappears. Hot water is added, and the insoluble

ds that separate are removed by filtration and examined.

\s a rule, the insoluble acids are chiefly obtained Prom the

calcium sulphate residue. The filtrates from the insoluble

acids are added together and distilled in a current of steam

until all the volatile acids have passed over, or until the

distillate has a constant acidity. The volatile acids are then

divided. One portion is neutralised with sodium hydrate,

ted to small volume, and treated with silver nitrate

to precipitate the acetic acid; the filtrate from the silver

acetate is placed uuder observation for the blackening
caused by formate. A portion of the second half of the

nle acids is tested lor formic acid with mercuric

chloride. The remainder is treated with an excess of

calcium carbonate, evaporated to dryness, and extra

with strong alcohol. The bulk of the acetate and formate

remains undissolved, and much of the hutyrate is dissolved

and may be recognised by the odour of the ethyl ester.

The non-volatile acids are evaporated to small volume and
allowed to crystallise overnight. The crystals of sue

acid are filtered off and tested. The filtrate is treated with

an excess of calcium acetate and warmed, when the tartrate.

citrate, and oxalate that may precipitate are separat

filtration. For their identification, see Schoorl {he. cit.).

To the filtrate an excess of milk of lime is added
solution is filtered. The residue contains the remainder of

the succiuic acid. The filtrat is evaporated to dryness and
extracted with hot 70 per ceut. alcohol. The extract

contains calcium lactate, which is allowed to crystallise out.

It is interesting to note that both Bad. acacia and Bad.
metarabinum produced the same aeids duriDg the fermenta-
tion of saccharose. Morphologically, the bacteria are very
similar, and had the gums had an equal solubility it is

possible that the cultural character of the organisms would
have been identical. So much was I impressed with the

aha that the one was a modification of the other that I

subcultivated both bacteria at :si> and at IT for four

months, to see if an approximation would ensue, but
no change was observed. If they had originally been one
organism, long cultivation under neutral conditions had
so fixed the characters that they had become definite

producers of arabin and metarabin respectively.

I had an opportunity of investigating the gum-flux of
other trees. The first of thesi was the gum-flux of the

vine. Some vines in certain low-lying portions of a
vineyard showed an exudation of gum upon the end
branches that had been pruned in the previous season.
The gum had thus been exposed to the winter's rains, tin-

1

upon being tested was found to consist of metarabin.
From the gum-bearing branches, I separated Bad. acacia-
and Bad. metarabinum. Had freshly exuded gum been
obtainable it doubtless would have been found to consist,

like the gum of Acacia penninervis, of arabin and metara-
iin, the products of both bacteria.

A sample of plum gum consisted of arabin and metarabin

.

The soft and fresh gum yielded a culture of Bad. acacia-.

Bad. metarabinum was not obtained, but as the organism
is, on account of the insoluble nature of its gum, easily

•crowded out of the culture plates by the more diffusible
Bad. acacia, the failure to obtain it does not indicate that
the metarabin was the product of the organism that was
found.

Bad. acacia: was also separated from the tissues of gum-
bearing red cedar, Cedrcla Australia, and from'" the
unknown stock of a Japanese date plum.
Two interesting cases that I examined were the fruits of

the peach aud the almond, both of which were exuding
gum from insect punctures and cracks. The fresh gum
taken from cavities within the fruits eoutained a few cells

of Dematium pullulans and practically no living bacteria,
although the microscopical examination of stained films
showed that the gum was really a gum matrix iu which
were imbedded immense numbers of badly stainii

dead) bacteria. The gum had not been formed in

but had been forced into it by the -ap pressure; its place
of formation had been the stem and branches where the

sap is less acid than in the growii g fruit. The acidity

kills the bacteria that accompany the gum, but has little

effect upon adventitious yeast-like moulds, such as

Dematium, which thus become the only living inhabitants

of the gum. The arabin-former, Bart, acaci/e, was found
in the branches attached to the fruit, v, here it had produced
the soluble constituent of partially soluble gum.

Massee has recorded that Dematium pullulans caused a

gum-flux of the plum, and as there was the possibility that a

similar claim might be made for the races that I found in

the peach and almond gums I investigated the slime pro-
duced by the peach-race in saccharose media. The slime

yielded a gum which, while soluble in the fluid cultures.

easily became altered to an insoluble modification, which was
soluble in dilate acid and insoluble in dilute alkali. The
gum was not hydrolysed by boiling 5 per cent, sulphuric

acid, but concentrated acid converted it into a mixture of

arabinose and galactose. The gum was therefore a

pararabin.

Hot dilute hydrochloric acid was employed to extract

the slime from cultures of Dematium grown upon solid

media, and it dissolved not only the pararabin but also a
carbohydrate from the nucleic acid of the mould. This
substance was easily hydrolysed to a mixture of glucose

and a galactose. That it was not a constituent of the true

slime was shown by its absence in the filtered fluid cultures.

\s tie.' aim 1 gum did not contain pararabin and as its

is unknown in peach gum, itis evident that Dema-
tittm pullulans played no part iu the formation of these gums.

In these two fruits as well as in the red cedar, I found an
organism Bad. per.sicir, which produced a gum. This

hydrolysed to a mixture of arabinose and galactose, the

latter preponderating. It was rather an insoluble gum,
lui when dissolved in dilute acid it was not readily

precipitated by the addition of alcohol. This suggested a

means of determining whether or not the bacterium
contributed towards the gum-flux of the trees in which it

occurred. Almond gum was treated with water and the

arabin removed. The insoluble but swollen residue was
dissolved iu the autoclave. The solution of the guru wa<
acidified with hydrochloric acid and treated with alcohol.

The filtrate from the precipitated roetarabic acid was
neutralised with sodium hydroxide, when a small quantity of

a gum was precipitated. This was dissolved in the autoclave

and tested. It gave the same relictions as the gum of Bad.
persica, so that this organism had contributed its quota
towards the gum which exuded from the almond and
probably also irom the peach and cedar.

The acids which the bacterium formed from saccharose

consisted of lactic and butyric, with traces of succinic,

formic and acetic. Ethyl alcohol and carbon dioxide were
also produced. The only positive coagulating agents that

could be depended upon in testing the gum were neutral

and basic lead acetates, baryta water, milk of lime, and
alcohol.

We have already seen that when Dematium pullulans

produces a ropiness of fluids, the viscosity is due to the

presence of pararabin. This member of the arabin group
occurs naturally mixed with arabin as an exudate from a

species of Sterculia. With the object of discovering a para-

rabin bacterium, I examined the gummy exudation from
Sterculia diversifolia, and found therein the arabin bacte-

rium. Bun. acacia, which explained the presence of arabin

in the gum. Associated with it there was another

bacterium which produced a gum upon or iu media
containing saccharose, dextrose, lev actose, inan-

nite, or glycerin. Three races of the bacterium were
obtained; these differed slightly in their cultural characters

and in their optimum temperatures. The gums produced
by them also differed in some of their chemical reactions,

but all were constant in giving curdy precipitates with

alcohol, baryta water, basic lead acetate, and ferric chloride.

Copper sulphate, followed by potassium hydroxidi

blue compound which coagulated upon heating, i

and many oilier gums.
The cum had been obtained from slime whicl

formed upon saccharose-petal" .
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asparagine fluid. Upon desiccation, such as by dryina at

100 . t he gum was converted into an insoluble a,

which swelled with water. Dilute acid dissolved it readily,

while tlie swollen carbohydrate was contracted, but not
dissolved, by dilute alkali. The gum was not attacked by
boiling .

r
> per cent, sulphuric acid, but treatment with con-

centrated ami then dilute acid converted it into :i mixture
of arahinose and galac'ose. Thus, the bacterial product bad
the same solubility, the same resistance to hydrolysis, and
gave the same products of hydrolysis as pararabin, which it

undoubtedly wa«. The gum of Sterculia is, therefore, the
product of Bact. acacia and an organism which 1 have
named Bact. pararabinum. lake the arabin and im tarabin

bacteria, Bact pararahinum does not seen te iavertase, and
thus may be distinguished from many other slime-forming
bacteria. The acids formed from saccharose consisted of

succinic, lanric, butyric, acetic, and formic; the r : > t
:

. > of

volatile to non-volatile acids was, roughly, 1 : Id. Ethyl
alcohol and carbon dioxide were also produced.

In concluding the first part of this paper, I have shown
that bacteria inhabiting the tissues of gum-bearing trees

can form arabin, metarabin, pararabin, and other gums ; ami
since we must admit that the natural gums of these trees

were product d by the bacteria, we must also admit the
probability of all other gums of an arabin nature being
produced by bacteria. To put it shortly, the arabin
gums are bacterial gums. The tree is, as it were, a
laboratory in which certain constituents of the sap are
converted by bacteria into from which either flows out
from cracks or wounds or is carried with the sap into the
developing fruit. Although I have not examined every
kind of tree affected with gum-flux or trees in other
climates, yet it will be agreed that enough has been done to

show that the, vegetable ^oins are bacterial and not higher
plant products, and that the differences in the nature of the
gums are due to the fact that they are produced by
different bacteria. Differences in the physical nature of
the same gums, such as the varieties of gum arahic, soluble
wattle guuis, &c, are probably due to differences in the
(climatic) temperature of for, nation and the nature of tin-

sap. It is known that the gum of one season differs

optically from that of another, and a difference in season
would undoubtedly influence the activity of the bacteria in

certain directions.

Every susceptible tree .iocs not produce gum, but it

could be made to do so by an artificial infection, either
with pure bacteria or with the fresh juice from a selected
and affected tree. Furthermore all the branches of a tree
may not be producing gum, and in such cases an artificial

infection would augment the yield. Thus the world's supply
of gum might he materially increased if the native gatherers
could be instructed in the principles of plant infection, i.e.;

hrw to sow bacti ria and reap gum.

©bituarp.

HARRY GRIMSHAW,
Member of Committee oi the Manchester Sectios

of the .Society OS Chemii u. Ikdustbv.

Harry Grimsbaw was horn at Cbeetham Hill, Man-
chester, in 1851, and received his si ientific education in
I twens College, which he entered in 18G9. He -

chemistry under Sir Henry Koscne and Prof. Schorlem-
mer. gaining the Dalton Chemical Scholarship and other
distinctions, and finally being elected a demonstrator
and assi>tnnt lecturer in chemistry. Later be com-
menced as a chemical manufacturer at Clayton,

Manchester, in company with his younger brother, and
was also on the directorates of the Recovered Rubber
Works, Ltd., and the 1'nited Ru l Ltd

the formation of the Society of Chemical Industry, he
has been an active member, and more especially in con-
nection with its Manchester Section. Some 11 or 12
years ago he assisted in the formation of the Chemical
Section of the Manchester Chamber of Commerce,
afterwards acting as hon. secretary of the Section.

H. Grimsbaw always took ;i great interest in local govern-
ment and affairs, and io 1881 was elected a member of

the llradford (Manchester) Local Board and of the
Bradford School Board, and became in 1897 a represen-
tative of Bradford in the Manchester City Council ; he
was also a member of the Mersey and Invell Joint
Committee. Mr. II. Grimshaw has been a magistrate
since 1892, and by his death the City of Manchester
will sustain a severe loss, and particularly the districts

he represented, wherein he was ever zealous in promot-
ing the interests of the poor. Amongst his original

scientific work maybe enumerated the following:-—In
1873, an investigation on Ethyl-amyl, read before the
Chemical Society, on which occasion tha late Sir Edw,
Frankland said that "students would do well to look

upon it as a pattern for research work"; 1875,00 a

crystalline basic calcium chloride; 1877, on Di-isopentyl

or Diamyl; and 1879, Analysis of the Water of
Thirlmere (subsequently taken to supply the City of
Manchester). He died somewhat suddenly on Jan. 29th.

WALTER GEORGE McMILLAX,

Secretary of the Institution of Electrical
Km. ini. i it*. &c.

\V. G. McMillan was born in January 18C1, and re-

ceived his education in King's College School and then
in King's College, where he gained the Dauiell Research
Scholarship iu 1880. His special study was metallurgy,
though bis long course as a valued abstractor, since

1882, upon the stall of this Journal has amply demon-
strated the fact that his knowledge of science was both
well founded and thoroughly comprehensive. After
leaving King's College he wisely worked for about a
year with an accountant in order to obtain an acquaint-

ance with business methods. Then returning to the

College, he became private assistant to Prof. Huntington,
and in 1883 was appointed Demonstrator iu his Metal-
lurgical Department. Here he remained till 1888, when
he was appointed for five years under the Indian

Government as chemist and metallurgist to the Cossi

pore Ordnance Factories near Calcutta. Immediately
on his return to England be was elected Lecturer

in Metallurgy at Mason's College, Birmingham, and
held the position till 181)7, when he was appointed

Secretary of the Institution of Electrical Engineers.
W. G. .McMillan has written two articles on Electro-

chemistry and Electro-Metallurgy for the supplement

of the "Encyclopaedia Britannica," a "Treatise on
Electro-Metallurgy," and a translation of Dr. Borders'
'• Electro-Metallurgy " in ls97.

Whilst in India lie was Examiner iu ( hemistry at the

Calcutta University. He was also Vice-President of

the South Staffordshire Institute of Iron and Steel

Works Managers in 1897, and the Examiner in Electro-

Metallurgy for the City and Guilds of Loidon Institute

at the time of his death.

After partial recovery from an attack of pleurisy, he

suddenly suffered a relapse, and died on Sunday night,

Jan SI.
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I.-PLANT, APPARATUS &ND MACHINERY.

Reaction-Towers and the Regulation of Temperature in

them. H. Rabe. Zeits. angew. Chem., 1903, 16, [19],
487—444 ; and 1904, 17, [1], 8—9

The first part of (he paper is a review ot modern practice.

The demands made on the filling material are discussed,

and the extent to which different materials meet them. It

is found that with suitable filling material it is advantageous
to increase the area of the tower and lessen its height ; hut

the greater the horizontal section of the tower the mure

difficult it become-; to secure uniform distribution of the
absorbing liquid. The author describes a distributor of his
own, the action of which will be clear from the figures.

A is the tower, and B its cover. The liquid entering by the
sloping tube enters the vessels 1) and F (Fig. 1), which
divide it into a number of small streams. These streams
fall into the compartments J (Fig. 2), which communicate
with the delivery troughs forming the revolving arms H ;

and the size of each compartment is proportional to the
length of the connected trough, aud hence to the circum-
ference of the circle over which the water flowing into the
cell and out by the trough is distributed. The whole is

driven by an external motor, and >ecures a very even
distribution of the liquid. The abstraction from the react-
ing gases and liquid of the heat produced by their reaction
ha- always been a desirable thing to accomplish, for rise of
temperature usually means imperfect reaction, and hence
necessitates increase of tower-capacity and of volume of
liquid to be handled. It has, however, presented difficulties,
tor the walls of the tower abstract and dissipate but very
little heat, and tubes, when introduced, have usually served
to collect the liquid and destroy its even distributio'n in the

portions of the tower b?'ow 'hem. The author has devised
two plans of effecting doling, the one iu stoneware, the
other in lead. The stoneware device consists of a circular
drum, illustrated by Figs. 3 and 4, which is built as a section
of the tower. Vertical tubes pass through the upper aud
lower faces of the drum. The upper face of the drum is

divided into sections by slightly raised ridges, each section

containing one of the vertical tubes ; and each tube is

provided with a loose cap pierced with holes at the sides.

The whole of the liquid passing down the tower thu com°s
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Fig. 3.

ilinqWjtsf

M»i

Flo. 4.

into contact with the stoneware drum, and the ridges and
vertical tubes secure that the distribution of the liquid is

not disturbed. Inflow and outflow tubes in the cylindrical

side- of the drum are arranged for the passage of the cool-

ing water. Any number of such drums can, of course, be

intercalated throughout its height, as sections of the tower.

The mode of doing so is indicated in Fig. 5. In the cas.-

of a leaden tower, horizontal leaden tubes, say 8 cm.
diameter, are passed through the walls of the tower at

regulati • di tanci - apart, say is cm., the whole set ending
in a common reservoir at each end, so that a single inlet

and outlet serve for the Feed water of the set. To secure
even distribution of the fluid in the tower, each pipe i-

ribbed at intervals by bending round it strips of lead
]

in.

to | in. square in sectioD, and twisting and soldering the

ends nl each strip. In filling the tower, prisms of coke or

other filling material are arranged so as to lead the liquid

from any section of one tube to the corresponding section

of the next. Soft lead can be used for these tubes if webs
of T _s ei tUui be passed through them to prevent sagging;
and the weight of ihe tubes should be carried by an external

framework, not by the lead of the tower. In an actual

case, in which gases were to be dried in a tower 2"7in.
square and 8 m. high, by sulphuric acid of 1

•" sp. gr., both
gas and acid entering at a temperature of 30 ('., drying
was very imperfect, because the beat of absorption raised

the temperature to over 7n C. When, however, cooling

tubes were introduced, the effluent gas was at 'J.V C, and
well dried, though the amount of drying liquid had been

reduced. Obviously, the subsequent removal of a given

quantity of water in re-concentrating the used sulphuric

acid is effected more economically from a small quantity of

more dilute than trom a large quantity of less dilute aeid.

The application of cooling tubes to the Gay-Lussac tower
should effect a considerable economy, both in tower-space
and in acid.— .1. T. i '.

ENGLISH ! 'ATI NTs.

Holler Crushing Mills ; Impts.in . The Edison Ore
Milling Syndicate, Ltd., London. From T, A. Edisi

Llewellyn Park, N.J. Eng. Pat, 2645, Feb. 4, 1903.

The crushing rolls consist of crushing plates attached to a

roll centre or hub, made in two parts, which are secured

together on opposite sides of an enlargement on the roll-

shaft, -o that movement aloi aft is prevented, i Ine

of the rolls may be laterally movable, and connected to its

driving shaft by a non-circular " wobbler " or loose shaft

Details in the couplings connecting the rolls to the drivii c

gear, and in the bearings and lubricating arrangements, are

also claimed.—R. A.

Treatment of Animal, Vegetable, or ( ... mieal Substai

for th of Increasing their Solubility in Liquids!

",T. Maggi, Paris.
'

Bog. Pat. 9002, April -Ji. i'jo3.

S) I
I r. l'at. 330,69] of 1903 : this J., 1903, 1078.—T. F. I'..

Preventing Explosions in Vessels Containing Inflammable
Liquids; Device for . R. Schcuffgeu and Fabrii
i:\plosionssichcrer Gefasse G.m.b.U., Salzkotten. West*

dia. Eng. l'at. 25,547, Nov. l';;, 19

tilling ami discharge openings of the vessels are fitted

with a number of perforated cylinders, one within another,

ami closed at the bottom, the perforations in the cylinders

being displaced relatively to one another. The spaOt

between each pair of cylinders may he filled with tin-

resisting material, such as asbestos, glass-wool, &c, (Set

101, 974.)—R. A.

Ukitkh States Patents.

Separator i Centrifugal Liquid . A. li. Ayerfl

Lansing Mich., Administrator of J. 11. Ayers, deceased.

U.S. I
I

. 1903.

parator i- provided with a series of baffle-plates, of

form, arranged in concentric order with

ers between the plates, and formed with horizontal

slits or openin| i

1 metal between the openings i- bent

at an angle to the plane of the plates, so that it
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extends outwards farther than its upper edge, thus causing

a downward flow of the liquid passing through the openings.

—B. A.

Vacuum Driers; Filling or Emptying Apparatusfor .

E. Passburg, Berlin, U.S. Pat'. 748,414, Dec. 29, 1903.

(See also Eng. Pats. 4126 of 1901 and 12,453 of 1902;
this J., 1902, 458, and 1903, 708.)

The vacuum chamber is provided with automatic con-

tinuously-working tilling aud emptying devices, located

respectively at the inlet and outlet of the chamber. !

of the devices consists of a number of pairs of suitable'

closing devices, with an intermediate chamber between

pair, and an air-sucking apparatus connected u

if these chambers.—B. A.

Drying Moist Material; Apparatus for . E. X.

Trump, Syracuse, N.Y. U.S. Pat. 748,893, Jan. ."i, 1904.

A closed system is formed through a series of chambers,
one of which consists of a stack for the treatment of

the material. The stack increases in cross-sectional area

upwards, aud is contracted at the top, the material to he

treated being fed into it through suitable regulating means.
The drying agent is forced upwards with a spiral motion
through the stack, so that it not only holds the material

under treatment in suspension, bat also separates the

finished from the unfinished material, this selective action

being strengthened by the decreasing vertical velocity of

the drying current, due to the construction of the stack.

The finished material is received in a separating-ehamber,
from which the drying agent is returned to the stack.

—R. A.

Treating Material; Process of . E. N. Trump,
Syracuse, N.Y. U.S. Pat. 748,894, Jan. 5, 1904.

The claims relate mainly to the process carried on by the

apparatus claimed in the preceding patent.—B. A.

[Water] Distilling Apparatus. Eva E. .-tucker. Adminis-
tratrix of J. Stocker, St. Louis, Mo., deceased. U.S. Pat.

748,564, Dec. 29, 1903.

This apparatus comprises a closed tank furnished with
insulated walls, a condensing coil arranged within the tank
aud connected with the supply-pipe, a cooling tower within
the coil, an evaporatiug chamber and a heating chamber
located respectively at the top and the bottom of the tower,
and a receiving tank beneath the coil. A communicating
passage is provided between the heating and evaporating
chambers, and a pipe leads from the top of the coudensing
coil to the heating-chamber.— 1!. A.

Filler-Press [Pulp']. E. B. Hack, Assignor to tho
American Filter Press Extraction Co., Denver, Colo.
U.S. Pat. 749,140, Jan. 5, 1904.

The press is composed of distinct pulp-holdiDg and filter-

ing members, with a movable head or end, and tightening
levers for acting on one of the head members. The
members are provided with registering} openings, forming
longitudinal passages outside the pulp and filter chambers,
each pulp-frame having a lateral channel for the introduc-
tion of pulp to the pulp-chambers. Provision is also made
for the introduction of liquid and air, and for the discharge
of the solutions after they have passed through the pulp.

—II. A.

French Patent.

Distillation Apparatus. A. H. L. Gerhardt.
Jr. Pat. 335,034, Sept. 1, 1903.

The apparatus is arranged for the continuous distillation of
any liquid, such as benzol or water. Inside a vertical still
is placed a steam heating-coil, provided with a drain pipe
for the condensed water. The liquid to be distilled passes
through a preheater, warmed by the hot vapours, and is
admitted into the still through a pipe, the level being kept
constant by means of a ball valve. The vapours generated,
pass through the preheater, and are then condensed in a
water-cooled spiral, and drawn off. A safety-valve—which
may be of special design—is fixed to the preheater and if

there is any Midden disengagement of gas from the crude
preheated liquid, this gas is blown through a pipe into the
still. At the same moment a ball valve closes the pipe
admitting the crude liquid to the preheater, thus preventing
the blown-nff gas from again mixing with it. The
apparatus is quite automatic in action.—L. F. G.

IT-FUEL, GAS, AND LIGHT.

Retort; Vertical lias . W.King. J. i

.

itiug, 1904, 85, [2122], 80—83.

In the Settle-Padfield experimental plant at Uxeter, excel-
lent results have been obtained from two and a half years'

working of a vertical retort improvised out of old 16-in.

circular retorts. The method of feeding is one of the most
important features of the system. From the top of the
retort rises a short 6-in. bored cylindrical tube, on which
a conical hopper is fixed. A rod within the tube carries a

fixed cone at the bottom and an adjustable one at the top,

both having their apices pointing inwards. This constitutes

the plunger, which works up and down smoothly within
the tube, being actuated from above by a reversible worm
and toothed-wheel gearing. The coal, in the form of slack,

is fed into the conical hopper ; and, as the plunger rises,

the top cone rises from its seat and the coal drops into

the annular space round the rod. On the descent of the
plunger, when the lower cone passes the outlet of the

cylinder, the charge slips into the retort, being directed
towards the incandescent sides, and the gas is driven out
rapidly. The charges are very small—about 6J lb. at a

time. Duriug the charging there is no escape of "flame and
smoke. It is stated that no trouble is experienced from
stoppage of the ascension pipe. F'rom Somerset, Durham,
and Yorkshire slacks, it is claimed, the yield of gas is over
13,000 cb. ft. per ton. against slightly over 10,000 cb. ft. with
ordinary horizontal retorts ; it is said that the tar is entirely got
rid of, the large hard coke produced is more valuable than
that obtained in horizontal retorts, and that the quality anil

quantity of the gas are well maintained hour by hour. A
new bed of retorts has been constructed containing six

circularTetorts, three on each side, of 1 ft. 4 ins. top diameter,
expanding to 1 ft. 9 ius. at the bottom. The vertical portion

is 3i ft. long, and the curved, inclined, discharge end is

4 ft. 9 ins. long. Ground space will be saved, as the charging
is done mechanically from above, and drawing takes place

by gravitation. It is calculated that the floor area required,

in the case of 20-ft. horizontal retorts, is 103 sq. ft. per ton
of coal carbonised, equal to 99 cb. ft. of gas per square
foot, whereas the Exeter plant requires only 79 sq. ft. per
ton, equal to 1G1 cb. ft. of gas per square foot. A definite

opinion as to the capital cost and fuel account of the system
is not yet justifiable ; but it is urged that there will be
savings in connection with stoking and drawing machinery
and brickwork, and that not only is a lower temperature
sufficient for carbonising by this system, but there is less

brickwork and less coal to be heated up for a given yield

of gas. The use of small coal or slack, instead of large

coal, effects a large saving.—H. B.

Cganogen ; Recorery of , by Bueb's Process at Hanover
Gasworks. Korting. J. f. Gasbeleuchtung, 1904, 47,
[3], 45— 4G.

At the Hanover gasworks, the gas, after removal of the

tar and naphthalene, is passed through a standard washer
having four chambers, the first three, which contain the

absorbent liquor, being filled with wooden faggots, whilst

the fourth is provided with rotating metallic discs, between
which stirring chains are suspended. To prepare the wash-
ing liquor, a solution of ferrous sulphate, of 19°—20' B., is

run into the fourth chamber, and the gas from the absorp-
tion chambers is passed through it until all the iron has

been converted into sulphide. When cyanogen is found
in the gas leaving the washer, the cyanogen mud from
chamber i is pumped into a reservoir, the liquor from
chamber 2 is pumped into chamber 1, that from 3 into 2,

and the fresh sulphide liquor from 4 into 3. These changes
are required every IS to 24 hours. The cyanogen mud is
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sold without further treatment: it contains aboi i

of the ammonia in the coal. (See this J., 1903, 3,">6.)

— II. B.

Sulphur in Coal and Coke ; Rapid Method of Vi termining

. J. ]). Peuncck ami 1). A. Morton. XXIII.,

page 131.

Mercury Vapour; Conductivity of [Mercury Vapour

Electric Lamp*. P. I . Hewitt. XI. A., page 1 19.

English: Patents.

Briquettes; Manufacture of Fuel • M. H
Dortmund, Germany. Eng. Pat. 4260, Feb. 23,

The binding material, preferably in n liquid state, is added

to the fuel or combustibles " shortly before the completion

of the heating in the heating apparatus." The apparatus

suggested consists of a rotating cylinder, which can be

heated, into one end of which the fuel is fed, and moves

towards the discharging end by reason of the rotation, or

bj accessory mechanism. The binding material is ed

through a pipe, entering the discharge end of the cylinder,

and is mixed with the combustible material by the rotation

of the cylinder and its contents; the point at which the

addition of the hinding material take- place, depends upon

il
i

i ature of the combustible, and the operation is not

interrupted. Compare also Eng. Pat. 14,054, 1902; this

Journal, 1902, 1126.—W. C. H.

Coke Urens. F. J. Collin, Dortmund, Germany.

Eng. Pat. 7487, March 31, 1903.

See Fr. Pat. 330,754 of 1903 ; this J., 1903, 1080.—T. F. B.

Gaseous Mixture which is as Dry as possible; Produc-

tion, by means of Liquid hydrocarbons, of a , and

Apparatus therefor. I.. Rudemann, Pans. Eng. Pat.

23,166, I let. 26, 1903.

The combustible gaseous mixture, derived from liquid

hydrocarbons, is rendered as drj as possible, by removing

all the moisture from the air required for the production of

tin- mixture, before it enters the generator. The deposition

of the moisture is effected by causing the air to flow over

the exterior walls of the generator, for example, by

enclosing this within a larger tube, and causing the air to

pass through the latter, in the direction opposite to that

taken by the hydrocarbon mixture. The air may also be

supplied through a tube, provided with heat-conducting

wings, placed in the upper part of the generator, where it

sposed to the reduced temperature, and also may be

passed through chambers containing water - absorbing

substances, such as " chloride of lime."— W. ('. 11.

Gas-Purifiers; /units, in . R. Dempster and Sons, Ltd.,

and J. \V. Broadhead, Elland, Yorkshire. Eng. Pat.

5910, Match 14, 1903.

Gas puri6ers are arranged in compact groups of four, in

square or oblong formation, in such a manner as to leave a

central space bounded by a portion of the inner wall of

each purifier, this space containing the inlet and outlet

S and controlling gear of the purifiers.— II. B.

Electrodes for Arc Lamps; Manufacture of .

A. Blondel, Paris. Eng. Pat. 23,262, Oct, 24, 1902.

MiM.KAi.isr.D carbon electrodes are formed of carbon

paste containing 10—70 per cent, of fluoridi u hide,

or phosphate o't calcium, to which is added from 3 to 25

per cent, of borate of barium, calcium, aluminium, or

magnesium, with or without borates of alkali metals. By
the use of the earthy borates, which is the main feature of

the invention, it is claimed that irregularities in the light

emission are prevented.— II. B,

I'.NUl H v
1 NT.

das [Oil-Gas']: Apparatus tor the Manufactur, of .

B. Dempster. Marietta, Ohio. U.S. Pat. 748,9 I -Ian. 5,

1904.

See Eng. Pat. 16,704 of I! T. >'. B.

Fukncu Patents.

Agglutinant for Agglomerating Coal Dust; Manufacture

of an .

'

r. Hache. Fr. Pat. 334,782, Aug. 22, 1U03.

Accohding to this process, waste resinous products such

as the heavy oils left in the distillation of tar, anthracene

oils, petroleum, beech or oak tar. and resin, and similar

hydrocarbons, are mixed and distilled. A composite oil

is thus obtained, and an artificial resin, which may be

mixed with coal dust and sold in the form of briquettes.

—L. F. G.

Etiquettes ; Manufacture of Coal . G. Quentin.

Fr. Pat. 334,983, Sept. 1, 1903.

Com. dust is mixed with clay or loam in the proportion of

5 per cent, of clay to 94-5 per cent, of coal, and - j per

cent, of a strong glue or gum arabic solution in water, is

added as an agglutinant. The briquettes are formed from
the cold material.— !.. 1 1

1

Briquettes; Manufacture of . (Mrs.) F. A. Merrill.

Fr. Pat. 330,324, July 21, 1903.

See Fug. Pat. 16,127 of 1903 ; this J., 1903, 1079.—T. F. 13.

Peat; Manufacture of Fuel from . J. B. BeSSejO

Fr. Pat. 335,097, Sept. 9, 1903. Under Internat. Conv.,

Sept. 9, 1902.

See Eng. Pat. 19,719 of 1902 ; this J., 1903, 943.—T. F. B.

Gas; Process and Apparatus for the Production of .

H. S. Elworthy. Fr. Pat. 335,120, May 30, 1903.
j

Under Internat." Conv., May 31, 1902,

See Eng. Pat. 12.461 of 1902 ; this J., 1903, 900.—T. F. B.

Alcohol; Carburisafion of . F. Hache. Fr
334,783, Aug. 22, 1903.

Denatured alcohol is mixed with crude petroleum in

equal proportion- by volume. The mixture is the

tilled until the whole of the alcohol has passed over. The
distillate is a homogeneous product, more luminous than

pure alcohol, and does not produce noxious fumes nor

greasy residues. The residues of distillation find a use iu

industry as agglutinauts.—J. F. 1!.

III.-DESTRUCTIVE DISTILLATION,

TAR PRODUCTS, PETROLEUM,
AND MINERAL WAXES.

Petroleum; Canadian . Bull, of the Imperial Inst.

(Suppl. to Board of Trade J.), 1903, [4j, 183—187.

The principal source of Canadian petroleum is the province

of Ontario. The crude petroleum is a heavy, dark brow]
oil, having a very unpleasant odour, owing to the presence

of sulphur compounds. The sp. gr. generally ranges from

H-N14 to 0*808. On distillation in the laboratory the oil

yields:—Naphtha (sp. gr. 0-735), 12-5; lamp oil (so gr.

0-820), 35-8; lubricating oil, 43-" and hard paraffin,

3-0 per cent. On the large scale, however, in 1899, the

yields of the different products were stated to be :—Bctizinc

and naphtha, 1-6
; lamp oil, 38 -7 ;

paraffin and heavy oil?.

2J-3; waste, 34 4 per ceut. A specimen of petroleum

from Westmoreland County, Xew Brunswick, having the

sp. gr. 0-S57, yielded : — Light petroleum (naphtha). ,V6 :

kerosene (lamp oil), 28-3; heavy oils and solid hydro-

carbon-, 58'2 ; and water, 7 9 per cent.—A. S.

Petroleum ami Asphalt in the Islands of Pedernales, I'es-

quero, and del Plata, Venezuela, llirzel. Chem. Kev.

1-Ytt.- U. llaiz-lnd.. 1903, 10, [18], 275-277.

The occurrence of extensive deposits of asphalt and petro-

leum in the islands named, which are oil' the Venezuelan

coast, near the mouths - thi < irinoco, has already been

reported by K. Zuber. In the north western part of Peder-

nales, near the coast, i- a large deposit of solid asphalt
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mimed "La Brea," 1,000 metres long and on the average

60 metres wide, in which are a large numlier of crater-like

depressions, containing a thick liquid asphalt of sp. gr. I • 01

,

from which bubbles of gaseous hydrocarbons continuall;

arise. Deposits of asphalt and petroleum have also 1"'. d

met with in other part> of the island. A specimen of the

liquid " crater asphalt " yielded on distillation : water, 4 ' 5
;

oil of sp.gr. 0-870, C- 5 ; oil of sp. gr. 0-950, 25-1; ana

solid "pure asphalt,'' 60-9 per cent. In the author"s

opinion, if is evident that this liquid asphalt and also the

solid asphalt have been formed from petroleum. In the

island of Pesquero, petroleum is found in the upper sand-

stone layer and rises to the surface of the earth through

fissures and cracks. This oil has the sp. gr. 0-918 at 15° (

and yields about 30 per cent, of illuminating oil.—A. S.

Petroleum from Trinidad. Hull, of the Imperial In-t.

(Suppl. to Hoard of Trade J.), 1903, [4], 177—180.

Two specimens of petroleum have been examined. The

iirst (A) was obtained from a well sunk at Guayaguayare

in 1902 to a depth of over 1,000 ft. ; it had been kept for

some months. It consisted of a thick dark brown oil of

sp.gr. 0-920 at 20° C. and flashing point (Abel-Penskj

test) 21* J C. < >n distillation it yielded: lieht petro

(up to 150° O, 11-1 ; kerosene (150°— 270° C), 3S-0 ;

heavy oil, 43'0; and coke (by difference). 7 -'J per cent.

The "second specimen (B) was obtained from a natural

spring, and consisted of a thick oil of a dark brown colour

and exhibiting distinct fluorescence; its sp. gr. was 0-S68G

at 20° C. and its flashing point (Abel-Pensky test) 7PS° C.

On distillation it yielded: light petroleum (up to 150° C),

0-2; kerosene (150
c—300° C), 70'0; heavy oil, ?7'4;

coke (by difference), 2 4 per cent. Both samples art-

stated to represent valuable commercial products, A resem-

bling Russian rather than American petroleum, whilst B is

similar to Canadian oil in its small yield of light petroleum,

but contains more kerosene than the latter.— A. S.

Pilch, Natural, nr Manjak, from Trinidad. Bull, of the

Imperial lu^t. (Suppl. to the Board of Trade J.), 1903,

[4], 180—182.

Tiik sample of manjak consisted of lumps of a black, some-
what lustrous mineral, mori friable than good bituminous

roai, which it rtsembled in general appearance. It con-

tained: fixed carbon, 55-15; soluble matter, 40-92; ash,

3*55; and moisture, 0-38 per cent. It became soft at

220 C. On extracting with acetone and subsequently with

chloroform, the following results were obtained : Acetone
extract (" petro'ene "), 12-06; chloroform extract ("as-

phaltene"), 83-19 ; insoluble residue, 4 -75 per cent. The
manjak is not suitable for the manufacture of black varni9h

or ol' paving asphalt, owing to its melting point being high
in consequence of its low content of " petrolene." It is

probable, however, that this defect might be remedied by
incorporating a certain proportion of petroleum residuum
with the manjak. (See also this J., 1899, 127, 73S.)— A. S.

United States Patent.

Dry Distillation of Organic Substances; Apparatus for
the Continual Charring and . II. I'. Aminoff,
Domnarf'oet, Sweden, Assignor to A. C. Mark, Gothen-
burg. U.S. Pat. 748, 467, Dec. 29, 1903.

The substances to be distilled are caused to ascend a long,

inclined chamber, into the lower end of which a current of

hot "gases" is introduced ; the products of distillation are
collected at the upper enl of the chamber.— T. F. B.

IV.-COLOUEING MATTERS AND
DYESTUFFS.

United States Patents.

Anthraquinone Dye, Blue \_Anthraccne. Dyestuff], and
Process of Mailing Same. E. IIcpp and C Hartmanu,
Assignors to Farbwerke rann. Meistcr, Lucius und
Bruuinjr, Hochst a II., Germany. U.S. Pat. 74- 17

Dec. 29, 1903.

Aminohvduoxvantbr iQuinoxes are treated with halogens,

the halogen derivatives are treated with aromatic amines,

and the condensation products are converted into sulphonic

acids by sulphonating agents The produ if at • easily

-oluble in water, and dye unmordanted aud chrome-
mordanted wool in fast blue shades. The product obtaiae 1

from 1 5-aminohydroxyauthraquinone by means of bromiue,

aniline, and feebly-fuming sulphuric acid is especially

claimed.—E. F.

"Azo'] Dgestuff and Process if Making Same; Dark
Blue Woo' . M. Hoffmann, Frankfort, Assignor

to Cassella Colour Co., New Vork. U.S. put. 749,195,

Jan. 12, 1904.

<ue En,'. Pat. '3182 of I'JO',: this J.. 100 I, 56.- T. F. Ii.

French Patents.

Bases [p-Nitraniline~\ ; Manufacture of Aromatic .

The Clayton Aniline Co. I'r. Pat. 335,204, Aug. 10,

1903. Under Intermit. Couv., Xov. 2, 1902.

See Eng. Pat. 24.8G9 of 1902 ; this J., 19U3, 1125.—T. F. IS.

Anthraquinone Derivatives [Anthracene. Dyestuffs] ; Pre-

paration of New . Son. Alio:: F. River el Cie

Er. Pat. 334,658, Aug. 17, 1903.

PunpuuiN-a-SEU-HONic acid is obtained by treating anthra-

quinone-n-sulphonic acid (see Er. Pat. 333,1 U ; this ,1.,

1903, 1290) with very strong fuming sulphuric acid, an I

then saponifying the sulphuric ether of purpurin-a-sul-

phonic acid so obtained. The product dyes wool mor-
danted with alum in red, anil chrome-mordanted wool in

bluish-red shade?.—E. F.

Cotoitred Products \_Indophenols~\ resulting from the Con-
densation of Nitrosohydrory Derivatives with Aromatic
Amines ,- Manufacture of , and also of Leucoindo-
phenols derived therefrom. Soc. pour l'lnd. I'him. i \i ill .

First Addition, dated Aug. 22, 1903, to Fr. Pat. 33 1,388

of March IS. 1903. (See" Eug. Pat. 702.3 of 19U3; this

J., 1903, 861.)

According to the original patent, aromatic amines with a

free para position are condensed with nitrosopheuols or

quinone chlorimides in presence of sulphuric acid. The
sulphuric acid may be replaced by other mineral acids. The
amines may be replaced by their neutral or acid salts in

presence of a dissolving or diluting agent. The nitroso-

phenols and quinone chlorimides may be replaced by
oxidation products obtained from the corresponding amino -

phenols bv treatment with peroxides or electrolytic oxveea.
--K." E.

Lakes [from Azo Dyesluffs] Fast to Light ; Preparation

of Reddish - Blue . Cie. Pans. Coul. d'Ati

i'r. Pat. 328, 12S, Oct. 31, 1902.

See Eng. Pat. 23,830 of 1902 ;
this J . 1 903, ' 053.—T. F. i'.

Azo Djesluff; Process for Preparing a Tied . Ci

Pans. CjuI. d'Aniline." Er. Pat. 328,131, Nor. 4, -

See U.S. Pat. ::'.3,2S0 of 1903 ; this J., 1903, 946.— T. F. B.

FitENcn Patent.

Anthracene; Process of Purifying Crude .

L. Scholvien. Er. Pat. 335,013, Sept. 3, 1903.

Crude anthracene is melted at as low a temperature as A jj uff proces, nf yiarlufact,irinq a Violet .

possible (about 100= C), cooled gradually to 50° C, and
cie ^f ^oul. d'Aniline. Er. Pat. 328,137. N

. Portlon which has separated out rtmoved from ti e
13J2

liquid portion. By this means it is said that a 45 per cent.

anthracene is easily obtamed.—T. F. B. ^EE U.S. Pat. 737.9G7 of 1903 ;
this J., 1903, 10S2.-T. I. B
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Indoxyl {Indigo Dyestuffs] and Us Homologues, Manu-

facture of' . Cie. Paris, de Cool. d'Aniline.

"1st Addition, dated Aug. -'4, 1903, to Fr. Pat. 317,121

of Pec 1, 1901 (this Journal, 1902, 967).

\. rrmmxG to the original patent, aromatic organic com-

pounds) containing the group B.N.CH-.CO aretri

i igh temperature with inorganic substances capable of

decomposing water. It is found that these inorganic sub-

stances may he replaced by the hydrides of the metals of

the alkalis or alkaline earths.—E. F.

Jndoxyland its Derivatives [Indigo Dyestuffs']. Bai

Anilin und Soda Fabrik. Fr. Pat. 328,148, Nov. 21, 19i

See Eng. Pat. 26,372 of 1902 ; this J., 1903, 1289.—T. V. B.

Y.-PREPARING, BLEACHING, DYEING,

PRINTING, AND FINISHING TEXTILES.

YARNS. AND FIBRES.

Carud [Coroii] and Mahimbeira Fibres from Brazil.

Bull, of the Imperial Inst. (Suppl. to Board of Trade

J.), 19C3, [4], 170.

Caru.s, or more correctly Caroa fibre is obtained from the

plant Neoglaziavia variegata, Mez., of the pine-apple order,

Bromeliacete, which is common in the northern parts of the

State of Bahia. The specimen examined had been prepared

in a crude way by natives : it consisted of a white, fairly

strong fibre containing little or no ligno-cellulose ; it was
valued at 10/.— 13/. per ton, whilst a specimen of hand-

made rope, probably prepared from selected fibre, was
valued at 25/. per ton. The specimen of the fibre, after

being cleaned by hackling, gave the following results :

—

Moisture, 8 - 4 ; ash, 3'1 ; loss on hydrolysis (a), 25-6 ; loss

on hydrolysis (4), 33*7; loss on acid purification, 15-3;

"loss on mercerisation, 23-5"; gain on nitration, 17 - 3;

cellulose, 69-8 per cent. ; length of ultimate fibre, 2—5 mm,
A consignment of dressed Carua fibre recently realised 312.

per ton. Makimbeira fibre is obtained from a plant closely

allied to Carua. The specimen of fibre examined, which
had been prepared by natives, was valued at 13/. to 20/. per

ton : it was too small to allow of chemical examination.

—A. S.

Fibre of Cryptostegia GranHiflora,from Madras. Bull, o

the Imperial In-'t. (Suppl. to Board of Trade J.), 1903,

[4], 172.

The specimen examined consisted of a nearly white, fine,

strong fibre, with a staple of average length, 16—20 inches,

und resembling that of Marsdenia tenacissima (see this

Journal, 1903, 1192). The fit re contains little or no
ligno - cellulose, and persistently resists the action of

alkali. It gave the following results on examination:

—

Moisture, 7 - 9 ;ash,0'9S; loss on hydrolysis (a), 5 - 2; loss

on hydrolysis (6), 9 ' 8 ; ".loss on mercerising, 4-8"; loss

on acid purification, 1*2
;
gain on nitration, 49"0; cellulose,

92-0 per cent. ; length of ultimate fibre, lit—60

about 30 mm. It wa i about 30/. per toe.—A. S.

Albumins ; Action ofXitrous Acid upon . A. Pellizza.

Rev. Gen. des .Mat. Cnl., 1904, 8, [85], 5—6.

! N view of the doubts which have been expressed as to the

eorrectnes bomme's view that the wool moli

contains NH or NIL groups, and also of the uncertainty

existing as to the constitution of albumins, the author

examined the behaviour of various albumins to nitrons acid.

Both classes of albumins, namely (1) the albumins proper,

that is, albumins, globulins, caseins, and nucleo-alhmuins,

and (2) the transformation derivatives of these, the

albumoses and peptones, in the absence of light, and in

the cold, react with nitrous acid. The products are yellow-

colourcd substances, which, when purified by washing with

water and dilute alkali or alkali acetate solutioi .

are fairly stable in a vacuum. 'I

'

omposed by light

and heat, and easily by moisture. The products obi

from the albumins of the second class are moderately

soluble in water and in acid solutions. Those derived from
the albumins of the first class dissolve in solutions of

alkalis, and in the presence of the latter, without necessarily

entering into solution, react with phenols and aromatic

amines, giving thus with phenol yellow, with the naphthols

red, and with the aminophenols and aminonaphthols brown-
coloured compounds. These are slowly decolorised by
energetic reducing agents. The compounds derived from
the naphthols and the peptic or tryptic transformation

products of the albumins are yellow, soluble in water, and
fairly easily dialvsable. Albumins rendered insoluble by
treatment with formaldehyde react with nitrous acid like the
corresponding unchanged albumins. Similarly, the albumin-
azo-naphthol compounds are rendered insoluble by the

action of formaldehyde. These facts are not in accordance

with Benedicenti's theory that the albumin molecule contains

amino or imiuo groups, which are acted upon by form-

aldehyde. The action of the latter reagent may be showu
by printing a cotton tissue prepared with sodiuni--j8-napb-

tholate with the yellow "nitroso" derivative of blood
albumin, admixed with a sufficient quantity of alkali, the

deep rose colour-lake being soluble in water as thus pro-

duced, but being rendered fast to washing by treatment

with formaldehyde. (See also this Journal, 1888, 841 ;

1897. 105; 1893, 312 ; and 1899, 1015 and 1016.)— K. B.

Mordanting Boo/ with Chromium ,- Relative Reducing
Powers of Various Assistants employed in . E.
Schnabel. Farber-Zeit., 1903, 14, [24], 433—435.

Tiie reducing powers of the chief assistants employed in

mordanting wool with chromium, as measured by the amounts
required, in the absence of the wool fibre and during 1

!

hours at 212 C, to reduce 1 grin, of potassium bichromate,

(p) in the presence of an excess of, and (n) in the absence

of sulphuric acid, are respectively as follows :—Lignorosiu

("concentrated"), (p) 0-668 grm., (a) l
- 942 grin. ; ligno-

rosiu (60 per cent, of the strength of the concentrated

quality), (p) 1-114 grm., (a) 3-236 grm.; lactolin, (p)
0-799 grm., (a) 1-305 grm. ; tartar (100 per cent.), (p)
0-609 gm., (o) 1-342 grm.; vegetalin, (j>) 2-48S grm.,

(a) 4-524 grm. ; lactic acid,(p) 0-G99 grm., («) 1-031 grm.
i See also this Journal, 1900, 659 ; 1902, 339, 612, 769, and

1132; 1903, 91.)—E. 1!.

Formic Acid in Dyeing with Acid Dyestuffs ; Use of .

A. G. Green and A. B. Steven. J. Soc. Dyers and
Colourists, 1904,20, [1],6—8.

In dyeing the wool in cotton and wool unions with acid

dyestuffs, with addition of sulphuric acid to the dye-bath,

there is danger of the cotton becoming tendered. To
obviate this, acetic acid is frequently employed instead of

sulphuric. It is found, however, that colours so dyed are

not so fast to perspiration, hot. water, &c., as those dyed
with addition of sulphuric acid. If formic acid be used

instead of acetic, the dye-baths are much better exhausted,

and the colours produced are very much faster to hot

water. The use of formic acid is quite practicable, a* it

can now be obtained at a price almost the same as that of

an equivalent amount of acetic acid.—A. B. S.

Gallotannic Acid ; Detection of , on the Fibre.

A. Menger. XXIII., page 135.

English Patent.

Printing Cotton or other Vegetable Fibre with Indigo in

Combination with other [Mordant'] ( olouring Matters.

3. V. Johnson, London. From Badiscbe Anilin und

Sodafabr., Ludwigshafen. Eng. Pat. 6094, March 16,

1903.

sh lr. Pat. 330,159 of 1903 ; this J., 1903, 1084.—T. F. 11.

United States Patent.

Transferring and Printing [Designs on Fabrics]. J. E.

Hesse and M. Paraf-Javal, Paris, Assignors to J.

Uiederichs, Lyons. U.S. Pat. 748,604, Jan. 5, 1904.

See Eng. Pat. 17,872 of 1899 ;
this J., 1900, 899.—T. F. B.
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French: Patents.

Dyeing Cotton in Ribbons ; Machinesfor . D. Matt i.

Fr. Pat. 334,681, Aug. IS, 1903.

Mechanical details are described of a machine for

ribbons of loose cotton, in which all the operations, including

i he transference of the material from one portion of tin:

apparatus to another, are carried out mechanically. Modi-

fied forms of soaking anil dyeing troughs are also described.

—T. 1'. B.

Dueing by Means of Sulphide Dyestuffs : Process of .

Soc. pour l'lnd. Chim. a Bale. Fr. Fat. 334,797, Aug. 22,

1903.

The oxidation, and consequent inequality of dyeing, which

occurs when working with dye-baths containing leuco-

sulphide dyestuffs and alkali sulphide, can be prevented by
the addition to the dye-bath of animal or vegetable oils or

fats. For instance, S kilos, of olive oil may be added to a

batb containing 2,000 litres.—T. F. B.

Dyeing by Means of Sulphide Dyestuffs ; Process of .

Soc. pour l'lnd. (him. a Bale. First Addition, dated

Aug. 28, 1903, to Fr. Pat, 334,797 of Aug. 22, 1903.

( Sec preceding abstract.)

I.n place of using vegetable oils or fats in the dye-bath,

mineral oils or fats, fatty or aromatic hydrocarbons, or

solutions of fats or oils in mineral oils or hydrocarbons,
may be used. These fatty substances are preferably added
to the dyestuff before it is dissolved, thus preventing
oxidation during the dissolving.—T. F. !!.

. : Process for Rendering WaU rproof
T. Luthringer. First Addition, dated Aug. 14, i903, to

Fr. Pat. 321,480, May J, 1902. (See this J., 1903, 296.

1

A modification of the apparatus described in the principal

patent consists in connecting the impregnating chamber
with the drying chamber by means of a short passage,

through which the wet fabric passes ; the drying chamber
contains two rows of rollers, placed on different levels, the

fabric passing alternately over one of the upper and one of

the lower rollers, thus presenting a large surface «> the
drying atmosphere, and thus also expediting the pin

—T. F. B.

Waterproofing Fabrics ; Process of . T. Luthringer.
Second Addition, dated Aug. 22, 1903, to.Fr. Fat. 321,480,
May 5, 1902. (See this J.^ 1903, 296.)

The drying chamber contains a false bottom, on which rest

lumps of ice, alone or with suitable acids or salts, thus
ensuring condensation of the carbon bisulphide vapour.

—T F. B.

Embossed Designs on all Kinds of Fabric ; Process of
"Fixing" . L.J. Chischin. Fr. Pat. 33
Aug. 29, 1903.

EiiBOssED designs are "fixed" in fabrics, by impregnation
or coating with a thin laver of collodion ; this has also the
effect of waterproofing the fabric—T. V. B.

VI.-COLOURING WOOD, PAPER,

LEATHER, Etc.

French Patent.

• Process for Rendering —*— , more suitable for
Absorbing Colours. J. von Brenner. Fr. Pat. 334,663
Aug. 17, 1903.

After a preliminary treatment with superheated steam,
wood is subjected to the action of sulphuric acid of 10 —
20 li. under pressure, after which the acid in the wood is
neutralised by treatment with dilute alkali, and the sait
thus formed removed by washing. Wood prepared in this
manner is said to be readily and evenly coloured by any
process.—T. F. B.

VII.-ACIDS. ALKALIS, AND SALTS.

Lead Sulphate ; Solubility of , in Hydrochloric .1

Solution of Stannous Chloride. A. van Baalte. Xeits.

anal. Chem., 1904, 43, [21], 36—38.

De Joko (this J., 1902, 1173) states that lead sulphate is

soluble in hydrochloric acid solution of stannous chlor
The author repeated de Jong's experiments, and found that
solution of the lead sulphate is effected, not by the stannous
chloride, but by the hydrochloric acid.—J. T. D.

Arsenates ; Preparation of ,from Arsenious Acid and
Metallic Peroxides. O. Schairer. Chem.-Zeit. 1904
28, [2], 15.

Sodium orthoarsenate is readily obtained by adding excess
of sodium peroxide to an ice-cold saturated solution of
arsenious acid, gently warming, concentrating, and crys-
tallising out. Lead orthoarsenate is formed when a
mixture of lead dioxide and arsenic trioxide is slowly
brought to a red heat ; the melt is powdered and repeatedly
extracted with boiling water to remove arsenious acid.
Barium orthoarsenate is similarly obtained from barium
peroxide and arsenic trioxide, the reaction setting in, ou
t; title heating, with some violence. Calcium, strontium,
.md manganese ^ave unsatisfactory results.—W. A. C.

Reaction Towers and the Regulation of Temperature in
them. II. Rabe. I., page 109.

Vanadic Acid ; Colour Reactions of , with Elhcuol
{Vinyl Alcohol). C. Matignon. XXIII., page 131.

Ifypochlorous Acid ; New Method for the Detection and
Determination of . E. Klimenko. XXIII., page
132.

Ammonia; Gasometric and (. ie Methods for
Determining . E. Riegler. XXIII., page 132.

Sulphides, Thiosuljihates, and Haloids ,- Determination of
[m Mixtures of the Same']. W. Feld. XX III,

page 132.

Bleaching Powder ; Method of Determining Available
Chlorinein . J.Pontius. XXIII., page 133.

Manganese Peroxide ; Titration of . L. Debour-
deaux. XXIII., page 133.

Halogens ; Determination of , in Organic Compounds.
Case of .Chlorine and Bromine. H. Baubigny and
G. Chavanne. XXIII., page 136.

English Patent.

Graphitic Substance ; Separation of ,from Associated
Rocky Matter or Gangue. C. Kendall. Upper Norwood.
Eng. Pat. 1309, Jan. 19, 1903.

The crushed graphite-containing substance is mixed with
oil (kerosene or paraffin) and water in a suitable mixer,
'</., a vertical cylinder containing a number of perforated
discs placed horizontally, from which the mixture emerges
in the form of a thin sheet (preferably annularly and hori-
zontally), and at a considerable velocity, into a vessel
initially filled with water, or water and oil. This vessel is

of such a shape that it enables the water and gangue to
pass off at an outlet near the bottom, whilst the oil, together
with the graphite, flows off near the top into a settling tank
or into a second mixer similar to the first. From the
settling tank the mixture passes to a filter-press, which
retains the graphite, and in which it may be washed with
water to remove adhering oil, which is used over again.
The gangue may be re-treated in the same way.—A. G. L.

United States Patents.

Sulphate cf Aluminium ; Drying . P. S. Perry\ and
H. G. Schanche, Philadelphia, Pa. U.S. Pat. 748,525,
Dec. 29, 1903.

The aluminium sulphate to be dried is subjected to a
temperature slightly lower than the initial melting point,
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and as this point rises, the temperature is proporti I]

i -I'd. Practically, the temperature to which the alu-

minium sulphate i- is gradually raised from 227

to about 320° F.— K. S.

Hydroxides or O.i ides of Metals ; Pro luction of . b-j

Electrolysis. V. F. Hunt, Assignor to Maas an i Wuld-

Ptnin. U.S. Pat. 748,609, Jan. 5, 1904. XI. A
11 'J.

French Pate*

Phosphates i Process of Converting . into Dicalcium

Phosphate, Hudrated Calcium Sulphate, ami Carbon
Dioxide. P. f)e Wilde. First Addition, dated Aug. li.

to Fr. Pat. 333,341 of June 24, L903 : this J

1348.

The acid used in dissolving phosphates and i

as described iu the main patent, contains calcium sulphate

in notable proportion. To remove this, (,he regei

acid is treated with tin- necessary amount of a suitable

barium salt, in strong solution or in powder. The barium

sulphate formed quickly settles, and U separated lor use as

"blane live," whilst the purified acid is fit for re-use

solving phosphates. (See also Eng. l'at. 14.194 of

r903; this J., 190.V, 1085.)—E. S.

Chrome Ironstone ; Process of Disaggregating , pre-

liminary to the Preparation if Potassium Chrornate.
Chem. Fabr. Griesheim-Elektron. Fr. Fat. 334,71::,

Aug. 19, 1903.

mi: ironstone in fine powder, mingled with a strong

lye of potassium hydroxide, is heated, with abundant access

of air, to 300°, rising to 500 C. The product is lixiviated

with addition of lime, and the filtered solution is concen-

trated, to obtain solid potassium chromate, with recovery of

the excess of the lye used. Compare Eng. Fats. 12,250 of

1901, aud 5902 of' 1903 : this J., 1902, 548, and 19

respectively.— E. S.

Bichromates ; Transformation of Chromales into , with

Production ofAlkali. Chem. Fabr Griesheim Electron.

Fr. Pat. 334,635, Aug. 18, 1903. XI. A., page 119.

I

'- Sulphates Electrolytic Manufacture of .

E. Lomhard. Fr. Pat. 334,799, Aug. 27. 1903.
'

XI. A.,

page 120.

Liquid Air; Manufacture of . .1. Louniet. First

Addition, dated July 25, 1903, to Fr. l'at. 334,205,
Jul) 11,1903. (See this .T., 1904, 18.)

In (he production of low temperatures, and especially in
|

liquefying air, advantage is taken, in combination, of
expansion of air at a moderately low temperature with
external work ; and of expansi in, with or without i

work, causing a further lowering of the temperatun
to that of liquid air. At least t

1 ree e cpansion motors are
us rii in -eric-, these being connected bj dool e serpentine

tubes forming exchangers of temperature. A valve is

interposed, as in the process described in the main
between the system of exchangers and motors, an! the

superposed bottles arranged for reception of the liquefied

air.-K. S.

VHI.-GLASS, POTTERY. ENAMELb'.

Ekgush Patent.

'linn: Methods of and Apparatus for . J. C.

Beed, Allegheny, Pa. Eug Pat -
ig. 1, 1903.

this J., 1904, 63—T. F. B.

United States Patent.

Ornamental or Lettered [G/ni ' ; Manufacturing
K. K. Dancau, \\ nor to

Duncan Chemical Co., Pa. U.S. Pal 746,850, Jan.

1904

A compound obtained from lead oxide and boric acid is

lused to the heated glass article before annealing, 1 he

fusion n:. iv be effect) <1 bv the he it <-t the hot ghis-

— A

IX-BUILDING MATERIALS, CLAYS.

MORTARS AND CEMENTS.

English Patents.

Buildinq Blocks, Slabs, unit the like; Composition of .

l:. McAlpine, Glasgow. ling. Pat. 25,321, Nov. 20,

1903.

Limp it ground " steel slag" is mixed with Portland or
other cement in a semi-liquid conditiou ; clinker, gravel, or
sand may also he added. The mixture is moulded aud
dried as usual.—A. G. L.

Slags; Process and Means for the Ti f Blast-

Furnace and other . [Cement Manufacture.']
II. Passow, Hamburg. Eng. Pat 28,256, Dec. 22, 1903.

See Fr. Pat. 328,533 of 1 903 ; this J., 1903, 999.—T. F. B.

United States Patents.

Waterproof! n<) and Finishing the Surface of S
or other Analogous Porous Material. \. Farnhaw,
Chicago, 111. U.S. Pat. 748,595, Jan. 5, 1904.

The waterproofing agent is applied to the heated
|

material, the excess then being removed by directing

of sand and air against the surface.— A. G !..

Hydraulic Cement; Process of Manufacturing .

J. Gresly, Liesberg, Switzerland. U.S. Pat. 748,943,

Jan. 5, 1904.

See Addition, of Tan. 2S, 19u3, to Fr. Pat, 32:

this J., 1903, 998—T. F. B.

French Patents.

Marble, Onyx, Calcareous Shines, Natural Earths, Paw
or Burnt ; Process of Colouring . A. Iloveux and
A. Mora. Fr. Pat. 32S.132, Nov. 5, 19 12.

See Eng. Pat. 27,804 of 1902 ; this J„ 1903, 696.—T. F. I

Fireproof Wood. .1. L. Ferrell. Fr. Pat. 335,054,
Sept. 5, 19o3.

A COMPOSITION suitable for fireproofing wood is obtain 1

adding to a solution of sodium silicate of 4.V to 50

sufficient of a sodium chloride solution of 21 1>. to

coagulate it ; caustic soda solution of 20° B. i- the 1

added until the precipitate is entirely redissolred. I il-

liquid is diluted to a strength of 20 P.. and is thi 1

In order to render it clearer, a little strong solu-

tion of sodium silicate may be added to i: ; on thi

hand, it can be thickened by the addition of prec;;

calcium carbonate or of powdered magnesite. Whey may
also be added to render it more penetrating, and at the

same time semi-opaque.—A. G. L.

Fireproof Wood. J. L. Ferrell. Fr, Pat. 335,055,

Sept. 5, 1903.

Wooo is treated with a solution containing 280 grms. of

aluminium sulphate and 1 grms. of ojalie acid per litre.

The presence of the oxalic acid enables the inferior qualities

of aluminium sulphate to be u-ed, which, otherwise, owing
to their containing iron, would discolour the n iod in a short

time.—A. G. I..

Cement ; Artificial . E. I.. Candlot. Fr. P.it. 334, 7o5

Vug 19, i

FaOM 5 to lo per cent, of calcium sulphate i- added to

a mixture of 25 to 30 .per cut. of clay and 75 to 7 j I t

cent, of calcium carbonate, and the whole burnt at

moderate temperature. '1 he calcium sulphate may he

replaced bj other sulphates. The netting and hardening
of the cement so obtained are claimed to he very regular.

—AG. 1..

; • of Manufacturing . from Blast-

Furnace Stag. C. Cauaris, jun. Fr. Pat. 335,233 \ j

1903.

Si Eng. Pat. 18 623 of 1903 ; this J , 19 '3, '.293.—T. F. 1!.
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X.-METALLUKai.

Limestone in the Cupola ; Effect of Addition of .

P. Wiist. Stahl u. Eisen, 1904, 24, [11, 2a—32.

Tin: amount of limestone added to the charge varies

enormously in the practice of different foundries. The
theory is that the limestone serves to form slag with the ash

of the coke, and hence the amount used should depend on

the amount of that ash and the composition of the lime-

stone itself. The limestone, moreover, serves to remove in

ig some of the sulphur of the coke, which otherwise

might fc'ud its way into the metal. No published researches

on this point exist, and the author gives the following results

obtained by A. S.iUer-Grossinnnn at Winterthiir. Charges

kilos, of mixed pig-iron and 30 kilos, of coke were

used, with amounts of limestone varying in 11 experiments

from to 10 kilos. ; the whole amount of metal melted in

each experiment varied from 15.000 to 20,000 kilo-

the conditions were as nearly as possible the same in all the

experiments, save the amounts of limestone used.

Composition of the Inm.—The manganese and phosphorus
were scarcely affected ; the silicon varied somewhat irregu-

larly ; but the sulphur diminished from 0-13—0-16 per

cent, with — 1 kilo., to 0-0S5 per cent, with S—9 kilos, of

limestone.

Composition of the Slag—As the limestone increased,

the lime in the slag increased, though somewhat irregularly,

the iron and manganese slowly diminished, and the alumina
showed great irregularities, perhaps through irregular

action on the furnace-lining. The silica also diminished as

the limestone increased ; but though the diminution was
considerable, it was not regular, occasional rises taking

place ; and the sulphur varied in a manner showing no
connection with the amount of lime, of silica, or of manga-
nese

;
possibly the sulphur in the slag depends on physica

causes, such as temperature and the viscosity or mobility of

the melted slag.

in the Slag.—Increase of limestone cause.- an

increase in the percentage of iron and of manganese lost i-i

the slag, hut hardly affects that of the silicon ; the total

loss of all three rises from 1

1

• S to 1-G per cent. (!
figures are much lower than those usually quoted in tin-

handbooks : 3 to 6 per cent.) If the iron in the co 1
.:

be taken into accouut, about 0- 1 percent. would
off these figures.

Mechanical Properties of the Metal.—The resistance to

shock rises till the limestone is -_>i) per cent, on the

(G kilos.), and then remains stationary. The resistance to

bending steadily rises as the lit > -tone increases, to a

maximum at 8 kilos. The tensile strength increases to a

maximum with a limestone, charge of 6 kilos., and is hut

little influenced by further increase in the limestone. The
re-istance to compression is hardly influenced at all.

—jr. t. d.

Fcrromanganese Production; <

. F. VVittmann. Stahl u. l.isen, 1904, 24
14— IG.

ir is generally agreed that in making ferromanganese a
slag should be aimed at, hut to this term different

meanings are attached. Stoichiometrically the slag is more
basic as the oxygen of the acid hears a smaller proportion
to that of the bases, but here alumina is often left out of
msideration, from doubt whether it should be considered

au acid or a base. Platz considers a slag more basic as the
sum of the silica and alumina hears a smaller proportion to
•.he sum of the other bases, whilst the furnace foreman will

regard a viscous slag of high-melting point as basic. In
ierromanganese work, however, the melting point of the
slag is of less importance than its capacity for dissolving
manganese oxide. Bat as the amount of manganese iu the
slag depends chiefly on the amount of coke used (in using
plenty of coke a highly silicious slag can be obtain.!
containing very little manganese, whilst with little coke a

highly basic slag can take up much, as in makiug spiegel),
the examination of the results of analysis of slags can yield
uo useful result, unless all the samples proceed from
-imilar conditions of working (amount of coke, blast-tem-
perature, shape of furnace, &c). The following anal} -

from a siDgle furnace at different periods during nine years,
fulfil this requirement :

—

Anal; si-.

Inclut

Calculated Relations. Obscrvatioi

Vr>

tnO. Excluding MnO. s
Obtained

CaO-t-

BaO.

in making
Ferro-

manganese
.Mn.

Mn. SiO* A.1,0 F, ( 1. CaO. M--i i BaO. s. 2RO
AI,U3 1

i RO
Al.'l

Per Per Per Per Per Per Per Pi

Cent. Cent. Cent. - Cent. 1 Cent. Cent.
1 7-01 0' 1- PS9 0-67 1-30 1'74 0-96 1-09

1

- . 0-72 2-05 1-51 0-77 1-26 0-94 1-01 :;;•-

;

7u --;.'.

3 - 1 7-97 0-56 34-43 3-00 1-88 1-21
1 [•OS . 1

1

Apr. !-!•!.

|
1

4 19-6S 29-55 3;-.-i!i no 0-96 1-57 1-01 1-06 40-45
> 6-78 39-14 z:;i 0-19 0-90 1-23 1 'ti5 9-96 fit 4167 i

', 7-87 0-43
i

2-41 1-21 1-19 1-56 0-96 1-08 41-17
, 46 39-23 1 :;j 1-27 1-53 C06 1-ir, SO
- 8-31 0-62 38-33 2-83 1-15 1-19 f49 0-99 1 1 i !

' 15
8-58 44"1 3-34 1-37 1-64 1-17 1-27 30—5 t

11)
-

10-59 0-61 2-15 0-42 1-47 1-16 114, 43-97 -il
11 12-15 30-91 0"59 IVl'l 0-63 1-2G 1-54 1-09 1-2S 47 70 SO

These results, it will be seen, are arranged in descending
order of manganese-content. Whether we examine the
ratio of basic oxygen to acid oxygen, or of bases other than
alumiua to silica and alumina, and whether we include the
manganous oxide cr leave it out, there is no connection
between any set of these figures and the decrease in man-
ganese

; but the total percentage of alkaline-earth oxides is

obviously complementary to that of manganese oxide, while
the other figures in the anal; - - - that the diminution in

manganese with increase in alkaline-earth oxides is not due
to simple dilution of the whole slag by these oxidr-.
plotting the results with percentages of alkaline-earth
oxides as abscissa?, and of manganese oxide aso:>
the decrease of the latter with increase of the forait

about 45 per cent, is clearly shown. Further increase of
the alkaline-earth oxides has practically no effect.

—

]. T. D,

Quartz Milling ; Notes on the Common Pi ,

on the Rami. W.Beaver. J. Chera.,
of South Africa, Nov. 190 I, 217.

Op a sample passing through a screen of 500 mesh which
had been used 90 hours, 0-473 remained on a perfee

'i; from a broken screen just before changing,
per cent, remained on a 500 mesh, 533 per cent, on a
O-109 per cent, on a 300, :n; 1 (J-iJl 1 per cent, on a
Screens should be changed before reaching that si

'ireat care should be taken in dressing the plates,
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while changing son ens, to prevent amalgam getting into

tilings.— F. II. C,

Molybdenum Ores; Utilisation of . J. W. Wells.

Bull, of the Imperial Inst (Suppl. to Board of Trafle

J.), 1903, [4], 213.

Tin author's method for the concentration of molybdenum
ore- Is based upon the fact that molybdenite, when passed

between rolls, does not become pulverised, but forms flakes.

A specimen of ore containing 50 per cent, of pyrrhotite,

10 per cent, of pyrites, and 6*5 per cent, of molybdenite,

together with mica, quartz, &c., was passed between rolls

and then screened, fir>t through a Bieve with a 0*2-in.

in .-h. anil then through one with a OM-in. mesh. There

remained on the first screen 1*4 per cent, and on the

secoud l'.VI pel lent, of the material treated, in the form
of a concentrate containing about 55 per cent, of molybdenite

and 45 per cent, of mica. This concentrate, when treated

in a Wetherill magnetic separator, yielded an ore containing

from 90 to 91 pel it nt. of molybdenite.—A. s.

Bla.st-Furnace Gas as the Soli Source of Power for a
Modern Metallurgical Works. K. Gruber. Stahl u.|

I, 24, [I], 0-14
; [2 ,89—93.

Ai -rr.it relerring to the great progress which has already

been made, especially in Germany, in the use of blast-

furnace gas for heating and power purposes, the author

states, as the result of a series of calculations, that not

only can the whole of the power- and heating-gas required

in a metallurgical works be obtained by the rational

loyinenf of furnace gases, but that there will still be
an amount of gas in excess thai applied to other

-trial purposes.—A. S.

Tungsten in Tungsten Sit Ferrotungsten ; Dcter-

mination of . E. Knklin. \XIIL, page 134.

Amalgams of Platinum ; Behaviour of , towards Nitric

And. N. Tarugi. XXIII., page 131.

English Patent-.

.Iron and Steel; Proeess of Treating , with Carbides.

I Engels, Dusseldorf, Germain. Eng. Pat. 25,932,

Nov. 27, 1903.

Iron or steel in the solid (not molten) state, is treated

with a carbide, such as silicon carbide, and a decomposable

alkali salt, such as sodium sulphate, and reaction is induced

by heating.— E. S.

Iron and Steel; Treatment of . ('. Holler, Salgstarjan,

Hungary. Eng. Pat. 28,178, Dei

Moltbi i
'i-. iron or steel i> ran into a lined vessel, mounted

on a vertical shaft, to which rapid rotation is imparted by

suitable machinery- The vessel is tightly covered. Under
the centrifugal action, the oxides contained in the iron

: to the surface of the fused mass, and may be removed
urn when the vessel is brought to rest.-

Iron, Steel, and their Alloys; Manufacture and Refining

of . .1. B. de Alzugaray. London. Eng. Pat, l.")G2,

Jan. 22, 1

S- i 1 i. Pi t. 833,882 of 1903 ;
thisJ., 1903, 1358.—T. F.B.

Iron and Si, el ; Production of . A. G. Bloxam,
London. From La Sec. Elect Efrancaise,

Forg Pat. 7027, Marc'

Bee Addition, of Julv 10, 1903, to Fr. Pat. 328,350 of

Iron and Malleabh , and
//., r, for. .aton, Ohio. Eng.

Pat. 8101, April":, 191

L'.S. Pat. 724,77 this J., 1903, 557. f.F.B.

Refractory Ores [£i ilmentof . E. II.

.Miller, London. Eng. Pat. 20,465, Sept. 19, 1902.

The ore i- made ii I i tions

curd-

ing to the silver contents: and the blocks are loo-

packed in a furnace, to admit of air-spaces, and the layei -

are sprinkled with lime. The temperature is graduallj
raised until the reduced zinc distils over, and is collected.

The lead and silver contents of the ore are found in the
residue in the metallic state, and are recovered thence bj

melting out.— E. S

Furnace or Kiln for Burning Ore Briquettes. G. Grondal,
Djursholm, Sweden. Eng". Pat 23.7G4. Nov. 2, 190

The furnace is of the channel type, for receiving trucks

carrying briquettes to be heated by gas, and consists of a

compartment for preliminary heating, a cooling compart-
ment, and :i burning chamber of a somewhat greater

height, situated between these compartments. There are

channels in the walls and roof for passage of a part of the

air for combustion, interconnected, and communicating
with one or more openings in the wall of the gas inlet to

the burning chamber. The compartment for preliminary
heating is of greater height tban the cooling compartment.
See Fr. 1'at. 380,763, 1903: this J. 1903. 1091 E. S.

Ores ; Separation of the Metallic Constituents of •

,

from (ianguc [bu the Oil Process"}. A. E. Cattermole,

London. Fng. Pat. 26,295, Nov. 28, 1902.

Tue crushed ore is mixed with water, oil, and an
emulsifying agent, such as soap, the proportion of oil

used being only sufficient to produce granules with the

metalliferous contents of the ore. Under these conditions

the oil-carrying particles sink, and are thus separable.

The oil used, is recovered by the further use of an
emulsifying agent, preferably with addition of a small pro-

portion of a free alkali. When, as in many gold ores and
slimes, the metalliferous particles are associated with much
gangne, the desired agglomeration is facilitated by the

introduction of coarser metalliferous matter, such as the

coarser concentrates, which act as c granulation.

—E. s.

Ores : Classification of the Metallii Constituents of
[6y the Oil Process]. A. E. t attermole, London.
Eng. Pat t'6,29G, Nov. 28, 1902.

After agglomeration of the metalliferous constituents of
ores by oil, &c., as described in the preceding patent,

advantage is taki varying affinity for oil of, for

instance, particles of copper pyrites, galena, aud blende, to

effect a fractional separation by the use of successively

stronger emulsifying or "breaking down" solutions, par-

ticulars of the adaptation of which to different condition-

are given. An "up-current" or other separatii

is used for remo\ ing the freed mineral from the more
resisting granules (metalliferous"), and a series of mechanical
separators is ased to recover the emulsion for subsequent

application. The separated minerals may be drained, or

treated in centrifugal apparatus, for closer recovery of the

oil and other products.— I . S.

Zinc: Manufacture of . A. Kunze and K. Panziger,

both of Kattowit: r. Eng. Pat. 5016, March 4,

1903.

Blende zinc ores containing iron pyrites are moistened aud

exposed to the air for several weeks, « th application

beat, which may he by means of underlying flues. I i.

these conditions, it is stated that the pyrites oxidises,

the oxidised products may be removed by washing, leaving

the blende practically unaffected. ( >r, if the p

not wholly oxidised, it become- disintegrated and casBj

removable.

Hardening Compound. J. Cadottc, Sunccok, N.H.

12, Jan. 5, I

dry compound is composed of two part-- each ot

•white calcined plaster" aud of potassiui ale.

with one part of lampblack, all by weight.— 1
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Steel and Ingot Iron ; Manufacture of . 15. Talbot,

Leeds, England, and P. Gredt, Luxemburg, Germany,
Assiguors to the Continuous Metal Refining Co., Phila-

delphia, Pa. CT.S. Pat. 74'.i,115, Jan. 5, 19

The impure metal is blown in a converter, a portion of the

charge is run off, and from the remainder of the charge the

phosphorus is removed by lime and blowing ; the slag

thus produced is then removed, oxides are added to

bath and a further charge of impure metal, when the

combined charge is blown.—E. S.

Briquettes [from Fine Ores'}. W. Huffelmaun, Duisburg^

Germany. U.S. Pat. 748,739j 3an. 5, KKM.

Eng. Pat. lo.GIS of 1903; this J., 1903, 1051.—T. F. I:.

Fbench Patents.

Cast Iron ; Refining , by Pulverisation. 1!. Harmet.
Fr. Pat. 334,89--', Aug. 28, 1903.

Tin: molten iron to be refined is run into a basin lined

with refractory material, and bavins, at the side and near

the bottom, an outlet inclined slightly downwards, and
wider at the inaer end. The metal flows from this opening
in a jet, encompassed by a blast of heated air from a

tuyere the outlet of which forms an annular opening
surrounding the sides of the passage for the metal, which
is thus dispersed as a spray, assuming a conical shape, and
" pulverised " into innumerable minute globules exposed to

the action of the air. The metallic spray is projected into

a suitably packed receptacle, at the bottom of which the

purified iron or steel collects, and whence it may be tapped.

—E. S.

Heary Metals
;
Process of Extracting , by the Use of

Chlorine [from Sulphide Ores, §v.]. Soc. Allgem.
Elektro-Metallurg. Fr. Pat. 334,941, Aug. 31, 1903.

IflNBLY-POWOEBED ores or mattes containing sulphur are

mixed with iron oxide and agitated in a solution of calcium
chloride whilst chlorine is passed through. The sulphuric
acid formed by oxidation of the sulphur is thus precipi-

tated as calcium sulphate, with liberation of hydrochloric
acid, which dissolves the iron oxide, forming ferric chloride.

Air is blown through the solution in the presence of fresh
ore or matte, whereby any ferrous chloride present is de-
composed, with separation of ferrous hydroxide. Claim is

also made for the recovery of the ehlorine, which may be
used to dissolve other portions of ore or metals.—E, S,

XL-ELECTRO-CHEMISTRY AND
ELECTRO-METALLURGY.

(-4.)—ELECTBO-CHEMISTRY.
Mercury Vapour; Conductivity of [Mercuri/ Vapour

Electric Lamp]. P. C. Hewitt. Electrician, 1904, 52,
[1338], 447—449.

The author made a number of experiments on the con-
ductivity of mercury vapour, taking precautions to obtain
results not vitiated by effects due to the termini
electrodes. The results obtained are given in a series of
curve-diagrams, in which the influence of the densitv (pres-
sure) of the vapour, the diameter of the lamp or tube
containing the vapour, and the strength of the current,
upon the drop in volts per unit length of the columu of
vapour is shown. It was found that the voltage re
to maintain an electric current in mercurv vapour is directly
proportional to the density of the latter, and that it decreases
as the diameter of the lamp increases. The resistance
decreases with increase of current. The light-efficiency of
mercury vapour varies with the density of the latter. On
passing a current through the vapour at a verv low densitv.

ally no light is visible, but the light-efficiency in-
creases with the density of the vapour up to a certain limit,
after which it again decreases. If another gas is present
with the mercury vapour, the current is usually sel
and gives the spectrum of mercury, but the re
materially altered. By the application of magnetic force !

transversely, the resistance is increased remarkably when
[

the density of the vapour is low, but at higher densities

the effect is not very marked. The author states that

the relation of the conductivity of mercury vapour to

the physical conditions under which the electric current

through the vapour is maintained, appears to be; broadly
speaking, generally true for all gases and vapours. (See

U.S. Pats. 690,952 and 690,953; this J., 1902, 465, 466.)

—A. 5

Alkaline-Earth Metals; Electrolytic Separation of .

\. ( loehn and \V. Kettembeil. XXIII., page 134.

English Patent.

Electrodes for Accumulators. A. Mevgret, Paris.

Eng. Pat. 1676, Jan. 23, L903.

The electrode is composed of a series of small s'heet

lead, lead and antimony, or other suitable metal or alloy,

joined together at one extremity by means of a common
support, either directly iu the casting, or in the stamping
out, or by soldering together. The electrode i> covered
with oxide of lead, dipped into tetra-acetate of cellule

and then dried in the air. A protective and elastic

envelope, not acted on by the electrolyte, is thus obtaine I,

which is afterwards rendered porous by perforations made
in the form of small holes or cuts.—B. N.

United States Patents.

Electrodes for Storage Batteries; Method of Producing
. F. A. Feldkarnp, Newark, N.,1., Assignor to

Electra Manufacturing Co., New Jersey. U.S. Pat.

748,9 10, Jan. 5, 1904.

The electrode is produced by subjecting a porous material
to the action of a salt or salts of lead, and then chemically
reducing the same ; or a reducing agent in fine particles,

>uch as zinc, may be incorporated with the porous material
previously to subjecting to the action of the lead salt. The
porous material may be carbonised, and may be applied to

a conducting plate, for instance, by sewing it fast to the
plate.—B. N.

Hydroxides and O.iides of Metals by Electrolysis ; Pro-
duction of . E. E. Hunt, New Brighton, N.Y.,
Assignor to Maas and Waldstein, New York. I'.S. Pat.

748,609, Jan. 5, 1904.

Tbe electrodes are made from the metal the hydroxide or

oxide of which is required, as, for instance, tin, each electrode
being used as anode and cathode, alternately, at suitable

intervals. The electrolyte consists of a solution of a salt of

an alkali or alkaline earth, such as common salt, the acid
radicle of which combines with the anode to form a soluble
metallic salt, and the latter reacts with the alkali formed at

the cathode, producing the desired hydroxide or oxide, and
simultaneously re-forming the salt used as the electrolyte.

—B. N.

. \lhali Chloridis ; Apparatus for the Electrolytic Decom-
position of . J. J. Rink, Elsinore, Denmark. U.S.

Pat. 748,985, Jan. 5, 1904.

See Eng. Pat. 571S of 1902 j this J., 1902, 913.—T. F. B.

Manure ; [Electrical"] Process of Manufacturing ,

from Apatite. W. Palmaer. U.S. Pat. 748,523, De . 29,
1903. XV., page 124.

Fbench Patents.

Electrodes for Electrolysis; Process of Manufacture
. Chem. Fabr. Griesheim-Elektrou. Fr. Pat.

334,684, Aug. 18, 1903.

Thk residues from pyrites burners, or am other forms of
oxide of iron in a sufficiently pure state, are melted in an
electric furnace, whereby the substance is made into a

good conductor. The melted mass is cooled iu moulds of
any required form.—B. N.

Bichromates, with Production of Alkali [Electrolytic]
;

Process of Transformation of Chromatis into .

Chem. Fabr. Griesheim-Elektron, Fr. Pat.
Aug. 18, 1903.

This process is carried out eleetrolytically by placing a

saturated solution of chromate iu both "the anode a

d 2
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cathode chambers, these bt-ing separated by a suitable

igm. An anode must be used which is not

attacked, snch as lead or platinum, and a cathode, such as

iron, which will not reduce the cbromate. The whole of

ornate is converted into bichromate, and 1
1
ie volume

of the cathode chamber i- such that the

strength of 100 grms. per litre when the conversion of

chrouiate into bichromate is complete.— B. N.

Copper Sulphate ; Electrolytic Manufacture of .

E. Lombard. Fr. Pat. 334,739, Aug. 27, li

Tin: invention relates to a process for the electrolytic

manufacture of sulphate of copper, useful for replenishing

the Laths used in electrotyping. Electrodes of copper are

used, the anode being placed in water acidulated with

sulphuric acid, and the cathode in a porous vessel con-

taining sulphuric acid or a saturated solution of a sulphate

of a metal other than copper. Diffusion of the copper

sulphate through the diaphragm towards the cathode is

thus prevented. A special diaphragm may he used,

consisting of two porous vessels, with an annular space

between, filled with sulphuric acid of 53° R. the inner

containing dilute sulphuric acid and a copper

cathode ; the two vessels, together with a copper ancde,

are immersed in water acidulated with sulphuric acid.

— 15. X.

Amines, Fatty and Aromatic ; Process of Producing ,

by Electrolytic Reduction. V. Kuudsen. 1T. 1'at.

334,726, July 2, 1903.

Fatty and aromatic amines are produced by the electro-

lytic reduction of condensation products of aldehydes with

ammonia or amines. Ethylamine is prepared by reducing

ethylideneamine, obtained by the condensation of aldehyde-

ammonia over sulphuric acid (Delepine): 30 grms. of

ethylideneamine. mixed with 120 c.c. of sulphuric acid of

41 15., at a temperature below 0° C, is electrolysed, in the

cathode compartment of a cell, with lead cathode, the

anode being of lead in sulphuric acid contained in a porous

vessel; eight hours with a current of six amperes is

sufficient, the temperature being kept below 10°— 12
3
C.

;

the ethylamine is obtained by distilling the product with

excess of caustic soda. Diethylamine is prepared by
electrolysing the sulphuric acid sedation of the product of

condensation of ethylamine and acetaldehyde. By sub-

jecting to electrolysis the product of the action of

methylamine on benzaldehyde, methylbenzylamine is

lined, while methylaniline is obtained by a similar

treatment of auhydroformaldehyde-aniline.—T. F. B.

(£.)—ELECTBO-METALLTJBGY.

Gold and Silver; Electrolytic Precipitation of yfrom
Cyanide Solutions. K M. Hamilton. .1. Cheni. Met.

mi! Mill. 5oc. of South Africa, Nov. 1903,209 216.

The cyanide plant at Minas Prietas, Sonora, Mexico,

has n capacity of 9,000 tons per month, 10 per cent, slimes

and 60 per cent, sands. Single treatment i- adopted, using

mechanical stirrers and centrifugal pump
i on,

Each dwt. of gold obtained carries 1 oz. of silver with

5 i qi co| pet L'b ition plant cot (6)

boxes, 30 ft. long. 10 ft. wide, and ,'i ft. deep, d

12 compartments, each having 18 anodes and 17 athodes.

The current is supplied by ('_') Siemens-HaUke dynamos
ha> ing a irrent

dens romO-2— 0-25 amperi
|

anode

surl ont< ii with

peroxide, and is not enclosed in an, way I i

is a fine slime, whieh readiiyf alls to tin box ;

the cathodes are oJ tin-plate. By the newest arn ement,

they can be cleaned without removal. Both cat odes and
ctible. In

experiments made under varying working conditions to

determine thecurr i . using a cum tit density of

O • 3 ampere per sq. ft. for slime solutions tmperc

for fective amp! ra I from

Sd 95 per cent, of the total. The cyanidi rated"

by tl e pa ted t lb, for

each ton of sand treated, and 0-94 lb. per :

an average of 0*56 lb. ; the theoretical quantity, suppo

no Maier to be decomposed, is 093 lb.-, the cyan
consumption averaged 2-5—

3

- 01b. per ton of ore. When
ores are treated without previous amalgamation, tin

regeneration of cyanide is lessened. The cold precipitate

contains much lime, and it is suggested that the >

of a little caustic potash to the solution, and the use •

current of lowi r di as ty, would lessen this.— J. II. C.

XII—PATTY OILS, FATS, WAXES,
AiND SOAP.

Fats and Wa.res ; Vegetable . of lndo-China. M.
Lemarie. Bull, of the Imperial Inst. (Suppl. t<> Board
of Trade,!.) 1903, [4], 206—212.

Vika Butter.—This fat, whieh is also known as

or wild mango oil, is obtained from the seed-kernels

Irvingia Barteri by boiling them with water and th

subjecting them to pressure : yield, i;o—Go per cent."

It is a white tat, with a sweet odour and pleasant tastM
on keeping, it becomes yellow and rancid : it is readily

saponified, and is used iu the manufacture of candles, a

as a substitute for cocoa-nut oil in the manufacture of

marine soap. The fat has the following characters:—Sp.
gr.atl.". C.,0-820(?); m pt., II 32 C. ; saponificatioi

value, 173: iodine ralue, 30-9—31-3; tree fatty a -ids,

4— 10 per cent. It contains the glycerides of lauric,

palmitic, and myristic acids.

Irvingia Hotter.—This fat, known by the natii

"cay-cay,'' is obtained from the seed-kernels of IrvingiA

maiayana, the candle-tree of lndo-China: yield, 52-0

—

56-7 per cent. Il melts at 37 '5 —38 C. and solidifii - J
35-.'i

:—30 I '.. and is completely saponified by alkalis,

yielding a white nacreous soap which is readily soluble in

alcohol.

Chinese Vegetable Tatlou:—The seeds of Sn/titim

sebifervm, known locally as " cay-soi," consist of I

cent, of shell and 31 per cent, of kernels. From the sheila

by heating with steam, 'J9' J per cent, of " pi-yu," a white

solid fat, is obtained having the sp. gr. 0-918 at 15 t '..

and m. pt. 44*5 C. From the kernels, by expression, is-

obtained 59-."i per cent, of "t-i --!.''•. i." or ' ting-yu," a

lieiuiel oil which possesses drying properties, and is used as-

an illuminant and in the manufacture of varnish. • M.m-
icon" is a mixture of "pi-yu" and " ting-yu " obtained

from the whole seeds; it has thesji.gr. 0-915 at 15 <
'..

andm.pt. 35 C. and is slightly acid, owing to the pri

of propionic acid. Both "mou-ieou" and "pi-yu" are

sold as ( binese vegetable tallow—a product used in the

manufacture of candles.

( 'haulmoogra, or Gynocard Oil- This eiil is obtained

from " krebao" seed, known by the Chinese as "
;

tee," the product of one or more species of Ilydrocarpn
of the natural order Bixineie. 15\ expression tin

I per cent, of oil, whieh melts at 17 ('., whilst by

extraction with ether, 50 "'_' pet cent, of oil. inciting »t

II t .'., i- obtained. The freshly-prepared oil is white

odourless, and tasteless, but oil which has been kept, Or

which has been extracted from old eds. has a light brown

colour and an odour resembling that of bird-lime. The oil

i- us. 1 t.n medicinal purposes in Inelo-I Ihina at d Siam,

Japan H'en-. — The most impottant - ure-cs of thi-

product are Rhus succedanea and R. vernicij'era. Whei

the wax is prepared from the fruit by expression, tl

i: . left ill the press residues are extracted by addipj

about In per cent, of oil ofperilla. ot
; 'yi goina'' ( thi-

J. 1903, 80G), and - ibn I
it - the wax to pressure

The presence ol the oil of perilla is the cause of th

hardness of commercial Japan wax. Tin

melts al I . and solidifies at lo-.V- | I . I'll

p gr. 1 -our,
; the blcachc I wax

0-980; i chiefly of palmitin, together wit!

I amounts oi if volatile fatty acids.

Fats derived from the Uipterocarpea.— Borneo tallci

"from the secd-ki -of Shorea aptera (Hurl..) an

fsoptcra borneensis ^S-jcheff.) contains about 95 pi

of saponifiable fats (stearin and olein) j it is used by tb

native- fot in Kngland as a lubricate

ind in Mat ih I'n ill i'ii- -it candles, l'inej
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Malabar tallow, from the seeds of Valeria indica, is t

and inodorous, and lias a consistence between that of

stearin and wax. It contains about -j per cent, of a volatile

oil, wind: can be extracted by alcohol : the tallow, after

removal of this oil, consists of 7 5 per cent, of palmitin and
25 per cent, of olein. The tallow has the following

characters :—Sp. gr. at 15 ('. 0-915; m. pt., 10° (
;

solidifying point, 30'5 C. : saponification value, 191-9
;

m. pi. of fatty acid-. 57 ' C. ; solidifying point of fattj

55' G. Candles made of Piney tallow burn steadily ai d

emit an agreeable aromatic odour.

Fats derivedfrom the Lauraceee.—"Lalreu" tallow, or
•• undung," is obtained from the seeds of Tetranthera

ilia, Jacq. (" bdi-Idi "
I ; it is used, in the manufacture

lies. '/'. citrata, Nees., T. glabraria, Nees., and
T. Rojchurytiii, B!., yield similar products. "'Vef
butter "or ihe pulp ot the"advocate pear," the fruit of
Persea gratissima, yields on expression a large percentage
of oil, which i- used as an iliuminant and for the manu-

of soap. " Taugkallah " fat is obtained from the

if Cylicodaphne sebifera, !!'
. : yield, 40— 4.j pel

cent. It melts at 15 <... and contains 85 per cent, ol

irin and 14 per cent, of olein. It is used in the

manufacture of soap and candles. It is stated that the
seeds produced annually by one tree yield sufficient fat for

the manufacture of 500 caudli - \. s.

Plants which contain in tltei K s i ne capable of
Decomposing Fats into Glycerin ami Fatty Acids. S.

FoMn. J. russ. phvs.-ehem. Ges., 35, 831—835. Chem.
Centr., 1903, 2, [26], 1451.

The author found that the most active seeds, si peri

to castor-oil seeds, were those of (

seeds of Taraxacum vulgare, Brun . . Cyn<
jlvssvm, Aquilegin vulgaris, and Aconitum Lycoi
had a distinctly weaker action. (S© ilso this J., 1902,
1541 j 1903, 67, 639, 873, 109 1.) -A. S.

Linseed Oilfrom Boiled Oils ; Differentiation of .

J. Lewkowitsch. XXIII., pagi I

Sperm Oil ; Examination of . L. M. Nash.
XXIII.. page 136.

Cod-lieer Oil and its Adulterants ; Tests for
E. H. (lane. XX1I1., pace 136."

Soaps; Method of Gradiiu/ , according to their
Detergent Power. H. W. Hillyer. XXIII., page 137.

Soaps ; Determination if Small Proportions of Sodium
Hydroxide and Carbonate in . 1'. Heermann.
XX.U1., page U14.

United Stati - Patents.

Lubricant; Process of Mailing . S.A.Smith, Pro-
wdence, E.I., U.S.A. fj. S. Pat. 748,317, Dec. 29,
1903.

A mixture of antimony trioxide and air-slaked lime is

finely powdered and added to an oil of heavy gravity, the
whole being subsequently mixed with an oil of lij'htei
gravity.—C. A. M.

Fat-like Substance; Process of Making .

O. Liebreich, Berlin. U.S. Pat. 748,511, Dee. 29,

See Ger. Pat. 130,917 of 190u
; this J., 1903, 1 19.—C. A. M.

French Patent
Soap cmitaining Lemon Juice. G. Giraudet and

A. Neuberger. Er. Pat. 334,916, Aug. 29, 1

' filtered lemon juice is mixed with an a I

solution o oil of lemon and citric acid, and sufficient
starcn added to form a paste, which is dried and in-
corporated Wlth ,-,,,!„

:

.

1;v S()a
j)

in a suitab]e
Claim is made for the use of starch as a vehicle f
juices and essential oils in general —C A XI

XHI.-PIGrMENTS, PAINTS; RESINS,
VARNISHES; INDIA-RUBBER, Etc.

(.-!.)—PIGMENTS, PAINTS.

English Patent.

While Lead; Manufacture of . ,1. II. Montgomery,
St. Louis. Eng. Pat. 15,742, July 16, L903.
Interna:. Coin., July 19, 19Q2.

She Fr. Pat. 3 '-,851 of ISO:!
;

this J., 1904, 26.—T. V. B.

United States Patent.

Protecting Ironwork; Material for , and Method of
Preparing the same. \V. 0. Emery, Crawfordsville,
Ind., U.S.A. I .S. Pat. 748,270, Dee. 29, 190 I.

A clear, highly viscous material, consisting of calcium
sodium silicates and calcium aluminate. is prepared

'axing at a «hiie heat a mixture of quicklime, quartz,
-par. alumina, and. -odium sulphate. This is powdered,

ncorj 1 with melted asphalt.— XI. J. s.

French Patents.

It7«7e Oil-Pain/; New
, and Process of Making it.

Farbwerke \V. A. Hospelt. Fr. Pat. 334,835, Aug 25
!903.

Lead oxychloride is produced by the trituration of lead
oxide with sodium chloride or any other chloride. The
mass is then treated with sulphuric acid until it exhibits
a neutral or feebly acid reaction. Tne product is pressed
and dried, and ground with oil aud a siccative.—M. J. S.

White Lead and Zinc White ; Substitute for .

C. Gendrc Fr. Pat. 334,917, Aug. 29, 1903.

A mixtube of randanite (fossil meal), barytes, aud
asbestos, is calcined and reduced to powder.— XI. J. 5.

Lilhopone Resistant to Light and Atmospheric Inflm nees ;

Process oj Manufacturing . Chem. Fabr. M.nici
hiitte. Fr. Pat. 334,944, Aug. 31, 191

The tendency of lithopone to darken on exposure to

sunlight is found not to be exhibited by products from the
manufacture of which chlorides have been entirely
excluded. ( 'rude zinc sulphate is therefore purified from
iron and manganese by heating with a permanganate and
an alkali, aud the solution is further purified by treatment
with zinc powder and copper sulphate, after whicii it is

employed for the manufacture of lithopone in the usual
manner.—M. J. s.

Pigment [Barium Sulphate and Zinc Sulphide'] ; Process
of Making a . W. J. Armbruster aud J. Morton.
Fr. Pal. 335,115, Sept. 10. 1903.

See U.S. Pat. 740,072 of 1903 ; this J., 1903, 1200.— I. V. [3.

Pigment [Barium Carbonate and Zinc Sulphide} :

Process of Making a . VV. J. Armbruster and
J. Morton. Fr. Pat. 335,358, Sept. 10, 1903.

See U.S. Pat. 740,073 of 1903 ; this J., 1903, 12C0.—T. F. B.

(£.)—BESINS, VARNISHES.

French Patents.

Linseed-Oil Varnish ; Substitute for . M. S. M .

ami C. Klee. Fr. Pat. 334,923, Aug. 29, 1903.

This varnish is especially intended for use with zinc
white, to which it imparts a covering power rivalling that
ofwkite lead. Thirty-two parts of zinc white are incorporated
with 1,000 parts of melted rosin, and the mixture is cooled
and crushed. A separate mixture is made of 100,000 parts
of petroleum oil (petrole), 1,300 parts of lysol, 35 1

of nitrobenzene, and 4,0U0—5,00i; parts of pure wi

Then 460 parts of the first are heated with 455 pari

the second mixture, and the "acide d'abiotiae," which
rises to the surface, is removed by a perforated skimmer.
Lastly, 100 parts of poppy-seed oil, or other dry-in

added.—M. J. S.
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Varnish ; Coloured . T.. Leroy and P. E. Leroy.

Kr. Pat. 334,992, Sept. 2, 1903.

A soluble silicate is mixed with any pigment or colouring

matter.—M. .1. S.

Linoleum; Substitute/or . E. V. Clausen. Fr. Pat.

335,243, Aug. 31, 191 Intermit. Conv., Oct!

22, 19 12.

£ i Kng. Pat. 19 23 of 1903; this J. 1903, 1358. -T. F.B-

(CO—INDIA-RUBBER.
Sulphur} Determination of . by E*chka's Method [in

Vulcanised Rubber]. I
I XXIII., page 132.

I'm ..ill XT.

Caoutchouc; Manufacture of —
. L. L. A.

n and .1. V. (i. de Roussy de Sales. Fr. Pat.

. Aug. 25, 1903.

'I'm:, or any hydrocarbon containii somers of

caoutchouc," is acidified with an acid, such as boric or
bydriodic, capable of " eliminating nitrogen " from it- The
mixture is then seeded with 'particles of caoutchouc " or
" other appropriate ferment," and is maintained at 60 C.
in an oxidising atmosphere free ft ai

time the whole m.,ss will have b< mto
" :i viscous solution i one " of an amber colour!

—M.J. S.

XIV.-TAMING; LEATHER, GLUE, SIZE.

Extraction of Tanning Materials; Influence oj Chlorides
and Sulphates present in Natural Waters upon'the .

i Nihonl and l.. van de Putte. Bull, de 1'Assoi beige
K- ('him., 1903,17,

A CONTINUATION of previo
us salts present in tannery water (see this Journal,

1901, 1005). A record is givi results obtained
In extracting oak I bark, ami • uimic
artificial hard waters i

. with distilled water.
I h i quantities of -alts used were such as are to be foitud
ill l);i;

I rm,,

(7*400 grm., 0*500 grm., and grm. of chlorine pet
1000 fuj the sodium, mage md calcium com]
respectively, and 0*0309 ^rrua., n-044.'> grm., 0" 1056

0*2700 grm., and 0*8383 grm. of sulphuric acid i calculated
i

-ii per luiKi in combination with the same bases. In

the adjoining table the results obtained with the smallest

and greatest proportioi if each salt on each material are

given.

In i.i, smallest quantities of salts have,

little appreciable influence, whilst the largest quantities

produce most marked effects, e.g., of calcium chloride on
oak and si, mar (where .Mi per cent, of tile tannin die

appears), and of magnesium chloride on the organic non-
tannins of all three materials. J lie following are t!

important conclusions to be drawn.

Influence of Chlorides. — Chlorides have a i

d< structive eff( cl on the tannin, and the losses observed with

natural water may he almost completely ascribed :•> their

influence. Thus a natural water containing 0*4655 grm.
of chlorine per 1000, all as calcium chioride, caused a loss

of 4'80 per cent, of tannin in the case of pin

whilst the artificial water, with 0500 grm. of chlorine,

lust 4*88 per cent. The influence upon extraction is or a

double nature : part due to the base and part to the tanning

matter. Oak tannin is wasted approximately in propor-

tion lo the concentration ol the sail solution, and i

the same i- true of sumac, whilst pine hark show-
,iti.--. As regards the destructive influence of the

various chlorides, the in some instances appears to in

with tl:,' n,. leculai weigh! of the s alt used

Influence of Sulphates.—Combined sulphuric acid has

an evi u greater destructive influence than combined!

chlorine, pine hark and oak hark being more sensitive

tha,, sue,;.... The relation between the loss in tannin and
the quantit- of salt dissolved, whilst being of a similar.

character for each tanning material and each sail, shows
greater variation- than the analogous relation when,

chlorides arc concerned.

how that ihe evil effects of hard

waters are not all I avoided by chemical softening

pro • sodium are not only not harmless, but in

some eases, as :n that ofpine hark, prodii, - than

ium or inagnesiui inds, so that a naturally

li"- /'> '/position of Oak Bark, I' '«< Bar/i, and Sumac alien Extracted with
Water. >''

1 l a .. gain in units <:' the Composition') when extracted with An
Han '

I
, .;„.' Sulphat

Bxtract.
,

' IAS 1! IKK.
I

1

, r

,

. PerCent. PerCent.
i \ . Difi 0*9 ,.,._. "•7

'

i
s + 0*0 i,. 5*8 + 1*2 In - fll + 1*3 to + 7*8 + O'll to T

I to •• lies a-s 1)' 1 1,, J- 1*0 '2 to I lu-

1

, to + s-1
chli '

to -J-:) ,, , ,
.

,
;

... a-:, 6 to + n-

1

0*8
1

' - B*8 - II- 1 lo + 2!>
+ 0-2 to -: 12 H l'-.'. -n-ii to - 1*8 '

-

1
,., -i- B*U 2'2

Magnesia :ti h -.'-7 + 0*3 to -r a-

1

+ 1-0 to + :•.' -r \" tO + 2-11

Pine i

( \ i 1'
. 27 •:; 0*2

[B)Soi ir-; !7'S 1 to - II I to + 21*0
t7*8 + id - 1

ti 21»
ride . , ,

. is-:; " in + Tl 0*4 1 i r:. - 0*5 to 2 re. a ,,

f* + ft to + 7*8 + !•-

. 2*5
I to + :f!' to 1*4 ...

it + 0'2 to + f2 ii-l to i
i ,

gl SI

i 2-:,

j- n-8 , , i;-« + ov, to + :t-2 + nti to • 20*1 ,,
i

.

i
- ii-.-, to n-

1

,
, :,, 19*7 n-2 t I + HI' 1

+ "'I In + 7-(| || 1„ + lis - to + 6*0
ii-- i-s 1 II II 11 - .1 + H'2 to + 4-7

.... ,,-
,

, 2-.-,
-i- in t,, + :::. + >-:; to I" 1*0 to !-

.".•"

+ + (i-l to

00, 0*5110, ami L*OtlO grin, of i

The rial i ,!, s .
,

i Its for all tin two
,....,,,

,
.

1 and the si cent.
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Organic Non-tannin. Total fixed by Hide.
MtaeraOIatt.er fixed

.

Oak; Bark. ]Vl : .

\ , Distilled water
, S [limn chloride ->

!'"•
I - t- 3'2

Calcium chloride +"'- to + S"2

Magnesium chloride . +0*1 to + 9-2

Sodium sulphate I

'

cium sulphate .... '

' 2
-
8

nesium sulphate. + '''7 to + S"8

Pihb Babk.

S | Distilled water
- i mm chloride

Calcium chloride +l"0to -

igneaium chloride . + 0'oto+22'2
S ulium sulphate + <>'

Calcium sulphate ...

.

+ -9to + _"-

;nesium sulphate

.

-t l'O to + VJ

SCAIAC.

I \) Distilled water
S Sodium chloride +0 -Sto+ 7':;

c ' liium chloride <>"

Hngnesium cbloridi

.mi sulphate.. 0'6 to + I'M

Calcium sulphate 0'9 i

Magnesium sulphate. e 0"7 to + l'l

. Per Cent Per Cent Pert
O'l ii:r.->

+ IVO to + 1-3 -0-1 to - •2 -1-2 to t-8

+ iro to + 1'7 -o-i to - 7-2 l'l ti

+ iru to l-.l -ti-i to — 0-1 to - 8' 13

-o-i to - t-O-u r. - ii-- -0-7 to - 4-n
3-8 + ini ii-.-; -0*9 to - •fl -0-2 to - 1-2

-o-i to - 2.8 rO'l to 0"6 -<( i 3' i — tn; to — :ri

! in .

0-3 to - + 0'2 1-7 -o- .VI
— 0-9 to - VI —— to + 1-0 - o-a to -

.
• - 17-s

- 0-1 to - 4-0-0 to + IV. n-l to - - 0-4 to 18-3

l-ii + 0'1 to + -0-7 to - 1-7 - ii-.-. to -

- -
7 to + O'O to + 0-3 -0 -

7 to - ii-.. to 2*5

I'd "1 to + 0-7 -0-!' to - 4-7 -O-o to - 14

l--:' 0-0 IVO
-O'l to - + 0-1 i" + 1*6 -0-2 to - 17-6

+ 0'
1

; -n-i; to - tl-5 a ,' - iv-i

- .in to - to ro -o-o to - -0'tl to - 18-s

-O'l to - 1-7 + (>•!> to + 01 o-
1 to + 0-7 to - 4-1

6 ii-ii to ; n-l ..V, to 31 - u- t to - 2-5
ii-i o-o to - 2-7 - 0-2 to - 1-5

soft water is of greater advantage than hitherto im;

The column of figures showing the amount of i

matter fixed by the hide, indicates an important interaction

between the saline constituents and the tanning matters.

Soluble molecular compounds are formed, capable of

absorption by the hide substance, or, alternatively th

tannin combines with the salt base, and free acid is liberate'!,

^positions are possible, and the latter especially, in

view of the distinct effect of sodium sulphate on pine-bark

The practical conclusions of this are (a) that

owing to this fixation of mineral matter the ash of leather

will vary in amount according to the water used in

faeture, and analysts must allow a certain latitude in the

matter ; and (6) the discovery of sulphuric acid in leather

when noue has been employed in the manufacture can be
explained by the presence of sulphates in the tannery

water.— R. L. J.

Mangrove Bark us i Tanninq Material. . J. Paes
Collegium, 1904, [91], 15—16.

Pieces of hide were tauued in mangrove hark liquors (a)
for about two weeks in liquors of 4 Be. density. One half

were then washed till the water was no longer coloured,
and then air-dried, and analysed. The other half were (6)
further tanned for >ix months in liquors strengthened up to

ti" Be., washed, dried, and analysed as before. Similar t. ts

were made with an oak tannage, and the results calculated
to 18 per cent, of moisture were as follows :

—

u-2

O'l

TV P '

Is "
Ash

,

;

Soluble constituents:
Tannin substance
Xon-tannm substance.

u Either substance:—
Tanmn ,
Hide substance

Per I 'cnt.

18-0
0'2

in.

32 • t

44-0

Oak.

18-0
0-7

30-2

ii-

ii

100-0

Total tixed tannin in the
37-3

74-0 JS-fi

.
33-0

Yields of leather per 100 parts
of hide substance

tannin per 100 parts
hide substance ....

The leather was thus fully tanned in a fortnight, and the

results are rather better with mangrove than with oak.
— 11. L. J.

Sulphuric Acid in Leather; D t nf .

M. C. Lamb and J. \V. Lamb. XX III.

English Patents.

Hides; Process and Compound for Unhairing .

J.Mellinger, Baltimore, U.S.A. Lug. Pat. 22, 142, Oct.

17, 1903.

Soda lye, containing 30*22 per cent, of caustic soda (100 lb. I,

. lye as above but saturated with hydrogen sulphide

(200 lb.), and commercial ammonium carbonate of the

composition "XII, + 2(i-3C't)... " (100 lb.) are mixed, dis-

solved in warm water (500 gallons), heated to 60
' F., and

allowed to stand. The hides are soaked in cold water for

12 hours, suspended in the above liquor, and the loosened

hair and epidermis is washed off in water. Heavy hides

require immersion for 2—3 hours, and skins 10—30 minutes,

according to substance.—R. L. J.

United States Pai ;

Clarifying Liquors [Glue Solutions']; M .

EX 'R. Hewitt, Garden City, N.Y., U.S.A. U.S. Pat.

748,803, Jan. ,", 1904.

Solutions, such as glue, which are slightly acid, are

neutralised by addition of a suitable base so as to form a

tine precipitate. Aqueous sulphurous acid and the lime
salts of bones are then added, and the mixture is ag

neutralised so that a readily separable sludge is obtained.

— II. L. J.

Glue from Hides : Manufacture nf . K. R. Hewitt,

Garden Citv, N.Y., CJ.S.A. U.S.Pat. 748.S66, Jan. 5,

1904.

The hides are treated with a cold aqueous solution of

sulphurous acid containing calcium phosphate and calcium
sulphite {i.e., two acid salts which precipitate when neu-
tralised), washed, dissolved in hot water, neutralised

the precipitate is settled out. If necessary the hot neutral

solution is further treated with a little of the original

pickling solution and again neutralised to induce a second

precipitation.—R. L. .T.

Horn-like Material from Ran: Skins; Pro Pre-

paring . E." Jetter, Erfurt. U.S. Pat. ',

Jan. 12, 1904.

5F.E Er. Pat. 330,006 of l'JO- ; this J., 1903, 1056—T.F.B.
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XV.-MANURES. Etc.

I Cultivation ; Mamci'ial Expt riments in . Bull.

oi the Imperial Inst. (Suppl. to Bd. of Trade J.)» 19°3j

l . L88 200.

The results of tot Qts, which extended o-. ko

shown in the following table :

—

Nature ofMs

per J

cwt.) ...

Kainite (5cwf
l cwt. J -i

e (:» cwt.)
v, 1 . )

(3 cwt.)
moniu]

rj

I (6 cwt.)
chlorid

chloridi t cwl
,

kaimte (3 cwt.)
cwt.) -

kainite (3 cwl
moniu

cw t.

)

cwt. I

> J_

=1 - X— n

H— i

- ->
= <

z z
~

t't
a

-.'
PS

-----

I

SI49 :>7 12
it: 7

3211

8951

38

Hi

'J s. ,:.

l';
-

8
14 11 7

17 I 5

13 7 8

l.-. n 7

17 13 "

HI 11 1

36 .".

SS I"

H 17

14 16
1.-, 7,

It !> Si

32 - 13

is -

c r

II 11 111

ii I- i;

ll 11 7

1 7

ii 15 o
n

i j ,;

1 :; 0|
1 7 6

• In the 1902 i
I ilueol the tow is included in that of

d (lax.

The most I ult is the effect of fertilisers con-

ing potash in increasing the yield of flax fibre. Although
with the other manures the average results were unsatisfac-

tory, yet in individual cases the resu i>! —AS.
United States Pati

Manure} [Electrical Pro s 1/ wfacturing ,

from Apatite. W. Palmaer, Stockholm. U.S. I '.it.

Dee. 29, 1903.

A solution contain

i

i chlorate, or sodium per-

orate, or a mixture of these with foreign salts, is

sed, and the acid solution formed at the anode is

used to act upon a mineral phosphate iu a separate vessel.

To the solution thus obtained, the alkaline solution formed
:i; the cathode during the electrolysis is added, to precipitate

dicalcium phs

this Journal, 1902, 1189.—E. S

XVI.-SUGAE, STARCH, GUM, Etc.

\r Cane; Deterioration oj Cut • Bull, of the
Imperial lust. (Suppl. f Trade J.), 1903, [4],
212.

Experiments have been made to determine th< rapidity

with which the Bucrose iu sugar canes is converted into

invert sugar after the canes are cut. The results obtained
ties of sugar cane, viz., " White Ma;

Purple < lu rib. in." "Manilla," "
1 likeban," and

are shown in the lollowiog table, the :

I

T I 'il loss *

Per Per

These results show thai in the firs; two days the loss is

relatively small, but after thn e days, more than one-fifth of

the available sugar has disappear! I The conclusion is

drawn that the ratios should be received at the factory not
later than 24— :(ti hours after cutting.—A. S.

Starch ; Reversion and Coagulation of . L. Maquenne,
A. I'cmbach, and J. Wolff. Comptee rend., 1901,138,
i, [I], 49—51.

Attention i
c called t the difference between the ainylo-

cellulose which is obtained on the spontaneous reversion of

starch, and which can still be saccharified by diastase,

and the coagulum formed by treating starch with a
small quantity of n

I ; this coagulum is incapable
of saccharification by diastase. Aruvlocellulose may be
r ignised by treating it for a short time with potassium
hydroxide, then adding a siiglit excess of hydrochloric aeid

and a few drops of iodine solution, which gives a blue
coloration. It is found that the formation of amylocellulose
is much more rapid in the coagulum obtained by the action
of amylo-coagulase on starch paste heated at 120° (J. for

1 j minutes, or at 100 for .'lu minutes, or liquefied by heating
at 130 for 2 hours, than it is in the spontaneous reversion

of the starch paste. If, however, the coagulum is examined
immediately after its formation, very little amylocellulose
is detected, but the amount increases, and may finally

constitute OS much as one half of the total coagulati 1

matter.—T. it. r.

Fehling's Solution s Sodium Sulphidi as an Indicator toiti

[Determination ofReducing Sugars}, L. Beulaggue.
XXIII., page 137.

Nitrates in Liquids charged with Organic Matters /•'

roor Juices, At. 1 , Determination of Traces of .

A. J'dgnoul. .XXIII.. page 135.

United Si vn.s Pa i
i

ine Juices , Process of Defecating •

W. C.Salisbury, Assignor to A.J. Kramper, both of
Dakota, Neb. 1 . S. Pat. 718,313, Dec. 29, 1903.

iiixi; juices and syrups arc clarified and bleached

by treating them with powdered alum iu the proportion of

1 oz. of alum to 100 galls, of juice, and then boiling the

juice, with agitation, for about an hour, and skimming off

the impurities separated by the action of the alum during

boiling and agitation.— J. !'. B.

Sugar ; Process of Making . \V. C. Salisbury,

nor to A. J. Kramper, both of Dakota. Neb.
1 ,S. Pat. 748,31 I, Dec. 29, I

Oni hundred gallons of juice, prepared from saccharine

substarj :eS, are treated, whilst boiling, with 1 OZ. of powdered
alum and -.', oz. of sodium bicarbonate (with or without the

addition of 4 oz. of sugar for each gallon of juice). The
juice i- boiled, stirred, and skimmed for about one hour,

the resulting syrup is then cooled slichth and 1 oz. of a

" suitable extract " is added thereto.— .1. T. B.

XVII-BREWING, WINES, SPIRITS, Etc.

<<ititm ; Theory of . Nutrition of Yeast with]

. A. Bichter. /.its. angew. ('hem., 1904. 17,

[2], 5.J—jti; from Ceutralbl. f. Bakt. u. Parasitenk.,

U ,11, 438.

Tut: author has previously shown that yeast is capable of

decomposing all the si._ I in a liquid before ii

attacks the nitrogenous substances, provided that it is fed

with very small ties of pepsin at the same time.

Further experiments -how that iu the devi lopn

io a medium i entable material, the latter is

decorup otly both of the decomposition
nutrient solo the presence of other nutrient

matter. The «hoh
j rocess is shown to be of an enzymtt

ratine, thus confirming Biichner's theory.— T. II. I".

Fermented Liquids : Origin of the Amid Alcohol in

Ii. Barman and K. Km.-.' Woch. f. ISrau., 1904, 21,
27.

ties of investigations on the by-products of alcoholic

:.ition (this Join the authoi -
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mined tbat aniyl alcohol was produced by pure-cultivated

yeasts quite apart from any contamination with bacteria,

but failed to establish the conditions uecessary for its

production. It has now been definitely ascertained

the formation of amy] alcohol by pure yeast is not attribut-

able to the unfavourable physiological condition of the

yeast cells. It has also been found that pure-cultivated

distillery yeast produces no amy1 alcohol in artificial glucose

media, but that if barley malt worts be employed, ainyl

alcohol is found amongst the products of fermentation. It

was consequently inferred that the amyl alcohol is not a

product of the fermentation of hexoses, but of those carbo-

hydrates of the wort which accompany the hexoses and
which beloDg to the class of " futfuroids," prepared by
Tollens by the acid hydrolysis of brewers' grains. A scries

of experiments was therefore made in which glucose

solutions containing peptone and nutrient salts were

fermented with pure cultures of S. cerevista L., due pre-

cautions being taken to exclude bacteria. Some of these

fermentations were allowed to proceed for periods up to

three years, and the products consequently contained

ammonia, organic bases, and sulphur compounds, Apart
from such decompositiou products there were formed in

most cases formic acid, valeric acid, acetaldehyde, ethyl

alcohol, glycerin, and succinic acid, but never amyl alcohol.

Beet-juice, fermented for 3G days, likewise yielded no
amyl alcohol. On the other hand, a wort prepared from
raw barley saccharified by malt, fermented for 11 months,
and a wort prepared from brewers' grains by Tollens'

method, and containing the " furfuroids," yielded acetalde-

nvde and ethyl alcohol together with large quantities of

amjl alcohol.—J. F. B.

Dissimilar Fermentations in Tuns filled with Wort of tin-

same Brewing. Vogel. Zeits. ges. Brauw., 1904,' 27,
[2], 23—21.'

In large breweries the wort from a single brewing is

frequently distributed between two or three fermentation
tuns, and it is by no means rare to find that the different

portions ferment in a totally different manner. The author
enumerates some of the possible causes of such dissimilarities

in fermentation. The position of the tuns may be such as

to cause large variations in the temperatures of the wort
fermenting in them ; some tuns may be close to a door or
ventilating shaft and thus be exposed to draughts, others
ma} be close to a stove or heating arrangement and so
become unevenly heated. The pitching yeast given to

each tun may vary in consistency, and irregularities may
occur in making up and measuring out the pitching yeast

A very frequent cause of dissimilar fermentation lies in

variations of the quantity of absorbed oxygen in the wort. If
a check occur on the cooler, the collecting tank of the latter

becomes nearly empty, and the wort, as it is drawn off into
the tuns, may form a vortex, sucking in bubbles of air ; then,
later, the collecting tank fills up again and the wort runs away
without air. Also, if hose pipe be used for filling the tuns,
it may sometimes dip to the oottom and at other ti

merely rest on the s dge of the tun ; it is generally advisable
to fix a " swan's neck " pipe to the edge of the tun at a
constant height and to attach the hose to this. Again, the
pitching temperature in the different tuns may vary, owing
to irregular control of the temperature of the wort as it

I aves the cooler. Other irregularities of fermentation may-
be caused by some of the tuns being lacquered and others
not

;
they may also depend on the shape of the tuns and

the height to which they are filled. The last tun filled

generally receives more than its share of cooler-dregs and
rinsings of the plant ; on the other hand, if the pipes, &c,
be infected, most of the iufecting growths will be v
through into the first tun tilled, the second and third being
only moderately contaminated.—J. F. B.

I !i wing by tiie Infusion Method. V. Petit. Ann. de la

Brasserie, 1903, 8, [24 , 553—556.
To obtain a beer of low attenuation, which, when fined,
will give a good secondary fermentation and satisfactory
head without the necessity for added sugar, it is essential
to retard saceharification by quickly raising the temperature
ot the mash to 65

:—6S' C. At the same time, in or

secure the solution of head-forming nitrogenous constituents,

it is desirable to carry on the preliminary mashing in the

machiue at 40 — 15° C. The author states that either of

the following methods ot mashing will give satisfactory-

results :—100 kilos, of malt are mashed in the machine with

150 litres of water at tij C, and the mixture is run into

the mash tun containing 130 litres oE hot liquor "at 90° C."
The temperature of the mash will lie about 62° C, which
is then raised to 73 — 75

J

C. with boiling water. After a

short rest the wort is drawn off and the grains are sparged.

In the second method, 100 kilos, of malt are mashed with

100 litres of water in the machine, so as to attain a tem-
perature of ab.Mit 45 C. By introducing hot liquor above
and below, the temperature is raised to 65 c—OS C. in

10 minutes, and is then slowly brought up to 75 C, the

mash being afterwards left fin- 10— 1"> minutes at about

3 C- By means of a steam coil in the mash tun, a saving

may be effected in the quantity of hot water required for

heating the mash. In such case, one-third of the thick

mash from the machine (temperature 40
J
C.) may be run

into the hot liquid in the mash tun, so as to obtain a tem-
perature of 65° C. At the end of 10 minutes steam is

turned on, and the temperature raised to 9(1 (
'., whereupon

i he rest of the thick mash is added, reducing the temperature
to 63 C, the whole being then slowly raised to 75° C. This

arrangement also permits the use of raw grain, without any
additional apparatus being required.— C. S.

Disinfection and Disinfectant* in Brewing. II. Will.

Zeits. ges. Brauw., 1903, 26, [51], £65—874; [52],
886—891.

Sodium Carboni'. The chief value of sodium carbonate

solution consists in its power of loosening and dissolving

dried impurities. It should In- used of 10 per cent, strength,

boiling hot, and allowed to net on the vessels for at least

half an hour and at a temperature not below Si) I'.

Calcium Hydroxide ( Slaked Lime).—The action is similar

to that of sodium carbonate, but where contamination is

more than moderate, the application of lime should be
preceded by a thorough scrubbing. The effect will be greater

if the dressing be prevented from drying too quickly.

Quicklime has proved very useful when strewed on damp
floors.

Bleaching Powder.—In the form of a solution containing

I per cent, of active chlorine, this substance is useful for

washing the walls and floors of .fermenting cellars and
malthouses, as well as fermenting vessels that have become
mouldy owing to damp storage. There does not seem to

lie any risk of unfavourably affecting the taste or smell of

the beer, provided the above concentration is not exceeded
and the vessels, exc, are well washed afterwards.

Antiformin.—This preparation consists of sodium hy-

pochlorite and caustic soda, the active ingredient beiug the

chlorine, of which over 4 per cent, is liberated on treatment
with hydrochloric acid. The author classes it among the

best disinfectants available for brewery work. It rapidly

softens organic impurities and facilitates their removal by
scouring, in addition to its oxidising action, and it also

dissolves incrustration. The germicidal power is high,

and a 5 per cent, solution is sufficient for most purposes.

It is used cold, and may be safely applied to varnished
surfaces with a brush, provided care is taken to prevent
prolonged contact.

Sulphur Dioxide.—Though good results are obtained
with this gas, it cannot penetrate to a sufficient depth
through a contaminating deposit of yeast to act effectually

thereon.

Calcium Bisulphite.—The disagreeable effects of this

disinfectant on the operator may be diminished by diluting
the solution to a strength of 10 grms. of sulphur dioxide
per litre (one part of the average' commercial article to six

parts of water). For destroying mould it is superior to

bleaching powder, and it also keeps better than the latter.

Hydrofluoric Acid.—This is an excellent disinfectant,

and is equal to antiformin in germicidal power. A 1 per
cent, solution is sufficient, and this will not attack the

varnish on vats. Its caustic action, however, even when iu

a very dilute condition, militates against its ex: nsive use.
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Ammonium Bifluoride. -A ."j per cent, solution forms a

very strong germicide, and even one of 2 per cent, strength

is powerful. It ranks next to antiformin, to which it is

superior in retarding vegetation. The solution does not

injure the skin, is inodorous, and does not liberate vapour.

Hose pipes maj be cleaned In scrubbing, followed by
immersion for 12—21 hours in a 0*4 per cent, solutiou of

this salt contained in a elosrd vessel. The treatment is

a fortnight, and the old solution may he used

Mr washing floors, flushing drains, &c. Vats and other

are scrubbed and then well brushed over with a

:i per cent, solution of the bifluoride, which
for at least three hours. Wooden buckets, &c, must he

used, since the ". per cent, solution attacks

MontaninXSgdrofluosiii c >.—A solution containing
.". per cent, of the acid ranks between microsol and

autigermin as a germicide, and also retards vegetation, ll

not attack varnish,and has littleeffecl or. the skiu.

Microsol.—Tiiis preparation varies in properties, but

seems to depend for its action mainly on the presence

of copper sulphate. A 2 per cent, solution (in exceptional

[- I i'cr etc.) is suitable for "washing the inside of

storage casks. It may be also mixed with milk of lime for

whitewashing.

Antinonnin {Potassium OrthodinitrocresoV).—Damp walls

may be made dry by applying ;• hot i — - per cent.

of this preparation, alter a good scrubbing with ho'

ud application being given in three days' time. When
dry the wall is brushed over with white Inn. mixed with

the same solution. The strength is doubled if large

quantities of mould fungi are present.

. I ntigermin.—This preparation is a copper salt of a weak

organic acid. It is said to be soluble in 200 parts of water,

arid is applied after mixing in hot v. irring up the

mixture, its power of retarding vegetal.on is still s

than that of either antinonnin ..r microsol, and the low
solubility prolongs action. Mixed with a

- per cent, solution of lime and applied as a double or triple

coating to walls, it dries them and eliminates mould fungi

;

but, like nntinohnin, it cannot he used for utensils that are

Cl with wort, beer, or yeast.

/'.
.. naldehyde.— In addition to its disinfectant properties

formaldehyde constitutes er for fusty

cellars. It has also been used for sterilising pure-culture

plant. One objection, however, toi lymcnt is

its injurious effect on the mucous membrane.— C. *>.

Beet 'ill/in . H.Will. Zeits. ges,

Branw., 1904, 24, [3], 2'J—30.

TuKBrDOT of beer due to resins is a very rare occurrence ;

it is generally attributed to the separation of n sin^ extracted

from the hops. The author, however, cannot admit tbat

hop resins are present in the beer in such quantities as to

cause a visible turbidity. The small quantity whicl

settle out with the yeast is found in the sediments from the

lager ea.-ks. The author lias recently examined a number
of samples of be

i c less turbid, and poss.

distinct flavour of pitch. The microscopic examination of

nrbid samples showed that the turbidity was caused

solely by the presence of globules of resin. ( in applying

pressure to the cover-glass it was fouud that these globules

varied in consistency, as if the resin were 1 in some
solvent in varying proportions. The globules were separated

by centrifugalising some of the beer ; they were then placed

on a gypsimi plate to remove most of the wa
moistened with a reagent composed of a mixture of 5 c.e.

of acetic anhydride and one or two drops ol

sulphuric acid. A violet coloration was thus developed—

a

conclusive proof that the turbidity was caused, not

resins, but by rosin di rived from the pitch lining of the

It is not y. i clear how this pitch is absorbed by the

beer, hut it is v. A' due to overheating when
coating tic casks, and the consequent formation of rosin

oil, which appears as a bluish iridescent layer over the

surface of the pitch after cooling. The microscopic

appearance of the cent! rosin particles may vary

from characteristic glol ougb intermedial

to rouudish, iudetii.it :ly shaped particles, which tend to

adhere in masses, and have a shrunken, honeycombed
.nice, ranging from colourle-s to yellowish brown.

—J. F. I!.

Siarch in Barley and Mull: Method for the Rapid
Determination of- -. II. T. Brown and J. H. Millar.

XXIII., page 137.

Tartaric Acid; Characteristic Reaction of Free .

[Detection of Tartaric Acid in Wines.'] D. Ganassini.
XXIII., page 136.

English Patent.

Malt, Barli /, and the like; Roasting , for Colouring
and Flavouring Stout and Ales. O.Valentine, Dublin.

Eng. Pat. 28,834, Dec. 31', 1902.

The grain is roasted in an hei losed, revolt

cylinder, provided with an internal cylindrical water
condenser, and with a right- and left-handed screv

mixing. The vapours produced are condensed by the

internal cold surface and reabsorbed by the grain, thereby
swelling it and preventing carbonisation. The uncoudensed
gases are led away throhgh a pipe, with a valve and
universal joiut, to receivers, where they can be measured
and absorbed by a fresh charge of grain for subsequent
roasting. If the water in the condenser be insufficient to
control the temperature of the roasting grain, water may
be admitted to the centre of the mass in the roaster. The
roastiDg mav safely be conducte 1 at a temperature of

ICO v.— J. if. 11.

L'mi ED >- '. : ES I'm;

. II. E. Frees, Assignor to

IgO. U.S. I'at. 740

vs nf
Wahl anil llenius,

Dec 8,1!

I lm'i is ma!. ,
in brewing beer, for the process of removing

from corn its soluble oil, consisting in mixing with the

ground corn an alkaline earth (such as lime) and water,

and cooking the mixture thereby reducing the soluble-oil

' i ents io an insoluble snap, mashing the cereal, drawing
off the wort, and intercepting the soap in the grains from
which the wort i- -T. II. 1'.

Brew A. I.. Xenl.ert and S. T. Wiei
beck. Minneapolis, Minn. 1 .S. I'at. 749,087, Jan. .">,

The brewing vessel CO) provided with a

charging opening surrounded by au overflow flange ; means
are provided for admitting steam, air. and water to the top

of the casing, and for admitting td air near the

bottom of the easing, below a perforated false bottom.

This false bottom is made up of sectors, and a series

agitator arms is carried by a vertical shaft in M;

the Lowermost anus being constructed IO sweep the

perforated plate and keep the boh s clear. The disci

pipe from the bottom oi the easing below the
|

plate is conducted upwards, and communicates by one

branch with a cooler and by another branch with a

strainer tub, which discharges into a " grant," which in its

turn has a discharge pipe leading back int.. the opening in

the top of ti J. !•'. B.

XVIII.-FOODS; SANITATION; WATER
PURIFICATION, & DISINFECTANTS.

(.4.)- -1 null-.

English Patent.

ttuffs ; I cess for obtaining tit- Assimi-

lable Phospho-organic .Matter from . S. I'o-ternak,

I'm. it. 24,692, 'in,' 13, 1903.

Instead of the mineral acids specified in Eng. Pat. 1

of 1902 (see I'r. I'at. 318,311 ; this Journal, IUU2, 1464) the

oil caki extracted j ilutious of some of the more
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powerful organic acids, which dissolve insoluble alkaline-

earth salts and react towards Congo red like mineral

acids. The impure extracts or precipitates containing the

phospho-orgauic compounds may be purified by the action

of oxidising agents, such as permanganates, chlorine, &c,
which have no action upon the compounds in quesl

The free phospho-orgauic acid may be extracted /nun

aqueous solutions by a mixture of ether and alcohol, or it

may be precipitated by means of a metallic or earth;

the metal being subsequently precipitated by an acid with

which it yields an insoluble salt. The free phos

organic acid has a composition corresponding to the

aula C4P3H8Og ; it is tetrabasic, and is split up on
heating with mineral acids at 130° C. into phosphoric acid

and " inosite." Its talis and double salts are also claimed.

—J. !

United Si iti • i'.v i

Sunthetic-Milh < 'ompound, and Process ofProducing same.

W. A. Hall. O.S. Pat. 746,502,Dec.

The compound described consists of casein, an alkali (for

instance, sodium bicarbonate), calcium chloride, and o

sugar, with or without a butter-fat ; the constituent

mixed together ia various proportions.— T. H, P.

Yeast Extract*; PioCi < Preparing Aliinentdrl/ .

M. Klb. Dresden. U.S. Vat. 748,711, Jan. 5, 1904.

Pat. 13,097 of 19ol ; this J„ 1902, 924.—T. F. B.

French Patent.

Animal Blood ; Desiccation of . G. Tauer. Fr. Pat.

33 1. 'J02. Aug. 28, 1903.

(Jnclotted Mood, or clotted blood suitably pul]

treated with an oxide, hydroxide, or metallic salt, e.g.,

with 1—3 per cent, of lime, so as to form a jelly. Tbc
albuminoids are then precipitated by aeidulation with very

dilute mineral acid, with agitation. The mass is then

pressed and dried, [f desired, the mixture may he 1;

before precipitation or pressing.—J. F. B.

(.B.)—SANITATION ; WATER PURIFICATli IN.

Water-Pipes ; Peculiar Destruction of . M. Freund.
Zeits. angew. Cheui., 1904, 17," [2], 4.1— 48.

The author gives analyses of curious dark grey graphite-
like masses formed in the walls of iron water-pipes situ

near an electric tramway in Frankfort-on-the-Maine ; the

formation of these masses, which were soft enough t<

scratched by the finger-nail and readily cut with a knife,

proceeded from the exterior to the interior of the pipes, anil

it was found that they all lie on a straight line. The
result of the analysis was as follows:— Free iron,

ferrous phosphate, Fe3P2 8 ,
37-1 ; ferrous silicate, FeSiO.,

44-0; and carboD, 8-1 per cent. Comparison of the
material with the unaltered iron of the pipes shows that

the phosphoric acid and silica have their origin in the
phosphorus and silicon contained in the iron, and are not at
all derived from the surrounding soil. That this substance is

the result of an electrolytic action in presence of moist soil

was shown experimentally.—T. II. P.

United States Patent.

Water ; Apparatus fur the Removal of Sulphuric Add
from . H. Reisert, Cologne, Germany. U -

748,308, Dec. 29, 1903.

A funnel-shaped vessel, constituting a "barium-carbonate
bath,' and contained within an outer vessel, is provided
centrally with a tube admitting the water to be purified to
near its bottom, whence it passes upwardly through filter-
ing material at the top, and overflows into the containing
vessel, which latter receives from an elevated reservoir a
regulated supply of saturated lime witter for the removal of
calcium and magnesium bicarbonates from the water which
flows into the vessel from the overflow described,
pare U.S. Pat. 713,800, 1902; this J„ 1902, 1550.)—E. S.

XIX -PAPER, PASTEBOARD, Etc.

Tissue Paper ; Sulphite Wood Pulp for . Wt
f. Papierfabr., 1904, 35, [3], 162— 1G3.

The successful preparation of tissue paper from wood
pulp depends mainly on the quality of the raw material.

The only pulp suitable is a well-boiled, tough cellulose, free

from splinters and resin, which has been so thoroughly-

washed that the lime and boiling liquor are completely
removed. Pulp which still contains some of the boiling

liquor makes satisfactory work on the machine almost
impossible, owing to the sticking of the paper to the press-

rolls. It is not essential for ordinary grades of tissue paper
that the pulp should be of an easy bli i tety,

provided it be perfectly boiled and wash d. Bad washing
causes a slimy deposit to collect on the wire and i

especially the top felt, thus preventing proper couching and
pressing. Resin specks and splinters produce holes in the

paper; it is also impossible to make a well-closed it

paper with good " rattle " from brittle, badly boiled pulp.

It is not possible to prepare the sulphite pulp to make
papers corresponding with several different samples; if

samples have to he worked to, other kinds of cellulose must
he mixed in, in order to produce the desired variations.

The betti r class - of tissue papers require an Admixture
rag pulp.—J. F. B.

Cotton-Rag Paper ; Knots in . P. Papier-Zeit.,

1904, 29, [«], 181.

( > iimexting on a sheet of unsized cotton-rag paper which
contained a large number of knots, the writer remarks that

the clotting of the pulp in this manner is caused by too
violent agitation either in the stuff-chests or as it is fed on
to the machine. With cotton pulps the circumferential

speed of the stirrer in the stuff-chest must not exceed
1 metre in 6 . The stirrer must not present broad,
flat surfaces to the pulp, but all its parts must be wedge-
shaped, so as to cut through the stuff. The bit

of the stirrer should be sloped off, so as to prevent
the deposition of the fibres. Should the diameter of the
chest be so large that the pulp is not properly kept in

suspension at so low a speed, boards about S inches wide
should be fixed to the stirrer-arms not quite horizontally,

but with a slope to an angle of 40
'. If this be not sufficient,

stirrers with four arms should be provided. Similar knots
may also be produced by the too violent action of the
stirrer connected with the paper-machine for mixing the
pulp with the "back-water." A few of the knots present

iu the paper in question were derived from the knotted
stitches in the rags, which are not reduced in the heaters.

These knots are only to be avoided by picking out the
stitches from the rags, or, preferably, by using an efficient

knotter with slits 0"3 mm. in width.—J. F. B.

Paper ; Rc-manufacture of Waste , in America. K. K.
Wochenbl. f. Papierfabr., 1904, 35, [2], 86—89.

The re-iuanufacture of waste paper has assumed enormous
proportions in America, especially in the iStew England
States. After a preliminary sorting and dusting, the
paper is boiled with sodium carbonate solution. This

treatment is distinctly better than those in which soap
solutions, ready formed, are employed, since a direct

reaction takes place between the soda and the saponi-
fiable constituents of the printing ink. The lamp-black is

thus set free and becomes incorporated with the soap
solution at the moment of saponification. Thus emulsified,

the carbon is easily removed in the subsequent washing
process. The pulp is then bleached and a fine white " stuff"

containing 8—10 per cent, of ash and possessing excellent

paper-making properties results. This material is mixed
with a small percentage of wood cellulose and the desired

amount of loading. It runs on the machine with extreme
ease and, considering its strength, at a high speed. The
resulting paper possesses exceptional opacity and elasticity

—

properties which assure for it a large demand amongst the

printers. Samples of this paper compared by the writer

with paper prepared from new materials [poplar pulp] were

pronounced to be better than the latter, both on account of
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the properties mentioned above and oil account of 'is

structure and surface. Most of the American magazines
arc stated to be printed on re-manufactured paper, and to

this tact their well-known superiority is largely attributable.

—J. F. B.

United States Pati

Paper, and Process ofMaking same. E. II. Fowler and
\>. N. Hoover, Washington, D.C. I .S. Pat 748,179,

Dec. 29, 1903.

Paper is impregnated, either in the unfinished or finished

state, with a solution of glycerin, alcohol, and water.

—J. F. B.

Paper from Old Newspapers, Hooks, Magazines, A...-

Process of Making . W. B. Meixell and T. Holt,

Sayre, Pa., Assignors to S. Thorp, Elmira, N.Y., and

H. L. Towner and I'. K. Stephens, Sayre, Pa. U.S. Pat.

748,1168, Jan. 5, 1904.

Printed waste-paper is reduced to a pulp and treated, with

or without heat, with a solution of a compound consisting

of soda, margaric acid, oleic acid, water, and earthy matter.

The pulp is finally washed to remove the carbon and
colouring matters, and made into paper.— .1 . V. H.

Gelatinous Product, and Process of Producing same; In-

soluble . H. V. Dunham, New York, Assignor to

Casein Co. of America, New Jersey. U.S. Pat. 748,708,
.Ian. 5, 1904.

A substitute for albumin is made by adding 3 parts

of hexaniethylenetetramine to a solution of 17 parts of
" ordinary dry commercial gelatinous substance " in 40
parts of water; the mixture i- evaporated to dryness and
the product subjected to the action of steam, at about
180° F., for about half an hour. Compare U.S. Pat.

095,198 of 1902 ; this Journal, 1902, 547.—T. F. B.

I asein-Cellulose Composition, and Process of Producing
saiun. II. V. Dunham, New STork, Assignor to Casein

Co. of America, New Jersey. U.S. Pat. 748,709, Jan. 5,

1904.

A PRODUCT resembling celluloid is obtained by mixing
together solutions of casein and nitrocellulose in a common
solvent, e.g., glacial acetic acid ; camphor, ur other sub-

stance used in the manufacture of celluloid, may also be

added to the mixture.— T. F. B.

French Patent.

Paper and Similar Substances; Treatment of , to

Render them Tougher and more Impervious. Yellumoid
Taper Co. Fr. Pat. 835,376, Sept. IS, 1903.

See U.S. Pat. 740,006 of 1903 ; this J., 1903, 1 1 15.—T. F. B.

XX.-FINE CHEMICALS, ALKALOIDS.

ESSENCES, AND EXTRACTS.

Rare Earths; Bismuth us an Agent of Separation in the

S,i us of . G. Urbain and II. l.acombc. Comptes
rend., 1904, 138, [2], 84—85. (See this J., 1903, L365.)

The authors find that bismuth, in fractionating, lies between
samarium and europium, and thus divides two series.

Europium may be considered as the first member of the

yttrium series. The authors have based a new method of

eparation on the following considerations : When a series

of isomorphous salts gives uncrystallisable mother-liquors,

the latter retain a quantity of crystallisable salt depending
on the amount of uncr\ Stallisable compounds tiny contain ;

and, similarly, a consicl rable amount of erj stallisa

will, in crystallising, take down with them a sensible amount
of an uncrystallisable salt present in relatively Bmall

tity, ai ire of a very soluble crystallisable salt.

Thus the uncrystallisable mother-liquors of the double mag-
i -linn nitrates retain a certain amount of gadolinium salts.

Bj adding to these a qunntitj of bismuth ma am
and crystallising, the gadoliuiui Is are

partial); -ninth salt, and can

pletcly removed by repetitions cf the treatment. The

separation of these salts trom the bismuth is, of course, an
easy and straightforward operation. A similar process

serves to eliminate gadolinium from crude yttrium com-
pounds in which it occurs in small amount.—J. T. D.

Silrer, Colloidal, Pure ; Preparation and Properties

of . A. < hassevant. Bull. Soc. Chim., 1904, 31,

[1], 11.

Colloidal silver was prepared by the method of Schneider

(Ber., 1S90, 25, 1281) by mixing 500 c.c. of 10 per cent.

silver nitrate solution, with a solution composed of 5(Jo c.c.

of 30 per cent, ferrous sulphate solution and 1,700 c.c.

ofa solution containing 2i-o grms. of crystalline sodium
citrate. The precipitate thus obtained was collected on the

filter pump, re-dissolved in water, and precipitated with

twice its volume of alcohol (95 per cent.), the bluish-black

precipitate thus obtained beir.g in the soloid condition. It

was filtered out by means of a Chamherlaud filter. The
dry residue was then dissolved off by placing the cylinder

in a test-tube containing water. The blocked cylinder

appears to act as a dialyser. Solutions of pure colloidal

silver have no tendency to precipitate in a geloid state.

Although, in the presence of the mother solution, the

silver assumes the insoluble black geloid form in a tew

hours, if it be purified from all electrolytic salts, it n

he kept for several weeks in the soluble soloid condin D

The presence of alcohol, however, retards the influence

of the salts in this direction. Colloidal silver, after the

addition of alcohol, may be kept for a considerable

time, even iu the presence of an excess of crystalloids,

without passing into the geloid state, as it would quickly

do in the absence of alcohol. This method of precipita-

tion has been applied to the purification of colloidal

silver, which, after two treatments, gave 96' 59 per cent,

of Ag. This purified product is precipitated in the

geloid form by various electrolytes. If its solution be
evaporated in vacuo, or if the deposit on the Chamberlain!

cylinders be dried, ordinary metallic silver results. The
aqueous solution of the soloid form is very stable, and the

precipitate on the porcelain may even he preserved in strong

alcohol; it is soluble in alcohol, but only iu the presence of

water, being insoluble iu absolute alcohol. It is readily

soluble in glycerin, sp. gr. C2G4, and forms organo-sololds,

as indicated" by Schneider, After lhe addition of other

colloid substances, such as guin, gelatin, or soda solution

of acid-albuuiose, the mixture may lie evaporated in vacuo,

iu the cold, without affecting the physical condition of lhe

silver, which retains its colloidal state and its solubility iu

water.—J. O. B.

Collodion-Cotton of the German Pharmacopoeia. C. Jene.

Chem.-Zeit., 1904, 28, [6], 61.

The author has determined the nitrogen-content of collo-

dion-cotton prepared according to the German Pharma-

copoeia, and finds it to be on the average 11-9 per cent.

The percentage composition of the acid mixture prescribed

is 17-43 HNO3.65'0HjSO4,
1 7 7. 7 Il.lb The spent acid

contains 11 "5—12 '5 per cent, of 11XU,. The author has

never been able, following the directions of the Pharma-
copoeia, to obtain a preparation completely soluble in a

mixture of 1 pari of alcoh il and 7 parts of ether. As this

appears to be the experience of others also, the author

suggests that the Pharmacopceial directions should be

MM 1-ed. J. '1'. D.

Phosphoric Esters of Glycerol. V. Carre. Comptes rend.,

1904. 138, i, [1], 47—49.

'I'm di- and tri-phosphoric esters of glycerol are liydro-

tysed by cold water givil g ordinary glycerophosphoric acid.

The transformation is rapid in the case of the tri-ester but

slow with i! boiling facilitates the reaction

greatly but give- rise to a certain amount of free phosphoric

acid. Pure glyi tcid may be obtained in

solution by the action of hydrogen sulphide on the lead salt

suspended in boili but when the solution is evapo-

rated hi a vacuum over sulphuric acid, decomposil to

to take place when :
' attains the compositio

2PO(OH i .OC H (ill!) i !li i. The unstable di-pho ,

formed bj the fixation of two molecules of glycerol

on one ]
'
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The tri-ester can be readily isolated as a hard,

mas;, which can be powdered and is

nrdinarv solvent- ; it has the constitution

—

PO

.0 — CH,

/ I

' — CH

\O — (II,.

T. H. I'.

Tannalbin ; Official Method for the Preparation
I ts . Supplement to the Dutchl'harinaoi

through Pharm. Centralhalle, 1903, 44, 27 . 413.

Twenty ports of egg albumin are dissolved in 200 parts

of water and filtered; 13 parts of tannin are added to the
filtrate; the precipitate formed is collected on a

washed with 200 parts of water, pressed, dried at

and rubbed to powder. This powder is heated for -ix hours
betweeu 115— 120 C. The following are the official tests

for tannalbin :— I grm. is digested at 40 C. for thn e

with a solution of 0*25 grin, of pepsin in 10O c.c. of water
and 1 c.c. of hydrochloric acid. The insoluble residue,

after washing with water and dryi the weight A.
Another 1 grru. of the tannalbin is similarly treated with a
solution of l"S grm. r f sodium carbonate in 100 c.c. of
watei : the insoluble residue is washed, dried, and weighed,
as before, giving the weight 1!. The difference between
jthe weights A and B should be not less than 0-2 grm.
When reduced to ash, tannalbin should not give more than
1 per cent, of residue.— J. ( ). B.

Quinine Tannate (Tasteless). Supplement to the Hutch
Pharmacopoeia; through Pharm. Post, 1903, 36, [41],
583.

Si ve\ grins, of quinine sulphate are dissolved ill 14 grms.

ihol 95—96 per cent., by the heat of the wat
and a similar alcoholic solution of tannin, 24 grn
adde 1 with constant stirring. The mixture is then warmed
in a covered vessel until it becomes homogeneous. It is

then poured into 200 c.c. of water. After occasional
stirring, the mixture is allowed to stand for the precipitate
to a— time a pulverulent condition; it is then collected,

pressed, dried at normal temperatures by exposure to air,

powdered, and again dried at a temperature not exceeding
80° C. The resulting powder should contain 9 5 percent,
of quinine.—J. O. B.

Geum urbanum [Wood Amis'] Essential Oil of .

E. Bourqnelot and II. Herissey. Soc. Pharm. di

through J. Pharm. Chiin., 1903, [6], 18, 369.

The authors find that this essential oil, which was first

recorded in !S18 by Tromsdorff, and its resemblance to

clove oil indicated in 1 S44 by A. Iluchner, does not occur
in the fresh plant, but is developed by the hydrolysing action

of a ferment on a glucoside. The fresh plant bruised and
in i rated for 12 hours in water, gives a small amount of
essential oil with a cloye-like odour and which contained
eagenol. The alcoholic extract obtained by boiling the
root with alcohol, of 9.j per cent, strength, gives an odonr-

neoos solution, which, however, developes a i

elove-like odour when treated with the specific ferment,
the glucoside furnishing the cil being split up, so as to

yield eugenol, whilst the optical rotation of the solution is

deviated from the left to the right.—J. ( ». B.

Tartaric Acid; Detection of , in Citric

< l. V. Spindler. XXII., pnue 136.

Formaldehyde) Determination of'— . C. Kippi nberger.

XXIII., page 138.

Quinine Sulphate ; Detection of allied :

'

i .

XXIII., page 136.

United States Patent.

Oxalates [from Formates']; Process of Making .

F. Kieche aud O. Saame, Assignors to R. Koepp
Oestrich, Eheingau. U.S. Pat. 748,791, Jan. 5, 1904.

See Fr. Pat. 331,498 of 1903 ; this J., 1903. 1147.—T. F. B.

Acetyl-p-Cresotinic Acid. \\. R. Seifert, Assignor to Chem.
Fabr. von HeydeD, \ Radebeul. I -.

749,634, Jan. 12, 1904.

See Eng. Pat. 18,279 of 1903 • this J., 1903, 1306.—T. F. B.

French Patent-.

Alkaloidsfrom Liquid Vegetable Extracts; Apparatu
Extracting . E. Belot. Fr. Pat. 334,937, A
1903.

The apparatus in which the .traction takes place
horizontal vessel, divided by vertical walls into a number of
compartments. The vegetable extract, e.g., tobacco juice,

containing the free alka ed in at one corner of the.

vessel, whilst the uon-miseible extracting medium, e.g.

petroleum spirit, is fed in at the comer diagonally opposite.

The two liquids are made to take a zigzag course horizon-
tally through the compartments in counter-currents, whilsr

circulating pumps, attached to each compartment, withdraw
liquor from the bottom, and deliver it again at the top, so
that it flows down over zigzag screens arranged in each
compartment. In this way a systematic extraction of the
alkaloid is effected. The petroleum spirit, charged with
alkaloid, is then passed into a separate vessel where it is

agitated with dilute acid, and deprived of its alkaloid, the
regenerated solvent being returned to the storage tank.

—J. F. B.

Soap containing Lemon Juice. G. Gir.'iudet and A. Neu-
berger. Fr. Pat. 334,916, Aug. 29 1903. XII., page 121.

XXI.-PHOTOGRAPHIC MATERIALS AND
PROCESSES.

"Mariotype" and " Ozotype" I Theory of
the . T. Manly. Phot. J., 1903, 43, 301.

It is a well-known fact that when a fill elatin

impregnated with potassium bichromate is exposed to light

in a practically but not chemically dry state, the gelatin

becomes insoluble in water. In the presence of organic
matter, light reduces part of the 2Cr( >. in the salt, yielding
( rJ l

:i
+ ( I,. As the bichromate is always in excess, one or

more molecules of chromic acid unite with the chromium
oxide, forming Cr203(Cr03)»; while the oxygen liberated
combines with the gelatin. The author adduces analogical
evidence to show that neither this oxygen, nor the Crl '

attached to the Ct,U3 , should play any part in rendering
the gelatin in-oluble ; but that the nascent Cr^Oj forms a
definite combination with the gelatin which is insoluble.
This hypothesis renders it possible to understand the

•' continuating action of light." When a chemically damp
bichromated gelatin plate has been exposed, there is an
image composed of Cr,0

:i
Cr03 lying in a film containing

excess of bichromate aud sufficient moisture to make the
t'r03 soluble. This dissolved Cr03 diffuses through tho
film, attacks the gelatin that is still soluble, tans it, is

reduced to Cr.,0
3 , and, as before, immediately withdraws a

molecule of Cr03 from the bichromate, which acts like its

predecessor. Thus, where a primary image in chromium is

produced, which is afterwards converted into the snbsta

tbat forms the final print, it is of the utmost importune
preserve the Cr03 ; but in ordinary "carbon printing,"

where the pigmented film holds the sensitive salt, the a

oxide in the complex ( i,i > .( rM, is of little or no value. In
the Mariotype Process, in which well-sized paper coated
with bichromate (only) and dried, is exposed till a faint

image is visible, and then brought into contact for some
10 hours with a film of bichromated "carbon tissue " which
has not been insolated, the Crt >

3 , or the continuating action

of light, is the chief factor eonoerned.
The Ozotype Process.—In this process also the Cr03

is

the principal reagent, but here it is utilised iu making
the finished picture, whereas iu mariotype it simply -i

the action. Neglecting preservatives, &c, the ozotype
process is worked by applying a mixture of a manganou
aud a bichromate to paper, aud exposing under a

when dry. The effect of light is to produce
as before, together with maoganous chromate (and potassium
sulphate as by-product), and the result is that 2 molecules
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of CrO, are set free instead of one Wb sureiB

complete, the print is washed in such fashion that the

CrO-, is not removed, and ii is then brought into close

contact with a modified form of carbon tissue, which has

been soaked in a weak solution of an acid and a reducing

agent (e.g., hydrochloric acid and ferrous sulphate, or acetic

avid andquinol). During this operation the '_' molecules

o| ( ,:i are reduced to one of ' ri',. the ferrous being

oxidised to ferric sulphate, and the result is that two

of the most. energetic- tanning agents known are pi

in the film, [f the quinol (hydroquinone) hath h

the acetic acid perhaps liberates the Cr03, which then

yields Cr<).. and quinoiie, the latter having no action.

This liquid is less rapid in its effect than the former, but it

may be accelerated by the addition of copper sulphate,

which presumably behaves as a catalyser. Mariotype,

therefore, depends on the cbntinuating action of light, the

in i. derived from the image being reduced by contact

with the gelatin, a process which is slow and uncertain,

requires the film to he kept moist, and involves the danger

of all the bichromate being decomposed and all the gelatin

(even in undesirable portions of the picture) becoming

insoluble. In ozotype there is no continuation, for all the

bichromate is washed away, and the CrO
: ,

is reduced by a

specific reagent, which acts more quickly and satisfactorily.

Most metallic ehromales (except those of barium and lead)

are soluble in bichromate solutions, and perhaps this is the

reason why an organic tilm containing bichromate is

insensitive when wet; for a solid and insoluble image

of chromium chromate cannot he formed in a solution

which dissolves it. Sonic authorities hold that because a

solution of chromium chromate produced by boding potas-

sium bichromate with grape sugar has only a small effect

in rendering gelatin insoluble, oxygen must play a part in

the tanning operation ; but when the chromate is produced

in this manner, it probably consists of Cr.,033Cr() ;
. r'.i ., it

contains an excess of its acid constituent, which retards

the tanning; while when it is formed by exposure to light

it is very basic, e.j.,3Cr„( l3
2< Irl >,, and it is the basic radicle

that converts the gelatin into an insoluble body.— 1:'. 11. L.

Emulsion [for Process Work] ; Collodion . Von

Httbl. Atel. des Pbotographen. Brit. J. Phot.. 19p4,

51, [22813,66-67.

TriE collodion emulsions generally used for process work

are, as a rule, sensitized by means of silver salts which

increase the colour-sensitising action of any dyestuff. The

silver salts of the eosin group of dyestuffs have been

employed for this purpose, either alone or in ammoniacal

solution. Emulsions prepared in this way have, however,

low sensitiveness. Another method consists in treating the

plate with a solution of the dyestuff, and. just before

exposure, immersing it in a dilute silver nitrate solution.

methods, however, all produce plates, which have a

tendency to fog. on account of the presence of soluble

silver compounds. The author points ont that a dyestuff

can only Bensitize when it stain- the silver bromide of the

emulsion, and circumstances which increase or reduce the

staining power of the dyestuff will raiseor lower the colour-

sing action. Soluble bromides reduce and finally

, the 9taining
i

are to be avoided, but - have no harmful

effects in this direction, therefore it that an

emulsion containing sil i Bllver bromide, and

made with a slight excess of chloride, would give satis-

factory ' fine-grained

bromide emulsions are easily obtained; but

of acids, CI ed silver bromide is formed. The

folloivii
' of preparation was found to give an

emulsion i fine gran, and fairly sensitive, containing

- of soluble chloride : A solution oi 50 grms. of

silver nitran of ammonia solution (sp. gr. 0' 91)

to which 100 c.c. of95 percent, alcohol has bei added,

is mixed in rith. 700 cc. of a 4 per cent, solution

ether-alcohol (1:2).

; s :ll |,ie,l gi solution of 27 grins, oi ammonium
le in 40 c.l - added 100 c.c. of

lithium i blonde solul

as. of lithium chloride in 10 c.c. of water,

adding 90 C.C of alcohol and filtering. The einul>inn is

agitated thoroughly and allowed to stand for two or three

hours, when it is precipitated by the gradual addition of

.'ton c.c. of water, with constant agitation, poured into

:i litre- of water, and, when settled, washed by decantation,

dried as far as possible, and dissolved in a mixture of

350—450 c.c. of alcohol and 400—550 c.c. of ether. The
emulsion is about twice as sensitive as ;i wet collodion

plate, and gives gradation similar to that obtained on
platinotypc paper. Addition of a soluble silver salt does

not increase its sensitiveness. Addition of a chromate

gives increased contrasts, but reduced sensitiveness. Stain-

ing with eosin. however, has the same effect on the

contrasts without affecting the speed of the emulsion.

—T. F. B.

English Patent.

Photographic Pictures in Natural Colours; Means for
ami Method of Printing . E. W. Butler, London.
Eng. Pat. 8260, April 9, 190 I,

A gelatin film is stained with a suitable dyestuff am 1

then sensitised with a soluble bichromate, printed on from

a negative and developed in water. The dyestuff must not

be affected by the sensitising agent, and must not be too

Soluble in water. For three-colour work, Fuchsiu, Xaph-
thol Yellow and Thion Blue are well suited. The positive-.

may be made separately and then superimposed, or the

first colour-positive may be coated with gelatin, stained

with the second cdlour, sensitised and printed in the manner
described, and the process repeated for the third colour-

positive.—T. 1". B.

French PATENTS.

Developing Photographic Plates and Papers in Daylight,

dispensing with a Dark Lamp ; Process Jot . Soc.

Anon. Prod. Photographiques A. Lumiere et ses fils.

Fr. Pat 384,915, Sept. 1. 1903.

Sodium sulphite is mixed with some substance which gives

a coloured solution which will absorb actinic rays; this

may either be a substance whose aqueous solution is a

suitable colour, or one which gives a colour in presence

of sodium sulphite. Thus, of the former, Tartrazine,

aminoazobenzene, Crocein Scarlet 3 B, &c. give suitably

coloured solutions, but these all give more or less of a

colour to the film or paper. I If the latter class of Substance,

however, picric acid and picrates give, in presence of

sodium sulphite, orange-red solutions which absorb actinic

rays; picrates, when used in this way, give no stain on the

tilm. The method claimed may, thus, consist of substituting

for the sodium sulphite in the developer a mixture of

sodium sulphite, 'J parts, magnesium picrate, 1 part.

—T. F. B.

Archetypess Transformation oj Silver Bromide Negative)

into- . M. Barricelli and C. Levi. Fr. Par, 335,352,

Sept. 7. 1903.

See Eng. Pat. 19,43 1 of 1903 j this J., 1903, 130".—T. F. Ii.

XXII.—EXPLOSIVES. MATCHES, Etc.

English Patent.

Explosives; Manufacture of . C. E. Bichel,

Hamburg, ling* Pat. 5,791, March 12, 1903.

Mi Vldition, of March 6, 1903. to Fr. Pat 327

1902 :
this J., 1903, 1064 T. 1". B.

Uni i

- - Patent.

Smokeless Poicder Composition. II. Maxim, Brooklyn,
U.S.A. U.S. Pat. 748,200, Dee. 29, I

This process mokeless powder composition
consists in gelatinising soluble pyroxylin in a solvent which

does not dissolve trinitroceUolose, adding a solution of the

latter, and precipitating the same in the paste in the aot oi

incorp rating the two mixtures. The finished explosive

should contain 75 per cent, of soluble nitrocellulose.

pare Eng. Pat. 13,157 of 1903 ; this J., 1903, 903.)—G. W. McD.
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XXni.-ANALYTICAL CHEMISTRY.

APPARATUS, ETC.

Muffle* of Graphite or Asbestos. .1. M, Pickle and

!. Williams. T. Amer. I 190?, 25, [12],

1277—1280.

Simple muffles for ash determinations, volatilisations, &c,
be readily constructed in the laboratory from asbestos

board of about 0-6 cm. in thickness. The piec • cut to the

rifht size is saturated with water, rolled around a cylii

of suitable size, and left to dry. The bottom, in which is o

smaller cylinder (with a side hole) fitting on to an Argand
burner, is then fixed in. and the whole muffle wired together.

The accompanying figure shows a battery of such muffl -

fitted to Argand burners on the same gas supply-pipe

;

7 represents a graphite lid with a small bole under the

handle, and 8 and 9 top and bottom \

:

simultaneous reduction of platinum aud mercury salts are
amalgams. On the contrary, by the reduction of mixed
gold and mercury salts bv hydrazine, no amalgams are
foraied.—A. S.

of asbestos board, aluminium plate, and platinum riveted
together. For long continued daily use these muffles are
not sufficiently durable, nor are they so when constructed
of copper coated inside and out with asbestos. When made
of graphite, however, coated with asbestos, they have proved
perfectly satisfactory in this respect.— ('. A. M-.

IXORGAXW—QUALITA TIVE.
Amalgams of Platinum; Behaviour of , !

Nitric Arid. N. Tarugi. Uaz. chim. ital., 33
171— 1S6. Chem. ( entr., 19(13, 2, [26], 1175.

According to the author, the process of Knoevenagel
and Ebler (thi- J., 19u2, 1296) is not only not an improve-
ment on the ordinary analytical method, but it also opens
the way to further sources of error. The separation of
bismuth, platinum, and gold by the method cited is not
complete. Further, by boiling for a short time, the
arsenates are reduced to arsenites. and as such interfere
with the reduction of the gold or' platinum salts bv the
hydrazine. Another important source of error is "to be
found in the fact that when mercury is present, its power
of forming amalgams must be taken into account. For
instance, platinum behaves quite differently towards nitric
acid according to whether mercury is present or not. From
a mixture (or amalgam) containing 4-64 per cent, of
platinum and 95-35 per cent, of mercury, 99-94 per cent,
of the platinum is dissolved bv nitric acid; from one
containing 38-70 of platinum and 61-20 of mercury, onlv
29-9 per cent. ; and from one containing 90-69 of platinum
and 3-30 of mercury, only 4-7 per cent. On the other
hand, from a mixture of 91-11 per cent, of mercury and
;>'8S per cent, of platinum, 1 per cent, of the mercury i-

left undissolved by nitric acid; from one containing 62-13
of mercury and 37 86 of platinum, 11-87 per cent.: and
from one containing 17-02 of mercury and 82
platinum, as much as 99-5 per cent.

' ",

animation showed that the products obtained

of , with Ethenol
Comptes rend., 1904,

Vanadic Acid; Colour-reaction?

Vinyl Alcohol). C. Matignon.

138, [2;.S2—
Am-iuni! m m-vanadate solution gives with tannin a blue
precipitate or coloration, according to the concentration of
the solution. The colour can be detected in a solution con-
taining J eb. mm. of vanadium pentoxide per litre. A similar

ration is L'ivcii by gallic acid, pyrogallol, and (less si

catechol, but not by quiuol, resorcinoJ," phloroglucinol,
nor guaiacol. In all cases, the colour vanishes en heating
the liquid, and reappears on cooliug. The addition of
ether frequently, but not always, increases considerably the

i' the reaction with pyrogallol) au '' the author
has traced this effect to the small amounts of ethenol
contained in some, but not in all, commercial samples of

. By partial evaporation of an - active " ether, thus
entrating the ethenol in the residue, the "activity '' of

the residue is raised, and the coloration is obtainable with
a solution containing 0-02 cb. mm. of vanadium pentoxide

litre. \n i her can be rendered active by
-iog through it a current of ozonised oxygen, and then

leaving it at rest for some mouths. Ferric salts and chro-
mates, which also give colorations with the reasent, must
be removed before testing for vanadates.—J. T. I).

IXORGANIC— QUANTITA TI VE.
Extract from Iris Blossoms as an Indicator. A. Ossen.
dowsky. J. russ. plivs.-chem. Ges., 35 S45—846.
(hem. Centr., 1903, 2, [26], 1471.

The violet solution obtained by boiling with water the-™ of the Japanese iris, Iris Kaempferi, ITors., is said
orm a very sensitive indicator. With mineral acids, the

colour changes to bright red; with organic acids, to
raspberry colour : with inorganic alkalis, to emerald green

;

and with organic bases, to bright green.—A. S.

Sulphur in Coal and Cokes Rapid Method of Determining
. J. 1). Penuock and D. A. Morton. ,T. Amer.

(hem. Soe., 1903, 25, [18], 1265—1269.

This method is essentially a combination of Sundstrom's
process of oxidation with sodium peroxide (this J., 1903,
331) and of Andrews' volumetric method of determin-
ing sulphur. About 16 grms. of sodium peroxide and
0*7 grm. of coal (or 11-5 grms. of sodium peroxide, aud
0-7 grm. of coke) are thoroughly mixed in the crucible by-

means of a spatula. The crucible (see figure) is made
of soft steel, nickel plated, and has a small hole (J in.

diameter at top, and ^ in. at the bottom) in the lid for the
introduction of a hot wire. The thickness of the walls is~ in., and the capacity of the crucible about 40 c.c. A
suitable stand can be made from a sheet of aluminium
cut as shown by the heavy lines in the diagram, and
the four points marked A, and the corners B, bent

downwards. The covered crucible is placed on the stand
in a 20-oz. beaker containing sufficient water to
about half way up the outside of the crucible, and the
contents ignited by the introduction of a red-hot iron
wire through the hole. After about three minul
stand is removed, and the crucible turned over into the
water and subsequently washed out and withdraw:
solution is acidified with hydrochloric acid and boiled, then
treated with ammonia in slight excess, vigorously boiled
for a minute, and mixed with 15 c.c. of barium chromate
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solution (prepared bj dissolving 23 grms. of pure barium

chromate in a mixture of So c c. of strong hydrochloric acid

and 920 c.c. of water). The boiling solution is then diluted

:i very slight excess of ammonia added, and the

liquid again boiled for one or two minutes rhepn eipitated

barium sulphate is then filtered off and wash d twice with

20 to 30 c.c. of hot water. About 1 grm. of potassium

iodide is added to the filtrate which is then cooled to 30 I

and titrated with N/10 sodium thios'ulphate solution, the

number of c.c. required multiplied by the factor 0-153

giving the required percentage of sulphur. The results

obtained in more than 1,000 determinations by this method

have shown that it is aeeurate to within a few hundredths

of a per cent., whilst two or three complete determinations

can be made in an hour. Typical results obtained by this

and by Eschka's method (this J.,
! and 1893,

465) are gi>en in the paper.—C. A. M.

Sulphur ; Determination of , hy Eschka's Method.

( I. l'feiffer. Chem.-Zeit., 1904, 28, [4], 38.

In- order to obtain result- by the Eschka method not

vitiated by the presence of sulphur compounds in the

products of combustion of coal gas, the author uses the

device shown in the

-~l i ompanying figure.

It consists essentially

of a box of thin sheet

iron, open at the

bottom, which is

1 over the riDg

a tripod. Two
hole ire provided for

the insertion of the

crucible and of a

chimney respectively.

\n asbestos ring is

placed round the cru-

cible, and the joint is

i red air-tight by
means ofsoluble glass

I mm silicate). In

a blank experiment

with this arrange-

ment, iu which a quantity of the Escbka oxidising mixture

was heated in the crucible for eight hours, no sulphur was

absorbed. The author has obtained good results with the

Eschka method in the determination of the vulcanisation

sulphur in india rubber.— A. S.

Phosphoric Oxide; Calculation of Amount of , in

Magnesium Pyrophosphate. T. Kiimpfer. Zeits. anal.

i., 1894, 43,

A. 25 page supplement to this issue, giving the amount of

phosphorus pentoxide corresponding to each l 10 mgrm. of

magnesium pyrophosphate,from - 0u01 grm. to 0- 1000 grm.
— .l.T. 1).

hlorous Acid i New Method for the Detet

Determination of . E. Klimenko. Zeits. anal.

•7:.M.

\- i- well known, a solution of hypochlorous acid acidified

with hydrochloric acid liberates iodine from potassium

iodide, the amount of liberated iodine being proportional to

ii, tin oi nj poehlorous acid

sented by the equation—HC10 HOI + 2KI = 1I..< i +

2KC1 + 1 • H. however, potassium iodidi be added to a

soluti
' 8 "° hydrochloric

n!y one atom of iodine is liberated, that is, one-hall

rhe quantity. The addition of hydrochloric acid causes

the other half to he set free. This the basis of

thoddescrib I
:tiou being particularly

for the determination of hypochlorous acid in solutions

containing free chlorine. A known volume of the solution

ili potassiun

titrated with a standard solutii i thi

M i.i i ate. The quantity of the latter asi .

set free by the chloi I. The

tion is then acidified with hydrochloric acid,

when a further amount of iodine is liberated corres

to one-half the hypochlorous acid present. This is also

titrated. The iodine due to chlorine may then be calculated

from the two titration-. Should there be no further libera-

tion of iodine on acidifying the solution after the first

titration, no hypochlorous acid is present. The solution of

potassium iodide employed should uot be more tbau

8 per cent, iu strength.—W. P. S.

Ammonia; Gasometric and Gravimetric Methodsfor Deter-
mining . E.' Biegler. Zeits. anal. Chem., 1903, 42,
077-

Both methods depend upon the fact that ammonia, oi

salts, form ammonium tri-iodate when treated with excess

of iodic acid. This tri iodate is insoluble in dilute alcohol,

the equation showing its formation being— JJH4C1 +
3111 1 1, — XII,. II ( H • .1 . + 1H I. By acting on ammonium
tri-iodate with hydrazine sulphate, nitrogen is liberated

according to the equation—2[NH4 .Hj(IOa)3] +'.!\.1I,.

ll
J
sii, = (MI_,)..s(), J-,sll.S(i

4 + tiIll + 18H.,6 + 9Nj. "The
details of the gasometric method arc a follows: ."> c.c. o

L'n per cent, iodic acid solution are placed in a small

Erlenmeyer flask, 10 c.c. of the ammonia solution contain-

ing not more than 0*014 grm. of Ml are added, and
finally 25 c.c. of '.'5 per cent alcohol. The flask is closi

well shaken, and allowed to stand for one hour. The
Crystalline precipitate is then collected on a small filter and
washed with '.».") per cent, alcohol until free from iodic acid.

The filter and its contents are now pn ssed between blotting

paper to remove most of the alcohol, and then transferred

to the evolution flask of an apparatus where the treat-

ment with hydrazine sulphate is carried out (see this J.,

1902,73). 50 c.c. of a 2 per cent, solution of the latter

will be found sufficient. The volume of nitrogen liberated

is read off and calculated to normal temperature and
pressure. I c.c. oi nitrogen at 0°C. and 7iW) m.m. pressurc-

corresponds to o-i7 mgrm. of ammonia, or 1 mgrm, oi

nitrogen to 0*1351 mgrm. of ammonia. According to tin

gravimetric method, a quantity of iodic aeid, corresponding

to about 30 times the amount of ammonia to be determined,

is dissolved in 15 c.c. of water, the ammonia solution is

added and also 30 c.c. of 95 per ceut. alcohol. After
shaking, the mixture is allowed to stand for two hours in a

closed flask, The precipitate is then collected on a tared

filter, washed with 95 per cent, ilci and dried in u

desiccator over sulphuric acid. The weight of the precipi-

tate obtained is multiplied by the factor 0'0314 to give the

amount of ammonia in grins.— W. 1'. S,

Sulphides Tkiosulphates ami Haloids .- Determination o/

, [in Mixture* of the same"]. W. l'eld. Zeits.

anal, (hem., 1903,42,708—711.
When only sulphides and haloids are present, a portion of

the sample is distilled with the addition of magnesiuu
sulphate in a current of carbon dioxide. A suit ,', .

apparatus i- .1 in this .T., 1903, 11SG. Tl

liberated hydrogen sulphide is collected as it distils over

a known quantity ol standard iodine solution. Thehalogen
salts remaining in the distillation flask are then precipitate

w'ith silver solution as usuaL An alternative method is

itate both haloid and sulphide with an excess

standard silver solution, dilute to a known volume,
determine ii itcess ol silver in the solution The tot:

•i itate is then distilled with hydro icid an

some sheet aluminium in a ci carbon dioxide, tfi

igen sulphidi ing collected in standard iodin

solution. The differ dc etween the total silver in th

precipitate and the ount present as sulphide gives

quantity of silver combined with the haloids. Shou
the substance under examination contain sulphides, thio

Sulphates, and haloids, a portion is b tiled with the additio

of mercuric oxide. All the sulphur compounds ar.

uric sulphide. Alkaline solutions musl

iviously treated with magnesium sulphate and aeid

solutions with magnesium oxide. The mercuric sulphide-

is filtered off, and the haloids ed in the filtrate.

A separate portion bf tbe substance is taken for the

determination of the sulphur i (seel .1903,

r-nium salts be present, a preliminary

n with magnesium oxide i- -in before

determining the haloids.— \Y. P. s.
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Alkali Iodates and Chlorates ; Reduction of , by
Hydrazine Sulphate. M. Schlotter. Zeits. anorg. Chem.,

1904,38, [2], 181—191.

Alkali iodates are rapidly and quantitatively reduced to

iodides by the action of hydrazine sulphate. The reaction

appears to proceed in two stages, represented by the

equations—
5(NT.

:H 4 .H,,SU4) + 4HIO
:!
=

5NS
+ 12ILO + 5H,S<>4 + 41;

41 + NIL. NIL = 4HI + Ns.

Alkali chlorates are also quantitatively reduced to chlorides

by the action of hydrazine sulphate, but in this case, it is

necessary to boil the mixed solutions for two to three hours.

(See also this J., 1904, 36.)—A. S.

Bleaching Powder, Method of determining Available
Chlorine in . J. l'ontius. Cheui.-Zeit., 1904, 28,
[6], 59—60.

Weicih off 7'1 grms. of bleach, triturate with water in the

usual way, dilute to 1 litre, and use for titration 50 O-.C.

( = 0-355 grm.). Weigh or measure roughly 3 grms. of

sodium bicarbonate into a flask, and pour upon it the

measured volume of bleach solution from the pipette, so as

to mix thoroughly. Add 1—2 c.c. of starch paste, and
then from a burette run in N/10 potassium iodide solution,

shaking well after each addition. The first portions of
iodide produce a red-brown coloration, which rapidly dis-

appears. As the titration approaches the end, the red-

brown colour becomes more blue, and at the last each
drop strikes a strong blue colour, which completely dis-

appears on shaking. When the next drop fails to produce
this coloration, but gives only a permanent faint light-blue

tint, the titration is ended. The solution of the bleach,

the decomposition by sodium bicarbonate, and the titration, '

are represented by the equations

—

6CaOCl 2
= 3CaCl2 + 3Ca(OCl),;

8CaCI. + 3Ca(OCl)s + 6NaHCC 3
=

6CaC03 + CNaCl + 6HOC1;

6HOC1 + 6XaHM>
:1
+ 2KI =

2KI03 + 6XaCl + 6GOj +6H20;
so that one-sixth molecule (i§4 = 27 • 6C7 grms.) of potassium
iodide is equivalent to one atom of chlorine. The suspended
calcium carbonate does not interfere with the reaction. If

pure potassium iodide is not at hand, from which an
accurately decinormal solution can be prepared directly, the

solution is best standardised by comparison with an accurate
Penot solution on a sample of bleach. For rapid work, the

titration can be carried out in the mortar, weighing off 1 grm.
of the bleach, and using an empirical solution (7 7935 grm.
per litre) of iodide, such that 1 c.c. = 0*01 grm. of chlorine.

In this case, care must be tnken that none of the pasty
bleach sticks to the sides of the mortar, and thus fails to

enter into reaction. The method is available for bleaching
liquids ; but if these contain alkali hydroxide or carbonate,
boric a<-id must be added—an excess of this does no harm.
The bleach solution has no action on the starch during the
time occupied in the titration. The one necessary precaution
is to have excess of sodium bicarbonate present.—J. T. D.

Manganese Peroxide ; Titration of . L. Debourdeaux.
Comptes rend., 1904, 138, [2], 88—89.

The substance (0/75—10 grm.) is dissolved in 50 c.c. of a
solution containing 40 grms. of crystallised oxalic acid and
120 c.c. of strong sulphuric acid iu'the litre, the Mask I eing
connected to a reflux condenser so as to avoid concentration
when the liquid is heated. The resulting solution is diluted
to 200 c.c, and 50 c.c. of the oxalic-sulphuric solution are
also diluted to 200 c.c. The oxalic acid in 150 c.c. of each
is determined by permanganate, and from the difference the
amount of peroxide is calculated. In the remaining 50 c.c.

of each, the free acid is titrated by standard ammonia
solution, using fluorescein as an indicator. The difference
gives the amount of acid (which can of course be calculated
into hydrochloric acid) needed for solution. The process is

rapid, and needs little continuous attentiou ; the two deter-

minations are made on one portion of the substance j car-

bonates do not interfere, and it suppresses errors occurring

in the hydrochloric acid method, from the titration of the

hydrochloric acid needed with the ammoniacal copper

sulphate, from incomplete absorption of chlorine, and fr.im

free iodine arising from the decomposition of the potassium

iodide. The oxalic-sulphuric solution containing manganese,
prepared for the determination of nitric acid by the author's

method (this J., 1903, 883) can be used for this titration

also.—J. T. D.

Antimony and Tin ; Separation of—— t
by n die

Acid. F. He'nz. Zeits. anorg. Chem., 37, 1. Analyst,

1904, 29, [334], 13—14.

The author, having been unable to effect a complete sepa-

ration of these metals by Clarke's method as modified by
ROssing (Ztits. anal. Chem., 41, 1), has devised the foil liv-

ing method, in which hydrogen peroxide is employed for a

preliminary oxidation :—The sulphide solution, containing

not more than 0*3 grm. of the alloy, is mixed with G grms.

of pure potassium hydroxide, and 3 grms.of tartaric acid,

and decolorised by means of hydrogen peroxide solution

(30 per cent.). The liquid is next boiled for a short

time, allowed to cool slightly, aud then treated with a

hot solution of 15 grms. of oxalic acid. It is again

boiled for 10 minutes, after which a current of hydrogen
sulphide is introduced, the solution being kept boiling.

Fifteen minutes after the first signs of precipitation of the

antimony, the liquid, the volume of which is about 80 to

100 c.c, is diluted to 250 c.c. with boiling water. After 15

minutes longer the boiling is stopped, though the current of

gas is still continued for 10 minutes more. The precipitate

is now collected on a weighed Gooch's crucible, and washed
with a boiling 1 per cent, solution of oxalic acid (twice) and
then with very dilute boiling acetic acid, both solutions

being also saturated with hydrogen selphide. The Gooch's
crucible is then placed in a tube, through which is drawn a

current of dry carbon dioxide, the tube being meanwhile
heated first at 100°—130° C. until the precipitate is dry,

and then at 300° C. until it has been completely convened
into the sulphide, Sb

2S :)
. The healing is preferably done

with the aid of a small drying oven, in which is placed the

part of the tube containing the crucible. A perforated

rubber cork was found the best means of closing the larger

end of the tube, a Rose's crucible lid being used to protect

it from radiant heat. The author has found this method
more satisfactory than electrolytic methods or conversion

of the sulphide into tetroxide. The tin in the filtrate is

best determined electrolytically after concentration of the

solution. Suitable conditions are:—Voltage, 2 to 3; am-
perage, 0-2 to 0-3

; and temperature, 60' to 80 C. After

6 hours, 5 c.c. of sulphuric acid (1:1) are added, and the
electrolysis continued for 18 hours longer. Under these

conditions the tin is completely separated as an adherent
deposit. In test experiments the results were slightly too

low for tin, but were nearly theoretical iu the case of anti-

mony. When tin is obtained as a sulphide in an analysis,

it may be dissolved by means of ammonium hydrogen
oxalate and the solution electrolysed, a little dilute sulphuric
acid being added after a few hours, as described above.

—C. A. .1.

Aluminium ; Application of the Reducing Power of , in

Quantitative Analysis. N. Tarugi. Gazz. chim. ital.,

1903, 33, [2], 223. Chem.-Zeit., 1904, 28, [*],
'

If a piece of pure aluminium foil be introduced iu!o a
solution of silver nitrate acidified with sulphuric acid and
the whole heated to boiling, the silver is quantitatively pre-
cipitated as metal in the course of two to three hours, and
can be filtered off, washed, dried and, weighed. Therpre
cipitation of metallic copper from copper sulphate solution,

under similar conditions, is not complete.—A. S.

Persulphate ; Quantitative Separations by means of .

G. v. Knorre. Zeiis. anal. Chem., 1904, 43, [1],
1—14. (See v. Knorre, this J., 19U2, 72; 1903, 1104.

Dittrich and Hassel, this J., 1902, 1414; 1903, 40,

230 ; Baubigny, this J., 1903, 45, 381, 823, 864.)

The author had previously found that manganese peroxide,
precipitated by persulphate from manganese solutions
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containing other metals, always carried down with it small

amounts of the oxides of these metals. Dittrich and Uassel,

on the other hand, state that by taking certain precautions

the precipitated manganese peroxide is obtained perfectly

pure, and they recommend the method as a means of
|

separating manganese from these other metals. The author

has very carefully repeated Dittrich and Mussel's experiments,

adhering rigidty to the detailed conditions described by

them, and has found that in the case of every metal

used (copper, zinc, calcium, nickel, magnesium), except

chromium, some of the oxide was carried down with the

manganese peroxide. Even when the precipitate was

washed with boiling 2 per cent, nitric aeid, the co-precipi-

tated oxide was not removed. Moreover, the results were

not worse when the author's method of precipitating

(heating the cold mixture of test-liquid and persulphate on

gauze over a flame, and Dialing for 5 or G minutes) u.is

used, than when Dittrich and Hassel's (heating up in a

water-bath, and keeping there for 'J—3 hours) was used.

Baubigny, too, has found that alkalis, when their salts are

present, go down with the peroxide; and he also finds

precipitation to be complete after 20— 25 minutes on the

water-bath. In the case of chromium (as Salinger first

proved, in work undertaken at the author's suggestion) the

separation from manganese is perfect. When the mixed

manganese and chromium salts are heated to boiling in acid

solution with persulphate, the chromium is completely

converted into chromic acid, and this, having no basic

character, has no tendency to precipitate with the manganese

peroxide ; the chromic aeid can be washed out completely

bv cold water. In a separation by this method the author

found 0-6058 grm. instead of 0-6055 grin, of Mn.O,, and

0-277 I grm. instead of 0-2772 grm.nf CrX>3
.—J. T. D.

Tungsten in Tungsten Steel ami Ferrotungsten ; Deter-

mination of . E. Kuklin. Stahl u. Eisen, 1904, 24,

[1],27.

The method is based on the facts that metatungstic acid,

liberated from tungstates by acids in presence of phosphoric

acid, is reduced by zinc to tungsten dioxide, WO.,, which is

then reconverted into W03 by permanganate. Two grams of

steel are dissolved in one volume of sulphuric acid ( >p. gr.

1-84), one volume of phosphoric acid (sp. gr. 1-70), and

six volumes of water, adding from time to time 3 c.c. of

permanganate solution, so as to maintain a rose-coloration

in the liquid, and warming at the end to complete the

solution. The cooled liquid is brought into a measuring

flask, and half of it used for the titration. To this is added

200 c.c. of 1 :3 sulphuric acid and 40 grms. of zinc turnings,

and the solution is heated. When it is port wine coloured,

it is allowed to cool in a stream of carbon dioxide, filtered

to separate the excess of zinc, and titrated wilh perman-

ganate. In the other half of the solution the iron is

determined by Reinhardt's method, or by stannous chloride

and iodide : and the difference between the two titrations

gives the tungsten. Eerrotuugsteu (0 ' 5 grm.) is heated in

a platinum crucible with fused ammonium nitrate, the nitrate

destroyed by beating, and the remaining oxides fused with

potassium-sodium carbonate. The fused mass is dissolved

in water, treated with the acid mixture as above, and
titrated. Or the ferrotungsten may be fused with sodium
bisulphatc, the melt dissolved in water, sodium carbonate

added, then the acid mixture as above, and the operation

continued as for tungsten steel.— .1. T. 1).

Alkaline- Earth Metals; Electrolytic Separation of .

\ Cuehn and W. Kcttembeil. /.cits, auorg. Chem., 1904,

38, [2], 198—212.

Tiik authors have previously shown (this Journal, 1901,

1221) that the E.M.I' . required for the deposition of certain

metals (zinc, cadmium, silver, copper, and iron) can be

reduced by using a mercury cathode, with which the metal

deposited forms an amalgam. They now find that by
making use of this fact, the electrolytic Separation of the

alkaline-earth natal- can be effected. Saturated solutions

of barium, strontium, and calcium chlorides were electrolysed

at 15 — 18 C.iua glass dish, »; cm. in diameter and 3 cm.
high, aging a mercury cathode with a surface of about

28 sq. cm., and a platinum wire spiral as anode. It was

found that the EM E. at which amalgam was first formed
was 0-2 volt lower in the case of barium than of strontium,

and 25 volt lower in the case of strontium than of

calcium. Electrolytic tests with solutions containing both
barium and strontium chlorides gave the following results:—

E.M.F.

Volts.

2-02—J-O8
2-00 L''ii

8-00—f»0
1-95

Via—1"85

1

Barium
present.

Mins. Grms.
180 0-1S82

•• 0-1382

225 0-2781

165 0-2781
Isil 0-2781

ltarium
found.

Grms.
0-1S79
0-1362
0-2782
0-2790
i.-JTSS

Difference.

Por Cent.
+ 1-25
± 0-0

+ 003
+ 0-3

+ 0'3

The method also givi - satisfactory results for the separation

of barium and calcium, and of strontium and calcium.

—a: s.

Soups ; Determination of Small Proportions of Sodium
Hydroxide and Carbonate in . P. Heermann. Chem.-
Zeit., 1904, 28, [5], 53 ; [6], 60—01.

The best methods for determining sodium hydroxide are:

—

(^ 1 ) Salt out the soap from dilute aqueous solution, filter,

precipitate the carbonate from the filtrate by means of

barium chloride, and titrate the hydroxide with acid and
phenolphthalein. The large amount of sodium chloride

present affects the titration, and needs a correction, which
bears a serious proportion to the total amount of hydroxide

present, and the indication is not very sharp. The barium
chloride method is, however, better. (2) Dissolve 5— 10

grms. of the soap in 250 c.c. of freshly boiled water,

and add 10— 15 c.c. of barium chloride solution (300 grms.

per litre) which has been neutralised by addition of N/10
sodium hydroxide solution to incipient reddening of pbenol-

phthalein. Warm till the precipitate of barium soap and
barium carbonate collects together, collect it on the end of

a rod, pour off the clear liquid, wash the precipitate on the

rod and on the sides of the beaker a few times, aud titrate

the clear liquid at once. The titration is sharp, is not

interfered with by the excess of barium chloride, and may
be carried out with either sulphuric or hydrochloric acid.

Sodium carbonate may be determined in either of two ways:

(3) Determine the hydroxide as in (
I
) above ; then repeat on

another portion, not precipitating with barium chlorite, but
titrating the total alkali, using Methyl Orange as iudicator.

The difference between (3) and (1) represents the carbonate.

(4) Dry the soap in shavings, dissolve in absolute alcohol,

completely carbonate the alkali by passing carbon dioxide

through the solution, filter, thoroughly wash the sodium
carbouate on the filter with absolute alcohol, dissolve it in

bet water, and titrate with acid and Methyl Orange. The
difference between (4) and (2) gives the carbonate. This
is the better method of the two. In the qualitative search for

free alkali in soaps, mercuric chloride is in general (though

not in the case of resin soaps) more sensitive than mercuiic

nitrate.—J. T. D.

Sulphuric Acid in Leather; Determination of . M. C.

Lamb aud .1. W. Lamb. Leather Trades Rev., 19U4,

[930], 25—27.

Thk authors describe an indirect and volumetric method for

the determination of free sulphuric acid in leather. Two
similar quantities are oxidised, the free acid being pre-

viously fixed with a base in one portion only. The residues

ate dissolved, the sulphuric acid is precipitated as benzidine

sulphate, and this is titrated with standard alkali, the

difference in litre being a measure of the free acid in the

leather.

(a) Total free and Combined Acid.—The shredded leather

(5 grms.) is dissolved in a flask on the water-bath by pure

caustic soda solution (25 c.c. of 10 per cent, strength), and
sufficient water to cover the material. The liquid is then

made acid to phenolphthalein with strong hydrochloric acid

(20—25 c.c), filtered, aud, with the washings, evaporated to

dryness in a platinum dish. The contents are ignited,

dissolved in a little weak hydrochloric acid (30 c.c. of

normal solution), diluted, filtered if necessary, the filtrate

treated with benzidine hydrochloride solution (see this
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Journal, 1903, 883, 925, 1104), 200 cc, and the mixture
allowed to stand for 15 20 minutes. It is then faltered at

the pump, on a porcelain disc, with two well-fitting papers,

the flask being rinsed out by means of the filtrate, which
should also be tested for complete precipitation. The
precipitate is washed with 10 c.c. of water twice (the last

should be neutral to litmus), and transferred, together with

the filter paper, to a flask, and there broken down in water
(50 c.c.) by violent agitation of the flask when stoppered.

The contents are now titrated with N/10 caustic soda
^lution, using pheuolphthalein as indicator, and when
apparently just alkaline, heated to 50

3—60° C. ; the faint

alkalinity is restored by further titration, and again after

boiling, the total volume (a) of N 10 alkali being recorded.

(4) Combined Acid onhj.—Another portion of the leather

(.j grms.) is gently coked in a platinum dish, the carbon is

burnt off in a stream of oxygen gas at a minimum tempera-
ture to avoid loss of sulphates, and the residual ash is

strongly ignited over the blow-pipe for five minutes. It is

then dissolved in weak hydrochloric acid, the solution

filtered, and the sulphuric acid determined as in a. If b =
the number of c.c. of N/10 caustic soda solution required,

then (a — A) x - 098 = percentage amount of free sulphuric
acid in the leather.

Preparation of Benzidine Hydrochloride.—Commercial
benzidine (12'5 grms.) is ground up iu a mortar with water
(50 c.c), transferred with hot water to a litre flask, and
alter addition of strong hydrochloric acid (15 c.c.) made up
to the mark. This solution is filtered and diluted to 5 litres

for use as reagent, of which 100 c.c. precipitates about
ii- 1 grm. of sulphuric acid, representing 2 per cent of acid

in 5 grms. of leather.—B. L. J.

Nitrates ; Determination of Traces of , in Liquids

charged with Organic Matters. A. Pagnoul. Ball. de

1'Assoc. des Chim. de Sucr. et de Dist., 1903, 21, [6],
602—608.

The reagents required are: solution of basic lead acetate ;

animai charcoal in impalpable powder and absolutely freed

from traces of nitrates by being heated in it closed platinum

crucible to a red heat; an alkaline solution of potassium

permanganate, made by dissolving in hot water 10 grms.

of sodium hvdroxide and 40 of permanganate, and making
up to a litre ; Grandval and Lajoux's reagent, obtained by
dissolving in the cold 10 grms. of crystallised phenol in

70 c.c. of pure sulphuric acid. The comparison tint is pro

pared as follows :—A quantity of sodium nitrate solution,

equal to 1 mgrm. of nitrogen, is introduced into a 100-c.c.

flask and made up to the mark ; 10 c.c. of this are

evaporated to dryness in a porcelain dish and 15 drops of

the phenol reagent stirred in, then ammonia added drop by
drop until the yellow coloration due to ammonium picrate

is persistent. This represents 1 mgrm. of nitric nitrogen

per litre. Several solutions are prepared in sealed tubes

for making comparisons. In making determinations in

beetroot juice or pulp, lead acetate is added and the

measured solutioa filtered. An aliquot portion is taken
and boiled with the alkaline permanganate, which is added
until a pink coloration remains, when a little animal
charcoal is added. The cold colourless solution, now free

from organic matter, is made up to a definite volume,
filtered, and treated as when making the standards. With
juice from a beetroot distillery the author found 27 mgrms.
per 100 c.c, in fresh pulp 21, and in molasses 62 mgrms.
Leaves of plants should be first dried at 100°—110° C. to

separate the nitrates.—L. J. de W.

Ammonia and Asparagine ; Determination of by the Sachsse-
Schloesing-Lcngi Method. H. T. Brown and J. H. Millar.

Trans, of the Guiness Besearch Lab., 1903, 1, [1],
25—29.

Tub distillation of ammonia from solutions containing
other nitrogenous matters capable of forming ammonia
{e.g., amides and amino acids) must be effected in presence
of magnesia and at temperatuies not exceeding 40° C,
under reduced pressure. The authors have devised a modi-
ficatiou of Longi's apparatus for conducting this distilla-

tion, whereby certain defects of the latter are corrected.

The improved apparatus is shown in the figure, in duplicate

form. A. is a flask of about 600 c.c. capacity, having a
wide glass tube passing through a caontehouc plug. Above
the plug a side-piece is fused into the tube, and continued
so as to form the inner tube of an inclined reflux condenser,
B. Its further end is then bent downwards and connected
with a tube having two bulbs and dipping into a large flask,
C, containing standard sulphuric acid. The neck of the
flask C is connected with the water-pump. D is a tap-
funnel for introducing the liquid into the distillation flask,

and F is a water-bath, which maintains the desired tempera-
ture of distillation. The flask G belongs to a system
which keeps the condenser B supplied with warm water
at such a temperature that the inner tube is always kept
dry, so th.it no condensation and return of ammonia can
take place. Magnesia suspended in water is placed in the
flask A, the liquid to be distilled is introduced by the
funnel D ami the pressure in the whole apparatus is

reduced to 10 mm.: the contents of the flask can then be
boiled to dryness, if desired, at a temperature of 35° C.
In this apparatus, from pure ammonium chloride, ammonia
corresponding to 99 per cent, of the salt was distilled. In
a mixture of ammonium chloride, asparagine, and aspartic
acid, the ammonium chloride found amounted to 96-5
per cent, of the quantity added. In the determination of

asparagine, the amidic nitrogen must first be converted into
ammonia by hydrolysis with acid. For this purpose it is

preferable to boil the asparagine with hydrochloric acid
(10 c.c. of strong acid diluted to 100 c.c) for 2—6 hours.
The results obtained on subsequent distillation with
magnesia are constantly too low, and must be increased
by 5 per cent. Alternatively, hydrolysis may be effected
by boiling with 5 per cent, oxalic acid for 10 hours, iu which
case the results are to be increased by 10 per cent.

—J. F. B.

ORGANIC—QUALITA Tl VE.

Galloiannic Acid; Detection of , ok the Fibre.

A. Menger. Farber-Zeit., 1903, 14, [24], 435—436.

A smali, portion of the textile material is boiled for a very
short time with a 5— 10 per cent solution of caustic soda.

The solutioa is divided into two parts, one of which is

cooled, the other being again heated to boiling. The
appearances of the two parts are then compared. In the
absence of any dyestuff which may affect the result, the

presence tf gallotimnic acid is indicaled by the distinct

e 9
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reddish colour of that part of the solution which has been
heated for a short time onl\. conjointly with the absence
of colour from, or mere pale yellow colour of. that portion

which lias been heated for a longer time. Catechutannic

acid gives with the alkali solution a reddish coloration,

which is nol altered by boiling.— K. B.

. Oil; Examination of . I.. M. Xash.
Analyst, 1904, 29, [334], :s— 4.

The residue left on saponilication of sperm oil is soluble

in absolute alcohol, whereas mineral oils are practically

insoluble. But since mineral oils are soluble in a mixture
of ethyl alcohol and alcohols from sperm oil, the test

affords no proof of the freedom of a sample of sperm oil

from mineral oils. By substituting recti6ed spirit for

absolute alcohol as the solvent, a much smaller proportion

of mineral oil is dissolved, as is shown in the following

results, obtained with a sample of American lubricating

oil of sp. gr. 0-905 :
—

«„<,„,„ Anneal Oil
Absolute ,,'.",,,".. Temper* dissolved by

Ahsi
Alcohol, added. ture.

Alcohol.

Mineral I

'

dissolved by
Beet ified Spir I

(Sp. Gr. 0-SS45).

Volumes. Volumes. F. Volumes. Volumes.
100 ll TO 'J

in. 4 7il 4 Trace
mil III 711 s 1

lMj 40 7(1 ino is

t hi to 100 175 20
inn 100 70 Any amount 100

—C. A. M.

Linseed Oilfrom Boilcil Oils; Differentiation of .

J. Lenkowitsch. Analyst. IIMJ4. 29, [334], 2.

The author's experiments on the determination of the

amount of insoluble bromides yielded by the glyeerides

(this Journal. 1899, 77; 1903, 595) have confirmed his

conclusion that the test can be used to differentiate between

drving oils and those boiled either with or without driers.

He gives a table showing the yields of bromides, together

with the specific gravities ami iodine values of dill, rent

specimens of oil, from which the following result- are

selected as typical :
—

Oil.
Specific Iodine

i Gravity. Value.
Insoluble
Bromide.

Per cent.
ls,;-| 24-17
171 20-97
169-98
176-8 8- il

166-0 2S-10

ISII'l .

125-3 2-on
121-9

10209 ?soiie

l. Linseed oil

•'. i ale boiled ml
- 9429

:;. Double boiled ml 0'944»

4. Lime, d oil heated to BOO ?... .. 0*9854

i insi i 'I -il blown at 120 ' - ' l

-
»460

In limits.

oil '"< '

7. "Thin" lithographic varnish — 0-9691

8.
' Minim, i

'

'.i. Kin nt „

The viclds of bromide given by Xo. 6 (derived from

Baltic oil) ami some other linseed oils were remarkabl)

high, as were also the iodine values of the fresh oils. In

the author's opinion some of his experiments with good

drying oils furnish additional evidence against the assump-

tion that there is a direct ratio between the iodine value

and oxygen absorption of oils.— r. A. M.

Cod-Liver Oil mid its Adulterants; T< <lx for .

E. H. Gane. Amer. l'harm. Assoc. : through Amer.
.1. l'harm.. !90.a, 75, [9], 430.

The following tests arc suggested i- indicating a pure

oil :—Half an ounce of the oil in a test-tube should remain

perfectly clear when immersed in ice for two hours. One
fluid drachm of the oil is saponified by boiling with alcoholic

potash solution ; the -nap solution i- diluted with 2 fluid

ounce- of water and heated to expel the alcohol. The fatty

acids are then liberated by an excess of hydrochloric acid,

and their odour noted. Twenty drops of the oil are placed

in a watch glass, and S drops of strong nitric acid added.

On well -tit-ring together, the oil, if pure, gives a rose-red
tint, changing, in half an hour, to lemon-yellow.—J. O. B.

Tartaric Arid; Characteristic Hiaction of Free .

D. tlauas-ini. Iloll. Cliini. Farm., 42, 513—51C. Chem.
Ctntr., 1903, 2, [26], 1476.

Free tartaric acid can be distinguished from formic, acetic.

propionic, butyric, valeric, oxalic, succinic, malic and citric

acids by the following reaction. The solution, free from
mineral acid-, i- treated with a somewhat larger amount of
minium. ]'b

:l
( \, than corresponds to the quantity of tartaric

acid present, the mixture is heated to boiling for a short

time, decanted or filtered, a small quantity of a 2 per cent,

solution of potassium tbiocyanate added to the clear liquid,

the mixture heated to boiling and then allowed to stand,

when even in the case of a 1 per cent, solution of tartaric

acid, the liquid gradually darkens owing to the deposition

of lead sulphide. The reaction can he used for the detection

of tartaric acid in wines, a brownish-violet precipitate beinc
produced.—A. S.

Tartaric Acid; Detection of , in Citric Acid. O. v

Spiodler. Chein.-Zeit., 1904, 28, [2], 15.

Denioes' reaction for citric acid (see this Journal, lv.is

802) is thus modified:—0-5 grin, of the- acid is dissolved

in 10 c.c. of water, 2 c.c. of mercuric sulphat- solution

(5 grins, of mercuric oxide, 20 c.c. of concentrated sul

phuric acid, so c.c. of water) are added, and the whole is

brought to boiling; 2 c.c. of a (>•."> per cent, solution of

potassium bichromate are then added. On cooling, pure

citric acid deposits a light yellow precipitate of varying

composition : -hould tartaric acid be present, the liquid

becomes dirty brown, carbon dioxide is evolved, and the

filtrate has a green colour. The above method serves to

detect 5 per cent, of tartaric acid with ease ; if the quantity

be less, it is well to carry out a blank test with pure citric

acid.—W. A. ('.

Tormaldchude ; Ileactioiis with . C. Goldschiuidt.

. Chem.-Zeit., 1904, 28, ["], 59 -

FORMALDEHYDE anil dimothylaniline in alcoholic solution

yield after standing for some days, laminae of tetramethyl-

aiaminodiphenylmetbane Formaldehyde, methyldiphenyl-

amiue, and hydrochloric acid yield an onhydro-aleohol of

high melting-point, insoluble in the usual solvent-, which

slowly turns blue in the air, and yields a blue resin or.

treatment with oxidising agents. Methyldiphenylaminc

and form aldehyde heated in alcoholic solution with a couple

of drops of hydrochloric acid, yield an oil, which speedily

solidifies: while when methylaniline is substituted for

methyldiphenylamine a crystalline precipitate is formed,

from which two substances can be separated, one soluble in

alcohol, m. pt. 63 C, the other insoluble, m. pt. 130 C
—J. T. D.

Quinine Sulphati : Detectidnof Allied Alkaloids in .

Supplement to Dutch Pharmacopoeia ; through l'harm

1'"-
. 1903, 36, [41], 583.

0-75 grm. of the salt, well dried at 100" C, is dissolved in

40 c.c. of boiling water with the aid of a trace of sulphuric

acid, so that the solution barely changes the colour of red

litmus paper. After adding 6 c.c. of a 10 per cent, solution

of neutral potassium chromate and thoroughly cooling, the

precipitate i- filtered out through ^lass wool. The clear

filtrate thus obtained should not give any opalescence or

fiocculent precipitate on the addition of 10 drops of cansti

soda solution, even after standing for 24 hours.— J. ' I. B.

OftG.l tflC—Ql'AXTITA Tl '. E.

Halogens; Determination of , in Organic Comimunds.

H. Baubigny and G. Chavanne. Comples rend., 1901

138, [2], 85-87.

I in authors have devised an apparatus for determining

chlorine or bromine by their method (this J., 1903, 7ol)

of combustion by sulphuric and chromic acids. The appa-

ratus is shown in the figure ; it is made of stout glass,

and the tubes m n and o c touch, and can be tied together.
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so that the whole apparatus may be shaken without fear of

fracture. About 2J c.c. of alkaline solution of sodium sul-

phite are introduced into the bulbs through o, and the end

m of m n is closed by a cork. The sulphochromic mixture

is poured into the flask, the substance in its little glass tube

dropped in, and the flask at once closed by the stopper

carrying the condensing bulbs. The flask is at first warmed
or cooled accordiug to the rapidity of the reaction ; but

action must never be

allowed to become vio-

lent, and the combustion
should last 30 or 40
minutes. Towards the

end, the fla^k is heated
in a paraffin bath, in

which it is hung by a
string, and the tempera-
ture is gradually raised

to 1 35'— 140° C. When
action is over, air is

blown through m n n'

till all chlorine or bro-

mine is expelled from
the flask ; the condenser
is removed, the tube n n'

washed with a jet of

water, and the sulphite

solution emptied through
a aud the stopper into a
long-neeked flask which
has been brought up
over the tube n n' and
the stopper. Two or

three washings with 30
or to c.e. of water intro-

duced by o serve to

rinse the coDdenser
thoroughly, and the chlorine or bromine in the liquid is

then determined by any of the usual methods. Obviously,
a separation of chlorine from bromine cannot be thus

effected, though either or both of them can be separated
from iodine.— J. T. D.

Soaps; Method of Gradinq , as to their JJ: I

Power. H. W. Hillyer. .1. Amer. Chern. ISoc, 1903,

25, [12], 1256—1265.

In a previous communication i J. Amer. Chem. Soc, 25,
511, 524) the author showed that when a solution of
is allowed to fall in drops beneath the surface of an oil, the

number of drops formed from a given volume of the solu-

tion depends on the amount of soap present, and is also a
measure of the emulsifying (detergent) power of that

solution. In the present paper he recommends this test as
a means of forming some opinion as to the detergent pro-
perties of different soaps in hot or cold water. As a
standard for the hot test. 1 grm. of neutral sodium palmitate

(prepared from 3fi c.c. of N/10
sodium hydroxide solution and
0-921 grm. of palmitic acid), is

dissolved in 200 c.c. of hot
water, and portions of 10, 20,

30, and 40 c.c. respectively of

this solution diluted to 50 c.c.

with boiling water, and tested

in the apparatus. The essential

part of the latter is a pipette, A,
with capillary outlet of about

0'45mm., opening from a flat

horizontal surface of about

10 mm. in diameter. The
pipette holds 5 c.c., and has a
spherical body ; the internal

diameter of the stem is 3 mm.
The receptacle for the oil

mav be a test tube, but it is

preferable to use a vessel of the form, B, C, so as to
obtain a more nearly constant pressure. It is immersed in
a covered beaker containing water which is kept boiling.

In using the apparatus, 2 or 3 c.c. of water are introduced

1

v T1^^ -T
->

T '.S. J

J c
-B

1 ri

IF

<-£±^

into B, followed by 20 c.c. of kerosene, the pipette is rinsed

out twice with the given soap solution, then filled, its poiot

placed in the kerosene, and the number of drops formed in

falling from the mark on the pipette counted. The num-
bers of drops given by each of the diluted boiling standard
solutions, with the standard kerosene oil. are then plotted in

a curve in which the ordinates represent percentages of the

standard, and the abscissa; the numbers of drops correspond-
ing to those percentages Unknown samples of soap are
tested in the same way, aud the results referred to sodium
palmitate as a standard. Thus, if 0."5 grm. of a com-
mercial soap be dissolved in 1(10 e.c, of water, aud the

solution tested at the boiling point, it may be stated that the

sample yields the same uumber of drops as a solution of

sodium palmitate containing x per cent, of-- the standard, or

that with hot water it has as great a detergent power as a

soap coutaiuing x per cent, of sodium palmitate. Jn testing

cold water soaps a solution of 1 grm. of sodium oleate in

200 parts of freshly-boiled distilled water is taken as the

standard (= 100 per cent.). Fractional standards are pre-

pared as before, each being diluted with cold freshly-boiled

water, tested in the same way, as far as possible at a

standard temperature, and the results plotted as a curve.

In the actual test. 0*5 grm. of a sample of soap in shavings

is mixed with 100 c.c. of freshly-boiled cold water, and
allowed to stand over night, then filtered, aud the filtrate

stirred and tested as before. The hot test will give results

concordant within 1 per cent, with successive samples, and
much closer in duplicate determinations with the same
sample, whilst the eold test gives figures, agreeing within

4 or 5 per cent, in the case of the most slimy products.

A table of the results given by commercial soaps is shown,
and it is pointed out that these confirm in some cases the
relative values assigned by the makers to their products.

The author considers that this method will afford the manu-
facturer a better means of judging a soap, and of determining

the effect on its detergent power of variations iu the

composition.—C. A. It

Fehling's Solution ; Sodium Sulphide as an Indicator with

[Determination ofReducing Sugars^. L. Beulaygue.
Comptes rend., 1904, 138, i, [1], 51—53.

Sodium sulphide (10 per cent, solution) serves as a very

convenient indicator in the volumetric estimation of reducing

sugars by means of Fehliug's solution. The latter, mixed
with double its volume of water, is heated to boiling in a
porcelain dish and the sugar solution gradually run iu from

a burette. When the end point is approached, a drop of

the liquid is removed from the dish by means of a glass rod

and is placed on the upper surface of two filter papers, the

first of which filters off the cuprous oxide so that only the

clear liquid reaches the lower paper. The moistened part

of the latter is then touched with a drop of the sodium
sulphide solution, whicn gives a black spot if unreduced
copper salt is still present. When very little of the copper

remains unreduced, the coloration produced by the sulphide

changes to brown, and at the end point it disappears

altogether. This method of working is a very sensitive

one, especially if the moist spot be viewed by transmitted

light. In the preliminary determination of the strength of

the Fehling's solution, it is also necessary to work in the

way described above.—T. H. P.

Starch in Barley and Malt ; Method for the Rapid Deter-

mination of . H.T. Brown and J. H.Millar. Trans.

of the Guiness Research Lab., 1903,1, [1], 79—91.

The two methods hitherto available for the determination

of starch iu barley and malt, viz., O'Sullivan's " maltose

and dextrin " method and the method of fermentation,

require several days. The authors have therefore devised

the following rapid method, which is based on eupric reduc-

tion only, so that the tedious extraction of the optically

active amylans, the weak point of the O'Sullivan method,
can be dispensed with, since it has been proved that this

class of bodies yields no reducing sugar on treatment with

malt diastase. The grain is first ground to the finest

possible powder in a Maerker mill, a weighed quantity of

about 5 grms. is then placed in a paper extraction thimble.

About 80 c.c. of alcohol, sp. gr. 0-920, are placed in
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the extraction flask, which is preferably made of copper,
and conditions arc thus established which ensure the

continuous extraction of the meal by alcohol of - 900
sp. gr. About 0") grm. of high-melting paraffin should be
placed in the flask to prevent frothing. Extraction is con-
ducted for three hours in the case of barley, and for nine
hours in the case of omit, by which treatment all cupric-
reducing bodies and all nitrogenous bodies soluble in alcohol
are removed. The meal is then transferred to a beaker
with about 100 c.c. of water and the mash is thoroughly
boiled. After cooling to 57° C, 10 c.c. of an active malt-

extract are added and conversion is allowed to proceed for
one hour. The solution is boiled and filtered, the residue
washed, and the filtrate diluted to 200 c.c. afttr cooling.

The cupric - reducing power is then determined under
the standard conditions laid down by Brown, Morris,
and Millar (J. (hem. Soc, 1897, 94), and the maltose is

calculated from Table XI. (.he. cit., p. 100) after correction

for the reducing power of the malt-extract. This method
j

depends on the conversion of the starch to the point known
as the "No. 8 equation" of Brown and Heron, according

]

to which 84-! parts of maltose correspond lo 100 parts of
starch. The attainment of this point depends, however, on
the converting power of the malt-extract, and the factor is

only accurate when the extract is prepared from a malt
kiln-dried at 50°— 52" C, and possessing a diastatic power
of 80° on Limner's scale. If the malt employed have a
lower diastatic power the starch equivalent of the maltose
produced at the final stage must be determined by a control

experiment with pure starch.—J. F. 15.

Formaldehyde; Determination of . C. Kippenberger.
Zeits. anal. Chem., 1903, 42, 686—696.

Attention is drawn to a series of errors in the method
given in the German Pharmacopoeia for the determination
of formaldehyde. It is there directed to mix 5 c.c. of the
formaldehyde solution with 20 c.c. of water and 10 c.c. of
ammonia solution (German Fharm. strength), allow the
mixture to stand in a closed vessel for one hour, then to

add 2u c.c. of N/1 hydrochloric acid solution, and titrate the
excess of acid with N/1 potassium hydroxide solution, using
rosolic acid as indicator. The author shows that this

indicator gives unreliable results should the ammonia
solution contain carbonate, which is nearly always the case.

Further, the hexamethylenetetramine formed is not a stable

body. It undergoes partial decomposition in the presence I

of acids, neutralising a portion of the latter. Although it I

is also possible for this substance to be decomposed hy
|

alkalis, this does not come into consideration under the
conditions of the above process. A sample of formaldehyde
solution gave 36 74 per cent, of formaldehyde, using rosolic

acid as indicator. With methyl orange, 28-46 per cent, was
obtained, the latter figure closely agreeing with that
obtained hy a different method—conversion of the formal-
dehyde into trisulphomethylene.—W. P. S.

XIIV.-SCIENTIFIC & TECHNICAL NOTES.
Hydrogen Peroxide ; Hadin-aclivity of . O. Dony-

Henault. Bull, de 1'Assoc. Hclge des (him., 1903,

17, [10], 365—37:!.

Experiments were made to ascertain the relationship
between the radio-activity of hydrogen peroxide, and its

rate of dissociation into water and oxygen. The rate of
dissociation diminishes when the temperature is lowered,
and it was found that the radio-activity was also lowered,
care being taken in all these experiments to keep the
sensitised surface itself at a uniform temperature by arts

of melting ice. On the other hand acceleration or
modification of the dissociation rate by means of catalytic
agents such as mercury and platiDum, or by . bi

agents which affect the stability of hydrogen peroxide
solutions, e.g., sulphuric acid, alcohol, or alkali-, neither
accelerate nor modify the intensity of radio-activity. The
loss of radio-activity noticed when the temperature falls, can
not therefore be explained by the diminished rate of disso-
ciation. Contrary to the opinion of (iraetz. the radiations of
hydrogen peroxide cannot reproduce hydrogen pi roxide

from the vapours present in the atmosphere, so that the
analogy with the Becquerel rays which ozonise oxygen is

much weakened ; whilst the influence of temperature on
the two kinds of radiation points to an essential difference
between them.—R. L. J.

Chemieal Action of Light, G. Ciamician and P. Silher.

Her., 1903,36, [1 7], 4266—4272.

On allowing a shallow dish containing finely-powdered
stilbene to remain for nearly a year in a dessicator, it

was found that the walls of the latter, and more especially
those parts of them subjected to direct sunlight, became
covered with long, acicular cr3- stals of benzoic acid : mixed
with the acid was an amorphous, resinous substance, also

occurring in the residual, unaltered stilbene. The authors
explain this change as due to the desiccator not being quite

closed and so allowing the entrance of oxygen which united
with the stilbene giving a peroxide.—T. H. I'.

Dinitrobemi/lirtcneaniline : Action of Light on . F.
Sachs and K. Sichel. Ber., 19o4, 36, [17], 4373—4377.

On subjecting a solution of 8 grins, of 2:4-dinitrobenzyli-
dene-aniline in cold benzene, placed between the walls of
a double-walled, sealed glass cylinder, for four weeks (in

July) to the action of direct sunlight, it was found to yield :

(1) - 3 grm. of a substance separating from its nitro-

benzene solution in pale yellow needles, and (2) about
3 grms. of o-benzenea/.o-p-nitrobenzanilide [(CO.XH.
C6
H

5
):(X : N.C,.H

:
,):(N<>

: )
= 1:2:4].—T. H. P.

Oxidation caused by Manganese ; Influence of Albuminoid
Substances on . A. Trillat. Comptes rend., 1904,

138, [2], 94—96.

If weak solution of albumin from white of egg be added to

the gallic acid and alkaline manganese solution described in

a previous paper (this Journal, 1903, 1371), the oxidising
action on the gallic acid is greatly increased, especially in

the early stages. Increase of albumin accelerates the action

up to a certain point (about -

l per cent, of the whole).
The effect of paralysing agents is very marked. Other
albuminoids and colloids have given very variable results.

Albumin tends to prevent the precipitation of manganese
salts hy an alkali, and as it has been found that the activity

of certain soluble substances lessens as they approach
their point of coagulation or separation, so possibly the
retention of the manganese oxide in the colloidal condition
accounts for the increased activity caused by the albumin.
The association of metallic salt, base, and colloid, like

albumin, is exactly what is found in nature.—J. T. D.

#tto $oofes.

A Systematic Survey of the Organic Colouring
Matters. Founded on the German of Drs. (1. Sciici.tz

and P. JlllJUS. Second Edition, revised throughout and
greatly enlarged. By Arthur (1. Gkeen, Professor of
Tinctorial Chemistry at the ^ urkshire College, Leeds,
&c. Maeiuillan and Co., Ltd., London and New York.
1904. Price 21*.

Large 8vo, almost 4to, volume, containing preface and
introduction, list of abbreviations, and tabulated subject

matter filling 269 pages. At the close are alphabetical

indexes of " Kaw and Intermediate Products" and of

"Colouring Matters." Of the portion introductory to the

tables (Raw Pboddctb, or Section I ), this is subdivided

as follows :— (i.) Coal Tar. (ii.) Intermediate Products,
consisting of Nitio Compound* ; Sulphonic Acids of

Hydrocarbons ; Carboxylic Acids of Hydrocarbons : Primary
Amines and their Sulphonic Carboxylic Acids; Secondary
and Tertiary Amines and their Derivatives ; Diamines and
their Sulphonic Acids : Primary Amines and Diamines used

in the Preparation of Substantive Cotton Colours; Phenols
and their Sulphonic and Carboxylic Acids ; Amidophenols
and their Derivatives; Halogen Compounds; Aldehydes.

Ketones and Quinones; Diaxa and Azo Compound-;
Compounds of the Fatty Series Section II., COLOUBIHQ
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Matters. The tables, here extending from page 74 to 268,
contain 711 dyestuffs, and these are treated under the

following headings:—"Commercial Names"; "Scientific

Names"; "Empirical Formulae"; "Constitutional For-

mulae " ;
" Methods of Preparation "

;
" Year of Discovery "•

"Discoverer, Patents, Literature"; "Behaviour with

Reagents. Shade and Dyeing Properties and Method of

Employment." The work concludes with an Alphabetical

Index to Section I. and also an Alphabetical Index to

Section II.

Gas Undertakings. Return relating to all authorised
Gas Undertakings in the United Kingdom other than
those of Local Authorities, for the year ended the 31st
December, 1902. 331. Eyre and Spottiswoode, London.
Price 9d.

Tfis is an annual return issued by the Hoard of Trade,
coutaining statistics as to the operation of the various gas

companies in the United Kingdom. The present return
deals with 454 authorised undertakings, with a total

authorised share capital of 74,319,363/., and supplying
2,197,987 consumers. During the year ended 31st Decem-
ber 1902, the receipts of these companies amounted to

1 7,205,092/., and their expenditure to 13,167,186/. 8,920,004
tons of coal were carbonised during the year, and 99,676,048
cb. ft. of gas made.

Gas Undertakings (Local Authorities). Returns
relating to all authorised Gas Undertakings in the United
Kingdom belonging to Local Authorities for the year
ended the 23th March, 1903. 330. Eyre and Spottis-

woode, London. Price Sid.

This return shows that during the year ended the 25th
March 1903, 256 local authorities were engaged in the
manufacture of gas for lighting purposes, &c. The quantity
of gas made in 1902-3 was 60,902,739 cb. ft., coal to the
extent of 5,589,215 tons being used. The number of con-
sumers supplied with gas was 1,970,738, and in addition,
294,828 public lamps were lighted by gas manufactured by-

local authorities.

I.—GENERAL.
Preferential and Reciprocal Trade Act in

New Zealand.

Bd. of Trade J., Jan. 14, 1904.

The " Preferential and Reciprocal Trade Act, 1903 " (No.
78 of 1903) came into force on Nov. 16 last ; it provides
for the levying of duty on certain articles imported into
New Zealand and not the produce or manufacture of some
part of the British dominions, in addition to the ordinary
tariff duties in force. The following are examples :—
Cement

:
an amount equal to the duty payable under the

tariff. Candles ; china, porcelain, &c ; cream of tartar

;

earthenware, &c.
; glass and glassware ; various kinds of

paper
;
plate and plated ware : an amount equal to one

half the duty payable under the tariff. Printing paper :—
a customs duty equal to 20 per cent, of the value "for duty
as defined by the " Customs Laws Consolidation Act, 1882 "

American Chemical and Allied Mineral Trades
in 1903.

Eng. and Mining J., Jan 7, 1904.
Cyanide.—Apart from a good home demand, a fair

export trade Wis done with Mexico, South America, and
Canada, at rather low prices. With a domestic productiou
of about 2,500,000 lb., the United States imports annually
between 3,000,000 lb. and 4,000,000 lb. from Great Britain
and Germany. Market prices have felt the anxiety of
foreign makers to unload heavy stocks accumulated in
recent years. Importers at New York quoted 19-5 to

21 cents per lb., and probably took some large contracts at
less, although there is a duty of 12-5 per cent, ad valorem
on potassium cyanide and 25 per cent, on sodium cyanide.

Bleaching Powder.—Consumption has been large, not
withstanding labour troubles in certain important industries.
The imports of foreign bleach into the United States in
1903, paying a duty of 0-02 cent per pound, amounted
to 109,003,234 lb., of which Great Britain furnished
88,744,166 lb., or 81 -4 per cent. Compared with 1902, the
total imports show a decrease of 3,371,244 lb., or 3 per
cent. Re-exports were 779,826 lb., as against 198,794 lb.

in 1902, the difference indicating that the domestic produc-
tion and quality of bleach is improving, particularly in the
central west. Foreign prime bleach sold in New York in
the early months of the year at 1-75 dols. per 100 lb., but
in September free offerings of varied test brands were made
as low as 85 cents. The extreme monthly average prices
were 1-42 dols. in February, and 1-01 dols. iu October,
making 1-187 dols. for the year. Domestic prime bleach
touched 1-25 dols. f.o.b. works in February, and 75 cents
for off-test in May and later ; the year's average was
1-107 dols. Contracts for 1904 delivery at seaboard have
been taken at 1-25 dols. per 100 lb. for prime British and
American, and 1 • 20 dols. for Continental brands. Lower
grades have been booked at a discount.

Copper Sulphate.—There were imports of British blue
vitriol in the face of a 0-5 cent per lb. duty, a loss of 62-8
per cent, to '8,355 long tons in domestic exports, and a
further reduction of 20-5 per cent, to 17,309 tons in pro-
duction, owing partly to the disastrous fire at the works of
the Nichols Chemical Company. Better prices obtained in

1 903, as a result of a higher market for copper and of the
centralisation of the trade. The best prices were reported
in February—May, 5-875 dols. per 100 lb. being touched in
April; the lowest was 4 -125 dols. in January. The extreme
monthly average prices were 4-37 dols. in January, and
5-54 dols. in March, making 4*87 dols. for the year. Fre-
quently the British article sold below the domestic, but on
the whole both brands maintained a satisfactory level.

Arsenic.—The United States is the largest consumer iu

the world, importing annually fully 6,000,000 lb. of white
arsenic, metallic arsenic, and arsenic sulphides from Europe
and Canada. Recently importers booked contracts for
white arsenic at an average of 2-975 cents per lb. for
French, 3 125 cents for Spanish and German, and 3 25 cents
for British, f.o.b. New York. In January there were sales

as low as 2-75 cents to 3-125 cents, according to brand,
and, summed up, the year's prices have been less than in
1902, owing to competition. Red arsenic, imported from
Germany, was also weak, receding from 6 75 to 7 cents per
lb., in January, to 6-375 to 6-50 cents later.

Sulphuric Arid.—The heavy consumption, especially by
the fertiliser and petroleum industries, with the friendly
relations among the larger eastern acid-makers, has resulted
in satisfactory market prices. Contract deliveries in 1903
and 1904 in New York and vicinity have been quoted on
the basis of 1-05 dols. per 100 lb. for 60° acid iu carboys,
and 18 dols. to 20 dols. per ton in bulk; 1-20 dols. per
100 lb. for 66° in carboys, and 21 dols. to 23 dols. per
ton in bulk; and 13-50 dols. to 14-50 dols. per ton for
bulk chamber, or 50" acid. In other parts of the country,
especially in the central west, where acid is made chiefly as
a by-product in treating zinc sulphide ores, lower prices
have been received, but the eastern market is practically
free from this competition.

Nitric Acid.—The continued strength in the raw material
market is reflected in the prices for nitric acid, for this or
next year, which are 4-37^ dols. per 100 lb. for 36° iu

carboys delivered in New York and vicinity, 4-75 dols. for
38°, 5 dols. for 40°, and 5-37£ dols. for 42°. Consumption
is good.

Oxalic Acid.—Only occasionally was the market un-
settled by a pressure to sell on the part of importers,
and during the flurry quotations at New York dropped to

5 dols. to 5-12i dols. per 100 lb. At other times the
market was firm at 5-25 dols. to 5-50 dols. Contracts for
1904 delivery were booked in October and later at 5 dols.

for German and British, and 5-25 dols. to 5-50 dols. for
Norwegian. The annual imports into the United States
are something between 5,678,000 and 5,700,000 pounds.
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Hydrochloric Acid.—Buying by consumers lias been

:il>i mt up to the average in the past year, anil prices have

be°n remunerative to the producer. The average quotations

at New York for 1903 and 1904 deliveries are 1'fiO dols.

per 100 Ibi for 18° acid, 1-60 dols. for 2o°, and 1-75 dols.

for 88*.

Sulphur and Pyrites —The production of sulphur in the

United States taring 1903 is estimated at 13,500 short

tons, valued at 202,175 dols., as compared with 8,336 short

ions, valued at 220,560 dols. in 1902. The greater part of

the output was obtained from the mines of the Union
Sulphur Company, near Lake Charles, Calcasieu parish,

La, the balance coming from the mines of the Utah
Sulphur Company iu Beaver connty, Utah, and those of

the Nevada Sulphur Company at Babbit Hole Springs,

near Humboldt county. Nev. Although the production of

domestic sulphur in the United States has never exceeded

1 percent, of the total consumption, it is noteworthy that

the output from the Domestic mines during 1903 is the

largest ever recorded, which indicates that the development
of this branch of the minetnl industry is of good promise.

During 1903 the total consumption in the United States of

sulphur from domestic and foreign sources, together with

the sulphur content of pyrites used for the manufacture of

sulphuric acid (including both domestic and foreign product)

aggregated 472,1)62 long tons as compared with 481,830

tons for 1902. The details of the supply are given in tbe

subjoined table, the imports for December being estimated :

LongToiis. LongTons.
Sulphur, domestic 7,443 Vi'flm

Su'lnhur, foreign (net imports) 17*98!) 185,796

Sulphur content of domestic pyrites 102.689 38,636

Sulpbur content of foreign pyrites 196,759 186,17.6

Total consumption . 48L8S0 472,662

Prices have ruled high, and until the deposits in Mexico
and Alaska, optioned to Americans, are developed actively

the Anglo-Sicilian Sulphur Company, which controls 85 per

cent, of the output in Sicily, will continue to dictate prices.

New York importers hooked shipping contracts for Sicilian

sulphur at an average of 22 -7") dols. per ten in January
and 21-75 dols. in June, or 22 25 dols. for the year for best

unmixed seconds, which is only 75 cents more than the

aveiage price in Sicily, plus the freight of 1 * 84 dols. per

ton. Best thirds sold iu New York iu January at an average
of 20-75 dols.. and in November at 21 • 50 dols., making
21 -I'll dols. for the year, which is only 40 cents more than
the Si- iliai, delivery price at Atlantic ports, lie-sales have
been made on spot at higher prices, but taken as a whole
the m irgin of profit for importers has been rather small.

A 7 per cent, decrease in the demand for pyrites this year
has naturally affected prices somewhat, but as sellers usually

make long-time contracts with consumers the transient

market is seldom disturbed. Ocean freight rates from
Spain, averaging from 9a. 6d. to 12s. Gd. per ton also had
some influence on the market, while the heavier imports of
1'illei's Island pyrites attracted no little attention. Spanish
pyrites, containing from 43 to 51 per cent, of sulphur, sold at

10 to 13'5 cents per unit for lump, and 9 to 1 1 -5 cents for

lines. Domestic ore, carrying from 42 to 44 per cent,

of .sulphur, brought an average of 5 dols. per ton for lump,
and 10 ents per unit for lines, f.o.b. Atlantic coast mines.

Nitrate of Soda.—An increased consumption, higher

market prices, comparatively lower ocean freight rates

from South American ports, and the adjustment of the

quotas of exports from Chile for the third year (April I,

1903, to March 31, 1904Y, at 32,500,000 qtls. give hope for

continued prosperity. Earnings of the oficittas are large,

and it is als< teworthy that on the year's exports of

1,405,143 long tons the Chilian ( iovernment has collected

about 17,823,640 dols., besides enriching its treasury from
the -ales of mineral-bearing land in Tarapaea and Toco.

Saltpetre.—The consumption in 1903 has been the largest

ii. imports into the United Slates amounting to

13,552,059 lb. Crud. saltpetre sold in New York at

.i-.'io dols. to 3'75dols. per 100 lb. for immediate delivery.

and at 3-25 dols to 3-60 dols. for future shipment. The
refined quality brought 4 dols. to 4 - 5i>dol*. per 100 pounds.

Zinc Oride and ]Yhitc Lead.—Labour troubles in the

building trades interfered somewhat with the domestic
market and reacted on the production of white lead. A
larger export trade encouraged the output of zins white.

American dry white lead sold in New York at 4*50 to

5" 75 cents per lb., according to quality and time of delivery,

while extra dry zinc oxide brought 4*375 to 4*75 cents.

Foreign brands sold proportionately higher than the

domestic, owing to the duty of2"875 cents per lb. on white

lead, ! cent per lb. on dry zinc white, and 1-75 cents in oil.

Phosphates.—The production of all classes of phosphates
in the United States in 1903, estimated below at 1,477, Oil

long ton6, is somewhat less than the previous year, owing to

a curtailed demand, as indicated by the shipments given.

Production.

Shipments.

Domestic. 1'orcistn.

Land pebble
188,750

28S.IS8

19,985

l.i WftSM
149,068 J53.563

(9J&3

773,923
422,889
180,789

169,993 62(1,382

313,008 117is7
2\»;l-i: 40.980

Total, United States
Total. l'.Wi

1,477,601

1,487,471

731,228
782,435

778,698

821,515

It is worthy of comment that, although 52 8 per cent, of

the production was sent abroad, the proportion is lesn than

1902. Our best customers were Germany and Belgium lot-

hard roek, and Italy, France, and Great Britain for land

pebble. A surprising feature is the continued large imports

of phosphates from Belgium and other countries, which in

1903 amounted to about 136,531 tons, and were used

principally as " fillers " for artificial fertilisers.

British Guiana ; Trade or . (Year Ended
31st March, 1903.)

Bd. of Trade J., Jan. 28, 1904.

The following tables, showing the total value of the

imports and exports of certain articles into and from liritish

Guiana during the financial year ended 81st March last, as

compared with the preceding year, are compiled from the

report of the Comptroller of < loftoms at Georgetown on the

Customs statistics of the Colouv for the year 1902—1903:—

Dols.
Metals and metal manufactures (includes
machinery, hardware, and cutlery) ... 761,000

Manures 445,000
Boyerages (includes mult liquors, wines,
andspirits) I7si.no*>

(ills, petroleum ami other 143,000

Coal and cok« I2f

Leather uiaiiiiliieiiu'es 1-J.<

_ —

:

Exports of Colonial Produce.

Dols.

656,000

52S,l>09

181,000
i6i bod
1 11.lino

139,000

Tear ended :>lst March

1902. 1903.

Dols.
Sue n "983,000

Gold, 1,78*000
Kuni 7;imio
Kalara i i'«>"

Molasses 21,000

DoU/
5XW2.000
1,790,000

I'.I.VIIIO

i
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11. -FUEL, GAS, AND LIGHT.

Gas ;
Illuminating Power and Purity of .

Committee of Enquiry.

Bd. of Trade J., Jan. 28, 190 1.

Tbe President of the Board of Trade has appointed

the following gentlemen, vis., the Lord Rayleigh, F.U.S.

(Chairman): Sir Wm. de W. Abney, K.C.I?.. F.K.S.

;

Robert Farquharson, Esq., M.D., M.P.: William King,

Esq. : and J. Fletcher Moulton, Esq., K.C., M.P., to be a

Committee to enquire and report as to the statutory require-

ments relating to the illuminating power and purity of gas

supplied by tbe Metropolitan Gas Companies, and as to

the methods now adopted for testing the same, and whether

anv alteration is desirable in such requirements or methods,

and. if so, whether any consequential alteration should be

made in the standard price of gas.

Mr. Herbert t '. Honey, of the Board of Trade, has been

appointed Secretary to the Committee.

IV.—COLOURING MATTERS, Etc.

Aliza.rin Bute G. W. : U.S. Customs Decision.

Dec. 31, 1903.

Merchandise named as above, which on analysis was
shown to be made from alizarin or anthracene, was decided

by the Board of General Appraisers to be free of duty

under paragraph 469 of the present Tariff Act, as a " d\

e

derived from alizarin or anthracene."—R. W. M.

VII.—ACIDS, ALKALIS, Etc.

Bromine Production of U.S. in l'J03.

J. Struthers. Eng. and Mining J., Jan. 7, 1904.

The production of bromine in the United States during
1903, including the quantity of bromine contained in

potassium bromide, amounted to 603,500 lb., valued at

172,000 doU., as compared with 513,890 lb., valuea at

128,472 dols., in 1902. The price of bromine during 1903
has been very erratic, beginning the year at 25 cents per lb.,

and going to as high as 40 cents for a few lots in Jul}' and
August ; toward the end of the year it has been quoted at

30 cents. The average for the entire year may be taken
at 28 - 5 cents per lb. The world's production of bromine
continues to be controlled by the associated American
producers and by the Leopoldshall-Stassfurt Convention,
the latter association continuing operative for several years
to come. There has been very little, if any, change in

the bromine industry in the United States during 1903.
More than one-half of the total output was furnished by
Michigan, which contributed approximately 270,000 lb. in

the form of potassium bromide, and 56,500 lb. in the form
of liquid bromine (total 326,500 lb.), as compared with
the respective quantities of 165,000 and 61,462 lb. (total

226,462 lb.) for the year 1902.

Sulphur ; Canadian .

Cham, and Druggist, Jan. 16, 1904.

It is reported that sulphur deposits have been discovered
in the Steep Koek Lake district. The deposits of pyrites
are said to carry from 40 to 45 per cent, of sulphur
suitable for sulphuric acid manufacture.

X.—METALLURG Y.

Kolar Gold Field, India.

A. M. Smith. Trans. Inst, of Mm. and Mr!.,
Jan. 21, 1904.

The Kolar goldfield, though one of the smallest in the
world, is one of the richest—if not the richest—in point of
gold production. Up to September last it had yielded no
less than 16 millions sterling in gold, of which 6 millions
has been paid in dividends, while the annual output has
now reached 2J millions. The industry gives employment

to some 20,000 mining men, huudreds of whom are from
this country. The two chief , lodes or reefs on the Kolar

goldfield are known as the Cbampion lode and the

Oriental lode. These run parallel to one another, about

4,000 ft. apart, and both of them occur in the eastern

half of the schistose belt. Profitable mining operations

have hitherto been carried on only on the Champion
lode, which is not auriferous, in a paying sense, throughout.

Very rich patches occur in places, to which the name of

"shoots " has been given. These shoots all crop out at the

surface, and have a well-defined pitch to the north. As a

rule, there are old native workings where the shoots crop

out, and the old workers have gone down in some places as

depp as 300 ft. Between the shoots there is much reef

matter that does not pay to mine ; hence the eudeavour, on
all the mines, to find the " shoois " of ore. As much as six

millions sterling in gold has been taken out of a single

" shoot." It is generally agreed ( 1 ) that the auriferous rocks

form a narrow band, from 1 to 4 miles wide from east to

west, and some 40 miles long; (2) that the auriferous rocks

are bent into a synclinal fold, with a north and south axis
;

(3) that the auriferous quartz reefs occur about the middle

of the schist band, and arc parallel to the layers of the schist,

and hence strike north and south
; (4) that the Champion

lode, which occurs on the east central portion of the belt, dips

west at an angle of from 45
3
to 6(i . As the Champion lode

occurs about'the middle of the schist band, and as its dip is

coincident with the bedding of the schists (an angle of

45°), it is clear that it will not extend downwards in depth

indefinitely.—J. H. C.

Mekcuuy in 1903.

I. S. Pickering. Client, and Druggist, Jan. 16, 1904.

The following tables show the business done in the

United Kingdom in mercury during 1903 and past years :

—

Imports. Exports.
Highest.
I'm.'.

Lowest
frice.

Bottles. Bottles. £ s. a. £ s. d
1903 .11. vs.. 18,848 8 15 S 5 n

1902 33,192 19,519 s 17 6 8 14 6

1901 35.341 26,863 !' i i; 8 17 6
1900 3S;725 25,869 9 12 6 :i -i l>

lsua 51,696 32,239 9 12 i; 7 15 il

1838 54.563 34.014 7 15 n 6 16 o

1897 .". 1.73

1

30.768 7 7 6 6 9 u

1896 47,159 85,211 7 8 (1 11 6 e

isnr, 10.654 36,827 7 S 6 « 7 i;

1S94 51,'JOl 43.59S (1 14 5 7

It will be noted from the above figures that the exports

are the lowest since 1894, but as a matter of fact they are

the lowest for 23 years.

India; Minerals in .

Indian Geological Surrey. Through Bd. of Trade J.,

Jan. 14, 1904.'

Chromite.—Cbrnme-iron deposits were investigated in

the Peshin aud Zhob districts, Baluchistan. One of the

most promising localities occurs about two miles east of

Khanozai, in the Peshin district, where a vein-like mass
about 400 feet long, with an average breadth of 5 feet, was
investigated. The vein consists of almost pure ore of great
richness. An analysis made in the laboratory of the

Department gave over 54 per cent, of chromium sesquioxide,

and some parts of the vein show an even higher percentage.

The locality is connected by an excellent road with Khanai
railway station, 17 miles distant.

Fire-clay.—The deposits noticed near Jovrai, Assam,
were, at the request of the Chief Commissioner, re-exam-
ined aud sampled for testing. The tests showed that the

material forms excellent tire-bricks, capable of standing
a great heat.

Iron and Manganese.—In connection with the Dhar
Forest Survey, the rich iron ore deposits received some
attention, but it is stated that the main and, at preseut,

insuperable difficulty in connection with the development
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of these oreB on a large scale is the absence of mineral

fuel. The manganese ores, which are also widely dis-

tributed in the same district, are to be the subject of a

special report to the Dhar Durbar.

Lead.—A lode of galena discovered in Dargoti State

was examined north-east of Simla; the opinion expressed^

supported by assays, is that the ore-body is neither rich

enough nor large enough for successful exploitation.

Petroleum.—Regarding the investigation of a possible

oil field near 1'akoku district. Upper Burma, northward,
the report says:—"The structure is that of a productive
oil field, and it is possible that a remunerative supply of

oil could be obtained, although, owing to the formation,
the oil will not be obtainable at the pressure which givc<
rise to the flowing wells of Yenangyat."

Mineral and Metal Production ok the United
States in 1903.

Fng. and Mining J., Jan. 7, 1904.

The following table gives the figures for the estimated
production of minerals and metals in 1903 in the Unite.i
Slates, with values: the figures for 1902 are added for
comparison :

—

1902, 1903.

Quantity.

Value at Place of Production.

Quantity.

Value at Place of Production.

Total.
Per Metric

Ton.
Total. ]

Per Metric
Ton.

Non-metallic :

"

Metric Tons.
1,247

27,759
233

1,697

1,286,110
2,831.942

87,604,343
234,807.388
22.271,614

Kg. 7.773

22.119

17.948

888
2 t.W 19

1,595

Kg. 1*000,996

36,190,299
104,011

10,686

787
9.644,931

11,571

1 . 188,103

231,849
7,562

16,829

49,582
3.629

Kg. 3,312.25V

:i.2.'(ii

277.1101

Ke. 120,869

18406,448
25 MS!'

Kg. 4,713,644

"l.i95
K)r. 1,726,229

1 13,552

Dols.
81.180
121.465

128,472

374.150
4,087,692

16,637,600

83,002,229

2*5,909.509
55,237,600

38,786
2,028.563
118.474

51,450
113.520

153.147
1 10,7110

64.76(..3 16

11.978. 172

1,262,712

138,349

5,504,252

1,299,443

4,636,610

971,796
220,560

1.023.2! 19

1,449,1111

825,000

Dols.
66-16
4-38

551-39
22ie lv

3 31
5-SS

a -20
1-22
2-4S

Kg. 4-9S
91-71
6*80

154*50
5-83
80-80

Kg. 0*10
1*8«

115-16
119-2.8

175-79
0-59

112-30
3-12
4-19
29-03
85-73
29-23
112-Hi

Kl-. ii-i:9

196' n
256*65

Ku-. 664*60
u;-7 v

B9*7«
Kg. 0-98

Kg. 620- 17
1.2 55- 3-i

Ktr. 11,-77

106-7U

Metric let is.

5S5
41.351

271
2.145

1.115.-49

3,274.971
i',1,5T\:'71

257.104.863

22,801,217

Kg. 8.62s

17,688
is. 779

343
26.581

1395
Kg. 879.117!

32,1 11.239
102.241
11,158

9U7

9461,947
11.210

1,501,243
200.122

12.247

54.259

3 1.125

l,"-2

Kg. S,401.97i;

3,161
304.3119

Ke. 111,992

182229,925
2112.21 »-,

Kg. 6,0802287

"
1.010

Ku-. 1,757.941
141,811

Dols.
35400

179,080
172.011"

472. mo
3,480.01111

211.1'IIII.IKIII

150449.500
334,056,024
56,700.0110

42.3011

1,628,516

184,660
62,8511

149.61 in

154.5-19

160.17:'

62,149.157

12,228,024
1,385.!

168.00"

5.507.310

Lsavsoo
5,S28.'lls

778.031

202.175

5,006,894
932.72 1

253.125

Dols.
60- 16
4-33

687-74
820*44
312
i;-:f-

2-26

„ bituminous, including cannel .

Coke
1-30-

2-48

Kg. 4-96
92*80
7-17

164*66
5-62

81-56
Kg.OlS

1-68
118*80
32V2I
185-28

0-57
118-04
3-55
3*88
21-42
92 -25
27-33
62 -00

541.702,886

2.284.590

634,606
71.072,686

79,992,800

303,166,996

22329,043
4,520,293

1.M1
1.500,1 12

29,415.000

15,317.342

651,091,8116

2.325.000

536, 188

882384,770
7 1.125.3 to

265.554,032
24.492.4i 12

4,872,000

1,295,083
30,520.688

16382,344

Metallic:
Kg.o*es

169' 10

899*66

Gold Kg. 664-60
1457

Lead 93-11

Kg. 0-96

Mercury
Silver

1,582*26

Kg. 17*36
118*05

Total metallic 530,725,111 5ii:i.ii37,l 16

XII.—FATS, FATTY OILS, Ete.

Cod-Livee On* Norweoian .

U.S. Cons. Rep., No. 1843, Jan. 6, 1904.

The best Norwegian oil is extracted from the fat livers

of the cod in the early part of the winter fisheries in the

Lofoten Islands. The li\ers at this time—in January,
February, and a part of March—are. as a rule, light-

coloured, plump, and very rich in oil, which is extracted,

after careful sorting of the livers, with simple machinery,
by steam. The product is clear, nearly tasteless, and
without smell. The island*, present many advantages over
other places for the production of pure oil. The average
annual catch of cod in the island- is 80.000,000. Unlike
other districts in the country, the cod at this time of the

year is about the only kind of tish caught, so there is less

opportunity for mixing the livers from end with thine from
inferior fish, such as coalfish or pollock, ling, haddock,
and others. ( lil from these is darker, contains less fat,

and its medicinal properties are of less value. The

year 190-i was an exceptional one as regards the Nor-
wegian winter cod fisheries. In ordinary years the shoals

of fish arrive in the beginning of January, but this year

no fish whatever appeared before the middle or first part

of March, and they were then found to be in such pun
condition that only a very insignificant quantity of oil was
produced—only 3,000 barrels against 30,000 barrels in

ordinary years. The quality of the 1901 output was also,

as a rule, poor. It is estimated that in ordinary years the

livers of 4,500 cod are required to produce a barrel of SO

galls., or 10(1 kilos., of medicinal oil, while 40,000 lil

were required the present year (1903) to produce the same

quantity. Prices for the best quality of medicinal oil

f. o. b. Christiania have for the last three years been 1-

follows :— In 1901, 56 kroner per barrel ; 1902, 130 kroner

per barrel; 1903, 40(1 kroner per barrel—all in woou-

eovered tin barrels of :tn gallons, price including barrel.

Considerable apprehension is felt that the conditions ruling

the Lofoten fisheries in 1903 will also make themselves

felt in 1901. The first small shoals of winter cod arrive

the latter part of December on the banks along the coast »
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far south as Bergen ; the larger shoals arrive later. The
Lofoten fisheries terminate in the latter part of April and the

fish gradually work farther north and last appear in great

numbers on the banks at Kimnarken as late as June, after

which they disappear till next season.

Cotton-Seed Oil Imports at Trieste.

Bd. of Trade J., Jan. 21, 1904.

The import of cotton-seed oil at Trieste during 1903

has been higher than the average of the last ten years.

Prices varied: in July, from 2/. 9s. 2d. to 21. 10s. ; and in

December, from 2/. 2s. lod. to 11. 8s. %d. per 100 kilos.

The following table shows the quantity imported during

the last two years :

—

From- 1903.

England
America
Other countries

Barrels.
11,987

39.09:5

6,481

Met. Tons.
2,258- L

7,427
- 4

1,206-2

Barrels.
12,764
64,869

3,408

Met. Tons.
2,42-1-9

12.324-9

647 2

Total imported . 57,561 10,891-7 81,041 15,397-11

XIII. A.—PIGMENTS, PAINTS, Etc.

Hematite ; Spanish , fob the United States.

U.S. Cons. Reps., No. 1844, Jan. 7, 1904.

A vein of rich hematite ore, suitable for paint for

ironwork, has been discovered near the city of Jaen, in

Spain, and has been worked during the past year

;

much of the output has found ready sale in the United
States. The mine is 100 miles from Malaga, but the ore is

brought there by rail and prepared for shipment, both in

ts crude stale and refined, at a plant ou the outskirts of
this city.

Enamel ; White : U.S. Customs Decision.

Dec, 30, 1903.

A white paint cjnsisting of zinc white, linseed oil, and
varnish, variou^dy described as enamel white, white bath
;namel, and Japan white, was assessed for duty as
' varnish," at 35 per cent, ad valorem under paragraph 53,
ind as "paint," at 30 per cent, ad valorem under para-
graph 58 of the present Tariff Act. The importer claimed
t to be dutiable at \j cents per lb. under paragraph 57, as
' white paint, ground in oil." A former decision of the
Board of General Appraisers was against the importer, on
the ground that the addition of varnish advanced the
irticle beyond the condition of a pigment containing zinc
'round in oil. On appeal to the Circuit Court, the action
Df the Board was reversed, and the claim of the importer
mstained on the ground that the addition of varnish does
lot affect the character of the mixture as a paint. Fol-
owing this decision, the Board decided that the article was
jroperly dutiable at If cents per lb.—R. W. M.

XVI.—SUGAR, STARCH, Etc.

Sugar
; Drawback on Certain Foreign , in

the United Kingdom.

Bd. of Trade J., Jan. 21, 1904.

The Board of Customs have recently issued a general
rder(No. 2 of 1904) directing that drawback is in future
) be allowed on duty-paid foreign sugar which has under-
one a process of crushing and colouring in the United
angdom. The conditions to be observed for obtaining this
rawback are similar to those applicable in the case of
istor and icing sugar (see this J., 1902, 438).

i

Saccharin and Analogous Products; Importation
OF , into Spain Prohibited.

Bd. of Trade J., Jan. 21, 1904.

A Spanish law dated 24th December, 1903, prohibits
e importation, manufacture, and sale of saccharin

and analogous products, and of alimentary substances,

beverages, and all articles which contain saccharin and
analogous products, as well as mixtures of glucose and
sugar. An exception is made in the case of saccharin anil

similar products imported for medicinal purposes; sued
importations must, however, be effected through the
Custom houses specially designated for the purpose.

XVII.—BREWING, WINES, SPIRITS, Etc.

Denatured Spirit in Germany ; Retail
Price of .

Zeits. Spiritusind., 1904, 27, [2], 9.

The Centrale far Spiritusverwerthurit/ (this J., 1902,
."•13) has notified an increase of the price of denatured
spirit, hut it is stated that the rise is not of sufficient

amount to interfere with the healthy development of the

application of spirit to technical purposes. The use of
spirit for illuminating purposes is still profitable, even with
a wholesale price of 25 m. per hectolitre for 90 percent.,
and of 28 m. per hectolitre for 95 per cent, denatured
spirit The application of denatured spirit to technical

purposes will, however, be seriously retarded if, following
the usual tendency, the retail price be increased to a greater
extent than corresponds to the rise of the wholesale price,

and individual distillers are urged to use their influence to

prevent any such excessive rise of the retail price.—A. S.

XX.—FINE CHEMICALS. Etc.

Aceto-Salicylic Acid : Australian Customs
Decision.

Dec-. 12, 1903.

Aeeto-salicylic acid ("aspirin") was decided to be free '>f

duty as a " drug," and not subject to 20 per cent, ad vat.

import duty as a " substitute for salicylic acid."

Tincture of Cannabis Indica : U.S. Customs
Decision.

An alcoholic tincture of Cannabis indica of the strength
used by homoeopathic physicians was decided by the Board
of General Appraisers to be dutiable at 55 cents per lb. as

a " medicinal preparation containing alcohol," under para-
graph 57 of the present Tariff Act, and not at 60 cenU
per lb. and 45 per cent, ad val., under paragraph 2, as an
" alcoholic compound " as assessed for duty.—R. W. M.

patent 2Ltdt.

N.B.—In these lists, [A.] means "Application for Patent," and
[C.8.], " Complete Specification Accepted."
Where a Complete Specification accompanies an Application, an

asterisk is affixed. The dates given are (i) in the case of Applica-

tions for Patents, the dates of application, and (li) in the case of

Complete Specifications Accepted, those of the Official Journals
i a which acceptances of the Complete Specifications are advertised.

Complete Specifications thus advertised as accepted are open to

inspection at the Patent Office immediately, and to opposition
within two months of the said dates.

I.—PLANT, APPARATUS, AND MACHINERY.

[A.] 1694. Morgan Crucible Co., Ltd., and Fox. Muffles.

Jan. 22.

„ 1695. Morgan Crucible Co., Ltd., and Fox. Manu-
facture of cupels. Jan. 22.

„ 1975. Voiry and Fresnaye. Process and apparatus
for the distillation, separation, or extraction in a
closed vessel of volatile liquids only, or such as

are contained in non-volatile substances. [Fr.

Appl., March 27, 1903.]* Jan. 26.
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[A.] 1997. Tetlow. Separators. [U.S. Appl., March 9,

1903.]* Jan. 26.

„ 1999. Shaw. Apparatus for cooking, concentrating,

and evaporating liquids. Jan. 26.

„ 2002. Ilauberg. Centrifugal balancing separators.

Jan. 26.

„ 2171. C'ossor. Means for gauging the quantity or

density of liquids contained in tanks. .Ian. 28.

„ 2211. Lawrence. Construction of trays for filter-

presses. Jan. 29.

C.S.] 2264 (1903;. Thompson (Anderson). Presses.

Feb. 3.

„ 7520 (1903). Haddan (Edson). Evaporating ap-

paratus. Feb. 3.

20,049 (1903). Howorth (Evde and lfirkeland).

Method of producing powert'nl chemical reactions

in gases or gas mixtures, and apparatus therefor.

Feb. 3.

„ 23,230 (1903). Cummer. Method of and apparatus

for filtering liquids. Jan. 27.

„ 24,415 (1903). Niclausse. Separating liquids of

different density. Feb. 3.

25,059 (1903). Haddan (Edson Reduction Machi-
nery Co.). Drying apparatus. Jan. 27.

„ 28,022 (1903). Howorth (E. Bazzi and Co.).

Emulsifying apparatus. Feb. 3.

II.—FUEL, GAS, AND LIGHT.

[A.] 1365. Talbot. Regenerative furnaces. Jan. 19.

„ 1393. Johnson (Deutsche Continental Gas Ges.,

and Bueb). Manufacture of coal-gas. Jan. 19.

,, 1591. Shiels. Production of combustible vapour or

gas. Jan. 21.

„ 162j*. Zohrab. Mode and apparatus for the

production of dry peat and peat charcoal.

Jan. 22.

,, 1676. Blondel. Processes of manufacturing elec-

trodes for are lamps. [Fr. Appl., Feb. 5, 1903.] *

Jan. 22.

, 1738. Whitfield. Process and apparatus for the

manufacture of combustible gas from peat. .xc.

Jan. 23.

„ 1825. Everitt and Redman. Extraction of tar and
other impurities from illuminating gas. Jan. 25.

,. 1877. Birrell. Furnaces. Jan. 25.

„ 1887. Hoffman and Clark. Artificial fuel." Jan. 25.

„ 2001. Duttenhofer. Manufacture of illuminating

gas. Jan. 2 5.

„ 2199. Hollis and Beutley. Gas producers. Jan. 29.

,, 2210. Capitaine. Purifying the gas of gas pro-

ducers.* Jan. 29.

„ 2268. MacGregor and Pearson. Apparatus for the

manufacture of peat fuel. Jan. 29.

„ 2303. Johnson. Manufacture of air-gas. Jan. 30.

„ 2358. Peters. See under V \ I

.

[C.S.] 4019 (1903). Bauke and Fuchs. Process and
apparatus for generating water-gas. Feb. 3.

5496 (1903). Miess. Apparatus for the production

of explosive mixtures by means of oil. Feb. 3.

„ 21,968 (1903). Boring and Mjoen. Method and
apparatus for coking hydrous-bituminous com-
bustibles. Feb. 3.

„ 23,583 (1903). Wigelius and Laurell. Production

of gas for motive power and Uke purposes.

Feb. S.

„ 24,815 (1903). Maisch. Manufacture of incan-

descent mantles. Jan. 27.

III.*-DESTRUCTIVE DISTILLATION, TAR
PRODUCTS, PETROLEUM, AND

MINF.KA1. WAXES.

[A.] 1881. Schulze and Cheni. Fabr. Ladenburg. Manu-
facture of m-cresol from crude cresol. Jau. 25.

„ 2102. Coulson. Method of solidifying tar. Jan. 25.

[C.S.] 4431 (1903). Adiassewich. Method of treating

stale oil and similar substances. Jan. 27.

„ 13,185 (1903). Van Wirkuer. Process for the

manufacture of pitch. Jan. 27.

IV.—COLOURING MATTERS AND DYESTUFFS.

[A.] 13S9. Newton (Bayer and Co.). Manufacture and

production of new colour lakes. Jau. 19.

,, 15D2. Rowland. Aniline dyeing compound.* Jan. 20.

„ 1581. Lake (Oehler). Manufacture of colouring

matters. Jan. 21.

„ 2265. Newton (Bayer and Co.). Manufacture and

production of a new azo colouring matter and of

colour lakes therefrom. Jan. 29.

[C.S.] 5328 (1903). Bury and Gerland. Manufacture of

soluble indigo. Jan. 27.

„ 7395 (1903). Johnson (Badische Aniliu und Soda
labr.). Purification of indigo. Jan. 27.

„ 27,630 (1903). Imray (Soc. Chem. Iud. in Ba^lc).

Manufacture of new substautive tetrazo dyestuffs.

Feb. 3.

V.—PREPARING, BLEACHING, DYKING.
PRINTING, AND FINISHING TEXTILE^, V \RNS,

AND FIBRES.

[A.] 1285. Slacke and Courtney. Manufacture of water-

proof paper or fabric. Jan. 18.

„ 1334. Pope, Hiibuer. and Brandt. Treating or

finishing woven fabrics or paper to render em-

bossing, moire, or other effects produced thereon

more permanent. Jan. 19.

„ 1646. Cuuv-de-Pierron (Ulrieh). Washing blue.

Jan. 22."

„ 1840. Christiani. Colour printing. Jau. 25.

„ 1S67. Johnson (Badische Anilin und Sodafabr.).

Discharge of halogenated indigo colouring

matters. Jan. 85.

„ 1930. Murray. Waterproofed textile fabrics and

other materials, and methods and means em-

ployed in waterproofing them. Jan. 26.

„ 1935. Morton. Printe'd pile fabrics. Jan. 26.

,, 2027. Renard. Ornamenting fabrics. Jan. 27.

„ 2167. Castle. Sec under XIV.

[C.S.] 1407 (1903). Rudometoff. Multicolour printing

mechanism. Jan. 27.

„ 1583 (1903). Rolffs. Polychrome printing on calico

and other materials. Jan. 27.

„ 9724 (1903). Jardin. Process of bleaching flax

hemp, cotton, jute, ramie, straw, &c. Jan. -"•

„ 14,125 (1903). Dargue, Dargue, and Barker.

\pparatus for dyeing, mordanting, or washing

fibrous materials. Feb. 3.

„ 14,200 (1903). Kovira. Continuous bleaching

apparatus. Jau. 27.

22,697(1903). Haddan (Oliva). See under Xlt.

27,426 (1903). Caffall. Process of treating sni-

faces for waterproofing and preservative pin

Jan. 27.

VI—COLOURING WOOD, PAPER, LEATHER, B*<

[A.] 2365. Epstein. Process of dyciug ebrome-tanne

leather. Jan. 30.
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[C.S.] 5594 (1903). Lake (Cbem.-Tech. Fahr. Dr. Alb.

K. W. Brand and Co.). Process for colouring

and hardening natural stone ; applicable also to

organic material, such as ivory or the like.

Jan. 27.

VII.—ACIDS, ALKALIS, AND SALTS.

[A.] 1232. Fitton, Priestley, and Brook. Soda for

washing and other domestic purposes. Jan. 18.

„ 1452. Grossmann. Method of manufacturing alkali

nitrates. Jan. 20.

„ 1630. Macknight. Process of treating soot for th.

recovery of ammonia and other products, and
apparatus used therein. Jan. 22.

„ 1684. Pearson. Process of fixing atmospheric

nitrogen. Jan. 22.

„ 2284. Lake (Fallows). Production of phosphoric

acid.* Jan. 29.

„ 2358. Peters. Process for utilising the waste ends

of carbons from arc lamps.* Jau. 30.

[C.S.] 1755(1903). (iarroway. Manufacture of sulphuric

anhydride. Feb. 3.

„ 4625 (1903). Gin. Manufacture of sulphate of

copper. Jan. 27.

„ 24,639 (1903). Parkes. Production of Glauber
salts, ferrous carbouate, ferrous hydrate, and
ammonia from nitre cake. Feb. 3.

VIII.—GLASS, POTTERY, AND ENAMELS.

[A.] 1933. Marzin. Ceramic printing and the Tike.

Jan. 26.

[C.S.] 4031 (1903). Shenstone. Furnaces for use in the
manufacture of silica glass. Jan. 27.

IX.—BUILDING MATERIALS, CLAYS, MORTARS,
AND CEMENTS.

[A.] 1339. Reid. Construction of and method of firing

kilns for use in tiring bricks, tiles, pipes, and
other earthenware goods. JaD. 19.

„ 1695. Morgan Crucible Co., Ltd., and Fox. See
under I.

„ 1776. Butterficld. The making of macadamised
roads and the like, aod solutions to be employed
therein. Jan. 23.

„ 1941. Wilkin*. Cement for iron and steel castings
and such like. Jan. 20.

[C.S.] 5594 (1903). Lake. See under VI.

„ 11,802 (1903). Staab. Water-resisting mortar or
cement. Feb. 3.

„ 27,928 (1903). Farnham. Waterproofing bricks,
stone, aud the like porous materials. Jan. 27.

„ 28,248 (1903). Zimmer. Compositions for the
preservation cf wood and other materials. Feb. 3.

X.—METALLURGY.

[A.] 1251. Alzugaray. Extraction of metals from their
ores. Jan. 18.

1252. Alzugaray. The making of iron and steel.
Jan. 18.

1323. Sharp and Raine. Utilisation of scrap iron
and steel. Jan. 19.

1551. Alzugaray. Manufacture of iron, steel, and
their alloys. Jan. 21.

1556. Malzac. Process for treating the silicated
ores (simple or complex) of nickel. Jan. 21.

1700. Richardson and James. Processes for
smelting and refining metals, and apparatus
therefor. Jan. 22.

[A.] 1767. Ganelin and Accumulatoren Fabr., Act.-Ges.
Process for extracting metals, such as lead and
silver, from ores. Jan. 23.

„ 1842. Engels. Process for treating steel and
armour plates.* Jau. 25.

„ 1849. Wynne. Machinery for crushing ores and
minerals. Jan. 25.

„ 1888. King. Apparatus for the reception, removal,
and utilisation of slag produced from the smelt-
ing of ores. Jau. 25.

„ 1890. Kurzwernhart. Siemens' regenerative fur-
naces.* Jan. 25.

1941. Wilkins. See under IX.

2187. Atha. Treating scrap sheet steel, and re-
carbonising the same.* Jan. 28.

„ 2273. Hadfield. Manufacture of magnetic material
[U.S. Appl., June 12, 1903.]* Jan. 29.

„ 2278. Collins. Manufacture of briquettes for
metallurgical or other purposes. Jan. 29.

[C.S.] 2574 (1903). Mechwart, Coltri et Cie. See under
XI.

„ 3475 (1903). Quambusch. Furnace for use in'iron
and steel manufacture and the like. Feb. 3.'

„ 5597 (1903). Marks (Laraargese). Processes for
case-hardening iron and steel. Jan. 27.

„ C283 (1903). Griindal. Reducing iron ore to iron
sponge, and furnaces therefor. Jan. £7.

Xl.-ELECTRO-CHEMISTRY AND ELECTRO-
METALLURGY.

[A.] 1588. Fenny (Fabr. Elect. Zunder Ges. m b H )
Dry cells. Jan. 21.

„ 1599. Ryffel. Galvanic batteries.* Jan. 21.

„ 1711. Ekstromer, and Ekstromer Accumulator Co.
Ltd. Secondary batteries. Jan. 22.

2152. Raschen, Clayton, and the United Alkali
Co., Ltd. Electrolytic cells. Jan. 28.

[C.S.] 23,389 (1902). Schauli and Loewenstein. Galvanic
dry cell. Feb. 3.

„ 2574 (1903). Mechwart, Coltri et Cie. Electrolytic
process for the direct extraction of metals from
ores, &c, and for the precipitation of the metals
from the solutions, and apparatus therefor
Jan. 27.

XII.-FATTY OILS, FATS, WAXES, AND SOAP.

[A.] 1303. Parziale. Manufacture of soap.* Jan. 18.

„ 1947. Stanley and The Fish Oil and Guano Co
Ltd. Treatment of fish offal. Jan. 26.

„ 2081. Tollner. Process for the manufacture of a
substitute for cod-liver oil.* Jan. 27.

2343. Falck. Process of manufacturing hard
alcoholic soaps.* Jan. 30.

[C.S.] 2265 (1903). Thompson (Anderson). Process of
expressing oils. Feb. 3.

XIII.- PIGMENTS, PAINTS; RESINS, VARNISHES-
INDIA-RUBBER, Etc.

(A.)—Pigments, Paints.

[A.] 1646. Cuny-de-Pierron (Ulrich). See under V.
2.376. Herisson. Manufacture of paints or pin-,

ments. Jan. 30.

[C.S.] 17,956(1903). Fischer. Manufacture of lithopone
Feb. 3.

(#.)

—

Resins, Varnishes.

[A.] 1327. Phillips. Process for the recovery of shellac
from hats and other material. Jan. 1 9.
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(C) IXDIA-lil -IIHBH.

[A.] 1726. McCraith. Substance* suitable for replacing

or in conjunction with caoutchouc. Jan. 23.

XIV.—TANNING; LEATHER, GLUE, SIZE, Etc.

[A.] 1477. Schneider. Manufacture of glue ami gelatine.

Jan. 20.

2167. Castle. Manufacture and waterproofing of

leather, leather cloths, and all km. Is of animal

and vegetable fabrics. Jan. 28.

[C.S.] 1048(190:0- Arledter. A. Hushes, and the process

of manufacturing the sami .
-inn. 27.

„ 5594 (1903). Lake. See wider VI.

„ 6191 (1903). Clark (Vaughan Machine Co.).

Machines for treating hides, skins, and leather.

Feb. 3.

22,697 (1903)- Haddan (Oliva). Manufacture of

glue or size especially adapted for the warp

threads of fabrics. Feb. 3.

XVII.—BREWING, WINES, SPIRITS, Etc.

[A.] 1797. Sullen. Apparatus For making malt and for

treating other similar materials.* Jan. 23.

[C.S.] 23,456 (1902). Macardle. Brewing. Feb. 3.

„ 2986 (1903). Drianconrt. Apparatus fur use in

the manufacture of wines acid the like. Feb. 3.

„ 4872(1903). Southby. Brewing beer, and appara-

tus therefor. Jan. 27.

„ 25,582 (1903). Dc Meulemeester. Rapid extrac-

tion of the wort contained in the malt of

breweries, distilleries, and similar industrits.

Feb. 8.

XVIII.—FOODS ; SANITATION ; WATER
PUBLICATION, & DISINFECTANTS.

[A.I 1958. Goyard.
Jan. 26.

2065. Hatooaker
taining same.

(A.)—Foods.

Process for pasteurising milk.'

Drv milk, and process for ob-
jan. 27.

(Z?.)— Sanitation ; Watkr I'i rii-uation.

[CS.] 24,0.">t (1903). Ostwald. Process for utilising and
disposing of town refuse, ami apparatus therefor.

Feb. 3.

XIX.—PAPER, PASTEBOARD, Etc.

[A.] 1257. Beadle and Sindall. Drying or heating paper,

paper pulp, and other materials. Jan. 18.

„ 128S. Slacke and Courtney. See under X.

„ 1334. Pope, Hiibner, and Brandt. See under V.

„ 1857. Hawke. Manufacture of sensitised copying
papers. Jan. B5<

„ 2357. lloworth (Soc. Franc, de la Viscose). Appa-
ratus for treating viscose. Jan. 30.

[C.S.] 26, 1W (1903). Ilorteloup. Manufacture of paper

pulp. Feb. 3.

XX. l'INl CHEMICALS, ALKALOIDS,
ESSENCES, AND EXTRACTS.

[C.S.] 3543 (1903). Wetter (Heine and Co.). Terpene
alcohols and artificial perfumes. Feb. 3.

„ 25,695 (1903). Verley. Manufacture of new com-
pounds derived from eitrylidenc acetic acid, its

nitrile and esters. IV

XXI.—PHOTOGRAPHIC MATERIALS AND
PROCESSES.

[A.] 1857. Hawke. See tinder XIX.

„ 1927. Harrison. Photographic dry plates. Jan. 26.

„ 236D. McLaren. Photo-lithography. Jan. 30.

., 2370. McLaren. Photo-lithography. Jan. 30.

[CS] 7163 (1903). Mills (Soc. Anon. Plaques et Papiers

Phot., A. Luuiicreet ses tils). Preparation and
employment of a new substance as a photo-

graphic developer. Feb. :(.

„ 27,059 (1902). lieckwith and Carten. Photo-
graphic films. .Ian. 27.

„ 27,831 (190S). Meir. Sensitised cards for the

production if picture post-cards, &c. Jan. 27.

Iiintedand Vublishcd by ElBt ai d SPORISWOOSS, lust Harding Street. 1 ondon K.I., tor the facieiJ cf Cbeminil Industry.—P S'2I2.
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pottos;.

INTERNAL TRANSPORT.
The question of internal transport has been engaging

more and more attention in recent years, and the demand
for greater facilities for cheap transport has taken the
concrete form of efforts to improve our canal system. The
-unjoined report of a committee of the Society specially

appointed to consider this subject, shows the actual

incidence of railway freights, irrespective of distance, on
the chemical industry. ( )ther industries and interests

mi^ht be dealt with in a similar manner, with a view to

bringing the importance of this question under the notice

of members of Parliament and His Majesty's Government.

EEPOET OF THE SUB-COMMITTEE OX
INTERNAL TRANSPORT.

This Committee was appointed to collect from Members
of the Society information showing the incidence of railway
freights upon the chemical and allied industries. Questions
were sent out to all Members as follows :—

(1) What goods do you manufacture ?

(2) What is the total amount paid by you directly or

indirectly for carriage within Great Britain of your raw
materials to your manufactory, expressed per ton of finished

products ?

(3) What is the average amount paid per ton of finished

product for carriage within Great Britain to the consumer,
the retailer, or to the port of shipment ?

(4) What is the average sale price per ton of your finished

products ?

(5) Do you make any use of inland waterways; and, if

so, tor what proportion of your total carriage?
From these questions it was expected that the proportion

of freight charge to the selling value of the goods would be
established for the classes of goods in which the Society is

interested, as well as the extent to which canals are utilized,

and possibly the effect upon railway freights should the
utilization of canals be further developed.

The total number of replies received was 72 ; of these
26 were practically useless, owing to insufficiency of the
replies, 24 were from makers of heavy chemicals, 3 from
paper makers, 2 from glass makers, 3 from glucose makers,
2 from bleachers and dyers, 3 from tanners, 9 miscellaneous.

The firms giving replies may be fairly taken as thoroughly
representative of their respective trades, lu a large number
of cases, however, the inward freight calculated on the
finished product is not given. In summarizing, there-
fore, it will be necessary to separate the complete from the
partially complete returns, and in dealing with these two
classes it will be advisable to divide them into (1) Heavy
Chemicals, (2) Allied Industries ; the latter including all

the other classes of manufacture mentioned above. The
summary consists of tables, in which are given (A) value of
goods per ton, (B) percentage of freight on value of goods,
(C) percentage utilization of canals, and are as follows :—

Complete Retcbxs.
(R.M.C. means " Eaw Materials chiefly by canal."J)

(1) Heavy Chemicals.

— A. B. C.

E S. <1. Per Cent. Per C
1 39 2* Nil

7 HI II t B.M.G.
•> 15 5i 1

4 39 17 5-8 25
• 10 II 6 18

1 3 6 V Si 5
7 i s 2 10 1
- 30 i

'

n 111 1
!> 6 10 Hi .-,

10 3 7 3 131 Nil
n 4 7 15 2g
12 1 17 K 17 13
13 2 S 19 S E.M.i '.

11 - " "
!

23

(2) OfAei- Articles.

C.

,1.

8

!•

Ill

11
12

18

U .v.

120 II

112 II li

1111 II

1 1 10 i.

107 10 ii

li 111 o
7-11 S

13 ii

13 HI i.

12 ii

16 o n
10 o II

8 il i:

'lit.

0-5 5 !

2-6 38
R.M.C.

4 2'|

4'2 20
6 30
7 li

8 Nil
s -,

<) \
14 is

15 Nil

Returns whebe ustv Outward Freight is

(1) Heavy Chemicals.

1 20 .,..,
B.M.C.

20 "
N 1

.; 60 o
< ii n

.» 2 15 ii 6
i; I. in ii

7 ii II 22
-

. I.
ii (1 R.M.C.

9 S 10 1
1 Nil

(2) Other A)tides.

1 180 1 Nil
->

10 15 II 3
3 26 ii '1

1

t 10 10 7 in
r, 20 '1 7 40
ii 1 13 15 Nil

1

5 .; 9 28

As would naturally be expected, the burden of freight
is highest on the cheaper articles, and the articles under
the value of 5/. per ton bear a burden varying from s 1

. per
cent, to 23 per cent, of the value.

These totals are irrespective of distance, and, as we
may fairly assume that each works has a certain amount
of short distance trade where it has the advantage of
position over competitors, it follows that, in the really com-
petitive areas, the burden of freight exceeds the average
figure, bringing the range of the figures where competition
is keenest to from 15—30 per cent. As compared with
cheap freights from eoutinental ports, this is an extremely
heavy burden, and a serious handicap to Lancashire
manufacturers wishing to send goods to London or New-
< astle, or to the two latter wishing to send goods to

Lancashire.

Xo deductions can be drawn from the figures collected
as to the effect of the utilisation of canals upon railway
freights, but this may be due to the fact that a large
proportion of the canals are in the hands of the railway
companies.

Whether the railway companies can be expected to

carry at appreciably lower rates is doubtful, but, as proved
by the experience of Germany, Belgium, France, and ihe
United States, heavy articles can be carried much more
cheaply by canal, if the latter be only brought up to date.

The whole weight of the Society should be brought to

bear on the subject, and similar bodies of manufacturers
should be invited to investigate the incidence of railway
freight in their trades.

To emphasize the importance of this question, it is

worth noting that halving the burden of freights in com-
petitive areas would afford relief to manufacturers of from

7J to 15 per cent, of the selling price.

B 2
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ANNUAL GENERAL MEETING, NEW TORE, 1004.

The Annual General Meeting will be held in New Vork

rhureday, Sept 8th, and following days Members

who contemplate attending are requested to communicate

with the Genera] Secretary as Boon as possible, in order

that suitable travelling arrangements may be made. A
. in ,,i ihi Jan 30 issue of the Journal.

COMMUNICATIONS.

Authors of communications read before the Society, or

any of its Local Sections, are requested to take notice that

under Rule 43 of the Bve-laws the Society has the right of

priority of publication fbr three months of all such papers.

Infringement of this Bye-law renders papers liable to be

tvjjeoted by the Publication Committee, or ordered to be

abstracted for the Journal, in which case no reprints can

be furnished to the author.
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Mii. WALTER I". EEID IN THE CHAIi:.

RAPID ESTIMATION OF MERCURY in MEANS
OF HYPOPHOSPHi IROUS ACID.

BY n. I'. HOWARD.

Introductory.— For some reason the estimation of mercury
by methods of reduction has never replaced, or even com-
peted with the well-established method of distillation. This
may be partially accounted for by the highly unsatisfac-
tory results which aie often obtained by the use of certain
reducing agents. Stannous chloride, for instance, is not
at all a suitable reducing agent for the estimation of
mercurial salts, as the reduction takes place very slowly
and is apt to give variable results. Yauino aDd Freubert
(Ber.. 1897, 30, 2S08, and this J., 189S, 72) state that
phosphorous acid after 12 hours' standing in the cold
completely reduces mercuric chloride to calomel. Warming
causes the formation of metallic mercury ; in the presence
of hydrogen peroxide, however, the precipitated calomel
remains unchanged, and the reaction is complete in a few
minutes. The calomel is filtered, washed and dried at

105
J

C. and weighed as such. In another paper (Ber..

30,2000; this J., 1897, 1043) the same authors state:—" It

hypophosphorous acid be added to a solution of mercuric
chloride in sufficient quantity, the whole of the mercury is

rapidly precipitated as calomel. Should the acid be in

excess, the metallic mercury is precipitated, but this can-

be prevented by the addition of hydrogen peroxide.''

•1. 1!. Thompson (this J., 1897, 263) recommends the use of
hypophosphorous acid in the* following manner. The salt

is dissolved in hydrochloric acid, and potassium hypophos-
pbite is added, calomel beiug obtained and the mercury
being estimated as such. He recommends this method for
analysing ammonio - mercuric chloride, and quotes some
results obtained from different samples of this salt. To
most analysts who purpose using reduction methods for
the estimation of mercury, it would seem more satisfactory

to make use of a reducing agent which would readily
reduce the mercury salt to the metallic state, so that ir

could be obtained as a metallic bead, and weighed as such,
instead of being weighed as mercurous chloride, as the
previously mentioned chemists suggest. Hypopbosphorus
acid when used in considerable excess will be found to

answer this purpose very well. With the following
common commercial salts of mercury it has been found to
give a rapid reduction, and to enable the whole estimation-

to be performed in a period varying between 1-hour and!
1', hours: calomel or mercurous chloride, corrosive subli-

mate or mercuric chloride, ammonio - mercuric chloride,

HgCINH,, mercuric nitrate and mercuric oxide. Its use
could doubtless be successfully applied to most of the
other well known salts of mercury. The process has
proved especially useful w-hen a rapid estimation is desired,

for, as is well known, the distillation method cannot easily be
carried out in less thin three hours. This method may also

be employed for determining the strength of solutions of
mercuric chloride and nitrate of mercury. These can-

be estimated very rapidly, as the mercury is precipitated,

in metallic form on the addition of hypophosphorous acid

to the solutions. This process compares favourably with
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Unary distillation method, for it ba^ practically no

sources of error which are not equally
|

in fc<>th

be applied to the intimation

of mcrcdrie i

Experimental.—The estimat chloride

t fr-t carried out in the Following manner:—An
amount between 0*75 and 1-5 g

eighed into u

small porcelain dish, and hy| SP* &'•

! i c.c. to in of mercuric chloride

run into the basin and stirred up with the Bait The dish

was then warmed on a steam bath and fli • contents stirred

gently. After live minute- the mercurj was all di
|

n a fine l.lu.k powder; in 15 to tin minutes the reduction

complete, ami a clean globule of metallic mercury

obtained. In the tirst serii s ol e this globule

was washed free from acid with with alcohol

and ether, and, to Irying, was placed on a steam

bath in a previously weighed -.'hiss capsule, and afterwards

weighed. 'I
' water.

Thetheoretii eof mercurt in mercurous chloride

!6,or, with 0*078 percent o

the amount of mercury found b) experiment was

am! 88*32 pi Phe low results were due, no doubt,

to the small Boating particles of mercury being washed

away, and to the volatisation of metallic mercurj during the

final drying. In order to remedy these defects, various

modifications of procedure were tried, of which the following

itory result-.

A small filter-paper was washed with hypophosphorons
acid, alcohol r, dried in the oven, and wei|

a weighing bottle. Tins paper was then oseil to ti iter all

ishings of the mercury globule, and was afterwards

dried, returned to it v weighing bottle, and re-weighed.

h this way all the small floating particles of mercu
included in the to Dry obtained. The
globule, after bein with water, alcohol,

and eti I in its glas- capsule in a desiccator

that no at this stage

through volatisation.

In- amount of hypophosphi p. gr. 1-13G,

! equired fbr l grm. of the

from S c.c. to 10 c.c. With the above modifications, fairly

concordant results were obtained, five consecutive estima-

tions of the pie giving thi results: —

r, i

v

H i

I Me. Sample.

Una-.
7 U-11899 34*48 o i'7-

'

84*!UI 84-8S
H ^;--j7

'.' 84-46 0-0781 84-88
1.. ill IS Ms-
ti -1-11 0-0781

The : its may h i , in

i_\s-— ill The extremely volatile nature

floating particles of freshly precipitated mercury at the
nine of the water bath. ('-' ) The comparatively

quantity of the r< was in the
tr nil ol a lilm on the tared filter paper. The
weight of film was 0*00352 grms., or aboul 0-4

j

i

to 1. 1. Mite these -iniii of
error, the next Bel ri nts v. ; some-
what differently. \ larger amount of tie- mercurous

i i . tarnation, b l i at an
of bypophi It was found tl

i tdnction wa ind the total amo .

particles did not I pi I out in

a iipped glass capsule of abi >. The
1 that all the

particle- of mercury remained behind u \tter

washing with water, alcohol, and ether, the I

contents was placed in a del <- ang
then weighed. It was found that no ap] aantitv

iter results

obtained. Apparently the accuracy of tl

j mercury sal

for the greater the original weight the more the sources of

error were reduced. Care must be exercised to washout
the excess of hypophosphorons acid before adding alcohol.

for the aeiJ contains traces of lime, which are precipitated
by alcohol and remain with the mercury,

The follow i were obtained with the above
mollifications

1

N

Grms. .if

Gnus, o!

Hg
Pen

'

n

found.

IV IV, !

Ik-, com
Moisture in

5 ii|<le.

12

IS
11

B-1481
7-esJi;

8V88
84*74
-I'M

S|--v

-rss

figures show that the method is quite reliable for

the estimation of calomel, provided that the following

conditions are observed :— (1) At !
< .of the sal'

should be used tur tie estimation. (2) The last trace- ol

bypophosphorous acid should be washed completely away
from the globule before alcohol is added. (3) The floating

particles must be allowed to settle before the washings are

decanted off.

Ammonio-Mt rcu> I 'hloride, IlgOlXlI.,.—The redui tion

appeared to be just a- rapid aod easy as in the case ol

calomel. The blackenin tely- on adding
the acid, and metallic head- were obtained after

15 minutes' warming on the water-hath. On experimenting
with small quantities (1*6 to 2*5 grms.) low- results were
obtained. The following are three typical results obtained

by using small quantities :—

\ nl ol \\ >ii ulaireof I

HgClNH . II . II- ll-'in ili"\ii

1*6167 1*1706

r-iiso

77-17-)

77*14 >

. IJ

'I his salt of mercury .1
1

i ibl) been found to give

results from l percent to i! per cent, lower than the cal

dilated amount of mercury (compare J. E. I luompsoo, this

J., 1897. 263) .\ further estimation, carried out with a

uantity of this salt, confirmed the previous results.

The discrepancy between the amount of mercury obtained

by the analysis ol this ammonio-mercuric chloride ai

required by theory is full) accounted for by the presence

of ammonium chloride, traces of this being found in all

commercial samples of the salt.

.1/, curie Nitratt (Impure),—The crude nitrate must be
mixed with some cold water before adding the acid, and
this should be diluted and added slowly in order to

thi action takin place too violently. If ihe strong hypo-
phosphorous acid is added direct to the nitrate, the reduction

takes place with explosive violence, occasioning

There is considerable variation in the results recorded in

the h Mowing table, but this i- due to the exceedingly

variable composition of the mixtinc which was a: IB

It will be observed that the results of the estimations of

each sample agree fairly close!] ,

ll,.bt-uued.

\

I:

C

.V. r, uric ' may be

used fbr the estimation of mercury in tins salt. As in tin

the nitrate, tin- reduction i- very rapid.

almost explosively so, consequently water must 1"

Grills. <; in-.

'.' J588
12,-fj M elm 77---I

' 1 12-0 11-

- 11*181
• 1 10*0309 7 7 '

'

'

1*2*91
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boih to the oxide and to the acid before mixing them.
A slight variation was made on the former procedure.

All the washings from the mercury bead wire kept in a

beaker, and any mercury in suspension settled to the

bottom. The supernatant liquor was decanted off and the

residual mercury was washed and placed with the globule
in the capsule dish.

Six consecutive estimations of a sample of commercial
mercuric oxide gave the following results :

—

Experiment
No.

Grins, of HgO
taken.

3*0724
3-5356
4-527-J

S'1886
3-2678
2-1202

Gnus, of Hg
obtained.

2
-
8485

3-2440
4-1455

2-9851

Percentage of Hg
in Sample.

92.-00

!'l-7.5

91-57

91-44

Mercuric Chloride.—The analysis of mercuric chloride

by this method proved satisfactory. On the addition of the

acid (in the proportion of 2 c.c. of acid to 1 gnu. HgClj) a
white flocculent precipitate of calomel is deposited, but on
adding more water and stirring and warming this is rapidly

reduced to metallic mercury, a clean globule being obtained
in about 10 minutes.

The following results were obtained :—

Estimation.
No,

Grms. of H--C! 2

used.
Grms. of Hz Percent!
obtained. Hg found.

1

3
4
5
6

3-0439
3*1983
.; 1822
2-4703
1-9548
2-1792

2-2S63 78*46

2-5651 73-67
1-8192 7:17^
1-4890 73 66
1*6053 73-00

The calculated amount of mercury in mercuric chloride
is 74-07 per cent.

The difference between the theoretical and experimental
result may be attributed, us before, to the volatilisation of
floating particles of freshly reduced mercury while in the
water bath. This would, however, be a fair constant
experimental error, and could be allowed for.

Mercuric Iodide. — The estimation of this salt by re-

duction methods is attended with considerable difficulty,

owing to the formation of bydriodic acid, which, acting on
the mercury, forms the soluble mercurous iodide and so
prevents a complete reduction. Various modifications were
tried, but this difficulty could not be altogether removed,
and consequently unreliable results were obtained.

Experiment A.—2-1996 grms. of the salt were acted
upon direct with 25 c.c. of the acid (sp. gr. 1* 136), and, on
warming, part of the mercury was deposited, ii;., 0-784$
grin. On adding water to the acid liquor and boiling, a
further quantity of 0-202 grm. of mercury was precipitated.
The total weight of mercury deposited was 0-9153 grm.,
equal to 41-62 per cent. The calculated yield is 4 i - 1^

per cent, of mereurv.

Experiment B.—A smaller excess of acid was used.
3-2977 grms. being treated with 15 c.c. of the acid. The
first deposit of mercury was 1-0830 grm., and the second
0*0871 grm. Total Hg = 1-1701 grm. = 35-5 per cent.

Experiment C.—The salt 0-9393 grm. of mercuric iodide
was dissolved in potassium iodide and 30 c.c. of hypophos-
phorous acid added. Weight of mercury obtained =
•0*2356 grm.; therefore percentage of Hg = 25-1
cent.

Experiment D.—The salt was intimately mixed with zinc
<lust in a large excess ; both were finely powdered together,
stirred with water, and warmed on a water-bath. A zinc-
mercury amalgam was readily formed under these conditions.
This was washed with water to remove the soluble zinc
iodide; the zine was eliminated by warming with 50 per
cent, sulphuric acid. Considerable difficulty was
rienced in getting rid of the last traces of zinc, the opera-
tion requiring prolonged treatment with sulphuric acid

a period of several days. The mercury bead (which even
then was not quite free from zinc) was washed with alcohol
and ether, and weighed. Salt taken, 2*3708 grms.; Hg
obtained, 1-2302 grm.

;
yield = 51-04 percent. Hg.

Experiment E.—The salt was several times evaporated
to dryness on a water bath in the presence of strong nitric

acid, and the residue treated with hypophosphorous acid as
before. Weight of salt, 2-0940 grms. Weight of mercurv
obtained, 0-7065 grms.

;
yield = 33-74 per cent. In this

case the conversion of iodide into nitrate and the liberation
of the iodine was not complete, and some of the iodine
remaining behind as hydriodic tcid or iodic acid, prevented
the complete precipitation of the mercury.

In all these cases, the failure of the estimation maybe
attributed to the difficulty of removing all the iodine in

the mercuric iodide. Unless a suitable" iodine carrier"
can be found, the estimation of this salt by 'reduction

methods is not possible.

The above results show that the method can lie applied
to the estimation of several salts of mercury lor the purpose
of rapid analysis. Bough commercial salts which contain
unsoluble impurities, such as dirt, sand. &c., must be dis-

solved in hydrochloric acid and filtered before the mereurv
is reduced to the metallic state. This should always be
done when the globule of mercury obtained by the "direct

action of hypophosphorous acid on the solid is not perfectly
lean and bright. In this manner the method may be found

applicable 'to tl is of pure and impure salts of
mercury.

Dis< i ssiox>

Mr. Tiiomvs Tvker congratulated the author on his
ful paper. The differences between the results by this

method and theory were somewhat large, but it was not
lways possible to have close accuracy with that rapiditv

which was sometime- essential for rapid checking in
manufacture. The author had demonstrated that, whatever
the defects of the method, the results were comparable.
Hundreds of anal* ses, by this method, had been made in his

firm's laboratory, and the results were practcialiy identical

with Mr. Howard's, and, making the average allowance for
each salt, accurate working figures were obtainable. He

i the hypophosphorous acid method first, about 1893 or
1S94, and he could not account for any discrepancies except
on the ground of the volatility of mercury. He was some-
what surprised, on looking into an old edition of Fresenius,
to find it stated that there was no danger from volatility,

and yet results were given of some experiments which
indicated that the volatility of mercury under some
conditions was 0-0004. C. T. Bennett refers to this method
in the Pharmaceutical Journal, [4], H, 575, with confirma-
tory results. With regard to the ammoaio-chlcride salt, its

absorbent character should be remembered, and for close
results the air-dried salt should be treated. In the assay
of red iodide of mercury the copper method of the
I'harmaeopmia was almost as unreliable as the usual lime
method. He never got anything like the theoretical 43- 5 to
44-0 percent, of mercury. Very disappointing results were
obtained by the use ot'zinc, arising undoubtedly from the
causes already referred to. Magnesium dust was suggested
by his assistant, Mr. Gosling. The operative conditions were
much the sjuie as for zinc, with equal rapidity in operation.
There was a more violent action at first, but, with obvious
precautions, loss from that cause could be avoided. The
results would compare well with theory, and were certainly-

more encouraging than with zinc du-t. The results were
41-29, 41-8, 41-31. and 41-28 per cent, instead of 32 and
33 per cent, by the zinc method. It should, however, be

d that a trace of mercury was found in the supernatant
liquid, but not enough to account for the whole deficiency.
There was no danger of amalgamation. He. agreed with
the author as to the treatment by the hyphosphorous
method of mixed mercurial residues containing saud and
all sorts of substances, but he found that it was best to

treat the whole together carefully and titter washing on a
,;rtd filter, drying, and weighing, to heat in a crucible and
volatilise the mercury.
Mr. D. A. SnxHEUtAKD said he bad analysed m

aundreds of samples of mercury ores, and m ver took Ion
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Dates, and often Dot more than 15. Ho had
n estimation of mercuric r-hloride, mercurous

. blonde, 'T .iiiLin.iUi.il mercui i chloride in this way, but he

curie oxide, ai sulphide or cinnabar

illy containing as much as 82 j
at

or nearly 00 per cent, ol The process, although

apparently not well known, i
uiired a

i crucible lid <>t pure ^.ilil. i Ine prm. of the "re to be

inalysed i- weighed iuto an ordinary Berlin crucible and

5 grins, of litharge stirred in. A gold lid :tcd that

ntral portion can bold watt i s Btted to the crucible.

I lie crucible is boated by a Bui BCD burner, anil the mercury

volatilised <m ti> the lid. In live or ten miiiui. - the lid and
adheringmercury can he weighed. He saw no reason why
iodide of mercury should not he estimated in this way.

If an] tan. pie presented spc-ual difficulty he should reduce

the mercury to sulphide, or in Fome other way get it in a
form in which it could be treated in a crucible.

Dr. L. I
'. i (! in i\\ remarked that, with referenc

estimation of mercuric iodide, Mr. Howard said that he

evaporated with nitric acid aud obtained low results. He
had found the same, aud had attributed it to the volatility

el' th salt.

Mr. D. \. Lot 18 said the author had levised a very

careful an I accurate process for the estimation of mercury,
which took some 18 hours. He had been in mercury mines;

i alphides, chlorides, and other

combinations of mercury, within a quarter of an hour or so.

Although he regarded the use of the gold lid described bj

Mr. Sutherland as preferable, yet in it- absence he had
ifulrj used isovert jrn for the purpose. Thepresence

of organic mattei did not affect the determinations. Even
mercuric ointment could be easily estimated by the method.

.Mr. \V. T Bl BGSSS cited the following proof ot the

volatility of mercury at the ordinary laboratory tempera-
tures. For many years, where he was working with

mercury he had some shelves on which chemicals were
kept, and he noticed that, although they w< re si vera! yards
away from the mercury (able, the stoppers and tops of

bottles containing iodine matter how often they were
I, alwaj - had a thin coating of iodide of mercury on

them. He could easily scrape off sufficient iodide t
the characteristic change of colour on healing.

1'r. DrvjtBS said that this determination of mercury as

metal was a case well illustrating the advisability of seeking

greater accuracy by working on larger quantities than usual
when the doing so was not counter-indicated. Having
had some experience in the collection of precipitated
mercury for weighing, he i ould confirm the author's ex-

hal los- of mercury in the finely-dividei

was difficult to avoid, and that its amount depended upon
the mode of working, and very little upon the quantity of
mercury worked upon, lie could recommend, for rapidity
and simplicity, tin washing of a globule of mercury upon
a porous tile or a low layers of filter paper. The volatility

of mercury with steam was such that any mercurous salt,

soluble ble, boiled wilh water metallic

y. A paper on this subject, by a Japanese chemist,
Mr. Ha. 1. 1, blished in the Journal of the < hemieal
Society l..r 1896. This chemist had also Bhown (J. Cbem.
Soe., lS'j;,) that the ri r- 1 product of the action of a hypo-
phosphite upon mercuric or mercuroiis nitrate in solution
is to form a black double --alt. mercurons nitrate hypo-
phosphite, HgHsPO,.HgNOa.H30. The speaker believed
that the present e ofan;

i e quantity of acid other
than hypophosphorons acid would prove to be undesirable
by delaying reduction of the mercury, since that was
markedly the case when the reducing agent was sulphur
dioxide Aininonio-uicroiino chloride, or "white precipi-
tate," would randy give accurate]} the calculated per-

utaL ry, since it is liable to oontain a little

inal amnion and also minute quantities of
the half-bydrated dimercurammoi bloride, j n

'

\mlic in :

-

li utta, in 1902. The failure to fully reduce mercurie
ed in polo ittributid to

the immediate recom iodide nto
mercuric iodide by this .-ait, which would continuously
undo the nork of the bypophosphi

Mr. ('. (1. CuKSSWiLL asked what steps were taken t >

ascertain whether the mercurial -alts contained the calcu-
lated pe ntages. It was quite possible that some of the
results might be quite correct, although they did not agree
with the calculated pep entages, if the Baits contained some
unknown impurity.

Mr. I!. F. Howard in reply, said a number of sugges
tions and criticisms on ibis method had been madi
he thought he agreed with nearly all, and thanked the
members for their various suggestions. There «as no
doubt using a lid or gold dish as suggested would answer
in the case of these mercurial salts just as well as in ores
containing mercury, A- the amount of mercury obtained
was very small, there was more possibility of error in the
weighing. He failed to see whj there should not 1"-

,

great difference between iho volatility of freshly precipi-

tated floating particles of mercury and a homogeneous
bead or globule of the same metal. He was obliged to

Mr. Tyrer for his suggestion about the use of magnesium
dust to make an amalgam ; it would probably be a mon-
convenient way than the zinc method. Washing on filter

paper would undoubtedly he better than In decantntion.
The L'ihii:\h\ said, with regard to the volatility

mercury, that it was considerable even helow the boilinjr

point of water: mercury was even volatile in the heat of
the sun. They were much indented to Mr. Howard for tbi-

interesting paper, which bore testimony to much careful re-

search. If all manufacturers were to work out the detail- of

their business in a similar manner they would have no need
to fear foreign competition. lie hoped this v.ould not he tin

la-t paper which Mr. Howard would contribute to their

proceedings.

THE DETERMINATION OF MOISTURE
NITROGLYCERIN EXPLOSIVES

IN

r.\ u:Tin:u MARSHALL, F.t.C, F.C.S.

The difficulty in making this estimation is due to the fact

that nitroglycerin i- decidedly volatile at the temperatures
required to drive oil the moisture. At the same time, the
determination is of great importance, especially in the case

of propulsive explosives, such as cordite, beeause the

velocity and pressure developed in the gun ace affected bv
the amount of acetone and water left in the powder. More-
over, as nitroglycerin itself can only be estimated in the
explosive by difference, it i- impossible to ascertain the

exact percentage present, unless all the other constituents,

including moisture, can he accurately estimated. A method,
in which the escape of the nitroglycerin is effectively

vented, was first de1 ised by Mr. 1.. W. Dnpr6, when be was
working at the Royal Gunpowder Factory, Waltbam Abbey,
In his method, which lie published in the " Cheinikcr-

Zeitung," 1901, 340, 2 gnu-, ol the finely-ground sample
were ireigli to n watch glass, which was then pi

In an aluminium dish, and covered with a weighed glass

cone 6 ins. high and 3] ins. in diameter at the bottom. The
dish was pi ti hole in the top of a boiling water
bath, and was left there for an hour or until the might was
constant. The apparatus was then taken off tin bath and
allowed to cool in the air. after winch the watch-glass an i

wer. placi i separately in dessicators, and finally

neighed. The lo-- in weight was taken to accurately

represent the moisture. The nitroglycerin driven oil from
itireli condensed again upon tic

cone, as was clearly shown bj the fact that continued

heating caused no further loss of woi hi

The most apparent objection to this method is that the

weight of the apparatus, 50 or 60 grms., was out Of all pro-

portion to the los- of weight, which was frequently less than

a milligramme. From variations in the atmospheric con-

dition- the gia-- cone might gain or lose in weight to at

least an equal extent.

fhe mattei bi ig in this state, acting under the directions

of Major F. L. Nathan, K.A., Superintendent of the B lyal

Gunpowder Factory, 1 ca Tied out a long -cue- ol

ment- and determinations during the years L601 and 1902,

with the object of det sing u bettei test to be applied not
only to cordite having the composition then exclusively used

(nitroglycerin, 58; guncotton, 3*
j mineral jelly, 5 parts).
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hut also to mixtures containing larger proportions of gun-
cotton. It may appear an easy matter to devise a satisfactory
test, but it was found that unless certain precautions were
taken, the results obtained were inaccurate, and the sources
of error in some cases were only discovered h\ series of
estimations extending over months.

' * i-

THICHHESS iZ

The form of apparatus that has finally been adopted is

shown in the figure. It consists of an aluminium dish, A.
having the dimensions shown, and the "lass cone B, weighing
not more than 30 grms. The cordite or other explosive is

prepared in the manner laid down for tile Absl heat test :

that is to say, it is ground in a small mill, and that portion
is selected which passes through a sieve having holes of the
size of Xo. 8 wire gauge, but not through one with holes
Xo. It wire gauge. Of this material S grins, are weighed
into the aluminium dish A. This is covered with cone B,
and the whole is accurately weighed, and is then placed
upon a metal plate heated by steam from a water-bath.
It is left upon the bath until all the moisture has been
driven off, then it is allowed to cool for about half an hour
in a desiccator and is weighed. The loss of weight gives
accurately the moisture in the sample. For cordite of the
original composition one hour's heating is sufficient to
entirely drive off the moisture ; for modified cordite, con-
taining G.> per cent, of guncotton, two hours is enough
provided that there be not more than 1-3 per cent, of
moisture present. If the proportion of nitrocellulose hi'

higher a longer heating is necessary. Table I. gives a few
of the results that have been obtained.
A few words may be added regarding some of the details

of the method. The aluminium dish must not be shallower
than shown in the figure, for if the distance between the
substance and the edge of the glass cono be less than half
an inch, some nitroglycerin will be lost. Again, the sample
must not be grouud finer than as stated, else some of the
moisture will he lost in the grinding and sieving operations,
and the results will be too low. In order to be able to drive
off all the moisture in the times mentioned, it is essential
that the glass cone shall not fit too closely on to the
aluminium dish, consequently the horizontal ledge round the

top of the dish should be bent, so as to render it slightly
untrue, and leave a clearance of about 0-02 in. in some
places. If these few simple precautions be taken, the
method will be found to be very accurate and expeditious
and in all respects satisfactory. Duplicate determinations
do not differ by more than 0-01 per cent.

Table I.

Compositi Ml. Per Cent. Loss in

Explosive.
Nitro-

Nitro- Mineral due Two Phree
glycerin,

love.
JHh . Hour. Hoars. Hours.

I 1- 0U9
O'SO li'.'ilCordite, Mark I. 58 87 5

' a Jl u-21
I 1 OS I'M

Cordite, .11. 1'. .. 30 65 "' s .. 1'28
(. .. 1-18

1-211

1-20

( u ' 6 i 0-46 0-17
1 oreign

|
< to 60 ie,-,: a-:;
(so 50 a- 12 ' 0- ti

Blasting L'i'liit u :« B 111! 0-13
Dynamite 75 Kiesel

guhr
as

11-22 -
23

In conclusion, I have to thank Major Xathan for giving
me permission to publish these results, and Dr. E. Robertson
and the chemical staff of the Royal Gunpowder Factory for
assistance given during the work.
The method has been officially adopted to govern the

supply of " ( ordite, M.D."

Discussion.

Mr. Oscar Gcttmann said they had to thank the
Government authorities, and especially Major Nathan,
for the readiness with which they published some of their
methods and results. He should not like to say anything
offhand about a method which had beeu adopted officially
as a standard for taking over deliveries of cordite, because
it must he assumed that the authorities at Woolwich or
YValtham Abbey would not have adopted it without most
careful aud searching examination ; nevertheless he might
be permitted to express a preliminary doubt as to its
accuracy. He felt that doubt when Mr. L. W. Dupre pub-
lished the method in the " Cbemiker Zeitung," and it was
not removed after Mr. Marshall's explanation. The reason
was obvious, when Mr. Marshall told them the dimensions
of the aluminium tray had to he absolutelv the same, or
the results would vary, and that the sample, when prepared
for analysis, must pass through a standard sieve, because,
if grouud finer, low results might be obtained. In the case
of cordite, they were testing a colloidal explosive which, in
some cases, was as hard as wood, and in others as plastic
as india-rubber, and yet by heating for two hours all the
moisture was eliminated from grains of the large size stated.
It had never been possible, by any means adopted in drying
rooms, to remove only the moisture at a temperature, for
example, of 10° C. When a material of this description
was exposed to the temperature of boiling water, Mr.
Marshall told them that all the nitroglycerin, as well
as water and acetone, was driven off in the space of two
hours. With the size of the grains between Xos. 8 and
14 wire gauge, this was, in his opinion, impossible. With
regard to driving out the water through the fine aperture
between the sides and the lid, and not allowing the nitro-
glycerin to escape, he again had some little doubt. He
pointed out, about 26 years ago, that the volatility of nitro-
glycerin at the temperature of 40' C. was such that you
lost 10 per cent, out of dynamite within a day. He failed
to see why some nitroglycerin vapours should not pass
out by way of the rim just as much as the water vapour.
Until he had made further experiments with the test he
would not express a definite opinion, but he thought he was
justified in raising these doubts.

Mr. G. W. Mai doxai.d thought Mr. Guttmann had mis-
understood what Mr. Marshall said with respect to driving
out the nitroglycerin. He had carried out a great number
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t -t- with tl - apparatus exactly of thi sann dim

from details kindly supplied by Majoi Nathan. Thi

ui the ceri was aol drivi a ofl .'•> 1 36 per

rent., niter two b ours, was condensed on the c

ahont three hours, something
(o the Chairman, Mr. Maodonald said he mi

centagi bole explosivi a the 5 grins.

taken. If tho explosive wen i

iminium

: the oone, mining the condensed nitroglycerin,

jected to a further heating of threi

iii ap] I -s of condensed nitroglycerin could be

obscn
Mr. iked it Mr. Marsl

Macdonuld could give some further explanation i i the

)i nt he was not sure lie

what happened. Were the) to understand that

the nitroglycerin, acetone, and water were driven off, the

water and the nitroglycerin con-

:. or were they both pit out of ihe Bubstance, and
the substance only

Mr. Srwin lux -aid he was disappointed that no

mention bad I >en maile of the test us applied to nitro-

o blasting powdei s, i.e.,

With regard to the test described by the author,

found it act urate, and the results "ire concordant. He
regarded it a> answeiing perfectly the purpose foi

it was intended, viz., of ensuring cordite to b

volatile matter down to tandard limit, which limit

had been rnn.-t carefully determined by the author.

U altham Abbey and Woolwich, who had in view tin effect

atile mutter on the ballistics of t! and on

its physical and chemical stability. The test was

out in precisely the same way day alter day, and in the

same standard apparatus. He dissented from Mr, Gutt-

inaiin that there was any i thod of

sifting and preparing the samples For tes tepl r hat

in the operation of grinding, when the energy of working

the mill, being cot iture in

cordite by eliminating a certain amount of the residual

water and ; [( was difficult to understand pre-

cisely where the water went. Undoubl iglycerin

udenscd in the cone, but where did the w,

acetone go ? lie did not believe for one moment that it

escaped in toto underneath the glass, Whilst agreeing that

the test was quite satisfactory for guidance in the

t that, from a purely scientific
i

Mew, it was open to improvement.
Dr. Kobebtson Baid this test bad now been iii use for a

considerable tune in his laboratory at the Royal Gunpowder

I

, and bad given every satisfaction, lie did not see

much difficult) in the mechanism ol the test In the first

there was a certain amount of confusion in the nse of

the term " moisture." Moisture in explosive work in

much more than water. A better term would be " volatile

mutter." There was no difficulty in imagining that

taponr would i scape between the glast cone and the alumi-

nium dish. The water might escape in the same way . or, if

it were with the nitroglycerin in the glass

cone it would be removed whei in the

desiccator. The volatility ofnitroglycerin was well Known, as

also was a -ability. It a large U-tube, containing
100 grms. ol ground cordite, were placed in a boilin(

luith, and a current i i air passed through the tube and its

contents, the nitroglycerin that was carried over v..

ilensed at the point when- the side tube of the U-tube
passed over the water-bath, ft was o to find, even

v from iln- U-tube, any considerable
(nice of nitroglycerin. This result led .Mr. I.. \\

to devise the test of which the one under disi

modification. This experiment answered tbi question raised

by Mr. Gnttmann ie oitro-

already disposed ol by the results

powder in the apparatus desi ribed by the :i ilmr.

Mr. II. A. TiUkbscb asked whether Mr. Marsh I

tried drying carnonite contal or 5. per
eint. ol

Mr, i iuttmann could tell him ol at

- for quick t j irk.

The Chairman said that at first sight the apparatus
appeared to him to be not altogether the most accurate

method of getting rid of the moisture. He was not quite
elear that he understood correctly how the moisture
escaped.

Mr. in: Most si mm. said be thought it was pretty clear
that there were two kind..- evaporation, evaporation side-

ways and evaporation upwards. The former carried away
the acetone and the nitroglycerin went upwards aDd settled

in the cone. This was placed in the desiccator, and the

moisture was consequently removed, so that I

aioin remained. Thai was how be understood it.

The Chairmah said, he was glad Mr.de Mosenthal had
given such au ingenious explanation, which, us he under-
stood it, was that the different constitui uts in the explosive
were, as it were, ear-marked and sent out in different

directions as required. To sum it ap, he understood the
hulk of the moisture got oul at the joint between the

aluminium disc and the glass; in fact, the edges of the

vessel «ere in in o 1 ttle. He was inclined to think that

that was not the most scientific way of going to work, but

it might act in practice fairly well. It had been very
well Baid when a method of this kind «^ designed for

uniformitj of results was want d by observers and
worker- in different places. A test might appear to be a
little crude at first, and not designed on the most elaborate

and scientific lines, yet possibly it would work well in

practice, provided of course there were uot sources of

error in it, which would render it inapplicable for the pur-
pose For which it was intended. He thought, in this ease,

there was one such source of error, because the very
initial operation prescribed, rendered an accurate estima-

tion of moisture absolutely impossible. If cordite of

different diameter- was ground in a mill, the very operation

of grinding was a good method of drying it. If the per-

centage of moisture in tb e as it was exploded in

the gun or ritle was to be detern iued, the material must be

taken as it was without any preliminary loss of the

constituent, which was to be estimated. Another point

which he could QOt quite understand, was why the nitro-

glycerin should all be condensed on the cone, aud not

the moisture. On looking at the apparatus, ii was

apparent that the nitroglycerin had not been equally

condensed. Round the edges there were slight indications

of air currents, and that might have affected the nitro-

glycerine percentage - well as the moisture. \s he

understood the operation, any nitroglycerin which had
escaped would be considered as moisture. They all knew,
as Mr. Guttiiiar.n had pointed out, that nitroglycerin

\ volatile nt the temperature employed in the

analyst, it was quite clear there must be a loss of nitro-

, and be thought that should be estimated and
allowed for.

The ( iimkmw then proposeil a vote of thanks to

Mr. Marshall, and also to Major Nathan for allowing this

paper to be read. It was one of considerable importance,
and had given rise to a very interesting discussion. As
there seemed to be a difference of opinion as to the.

accuracy of the method, and the way in which the action

took place he hoped that further tests would be made, and
they might, perhaps, have another communication on the

Mr. Miii-ini.i, in reply, assured Mr. Guttmann that

thod had been thoroughly tested, not only at

Woltham \bb- by Dr. Robertson, by himself, and
other chemists, but independently in Dr. Kelli

Woolwich, and Dr. Hup ad tiny had found
it very satisfactory, w ith regard to the standardisation

of the apparatus, some ol the dimensions w.

importance, but otl not of the same importance;

in fact one could get identical results with apparatus

varying very much from tin one illusl

There must, however, be al least hall an inch between the

powder and the edge o! the glass, or the loss of nitro-

perceptible. There must als i be

a slight two points round the rim.

slight variations made no appreciable difference. Tin
nl raised, perhaps, was what happened to

oisture. Thi lid nitro-

glycerin was Ihe water-bath. He should
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not say it was very volatile; it was volatile, but only slightly

:is compared with other substances. Here were three sub-
stances—water, acetone, aud nitroglycerin. No accurate

determination had been made of the vapour pressure
of nitroglycerin so far as he knew, but he thought
he was not far out in saying that at 70 C, the actual

temperature of the explosive iu-idc the dish, the vapour
tension of acetone was at least 1,000 times as great as that

of nitroglycerin. Consequently the acetone ant tin

water from the explosive in the dish would come away
about 1,000 times as fast as the nitroglycerin, (if the
small quantity of nitroglycerin that was given off

practically the whole was deposited again upon tin cool

glass cone. Meanwhile the water and acetone gradually

escaped under the edge of the cove. A slight interchi

of air also went on between the outer atmosphere and the

space inside the apparatus ; this was sufficient to remove
the moisture hut not to carry off more than about 0'0!
per cent, of nitroglycerin, as calculated on the weigh
material taken. Some speakers had failed to see tin-

necessity of grinding the sample to grain* of a certain

In the case of powders of large size they might in i

undivided state be heated for weeks without giving up the

whole of the acetone and ware:' they contained. I la: if the
sample were ground up it gave off its moisture at a

temperature of 70 C, in au hour or two. The greater
the proportion of nitroglycerin in the sample the i

readily did the moisture come oft. < >n the other hand tin-

substance tended to lose these volatile products during tie-

process of grinding. This loss would of course lie much
more considerable in the ease of very finely divided
material, than when it was in grains of appreciable size.

It was, therefore, necessary to s.-lect by means of a set of
sieves that portion, which was sufficiently finely divided to

readily give off its moisture during the test, but not so
fine as to lose an appreciable amount of moisture during
the grinding. A considerable- number of experiments
been carried out at Waltham Abbey, the results of which
indicated, that if the operations were carried out as Sta

in the paper the loss of moisture from this cause was quite
inconsiderable. He had not had any experience iu the
analysis of carbouite, but he had tested other explusi
containing as much as 4 or .j per cent, of moisture. The
results were quite satisfactory, it was only necessary to

prolong the heating somewhat. Some figures obtained with
one or two different blasting explosives would be found in

the paper. Mr. de Mosenthal's remarks were evidently
not intended to be taken seriously.

Additional Xote by Mi;. Artituk Makshaix.

Because this test is simple and because the method of
carrying it out has been carefully laid down, it has been
supposed by some of the speakers in the discussion that it

is only of an empirical nature aud does not give the true
moisture in a nitroglycerin explosive. In my endeavour to
treat the matter iu a thoroughly scientific manner i have
perhaps led my hearers to suppose that there is considerable-
liability to error. This is not the case. Every analytical
method is more or less inaccurate, but the one here described
is not more so than at least nine-tenths of those upon which
the analyst is iu the habit of placing absolute reliance. For
instance, iu the determination of sulphuric acid by precipi-
tation as barium sulphate, it is well known that there are
many sources cf error, yet the method is not regarded as
" unscientific.'' This moisture estimation will compare
favourably with the barium sulphate method as regards
accuracy. The scientific method of treating an analytical
process consists, not in shutting one's eyes to the possibilities
of errors, but in thorough investigation of them, and care-
ful avoidance of them based upon this investigation, and
also, if possible, in comparison with standard methods. In
the case of the test under consideration it is unfortunate

|

that there is no reliable independent method with which
the results can he compared. There is no other method
known which yields even approximately accurate figures.
It, therefore, only remains to examine carefully the
various possible sources of error. This has been do
exhaustively.

Errors maybe of two kinds, experimental and systematic.
The former would cause the results of duplicate tests to

differ one from another. That the method is not liable to

inaccuracies of this kind may be clearly seen from Table II.,

in which are given the results of four determinations carried

out upon the same sample.

Tabu [I.

Per Cent Per Cent. Per i
I

hours' 1*28 I '26 1*28 1*28boss after t\\

heating.
Loss after three hours

heating.

In the case of another sample, determinations were made
with varying quantities of powder. The following were
the results :

—

Tabus III.

Quantity taken.

:; er.i

*

re found.

1*47 pi

rn
ri;

Many similar series of figures might be cited.

If there be any error in the method it must therefore be
a systematic one, that is an error which would make the
results uniformly too high or too low. There arejonly three
ways in which a systematic error can here occur : (1) there
may be a loss of nitroglycerin or other matter during the
course of the determination, (2) there may be "some
moisture remaining in the explosive at the end of the test,

or (3) there may be a loss of moisture during the grinding
and sifting. I will now proceed to show there is no
appreciable error from any of these causes.

1. That the continuous loss of nitroglycerin is verv
minute is clearly shown by the fact that the diminution of
weight after the first hour or two is extremely small, as
may be seen from the figures quoted in Tables I., II., aud
III. This is brought out even more clearly in the following
tests, in which the heating was continued up to 20 hours:

—

Table IV.

PerCent.
1*48

., 20 155

1*49
1*49
l-i'.l

These and many other results indicate that the loss of

nitroglycerin is only about 0-OOfi per cent, per hour.

There remains, however, a bare possibility that in the
early stages of the drying, the moisture and air expelled
from the apparatus may carry away with them an appre-
ciable quantity of nitroglycerin. If, now, it can be proved
that a considerable percentage of moisture can be driven ofF
from a sample of explosive uiidVr the conditions laid down,
without diminishing the dry weight of the substance, it

must be admitted that the accuracy of the method as
..ads this source of error is fully demonstrated. Three

separate experiments were carried out on these lines. In
the first case, 5 grms. of cordite, M.D., were weighed out,
and the moisture was determined in the usual manner; then
ii'04grm. (0-8 percent.) of a mixture of equal volumes
of acetone aud water was sprayed on to the explosive. The
glass cone was then placed over the dish again, aud the
whole was heated on the water-bath as usual. After
two hours' heating, it was found that the weight of the
cordite was only 0-004 per cent, less than the previous dry
weight. A further heating of one hour produced a loss of
only 0*02 per cent. more.

The second experiment was similar, except that in this

ease 0-1 gnu. (2 per cent.) of a mixture of two pa

ne to one part water was added in drops. The final

weight, after four hours' heating, was
than the original dry weight. In the third experiment,
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9 p i cent ol hi listure was added, Rod bere, again, there
was do appreciable loss of nitroglycerin.

These results were entirely

that the moisture doe r\ away with it a

wcighable quantity of nitroglycerin. On the contrary, the

loss of wi ighl was less than 0*O1 pi i cent, per hour during

the heating. In order, hdwevei . to plai the matter upon a

more scientific basis, the actual vapour tension of nitro-

glycerin was determined nt 70" C-, the temperature of the

explosive in the moisture tc^t npparal nitro-

glycerin was introduced into m small gas-washing bulb,

which was immersed for about five hours in a water bath

maintained at 7<> ('..whilst a known volume of air was
bubbled slowly through The exit tube of the imlb was

ted with a piece of glass tubing, the upper part oi

which was cool em mdense, practically, the whole
of the nitroglycerin evaporated. Both this tula and the

bulb were weight d b< fore and after the experiment Ii was
found that the bulb bad lost 0013 grm., whereas the tube

bad gained 0*0011 grm. 'II' former figure is slightly

tot high, because the nitroglycerin towards the end of the

time was beginning to decompose to a very slight t stent.

i tn the other hand, the latter figure must be somewhat too

low, because, even at th*- lower temperature of the tube.

nitroglycerin must still have n slight vapour tension. We
ma] . therefore, take the quantity of nitroglycerin evaporate.

1

at 0*0012 grm. The volume of the itir drawn thro i

1,850 en., measured at 13*5° ( . i nlculating from the

formula

—

P1 mi-

lt is foiir.il that at 7u C. nitroglycerin lias a vapour
tension oi 0*0051 em. of mercury, that is to Bay, the

volatility of nitroglycerin is almost exactly equal to that

of mercun . In order to teat the method ami apparatus

the vapour tension of mercury was at 70° C. determined in

precisely the same manner. The quantity of air drawn
through was 1450 c.c, measured at 18° C. The weight of

mercury evaporated was 0*0009 grm. Hence the vapour
tension is calculated to bi 156 cm > icfa figure agrees

satisfactorily with that given by Ramsay and i

0*0052 cm. The vapour pressures of nitroglycerin and
mercury being equal, and the molecular weights of ihe two
vapours (227 and 200 respective!) I being not very di

it necessarily follows that rules [a'<] down for the prevention

qf loss of the one substance m '\ I

;

to the other.

the * apoui pressure of niti vn it is

possible to calculate the quantity that will be carried away
by the moisture expelled in the test. The volume of the

moisture from 5 grins, of cordite would seldom exceed
50 c.c. as measured in the gaseous state. This even if com-
pletely saturated with nitroglycerin would carry away less

than 0*00004 grm. of it, or u 8 > cent, as calculated on
the powder
A rough estimate maj also be made of the minimum

volume of air that circulates between the interior of the

moisture apparatus and outtr space. The loss ol

glycerin is usually 0-Onu'J to 0*1 per hour,
whence it is calculated that in spiti of the narrowness of,

the interval between the glass cone ami the aluminium dish

not less than 300 to BOO c.c. of air enter and leave during
each hour of heating.

2. That none but the minutest trace oi moisl

in the • xplosives at the end ,.f the test is sufficiently pi ved
by the figures aln ad) quoted. It has been shown that the

loss from the ground nitroglycei :er the
first two or three hours is very small and quite uniform.

Everyone who has had anj expei

collodial substances knows that thev lose their moi
tirst rapidly aud then gradually more and more slowly
Until all the moisture has been expelled. l'liere is no

S of any diminishing loss ,,; ,| U s kind alter the first

two or three hours. There are undoubtedly other i ip
that would ii"' be dried within the period mentioned, but

fcerin explosives fortunately give up their moisture
with compare! vi

... I. iss ol moistun durii : grinding and sifting. In
order to whether any appreciable error arises

in these processes! small size w:is submitted

to the test without preliminary grimlinp and parallel
determinations were carried out with mater. a! prepared in

the usual way. ft was, ol com ary to prolong the
beating in order to drive the whole of the moisture out of
the in

I
.ii ',

Mark I. i it. w u.

Ground.
r,i-

ground.
Ill-

ground

1 irs' heating 0*24 ..17

4 0*84 ..' It

,. 5 „ IfiB .i IS •1 17

„ after iii additional
)

n i siecator and n- I". iil7
11 IIIL". .

'

Vnother sample of the same cordite, .M.l>., gave the
following results :

—

Table VI.

i I'lurrounil.

- heating ii- i-J

ii ii

nil
ill-

With a cordite. .M.I I., containing a larger proport...n oi

moisture, the results were equally satisfactory.

I'uil E VII.

.1 t I.; additioua] i

i .. hour beating

Ground. Unground.

1*00

in
1*12

11. 1

i*on
rl'i

111
1*12

It is quite evident from these figures that the

moisture during grinding and sifting is ven minute.
AH possible - ce of error have now been examined

experimentally, and in every case it has been shown that

the inaccuracy does not exceed a few hundredths per cent.

Any at . nipt to obtain a higher degree of accuracy than
this must necessarily be in vain, us it is not possible to take
a s,mple from a large latch of explosive, which shall

represent the man bulk absolutely. However much care

be exercised in the sampling the difference between duplical

samples will cou derabl* exceed any possible errcr of this

method of analysis

Ihe general accuracy of the test is further demonstrated
by tiie fact, that the same results can be obtained with v. i \

different apparatus, provided of course that attention 1"

paid to the lew p.ents mentioned in the paper. Some
.let. i

:

were made using an ordinary glass funnel

instead of the cone shown initio figure. The stem was
plugeed with glass wool and the funnel was inverted over

the dish. I'arallel determinations were also made using an

aluminium dish half an inch larger in diameter than the

one shown in the figure. This was covered also with a

funnel of suitable size. Thi figures were obtained

with the three modifications of the apparatus:—

' V 1 1 1

.

l-i'ii

Funnel.

l it"

1 -.'
I

.iiiniel.

!

1*1(1

lis

From tin- various figures ivhiclt

hat ttie met liable and <

i .-suit.
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Meeting held at Burlington House, on Monday,
February \st, 1904.

MR. WALTER P. r.KIIl IX THE C1IAIR.

\ RKSl'ME OF Tin: REPORT, MINUTES OF
EVIDENCE. AND APPENDICES OF THE ROYAL

i OMMISSION ON ARSENICAL POISONING.

BY JULIAN-
I.. BAKER.

I'lie final report of the Commission was published on

December 3rd, 1903, and the two volumes of minutes of

evidence and appendices on December 23rd, 1903. The
publication is no ordinary blue book, for it contains many
new experimental facts and data. Exhaustive investiga-

tions have been carried ovit by experienced physiologists

no the different questions relating to the effect of arsenic

on human beings and animals, and by chemists on the

detection of arsenic in the various food and food materials.

Analytical methods have been elaborated, which are now
in daily use in many laboratories. The mass of data

collected by the Commission, and the valuable conclusions

deduced therefrom, may possibly be lost sight nf by
chemists and others when the immediate cause which led

to the appointment of the Commission becomes a matter

of history. Bearing this in mind, the London Committee
leit that some steps should be taken to present the

members of the Section and the Society with a condensed
account of the chemical matters dealt with by the Com-
mission. This is the more appropriate when it is borne
hi mind that a joint committee was appointed by the

Society of Public Analysts and this Society to investigate

ilie methods for the estimation of small quantities of

arsenic. This Committee presented its report to the

< Commission, and the recommendations contained therein

received the cordial appreciation of the Commissioners.
My endeavour will be to describe the ground covered by

the report, my remarks for the most part being confined

to the chemical and analytical matters submitted to the
< oiumissiou. In a few cases I have ventured to submit

criticisms.

Part 1.

Obsi rvations regarding the Epidemic of
Arsenical Poisoning in 1900, and tin Medical and

Public Health Aspects of the Evidence received regarding
Arsenic m Beer and Food.

The epidemic of arsenical poisoning which occurred at

the latter end of 1900, and which led to the appointment
of the Royal Commission, was very soon traced to

Bostock's brewing sugar. The total nnmber of persons
who suffered from the epidemic was over 6,000, and at

least 70 fatal cases were attributed to poisoning by arsenic

in beer. This does not represent the total number of fatal

easi -, fur deaths occurring before the discovery of the
<uuse of the outbreak were frequently certified as due to

other diseases.

The evidence relating to the symptom- of poisoning due
to arsenic in beer during the epidemic is very compre-
hensive, and the Commissioners point out that it should
•form valuable material for reference and comparison in

future cases or future outbreaks, where the possibility of

arsenical poisoning calls for consideration.

A considerable proportion of the beer brewed in some
parts of the country before 1900 contained certain quan-
tities of arsenic, which was no doubt derived ironi malt
and from brewing sugar. The evidence shows that malt
has been liable to arsenical contamination in much greater
degree when the fuel used in the kiln has been gas
than when other forms of malting fuel, such as oven coke
or anthracite, have been employed. In the south of
England the use of gas coke previous to 1901 had never
been common, but in certain parts of the North and the
Midland-, and in Manchester and Liverpool, gas coke was

constantly employed at the makings supplying various

breweries. The greater prevalence of alcoholic neuritis

among beer drinkers in Manchester and Liverpool before

1900, when compared, for example, with London and the

South, is probably due to the degree to which the beer was
contaminated by arsenic derived from malt.

In January and February l'JO'2 an outbreak of arsenical

poisoning occurred at Halifax, resulting in the death of
three persons. Suspicion fell on the beer, and this when
examined was found to contain l/10th to l/16th of a grain
of arsenious acid per gallon. Careful inquiry revealed that

the beers in question had been contaminated by arsenic
derived from the malt used in their preparation. In nearlv

all cases there was evidence that the malt had been dried

over local gas coke. This outbreak was highly instructive

to the Commission, for all the Halifax cases were charac-
terised by peripheral neuritis, which, taken by itself, was
hardly to be distinguished from "alcoholic neuritis." The
Halifax beers associated with the outbreak must have been
typical in respect of arsenic of a large class of beers
prepared before the 1900 epidemic from arsenical malt.

It was suggested by certain witnesses that the con-
taminated beer might contain some orgauic compound of
ir-enic with a toxic action differing from that of arsenious

oxide. Although some witnesses expressed the opinion
that such orgauic compounds were present, no direct

evidence was brought forward bearing on this point.

The susceptibility of the individual to arsenic varies

greatly, ami this was very marked in the epidemic of 1900,

for large numbers of people must have been drinking beer,

much of which was contaminated by arsenic to a high

degree, in considerable quantities over several month-
without any apparent bad result. In this connection the
experiment carried out by Prof. Delepine on the effect of
administering varying quantities of arsenic to rats are very
interesting. lie found that minute quantities of arsenic
could be administered over comparatively long periods

before detrimental results appeared, bo long as the animal
was well fed ; whereas in rats under identical conditions,

but on restricted diet, the deleterious effects of the arsenic

were much sooner apparent. The association of arsenic

aud beer appeared to increase the resistance of the rats by
improving nutrition.

The physical effect of arsenic on the human system was
inquired into at considerable length, and the evidence
showed the correctness of the generally accepted view that

arsenic is a poison which, as a rule, is eliminated com-
paratively rapidly from the body. The clinical data
obtained during the epidemic showed, however, that arsenic
can only be termed a "non-cumulative" poison in a
restricted and comparative sense. When small quantitie-

of arsenic are taken over long periods, accumulation occur-
in certain tissues. Many cases admitted to hospital in

1900 continued to show increasing signs of poisoning for
weeks after beer had been discontinued.

Important observations have been made regardiiui the
numerous ways in which arsenic may be eliminated from
the body. Arsenic was detected in sweat, in the epidermic
scales which are freely shed in the condition known as

keratosis, in nails, and in hair. The fact of arsenic being
excreted by hair attracted the attention of the Commission,
for it was possible that the elimination of arssnic in this

manner might prove important in instances (such as
supposed alcoholic neuritis) where it was desirable to
ascertain whether a patient had lately been taking arsenic,
either as a contamination of food or beer, or medicinally.
Samples of hair were obtained from patients who had taken
arsenic in known amounts over known periods of time,
together with suitable controls, and were submitted to

analysis by Mr. R. F. Wood Smith. The method of analysis
used was destruction of the organic matter of the hair, and
estimation of arsenic in the inorganic residue by the Marsh

-

Berzclius process. About 2 grms. of the hair to be tested
were weighed and transferred to a Jena flask of 250 c.c.

capacity. Upon the hair were then poured about 30 c.c

strong nitric acid and -i c.c. of strong sulphuric acid. The
eonteuts of the flask were warmed, and when the first

violence of the oxidation had subsided the temperature .' i-
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I and the liquor thoroughly boiled. Vfter continued

L- the Uquoi dark am, more nitric acid is added, a point

being finallj arrived at when only clour sulphuric acid

ri mains, containing all the arsenic pri Bample.

nlphuric aeid is then dilated and evaporated down
again to it« original bulk, this operation being necessary to

bility ni n en com]

present daring the Marsh-Bei |uid was

then "Marshtd"in the nsual manner. A length} series of

itions were made, the i

resting.

Out of 41 control J
hospital and infirmary

in-patients of both sex.--, who bad bei n taking n

cinally, the hail was eithi r free from at

showed no more than 1 150th gr. pi r lb. Samples

obtained from tl es after they bad taken

medicinally. The male patients who bad been

taking about L/lOth gr. of arsenic doilj at the end of two

nounts of arsenic varying from l/20th to

i 5th gr. per lb. in hair which had hem grown during the

ntervaL i showed l/50th gr. pi

patients taking smaller amounts, ! 33rd and L/22ndgr. of

irsenic dailj months, showed quantities ol arsenic

varyiu th to l 10th gr. per lb. in the recently

' hair.

With female patients dile difficulty an

ng samples which represented the hair which hat!

grown daring the period of arsenic taking, hat the results.

though le-s uniform than in the male ease-, were similar in

character. Thi result of testing hair in which

arsenic bad bei Is than five weeks were

irregular, owing, do doubt, to the fact that the sample

examined iisuollj ir which had
n before the administration of arsenic had begun.

I !ommissioners point out that the exclusion of small

quantities of arsenic from food and drink i- of cons

importance, and colls for mor Mian it has hitherto

received. The effects of very small qua arsenic

administer) d over long periods along with food have a

fully studied; although evide ty may
le absent, it is possible that the arsenic may have un-

recognised effects on nutrition. Professor Delepine

that continuous daily ingestion of 1 100th gr. of arsenic

along with food may be prejudicial to the human subject.

t 2.

ggested lit latum between the Disease uEeri-Bcri"
and Arsenical Poisoning.

dined before the Commissioners had
i out the similarity existing between the symptoms

of the 1900 arsenic epidemic and those beri," a

mainly cha by peripheral neurit:

with in certain tropical countries and in parts con-
•Mth Eastern trade. This may be due to the

presence in particular articles of diet of a poison which has
a toxic action on nerve tissue, and it has beet

that beri-beri may prove 10 he due to contamination

senic. This view was not, however, shared by the
i ommission

1'VKT 3.

.'i- in Foml and Substances used in the

Preparation or Manufacture of Food.

\t tl rt of the Commission was
l \isted as to

the n I of estimating be

quantities of arsenic in beer and other foods. M
instances occurred in which discordant results had been

obtained whi n identical Bam| I by different

chemists and bj different methods. Since that date the Com-
mission haw bei eipt of voi irork on
the BUbjeet undertaken by nmnv chemists. The Bab

examined comprised leer, malt, sugars, and
foods and organic - rutin arsenic, fuels,

and chemical substance* used in connection with food
preparation.

A number od witnesses were examined by the < ommission
on this subject, and n condensed account of their in

tious and conclusions i- to be found in the final report of the

Committee appointed by the Manchester Brewers' \

tion of May 1 1 . 1901, and the report of the Joint Committee
of the s icietiet of Public Anal} •

i nd < Ihemical Industry .

This latter report was subsequently discussed at a joint

meeting of the two \ Departmental Committei
was appointed in the Hoard of Inland Revenue to prescribe
teste for arsenic in beer and brewing materials. Their

:: \pril.

It will lie well at this stogi to consider these re)

Tlh repot- of tin Committee appointed by the Manchester
Brewers' Association, dated May llth. 1901, was of the
nature of a preliminary investigation. The report of this
1 i lumitt 9 has tertain amount of

criticism, but the circus obtaining at that time
Should be borne in mind. The arsenic scare was at its

height, and immediate had to he adopted by
brewers and othei I est materials and to satisfy the
puiilic that mi ' ii for tln.ir protection.

Much dri ''opinion existed then as to the most
satisfactory way of testing for small quantities < . t arsenic.

The Marsh 1;. - laborated bo the extent
that we now know it. and in view of the pressing necessity
of a more or less rough discriminating test the Committee
adopted the Keinscb test. The words of Mr. A. G. Salomon
show clearly the v in which the Manchester Committee
regarded the tesl (Q. 1535) :

" It was nol a test which was
meant to deal with minute traces, it was a test conceived
after consultation with Prof. Delepine, Sir Lauder Brnnton
Dr. Stevenson, and Dr. Luff, as to a mentis of preventing

beet I out to the public, at a moment of Clis

which contained poisonous quantities of arsenic."'

In the final report of this Committee it is pointed out
that the first suspicion as to Bostock'fl sugar being the

of the will, spread poisoning dated from about

November iMst. 1900, and its employment in or about
Manchester was d mtinued nine days later. Tl
bers of this Committee were soon confronted with thi

circumstance that arsenic continued to be found in small
quantities in brewings both in Manchester and in other
parts of the I'uited Kingdom. This necessitated long and
detailed investigation of the different materials used in

brewing. It appeared that one-fifth of thi 1 samples •"

i
: ived From Bources other than

Bostock's sugar. Glucose, invert sugar, with the excep-
tion of products made by linstock, raw and purified

used in brewing, caramels, and malt adjuncts, wen
found to be quite tree from arsenic. The samples of h<

examined were free from arsenic but the possibility of
minute quantities being present was foreseen. The Com-
mittee also established tb fact that yeast absorbs arsenic.

Arsenic was found in kilned or sweated barley, in malt.

in malt culms, and kiln dust, in malting anthracite and
In concluding their report the Committee recom-

mended that brewers should insist on a written guarantee
of freedom from arsenic with all purchases of brewing
materials of every kind, also that brewers should from
time to tine test the purity of their beer and brewing
materials in r< spi < ol arsenic.

With regard to malt the Committee suggested that

—

1. Tlie maltster be required to give a guarantee to the

brewer that he dues not employ gas coke in the preparation

of his malt.

2. That the malt culms be regularly tested for the presence
of ar->

3. If the culms be found to contain noticeable quantities

of arsenic, that the kiln dust be at once removed, and that

the fuel employed be lurther examined for arsenic.

4. That wherever possible thi best anthracite be employed
for malting purposi

The Committee further suggested a standard test for

c iii beer. WO c.c. of the suspected beer is sub-

mitted to the Keinsch test and when the presence ol arsenic

is ascertained the amount is estimated by the Marsh-Berzelius

method.

A joint committee was appointed in March 19HI by the

Societies of Public Analysts and Chemical Industry. This

Committee made an extended investigation of the Marsh-
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BerzeliuS method, and presented a report in Ji'.ne 1902

which was subsequently discussed :it ;i joint meeting of

the two societies. In this report the Committee recommend
the Marsh BerzeliuS method and give detailed instructions

for purifying the materials employed in the test and for

ariving oat the test under standard conditions. The
Committee stated that organic materials, such as beer,

yeast, &c, cannot he tested, when sulphuric acid is u<rd

without destruction of the organic matter, whilst as a rule

they can he directly totted with hydrochloric acid. Direc-

tions are given for determining the amount of arsenic in

malt, hops, sugar and other brewing materials with and
without the destruction of organic matter. Two processes

are available for destroying 'he organic matter: the acid

method which involves treatment by nitric and sulphuric

acid, and the basic method where the materials are mixed
with pure lime or magnesia, dried, and incinerated. Ling
and Newland's process (this Journal. 1901, 1008) is advisi d

for estimating volatile and total arsenic in malting fuel-.

The Committee were satisfied that arsenic in both states

of oxidation can be delected and estimated by the pro-

cedure described in their report. The Marsh-Berzelius
test as recommended is extremely sensitive; with quantities

of 20 grms. or 20 c.c. an indication of one part of arsenions

acid in 7,000,000 is possible.

In January 1902 a Departmental Committee was appointed

by the Board of Inland Revenue, in pursuance of the

recommendation made by the Commissioners in their first

report, to prescribe tests for arsenic in beer and brewing
materials. The report was presented by Sir Henry Prim-
rose in April 1903. This Committee, which comprised

Messrs. Thorpe, Tilden, Dixon, Aldous and Pattiuson gave
their attention to the methods of detecting and estimal

the amounts of arsenic in malt, malt substitutes, wort,

hops and hop substitute*, heer, yeast, and yeast food-.

chemicals, finings, and fuels. Of the various methods
which have been suggested for the detection and csti 'na-

tion of relatively small quantities of arsenic which may be

present iu beer and the ingredients of beer, the Committer
decided that the methods which are based upon the

conversion of arsenic into arseniuretted hydrogen, and the
subsequent deposition of the arsenic in the elemental -\

form by heating the gas are to be preferred. The hydrogen
may be generated either electrolytieally or by the a

of dilute hydrochloric acid upon zinc. The amount of
arsenic deposited by heating the arseniuretted hydrogen is

determined by comparison with deposits obtained in a

similar manner from wort, beer, malt extracts, &c., con-
taining known quantities of arsenic. The Committee
adopted a modification of Bloxam's method (Quart. J. of

the Client. Soc, 13, 1801,12 and 338). As the pm,
has already been described in this Journal (1903, 965), it

will be unnecessar}' to again refer to it. Since the electro-

lytic method is now adopted at the Government laboratory
in preference to the Marsh-Bsrzelius test it becomes de
facto the official test and it will be well to briefly compare
the relative advantages and disadvantages of the two
methods.

The advantages of the electrolytic test are that

—

1. It obviates the use of zinc.

2. It is simple in execution, is under perfect control,
and may be carried out under such conditions that the
results obtained by different operators are strictly

comparable, inasmuch as with a current-strength of fair

regularity the evolution of the gas is practically constant
and uniform.

3. The whole of the solution to be tested for arsenic
may be added to the apparatus at once, so that during the
yvhole time of testing the arsenic is under the influence of
the " nascent " hydrogen.

4. It has been established that such amounts of arsenic
as are present iu beer or its ingredients are evolved as
arseniuretted hydrogen during the 30 minutes occupied by
the test. The nature of the material associated with
the arseDic is found to exercise no inhibiting effect on the
formation and evolution of the arseniuretted hydrogen.
11 ter and aqueous extracts of malts and worts may be
added directly to the electrolytic apparatus without previous

destruction of the organic matter as required by the zinc
and acid process.

5. The deposits obtained are more uniform in character
than those furnished by the zinc and acid method, and
admit therefore of more accurate quantitative comparison.

6, The process allows of the simultaneous execution ot
a number of estimations of arsenic, depending upon the
arrangement of the rheostat.

The disadvantages of the methods are :—
1. The initial cost of the apparatus as compared with

that employed in the zinc and acid method.
9. That it can only be applied when an electric current

of sufficient intensity is .available.

The main advantages of the Marsh-Berzelius method are
that it is sufficiently delic ite, is rapid and easy of execution,
and that the apparatus and materials needed" are compara-
tively inexpensive. .

The disadvantages attending it are :

—

1. That zinc very frequently contains small amounts of
arsenic, and hence must be carefully tested before use. It
has been established that the arsenic when present is not
uniformly distributed throughout the metal, and hence
different portions of zinc from the same granulation may
contain arsenic iu very different amounts. It has been
further shown that small quantities of admixed metals,
apparently iron in particular, tend to prevent the formation
of arseniuretted hydrogen, and so prevent the detection of
minute quantities of arsenic.

It i* necessary, therefore, to ascertain not only that the
zinc is free from arsenic, but. that it will give rise to
arseniuretted hydrogen when arsenic is usually brought in
contact with it.

2. The character of the deposit of arsenic is influenced
by the rate tit which the hydrogen is evolved, and as this
depends upon the "activity" of the zinc, which is not
always under complete control, the deposits obtained by
different operators, or with different specimens of zinc, are
apt to show slight variations.

There can be no doubt that the electrolytic method
possesses materia] advantages over the Marsh-Berzelius
test, but it is unfortunate that the official process is only
applicable when an electric current of sufficient intensity is
available. That the necessity of electric current will bar
the official test being used in a large numbrr of laboratories
and breweries is a matter of regret, for, iu such an
important matter as the rejection of a delivery of malt or
other ingredients of beer, or prosecutions by a local authority,
it is most desirable that the chemists concerned should use
the official method. The disadvantages of the electrolytic
method have been discussed to some extent among chemists,
but I venture to think that many of the points raised'
against it owe their origin to difficulties attending the
manipulation of a new and somewhat complicated piece of
apparatus. The Marsh-Berzelius test, carried out under the
conditions advised by the Joint Committee, will in all
probability continue to be the one in common use for
control of purity of products. The electrolytic method will
be the final appeal for disputes between buyer and seller of
brewing material-.

The Commissioners report at some length upon the
Marsh-Berzelius test. After summing up the difficulties of
the application of the method, they are of opinion that
chemists appear to be in general agreement as to the condi-
tions of the test. The Commissioners are obviously careful
not to insist on any one of the many modifications of the
method which have been brought before their notice, and
they consider that any single detailed routine is not appli-
cable to all cases.

The evidence offered by chemists satisfied the Com-
missioners that differences in quantities of arsenic as small
as 0-002 of a milligram or 1/720 of a grain per lb. can be
estimated, whilst it can be detected iu amounts below 1/1000
grain per lb., or 1/300 grain per gallon. The important
consideration of allowance for differences in personal judge-
ment of the reading of the mirrors is referred to, and The
evidence on this point of Messrs. Hehner, Chapman, Allen,
McGowan, and Finlow is summed up in the statement,
" that a difference in reading, corresponding to 0-002 milli-
gram of arsenic, too much or too little, appears to be regarded
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h» an outside 'imii. < In 10 gun-, oi material this diffen

i be i i
•'-"' grain per lb., or with 3U cc. of liquid

l 360 grain pt r gallon.

A considerable ami unti brought forward

on the preliminary treatment which should be applied to

rem substances, i dcr that the enic they

contain may be estimated by. the Marsh-Berzelius method.

In tl» ail' r stau'c of l lie enquiry, - imewhat contradictory

opinions were expressed bj different witness - as to

whether the organic matter should I
I, but a-

chemists gained experience in the Marsh-Berzelius method

the view became general thai destruction was advisable.

There are. however, a few exceptions, such us, for example,

iiDground malt. Destruction of organic matter i- obvii

essary when the arsenic is in the form of an orgai

compound, or where it is in ted with

organic matter such as hair, onimi I tissues, coal, colouring

mattei

11, i ,.n, i ii oi i
Ivise that the organic matter should

lie il. wort ami beet « hi tin Ma si

method is u-ed. Ling's method for the determination of

volatile ami fixed arsenic in fuel is referred to. and also the

method described in the report of the Departmental t'om-

mitti i (substantially the same as that elaborated by Wood.

Smithj ami Jenks, this Journal, 1901, -437). which consists

i.l burning the fuel in a current of oxygen, colli

tlic arsenic which is volatilised in an absorption appa-

ratus containing dilute Bulphuric acid; and subsequently

estimating tin- volatile arsenic obtained in this solution,

and also the arsenic left behind in the ash. (This Journal.

1903, i

! use of other met la ids for the detection and estimation

of small quantities of arsenic is not advised, the Comniis-

lers holding, that methods involving the comparison of

mirrors have been developed to such a state of efficiency

that they arc now general. The use ol the Reinsch't -t for

the purpose oi detecting small quantities of arsenic is

condemned; the results may even he misleading, for one of

the breweries of Halifax, which supplied arsenical beer in

1 902, had their products systematically tested aseh

method, ami only negative results were reported.

Looking at the matter of the estimation of small quantities

, I arsenic broadly, the electrolytic method, when available,

possesses the great advantage of n a ovingall the drawbacks

connected with impurities and sensitiveness of zinc. This

i-. undoubtedly , the weak point in the Marsh-Berzelius

method, as h* and sulphuri ids may be

obtained free of minute traces of arsenic ; but with rinc it is

rent, and there are few of us who have not experienced
. in this respect. Another and very important point

in favour of the electrolytic method is that beer wort and
certain other substances may be added directly to the

apparatus without previous destruction of organic matter.

This obviously tends to ultimate accuracy of results, for,

however careful tin chemist may he. the addition of

materials to the substance to he tested and subsequent
manipulation opens the door ti> the possibility ol con-

lamination, and. moreover, increases the time taken by

test.

1'Mir 4.

li in which Funds are liable in become Contaminated
bij Arst nic.

Much evidence was submitted by witnesses as to the

risks of arsenical contamination which arise in the

factnre of foods and substance) use.: in the preparation of

food. Mr. II. llnuiinoud Smith instituted enquiries on
behalf of the Commission from representative food manu-
facturers. Many of the samples which were collected i ere

analysed by lb McGownn, ["he results an described in

Appendices g4 and gj. .Mr. II. Hammond Smith cond

a lengthy and valuable investigation under the fo!'

heads :
—

I be usi in Ihi preparation of sundry articles of food

and drink of Bubstances liabl,

to introduce arsenic into the finished product.

The precautions which have been and are now being
,n by manufacturers and vet

id risk of arsenical contamination.

The approximate degree of contamination of various

foods or drink- by arsenic, which might arise on the

assumption that all precaution ted; and the

quantities of arsenic which have been actually found to be
present in 8 unplct of

|

'links.

Space will not permit of an adequate abstract of 1

investigations, bnt the following summary comprises tuc

principal points dealt with in his report :

—

i i
j Glucoti is an important ingredient of numerous

articles of E I, particularly oi table -imp-, jams, marma-
lade, < i, -ii, aery and biscuit: ;

also ol Bundrj beverages,

particularly brewed gingei certain kinds of wine-

En most of these I Is and drinks the proportion of

glucose used 111:1 \ be onsiderable. Arsenical contamina-

tion of the glucose on the Bostock scale would involve

as contamination of the finished product-. i'-e in

these substances of glucose containing as much arsenic as

has in exceptional instances been found in samples on the

market in 1901-2, and not coming from Bostockas (e.;/..

I /25th to 1 10th grain of arsenic per lb.) would also in most

instances involve a material contamination of the

finished product by arsenic.

Nearly all the glucoses used are of foreign, usually

American, origin.

i'*ood manufacturers using glucose differ very much in

their method of taking precautions t.i secure that it is

satisfactory ..- n . rds arsenic At the works visited

analytical control of greater or less stringency had been

adopted since 1900 b) C i tain firms; others, the majority,

wen content with guarantees-given bj the glucose manufac-

turer, mtddli inn,, or agi nl
i
others, again, had required no

guarantee and I. I their glucose for arsenic.

(2) In instances where invert sugar was used by eider

makers, or In manufacturers ol brewed " temperano
beverages," it was either obtained from brewing sugar

manufacturers taking precautions i" exclude arsenic from

their invert sugar, or it was prepared by the cider malar
without the use ol sulphuric or hydrochloric acid.

(3) The use of sulphuric acid m the preparation of

"golden syrup" and treacle involves psk of contamination

by arsenic ii the precautions taken to secure a satisfactory

acid an insufficient,

(4) The use of sulphuric acid to convert raw grain in

vinegar making involves risk of serious contamination of

the vinegar h\ arsenic in the absence of sufficient precau-

tions. I are in this respect was tal.cn by the two firms

visited i\ Inch manufactured vinegar in this way.

(ai Besides the foods above mentioned are a lew others,

in the preparation of which sulphuric or hydrochloric acid

may be used. In the ease of certain n "pep
tones." the amount of hydrochloric aeid employed is

relatively minute Direct addition of sulphuric acid to

vinegar and pickles appear- to be seldom practised. If a

strongly arsenical acid were employed these Bubstances

might become contaminated by arsenic t" a marked degree.

The information thus far ohta tu ' dw - nol suggi st that the

sophistication of spirits by mineral acids, if still practised,

i- ci immon.
< ,i i ommerci phosphoric acid and commercial phos-

phates, -a h a- an- used in sugar refilling and in baking

powders, are liable to com ic, but the quantity of

arsenic which could be introduced in this way into finished

products is in most install,, s small.

i

'
i Tartaric and citric acids, largely used for food

purposes, particularly as ingredients of lemonade powders

and tin like, are liable to contain arsenic. The steps

habitually taken by manufacturers cl these acids in this

country to secure freedom from lead also tend to make
serious contamination by arsenic unlikely, and it is the

custom of food manufacturers to demand that these acids

should torj in regard l

l be ii-e of y large quantities of baron

preservatives in articles such as milk, cream, and butter

m. iv involve the introduction of material quantities of

arsenic into these substances.

(9) Gti/reriii In illy been found to contain

large'amounts of arsenic (e.o., 2 to 4 grains per lb.);

,,, ,, ties ol • less than 1 13th grain arsenic per lb.,

j preset t, might not b< Setei ted by the tests prescribed for
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glycerin in the British Pharmacopeia. Glycerin may be

used in cakes to the amount of \ per cent., and also an
important iugreilioiit of certain sweets and meat extracts.

Certain food manufacturers visited employed glycerin

stated to conform to pharmacopoeial tests ; tbey had not,
' ver, caused the glycerin supplied to be analysed for

inic, and they did not recognise that arsenical glycerin

might cause objectionable contamination of their products.

(10) Arsenic may be present in sundry "coal tar"
colouring matters used in food. In the case of confec-

tionery, it is usial for the confectioner to obtain colours

with a guarantee from a responsible analyst that ihey were
harmless tor confecionerv purposes, such guarantee being
given with due regard to the quantity of the colour likely

to enter into the finished product. Samples of Bole
Armenia and other mineral pigments have been found to

contain over 0' 8 grain of arsenic to the lb. ; these pigments
are used in sausages, anchovy preparations, and the like,

without any steps being taken to secure their whole-
someness.

(11) In one instance sheep wool grease sold as " cocoa
butter," and employed in sutrar refining, contained about
1/16 grain of arsenic per lb., probably derived from
arsenical sheep dip.

(13) Samples of brown " Demerara " sugar coming from
the West Indies in certain instances have been found to

contain small amounts of arsenic, l/300th to 1/oOth grain

per lb.

(13) The British manufacturers of maltiue anil malt
preparations visited were in each instance taking precau-
tions to secure that the malt used was satisfactory as regards
arsenic. Foods manufactured in America, which coiiM^t

largely of malt, are coming into extensive use in this

country. In the absence of more exact information as to

American systems of inaltmgs, and of analyses on a com-
prehensive scale, it is not possible to decide whether these
foods are subject to any material risk of arsenical contami-
nation.

(14) A food preparation consisting mainly of brewers'
yeast, "Carnos," has been found to contain l/6th grain of
arseuic per lb., notwithstanding the precautions against

arsenic adopted in its manufacture.

(15) Chicory may be dried by exposure of the roots to

fnmes of coke for several days. Noue of the few samples
examined for arsenic has shown more than ]/100th grain
cf arsenic per lb. of chicory, but examination of a sufficient

numher of representative samples would be necessary
before a satisfactory estimate of the degree of liability of
chicory to contain arsenic can be obtained.

(16) Hums, bloaters, e->ffee, lemon peel, S'c.
t
may be dried

by exposure to the fumes of coke, but the degree to which
these sub-tances are likely to become contaminated by
arsenic in this way is slight.

(17) Considerable daily doses of arsenic may be ad-
ministered to fowls for several weeks or months without
causing their flesh or livers to contain more than extremely
minute quantities of arsenic.

It will be seen that the food and drink substances
referred to in this report vary within wide limits in

respect of their liability to coDtain arsenic. Of foods
which are subject to risk of serious contamination the

principal are those in which glucose is used, or which,
like glucose, are prepared by the u<e of a relatively large

quantity of sulphuric or hydrochloric acid. There can be
no question of the necessity that stringent precautions as
regards arsenic should be taken by manufacturers of foods
of this class, and by persons using them in the preparation
of other foods. In the case ot certain other foods dealt
with, tho liability to contamination by arsenic is not so
great, but it seems nevertheless important that precautions
against arsenic should be taken by those manufacturing
them; for example, foods made with glycerin; foods con-
sisting largely of yeast ; chicory ; or West India sugars.
In a third class of foods dealt with in the report, it may
be urged that the liability to arsenical contamination, in

the absence of all precaution, is so slight that there is no
occasion at all for the questiou of arsenic to be considered
by the manufacturer ; or again, in the case of particular
substances (anchovy sauce, for example), it may be claimed
that precaution is unnecessary on account of the small
quantities in which they are taken by the individual. But
in the majority of cases it would seem a matter of little

difficulty for the manufacturer of the substances here in

question to secure that none of his ingredients, even if

used in small amount, contains any noteworthy proportion
of arsenic. A sugar refiner or mineral water maker, for

example, might use phosphoric acid or phosphates con-
taining relatively large amounts of arsenic without con-
taminating his finished product to a degree which could
be considered objectionable. But as he can obtain these
substances practically free from arsenic with little additional
trouble or cost, it would seem more satisfactory that he
should do so, and thus secure that his finished product was
free from arsenic, in the sense that no arsenic would be
detectable, by the Marsh- Berzelius test, in quantities of his

product such as are usually taken for arsenic analysis ; ami
if the small proportion of a given ingredient renders its

content of arsenic of less moment to the consumer, it

also renders insignificant the extra cost of arsenic-free
material.

Dr. McGowan and Mr. II. S. Finlow examined most of
the foods and materials used for the preparation of food
collected by Mr. II. Hammond Smith for arsenical con-
tamination. The results are contained in Appendix 25.
The methods employed in the examination are described
by Messrs. McGowan and Floris in Appendix 22. For the
purification of hydrochloric acid Thomson's method ( British
Food Journal, October, 1902) was adopted, which consists
of distilling hydrochloric acid of sp. gr. I • 1 with an excess
of potassium dichromate To work this process satis-

factorily the acid in process of distillation must carry with
it a continuous stream of chlorine. The bromine method
put fa-ward by the joint committee was not always
successful in the hands of these chemists. A description
is also given of the purification of sulphuric and nitric

A. Kipp apparatus.
B. Jena glass tube heated by Bunsen burner to effect partial purification of hydrogen from arseniuretted bvdrogei
C. Washing apparatus containing strong sulphuric acid.

D D. Wash bottles containing silver nitrate ; one has a tower packed with glass moistened with ether nitrate.

B and F are arrangeni nts tor adjusting ttie pressure of :ras.

G. Generating flasks connected to tubes packed with lead acetate paper and calcium chloride.
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acids and other chemicals. The apparatus used for

rMarshinc" was a modification of that described by

Scndder (Evidi aei \ oL l. Q. *370).

The print which characterises this form of apparatus is

that thi neater pari "f the supply of hydrogen other than

that required for the formation of nrsenuretted i<

is derived from a source external to the " Marshing
"

fl i 'iln:. is shown in Diagram I. A disadvanl <

the working of the apparatus appears to arise from a

tion of donlile mirrors, one in front of the ofneri

When the standards are prepared in the same way as the

mirrors in the actual determinations, the personal difference

in reading the mirrors is practically negligible.

Method of Wqrking thi Apparatus.

The portion of the apparatus dealing with the purifi-

cation of the Hipp hydrogen having been fitted up. and

the hydrogen turned on. :t grms. of zinc and about 30 c.c.

of water are introduced into the generating flask. The
complete apparatus, with the exception of the mirror tube,

is now connected up, ami the Hipp hydrogen allowed to

flow through it for 10 minutes or so. at the rate of about

four bubbles per second. The mirror tube is then attached,

and the flow of hydrogen continued for another five

minutes, after which the Hansen burner under the mirror

tube is lighted. If after a further period of 10 minutes

the tube is still perfectly clean, the hydrogen is slowed

down to the rate of about one bubble per second, the

diluted acid (10 c.c. of 1 in 1 sulphuric acid, or 10 c.c.

of hydrochloric acid of 1 1 Bp gr., as thi rase may be)

run into the generating flask, and another " blank " of

10 minutes performed. Should there still be no sign of

any deposit in the mirror tube, the solution to be tested is

run into the generating flask, and the experiment con-

tinued for at least an hour longer, by which time the

whole of the arsenic present will have been deposited in

the mirror tube. The rate of flow of the Kipp hydrogen is

now slightly quickened for a few minutes, and the mirror

tube fused off and read against standards prepared in the

name manner. The volume of liquid in the generating

ila-k is always kepi as uniform as possible, i.e., at about
50 c.c, and if the flask should show am tendency to

become warm it is immersed in cold water.

The mat' rials examined were " Marshed " direct, or,

after preliminary destruction of thi matter by (1)
the Fresenius-Babo method, with chlorate of potash and
hydrochloric acid (2) Gautier's mei

i nitric

and sulphuric acids : (8) thi Dg and
Rowlands (foe. ctl ).

The results an 1 and particulars of each
experiment recorded. The following substances were
examined: —(1) Preparations of malt or food contained
malt. Samples of " Carnos," which

, and extracted malt culms, contained quantities of

varying from l/6th to l/25th grain per lb. (2)
' and milk preparations were practically free. (3)
Cereal preparations wen irs. In

lance l/400th grain per lb. was observed.
I

pared table salt ; Table Byrups. A sample of
i V contained l gr. per lb. (.7) Preservatit

preparation known a- Krixilioe contained l/21th
i ) Baking powders; two samples contained
and 1/Stfa gr. p.r lb V (9) Powd
i ;es containing citric or tartai (10)
Gelatins; inn 1 sampli I 1/1 loth gr. per lb.

(II) Vej sample of potato skins contained

i
'

r lb. I IS ' \ -
" Ding substai

as Porch riuc contained l/2G0lh gr. per lb. (I

pli unint l coni. in , ! ..ni' m of arsenic
varying between 1/ 130th and gr. per lb. (14)
Oolounng mattci

, amined; all

m quantities varying between I

and 9/lOth gr. pet Smoked and dri 51
the 22 i imined, comprising Buch

I iiicory,

coffee, i bloaters, and Bmoked berrings, two
were free of arsenic, the remainder coutaiued from a trace
to l/Hiith gr. per lb. (16) Goosebei

; with
I'nris green Th( Hi, to

1/G0th gr. of arsenic per lb. (17) Fowls to which arsenic
had be, n administered. The flesh and organs contained
from 1 600th to 1 200th i.'r. per lb., the feathers from
1,5th to 2/5ths gr. per lb. i l~i i igarette papers with
metalled tips .Seven samples contained from 1/200 to

4 gr. per lb. (19) Parchment paper manufactured with

sulphuric acid used foi wrapping food in was free. (30)
Sulphuric acid, (o) Hoi dearsenicated contained i

1

per lb. (6) Dearsenicated, free. (21) A sample of water-

softening powder contained l 40th gr. per lb.

Arsenic was formerly used as an ingredient of the
enamel of various cooking Utensils, ami an investigation

carried out by Dr. McGowan in which he employed sauce-
pans lined with B specially made enamel containing arsenic,

shows that liquids boiled in such utensils may take up
considerable quantities of arsenic X number of

specimens of saucepans and enamelled hollow-ware
ordinarily met with did not contain arsenic as an ingredient

of the enamel.

Principal Ingredients of Food, or Substances used in Food
Preparation, which are liable to contain Arsenic.

Sulphuric Acid.—This is the most important of the

sub-tances to be considered, for it is used sometimes in

large auioiiiil- in the preparation of a variety of foods.

Most of the acid used in this country is obtained by
roasting pyrites ores. Such ores contain large proportions

of arsenic, and unless the acid is submitted to a do
arsenieation process ii will be arnenical. The sulphuric

acid (B.IIV.) supplied in 1900 by Messrs. Nicholson and
Sous to Messrs, SostoCk and Co. was contaminated to an
unusual extent, as much as 1-45 to 1-9 per cent, of

arseuious acid being present. The evidence of many
witnesses proved that dearsenicated acid can be easily

produced. The difference in price between arsenical

and non-arsenical sulphuric acid is so small that it can
seldom he of material account to the food manufacturer.

Sulphuric acid prepared from brimstone, recovered sulphur,

and spent oxide i- not usually submitted to a dearsemcatiou

process, as the probability of arsenical contamination is

remote. The Commissioners very properly point out that

such acids should not be assumed without analysis to be
"in arsenic.

Hydro I ml. —Commercial acid frequently con-

tains arsenic derived from the us,, of arsenical sulphuric

acid in its manufacture. Hydrochloric acid is less easy to

obtain free of arsenic than sulphuric acid The liability

of hydrochloric acid to ho arsenical is small when the acid

is obtained b or Other processes in which care

is taken to use sulphuric acid fret of arsenic.

Glucose.—Solid and liquid
|

ind invert sugar are

liable to obtain arsenic derived from sulphuric or hydro-
chloric acid used in the conversion process, BostOck*fl

manufactured in 1900 contained as much as 8 grs. ol

arsenic per lb. Gluoose manufacturers were well aware ol

the nee, jsitj of guarding against arsenic before the scare

anil then be no* difficulty in producing
glucose free from arsenic. It is striking that the material

which was the direct cause of the outbreak of arsenical
_ -hoiild. with the single exception of Bostock's

be so generally fie, from arsenic.

Glycerin. — This ivbicl is prepared by

tion of the crude glycerin derived from Boap-

makers' lyes, may contain c insiderablc amounts of arsenic

derived tor the mosl pan from hydrochloric acid used in

aoufacture of the crude product.

The evidence ol dcore, Marshall, Campbell.
Brown, and Fairlej bowed thai supplied for

pharmaceutical and domestic purposes is sometimes heavily

contaminated with ars (

cited when of glycerin appeared to

be free of arsenic by the Qutzeit test, as directed by the
Ihiiisii Phann pet, when examined by the Marsh
Banelius method, were found to contain appreciable

quantities, in one much as l/l3th gr. per ll>.

The sufficiency of the official test is now under the con-

sideration ol the Ph il Committee ol the G
Mi dical t 'ouiicil.
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Caramel.—This material is used to colour and flavour a

large number of foods, including beer. Considerable
quantities of arsenic liave beeu found in caramels, and its

presence was probably due to impure alkaline carbonates
used iu the manufacture. Commercial caramel free from
arsenic can be readily obtained.

It is striking to note how much the purity of these and
other materials has improved ic respect to arsenic since the

outbreak of arsenical poisoning in 190o.

A very important section of the report has now to be
considered, namely, the question of the contamination of
malt by arsenic. This eontaniiuarion was recognised after

the cause of the 1900 epidemic had beeu ascertained.

Beers brewed with an all malt grist were found to contain

considerable quantities of arsenic, which was ultimately

traced to the malt. This matter has received close atten-

tion at the hands of brewers and maltsters, and, from the

evidence brought forward, the Commissioners say that it is

now commercially practicable to produce malt which^either
may be considered free from arsenic, or in which the
amount of arsenic is less than l/250th grain per lb., and
they further point out that most of the malt prepared during
the past two years has been of this character.

The coal or coke used for drying and kilning malt always
contains arsenic. When the fuel is burnt in an ordinary
malt kiln part of the arsenic is volatilised, and much of the
arsenious oxide which is formed becomes condensed in

different parts of the kiln and in the malt. Part of the
arsenic remains behind in the ash in combination (as

arseniate) with basic matter contained in the fuel. Some
of this ash, carried up by a strong draught, may become
deposited in the malt, and so add to the quantity of arsenic
which the latter contains.

The evidence of Mr. Ling in showing how malt may be
contaminated with arsenic in a malt kiln and the distribu-

tion of such contamination is interesting, and also of
importance, in view of the fact that there is little likelihood
of any radical alterations being made in existing kilns. In
such cases it is obvious that freedom from arsenic can only
be attained by exercising strict supervision over the fuel

used and the cleanliness of the maltings. Several wit-

nesses showed that sweepings from the inner wails, girders,
dispersing plates, and other parts of malt kilns have been
found to contain large quantities of arsenic. The liability

of malt to bec 'me arsenical is greatly increased when such
dust is allowed to accumulate on any of these surfaces, either

above or below the malt floor. It is most important that

the interior of kilns should be thoroughly cleansed, not only
at the beginning of the season but at frequent intervals

during the season. So marked is the increase of small
quantities of arsenic in malt towards the middle and end of
the malting year that I have advised the maltings with
which I am connected to thoroughly and frequently brush
out the kilns, treat them with a lime wash, and lean
at least two .lay before firing again, so that the dust, ma-
settle. It has been amply proved that all malting fuel
contains arsenic, and it would appear that as the season
progresses the walls of the kiln do not absorb arsenic to the
same extent as in the beginning of the season, so that more
arsenic passes into the malt, and the successive products
from such a kiln show increasing amounts of arsenic. As:

soon as a kiln is efficiently cleaned, and if the anthracite is

of normal quality, the malts show no traces of arsenic.

The Commission discuss the question of drying and curing
malt without access of the products of combustion, and
point out that sufficient evidence has not been adduced in

favour of the general belief that i: is essential that the
products of combustion should pass through the malt in

order that it may possess a flavour which is necessary for
beer. Methods of drying and curing malt without the
presence of the funic- from the fire require to berried on
a considerable working scale at English maltings before
sufficient experience cau be gained of their advantagi
disadvantages from the poii.t of view of the cost involved,
and of the extent to which they meet the requirements of I

the brewer and the demands: of the public taste. With
regard, however, to the absolute exclusion of arsenic and

J

consequent freedom in the choice of fuel, the advanta
unquestionable. The Commissioners express thi opinion '

i hat processes of malting without the products of combustion
should in future receive careful consideration from brewers
and maltsters who are about to erect new malt kilns.

As the Commissioners were clearly not warrauted in
suggesting that malt kilns should be structurally altered
so that arsenical contamioation could be avoided, sug-
gestions were put forward whereby arsenic could be
prevented from passing with the other products of com-
bustion tu the malt. These metho Is in\ ulved the treatment
of fuel before firing or of passing the products of com-
bustion through a suitable filtering medium. In the
course of their examination Messrs. Ling and Beavan
described iu some detail processes for attaining this object.
Mr. Ling described Mr. Newlands' (this Journal, 1901, 736)
method, which consists in intimately mixing the fuel with
milk of lime before putting on the kiln fire. Mc. Beavan
(this Journal, 1902, 182, 2G.s) described an arrangement by
which lumps of limestone are placed at the outlet of the
kiln furnace, lie claims that the fumes from the fire in
passing oyer the surfaces of heated lime lose practically all

the arsenic they contain. Figures were given by these
witnesses in support of their statements.

When the very varied construction of malt kilns is

considered it is evident that some kilns have a greatei
risk of arsenical contamination than others. In old-
lasliioncd kilns, which are still iu use in some of our
malting centres, the kiln floor is only a few feet above the
tire. Arsenical contamination is easy to conceive in such
cases. On the other hand, in recently constructed maltings
the products of combustion have to pass up a lono- shaft
and traverse batHe plates before they reach the malt, so
that the arsenic in the fumes has a greater chance of
being deposited. Iu daily practice it is usual to find that
the proportion of traces of arsenic in malts is higher when
they are cured in a low kiln.

Much has been said about removing arsenic by screening
and brushing malt. All malt is screened before it leaves the
maltings and again before it is ground in the brewery. By
the process of screening the rootlets or culms are separated
and a certain amount of arsenic which may have been
deposited is removed. The evidence showed that the
rootlets of malt contain more arsenic than the malt, and
this is not to he wondered at when the bulky nature of
the rootlet is considered. A number of determinations
which have been made in my laboratory show that the
culms or rootlets roughly contain twice as much arsenic
;.s the malt itself. This point has been recognised by the
Commission, for they advice that screening' should be
thoroughly carried out. The brushing of malt is also of
s alue in removing a considerable proportion of arsenic from
malt, especially when the brushing is repeated several times.
Messrs. C. Brown and Stopes contend that the arsenic in a
relatively high arsenical malt was completely removed after
the malt had been brushed three times. Mr. T. Earp on
the other hand said that arsenic cannot be altogether
removed by brushing. Laboratory experience tends to
support Mr. Earp's statement. Brushing will remove
comparatively large quantities of arsenic from highly
arsenical malts, but malts on the border line of danger,
containing such quantities as I/200th grain per lb. and less,
ippear to be unaffected or very slightly so. The 'com-
pleteness with which brushing removes "the arsenic from
malt no doubt depends upon the conditions under which

animation occurred. If malt is dried and cured with
an arsenical fuel most of the arsenic is deposited on the
outside of the corn, but owing to the porosity of the
external covering of the malt, a portion of the arsenic
is absorbed internally, and no amount of brushing will
remove it.

The Commissioners consider that the brushing machinery
which is in use at good maltings and breweries is capable
'I removing a considerable proportion of (he arsenic from
arsenical malt. It is however obviously preferable to take
steps to prevent the access of arsenic to malt, rather thai,
to rely on any subsequent process for removing arsenic
alter it is deposited on the grain.

Selection of Fuel.—This matter has been fully gone iuto
by the Commission and the result of the inquiry should be
of considerable value to colliery owners and masters.
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Up to 191 ii i.ke and gas coke wore often the

principal fuels used in Yorkshire and Midland mailings!

•his was doubtless part!}- due to the local abundance of

coke and the remoteness of the anthracite collieries. W hen

it -was recognised that arsenical malts were generally those

which had been dried over pas coke, whereas anthracite

dried malts were usually fre of arsenic, the use of coke was

practically discontinued.

At 'he commencement of the enquiry few examinations

of anthracite with regard to arsenic liad been made, and

satisfactory methods <.f estimating small quantities of

in fuel were unknown. In Appendix 30 will be

found a series of reports relating to arsenic in anthracite

obtained from South Wale-. Mr. Strahan of the I leological

Survey investigated the appearance and geological correSr

pondence of the seams of anthracite worked at various

collieries visited in respect of the removal of the impurities

from the coal which they supply to maltsters.

From these collieries a large number of samples were

carefully collected for the Commission by Mr. S. W. l'rice,

and tested for arsenic by Dr. McGowan. by means
ol a method devised by himself and Mr. Floris. It is

--. ntially a modification of Ling and New-lands' method
(/or. cit.). It was found that the whole of the arsenic

could not always he estimated when the residue after

ignition with or without lime was dissolved in hydrochloric

i.l and • Marsh.il " directly. The " non-volatile" arsenic

a- in several eases in excess of the total arsenic, and this

contradictory result was most marked when the residue was
rich in iron, the latter thus appearing to be the disturbing

factor in the analysis. To overcome this difficulty, these

chemists devised the following process.

For the determination of " total arsenic " a weighed
quantity of the finely powdered coal, from 1 to 10 gims.,

is mixed with .') grms. of arsenic-free lime and ignited in a

platinum basin at a bright red heat over a strong Bunsen
flame, until the ash shows only the red-brown colour of

oxide of iron and there are no obvious black speckB

left in it; this usually takes about three hours. After

cooling, the residue is cautiously slaked with water and

treated with about .'• c.c. of dilute arsenic-free nitric acid

(1 in 10), dried on the water bath, and re-ignited for a

short time to decompose any nitrate that has been formed.

The entire mass is now dissolved in i xcess of arsenic-free

hydrochloric acid (the excess amounting to about 10 c.c. of

•iO per cent, acid) the solution diluted with water, aud

gently warmed for some time. It is then filtered, the

iron and arsenic in the filtrate reduced with ev ss of

aqueous sulphurous acid, and the excess of the latter

evaporated or boiled off very gently. After this sulphur-

etted hydrogen is passed to saturation through the .Id

liquid, which has a volume of about To c.c, and - con-

tained in a small conical flask of Jena ;lass of loo c.c.

capacity; the flask is then tightly corked, allowed to stand

until the precipitate has settled, and if not still smelling

strongly of sulphuretted hydrogen, it is re-saturated from
•im.- to time.

The precipitate is then filteied through asbestos in a

-mall Gooch crucible, and washed first with sulphuretted

hydrogen water tintii free from chlorides, and then in

ion with alcohol, carbon bisulphide and alcohol

again. The .in.re contents of the "Gooch" are now
nail porcelain basin and extracted three

times with about S c.c. of dilute aqueous ammonia i 1 in 4),

the extract being of eotirse, filtered from the insoluble

matter each time.

The entire filtrate and washings are then evaporated to

on the writer hath. ,. btaiued

treated three limes with a terj little concentrated tt

trie a. id (about i c.c. at the tine

the basin tx ing brought down to dryness alter each addition

d, The last-mentioned residue is finally extracted

three times with a few c.c.'s of dilute aqueous ammonium
carbonate (1 in lo), the extract being if necessary filtered ;

the ammonia is then got rid of on the water bath and the

arsenic in the liquid reduced with excess of -.i.pieons

sulphurous acid, the excess of the latter being evaporated

off as before. This Qua] solution is then made up to a

given volume, and a suitable portion, usually one-half, is

1 with .'! gnus, of zinc and •> i c.c. of sulphuric acid
(previously dilated), the total volnme of liquid in the
" Marshing " flask not exceeding, as a rule, lo to 00 c.c.

Non- Vulatilc or " Fixed " Arsenic.

For the estimation of " non-volatile arsenic " an exactly

similar procedure is adopted, exceptiug that the ignition is

done without lime.

The sample was prepared for analysis in the following
way :

—

The entire sample was roughly broken with a hammer,
mixed, and halved ; one-hall' of this is agaiu broken, mixed,
and halved, and the process is again repeated a third time,

Of this last sample one half or one-quarter is broken up
with a hammer between shafts of glazed brown paper ou a
wooden block, until no pieces are left of larger diameter
than about J-inch ; it i- then carefully aud successively
mixed and halved until only about 50 grms. remain. From
this final sample the amount required for the analysis is

ground in Wedgwood mortars to an almost impalpable
powder. The inside nf the bottles in which the final sample
is kept should be I samined carefully, iu order to ensure that

there are no loosely adherent flakes of glass.

In August 1901 Mr. Hammond Smith visited four typical

mailings, and found that the anthracite used was obtained
from different collieries. He refers to the heating power
and flavouring properties which appear to influence malt-

sters in the selection of particular collieries.

All anthracite supplied was understood to be hand-picked

at the colliery in order to remove impurities, but impure
eoal and pyrites were sometimes met with iu the fuel

delivered. Two maltsters had caused some analyse- of

anthracite for arsenic to be made, but there had been no
question at any of the maltings of purchasing anthracite

under guarantee as to arsenic. No weight was attached by
the maltsters to copies of analyses which they received

from colliery companies showing that anthracite samples
had been fouud free from arsenic.

From Mr. Stratum's report it appears that the great hulk

of the anthracite used by English maltsters is derived from
a limited portion of the South Wales coalfield contained in

an area of 25 miles by 4. To the north it is limited by the

outcrop of 'be coal measure ; to the south, where the seams
descend to a great depth, their limits have DAt been ascer-

tained, but there is reason to believe that they gradually

lose their anthracite character. Ten collieries were visited.

and each supplied anthracite for malting purposes. Five

scan.- were worked for malting, and the greater part of the

coal is got from one seam which is generally known iu the

different collieries as the Stanllyd, the Big, or the JVine-

in. This seam is stated to be superior to the others

in calorific power and purity. The seam- crop up and arc

wciked near the surface aud nt great depths below it ; thus.

the t. mi " .hep,' which is applied to some of them iu the

trade, has therefore no significance.

Mr. Strahan shov. s of tables the different seams
met with at the several collieries visited, and the names under
which they are known, also the distribution of visible

yellow or black pyrites in the different seams. Another
table describes the Beams in detail and shows partings

other than those of pyrites. In certain seams no visible

iron pyrites occurs, in others it is visible in greater or less

abundance, it occurs in lumps of thin impersistent bands

and tak. •. forms, namely, that characteristic of

yellow pyrites, or that of black material consisting largely

of coal, but containing sulphide of iron in a form not

distinguishable bj the eye.

of anthracite tire usually " solid," consisting of

coal from top to bottom without any partings of day oi

stone. Certain seams have impurities other than pyrites

which consist of impure coal and black stone.

The thirl pent which Mr.Straht.il investigated was the

diffen nt methods in use of fleeing anthracite from im-

consideration of these it is plain that

genuine efforts arc made by the collieries to supply

itc as pure as possible to the maltster.

The same method is in u-e : t all the collieries, with

slight differences in detail. The miner is supposed to pick
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out all visible pyrites, fragments of shale, &c. ; but from

the conditions under which he works he is unable to do so

completely. The coal on reaching the top of the pit is

tipped into an iron shoot, down which it passes with a

rapidity which can generally be regulated. One or more
men are stationed by the side of the shoot whose business

it is to pick out pyrites or impure coal. The coal then

passes over two or more screens, in the last of which the

bars are placed at distances apart varying from two to eight

inches at different collieries. The small coal falls through,

and large lumps only pass on to the truck for the

maltster. In this truck two or more men arc stationed

whose business it is to arrange the coal and throw out any
impurities that have passed the men on the screens.

At all collieries it is stated th it a special screen is kept

for the malting coal, and that all screening is done in day-

light. As a rule no alteration has been made in the

system in consequence of the demand for arsenic-free fuel.

but in one or two cases the picking is done more carefully

than it used to be.

Large lumps of coal in which no pyrites is visible are

not broken, it being considered that pyrites, if it existed in

them, would always show itself on their surface. Lumps
in which pyrites shows itself are broken, and the coal

generally put back upon the screen.

All the impurities picked out are thrown on the- rubbish
'heap, except a certain form of bright coal associated with
pyrites, which is used locally as a house coal.

Samples of anthracite from the different collieries were
collected by Mr. Price and examined by Dr. McGowan.
The results an- contained in a series of tables of which the
following is a brief extract :—

(1) Anthracite from Seams used for Making.—Twenty
two samples of this class were examined, each representing
the whole thickness of a seam used for malting exclusive of

visible impurities : It) contained from —10 parts per million

and 3 from 1(1—20 parts.

(2) Anthracite as consigned to Maltsters.—The 12 samples
examined represented a large bulk which was indicated by
the colliery proprietors as satisfactory malting anthracite.

They contained from —10 parts of total arsenic pet-

million. Mr. Ling stated in his evidence that he examined
21 samples, 17 of which contained from — 10 parts, 3 from
10—20 parts, and 1, from 20—30 parts per million of total

arsenic These 6gures are interesting when compared with

the arsenic found in gas and oven coke.

— Gas Coke. Oveu Coke.

0—10 parts per CO— 5 parts 0}
million 1 5—10 „ fii

10—20 „ „
20—30
30—10
Over 40 „ „
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Dr. McGowan, in 1903, analysed four samples of coke
taken from a certain Yorkshire gas-works which formerly
supplied maltsters, and other four samples of oveu coke,
taken from bulk at a Midland ironworks, with the following
results :

—

- Gas Coke. Oven Coke.

0—10 parts per f 0— 5 parts )

million i 5—10 „ i)
10-20 „ „
20—30 „

2

1
1

1

3

II

3

2

1

SO—10 „ „
Over 40 ., „

8 « *

Taking into consideration the number and diverse origins
of the vaiious samples of " clean "' anthracite examined for
the Commission and the care taken to see that the)- were
representative, it may be concluded that the results above

summarised give a fair indication of the ordinary limits

within which the small amounts of arsenic found in

"clean" anthracite from South Wales collieries mav
vary. Some samples contain much more arsenic than
others, but the variations are within much narrower limits

than is the case with gas c ikes or oven cokes of the kind
which are, or have been, used habitually by maltsters,
ft is evident that some oven cokes may contain quite
small proportions of arsenic, and it is likely that main
gas cokes would show much less , arsenic than the York-
shire samples above referred to. But it may be con-
cluded the clean South Wales anthracites, as a class, arc
much purer as regards arsenic than either of these kinds
of coke.

Impurities of Anthracite with respect to Arsenic:—
(«) Definite hard masses or nodules consisting of pyrites

contained from 1,300 to 93 parts per million of total

arsenic. Hard black nod-ales locally termed pyrites but
showing no y.llow pyrites contained comparatively smal
quantities of arsenic, varying from 2 5 to 10 parts of total

arsenic per million.

(6) Granular black bands,which consist of black " pyi ites

mixed with various amounts of coal, contained from 15-:i to

2(10 parts of total arsenic per million

(c) Hands of impure coal consisting largely of shale. The
samples examined contained from r, -4 to 2 -A parts of total

arsenic per million.

(il ) "Inferior coal" separated by partings from the rest

of the thickness of the vein showed in most cases more
si ttic than the better coal of the same vein.

The volatile arsenic was also estimated in all the samples
examined; in anthracite, and also in coke, no constant
ratio between fixed and volatile arsenic appears to exist.

The proporti3n of arsenic volatilised under experimental
conditions of combustion is less in cokes than in anthracites
1

1
is p inted out that the evidence is not sufficient to

determine the extent to which particular processes of
estimating "volatile" arsenic in the laboratory can be
relied upon to determine the proportion of arsenic which
will become volatilised when the fuel is burnt, under
varying conditions, on the fire of the malt kiln.

Dr. Buchanan discusses the bearing of the results on the
selection of malting anthracite by colliery owners and by
maltsters in the following terms :

—

' The results show the extreme importance of careful
exclusion, in the mine or on the surface, of all impurities
which may be present in the icins worked for malting,
and the need for constant supervision ami watchfulness on
the part of the colliery owner to ensure that his meL
carry this out properly and thoroughly, so that only
•clean' anthracite is supplied to maltsters. It is essential
to remove not only nodules of pyrites, lumps in which
pyrites and coal are mingled, and bauds of slate or shale
attached to or passing through lumps of coal, but also
any obvious granular 'black' pyrites. lu a seam where-
such granular black pyrites is present as a definite layer
traversing the vein at a particular level, it can be more
readily eliminated than where the pyritous portions are
distributed irregularly throughout the vein. In one colliery
a system exists by which all pieces of anthracite in which
the band is represented are rejected.

" It is also essential that maltsters should systematically
keep a strict watch on the anthracite supplied to them
with the view of detecting and discarding impurities of the
kinds above mentioned.

" Il is important that ' cleaD ' anthracite, as supplied to

maltsters, should from time to time be sampled for the
colliery owner, and that the quautiry of arsenic contained
in it should be estimated and compared with all available
data. For this purpose a thorough and accurate method
of obtaining a fair sample is essential. This point cannot
be too strongly emphasised. Tne analyses desired are for
the information and guidance of the colliery, and not for
the purpose of obtaining a favourable report on special!;
selected samples for exhibition to maltsters.

" Where more than one seam of anthracite is worked at

a colliery, advantage may be gained by analyses of the
seams separately, together with associated impurities. For
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example, nt a colliery four learns are worked for malting

,.:,!. the i Green,' Gras I i hs . and ' I'ump

Quart' veins respectively. The om the last

two, which btc 'solid/ and have practically no impurities'

to he removed, and also the Big Vein, JS

which tin- impnritii of largi and easily-i ived

lamps of yellow pyrites, contained in each instance less

than mples of clean ' anth n from

the ' Green ' Vein. This Green Vein also was found to

hare ;i band of impure top c<>;;I which 30 parts

of arsenic per million. So far as arsenic is ceni cj

therefore, it would Bei m better not to work such a vein as

the last-named for the supply of malting fuel.

•• When colliery owners run short of malting anthracite,

they occasionally fulfil their orders hy arrangements with

owners of other collieries, and this regular-

practice of ageutB and middli men in similar circumstances,

Where this is done it wo tld seem important that the

person or firm who has undertaken to supply the maltster

should inform him that the source of supplj has been

changed, and should ascertain that the new snpply is

satisfactory as regards removal of impurities.

"The exceptional result obtained in the case of anthracite

from a colliery outside the anthracite area shows that it is

desirable that the maltster, besides taking steps to obtain

a supply of anthracite that is 'clean' and apparently free

from visible impurities, should also take the precaution ol

occasionally submitting samples to the analyst, This seems

especially important when the supplj - obtained from a

nen colliery, or when the maltster receive- anthracite of

a different character from that to which he has been

accustomed."
In a short note which immediately follow- this com-

munication, my colleague, .Mr. \V. 1). Dick, and myself

have endeavoured to Bhow that the practice of

sulphur to the kiln fire may result in the malt becoming
contaminated with arsenic. Experimental evidence is

tl proving that when arsenical fuels are burnt in

presence of sulphnr a considerable amount of the fixed

arseni. is rendered volatile, due no doubt to the reducing
action of the sulphur on the kiln lire.

The i on in . -ion i- report in the following terms on
hops :

—

"Hois are exposed to the products of combustion of

fuel during their drying on the kiln, and it has also been
suggested that they m. . contaminated through the
use of impure sulphur (on the kiln or as an inset ticide ) and
n issibly in other way -.

"It is the practice of hop dryers to employ anthracite;

and not coke, f-r burning in the kiln, and if suitable care is

on of feel the risk of hops becoming
contaminated is evidently small. The quantities Of arsenic

which have been rep rted to us as having ben detected in

hops have in all cases been minute."

I venture to think that the evidence often d to the Com-
mission ou tins point was somewhat meagre, Thus Messrs'.

Niven, S JamOn, and A. K. Miller, say that they found -mall

quantities Mr. Berry -aid that contamination was not
possible iu growing hop. on a large scale, but admitted the
risk if improper fuel wire used. Mr. I'll. Sullivan admits
the possibility, but points out that owing to the proportion
of hops used the risk would be infinitesimal. Dr. Thorpe
reported on seven samples; one was free from arsenic. The
maximum amount found was 1/ 100th gr per lb. Mr.
Thomson found l Both to l/100th per lb. The expert ( oni-

mittee examined n samples ol hops and found them tree,

but recognised thai hop- might con'

My own experiei en so fortunate, E

many instance; I have found that hops sometimes i tin

relative!} irseuic. i if \2 samples
examined in Pebrusrj 1901, four were free ol arsenic, the

nder containing from l 1 00th to 3/16tb gr. per lb. of
arsrnious acid. Many sum; tin I 50th to
I 100th gr. tier lb. It is probable that many hops at

]. resent In use would b< condemned by the Inland Revenue
officials.

Finished Foods which are Jlabh to I- nnina-
ti n.—Since the 1900 epidemic close attention has been
given by brewers to the exclusion of arsenic from glucose,

invert sugar, malt, and other materials used in brewing.

In spite of such precautions contaminated beer is occasion-

ally lm i with, for example the Halifax case. Such instances

may now, however, he considered unusual. Tie Commis-
are satisfied that most of the beer made in this

country may be regarded as fie- frc trsenic, and that

where detected tl 9 usually-iu minute amount. It bat

agreed that it is commercially practicable to produce beer

which uniformly 6hows less than : 100th gr. of arsenic pex
gallon, and m which as a rule any arsenic present is in much
smaller proportion than this.

Contamination of Cereals or J!"<>ts grown on Arsenical

Soil.—This probability was investigated by Dr. .1. A.
Voeleker. Experiments were carried out iu which barley

and swedes were grown on plots which were manured with

superphosphate contai ling no arsenic, with superphosphates

containing various Known proportions of arsenic, and left

uiinianured. The results were practically negative, Very
small quantities of arsenic were fonnd in the bailey straw

and leaves oi the swedes, but no arsenic was detected iu

the grain or bulbs of the swedes. Mr. A. Angell failed to

detect arsenic in the ripe grain or in the fruit or seed of any
of the plants grown on soil containing arsenical super-

phosphate.
l'll'.T 5.

Precautions which should be taken l»u Manufacturers to

lude Arsenicfrom Foods.

The Commissioners state at some length what they

consider the duty of the manufacturer ot foods or food,

iiign dients when lability to arsenical contamination arises.

Thus, manufacturers of sulphuric acid, phosphoric acid,

glycerin, glucose, invert sugar, caramel, and malt are

advised to take steps to obtain uniformly degrees of purity

which are at present commercially attainable, and that they

should always be alive to improvements which tend to

eliminate even traces of arsenic. Moreover, it is essential

that manufacturers of the alone substances and also of

other ingredients of food which are liable to arsenical con-

tamination should frequently test their products for at

and should keep for their own guidance a systematic record

of the results of the testiug. it is advised that the

estimations should be made by comparison of mirrors,

obtained by the zinc and acid method, or electrolitically.

It is regarded as essential that any guarantee as to arsenio

supplied by the manufacturer as an ingredient of food should

be givi n with full knowledge of the amount ofarsenic which*

it present, would be detected by the tests which he employs,

and of the significance in terms of approximate quantity ot

any minute proportions of arsenic which be cannot be

certain of excluding by the precautious which be adopts.

A manufai turer may give a guarantee as to freedom from
arsenic, even if it contains a minute trace of arsenic (for

example, I 500 grain pec lb. in glucose or malt), provided

that b can state a detinue proportion of arsenic which his

product does not contain, and that he endeavours to keep

out ai oi ic altogether irrespective of the guaranteed limit.

The Commissioners arc of opinion thai QO substance

should be used as an ingredient of food which contains more
than i 100 gr. pei II ol iirsenic, or in the case of solution of

l 100 gr. per gal. In many cases, more particularly glucose
and malt, much smaller quantities than these are now
couiuien iallv attainable, and should he insisted on. This

isoneofthe most important paragraphs in the report, for

ntacturer may reasonably conclude that the allow-

able limit of Arsenical contamination in an ingredient of

food is | inn gr. per lb. Or gal respectively. It was
naturally foreseen that I 100 gr. of arsenic per lb. could

not bi allowed in the case ot* glucose or malt, for this

amount would mean considerably more than I /loo gr. of

arseni'- per gal. in the beer. It is, perhaps, a little unfortu-

nate that the last sentence in the paragraph referred to

could not have be, n st reiigthened, and the fact emphasised
that 1/100 arsenic in malt is not an allowable

quantity.

The t omraissioni rs regard it ns important that guarantees

as regards arsenic should not I"- given unless tests are

applied systematically and with sufficient frequency. The
giving of guarantees should not he allowed to degenerate
into a perfunctory routine.
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The Commissioners and many of the witnesses are of the

strong opinion that the value of guarantees as to freedom

of arsenic in ingredients of food and substances used in the

preparation of food would be increased if sucii guarantees

were given on a uniform basis with reference to official

"standards" which should derine for particular substances

the amount of arsenic determined by a definite test which

should be regarded as inadmissible. The Commissioners

state that such standards are needed by manufacturers and

the users of food ingredients.

The application of the Sale of Food and Drugs Act to

prevention of the contamination of foods 1 \ deleterious

substances is materially hindered by want of an official

authority with the duty of dealing with the various medical,

chemical, and technical questions involved. At the present

time there is no authority to define impurities or adultera-

tions which should be specifically looked for in the course

of examination of particular foods submitted for analysis

under these Acts, or to lay down official standards respect-

ing the nature and extent of impurity or adulteration on a

given food which, without question, should render its vendor

or warrantor liable to proceedings under the Acts. In the

case of foods liable to contain arsenic these drawbacks

have been amply illustrated. The witnesses have been

practically unanimous in urging on the Commission the

need for such official standards, and their imposition is

considered essential to the successful use of the Sale of

Food and Drugs Act to prevent arsenical contamination.

The powers of seizure given to the Medical Officer of Health

or Inspector of Nuisances in districts where Part II. of the

Public Health Amendment Act, 1890, has been adopted, is

not capable of satisfactory application where the proof that

the article is deleterious is dependent on chemical analysis,

particularly as the official would have no power to lay an
embargo on the sale of a suspected article pending its

chemical examination. The Commission expresses the

opinion that the powers which medical officers of health

possess under the Public Health Acts to obtain the con-

demnation of unsound or unwholesome articles of food
should be extended, and that they should be able, subject

to proper restrictions, to lay an embargo on the sale of the

suspected articles or on the use of the suspected ingredients

pending their official examination.

It is advised thai dealers or middlemen selling to food

manufacturers should ascertain from the maker of the food
ingredients that the article to be supplied is suitable for

food purposes. Attention is also drawn to the too prevalent

custom of selling chemical substances to food manufacturers
under misleading or ambiguous trade names.

The Commissioners suggest that mineral and coal tar

colour makers should prevent colours being supplied for

food purposes, for, apart from the possibility of being

contaminated with arsenic, they are generally used for

undesirable purposes. The use of chloride of tin for

producing a bloom on West Indian sugars is also

condemned.

Finished Food liable to contain Arsenic.—The manu-
facturer who uses substances liable to contain arsenic in

the preparation of the food which he supplies to the public

can guard against arsenical contamination (1 ) by obtaining

adequate asstuame from the vendor that the ingredients

which he purchases are satisfactory in respect of arsenic,

and by taking care that their intended use for food purposes
is known to the vendor; (2) by testing the ingredients

which he purchases or prepares.

Part 6.

Present Means of Official Control over Purity of Food in

relation to Arsenic.

Under this heading the Commissioners summarise the

effect of the evidence regarding the means of official control

over the purity of food.

(1) Control over the Manufacture of Food or of Food
Ingredients.—The existing Acts provide little, if any,
official control over the proceedings of manufacturers of

food or of food ingredients, and control can only be
exercised when the manufacture of the food is completed
and it is on sale to the public. The powers of the entry

of Government officials into factories for specified pnrpo i

is discussed. With regard to dutiable article", various

powers of inspection or sampling are conferred upon

Revenue officers. The object with which these powers have

been granted has been the protection of the Revenue and

not that of the public. Under the Customs and Revenue
Act of 1888 the Treasury has power to prohibit the use of

any substance or liquor of a noxious or detrimental nature

:n the manufacture or preparation for sale of any article of

"excise." In October 1901 this power was used in respect

ot glucose and invert sugar containing arsenic. Since the

issue of the order the Board of Inland Revenue has had
numerous samples of various brewing materials examined,

and in some instances brewers have been warned when malt

or other ingredients were found to be seriously contaminated

with arsenic. In the cast' of substances submitted for sanction

as additions to beer, the Inland Revenue have the "power of

vetoing their use if they are considered undesirable or

' mtaoiinated with arsenic. It follows, therefore, that so

far as beer and dutiable articles are concerned the public

can be protected from arsenical contamination.

The Commissioners point out that the evidenue received

from various official witnesses shows that the Sale of Food
and Drugs Act. as at present interpreted and administered,

as unsatisfactory for the purpose of protecting the consumer
iagainst arsenic or other deleterious substances in food for

the following reasons :
—

(1) Prosecution of Retailer.—In most cases prosecutions

must be directed, not against the manufacturer, importer,

..r middleman, but against the retailer, who in the majority

of eases has had nothing to do with the contamination, and
is sildom in a position to ascertain that it exists. The
retailer may be defended by the manufacturer, but the

retailer is liable to be prejudiced in the eyes of his customer,

and the evidence brought forward on this point shows that

the authorities are often reluctant to institute proceedings

in these circumstances against a person whom they do not

r egard as culpable. The question of warranty and its weak

points is discussed.

The Food and Drugs Acts are generally intended to deal

with certain well-known forms of fraudulent adulteration,

and the officers who collect samples direct their attention to

such cases. They have very little expert advice or direction

which enables them to know what samples should be

obtained as a control against substances injurious to health,

or in what number they should be taken. Public analysts

receive samples in order to report upon their "genuine-

ness ;" it is no part of their official duty to advise as to the

nature and number of the samples which should be taken,

and, usually, their authorities do not invite their co-operation

in the matter.

The absence of official standards is referred to, and as

mentioned before the Commissioners consider their im-

position essential to the successful use of the Food and

Drugs Acts, to prevent arsenical contamination.

Part 7.

Recommendations as to Improvements in Official Contre

over the Purity of Food.

The Commissioners consider that the control which can

beat present exercised is unsatisfactory when applied to

the prevention of risk of contamination of foods by arsenic

;

and, further, that serious defects exist in the machinery
available to safeguard the public against the introduction of

poisonous, deleterious, or valueless substances in general,

into articles of food. In making the recommendations the

Commissioners have regard to the broader issue oucemedj
and not merely to arsenic.

They point out :

—

(1) The necessity for more extended administration by
the Local Government Board. The work of local authorities

should be co-ordinated, and they should have advice as to

the way in wdiich the Acts may best be applied to secure

the purity of food. The Local Government Hoard should

undertake further duties of supervision and watchfulness

in relation to the purity of foods and the administration of

the Acts bearing on the subject. The Board should also

have the advice of a special officer with suitable scientific
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knowledge, who should be in relation with the Gov
laboratory, and have adequate laboratory assisl

(8) \.i vfor official standards: board of re)

II. I call overnment Board should be the nutbi

prescribe Bnd from time to tin* vary standards thuj

(.( the Sale of Foods and Drugs Acts, similar

mendations wore made by the Committee on Food

Products Adulteration and the Committee on Preservative*

and Colouring Matters in Foods. Like these committee!

the Commissioners advise that any action taken by the

iovi • ritin-rit Board should be based on the scientific

advice tendered by a board of reference. This board

should not bo administrative, but consultative. The

standards for ingredients ftnd Bubstances used in the pre-

paration of food is also dealt with, and thi re should be no

difficulty in anii ing at standards which <i ill I"

Co the mannfactorer in preparing substances use! in food

preparation. The control over arsenical contamination

recently exercised in breweries by the Board of Inland

Revenue should be continued, and this control should

facilitate the general adoption of official stan irds v.hicli

may in future be prescribed in respect of arsenic in beer

ingredients.

The Commissioners advise the following amendment of

the- Sale of Food and Drugs Act :
—

If, in a prosecution instituted nnder the Sale of Food
and Drugs Acts, it is alleged by defendant A tl the

article was sold in the condition in which it was supplied;

to him by 1! (e.g., the manufacturer, importer, or giver of

warranty), or that the contamination is one to an ingredient

supplied I v < . it should be possible for \ I l attach B
(or C, as (he ease may lie) to the prosecution. The same
principle should applj to the person thus associated he

defence if he in his turn alleges that a third party is

responsible, bj breach of warranty or otherwise, for the

adulteration or contamination of the final product.

I! the whole facts are thus brought before the court at

one hearing, responsibility can be properly brought home
to the real offender in a way not at present possible. In

making this recommendation the Commissioners had in

mind the preci lents which are afforded by section 12 of

the Truck Act, 1887, and by section 141 of the Factory
and Workshop Act, 1901.

A memorandum is appended by 1
j PI lo the effect

that instead ol creutiog a permanent committee of scientific

men. it would be preferable to follow the procedur.

Hoard of Agriculture, and to entrust the consideration of
the propriety ol fixing a standard to specially con !

committees on which manufacturers and technical experts
in the trad. oni I l lied were represented.

Disci ssion.

Dr. TeonPE said the paper Mr. Baker had brought
forward was u very condensed and admirably -

account of a lengthy and protracted enquiry, and he should
have been pleased to have had the opportunity of !

to whal '. present might have to say respecting the
findings of the Commission, after which he might have b. en

bly, to throw some light upon the points
which might *

' raised, or to give further information.

The '

'ii mi:-i v\ said they would be glad to hear Dr Thorpe
again later on if necessary .

Dr. TnoRPi -aid the tir.- 1 point thai oci nrred t him was
the position which the electrolytic method had born placed
in by the Governi eg what Mr. Baker
had called |hi < facto official method. It was not the
intention of the Departmental Committee appointed
Board of Inland B ivi Due to put the electrolytic method in
any superior position to the- zinc and acid method, but it

was the la. t that it bad method in vogui
Government Laboral iry. But that in no tr

slitutod it the offioial method, lie should think

venient that, should any judicial pre.. ..rise in

connection with the determination ol the amount of
arsenic in a matei aid be assess by
'the electro! ere a number ol

which bad led them at th< ent Labors'
prefer the electrolytic to the zinc and acid met!:. |

need hardly remind those who had had to make deter-

minations of the amount of arsenic in articles of food or

other articles thai the difficulties which attended the use of
zinc were very considerable, when minimal quantities of

arsenic bad to determined, as was the ease in the great

majority of eases. The zinc and acid method laboured

uuder the theoretical disadvantage that if the zinc was in

the ideal condition—an absolutely pure zinc— it was useless

for the purpose, because it would not generate hydrogen,

and therefore would not mal • aioretted hydrogen.

There must be a certain quantity of associated metal with

the zinc befon i would do its work. They were thus

placi ii in a dilem aa. If the zinc were absolutely pure.it

would be inoperative ; bul if, on the other hand, it contained

certain associated metals ii would in the case of some of

them also be inoperative. For it was found that if zinc

contained any considerable quantity of iron, although it

gen. rat. .1 hydrogen with remarkable facility, yet, when
arsenic was a I. led to that ziuc very little was obtained in

the form of arseuiuretted hydrogen. For some reason

which was not wholly explained, the presence of the

associated iron tended to retain the arsenic and prevent its

evolutiou as arsi uiuretted hydrogen. Iherelore, some
meal must be present, but care should be taken what that

particular met il was which Set up the galvanic nctiou on
which the evolution of the hydrogen depended. He need

hardly say that it was not always practically possible to

secure that happy condition of things, namely, a sample of

zinc which iiiieht be operative, and which should be ai the

same time si asitive and sufficiently free from arsenic to be

used. It was that fact which • aused the difficult}', and
although thc\ mad.' every effort lo get all the samples they

could, they were constantly met with the eccentricities

arising from the zinc used, and that being >.. they wen
obliged to rely on a method which did away with the zinc

altogether. In ihe Government Laboratory they were in

the fortunate | osition, a- were many others in large towns,

of having a read* supply of current available, and it was
very easy to reduce the intensity to manageable proportions

suitable for the generation of hydrogen, and therefore to

the formation of arseniuretted hydrogen. It was really by

force majeure that they were driven to the adoption of the

electrolytic method, and being so driven, they gradually

worked out the prii ciples of that method in the I

which the Drpartmental Committee eventually presented

the matter to the Commissioners, At the same time the]

fully recognised, as Mr. Baker had pointed out, that there-

must be e cas.s in which it was not possible for

operators to avail themselves readily of the electric current

(and the adoption of secondary butteries was a very

troublesome
; r< i edure), and for that reason they did their

lies: to make the zinc and acid method, as t.n as they could,

a practical method He might say, in this connection, that

from careful experiments by some of bis assistants, he was
convinced tl at when they did get that comparatively rat*

thing, the pri : zinc, the results ,.| the tests, the

character and intensity of the mirrors obtained by the zinc

and acid method, substantially agreed with the results

obtained by the electrolytic method. \t the Bametim
account of the diffi ultie; . bleb attached 10 the zinc method,

he thought it won insiderabl* clog judicial pro-

- it one bad to go into ( '..art with a method which

was liable to so mum .l.uibts and open to so many points .>!

i and therefore he thought on tho whole it was
preferable to . a method, when there

was an issu of B judicial character, in which those diffi-

culties w< re obviafi d. i ertainly for the general purpose of

working, for ih. brewer or the maltstei be was sure that

the public was efficiently protected by the intelligent use of

and acid method. As Mr. Baker had said, it was

the (act that brewing sugars ni lie present day were

practically in. from arsenic. Be did not wish to clam
lial crcd.it f r the actum of the Inland licvenuc, but

there was no doubt thai the efforts of the authorities to

carry out the intention of the Commissioners had very

largely resulted— of course, with the intelligent co-operation

of the manufacturers themselves—in getting to this very

happy consummation. He mighl temind them that all

the makers ..! brewing sugars in ibis country were now
under Excise Bupen ision I b rmancnt Revenue
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Officer attache I to them, and by direction of the Com-
missioner.* of Inland Revenue it was oue of the duties of

that officer from time to time to take samples of their

products, every mooth he believed, and to forward those

samples to the Government Laboratory for the purpose of

being tested as to their freedom from arsenic. Thus they

were in a position to warn the makers if there wa-» any
contravention of the intention of the Commissioners as to

purity in this respect. Having now made very many
huodreds of estimations of arsenic in these materials, he
could assure them that probably there was no common
articles of food so free from arsenic as these particular

materials. He regretted to say, however, that that was not

quite the case with regard to malt. Immediately after the

arsenic scare a very considerable quautity of malt was
withdrawn from the market, as it was found to be
arsenicated, and it was practically 'an unsaleable article,

and for some time after the Commission commenced its

enquiry malts were of a very high degree of purity.

Whether the idea of arsenic and the constant talk about it

bred a sort of familiarity which led to contempt he did not

know, but he was sorry to say that it was the fact that

within a comparatively recent time the general character of

the malts which had come into consumption was not by any
means so high as regarding freedom from arsenic, as it was
immediately subsequent to the so-called arsenic scare. At
the same time he did not wish to be an alarmist in this

matter. The amounts he found were not very large

—

nothing approximating to what the condition of things was
before, and certainly not so large as they found in the

samples of malt to which reference had been made. Still

he now did occasionally meet with samples which were
distinctly beyond the limit of ]/!00th grain per 1 lb. as pre-

scribed by the Commissioners. Mr. Baker had said ne
thought the Commission, perhaps, was not fully informed :i^

to the amount of arsenic which might occur in hops, and he
coull corroborate him to this extent, that within the last

two or three days he had had samples of hops through his

hands which certainly contravened the limit of 1/I0uthgrai::

of arsenic per lib. Even now there were certain materials
occasionally used by brewers—things which were ancillary,

he might say, to the operations of the brewer, not exactly
part and parcel of his every day work—where apparently
sufficient care wa> not taken to exclude, as it easily might
be excluded, even small quantities of arsenic. He had a
particular article in his mind which was used to a limited
extent by brewers which contained as much as two grains
of arsenic to the lib. That showed an amount of culpable
carelessness on the part of somebody which ought not to be
tolerated.

Mr. A. Gokdox Salamon desired to add his tribute

to the praise already accorded to Mr. Baker for his

resume of what he thought they would all describe as a
masterly document. He might be permitted as one who
was concerned at the time of this outbreak in attempting
rapidly to quell it, to say a few words respecting the use
of the test which the Manchester Committee felt was the
right one to adopt in the midst of that terrible calamity.
He asked permission because that test had certainly at the
time of the outbreak come in for an undue share of criticism.

He was glad to say the Royal Commission in their Report
had fully justified the use of the test under the conditions
mentioned, and he was also glad to think that Mr. Baker
had, that evening, endorsed the conclusions of the Com-
mission. The position of the Manchester Committee was
this: The Marsh-Berzelius test had not been then elaborated

|

as it was to-day, and they found themselves in the midst of
a calamitous outbreak of poisoning, and they had to stop
its spread if possible. They were called upon to make
thousands of rapid tests on barrels of beer very often :

isolated as single barrels in small public-houses. These
beers bad to be tested not for traces of arsenic, but for the
amounts which the medical men who formed part of the
Committee deemed to be poisonous quantities. Traces had
obviously to be relegated to tbe Marsh-Berzelius test, and
of that they were well aware when making the investigation.
Looking back, and recognising as he did and had done !

ever since, the superiority of the Marsh-Berzelius method
as a test when properly equipped and carried out, he still

j

thought that if any one of those who had criticised that '

process were to go to Manchester under similar circum-
stances they would revert to the Reinsch test recommended
under the conditions then existing. The result of thewhole
investigation by the Commission had come to this, that the
two chief causes of food contamination by arsenic consisted
in sulphuric acid and in fuel. He could have wished,
although he knew he should not have the sympathy of
sulphuric acid manufacturers, that having regard to what
he had seen and to his experience quite recently—having
regard to accidents which might occur through mis-direction
or by non-direction.—that the Royal Commission had seen
its way to insist that all sulphuric acid manufactured from
pyritrs should be de-arsenicated. It was not a very great
additional expense, and it would certainly minimise the risk
of accidental contamination against which no legislation
could provide. ( hie couid say to-day that the precautions
which had been taken by the inland Revenue haefcertainh
given them sugars, which he could with confidence state
might be regarded as free from arsenical contamination.
He did not think at the present there was any danger in
that respect other than danger due to accident or design.

With respect to fuel, the conditions were different.
\Yhen they adopted the Reinsch test at Manchester they
uad no idea that malt was apt to be contaminated with such
notable traces of arsenic as were subsequently discovered.
Therefore they devised conditions for the use of the Reinsch
test, which would deal with the quantity which would in

effect prevent poisonous beer going to the public. Thev
soon found, however, that the conditions prescribed were
too rigid to pass beers as arsenic free, and they snbsequenth
altered that test and made it into one which would pass a
mere trace, but which at the same time would reveal the
presence of any injurious quantity of arsenic. In the case
of the Halifax malt to which allusion had been made in
which the Reinsch test was applied, it would be found that
the first prescribed method was adopted and not the second.
They had discovered that these traces of arsenic came from
malt and that their presence should be prevented. No
doubt the bulk of the arsenical contamination of malt came,
in the Yorkshire and Lancashire district certainly, from the
use of gas coke, and as Dr. Thorpe had pointed out, since
gas coke was wholly discontinued the malt became of
exceptional purity. The cause of the contamination of some
of the malt of to-day he thought was not far too seek.
Maltsters had been loyally working to produce a malt free
from arsenic, and the brewers on their side had spared no
pains in insisting that they should have such deliveries.
That had meant that maluters had been advised to give up
using coke, and in fact every fuel but anthracite. Thus
there was an increased demand for anthracite used for
malting purposes. His experience was that anthracite fuel
as now employed showed a distinct increase in the traces
of arsenic it contained. That was probably due to a larger
consumption, and to the difficulty of sorting the quality,
in the manner Dr. Thorpe had pointed out as being a
neceosity. He did not say that the exercise of greater care
on the part of the suppliers of anthracite would not prevent
this, but there was no doubt a tendency for maltsters to be
lulled into security when they were using anthracite, and
to think that they were more free from any possibility of
trouble. Such was not the ca?e, for he had come across
numerous samples of anthracite containing very appreciable
amounts of arsenic by way of traces. He had come across
some which showed as much as ]/20th grn. to the 1 lb., and
sometimes some kinds of anthracite in which a considerable
proportion of it was in the volatile and not in the fixed
condition. Again he had met with specimens from de-
liveries in which one could see cietaceous lines running
through it, and if one split them and pulled off the scales,
they were found to be highly arsenical. It was extremely
necessary, therefore, thai the utmost care should betaken in
the selection of anthracite, and that the maltsters should
devise some form of test, or some form of treatment which
would prevent the possibility of these traces of arsenic from
anthracite getting into the malt,
Mr. A. R. Ling said he also must congratulate Mr.

Baker on the very clear and lucid way in which he had
presented this very important report. It was very satisfac-
tory to him to find that the Commission through Dr.
McGowan's work substantially corroborated what he found
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to the case of making fuel. He believed his own analyses

w, us he bad not removed the iron as Dr. Met
hid done in the solution in which the arsenic estimation

was performed. They bad to Dr. McGowan lor

the very exhaustive data which he furnished to tb

mission, which from the chemical point of view constituted,

perhaps, one of the best features in the report. Eft

thought thai Mr. r ed

a reducing effect on d it to be volatile

was do douht correct, anil lie could corroborate the fact

that hups were far more frequi otly found contaminated
with arsenic than bad been generally supposed. He him-
self had quite recently fo ind commonly such amounts as

l/100th grain per I lb., and dial daj be bad examined a

sample of hop which contained i 40th grain. < >1 course,

he knew hops "err very much m i

on the kiln than malt, and probably that was the reason of

their contamination.

Mr. Gbani II En said thai .tier the remarks a

made he need saynotbing with reference to tl

results which had been brought out by the Commission.
tint there wa-. en.' point which had not been touched upon
so far in the discussion, and that had reference to the

conditionof the malt actually in use ai the present moment
lie must say he war much struck by the fact tuut in the

evidence given before the < lommission the malting witnesses,

who came specially to deal with t he question of the prepara-

tion of the malt, were one and all agreed upon the fact that

satisfactory malt could not be prepared without the direct

action o* the kiln fumes upon the grain. Again and again

the Commission were told that whilst it was ,|uite possible

to dry malt, it was impossible to cure malt without the

direct application of these fames from the lire. Believing
there were many practical men present he ventured to pin
it to them, whether that opinion was ,n, altogether sound
one, whether there was not something of a tradition which
night be usefully questioned whin thej were face to face

with the fact which i>r. Thorpe had mentioned, that malt
was -till found containing arsenic in quantities which
occasionally approached a dangerous limit. Sugars had
been brought to a degree of purity which rendered them
entirely satisfactory fruni this point 01 view. Was it not
i question tor the practical men in the industry to consider,

whether the production of malt could not be made
equally safe. Seme years ago an ii.iVi.nnir was made to

interest the brewing trade in the preparation for brewing
purposes of unuialted gram which should have something
of that empyreuuiatic flavour characteristic of malt, and a
patent was taken out for plant tier, especially designed:
for the treatment of barley. This tomfled barley was
produced bj passing the grain through something which
approached the character of a coffee-roosting machine,
with this difference, that the cylinder instead of beic open
from end to end was so divided that the cram passing in
at one cud travelled i ontinuously through and round the
cylinder, ami whei reached the other end it bad been
exposed to a high temperature sufficiently long to com-
pletely dry the grain and give it n certain toa-ted character,
whilst at the -iiue time the gram was -u distended that it

exhibited something of the lighl parous cl iracterof malt.
He did not know whether this patent was -till in existence,

but he would ask whether, in connection with that invention
or some similar application of the idea, there was not a
possibility ol prodni mg a satisfactory malt which yet should
not have been directly exposed to the fumes of a kiln lire.

Sir. tt, J. Flilswi i i. said the few words lie hail
I q

were practically historical. There was an " arsenic scare"
in the year 1869, al which tune be was a stndenl at the
Koyal i il i hcinisiry. Tbe Itoyal Commission on
the Pollution ol havers had disi arsenic in sewage,
and Dr. l-'runklaud se'. Mr Adn.ii Brown and himself to
work to discover tbe source of this arsenic. I his resulted
in the preparation of a Dumber Of standard mirrors, and n
few days ago he discovered BO old notebook containing
4C determinations of arsenic made by himself, and also n
number ot researches 01 the sensitivuni -- of the te-ts. From
this note book he was able io recover the standard mirrors
which they theu used, and he found that the lowest stan
dard was . i__th nigra, and the] .vent up 3, 4, 6, 8, 10, 15,
-'0, and 30 hundredths. They had to draw nut the •

which these mirrors were made from large pieces of com-
bustiou tubing. I'heyj were sealed up in hydrogen, because
they found that they were volatile and disappeared. The
result of the matter was to discover arsenic in a great
number of substances—in nearly all soda ashes, caustic
soda, in some soaps, mid g< nerally they traced the arsenic
back through sulphuric acid to the pyrites used in producing
it. Then another series of experiments was conducted with
I Ion soot and London air. lie had no record of those,
hut he believed a certain amount of arsenic was detected in

25 cubic feet of air drawn from the space over the lecture

threatre of the old ( illeg I aemistry in Oxford street.
He had on,- record of the Boot taken oft the roof, but the
note-book stated there was no arsenic in that. The result
of the whole sorii Btigatione was to show that the

arsenic found in swage products was traceable back to

pyrites, partly through alkalis, soap, and products in which
sulphuric acid was u-ed at some stage of the manufacture,
and partly through the roal brasses, us he believed that soot

was found to lie arsenical, though, he did not examine any

,

ami the only sample oi roof-sweepings examined contaimd
none, lie mighl call Dr. Thorpe's attention !> the fact

that a large quantity of sweetstuff was made of maize which
was hurst by roasting over small coke tires. It was
afterwards coated with sugar, and he would suggest that il

should beexamined for arsenic.

Dr. TneiiM said he could endorse what Mr. Salamon
-aid with regard to anthracite. He had had occasion
recently to test diffi rent samples of malt made in the same
kilns under similar conditions, except tlie coal used, and he
found that although only different kinds of anthracite coal

had been used, the malts varied very considerably in the

arsenic contained in them. It never reached a serious

amount, the maximum being l/400tb grn., but varied from
about I 1,000th up to about 1-lnuth grn. per lb. He would
ask Dr. Thorpe whether he would correct one expression be
had used, which he thought was taken in a little different

meaning to what he intended. When he spoke of confining

the standard to I 100th grn. of arsenic per I lb. in malt, the

speaker had noticed that that was a point which had been
misunderstood m the report of the Commission, and had
been misunderstood or overlooked in Professor Thorpe's
evidence. A great many people had supposed that it

authorised the assumption pi safety if the arsenic in malt

did not exceed I loom grn. per I lb. Of course.

Dr. Thorpe pointed out in his own evidence, if they had a

malt containing that quantity, the beer produced from that

malt mighl contain anything from, say, I Moth grn. op even

to I /50th, or in strong beers to 1,30th, and would then be

condemned by the [loyal Commission limit. He quite

agreed with what Dr. Thorpe said as to tiie relative posi-

tion- of the electrolytic and Bdarsh-Berzelius methods. All
wdio had used the Marsh-Berzelius method knew of the

difficulties a- to purity of materials, and those who had
facilities lor adopting the electrolytic method would cer-

tainly overcome those difficulties. Hut his experience in a
very large number of determinations was, that if care were
taken, the Marsh-Berzelius method was still a very reliable

one, and by a slight Iification of the method of purifica-

tion of zitn by sodium, which Mr. Hi liner first told them of,

one was able to gel a sine which was very reliable indeed.

If the purification were carried out at a low temperature
ami with precau to prevent too rapid oxidation, om
con! I obtain a iinc which was sensitive, fairly easily

attacked bj acid, not giving a rush of gas but a regular

and fair current, and yet free from arsenic.

Mr. Bin vs i pRCOBAN, with the reference to the question

of arsenic iu malt, said there were different sorts of malt

kilns, and il is only necessary to know the kiln which
actually made 'he malt to enable one to judge the

quality of the mall itself. Some malt kilus do not properly

dry wall any amount of heat, while others dry at a very

low temperature, mid these points were verv necessary to

be known, as they regulate the deposition of tbe volatile

substar

With regard to the fumes of combustion not coming in

contact with the goods, this could be done, but it was not

easy or so economical, and malt generally was not -o

satisfactory as when the fumes passed through it. He
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could show Mr. Hooper a torrefying machine in which
all the starch cells were ruptured, so that barley weighing
50 1b. per bushel would conic out weighing only 20 lb.;

in other words, one bushel of barley is equivalent to two
bushels of torrefied material.

Mr. Bkkky said that many imported German materials
used in brewing were sometimes fouud 1 ntain arsenic.

Dr. Thoki'k -aid if he accurately appreciated the obser-
vation ot Dr. Thornc it was that a limit of 1 100th grain per
ton of malt amounted to much more than 1 LOOth grain per
gallon of beer. That might or might not he the case. Ttiat

assumption was based on the supposition that all the arsenic

present in the malt got in the wort, and eventually into the

beer, but all experience went to show that that did not
necessarily follow. Practical experience bad shown that, a
limit of 1 lOOih grain per 1 lb. of malt did tend to the pro-
duction of beer with less than 1/I00th grain per gallon. It

was a fuel that the greater poition of the arseuicated

material from the mait was frequently in such a condition
that it never went into solution at all. It was not all there

as sublimated arsenious oxide, hut a considerable fraction

was there simply mechanically put on the malt by the fine

particles of insoluble arseniatcs which were deposited on
the grain.

Dr. -Buchanan writes: "I hope the administrative side
of the report will not be lost sight of by chemists, though
perhaps questions that mote particularly affect public
analysts will hardly come under discussion much at your
meeting. 1 feel that one of the chief lessons of the inquiry
is that both manufacturers and chemists, and the chemists
of public authorities, should be in much better and closer
relations with processes of food manufacture than they are
at present. They seem to me to be much too much treated

as mere analysts, and to be called in at too late a stage.

But I suppose this is an old complaint."

A letter was received from Mr. A. C. Chai-.m an in which
he says that so far as brewers and maltsters arc concerned
the limits suggested in the lleport are fair, and will not
press at all heavily on any man who exercises reasonable
care and supervision over his materials and manufacturing
operations. Owing to its extraordinary ramifications it is

quite possible that cases may arise (although they must
necessarily be few) which have not been brought before the
notice of the Commissioners, and which are consequently
not specifically dealt with in their Report. The recom-
mendations contained in the final lleport might therefore
very seriously affect one or two manufacturers of materials
of which the Commission could have had no cognizance.
These cases, however, would doubtless receive due con-
sideration from the Authorities as they arose. Not the
least important recommendations made in the lleport are
those dealing with the existing Sale of Food and Drugs
Acts, and all who are concerned in the administration of
these Acts can only hope that before long fuil effect will

be given to those recommendations.

Mr. G. F. English wrote: " In his remarks to the meet-
ing, Mr. Gordon Salamon said ' he could have wished, with

I

regard to the sulphuric acid, that the Royal Commission
had seen its way to insist that all sulphuric acid manufac-
tured from pyrites should be de-arsenicated.' This is a

very serious suggestion to come from such an authority as I

Mr. Salamon.
" The amount of sulphuric acid used in the manufacture of

foodstuffs is only a very small percentage of that produced
for other important industries. Large quantities of acid

|

made from well-known ores such as the Rio Tinto, Tharsis
and others, containing about O'l per cent, of arsenic are
used in the soda, &c, cotton-bleaching and dyeing, manure,
explosive, celluloid and other industries without detriment,

j

As to the cost of de-arsenication, which Mr. Salamon
considers so small as to be almost uegligeable, I may say.
from practical experience, that it adds materially to the cost
of producing sulphuric acid.

" To insist that all sulphuric acid made from pyrites should
J

be subjected to the process of de-arsenication to ensure that
(he manufacture of foodstuffs should be guarded against
the introduction of arsenic into their products would indeed
be a serious, and at the same time, an unnecessary piece of
legislation.

•' It would add considerably to the cost of production
of many articles manufactured in the industries cited and
add further restrictions to many trades which are now
struggling in the face of severe competition from abroad.
"Mr. .Salamon's suggestion is no doubt made, with the best

intention, namely, that the public he safeguarded against
any recurrence of the arsenical poisoning which has been
traced to the use of highly arsenical sulphuric acid in the
manufacture of glucose, &c, but I do not think that he has
taken into consideration how unfair it would be to other
manufacturers, to insist upon such measures, which he
evidently deplores have not been taken, for the.benefit ot one
class of manufacturers. '

" The public can be ensured against arsenical poisoning,
without resorting to such extreme measures, by compelling
the manufacturer of foodstuffs to examine carefully everv
article which he uses in the manufacture of his'products,
and to insist upon the examination of such products before
leaving his works."

The Chairman said they had had a most interesting

discussion. Mo doubt a great number of articles of food
were liable to contamination from arsenic^ and it was
fortunate that the death rate kept falling, instead of rising

under these conditions. He was glad to find that articles

of tood were so carefully watched, but there was one
question be should like to ask, and that was with regard
to the very large quantities of glucose which came into
this country for the manufacture of beer and other articles

of food. Me was in the law courts some time ago and
heard two witnesses, large, confectioners, swear that they
did not test the glucose as they used it in the manufacture
of the articles they made. It that was the general state of

affairs, and they got materials like that from abroad, there
seemed to be a great opening for analytical chemists.

Mr. A. G. Salamon said he had made many tests of this

foreign glucose, and though he would rather see it made

I

in England, he was bound to say that, as a rule, it wa-
extremely free from arsenic.

The Chairman said he did not mean to say that imported
articles were impure, but he did not think Mr. Salamon
had quite given the information be wished for, which
perhaps, someone else could supply, namely, whether there
was any control of such materials that came to this country.
They knew English manufacturers were conscientious, they
believed the Germans were also, and they thought the
American manufacturers were highly conscientious, but at
the same time he should like to have some little analytical
control over the large quantities of srlucose that came ti >

this country.

An important poiut had been raised as to the fuel ; it

seemed they were in rather a bad way with regard to that.
It was naturally a disadvantage if they could not use coke,
and if anthracite were unreliable, where was pure British
beer to come from. He believed there were methods of
purifying fuel, and possibly some fuels, such as peat, might
be utilised, but clearly some kind of luel by which they
could cure or dry malt without the danger of contamination
was evidently a great want. They were importing such
large numbers of cheap articles tnat it would he almost
worth while importing fuel if they could find one free from
arsenic.

Mr. Baker, in reply, said there was one point which ho
should like to refer to, as it was probably the most important
raised during the discussion and that was the statement of
Dr. Thorpe about malt containing l/100tli gr. of arsenic
per lb. The wording of the report was, " We think that no
substances should be used as an ingredient of to id that
contains a larger proportion of arsenic than l/100th gr.
per lb." And then later on it said, "in many cases,
particularly glucose and malt, more stringent limits are
now attainable commercially, and should be insisted on."
Then turning to the question of malt, the Commissioners

reported :
" All our evidence goes to show that it is uow

commercially practicable to produce malt which either
may be considered free from arsenic or in which the
amount is certainly less than l/250th of a gr., most
malts prepared during the past two years being of this

nature."
|
He thought it was clearly in the miuds of the

Commissioners that malt should not be allowed to contain
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1/I00th gr. of arsenic per lb., lmt from what l>r. Thorpe

had just now > aid be gathered that 1 100th was hifi limit.

and if a malt contained I/I00th the Inland Revenue would

preamnably allow it to be used. Now, if malt were allowed

to contain that quantity, which was really much larger than

was necessary nowadays, he thought that in the course of

a short time it would contaminate the beer to an

ng l/100th firain of arsenic per gallon Assuming

the grist, as it passed the mill, contained I 1 10th gr. of

arsenic per lb., presumably in the first batch of beer

prepared it would not contain 1/ 100th gr. per gallop,

because the yeast would absorb a large quantity "l it.

1? ut in the succeeding gyle, where a similar malt was used

containing 1/ 100th gr., if it were p'tohed with the arsenical

feast, then the beer would contain l/100'h gr. or mori .
ior

the reason that the pitching yea-t idj saturated;

That was rather the point be thought the Commissioned

had in view when they put in that paragraph in the case of

malt aud glucose more stringent limits should be insisted

upon."

Dr. Thobi-c said he might add another word or two in

order to remove any miscouception. In the first place

with regard to imported glucose. He did not pretend that

imported glucose had the same stringent surveillance that

the home made article had, hut nevertheless all imports

were sampled, ;.nd they came either directlj or indirectly

under the purview of the Government Laboratory either

at the Customs or eventually at the Excise branch of the

Kevenue Laboratories, and so a very considerable amount

of surveillance was exercised even on imported glucose.

With resect to the other point to which Mr. Baker had

referred, it was their practice in the laboratory whenever

they got malt trespassing closed] on the limit to require the

officers to send samples of the wort produced from such

malt. They had pointed out what was the limit suggested ;

they had no legal power in these matters, but they pointed

out to brewers that the malt was perilously near the limit

suggested. But as they had no knowledge of the real

proportion which would go in practice into solution by

continuous use they required their officers to take samples

of the wort produced from any sample of malt on the

me- of insecurity as denned by the Eoyal Commission.

THE POSSIBILITY OF MALT
BECOMING CONTAMINATED Willi JUSENIC

WHEN SULKHUB l> EMITjOYED
DURiNd KILNING.

UT JULIAN L. BAKEB AND W. D. DICK.

For some years past many brewers have demanded that

the malls used in the preparation of certain beers, such as

pale ales, 6hould be very blight and light iu colour.

By throwing sulphur into the kiln tire at certain stages

of curing, the maltster* have obtained this effect, and the

practice is more or less common in this country \part

from giving the malt an appearance not commensurate

with its value, sulphuring is apt lo be dangerous to the

maltster, lor, if improperly carried out, the malt in-tead

of beinjr bleached is darkened, owing to the production of

small quantities of snlphnric acid which caramelise portions

of the corns,

Since the epidemic of arsenical poisoning chemists have

warned maltsters that b) using the cheaper kind of sulphur

the malts might become contaminated with arsenic. Since

1901 maltster- careful t" use Sicilian sulphur.

which is practical!) tie. of arsenic.

For some time past we have noticed that sulphured malts

contain relatively large traces of arsenic, whereas previous

and subsequent curings in the same kiln of the same type

of malt, and w ith the -aim fuel, but unsulphured, contained

no arsenii

The possibility occurred t.' us that the sulphur when
thrown on the fire would exert a temporary reducing

whereby the arsenates in the burning might

become reduced to ar.-cnite- and mi rendered volatile.

To determine this point a number of experiments were

carried out in which arsenical anthracites aud cokes were
burnt alone and in presence of sulphur. The method of

experiment was as follows: 5 grms. of the arsenical fue

was burnt in a porcelain capsule, and yvhen the combustion
yvas complete the ash was treated with dilute arsenic-free

hydrochloric acid made up to a given volume, and an

aliquot portion submitted to the Mar- h-Herzelius test. All

equal weight of the same fuel wus burnt under similar

conditions with this difference, that 0"5 grin, of sulphur

free from arsenic was added iu small portions before

the fuel yvas completely burnt. The arsenic was then

determined in the ash. The following results were

obtained :

—

\.

B'itl With volatilised

Sulphur. Sulphur. by addition
ol Sulphur.

Parts per Parts per Parts per
Mlllh.il. Million. ion.

47-6 l'.el

35*7 ID'S

714 10-7 SOT

1. Coke
t. Anthracite

.

3. Anthracite

.

Other experiments were carried out with malting

anthracites to which known quantities of sodium arsenate

had been added. The difference in ihe amouuts of ar-enic

remaining in the ash of the fuel when burnt alone aud in

pre-ence of sulphur was very marked, and confirms the

results obtained by burning naturally contaminated fueLs

in presence of sulphur.

The experimental results clearly indicate that sulphur

effects the partial volatilisation of fixed arsenic in anthracite

and cokes, and the assumption that the sulphur acts as a

reducing agent when throyvn on to the tire appear- to us to

be reasonable. If maltsters desire to sulphur malt great

care should b 1 in selecting an anthracite yvhich

contains a minimum amount of arsenic.

An ordinary malting anthracite containing an amount

of fixed arsenic yvhich yvould be unnotieeahle in the malt

cured by it may show an appreciable quantity of arseuic,

if, during some stage of the combustion, sulphur is added.

The practice of bleaching hops m the oast houses by-

burning sulphur before and during the lining may possibly

account tor the heavy traces of arsenic (frequently 1 Sth to

l/100th gru. of arsenious acid per lb.) which are aomi -

times found in hops, l'robably hop growers are not so

alive to the importance of the proper selection of fuel as

are maltster-.

#rto J)orK £>rrttoin

Meeting held al Chemists' Club, on Jan. 22mi, 1904.

DR. VIRGIL li.r.l.KNTZ IS TITK CHAIIl.

PHE MAKING AND SI PTLING OF BLEACHING
POWDER SOLUTIONS.

Bl Jl yRTIN L. GRIFFIN.

Messrs. Carey and Muspratt have treated this subject

in the June 15nnmherof this Journal (1903, 674—676).

I desire here to additional observations and to

supplement their work from the con-umer's point of view.

The Duncan Company, manufacturers of pulp and

paper, with which I have been connected for nearly 510

•ears, has I
from 100 to 250 tons ol bleaching

powder pel month during this time, and we have al

intervals modified our plant and process of making up

solutions until we feel satisfied that we arc setting out ol

it all there is in it. During this time the makers of bleach-

in.' powder have greatly improved the quality of their

product, and 1 think they should continue to do so. The

sludge resulting from solutions of bleaching powder is a

verv objectionable waste, and will have to be dealt with
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very differently in the future from what has been done in

the past. The manufacturers of bleach can contribute very

much to the soluiiou of this problem if they will give ns a

powder containing 38 to 39 per cent, of chlorine, which is

a very easy tiling to do. When we receive bleach of this

strength, our sludge will he of very little consequence, and
there will be much less difficulty in settling out what there is.

There is frequently a difference in the deportment of

bleaching powder made in different countries as reaards

settling, but at the present time there is little variation

in the product of the same manufacturer of high grade
goods.

Without doubt the quility of the water supply has an
important influence, but the problem is simply one of

relative specific gravity of the insoluble matter aud the

solution. I have observed that natural waters containing

even a smad amount of available carbon dioxide will settle

much more readily than those without. The reason for

this is apparent.

The temperature of the water does exert a decided
influence on the rate of settling, because the warmer the

water i- the less den-e, aud consequently the less buoyant it

is. While heating may be employed to hasten the settling I

do not think it advisable to resort to it largely, and in large

works the cost for steam would amount to a considerable

item iu cold weather. The only steam we use is that to

work a siphon moving the final washings of the sludge,

to be described later. We have no trouble if we keep our
water up to a temperature of 55

J
to 60'' F.

With regard to the effects of prolonged agitation on the

rate of settling, 1 agree with Carry aud Muspratt that

simple weting out and mixing, which may he accomplished
in ten to fifteen minutes witti a good apparatus, is all that

is necessary, and further agitation would be objectionable.

One of the most important problems to decide in making
bleaching solutions and n^t definitely discussed by Carey
and Muspratt, is what the strength should be. I have
found after many tria s that a solution between 4 • 5° and
5° B. (about u' to 7

3
Tw.) is by far the most conveuieat to

make up, and from this, together with the liquor from the first

washing of the sludge, a finished solution of 3 (4-2 ,J Tw.)
gives the i>est results in practice. It is a good strength

for all kinds of work, and much greater uniformity and
accuracy can be had by it than by employing stronger
solutions. Whether the amount of bleach consumed be
large or small I would recommend this strength. This
would require a capacity in making of about 1 cb. ft. for

each 3*75 lb. of high test powder.
Let me now describe a plant for small requirements, then

for larger. Two round or square concrete tanks of the
same size, somewhat deeper than their width, are each
provided with agitators and adjustable siphons for drawing
off the clear liquor into one common pipe leading to a
storage tank at least equal in capacity to the two mixers,
larger would be preferable. These mixers should be Set

level with thefl >or for convenience in furnishing the powder,
and dumping it at once into the mixer without screening,
which is goed but not practicable. The storage tank should
be situated on a lower 1. vel so that the liquor would flow into

it by gravity. Square mixers are preferable because much
better agitation can be had in them than in round tanks.
The operation of this system is as follows : One mixer of
freshly-made solution of about 4'5° B. is made up to settle,

the other we will say has the sludge from a former make of
same strength ; this is filled up with fresh water only, or a
weak liquor as will be described later, and agitated just

enough to stir it up unifo'-mally. The strength of this will

be about 1^°, depending, of course, much on the volume of
the strong sludge. The two mixers when settled sufficiently

are drawn off in about equal volumes in equal times, giving
a finished liquor of 3° B. With proper care in drawing
down, regulating the flow of second liquor, an exact and
uniform strength may t>e had for work at all times. This
is very desirable tor good work. The sludge from the
second liquor is agiin covered with fresh water, filling the
mixer, and stirted up as before, making what we may call a
third liquor. This is settled and drawn off by a small
pump and discharged into the other mixer containing strong
sludge in order to wash it. It is then agitated just enough

to mix for the second liquor. The sludge from the third
liquor is now washed out, and is practically free from bleach.
This mixer is then ready for a fresh charge of powder, and
when settled is to be drawn down with the second liquor in

the manner described; this is the best practice possible
with two-mixer tanks. It will be seen that much time is

lost in making up the third liquor, and that this is used in
washing up the strong sludge, for which it would be better
to use fresh water, and the third liquor lor makin" up the
next strong liquor. Iu order to do this conveniently four
mixers would be required.

At one time we used three mixers, making our strong
solution test 6° B. or a little more, the second 2", and the
third 1° or less. These three were drawn down together in

about equal volumes making the finished liquor 3° B. Thev
were operated in cyclic order, lining fresh water for each
making. With water uniformly 70° to 75° F.-this is a
very satisfactory way, and there is no loss of time and no
pumping of liquors necessary.

We are now using about 10 tons of bleaching powder
daily, and our p'aut consists of four large concrete settling

tanks of a capacity of about 1,100 cubic feet each, provided
with adjustable syphons leading into a common conduit.
These siphons have their outlet point very near the bottom
of the tank, and consist of pieces of three-inch cast-iron
pipe fixed iu a movable joint or elbow at the outlet from
the tank aud reaching to the top. These are let down into
the liquor,and held iu place by a chain. By this arrange-
ment, the fixing of any particular point for the "run off"
aud sludge is of little consequence, only to have it low
enough to get off all the clear liquor. Another advantage
is that clear liquor can be drawn off as fast as it settles, if

desired.

The balance of the plant includes a mixer of about a
quaner of the capacity of a settler, without any agitator, but
provided with a 4-in. centrifugal pump and suitable piping
for circulating the contents from bottom to top, discharging
in such a way as to give the mass a rotary motion in the
mixer. The pump is also so piped that the contents of anv
settler may be moved into any other, receiving it into the
mixer or not. There are also two large settling tanks for
the final washings, aud the storage system for finished
liquor. The pump me itioned is the only power used.

The plant is worked on ihe two-liquor plan above
described. A full sealing tank of strong solution is made
by ihe discharge of the prepared contents of three or four
mixers of same strength, requiring about one hour. The
tank is then ready to settle, and with water as cold as
Aa F. will settle in five to six hours, leaving about
3 cubic feet of slu-ge tor each 100 lb. of powder. It must
be borne in mind that at the end of this settling period all

the solution may have been siphoned off.

It is customary to draw off all thai can be drawn in the
time available. The strong slu ige is washed successively
with two waters, making what is called second and third
liquors. The second liquor is made by running off the
settled strong sludge into the mixer by gravity, and it is to
remain there without agitation until the tank has been
about three quarters filled with third liquor, when the valve
on the mixer is opened and the pump throws it on top of
the settler contaimug the weak liquor. In this way the
strength of the sludge becomes diffused through the water
and washed, being denser and heavier. The re-ult is a weak
liquor of uniform strength wiih no agitation except what it

gets in passing through the pump and connecting piping.
The third liquor is made by repeating the above operation

on the sludge of the second liquor, using water only. When
this has settled and the liquor has been pumped off for the
makiug ot a second liquor, the sludge is washed out into
one ol the two final settling bisius or tanks. These tacks
will hold the sludge from several settlers and ample time is

given for a thorough settling. This very weak liquor is

thrown up into the mixer by a bronze steam siphou or
injector and used for the making, in part, of the strong
bleach, and is a very satisfactory arrangement. The sludge
is then finally discharged. By the above practice almost
nothing is lost, and we could not afford to lose even as
much as 2 per cent, of tne powder, as this less would
amount to some 1,500 dols. yearly.
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With the exception of the Becond liqnor, which is 11 little

ban'dicap'pi ' ' " ! '""' '" s'" 1 '"'-. Il "' siudgi in cacl

i, lens than 3 eb. ft. for eai h I " Ibi

,,f powdei tn ill of 35 to 3G pet ci

and, - >ted abo' -. with .,8 to 39 pet cent, clil n

arable with high-grade lit

Id manj pans of this country. We would be glad to pay

the relatively higher price for such high test goods.

. the important points to note ui

rmining the most available making strength and with

ihi- a fixed temp
If tin- temperatare varies, the equivalent strength must

be determined. < >f course it is understood that the hydro,

meter testis not an accurate guide as to the amount of

available chlorine, but simply indicates the gravity of the

liquid, but it is usually a safe guide for mill practice «hcn

[I,.. supph a ; powder is uniformly regular. If,

lowever, a mill wen in the habit of receiving fresh -hip-

. ..a ,i shipment which had been

lying in .-ton- or out of doors for some weeks, or even
i

the hydrometer test ought to be supplemented bj a determi-

cation o lotion, and the strength

or rate of consumption gauged accordingly. I havi

that a difference of 5° F. will make a differ.

ul B. '' a :;' solution between C0° and 100. So that

the temperature plays a •• t pari during the

banging seasons ol theyeiu when the t<

water varies. Uniformity .in strength is verydesu

doing uniformly good work whether the bleaching opera-

tions' are earned on by successively i

engines in a continuous process, as is now commonly done

in bleaching chemical wood pulp. By this latter pro

strength and rate of flow have to be very carefully
j

Lastly, the plant should be of amp!, capacity for easy

work, in which the a be properly treated, and the

sludge well washe I

ARTIFICIAL silk.

Ml Kltll t m Ltthews.

In this i;,- of industrial and chemical syntheses, t would

lie natural to expect that such a valuable and

substance a- the fibre spun bj the silk worm would he

subject :" manj attempts of artificial imitation, ii ol

actual synthetic preparation. In fact, the -

Reaumur, as early as the year 1734, in a me it on the

i
, med i- loo forward to the

preparation of silk bj artificial means, li was not until

luercia! process for the

prepai »as taken out in patent form

by the Count 11 net.

At this point 1 wish to define clearlj thi which

irstood by tin- general name of artificial

-ilk. W e have grown nt time

rely chemical methods, that se ilie

term artificial silk, many ma] reasonably that the

aubatai 'me in composition and

nature a- tb. fibre derived from the silk worm, but made

by chemical or other artificial men rtunately this

uid the term "art

to be a rather mislea ling one in this sens.-. \\ |

naim. : tor is a fibre, resembling in its

lustre the i rue .-ilk of nature: but

the identity goi s no further than this, for. in it- .

!

composition he artificial .-ilk of trade

, h distinct from thai by the silk worm.

dd be better to call the artificial product "int

silk," or give it - name more distinctive of its

origins tchas the term " lustra-eel

propo* I
van. Thi

ir the

differential i
which have acquii

ii importance are all m llulose

ind their chief quality i- their high di

lustre.

The idea of preparing lu-trous filaments of cell

it silk seems to have grown out of
an- of carbon filaments for nse in incat I

electric lamp-. ( hardonnet discovered that a solution of

pyroxylin (known as cohodion) could be drawn out very

satisfactorily into delicate thread-, ami then coagulated or

burdened to a comparatively strong and coherent fibre

possessed of a very high lustre. The original patent of

Chardonnet was taken out in 1885, but some years elapsed

before this new material could he prepared in a manner
sufficiently successful to allow of it appearing in commerce.
Although in its conception, the idea of preparing these

lustrous threads of pyroxylin appears to be of a simple

character, vet the condition- of the treatment and preparation

are in reality quite complex and difficult.

The pyroxylin employed for the production of I har-

donnet's silk may he prepared for either wood-pulp, cotton,

ramie, or other source of purified cellulose. As there are

several nitrated compounds of cellulose soluble in the

alcohol-ether mixture (which is employed as the pyroxylin

solvent), and as it is difficult to obtain satisfactory sepa-

rations of the individual compounds, it is probable that the

pyroxylin contains penta, tctra-, tri-, and di-nitro-cellulose,

the tetia- and tri-nitro-compound- probably oecurri

larger amounts. The preparation of a pyroxylin suitable

for use in the making of Chardonnet silk, as proscribed by
Wyss-Naef, call- for a nitrating mixture of 15 parts ,,t

fuming nitric acid (ofl'SS sp. gr.), with 85 parts,

phuiic acid. For 1 kilos, of cellulose, about 35 litres of this

acid mixture are required, and the time ot action !.> from four

to six hour- Samples are examined from time to time

with the micro-pola: i-iope in order to ascertain the degree

of nitration, and when all the fibres appear of a uniform

bright blue under the polariscope the action of the acid

mixture is discontinued. The excess ot acid i- removed
from the fibre by means of a hydraulic press, after which

thi uitro-cellulose is washed for several hours with water.

and then pressed again, until the n. ss contains only

about 30 pet cent, of water. At first, the pyroxylin" so

prepared was dried before being dissolved in the alcohol-

ether solvent, but it was subsequently discovered that a

better solution could be obtained by using the pyroxylin

containing the amount of water above noted. This form
of pyroxylin ha;. I died by Chardonnet

hydrate," but it is doubtful if the substance is a true

hydrate. However, it appears to be about 25 per cent.

more soluble than the dry pyroxylin. The solvent employed
for the pyroxylin consists of a mixture of in parts of 95

per cent, alcohol with 60 parts of ether, and 100 parts of

this liquid will dissolve about i to 10 parts of pyroxylin.

The collodion so produced is filtered several times under

, in order to free ii from all non-nitrated and
rfectly clear and

neons solution. This condition is a verj essential

1 the successful production of the silk, as any
irity in the solution would cause a break in the

the span filament, or a of the

machine. The pj r Dm 15 to 20 hours for

complete solution, and that prepared

live than tha I pulp. In

irly tiller I 10 to 60

atmospheres is necessary

.

The ucxt opi manufacture of the silk is

purely: il one. and yet one which ha- required

o and skill. The object is

to force the collodi. ae capillary

glass tube-. SO that it may be draw 1 a line con-

tinuous filament. '1 he collodion solution is quite vis

Of from I I
res to

force it through ca ? mm. iii diameter. The
solution and pressure must be so adjusted and

1 uniform filament, and

this involved many mechanical difficulties, which were only

r long experimenting ailures.

[ will not, however, 1 ion of the various

ingenious though they arc, which have;

been perfected for the pi in 1 handling 1

nl fibre.

thread as it emi the capillary tube if

rapidly : by the evaporation ol thi

solvent. By suitable a hood our the

machine and conde on therewith,

a Inrgc portion of the mixed volatile vapours of the alcohol
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and ether employed as the solvent arc condensed and col-

lected, thus effecting a considerable saving in the amount
of solvent required, and also minimising the danger of

exDlosions occurring. Several of the individual filaments

are brought together into a single thread and wound
on to spools in the manner of ordinary silk. In this opera-

tion a certain amount of adhesion takes place between the

separate filaments, which considerably enhances the ultimate

strength of the finished thread. The thread in this form
now consists of pyroxylin or nitrated cellulose, and is highly

inflamable and otherwise unsuitable for use in textile fibres.

The next operation through which it parses is one for

the purpose of denitrating the cellulose, in order that

the fibre may ultimately consist of what might be termed
"regenerated" cellulose, the exact chemical nature of which
it is not possible to definitely state, though it is evidently

some form of cellulose. The denitratiou is accomplished by
passing the pyroxylin threads through a bath of ammonium
sulphide, though other alkali sulphides, and some other com-
pounds also, will effect the result. The silk in this condition

has a rather yellow colour, which, however, may be bleached

out iu the usual manner with a solution of chloride of lime.

The fibre, as finally obtained, possesses a very high lustre,

though it is somewhat metallic in appearance ; it has con-

siderable tensile strength, though in this respect, as also in

elasticity, it is considerably below true silk. The fibre is also

rather harsh and brittle, and does not possess the softness

and resiliency of natural silk.

The Chardonnet process that I have outlined is the

principal commercial method for the production of arti-

ficial silk at the present time, and very considerable quanti-

ties are being manufactured, principally at the town of

Besancon, in France. There are other methods, however,
for the production of this fibre, or at least of analogous

fibres, which I will briefly review.

Vivier's silk was also' produced from pyroxylin, the

product used being said to" consist of trinitro-cellulose ; this

was dissolved in glacial acetic acid, and mixed with solu-

tions of guttapercha and 'fish-glue. This mass was forced

through capillary tubes in the usual manner, and then
coagulated by a passage through a variety of solutions such

as caustic soda, sodium bisulphite, albumen, mercuric ehlo

ride, and aluminium sulphate. The process proved to be
complicated and costly, and, though some of the silk so

prepared appeared in the market under the name of " soie de
France," I believe that the process has now been abandoned.

Lehuer's silk is produced by much the same means as

that of Chardonnet, and the fibre is very similar to that of

the latter. Lehner at first attempted to obtain a fibre from
a mixture of pyroxylin solution with various vegetable gums
and oils, with solutions of cotton in copper-ammoniuni sul-

phate, and even with solutions of waste silk itself. None ol

these, however, proved a success, aud he reverted to the

more simple solution of pyroxylin in combination with a

drying oil. lie also discovered that the fluidity of the

collodion could be materially enhanced by the addition of

sulphuric acid, and consequently he was able to work his

solution under much less pressure than Chardonnet.

Other processes bave been suggested for the manufacture
ol artificial silk which do not employ solutions of pyroxylin.
Pauly has suggested the use of a solution of cellulose

(wood-pulp or cotton) in copper-ammonium sulphate,

while others have considered the solutions of cellulose in

concentrated solutions of zinc chloride. None of these

methods have attained to any commercial importance. We
next come to the use of " viscose " solutions for the
spinning of artificial silk. The nature of visco3e is pro-
bably well known to most chemists at the present time ; it

is obtained by dissolving wood-pulp (or other form of
cellulose) in caustic soda and carbon disulphide, whereby a
very viscous solution of presumably cellulose thiocarbonate
is obtained. This is forced through capillary tubes, and
coagulated in a bath of ammonium chloride or other suit-

able salt, which causes the precipitation or regeneration of
the cellulose. This process, originating with Stearn of
England, has received considerable development, and the
fibre has been manufactured to some extent in England and
the continent, and its manufacture has even received some
encouragement in this country by the establishment of a

small factory at Lansdown, near Philadelphia. Its com-
mercial development, however, may be said to be still in the
experimental stage. This factory is now turning out about
100 pounds of artificial silk per day.

During the year ending 30th June 1902, there was
imported into the United States about 1 70,000 dols. worth of

artificial silk fibre. This does not include the large amount
of manufactured articles composed either partially or
totally of this fibre. The uses to which artificial silk

may be put in the textile industry are varied. It is being
used extensively for the manufacture of fancy braids and
trimmings, and a wide variety of miscellaneous and small
articles which come under the general name of " passe-

menterie." It is also used with true silk or cotton
in the weaving of material for cravats, scarves, and for

various effects in ladies' dress silks. It cannot be used as

warp threads on account of its lack of strerfgth and
elasticity, but for filling threads it may be used without
special precaution. Owing to its high lustre, which is

rather metallic in appearance, it is especially suitable for

eertain effects in ornamental upholstery material, for

hangings aud draperies. It has not adapted itself, however,
ti> the manufacture of pile fabrics, as it is too brittle and
harsh. Artificial silk readily lends itself to dyeing, and no
difficulty is encountered in dyeing it in all manner of

colours. The chief drawback to artificial silk is the fact

that it weakens to a considerable extent on becoming wet
with water:

.^ottmcrfjam £>fcttom

Meeting held at Derby, on Wednesday,
January 2'ih, 1904.

MK. J. T. WOOD IN THE CHAIK.

THE ELECTROLYTIC ESTIMATION OF ABSENIC.

BT s. B. IBOTU \.\.

The publication of the report of the Commission on Arsenic
iu Brewing Materials has attracted considerable attention
partly because certain methods of testing are recommended
by the specially appointed Excise Departmental Committee.
The most important of these is that known as the electro-

lytic method of testing, which has also been described by
Prof. Thorpe in considerable detail before the Chemical
Society. The method is an adaption of the use of a double
cell which appears to have been originally suggested by
iiloxam, though, as Prof. Thorpe says, the method "had
several disadvantages which prevented it from being gene-
rally adopted by chemists."

The description of a method by which the principle could
be employed in a satisfactory manner for the detection oi

minute quantities of arsenic was originally published by me
in the Brewers' Journal in July 1902, and the main features
of the test communicated to the Commission some three
months earlier. In a slightly modified form the apparatus
has been constantly used in my laboratory ever since. The
apparatus recommended by the Excise Committee is similar

iu principal with that previously described by me, and
differs only in certain details, namely, the substitution of

glass for rubber joints and a porous pot for a parchment-
paper diaphragm. After a very careful trial of this

apparatus I am convinced that it has no advantages over
mine, and that, on the other hand, it is in ire difficult to

manipulate, more costly, and distinctly less sensitive.

The accompanying diagram shows the form of apparatus
I use. The double cell is made of glass with a parchment-
paper diaphragm, the upper end of the cell being fitted with

a rubber bung, through which pass the tap, funnel, and
electrode. The substitution of glass for this rubber bung is

no advantage, and makes the apparatus more costly and
difficult to replace if broken. It care be taken in the
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selection of the rabbet tbere is not the least danger of

ntroduciog arsenic '1'liis point was apparently reci

by the Joint Committee of this Society and the Si a

Pablic Analysts iu their report of Jan. 1902. 1 b:i\ Deveil

thousand tests with perfectly satisfactory results. The
arrangement for utilising the main current by weans of

lamp resistances was described by me in the paper men-

tioned, and I have carried out several tests side by side.

found the least difficulty in obtaining rubber which will

satisfj every requirement. The use of a hung, moreoyev,

does away with the necessity of fusing platinum wire into

lass stopper as is done iu the Committee's apparatus,

and the banging of the electrode upon a platinum hook.

The method shown in the accompanying diagram always

ensures complete connection and works very satisfactorily.

The m-xi point of difference is the substitution of a

porous pot for the diaphragm. When 1 first commenced

experimenting with the method 1 used a pot, but gave it

u„ because il was less sensi ive than a diaphragm, and

more difficult to clean. It is much easier to clean a glass

apparatus and renew a paper diaphragm than a porous cell.

With a perfectly clean pot I have repeatedly found it

impossible lo del '"'" grm. oi side. It

appears that the pot has n certain coefficient oi absorption,

and it is not until this absorptive capacity is satisfied that it

becomes sensitivi As the result of a large number of

experiments 1 find that the smallest quantity of arsenious

oxide that 1 can detect with certainty by the apparatus of

the Committal ' grm., and that, further, with a

freshly muffled pot even this quantity does not give its full

mirror.

With my apparatus I can always detect 0-0000002 grm.

of arsenious oxide with certainty, so that, apparently, the

substitution of the pot causes a great diminution in the

delicacy of the test. This power of ahsorption which the

p0t
, ,

- also shows itself iu another way. When a

large quantit] oi arsenic has bun introduced into the inner

cell, it is extreme]} difficult to get it all out, and unless the

pot be ignited iu the muffle, subsequent test- urc inaccui tte.

This difficulty never arises in my apparatus. 1 not- that

other chemists have drawn attention to these points, and

iliat the absorptive power of the pot has been specially

noticed by Mr A. C. ' Ibapmao in a recent paper. If the

cell be placed in an outer vessel of water, as shown in the

diagram, there is uot the bJIi b by rupture of

the diaphragm. The parchment papa is cul into suitable

squares, which are kept soaking in water till requi

They arc thus rendered quite pliable. 1 have made several

1 also drew attention to the fact that in this method it is

not necessary to destroy organic matter (which, as

Dr. Thorpe -ays. is one of its great advantages over the

Marsh-ltVrzclius form), and to the value of a method which

did not necessitate the use of a metal like sine, which is

so often cither insensitive or difficult to render free from

arsenic.

The report of the ( ommittce recommends a method
of reduction for ensuring the presence of arsenic in the

arsenious condition. In dealing with such minute traces

of arsenic the less outside manipulation there is the greater

will be the accuracy of the test, and I am of opinion that

the method of reduction inside the cell (hy the presence of

a few drops of zinc sulphate solution in the inner cell),

which 1 originally indicated, is equally effective, and hence

decidedly preferable, in my note in the Brewer's Journal,

I said, "a few drop- of zinc sulphate solution are addi 1

to the contents of the inner cell. these are uot, however,

absolutely necessary, hut aid in the subsequent evolution

of the arseniuretted hydrogen." Since in the case of malt

and beer the arsenic is- undoubted generally arsenious,

reduction is not an invariable necessity, but it is of course

safer to assume the contrary, and to reduce. As the result

of a large number of experiments I fin 1 that the zinc

sulphate iu the inner cell in presence of u platinum electrode

causes tli- hydrogen to be evolved in a state of super-

tension possessed Of increased chemical activity. I have

proved that a solut 'on containing only arsenate will, when
treated in tin- way, give mirrors of exactly equal intensity

to those obtained from an equivalent quantity of arsenious

oxide. I find that, even if the metahisulphlte he used for

the reduction, the production of the mirror is much assisted

by Ihe Use of /ine sulphate.

A further point m favour of my form of apparatus is its

cheapness and the ease with which the parts may he

replaced. The i
. uimittee's apparatus is costly, and once

broken is useless. The chief criticisms that have been
passed on the ell apparatus, described by the

Excise I Ommittee, have been directed to its alleged

tiveness, hut they certainly do not apply to the

apparatus here described, a method that will deteel

O'OOiit'nii- grin, of arseniouB oxide with certainty satisfies, I

think, tie most stringent requirements.

A copy of this paper was sent by the anther to Prof.

Thorpe, who in hi- reply says:

—

'• You say, and rightly so, that the method described by
me is a modification of the l!!oxam method. Would it not

be desirable tfl say in explicit term- that yours, too. i- a

modification of that method, and that it hears even a closer

resemblance to it in its detail- than mine does? In yotit

piiper in the Brewer's Journal you omitted all refereuce to

blqxam's prior method.
" As I have already informed you. 1 am not in a position

to say anything about your mollification of Moxbiii's process,

as 1 have not put your apparatus together. It has certain
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features in it* construction which would make it open to

attack in judicial proceedings, and I should deprecate its

adoption, therefore, in connection with any work which may
be the subject of guarantees or warranties.

•' Your statement that the use of the Pukal cell interferes

with the sensitiveness of the electrolytic test is entirely

groundless, as I am in a position to demonstrate. I am not

able to perceive any difference as regards the apparent

amount of arsenic deposited hy the ordinary Marsh-Berzeli us

method and the electrolytic method, as we practise it here
;

the main difference appears to be that the electrolytic

mirrors tend to he more uniform in character and more
evenly deposited than the zinc and acid mirrors.

"As regards the rheostat, this is a common article of

trical furniture, and has long been employed here as in

other laboratories, where a maiu current has to be reduced

for electrolytic operations.

"You say, - that there is no doubt that the presence of

zinc in th; inner cell causes the hydrogen to be evolved in

a condition of inerea-ed chemical activity.' I, in common
with others, would be glad to be furnished with the evidence

upon which this hypothesis of a peculiarly active hydro;

is based."

In reply, Mr. Trotman remarked that the reason why no
reference was made to Bloxam in his original paper was
that at the time he was not aware of the latter's publication

in 1861. The paper was published many years before he

was born and, as Prof. Thorpe himself said, the method was
never generally used, and hence it was not surprising that

he should not have known of the paper. In the present

paper he thought it was sufficiently clearly indicated tb.it

his method was a modification of that proposed by Bloxam.
In any case, however, the point at issue was not which

apparatus was more like Bloxam's, but which was the more
sensitive. All he claimed was, firstly, priority of publi-

cation of a workable modification of Bloxam's idea; and,

secondly, that his apparatus was simpler and more delicate

than the other. The only objection to the apparatus that

could be urged in cases connected with guarai .

judicial proceedings was its excessive delicacy. Dr. Thorpe
did not state the nature of the objection which he would
raise, but one might assume that he referred to the use of a

rubber bung ; but carefully selected bungs were no more
likely to contain arsenic than glass. Even glass sometimes
contained very distinct traces of arsenic and vitiated tesls.

Dr. Thorpe stated that his apparatus gave results com-
parable with the ordinary Marsh-Berzelius method. He had
never denied this, but that was an additional proof tbat his

apparatus was even more delicate,for one could never detect

with any certainty so small a quantity as 0-<iuQ0002 grm.
of arsenious oxide by the Marsh-lierzelius method.

In reply to Prof. Thorpe's question about the facts

upon which the hypothesis of the action of zinc in the inner

cell was founded it appeared to the writer that the facts

were fairly plain. In the first place Prof. Thorpe had
stated that the electrolytic method would not detect arsenates,

with which statement the speaker agreed ; but if arsenates

were reduced to arsenites before introduction to the inner

cell tbey were readily detected. When the author inl

duced an arsenate into his apparatus in the absen,.

zinc sulphate no mirror was obtained, but in the presence

of the zinc sulphate the correct mirror was always pro-

duced. Therefore the arsenate must have been reduced
inside the cell. The facts appeared to him capable of only

one explanation. He might state, however, that experi-

ments had been for a long time in progress, by one of

his assistants and Dr. Sand, who first suggested the use of

zinc sulphate, which would probably throw more light upon
the question. Lastly, with reference to the rheostat, he had
not claimed to have invented tapping the main current, but
he claimed to bo the first to realise its possibilities in the

production of arseniuretted hydrogen and therefore fully

described his method of using it by niea» of a lamp
rheostat.
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I.-PLANT. APPARATUS. AND MACHINERY.

Internal Ruslimj of . J-

ht-Aulagcn,

[23] ; through Woch.

.luthor believes that tl ,m

ily attributed to the action of

gents, •ten due to feeble

rrenl 'up by the difl poti ntial

ecu the iron and any other m n etals

which maj be present (c I
••'

rthafi s of

a the var on - Foru - of < the

construction of the '

portions of the ! ite, in virtue of the different

otained in the metal. As an

instance of this, it is remarked that wrought-iron rivets iu

an- frequently corroded. I pro-

duced in iron by drawing or pressnre, also cause diffen

iu chemical activity, and for this reason plates with pun-hed

I hole- are less permanent at those spots, than plates

with drill Further, electrical currents may to

up by thermo-electric phenomena caused by differences in

ihe boiler. ( >nce corros

1 it will be continued owing to the difference

of potential between the iron and its oxide. Plates of ziuc

suspended in the boiler will themselves become rapidly

corroded, thus saving the iron because of their more
nature.—J. F. B.

USD PATENTS.

ers or Shippers of Vessels in which it is desired to

Maintain a Vacuums Imptt. in . J. 8

. hcster. V. 97, Feb. 11.

Tax combination is claimed ol an outer edge of a cover

or stopper making an airtight joint with a suitable hearing

surface formed on or in the neck or mouth of the vi ssel

thus covered or stoppered. The cover or stopper of

a vessel having ;•. flared or conical mouth, may have
an exhausting aperture adapted to be closed tightly by
a wooden or other peg, alter the vessel has been ex-

hausted. Or, the cover or stopper may be formed with a
recess having at the bottom an exhausting aperture covered
by a valve, the recess being rilled with melted wax,

lun, fat, &c, after the vessel ha- been exhausted.

A.

fing, Grinding, and Screening) Apparatus for .

vn, N.Y. Kng. Pat. 22,164, Oct
14, 1908. Under Interna 1

. Conv., Jan. 31, 1903.

Ti i apparatus is especially applicable lor treating mate-
lials o; a fibrous nature, such as meat, and consists of a
rotary drum provided internally with a crushing roller and

i iir device operated by the rotation of the drum.
The crushing . OurnaUed in a U-shaped support
mounted odently on the axis of the drum,
the roller beiug capable of sliding towards and away from
the axis of the drum, and tending to return by gravity to

a position bel i - ith a
see, the discharge end of the

drui with a roi • on
the crashing roller. Means are also provided lor passing

ii.—K, A.

/ —. ind W. Weidle,
na. Eng.

by two plate- of filtering

material

by suite. liou pipe
d to a tu! through the was The

walls of the

plates, to admit the liquid, and an
formed bi

form, for pocket
." .— R, A.

Ukiti i> States Patents.

Ming Apparatus. J. M. Moore, Wena, Ala.

US. Pat 749,311 . Jan. 12,

apparatus comprises a horizontal cylindrical receiver,

having "within it a sii gle central flue stretching beyond
it. and so of relatively longer diameter: a detachable dome
mounted on top of t u and com-
municating with the interior of the receiver ; and
condenser, provided witl inlet and outlet valves, mounted
near the oilier end of the receiver. A condensiog-pipe

From the top i f the dome to the bottom of the

condenser, and a conducting-pipe leads from the top of the

condenser to a worm. A discharge-valve is provided
the bOttOm of the le. • j\. r.— B. A.

Distilling Apparatus. A. C. G. Dapuis, New Orleans,

and \\ .
- ad, Miss., Assignors to F. P.

Morrill, a itcher, New Orleans, La. US. Pat
749,368, Jan. 12. 1904.

The liquid-containing receptacle is formed with walls cor-

rugated internal lj > surmounted by a conical vapour
chamber, having an outlet at its apex for the lighter

vapours. A foraminous chemical-containing plate is

mounted betn ptacle and the chamber, and
converging plates extending upwards are arranged in the

chamber above the partition, outlet conduit-: for the

heavier vapours being formed between these plates and the

walls of the chamber.— 1.. A.

\rifugal Machine. 3. J. Kerrigan. Orange, X.T..

Assignor to ]'. .1. Arend, New York, ami J. liernslrom.

Stoi holm - US. Pat 750,079, Jan. 19, 1904.

This machine is adapted for separating combined liquid

and solid mater I onsists of a rotary receptacle

having within it two eccentrically-disposed separating

vessels, which are arranged concentrically one within the

other, whereby the combined materials are subjected to two
successive separations iu the vessels. A conduit for the

separated so'.i.l material and an outlet are provided.
I

-

also Eng. l'at. 12,181 of 1901, and U.S. Pats. 689,570-S

and G96.130 ; this J.. 1901, 1095, and 1902, 244 and 597.

1

-::. a.

Centrifugal Machine. .1. J. Berrigan, East Orange, N.J.

US. Pat. 7iO,OS0, Jan. 19, 1904.

Tins machine is adapted for the separation of solids ami

liquids, and consists of a rotary receptacle provided in-

ternally with a cylindrical chamber, having a perforated

wall. The inner surface of this wall is provided with bar-

arranged parallel to the axis of rotation, to prevent the

circulation of the liquid around its inner periphery. The

solid material is deposited in the sections of the in

periphery of the perforated chamber, surplus solid material

being conveyed away through a conduit. The rotary

receptacle is pn vid d with a liquid-outlet outside of the

perforated chamber. ( See also preceding abstract.)

—B. A.

l'l.l nch Patknt.

Centrifugal Purifier-Separator. C. E. Lossignol.

Fr. I Aug. 22, 1908.

The patent : nti to a machine for separating solid

materials from gases or liquids which contain them, bj

rrifugal fore ists of a tin bine formed of'b

truncated conical pan-, one within another, the lengths ol

which are in certain ratios, mounted on a vertical or

horizontal axis, and r, lating in a vat containing water,

which, by the motion ol rotation, is formed into a parabolic

wave, which forms the h ittom of two compartments in the

turbine, one of mere- - jress. In tie -•

two commnnical separation is .fleeted hv

centrifugal force, tie being thrown to

outei no the water, from which thej

can be collected, away, under the

equilibrium of th sting iu the communicating
Is. from - and egress of the

turbine.—W. C. II
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II.-FUEL, GAS. AND LIGHT.
XJnburnt Products in Chimney Oases ; Determination of

, lii) a Modified Orsat Apparatus. W. II. Sodeau.
Will., page 206.

English Patents.

Coke; Manufacture of . A. Custodis, Dtisseldorf.

EDg. Put". SOI, Jan. 8, 1903.

See Addition, of .Tan. 7, 1903, to Fr. Pat. 305,S79of 1900
;

his J., 1903, 944.—T. F. B.

Turf [Peat] Bricks; Manufacture of . G. Peters,

Langenberg, Germany. Eng. Pat. 4978, March 3, 1903.

fur. turf is reduced to fibres or small pieces and piled up
i] heaps about 30 feet high. The heaps become heated,

irobably in consequence of oxidation, and the proportion
if water is reduced sufficiently to allow the turf to be
lompressed into bricks.—H. B.

Smokeless Fuel ; Manufacture x>f . A. Mage.
Eng. Pat. 27,355, Dec. 14, 1903.

V. SMOKELESS fuel is prepared by suitably mixing a ground
mokeless coal, such as long flame coal or coke, with a
round smoky coal, such as non-flaming coal or brown coal,

nd forming the mixture into briquettes, with or without the

ddition of tar as a binding material.—L. F. G.

Producer Gas ; Process and Apparatus for Generating
. F. Jahns, Saarbriiekeu, Germany. Eng. Pat. 1994,

Jan. 27, 1903.

jr order to obtain, from bituminous coal, producer gases
ontainiug no tar, or very little, a number of producers are
rouped together. Each producer is charged and allowed
) burn out without recharging ; then it is cleaned out,

gain charged, and again connected into the series. The
roducers are kindled in succession, with due intervals

etween, so thai there is always one in which tarry gases-

re no longer being produced ; and the gases from all the
ther producers are finally led through the latter, in order
lat any tarry matters they contain may be fixed. When
le fuel in this producer is exhausted, it is cut out to be
eaued and recharged, the next in succession becoming the

siDg producer, and so on continuously in rotation. The
»ses may be drawn through all the producers, arranged in

iries, or may be drawn from each producer directly

trough the fixing producer.—H. B.

'oal Gas or other Gas; Apparatus for the [Ben:ol]
Enrichment of . H. Pooley and A. Poulson, Staf-

ford. Eng. Pat. 20,330, Sept. 22, 1903.

vertical steam chest, provided externally with projecting

irizontal rihs, is enclosed in an outer casing having
ternal ribs which interlace with those on the steam chest.

. benzol supply-pipe passes vertically up through the

earn chest and discharges any unvolatilised benzol, which
ay escape from it, into a tray on the top of the steam-
iest, whence it trickles down over the baffling ribs. A
pe supplying the gas to be carburetted likewise passes up
rough the steam-chest and opens above the tray ; the

is thus receives a preliminary heating and then passes

>wn the space between the interlacing ribs, mingling with
e benzol vapours and passing out by a pipe at the base
the apparatus. 'I he enriched gas is subsequently mixed
th uncarburetted gas.—H. B.

as; Process and Apparatus for Producing Combustible
. L. Herzog, Arbou, Switzerland. Eng. Pat.

22,547, Oct. 19, 1903.

IE apparatus, which is adapted for use with a suction-
3tor or exhauster, comprises a central generator-furnace,
mounted by a tubular evaporator which surrounds the
;ding hopper; a water supply-pipe opening into the
aporator ; a thermostatic device placed in the path of the
ses which heat the evaporator, this device regulating the
pply of water according to the temperature ; three con-
ntric cylinders surrounding the generator, forming two
nular spaces, the inner one serving to lead off the
nerator gases, aud the outer one for giving a preliminary

heating to the air supply which is drawu up through it ; an
air fan for use in kindling the fire wtien the generator is

first started ; a closed ash-pit, suitable valves, &c When
the plant is operating, air is drawn in at each suction,
through openings in the outer cylinder; the heated air is

led through the evaporator and passes down, mixed with
steam, to enter at the grate of the Furnace; and the gases
generated are led off through the annular space surrounding
the furnace. The heat of the latter is thus conserved,
permitting a large proportion of steam to he used.—H. B.

Gas ; Generatorfor a Simultaneous Production of Heating
and Lighting . E. Meininghaus, Barmen, Gel
Eng: Pat. 10,597, Nov. 23, 1903.

A vertiou. retort, having an inclined discharge en. I, is

arranged inside a vertical generator furnace. The retort IS
fed intermittently with coal, the coal gas being led of? at the
top, and the coke withdrawn at the lower end; while the
generator is fed with coke, and the generator gas is led oil'

at the top. Charging, discharging, and gas-purifying
devices are provided.— II. I!.

Gas; Improved System of Purifying ami Distributing
. E. Meininghaus, Earuien, Germany. Eng. Pai.

10,770, Nov. 23, 1903.

Coal gas and the like, instead of being distributed by-

pipes in the usual way, are to be compressed and distri-

buted in the liquid state in cylinders. Before compression,
carbon dioxide is removed from the gas by means of caustic
potash or other suitable material.—H. B.

Burnersfor Testing Gas.
Feb. 20, 1903. XXIII., page 205.

United States Patent

Eng. Pat. 4052,

Gas NewProcess of Manufacturing . P. Naef,
York. U.S. Pat. 719,945, Jan. 19, 1904.

See Eng. Pats. 20,658 aud 20,659 of 1S99; this J., 1900,
10,904 and 10,905.— H. B.

Furnace [Carlndc] ; Electric . Stevens and Tim-
merman. U.S. I'at. 749,401, 1904; also ibid. U.S. Pat.
749,462. XI. A., page 192.

Furuace [Carbid-]; Electric Resistance . A. II.

Cowles. U.S. I'at. 750,093 ; also ibid. 750,094 ; 750,095 ;

750,096: 750,170; aud 750,171. XI. A. ..page 192— 193.

French Patent.

Gas-Generator for the ttse of Small Coat or Coal-Dust.
Vereinigte Anthracit Werke, G. m. b. H. Fr. Pat.
335,291, Sept. 11, 1903.

In order to diminish the pressure of the fuel on the grate,
a horizontal supporting surface is arranged in the upper
part of the generator immediately above the grate ; the
latter consists of a number of rings arranged one above
auother, of decreasing diameters, thus forming an iuverted
cone. The fuel falls from the supporting surface into the
conical grate, aud the gas produced is led away through a
central vertical pipe, which is surrounded by a similar
pipe of larger diameter, and in the hollow space between
these the steam necessary for the generation of the gas is

produced and led from the upper part of the hollow space
by a pipe and introduced beneath the grate. In auother form
of the apparatus the fuel is supplied to a funnel -shaped
vessel, with its narrow end pointing downwards, arranged
inside the generator, the inclined side of which vessel acts
as a supporting surface ; the fuel falls from this on to an
erect conical grate. In another form the lower portion of
the generator is narrowed below the fuel-supply chamber

—

the distance between the bottom of which and the narrow
portion of the generator can be regulated according to the
size of the fuel. The fuel, as it falls from the supply
chamber, forms a conical mass from the free surface of
which—between the bottom of the supply chamber and the
wall of the generator —a regular supply of gas is produced.
The lower part of the generator is used chiefly as a steal

chamber aud acts as an ash-pan after the insertion of a
mate into the narrowed portion of the generator chamber.

—W. C. H.

d 2
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III.—DESTRUCTIVE DISTILLATION,

TAR PRODUCTS. PETROLEUM
AND MINERAL WAXES.

English Patents.

Pitch; Process for the Manufacture oj • C. G. von

Wirkner, Schalke, Westphalia. Eng. Pat 13,185, June

12, 1903.

See Fr. Pat. 388,01 1 of 1908 ; this J., 19i>3, 1289.—T. F. B.

Naphthalent ,- Methodfor Purifying . H. J. lladdan,

London. From 1. Paradel] \latcu. Barcelona. Eng.

Pal 25,989, Nov. •_>:. 1903.

N un i ii i i ini vapotu is sabjected to a process of fractional

condensation by driving it along :i chamber or tube by

means of a current of air or other inert gas. -T. F B.

Yeast; Manufacture of Certain Products from Waste
lireuny or Distillery . !'. Schidrowitz and V. F.

Kaye.
'

Eng. Pat. 6604, March 21, 1903. XVII..

page 200.

IV.-COLOURING MATTERS AND
DYESTUFFS.

Indigo; Manufacture of [from Indigo Plant].

C. Rawson. J. Soc. Dyers and Colourists, 5904, 20, 35.

CONTRAST to Brcaudat's experience (this .I., 1901, 15), the

author has never found any loss of indigotin, real or

apparent, to take place during the drying of natural iuiligo.

i In the contrary, it is stated that indigo slowly dried in the

usual way invariably contains a slightly higher percentage

of indigotin than indigo dried rapidly. This is explained

U\ the fact that some of the impurities present are decom-

posed into ammonia, carbon dioxide, &c, by the fungus

always present. The following example is given. Two
cakes of indigo were taken from the centre of a press ; one,

dried in an air oven, gave 39 5 per cent, of dry -ubstance,

containing 58 8 per cent, of indigotin, corresponding to

2: '22 per cent, on the moist cake. The second sample was
dried in the diving-house in the usual way for nearly two

months, and. after a tinal drving in the air-oven, yielded

38"3 per cent, of dry matter, containing 00
• 4 per cent, of

indigotin, or •.':',• 13 per cent, on the moist cake.—T. F. B.

Anthraquiuone ; $- Substitution Products of .

P. Kinder. Ber., 1904, 37, 59—G6.

The author diazotised jB-aminoanthraquiuonc by means of

amyl nitrite, and obtained £-iodo, £-chloro-, and /3-nitro-

anthraquiuonc from the diazonium salts by elimination of

litrogen. and 0-bronm-authraquiiioiie bj decomposition of

the diazonium perbromide. The products are fairly stable,

yellow, crystalline compounds. 0-lodoanthraquinonc forms

no addition-product with chlorine. /3-Antliraquiiionedia-

zonium salts are not explosive. Even the nitrate is not

affected by percussion, and only decomposes locally on

contact with a hot glass rod.—E. 1
'.

Anthraquinone-a-sulphonic Acids. 1! I' rVhmidt.

Ber., 1904, 37, OG—72.

Tin author claims priority with regard to the formation of

anthraquiuotie-a-sulphonic acids in i mercury or

ta salt-. The mercury, or merenrj -a '. most be very tinely

divided, but only very small amounts arc necessarj Exact
recipes for the preparation and isolation of nntlnaqiiinone-

a-sulphonic acids and of the 1.5- and 1 . 8-disulphonic acids

are given. They all form rather insoluble and charai
I isd(

potassium sail-. Instead of obtaining them \<\ -ulphonating

anthraquiuone in presence uf mercury, the Is

be obtained from the corresponding a-nitro unthraquinones

Bl boiling with 10 per cut. -odium sulphite solution. They
arc readily converted into the corresponding hydroxy-

compoundl by heating under pressure with milk of lime.

With ammonia or alkylamines in aqneout so ation, they

form amino- or alkylainino-anthraquinones. \\ ith methyl

alcoholic potassium hydroxide solution they yield methoxy-
aothraquinonee, and with phenolic potassium pheuolate solu-

tions they yield phenyl ethers of bydroxyanthraquinones.
Anthruquinonc-a sulpl I

I- reduced by zinc du-t

and ammonia t" anthraceDe-a-sulphonic acid, which yields

a-anthrol on fusion with caustic alkalis. With 80 percent.
fuming sulphuric acid, anthraquinone-a-sulphonic acid may
he oxidised to 1 . 2.4-tribydroxyanthraquiiione-5 (or s) sul-

phonic acid. <>n nitration it yields 1.5- and 1.8-nitro-

anthraquioone snlphonic acids, which are reduced by sodium
sulphide solution to the corresponding aminosulphonie
acids. These latter can be diazotised and coupled with
phenols or amine-, and form aminohydroxyanthraquinon, -

with milk of lime ami 1 . "i- and 1 .8-mononiethyhliainino-

anthraquinones with methylaraine. Various other deriva-

tives of anthraquinone-a-sulphonic acids are also described.

They are all characterised bj exceptional tendency to
crystallisation.- I I .

Dimethylaniline; Addition Products of . C.L.Jack-
and L. I larke. Iter., 1904,37, 170—180.

Si nsnri ti-n qninones combine with one molecule of
dimethylaniline to form dark-blue unstable compo Is.

crystallising in prisms, of definite melting-point. The]
gradually decompose at the ordinary temperature into their

constituents. The compounds with chloranil and with
trichloroquinone are described. Substituted niirobenzeoes

form similar compounds with dimethylaniline, which differ,

however, by being brown, yellow, or red. Some of these

have already been described by llepp. The author- describe

compounds with 1 .3.5-trichlorotnnitrobenzene, 1.3.5-tri-

bromotrinitroben/eiic and with several highly substituted

dinitrobenzenes.— E. F.

Dihydro.iytetramethylrosamiiicsulphcnic Acid ; Decomposi-
tion of . ( . l.iebermann and A, Glawe. Ber., 1904,

37, [I], 203-210.

When dihydroxytetramethylrosaminesnlphonic acid is

boiled with dilute caustic alkali, it is decomposed, forming

tetramethyldiaminoxanthone and eatecholsulphonic acid.

according to the equation

—

(( iian^V V'NNxC^j
+ 11.11-

I

\/V •S/

i

s
Hj(OH)a . sii_.ii

i If,),X f\'
\/\ NfCH,),

\/\c /\/

i) + C,.II 3
f()lI),si. Ii

When tetramethylrosaminesulphonic acid is treated in a

similar manner, the molecule is broken up with greats
difficulty and then separates in quite a different direction,

according to the equation

—

,('11 ,.N /\/ \/\ :K(CH,),

\/\c y\y
+ JII.O =

l il,.SO...O

II II \
I I

\/ CO.C6H/SO,H)

mi
I 1UM1DN i II ).

forming dimcthyluiiiiiiohydioxyhcnznplienonemonosulpbo-

nie acid. The authors remark that triphciiylniethane

dyestuffs in general are capable of decomposition with

ferroation of benzophenone derivatives, but that the line of

cleawige of the molecule varies with the nature of the d\c-

stiiff, as indicated by the above-mentioned cases. The
corresponding leuco-eompounds decompose in this manner
either with very great difficulty or not at al 1 .—E. F.
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dolour-Acids ; Action of , on Cellulose, Alcohol, and
Acetone; and Nile Blue Base as a Reagent for Carbon
Dioxide in Air. M. Ileidenbain. Pfluger's Arch., 100,
217—241. Chem. Centr., 1904,1, 116.

Michaelis (compare this J., 1903, 1083) has brought for-

ward instances of histological colorations which lie eousiders

support Witt's solid solution theory of dyeing. The author,

however, maintains his view that the property of albumi-

noids of taking up and fixing dyestuffs is of a chemical

nature. The fact that whilst basic aniline dyestuffs are

more readily soluble in alcohol than in water, yet dyeing
with such dyestuffs is effected more easily in alcoholic than

in aqueous solution, is incompatible with Witt's theory.

White insoluble powders, e.g., antimony oxide, zinc oxide,

aluminium hydroxide, &c, when treated with dye liquors,

•condense the dyestuffs on their surface, and acquire various

colours depending upon the nature of the dyestuff ; for

example, antimony oxide when shaken with the yellowish

solution of Hxmatoxylinnm puriss -is coloured blue. Iu

these cases, and also in the cases of histological colorations,

absorption processes first come into play, but only as a

(preliminary to chemical action. According to Michaelis

the fact that indifferent bodies, as cellulose, alcohol, and
-acetone, give the same colour reactions with colour-acids

and bases as albuminoids, negatives the idea of salt forma-

tion, and confirms the view that the alteration of colour is

due to the substitution of one solvent for another. The
author, however, maintains that in all these cases salt

"formation takes place. He states that the blue coloration

produced by spotting filter paper with the yellowish red

solution of Nile Blue base is caused by the carbon dioxide

present in the air, as is shown by the fact that the solution

of ,he base when allowed to stand in a test-tube becomes
coloured blue on the surface. The blue coloration produced
when Nile lilue base is dissolved in alcohol is caused by an
acid which is present in small quantity in alcohol. If the

alcohol be first treated with calcium hydroxide, it dissolves

the colour base to a yellowish-red solution. Like Eosin

acid, the colour-acids lienzopurpurin 6B and Congo acid

stain cellulose the colour of the colour salts. Here, also,

"however, chemical combination takes place between the

colour-acid and the cellulose, for whilst the alkali salts of

"the colour-acids are turned blue by both hydrochloric and
glacial acetic acids, the red stain produced on cellulose is

turned blue by hydrochloric, but not by glacial acetic acid.

The solutions of the colour acids named in glycerol, phenol,

-and cresol, as in methyl and ethyl alcohols, have the colour
of the colour salts. The author points out that all these

solvents eorjtaiu hydroxyl groups, and iu support of his view
that the change of colour is due to chemical action, he cites

4he facts that Benzopurpurin acid and Congo acid dissolve

in pure water with a blue colour ; are insoluble in absolute

alcohol ; and dissolve in aqueous alcohol with (he red colour

of the colour salts. This change of colour in aqueous
alcohol is explained as being due to the dyestuff undergoing
electrolytic dissociation when dissolved by the water, and
thus being rendered susceptible to chemical reaction. (See
also this J., 1902, 966, 1072.)—A. S.

English Patents.

Azo Dyestuff'; Manufacture and Production of a New
. H. E. Newton, London. From the Farbenfabr.

vorra. F. Bayer and Co., Elberfeld. Eng. Pat. 0269,

March 6, 1903.

Sr.B Fr. Pat. 329,866 of 1903 ; this J., 1903, 1042.—T. F. B.

Azo Colouring Matter; Manufacture of . J. Y.
Johnson, London. From The Badische Anilin und Soda
Fabrik, Ludwigshafen-on-the-Khine, Germany. Eng.
Pat. 5689, March 11, 1903.

A MONOALicvL-p-phenylenediamine or homologue thereof
"is treated with two molecular proportions of nitrous acid.

The /)-diazonionoalkyi-alphylnitrosamine9 so formed com-
bine readily with 1 .S-dihydroxy-3 .6-disulphonic acid to
form dyestuffs containing a nitroso group, which dye in

violet red shades from a bath containing acetic acid. In

presence of a mineral acid they dye in blue shades, the

nitroso group being split oil'. By heating aqueous solutions

of these, new dyestuffs with saponifying agents, such as

dilute hydrochloric acid or caustic alkali, the nitroso group
is split off, and dyestuffs result which dye wool in blue
shades.—E. F.

Indoxyl and Indoxylic Acid ; Manufacture of . ,T. Y.
Johnson, Loudon. From Badische Auilin und Soda
Fabr., Ludwigshal'en-on-Khine. Eng, Pat. 6419, March
19, 1903.

Si i U.S. Pat. 731,385 of 19115 ; this J., 1903, SOI.—T. F. B.

Sulphurised Colouring Mattes [Sulphide Dyestuffs"] ;

Manufacture of . (>. I!. Ellis from Soc: Caim. des
1 "sines du Rhone, Lyons, France. Eng. Pat. 6078,
March 16, 1903.

\/.i> compounds of p-phenylenediamine and phenols or

naphthols or their substitution products are heated with

alkali polysulphides or with sulphur and alkali sulphides
at a low temperature, so that the azo group apparently
remains intact. From p-aminophenyleneazonaphthol there

is obtained in thi- way a green dyestuff, the melt being
heated to 120°— 130 C. In a similar manner a greenish-
black dyestuff is obtained from p-aminophenyleneazo-
phenol at 140 — 160° C. Under similar conditions
Snaphtholazophenyleneazo-/3-naphth(d yields a yellow,
/3-naphtholazophenvleneazophenol an olive green, and
phenolazophenyleueazophcuol a bluish black dyestuff.

The products dye cotton directly in presence of an alkali

hydroxide or carbonate without the addition of an alkali

sulphide and can be used for priutiug from ordinary copper
rollers.—E. F.

United State3 Patents.

Purpurin a-Sulplwnir Acid. K. Thun, Elberfeld, Assignor
to Farbenfabr. of Elberfeld Co., New York. U.S. Pat.

746,405, Dec. 8, 1903.

See Fr. Pat. 334,658 of 1903 ; this J., 1904, 113.—T. F. B.

Sulphide} Dyestuff; Green . A. Luttringhaus,
Assignor to Badische Anilin und Soda Fabrik, Ludwig,--
hafen-on-Rhine. U.S. Pat. 750,113, Jan. 19, 1904.

Methylene violet is "treated with sodium tetrasulphide,

carbon bisulphide, and alcohol." The dyestuff produced
is soluble in sodium sulphide solution, the solution obtained
dyeing unmordanted cotton green, which changes to blue on
treatment with potassium bichromate and sulphuric acid.

Compare Fr. Pat. 322,784 of 1902 ; this J., 1903, 360.

—T. F. B.

French Patents.

Sulphurised Dyestuffs [Sulphide Dyestuffs"] ; Preparation
of Violet-Red . liaison Commerciale Kalle et Cie.

Fr. Pat. 335,383, Sept. 16, 1903.

A POLViiYDisoxYLATEn rosmduline is obtained by melting
substances capable of forming 1 . 4-uaphthylenediamine,
such as the azo-dyestuffs formed from u-naphthylamine,
with p-aminophenol and hydrochloric acid. Or naph-
thylenediamine may itself be melted with aminophenol and
hydrochloric acid in presence of a suitable oxidising agent,
preferably in the form of an aromatic nitrocompound. Or
a-nitronaphthylamine may be melted with ;j-aminophenol
in presence of hydrochloric acid. The hydroxylated
iudulines obtained by any of these methods arc melted
with sulphur and sodium sulphide. The products dye
unmordanted cotton in reddish-violet shades fast to washing
and to light.—E. F.

Red Dyestuff [Azo Dyestuff] ; Manufacture of New
Compounds of the Benzene Series, and their Trans-
formation into a . Cie. Paris. Conl. d'Aniline.

Fr. Pat. 328,130, Nov. 3, 1902.

o-CHLOROBENZYLsrLpnoNicacidisnitrated,fonningp-nitro-
chloro-o - benzylsulphonie acid. This is converted into

"p-nitranilinehomosulphonic " acid by heating with ammo-
nia. This latter body yields a red dvestuff, very suitable for
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the mannfhetare of lakes, on diazotisation and combination

with jB-naphthol.—E. F.

Bhoda <

from Teh I Hkodamines ; Preparation of .

Cie. Paris, Coal. d'Aniline. IV Pat. 328,139, S

Tin: tetra-ethyl i derived from phthalic acid is

treated with caustic alkali in dilate aqueous alcoholic

solution. The product dyes in more yellow Bhades than

the original <1> ,>mti and its tinctori d : ater.

— !.. I.

Sulphide "Dyestuff; Preparation of a Bluish-Black .

( ie. Paris. Gout d'Aniline. Fr. Pat. (28,158, Sov. 28,
1902.

See Eng. Pat. 25,85] of 1902; this J., 1903, 1191.—T. F. B.

Indoxyland its Derivatives; Production of . Badische
Aiiilin mnl Soda Fabrik. t-' i r- 1 and Second Additions,

each dated Dec, 8, 1902, to Fr. Pat. 328,148, Nov. 21,
1902.

See Eng, Pat. 26,372 of 1902 ; this -T., 1903, 1289. -T. F. B.

V.-PREPARING, BLEACHING, DYEING,
PRINTING, AND FINISHING TEXTILES,

YARNS, AND EIBRES.

Printing of Cotton, by th Discharge or Bestrvc Methods,
with Blue Sulphide Dyestuffs. A. Sansone. Ki

des Mat Col.. 1904, 8, 37

It is probable that in the printing of cotton, indigo will be
partly replaced by tl e blue sulphide dyestuffs. The latter

can be applied in discharge or reserve printing by the same
methods as those employed for indigo, except that the

chromic acid discharge is not suitable to i hem. For reserve

printing, the material is printed, either with sulphate of

lead or wiin a mixture of zinc white and zinc sulphate,
thickened with gum. The following is a typical white
reserve :—250 guns, of zinc white paste 1: I, or the same
quantity of kaolin paste; 300 grms. of sulphate of zinc;
tbe whole thiil. rue. I with 150 grms. of gum water, 1 :.l.

At!> ore at a moderate heal and dye as rapidly
as possible so as to avoid the penetration of the r.

by the dje solution. It is best to dye in a padding
machine, which mnsl hai e do copper used in its construction.
The padding should take from one to two minutes and be
done cold for light shades and not above 80° ('. for full

colours. The padding solution is made up of the sulphide
dyestuff di thi - ary amounts of sodium sul-

phide and soda ash, and thickened with a suitable thickening
snch as gum tragacanth. After padding, the cloth is ex-
posed to the air in order in develop the colour: it is then
washed, pasa d through a wi uk ad I batl

and finallj ad drii d. The cb

the best results with sulphide colours. The cotton is dyed
in tbe nsnal manner and then printed with i such
as the foUowinj

i i paste
with 70 grms. of water ; a Bolatiou of 175 grms. of cbl

i .of British gum thickening added ; the
mixture warmed lo 60 C j 125 grms. of tartaric acid,
finely powdered, added ; and. after cooling, 70 grms, of
solution of ammonium lerrocyanide :.'.' B. Print dry at
a modi rate tem| i rats one to thrci u autes in
a Mather 1'latt al 98 100 C, using dry steam. I h,

discharge method gives n tetter white than I

method, hut the lattei is good enough for most pur'

—A. i:, S.

English Patehts.

Bleaching Flax, Hemp, Colt a,-Jute, Ramie, Straw
'lir like; I i.. i P, Jardin, Cambrai,
France. Eng. Pal 9724, April 28, 1908.

See Fr. Pat. 88i;57 I of 1903; thi- J.. 1J03, 1127.—T. F. B.

king Apparatus ; Continuous . 11. Muutadasy.
Bovira, Barcelona. Eng. Pat. 14,200, June 25, 1903.

Under Intermit. Conv., Nov. 10, 1902.

See Fr. Pat. 327,931 of 1902 ; this J., 1903, 948—T. P. B.

:r,mt Printimi on Calico and Other Mali rials. E.
l:. litis, Siegfeld, Germany. Kng. Pat. 1583, Jan. 22,

1903.

itterns to be printed are transferred by photographic
means to the surface of the priming cylinders, and there
etched in. To produce a coloured print, the object to he
printed is photographed through liffht filters of \

colours, and the resulting negatives are transferred to

different rollers, and the material is printed by -

these rollers with ike colour corresponding to the

filter used in its preparation. Soluble colours are employed
tor the preparation ( f rollers, see Kng. Pat. 16,944, I - 19.

—A. i;. S.

I'm Me Fabrics, H. Schmid, Mulhaut
Germany. Kng. Pat. 8778, Feb. 17, 1903.

SEE Fr. Pat. 389,747 of 1903 ; this J., 1903, 1044.—T. F. IS.

Steaming Cloth am! other Fabrics; Apparatus for .

F. I. Burgher. Stapleton, U.S.A. Eng. Pat.

Nov. 20, 1

The peripheral face of the steaming cylinder ha
longitudinal shoulder or offset, so that the covering

suitable fabric material, forms a similar offset, which lei

room for one edge i d the cloth to be treated to abut against,

thus preventing the formation of a crease in the cloth

The steaming cylinder contains inside a longitudinally

corrugated tubular sliffener, one end of which is non-
corrugated to form an annular water draining chamber.
The cylinder and Btiffener have registering perforation

the passage of steam which couies from a perfot

chamber within the cylinder and passes out, finally, through

the material to be treated.— I'.. F.

Metallisation of Textle Fibres ana Products therefrom,.

mnl also of Leather, Paper, and the like. A. Forster,

Plauen i. V., Germany. Bog. i'at. 24,289, Nov. :>, 1903.

riOKS of nitrocellulose are thickened by the addition

of water. The fibre or fabric is saturated with the thick

liquid so obtained, and the metallic powder is either held in

suspension in this solution, or is afterwards strewn over or
applied to the materials. The metallised material may then,

receive an external coating by the application of a thinly-

liquid solution of nitrocellulose to which water has not been

added. It is then preferably passed through "satin

machines f" Satinirmaschinen "
1 whilst being warmed.

-E. F.

WaterprooJ Cloths ami Fabrics; Mauufacture of certain

kinds of .inn/ Machinery for use therein. W. M.
Mackintosh, Liverpool, and A. Smith, Manchester. Kng.

Pat. 218, .l.m. 5,

I in composition used is made from a vegetable oil. an

alkali or metallic carbonate or oxide, and resin or other

analogous substance or starch or starch preparation. Tho

Fabric is tir-l passed through heated drying rollers, and

then through a vat containing the fluid composition, passing

over rollers which are immersed in the same. It is then.

passed over scraping knives, which remove the excess of

composition from both surfaces, and finally is pres

between heated nipping rollers which thoroughly force the

composition into the fabric. — K. F.

Km \iii Patents.

Mordanting oj Cotton; Processfor . F. L. Grenot
Fr. Pat 984,945, Aug. 31, 1903.

itton is padded in .1 solution of barium aiominate,

then dried Blowly in the air. the carbon dioxide of which

the barium into carbonate and the aluminium into

its hydrate Tbe cotton is then washed either in watei or

in a chalk bath, which, in the lattei ease, fixes lime on the
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fibre. It is then dyed as usual. The mordant can also be
applied by alternate paddings in Turkey red oil and barium
aluminate. The alumina can also be tixed by steaming- at

low pressure in presence of carbon dioxide or ammonium
carbonate.—A. B. S.

[Dyeing, Bleaching, Mercerising, $•<;.] Treatment "/Tex-
tiles; Apparatus for . T. de Naeyer. Fr. I 'at.

334,828, Aug. 25, 1908.

The material to be treated is placed in a vertical vessel

between perforated plates. This vessel is preferably larger

at the top than at the bottom, in order that the liquid

which has been weakened in strength by passing through

the upper layers of material, should have a smaller amount
of material to act on. The liquid is showered over the top

in the usual way by means of a circulating pump; it passes

out of an opening at the bottom of the apparatus into a

jacketed heating vessel, where it is heated to the desired

temperature, and then circulated by the pump. This avoids

dilution of the liquid employed, by condensed steam.

—A. B. S.

Printing or Decoration oj Fabrics, Paper, Ac.; Procet

for . C. L. Burdick and H. Pervilhac. Fr. Pat.

334,667, Aug. 17, 1903.

Ix printing designs such as annular riDgs by means of

stencil plates, use has to be made of wires, tee,, to support

the central portion of the stencil. To avoid this the material

is first printed with a resist so as to cover the central parts

which it is not desired to print ; after this the colour paste

is printed through a larger stencil so as to cover the resist

and also form the required pattern around it. The colour

is fixed as required and then the resist is removed, and
leaves the centres nncoloured. A good resist consists of a

mixture of resin, paraffin, beeswax, and turpentine. It

can be removed by means of benzene.—A. B. S.

Multicolour Effects on Silk or Mixtures of Silk ami
Cotton ; Process for Obtaining , by Printing a Single

Mixture of Colours. J. Mennweg and D. Meunweg.
Fr. Pat. 334,874, Aug. 27, 1903.

The mixed fabric is treated with tannic acid in the usual way,
and then printed with a mixture of mordant, and basic and
substantive dyestuffs, to which is added chromium acetate

or a salt of similar properties. After printing, the fabric is

-teamed and washed. The chrome compound prevents the

substantive dyestuff from dyeing the tanned silk, whilst

the cotton takes all the dyestuffs and so gives a mixed
effect. To obtain two-col3ur effects on silk alone, the

warp or the weft is mordanted with tannin before weaving.

A mixture of acid and basic dyestuffs can he then printed

on, in which case the mordanted silk is only dvTed by the

basic dyestuff, whilst the unmordanted is dyed by both.

Three-colour effects on cotton and silk mixtures can be
obtained by mordanting part of the materials before

weaving.—A. B. S.

Painting ori Tissues; Process for . A. Boyeux and
F.' Prud'hon. Fr. Pat. 334,SS6, Aug. 27, 1903.

The colour is made into a paste and supplied to a printing

roller by a metallic furnisher. The printing roller is in

contact with another roller, and the fabric to be printed
passes between them. The printing roller can either be
simply engraved in fine lines for printing a plain colour,

or it can be engraved in any desired pattern. The fabric

can he printed on both sides if desired.—A. B. S.

Finishing of Textiles ; Continuous Process for , with
Intermediate Drying. Soc. F. Bertrand and Co. Fr.
Pat. 334,890, Aug. 14, 1903.

The machine for treating the cloth with the finishing

material consists of three or more rollers placed one above
another ; the lower one dips into the finishing liquid, and
pressure can be applied as usual. The cloth passes first

between the two upper rollers, and is thus impregnated
with the liquid ; it is then passed over a drying arrangement.
If the treatment with the finishing liquid has to be repeated,

the cloth is passed back between one of the lower pairs of
rollers and again dried. This process is repeated as often
as necessary.—A. B. S.

VI.-COLOUBING WOOD, PAPER,
LEATHER. Etc.

English Patent.

Colouring and Hardening Natural Stone , Pror,
, also applicable to Organic Materials such as /von/.

H. H. Lake. From Chem.-Tech. Fabr. Dr. A. R. W.
Brand and Co. Eng. Pat. 3594, March 10, 1903. IX
page 188.

VII.-ACIDS, ALKALIS, AND SALTS.

Peroxylaminesulphonic Acid. E, Divers. J. Chem
(Trans.), 1904, 108—110. (See also this J., 1904, 60.)

The formation of peroxylaminesulphonic acid, with evolu-
tion of nitric oxide, when sulphur dioxide is passed into
the Gay-Lussac tower, i.e., into sulphuric acid containing
uitroso-sulphuric acid, is explained by the fact that nitroso-
sulphuric acid consists of the mixed anhydrides of sulphuric
and nitrous acids (N2 3 + 2S03), and is decomposed in
accordance wit!; the equation 2N„03 i- 4SU, + 2H,0 =
2NO + [OX(S( till.,];,, just as nitrous anhydride is decom-
posed into nitric oxide and peroxide, the latter, in the
case under notice, being sulphouated. The purple peroxyl-
aminesulphonic acid is also formed, along with nitroso-
sulphuric acid, from nitric oxide and sulphuric acid in
presence of cupric or ferric sulphate as catalytic agent ; the
sulphuric acid acts in its " pyro" form in presence of the nitric
\ide, and the reaction is as follows: 6NO + 40(SO»H),=

4NO.O.S03H + [ON(S03H),,] 2.—T. F. B.

Salts; Preparation of , by Double Decomposition

.

W. Mtyerhoffer. Ber., 1904, 37, H)l —263.

The explanation given by Witt and Ludwig (this J., 1 904, 61

)

of the separation of barium nitrite, in their method of pre-
paration, is hardly justified, the author thinks. The following
principles, due partly to van't Hoff and partly to the author,
afford a truer explanation :— 1. Of two reciprocal salt-pairs,
as KC1 + NaN03 and KX03 + NaCl, one is always (in
the solid state) stable at a given temperature ; in this case,
at the ordinary temperature, KXO. + XaCl. Hence the
other pair will slowly change into the stable pair, and the
change will he greatly accelerated by addition of a little

water. 2. Under certain circumstances a " labile '' pair may
dissolve, and only ono salt deposit; e.g., XaN't )

:i
+ NH4C1,

from which NaCl will deposit, within a certain range of
temperature only, " the exchange interval." 3. In the
case in question, Ba(N0

2) ; + 2NaCI is the stable pah.
When the pair 2XaNU2

-1- Bat,'!., begins to dissolve and
to form the stable pair Ba(NO.0

2 + 2NaCl, BaCJ2 also
separates out. This involve- XaXiC remaining in solution.
By doubling the quantity of sodium nitrite the separation
of BaCl

2
is prevented, and Ba(NO»)

2
+ 2Xa('l + aXaXO

remain in solution. This is at 100' O— J. T. D.

Sodium Ferric Sulphates ; Preparation of Two • .

A. Skrabal. Zeits. anorg. Chem., 1003, 38, 319—321.

If a solution of 50 grms. of ferric sulphate, to which 10 c.c.

of dilute sulphuric acid (1:6) have been added, is warmed
with 300 grms. of Glauber's salt on the water-batb, the solu-
tion hecomes lighter in colour, and a yellowish-white salt is

precipitated. After ccoling, a large quantity of water is

added to dissolve the separated Glauber's salt, the mother-
liquor filtered off, and the salt washed with a little cold
water, alcohol, and ether, and dried between filter-paper.
Analysis shows its composition to be

—

2Xa»0 . Fe2 3 . 4S03 . 7H
20.

Another double salt is obtained by melting 100 grms. of
Glauber's salt, adding 10 grms. ot ferric sulphate and 15 c.c.

of concentrated sulphuric acid, and continuing the heating
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•till the solution becomes nearly colourless, when a white

iled. After cooling, the precipitate is filtered

off, washed with alcohol acidified with 6Ulphuric acid,

Hid ether, and dried between filter-paper. Its

.... u.l e,< l,.6SO 6H,0. Both sail

white, and decomposed by water.— L. I

ions Action of on Lwu at ib< Melting-Point of

Platinum. II. Moi-san. Comptes rend., 1904, 138,

243—345.

and lime, iii the proportions for CaC., were heated

in a graphite boat in a tube of quarts by means of a small

rornace. It a temperature at which platinum

3 melted, and at which the quartz tube softened tut did

not run down or rupture, there was not the slightest reaction.

Neither lime itself, nor calcium carbide, shows sigi - i * even

incipient I the melting-point of platinum, and

apparently lime and carbon only react above the meltingj-

the lime. \t the temperature ol these experi-

ment*, silic . wae found to have a sensible vapour-pressure,

for needles ol n calcium silicate wi n si i n to form slowly

on the surface of the lime.— J. T. D.

.- Action of on Hydrogen. G. Pick 1. Zeits.

anorg. Cbem., 1903, 38, 307—310.

Si lent sit acid of sp. ^r. 1-18 was electrolysed in a cell,

20 cm. high and 7 cm. in diameter, using lead electrode?,

the current -tr< ngth being about 0- 9 ampere and the poten-

tial difference 3— 7 volts. The anodes were small, acd
made of lead wire, 1 nun. in diameter and it mm. in length.

They soon become covered with lead peroxide, and ozonised

about ". per cent, of the oxygen. The ozonised electrolytic

thus produced, was dried by sulphuric acid and passed

through a glass spiral heated in a paraffin oi air kith, and

the water formed absorbed in a weighed tube containing

-ulphnric acid. The experiment' lasted several hours, and

when the spiral was heated to 174 C. 4 "45 mgrms. of

water were found to be formed pet hour, at 128 C. 3-8

menu-, I
• 7 mgrms., at 75*— 90 C.2 - 6mg

C 0-4 mgrms. This i> about two-thirds it the

amount that would be produced if ill the ozone pvesent

combin.-d with hydrogen to form water.— L. 1'. G.

Periodic Acid and Periodates ; Electrolytic /' action

. E. Mailer. XI. A., page 191.

Chlot I I and Chlorates ; Electrolysis of
A. Brochet. XI. A., page 191.

/ ' ••sium Chlorate ; Elcctrohitic Reduction of .

G II Burrows. XI. A., page 191.

' ' mates, and lodatt 'ric

Determination of . L. Dcbourdeaux. XXIII., page'206.

alt and Ni -
: Distinctivi Reaction for .

«.. i ruerin. -\\ I II. page 205.

Uranium in Uranyl Compounds; ! Method of
/• ng . B. Glaamann. XXIII., page 206.

English Patents.

Sulp < ipper; Sfanufacturi of . G. '

Paris i.i, _ Pat. 4625, Feb it

V Pat 128,800 of 19 this J ; r |;

Alumina and other I 'ing Ores
of Al Obtain . A. .1 Boult, I

From Soc. Bomana Solfati, Knme. ling. Pat. c.80
17, 1903,

13 j this .1 _T p. 15.

^l.'i. Bi Product* ;
.'•/

I,

' and B. Broughton, Hamilton, ('
. Pat.

I, 1903.

a " l4,7t;.'.of 1903 ; this J.. ill

Yeast ; Manufacture of Certain Product- from Wiist.

Brewery or Distillery P. Schwidrowitz and F.

Kaye. Eog. Pat. 6604, March 21, 1908. XVII., pag

I N1TED SlvTES I'lIP.M.

Sulphur; Apparatus for Burning . .1. A. Mars
\--ignor to A. K Paul, both of Lyon I-nlls. NY , and
A. Tromblee, Carthage, K.T. D.S. Pat 749,311, Jan. 18,

1904.

A vi inie. i rotary cylindrical retort, having reduced i

openings al the top and bottom, is divided as to a portion

of its interior by longitudinal and transverse partitions,

forming a chamber adapted to hold a molten or fluid ma--.

The lower, dischargi c ad of the retort opens into an oxid-

ising chamber, within which i- arrangi I a melting tank.

utilising the heat of the former; this tank i- connected by
a pipe in the retort, into which it discharges. Means for

producing combustion and circulation of gases, within and
through tnc retort, are provided. - E. S.

F'bench Patents.

Cufirammoninm ; Manufacture of , in Closed V
and with " Hyperhermetic " Conditions. A. II

lies Minicres. Fr. Pat. 335,207, Aug. 17, 1903.

A sebiks ol jars, each having a charge of copper fragment*
within a perforated cylinder resting on the bottoi.p

closed air-tight In n removabl • -applied with com-
pressed air and with ammonia in a stated order, the transfei

of liquid, when required from
,

; ar to jar, or to or from the

feeding carboys, being effected by using the eomj

air, suitably arranged tubes for charging and discharging

here" provided. The end jar of the series discharges any
small portion of ammonia that may remain unahsorbed. into

a ressel containing water.— E. S.

Sulphur; Retort for Continuous Work in the Sublimation

and Refining of . A. A. Consoli, Italv. Fir-t

Addition, dated Aug. 21, 1903, to Fr. Pat 316,226 of

Nov. -.'5. 1901. See Kng. Pat. 757, 1902 : this .1 .

97ii.

\ batti k\ of sevi ral retorts is arranged in a furnaci

of which communicate- with a coudea-er for the sulphui
vapour produced, and with a trough on the same level from
which it receives a continuo is oi r. trulated supply of melted

sulphur, through a tube curved dewnwards in the tt

-i.i- to be always covered by liquid, access of air to the

retoit- being thus prevented. The trough i- fed from a

hieher trough, which is itself charged by a horizontal pipe

from a reservoir in which the raw ,-ulphur is melted, the

flow taking place from above the bottom, so that the im-
purities deposited by . not disturbed. Special

ire shown. I S

Nitrous Anhydride and Salts of Nitrous Acid; Produc-
tion of . Sue. Anon.d,- Prod., 1. I'..iv,r audi 0.

Fr. Pat. 335,229, Aug. 27, 190 I.

A MtXTt ki: if ammonia with air or oxygen is passed over

ferric oxide (oi other oxide of a heavy meta .such ascopper
oxide) heated to about 700 C. The nitrogen trioxide pro-

duccd is caused to react upon a caustic alkali, or metallic

oxide, hydr iti and water, to form the

ci Responding nitrite.-

Gaseous Reactions; Process for Facilitating I

chemical . \V. < Istwald.
'

Tr. Pat 328,157, .Nov. 27.

1902. XI. A pagi 193.

'• \ trogen; I. Production of . S

and Ilnl-ke. I'r. Pat Sept. 21, 1903. XI A .

page 198.

Gaseous Mixtures ; Pi • Int. use Chemical Re-
•in . - I '. le and K. Ilirke! ind. I'r. Pat.

- • - XI. A page 193.,
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VIII.-GLASS. POTTERY. ENAMELS.
French Patent.

Ceramic Articles; Manufacture of Enamelled and Glazed
. A. Bigot. First Addition, of Sept. 7, 11103, to

Fr. Put. 323,657 of Aug. 11, 1902. See this J., 1903, 496.

Tin: enamel or verifiable colouring matter is applied to the

article during the moulding in the form of thin plates or
leaves formed by mixing the ground colour with a binding

agent such as collodion, gelatin, casein, or flour, with which
;i fibrous material such as paper-pulp has been incorporated,

these leaves being placed inside the mould during pressing.

— A. G. L.

IX.-BUILDING MATERIALS, CLAYS.

MORTARS AND CEMENTS.

Lime-Sand Bricks : Influence nf Pressure in the Mann
factureof . s. V. Peppel. Thonind.-Zeit., 1904, 28,
3—4.

The test blocks were made of 60 parts of coarse sand,

30 parts of tine sand, and 5 per cent, of white lime or

dolomitic lime, the whole being subjected in the moulds to

pressures ranging from 350 to 1,400 kilos, per sq. cm.,
and hardened under high pressure steam for 10 hours.

The maximum crushing-strength (about 210 kilos, per

sq. cm.) in the white lime series was shown by the blocks
formed under 1,150 kilos, pressure, the curve receding
beyond this point. In the dolomite lime series, the maxi-
mum (about 315 kilos, per sq. cm.) was attained under the

same conditions, but here the streDgth was greater through-
out. To ascertain whether this pressure is the optimum tor

bricks of other proportional composition, the tests were
repeated with blocks made from 66 parts of coarse sand,

33 parts of fine sand, aud 10 percent, of white or dolomitic

lime respectively. Proadly speaking, the results were
parallel, the maxima being furnished by the blocks pressed
to 1,150 kilos., though the curves proved irregular, the

white lime series showing the same strength at 700 kilos,

pressure as at 1,150 kilos., with a sharp decline in the case
<'f the blocks pressed at 875 kilos. The author also found
that the use of hardened steel mould plates facilitated the

ejection of the finished blocks.— (

'. S.

Lime-Sand Brick ; Influence nf Steam Hardening on the

Strength of . S. V. Peppel. Thonind.-Zeit., 1904.

28, 23—25.

The tests performed by the author were made on blocks
composed of 66 parts of coarse sand and 33 parts of fine

sand, plus 10 per cent, of white lime or dolomitic lime, with
or without 10 per cent, of kaolin, the whole moulded under
•a pressure of 1,050 kilos, per sq. cm. In the white lime
series, without kaolin, the maximum crushing-strength
— 598 kilos, per sq. cm.—was attained by hardening under
a steam-pressure of 8 atmos. for 8 hours, and the same
applied to the dolomite series, with (410 kilos.) and without
(122 kiloB ) kaolin; but in the case of tbe lime-kaolin
series, hardening for 10 hours at the above pressure gave
the highest results (431 kilos.).

The hypothesis that equality in the factor of atmosphere-
hours gives equality of crushing-strength was also inves-

tigated, but is considered not to hold good, except in the

<;ase of the white lime mixture.

When felspar is employed as an ingredient, the crushing-
strength suffers considerably by prolonging the exposure
to high pressure steam, the assumption being that potasli

and soda are thereby liberated and cause efflorescent

incrustations.— C. S.

Cement; Composition of Roman . — Gresly.

La Ceramiquc, 1904, 6, 114—115.

The analysis of a number of the best Roman cements of
French origin gave the following mean proportions of

essential constituents :— Silica, 23 per cent. ; alumina and
ferric oxide, 13 per cent. : lime and magnesia, 59 per cent.

;

sulphur trioxide, 3 per cent. ; or a ratio of acids to lime and
magnesia, 39 : 59. A corresponding synthetical cement
may be prepared from 259 parts (30-2 per cent.) of kaolin
and 600 parts (69-8 per cent.) of calcium carbonate, made
up into briquettes, and burned at UOO'— 1250° C. If
materials free from iron be used, a perfectly white product
will be obtained, and this, when ground to powder, exhibits
excellent hydraulic properties, though in the state of lumps
it seems to react but very slightly with water. The technical
difficulties in the way of firing mixtures rich in lime are
overcome by adding a small quantity (^—| mol.) of calcium
sulphate to the ingredients. This method furnishes highly
energetic cements, and allow- of greater variation in com-
pounding the mixture.—C. S.

ISlast-Furnace Slay and Portland Cement. M. Garv.
Mitt, konigl. techn. Versuehsanst., 1903, 21, 159—169.

The strength of mixtures of blast-furnace slag with a
binding agent decreases rapidly if the mixture is preserved
for some time. This effect of keeping is more noticeable
with regard to the crushing-strength than to the tensile

strength. During tbe first week of storing, the tensile
strength increases, but the crushing-strength begins to
diminish immediately after preparation of the mixture.
The effect. is greater in the ease of mixtures containing
Portland cement than in those containing lime. The
volume-weight of test-pieces prepared with mixtures con-
taining blast-furnace slag also decreases considerably when
the mixture has been kept for some time.— A. S.

Portland Cement in Concrete. C. Pars. Centralbl. d.

Bauverw., 1903, 608 ; Thonind.-Zeit., 1904, 28, 25.

It is claimed that the results of the Vicat test cannot be cor-
related directly to practical conditions. For instance, a
Portland cement which, under this test, commenced to set in

32 minutes and 25 seconds, gave a concrete with the tensile
strength of 214 kilos, (per sq. cm.) after 28 days, when the
block was made immediately after mixing, but when the
cement mortar was kept 10 minutes before making the
block, the strength fell to 20' 1 kilos., and when the delav
was increased to 20 minutes, it was found impossible to
prepare the block at all, the mortar having become unusable
Concrete that is to be deposited direct under water should
be dumped in large masses with as little fall as possible, in
order to give the core of the mass a good opportunity of
setting, and prevent separation of the mixture, but no
attempt should be made to use coarsely ground cement as a
remedy for this latter evil. The loss on calcination test is

recommended as affording an indication of proper burning,
and the lime content should also be determined when the
te isile strength is high, since an excess of this constituent
causes gradual diminution of the cohesive power.—C. S.

Concrete; Crushing-Strength of , and Influence of
the Size of the Blocks (Cubes') upon the Setting and
Strength ofCement-Mortar and Concrete. H. Burchartz.
Mitt, konigl. techn. Versuehsanst., 1903, 21, 111—159.

Tub author gives, in a long paper accompanied by numerous
tables and curve-diagrams, an account of a series of experi-
ments on the crushing-strength of mortar and concrete
mixtures. The results show that the prevailing view that
concrete mixtures attain a greater strength than the mortar
used in their preparation is not always correct ; on the
i ontrary, concrete mixtures, especially when formed into
cubes, may, under certain conditions, be considerably
inferior in strength to tbe mortar present in the mixtures.
In general it may be stated that within the time usually
allowed in the examination of mortarand concrete mixtures,
the streDgth decreases with increase of the size of the
cubes formed of the mixtures, and this variation in strength
persists, at all events, up to a period of 180 days. In view
of these results, it is pointed out that the size of cubes
prepared for strength tests, should as far as possible ap-
proximate to that of the concrete blocks used in practice.

—A. S.
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Cement Kiln: Thermal Efficiency of a Rotary .

J.W.Kichards. J. Amer. Chem. Soc, 1904, 26, SO—S8.

1 x ii i:u its mai itarj cement kiln 60 ft. I

t; ft. external diameter, fired hy pnlvernlent bitaminona slack

coal, gave the following result-

fuel 790,000 cal.

Heal of form i »-.-

Total :;-'-

II. : in hot .-linker I

Heat in chimney pases 070,000

Heat in Due dust 2.112

Loss hj 12.248

irge 1.446

Expulsion of carbi i

inn and c mduct i in (by differ-

ence] 1W

Cent.

7^1

n'2

imated from tin amount of carbon monoxidi

The temperature at the lower end of the kiln was
1,200° C, and in the waste gases in th. chimney 820° C.

This latter represents the greatest heat loss, and could he

remedied bj using a longer kiln and also by admitting less

air. The temperature of the gases in the kiln, calculated

from their composition, is 1,000 t'., that of the clinker

being 1,200 C., the excess in the clinker being accounted

for by the heat of combination of the ingredients. The
temperature of the kiln Lr a-e> i- found thus: The available

heat of combustion of the fuel is 7!"' cals., and this is

taken up by the products of combustion and the eici -s

of air, viz.

:

—
-» «»)
i Sfl3> 2,001

IJ

n dioxide 136

u d ii our

The maximum temperature of the gases in the kiln is

the temperature to which 790,000 cals. "ill heat these

volumes of gas. Using the specific beats of these gases :i>

elsewhere in the paper, tins temperature is calculated as

l,0O(i i . The kilo under notice turned out, on an avera

3,635 lb. of clinkered cement per hour froi lb. of

mixture introduced, 200 lb: ot tine dust being also produced*
llu lh. of coal were used to produce one barrel (:ssu 11). ) of

cement,—T. 1-. B

English Patents.

Xfon-Conducting . Blocks, and Slabs suitable for
Covering Steam Pipes, Boilers, and the like, and for
other Purposes. 11. C. Mitchell. London. Eng. l'ats.

21,386 and 31,887, I Ii t. 1, 1902.

\ -nil noil of -odium silicate, or other silicious binding
agent, is mixed with mica or asbestos, or with both, the

mixture being theu moulded, dried, and hin nt ai a tempera-
ture of about 1,000 C, -I' a- to cause the asbestos and
sodium silicate to fuse md nit,-. The slabs or blocks may
be made hollow and tilled with mica or with organic sub-
stanues, which last become charred during the sub-cquent
heating.— A. G. I..

Artificial Stom C. Reinke, Bredelar, Germany.
I Dg. I'll. 2I',,47S, Dee. 8, 1

FoER parts of Permian limestone an mixed with ] part

of cement and a small quantity of magnesium oxide j the
whole is moistened with water and moulded a- usual.

A. (,. I..

UVifi Tprooftng Bricks, Stunt, and like Porous Material*.
\. l'arnham, Xew York. Eng. Pat.

. 19,

1903.

Si I IS. Pat. 748,595 of 1904 ; this .1., 1904, 116.—T.F.I?.

Colouring and Hardening Natural Stone; Proces.
. also applicable to Organic Materials, such cut 1 m

II. II. Lake, London. From Chem. Techo. Fain., Dr. \.

R. W, Brand and Co., Cbarlottenburg, Germany. Eng.
Pat. 5594, March 10, 1903.

Tin: -tone or other article to be coloured is freed i

hygroscopic moisture at a gentle heat in vacuo; it is then

placed in a vacuum chamber filled with the colouring liquid,

and the vacuum i- applied until the enclosed air is remi

as much as possible from the -tone or other mat,-:

After thi-, the liquid is allowed to act either under atmi -

spheric or increased pressure. When i tpletely impreg-
nated, the material is suitably dried. For colouring

purposes, coal-tar dyestuffg may be employed, dissolvi

water or alcohol. Liquids, such as ammcniaoal oxide i

copper, which give a precipitate on heating, may also he

used, or two liquid- which react to form a coloured pr<

cipitatemay be used so ssivery : for example, lead aceta'

and potas-tum < hromate. In the latter case, in order I

avoid the immediate combination of the two intone
I

substances on contact, which would block up the pon-
tile substance and so retard penetration, solvent- are chi

which dissolve only one of the ingredients. In the

given, the stone can he impregnated with potassium chro-
mate dissolved in water, and then the water removed by
means of the vacuum. lie- -tune is then impregnate !

with an alcoholic solution of lead acetate and the alcole .

removed. At thi- point there is no combination bet",

the two bodies, hut if wati 1 in.it dissolves

of them, and they immediately interact to form chrome
yellow throughout the whole mas- of the stone. F< i

hardening purposes a solution of soluble glass, potasc

borate, or -nme similar body is employed.—A. 1$. S.

French Patents.

Wood Uninflammable; Process for lienderina . J.

Wetter. J'r. Pat. ::.:;,, li'7, Sept. 21, 1903.

Intern.it. ('.in., Sept. 22, 1902,

See Eng. Pat. 20,592 of L902 ; this J., 1908, 998.—T. F. B.

Kiln for Burning Cement, Lime, >Vc. N. Perpignani

E. Candlot. Fr. Pat. 335,377, Sept. 18, 1903.

Tin kilr. i- characterised bj a chimney, the bottom of

which is placed in the material to be Durnt to a depth
determining the zone of combustion. In thi part of

the kiln i- placed a circular grating of vertical bars, through

Which air inter- and becomes heated in its pa!

upward- through the burnt material. This grattDg is

surrounded by masonry in which openings arc mad
allow the material to be raked.—A. G. I-

X.-METALLURQY.
Production; Continuous , in Fixed Siemens.

Martin Furnaces. S. Surzycki. Stahl u. Eisen, 1904,

24, P;:s-164.

SiNev: September 1908, the author has worked a continuous
in fixed open-hearth furnaces at the works at

Cxenstocb.au, in Russian Poland, by the device of a double
tap-hole, one of the twin holes being at a higher level than

the other. The arrangement is sufficiently explain
the figures, of which the first represents a front elevation.

ml a vertical section, and the third apian. In a

furnace holding in all, with a sufficiently deep hearth.

45—50 tons of melted metal, the higher tap-hole is so
adjusted as to allow of tapping 85—30 tons, and die lower

so as to empty the charge. In starting, • old scrap is put

in, and when this i- melted, the molten iron is pom
either direct from the blast-furnace or from a ladle. When
agitation baa 1

1
ased in the hath, the latter also remaining

quite fluid, the necessary quantity of ore is added, and

ire iron, till the capacity ot the furnace is i

The. cbai e is dephosphorised by lime, and then tapped

through the higher hole: daring the flow, the requisite

-of charcoal and of finely-divided ferromangnne-.

are thrown into the ladle, and cause a violent reaction.
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which, however, rapidly subsides, and the contents of the
ladle are soon ready to be poured. It is stated that the
blocks roll well, and give a steel of excellent quality in

every respect. The tap-hole is plugged with well-burnt

Fig. 1.

Fig. 3.

dolomite, the lining repaired where necessary, ore is

added to the bath, and the charge of fluid iron added,
during which a reaction evolving considerable heat raises

the temperature of the furnace though the gas is shut
off, and the process is correspondingly accelerated. In
this manner the- furnace works continuously for a week
or two at a stretch ; when the process must be interrupted,
the furnace can be emptied through the lower tap-hole.
The results, during a year, have been ver\ satisfactory. A
furnace which in the ordinary way gave per 24 hours, using
80 per cent, of pig, and 20 per cent, of scrap, 65—70 tons
of steel, yielded during this continuous working, using
20—25 per cent, of ore and rolling-mill scale, 75—90 tons
of steel. It is advantageous, in this continuous process, to
have a capacious furnace, 60 that the quantity remaining
continuously in the furnace is considerable in comparison
to the amount discharged at each tapping. The process is

based on the Talbot process ; but an ordinary furnace can
be adapted for it at a fraction of the cost of erecting a
tilting furnace of the Talbot type.—). T. D.

Iron and Steel Alloys. R. A. Hadfield. Iron and Steel

Metall., 1904, 7, 3—21.

The author describes the properties of alloys of iron
with manganese (this J., 1888, 211—212; 1895, 641),
silicon (this J., 1889, 7S3—797), aluminium (this J., 1890,
1131—1133), chromium (this J., 1892, 910), nickel (this J..

1900, 150), tungsten (this J., 1903, 1050), cobalt, copper,
titanium, molybdenum, aud vanadium.

Alloys of Iron and Cobalt.—The effect of cobalt as aD
addition to iron is very similar to that of nickel.

Alloys of Iron and Copper.—The elastic limit of iron is

raised considerably by the addition of a certain amount of
copper, but considerable " red-shortness " is also caused.

Alloys of Iron and Titanium.—Titanium appears to act
somewhat like aluminium in absorbing gases ; small quan-
tities cause an increase in the elastic iimit, hut amounts
exceeding 03 per cent, have an injurious effect on the
physical properties of the metal.

Alloys of Iron and Motybdeimm.—Molybdenum acts in
a somewhat similar manner to tungsten, " though a much

lower percentage than of tungsten is necessary to produce
the same effect."

Alloys of Iron and Vanadium.—The action of vanadium
appears to be somewhat similar to that of chromium,
though a smaller amount is required to produce a given
effect. It has been claimed that vanadium greatly inerens -

the elastic limit, but the author points out that a steel con-
taining nickel and chromium can be produced having a
higher elastic limit and tenacity and also comparatively
higher elongation than iron-vanaUium alloys have. (See
also this J., 1900, 911 ; 1902, 411.)- A. S.

[Coke-] Orcn Gas and Tar as Fuels for /!,, ('pen- Heart It

Furnace. D. Baker. Iron and Steel Metall., 1904, 7
21—26.

As attempt to use coke-oven gas (from Ottfl-Hoffmann
retort ovens) as sole fuel for opeu-hearth furnaces resulted
in failure, but by using, in addition, a certain amount of
coke-oven tar, delivered to the burner in 'he furnace
through a steam-heated main, there was no difficulty in
maintaining the desired temperature in the furnace. The
tar also gave satisfactory results when used aloue as fuel.

For the production of 1 ton of steel, 17,127 eb. ft. of coke-
oven gas (550 B.T.L". per cb. ft.) aud 581-2 lb. of tar

(15,781 B.T.U. per lb.," solid ") were required, whilst, when
producer-gas was employed, 1 ,076 lb. of coal (12,500 B.T.I .

p.r lb.) were needed. In the furnace, 1 lb. of tar is equal
to 12-52 cb. ft. of coke-oven gas, and 1,952 lb. are equal
to 1,076 lb. of coal. The sulphur introduced into the pro-
cess by the fuel (1,076 lb. of coal) amounted to " 22 -596 lb."
when producer-gas was used, and 13-693 lb. when the fuel
consisted of coke-oven gas and tar (17,127 cb. ft. sras

and 584 lb. tar). If tar alone had been used, oulj 4'88'lb.
of sulphur would have been introduced.— A. S.

Cyanide Process; Notes on the Limitations of the .

II. T. Durant. J. Chem. and Min. Soc. of S. Africa,
1903, 4, 233—235.

OltBS amenable to cyanide treatment are classed as:
(I) those in which the gold is carried mainly in the
mineralised portion of tb> ore, as in iron-, copper-, and arse-
nical pyrites, &c, and (2) those in which the gold is carried
free in quartz or other gangue. In the case of the second
class of ores, the value of gold extracted depends on the
fineness of the crushing, whether the amalgamation or the
cyaniding process is used j but ores vary in respect of the
coarseness or otherwise of the gold in them, and the pro-
cedure needs to be adjusted to each ease. An instance is

given in which fine crushing of the whole ore followed by
amalgamation yielded exactly the same results, as regards
recovery of gold, as coarser crushing with amalgamation
followed by cyanide treatment for the sands.— E. S.

Smelting and Cupellation ; Notes on . F. L. Pid-
dington. J. Chem. and Min. Soc. of S. Africa, 1903, 4
232—233.

The notes relate to the methods generally used in treating
small parcels of rich material, such as cyanide precipitates,
sweepings, and drosses. A simple smelting is effected with
litharge and a reducing agent in a reverberatory furnace.
If a removable hearth is used, it may be in the form of a
large cupel. When the smelting is finished, the slag is

skimmed, the blast turned on, and the bullion concentrated
up to about 50 per cent, of precious metals, when it is

transferred to a smaller refining cupel. For the avoidance
of absorption, it is recommended to enclose the bottom and
sides of the hearth in a water-jacketed pan. A cupel may
be cooled by an embedded water pipe or by an enclosing
jacket. The test frame is mounted on jack-screws, and a
water-cooled breast of a casting of iron gunmetal, or pre-
ferably of copper, is used. For the test tilling, any one of
the lour following mixtures may be used :

—

7

1

Parts by Volume.
*
1 1
1 1

t

1

->
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When much zinc is present in the ore, roasted pyrites

concentrator art- -tuted to be a good flux, any valuable

metals present in them being thus recovered. In the

cupellation of zincy bullion, a purple fume, containing

both gold and silver, condenses on the outside of the cupel,

particularly on the door. "The amount Inst in this way

depends verj largely on the care taken to keep the hath

well covered with litharge."— K S.

Metals; Decay of . J T. Milton and W.J. I.arke.

l'roc. Inst. Civil Eng., 1903, 154.

lin: examples of deterioration considered were (1) the

pitting of 'lilies of marine surface-condensors : (2) the

decaj Of brass 01 m How metal bolts in composite vessels:

(3) the decay of brazing metal in copper steam pipes j (4)

the deterioration (other than oxidation) of cast-iron parts

in frequent or constant contact with sea-water; (5) the

decay of propellers made of certain bronzes when fitted to

copper-bottomed vessels. The action seems to be erratic

and often extensive before ordinary examination will reveal

it. Chemical analysis shows that a change of composition

has taken place, bat does not explain why, hut microscopic

examination shows that the chemical constituents have been

unequally effected, owing in many cases to the setting up

of local galvanic currents. Certain illustrative experiments

and observations, and particulars of methods employed, are

detailed in two appendices. The authors summarise their

conclusions as follows:—(1) " Decay" is more frequent in

the metals which have the more complex structure; (2) is

due to a slower or less energetic action than " corrosion,"

and, moreover, requires an action which removes part only

of the constituents; (3) both "decay" and "corrosion"

may result from chemical action alone, or from chemical

and electrolytic action combined; (4) " pitting," or intense ,

local corrosion, is probably often due to local segregation

..f impurities in the metal; but it may also in some places

be due to favourable conditions furnished by local irregu-

larities of surface or structure producing local irregularities

in the distribution of galvanic currents; (5) in brass

exposed to sea-water, the presence of tin is distinctly pre-

servative, while lead and iron are both injurious, rendering

the alloy more readily corrodible ;
(G) the internal surfaces

of condenser tubes should be as smooth and uniform as

possible ; (7) the experiments with an applied electric

current show that electrolytic action alone, even where

exceedingly minute currents are employed, may result iu

severe corrosion or decay.—J. H. C.

Gold in Cyanide Solution ; ('olorimetric Method for the

Determination of . A. Piaster. XXIII., page 207.

Nickel Carbon ill : t 'hemical Reactions of . Part I.

It, in turns with the Halogens and other Inorganic Sub-

stances. .1 Uowar and II. 0. Jones. Proc. Chcm.

Soc., 1904,19, :>.

THB previous study of the physical properties of nickel

carbonyl (this J.. 1903,626) showed that it was a compara-

tively stable substance when heated under pressure Nickel

carbonyl is completely decomposed by solutions of chlorine,

bromine, iodine, cyanogen, and sulphur in organic solvents,

carbon monoxide and a nickel compound being produced ;

in no case was anv combination of the carbon monoxide
with the halogen or other reagent observed, even when a
considerable excess of the latter was present. Liquid

chlorine and bromine decompose solid nickel carbonyl,

but solid iodine appears to have no action on liquid nickel

carbonyl. Iodine mono- and trichlorides and cyanogen

iodide in carbon tetrachloride solution react with nickel

carbonyl in two distinct stages, the free iodine liberated at

lirst subsequently decomposing a further quantity of nickel

carbonyl. Hydrogen iodide readily interacts with nickel

carbonyl, whereas the corresponding bromide and chloride

do not' affect it. Hydrogen sulphide reacts very slowly

with nickel carbonyl, producing nickel monosulphide,

hvdrogen, and carbon monoxide. Sulphuric acid also

decomposes the compound slowly, giving rise to nickel

sulphate, hydrogen, and carbon monoxide.

English Patent-

Mangune.se Steel . Toughening . R. A. Hadtield,

Sheffield, Eng. Pat 4981, March 3, 1903.

Tm manganese steel, after being heated to from 940' to

1125 wed to cool dow n to about 600° C, and i-

then again heated to the proper toughening point, after

which it i- quenched iu cold wan i The supplemental^

cooling and reheating operations may in some cases be

repeated before the final queuching. Reference is made to

Eng. Pats. 11,833 of 1896 and 5604 of 19u2; this J., 1S97,

J44, and 1908, 870, respectively.—E. S.

Case-hardening Iron and Steel; Processes for
G. C. Mark-, London. From C. Lamargese, Romi
Eng. Pat. ."i."<97, March 10, 1903.

SEE Fr. Pat. 333,076 of 1903; this J., 1903, 1297.—T. F. B.

Reducing Irun Ore to Iron Sponge and 'Furnaces therefor.

G. i. modal, Djursholm, Sweden. Eng. Pat. 6283, March

18, 1903.

See Fr. Pat. 330,763 of 1903 ; this J., 1903, 1091.—T. F. B.

Gold from Sen Water; Process and Apparatus for Ae
Extraction of . \V. L. Peet, l'ortsmouth. Eng.

Pat. 3470, Feb. 13, 1903.

Sea water is raised to an elevated tank, whence it passes by

gravity through a pipe reaching to the bottom of a vertical

vessel, wider at the top than at the bottom, containing

mercury. A series of such mercury-charged tanks is need,

and in each there are " one or more perforated plates for the

purpose of dividing the bulk of the sea water into a number
of small divisions or currents." A chamois leather or other

strainer may be placed at the top of each tauk to prevent

loss of mercury during the process.— E. S.

Copper ; Process for the Extraction of , from i I

Sulphuretted Ores. G. Gin, Paris. 'Eng. Pat. 2036,

Jan. 28, 1903.

See Fr. Pat. 828,801 of 1903 ; this J., 1903, 1002.—T. F. B.

United States Patents.

Ores ; Process of Lixiviating . P. Naef, New York,

N.Y. U.S. Pat. 749,700. Jau. 12, 1904.

Tin: powdered ore is passed in thinly-divided layers down
wards iu a zigzag path through an ascending stream of

leaching solution, whilst a current of air or gas is passed

repeatedly through the ore layers in " numerously divided
"

jets, the ore particles beiug thus agitated in the solution,

and the same volume of gas acting successively as an

agitating medium. ( iompare CT.S. Pat. 700,972 of 1902 ;

tiiis J., 1908, 916.—E. S.

Metallurgical Furnace. W. S. Dempsey, New York, X.i

.

U.S. Pat. 7oU,022. Jan. 19, 1904.

In n horizontal furnace, the combustion chamber opens

into the working chamber, and in the former, blasts are

arranged above the grate to drive the gases generated

towards the working chamber, whilst other blasts below the

grai'' are directed angularly in an opposite direction.

Within the working chamber cross blasts are directed

from opposite sides, and backward from near the end
towards the combustion chamber. Air-supply heating coil-

arc interposed between the sources of supply and the

various blast pipes, \, ._]•;. s.

Zinc Blende ; Process of Sejiarating from Ores.

\V. Jsmieson and F. J. Odling, Melbourne, Australia.

U.S. Pat 750,034, Jan. 19, 19ti4.

OitEs containing zinc blende are powdered, moistened

with water, and treated with chlorine so as to act super-

ficially on the particles of blende. The ore is then vanned

with the a"i of appropriate apparatus, until the attacked

blende particles adhere together in ".roups, and admit ot

separation from the rest of the ore and ganguc b) suitable

mechanical means.— 1 5.
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French Patents.

Sleelfor Springs of all Kinds. Soe. Anon. Fried. Krupp,
Akt.-Ges. Ft. Pat. 335,405, Sept. 17, 1903.

See Eng. Pat. 3822 of 1903 ; this J., 1903, 1246.—T. F. B.

Steel or Iron; Manufacture of . B. Talbot. Fr.

Pat. 335,698, Sept. 29, 1903. Under Interna'. Conv.,

Nov. 5, 1 902.

See U.S. Pat. 747,662 of 1903 ; this J., 1904, 66.—T. F. B.

Zinc [Soft] \ Manufacture of . L. Giibrs, Veuve.
Second Addition, dated A.ug.31, 1903, to Fr. Pat. 332,657,

of May 30, 1903. (See this J., 1903, 1217.)

The alloy intended to be added to zinc for the improvement
of the latter, is obtained by melting together zinc with

aluminium ; or the zinc is added to the melted aluminium,

and (in either case) the viscosity of the molten mass is

destroyed by the addition of tin. The zinc melted with

this alloy is stated to give better adherence in coating iron

plates with zinc, besides possessing other advantages.

—E. S.

XL-ELECTRO-CHEMISTRY AND
ELECTRO-METALLURGY.

(A)—ELECTRO-CHEMISTRY.

Ozone; Production of , bit the Silent Electric Dis-

charge in the Siemens Ozoniser. A. VV. Gray.

Sitzungsber. Kgl. pr. Akad. Wiss., Berlin, 1903, 1016—
1020. Chem. Centr., 1904, 1, 9.

In the Siemens apparatus the yield of ozone per coulomb

appears to attain an almost constant value, which is inde-

pendent of the difference of potential between the electrodes

of the generator, and probably also of the quantity of

electricity passed ; in the apparatus used by the author, this

constant value was 0-27 grm. Apparently, therefore, for a

given consumption of energy the best yield of ozone will be

obtained when the difference of potential between the

electrodes is only just sufficient to cause the luminous

discharge in the gas passed through the apparatus.—A. S.

Ozonising of Oxygen by the Silent Electric Discharge.

E. Warburg. Sitzungsber. Kgl. pr. Akad. Wiss., Berlin,

1903, 1011—1015. Chem. Centr., 1904, 1, 9.

The author's experiments were made with a view to deter-

mine the physical conditions which influence the amount of

ezone produced by the electric discharge from a point elec-

trode. Commercial 93 per cent, oxygen was led by an

electrode maintained at a constant potential, which varied

in different experiments from 4,000 to 12.000 volts. When
the potential of the electrode was negative, the amount of

ozone produced per coulomb was influenced only by the

strength of the current, in that with increase of the latter

the yield of ozone per coulomb slowly decreased. The
actual figures were - 0431 grm. at 29 x 10 ''ampere ami
0' 0370 grm. at 94 x 10_0 ampere. When the potential of

the electrode was positive, the yield of ozone per coulomb
increased rapidly with the strength of the current, and was
smaller with weak currents, but greater with strong currents,

than when the potential was negative (at 29 x 10" ° ampere,
0*02 grm., and at 94 x 10° ampere, 0' 06 grm.). By the

discharge bttween dielectric surfaces the yield of ozone per

coulomb was from four to five and a half times greater than

by the discharge from point electrodes.— A. S.

Chloric Acid and Chlorates ; Electrolysis of
A. Brochet. Comptes rend., 1904, 138, 200—203.

The author confirms the conclusions of Bancroft and of

Burrows, that when barium, sodium, or cupric chlorate is

electiolvsed with a copper anode, more copper is dissolved

than corresponds with the current which passes. This is

because the copper dissolves partly in the cuprous condition.

Mo cuprous compounds are found in solution, because

they are converted into cupric compounds by the chlorate,

which is partly reduced to chloride. The quantity of

cuprous ions dissolved, depends on the physical condit ;ons

and on the nature of the electrolyte, so that the amount of
copper dissolved from the anode may be anything from
one to two times that deposited io a voltameter in the
circuit. The conversion of the enprons compounds involves

the formation of cupric chloride and hydroxide. The
latter is dissolved in an acid solution; but in a solution of
cupric chlorate it forms basic salts. With sodium or barium
chlorate, these basic salts are decomposed by the hydroxide
formed at the cathode, and the precipitate contains enprie
chloride and chlorate, which consume some of the eathodic
hydrogen ; there is consequently hut little copper in the
cathodic deposit, while, when the electrolyte, sodium sul-

phate, for example, gives no reducible compounds, the
cathode deposit consists almost entirely of copper.—J. T. D.

Potassium Chlorate ; Electrolytic Reduction of .

G. H. Burrows. J. of Phys. Chem., 7, 637—538.
Chem. Centr., 1904, 1, 74.

Ik a previous communication (this J., 1903, 33) the author
overlooked the fact that the oxides of nitrogen present in

nitric acid reduce potassium chlorate to chloride. Bv
taking this fact into account the maximum apparent current-

yield falls from 200 to 160 per cent. Brochet (this J.,

1903, 215) has stated that no true electrolytic reduction of
potassium chlorate occurs, and that the high yield is due to

a purely chemical reaction between potassium chlorate and
metallic copper. This reaetiou could cause an apparent yield

of 600 per cent., but is balanced to a certain extent by a
re-formation of potassium chlorate by the action of caustic

potash, formed at the cathode, on copper chlorate. If

Brochet's view were correct, an apparent yield of 600 per
cent, should result if the caustic potash formed at the
cathode were separated from the anode products

; this,

however, is not the ease. Experiments with platinum anodes
showed that a direct electrolytic reduction of potassium
chlorate can be effected, and the probable explanation of
the high yield lies in the fact, proved by Gladstone and
Tribe, that the potassium chlorate is reduced by hydrogen
occluded by the copper.—A. S.

Periodic Acid and Periodates ; Electrolytic Production
of . E. Miiller. Zeits. f. Elektrochem., 1904, 10,
49—68.

Iodates can be almost quantitatively oxidised to periodates
by the following method :—Normal caustic potash solution,

to which a little potassium chromate has been added, is

saturated with potassium iodate and electrolysed with
smooth platinum electrodes at an anodic current-density of
0'05 ampere per sq. em. The current-efficiency increases
in the course of electrolysis, the more so the higher the
density ; high temperatures depress it somewhat. In
neutral or acid solutions hardly any periodic acid is formed,
but it is remarkable that an addition of sulphate enables the
oxidation to take place in neutral solutions. In acid solu-
tions the use of lead peroxide anodes brings the current-
efficiency to near 100 per cent.; this appears to be due to
the fact that lead peroxide has the purely chemical property
of oxidising iodic to periodic acid.—W. A. C.

Lead Dio.ride ; Electro-deposition of , in Quantitative
Analysis. A. Hollard. XXIII., page 207.

English Patents.

Batteries; Storage . AV. Fennell and W. P. Pern,
both of Leytonstone. Eng. Pat. 6145, March 17, 1903."

The active material, in the form of a paste, is mixed with a
hard, rough, porous substauce, such as powdered or granu-
lated pumice, earthenware, porcelain, or the like, or the
latter substances may be used in the form of tubes, spheres,

rods, honeycomb, or network. The plates may thus

be packed closely together, and in block-like form, and
holes or passages are made in the blocks in the direction of
the path of the current, so as to reduce the internal

resistance, the holes being lined with porous or perforated

material so as to hold a surplus of electrolyte. A second
torn- is described in which a network honeycombed support
is used, on which is spread a film of active material.

Granules of conducting substance, such as metallic balls or
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the HI. i in active material, and then fill, into

pntaining vessel, grid, or support, while the

ictive material is still soft, thus ensuring good contact

The honeycomb support ma\ be made in one pi

mixing itb pellets ot rods of wax, charcoal, antj

. and then burning away these substances "•

leave interstices, into which, after damping, active material

r'ia; be blown so as to form a layer. The thickness of the

latter I increased bv plating with metal, or by

depositing litharge from a warm alkaline solution. In hoth

forms or is embedded in ti> mi ss, and coated

with a dense layer of active material, which si tfl

the conductor and make good contact with

the hull, i f active material.—B. X.

Batteries; Secondary . Clio-- Pat.

I ...ler Internat. t'onv.,
"\

active material consists of a paste made from oxide

of lead and dilute sulphuric acid, the latter containing

acetic acid, or an acetate, or compounds capable ot" pro-

•i<_' acetic acid, such as ordinary alcohol. Finely-

divided lead, obtained by the electrolysis of lead acetate,

g lead electrodes, may be i mployed instead of lead

ide The precipitated lead is scraped off tie' electrodes,

and washed with water in such a manner as to leave a

little acetate in the pores of the metal. After drying, the

metal is oxidised, pulverised, sifted, mixed with dilute

sulphuric acid, ai d tilled into grids or supports made from
a lead-antimony alloy, the snpporl being coated electrically

with metallic antimony. The plates may be formed in a

2 to 3 per cent, solution of an alkali sulphate, bisulphate,

sulphate, or pyrosnlphate, rendered nmmoniacal, and
with 1 to 2 percent, of acetic acid or of an alkali acetate

added.— 13. X.

Reducing Elements which are Reduced and Volatilised at

nearly the same Temperature j Method of . F.J,
Ion,. Niagara Tails. Eng. Pat 23,964, Nov. 4, 1903.

Q.8. Pat. 745,122 of 1908; this J, 1903, 1356.—T.F. 1!.

United States Patents.

't>n Articles ; Method of Making . E. G. Acln

Niagara Palls. U.S. Pat 749,118, Jan. 12, 1904.

The carbon articles are embedded in material, the specific

resistance of the entire volume of which is greater than

that of an equal volume of thi completed carbon articles,

the latter being arranged in separate piles with their

longest dimensions in (be same general direction, and so

that the current of electricity traverses the mass in a
direction approximately at right angles to the longest

dimensions of the articles. The heat, produced within

the mass of the resistance material, "pobj the

without graphitising them.'1 The pili - may
be separated by a mass of granular coke, the latter b

thus purified.— U. X.

Furnace i Electric . Lie Roy \\ . Stevens and B.
Timmennn . Assignors to Advance 1 urnace

Co., New ^ oik 1 S. Pat 749,460, Jan. li, 1904.

I me material for making carbide or like substances was fed

from a hopper into a vertical main Hue, in which was
maintained a flame zone, so that the falling material

received a preliminary heating. Near the bottom of the

main flue was fixed .i baffle plate, which directed the falling

material to one side of the flue, and immediately under the

plate was a side flue for withdrawing the resulth

and for maintaining a down-draught in I lie main flue. The

heated material was fed into an electric furnace provided

with one vertical and one horizontal electrode, the

forming the floor of the chamber, a suitable arrangement

being pro thdrawiogthi may
be removabli . and maj be made with an open top p-i.vided

with a cover carrying the vertical electrode. The upper
portion of the furnace is connected ' Bue to the

upper part ol the main flu •> draught in the- latter

•ingoff the gases formed in the furnace, and tl

are ignited by suitable means, one or more burners being
provided for directing the flame into the main flue.— B. N.

Furnace [Carbide, §-e •. Electric . Le Boy W.
Stevens and B. rimmerman, ( bicago, Assignors to

nee Furnace Co., New York. U.S. Pat 749,461,
Jan. 12, l'J04.

The apparatus is to ribed in the pre-

ceding patent. The material i- first fed into the main
flue, so as to form by its accumulation, a baffle in the lower
portion, and is afterward- supplied in a relatively small

stream. From the lower portion ol the main flue it is fed
into the furnace by means of a pusher, at a speed and in

quantities equal ti the di carbide, the pusher
being arra: to form a valve in the main flue.

—B. X.

Furnaci /.'
• l.e Eoj W. Stevens and I!.

Tiniincriiiai.. Chi go, Assignors to Advance Furnace
Co., New York. I ,S. Pat. 749,462, Jan. 12,1904.

The apparatus is similar to the one described in the two
pn ceding patents. The main flue is pi••. ided with a safety -

valve, and i:. made to discharge into one or more electric

furnaces, the rule ol suppll of the material to the main flue

being equal to tile combined discharges into the furnaces.

The gases produced in the formation of carbide are con-

ducted from one or all of the furnaces to the main flue.

The material is stored ai the bottom of the main flue in an
enlarged portion, surrounded by a casing through which

the gases are exhausted, so as to maintain the material in

its heated condition preliminary to its discharge into one
or other of the furnaces, the exhaust flue being fixed above
the casing surrounding the heated material.— li. X.

Furnace [Carbide] ; Electric-Resistance . A. H.
Cowles, Cleveland. Ohio. U.S. Pat. 750,093, Jan. 19,

1904.

A in -i- or; of varying cross-section and
made of loose, broken, or granular material, is in proximity

to the charge of carbide forming materials, so as to heat

the charge, and means are provided for passiug through the

conductor an electric current, the density of which inoi

inversely as the cross-section of the conductor. The heat

generated by the resistance of the conductor gradually

increases to a point at which the materials react to form
and melt the carbide, and the latter is withdrawn by gravity

in a molten condition at a point adjacent to the region of

maximum current density.—B. N.

Smcltinu Materials [Carbide Production, ..yc] anrf Pro-
ducing Carbide ; Process of . A. II. Cowles, Cleve-
land, Ohio. 1".S. Put. 750,094. Jan. 19, 1904.

The charge of linn mid carbon is heated, preliminary to

the formation ol carbide, by passing hot gases through ft,

whereby its electrical conductivity is increased, th

formed in the production ol the carbide (see previous

abstract, U.S. Pat. 750,093) being burnt for the put]

preheating the charge.— B. N.

Heatiua Mater, tils : Pi •cess if Electrically . A. II.

Cowles, Cleveland, Ohio. U.S. Fat. 750.095, Jan. 19,

1904.

Tm: process of beating materials as described in U.S. l'ats.

750,093 and 750,094 (set preceding abstracts) is claimed,

and, in addition, the process of reducing a compound by
a mixture of a compound and a reducing agent

in proximity to a resistance-conductor, which is heated in

a non-uniform manner, an electric current of sufficient

volume being passed to effect reduction. Fresh m
applied as required.— B. \.

il Changes [Corinth Production]; Process of Effect-
ing . A. II. Cowles, Cleveland, Ohio. U.S. Fat.

750,096, .Ian. 19, IV

Tins iaventii • for producing carbide,

the terminals of electric current being placed

in contact with different part- rbide-fonning
materials, BUch as a calcium 1 and carbon. An
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electric current is passed between the terminals, so as to

cause the Hues of current-flow to converge from one ter-

minal or set of terminals to the other, and thereby increase

the eDenry and current density along the path of the current

(see preceding abstracts. I .S. Pats, 750,093-5). The body
of carbide-forming materials may be used as the resistance-

conductor in the electric circuit, and the charge is moved
along the path of current-flow.—-B. N.

Heating [Calcium Carbide'] ; Method of Electric .

A. H Cowles, Cleveland, Ohio. U.S. Pat. 750,170, Jan.

19, 1904.

This invention consists of a process for making calcium

carbide, the method being similar in principle to those

described in preceding abstracts (U.S. Pats. 750,093-6).

The electric current is passed through a pool of conductive

material, such as calcium carbide, in which is maintained a

region of maximum energy and current density. A suit-

able ch irge, as, for instance, a calcium compound mixed
with carbon, is fed iuto contact with the pool, and the

product, calcium carbide, is withdrawn from the region of

maximum energy and current density.— 15. X.

Furnace [Carbide, .y<\] ; Electric . A. H. Cowles,

Cleveland, Ohio. •' U.S. Pat. 750,171, Jan. 19, 1904.

This invention consists of a modification of the furnace

described in U.S Pat. 750,093 (see above). The furnace is

provided with a hearth, which may be an inclined one, an
annular one, an annular one with converging sides, or with

downwardly-converging sides, and the hearth is arranged
to support a body of conductive material, such as carbide

or carbide-forming materials, an electric current being

passed through the latter by means of a number of elec-

trodes. A tap-hole extends through the hearth at or near

the lower end of the furnace, and adjacent to the region of

maximum current density, for withdrawing the product by
gravity.—B. N.

Furnace ; Electric . R. C. Contardo, Sevres, France.

U.S. Pat. 750,753, Jan. 26, 1904.

The hearth of the furnace is depressed on all sides towards

the centre, above which are arranged the electrodes. Above
the hearth is an arch, formed of two inclined plates placed

in a symmetrical manner, and sloping downwards from the

point of junction above the centre to the outer edges of the

inclined hrarth. The side walls are parallel to these plates,

and thus form, with the latter, two inclined feed flues,

which uuite above to form a vertical charging shaft. The
latter has a suitable arrangement for opening aud closing,

and is ai-o provided with an outlet near to the top, through
which the escaping gas may be aspirated.—B. X.

French Patents.

Insulated Electric Conductors ; Impts. in , and in their

Mode of Manufacture. J. A. Heany, United States.

Fr. Pat. 335,6 12, Sept. 29, 1903.

The metallic wire passes through a bath of adhesive ma-
terial, such as glue, and, whilst turning on its axis, it then

passes over a belt carrjing asbestos, and is thus covered

with a layer of that substance. The covered wire passes

through compression rollers, and finally through a mixture

of 4 parts of glue and 1 part of the following :— G parts of
clay, such as kaolin, 4 parts of calcium sulphate, 2 parts

of alumina, li parts of aluminium sulphate, and r
l

s part

of boric acid. The excess of this material is removed by
compression rollers. It is claimed that the covering, when
dry, resists fire, and is impermeable to water.—B. N.

Gaseous Reactions; Process for Facilitating Electro-

Chemical . W. Ostwald. Fr. Pat. 328,157, Not.
27, 1902.

Better yields are obtained when mixtures of nitrogen and
hydrogen, or nitrogen and oxygen, are sparked for the

production of ammonia or nitrogen peroxide, or when tbe

electric discharge is passed through oxygen for the pro-

duction of ozone, if more than l'5per cent., preferably

10 per cent., of argon, or one of the gases of the argon type
(argon, helium, neon, metargon, krypton, and xenon), is

previously mixed with the gases.— B. N.

Gaseous Mixtures ; Process for the Production of Intense
Chemical Reactions in . 8. Evd3 and K. Birkelaud
Fr. Pat. 335,692, Sept. 18, 1903.

The gases are subjected to the action of a luminous arc,

extended in the form of a disc. The latter is obtained by
producing the arc between electrodes in a powerful magnetic

I, the disc being perpendicular to the lines of force. A
vibratory movement is given to the electrodes, so as to

|

produce a rapid series of pulsations of current ; and, with

I

a current of high tension, the electrodes are so fixed that a
slight longitudinal and slow movement is imparted to them.
A number of such luminous discs are produced between
the poles of a powerful electro-magnet, and the air or
jus to be treated is passed upwards and downwards
alternately over the discs. The process is carried ont in a

furnace consisting of a narrow chamber formed of two walls
of insulating and refractory material, the electrodes pene-
trating to the centre of the chamber and parallel to the
two walls. The poles of a U-shaped electro-magnet are
disposed one on each side of the furnace. The electrodes
are made hollow for passing the air or gas to be treated,
or for the circulation of water or oii for cooliug. In the
middle of the furnace, where the heat is most intense, there
is fitted into each wall a safety plate, formed as a grill with
liars of iron separated by sheets of mica, the edges of the
latter projecting from the furnace. The interior walls are
made of iron or other metal, with an internal lining of
mica. With a current of high tension, several similar
furnaces are disposed in series, each furnace being con-
nected, in parallel, with a condenser ; or the series of
furnaces may be preceded by a single condenser of very high
capacity.—B. N.

Oxides of Nitrogen ; Electric Production of . Siemens
aud Haiske Actien-Ges. Fr. Pat. 335,153, Sept. 21, 1903.

A mixture of nitrogen and oxygen in the proper propor-
tions is circulated, under a pressure of 5 to 10 atmospheres,
first through an apparatus coutaiuing an eiectric arc and then
through a cooling or absorption apparatus. The residual
gas is repeatedly circulated through the arc and cooling
apparatus iustead of allowiug it to escape into the outer

: air. The circulation maybe established automatically by
the heating effect of the arc and the cooling; effect of the

i refrigerator, or by means of a fan. Oxygen and nitrogen
I are introduced, under convenient pressure, bv means of a
junction pipe connected to a vessel containing these gases
in the correct proportions, according to the consumption of
nitrogen and oxygen within the apparatus.—B. X.

Air or Oxygen strongly Ozonised ; Apparatus for the Pro-
duction of . A. Dechaux. Fr. Pat. 335,092, Sept. 8,

1903.

The ozonising tubes consist each of a pair of metallic tubes,
hexagonal in cross section, separated from one another by
a cylindrical glass or porcelain tube, forming between the
inner and outer tube a series of alternately angular and
segmental spaces. The metal tubes are connected, through
certain intermediate apparatus, one to each pole of a source
of electricity. These ozonisers are packed within a
rectangular box, having a space on one side for admission
of air, and on the other side a chamber for reception of
the ozonised air. Below the box is a bath containing a
liquid at low temperature, and above it is a reservoir,

perforated in certain parts, into which the liquid is pumped.
Tbe air to be ozonised is passed successively through sul-

phuric acid and caustic alkali, and then through a great
number of very small tubes immersed in the cold liquid

contained in the elevated reservoir. The cooled air is then
conducted to the entrance chamber to the battery of
ozonisers, themselves suitably cooled by a circulation of
cold liquid. At suitable intervals, the battery of ozonisers
and certain other parts of the apparatus are cooled cxteruallv.

—E. S."

Alkali Chlorides ; Process and Ap/jaratus for the Electro-
lysis of the . C. Keilner. Fr. Pat. 3:i5,633, Sept. 29,
1903.

See Eng. Pat. 20,889 of 1903 ; this J., 1904, 24.—T. F. B.
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Water; Apparatus for Purifying by Electrolysis.

\\ . B Hardy. Fr. Pal. 328,155, Nov. -J6, 1902.

See Eng. Pat :Ja,041 of 190:! ; this J., 1904, 67.- I". F. 15.

(B.)—ELECTRO-METAIXUEGY.

Silver-Plating} Current Efficiency in . W. Pfanhauser.

Zeiti. !'. Elektrocheni., 1904, 10, 68—70.

In examination of the results of LaDgbein (this J., i

the author made, by the aid of a copper voltameter, measure-

ments with the cyanide bath used commercially for heavy

deposits. \t a density "f 0-3 ampere per sq. dcm. the

values 99-99 and 99' 96 per cent, were fonnd, at 0-2 ampere

per sq. dcm., 99*79 per cent With a cathode kept moving

up and down, efficiencies of 99 -3—98-4 wire obtained.

The author shows bj experiment that this is due io the

re-solution of exposed pans of the cathode through oxida-

tion, and that t> hen this is quantitatively allowed for, the

corrected current efficiencies are not less than 99'..6 per

cent—W. A. C.

English Patent.

Metals from Ores and the like; Electrolytic Process for

the hired Extraction of . and for the Precipitation

of the Metalt from the Solutions, and Apparatus tl

Mechwart, Coltri, etCie., Milan. Eng. Pat. 257 I, Feb. 3,

1903. Under Intermit. Conv., Aug. 1, 1502.

See Fr. Pat. 328,850 of 1903 ; this J., 19U3, 1004.—T. F. I!.

United Sxatjss Patents.

Mrials. Precious ; Extracting , by Electrolysis.

H. E. < assel, Nen V irk. 1 S. Pat. 749,843, Jan. 19,

1904.

Tins invention constitutes a step in the proeess, and consists

in simultaneously lifting the pulp and mercury by an air jet,

distributing anil circulating the pulp between vertical

electrodes, and at the same nine amalgamating the cathodes.

This is accomplished by successively deflecting the re-

bounding mercury back upon or towards the cathode, and
diveiting the pulp toward- the anode. The coarse amalgam
is cnllectrd, purified, and neutralised by treatment with

acid, and the mercury returned to the cathode.—B. N.

Metals, Precious; Apparatus for Extracting . hi/

Electrolysis. II. E. Cassel, New York. " U.S. Pat*

749,844, Jan. 19, 1904.

Tins invention refers to the apparatus for carrying out

the process described in the previous abstract (U.S. Pat.

749,843). A tank, with an inclined bottom, is provided

with enclosed vertical electrodes, with surrounding guards,

the cathodes being Banked with a series of mercury
deflectors, the latter being inclined towards the cathodes

from top to bottom, and approaching the same at their

lower ends. Pnlp-gnards project from the deflectors, and
-I rve to divert the pulp towards the anodes, an elevated

pulp box communicating with distributing launders above
each anode. An elevated mercury pot communicates with

a perforated movable mercury trough extending over the
cathodes, and a reciprocating movement is imparted to

the trough. The latter communicates with an enclosed
filter and an acid box provided with transverse open
partitions, the mercury being admitted at one end and
discharged by suitable means at the other end. A jet of

air returns the pulp and mercury from the inclined bottom
of the tank to the palp box and mercury po;, and means
He provided for circulating the mercury and rating

it from the cutbodc— B, V

Iron or Steel; Eli lurgy of . II. Harmet,
St, Etienne, France. U.S. Pat 750,361, Jan. 26, 1904.

The ore. mixed with an excess of reducing carbon, is

charged into ibe upper portion of an electric blast-furnace,

the ha.-e of the hitter In ii g hialcd by means of electn

60 as to form a Fusion zone or crucible. The ga-, escaping
ne»r the lop of the lun iveyed to and forced

through the fusion /one adjacent to the electrodes, and the
lx at is thereby dillusvd, the 2odc extended, and the r;a-

couvertei into carbon monoxide. The latter is forced by
pressure through t'ne charge, and thus forms a reducing
/.one above the fusion zone. —I!. N.

FbbHI m Patent.

Alkaline Earth Metals, especially Calcium; Electrolytic
I'roccs.i for Obtaining . Klektro-Chem. Werke,
G.m.b. H. Fr. Pal 335,568, Sept. 26, 1908.

-i B I Dg In 20,655 of 1903; this J., 1903, 1299.—T. F. U.

XII.-FATTY OILS. FATS, WAXES,
AND SOAP.

Sesame Seed; Substances which Accompany the Oil in .

F. Canzoneri and F. Perciabosco. Gaz. chiui. ital.,

1903, 33, [-:. 253—260. (hem. Centr , 1904, 1, 45.

(See this J., 1897, 1045.)

Sesami m ids were extracted for 7— 8 days with boiling

93 per cent, alcohol, the greater part of the alcohol was
evaporated from the solution, and the residue repcatedlv
extracted with ether and light petroleum spirit. The
greater portion of the sesamin remains in the alcoholic

residue, whilst the light petroleum extract contains the
higher alcohol discovered by Villavecchia and Fabri-
(Joc. cit.~), and a new substance, X This latter substance,
which readily changes to a rubber-like mass, is accom-
panied by a small quantity of a yellow oil of strong aromatic
odour, which is volatile with -team, and is probablv a

decomposition product of X. The compound X forms
broad tablets: it contains 66*62 per cent, of carbon, aud
5*89 per cent, of hydrogen ; it melts at 91'—92' C, and
is soluble in alcohol, ether, and chloroform. When X is

treated with hydrochloric acid, two new compounds are
obtained : (u) a red oil which is readily soluble in alcohol
and ether, insoluble in light petroleum spirit, gives a strong
reaction with furfural, ami immediately reduces ammoniacal
silver nitrate solution ; aud (6) a resiuous mass which
docs not give the furfural reaction. On exposure to tin

air, the red oil is converted into a product which crystal-

lises from alcohol in leaflets, melts at 185°—186° C, and
dm - not give the furfural reaction. The authors state

that the higher alcohol discovered by Villavecchia and
Fabris ha- the composition l\.ll 4i

n + l

,

H

20. If the red
solution obtained by treating a mixture of sesame oil and
hydrocldoric acid of sp.gr. IMS with furfural.be shaken
for 2— 3 minutes with 3 vols, of ether, the red colour
disappears. The abnormal behaviour of old sesame oils

when tested by means of Baudouin's reaction is due to the
fact that the compound X, which is probably the cause of
the red coloration, when heated with hydrochloric acid.

imparts a green coloration to the latter ; this green
coloration is also produced when alcoholic solutions of

the red oil or of the other oxidation products of X arc
treated with hydrochloric acid.— A. S.

Butler Fat ; Interdependent^ ofthe Physical and Chemical
l Wn ria m tin Analysis of . T. E. Thorpe. Proc.

Chem, Sue. 1904, 19, 12.

In the course of an investigation of the chemical nature
of butter produced within the British Isles, which was
instituted by the Board of Agriculture for the information
of a Departmental Committee, observation has shown that

the chemical nature of butter fat is dependent, to a certain

extent, on the climatic influences to which the cows are

exposed, on the nature and amount of the food supplied,

and on the breed, period of lactation, and idiosyncrasy

the individual cow.

Linsied Oil; Determination of Unsaponifiable Matter
in . t

. Niegemann. XXUI., page 207.

English Patent-.

Fatly A rids of the << and Uerivalues thereof f
Process for Converting , info Lactones. A. A.
shukoff, St Petersburg. Eng. Pat 1570, Jan. 22, 1903.

See Fr. Pat. 3l") ,C04 of 1903 ; this J., 1903, 100C— T. F. It.
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Soaps, Medicated, or Ointments ; Production of Readily

Uesorbent . R. Keiss, Charlottenburg, Germany.

Eug. Pat. 21,210, Nov. 9, 1903.

A. melted mixture of fatty acids and hydrocarbons is

:reated with a lev of fixed alkali in insufficient quantity

Bor saturation, and the resulting soap base heated to expel

rvater, and incorporated with the required medicated

stance. The removal of the water is stated to prevent the

gradual decomposition that occurs in ordinary medicated

ioaps.—C. A. M.

United States Patents.

Fatty Substances Process of Making . O. Liebreich.

Berlin. U.S. Pat. 74S.638, Dec. 8, 1903.

see Ger. Pat. 136.917 of 1900; this J., 1903, 149.—C. A. M.

Oils; Process of Treating F. B. Pope, Augusta,

Ga., U.S.A. Assignor to M. Swenson, Chicago, and
I.. L. Fleming, New York, U.S.A. U.S. Pat 749,322,

Jan. 12, 1904.

The oil is heated to a high temperature as it leave- the

press, and passed, whilst hot, through a filter bed and
refining apparatus, where the free acid is neutralised and
separated. The process is carried out continuously.

—C. A. M.

Oil ; Process of Refining . J. C. Fieming, New York.

U.S. Pat. 749,925, Jan. 19, 1904.

'On." is agitated with a solution of borax, and carbon
lioxide is blown through the mixture, which is then " sub-

ected to a sucking and forcing action, whereby it is

Uomised." The mixture is allowed to stand and the oil is

separated.—T. F. B.

French Patents.

Hydraulic Pressfor Oils. B. Santisteban, Lopez.
Ft. Pat. 33.'., 139, Sept. 10, 1903.

The material is placed in alternate layers with perforated
plates in the cylinder of the press, in which is a central

gliding rod. The wall of this cylinder is constructed in

three parts, so arranged that the conduit holes for the oil

Ban be opened or closed by rotatory motion from outside.

Hie head of the press is screwed to a movable support fixed
to the platform, and can be removed at the end of the
expression to allow the piston to expel the pressed cake
from the top of the cylinder. The apparatus is specially
intended for the expression of olive oil.—C. A. M.

Soap containing Alcohol. Lebreton-Deshayes.
Fr. Pat. 3.35,126, Aug. 10, 1903.

Fats or oils are saponified with a mixture of pure alcohol
and caastic soda ley at a temperature of 40° to 50

:

C.

—C. A. M.

XLTI-PIGMENTS, PAINTS; EESINS,
VAENISHES; INDIA-RUBBER, Etc.

(i.)—PIGMENTS, PAINTS.

Zinc-White Paints ; Substitution of .for White Lead
Paiats. J. L. Breton. Ann. Chim. Phys., 30, 554

—

574. Chem. Centr., 190), 1, 201.

As an additional reason, from the hygienic standpoint, for
the use of zinc-white paints in place of white-lead paints
(see this J., 1903, 807), it is stated that freshly-applied
white-lead paint yields au exhalation containing lead, the
presence of the lead being detected by means of tetraniethvl-
diaminodiphenylmethane';C!I

2[C6Hj.X(CH 3) ;],, with which
the smallest trace of lead peroxide gives a blue coloration.

—A. S.

United States Patent.

White Lead : Manufacture of . J. W. H. James,
Philadelphia, Pa., U.S.A. U.S. Pat. 750,541, Jan. 26, 1904.

As an improvement in the process of making white lead
which consists in submitting lead oxide to the action of
acetic acid and carbon dioxide, the lead oxide is first heated

to about 200 1
F. The oxide is then treated with acetic acid

to convert into a salt any metallic lead which may be
present, the mixture is heated, then subjected to the action

of acetic acid and carbon dioxide, and the resulting lead
carbonate is exposed to the action of oxygen gas.—M. 3. S.

French Patent.

Bronze Colours and Tinsel j Manufacture of .

Soc. G. Benda. Fr. Fat. 335,112,Sept. 10,'l903.

To obtain bronze powders, tinsel, and the like, the suitable
metal or alloy i= melted and run upon the cylinders i \

which it is to be laminated, dispeusing with the customary
intermediate process of tirst casting the metal or alloy to

rods. The thinly-rolled metal is subjected to usual procc
to form it int" powder, &c.—E. S.

(-B.)—RESINS, VARNISHES.

United States Patent.

Varnish Substitutes ; Process of Manufacturing .

It. Blume, M^deburg. U.S. Pat. 750,575, Jan. 26,

1904.

See Fr. Pat. 333,602 of 1903 ; this J., 1903, 1358.—T. F. li.

(C.)—INDIA-RUBBER.

French Patent.

ulchouc Substitute ; Process of Manufacturing a .

E. H. Fayolle. Fr. Fat. 3 26, 1903.

Two kilos, of sulphuric acid (66
n
B.) are added to 1 kilo,

of glycerin, the mixture is allowed to cool, and from 1 to

1 v kilo, of formalin (40 per cent.) is then added. The mixture
is again cooled, and, after adding h kilo, of water, 1— 1 -4 kilo,

of commercially pure phenol are slowly poured into it, with
constant stirring and external cooling. The mixture is

then left at rest for 20 hours, when the new product will be
found as a layer on the surface of the liquid. The sub-
stance gradually hardens on exposure to the air, and before
it has become too hard it must be subjected to prolonged
kneading. The formaldehyde may be replaced by methvlal
and the phenol by cresol. The new substance may be used
for rendering fabrics waterproof or as an electric insulator.

—M. J. S.

XIY.-TANNING ; LEATHER, GLUE, SIZE,

Infusions of Tanning Materials; Notes on the Changes
which take place in . E. Nihoul and L. van de
Putte. Bull, de l'Assoc. Beige des Chim., 1903 17
390—398.

Extractions of oak-bark (27 grms.), pine bark (17 8 grms.)
and sumac (17 • 5 grms.), were made in Koch's apparatus,
adjusted to 1 litre with the usual precautions, and entirely
filtered, the first 100 c.c. being rejected and the rest
thoroughly mixed in each case. From these filtered liquors
(about 900 c.c. each) four lots each of 150 c.c, were drawn
off, and the remainder at once analysed by the official method.
The 150 c.c. lots were treated as follows :

—
Process (a).—Diluted with 150 c.c. of water and analysed
\ee.

Process (6).—Diluted with 150 c.c. of water and analysed
after standing for three days.

Process (c).—Diluted with 150 c.c. of water, preserved
with a trace of thymol, and analysed after three days.

Process (d).—Diluted with 100 c.c. of water in a 300 c.c.

flask, which was plugged with wool, boiled on three succes-
sive days for a few minutes, and on the third filled up to
the mark, cooled, and filtered.

None of these liquors became turbid within three days,
apparently because of the increased dilution. The general
conclusions from these parallel experiments on the three
different liquors are as follows:—-(1) Dilution of the
liquors before analysis appreciably lowers the amount
of total soluble matter and organic soluble matter. Procter':,

opinion, that liquors must be sensibly of the same
strength to secure concordant results, is fully sup-
ported. In two of the three cases (pine bark and sumac)
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the loss in tannin (1-C9 and ,reater

than the ible matter (0-98 and • B8 pet

cent.) ; 8n tluit a direct action of the water on the tauuiD,

promoting its volatility {rf. sugar and glycerin evapora-

tions) appears to be indicated. This con rived

at after giving t'ull freight to the loss caused by precipita-

tion of tannins during the long tiltration of

the original liquor, which ha-

cent., and not place

mangrove). In all cases the difference betwi n loss in

tannin found U (.'<> and (c) on the one hand
and (1/) on the other, -how- that precipitation i- responsible

for only a small part ol (2) Substances which in

the official method are soluble in the warm infusions and
slowly separate on cooling may remain dissolved when the

proportion • >! solvent i- increased, i.e.. when the concentra-

tion is diminished. (3) To obtain concordant analy

results, extractions most bo at once analysed (</

Pae&sler, this .1 . 1904, 71 and 123).— U. L. J.

Tanning Anal;, \ . on . (.. Schweitzer.

Will., page 207.

'/ in »,

.1. Paessler. XXII I., page -'"7.

English Patent.

Adhesive} ; Manufacture "f —— H. Vrledter, Garston,

Lanes. Eng. Pat. 1049, Jan. 15,
!

Resin ( ui> to BO] lissolved in

Boap, oils, fats, hydro inic solvents at
180" 17., and mixed with glue or other adhesive, with or

without the addition of a phenol.—R. 1.. J.

Frencii Patents.

Velinttng ami Degreasmg Agent fin Skins, and Made of
Employment. C. Patou and C. Pujol. I'r. Pat ''.17s,

Sept. 12, .

Cbbomk acid solution, the effect of which is moderated,
if desirable, bj the addition of sodium bisulphite, raetu-

bisolphite, or similar substance, is used for removing lime
and Intion, the skins

being soaked in it for 8— 4 hours with milling, or about
12 hours without milling, and then w: < >r (2) as
a Btrong hath, in which case 3 I minutes' immersion,
followed by lengtln washing, is snlficient.— It. 1.. .1.

Coriaceous Substance [Leather > lure

of a yew A. Menesdorffer. It. Pat. 335,543,
Sept. 24, 1908.

She Eng. Pat 2i>.4s$ of 1903 : this J.. 1903, I D. F. 1'.

. I /. [Glue and JResin . F. Arledter and F. Dobler.
I'r. Pat 123,162, Dee. 2, 1902.

I Eng. Pat. 1049 of 1908; see under Eng. Pat. in fore-

going.—T. P. I!.

XV.-MANURES. Etc.

/'
. in S il ; Distribution if . J. Dumont,
Comptes rend., 1904, 138, 315—217.

The author has investigated the distribution of potash

among the different elements of two soils— one from Grig-

nou, containing B"58 of total potash per 1,000, and the

other from La Creuse, with 8 - 94 of potash per 1,000—
varying widely in their physical composition. lu the

Grignon soil, more than 5/6 of the total potash ocean in

the liner portion-, and the clav only contains the fifth part

of it. In the La Creuse soil, however, the • oarse sand
includes 7,10 of the potash present, and the fine -and nearly

the whole of the remainder, -inec the clay only contains
-' per cent, of the total. Admitting that the ch

activity of the soil i* exercised most effectively 1>\ means
of the verj tine particles, it will he understood why
manun - nilly found to he inefficacious with the

(Iriguon soil, whilst they act favourably on granitic soils.

which are rich in passive potash hut too poor in fine

elements. The quantity of pota-h rendered active, under
natural conditions and in the same timi
for the two soils, it follows that the nee vegetation

lot equally well satisfied, so that the use of potash
manares is rendered necessary whenever the tine sand and
elaj occur in the soil in less proportion than 25 per cent.

—T. II. P.

Phosphorite) i Solubility of , in presence of
"Physiologically Acid & 1 W. Schulow.
Centr., 1904,33. 79—80; from Jour, exper. Landw., fl

71I— 71'.i.

The term " physiologically acid salts " is applied to salts
which (as ammonium salts, for example) are decomposed
iu the soil, the base being taken up by the plant and the
aeid left behind. The resu t- of pot experiments with barley
showed that much larger ields are obtained when a mixture
of phosphorite and ammonium salt is used a- a manure, than

when the two substances an rhis 1- attributed

to the action of the aeid of the ammonium salt on tin

phosphorite.— >.'. II. .1. M.

Organic Matter Determination of ] in Soils and
Cameron and J. I". l;i. \ \I| 1.,

page 207.

English Patent.

1'. Mannfacture of certain Products from II

Brewery or Distillery . P. Scbidrowitz and I'. Kayi .

Pat. 6604, March 21, 1903. XVII., page 200.

XYI.-SUGAK, STARCH, GUM, Etc.

Sugars} Synthesis if from Triorgmethylene.

Seyewetz and Gibello. XXIV.. page 209.

Molasses; Barbados ami Porto llico -
. Imp. Dcpt.

of Agriculture for the West Indies. Pamphlet No
lfloa.'

As the result of enquil - in the United States mar-
kets as' to the relative ralnes of Barbados and Porto Uico

molasses, the Commissioner state- that Barbados molasses

is equivalent to the second quality of Porto Rii

termed "choice." The best quality of •• Fancy " Port

nuda--'- is worth 7 cents per gallon more, and there i- a

for larger quantities. At the present average prices

of muscovado BUgar and Barbados molasses, the planter

obtains 1'45 cents per lb. for the saccharose in his sugar,

and 2 '09 cents per lb. for the saccharose in his m
It would therefore pay to convert the whole of the cane
crop into a golden-coloured table syrup equal to the Porto
Uico " fancy -. until the limits of demand were

!. On estates provided with vacuum pans, the Com-
missioner recommends bleaching the cane-juice with sulphur
dioxide," tempering" with lime almost to neutrality, evapo-

rating the juice in the "tayches " (teaches) to a thin syrup,

with the addition, if necessary, of a little citric acid, clarify-

ing the syrup by settling, and concentrating to a table -\ ro>
in the vacuo The presence of a little free acid in

the syrup is advantageous, for the following reaso

preserves tie ir during boiling ; it inverts some
of the saccharose, thus preventing crystallisation; and it

imparts " baking " properties, t.e., reacts with the sodium
carbonate in the flour when the -yrup i- used for making
cakes, &c. The syrup should be packed in cask-

have been sterilised, first by steaming, and then by horning

lamps of -u'.phur inside them until tin oxygen in tl

is exhausted.— .1. I". B.

I'BENcn Patents.

u-uie Juices nr other Matters from Plants, Hoots,

si -.
; Extraction and Utilisation of . A. Montupet
ad Addition, dated Auj to Fi. Fat. 329,947,

liarcfa 1. 1908 (this J., 1903. I0J8).

The juices prepared by this process, being very conci 1

ma] be sterilised bj boiling at temperatures of 100 C. and

over, in order to destroy all ferments, and to preserve them
in a suitable condition for subsequent fermentation, with or
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without the addition of marcs of a similar origin. In the

case of beet juices defecation may also be performed. _\

form of apparatus with a heating jacket and means for the

circulation of the heating medium through the centre of the

bulk is also described.—J. F. B.

Sweetening Agent ; A New . A. H. Tissot. Fr. Pat.

335,379, Sept. 14, 1903.

Tile " edulcorant porchere " is a liquid with a great

sweetening power in relation to its weight and volume.

This substance, previously perfumed if desired, is eon-

verted into a plastic body by incorporation with powdered
gum arabic. Tablets and pastilles are then prepared from

the mixture, suitable for making sweetened drinks.

—J. F. B,

Carbohydrates in General ; Process of Dissolving .

A. Boidin. Fr. Fat. 335,366, Sept. 18, 1903.

The dialkali phosphates and phosphates of magnesium in

grains have (he effect of retarding the solution of the carbo-

hydrates on boiliug in the open air or under pressure with

water; some of the alkali phosphates also promote can
melisation. These phosphates are converted into primary
phosphates or into inert calcium phosphate by steeping the

meal in cold or warm water to which an acid or a metallic

salt, such as calcium chloride, has been added in such pro-

portions that, after one or two boms, no free aoid can be

detected by a suitable indicator.—J. P. B.

Organic Acids contained in the" Vinasse" of Molasses

;

Process for the Extraction and Utilisation [ris Mm
(fonts] of the . H. Scb.rader. Fr. Pat. 328,1110,

Dec. 1, 1902.

See Eng. Pat. 20,851 of 1902 and U.S. Pat. 735,599 of

1903 ; this J., 1903, 920 and 993 respecth elv—T. F. 15.

XVII-BEEWING, WINES. SPIRITS. Etc.

Malting ; Carbon Dioxide in . C. Bleisch.

Zeits. ges. lirauw., 1904,27, 45—50.

The Pneumatic Drum (Galland's System).—In the large

pneumatic malting drums a distinct proportion of carbon
dioxide can always lie detected. If the ventilation be
stopped, the proportion of carbon dioxide in the air inside

the drum rises rapidly, and the rapidity and extent of this

rise afford a measure of the intensity of the respiration.

This is at a maximum on the fourth day, when a proportion
of carbon dioxide of about 0'5 per cent, before the ventila-

tion is stopped, may increase to 4- 5 per cent, after 30 minutes
without aeration. During malting with continuous ventila-

tion the proportion of carbon dioxide in tbe air of the drum
amounts to an average of about 0.5 per cent., rising

towards the fourth day to 0-7 per cent. The recent
improvements in the drums, by increasing the number of

ventilating pipes from eight to nine, have had the effect of

ensuring a remarkable uniformity in the composition of the

air in different parts of the drum, so long as the latter is

kept in motion. During the periods of rest an accumula-
tion of carbon dioxide does take place, to a slight extent,

in the places behind the air-channels.

Kilning. - In the Bavarian system of malting, the green
malt is withered on the upper door of the kiln at a tempe-
rature of 25°—28° C, during which process growth con-
tinues for a few hours. A sample of air taken from tbe

mass of malt after four hours on the upper floor of the kiln

contained from 0-7 to I
4
] per cent, of carbon dioxide

resulting from this continued respiration ; the loss of malt
substance at this stage is not, however, very considerable.
The present series of investigations has led the author to

the conclusion that the presence of even comparatively high
proportions of carbon dioxide in the growing mass is quite
unimportant ; the malt always manages to get as much air

as it requires. The proportion of carbon dioxide in the air

taken from the couches of malt on the floor is about 1'5
per cent, higher than that contained in the air from tbe
pneumatic drum. But in the chest system of pneumatic
malting, the carbon dioxide in the air in the mass of grain
sometimes amounts to five or six times that found in the

floor system of malting, aud yet the growth of the malt
does not appear to suffer. An accumulation of carbon
dioxide in pneumatic drums or chests can be removed by
full ventilation in a few minutes. The main object of
ventilation in the pneumatic systems is. therefore, to cool

the grain. This method of cooling possesses the drawback
of removing large quantities of moisture from the graio,
and it would be distinctly advantageous if it were possible
to perform the necessary cooling by some other means,
since the means for replacing the moisture so losi are

somewhat imperfect in their action.— tl. F. B.

Malts The Polishing of . J. Fries. Zeits'. ges.
lirauw., 1904, 27, 61—63.

h I he work of a malt-polishing machine be examined ii

niil be found that the waste consists of two kinds of pro-
duels. On the ona hand is the coarse waste, consisting of

husks, coombes, and dust, aud on the other hand there i3 a
greyish-brown, very fine, flour-like dust, which collects

chiefly in the pipes leading to the exhauster. This latter

consists of very minute splinters of busks, together with a
considerable proportion of malt starch, which is also found
to some extent in the coarse waste. It therefore follows

that some of the good malt is destroyed and wasted by the

polishing operation. But at the same time, malt, even if

properly cleaned, still contains a certain amount of impurities,
which, if not separated, may have a bad effect on the flavour
and quality of the beer. This is shown by mashing the two
kinds of waste from the polishing machine; the mash from
the coarse waste has an odour of brewed malt-germs, whilst
that from the fine dust is distinctly disagreeable. The
polished, malt is heavier by about 0-4 kilo, per hectolitre
I han the unpolished malt, and it requires about 71 brews of
unpolished malt to make the same quantity of beer at the
same strength as is obtained from 70 brewings of polished
malt. This is an important factor in countries like Bavaria,
where the excise is levied on the malt. The proportion of
waste removed during the polishing operation is about 1*4
per cent, of the malt by volume, and the extract value of
ihis waste is about 40 per cent, of that of the malt. The
value of the waste by polishing is estimated at 4 • 8 pfennige,
and tbe cost of running the machine is 2 pfenuige per
hectolitre of malt. The superiority of the quality of
the beer from polished malt, however, cannot he denied.
If the polishing machine be kept in perfect working order,

the destruction of good malt can be kept down to a mini-
mum, but without care more harm than good may be done.

—J. F. B.

Potatoes; Method of Improving the Fermentation of
Difficultly Fermentable . 1'. Jensch. Zeits. Spiritus-
ind., 1904, 27, 38.

The experiments here described were made with " Fiirst
Bismarck '1 potatoes containing 20 -7 per cent, of starch.
Mashes of 26°—27° Balling were readily obtainable, but
could not be fermented, while those having the gravity
22°—24° Balling never fermented lower than 1-5°. The
effect of aeration was tried, air being passed into the sweet
wort for an hour after the addition of the yeast. When
cooled to 19' C. the mash was introduced into the fer-

menting vat, the yeast beginning to act after about an
hour, and tbe temperature rising to 29-5° C. in 15 hours'
time. There was a vigorous formation of foam and a
brisk after-fermentation, but the increase in acidity only
amounted to 0-3 in spite of the infection to which the
wort was subjected by the aeration. The attenuation
reached was 1-0° Balling, the yeast employed being
Race XII.—T. H. P.

Reverted Starch ; Formation and Sar.charifi'cation of .

L. Maquenne. Comptcs rend., 1904, 138, 213—214.

Solutions containing increasing amounts of starch, gela-
tinised in a boiling water bath, and afterwards heated at
120° C. for 15 minutes, were allowed to undergo reversion
for four day s at 9° C, and were then saccharified at the same
temperature by the addition of equal amounts of malt
extract. The relative amounts of amylo-cellulose obtained
were estimated by comparison with similar solutions
saccharified immediately after removal from the autoclave

e 3
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In these check solutions the weight of soluble matter

formed is proportional to that of thi starch taken, but with

the reverted solutions the concentration of the filtered

liquid increases leas rapidly than the amount of starch

employed. It is clear from this why a weak stareh

solution becomes turbid less readily than a stronger one,

and why amylo-coagulase acts more especially on concen-

trated starch solutions. On allowing malt extract to act

at temperatures of from 22 — To l on itnrch solutions after

reversion, it is found that the effect of .rature

is to facilitate the solution of the reverted starch, but that

this solution never becomes complete, as is the case at all

temperatures with fresh starch paste.

It is concluded that amt lo-ecllulosc i- not a single

principle, but a mixture of ~cvcr.il different condensation

products, which have the common propertj of giving no

coloration with iodine, but which offer varying resistances

to the dissolving action of amylase.—T. II. 1'.

"Spring" Mashing Process ; Regulation of the Final

Attenuation of the Bier by the . W. Windisch.

Woch. f. l'.rau., 1904, 21, 65—6S.

The underlying principle of the " spring " mashing process

is the avoidance of those intermediate mashing tempera-

tures at which sacchariticati.m takes place so rapidly that

it is almost impossible to restrict the formation of highly

fermentable products by the selection of a high temperature

for the saccharification proper. These intermediate tem-

peratures are entirely avoided hy establishing the desired

high saccharification temperature by a process of cooling

down instead of heating up as heretofore. The grist is

mixed with water at so low a temperature that no sacchari-

fication can take place ; the thick, cool mash is then
" sprung,'' i.e., dropped rapidly, into a sufficient quantity of

water near the boiling point, until the temperature of the

mixture is that at which the restricted saccharification is

desired to take place. Suhsequent operations then depend

on the general policy of mashing, whether by infusion or

decoction, adopted. This if restricting saccharifica-

tion to a definite extern enables the brewer to obtain a wort

of any fermentabihtv he may desire, and the attenuation of

the beer may, if desirable, be kept down to a degree hitherto

unattainable. Such a restriction
i

.only advan-

tageous if the type of malt i.- Buch that il will yield good,

full-bodied beers of small attenuation. The "-pring"

mashing process is only to be used as one of the factors

in producing such beers
;
the mere fact of small attenuations

will not impart "body "'
to beer made from malt unsuitable

for that kind of beer, since the " body "-forming irbo-

hvdrates are only produced on the malting floor. The
"spring" mashing process is the means by which the

qualities of a suitable malt may lie developed to a fuller

extent than by other proci The preparation of such

a malt is perhaps a matter of some difficulty ; the author,

without laving down any exact specification, describes it

average length of acrospire of two-thirds

the length of the corn, i.e., a Bhort-grown malt
j

it must
nevertheless be perfectly modified, and must be kilned at

a hieh temperature. Perhaps the Bohemian type of malt

most nearly approaches the type desired. Above all, the

restriction of the fermentability of the wort must not be

poshed too far, otherwise difficulties will occur in the
' irv fermentation and clarification of the beer. For

German laser beers it is not advisable to curtail the final

attenuation below 65 per cent.; and a "standard" beer

maybe denned as one brewed from an 11 pet cent, wort

with a final attenuation of C5 per cent., and racked off at a

gravity corresponding to 3 - 85 per cent, of apparent

—J. F. B.

"Spring" Mashing Process: Regulation <>t the Attenua-

tion by the . t). Kleinke. Woch. f. lirau. 1904, 21,

68—78.

The author, having practised the " spring " mashing process

from its inception, concludes that the fermentability of the

wort can eaxily be restricted tberebj to anj desired limit;

very lov.- attenuations are obtained by "springing" the

mash at temperatures above 76° C. PI t .-hould be

mixed with water at a temperature insufficient to permit of

the saccbarilieation of the still nngelatinised stareh, but

sufficient, if desirable, to permit of the activity of the
proteolytic enzyme. For the preparation of beer with an
abnormally low proportion of alcohol, wort having a final

degree of attenuation of only 28—30 per cent, i- mashed as

follows :—The grist is mixed with water at about 52° C, and
digested for 15—30 minutes ; ilis then "sprung" into water
at B8 C, the clear mash being " sprung " first, until the

temperature falls to 77 p 5 C. Heat is then applied so as to

keep the tempi rature constant until the whole of the coo!

mash has been "sprung," saccharification being then allowed
to proceed at a temperature of 8u° C. Such worts are.

however, only intended for special purposes ; for ordinary

beers they should be combined with worts ma-hed carefulh

in the ordinary way, so as to have more fermentable sugar

Worts from " spring " mashes made exclusively at ven
high temperatures (TTvV-su C.) are liable to give

abnormal iodine reactions, and the beers never clarify ol

their own accord. Such difficulties do not occur if the

restriction of the fermentability be not pushed below 4"

—

45 per cent. Worts with very restricted fermentability

require very high fermentation temperatures, viz., about

25' C. ; if the temperature be li>° C. or lower, the ferment!

tion is liable to proceed w ith a series of somewhat lengthy

and dangerous pauses. It is therefore better, except for

extraordinary purposes, to keep the fermentability of tin

wort above 40 per cent., and to ferment at lower tempera-

tures ; in fact, for ordinary beers from original worts of

medium strength, the attenuation should not be restricted

below 55 per cent. The uufermentable extract obtained b\

restricted saccharification is composed almost entirely of

dextrins, which do not have any perceptible influence on
the Savour of the beer, and cannot in am sense replace

the nitrogenous constituents, which are so important foi

Full-flavoured beers.— ,I. F. B.

Fermentation Energg in Highly Concentrated Salt Solu-

tions. A. J. J. Vandervelde. Hull, de 1'Assoc. Beige

des Chim., 1903, 17, 39S—411.

TnE author has already shown that fermentation energy,

as gauged hy the time taken by yeast to decompose

known weight "f sugar, is not impaired by neutral salt-

(i.e., non antiseptic), even when rather highly concentrated.

Ili- has now determined the rate of decomposition of

."i gnu-, of sugar by 5 grins, of yeast in solutions of Is

different single -alt-, the strengths being 2, 4, 6, S, and

111 grms. of salt per 100 c.c. The loss of carbon dioxide

wa- determined at set intervals of 5, 16, 40, 64, and

96 hours ; the molecular concentration and osmotic pressure

were calculated in the usual manner, and the fermentation

Foun 1 by interpolation. As the rate of decom-

i- much less in the final stages than the mean
rate, the energy is defined as the number of hours required

to decompose only a portion of the sugar, viz., three-fourths

of the whole, or the hours required t.> evolve '-.">6 x 0-75 =
1-92 grms. of carbon dioxide, instead of the 2

- 56 grms.

possible. Tin -alt- employed were chlorides and nitrates

of potassium, sodium, ammonium, calcium, strontium, and

magnesium ; the sulphates of ammonium, magnesium, and

rinc; phosphates of potassium and ammonium j and barium

chloride. The general conclusions arrived at are that the

fermentation energj is independent of the concentration

and of the osmotic pressure of the salts present, and, conse-

quently, of the life of the cell (which must be influenced by

these factors), and is the result of enzymatic processes in

accordance with lluchner's theory.— R. Ij. J.

Fermentation Tuns; Treatment of W. Windisch.

Woch. f. lirau., 1904. 21, 49—53. (See also this J.,

1903, 1302.)

wild yca-t turbidities occur in beer, the source of

infection is "almost invariably traced to badly lacquered

fermenting tuns. Infection of the fermenting tuns is far

more general than is supposed, but this infection docs not

j„ IX succeed in establishing a "sickness" sufficient to

spoil the beer. It may I --unicd that a very large

proportion of all the beer made suffers infection by wdd

yeasts in a potentially virulent condition. Whether tur-

biditv follows such infection, depends on the nature and

the power of resistance of the beer. Strong beers, fully fer-
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inented, rich in alcohol and carbon dioxide, well matured
under pressure, and properly treated, may be fairly expected
to resist the infection to which they are exposed in the
fermentation tuns. The tun question concerns those
breweries which produce thin beers far more closely. With
lacquered tuns it is uot, as a rule, a question of avoiding
infection, hut rather of maintaining conditions favourable
to resistance, which, however, is constantly liable to be
broken down.

Pitch.—The efficacy of pitch depends on the main-
tenance of a perfect coating. This coating must be as
thin as possible, and can only be applied satisfactorily bv a
suitable form of spraying apparatus. The great advantage
of pitch lies in the fact that, when defects are detected, a
fresh coat can be applied in a minimum of time without
disturbing the tun, whereas a lacquered tun which has
become defective has to wait until the annual re-lacquering.

The applicatinn of a perfect coat of pitch requires some
skill; the coating is more easily damaged than lacquer,
but can often be repaired by the hand-lamp. Above all,

great care is requisite in cleauing out the tuns ; the men
must wear rubber shoes. An addition of paraffin to the
pitch is sometimes advantageous.

Solid Paraffin.—This appears to be the most favourable
material, in the author's opinion. The wax must be made
to penetrate deeply by heating the tun, but uot to such an
extent as to crack the wood. Only the very best quality of
paraffin is admissible; the melting point should be f.iiih

high.

Lacquer. — Alkaline reagents for removing the old
lacquer are objectionable; if they be used, the wood should
be planed down every two years. Scratching or sand-
papering is preferable to alkaline treatment, hut vcr\

laborious. The tun must be dry before applying the fresh
coat, but on no account should either the wood or the
lacquer be hot. Heat causes a too rapid evaporation of -

the alcohol, leaving the shellac in the form of films across
the pores and cracks. For the same reason, the concen-
tration of the lacquer solution should not be too great

;

dilution assists the penetration of the lacquer iuto the
smaller pores. It cannot be denied that a perfect coatin"
of lacquer is as good as any other ; the whole question
tnrns on the resistance to wear and tear aud to the ease of
renewal. In the last respect lacquer leaves much to be
desired, and paiatfiu would appear to be the most promising
material for general satisfaction. Brand strong^- recom-
mends paraffin lor preserving the exteriors of the tuns.
The new tuns, perfectly dry, should be painted with a coat
of paraffin, applied at a temperature of 150 D

C. with a
large brush; the coat of wax should then be melted with
the hand-lamp until strong frothing occurs ; such a eoatino-
is said to last for years.—J. F. B.

Fermentation Tuns ; Internal Coating of . A.
'

Zeits. ges. Brainy., 1904, 27, 78— SI.

rax operation of coating is very much easier in the case
jf new tuns than in the case of tuns which have been in

use without a coating or which have been coated with a
iiffereat material.

Lacquer.—The tuns must be thoroughly dried before
treatment, and this drying should on no account be hurried
by the use of steam or the heat of a tire. The tuns should
be placed in a draughty position, sheltered from the son,
md allowed to dry naturally. The old wood should then
be planed off, or preferably scraped with a special tool,
rhe lacquer should be diluted with alcohol, spirit of the
[rarest and strongest quality being used for this purpose.
For the first coating, the lacquer as purchased should be
Iiloted with an equal quantity of spirit, in order that it may
penetrate deeply into the pores of the wood. The second
:oat must be applied only when the first is perfectly dry,
ind this also should be diluted. The final coat is applied
n the undiluted condition. The tuns must be re-lacquered
:very year, and the old lacquer should be removed, not by
beat or chemicals, but by the scraper. The burning-in of
:he coating of lacquer is not desirable. \bove all, the
lacquer used must be a solution of genuine shellac in pure
ilcohol ; no rosin or turpentine should be present.

Paraffin.—This has the advantage of very deep penetra-
tion, provided the wood be dry. The parafriu should be
heated to 180°— 190° C ; the tun must be well heated and
supported in a slanting position, the paraffin is then run
down the sides by means of a ladle ; the spraying apparatus
is also advantageous. He-paraffining can be done in the
fermentation cellar, the tuns being first cleaned, scraped
slightly, and heated by steam.
Pitch.—This has many advantages iu presenting an

absolutely impervious surface to the ,beer, so long as the
ng is undamaged The spraying apparatus is absolutely

neces>ary, the wood must be perfectly dry, and a certain
amount of penetration is essential in order to hold on the
external surface-coating, which sho ild be no thieki r than a

t of paper. Re-pitching i- very easily performed, but
it is desirable that the tuns should be removed from the
cellar for the purpose. They should be returned 'whilst
still warm, since the pitch is then in a condition sufficiently
elastic to resist the shocks caused by moving them.—J. F. B.

Filtering Mat, rial [for Heir'] ; Purification of .

IS. V. Ztits. ges. Brauw., KI04, 27, Co—66.

Wiilthei: the filter be used constant!) or onl\ occasionally
it is absolutely necessary, for the preservation of the beer,
that the filtering-pulp should be sterile. A large number
of machines are available lor cleansing the pulp by beating
it up with water and washing off the greater part of the
albuminoid deposit aud yeast cells by a stream of water.
But no amount of mechanical washing can ensure sterilitx

and it is therefore necessary to boil the mass. Direct steam
is used for this purpose, but the steam should be clean and
should not be raised in boilers containing disincrustauts
with a penetrating odour. The steaming produces a thorough

ition of the mass, and 10 minutes' boiling is sufficient
for sterilisation. Steaming is necessary every time the pulp
comes out of use to be washed, otherwise it may be found
that the uutiltered beer remains clear iu bottle lunger than
the filtered beer. Chemical disinfectants are to be avoided
on account of the difficulty of removing their odour from
the pulp. When the mass has been purified ii should be
pressed into thin cakes and dried in the air, or if a press
be not available, the water should be squeezed out by hand,
aud the lumps should be broken into small flakes before
drying.—J. F. 1!.

Barley and Malt; Relations bchcr.cn the Percentage of
Extract and Protein in . Merz. Zeits. ges. Brauw",
27, 63—65.

In" the collection of analytical statistics with the endeavour
to trac some relationship between the percentage of protein
in barley and malt, and that of the extract obtainable, the
conclusions may be entirely vitiated by the fact that the
samples of malt received, frequently do not represent
averages of the bulk. This may be due to inequalities in

the working of the kilns. The author bus frequently found
difference of temperature taken in different places in
the same kilD, of 17'—25

3
<_'., and the malt varies iu

composition correspondingly. In recording the curing
temperature, it is generalK considered sufficient to take the
readings in four or five different places ; the author considers,
lmwever, that readings should be taken in at least 17 places,"
and the thermometers should remain in the malt for 20

Maximum and Minimum Temperatures
registered out of 17 simultaneous

Readings.

Kiln E.
11G°-'.H C.

Kiln R.
104°—84 C.

Sample taken at .'i C.
Moisture :; ;.-,

Extract on dry subsume T'.'-'i
'

Maltose : non-maltose. .

.

In"."
Colour ou It) per cent. 40 i.e.

wort.
Yellow-coloured corns .

.

G
Scorched corns
Arorna yery faint

II . C.

ri ;
'

1 :11-st

1 1 CC

43
3

si '.,

77-0 ,

] lO'Jl
5"2 c.c.

11
:

,

Very

2-0%
I

1:0-60
11-7 CC

Aromatic
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minutes bei n reading, the bnlbs being about 1 cm. from

the Boor. I Dg table shows the differen. :i a TD

composition and <

: of the malt caused by tte

irregular distribution of heat in tbe kiln.—T. F. 1'..

"JPousse" Wines; Ferment of . J. Laborde.

Comptes rend., 1904, 138, -228—231.

i . April 1901, two young wines, one white and the other

attaining a Bmall quantity of red > were

each inoculated with the three following :—(1)

Guyon and Dubourg'e mannitic ferment. (2) I he ferment

from a wine previously become "pouss " or "tonrn'e.

(.u The- ferment isolated from an 1890 " pousse " bottled

These Bamples and also non-inoculated -amples of

the wine- were kepi at the ordinary laboratory tempera-

ture nntil October 1903, when estimations of the

acidity (calculated as sulphuric acid) and of the residual

reducing sugar gave the following results

Itannitol ...

t i\.<i acid .

Volatile acid

Grrns.

(2) (3)

9-10
1-17

3"7G

Grins.
i r aces
•J -si I

It

Non-inoculated
Inoculated H

-

Microscopic examination showi d that the three organisms

had developed the usnal appearance of the "pousse"
ferment, both in the white and red wine, the activity

being greater in the latter case. As the activity is seep to

For the three organisms, these must he regarded as

distinct. Of the six inoculated samples, onlj number (3)
could be considered as "pousse": not only had its

reducing sugar completely disappeared, but the cream of
tartar (not attached in the other wines) had diminished by
I gnn. per litre, and its volatile acids consisted of a mix-
ture of 4"53 gnns. of acetic with 0'47 grm. of propionic

acid. Ferment (2) was less active than in the 1899 wine,

from which it was isolated, lor in that wine it had gives

301 grms. of acetic and 030 grm. of propionic acid,

while the cream of tartar was reduced in quantity by
- 8tigrm. per litre. All three organisms were living in the

inoculated wines, and ware introduced into yeast water

containing 20 grms. per litre of ( l) dextrose and (2) levu-

lose, and allowed to develop until all the sugar had dis-

appeared, after which the threi dextrose solutions were
found to have the same composition, as also were the three

• • solutions. That tin three organism- are really

different, however, was shown by further analysis of the

levulose solutions two months later, the following being the

results :

—

lis shown under (3), after the levulose has disappeared,
ii is possible lor the inannitol to be aitacl.nl and completely
destroyed.—T. 11. I'.

Wine) Production of Mannitol by tin l> teasi Organisms
«f . P. Ma/e and A. I'erricr. Ann de l'lnst.

Pasteur, 1908, 17, 580; through Woch, t- Brau., 19.04,

21, B5.

The authors have studied th< mi-ms pi.- i

' turned'' hitter and viscous wines, especially the bacterium
which produces niaiiiiitol in the course oi it- activity This
organism possesses the same physiological properties as

the inannite ferment of Gayon. It m lactie

acid enzyme, ami apparently a third eniyme, which splits

up sugar into three molecule- of acetic acid. In the
c cf fructose the bacterium produces inannitol.

apparent]} by the decomposition of wati r, the oxygen of
which converts the alcohol into aeetie acid, whilst the

hydrogen reduces the fructose to mannitol. Tbe authors

tnerefoi this organism in a special group, which
apparently contain- other representatives. -Many bacteria.

notably the butyric acid bacteria, produce hydrogen, but

the gas, when evolved in presence ol fructose, doc- not

reduce the latter to mannitol. It is true that th. -c latter

bacteria also d mpose mannitol, hut the excess of

hydrogen developed ought, it a direct reduction war.

possible, to reproduce mannitol in presence of fructot

so that it would be detected in the liquid. The reduction

of the fructose by the special bacterium is therefore inde-

pendent of the direct action of the hydrogen.— .1. I'. B.

Methyl Alcohol; Determination of , in Presence of
Ethyl Alcohol. T.E Thorpe and J. Holmes. XXIII..

-< B

Corks; fmpt. in . H. 'Belbing. XIX., page 202.

English Patents.

Beer; Brewing . and Apparatus therefor. A. ti.

Sonthby, 1'orest Gate, Essi x. Eng. Pat. 1872, March 3,

1903.

Tin. process and apparatus described in Eng. Pat. 26C.'J ol

1902 v this J., 1903, 156) are applied to the mashing of
raw grain. The ground grain is heated with wat-r until

the starch is gelatinised. The goods are cooled down to

the mashing temperature and treated with a suitable pro-
portion of ground malt or malt wort. The heating and
cooling, with the addition of malt or malt wort, may be

repeated until the whole of the starch is converted. The
wort is then heated in a closed vessel above tbe boiling

point of water, s,, as to impart to it the flavour of wort from
kiln-dried malt.—J. F. B.

Yeast ; Manufacture of Certain Products from Wasti
Brewery or Distillery . 1'. !schidrowitz and F. Kay. .

London". Eng. Pat. 6604, March 21, 1908.

WASTE yeast is pressed and then partially or wholly dried

by heat, with or without an admixture of unslaked lime.

The product is transferred to retorts, preferably of a type

similar to those used for distilling bones, and subjected

to dry distillation with or without the addition of a small

quantity of unslaked lime. There arc then obtained an
aqueous aniinoniac.il yeast liquor, a yeast tar somewhat
similar to bone tar. and a yeast coke rieli in pntafh and
phosphates.—J. 1'. Ii.

Beer and other Casks, and Beer and other Bolt

Purifying and Drying — -. J. D. Noble, Bristol, and
II. J. Ilamblin, Ashwick, Bath. ling. Pat 675S,

March 21, 1903.

Tin: casks or bottles, after being washed or rinsed, are

cleansed, purified, and dried, by subjecting them to the

suction action of a vacuum.— 1!. \.

Fbknoh Patknts.

Absoluli Alcohol; Industrial Production of ——

.

B. Snnye. I'r. Pat. .T_>S,l 18, Xov. 15, 1902.

HyDBATED manganese protoxide is mixed with calcium

hydroxide and the mixture is oxidised by air. The mix

ture of " calcium manganites "' obtained, is then triturated

with a suitable proportion of coke. By the fusion of this

mass, a polycarbidc of manganese and calcium is said to

be obtained. Tin- carbide l- treated with steam and the

original mixture of hydrate.! oxides is thereby regenerated

for future use, and acetylene, methane, hydrogen, and

steam are evolved, and are said to be suitable for the

synthetical production of alcohol. (See also this J., 1903,

I—J. F. B.

I . wr .- Apparatus for Making . II. Douglas.

'Addition, dated July 17, 1903, to I'r. Pat. 332,816,

May 19, 1903.

Dg. I" it. 11,526 of 1903; this J., 1903, 1144.—T. F. B.
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XVIII -POODS ; SANITATION ; WATER
PURIFICATION. & DISINFECTANTS.

(4.)—FOODS.

English Patent.

Milk and other Liquids ; Process and Apparatus for
Sterilising . C. de Jong, Nieuwer Amstel, au<l

J. K. van der Heide, Amsterdam. Eng. Pat. 544G,

March 9, 1903.

The milk or other liquid is forced at a high speed through

* suitably heated pipe, where its temperature is raided to

130° C. or higher. It then passes into another coil or pipe

surrounded by a cooling liquid. A stopper for a storing

vessel, permitting sterilised liquid to be introduced into the

vessel without liability of infection from the air, is also

claimed. It consists of two perforated discs or plates

apable of being rotated over each other on a pin, one of

irhich is provided with an india-rubber: washer in combina-

:ion with an india-rubber ring placed between the plates.

A. cam-lever mounted on the pin serves to close the

stopper.—W. P. S.

United States Patents.

Butter; Process of Testing . M. Vogtherr. U.S.Pat.

749,343, Jan. 12, 1904. XXIII., page 208.

Butter; Process of Making . J. Estep, Tacoma,
Wash., Assignor to K. L. Bloom, Lakeview, Wash.
U.S. Pat. 749,853, Jan. 19, 1904.

b'KESH cream is treated with alum, pepsin, lactose, and
potassium nitrate, and then churned. After removing the

Jutter-milk, the butter is washed to free it from these added
substances, salted, and worked.—W. P. S.

Casein Compound, and Process of Producing same.

H. K. Brooks, Bellows Palls, Vt., Assignor to Casein

Company of America, New Jersey. U.S. Pat. 750,04S,

Jan. 19, 1904.

Chd compound claimed consists of dry casein containing

iboat 5 per cent, of ammonium persulphate. The latter

s dissolved in its own weight of water and thoroughly
ncorporated with the casein.— \V. P. S.

French Patent.

[Casein Substitutes'] Decolorised Albuminous Substances ;

Manufacture of . Aktien-Gesellschaft fiirChemische
Industrie. Fr. Pat. 335,339, Sept. 11, 1903.

Casein-like proteids are prepared from blood-clot, pul-

verised bone, &c, by treating the same with chlorine,

hydrochloric acid, or hypochlorites, and compressing the
resulting mass, with the previous addition, if necessary, of

milk of lime or other alkalis. Alternatively, potassium
permanganate is used as a bleaching agent, the precipitated

manganese oxide being dissolved out with sulphuric acid

before alkalis are added. Sulphurous acid is further

employed when a specially light colour is desired.

—K. L. J.

(B.)—SANITATION j WATER PURIFICATION.

English Patent.

Sedimentation Tanks or the like, especially for Sewage
Treatment. W. J. Dibdin, London. Eug. Pat. 16,851,
July 31, 1903.

The sedimentation tank is packed with ribbed plates, of

glazed earthenware, arranged horizontally or inclined, laid

upon each other so as to break joint irregularly. When
the liquid is run off, it flows off the plates without the

formation of any specific currents, the sediment being un-
disturbed and subject to aeration as the liquid drains away.
It is preferred that each plate should be very slightly

arched, so as to entrap a little air when the tank is full.

The packing may be effected with slate refuse, the plates

being kept apart by suitable slate fragments, and prevented

from shifting by means of thick slate slabs or the like.

—E. S.

(C.)—DISINFECTANTS.

French Patent.
1 Disinfectants ; Process of Making Solutions of ,

hitherto considered Insoluble or Slightly Soluble. Chem.
Weike Hansa G. m.b. H. Er. Pat. 335,306, Sept. 15,

1903.

Solutions containing free thymol, salol, menthol, &e.',

suitable for disinfecting purposes, are obtained by dissolving

the disinfectant in, or mixmg it with, a neutral solution of

soap, and adding formaldehyde to the mixture ; such solu-

tions can be diluted without precipitation taking place.

For example, 325 grins, of thymol are dissolved in "860
grms. of a neutral soap solution," and formaldehyde is

added until a specific gravity of I '025 is reached : the

|
solution will then contain about 25 per cent, of thymol and
10 per cent, of formaldehyde.— T. E. ]>.

XIX.-PAPER, PASTEBOARD, Etc.

Cotton-Rag Papers; Knots in . M. Papier-Zeit.,

1904, 29, 371. (See also this J., 1904, 127.)

The specific tendency of the cotton fibre, especially in ;he

unsized state, to roll and curl up so as to form clots is well

known. These clots are not, however, " knots" in the

true sense of the word, ana they are easily disintegrated by
gentle agitation, such as pouring the pulp from one vessel

to another. The rolling up of the fibres is caused on the
1 one hand by the friction of the arms of the stirrer on the

pulp, but, on the other hand, in a far greater degree, by
tin friction id' the pulp against the sides and bottom of the

stuff-chest. The trouble will he greater the rougher the

internal surface of the chest, and it can be obviated to a
large extent by lining the stuff-chest with glazed tiles. The
fibres will then tend to slide over the glazed surface instead

of rolling. Reducing the speed of the stirrer and discharg-

ing the pulp into the chest simultaneously with a large

volume of water will reduce the evil, but will noc prevent it

entirely. The ease with which the clots are disintegrated

in presence of water enables them to be disposed of in the

knotter. If the knotter be adjusted so as to give it the

greatest possible vertical motion, i.e., to work with a heavy
"jog," the beating action of the knotter plates on the pulp

will completely unroll the clotted bundles of fibres. It is

|
true that a violent action of the knotter permits a few of

the true knots, i.e., unreduced particles of rag and thread,

I
in the pulp to pass through into the paper, but a pulp
which has been carefully and thoroughly prepared in the

beater ought not to contain a serious proportion of such
knots.—J. E. B.

China Clay [for Paper Manufacture] ; Moisture Content
and Fineness of . Winkler. Papier-Zeit., 1904, 29,
259.

In England, china clay is purchased with 5 or G per cent.

of moisture, but in Germany there appears to be no agreed
limit to the proportion of moisture sold with the clay.

I

After long exposure tc the air various samples of china

I clay were found to retain from 5 to 3 per cent, of
moisture, and variations according to the hygrometric state

' of the atmosphere were scarcely perceptible. A certain

j

degree of moisture in the clay is desirable, since it facili-

tates its admixture with water when required for use ; a

proportion of 6 per cent, is therefore quite reasonable.

Certain German traders have supplied china clay containing

as much as 17 per cent, of water, and have contended that

in the determination of the moisture, the sample should not

I
be dried at temperatures above 40° C. This contention is

quite erroneous, since the chemically combined water of

crystallisation in kaolin, which does not exceed 5 per cent.,

is not expelled below a red heat. As regards fineness, a

normal, well-levigated china clay, when passed through the

tinest sieve procurable, containing 3,60'0 meshes to the

sq. cm., should not leave a residue exceeding 33 per cent.

of its weight.—J. F. B.
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. 'orks : Tmpt. in Quality of 11 Selbing.

Chem.aad Druggist, L904, 64, 189.

The cork is impregnated with a solution of casein, and theu

the law lered insoluble by treatment

with i. de A. S.

Celhdosi and its Nitrated I >•
. Optical .! 'ivilu

„f . 1.. Vignon. Hull. Soc. ( him., 1904, 31, 105

—108.

A7(ro Derivatives.—Cotton, dried at 110 C, was

by immersion for 24 hours at 16 C. in a mixture of the

following composition:—Sulphuric arid (HjS04)
18 '95,

acid (H.NO,) 42- 15, water 18-90 per cent. The

purified product, in the dry - ned 10"Spereent,

of nitrogen and bad a a approximating to the

formula i'. ,11 < Nl '
. i ' >-. It may therefore be regarded as

practically con isting ol a dinitro-oxycellulose [(',. basis].

Its solutions in ether-alcohol mixture and in acetom ei

turbid. The nitrated product was therefore boiled with a

1 per cent, solution of ammonium persulphate, slightly

acidulated, for five minutes. The resultant product contained

10-GS per cent, of nitrogen, and its solubility in th, ibove

solvents was slightly increased; the solutions tvere then

transparent. Examined in the polariscope, a solution in

ether-alcohol, at a concentration of 1-4943 grms. pel 10,0

c.c., showed a Bpecific rotatory power of [a]j = + 19 3°;

lion in acetone (at a concentration of 3'848 grms. per

1(10 c.c ) showed [a j = + 21-1°.

( 'ellulose Thiocarhonate.—A filtered solution of " \ iscose"

containing nearly 2 per cent, of cellulose wae

bj sodium chloride, and the precipitate was washed, first

with brine, and then with diluted alcohol, until i'

alkaline. The product was dissolved iii vuter,

reated with annual charcoal, and filtered perfectly clear. A
solution containing 0*998 per cent, c

appeared in bavea very feeble dextro-rotatory power, which
however, could no', be ascertained with certainty.—J. F .B.

English Patents.

Paper-making Machines } Impts. in . O. M. Fanvell,

Kankauna, Wis., I .S.A. Eng. 1'..
. 18,030 in 20,

19u:;. Qndei In rn il Co 20, 1902.

The ordinary method of water-marking pap -r hy a dandy
• ill situated between the suction I es not give satis-

factory results with loog-finred thin papers and tissues.

According to this invention, with a single drying cylinder

machine, a type-bearing roll is cansed to press upon the

aper against the drying cylinder shortly after the pa; er

is first come into contact with the hot cylinder. The
|

water-mark impressions are obtained by the interposition

of a fabric, su h as the top felt of the paper machine,

etween the type roll and the paper; the marked paper

toes not leave the drying Cjlmder until the impressions

have been fixed by drying.— I. F. 11.

Compounds having n Nitrocellulose and Casein ].
Manufacture of . 11. Rlnsminger, Talmontier,
France. Eng, Fat. oi)45, Feb. 6, 1903.

See Fr. Pat. 326,570 of 1902 ; this J., 1903, 817. I. V. 1$.

United St\tks Patent.

Paper, ami .1/ Same, for Obtaining Fast
Copies from Writings of Aniline Inks. 11. II. Chapin,
Bridgeport, A>s gnor to Wyckoff, Seamans, and Benedict,

Ilion, N.Y. I ,S. Pat, 749,684, Jan. Il', 1904

!s order to render copies taken from "aniline inks" fast,

the copying paper is impregnated with a suitable mordant,
ihus causing a lake to he formed on the paper with the ink
n tin- presence of moisture.—T. F. b.

1- 1; i sen Patent.

Rosin Sizt Manufacture if . M. Erfurt. First

Addition, dated Aug. 29, 190 to Fr. Pat. :l25,;iol,

' ICt, 21. 1902 I
^ee tl .' . II

i: hot rosin emulsion, prepared according to the original

specification, shows a tendency to coagulate when it is

cooled. This tendency it not manifested when the emulsion
is cooled rapidly. The emulsion prepared with hot water
by means ol a steam 'atomiser" is therefore injected

directly into a tank containing cold water ; the size then
shows no tendency to deposit.—J. F. B.

XL-FINE CHEMICALS, ALKALOIDS.

ESSENCES, AND EXTRACTS.
Sulpha' s of l'< ti avah fit ( 'erium. II. .T. Mever and

\ Vufi :cht. Ber., 1904, 37, 140—158.

When cerium dii rid is treated with excess of sulphuric

acid, the anhydrous eerie sulphate Ce(Sl >

t
)., is formed

exclusively. In presence of water, however—as when the

ucid reads on moist eel c Imlrovel

a pTodnct is obtained the solution of which yields, first, an

acid cero-ceric sulphate, which probably has the composition

HjSI h,.26H,( >. and which is to be

regarded -alt of a eerie-sulphuric acid,

Ii,( '- i^i i >,. A better yield of this salt is obtainable b\

partial redu< ion of an acid solution of eerie sulphate by the

calculated amount of sulphur dioxide, It can be crystallised

unchanged from 1:5 sulphuric acid; but from diluted,

fi eliiv acid solutions, on slow crystallisation, there separab -

irk orange-red salt, which contains rathei

less sulphuric a lid, < In recrystallising several times from
, weakly acid solutions, the proportion of sulphuric

acid falls further, and the proportion of trivalent cerium
increases. Tin ive not obtained a neutral Cero-

eerie sulphate, which Rammelsberg ana others supposed to

tl ers explained tbi ditj of t

pri parations as b to the tenacity with winch the

suppo-cd neutral salt retained free acid from the mother-
liquors, whereas the authors regard it as due to t lie fact

that the salt- really an acid salt— is stable only in solutions

of a cei i

1 1. II.

Aid liydi t; \ < < ' it <</ Method of Preparation of .

A E. Tschitschibahin. Ber., 1904, 37, 186

Aldesi illy and conveniently prepared by
.in compounds on the esters

of orthoformie acid. The first step in the reaction is the

formation tal—

HC(OR)3 + l.'.Mgl = ROMgl + B,.HCC0
which is converted into the corresponding aldehyde by

saponification with a dilute acid. The modus operandi of

the method is as follows Ethereal solutions of t lie tormic

ester and the organo-magnesium compound are mixed
together, anil the eilier then distilled off, the solid or thick

oily proline- ing decomposed by faintly acidified

water, by which means the acetal separates out as an oil ;

the latter mnj he purified by fractionation, after which

bydrolysi »itl te acid yields the aldehyde. Theacetall
ami aMe 1

j
i\ prepared in this way are the following,

the figures representing the pen yields obtained in

tl, -.'i ; butyraldcnyde, 22: acetal of

isoprop\ -ii; acetal of benzaldehyde, 45;

acetal ol pie p-bromobenzaldehyde,

40; anisaldehyde, 15.—T. II. P.

Cotarnine and Uydrastine ; Condensations of with

mes. C. Liebermann and E. Kropf. Her., 1904,

37,211-2111.

Cotabnini and bydrastine readily combine with acetone

with the elimination ol water, the acetone residue joining up

with the -tin i (or the tautomeric form -CH.OH) group
of the alkaloid. Ten guns, of powdered cotarnine arc

suspended :n 30 C.C. "f acetone, and a fevi C.C. of a Saturated

solution of sodium carbonate arc added. In a short time,

with vigorous agitation, the whole of the cotarnine enters

into sei to sepai ate out. After n

—

8houis Don, the excess of acetone is driven

off and the product is separated. This produ.'t is anhydro*

cotarnine-aeetone, which forms large crystals, iu. pt, 8.')°C,

from dilute acetone ; it differs from cotarnine in being

insoluble in presence of excess of sodium carbonate. The

hydrochloride melts at 171 C. and.the metbiodide at 144 C.
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Cotarnine and hydrastine unite in exactly the same way
with other ketones ; compounds have been prepared with

methylpropyl ketone and with aci'tophenone. The reaction

is probably general with all methyl ketones, and apparently

also with compounds containing a methylene group, sincr

an analogous product has been obtained by the condensation

of cotarnine with ethyl malonate.— J. F. li.

Santa/Wood Oil. E. J. Parry and C. T. Bennett, ('hem.

and Drug., 1904, 64, 202.

The authors Lave examined authentic specimens of pure
English, Dutch, and German santal-wood oil. The
aeetylated oil which mast be prepared m order to determine
the content of santalol, has the following characters:

—

Sp. gr. at 15° C, 0'9860 to 0-9885; optical rotation (in a

100 "mm. tube), from —13° 50' to — 14 30' : and refractive

index at 20
3 C, l-4894to 1-4916. Four of the samples of

oil were distilled under reduced pressure, and 10 percent.

fractions collected. The individual fractions gave the

following results:—Sp. gr., 0-9S4—u-988s optical rotation,
-14° to —22°; refractive index, 1- 5038—1-5128. The
conclusions drawn are that no fraction should be obtained
with a refractive index below 1 5000, and that the optical

rotations of the individual fractions should only vary

within narrow limits. The refractive index of pure santal-

wood oil is about 1*5060, and should never fall below
1-5030; in eight samples examined, it varied lie:

I -.".040 and 1-5075.—A. S.

Bohlo (Boldoa fragrans, Pneumus boldus, of the order

Monimiacece), Essential Oil from ——. E. Tardy.
J. Pharm. (him.. 1904, 19, 132—136.

The essential oil distilled from the leaves contains a

dextro-rotary terebenthene-like hydrocarbon ; a tei
|

which is laevo-rotary and present in large amount ; some-
what smaller proportions of cumimc aldehyde and inactive

terpineol and possibly a little eugenol. Acetic acid and a

laevo-sesquiterpene were also found.—F. S.

Papaw and Papain. F. Watts. Agricultural News;
through Chem. and Drug;, 1904, 64, 185.

Papaix is obtained from the fruit of the papaw
{Carica Papaya). An incision is made in the rind of the

fruit with a bone or wooden instrument, anil the juice or

milk which flows oat is collected in earthenware or

vessels. The fruit is not removed from the tree, and may be
tapped several times at intervals of two or three days. The
juice soon coagulates, aud the eoagulum is spread on sheets

of brown linen stretched on light wooden frames and dried

in a drying-stove. The drying must be effected as soon as
possible after the eoagulum is obtained, as the latter rapidly

undergoes decomposition. The eoagulum is dried at as

low a temperature—if possihle, not above 100° F.—as is

consistent with the obtainment of a dry product, before

decomposition sets in. The papain shrinks considerably
during drying. When it is quite dry, it is finely ground
whilst still slightly warm; it should yield a white or

cream-coloured powder with a characteristic but not

putrid smell. It is packed in tins or bottle^ and carefully

preserved from contact with the air.—A. S.

lboga. Landrin and Dybowsky. Sehweiz. Wocb., 42,
819. Pharm. J., r."l04, 72, 117.

Iboga, a woody plant of low growth, with a large root,

is found in the Congo, and is stated to possess properties

similar to those of coca and kola. All parts of the plant,

but especially the root, are used by the natives. The
active principle of the plant is an alkaloid named iboga'ine,

^2^xi^zO, which is obtained from the powdered root

(yield, 6—10 grms. from 1 kilo) by treating with milk
of lime, extracting with ether, and taking up the alkaloid
from the ethereal solution by means of sulphuric acid.

Ibogaine is insoluble in water, but soluble in alcohol, ether,

chloroform, and benzene. It is readily oxidised when
exposed to the air, acquiring a yellowish-brown colour
and becoming uncrystallisable. The hydrochloride crys-
tallises well, especially from an acid solution.— A. S.

Epinephrine; Constitution if . H. A. D. Jowett
l'roc. Chem. Soc, 1904, 20, 18.

" Episephrex " is the name given by Abel and Crawford
to the active principle of the suprarenal glands, aud the

substance is identical, when pure, with the " adrenalin " of
Takatnine and the " suprarenin " of von Furfh. As Abel
and Crawford were the first to isolate the active principle,

although in an impure condition, the author has adopted

the name proposed by them. On oxidation with potassium
permanganate, methyltmine and oxalic and formic acids

are formed. By fusion with potassium hydroxide, a
small amount of a crystalline snbst nice is obtained

which gives the protocatechuic acid reaction with ferric

chloride. On methylation with methyl iodide and sodium
in methyl alcohol, and subsequent oxidation with potassium
permanganate, tnmetbylamine and veratric .acid are

obtained. The most probable formula is considered to be the

following:—C-ItjfOHXK H. OH. Cll. Ml .('!! ,)(1:2:4).

M.t/ii/l Alcohol; Determination of , in Presence of
Ethyl Alcohol. T. E. Thorpe and J. Holmes. XXIII.,
page 20S.

Hydrazine and its Derviatives ; Determination of
[and of Mercury], E. Rimini. XX III., page 20S.

Antipyrine and Salophene ; \ lions for .

. G. M. Berenger, XXIII., page 207.

'

Alkaloids; Analysis [Detection] of . V. Kley.
' XXIII., page 207.

English Patent-.

Odoriferous Substance [" Farnesol "] suitable for Per-
fumery; Manufacture of an . A. G. Bloxam,
London. From Fab. Prod, de ( himie Organique de
Eaire, Paris. Eng. Pat. ,j40, Jan. 8, 1903.

See Fr. Pat. 32S.146 of 1903 among Fr. Pats, hereinafter

following.—T. F. B.

Perfume; Manufacture of Artificial , and of Inter-
mediate Products therefor. O. Iniray, London. From
Farbwerke vonn. Meister, Lucius and Briining, Hoechst
a Main. Eng. Pat. 3173, Feb. 10, 1903.

Ci'CLOGiRAMoi.riii \l- vl'f.i'>\i:, which, when concentrated,
has an odour of cedar, and, when dilute, smells of violets, is

prepared &~, fellows:—Trimethyleyclohcxanoue is treated
in ethereal solution with sodium and carbon dioxide, tri-

methylcyclohexanone carboxylie acid being formed; on
reduction with sodium amalgam, this latter gives triinetbyl-

hydroxycyclohexane carboxylie acid, of the probable
constitution

—

CH..CH CH..C(CH ).

I I

CH2 .CII(OH).t H.COOH.
I In distilling the calcium salt of this acid in vacuo with
calcium formate, cyclogeraniolene aldehyde is produced in

two isomeric modifications, probably

—

CH3CH . C H , . ( (CH 3) , CH
3CH . CH.,. C(CH3).,

I I I

"

I

CH.,.CH:C.CHO CH:CH.CH.CIH>
a modification. modtncati< it.

These modifications have not been separated. By con-
densing cyclogeraniolene aldehyde with acetone, cyclo-
geraniolidene acetone, C3R15.CH : CH.CO.CH3, is ob-
tained as a colourless oil, b. pt. 132°—134 C. (10 mm.).

—T. F. B.

Pharmaceutical Compounds [Alkulo.ryalki/lidene Esters of
Salicylic Acid] ; Production of . H. E, Newton,
London. From Farbenfabr. vorm. F. Bayer and Co.,
Elberfeld. Eng. Pat. 5772, March 12, 1903.

See U.S. Pat. 740,628 of 1903; this J., 1903, !3oC— T.F. B.

Oxalates ; Preparation of [from Formates] .

G. W. Johnson, London. From K. Koepp and Co.,

Oestrich, Germany. Eng. Pat. 9327, April 24, 1903.

See Fr. Pat. 331,498 of 1903 ; this J., 1903, 1147.—T. F. B.
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Aromatic Esters [Horny! Esters']; Manufacture of
\.

, and of Useful Products therefrom. G. B Ellis,

London. From Chem. lain-, von Hewlett. Al.t. Ges.,

Radebeul. Eng. Pat. 'Jc..;*;,. Dec. 7, I

Esters of borneol, of the genual formul

C I0HI7O.CO.R.OH,

K being an aromatic radical, are prepared by heating

aromatic monohydroxycarboxylic acids with terpenes,

particularly pineae or camphene, or substances containing

these. For instance, bornyl salicylate i* obtained by
beating equal weights of turpentine oil and salicylic acid
to about 120 t '. for about 50 hours. The esters thus pro-

dnoed mi-rheumatic properties, particularly bnruv]
salicylate and /j-crcsotiuatc

; they are decomposed bj alkalis

to borneol and alkali salt of the aei«l ii-.d, thus being
tillable as intermediate products in the preparation of

camphor from turpentine oil, since borneol on oxidation is

•onverted into camphor. ' ! B

Soaps, Mi (United, and Ointments; Production of ,

readily Resorbent R. Eeiss. Eng. Pat. 24,240, Nov. 9,
1903. XII., page 19...

United Suns Patents.

Gefaniol Derivative. V. Hofmttnn, Elberfeld, Assignor
to Farbeofabr. of Elberfeld CU.Nevi i'ork. U.S. Pat.
746,703, Dec. 10, 1903.

\i en v -n:-i m it i. gerarjiol derivatives of the general
constitution

—

(( 'I!
3VC :

t li.Cll..CIh..C(CH
;i

) : CH.CH(B).OH

are prepared by treating with water the product formed by
the interaction of citral and the addition products of alfcyl-

alphyl-magnesium halogen compounds and ethers.

Thus a-mcthylgernniol is prepared by adding an ethereal

solution of citral (1,400 parts to the product of the re-

action of magneeium (240 parts |, methyl iodidc( 1,420 parts),
ami anhydrous ether (1,500 parts). The iodo-magnesium

iponnd of geraniol is decomposed by adding ice water and
the ethereal .solution isdried and distilled off, when a incthvl-

geraniol is obtained, b. pt. 112 -1 18 C. (12 mm.), having
an odour similar to that of rose oil, and suitable for use in
perfumery. When heated with acids these compounds split

oil water, forming unsaturated hydrocarbons, that from
a methylgeraniol being 2.6-3imethyl-2.6.8-nonatriene

—

(CH,),C : CH.CH,.CHj.C(( Hit H.CH.-CHj.

T. V. \\.

Propiolii Acid; Homologous P r qj Making
same, t

. Monreu, Paris. U.S. Pat. 749,800, Jan. 19,
1904.

ug. Pat. 23,72" of 1900
;

this J., 1902, 188. I . V. B.

I Propiolic Acid ; Ether of . ( . Mourett, Paris.
r.s. Pat. 750,212, Jan. 19.

Ski Eagi Pat. 28,727 of 1900 ; this J., 1902, 188 T I'll.

// r Propiolii Acid; Ether of . C Monreu,
Pari- D.S. Pat. 750,213, Jan. 19, i

mi Eng. Pat g:!,7L'7 o: 1900; Ibiaj., [90S, 188 I. 1". ]:.

Acetyl Salicylic Add ; Pnor« ,'/ iing . I: Bal-
thazard, Assignor to Soc Cbim. des I sines da

I

auciee. 1 1 lili.ud. 1'. Monnet tt Carticr, St. UJ
l'at. 749,980, Jan. 19, 1904

ng-. Pat. 14.G99 of 191 - this .1 . 1908, 880 T. !•' 1!.

Fkkncii Patents.

Odoriferous Substanct "Farnesol 11

; Process of Obtain-
ing a New . Fabr. Prod, de Uhintie Organiquc de
l.aire. Fr. Pat 328,146, Nor. 19, 1902.

\ 5] 5Q1 111:1:11 m. alcohol," I attiesol," C",.,.l !-,.<> . is a con-
stituent of certain essential oil-, either in a tree or combined
stati . notably in cassia oil and in ambrette oil. If it be
present in combination, the oil is saponified, and then
fractionated: it, on the other hand, it be present nncom-
bined, the -a| ification is dispensed with; the fraction

containing it comes over between 150 ami 200 <'., and is

treated with an acid anhydride (e.o\, phthalic anhydride);
the "Famesol phtlialate " thus iditained i- saponified

and the pro Im -t distilled with steam and trade
' Farnesol ''

is a i olt b. pt. about 168 U.

(10 mm.), sp.gr. (18 C.)0'885; it has an agreeable noraJ
odour, and can be used for the

; reparation ol perfumes.

—T. E. i:

Perfume .from Citrylidenc Aceto-acetic Ether $ Procest
for Making n . E. Knoevenaucl. Fr. Pat. :135,3SC,

Sept. 15, 1903

ClTETLIDEKE aceto-acetic ether, obtained by condensing
aceto-acetic ester with citral, may be healed for .

r
> or

6 hours at 160 C, with or without water. If the ether

obtained, and thus " isomerised," he gradually run into

5 to C times it- weight of 80 per cent, sulphuric acid, the

temperature being kepi at or below 0" C, and the whole
allowed to stand tor some bouts and then poured on to ice,

the product, on distillation with steam, gives an oil of
which the fraction distilling between ISO" and 190 C.

(12 mm.) is applicable to perfumery, having an odour
resfmbliug that ot the lupin, hut at the same time recalling

that ot ionone. Acids other than sulphuric acid may be
used for this reaction.- T. I . B.

XXI.-PHOTOGRAPHIC MATERIALS AND
PROCESSES.

Silver Chloride Sensitive In Colour. E. liaur. Zeits.

physik. Chern., 45, 1113—C2C. Chem. Centr.. 1904, 1, 13.

Einji/SIONS were prepared by treating I per cent, solutions

of Carey Lea's golden brown modification of silver with

varying amounts of chlorine water, and then adding 5 per

cent, gelatin to the mixtures of silver chloride (AgCl) and
sub-chloride (Ap.;OI ) produced. Plates coated with these

emulsion; reproduce, alter one hour's exposure, the solar

spectrum in its natural colours. The last traces of sub-

chloride can only be dissolved out from the "photo-
chloride " of silver with difficulty by nitric acid,

corresponding to the last traces of silver in a gold-silver

alloy. The melting points of the photo-chlorides rich iu

Sub-chloride appear to be higher than that of pure silver

chloride ; the melts are always (dear and of uniform colour.

In the author's opinion, the •• photo-chloiides " represent

an uninterrupted series of homogeneous mixtures of silver

chloride and sub-chloride.—A S.

English Patent ~.

Multicoloured Photographs; Process for the Production

of . A. Lemberger and G. I., llohm. Munich. Eng.
Pat. :S72. Jan. 6, 1 903.

'I'm. relief positive formed by exposing under a negative,

paper coated with gum arabic and sensitised with bi-

n.ite, and subsequently developed in watt r, is ci loured

bj hand in suitable colours, the portions which are not to

he coloured being covered with a l.iver of gum arabic.

—T. F r.

Polychrome Printing "it ( 'alico and ot/ter Motet ials,

I-). Bolffs. Kng. Pat. 1588, Jan. 22, 1903. V., page 184.

DSaltyl Barbituric Ands; Process of M M. Veta-amtdo-orthq-osybcnzyt Su w [cid [Holographic
•ngelman,,. Elterleld, Assignor ... Farbenfabr. Manufacture and Production of—. H.
Wberield Co., New York. U.S. Pat.

,
Jan 26, E. Newton, London. From the Farbenfabr. vorm. F.

I" 1 -*. iv.. _ c , •„ l.-ll— r. i.i i.- !»..» -i-,- l.v.i. i, in. .o

ng, l'at 21,833 . this .1., i 104 I'. F. u.

E, Newton, London. From Ihe Farbenfabr- vorm. I'.

Bayer & I o., Elberfeld. Eng. Pat. 3545, Feb. 14, 1908.

See U.S. Pat. 729,054 of 1903 : this J., |«)03, 884.—T. I- ]!.
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United States Patent.

Photographic Prints ; Process of Preparing , for
Toning. T. Baker, Melbourne. U.S. Pat. 750,0 i 4,

Jan. 19, 1904.

See En;;. Pat. 21,019 of 1902 ; this J., 190:;, :J19.—T. F.B.

XXII.-EXPL0S1TES, MATCHES. Etc.

Explosives in Coal Mines Order, Dec. 10, 1903.

A. Akers- Douglas, one of II.M. Principal Secretaries of

Mate.

The following have been added to the list of "permitted
explosives" under above date :

—
Ammonal.—Ammonium nitrate (93— 37 ports), alumi-

nium (I— G parts), moisture (0— 1 part). The explosive
to be contained in a case of paper ami tinfoil thoroughly
waterproofed.

Bobbinitc (1st Definition).— 1'otassium nitrate (G2— G.">

parts), charcoal (17

—

\'J\ parts), sulphur (Ih—2| parts),

ammonium sulphate and copper sulphate (13— 17 parts),

moisture (0—2J parts).

Bobbinite (2nd Definition).— 1'otassium nitrate (63—66
parts), charcoal (IS J-—2i'i parts), sulphur (li—2i part^).

rice or maize starch (7—9 parts), paraffin wax ('_'',— 3

V

parts), moisture (0—3 parts).

Each pellet to be thoroughly coated with paraffin wax,
and contained in a wrapper of brown paper.

Faversham Powder (1st Definition).—Ammonium ni-

trate (84—8G parts), trinitrotoluene (10—12 parts) am-
monium chloride (1—2 parts), sodium chloride (2—3 parts).

moisture (0—i part).

Faversham Ponder (2nd Definition).—Ammonium ni-

trate (87—93 parts), trinitrotoluene (9— 11 parts), moisture
(0— 1 part). The explosive to be enclosed in a case of
an alloy of lead, tin, *iuc, and antimony thoroughly
waterproofed.

Geloxite.— Nitroglycerin (54—64 pares), nitrocottou

(4—5 parts), potassium nitrate (13—22 parts), wood meal
(4—7 parts), ammonium oxalate (i2— 15 parts), red ochn
(0— 1 part). The explosive to be contained in a non-
waterproofed wrapper of parchment paper.—G. \V. McD.

United States Patent.

Explosive. 11. Dreuny. Sudbury, Canada. I.'.S. Pat.

750,175, Jan. 19, 1904.

See Eng. Pat. 26,802 of 1902 ; this J., 1903, 1208.—T. 1'. 1!.

XXIII.-ANALYTICAL CHEMISTRY.

APPARATUS, ETC.

Vacuum Distillations ; Attainment of High Vacua without
Mercury Pumps or Liquid Air. P. Kraflt. Ber., 1904,

37, 95-100.

The following procedure, though not likely to supersede
the use of mercury pumps and liquid air where these are

obtainable and in skilled bands, yet allows of exhaustion
iufficient for the production of cathode rays, and requires

but little supervision. The successful working of the

apparatus depends entirely on the perfect tightness of the

stopcocks and stoppers, which the author lubricates with a
mixture of 2 parts of white wax and 1 of wool grease.

The distillation-flask is stoppered, and has also a side-tube

close to the stopper, provided with a stopcock. The
receiver communicates, on the side away from the distilla-

tion-flask, by means of a tube carrying as appendages a

mercury manometer and a Hittorfs tube, with an apparatus
for evolving carbon dioxide. A branch from this con-
necting-tube divides in its turn into two branches, one
communicating with a small reservoir for caustic potash
solution, the other leading, through a mercury-valve to

prevent air-return, to the water-aspirator. This latter

branch carries a connection to a mercury manometer, and
also a by-pass communicating with a large vacuum-
reservoir, which can be shut off at will. Stopcocks are

provided so that there can be separately shut off—the

distilling flask, the receiver, the carbon dioxide apparatus,

the caustic potash apparatus, and the aspirator. The appa-
ratus is put together, and the vacuum-reservoir is exhausted.

When ready, the rest of the apparatus is opened to this and
the pump; soon the vacuum-reservoir is shut off, and the

exhaustion is continued to 15—20 mm. Carbon dioxide is

admitted, and the residual air expelled as completely as

possible hy opening the outer stopcocks and allowing the

carbon dioxide to stream through for a while. The
apparatus is again exhausted, refilled with carbon dioxide,

aud this cycle repeated three or tour times. After the last

exhaustion, strong caustic potash solution is admitted to

the reservoir by the tall tap-funnel connected with it.

When absorption is complete at the ordinary temperature,

the potash-reservoir is cooled by ice and salt, or carbon

dioxide aud ether; with the latter mixture, exhaustion to

cathode-rays in the Hittorf-tube is attained. With good
stopcocks, the apparatus will retain its vacuum for days.—I.T. D.

English Patent.

Burner*jot Testing Gas. W.T.Sugg. Eng. Pat. 4052,
Feb. 20, 1903.

To avoid the inconvenience of chauging'the burner when
a different quality of gas has to be tested, a number of

burners are fixed by means of branches to a hollow barrel

rotatiug on a hollow plug fixed to the gas-supply pipe.

The hollow plug is provided with a lateral opening, and by
rotating the barrel, any desired burner may be connected

with the gas supply.—L. I". G.

INORGANW—QUALITATI VE.

i 'obalt and A ickel Salts, Distinctive Reaction for .

G. Guerin. J. Pharm. Chita., 1904, 19, 139.

If a solution of a cobalt salt is precipitated By excess of
e:iustic potash aud then treated with an excess of iodine in

potassium iodide, after a few moments, the whole of the

'obalt is precipitated as a black bydrated sesquioxide.

Xickel gives a light green hydroxide. The same behaviour

is shown by cobalt and nickel when already precipitated by
other radicles, except when precipitated as ferricyanides.

In this case the potash alone produces a black precipitate

of cobalt bydrated sesquioxide.—F. S.

Molybdenum; A Xew Reaction of . E. Lecocq. Bull.

de l'Assoc. Beige des Chim., 1903, 17, 412—414.

DiPHKXTLCAltBAZlDE in alcoholic solution produces a

characteristic coloration when added to ammonium,
potassium, or sodium molybdate in tie- presence of a

trace of acid. (See Cazeneuve, this J., 1900, 1007 ami

1040). A single drop of the reagent, when not too freshly

prepared, causes a magnificent indigo-violet colour, which

increases as more is added, and finally a violet precipitate

is formed. The test is sensitive to0 p 007 part of ammo-
nium molybdate per litre, but strong acids in excess and
alkalis destroy the colour. Tungsten, titanium, and
vanadium do not respond to the test, copper gives a

violet-brown colour, and mercury a strong blue. Mercury,
however, also reacts with a benzene solution of diphenyl-

carbazide which molybdenum fails to do. This last fact

and the distinct influence of age in the sensitiveness of the

reagent suggests that the reaction is due to an interaction

of the alcohol with the carbazide. A small quantity of

carbazide was dissolved in methyl, ethyl, propyl, butyl,

isobutyl and amyl alcohols, and each in turn added to

ammonium molybdate solutions (0 5 grm in lit c.c. of water

aud 2 drops of hydrochloric acid. A regular scale of colours

from indigo-blue to rose, was obtained, but not sufficiently

defined to a fiord a means of identifying any one alcohol,

except amylic alcohol, which gave tivo layers of liquid, the

upper rose-coloured, and the lower colourless.—R. L. J.

Carbon Dioxide in Air ; IVi/e Blue Base as a Pcagcut

Jar; and Action of Colour-Acids on Cellulose, Alcohol.

and Acetone. M. Heidenhaln IV., page 183.
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ISORGANIC-QUANTITA TI VE.

Titanium; Senritiv, Rem onof . A. Jorisscn. Bull.

\, ,„i Roi Belg., 1908, 90S bem. Centr. 1904,

1, 55.

\ -\, mi quantity of the solid substance is mixed with six

times it- weight of potassium bisulphate, and tbe mixture

used in a platinum loop till the fused bead bee - clear

and does not effervesce. The bead is then broken up and

treated with 0"1 -0 -02grm. oi salicylic acid dissolved iu

drops of concentrated sulphuric acid. It titanium

. present, thi pieces of the head are coloured red, and the

iquid also gradually acquires u red clour. The i

- applicable in presence of cerium, iron, aluminium,

beryllium, lanthanum, didyminm, thorium, zirconium,

hrominm, and silicon compounds, but not in presi

lium, molybdi nun. or tungsten compounds.— A. S.

,. /,/ Products in Chi,mini Gases; Determination

by a Modified Orsat Apparatus. W. II - Chem.

STews., 1904, 89, 61-68.

Fouthe determination ofthe hydrogen, carbon m yxide and

carbon dioxide, the author uses a modified i Irsat apparatus.

•

provided with a Winkler combustion pipette, O, by means
of which the use of cuprous chloride can sed with.

The sample of gas is measured in Lin the ordinary way
except that instead of pinching the tube it i- convenient to

se the stopcock 8 (connected at one side with the measur-

ing tube L, at the other, with the reservoir M R), when
adjusting th pressure of the gat in 1. before reading the

volume. The carbon dioxide is absorbed by potash solution

in K, and the residual gas after measurement is then passed

into O (the current having previous!] been switch

and back to K for absorption ot the carbon dioxide foi mod
by the explosion, and thence to Lfor measurement of the

contraction due to combustion of hydrogen and carbon

monoxide. In cases where it is desirable to know the

percentage of oxygen originally present, this may I

by finally absorbing with phosphors igallol solution

in the pipette P, and adding to the result the amount of

a required to burn the combustible gas. —D. II J.

Chlorates, Bromates, and I Vol\ mtr, Dctermi-

nation of . I- Dehonrdeaux. Comptea rend., 1904,

130,U7.

\ boltjtxok ol oxalic ai frms. of manganese
sulphate and 12 c.c. ot concentrated sulphuric acid per

100 e.c. of solution (sec this J., 1903,883) reacts quanti-

tatively with chlorates ai 1 bromates thus

—

HCh I . IH'I OCO. SHjO,

and with iodates thus

—

•jiiid., + .Mi/y) =1, + iocOj - 6B 'i

Hence chlorates, bromates, and iodates can be determined

by heating with an excess of the oxalic acid mixture, and
titrating the andee acid with permanganate.
silver iodate, however, is an excepl silver iodide

is partially formed. Xhe reacting liquid must be slowly

heated to about C, and the concentration- givei

above rigidly adhered to. In tit ck with per-

mangai t ril influence of halides is guarded against

by pret iously adding excess of silver nitrate.—W. A. C.

Uranyl I lodomelrie Mi-thod of Determining
.„„, ,„ . B. Glasinann. Ber., 1904, 37, 189

— 191.

'I'iii method depends on the react t neutral sol in

uranyl salts on a mixture of potassium iodide and io

3TJO 5K1 + Kit). + 3H,0 =
ill. 6KN0, -

: I..

Any ex ttion must be neutralised with

sodium carbonate, which is added till a precipitate begins

to be permanent; this p late is then just redisscdved

iu dilute acid. Place the solution in a 800 c.c. distillation

flask provided with a .mound stopper carrying a funnel with

Stopcock, the tul' of which reaches to t lie bottom of the

flask. Insert the exit-tube of the Hash into the receiver

containing potassium iodide solution, add to the uranyl

solution the requisite amount of iodide and iodate mixture,

dilute to 120 c.c., close with the stoppered tunnel, and
slowly heat on gauze to boiling. When boiling, rool the

receiver with water, and lead a stream of hydrogen through

the boiling liquid. When the liquid is reduced to 50 c.c.

withdraw the flask from the receiver, remove the burner.

wash the delivery tube into a beaker, rinse the contents of

ii\er into the same beaker, and titrate with thio-

sulphate. With 0*2—0"8 grin, of uranyl compound the

whole operation requires 30 minute-. The results are

accurate, and are not affecti rl by the presence of alkaline-

earth chioi -J. T. D.

Aluminiumfrom Iron, Sepaiaiioi \. Leclere.

i ml.. 1904, 138, 146.

I.N the somewhat dilute solution el mixed iron and aluminium

salts, slightly acidified with sulphuric acid, the iron is first

i to thi ferrous state U ammonium thiosnlpbate.

A large excess of ammonium formate is then added, together

with more ammonium thiosulphate. and the whole boiled.

The aluminium is thrown down as basic formate, mixed
with a little sulphut : in drying the precipitate nitric acid

is added to prevent carbonisatJ in, I lie iron in the filtrate

is precipitated by a soluble sulphide and weighed as iron

sulphide.—W. A' C

Rubidium and Ctesium and Potassium]; Determination

of .
«'. Mimtemaitii.i and G. Mattucci. Qas.chim.

itul . 33, 189—201. Chem. Centr., 1904, 1, 119.

I'or the determination of rubidium and ea -ium, the authors

use the following i d by K. Gilbert (lnauu.

Iiis-. Tubingen, 1898), I i the determination of potassium.

Two solutions are prepared —(o) HI grins, of cobalt ear-

l.onate arc dissolved iii the smallest possible amount of

i. id. ll i solutiot i- boiled to expel carbon dioxide,

and afti up to 1 litre; (i) a solution

containing ISO grins, of Bodium nitriti nee from potassium,

per litre, For the prei ipitation of the potassium, a mixture

of equal Volumes of the-' tWO Solutions are used (60 e.c. for

each O' 1 grm. ol A -elation of potassium
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chloride (0*4 grm. in 2-1 c.c.) was treated with 1 10 c.c. of

the sodiuiQ-eobalt reagent, the mixture heated for 6—7 hours

at 40° (.'., allowed to staud overnight, filtered, and the pre-

cipitate washed first with the sodium-cobalt reagent and

then with 80 per rent, alcohol, and dried at 111) C. It v ;n

then decomposed by heating to •'500° C, the residue treated

repeatedly with hydrochloric acid, a few c.c. of 30 per cent,

perchloric acid added, the excess of free a. id expelled

by heating, the residue treated with absolute alcohol, the

insoluble portion washed with alcohol till neutral, then

dried at 110° C. and weighed. Rubidium and ca'sium are

determined in a similar manner. The authors point out

that not only sodium as stated by Gilbert, but aiso small

amounts of other metals are precipitated with the potassium,

rubidium, and caesium, and the efficacy of Gilbert's method
depends not only upon the quantitative precipitation of

potassium, rubidium, and caesium by the sodium-cobalt

reagent, but also upon the fact that whilst perchloraii

general are soluble in absolute alcohol, the perchlorates

of the metals named are insoluble in that medium.—A. S.

Gold in Cyanide Solutions; Colorimetric Method for the

Determination of the . A. 1'rister. J. Cheni.. Met.

and Min. Soc. of S. Africa. 1903, 4, 335—237.

The cyanide solution to be assayed is first heated with

hydrochloric acid to destroy the free potassium cyanide,

ferrocyanides of zinc and copper and thiocyanates (sulpho-

cyanides) being precipitated. To decompose the double

cyanide of gold and potassium, a few drops of a solutiou

obtained by boiling cuprie sulphate solution with sodium
chloride and copper shavings, and after cooling adding

acetic acid, are introduced, with boiling, followed by addition

of a little sodium sulphide. The first reaction is

—

2KAuCy, + 2CuCI = 2AuCuCy
2
+ 2KC1,

followed by a secondary reaction in which copper sul-

phide is formed. The double cyanide of copper and gold

(AuCuCy.,), as well as the copper sulphide, are insoluble,

and mix with the other precipitated salts. These are

collected, redissolved in potassium cyanide solution, and
the gold is precipitated by digestion with zinc powder.
Silver, some copper, and the excess of zinc, accompany the

gold. The precipitate, after separation, is treated with

hydrochloric acid, anil after filtering off the zinc chloride

solution, with aqua regia. The solution is then treated

with stannous chloride solution, the shade of the ('a^sius

purple produced being compared against a standard. The
process is stated to be capable of giving higher results than

the fire assay.—E. S.

Lead Dioxide, -Electro-deposition of , in Quantitative
Analysis. A. Hollard. Comptes rend., 1904, 138, 142.

When lead dioxide is deposited from solutions of lead salt^

on an anode of blackened (platinised) platinum, it contains

more oxygen than corresponds to the formula PbO;;, so that

the analytical factor is less than 0'86G. The factor varies

regularly with the concentration of the electrolyte, from
- 740 for a bath containing 0-01 grm. of lead in 800 c.c.

to 0*861 in one containing 10 grms. If the platinum
anode be merely sand-blasted, the composition of the

deposit is practically independent of the concentration, the

mean factor being 0853, with limits of 0-857 to 0-84K.

This holds good both for baths of lead nitrate and of lead

sulphate dissolved in ammonium nitrate, with excess of

nitric acid in either case.—W. A. ('.

ORGANIC—QUA LITA TI VE.
Antipyrine and Salophene ; jYew Reactions for .

G. M. Berenger. Amer. J. 1'liarm., 75, 435. Pharm.J.,
1904,72, 117-

If antipyrine be treated with sodium hypochlorite solution,

the odour of chlorine disappears and is replaced in a few
minutes by that of bitter almonds. If chlorine water be
substituted for the sodium hypochlorite solution, the odour
of chlorine disappears in a similar manner, whilst an abun-
dant white precipitate is formed. If 1 grm. of salophene
(aeet-p-aminophenyl salicylate) be boiled with a dilute

solution of caustic soda, and, after cooling, 5 c.c. of sodium
hypochlorite solution added, a green coloration is im-

mediately produced, which changes finally to a mahogany
brown, the change of colour taking place slowly in the cold.
lint rapidly if the liquid be boiled. On adding excess of
acid to the green or brown solution, a scarlet colour,
changing to orange red, is produced.—A. S.

Alkaloids; Analysis [Identification] of . P. Kiev.
Rec. trav. chim. I'avs-lias, 22, 367—384. Chem. Centr.,

1904,1, 123.

The author has devised a rapid and reliable method, bv
means of which, with the aid of the polarising microscope,
I lie different alkaloids can lie identified by theii refractive
indices. A very small crystal, which acts to some extent
as a convex lens, is placed on the object-glass of the
microscope, together with a liquid of known refracting
power. In linking the examination, parallel light is used";
on adjusting the microscope, one can recognise by certain
phenomena whether the liquid is more or less refracting
than the crystals. The liquid is then replaced by another
and so on, until, when the refractive indices of the crystals
and of the liquid are identical, the contour of the crystal
can no longer be perceived, but only coloured rings. In
this manner definite values can be obtained for the various
alkaloids, without determining the crystalline form, angles
of the two optical axes, &c. The author examined in the
above manner the alkaloids of strychnos, of opium and of
cinchona bark ; cocaine, atropine, hyoscyamioe, hydrastine.
berberine, c\ tisine, physostigmine, sparteine sulphate, aeoni-
tine, delphiuine, veratrine, cantharadine, piperinc, caffeine,

and theobromine. By setting out the results graphically, a
right-angled field is obtained, in which the different alkaloids
are represented by points ; the diagonal separates the
positive and negative crystals ; and the distance from it

indicates the intensity of the double refraction. The points
representing different alkaloids coincide only in a few cases,
and then only when the alkaloids in question can be easily
distinguished by other means. On the other hand, alka-
loids which can only he distinguished with difficulty bj
other means (e.y., strychnine and brucine) are represented
by points widely removed one from the other.—A. S.

ORGANIC—QUANTITA TIVE.
Linseed Oil; Determination of Unsaponifiable Matter in

. O. Xiegemann. Chem.-Zeit., 1904, 28, 97.

The author has found in 18 determinations on pure Unseed
oil that the maximum amount of unsaponifiable matter was
2- 15, the minimum 0°74, and the average 1-35 per cent.,

this average being exceeded in seven of the samples. The
author therefore concludes that it is not justifiable to

condemn a linseed oil solely because the amount of un-
saponifiable matter exceeds the highest limit (1-3 per cent.).

—C. A. M.

Tanning Analysis; Notes on . G.Schweitzer.
Collegium, 1904, 21—23.

The author proposes to attach close fitting covers, like
those on platinum crucibles, to the fiat-bottomed nickel
basins employed for evaporations in tanning analysis so a-
to avoid increase of weight during weighing. He uses flat-

bottomed glass dishes with a rim 5— 7 mm. wide and
covered with a glass plate.—R. L. J.

Hide Powder ; Determination of Acidity in -
.

J. Paessler. Collegium, 1904, 23—24.

The acidity of hide-powder is tested at the Research
Station at Freiberg in the following manner :—2 grms.
of air-dried powder are left to soak in 50 c.c. of water for
about two hours. Azolithmin solution is added to colour
the whole distinctly red, and the contents of the beaker are
titrated with decinormal sodium hydroxide solution till a
permanent blue colour is obtained, the result being
calculated as acetic acid. It is usually about 0'15 per
cent.—R. L. J.

Organic Mailer [Determination of ] in Soils am!
Subsoils. P. K. Cameron and J. P. Breazeale. J. Am. .

Chem. Soc, 1904, 26, 29—45.
A comparative examination of the various methods in use
for determining organic matter in soils indicated that
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od by means of cbromi eliable

i

|
od used was as follows V.boui 10 grms.

of the soil wei ixi '1 with 5—10 grms. of p

bichromate, and concentrated sulphuric cid

|j . The volatile oxidation produi ts were

tir-t through a slightly acidifii ; • " sulphate

(to arrest hydrochloric acid, sulphur dioxide and trioxide)

and the carbon dioxide

\ stream of air, freed on dioxide,

throngh the apparatus during the operation. The amount

of organic matter is taken as being the weight of

obtained n- 171, this factor appearing to be the

most suitable. The method is slightly modified when

chlorides are present in the soil, t ti» bicb

dissolved in the ::cid and added to th i found

that, in this wav. uo hydra hloric acid, chlorine, or chromyl

chloride was evolved. When carbonates iire present, they

may be determine : treatment with dilute

acids. This ive, in all cases, results

lower than th Lr\ combustion in a current

I .
!'. B.

Methyl Alcohol; Dele) . in Pres

Ethyl Alchol. T.E.Thorpe and J. Holmes. J. Cheni.

Soc. 85, 1—6.

The process is based upon the fact that on treating

alcohol with a mixtun im bichromate and sul-

phuric acid nadcr certain conditions, it is wholly decomposed

into carbon dioxide and water: with ethyl alcohol under

the same conditions, 0"5 per cent. i> converted into carbon

dioxide and the remainder into acetic acid. On making

the determination, the sample is diluted with water till

50 c.c. do not contain more than 1 grm. of methyl alcohol,

or if ethyl alcohol 'ue also present, not more than 4 grins.

of the mixed alcohols. 50 c.c. of the diluted sample are

th. ii treated with 20 grms. of potassium bichromate and
SO c.c. of dilute (1:1) sulphuric acid in a stoppered tlask

ilitcd with a Funnel and side tube, and the mixture allowed

to stand for 18 hours. A further quantity of 10.grms. of

i ate and ."in c.c. of sulphuric acid mixed

with an equal volume of water are then added, and the

mixture boiled for about 10 minutes, the carbon dioxide

evolved being carried o\ rrent of air and collected

in weighed soda lime tubes. From the total weight of

carbon dioxide, 0*01 grm. must be suhtracted tot b

grm. "t ethyl alcohol present. The total amount of the

two alcohols cau he determined in ihe usual way by the

aid of the same table of densities, the relative densities of

'he two alcohols being almost identical. The method may
be used to determine whether tinctures or other medicinal

preparations contain methylated spirits, and to what extent.

The spirit from '2'> e.e. o! the sample, or from SO c.c. if it

contains less than SO per cent, of alcohol, is freed from

essential oils, &C, in the manner previously described by

the authors (this J., 1903, 232) : it is then distilled, diluted

with water to 250 c.c, and .Mice, treated in the manner
described above. If Ihe weight of carbon dioxide .bus not

. .1 (i-i'l grm. for each grm. of alcohol present, it may
be concluded that the sample contains only spirits of wine.

weight "' carbon dioxide exceeds this amount, its

equivalent in methyl alcohol by volume, must be corrected

bj subtracting • 7— 1 per cent, (depending on the am. rint

of methylated spirit present), ihe percentage of methylated

-pirit being calculated on the assumption thai tl

oi methyl alcohol in dehydrated methylated <piru does uot

exceed 6' 8 per cent.—A. 5.

Hydrazine and its Derivatives; Determination rf
[d«</ of Mercury"]. Vtti R. \ ad. dei

i Boma, 12, 376—381. Chem.Centr., 1904,1,213.

If a known quantity of hydrazine sulphate be boil I in a

<.liiil/e-Tn maim - apparatus with a -olution of n

chloride, and, after the air i^ completely expelled

centrated solution ol alkali be introduced, an amount of
• n equivalent to the hydrazine p evolved,

. ding according to the equation

—

\ 11,11 mi, 6KOH 2Hgl

K >n, + 4KCI + 2Tlg + M 6Hjl |.

[n tsing this d hydrazine derivatives the

sample is boiled with a solution of mercuric chloride,

acidified with hydrochloric acid. Seuicarbazid

hydrolysed by the acid, according t the equation

—

Ml. .CO. Ml. M! ..II' I + ll_.ll + 2HC1 =
MIL- lli'li. • Nil.' 1 + CO,.

Semicarbazoni - are split up into th .ling ketone

or aldehyde and tl izide salt, the latter being

then fur' 1 in the manner shown above. The
author has determined bj this method the amount of

I] tzine-nitrogen in thi ties of menthone,
fenchone, and tanacetone. By using an excess of hydra-

zine or semicarbazide, mercury may he determined by this

method, even wb of alkali a
present. With solutions containing less than l per cent.

of mercuric chloride, the determination is carried out in

the Nhulze-'i'iemann apparatus, but with concentrated

solutions or 'villi the pot t, it is better to work in

the cold, with n Lunge or Knop-Wagner nitrometer and
measuri ed by the nitrogen evolved.— A. S.

United Sr 1 1; - Patent.

Butter: -.'mi/ . &f, \"ogfherr, Berlin.

U.S. Pat. 749,343, Jan. 12, 1904.

A known quantity of the melted butter is agitated with a

definite quantity •>!' " sulphuric acid containing 4 per cent.

of amy 1 alcohol," and the amount of fat rising to the surface

and the increase in the volume of the acid layer due to the

water in the butter are measured,— ('. A. ,M.

HIT-SCIENTIFIC & TECHNICAL NOTES.
liittliuin />..../../'..• Gase* O. Emitted by .

.1. Dewar and P. (uric. Comptes rend., 1904, 138.
190—192.

Radium ;rm.) left in a vacuous spa<

three months, Lra\.- off about 3 c.c. of gas showing the

spectrum of hydrogen. This was transferred to a

hau-te.l. the tlask heated to l'cdne-^ mi as to

radium bromide, and the evolved gases collected

after passage through tubes cooled by liquid air. These

gases i- '6 c.c still contained some radium emanation,

were radio-active and luminous. The light emitted showed
in the spectroscope three lines belonging to nitrogen.

The gas, transferred to a Geissler tub. with the

induction coil the spectrum of nitrogen. I be quartz fiVk

was sealed while the salt was melted. Twenty days

afterwards the i;as within showed the complete spectrum

of helium.—1. T. I>.

Radium; Contribution to the Knowledge of .

W Mar.kwald. Ber., 1904, 37, 88—91.

s Radium from Barium.— By treating a con-

centrated aqueous solution of radium-barium chloride with

al per cent, sodium amalgam, a radium-barium am
is formed, in which the proportion of radium to barium is

much greater than in tin- original solution.

Phosphoresc* nee of* 1 nhydrous Radium-Barium Chloridt

.

— The different behaviour of anhydrous radium-barium

chloride, which exhibits strong phosphorescence, anil of

the crystallised salt, which is practically non-phosphorescent.

is due to the fa, .Irons barium chloride is caused

to phosphoresce bj Becguerel, a-, and/S-rays, whilst crystal

Used barium chloride is not affected in a similar manner.

Induced Radio-activity.— It strips of metal be imn

in a freshly-prepared solution of a radium-barium chloride

as obtained n Joachimathal pitchblende, the

metal becomes radio-active, the maximum effect being

attained in la- -30 minutes. The metals are not all

affected to the same degree.— \. S.

Colloidal Metals of the Platinum Group. I. C. Paal and
c. Imberger. Her.. 1904, 37, 124—189. (SeethiaJ.,

1908, 916, 984, 995, 996.)

lil" the aid of -odium protalhiuati and lysalbinate, the

author- have now succi ed< d in preparing colloidal solutions

ol |
; it inn ni

,
palladium, and iridium.— A. S.
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Radium Brumal- ; Influence of , on the Electrical

in,-,- of Bismuth. R. Paillot. Coraptes rend.,

1904, 138, 139.

A spiual of bismuth wire enclosed between thin mica

plates was exposed to ihe emanation of 0*03 grm. of

radium bromide of high activity, contained in a thin glass

tube. At a distance of A mm. the resistance of the spiral

was diminished by about 0-03* per cent. The effect is

instantaneous and does not change with time ;
it rapidly

falls off on increasing the distance, and at 1 cm. ci

altogether. When the radium bromide is removed, the

spiral almost immediately returns to its original resistance.

—W. A. C.

Active Oxygen. IX. Autox-idation of Cerous Salt I

Engler. Ber., 1904, 37, 19—59. (See also this J.,

1903. 969 and 1131.)

A itEi m to Baur. The author and others have made a

large number of experiments, of which the details are

given, on the lines indicated by Banr, and the results all

confirm the view that one atom of cerium in the form of an

alkaline cerons salt takes up only one atom of oxygen. The
active oxygen present as peroxide in the autoxidised

cerium solution was also determined by titration, the

eherrv-red solution being 'added to a known volume "f

arsenite solution until it was no longer reduced to the

yellowish colour characteristic of eerie solutions. The
results showed that one half of the oxygen taken up had

been rendered active which is in agreement with the

author's contention, and opposed to that of Baur.—H. !'..

Colloidal Solutions. .). Ouclaux. Comptes rend.,

1904, 138, 1 11.

The author has studied the conditions under which colloids

are produced by double decomposition. When dilute solu-

tions of potassium ferroeyanide and of a copper salt are

mixed, a copper ferroeyanide is formed which contains

potassium and has a definite composition varying with the

proportion of the reagents, which proportion also determines

whether it will remain in solution or be coagulated ; addition

of one or other of the reagents displaces the equilibrium.

The composition of this product may be represented by

l\,.Cu ...FeCy,;, where m + = 2; for cupric chloride «

decreases from 1" 3 to as the copper increases from o to

near infinity. If the proportion of ferroeyanide to copper

is exactly molecular, n has a mean value of 0" I, though it

varies with the dilution ; at this " critical point " a minute

excess of reagent, or an addition of foreign salt, causes a

considerable change in the composition of the colloid ; with

excess of copper it remains in solution, whilst excess of

ferroeyanide coagulates it. The composition of the dis-

solved" colloid differs definitely from that of the precipitated

body, ami it may be concluded that the coagulation is not

exclusively a physical phenomenon. In the case of " doable

colloids," such as copper and cadmium sulphides, all the

four radicals of the two reagents are found in the precipitate

—W. A. C.

Indium ; Studies on . A. Thiel. Ber., 1904,

37, 175—176.

The author has obtained metallic indium electrolytically,

in regular crystals, of sp. gr. 7-12 (l3
c
/4° C.) ami

m. pt. 155° C. The atomic weight, determined from the

sublimed trichloride, was obtained as 115-08 + 0-03, which

figure was confirmed by researches on the tribromide and

the oxide. The oxide is not absolutely fixed, and is hence

not very trustworthy as a basis for such determinations.

The following compounds have been prepared : Oxide, in

chlorine-green shining crystals, apparently rhombohedra.
Sulphide, InsS3, scarlet powder with metallic lustre, or

ciouabar-red columnar crystals. Sulphide, ln.,S, volatile;

black-brown powder, or yellow-brown transparent micro-

scopic crystals. Fluoride, InF3.3H20, shining, strongly

double-refracting crystals, moderately soluble, easily de-

composed. O.rychtoride, white, slightly soluble powder.

Mono- and di-bromides, like the corresponding chlorides.

Also compounds which are perhaps a higher bromide and
iodide. The electrolytically deposited metal is between

silver and platinum in colour; it i-s extremely soft, and can
be squeezed into wire in a sodium press.—J. T. D.

Formaldehydes Presence of , in Atmospheric iir.

H. Henriet. Comptes rend., 1904, 138, 203—205.

Rain-wasceks, especially those from logs, were concentrated
from 30—40 litres to 200 c.c. and the concentrates distilled.

The distillates contained fo id and formaldehyde.
The presence of the latter was confirmed by tests with

. iorcinril, with peptone and ferric chloride, with hy-
droxylamine (formation of oxime> and thence of hydro-

mift acid), and with dimethyaniline and sulphuric acid.

Attempts to determine the amount of formaldehyde gave
from 0-00001 to 0-00005 parts of the weight of the air.

The antiseptic properties of this atmospheric fonnaldehydi
are no doubt of great importance.—J. T. D.

Sugars; Synthesis of ,frmn Trioxymethylene.
Seyewetz and Gibello. Comptes rend., 1901,138, 150.

Trioxymethvlene (paraformaldehyde) is easily soluble in

aqueous solutions of sodium sulphite. On boiling it with
20 parts of anhydrous sulphite in 10 per cent, solution, the
aldehyde is completely decomposed after 10 minutes, with
formation of sugars. The mixed osazones obtained from
the resulting liquid yield a small quantity of formosazone,
in. pt. 148° C, on extraction with boiling 80 per cent,

alcohol. The residue is washed, dried on tiles, and boiled
with benzene, On cooling the benzene solution, the osa-
zone, m. pt. 131°, of i/lycerose separates. The residue,

insoluble in benzene, after repeated crystallisations from
50 per cent, alcohol, yields shining yellowish luminary
crystals, of which the composition has not yet been
determined.— YV. A. C.

Fermentatioi Action of Manganous Salts in presence of
Colloids. A. Trillat. Comptes rend.. 1904, 138, 274
—277.

ManBAWOUS salts in presence of colloids and a trace
of alkali (this .1., 1904, 138), show among others the
following reactions, noteworthy for their similarity to the

actions of oxydases : — 1. Exposed to air, the solution
oxidises and turns brown, though without precipitation.

_'. With tincture of guaiacum, out of contact with air, no
reaction, or a very faint one is shown ; while when air

has access, an intense blue colour is formed. 3. Quinol
(hydroquinone) is converted into quinone. I. Added to
solution of pyrogallol, and air passed through, these
solutions yield purpurogallie acid, in quantity six times
as great as is yielded in the same time by pyrogallol and
alkali alone. 5. The successive formation and reduction
of manganese dioxide in these experiments can be seen
and followed by the reaction with the tetramethvl derivative
of diphenylmethane (this J , 1003. 701)- 6. The oxidation
if phenols is accompanied by evolution of carbon dioxide.

7. In certain cases, the active portion of the colloidal

solution can he isolated by precipitation, and can be then
redissolyed to form an active solution. 8. The properties
of the solution are destroyed by heating for 20 minutes
to 105" C, though it slowly regains them after cooling.

0. The action on gallic acid shows that heat destroys the
activity due to the manganese compound, but does not
affect that due to the alkali.—J. T. D.

Soluble Ferments; Emission of Blondlot Rays dun
Action of . Lambert. Comptes rend., i'JO-1, 138,
196—197.

Fibrin, acted on in a test-tube by pancreatic, juice rend,

active by kinase, showed on a calcium sulphide screen an
emission of N-rays, which ceased after the fibrin was
dissolved. A similar result was given when an artificial

gastric juice was substituted for the pancreatic juice.

Photographic as well as visual evidence of this was
obtained. These results are possibly analogous to those

obtained bv M. Blondlot from tissues under constraint.

—J. T. D.

Camphor; Formation of . H. Shirasawa. Bull.

Coll. Agric, Tokio. Pharm. J., 1 00 1, 72, 77.

According to the author, oil cells appear very early under
the vegetative point of the camphor plant. In the young
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organs, the oil < tain an essential oil, formed in the

layer called bj Tschirch, the ' res genous" layer. In

tropical connti oil and tlie " resinogenous "
i

that layer an of a thicker consistence than in the temperate

South* in Europe. I >M leaves contain i

than young i aes. The transformation of the oil into

camphor does col lake ['luce until some time after the

.11 n!' the oil. In the old wood the oil is more

frequently colourless and crystals of camphor an

ibundanl than in the young wood, in which the oil is often

The oil cells do not exist in the woody parts,

tr bundles, or in the epidermis ; there are more

oil cells in tlie secondary than in the primary hark, but

they are more ahiuidant in the woo than iu

any oilier tissue. Thi ryma also yields more

colourless oil and crystals than other tissues. In the young

pith, the oil cells tire numerous, but diminish in

with age. The autumn wood contains more " ;

1 than spring

wood.—A. S.

Living Cells; Functions of Peroxides in the Chemistry

of . VII. Tlu Ck ical Vatnre <>l thi Oxydases.

R. i nodal rod \ Bach. Bcr., 1904, 37, -
''< -43.

As., (thi- J., 1903, 1097) has suggested that the principles

in the plant organs which yield the blue reaction with

guaiacum tincture on tin- one hand and liberate iodii

potassium iodide on the other, are n..t identical, bu* that

the latter reaction i- due to nitrous acid, which he has

deteete.l iu tin- 1". s taria sagittifolia.

point out that if it were a matter ct oxidation by nitrous

tcid, all tin- usual reactions of th. oxydases (such as the

bluing of guaiacum resin, th.- oxidation of pyrogallol, &c.)

would also be attributable t" that and. As a matter of

Fact, a series of quantitative experiments shows th:M tin'

oxidation ft' pyrogallol by nitrous acid follows exactly the

same mechanism, as regards the influence of time and pro-

portions of oxidisii a- tlie oxidation by oxydases.

!t may fairly he assumed, therefore, that oxidations by
nitrous acid are i Efei ted bj I n it mediate hypo-

thetical peroxide of the typeON.O.O.KO. [Compare this

.1.. 1904, fill, col. I, four line- from bottom.] In view of the

great similarity between the oxidising properties of nitrous

arid and those of the oxydases, the authors have applied a

number of tests to a very active, purified, preparation of

Lactarius oxydasi rhe solution of this oxydase reacted

very powerfully with guaiacum tincture and with p.

iodide and starch. It gave, however, no coloration with

diphenylamine and concentrated sulphuric a. -id nor with

m-phenylenediamine in presence of sulphuric acid [tine--'

I'here can, therefore, be no possibility of the active

principle being identical with nitrous acid. With m-pheny-

imine in presence of verj dilute acetic acid, a

coloration, violet at tiist. and subsequently an intense blue,

was formed. This coloration is characteristic of oxydases,
.:-,. of peroxydases in presenci .if hydrogen peroxide.

\ dail. M..1. i blue coloration waB developed with s-uaphthy- i

lamiti'- mi'' -ulphanilie acid in presence of dil

acid. The oxydases prepared from fungi yielded the

reactions of the albuminoids onlj tn the slightest extent,

and their albuminoid nature is very questionable. In

investigating the nature of all preparations of this sort, it

must Ik- borne iu mind that the composition of the active

products always partakes of the nature of the substrata

from which they ha\e been isolated.—J. 1'. B.

Aromatic Haloid Derivative! .• Direct Reduction of ,

byfinely-divided Vickeland Hydrogen. I' A

A.'.Maiihc. Compb - rend., !904, 138, 245 -248.

Mohochlobobbxzekb vapour and hydrogen, passed over

finely-divided nickel at lt'.o (_'.. give cyclohexane and

nickel chloride, and tin- action ceases when the wht

the nickel has been converted de. At 270 I .

however, tin- products are benzene and a little diphenyl,

and th. action i- continuous, for the nickel chloride is

reduced by the of hydrogen, llie more highly

chlorinated benzenes give mixtures rod lower

chlorinated derivates and no doubt could be completely

reduced by longer exposure or by a repetition i t the process.

Haloid derivatives of alkylated or hydroxy-benzenes arc

readily reduced than the corresponding derivatives of
benzene; baloid-amino-derivatives ate Mi 1 more easily
reduced, while haloid-nitro derivatives have the nitro-group

d the halogen removed simultaneously. Brotni
derivatives are reduced lest i isily than ehloro derivatives,
and iodo-derivatives only by passing their vapour alternately

with hydrogen over the metal, a- the rcipour of the iodo-
derivative prevents or binders the reducing action of th.

hydrogen on the nickel iodide.— J. T. 0.

Specific Rotation of strongly Optically Active Compounds ,•

/»,"" - turi .a the . II. Grossmann
and II. Potter. Bcr., 1904, 37, ft-88.

As the temperature rise-, the specific rotation of ammonium
molybdenylbimalate, Mot •._>((', E 1 ..<

i..\ !l i. increases to a
maximum at abont ';.' <'., and then continuously falls

with the further rise. 'Thus, for a solution containing
19-3-13 per cent, of the complex -alt. the value- of the
specific rotation at 10, :*.",

, and 95' C. are — 57*0
— GO -5, and -55 - 5 respectively. As the dilution of the
solution increases, the difference between the initial and

of the -peeilic rotation becomes less, but
the diminution at higher temperatures becomes more and
more marked. \ similar behaviour is met with iu the

of the corresponding sodium salt, the specific rotation

of which i.aches it- maximum at about 50 C. This
phenomenon is perhaps analogous with that exhibited bi
nicotine, which slum- a minimum rotation at a certain

concentration. With potassium molybdenyltartrate,

such maximum is observed, the specific rotation diminishing
continuously as the temperature rises.—T. 11. 1*.

Nickel Carbonyl ; Chemical Reactions of . Part II
Reaction with Aromatit Hydro arbons in presence of
Aluminium Chloride. Synthesis of Aldehydes and
Anthraceni Derivatives. 3. Dewar and II. O. .Tone-.

Proc. (hem S... , 1904, 19, G.

\i.i.ii. carbonyl does not react with cither alumininm
chloride or benzene separately, but with a mixture of the
two substances, a violent reaction begins immediately
hydrochloric acid being evolved.

From benzene at the ordinary temperature, benzaldehyde
is produced together with traces of oils having high boiling

points. Ai 100 C, the quantity of benzaldehyde is much
smaller, and anthracene, whicb is now the chief product,

is produced in considerable quantities. The reduction is

nrobahh due to the action of the nickel produced by the

decomposition of the nickel carbonyl.

Toluene gives o tolualdehyde and 2 :0 dimethylanthracem
(in. pt. 215— 21G i. m-Xylcne similarly yields 2

methylbenzald. hyde and a tetramethylanthracene melting at

280° C, which is' in all probability L :8: 5 7-tetramethyl-
anthracene. M yields an aldehyde only, con-
densation to an anthracene derivative being in this

impossible.

Naphthalene behaves in an entirely different way; no
aldehyde is formed either in the cold or at loo C., and a
hydrocarbon. (' II

, is produced together with oily or

resinous Bubstances having very high boiling points.

iBtto Soohs.
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-'III I I'X I M' It. 'II I 111 N I.IMU VNsTALTKN. VoO Prof.

Dr. O. Kiiui\. Dril • A ullage. Friedrich Vieweg
and Solin, Braunschweig. 1904. M. 19 (paper); M. 20
(cloth).

8vo volume containing preface, table of content.-. 308

pages "f subject-matter, illustrated with 104 cngraviugs.

At the end i- an alphabetical index of subjects. The great

feature of this work consists in the illu-traud <h -criptions

ot methods of preparation and apparatus used therein.

1. ImuipI'Iciui.n. Th. Auditorium for Experimental

Chemistry, General Remarks on the Preparing of Experi-

ments, &c. M.'hanieal Operations. II. Mxtaixoidb,
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II. Metals. The author i* specially indebted to the fall-

owing tor communications of value and other assistance :

—

iuchner, Bunte, Erdmann, E. Fischer, Giesel, Harries,

. Knorre, Laoge, Landolt, Marckwald, Miethe, and Peters.

?hk Phase Rule and Its Applications. By Alex.

F'indlay. M.A., Ph.D.. &c. Together with an intro-

duction to the Study of Physical Chemistry by Sir

William Ramsay, K.C.B., F.R.S. Longmans, Green,

and Co., 39, Paternoster Row, Loudon ; New York and

Bombay. 1904. Price 5 s.

'Mall 8vo volume containing preface, table of contents,

introduction by Sir William Ramsay (17— 641, and 302
iages of subject-matter on the main question, subdivided as

l>1 low* :— I. The Phase Pule. II. Typical Systems of

)ne Component. III. General Summary. IV. Systems of

[Vo Components. Phenomena of Dissociation. V. Solu-

ions. VI. Solutions of Solids in Liquids, only One ot

he Components being Volatile. VII. Solutions of Solids

a Liquids, only One of the Components beiug Volatile.
r III. Equilibria between Two Volatile Components.

X. Solid Solutions ; Mixed Crystals. X. Equilibrium

etween Dynamic Isomerides. XI. Summary; Applica-

ons of the Phase Pule to the Study of Systems of

to Components. XII. Systems of Three Components.
Til. Solutions of Liquids in Liquids. XIV. Presence of

olid Phases. XV. Isothermal Curves anil the Space

lodel. XVII. Systems of Four Components. Appendix.
!xperimental Determination of the Transition Point. There
i finally an index of names and one of subjects. The book
i one of a series of text-books of physical chemistry,

lited by Sir William Kamsay. The introduction above
?ferred to may be bad separately bound, as a small Svo
olume of 48 pages, at a price of Is.

lements of Inorganic Chemistry. By Harry C.
Jones, Assoc. Professor of Physical Chemistry in the

Johns Hopkins University. The Macmillan Co.,

New York and London. 1903. Price lis. 6rf.

mall 8vo volume containing preface, table of contents,

}6 pages of subject-matter, and the alphabetical index,

here are 59 illustrations, :md the subject is treated of

ndei the following heads : — I. The Science of Chemistry.
[. Oxygen. III. Hydrogen. IV. Water. V. Chlorine.
I. Laws of Chemical Action. VII. Ozone and Hydrogen
ioxide. VIII. Compounds of Chlorine with Hydrogen
id Oxygen. IX. Nitrogen and Compounds. X. Neutralis-

ion of Acid* and Bases. XI. Atmospheric Air also

ertain Rare Elements in it. XII. Determination of

elstive Atomic Weights. XIII. The Periodic System.
IV. Bromine, Iodine, Fluorine. XV. Sulphur, Selenium,
ellurium. XVI. Phosphorus, Arsenic. Antimony, also

ismuth, and Compounds. XVII. Carbon, Silicon, and
oron. Role of Carbon in Producing Light. XVIII. The
[etals. XIX. Calcium Group. XX. Magnesium Group.
XI. Aluminium. XXII. Iron, Cobi-.lt. Nickel. XXIII.
Manganese Group. XXIV. ( opper. Silver. Gold. XXV.
ead, Tin. XXVI. Ruthenium, Rhodium, Palladium,
Bmium, Iridium, Platinum. XXVII. General Relations
ithin the Groups of the Periodic System and between
e Compounds of the Metals; Xatnre and Pole of Ion* in

hetnistrv.

Craar lAf-port.

/.—GENERAL.
Monthly Trade Accounts job 1904; Chakgi -

IN the .

Bd. of Trade J., Feb. 11, 1904.

The Board of Trade desire to direct attention to the fact
iat several important changes have been introduced into
is statements relating to imports and exports to be con-
ined in the Monthly Accounts of Trade and Navigation,
r 1904. A comparison of the accounts for January with
ose issued during each month of 1903 will show that the
ineipal of these changes, so far as they relate to the

specification of new headings or to ct anges in previously
existing ones, are as follow:—

I. Import Section of the Accounts.— In Group II., relat-

ing to imports of " Paw Material*." the imports of " Lin-
ked Oil," " Cotton < )il," " Rape Oil," and "Other Sorts"
of seed oils are to be separately distinguished instead o
being included under the general head of " Seed Oil," a
formerly.

Several alt* rations have also been made in Gronp III.

("Articles wholly or mainly manufactured"). New
headings are introduced under "Chemicals" for "Coal
far Products, not lives." " I ream of Tartar." "Muriate
of Ammonia." "Sulphuric Acid," and "Tartaric Acid";
and the sub-division of the former heading for "China-
ware or Porcelain and Earthenware," so as to show
separately particulars of the imports of " Porcelain, China-
ware, and 'Parian," "Earthenware (including Semi-Porce-
lain, Majolica, and Glazed Hearth or Wall Tiles)," " Jet,
Kuckingham. and Glazed Terra Cotta Ware," " Red Pottery,
Stoneware, Brown, and Yellow Ware," and "Other Sorts
(including Electrical WareandDoor Fittings, and Chemical
Ware)." "Oil Seed take" is also sub-divided so as to
show "Linseed Cake," " Cotton Seed Cake." " Rape Seed
< ake," and " Oil Seed Cake of Other Sort* " separately.

Additional information is also given under various head-
ings in this section of the accounts in respect of the
countries from which goods are imported.

II. Section relating to Exports of British and Irish
Produce.—In this section of the accounts, in addition to
various alterations as regards the statement of countries to

which goods are exported, the following changes are
noticeable:—

Under the head of " Seed Oils " the exports of " Linseed
oil," "Cotton Oil," "Rape Oil," and " Other Seed Oil

"

are now separately distinguished. Considerable changes
have also been made in the classification of "Chemicals,
Drugs, Dyes, and Colours." particulars now being shown
separately for " Cream of Tartar," " Muriate of Ammonia,"
" sulphuric Acid " and Tartaric Acid," while the heading
for " Coal Tar Products, not Dyes," has been subdivided
into "Aniline and Coal fat ( lils," "Carbolic Acid."
"Naphthalene and Anthracene," and "Other Sorts."
Under " Chinaware or Porcelain and Earthenware," sepa-
rate particulars are given for the different heads enumerated
above as among the changes introduced into the Import
Section of the Accounts, and similar alterations to those
specified in that Section are also made in respect of exports
of "Oil-Seed Cake."

It is further intended to publish each quarter an account
of the value of the re-exports (i.e., the exports of goods
previously imported (to each Foreign Country and British
Possession, as i* already done in tin- ease of imports and of
exports of British and Irish Produce.

Switzerland ; Trade op . in '.'J02.

Foreign Office Annual Series, A'o. 3111.

The total imports of druggist*' sundries and chemicals in

1902 amounted to 1,538,000/. (55,000/. from the United
Kingdom). The principal imports from the United King-
dom consisted of:—varnishes, 6,600?.; stearin, 6,000/.;
arsenical acid, sugar of lead, borax, and salts of soda, 5.0ou/.

;

and pharmaceutical preparations packed for wholesale and
for retail, 4,600/.

Out of a total import of 53,000/. for porcelain and china,
the United Kingdom only supplied to the value of 1,200/,
and of the imports of superior pottery (total 57,000?.),
only 2,000/. The total importation of lavatory fittings of
porcelain was 18,000?., of which 8,000/. came from the
United Kingdom, an increase of 3,000?. on the previous
year's figures.

The total imports of paper, &c, amounted in 1902 to

365,000?., an increase of 18,000/. on the imports of 190'.
The imports from the United Kingdom amounted only to

12,500?., a decrease of 1,300/. More packing-paper and
common cardboard were imported than hitherto.
The import of brandies, rums, See., from the United

Kingdom was 3,000/., out of a total import of 34,000/.
The total imports of oils, soap, and fal* amounted to

568,500?., of which the United Kingdom supplied 22,500/.,
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07. more lhan in 1901. !

! Is foi

- trade purposes am. .hut isi of

while the value of tbe imports of cod livei o

soaps decreased rhe importation of ibe latter articli is

reusing as the lactones establ -h id in Switzerland

ro full] abli to supply ho requirements.

following articles were imported into Switzerland

from India ' tin "> bare,

52,500?.; oil seeds and oil fruits, J.700/

Switzerland's exports to India include I chei - • ,500i

Sabdisia; BniTiSB luuu with , is 1902.

Foreign Office Annual Series, Wb.Sl 10. Dec. 1903.

Imports hi Hi. Various Ports of Sardinia

during the year I

i = '-- 1L
£

< "* - M

L £ i £ e

LI . I nils 758 l!l M
als, (imps, and
ICOO 17't '

1 72 ,

resins, and perfu 1.243 201 G5S

152 5S4

Metals, manufaclur
•J 1

5

-> 1,988 1,899 3.22S
- . and

glass 247 -' 239 10,526

Though in 1902 the I nited Kingdom lias b en foremost

in the imports into the liari, thai is due to

the amount ol coal entered, a- there -til] is but a trifling

trade in British industrial products, whicl of great

importance.

The principal causes oi the fall are :—the heavy duties

imposed on British industrial import-
; the successful

competition of other conntrie*, especially of Germany and
Prance; the refusal ol British i inn cturers, traders ami
merchants to use the decimal system foi weights and

ires for the - ties hen .

Mexican Tbadi in 1902.

Foreign Offici Annual Series, No. 3112, Jan. l!n>4.

Imports,

lb. value of all kinds of chemicals and drugs imported
in the Near 1

'.
i i l v, is 552,59 t .. a-

-1/. in the preceding year

The principal articlesimported under the heading Chemicals
1

I
were colours of all kinds, prepared, and in powder or

crystals rained at 92,926/.; di igs of all kinds, including
patent mil pill-, valued at 92,3457.; canal

and potash, valued al 52,720/. All kinds of perfumery and
soaps are included under this heading, as w til as a number
of -mailer and le-- important urt i.

'

Sinnis and Earths, including Linn. Hydraulic Lime,
and Cement The total quantity was 44,332 ton- ted

at 90,722/., as against 30,034 ions, will 9,677/.,
:n 1901, This increase i- accounted for by a greater
demand for cement, not only for street paving but also for
buildings.

china and Eari ".err imported into Mexico
during the year 1902 !• tbe vain inpared
with 66,006/. in the vor preceding. Most tbe china
and earthenware comes from France and Germany, ami

perhaps, of such good quality as thai of

British manufacture, it is more suit mts ol' the
market, a- on account of it- being lighter it pays less duty,
and 1- onsequently in greater demur . much
cheaper.

mare.— The importation or' glassware

n

Dto several beadin incipal of which are common
^'la-- bottles for epresenting
value of 87,628/., h liich is supplied by

Germany. Bine glass for table and oth - was
imported to tbe value ol 70,872/., mostly from France and

L'las- from the United state- in imitation if

of CUl gloss. 111.- value of tin- imports of plate glass was
25,615/. The new glass factories recently erected in the

city of I'uehl.i ar • turning out all hinds of glassware, which
is not only superior to any that has been made in the

country before, i"it is copied from the best Btyles, and the
prices are very much lower than foreign

Fire-arms, a. The value -
' all kind- of tire arms and

ammunition imported in the year 1903 was 315,996/., as

against 292.739/. in the preceding year. Of the former
amount, 168.163/. represents the value of dynamite and
other explosives, the remainder being the yalue of fire-arms,
mining fuse and mining powder.

Leather Goods. -Prepared hides and -kins represent a
I arge portion of the value of the imports of leather goods,

the value in 1902 being 46,863/. Most of these come from
Germany, and are in all probability those exported from
Mexico in a dry or ted condil on, and which are

t to that country for preparation.

Petrol* >'n. - Although several petroleum springs are said

to have been found in many parts of the country, the impor-
tation if both crude and refined petroleum in 1902 amounted
to 120,493/, as compared with 102,716/. in 1901.

Paper.— The importation of paper, aud the manufacture
thereof, including eat fboard, in 1902 show a deer,

the previous year, the value in 1902 being 3HK,35.">/.. as

compared with 404,152/. in 191M.

Exports.

The export- of gold amounted, in 1902, to 1,926,241/.,

a- against 1,817,960/. in 1901. Of this, the greater quantity
was in bullion, and amounted to 1,839,665/., as Com
with 1,066,675/ in the previous year. The gold ore repre-

sented a value of 60,796/., the gold coin 25,780/., of which
21,123/. was Mexican, and the remainder foreign gold coin

re-exported.

The export of silver in the year 1902, as compared with

the pre. . is as follows:—

Silver ore and dust 12,495,521 9,608,0

, bullion 13,517,899 S8.860.404 17

coin-
Mexican 22.239,953 ll,7i»,213 15

-a 139,704 207*948 131,821

78,693,080 60,565,007 09,830,850

The increase in tbe exports oi copper is proof of the

increased development of the mining industry of Mexico.
The quantity exported in I9t)2 amounted to 62,087 tana
a- compared with an export of 42,047 ions in 1901

;
of

this quantity - exported in the shape of

or.- rbe value reported in the official returns for the exports

in 1902 was whicb, converted into sterling

at the rate of Is. 8|o*. to the dollar, gives a sterling I

:'
. a-

1 ompari I with 1,295,434/. in 1901, when the

price of silver wac d to the dollar.

The greater part of the copper exported, either a- ..r. or

matte, find- its nay to the I uitel States, which
the pri pal distributing centre ol the world. The only

other country which supplies that market with cop
am quantity is British Columbia ; but it is now said that

the production of Mex Is that from the latter

country.

A further increase in tbe quantity and value of fhi

exported in I risible. Th< amount export.,! in

19H2 was 105,783 tons (of whicb only 116 tons

the shape of lead ores), and was valued at 527,69
compared with 7ts,_'4 1 tots, valued at 147,931/., ill

The lead is nearly all -cut to the United Slates.

Many other metals are al found throughout the countty,

including antimony, iron, tin, mercury, and zinc, and it is

quite probable that othert" rihur deposro
: sail beds.

There wns a dei rease in the vain.- ot the expo .s of .lye-

woods m 1902, but tin- i- in all probability due to the lower

rate of exchange at which tbe silver values havi Seen con

. verted into sterling. Theonli two woods of any ' iportanot
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which are covered by this heading are logwood aud fustic ;

34,718 tons of the former and 5,504 tons of the latter having
been the total amount exported it) 1 902.

Indigo, cochineal, and orchil were at one time exported

in sufficient quantities from Mexico, but since the introduc-

tion of the aniline dyi stuffs the cultivation of the indigo

plant, the moss for the extraction of orchil, and the cactus

on which the cochineal was propagated, have almost entirely

died out ; it is to be expected, however, that if any impulse

is given to agriculture in general, these particular industries

will also come in for a share, the more so as it appears tint

none of them require very expensive or arduous labour for

their cultivation.

The cultivation of vanilla is now beiDg more extended,

and as it grows luxuriantly in the warm lands along the

coast there seems no reason why the exports should not

show a greater increase. The amount exported in 1902 was
113,576 lb., as compared with 13,991 lb. in 1901, and the

values of these exports were respectively 98,550?. in 1902

and 57.42G/. in 1901.

Ill—TAR PRODUCTS, PETROLEUM, Etc.

PkTROLEI \l ; III SsIVN .

Chem. and Druggist, Jan. 30, 1901.

The production of petroleum in the Baku district during
1903 shows a considerable falling-ofi' as compared ivith the

years immediately preceding it. It is calculated that the

output amounted to 59.5 million poods, as against 637

millions in 1902, 672 millions in 1901, and 600 millions in

1900. During the first eight months of 1903 the prices of

uaphtha remained low, but in the later mouths a perceptible

improvement took place.

VII.—ACIDS, ALKALIS, Etc.

Arsenic; Production of , in 1903.

E>.g. and Mining J., Jan. 14, 1904.

The production of arseuious oxide in the United Mates
during 1903 was 590 short tons, as compared with 1.353

short tons in 1902 and 300 short tons in 1901. The sole

producer of white arsenic is the Puget .Sound Reduction
Company, at Everett, Washington, .vhich has recently passed
into the control of the American Soielting and Refining

Company. Prior to 1899 the world's supply of arsenic

and it* compounds was derived mainly from the mines in

Cornwall aud Devon, and near Freiberg, Germany. The
closing down of the Devon Great Consols mine in 1901 led

to the exploitation of deposits in other countries, Canada
becomiog a new producer in 1900 and the United States in

1901.

Although arsenical pyrite occurs in many places in

Ontario, Canada, the total output of arsenic has been
derived from the mines of the Canadian Gold Fields, Ltd.,

at Deloro, Hastings county, the production of which con-

tinued to increase until April, 1903, when the mines were
closed down pending negotiations, with the view of con-

solidating the arsenic properties at and near Deloro into a

single company in order to produce a largely increased
annual output at a smaller cost per ton.

The United States Arsenic Mines Company has been
developing an arsenic deposit at Pilot Mountain, 17 miles

from Christiansborg, Va. An adit 215 ft. has been driven

into the hillside, and from it a drift of 55 ft. extends to an
8-ft. vein of arsenic ore reported to average 25 per cent.

of arsenic, which can be mined at a cost of 70c. per ton.

A building 300 ft. by 70 It. has been erected for the mills

aud furnaces, aud a col my of dwelling-houses for the

labourers, a store, blacksmith's shop, saw-mill, office, labora-

tory, Kt, have beeu put up. The plant is equipped with a

125-h.p. Westiughouse engine, two 75-h.p. returu tubular

boilers, four dinamos (one of 75-h.p., one of 15-h.p., and
two of 2-h p.), a 10 by 2o-in. Blake crusher, a 27-ft. Howell-
White calcining furnace, a set of rolls for pulverising the

product, pumps, &c. The capacity of the plant, when
finished, will be 70 tons of refined arsenic per day. The
region is wild and mountainous, and a traction engine was
used to transport the machinery from Chiistiansburg. The
company exiects to hegiu producing white arsenic early

in 1901.'

The Mineral Creek Mining Company, owning an arsenic'
property at .Mineral Creek, Washington, reports a large
body of regular ore which can be rained aud couvered into'
white arsenic very cheaply. About 1,000 tons of ore have
been mined ami an- held in stock awaiting the completion
of the smelter, which is nearly ready for operation. Mineral
Creek is situated not far from Elba, which is on the line

surveyed for the Tacoma Eastern Railroad. ,

A recent discovery of metallic arsenic bas been made at
Washington Camp, Santa Cruz county, Arizona. The metal
occurs in masses attached to the walls of small pockets in

a dolomitic limestone, aud in some instances the pieces of
arsenic weighed several pounds each. From one pocket
more than 50 lb. of metallic arsenic was obtained.

VIII —GLASS, POTTERY, AND ENAMELS.
Glass Making ix Germany ami Austria.

Bd. of Trade J., Feb. 11, 1904.

The Technical Instruction Committee of the Staffordshire

County Council has issued a pamphlet containing extracts
from a report by Mr. Frederick Carder (of the Wordslej
School of Art), on a visit to the glass-making districts of
Germany and Austria.

At works near Koepenick the furnaces are worked on
the Siemens' regenerator system, the gas being produced
from anthracite; tliev are oblcng in shape, with five pots.
on each side. The men work on a stage or platform cf
wood, about 2 ft. 6 in. in height and 7 it wide, erected
round the furnace.

At Tschenutz there are six Siemens' regenerative fur-

naces, <ome with 12 pots and others with 10 pots in each
furnace, all the pots being open.

In the cutting and grinding shop, with one or two
exceptions, all the mills run honz mtally and not vertically
as in England, aud vary in diameter from 2 feet up to

5 feet.

X.—METALL URG Y.

Platinum Production or Itu'ssiA

Eng. and Mining J., Jan. 31, 1901.

The production of platinum in 1903 is reported by the
Russian Department of Mines to have been 389 poods
3 funts, which is equivalent to 204,892 troy oz., as com-
pared with 446 poods, or 234,878 troy oz., in 1902.

Mining in Spain.

U.S. Cons. Reps., No. 1868, Feb. 4, 1904.

The Finanz Chronik states that the revival of Spanish
industries, which is usually not sufficiently appreciated, is

especially noticeable in the mining and metallurgical
branches. The production of silver ores, manganese, lead,
and sulphur is constantly increasing; that of copper has
increased but little during the past few years; that of silver-

bearing lead ore has decreased. The Somorrostro Mine
deserves special mention as a big producer, with about
350,000 tons per year. The copper mines of Cordoba,
Iluelva, and Seville, as well as those of Tharsis, and lib
1'into, have a world-wide reputation. The latter hus a

production valued at about 550,000/. per annum. Tin-

lead mines of Jaen, Murcia. Almeria. and Linares yield
an annual output of nearly 100,000 tons. Santander and
Murcia produce 86,000 tons of ziuc per year ; Oviedo,
Iluelva, and Seville, 30,000 tons of manganese ; aud
Caceres, 10,000 tons of phosphorite. Of the mercury
mines in the province of Ciudad Real, the most important
one, operated by the Government, is the Almaden. During
the year 1901, 443 new borings were made in this mine,
and the total production of pure mercury amounted to

630,689 lb.

Gold ; Occurrence of , in Great Britain
and Ireland.

./. M. Maclaren. Trans. North England Inst. Mining
and Meeh. Eng., 1903, 52, 437—510.

The author gives a description of the conditions under
which gold occurs in Great Britain aud Ireland. A biblip,-

graphy is appended to the paper. The yield of gold in
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Great Britain and Ireland is estimated as follows :—Eng-

land: North Molton, 081/. : Wales, since 1844, 280,547*.

;

Scotland: Leadhills, 100,000/.; Sutherland (1868— 186'.>),

3,000/. ; Ire! md. 28,855/. ; total, 412,983/. Of the total pro-

duction, almost all. except that from the Leadhills, has been

obtained during the nineteenth century, and nearly half of

it during the last 11 years, For the present centurj the

outlook is bv.no mean- promising, except in North Wales,

where, in the M thor's opinion, there is no reason why the

veins should not be worked with commercial success, pro-

vided that when a "bonzana" is encountered, a large

ve fund be set aside in order that the vigorous

prospecting which should be the <i'-' live feature of
" patchy " mines, can be carried on.

—

A

XII.—FATS, FATTY OILS, Etc.

Soaf ami Pekiimehy; Hints to Exporters of .

Ch. of Comm. ./., Feb. 1904.

The following particulars as to the trade in perfumery
and soap in various countries have been collated by

Handels Museum .-

—

Roumania.—The impori duties are so high that only tin-

best and second best descriptions can be imported. Native-

made soaps are dear, and there is an important demand
for foreign guilds, particularly the French article. Per-

fumery and cosmetics have to pay a duty of 100 lei (4/.)

and toilet soap 180 lei (7/. 4s.) per 100 kilos.

Russia.—In Russia also the high tariff allows of the

import of the finer perfumes only. The native soap

industry, however, only produces the cheaper qualities.

Finland.— Finland imports cheap as well as the better
j

qualities of perfumery. The demand is to a great extent

limited to the former, but at the same time fanc\ goods
suitable for presents are saleable if not too dear. As a
rule, however, the Finns use fewer perfumes thau the

Russians. In their articles of toilet they prefer antiseptic

preparations rather than scents. The home manufacture
of soap is cheap. Importers in Helsingfors buy chiefly from
commission agents in Berlin, Lnbeck, and Hamburg. Toilet

soaps have to pay 105-90 Finnish marks (about 8.">s.) per
100 kilos.

Sweden and Norway.—In Sweden, owing to large home
manufactures of perfumery, the import trade is confined to

small quantities of superior makes. Cheap perfumes, as

well as finer scents, have to pay 2 kroner (2s. 2./.) per kilo,

duty. The duty on toilet soap amounts to 0-50 kroner,
(6jd.) per kilo. French, German, English, and United
States manufactures are cbi.tly in request, and latterly

German in particular. Norway, in spite of a considerable

home production, imports a fair quantity of toilet articles,

the cheaper kinds from Germany and better qualities from
England and France. Toilet soups aie subject to a dutv of
0-50 kroner per kilo, (minimum tariff).

Zanzibar.—The Austro-Ilungarian Consul reports that in

Zanzibar, owing to the stringent regulations in respect of
the sale of spirits to the natives, the introduction of alcoholic

perfumes and essences is difficult.

China and Korea.—In China, European perfumery and
soap is mostly too dear and insufficiently known. The
European population at Foochow obtain their supplies chiefly

from England and America. Into Hankow imports con-
sist chiefly of very cheap lines, principally rouge and scent.

Korea, in reaped of its capital. Seoul, obtains its supplies

of perfumery and snap (chiefly fine and medium goods)
uid Shanghai or .Japanese ports. In 1900, Custom statis-

tics showed an import of perfumery value 6,750 frs. (270/.)
and of todet soap value 1 1,025 fr. (440/.).

Switzerland.— Switzerland imports all kinds of fancv
soaps and perfumes, but rarely cheap or medium articles.

France is the chief supplier of perfumery, and Germany of

soap.

Turkey —Turkey imports all the superior descriptions of
toilet articles from France, England, and Germany. In tin-

country itself only a small quantity of the cheaper kinds
of scents is produced. Traders in Adrianople make
their purchases— mostly cheap goods

—

principally from
Constantinople. Inquiry for such goods at Monastir is

limited, and chiefly in the direction of inferior goods ;

but, at the same time, the trade might be increased if a low-
priced good article were introduced. In Salonika, a local

manufactory competes keenly with foreign goods.
Aileu and Beirut.—In Aden, the annual import, mostly

of French origin, of toilet soaps, extracts, washes, and
C08metics amounts in value to 20,000 fr. (800/.). Cheap
goods with a basis of musk, civet, rosewater, jasmin, or
geranium are in good request.

XIII. C—INDIA-RUBBER, Etc.

Kuuiser Production ; The World's .

Ch. of Comm. J., Feb. 1904.

Figures published by Handels Museum show that the
world's production of caoutchouc fell from 57,500 tons in

the year 1900 to 54,000 tons in 1902. The largest diminu-
tion was shown in the case of East anil West Africa, including
the Congo—namely, from 24,000 tons to 20,000 tons. On
the other hand, lirazil, Peru, and Bolivia show an advance
from 25,000 tons in 1900 to 80,000 tons in 1902; and the
Straits Settlements, whose production was unimportant in

1900, appear with 1,000 tons in 1902. The output of the
Netherlands East Indies (1,000 tons in 1900), Mads
and Mauritius (1,000 tons in 1900), India, Burma, and
Ceylon (500 tons in 1900), was not, however, considered
large enough to be recorded. The share of the South
American States not specifically mentioned fell from 3,500
tons to 1,000 tons, and that of Central America and Mexico
from 2,500 tons to 2,000 tons.

Patent fcist.

' andN.B.—In these lists, [A.] means "Application for Patent,'

[C.S.], Complete Specification Accepted."

Where a Complete Specification accompanies an Application, an
asterisk is affixed. The dates given are (il in the case of Applica-

tions for Patentti, the dates of application, and (li) in the case of

Complete Specifications Accepted, those of the Official Journals

in which acceptances of the Complete Specifications are advertised.

Complete Specifications thus advertised as accepted are open to

inspection at the Patent Office immediately, and to opposition

within two months of the said dates.

I.—PLANT, APPARATUS, AND MACHINERY.

[A.] 2444. Dupont. Distilling apparatus. Feb. 1.

„ 2620. Tnckfield and Garland. Regenerative dis-

tilling apparatus. Feb. 2.

„ 2747. Tuckfield and Garland. See under XVII.
„ 2762. Grossmann. Method and apparatus for the

condensation, absorption, or chemical combina-
tion of gases in the presence of liquids, or of

liquid and solid substances. Feb. 4.

„ 2792. Haylock. Centrifugal separators. Feb. 4.

„ 3003. Slade. Process and devices for filtering

liquids.* Feb. 6.

„ 3165. Suzuki. Piled vacuum evaporating appa-
ratus.* Feb. 9.

[C.S.] 23,646 (1902). Knudsen. Apparatus for lique-

fying air and other gaseous fluids. Feb. 10.

„ 4173 (1903). Diedrich. Drving apparatus.

Feb. 17.

„ 4612 (1903). Adam. Centrifugal separating ap-
paratus. Feb. 17.

„ 11,943 (1903). Za<-hariaseu. Apparatus for dry-

ing and aerating substances. Feb. 10.

„ 25,060 (1903). Haddan il.ds.u Reduction
Machinery Co.). Drying apparatus. Feb. 10.

II.—FUEL, GAS, AND LIGHT.

[A.] 2456. Pritish Thomson-Houston Co., Ltd. (Gea.
ICIectric Co.). Machines for treating filaments

for electric lamps. Feb. 1.

„ 2481. Brooks. Apparatus for the generation of

gas.* Feb. 1.

„ 2547. Capitaln, . Suction gas producers.* Feb. 2.
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[A.] 2378. Roux and (lonin. Process of treating peat

and other substances. Feb. 2.

„ 2790. Jordan. Horning and i-ooking gas. Feb. 4.

„ 3143. Liversedge. Furnaces. Feb. 9.

„ 831 j. Pissarreck and Schmidinger. Apparatus for

the manufacture of gas from mineral oils and
other volatile liquids. Feb. 10.

[C.S.] 4988 (1903). Moor. Treatment of gas liquor.

Feb. 17.

„ 5798 (1903). Thompson (Schweizerische I

motiv- und Maschinenfabrik). Gas-generating

apparatus. Feb. 17.

„ 5866 (1903). Siemens. Regenerative gas furnaces.

Feb. 17.

7622 (1903). Lowden. See under VII.

„ 7770 (1903). Bonlt (Goldschmid). Manufacture
of gas. Feb. 10.

„ 7783 (1903). Edelmann. Electrodes for arc lamps.

Feb. 10.

„ lo,J27 (1903). Blau. Process for making an oil-

gas of high combustible value. Feb. 17.

„ 19,929 (1903). Catier. Generator for power gases

Feb. 17.

„ 28,761 (1903). Boult (Koneman). Manufacture

of water gas. Feb. 10.

IV.—COLOURING MATTERS AND DYESTUFFS.

[A.]

[C.S.]

2468. Johnson (Hadische Auilin und SodaFabrik).
Production of colouring matters of the naphtha-
lene series. Feb. 1.

2469. Johnson (lladische Anilin und Soda Fabrik).

Manufacture of azo colouring matter especially

suitable for the preparation of colouring matter
lakes, and of intermediate products relating

thereto. Feb. 1.

260S. Johnson (Hoehringer und Soehne). Manu-
facture of azo compounds. Feb. 2.

2738. Imray (Basle Chemical Works). Manu-
facture of new basic dyestuffs.* Feb. 3.

3096. Ransford (Cassella and Co.). Manufacture
of azo dyestuffs. Feb. 8.

3108. Johnson (Badische Anilin und SodaFabrik).
Manufacture of indigo paste for direct use in fh'

fermentation vat. Feb. 8.

7353 (1903). Imray (Meister. Lucius und Briining).

Manufacture of green dyestuffs of the anthra-

quinone series. Feb. 1".

7394 (1903). Johnson (Badische Anilin und Soda
Fabrik"). Manufacture and production of anthra-

cene colouring matters and intermediate products.

Feb. 10.

Abel (Act. -lies, f. Anilinfabr.).

of sulphur dves derived from
Feb. 17.

Abel (Act.-Ges. f. Anilinfabr.).

Manufacture of uiordant-dveing monazo dyestuffs.

Feb. 1 7.

„ 8575 (1903). Lake (< >ehler). Manufacture of

dyes. Feb. 10.

20,151 (1303). Johnson (Badische Anilin und
Soda Fabrik). Manufacture of anthracene
colouring matters. Feb. 10.

28.033 (1903). Imray (Soc. Cbem. Ind. in Basle).

Manufacture of tetrazo dyestuffs with the aid of

2.5.1.7- amidonaphtholdisulphonic acid. Feb. 17.

V.—PREPARING, BLEACHING, DYEING,
PRINTING, AND FINISHING TEXTILES, YARNS.

AND FIBRES.

[A.] 2573. Ransford (Cassella and Co.). Means for

discharging dyeings. Feb. 2.

„ 3051. Calvert. Deep shades on animal fibres.

developed and produced on the fibres themselves.

Feb. 8.

„ 30G7. Brougham (Kellner). Bleaching. Feb. 8.

3203. Read Hol'.iday and Sons. Ltd.. und Turner.
Production of fast colours on animal fibres.

Feb. 9.

8405 (1903).
Manufacture
indophenol.

8406 (1903).

[A.] 3520. Mellor. Method of and means for cleaning
silk and like yarns or thread. Feb. 12.

„ 3529. Pick and Erban. Bleaching and cleansing
vegetable fibres. Feb. 1 2.

[C.S.] 3748 (1903). Dixon. Imparting rigidity or stiff-

ness to ribbons, velvets, bunting, and other
textiles, and to paper and pulp fabrics. Feb. 17.

„ 7S91 (1903). Hendrie and Smith. Apparatus for
starching or dressing and st jtering fabrics.

Feb. 17."

VI.—COLOURING WOOD, PAPER, LEATHER, Etc.

[C.S.] 7954. . sford (Cassella and Co.). Method of
dyein leather with sulphur colours. Feb. 17.

[A.]

[C.S.]

VII.—ACIDS, ALKALIS, AND SALTS.

2541. Hegeler nud Heinz. The Glover tower pro-

cess.* Feb. 2.

2655. Keogh and Broughton. Methods of making
aluminium compounds and by-products.* Feb. 3.

2739. Bellot des Minieres. Apparatus for the

manufacture of copper ammoniate.* Feb. 4.

2827. Elwoiihy. Processes and apparatus for

solidifying carbon dioxide. Feb. 4.

3018. Davis. Process for the manufacture of

hydrocyanic acid and cyanides. Feb. 6.

3349. Bloxam (Administration der Alinen von
Buchsweiler). Manufacture of sodium ferro-

cvanide. Feb. 10.

3225 (1903). Brothers. See under IX.

3347 (1903). Pearson. Process of producing car-

bon monoxide. Feb. 17.

5230 (1903). Gin. See under X.

7622 (1903). Lowd. n. Method of and apparatus for

converting " gas " lime and other spent lime into

a more marketable product. Feb. 10.

IX.—BUILDING MATERIALS, | LAYS, MORTARS,
AND CEMENTS.

[ V.] 2665. Ramford. Substitute for asphalt. Feb. 3.

[C.S.] 3225 (1903). Brothers. Manufacture of plaster

of Paris. Feb. 17.

„ 3378 (1903). Jenkins. Manufacture of bricks,

artificial stone. &c. Feb. 17.

,, 7566 (1903). Dobson. Fireproof building blocks.

Feb. 10.

7579 (1903;. Gilmour, Morton, and Co., Ltd.,

Morton and Milloy. Manufacture of glazed

bricks. Feb. 10.

„ 27,628 (1903). Herschbach. Manufacture of

porous bricks or blocks. Feb. 10.

„ 2<,103 (1903). Pratt. Brick kilns and the pro-

cess of burning bricks. Feb. 17.

X.—METALLURGY.

[A.] 2430. Le Mesurier. Process for hardening copper

or its alloys. Feb. 1.

„ 2460. Cadotte. Case-hardening compound. [U.S.

Appl., April 16, 1903.] * Feb. 1.

„ 2661. Alzugarav. Treatment of complex ores.

Feb. 3.

2892. Alzugarav. Extraction of metals from their

ores. Feb. 5.

„ 2894. Atkinson. Treating ores. Feb. 5.

„ 3231. Ogle. Extraction of metals from their ores.

Feb. 9.

„ 3235. Schulte-Steinberg. Manufacture of briquettes

from friable ores.* Fell. 9.

„ 3538. Cowper-Colcs and Co.. Ltd.. and Cotvper-

Coles. See under XIII. B.

„ 3559. Crawford and Frith. Heating vessels,

furnaces, and other receptacles for metallurgical

and other uses. Feb. 12.

„ 3628. Brand. Extraction of zinc. Feb. 13.

[C.S.] 24,417 (1902). Webb. Extraction of precious

metals from ores. Feb. 17.

„ 3194 (1903). Schwartz. Smelting ores. Feb. 10.
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•{C.S.] 5230(1903) Gin. Manufacture of copper .sulphate

t» tlii ii snlphurisutioD of the ores. Feh 10.

8026(1903). Lash. Manufacture of steel. Feh. 10.

r. Mai ul'acture ot steel.

Feb. 10.

„ 8299 (1908). Tresidder. Manufacture of steel

platen with a hardened face. Feb. 10.

103). into. ( ruciMe furnaces, and the

production of iron and steel by the direi i re-

duction ot iron ore-. Feb. 1 7.

X1I.-FATTY OILS, FATS, WAXES, VNI) SOAP;

[C.S.] 5789 i 1908). Dewar and Linoleum Manufacturing

Co. Method of treating wood-oil to form pro

ducts especially useful in the manufacture of

linoleum and the like. Feb. 1 7.

„ 2i Giessler and Bauer. Manufacture

- t non-caustic soaps developing active oxygen

and having an anti-eptic and bleaching effect.

Feb. 17.

HTL—PIGMENTS, PAINTS: RESINS, VARNISHES;
INDIA-RUBBER, Etc.

(A.)— P1OHBKT8, Paints.

[A.] -414. Coppock. Paint for ships' bottoms and

iron. Fell. 1.

„ 20,903(13(13). Hall. Paint composition. Feb 17.

( B.~)—Resjins, Varsisues.

[A.] 3538. Cowpei 1 oles aad Co., Ltd., and Cowper-

Coles. Protecting metallic surfaces from cor-

rosion. Feb. 12

[C.S.] 4854 (1903). Scott Apparatus for use in the

manufacture; of inlaid linoleum. Feb. 1".

„ 18.15 (19U3). Scott. Apparatus for use in the

mannfactnre of inlaid linoleum. Feb. 10.

„ 5789 (1903). Dewar and Linoleum Manufacturing

Co. See under XII.

(C.)

—

India-Rdbber.

[C.S.]7313 (1903). Dancer. See under XIV.

2>vS.">3 (1903). Bouru. Pi

rubber. Feb. 10.

XIV—TANNING; LEATHER, GLEE, SIZE, Etc.

[C.S.] 7313 (1903). Dancer. Adhesive solution for

sticking all kinds of leather, rubber, cloth, and
the like. Feb. it.

„ 28.020 (1903). (lark (Vaughan Machine
Machines for treating hides and skins. Feb. 10.

W M ENURES, I

[A.] 3170. Van Laer. Fertiliser, and process for making
the same. Feb. '.».

„ 3466. Mitchell. Manufacture of manure. Feb. 11.

(C.S.] 7921 (1903). Baker. See mulcr XVII.

XVI.—SI G LB, STARCH, CUM, Etc.

[A.] 2928. Nauii iparatus for the

diffusion and extraction nf saccharine
: :.. 5.

XVII.—BREWING, WINES, SPIRITS,

[A.] 2663. Schidrowitz and Kave. Manufacl
certain products (com waste distillery material.

Feb. 3.

„ 2717. Tuckfield and Garland. Alcohol or marine
distillery appar itus. I 1 b. 4.

,, 3196. Vignier. Fermentation of wines, wash, or
beer, and the making of yeast for disl

Feb. 9.

[C.S.] 7658 (191 S ouler XVIII. Ii.

7921(1903). Baker. Method of treating i
- and distill use as a

manure. Feb. 17.

• - i 066(1903). (hot tcan and Diss.-. Ferment for

i he manufacture ot wine vinegar. Feb. 10.

XVIIL—FOODS; SANITATION; WATEB
PURIFICATION, & DISINFECTANTS.

(..4.)— Foods.

A. 2785. Muir. Manufacture of cacao or cocoa practi-

cally free from standi or sugar or both. Feb. 14.

„ 340.5. Farago and Bartba. Mannfactnre of coffee

extract.* Feb. 11.

„ 8531. Hatinaker. Dry tuilk and milk-like products.

Feb. 12.

(6'.)— Sanitation ; WaTBB I'i cii'Il'ation.

[A.] 8341. Rawlins. Separation or treatment of town
refuse. I

[C.S.] 7658 (1903) Vudersoni Process of treating

distillers' wash or dregsand other noxious organic

effluents. Feb. 10.

„ s.34*. (1903). Speuce, and Peter Speifce aud v

Ltd. Treatment of sewage, sludge, and the like

matters. Feb. 17.

v
( |_ DlSISFl • 1 IM-.

[A.] 3C69. Harris. Insecticides. Feb. 13.

XIX.—PAPER, PASTEBOARD, Etc.

[A.] 3191. Goldsmith and The British Xylonil

Ltd. Mannfactnre of celluloid. Feb. 9.

[C.S.] 24.532 (1902). Hutchinson. Method of preparing

paper for manifolding copying purposes, and the

preparation of printing surfaces therefrom with

self-contained ink or colour supply. Feb. 17.

„ 2420 (1903). Milne. Paper and pulp machines.

Feb. 10.

314S (19u3). Dixon. See under V.

„ 23,752 (1903). Fell (Casein Co.). Casein-cellu-

lose composition, and process for producing same.
Feb. 10.

XX.—FINE CHEMK ALS, ALKALOIDS,
!
-si s'CES, AND EXTRACTS.

[A] 3190. Goldsmith and The British Xylonite i'o.

Ltd. Treatment of turpentine educ-

tion therefrom of camphor and other hydro-

aromatic bodies. Feb 9.

, Langueld Preparation nf natural

mineral salts licina] purposes. Feb. 17.

7363 (19031 lioux. Manufacture of cream of

tartar. Feb. 17.

XXL—PHOTOGRAPHIC MATERIALS AND
PROI 1 SS] -

[A.] 2505. Cherrill. Photographic printing. Feb. 1.

„ 2693. Hewitt and Miles. Photography. Feb. 3.

8107. Penros phic processes and emul-

sions. Feb. 8.

(1903). Jumenux and Davidson. Trichro-

matic photography and optical projection.

F.b. 17.

„ 3730 (1903). Jumeaux and Davidson. Trichro-

matic photography. Feb. 17.

25,390(1903 11 ffauminer. Process for preparing

photographic ;
riming paper, .v.'. Feb. 10.

XXII.—EXPLOSIV1 S, MATI HES, I >
.

TA.] 2735. Tulloch. Manufacture of mining expl

Feb. :i.

2730. Tulloch. Manufacture of propellent explo-

sives. Feb. 3.

S019. Boyd. !' - pi isi es. Feb. 4.

S253 Haddan (Fuhrer). Explosives. Feb.'.'.

Ffihrer. Explosives.* Feb. 1".

C.S 120 (190 N .1 than. Thomas, and Rintoul.

Manufacture ' aitro-glycerine. Feb. 17.

landPublUl Harding Street, 1 hi 1 B.C.,1 - Chemical Industry.—P931S.
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ANNUAL GENEBAL MEETING, NEW l'OEK, 1904.

The Annual General Meeting will be held in New York

, Sept. Sth, and following days. Members
who contemplate attending are requested to communicate
with the General Secretary an - i as possible, in order

that suitable travelling arrangements may be made. A
programme appears in the .1 of the Journal.

ST. LOUIS EXHIBITION, 1904.

The St Louis Chi - Society has established a I

of Information for the benefit of members of foreign

,] societies who may visit the World's Fair. Any
members of snch societii - who desire information in

to tin- Exhibition are invited to write to the Secretary,

Prof. E. H. Keiser, Washington University, St. Louis, Mo.

COMMUNICATIONS.

Authors of communications read before the Society, or

any of its Local Sections, are requested to take notice that

under Rule 43 of the Bye-laws the Society has the right of

priority of publication for three months of all such papers.

Infringement of this Bye-law renders papers liable to be

rejected by the Publication Committee, or ordered to be

abstracted for the Journal, in which case no reprints can

bs fnrnished to the author.

Cftangr* of 9oor*£Sss.

When notifying new addresses, members are requested to

write them distinctly, and state whether they are temporary

or permanent. Multiplication of addresses is also to be

avoided as tending to create confusion. When sending

subscriptions, the use of the form attached to the application

helps in the verification of addresses, on which the safe

delivery of the Journal depends.

Barrett, J. Treeby, l/o London; Bronheulog, Mostyn.

North Wal
Bragg, E. B., i o Michigan Avenue; 1745, Chicago Avenue,

Evahston, 111., U.S.A.

Brown, Arthur 11.. l/o London, tint.: c/o Daly Seduction

Henley, B.C., Canada.

Buchanan, D.G., l/o Chili ; Mount Vernon H now.

BnrkharcU, Dr. G. A.; communications to c o Soc. Komana
de Produse Chimiche, Vatei sea, Roumania.

Burls, Herbert T., (Journals) e,'o Royal 5 < lub,

St. James' Street, S.W., ami (communications) LI,

, Onslow Gardens, London, S.W.

tens, Chas., l/o Johannesburg; 220, Crockei Building,

Francisco, Cal., U.S.A. ; -inscriptions and index

08 before.

Calvert. Jos. E. ; communications to 293, Butler Street,

Etna, Pa., l.S.A.

pari. Dr. W. A., l/o Langhatn Villas; 5, Park Lane,

aldington.

Cholerton, A. 1".; all communications to .-rave

( (ate, 1. ster.

-. \\ . Hepwdrth, 1 o Manchester; retain .lour

Davis, Bi Borneo Co., Boedok,

• • di

Produits ( Ihimiq

ria.

ail : 54, Rivet I Road,

i. (lie, E. 1).. 1 i) Kim V ; any.

Fogetti. I,., l/o Cincinnati; retain Journals.

Frerichs, F. W.. 1 o lleri' and Frerichs i lu-micai Co.; c/o
Merck and i o., St. Louis, Mo . U.S.A.

Gamer, A. i '., l/q Whatcom; P.O. Box 70, Bellingham,
Wash., r.s.A.

leeve, \V. II., l/o l'linlstone, Ga. ; Middlesboro', •

K\.. U.S.A.

Gray, E. I!.. I o Bayonne; c/o United Oil and Refining Co.,
Beaumont, Texas, U.S.A.

Haddock, A. [G. ; communications to c/o Castner-Eellner
Alkali ( .>.. Ltd., Weston Point, Runcorn.

Hiby, Hr. \\\. : o Westminster; 4, Southampton Row
W.C.

Hudson, Dr. K. J., I'o Gladstone; c/o Pioneer In
Marquette, Mich., U.S.A.

K. If. Henry C. I o Leyton ; retain Journals,

l.essing, Dr. R. ; Journals to 9t<. Milton Avenue, East

Ham, E.

Levi, Louis E., l/o Buffalo; c/o Pfister and Yogel Leather
Co., Milwaukee. Wis.. U.S.A.

Lewi-, Edw. W., l/o New Cross; 97, Belgrave Road,
Ilford, E.

Lippineott. Warn d B.,1 o Maurier; c/o American Smelting

and Refining Co., Argentine, Kansas, U.S.A.

Miller. Stuart B. ; Journals to 701, South 20th Street,

Birmingham, Ala.. L'.S.A.

More, Andrew, l/o Elarlesdec ; Government Laboratory,

Clement's Inn Passage, Strand, W.C.

Nelson, E. K.. 1 Paris, III.
;

r Nelson, Morris ami Co.,

Chicago, 111. r.s.A.

O'Neill, Chap., l/o Glasgow; e/o Messrs. Wilson and
Carlisle, Calle Maipu. Bnenos Ayr.-. Argentina.

Prentice, Dr. :>., l/o Hull ; 80; Whitefield Bead, Stockton
Heath, Warrington.

Ralston, Win., In Govan ; e/o J. Johnstone, L'2. Annette

Street, Crossbill, Glasgow ; Journals as before.

Rauter, Dr. G.,l/o Bismarek-stras-e ; Cauerstra-^e 2, Berlin-

Cbarlottenbnrg I., Germany.

Schaffer. Herbert A., 1" Broadhead Street; 821, Spring

Garden Street, Kaston, Pa., U.S.A.

Singer, Ignatius, I o Newlav : Horsforth, near Leeds.

Whatmoogh, Dr. Win. H. ; communications to 127, Wath
Road. St. Helens.

Hibrrpnol £>frtion.

Meeting held at //.. Univt rsity, on Wednesday,
February 24th, 1904.

MI'.. Il:i\k HIE IN THE (HUH.

THE MAM FACTURK oF SULPHUBH ACID
FBOM ARSENICAL l'VKII

l:Y w . SI ISI HI II UUiWTl'.-. '-..II.'.

-,,„ , to go to a sulphuric aci

- thai were in difficulty. The "difficulty" th»

presented its. i: was t.ir beyond anything that 1 ha

expecti d to i m onnter, for in every part of the plant I sa*

arsenious acid, or rather oxide, \-'' I rystals of arsenioti

re ml dram plates of the lmrnei

that were not working hot. Quantities of pasty

were raked from B I or |
ottiu

oven with the Gli m the Glovci lower i

i ilirty rather milk} liquid, which deposited arseniol

i it gradually becai

colder. Uanj .-onnccting i ially those carryil
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colli strong liquor to the strong egg cistern were stopped

up, and on being cut, the filling, so hard did it appear,

.seemed like a piece of flint.

On examination, the eggs themselves were found to he

encrusted with arsenious oxide, especially the strong acid

egg, which was so much so that its capacity was therehy

halved. Many inches of a white deposit of the oxide were
in the cisterns on the Gay-Lussac tower, and the distributing

shoots and lutes on the tower top were so tilled with the

deposit that the li<[Uor found its way into the tower by one
or two channels only. But by far the worst effect of

arsenious oxide, in fact the fatal effect, to the possible

working of the ore under normal conditions was seen in the

Gay-Lussac tower itself. The coke had acted as a filter for

the oxide which eventually and effectually choked up the

tower. A strong; pressure on the last chamber resulted,

and this soon told upon the whole plant's working, even to

the burners themselves—in short the works had stopped.

Such was the state of things that 1 was invited to remedy.
The working of liquors saturated with arsenious oxide is

possible (though by no means easy or agreeable) in all

parts of the plant except the Gay-Lussac tower, for as soon
as the oxide gets on to the coke, the draught is impeded, and
the working of the whole plant is thus upset. It was
therefore to the prevention or cure of the ill effects due i o

the arsenious oxide in the Gay-Lussac tower that my
attention was primarily directed. By what means dots the

arsenious oxide get into the Gay-Lussac tower ? Let us

trace its course from the burners. When the ore is burned
the sulphur comes off us sulphur dioxide, and the arsenic as

arsenious oxide. It is stated in treatises on the subject that,

of the total arsenic present in the ore when the ore is burned,

20 per cent, is left in the cinders, 20 per cent, is absorb, d I \

the chamber acid, 30 per cent, is trapped in the Glover tower,

and 30 per cent, passes through the plant and is caught
in the Gay-Lussac tower. With these figures my experience
has made me entirely disagree. Considering that arsenious

oxide is volatile at something above 300° F., it cannot in

any great quantity escape solution in the Glover tower,

much less escape condensation in the large cool chamber
space through which it must needs pass to the Gay-Lussac
tower. Of the 20 per cent, left in the cinders I may say
that I have frequently, in properly working burners, burned
the ore down to one quarter of that amount.
From observations ami tests o£ the Glover liquor I am of

opinion that from 70 to 75 per cent, of the total arsenic

present is volatilised and caughl in the Glover liquor.

[ have therefon me to the conclusion that practically the

whole of the deposited oxide in th.' Gay-Lussac tower had
been precipitated there by the filtering action of the coke
on the strong liquor from the Glover tower, which was
being run down for the ordinary absorption purposes.
The first idea that occurred to me was that the ore could

have been burned under norma! conditions of working, had
lire been taken to keep the plant generally as clean

is possible, e.g., by flushing the Glover tower at regular
;

intervals, and rejeetingtbe muddy washings for Gay-Lussac
purposes and like precautions, of which I shall speak later.

To put this system of working to the test it was nece
:o make a clean sweep of all obstructions and to start afresh.

ro make a clean sweep of arsenious oxide is more
suggested than effected, an arrangement having been
made by the management of the works to have this cleaning
operation carried out by contract. You will realise the

iiftieulties met with when I tell you that I found the

workmen at some fused deposits in the burner pipe, with
sharpened bars and sledge hammers vainly endeavouring to

remove the deposits, or, as I found them, endeavouring to

remove the incrustation on the eggs by making a fire inside.

But the most obstinate of all obstructions was the Gay-
Lussac tower itself. The cuke having become locked by the
Jementing action of the arsenious oxide, and all attempts to

tickle the coke out proving futile, the use of blasting powder
was resorted to.

Hot liquor will dissolve arsenious oxide, and can in many
instances be resorted to as a solvent to remove th.- oxide
n parts of the plant. When, however, there is a co.

Mock, and there is no channel, however small, for th
to follow, it is useless as a cleaner. The best and in

vay most effectual method of loosening if not removing

deposits of arsenious oxide I found to be by the us,- f

steam.

In the case of .deposits in the burner pipes, e.g:. a small
hole was made by a sharpened bar and sledge; and sham
applied through an iron nozzle, and in a short time the
whole mass was softened and readily split up. In the case
of the Gay-Lussac tower the inlet and outlet were dam] I

off (this to avoid draughts, whereby the steam would be
condensed) and steam introduced at the bottom. In a few
hours the whole tower was perceptibly warm to the touch,

j

and an examination showed the coka to be in a perfect!)
loose state.

Having at length cleaned the plant to my satisfaction
I repacked the Gay-Lussac and started working on the
lines above indicated—that is to sa}', by using every pre-
aution to ensure the freedom of the strong liquors from

arsenieus oxide. My great hope lay in the utilisation of
two large tanks holding about 20 tons each, as settlers for
the strong liquors. But after fixing cans over the plug holes
of the vats; after avoiding all undue disturbance of the
liquors (for example, by taking the precaution of allowing the
strong liquors entering the vats to break their fall hy
running on to a baffle plate) ; in short, after taking all

precautions to ensure a precipitation and separation of the
oxide, two facts militated against the success of the opera-
tion. First, the exposure of strong liquor seriously affects
the specific gravity, and secondly* the rapid precipitation of
arsenious oxide depends not only upon the cooling of the
liquor, but upon its agitation, and cold liquor such as that
lying in the settling tanks only threw down its arsenious
oxide, when it became churned in the egg and iu the cisterns
on top of the Gay-Lussac. But even with the above
precautions, and all care being taken with the flushing ot
the Glover tower, it soon became evident that some
radically different modus operandi had to be instituted. I
might here mention the trouble caused by the arsenious
oxide in the antimony jag valve used on the eggs. The
valve consists of an antimony plug and seating

; the latter

being bolted on to the flange of the egg, the plug is driven
into the seating by a screw lever, by means of which great
force can he applied. These valves I have found generally
satisfactory. Xow one would have understood that any
gritty matter being entrapped between the ping and the
seating when the valve is screwed down would cans,; it to
leak, hut one would have thought that a light flocculent
precipitate would be harmless in its effect; but this was not
so, for so coagulated and flint-like did the oxide become
that the valves became leaky by undue pressure brought
to bear in an attempt to stop the blowing back into t he-

strong liquor cistern.

Character of the Ore.—The ore, to all outward appear-
ance, seemed a clean sound ore containing about 10 per
cent, of smalls. Iu colour it was of a decidedly pah-
appearance. I have learned to look upon what I might
call " silvery " ores with suspicion. When riddled and
freed from the smalls, and thrown on the burners in lumps
not larger than a man's fist, it burned with a slight

explosion that was merely sufficient to split and not
shatter the lumps. There resulted at the end of 12 hours,
the time for recharging, a bright red bed of well-burned
ore; so that as regards the actual burning of the ore no
great difficulty was encountered.

Analysis of the Ore—It contained arsenic, 1-7; sul-
phur, 45; copper, 3-5: silica. 2'5 per cent. Suppose, then,
that 42 of the 45 per cent, of sulphur was burned off and
formed 1 56 parts by weight of sulphuric acid of 150° Tw.
Again, of the 1-7 per cent, of arsenic let us assume that
1-5 per cent, is burned off, and of that 1-5 per cenl
1-1 per cent, is eutrapped iu the Glover tower, the
remaining 0-4 per cent, goiug over into Xo. 1 chamber.
We have then 1 • I parts by weight of arsenic, or 1-45 parts
by weight of arsenious oxide, to he dissolved by twice tin-

make of sdlphuric acid, i.e., the sulphuric acid coming
down the Glover tower. The sulphuric acid made equals
J56 parts by weight of 150° Tw. ; therefore 1-45 parts in

hi of arsenious oxide has to meet 2 x 156 or 312
pus by weight of 150° Tw. liquor in the Glover tow.
so that, :n order that the arsenious oxide may be dissoli

and retained in solution, sulphuric acid of 150° Tw, ought
to absorb 0-46 per cent, of As,i >

h .

B 2
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Laboratory i M" rinients were then made to ascertain the

solubilit ii 'u- oxiili- in sulphuric acid al different

strengths and different temperatures. I might here just

ethod employed. As I have already stated,

ition, as niiulit be expected,has mucl lo with the

• arsenious oxide. It therefore became

making laboratoi y»i \\ nl - to imitate

as closely as possible the condition of things actually

urring in the plant. An indefinite quantity of acid

,,f known strength wns taken, and arsenious oxide added

in quantity well over that required lo saturate it at the

highest temperature to be dealt with. The acid was

heated to Buch an extent that when cool it fo id

apersaturated solution. The solution of oxide was then

cooled in awatet bath kept for some hours at a definite

temperature with repi tation. The liquor wsis then

filtered through glass wool, and the clean filtrate tested for

arsenious oxide. The operation war. repeated afresh for the

determination ol the solubility al othei temperatures and

otli.r-iivii.-th-. The results are as follows: Generally, the

hotter the acid the more Boluhle the oxide, and the stronger

the arid the more soluble the oxide, particularly in the ease

of liquor of 150 Tw.; ":;.; per cent, is dissolved at

60 F., 50 per cent, at 80 P., I • 00 per cent, at 1I0°F.

I rom these figures it is shown that i reof the burning

.
. i , t_\ above indicated cannot retain in solution all the

nil. n- oxide that most necessarily be caught in the

Glover tower.

A- Dr. Harger, who was working in my laboratory at the

time that I was engaged upon this work, pointed out tome,

arsenic oxide, A- < >.. i- soluble in strong sulphuric acid, and

arsenious oxide in solution can be iverted into arsenic

oxide by heating the liquoi with the theoretical quantity of

strong nitrii acid at 190 !•'., the reaction taking place

according to thi equation AssOs + 2HNOa
A-.O, + HsO

\m rheoretically, therefore, where strong sulphuric

acid £ arsenious oxide is treated with nitric acid,

the nitrogen trioxide evolved is absorbed by the sulphuric

acid, and no loss of nitre ensues. The fact thai the

sulphuric a.id mii-t necessarily be at a high temp, ratine f..i

the reaction to take place does not mean an expulsion of

:.• of nitrogen, because the sulphuric acid i- present in so

1 irge an exci 55.

My firsl idea was to treat the liquor immediately issuing

from' th. Glovei cower which it does at a temperature ef

300 F., with sufficient nitric acid to convert the insoluble

rjious oxide into arsenic oxide. I'liis had to

be done by dropping nitric acid at a definite rate into the

n a; the bottom of the toner.

The uncertainty of the amount of arsenious oxide

present in the acid, which was always found to increase

before the time of Bushing, which operation had to be still

carried out, together with the difficulty of making a

serviceable apparatus for delivering regular drops—both

these things necessitated the con-tant attention of a

mist or skilled workman, or the application of some

automatic action for the successful carrying out of the

pi -•. which were not found feasible.

The method eventually worked consisted of heating up

liquor in tanks, treating with nitric acid ind cooling

down again. For this purpose two tanks were erected side

by sidi just above the strong acid egg, so that any liquor

that thi d would gravitate naturally to the

I. The tank- were ca.h 4 ft. deep and 5 ft. square,

and lined with 10 lb. lead. The bottom was covered with

bricks laid a few inches apart to I the circulation

of the li'iu.'r. i >n these s lead pipe of about l inch internal

diametei was < liled, arid the inlet, strapped to the Ride of

the tank, was provided with a V piece and two valves, by

means of which either steam or cold water could be

admitted to the coil. The outlet was carried from the

centre of the coil out at the side to waste.

A staging was erected alongside, and rather higher than

the tank-, whereon • ing strong

nitric acid. The strong liquor from thi I

'

tower was

cooled in the ordinary run into

the big settler- of which I have Bpoker By running

in at the far end. much of the prec pitat -
i nabled I i

-, ••'.. out W hei :
. the mud

was blown up into the last chamber, thus saving a loss of

liquor, and at the same time draining the liquor from the

other parts of the

The mud, then very largely free from liquor, was run

below by luting a plug in the bottom of the tank.

One of the tank- -applied with a oil was then about
three-quarters filled with strong liquor, a -ample taken, and
theamountofarseniou- oxide ascertained. The arsenious

compound only being required, the test is quickly carried

out by neutralising partly with sodium carbonate, and

finally with sodium bicarbonate, and titrating the arsenious

compound with standard iodine with -lurch as indicator.

To oxidise the arsenious acid that was present in ev
that which the sulphuric acid was capable of dissolving, the

requisite amount of nitric acid was added. Thi- addition had

to be carefully carried out ; a glass sy phon was employed to

introduce the nitric arid, the long limb dipping some tw .>

or three inches below the surface of the liquid. The
temperature of the acid should be raised to about 180" F.,

and then the required amount of nitric acid run in with

stirring and the temperature raised to 200° F. If the

liquor in the tank was not kept stirred, or if the delivery

limb was not below the surface of the liquid, it fumed,

and there naturally resulted a loss of nitric acid.

The steam valve was then closed and the water valve

opened, and the liquor allowed to cool with occasional

agitation. The water foi this purpose was taken from the

cistern that supplied the cooler shoots. Whilst thi on<

tank was ending the other was being filled and treated, - i

that the Gay-Lussac tower never wanted clear liquor.

The amount of oxides of nitrogen in the strong '

cons. .in. nt on this action of nitric acid was never Si

as to seriously affect the absorbing power; for, suppose we

had O'.'.'i per cent, of A^,< l
(
over and above that capable of

solution by the sulphuric acid, we had in the tank ,'i tons of

liquor = ()• 1". ewt. of arsenious oxide, and thi> required for

oxidation u •_':'..") ewt. of nitric acid evolving SO lb. of nitrous

oxide. Su that by such action the strong liquor contain. -d

only 0*3 per cent, of nitrous oxide, which is so far from

saturation that the acid may be safely used in the i.ay-

Lussac.

The process thus worked did not do all that I, at first,

WHS sanguine enough to hope for it, but it did make the

burning of a highly arsenical ore possible in the ordinary

way, and with a considerable reduction in the consumption

of nitre.

The cost of the process over and above that of the

ordinary working of the plant consists in the cost of -team,

which, I believe, works out to a shade over one penny per

ton in raising 150 Tw. liquor 150 1'.. together with the

difference in est of sodium nitrate and nitric acid for the

equivalent of oxides of nitrogen obtainable.

Discussion.

Mr. Mannington said that he thought the method

adopted by Mr. Hardwick a very ingi Dions one. The

ordinary Spanish pyrites contained, he thought, about
j

per

cut. of arsenic, and it seemed that double thai amount pro.

due. .1 an extremely unpleasant effect in the work of the

chambers Hi asked whether all the mass of precipitafl

occurring in the tower was almost exclusively arseniofl

oxide; it se m d i rtraordinary that such an amount I
arsen - oxide ti i rough the Glover, and a seiifl

of chambers, and was landed in the Gay-Lussac to such an

extent as to choke it up in th. thorough manner mentioned

lie thought that arsenious oxide in the presence of nitrii

acid would go into solution almost at normal temperaturB
to -nine .\t.nt. It sulphuric acid which contained an.'

a compounds, and also sulphide of arsenic, wen
allowed to -laud, on. would very often find included in th.

precipitate a sulphide which would apparently oxidise ihi

arsenious sulphide, and the arsenic would bo into -olutioi

! il, which might he apparently freed b;

from arsenic, were allowed to -tan.

one would generally find thai - me arsenic had gone ini

point which had to b

aii.nl.d to in the removal of .1 :. by sulphurettc
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hydrogen, and that he had known to take place at normal
temperatures.

Mr. Ecstace Carey suggested that if the vitriol were
to be used for making sulphate of soda, it might be advan-
tageous to add nitrate of soda, instead of nitric acid, to the

vitriol.

Prof. Campbell Brown said that as a consumer of

sulphuric acid to some considerable extent, the securing of

sulphuric acid absolutely five from arsenic was of the

greatest importance to him, acd it was exceedingly
difficult to get it. Sulphuric acid dissolved arsenic out of

the bottles in which it was stored. The matter was of

very great importance also to manufacturers and the public.

In the course of investigation of the Arsenic Commission
a good many occurrences of arsenic in the most unlooked-
for places had appeared, and lately he had traced it in

other most unexpected places, and he believed that it had
all gone back originally to pyrites acid, but if it could be
produced practically free—less than O'OUl per cent.— it

would relieve their minds from all fear. In the last few
months he had been very much impressed with the

necessity of getting pure sulphuric acid. Sulphuric acid and
things made from it were used for so many different

purposes, that if arsenic were allowed to get into circu-

lation at all one never knew where it might or might not

crop up, so that all the methods that could be employed
in improving sulphuric acid were well worthy of most
serious consideration, and he had no doubt that manu-
facturers would find that the increased price would be
exceedingly well-spent money.
Mr. Toweks said that, in connection with the storing of

the acid, he had experienced a good deal of trouble. When
absolutely pure acid was put into a Winchester, and stored
for a short time, traces of arsenic were found in it. In order
to overcome this difficulty he had had bottles made from
special glass in a clean pot, from special materials, and no
arsenic put into it, so that if he did happen to produce any
good acid it remained good.

Dr. Colmax said Mr. Hardwick had told them that

he dissolved up the arsenious oxide in his acid in the form
of arsenic oxide, but he did not tell them how he got rid

of the arsenic oxide eventually. Did it stay in the acid,

or was there a further process of getting rid of it ?

Mr. Leighton Edwards said it seemed to him, in view
of the remarks passed, that Mr. Hardwick had been experi-

menting in the direction of putting more arsenic into the
acid than it would have had in it if he had not treated it.

Dr. J. T. Coxroy said that from certain figures which
had come before his notice he felt that certainly between
50 and 60 per cent., at least, of the arsenic was taken out
in the Glover tower. From other figures he could also state

that somewhere about 98 per cent, of the remaining arsenic
was retained in the first three chambers out of a system of
seven chambers. The towers were certainly a very effective

means of getting the arsenic out of acids, and this method
of removal, which he believed had been brought to a very
great degree of perfection by some German firms, was, he
understood, simply by a very careful washing with water
and vitriol. He had read an article by a French scientist,

who had been examining living organisms, both plant and
animal, and he stated that he had not yet examined a living

substance in which arsenic was not present, and he believed
that it was an essential constituent of all living matter.

Mr. TV. R. Hardwick, in reply, said that Mr. Man-
nington had remarked on the fact that, whereas Spanish
pyrites containing 0-75 per cent, of arsenic worked very
well, it was an extraordinary thing that so small a
difference as 1-00 per cent, should give such results. It

was this extra 1-00 per cent, that made the insoluble
excess of As

4 6 . The strong sulphuric acid would dissolve
a certain amount and no more. With regard to the As

4
i »6

in the Gay-Lussac tower, in his opinion the As4 6
did not

travel through the chambers, but was precipitated there
by the cooling of the Glover liquors. The white deposit
contained only traces of lead. In answer to Dr. Colman
and Mr. Edwards, his object had not been the elimination
of arsenic, but the conversion of insoluble arsenic into
soluble, and thereby rendering an otherwise unburnable
ore burnable. Mr. Carey's remarks as to nitrate of soda

being used instead of nitric acid were well worth considera-

tion, for in all probability the nascent nitric acid would be
very active.

£cn?ion Section.

Meeting held at Burlington Home, on Monday,
r'l <,„...; ,,,.,.
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MR. WALTER F. REID IN THE CHAIR.

THE NEED OF DUTY-FREE ALCOHOL FOR
INDUSTRIAL PURPOSES.—PART II.

MY THOMAS TYRER, P.I.C., F.C.S.,

Past Pn sidt at.

For the paper on this subject read last year no originality

was claimed. So now, obligations are due to the same
gentlemen, and especially to officials and experts of the

Excise branch of Inland Revenue. It will be conceded
that the present time is appropriate for further considera-
tion of a subject so important to chemical industry,

partly because of the effect of recent modifications of the

patent law—still however, ineffective for the promotion of
industries in Great Britain—and partly on account of

eonsiderations involved in changes in the fiscal system of
this country. Without being tempted into controversy,
one may safely and fairly assume that, whether change
in fiscal principle results or not, attention is directed
as never before to the relation of the State to industry,

means of transit, charges, freight, classification, taxation,

merchandise marks, patent laws, and technical education.
I Iwing to the labours of the joint committee of Chambers o.

Commerce and our Society, the question we have under
consideration has become not the least pressing. It may
broadly be stated that no progress can be made in the

production of a large class of bodies employed freely in

medicine and the arts in this country, and for exportation
to our colonies and dependencies, unless large facilities are
given by the State. The drawback or rebate on exporting
medicinal spirituous preparations and perfumery wa* re-

ferred to in a former paper. Little remains to be granted,
except as regards some simple mixtures of plain spirit with
medicaments, such as chloroform and ether, solid and liquid

extracts, and some concessions as to samples. These faci-

lities, let it be emphasised, are accompanied by the very
smallest possible inconvenience or interference, whether
exported from manufacturers' warehouses under drawback,
having been first made from dut3*-paid spirit or from manu-
factories of perfumery in bond (with unpaid duty spirit).

It may be noted that this concession by the Excise has
materially increased British trade abroad by causing accom-
panying orders for products other than spirituous. The
total rebate over the period from 1889 to March 31, 1902,
was given as 489,076 proof gallons, or 261,375/. Is. 6d. value.
For the year ended March 31, 1903, the quantity exported
was 118,357 proof gallons and the rebate 65,137/. It

should always be remembered that the principle underlying
the concessions just referred to existed long ago, when
specified preparations were permitted by the Customs for
exportation under drawback in 9-gallon casks. The prin-
ciple was there, but the extension of it was an act of official

confidence and generosity which will ever stand to the
credit of the Revenue. In this connection it may be stated.
as a check on large expectation, that duty-free spirit is not
likely to be conceded for the manufacture of medicinal pre-
parations for internal use in which any portion of potable spirit

remains in the finished product, or in a form in which it can he

extracted by distillation or liberated by any cheap chemical
process. This can hardly be expected, aDd to ask for it

is to jeopardise the whole question. It is but fair to be
reminded that quite recently in Germany, where so much is

conceded, prohibition as regards medicinal preparations has
taken the place of freedom in pharmacies.
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With regard to the last expression of opinion the ques-

tion may arise, " What is a manufacturing pi rnacist?"

As a medicinal spirituous preparation i

- to-day

all he can desire for exportation. Docs he want internal

d supervision in
'

exit from bond? Then he will, as regards

iff, particularly when he
,, r- that ;m tllowance for

waste of spirit in the liquid class of spirituous pi

now made. Logically, the same benefit should be

extendi i

. manufacture) ! .""1 other

chemii ide in bond supervision,

namely, that whatever the coi

extend to tie waste in pi » on. In

tn of spirit accounts in

factories is simple but clear; recovered sod '• assuch

:ind acconntecl tor ns new or Freshly supplied spirit, -hew-

ing on balance of account the true ultimate waste. This is

obviously fair—as would be !
if competent

superior and properly paid officials to the factory itself— for

the purpose of verifying processes and usage. This is no

nor less than is already doni in our own country hy
emical staff of Inland Revenue, if manufacturers

ties of'the kind we ug, it will he the

height of folly to interpose anj objei tion on the ground of

secresy or fear of communication. Man; >!' as are officially

i already by other State departments, notably the

Home Office, under the Alkali and Factory Acts, and one
ventures to assert that no evil has resulted from such visits,

and consequently it is germane t" n tit" 1

dil dd

down in the Finance Aet, L9i bodied in the 46th'

Report ofthe Commissioners ofHisMajesty'siInland Revenue
tor the year ended 31st March. L903. In the former paper

op this subject, of 1908, the author briefly discussed these

conditions, and has but little additional comment to make.
Y. I 01 Lte the difficulty of proving abso-

iiti'iN that the use of methylated spirits is "unsuitable

or detrimental." It has teen done in a few cas s, and
one can hut believe that tie' ventilation of this suhject

1

I with a sincere desire to promote British intei fa

as far as the existing law allows, and recognition of a
latitude given bj the Act of issu (-13 & II Vict. c. 24.

s. 123. ss. .'i) as to denaturing by "some other substancs
approved for the purpose " bas contributed to sr.eh result,

It is clear that the onus of proof as to "slight or im-

material advantage" is with the authorities. A ease in

point is that of an important manufacture which last year

replied to the question- issued by the Joint 1 'ommittee that

::i a period " 5,000 galls, ofmethylated spirit were employed.
Of that 5,000, 500 were unnecessary, being en.de, impotable
wood-spirit, which was positively harmful, giving a tint to

British product which prevented its sale, ami
throwing some proportion oi business into the hands of

i competit i tations under the

the I \ei-e under the Finance Aet, L902, the

manufacture in question is now conducted with a spirit

suitably denatured. A considerable increase of business,

involving a very considerable increase in the use of that
spirit, has resulted. In this case supervision exists, for

excise officers are employed a: a total cost of
about 400/ a year. I onvenient and suitable lodging has

provi led. .No interference with processes or limitation

of hours takes place, and the Finance Aet of 1902 is

acclaimed a benefit. This case is a practical comment on
the reply of the CbiefInspector and Dr. Thorpe tothedeputai
tion/Of the Joint.Committee sot oandonthi
Memorai aally quoted last year as to denaturing.

The industry .- huge and special. The denaturing ageut is^

not prejudicial in any ..
I ii. -iipcr-

vision is complete, and can he borne, In this connection q
journal stated tie.' tie'

i now dutiable
article—accharin— is now carried on here, undei

i and will inconvenience whatever, 'lie

trade. Another case exists, .in which fulminate of
mercury i- n.w made with a suitably denatured spirit.

Concessions lor using methyl alcohol ven- i

than one British manufacturer, whicl but little from
the freedom of their foreign competitors, but considerations

altogether dissociated from the duty or supervision pn vet ted

them being utilised, in this connection one is informed that

enquirj was. and i-. being pursued as to the use of abwlutt

alcohol, duty-free. It is known that enquiries are at this

for suitably denatured spirit

In an artificial silk company and by a great industrial

corporation. A cast is known, *whore the eon
ii i ns of magnitude, o i ealth and necessity exist, namely,
in the application of perfumes to snap. We regret the

otlicial refusal, hut we hope for the best One is—with Sir

Win. Ramsay hist year—not delighted to learn that ..

in quantity, if at all, i- not made tn this country. It cannot

bi made except under the licence of a compi
. ami under thi

as laid down in thi utiameut of 1880. Now, why
cannot one of the British licensed rectifiers make alcohol

Surely the operation is m . his skill, certainly not

ns (for the distiller's riches are popularly SU]

to he beyond the dreams of avarice). Squibb at leas: has
taught some of us a good deal about absolute alcoho
scientific fractionation is not a lost an, as Dr. Sydney
Young litis indicated in valuable papers to the Chemical

-.It inn- small quantity

—

trivial when compared with the millions of gallons at

but after aii it is about "..'. tons, sureiy not too small

a quantity forom distiller, by arrangement with his fellows,

to produce, and when spirit is to-day cheaper in I

than in Germain. We may quote an official reply to an

enquiry on the subject.
" It will he observed that these provisions of the law do

not in any way prevent the production of absolute alcohol

in the United Kingdom, hut that they merely confine
production to certain specified classes of persons. The
Board are not given ;m\ iv power in the matter,

ami they feel, therefore; that they would not be justified in

allowing any departure from the Act.

"If the person- who are authorised to produce
alcohol in the United Kingdom do not find it worth their

while to do so. the rea-un must, in the opinion of the Board,
In- sought, not In tiny restrictions imposed for the security

of the Revenue, but in the insignificance of the demand for

the article in this country."

The Spirits Aet, 1880, Part I., section .1, clause 7, says:—

I

No person may, without being licensed to do so, or ou
any nremisi - to which his licence does not extend,—

(a) have or use a still for distilling, rectifying, or

compounding spirits; or

(6) brew or make wort or wash, or distil low wines,

feint-, oi spirits ; or

(c) rectify or compound spirits.

Clause 2.— If any person contravenes this section he
shall for such offence incur a line of 500/., and all spirits,

and vessels, utensils, and materials for distilling or pre-

paring spirit- in his possession shall he forfeited.

l'.\ section S (1) " A person shall not have a licence to keep

a still of less capacity thuu 4uu gallons unless he has in use

a still of that capacity or produces to the i ommissioners a

certificate, signed by three justices for the county or place,

that he is a person of good charoi tei and tit and proper to

id le. keep such a still, and that the premises in

which he proposes to ere, r the still and of which he is in

actual possession ore of the
J

e of 10/. at least."

Under liceno he no reason why a

.il manufacturer should not make absolute alcohol

from duty -paid spirit : hut according to this Act he m
It is said that the over production of spirit from grain for

whisky resulted in the shutting down of some Scotch

distilleries whose supply would have drenched the I

markets to ruination point—hence cheap spirit. Oven-
production always effects something of the kind, and
it would he well if this capacity for over-production

,-idticl by both the distiller and the Excise ate'

the Board of Agrieultun ol Great Britain and Ireland too

—from the industrial
|

>in: ol view. Encouragement oi

British manufactnn s will go a long way to make supply

and demand equal, and. if the facts are as staled arm
commonly believed, there i- in them a convincing case

foi the exemption ol the British surplus from the differ-

ential duty on spirit for selected manufacturing purposes,
-aid h\ Mr. John C. '. niuev last year, in reference

to the differentia! duty . "that it is a form of eompen-a-
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tinn." Undoubtedly it is, ami of the nature of a bargain

tor hindrances to free working imposed by law. Mr. Imtiev
intimated that we had better do away with the distiller,

who wanted compensation, so that we get duty-free alcohol

for industries. He probably said more than he meant, for

ltj industrial, would be no party to killing a cognate
industry. But tin conditions may without difficulty be

altered, and, while retaining that protection as against the

usually cheaper conditions of foreign production, free

our distilling industry from hampering restrictions as to

production. There is no question of the growing importance

of the use of alcohol for motors. Suitable petroleum is said

:o be a diminishing quantity, and the use of alcohol on the

Continent lends force to the opinion that the distiller may
look favourably in this direction for an outlet. This may
well form the subject of a useful paper ; in fact it will.

i me intended to describe and discuss the conditions of

•Continental distillation, material, plant, and supervision.

These were indicated sufficiently in the former paper, to

show that they were not beyond the possibility of imitation

in Great Britain, and Ireland; but Dr. Squire has expressed
his intention to deal with " Distillery Systems "

; and at an
early date we may expect, from his expert knowledge and
skill, much information as to

—

(n) A change in the mode ; processes nf fermentation
and distillation, with perfect freedom as regards
•' residuals."

(6) An extension of materials in the direction of both
cheapness and nature.

'Suffice it here to state that the production of spirit loin
materials such as potatoes. \c, cannot be effected by
rectifying apparatus of the ( Joffey still type ; hence a
difficulty as to a form of plant which is an exceedingly
expensive apparatus to scrap without adequate cause.

Perhaps there is no need now to further pursue the
arguments, bat it is clear that the reply to the Somerset
House deputation quoted last year anticipated the Finance
Act of 13U2, and undoubtedly definite action has resulted

;

methylation has received wider application, and more
widely still may it be with the illustrations then given
of denaturing agents. Consideration has been given to

the possibility of manufacturing, not any or one special

substance, such as those instanced, but the large

class of medicinal, pharmaceutical, and photographic
.products now chiefly made abroad. Syndicated or com-
bined manufacture, under reasonable supervision, was
referred to because of the definite terms of the official

memorandum. We were seeking to add to the uses for

pint; we admitted that the probable dimensions of these
industries could not be stated, but the known extent of
increasing applications and of imports provides a sufficient

-argument against their " trivial importance " or " as in the
purely personal interest of individuals'" (we quote from the
Official Memorandum). Now collectively the value and
-quantity is considerable. Some values are now less, owing
to lapsing of patents and competition between Continental
rivals, chiefly in this country, which from its internal con-
sumption, but more because of its free position as an
•exporting centre. New products are week by week being
patented (and protected from being made, under our illogical

laws) and registered, in the production of very many of
which alcohol in some form has been used, either chemically
or physically. If " magnitude " is a factor, here is that
•element in force, and we may boldly claim that " the
magnitude and importance " of industrial enterprise in

colouring matters and artificial dyestuffs on the one hand,
and fine chemicals and therapeutic agents on the other, is

such as to give the consideration of their economic produc-
tion, public interest for national trade. Conditions of

unpotability, supervision, and guarantee of good faith, will

be readily acquiesced in by individual capitalists where the
industry is large enough, or by syndicates or companies
where co-operation is desirable. The authorities need have
no fears on these points.

Now, by implication, " no recovery of spirits or redistilla-

tion can be allowed." This is an impossible condition—for two reasons : first, it is economically unsound

;

second, waste must be allowed for, as in the drawback
on manufactured spirituous preparations, where the allow-

ances are: (<i) The duty on alcohol per proof gallon. (/»)

The differential duty of 5 ft*, per proof gallon. (<•) An
allowance for waste in production, which has been ascer-

tained by acttial working by excise examination at the
irks of producers, (d) A margin for error in estimation

>>r assay. Here we have precedents on all points. On the
( ontinent, we repeat, the supervision and control is effective,

and we submit that, given guarantees by respectable people
and necessary oversight, for which a large single industry

. composite one can probably afford to pay, the question
of difference in values in spirit on the Continent should not
be raised as almost the one and only answer. We referred

in our first paper to the position of the distiller, and we
submit that it i- net at this moment a question of over-pro

action, but of absorbing the surplus for industries—not for
drinking ; and we urge that the quantities required for honu

manufacturing should be tree from two loads—pne the
duly itself. Second, as regards the quantity employed, in

industries, of the differential duty. It maybe admitted that

ihere is ni> pie-sine 1K-ed for anything cheaper than the

existing methylated spirit for many purposes, such as

polish, &c.
I his great economic question presses as severely in our

N u York Section, which is at present co -extensive with

the United States of America. The movement in America
for duty-free alcohol has gained in force; but one does not
claim freedom here for such a range of products as our
friends desire, many of which would be classed us polish,

lacquer, varnish, &e.

l-n support nf file bill these manufacturers claim that the usi ol

alcohol in the industrial arts is only limited by its cost.
number of articles ol which d is an important element in their
manufacture are ten numerous to lie Riven in detail.

Ucoho used in automobiles, yachts, launches, and for
small'power plants ; in rural add farm enginesand motors for all

purposes; for heating and lighting; tor preserving ami a la

number nt domestic usi s; l'u massage, medicinal, mid many other
rposes
Alcohol, if free from tax, could lie used with adi pre-

servativeof food products i;i their fresh state,' such as fruits, nuts.
at, &c,in a manner similar to the effect of cold sto
further, this agent could lie made use of with great economy for

the purpose ol evap >rating moisture in general industrial pursuits
where the vacuum pan is used, such as in the u m .and
refining of sugar, tbi Ldensingoi mHli and other- sirmlarliqnids,
net iii the manufacture of chemical Milts and many othei
substances in the heavy chemical lines.

They ask for a drawback on exportation, so that they
may have an outlet for their ever expanding production,

and as an offset against their comparatively high interna!

duty. Is it improbable that for some of these purposes no
relief will he granted . Yet it is quite odd to read how
our friends assume that Great lirituin has manufacturing
facilities in common with Germany, France, and Russia;
they credit this country with the advantage of methylated
spirit, which they have not. In fine and pharmaceutical
chemicals their troubles are similar to ours. They
cry out for opportunities for export trade and a bigger
share in the world's commerce, and the chances are the}
will get facilities in cheap spirit and drawback on products
exported sooner than we shall.

A United States trade organ says :—
The failure of thi Ways and Means Committee co make a

favourable report upon thi -ee Bill reducing the taxpn alcoh
70 cents per gallon was not a surprise to those who were familiar
with the situation. The committee was practically pledged at tin

beginning of the last session not to report any revenue legislation,
the intention being to carry the whole question over until the
Fifty-eighth Congress. The demand for cheaper alcohol, however,

been genera), and thi' work done in its behalf so effective that
it is safe to say licit four-fifths of the members of the next House
if Representatives now stand committed in writing to a reduced
tax, a majority favouring the 70-cent rate. Hand in hand with the
effort to secure a lower tax on distilled spirits will go a movement
for free alcohol in the arts, and it. can lie slated positively that the
outlook for success is better than at any time since these important
questions were first broached In Congress. As heretofore stated,
t he \Va.vs and Means Committee to-day stands ready to permit the

or domestic alcohol free of internal revenue e -the export
trade as an independent measure, and it is believed that this
concession will he much broadenedin scope during the coming
Congress."

So late as January of this year a report appeared in a

I'nited States trade organ of the text of the Dill to provide
untaxed denatured alcohol. We quote it :

—

He it enacted by the Somite and lion- ,.: Represents
I nited state- of America in Congress ;.--<

i ibl S. That distilled

(s of an.alcoholic strength\ol not lew than one, hundred and
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sixtj per centum pro >f. as defined I thirty two and fbi ty-

aine of the B utes ol the United States, may, when
rendered unfl I I ing purposes, or for use at ragi

. bg
,( f.-, ln distill* r such n guhv

Hi'! iv as the I Dmmissioner of Internal Revenue, with tho approval
of the Secretary of the Tn led, Thai
sulphuric ether, wood alcohol, metbylic all ' ivood naphtha,
or other Bubstances approved by the Commissioner ol Interna]
Revenu Si en u ry »l the In asm w d with
such distilled spirits so aa to rendei the same until lor drinking

hi Mas, di fi r use as b bi i
:

Sec. 2, Thai distilled spirits, befere being removed from dis-

rree of i»\ under the pi of 1 bis Lod

shall be marked or branded aa the Comn a ir of internal

ie, with the approval of the £ the Treasury,

shall prescribe, and shall have affixed to eai package cui
.I cat mi- thai bui b iHal (lied spirits have been
Irinking purposes, or for u aid

stamps i" be provided and furnished hj I
torsos in

the case of other stamps, and to be charged to then 1 accounted
for in the same manner; and for the expense attending the pro-

i ng and affixing oi such stamps, ten cents for each stamp shall

be paid to the collectoi of the district on making the entry for

such removal.
Sej .

— That anj person who shall rectify «>r purify ilc-tilled

spirits which have tn en removed from distillery wart bouses free ol

tax under the provisions of 'his Act. by removing or separating the

sulphuric ether, wood alcohol, methylic alcohol, » 1 naphtha. or

other substances from such distilled spirits, bj anj process what*
ever, shall, on conviction, be Bubjeci to a fine ol no less than

i am redd* lis rs noi more i lian fJ i e I h usand do] h i s, a nd be
iinprisoned not less th tn six months nor more than three

Sec 4.—That distilled spirits, removed free < tai fi a distillery

warehouses under the provisions oi thin &.ctf shall not be stored

or deposited on ai n which the business of a distiller,

rectiuer, wholesale honor dealer, or retail liquor dealer is carried
i on any premises connected therewith bj anj private or

interna] communication. And every distiller, rectifier, wholesale
liquor dealer, and retail liquor deafer who shall store or deposit,
or cause t i be stored or deposited! such distilled spirits on the

anises in which such business is carried on, after such distilled
spirits have been removed irom distillers warehouses, shall, on

ctioi be fined not less than two hundred dollars nor more
than one thousand dollars, and imprisoned for not less than six

months nor more than two years.

The organisations of farmers throughout the country,

and especially the big Granges of the middle and far West,
have been prompt to see the importance lo them of the

adoption by the Government ol a liberal alcohol policy,

and are already petitioning Congress in behalf of the

Houtell bills, which reduce the tax on pure .spirits from
1 10 dols. to 7<i cents per gallon and grant free denaturised
alcohol for use in the industrial arts.

The important interest which the fanner has in this

question, and which will make him the strong ally of the

manufacturer in this campaign, is succinctly set forth in a
memorial just received by the Ways and Means ( ommittee,
which is in part as follows —

lack of any provision in our revenue laws for the u*-,-, free

ol U >1 which has been rendered unfit for drinking pur-
poses is an injury to the American icting his markets,
lessening the Belling price of the largest crop, increasing the cosl

of living, and preventing him from enjoying thi benefits to be
derived from the general use ol alcohol in ic and
industrial work of the farm.

u . would ask your especial attention to .the hiLlii> successful
operations during a period ol nearly ZOyeais of the liberal legisla-

tion relating* to the al< in force in Germany. In that
intry, under laws providing for untaxed denaturised alcohol,

that is, alcohol mixed wit! substance so as to render
. a beverage, ab ui 60, ,000 prooi gallons ol tax-
annually us«d 1. 1 industrial purposes. All the

materials from which this great quantity ol alcohol i* produced
.

I
.

i ierman farmers, h ho also! Dpp rl unitj
to secure cheap fuel, light, and power for fan y,&c

w > are confident thai the proposed system would work equally
will in tins country, and that the consumption ol alcohol for

knufacturing purposes and as a motive power would be so greatlj
a new market f<>r many millions ol bushels

of corn annually. The low price at which untaxed ituriaed
alcohol, suil power,
would be furnished would grei

I thefarmersol the whole
country, apart from theii special interesl as the producers of the
material from \» hich alcohol is distilled.

" We m tibnrit that the farmers are directly inju
ui : i i.i Eqn ul< ohol through tin

checking our tufacture of

which alcohol is an important material, German) practically
controls th a) markets in all artii es oi this
kind, our manufacturers being unable ti i ccessfully,
owing to the prohibitive cosl »( their alcohi td with that
of their German rivals. The result is that millions of dollars'
worth ol goods that should be made in this o untrj an now made
in Genua] i nan workers who mak< ods buying
theprodui I farmers, I nder the r banges in

our laws, American workmen would i and
buy thep I A merican farmers.
''Believing thai tins is a matter of far-reaching importance to

the fanning interests "f the country, and that tb<

the proposed legislation would be of very greai em, we

k that yon favourably report House Hill 1*302, so that it

.an u come law ai I hi • 9ion.
'

1 1 1- German farmer not onPj bas this market for his produce,
but, in addition, untaxed alcohol gives him cheap light, heat* and
powei The German farmer lights and heats ha house ami
buildings, cooks his rood, thresh) s ins grain, runs ins creamery and
machinery tor other purposes, and markets hia products in a motor
waggon, an with alcohol.

" If the Gern why not the American fanner! Txm
only obstacle is the United Slates internal revenue tax, which
makes alcohol artificially dear to both the American tanner and
manufacturer, thereby proh biting its use."

The oddest thing about the matter as affecting the
States is that the opposition is a ''women's temperance"
affair, and probably the influence cf this body of "en-
thusiasts " has been very great. This on the authority

of the esteemed chairman ot our New fork Section, Prof.

Coblentz, whose paper in this month's Journal on " Newer
llemedies*' is timely for our contention.

A consideration of profound importance arises. If now
Germany compete- under conditions such as we ask fur. and
America obtains them in the near future—and both are
protected countries, with facilities for drawback on exporta-

tion—where does Great Hritain come in!' This is not a
" fiscalitis " meeting, but it is obvious and logical, whatever
becomes of home supplies, that existing Acts, notably the
< ust* uns Consolidation Act of 1876, involving duties, must
have consideration as regards the scope of their operation.

We quote the clauses of the Acts again :

—

Customs Consolidation Act, 1876 (not repealed).

Appendix 39th and 4t>th Victoria, ('hap. 85.
'* Goods not prohibited to be imported into or used in

Great Britain and Ireland, composed of any article liable to

duty as a part or ingredient thereof, shall be chargeable
with the full duty payable on such article, or if composed of

more than one article liable to duty, then with the full duty
payable on the article charged with the highest rate of
duty."

* l Upon the importation into Great Britain and Ireland of

any articles in the manufacture of which spirit has been
used, there shall be charged in res[»ect of such quautity of

spirit as shall appear to the satisfaction of the Treasury to

be used in the manufacture of such articles, a duty equivalent

to that which would be chargeable on the like quantity of

spirit on its importation into the United Kingdom."

Note also—Finance Act, 1902, Chap. 7, Part /., .Sec. 7.

" Where any manufactured or prepared goods contain, as

a part or ingredient thereof, any article liable to any duty,

customs duty shall be charged in respect of such quantity of

the article as shall appear to the satisfaction of the Treasury

to be used in the manufacture or preparation of the goods,

and in the case of goods so containing more than one such

article, shall be charged in a similar manner on each

article liable to duty at the rates of duty respectively

applicable thereto, unless the Treasury shall be of opinion

that it is necessary for the protection of the revenue that

duty should be charged in accordance with the Customs
Tariff Act. 1876."

*• Any rebate which can be allowed by law on any article

when separately charged shall be allowed in charging goods
under this section in respect of the quantity of that article

used in the manufacture or preparation of the goods."

The principle cf dut\ pro rata is no new one. As recards

obvious Bpiritnous preparations there can be no doubt.

Examination is not a novelty. In 1902 156,987 samples

of wines, spirits, and compounded spirits were examined,

besides innumerable other things—tea, chicory, sugar, to

bacco,Ac Parenthetically it may b stated that 972 samples

of wood naphtha, for met hylating, representing 38 1,509 galls.,

were examined at the Government laboratory. Of these

36 samples, representing l 1,231, were rejected as unsuitable

So also for the benefit of traders and others the methods

employed for determining the amount of alcohol in medicinal

preparations, essences, and perfumes has been published in

the Journal of the < hemicil Society, 1903, p. . So again

and notably, 26 samples of special "petroleum ether " foi

.use in certain manufacturing operations in conjunctioi

with methylated spirit were also examined. 25 samples

representing 1,032 galls., were approved.
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The quantity in proof gallons of foreign plain spirit (or
" unenumerated, not sweetened," as it is classed) cleared

for home consumption in 1902—1903 was 1,629,924, duty

888,729/. Of this quantity 1,190,711 were for methylatiDg,

under a duty of 23,661/.

It should be remembered that in consequence of the

imposition of the corn duties the Finance Act of 1902

placed an additional duty of Id. per gallon upon foreign

spirits other than rum and brandy, as from the 17th June
1902. The spirit duties are based upon a rate of 10s. per

proof gallon on home-made si iris, to which there had been

added a surtax of 4d. per pre of gallon on imported spirits.

In 1890 6d. per gallon was added for certain purposes

connected with local taxation, and in 1900 a further

fid. was added for the expenses of the South African war.

Spirits imported in bottle, other than unenumerated un-

sweetened spirits, were subjected to an additional duty of Is.

per proof gallon in 1899.

One may remark that for spirit which would here be
classed as methylated, in Germany and Switzerland the price

is at least 40 per cent cheaper; therefore, on the quantity

indicated they pay 14,197/., as against our 23,661/.

Molasses figure in the returns as freed from duty in

accordance with the provisions of the Fiuance Act, 1902,

to the extent of 443,283 cwts. (see 47th Report of Cus.
totns), surely a concession to an industry protected some-
what already. It is stated that there is available a very
large quantity of molasses— practically for the getting.

Thus drawback is familiar to the revenue departments,
on substances for internal consumption in a degree, but
vastly more so on exportation. Beginning with cocoa,

chicory, and ending with wine, the returns naively put

the " total amount of duty that would have accrued there-

on " as 5,724,764/.—so that for reasons, presumably for

excellent reasons, this concession is made, and among the

substances are manufactured goods ; of course the majority

are for re-exportation. Drawback repayments, &c, are

nothing new, and they amount to 1,337,225/. for 1903
(47th Customs Report), and this out of a gross aggre-

gate of total receipts, 35,798,095/. Including the amounts
collected on behalf of the Inland Revenue Department,
the Customs collected 39,785,212/., and the net pro-

duce, after deducting drawbacks, &c, was 38,746,339/., at

a cost of 954,608/., equal to 2/. 8s. 0</. per cent, on gross,

or 2/. 9s 3d. per cent, on the net. In ] 894 the gross was
23,168,696/. net, after drawbacks 22,979,183/.; at a cost

of 3/. 17s. 3d. and 3/. 17s: <Jd. respectively. These figures

are quoted to show that the cost of doing work by this able

department has not increased with the increase, and stress

is laid upon the fact in case the Customs Consolidation

Act, 1876, should be put in force upon importing a further

selection of articles alcoholic in themselves, or containing
ethyl or methyl radicles, or in which these alcohols have
been employed in their production. The list now is not
extensive, aud is quoted here, but it is clear that, in view

1902. 1903. Increase. Decrease.

£ £
Chloral hydrate 1,393

]

1.204
Chloroform 35 14
Collodion 3

|

.".

Ether, acetic 211 i 319
„ butyric 394

,
509

„ sulphuric 281 127
Ethyl bromide 5 6

„ chloride 291 379
Soap, transparent 104 122

Ins
115

£
ls;i

21

154

154

of existing and increasing and possible competition from
other quarters, action may have to be taken. No departure
from principles already acted on is involved, only their

exteusion—internally on the one hand and externally on
the other. If by adequate concessions internally we can
compete fairly ; if not by these, then externally, to the
extent of refund or drawback. In either case, neither
manufacturers nor officials will, we feel sure, flinch frou1

the labour imposed. But it surely is the patriotic way to

promote internal industry.

Confessedly the task of the Government Chemical De-
partments, now united in one staff and head, will not be
light or easy, but it may rely upon the honest and
intelligent, if interested, assistance of the manufacturers of
the country. The distilling industry, somewhat nurtured
iu the atmosphere of restrained privilege, will, we are sure,

not be less patriotic than its fellow countrymen. Tbe
Excise can, if it will, indicate what restrictions—admittedly
necessary in 1880— can now be dispensed with.

A quotation from Scarisbrick's " Spirit Manual " may
be useful at this point :

—

" The distiller was required to produce 1 per cent, at

proof for each 5° attenuated in t!ie case of wash from
grain or potatoes, and for each t in the case of sugar
wash.

" The use of mangold wurtzel in preparing wort was sanc-
tioned in 1833,* the old regulation still being eqntinued
that no two kinds of material (except malt and unmalted
corn) were to be used in combination. This restriction was
justified by the fact that worm-ends and spirit store were
open and under the distiller's absolute control. The
subject was pressed on the attention of the country in

1846. It was found that the restriction to use only one
class of material at one time, together with the exaction of
a Customs duty on sugar, virtually prohibited distillation

from any material except grain. This attracted attention,

owing to the complaints of West Indian planters, who-

happened to be the largest sugar producers. They strongly

urged the impolicy and injustice of excluding their produce
from the breweries and distilleries of this country, and it

became a question of moment to determine whether the
use of sugar and molasses, mixed or unmixed with other
materials, could be allowed withcut impairing the security

of the revenue. Kxperiments for this purpose were com-
menced by Messrs. Dobson and Phillips, in the Excise
laboratory, where the comparative values of barley, malt,
sugar, and molasses to the distiller and brewer were accu-
rately ascertained. An Actf was therefore passed in 1847
authorising the use of sugar in distilleries, with drawback
of the Customs duty, excepting so much as would be
sufficient to countervail the duty on the small quantity

of malt necessarily used by distillers. In the following
year molasses and treacle were allowed.

"As the trade wished an allowance for deficiencies in

spirit store, it was found necessary, in 1853, to insist upon
the worm-end being enclosed, and the stocs placed under
the officer's control. X Decreases from natural waste, filling,

&c., not exceeding 1 per cent., were then exempt from
duty. The contents of casks were to be determined by
gauge or weight, and the distillation process of determining
original gravity of beer was extended to distillers' wash.
In 1855 all materials were allowed to be used duty free,

thus ending the frauds in connection with the drawback on
materials. The duties in England and Scotland were equal-
ised iu 1856, and in the United Kingdom iu 1858, the rate

being 8s. per proof gallon.

" Owing to the higher character of the trade, and the

revenue safeguards furnished by closing the worm-end, and
the system of determining original gravities, the time ha/1

come for concessions. It was considered safe to abolish

the following prohibitions : (a) against grinding malt with
stones ; (6) use and sale of yeast

;
(c) continuous running

of common stills. It was also found that the following

could be granted without impairing revenue security : (a)
giving up the annual balance account

; (4) larger allowance
for waste in warehouse ; (c) greater facilities for obtaining

remission of duty on spirits lost by accident ; (d) dispensing
with certain regulations which increased the expense of

making malt for distilling purposes; (e) allowing the use of
any materials iu making wort, provided gravity of extract

could be obtained by saccharometer
; (/) 2k per cent.

yeast to be removed from wash ; (</) beginning of brewing
period as soon as last back of preceding period removed to

wash-charger
;
(A) removal of spirits from receiver when,

depth amounted to 15 ins.
;
(i) limit of decrease in store

raised to U per cent.

* 2 and 3 William IV., c. 74 (183S). t 10 Victoria, c. 6.

t 16 and 17 Victoria, c. 37.
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re embodied in " con "

solidat. ril laws of Ihe I nited Kingdom and

eessarj to inre

Their t» ing granted euab

foreigner: on terms

ihusmcreh carried om Free i
I

pies to their logical

conclusion.
ales settling the question i

.1 with another important mutt. r. It became known
i. from tin- Chancellors )'.

mem. tl mmercial trcatj «itli France,

foreign spirits would be admitted for con6n ntothe

I Kingdom at the same - rj as British spirits

i ii, li surtax of 24 per gallon—same as that i

spirit- imported from 1 s-is. The distillers

rmed, a- 2d. per gallon « idered an in-

qI compensation for the dis: bilities under which they

laboured. Deputations represented trade views to the

• and put forward ci ai >. It was

admitted by the BoaTd ol In ue that Exci

Strictioi d lee en, I :>f niUUlltat til' .

a claim maii. on account of the

nee in the mode of charging duty mi foreign spirit-.

n liieli obtained in the ( Customs, said to fa> out importers to

the extent of 4'/. The full claim would not,

therefore, have be< lower differential rate than
9',(/. per gallon.

"The restrictive operation of Excise regulations «a-
i 3 by abolishing the prohibition! already detailed and

granting the conce I, with thenet result that

infE ieul to meet trade claims.

"Distillers and rectifiers had established the fa • that

restrictions caused a loss of 2d. or :>i/. per gallon, and
naturally considered ilia" tin y bad a claim to allows:

exporting, so that they might compete with fori :

n Colonial and other markets. By resolution of tin-

House of Commons. ,,n 5th March, export allowances af

2d. per gallon no plain spirits at d 9d. on compounds were
granted, the dntj on British spirits being raised Id, pet

gallon, to make up for the decrease thus caused in the

revenue. The suit, on foreign spirits was imposed at So*,

per gallon, and that on Colonial spirit continued at 2d.

"The claims advanced and alio - >«:i in the

following schedule :— *

r duty on foreum ftrain

.'. l'lni, .
:

I-, in;: and distill

. Agaii - mixing worts in several i

;. Loss itsinsei

premises
iiiine matter m foreign spirits

r. Increased expense in makuig malt consequent on Excise
ii-

tiarging duty in favj

s, lnil f :n s]iiiil-. i SWJ1 ill

amoui

186)

I el: iniril by

allow

I860.

./.

i

1

18

lei. mi! Ue\
to In ad

.spirits.

, ,

enue It

nissible.

Distillers.

English
I'm

- rits.

,1.

!

d.
i

,

1

i

;

l

o: "i ni .

:

3 3 1

Nil

rj Sil

f*il
Nil
Nil

N,l

Nil

01.* '.Nil Nil Nil

J J •

" The estimate of \il. per gallon in the second item of the
I, was in respect of extra cost, owing to plant lying

idle, repairs, lighting, eoal, wages. Hen. In the fourth item

yjif. was Considered an equivalent for the waste which occurs

in rectifiers' stocks from the time of delivering spirits from

the distillery until they reach the consumer. The loss is

supposed to be 1 per cent. ; the other 1//. i- on account of

being hound to u-e Separate premise.- for rectifying, thus

incurring expenses of rent, plant, cartage, wages; &0. The
seventh item was found to he groundless; Experiment
were made with a large number of consignmi nts of foreign

-pirits. and it appealed that the Customs charge was rather

ifove than below that of the Exeise.

•'Since 1 Mil i, the changes have been {en and unimportant.

They mclude (a) increased percentage of yeast allowed to

be taken from wash
;

(l>) shortening of interval i

brewing and distilling period-; (,. ) extended r.n rjj

warehousing strengths,; (</) repeal of limitation as to

smallest still being 4n gallons; (e)i concessions in respect
of bub, us. of spent wa»h, yeast pressings, &c. The -pirit

laws were again consolidated in 1>
i

u \'ictoria,

c. B4V'
We think we havt made oul i ase, Btated 'bus in our

founti paper;- -(<) A rebate oi *urt»\ to distill

-pirit destined and crrtijit-d for certain uses in ii"h>

and approved faictory, and consuterution for iueoitakU
loss in Ttutnufucnr, | Remembering always that the

present output will not be ail« «"
I

It may be to mate what has been done to

expedite this matter since the passing of the t'iuan \e>.

1902. tne associated Chain I unnierce passed a

124 \ c 111.

resolution (this Journal, L903, 286). The Manchester
Chamber, acquiring precedence, .drafted a memorial to thr

late Chancellor of the Exchequer, in accordance with

practice of the Chambers. In this memorial, reading ai

follows :—

Sib, wm.
I \ u ball "i the Association ol Chamb

Coinmerc e United Kingdom t<- invite Tour attention to the
serious disability imp< ai d upon chemical and other manufacturers
who use import! piril as a ran material of their iudustn

S \, i L902,

The section provides thai such spiril ' maj nol be received 01

used until tin diffi rencu between the dutj of Customs chargeable
thereon and the dul ' bargeabie on British spii

been paid."
Che "differenoi .1

1 hough ap] 1

small, is in realitj a differential duty which constitutes a special
and repressii e lustries fri >m w hich
bheh foreign compel atirely rree." The consequence is

timt tlic production ol perfumes and of some pharmaceutical
'•ii bhe Euro-

illy kepi in check by this duty 1M the
I nited ECiugfom. The manufacture ol perfumes bj 1 I

1 s rnpiuly superseding the cxtracl on of them From Dowers.
and this M- u and profitable industry cannot become an in

|

one iti in

So urgenl has the question ol its removal be tlial ai 1 in-

annual meeting ol tin Association of Chamber; ol Commei
in London In March resolul u unanimous)^

ted .—
• OPhal the i i u 8 ol the Btnance Lot,

Quiring the paymenl ol uui
taring purpoa qui\*ideni to the difference between fhe
i ustoms and the Bn ise dut,"i on spirit, adds about W per cent, i"

the original value of iddii ion phtoee Btitisfc

jnanui.ictun'i-. who ns- ii in serious diuutvantage ni

relation to their oontii ".it" are able l

tt entirely >nd that representations be made to the

• Twenty-eighth Report of < Inland Revenue.
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proper Governmental Department with : oval of

In pursuance of tliis resolution, I am
you will

maybe necessary for relieving the industries in question

re the honour :

Your mosl
ttt. Hon. C. T. Ritchie, M.P., Eduuxd \v. Fithias.
Chancellor of the !'

S etary.
The Treasury. London,

Reference to " perfumes " is made. A correction

! at the time appears to have escaped attention,

for the word " sj athetic " was inserted before " perfumes "

in the third paragraph. Mr. llitcliie's reply, through the
try, was as follows:—

Treasury Chambers.
5.W.,

i - 1903.
Tin: Chancellor of the Exchequer has under consideration

pour letter of the 4tfc < It] solution conta
which was passed bj I ation of Chan mmerce
ast March, on the subject of the iuty on spirits used in nun

ad especially in the pn paration of perfumes, &c
H snot altogether understand the reference in your lutw-r

bo Section 8 of the Finance A asmuoh as the provis
thai section have not as yet been applied to the manufacl
perfumes ; nor does he understand how th
oerfumes in this country are subject to any disability either in

:he home or in the foreign market, as competing perfumes
ibroad are liable to Cnstoms duty on importal
perfumes made at home are exported a flilt equivalent of duty paid
s given in the shape of drawback or allowance.
Mr. Ritchie does not think that it will he practicable to

the differential duty on spirits used in manufactures, nor \

>e equitable to the homo producers of spirits. H
•emedy certain anomalies in tins connection h lue Bill

h has just become law: hut the clause on this subject unfortu-
ly met with op] ii [.roved impossible to carry it

i Parliament.
I am, Sir,

&c,

Xow it is quite clear that the Chancellor's reply as
regards perfumes is right, aud fulfils all the conditions we
desire. "Compounded perfumes " ready for sale were not
meant, but " synthetic " perfumes, stteh as we saw under
iir. Gordon Salamon's guidance at Courbevoie on our visit ti >

Paris in 1900. As regards the " differential duty," we as-ri '.

that as then advised the Chancellor had little choice,
ugs liave changed, and we think a powerful case is made

out for consideration, but we should like to know about tin-

opposition to the correction of "anomalies"—what the
anomalies were, and who opposed. We have unsuccessfully
tried to discover: we shall yet know. Pupsuing our
enquiry as to what has been done, the committees hive con-
ferred jointly and separately. It was suggested by Mr.
CJmney to ask members to set out the actual amount of

ethyl and methyl entering into the composition of certain
typical bodies much in demand, upon which, under the
Customs Consolidation Act of 1676, duty would have been
imposed on entry into this country, but which the present
general conditions of trade have made it necessary should
not be imposed, but rather, preferably, in order to protect
the trade of the country, should be made capable of being
produced from duty-free alcohol. Also, to set out the
amount of alcohol wasted.

The queries were set out as upon a 100Z. value—some
replies have been received, not all upon values, and are
tabulated :

—

Tabli I.

Contributed nl the request of the Joint Committee by A. G. Green, Professor of Tinctorial Chemistry,
Yorshire ( .

. Leeds.

Xanie of Pyestuff.
Percentage of

UcohoL
Perccn -

Ethyl \

tlalr.chltn Green.
Methyl Violet ...

Sallocyanine
Methylene Blue .

iuramine O
rictbria Blue R .

Brilliant Green..
Patent Blue V...
Rhodamine B ..

.

Rhotlamine 6 G .

Shrysophenine .

.

40
21

88
||

_ in
:ss

til

30
18

Price p
(Vhol

for Pure i

s. d.
2 :t

1 o

2 o

:i

1 11

1 Id
2 ::

2 :;

5

20
1 s

Unpaid Duly per
\

Estimate! Annual
Imports.

e
:;t 10 tons
75 Difficult to estimate
an 5 tons (V)

26 Difficult to estimate
59 45 tons

30 .,

1- in „

i:i 45 ..

21 15 ..

1 30 „
Difficult to estimate
but very large.

I

-import

Price

Table II.

Table shou-ing Spirits used per 100/. Import Value.

\\i girl

per 10W,
in 1 lb.

Finished

\ 1 95 Per Cent, used

Import
Value.

Value
Ucobbl,
1900.

Value

Methyl Alec hoi used

in 1 lb.

1'in -In d
Product.

Import
Value

Alcohol.

Intiprrine
SthyJ chloride
?henacctine
ialipyrine
)erniatol
ialol

leliotropine
lanilline

tryofine
Suaiacol carbonate .

.

iiraethylaniline
Jallocyanine. In

„ powder.
Jallopurple
Vcbrtrazint
/hrysophenine
M&nisidine has 1 *

fCetone

o 11
;

i.

5 PP

ll 15
pp in

12 6
12 «
21 (i

11 i.

o 10
5

4 4
5 It

1 C
i <;

Lb.
364

2.1-2

167

183

160
ico
95

182
2. lull

4.SIIII

41) I

361
1,3.(1

1.334
3G3
Still

Lb.

1-nii

2-0S2
tl-89

2-13

res

0*209

(>-8S

LIp.

839
2,182

1,389

350

si

'J
"I

loo

£ .v.

2 1.1

is 3
11 11
2 l'.P

2 7

3 16
13

2 2
T 5

in 1

e
34

2 22

111

36
2s
it;

s

26
15

122

12 2
i io
15 10

6 1(1

17 9
19 2

111 31

1 2 s

s .'ill

Lb.
0-44N,

1-474

277
u-67l!

2T7

Ll).

163
£ s. .'.

140 :; is in
504 13 13 ii

"22 43 is 7

835 22 12 :;

776
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Table II.

—

continued.

Import Weight

Alcohol 95 per Ont. used Methyl Alcohol ua 1

Pri d a-:. Pnoe in 1 Hi. for 1002.
Foreign
Value

of Alcohol,
I!

English in 1 lb. tor lOOI. Value

! ei i Finished Import
Value. per Lb.

Finished
Product.

Import
Value.

of Methyl
Alcohol.

». <l. Lb. Lb. Lb. £ s. d £ *. d. Lb. Lb. 1 a. d.
»• 11 11-71

1 9

SS3
1,113

97 16 2 IS U-7III

0-496
625
666

16 is 6
IS 6 7

i u .... 2 1,000 .. 0-71S5 712 19 •'. 11

Benxopurpurin 10 I; .

.

2 .1
..... o-io 1.V2 1 5 4 15 10 5

4 II ! 0-045 22 .. 3 8 4 111
(. 5 II •too 0-047 19 ii 3 2 1 is 9

6G ,: ., S3! 0-764 255 2 2 6 26 7

.. .. 0-548

6 <; R 8 334 l-7« 588 1 IS ii

6 ii 334 0+48 150 1 6 oin -
1 ii 7

12 (; B i>

6 .. 334

ii ;..-. lsl

21 P.I

1 10 v

1 11 10

18 15 8

21 6 8

.. ii

0-476
17

159
1 5 5

12 G F 4 6 1

,. c; w 6 " 0-719 240 6 10 O
,. 3GV 6 ii 334 0-114 38 .. 6 t S 17 17 11-425 111 3 111 1

.. 12 G M 6 ii 334 O'l 133 1 2 2 13 11 6 0-109 86 19 6

JG
2 6

S3

1

B00

0-074 25 4 2 2 11 1,-2.;-

0-981
90

7s-,

2 S 9
21 .", 2

3 6 571 0-754 430 11 13 11

6 ii 334 0-223 71 2 ii 1

1 n 1,143 0-117.-. 86 o it 2 s is ,-,

CM 2 ii l..10 1 o-ioi 101 Ii 17 1 111 12 ii

B 1> 2 ii 1,000 II 1 100 (i 16 6 10 4 2 ••

G 2 ii 0-09 90 u 16 (i 1' 3 I' ..

x<; 2 ii 1,1 0-092 92 15 t 9 7 10

BG m .... 2 1,000 0-66 66 11 6 1 1 9

Direci Violet is i; 2 1,000 ir 11 llll ii is i 11 4 7 ..

Direct Blue 8 is •2 II i >£ 88 11 1 i; is 9

,. 7 IS I II 500 31 ii 5 2 3 .3 3

6 ii 334 113 IS 1" ii in a 0-26J 89 2 s 2

Tsrtnichrom - 3 ii 667 o .-,-, 367 3 1 6 37 12 5

2 3 889 575 1! 6 2 77 :. 6

g
1 n

834 MIT!
II 139

68
278

ii ;. e

2 II 4

: Is ;,

28 7 7

0-2462 -2 2 4 -

Phenocyamne, 10

With regard to Table 1. Prof. Green observes that the

calculations are for the pure dyestuffs and that some brands

of the commercial dyestuffs are more or less diluted with

dextrin, salt, &c. Also that there would in addition be a

considerable loss of alcohol in the process of manufacture.

Prof. Green reminds us that while the calculations are for

the most important brands— and these brands vary—hence
the alcohol requirement will vary. Further, one alci hoi

may be substituted for another. For example Aiiraniiue O
contains methyl groups, Anraminc G ethyl groups.

Roughly speaking the alcohol tax would vary from one-

fourth to one-half of the dyesttiff. Methyl alcohol is more
important than ethyl alcohol in colour making It must
he remembered that methyl alcohol is dutiable to the same
extent as ethyl alcohol, and is intrinsically dearer.

A case is given by a member of gingerine, which may be

extracted with methylated spirit ; but, assuming duty paid

spirit to be employed, 18/. per 100/. value would go in duty,

as against probably oolj I/, in I lennany or Switzerland.

Take the case of rebate on methylated spirit on exporta-

tion

—

3d. per proof gallon. Why cannot the exporter of

home-made ether or chloroform get a rebate of 3d. per

proof gallon on the quantities of methylated spirit used?

The comparison between production with duty-free

spirit and taxed spirit is convincingly shown by Table II.,

and examples, most kindly placed at disposal by Mr. 1\

Leuthardl Thornton, and who aione is responsible for

t hem.

The spirit value of Table U. is based on 2d. per lb. of

German or Swiss spirit, 95 per cent. h\ weight, in 1900,

llritish spirit of same strength and date at 2«. Ojd. per lb.

The writer may point out that to-day. 1904, 95 pet cent, bj

weight alcohol is about is, 7</. per lb., so thai the Vfl

llritish spirit, duty-paid, required would be considerably

enhanced

For a rough calculation of the resultant at 2d. per pound
of 95 per cent, spirit abroad in 1900 i- multiplied bj 12*50,

an approximation to tin- Bt tish - pirit equivalent will be

arrived at.

Excepting Rhodamine B, G and 6 G( rable HI.), all the

other products of this group are sold as " Uhodine.''

Tabi.k III.

Bulk of spirit used in manufacture, without deductions.

Read figures as so many pounds.

611
467
35

1,044

1,955

1,0511

1,822

1,520
230
385
7,72

765
867'

107
98
111

U
17

198

3,960
470

2,771

402
87s

150
17

21

51
to

813
82

29.-,

Ill

119
5.USU

2117

2,621

1340

116
211

Products.

100 per cent
i; ids mine IS cone

SB
Bromester
Chinizin base

Vcetic
I

...

Antipyiine 911
lei . :• etic ester . . 5,700

Ethyl chloride
Est ei- for tartrazine
Rhodamine i 1 1 c^nr

i G B oonc
in; It

11 G cone
12 G
12 II F cone
i. v, none
;; i. -A

Methyl phenyl aud naphtylamine
I net i.yl aniline
Rhodamine a <

! cone
Methane base
Hethi I sulphate
i luaiacol carbonate
S:ih|.\ i-ine

Dermatol
Salol
Khodamuie B 8 c inc

lot; oonc
i

illic acid
Kryi line

'I'll... 0:is.

Bster for gallo purple

purple
phi n i..l

Phenetidine
Phenacetine
r*henooyanini <

Alcohol
95 Per
Cent.

800
304
nil

3.637

um
896

1,610

2,028

7,135

3,180
440

324
321

52

H2I
3113

250
lstf

'

is

4li

770

Methyl
Ui ihol.

860
J.i I

300
4.485
22226

2,080

WOO
1,703

352

200
n;. i

90
:;,n72

350
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ALCOHOL, 1900.

The quantities here given have been actually employed

in manufacture, the prices being those ruling in 1900:

—

Alcohol 95 per cent, at 2d. per lb.

Alcohol 100 per cent, at 2-2{d. per lb.

Methyl alcohol at 6-5 per lb.

Alcohol 95 per cent, is generally used, also in some cases

alcohol 100 per cent.

1,345 lb. alcohol 100 per cent, require

—

1,762 lb. alcohol 95 per cent.,

of which are returned . . . 323 lb,

or nett 1,439 lb. at 2</. = 11/. 19s. led.

1 lb. alcohol 100 per cent, thertfore costs 2 -lid.

Antipyrine.

(a) 4,008 lb. acet. acetic ester require

—

liSiW lb. acetic ester.

2,200 lb. being returned.

nett 10.340 lb. at 55 per cent, alcohol 95 per cent - 5,i'87 lb.

less returned 3,300 lb.

alcohol 95 per cent, used nett 2,387 11).

or for 1 lb. acet. acetic ester, - 595 lb. alcohol 95 per

cent.

(6) 1,044 lb. bromester require 522 lb. ethyl alcohol, or

for 1 lb. bromester, 0-5 lb. ethyl alcohol.

(c) 4302 lb. quinizine base require

—

:',7hi lb. acet. acetic ester,

atO'S351b 2,225 lb. alcohol 95 pet

add further 2,002 lb.

1.-27 lb.

less returned 1,818 1b.

nett used 2,3791b

or for 1 lb. quinizine base, 553 lb. alcohol 95 per cent.

(d) 3,630 lb. antipyrine require—

4,125 lb. quinizine base,

at 0553 lb 2,281 lb. alcohol 95 per cent.

2,010 lb. acetic ester.

at 55 per cent 1.105 lb.

3,380 lb

or for 1 lb. antipyrine, 0'933 lb. alcohol 95 per cent.

Further

—

2,310 lb. bromester,

:it
a5lb 1,155 lb. methyl alcohol.

in addition 528 1b.

1,633 lb

less—bromester returned—
112 lb. at 0-5 lb 56 lb. methyl alcohol

nett used 1,627 1b. „ „

or for 1 lb. antipyrine, 0-448 lb. ethyl alcohol.

100/. import value at 5s. 6d. per lb. = 364 lb., for which
were employed : 339 lb. alcohol 95 per cent, at 2//.

—

21. 16s. 6d. ; 163 lb. methyl alcohol at 0-5d. = 4/. 8s. 3d.

Ethyl Chloride,

3,344 lb. require 3,344 lb. alcohol 95 per cent. ; 1 lb.

ethyl chloride = 1 lb. alcohol 95 percent.

100/. import value at lid. per lb. = 2,182 lb., for

which were used 2,182 lb. alcohol 95 per cent, at 2d. =
. 6d.

Phenacetine.

(a) 5,765 lb. nitrophenetol require

—

2,745 lb. ethyl chloride 2,745 lb. alcohol 95 per cent.

in addition, 4,576

7,321

less returned 3,850

nett used 3,171

for 1 lb. nitrophenetol 0'602

(6) 4,048 lb. phenetidine require

—

...sds lb. nitrophenetol at O"602 lb. . 3.4961b. alcohol 95 per cent
in addition 6.098

'.594

less returned 1.510

nett used 5,084

for 1 lb. phenetidine 1,255

(c) 5,214 lb. phenacetine require—
4,158 lb. phenetidine at 1'255 lb 5,218 lb. alcohol 95 per cent.

in addition 10.310

15.538
less returned :

66 Hi. phenetidine at
1-255 lb 83

further 4,620
•> 70 J

nett used 10,855

lib. phenacetine 2,082

10O/. import value at 3s. per lb. - 667 lb., for which were
used 1,389 lb. alcohol 95 percent, at 2d. = lit. lis. fid.

Salipyrine.

330 lb. require—
211 lb. antipyrine at 0*418 lb 95 lb. methyl alcohol.
1 lb. salipyrine -

288
further, at 0' 933 lb 197 lb. alcohol 95 pero nt
in addition lid lt

613

Zeis returned 319

nett used 294

1 lb. salipyrine 0*89

10u/. import value at 5s. per lb. = 400 lb., for which are
used— 1 1 5 lb. methyl alcohol at 6 .W. = 3/. 2s. 3d. ; 356 lb.

alcohol 95 per cent, at 2d. = 2/. 19s. 4d.

Dermatol.

38 lb. require 81 lb. alcohol 95 per cent. ; 1 lb. der-
matol = 2-13 lb. alcohol 95 percent. 100/. import value
at 15s. per lb. = 133 lb., for which are used 283 lb.

alcohol 95 per cent, at 2d. = 21. 7s. 2d.

Snlol.

46 lb. require 106 lb. alcohol 95 per cent.; 1 lb. salol
= 2-3 lb. alcohol 95 percent. 100/. import value at 10s.
per lb. = 200 lb., for which are used 460 lb. alcohol 95
per cent, at 2d. = 3/. 16s. Sd.

Heliotropine.

(a) 1,799 lb. isosafrol require :

1*394 lb. alcohol 95 p t cent.
less returned 1320 „

nett used 374 ., „
1 lb. isosafrol = 02117 lb. alcohol 95 per cent.

(6) 946 lb. heliotropinc, crude, require 1,2101b. isosafrol
at 207 lb. = 250 lb. alcohol 95 per cent.; 1 lb. helio
tropine, crude = 0-263 lb. alcohol 95 per cent.

(c) 130 lb. heliotropine, distilled, require 1581b. helio-
tropiue, grude, at 0-263 lb. = 42 lb. alcohol 95 per cent.;

1 lb. heliotropine, distilled = 0-323 lb. alcohol 95 per cent.
(d) 97 lb. heliotropine, crv.staliised, require 152 lb. helio-

tropine, distilled, at 0-323 lb. = 49 lb. alcohol 95 per ci nt.
j

I lb. heliotropine, crystallised = 0-506 lb. alcohol 95 per
cent. 100/. import value at 12s. 6d. per lb. = 160 lb.

for which are used 81 lb. alcohol 95 per cent, at 2d. =
13s. 6d.

Vanillin {made from Heliotropine).

(a) 886 lb. protocatechualdehyde require 1012 lb. helio-,

tropine, crude, at 0-263 lb. = 266 lb. alcohol 95" per cent.

;

1 lb. protocatechualdehyde = 03 lb. alcohol 95 per cent.

(&) 443 lb. aldehyde base require 827 lb. protocatechu-
aldehyde at 0-3 lb. = 24S lb. alcohol 95 per ceut. ; 1 lb.

uldehjd base = 0-56 lb. alcohol 9.5 per ceut.
(c) 453 lb. vanillin, distilled, require 612 lb.aldehyd base

at 0-56 lb. = 343 lbs. alcohol 95 per cent.; 1 lb. vanillin,

distilled = 758 lb. alcohol 95 per cent.

00 214 lb. vanillin, crystallised, require 453 lb. vanillin,

distilled at 0-758 lb. = 343 lb. alcohol 95 per cen».

.

vanillin, crystallised = 1-603 lb. alcohol 95 percent, ion/,

import value (present price) at 12s. 6d. per lb. = 160 lb..
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for which are used 256 lb. alcohol 95 per cent, at 2i/.

21. 2*. Sd.

Kryofine.

(a) 185 lb. glycolic acid 100 per cent require 175 lb.

methyl alcohol. 1 lb. = 261 lb.
; 649 lb. kryoSne requite to;, lb. glycolic acid 90-6

percent. 100 per cent. = 2-Gl ;
90-6 percent. = 2-364 =

9;)7 lb. methyl alcohol. '. lb. kryofine = 1
- 47-1 lb. methyl

all ohol.

Further

—

2651b. . 618 lb. alcohol

in addition i

..

/..w returned 1. i:n>

iiett used

i lb. kryoflne 1"6S

100/. import value at 21s. per 11) = 95 11).. for which are

used !4" II). methyl alcohol at (>'d. - "I. 15*. H'<i., 155 11).

alcohol 95 per cent, at 2d. = 11. 5*. lOd.

Guaiacol Carbonate.

• (n) 462 lb. ne th\ 1 sulphate require 850 lb. methyl alcohol.

1 lb. methyl sulphate 0"76 lb. alcohol.

(/<) 236 lb. guaiacol dist. require 7 I lb. methyl sulphate

at 0- 7('> = 56 lb. methyl alcohol. 1 lb. guaiacol (list. = 2" I ib.

methyl alcohol.

Kurt her

—

(c) 83 lb. guaiacol carbonate require 96 lb. guaiacol

(list, at 2-4 lb. = 230 lb. methyl alcohol. 1 lb. guaiacol

carbonate = 2' 77 lb. methyl alcohol, and 550 Ib. alcohol

95 per cent. 1 lb. guaiacol carbonate = 6 '63 lb. alcohol

95 per cent.

100/. import value at Us. per lb. = 182 1b. for which

are used 504 lb. methyl alcohol at f,\l. = 13/. 1,3*. "(/.,

1206 11). alcohol 95 per cent, at 2d. = 10/. Is. Od.

Dimelhijlanilinc.

3,090 lb. require 6,753 Ib. methyl alcohol.

ned 880 „

5.'*7S

I lb. diraethylaniline. 0*676

100/. import value at 10<£. per lb. 2,400 ib. for which

are used 1,622 lb. methyl alcohol at 6 a". = 43/. 18s. ~J.

Gallocyanine.

(a") 1,000 lb. nitroso require 700 lb. dimethylsuilim at

lb 173 lb. methyl alcohol, 1 lb. nitroso = 0- 173 lb.

methyl alcohol.

(6) 5,160 lb. gallocyanine paste 10 per cent, require

—

602 ll>. nitroso at
-
17:; Ib 285 Ib. methyl alcohol.

in addition M85

4.771.

h ss returned

used
l lb. gaUocyanine lOpercent. paste . 0*174

(() t'.o lb. gallocyanine in powder require £80 lb. gallo-

cyanine 10 per cent, paste; at 0-174 lb. = 101 lb. methyl
i. 1 lb. gallocyanine in powder = 1,683 lb. methy)

alcohol.

100/. import value of gallocyanine 10 per cent, pa!

id. pet lb. = 4,800 lb. B35 lb. methvl alcohol at

221. 12s 3d.

100/. import value of gallocyanine in powder; at Is. 4d.

ner lb. = 4lil lb. 77C lb.
" methyl alcohol at 6

'(/. =
21/. 0s. 4(/.

Gallojmrph (Pruiw |.

207 Ib. require 196 lb. ester, as follows:

—

l IS Ib. (

.,

7''

1 111. .

Therefore \:><; Ib. i

I

1 lb. galloporple = 2'6* lb. methyl alcohol.

LOO import valui per lb. = 364 lb., for which
are used 972 lb. methyl alcohol, at tfd. = 2G7. 6s. 6rf.

Tartrazine.

(o) 230 lb. ester for tartrazine require

—

Ib. alcohol 9.'M' ir cent
i returned.. „

nett used
- Ib. alcohol :>". percent.

(/> i 12 batches ester oil require

—

ral
-M8 Ib. 170 Ib. alcohol 95 per .

and in lb. »i

55 percent 61 . „
inaddit;..!- : :;si ll>. ulco-

hol 100 ;
• •'()))-

l"l .,

'1 . 185

At .'

(c) 795 lb. tartrazine require 12 batches ester oil =
185 lb. alcohol, 95 per cent. 1 lb. tartrazine = 0-233 lb.

alcohol 95 per cent.

100/. import value at Is. Sd. per lb. = 1,334 lb., for
which are used 31 1 lb. alcohol 95 per cent, at 2./. =
2/. lis. 10</.

' 'hrysophenine.

1,681 lb. require 342 lb. aethylchloride at 1 lb. = 342 lb.

alcohol 95 per cent. 1 lb. chrysophenine = 0-209 lb,

alcohol 95 per cent.

loo/, import value at Is. 6d. per lb. = 1,334 lb., or
278 lb. alcohol 95 per cent, at 2d. = 21. 6s. id.

Dianisidine Bate.

(a) 716 lb. orthonitronnisol require

—

B75 Lb. al( 'nt.

returned

ucl used 115

1 lb. requires H'lO

I
' ) 211 lb. dianisidine base require

—

sol at 0*16 lb. = 71 lb. alcohol 95 per cent.
:::>-2

433

nett used i7:;

1 lb. requires n'82

100/. import value at 5s. 6,/. per Ib. = 363 lb., or 298 lb.

alcohol 95 per cent, at 2d. = 21. 9*. sd.

Ketone.

lb. require —
2,700 lb. dimethylan

..

nett I' 7.-. 11.. l.eisli,. mcthylalcohol.
1 lb. requires l"2* „

100/. import value at 2s. 6./. per lb. -^ s,„)
i n ., ,, r 992 lb.

nietbylalcohol at r, 'il. = 26/. 17s. id.

Methane Bast

.

2.771 11). require 2,912 Jb. diraethylaniline at 0-676 =
1,968 lb. methyl ukohol. 1 Ib. requires 0-71 Ib. methyl
alcohol.

Further are used

—

303 lb. alcohol 95 per cent. 1 lb. requires o-ll Ib.

alcohol 95 per cent ilj made for manufacture
obtainable.

.1 uramine O.

1,179 1b. require 1,16 e base; at o-7l lb. =
830 Ib. methylalcohol

\
at 0- 1 1 lb. = 129 lb. al

cent. 1 lb. requires 0-704 Ib. methyl alcohol : and 0-

alcohol 95 per cent.

100/. import value at 2s. Sd. per !b. = 888 lb., or 625 11).

methylalcohol at 6*d. - 16/. 7 lb. alcohol -

cent, at 2(/. = 16s. 2d.
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Victoria Bine B.

6.">0 lb. require 260 Hi. Keton at 1'24 lb. - 322 lb. methyl
alcohol ; 1 lb. requires 0-49G lb. methyl alcohol.

ion/, at Is. 9(2. per lb. = 1,143 lb.; or .">0('> lb. methyl

alcohol at 6-V/. - 15/. 6s. Id.

Victoria 'Blue 4 R.

(a) Methylphenyl-a-naphtylamine

:

198 lb. roquire

and 'jo lb. methylbromide at 0*5 lb..

used

Oil lb. methyl alcohol

45 lb.

lib.

135 lb.

0*681 II'.

(4) 400 lb. Victoria Blue 4 1! requires :

—

1601b. K't' neat l -24111 1981b. methyl alcohol.

and 12S lb. tnethylphenyl-a.naphtyl-
i:nm. it ll-'M. -7 11,.

used 2851b.

lib (1-7125 lb.

100/. at 2s. per lb. = 1,000 lb.; or712-5 lb. methyl alcohol
at 6 •"!(/. = 19/. 5s. lid.

Rhodamine /?.

lb. require

i s retunie I

.

801 lb. alcohol 95 p reent.

200 Mi.

1041b.

lib 0-045 lb. ..

100/. at Is. per lb. = 5001b. ; or 22 lb. alcohol, 95 pep cent.

at 2d. = 3s. 8tf.

Rhodnniine G.

1,140 lb. require 1,200 lb. Rhodamine B, at 0-045 lb.

= -54 lb. alcohol 95 per cent. 1 lb. = 0-04 7 lb. alcohol
95 per cent.

100/. at 5s. per lb. = 400 lb. or 19 lb. alcohol 95 per
cent, at 2d. = 3s. 2d.

Benzopurpnrinc lo B.

G3i lb. require 15 lb. dianisidine base at 0*82 lb. = 12 lb.

alcohol 95 per cent. 1 lb. = o- 19 lb. alcohol 95 per cent.

100/. at 2s. 6rf. per lb. = 800 lb. or 152 lb. alcohoi 95 per
cent, at 2d. = 1/. 5s. Id.

Rhodnniine 6 G.

(«) 335 lb. Rhodamine I G pure require—
1,618 Ih. alcohol 95 per cent.

less returned 900

nett 710

1 lb. Ehodamine t G pure = 1*84 lb.

(ft) 572 lb. Rhodamine 6 G pure = 2,860 lb. 6 G ordinary
quality require

—

520 lb. Rhodamine 4G pure—
atrs41b 957 lb. alcohol 95 per cent.
jdits 1,35-2

and further .... 676

?( ss returned.
2,985

800

I In. Rhodamine 6 G requires 0*764 lb. alcohol :i5 per cent.

li ii i/. at 6s. = 334 1b. or 255 lb. alcohol 95 per cent, at 2d.
- 21. 2s. 6rf.

Rhodine G G R.

(ft) 765 lb. Rhodine 4 G. R. pure require :

7.1:;.-. lb. alcohol 95.
returned,

nett

1.150

1,985 „
1 Hi. = 2-6 ..

(ft) !,337 5 lb. Rhodine fi G. R. require

:

175 Hi Rhodine 4 G. R. pure :

at 2*61b '

9751b. Hi
phis 2,250
and 930

4,155
less returned 1,800

1 lb. requires i '7 1

100/. at 6s. per lb. =3:14 lb.; or 588 lb. alcoho
2</. = 4/. 18s.

Dimethyl Acid fur Rkodines.

(a) 1,285 lb. dimethylmetoxj require 2,160 lb. dime-
thylanilineat 0-676 lb. = 1,460 lb. methyl alcohol. 1 lb. =
1 • 135 lb. methyl alcohol.

(ft) 141 lb. dimethyl acid require 68-.5 H,. dimethyl-
metoxy at 1*135 lb. = 77 lb. methyl alcohol. 1 lb."=
0-548 lb. methyl alcohol not obtainable.

Rhodine 11 G.
'

535 lb. require—
112 lb. dimethyl acid at 0*548 lb. = 61 lb. methyl a

and 440 lb. alcohol 95 pee cent.

less 200 .. „

nett 240

l lb. Rhodine 11G = in it lb. o£ methyl alcohol*

and - 0' 148 Ih, alcohol 95 per cent.

100'. at 6s. per lb. = 334 lb. ; or 33 lb. methyl alcohol
at 6-5rf. = H. Os. 7rf. ; 150 lb. alcohol 95 per cent, at 2d. =
I /. 5s.

Rhodine 12 G.

190 !b. require 120 lb. 11 G pure = 600 lb. ordinary
quality; at 0-114 lb. = 68 lb. methyl alcohol; and at
0-448 lb. = 269 lb. alcohol 95 per cent. 1 lb. Rhodine
12 G = Oil lb. methyl alcohol, and = 0-55 lb. alcohol 95
per cent.

100/. at 6s. per lb. = 33 1 lb.* or, 17 lb. methyl a
'

at 6-5cZ. = 1/. 5s. :>d. ; 181 lb. alcohol 95 per cent, at 2d
= 1/. 10s. 8d.

Rhodine 12 /,' /'.

555 lb. require—
145 lb. Rhodine 11 Gat 0*11 4 Ih 51 lb. inet]

pj«s ::<;:!

less returned .

nett

411

150

264

1 lb. = 0*476 Ih. methyl alcohol.

ami :it
-

448 lb 199 lb. al

plus 324

523

less returned l".»

nett 348

1 Hi. 0*626 lb. alcohol 95 pee cent.

100/. at 6s. per lb. = 334 lb. ; or, 159 lb. methyl alcohol
at e Hd. = 4/. 6s. Id- ; 209 lb. alcohol 95 per cent, at 2d. =
1/. 14s. lOd.

Rhodine. G W.
232 lb. require—
72*5 dimethyl acid at 0*548 lb 40 lb. methyl ale

plus 200

/ess returned
240
7;j

U'7

1 lb. = 0*719 Hi. methyl alcohol 95 per cent.

100/. at 6s. per lb. = 334 lb. ; or, 240 lb. 'methyl alcohol
at 6"'(/. = 6/. 10s.

235 lb. require

—

Rhodine 3 G W.

/ess returned 25
52 lb. alcohol 95 per cent, and ISO lb. methyl 8

60

nett 27 .. .. ,. .. 100
1 lb. = 0-1141b. alcohol 95 per cent, and 1 lb. = 0' li

alcohol 95 per cent.

100/. at 6s. per lb. = 334 lb.; or, 38 lb. alcohol 95 per
cent, at 2d. = 6s. Ad.; 141 lb. methil alcohol
31. 16s. id.

Rhodine 12 GM.
-'> lb. require 25 lb. rhodine 11 G. at 0*11J lb. =

3 lb. methyl alcohol, and at 0448 lb. = 11 lb.

95 per cent. ; 1 lb. rhodine 12 GJI. requires
methyl alcohol and 0-4 lb. alcohol 95 per cent.

100/. at 6s. per lb., 334 lbs., or 36 methyl alcohi

= 19s. i)d. ; 133 lb. alcohol 95 per cent, at

1/. 2s. 2d.
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Rhodine 3 G.

3,350 lb. require

—

48 11). .. 291 lb. methyl all

MO

Total 6S1
1 lb. =0268

644 lb. alcohol 93 per < int.

J50

nett 174
1 Hi. 0-074

per lb. = 334 lb., or 90 11.. methyl alcohol

jt i, ,i. .''. 8». '.'</. ; 25 lb. alcohol 95 per cent, at 2d. =

Methylene Blue.

-jus ;b. require 303 lb. dimethylaniline at 0*676 lb. =

205 lb. methyl alcohol ;
1 lb. = 0'981 lb. methyl alcohol.

inn/, at 2s. i'„/. per lb. = BOO lb., or 7Sj lb. methyl alcohol

at 6sd. = 21/. 5s. 2d.

Crystal Violet.

396 lb. require 420 lb. in.than base at 0-71 lb. = 298 lb.

methyl alcohol : 1 lb. = P* 754 lb. methyl alcohol.

iOOZ. at I id per lb. => 571 lb., or 430 lb. methyl alcohol

= 11/. 13s. 11)/.

Vert /'our Noir.

121 lb. require 28 lb. Methylene Blue at 0-98! lb. =
•j; lb. methyl alcohol : 1 lb. = 0-223 lb. methyl alcohol.

100/. at r,s. per lb. = 33 1 lb., or 74 lb. methyl alcohol at

2/. Ox. 1)/.

Indazurine B.

655 lb. require 60 lb. dianisidiue base at 0-82 = 49 lb.

, ; .ol 95 per cut. ; 1 lb. = 0-075 lb. alcohol 95 per cent.

Et Is. !></. per lb. = 1,143 lb., or 86 IS. alcohol 95

per cent, at 2d. = 14s. 2d.

Indazurine G M.

713 lb. require 901b. dianisidine base at 0-82 = 74 lb.

alcohol 95 per cent. ; ] lb. = 0- 104 lb. alcohol 95 per cent.

100/. at 2s. per lb. = 1,000 lb., or 104 lb. alcohol 95 per

cent, at 2d. = 1 7... 4r/.

Direct Vinlet B B.

327 lb. require 30 lb. dianisidiue base at o -2 = -j.j lb.

alcohol 95. 1 lb. = oil lb. alcohol 95.

100/. at 2s. = 1.000 lb. ; or, 110 lb. alcohol 95 at 2d. =
le.v. id.

Indazurine B B.

370 1b. require 15 lb. dianisidine base at 0-82 = 37 lb.

alcohol 95. 1 lb. = 0*1 lb. alcob

100/. 01 2s. = 1,000 lb.; or, 100 lb. alcohol 95 at 2d. =

Indazurine G.

410 lb. required 45 lb. dianisidine base at 82 = 37 lb.

alcohol 95. I lb. = 0-09 lb. alcohol 95.

; 100 lb. j or, 90 lb. alcohol 95 at 2d.

15s.

Indazurine l\ ' .

937' lb dianisidine base at 0-82 = 86 lb.

1 lb. = 0-092 lb. alcohol

lb. ; or, 92 lb. alcohol 95 at 2</. =
15-

Indazurine 5 G M.

1,300 lb. required 105 lb. dianisidine base at i - 86 lb.

alcohol 95. 1 lb. = 0*66 lb. alcohol 95.

at 2s. = 1,000 lb. ; or, 66 lb. alci I 2d. =
11-.

Direct Blui 6 />'.

i i iquire 45 lb. dianie at 0-82 = 37 lb.

alcohol 95. I lb. » 0-068 lb. alcohol 95.

100/; at 2s = 1,000 Ib.j or, 6s 1!.. al at 2d. =
II

Direct Blue 7 11.

182 lb. require 14 lb. dianisidine base at 0-82 = 11 lb.

alcohol 95. 1 lb. = 0-0602 lb. alcohol 95.

100/. at 4s. = 500 lb.; or, 31 lb. alcohol 95 at it. =
5 2d.

Rhodine B S.

255 lb. require

—

260 Bhodine 3 G al 0*268 87 lb. methyl alcohol

and atO'074 19 lb. alcohol 95

pint 67 ,.

80

1 lb. requires 0-2G5 lb. methyl alcohol and 033S lb.

alcohol 95.

100/. at 6s. = 3 14 lb. ; or, 1 13 lb. alcohol 95 per cent, at

2d. = 18s. lOd. 89 lb. methyl alcohol at 65d. = 21. 8s. 2d.

Tarlrachromine G G.

363 lb. require 159? lb. phenetidine, at 1-255 lb. =
200 lb. alcohol 95. 1 lb. = 0-55 lb. alcohol 95.

100/. at 3s. = 667 lb. ; or, 367 lb. alcohol 95 per cent, at

2d. = 3/. Is. '.)/.

Dioxyrvbine G.

16 lb. thiobase require 200 lb. alcol ml.

I returned ISO

net! •""

1 lb. = 3-12

(In si lb. Dioiyrubine G required 22 lb. tbio base at

3-12 = 09 lb. alcohol 95 per cent.; 1 lb. = 0*552 lb.

alcohol 95 per cent.

100/. at 2s. 3d. per lb. = 889 lb. ; or, 575 lb. alcohol

95 per cent, at 2d. = 6/. 6s. 2./.

Rhodine 5 a
1,540 lb. require

—

on Li-Jo lb. Rhodine 3 I. at 0-268 353 lb. niethvl

alcohol; and at 0-074 = 98 lb. alcohol 95 per cent.; 1 lb.

requires 0-23 lb. methyl alcohol; and O064 lb. alcohol 95

per cent.

(4) 180 lb. Rhodine 12 G at 0*14 = 25 lb. methyl

alcohol ; and at 55 = 99 lb. alcohol 95 per cent.; 1 lb.

= 0-0162 lb. methyl alcohol; 1 lb. = 0-0643 lb. alcohol

95 per cent.

(. ) 10 lb Rhodine 6 GR, at 1-76 - 70 lb. alcohol 95 per

cent.; 1 lb. = ooi.'.T It), alcohol 95 per cent.

101)/. import value at 6s. per lb. = 334 lb.

Methyl Alcohol. Alcohol 93 percent.

In Uhodine 3 <:. .

12 G
6GR.

Lb.
0-23
0'0162

0-246S

at n»d.
•_•/. is. Brf.

lb.
0*064
0*0643

0*1740

58 lb

»s. 3d

Phenocganine 1O0 per cent.

1 15 lb. require

—

1700 Hi. alcohol 93 p
returned 1540

1 lb.

160
(or 1M>

!*: eent.

Phenoi i/anine 10 per cent. Paste.

at Is. per lh. = 2000 lb. at 0*139 for 10 per tent.,

or 27S lb. alcohol 95 per cent, at 2i/. = 2/. 6s. 4i/.

/'. Leuthardt-Thornton.

In Tables IV. and V. ordinary trade ami chemically

descriptive'names are given—with the formula. The per-

centages of the equivalents of alcohol and methyl are

— bv easj calculation bj the factors previously given the

comparative alcohol (9! percent.) values can be approxi-

mately found. IfProl Green's reminder and the Thornton
illustrations as to returns and waste, a fair idea of our

disadvantages may be gs
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! B IV.

Some Substances, icliich hare Ethyl or Methyl as a necessary Conn-

agi
Percenter

of
Combined

] ?T
01
?1
bi

v"'''

Ethvl -is
' "ethylss
Met In 1

Alcohol.
Alcohol.

Ethylidene-di-ethyl-ethcrAdeta]
Ethyl chloride

., bromide
„ iodide

Bthyl formate
me

Homoarecolin
Meiiiiry ethyl chloride . .

.

Phenacetin Para-oxyethylacetanilid

letra ethvl ammonium
hydroxide.

Tetronol
Anaesthesin
Subcntin
Codethyliue
Dionine
Valyl

Eupyrin

yl-ami-
ilirie-li% tlro.'hlor.

Methyl-tetra-hydro-nicot '

,-lsulpli i
i hylmethane . .

.

lie acid.

.

Anassthesin-parapbenolsuli

'II CH Hi; 11 |,

' i Bi
' II I

' H
" ,ii,r H,Mi.( .i a a, i

C II so
11rCH3C1.

I II /OC4H5
"'< Ml. I II ' i'

S 11 l4OH

Ethyl-m irphine-hydroehloride
Valeric acid diethyl-amide
Para - phetietidine- vanillin -ethyl.

earb mate.

Malarin

Malakin
Sulphonal
Sulphatdehj de
Salipiionin

Fhymacetin ..

.

; none-phenetiiline citrate..

Sal '.1 paraphenetidine
Diet hyl-sulphonediinethyl -methane

Salicyl-para-phenetidine

(• ll-i.J'.SO.ir.H-,
1

,

ii,\h,cou.c.h..:
1 ii,Nri;.nio.r,n, .in >.i h.nii 11.

ON mi i)i' II
I

HO.CoHk.NO.OCHs.HCI)
1 II n.Nn.HJ.i

1 .11 I.N.Ctf.CsHs<OCH "..

'" ^N=C(Cffs) (C«H, II,'

I I! OC,HS.)X:CH:C6H,(OH)
.1 ' .(SOj.l II '

L'rethane Kthylcarbaraate

Br malin Brom-ethyl-formine
Euehinin Ojimine-etnyl-carbonic-ester.
Methyl chloride

„ bromide
iodide

Methyl ioretin Para-methylmetaiodoortho-oxy-qui
noline-ana-sulphome acid.

Methyl orethane Urethylan

Methaeetin Para-oxy-methyl-acetanilide
M'l li inal Dimetbylsulphonedimethyl

thane.
HethylaJ Metlvylene-dimethyl-eth 1 ...

(•
I1 ll,.OC2 H.)NH.r.,ll. OHJCO.

C i|..>
UU a S\u.nH:C0)

•'

co<^fc
ill NHL'.HiBr)
' II 1 ICO.OC ,11 \ 0)

' II 1 1

I'll, Hi-

'II. '

1 HjI.0HC8HjX.S0jH.Hj0

....Ml
c = o "

....OCH,
l'V.11,01 H..M1 ill,'

.(SOtCB I,

CHa.0(CHJs

ll'S

I'll

lis

is-s
sie
13
:.:i

is

id
10 is

5S-7

8

20 •«

64

50

Table V.

Some Substances in which Alcohol is a necessary Factor though being decomposed.

chloroform ~» Where, not C
Iodoform . . n

1

Bromororro ' acetone. C
'bloral orthoform Chloral - amino -hydroxy - benzoic

methyl-ester.
S'irvanin Diethyl - Klycocoll - para - amino

hydroxy-benzoic-metbyl-ester.
Eugenol acetatnide
Methenyl Para-phenetidine
Hydrochloride of diacetic
ester of morphine.

Diaeetvl morpliine
Ibloral ammonia
Chtoralamide
Dnrmiol . . . Dimethj 1-ethyl-carbinol
Dbloral acetophenone oxime
iodoformel
Forroan Chloro-methyl-menthvl-ether
rhyinyloform
Polyform .11 Diresorcin-hexamethylin-tetrarnin .

" I!
' irmin Hexamethylene-tetramin-gallic-acid

Mercuric formamide
Soiaform Methylene-difruaiaeol

Guaetbol Mono-ethyl-ether of jaiaiacol

Fann form Meth; lene-aitannin
PaTiuoeasium

!

Getarin Anhydro - methylene - citrate of}
sodium j

Caffeine eihylenediamine and similar caffeine substitution produc

CHC13

•Ill:
11 Br,

OOCHj).OH.N.CH.CCI3

HCl.(C3H5)j.N.CHj.CO.SH.C6H4(.OH)l 001 H

Hi0CH3)0CH 2C()N"H.
( ,Ui< it Btl.XH.CH.X .C, H 4OL\H -

C.CIjCH(.OH)NHj
1 1 [ rHiOH)NH.i.H<)

'
.

' H iiHiOI.'i'll 1 ( ,H 5 ...

.(CH3)NO.CHOH.CUls .

C II , O.CH.C1
' I' < H - (

I ;H-." I 11

i' ii.uii),),. - Tiri.v,
1 11 .'i)H.),:uon.icii,i

1 ..\
i

.

II' ".NH.IHs
I

'II C6a,(OHJOCBU.l

cA<8i§S?.::::::::::::::::
I'll,! IwHsOsJj

£

—
— ^

IT-i
1-27

19 .'

. io-s

1:1 10

L'll-s

32-5

28
24
IS
15-7

16-li

Hi

:

2il

1.1

12

13

'C0.CH i ) 2C0<'c
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Table VI. illustrates fchi real need for alcohol in nianu-

•

a ion—purification and crystallisation

—

Table VI.

A feu- Substances tlie Manufacture of which could be greatly

', ,1 by Means of Alcohol tTndenatured ; or,

if inevitable, Suitably Denatured.

Atn
i

Pancreatine.

Aconitine. Pilocarpine.

Aloin. Tannic.

\ aracine. Thymol.

ISerberine. Salicylate?.

Cantharidine. Aldehyde.

Conine. Paraldehyde.

Canuabiu. Bromoform.

Cimicifugiu. Iodoform.

Cocaine. Ethyl bromide,

tine. Ethyl chloride.

i

.
t i,,e. Ethyl iodide.

niu. Pure caustic.

mini Oleo resins.

Glycerophosphates. Ethyl acetate.

Flydrastine. Ethyl butyrate.

Hyoscyamine, Ethyl formate.

Hydroquinone. Ethyl benzoate.

Iridine. Chloral hydrate, ecc.

Jalapine. Many alkaloids and fine

Santonine. chemicals.

Now with these illustrations, what more convincing case

can we build up for official information. Our last paper

grew, 80 to say, as the case developed, and one is glad to

believe it has been of service, for many enquiries and

requests for copies of the paper have been made to the

miter, indicating that the question of duty-free alcohol

OCi bpied the minds and was the subject of study with the

energetic and aspiring officials who looked forward to pro-

motion, and who probably may be numbered among the

technical advisers of the Hoard of Inland Revenue, in. we
hope, the not-distant future

You are aware that special concessions were made under

the finance Act, 1902, and at the instance of a British AssO:

ciation Committee, headed by our first President, SJi Henry

E. Koscoe, for the use of duty-free alcohol (the differential

duty excepted) in approved laboratories, universities, or

colleges. A letter was sent by the author to the collegiate

authorities, thus :

/.' Alcohol duty-tree.—In view of the further action being taken
intl it tor industrial nse by the joint eom-

,, Londc Ch Commerce and the Society of

Chemical Industry, it would i t service to know—
• (n) Hew the regulations work -

U hethei the facilities afforded by the use of duty-free

hoi lias onswi ion!

( , Whether th- * which it was mainly d

n of an industrial character or tendency as is stale, I to be
,,,, IK the case inGermanj
'

I-/) Any opinion

The replies are interesting :

—

(lut President, Sir William Ramsay, writing from Univer-

sity College says—the regulations work well. It has

proved a great d enables work to be done,

which was Eormerlj shirked on account of expense. The
researches have not been of an industrial character, though
no doubt sunn of tin in may have an industrial bearing in

future. The President affirms his conviction that chemical

udustrj would reap great gain by having duty-free spirit

—

I
ultimately tin ie\ei in— he in no way affected, but the

reverse.

Prof, Armstrong goes BO far as to say that all research

ultimately leads to industrial application—hence the neces-

The Secretary, at the! in Hall. Vic
men', replies appn ' ehl - there

entirety of a scientific character in regard to I

pathologj

Prof. M. M. PattisonMuii relatively and says
that the alcohol has ntirely for org inii research.

He says it would be age if chemists could work
with pure ether and ethereal salts.

l'rof. Dixon, of the Owens i ollege, Manchester, agree-

in every point with others, and observes that " we have

not consciously aimed at any industrial application of such

researches. No doubt such applications will be made."

Prof. Dixon then makes a criticism of profound interest

"We are somewhat astonished al the fact that so far we
have not been able to obtain pure alcohol, except from
German firms. When we have bought from an English

dealer, it has come from Germany."
Prom Balliol College Laboratory, Oxford, confirmatory

approval comes, with the remark "that the experience of

industrial chemistry which would make an opinion (as to

question 11.) of any value."

Mr. Edmund white, late head of the Pharmaceutical

Department of St. Thomas's Hospital, now of Messrs.

Hopkin and Williams, writes similarly to the Secretary of

the Examination Hall.

l'rof. Henderson, of the Glasgow and West of Scotland

Technical College, writes that the regulations have given

no trouble whatever, that the permission has much facili-

tated our work, whilst a considerable saving has been effected.

As regards (c) he writes: "The researches we have made
with the aid of duty free alcohol have not had any direct

beating on chemical industry." Now. observe the remark,

which we all shall endorse: "The manufacturers in this

countrv. as a general rule, do not communicate any prob-

lems they meet with to those who have time and opportunity

for investigation, and therefore, while manufacturers them-

selves often cannot tackle the subjects on which they would
like research work to be done, chemists are able and willing

to do such work, do not know what manufacturers want.

You know." he writes, "that manufacturers in Germany
make much more use of the facilities for research afforded

by .the University Colleges there." l'rof. Henderson also

cannot see why the permission to use duty-free spirit

should not be extended to all manufacturers where the use

of pure alcohol is essential." Xo, he cannot, because he

scarcely apprehends the intricate condition of the case.

Vet once again we urge an attitude of a bold and brave

attempt by the authorities to place us speedily in a position

of equality with our at once energetic, able, and scientific

rivals.

Hi. T. E. Thorpe writes

—

" The subject is one in which I am greatly interested. Ft is

you knew, surrounded with departmental difficulties, but these
difficulties ought to bi made subservient to the general convenience.
Public departments, after all, exist tot I

i benefit of the public. The
difficulty is t hat. as regards alcohi I. i be revenue a nth. ritii a ar
apt to regard it solely as potential whiskey, and not as a eheiaical

capable of being turned t,. account for the manufacture of io-

numemble articles which have no aecessarj relation to potable
spirits. I am quite sure the revenue autli irities are net un-
s.i mpathelie. I am save s,,iu,- modus v iven .;ui."

line caunot help referring to a very recent and not

unimportant occasion, namely, a discussion under the

auspices of the London Chamber of Commerce on " British

Industrial Neglect of Applied Science." At our suggestion

the metropolitan professors were invited, and interesting

comments were made by them, t hie thing was clear, we
Were quite as learned and well equipped as our rivals. ( hir

educational system and taw material for educating was all

wrung. Our vice was " self-reliance," hitherto regarded as

a virtue. \\ e blun lered on. never asking advice, nor takiii};

it when given. Industrialists came last and late, and your

Chairman, the writer, contributed some observations of a
practical character, which are iecordcd elsewhere. We both

agreed that manufacturers might well consult the " doctors
"

for their ailments, and frequently, but before all, tin con-

ditions must he equal for equal advance, ami the opportunity

was nit nee], tied In us to urge the rem, . obvious dis-

abilities, notably that of tin- wan' ol duty-free spirit suitably

denatured for industries. What ' wanted, is not so much
technical schools foi n -as, after all, a workshop is

I em-
ployers,

'

I

SO assimilative ami
adaptable a- they ought to be." A- several memb
Parliament were present, one hopes recruits to "in

may ban been gained, Last year Mr. Howard and

Mr. I mnej spoke to the positive danger, us well as the

absurdity, trch, facilities which were not
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given under proper conditions to industry. Here are

unimpeachable testimonies to the value of free alcohol for

scientific research, the direction of which is not industrial,

because there is no demand. ( rive the facilities for utilising

scientific industrial research and we shall be ashamed if the

"self-reliance" of the British manufacturer does not take an
active form. One must repeat the deep conviction that the

pecuniary residts to the Exchequer in other ways, will fat-

outweigh any loss of revenue by concessions in the direc-

tion of new or seriously hampered existing but struggling
industries. This, the time of the nation's industrial stock-

taking, is scarcely that at which our able public servants,

with sons of their own and inheritors of the nation's glories,

shall hesitate to meet imperative and vital industrial con-
ditions and to assist in restoring some which had birth in

our laud, and developing and maturing those whose incep-

tion is but now a matter of circumstance and opportunity.

Let all put a hand to the wheel of industrial progress, the

professor and his students, the business man, the manufac-
turer, the chemist, and last, but not least, our State,
Again grateful acknowledgements are made to many con-
tributors, aud among them, greatly to my successor at the

Chamber of Commerce, Mr. John C. Umney, the Joint
Committee, my assistant Mr. Gosling, in the matter of
diagrams, and, most appositely, to Sfr.P.'Leuthard-Thornton
for bis very useful technical matter.

Supplementary Material considered of Value.

In continuation of Table IT. of last year's paper, the
following figures may well be given :

—

Years 1902-3.

Potato Crop Areraye 43.462 millions of tons of
1,000 kilos, each.

"Whole spirit production from .-ill materials 74*429

.Potable spirits consumed 51*35

Free spirits consumed 28*36

Free spirits denatured 19*ti99

Tree spirits for vine-Mr. and [ree spirits for other
purposes by deduction 8*40

Export 8*28

of which 2-G21 to Great Britain. British \V.A.. and
British India.

all these are million gallons liquid 100 per cent. The
stock at the end of 1903 was 6*6 million gallons liquid
100 per cent., as against 22-198 million gallons liquid 100
>er cent, at the end of 1902.

To Table I. add :—

Raw Material used in German Distilleries.

Year. Potatoes. Molasses.

9d0-l
Ton,.

2,790,000

3,088,000

Tons.
29,843
32.303'.Nll-J

The sale of motcr spirit, which was in 1901-2 286,000
•allous liquid 100 per cent., has gone up to 528.000 u-allons
iquid 100 per cent, in 1902-3.

Germany's Trade in Dyes and Chemicals.
Oil, Paint, and Drug Reporter, Sept. 16, 1903.

In recent years Germany has rapidly advanced to Srsl
alace anions: the countries producing dyes aud chemicals,
fler success in the manipulation of coal tar reads like
omance. Perkin, the English chemist, might discover
;hat Germany alone has learned the art of exploiting. In
L892 the Empire exported 21,879,204 lb. of coal-tar dyes
)f winch England took 1,14

| the United States
..153,448 lb. In 1901, 51,060,792 lb. were exported—
! 1,830,776 lb. to Great Britain, and 10,401.324 lb. to the
Juited States. German price lists put the price of these
:oal-tar products at 57 cents per lb. in 1892 aud 37 cents
n 1901.

:

One hundred and twenty companies, working under the
united liability laws, with a paid-up capital of 83,931,914

dols., paid out 10,323,520 dols. as interest to the stock-
holders in 1901—at 12-3 per cent, dividend. This is a
trifle less than the one paid in 1900, and a little more than
1 per cent, less than in 1899, when the dividend was
13-52 per cent.

Nothing in the long list of modern discoveries is more
wonderful than Germany's investigations and success in
the production of iudigo. For a long time it had been
the dream of dyers and chemists to find a substitute for
India's natural product. They had driven French farmers
to desperation when they destroyed the value of madder
by substituting an artificial red won from coal tar. They
expected to do nearly as mnch with a substitute for natural
indigo. In 1892 the Empire had to import 3,556,740 11..

of natural indigo, valued at 4,450,600 dols.; in 1896,
1,026,756 lb., worth 4,926,o00 dols.; in 1902. only
1,074,468 lb., valued at 833,OO0i India, the Dutch East
Indies, aud parts of Central America were the great pro-
ducers. They, too, were watching the work going on in

the Empire's laboratories, for they were very much in-

terested. At last, in May 1897, Baeyer, a great chemist at

Munich, made the long-looked-for and longed-for discovery.
Since then the exports of the German Empire hive gin-.:

on increasing, while the exports of natural indigo from
other countries have been diminishing-. In 1897 the ex-

j

ports were 1,036,116 1b. ; in 1902, 10,779,972 lb. ; expressed
in values, 1,142,400 dols. and 5,950,000 dols. ; or nearly
500 per cent:—aud this notwithstanding the fact that the
effect of the discovery of artificial indigo was to reduce
the prices of this d>e. Germany paid for natural indigo
an average of 2,737,000 dols. in the years previous to 1896 ;

since that time, less than 238,000 dols. : last vear, only
j
166,600 dols.; while it exports millions of rtolllirs' worth
of the artificial, Great Britain taking 710,121 lb. last year,

|

and the United States 1,449,012 lb. Even the East Indies
! are down for quite a large quantity in 1902—85,476 lb.

One company, the Aniline Factory at LudwigshafeO on the
Rhine, is reported to be producing more than 1,000,000
marks' worth of artificial indigo every 12 months. Once
familiar with the Empire's methods of investigation and
experimentation, all wonder at results vanishes.—Textile
Mercury.

Alcoikil; Congress on , at the
General Meeting or the Association des Cutmistes

DE SuCRERtK 1ST D1C DtSTlLLERIE DE FRANCE
et des Colonies.

Bull, de I'Assoc, des Chim. dr Sucr. et tie Dist., 1903
20, [9], 943—944.

Germany produces four million hectolitres of alcohol aud
devotes 1,161,000 to industrial purposes; France produces
2,656,000 hectolitres, of which only 221,000 are used indus-
trially, so that to reach the same proportion as in Germany
(where the consumption of alcohol in beverages is station-
ary) 521,000 hectolitres more than at present would have
to be denatured.
The principal object of the Congress was to indicate the

means to be adopted and the reforms necessary to attain
this result. The following are the chief recommendations
to be submitted to the Agricultural Commission of the
Chamber of Deputies :—

1. Abolition of the large dose of wood spirit now used
as a denaturing agent and the adoption of a mixture of
2 litres of wood spirit bases, 1 litre of excise wood spirit,
and 5 litre of benzene per hectolitre of alcohol. This im-
provement would effect a saving of 6*45 frs. per hectolitre
over the present method of denaturing.

2. Unification of the tariffs for the whole of the com-
panies, and the return, free of charge, of packages used for
the carriage of denatured alcohols.

3. That all alcohols considered as raw material of :

various industries he exempt from duty; that th
tunug be suited to the use for which it is intended, and
t, i- alcohols which are to undergo no denaturing there be
established supervised factories.

4. That a special study he made of the various pharma-
ceutical aud perfumery preparation- with an alcoiiolic basism order to find out the possibility of adapting d
alcohol to the whole or a part of these p'repara

c i
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i. That French manufacturers using denatured alcohol

us a raw product in their manufacture have the right to

establish work?, placed under the supervision of the excise,

in which this alcohol can enter free of all inland duty.

DKKATORISIKG An until in AhGENTINA;
i'nllMI i v TO HE 1 -EI).

Bd. of Trade J., April 23, 1903.

In the Bnlelin Oficial of Argentina of March 11, a

decree is published, to come into force three months from
Mb. idem, requiring all alcohol intended foi illuminating,

heating, and preparation of varnish to be denatured by the

use of the following formula, viz :
—

Pyridine, 45 per cent.

Acetone (commercial), 43 per cent.

Kucalyptus essence (commercial), 10 per <{ nt.

The alcohol is then denatured by an addition oi 1 part

of the mixture so obtained to 50 parts of alcohol.

When, however, special systems of illuminating require

for the best results of tlu-ir plans the useof certain formulas

the STational 1 bemical Office will examine experimentally

the necessity for the modification of the pi'ner.il foimula

just expressed and will report to the " Ministerio de

Hacienda," who will decide.

From the Civilian.

There has been of late a decrease in the quantity of

German cheap spirit imported into this country. I'p to

last week there had been a falling orl', compared with the

corresponding 11 months of 1IHI2, to the extent of 70 per

cent. Fifteen month? ago this market was almost flooded

with Continental neutral spirit. The Berlin Clerical organ,

Germania, a few days ago called attention to the extent

to which the revenue, which is not in a very healthy con-

dition in the Fatherland, suffers by reason of studied laxity

ou the part of officials. Tl e manufacturing tax on alcohol

is lit. per gallon, but by improved mechanical means
makers produce so much more than the tiovernment
standard that the tax they pay amounts to less than fid.

In the old days when our o»n spirit duly was levied upon
the capacity of the still, and on the assumption that it

would be used from four to six times weekly. Scotch and
Irish distillers, by altering the shape of the still, but with-

out interfering with its capacity, were able to use it

half-a-dozen times in the day, much to their profit.

Although their German competitor has quite a number
of taxes on bis spirit— a maker's tax, an ingredients tax,

and a distilling tax—he appears to manage very well, for
while the three imposts cost him 5rf. he receives from a

1 aternal Government a ''drawback " of 7</. on every gallon
of spirit he exports or im tl ylates. and in the former ca-e he
also receives a number of bounties, which, for a distiller

who makes at least lCO.ioO gallons a year, amount to not less

than ."rf. per gallon, and probably much more. The working
of u law passed eight years ago, by which the receipts
from a new tax placed upon spirit were devoted in great part

to encouraging the export of that article, is rather obscure,
but it appears to be equivalent to a bounty of :,'/. per
gallon. !t would seem, then, that the exporter in Germany
receives by way of gift from his Government between
id. and 6(1°. on each gallon of spirit he semi- here or else-

where. \- our differential duty is but 5rf., the German
Government pay it and a little more for their exporters.
It i- not surprising therefore, to find that In their estimates
for 1904, provision is made for a decreased receipt from
spirit duty of 289,300/. The beer duty, too, is worked on
Eomewbat -imilar lines. To exporters the Government give
B drawback of the nominal duty, which is oni -third greater
than the actual duty. Under this head of receipt too, it

is contemplated that there will be a decrease of 64,800/. next
year.

Duty ok Celluloid Amicles U.S. Ci - Decision.

Dec. 2, I9<

The Board of G< - held that in assessing
duty on articles composed in pari and due of

celluloid, the whole weight of the articles, not that of
the celluloid alone, should be taken.

BiLOJ VM' I'll!: N At I I IN

De, .

U.S. I i -i.. is ] i, , i-i. ix.

1903.

Salol, pin ii ai II tin and other medicinal preparations wen
assessed for duty at 55 cent- per pound, under paragraph 67

of the Tariff Ait, as "medicinal preparations in the pre-

paration of which alcohol had been used." The importers

endeavoured to -how that alcohol was not necessary for

their manufacture. The Board held this evidenoe to be

insufficient ami affirmed the assessment of duty. (See
preceding decision.)

Cm. in: m III in: w i vxii Salol : U.S. Customs Decision.

The United Stales Circuit Court of Appeals has rendered
a decision regarding the dutiable character of salol aud
chloral hydrate which has an importaul bearing on the
import- into the I aited Slates in the manufactute of which
alcohol is used. The Court of medicinal preparations held

that if alcohol is used in any way, and even if it is broken
up or removed, the finished product is subject to a duty of
55 cents per pound under paragraph 67. In order to bo
dutiable at 25 per cent, ud valorem uueler paragraph 68.

evidence must be submitted showing that alcohol wa- used
at no stage of the process. This decision reverses numerous
decisions of lower courts.

Potatoes: Ireland and Chemical M vxi FvcTtitERg.

It is bard for the average man to discover from amidsl

the volume of material which is being daily poured forlh by
the Press, whether we are in full career of decadence, or

may still hold the old point of view of the pre-eminence of

(Ireat Britain. Is the man in the street to think that our
career is one of headlong descent when he reads of indus-

tries killed b\ stupidities of legislature, or may he comfort
himself with the thought thai some decay of the sort is

natural, and will hy-and-hy be filled up with new outlets to

trade ? The nation would be careless, indeed, were it to

adept the optimistic view. The industries that are mani
festly being losl ami already lost to us, if to be regained bv

any sort of I ffort, arc worthy a fight. I If all the industries

in which Germat competition has almost completely ousted

the British manufacturer, the trade in dyestoffs is a most
conspicuous example. It is a favourite er\ with many self-

constituted authorities that the English have lost place in

such trades through want of technical and scientific training.

However much truth there may be in this statement— and
there is doubtless a great deal— -till it is not absolutely the

sole cause of our retrogression In this particular trade-

much has been done tor the foreigner and against th.-

British manufacturer by the English legislature itself. Id

the manufacture of aniline djes and many chemical products,

spirit is an essential adjunct. The German manufacturer
can buy alcohol at 10rf. a gallon for industrial purposes, the

British manufacturer pays for bis 21s. a gallon, for all

spirit in Ibis country, irrespective of the use to which it i-

to be put, has to pay excise duty. Is it surprising that

Germany has appropriated the aniline dye trade ': How can
the Uritish tradei put any on the market in the face of such
opposition: The political cry of the moment i- free trade.

bat she hardly realises that she has long been playing the

protective tole, hut in the wrong direction, toward- tin-

foreign trader. If free trade is such a boon, let us have it,

but let us abolish protection of the foreigner. This intru-

sion of the synthetic substitutes for aniline has bad a far*

reaching effect. Hut a decade ago. the total output of
natural indigo in the whole world was some 5,000,000 per

annum. I it tlii-, India contributed no less than three-

quarter-. That important source of Indian revenue of some
millions sterling per annum no longer i lists. The German
artificial dyes have ousted natural Indigo from India in the

industrial market.

In this field, again, the Germans are the masters, nor can

we hope to wrest it from them until the Chancellor of the

Bxcheq lei -hall screv, his courage to the sticking point, and

ilcohol for industrial purposes duty-free. <iur law-

maker- at Westminster have leen dealing tenderly with Ire-

land of laie. Were they bat to grasp the lull significance of

such an exemption from excise daty,thej would add to their

gift to Erin yet ai Ither infinitely great benefit. The demand
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for cheap alcohol for manufacturing purposes could well be

supplied by a greater output of the potato. The House may
consider the question of duty-free alcohol at an early date.

Any continuance by Government of the present system of

. seise duty on all kinds of alcohol render irretrievable to

a most important British trade a loss which has already

assumed regrettable dimensions.

New Irish Industry: Alcohol Driven Motor-Cars.

Mr. R. J. Mecredy, the Irish motorist, whose scheme

for the manufacture of alcohol in Ireland is now under the

consideration of the Department of Agriculture, is very

hopeful of a great success in regard to its u-e for m it...

<lriving purposes.

The iuternational race which he proposes should take

place in Ireland next year sh >uld induce some wealthy

supporter of motoring to offer a cup for the best alcohol-

driven motor-car over the Gordon-Bennett course. Mr.

Mecredy issued a circular setting forth the condition, a lew

days ago.

In the course of conversation with a correspondent in

Dublin, he seemed full of enthusiasm. The idea occurred

to him about a month ago, and he placed himself in com-

munication with Sir Horace l'lunkctt, who told him that he

thought (he idea n splendid one, and that it would have his

most careful attention.

"You see," said Mr. Mecredy. " it is a case of alcohol

versus petrol, and at recent trials in Fiance, the result

demonstrated that there is no practical difference between

the efficiency of alcohol-driven and petrol-driven motorcars
where the carburettors were specially designed io suit the

occasion. To be sure, the consumption was greater, but

once the duty is removed, the spirit would be so cheap that

this difficulty would disappear."
" How do you propose to meet this difficulty of removing

the duty ? " he was asked.

That point, I understand, is having the consideration of

Sir Horace Plunbett, and it could not be in abler hands.

"As regards the manufacture of alcohol from an

industrial point of view, there are enormous possibilities

for Ireland in it. A great impetus will be given to the

growing of potatoes and beetroot, Irom which the alcohol

could be extracted, and the Irish fanners will not be slow 10

bee the advantage of taking it up. This in turn will make
a vast field of work for factory bands and operatives.

Light railways are also certain to come into litis for pro-

pulsion by alcohol, so you see the possibilities for Ireland

of the new industry are almost without limit."

Fertilisers and the Preparation of Potato Land
ix Germany.

U.S. Cons. Rep., Oct. 17, 1903.

This, from the standpoint of German agriculture, is by
far the most complicated and important portion of the

t>ubject. The three essential elements to be provided by
artificial fertilisation are phosphoric acic, potash, aud
nitrogen. The first is obtained through the application

of mineral phosphate, Thomas slag phosphate meal, or

bone dust. Thomas meal is applied in the proportion from
1,000 to 1,200 lb. per acre, but being sparingly soluble, it

acts very slowly on the growing crop, aud in dry seasons

hardly at all. It is most effective in moist soils and in

seasons of abundant rainfall. Steamed bone-dust is used

—

300 to 40u lb. per acre—by being strewn over the land in

late autumn, and ploughed in. Superphosphate fertilisers

are used in the spring, and are deposited aud covered with

the seed at planting time. Far more important, however,
for potato culture are the potash-bearing fertilisers, such as

kainite ami carnallite. The enormous development of

potato production in this country during the past 30 years

has been due to the exclusive possession of an unlimited

supply of potash minerals. Many of what are now the best

potato lands were, 20 years ago, deficient in potash, for the

reason that the potato consumes that element in large

proportion, so that the original natural supply had long
been exhausted by ignoraut, unskilful cultivation. What
was neided was to restore ihe exhausted potash. Hut it

Was found that neither Kainite nor carnallite— both of

which contain traces of chlorine—could be used raw and
directly as a manure for the growing crop without impairing

the flavour and quality of the potato. To produce the best

effect, these mineral fertilisers have to be digested and
assimilated with other elements in the soil. To secure this

result, they are applied during the pteparatory process, one
or two years before the land is planted to potatoes, and
serve to nourish the clover, ths lupine, or other fallow crops

that are grown and ploughed under as manure. By this

method the potash salts are not only digested, purified from
chlorine, and mingled thoroughly with the soil, hut it is

enriched by the nitrogen of the buried vegetation, aud pre-

pared for the abundant growth of potatoes of the highest

quality, rich in starch, and of standard flavour.

Nitrogen is applied in the form of stable manure worked
into the soil ilnrinj the one or two years previous, to potato

planting, and of nitrate of soda, which is used as- a top-

dressiog, applied directly while the plants are growing.

Nitrate of soda covered in the earth leaches away into the

subsoil, and is thereby lost to the farmer. Used as a top-

dressing, it has an immediate, and often important, effect, in

reviving and stimulating a crop, but it should never be
applied to the soil in autumn, nor in the spring before the

potato sprouts have appeared above ground.

Ueduced to its simplest terms, the secret of German
pre-eminence in potato cultivation consists in the careful,

patient scientific preparation of the soil, not only by the

restoration of its exhausted elements, but by mellowing,
enriching, and revivifying it by deep cultivation and the

ploughing in of green manure cro] s, which have taken up
and digested the crude mineral fertilisers. Land thus pre-

i :l will yield three, or even four, crops of potatoes before

their quantity or quality will begtu to deteriorate.

Potatoes.

It will astonish most people to hear that 2S,S5fi,637

teres arc annually under potato-culture in Europe, and that

the total yield therefrom is estimated at 2,329,211,560 cwt.

The Gardeners' Magazine states that io the mitter of area
Kusjia occupies the highest position with 9,64.1,869 acres,

Germany ranks neNt with 8,004.22.") acres, and France
occupies the third place with 3,818,378 acres. The potato

anas in the other countries of Europe are as follows:—
Austria, 2,802,67" acres; Hungary, 1,477,161 acres;

Uoited Kingdom, 1,203,184 acres; Italy, 516,000 acres;

Holland, 386,049 acres; Sweden, 381,973 acres; Belgium,
348,398 acres ; Denmark, 133,387 acres ; Norway, 90,661

acres; Hoiimama, 28,642 acres; Servia, 15,549 acre 1:;

and Bulgaria, 1,181 acres.

Yield.

In the matter of yield, Germany is first with 855,277,805
cwt., Kus-ia second with 549,045.932 cwt., and France third

with 236,469,441 cwt. The yields of other countries are :

Austria, 234,100,082 cwt.; United Kingdom, 1 18,398,3S0
cwt. ; Huugary, 95,442,205 cwt. ; Holland, 7 7,929,500 cwt. ;

Sweden, 54,821,800 cwt.; Belgium, 47,083,147 cwt. ; Nor-
way, 21,9116,1:2 cwt.: Denmark, 21,177,681 cwt.; Italy,

13,818,293 cwt. ; Uoumania, 2,495,314 cwt.; Servia, 835,083
cwt.; and Bulgaria. 410,755 cwt. These figures illustrate

the great difference in the yield per acre in the different

countries. The United Kingdom, which is sixth in area,

is fifth in yield, heading Hungary by nearly 23,000,1

cwt., although having an area of about 273,000 acres less.

Discussion.

Mr. Charles Umnev said he took some considerable part

in obtainiug the concession which had been alluded to, which
was made to wholesale druggists some years ago, of a draw-
back upon exportation of medicinal tinctures. Experiments
were theu conducted in his Company's laboratory, because
Dr. Bell, the then Head of the Somerset House Laboratory
Department, said that if the drug trade could only convince
the luland Kevenue what amount of alcohol on manufacture
was lost on a large scale, the Department would take the

matter into consideration. He immediately replied " c

and see." Dr. Bell sent his officers, and they worked fir

two or three weeks, and at the end of that time the

Department gave the ttade more than they asked lor,
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unci the arrangements had worked without any friction

whatever, to the great a'dvaut ige of the 1
;

ting wholesale

•heinists and druggists. With this particular matter of

free alcohol n icturing now referred t». he had

had very little to do, but he tailed to see whj . the perfumery

trade having had the concession of free alcohol, similar

concessions Bbould not be extended to other manufacturers.

The perfumery trade now worked with duty-free alcohol,

though there was no permission to recover from

residues the therein. The perfumers did work,

however, under Excise supervision in bond, and, as be bad

learned from manufacturing perfumers, without any undue
friction. These, however, were very small mattei com;

pared with thi large industry which Mr. Tyrer had alluded

to, viz., the colour trade, rhe Co 1
med to have

shirked their responsibility given in the Act of Pari anient

in not charging duty on n entering our port-.

!f the Custom! wi re to ]>ui a duty on now, it would -imply

ruin the dyeing industry of the country when in keen

competition with their continental opponents. So far as

substances such as antipyrin, sulphonal, phenacetin, &c.

were concerned, no doubl a duty could be imposed,

but it nevi 1 had been. Almost the whole of this class

of chemical which the wholesale druggists distributed

in England and abroad was mad.' in Germany. He had

been deeply depressed within the last few months at seeing

some of the colossal work- where these and other mediea-

men - wi re madi . when he knew that we bad no facilities in

England to enable us tocompete. He thought Dr. Thorpe's

letter which had ju-i been read augured well for the future
;

hi- predecessor, Dr. Dell, and also the former Chiei of the

Revenue Department at S erset House, had made iu the

pa-i valuable concessions, and he -till hoped then

prospect of getting, at no distant date, free alcohol for

manufacturing pur| ,

Mr. D\\u> Howard said he was afraid that it was

do use preaching to the House of Commons because they

would not listen. The late Chancellor of the Exchequer*

ilid not even know that perfumes could be made syn-

thetically, and yet he was a man who governed 11s. We
were ruled by politicians who cared not out rap for the

prosperity of the manufacturers and to whom it was much
less trouble to tax manufacturers than to give them a

chance. So the manufacturers were taxed, as only the

Revenue Acts could tax them, rated a- only mysterious

deci-i mid rate them, hampered with a Patent

i.aw, made solely in the interest of the foreigner, and

were deprived of al oho] except at a fabulous pure. Let

them have something like a fair chain iuch self-

reliance might be a mistake, but if they relied on the justice

of their rulers, it would be a greater one. They must keep

on putting these tremend ins figures before their tiler- and
ask them, were they in the name of common honesty going

to 1 ma English manufacturers by this monstrous system of

protection oi the foreigner at every turn. They had the

power of taxing all these things, and why did they not do
it ?— because they dare unt. that was the plain truth.

Dr. Squire said thai, so far as he knew, the di-til!.-i - were

quite uiiawar thi- agitation which was bein red

by Mr. Tyrer, and he did not think any opposition need be

expected from them. There was no doubt, however, that

the subject was atteE led with all kinds of difficulties

—

difficulties which had been created bj mistaken regulations,

starting almost from grey antiquity, and which w

extreme];, difficult to alter. Then' was a parallel case

in the matter of railways. Mr. Muspratt had taken

up the question of carriage, and said tin railways must
lower their rates ; the replj was that - prices

had been paid for land, at a time when land was worth a

great deal more ent, and ii nseqnence of

:.t capital account hi could not see -heir way to

lower the rales. In r of spirit, the difficulties

n ose ''< ' the Gov< mini nl to

check the of the distillers. The
accurate wan-king of the -till, which wns uci un te, must be

check which was not accurate. The
attenuation <:., that five

1 gall. ,1Hi, wa- no' ascurn \\ abont
oduced in

]

of them knew, the splitting up of sugar into alcohol and
carbon dioxid mid be 1 ipressed by a simple formula, bin

in [ ical working several other bodies were produced;
glycerin, instead of attenuating the liquor, made it stronger,

and lactic acid had a similar effect. Then there was
a considerable increas in the manufacture of

spirit. This was largely derived from the carbohydrates,

in fact there were SO many complications from disturbing

causes that the attenuation 1 1 arge was worth very little as

an accurate check. If it were otherwise possible, be
bi ieved he conld take 2,000 galls, of Bpirit every wi

of a large distillery and the attenuation charge would not

it. Thi- charge was the point around which the

Spirit Act turned; alt the regulations and restrictions wan
based upon it. He had no opinion of it. and many other-,

L'ht to earn -nine weight, had no opinion

of it either. Hut the unfortunate position wa- this : in order
to work the attenuation charge the Government insist

distillers making certain arrangements which were thought

to be necessary. For example, to avoid Ira ml. before distilling

could commence, everything connected with the wort mini

be locked up. and under tin' charge of tin Excise officers.

The same thing with the still ; before mashing, the still must

be locked up; in the case of pet stills the fire doors wen
locked up; iu fact, nobody who had not worked in a

distillery had any idea ot the number of excise locks

was all for the purpose of the attenuation charge. The
'ntions was that, in a- much as brewing

and distilling, or mashing and distilling would not be done
at the same time, the still wa- twice - it need be,

and the mashing part of the plant was five times as big n-

: be. [n order to "work the attenuation charge it was

Decessarj to make use of more or le-s c G I which
the gravity could lie ascertained by the prescrilied saccharo-

meter. Whereas, in Germany, they mashed iu a grain

distillery 10 times in 24 hours, they could not do so more
than -ix times in England to produce the same result. If

that 2
', was multiplied by 2, which represented the way iu

which the distilling operations were limited, that means that

the in i-hing plain was five limes as big a- it need be. Ill

cm is id- ration of all these restrictions th< re was a diffi rential

duty put un of 5d. in 1SSU it went down to !</. but ;t was
.'«/. again now. He was not prepared to say that that was

ict measure ot the loss put upon the distiller; it

might be a little more nr a little less, but what was pi

clear wa- that the distillers had been forced into an in

expenditure which would be en irely thrown away ifthesi

restrictions were removed. The capital account .wa

times what it need be, and therefore the distillers won
no doubt— is it fair to takeoff these restrictions and allow us
to double our already existing over-production,

starting with about one-third of the capital, and
- much work a- we can do ': Another question was

the enormous stock of spirit, millions ami millions of."

gallons, for it should be remembered distillers bad
- where one wh- consumed. There must

be an end to that some day, but if these restrictions were
taken oil ami the general cast of spirit came down to 6<f. 01

Jd., there would In* a tremendous -lock to be dealt with

which had cost ven much more, and the distillers would
require, and would insist upon, compensation for it. The
capital employed in the spirit industry was about 30.000,000/.,

so that if ilny "tic to compensate distillers in anything like

the degree they would be entitled to, it would cost 1 .5,000,000/.

or 20,000,000/. This coming on the top of the South African

War and the Irish Land I'nrcl tould be another con-

siderable load on thi Exchequer. He had been much
impressed by the zeal and ability with which Mi. Tyrer had
wanked thi- problem out. lie had shown thai the free use

!•( -pirn was of tli> greatesl possible importance in this

country for chemical manufactures, but he had. not attempted,

to deal with the enormous difficulties which had grownup
in the last 1"" year-, which would have to be

spirit wa- to be madi as cheap here as it was in Germany.
The only way in which he thought it could possibly be

done would he as follows : In cerl lin in.lnsiries where it

could be shown to he advisable and justifiable, there might

lUowed on the spirit used; hut to attempt

to do away with the i .liations and to upset tl

whole system of excisi would cause such complication ami
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expense that no Government would face it. If Mr. Tyrer
could persuade the Chancellor of the Exchequer to allow n

drawback on every gallon used for certain purposes it would
be a solution of the problem. Whether this would be

granted was another question. lie might allude inciden-

tally to a statement he had heard made several times, and
it occurred at the end of this paper, but he did not know
where it came from. It was to the effect that there was a
new field for Ireland, to come to the rescue of chemica'

manufacturers by distilling alcohol from potatoes. Sup-
posing Ireland were allowed to make potato spirit free from
all regulations, and Irishmen could make spirit for Sd. a
gallon or less, what would they do ? He thought it tin-

Scotch distill, rs were getting about Is. 2d. per gallon the

Irishman would not sell it for 7</. or Si/. He felt perfectly

certain that whatever regulations or allowances the Excis.

might think it right to recommend, they would never
allow the use of pure alcohol. It must be denatured
because of the heavy duty in England. Is. 6d. duty in

Germany was one thing, hut 1 Is. per gallon was quite

another. There were extremely honourable people, and the

reverse. Honourable people would take care that no
spirit was made use of in a fraudulent way, but others

would not act in this manner. Many ptrsons would
remember the tricks that were played with methylated
spirit. The incentives to fraud would be much greater if

the spirit were pure and potable. The Excise, whose duty
it was to protect the Revenue, would never see their way to

recommend the free use of potato spirit. To meet the

requirements of certain purposes the Excise had agreed to

use any substance for denaturing provided it was efficient.

Further than that they should not be asked to go. Indeed
they could not.

Mr. Helm said there was one observation made by
Jlr. Uinney which might lead to misapprehension. He
said that duty-free alcohol was used lor making perfumes,
but that only applied to perfumes made for exportation

;

those made for sale in this country paid the ordinary duty.

He had listened with great pleasure to this paper, and also

read with great interest and profit the former one by the

same author. This was about as complete a paper on the

subject as could well be written, and he would venture to

suggest that it should be printed separately as a pamphlet
and circulated amongst the members of the House of

Commons. The House of Commons was their ma-id :

they were not law makers, either at Somerset House or at

the Government Laboratory ; they had simply to carry out
the laws which were laid down for them, and he might
claim for the Government Laboratory that whenever they
had to advise the Government, it would be found, as Mr.
Tyrer had borne testimony, that the users of ind

alcohol had always met with the greatest sympathy and
support from the heads of those branches. Mr. Tyrer
alluded to the tinctures regulations in which Dr. Bell was
engaged. He had had to do with the administration of
those regulations since they were issued, and he wa
to say that they had worked very successfully and profitably
to the home trade. The drawback had risen gradually, and
was now 65,0007. per annum, and that represented a v(

great benefit to home manufacturers, who formerly had to

send tinctures intended for the Colonies via Hamburg. In
the drawing up of those regulations, Mr. Qmuey was
assisted and advised by the then principal of the Depart-
ment, Dr. James Bell, and no one who knew him would
ever accuse him of being anything but broad-minded and
liberal in anything he had to do with. The same might be
said of their present chief, Dr. -T. E. Thorpe. But, as
Dr. Squire had pointed out, there were very many
difficulties, and it was a rough and thorny question. In
the first place 20 millions of revenue depended on it ; m
the second place much had been said about good faith,

common honesty, and so forth, but there were in this

country, people, who, as soon as an Act of Parliament was
pa 1. attempted to drive a carriage and pair through it.

If it were not so, their difficulties would be comparatively
slight, and the road to duty-free alcohol would be much
smoother. He had had a considerable amount of experience
in these things—having been over 40 years in that branch.
Taking that very beneficent Act, the Methylated Spirit Act
of 1855, it was a grand advance in the way of alcohol for

use duty-free ; prior to that it was all duty-paid. The first

Act simply allowed alcohol, on being denatured with one-
ninth of its bulk of wood naphtha, to be used for certain
purposes duty-free. But in six years they had to pass an
amending Act. It was found that it was being purified,

and being made tit for use as a beverage, and in 1861, they
had to pass an Act forbidding under severe penalties
methylated spirit to be coloured, flavoured, purified, or in

auy way made fit for use as a beverage. That was a grave
abuse of the privilege Parliament intended to confer on the
industrial eommuuity. But that was not all ; after a little

time it was found that alcohol was being purified for use as

a medicine. In the ordinary course of things, perhaps this

might not have been interfered with if the medicines had been
ordinary ones, but they came upon medicines which were sold
and extensively used in the North of England under the name
of Indian brandee, Indian gindee, and Indian wifiskee, pre-
parations which were supposed to be medicines, but vhich
were in reality sold and used as stimulants. Th
was they bad to have another Act passed forbidding
methylated spirit to be coloured, flavoured, or prepared for

use in medicine. This showed that the privileges which
Revenue tried to confer on industries had been stopped b\
these unscrupulous persons becausi the Revi nu authorities

had not the power to discriminate, for they could nut

examine into the moral character of a man who wanted
to do what somebody eNe bad the privilege of doing. They
allowed methylated spirit to be -old without a licence when
mixed with' 3 oz. of gum resin per gallon ; that went on
some time, and then they found a large manufacturing
chemist distilling finish, and getting methylated spirit

:m irregular way and using it for manufacturing purpost
Whatever restrictions there were on the Use of methylated
spirit, or on any privileges that might be conferred, the\

e tied hand and foot, partly by law and partly by the
iluises which crept in. He was quite sure that everyone
connected with the Kevenue sympathised in theory with the

object Mr. Tyrer aimed at; but in the first place there was
the very great revenue dependent on it, and the next
difficulty was t he great danger there would be of workpeople
and others using it improperly, even with the best intentions

on the part of the manufacturer. They bud had a great

deal to do with various denaturing agents. The Act
allowed either wood spirit or any other approved denaturing
agent, but they had never been able to come on any
denaturing agent quite so effective as wood spirit. Many
others at one stage or another, either by acidification or

making it alkaline, could be distilled and got rid of,

but with wood spirit there was always some of the

methyl alcohol remaining in the recovered alcohol. He
should advise that any measures that might be taken for

getting duty-free alcohol might be combined very well
with measures for cheapening methylated spirit. With
regard to the use of duty-free alcohol, it had to be proved
that methylated spirit was detrimental or unsuitable, and
there was no doubt that as between the two, methylated
spirit would always be considered detrimental and unsuitable,

lie did not know any case where it would be uijre effective

than alcohol itself, irrespective of the fact that it is double
the price. But he did not see why measures should not be
taken to cheapen methylated spirit. He should much like

t< see methylated spirit as cheap here as alcohol was abroad,
for that would be a very great benefit. He thought they

might fairly go to the Chancellor of the Exchequer and
propose that he should pay the cost of denaturing alcohol;
it was denatured for Revenue protection, and why should
not the Revenue bear the charge ? If he could give the

differential duty back on the alcohol in methylated spirit

as well as on alcohol itself when exported, why should he
not allow the differential duty on alcohol used for manu-
factures in this country, whether as ordinary alcohol or as

methylated spirit. It was no secret that in 1860 the ex-
porters of alcohol wanted an allowance of 2d. or 3d. a
gallon from Mr. Gladstone. He said, "No, the Revenue
cannot afford it "

; but he said, " I will give itifyouwiil
assent to an extra duty of Id. per gallon on alcohol," and
he did so. This differential duty was allowed and
Revenue lost nothing, but the consumers of alcohol ha

pay an extra 1 d. per gallon. He did not see any injustice

in that to the spirit trade, because an; thing that improved
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the general trade of this country was sure to increas he

consumption of potable spirit. They saw thai everyday:
if trade went down, down went the <• er and
spirits; when trade went up, up went the revenue There-

fore anything thai would increase the ti id < country

and erive the working classes better wages, was sure to

loond to the profits of th< distiller, thi spirit merchant,
mill the publican. Many time- they had knocked »t the

rtooi of Inland Revenue and al the dooi of the Govi rnmerit

(laboratory, but they had always been knocking at the

wrong door. In 1902 they found out that the right door to

knock at was the door of the Tr asury and the Chancellor

of the Exchequer. If the Chancellor of the Exchequer
wanted advice, he could assure them that lie would get

adviee sympathetic from their point of view. Mr. Howard
had spoken about knocking at the door and getting tired of

knocking, but he could give them an illustration of where
knocking was at leasl likely to come to something. The
cigar manufacturers asserted that they had a very inadequate

drawback granted them in 1868 by air. Gladstone ; simply
li/. per II). more than the duty, when by his own show ing the

differential duty shonld have been from Sid. up to about Is.,

but he would only allow Id. For the last 40 year- the- cigar

manufacturers had been knocking at one door and another
to try to gel an incteased drawback, until last year they
wenl to the Government, and convinced Mr, Ritchie that

thej bad a case for enquiry. It was referred to an iuter-

ilepnrtmental committee of which be was a member. The
committee had not yet reported, and of course he could not

disclose any official secrets, It was better in this matter
not to go a* -ingle manufacturers, but to go through their

Chambers of Commerce. So far as he was concerned he
wished them all success, bat he could see there were very
narrow limits within which it would be safe for the Revenue
to allow the use of duty-free alcohol, and sin ild advise
them to combine with it a claim for a redu ition in tin cost
of methylated spirit.

Dr. Unhandy rend as follows from a letter from Dr.
Market, of Messrs. Crosfield and sons. Ltd. "If you
get an opportunity to take part in the discussion of
Mr. Tyrer's paper, I should be glad if you would mention
that you and Mr. Allan represent Messrs. Crosfield and

B, Ltd., and that you were specially senl to this

meeting in order to express the importance which
we attach to this subject and to welcome Mr. Tyrer's
efforts to bring the matter before that class, which is

the one that could grasp (he national importance of
subject most rapidly, namely, thi class ol chemical

manufacturers. So much are we impressed with the im-
pi rtance of the matter that we are determined to second
Mr. Tyrer's , Sorts by bunging thi matter before that part
ol the public which Mr. Tyrer does not address." The

'kcr then pointed out that the greater part of Mr. Ty rer's

remarks were address, d more particularly to the interests
of manufacturing and pharmaceutical chemists, but the
great future in the utilisation of alcohol, at least in the
eyes of the continental governments, seemed to lie more in
the direction of its utilie n for lighting and heating pur-
poses, and as a source of power. He might say that he
had that day called upon Dr. Boverton Redw I, who, in
answer to an enquiry, stated that, if our ant obili industry

i 6 i . t tin rate it was doing, unless fresh sources of
petrol were discovered, thi pine was bound to advance,
and that rapidly . In that case the English people would
be very badly situated. It was not likely the Americans
would send their petrol over here, as their own consump-
tion was growing, and at present they wen practically the
only manufacturers, since practically no petrol was obtain-
able from Russian petroleum. The Continent would be
able to utilise cheap alcohol, but we should be left far in
the background, with no other course than to use such
expensive petroleum a- we could get, oi wi should be
amateur manufacturers of alcohol, stalling at the points
which Germany and France had left behind years ago.
The remark made by Mi Helm was very pettinent. He
thought it would be easier to gel reductions in the cost of
methylated spirit, and the method SUggCi aling

to the Chancellor of the Exchequer tu remit this I litional

tax of .

r
>d. on that portion of the alcoho - used

for industrial purposes, was a very good one. It was on '

these lines that the German Government tackled the
problem. They put a special additional tax on the manu-
facture of alcohol, and the mone] accruing from that special

tax was applied solely in diminishing the cost of alcohol
used, when denatured, for industrial purpose". He had
recently paid a visit to Germany to specially enquire
into this subject, and he found that the amount of mone\
spent in that way, in reducing the cost of alcohol for
indu-trial purposes, was approximately 1,000,0007. This
seemed a large sum, but a large portion of it was ini-ed by
increasing the tax on alcohol used for potable purposes. If

the statement which had been made, that as trade increasi d
the amount of potable alcohol consumed increased, were
correct, they might hope that the duty arising from that

increased use of alcohol might be expended in diminishing
the cost to manufacturers and those who wished to use it

for mot ire purposes.

Dr. SlLBBBRAD said that there seemed to be I wo principal

difficulties in the way of duty-free alcohol. The first was
referred to by Dr. Squire, and was based on the facl that
the removal of duty and consequent excise control would
doable the output from the distilleries and so flood the

market. It seemed to him that if the duly were once
removed chemical industry would grow to such an extent
that the quantity of spirit required would rapidly become
far more than double that used at present. The see

difficulty was that bogey, the 18 millions revenue, which
was so forcibly brought up by Mr. Grant Hooper in dis-

cussing the paper read b_. him (Or. Silberrad) rather more
than a year ago. With regard to thi- it was self-evident

that the money was paid by the British Public. This in itself.

seemed, at first sight anyhow, a good deal worse than
making foreigners pay it by the introduction of a pre-

ferential tariff, but surely some better means of raising it

could be found than this which so completely crippled so
large and important an industry. Were the duty removed,
doubtless drunkenness would be more prevalent at first,

but soon it would probably lead to the elimination of
inveterate inebriates and so exercise a purging tffeet on
society. Statistics -bowed that drunkenness varied with the

duty on alcohol, and in Switzerland, where the dut\ is

negligible, drunkenness was very seldom met with.

Tin CimuMAN said they were much indebted to Mr.
Tyrer for the great amount of trouble be bad taken in con-

nection with this matter, and in preparing this paper, which
was upon thoroughly broad lines. since the question bad
been raised by this Society, they had gained very material

advantages and considerable concessions, especially in regard
to tincture-, in connection with which an enormous amount
of money had been saved to British manufacturers. Then
there were the more modern cases of fulminate of mercury
and nitro-cellulose manufactures, in which they had been
very much behind because they could not compete witli

foreign manufacturers, who were placed by their Govern-
ments in a more favourable position. Ill Kngland thej

rather objected to State assistance or State help of any kind,

but that view arose when the State was outside and beyond
the people. The state was the people in this country at

the present time, and its action was simply ihe co-operation

of the whole body of the community, or it ought to be.

By using that pressure which Mr. Howard indicated, they

ought to be able to persuade thus,- officials at the head of

affairs to do what the nation required. From that point of
\iew he did not think at all that State assistance should hi

rejected bj any trade ; it did not in any way eliminate self-

help. Abroad, especially in Germany, people interested in

various industries united and formed guild-. Their action

was felt here commercially, bat in their own country they

wi re powerful politically, and uolt-s we combined in some
similar way we should have great difficulty in putting tin

requisite pressure on those at tin head of affairs. Mr. Tyrer
bad foreshadow id one point which perhaps might weigh
with iheni in the future, and that was the action of tin it

colleagues and fellow members in the United States. If

tiny shmld come in first, and obtain privileges from their

Excise that »c did not have, it would be good-bye to our
industries in which alcohol was used, because they had

manufacturing facilities which we could not dream of. In

the fir-t plan, they had cheap land, and that meant cheap

alcohol if it were not taxed too highly. With regard to the
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taxes which were imposed on some of these chemicals, it

was a most difficult subject, because many of the materials

mentioned in the tables were the raw material- of other

industries. If thev taxed acetic ether they made it im-

possible to use it in connection with the celluloid industry,

-and there was a great celluloid industry which could not be

earried out in this country because acetic ether aud similar

solvents used for it were heavily taxed. The dyes in which
•either ethyl or methyl alcohol were used as constituents

were very largely employed by dyers, and to put a tax on
them, as Mr. Tvrer had pointed out in his previous paper,

would render it impossible for many of our producers

of cotton fabrics to sell their goods in competition with

foreigners. They must, therefore, not move rashly in

the matter; but if they all put their heads together, and
especially if they formed joint committees of those con-

cerned, as had already been done, with the London Chamber
of Commerce and other Chambers, he thought they might
easily find a modus vivendi and strike an average which
would be reasonably satisfactory to all parties. He was
glad to hear that the distilleis were, to a very great extent,

with them in this matter. He believed, at the commence-
ment of Mr. Tyrer's work, there was some antagonism
shown by some gentlemen eounecied with the distilling

industry, but as they had gone into it they saw that the

production of alcohol was bound to grow enormously if

people were allowed to obtain it at a price bearing some
reasonable relation to the cost of production for certain

purposes which would not affect the Revenue. As lir.

Squire had pointed out, there was quite enough spirit

produced for potable purposes—more than could be drunk
under existing conditions. He said that two gallons were
made where one would suffice, and he was afraid there was
tit present no way of getting rid of the surplus. They
would always produce more than could be drunk—at least

he hoped so—and the only way would be to have a free

year every now and then. He was not quite sure whether,

on the principle of the survival of the fittest, it would not

be ultimately better. At any rate be had noticed that where
alcohol was perfectly free, and one could have it for the

makiug, there was no drunkenness. He knew that of his

own experience, for he had seen it in more than one country.

He thought a good deal of the excess in drinking which
took place in this country was because drink was a thing

that cost a good deal of money
;
and people looked upon it

-as a kind of luxury to be proud of.

Mr. R. F. Nicholson said his was one of the four dis-

tilleries now at work in the London district, which showed
that the trade could not be in a very prosperous state, and
anything which would produce a larger consumption would
receive the greatest approbation from those connected with
the manufacture, and he avus quite sure they would render
assistance in trying to bring about a better state of affairs.

In the first place the spirit law as at present existing was
rather an anomaly. The lav/ itself was made in 1821,
and for the last 80 years had been almost exactly the same.
It was cleverly worked out at the time, no doubt, but the

conditions had altered, aud there was now room for an
immense amount of improvement. First of all, the spirit

duty was probably imposed on moral grounds ; it was not
merely a question of an ordinary tax, and the House of
Commons could not be expected to view with approval any
proposal for diminishing that duty. The Excise, who had
to collect it, had very great difficulties in carrying out the

law, and preventing smuggling, of which a certain amount
still went on. People got 6ugar and water, and fermented
it with yeast, aud distilled it off in a small still, and made
i rough spirit. The duty was so high that there was a
great temptation for a certain class of people to smuggle if

they could. He quite agreed that it would be possible for
manufacturing chemists to work in bond, as perfumers did
for export ; but, as one who had had a certain amount of
experience, he could warn them of the difficulties in

working under a Government body like the Excise. He
wished to speak well of the Excise in every way, for they
were most considerate in listening to anyone's complaint

;

still it was not their business to learn your trade ; if you
wanted to make any improvement, you had to teach them,
snd if you made an improvement in the distillery

She officers were moved on from one place to another,

and there was always a chance that your invention
would be at the disposal of your competitors. It was
not possible to work a secret or private process. He
was quite sure that chemists would not find it at all

acceptable to be obliged to disclose their quantities and
processes to the world at large, because it was not merely
to the chemists of this country, bat I'm- chemists all over
the world. If they could manage to attain the object of
getting cheaper alcohol without working in bond, he thought
they would be wise. Mr. Howard had spoken strongly
about pushing the matter forward on till occasions, in season
and out of season, but if they would take a word of advice
from him it would be not to make themselves a sort of Irish
party, or they would not be listened to at all. First of all.

if they could thoroughly master the whole situation as it

was at present, and state how many gallons of alcohol were
used by manufacturing chemists in the United Kingdom

!
at the present time, it would be of great assistant in

I

showing the magnitude of the trade, and they would have
|

then more chance of being listened to. Then he thought
if they could get a remission of some of the differential

duty on methylated spirit it would be a great advantage,
but they would not get the itd. ; that was absolutely certain,
because the mI. was made up of various small items, 2d. of
which stood for rectification in the rectifier's premises under
duty-paid conditions ; so that the actual drawback that
they would be able to obtain would only be 3./. ; that would
be equivalent to the duty refuuded to the distiller if he
exported the' same amount of alcohol, and he thought thev
might ask to be put in the same position as if they were
working in a duty-free country such as the Channel Island-.
Then they would get the 3d. This was a very important
question, and he thought he could speak for the London
distillers in saying that they would be happy to co operate
hi any way whatever. They had always b.-en successful
in any application to the Excise, for niauv years past, they
had interviewed ever}- Chancellor of the Exchequer at some
time or another, and he thought if they could only come to

some arrangement a good deal might be done. He cordially

agreed with the gentleman from Somerset House who put
forward the suggestion of applying for some repayment of
th" differential duty on methylated spirit.

Mr. Tvrer said the discussion had exceeded his antici-

pations, aud ventured to think that if it had taken place on
the reading of the last paper it would not have been so
practical or so useful for the object in view. A good deal
had happened in 12 months: the Society, the Chambers

i ouimerce, and the trade papers had been educated.
Although the distillers were stated to have been out of
touch with them it had only been apparent, for it was clear
that Mr. Nicholson apprehended the position and saw where
the surplus spirit could go. It was a welcome sign of that
n i operation which received so signal au illustration from
Mr. Helm, and he hoped the same spirit would continue.
He was quite sure that if there were a board of green cloth
round which all the interests concerned could meet, some-
thing could be done, and they should not be sent away
empty from the Chancellor of the Exchequer's door. The
cost of spirit in Germany was 'id. per lb. according to the
figures which Mr. Leuthardt-Thorntou gave for 1900.
Spirit here cost to-day 2s. Id. per lb. for 95 per cent,

alcohol by weight, or l.ij times as much. The figures as
to the dye trade were taken from the American statistics,

furnished by American Consuls ; they showed the trade
that might have been done by England. The figures

showed the amount of the German production and exporta-
tion in 1901 to Great Britain and America, each taking
about an equal quantity— 1 1 ,000,000/. to Great Britain, and
America 10,000,000/.

"
This business was done chiefly

because of the cheapness of raw material. So far as the
products were concerned, they had been turned out, not
ouly by the aid of cheap labour and science, but the}- had
been made in Germany under conditions which our laws
did not allow. That was an argument which no Chancellor
of the Exchequer could afford to ignore. Mr. Helm's
contribution to the discussion was of the highest import-
ance, and it showed the spirit in which these matters were
viewed officially. The suggestion to reduce the differential

duty allocation on methylated spirit for industrial use was
one originally made by Mr. Alfred White, a well-known
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, mfncturer. With regard to Dr. Oroiandy's remai

,,. „.,,,.:, (he other day to see a paper which

; to this in
)

;

.
v interested

in the question oi alcohol for motors, where then was a

mixture of certain proportions of alcohol and

petrol which was found to he extremely nsefui. He hoped

that, when this paper was printed, particular attention

would be paid to the tables to which he referred, which

-bowed the broad principle that in the production of a

great many articles a ci tain percentag o al holhadtn

ed which cost only 2d. in Germany. In conclusi

lie disagreed with Dr. Squire as to tin- loss of so great a

capital by distillers in certain eventualities. 'lad the

common practice of depreciation been neglected in d-.-id-

lerieB? He should think otherwise, and understood that

much of the plant was of an unusually stable character,

least affected by wear and tear of any chemical

plant. In a word, most distilleries bad written off very

considerably by this time. It' so, the capitalisation argu-

ment failed, ill. Squir. would no doubt be equal to the

occasion when cheap spirit was granted. It must be

granted if the common sense exhibited by the distillers

represented by -Mr. Nicholson prevailed. An important

advance was made when they or he was willing to meet

matters by relinquishing •<! of the surtax. He thanked all

win. had mi help .1 in this matter.

Meeting held on Thursday, February 4th, 190 I.

UK. i. T. IUNX ix Tin: CHAIR.

NOTES ON 1'IIK l'KdliUCTION AX1> I SE OF
CIQ1 El IED CARBON DIOXIDE.

Bl GJ OBGE -Isso.W

ISefore describing the use of liqnid carbon dioxide, it

may be interesting a short account of the nature

of the machinery used to liquefy and store the gas in

such a condition that it may be easily and safely trans-

ported and handled. The gas, afti being produced, is

best stored in a bidder built in an exactly similar manner
to an ordinary gas-holder, the tank being filled with water

on which is a layer of about
j

in. or , iu. of mineral

oil tree from smell or action on the plates of the holder.

The object of the mineral oil is to prevent absorption of

the carbonic acid, which would cause the water to have a

>trong action on the plates of the holder ; it also has the

further advantage of protecting the outside of the holder

from rusting, as every time it moves op and down thi

metal comes into fresh contact with the layer of oil, which

obviates the necessity of painting the holder, with the

I

Hon, of course, of the top. The compression itseh

is best done in three stages—the iirst stage up to tibout

S atmospheres, the second to about IS atmospheres, and
the third up to whatever pressure is required to liquefy tin-

gas at the temperature at which the machinery is working.

Between each two stages, the gas passes through a coolii

by .water, or other apparatus by which the

beat of each compression is abstracted before the gas
• on to the next cylinder. The first cylinder recc.-.

a small injection of watet along with the gas, the watei

acting partly as a lubricant and partly to reduce the tem-

perature of the first compression: this water is separated

by means of 8 receiver before the gas passes on to No
cylinder. Cylini ' 3 work in leather ring-

similar to a hydraulic packing, and are lubricated by means
of an injection of glycerin, the glycerin being separated

by a special receiver before the liquefied gas is pa-

through cooling coils into the tubes in which it is stored.

With reference to the working of such a compressor, it

is well known that if the final temperature be above 31 C.

(which is the critical temperature for carbon dioxide), Di

liquid will be formed ; consequently, it is necessary, especially

in warm weather, to have a large final cooling surface, which

is most conveniently made in the form of a copper coil in

a tank of cold water. From this the gas is led into a l<

i- tube having several attachments so that several

bottles can be filled at the same time. The course of the

gas through the apparatus is shown in the diagram.

As these bottles have to stand a very considerable

pressure (varying from about 800 to 1,200 lb. per squan

inch according to the temperature of the air) and are also

sometimes subjected to a large amount of rough usa

it is necessary that there should be a large factor of safety

and that tbe\ should he made in a special manner. Tie

modern practice in this country is to make them of solid-

drawn, soft steel, either from a plate or a bloom, the average

composition of the steel being :

—

Pert ent
1, ii D9'2

Manganese
I'hosphorus O'Os

e-lil

a »'- 1

The neck of the tube is welded up. and serene

the valve. Prof, terrier, of the Durham College of See

made several tests of ships cut from one of the bottli

mannfactun d, and found the metal to have a breaking strain

of 3."> tons per square inch. After manufacture, the tubes

are carefully annealed by heating to a dull red heat and

allowing to cool gradually, alter which they are subjected

to a hydraulic test of :;.M() lb, I
per square inch.

The weight of a tube to contain 28 lb. ot the liquid is

It. Tne
,,i u:ii, 'I- from bottoi tol

i -
:

co k at

bottom.

D. Purifier and drier vessel, having a perforated pi

:il and call-in

r-. wiih inter-
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from 70 to SO lb. and the capacity of such a tube is about

38 lb. of water, that is to say that for ordinary use three-

quarters of the weight of water which the tube will contain

is the amount of gas which ought to be tilled into the tube,

while for tropical climates or stokeholds of vessels, [he

G-. Final cooler, where the liquefying takes place.
It. Separator, to remove any gbj -ei m winch passes over from the cylinders.
.1. A long copper tube fitted with several valves, similar Co K, by winch

several store hollies may be filled siu ultaueously.
K. Filling valve :—-a. Liquid gas inlet from compressors, b. Outlel

tube. c. Communicates with gas-holder andserves to dis i lual gas
from fillins-tube. I bes.

weight of gas ought to be two-thirds of the water capacity

.

allowing a larger margin for expansion. The process of
annealing and hydraulic testing is repeated about even-
three years, and any tubes which show an appreciable
amount of permanent expansion are rejected. For example,
the usual amount of stretch of such a tube when under
3,360 lb. pressure is about 10 cb. ins., or 1 per cent, of
total volume. When the pressure is relieved, the amount
of permanent expansion must not exceed 1 cb. :n. With
fair treatment, the loss of weight by corrosion in such
cylinders is extremely small, the principal damage being
from outside rusting through exposure to weather or salt

water. Some of the tubes used by the Washington Chemical
Co., Ltd., were protected on the outside bythe Cowper-
Coles cold galvanising process, in which process the iron
is cleaned without the use of sulphuric acid by means of
a sand-blast and the ine deposited eleetrolytically. The
valves are made from dense brass or gun-metal. Pig. I

shows a section, a being screwed into the neck of the steel

tube, b screwed outlet. A vulcanite inserted plug, actuated
by a wheel on spindle, opens or closes the communication
between a and b. Fig. 2 shows a form of valve fitted with
Carty's safety disc, which, on excessive pressure, bursts and
allows escape of gas through hollow spindle. Fig. 3 shows
a section of Hall's safety disc valve, a being the steel tube
communication, 6 the outlet, and c having a closing disc of
copper, adjusted to burst at excessive pressure. These two
latter forms of valve are particularly suitable for the tropics
and for use on board ship, ft is one of the regulations of
the railway companies that a woven mat protection be used
when full carbonic acid tubes are sent by rail.

Unlike liquid air, it is not possible to have liquid carbon
dioxide at atmospheric pressure, as the liquid, when released
from pressure, become partly gasified and partly solid.

This is shown by allowing an escape from one of the tubes,
the valve of which has a pipe dipping down inside to tin-

bottom of the bottle.

The commercial uses of the liquid are: first, in the manu-
facture of various aerated drinks, the apparatus for which
is no doubt familiar. Another use of the tube gas, which is

almost universal in Germany, is for forcing beer from the
casks to the taps. The advantage of this over pumping is

that the beer is constantly kept aerated, or rather carbonated,
and that no foul air from the cellar is drawn into the cask
as in the ordinary method of pumping ; on this account, 1

understand, such a method is compulsory in Germany.

The next great use is for refrigeration ; this use depends,
of course, upon the fact that the whole of the heat given
out in compressing and liquefying the gas is abstracted on
the evaporation of the liquid, also that the work done in tht>

expansion of the gas absorbs heat, as is shown by the small,

engine which can be worked by the carbonic
acid stored in the tube. The two substances
principally used in refrigerating machinery
are ammonia and carbonic acid gas ; each,
material has its advantages and disadvantages,
the advantage in the case of ammonia being
low liquefying pressure (under ordinary cir-

cumstances about six atmospheres, while
carbonic acid requires about 40 or 50), but
the poisonous nature of any escape from an
ammonia machine in a confined space, (as, for
example, on board ship) may lead to serious
accident, while the same amount of escape oi

carbon dioxide is quite harmless, especially is

the escape being at high pressure, the
mixes to a considerable extent with the
The principle of the carbonic acid refrigerat-

ing machine is entirely based upon tin

evaporation of the liquid.

Some experiments have recently
I

by the London Fire Bi igade with a jet of wal t

propelled by means of high-pressure carbonic
acid, as a means of extinguishing fire-. With
such an injector it would be possible to (

water up to a great height without arrj

chanical pumping, or t : » supplement the de-
ficiency of pressure in the hydrants, aud, of

course, the carbonic acid would tend to extin-

guish the fire, apart from the water.

Finally, I mighl
attention to the Westing-
house electro-gas in

of railway signalling, des-

cribed in "Engine,
1 I.e. 4 last. Here.it:

ras is used at outlying

stations to supply motive
power for working
signals in order to

the expense of having
pressing machinery or

lengths of connecting
|

Fig. 3. The carbonic acid, tube is

connected to thi

working the signal, and the valve admitting the _.

trolled by an electric current which is transmit
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i he detail- given in the above mimed paper

-how thai with it working of 25 lb. |" r square inch

in the expansion chamber (which pressure

easily I

: by ili. use of a regulator), «n average

of 245 signal movements to each pound of liquid gas was

lined, >o that ODe tube, containing U"^ lb.

suffice for nbout 6,860 movements.
of . will

£>rottteb drrtion*

iltttmg held on Tuesday, February 23rd, 1S04.

PATTKHSON IK THE CHAIR.

preventing splashes or spray from the distilliug flask being

carried over into die condenser. The flask 1) and the U-
tube 1 contain a dilute solutiou of caustic soda and baryta
free from carbonate. \ quantity of alkali equivalent to

40—50 c.c. of normal caustic soda is sufficient ; a large

THE ESTIMATION OF CYANATES
111 THOM IS 1 W IV, in. I..

When potassium or sodium cyanide is heated 1 1
.
presence

of air, oxidation takes place and B cyauate is formed. I'or

this reason commercial cyanide! frequently, contain small

<iuautities of cyanate. Owing to the difficulty which I

experienced in determining the quantity of tins substance

in samples of cyanide 1 was led to investigate the sources

of error in the known methods and to try to eliminate

them. The quantitative determination of a cyanate may-

be based on (1) the insolubility of the silver sail. (-') the

decomposition of an aqueous solution of cyanic acid iuto

carbon dioxide and ammonia.
1. Silver cyanate is somewhat soluble in water. I found

vhat 100 c.c of water at 12 C. dissolve 0-006 ;mi. of it

;

the precipitation of small quantities of cyanate is, there-

fore, by no means complete. The separation of silver

cyanate and cyanide by means of dilute nitric acid is

also unsatisfactory ; silver cyanate dissolves some* hat

slowly in cold 5 per cent, nitric acid, whilst the hot acid

dissolves silver cyanide, it is therefore difficult to make
;.ure of dissolving all the cyanate without dissolving some
of the cyanide. The following analysis of a sample of

linm cyanate will serve as an example. The only

impurities present were sodium cyanide and a little water.

The cyanate and cyanide were precipitated together by an
«xeess of N 20 silver nitrate solution and the execs- ot

silver determined in the filtrate by titration with ammonium
thiocynnate. The silver cyanate was then dissolved by

-lion with cold 7 per cent, nitric acid, and the

i --'deed silver titrated with ammonium thiocyanate. This

NaCNO 'jo- 10 percent.: NaCN =5" 15 per cent
Direct titration of the cyanide by Liebig's method gave
i •.">:! per cent. NaCN, hence the silver cyanate would

appear to have been incompletely dissolved bj the nitric

acid. The excess of silver nitrate used in precipitating the

silver eyanate diminishes its solubility to some extent : an
approximate calculation showed that the filtrate and wash-
inns contained silver cyanate equivalent to2*75per cent.

<>f the substance used. These two errors therefore make
the determination of the eyanate about S'5 percent, too

low, or the real content would be 93*65 per cent. The
average of several determinations made by the method
described below «> ;i;'. ' pei

The sources of error mentioned become of creater

importance when the quantity of eyanate is small compared
with that of cyanide, and in presence of hydroxides and
some other substances giving silver salts soluble in nitric

acid the method was found to be incapable of giving

even approximately accurate result-.

•-'. The method based on the decomposition of cyanic

acid, HCNO H-O = NH CO., was found I

(he advantage of being applicable in presence ol any of the

substances which usually occur along with cyanides. The
accuracy is not very, great, but it is for most
purpose-.

The apparatus used, which has proved verj serviceable

in several other case- in which a quantitative distillation

has to be made, is -hown in Fig. 1. About 1 grui. f toe

sample, dissolved in 50 c.c. of water, is brought into the

100 c.c. distilling flask A. the -ide tube of wlr.' h is beet

upwards and scaled to a "rod and disc" fractionating

column IS about 4 inche-i long. Tin- is *
, re in

excess makes ii difficult to wash the precipitate of barium
carbonate completely. The pressure within the apparatu-
is kepi slightly below that of the atmosphere during the

distillation. The determination is made by adding (by

mean- of the funnel V ) hydroohloric or sulphuric acid to

the liquid in the distilling tla-k until it i- acid to methyl
orange, avoiding a huge excess of acid, and then distilling

off 30—III c.c. of liquid, finally sweeping out the appa
ratus with a slow current of air free from carbon dioxide.

The BaC03 formed in hand K is filtered off. washed, and
titrated with N Hi IK 1. I he amount of carbonate present

is determined in another portion of the sample by pn
cipitating with barium chloride in tile cold (since barium
cyanate decomposes when boiled). It is of course equally

possible to remove the carbonate from the cyanate solution

before distillation.

The hydrocyanic acid passes over quantitatively along

with the carbon dioxide, and may be determined by titra-

ting the filtrate from the precipitate of barium carbonate

in the usual way. The following estimations were made in

this way :

—

Real Percentage of Nat V NaCN found bj Instillation.

W02

10-49

i.. ...

S-M
10-87

The solution remaining in the distilling flask contains

the whole of the ammonia, formed by the decomposition of

the cyanate, in the form of chloride or sulphate. After

addition of caustic soda it is distilled off and collected in

N/10 hydrochloric acid, when, as is usually the ca-e, then

is no other substance
i
resent which can form ammonia by

boiling with caustic soda. This is a very useful check on
the figure obtained from the carbon dioxide. If Uion

ammonia is found than corresponds with the carbondioxide

the presence of some nitrogenous substance other than

cyanide or cyanate may be interred.

The following analyses will serve to indicate the degree

of accuracy which may be obtained with the method
described :

—

NaCNI
sent.

28-87

ao-19

4tr, i

.ISB
3-08

of Nat Nl > found.

Krom COj. From XH,.

i.; 07
Hit
82*00

98-I7
S-47

s-Ou

28-28
19-13

SH-2S
i
8-57

S-M
I

:t'7i
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The samples analysed contained most of the impurities

which are usually to be found in commercial cyanides. It

may be pointed out that if sodium or potassium carbamate
were present it would behave in the same way as cyanate.

I am indebted to the Directors of the Cassel Gold
Extracting Company for permission to publish these results.

$orft9f)irr £ectioiu
Meeting held on Monday, January lath, 1904.

MR. JAS. E. BEDFORD IN TIIK CHAIR.

NOTE OX "SOME RECENT METHODS (IF

TECHNICAL WATER ANALYSIS,"
1SY PROF. H. R. PROCTER.

(This J., 1904, 8—11.)

BY L. ARCHEUTT.

The method of determining free carbon dioxid

jy titrating with standard solution of
m water

sodium car-

bonate,* attributed to me by Prof. Pro ter, I first heard of
by reading a paper by Leeds (J. Amer. Chem. Soe. 1831,
page98), abstracted in this Journal, 1891, page 726.

Having been in want of a good simple method, and finding

this answered my purpose, I adopted it, and mentioned
it in a discussion which took place at a meeting of tin-

Yorkshire Section in April 1892, which I happened to
attend, in answer to a question put to me. The process
lias since been thoroughly investigated by Seyler (Chem.
News, Vol. 70, 1894, pp. 104, &e.), and again in the
\nalyst (Vol. 22, 1897, p. 312), and by Ellms and Beneker
(Chem. News, Vol. 84, 1901, p. 145, from the J. Amer.
Chem. Soc, Vol. XVIII,, No. 6.).

The method was also described by Trillion, of Munich, in.

1890, and is sometimes referred to as the Lunge-Trillich
method ; but Leeds, working independently, was the first

to make it known in this country.

• It. Bretol (.T. Pharm., 23. 339—811), abstracted in Chem. Soe.
1891, 862, recommended standard K^GO* solution for tin- abovi
purpose. This is practically she same met hod.
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[.-PLANT, APPAKATUS OD MACHINEEY.
Factory Chimneys; Wind Pressure on . A. Osten-

feld. Ingeni*ren, 1903, 199 ; Proc. Inst. Civil Eng.,

1903, 154, 61—62.

riiE following conclusions are drawn, as the result of an
examination of the dimensions and details of several factory

:himne3's damaged by a gale in Denmark on Dec. 25—26,

1902 :

—

(a) The empirical rules for calculating the stability

if chimneys from their dimensions are unreliable ;
(A) the

»iud pressure should be taken as 150 kilos, per sq. m.
,31 lb. per sq. ft.) acting, for round chimneys, on two-thirds

)f their external diameter ; (c) for hard-burnt brick laid

n cement mortar, the greatest crushing strain, when free

Tom wind pressure, should not be allowed to exceed 1 5 kilos.

?er sq. cm. (220 lb. persq. in.), unless the crushing strength

has been directly proved to be not less than 250 kilos, pciff

sq. cm., in which case a crushing strain of not mere than
25 kilos, per sq. cm. is permissible.—T. F. B.

English Patent.

D'-yiny Apparatus ; Impts. in . H. J. Haddan, Lon-
don. From The Edson Reduction Machinery Co., Ohio.
U.S. America. Eng. Pat. 25,059, Nov. 17. 1903.

The dryer is composed of a number of renewable and inter-
changeable annular cylindrical chambers, surrounded by a
steam heating jacket, and provided with suitable flanges" so
as to be bolted together and threaded on to a ceutra).
horizontal shaft passing through their midst, to which are
attached stirring arms, radially arranged. Openings are
provided for the admission of the substance to be dried, for
drainage, and for the escape of the hot vapours.—L. F. (

1
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United States Patents.

Process of Generating
Germany. U.S. Pat.

\ Schiitt,

,
-Ian. 2ij,

\fntivt P
Cbarlottenburj

I '.104.

nvi. chloride is mixed with water and heated, the

methyl chloride vapours being used to drive n motor.
. i l.

Power-; Generation of . A. Sch itt, ( harlotten-

Imrg. Germany. U.S. Fat. 750,494, Jan. n>;. 1904.

in boi s acid is mixed with :i mineral <>il and the mix-

ture heated, the sulphurous acid vapour being used -

driving medium I.. P. G.

Furnace. G. Garrett, Coatbridge, Scotland, i -. Pat.

750,685, Jan. -Jr., IH03.

A hoi.i.i.w annular casing, with it* inner side perforated, is

eed beneath the furnace and supporting it- side walls.

ii' casing is connected with an air-blower and n

placed in the side walls of the Furnace.— L. )'. G.

Flask for Volatile or ether Liquids. II. Goetz, Frank-

fort-on-Moine, Germany. U.S. Fat. 750,637, .Ian. 26,

\ coi.i.au is cemented to the neck of a fla-U. and a sleeve,

iled into two parts by a perforated partition, screwed on

to it. A washer is placed between the partition and the

neck, and a flanged capillary tube passed through the par-

tition into the flask, the flange resting upon the partition in

the sleeve. Above this is placed another capillary discharge

tube containing a plug ot absorbent material, and the whole

closed air-tk'ht by a can screwed on to the sleeve.

-I.. 1 .G.

Centrifugal Apparatus. A Liedbeck, Stockholm.

I - Pal 750,068, dan. 26, 190-1.

The apparatus contains an outer drum, tapering upwards,

and a similar inner drum, provided on it- outer -inline with

threads, these fitting closely to the inner surface of

the outer drum. Outlets are arranged near the bottom ot

the inner drum between the threads, aud discharge aper-

tures at the bottom of the outer dram, the liquid being thus

subjected to the action ot the centrifugal force for a long

jieriod.—L. F. (1.

Suspended Matters Apparatus for Removing from
Liquids by Continuous Decantation. T. B. Wollaston,

Manchester. U.S. I'at. 7.->l.03s\ Feb. 2. 1904.

Inside a precipitating vessel are arranged a series of

pivoted parallel depositing -helve-, with corrugations rnn-

transversely to the path of the liquid, and to tin pivots,

ind provided alternately with openings at the end-, so that

the liquid circulates over them in zic/as; fashion.

—L. F . G.

Filtering Machine. .1. W. Osborne. Winchester, 111.,

I S.A., Assignor to C. Smithson ami S. Hainsfurthsr.

1 .S. I'at. 751,805, lei., '.i, 1904.

Tin; apparatus consists of a cylinder with a fiitenng dia-

a.'.'iu at one end a piston and a piston rod ; this latter

uds through the other end, and is connected by a rack

pinion to a handle, by means of which it can always
be returned to its initial position. Steam, admitted through

i pipe forces tie piston towards the diaphragm, and a liquid,

which is admitted through suitable supply pipes, is thus

thri I.. 1'. • '•

TS.

and Co. 1'r. Pa

apparatus consists of an inner and an outi r

(el, the intermedia ^con-
ducting material, such as wood shavings or paper clippings.

An insulating cover, with ;• grooved rim, fits hermetic;

<ju the outci vessel.- 1- F. <•.

Incrustation of Boilers; Means for Preventing the .

W. Gawlikowski. I r. I'at. 335,597, Sept 28, l'J03.

To remove, and prevent scale forming in boilers, coal or

charcoal dust is mixed with the feed-water. Ucfore using a

boiler, after an interval of res!, 1 ', litres of coal-dust are

put into it.— I,. F. I r.

II.-FUEL. GAS, AND LIGHT.

Incandescent Gas Mantle ;
I 'nbreakable . Svssoveff.

.1. 1 sines a (la/. 1903, 17s. l'roc. Inst. Civil Eug., L908,

154, 45.

1 1 i- stated that, by adding fragments of old mantles to the

thorium-cerium impregnating hath, mantles of great strength

arc obtained, whilst the luminous efficiency is in no way
diminished.—T. F'. B.

Osmium [Klectric] Lumps; Efficiency and Colour of .

F.'G. Baily. Electrician, l'JOt, 646.

The average results obtained by the author with a number
of 32 candle-power 55-volt Osmium lamps (see Eog. Pats.

13,116 aud 17, .".so of 1898, 7210 and 7811 of 1900; this J.,

1899, 7.71, 746; 1901, .;.'. 236) were as follows:—

on. i lurrei t.
i

"
Watts per
Candle. per Watt. Resistance.

Volts. amperes. Ohms.
.111-3 0-744 2-30 9-60 0-102 4ir;

art 0*812 4-81 ,;a.i tl 1U7 4a-7
4IC4 4 ••<; 0-235 4-.0
16-e 0*970 14-50 5-01 0-330 it; s

.-..IT, 1-032 237 0-422 18-8
:..-, T, 1-106 32-60 L-ffl .-..r-2

60-0 riTs 45-40 T57 51-4

With regard to the life of the osmium lamps, Wedding
found that of 18 lamps, the average life was over 1,900

hours, whilst some of them lasted for upwards of 4,000
hours. The average caudle-power at the end of the life

was about 80 per cent, of the initial value. The author

considers that though the low resistance of the osmium
lamps renders them inconvenient for use as single lights,

yet their high efficiency (1"9 watts per candle at the normal

E.M.F. of 55 \olts) may allow of their being used advan-

tageously in place of carbon -filament lamp', when groups

of lights are required. Taking into ration the life

and maintenance of efficiency of the osmium lamp, it may
be considered to have at least double the efficiency of the

carbon lamp under equivalent conditions. The colour of

osmium lamps appears to be similar to thai of carbon

lamps having an efficiency of'j'l watt- per candle. Osmium
lamps are suitable tor use as secondary standards of light,

owing (l) to the whiteness of the lighl : (2) to the -mall

deterioration of the candle-power; and (a) to the smaller

variation of candle-power with change of E.M.F., rendering

error of adjustment ol E.M.F, less serious than In the case

of the car'non lamp. When used as standard*, the lamps
should be adjusted to a definite E.M.F., not to a definite

current— A. S.

try Arc-Lamp of Quartz Glass [Mercury Vapour
[.amy'. M. Bodenstein. Zcits. fur Elektrocheni., I'm I,

10, 183.

'I'm: author describes an H-sbaped mercury vapour lamp
. f fused quartz, with iridium electrodes fused into tbe quart*,

pitlarj passa d the iridium are protected by
il mercury i b pre> nt ingress of air. The

arc—

2

. I em.

ter and 17 cm. long. The striking of the arc is

effected by electrically heating one of the Bide tabes, the

i; vapour causing the mercury to flow

along the tube and make contact with the metal contained

in liie other limb, after iv b leating current is

automatically cut out.—R. S. II.
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Gas-Analysis by Combustion ; Calculation of
A. Vi'ohl. XXIII., page 2GH.

English Patent*.

Poking Hydrous- Bituminous Combustibles; Method and
Apparatus for . P. Hi>ring, Berlin, and J. A. MjBen,

Chrisriania. Eng. Pat. 21,068, Oct. 12, 1903.

BE Fr. Pat. 334,44s of 1903; this .!., 1904, 54.—T. V. B.

Voter-Gas ; Process of and Apparatus for Generating
. F. Bauke, Ufer, aad C. I'uchs, 3erlin. Eng. Pal.

4019, Feb. 20, 1903.

ee Fr. Pat. 329,028 of 1903 ; this J., 1903, 990.—T. 1". B.

Jos Producers ; Stoppers for —:— . E. and S. Twecdale
and J. Smalley, Castleton, Lanes. Eng. l'at. G43H.

March 20, 1 903.

'here is described a device for facilitating the opening and
losing of the poke holes of gas producers, consisting of an
djustable spring plug or stopper, controded by a handle or

:ver, and held in the closed position against the face of the

oke hole by means of a spring point and catch.— H. B.

ras-Ijime and other Spent Lime ; Method ofand Apparatus

for Converting into a more Marhetalde Commodity
or Product. J. Lowden. Eng. Pat. 7622, April 2, 1903.

I X., page 253.

neandescent Mantles; Manufacture of . G. II.

Maiseh, Baltimore, U.S.A. Eng. Pat". 24,815, Nov. 14,

1903.

EE U.S. Pat. 712,562 ; this J., 1902, 1527.—H. B.

Electrodes for Arc Lamps. A. Edelmaun, C'harlottenburg.

Eng. Pat. 77S3, April 3, 1903.

ee Fr. Pat. 327,156 of 1902 ; this J., 1903, 861.—T. F.B.

United States Patents.

7uel Blocks [Briquettes] ; Artificial . U. W. Cottle,

St. Louis, Mo., U.S.A., Assignor to Coaleo Fuel Manu-
facturing Co. U.S. Pat. 751,468, Feb. 9, 1904.

Eighty-five parts of powdered coal, 8 parts of sawdust,
parts of rosin, and 2 parts of glue are intimately mixed
ogecher, heated by steam, and moulded while hot into

riquettes.—L. F. G.

ras ; Manufacture of . W. A. K.memann, Chicago,
Hi. U.S. Pat. 749,302, Jan. 12, 1904.

Steam is introduced into a producer containing a bed cf

arbonaeeous material, briquetted carbonaceous fuel, or fuel

iriquettes composed of an agglutinated mixture of anthracite

ind bituminous coals, whilst surplus heat, practically free

rom nitrogen, from an operating electric furnace is cou-

lucted into the producer ; the arc generates gas and
upplies more heat to the producer than is abstracted by
lissociation of the water-vapour ; alternatively the materials

ire fed into the producer, air being excluded.—J . K. B.

Sarbonic Acid in Gases ; [Electrical'] Method of Deter-

mining the Quantity of ——. G. Bodlander. U.S. Pat.

751,897, Feb. 9, 1904! XXIII., page 273.

French Patents.

Gas Retorts ; Manufacture of . R. J. P. Cottancin.

Fr. Pat. 335,625, Sept. 14, 1903.

i'o prevent the iron or steel framework of furnaces from
aeing carbonised by the action of the oxides ot carbon
liflusing through the refractory lining, the stee! or iron

:olumns are surrounded by a protective easing of copper.
)r some other metal whicii does not get carbonised, and the
space between filled in with some oxidising material, either

in the form of powder or mixed with clay. The furnace is

built up of square hollow irou boxes, filled with a refractory
material, and clamped or hinged together, and to the frame-
work by suitable means. Or, - the iron boxes may be

dispensed with, and the bricks embedded in some refractory

clay. The bricks may be perforated or hollow, so as to

allow any desired oxidising, reducing, or carbonising

material to be filled in.—L. F. G .

Gas Scrubber. L. Valette. Fr. Pat. 335,803,
Sept. 19, 1903.

The scrubber comprises three concentric vertical casings,

the middle and outer casings being closed by means of

dnme-shaped tops : the inner casing is rilled with coke or

the like, and water is distributed over both the coke and
the exterior of the middle casing. The gas to be purified

is led up through the coke, whereby most of the impurities

are eliminated ; it then passes down the annular space

between the inner and middle casings, and finally passes up
the outer annular space, where it is further purified by the

descending water. A readily accessible water-seal device

is provided at the base of the apparatus for removing the

collected dirt and letting the wash-water pass off.—II. B.

Cas-purifying Materials ; [Automatic] Revivification of
,nsed in Gas Works. E. E. l>elcourt. Fr. Pat.

335,647, Sept. 30, 1903.

The main gas-meter of the works is connected by means
of a chain and cog-wheels to a smaller meter, the rate of
transmission being such, that the latter admits 14 litres of

air into the purifiers for every cubic metre of gas tbit

passes. This amount of air is sutlicieut to continuously
revivify the spent materials. To compensate for the loss

in illuminating power caused by dilution with this amouDt
of air, the gas may be bubbled through a mixture of water
and beuzol ; thereby 'the naphthalene is retained, and
ln.king of the pipes prevented.—L. F. G.

Mantles ; Incandescence . L. Faucillon.

Fr. Pat. 335,311, Oct. 5, 1903.

Mantles are strengthened by interweaving into the im-
pregnated fabrics strong longitudinal threads, of ramie or
the like, which have been impregnated with a solution of

nitrates of thorium, cerium, aud didymium.—H. B.

Carbons of Electric Arc Lamps. A. Blondel. Addition,
dated Dec. 22, 1902, to Fr. Pat. 323,924, Aug. 22, 1902.

See Eng. Pat. 23,262 of 1902 ; this J., 1904, 112.—T. K. B.

Arc-Lamp Carbons; Utilisation [as Pigments] of Waste
. B. Peters. Fr. Pat. 335,795, Sept. 16, 1903.

XIII. A., page 260.

Fats and Fatty Acids ; Treatment of [f"r Candle
Material]. 0. Hausamann. Fr. Pat. 33j,708, Oct. G,

1903. XII., page 260.

ILL-DESTRUCTIVE DISTILLATION,

TAR PRODUCTS, PETROLEUM,
AND MINERAL WAXES.

Liebermann's Thiophenc Reaction. C. Schwalbe.
XXIII., page 273.

Syrian Asplialtum for Printing Plates and Window
Transparencies. C. Fleek. XXL, page 268.

English Patents.

Evaporating Apparatus [fur Naphtha, SfC.]. II. J. Had-
dan, London. From £. B. Edson, Cleveland. Eng. Pat.

7520, March 31, 1903.

S. Pat. 723,849 of 1903; this J., 1903, 561.—T. F. B.

Oii an Substances; Method of T
[Vesh -. A. Adiassewich, Loudon.
Pat. 4431, Feb.' 25, 1903.

Shale oil and ether mineral oils are desulphuri
heating under pressure successively with dilute sui,

aetd, caustic soda, and aluminium "blonde. For'es
the burning oil obtained by the distillation of shal

heated with about 0-75 per cent, of its weight of Go per
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cent, sulphuric acid, to -40?—50° C, under a pressure of 15

to 'JO lb. pet mi. in., lor about half an hour, the whole being

agitated dating the process. The oil is separated, wafhed,

and treated with about 0*8 per cent, of its weight of

caustic soda liquor (sp. gr. about i'32) at a temperature

near the boiling point of the oil, the pn • main-

tained at 25 to 30 lh. per Bq. in. This treatmi al is ion

tinued until tin- mixture i- completely emulsified. The oil

is then washed, dried, and heated with about 'J per cent, of

aluminium chloride to about 1 50°C, under reflux condenser.

The pressure is then raised to 10— 12 lb. per Bq. in., and
maintained for about three hours, when the oil is separated,

washed with water containing a little lime, and dually

distilled. The temperatures and pressures used, vary, in

general, with the boiling point of the oil to be treated.

—T. 1'. B.

United States Patent.

Wood Distillation s Apparatus for . .1. W. Spurlock,

ill;, I. a. U.S. Pat. 751,098, Feb. 9, 1904.

A vertical retort is provided at its bottom with a tar-

discharge pipe, and at the top with a vapour-outlet pipe;

the condensed creosote is drawn off through a pipe leading

from the vapour-outlet pipe, and the more volatile portion

of the distillate passes to a separator, where a further

portion of the vapour is condensed and removed; the

vapours pass thence through a series of condenser pipes
" forming a circuitous passage," and discharging into a

tank. Just below the upper end of the condenser pipes there

is fitted a valve-controlled water-discharge pipe.—T. F. B.

IY.-COLOUEING MATTERS AND
DYESTUFFS.

Symmetrical y-dihydroxy-y-diphenyl Anthracene Dihydride

from Anthraquinone. A. Bailer and A. divot. Comptes
"rend., 1904, 138, 327— 3-J9.

The authors have, with the aid of magnesium phenyl, pre

pared this substance, which bears the same relation to

plithalie green and kindred derivatives (this .J., 1903, 1240)
that triphenylcarbinol does to the triphenylmethane deriva-

tives. To magnesium powder suspended in ether are added
a fragmeut of iodine and the calculated amount of mono-
bromobenzene. When reaction is complete, anthraquinone
suspended in ether, is very gradually added. Ultimately a

pasty mass is formed, which is trotted with water acidu-

lated with hydrochloric acid, and purified by a long series

of treatments with boiling methyl alcohol. Colourless

brilliant needles are formed, which quickly lose alcohol of

crystallisation, and effloresce to a white powder, ni.pt. 242° C.
The substance dissolves in strong sulphuric acid with a tine

indigo colour, which becomes orange-yellow on heating on
the water-bath.— ,1. T. I).

Anthraquinone-a-monosulphonic Acid. XI. Duuschniann.
Ber., 1904,37, 331—333.

It is usually supposed that in sulphonating anthraquinone
for "blue shade," (3-sulphonic acid is formed with varying
quantities of a- and fi-disiilphonic acid, depending on" the
strength of sulphuric anhydride employed and the tempera-
ture used. The author, however, shows that ct-monosul-
phonic aeiil is simultaneously produced, though only in

small quantity, whilst, owing to oxidation, hydroxysulphonic
acids are formed, especially hydroxyanthraquinone disul-

phonic acid. The isolation of the o-acid was effected by
removing the main portion of " silver sail "

( -Milium antbra-
quinoiie-j8-monosulphonute, and concentrating the filtrate

by evaporation to separate a further batch of crystals, so
that the final solution contained chiefly the 2: "-disulphonic
acid. The middle fraction is a mixture of the sodium salts

of the following acids:—2 : U-anthraquiiione disulphonic
acid, a- and /9-nnthiaquinonc monosulphonic acids, and
hydroxy anthraquinone Bulphonic acids. ( In treating a hot
saturated solution with id per cent, of a 15 per e,. n t.

solution of caustic soda and cooling to 50 ... i '., the
greater part of the - : n-disulphonate suit crystallises out

with the " silver salt," whilst the mother liquor on further

cooling deposits the sodium salt of a-monosul phonic acid,

which, when purified by repeated recrystallisation from
dilute caustic soda solution, forms golden-yellow, lustrous

lamina:. On treating the alpha salt with ammonia and zinc

dust, a deep reddish-yellow coloration is obtained, whilst

the beta Bait gives, under similar conditions, a brownish-
yellow colour reaction. The ot-position was further con-
firmed by the formation of erythrohydroxyanthraquinone
according to a method recently patented, and consisting in

heating the salt with lime under pressure. The conversion
takes place at 130'— 140 C, at which temperature the

•'silver salt'' tails to react with lime.— 1). 1;.

Bisulphites; Action of on Aromatic Amino and
Uydro.ii/ Compounds. II. T. Bncherer. J. fur l'rakt.

Chem., 1904, 69, 49— 91.

Ik aromatic amino compounds be heated with aqueous
sodium bisulphite to a moderate temperature, ammonia is

evolved, and products are formed which appear to be
sulphurous acid esters, e.g., m-phenylenediamine gives

auiinopheno! sulphurous acid ester, and also dihydroxy-
benzene esters ; the equation in the first case being
H3Nf.C,H4 .NH, + -Naliso, = HsN.C,H4 .O.SO,H +
Na2SOj + NHj, These esters are easily saponified by
alkali-, and thus it is possible to convert amino groups into

hydroxy! groups. Similar esters are produced by the action

of sodium bisulphite on aromatic hydroxy compounds, as

shown by the following example:— 1',,,1 1, (HU )( S< > 11) +
jNallSO"; = .\'a,si>

;

+ II„() + C10H 6(O.SO,H)(SO3H).
If aromatic hydroxy compounds are heated with ammonium
sulphite and ammonia, the hydroxy] groups are replaced

by amino ones, sulphurous esters being formed as inter-

mediate products, e.g., /3-naphthol gives /8-uaphthylamiue.
The ammonium sulphite appears to act as a carrier, thus

—

C10H;OH+(MI SO Ml -' iH-.o.Me.Ml, - -.'Nil, ; IPO
-CioHjNHj t iXH.j.sii

—A. 1). S.

Bi taints; Some Aromatic . K. Willstatter anil

W. Kahn. Ber., 1904, 37, 401—417.

The behaviour on warming of the trimethyl-betaines of
o-, m- and p-aminobentoic acids, and of the betaine from
phenylglycocoll, was investigated, and it was found that

they all behaved in a similar manner, being converted by
intramolecular transformation into the corresponding di-

methylaminobenzoic acid methyl ethers, whilst the betaine
from phenylglycocoll formed the methyl ether of phenyl-
niethylglycocoll. In the case of the betaine from unthra-
nilic acid, the transformation was accompanied by a bye-
reaction, a certain amount of dimethylauiline being formed.
Whereasm- andp-aminobenzoic acid- arc readily methylated
by means of methyl iodide to the corresponding In tames,
the preparation of the betaine of autbranilic acid requires

much i ei retie alky hit ion.— !.'. F.

Nitro Compounds of the Naphthalene, Anthracene, and
I'h: nanthri «. .s', ries ; Electrochemical Reduction of .

J. Al&ller. XI. A., page 257.

Enolish Patents,

Indigo [Indigo Dges/uffs], Soluble ; Manufacture of .

B. Bury, I burcb, and B. W. Gerland, Accrington. hug.
1'at. 5328, March 7, 1903.

RariNED natural or artificial indigo is heated with one 10

three times it- -.-eight of concentrated sulphuric ai id. The
temperature maybe linaily raised to 12U — 111) ('. The
resulting product sets to a dry or still

] asty ma-- on cool-

ing, containing .",0— 70 per tent, of indigo disulphonic acid,

or a mixture of mono- and disulphonic acids, which dyes in

brighter shades than the soluble indigo ordinarily used,
and is more completely absorbed h_\ the fibre.—E. b'.

Indigo; Purification of J. Y. Johnson, From The
Badische Audio and Soda Fabrik, Ludwigsbafen a. i;h.,

Germany. Eng. Pat. 7395, March 30, 1908.

[NDIOO is purified by dissolving out the impurities with

phenol or a phenclic ether, such as a-naphtholethyl ether.
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It may also be purified by heating it to temperatures below
its sublimation or decomposition point, for instance to

J7i> C. By this means the red admixtures are desti

and partially escape as gas.—E. 1".

:>. \j Manufacture of . H. H. Lake, London.
From K. Oehler, Offenbach-on-Main. Eng.Pat. 8575,
April 15, 1903.

IS. Pats. 740,767 and 740, 70S of 1903 ; this J., I

1191.—T. F. 15.

Telrazo- [.-l:o-] Dyestuffs; Manufacture ofNew Substan-
tive . O. Iniray, London. From Society of Chemical
Industry in Basle, Basle, Switzerland. Eng. Pat, 27,63 I,

Dee. 16, 190:!.

One molecule of the tetrazo-derivative of an azoxyar
of the t\ pe \ll... R . X,( ) . K . NH2, or n£ tin- tetrazo-deriva-

tive ol' au azoamine of the type Nil,. II. N'.. K . XII, is

combined with 2 mols. of 2 . 5 . 7-aminonaphtholsulphonic
acid or 2 . 5 . 1 . 7-aminonapluholdisuIphouic aeid, or with

1 iii,1. of either of these sulphonic acids, and 1 mol. of a

sulphonic or carboxylic derivative of a phenol or naphthol
or of an aminoalphylacidyl-derivative of 2.5.7-arnino-
naphtholsulphonic arid, or 2.5.1.7-amiuonaphtholdisul-
phouic aeid. The products dye cotton directly in reddish-
orange shades, which, ou diazotisation on the fibre an I

development with fl-naphthol, produce B irdeaux tints, fast

to washing.— E. F.

French Patents.

Benzyl Compounds ; Preparation of New . Cie.
j

Parisienne de Couleurs d'Aniliue. Fr. Pat. 328,170,
Dec. 9, 1902.

Mono- and dichlorobenzylsulphonic acids are obtained by
treating benzylsulphonic acids in aqueous solution with
chlorine or chlorinating agents. Dichlorobenzylsulphonic
acids arc also obtained by treating monochlorobenzylsul-
phonic acids in the same manner. The products arc
intended fur use in the preparation of dyestuffs alter being
nitrated and reduced or treated with ammonia, amines,
caustic soda.—E. F.

Indiuo Dyestuffs derivedfrom Benzene andfrom Naphtha-
Jene, and Intermediate Products; Preparation <>/'

.

C. and H. Dreyfus. Second Addition, dated Aug. 25,

1903, to Fr. Pat. 326,168, Nov. 8, 1902 (this Journal,
1903, 792 and 903).

Hydku ibodialphtlajiides, prepared by the
methods described in the main patent and its first additimi,

are converted into their thioamides by treating them with a
mixture of sulphur and an aqueous solution of a sulphide
(such as sodium or potassium sulphide). o-Derivatives of
naphthisatins are prepared by heating the corresponding
hydrocvanocarbodialphylamides or their thioamides with
concentrated sulphuric acid, cooling, and pouring into ice

and water. Sulphonated a-derivatives of naphthisatins are
obtained from the corresponding hydroeyanocarbodialphyl-
amides or their thioamides by a more vigorous treatment
with couceutrated sulphuric acid and subsequent pouring
into ice aud water. By suitable reducing agents they are
converted into sulphonated indigos. o-Derivatives of isatius

or their salts are converted into indigos, derived from
benzene or from naphthalene, by the action of hydrogen
sulphide in presence of alkali carbonates or other alkaline
substances.— E. F.

Sulphide Dyestuff, Blur, derivedfrom p-Hydroxy-p'-amino-
m'-methyldipkenylamine ; Production of . Fabr. de
Prods, (him. ci-devant Sandoz. First Addition, dated

iii;, 1903, to Fr. Pat. 332,560 of Ma
(this J., 1903, 1241).

ALPHvi.-p-AjiiNO-p'-iirDROXYDiPHEXTLAMiNES and their
homologues are heated to 160'—200° C. with sulphur, with
or without addition of hydrated chromium oxide. 1

blue to greenish-blue dyestuffs are so obtained, fasl to

washing and to light.—E. F.

V.-PREPARING, BLEACHING, DYEING,
PRINTING, AND FINISHING TEXTILES,

YARNS. AND FIBRES.

Flax Retting ; The Bacteria which are concerned in .

M. VV. Beijerinck and van Delden. Mitt. Konigl. Akad.
Wissensch. Amsterdam, 1903, 673 j through Woch
f. Brau., 1904, 21, 85—86.

I'm; rettiug of flax involves essentially a fermentation of the
pectose in the layers of cells above anil below the system
of bast fibres, whereby the latter are loosened. The specific

bacterium of the pmess of " n itei

bacter pectinovorum, which is accompanied by a less

powerful species, f,'. urocephalum. According to

active agents iu the "dew-retting" process are, mould
fungi. Certain aerobic bacteria, notably species of the

mp of hay bacilli, also known as potato bacilli, are
likewise capable of effecting tin- retting of flax with full

exposure to the air. I'll.- acetic and lactic acid bacteria
and certain species of yeast-like organisms, which arc also
found iu the retting waters, have no retting action. The
rettiug depends ou the secretion by the bacteria of the
enzyme peetosinase, which acts on the pectose after the
manner of a hydrolysing acid, converting it first into pectin
and the latter into sugars. These are fermented, in the
case of G. pectinooorum, with the production of hydrO|
r.ii'bou dioxide, and a little butyric acid, but in the case ol

the hay bacilli they are assimilated and respired. The sugars
luced, are most probably galactose and xylose, perl

iu some cases also glucose aud arabinosc. Peetosinase
can be extracted by water aud precipitated by alcohol,
hut the isolated enzyme is feeble in its action as compared
with the living bacteria. The authors have found that the
active letting bacteria are best favoured by removing the
soluble matters of the flax stems by changes of water in
the early stages of retting. In this way the butyric and
lactic acid bacteria are suppressed by the removal of
their nutrients. The spec:, nulobacler then gain
the ascendancy, since, owing to their great proteolytic
power, they are able to utilise the sparingly soluble proto-
plasmic albumin of the flax. The best practical process
for the retting of flax is that of water-retting in vats. The
flax is packed tightly in deep wooden vats provided with

I bottoms. The quantity and temperature of the water
an thus be controlled, and the water can be discharged
from time to time for the purpose of aerating the goods
and removing the lactic and other bacteria, 'lie- first

steep water containing the soluble matters should be dis-

ced after 24 hours ; the second steep should consist of
a mixture of fresh water aud good retting liquor from a
previous fermentation. This may be replaced ou the third
day with fresh water, since the true retting bacteria will
then have become established. Pure cultures of the pectose
bacteria are made by pasteurising a portion of well-retted
flax stems at 90° C. for a short time and. developing the
.surviving spores anaerobically on wort-agar at 35° C.
Besides the two active species of Granulobacter, two other
species, G. saccharobutyricum and G. butylicum are thus
isolated, which have no retting properties. The cells of
G. pectinovorum have a shape resembling tadpoles; only
the swollen ends, which contain the spores, are sharply
defined. In malt extract, in absence of air, a powerful
evolution of gas is produced without the formation ol
butyric acid. In other saccharine liquids containing peptone
or meat extract, a little butyric acid is produced during
fermentation. Only in presence of pectin can ammonium

be utilised as nitrogenous nutrients. The cells of
<i. urocephalum are more sharply defined and shaped like
drum-sticks. This species can utilise ammonium salts as
the source of nitrogen for the fermentation of all kinds of
carbohydrates.—J. F. B.

Textile Fibres and Dyestuffs ; Relations between .

H. Behrens. Chem.-Zeit., 1903, 27, 1252—1254.
Certain Physical and Chemical Properties of Textile
Fibres.—Textile fibres are doubly refractive and optically-
positive, the colours which they exhibit in polarised 1!
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extending, in the case of hemp and ramie, to green of the

mil ' wool and silk, to orange of

the first order, tin- least doubly refractive on and

wood cellulose. In proportion to the which they
1 state, the property of double refrac-

tion, vegetable fibres may be rendered dichroic by dyeing :

slightly so. for example, with basic dyestuffs, such as

Bismarck brown, safranine, and mi thyl oe blue, whi n these

are absorbed from neutral : much more so with the

benzidine dyestuffs—Con enzoazurin, &c-
from bath- containing sodium carbonate, and with iodine

lutioD or in sulphuric acid.

Crystalline dichroism is not tit the phenomenon.
Wool and silk aro no: r dichroic by dyeiog. The
distribution 9s probably takes place regularly

throughout the fib
,:

fibres, irregularly i
t !

. o bi animal fibres, the dyeing

of the latter being doubtless ascribable ti 'ion of

solid solutions or aical combination. Cellulose

it dyed by lieu/.oazurin. The peuta- and

tetranitrates (collodion cotton) are slightly dyed by the

same dyestuff. bul without being rendered dichroic. Cellu-

dyed by the

same colouring matter, but it is strongly dyed bj safranine

and malachite green, the dyed fibres not displaying di-

cbroism. By the action of benzene sulpfaonic chloride on
cellulose, esters may be produc I in the

least degree by benzoazurin, but which, on the other hand,

are very strongly dyed by safranine and methylene blue,

without becoming, however, dichroic. From these results it

would appear that, in tl ellulose fibres with

substantive cotton dyestuffs, the hydroxy! groups of the

former, and particular!) those two which are roost readily

attacked in the esterification of the fibre molecule, are acted

upon, with the probable formation ofsodium salts of cellulose

colour-esters.

Functions of Alkalis and Alkali Salts in Dyeing.—
When linen fibres -which have I with b.n/.oazurin

are mercerised with caustic soda, their colour changes from

blue to red, the soda-lye I oming also colour, d red. The
combination of the dyestufl and fibre is resolved, the

solubility of the dyestuff being increased, and the dyestuff

being driven into the walls of the fibre a, these thicken.

< in adding an alkali bicarbonate oi a large volume of water

to the solution, the red colour of the latter is changed to

blue, whilst the dissolved dyestuff is again to some extent

bre. The more thorough penetration of

re by the dyestuff, induced by the action of the
alkali, is easily perceptible under the microscope in cross

of the fibre. It is due to the !

re of the solution of the dyestuff in the caustic soda
lye. It is not produced by the addition of common sail oi

sodium sulphate to the bath when dyeing with Benzoazurin,
the deeper shad.- resulting from such additions corre-

sponding merely with the further deposition of dyestufl on

the surface of the fibres. The action of the alkali is.

further, seen with linen fibres which have been dyed with
alkaline vats, as compared with tibr.--

whicb are dye. in nearly neutral vats, tl tinder

the microscope appearing dyed more deeply and uniformly

throughont than the latter.

Behaviour of Wool and Sill; in Dyeing.— Silk is

by malachite green, metbyli

neutral baths, and by - irlet and eosine in acid
i Itui Co obtain equally

intense dyeings on wool, the temperature of the baths must
be raised to at least 7n C. In cross sections of dyed wool
fibres, the central, medullary part of the fibre cylinders
appears less coloured than the surrounding, fibrillary

bui much red than the external, ooticulai
scales, Wool fibres which have bi -co in

i
are dyed I at the ordinary tempe-

rature in tin- places to which ire has been

applied. The author thinks that useful application might
1 e made of this observation.— E. B.

Bleaching Apparatus; The Endler-Welier Continuous
.

' W. l-.lh.r-. ZeitS. f. l'aiben- u. Te.\til-< hem..

1904, 3, 39—41.

lis-, is are sewn together end to end, and passed at full

width and in a continuous manner through an ap
ting of (0 a central steaming chamber (see G

to which steam i.s admitted and healed by means of a super-

heater until it attains a pressure of 2—2', atmospheres;
(ii) two liquor seals, m the first, or both, of which a solu-

tion of the scouring agent, e.g toda, is contained,

and through which the tissues successively pass ; and (Hi) a
number of chambers, A, A,, 1;, 1'.,, containing air n

pressure of l
.

— 2 atmospheres, which serve the pur;

maintaining the height of the liquor in the seals at a con-

I
level. Access is had to tbe air chamber- th

the doors T, T,, Tj, T3 , which are kept tightly closed when

SECTIONAL ELEVATION

A,r Outlet -~u

K *< I A' J. •>' 7.
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the apparatus is in use. The apparatus, it i.-. cousid.

is likely to be especiallj serviceable in the bleaching of

flannelettes, moleskins, and similar tissues. It is m
that the men in charge can work in the compressed air

chambers, provided tin pressuri in these does not exceed

2 atmospheres, without detriment to their health.—E. li.

Turkey-Red OH,, a,,! the Action of Concentrated Sulphuric

Acid on Olive Oil. W. Herbig. Fiirber-Zeit., 1904,15,
38—46.

As examination of the washings of the product resulting

from the action of concentrated sulphuric acid on oli\

shows that a portion of the triglyceride has been saponified,

the amount of sulphuric acid entering iuto the reaction bi

in general, equivalent to the amount of oleic acid required

for the formation of stearosulphonic acid ; under certain con-

ditions a larger amount of free oleic acid can result than

corresponds to the sulphuric acid used for the solphonation.

The glycerin is found in the washings in the free State,

and occasionally as glycerosulphonie acid. In drying the

sulphonated oil, and also, under certain conditions, during

the treatment with sulphuric acid, decomposition of

sulphonic acid into hydroxystearic acid takes place. This

change also occurs during treatment of the fabrics with the

oil, since -stearinsulphonic acid is converted, by prolonged

heating with water, into hydroxystearic acid. An examin-

ation of the lake-forming properties of oils sulphonated

under various conditions showed that the presence of

hydroxystearic acid was necessary, whilst stearosulphonic

acid appeared not to assist in the lake formation at all. It

also appeared a necessary condition that only a certain

percentage of stearosulphonic acid should be present, and

also that some unsapouified triglyceride should still exist

The best dyeing results were obtained by using an oil of

which 20—25 per cent, was saponified ; further saponifica-

tion (by using more acid, higher temperatures, &c.) gave
an oil yielding inferior results.—T. F. 1!.

English Patents.

Dyeing, Mordanting, or Washing Fibrous Materials ;

Apparatus for . W. Dargue, F. 1.. Dargue, Halifax.

and II. Barker, Bradford. En;;. Pat. 1 1,125, June 25,

1903.

The machine is used for dyeing, mordanting, or washing
fibrous material in hanks. The hanks are passed through
the liquor on endless carriers slung from rollers supported
above the dye-vessel. Mechanism is provided for rotating

the rollers carrying the bunks and for lowering, raising, or

traversing the hank roller-lifting frame and also for inter-

locking the levers controlling these two operations, and for

preventing the actuation of the raising or lowering gear
except when the sockets, in whieh the ends of the hank
rollers engage, are in the proper position for the rollers to

register or to be withdrawn. Mechanism is also provided for

automatically throwing out of action the raising and lower-
ing gear and the traversing gear. A new form of hank
carrier is also claimed which automatically stretches the
hanks of material carried and so prevents " lapping " of the

fibres.—E. F.'

Glue or Size especially adaptedfor the Warp Threads of
Fabrics; Process for the Manufacture of II. .i.

Haddan, Loudon. From P. F. Oiiva, Barcelona. Eng.
Pat. 22,(597, Oct. 20, 1903.

See Fr. Pat. 335,500 of 1903 ; following these.—T. F. B.

United States Patent.

Yarn ; Apparatus for Colouring . A. Fornander,
Xew York, Assignor to the Carpet Yarn Printing Co.,
N.Y. U.S. Pat, 750,763, Jan. 26, 190*.

In an apparatus for printing yarns by means of a disc
revolving in a trough of colour on a travelling carriage,
scrapers are provided for scraping the colour after printing
en the yarn, and mechanism is added to automatically
remove the scrapers from contact with the yarn drum
when the printing of each stripe of colour is completed.

—A. B. S.

French Patents.

Sizing or Dressing suitable for the Warp Threads of
:' Hies; Process of obtaining . I*. F. Oliva.

Fr. Pat. 335,506, Sept. 1 1. 1903.

Gluten is subjected to fermentation by suitable substances

, 3 per cent, of carrot juice), and i^ then treated with

substances which prevent any further fermentation (e.g.,

1 per cent, of oak-bark). The dressing obtained by this

process is applied in the usual manner.—T. F. B.

Dressing \Jor T ig of a Coating of Vise

><>r. ['ran.', de la Viscose. Fr. Pat. 335,598, Sept. 2S,

1903.

Tut-: fabric is i rollers through
water, a solution of cellulose (Fr. Pat. 334,636 of 1903;
this J., 1904, 75), a "precipitating" bath (preferably an

ammonium chloride solution), a solution of si U per

cent.) to remove impurities from the cellulose, and an 8

bath, preferably •! per cent, hydrochloric acid, and is

finally washed with water. In this way the fabric is coated

with cellulose, and i> said to be easily bleached or dyed
by any process.—T. F. B.

Bleaching. Apparatus ; Continuous •. M. Muntadas y
Rovira. Addition, dated Sept. 29, 9 r. Pat.

7,931, Nov. lo, 1902.

As an improvement on tin- main patent (see this !.. I

948), an arrangement is added to circulate the liquid i:i

the opposite direction to I cent of the cloth.

By a special arrangement the cloth is made to alternately

roll and unroll on a series of rollers, whilst all the time

moving in the same direction.—A. II. S.

Cotton Dyeing ; Apparatus fir . Wegmann and Co.
Fr. Pat. 335,596, Sept. 28, 1903.

In a dye vat are placed a series of connected horizontal

pipes, one above the other. These have a number of
lateral openings into which are screwed perforated bobbins,

which are closed at the other end. The cotton as it comes
from the carding machine, is wound around these bobbins,

and tightly compressed between two end plates. The dye-
liquor is forced by means of a pump through the main
pipes, and passes through the cotton by means of the per-

forations in the bobbins. The liquid is continuously

circulated by means of a pump, and by suitable valves

water can be circulated for washing, &C. The bobbins

bearing the dyed cotton can be easily removed aud replaced

by fresh ones.—A. B. S.

Finishing Process for Textiles ; Continuous , with

Arrangement for Drying between each Bath. F. Bert-

rand and Co. Addition, dated Sept. 14, 1903, to Fr.

Pat. 334,890, Aug. 14, 1903. See this J., 1904, 185.

TrrE cloth passes between two rollers whieh impregnate it

with the finishing material ; it then passes over a drying
arrangement and is carried round by a series of rollers so

as to pass between the same finishing rollers a second
time. The same process of alternate impregnation and
drying can be repeated as often as required.—A. B. S.

HI-ACIDS, ALKALIS, AND SALTS.
Nitric Acid; Hydrates of . F. W. K

Chem.-Zeit., 1904, 28, 132—135.

The nitric acid of constant boiling point has long been
considered to result from physical causes, aud not to be a
chemical compound ; but Erdmanu considers it as a true
compound, and that, others exist, e.g., an " ortho- " and a
" pyro-" nitric acid, H3N'C4 and HjN2Or, corresponding to

the two phosphoric acids. Kremann undertook a re-iu-

vestigation of Erdmann's work. A eompbte examination
of the freezing-points of nitric acids of gradually increasing
strengths shows that two maxima exist, corresponding to
the hydrates HXOv3Hs

O and HN0
3
.H„0, and threo

minima indicating cryohydrates. }fone of the compounds
mentioned by Erdmanu exist. The two hydrates exist not
only in the solid form, but also as liquids, after fusion j the

D 2
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trihydrate iat more stable than the rnonohydrate.

also this J., 1903, 1227.)—J- ' •
>'

Sodium Nitrite; Action of Carina Dioxide on Solutions

of —-. C. Marie and If. Marquis. I omptes reurl.,

1904, 138, Moody, tliis J.. I!

OH the following experiment-! the authors conclude

uitely that nitrous acid is liberated From solutions of

lium nitrite by the action of carbon dioxide. (1) If a

stream of purified ixide be passed through a

solution of sodium nitrite potassium iodide ami

starch paste, iodine is liberated aftei ,: short time. (2) A
solution of sodium nitrite mixed with potassium iodide,

when shaken with chlorofo s no coloration to the

latter, hut when saturated with carbon dioxide, the chloro-

form layer becomes coloured owing to the liberation of

iodine on shaking. (3) When the purified gas is passed

through a solution of sodium nitrite, and then into a solu-

tion of potassium iodide and starch paste, the latter becomes
slightly but distinctly blue.— J. F. B.

Lead Soils ; Basic . D. Strbmholm. Zeits. anorg.

Chem., 1904, 38, 423—455.

1'riE methods of preparation (only practicable where the

dances to be produced are insoluble) were two. (1)

Lead hydroxide was prepared by precipitating lead acetate

l.y a very slight excess of sodium hydroxide, thoroughly

washing, and draining oft the surplus water as far as

-ible (in all the opera! introduction of

earbon dioxide as far as possible). To the moist hydroxide

was added, gradually, N/20 solution of the desired alkali-

salt (usual!} potassium or sodium, but, where these proved

.uactive, ammonium salt). The completion of tin- reaction

is recognised (o) by the tion, which
remains practically constant as li

still being formed in amount proportional to the volume
of liquid added, and then begins to diminish; (4) by
-he presence of the acid radicle in solution ; or (c) by
ihe disappearance from the solution oi rived as

Hydroxide in the alkali formed. ! he •

well washed, drai dried over soda-linn and sul-

phuric acid. This method yields the most basic salt of the

possible series. (2) To the normal lead salt is gradually

added dilute alkali hydroxide till the alkalinity of the solu-

tion begins to increase. This method yields the basic salt

of the series containing least base (or most acid radicle).

The salts prepared by either method are nearly all micro-

crystalline and very voluminous. The following are the

results :

—

Formula.

KC1 .

.

OH .

OH) Kl....

9Pb0.2PbI, Last sail M
Next so i NaOH

PbO.PbI,.H,0 ,

Wnit
,tine.

;

;

es.

while
hot.

Light j iodine

yell :np.
Light

.similar methods yielded one thi romate,

one iodate, two Sulpha

several nitrate~.ro phos] honute
(3Pb0.4PbCl '-If" '), one oxalate, and one picrate. The
method ral other salts, often I

solubility of the 1 hlorate, fluoride). I'i

illustrated by the three from: ally the middle one,

are the most frequent; 2, -I, 5PbO with '."'.

common.— .J. T. D.

Boric Acid ; Determination of ,,c.

F. Myliue and A. Meusser. XX II!..

y.:,n- Blende : Roasting of , with Recovery oj the

Evolved Sulphur Dioxide for the Manufacture of Sul-

phuric Acid. F. Kellermann. X., page 21j.

English Patents.

Sulphuric Anhydride ; Manufacture of .

W. Garroway, Glasgow. Eng. Pat. 17.".5, Jan. 24, 1903.

fooi i i> air undi r pressure is passed through an ozonising

cylinder in which numerous platinum points are oppi

arranged, so adjusted that intermittent electric disi

from a transformer up to 8,000 volts can be main;

The air thus charged with ozone and nitrogen oxid

conducted to lowers to come into contact with gases from a
sulphur burner, and form snlphnrii le, which is

collected by known means. The sulphur fumes.

coming intoconta :l with the ozonised air. are passed through
channels containing " brick made of oxide of iron and oxide
of manganese."— E. S.

Hydrochloric or Nitric Acid, Regenerated ; Treatment oj

, to Remove Calcium - P. De Wilde,

188, Nov. 20. 1903. Under
Intermit. I

See First Addition to Fr. Pat. 333,344 of 1903; thi- .1..

1904, 116.—E. S.

Gluulu r Salts, Ferrous Carbonate, Ferrous Hydrate, and
Ammonia Production of from Nitre Cake. Bog,
Pat. 24,639, Nov, 12,

Soli hok of nitrecakeofsp.gr. I
- 250 to 1 -275 is brought

into contact with a large excess of iron. The ferric sulphate
at first formed is reduced to the ferrous state by the nascent
hydrogen, and any nitric acid or nitrogen oxides present
yield ammonia as ammonium sulphate. To the solution,

run off from the iron scrap, a small proportion of acetic

acid is added, and then sodium carbonate or hydroxide to

ipitate ferrous carbonate or hydroxide -, and, after

heating, more of the alkali is added to decompose the

ammonium sulphate. The ammonia evolved is collected, the
ferrous salt is separated, and the sodium sulphate is

crystallised out of the solution. Zinc or the like may
replace iron in the process.— E. s

.

United Stvtes Patents.

Phosphoric Acid; Method ofMaking . X. B. Powter,
Brooklyn, X.Y. ; li. II. Fallows, executor of said Powter,
deceas,',!. U.S. l'a t. 751,753, Teh. 9, 1904.

"I'm. iluminic and similar phosphates, are
heated in a suitable retort, and the fumes evolved are drawn
off by suction, cooled, and passed into water for absorption

a.— E. S.

huric Anhydride ; Process of Making .. E. Ray-
naud, Spy, and I,. Pierron, Jette St. Pierre, Belgiu
U.S. Pat. 751,941, Feb. 9, 1904.

See Eng. Pat. 16,254 of 1900; this J., 190!, 42. —T. F. B.

Ifydtated Sulphide of Zinc; Process of Producing .

V. Bermont, Paris". U.S. Pat. 751,712, Feb. 9,

. Pat. 6752 >f 1902 ;
this J., 1903, 214.—T. 1. I!.

French Patents.

Hydrochloric Acid and Sulphuric Acid ; Process for
the Production and Sim Separation of .

Consortium fur Klcktrochern. Ind. i-'r. Pat. 335,496,
Aug. 24, 1903.

Onto:
|

!iur dioxide, and water are brought into

ICt in regulated proportions and in a continuous
manner, the final products of the reactions being nearly
pure hydrochloric acid \;3< and liquid sulphuric acid. In
order to control the proportions of the gases admitted to the
reacting chamber, a portion of the mixture is passed con-
tinuously into water constantly b wed, the excess

vi r the other being measured by the potential

which the solution gives to a neutral electrode, in respect

to another electrode at a constant potential. The potentials
of the oxidation and of the reduction of the two gases are
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sufficiently wide apart to give precise indications for regu-

lating the process, which regulation may be rendered auto-

matic. An excess of chlorine is used when it is desired to

produce hydrochloric acid as tree as possible from sulphuric

acid.—E. S.

Hydrocyanic Acid; Process of

1

lid of
a Mixture of Nitrogen with hydrocarbons. P
Gold und Silber-Scheide-Anstalt v. Roessler. Fr. Pat.

335,562, Sept. 25, 1903.

A mixtuke of nitrogen with a hydrocarbon gas, such as

lighting gas, is passed into contact with an electric ai

high tension, to produce hydrocyanic acid gas. Compounds
of nitrogen, such as ammonia gas. may be substituted for

nitrogen. If nitrogen, saturated with benzene vapour, be

used, a current of hydrogen may advantageously be pa

with the mixture to avert liability to deposition of carbon.

— E. 3.

Sodium Hydroxide ; Manufacture of . G. Latl

and G. Kinsbourg. Fr. Pat. 335,623, Sept. 10, 1903.

Leas, or lead monoxide (litharge) i> added to fused sodium

chloride, and the fluid mass is well agitated until th

mplete. If metallic lead be used, it is lirst rap

oxidised under the conditions. The product consists of

sodium monoxide and lead chloride, from which, by lixivia-

tion, sodium hydroxide solution is obtained. Tl i

of lead chloride may be utilised to recover lead or litharge.

Instead of sodium chloride, sodium sulphate or carboi

may be used in the process.— E. S.

Barium Oxide, Porous ; Manufacture of . H. Schulzc.

Fr. Pat. 335,077, Oct. 1, 1903.

A mixture of barium carbonate or sulphate with carbon'

some combination of alkaline earths, and barium nitrate,

or a modification of such a mixture, is formed into a mass
about the sides of an electric furnace, heated by radiation

from an arc, or from a resistance rod connecting the poles,

air being excluded. Barium oxide that has been melted
in tbe process of obtaining it in an electric furnace, may
also be rendered porous by mixing it with barium hydroxide
and carbide, and heating the mixture as described.— E. S.

Dicalcium Orthophosphate ; Manufacture of .

E. Bergmann. Fr. Pat. 335,790, Sept. 7, 1903.

To a solution of tricalcium phosphate in cold aqueous
sulphurous acid ; or to the precipitate obtained on heating

the same, monoealeium orthophosphate is added and
sulphurous acid is expelled by heat. Instead of adding

j

monoealeium phosphate in the process, this maybe pro- i

dueed in the sulphurous solution of the tricalcium salt

itself, by addition of an acid, such as hydrochloric, sulphuric,

or phosphoric acid, in order to obtain the dicalcium salt,

sulphurous acid being expelled as before.— E. S.

Metallic Salts ; [Electrolytic"] Process of Manufacture
of , and of Regeneration of Electrolytic Baths.
E. A. Campagne. Fr. Pat. 335,972, Oct. 15, 1903, XI. A.,

page 258.

Oxygen; Extraction of [from the Atmosphere, by
Magnetism}. L. Benier. Fr. Pat 335,473, Sept. 22,

1903. XI. A., page 2j7.

VILL-GLASS, POTTEET, ENAMELS.

Quart: Glass ; Mercury Arc Lamp of .

M. Bodensteiu. II., page 246.

Syrian Asphalt for Printing Plates and 11'/

Transparencies. C. Fleck. XXI., page 20S.

English Patent.

Silica Glass; Furnaces Jor Use in the Manufacture
of . W. A. Shensione, Bristol. Eng. Pat. 4031,
Feb. 20, 1903.

The furnace itself is made of silica, preferably in the
form of bricks. The silica to be fused is introduced

i

through a number of openings and falls on to a sloping

channel, where it is melted by means of electric arcs

- :ig between suitably placed carbon electrodes, the 1

from which is supplemented by a number of oxy-hydr

pipes, introduced through other openings. These blow-

pipes are made either of iridium or silica, and serve to burn

any carbon falling from the electrodes, thus preventing

contamination of the silica with silicon or carborundum.
The melted silica runs down into a central well, from which.

il may be removed by means of an iridium blow-pipe or by
tilting the furnace, or by simply letting it overflow through
a suitable opening.—A. G. L.

French Pate:

Synthetic Granite; Garchey , and Meth
Manufacturing the same. L. A. Garchey. First Addi-

tion of Sept. 18, 1903, to Fr. Pa'. 325,475
1902 (see this J., 1903, (197).

The melted gla^s is first run into a cold metallic mould of

writable shape; when sufficiently hardened it is then

removed to a heated mould of refractory material

allowed to cool very slowly. The inside of this seci

mould is sprinkled with hot sand, powdered mica, &c, to

make a tight joint between it and the object, which is also

red with a layer of hot pondered refractory material.

In certain cases the article nun also be compressed
hydraulic

j
which it is allowed to remain until

tie vitrified, after which it may be re-heated and annealed.

—A. G. L.

Arsenious Oxide [for Glass Manufacture'] ; Pr
if Briquettes of Solidified . L. Sotiheur. Fr. Pat.

753, Oct. 6, 1903.

Arsenious oxide, whether in powder or in fragments,

coloured or otherwise, is subjected to high pressure with or

without preliminary or simultaneous heating in suitable

apparatus, to form it into briquettes suitable for use in the

manufacture of glass.—E. S.

IX.-BUILDING MATEEIALS, CLAYS,

MORTARS, AND CEMENTS.

Road Materials ; Testing of . I.. \V. Page and
A. S. Cushman. XXIII., page 269.

Lime, Free, [in Portland Cement] ; New Meihod
t
for tin:

Determination of ; and on so-called " Dead Burnt"
Lime. E. H. Keiser and S. YV. Fordtr. XXIII.,
page 272.

English Patent^.

Ovens and Kilns [jor Pottery and Bricks]. W. H. Owen
Wolstanton. Eng. Pat. 5145, Mar. 5, 1903.

The air necessary for supporting combustion in the kiln

receives a preliminary heating by passing through a heater,
idling of a number of tubes connecting a receiving and

distributing head ; this heater is placed in the path of the
iping products of combustion. In eases where gaseous

fuel is used, a second heater is provided for heating the
tiie waste gases from the kiln being caused to surround

t ne two heaters alternately, so as to heat both the gas and
the air.—A. G. L.

[Brichs, §-c] " Gas Lime "and other Spent Lime ; Method
of and Apparatus for Converting into a more
Marketable Commodity or Product. J. Lowden, Leeds.
Eng. Pat. 7622, April 2, 1903.

The spent lime is exposed, either alone or mixed with
clinker, to the action of hot air from :. furnace, which
i spels a large proportion of the sulphur compounds from
the lime and oxidises the remainder to calcium sulphate.

The treatment is carried out by allowing the lime to fall down
a -haft, at the bottom of which a suitable furnace is placed.

In the walls of the shaft there are a number of projections

opposite each other, dividing the shaft into a number of

chambers, within each of which a horizontal drum revol

these drums are provided with longitudinal openings, ami
contain vertical perforated partitions. The material in its
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passage downwards has' to pass through these drums, and

is fully exposed to the action of the hot gases. The

resulting material is mixed with clinker and coke breeze,

or other suitable fuel, and burnt, n current of steam being

preferably passed through the kiln during the burning.

The mass obtain l calcium oxide, carbonate,

and silicate, ami aluminium silicate, is ground and moulded

into bricks or i labs, the further hardening of which inaj be

effected by exposure to hot waste gases containing carbon

dioxide.—A. G. L.

Tiles or Bricks fur use hi Begeneratiec Furnaces. ,1.
<

'.

Moon, Ilford, and F. C. Moon, Scarborough. Eng. Pat.

1 1,420, June 29, l'.»03.

In order to afford increased support to the vertical tiles

forming the walls of the air- and gas-passages, they are

made ol rectangular or square shape and may also have a

reduced central portion ; at the ends of each of the baffle

tiles, or at one end when a fire-brick lining is applied to

the waste- gas- and air-passages, a reduced portion of

rectangular form and of the same width as one of the

vertical tiles is provided. The remaining portion of the

battle tiles increasing cross- section, so that this

portion constitutes a shoulder running around the whole of

the reduced portion. The vertical tiles are made to break

joint both vertically and horizontally in the ease ol the tiles

ingthe division walls.— A. (i. L.

Stone, Artificial; Manufacturing suitablt for Pave-

ments, Buildings a!>, >elow Ground, and for
Hydraulic Purposes. 3. J. Niessen, Cologne, Germany.
Eng. Pat. 25,898, Nov. 21, 1903.

BACXITE, preferably containing a large quantity of ferric

oxide, i- heated at a high temperature, alone or with Buses,

until " perfectly sintered." I

small pieces, mixed with a binding medium, such

cement, or asphalt, and burned.— A. <<. I..

Water-proofing [Building Materials] ; Process of Treat-

ing Surfaces for and Preservah ses.

E. M. fallal!. SparkhiU, X.\ . Eng. Pat. 27, 126, I

1903.

The urfaci to be tri it I is heated with hot compressed

air. The hot i phalt or paraffin, is then

sprayed upon it, after which the surfi it. d

with hot compressed air, which forces the material into the

pons of tl ay be heated out of cot

with I
ing it through a pipe pi

in a stove.— A. I
:

Bricks cr Blocks i Manufacture of Porous . II.

a, Ncuwied, Germany. Eng. Pat.

Tin. • volume of volcanic with

1 of blast-furnace slag ; the whole is then with

I partof water and s d, after which it

in iron moulds. The moulded bricks are allowed to dry for

two or thr liter which | eveval

uioi .; i'out l' cm. being left around

to allow 1 in hot, dry weather they should
1).- kepi moist by oc nail] spraying with wi

lung brick is claimed to be strong and foht.

-A.

Wood andother Matt rva-

tion of from the Attacks of, and I White

and ../Air I

such .1/.'.'. rail:/. P. Zinuni

many. Eng. Pat. 2 108.

The wood to be preserved is coated i tith a

com, ler),"

1 oz. of oamphor, 3 1 chillies i

grins. i>i

tor a quarter of an h
of c

whole aud tilterine.-

Mortar or Cement ; Combination of Ingredients for
Manufacturing a Wt mg . \V. Staab,

Ehrenfeld, Cologne. Eng. Pat. I 1,802, May ->:i, 1903.

Si i hi. l'at. 824,171 of 1902 ; this J., 190:1. 556.—T. P. B.

Dotted States 1
-"

* 1

1

Bricks or Material; Manufacture of Fireproof .

!•'. Kriiger, Berlin. U.S. l'at. ',

2, 1904.

Sek Eng. Pat. 3483 of 1908 ; this J.. 1903. SG7 —T. F. B.

Wood; Process of Preserving . (i. W. Gordon,
Assignor to IT. Arzt and .1. Sostman, all of Philadelphia,

Pa. US. l'at. 751,981, Feb. 9, 1904.

Tub wood to be preserved is soaked in a solution of calcium

hydroxide and glycerin, to which sugar may also be added.

—A. G. L.

French Patents.

Wood j Process for Preserving and Fireproofing .

G. Bcaulieu-Marconnay. i 19.1903.

The word is soaked in a solution of polybasic salts, such as

ammonium borate or sulpfa Lved in an excess of

ammonia, which renders the impregnation more thorough
by saponifying the resins and fatty matter of the wood.

—A. G. L.

I; Processfoil' . C. F. Beichel.

Ft. Pat. 835,781, Oct. 7, 1903.

The wood to be preserved is painted with a mixture of

chalk or slaked lime and tannin.—A. G. I..

Masonry; Composition for Protecting , against

Weathering, leaving it Permeable to Gases. 11. Gartner

and F. Kremen. Fr. l'at. 335,862, < »ct. 10, 1901S.

The composition consists of a mixture of 200 par;

sodium silicate dissolved in a convenient quantity of boiling

water, with 4 j to .'i0 parts
i ba wax and 15 to '2<>

parts of olive oil soap. Colouring matter may also be
- V. G. I..

Paving; Materialfor , and similar Purpot
11. Morin. Fr. l'at. 335,909, 1 let. 14, I

Sifted river sand is mixed with raw or boiled linseed oil,

to which litharge or otht be added. The
mixture is then moulded undet re, and dried at a

gentle heat. Part or the whole of the oil may be replaced

by caoutchouc, glue, celluloid, rubber surrogates,

lur may also he added to the oil, and part of the sand

may be ret. lace.', i
- or other vegetable matter.

— A. G. L.

; Process for Preserving the Binding

Properties </' Prepared . .1. II. Magcns. Fir.st

'. 12, 1903, to Fr. l'at. 330,393, .March

18, 191 - .1.. L903, i

Ins !: the prepared mortar at

bed in the original . il to this

temperatun mixing, and then keep it

cold during ly sprinkling it with cold water,

the t the temperature

iently to arrest the binding action of the mortar.
- A. G. 1-.

X.-METALLURGY.
of the .

it. Boudouard. .
138," 370

l; w;s of i eels were hes one end,

and curves were plotted -'< iperatures of the

ami the diffei i ial betweei

the two extremities ol thi bars as ordinates. Observations
i up and . i.. and the

point 3i rved

i which tend to

modify tb to the molecular

alion of the particular alloy under observation.

The following table shows the effect of increasing propor-
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tions of ni*kel on the properties of steels of approximately

the same composition otherwise :

—

Series /. (Carbon ahout 0- 120 per cent.)

..n.-ii ol Stl '!.

Carbon. Nickel.

i Points.

Heating up. Cooling down.

Per Cent.
e'n,

0-125
(1 :

0'185
0-110
0-176
li' 160

2-23
'

I

7-13
10-10
12-07
15-17
•ill- n>

25-85

1 |

0.775.721
770,605 Tin

650
B75,(i50 .!,>

640,610 420
620 360

600 •is.",

510 17.".

::. ular. i r

Series IT. ( Carbon about S00 per cent.)

0-8 ii ._,..„, 705
0-776 • 675 ;ii.'»

7-09 560
1-05 0*70 625 Regular curve
0-760 12-27 025 .,

0-796 15-04 590

so i iii'iil

0-78n 25-06 Bl

0'SIO 29-96 R( ulai curve

—J. F. I!.

Vanadium Steels; Constitution and Properties eif .

L. Guillet. Coinptes rend., 1904, 138, 367-

T 1 1 !•: author has studied two series of vanadium steels, on i

containing 0-2 per cent, oi carbon and the other 0-8 pier

cent. In each series the percentage of vanadium was
increased from to 10 per cent.

Micrography.—Those steels containing • 2 per cent, of

carbon and less than * 7 per cent, of vanadium, and those

containing 8 per cent, of carbon and loss than 0-5 per

cent, of vanadium, when etched with picric acid, showed a
" perlite " structure similar to that of carbon steels, but the
" ferrite " structure was rapidly coloured a deep brown by
the reagent. Above 0-" percent, of vanadium fo

-. and 0-5 per cent, for the other,

'

bi

interspersed with a number of white grains, which increased
with increase iu the proportion of vanadium, until, in

steels containing more than 3 per cent, of vanadium, the

"perlite" was entirely replaced by these white gra

These grains are a special form of the carbon, consisting of

a carbide of vanadium or a double carbide of vanadium and
iron. Thus there are three classes of vanadium sti 'Is:—
(li Those having the same structure as carbon steel, and
containing less than 0-7 per cent, of vanadium. (2) 1

having a mixed structure of ''perlite " and the special

of carbon. (3) Those containing carbon solely in the form
of the special constituent above referred to. Tin-

is of no industrial importance.

Mechanical Properties.—
• The steels of the two first

groups had as and elastic limits higher than
those of ordinary steels, with the

carbon. The elongations and mean contractions tvere normal.
rheae steels are tar hauler and more brittle than chi

steel-. The steels of the third group had extremely
breaking strains and elastic limits, the elongations and
contractions were high, but the steels were very brittle and
deficient in hardness. A short annealing at 900 I

all the steels slightly. When annealing was sufficiently

prolonged at a sufficiently high temperature, carbon was
precipitated in the form of graphite, l'empering hardened
the steels of the first two groups to a remarkable extent,

and softened those of the third group slightly, hut i.

not affect the structure of the special carbon constitu
In view of the brittleness of the vanadium steels, only
those of the first group are capable of industrial applica-
tion, and these apparently offer little interest except as tool

steels.—J. F. B.

Zinc Blende ; Roasting of , nith Recovery of the

Evolved Sulphur Dioxide for the Manufacture of
Sulphuric Acid. F. Kellertnann. Zeits. Berg. u. Huttenw.,

51, G06—60S. Zeits. angew. I hem.. 1904; 17, 179.

This difficulties met with iu the roasting of zinc blende are
due to the strong tendency of the zinc to form basic zinc

sulphate, which on reduction is decomposed into zinc, zinc

oxide, and zinc sulphide. The causes of the formation of
the basic zinc sulphate iu Hungarian reverberatory furnaces
are as follows :—(1) High charges of ore on the roasting

hearth. (2) Overheating of the ore, especial!-, mar the
fire-bridge. (3) Direct contact of the fire-gasea with the

charge. The large amounts of smoke and fire-gases which
mix with the evolved sulphur dioxide also hinder the

recovery of the latter. In the authors opinion the roasting

should be carried on under the following conditions:

—

(1) An oven with several hearths, one above the* other,

should be used. (2) The smoke and tire-gases should not

he allowed to come iuto contact with the charge. (3) Each
hearth should he furnished with an air-supply to effect the

combustion of the sulphur and the oxidation of the blende.

(4) The sulphur dioxide should be removed, with the
excess of air, through separate outlets. (,.">) steam should
be supplied to the lowest Inearth towards the end of the

roasting.—A. S.

Lead-Tin Alloys. I. Chemical Equilibrium between Lead
and Tin in Presence of Solutions of their Salts. O.
Sackur. Arb. a. a. Kaiser] . Gesundheitsamte, 1903, 20,
312. Chem.-Zeit., 1904, 20, Rep. 33.

As lead and tin stand close together iu Volta's contact
series, it would be expected that one metal would not com-
pletely precipitate the other from its solution, li was found
that iu acetie acid solution lead is almost completely pre-

cipitated by tin, the deposition of lead bemg more rapid the

eater the acidity of the solution. On the other hand, in

nitric acid solution, tin is precipitated bj lead. In hydro-
chloric acid solution a slate of equilibrium is attained when
the salts of the two metals arc present in certain concen-
trations. These concentrations were determined at 18 C.

ami 25° C. with solutions containing varying amounts of
tree hydrochloric acid, and it was found that the amount of
stannous chloride iu solution is a linear function of the
amount of lead chloride; this fact is in agreement with

Nernst's theory and the law of mass action. The author
concludes that the apparently contradictory phenomena
observed in the precipitation of lead and tin from different

solutions are due to the facts that lend has a greater electro-

lytic solution pressure than tin, and that stannous chloride

and tin acetate are only dissociated to a very small extent.

with production of free tin ions.— A. S.

Metals of the Cerium Group. W. Miithmann and L. Weiss.

Annalen, 1904,331, 1—46.

In continuation of their previous work (this J., 101)2, 412),
the authors have now improved the electrolytic process, and

to prepare aii five metals of the cerium

l>
in sufficiently large quantities to allow of an investi-

gation of the physical properties of the metals. All the

metals are harder than lead and tin ; cerium is rather softer

than lanthanum, and both are softer than zinc; neodymium
I praseodymium are somewhat harder samarium
tiie hardest of the i^.v^ natals. The metals have the

following specific gravities:—Cerium. 7-0424; lanthanum,
6*1545; neodymium, 6'9563; praseodymium, 6-4754;
samarium, 7-7—

7

-

S. Melting points:— Cerium, 628 C;
lanthanum, 810°C.; neodymium, 841

1 C. On burning, cerium forms cerium dioxide, with
evolution of 1603-2 cals. per gnu.; lanthanum gives the

si squioxide and 1602-1 cals.; neodymium, the sesquioxide,
and 1506 cals. ; and praseodymium, the sesquioxide, and
I 166-8 cals. The high heats of combustion indicated that

the metals might be used as reducing agents in a manner
similar to that wherein aluminium is used in Soldschmidt's
thermite process. The alloy of metals of the cerium and
yttrium groups obtained directly from 1

obtained as by-product iu the manufactm
nitrate, was found to
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caN. per grin., and in preliminary experiments with

romiuni, tin

niobium, vanadium, and tantalum, were

ed.—A. S.

Ct rium axil Lanthanum ; Some Alton* of -. W. Muth-

mann and II. Beck. Annalen, 1904, 331, IG—57.

Tin authors describe the preparation and properties of

.mi and lanthanum with aluminium (('< Al., and

LaAl.) and of cerium « ith magnesium, zinc, and mereury.
—A. S.

Hold in the 1, m the Zinc Bores . /'. !ei initiation

of . R. W. Lodge. XXIII., i age 272.

A. WobiZinc Dust i Gasometric Assay of —
XXIII., page 273.

Tin Vanninq . R.Pierce.

XXIII., page 273.

ENGLI8B Patents.

Iron and Steel Manufacture : Furnaces for Use in .

G. Quambuscb, Dortmund, Germany. Eng. P

Feb. 13,

Tin: fir have one or more hearths, mounted on

wheels, and enclosed iu a casing having running channels

»s guides for the hearth trucks, provided with

: sand so that the heated gases Dave
. ss to the supporting iron mechanism. The truck

ends are also so formed as to close the passage for the

gases. Air is admitted through suitable openings to cool

the iron work, and the air thus heated is directed into

the region of con rough lateral passages in the

longitudinal walls. The heating gases may be direct., I from

either aide, or from both sides, or alternately from one or

the other, as desire.:.— 1 S.

Steel; Manufaclui /'
. T. .T. Tresidder, Sheffield.

Eng. I'at. 8298, April 9, 1903.

Pat. 333,582 of 1903 ; this J., 1903, 1353.—T.F.B.

Ores: Smelting of . E. II. Schwartz, Chicago.

Under Iuternat. I onv.,

April 9, 1902.

See I .S. Patf 708,782 ai 708,783 of 1902 this J

1235.—T. F. B.

Ores} S Mir. Constituents of from
Gangue. A. E. < attermole, i.< udon. Eng. I'at.

Aug. 28, 1903.

The pulped ore is mechanically agitated in a connected
with oil ami water, and a suitable pro-

of an emulsifying agent, which maybe either an
an alkali, or a soap. The granules of oiled mineral

thu^ formed, which are specifically heavier ilian the particles

of gangue, are classified by methodical , ith an
upward-current of water in separators. When but little

mineral is present in the ore. powdered mineral matti

a previous operation, or other mart. uity for

oil, may be introduced io a-sist in the formation of granules

of metalliferous matter. Compare Eng. Pats. :c,295 and
this J., 1904, 118.— 1

Tin and Term Plates; Meansfor Reducing th 'thickness

of the Coaling on . A. .1 Maskrey, Martins Ferry,

Ohio. I ig Pat. 27.42."., Dee. 15, 191

Is a tinning pot, a longitudinal wiper inclined inwards is

d parallel to t' - tl c tips of The

wipers meeti: elow the point of contact

ofsacb rolls, wherebj the faces of a sheet ol metal rising

to the rolls arc wipi d I a lougitudi

or brush "t irising material, mounted pai

and in contact with each of tbi rolls, whereby the latter

are wiped and cli cruff and -

metal. The brush maj d with
wire netting, i metal strips, oi ay be a

scraper made of solid graphite — I S

• vrs.

Ores [Lead-Zinc"} -. Method of Treating Refractory .

E. II. Miller. London. U.S.Pat. 751,401, Feb. 2, 1904.

j. I'at. 20,465 of 1902 ; this J., 1904, lis.— T. F. B

Copper Oris : Process of Treating . N. V. Hybinette,

Plainfield, N.J. U.S. Pat. 751,648, Feb. 9, 1904.

Tin: coarsely-divided i opper ore is mixed with a salt of an
linm sulphate, and is roasted lo

convert the coppei nd a st in part, iuto a

soluble condition, as into a double s :l | t of copper and an

di metal. The mars is then healed with a redi

•. to render the newly-formed copper compound in-

i . h water, and the

divided mi tei chanically separated

5

Uniting Tu-o Metals; Process of . \V. II. Wherry,
Cleveland, i Ibio. U.S. Pat. 750,511, .Ian. 26, 1904.

A 1'LUr is applied to one of the twi he united,

that will combine chemically with both metals, and will

low. 1 their fusing point and increase their fluidity ; to the

other metal, in a molten stale, is applied approximately

"one-tilth per cent, of phosphorus," and the compound of

molten "metal and phosphorus is then poured n]

other treated metal."

—

E. S.

Flux [for Uniting Metals]. W. II. Wherry, Cleveland,

Ohio, l 0,512, Jan. 26, 1904.

Tiik flux for unii contains phosphorus, or red

phosphorus, with an acid, bydi ing specified

as one llial may be used.—E. S.

French Patents."

Aluminium; Soldering —. V.. II. Moreau.

Fr. I'at. 335,413, Sept. 19, 1903.

Tin: -old.r consists of equal parts, by weight, of pare tin

and oi puri her.— E. S.

Aluminium; Process for Tempering . '

Fr. Pat. 335,857, Oct. 10, 1908.

Seb bnc Pat. 2i ,758 ol 1903
\
this J., 1903, 1853.—T. F. H.

Blast Furnaces; Extraction of Moisture from
the . .1. Gayley. Fr. Pat. 335,957, Sept. 28, 1908.

Si;e Eng. Pat. 19,983 of 1903; this J., 1904, 22.—T.F.B

Furnac i u /•'• a Hint rats, <

in;/ Dolomite, .ye. "t,. O.l Fr. Pat. 335,977,

Oct. 15, 1903. Under Internal. ( onv., dan. 27. 1903.

Si:e Eng. Pat. 22,1152 of 1903; tins J.. 1904, 22.—T. I'll

XL—ELECTEO-CHEMISTRY AND
ELECTRO-METALLURGY.
(4.)—ELECTRO-CHEMISTRY.

Electrolysis; Alternating Currents in . A. Brocbel

and J. Petit. I omptes rend., 1904,138,359—861.

THE authors have used the public supply of the left l

ii ni j of -12. and transformed down
to an I-.. Ml . of 7 v.. its. Thej have assumed that tbi

•j of the effective current, as measured bj

a thermal ammeter, and have examined the solution of

copper el. i-tn olution of potassium cyanide. The

reaction Co. + 8KCN + 21LO = I SKI N I

2l\OIl - II idilj till tlie solution

Bted ivith copper, when the rate .of yield falls off

abruptly. Tl iciicable method of preparing

-i urn cyanide. The authors do not agree witb

. and Schick's assumption that the solution of the

copper depends on the formation of a complex ion «

prevents te d< posi lii a ; fi • oppei can i < deposited -

h tie. illy from solution in potassium cyanide, whilst potassium
• Miction dii opper sli « Ij in the cold without

the intervention of the electric current. Zinc and nickel
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behave like copper with the alternating: current, yielding

M(CN),.2KCSf. Lead, si]rer. mercury, cadmium, un-

practically unaffected.—.1. T. 1).

Alternating Currents ; Phenomena of Reduction produced

by . F. Pearce ami C. Coucl > I omptes rend.,

11104,138, 30 1—362.

Bkduoini i effects arc exhibited, under certain circumsi

hy alternating currents in electrolytic cells. The effects

ire, as a rule, produced only with o disable electrodes,

ind depend on the nature ol Erodes, the current

iensity, and the frequency. With feeble current density,

of the electrodes is all that occurs. Iron alum,

for example, is hardly perceptibly reduced when the

slectrodes are of platinum, much n My with

iluuiinium, lead, or cadmium electrodes, and almost quanti-

tatively with iron electrodes. The metal from the attacked

jlectrode usually deposits a- oxide in the hath. Alkali

nitrates are reduced to nitrites—quantitatively with

:rodes of cadmium or zinc, very slightly with electrodes of

ron, copper, or carbon. Cupric and mercuric salts are

limilarly reduced to the cuprous and mercurous condition
;

hroruates to chromic salts, nitrobenzene to aniline.

—J.T. I).

Nitro-Compounds of the Naphthalene, Anthracene, and
Phenantlirene Series : Electro chemical Reduction of

. J. Moller. Electrochem. Zoits., 10, 199—202,222
- 226 ; ('hem. Centr,, 1904, 1, 461.

Reduction of L.5- and I .S-Dinitronaphthalene.—The
:athode liquid consisted of 2 cams, of the nitro compound
lissolved in 270 c.e. of glacial acetic acid and 10 e.c. of

:oncentrated sulphuric acid, the anode liquid consisted of

170 c.c. of water and 6 c.e. of concentrated sulphuric acid
;

he cathode was a lead cylinder ; and the anode was a piece of

iheet platinum in a porous cell. Temperature, SO —90° C;
B.H.F., 4 volts; current, 2 amperes; time, 30 minutes,

rhe products were 1.5- and I . s-naphthvlenediamine melt-

ng at 189°—190° C. and 66°— h7 C. respectively.

Reduction of 1-Nitrophenanthraepiinone.—E.M.F., 3*8
rolts; current 1"6 amperes; time. 20 minutes ; other con-

litions the same as above. The cathode liquid was
ioloured dark brown. Reduction product, 2-aminopheu-
inthraquinone melting at above 320 ( .

Reduction of 2.7-Dimtrophenanth?aquinone.—Tempera-
ture. 90°— 95° C. ; current and time, 65 '4 ampere-minutes,
Reduction product, 2.7-diaminophenanthraquinone melting
it above 315° I .

The experiments show that in general the nitro com-
pounds are reduced directly to amino compounds ; in no
:ase could intermediate compounds be isolated. (See also

his J., 1901, 1001.)— A. S.

Organic Salts, Fused ; Electrolysis of . E. Bcrl.

Ber., 1904, 37,' 325.

Lassar-Cohn (Ann. 251, 357) found that fused potassium
icetate on electrolysis 3 ields hydrogen and methane at the

Jathode and carbon dioxide at the anode. The author

:onfirms this, and shows the production of methane to

be secondary, since metallic potassium reacts on fused

potassium acetate with evolution of methane. The fused

potassium salts of nitrobenzoic acids and of benzoic acid

^dissolved in excess of free acid) behave analogously.

—W. A. C.

Mercury Arc Lamp of Quartz Glass. M. Bodensteiu.

11., page 24G.

English Patents.

Cell; An Improved Galvanic Dry . G. Schauli and
D. Lowenstein, Loudon. Eng. Pat. 23,389, (let. 27,

1902.

rHE negative pole consists of a zinc vessel coated internally
with mercury, and this is surrounded by a sheet-iron eon-
dining vessel, an insulating medium being placed between
'he two vessels so as to leave a circular aperture between
the bases. When the inner zinc cylinder is corroded through,
the exciting liquid will come into contact with the zinc
lining of the outer cylinder and thus prolong the life of the

cell. The positive pole consists of a rod of retort carbon
of low resistance, surrounded by the following depolai

mixture:—Antimony sulphate. 4 parts; powdered Siberian

graphite, 5 parts; granular gas carbon, 20 parts; man-
ganese dioxide, 41 parts, half powdered and half granular

;

i zinc chloride, 10 parts ; solid ferric chloride, 20 parts

This mixture, slightly moistened with water, is contained in

a fabric bag tied round the positive electrode. The exciting

electrolyte is prepared by dissolving 1 oz. each of ammo-
nium chloride, ammouiuni alum, and ammonium sulphate
in 400 c.c. of water, cooling slightly in a clo I, and
then adding 1 oz. of mercury bisulphate, the solution' being
cooled and allowed to stand for two or three days in a

led vessel. < me part by weight of this solution is mixed
with one part by weight of hot rice, previously soaked and

i to a syrupy consistency, and the paste, when, cold,
is placed between the inner zinc cylinder and the bag con-
taining the depolariser. The cell is closed with layers of

powdered sulphur and pitch.—11 X.

Drying by Hot Air or by the Use of Electric Curri P

Methods for Materials which Clog or Matt under
Compression, and otlier Substances. .J. Ooull, Loudon.
Eng. Pat. 1717, Jan. 2.;, 1903.

A horizontal cylindrical chamber made of steel or iron,

and mounted on hollow trunnions, is fixed inside, but elec-

trically insulated from, another cylinder made of perforated

a] or wire netting. To the outer cylinder is secured a

copper strip Cor making electrical contact. The outer
cylinder is fitted with beaters or brushes, and radial ribs,

to prevent the material from running. The whole is

enclosed in an airtight case. The material to be dried is

placed in the outer cylinder, both cylinders are rotated, anil

hot air is forced through the hollow trunnions into the

inner one, the material being dried by radiant heat. To
accelerate the drying, electric heating may be applied by
means of the copper strip and a contact brush. Openings
are provided for the collection of the vapours given off.

—L. F. G.

French Patents.

Silica [Quartz] Glass; Furnaces [Electric] for Use in

the Manufacture of . W. A. Sheustone. Eue, Pat.

4031, Feb. 20, 1903. VIII., page 253.

Cases or Gas Mil tares ; [Electrolytic] Method for Pro
Ing Powerful Chemical Reactions in , and

Apparatus therefor. F. W. Howorth, London. From
S. Eyde and K. Birkeland, Christiania. Eng. Pat.

20,049, Sept. 17, 1903.

>ke Fr. Pat. 335,692 of 190s
;

this J., 1904, 193.—T. F. B.

Batteries; Exciting Compound for . A. J . Marschall,
Littlefalls, N.Y. U.S. Pat. 750,871, Feb. 2, 1904.

The solution consists of about SO parts of zinc chloride and
about 6 parts of ammonium chloride in 100 parts of water.

—B. N.

Purifying Liquids; [Electrical] Apparatus for .

O. Kartzniark. Brooklyn, X.Y., Assignor to W. Davis,
Jersey City. U.S. Pat." 751,986, Feb. 9, 1904.

The liquid is passed upwards in a continuous stream
between a series of detachable electrodes, the latter being
supported upon stops located above the bottom of the con-

taining vessel ; the liquid flows over the edges of the

vessel, which is open to the air, into au overflow tank.

—B.N.
Carbonic Acid in Gases; [Electrical] Method of Deter-

mining the Quantity if . G. Bodliinder. U.S. Pat.

761,897, Feb. 9, 1904. XXIII., page 273.

Oxi/gen ; Extraction of , [by Magnetism, from the

Atmosphere], L. Beuier. Fr. Pat. 335,473, Sept. 22,

1903.

Advantage is taken of the magnetic property of oxygen
to effect its separation from the non-magnetic nitrogen of

the atmosphere. A drum of iron or of soft steel, rotating

between two electro-magnets in such manner that its peri-

pheral surface is magnetised, is stated to accumulate upon
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it a thin layer of oxygen from the atmosphere, which

oxygen maj be continuously detached by a fixed rubbing

appliance within a box, applied to any convenient portion

of the rim of the drum.— K. S.

Hydrocyanic Acid; [Electrical] Process of Preparing

, by Aid of a Mixture of Nitrogen with Hydro-
us. Deutsche Gold mul Silber-Scbei -Anstalt.

\ ..mi. Roessler. IV. Pat. 33.j,j62, Sept. -J.'), 1903.

VII., page 2.'.3.

Barium Oxide, Porous; [Electrica tureof .

olze. It. Pat, 835,677, Oct. 1. 1903. VII., pa

Metallic Salt.-. ; [Electrolytic' Process of Manufacture

of •, and cf Regeneration of Electrolytic Baths.

A. Campagne. Fr. Pat. :(.'>.(,97i. dot. 15, IS

Tiik metal or alloy to be treated is used as the ano

sheet iron as the cathode in a half-saturated solution of

sodium sulphate. Metallic sulphates and caustic

formed, and i

,
precipitate hydroxides of the

metals and regenerate sodium snl| irbon dioxide

may he afterwards used to convert the les into

basic carbonates, and, by solution of the latter in suitable

i ined which may be separated by fractional

crystallisation. When an impure metal or alloy is used as

the anode lor depositing a pure metal on the cathode, the

bath becomes impoverished in the salt of the metal, and the

itained BE above may be added to the bath instead of

crystallising fractionally ; or if a bath become acid in

character, as in the cases where antimony and bismuth

alloys aic nsed as the anodi litated hyd
or basi — may lie added to neutralise the acid and
thus regenerate the bath,— P>. N.

(B.)—ELlVi::" MKl'ALLURGY.

Iron and Steel; Manufacture of -,by Electri al Process.

A. Neuburger, Zeits. angew. Chem., J 904, 17, 104—112
;

1^9— 141).

For the manufacture of iron and steel by the aid of

electricity, tin- ami or

which are now being worked on the large si

Stassano (Eng. Pate. 11,604 i

1902 j this J.. 1898, 1155; 1902; l-'s-l), Heronlt and
the '• See. Electrometall. Fn 14,643,

. and 14..", 1, U.S. Pal

. Eng. Pat. 3912 of 1902,

t 1 !>03 ;

this .1.. 19U2, 915, 917, 1029, 1237, 1459

Harmet and " Fonderies, Forges <• .-Vcieres,

St. Eli. 53 of 1902

02, 1459 ; 1903, 501, 638), Ki

Glectrotherm. Keller, Leleux and Co." (Eng. Pats.

24,234 and and 15,27] Fr. Pat.

329,013 I, 1004"),

Kjellii. .
this J.,

i

S. l'uts.

-

i.tt. The NeubuTger-Hiuet apparatus is

I

n

4..

that three sources of heat can be made use of:—(1) Com-
bustible or non-combustible furnace gases; (2) sa ses from
gasworks or gas-producers

; (3) electricity, either as u

current flowing through the material to be treated, or in

the form of an arc. I mace is shon a in vi

section in Fig. 1 and in horizontal section in Fig. 'J. The

jh aUF>. '. k:

-._._
rV< :

'

."if :

IF

reaction chamber W is separated by the walls 1) from the

combustion chaml era S, into which, through the openings < I,

flow either blast-furnace <;as from the passage C, or gas
]

from gasworks or gas-producers from thi . The
blast-furnace tzas is led into the heating chambers B; a

portion passes into the passage C through the flap-valve X,

and is burnt in the chamber S, air entering from the p

V through openings I'. Part of the blast-furnao

passes through H unaltei used for f

ncs. &c. The position and arrangement of the

di is, E, ];' arc varied according to the nature of the

material under treatment. It is stated that steel and various.

kinds of iron and iron cm be produced in this

furnace.

I..
s,;mpS0Q has recently described the adv.r

the electrical methed for the manufacl
r the usual proi follows :—(I) The steel

I is more compact and more uniform in quality;

(2) in the same works different qualities of steel and
alloys can be manufactured ;.t a minimum cost

; |

capacity of the works c whilst on 'he

other band the works can be closed at wish and -

again without the furnaces suffering injury; (4) tl

of the electric power is more than

cost of the furnaces; (a) the work is lc.-s liable to intea

Repairs can be effected without stopping ike

work, a* the low cost of erection of

building of reserve furnaces, which can tead

rapidly be brought into

general opinion that even where the direct electro

lurgical treatment of iron i it be can

economically, the prodni in pig-iron in the

ted with advantage. Ai

woiks of tias kii

B isemer plant for t.
:

duction of the lower qualities of steel, and plant for tbe

trie power from the blast-furnace

tins electric
;

used in suitable apparatus

production of the finer qualitii S ilso this J]

16; 1902, 621, 622, 1048, 1402; 1903, 305, 7IH,

i—A. S.

.. ii. r.iw.vk.
"

.

Tin Scrap .

.. .

Tut: til eld in iron basi ts, which form th

iron and the

electro 11 of caust

The material Ire

•i.t. ot tin, the tension used i
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with current density of 100 amperes per square metre of

;athode surface. The metal obtained is preferably melted

n a reducing furnace, giving a product which contains

ibout l-.'i percent, 'if lead. The electrolyte is found to

:ontaiu 0-a to 1*8 per cent, of tin in solution as sodium

itanuate. It is stated that a dynamo giving ' 4 kilowatts

vill treat from 10— 18*5 tons of tin-plate cuttings per week.
—T. 1'. I'..

Cyanide Silver Baths; Yield, with Moving Cathodes in .

\V. l'fimhauser. Zeits. f. Elektrochem., 1804, 10, 101.

rHE author has experimented with a platinum foil cathode

>f 100 sq. cm. area, supported between two parallel platinum

wires of 0-5 mm. diameter, to which it was weldi d. Two
sxperiments, of 45 minutes and 2| hours duration respec

lively , with a current density of 3 ampere per 1 00 sq. cm.

,

gave, after making allowances for the very small a

slectrode (short lengths of the two wires) exposed to the

lir, 99 - 721 and 99-879 per cent, respectively ot the quanti-

tative \ield of silver. The author's contention, therefore,

;hat the yield with a moving cathode is less than that with

t fixed eathode only when the former is partially ex]

luring its motion, to the air, is upheld.—J. T. D.

English Patent.

Magnetic Ore Separator. F. T. Sn\der, Oak Park, 111.,

L'.s.A. Eng. Pat. 28,399, Dec. 21, 1903.

A magnet pole piece has a flat vertical face applied to

)ae side of a rotating iron cylinder, there being means for

Erecting ore between the pole face and the cylinder. \

nagnetic pole-piece of opposite polarity is diamel

>pposite the first-named pole piece, and has a curve.

;o embrace a large area of a cylindrical armature, which
irmature comprises a shaft and toothed circular di

sheet iron side by side upon the shaft, the teeth forming
mints of magnetic concentration, rotating between the pole

Heces. The more permeable particles of ore are atti

awards the armature, in which a neutral point is established

Between the two pole pieces, at which point the attracted

)re is released. The frame is in horizontal box form, with

in opening from top to bottom, the armature being mounted
:o rotate horizontally between the pole pieces which project

nwardly from the sides of the frame, the journals being at

substantially neutral points in the sides of the frame, which
'S made separable for convenience in removing the armature.

—E. S.

French Patents.

Metals of the Alliali Group : Process and Apparatus fqt
Producinn the , In] Electrolysis. E. A. Ashcroft.

Fr. Pat. 335,829, Oct. 8, 1903.

3ee Eng. Pat. 12,377 of 1903 ; this J., 1904, 25.—T. F. B.

XII.-FATTY OILS, FATS. WAXES,
AND SOAP.

Oil of Rice. Sehweiz. Wochenschr. 42, 66.

Pharm. J., 1904, 72, 21G.

[tie high pi. from 31 G to 77-2) of free fatty

icids in the oil from Rangoon rice is due to the pi

in the bran of a lipase which effects the decomposition of

jlycerideSi with the formation of free fatty acids.— A. S>.

Aspidium spinulosum ; Fatty Oil of . P. Farup.
Archiv der. Pharm., 19U4, 242, 17—24.

The powdered rhizomes of Aspidium spinulosum yielded,
i'U extraction with ether, a viscous brownish-green oil, which
was decolorised with animal charcoal, and examined by
the usual methods. It was found to consist, in the main,
of olein, together with glyeerides of linolic acid (about

r cent, of the total liquid acids), solid fatty acids (not
further examined), and probably isolinolenic acid. Phvto-

Ol (m. pt., 12!i — 129-5°
! . ) was also isolated, although

it was not found bv Katz in the fatty oil of Aspidium Mix.
—C. A.M.

Fats : Enzymic Decomposition of , by Vegetable s
S. Fokin. Chem. Kev. Fett- u. Harz-Ind., 1904,*U
30—02.

The author has made experiments to determine the hydro-
lysing action on fats of oleagii ous seeds of different ordi rs

and families of Russian plants, and especially of those
growing in the central districts. Of the seeds of the

us plants tried (of which a list is given) the following

were found to tffect the decomposition of fats:— (1)
Euphorbia cyparissias, which liberated 16 per cent, of
fatty acids, with 30 per ceut. of the seed employed (i.e.,

30 grin-, of,crushed seeds to 100 tnus. of oil). (2)
Brunella vulgaris, liberating 30 per cent, of acids when

1 in tbe proportion of 40 per cent. (3) Cynoglossum,
yielding 30 percent, of fatly acids (proportion ^1 per cent.).

(4) Aquilegia vulgaris, 11 per cent, of fatty acids (pro-

portion 20 per cent.) ; and (5) Aconitum Lycoctonum, libera-

ting 11 per cent, of fatty acids when used in the proportion
of 15 per cent. More active than any of these were
the seeds of Chelidonium majus, yielding about 95 per

. of fatty acids from sunflower oil under experi-

mental conditions, of which the following are typical :-

Crushed seed, 4 grms. = 27 per cent.; sunflower oil,

15 grms.; sulphuric acid (N/20), 4 c.c. ; water, 6 c.e.

The reaction was complete in three days. In another
experiment in which the proportion of seeds to oil was
5 per cent. 84-93 per cent, of fatty acids were liberated in

ays. since the husks of the seeds were present in i
i

and should he taken into account, the author considers
that Chelidonium seeds have as great (or greater)

mic activity as castor seeds, though apparently yield-

ins lower results than the latter. (See also this J., 1902,
1903, 639, 873, 1091, 1137.)—C. A. M.

Si, arinefrom Fatty Acids ; Preparation of , by Means
of Aleohul. P. Pastrovitch. Chem. Rev. Fett- u. Harz-
lnd., 1904, 11, 1—3.

imixaky experiments on a small scale showed that
alcohol of sp. gr. 0-872—0-885 at 15" C. was the most

hie for keeping an equal volume of oleic acid in solu-

tion whilst dissolving but little stearine. In the experiments
on a larger scale, 100 kilos, of the fatty acids were melted
and poured into two or three times their volume of alcohol
of this strength and allowed to stand for 12 hoars. The

alline imigrnawas then pressed in a filter-press and
washed with alcohol of the same strength, the final (colour-

washings being separately collected and used for the

tment of fresh portions of fatty acids. Finally, the

Callow.
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alcohol wae evaporated from the stearine and the distillate

used for the dilution of

strODfrer alcohol. In this way the typical results shown on

the |
i page were obtained.

Acceleration of the crystallisation effected a slight

ise in the yield of stearine. Thus, ju two parallel

experiments the amounts obtained by stirring the solution

during crystallisation and by leaving it alone were
17-25 per cent ("titre," 51*6 0.) and 15-0 per cent

(" titre," 52 ' 75° ( ') respectively. In the ordinary methods
in by hot expression, the first yield under

the most favourable conditions is only about 27 to 30 per

cent. (" titre," li C.) from tallon fatty acids, or :

percent, ("titre," 54-0° to 57-0° C.) from the fatty acids

of pressed tallow, the rem ur in the

which must be further worked up, thus increasing tl

In the alcohol method, however, the first yiel

imounts to MO to 95 per cent, of the total amount obtain-

able. All the sti a more or less

tinge, but could be rendered permanently white, it

ted, l)y being stirred with 2 to 10 per cent, of China

.lay. The loss of alcohol was 5-35 to 8'5'j per cent.

—CAM.
Oil and Fats ; Relative Inner Friction of Edible .

M. Pleissner. XXIII. page

Margarine ; Micro-organisms in . A. Zoft'mann.

XV 111. A., page 26 1.

Turkey lied Oil, and the Action of Concentrated Sulphuric

Acid on Olive Oil. YV. Herbig. V., page 251.

English Patents.

es [for Extracting Oils, Sec.']. W. P. Thompson,
Liverpool. From V. D. Anderson, Cleveland. Eng.
Cat. H26!,.Ian. 30, 1903.

945 of 1903 ; this ,T„ 1903, 1006.—T. F. 13.

Oil* i
Process of Expressing . W. P. Thompson,

Liverpool. From V. D. Anderson, Cleveland. Eng.

Pat, 2265, Jan. 30, 1903.

J,946ofl90S; this J., 1903, 1006—T.F.B.

I'm i
- Patent.

Fats or the like ; Apparatus for the Recovery of

[from Water]. C. Kremer. Frankfort. U.S. Pat.

751,303, Feb. 2, 1904.

Eng.Pat. 14,461 of 1903; this J., 1903, 1095.—T. F. B.

French Patents.

Oil-Cakes; Process and Apparatus for Obtaining .

ai d C F. Elmes, U.S.A. Fr. Pat. S35.444,

Sept. 22, 1903.

I\ the ordinary methods the press-cake is not obtained in a

perfect fc i

:

ie of the oil exuding and adhering
- of the press, whilst this necessitates frequent

uring. In tl us claimed rbacks are

obviated. The material coining from the kettles is moulded
by slight pressure so as to form cakes, which are afterwards

olates if the press, the cloths being

automatically stretched oyer them.—C. A M.

Tata and Fai l< Treatment of [for Candle

Material]. U. Hausamann. Fr. Pat. 335,768, Oct. 6,

1903.

The fats or fatty acids are treated with sulphuric acid in

old, the products distilled in the usual manner, and the

eold solidified distillate again treated with sulphuric acid to

re-conyert into Bolid pi' ducts iso-oleic acid, &c, formed
.'urine the distillation. In the apparatus claimed for this

process, a cylinder, through the interim i

t
~ses a

current of water, is in the hot distillate.

i i,. adhi " nl Bakes are n ce- of the

cylinder by means of a Bcraper, and fall into a tank below,

whei mechanically mixed with the sulphuric acid,

—C. A. II.

XIII.-PIGMENTS, PAINTS; EESINS,

VARNISHES; INDIA-RUBBER, Etc.

(4.)—PIGMENTS, TAINT'S.

English Patent.

Litho, I . X. Fischer, Goslar-am-
Ilarz, Germany. Eng. Pat. 17,956, Aug. 19, 1903.

Iris found that the slight darkening in colour to which
lithopone is subject is due to the pi traces of

chlorine. The compounds used in the manufacture should,

therefore, be free from chlorine, and the following pre

is recommended:—The crude zinc sulphate solution is

heated with boo ag agent [e.g., a mangauate or

permangan • filtered
;

it is then treated with mil precipitated

with barium sulphide or a mixture of barium and sodium
sulphides iu the usual manner.—T. F. B.

United Status Patent.

Pigments; Process of Making . W. .1. Armbruster,
St. Louis. U.S. Pat. 751,444, Feb. 9, 1904.

ores or compounds are dissolved in a suitable acid,

and the iron precipitated from the solution by addition of
" suitable quantities of a zinc salt." The zinc is then pre-

cipitated by means of barium hydroxide, and the filtrate is

precipitate I by sulphuric acid; the precipitated zinc hydroxide

and barium sulphate are washed and mixed together,

forming a pigment, whilst the acid solution may be used

again for dissolving further quantities of the zinc compound.
—T. F. B.

Fbench Patent.

Arc-Lamo Carbons; Utilisation [as Pigments] of II

.' K. Peters. Fr. Fat. 335,795, Sept. 16, 1903.

The carbon fragments are heated in crucibles to about

2,000 2,500 C, and plunged whilst still hot, into an oil-

bath, where they are lei! for 12 to 3H hours. |!y this treat-

ment the\ are rendered very friable, and can be pulverised

and mixed with adhesive material, l\,c, to form pigunnt-

like Chinese ink, &C-—C. A. M.

(A)- RESINS, VARNISHES.

Turpentine .- Examination of . II. Herzfeld.

XXIII., page 274.

(C.)—INDIA-BUBBER.
United States Patent.

India-Rubber; Method of Manufacturing a Substance

Resembling . 1). 11. Dupont-Franklin, New York.

U.S. Pats. 746,688 and 746.6S9, Dee. 15, 1903.

A hydro oal-tar or tar of petroleum is

mixed with lore, phosphoric, hydriodic, or other acid,

dissolved in alcohol is passed in, and the mixture

is boiled until a green fi on igniting the vapooxa
A prod; iling india-rubber is stated to be obtained.

—J. K. B.

XI7.-TANNING; LEATHER, GLUE, SIZE,

Hating and Drenching Light Shins. Feather Trades Key.,

1904, 37, 98—99.

. s, to be tanned with palmetto and gain-

bier, should be bated with pigeon manure, whilst for com-
bination chrome-tannage, bran-drenching is recommended.

linary chrome tanning, goat skins should be puered

with dog-dung; sheep, lamb, kangaroo, and calf skins

answer well with bran drench and lactic acid, and for the

one bath chrome process with salt and alum, the bran drench

ixcellent results.— 11. L. J.

French Pate.nt.

Leathei or Wat ess of Detanning ,for the

Preparation of Gelatin and (Hue. A. K. Weiss. Fr.

I' t. 135,996, Oct. 2.

Si i. C S. Pat. 7 18,709 of 1903; this J., 1903, 1096.—T.F. FJ.
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XY.-MANUKES, Etc.

French Patent.

Phosphoric and Slide Acids; Preparation of a very
Soluble Compound of -—-. Dr. Woltcrs. Phosphat.
Gesellschaft. Fr. Put. 335,509, Sept. 16, 1903.

Bompopnds of silicic acid, fused with neutral or basic

sonipounds of phosphoric acid, and suddenly cooled, ace
itated to yield a product in which the phosphates are soluble
rj citric acid, &c. Natural phosphates may be mixed
pith silicates previously prepared, as by the fusion of sand
pith alkalis, for the described treatment. The best results

ire obtained by such treatment of a mixture containing
to 12 per cent, of alkalis ; 25 to 30 percent, of silica;

mi 18 to 20 per cent, of phosphorus, the non-alkaline
lases being chiefly such as are alkaline-earthy. The
ihosphates in such a mixture, fused and suddenly cooled,

re stated to be wholly soluble in weak solvents ; whereas
nth ordinary cooling only from 25 to 40 per cent, of the
mosphates are so soluble. Reference is made to Ger.
'at. 114,482 of 1898. Compare U.S. Pat. 721,489 of 1903 ;

his J., 1903, 429 E. 3.

XVI.-STJGAR, STARCH, GUM, Etc.

taw Sugar in Store. A. Herzfeld. 7. its. V,-reins Deutsch.
Zucker-Ind., 1903, 53, 1201— 1277.

'he phenolphthale'in alkalinity of sugars decreases during
torage and the diminution proceeds more quickly in propor-
on as the alkalinity to litmus is smaller. Thecupric reducing
ower gradually increases with the decrease of alkalinity,

[though not always quite regularly, acid sugars showing the
featest variations. The cause of loss of alkalinity is to be
Bributed to the influence of micro-organisms. The chemical
imposition—amount of lime or sulphurous acid—does not
and in any exact relation to the reducing power or to

le colour. The amount of water n; also of no
isential importance in causing fall in alkalinity, but no
cceptionally moist sugars were met with. These would
Rurally not keep well daring storage. The fact, already
ell known in practice, that sugar keeps better in bag's

lan when accumulated in heaps, is confirmed. Although
ost of the sugars alkaline to phenolphthalein keep better
lan acid sugars, there are exceptions. Zettuow found,
>wever, that moulds were the cause of an alkaline sugar
idergoing alteration. Alkalinity is thus not a direct
easure of the keeping quality of a sugar, but is a practical
dication which answers generally, but occasionally fails.

: a convenient method could be found of determining
verting moulds, it would be preferable to the determination
: alkalinity. It should be clearly noted that it is infection
ith fungi which alone causes the deterioration in quality
iring storage, but only when the fungi are active and
creasing in numbers. For under conditions unfavourable
development they do the sugar bat little harm. Sufficient
tention is apparently not given to the keeping of the
ores (at least in raw sugar works) in an antiseptic state.

Hamburg sugar is found to keep best in corrugated iron
eds ; wooden sheds come next, and then stone. This
ipears to be connected with the sensibility of the moulds
change of temperature, uniformly heated rooms favouring
owth. Care should be taken to cool the sugar as quickly
possible, to ventilate the store thoroughly, and to have it

parated from the factory.—L. J. de \V.

•aivee.d (Fucus), Laminaria, and Carragheen Muss ;

Products of the Hydrolysis of . A. iluther and
B. Tollens. XXIV., page 275.

United States Patents.

Sugar] Juices; Process of Eleclrolytically Purifying .

A. Kolrepp, Berlin, and A. Wohl. Charlottenburg.
U.S. Tat. 751,179, Feb. 2, 1904.

:e Fr. Pat. 319,635 of 1902 ; this J„ 1902, 1545.—T. F. B.

Sugar ; Process of Making . J. McGlashau, Cawn-
pore, India. U.S. Pit. 751,990, Feb. 9, 1904.

Eng. Pat. 20,779 of 1902 ; this J., 1903, 100S.—T. F. B.

XVII.-BREWING, WINES, SPIRITS, Etc.

Saw Starch ; Nature of . I,. Maquenne. Comptes
rend., 1904,138, 375—377.

Freshly prepared starch paste is completely saccharified
by diastase as well as by hydrolysing acids, but paste which
has been kept for some time cont: , < reversion
products which are saccharified only with difficulty. Treat-
ment of ungelatinisei starch and of starch-paste with malt
extract at 55" C. showed the following peraentage of soluble
matter, calculated on the original starch: Raw
granules, 2-S; raw starch ruptured by trituration, 94-8;
starch paste, 102-2. Thus, mechanical rupture of the
granules acts almost as efficiently as gelatinisation, the
residue consisting of amylo-cellulose to the extent of 3 +

it. of the original starch. From a chemical point of
view, the raw starch possesses the same composition as
reverted starch paste, and both may be regarded as con-
taining amylo-celluloses in varying stages of condensation.
These amylo-celluloses are produced from the soluble
grauulose in the cold, and are therefore found both in stale
starch paste mid in the raw starch granule. They are
dissolved at high temperatures, and are therefore not
apparent in fresh starch paste. In the plant the soluble
granulosa is probably reverted under the influence of

|
electrolytes or of coagulating enzymes. This coatin" of
reverted starch would modify the osmotic properties of
the starch granule and attenuate to extent the
solvent action of the diastase. Lastly.it is" probable that
the more or less advanced stage of reversion is one of the
factors which differentiate the natural starches and change
the composition of their iodides.—J. F. !!.

Barley. Guinness Research Lab. Trans., 1903, 1, 96—141.

The subject is dealt with under the following headings :—
(1) Correlation of "mealiness" and densfty of barley.

Microscopical differences between " mealy " and
:ly " grains. (.3) Artificial production of " mealiness "

in " steely " or partly " steely " grains. (4) The air-content
of "mealy" grain. (5) Experiments on the density of

i containing varying amounts of moisture. («) Den-
sity of air-free substance of barley containing varying
amounts of moisture. (7) Application of the Aforegoing
considerations to a determination of the interspaces of

by iudireet means. (8) A eytological test of physio-
i maturation. (9) "Coarseness" of barley and its

correlation with other qualities.— A. S.

Malt ; The Specifications of Contractsfor the Purchase of
. W.Windisch. Wocb. f. Brau., 1904, 21, 91—93.

In "Der Bierbrauer," 1903, 487, Ehrich contends that for
contracts for the purchase of malt it is sufficient to specify
that the malt shall contain a guaranteed minimum percentage
of extract in the air-dry state as delivered, providing for
rebates on any deficiency by simple proportion. The author
points out that this view is quite erroneous

; quantitatively,
it does not matter in what state a definite amount of extract
is delivered, but qualitatively it is a very serious fault if
the malt be delivered in too moist a condition.. An
excessive proportion of moisture involves great deteriora-
tion of the malt during storage This deterioration may
have taken place before delivery, or it may occur during
storage in the brewery. A guaranteed maximum limit of
moisture is, if the malt be well modified, to a certain extent,
a guarantee of quality, and if the excess of water be very
considerable, the consignment should be rejected. In less
serious cases, slight excess of moisture may reasonably
be accepted on payment of a fine. The Berlin Research
Brewery purchases its malt on the following conditions :

—

(«) and (6) For each 1 per cent, of moisture in excess of
0-1 per cent, a deduction of 2 cwt. and a fine of 10s. is

made per truck load of '10 tons
;
(c) if a deficiency of
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extract be due solely to the presence of an ex

moisture, i.e., if the defi not exceed

per I per cent, excess of moisture, no deduc-

tion i> made, but any deficiency of extract beyond this

amount is to be allowed for by simple proportion. (This

clause is equivalent to a guarantee of a certain perc

of extract calculated on the dry malt.) Alternatively, in

r lie case of an obji ctioi - of water, the consign-

ment may be r. fusi d on that ground.—J. F. B.

" Spring " Mashing Process ami its I

.

I

mentation Yeast. II. Lehmann. Woch. f, Brau., 1904,

21, 103—1 -I.

The author ha- successfully appli. i th mashing
process (this .I.. 1904, 198) to the brewing of top-fcrmen-

tation dark - - of high palate fu ess. The mall

tsed for the production "f beers is uotof the lirst

quality; it contains a large proportion of ung( 1 1 ti- 1 ami
abnormally grown corns : it is kilned for four hour- at a

temperature of 100° C. The yields from this mall by the old

method of mashing were very good, but the worts always

ran turbid for thi [art of the time, and in spite

of tiie use of a tating yeast, ''.a- beers were

always too highly attenuate 1, and i y harsh and
poor in flavour. The author therefore tried tl

mashing process for pr< mashes of this kind of

risl «as mixed with water at a temperature of

. digested lor half an hour, then " sprung "' into water

ats;-j C, and saccharified at a temperature of 74 ('.for

40 minutes. ( Ine-half of the mash < d back to the

tun, anil the other half was boiled for 30 mar ti s, and the

whole was struck at a temperature of "5° C. By this

treatment the worts ran
|

respect normal ; the yield was 0*2 per cent, lower. The
worts were pitched with plenty of yeast at IS C, and fer-

mented rapidly and well. The beers showed apparent
attenuations 1L> per cent, lower than these brewed in the

old way, and occasioned general satisfaction owing to their

fuller and thicker flavour. But tie yield of surface yeast

y small, whilst the bottom yeast had increased to

three or four times the amount usually collected. This fact

was repeatedly observed when the "spring" mashing pro-
cess was applied, and it was found impossible to skim off

sufficient top-yeast to serve tor pitching the next brew.

The " spring " mashes contain so little fermentable sugar
that the nutrition is not sufficient to enable the yeast to

work its way to the surface. In ordinary worts the sedi-

mentary yeast behaved perfectly normally as a top-yeast.

The difficulty has been surmounted by a compromise, by
" springing " the cool mash into hot mash instead of into

hot water, and conducting subsequent saccharification at

Alcoholic Fcrtneiitutiun ; Chemical Mechanism of .

F.. Buchner and J. M is-euheimer. Ber., 1J<>4, 37, 417
—428.

In cell-free fermentations it is never possible to recover, in

the form of alcohol and carbon dioxide, the whole of the
i nemmed j lactic acid and acetic acid are also pro-

duced. The formation of these aeids lakes place under
conditions which • he activity of bacteria or the

presence of air. i shave determined the quanti-

ties of these acids in the cell juice before ami alter fermen-
tation. When the cell juice was lo p' w it iddition

of sugar lor lour day.-, the results of the lactic acid deter-

minations v. in different , [intents.

In some Casi ile of the lactic acid originally present

disappeared, and when small quantities ol acid were

added to the juice these also disappeared on .-landing. ( In

the othei hand, in other experiments, especially in the case

of very active extracts, there was a production of lactic

acid nndei tl conditions, hut the amount i

freshly produced, decreased in proportion as that originally

added to the juice was increasi m ol lactic

acid in the experiments in which no sugar was added may-

be assumed to be at the expense of il. When
cane 6Ugar was added to the juice, the quantity of lactic

acid already present either remained the same or increased

considerably. The varying results recorded in the above

"aits are to be attributed to dill, rences in the
Hon of the yeast from which the extracts

pared, from the-, results the authors are led to

tic acid (which may lie regarded as the
carboxylic acid of ethyl alcohol) is an intermediate pro-
duct in alcoholic fermentation. Glucose may be n
as breaking up into 2 mols. of lactic acid through a bj p.>-

thetical o-5-dihyilnix\ --, ketonic acid as au intermediate
stage. The iaetic acid is then hydrolvsed into carbonic
acid (H]C03) and ethyl alcohol. This view i- supported
by the action of different alkalis upon glucose : under some
conditio! id is produced, whilst under other com
ditions (sunlight) alcohol is formed Zymase, therefore,
may be assumed to consist of two enzj mes, one converting
the sugar into laetie acid, and the other converting the
lactic acid r .1 and carbon dioxide. The lactic

acid bacteria probably secrete only the first of the-. cnzymML
whilst both arc present in yeast In the case of fermenta-
tion- with yeast cells, both enzymes would be present in
excess, owing to continuous secretion, and the final products-
of fermentation only would be found. In cell juice, where
no further secretion of enzymes can take place, one or.

ight he in excess, according to the condition of thai
yeast at the time of extraction, henee the variable ..suits

record eii abo

.lee/.' I id.— In all the experiments a producti
acetic acid was observed in the juice on standing fcr
four days; the amount of this acid produced was much
great r when sugar was added to the juice than wheu no-

sugar was added.—I. F. B.

Attenuation [Beer] ; Effect of Different Tempcraturem
ami ! / Mashing upon the Final Degree oj\

. ( '. Bleisch and P. fiegensbui

Branw., 1904, 27, 109—114.

The aiithots have investigated the effect of ditl'erent

temper:;' : ol shing upon the final degree of attenuate

. the maximum fermentability of the won, when
fermented on the one hand by the feebh attenuating s

: nz
yeast and on the other with the highly attenuating Frohberg
yeast. The mashes were made in the laboratory with both
dark and pale .nail-, the grist being mixed with water,
so that the .hsired temperature of saccharification was
established as soon as the mixture was made, and main-
tained constant until saccharification was complete. In
certain ea-es, where saccharification was unsatisfactory, the
mash was boiled up subsequently and again saccharified.

Mashes, which were made at 60° ('. and at 7."i C.
respectively, saccharified with extreme slowness, and
saccharil not complete in three hours. Bi

these limit- the mashes saccharified rapidly and well. The.'
fermentations showed that the temperature at which the

mashes were made had a very great influence on the final

attenuation with both type- ot' yeast, the attenuations heing
restricted as the mashing temperatures were increased. To
those wort- which had been fermented with -

similar quantity of Frohberg yeast was subsequently added,
with the result that the attenuations were raised to the

same points as were attained with Frohberg yeast alone.

Worts prepared in the above way, bj mashing at definite

high temperatures from the fir-t, were compared with

worts mashed on the principle of Windisch's " S|

his .1.. 1904, 198), by pouring cold nu-h
into very hot water in such proportions that the samjj

mashing temperatures were ultimately obtained in both

Dark Malt.

Mashing
Tl!1:

.cation.

Final Attenuation.

Front* rg.

7u .i

7116

1 hour .10 mins.
'1 lie

1 hour
3 hours.

1'.
i

i

71*38

57*74
41-64

J'er '

70-47
70-47
47 '^
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» denotes w I at thai temperature from beginning.
& denote mash according to the " Spring " process, temperature

: rom above,

cases. In the latter case, however, the diastase would l>r

partially crippled, owing to the principle of reaching the
mashing temperature lrom above instead of establishing

it at once. The above table shows the result of fermenta-
tion of both types of mash.

The crippling of the diastase by the •• Spring " mash pro-
cess is very clearly shown by the reduced attenuations of the

fort prepared ia that manner. The principle of mashing at

High initial temperatures, comparable with those produced in

the laboratory, can be applied in practice by suitable mash
tuns and coppers. The principle underlying the *' Spring "

mashing process has been used in Bavaria for a long time
by boiling a large portion of the total mash at once anil

letting down the residual cool mash into the hot dec
The main difficulty in applying this principle to the dark
Bavarian malt- lies in the excessive crippling of the diastase
and the consequent danger of imperfect saccharification.

—J. F. B.

Attenuation ; Determination of the Maximum Degree of
. W. Windiseh. Woeh. f. Brau., 1904. 21, 101.

With the introduction of processes for reducing tl

nentability of the wort, the methods for determining
a tor become of greater importance. The general proce-
lure for the determination of the maximum dea
ittenuntion, which a particular yeast is capable of producing
n any given wort, consists in fermenting a sample of the
vort with a large proportion of yeast under the most
bypurahle conditions. In order to obtain a result in the
shortest possible time, the test ivorl is generally fermi
it a temperature as high as 25°—28° C, and fermentation
s as-i-ted b\ frequent agitation to remove the carbon
Bolide. But the author points out that under such
londitions, with a very rapid and vigorous fermentation at

i high temperature, a notable lass oi dcohol maj occur by
olatilisation, especially if the surface of the fermenting
rort be relatively large. This loss of alcohol involves an
Tror in the gravity determination, with the result that the
leer on racking may show an apparent attenuation greater
han the possible maximum as determined by the test. For
hi- reason it is better to ensure greater accuracy at the
Ipense of a longer time, and to conduct the test fermenta-
iou more slowly at a temperature of 20 C. only. With a
jrge proportion of seed yeast and frequent shaking, a
esult is generally obtainable in three or four davs.

—J. F. B.

Beer Filtration and Albuminoid Turbidity .

W. Windiseh. Woch. f. Brau., 1904, 21, 93—95.

'be most insidious and puzzling of the turbidities occurring
n beer, apart from microbic infection, is the so-called
: gluten " turbidity. It is caused by the separation of

lbuminoid compounds in a state of infinitesimal fineness.

L "gluten" turbidity is often present in the beer in the
ager cask, bnt in most cases this is removed by filtration.

Jnfortunately, however, the beer, which has left the filter

bsolutely bright, may again become turbid after a few
ays' storage, especially if exposed to low temperatures,
ience it is often said that a heer is sensitive to chill. In
>sting for this liability to become turbid when chilled, it is

ot sufficient in the laboratory merely to cool the sample by
deans of an ice-bath ; the turbidity will frequently fail to
ppear by the mere application of cold, but will be found
3 develop if the samples be placed all night in the open
ir exposed to a cold wind. In a series of investigations
n the appearance of " chill turbidities " in filtered and
infiltered beer, the author found that only a very few of the
amples were inherently

—

i.e., without filtration—liable to

ii
" turbidities by chilling. Those samples which

had been passed through a filter which had not been cleaned
for some time were not very liable to this turbidity, but

not so free from it as the unfiltereu samples. On the
hand those samples which had been filtered in a filter

which had recently been thoroughly cleaned with chemical
its showed a most remarkable tendency to turbidity.

This series of experiments -hows conclusively that tlie

liability to turbidity is imparted to the beei bi tin filter.

that it is worst in the case of new or recently cleaned
filters. Moreover, the experiments showed, and experience
on the large scale has confirmed the fact, that exposure to

is not an absolutely necessary factor in the produc-
tion of turbidity after filtration, since these turbidities,
although hastened by cold, will develop when the tillered

i Stored at the ordinary temperature. Ir is

established tiat the turbidities, often wron;rh J to
clull, are due to the separation of metallic compound

albuminoids. The metal which is the chiel causi
the trouble is undoubtedly tin, which, either in the pure
form or iu the form of alloys, is used as a coating onm of the brewery plant, and especially in the beer-
filter. The metal may be present in the beer in such
minute traces as to evade detection by chemical tests. Iu

Bergsten has shown that the addition o rrm.
of tin to a hectolitre of beer is sufficient to bring about a

ristio turbidity after 24 hours. This explains the
a the practical scale when a beer, which has been

filtered perfectly clear through a new or n aned
filter, becomes turbid after standing for a couple of davs.
The bright, tinned surface of the beer filter must be allowed
to become insulated by a thin coating of heer scale. This

eted at once by allowing beer to remain in the
filter all night. When once a deposit has formed, care should
be taken to allow it to remain on, consequently all cleansing

which remove beer scale should be avoided, and the
filter should only be cleansed by steeping it in hot water,
and brushing the interior gently. The use of filters

enamelled internally with glazed enamel, and provided
with horse-hair sieves instead of wire gauze, is to be
rei iniuended.—J. F. B.

Beer Turbidity caused by Metallic Surfaces. C. F.
Woeh. f. Brau., 1904, 21, 108.

Referring to the article by Windiseh (see preceding
abstract) on the production of turbidities iu beer through
contact with bright metallic surfaces, the writer remarks that
a large proportion of the beer, returned by the retailers as
turbid and unfit for sale, has been spoilt by contact with the
metal pipes leading from the cellar to the bar. The writer
has observed that complaints of turbid beer have generally
occurred immediately after the innkeeper has given his
pipes a thorough cleansing. He therefore concluded that
objectionable chemical agents were used for cleaning the
pipes, and gave orders that only a weak solution of sodium
carbonate in conjunction with lime, or even merely hot
water, should be employed for that purpose. This practice-
proved an almost perfect cure for the trouble. —J. F. B.

Distillery Washes of the Present Season; Analyses of
. H. Hanow. Zeits. Spiritusind., 1904, 27, 58.

The author has analysed 11 samples of fermented wash
from potato mashes in order to check the yield of alcohol
and the efficiency of the fermentation. The quantity of
fermentable extract still unfermented was determined by
evaporation ofthe alcohol on the water-bath, neutralisation of
the acidity down to about 3°, and fermentation of the extract
with pure yeast, if necessary, after saccharification with malt
extract. The results are shown in the table on page 264.
The attenuation and percentage of alcohol in samples 1 and
2 were satisfactory, and the fermentation was pure. Nos.
3 to 5 were also fairly satisfactory. No. 6 is verv badly-
attenuated, and the fermentation had been impure, as is

shown by the high acidity, and that the quantity of diastase
was insufficient. In Nos. 7 to 1

1
, the attenuation is more or

less deficient iu spite of the presence of sufficient dia-t;

but the acidity is not excessive. In such cases it may be
assumed that the yeast has ceased to work too early. This
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1
1

Alcoliol
obtaii

No. Wash.
lual

Slash. by Vol

per cent.

l 0-93 13-0
l.iii 12-5 H '

>". sufficient

;i 1-71 117 0-8 0" i:i

i 1-82 10MI 0-7 0M2
ji-j l-lC, 0'82

2l .jj 2'2l 10'tf P2 very little

7 2'72 11'5 0-7 siittl^

.

0-72

a*-* S-05 14-3 »: ..

: 24-1 3-54 U'7 0'8 13

in 25-7 S'70 i.-:. ,. I'M
11 23-1 11 "0 u'C ••

li'U

be due to the fault; preparation of the pitching \ i

o the temperature in the primary fermentation hiving

or to thai v fermentation

having fallen too low.—J. F. 1!.

Citric Acid in H n : S mplt Method for the Detection of
. A. Devarda. XXIII., pa

Turpentine in Denatured Spirit; Determination of .

L'. Chierego. XXI II., page 274.

English Patents.

Wort contained in the Matt of Breweries, Distilleries, and

or Industries ; Rapid Extraction of .

mieester, Brussels. Eng. Pat. 25,582, Nov. 23, 1908.

Under Interoat. Conv., Dec. I, 1002.

The apparatus employed consists of a vertical cylinder

containing two sets of concentric perforated walls, and into

space between these latter is introduce.!
I sucrated

malt." The worl drains away through the perforations,

and the grains are washed by ii hot liquor into

the annular apace between the hurt perforated partition

and the oas iquor then traversing the grains and

draining away through the inner perforated partition.

—C. S.

Brewing ; Impts. in . J. St. P. Macardle, Duudalk.
Eog. fat. 23,456, Oct. 27, 1902.

TV supply pure air, in order to prevent wild yeast infection

in the brewery, the air is drawn in through a fan and foi

through a succession of filters, of la icia! area,

whence it is delivered to the various parts of the bn
through pipes. The intrusion of unfiltered air is prevented

by providing air-locks at the entrances to the building.

—C. S.

Wines and the like ; Apparatus for Usein the Manufacture

of . G. Driancourt, St. Queutiu, France. Eng.

Pat. 2986, Feb. 7. 1903

See Fr. Pat 318,506 of 1902; this J., 1903, 224. -T. ''. B.

Filtering Apparatus [Distillers' slops, y,-]
;
Impts in .

A. E. Cummer, Cleveland, (lino. Eng. Put. 23,230,

27, 1903.

The apparatus is designed for the filtration of distillers'

slops, v.. works, and similar liquids con-

taining starch and the like, which are to b 1. It

consists of an outer casin

lengthwi .1^ to afford free outlet for the filtered

liquid. Suitable supports are provi 9 for a

central si i i'l'ly tubes. The insid casing

is lined with tal plate, which

lies the filtering material, although

a mesh of wire gao led as well. A con-

tinuous flow of liquid is sent through the apparatus
ition of the s did particles

,11. ring blades

the back end of the shaft is fitted a ;

spirals getting cl<> it near the exit ; this serves

to force out the separal atter through a terminal

opening closed b) a cover controlled by a spring. To keep
tin- inside "i the filtering plate clean, a cleanser travelling

backwards and forwards, i- provided, having a scraper

edge, ami fitted with pipes through which steam or hot

water may be admitted, —L. V G.

Yeast} Preparation of , capable of Fermenting at

High and Low Degrees of Density, Acidity, and
Attenuation. i\. Jacquemio. Second Addition, dated

l I, 1903, to i'r. Pat. 307,950, Feb. 7, 19 i.

In tin- original specification a means was described for the

production -o for the distill- ng any
aaracters, by acclimatising it by aseptic

fermentations through a numbec of vessels to the conditions

desired. It is now round that the number of vessels may
he reduced, by omitting some of them and replacing thosn

omitted by ordinary fermentation tuns in which the

logical purity of the unstcrilised worts is ensured by
the presence of co or of a mixture of hydrofloo-

silicic and fori I isl grown in the laooratory

should be taken iroin a vessel containing a larger pro-

portion of antiseptic than the wort to be fermented by it

oa tin largi scale. These autisepties are also claimed for

general use in distillery worts and in the sacchariticatiouol'

gram 1 y the iiiucedina-.—J. F. II.

XVIII.-FOODS ; SANITATION ; WATER
PURIFICATION, & DISINFECTANTS.

(4.)—FOODS.

Margarim ; Micro-Organisau in . A. Zotfmann.
Chem. Rev. Fett-u. Harz-Ind., 1904, 11, 7.

The chief micro-organisms i lack margarine are

mould fungi (pi ineitlium) and different species ofsaccharo-
mycetes. In order to protect margarine from mould fungi

vitl iment paper taken

from concent rate 1 brine, and should be packed so

that there is no air space between the packages and the

interior of the case. The mam predisposing cause is the
- of a large amount of casein in the margarine,

A product which lias been mixed and kneaded with

over-soured milk will contain fleel in oa which
mid fungi will develop on standing. Yeastt

develop in margarine chiefly in the autumn, anil when
quantity may produce s,, much carbon

dioxide as to burst the packages. Hence it is d

to add either cane sugar or glucose to margarine. The
j

temperature to which the fats are heated duriug the manu-§
facture is quite insufficient to sterilise infected materials.

—C. A. M.

Caffeine in Coffee Infusions j Amount of . J. Katz.
|

Archiv der Pb.nm., 1904, 242, 42— -IS.

I-AiTuiMi vis wire ma etermine the proportion of* I

in: extract

i

ig 15 gnus, of pondered roasted

coffee with 300 c.c. of boiling water in (1) Arud itorj

(2) for live minutes in a covered vessel in a boiling water

bath; and (3) in an ordinary percolator. In each case the

amount of caffeine and toial extract was determined, the

caffeine by the author's method (this !., l'.HKi, I luO) v

the following average results: Proportion of caffeine ex-
.1 in (I ', '.ic-.i; (2), 85'2; and (3), 60'3 per cent.

The amonnt of total extract in the infusions showed par;

variations. The addition of sodium bicarbonate to the

water in the proportion of I grin, per litre only increased

the amount of caffeine extn . insignificant extent

—C. A M.

Oils and Fats : Relativi 1 nun- Friction of Edible .

M. Pleissner. XXIII., pagi

Cotton-Sccd Oil Industry and the Establishment of Cotlon-

i Mills in India , Sr
ote on . . J. .Moo, -on. l'i

I : j . I . _
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English Patents.

Emulsifying Apparatus .- Impts. in . F. W. Howorth,
London. From E. Bazzi and Co., Milan. Eng. Pat.

38,022, Dee. 21, 1903.

Thk apparatus is specially adapted for emulsifying fats in

separated milk. It consists of a hollow disc or drum, with

a central aperture, through which the two liquids to be
emulsified arc fed from a hopper or feeding funnel The
disc contains one or more radial vanes, and is rapidly

rotated, the liquids being forced out ceutrifugally in an

emulsified condition, through circumferential openiut;-.

—L. F. G.

Flavouring Preparations. E. J. Boake, Stratford. Eng.
Pat. 28,226, Dec. 23, 1903.

"Natural copra as imported," is pressed and the oil ex-

tracted and refined ; the harder portion of the oil is then

separated by crystallisation, and, on account of its high

melting point and lack of odour, is used as a solvent for

flavouring or essential principles. For instance, esters or

essential oils may be dissolved in it, or it may be added t.i

the warm (undistilled) product of the esterification of

alcohols, whereby the ester is dissolved in the fatty sub-

stance and can be removed when cold, and washed.
—T. F. B.

Cocoa Paste ; Manufacture of . F. E. F. Neumann,
Wandsbek, Germany. Eng. Pat. 7095, April 1, 1903.

See Fr. Pat. 330,61C of 1903 ; this J., 1903, 1099.—T. F. B.

United States Patents.

Casein for Food; Preparation of A. A. Dunham,
\e«- York. Assignor to the Casein Co. of America.
U.S. Pat. 750,832, Feb. 2, 1901.

Casein- is dissolved and partly digested by a suitable

iigestive agent, the peptonising process being interrupted

by desiccating the solution, applied as a thin film, on
cylinders heated to not less than 212 V . The proteid matter
is removed and powdered.— B. L. J.

albuminous Compounds ; Process of Making Water-Soluble
. A. Busch, Brunswick. Assignor to Bauer and Co.,

Berlin. U.S. Pats. 750,945 and 751,428, Feb. 2, 1904.

See Fr. pat. 333,334 of 1903 ; this J., 1903, 1362.—T. F. B.

Centrifugal Separator [Milk]. P. L. Kimball, Bellows
Falls., Vt., Assignor to Vermont Farm Machine Com-
pany. U.S. Pat. 751,178, Feb. 2, 1904.

17he separator consists of a cylindrical drum, with a conical

upper part and a short cylindrical piece attached, through
which passes a milk admittance tube reaching nearly to

the bottom of the drum. Above the bottom is placed a
horizontal perforated plate, and the drum also contains a
liner with vertical slots in its walls, for the purpose of

lireetiug the milk radially. Outlets are provided for the
;ream and for the separated milk.—L. F. G.

French Patent.

Casein; Clear Solutions of . P. Horn.
Fr. Pat. 335,799, Sept. 18, 1903.

A 10—20 per cent, solution of commercial casein is made
by using 7—8 per cent, (on the dry proteid) of caustic

alkali. Ether (20—40 per cent.) is added, and the mixture
is shaken, allowed to stand, and the clear casein solution

tlrawn off.—K. L. J.

(B.)—SANITATION; WATER PURIFICATION.

Chloroform as an Antidote to the Injurious Effects of the

Inhalation of Nitrous Fumes. Seyfferth. Concordia,
/••it-, f. Arbeiter - Wohll'ahrtseinrichtungen, 10, 319.
Chem. Centr., 1904, 1, 472.

The author recommends the proposal of E. Weiskopf to

use chloroform in cases of inhalation of nitrous fumes.
The chloroform should be administered in doses of 3—5
drops (0-045— 0-078 grm.) at intervals of 10 minutes till

"5 grms. have been used.—A. S.

French Patent.

11 ijh- Pressure Filters [ Water]. \V. S. Rawson. Fr. Pat.
335,676, Oct. 1, 1903.

A viktal cylinder, fixed to the water-tap by means of
the usual caoutchouc cone connection, which is pressed
tightly against the tap by the water pressure, contains a
block of filtering material, preferably made of calcined
magnesia, and this is retained in its place by another

itehouc cone. Or, the second caoutchouc coiie may Re-

attached to another pipe delivering the filtered water, and
thus several filters may be mounted in parallel bet

the supply and delivery pipes. The upper portion of tho
filtering block may be made star-shaped, in increase thi

filtering area.—L. F. G.

(C.)—DISINFECTANTS.

Ammonium Fluoride for the Disinfection of Rubber if

J. Brand. Zeits. ges. Brauw., 1904, 27, 115—117.

Commercial aei.l ammonium fluoride, XIE.F.HF, is one
of the most valuable disinfectants in the brewery, both.
("i account of its power and absence of "dour. The chief
use to which the salt is put, in solutions containing 0-5—

>

per cent., is for the disinfection of rubber hose pipes. It
has recently been suggested, however, that the rubber hose
is attacked by the acid and caused to crack and perish.
The author has examined specimens of hose which were
supposed to have become corroded, and from his experi-
ments it may be concluded that dilute fluoride solutions
may safely be used for disinfecting rubber hose pipes,
although it is conceivable that badly mixed rubber con-
taining basic mineral loading matter would show a corrosion*
due to the action of the acid on the loading material-.
The disinfecting power of the fluoride is doubtless mainly
due to the loosely combined hydrofluoric acid. The com-
mercial preparations never correspond exactly to the
formula NHjF.IIF and the active hydrofluoric acid vaiiei
largely in different samples. The loosely combined acid is

best determined by titration in a platinum or silver dish
with X 5 baryta solution ; using litmus as an iadicator, the

point is not very sharp. Most of the commercial
samples contain considerable proportions of hydrofluosilicic
acid, which, however, is also a valuable disinfectant. '

—J. F. R

XIX-PAPER, PASTEBOARD. Etc.

Bamboo Pulp. C. D. Ekman. Wochenbl. f. Papierfab.,

1904, 35, 461—162.

Tin: author calls attention to the extreme fitness of the
bamboo fibre for mixing with sulphite wood pulp to improve
the quality of the paper and to take away its " woody "
appearance. In length of fibre, softness and whiteness,
bamboo pulp is equal to the best cotton pulp. The ban

'

is obtainable in unlimited quantities in tropical climates, but
the cane itself will not bear the cost of transportation to
Europe. The pulp would have to be manufactured in the
district in which the bamboo is grown. Every species of
bamboo is not equally suitable for pulp-making ; the pulp
is generally diflicult to bleach and requires a large propor-
tion of bleaching powder. Some species can be bleached
to a good white with 15 per cent, of bieach, whilst others, .

treated in the same way. give a poor colour with
25 per cent, of bleach. Only the fully grown canes can be
treated economically. There should be a

I

• in
Europe for the best quality of bamboo pulp for the pur]
indicated above.— J. F. B.

Hydrocelhdose; So-called . A. I,. Stern. Proc. Chi
Soe., 1904, 20, 4:i.

When cellulose is exposed to the action of dilute a

under certain conditions, the tenacity of the So
destroyed, and it falls to a powder which has be :n

bydrocellulose, and stated to have the empirical
C,..!!.*/),,. It is now shown that when the
takes place, instead of a gain in weight, as ti

there is invariably a loss, and that a small amount of
matter is formed, a portion of which, in ail probabilit
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<?-glucosi\ The elemental1

] eomposil powder is

also shown to be identical with iilose, the previous

this point being initialed on faulty

experimental methods. A hydrated cellulose is not formed
under these conditions, but a hydrolysis takes place similar

to that undergone by other carbohydrates under comparable
conditions.

English Patents.

Pulp; Manufacture of [from Furze], G. P.

Hqrteloup, Paris. Eng. Pat. 26,149, Nov. 30, l'.)03.

Under [nternat. Conv., Dec. 9, IS

See Fr. Pat. 327,136 of 1902 : this J., 1903, 879.—T. F. B.

Casein-Cellulose Composition, ami Process for Pro
Same. J. 0. Fell, London. From the Casein t o. of

America, New Voik. Eng. Pat. 28,752, Nov. 2, 1903.

See U.S. Pat. 74S.709 of 1904; this J., 1904, 128.—T. F.B.

Fbeik II Patksts.

Machine for Reducing, Mixing, and
.. B. Dietrich. Fr. Pat 335,736, ( let. 3,

Waste Paper .

Knt (tiling —
19d3.

Tiik machine consists of two compartments, a mixing

cylinder and a kneading chamber of conical form. The
paper is fed iu through a funnel attached to the end wall of

the mixing cylinder; it is there reduced bj Totaling toothed

wines and passed into the kneading chamber by way of a

donnd passage, partially open to the air. which discharges

the reduced paper directly on to the periphery of the

kneading drum.— J. F. B.

Metallic Paper, Impermeable to Air, Water or Grcase,and
Process of Manufacturing samt . Siiddeutsche 1'atcut-

metallpapier-Fabr., Act.-Ges. Fr. Pat. 335,798, Sept. 18,

1903.

- Kng. Tat. 23,425 of 1902 ; this .1 , 1903, 508.—T. F. B.

XX.-FINE CHEMICALS, ALKALOIDS,

ESSENCES, AND EXTRACTS.

Bismuth j Som Combinations of . with Wydroxg-
benioic Acids. P. Thibault. Bull. Soc. Chim., 1904,

! 31, 36—38.

Bismuth p-hydroxybenzoate, l!i(C
r
H.< I..) .. — This salt is

obtained by heating on the water-hath pure anhydrous

bismuth oxide, prepared according to the author's method,

with an excess of p-hydroxybenzoic acid iu the presence of

water, so that reaction takes place with a saturated aqueous

solution of the acid. When microscopical examination

shows that the yellow needles of the anhydrous oxide have

disappeared, the mixture is evaporated to dryness, and the

•cold residue washed with absolutely anhydrous ether. The

salt consists of minute acicnlar transparent crystals, which

are decomposed by the least trace of moisture. It cannot

be obtained by double decomposition, nor by treating

lydrated bismuth oxide with the acid,

Bismuth m-hydroxybe. I led in a similarmanner,
l.ii li :1 s not been isolated in a Mate of purity, since it is

'decomposed by all solvents, even by anhydrous ether.

th $-resorcylate,CJB O.BiO)[1.3.4].
— This salt is a white powder oprisedof minute trans-

parent needles, insoluble in water and ordinary solvent-.

It is obtained by heating anhydrous bismuth oxide for

ral hours with excess of 0-resorcylic acid. The
insoluble matter i- then washed with alcohol or with boiling

and dried.

Bismuth hydroxysalicylaU . ( ,11 (OH) (CO.O. BiO)

[1.4.6], is obtained in a similar manner b} the action of

hydroxysalicylic acid on anhydrous biamuth oxide. It

occur- in small yellow ish-w bite transparent needles, stable

in presence of water.— .1 ' '. B.

Camphor j Synthetic , M. 0. Forster. Chem. and
Druggist, 19(M, 64, -

The author points out that the compound-, called " pinyl

oxalate" and " piuyl formate." obtained rmediate

products in the manufacture of synthetic camphor (sec this

.1., 1904, 75) arc bornyl hydrogen i

CO II) and bornyl formate ((' H
ir
O.( II :0) respectively,

ictions which occur in tli in of bornyl hydro-
gen oxalate into camphor and of bornyl formate into b
when the mixtur. : impounds i- heated with
alkalis, are represented bj the following equations :

—

(l) CI0Hi;O.CO.CO1H - C, H16O + Ef.O 2CO.

(2) C,aHi;
0'CB :0 i

,
H ISO + CO.

. s.

i S.Nicotine : Reciprocal Solubility of in Water.
Hudson. Zeits. physik. Chem. 1904, 47, 113—115.

Tin behaviour of nicotine with water is peculiar, and affords

evidence of the existence of combination of the base with

water. When equal volumes of nicotine and water ate

mixed at ordinary temperatures, a marked evolution of

In at. and a considerable contraction in volume occur, the

ing mixture having a viscous consistence resembling
that of glycerin. I In warming, separation occurs, and two
layi n of liquid arc formed, the upper stratum consisting of

a saturated solution of nicotine in water, the lower of a satu-

rated solution of water in nicotine. When nicotine is frozen

in a mixture of solid carbon dioxide and ether, it solidifies

to an amorphous mass which does not crystallise tvbeJ

slowly warmed. Nicotine mixes with water in all pro-

portion- t temperatures under C0
;

F., and above 21<i K.

Between these temperatures the reciprocal solubilities vary.

This was determined by the method of AJexejew, by noting

the temperature at which turbidity occurs iu mixtures of

known weights of the two bodies. The temperatures of

separation and re solution of known quantities of nicotine

in water were fonnd to be as follows :

—

Redissolvesal

K. °F.
6'8 i» ' of nicotine 94
7-8 39 153
lieu :.-.

•Is 03 200
.«> ill 210
urn 208
86-8 72 l'.ifi

BO'S -: 1711

88/0 129

The physical properties of the two layers of liquid

containing nicotine and water, are of interest. " At about
90° I. a saturated solution of water in nicotine has the

same density as a saturated solution of nicotine in »alil."

Above ;hi- temperature the density of the nicotine

is less than that of the water layer; below it, the n

layer is the denser. Consequently Ainu a mixture of

equal weights of nicotine and water are heated above

210 I. and cooled: at 205 K. it becomes turbid and a
layer of nicotine saturated with water separate- and

floats on the top. When the mixture cools to 90° F. the

layers change places, the nicotine layer sink- and the

aqueous stratum rises. A.1 64 the layers mix and the

solution becomes homogeneous. The development of heat

on mixing nicotine with water i- probably due to the formal

tion ol B [ lydl ite : the same is borne out by the efl

dilution on the optical rotation and refraction equivalent

of nicotine The formation of this hydrate is the | n

il the apparent reciprocal solubility of the two

substances really insoluble in each other.—J. I '. B,

Alkaloids in Conium maculatum; Distribution of the •

P. II. Fair and K. Wright. I'hann. .1.. 1904, 72, 185.

Tin: phut was dried in warm air, extracted with cold

7H per cent, alcohol, and the extract added to water con-

taining a few drops of Bulphuric acid \ the liquid was then

evaporated till free from alcohol. The solution was made
alkaline with potassium hydroxide, extracted with i

form, and the chloroform solution extracted with dilute

acid, again made alkaline, extracted with choroform, and

the alkaloid- taken up in dilute acid, liberated by m
alkali, extracted with chloroform, and converted, by means
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>f fuming hydrochloric acid, into the hydrochloride?,

fhich were weighed. The results showed the very

apid production of lalkaloids as growth proceeds,

hilly daring the flowering and fruiting stages; in the

utter, the increase g >es ou until the fruit is about three

,;<rts grown, after which the percentage of alkaloid

D and I. :a

ilks.

foung plants, 4

high
high. )„.„.,; s

rig incipieii

inflorescence '

ft. high, in full flowe D.064

»-090

0-1S7

diminishes. The table shows the amount of alkaloid
hydrochloride found in the various parts of hemlock taken

inie source.

The amount of alkiloids calculated as hydrochlorides
i in the dried hemlock fruit ol i avei

0674 per cent., whilst that found in English fruit gathered
by the author averaged 2-13 per cent, (limits, 1/05 and
3" 57 per cent.).—T. F. B.

Orange Oil ,- South American . J. C Umney and
O.T.Bennett. Pharm. J., 1904, 72 217.

authors have examined a sample of ; rieali

orange oil, which resembled 'in appeal nay petit

n oil. but had a more delicate odour. Ti irs of
the oil more closely resembled those of orange-leaf oil than
of orange-flower oil. A comparison of the oil with .

other oils is given in the following table :

—

Iptical rotation
linalyl aci

?otal alcohols

1

ll-ss:

r cent.

67-1

Petit::;

+ (1

French

Sfl 7", per cent.
25-35

French

0-880"

Chinese
Neroli Oil.

0-85(1

25-17

Owing to its low content of terpenes, the oil is readily

oluble in alcohol (e.o\, in 2 vols, of 70 per cent, alcohol)

Vhen the oil is fractionally distilled under reduced pressure.

he optical rotation of the fractions gradually increases and
he refractive index decreases with increase of specific

[rarity and boiling point. Iu the various fractions the

mthors have detected / pinene, dipentene, furfural, geranyl
icetate, liualol, and geraniol. The oil also probably
stains terpineol, but, at the most, only traces of methyl
inthranilate. For soap-scenting and perfumery purposes,

he oil appears to compare very favourably, with regard to

idour value, with French petilgrain oil.—A. S.

J&licylic Acid [Tree] in Bismuth Salicylate; Suggested
Test for {Detection of] . W. Lyon. XXIII..
page 273.

Chloral ami Butylchloral ; Reaction for Distinguishing
between -. E. Gabutti. XX11L, page 27-.

English Patents.

Terpene Alcohols and Artificial Perfumes. J. Wetter,
London. From Heine and Co., Leipzig. Eng. Pat
Feb. 14, 1903.

5KE Fr. Pat. 329,529 of 1903; this J., 1903, 106:!.—T. F. B.

Qitrt/lidenc- Acetic Acid, its Nitrite or its Ethers; Manu-
facture of yew Compounds derived from . A.
Verley, Paris. Eng. Pat. 25,695, Nov. 2 I. 1903. Under
Interuat. Conv., Nov. 27. 1

See Fr. Pat. 326,771 of 1902 ; this J., 1903, 819.—T. F. I!.

United States Patents.

Rufigallic Acid Ethers; Acidul Derivatives of , and
Proa ss of Making smite. K. Siephan and F. Kaiser,
Assignors to Chem. Fabr. auf Actien, vorm. E. Sobering,
Berlin. U.S. Pat. 751,216, Feb. 2, 1904.

By reacting on the alkyl ethers of rufigallicacid with acidyl-
iting agents, acidyl derivatives are obtained, which are
nsoluble in water, and sparingly soluble in alcohol and
:ther; they have a yellow or brownish colour, are tasteless,
md have a purgative action.—T. F. B.

Dialkyl - Barbituric Acid; Process of Making .

M. Engelmann, Elberfeld, Assignor to Farbenfabr. vorm.
F. Baytr and Co., New York. U.S. Pat 751,724 I

1904.

5be Eng. Pat. 22,967 of 1903 ; this J., 1901, 7(1.—T. F. B.

French Patent.

Dihydroxybenzenes, Formaldehyde, and Ammonia; Pre-
ition of Compounds Soluble in I! < .

Soc. Moller and Linsert. Fr. Pat. 335,725, Oct. ;i. 1903.

See Eng. Pat. 20,223 of 1903 ; this J., 19 13, 1306.—T. F. B.

XXL-PHOTOGEAPHIC MATERIALS AND
PEOCESSES.

Mutt Gelatin [Photographic] Paper; Preparation of
P. Hanneke. Phot. Mitt, 1904, 41, 49—51.

A suitable unsized paper is provided, on the sidi

be coated, with a layer of chrome-gelatin (7-5 grms of
gelatin, 200 c.c. of distilled water,' and 1 j c.c. of 2 per
cent, chrome-alum solution), which prevents the emulsion
from sinking into the paper. This preliminary treatment

be dispensed with by using the matt baryta paper now
obtainable commercially. The preparation of the following
solutions, which may be effected in ordinary daylight, is

next carried out :— I. Emulsion gelatin, -Jo grms. ; dist
water, 400 c.c. ; ammonium chloride, 2 grin-. 11. S.Ivor
nitrate, 14 grms.; water, 100 c.c. III. Citric acid,
:•• grms.; water, 50 c.c. These are then brought to

C. and mixed by lamplight in the following™ way

:

solution II. is run into I., which is kept well stirred,
solution III. being then added. The emulsion obtained
is filtered through flannel and applied to the paper (by
Iamplig.it las follows :—A portion of the emulsion, heated
to 40°—oO 3 C, is poured into a clean flat basin, iu which it

should have a depth of about 1 cm. A sheet of paper,
with the prepared surface downwards, is laid careful!
the emulsion, the corners being raised to <e<- if anv air
bubbles are present on the paper ; these must be rem
by means of a glass rod. The paper is left on the emu!
for a minute, after which it is carefully raised bv two
corners, so that the excess of emulsion mav drain off
without running on to the back of the paper. 'The shoe:,

hen hung by woolen clamps in a dark, modem
warm room (near the stove). After two or three hours
they become dry, and are then smoothly rolled ou to
a pasteboard roller. The paper can then be exp
toned, aud fixed as usual. A suitable combined cod
and fixing bath is the following :—Water, 1,000

m thiosulphate, 200 grms. ; crystallised sodium ace
12 grms.

;
lead acetate, 12 grin-.; amnion:

(sulphocyanide), 10 grms. ; citric acid, 4 grms.; and" 1

cent, gold chloride solution, 60 c.i . The
strongly. overprinted aud placed direr; iu 1

which gives good purple and violet tones.—T. H. P.
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Platinotype Process. 1,. Ebert. Phot. Corr. ; through

Phot. Mitt., 1901, 41, 33.

The following sensitising solution is recommended for

platinotype papers :— Potassium platinochloride solution

(1:6), 12 c.c. ; "normal iron solution" (commercial),

7 c.c. ; "iron chlorate solution" (commercial), 4 c.c. For

cold tone* gelatin is used for the film, and arrowroot for

warm tones. For use with thin negatives, tin- " normal

iron solution " is omitted, and the chlorate solution is

increased to 1 1 c.c., whilst for hard negatives tlie chlorate

solution is dispensed with, the Sensitising hath consisting of

platinoehloride solution, 12 e.e. ; "normal iron solution,"

11 c.c. Development is earrieil out at about 50" R. (62*5 C.)

with a solution containing potassium oxalate solution (1:8),

100 c.c. ; oxalic acid solution (1 :10),20 e.e. ;
water, 100 c.c.

For sepia tones it is preferable to arid 2<i c.c of saturated

mercuric chloride solution to the developer. It is stated

that a sepia print prepared in this manner lias been exposed

to the light for 12 years without deteriorating sensibly.

—T. F. B.

Syrian Asphaltum for Printing Plates and Window
Transparencies. ' . Fleck. Sprechsaal. 37, 1 11—112.

The asphaltum i- purified by mixing the powdered mass to

a thick pulp with chloroform or oil of turpentine, and then

shaking up several times with fresh ether. Finally, the

ethereal mixture is filtered, and 5 parts of the residue

are dissolved with 50 of pure chloroform, 7"> of 85 per

cent, benzol, and l part each of chemically purr lavender

oil and Soudan brown, this last-named increasing the

sensitiveness to light, whilst the lavender oil increases the

tenacity of the film and facilitates development. The
filtered and clarified solution is used Mating metal

plates, and these, when dry, are copied under a negative

or transparency, with an exposure of 30—15 minutes

in strong daylight. After cooling down, the plates are

developed with oil o) turpentine, or a negative print can

be obtained by. developing with alcohol, this solvent taking

up the parts of the asphaltum acted on by light and

the shaded parts. If the asphaltum solution

he mixed with solutions of caoutchouc and sulphur in

chloroform and benzene, the resulting film (without gelatin

or collodion', will give delicate line prints on glass, suitable

f i fine etching with hydrofluoric acid. Very delicate

- can he produced on glass with a film

composed of Syrian asphaltum, I part; virgin wax, 1-2;

stearic acid, 1-2; and "gas black," 0'2 part, dissolved in

oil of turpentine on the water-bath. An open grain on

granulated litlio stone can be prepared by traversing the

surface with a printing roller charged with a nitrobenzene

solution of asphaltum. The gradation of hall tones can

be increased, and the us. -of a revet dispensed

with, by coating metaebromotype paper with asphaltum

preparation, transferring the exposed print to the Stone,

anddevelopii : the paper or celluloid film.

For coloured prints on marble, the unpolished surface is

coated with a mix! ian asphaltum, 5 parts j virgin

wax, 1; oil of turpentine, 100; petroled 00 parts.

After development, all the parts to be left uncoloured arc

protected by a coating of rubber solution, and the >Uv is

poured on to the stone, into the pores of which it penetrates,

and reprodt b the design with Boftencd outlines, for

window transparencies, the preparation tirsi mentioned is

applied to . previously coated with a 10 per

cent, solution of gelatin or 4 per cent, crude collodion.

—C S

Photo- Retrogression, or tin Disap\ he Latent

Photographic Image. £>, Baekeland. Brit. J. Phot.,

1904, 51, 14f,—148.

Wheh exposed photographic plates, films, bromide papers,
" class)

are not developed for a considerabli -lire, the

latent image will gradually diminish and at length nearly,

if not tote

. while bromide papers and films show rapid

* retrogression " under certain conditions, rhe nature of

the develop.r used ha* no influence on the extent of this

change ; that it is a eheiuical change i- shown by the

following facts :—Plates kept at a temperature of 0°—4° C.
showed no sensible retrogre-sion after two weeks, while
those which had been kept at 40°—48° C. showed marked
change after *hree days

;
pi over sulphuric aeid

showed much less deterioration of the latent image than
when kept in a moist atmosphere ; if the emulsion has a

slight acid reaction, or contains any considerable amount of

chromium salt-, the retrogression is much more marked
than in a neutral or chromium-free emulsion, while if the

emulsion be slightly alkaline, the retrogression is reduced to

a minimum, even in the presence of chrome alum. An
overexposed plate has practically no tendency to this

change, under-exposure affording the most favourable cir-

cumstances. It thus appears that photo-retrogression will

vary with different brands of plate, film, or paper, and with

certain kinds of film and paper will be very apparent, even
48 hours after exposure.—T. F. 15.

Developers; Constitution of -^—, which Develop in

Absence of Alkali. A. Lumiere and A. Seyewetz.
Phot. .Alitlh., 1904, 41, 51—54.

>i r.srAXCKs which have the property of developing the
latent image of a photographic plate contain in their

molecule an aromatic nucleus possessing either two hy-
droxy! residues, or two amino groups, or one hydroxy! and
one annuo group standing in t lit- ortho- or para-position one
to the other. It was formerly thought that the only com-
pounds capable of developing without the addition of alkali

were such as contain in their molecules two of the above
arrangements, hut certain developers, such as o- and ]<-

amino-phenol, o- or v-phenylenediamine, and o-toluylene-

diamine, which contain only one of these groupings, have the

power to develop in the presence only ot sodium sulphite;

these all contain at least one amino group. This power of

developing in absence of alkali is not affected by the intro-

duction of alky 1 groups into one or both of the amino groups,

but an aeid residue- diminishes the reducing power consider-

ably. Compounds (like, e.g., bydroquinone) having a double
developing function due to hydroxy! groups develop tox
slowly in absence of alkali to be of practical use; but if

amino group- occur simultaneously with the hydroxy! in

such a compound, the developing property is considerably

ueed, and tin- more so a- the number of amino groups
is multiplied. < Certain other substances are able to develop

without the addition of alkali. These are formed either:.

(1) by the combination of an amino developer with a non-1

developing phenolic compound; all these act too slowly to

be of pracical use; or (2 i h\ tl on of a phenolic

developer with an amino developer ; when these are sulfi-

tly soluble in alkali sulphite solutions, they may be
e.ilu employed.

—
'P. II. P.

English Patents.

Photographic Film*. E. F. llerkwitb and T. A. Garten,

Ionia, Mich. ling. Pat. 27,059, Dec. 10, 1908.

Photographic plates, films, papers, &c. are placed verti-

to the bottom ol which a sensitising

liquid is slowly introduced; the plates, &c. are thus more
highly sensitised at the bottom than at the top. this bi

to " compensate for variations in the actinic intensity of

light due to differences in altitude."— T. F. B.

Photographic Developer [" Metoquinone '] ; Vrepnra
ami Employment of a New Suhstana us a -. H..1.H.

Mills. London. From See. Anon. Plaques et I'apier*

Pbotographiqiics. A. I.umicrc et se-s IV, Lyon-Mon-
plaisir. Kng. Pat. 7163, March 27. 1U03.

-i 1-r. Pat. 325,385 of 1902; this J., 1903, 709.— I". F. B.

Fiu x. ii Paxes r.

/ tographic " Developing" Paper icith Covering, soh*

in Water, to Protect it from "Fog" [.Si*«im.v], Chel

I ihr. uut Actien vorm. B. Sobering. Fr. Pat. -""

Sept. 21. 1**03.

Tin; film of gelatino l.romide or similar "developing
paper- i- protected Iroin mechanical damage, or from
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contact with foreign -substances, by a coating of dextrin or
similar soluble inert substance. A 5 per cent, solution of
dextrin is suitable tor ordinary gelatine-bromide papers.

—T. F. li.

IXIL-EXPLOSIVES. MATCHES, Etc.

Explosives ; Progress in the Manufacture of , since

the Development of Oryanic Chemistry. W. Will. Her.,

1904, 37, 266—298.

The author describes the developments in the manufacture
of explosives from the discovery of gunpowder in the

fourteenth century up to the present time.— A. S.

Explosion of Nitroglycerin ; Circumstances attending an
, which occurred in the Final Washing House of the

Factory of the Cotton Powder Co., Ltd.. at Upleas
Marshes, Faversham, on Nov. 9, 1903. By Captain
J. H. Thomson, H.M. Chief Inspector of Explosives.

This explosion resulted in the death of one man. There
were at the time of the explosion 1,000 lb. of nitroglycerin

in the buildiug, the whole being contained in the washing
tank. The crater formed was about 30 ft. in diameter and
4 to 5 ft. deep. The possibility of the vibration of an
air-pipe or the friction of a rubber shoe as the originating

cause of the explosion is dismissed as improbable, and
Captain Thomson arrives at the conclusion that it was din-

to the dropping of a small lead filter on to a tray containing

some 3 lb. of nitroglycerin. It is suggested that it would he
better " to carry out all such operations a-, filtering samples
in the laboratory on a much smaller scale ; but if it is

required to do this in the final washing In. us,., tho filter

should be made of some lighter material, such as ebonite,

and should be mounted on a fixed stand."

In connection with the report, Dr. Dupre carried out
some experiments as to whether it was possible to produce
an explosion of nitroglycerin with a rubber shoe on a lead

surface. Drops of nitroglycerin were placed on the lead

and were submitted to violent glancing blows from a rubber-
shod foot, but without effect. The experiment was repeated
with some fine sand sprinkled on the explosi.e, with the

nitroglycerin frozen, and finally with a little powdered
sulphur added, the last experiment being to ascertain

whether free sulphur in the india-rubber could have
produced the effect. In all cases the result was nil. (_See

also this J., 1903, 650 and 1306.)—G. W. McD.

Explosion of Fulminate-Composition ; Circumstances
attending an , at the Factory of the Blenheim
Engineering < 'o., Ltd., at Tunnel Lane, Greenwich
Marshes, on Dec. 18, 1903. By Major A. Cooper-Key,
H.M. Inspector of Explosives.

The explosion, which seriously injured a workwoman, took
place during the filling of tubes with a composition of
potassium chlorate, antimony sulphide, and amorphous
phosphorus, and was undoubtedly due to the friction caused
by the withdrawal of the wooden rammer which fitted too
tightly. The explosion was communicated to some 3 to

4 oz. of composition lving ou the table, and this caused the

chief damage.— G. W. McD.

United States Patents.

Explosive, and Process of making same. B. D. Pike,
San Francisco, Cal. U.S. Pat. 751,751, Feb. 9, 1904.

Metallic salts containing oxygen are reduced to powder
which is mixed with "china-nut" oil so as to cover the
particles of powder with the oil. Carbon and sulphur are
then added and the whole mixed.—A. G. L.

Explosive. H. Poetter, Dortmund. U.S. Pat. 751,807,
Feb. 9, 1904.

SEEEng. Pat. 21,189 of 1902; this J., 1902, 1471.—T. F. B.

Priming Composition [ for Detonators, Scc.~\ M. Bielefeldt,

Berlin. U.S. Pat. 751,605. Feb. 9, 1! 04.

Seb Fr. Pat. 326,055 of 1902 ; this J., 1903, 760.—T F. P.

French Patent.

Explosives; Manufacture of . M. Bielefeldt.

Fr. Pat., 335,801, Sept. 19, 1903.

An addition of potassium perchlorate to the other
ingredients is claimed to increase the safety ol the explosive
in presence of fire-damp, without decreasing its explosh
p a r— ('. \. M.

XXIII.-ANALYTICAL CHEMISTRY,

INORGANIC— QUAN TITA TI VE.

Nitrogen; Determination of , by Kjcldahl's Method.
Guinness Research Lab. Trans. 1903,1, 13— 16..

The various modifications of the Kjeldahl method are
discussed and the results of a number of test analyses b)
Gunning's modification are given. In an addendum it i-

pointed out that when testing natural products like barley,
a larger amount of sulphuric acid must he used than when
working nith pure nitrogenous compounds. The amount
of acid should he sufficient to completely oxidise all

carbonaceous matter, and lo leave an excess in which the
potassium sulphate forms a tolerably liquid solution on
cooling.—A. S.

Gas Analyses by Combustion ,-
( 'alculation of .

A. Wold. Ilu 1904,37,429—433.

The errors introduced into the calculation of gas-analyses
by combustion, through the assumption that the molecular
volumes of all gases are alike, are very considerable.
compared with the accuracy of modern gasometric methods.
The molecular volumes of some common gases according to

the latest determinations of density and molecular weight,
are as follows, thai of oxygen being taken as unit :—
Hydrogen, 1-0017: oxygen, f0000; carbon monoxide,
1-0000; methane, P0020; and carbon dioxide, 0'99393.
Hence 100 volumes of carbon monoxide exploded with
50 volumes of oxygen yield 99-4 volumes of carbon dioxide,

infraction ol 50"6; and if the carbon monoxide be
calculated, as usual, from the contraction, we get for its

volume 2 x 5U-6 = lm -2, an error id' 1 -2 per cent. Tin
true molecular volumes should therefore always be used,
and the calculations m the commonest cases will take the
following forms, where the symbols or formula; indicate
the volumes of the respective gases, and K stands for the
contraction:—Hydrogeu : 11 = 0-6670 K ; II = 2-0034 ( ».

Carbon monoxide: <
'< > = t'9760 K; CO = 1-0061 CO .

I ' ' -2 O. Methane: CH4=0-4»90 Iv ; CH, = 1 -0082 I

CH, = 0*5010 O. Other eases can of course he easily worked
out.—J. T. D.

Boric Acid ; Determination of , as Phosphate.
F. Mylius and A. Meusser. Her., 1904, 37. 397—401.

Boric acid is separated from other substances by forming
with methyl alcohol the volatile methyl borate (b. pt.,

65 C.) and distilling this off. The authors then recommend
the use of phosphoric acid, the aqueous distillate of methjl
borate being mixed with phosphoric acid and excess of
ammonia, and evaporated till evolution of vapours ceases,
and finally heated at 400° C. in a curient of steam till the
excess of phosphoric acid is completely driven off. Boryl
phosphate, BPO.,, is thus left behind, and is then weighed.
The method is said to be sufficiently accurate to be useful in

technical work.

—

J. T. D.

Road Materials; Testing of . L. W. Page and
A. S. Cushmau. U.S. Dep. of Agr., Bureau of Chem.,
Hull, Ho. 79, 1—16.

The most important physical and mechanical properties of
road materials are hardness, defiued as the resistance which
a material offers to the displacement of its particle

friction ; toughness, or the power to resist fracture in

impact; and cementing or binding power, or the po
possessed by rock-dust to net as a cement on tin

fragments composing crushed stone or gravel roads. The
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sts in 'i at the School of Bridges ai il Itoads in I

:ll i- as follows :
—

The 1> val test is used for determining

abrasion, and has been found exceedingly useful. It is

bj breaking the rock into uniform pieces

capable of passing in all positions through a fi-em. ring;

5 kilos, of these pice- I and dried, and then

placed in an iron cylinder on which a •
. is bolti i.

These cylinders arc 20 cm. in diameter and 34 cm. in depth

and are mounted in pairs on a shaft so that the axis of

each cylinder is at an angle of 30 with the ax

The shaft i- the rats of 2,000 revolutions per

hour. At th i hours the machine is stopped, the

contents are emptied into.a basin, using water I
i wash out

the cylinder, and the washed broken material is separated

into tin above 1 cm., between 1 cm. and 0' it; cm.,

and below 0*16 cm diameter. The weight of this last

ined. As it has been found that only the

of rock give less than 100 grms. (2 per cent.)

of powder under 1

16 cm., the nut iber 20 was adopted as

, and the "c '-efficient of wear" of

am ro dated from the formula—

Co-efficient of wear = 20
so _ ion

w ~
XT'

in which W is the weight in grms. of detritus under
0' L6 em. obtained per kilo, of rock used.

The compression test is made on at least three 23 mm.
of rock with a hydraulic compression machine. The
are tested either after desiccation in the open air, or

at a temperature of 40 C, or after being saturated with
water. The Dumber in is again taken as the coefficient of
the hardest rocks, the coefficient of any rock being calculated

I he formula

—

i ient ='
20

150 E,

where E represents the breaking load in kilos, per sq. cm.
To determine the density of the rock, the cubes used for this

test are mi red and weighe I.

The test for hardness is made with the Dorry machine.
At least three specimens of each sample arc prepared,
- in nigh, and 1 cm. by G cm. in cross-section. These
specimet at a time, so that thej i I on

per surface oi a circular grinding disc i E i ast iron,

rotatid at the rate of 2,000 revelations per hour, in a

by a clank. The specimen- are held by
clamps 26 cm. fri m the centre of the disc, and weighted so

as to press against it with a ] ressure of 250 em s. per -q. cm.
Standard sand, obtained by crushing qnartzite reek and

screening it. is fed on to the disc from a funnel, four litres

of sand being used ti r each test. The diminution of height

and lo-s in weight of the specimen is ascertained after

every olutions; alter 2,000 revolution* the speci-

men is revel sed, so as to » \po-c both ends in the grinding

in. The loss in height after 1,000 revolutioi

as the result of the test.

I
test consists iii letting two hammers

weighing 12 kilos., the other 20 kilos., fall from heights of

H i
in. mil 80 cm., respectively, on 4 em. cubes of the

mat' rial-, at least three cubes of each material being used

with each hammer. The number of blows necessary to

rack the pet ! as that needed for its complete

ruction, is ooti I. The determination of the porosity, I

of thi effect of Fi ist, and oi transverse breaking are al~o

occasionally cat ried out

For wood
i

the resistance to wear wheal
lied with water is measured by the Dorry machine as

above, except that nary is substituted for qnai

The compression test is made with a hydra ress upon
prismatic specimens with a base 9 cm. square, and a height

equal to that of n pai ing block, the grain of the wood beiug
parallel to the direction of the load. The test specimens

iber dried at 30° t i
4n C.-, or saturated with an amount

of water, equal to that absorbed in sen resistance

to impact is determined nil three dried and three wet
\

men-, using the 20 kilo, hammer, and a fall of '200 cm. '

The test piece has a base 6 cm. square, ami a height equal

to that of the paving block, ami is placed in a east-iron

case 7 cm. square, open at top and bottom, ihe prism
• hi Id in place by a resinous cement, and projecting

1 cm. above the ease. The number of blows which cause

an appn ciablc brcakagi , indicated by a -mailer rebound of

the hammer ami a diminution in height of n. is

noted. For determining the thrust caused by absorption

when expansion .- partially prevented, whole paving blocks

The thoroughly dried block is placed in a water-

tight receptacle and held between two plates at top and

bottom, bo that the top face rests against a stationary block

of cast-iron, the lower plate being supported on the small

lever arm of a cement-testing machine. Water at 30° C.

is poured around the paving block : as soi n as the lever

arm of the machine tends to ugh the expansion of

the Mock a ralve is opened through which mercury pours

into a vessel supported at the end of the arm till the arm
ck to mid-position, when the valve is < lo-ed. The

weight of mercury in the vessel is consequently a measure

of 1

1

erted by the test piece, ami. --el is

-ii] purled mi a spring balance, can be read at any time.

I

i
, - Bbiqi ette M \c.iini*;.
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bservations are uade at first every three hours, then
ery 12 hours., and finally every 21 hours until all increase

ases.

For asphalts only chemical analyses are made.

In Portugal the Deval test is used, as well as a eom-
ression test, carried out on dry and wet 10, 7, and 5 cm.
tbes, the number of kilos per sq era. required to destroy
test piece being used for comparison.

m

f.

-O.

mnj
azvATioN or hmmcr. lift and ozviccroH tapping hakmf.%

PLAN 0FHAMME.P, LIFT.

I

-

P,€C0f\0ING 0E.VICC

Fig. 2.

—

Impact Machine to determine Cementing Valve or Kock.

r -h-r;-tt^-:+i^- :t .-H-;+H

as slew.

Fig. S,

—

Showing Polst of Faiixbe in Cementation Test.

i he following are the tests used in the road material

laboratory in the United States. The Deval test is carried •

^at practically as in France, the pieces used being of such
a size as to pass through a o em., but not through a 8 cm.,

ring. They are dried at 100° C. before being put into the

'line. Besides the French coefficient, a " Department
coefficient" is calculated by subtracting 4,000 grms. from
the weight of the remaining fragment- over 3 cm. ia size,

anil dividing the difference by Id. If the result he 0, the

material is considered unfit*

for road-making,
he ceiwi ntation test,

1 kilo, of rock fragments'
passing through a (I mm.,'
but not through a 1 mm.,*'
screen are ground in a' hall-

mill for -3', hears. The
mill contains two iron balls

weighing 25 11). each, . and 1

makes 2,000 revolutions per"

hour. The powder obtained,

which should pass through
a 0*25 mm. mesh, is mised
with water to a stiff dough,
and kept in a closed jar for

24 hours. About 2jgrms.
of this dough are then placed
in a cylindrical metal disc,-

25 mm. in diameter (A,
Fig. 1), and subjected, by
means of a closely fitting:-

plug, to a pressure of R>o
Kilos, per sq or this

purpose the die is placed
on a platform supported by
a hydraulic piston, below
which water is admitted, the.

whole being so arranged
that as soon as the platform
is raised § in., winch re-

quir< s one minute, an 'electric*

circuit is completed which
shuts off the water-supply
and opens an exhaust, the

maximum pressure being
only exerted for an instant.

I f tli- height of the resulting

briquette is not exactly 25
mm., more or less material
is taken so as to obtain a
briquette of this height. Five
such briquettes are then
made, dried 12 hours in air,

12 hours in a steam bath, and
tested in the machine shown
in Fig. 2. It consists of a
1 kilo, hammer (II), guided
by two rods (D) and ending
in a small cone (L) at the
top, which is caught on its

lower side by two spring
bolts, and lifted by a- cross-

head (I) joined to a., crank
shaft above. A vertical rod
(P) directly over the cone
can be adjusted so

a drop to the hammer vary-

ing from less than 1

to 10 cm., the standard drop
being 1 em. When the cone
of the, hammer is brought
into a hollow cone at the

lower eud of (P), the ham-
mer is exactly' centred,

is free of the rods (D). As
the cross-head (I) rise:

cross-bolts are thrust open
by the rod, releasing the

hammer, whicli falls on a

eud plunger (lij of 1 kilo.'

i 1 1 1

1 ' ' '
I

r

1 1

1
' Mi 1 1

1

'

.
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weight, pressed on the briquette (('). bj two springs sur-

rounding the guide rods (F). This plunger (B i is bolted to 11

•cross-bead (G) with which a small lever (J), hold og i brass
:

1 (K ). is connected !>y a link motion, giving the pencil

i iitical movement tive times as great as the movement
•of the cross-head. The movement of the pencil is recorded

on a slip of silicated paper fastened on a drum ( A ) which

moves through a small angle at each stroke of the hammer.

A 6teel rod (E), passing up through (I), and through a

lieoeof metal attached to the cone roil (I*) is fastened to

cthe cross head (G). Bj means of this and a vernier scale

<W_) the fall ol the hammer can he regulated, and by

lowering the cone rod until ii rests on the hammer cone,

•the height of the briquette can also he measured. The
^number of hlows needed to destroy the bond of cementation

of the material is noted, a diagram similar to that in Fig. .')

being obtained. At the last point the material does not

recover from the blow, and the plunger stops at the point

in which it is driven. The briquette itself is fastened to

the bed-plate of the machine by means of a drop of thick

Hhcllac. The test is stated to give very useful comparative

.results.

The test for toughness is made on 25 25 mm.
cylinders cut bj means of a spherical core saw. The
impact machine used is similar to that employed for the

cementation test, except that a plunger with a hemispherical

-ml, 2 cm. in diameter, is used, the idea heing to imitate

•the blows caused by traffic. The hammer used weighs
1* kilos.; it is allowed to fall 1 cm. for the first blow and
an additional 1 cm. for every successive blow until the ti -I

ijiicce fails.

Eor the absorption test, a smoothly worn -tone from the

abrasion lest, weighing 20 to 60 grms.. is use I. It is

weighed in air (A), immersed in water, immediately re-

weighed in water (1!), and again weighed in water after

Su hours' immersion (C). The number of lb. of water

62-5. TheC— IS
absorbed by 1 cb. ft. of rock will equal

specific gravity and weight per cb. ft. are also deter-

mined. The 1 lorry machine is used for determining hard-

ness. Compression and tensile tests are also carried out

occasionally.

For paving bricks the most important is the rattler test.

The drum is 28 in, in diameter, and 20 in. lont'. and has u
-•i-i -teel slat-. It is ruu at a rate a

breaking and compression tests are also made on cylinders

1 or 2 in. in diameter, but are of less value than the rattler

and absorption tests.

For testing cement, the methods of the American Society

of Civil Engineers are followed. All rocks are also anah Bed

petrograpbically and chemically, the methods of analysis

u-ed being given.— A. G, I..

/ fun Free [in Portland Cement] ; .Wir Method tor the

Ii< U limitation of , ami on so-called " Dead Burnt"
Lime. K. II. Keiser and S. \V. Forder. Amer. Chem.J.,
1J04, 31, I5:s.

This method for the determination of free lime in Portland

cement depends on the fact that free line' combines almost

instantly with water, whereas basic calcium silicates are

acted upon much more slowly. It is carried out by tirst

heating 0*2 to - 5grln. of the substance over the blast

lamp lor a few minutes in a platinum crucible to expel

moisture and carbon dioxide, weighing', and then adding a

few drops of recently boiled distilled water. The crucible

is next placed in a cylindrical brass box (I)) fitted with a

screw-top carrying a brass inlet and outlet tube ; the whole

is put it.to an air-bath (G) and heated to 85' C. for thirty

minutes. A -low current of purified air is then drawn

through the apparatus for thirty minutes, the temperature

being raised at the same time to 185° C, to remove the

excess of Mater. The air is freed from carbon dioxide and

moisture by passing it through the potash bulb A and

calcium chloride tube B. After drying thus for 30 minutes

the apparatus is disconnected, the protector removed from

the air-bath, and the crucible taken and placed in a desic-

cator containing caustic potash, and allowed to cool. From
the increase in weight the quantity of free lime present is

calculated. The results obtained in this way on pure

lime, vary from 99*26 to 101*00 per cent.

To ascertain the behaviour of so-called" dead burnt "lime,

pure lime was fused by means of the electric are, and tested

as above. At a temperature of 85° C. slaking was found

to be complete at the end of two hours. On applying

this method to artificially prepared calcium silicates

and aluniinates, it appeared that silicates containing not

more than :; molecules of lime to 1 of silica take up water

only verv slowly ; aluniinates, on the other hand, behave

'.ike free lime. These results were confirmed on examining

a number of "sound" Portland cements, which took up

iizys

A-KOnttulb
lube

C—TTicno

E Porcelain : •

kjr b»lh

minute foi volutions. A sheet-iron cover prevents

the escape of dust, which falls into u pan. I In- ch

consists of 'J paving blocks or 12 dry bricks : 7."i lb. of cast-

iron shot with slightly rounded ends, 2 by -.A in., and
weighing 7A Hi. each; and 225 lb. <.t smaller shot, 1 in

cub- - g about £ lb. each. The -hot are replaced
when tin \ haw lost about 0*1 of then Weight. Since the

.loss in weight of the bricks in the firsl •volu-

tions i due mainly to chipping action, and the loss in the

roainlj to iciion, both arc reported.

total loss in weight after I 800 revolulio - nhouli

exceed 18 per bricks.

iFor the absorption test, the gain in veigh 96 hours'

immersion in water is noted on a brick which has been
ugh the ratthr te-t, ami has then been dried. Cross-

i', in 1*81 to8*l I per cent, of water, due to decomposition

of the aluminates. All these cements contained less than

lo per cent, of alumina. A sample ol cement containing

15 percent, of alumina. 15 of silica, and 70 of lime took

up 4*85 per cent, of water. The authors conclude that if

the quantity of water taken up by n Portland cement

containing not more than 10 per cent, of alumina,

exceeds 8 per cent., the excess is due to the presence of

free lime.— A. G. L.

Gold in the B Bores [Cganide Gola

Extraction Detet tination of- -. R. W. Lodge,

r. Inst. Minme Eng., New fork,

'I iii authoi has exam tn thods which have been

proposi d for the deti i mination of gold in the .
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the zinc boxes. He found that the cupellation method gives

much better results than any of the other methods, but to

obtain uniform results, the material must be Aery finely

divided (to pass a 200 mesh sieve), aud a large proportion

of borax must be used, viz., 3— 10 grms. for each 0* 1 assay

-

ton of the sample. Spurting can be prevented by using the

muffle at a sufficiently high temperature, and. at the

beginning, keeping the door of the muffle elosed.— A. S.

Zinc-Dust ; Gasometric Assay of . A. Wohl.
Her., 1901, 37, 451.

For accurate analysis, a flask of about 100 c.c. capacity is

used, to the neck of which is fused a stopcock. A h

quantity of zinc-dust having been introduced, the flask is

brought to the temperature of the air or of a water-jacket,

and evacuated to an accurately measured pressure of about
70O mm. below barometric pressure. The tubnlure of the
stopcock is now filled with water, and ft c.c. of hydrochloric

acid, sp. gr. 1 1, to which a dron of platinum chloride solu-

tion has been added, are sucked into the flask. After reaction,

the temperature is re-adjusted, and the pressure measured.
Assuming that the flask contains exactly 100 c.c, the tem-
perature is 20° C, and 0*1788 grm. of substance was
weighed out, the percentage of metallic zinc is expressed
bv twice the difference of pressures in mm. of mercury.

—W. A. ( :.

Tin Ores ; Losses in Vanning . II. 1'earce.

Eng. and Mining J., 1901, 77, 11(1.

In Cornwall the vanning process is in general use for the

determination of the tin oxide in crude tin ores. In order

to test the efiScacy of this method, the author prepared an

artificial mixture from !50 parts of a gangue consisting

mainly of quartz, chlorite, and small amounts of pyrite aud
arsenopyrite, and 5 parts of Bolivian cassiterite, containing
70-38 per cent, of tin. The mixture was pounded in a

small mortar until the whole passed through a 30-mesh
screen; it was then ground to a pulp, and subjected to the

vanning process. The actual percentage of tin oxide in the

mixture was 3-225 ; the percentages found by the vanning
process by three independent assayers were 2-970,2-530,
2'360; mean 2-620. The percentage of tin in the concen-

trated product was determined in each case, and it was
found that the mean percentage of the total tin recovered
was 7S-447,or a loss of 21 -553 per cent. In au ore con-

taining less than 3-225 per cent, of tin oxide, such as is

produced in Cornwall at the present time, the loss of tin in

vanning would, of course, be proportionately greater.

Further, the artificial mixture would give more favourable

results on vanning than a natural ore, as the tin oxide
would not be contaminated bv attached particles of gangue.

—A. S.

United States Patent.

Carbonic Acid in Gases; Method of Determining [Elec-

trically'] the Quantity of . Gr. Bodlander, Bruns-
wick, Germany. U.S. Pat. 751,897, Feb. 9, 1904.

The gas is passed through a primary and secondary battery

connected together in opposition, the latter battery being

adapted to neutralise that part of the electromotive force of
the primary battery which owes its existence to the hydrogen
or oxygen contained in the gas. This results in an electro-

motive force, the measure of which may be used for

determining the amouut of carbonic dioxide in the gas.

The primary and secondary batteries each contain an
electrode which is not attacked, and a second one of a

suitable metal, the electrolytes of the primary consisting of

a carbonate and a compound of the last-named metal, while

the electrolytes of the secondary consist of a substance

acting like an acid, and a salt of the last-named metal.
— B. X

ORGANIC—QUA LITA TI VE.

Liebermann's Thiophene Reaction. C. Schwalbe.

Bcr., 1904, 37, 324—325.

The author finds that " Pure Benzene " as now supplied

to the large colour-factories does not show Liebermann's
reaction for thiophene (blue coloration with concentrated
sulphuric acid containing nitrous acid), although thiophene

is undoubtedly present and can be detected and estimated

in other ways. He concludes, therefore, that some other

impurity, which prevents Liebermann's reaction, must be

present.— E. I'.

Citric Acid in Wines Simple Method for the Detection

of . A. Devarda. Zeits. landw. Versuchsw. in

Oesterr., 1904, 7, 1 ; Chem.-Zeit., 1904, 28, Pep-, 38.

Fifty; c.c. of the wine are freed from alcohol by boiling,

made up to the original volume, shaken for 1 minute with

2 c.c. (4 c.c. in the case of adulterated red wines rich in

extract and tannin) of a 10 per cent, solution of malic acid

;

and about, 1 grm. (or lA—2 grins, in tin: case of adulterated

Mines) of yellow mercuric oxide, and immediately filtered

. through a small folded filter. 40 c.c. of the filtrate are

treated with e.c. of 95 per cent, (by vol.) alcohol, shaken
with 2 c.c. of mercuric nitrate solution (16 grms. of

mercuric nitrate aud 2 c.c. of glacial acetic acid dissolved

in water and made up to loo ec), cooled to 10°—12 i
.

and the precipitate collected on a washed niter. When tin-

solution has completely drained fro-n the precipitate, tin

latter is treated on the filter with 15 c.c. of dilute acetic arid

(20 c.c. of the glacial acid diluted with water to 300 c.c).

and the acid solution allowed to drain through the filter.

10 e.c of this solution are treated with 1 "5 e.c. of an aceti

acid solution of lead acetate (I vols, of cold saturated solu-

;

tion of lead acetate with 1 vol, of glacial acelie acid), the

mixture is heated to boiling, and then rapidly filtered

through a small washed filter. The filtrate is slowly

,
cooled, finally to 10°— 12' 0. In the case of wine free

from citric acid, the solution remains clear, or at the most
a slight crystalline precipitate of lead tartrate is formed,

which soon settles to the bottom ; but, in presence of citric

ieid, a milky turbidity is produced in the solution, and the

latter does not become clear unless allowed to stand for a

long time.—A. S.

Salicylic Acid [Free] in Bismuth Salicylate 3 A Sw/gested

Test for [Detection of] . "'.Lyon. Pharm. .!.,

1904,72, 219.

As a solvent for use in the detection of free salicylic acid

in bismuth salicylate, alcohol is unsatisfactory, as it cause-

decomposition of the salicylate. A better solvent is 90 per

cent, benzol, the test being carried out in the following

manner :—A small quantity of the bismuth salicylate is

placed ou a thick filter-paper in a funnel and 90 per cent,

benzol poured on. The filtrate is received in a test-tube

containing a solution of ferric chloride (1 in 3,000), when,

if free salicylic acid be present, a violent ring is produced

where the two liquids conn- in contact.—A. S.

Chloral and Bulylchloral ; Reaction for Distinguishing

between . E. Gabutti. Boll. Chim. Farm, 42
777—778 ; Chem. Centr., 190 I, 1, 480.

The so-called butylchloral CCI 3 .ClI,.CH,.CHO, is fre-

quently adulterated with the cheaper chloral. The latter

may be identified by means of its melting point, by the

formation of chloroform on treatment with alkalis, and by
the following reaction :—A solution of pyrogallol in pure

66 per cent, sulphuric acid gives when gently and carefully-

warmed, a blue colour with chloral, a ruby colour with

butylchloral, and a more or less violet to blue colour with

mixtures of the two compounds. On addition of a large

quantity of water, the blue colour obtained with the chloral

changes to yellowish brown, and the ruby colour obtained

with the butylchloral to a more or less deep violet colour,

according to the amount of water added.— A. S.

ORGANIC—QUANTITA TIVE.

Fats and Fatty Oils; Relative Inner Friction of Edible

. M. Pleissner. Archiv der Pharm., 1904,242, 24

—31.

The apparatus used by the author was the simple visco-

simeter described by Ostwald. The efflux velocity at the

given temperature between marks above and below the

bulb is measured in seconds, and the relative inner friction

calculated by means of the formula p = '.j, , wl
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represents t lie >p. gr. of the oil, '. the time

X the try of water at 20 I the tempera-

are rises, the relative inner friction ol ail

that at DO the value is only about a tenth of that

Oils diffei considerably in their behaviour

in this respect, and this i- notably i with castor

oil, as is seen in the following table, which gives the

..-efficients

H l.

II

t.

O-'JIS 339
Irachis 0"9M :;u>

Unseed 0-927 219
0-911 l-Jl

111!

Sesain<5
-

924 2112

Castor
-

957 1.278
0-910

Purullin 0'877 686
0-866 178

cat 1

1

70"2
68-7

57-9

Mill

0-886
0-859
0-871
0-866

1-73

34

12 6-«3

SS-5 5-27
sj

.".HI

27-«
15-5

f>20

plOO

10-9
11-9

10-7
7-8

10-6
12-9

54-7

U-l

12-0

Tin- liberated mixed fatty acids of oils have a much
smaller relative inner friction than the original glycerides.

Thus the following < - al 100 I . were obtained

with the- fatty acids of the following oils:—Olive oils. 2-;;

and 1-8; arachis oil, 275; cotton- seed oil, I • 69 j sesame
1

oil, 2*4S; and castor oil, 7 ' 0!). The relative inner friction

of fatty acids of the type C\, ll.v.i >.. increases with the

molecular weight. The bod doei notgive sufficiently

distinctive diffen ford a means of d< tceting arachis

oil iu olive oil, but may he found of service for the detec-

tion of margarine in butter and for the identification of

castor oil.—C. A. M.

Turin ul mi in Denatured Spirit; Determination of .

[". ( Ihierego. t lesterr. t hem.-Zcit.. 6, jti-
i
Chem. ( lentr.,

04,1, 821.

Tin; in. 1

1

ids upon the determination of the

bromine-absorption value. 50 c.c. of the denatured spirit

are treated with 25 c.c. of water, 10 c.c. of dilute (1:8)
sulphuric acid and 10 c.c. of an aqueous solution of dimethyl
oran gnu. per Hire). The bromine solution

(50 grins of bydrobromic acid and 15 grms. of potassium
Inornate per litre) is then run in, drop by drop, from a
burette, with continuous agitation till the ros< loration

disappears. The conditions described must i i ; if

the degree of dilution be altered ot the bromine solution be
allowed to run in too quickly, less reliable results are

lined. For the determination of the bromine-absorption

ie of turpentine, the latter is titrated in 0-5 per cent,

alcoholic solution. A number of samples of turpentine

were examined by this method, and it was found that

alcoholic solution required
11-7— 12-4 c.c. of the bromine solution, corresponding to

ts. of bromine for I c.c

—A.S.

Turpentine; Examination of . II. Herzfeld. Zeits.

Oftentl. (hem., 1903, 9, 154—457; I hem. Centr., 1904,

1,

I\ thi fraetorneter, turpentini ually

a refractii rarely as By
fractional distillation even small quantities of admix

in be as, n iih pure tur| efraction of
the differ. I ol thi oi iple varies

only to a small extent.

For the separation ol ne, the

author recommends treatment with sulphuric acid, in c.c.

of the sample are slowly run, with coo 10 c.c. oi

concentrated sulphuric acid, Alter 10— 12 I 9 per

by volume
lark-brown layer is run off, and the remainder shaken with
3— 4 c.c. of fuming sulphuric acid. Aftei standing for

tal
!

o " . of the tnrpent ne ag i i

-. pirates.

Mine. v attacked by the acid and is recog-
nised by tlie increase in the volume of the separated upper

It the funiing sulphuric acid dissolve more than
e. of the layer which separates after treatment with

concentrated - Iphuric acid, this soluble portion in exci

of the H '.i c.c will

present in the turpentine.— \. S.

Mono-amino-acids and their Amides; Determination of
Guinness Research Lab. Trans.,1903, 1, 17

in i subject is dealt with under the following headings:

—

sketch of the known methods oi estimation. ('J)

Determi o of ammonia by lump's (bypohromite)
method. (:i) The Saehsse-Knop method applied to the

determination of asparagine. (ii Determination of

ammonia and asparagine by the Sachsse-Schloesing-Longi
method, using oxalic acid and hydrochloric acid as the

hydrolysiog agents (see this J., 19o4, 135). i5) The Sacbf
Kormann (nitrous acid; method for determining amides
and amino acids. (6) New apparatus for the Sachsse-
Koriuann process. (7) The improved Sacbsse-Konnann

cess api lied to pun substances ad amino-
acids). (8) New method for the direct estimation of

tyrosine in mixtures of amides and amino-acids. (9)
Application of a combination of the foregoing methods to

the analysis of mixtures of amides, amino-acids. and
ammonium salts. (10) Attempts to estimate aspane
and certain amino-acids by precipitation with mercuric

nitrate and subsequent formation of their copper salts.

—A. S.

XXIV.-SCIENTIFIC & TECHNICAL NOTES.

Phosphorus Sulphides ; Preparation of , in the Cold.

K. Boulouch. Comptes rend., 19</4. 138, 363—305.

Dekvin (sec following abstract), by reacting on the

phide 1'
4
S
3 with sulphur in solution in carbon bisulphide,

obtained after some months' exposure to sunlight the

sulphide \'^„ and another substance possibly oi formula
l' s s n . The author finds thai the reaction i^ enormously
accelerated by the addition to the mixture of a small amount
of iodine. After one or two daj ood crystals are

obtained, having the composition P4S6 j e substanei of quite

constant composition, but probably, like PgSn> a solid

siiluth than a definite compound. Phosphorus
and sulphu i in carbon bisulphide, will not react,

even iii sunlight; but on addmg a tittle iodine, reaction

occurs and abundant cm stals of PaSa
arc obtained.—J. T. IX.

Phosphorus Sesquisulphide and Sulphur in Carbon Bi-
sulphide; Actum of Heat and Litjlit on Mixed Solutions

of . E.Dervin. Comptes rend., 1904,138,365—

Whek a mix" ii. of 110 grms. of phosphorus sesquisulphide

l'
4
s,uuil 16—32 grots, of sulphur, dissolved in 400 c.c. of

carbon bisulphide, is subjected to the action ot light or of

heat, two products are obtained, namely, pale yellow tra

parent needll - . t the SUlphi !e l'
L
>

4
and spherical ii assi H of

crystals ei
i ng to the formula P8SU , or rather

l'
:

- ,. -1\>,. Che action of light alone requiri - a period of

l or 'J months to co iereas at a tempe-

rature of 210° ('. the sain, result is produced in 2 hours.

S,i i- not identical with the sulphide I

obtained by Boulouch from the sanii materials by the action

of lig of iodine (see preceding

abstract). Wh-
i it 210 C. with carbon bisulphide,

the compound P8Su is split up into 2P3S4 , which crystallises

and P4S . which remaius in solution. The sulphide

I' s, 11I1. 1. 310 ( . w ith .1 l',> in

carbon bisulphide reproduces the compound I'. 1 ',,.— J. 1 B,

Hydrides and Nilridi iymiumand Praseodymium.

W. Mutbmann and 11. Keck. Annalcn, 1904, 331,
58—59

I'm on and pro] ei ties oi m ody rnium bydj

( NillL ':
1 and nitride ( Nd.\ ) and ol prase, dynjium In d

t l'rlh,) and nitride (Pi .\ ) are described,—A. >.
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400.

Intramolecular and Originally Revet inges Ex-
tending over Prolonged Periods of Time; Observations

Jome . R.J. Friswell. Proc. Chem. So'e., 1904,

20, 36.

After loDg periods of time, changes occurred involving

the slow appropriation by aminoazobeuzene base from a

solution of auiline hydrochloride of sufficient hydrochl

acid to saturate itself; this reaction was shown to i

even in the presence of much free aniline, and the variations

due to changes of temperature were described.

Lead Sails; Solutions of . Sensitive to Light. K. A.

Hofmann and V. YVSlfl. Ber., 1904, ,'J7, 249—252.

\1ixki> and left in the dark or in diffused light, solutions

of lead chloride and sodium thiosulpbate yield lead sulphide.

But when kept ice-cold and in sunlight they form a red

crystalline crust on the walls of the vessel, which, to avoid

its decomposition, must be washed, in bright light, first

with ice-cold water and then with alcohol and with ether.

A similar but more stable and much more beautiful scarli i

red iodine compound, looking under the microscope like

metallic copper leaflets dendritieally arranged, is obtained

by adding to the lead chloride and thiosulpbate mixture

some iodine dissolved in potassium iodide. Since this com-
pound can also be prepared from yellow ammonium sulphide

and lead iodide, its constitution will be that of a halo poly-

sulphide. The composition of the chlorine and iodine

compounds is expressed bv l'b,S,('L and l'b s,I, respectively.

—T. II. P.

Cupric Metaborate ; Evolution of Oxygen from —
\V. Guertler. Zeits. anorg. Chem., 1904, 38, 456—40

Ccpric metaborate, CuIi„Oj, is prepared by (1) evaporating

to dryness a solution of 1 molecule of copper nitrate and
2 molecules of boric acid, and melting the product. If tin'

temperature has not reached 950 C, fine blue doubiy-

refracting needles are obtained, of sp. gr. 3'86, unattacked

by cold dilute acids, even hydrofluoric, or by sodium
hydroxide or sulphide solution, lint slowly dissolved by hot

concentrated hydrochloric arid. When carefully melted and
cooled, the product yields a deep green, almost black, glass

of sp. gr. U -

61, extremely bard, but much more readily

attacked by reagents than the blue crystals. (2) By fusing

copper nitrate with excess of boric anhydride ; the fusion

separates into two layers, the upper containing practically

nothing but boric anhydride, the lower cupric metaborate.
When heated, cupric metaborate begius to give off oxygen
at a temperature below its melting-point (about 97o < .),

and at 1,000° C. the evolution is rapid and even violent.

Determination of the amount of oxygen evolved and
analysis cf the residue show that the reaction N 6CuB2 4

=
3Cu20.2B2 3 + 30 + 4B,03 . The cuprous borate so

obtained cannot be prepared directly from cuprous oxide
and boric anhydride.

—

J. T. D.

Jso-rhodeose, the second Methylpentose from Convolvulin.

E. Votocek. Zeits. f. Zuckerind. Bohmen, 1904, 28,
209—212. See this J., 1902, 1353.

The author obtains confirmation of his assumption that

16'o-rhodeose is a methylpentose by converting it into

methylfurfural and estimating as phloroglucide, hi

determination of the rotation in a 1'44 per cent, solution,

from which [a],, = + 20 -
3, and by the analysis of the

phenylosazone. Convolvulin is thus found to give a syrup
consisting of one molecule of glucose ([a] D = + 52 -

5),
one of rhodeose, + 75 '2, and two molecules of fso-rhodeose

+ 20-3.—L.J. de\V.

Seaiceed (Fiicus), Luminaria and Carragheen Moss;
Products of the Hydrolysis of . A. -Mother and
B. Tollens. Ber., 1904, 37, 298—305.

Skvwiid (Fucus species) from Heligoland was extracted
with cold 2 per cent, sulphuric acid for 24 hours. From
the extract, in addition to inorganic salt--, crystals of

Tuunnitol were obtained. The residue was hydroh - 1

heating with ."> per cent, sulphuric acid at the temp
of the boiling water-bath for right hours. The hyarolysed
extract yielded fueose, galactose, and small quantities of

arabinbse. Laminaria digitata from Heligoland also

3 ielded mannitol. The products of hydrolysis included

iicose aud a sugar yielding a glucosazone m.pt. 2u4° C.
< larragheen moss probably contains fructose groups in the
form of a lajvulan. Besides the decomposition products of

fructose, galactose was isolated from the hydrolysed solu-

tion, aud the presence of glucose groiips was indicated by
the production of saccharic acid on oxidation.— .1. F. B.

Leucine and Tyrosine : Note on flic Purification of ,

by E. Fischer's Method of Esterisation. II. X. Brown.
Trans', of the Guinness Research Lab., 1903, 1, 57—60.

Tin; article is subdivided as follows :—(1) Esteritication of
I leucine. (2) Saponification of the ester with production
of pure leucine. (3) Properties- of the pur,' leucine. —(4)
Ksteritication of tyrosine. (5) Properties of the pure

tyrosine. (6) Examination of a tyrosine from another

source.—A. s.

< t.rido-reducing Enzyme in Plants; Existence ofan .

J. El. Abelous and J. Aloy. Comptes rend., 1904, 138,
382—384.

Tin authors have shown that the animal organism contains

an enzyme capable of oxidising certain substances (_e.g.y

salicylic aldehyde), not like oxydases of the laccase type by
utilising free or dissolved oxygen, but al the expense of

certain highly oxidised constituents of the organism which
are thereby reduced. The enzyme is therefore simul-

taneously an oxidising enzyme towards one substance and
a reducing enzyme towards others. A similar enzyme has
now been observed in the expressed juice of potato pulp.

I'otato juice alonr, whether in presence or absence of

oxygens has no sensible oxidising action upon salicylic

aldehyde ; but if a small quantity of a highly oxidised

compound like potassium chlorate he added, considerable

oxidation of the aldehyde takes place. If, instead of the

chlorate, potassium nitrate be added, oxidation takes place,

but to a much smaller extent than in the case of the chlorate.

I'otato juice alone does not oxidise salicylic aldehyde at

the expense of the more highly oxidised constituents of the

juice, probably because the dissociated oxygenated con-

stituents have already been rendered stable by the action,

iii presence of air, of the oxydases of the laccase type

contained in the juice.—J. F. B.

$*&) 3SOO&3.

TRAITE Ii'AnaLTSE DES SUBSTANCES JIl.NI.KAI i:s.^ Par
Adolpbe Carnot, Directeur de l'Kcole Superieure des

.Mines, Ace. Tome Second. Metalloides. Vve. Ch.
Duuod, editeur, 49, Quai des Grands Augustins, Paris.

1904. Price 25 francs.

The first volume of this work was devoted to the subject

of " General Methods of Analysis, Qualitative and Quanti-
tative." The present volume (on the Metalloids) is an
Svo volume, containing 808 pages of subject-matter, with

81 illustrations, a table of contents, and the alphabetical

index. The text is subdivided as follows :— I. Hydrogen
11. Oxygen. III. .Nitrogen. IV. Argon. V. Neon,
Krypton, and Xenon. VI. Helium. VII. Carbon. Com-
bustible Minerals. VIII. Cyanogen. IX. Chlorine. X.

Bromine. XL Iodine. XII. Fluorine. XIII. Sulphur.

XV. Selenium. XVI. Tellurium. XVII. Germanium.
XVIII. Phosphorus. XIX. Arsenic. XX. Boron. XXI.
Silicon. XXII. Titanium. XXIII. Tantalum. XXIV
Niobium. XXV. Tungsten. XXVI. Molybdenum. XXVII
Vanadium. The method of dealing with each of the

elements above classified is fairly uniform, and may be

illustrated by the example of one of them :— (i) Natural

state, (ii) Analytical methods of determination, (iii
I

metric methods. (iv) Minerals and mineral pr

( v) Analysis of the latter.
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TnB Electrolysis cw.Wa.teb: Pkocessks and Applica-

tions. By Victor Engelhakdt, Chief Engineer and

Chemist of the Siemens and Hal-ke Co., 1, til, Vienna.

Translated by J. W. Richards, M.A., l'h.l). Chemical

Publishing Co., Easton, Pa. 1904. Price : Paper, 1 doL j

cloth, 1 dol. -2't cents.

Svo volume containing 131 pages of subject-matter with 90

illustrations, and followed by 15 tables. The work closes

with an alphabetical index of authors. The table of

contents at the beginning serves as index. The subject

is treated under the following heads:— I. Historical Review.

II. Constants of the Electrolytic Decomposition of Water.

III. Review of the Processes. A. Processes and Apparatus

for the Separate Production of Oxygen and Hydrogen,

(n) With Porous Diaphragms of Non-conducting Material.

(A) With Complete Non-conducting Partitions. (.<•) With
Complete or Perforated Conducting Partitions. IS. Pro-

cesses and Apparatus for the Electrolysis of Water without

Separation of the Gas (Production of Detonating (ias).

I a | For Purposes of Instruction and Laboratory Work
(Voltameter). (6) For Technical Purposes. C. Pro

lor the Simple Evolution of Oxygen, (a) Through De-

polarisation at the Cathode. (ft) By the Precipitation of

Metal at the Cathode. Chronological Review. IV. Appli-

cations. (\) Electro-chemical Processes. (2) Physical

Processes. (8) Chemical. Compression. Special \ppli-

(1) Detonating l',.\<. (a) High Temperature,

i A) Lighting. (c) Blasting. (2) Hydrogeu. («) Bal-

looning. (A) Soldering. (c) Lighting. (d) Motoring.

(3) Oxygen.

Die Elektromktallurc.ik her Alkalimetalle. Von
H. Becker. Wilhelm Knapp's Verlag, Halle a/S. 1903.

Price M. 6.

Svo volume, containing 133 pages of subject-matter with

83 illustrations and 3 tables. There is an iDdex of names
at the end, and a table ot contents at the beginning. The
method of treatment of the subject is as follows :—I.

Chemical Methods for preparing the Alkali Metals. II.

The Electro-chemical Methods for preparing the Alkali

Metals. A. Processes and Apparatus tor the Electrolytic

preparation of Sodium and Sodium Chloride. B. Process

and Apparatus for the Electrolytic preparation ot Sodium

from Caustic Soda. C. For the Electrolytic preparation of

Sodium from Sodium Carbonate or from a Mixture of

Carbonate and Caustic. D. For that of Sodium from

Sodium Nitrate. E. For that of Sodium Alloys. Potassium.

Lithium. III. The Electrothermic Process. IV. Experi-

ments and Apparatus for Laboratories.

Die Trockenpi.atte : Hire Eigenschaften tind ihre

Bebaudlung in der photographischen Praxis. Von
Dr. LdPPO-CRAMER. Gustav Schmidt's Verlag, Berlin.

19€3. Price M. 2.50.

Svo volume containing 99 pages of subject-matter,

with 7 illustration-. The subjects treated ot under the

chief title are as follows :—I. Properties of the Dry Plate,

generally. Composition ot the film, &c. II. Measuring

the Rapidity of the Dry Plate. III. The Latent Image.

IV. Gradation V. Solarisation. VI. Haik I; om Illumi-

uation. VII. Development. VIII. Fixing. [X. Washing.

X. Drying. XI. Intensification and Reduction. XII. Plates

sensitive to Colours, &c. Dispositive Plates.

1.1 ii i:lli c II MlKUOrHOTOOK.VFHIB ; nehst Bcmcrk-
ungen iiher VergrSsserung und Projection. Von Dr.

Cam
1903.

BUNG.
\l. !.

Gustav Schmidt's Verlag, Perlin.

Shall 8vo Tolume containing 171 pages of sul i matter,

with 54 illustrations. There is an alphabet cal index of

subjects and names at the end, anil a table of contents at

the beginning of the treatise, which is divided into three

sections :
— I. The Subject Treated Generally. II. The

Special Section; and III. The Photographic - Technical
Section.

An Attempt towards a Chxmioaj Conception of the
Ether, By Prof. D. Mbndblekff. Translated from the

Russian byGBORGB Kambnskt, Longmans, Green, and

Co., 39, Paternoster Bow, London; New York and
Bombay. 1904. Price 2s. nttt.

fvo volume containing 51 pages of -ubject-matter. The
author shows that if the ether be conceived ;^ a peculiar

all-permeating gas, the lightest, most mobile, and chemically

inactive, certain difficulties in the explanation of phenomena
of recent observation, are greatly reduced if not fully

removed.

(Etcinr iUport.

I.—GENERAL.
British India ; Valuation Tariff of .

Bd. of Trade J., Feb. 1904.

A Customs Circular (No. I of 1904} issued by the

Finance ami Commerce Department of the Government
of India, on the i-3rd of December, 1903, revises from
1st January, 1904, the "Tariff Valuations" fixed for

various classes of goods imported into British India.

Schedule IV.—Import Tariff: General Duties.

No. Names of Articles.

TaritI

Valu- Duty.

ad vitl.

IB

14 •I

ii ia

9 IS
10 ii

y 13

o%

ad val.

IX
Cut.

5 Mineral and aerated waters, and all

unfermented and non alcoholic

beverages
s Su

I r i
,

i
,

.
l

. i andj' Cwt.
] oaf ,.

i 'rvs!:iiii-. d, beel . . - ,.

and sofl (other 1

1

i i, -ik ingd< m..
„ and sofl from China.

und Egypt. ,.

„

„ and soft from Mauri-
tius .,

All other sorts, including saccha-
rine produce of all kinds

CHEMICi I B, DrI Q8, ItBDICIlS i B, UTD
Narcotics, AND DlEING USD Tjlssijsq

M \ I BBIAXS.

io Chemii Lucts and prepara-

tions—
ti. sulphuric

Alkali, Indian
Alum
Arsenic

„
da

< opperas, --• en
Eiplosivi -. i og u'l-l.i-

tm, dynamite, roburiti

.

and all other descriptions, in

eluding detonators and bl

Sal ammoniac
Sulphati "i f» pper
Snluhur (brimstone), flour

„ ( I.roll.

. i . rough
All ot! 'tu -i

and prepai
rax

11 1>| n:s. uu

Socotra

brag)
agra)

in

Brimstoi ro I

Ualumba root

i elusive ol the ind duties nuposed u;ion

o n
:! 4
I ll>

l;i o
« i

it ft cut.

Cwt. 30
n;

7

1

>.,
ii

16 ii

Lb. il "

75

,, 19 ii

IS ii

Lb, » 4
t «t. as

••
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Schedule IV.—Import Tariff: General Duties—cont. Schedule IV.— Import Tariff: General Duties.—cont.

Names of Articles.Names of Articles.

11 Drucs, medicines, and narcotics :—

Camphor, refined, cake Lb.
partially refined, rake,

in blocks of about 13 lb,

Camphor, crude, in powder
i

China root (chobchini), rouxh ...

( „ I, scraped..
Cubebs

ingal, China
IVMit irv i:ik;ilk;n-.i

'

Peppermint crystals
Quinine mid other alkaloids of
cinchona

B p Cwt.
Senna leaves „
Storax, liquid u -^ or

salaras) .,

Tobacco, uumanufactured
manufactured

All other sorts of drugs, im-ii-

cines. and uan rept
opium*

Dyeing and tannine; materia
Alizarin d;v, drv, 40 per cent.

„ 50
60
70

m „ 8n

, loo -
.. moist, in

Ifi

20 ..

Aniline .. .. (indiiro blue)
.. dry

salts

Avar nark Cwt.
Buzgand (gulpista)

Cochinea] Lb.
Gallnuts fmyrabolams)

Persian
Madder or manjit

hilla we"d
Sappan wood and root

Turmeric
All other sorts of dyeing and
tannins materials

Oils.

Petroleimi. including also napht
and the liquids commonly known
by the names of rock-oil, flan-

oil, Burma oil. kerosene, paraffin

line,

benzol, b snzoline, benzine, and
unable liquid which ^

madetron petroleum, con, schist,

>, p it, or any othor bitu-

minous substance, or frcm any
product of petroleum In..

Pettol-'um. which has its Hash \<

at oral* ive iCHi° F, and is proved
to the satisfaction of tbe Custi

collector to be intended for

esclusivt-ly forth..- batch:

or other fibre or for lubrica;

purposes
Petroleum. whi:-l> has its ftesh point

at or above lS0° F..anil is pn
to the sati--

collector to be intended for use
exclusively as fuel

All other sorts of oil, animal or
taole (including otto of all

kiiids) and mineral (including
paraffin wax 1

Earth, common clay, and sand
Earthenware (except earthenware

piping, china, china clay, porce-
lain, and imitation or false coral .

Fireworks, all sorts, including ful-

minating powder
Gums, gum-resins, and articl

made ofgum or gum resin—
1

I l and srambier
Gamboge
Gum ammoniac Cwt.

,. Arabic
„ bdellium
„ Benjamin, ras Cwt.
„ ,. cowrie

E. a.

1 9 5

1 S
I 1

„
S 1. „

Ifi n
211 tl ,,

7 .1 ,,

35
ad val. »

Free
100

»

3fi

5%

1 4i 5

1 v
1 13
2 0}
2 t;

2 12
« t:

7
8

1

'ill rat.

\

40
1 3

36
a -

.i 4

Fixe

ad val. 5
:

70 ll

: 12

HI tl

14
ad val.

2.1 (I

7H

-\'o.

Tariff
Vahi-

|
Dutv.

ation.

1

anna.

* The duty on opium, under Schedule III., is fiX2d at Es, 24 per
ser of 88 tolas.

Manures of all kind-, including
animal bones

17 Oilcake, also bran, fodder, and cattle
food of all kinds

13 Oil-cloth and floor-cloth, iucluding
lincrusta, linoleum. and tarpau-
lins

Paints, colours, painters' materials.
andcomposiii ins f,-r application
in leather, wood, and metals

I. i I. red, dry
.. white, dry

Ochre, i

colours
Pail;' ill

patent driers
Turpentine I

Verdigris
Vermilion, Canton Bui

Zinc white, dry
All other sorts, including glueand

putty
50 Paper, pasteboard, millboard, and

cardboard of all kinds
Paper, articles male of paper.and
papier-mache'

,",1 Perfumery—
la, husked and unhusked Cwt.

Kapurkar
Patch leai es (patchouli

I

B • il iwers, dried
1 -water [mi
All other strts. except perfumed

spirit (for which see Schedule
III. •

52 Pitch, tar and dammar-
Bitumen
Dammar Cwt.
Pitch, American and European .

.

.. coal Cwt.
Tar. American and 1

nl

neral
;.", Pulp of wood, Straw, r.u.'>,

and other materials
Seeds—

ii-

Cllinium
Iila,:,

Lin- .'. d •

Methi
Mustard, rape or sarsoe
Poppy
Qnincti lii hid ana
Til or jinjili

All other sorts
'I Sill

66 Tallow and grease, including stearin

U,

Free

13

17

1

:i

11.-, II

la s

13 o

4

4 o

Hi

r

5"

4
>', -

6

II

>

ad

:

* The duty on perfumed -pints, under Schedule ill., is fixel at
ler imp. gall. or 6 quart bottles.

Natal; Tkade of , in- 1903.

Bd. of Trade J., Feb. 25, 1904.

The following information relating to the value of the
trade of Natal for the year ended 31st December. 1903, as
compared with 1902, is based on statistics published in a
supplement to the Natal Government Gazette for 26th
January last :

—

The following tabic shows the value of some imports into
Natal (by sea) in 1902 and 1903 :—

Articles.

I- itures ol ii l
' Iware,

"iiirery. maci ry, sevi ing machines,

er and manufactures sad-
dlery)

-es (includes ale, spirit-, win,', and

i stores

Si ip and candles 143,0
Earthen, china, and stone ware, &e

iiocolate, and confectionery i
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Included in the exports from Natal are the following :

—

;

ml skins

II. -FUEL, GAS, AND LIGHT.
Com. Tar; Proposed Reduction m Di i. ox ,

IN III

Foreign Offia i ies, No. ".
1 1 J.

r The British Vice Consul at Mariupol r p with

the view of <U-\ manufacture of briquettes from
the large amount of small coal to be foun I at all the mines
in the Donetz basin, the existing high Customs duty (2/.

per ton) on coal tar v. il ly reduce!, if not altogether

abolished.

III.—TAB PRODUCTS. PETROLEUM, Etc.

Asphalt Minks in Colombia (S. America).

Foreign Office Annual Series, No. 3114. Jan. 1904.

Asphalt mines have been recently discovered, and are

now being worked under the direction of the Home Land
and Mining Company of New York.

At tin' present time the Company has one mine or

deposit working near Chaparral, Tolima, from which
about l'.Ooii tuns are shipped per yeai ;

of this a little n

than one-half goes to the United States, the balance to

Germany. The asphalt is of the hard variety, and it is

ible to tell the difference between it and
Egyptian, which contains 99 "75 per cent, of bitumen,

compared with 99*65 (Crane) and 99-4."i (Guzman) in

that mined h_v the Some Land and Mining Company.
This asphalt is used entirely for the body of paints

the making of fine varnish. It is shipped from the

mines in sacks, and sells f.o.b. New York for 65 dols.

( 13/.) the short ton. The Chaparral mines are some
t.ooi) yds. from the Saldaria river, which empties into the

i a few miles above Girardot. The asphalt is

sent down to Honda in raits, where it is embarked in

steamers for the coast, The markets for this grade of

asphalt are the United States, the United Kingdom,
many, France, and Austria-Hungary. This Company

owns all the asphalt - of this grade known in

Colombia. The ocean freights on this kind of asphaltare

about 5 dols. 50 cent. (1/. 2s.) per ton.

Naphtha eieab hi: Bagdad Railway (Asia .Minor).

Dr. P. Rohrbach. lid. of Trade J.. Feb. 25, 1

\ broad zone, lying between the Persian frontier moun-
tains in the region of the Lower Sab, and stretching in a

h-westerly direction over the Tigris and Euphrates into

the Arabian Desert, including Kerkuk, Tekrit (on the

I
;s) and Bit (on the Euphrates), appears to be full of'

bitumen, naphtha, and carburetted hj li The
inflammable exuding gases near Baoa Gurgur, and the

naphtha spring! at Kerkuk are more abundant than those in

EtuBSian Transcaucasia, on the Apsheron Peninsula, before

borings were commenced. portance of this fact is

evident when the Bagdad railway passes through this district

to rich petroleum wells.

This naphtha supply will be all the more important for
the Bagdad railway . seeing that the supply of coal along the
line, as far as vet explored, api inconsiderable.

The ; supply is in the neighbourhood of Kregeli,

north-west of the Uican Taurus on the River Chabur, which
.'ii us the Tigris above Mosul.

VII.—ACIDS, ALKALIS, Etc.

Tartar Materials; Export of , prom Italy.

Foreign Office Annual Sa
The appended table shows the exports of various tartaric

materials from Italj during the ISmoi 1 Sept SO,

1903, the figures fo mths being added
for comparison :

—

Tons.
Hall l.in

Vinaccia arffots

ujcols

H is 2,483

i tab,

I •

2.801

—T. V. 15.

IX.—BUILDING MATERIALS. CLAYS,
MORT IRS, AND CEMENTS.

Hi in in-,.. Materials; Transvaal Production "> .

Bd. of Trade J., Feb. is, 1904.

The following figures show tl if the output of the
various industrial concerns in the Transvaal during the year
ended June last, with comparisons for the pri ir :

—

Uachine-madi br cks Ibuilding).
(fin

I

I

„ (white)

1901 2. 1802 3

£ £
7.1K1 S9.741

5,120
17,638

9.608 11,128

12,727

o, i U.S. \.

Eny. and Mining J., Feb. 4, 1904.

Imports of cement into the I'nited States in 1908 were
463,590 short Ions, against 399,098 tons in 1902, an increasi

of 64,492 tons. ( )t the imports last year 275,483 tons were
from Germany, 1 1 7 .

.">
1

.". tuns from Belgium, 29,399 tons

from Great Britain, and 8,456 tons from other Europi
countries.

X.—METALLURG V

Tin Production op Bolivia in 1903.

./. Ii. Minchin. Eng. and Minimi J., Feb. 11, 1904.

The production of metallic till from the mines in tie

neighbourhood of Oruro in 1903 was 3,888,520 lb., from
2,855 short tons of concentrates, or an aver:

cent Tin Avicaya mine showed the largest output, viz.,

I.no i tons nt i oncentratee, and also the highest yield of tin.

71 percent.: the Other important mines are at Hiununi.

Chuncho, and 1 nci 11 produci unions of con-

centrates, with a yield of not less than 60 per cent. Other
important deposits of tin appear also to exist, hut the} have
not vet been worked,—T. F. B.

l'n. I - Pro , in 1903.

Bd. of Trade ./., Feb. 25, 1901.

The America a Iron ai itlon has received

from the manufacturers statistics of the production "I all

kinds of pig-iron in the United Mates in 1903.

ding to the Hull, tin of the Association for the

25th January, thi total production was 18,009,252 ton-

Bgainsl 17,821,307 tons in 1902, 15,878,354 tons in 1901,

and 13,789,242 tons in 1900. The following table give- in

half-yearly periods tin- production of pig-iron in the last

tour years ;

—

i halt

E i
t hall

J

1
1

-

;

,146,673 s,-j,,:;.7|| 8,012,1
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The chief pig-iron producing States in 1*0? were Pennsj I-

vania, S.21 1,500 tons ; Ohio, 3,287,434 ; Illinois, 1,692,375

;

and Alabama, 1,561,398 tons.

Of the total iron produced last year 504,757 tons only

were made with charcoal as fuel; ;I27 tons with mixed

charcoal and coke; 1,911,347 with coke and anthracite

coal, and 15,592,221 tons with bituminous coal.

The division according to classes of iron made in 1902

and 1903 was as follows .

—

Tons.
Found)-. - ran 5.176,5(18

Bessemer pig 10,393,168
-• 2,

Spicgeleisen and ferr 212,981

Total 17,821,307

The stocks of pig-iron which were unsold in the hands of

manufacturers or which were under their control at the

close of 1903, and were not intended for their own con-

sumption, amounted to 591,43s tons, against 49,951 tons at

the close of 1902, and 70,647 tons at the close of 1901.

The whole number of furnaces in blast on 31st December,
1903, was 182 against 307 on 31st December, 1902, and 266
on 31st December, 1901.

Pig-Iron Production of Germany in 1903.

Bd. of Trade ./., Feb. 25, 1904.

The output of pig-iron in Germany during each of the

last five years was as follows, in metric tons :— 1899,
8,143,132; 1900, 8,520,540; 1901, 7,880,081; 1902,

8,442,660; 1903, 10,085,634.

Mercury Production in- Eobope.

Eng. and Mining J., Feb. 11, 1904.

A recent communication from Vincent Spirek, of Santa

Fiora, Italy, gives the production of mercury in 190S as

follows, in metric tons:—Spain, 930; Austria, 520; Italy,

270 ; total, 1,720 tons. The output of the Spanish mines
shows a marked falling off from the production in 1902,
while the output of Austria and Italy increased slightly.

M.EBI I'KI is Russi I.

Eng. and Mining J., Feb. 25, 1901.

According to a special report furnished by Mr. VV. A.
Abegg, of Warsaw, the production of mercury by Russian
mines in 1903 was 22,110 poods, equivalent to 362 metric
tons. The output in 1902 was 416 tons.

XII.—FATS, FATTY OILS, Etc.

. Cotton Seed Oil Industry, and the Establishment
of Cotton-Seed Mills in India.

J. Mollison. Agric. Ledger, 1903, 215—232.

The average percentages of oil ami of crude fibre in 64
samples ot Indian cotton-seed were as follows :

—

Seed from

Ma I- as (26 samples)
Bombay (is samples)
Central Provinces (15 samples)
United Provinces (5 samples)

.

Oil.

Per Cent.
17-41

1V66
1.9-65

19-89

Crude Fibre.

I

17-41

1 7 hi

16-90
16-89

The present export of Indian eotton-seed consists mainly
of the Jari variety from the Central Provinces and the
Varadi variety from Bombay ; these seeds contain, on the
average, about 20 per cent, of oil and 17 per cent, of crude
fibre. The seeds of exotic varieties of cotton acclimatised

[ndia diminish in size, ami contain, on the average, les»

oil and more crude fibre than indigenous varieties. F.G.Sly
siders that Indian cotton-seed would give a yield of l";

per cent, of oil under treatment by proper machine)
it is proposed to test this conclusion by having specimens
"i Indian cotton-seed treated in American anil English
machines.

In the following table is shown the result of a p irison

of Egyptian and Bombay co o d cakes, and an a

of Indian cotton-seed, by S II Collius, together with
analyses of English-made samples of uudecorticated Indian
cotton-seed cakes, by J. W. Lsather.

mi Bombay i

I ot ton- I lottOll

Seed • s I

Cotton-

Cake. Cake. Seed.

Moisture
Oil

Wbuminoids.

.

I larboh; d

Woodj fibre .

.

-a
Sand

WIS 12-41 m.-, le 11

.VI

7

., :, 11-7 f77
21-19 VI in 16-6 17-S7
32-10 ; 19 29-7 39 II

19-31 18-65
- -

.-,-ln j-'.il 5-2 6
-
99

.'i-s7 3-39 2-66 :;-07

0-05 1-21 1-10 1-98

Underfill],

Indian i

10-90 I11-7:;

4'76 f'.u

17'60 17-
1

;

t:;:t.
r
>

17-27 18-75

6 '

3-06
1-29

3-05

o-ic,

With regard to chemical compositiou.thc difference between
Egyptian and Bombay cotton-seed cakes is not important,
but the fibre of the latter is of an objectionable woollv
character, and having regard also to the rather large amount
"I sand in the Bombay cake, this must be regarded as
slightly, but certainly, inferior to the Egyptian cake as n

cattle-food.—A. S,

XVII.—BREWING, WINES, SPIRITS, Etc.

Alcohol Trade of Italy.

Foreign Office Annual Series, No. 3118, Feb. 190-1.

The export of alcohol from Italy in 1.902 was 1,506,166
galls., as compared with 310,407 galls, in 1901, and iu fact

the figures for the last 10 years show a steady increase.

This industry is largely beneficial to agriculture, and there-

fore highly important to this district. The distilleries are
divided into three categories, of which the first is concerned
with the distillation of saccharine residuum—beetroot and
cane. In this are 17 establishments, which used up 37,237
Ions of material, and produced 2,771,323 galls, of spirit. The
second deals with wine refuse, stalks, skins, &c, and with
wine itself. This is divided into three classes, all using the
same materials. The first class consumed 157,147 tons of
material and produced 1,236,543 galls, of spirit. The
second class is of small stills, which work under special

conditions, and produced 124,950 galls. The production by
agricultural co-operative societies is also encouraged by-

special enactments, and amounted to 28,590 galls.

Xo reason has been assigned for the extraordinary boom
in the trade in 1902.

The spirit is largely utilised in the country for making
essences, preserving fruit and kindred purposes, as well as

for fortifying wine for export, as is shown bv the following
table :—

Articles.
Quantity
Exported.

Hecti

36
-

521

135

Kectolitre>

.. (red)
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The net taxation on the above reach From
bis table it appears that exported wine is fortified to the

extent of 2 16 per cent. From the port of Naples alone

hectolitres were exported, to which 04,894 litres of

-pint were added, which is equal to 4 .'. per cent. The
increase in the export of Italian Cognac- has not realised the

expectations of mannfactutt

Vinegar makers consumed 4,500 hectolitres of spirit to

produce I6.-J26 hectolitres of their wares, hut there is no

increase on preceding years.

The importation of spirit in 1902 amounted to 08,431

hectolitres. This comes almost entirely from Austria-

Hungary and Germany, and -hows a very laree incn

over the preceding quadrennial average. The duly on

eign alcohol being 30 lire per hectolitre, besides the

letroi dues of the various towns whore it is used, the sum
realised by the State by this sudden increase of importation

lias been remarkable.

Sincrr; Expoki or , from the German Customs
Psion es 1903.

M. Student. Zeits. SniritimW., 1904, 27, 18.

The exports of spirit in casks amounted to 232,797

German centners in 1903, as against 313 rs in

rs in 1901. i if these amounts

the re-export of imported spirit after refining was only

1 centner in 1903, as against 54 in] 1902, and 7,297 in

The exports of actual (lermau spirit for the past

10 years is shown in the following table

Tern ""' '"

167,632
1S-J.MIS

1S38

Year.

1900
1901

19 13

.at in

- Us

XVIII. A.—FOODS.
ds and Did •-

: O.S "Standarii Definitions
"

oi Pure .

BJ. of Trad, J., Feb. 25, 1904.

A Bill, now before the United States Senate, fixes " stan-

. dard definitions " of pure foods and drugs, and defines what
are to be considered adulterations or misbrandings of the
same \ c "| >J

of the Hill may be seen at the Commercial
Intelligence Branch of the Hoard of Trade, it), Parliameut
Street, S.W.

XIX—PAPER, PASTEBOARD, Etc.

Wool I'll--; Export Duties o» , in Sweden.

/,',/. of Trade J., Feb. 2."., 1901.

By a Law passed by the Swedish Parliament during thn
Session of 190 rt duties were imposed on wood pulp
at the following rates ;

—

The spirit exported, including the small amounts re-

exported alter refining, went chiefly to thi countries

mentioned in the following table:

—

: Duly.

1 h. -I ired, par ton
nicolty ,.

v

50
.111

Hall the
Wet,per ton - rate-

I

Equivalent.

8. d.

6)
u t

Half the

on dry.

flatrnt list.

X.K.—In these lints, [A.] means "Application for Patent," and

[C.S-1, " Complete Specification Accepted."

Where a Complete Specification accompanies an Application, an
asterisk i-. a tfixed. The dates (riven are (i) in the case of Applica-

tion'* for Patents, the dates of application, and (li) in the case of
|

Complete Specifications Accepted, those of the Official Journals

in which acceptance's of the Complete Specifications are advertised.

Complete SpeeiUcntions thus advertised as accepted, are open «•

inspection at the Patent Office immediately, and to opposition

within two months of the said dates.

1

•J. 711
it; -17 J.31U

6
1,090

7.-J0-

rland 51,012
--.»:-

15.134

Turkej in Europe

Africa

Xhe spii it in casks into '1 e 1 lei mo isl una

onion amounted to 8095 centners in 19 igainst
-

amounts. 7- -lined for after

refining, in 1908, "i-'as in 1902, and 9685 in 1901, and thus

the amounts imported for consumption in Gen
.77 in 1902, an l - —A. S.

t;\ 1\ >r\IN -. I .

/ ,S, Cons. Hep., No. L875, Ftb. 12, ]

The production if si ' oi

ously

,],;,! ,, ew vineyards planted with American vines

in the list few year-
|

el th -

great industry is near its end. In 1 en pr.'-

gallona in the district ol .1 res. The
vintage has fallen off from year to year, until the product

mted to 1 1 -

I.—PLANT, APPARATUS, AND MACfflNBBY.

[A.] :J7'.i."). lmrav (Meister. Lucius and Bruning). 1 x-

traction of water or other liquid from mineral,

vegetable, or animal substances. Feb. 15.

„ 3507. Akliebolaget Separator. 1 entrifugal

rating apparatus, [Swedish Appl.. I•

..j" Feb. 15.

„ 3859. von Kitterhausen. Filters. Feb. 16.

„ 4139. Stanton. Apparatus for use in heatin

stances in retort-.* Feb. 18.

4281. .lame- and Kiehardson. .Method and app.i-

ratus for the production ofpowci aud liquefaction

of gases. Feb. 19.

„ 4",i'i7 Machinery for compr
oils thuds. Feb. 2 I.

„ 4 nfabr. Grevenbroich).

tering apparatus.* Feb. 24,

npson (Ilaurahau). Drying kilns.*

Feb. 24.

4G18. Woolford. Crucibles aud other ref.

vessels.

7 Perrier. Distilling apparatus. H
Appl., 1 1 eb. 85.
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[A] 4694. Von Orth. Method of and apparatus for

preventing the freezing of liquid gases on the

discharge thereof from storage vessels.* I'd). 25.

[C.S.] 3938 (1903). Smith. Filters. B'eb. 24.

„ 5770 (1903). Wache and Loeoge. Apparatus for

concentrating liquids. Feb. 24.

S500 (1903). Cristadoro. Kneading and mixing

machines. Feb. 24.

„ 11,450(1903). Schofield and Cole. Apparatus for

the production of liquid extracts. March 2.

„ 26,712(1903). Grimwade. Continuous muffle fur

naces or kilns. March 2.

27,621 (1903). Gordon (Licardie). Evaporators

for distilling or concentrating liquids, or for

generating steam or gas. March 2.

II.—FUEL, GAS, AND LIGHT.

[A.I 3721. Clapham. Condensers for us,- in the rnanil

facture of illuminating and other ^ases. Feb. 15.

3781. Marks (Internat. Fuel Co.). Artificial oi

composite fuels.* Feb. 15.

,, 3S2I Mackenzie and Mackenzie. Mantle lor in

candescent lighting. Feb. 15.

„ 3901. Thompson (Hoberecht). Means to econo-

mise fuel.* Feb. 16.

393S. Hills. Manufacturing gas from carbonaceous
material. Feb. 1 7.

3994. Levis (Gen. Electric Co.). Electrodes for

arc lamps. Feb. 17.

„ 3997. Levis (Gen. Electric Co.). Electrode- foi

arc lamps. Feb. 17.

3999. Levis (Gen. Electric Co.). Electrodes for

arc lamps. Feb. 17.

1000. Levis (('.en. Electric Co.). Electrodes for

arc lamps. Feb. 17.

4001. Levis (Gen. Electric Co.). Electrodes for

arc lamps. Feb. 17.

1002. Levis (Gen. Electric Co.). Electrode- foi

arc lamps. Feb. 17.

4003. Levis (Gen. Electric Co.). Electrode-; for

arc lamps. Feb. 17.

4004. Levis (Gen. Electric Co.). Electrodes for

arc lamps. Feb. 17.

„ 1099. Bumford. Gas-burning furnaces. Feb. 18.

4133. Levis (Gen. Electric Co.). Arc lamps and
electrodes therefor. Feb. 18.

„ 4134. Levis (Gen. Electric Co. ). Arc lamp
trodes. Feb. 18.

,, 4230. I'feifer and Wolz. Complete combustion of

solid fuel. Feb. 19.

„ 1355. Vernon. Gas-producers, Feb. 22

„ 4506. Leinss. See under V[t.

,, 4625 Siuger. Manufacturing mantles for mean
descent gas lights. Feb. 25.

., 1708. Settle and Padfield. Mode of making coke,
anil apparatus to be used therefor. Feb. 26.

3331 (1903). Westphal. Retort furnace and
method of charging the retort. Feh. 24.

3852 (1903). Brooks (Stettiner, Chammotte, Fabr.,
vorm. Didier). Gas generator furnaces with
inclined retorts. Feb. 24.

[C.S.]

[C.S.] 8135 (1903). Angus and McPherson. (las retorts.

March 2.

9733 (1903). Bousfield (denies). Gas washers.
Feh. 2 1.

11.442 (1908). Vogel. Arc light electrodes.

March 2.

26,712(190:'.) Grimwade. See under J.

27,613(1903). Ritz. Furnaces.' Feb. 24.

769(1901). Stevens and Timmerman. Furnaces.
Feb. 2 1.

,, 770(1904). Stevens and Timmerman. Furnaces,
Feb. 24.

IV.—COIiOUBING MATTERS AND DYESTUFFS.

[A.] 4377. Newton (Barer and Co.). Manufacture and
production of anthraquinone derivatives. 1-'.

[C.S.] 7390 (1903). Johnson (Badische Anilin und Soda
Fabrik). Manufacture of monazo colouring
matter. Feb. 24.

V.—PREPARING, BLEACHING, DYEING,
PRINTING, AND FINISHING TEXTILES, YARNS,

AND FIBRES.

[A.] 459i'.. Deli,'-. Tubes for holding yarns or threads

during dyeing, bleaching, mordanting, and like

operations. [Fr. Appl., July 10, 1903.]* Feb. 24.

,, 4610. Willard. Apparatus lor dyeing raw stock,

woo], and like materials. [U.S. Appl., May 21,
1903.]* Feb. 24.

1 7 s 7 . I litre. Apparatus for the dyeing, mor-
danting, bleaching, or other treatment of textile

materials in bobbin or like form. Feh. 26.

[C.S.] 5867 (1903). Imray (Meister, Luciusund limning).

See under VII.

„ 21,961 (1903). Sucker. Beaming and dressing

warp yarns. Feb. 24.

„ 24,641 (1903). Roberts and Crossley. Carbonising
or destroying cotton or silk in woollen or worsted

fairs. Feb. -I.

VII.—ACIDS, ALKALIS, \ND SALTS.

[A.] 3776. Boult (Soe. Romana Sofati). Process foe

the simultaneous preparation and purification of

aluminium hydrate. Feb. 15.

„ 4130. Ahreudts. See under IX.

„ 4217. Abel (Siemens and Co.). Manufacture ol

barium oxide. Feb. 19.

„ 4295. Martier. Manufacture of sulphide of zim

Feb. 20.

4372. Corbin. See under XI.

„ 4409. Feely. Treatment of lime. [U S. Appl.,

March 5, 191)3.]* Feb. 22.

„ 4462. Guteusohn. Means for the recovery of

metallic bases or compounds from li

solutions. Feb. 23,

„ 4487. Granier. See under XI.

1506. Leinss Preparation of calcium carbide.

Feb. 23.

„ 4796. Stanley. Extraction or preparutio

nitrates or similar salts Feb. 26.
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[C.S.] 451; ile Patents Syn-

dicate, Ltd., and Grossmann. Manufacture of

cyanides and recovery of by-products. March 2.

„ 5667(1903). Imra) (Meister, Lucius und Brnning).

Manufacture of new hydrosulpbite compounds
and methods of dyeing ami printing with their

aid. March 2.

6 158 ( 1903 ). Spence and l'

Ltd. Manufacture of aluminium sulphate.

Feb. 24.

23,918(1903). Keogh and Brought on. Processes

of making alum -products March 2.

IX.—BUILDING MATERIALS, CLAYS, MORI \K>,

AM) CEMENTS.

[A.] 3760. Perkiewiez Coating hricks, and apparatus

therefor. Feh. 15.

3769. Howorth (Jurschina). Manufacture of arti-

ficial stone.* Fell. 15.

•tl'di. Ahrendts. Manufacture of artificial stones

or hricks in which the waste from tbi hieblanc

or ammonia soda process is used. German
Appl., May .'.. 1903.]* Feh. 18.

4210 Gostling. Vertical kiln for burning cement

or lime by the aid of fun • > Mast.*

I '. b SO.

„ 427.". Nelson (McNeill and (
N under X.

,. 4433. Williams and Touikins Products ot silica

as a refractory material. Feb 2:i.

1478. Bach. Manufacture of refractory a;

Feh. 23.

„ 4j.",7. Twynham. Utilisation of blast furnaci

aud similar materials. Feh. 24.

4606. Liehold. Process for manufacturing cement.*

Feh. 2 I

.

4G1S. Woolford. Set under I.

1674. Ford. Manufacture of artificial stone or

sand-lime bricks. Feb. 25.

•ic'.is.. Wouldbam Cement Co. and Fennel. Mann
facture of refractor) material suitable for lining

rotary and other kilns, gec, Kcb 27.

[C S] 4<>4s (1903). Mills (Seigle). Artificial build I

materials. March 2.

i. Briggs. Bituminous cement. March 2.

26,751 (1908) Morris. Itrick kilns. March 2.

1279 (1904). Johnson (Brown an. I Tredway).
Manufacture ol pipes, conduits, Sec, for use

rground, or in ether places where the) are

electrical or corrosive acl oi let. 24.

X.—METALLl RXn

[A.] 37S5. Alzugaray. Manufacture ..t metallic alljvs.

Feb 15.

3786. Alzngaray. Soldering and weld

Feb. 15.

,,
3'.'tvj. Evans. Method of and means for the

ment ol gold-bearing slimes. Feb. 17.

3998. Levis (General Fle.iric Co.). Methods of

producing metals from a compound containing

silicon. Feb. IT

[A.] 4008. Tresidder. Manufacture of steel. Feb. 17.

405*. Simm, Simm, Si irey and Sellers. 1'

for treating zinc blende and other substances

containing /inc. arid apparatus therefor. Feb. 18.

427.".. Nelson (McNeill and Co.). Manufacture ..t

wool. sili it) '.. or mineral wool.
2li.

4313. Mollard. Means of producing metal or
the like. Feb. 22.

1358. Moselcy. Fun unelting iron and
making steel. Feb. 22.

1462. Gntensohn. See under VII.

(7 Cunnington. I xtraction and purification of

zinc 1 b. J.'.

,, 4793. Wolf Separation of metals from thei

[U.S. Appl., Ma) 22, 1903.]* l.li

I
- 1894 (1903). Jones. Puddling ai

and re-heating furnaces. Feb. 21.

9064 (1903). Lauer. Production of bronze and
the like metallic powder. March 2.

15 120 1903 -I • under XI.

23,821 (1903). Hunt. Proc

steel ingots March 2.

1842 (I '.'ii-t). Engels. Process lor treating steel

and armour plates. March 2.

XI.—ELECTRO-CHEMISTRY AND ELECTRO
MET IlLLTTRGI

[A.] 3790. Keller. Electric furnaces. Feb. 15.

„ 4059. Main. Simm, Store) and Sellers. Kle.tric

furnaces. Feb. 18.

41*£. Blackmau. Electric accumulators, Feb. 19.

4372. Corbin. Electrolytic manufacture of chlor-

ates and perchlorates. [.•>. Appl.. Dec. 31,

1903.]* Feb 22.

., 4ts7. Granier. Process and apparatus for the

manufacture of sulphate of copper and caustic

alkalies by the electrolysis of alkaline chlorides.

Fr. Appl., April I
• Feb. 23.

4512. Nebiner. Generating electricity by th.

of moist chemicals which are mechanicall) pressed

upon zinc Feb

[C.S.] 6954(1903). Diamant. Forming lead peroxide on
plates of electric accumulator?. Mar.

8fi7i; ince. Plates for electric accumu-
lators. March 2.

15,420(1903), Kaiser. Electrolytic production of

/inc. Feb. 21

2S,o.".7 (iyo3). Wheat ley (Atwood Electric Co.)

Solutions for use in the cells of galvanic batteries.

March 2.

„ 1599(1904). Ryffel. Galvanic batteries March 2.

XII. -F\in OILS, FATS, WAXES, ^ND SOAP.

[A.] 44lc. Castle. Manufacture of soap washing com-

pounds and the like. l-'eb. 22.

n 4488. I Bleaching fat-, oils,

«,\, - v. ,i.l ipparatns therefor. Feb 23.
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[A.] 4582. Bolton. Soap for domestic and manufac-

turing purposes. Feb. 24.

„ 4867. Hearson (Frank and Ziegler). Process for

the extraction of fat or wax-like substances from

hydrous materials.* Feb. 27.

[C.S.] 4420 (1903). Turner and Turner. Process of

treating refuse soap-suds. March 2.

„ 5687 (1903). Pfestroff and Gillon. Compound for

use as a substitute for linseed oil. Feb. 24.

„ 6590 (1903). Knox. Soap. March 2.

„ 27,449 (1903). Cronholm. See under XVIII. A.

III.-PIGMENTS, PAINTS; RESINS, VARNISHES;
INDIA-RUBBER, Etc.

(A.)—Pioments, Paints.

[A.] 4491. Mitchell. Manufacture of paint. Feb. 23.

XIV.—TANNING ; LEATHER, GLUE, SIZE, Etc.

[A.] 3981. Boult (Trenckmann). Manufacture of

leather. Feb. 17.

„ 4246. Moore and Kirk. Glue or cement. Feb. 20.

XV.—MANURES, Etc.

C.S.] 10,581 (1903). Wardle. Utilisation of brewers'

and distillers' yeast in the manufacture of artificial

manures. March 2.

XVI.—SUGAR, STARCH, GUM, Etc.

[A.] 4112. Shaw. Treatment or preparation of sugar,

and machinery for use therein. Feb. 18.

„ 4792. Reynaud. Manufacture of achroo-dextrin.

Feb. 26.

XVII.—BREWING, WINES, SPIRITS, Etc.

[A.] 4011. Von Szathmary. Condensing apparatus for

preventing losses in distilleries through the

escape of alcohol vapour.* Feb. 17.

„ 4271. Oppenheimer and Kent. Spirituous fluid or

compound, and process for obtaining same.

Feb. 20.

„ 4294. Krueger. Malting apparatus. Feb. 20.

„ 4560. Leaker. Brewing, distilling, and like pro-

cesses, and apparatus therefor. Feb. 24.

„ 4651. Alliott. Apparatus for treating brewer's

wort for cooling and other purposes. Feb. 25.

C.S.] 9477 (1903). Lapp. Closed grain-steeping vats

for manufacturing malt and similar substances.

March 2.

„ 10,581 (1903). Wardle. See under XV.

XVIII.—FOODS ; SANITATION ; WATER
PURIFICATION, & DISINFECTANTS.

(4.)—Foods.

[A.] 3954. Moss. Preparation of cocoa. Feb. 17.

[A.] 4232. Parker. Manufacture of a bleaching agent

and its application for bleaching, ageing, or

conditioning flour and the like. Feb. 19.

„ 4287. Best. Bleaching grain and products thereof.

Feb. 20.

„ 4589. Binder. Process of making milk extract

similar to meat extract. [Fr. Appl., Feb. 25,

1903.]* Feb. 24.

[C.S.] 4150(1903). Bromhead. Food products. Feb. 24.

10,845 (1903). Howorth (Bauer and Co.). Manu-
facture of albuminous compounds soluble in

water. Feb. 24.

„ 27,449 (1903). Cronholm. Edible fats and process

of making the same. March 2.

(C.)

—

India-Rubber.

[A.] 4540. Kitchiug and Shirley- Disinfectants. Feb. 24.

XIX.—PAPER, PASTEBOARD, Etc.

[C.S.] 4378 (1903). Dietrich. Means for regulating the

supply of pulp water to pulp catchers or savers,

&c, used in the manufacture of paper. March 2.

„ 7058 (1903). Atkins. See under XXII.

„ 7269 (1903). Nathan, Thomson, and Thomson.
See under XXII.

„ 7346 (1903). Newton (Bayer and Co.). Manufac-
ture of cellulose acetate. Feb. 24.

28,186 (1903). Meixell and Holt. Process of
making paper. March 2.

„ 307 (1904). Ingersoll and Lenhart. Cork compo-
sitions. Feb. 24.

XX.—FINE CHEMICALS, ALKALOIDS,
ESSENCES, AND EXTRACTS.

[A.] 3706. Ewan and Young. Manufacture of guanidine

salts. Feb. 15.

XXI.—PHOTOGRAPHIC MATERIALS AND
PROCESSES.

[A.] 3794. Abel (Act.-Ges. i. Anilinfabr.). Flashlights

for photography. Feb. 15.

„ 3855. Hoffsummer. Process of preparing photo-

graphic tissues.* Feb. 16.

„ 4668. Cleaver and Marcussen. Process for pro-

ducing photographs in colours. Feb. 25.

[C.S.] 7924 (1903). Gurtner. Production of coloured

photographs and photo - mechanical prints.

Feb. 24.

„ 14,073 (1903). Nusch (Franklin Tarsulat). Pre-

paration of durable collodion emulsions for all

colour rays of the spectrum, suitable for the

production of negatives for half-tone in natural

colours. Feb. 24.
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XXII.—EXPLOSIVES, MATCHES, Etc.

[A.] 4028. Hargreaves, and Curia's ami Harvey, Ltd.

Blasting compounds. Feb. 17.

,, 4090. Bichel. Manufacture of explosives. Feb. 18.

„ 4fi'.i'J. Haddau (Fflhrer). Process for the manufac-

ture of explosives of the nitrate of ammonia
group. Feb. 25.

„ 4742. The Miners' Safety Explosive Co., Ltd., and
Levett. Safety explosives. Feb. 26.

[C.S] 6409 (1903). Selwig. Manufacture of guncotton.

Feb. 24.

[C.S.] 70S8 (1903). Atkins. Manufacture of nitrated

cellulose. Feb. 24.

„ 7269 (1903). Xatliau, Thomson and Thomson.
Manufacture of nitro-cellulose. Feb. 24.

„ 8898 (1903). Wetter (Westliilisch-Anhalt. Spreiig-

stoff A.-G.). Explosives. Feb. 24.

„ IIP (1904). Schmidt. Manufacture of a nitro-

cellulose gunpowder. Feb. 24.

XXin.—GENERAL ANALYTICAL CHEMISTRY.

[A.] 4088. Brigj.'~. Apparatus for measuring the per-

centage of explosive gases in the air. Feb. 18.
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Notices.

JUBILEE OF Dr.. H. CARO.

On February 13th a celebration took place at Mannheim
in honour of the 70th birthday of Dr. II. Caro, one of the
wiginal members of this Society. On that date the President

md Dr. Messel, acting on behalf of the Council, sent to

iim a telegram of congratulation, of which the following

s a cop}-
:

—

" Dr. H. Caro, Mannheim.

"The Society of Chemical Industry, proud of the grand
ichievements of its member, sends its sincerest congratula-

ions on your 70th birthday, and hopes that you may long

)e spared to your family and to your admiring friends.

(Signed) Ramsay, President.

Messel, Vice-President."

To this Dr. FT. Caro has sent the following reply :
—

'Dear Sir William, Mannheim, 1 March 1901.
" I never feel more my inability to make words meet

pith my feelings than at the present moment, when I am
bout to undertake the task of expressing to you, as the

'resident of the time-honoured Society of Chemical
ndustrv, and to Dr. Messel, as the Vice-President thereof,

ny heartfelt thanks for the great honour and distinction

vhich your Society has bestowed upon me by its congratu-

itions to my 70th birthday, framed in words honouring
be generous sender not less than the deeply thankful

eceiver. May I then be allowed, dear Sir William, to ask
on, kindly, to complete your noble mission and to convey
tie expression of my sincerest and never-dying gratitude

3 the Society of Chemical Industry. 1 have never forgotten

lie happy time of my younger days when I became ap-

renticed to English manufacturing chemistry, when I

:arned to make my first steps in chemical investigation,

nd when, above all, I was led to love and appreciate the true

;reatness of your noble country and your generous-hearted
nuntrymen. To be honoured by my British fellow-

hemists in the manner done by you, dear Sir William, by
)r. Missel, and the Society of Chemical Industry, is to

ly mind the crowning of my entire life, and the most
recious gift presented to my 70th birthday.

Believe me, dear Sir William,

Yours ever faithfully,

(Signed) Dr. H. Cako.

Sir William Ramsay. K.C.B., Ph.D., F.R.S.,

President of the Society of Chemical Industry,

London."

THE MEDAL.
At a meeting of the Council of the Society held en
[arch 2ord last, it was unanimously resolved to present
le Society's medal for 1904 to Prof. Ira Remsen, President

F the Johns Hopkins University, Baltimore, Md., U.S.A.,
ir conspicuous services rendered by him to Applied
hemistry.

.NNUAL GENERAL MEETING, NEW YORK, 1904.

The Annual General Meeting will be held in New York
ity on Thursday, Sept. 8th, and following days. Members
ho contemplate attending are requested to communicate
ith the General Secretary as soon as possible, in order
lat suitable travelling arrangements may be made. A
vised programme appears in this issue of the Journal.

ST. LOUIS EXHIBITION, 1904.

The St. Louis Chemical Society has established a Bureau
Information for the benefit of members of foreign

lemieal societies who may visit the World's Fair. Any
embers of such societies who desire information in regard
the Exhibition are invited to write to the Secretary,

:of. E. H. Reiser, Washington University, St. Louis, Mo.

COMMUNICATIONS.

Authors of communications read before the Society, or
:• ay of its Local Sections, are requested to take notice that
under Rule 43 of the Bye-laws the Society has the right of
priority of publication for three months of all such papers.
Infringement of this Bye-law renders papers liable to be
rejected by the Publication Committee, or ordered to be
abstracted for the Journal, in which case no reprints can
be furnished to the author.

£tst of iHcmbn'E. eierteo

23rd MARCH 1904.

Appleby, Joseph, 35, Pembroke Road, Bootle, Liverpool,
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Richards, Adelbert H., e/o General Metals Co., Colorado

Springs, Colo., U.S.A., Chemist.

Sohoeller, Walter R„ 169-170, Shorediteh High street,

London, E ( !., Analytical < hi mist.

Stanflacher, W., u4, Oberwilerotrasse, Basle, Switzerland,
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Technical Research Chemist.
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Chemist.
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Zimmermann, Henry D., c/o American Ether Co.. Rich-

mond, Va., U.S.A., Chemist.
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Silt. PRANK TATE IN THK CHAIK.

DESTRUCTIVE BACTERIA IN MANUFACTUK1
OPERATIONS.

1!T II. I:. STOCKS, F.I.C.

To those engaged in the manufacture of organic products]

from animal and vegetable sources the study of bacteria

is of the utmost importance. Our rapidly increasing-

.

knowledge of this subject, though of recent .late, has

shown that many of on argest industries depend eitbei

entirely or partly upon bacterial action, and thnt

these minute organisms are responsible lor many changes,

ifii I or otherwise, which occur at various stages;

of manufacturing processes. The changes directly due t<»

bacteria come within the scope oi the chemist, and it may
be a part of In- duty to deal with them.

There i in man} manufactures where bacterial

.l.i .. considi ruble amount of damage, and there are lew-

stages where the conditions are so unfavourable that bacteria

ii, or at least exist if they I'm. I an entry. There
exist several -pe< lies of bacteria whose spores can withstand

a temperature of boiling water for several hours and after-

wards .lev. lop under favourable conditions : there an- many
.via which flourish a; moderately high temperatures,

and others which may be frozen am! yet multiply. Some
withstand moderately strong alkalis or :

,

. ihere

exi-t quite a number that are not checked at all by the

usual antiseptic methods of treatment such a- weak

solutions oi phenol or mercuric chloride.

The sources of infection are the materials used, the air or

the water used ; and bacteria may also !" inti

careless or uncleanly methods oi' working !i the con-

ditions are ai all favourable bacteria will multiply at an

irmous rate, and .

another, finally appearing in tin- more or less dan

finished product. Especially i- this the case in intermittent

work, when the plant is only in use for a portion ol

day ; the material left in the apparatus then becon -

1 e. nd for gem.-, and the vat-, tiller pr.

j.ii i

i aining it have to he 'horougbly

cleansedlbefore they can he used again.

The first precaution to be observed i- thorough clean!!

ii.-- All apparatus should he cleansed or disi ifeeted i>

such a manner that it may he used without any fear

contamination to the material that may be in pro.

m; nnfacture.

It was shown in ls7s l.y Downs and Blunt (Pro

Soc. 26, 188) that the d ol bacteria

iiisnis i- arrested under the It till

sunlight and oxygen. Most bacteria slum tin

tn . bactei ia flourish under an:, robi. litfoni

Efficient ventilation is ihercfore absolutely nee -- rj in

factory
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Waste water should be treated in some win , or run
•-.lireetly into the sewer. Other waste materials should be
sterilised, destroyed, or carried right away while they are
•quite fresh.

It should always be remembered that bacteria require
water for their growth, so that a waste product should be
'brought into a dry condition, if possible.

Other methods of treatment will depend upon the nature
•of the material operated upon. In dealing with food
•products, sterilisation by heat is largely practised, aud, if

the material will bear a high temperature, it is heated to
100° ('. or slightly above, as iu the preservation of meat,
meat extracts, &c.
The preservation of substances not intended for food is

usually insured by the addition of preservatives or anti-

septics, which may be added during the manufacture or
•to the fiuished product, but it is essential for proper
working to get them in as soon as possible to prevent, if

possible, even incipient signs of decomposition.
The preservatives mostly used are phenol, cresols,

thymol, salicylic acid, formaldehyde, formic acid, lactic

acid, zinc chloride, borax, boric acid, sulphurous acid,

sodium and calcium sulphites and bisulphites, hydrofluoric
acid and alkali fluorides and silicofluorides.

The application of some of these to foods is also to a
certain extent practised, but this should be severely dealt

with ; though of great benefit to the manufacture, it is

far from beneticial to the consumer, and no doubt leads

to the working-up of a lot of material that would other-

wise have to be destroyed or converted to some meaner use.

In the brewing of beer, in the distillery, and in wine
manufacture, a considerable amount of trouble is caused by
bacterial action. In bread making, the general surround-
ings of a bakery ought to be carefully looked into, and any
source of infection quickly put a stop to. A new Act came
into force in January, which deals with the question, and
no new bakehouses wdl be allowed below ground. In the

manufacture of sugar and starch destructive bacteria are

especially numerous, and cause a great amount of trouble.

The leather industries are dependent upon the action of

bacteria ; the various soaks used contain immense numbers
of bacteria which act upon the skins iu such a way as to

better fit them for the subsequent tanning operation ; these

bacteria may, bow-ever, become destructive, and cause a loss

af weight or strength iu the finished material.

In the manufacture of gum tragasol from the locust

beans as carried out at the Gum Tragasol Works, we
noticed, during the extraction of the gum from the

milled beans, soon after the commencement of operations,

isolated black patches disseminated through the gum. On
examining

t
these with the microscope, it was found that

they contained a large number of spores, and, though the

temperature was very high, i.e. about 88° O, they were
evidently developing. These black patches were eventually
iraced to the mill. The machines for grinding include two
sets of small millstones enclosed in cast-iron casings.

During the grinding of the beans considerable friction is ex-
perienced, and heat is generated in the mills which drives out

the moisture contained in the beans ; this collects upon the
inside of the iron covers, and is quickly coated with fine

dust produced during the grinding, which also passes into

this spaee ; the water aud dust together form a soft pulp,

which accumulates until it touches the revolving stones, and
forms a layer half an inch or more in thickness. During
the period of grinding there is a current of air passing down
through the feed opening iu the upper stone, between the

stones, aud out through the delivery spout, this air being
heated to a temperature of about 35° C. while it is passing
through. The spores contained in the volume of air passing
through these mills must be considerable, and many of
them are held back by the coating of dust and water lying
upon the iron plates ; the temperature being very suitable,

and the necessary organic matter plentiful, they develop,
the bacteria multiply very rapidly, and soon Lhe pulp is

swarming with them.
The bacteria thus introduced generate acids which attack

the iron casings, while the iron thus dissolved combines with
the tannin of the dust from the husk forming a black lake or
ink, and impaits to the material a b'.ack colour. The acidity

of the moist material equals 0-46 per cent., calculated
as acetic acid. After a time this black material dries up
and breaks away from the iron casings ; it falls into the
grilling machines along with the beans, and any pieces
which may have broken up to about the same size as the
be ins pass with them through the remainder of the grinding
machines, becoming rounded, hardened, and polished in the
!

ocess. About half an ounce or less of this material niav
be found in 100 lb. of beans, but the number of spores iu
'Ins quantity must be so great that its absolute weight gives
no idea of the destruction these spores may do when thev
develop. In the manufacture of the gum the black
particles very rapidly swell and liberate the spores into the
gam, and if allowed to develop these cause a considerable
amount of trouble. Attempts were, made to cultivate these
bacteria by inoculation into agar-agar, but they did tint

develop; they will, however, grow readily by simply warm-
ing these black particles with water and allowing them to

remain for a few days in a warm place. The organisms
which appear to be most common, are a short rod-shaped
bacterium, with well-developed spore at one end : iu very
sour material this become- about twice as long; and a short
bacterium, under favourable conditions developing into a
very long chain, and a diplococcus. Some of these bacteria
act upon the gum in such a way as to render it quite fluid,

and this action becomes so powerful that a very small
quantity of the fluid gum added to a large quantity of fresh
gum will cause it to become fluid in about half an hour;
this action is uo doubt due to enzymes excreted by these
bacteria, as the organisms alone could not, in so short a
time, destroy so much material. This emphasises what I

said in my opening remarks, that all old material should be
removed, as it is often very destructive.

In the preparation of flour for sizing purposes two
methods are pursued ; either the material is used in its fresh
state after the addition of a preservative, or it is allowed
to ferment for several weeks. In conjunction with Mr.
Graham White I have studied the changes which take place
when flour ferments, and as they are of a destructive char-
acter they may be of iutercst here. When flour and water
are mixed together and allowed to stand, a fermentation
commences in about three days and continues for a long
period. This fermentation may be due entirely to bacteria.
or partly to bacteria aud wild yeasts, or partly also to the
ordinary forms of moulds according to which organisms
get the upper hand ; but the changes appear to be of a
similar character in different fermentations. The figures
given in the table refer to a fermentation carried out on a
fairly large scale, the atmospheric temperature varying
between 64'' and 72° F. Samples for analysis were taken
from the bulk at 2, 4, 6, and S weeks, and corrections made
accordingly :

—

Fermentation of Flour at 64 5
to 72

3
F.

Samples takeu from Bulk.

Fresh.
Fer-

mented
2 weeks.

Fer-
mented
4 weeks.

F.T-
mented
t> weeks.

Fer-
i tented
S weeks.

Albuminoids :

.Soluble in water
Insoluble in water .

.

7'BS
9 . i

1-43
9 25
l'«2

7-27 T1V
2-5 i

11-61

3-62

0-35

0-ulS

0-632
1-233
0-013

11-19

tr.vt

2-25
0-102

rsiis
0-275
0-034

10-87

2-59
0-120

1 -4S1

0-099

'J -77

6-85

0-250

1-164

0*206

Acidity in parts NaHU
5-00

tr-sn

1-167

Nitrogen
:

In solublealbuminoids
in insoluble „

Total

Soluble albuminoids
ppt. by tannin and
sodium chloride :

In acid solution. ..

In neutral

i-sso rs,75 1'840

••

••

1-770 1-760

iir.i

4-74
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If we compare the figures obtained after two weeks' fer-

mentation with those obtained when the flour was fresh

we find that a great change has taken place ;
most of the

albuminoids have become soluble, nearly all the sugar has

been removed, the acidity has considerably increased, and

some ammonia has been produced. The changes after the

second week are of a similar character but much slower.

and it is evident that the greater part of the work is done at

an early period. There is a gradual loss of nitrogen, and a

large increase in acidity, and also a slight increase in in-

soluble albuminoids owing to the large increase in bacteria

and yeasts which are themselves nitrogenous. The acids

generated appear to be to a certain extent preservative, for

putrefactive fermentation does not set in for a long period,

an unusual occurrence in presence of such a quantity of

albuminous matter. The amount of soluble albuminoids and

peptones at the eighth week is -hoivn to he fairly large by the

precipitate obtained with tannin aud sodium chloride. The
time at my disposal will not allow of a full account of the

work done. The following arc the most interesting points :

—

After the eighth week ethyl alcohol was found to he present

in the liquid to the extent of 0*6 per cent.; volatile acids,

principally acetic arid, were also found equal too 313 per

cent.; and non-volatile lactie| acid 0" 504 per cent., besides

other products. When the necessary corrections were made
and the weights of these constituents calculated on 100

grins, of the original tlour, the amounts were as follows :
—

Gnus. Grms.

Alcohol O'lS containing cat

Acetic acid s/20 „ 1*28

Lactic acid „ 2*06

Carbon.

The sugar in the original flour amounting only to 3'62

per cent., and containing 1*44 per cent, of carbon, it is

evident that a portion o! the other carbohydrates dextrin

and starch must have been destroyed, and this is borne out

by the fact that the starch granules are much shrunk and
eroded. There is no doubt a good deal of starch lost in

this process.

It appeared to be of interest from a sizer's point of \ lew

to determine whether the albuminoids or gluten could be

brought into solution without the lung and wasteful process

of fermentation, and for this pupose three exj etiments were
tried :

—
By acting upon flour with

—

(1) 10 times it> weight of cold water.

(2) „ „ h per ci nt. acetic acid.

(3) „ „ per cent, of lactic acid.

On analysis these mixtures gave the following results :

—

Soluble.

Album

I

Album
7-1
2-B2
1'75

10-31

10

I0-S1

proving that the albuminoids of flour ate very largely

soluble in these weak acids.

With regard to the pollution of water supply a g

might be said, but the following i cample, which has come
under my own notice, will si.

The Gum Tragasol « 'o. derive the water tor boiler

purposes partly from pits or ponds in an adjacent Held and
; artly trum the mains ; in

]
i ean si

the wink-, eh.u ges have been going on ol a raihcr unusual
kind. The pond water is derived Jrcm rain tl oage from
fields, more or less waste < ffluent draining ihr< i. h the .-oil.

and wiuer blown through the in Uers u oce o) the

latter th itun id the water in this pot

higher titan that of other ponds in the neighbourhood.

I have had this pond under observation for a considerable-

tin e, ind the follow Hi- i- i:ti outline of these observations :

—
In January 1902 the water was quite clear, and a well-

defined gray layer could be seen t from the

edge toning ofl into yellow as it neared the shallower

water, this was found t" consist largely of diatoms ; beyond
tin- layer the mud was black. Early in \pnl the water
became quite turbid, and of a creamy white colour, and :

loose floeculeiit material was gathered thickly upon tie,

water weeds, the lower part of the weed- and the mud
being black : sulphuretted hydrogen was evolved when the

latter was mi
I in April Till a portion of the black mud was dried ic

a current of ccal g IS, and the following determination*

made :

—

Per Cent.
Matter soluble in hot benzene S*oa

Containing free sulphur

in combination as PeS
,

Sulphur I
' t-7

lrona< IV ", 1

A microscopical examination of the black mud revealed

besides the presence of the black ferrous sulphide and other
mineral matter, many active monas, am! reddish brown cells

in bhape and size resembling protoCOCCUS, many species ojE

infusoria, and greyish fl feculent matter made up very
largely of bacti ria.

On April 28th, when the water appeared to be very
turbid, 2] litre- of it were warmed and filtered. The
weight ot the precipitate was only about 0'1 grm , but it

contained 0055 grm. of free sulphur, or 0"22 part pes

100, of the water. At this period the water had exactly

the -ame appearance as sulphuretted hydrogen water

which ha- been exposed to the air for a lime and hj

which au incipient pieeipitation of sulphur has taken place;,

it al-o evolved sulphuretted hydrogen en warming, am1
.

there appears to lie no doubt that a groat part of the

turbidity is due to the separation of finely-divided sulphur

formed by the oxidation of dissolved sulphuretted hydrogen
produced from the mud. The formation of sulphides,

sulphuretted hydrogen and free sulphur in this water are

due to the same changes that occur in sewage and wherever
sulphates and decaying organic matter are exposed together

(Quart. Journ. Geol. Sue., Vol. L.VI1I., 1902 pp. 4U—58f'
thisJ.,Vol. XXL, p. 52) that i-. under anaerobic conditions,

ihe following changes take place :

—

laSO, + 2C = l'('(I_. - CaS.

CaS 1 CO, . ll.O - CaCOa + II.-.

Fe,(OH)s
+ GILS = : l'eS + CILO + S.

and under limited aerobic conditions:—
ll.S + O = HjO + S.

The bacteria producing these changes are readily cultivated1

in a solution containing rueai extract peptone, la St i r and

1 e 1 1 ill i,., and in three or foui days the same reaction i»

perceived by the blackening of the latter, if after in

lion, the liquid is sterilized by heat there is no change
whatever, showing conclusively thai bacteria are necessary

to bring about these reactions.

Besides the sulphide organisms there arc also present in-

the mud numerous active spirilla-, b"ig. 5, which cultivated

in a solution of citrate of iron i ml anion nia precipitate the

whole of the iron as hydrate in a shoit time, no doubt

absorbing the organic acid and probably the ammonia ; these

organisms are present in pi itj waters, and they may
be the cause ot similar troubles to tin i u organisms

. g. I ; Qotherix and ( 'iadothri.v.

Reverting to the pond water again: during the whole

lime of the observal ria were .-warning, but a very

large kind seemed to bi conic prominent when the water wa*

tuibid, if was in t\iv form ot long rods or ot filaments and

contained refractive granules which may he sulphur:

whether ibis organism helps in the oxidation ot the

sulphuretted hydro the sulphur in the -aim

wiy as i [si i not like to afhrui, but

thai they weie prominent al this tune was evident.
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On 29th April a thick yellowish-white greasy scum
appeared upon the surface of the pond. On examining '.his

the following results were obtained:—
Per Cent.

Oil M-OL-JSulu.
Free sulphur l:*'14J> benzene.

Insoluble in HC1 19'*2

Fe>Oj R 63

Cat) 41(i

MgO 076

The lime and magnesia were probably present as car-

bonates ; organic matter, water, and carbonic acid make up
the remainder; the most interesting point about this srma
was the presence of over 12 per cent, of free sulphur.

i »n June 13th the pond evolved a strong odour of sulphu-

retted hydrogen, and the air over the water blackened paper

moistened with lead acetate ; the water itself gave a black

precipitate with lead acetate solution and a white rlocculeut

precipitate with hydrochloric acid.

The sulphur present as hydrogen sulphide equalled 1 81

parts per 100,000, and the sulphur precipitated by hydro-

chloric acid 0-6 part per 100,000.

A few of the constituents were determined as follows :

—

CaO 18*00 parts per 100,000

MgO 8"21

SOs W09
Total solids 88

- 20

The water changed from a black tint (when hydrogen
sulphide was evolved) to a turbid white colour (in which
state there was no tree hydrogen sulphide) several times,

the changes evidently bring due to alternate periods of

reduction and oxidation.

The alkalinity of the water was determined several times
with Methyl Orange and standard hydrochloric acid, and
attempts were made to estimate the carbon dioxide present

in the free state and as bicarbonate by means of baryta
water and hydrochloric acid, but these last were not suc-

cessful, as it was found that a carbonate of an alkali was
also present.

On May 7th the alkalinity calculated as CaC03
was 12-0

parts per 100,000, and the apparent C03 only 0' 176 part.

I in June 13th the alkalinity equalled 45- j parts Cat .'(
). per

100,000, and the apparent C03 only 2-68 parts per 100,000.
I )n July 2nd the alkalinity equalled 50 '2 parts CaC03 per

100,000. And on this day there was apparently no free CI >

;
.

the water, after addition of baryta was more alkaline than
the blank test, in fact the water both before and after

boiling gave a pink colour with phenolphthalein showing
unmistakably the presence of an alkali carbonate.
On July and 500 c.c. of the water was boiled and the

precipitate filtered off, dissolved in N/2 HO, and titrated

back with NaOH ; this equalled 36 "25 parts CaCOa per
100,000 (some MgO would be present in this). The filtrate

was titrated with N/10 HC1 and Methyl Orange, and the

alkalinity was found to be equal to 12-72 parts Na3C< >, per
100,000.

If the Na.;C03 be calculated as CaCO^, we get the follow-

ing results :
—

Temporary alkalinity as CaC03

Permanent alkalinity due to NsjC03 calculated as CaCOj 12-"0

Total alkalinity calculated as Cal!03 B'25

which is approximately the same as the total alkalinity

directly determined. The water was evidently in a state of
unstable equilibrium, as there was not enough carbonic acid

present to form bicarbonates both of soda and lime. The
sodium carbonate present in this water must have been
produced from sodium sulphate by the same reactions as are
given for calcium carbonate, for no sodium carbonate was
present in any of the waters draining into the pond. The
steam from this water had given a good deal of trouble

when used in open coils for boiling purposes owing to the

odour it imparted, but finally the water boiled with it con-
tained an appreciable quantity of sulphuretted hydrogen,
and for this reason the supply was cut off.

I am indebted to the directors of the Gum Tragasol Co.,
Ltd., for permission to give the results of the work which
I have described in this paper.

ERRATA.

THE MANUFACTURE OF SULPHURIC ACID
FROM ARSENICAL PYRITES.

BY TV. EOSCOE HARDWICK.

Discussion (this Journal, 1904, 220—221).

Page 220, col. 2, line S from bottom, for " included in the

precipitate a sulphide." read " occluded, in the precipitate

some nitric peroxide."

Line 5 from bottom, before " If vitriol, &c," insert " In
such a case."

1. onto on Section.

Meeting held at Burlington House, on Monday,
March 7th, 1904.

HIl. WALTER P. KEID IN TOE CHAIR.

PRESENTATION TO Mr. A. R. LING.

The Chairman said that their late Secretary, Mr. Ling,

after working for them for some years had been obliged by
pressure of business to resign the office of Honorary
Secretary and many of them wished to give him some
testimonial of their appreciation of his services. He then

read the following letter from their late Chairman, Mr. Otto

Hehner :—
Dear Mr. Chairman,

As I am unfortunately prevented from attending the

meeting to-night, I must do by letter what I wished to

have done personally, namely, 10 say that I have been in

almost daily communication with our late secretary, Mr.
Ling, while I presided over the section and know, therefore,

better than most other members how much he has done for

the section, how with an utter disregard of his personal

interests, he thought and slaved for us, yet always kept

himself modestly in the background.

We cannot repay him for his services ; his repayment
must consist in his own knowledge that he has done well

and that each member of the section thinks of him as a

friend. But we want him to have a visible token of our

affection and gratitude, and of our good wishes for his

health and prosperity.

Sincerely yours.

Otto Hehner.

The way in which the sentiments expressed by Mr.
Hehner had beeu echoed by the meeting, showed how
entirely they all agreed with him, and he was quite sure

they all regretted that Mr. Ling had found it necessary to

resign his post, but in order that he might retain some
tangible mark of their appreciation they had in the first

instance had an illuminated testimonial prepared bearing

the following inscription:—
" Presented to A. R. LiDg as a token of recognition of

his untiring enemy and zeal as Honorary Secretary and
Treasurer of the London Section of the Society of Chemical

Industry during the years 1898— 1903.
" Signed on behalf of the Members and Committee:

Soverton Redwood, Chairman, 1898—1900.

Otto Hehner, Chairman, 1900— 1902.

Walter F. Reid, Chairman, 1902—1901.
Julian L. Baker, Hon. Local Sec.

March 7th, 1904."

Those words expressed the obligations which Mr. Ling
had conferred upon them, and they were glad to know that

he would still remain an active member not only or

the London Section but of the Committee. He felt sure

that the services he had rendered in the pa*t were not the
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only ones he would render to th 9< otion. The < oninuttei

entrusted with the selection of this testimonial nad chose,,

a silver tea service which thej trusted woul I m - with the

approval of Mr. Ling and of his family

.

I„ addition to that there was a ciga Mr. Ling

himself. He hoped that however their ways mui

in future he would always think as kindl} of his old friends

in the Society of Chemical Industry as they would ol h,m.

Mr Ling, in reply, said he was much touched hy the

kind words of the Chairman. His feelings o( gratitude

were mingled with a certain amount of regrel at leaving the.

Sccietarial Office. It was. in fact, most reluctantly, and

only after mature consideration, that he asked the Loin

nittee to accept his resignation. The secretaryship

mvolvcd a certain amount of work, and it had always been

a -reat pleasure to Ion, to carry it out : in fact, he took :il

as^a privilege to have been able to further in any way the

ends of that great Society of Chemical Industry, lie hoped

to be associated with the work of the London Section and

with the Society as awholefoi many years. rurning to

the beautiful illuminated address, on which were inscribed

the signatures of the Chairmen he had served under—

Dr Boverton Redwood, Mr. Otto Hehncr, and Mr. Reid—he

could only saj that it bad been an honour to be associated

with any one of them. With regard to this as well as to

the very hands,,me plate he might say on belialt oi his wite

as well as himself that they could not have si lected a more

acceptable token of their appreciation of his sen ices.

OBSERVATIONS ON COTTON AND NITRATED
i OTTON.

BY ll. Dl UOS] S , HAL, E.l.C.

The effect of solvents on cellulose and nitrocellulose,

and their so-called gelatinisation, has found so many

applications in the arts, that anything which adds to oar

knowledge of this subject must be of interest. 1 have lor

some years endeavoured to ascertain the structural changes

which celluloses and nitroeelluloses undergo "hen acted

upon by solvents, and in this connection I have also

studied "starches and nitrostarcbes. Mr. Lindsay Job]

F.R.C S., has kindly placed bis great manipulative skill at

my disposal, and assisted me in the preparation of micro-

scopic specimens both with and without the microtome,

and in obtaining rophotographs for illustration.

On this occasion, my remarks will be limited to cotton

and nitrocotton, for h the manufacture of articles based

on gelatinised cellulose, cotton is generally used, and

supplies the cellulose which, when nitrated, is used for

explosives and artificial silk, as well as for most celluloids.

\n investigation into the solubility of cotton or nitro-

cotton required, in my opinion, a knowledge oi—
1. The Minute Structure of th Cotton Fibr, lb-

most recent work on cotton is that of Heinrich Kubn.*

\s regards the structure, however, he relies on the work

I
i N, ill, ('nun, and Bowman. In tact, the book published

by the latter in I881,t in which ('ruin's « irk is fully

referred to, seems to be the source from which subsequent

writers have chiefly taken their data as to the histology of

the cotton fihre.
" Hugh VIonie, jun.'s, book, published

in 1890,] deals mainl} with the differences .nous

ol differ, nt origin, although a good deal ol useful informa-

tion regarding the structure of the fibre in general can he

gathered from it.

The cotton fibre is usually described as B single

elongated cell, the mature tibre having the form of a

hollow tube twisted many times throughout its length, the

outer surface Icing striated or corrugated, il • fibie or

tube consists ol an outside membrane oroutei iti :, .
and

an inner membi ane or inner cuticle between which lies the

intercuticular substance. Phe cuticles an hnrdei i ban the

intercuticular substance "loch constituti int. to

•"Die Bamnwollc, Ihre Culti dung."

\ " ThoStru,
,1, ii licit ii, i! i iter. 1881.

; "The Cotton :

90 per cent, of the fibre. Hugh Monie says that the inner

cuticle is harder than Ihe outer. I have not succeeded m
di ferentiating them.

The statement that the intercuticularsubstance constitutes

S3 per cent, to 90 pel cent, of the tibre, rest- on experiments

made with euprammonintn (Schweitzer's reagent), which

dissolves the intercuticular substance before it attacks the

cuticles. I have tried to repeat the experiments, but could

not make sure that the minute supernatant cuticles were

all collected and free of intercuticular substance and

copper. [, therefore, think that the pet, mation

m0Sl i„ as approximate, and 10 per cent, as a

maximum for the cuticles. That the interouticular

substance di solves in cuprammonium more readily than

the cuticles, points to the celluloses being different Hugh

Monie terms the cellulose of the intercuticular Bubstancc

the real cellulose ; he means, no doubt, to draw a distinc-

tion between the cuticular and intercuticular cellulose,

similar to that which is made between the amidose and

granulose in Btarches.

The intercuticular substance, which, as remarked,

constitutes the bulk of the fibre, consists according to my
observations, ofminut, spherical granules of nearly m
si/.e (about I m). ' attempted to see them in situ by

obtaining longitudinal sections of the cotton fibre. The

difficulty of obtaining such sections was very great, due

to the resistun ll the cotton, which was liable to be

struck by the knife and dragged through the substance in

which it' was embedded. I have, however, succeeded in

obtaining longitudinally cut fragments, some of which had

one of the cuticles removed revealing the intercuticular

substance (see tig. 4). The intercuticular granules lie

closely packed, kept in position by the cuticles, and it is

only when the tension of these is sufficiently relaxed that

the granules can •

The well known fact that cotton depolarises and shows,

when examined by polarised light, brilliant colouring,

seems due to d es in the relative tension or strain

of the layers. Longitudinal sections through the cotton

tibre still show depolarisation, except where the knife has

torn off fragments of either of the cuticles. In fact as

long as ihc two cuticles remain in position the full effect

of depolarisation is visible. Precipitates of cotton and

nitrated cotton from filtered solutions do not dc|

The differences of appearance in polarised light observe'

when the cotton fibre is treated in yarious ways, including

nitration, must no doubt be ascribed primarily to a chaog

in the relative ten-ion or strain of the layers. 1

similar condition to that which causes aim,

depolarise and show differences of colour according to thi

strain.* The optical properties of cotton and nitrate' 1

cotton, the appearances in polarised light, their rotator

power, and the refrac tve index, form a subject so larg

that it cannot be discussed within tbe limits of this paper.

It ^ to osn m of the cuticle- in conjunction wit

the capillar} action ot the tube, that the penetrations

dvestuifs into the fibre i- ascribed. This theory, wliii

seems to be generally accepted, was originated by Walt*

c rum, F.R.S. He "points out, however, that the mo-

powerful mi, ro ones did not reveal any pore- in the eottof

fibre (J. Ch, in. Soc . Vol. 1
. p. 109). lie seems to lav

seen a difficult} g that tbe mordants

penetrated the intercuticular substance passing through)

porous membrane. No,, I find that the i

extreme!} porous, tt has pores in addition to what appe

,,. be minuti stomnta, which latter are frequentl} -

oblique row.- as it they led into oblique lateral channels.

Main of the corrugations, striations, and indentations

which ii. ope reveals in the cotton fibre, can

proper preparation ol the slides and with high n

l olved pores ind oblique rows ot stoinata. (>'•'

bservtd with high magnification, the

id stomata i
i with somewhat lower power*

a, is ol, i op}
i
the knowledge of thai

which can be sen, assisting ihc eye. The pores and

stomata can be seen with more or less distinctness

• - ,,
: Polarisation et Optiqui , rial

iiiUlc."
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cotton fibre —every fibre varying somewhat in this respect

— with a homogeneous oil immersion objective aud a x 6

ocular. They are more distinctly seen if the fibre is

Stretched 01 strained on the slid./, staining or dyeing does
no - rmto render them more prominent; the only method
liy which I have been able to bring them out more
distinctly is by treatment with nitrate of silver.

fibres digested with pepsin and tripsin did not show the

pores and stomata more plainly, nor did treatment with
hydrofluoric acid materially assist me. In mercerised cotton

<the pores and stomata are somewhat more distinct, and diges-

tion with alum or tannic acid seems to enlarge the former
to some extent. When the fibre is nitrated the pores fre-

quently become larger. In fragments of cuticle obtained
from solutions in cuprammonium, as explained later, the

pores and stomata can be seen (see Fig. i, in which the

stomata are marked a).

It may here be stated—as I have not seen it recorded

—

that according to my observation single isolated cotton
fibres have no capillary action ; several fibres must be in

contact before the liquid will rise. The liquid seems to rise

between the fibres and then to enter the fibre through its

pores. I have experimented with various aniline dyes and
also with vanadtc chloride, potassium bichromate, and
permanganate.

2. The Minute Structure of the Nitrated Cotton Fibre.—
Nitration produces in the cotton fibre but little apparent
structural change. The tube collapses and the corkscrew
twists flatten down to such an extent as to be unrecog-
nisable, so that the nitrated fibre presents, as a rule, a tape-

like appearance with rugosities there where the twists

occurred. The outer cuticle appears still more wrinkled
(.see Fig. J). The intercuticular substance remains practi-

cally unchanged, unless it be that the granules are some-
what larger. It is extremely difficult to verify this, as I

have not been able to measure the granules of either cotton
or nitrated cotton in situ, but only when precipitated from
solution*.

That the relative tension of the layers decreases materi-
ally is seen in the marked difference iu the appearance in

polarised light, the nitrated fibre appearing dull as compared
with the brilliant colours shown by the natural cotton fibre.

Cotton and nitrated cotton which has been pulped, shows,
when examined by the microscope in ordinary light, that
:he pulping partially opens the fibre. This is especially the
:ase with the nitrated fibre, the granules frequently
becoming visible at the ends.

A. Solutions of Cotton.—Before considering the question
jf solubility, it may be permissible to refer to the question
}f cotton considered as a seed-hair. A considerable amount
)f study has been devoted to ascertaining the changes which
sottou undergoes during growth, reference to which will be
bund in the above-mentioned books, but no satisfactory
jxplanation seems so tar to be given to the change which
;he proteid contents of the eells undergo in order to become
:ellulose. Evidently the granular intercuticular substance
I a modification of the granular contents of the cell which
Mann* has referred to as cytoplasm and Heidenhaiu has
:ermed microsomes ; they probably correspond to that which
Dippel terms the intercellular substance of the fibre cells.

f

Text books on botany contain but few references to seed
hairs, beyond stating generally that their object is to waf
:he seed, and enable it to be carried by the wind until it

Snds a suitable resting place. My attention has been
Irawn to the part which the hygrosccpieity of cellulose
nay play in the utility of the seed hairs, and the suggestion
las been made that when the weather is moist the seed
lairs become limp and prevent the seed from being blown
iway and deposited on the wet soil, because it is essential
hat the seed should settle on dry ground and enter the
:arth without exposure to the damaging action of moisture.
Cross and Bevan, iu their classical work on Cellulose.X

itate that cellulose is insoluble in all simple solvents ; iu
he presence of certain metallic compounds, however, it

' ^Physiological Histoloixv." Oxford. 1902.
.
+ " Aiiwcuduiis des Mikroscopes auf uie Histologic der
iwacnse. Braunschweig. 1SHS.

Cellulose." London. 1SU5.

combines rapidly with water, forming gelatinous hydrates
which finally disappear in solution. There are three such
solvents for cellulose—(1) zinc chloride in concentrated
aqueous solution which requires heating : (2) zinc chloride
and hydrochloric acid which dissolves cellulose in the
cold ; and (3) ammoniacal cupric oxide, or Schweitzer's
reagent. The process of dissolution of cellulose is ascribed
by these authors to the presence in the cellulose molecule
of OH groups of opposite functions, basic and acid, the
compounds formed with the solvents bring, according to
them, of the nature of double salts.

A distinction should, I think, be made between solutions
in zinc chloride with or without the addition of hydro-
chloric acid and those in cuprammonium. With the former
a clear solution cannot be obtained from which the cotton
can he regained quantitatively, whilst, with the latter it can.
T have found a distinct difference between cotton regained
from solutions in zinc chloride or zinc chloride and hydro-
chloric acid as compared with that from solutions in

cuprammonium. Zinc chloride both with and without the
addition of hydrochloric acid destroys the structure, and
neither the granules of the intercuticular substance nor
fragments of the cuticle can be found in the restored
cellulose. In the cotton regained from a cuprammonium
solution the granules are preserved and the fragments of
cuticle are present.

Dr. Lottermoser, in a recent publication on colloids,*
after mentioniug the hydrosols obtained by Graham with
sugar and metallic hydroxides, and the colloids obtained by
(iiumaux (Comptes rend., 98, 1485), by means of organic
compounds containing hydroxydes and alkaline solutions of
metallic hydroxydes, refer specially toGrumaux's (Comptes
rend., 98, 1340), investigations on cuprammonium an
fellows :

—

" In dialysing Schweitzer's reagent the excess ammonia
together with a considerable amount of blue salts passes
into the water. After six or seven days no copper can be
found in the latter. The dialyser contains a blue fluid

which will not pass through the membrane, and from this
copper hydrate can be precipitated by adding water freely,
and it gelatinises on the addition of acids and a number of
salts, with the exception of sodium chloride and sodium
nitrate. The fluid which remains in the dialvser is reallv
the solvent for cellulose. If cellulose is "dissolved iii

Schweitzer's reagent and dialysed, blue salts likewise go
oyer with the ammonia, and the colloid remaining in the
dialyser is much lighter in colour and contains all the
cellulose. The cellulose is precipitated by the addition of
water, but enters into solution again on the addition of a
few drops of ammonia."

I have repeated Grumaux's experiment and examined
the dialysed cotton, after freeing it from copper by means
of acetic acid. I find that I can distinguish the granules
and fragments of the cuticles. I also find the granules and
fragments of cuticle in precipitates from cuprammonium
solutions of cotton. When hydrochloric acid is used to
neutralise the cuprammonium and remove the copper, the
granules are frequently seen embedded in a white trans-
parent stellate or nodular crystalline mass, which I have
identified micro-chemically as cuprous chloridp. It may be
that this led Gibsonf (('hem. Centialbl., 1893) to state-that
cellulose may be crystallised from its solution in cupram-
monium. He used hydrochloric acid.

If acetic acid is used to precipitate the cotton and to
remove the copper, the precipitate, when washed, shows the
granules and cuticles without any crystalline nodules, acetic
acid removing the copper more thoroughly than hydro-
chloric acid. This is no doubt why Pauly in his patent
(Eng. Pat. 28,631 of 1897) indicates the use of acetic acid
in the manufacture of artificial silk by means of a cupram-
monium solution of cotton. The slightest trace of copper
would adversely affect the dyeing of the yam. In order to
wash the very fioceulent precipitate I found it easiest to
allow it to settle, and to decant the supernatant liquid,

adding water and acid ; repeating this until all the copper

" Ueber Anorganische Coiloide."
Stuttgart. 1901.

t See Cross and Bevan :
" Cellulose.

Vuu Dr. Alfred Lottermoser.

'p. 12.
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„ u removed. A centrifuge expedites the o^eratio^
*J

.ery difficult to distinguish th. «»ta and
^ftSTSi

, .ti tin' slide,
„„r ^i.inlnimii inciu-.'i"'"0|lium

solution. ..,,„„,, .Vvnu'li class-wool, as
Ml inv solutions were liltereii tDrougu g«< .'

notarised light is used. .

certain nitrated cottons. 1 bjive
; ^

,l l
? »

f solyent9 ,

lure carefully for years and ""•»;,,
"he courtesj of

which I have been able to extend through tne c< ur >

"
\,s, ;ir (Internum, who has placed a tat of to ow. at

,ov disposal. It will be found appended to tins paper.

°^£ of some of the solvents, 'ioned seems very

fe«£SS£S£|ti5

in another. We can, now e .

,i,.e-ree of nitra-

He degree of nitrogen contents to be other soluble

^{f^olutotdtooluhle require ?***».-
the nioSed cotton is as a rule neither entirely ^ublenor

S? the percentage of nitrogen desired and the degree of

thTmelhod of'nitration, being independent of the degree of

"Classification of nitrated cottons according to their

.olobilit m ethe, ilcohol is fallacious, as cottons can be

rfSStf ™ti same percentage,ol nitrogen to be either

solohle or insoluble in ether-alcohol.

tad* o ufota'te su'ch enl
' »» '> hM

now been proved to be non-existent.t

My experiments have been carried out w.tb see one but

T bave for comparison, mad observations on solutio

UTahlv ni.ratei cottons in c.hcr-ah, l«e, and

,, cent, solution (0-5 grm. of nitrated cotton in.

ilution is more fli

n.iraiaui ui j i"-> ~ ,.
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fore, be teased out while wet, preferably in glycerin.

1'recipitates obtained by means of water from solutions

of suitably nitrated cottons in ether-alcohol and acetic-

ether do not differ materially from those obtained from

acetone, except in the rate at which they coalesce. When
the solvent is not miscible with water, as in the case of

amyl acetate or nitrobenzene, for instance, the precipitate

coalesces with great difficulty.

It would seem as if this felting of nitrated cotton from

solutions is one of the reasons why it has been found more
suitable for certain industrial purposes than other celluloses.

This felting appears to be a function of the cuticles, i Jotton

partially dissolved in cuprammonium will felt like paper.

The fact that the original condition of the nitrated cotton

in8uences the final product, and that unpulped nitrated

cotton shows more fibrous felting than pulped, may
account for the fact that unpulped nitrated cotton is

used in the manufacture of artificial silk to ensure greater

tensile strength.

A great deal of work has recently been done on hydrosols,

both organic and inorganic. Graham and others have studied

colloids of inorganic substances in organic menstrua, but I

cannot find any investigations on a colloid in which both

the solute and the solvent are organic, as in the case of

solutions of nitrated cotton, all the solvents for which are

organic.

The difficulties of the present investigation are increased

by the fact that we are dealing with a substance the

structure of which is apparently partially retained in

solution. The solid solution of nitrated cotton in camphor
still further adds to these difficulties. I have so far been

unable to detect any structure in nitrated cotton extracted

from celluloid.

Are we to regard these solutions as colloids, as sus-

pensions of finely-divided particles? The microscopic

examination of films and precipitates certainly points in

that direction. That no particles cau be setu in the

solutions does not, I think, militate against that view.

It is true that according to Lottermoser particles must

be smaller than - 5 n to be microscopically invisible iu
)

solution and our panicles are much larger. Hut surely

the detection of niioute particles in a liquid does not only

depend upon their size, but also on the relative refractive

indices of the suspended matter and the liquid. In our i

case, the liquid soaking into the particles of nitro-cellulose

influences the relative refractive indices, decreasing the
i

likelihood of visibility. Moreover, even in a A per cent.

solution of nitrated cotton which has been filtered by a

Pasteur filter, a slight turbidity can be seen with proper
illumination and a sufficient thickness of layer, as, for ;

instance, in the 20 cm. tube of the polarimeter.

On the other hand, we must not forget that the solutions

can be filtered through dense media, but I have not yet

attempted dialysis. It was Tyndall who first pointed out
that a ray of light, concentrated by means of a lens, if

allowed to pass through a colloid, and examined with a
single Xicol prism, will be found to be polarised. A test

|

for colloids has been based on this fact, but there are
some exceptions. I find that solutions of nitrated cotton

in acetone, ether-alcohol, or acetic-ether do not polarise

the ray.

I may further mention that no separation occurs when
solutions of nitrated cotton are placed in a centrifuge of

;

the milk separator type, neither does this occur with a
solution of cotton in cuprammonium. Evidently the

question cannot be decided without further research.

Solvents for Nitrocellulose mentioned in Patents.

Nitric acid at 80° C.
Sulphuric acid.

Methyl, ethyl, propyl, butyl, isobutyl, and amyl alcohols.

Methylal, acetal, isovaleric aldehyde, and its derivatives,
and other aldehydes ; acetone, diethyl ketone, propione,
dibutyl, dipentyl, methyl-ethyl, methyl-propyl, methyl-
butyl, methyl-amyl, ethyl-butyl ketones.

Ethyl ether at low temperatures (— 100°, below freezing
point of 95° alcohol), amylidene-dimethyl, and amylidene-
diethyl ethers. Methvl-amyl ether.

Glacial acetic acid, butyric acid.

Alkyl sulphuric acid, hydrochloric and nitric esters, amyl
nitrate, nitrates of methyl and amyl.

Nitroglycerin, nitromannite.

The methjl, ethyl, propyl, butyl, and amyl esters of

the following acids :—Formic, acetic, butyric, valerianic,

lactic, oxalic, succinic, sebacie, tartaric, citric, and their

mtro, chloro, bromo, chloronitro and bromonitro, acetyl

and benzoyl derivatives.

Alkyl esters of acids acting on fats and oils, and their

soaps.

Alkyl esters of adipic, pimelic, suberic, azelaic, and
glyceric acids.

Acetine, cbloracctate of chloramyl,

Glycerides of acetic and hydrochloric acids, such as.

acetodichlorhydrin, and diacetochlorhydrin.

ArnmoDia dissolved in ethyl ether.

Methyl, ethyl, propyl, butyl, isobutyl, and amyl alcohols

mixed with any of the following :

—

(a) Metbylic, etbylic, propylic, butvlic, amylic ether.

(b) Aldehydes, such as acetaldehyde, and their com-
pounds with alcohol, such as methylal, acttal. &c,

(c) Acetic, lactic, levulinic, oxalic, tartaric, citric acids,

(i/) The esters of the acids meutioned under (c).

(r) The salts of the acids mentioned under '

K c), also the

salts of hydrochloric or alkvlsulphurie acid, with

ammonium, sodium, potassium, magnesium, cal-

cium, strontium, barium, aluminium, and zinc,

provided the sail is soluble in alcohol.

l'olvhydric alcohols, such as glycol and glycerol, mixed
wiih the esters of acetic, lactic, levuliuic, oxalic, tartaric,

and citric acids.

Palmitone and stearone in alcoholic solution.

Impregnation with alcohol, thou dissolving in caustic

alkalis, or sulphides of sodium, potassium, or ammonium.
Benzine.

Wood naphtha, distilled over calcium, zinc, or manganese
chloride.

Ozonised methjl alcohol, fusel oil, acetone, acetal, ethyl

amyl ether.

Methyl alcohol, amyl alcohol, benzine and acetic acid,

distilled together.

Benzol, aniline, pyridine.

The nitro, chloro, bromo, chloronitro, and bromonitro
derivatives of aromatic hydrocarbons.

Acetylated and benzoylated secondary aromatic amines.
Solid ketones (raethvlnaphthylketoue, dinaphthylketotie,

and the corresponding derivatives of naphthol, or the ethers-

of these ketones ).

Benzylidene acetone.

Paranitrobenzaldehyde.

Phthalic aud phthalonic acids and their anhydrides.
Coumarin.
Benzicine.

Phenol and naphthol esters of inorganic acids.

Methyl, ethyl, propyl, butyl, aud amyl esters of:

—

Benzoic, toluic, mesitylenie, hippuric, and phthalic acids,

and the nitro, chloro, bromo, chloronitro, and bromo-
nitro derivatives thereof, and their acetyl and benzoyl
derivatives.

Esters of the nitrophenols.

Phenolic esters and derivatives of mono- and poly-valent

aliphatic acids, such as carbonic, formic, propionic, tartaric,

and citric acids. (Diphenylcarbonic ester, naphtholpro-
pionic ester, dinaphtliylcarbunic ester, diacetyl resorciuol,.

acetylnaphthol, acetylchioronaphthol, acetyluitronaphthol
are mentioned.)

Phosphoric acid esters of halogen or similar derivatives

of the phenols, crcsols, and naphthols. Thiophosphorie-
acid esters of the pheuols, cresols, naphthols, aud their

substitution products. (Triphcnyl and trinaphthylphos-
phate, monochloriricresylpln s;ihate, tetranitrotrinaphthyl-

phospbate, trieresvlthiophosphate, dichlorodiphcnylthio-
pbosphate, dinitrotriuapbthylthiophosphate are mentioned.)

Esters of phthalic and phthalonic acids.

Glycerides of benzoic and hippuric aci Is.

Anilides and their homologues (formanilide, aeet;f:ilide»

acetotoluidide, acetoxylididej.
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Acidyl derivatives of .secondary amine?, containing only

aromatic radicles. (Formyldiphenylamine, acetj Idiphenyla-

niine. acetylphenyitolylunnne, neetylphcin luaphtln lauiine

are mentioned.)

Alpha and beta naphthol, and anthraquinone in alcoholic

solution.

Creosote.

Camphor.
\itro, ehloro, bromo, chloronitro, and bronionitro deriva-

n\ es of camphor.
Thujone.
Pulegone (oil of pennyroyal).
( )il of camphor.
Ozonised oil of turpentine, oil of camphor, and oil of

araway seed.

Artificial camphor (terpenes in alcohol).

Nitrated resin oils and resins.

Camphor dissolved in sulphurous acid, carbon bisulphide,

carbon tetrachloride, hydrocarbons, alcohol, and ether.

Methyl, ethyl, propyl, butyl, isobutyl, and amyl alcohols

mixed with

—

(«) Aldehydes, such as benzaldehyde,and their alcohol

derivatives.

(6) Xitrophenols, aminophenols, and hydroxy-benzoic

acids.

(r) Nitroderivatives of aromatic hydrocarbons which
are soluble in alcohol.

((/) Pyridine, quinone, and their homologues.

Vcetone oils mixed with benzaldehydi
Mixed esters and anUides of phosphoric acid from

alcohol, or anilide radicles and phenol, cresol, or naphthol.

Notk.—Since reading the paper 1 have succeeded in

dialysing a ."> per cent, solution of nitrated cotton. After

24 hours a sufficient quantity had passed through the parch-

ment diaphragm into the external acetone to show a tilni

on glass and give a water precipitate.— 11. deMoseuthal.

Disci ssion-.

Sir WxLIJAJU Kamsvv slid the phenomenon of Ilrownian

motion always took place with excessively small particles,

but they might conceivably be too small to be visible, and
yet be revealed by the polarisation of light. But, going a
stage further, it was possible to imagine particles still

smaller and not able to polarise light, owing to their minute-
ness, but still giving rise to very rapid Brownian motions.
The question of the passage of such a solution through the

I'asteur filter was a very curious one indeed. Messrs.
J.iudcr and i'icton, in their laboratory, had made a number
of experiments on the passage of various dyes through a
I'asteur filter. A blue dye of very high molecular weight
would not pass through the filter, the molecules being too

large; a kind of separation was made of substances
according to their molecular weights, -nun of which would
pass and others would lot. In this case, evidently, the

eottou must have a sufficiently email molecule—curious as
it might appear—to pass through the tilter ; or else, con-
ceivably, the particles must delonn themselves and glide
through as worms, reverting to the shape of balls on the
other side, which did not seem likely. Another possible

means of investigation would be by measuring tin osmotic

pressure. (If coarse there was no possibility of measuring
it by means of lowering the freezing point of the 80 rent
but it could be measured directly ; the difficulty would
be to keep the temperature perfectly constant, for the in-

strument acted as a thermometer. Still, fault dt mieux,
some method of this kind might perhaps be useful in

further experimenting.

Dr. B . said he could confii m thi itement
made by the author, namely, that great differenc a

viscosity couid be obtained with nitrOCOltOns of the same
nitrogen content ami the same solubility, according to the
method of nitration employed. Using ;i

differing from the one with which the author had worked,
and in which the dilute solution in acetone was passed
through a very fine aperture in a pipette, and measuring
the time of discharge, he observed that nitrocotton con-
taining ]:fj per cent, of nitrogen and having a solubility

of :i or 4 per cent, made by two different processes varied

in viscosity to as great a degree as I to o.

|i Sir in i : i : v i > said that he could not agree with the

antbot in his view that nitrocellulose was not a mixture of

. compounds. In support of bis view the author
referred to the fact that the viscosity constants of various

samples of nitrocellulose, prepared under different conditions,

differed even though the percentage of nitrogen were tin

same in both samples; he also referred to the property of
selective solvents, as ether-alcohol, pointing out that the;

would dissolve one sample but not another, tun though
both had the same nitrogen content. Both facts ware

equally well explained on the assumption that the nitro-

cellulose was a mixture of definite compounds. In the

case of the sample soluble in ether-alcobol they were all of

approximately the same degree of nitration. From I

nieuts he had recently carried out on heating nitrocellulose

under such conditions that the active niuss aud the volatile

oatalysers were maintained at a minimum, be had found

that the inherent velocity of decomposition at a high tem-
perature for a sample of medium nitration soluble in ether-

alcohol was peculiar to itself, whereas lie results obtained

with the insoluble sample coincided very closely with those

obtained from a sample of the same nitrogen coutcnt made
by mixing together samples of very low nitration aud very
high nitration, both of which were insoluble in ether-alcohol.

Thus he deduced that the sample soluble iu ethcr-aleohol

was a mixture of nitrocelluloses of nearly the same degree

of nitration, whilst the sample insoluble in the selective

solvent consisted of a mixture of high and low nitrated

cottons.

Prof. HODGKINSOI) did not consider that they were

quite in a position to discuss the nitration problem at

present. He did not know really whether he believed that

there were definite stages of nitration (that is. definite

nitrates'), or whether this want on. a,- Prof. Will said,

gradually, so that any intermediate stage or degree of

nitration cnuld be arrived at. As the result of some recent

experiments he was rather inclined to Will's idea.

-Mr. OSCAB Gitim-.xx pointed out that there was no

definite stage of nitration, but a gradual merging of the

percentage of nitrogen from low to high. Tin- statement

was made first h_\ himself in the ( hein.-Zeit. 01 1901, and
Prof. Will referred to it in a footnote. It had, bow-
ever, been disputed by Dr. Silberrad. He would only say

that there was quite as much evidence, and in tact far more,
the other way, namely, that the nitrates of cotton wen
not mixtures. The fact mentioned by Mr. dc MosenthaJ
that there could be nitrocelluloses of the same percentage

of nitrogen, one completely soluble aul the other com-
pletely insoluble, pointed distinctly to the impossibility of

their being a mixture. With regard to the dissolving action

of a certain number of solvents, he was in the same position

us Mr. de Mosenthal. He had not tried marly a quarter of
those mentioned, aud he had to take them on trust. But
tin- facts mentioned with regard to the different solubilities of

pulped and unpulped cottou and the use of the latter for

making artificial silks had been strikingly illustrated to

those who had had the opportunity of seeing that manu-
facture. When thej saw how the fibrous nitrocellulose was

dissolved by merely tumbling it about in the solvent, and
thai, in spite of the solution being fairly char, there could be

liltered out through special filters a large quantity of material

which,would otherwise obstruct the very hue apertures of

the so-culled silkworm, namely, the glass tube which served

for spinning, they would find that the solution, however
carefully mad., and however powerful the solvent might be,

was never quite a perfect one. In fact, he doubted whether

In filtering through a I'asteur filter a 2 per cent, or even a

\ per cent, solution it would not he possible by re;

filtering to stdl retain further fibres. When it wa
sidered that solutions made tor the purpose of artificial silk

were much stronger, so strong, indeed, that considerable

pressure bad to he applied to drive them through the filter,

it could be seen that this b came a very intricate problem.

Mr. Cross said that cellulose was a substance which

combined in a very definite way with negative groups,

giving, e.g., the tetraacetate, trinitrate, and dibcuzoate ; not

onlj wr_\ wide chemical variations from the original sub
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stance, but each was convertible iuto a regular solid of

controlled dimensions, threads, and films, the physical

constants of which could be definitely measured,

comparisons constituted a scientific basis of investigation of

the first order. He might mention one fact. Bronnert
(Rev. Gen. Mat. Col., 19U0) took a skein of cotton of certain

dimensions and measured its breaking strain. After being

fully nitrated the gross breaking strain had scarcely altered.

In other words, the cellulose had combined with 70 or SO
per cent, of a highly negative residue, such as the X02 group,

aud still had Dot sensibly altered its visible structure, nor,

in a sense, the fundamental structure and properties of the

substance itself. This was true also of the acetate. Cellu-

lose could be combined with 80 or 90 per cent, of acetyl,

and the resulting acetate retained the properties of the

original cellulose. Similarly, the water soluble forms of
cellulose, for example, the xanthate, were convertible into

regular solids. The instance of a substance like cellulose,

combining with SO per cent, of nitric acid, without funda-
mental structural change, might be contrasted with the case

presented by an inorganic basic hydroxide of colloidal

character, where the immediate result of combination with

nitric acid was an entire structural change and an alteration

of the whole internal constitution. On the other hand, the

cellulose, under similar conditions, retaining all its structural

properties unchanged, would appear to show that they were
independent of hydroxy] groups, and depended on some
aggregate, which was probably a high aggregate of the

carbon atoms of the cellulose, and that was retained or
persisted, throughout cycles of chemical actions of severity

,

such as iu the production and decomposition of the xanthate.

The author had dealt with the subject from his point of
view in an extremely practical and suggestive nay. and he
only hoped that he would extend bi^ work on the lines that

he had laid down with regard to nitrates, to the acetates,

benzoates, aud other derivatives, and would associate him-
self with those who were endeavouring to bring this very
important scientific problem within the range of modern
methods.

Dr. Goldsmith said all workers in nitrocellulose would
be indebted to the author for this paper. It would be
impossible to pass in review the large number of solvents

he had compiled, but they differed greatly in their solvent,

power. For instance, camphor dissolved in carbon bi-

sulphide was not a solvent for nitrocellulose. With regard
to the viscosities of collnid solutions, Prof. Quincke had
been determining this property, and found it varied in

the first few hours alter the solution was prepared, before
it obtained a constant value. The colloid solutions he was
referring to, gelatin and water, and also albumin aud
water, behaved really as though there were two solutions

with mutual surface tensions against each other, and also

as if there were threads of a thick solution swimmiDg in a

thinner one. He referred also to the fact, which seemed to

be universal with colloids, that at the beginning of solution

there were two solutions actually visible ; the more con-
centrated solution containing perhaps 90 per cent, of the
solid colloid and 10 per cent, of the solvent, and a thin

solution containing 10 per cent, of the solid colloid and
90 per cent, of the solvent. In the celluloid industry there

were experiments recorded where the nitrated cotton fibre

had entirely disappeared for months and then reappeared
again. The nitrated cotton might have been dissolved and
passed into a perfectly transparent sheet, but under the
conditions of these experiments, one saw after some months
ghosts of nitrated cotton fibres, which gradually materialised
more aud more, and finally the sheet became quite opaque
from intersecting fibres of precipitated nitrated cotton. A
subsequent examination showed that there was a great
alteration iu their properties. For instance, this pre-
cipitated nitrated cottou did not depolarise. With regard
to examining the solutions of nitrated cotton in different

solvents, an apparatus might be found very useful which
was exhibited at the Deutsche Naturforscher-Versammluiig
last year by Zgismondy, and described as " an apparatus to

render ultra-microscopic particles visible."

Dr. Joiinson . said he had had a very small share in

assisting his friend Mr. de Mosenthal in his work, and it

was rather in self-defence he should like to make a few
remarks. The chemist was apt to regard the cotton fibre as

an agglomeration or collection of molecules of cellulose
which were more or less structureless and which became

ed together to form the cotton fibre, but from a physio-
logist's point of view the case was very different. No doubt
they recognised in the illustrations that a certain number
of small apertures to which they had given the name
stomata were to be seen, but some people mi^ht be inclined
to challenge the assertion that they were stomata, and ask
what evidence there was that they were holes at all and not
minute specks of dirt on the specimen. That remark mi<rht
have had great force a great many years ago at the time
when Sehleideu aDd Van Baer discovered the cell, and that
all organic bodies, vegetable or animal, consisted of a treat
accumulation or agglomeration of cells. About 1S74 it was
discovered that the cell—so far from being what physiologists
had previously thought, a simple collection of inorganic
particles, a mere mass of protoplasm or cellulose or
albumin—was an extremely complex body, and it was
on these lines that Mr. de Mosenthal thought that with
extreme care and by examination with the microscope he
could find some differentiation in the cotton cell. In fact
they were both quite prepared to find such stomata, or at
dv rate to find some differentiation of structure :n the

fibre, and from having seen these stomata in wood fibres.
in every case they naturally concluded it might be quite
possible to find them in the cotton fibre, and were not at
all surprised when they saw them in many specimens. He
did not think they had ever been seen before, but they had
both of them seen them in so maDy specimens that there
could he no doubt that cotton fibre did contain a verv large
number of stomata. He should not he at all surprised if
Mr. de Mosenthal were to find that the fibre revealed even
other things quite as interesting as the stomata.

Dr. Divers said with regard to the question of the
nitration of cellulose not consisting in the formation of
ilefioite compounds, he could not see the force of the
arguments brought in favour of its being a continuous
process. iNo doubt, as Mr. Cross pointed out. cellul -

such a remarkable substance, and of such verv great
interest to chemists and others from its nature, that it

was very dangerous to generalise about it; but still the
facts brought forward by the author, ant! confirmed by
others, that there could be obtained by different kinds of
treatment the same cotton nitrated to the same extent, and
yet quite different in its chemical behaviour with regard to
solvents, &c., were almost decisive proof that both nitro-
cottons were mixtures of differently nitrated cellulose, one
being a mixture of highly nitrated with very low nitrated
cellulose, and the other being a mixture of nitrocelluloses
that more nearly approached each other. He did not see
how otherwise there could be an explanation of that fact.
He gathered that Sir William Ramsay hardly believed in
the possibility of these microscopic granules of cellulose
passing through the pores of a Pasteur filter by elongating
themselves. But it seemed to him the most naturafthins
that UDder pressure they would thus elongate and pass
through. Many of them knew that the leucocytes of the
blood did pass in that way through the membrane of the
capillaries without there being any visible pore by which they
did so.

_
It was possible to see them pass by that system o"f

elongation under the microscope, aud he thought 'that was
almost the only explanation of the passage cf th
cellulose granules through the Pasteur filter. He asked
whether the author really believed that his cellulose
structures did enter into solution in the zinc or copper
solvents. According to Mr. de Mosenthal, what had once
been cuticle became dissolved, ceased to have any structure,
and then was precipitated as cuticle. That seemed to him
utterly impossible. He thought the particles must only
haye become transparent and invisible, owin? to the refrangf-
bility of the solvent, and the substance being practically
identical. AH the solutions exhibited were quite distinctly
opalescent, in spite of their wonderful clearness, considering
what solutions they were, and he thought the experiments
aud the photographs which had been shown only served
to support the position for which he contended, that the
cellulose did not enter into a true solution.

Mr. Arthcr Marshall pointed out that the experi-
ments in which cellulose was precipitated from solution in
2 fibrous state could be repeated with other colloids, which
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originally possessed no fibrous structure. For instance,

if gutta-percha was dissolved in chloroform or benzene, and

the solution poured into alcohol, the gutta-percha would be

precipitated in a fibrous state, which might not be exactly

the same as that of the cellulose exhibited by Mr. de

thai, but certainly was not verj dissimilar. No
doubt the same result could be obtained with other colloids,

showing that these substances have a tendency to form

strings or fibres under these conditions. The interesting

phenomenon that guncotton, which had been subje< ted to

•different physical treatment, gave solutions of different

viscosities, also had its parallel with other colloids. If india-

rubber were worked ton much upon the rolls, many of its

valuable properties were destroyed b its chemical

composition remained the same, as far ns could be judged.

It was evident then that these were properties of colloids

in general rather than of cellulose in particular.

Prof. Mills said that when experimenting a number of

1881): " On the Ascent of Hollow Glass Bulbs

in Liquids." he had observed that the state of ascent was

inverse to the diameter of the cylinder used for the experi-

ment. In his own case the rule ceased to apply at a

diameter of four inches. Tubes of one inch in diameter,

like those used by the author, would give results much too

high for the very viscous liquids he used, ind were probably

five inch, s too small, though they might not be without a

certain value comparatively. As hearing on the question of

viscosity itself, he might mention that castor oil did not

immediately regain its viscosity after heating, hut, in his

experience, took about 24 hours to recover it. It was also

a known fact that when guncotton was dissolved in ether-

alcohol for the purpose of making collodion, months were

required before the substance dissolved became properly

associated with the solvent. Differences in viscosity would

depend on variations in the method of preparation, on the

antecedent temperature, and on the time given to a solution

to " ripen."

The Chaibman congratulated Mr. dc Mosenthal on his

success in finding the stomata which had so long been

Overlooked by the many who had investigated nitro-

cellulose. He should much like to know how the photo-

graphs were obtained, for it was by no means an easy matter

to observe a translucent substance such as cotton fibre; but

perhaps it was dyed. With regard to the function of cellulose

in nature, that went rathei beyond their subject, hut it was

a verv interesting one. He was rather inclined to think that

instead of cellulose being nature's first material it was one

of nature's final or waste products, and came a* the

derivative of many others. He thought they were wrong

from the. very beginning in treating it as a chemical entity

as had been done in that room the whole evening. He
considered it one, but believed it was tpound

substance of complicated structure. They had not

determined the chemical constitution of cellulose, and until

they did so they would not be able to explain the com-

pounds produced from it. In certain circumstances they

<'Ot, as Mr. Cross had shown, compositions of certain

regularity ; but on the other hand they had this remarkable

fact, as had been ably pointed out, that they could get

nitrocellulose not only of almost any Btage of nitration

between the limit terms, but in those stages varying

decrees of viscosity could he obtained, showing that the

substances dealt with were totally different, although the

total nitrogen might he the same. They also knew that

cellulose from various Bources, althoogl d to be

pure cellulose, still behaved very differently indeed when

nitrated. The interesting disappearance of the twist in the

fibre when nitrated was, he thought, due to the action of

the acid and not to the nitration. There would be an

important paper in a forthcoming number of the Journal

by Professor Pope and Mr. Hubner, in which they showed

that after nicrci ri.-ation the natural twist of i fibre was

lost and a straight fibre resulted when the concentration of

the acid or alkali went beyond a certain percentage. He
asked Mf.de Mosenthal w by In did not use as a test of

viscosity the rate of flow of the solution from an orifice.

For many years he had used that method and always

found it satisfactory; if dealing with an extremely thick

liquid it was a different matter, but there were very few

solutions that could not be diluted.

Mr. DE Most NTBAL remarked that many members had
spoken about cellulose, while be had Bp iken about
cotton; it was impossible in one paper to d.al with tin-

various forms of cellulosi - fie had mach
with wood cellulose, hemp, and various other celluloses
and he thought it would ho possible to show that there
was a certain number which behaved in a very different

way when acted upon by solvents. He considi red from the
first that he was dealing with a suspended substai

finely divided that it looked like a clear solution. Itut

there were a number of points, as for instance the fai

the ray of light was not polarised, which led him to a-i,

himself whether lie was dealing w 1th a real solution or with
a pseudo solution. The question could no doubt he settled

by dialysis and osmotic pressure, and he was oblige. 1 to

Sir William If unsay for indicating the manner in which
this could be carried out His difficulty, however, was to

determine the osmotic pressure at a constant temperature
when he was dealing with volatile solvents, lie had tried

to construct an apparatus, hut had not so far succeeded,
and he should be very grateful for any suggestion. The
question of nitration, which had been mentioned by so

many speakers—namely, whether these were mixtures or

not—he was not prepared to go into at present. With
regard to viscosity, he might observe that this again
difficult problems, because after all it was believed that

viscosity was directly connected with the size of the

molecule. If they considered that by mechanical as will

as chemical differences in the manufacture the viscosity was
affected the question of the constitution of the molecule
would arise. An investigator on this subject bad recently

saiil to him " We are much further away from the con-
stitution formula of cellulose than we are from that of

albumin."

THE PBODUCTS AND BELATIVE
TEMPEBATUBE OP COMBUSTION OE SOME

SMOKELESS POWDEBS.

BT W. HAGNAB, F.I.C., AND A. K. LEIGHTON.

Having had occasion to examine a number of smokeless
powders, chiefly sporting, it is hoped that a short statement
of the results obtained may be of interest to members of
this society.

The sporting powders wre purchased from a well known
firm of gun maker-. Ali the samples were analysed. The
calorimetric determinations were made in a Iferthelot bomb,
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ad the products of combustion, measured and analysed

s described in a paper published in the 1'roc. Roy. Soc.,

6 8 (see this J., 1894, 973). In all cases when deter-

lining the calories and products of combustion, 4 grms. of

iich explosive were fired in the exhausted bomb, the

apacity of which was 488 e.c. When the explosive

ontained inorganic compounds the solid products of

ombustion were not analysed. The relative temperature

cached during combustion was determined by means of

le method described in the I?roc. Koy. Soc, 65, 221 (see

lis J.. 1900,466).

Briefly described, this method is a modified application

f the thermo-electric pyrometer developed by the late

ir W. C. Roberts-Austen, and consists in exposing a

lodium-platrauin couple in the interior of the hoaili

uring the combustion of the explosive, and by means of

galvanometer, to which the couple is connected,

leasuring the deflection of a spot of light on a falling

photographic plate. Tin deflection is directly proportional
to the temperature to which the couple is heated. Although
it is not claimed that the actual temperature developed
during the explosion can be determined, yet a reliable

comparison of the temperatures produced by the combustion
of different explosives ean in most cases be obtained.
Before firing, the spot stands at the base line a ; immediately
after firing, the spot is deflected till the maximum is

reached at 6, when it slowly returns to its original position.

The measure of the temperature is the distance a b from
the base line to the highest point of the curve. The curve
is the result of the combined movement of the spot of
light and the" falling photographic plate.

Iu the temperature experiments, 1 grms. of each
explosive were fired in the bomb full of air, the same
couple, 0-028 iu. diameter, being used in each case. The
following table gives the composition of the different

explosives examined.

itroglycerm
ttroootton :

itrolignin 80'1

initrotoluene
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arium nitrate ,

10 '2
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5
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In regard to the sporting powders, they may be broadly

ivided into two ciasses—those containing and those

ithout metallic nitrates. The chief constituent of those

jwders is nitrocellulose, either in the form of nitrocotton

: nitroliguin, and iu the case of the first five on the table

considerable quantity of metallic nitrates is present

;

innonite contains a much higher percentage of nitro-

)tton with a small amount of nitrate, shotgun rifleite is

:arly pure nitrocotton with a small quantity of dinitro-

toluene, walsrode is a pure nitrocotton powder, and
sporting ballistite is composed of nitrocotton and nitro-

glycerin. The sample marked " Cordite " has the composi-
tion originally employed by the Government, while that
marked "Cordite, M.I).," has the composition recently
adopted in which the proportions of nitrocotton and nitro-

glycerin are practically reversed. The following table gives
the calories, the quantity, and composition of the g.i>e^

evolved :
—

Name.
Permanent Aqueous
Gas c.c. IVapourc.e.

pergrni. peroral. ' per grin.

Calories

nperial Schultze .

,

mberlte
S
.c
jhultze
ynoch's smokeless
annonite %

,

lotsiin rifleite

falsrode
nrdite, M.U
srdite
porting ballistite .

.

Total
Volume of

Gas
calculated
at and
760 mm.

Percentage composition of Permanent Gas.

Carbon
Dioxide.

Carbon
Monoxide.

742 763
746 635
755 695
702 718
786 676
SH7 6110

si;. 725
snt; 7115

1,(114 669
1,031 726
1,253 647
1,286 5J1

152

156
131
168
160
126
in;
169
206
215
235
231

915
7:>1

816
S76
7:1;

726
S71

874
875
941
R82

825

8-9

120
li-s
it-9
155
14S
146
19'0
21-3
16-3
2f9

52-7
50'0
51 -3
52-

1

46-7
49 V,

49 9
453
4S-2
50-4
40-3
37-1

Methane. Hydrogen. Nitrogen.

1-0

If 4
O'S
0-5
0-8
0-7
0-6
0-8
0-4
0-0
0-7

04

27-0
255
23 '7
23-9
23-1)

IS'S
22'2

215
10-1

19-7
14-3
10-1

10-4
12-1
12-4
11-6
14-0
16-2

127
13-4
14-8

130
19-3
211-2

The powders have been arranged in the order of the

mount of heat evolved, and it is worthy of note how
imperatively similar are the results of the first six. As
ie amount of nitrocotton increases the heat evolved also

icreases, and a large increase takes place when nitrn-

lyceriu is present. In the ease of the cordites the effect

f the nitroglycerin from the point of view of the heat

volved is greatly reduced by the introduction of vaselin.

t will be noticed that as the heat increases the quantity of

arbon dioxide also increases and the carbon monoxide
nd Indrogen decrease, and a larger quantity of aqueous
apour is formed. The table on next page shows the powders
rranged in the order of the temperature developed The
leasuremen's ate in millimetres.

It will be seen from the table that the order of the
powders according to the temperatures is, broadly spi

the same as when they are arranged aceordiug to the
calories. It was observed in these and other experiments
that when the powder left no residue, either carbonaceous
or mineral, the results were more uniform (see Walsrode,
the Cordites and Sporting Ballistite), whereas in the case of
shotgun rifleite there was a large carbonaceous, and iu the
other cases a considerable mineral residue, and as is seen
the results are much less uniform ; but in these experiments
the order is practically the same whether the maximum or
the mean figures are taken.

In the temperature experiments, the sporting powders
were fired in the form of grain as supplied, but the two
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cordites were ground and sieved to the scribed

for the heat test, which gave grains of aboul the same

size as the other powdi re

Millin

Tliive

Imperial Schultzc ••

S.S.
'..'.'.'.'.'.'.

< !:uinonite

Sohultze
Axaberite
K j 1

!''- Bmo
Shol -Mia rilleilc

Walsrode
. M.D

Cordite
Sporting ballistite ..

.

Kxperiments. Maximum

97 100 112

117 124 187 127
1.1 i 1:; 130 18.1 11.;

143 12s 188 130 142

12:1 1 111 111) 137 llll

188 1 IT V.ii i :'.'.i 147

v;i 151 186 inn 16!

151 1711 160 1711

159 Hi- 168 161 lfcl

163 1:2 I'd [68 172

IPS 10: 186 }R8

; B07 2111 207

A -.ries of experiments, to study the effect of size of

grain or form of the explosive on the temperature

measurements, is in progress, and some interesting results

have been already obtained, which it is hoped will form the

basis of a future communication.

In conclusion we desire to express our thanks to

Mr. T. P. Middleton for valuable assistance in carrying

out these experiments.

Discussion.

I'rof. HODGKINSOK -lid the diagrams showed the

quantity of carbon dioxide, carbon monoxide, nitrogen, and

hydrogen, but lie did not see any mention of oxides of

nitrogen. Was any oxide of nitrogen notice! in these

experiments?
Mr GuTTMANK said it was remarkable that sporting

ballistite should sliow a higher percentage of nitrogen than

cordite, seeing thai the former contained less nitrogh

Dr. Silue&RAD Baid that the importance of estimating

the pyrometric value of propellants with accuracy could

scarcely be over-estimated, as undoubtedly their erosive

properties depended 1.0 a very large extent thereon. Con-

sequently as the method described by .Mr. Macnab gave

a ready way of comparing powders, it was of great value.

It inns't, however, not be lost sight of that the method was

purely empirical and measured the product of the tempera-

ture of the flame by the time of burning of the explosive

under the conditions of the experiment, Bince the explosion

was nevi 1 ol sufi eient duration to raise the thermo junction

ii]) to the temperature of the flame. Hence, it was necessary

that the conditions of the experiment, the quantity of

explosive, and its time of burning, should always he kept

constant in order to obtain truly comparative results. He

had carried out a large number of experiments on the

pyrometric values of powders f all sizes, from small arms

powders up to those used in 12-iu. guns, and could not

agree with Mr. Macnab on this point; he found that the

effect of the size of grain had very little influence on the

absolute pyrometric value. The products of combustion

were the same and the maximum time taken for combustion

was less than '
,
tli of a second for the largest size ammunition

used in the largest finis fired under gun pressures. Then

the question of pressure raised another point. His experi-

ments, which had been carried out at pressures from

10—30 tons to the sq in. (1,500—7,500 atmospheres), had

indicated thai pn --me had a very marked influence, both on

•ire of the gases produced on explosion and also

ou the pvrometric value of the powder; hence, to obtain

really useful results pyrometric values should he deter-

mined at gnu pressures. The practical value of this

loubtless far greater than one which

litated verj long and elaborate experiments, even if

theretiv one ultimately obtained absolute results.

Dr. Robebtson asked if Mr. Macnab found any relation

between his result and the absolute value-, and if the

latter were in accordance with the values deduced by using

the most recent determinations of Mallard and LeChatelier

for the variation of the Bpecific heal at high

temperatures, based on Sarrau's figures. He lad recently

worked with a bomb of much stronger material than that

Mr. Macnab used, namely of gun steel l'„ in. in thickness.

He obtained very similar figures a? regards the number
of calories from cordite and cordite, M.D. ; for example,

at A = 0-1, 1,249 eal . for cordite. Mark I., and for

cordite, .M.D. 1,020 cal. By means of the figure- ol

rd and Le Cbatelier certain absolute pyrometric
.allies could be deduced. One would like to get a con-

firmation of such values by some method on the basis ol

Mr. Macnah'a elegant apparatus, if only it could be made
ab-olute.

The <ii Mini \n asked if the vaselin had been identified in

the composition of the powders in every case; be under-

stood that in some of these powders the sub-cue e WHS not

altogether vaselin, but other things were added. Willi

regard to the method in general, they did get pra

results with it no doubt, and they were extreme!; valuable

and could he compared one with another: hut, a- l)r

Silberrad had pointed out, there were some difficulties

when the results were compared with those obtained in

practice; in the barrel of a guu or ordnance there was
a gradually increasing space, whereas with the calorimetric

bomb there was not. Again, with regard to the explosion,

when air was present in the bomb :i result

must be obtained than in a vacuum. Had Mr. Macnab
compared the two condilions to see what the actual

difference of temperature might be? In one cose

compressed by the gases produced, and in the other only

the gases themselves were compressed.

Mr. MACNAB, in reply, said that under the conditions in

which the experiments were carried out they never found

auy trace of oxides of nitrogen, all the nitrogen appearing in

the free state. Mr. Guttmann asked about the n I

in sporting ballistite being higher than in cordite. Thai

came from the large amount of carbon monoxide anil

dioxide, due to the vaselin which diluted the gas. What
Dr. Silberrad -aid about pressure was perfectly true. One
knew the results obtained in the comparatively lowpi

under which they worked in the lierthelot bomb were con?

siderably modified when the explosive was bred under

heavy pressure. \ ieille had made a number of experiments

showing how the amount of carbon dioxide in the total

volume of pas increased and that of carben monoxide
decreased when fired under greater pressure, aud there-

was no doubt that the temperature would be very much
higher as measured by the pyromct r. With regard to

the size of the grain. Dr. Silberrad said it did not seem

to affect the pyrometric result. In certain conditions he
found it had a very great effect, but he could not Bay more

on that point at present. Dr. Uobertson spoke about the

absolute temperature. That of course was the object with

which he was trying to work, hut a gnat many unforeseen

difficulties had arisen. All he could say was that lu-

be I ieved he was getting nearer to a isolution of the problem.

so that one would be able to say with some shi » of

accuracy that the temperature was so many thousand

ii igrees. It was certainly much to be desired tb

could have some definite statement to make, but one

could only work away and hope to get accurate

With icgard to the vaselin, they got a body which had

all the appearance of vaselin. and one could safely call

it a mineral jelly. The presumption was so strong it was

vaselin that it was pal i own as such.

Meeting held at Chemists' Club, on Feb. 19/A, 1904.

DB. VIKGIL COBI.KNTZ IN TI1K CHAIlt.

GRA.PHITK A< ID OR OXIDE.

BV l BEDBBIC s. 11V1U..

The preparation ol the yellow insoluble substance termed

ne acid," which has been described by Hrodie,

Berthelot, Staudenmaier, and others, and to which the
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brmula C'n II
4 3 has been given (Mendeleeff's Principles of

hemistry). is, perhaps, one of the best illustrations of the

lerivation of an organic compound directly from elementary

:arbon—a link, as it were, between the organic and inorganic

vorlds. It is not only a characteristic derivative of

jraphite in distinction from other forms of carbon, but it is

ilso noted for its peculiar instability, or power of derla-

jrating when subjected to a temperature just below a reel

leat, leaving a black, buoyant, sooty residue known as

' pyrographitic acid," C^ILO, (Tidy's Handbook of Modern
Chemistry).

Notwithstanding
r
the somewhat indiscriminate use of the

erms "acid" and "oxide," the expression "graphitic

ixide " is usually applied to the grass-green substance

ibtaiued as an intermediate product during the rransforma-

ion of the graphite to the yellow acid. This " green

ixide " likewise possesses the power to deflagrate when
Iry. It also represents a critical step in the trans-

ormation, its colour being indicative of the presence of

graphite.

Staudenmaicr's method of preparation evidently depends on

he use of " puffed up" or expanded graphite (aufgebhihten

iraphit) ; otherwise the operation might be prolonged for

lays, or even weeks. According to Staudenmaier, graphitic

icid may be prepared in quantity in a short time, 2-1—4S

lours (Chem. Centr., 189(5, 69, 258, and Her., 31, 1481

.487), without danger of explosion from chlorine dioxide,

>y mixing in a shallow porcelain dish at the ordinary

emperature 1 litre of crude concentrated sulphuric acid

ml
-J

litre nitric acid (sp. gr. 1 • 4), and stirring into this

nixture 25 grms. " puffed up " or expanded graphite

ollowed at intervals by portions of dry potassium chlorate,

150 grms. in all. After testing with permanganate and
icid to obtain a bright yellow colour, the whole is poured

Dto an excess of water, allowed to settle, and decanti

rhe greeu residue is thoroughly washed and heated with a

;olution of 7 grms. potassium permanganate in 120 c.c. water,

o which, after cooling, 90 c.c. of dilute sulphuric acid (1:5)

s added. The product, no longer green, is transferred to a
porcelain dish and heated on the water-bath until the red

;oloration disappears, and then treated with hydrogen per-

)xide, stirring the mass occasionally, and allowing to stand

iwhile. The graphitic acid is washed with dilute nitric acid

;i '28 sp. gr.), then with alcohol and ether, and dried. For
mall quantities it is suggested that 30 grms. of potassium

mlorate be stirred into a mixture of 40 c.c. sulphuric acid

ind 20 c.c. nitric acid at a temperature of 20
5 C, and when

jcarly dissolved I grm. of graphite added and thoroughly
stirred. It is stated that in five minutes it becomes bluish

md greeuish, and in about an hour it is sufficiently trans-

formed to become yellow immediately with permanganate.
On trying this method the writer found that direct treat-

ment of Ceylon graphite (200 mesh fine and HO per cent,

pure) failed to give satisfactory results, until the graphite
itself had been subjected to a preliminary treatment to

obtain the " puffed up " or Brodie's form ; and even then
it required !0—12 hours to become dark greenish, and
(after renewing the chlorate mixture) two days before it

was sufficiently transformed to yield the yellow product
with permangauate and acid.

It is recommended not to oxidise more than 20—25 grms.
graphite in the same dish at the same time, at a ten

cure above 20° C, especially in summer—simply a precau-
tion against local overheating and collection of explosive

gases in bulky solutions.

For rapid oxidation, Staudenmaier suggests a preliminary
treatment of the graphite, using 300 c.c. crude concentrated
sulphuric acid, 100 c.c. concentrated nitric acid (1-4 sp. gr.),

50 grms. pulverised Ceylon graphite, stirring in at intervals

100 grms. potassium chlorate, and allowing to stand several

hours at the ordinary temperature. After thorough washing
with water, the graphite so treated is heated to a glow in a

large metal dish, so that it expands or " puffs up." When
cool, the " puffed up " mass is stirred iu water, and the

floating portions taken for further oxidation. The writer

found this treatment quite satisfactory, and far preferable
to Brodie's dangerous method, in which sulphuric acid and
chlorate alone are employed.
The general method adopted by Staudenmaier for pre-

paring graphitic acid deserves consideration because of ths

substitution of potassium permanganate, sulphuric acid,

and hydrogen peroxide to complete the oxidation. His
method is, however, somewhat tedious and uncertain, and is

also characterised by the excessive amounts of potassium
chlorate required to produce the green oxide—nearly a
pound of chlorate to every ounce of graphite oxidised. The
fumes evolved on stirring the acid mixture are copious and
very disagreeable, and even in small quantities seem to exert

a depressing effect in spite of precautions for ventilation.

Staudenmaier's objection to Moissan's method consists

mainly in the difficulty of preparing anhydrous nitric acid

(monohydratc) in sufficient quantity to yield large amounts
of graphitic acid. But it i, quite evident that anhydrous
nitric acid, once obtained, fully repays the pains taken in

its preparation, even if necessary to conduct several

separate distillations at once to obtain the requisite

quantity.

Brodie, who is credited with being the first to discover

that graphite could be oxidised to graphitic acid, and
I'.erthelot, who investigated methods for distinguishing

various forms of carbon, evidently depended on the use of

stroDg nitric acid and chlorate of potash at low tempera-
tures. Berthelot states that with a mixture of po'assium
chlorate and red fuming nitric acid graphite is oxidised to

graphitic acid (Chem. Centr., 1896, 67, 466). This may
be true with certain amorphous graphites, but as a rule the

ordinary fuming nitric acid, as obtained from the dealer, is

not concentrated enough for the reaction.

Probably, 'one of the most simple and satisfactory

methods (a combination of Berthelot's and Staudenmaier's)
is that described by Fitzgerald (this J., 1901, 443—445).

Instead of heating over the ordinary water bath, as in

Fitzgerald's case, the writer prefers a beaker containing

water at 60° C, in which the test tube is inclined, the

temperature being maintained by placing the beaker on top
of a radiator or hot air bath. Above 70° C, explosions

varying in intensity from the "toot" of a small whittle to

the noise of a fire cracker are liable to occur, rendering
close observation hazardous. Excessive amounts of
potassium chlorate are unnecessary. The acid used should

be especially prepared by distilling a mixture of equal parts

C.l\ concentrated sulphuric and nitric acids, so as to obtain

one-third its bulk of distillate.

After obtaining the grass-green oxide, it should be washed
with water, and heated on the water bath with about
150 c.c. N/50 permanganate solution to which dilute sul-

phuric acid has been added. The substance should assume
a yellow colour, and the permanganate show signs of reduc-
tion. Hydrogen peroxide is then added to destroy the

permanganate and " clear up " the solution. The yellow
crystalline product may be washed by decantatiou succes-

sively by dilute nitric acid, alcohol, and ether; but gene-
rally two or three washings with absolute alcohol on a filter

will suffice, after which it should be dried at the odinary
temperature.

Ceylon graphite of 90 per cent, or more purity seems to

produce the best results. The green oxide is formed more
readily from Ceylon graphite than from artificial graphite

;

and not at all from ordinary coke, or charcoal, or carbon
black. As a rule, ordinary carbon or carbonaceous matter
simply passes into solution, imparting a dark brown colour

to the oxidising mixture, such solubility forming a ba-is of

separation from graphite. Charcoal dust may be almost
completely dissolved in twenty-four hours, yielding the

usual coffee-coloured solution and a whitish residue which
dissolves on dilution, imparting a yellowish-brown colora-

tion. This is not necessarily true, however, with gas retort

carbon, which is more or less inert, and may give an
unmistakable green solution, as if it were partially graphi-
tised and required only a strong electric current to complete
the graphitisation.

Some of the low grade amorphous graphites respond
readily to the test, while others, like Bohemian and Mexican,
nre uncertain. With the American flake variety, the action

is slower than with Ceylon, yielding a darker shade of
" green oxide." Occasionally, the writer has obtained the

final product as a dark brown powder, which defla

more readily than the yellow form. Very often the

acid seems to retain the flaky structure of the original

graphite.
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That gra pli "oxide** maybe produce! more readily

from n.it ral than from Artificial grapbit terion of

he i were of the latter, since, pram for gram,

the best I eylon lump; aftei proper milling

l>\ tii' i ;e I i] iitificial graphiti h same
carbon content and degrei of fineness and und tnte con-

Apparently, the r. pert

idily :s ilic graphitic oxide formed, although :i

harder; tructure in itself might retard the i

Whether or not natural graphite is the result of the

decomposition of plant life: or the destructive disl

<>t' hydrocarbon l'^ms: or the metamorphosis of charred

residues trom prehistoric forest lircs, it is, nevertheless,

quite evident that differences in physical structure arc

usually accompanied by differences in behaviour with

oxidising agents. Ceylon plumbago, occurring in massive

form und yielding an ash more or less granular, should not

with the American Hake varieties having a

itructure, nor with the amorphous compact
forms containing argillaceous matter.

The use of the chlorate oxidising mixture to distinguish

graphite Irom other forms of carbon through production of

insoluble graphitic arid and Boluble hemic acids has claimed

more or less attention from time to time (Berthelot, Compte's

rend. 1809, 68). The Staudenmaier mixture has already

hrei, reei ded bj Fitzgerald for testing carbon elec-

trodes to determine whether they are composed entirely of

amorphous carbon or partially of graphite ( Electrochemical

Industry. Oct. 1902, page 68). < >f course, graphite itself

may exist ir, the amorphous state and produce the usual

grass green oxide.

While approximate separation; may be made with simple

mixtures of graphite and charcoal dust or ordinary cake,

the resit,:- are hardly satisfactory with hard gas retort

carbon for reasons previously stated.

i

I \i VB ORPTIQN OF SPIRITS
OF TURPENTINE.

l'.V II. A. WORST.U L.

Lit: :, been published concerning the analysis of

turpentine and the detection of adulterants, which have

consisted chiefly ol petroleum distillates, rosin spirits, and
il Burton (Aiuit. ('hem. J., 12, 102) detected

petroleum products b} oxidising the -ample with laming

nitric acid, pouring into water, and extracting the un-

chang lis with ether. Armstrong (tlii- .'., 1882,

it- petroleum products by distilling the

sample in steam, only the heavy paraffins remaining behind.

.Naphtha and gasoline he determined by first polymerising

the i
i

with sulphuric acid, and then distilling in

steam, the distillate containing only the volatile paraffins.

Hinsdale (Chem. News, 63, 161) claimed to be able to

detect petroleum fractious bj evaporating ten drops of the

-ample in a watch glass it 77 C. In Sei . i - all

was evaporated save tbe petroleum. This is evidently a

crude method. lignan (( lomptes rend., 109, '-'4
I

' tected

, oil by the decrease it caused in the rotation. Baudin

el. prakt. Chem.. ^3- 279; tested for petroleum by the

j i :. bat il left when the sample was • iporated

[o atsh. f- t Ibcm.,

2, 794), empl ion to

livers (ZeitS. bffentl. ' 'hem.. 4, 211)

ited thai equal volumes of spirits of turpentine and
fuming I' acid (li'JI when Bhaken I igethei

gave a definite rise in temperature, at [ualitative

to distinguish btt» . and
imitation spirits of turpentine. Schreibei and Zeu

l-o made u latter

The preceding, while I tompletc bibliogra

the Subject, comprises .; u

concerning the lu on in spirits of tui

i in-, i sually the determination of specific gravity, which

should be 0-865 ; the flash point, which should be 92

—

ts should

begin to distil at 150 '

, and 90 per cent, should pass

ovei i sufficient :

li rable

adulteration -with petroleum products or rosin spirits. Bui
since the development of the yellow pine distillation

industry and the appearance on the market of various

"fades of "' wood turpentine." from straw colour to water
while, the problem ba more difficult. " Wood
turpentine," as might be expi ted from its method of

production, ]— esses cho of spirits of
turpentine and of wood alcohol, and seems to consist both

of terpents and of alcoholic bpdies. In its general

properties it closel n tnbles inn spirits of turpent

and its Strong odour can lie largely removed by refining,

It is not equal to genuine " spirits " in tiny way, how. , r.

aDd hence must he classed as au adulterant.

Some two years a Qg that the methods in :-

'In analysis of -pint, of turpentine were both slow and
unsatisfactory, the author determined to try to substitute

for them some method at once quicker and more reliable.

The specific gravity test, the distillation test, and the Sash
test, while easily carried out require time, ' tire not
absolutely sure indications of purity. I poo linking into

the literature upon the subject, it was found that !;. II.

Davies (Pharm. J. I Trans., 18 9, 321) had determined
the iodine absorption o{ a large number of essential i

using the lli'ihl method, and that with the exception of two

or three rare and costhj essential oils, none gave nearly as

high figures as did spirits of turpentine, whose absorption
he found to be .'4 7 7 per cent. After a few preliminary
test- the following method was adopted lor carrying out

the determination, and is still in use. About 0' 1 grin,

the sample is weighed out froji a dropping bottle into a

glass stoppered bottle, HI c.e. of Hubl's solution added.

and the tight]} stoppered bottle set awaj overnight. The
excess of iodine is then titrated hack a- usual. For more
than two years this method has been the chief test employed
in this laboratory for spirits of turpentine, and the results

have leen most satisfactory.

The average iodine absorption of 55 samples of spi

turpentine of undoubted purity, examined during the
I

six months of ran.!, had been MS-1 per cent. As a rule, three

times the total quantity of iodine necessary lor coinp

saturation had been added, and 18 hours bad usually been
allowed. C10H| would be converted into (

'

;il
l|.,.l, bv com-

plete additi n and this would require theoretically 371

cent, iodine.

The first point investigated was the rapidity of the

reaction. The spirit- ol turpentine, of undoubted purity,

was weighed from a dropping bottle into glass stoppi

bottles, a definite volume of 1
1 aid's solution ad led, and the

tightly stoppered bottles placed in the dark for definite

periods of time, when the excess of iodine was titrated back

in the usual way with tliiosulphate. The following table

shows thi :--

Time. Absorption.

Hours.
an

1 833
B .'its

:;

i o7t

Alisorpl

Per Cent,
S78

380

It wo From these figures that absorption is com-
plete in from four to -ix be

and thai il the I me begreath prolonged, substi

or other sect odarj reactions ensue The influenci

a id the proper amount of t
l

iy to ensure complete saturation, was m
with tire following results :

—

He 1 s.

1-

Is

IS

I-

Is

IS

. .

'.in.
310
332

378
iriiTi:. a: 'j

mi.'
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It would follow from these results that if 18 hours be

allowed for the reaction, twice as much iodine must be
added as is necessary for complete reaction ; and if 12 hours

be allowed, three times the quantity of iodine should he

added ; also that a very great excess of iodine or unduly
prolonged time for the absorption each result in secondary

reaction, which increase the apparent absorption.

The most common a . of spirit., of turpentine,

ami in fact about the only possible and profitable Oi

kerosene, 63° naphtha, or other petroleum distillates; rosin

spirits or rosin oil, and wood turpentine. The
absorption of each of these was determined from samples on

band:— Rosin spirits, 185; rosin oil, '.'7; kerosene, ;

naphtha, ; refined wood turpentine, 212; water white.

!2S per cent. Evidently any adulteration, even in very
.mall proportions, with petroleum distillates should be easily

ietected by the consequent decrease in the iodine absorption.

Mixtures of pure turpentine am! kerosene were made, and
he ioii e number determined, with the following results :

—
absorptii n

after IS hours.

PerCent.

.'
I
.ii' enl 'i.' 39]

3 per cem 360

10 .. 350

21 ., 313

40 ., 23S

leu .. II

Another test was made with resinous mixtures contain

ng refined wood turpentine as the adulterant, with the

Allowing results:—
Absorption

after 12 hours.

Per Cent.

Pure turpentine 3T5

5 per cent, wood-turpentine 360

10 „ ,. 355

*20 „ ., 343

511 ,. ., 878

301) „ .. , 212

It would, no doubt, be more difficult to detest the addition

f 5 per cent, of such a wood-turpentine as the sample
'hieh gave an iodine value of 328 per ceut., but no such
alliteration is likely to be encouutered. The cost of such an
Bra-refined article is so little below that, of genuine
airits of turpentine that if used as an adulterant for the

rtter it would have to be in the proportion of 25

per cent, to he profitable, and such adulteration would
iisilv be shown by the decrease 1 iodine number. In the

econd place, it is extremely doubtful if the addition of

per cent, of this water-white wood-turpentine would he
t all detrimental. It has been so well refined that nearly

tire terpenes are left.

The author believes that the iodine absorption can thus

e applied to spirits o!' turpentine as a positive and reliable

:st of purity. Kerosene and wood-turpentine were taken
5 the extremes—in iodine absorption—of possible adul-

:rants, and what is true of them applies equally well to

ssin spirits, resin oil, naphtha, or any other adulterant,

'rovided the test be carried out with the proper precautions

s to time and excess of iodine, any sample which shows
n iodine absorption of less than 370 per cent, can certainly

e condemned; and, given the fact that its iodine absorption
1 too low. the nature of the adulterant can be determined
y anv of the methods uow in use.

A METHOD FOR THE DETERMINATION OE
CERTAIN ALDEHYDES AND KETONES

IX ESSENTIAL :>i!.S.

BY SAML. S. SADTLKK.

In a paper read before the Chemical Section of the Franklin
istitute in Philadelphia, on October loth, 1903, I described
a general way a method for the quantitative estimation
aldehydes of both the aliphatic and aromatic series, based

n the assumed fact that, when neutral sulphites react
with aldehydes, caustic alkali i- separated. I have since
that time experimented on several applications of the
method, and read a shori Fore the Philadelphia
Section of the American Chemical Society on January

1904, on the determination of formaldehyde. Very
recently, however, eived word from Dr. Clemens
Kleber to the effect that he had been working along the
same lines, and ha 1 sent a paper on the subject of
formaldehyde assay to one of the journals tor publication.
In view of that fact I have left that field to Dr. Kleber, and
have devoted what time I could to experimenting upon
some essential oils. I wish -to acknou indebted-
ness for the receipt of most of the samples used i u this work
to Dr. F. D. Dodge ai d Messrs. Fritzsche Bros.

The subject of this reaction has been treated upon- tit

considerable length by the late Prof. Tiemaun (Per., 31)
Dodge (Amer. Chem. J., 1890, 55), and Heusler (Ber.,

24). Tiemann and 1 lodge used the reaction to obtain citral

from lemon-grass oil. and Heusler used it in connection
with einnamic aldehyde. Tiemann says that many organic
compounds containing double linkings add the elements of
sulphurous acid, forming sulphonic acids. He pointed out
that the reaction occurred readily with unsaturated alde-

hydes, such as acrolein, crotou aldehyde, &c. Heusler
pointed out the reaction with einnamic aldehyde, as

follows:

—

C EIJ.CH-.CH:! OH + NasS03 + HsO =
C6H5.CH.0S( '

3Na,).CH3.COH +XaOH,

aid, however, that the resulting alkali, in a certain
miration, exercises decomposing action upon the

stilphonate formed, and has to be neutralised by acids.

Prof. Tiemanu ha- shown in the case of citral that,

besides the bisulphite compound, three hydrosulphonic acid
compounds exist. The normal bisulphite compound is

obtained by the action of sodium bisulphite, preferably con-
taining a little free sulphurous acid. It is completely
decomposed by soda, regenerating citral. When this

compound is steam-distilled from water, half of the citral

lined passes over and the other half is converted into

the sodium sart of the so-called ''stable "citral dihydro-
disulpbonic acid : thus:

—

2C
9Hi SCH(OH)SI f>a = t

:

dI
l
,COH,('

!

,H
i;
(S().

1
Xa).,COH.

This compound is readily soluble in water, without being
reconverted into citral, by means of sodium carbonate or
hydrate. He shows that the aldcbydic group is still iutact.

The secon 1 compound is the so-called '-labile" citral

dihydrodisulphonic acid, antl results when citral is agitated
with au aqueous solution of neutral sulphite, the formula,
unless written stereo-chemically, being the same. The
reaction is

—

i 11 i K 4 2Na S03 + 211,0

t',11
:

s Naj Coll + 2XaOH.

He stated that this compound was quantitatively decomposed
by the action of sodium hydroxide, forming itial and neutral
sodium sulphite. In other words, the reaction is reversible,

and the laws of mass action should apply

A third compouud is the mono - hydro - sulphonate
Tiemanu further poiuts out that the decomposition of this
• labile " compound may be prevented by the addition of

acid salt, such a: cid phite, bicarbonate of soda, or a
weak acid, such

i came to the concli ion that if the alkali formed were
ralised with measured quantities of standard acid the

reaction should complete itself, and the sasur '

the
inf of tli reacting substances be determined at. the
time; and, as in experiments with acidified solutions, I

got low results, which tend to show that if th ulphite
solution is acidifi d the bisulphite addition compound is

likely to form.

With regard to th applicability of the reaction, Tiemann
edto hold that if only relaf

:

ti
i

i

.'- icroh lehi de, cin i md
eitral. This does not seem to me to be hi icts
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apparently quantitatively, with the formation of two mole-

cules of alkali hydroxide, with formaldehyde. It seemsalso

to react with aeel aldehyde; to a certain limited, yet definite

extent with condensed aldehydes, like para-formaldehyde

and paraldehyde ; and in the aromatic series, besides un-

saturated aldehydes, it seems to react with benzaldehyde

and vanillin, and even in the class of ketones 1 have found

it to react, carvone, as will be seen later, reacting quantita-

tively. A strong qualitative test was also obtained with

purified acetone and sonic constituent of honey, possibly

licvulose. li seems to me, therefore, that the reaction

must be considered either, as Tiemann lias pointed out, as

taking place with unsaturated aldehydes according to our

reaction, and reacting in si different way, almost certainly

affecting the aldehydic group itself, in the other cases

mentioned; or, as seems more reasonable, as a purely

aldehydic reaction, primarily affecting the oxygen atom of

the -CHO group, with a molecular rcarrangenn nt in certain

cases, such as citral and cinnamic aldehyde. I believe

double bondings and other groupings affect the reaction,

as the position and character of substitution groups affect

the activity of groups in the aromatic series. For example,

carvone reacts, while its isomer, Japan camphor (< l

10Hi6O)j

does not react, with neutral sulphite.

Although my method of citral assay, outline, 1 in the

advance sheets of the Journal of the Franklin Institute,

seems to be fairly clear, inasmuch asKreinens and llrandel,

in a very recent publication, entitled " The Citral Assay of

Volatile Oils," obtained very concordant results, and state

that the figures obtained show "that, even without ex-

perience, fairly good results may he obtained by this

method ;" still 1 would like to add some precautions and

discuss results to some extent, and will here give the

method with such revision as I believe desirable. The
method is apparently applicable to oils containing alde-

hydes or ketones which are found to react. The only

differences in procedure that I have found are in the

amounts of different oils taken. The use of bicarbonate

and acetic acid to take up the caustic soda as formed,

1 have not found beneficial in any case which I have

investigated. Either phenolphthalein or rosolic acid may
be used us an indicator ; I have generally used the latter,

as it is less affected by sulphurous acid. and. although the

end point is not as deep in colour, it does not fade, which

is an advantage, as it is well to let the flasks stand all night

to see if any additional alkali forms, indicating incom-

pleteness of reaction. 1 have used normal and semi-normal

hydrochloric acid for titrating, but have also tried weaker

acids, such as oxalic, acetic, and sulphurous acids, to prevent

any decomposition of sulphite, but, as I do not add the acid

after the red or pink colour of the indicator leis been dis-

charged, I found no advantage in the change.

With oils of lemon, 10 grins, are weighed into an

Erlenmeyer flask, 10 c.c. of water and four drops of rosolic

acid (or phenolphthalein) indicator solution added, and Nj 10

potassium hydroxide solution aided until just alkaline, to

remove free acid which, to a greater or less extent, is present

in all essential oils. Then 25 c.c. of a 20 per cent, sodium

sulphite solution is added, measuring out an equal amount
fur a blank test. On agitation, a pink colour forms, and this

is discharged by adding X 2 hydrochloric acid from a burette.

The agitation (effected by inserting a well-fitting cork in

the neck of the flask and shaking \ ioleiitly ) and neutralising

are carried out repeatedly, being careful not to let the

solution become strongly alkaline at any lime. When
no more alkali is liberated, the flask ie heated on the

water bath, the shaking and neutralising being still

carried out successively. Several tc-ts may be made at

once, a separate burette with the standard arid being

reserved for each test. When the pink colour no longer

forms, tie flask ie allowed to cool ; the pink colour, if any,

in the blank test is also discharged with N/2 hydrochloric

acid, and both are then titrated with H '-' sodium hydroxide

until the pink colour begins to form. The algebraic sum of

the c.c ol acid and alkali of the blank experiment (those of

sodium hydroxide being minus) are subtracted from those

of the test, and the e.c. of N - hydrochloric . id are calcu-

lated in!" ci'ral by considering one molecule of citral as

equivalent to two molecules of hydrochloric acid; tins,

divided by the weight of oil taken, gives the [perc

of citral. The following results were obtained by this-

method:—
Lemon Oils.

Per Cent.

Sanderson's oil of lemon 4*49 and 4*31

Dodge and Olcott sample vis .. 4*31

Expressed oil of lemon 3*08,3*09 .. 3*20

Oleo resin of lemon (California) — 5*24 .. 5"£9

Lemon-gross Oil {using about 1 grain of Sample and 10 c.i

of A i a Diluent i.

Vert cut.

Oil of lemon-grass, 1 75*13 said 76*04

II. (74 per cent.) 71*24 „ 72*74

Sample of citral 9343

A polymerisation effect appeared to have taken place to ;»

certain extent with citral, as a residue neutral to this reaction

was noticed. Probably more water should have been used,

and the alkali neutralised more promptly. Hut the result

is close enough to show the correctness of the general

reaction.

Before leaving the subject of citral, I would again refer

to the paper of Kremers and Brandel, and call attention to

the results which they obtained with mixtures of citral anil

limonene.

These results were as follows:—Calculated, 5 per cent.

Found 5* 2, 5 *04. 5*5, 5*2, by one experimenter ;
4- 7, 4 *9,

5*0, by a second experimenter; 5*1, 5*09, by a third.

They were very satisfactory. It is, however, in the deter-

minations with cinnamic aldehyde where my results differ

from those of Tiemann.

Oils of Cinnamon and Cassia {same amount used and
Kerosene added as with Oil of Lemon-grass').

Pi i Cent.

Oil of Cinnamon, 1 70*11 and 70*94

II. (64 per cent). 62*37 „ 6*2*50

.. cassia (82 per cent.) .. 84*35,79*7 ,.
7»;-*2

Pure cinnamic aldehyde 03*2 „ i'4'5

(In the case of the Cassia the samples probably stood too.

long with the free alkali.)

Oil ofCarraway (1 grm. and used Kerositt~).

1'. r Cent.

Oil of carraway ( .i0-C0 per cent.) 55*10

Carvone [97 per cent.) 91*3

Henzaldehyde and oils of hitler almonds were tried and
gave results varying about one-third of the theoretical. They
showed, however, that other than unsaturated aldehydes

react with neutral sulphites. It is possible that acids salts

or acids might control this reaction satisfactorily, but I

have not as yet had success with ihe use of bicarbonate or

acetic acid, as I tried the samples of citral, carvone, and
cinnamic aldehyde, using an excess of N/2 acetic acid, but

obtained the folio" ing results respectively, 88* 31, S7 * 1, and
si". *5. It seems likely to me that some bisulphite com-
pound formed as well as the dihydro-disulphonate, as these

results are lower than those obtained in neutral solutions.

Oil of citronclla gave a small amount of free alkali,

which would correspond to a few per cent, of citral.

Oil of fennel was tried in order to see whether fenchone

reacted as well as carvone.

The applicability of this reaction is at least twofold. To
serve as a convenient assa** method of several constituents

.1 essential oils, notably citral, cinnamic aldehyde, and

carvone, and to be a means of learning more about the

constitution of substances, especially aldehydes and ketones,

of doubtful composition.

The close agreement in most cases shown here between

this and other methods seems to show very clearly that

with the aldehydes investigated two molecules of sulphurous

aeid are attached not only to aldehydes containing two

double bonds like citral, but the same number were found

to be taken up by cinnamic adlebyde, which has but one
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double bond, aDd furthermore two molecules were found

to be taken up by aldehydes with no double bonding, such

-us formaldehyde, benzaldehyde, and vanillin, and ah i by
a ketone, a body of distinctly different composition.

I would, therefore, provisionally write the general I

for aldehydes, thus—

R.CHO + 2X.i so, + 2H2
=

R.CH:(NaS()3 )., + 2NaOH + H.O.

.And tor ketones

—

E'.CO.R' + 2Na2S03 + 2HsO =

K'
2

: C:(Na.S( »3)a + 2KaOH + II..O.

Meeting held at Chemists' Club, on March 25th, 1904.

DR. VIEfilL COBLENTZ IS THE CHAIE.

The flame is now lighted, and distillation carried on for

hours; the Erlenmeyer is now removed and a -mall

beaker substituted; the distillate in the Erlenmeyer is

neutralised by standard soda, drawn from a burette (10 c.c.

. pacity, and measuring about 12 ins. long, divided into

tenths).

The distillation is carried on ' r :."i minutes longer, and the

distillate in the beaker added to that in the Erlenmeyer ; if

the colour is discharged more soda is added and the distilla-

i on carried on 15 minutes longer. Usually the distillation is

completed in 1^ hours.

ACETIC ACID IX ACETATE OF LISIE.

BY ALBERT G. STILLWELL.

The estimation of aeetie acid by means of the distillation

method is of growing importance, and it seems to the

writer that a uniform method of analysis should be

adopted.

A large amount of acetate of lime is manufactured each
year, in factories scattered throughout the United State-,

=i large amount of which is exported, while the rest finds

| ready market at home.

A short description of the method in use in this

laboratory should prove of interest to manufacturer and
consumer alike. The following method La- been in use

for some time, with very satisfactory results.

Method.—The sample is drawn from bag- as shipped,
by means of tryers 14 ins. long, having a bevelled edge,

mouth li ins. inside diameter, anil expanding to 2 ins. at

the handle end. The sample should be kept in tight cans
or glass jar-, a- acetate of lime absorbs moisture very
'rapidly in wet weather, and loses it just as rapidly in dry,

On reaching the laboratory the sample i- rapidly passed
through a J in. sieve. The moisture in this sample is

'

•determined, and constitutes the original moisture. An
average sample (about 6 OZ.) is now passed through a

14-mesh sieve. This is the working sample, and the

.moisture in this should also be determined. From this

line sample 2 grms. are weighed out on balanced aluminium
foils, and very carefully brushed into a round bottomed
flask of 300 c.c. capacity, and having a neck 4 ins. long,

great care being taken not to lose any of the fine dust.

15 c.c. of syrupy phosphoric acid are now added, and all

•drops carefully washed down from the neck with about

25 c.c. of water. 30 c.c. of standard soda solution are

.measured out by means of a pipette and run into a 12-oz.

Erlenmeyer flask, and the flask placed under the delivery

tube of the apparatus.

Soda.
Acetic .

c.c.

Acetate
Acid. o! l.t. n^. \i-i.i. ot Lime.

c.c.

so-nn B3"50 i2i I:', 84-05 59-59 78-43

;,2 .v.. 69-23 34-10 5'J-„S 78-57

SO'ltl 62-67 3415 59-77 7S-UI

.;ir 15 r.2-7i> 69 ,
- 34-20 59-85 78-80

,10-20 52 sr, 69 59 34-25 50-11* 7S-lr2

30 25 52-94 69-71 34-3i> 60-03 7irii.-;

• 10 53-03 09-82 84-35 60-12 711- 15

• • ... 53-12 69 in 14 Ml 60-20 79-26

30 mi 68-21 70-06 31-43 60-29 79-33
84-50 60-88 79-49

30 :.n 53-33 7il--'s .14-5.5 60-47 78-60
. 53-47 70-40 7;V 72

It) 60 68,'55 70-51 I
60-61 -li -S3

10-05 70-68 34-70 60-73 79-95

30-70 53 73 7<e7t .'If 75 - 80-07

30-75 :,:;-: 70-86 34-80 60-90 80-19
30-80 53-!l0 7H-II7 34-85 60-99 80-80

53-99 71-011 34-90 61-08 80 -4S
HJ 54-08 71 "I'D .ifli.-, 0117 sir.54

:
i 95 .-,1-17 71-32 85-00 61-25 SIC 05

54-25 71 i:; IS-05 61-84 Nil -77

31-05 84-31 71-53 35- 111 01 43 80-88

31-10 • li 71-67 .35 • 15 i,l-52 81 -im

31-15 54-52 7f79 ' 61-60 81-11

31-20 ,l •
- 71-89 »ll-lll 8f23

31-25 .1 . 72111 35-.ll> 61-78 81-35

31-30 :,t'7s 72-12 35-85 61-87 8147
31-85 54-87 72' 21 35-40 61-96 81-67
31-40 54-96 .-!-,- 15 62-04 i 69

31- t.". 57. -115 72 is 35 \-,u 6£"13 81-80

31 .-." 66-13 72-68 .-;.'. '55 02-22 SI -92

31-55 55-22 72-70 ;.. i, i 62-31 82-08
31 ..li 55-31 72-81 35-65 82-15

31-65 55-40 72 "HI 02 Is S2 27

:;t'7" 55-48 78-04 02-57 82-89

31-75 55 57 78-16 62-63 82-69
3r.su 65-60 73-28 as -83 H2-71 S2-02

31-85 5.V7t 73-311 33-90 62-83 82 73
31 '00 55-83 78-50 . «292 82-85
31-95 5.VH2 7S"62 rsii-un 63-00 82-95

32
-

00 511 -HI) 73-73 36'03 03-09 .N3-IT

32-05 60-09 73 33 36-10 113-13 83-19

32-10 73-96 86*15 68-27 88-30

K2-15 .-,11-27 74-08 63-85 83-41

32-20 56-35 74-19 36-25 63-44 « -52

32-25 56-41 7f31 36 30 63-58 83-64
32-30 56-63 71-42 SO -35 68-62 83-75
32-35 56-62 74-54 36-40 «3-7» 83-87
32' Hi 56-70 74-65 -tti" 15 113-79 8398
32-45 5ti'7a 7177 63-87 84-10

32 '50 56-87 74-89 86-55 63-98 84-21

S2-55 56-96 75-90 36-60 64-05 84-32
32-60 57-05 75-11 86-65 64-14 sv 45

32-65 57-14 75-23 .-a;- 7" 64-23 84-50

32-7U 57-23 75-35 86-75 04-32 84-67
32-75 57-32 75 40 1

;
04-411 84-79

32 80 57-41 75-58 3U-85 61-49 84-90

55 57 ••"II T.VIil 64-58 85-01

32-90 57-5:1 75-81 3iJ-;i5 64-67 85*12

32-95 57 -6S 75-93 37-00 H4 -7'i

:, lam 57- 75 76-01 37-U5 S5-3B
33-05 .",7 'St 70-10 37-111 64-94 85-47

33-10 57-93 76-27 37-15 05-03 85-58

33-15 58-02 76-39 37-20 05-10 85-71

83-20 58-11 76-50 3725 66-19 85-84
33-25 58-20 7d-(i2 S7-80 65-28 sr, 9t
38-80 58-211 7" 73 37 35 . 86-05

35 58-87 76-85 S7-40 65" 1 i «,;-i7

:::;-4i> 58-411 7(V:>7 37 - 15

SS'45 :,s-j.-, 77'O.t 37-511 no-jo
33-50 58-61 77-20 37-55 63-72 86-51
33-55 58-73 77-31 37-60 ,;

33-60 :,s-sii 77-12 87-65 65-90

33.65 68-89 77-54 37-70 66
-

9S
::i'7n r.s'ns 77-65 37-75 66-07
33-75 KIH7 77-77 37 -si) 66-16
33-80 69-16 77'89 S7"85 66-25
3:;-s5 5'.r2.j 78-00 37-90
33-90 59-84 78-11 87-43

33-95 69-43 78-23 38-00 66-50 87-55

34'00 59-50 7834
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During the distillation tbe volume of liquid in the tln^k i-

kepi as near 10 c. po ins of the inlet or

conl ; tiled '• screw as pi i cut.

The standard soda employed is of such a strength that

equal ! «rms. of

sample arc nseil.

When the acetic acid in th and, a

simple cal ulation back to the original moisiire will give the

amount in mi
It i- perhaps superfluous lo say that in stand

hould sed as indie itor, as well

as in the final distillation.

It the " pplj ,i! Band contains much carbonate,

distilled n as thecarbo berated

by tin- ;

.' acid during the distillation will (bj

ihenolphthale D I be reckone as acetic acid.

In order to save calculation, the table given on the pre-

i
G i

•. when
-. of -ample arc taken.

Apparatus.—The condensing tank is of copperwith glass

tuhfs running through it as Bhown,
The water supply for tbe flasks is drawn from ti

brass pipe ' means of rubber tubes, ami linn controlled
V. itll M-. I H I

The flasks are supported on a gah p with b lies

cut iu it, these holes heiug just a little smaller than the

bottom of tbe flask.

Nottingham ^rrtton.

Meeting held at Nottingham, on Wednesday,
February -Uh, 1904.

Mil. J. r. WOOD t.V THE CHAIR.

\ Till. DETEUMINATION OF Till I 'KIM
VAI.; I. BY IODO-BROMIDE.

V.\ IT, F.I.C.

In the llanus method of determining iodine values, a

solution of iodine moQobromide in acetic acid is used, wbj h
is somewhat more easily and cheaply made than the Wiji
solution, and tor this reason it has been adopted by Borne
analysts. Results which have been published in this ,1.

by Hunt I L902, p. 155) and by Harvey (1902. p. 1489)
have shown that iodine values determine I by means of thi

solution are lower than these obtained by the Wyi
solution, tbe difference bi ter tl higher the iodia
value, and these observations air- confirmed by the following

values which have been obtained in my laboratory. Thi
I the ea-e ine oil i- very marked.

Duplicate tests by the llanus solution do not agree si

eloselj as duplicates obtained b\ the Wijs method, and it

seems a pity that the latter process, which is so excellent;
should he discarded in iavour of a li -- perfeel proci -

.

Iodine I ". lies by Wi) . Kin/ Hanus Mil:.

Tim

Contact.

WijsValu s. Hanus Values.

Description

1. Mean. 1. 1. Mean.

Olive (1)
,. (2)

Minutes.
1.1

15

30
60
Ml

O |»

s|-7

•j i

!llf7

S2
:
fl

lni
:
:i

|s:;-4

i;s-.-,

320"9

sl-7
»2-S3
10B- 1

101-8

iss-i

320-9

t -

S2-«
!

Kl'.s

1 7
1

'

2J2.-11

«i"6

103
:
3

174
:
1

f 269- 1 .

12UU-0J

Ms

108-4

(2) ..
17*4

I

Mr. II i he conld thoroughly support Mr. Arch-
butt's i pinii a as to the superiority of the Wijs method,
over thai of Hanus and others. Dr. Wijs had shown that

suits wi re obtained with pnre unsaturated fatty

acids, and that the reaction was practically instantaneous,

earth-nut oil absording in one minute 99 per cent, of the

total halogen finally ausi linseed oil 98 per i ent.

The Chairman said Mr. Archbutt's figures seemed.to

m what Mr. Harve) had said about this method. He
asked Mr. Archbutt if he had any comparative figures for

cod- li\ •

Mr, A ised the

Similar to those ibtained

with linseei

^rottisli £>rrtt'on.

Meeting hdj at Edinburgh, on Tuesday, Jan. 19th, 1904.

is T1IK ca MK.

THE CHEMICAL \NH Ml CHANICAL
OF PORTLAND CEMENT.

I-.-, G. it. -

The Cemen i Section of the London l lambei of

m'ercp, in a report iss I Portland
uim-iii to be a mixture of two or more suitable materials,

intimately and artificially mixed in the requisite proportions*

and afterwards propel • and ground, to which

nothing has been itifg or aft-;r calcination, e.\-

cepting that an addition not exceeding 2 per cent, of

gypsum is permissible . irpose of regulating the^

Betting. That if any omterial whatever, except; I

amount not exceeding 2 per cent, of Gypsum
to the Portland cement dinke

, during or after calcination

the article so produced shall not be sol l as Portland i

distinctive name. This definition is-

illy the same as that adopted by tbe German and
Austrian Association of Portland cement makers. Made
in the manner described, however. Portlaud cement is not

a substance of definite According
to Le Chatelier, the essential and valuable ingredients are

am silicate and tricalciuni aluminate, but assi

with these compounds
re various impurities and the nituuute composition of

samples of cement varies within the following limits :
—

-at.

Lime, Cat >

7 1

Alkalis irai

Sulpi-.ui [races to 3

a 201

Mag qi sia ti 1

I.. .- on ignition.,.. :t i

A mixture of the pure tricah ium silicate and tricalciojo

aluminate. Hi ~ v
. would have the per

Rentage composition :
—

Per l

i ie, '
I" I

l-i
Alumina, Al.(>

;
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Messrs. Newberry, of America, after a very careful in-

i estimation, arrived at conclusions somewhat different from
be Chatelier (see this ,)., 1S97, page 1035). They pre-

pared from pure materials the tricalciuui silicate, and
igrced with l.e Chatelier that to this ingredient is due the

lardening properties of cement, though it sets very slowly.

4. cement containing 2 1
,- molecules of lime to one of alumina

vas not sound, but on.' containing 2 of lime to 1 of

ilumina sit quickly, showed constant volume and soundness,
md good hardening properties. A mixture of pure tri-

alcium silicate and dicalcium aluminate, :;t

!Ca< !Si( >_,, would have the per-centage composition :

—

Per i •

Lime, CaO 63'*

Silica, s.n, 13-5

Alumina, Al^o^ :.';; 1

A chemical analysis indicates whether a cement has a
iroportion of ingredients within these limits, but in other

espects fails to give much information of its true value.

.V report of a sub-committee of the Xew York Section <>i

iur Society was published in this Journal in 19m', mi
Uniformity in Analysisof .Materials for the Portland 1

,

ndustry." Admirable and full of details as that report is,

t appears to me that the results obtained were not of such
alue as to warrant the expenditure of so much tin

rouble. Further, some of the more important determina
ions, aud those in which there is doubt as to the most suitable

aethod, were omitted altogether. I refer more especially to

he determination of insoluble silica and clay, free lime, blasl

urnaee slag, and other adulterants.

I fail to appreciate the necessity of drawing up a uniform
cheme for the chemical analysis of cement, and the
stimation of silica, lime, magnesia, ,\x. ; but when we con-
ider the mechanical and physical tests to which Portland
ement should be submitted, I am strongly of opinion that .i

etiuite and uniform method of procedure should be adopted,
'hese tests are purely of an arbitrary and empirical character.

There is genera! agreement that in addition to a chemical
nalysis the specific gravity, fineness, time of set, tensile

irength and soundness, is required to enable a reliable

ldgment to be passed on a cement but it is in the method
f carrying out these tests that chaos reigns. The deter-

lination of the specific gravity is simple.

Fineness.—This test is one of great importance and is

icluded in most specifications.

Though coarse particles have a certain value, line grinding
irgely increases the adhesive power of cement, because of
s greater covering power and the possibility of using a

slatively larger proportion of sand. In finely ground
sment, water attacks the free lime more readily and there
less liability to unsoundness. The cement is also made
uicker setting, but more thorough aeration will counteract
lis. There is no general agreement as to the sieves to be
sed in testing for fineness. The American Society of Civil

-ngineers recommend three sieves 50 by 50 (2500), 76 by
!• (5776), and 100 by 100 (10,000), and while many
Jgineers are satisfied with a residue of not more than
per cent, on a 70 by 7G some makers guarantee no residue

Q a sieve of this mesh and 15 per cent, on a 180 by 180.
.ttentiou has frequently been drawn to the gauge of the

ire used in making the sieve but as yet no general
irreeinent has been arrived at. On the continent and in

.merica, the standard agreed upon is that the diameter of
le wire should be half the width of the meshes. Thus u

eve having 70 holes to the inch should be made with
ire, one-third of a seventy-sixth of an inch, or 0'0044 in.

= Xo. -11 standard wire gauge, and the holes should be
pial to 0-0088 in.

Tables have been prepared showing the number of
er linear or square inch, No. of .British standard
auge, si/.e of wire, and size of hole. As there is no trouble
i obtaining reliable sieves made according to this standard
lere is no reason why this method should not be universally
dopted.

Soundness.—The tendency in cement to " blow" is attri-

uted to the presence of uncombined lime, aud no reliable
lethod has yet been devised of distinguishing the free from
se uncombined, Fresenius attempted to measure it by an

estimation of the alkalinity of water after beinu' shaken
with the cement, but the limits prescribed were abandoned

some years trial by the Association of Gei
manufacturers as valueless.

( ement is entirely decomposed by repeated shakings with
large quantities of water and ultimately the greater propor-
tion of the lime can be dissolved in this way. In looking
into this matter some time ago with a view- to devising, if

]>os-;ble, a method for estimating free lime a series of
trials were made with glycerin. This liquid h is ; , slight

nt action ou calcium oxide and can be obt lined free
from water. An objection to its use is its great viscosity
and the difficulty of filtering. The method of procedure
adopted was as follows: 0-5 grm. of finely ground cement
was dried and placed in a dry wide mouth stoppere I bottle.
In this 50 c.e. of glycerin was added and 'he bottle- and
contents heated to 40 (_'. for seven days shaking

i

'

day, on the seventh day 50 c.c. of 90 per cent, alcohol was
added and the solution filtered, using a hot water jacketed
funnel. The residue was washed with 9 I per cent, alcohol,

md weighed. The solution was diluted with watei
few drops of ammonia added, and the lime , I by
ammonium oxalate in the usual way.

The results do not give much promise that the method
is a satisfactory one by which to estimate free lime with am
degree of accuracy, and it is, I fear, much too long and
troublesome to be of general use.

Another of'the methods of attempting to measure the
free lime indirectly is hy the rise of temperature on addition
of water, but this rise is due to the crystallisation and
setting of the mass, and the higher the proportion of lime.
up to the limit of 03-5 per cent., which is in chemical
combination with silica and alumina the more rapidly this
will proceed, and the higher the temperature will rise—but
this does not necessarily mean that the cement is a
dangerous one to use. Experiments have shown that the
rise of temperature varies also with the degri f fineness.
A fine, quick-setting cement will show a marked rise of
temperature in a very short time, due to rapid crystallisa-
tion, while a slow setting cement will only show a slight
rise over a period of time, though the heat evolved may
possibly be equal in both cases. In fact, at the present time

are no satisfactory chemical tests for tree lime, and
indication of its presence from rise of temper. -

re is quite
unreliable, so that we must have i mi e

' on >i the
methods in use for soundness to determine tbi- : cto Here

:
^ain the number af tests recommended are bewildering in

their variety. In my opinion tne boiling test is unduly
severe. A cement which passes it—and- there are many

—

can certainly be relied upon, but op the other hand it has
been known to condemn cements which in after practice
have proved entirely satisfactory.

the Faija test a cement is put to a very severe trial
and for all purposes is sufficient. It has been practised for

than 20 years, and is probably held in higher esteem
now than ever.

The Deval test is probably worthy of more extendi! i se

in this country. After a long series of experiments hi

concluded that cold tests were no criterion of soundness,
but that good cement briquettes with one to three of sand
and immersed at 80° C. for two and seven days should be
equal in strength to similar briquettes kept at the crdiuary
temperature for seven and 2S days. A cemei containing
any appreciable quantity of free lime would not stand this

test. It is claimed that the temperature used id the Faija
apparatus at 115 to 120 p.. imparts an artificial age to
briquettes, and it would be interesting ami suggestive to
know the results of tests of sand briquettes made with
various cements kept at 120' 1'., for two and seven days
with those tested in the usual way.

Tensite Strength-.— While it is true that cemert is used
where resistance to compression is more important than
resistance to tension, still the tensile strength is the
most in favour. This probably arises iron; the fact that
such tests are much more easily carried out by simple and
inexpensive machines, and that the resistance to compres-
sion is approximately ten times that of the te "th.

t die methods in use to ascertain the vai i at,

the manner in which this is carried oul is uusatis-
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factory. C Dsiderable latitude is permissible :is to the

percentage of water, aud the manner in which the briquettes

are made, aud two individuals using the same cemeut will

often get greatly varying results, while a set of six briquettes

made together by the same person will vary 100 lb. iu j00.

To eliminate all question of the personal element, I am
strongly iu favour of the Arnold system of making
briquettes, and that standard rules be prescribed a* to the

method of carrying it out. Every cemeut aud everj

briquette is thee tested under precisely the same conditions.

The method of using this process is as follows :
— 133 grin-.

of cement are weighed and placed in the mould on a tray

;

with the handle of a palate knife press down the cement
and expel th< air, level it off, gently tap it en the table to

consolidate the mass, place the die in the mould, and submit

to pressure till the top of the die is on a level with the top

of the mould ; this is usually done in a screw press. Tins

manner of compressing the briquette is the least satisfactory

feature of this method; by it, cements of low sp, gr. get

a greater pressure than those of higher gravity, and are

tested under more favourable conditions. It has beeu sug-

gested to me that by means of a weighted lever all

briquettes could be suhjected to the same pressure and
this would entirely do away with the difficulty. The section

of the briquette would vary slightly, hut, before breaking,

this can be accurately measured and allowed for by calcula-

tion. After making the briquette, water at 60 1'
. is filled

into the tray containing the mould. In go to 30 minutes

the briquette is set and may be removed, but I have
always allowed it to remain one hour in water. Under
these conditions the cement will take up the exact quantity

of water it requires, and no more. After the removal of

the briquette from the mould it is weighed, aud the per-

centage of water absorbed calculated. The briquette is

then pi a moist atmosphere for 24 hoars, and in water

for six days or longer. I have always made it a rule to

make three briquettes by this method of each cement seDt

to me. in addition, to hand-gauged briquettes. The results

are more ui iform, though usually lower than when hand-
gauged and rammed, but not lower than when thumb-
pressed. Briquettes made in this way undoubtedly "blow"
more readily than when hand-gauged, and, with unsound
cements, give less favourable results. As au example of

the plan of working, I give au extract taken from the

laboratory note-book :

—

Number "i Mould. 1. -• 3.

Weight ol cement taken in crms.
i kept in mould one

135
15B"7
inn;

159-2
I--;,

is;

135
15C'i
IC-n7

159-3

•

Weight when taken from mould ...

Water abs d e at

Weight when taken from water ...

Water aba irbi d per cent
1 rain in lbs., seven' li day..

1BB-7
16'07
159-4
18-1

170

Briquettes made with the same cement gauged with

20 per cent, of water, broke at ,'tS 1 lb.
j

It? per
cent, of water, the average of three broke at -Is; lh.

;

gauged with 17 per cent, of water, which was the correct

quantity , broke at 552 lb.

With another quick-getting cement, three briquet)

ad as follows:— Briquettes made by hand-gauging
and rammed with the handle of the trowel, with iL per cent.

of water, av. la. 7 lb.

Briquettes pressed in with thumb.-, gauged with 22 per

cent, of «va i 2 19 lb.

Briqoi ide by Arnold method: water absorbed,
17"6 per c ut., 460, 459J, 152; average, 454.

A third cement: briquettes made by ramming l-

average test of 1,110 lb., but rhumb-pressed on j 905 lb.

Where such discrepancies are possible, and no indication

is given iu the specification as to how tin briqn ttes are to

he made, a uniform system oi letting i- much to he desired.

In Germany, the sand test i- always spei is much
to be preferred to the neat test, which gives the cohesive

power of the cement only, whereas the sand test indicates
its adhesive or cemeutiug value, and also the presence of

adulterants.

There is. undoubtedly, a strong suspicion abroad that

much cement adulterated with slag is sold, and that con-
siderable quantities are put on the market with a large pa-

ge ol ragstone.

The ase of ragstone is defended by certain roanufac
turers, who maintain that such addition increases the
tensile strength : but it has been conclusively- shown by the
researches of Messrs. Stanger and Blount (.this J., is97.

p. R53), thai ragstone is not a cementitiuns substance, and a

sound cement is weakened by its addition, though unsound
cement may ho temporarily improved by its addition. Most
users of cement accept Ibis view and are desirous of some

whereby the presence of an adulterant cm be
detected. Side by side with au analysis of cement is here

placed the composition of the commoner adulterants :

—

Cement.

go to

>nd alumina
7 ,.

6U „
Water aim carbon
dioxide i ..

-in i .,

i.v . :>'l „

20

Ragstone. II

Blast
Furnace
Slag.

4 to 10

1-5 „
1 1 ..

::

iit. ..

1"

1
2-7

62-6

ft
\: :;

11-7
0-6

1 -M

30 toSS

2-85

Experiments have shown that admixture with such an
adulterant materially reduces the strength of the sand
briquettes, but here also it is not possible to state abso

lulclv whether any admixture is the cause, and, it' so, M
what extent. It was thought that if some rapid ami fairly

accurate method lor the separation and estimation of

ragstoue could he devised it would prove useful to the

ttade. The roost successful method of detecting adultera-

tion with ragstone has been by a microscopic examination
hut during an investigation into this matter it occurred to

me that a method based upon the difference of the sp. gr.

of ragstone and cement might possibly be devised. It is

well known that a vary complete separation of the various

mineral constituents of rocks eau be made by agitating the

finely-ground material with a fluid of a less gravity than

ivier constituent, aud a greater gravity than the

lighter ones. The sp. gr. of a l'ortlaud cement should not

be less that 3*1, while that of ragstone is 2-6 to 27. If

then a mixture of these two substances be agitated in a

Quid id' a density intermediate between these figures a

separation should be effected. It was not only necessary

that the liquid be of suitable gravity but that it would not

dissolve or react on the cement, ana after consideration the

fluid selected was bromofonn, sp. gr., 2*853. This was
tried, but on agitating violently in a test tube, it was found

that no satisfactory separation took place, much of the

material remaining suspended in the fluid even after long

Btandiug. it was thought that this might be owing to the

presence of moisture, so the experiment was repeated with

perfectly dry material, but with no better result.

With a view to assist the separation it was thought that

'"whirling" in a centrifugal might be of use. Small

quantities of known mixtures of finely-powdered ragstone

and cement w.re placed in a sediment tube with a measured

volume of bromoform, and, after thorough agitation,

whirlid lor a short time ; as this appeared to give promise

of satisfactory sepaiation, systematic experiments on these

lines were instituted. Samples of mixtures of known
proportions ol three tie. tones marked, respectively, 1!., G.,

were then made with a cement.

Each were carefully ground together, passed through a

'.mi liy :ni sieve, again ground and dried They were the; 1

shaken up with bromoform and whirled for three minutes.

The mixture separated quite readily, at the bottom of the

tune was a compact layer of cement, then a nearl*

bromoform, and tinally the ragstone floating OI the

This was decanted on to a small filter, tin
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bromoforni after filtration being ready for use again. The
filter paper and contents were dried over a low argand
flame, the paper burned off, and the ragstoue

The first series of results were a'.l too low, some of the

ragstoue being apparently carried down by the heavy
cement, it was therefore decided to try the effect of

whirling three times, decanting off the ragstoue after each
whirling, shaking up with clear bromoform, and whirling

again. The following were some of the results obtained

(per cent. :
—

Cement. Rags Ragstone reco

80 R. 20 1'i't

:m 111 1 1
- •>

Ml 1.. so 19'1
-,:, 25 25'

1

7n »l SO'O
93 5 U'5

With mixtures of 10 per cent, or less of ragstone there

vppearcd to be a proportion of cement carried up with it.

It was thought advisable, therefore, to try a number of experi-

ments with cements of guaranteed purity, and this was done
with the following results :

—

Cement 1. Percent, of floating matter
_» „

<
2

2'2

1 „ ill

,. .-,
. .. 5-;s

u .. ,. 5
-

per i

Ragstoue 94'fl

Many other trials were made, all cements showed a

-.small quantity of floating matter, butragstones and hassock

floated entirely. These losses are apparently due to par-

ticles of the ragstone adhering to the side of the tube, and
probably a slight loss on ignition. A sample of cement
said to be adulterated was tried with the following results :

—
Floating matter percent., 16-9, 15-4, IG'5. This floating

matter was tested and found to contain 16 percent, of

carbon dioxide. As this was too low for ragstone it appi ars

probable that the separated material contained an admixture
of cement.
To determine whether this was so or not a number of the

tests were repeated with known proportions of cement and
ragstone, and a partial analysis made of the floating matter.

The following is a typical result :

—

Cement. Ragstone.
Floating
Mat er.

80 parts.
Silica JJ-sn
Iron and alumina oxides .... ll'7U
Lime 61 '40
Loss on ignition ii'-U

ill parts. J_!"."> parts
6-35 11 -5
1-40 :;;,

49-5H 51-2
40'20 SI'S

The results confirm tho>e previously made, and the

general conclusions to which 1 have arrived are that all

cements contain a proportion of inert matter which may
readily be estimated in this way, but which should nut

exceed 5 per cent.

By it an approximate estimation or separation can
also be made of added substances such as ragstone, and the

adultereut can be collected, weighed, and submitted to

partial analysis to ascertain the composition. So far experi-

ments have been made with only one liquid, bromoform, but

1 propose to continue them with liquids of greater density,

.30 to 3"05, and, if possible, makea morecomplete anal} sis

of the separate.! products.

ftarftsfm'e £>frtton.

Meeting held at the Midland Hold, Bradford, on,

January 2SM, 1904.

MR. JAS. E. BEDFORD IN TIIK CnviR.

ESTIMATION 01' CANE SUGAR, LACTOSE, &c,
IX MILKS, &o.

BY F. W. RICHARDSON AND ADOLF JAFFK.

The disaccharide or biose known as lactose or milk-sugar,
manifests some very peculiar properties when its solution*
are examined in the polarimeter. When freshly dissolved

water at 20° C. the lactose anhydride gives a rotation of
~s to the polarised ray; in 24 hours the rotation sinks

gradually to the normal degree +52'53°. A, B, and 7
forms give respectively +88°, + 25-:>

. aud +- 36-2°. The
very abnormal " 7 " modification can be made by quickly
evaporating a 20 per cent, to 30 per cent, solution of the
ordinary •' A " form, and drying the residue at 98° O, till

quite free from water of crystallisation. The analyst finds
it very necessary to make himself acquainted with these
multirotative 'properties of lactose. The ordinary, or " B "

form, is the stable variety with which the chemist has to
deal, and may be produced by mere boiling of the solutions
of milk sugars, or by allowing them to remain at the
ordinary temperature for 24 hours.

Nine eminent observers have given as many different
values for the rotatory power of lactose. As extremes we
may mention Hoppe-Seyler's .">!• is ,and 1'oggiale's 54'20°.
The average figure of the nine is 52 65°. Schmoeger seems
to us to have given the correct degree, + .V2-52

3
for

lactose hydrate, Ci;H„,()n . + OH;, as we obtain an average
of 52-5° for the purest crystalline lactose we can procure.
A remarkable, and to the analyst a wry satisfactory

feature of lactose is the scarcely perceptible change its

polarimetric powers undergo when its concentrated solu-
tions are diluted. Strength of solution is a most important
factor with carbohydrates generally, and with nearly all

bodies which exercise a rotative influence upon polarised
light. We confirm Schmoeger that the [o]„ of lactose at

20 ( . i~ 52'5 for solutions of 2-5 to 12-5 per cent, con-
centration. As we employ 86° C. in the methed to be
described we have determined the [a]„ of lactose at this

degree and find it to be 49-0—a result in harmony with
Landolt's temperature formula —

A r = .UX 1 "-" = T
-° mini

(Landolt's "Das Optische Drehungsvermogeu," &c, 1898,
[i. 533;, which gives 49'04.

In general our conclusions as to copper methods are :—
(1) Despite all its defects no other metallic solution

gives results at all as comparably good as Fehling's.

C-~) Ost's copper solutions are altogether too unsatis-
factory.

(3) Glycerine may replace Eocheile Salt in Fehling's
solution with some very slight advantage.

(4) Weill's mode of applying Fehliog's copper solution,
i.e., short boiling in porcelain dishes, gives better result;,

than Brown, Morris, and Millar's process of heating in

covered beakers in the water bath for 12 minutes.

(5) Collection of the cuprous oxide on asbestos, ami
reduction by hydrogen in tubes is open to several objections,
and at the best gives no better results than our own
modified method of receiving the oxide on double Swedish
filters washing well and then using 25 c.c. of a one-tenth
per cent, solution of tartaric acid, finally incinerating
directly and weighing the cupric oxide.

(6) Pavy-Fehling's solution is altogether too weak, 1 c.c.

being equivalent to only half a milligram of dextrose, and
gives too erraetic results with lactose and inverted sucrose
solutions; Messrs. Stokes and Bodmer (Analyst,

p. 82, &e.) notwithstanding. With as much as 100 c.c. of
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Pavy-Fehling solution should 2"> c.c. of the sugar solution

be required for reduction, and less sb I be used if

asonable accuracy is required, one would have to use only

i» one fifth per cent, solution of the reducing sugar.

Apart from the qnestion of excessive dilu ion, I'.r.v-

Fehling's copper solution mostly givesanend reaction not

easily discernible and often misleading.

(7) Folding's copper solution gives very unreliable results

when applied uolumetricttUy, even when the colour of the

solution does not interfere with the application altogether.

Fehling's copper solution applied gravimetrically

rives data sufficiently accurate to meet with the

requirements of theory, and mostly supplies only roughly

ximate approximate results.

The reasons for these obliquities arc not far to seek, and
we may summarise them in brief:—

(a) Unstable equilibrium of organic solutions in alkaline

copper soluti

(In Powerful action of caustic alkalies, particularly in

boiling Bolutionst upon carbohydrates, producing saccharic

and mucic acids and other oxidation product-.

(<:) Necessity of using a known strength of the reducing

sugar solution. Wein's and other chemists tables show
now concentration affects copper reducing power.

(d) Disturbing influence of non-reducing organic sub-

Btanccs, e.g., sucrose, upon the copper reducing power of a
sugar. (Wein's tables for mixture of sucrose and invert

in varying proportions prove this).

(e) Influence of temperature; time required to heat to
!'.. ind For boiling the mixture.

(/) Great variations due to the use of differing amounts
of copper.

For our experiments we used Merck's purest dextrose

and lactose which were found to be 92 per cent, and
r cent, pure respectively by combined polarimetric

and copper-reducing methods, associated with the results of

fermentation. With these sugars our own experiments
:
—

i: itio
... '

1 : 6-00

1 : f75

For the estimatioi i and sucrose in the presence
of each Other, one is advised to get the copper reducing
value before and alter inverting with S per cent, of citric

acid, boiling for 10 minutes.

1 nfortunately lactose and invert sugar when present in

mixtures do not react in. the aggregate towards alkaline

copper as om might assume from the sum of tb sugars

Doubtless on.- might work out the value of any
particular mixture and construct some sort of a table; but
the need of such a procedure proves the unsatisfactory

character of the general method.

I' may be necessary to estimate starch sugar in

condensed milk; one must be therefore prepared to deter-

mine dextrose in the presence of lactose. We have made
mixtures <t these sugars and ha..- compared the results

with those obtained under the same conditions with the

same strength and same volume i dextrose

solutions taken separately, using .similar amounts of

Fehling's copper solution.

Our results prove that the mixtures do Dot gi be same
weights of ( ut) a- the Mim represented by the reducing

I; onstituents would occasion us to assume,
The differences appear small, hut they arc really large

enough to vitiate the accuracy of the 0; .

marked extent. When sucrose was added the weight of

copper oxide obtaiued was large enough to render the data
quite us ti

We wish to protest strongly against the arbitrary
fixation Of coppei s powers for sugar. If we turn
to standard work- on chemistry and analysis we find the

uc of lactose given as 1-730 per grin.,

while 2*80 has beer! fixed for dextl

Wein's tables show us that the copper oxide valu< * ma\
vary from 1-632 tol'746 lor lactose, and from 2 - 06 to

2-460 for dcxtro.e. It v.ould not he difficult to show the
utter absurdity of relying upon any such fixed factors for
calculating the composition of a mixture of reducing
sugars.

Having failed to find a really reliabl lical method
we turn to polarimetry to help us out of our difficulty. To
our Scbmidt-Haensch instrument we have added a water-
jacketed 2-dcm. observation tube; by means of this and a
vessel of water and a therino regulator we can readily

ascertain the rotatory power of our carbohydrate sol;,

at any degree from n ' C. to Ion c

When sucrose, i. . saccharose (pure caue or i

is heated at 70 C. in solution witb an addition of in per
cent, of tic volume of pure hydrochloric I -even,

minutes, complete inversion is effected. We have i

confirmed this method of llerzfeld

—

i bually

ent.
Dexti

Tor Cent.
I'lTo

92-U 32-10

WO
I.:., se actually and.

present.
as-;, lnt-tn

l'l-7'i

:>2~:m

CuHjA, + OH,
: arose. Lffivul

average of

—

for " invert sugar " in this manner 1 part of sucrose
furnishes 1-0528 gnus, of a mixture of equal parts of

ltcvulose. and dextrose with a rotatory powei of — 20-2,

under specified conditions of temperature and concentration

of solution. If the temperature be raised from
Mi t .. the polarimetric reading of invert solution

nil. For every elevation of one degree centrigrade
kevulose loses about seveu-tenths of a degree of rotatory

power and at 8G C. the minus reading siiik- until it is equal
to the plus reading of the dextrose, lor the analysis of a
pure solution of >ii.rn-e and invert sugar, we have, there-

fore, a twofold polarimetric method based upon the

following determinations :—Reading cl tie- original solution

at L'u i . ami at 86 I ., and reading of the inverted solution

( . We find that at si; ('.the [a] i f sucrose is

. instead of 66 - 5 at 20 (',. Therefore an' /</»-

ng of the original solution at NO 5
! '., divided by

s tin- amount of sucrose. We find

that in t solutions at 20° i '.. the rotatory power of

invert sugar is uniformly — 21), a convenient figure to work
with and rumeni

ini. of pure sucrose furnishes rms if invert

with a reading therefore of — 0'20 x 1 n...; - — O-210G,
The I grm. of sucrose lias disappeare > it a plus

reading of 0*663; therefore, every grm. of sucrose on
rsion occasion- a reduction in rotaturv power ol

-0-21 Of. + - 0-665 = - 0-8751

Any diminution of the plus reading affect, ,1 by Efi r. feld's

inversion divided by 0-8756 to - the

percentage of - rose Knowing this and tin

value of the original solution it is easy I

percen rose and invert.

The following ar, a few results obtained by us from tbj)

' lie latter method :

—

Sucrose .

Invert

,

; it .'27

,sl
• ->u ran

ts-sa

S-M

Working at a temperature of 86° C. the

mou -ati-fa, tory results, and it will be admitted tb
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percentages are as accurate as we have anj re .son to

desire, i.e., in commercial or industrial analysis.

Having obtained such good results with mixtures of

invert and sucrose a1 86 I !., we applied the same, process to

solutions containing sucrose and lactose. As an example

of the method and the calculation we submit the following :

•>:> c.c. + 0'.r> e.c. of strong hydrochloric acid heated to
j

187 F. gave 20-0° in a 2-dcm. tube.

'

20 = 20-4°

for the original solution, or 10-?.° in 1-dcm. tube. 10-2°

0-3466= 3-537 [a]. 3-537 [a] -i- 0-49 (.factor for

lactose hydrate at 187 !•'., as above stated) -- 7-22 pel

cent, lactose. Heading of the original solution in 2-dcm.

tube at 20° C. = 6-2-r, = 31*25 iu 1 dcm. = 10-84 [a].

'
i alsohition at20°C 10-84

[a] oflactosefound,7-22 x 0-525at 20" (J... S'TO

fa] ol ill

.
.

. -;- 0-665 = 10-6 per cent.

Present. Found. Error.

iu 58
7-K)

10-60
7-22

17-68 + 0*14

These results leave little to be desired.

How to apply the process to milks and condensed milks
was the next question. Milk albumin in rarious solvents has
a Iccvo-rotatory power of —76tb— 91. It is therefore essential

that these albumens should all be removed before taking
the polariuietry of the serum. Wiley has tried several

albuminoid precipitants and coagulating substances, but has
decided in favour of a solution of mercury in nitric acid.

Basic-lead acetate in excess causes a decrease of the rotatory
power. Wiley found, as we are also surprised to find, thai

excess of the acid mercury nitrate solution has not the

slightest effect on the readings.

Wiley uses an ingenious double-dilution method to dis-

pose of the volume of the mercury precipitate. If the same
weight of milk, after piecipitation with mercury nitrate, is

made up to 1U0 c.c. and 200 c.c. respectively, the rotatory
powers of the filtrates should furnish the necessary data for

the calculation of the volume of the mercurial precipitate,

on the basis of (200 - X):(1(I0 — X): :a:b. Where X =
volume of precipitate, and a = reading of the single
dilution, and o = reading of the double dilution. The

correct reading according to Wiley = _ •

H. D. Iiichmondaml L. K. Boseley have severely criticised

Wiley's formula. Certainly numerous results of our own

throw considerable doubt upon the correctness of "'
,

.

a — l>

Dr. r. Vieth assumes that the proteids in milks rarely

ever vary more than from :>-5 to 4-0 per cent., and finds

that for these the volume of the mercury precipitate is

approximately :; c.c.

Richmond and Boseley use Vieth's estimate and deter-

mine the percentage of fat (which maybe calculated with

Sufficient accuracy from the gravity and total solids) ; an
operation easily affected by one of the many modifications
of Babcock's centrifugal process. Jivery per cent, of fat

gives I'll c.c. volume of precipitate plus :i c.c. for the

proteids; therefore to every 100 c.c. one should add 3 c.c.

of mercury nitrate solution and 4j c.c. of water, 'flic

filtrate should give a leading reasonably i epresentative of
that of the milk itself.

We find that the acid mercury nitrate solution completely
mverts sucrose when the solution is heated to S6 C. ; it is

therefore only necessary to place some of the filtrate in the
2-dcm. jacketed tube and get readings at 20° C. and 86 C.
to enable one to estimate the lactose and sucrose. If to a
solution of sucrose one adds 2 per cent, of citric acid
and heats to boiling for 10 minutes (as recommended
by Stokes and Bodmcr) or heats in a boiling water

bath for 30 minutes (as advised by K. W. T. Jones)

complete inversion results. Under the same conditions

lactose remains quite unaffected. We have abundantly

proved the accuracy of these statements.

: 'nr method is simpler, as one lias only to take the

readings at 20
:

C. and 86° C. in the water-jacketed tube.

Lactose, Sucrose, a7id Glucose (Dextros ) in Milks

As starch-sugar is now so extensively used and is such a

cheap commodity it is quite probable that it may be found

in condensed milks; we should then have to deal with a

mixture of three sugars and possibly some dextrins : we say

" possibly " because we have met with starch-sugars quite

free from dextrins, as proved by the alcohol test. Unfor-

tunately the osazoue process is not of much service; for

although lactosazone is more soluble than glucosazone, the

difference is not sufficiently great to allow- of a quantitative

separation.

We have shown that with mixtures of lactose and

glucose in,.the presence of sucrose the copper methods are

quite unreliable. The process we arc perfecting is based

upon , In- very different changes which the three sugar:

exhibit when heated in solutions containing 10 per ceni. of

The veluinc of hydrochloric acid. After three hours at

I no ' C. the glucose has suffered a little change, owing to

the formation of mannosc and other substances. The
reading has increased for the lactose solution as the mole-

cule has split up into galactose and dextrose. With [a]

SO'21 for galactose and 52-9 for dextrose we obtain an

average of [a] 66-55 for the mixed sugars; as 1 grm. of

lactose produces 1-0528 gnus, of these carbohydrates on

hydrolysis it should produce an equivalent [a] of 1-0528

66-55 = '0-0. We find only (140, as similar changes

to those occurring in the case of glucose have no doubt

occurred.

Sucrose solutions when boiled with 10 per 'en!, hydro-

chloric acid first produce invert sugar, ot which the Ievulpse

portion soon commences to carbonise. With sufficient

boiling all the levulose disappears and only glucose

remains; indeed, after three hours, we find this chauge has

taken place. Unfortunately the results -o far have been

wide of wdiat theory would assume For the sucrose used

+ 15-1 [a]„ was found instead of + 2G-45 [a] the figure

I
d. V. .• are trying to obtain constants for the three

sugars ; even should these not be in harmony with theory ;

with such constants we could readily calculate the composi-

tion of the solution containing the three sugars. Other

workers may possibly offer elucidation of this subject.

Our best thanks arc due to Mr. Donald Levy and also

to Mr. Walter Mann for conducting a number of the

experiments upon which our conclusions re based.

Discussion.

The Chairman referred to the practical importance of

the paper, in which the question was attacked by both

chemical and optical methods, of which the optical method

appeared to have the great advantages of rapidity and

cleanliness. The purity of certain foods and especially o'f

the different varieties of condensed milks, were dependent

on researches .such as those of Mr. Richardson and his

colleagues.

Mr. Ryini.F.Y referred to the great advantage a pbys
method possessed when only a small quantity of the

substance was available for analysis, as in many cases no

destruction of the material took place.

A member suggested that the " blueing " of the filter paper

was brought about by the papier becoming mercerised with

strong caustic soda, then taking up and combining with a

portion of the copper, and that the washing with tarti

acid according to Mr. Richardson's method decomposed •

compound thus formed, and enabled tin- paper to be mm.-

thoroughly washed.

Mr. Richardson said that ordinary filter papers v-

practically pure cellulose and a tine texture was necessary

to obtain a clear filtrate. To carry out the process a largo

excess of copper was necessary, and he had not found any

filter paper which did not turn blue.
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Meeting held at Leeds, on February -12nd, 1901.

MR. JAMES E. BKDI'OKD IN THE CHAIR.

llll, TREATMENT OF SEWAGE BY BACTERIA.

i-.v w . j. DIBDIN, P.I.O., 1 '.< .S., ETC.

In responding to the invitation of the Yorkshire Section of

1 In- Society of Chemical Industry to introduce :i discussion

on the present position of the important question of the

disposal of sewage by bacterial agency, I do so with much
pleasure, especially as in no other district has the question

been more ably or enthusiastically taken tip with the view

to ascertain the most economical and reliable means of

applying this now generally recognised method of sewage

purification.

From the work which has been done in the past it is

perfectly clear that there is no difficulty in obtaining

effluents of excellent quality by the final treatment of the

partiallv purified sewage on either bacteria or "coutact'' beds,

or on trickling tillers on which the liquid is distributed by

one cf the various forms of rotating sprinklers. By either

method or by various modifications of these the final work

may be equally well accomplished. The great desideratum

9 hi equally effective and simple method of primary

treatment of the raw sewage in such a manner as will

effectually and economically meet the sludge difficulty. In

the following observations I propose to co:.nne myself to

this point.

When the original bacterial installation on working lines

was started at the Northern Outfall Works of the London
County Council under mj direction in 1892 the sludge was
first removed from the sewage by preliminary treatment

with lime and iron in the proportions of about 1 grs. of

lime to 1 gr. of ferrous sulphate per gallon of sewage,

followed by settlement in tanks.

When I introduced the coarse-bed treatment at Sutton as

a preliminary to the second or line bed, it was with the

object of ascertaining how far the bacterial agency was
capable of disposing of the suspended organic matters and
thereby avoiding the necessity of chemical treatment. The
result was that the organic matters were so far destroyed

or altereil in character that they no longer formed the foul

abomination denominated sludge, and thai the resulting

effluent was in many cases sufficiently pure for direct

treatment either on land or for discharge into streams

having a sufficient flow, while, if passed through the second

or fine bed the effluents were sufficiently pure to be passed

direct into any inland brook.

The difficulty experienced with the ordinary coarse, or

" first contact " bed, in those cases where the crude sewage
was turned direct on to it, was that the interstices between

the particles of coke or clinker, &c, became filled with the

finely divided matter in the sewage and the carbonaceous

residuum from the bacterial action on the organic matters,

1 have always Fell that notwithstanding the expense
entailed in turning over the material in the coarse bed from

time to time and occasionally changing it for a standbye

quantity which had bi en weathering, the coarse bed system
does indeed go further to solve the problem of the in-

offensive disposal of the sludge than any other known
method.

Take a ca>e in point, at Alton, Hants, where about

33 per cent of the dry weather flow is brewery refuse.

The filling material in the coarse beds had to be changed
after three years' work. The cost of labour «.i~ Is. ' pel

sq. yd. or, say, 5d. per yard per annum. The fine beds,

equal to 830 Bq. yls.. had treated 1 1- daily plus

subsoil water. '1'tii- quantity is equal to over 200,000

gallons per yard, so that five yards would have treated one
million gallons. r which for renewing the

material in the beds from a reserve supply would be
.,,%. HI,/.

The adoption of a grit or detritus tank for the purpose
of intercepting the mintral matters and those of a more
resistant organic character has been verv successful 111

prolonging the life of the course bed, while the septic tan!,.

introduced by Mr. t imeron at Exeter, is undoubtedly
effective in this connection.

Unfortunately, however, both these contrivances still

leave a quantity of sewage sludge to I" disposed of. The
septic tank especially, whilst tin- effluent from this tank

does undoubtedlj 1 to objectionable emanations,

and no little evidence 1- forthcoming to the effect that it

i- better to preveut, if possible, tie sewage undergoing

efactive decomposition before passing it on to the

grass land, or on sprinkling filters. These experiences

entirely support the view that 1 have always held, and do
still hold most strongly, viz., that the sewage -hoi. Id never

be allowed lo undergo putrefaction, but should be collected

and treated in as fresh a condition as possible. I admit

at once that the tank methods air convenient at fiist sight

BS they may sine a little trouble. Lei there be a grit or

detritus tank to prevent the mineral matters going on the

beds, but I submit that the moment putrefaction starts in

this tank it should be cleaned out.

The question nexl arises as to whal can bi done to either

prevent the putrefactive action in tin- tank whether

"septic" or "grit," or to increase tin' efficiency of the

coarse or first contact h I. t In turning to the two

admirable reports bj the Corporations of Manchester and
Leeds we find the question as to causes of loss of capa-

city of contact beds fully discussed. Summarising these,

it is found that the chief causes of loss of capacity are

the following :
—

(a) Settling together of the material.

(/(i Growth of organisms.

1 1 i Impaired drainage.

(/<) Insoluble matter entering bed.

1 ,
1 Bn aking down of material.

(/)Moiv organic solids entering the bed than it ran

in di

(1/) Soluble imitters being rendered insoluble by the

action of the bed., a- for i:i-iinr, . iron salts.

After reviewing tbe^e points the Leeds r port continues ;

• If. therefore, contact beds are to be used for Leeds

sewage in future the problem will be

—

"l. To find a material oi perfectly even size not liable

to degradation.

••_'. To reduce as far as possible the solid matters put

on to the rough 1" I

3. To exclude and treat separately the iron liquors.

Ai -other point suggests itself, whether it would be possible

to construct a bed in such a way that the undigested or

indigestable solids shall be expelled Ironi th In ds with the

effluents."

We have here the question fully set out. With a view

of suggesting how the various points may be successfully

met and inviting discussion thereon. I submit the following

considerations : — In the case of a coarse bed tilled with coke

or clinker, &c, we have a number of solid particles pre-

senting only an outer surface, the interior ot tin particle

occupying spare to no purpose. t'n consideration it

occurred to me that this interior space could be utilised by

employing a material of hollow form so that it would

present an interior as well as an exterior surface on which

th,. !,, i.ii couid grow, whilst llie interior space would

largely increase the cuter content, or working capacity of

the bed. These considerations induced me to think of

cultural drain pipes as suitable, but the cleansing of the

interior of the pipes presented a difficulty. Then the

obvious question followed, What is a pipe but a bent pin

Cut rour pipe down its length and the thing is done.

A.I once we have the interior and exterior surface, facili-

ties for cleansing, and the working content of the bed

increased us desired. With this view I requested Mr.

Hamblet, of Wesi Bromwich, to make me some trial tiles

having ridges on their undei Burface so as to separate them

from each other. According to the depth of these ridgos, so

will be the water capacity of the bed. Thus, if they were

i iuch deep and the thickness of the tile bait an inch, the

water capacity "ill obviouslj be two thirds or 66 p>-i cent.

In the case ufa ncv, coarse coke bed the initial water capacity

will be about .Mi per cent., which soon becomes reduced to
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about 33 per cent., by one or more of tbe causes m -ntioned

above, particularly to the breaking down and settling of

tbe material together, inducing impaired drainage, which
would be entirely avoided by the use of suitable Hal plates

supported at intervals.

As an alternative to the use of tiles I may instance an
experimental installation at Devizes in which waste slate

debris is used under the sanction of the Local Government
Board. The slates vary in size from about ! ft. to 3 ft.

super., and average about \ inch thick. They are supported
about 1 in. apart by small slate blocks. This arrangement
gives no less than so per cent, of water capacity t-> the

Beds, thereby doubling their effective working capacity as
compared with cokc, &c. In fact the bed at IV\
exactly one-half the size of the fine bed into which it

discharges, with the result that the cost of construction

of an installation is reduced 50 per cent. The slate

debris from the hard slate refuse at Blaenau Festiniog, in

North Wales, is obtainable in practically unlimited quantity
and a great variety of sizes. By the use of such tiles or slates

or other similar material the chief causes of loss of capacity
are overcome. To take these seriatim as before—

(a) The material will not settle together.

(A) The growth of organisms will take place on both
surfaces of tbe slates or tiles and will not choke
the spaces between as in the case of coke, &e.

(c) The drainage cannot be impaired.

(d) The insoluble matter (grit, &c.) can be kept off

the bed by the use of a grit tank, or, if it gains
access, car. be removed from such surfaces bj

flushing, &c.

(e) The material will not break down.

The accompanying diagrammatic plan and section shows
the arrangement proposed for the disposition of the slates

or tiles. The top layer should be laid overlapping in such
i manner that it forms an automatic screen by the junction

If the edges through which the finer divided matters can
ptss to the under layers. The fibrous and coarser matters
being retained on the top layer or slates, may from time
to time be swept to the further end of the bed, which is

raised above the water level, where they may thoroughly
drain before removal. The wide channel receiving the
sewage will act as a grit chamber as in the Carlisle installa-

tion which I designed in 1893. The sewage will flow over
the weir-lip of this channel on to the slates and thereby
become aerated.

Another point is that as the sewage gradually tills the bed
films of air will be retained on the under surface of each
plate. If this film is only one-fiftieth of an inch thick and

the intervals between the plates 1 in., the quantity of
oxygen so retaiued will be sufficient to thoroughly aerate
the sewage, for instance, each gallon of sewage will dis-
solve about 2 cb. in. of oxygen, which will he contained iu
10 cb. ins. of air. Two cubic feet of bed capacity of
50 per cent, will contaiu 6}- galls., which will accordingly
have to be supplied with 62j cub. ins. of air. The plates in
2 cub. ft. of such a bed will present a total underneath
area, of 144 y 24 = :;.4.">6 ins. super. If the film of air
retained under this surface be only of an average depth of
one-fiftieth of an inch the total film of air so retained will
be equal t-> 69 cb. ins. This quantity is in addition to that:

which will bo alrea ly dissolved in the sewage and mechani-
cally held in suspension as the water l-nvs over the weir on
to the plates.

The following analyses of samples of sewage put .on to
a vlate bed in which the layers of slate are about 2 -ins.

apart, and of effluents obtained therefrom, will serve to
indicate the natute of the work accomplished:

—

Slate Bed with Layer s 2 ins. apar '.

No.
of

Filling.

Sewaire.
Alb. NH .

Effluent.
Alb. NH,.

Pei ntage
Purification
effected.

Suspended
Matters

in Effluent.

Grains per Grains pei-

Gallon. Gallon.
2 O'SDt 0"668 I" None.
4 0-675 0-546 19
5 0-910 0*740 It"

6 1-16H 1-020 12
7 0-945 0-840 11
8 0-803 (1-7:;:. s

10 1-400 1310
24 0791 0-472 40
26 0'402 0-360 10
30 0-889 0-427 52
S3 04sr. 0*206 57
S3 1 03S 0-504 53
1! 0-7S7 0-381 61
43 1015 0-525 4Sa 0-980 0-490 50
45 0-891 0-460 48
46 1 895 0UI2 69 -

From these results it will be seen that as the deposit of
sewage matters became more thoroughly charged with
bacteria, the efficiency of the bed increased until it was
fully equal to that of a coke bed in regard to the effect

on the nitrogenous matters of the sewage, whilst the

capacity of the bed was equal to double that of a coke bed
cf similar size.

Arrangement cf Plates for coarse Baeteria Beds, showin? inlet, overflow weir, and detritus channel, into whicl. can beswej t

direct from the plates.
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D'lSI i 5SION.

The Chairman said he considered thai the principle of the

1,1 one, because it found nsi fc r slate which

otherwise be wasted. Tl esebeds

v one-half of that require I forth ist illations,

and thi ither important point which favoured the

method described. Thewhole subject of si »aa purification

was of great importance, i specially to tedai

, with a river flowing through it coi

Bed sewaae from towns higher up the stream.

rities ought to be compelled to remove objectionable

matter from sewage before allowing it to pass into a stream.

Mr. Jokes (Yorkshire Fisheries Board

imination which was going on througb I le circula-

tion of unpurified sewage. It was only one instance of

many similar cases, and he was sorry that his board had

not been abl to deal with t
: : ";S m a

proper manner.

Di II. M icman Wilson ; West Riding I. Board]

said that it was now recognised that anj kind of sewage

conld be purified by one or other of the several bacterial

methods which were in use. He screed with the author at

the paper that there was no need I » alio* putrefaction to take

place in tl„ efore its application to tin- bacteria

beds. Although the bacteriological treatment of sewage

d upon with some reserve, it n IS now

admitted to be one of the best methods of pur ficatiou. At

the Knostrop Sewage Works theywereable op oducea

pure effluent 20 minutes after the sewage arrived at the

thus showing the rapidity of the purification by

bacteria An ideal contact bed is one that offers the

largest amount of surface of material with the largest water

canacity. The bed- described by Mr. Dib 1

this advantage, and this commended them to hiin. He

thought 'i riecessarj to have detritus tanks, although the

lecturer did not use thi .,,,,.»
Dr CiiKEinxM (M.t MI.. Korth Biding of iorkshire)

thought that - me inexpensive method of treatment would

be appreciated by authorities which were unable to expend

large sums of money on sewage works. Mr. Dibdin's

I had the advantage of being more economical than

Dr. Evans i M : ' 'I . Bradford) asked what kind ot si wage

had keen USI '

'

'

Mr Oscak J. Rirkbt supported the use oi septi

When thi sewage putrefies, one half of the work of

purification is done.

Mr. E. W. DrxoN (Harrogate) thought that although

the water capacity in a bed made of slate slabs was greater

of honeycomb slag, yet the surj

idising was greater in the latter case. Hi asked

the sediment which deposited on the b! bs ol slate

ted with the action of the bacteria on that surface.

g i
inquired what was the relative superficial area of a

compared with acokebed.
,,,. .i Spot iswoodb i Iami bos Medica ol

Health Leeds) said if the slate bed got rid of the difficulties

of the' present ci on the contact system and the

septic tank conld be got rd of altogether, he thought that

an advantage. He asked the li

8latebei "- 1
'' 1 with :i sprinkli r He congratulated

Ml . Dii the improve I pi >sj of hi i tact beds.

, rather nneugim Hehad

boned ' '• somethin "strj of

the effluent He was anxious to know what becai I the

bacterial products in the effluent. It was an interesting

inquiry whether products of an alkaloidal nature,

the ptomaines which they were accustomed to in tl

were not generated by the bacteria in th

whether they did way '" ,hl
'

them might naturallj be of a poison. er, and

he rather hoped that this matter would have been

dealt with Even typhoid gi rmi I

through bacterial beds with comparativel;

He Coogi itulated the Soeii tj upon havu

,din. wbo.alihou

distinguished (M ''-'

hemistry for biology. Thesuccessol thi bacterial process

of sewage treatment was largely due to Mr. Dibdin.

Mr. T. K.uiii.ky pointed out one great advantage

method of treatment which previous speakers had over-

Xhis wa- I
ly iu which a slate bed c inld

.nod when accessary and restored to its original

condition, the only expenditure incurred being the cost of

labour to. ising. This wculd be the only

cost for the m i uten inci of the I

Mr. W. J Dibdin, in replying, said thai le- did not wish

to deny ttn- value OI septic lank- where they were fi

be useful, hut personally he did not approve of them

i. at disadvantage was the production of objectionabh

during the putre i

'<>> organic matter: this, no«
; .\ using aerobic bacteria beds. Be did

not wish to saj ' detritus tanks was un

, v. The channels around the b ds described acte

as such." so long a^ the rate at which the sewage "as

flowing was not too great. The kind of sewage with which

be had experimented varied very considerably, at

i.'t grains of o\ illon, but at

.it couldh ' red normal for a residential

district. I I was liable to break down, so that,

although the area of Burface in a new bed might at

slight!} greater than in a slate bed, it diminished c msider-

ablv, whereas the area of a slate bed was practically

constant The mestion «a^ hot as to relative

regard to mechanical contact, but to relative b

efficiency and working capai

In answer to the question regarding a deposit of sewage

on th.- upper surface of the -

at the urface ol tl deposit on the slate just the same as

underneath a slate. The film of bactei the active

agent, and so long as this was present, purification njust

g,, on. There were two methods of cleaning the beds:

taking up each slate Sep nuing it, and

relaying the bed. f2) When laying the bed in the first

place it cbnld bet fed that; by the removalof the

down the eentre ol the bed. a hosepipe might be

introduced to wash awaj the deposit on t] a either

iide of thi p ning.

Replying to Dr. Cameron, he had not yet tried a slate

bed with a sprinkli r. but hope 1 to try it ou a new bed v. Iiuh

he was about to put down. If any typhoid germs were

i,t in the sewage before treatment, they were practically

all destroyed by the action of the bacteria in the beds and

the effluent. The effluents from these beds retain

maintained over*50 per cent, of dissolved nd wouli

not undergo putrefaction, and fish were able to live iu tb

effluents rtieeeh on idered sufficient tests for the purit;

of the water, but he agreed that the standards propose

by theMerseyand li ooimitte* and the We
., Rivers Board were good standards.

dPuttuarp.

VLADIMIR MAKKOWNIKOFF.

I',;,,, ESSi IB "1 '• IN Tin: UNn EBSITX

,i M OSl ow.

Vladimir Mnrkownikoff w»9 born iu 1839. li

tered the I niversity of Kazan in 1856 and studied

under Professor Ketara, at a later .kit, becoming the

, t of Prof. Butlerow. He shortly afterwards

rren, and then the Chair of i 111

;n thi i/.au. Here Marknwmkon?

continued his work until aboiu 1872, when he was

elected to the Chair of ( hemistry in Moscow I niver-

rith which institution he was connected with >o

inn, h distinction up to the time of I
which

took place on Feb. l Itb. - irehes

„,.,.,. especially directed to the inquiry into the nature

of the hydrocarbons of Caucasian petroleum. 1. is

now nearly twentj five j ace Mr. 11 -me
approached him with regard to the investigation of
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Baku petroleum, in the utilisation of the hydrocar-

bons and other products of which the former was
greatly interested, extensive works having been e:

by him at KonstautinotT and Balakhany. Ma:
nikoff's investigation of this subject, in conjunction
with Ogloblin, appeared in the Journal of the Russian
Phys. and Chem. Soe. in 1883 (see this J., 1883,
16ij)- He discovered the caphthenes, and later on
practically confirmed the views of Beilstein and
Kurbatow, to the effect that the hydrocarbons of

Caucasian petroleum, of the general formula C„H«„,
are hydrogen addition products of aromatic hydrocar-

bons, and are not identical with the hydrocarbons of

American petroleum of general formula,

which occur along with those of the CnH L series.

remarkable work on the aaphthenes and terpenes,

published in 1893, and on the so-called petroleum acids,
; - sketched in this J., 1893, 32—33. There is not
the least doubt that the researches of Markownikoff
have furnished the means whereby the most important
improvements have been introduced in the refining of

llussiau petroleum. Iu conjunction with dteformatsky,

ia 1894, he investigated the Bulgarian oil of roses

(this J., 1894, 272).

Journal antr patent ftt^rafiux
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.-PLANT. APPARATUS, AND MACHINERY.
English Patents.

iir and other Gaseous Fluids ; Apparatus for Liquer
. H. Knudsen, London. Kng. Pat. 23,646,

Oct.' 29, 1902.

.'he air, under a pressure of about 2,000 lb. per sq. in.

ind sufficiently cooled, passes into a separator consisting

>f a comparatively small inlet pipe leading to near the

jottiim of a comparatively large surrounding pipe, in which

noisture and other impurities, e.g., oil, are deposited. The
.ir then passes through an after-cooler consisting of coils

•f pipe, in which any remaining moisture is frozen out.

\. spare after-cooler is provided so that the coils can be
leaned without interrupting the process. The compressed
ir passes from the after-cooler to the liquetier, in which
t is coded sufficiently to cause liquefaction of any
arbon dioxide present. It then enters the top of the

entrai tube of the liquetier, which is provided with

xternal and internal baffles, and from the bottom of

he central tube passes to the nozzles of a turbine having
.

" l'eltou " wheel. The cold compressed air impinges
/pon the buckets of the Pelton wheel, expands, and is

jiartially liquefied, the liquid portion being tapped off

from the motor casing. The unliquefied portion is led back
first to the spaces surrounding the tubes in the liquetier,

then to the after-cooler, thereby cooling the incoming
compressed air, and is finally returned to the air-com-
pressor.— A. S.

Retort Furnace, and method of Charging the Retort.

C. Westphal, Berlin. Eng. Pat. 3331, Feb. 12, 1903:

See Fr. Pat. 329.00S of 1903; this J., 1903, 990.—T.F. B.

Drying Apparatus .- Impts. in . II. Diedrich, Paris.

Eng. Pat. 4173, Feb, 21, 1903.

A horizontal cylinder, mounted on rollers, is provided
with blades shaped to lift up the material and deposit it

slightly further on, to be taken up by the following blade.
and thus pass it through the cylinder. The cylinder is

heated by passing the furnace gases round it. The dri

effected by passing air through winged or corrugated tubes
in which it is heated by the furnace gases and then through
the cylinder in the opposite direction to the material. Part
of the air, after passing through the cylinder and a dust-

depositing chamber, is returned to the furnace to support
combustion.—W II. C.
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Drying Apparatus ; Impts. in . II. J. Haddan,
London. From The Edison Redaction Machinery Co.,

Cleveland, < i!n<>, U.S.A. En<;. Pat. 25,060, Nov. 17,

1903.

The drying chamber surrounds a central -haft furnished

with radial stirring arms. It consists of two end-pieces,

between which arc a number of cast-iron annular cylin-

drical sections, provided with projecting flanges, by means
of which they air bolted together. The sections can be

adjusted eirciimfcrcntially. anil are provided with ports by
which the annular space between the inner aid miter walls

of one section communicates with the corresponding space

between the walls of llie next section. Steam, enters

through a port in one of the end-pieces of the chamber and
passes successively through the spaces between the walls

of the different sections, condensed water being draiued nil.

One or more of the cylindrical Bections are provided with

pipe connections for the introduction and discharge of the

material to be dried, all vapour escaping through the

feed-opening.— A. S.

Centrifuqal Separating Apparatus ; Impts. in .

J. M. Adam. Glasgow* Eng. Pat. 4612, March 2, 1903.

The improvements consist in arranging the centrifugal

dust separator described in Eng. l'at. 14,302 of 1897, in an
outer casing, wliieh acts as a balance chamber to equalise

any intermittent suction. Also a trap ia provided for the

inlet to the separator, fitted with a perforated screen to

intercept any bulky matter.— \V. H. C.

t 'entrifugal Machines ; Impts. in . A. I!. Robertson,

Glasgow. Kug. Pat. 8114, April 8, 1903.

The strainer or lining of the revolving basket of a centri-

fugal machine is arranged as an annular piece or ring

made of a material, preferably " l.ii-hcimain gauze," either

itself elastic and perforated, or porous, or it is made of

parts capable of expanding, and thus of bearing against the

inner surface of the basket when the machine is in opera-

tion.—A. S.

Concentrating Liquids; Apparatus for . A. J. J.

VYachc. Paris, and E. I'. (J. E. Locoge, Douai. Eng. Pat.

.0770, March 12, 1903.

See addition of Dec. 2-:. 1902, to Fr. l'at. 2M,7.'i8 of 1S98;
this J., 1903. S99.—T. I B

Moulding or Briguetting ; Process and Apparatus for
preparing Pulverulent Materials for . U. .1. B.

.Mills, London. From The, Zwoyer Fuel Co., New York.
Eng. Pat. 511, Jan. s, 1904.

Tiik material is fed in at one end of a horizontal chamber
mounted on a longitudinal shaft, which is provided with

blades and driven at a high speed. The binding material

is blown in at the other end, by an atomiser, either as

sprav or powder. Means are provided for passing hot gases

through the chamber. The mixture passe- from the

chamber to the briguetting or moulding machine. A
vertical arrangement is also claimed for letting the material

fall through the chamber whilst the binding material is

being sprayed upwards from the side ami hot gases passed

up.—W. 11'. C.

United States Patent.

Muffle. .1. Carter and A. (i. Carter, Maiden, Ma--.
I S. Tat. 752.43S, Feb. 16, l'.ini

The claim is for a cylindrical muffle having a central

vertical cylindrical flue, as well as a surrounding external

flue. The dome covering the muffle has a central opening
-in this flue, provided with an adjustable cover, which

can be operated from without, by mean- '.1' a -jhain and
pulley, or other mechanism.— \V. II. C.

French Patent.

Extraction Apparatus. E. Bataille. Fr. Pat. 328,185,
lb e. 2 1, 1902.

The apparatus consists of an extractii u chamber superposed

on an evaporation chamber and connected with a condeti-i I

lie filtering medium in the extraction chamber surrounds
the material to he extracted, upward or downward extrac-
tion being employed. There is also direct communication
with the evaporator, which can be controlled from without
by means ol a valve and rod. The evaporator is heated
bj a water bath, ami steam from the latter for blowing out
the solvent, is conveyed to the evaporator and delivered
In mean- of silent heaters. The water-bath can be heated
by direct tire. The condeDser coil is in two parts, with a
separator between, so that the hot solvent can be directly
applied. The condenser communicates with a receiver
placed below and from which a reflux condenser, cooled
by the incoming water to the main condenser, serves to-

complete the condensation of the solvent.— \V. II. c.

IT-FUEL. GAS, AND LIGHT.

Cyanogen; Extraction of— front Coal-Gas. W. Felt?.

J. f. GaBbeleuchtnng, 1904, 47, 132—136, 157— Lift,

179—184.

Tin. author has investigated Bueb's process of cvanogen-
extraction (this J., 1900, 999 ; 1903, 204, 3.".6

; 1904, 111)',

in which the aromonia of the gas is utilised as the alkali

required, along with a solution of ferrous sulphate. Instead
of all the cyanogen being arrested as insoluble ammonio-
ferrous ferrocyanide, he finds that the cyanide mud contains,

only one fourth of it in that form, one half existing as soluble
ammonium ferrocyanide, and the remaining fourth as in-

soluble iron cyanide. According to the amount of oxvgen.
present in the gas, there is a loss of cyanide through forma-
tion of sulphocyanide (thiocyauate) ; hence the process
cannot be applied to coke-oven pases. The working up of
the cyanide mud is a difficult matter, unsuitable for gas-
works practice; and, us the recovery of the ammonia is also
troublesome, the profit from the process is less than in the-

case of other wet methods of extraction. (See this J., 1903,
16.) Where this process is employed it is preferable to work
with a weaker (14— 18 per cent.) solution of ferrous
sulphate than that recommended by Bneb : in this way the
absorptive power of the iron salt is fully utilisable, and the

cyanogen is retained almost wholly as soluble ammonium
ferrocyanide. From such a liquor the ammonia and
cyanogen can be readily recovered.— II. li.

Luminous An s in Metal [Mercury, frc] Vapours.
E. Weintraub. XI. A., page 326.

English Patents.

Peat ; [Electrical] Process and Apparatus for removinM
Water from . 11. Kittler. Kug. Pat. 126, Jan. 2,
1904. XI. A., page 326.

Carbon Monoxide; Producing . 1{. Pearson,
London. Eng. Pat. 3347, Feb. 12. 191

Gases from a lime kiln are passed over incandescent
— E. S

Gas-Generalor Furnaces with Inclined Retorts. A. li.

.es. London. From Stettinei Chamotte-Eabrii
A I., vormals Didier, Stettin. Eng. Pat. 3852, I

1903.

In gas generator furnaces with inclined retorts, to facilitate

hi' pn dm tion of a uniform temperature in the retorts
•I mbustion chamber of the furnace is divided
mean- of vertical partitions into a number of separate

compartments, each communicating with the generator
through apertures controlled by dampers. The air supply-

to the combustion chamber is heated by flowing through
zig-zag the furnace pillars.— 11. I'..

Gas Generating Apparatus or Gas-Producers; Impts. in

. W. 1' rhompson, London. From Schweizcriscbt

Lokomotiv- and Maschinen Fabrik, Wintcrthur. Eng.
l'at. ;,;'.is. March 12. 1903.

worked by suction, is provided at the

upper eml of the furnace with a hollow, annular water-

vaporiser, which is connected to a walei 1
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diaphragm within the latter i- attached to the outlet valve

and acts automatically by admitting to the vaporiser, at

each suction stroke, the required quantity of water. The
air supply for the generator is drawn through the vaporiser,

and the mixture of air and steam is led to the grate of the

furnace down a pipe round which the hot generator gases
circulate. The apparatus is provided with charging devices,

a scrubber, and a fan for starting the furnace.—H. B.

Gas Furnaces ; Impts. in Regenerative—— . F. Siemens,
London. Eng. Pat. 5S6t;, March 13, 1903.

The claim is for an improved type of Siemens' regenerative

furnace, in which the gas-regenerative flues (constructed
of checker brickwork) expand towards the furnace, and
are heated by radiant heat from it. The flues are built so

as to have no direct communication with the chimney, and
may be surrounded wholly or in part by air-passages between
the furnace and air-regenetators. Before the final combus-
tion of the gases takes place in the furnace, they may be
mixed in a chamber interposed between the gas- and air-

flues and the furnace, and in order to enrich poor s

may he admitted into the mixing chamber. The waste
heat of the products of combustion may be utilised by
passing them through a heating flue in a boiler.—L. F. t .

.

Gas; Manufacture of . A. J. Boult, London. From
J. K. Goldschmid, Frankfort-on-the-Maine. Eng. Pat.

7770, April 3, 1903.

Coal is first partially coked in a lighting-gas retort,

through which a current of water-gas is passed, and is then
treated iu a water-gas generator for the production of the
water-gas. If the gas produced is too rich for the purpose
in view, it may be diluted by mixing with the water-gas
the carbon dioxide generated during toe blast period.

—H. B.

Oil-Gas of High Combustible Value ; Process for Making
an . H. Blau, Augsburg, German v. Eng. Pat.
10,527, May 8, 1903.

See Fr. Pat. 322,1 15 of 1903 ; this J., 1903, 1190.—T. F. B.

Generators for Power Gases ; Impts. in . E. Catier,
Boussois, France. Eng. Pat. 19,929, Sept. 16, 1903.

The invention relates to improvements in various details of
construction of a suction-generator for use with a ua>-
engine.—H. B.

Water-Gas; Manufacture of . A. .T. Boult, London.
From \V. A. Koneman, Chicago. Eng. Pat. 2S 761
Dec. 31, 1903.

fee U.S. Pat. 749,302 of 1904 ; this J., 1904, 247.—T. F. B.

Carburetting or Enriching Coal Gas ; Apparatus for ,

and for like purposes. The Gas Economising and Im-
proved Light Syndicate, Ltd., London, and J. McColl,
Barking. Eng. Pat. 622, Jan. 9, 1904.

Improvements are described in Eng. Pats. 14,111 of 1886,
14,031 of 1889, and 18,082 of 1S91 (this J., 1892, 898),
these comprising an arrangement of valves for controlling
the flow of gas to the chamber, means for preventing the
ieposition of naphthalene round the valves by the" pre-
liminary introduction of oil, and devices for bringing the
»as more completely- into contact with the carburettino-
Uquid.—H. B.

Gas Washer.,. J. E. Bousfield, London. From H. I

Berlin. Eng. Pat. 9733, April 29, 190:;.

riiE washer is built up of a number of superimposed hori-
zontal circular chambers, having a central vertical shaft
which carries, within each chamber, a centrifugal de\
itemising the washing liquor. The liquor flows down
through the apparatus, entering each chamber through the
op, near the circumference, and leaving it through a central
Dnfice in the bottom, while the gas flows in the reverse
iirection.—H. B.

French Patents.

Peal Briquettes ; Process and Apparatus for Making .

1. White and G. A. Griffin. Fr. Pat. 336,151, Aug. 14,
1903.

See Eng. Pat. 17,514 of 1903 ; this J., 1903, 1237.—T. F. B.

Aluminium Alloys ; Manufacture of , with a view to
the production of Hydrogen more or less Carburetted, and
Pure Hydrogen. N. A. Helouis, L. Mmclaire, and E.
Meyer. Fr. Fat. 335,954, Sept. 25, 1903. X., page 325.

Air-Gas ; Apparatusfor Making . E. Pichegru.
Fr. Pat. 336,086, ( »ct. 17, 1903.

(impressed air is admitted from a reservoir, by way of a
reducing valve, into a carburetter consisting of a chamber
containing a number of superimposed trays, charged tfith

gasoline. The air is caused to pursue a tortuous course in

it- pa-sage up between the trays, to the outlet.—H. B.

Generator for Poor Gas, free from Tar. L. Boutillier.

Third Addition, Oct. 30, j'JO.3, to FY. Pat. 331,014, April
7, 1903.

Various modifications are described of the apparatus
mentioued in the principal patent, in which the gases from
the freshly charged fuel are freed from tarry matters by
passage through a body of fuel free from tar.—H. B.

Gat ; Continuous Process for Manufacturing .

F. Clause. Fr. Pat. 336,397. Nov. 2, 1903.

See Eng. Pats. 1090 and 1091 of 1903 ; this J., 190 ;. 1342

—T. F. B.

Electrodes for Arc Lamps ; Mineralised . Soc
Fraucaise d'Incandescence par le Gaz (Systems Auer).
Fr. Pat. 328,180, Dee. 20, 1902.

The addition of borate or fluoride of barium, magnesium,
aluminium or strontium, with or without alkali borates,
to carbons containing calcium compound- i- claimed (see
Blondel's Fr. Pat. 323,924 ; this J., 1903, 4S7).—H. B.

III.-DESTEUCTIYE DISTILLATION,
TAR PRODUCTS, PETROLEUM

AND MINERAL WAXES.
Ammonia [Recovery from Coed Gils'] ; IVotes on .

F. E. Sheriff. J. Gas Lighting, 1904, 85, 2130.

The author advocates the use of rotary scrubbers ins

of towers, both for absorbing ammonia from the coal-gas
and for the final production of liquor ammonise, claiming,

advantages the use of a smaller quantity of water the
removal of a greater amount of impurities from the gas,
and the production of a much stronger crude liquor. It
is -tatcd that by the use of rotary scrubbers for washing
the gas, 47 per cent, of the carbon dioxide, 33 per cent, of
the sulphuretted hydrogen, and 99 -S per cent, of the am-
monia can be removed from the gas; and that crude
liquor containing 6 per cent, of ammonia can be produced.

— A

Petroleum; Neutral Sulphuric Ester in Commercial—-.
F. Heusler and M. Dennstedt. Zeits. angew. I

1904, 17, 264—265.

Several years back the authors discovered in comm,
petroleum sold in Bonn, the presence of a sulphuric
resembling that formed during the acid rei
tar (see this J., 1S95, 358), and a series
performed has revealed the same (neutral; e poun
all the oil in the storage tanks at Hamburg. The

|e aforesaid ester is said to increase the tendt.
burning oil to carbonise the lamp wick.—C. S.

Aniline ; Direct Hydrogenation of .

Cyclohcrylamine and of two other tie's.

P. Sabatier and J. B. Senderens. XXIV., .
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English Patent.

Gas Liquor; Treatment of . C. G. Moor. London.

Eng. Pat. 4988, March l, 1903.

This gas liquor of small works, not having |>!.mt for sulphate

making, is mixed with acid sodium sulphate, and after

separation of the precipitate formed, 15 evaporated. Ferrous

sulphate may 1>.- added during the concentration to prevent

the evolution of hydrogen sulphide. The product may he

used as a manure, or as a source of ammonia.— K. S.

United States Patent.

Organic Acids \ from Petroleum] ; Process of making .

N. Zelinsky, Moscow. U.S. Pat. 752,744, Feh. 23, 1904.

See Fr. Pat. 326,665 of 1902 ; this J., 1903, 807.—T. F. B.

French Patent.

Asphalt : Process of making Artificial . Aktiesels-

ihet Venezuela - A sfalt Komp. Fr. Pat. 336,021),

Oct. 6. 1903.

See Eng. Pat. 21,799 of 1903; this J., 1903, 1343.—T.F. B.

Anthraquinone - a - monosulphonic Acid, C. Lieberuiann

and B. I'leus. Ber., 1904, 37, 646—618.

The presence of the a-suiphonie acid in commercial anthra-

quinone monosulphonic acidwas established by Liebermann
and Hiscliof m 1880. They obtained from unthraquinone-

monosulphonic aeid, an anthracene sulphonic acid, which
when distilled with potassium ferrocyauide and hydrolysed.

gave a mixture of two isomeric carboxylic acids nrhich were
separated by means of the different solubilities of their

barium salts. The aeid from the soluble barium salt

was found to be identical with the a- carboxylic acid

previously obtained by Liebermann and v. Bath, whilst the

acid from the insoluble salt formed the greater portion of

the mixture. Liebermann and Bischof demonstrated from
the results of their investigations, that the carboxyl group
in the new anthraeonc-carboxylic aeid occupies the same
position as the hydroxyl in hydroxyanthraquinone. Thar
the formation of the acid from the soluble barium salt is-

due to the presence of alpha acid in commercial anthra-

quinone-inonosulphonic acid, is now proved by the pro-

duction of anthraeene-carboxylie acid from the sihIumil

salt of anthraquincne-o-mouosulphonic acid.— D, B.

IT-COLOURING MATTERS
DYESTUFFS.

AND

Diazotisalion of Nitrobenzene. E. Bamberger and
A. Wetter. Ber., 1904, 37, 629—630.

If a paste of sodamide with light petroleum spirit be

added to nitrobenzene in a freezing-mixture, traces of

normal benzene-sodium diazotate are formed and can be

detected by means of an alkaline a-naphthol solution.

Finally some iso-diazotate is also formed. The formation

of tbr normal diazotate probably takes place according to

the equation ( „1I-,. N< 1+ II X.Xa = C6H5(N2ONa) +HsO.

If the mixture be warmed iso-diazotate alone is formed,

but only in small traces. In presence of /8-naphthol the

yield of diazo-compound is considerably improved, though
even in this ease not nearly the theoretical amount of

benzene-a/.o-/3-naphthol is formed. The reaction takes

place according to the equation C6H 5
XO, + -N'a.N"H 3 +

( .II-i HI (
,
II,.X...( ulH c .OH + XaOll + H.I 1. Aniline,

sodium nitrite, /3-naphthol, ami nitrobenzene, when mixed
together in absence of moisture form no benzene-azo-

jS-naphthnl. even in a week, and therefore the dyestuff

formation in the above experiment cannot lie due to the

formation of aniline and sodium nitrite from sodamide and
nitrobenzene.— K. F.

a-Nuphihylmaqnesiumhromidc. S. F. Acree.
Her., 1904, 37, 625—628.

a - Bromonaphthalene reacts almost quantitatively with

magnesium to form a -naphthylmagnesium bromide. This

compound reacts readily on carbon dioxide, ketones,

benzoyl chloride, and other substances. With ketones it

forms eaibinoK according to the equation II ,:( !0 + < 'mil-.

MgBr K ,:( 1 1 >M-l:i)(( „,H
7
). The products form the

corresponding curbinols on pouring into dilute sulphuric

acid. On adding small quantities of diphenyl-a-naphtbyl-,
methylphenyl-a-naphthyl-, or phenyl-a-naphthyl-curbinol to

concentrated aeid-, the solutions show intense coloration,

which disappears on dilation with water, the carbinol being
then precipitated unchanged. The coiTe6ponding methanes
do not show this reaction. The author considers it to he
probably due to the formation of quinonoid salts of the

type—
,CH(S04H).< II

C,H4
/
N C(CR;)— CH

which would be hydrolysed by water and would then at

c e revert to the ordinary carbinol form. a-Xaphthoic
aeid max lie prepared by acting on a-naphthylmagnesinm
bromide with dry carbon dioxide in ethereal solution, and
pouring the product into diluti sulphuric aeid. The yield is

almost quantitative.—E. F.

:

Dibenzalacetone and Triphenyl methane. A. Baever and
V. Villiger. Ber., 1904, 37, 597—612.

'

In a former communication the authors described ao
anhydride, contaiuins in- oxygen, of p - aininotripbcnyl-

carbinol. They now find that this anhydride is bimolecular.

and that the compound (C,H ),:( t\H,: Ml, which may
be supposed to he first formed, polymerises. They I. 1

also prepared the anhydride of yi-pheiiylaminotripbenyl

carbinol, and find it to be mono-molecular, li was obtained

by converting the chloride of diphenyl-/>-anisyl carbinol into*

the corresponding anilide, and heating this with benzoic,

acid, acetic acid, or other organic acids, the reaction pro

ceeding according to the equation :

—

(C6Hj) s(CHjO . C6H4) . C .NH . C„H5
=

C6
lI,.X:<VH,:t':(Cc

IL,)
;
, + CH,< HI.

The product is purified by converting it successively into-

1

the picrate and the sulphate, treating with dilute aqueous
ammonia solution, and shaking out with ether. It form*

red crystals and readily combines with alcohols, aniline,

and water to form colourless addition products of the.

carbinol type. With acids it forms deeply colcuredVB

quinonoid salts.—E. F.

Diphinyl- and Triphenylmethane Dyestnffs ; Basic .

J. v. Braun. Ber., 1904, 37, 633—646.

\l \i.\cniTE Green does not react smoothly with cyanogen
bromide, but on acting on leueo Malachite Green with-

the same compound, s-dimethyldicyanodiaininotriphenyl-

methane, [(CN)(CH3)N.C(i
H4],:CH.C6H5, was obtained.

This was oxidised with permanganate to the corresponding

carbinol. This compound docs not dissolve in dilute

mineral acids, but in concentrated acids it dissolves to

deep red solutions, whereas the salts formed from ordinary

Malachite Green are green. The anther concludes l'roai

the difference in colour of the salts that they are essentially

different in structure. The only important difference in

chemical character of the two compounds is that, whereas

the dimetliylamino groups of Malachite Green are capa

oi forming ammonium groups by the addition o\' a<

cyanomethylamino groups are incapable of conversion into-

ammoniuiii groups. Therefore the conclusion to be drawn
is that the green salts of tetramethyldiaminotripbenyl

carbinol are ammonium compounds of the quinonoid type

as usually formulated.— F. F.

Dyestuffs derived from Pyridine; Sue Class of .

\\\ Konig. •'. prakt Chem., 1904, 69, 105—187.

When mixtures of I mol. of pyridine, 2 mols. of an>

aromatic amine, and a suitable diluent are acted upon bj

cyanogen bromide or cyanogen chloride, dyestuffs

formed, almost quantitatively, with elimination of 1 mol. of

cyanamide. The fly e.-tuffs as obtained are almost chemically
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pure. They crystallise well and vary from yellow, through

orange and red, to violet, and dye silk in shades showing

beautiful fluorescence. Some of the dyestuffs show marked
affinity for unmordanted cotton. They are, with difficulty,

soluble in water, but are usually more soluble in warm
alcohol and in acetic acid, also in pyridine. The pyridine

may be replaced by a-pieoline (a-methylpvridine ), but

coliidine (a-a 1 - dimethyl pyridine) does not react. The dye-

stuffs are also formed by first acting on pyridine with

cvanogen bromide and then treating the addition product so

formed with 2 mols. of au aromatic amine. The reactions

probably take place according to the following equations :

—

C'JLN + CX. Br = Cil^
.CH.OH,

CH:CH /
\i''V)Br.

CH
-CH.CH.

^CHiCfl/
CH.CH(XH.R)

X(CX)Br + 2R.XH2
=

CHf }XHBrR + ( X.MI
\CH = CH x

The shades which some of the dyestuffs from various

amines produce on silk are:—Aniline, orange, with yellow

fluorescence; i|/-cumidine, fiery orange; /8-naphthylamine,

rose-red, with yellow-red fluorescence; sulphanilic acid,

orange, with green fluorescence, not fast to boiling water
;

aminoazobenzene, heliotrope; ^-aminosalicylic acid, brown ;

dehydrothiotoluidine, red ; benzidine, violet.—E. F.

Phcnnlphthalein ; Constitution of . A.G.Green and

A. (i. Perkin. Proc. Chem. Soc. 1904, 20, 30.

The authors have found that a solution of phenolphthalein,

decolorised by an excess of caustic alkali, can be entirely

neutralised, without any return of the colour taking place,

by careful titration at a low temperature with dilute acetic

acid. If, however, the colourless neutral solution is boiled,

the red colour returns in its full intensity, whilst at the

same time the solution becomes alkaline. If the solution is

acidified and either left for some lime or heated, a precipita-

tion of free phenolphthalein occurs, which also dissolves in

aqueous alkalis to a red solution. The point at which
neutrality occurs in the titration with acetic acid corre-

sponds with the presence in the colourless solution of the

carbinolcarboxylic acid salt

—

C6H4(e02
M).C(OH)(C

6
n

i
.OH) ; .

These observations do not agree with the electrolytic

dissociation hypothesis, but are simply explained by the

quinonoid theory if the coloar changes are attributed to a

variation of type from a quinonoid to a benzenoid form and
vice versa, due to hydration and dehydration. Thu*, the

first action of an alkali on the free phenolphthalein (lactone)

would probably be the replacement of the phenolic hydrogen
by the alkali metal. This salt being unstable may he
supposed to undergo immediate transformation into the

coloured quinonoid salt

—

C6H4(C02
K).C(C

6
H 4 .OH):C6H4 :0,

by direct transference of the metal from the phenolic to the

arboxylie group. With excess of caustic alkali, this

coloured salt is converted, by assumption or KOH, into the

:olourless carbinol salt

—

C,,IL(CT>iK).C(OH)(Ccll 4 .OH).C6H4 .OK,

ind this product, when neutralised with acetic acid, gives

:f,H4(C0.2K,.C(C C(
n 4 .OH).,OH, which is also colourless.

Caustic potash is set free on boiling the latter salt, and the

actone

—

CO<",n">C(C(H( .OH).,

vhich is produced is simultaneously converted into the
coloured quinonoid salt by the liberated alkali. A similar

xplauation is offered in the case of quinolphthaleio, the

ebaviour of which is found to be exactly similar to that of

ihenolphthalein.

English Patents.

Dyestuffs [Anthracene Dyestuffs'] of the Anthraquinone
Series ; Manufacture of Green . O. Imray. From
F'arbw. vormals Meister, Lucius und Bruiting, Hoechst-

on-.Maine. Eng. Pat. 7353, .March 30, 1903.
"

1 .4.5.8-leuco-tetrabydroxjanthraquJnone is heated with

aromatic amines, when it forms dialphyluminodihydroxy-

anthraquinones. The products are easily sulphonated and
then dye wool in clear yellowish-green shades.— E. E.

Anthracene Colouring Mattirs and Intermediate Products;

Manufacture of . J. V. Johnson. From the

Badische Auilin- u. Soda Fabrik, Ludwigshafi

Rhine. Eng. Pat. 73'J4, March 30, 1903.

A XEwpolyhydroxyanthtaquinonesulphonic acid is obtained

by acting on anthraquinone-jS-sulphonie acid with concen-

trated sulphuric acid, and either mercury or a mercury salt,

in presence of nitrous acid and of either arsenic arid or

phosphoric acid. This new purpurin-sulphonic acid dyes

unmordanted and alumina-mordanted wool in bluish-red,

and chrome-mordanted wool in bluish-brown shades. 1 In

treatment with aromat'c amines, such as aniline, o- or

/j-toluidine, xylidine, p-phecylenediamine, benzidine, or «-

or 6-naphthylamine, with or without a condensating agent,

dyestuffs are obtained. The product obtained with aniline

dyes unmordanted wool violet, and chrome mordanted n

dark blue.— E.F.

Anthracene Colouring Matters [Dyestuffs'] : Manufacture
of -. .T.Y.Johnson, prom the Badische Anilin und
Soda Pabrik, Ludwigshafen-on-Rhine. Eng. Pat.20,151,

Sept. 18, 1903.

Tue polyhydroxvantbraquinonesulphouie acid described in

Eng. Pat. 7394 of 1903 (see preceding abstract) is con-

densed with sulpbonic acids of aromatic ainiuo-compounds,
such as sulphanilic or metanilic acids either in the presence

or absence of water, and with or without a condensing
agent. The products dye uumcrdanted wool in bluish-red,

chrome-mordanted wool in reddish-blue, and alumina-
mordanted wool in violet shades.—E. F,

Tetrazo-dyestuffs [Azo-ilyestuffs] with aid of 2:5:1:7-
Aminonapht/wldisntphonic Acid; Manufacture of item

. O. Imray. From the Society of Chera. Ind. iu

Basle. Basle. Eng. Pat. 28,033, Dec. 21, 1903.

One mol. of the tetrazo-derivativelof an aromatic p-diai

of the diphenyl series is combined either with 2 mols. of

2:5:1: 7-aminonaphthol-disulphonic acid, or with 1 mol.
of this acid and 1 mol. of an aromatic amine, a phenol or

a naphthol, or a sulphonic or carboxylie derivative of any
of these compounds. The products dye unmordanted
cotton in violet to blue tints. When diazotised on the fibre

and developed with /8-naphthol, they yield indigo blue,

shades, very fast to washing.—E. F.

Mono-azo Colouring Matter [Vyestuff] ; Manufacture oj

. J. Y. Johnson, London. From Badische Anilin
und Soda Pabr., Ludwigshafen. Eng. Pat. 7396, March
30, 1903.

Sle U.S.Pat. 737,445 of 1903 ; this J., 1903, 1123.—T. F. B.

Muno-azo Dyestuffs; Manufacture of Mordant Dueiny
. C. D. Abel, London. From Aet.-Gts. f. Anilin

Fabr., Berlin. Eng. Pat. 8406, April 11,1'

SfiBFr. Pat. 331,121 of 1903 : this J., 1903, 1126 — T. F. B.

Sulphur [Sulphide"} Dyestuffs derived from Indophenol

s

Manufacture of . C. D. Abel, Loi. D

Act.-Ges. f. Anilin Fabr., Berlin. Eng. Pat.

April II, 1903.

see U.S. Pat. 736,403 of 1903; this J., 1903, 1041.—T. 1

United States Patents.

Dyestuff; Sensitising [for Photographic Purpost
R. Berendes, Assignor to Farbenfabr. of Kir

U.S. Pat. 702,323, Feb. 16, 1904. XXI., page 337.

D 2
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Azo Dye
[
Din-stuff] ; lied • P. Julius, Assignor

to Badische Aniltn and Soda Fabrik, Ludwigshafen-on-
Rhine. U.S. Pat. 752,562, Feb. 10, I

S£E addition, of Feb. 27, 1002, to Fr. Pa1 7 of 1901

;

this J., 1902, 1451.—T. 1 . B

Frkxcii Patents.

T)iaminoformyl-(acetyT)-diphenylamine ; Manufacture
of , and its Co7iversion into p-p'-Diam no-diphenyl-

amine. Cie. Paris. Coal. d'Aniliae. Fr. Pat. 328,201,

Dec. 31, L902.

Si i Eng. Pat. 543 of 1903 ; this J., 1903, 1343.—T. F. IS.

Azo-Di/estuffs from 1 .8-Azimino-naphthalene Sulphonic
I' I; Process for Preparing . ( 'if. l'aris. Coul.

d'Aniiine. Fr. Pat. 336,889, Jan. 14, 1903.

Sei Eng. Pat. 953 of 1903 ; this J., 1904, 16.—T. ]•'. B.

V.-PREPARING, BLEACHING, DYEING.

PKINTING AND FINISHING TEXTILES.

YARNS, AND FIBRES.

Bleaching; Cost of Electrolytic . I "mass.

Farber-Zeit., 1904,15, 69—70.

The eosl ofbleaobing by electrolysing a solution of sodium
chloride in which the goods are placed is discussed. 500
kilos, of goods can be bleached in the usual way by 2,000

litres of a solution containing 2 "j to 2-7 gnus of available

chlorine per litre. According to the system and apparatus

of Schuckcrt, this amount of chlorine muy be produced by
the electrolysis of a 10 per cent, sodium chloride solution!

giving a liquor containing 20 grms. of available chlorine per

litre. 29 kilos, of salt are required for this, costing, at

2*2 M. per 100 kilos., 0'64 M. ; the power necessary is

4o amperes, at llu volts, for 8—9 hours, i.e., 39-0 kilowatt

hours, costing, say, 1 '98 M. i wear and tear and insurance

on the apparatus are calculated at 1 1C M. per day, and the

sulphuric acid required (2 litres at 52 pf.), 0-10 M.,

making a total cost of :) • P 8 M., which compares favourably

with the cost oi 2,000 litres of bleach solution of 1 V'—1|°B,
or 42 kilos, of 32 per cent, bleaching powder anil 10 litres

of sulphuric acid required for the same quantity of goods
by the usual method.—T. F. B.

Viscose in Printing; Application of . 11. llaller.

Zeiis. Farb. u. Text. Chem., 1904, 3, 81.

On account of its instability, viscose solutiou has had hut
little application in printing. By the addition of sodium
amalgam.the author has obtained a viscose solution which
will remain unaltered for 22 clays. Viscose solution is not

altogether suitable as a thickening agent, the alkaline sul-

phides it contains blackening the copper rollers. It can.

however, be used with sue, ess in fixing certain sulphur

dyestuffs. On printing with lion grms. of viscose solution

1 : 1. and 40 grms. of Immedial Blu re), then passing

through a " Mansarde " andonce thn Vlatl

Piatt,washing with hot water, passing in "pen width through
a soap - tlution and then drying, a good indigo sha

obtained which possess* 9 an excellent fastness to light and
\ nil in< black or other steam-developed colours can

l
• used iu the same way. < Ither immedial dyestuffs cannot

be fixed on the tibre in this way; thi ilution on
mixing with the aqueous dyestufi solution becomes gela-

tinous and in consequence unfit for printing. Viscose can

be used fi with mordant dyestuffs which
are fixed with chron -700 grms. of

viscose solutiou 1:1, 50 grms. of Alizarin Viiidin V V
(pa-. in-, ft chromium acetate at 20° B., and
150 i water. After printing, the goods are

stean ad dried as before, shades

ined in tins mam omi what duller

than when gum or starch thickening i- used, this being

doe to cellulose precipitated on the fibre. On the addition

metallic salts i nthates are

nied. The tin salt is coloured a dark red-brown and is

the best for printing. To fix this metallic salt on cotton,

the goods are padded in a D per cent, tin chloride solution
and dried iu the hot flue at the lowest temperature possible ;

they are then printed with a dilute- viscose solution (1:5),
the tin xauthate is formed and is fixed on the tibre by
passing through a " Mansarde " at 50 C. In this manner
c 'lours of unusual fa-mess to soap and light are stated to
be obtained. -E. S.

Cellulose Nitraii . 1" Unstable . E. Kuecht.
XIX., page 335.

English Patents.

Carbonising or destroying Cotton or Silk in Woollen Sags.
S. Roberts and J. H. Crossley, Liversedge. iv
24,641, Nov. 13, L908,

Tin: material is' impregnated with commercial hydrochloric

acid, then squeezed or hydro-extracted to remove sun
liquid, and finally dried in a drying machine or stove in

order to destroy the cotton, silk, or vegetable fibres present,

without affecting the wool.—A. U.S.

Snaps developing active Oxygen and hating an Antiseptic
and Bleaching effect ; Manufacture of Non-Caustic .

B. Gies-ler and H. Bauer.' Eng. Pat. 22.."iS0, Oct. 19,

1903. XII., page 327.

French Patents.

Vegetable or Annual Fibres, or mixtures of these ; Pro
for Obtaining Extra>fa8t Shades mi .with certain
Colours, and particularly with Blue. G. Caux. l*'r. Pat.

328,182, Dee. 23, 1902.

See Eng. Pat. 1 of 1903 ; this J, 1903, 738.—T. F. B.

Textile Dyeing .- Apparatus for . A. Hennebert and
E. Lepers. Fr. Pat. 385,880, < let. B, 191

Tins apparatus consists essentially of two similar rectangular

vessels, which open at the side aDd can be hermetically

closed. The material to be dyed is placed on perforated

plates a little above the bottoms of the vessels and pressed
down by other perforated plates held iu position by central

rods passing air-tight through the tops of the vessels. Pipes

for the supply of dye-liquor enter the vessels under the

lower perforated plates and are connected together, and also

to the main supply tank, by means of a three-way cock.

These connections are steam jacketted. The supply tank

is placed at a higher level and furnished with heating coils.

A pipe for the entry of compressed air is fitted to the top of

each vessel, through which also passes a pipe reaching tot-

ally required depth and tilted with a float valve. When
the material is in position, the dye-liquor is allowed to flow

into both the vessels up to a certain level, after which the two
vessels are placed in communication. Compressed air is

then turned on into one of the vessels, whereby tin- liquid is

forced over into the other vessel. As soon as the liquid

in tin- tits: vessel sinks low enough to open the float \

tie- compressed air escapes through the pipe in- ntioned

above and at i spei ial piston arrangement which

off the compressed air from the first vessel and turns it into

the second vessel, where the whole process is repeated.

—A. li. S.

Dyeing Apparatus : Automatic . L. Mascelli.

Fr. P i,949, Sept. 23, 1908.

THIS apparatus consists of t no vessels placed

the other, the upper one being connected with the lower

by means of a central pipe which passes almost to the

bottom of the latter, and is furnished with a valve operated

fmm outside. The lower vessel is furnished with a cl

-team .nil at the bottom and also with a perforated

pipe at the top, which serves either for steam or «

If the material is to be dyed in the loose form, it is
j

: u

in a cage with a central pi

the up] '1 and screwed down on to the openiu

the central p cops oi bi bbius have to be dyed,

are placed on perforated spindles, which ate also eonni

with '.he central pipe, "flic lower vessel is fitted with

pipes for introd liquor, &c, and for letting out

air. When the material is iu position, the valve iu the
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central pipe is shut and the dye-liquor is run in until the

lower vessel is full; the inlet valves are then shut, the

central one opened, and the dye-liquor is forced up the
|

central pipe and through the material by blowing steam

through the upper perforated spiral. The central valve is

then closed and the lower vessel filled with dye-liquor as

before from a higher tank. The inlet valve being again

shut, the central one is opened and steam is also turned

on in the closed coil. The hot dye-liquor is forced up

the central pipe into the upper vessel, and when it reaches

a certain level in the latter, it acts on a float which by a
j

suitable arrangement shuts off the steam in the lower coil.

As the lower vessel cools, a vacuum is formed, and part of

the liquid iu the upper vessel runs back, releasing the float

and opening the steam valve again.—A. B. S.

Etching [Designs on~\ Metals, and especially Printing

Cylinders. j. A. IVjey. Fr. Pat. 335,941. Sept. ]-.

1903. XI. B., page 327.

Textile Printing; New Arrangement for . R. II. D.

Mills. Fr. Fat. 336,061, Oct. 15, 1903.

A machine for printing both sides of a material, in which

one of the pressure cylinders has a smaller diameter

and also a smaller number of printing rollers than the

other is claimed. The relative positions of the two cylinders

can be altered for use as single printing mactines if required.

—A. B. S.

Lnstering of Vegetable Fibres in Thread or Tissue by

means of Viscose; Method fur . J. B. Sabrenat.

Fr. Pat. 328,179, Dee. 20, 1902.

The textile material is impregnated with viscose (xanthate

of cellulose). This can also he produced from the fibre

itself by impregnating with caustic soda, and then exposing

to the vapour of carbon bisulphide. The material prepared

by either of the above methods is then dried carefully in a

hot flue at a temperature which must not be higher than

50 —60D C..and next slightly moistened iu order to dissolve

the superficial layer of viscose, and then lustred either

by calendering, brushing, &c. After this is finished the

material is steamed at a high pressure or else passed through

boiling concentrated solutions of ammonium sulphate or

chloride or some other suitable salt, in order to convert the

soluble viscose into the insoluble hydrated cellulose. The
latter retains the lustre of the viscose.—A. B. S.

VI.-COLOTJKING WOOD, PAPEE,

LEATHEE, Etc.

English Patent.

Leather ; Method of Dyeing with Sulphur Colours.

R. B. Hansford, Upper Norwood. From L. Cassella

and Co., Frankfort-ou-Maine. Eng. Fat. 7954, April

1903.

See Addition of March 30, 1903, to Fr. Pat. 322,605

of 1902 ; this J., 1903, 1084.—T. F. B.

French Patent.

Leather ; Process nf Dyeing by means of Sulphide

Dyestuffs. Manuf. Lyon. Mat. Col. Second Addition,

dated (Jet. 24, 190.3, to Fr. Pat. 322,605, June 28, 1902.

(See this J., 1903, 363 and 1084.)

If leather be treated with formaldehyde before dyeing, or

even during the tanning process, alkali sulphides have no
detrimental effect during the dyeing with sulphide dyestuff-.

A suitable method consists in immersing the leather in a

formaldehyde solution for about an hour, and then adding
the dyestuff solution to the formaldehyde bath.—T. F. B.

YII.-ACIDS, ALKALIS, AND SALTS.

Potassium-Magnesium Carbonate. F. Auerbach.
Zeits. Elektroehem., 1904, 10, 161—169.

As the double salt MgC03.KHC03.4HsO plays an im-
portant part iu the potash industry at Stassfurt, the author

has investigated the condition- of its formation and decom-
position. Determinations of the solubility of Ug( '<

»3,3HSQ
in potassium bicarbonate solutions of increasing concentra-
tions at 15°, 25 3

, and 3.V Cv, showed that at any given
temperature the magnesium-content of the solution was a
function of the potasstum-eonteot, and that in the graphic
representation, with magnesium-contents as ordinates and
potassium-contents as abscissa', each isothermal was an
ascending straight line cut by the lower part of a convex
curve representing the double salt content at the same
temperature. At the point of intersection the indivi.lu.il

carbonates are in equilibrium with a solution of definite

composition. By applying the principle of mass action and
by making certain simplifying assumptions, the equations of

the isotbermals were deduced, and then verified. As the
solution of MgC03.3H30, and also the formation
separation of the double carbonate proceed with evolution

of heat, the decomposition of the latter is attended by
absorption of beat. Hence, as the temperature rises its

In nation becomes more and more difficult. The aqueous
-olution of the double salt is unstable under ordinary
conditions, Mg< O3 .3H\,0 separating out.—E. H. T.

Si,(Hum Xitrile ; Action of Carbon Dioxide on .

L. Meunier. Comptes rend., 1904, 138, 502—503.

Marie and Marquis (this J., 1904, 252) described certain

experiments from which it was concluded that nitrous acid

is liberated from solutions of sodium nitrite by the action

of carbon dioxide. Tbe author contends that the results

obtained in the first two experiments (Inc. cit.) were due
to the presence of the potassium iodide. This is proved
by saturating a solution of sodium nitrite with carbon
dioxide and adding potassium iodide to one half of it,

leaving the other half blank. The solution containing

the iodide shows a gradual separation of free iodine, whereas
the blank solution when '' spotted " on iodide and starch

test paper fails to show the slightest trace of free nitrous

acid. The result of the third experiment (Joe. cit.") is

explained by the presence of traces of halogen Baits as

impurities which act in the same way as iodides. It is

therefore concluded that carbon dioxide does not libi i

nitrous acid from pure solutions of sodium nitrite.—J. F. B.

Cadmium Arsenide. A. Granger. Comptes rend.,

1904,138, 574.

When cadmium is heated to bright redness in presence of

arsenic vapour, combination proceeds rapidly, and a cadmium
arsenide, Cd3As2, condenses, in the form of brilliant red

octahedra, of sp. gr. 6'21; this product is similar to that

obtained by Spring by subjecting the two constituents to

hydraulic pressure. Like most arsenides, it is soluble iu

nitric acid, and is decomposed by halogens, oxidising

agents, &c—T. F. B.

Fluorine Compounels ; Preparation and Physical Characters
, neu . o. Hull and W. Plato, tier., 1904, 37,
673—6S3.

The principle of the method is the decomposition of the

corresponding chlorine compounds by heatiug them with
anhydrous hydrofluoric acid. The acid is prepared from

tssium hydrogen fluoride, winch is n'rst thoroughly
dried by heating for 24 hoars or more to 150 C in vacuo
in presence of fused potassium hydroxide, the salt being

freshly powdered and the potassium hydroxide reuielted

every 6 or 8 hours. Tbe dry salt is then introduced into

the platinum retort shown in Fig. 1, which is connected
with the platinum condensing tube, and this by the copper
connexion a with the copper vessel (

', Of some 500 c.c.

capacity, immersed iu a freezing mix' r
,

tube with calcium chloride. The joints between platinum

aud platinum are made good, where necessary, with sulphur

;

those between platinum and copper with platinum foil.

retort, not more than two-thirds full, is heated

gradually, and the operation is ended when the bott

red-hot. Screw caps m (Fig. 2) are used to cli

the acid can be kept for any length of time.

Titanium Tetrachloride.—Th distilled by means
of a water-bath at 2.",° C. into the retort A ..- shown in
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Fie 2. The copper, tubes pass through a lead stopper,

and are luted with sulphur. The horizontal tube contains

calcium chloride, and A is immersed in a freezing mixture.

The tared retort is re-weighed ; half the calculated quantity

of titanium tetrachloride is cooled and added to the acid

drop by drop, the stopper and guard tubes are put in,

1 .. 2.

and the w hole left for some hours ; then the retort is

connected with the condenser, and heated in an oil-hath to

200° C. till all the hydrofluoric aeid is distilled off. Now
the condenser is removed, the copper vessel E (Fig. :S)

fitted to the retort beak, and the whole retort kept hot by

a flame till the titanium tetrafluoride has condensed in E,

which is cooled by a had worm coiled round it. The tetra-

fluoride forms a loose white sublimate, b. pt. 248° C,
sp. gr. 2'79&/20°, 2"83 1/11° *'., -vapour density 129 (theory

124- 1).

Antimony Pentafluoride. — Prepared similarly, but the

mixed pentacbloridc and hydrofluoric acid must he heated

by a water-bath at 23° C. under reflux condenser till

hydrochloric acid ceases to lie evolved (about 3 days).

Then, after distilling off the excess of hydrofluoric acid the

temperature i- raised to ISS C, and the antimony fluoride

distilled over. Colourless, \i--c..us, oily liquid, solidifying

when cooled; b. pt. 155° C, sp. gr. 2-993/22-7 C.

Corrodes the skin
; dissolves paraffin and other organic

s-ubstanees ; absorbs moisture from the air to form the

hydrate, Sbl'.,.2ll < • ; dissolves in water without decom-

position.

Antimony Penta-and Trifluorides.—When these fluorides

are mixed, reaction occurs, and on distillation substances

varying in i omposition, according to the proportions in the

mixture, pass over. These substances thus obtained have

a composition varying between SbF6.2SbFa
ami Mil",.

.'.SI F„ and are probably mixtures of these, The first of

these two compounds, a colourless crystalline mass, boils

at 390° C, and has a sp. gr. of 4-188/21° < ; the second

is a colourless liquid, b. pt. 384 C.

Tin Tetrafluoride.—Prepared like antimony pentafluoride.

Vfter distilling off the hvdrofluoric aeid, tin tetrachloride

passes over from 130 to 220
3
C. in quantity, showing th.i'

SnCl4.8nF4
bad been formed. When the tetrafluoride has

all passed over,:, stopper with thermometer is substituted

b\ another of plaster of Paris, carrying a thin brass

spiral cooled by water, and the flask heated to redness.

At 750" C. the tetrafluoride distils, and condenses on the

spiral in radiating crystalline masses. It is very hygro-

scopic, soluble in water, and the solution, slowly at the

ordinary temperature, more rapidly on heating, deposits

stannic oxide. The sp. gr. of the tetrafluoride is 4- 78«i, its

b. pt. 705 C—J. T. D.

Carbon from Carbides [Metallic] ; Separation of ——

,

and the formation of Graphite. H. Ditz. Cliem.-Zeit.,

1904, 28, 167—171.

Among the processes for preparing amorphous or crystal

line carbon from (calcium) carbide is that devised by Frank

(thi- J., 1900, 545). It is interesting to notice that a

suitable 'carbide is also able to withdraw the carbon from

a carbonate, e.a., 3BaC< »
3
+ «aC2 = 4Ba( > + 5C( >. whilst, if

the base employed be changed to calcium, magnesium, or an

alkali metal, a larger quantity of carbon is recovered in the

free state. Again, one of the reactions in the Frank process

shows that the decomposition of calcium oxide by curb >

which is employed to yield calcium carbide, is a reversible

reaction. According 'to Kothmund (this J., 1902. 761) the

temperature of reversion in the equation Cat) + 3C±";Ca< .

+ CO is 1620 C. Ibis reversibility has hitherto only been

proved to occur in the specific case of calcium carbide but

the author believes a similar occurrence i- to be found in

the case of other carbides, and. if so.it may throw some

lio-ht on the mechanism of Acheson's method of making

artificial graphite from coal. When an Acheson furnace [i

opened and its contents are cut through, surrounding tie-

central core is a mass of black crystal! having the shapi

of carborundum (silicon carbide), but actually consisting of

graphite with an amount of ash varying from 10 per cent.,

the ordinary commercial limit of purity (PietruskyS

down to practically nothing. This graphite caunot be

produced from the amorphous carbon of the charge by the

mere beat of the furnace, for, were that the case, all the

o irhon might he " graphitised." Such a view, too. fails M
explain why a pure carbon, such as petroleum coke, yieWj

hardlv any graphite, whereas a carbon contaminated with

ash. 'like bituminous coal or American anthracite (5 to

15 percent, of ash), gives much. According to a receji

sng tion. carbides are first produced, a purely catalytic

action then taking place, the ash behaving as the active

substance. (The finished graphite may contain up to

10 per cent, of ash constituents, and only verj small

quantities of amorphous carbon.) It is hence quite pro-

bable that the crystallisation occurs whilst the carbon still

contains the bulk of the mineral matter With regard

to the nature of the foreign matter in Acheson graphite,

Acheson has found that an addition of metals to the

furnace charge ( or of their sulphides or other salt-) assisfl

in grapbitisation ; but. for various reasons.it is preferable

to u-e oxide, i in the other hand, if a process of simple

catalysis were alone involved, the active oxide- o! 03

original charge should he found again in the finished

nraphitc ; and, besides, it would not be comprehensible why

B raw material nm-t be taken so impure that the eiaphi-c

may contain In per cent, of ash. Tentatively, therefore,

the" author puts forward a hypothesis based on the above-

mentioned behaviour of carbon monoxide. The ainorphoas

carbon, it m.n be imagined, first reacts with us ash oxidel

to yield the corresponding carbides (of Si, IV, Al, I

carbon monoxide being liberated. Some of tins i- n

among the man I ial ol the furnace, and, if the other carbidf

behave like that of calcium, acts upon those carbides to

form oxides a rain, with separation of graphite, Ihesetwo

reaction- mai'go on indefinitely, always leaving metallic

oxides among the carbon, until, as the temperature of the

furnace rises, a larger or -mailer proportion ot them

driven ttwaj as vapour. Part of the carbides, perhaM

simply the metal volatilising, and the carbon

appearing as graphite. A separation of crystalline carbon
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•on dissociation is already known to cccur witli calcium
carbide (Moissan) as well as in the case of barium aud
manganese carbides (Gin and Leleux, Comptes rend.,

1898, 126, 749). Tlie reactions of calcium carbide or
acetylene with carbon bisulphide (Sandmann, this J.,

1902, 932) and certain other organic sulphur compounds,
whereby free carbon and sulphuretted hydrogen or calcium
(penta-) sulphide are formed, seem likely to develop into

processes for removing sulphur from benzol, oil.-, and,
possibly, coal-gas.—F. H, L.

Sulphuric Acid ; Determination of . K. Silberberger.
.Will., pagea88.

Arsenic in Sulphuric <ir Hydrochloric Acids; Rapid
Determination of , X.J. Iilattuer aud J. Brasseur.

XXIII., page 338.

Ammonia [Recoveryfrom Coal-Gas] ; Notes on .

F. E. Sheriff. III., page 317.

•Cyanogen from Coal-Gas; Extraction of

-

II., page 316.

W. Feld.

English Patents.
\

Sulphate of Copper; Manufacture of , by the direct

Sulphiirisation of the Ores. G. Gin, Paris. Fug. Pat.

5290, March 6, 1903.

Si i i-iivr ores of copper are roasted until the copper is

•oxidised, partly into sulphate and partly into oxide. The
ore is then transferred to the floor of a cooling passage into

which the sulphurous gases from the furnace, with air. are
•directed, whereby the copper oxide and ferric oxide are
transformed into sulphates, the temperature being adjusted
as most suitable to the formation of sulphuric anhydride,
whereby the change is mainly effected, whilst the formation
of ferrous sulphate is prevented. The mass is lixiviated,

.and the solution digested with roasted and oxidised ore, s<>

that the basic ferric sulphate may act upon the copper oxide
to form copper sulphate, with separation of ferric' oxide.
S, also Fr. Pat. 328, IH01, of 1903; this J., 1903, 1002.—K. s.

Aluminium Sulphate; Manufacture of . H. Spence
and Peter Spence and Sons, Ltd., Manchester. Eng. 1'at.

0458, March 20, 1903.

Ski Fr. Pat. 331,836 of 1903; this J., 1U08, 1195.—T.F.B.

Carbon Monoxide ; Producinq . R. Pearson.
Eng. Pat. 3347, Feb. 12, 1903. II., page 316.

Gas Liquor ; Treatment of . C.G.Moor. Eng. Fat.

4988, March 4, 1903. III., page 318.

United States Patents.

Sulphuric Anhydride; Contact Apparatus for the Pro-
auction of . W. hasenbach, Assignor to Ver. Chem.
Fab., both of Mannheim, Germany. U.S. Pat. 752,165,
Feb. 16, 1904.

BEE Fr. Pat. 323,491, of 1902 ; this J., 1903, 495.—K. S.

Bromine; Process of " Fractioning "
, apart frvm

Chlorine. H. H. Dow, Assignor to the Dow Chemical
Co., bcth of Midland, Mich. U.S. Pat. 752,286, Feb. 16,

1904.

Seine containing bromine is oxidised, aud the pure bromine
tirst liberated, is blown out by a limited quantity of air, the
(remainder being blown out (without further oxidation) by
a large quantity of air. Both portions of bromine thus
expelled are received in suitable absorbents. Or the purest
portion, that first expelled, is absorbed by means of sodium
carbonate solution, the final portion by natural brine.
See also the two following abstracts.—E. S.

Bromine; Process cf Fractioning frcm Chlorine.
II. II. Dow, Assignor to the Dow Chemical Co., both of
Midland, Mich. (J S. Pat. 752.331, Feb. 16, 1904.

Brine containing bromine is oxidised to " excess of its

hromine contents "
; bromine, and mixtures of bromine and

chlorine in various proportions, are obtained by
|

through the oxidised brine, first, of a limited amount,
and then of a larger amount of air, the fractions bein^'

separately absorbed, the pure bromine by sodium carbonate,
and the mixed gases by a natural brine. See also preceding
and the next following abstracts.— E. S.

Bromine; Process of Manufacturing from natural
Brines. H. H. Dow, Assignor to the Dow Chemical Co.,
both of Midland, Mich. U.S. Pat. 752,332, Feb. 16,
1904.

In the process conducted substantially as described in the
two preceding abstracts, the first and second fractions of
the bromine liberated are conducted for absorption into
sodium hydroxide solution, the later fractions, containing
chlorine with the bromine, being passed into natural brine.
Suitable apparatus for carrying out the process is shown.
Compare U.S. Pats. 733,466, 733,467, and 741,637,. of
1903 ; this J., i903, 908, aud 1243.—E. S.

French Patents.

Hydrosulphites ; General Method for Preparing .

L. Descamps. Fr. Pat. 328,191, Dec. 29, 1902.

See Eng. Pat. 6933 of 1903 ; this J., 1903, 950.—T. F. B.

Active O.rygen ; Salts of Acids containing easily liberated

, Preparation of. G. F. Jaubert. Fr. Pat. 336,062,
Oct. 14, 1903.

An acid, such as boric, sulphuric, or acetic acid, is caused
to react upon an alkali- or alkaline-earth peroxide, to

obtain a permanent solid product from which " active

"

oxygen may be leadily set free. For example, a mixture
of 248 parts of boric acid with 78 parts of sodium peroxide
is added by small portions to 2,000 parts of cold water,
with agitation. The crystals which form on cooling are
washed with alcohol, and dried at from 50° to 60° C. A
permanganate may be used when it is desired to set the
oxygen free. See Fr. Pat. 325,627 of 1902, and Addition
to the same, of 1903; this J., Ili03, 743 aud 1318.— E. S.

VIII.-GLASS, POTTERY, ENAMELS.
Solubility of Glass ; Electro-chemical Determination

of . F. Haber and U. Schwenke. XI. A., page 326.

French Patents.

Porcelain; Manufacture of . Comp. Generate de
Coustructious Electriques. First Addition, of Oct. 16,

1903, to Fr. Pat. 332,912, of May 9, 1903.

In order to remove rapidly the water added during the
mixing, the moulded article, before burning, is placed in a
receiver, from which the air is exhausted, at first gently,
aud then very strongly.—A. G. L.

Muffle for burning the Enamel on Porcelain and for
similar applications. E. Jouannaud. Fr. Pat. 336,274,
Oct. 27, 1903.

The muffle is characterised by having its walls fitted with a
number of pierced and arched baffle-plates, which also
divide it into three independent parts, each one of which
can be heated separately. At the rear of the muffle a
double flue is provided, which receives the gases from all

thiee parts.—A. G. L.

IX—BUILDING MATEEIALS, CLAYS,

MORTAES AND CEMENTS.
Enslish Patbnts.

Plaster if Paris ; Manufacture of . W. Brothers,

Prestwich. Eng. Pat. 3225, Feb: 11,

See Fr. Pat. 333.S58 of 1903 ; this J., 1904, 20.—T. F. B.

Bricks, Artificial Stone, and the like ; Maimfacture of .

F. W. Jenkins, Heme Hill. Eng. Pat. 3378, Feb. 12,

1903.

See Fr. Pat. 329,346 of 1903 ; this J., 1903, 993.—T. F. B.
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Brick Kilns and the pro, ts of burning Bricks. J. W. D.

Pratt, Oldbury. Eng. Pat, 28,103, I 22, 1903.

The process of burning is carried out in three stages, the

usual air-drying of the" green" bricks being omitted, a dry-

ing in a separate chamber by heat radiated from a chamber

containing burnt bricks cooling down being substituted.

After this drying, the bricks are further heated by the hot

products of combustion from a kiln actually burning, and

are then burnt in a kiln, the flues and dampers of which

are so arranged that the bol gases are not directly impeded
|

in their passage by dampers, thus preventing leakage of hot

Erases or entrance of cold air around the damper slots.
y

A. G. L.

Pipes or Conduits, or other articles; Manufacture of ,

I'm use underground, it in other situations where they are

subject to electrical or corrosive action. .T.Y.Johnson,

London. From I.. A. Brown and 1). Tredway, both of

St. Louis, Mo. Eng. Pat. 1279, Jan. 18, 190*.

The articles, e.g., pipes, are made with a metallic body and

an adherent coating of insulating material, consisting, e.g.,

of 55 per ceDt. of sand, 35 per cent, of sulphur, and lo per

cent, of cement. The composition is made bj melting the

sulphur at about 2«u° F., mixing it with the cement, and

then stirring iu the -and, previously heated to about 500° K.

The mass is then allowed to cool to 300° F.. when it becomes

sufficiently viscid to be applied to the metal.— A. G. L.

United States Patent.

Timber-treating Process. P. F. Dundon, San Francisco,

Cal. U.S. Pat. 753,052, Feb. 23, 1901.

The timber is lirst exposed to steam-heat, moisture, and

pressure in order to open the pores and expel the sap. It

is then dried, and treated under heat and pressure with

a •' limpid mineral oil," which fills the pores. This is

followed by treatment under heat and pressure with n

bituminous pitch, which enters into the pores of the outer

stratum enly, and so (onus an impervious coaling for the

conservation of tli interior substance.— A. G. I..

Fkench Patents.

Stone and similar substances; Process fur Colouring or

Hardening throughout its mass. Chem. Techn.

Fabr. Dr. Alb. R. YV. Brand and Co. Fr. Pat. 3-JS.193,

Dec. 29, 1902.

See ling. Pat. 5594 of 1903 ; this J., 1904, 188.—T. F. B.

Furnace; Continuous for Bricks. Tiles, Cement, frc.

Scheidt et Cie„ Belgium. Fr. Pat. 336,166, < let. 7, 1903.

The flues and valves of a horizontal furnace are so arranged

that the temperature maybe regulated at every pi I oi each

chamber.— H. 1!.

X.-METALLUEGY.
Iron Ores; Briquetting . A. Weiskopf.

Stahl u. Eisen., Unit. 24, 275—281.

The methods devised may be grouped as thosi

—

\a. With

inorganic binding substances {e.g., clay, lime, water-glass,

-lags, waste 1 quors from certain manufactures, &c i. Some

of these yield briquettes of good quality, but low in

iron and high in silica and alumina. 1/'. With organic

binding subsl races {e.g., tar, pi troli nm residues, rosin soaps.

dust. liquors from cellulose oi inufacture,

.\.c). The mixture is made ivith the aid of suitable

machinery, the briquettes being subsequently hardened by

exposure to the air, with or without compression, or by

heating to sintering, with or without previous compres

percentage of iron is not lowered so much as in la, but

most of the briquettes so formed are liable to crumbli in

the furnace '-'. Witl ibstance, the briquettes

being subjected to high pressure, and hardened b exposure

to air or with the aid of heat, or being hard- ned b\ beat

alone (sintering) without previous application of pressure.

The author considers that the problem ol prod

sufficients briquettes which shall be i

resistant to the shocks of transport and the pressure in thi

furnace, shall stand the weather, shall not crumble at a high,

temperature, and shall be sufficiently porous, i- not yet

solved. Especially an efficient, cheap, and non-injurious

binding substance is wanted. The advantages of briquettes

to be counted against the cost, are, saving of carriage of

moisture, and lessening of loss in transport, saving in coke,

increase.! production through greater regularity in working,

lessened repairs to lining, lessened amount of dust in the

waste gases, and consequent economies in the use of thest

gases.- -J, T. D.

Ferrn-Silimn ) An Explosion of high-grade .

G. Watson Gray. Paper read before the Faraday Soc.

Electrochemist and .Metall., 1901, 3, C01- j0:i.

The author has investigated a series of explosions at

Liverpool c I recently imported ferro-silieon which had been

allowed to stand on the quay for nearly a month. He
cannot ascribe the cause to the presence oi calcium carbide,,

since the material only contains 0-1 per cent, of calcium,

though as much as 14 per cent, of this element has been

known to occur in ferro- silicons. Phosphorus and arsenii

were present, and the gases in the casks contained phos-

phorus and arsenic hydrides. The author considers the

explosion to have been due to these gases.— 11. S. II.

[Gold] Slimes Agitator ; A Trapezoidal .

C. De Kalb. Eng. and Mining J., 1904, 77, 241.

The author has obtained good results with the trapezoidab

agitator shown in the accompanying figures. It consist! •:

n°box SO ft. long, t! ft. high, and 7 ft. s in. broad at the-

shallowend, and 10 ft. high and ft. broad at the deep encL.

A 6-in. pipe leads from near the centre of the deep e-nd to»

a centrifugal pump placed 1 1 ft. in front of the shadow end

of the box. The discharge pipe of the pump is fitted nith

a 15 Y-pipe. the inclined branch of winch leads to just over

the edge of the box. The pulp pumped from the box is

discharged through this pipe at such an angle that it

impinges on the surface of the pulp in the box at a distance

of 111 in. from the nozzle. The pump works at an average

rate of 4C0 revolutions per minute, and in conseimenci

the low " head." the pulp is discharged at a high veloc

Agitation is stated to be complete in II hours, and the pulp

is then forced through the vertical branch of the Y-P'Pe '"

the ditltributin; box, and thence to the settling tanks.

Detailed results obta d with this apparatus an quoted,

and ii t- slat, d that the total extraction of gold and silver

has increased From an average of 67 - 04 per cent, when

agitation was effected with compressed air in the settling

tanks, to an average of 74 - 27 per cent, with the apparatus

described.— \. S.

Aluminium Pender and Hie Oxidation of Aluminium.

E. Kohn-Abrest. Bull. Soc. Chin.., 1904, 31, 233—2391

A" sample of aluminium powder examined b\ the author

the following composition Metallic aluminium
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(including iron), 91-20; alumina, 5'80; silica, 1.30;
•• graphitoidal " and insoluble silicon (determined indirectly),

0-40; carbon. 0-23; moisture, loss. &e. (by diff.), 1-07

per cent. Aluminium powder in contact with alumina or

aluminium hydroxide becomes oxidised, the action being

especially rapid in an ammoniacal medium. If aluminium

hydroxide be precipitated from a chloride solution by
ammonia, and then aluminium powder be added, the latter

is soon completely converted into a white gelatinous mass,

probably a suboxide of aluminium.— A. S,

Arsenic and Antimony in Nickel Speiss; Determi;

of . II. Nisseason and A. Mittasch. XXI II.,

page 338.

Alumina [in Metallurgical Products]; Method for the

direct Determination of . C. E. liuegcr. XXIII..

page 339.

English Patents.

Steel; Manufacture of . H. W. Lash, Cleveland,

Ohio. ling. Vat. 8026, April 7, 1903.

Low-grade iron ore is smelted in a blast furnace, and the

greater part of the crude metal produced is treated in a
|

liessemer converter until it is partially oxidised ; the re-

mainder of the impure met;il (containing metalloids) is

conveyed whilst molten to a basic-lined open-hearth furnace ;

"basic materials " may then be added, together with the

refined Bessemerised molten metal containing iron oxides.

When chemical action has subsided, the reriued mass .

drawn off.—E. S.

Steel Armour Plates, or other Plates of Steel with a

Hardened Face ; Manufacture of . T. J. Tresidder,

Sheffield. Eng. Pat. 8299, April 9, 1903.

Steel plates composed of stated proportion* of iron,

carbon, manganese, nickel, and tungsten are manufactured
without, at any stage, " heating said plates to different

temperatures in different parts of the plate at the same
time." Such a plate is cemented or " supercarburised "

on one side, and whilst hot, is re-forged or rolled, quenched,
then uniformly heated and gradually cooled (after bending
when necessary) and is again heated and quenched until

the nneemented portions are in good fibrous condition.

The plates are then uniformly heated and chilled. l'iates

go treated have "a smooth glass-hard face and a fibrous

body or back." See Fr. Pat. 333,582, of 1903 ; this J.,

1903, 1353.—E. S.

Iron and Steel ; Production of by I lie Direct Reduce
tion of Iron Ores in Crucible Furnaces. C. J. L. Otto,
Dresden, Germany. Eng. Pat. 9346, April 24, 1903.

Within a portable, covered furnace, supported on trunnions
for tilting, is arranged a covered crucible naving a central

tube (conveying fire-gases), open at the top and bottom,
/arrying a circular plate fitting to the sides of the
jrucible near its top, in which plate are tubular projections
idmitting passage of gases from within into the sur-
rounding air space. The crucible is charged with a little

ihareoul at the bottom, and is then filled with crushed
)rc, in some cases mixed with scrap iron. The space
irotind the crucible is filled with fuel, by the coin-

Rlgtion of which the crucible is heated, without contact
between the ore and the ashes of the fuel. The reduction
>f the ore takes place under a pressure of about two
itmospheres from an air-blast. There is an air chamber
ibout the lower part of the furnace, the air-blast supplying
yhich, is heated by means of the fuel gases, and there are
mmerous passages through the walls of the furnace from
he air chamber into the space filled with fuel.—E. S.

°recious Metals ; Extraction of from Ores. C. II.

Webb, Dorking, Surrey. Eng. Pat. 24~,417, Nor. 7, 1902.

Ihe crushed ore is treated with a solvent solution in a

evolving vat having at either or both ends, and along
ts sides, continuously or at intervals, gratings covered
yith a suitable cloth or other filtering material. The
iltenng devices are so arranged within the vats that a

space is left behind them, and such spaces are connected
with pipes leading outside, whereby the liquid, as it filters

through, is led away. The filtration is carried on under
a difference of pressure between the feeding and delivery
sides of the filtering devices, effected by the use of an
air-pump, adapted for either compression or exhaustion,
or for both alternately ; or a separate suction pump may
be provided.—E. S.

Blast-Furnaee Tuyeres or Injectors ; Impts. in »

E. liertrand and E. Vorbach. of the Prager Kisenindustrie
i res., Kladno, Bohemia. Eng. Pat. 26,037, Nov. 28, 1903.

A hollow core is arranged in the longitudinal axis of the
tuyere, so that it may be pushed forward or withdrawn by
suitable mechanical means, thereby regulating the free
section for the passage of the blast into the furnace.
Through the action of the blast a depression of pressuVe
is caused inside the core ; this may be measured by means
of a gauge, and then affords information as to the quantity
of air passing. The core may be provided with an opening
at its rear end, through which ore, flux, or combustibles
may be sucked, and blown into the furnace by the action of
the blast.—L. F. G.

Lithographic Stones [Metallic Substitute] ; Manufacture
of Substitutes for . G. Bower, St. Xeots, and
I
'. W. Ganntlett, London. Ene. Pat. 6155, March 17, 1903.

The substitutes for lithographic stones consist in metallic
plates, the surfaces of which are covered with one or more
metallic oxides. Thus a coating of iron oxide may be
obtained on a steel plate by exposing it to heat and steam,
but preferably to the action of superheated steam containing
a little oil vapour, which removes any free oxygen present in

the steam, so that only magnetic oxide is formed on the
-i. el plate, t oatings of copper, tin, or zinc oxides may also
be employed.—A. G. L.

United States Patents.

Iron and Steel ; Process of treating . E. Kneels,
Diisseldort. U.S. Pat. 752,054, Feb. 1G, 1904.

Ski: Eng. Pat. 25,932 of 1903; this J., 1904, 118.—T. F. B.

Metals ; Extraction of from complex Ores. J. B. de
Alzugaray, Bromley. U.S. Pat. 752,320, Feb. 10, 1904.

See Fr. Pat. 334,272 of 1903 ; this J., 1904, 24.—T. F. B.

French Patents.

Aluminium Alloys ; Manufacture of , with a view to-

the production of Hydrogen more or less carburetted,
and pure Hydrogen. X. A. Helouis, L. Mauclaire, and
K. Meyer. Fr. Pat. 335,954, Sept. 25, 1903.

Alloys of aluminium with barium, sodium, zinc, and other
metals are obtained, preferably, by the aluminium-thermic
process. If it be desired to obtain a carburetted hydrogen,
a mixture of barium dioxide, powdered aluminium, and
carbon, in stated proportions, is ignited in a magnesia-lined
crucible. The product is broken up, and after several day-
is treated, first with water, and lastly with soda solution, to
obtain the gas. If pure hydrogen be required, the alloy of
aluminium-barium is produced from the described mixture
except that the carbon isomitted, and that the aluminium
is in granules or filings. An aluminium-sodium alloy may
be similarly formed from a mixture of sodium dioxide with
aluminium. On treating the product with water to obtain
hydrogen, a strong solution of sodium aluminate remains
as a by-product. Various applications for the pure and
carburetted hydrogen thus obtained are described and.
claimed. Compare Fr. Pats.333,724 and 333,725 of 19
this J., 1903, li47.—E. S.

Cadmium ; Allay of . G. Chaudoir, juu. Fr. Pat.

335,838, Oct. 9, 1903.

To form an alloy offering resistance to rupture at high
temperatures nearly equal to that offered at ordinary
temperature, from 1 to '<:> parts per cent, of cadmium are
melted with copper, bronze, or brass. An alloy contain:
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92 parts of copper, 45 parts of tin, and 3-5 purls of

cadmium, is especial!; recommended. Reference is made
to Eng. Pat. 10,197 of 1897 and to Ger. Pat. 97,141.

—E.S.

Ores ; Treatment of in a Furnace having a chamber
to receive melted products. I. Sanfilippo. Fr. l'at.

336,009, Oct. 5, 1903.

Besides the furnace chamber proper, the furnace is pro-

tided with a second, relatively shallow chamber underneath
the hearth, inclined towards a guarded opening for the

outflow of melted metal or metalloid (such as sulphur), the

dividing floor or partition being supplied with numerous
holes or slits for passage of melted matter from the upper
to the lower chamber. One means of access, or more, to

the chimney is provided from the subsidiary chamber,
whereby gases, such as sulphur dioxide, formed in roasting

the ore. may be drawn into or through it ; or the direction

of the gases may be reversed.—E. S.

Airfor Blast Furnaces or Converters ; Process and Appa-
ratus for removing the Moisture from . J. Gayley.
Fr. Pat. 886,065, Oct. 15, 1903.

See Eng. Pat. 19,933 of 1903 ; this J., 1904, 22.—T. F. 15.

XI.—ELECTRO-CHEMISTRY AND
ELECTRO-METALLURGY.
(4.)—ELECTRO-CHEMISTRY.

Electro-chemical Industries. F. R. Crocker and M. Arendt.
School of Mines Quarterly, 1903. 25, 1— 20.

The subjects treated by the authors include: The electro-

lytic refining of copper; the electrolytic manufacture of

aluminium, caustic soda, and potassium chlorate ; electrolytic

bleaching ; manufacture of calcium carbide, barium com-
pounds, alkali cyanides, carborundum, and artificial graphite ;

electric smelting (iron, steel, aluminium bronze) ; and the
manufacture of ozone and of oxides of nitrogen.—A. S.

Luminous Arcs in Metal Vapours [of Mercury, Sec.].

E. Weintraub. Philos. Mag., 7, 95—124. Chem. Centr.,

1904, 1, 628.

A LONG arc can be readily produced in mercury vapour,
with a continuous current at 100—200 volts, if a supple-
mentary electrode be placed in the neighbourhood of the
cathode, in order to render the latter active. The anode
cannot be rendered active in this way. An arrangement is

described in which the anode is of iron or graphite, whilst
near the mercury cathode, a supplementary cathode, also of
mercury, is placed. By electro-magnetic means, an iron
core can be raised, whereby the film of mercury which
connects the two cathodes is removed and a small arc is

produced. By the ionising action of the arc on the mercury
vapour, the main cathode is reudered active, and if no
foreign gases be present, the main arc is produced almost
instantaneously. If, however, the containing vessel or
lamp has not been completely evacuated, e.g., if the pressure
of foieign gases (air, hydrgen, oxygen) exceed 0'0] mm.,
the supplementary cathode 'ices not act so well. In such
cases, a thin carbon filament may he used extending from
the anode to near the cathode. The main are extends first

to the carbon filament, and then, rapidly, to the anode.
Similar effects can be produced with alkali metals and
amalgams in place of mercury.—A. S.

Solubility ufGlass .• Electrochemical Determination of .

K. Haber and 11. Schweoke. /Celts, f. Electrpchem.,
1904,10, 143—156.

The authoi - have worked out a rapid and simple method for
determining the corrosive «r .-olvent action of water on glass
bottles such as are used tor wine and beer. The method
of examination recommended bj the authors, consists in

heating the glass bottle containing pure distilled water
to 80 C. during five hours; b current .1 air (free ttom
carbon dioxide) being bubbled through the water. Two
small platinum electrodes arc dipped into the water and

the strength of current obtained by 10, 20, and 30 volts

is noted every hour. From these measurements the

>pecific conductivity of the water is obtained, and by the

increase of this value, which is noted, the solubility is

calculated. Comparison of the result^ with those obtained

with previously examined bottles enables one to form au
opinion of the quality of the glass of the vessel under
examination.— R. S. II.

Paper [for Electrical Insulation'] ; Resistance of , to

Mmstuic. Winkler. XIX., page 334.

Carbon from Carbides [Metallic']; Separation of ,

ami Formation of Graphite. II. Ditz. VII., page 322.

Electrolytic Bleaching; Cost of .

V., page 320.

Ekolish Patent.

Fraass.

Peat ; [Electrical] Process and Apparatus for removing
Waterfrom . B. Kittler, Memel, Germany. Eug.
Pat. 126, Jan. 2, 1901.

Ill the removal of water from pent by electro-osmotfl

action, the peat is wanned, kept in motion, and subjected to

a vacuum. The peat is contained in a cylindrical sieve or

strainer, which acts as the negative po'e, and which :
s

arranged with an oyter casing carried on a central hollow
shall provided with hollow stirring blades, arranged heii-

callv around the shaft so as to act as conveyers ; the shaft

and stirring blades form the positive pole. Hot air 1* pass) I

through the hollow shalt, and the outer easing is providfl
with an outlet for removal of the water and is connected
with an air-pump. It is claimed that great efficiency is

obtained with a small consumption of current, and ibat

incrustation on the positive pole and short circuiting are

prevented.—A. S.

United States Patents.

Electrically Healing Articles; l'roccss of . E. F.

Price, Niagara falls, X.V., Assignor to Union Carbide
Co., Niagara Falls, NY. U.S. l'at. 752,357, Feb. 16,

1904.

The carbon articles, to be heated or baked, are arranged
end to end in proximity to and around a resistauce-cofl

ductor, and within or between, and in proximity to, layers

of a separate material which is normally a poor conductor
of electricity. The electric current is passed directly

through the resistance-conductor, which is interposed

between the electrodes or terminals, and the articles are

boated and the layer of material is converted by the beat.

into a better conductor. The material thus allows the

current to pass directly through it, and supplies a] further

quantity of heat to the articles sufficient to bake them.
— R. X.

Heating Articles by Electricity ; l'roccss of . E. I
Price, Niagara Falls, N.V., Assignor to Union Carbide

Co., Niagara Falls, N.Y. U.S. Pat. 752,358, Feb. 16,

1904.

The process is similir to ihc one described in the preceding

abstract of U.S. l'at. 752,357, with an additional arrange-

ment for mechanically directing the electric current tl. rough

the articles alter they have been partially heated, so ai

to bring them to the desired temperature. It is clahnec

that the process is suitable for electrically baking carbon

electrodes, the latter being arranged in a number ol

superposed or concentric layers.—R. N.

(S.)—ELECTRO-METALLURGY.

Steel; Examination of , with regard to its Electrica

Conductivity. .1. A. Lapp. Amcr. Inst. Mining Enir.

New York, 1908.

The specific resistance of 45 samples of sleel varied a

about 20 <.'. between 11 and 22'7 microhms, or betweei
t'i-4 and 13'2 times that of copper. Seven samples

wrought iron showed at 25 C. a specific resistance of fron

10 - to 18*8 microhms, or 6*12—7'82times that of coppei
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Curves are given showing the influence of impurities on the
resistance of steel. Manganese is the element which exerts

the greatest influence, and it is stated that commercial steel

rails contain more manganese than is necessary to obtain the

"best results. For a good rail-steel having a resistance

i(13*8 microhms) eight times that of copper, not more than
4>- 15 per cent, of carbon, 0,30 of manganese, OOG of
phosphorus, 0-06 of sulphur, and 0-03 per cent, of silicon

should be present.— A. S.

>Gold ; Electrolytic Analysis of . F. M. Perkin and
\V. C. Preeble. XXIII., page 339.

English Patents.

Zinc ; Process for the Electrolytic Production of .

K. Kaiser, Berlin. Eng. Pat. 15,420, July 11, 1903.

See Fr. Pat. 333,773 of 1903 ; this J., 1903, 1356.—T. F. B,

Furnaces [Electric]. Le Roy W. Stevens and
B. Timmerman, Chicago. Eng. Pat. 769, Jan. 12, 1901.

See U.S. Pats. 749,460 and 749,461 of 1904; this J., 1904,

192.—T. F. 15.

Furnaces [Electric]. Le Koy \V. Stevens and
B. Timmerman, Chicago. Kng. Pat. 770, Jan. 12, 1904.

See U.S. Pat. 749,462 of 1903; this J., 1901, 192.—T. F. H.

French Patents.

Metals ; Manufacture of Neiv Combinations of . bn
Ionization. A. N'odon. * Fr. Pat. 335,907, Oct. 14, 1903.

The electro-negative metal is fused and used as the cathode
in an electric furnace, the anode being a non-attackable
substance, and the electrolyte a fusible and onlv slightly

volatile halogen compound of the more electro-positive

metal. The passage of the current effects an ionisation,

effecting the combination of the metals and the liberation

of the halogen. To incorporate other metals, the electro-

aflinity of each of the nev metals is first determined, and
these are added to the electrolyte as halogen compounds.
The proportions are regulated by the composition of the

alloy to be obtained, and the liberation of the metals is

effected successively by the aid of electro-motive forces

proportional to the electro-affinities of the metals of the

electrolyte.—B. N.

Etching [Designs on] Metals, and especially Printing
Cylinders. J. A. Dejev. Fr. Pat. 335,941, Sept. is.

1903.

The present process differs from that described in Fr.

Pat. 334,499 of 1903 (this J., 1904, 67) in that the

metallic reserve is tin instead of lead, and the deposition of

the tin on the prepared surface is effected eleetrolytically

from a hot bath, preferably constituted of two parts of
sodium pyrophosphate to one part of stannous chloride,

dissolved in distilled water. The other processes remain
substantially as described in the former patent. Reference
is made to Fr. Pat. 301,227 of 1900. See Addition to

Fr. Pat. 301,054 of 1901 ; this Journal, 1902, 51.— E. S.

XII.-FATTY OILS, FATS, WAXES.
AND SOAP.

OUic Acid; Solidifying , with Sulphuric Arid.

K. Hartl, jun., Vienna. Ger. Pat. 148,062, Jan 20,

1903. Zeit's. augew. Chern., 1904, 17, 277.

Oleic acid and fatty acids in which it is contained are

solidified by first submitting them to distillation with

superheated steam—to remove organic impurities liable to

be carbonised by sulphuric acid—and then treating the

distillate with concentrated sulphuric acici in the usual

manner.—C. S.

" Extraction Beeswax " ; Characteristics of .

W. Hirschel. Chem.-Zeit., 1904, 28, S 12—213.

In the preparation of beeswax, the bulk of the wax is first

separated by treatment with hot water and straining from

dead bees, &c, and the residue pressed in 'layers with straw
in a filter-press. The pressed residue is again boiled and
pressed, yielding the so-called " expressed wax." and this

final residue in the press is extracted with benzine to recover

the 10— 15 per cent, of wax that it still contains. The
"extraction wax" is frequently contaminated with the

material of artificial combs. The author has analysed

three specimens of genuine "extraction wax " as obtained

directly from the residue, previous to the partial bleaching and
refiniug that it undergoes before being put upon the market.

The crude wax was a dark brown soft mass, greasy to the.

touch and of unpleasant odour. In each ease it was boiled

with waler before analysis to rem >ve a yellow colouring

matter. The filtered waxes gave the following results :—
Acid value. 233 to 27-1 saponification value, 92 to 94'5

;

''ratio," 2-46 to 2-95; Buchner's acid value, 11 '9 to

13-2 ; iodine value. 31 -2 to 39-6; m.pt., 61-3 to 62-5 j a.nd

sp. gr. at 15' C, 0-953 toO'957. With the exception of the

specific gravity anil melting point these values differ greatly

from the figures for normal beeswax, and particularly in the

ease of the iodine value and Buchner's acid value. All

three specimens gave faint reactions in the tests for rosin,

and in Weinwurm's test for paraffin behaved as though
containing about 5 per cent, of that substance. In Fehliug's

test for stearic acid only a faint tuilkiuess was obtained.

Six commercial samples of "extraction wax" in a. semi-
bleached condition gave the following results :— Acid value,

21 '9 to 53 '3 ; saponification value, 91 '5 to 122 '2
;
" ratio,"

1 -29 to 3 21 :' Buchner's acid value, 10- 1 to 27 -9
; m. pt.,

69 to 72-5° C. ; and sp. gr. at 15 C.,0-970 to 0-934.

All the samples gave more or less pronounced reactions with
lehling's stearic acid test.—C. A. M.

Oils and Fats : Simple Thermostat for use. in connection

with the Refractametric Examination of . T. K.

Thorpe. XXIII., page 338.

Edible Fats; Analysis of , particularly the Detection

of Cocoanut Oil in Putter unit Lard. A. Juckernack
and 1!. Pasternack. XXIII., page 339.

Butter-Fat ; Interdependence of the Physical and Chemi-
cal Criteria in the Analysis of —— . T. E. Thorpe.
XVIII. A., page 334.

English Patents.

ll'oof/ Oil [Tung Oil] ; Treatment of to form Pro-
duets especially useful in the Manufacture of Linoleum
and the like. A. H. Dewar. From The Linoleum
Manufacturing Co. Eng. Pat. 5789, March 12, 1903.

XIII. B., page 328.

Socage Sludge ami like matters; Treatment of [Extrac-
tion of Fatty Matters from] . 11. Speuce and
P. Spence ?nd Sons., Ltd. Eng. Pat. 8348, April 11,

1903. XVIII. I!., page 334.

Snaps developing Active Oxygen and having an Antiseptic

and Bleaching Effect ; Manufacture of Non-Caustic
H. Giessler and 11. Bauer, Stuttgart. Eng. Pat.

22,580, Oct. 19, 1903.

Ordinary soap is mixed with a suitable proportion of
" sodium or ammonium perborate," NH 4B03 or NaBO„ or

"sodium percarbouate," Xa.CO.,, either in the form of

powder or as a paste with lanolin, vaselin, &c. Claim i~

also made for protecting such salts from the action of the

carbon dioxide of the air by enveloping them in soaps,

spermaceti, vaselin, paraffin-wax, &c.— C. A. M.

French Patents.

Oils (did Fats ; Enzymic Decomposition of —
M. ISicloux. Fr. Pat. 335,902, Oct. 14, 1903.

Crushed castor (or ether) seeds are triturated with caslor

oil from a previous operation, and the oily extract filtered

and subjected to centrifugal force. The deposit consists

of aleurone and the active enzymic substance, and amounts
to about 7

- 5 per cent, of the original non-decorticated

;eeds. As separated it still contains about 80 per cent.
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of oil. It is stated that 10 kilos, of this active deposit

are able to effect nearly complete decomposition of 1,000
kilos, of fats and oils in 24 hours.—C. A. M.

Solvent ; Separation of from substances from uhich

the Fat lias bein extracted. ¥.. Bergmann. Fr. I'at.

335,964, Oct. 12, 1903.

The solvent is displaced by a liquid having a greater

affinity for the substance but without chemical action on the

solvent, e.g., water, with or without the addition of an acid,

alkali or salt, which additions may in certain ases be made
to the substance before the extraction. C. \. M.

MI-PIGMENTS, PAINTS; KESINS,

VARNISHES; INDIA-RUBBER, Etc.

(A)—PIGMENTS, PAINTS.

Alkaline Earths [Pigment^ . Mangani-manyanates of the

. V. Auger and M. Billy. Comptes rend.. 1904,

138, 500—502.

The compounds prepared by the fusion of manganese
dioxide with a mixture of an earthy base and its nitrate

or chlorate never possess the composition of manganatcs
but always have a deficiency of oxygen as compared with

the general formula Mni l
4M". The authors regard such

compounds as rnangani-inanganates, the barium salt having

been introduced as a pigment under the nam. of i assel green.

This compound is best prepared by evaporating a clear

solution of baryta to a pasty consistency in a large flask,

incorporating with the mass a mixture of equimolecular

proportions of potassium and sodium nitrates to the extent

of about five times the dry weight of the baryta and
introducing powdered potassium permanganate in the

proportion of 1 mol. to 4 mols. of barium oxide. The
whole is then heated in an air bath in presence of a current

of dry air to remove the water and is then maintained at

a temperature of about 280° C. until th.- mass becomes
green and ceases to evolve oxygen. After cooling, the

green mass is thoroughly washed with boiled water and I

dried in the desiccator. The green pigment had the

following composition :—MnO 19'9, Ba< > 70"8, available

oxygen 6- 98, H.,0 (by difference) 2-4 per cent. This

composition indicates an excess of barium over that re-

quired by the theoretical formula JlnJi Ba H20, but the

ratio of available oxygeu to manganese corresj ids exactly

to the formula Oa:Mn3
= 48:110.— J. F. B.

English Patent.

Paint Composition. W. A. Hall, New York.

Eug. Pat. 26,903, Dec. 8, 1903.

A n mkk-kesistino and more or less elastic paint is pro-

duced by mixing a mineral base, such as tale (200 parts),

a vegetable oil, e.g., tung oil (25 parts), potassium ox date

(2 parts), and water (50 parts), and adding to the mixture
too parts of a binding composition consisting of casein

(20 parts), ammonia ll part), formaldehyde (2*5 parts),

boric acid (2 parts), creosote (1 part), and water (170
parts).—T. F. B.

French Patents.

Med •> Paints; Manufacture of a .

.1. E. Kollinger. Fr. Pat. 336,317, dan. 10, 1903.

-i i D S. Pat. 738,456 of 1903; this J., 1903, lu96.—T.F.B.

Pigment, ami Process ofManufacturing same. W. .1. Arm-
brnster and J. Morton. Fr. Pat. 33 ,222, l let. 23, 1903.

L'nder Iuternat. Com ., Jan. 30. 1903.

1903; this J., 1903, 1300.—T.F.B.

Paint; Manufactun of a . J. E. Kollinger.

First Addition, dated Oct. 23, 19 Fat. 328,114,
( let 23, 1902; this J., 1904, 69.

The pigment obtained from dolomite containing 20—50
per cent, of magnesia ; - - tperior to that from a purely

calcareous limestone. Magnesia may be added to a lime-
stone, but the result is less satisfactory than when it is

naturally present.— M. J. S.

(.B.)-K KSIXS, VAKNISHKS.

Colophony; Constituents of . \Y. Eahriou.
Z.its. angew. I hem., 1904,17, 239—241.

In a former communication (this J.. 1902, 127 I the author
asserted that the chief constituent of American colophony
hi an acid (or isomeric acids) of the formula C,.ll

;

„,( >.,

which readily underwent spontaneous oxidation with the
formation of a product insoluble in petroleum spirit. His
views were opposed by Tschirch and Studer (this J., 1903,
1250). 11. luthor now replies to Tschirch and studer,
and concludes that his former theory of the " autoxidatioo "

of colophony is completely justified by observation- made.
— ('. A. M.

liosin ami liosin Oil ; Practical Uses of . S. v. Rclar
Stanislawski. Chem. ilev. Fett- a. Harz-Ind., 1904, II
8—9.

Tin; cheap es of sealing-wax contain up to 40 per
cent, of rosin, in addition to shellac, aeearoid resin, thick,

turpentine. Manila copal, and colouring and weighting
materials ; whilst ordinary packing sealing-wax contains as-

much as 60 per cent, of rosin. Mixtures of heavy rosin
oil and mineral oil are used as " saturation oils " in the
sugar industry. Effront (see Eng. I'at. 19,354 of 1902, and
Fr. Pat. (addition) 321,124 of 1902 ; this J. 1903, 223,
10C1 ; also this J. 1903,876) has described a method of
improving the fermentation of molasses for the manufacture
of spirit by adding rosin, rosin acids, or rosin soaps to the
mash, wort, or pitching yeast. An addition of 20 to 101)

grins, of rosin to 100 litres of mash increases the yield of
alcohol, whilst abnormal molasses are rendered readily
fermentable by treatment with rosin acids at a higher
temperature. (heap substitues for shellac have been pre-
pared from aeearoid resin, rosin, and a sapouifiable wax,
whilst in some cases Manila copal is present. For certain

purposes these preparations give as good results as shellac.

Rosin and rosin oil are added to inferior asphaltuui varnishes
to improve their lustre and elasticity, whilst rosin varnishes
are mixed with benzene solutions of rubber, and used as
insulating varnishes.—C. A. M.

Copal Hi.tin and Kino, New; obtain. iecly from
the Fruit and Bark of Dipleryx Odoruta, Willm
E. Heckel and F. Schlagdenhauffen. Comptes rend,
1904, 138, 430—432.

The red secretion product contained in the bark of Dipleryx
udorala, and probably in all trees of the genus Dipleryx,
presents very close analogies with previously known kii

The flowers contain a copal resin and the berries are neb
in coumarin.—T. H. P.

English Patent.

Wood Oil [ Tung Oil] : Treatment of to form
products especially useful in the m-inu/ai-tiu; if Lino-
leum and the like. A. II. Dewar, Staines ; and the

leum Manufacturing Co., Ltd; London. Kng. Pat.
Mai eh 12. 1908.

Tung oil polymerised by heat is mixed with 'solidified"
(oxidis. a) linseed oil, yielding a product that melts at a
lower temperature than the polymerised oil (300 C).
Resins, oils, siccatives, or the like ma) also be added, or

blown castor oil, rosin oil, &c, may be added at about
lso C. instead of the solidified unseed oil—C. A. M.

(C.)—INDIA-RUBBER.

Indiarubber i Valuation of . C. O. Weber;
Gummi-Zeit., 1904, 18, 4C1.

Tin: method of fractional precipitation (this J., 1903, 885)
for the valuation of india-rubber must be used with caution
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in the case of rubbers not well known, and it is as well to

•supplement it by an [elementary analysis of the "riginat

rubber, and also of each fraction, and a determination of

bromine in the bromine-addition product. The author gives

an instance of Uganda ball, which had all the appearance of

a good rubber. The nitroso product appeared normal, but

the bromide on analysis only yielded GO - 27 per cent, of

bromine (instead of 7 - 17 percent.). The rubber itself

contained no less than 32 per cent, of oxygen
;
yet by the

Schneider method {loc. cit.) it yielded 92 per cent, of a-caou-

tchouc and 8 per cent, of resin.—J. K. 1!.

English Patents.

Rubber; Process of Vulcanising . A. O. Bourn,
Bristol, E.I., U.S.A. Eug. Pat. 28,353, Dec. 24, 1903.

The object of the process is to ensure a uniform tempera-
ture in all parts of the vulcanising chamber, whether the

heating be done by a steam-jacket or by coils inside the

chamber. This is achieved by mechanically circulating the

vulcanising medium (air or other gas) by means of suitably

arranged pipes counected to a fan or pump.—J. K. B.

Adhesive Solution for sticking all kinds of Leather,

Rubber, Cloth, and the like. H. E. Dancer, East Finehlev.

Eng. Pat. 7313, March 30, 1903.

A suitable solution for sticking together leather, rubber,

cloth, &c., consists of gutta-percha (about 1 lb.) dissolved

in methvlated ether (I lb.) and carbon bisulphide (4 lb.).

—T. F. B.

United States Patents.

Rubber-like Gum. M. G. Brownell, Denver, Col.
U.S. Pat. 752,951, Feb. 23, 1904.

A. plastic, rubber-like, waterproof gum is prepared from
the plant Picradeniafloribunda utilis by grinding the plant
to a pulp and treating this pulp with a volatile hydrocarbon
solvent, such as light petroleum spirit, in .which the gum
is soluble, and separating the gum from the extract by
evaporation.—J. F. B.

Rubber-like Gum. if. G. Brownell, Denver, Col. U.S.
Pat. 7.32,952, Feb. 23, 1904.

A plastic, rubber-like body, consisting essentially of the
gummy particles contained in the plant Picradenia fiori-

bunda utilis, separated and agglomerated into a coherent

mass, insoluble in water, but soluble in light hydrocarbons
is claimed. The plant is ground to a pulp with water, and
the pulp is subjected to a compressive, rubbing action,

whereby the gummy matter is separated from the ftbre.

—J. F. B.

Rubber-like Material. II. A. Leigh, Assignor to the

Western Rubber Co., both of Denver, Col. U.S. Pat.

752,988, Feb. 24, 1904.

The agglomerated gummy matter obtained from Picradenia
fioribunda utilis' is mixed with sulphur or sulphur com-
pounds, rolled into sheets, and vulcanised by heating under
pressure.—J. F. B.

French Patent.

Caoutchouc, Artificial ; Manufacture of . L. L. A.
Seguin and J. F. (i. de Iloussy de Sales. Fr. Pat.

336,206, Oct. 21, 1903.

The "caoutchouc ferment" mentioned in Fr. Pat. 334,833
(this J., 1904, 122) is prepared in the following manner.
A solution of natural caoutchouc in " benzine " is exposed
to daylight in a closed bottle, and the thick deposit produced
is redissolved by heating at 50 J

C. The solution is then
poured into double its volume of alcohol, the liquid decanted
from the precipitate obtained, and the latter scattered on
the surface of a mixture of coal-tar with boric acid, which
is then kept at 50° C, in an atmosphere of oxygen. After
some time, the cover and the walls of the containing vessel
become coated with a brownish-grey powder, which is

stated to lie a very active ferment.—M. J. S.

XIV.-TANNING; LEATHER, GLUE. SIZE,

English Patents.

at [Glue Composition] fur uniting pieces of Wood.
J. H.J. B.irtels, Liverpool. Eng. Pat. 415t. Feb. 21, 1903.

Oupinarv animal glue is dissolved in iniik nf lime,
and 1 to 2 parts of linseed meal are added to the glue
solution so obtained (9 pints) and also about 1 part of
commercial silicate of soda. The sheets to be united an

<l thinly with the cement, and then brought together,
and submitted to pressure and heat.—J. K. B.

lesive Solution fur sticking all kinds of Leather, Rubber,
Cloth, and the like. H E. Dancer. Eng. Pat. 7313,
March 30, 1903. XIII. C, col. 1.

Fhench Patent.

Leather} Grained , and Process ef making same. The
Universal Leather Co. Fr. Pat. 336,256. ( let. 26, 1903.

See Eng. Pat. 22,872 of 1S03 ; this J., 1904, 27.—T. F. B.

XV.-MANURES. Etc.

PhosphoricAcid in Crude Phosphates ; Rendering the —

—

soluble,for Manuring Purposes. A. Ystgaard. Teknisk
Ugeblad, Christiania', 1903, 50, 329. Chem.-Zeit., 1904,

28, Kep., 56.

If powdered apatite be fused with earnallite, reaction takes
place according to the equation :—Ca

:

,P,l), + :>MgCl
2
=

Mg
:

P;O s + 3CaCl
2 . The product cau be easily pulverised,

and of its total phosphoric acid, about 80 per cent, is solu-

ble in 2 per cent, citric acid. The best results arc obtained
by using H times the theoretical amount of earnallite, and
fusing at about 700° C. for not longer than 10—30 minutes.
The process is more economical if the earnallite be partly
substituted by kieserite. The best mixture consists of
100 parts of apatite, 200 parts of earnallite, and 100 parts of
kieserite ; and the product, after being lixiviated with cold
water, yields a residue containing from 26—30, sometimes
as much as 34, per cent, of phosphoric acid soluble in

2 per cent, citric acid. Comparative vegetation experiments
with the product obtained and with Thomas meal gave
results favourable to the new product.—A. S.

English Patents.

Gas Liquor; Treatment of . C. G. Moor.
Eng. Pat. 49S8, March 4, 1903. III., page 318.

Brewers' and Distillers' Yeast ; Treating and Drying
for use as a Manure. J. L.Baker. Eng. Pat. 7921,
April 6, 1903. XVIL, page 333.

XVI.-SUGAR, STARCH, GUM, Etc.

Beetroot Juice; Determination of the purity of——. • H.
Pellet. Bull, de 1'Assoc, des Cnim. de Sucr. et de Dist,
1904, 21, 762—766.

The author agrees with Hermann (this J., 1904, 28) that

the determination of the purity of beetroot juice in the
analysis of the juice obtained by pressing chopped slices

gives only inexact and variable results from which nothing
definite can be deduced. It is sufficient to determine the
quotient of the diffusion juice and the sugar content of
the beetroot. The tabulation of the richness of beetroots
from 7 to 20 per cent, with the corresponding purity of
the diffusion juice shows that for normal roots these are
strictly related when average figures are used. Boo;
irrigated lands, as in Persia, Spain aud Egypt, contain,

according to the author's experience, a greater quantity
of salts in proportion to sugar than usual. Beetroc
which have lain long on the ground after vegetation is

complete are abnormal in charac er.—L. J. de W.
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Beetroot Juice; Action of Lime on certain Nitrogenous
Matters in . E. Sellier. Ball, de I'Assoc. des
Chim. de Sucr. et dc Dist., 1904, 21, 760—782. See this

J., 1903, 969.

The author criticises the method used by Andrlik (this J.,

1908, 1202) for determining that portion of the nitrogen

of raw juice thai can be set free as ammonia by distilling

with lime after clat ideation. It is net stated how the

clarification is to be effected, nor is the proportion of lime
given. Ila6ic lead acetate would eliminate albuminoids,
properly so-called, but the separation of their products of

degradation is less certain. It is not known what bodies

other than ammoniacal compounds and amino-acids give off

ammonia when distilled with lime, There is a presumption
that albuminoids are decomposed, but the proof is wantiDg.

Glutaruine forms a precipitate with basic lead acetate, which
increases on standing, and the optical character of the

solution changes. If part of the amino-acids are precipitated

by the clarification, the determination of the ammoniacal
nitrogen is rendered inexact.—L. J. de \V.

Evaporation ami Heating} Transmission of Heat in .

13. Claassen. Bull, de I'Assoc. des Chim. de Sucr. et de
Dist., 1904, 21, 800—808.

The coefficient of transmission of heat increases with the

fall of temperature, and does not vary much per degree
within the limits of experiment, except for very steep falls,

when the injurious effect of an intense evaporation at the

beating surface makes itself increasingly felt. The co-

efficient of transmission increases with rise of temperature
of the heating steam and boiling liquid. Heating-steam at

temperatures above and below 100° C. in particular, seems
to act very differently. The coefficient diminishes when
the column of liquid on the beating surface is increased.

In the evaporation of solutions, the nature of the dissolved

substance uDd the concentration of the solution have great
influence. Salt solutions have co-efficients equal to or above
that of water. For solutions of sugar, and probably of all

organic matters, the coefficient diminishes with the increase

in concentration. The condition of the heating surface
(not only incrustation and rust, but also the composition of

the metallic surface) has a marked influence on the trans-
Mi ;-sion of heat. Any superheating of the steam diminishes
the coefficient of transmission, and at a rate increasing
greatly with that of the superheating.—L. J. de W.

Sugar ; Inversion of . L. Lindet. Comptes rend.,

1904,138, 508—Jlo.

It is recognised that the inversion of saccharose by boiling

with pure water is due to the very feeble acid properties of
the sugar; inversion is intensified by the presence of invert

sugar, the acidity of the constituents of which is greater
than that of the saccharose. If the electrical conductivity of
distilled water " be taken as unity," that of cane sugar is 1*3,

fructose 3-7, and glucose 5' 1. The addition of 1 part of
invert sugar to 3,000 of saccharose doubles the decree of
inversion. The author's experiments were carried out by
boiling a 10 percent, solution of sugar for four hours. The
nature of the vessel in which the boiling is conducted has a
L'reat influence on the inversion. With new glass vessels

the inversion is retarded or even inhibited by the alkalis

extracted from the ulass, which neutralise the acidity of the

sugar. This influence of the glass decreases with repeated
use, ami the proportions of reducing sugar formed, increase
with each operation until the glass becomes indifferent.

The maximum degree of inversion can be attained at 01

if the glass he first extracted with boiling water or dill

acid. With copper or aluminium vessels the inversion is

considerably intensified. Thi author was therefore led to
investigate the influence of shaviugs of various metals on
inversion in previously extracted glass vessels. Copper,
It ad, tin, and bismuth considerably intensified the inversion :

aluminium and antimony had a weaker intensifying effect ; I

nickel, chromium, arsenic, gold, platinum, silver, and
mercury were indifferent ; cobalt, iron, zinc, cadmium, and
magnesium had a retarding influence. Thes i effects tire

due to the acid or basic nature of the oxides of these metals.
The influence of metals on the inversion of saccharose is

greater the smaller the heat of formation of their compounds,
and the greater their tendency to chemical dissociation.
Further, these metals intensify the inversion of sugar more
powerfully the less the liability of their compounds to
electrolytic dissociation, the less the heat evolved by their
ionization, and the lower their electrolytic solution-pressure.

—J. F. B.

Sugar; Various methods of Ilefininy
Zeits. Ver. deutsch. Zuckenud., 1904,

. A. Aulard.
143—186.

In a review of the progress in the sugar refining industry-
in the last three years, the author deals with the composition,
of molasses ; formation of invert sugar ; refinery value of
raw sugars; defecation with baryta and ammonium phos-
phate; Roux's process for the complete drying down under
vacuum of refinery massecuites ; specification of complete-
plant for sugar refineries ; sugar-grinding and eube-formiojr
machinery ; sugar-loaf and slab-forming machines with
centrifugal claying

;
plant and working statistics of a French

refinery; description of the "Perfect" sand filter for •

syrups. Many of the descriptions are accompanied by-

illustrations.—J. F. B.

Potato Starch ; Composition of^—. A. Fernbach.
Comptes rend., 1904, 138, 428—430.

Iir determining the proportions of phosphoric anhydride it-

the small, light granules and in the large, heavy granules of
samples of potato starch, the author arrives at the conclusion:
that small starch granules consist of a nucleus relatively
rich in phosphorus oa which are gradually superprsed, so-

bs to form larger and larger granules, layers of starch free

from phosphorus. The latter element does not seem to.

belong entirely to the nitrogenous organic matter present,
as the starch examined contained only small proportions of
nitrogen.—T. H. P.

Sugar ; Analysis of . K.Abraham. XXIII., page 340.

Sugar Analysis; Dry Defecation in optical .

W. D. Home. XXIII., page 340.

p-Nitrophenylhydra:ine and p-DinitrodibeA;yllt'/dra:ine ,-

Some Ffydrazoni derivatives of [Detection of
Acetone or of Wood Spirit in denatured AlcohoM
A. van Ekenstein and J.J. Blanksina. XXIII.. page 3to.

Dibcnzalglucosides and Benzulmethyli/lucosides.

jA. van Ekenstein. XXIV., page 341.

Uannamine : A new Base derived from Mannose.
E. Koux. XXIV., page 342.

French Patent.

Starch ; Preparation of Soluble

Fr. Pat. 336,030, Oct. 1

SEE Eng. Pat. 22,370 of 1903; this J., 1901, 29.—

T

O. Bredt and
1903.

XVII.-BREWIN0, WINES, SPIRITS, Etc.

Znvertase ; Influence of Electrolytes on the Action of—„
S. W. Cole. J. of Physiology, 30, 281—289.

The invertase solution was prepared from :t solul

commercial invertase by dialysis with distilled water in

presence of chloroform. The following table shows tne

amount of sugar inverted in solutions containing 214 per

i ,.

Without u
Sodium chloride

.urn chloride
Barium chloride

>tn sulphate
i

Hagnesiuiii Bulph itc

. p itassium tartrate.
Ammonium tartrate

i ..1 Percent

n

Snjnir Inverted Supnr l»<
after 24 Huurs i M i VI H

Jllll y.-i

ire ].'• i

a;
10-6 IV t
10-1 lies

ti-a
9-6 10' i

io-« Ij-fl
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:eat. of sugar, the concentration of the individual salts

n the mixture corresponding in each case to a N/9 solution

;

he temperature was 40° C.

The results show that in general the retarding action

if the cations of the salts preponderates over the accelerat-

or influence of the anions. A comparison of the results

ibtainel with sodium, ammonium, and barium chlorides,

ind with potassium, ammonium, and magnesium sulphates

[hows that the retarding influence of salts increases with

he strength of the base contained in it. In the case

)f ammonium salts, the retarding influence of the weak

tfH 4
-ion is so slight that it is easily overcome by the

iccelerating influence of the anions, the result being that

immonium salts have a remarkable stimulating effect on

uvertase. The greater acceleration of the inversion by
immonium tartrate than by ammonium chloride and sulphate

s due to the fact that the proportion of injurious hydrogen

ons is greater in the solutions of the inorganic salts. A
mall addition of hydrochloric acid (up to a concentration

if X.'3000), causes a remarkable increase in the action of

nvertase on cane sugar. In a solution containing 23-73 per

:ent. of sugar, in 51 hours at 39-5° C, 496 percent, ot

he sugar was inverted by invertase alone, 59-58 per cent.

>y invertase + 0-0012 per cent, of hydrochloric acid

'= N/3000), and 324 per cent, by 0-0012 per cent, of

iydrochloric acid alone. With larger proportions of acid,

he amount of sugar inverted by the acid alone increases,

jut that inverted by invertase + acid decreases. The
nflueuce exerted by electrolytes on ferment action is dne

o an action on the ferment itself, not on the nutritive

nedium.—A. S.

Enzymes. H. Johnson. J. Fed. Inst. Brewing,

1904,1, 13—27.

Proteohitic Enzyme of Malt.—When ground malt i- di-

nted with water at suitable temperatures, the acidity of

;he infusion increases on standing for about six hours,

his being due to the production of soluble amides, peptones,

md albumoses by the action of the proteolytic enzyme. The
nost favourable temperatures for this action lie between
105' and 130° F. ; no increase of acidity takes place at

temperatures above 155° F. Increase of acidity occurs to

ihe same extent in the presence of chloroform, so that it is

aot attributable to bacterial activity. It takes place either

it the expense of or under the iufluence of some of the

Dsoluble constituents of the malt, since a filtered infusion

)f malt, when tested under the same conditions, shows no
ncrease of acidity. From these facts, it follows that the

icidity of a sample of malt must be determined by extrac-

tion at temperatures above 15S° F. The acidity of a
sample of malt is a rough measure of the soluble nitro-

genous bodies ; excessive acidity indicates " forced " growth.

In warm top fermentations the yeast is generally allowed

to digest most of its own food, and high mashing tempera-

tures are generally employed. But for cool bottom fermen-

tations pre- digested food must be supplied, and low initial

Hashing temperatures are required. Any degeneration of

he yeast owing to deficient nutrition can generally be

toriected by slightly lowering the initial temperature of

Hashing, thereby favouring the activity of the proteolytic

;nzyme in the malt.

Liquefying Diastase. — Malt-starch which has been
uoditied by germination, is very readily attacked and sac-

harifiedin the mash tun, tut the starch of raw grain should

,ie digested with 20 per cent, of malt for half an hour at

75° F. before treatment in the converter.

' Invertase of Yeast.—Invert sugar may be prepared for

rewing purposes by dissolving raw sugar in the proportion
f 144 lb. per barrel, adding 3 lb. of liquid yeast per cwt.

f sugar, and digesting at 133° F. for l£—2 hours; the

olution can then be used in the copper without separating

.
le yeast.

InJIuence of Enzymes on Attenuation.—The various types
t saccharomyces are arranged in the following order :—
. apiculatus, Saaz, Frohberg, Burton, Logos—produce in-

reasing degrees of attenuation in malt worts, owing to the
;tion of the different enzymes secreted by them upon the '

'xtrins. It is suggested that primary fermentation might
t carried out by a low attenuating type, whilst a more (

powerfully attenuating yeast could be sown afterwards for
conditioning.—J. F. B.

Mall ; Extraction of the Nitrogenous Matters of
ti. Pierre. Jlonit. Seient., 1904, 18, 190—193.

Interaction between Potassium Phosphates and Certain
Calcium Salts.—Solutions of calcium bicarbonate and
calcium sulphate are treated at various temperatures with,

primary and secondary potassium phosphates and with a
mixture of the two, and for each temperature acidity and
alkalinity were determined after filtration, also the quantities-

of lime and phosphoric acid in the precipitates. In all cases

the precipitates produced above 60° C. contained calcium
carbonate. In the case of a mixture of primary and secondary
puosphates with calcium bicarbonate solution (a medium
corresponding with the mashing liquor in the brewery), the
acidity was greater than in the case of primary phosphate
alone, owing to the action of the carbon dioxide liberated

upon the secondary phosphate. For this reason the neutral-

i sation of the acidity of malt by calcareous water always
requires more calcium bicarbonate than is indicated by
theory. The presence of primary phosphate considerably

retarded the precipitation of lime and phosphoric acid. The
influence of the nature of a water upon the acidity and
alkalinity of a malt wort will be greater or less for a given
percentage of phosphoric acid, according to whether the
malt is richer in primary or in secondary phosphate. In
the cold, the s.olutions of calcium bicarbonate with the
mixed phosphates showed the highest acidities, bat above
35° C. the solutions of calcium sulphate were more acid.

Cold Infusions of Malt.—When infusions of malt were
prepareil with distilled water at the ordinary temperature,
the acidity showed that the proportion of primary phos-
phates increased with the duration of infusion. From the
results obtained from infusions made with pure water, with

solutions of tannin and with solutions of neutral potassium
fluoride, the author concludes that the increase of acidity

with the duration of infusion is due to the action of the

bacteria occurring on the surface of the grain, and not to the
extraction of acid substances or to the influence of an enzyme.

Influence of Potassium Phosphates on Extraction of
Nitrogenous Matters.—Infusions were made on a scale of
ascending temperatures, with pure water, with a solution of

primary phosphate and a solution of secondary phosphate.
The presence of primary phosphate considerablyincreas.il

the extraction of nitrogenous matter ; secondary phosphate,

had a similar but weaker effect. At temperatures below
50°C. a portion of the increase included coagulable matters.

Influence of Certain Salts on the Extraction.—The.

increase of acidity and non-coagulable nitrogenous matter
with increasing temperature was much less rapid with calcium,

bicarbonate than with pure water ; the quantity of non-
coagulable nitrogen was always less in presence of calcium
bicarbonate than with pure water. In presence of calcium
sulphate there was more non-coagulable nitrogen extracted
below 50° C. and less above 50° C. than with pure water at

the same temperatures. Water containing sodium chloride
showed the greatest extractive power for non-coagulable
nitrogen at all temperatures, lu all cases the acidity and.

extraction of nitrogen rose to a maximum at a temperature
of 57°—60° C.

InJIuence of the Method of Mashing.—Worts prepared
by the decoction process were less acid and poorer in

coagulable and non-coagulable nitrogen than worts prepared
at similar sacchaiifieation temperatures by infusion, except
in the case of the calcium bicarbonate mash. This result is

attributed to the partial sterilisation and fixation of the

nitrogenous matters brought about by decoction of a portion
of the mash.—J. F. B.

Malt ; Percentaqe of Moisture in . A. Vogcl.
Zeits. ges.'firauw., 1904, 27. 163—165

TnE author entirely confirms the views expressed by
Windisch (this J., 1904, 261). The effect of long sto:

begins to show itself especially in the summer and autumn.
Excessive moisture is frequently due to the old practice of

storing the malt without removing the culms, which are

exceptionally hygroscopic. Fries has shown that it is quite

possible to preserve malt until the autumn so that the
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•moisture shall not exceed 4—5 per cent, in the bulk. After

six months' storage' in a suitable hin. he found that the

moisture in the malt at a depth of 10 ins. below the surface

less than .". per cent., whilst al a depth of 2 ft. the

effect of six months' storage was scarcely perceptible.

.storage in silos is equally efficient. In a. -fault of such

ns the malt should be covered with cloths, hop-bagging,

&c. ; an uppermost layer of malt culms has been found

advantageous for protecting the malt from t • atmospheric

moisture. The malt store shonUl be ventilate.! with due

regard to the temperature and humidity of the air admitted.

Malt in which the moisture bus increased to / per cent., will

have suffered internal deteriorations which cannot fail to

produce their effect on the flsvour, character, and even the

keeping qualities ofthe oeer; beers of poor quality are for

this reason far more common in the autumn than at any

other season.—J. F. 15.

Lactic Arid Bacteria ; Effect of certain species of

and of (i species of Acetic Arid Bacterium on the

Fermentation of Grain Stashes [Harmful Lactic Arid

Bacteria]. W. Henneberg. Zeits. Spiritusind., 1904,

27, 83—85.

Tx many distillery fermentation tuns the wood is found

to be infected with various species of '' wild " lactic acid

bacteria, as distinguished from the culture species, B. Del-

briicki. which is used tor the acidification of the mashes.

Some of these "wild" speci.-s are harmless, whilst others

have a harmful effect upon the yeast and the yield of

alcohol. The species of acetic acid baterium isolated did

not grow in presence of yeast during fermentation. Hut

all The 17 different species of lactic acid bacteria found,

*tcw well and produced acid in presence of yeast at a

temperature of 27*5°—30° C. ; B. J)elbr«cki produces

very little acid at so low a temperature. Those species of

lactic acid bacteria which do not set up fermentation (/.

.

with production of alcohol, carbon dioxide, and acetic acid)

in mashes do no harm to the yeast or to the attenuation.

It is not desirable, however, to employ them for acidifying

the mashes, as the relatively low temperature at which

;he\ develop permits the growth of harmful competing

bacteria. Those species which produce volatile acids

(together with alcohol and carbon dioxide) in mashes,

injure the yeast and the yield of alcohol. Such species

are frequently found in badly attenuating potato mashes.

The restriction of the attenuation by these harmful species

of lactic bacteria is proportional to the quantity of volatile-

acid produced by them ; the presence of B .
Hayducki,

B. panisfermentati, and B. brassica fermentatse is for this '

reason especiallv harmful. If the harmful specie-, in a

debilitated condition, be added simultaneously with the

yeast Cinfected yeast), they are suppressed by the latter.

If healthy bacteria and yeast be sown at the same time,

both develop powerfully for 24 hours, after which

acidity does not increase unless the bacteria, iu virt

their production of volatile acid, are of such a nature as

to be able to harm the yeast. Seed yeast so infected will

give bad attenuations. If the yeast be first allowed to set

up a vigorous fermentation in a pure condition, subsequent

infection, even with healthy harmful bacteria, will have-

no ill effect. Many harmful specie-, i ,o. /.'. Buehneri,

when sown together with the yeast are al iletely

suppressed by the latter. If the yeast be sown 24 hours

after the lactic acid bacteria, the latter will continue to

produce acid, and the final acidity will be greater than if

no yeast were In practice the yeast is sown

04 is hours after the acidifying bacteria ;
in this

if acidification has been .fleeted spontaneously or by too

a proportion of cultivated B. Delbricki at too low a

temperature, many harmful species of lactic bacteria will

present, and the attenuation will be even worse than in

the case of ii Wt, In these experiments no

appreciable differences were noted whether many ^r only a

few bacteria were sown along with the yeast.—J. E. 15.

i;,,r -, Sarcina Disease of . and the Organisms which
"4, 27,

117—121 and 137— 142.

>u;CINA disease in beer is caused by the development of

certain -; lioeoccn?, pure cultures of which have

been made by the author from single tetrads isolated from

the diseased beers. These beer-pediococei are very easily

separated from lar;. quantities of yeast, and from most

other organisms which accompany them by the selective

antiseptic action of dilute solutions of acid ammonium
fluoride, the pediococci surviving whilst the yeast. &C perish.

At least two species or groups of pediococci are concerned in

the production of sarcina sickness in beer. P. damn

a rule impart- an unpleasant flavour and odour to the beer,

but does not produce any notable turbidity. /'. pemiciosiM

make- the whole liquid turbid iu addition to spoiling the

flavour and taste. P.perniciosus produces a higher degree ol

acidity in unhopped wort than F. damnoxus. t Ine and the

same pure culture of pediococcus causes through it- growth

in the same kind of beer always the same kind of symptom!
The author sees no reason for assuming the existence of

virulent and non-viru)ent forms of the same organism iu

the same kind of beer. Hut certain kinds of beer « xist

which, owing to their composition, can withstand the

development of P. damuosus in considerable quantities

without showing any symptoms of disease, lteer-pediococci

grow in hopped wort and other neutral or acid brewery

culture liquid*, but the presence of a small quantity of tree

alkali is sutticicnt to stop their development entirely.

Ammoniacal -. east-water, which has been recommended as

a favourable culture medium, is entirely unsuitable for the

cultivation of pediococci in the brewery. At moderate

temperatures iu suitable culture media, such as wort, the

heer-pediococci appear to be perfectly indifferent to the

presence or absence of oxygen. Cultures of beer-pedio-

cocci are completely sterilised by the action of alcohol

(50—93 per cent.) or of " antiformin " in less than 15

minutes. Bisulphites also appear to have a powerful

antiseptic effect. Tartaric acid is relatively feeble, whilst

fluorides and fluosilicates have a very weak action in

destroying growths of pediococci.—J. F. B.

Beer; Albuminoid Turbidity in . F. Schijnfeld.

Wueh f. Bran., 1904, 21, 124—126.

Ox examining some bottled lager beer which hail developed

intense turbidity, and formed a dense deposit a week after

being sent out from the brewery, no yeast or bacteria eould

be found, but on warming the bottles, every trace of turbidity

and deposit disappeared, and the beer became quite bright
j

the precipitated matter consisted of resiu and albuminoids.

Trouble of this nature is avoided by placing the been

immediately after filtration, in a moderately warm room

(8°—10° C), and keeping it there until sent out for con-

sumption. New filters often cause difficulty iu the direction

of attcr-turliidity of the beer. The best way to CO]

this, is to allow" the filter to stand under beer tor :.

so before asing, and then to retain the hr-t few barrels

which pass through the filter and filter them again later;

uietinie- necessary to several times fill the filter with

oid allow to stand for a day. Experiments i

the author show that the longer beer is kept moderately

warm after filtration, the quicker and greater will the

formation ,of turbidity be when it is subsequently

to the temperature of the lager cellar ; such turbidity -tb

disappears on warming. The author supposes that the

changes taking place are molecular transformations, and

that, at a certain temperature, and possibly uuder the

influence of living enzymes in the be uminoid

substances assume other configural then exbJUl

behaviour at low temperatoi il from that ol the

original compounds.—T. H. P.

Bur; Albuminoid Turbidities iu caused by

F.Schonfeld. Woch. f. Brau., 190!, 21, 133— 135

also this .1., 1904, 203.)

Working with a pale beer brewed by the high temperature

short mashing process, the author added various smal

quantities of tin chloride to the beer. The addition ol

I
grin, ot tin chloride per litre of beer produced n<

turbidity even after long standing, but with

re a heavy turbidity was produced after 24 hours

.With increasing proportions of tin, increased lurbiditie-

were observed, ttiese turbidities not increasing on pro

longed standing. Metals in the form of strip «rt
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immersed in the beer for a period of seven days. Aluminium,

lead, copper, brass, nickel, and antimony produced no tur-

biditv under these conditions ; iron caused a precipitate of

rust but not a true albuminoid turbidity ; tin alone caused

the characteristic albuminoid turbidity, which appeared

first after 24 hours and which increased as the time of contact

was prolonged. Tinned metals caused a still more intense

turbidity than pure tin, and in a much shorter time. A
second series of experiments of the same nature was made
with two strips of different metals, so as to produce gal-

vanic couples. At the ordinary temperature after seven days'

contact, no turbidities were produced by any of the follow-

ing couples:—Iron-lead, iron-copper, aluminium -copper,

aluminium-brass, lead-antimony, copper-antimony, nickel-

antimony. When the same tests were subsequently cooled

to 2°—

3

J G, turbidities appeared in the following cases :
—

Aluminium-copper, aluminium-brass, and lead- antimony
showed very faint turbidities ; antimony-copper and anti-

mony-nickel showed considerable turbidities, hut to nothing

like the extent of those produced by tin. Tin is the only

metal which can take part in the production of these turbi-

dities on the practical scale, and the use of tinned metallic

surfaces in any part of the brewery plant is unsafe.—J. F. 1!.

Beer Filtration ; Turbidities caused by . C. Sellen-

scheidt. Woch. f. Br.iu ., 1904, 21, 144—145.

The author states that all metals are inimical to beer, the

worst being zinc and lead ; most filter-makers use tinned-

brass ; the tin is generally alloyed with lead, since a (foating

of pure tin is difficult to apply. The Enzinger filters are

constructed of pure tin with fittings of tinned brass ; no
filter is absolutely indifferent to beer. Corrosion of the

metal by the beer may be either direct or galvanic. The
best means for protecting a new filter from direct corrosion

is to leave it full of waste beer for a day or two, and after-

wards to clean it only with hot or cold water. The most
sensitive are the immature beers containing a large propor-

tion of carbon dioxide. The denser the metal the less

the liability to corrosion, since the surface pores become
more readily protected. Galvanic is far more serious

than direct action in causing turbidities ; aluminium is

especially liable to galvanic corrosion. The author has

selected pure tiu as the material for the bodies of the filters,

because it is the densest metal available, and because it

pves rise to the fewest complaints from galvanic corrosion.

Copper is too soft and silver-plated brass too expensive.

Cleansing with soda, and especially with " antiformin," is a

certain cause of turbidity, but such cleansing is occasionally

necessary ; the filter must then be treated in the same way
anew filter. The danger of turbidities is increased by
the use of pressure regulators and counter-pressure bottling i

machines, which are also made of metal. The use of a
cheap, insufficiently purified asbestos pulp for filtration

may cause a characteristic bluish " clay " turbidity which is

very difficult to remove.—J. F. B.

Cane Molasses ; Quantity of unferinentahle Sugar in .

II. Pellet and G. Meunier. Bull. de l'Ass. Chim. de Sucr.

et Dist., 1901, 21, 797—800.

Cane molasses leaves, in practice, about 3 per cent, of
the molasses unfermented in the form of reducing bodies.

rbe determination of these reducing principles gives in-

variably higher results after inversion, but the difference is

.ess in proportion as the fermentation is more complete.

—L. J. de W.

Fermentation in the Distillery. H. Alliot. Bull, de
l'Ass. L'him. de Sucr. et Dist., 19o-l, 21, 783—785.

Vccordixg to Effront's method, the yeast is acclimatised
o substances foreign to the composition of distillery worts
|—hydrofluoric acid and fluorides—and the whole of the

feast and contents of the vats are rendered antiseptic,

|rhilst by the author's method the yeast is accustomed to

he presence of volatile principles, toxic to the yeast, pro-
duced in the body of the molasses itself and driven off by
!,ue process of denitration. A yeast is thus prepared c

f living and developing in a wort of raw molasses which
as not been boiled and to which, in the bulk, no an: i

-

ave been added.—L. J. <!e VV.

Wines, Natural and Grape Stones; Organic Phosphorus
compound in . J. Weirich and G. Ortlieb. Chem.-
Zeit., 1904, 28, 153—154.

Analysis of a sweet wine, prepared only from the must of
grapes from the island of Thera, showed that it contained
0-095 per cent, of phosphoric anhydride, whilst wines from
other localities contained proportions of phosphoric anhy-
dride varying from 0-O2 to 0-060 percent. It is found
that this phosphorus exists in organic combination and
has its origin in compounds of the lecithin type contained
in the grape stones. The proportion of nitrogen contained
in a wine varies almost directly with that of the phosphorus.
Thus, a Greek wine contained.0-0535 per cent, of phosphoric
anhydride and 0-025 of nitrogen; and two wines from
Thera grapes—(I) 0-092 of phosphoric anhydride and
it -ii5 of nitrogen, and (2)0-095 of phosphoric anhydride
and 0-057 of nitrogen. It is to this presence of lecithin,

which has an advantageous physiological action, that strong,
natural, southern wines owe their superority over distilled

alcoholic liquors, and in estimating the value of a wine for
invalids, its phosphorus content, and especially that of its

organically-combined phosphorus, is of the highest im-
portance ; in fortified wines the proportion of the latter is

always low. In order to render wine more stable, it is

often pasteurised, or else the must is heated and fresh yeast
subsequently added. Neither of these methods is to be
recommended, as they both lead to the destruction of the
most important constituent of the wine, namely, the
lecithin, which undergoes decomposition at slightly above
50° C.—T. H. P.

Nitrogenous substances soluble in water ; Determination of
in Barley mid Malt. Guiness Research Lab. Trans.

XXIII., page 340.
'

p-Nitrophenylhydrazine and p-Dinitrodibinzylkydrazine .-

some Hydrazom Derivatives of [Detection of Acetone
or of Wood Spirit in Denatured Alcohol]. A. van
Ekenstein and J. ,i. Blanksma. XXIII., page 340.

Rosin and Rosin Oil ; Practical uses of ,,

8. v. Rola Stanislawski. XIII. B., page 328.

English Patents.

Brewers and Distillers Yeast ; Treating and Drying
, for use as a Manure. J. L. Baker, London. Eng.

Pat. 7921, April C, 1903.

The yeast is heated in a steam-jacketed vessel, provided
with an agitator, with a small proportion of sulphuric acid or

1

of an alkali acid sulphate. Calcium carbonate is then added,
but in such proportion as to leave the mixture acid. The mass

!
becomes porous from escaping carbon dioxide, and may be
readily dried. According to a second process, the yeast is

mixed with a mineral phosphate, and is then heated and
stirred with the proper proportion of sulphuric acid to
constitute superphosphate. Or yeast, after being treated
as first described, is mixed with a superphosphate and
calcium carbonate, leaving the mass acid so as to avoid loss

of ammonia.—L. S.

i lisiillers' Wash or Dregs and other noxious organic
'neiits ; Process of treating . E. Anderson.

Eng. Pat. 7658, April 2, 1903. XVIII. B., page 334.

Wine Vinegar; Ferment for the Manufacture of .

C. Chotteau and E. Disse, Paris. Eng. Pat. 23,066,
Oct. 24, 1903.

Fkesh brewers' yeast, 2 parts, and sugar, 25 parts, are
pouuded, mixed, and compressed into a block, which is then
wrapped in a thin shaving of beech-wood wound on itself.

This ferment can be kept indefinitely in the dry state, and
when placed in wine sufficiently aerated, the
wine into vinegar in a few days.—J. F. ii.

French Patent.

" CEnoplule Vegetale" ; Preparation for preserving irines

and liquids poor in alcohol. C. Gros. Fr. Pat
I 'et. 24, 1903.

chile vegetale is prepared from the flow:

bark, fruits, roots, leaves, seed, or pulp of plants belonging
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to the families of the geutianacea;, citraiva (bitter orange),

rubiacnc (cinchona), crucifer.c (cresses and mustard), papi-

lionacea: (chick pea), rutaceae (guaiacum), lauracea

(cinnamon and laurel), and vinif* 1. The pre-

paration may bo used in the form of a liquid extract

I 7i>—80c.c. of extract per hectolitre of wine) or of a dry

powder (45—50 grins, per hectolitre of wine). The pre-

servative is mixed with the wine in the tans, and is said

to prevent decomposition f.it several years and otherwise

to improve the quality.— J. F. B.

XVIII.-FOODS ; SANITATION; WATER
PURIFICATION, & DISINFECTANTS.

(A.)—FOODS.
Bullet- Fat ; Interdependence of the Physical and Chemical

Criteria in the Analysis of . T. 11. Thorpe.

J. Chcni. Soc, 1904, 85, 248—25G.

The general relations between the analytically important

chemical and physical constants of butter-fat, as disclosed

by a study of the average values of these constants deter-

mined on 357 samples of butter-fat of known origin, are set

cut iu a number of curve diagrams showing the variation

of (1) specific gravity, (fi) saponification equivalent, (8)
Zeiss refractometer value, (1) percentage of soluble fatty

acids, (5) percentage of insoluble fatty acids, and (G) mean
molecular weight of iusoluble fatty acids — ail with Reiehert-

Wollny value.—A. S.

Edible Fats. Analysis of , particularly the Detection of
Cocoanut Oil in Hotter ami Lard. A. Juckenack and
R. Pasternack. XXI 1 1., page 339.

English Patent.

Albuminous Compounds soluble in Water ; Manufacture
of . P. W. Howorth, London. From Bauer aud
Co., Berlin. Eng. Pat 10,845, May 12, 1903.

See Fr. Pat. 333,334 of 1903 ; this J., 1903, 13G2.—T .F. B.

French Patent.

Milk ; Desiccation and preservation of . J. R. Hat-
maker. First Addition, dated Oct. 2, 1903, to Fr. Pat.

324,913, ( >ct. 2, 1902. (See this J., 1903, G45.)

Ik order to preserve the casein unchanged by desiccation,

sodium phosphate is added to the milk, and, in order to

preserve the fat unchanged, caustic soda is added. For 100

litres of separated milk 315 grins, of crystallised sodium
phosphate are added, aud, for 100 litres of full-cream milk,

16 grins, of caustic soda are employed. Sugar, farinaceous

matter, and other matters unaffected by the heat of the

diving process may be added to the milk if desired.

—J. F. B.

(B.)—SANITATION' ; WATER PURIFICATION.

English Patents.

Distillers' Wash or Dregs and other noxious Organic
Effluents ; Process of treating . R. Anderson,
Edinburgh. Eng. Pat, 7658, April 2, 1903.

Finely ground sphagnum moss and calcium sulphate are

added to the crude effluent, which is then filtered or allowed

to settle. By preference a succession of filter-beds mane
up of sphaguum moss and calcium sulphate, is employed]
In the ease of brewers' dregs, the comparatively clear filtrate

is again treated with sphagnum inns, and calcium sulphate
aud then neutralised by the addition of sodium hydroxide]
The precipitate i- allowed to settle.—W. P. S.

Sevage Sludgi and like mutters; Treatment of .

H. Spruce and P. Spence and S >us, Ltd., Manchester.
ling. Pat. 8348, April 11. 1903

When sewage sludge is precipitated bv ferric or alumina
compounds and curdled by heat (Lug. Pat. 12,124 of 191 Oj
this J., 1901, 830), the fatty matters subsequently extracted
from tht- dried Bludge are liable to contain inm and alumina
in combinction. This is prevented by treating the preci-

pitated isludge with a limited proportion of a mineral acid,

heating the treated sludge, and removing the liquor before

extracting the fatty matters.—J. F. 1!.

Fbknch Patent.

Water and Sewage ; Purification of . F.Jean.
Fr. Pat 335,979, (Jet. 15, 1903.

FekuOCTS and manganous oxides are added to the water or

BOwage, and then oxidised by aeration or oxidising agents.

The precipitate formed, Carrie- down with it the organic
impurities present in the water.— \V. P. S.

(C.)—DISINFECTANTS.
English Patent.

Soaps developing active oxygen anil having an antiseptic;

and bleaching effect f Manufacture of non-caustic .

H. Giessler and 11. Iiauer. Eng. Pat. 22,580, Ocl li
1903. XII., page 327.

Fkench Patent.

Sulphur liatlis ; Preparation of a Substance suitable far

Preparing . \V. Matzka. Fr. Pat. 33G.278, ( lot. 2«
1903.

See Eug. Pat. 20.518 of I908j this J., 1903, 1306.—T. F.B.

XIX.-PAPER. PASTEBOARD, Etc.

Paper Machine; Cleaning the wire cloth of the .

Worhcnbl. f. Papierfabl., 1904, 35, 538.

The following method is recommended for cleaning the

wire cloth of the paper machine:—A dilute solution of

caustic soda is sprayed along one of the lower guide roll>

of the wire ; the upper couch roll having been removed, the

wire is run round two or three times, whereby the causB
soda is distributed to all parts of the wire as it passes tit

roll on which the solution is being sprayed. The watet|

sprays are then opened in order to remove the excess oil

soda remaining on the wire before the conch roll is replaced. I

By this treatment all the particles of slime and dirt

which are so difficult to remove by ordinary means, are

either dislodged or so loosened as to be readily removable b\

means of a wire brush.—J. F. B.

Paper; liesistance of to Moisture. Winkler.

Papiei-Zeit, 1904, 29, G"5.

Is testing the suitability of papers for covering cartridges 01

for electrical insulation, the relative resistance to absorptioi
(

No. P Composition.

Wrapping paper I, I'm I cellulose, a little rag pulp
„ J! Etogs,alil i odcellulos aud jute

111 I i i!. cal p I, a little *>" d

i"i jute
Filter pjper Colt
I !i lliilosi n iii

|
I

it cellulose
Printing paper (news) Mechanical h L BO per cent, pine cell

per cent
Normal deed paper Linen ana cotton
Wrapping paper IV Pine-wood cellulose, a Little me

teafe I
il and pine-wu "I ....

Grms. per
s,|. Metre.

its
in-;

in
70
IU5

7t
86

1
1

.!•-,

Increase if

Weight.
B

Per Oent.
IS'l
1*1

U-8
10 2

12 U

;>_>

'.'•7

Hard.
Modi i

i

s,,ft.

Very bard.
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f moisture was determined. The papers were placed in a

loistened atmosphere, with a humidity of 00 per cent.

t 20° l'. for 96 hours, aud the increase of weig!

etermiued, with the results shown in the following table,

he results of these test~ were apparently unaffected by
le sizing, but depended on the compos'tion, and the

egree of beating. Other t-sts wore made with the wrapping
apers by floating them oa the surface of water for three

['mules and removing the excess by blotting-paper. No. 1

osorbed 30 per cent.; No. •-', 45 per cent. ; Xo. 3, 70 per

sot.; and Xo. 8 only 22 per cent, of water; this te*t

;pends on the sizin.'. "Wet-beaten" p»p?rs. such as

uitatioa parehramt. always contain a high proportion of

oisture ; at normal humidity (65 per ceut.) such papers
mtain l'J per cent, of moisture, as against 7—S per cent,

ith other varieties. In an atmosphere at 90 per cent,

umidity they may contain as much as 20 per cent, of

loisture.—J. F. B.

Cellulose Nitrate i Unstable . E. Knecht.
ber., 1904, 37, 549—552.

Ehkn pure cotton is immersed in nitric acid of sp. gr.

[415, it assumes gelatinous appearance, which disappears

a washing and drying : the cotton has then a normal
ppearance, but has shrunk about 13 per cent, in length, is

ronger, contains more moisture, and shows greater affinity

>r certain dyestutfs than ordinary cotton

—

i.e., it exhibits

te properties of mercerised cotton in a modified degree. It",

ter treatment with nitric acid, tbe cotton be pressed and
ried over lime in cucuo, a product is obtained which fumes
i damp a ; r, and which gives, on treatment with water,

itric acid and a cellulose hydrate. When heated to 100^ C.

i a partial vacuum, nitrous fumes are evolved, and a

roduct is obtained which is moat probably identical with

le oxycellulos^ obtained by treating ecllulose with exec-s

f nitric acid.

The appended table sV,ows the amounts of nitric acid of

irious strengths combining with cellulose, and the contrac-

on produced.

Specific Gravity of

Kitric Ai-id.

Nitric
Combined. Shrinkage.

Per Cent. Per Cent.
11 311 1-0
1-S S'tj 1-0
1-325 71 1-0
l.'iTj :-:, i'n
! MS 1(1-8 2-5

V* 27 3 10-0
1-415 35'S 13-0

Treatment with nitric acid of higher sp. gr. than 1 -415
;sults in the formation of nitrocellulose. The product is

robably cellulose nitrate, C6H10Os, HX03 ,
possibly

—

CH^CHOH)4.C(O.NO;)(OH),

hich requires 37 2 percent, of nitric acid, the deficiency

mud being due to the instability of the product.—T. F. B.

Celluloid ; Solubility aj . H. Flemniing.
Cheru.-Zeit., 1904, 28, 213—214.

» experiments with nitrated paper tbe author found that
aly about 2 per cent, was dissolved by hot aniyl acetate.

bilst dichlorhydriu dissolved 10 times as much. In the
tter case a e'ear solution was readily obtained on warm-
g, but a solution containing 10 grins, of the nitrocellu-
se in 50 grms. of solvent underwent some decomposition
hen heated, giving off nitrous fumes and becoming more
mid. The solution could be diluted with alcohol. A
nilar partial denitrilication of celluloid was observed.
'hen Snely-cut pieces of celluloid were warmed with
'0 grms. of dichlorhydriu, solutiou readily occurred at
0° C. When 9 grms. of celluloid were present (tempera-
re 140 L\) red fumes were evolved, which increased
til 27 grms. had been added, and subsequently decreased,
i the concentration of the solution increased, the colour
!2ame darker, but the temperature should ">e kept below
J boiling point of dichlorhydrin (176 C). A concea-
led solution (100 grms. in 100 grms.) solidified instantly

on the addition of amvl acetate, benzene, or epichlor-

bydriu, and was readily misciblt with linseed oil fatty

The addition of ilcohol , .,•,{ ;l

:tlon of the celluloid.—C. A. M.

English Pit.;nts.

Paper for manifolding copying p? Method i>f

preparing and printing surfaces therefrom mith

mtained ink or colour supply. \\ . II. Hutchin-
-

i Shanklin. Eng. Pat. 24 532, Nov. 8, 1002.

sized paper is impregnated with melted fat, e.g., with
a mixture of stearic and oleic acids and paraffin wax. Tfie

-- of fat is removed by means of heated rollers: at a

temperature of 200"''—2S'i° F. to such an extent that tin-

paper will not grease off at lover temperatures than that

of the rails. This treated paper is placed on a moderately
surface, and the de-ired writing or design is impre-sed

thereon with a pen, style, or die, in such a way that it

stands up on the back of the paper in distinct ridges, with-

out perforation of the paper. A special ink composed of

glycerin, alcohol, and aniline dyestuff, is spread upon
positive side of the paper, which is then reversed on an
inking pad. When the negative side of the paper is

treated with an " inducting fluid," composed essentially of

alcohol, the ink is enabled to penetrate through the paper
only in those places which have been compressed by the

pen ; these penetrable places, standing in high relief, con-
stitute the printing surface for taking manifold copies.

—J. F. B.

Paper a»d Pulp Machines ; Imots. in . S. Milne,
Edinburgh. Eng. Pat. 2 120, Feb. 2, 1903.

In machines working on the principle of the cylinder
paper-making machine, the endless wire sieve, instead of

being carried on the walls of u cyliuder revolving in a

vat, is caused to dip obliquely or vertically into the vat and
out on the other side. The wire in the vat is guided by a
number of rolls, carried by end-pieces which make a water-
tight connection between the edges of the wire and the
walls of the vat. In this way the wire makes a central

compartment inside the vat, the pulp being outside, and the
wa~te water inside this compartment. The pulp is caused
to adhere to the wire, either by a difference of level between
the liquid outside and that inside the wire, or by pumping
off the water from the inside by suction boxes applied at a
certain point.— J. F. 8.

" Cnrlon Pieire" [Decorative Moulding']; Preparation

"f . E. G. Jaek<ou, L indon. Eng. Pat. 8703,
March 23, 1903.

"Carton pierre " is prepared, in a liquid condition, bv
mixing 1 part of pulped paper, 2 parts of glue, 20 parts of
water, 10 parts of whiting, and 10 parts of boiled plaster of
Paris together, and adding to the mixture 0-05 part of
sulphuric acid immediately before it is introduced into the
moulds. tSuch a composition sets readily without shrinkaje.
and takes the pattern more sharply than the usual plasti

composition.—J. 1
•'. I;.

French Patext.

Paper and Cardboard ; Process of Sizing . F. Dobler.
Fr. Pat. 323,178, Dec. 10, 1902.

The paper ;s soaked in a solution or emulsion containing
rosin soap, to which animal size may be added if desired.
The rosin is then precipitated in the sheet of paper by
treating the latter with a solution of alum, which at the
same time hasiau astringent action on the gelatin, the sized
paper being subsequently dried.—J. F. B.

XX.-FINE CHEMICALS, ALKALOIDS,
ESSENCES, AND EXTEACTS.

Bismutho-protocatechuic Acid. P. Thibault. B»::
Chiui , 1904, 31, 176—178.

The author has prepared this compound by the interaction
if anhydrous or hydrated bismivh cxide and protocatechuie
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in wat ii is i microcrystalliue powder, formula
i'-li (i Bi, tin- bismuth being attached to the phenolic

hydroxyls. The sodium, potassium, and ammonium salts

and the anilide were prepared and analysed.— 1". s.

Papaverinium Bases. II Decker and 0. Klauser.

Her., 1904, 37, 520—531.

The authors discuss the constitution of the papaverinium
bases and their decomposition products, and describe the

formation of the .V-metlnl, tV-ethyl, and iV-benzyl deri-

vatives of iso-papaverine, a base isomeric with papaverine,

and of 6 . 7-dimethoxy- and 6"7-dihydroxy-2-benzyl-l-i«>-

quinolono, oxidation products of A'-benzyl-iso-papaverine.

—A. S.

Terpenes and Essential Oils. 65. 0. Wallach.
Annalen, 1904, 331, 318—333.

In the present communication the author describes the

properties of campherphorone, an isomer of pulegenone ; its

decomposition hv water in presence of alkali into acetone

and 1 ,2-methylcyclopentanone; and a comparison of

campherphorone aud pulegenone with other cyclic ketones,

huth saturated aud unsaturated.—A. S.

i 'amphor Synthesis. Schindelmeiser. J. Soc. Phys. Chim.
Russ., 1903, 9.">4. Chem. aud Druggist, 1904, 64, 379.

The author finds that the most favourable temperature for

the production of borneol by the action of oxalic acid on

pinene (see this J., 1904, 75," 266) is 110° C , and that the

greatest yield obtainable is To grins, of borneol from
350 grins, of pinene. He points out that this small yield,

apart from further loss in converting the borneol into

camphor, is against the remunerative production of

synthetic camphor. Moreover, borneol can be obtained

more economically from the oil oi Abies siberica i see this

.1., 1903, 879), which contains from 36 to 50 per cent, of

bornyl acetate.— A. s.

Rare Earths; Contribution to the knowledge of the .

\V. Biltz. XXIV., page 341.

Acetanilid Vew Reactions of [Distinction from

Phenacetin] . !•:. Barral. XXIII., page 339.

Phenacetin; New Colour Reactions of -

XXIII.,
|

-. E. Barral.

iona Succirubra ; De Vrij's Liquid Extract of,

Determination of Cincliotaniiates in . J. Warin.

XXIII., page 34i.

E V.I. I Ml 1'VTKNT.

Tartar; Manufacture of . U. Koux.

Malaga, Spain. Eng. Pat. 7363, March .

See : 713ofi90;i; this J., 1903, 1014.—T.F.B.

United States I'm .

Organic Acid Compounds [Anhydrides]; Process of
ftlahiny . W. Uauml, ! h- he Anilin

uud Soda I S. l'at. 7->

Feb.:;.!, I

ofl902; this J.. 19C3, 11 47.- -I. F. P.

und. '. Taka-

mine, New l'ork. O.S. Pat. 75 1,177, Feb. 23, 1904.

The compounds claii of the extract of the

sQprarennl glands ('"adrenalin," " suprareuiD," '' epine-

phrine Ihio J., 1901, 74
I

with

halogi

s of

the un<

Fkencii Patent.

Pinene Hydrochloride ; Production of Pure . Chem.
Fabr. Derdingen, I.ienau aud Co. Addition, dated
Dec. 19,1902,(0 l'r. Pat. 323,009, June l'7, 1903. See
this J., 190:'., lloi.

Concentrated sulphuric arid, while resinifying the im-
purities associated with pinene hydrochloride, docs n '

materially decompose or dissolve the hydrochloride itself,

even at fairly high temperatures. The crude hydrochloride.
may, therefore, be agitated with an equal volume of con-
centrated sulphuric noid, and the product cooled by ice-

and distilled with steam. < >r the impurities may be re-
moved as far a* possible by saponification, as in the.
principal patent, and the product treated with concentrated
sulphuric acid in a centrifugal separator, and the hydro-
chloride purified by sublimation.—T. F. B.

XXI.-PHOTOGRAPHIC MATERIALS AND
PROCESSES.

Development and Fixing; Combined . T. T. Baker;
Phot. J., 1904, 1—6.

Although I.umiere and Scyewetz have found that trace*
of thiosulphate in tin' developer give rise to "dichroic fog"
(this J., 1903, 7.")9), it appears that, by the use of a suitable-

solution, plates may be developed and li\ed simultaneously,

giving a negative quite free from " dichroic fog," even
when 'J.'i per cent, of thiosulphate is present. Although
development is more rapid at first, the whole time re-

quired for development is considerably increased, and to>

obtain a negative of good density it is essential that the

image shall appear very rapidly, as otherwise fixation will i

proceed too rapidly. The developer usid must be one w !

when used in the usual way, has very little tendei

to fog, and must contain alkali hydroxide; " edinol " and I

quinol (hvdroquinone) were found to give the best result!.

The following is a typical example of the combined sola- I

tion :—Edinol, 2 grins ;
potassium metabisulphite, 3 grins.;

j

sodium sulphite. 10 grms.; sodium carbonate, 20 grins.; I

sodium hydroxide, I c.rms. ; thiosulphate 40—50 grms.il
water, 200 c.e. ; the addition of small quantities of bromide I

was found to give negatives of increased contrasts with the I

solution mentioned, whilst the exposure necessary is less than I

that required when an ordinary developer is used.—T. !•'. B. I

Carbon Tissui : Sensitising . II. W.Bennett.
Phot. J., 1904,44, 7— M.

The sensitising solution used consists of potassium bi-

chromate, i parts; citric acid, l part; watci

and "ammonia." aboul 3 parts ; the amount of ammoniti

may vary with different tissues. Papers prepared in this 1

wa\ require about 50 per cent, longer for printing than J
the ordinary tissi • T. F. B.

Silver Halides ; Photo-chemical Behaviour qj I mmuhifitii

. K. Sehauni and W. Brauu. Zests, wiss. Phoi

through Phot. J., 1904, 44, 13.

An image which can be developed is formed by tin

light on silver bromide, precipitated from dilute solution*

the plates are also susceptible to " ripening " to a

extent, the gradation being in

isation "is I Roiitgen r.i;

silvtr halides directly, and not owing to the fluori

of the support, and " solarisatiou '' was

T. F. B.

/' rogallol Developer; Properties if the , and a esms

of the prod \V. Vaubel. ( licm.-Ztil

\, 28, 313, 232 - I

Tin: i u ol oxygen b\ alkaline pyrogallol

-t when sodium hydroxide solutioi

The amount of cxyi

—3j atoms of oxygen per mol.
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yrogallol) with a concentration of alkali of froi

3 per cent. Wnh a higher concentration of alkali, the

mount of oxygen absorbed, decreases. The on

roilucts formed vary according to the nature and i

ation of the alkali. Among them are bexahydrcxydi-

henyl (see Harries. Ber„ 1902. 35, 2954), the com)
CJl'a >.,) and C ,11 .,< >„-, (see Berthelot, this J., 1896

nd Comptes rend.. 1898, 126, 145'.)), ami a compound,

5 H15O7
(OH)

3
isolated by the author. The production

f " fog " on photographs which have been treated with a

yrogallol developer is in most cases due to the formation

f larger or smaller amounts of oxidation products of

yrogallol insoluble in alkali, but ean be completely or

[most completely prevented bj the addition of .-odium

ulphite to the developer.—A. S.

English Patents.

Cellulose Acetate [for Photographic Films, A'.] : Hi

facture of . H. E. Newton, London, From Farben-
lahr. vorui. F. Bayer & Co., Elberfeld. Eng. Pat. 7840,
March 30, 1903.

ke Addition of Jan. 30, 1903, to Fr. Pat. 317,007 of

lis J., 1903, 1015.—T. E. B.

'ollodion Emulsions ; Method for the Preparation of
Durable for all Colour Hays or' the Spectrum,

suitable for the production of Negatives fur half-lone

in natural colours. F. Nuscb, London. Froi

Franklin Tarsulat, Budapest. Em;. Pat. 1 1,073, .Tunc 24,

1903.

ollodion emulsions are treated with di-iodofluorescein.

p., or with " sensitive salts or solntions." The emulsions

bus prepared may be treated with suitable dyestuffs (free

rom silver) t, > increase their sensitiveness lor particular

sys.—T. F. B.

trichromatic Photography. B. Jumeaux and W. N. I..

Davidson, Brighton. Lug. Pat. 3730, Feb. 17, 1903.

jir.EE negatives are prepared as usual by using red, blue,

nd green light filters. A silver chloride print (or trans-

arencv) is prepared from the negative taken through
lie red screen, and is toned blue; thin films of bichro-

tated gelatin are exposed under the other two negatives,

nd immersed in dilute acid. The film from the negative

iken through the green screen is now stained red and
nperimposed on the blue print already made, and that

torn the negative taken through the blue screen is st

ellow and superimposed on the red film, and the whole

istened together T. F. B.

holographs and Photo-Mechanical Prints : Process and
Apparatus for the Production of Coloured . A. A.

Gurtner, Berne. Eng. Pat. 7924, April 6, 1903.

ee U.S. Pat 730,454 of 1903; this J., 1903, S20.—T. F. B.

'holographic Printing Paper or the like; Process for
Preparing . I. Hoffsummer, Duren, Germany.
Eng. Pat. 25,390, Xov. 21, 19

'biok to being coated with the emulsion, paper is treated

rith " zapone " or similar substance, i.e., a solution of

elluloid in amyl alcohol, anvyl acetate, acetone, &c. ; it Is

aid that the emulsion is not absorbed by paper thus

repared, but adheres strongly to it.—T. F. 11.

United States Patents.

Jyestujf; Sensitising [/'"" Photographic purposes^.

E. Berendes, Klberfeld, Assignor to Farbenfabr. of

Elberfeld Co., New York. U.S. Pat. 752.:'.;3. Feb. 10,

1904.

Iv treating with sodium hydroxide the compound obtained

if the action of diethyl sulphate on quinaldine. a d;

5 obtained which is soluble in water, alcohol, and chloro-

orm, giving a violet solution, and which has the ;

of imparting greater sensitiveness to photographic emulsions

for " distinct colours of the spectrum."—T. F. 11.

Photographic Emulsion ; Sensitive . A. Eichengriin,

Elberfeld, aud A. Uraun, Mulhauseu, Assignors to i'ar-

abr. of Elberfeld Co., New York. U.S. Pat. 752,388,

Feb. 16, 1904.

I'r. Pat. 326,468 of 1902; this J.. 190 I, 820.—T. F. B.

French Patent.

Photographic Emulsions ; Process for " Optically Sensi-

tising" . by means of Dyestuffs. Soc. Anon
F. Haver et Cie. Fr. Pat. 336,298, I !Ct. 29, 1903.

i -ions suitable for the preparation oF panchromatic

plates, films, and papers are prepared by emulsifying with

idion, gelatin. &c, freshly precipitated silver halides

which have been previously stained by means of a solu-

tion of a suitable dyesluff. For instance, silver broa

is slained by alive minutes immersion in a 0*01 per cent.

if Erythrosin, washed until the washings are colour-

less, and emulsified with a 4 per cent, gelatin solution in the

usual manner.—T. F. B.

XXIL-EXPLOSrVES, MATCHES, Etc.

[for Cartri ! s] ; Resistance of to M
Winkler. XIX., page 334.

English Patents.

Nitroglycerin; Manufacluri of . F. L.Nathan. J. JI.

Thompson, and W. K'mtoul. Waltham Abbey, Essex.

Fug. Pat. 3020. Feb. 9, li;03.

The object of the invention is to prevent the formation and
separation of nitroglycerin in th« waste acids after the

nitroglycerin initially formed in the nitrating vessel has

; arated and removed. L has been found that if a

ely small quantity of water be added to the waste

acid, all further separation of nitroglycerin is prevented,

and the strength ol jhtly reduced

that their separation and re-concentration are not affected.
•• A'ter-stparation " is thus done away with, and the nitro-

glycerin plant simplified and its output increased. The

operation mar lie carried out in the apparatus described in

r 1901 (this J., 1902, 927). After nitration,

separation is commenced at a temperature such that when
all the displacing acid has been added, and the separation

of the nitroglycerin is complete the temperature ot the con-

tents of the nitrating vessel shall not be lower than 15° C. A
suraeient quantity of displacing acid is then run off through

the waste-acid cock, to allow of the remaining acids being

air-stiired without splashing over the top. A small quantity

of water (from 2 per cent, to 5 per cent., according to

strength of acid and temperature) is now .".lowly added
through the separation cylinder, aud the contents of the

nitrator are air-stirred, but not cooled, the temperature being

allowed to rise slowly and regularly as the water is aided

—

usually about 3° C. for each per cent, of water

When a'.r-agitation has been stopped, the acids are kept at

rest for a short time, in order to allow of any small quantity

of initially formed nitroglycerin adhering to tl

sides of the vessel rising to the top. When this has been

separated by displacement, the acids are ready for denitra-

or can be safely stored without further preeau:

—G. W. Mel>.

Guncotton ; Manufacture of . J.Selwig, brut:

Eug. Pat. 6409, March 19, 1903.

See Fr. Pat. 327,803 of 1902 ; this J„ 1903, 963.—T. F. B.

Explosives. J. Wetter, Lor [on. From West falisch-,

Sptengstoff Act.-Ges., Berlin. En
1903.

See Fr. Pat. 329,031 of 1903; this -J., 1903, 1015—1
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XXIII.-ANALYTICAL CHEMISTKY,

APPARATUS, ETC.

Thermostat for Use in connection with the Refraciometric

Examination ofOils and Fats; Simple . T. E.Thorpe.

J. (hem. Soc. 1904, 85, 257— 2!

I \ examining oils and fats in the Zeiss butj ro refractomeler,

it is generally necessary to allow a current 'it' water of

constant temperature to flow through the apparatus for

Borne little time before making the readings. By means of

(he device shown in the figure, it has been found possible

to secure a steady current of water not varying more than

about 0- 1° C. in temperature throughout the day. In the

figure, A is a metallic cylindrical vessel, -

r
> cm. in diameter

and 5 cm deep, containing about 100 e.c. of water, &c,
for generating the heating vapour, n is a conical vapour

c. of aqua regia, evaporated several times with hydro-
chloric and, tlie residue treated with hot hydrochloric acid

and tillered. In the filtrate the sulphuric acid is precipitated

by alcoholic Btrontium chloride solution and loo e.c. of alcohol

are added. The precipitate is digested at a moderate heat for

1 hour, allowed to settle in the cold, and the clear solution

poured off through a tiller. The precipit ite is stirred with

2 e.c. of hydrochloric acid (2:1) and 50 e.c. of alcohol*

allowed to settle, the clear solution again poured oil, and
the precipitate washed with alcohol, three times by defama-
tion, and finally "ti tie filter. The precipitate tilters well

and is free from chlorine. The results are concordant and'

areO'H'J per cent, higher than those obtained by Lunge"*
method and 0' S3 higher than those obtained by Kilster's

method (Zeits. anorg. Chem. 19, 100).— \. S,

chamber in which is suspended the co ;
l (' of copper or

" compo." tubing, 25—30 cm. long, and with an internal

diameter of about 3 mm. The cover of (' has a diameter

of 10 cm. 1) is a reflux condenser. V. is an arrangement

for maintaining a constant head of water at the point of

entrance to the coil. SO as to reduce variations in the

pressure of the current of water. F is a stout glass tube

acting as a " tell-tale " to indicate whether or not the over-

flow and the current of water through the instrument / are

running properly. G and K are pieces of thick-walled

caoutchouc tubing, 11 a screw-damp for regulating the Bow
of water, and M a metal cylinder to reduce lo>s of heat by
radiation from the walls of the vapour generator.- A. S.

IXORGANIC—QUANTITA TIVE.

Sulphuric Acid; Determination of . K. Silberherger.

Monatsh. Chi m., 1904, 25, 220-248.

This inaccurate results obtained in the determination of

sulphuric acid as barium sulphate, in the presence of iron,

chromium, aluminium, and potnssium salts, ire stated to be

due to the co-precipitation of complex barium salts. Sul-

phuric acid in the presence of iron, aluminium, and chromium
can, howevei bi rately determined by precipitation with

strontium chloride in alcoholic solution, and the method is

especially suitable for the rapid determination of the sulphur

in pyrites. About 0*5 grin, of the p\ r ted by

Arsenir ; Rapid determination of in Sulphuric ami
Hydrochloric Acids. N. G. iilattner and .1. lira— ear.

Chem.-Zcit., 1904, 28, 211.

Tin; method is based on the conversion of the arsenic into-

arsenic tri-iodide, as in Seybel and Wikander's qualitative

method .( bem.-Zeit., 1302,26, 50)—
A-,' i , unci + 6KI = 2AsT, + GKC1 + 3H2 or

A-,l\ + iOlK'l + JUKI = 2AsI, + lOlil'l a 5rJ.O and

AsTj \-l, I...

The arsenin tri iodide is nearly insoluble in hydrochloric-

acid or sulphuric acid, and is filtered off through cotton

wool or glass wool, and converted into nrseuious ncidf

2AsI
:l
+ 31UO = As.,03 + 6111. The arsenious aeid is

neutralised with so,bum bicarbonate and the resulting

sodium arscnite titrated with a standard solution of iodine.

J/yitruchhric Acid.—50 e.c. of the acid, preferably ot
20' to 22 11. (if necessary strengthened with pun- sulphuric

acid) are mixed with constant stirring with 5 e.c. of a 30 per

cent, solution of potassium iodide, and the liquid filtered

after one minute through a Soxhlet's tube containing cotton-

wool or glass-wool, the beaker being washed out with a few

e.c. of pure strong hydrochloric acid containing 10 per

cent, of the potassium iodide solution. The precipitate is-

tlicu dissolved off the filter by water, and the aqueous dilu-

tion rendered slightly alkaline with pure sodium bicarbonate

and titrated with X 10 iodine solutton. Twice the number
of e.c. used, multiplied by iron;;:.", and divided by the

specific gravity id' the acid, giv-'s the percentage of arsenic.

Sulphuric Acid.—In this case the concentration of the

acid should be about 4.V 1!. With a strength above 50° B>
some iodine is liberated from the potassium iodide, whilst

an aeid below 45 B. dissolves some of the arsenic tri-iodide.

The distui fiing effect of chlorine on the reaction, as also of

ferric chloride, or selenium in hydrochloric or sulphuric aeid is

preventeil In the addition of a Nov drops of a eon, nitrated

solution of stannous chloride. Although arsenic is also

pitated by stannous chloride the reaction does not take place

tor some time. Lead in sulphuric acid also gives a precipi-

tate with potassium iodide, but the addition of sufficient

strong hydrochloric acid prevents the precipitation of I

tin. In the determination, 25 e.c. of the sulphurii

(brought to about ij I!.) are mixed with 25 i.e. of pure

hydrochloric acid, and treated with potassium iodide solution

as described above, lour times the number of c.e. of iodine

solution used multiplied bv 0'00375 and divided by the

specific gravity of the acid gives the percentage of arsenic

in this acid of 45 B. lie- whole determination can be

made in about 10 minutes, and is stated to give very

accurate results with acids containing as little as 0*001 pe.'

cent, of arsenic. When the amount exceeds 0-2 per cent. »

smaller amount of acid should be taken for the (est and

made up to 50 c.e. with pure concentrated hydrochloric

acid.—C. A. M.

Arsenic ami Antimony in .\'irkcl S/'eiss ; Determination

of . II. Nisseiison and A. Mittasch. ( hein.-Zeit..

1904, 28, 184- 1 56.

Tin following modification of the Gyory method (for

determining antimony in lead) is recommended (see tbi*

.7., 1903, 967): 0'5 grm. of the substance is digested at

300—ton ('. with 8 c.e. of concentrated sulphuric acid

until the mass is nearly or quite white. After cooling it is
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heated to boiling with a little water, to dissolve ay basic

salts, and treated with sulphuretted hydrogen lo throw
down arsenic, antimony, and copper. The precip

filtered and washed with a little acidified sulphuretted

hydrogen water, after which it is heated with 7 c.e. of concen-
trated sulphuric acid to dissolve the sulphur ciropounds.

iled solution is made up to about 100 c.c. with
itrouglv heated and titrated with decinormal potassium
iromate, in presence of three drops of a sulphuric acid

-olution of in;ligo as indicator, preferably added towards the

nd of the operation. To separate the arsenic and antimony
he solution is treated with an excess of potassium bromate,
i portion i6 then evaporated, treated with |— 1 grm. of

artaric acid when cold, then rendered alkaline with am-
nonia and treated with 30 c.c. of magnesia mixture. After

tending several hours the precipitate is filtered off, washed
vith a iittle ammoniacal water, the filtrate concentrated,

icidified with sulphuric acid, and the antimony and copper
irecipitated with sulphuretted hydrogen. Finally, the
reatment -.nth sulphnric acid acd titration with potassium
iromate are repeated, the arsenic being estimated by
[ifference.— ('. S.

Gold; Electrolytic Analysis of . F. M. Perkin and
W. C. Prebble. Paper read before the Faraday Soc.
Electro-Chemist and Metall., 1904, 3, 490—494.

'he authors propose the use of ammonium thiocyanate in

ilace of the potassium cyanide which is generally recom-
nended. With a current density of 0-2 ampere per

q. dcm. the deposition of 0-05 to 0-08 grm. of gold is

omplete in five to six hours in the cold, and with 0-4 to

i*5 ampere in H to 2 hours. The solutions employed
ontained 5 grins, of ammonium thiocyanate in 120 to

50 c.c, the gold chloride solution which was used for the
ests being added in measured volume. The depo-it of

;old is redissolved from the platinum by nse of potassium
yanide and an oxidising agent, e.g., hydrogen peroxide.
'he completion of deposition is judged by testing a sample
f the electrolyte with stannous chloride after the thio-

yanate has been decomposed with sulphuric acid. For
lost of the determinations the gauze flag electrode^

esigned by one of the authors (this J., 1903, 1064)
ere employed ; a suitable form of stand for platinum
asins, as also a heating bath to keep the temperature
on6tant at from 55

:
to 60° C, are described.—R. .S. H.

llumina [in Metallurgical Products'] ; Method for the

direct determination of . C. E. Rueger. Eni:. and
Mining J., 1904, 77, 357.

he following modification of a method proposed many
ears ago by Wohler, based on the precipitation of alumina
om a slightly acid solution by sulphur dioxide, is stated to

e sufficiently accurate for technical purposes. The pre-

tate of aluminium and iron hydroxides obtained in the
usual manner is washed, dissolved in hydrochloric acid, the
solution nearly neutralised with sodium carbonate, and
-odium sulphite added till a precipitate begins to form.
The precipitate is redissolved in a slight excess of hydro-
chloric acid, and the solution boiled vigorously till all the
sulphur dioxide is expelled. The precipitated alumina is

stated to be compact and granular j it is filtered off, washi-d,

redissolved in hydrochloric acid, and precipitated again in

the same manner as before. The precipitate is finally

ignited and weighed as alumina. The results are stated to

be accurate within 0-3 per cent. Zinc, manganese, nickel,

and copper have no influence on the results, but the latter

are affected by the presence of titanium, phosphorus, lead,

arsenic, and antimony.— A. S.

ORGANIC—QUALITATIVE.
Edible Fats ; Analysis of .particularly the Detection

of Cocoa-nut Oil in Butter and Lard. A. Jucl
and K. Pa-ternack. Zeits. (Jntersuch. Nahr. Genuss-
mittel, 1904,7, 193—214.

The author shows that on subtracting 200 from the saponi-

fication value and further subtracting the result from the

Reichert-Meissl value, a figure is obtained which, intheea-e
of pure butter, varies from — 4-14 to — 3-39, whilst with
cocoanut oil the figure lies between — 47-0 and — 50-7.

Again, the mean molecular weight of the volatile, water-

soluble fatty acids of butter is stated to be from 95-0 to

99-0, and that of the non-volatile insoluble fatty acids is from
259-5 to 2GI -0. The olatile soluble fatty acids of cocoanut
oil have a mean molecular weight of 130*0 to 145 0, and
the non-volatile insoluble acids 208-5 to 210-5. The
phytosteryl acetate test affords the most certain means of

detecting cocoanut oil, or other vegetable oil, in butter aud
lard. The melting point of the acetate after the Sfth

re-cry-tailisation never exceeds 115'C, if vegetable oils be
absent. When the melting point i< 117° i. or higher,

vegetable oil is certainly present. In the determination of

the Reichert-Meissl value of cocoanut oil only about 37 per
cent, of the total volatile fatty acids are found in the dis-

tillate, whilst in the case of butter, about 80 per cent, pass

over during the distillation. If further succes>ive quantities

of water be added to the distillation flask am! the boiling

continued, distillates are obtained containing the remainder
of the volatile acids. In the case of butter, the fifth distil-

late is practically free from volatile acids, but with cocoa-

nut oil, even the eighth distillate still contains an appreciable

quantity of volatile acids, requiring 0-45 c.c. of N/10 alkali

for their neutralisation. The results of numerous analyses

and experiments are given, aud are summarised in the

following table :

—

Fat.

tire butter
Sitter fat + 10 per cent.
of cocoanut oil

Sutter fat + 20 per cent.
of cocoanut oil

'cmnieroial butters con-

(

Tainiiitr cocoanut oil ...\

Reii
1

Value (a).

Saponification
Value (6).

-•Difference"
a-(6-2U0).

Butyro-
Refractometer.

Phytosteryl-
AcetateTest.

M.P.

121
-_'

C."
115"0° C.t

Mean }j

Weight of

Insolu'
Aud?.

27-51

25 '27

24-411

19-20
24-S5

223-37

226-96

2H2-24

+ fl4

- 1-69

- I--1U

- 7'M
-11 •so
-11-48

+ 0-4

-0-5

- 1
-.-.

- 2'f
- 1-6
-3-2

260-15

25T

246 ' :

!

2*7-99

' After fifth crystallisation. t After seventh crystaUisation. —W. P. S.

icetaniliae ,- Two new Reactions of [Distinction of
from Phenacetin]. E. Barral. J. Pharm. Chim. 1904,

19, 237.

^hosphomolyldie acid reagent, added to a solution of
cetanilide, gives a bright yellow precipitate, soluble on
arming. Phenacetin gives a similar precipitate which
emains insoluble when heated.
Mandelin's reagent (1 grm. of ammonium vanadate in

00 grms. of sulphuric acid) gives a red colour, rapidly

changing to greenish brown, with
phenacetin the colour at first is olive

becoming reddish brown when warmed.

tie. With
green in the cold,

—J. O. R.

Phenacetin} A'eto Colour Reactions for . E. Barr.il.

J. Pharm. Chim. 1904, 19, 237—
Sodium persulphate produces a yellow colour when warmed
with phenacetin ; this deepens to orange on prolonged
boiling.
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Bromine water, when heated with a few crystals of

phenacetin, colours them rose ; th li |uid becomes orarge

yellow, aud, ou cooling, a brown precipitate is gradually

formed.
MiUim's reagent (1 part of mercury treated with it- own
;ht of strong nitric acid and heated to about 60 C for

solution. Two vols, of water are added, the liquid let

stand, and the elear liquid decanted for use) heated with

pi acetin gives a yellow colour passing to red; nitrous

fumes are given off and a yellow precipitate is formed.
- J. ( ). Ii.

j> - Nitrophenylhydrazine and p - Dinibrodibenzylhydrazine ;

.s<,me Hydrasone Derivatives of [Detection of
Acetone or of Wood Spirit in denatured Ala I

A. van Ekenstein aud .1. J. Blanksma. Zeits. Yer.

deutsch. Zuckerind. 1904, 190—194.

p-KiTBOPHENTtnyDKAZiKE can he utilised for the detection

of wood spirit in denatured alcohol, in virtue of the acetone

contained therein. A quantitative determination of acetone

in alcohol i- pel formed bj mixing a solution of 5 e.c. of the

spirit in 15 e.c. of water with a solution of .ton mgrms. of

the hydrazine in 5 e.c. of 30 per cent, acetic acid. II"

p-nitrophenylhydrazone of the acetone, m. pt. lis i ..

separates almost immediately, and after standing for

30 minutes, is collected on a tared filter, washed with a

little 20 per cent, alcohol, and dried at 105° C. Any
aldehyde originally present must first he destroyed by

caustic potash. Glucose yields two isomeric p-nitrophenyl-

hydrazones. t hie of these is obtained bj heating 2 grins.

oi glucose in SO e.c. of strong alcohol tor 10 minutes ou the

water hath with - grms. of the p-nitrophenylhydrazine.

This hydrazone melts at is.", C, [a]„ = + 21-5° j it is

sparingly soluble in alcohol. The other is obtained at

ordinary temperatures from a solution of 3 grms of glucose

in a little water, .! ^rms. of p-nitrophenylhydrazine aud

30 e.c. of glacial acetic acid. It melts at 195° C, [a]„ =
— l'JS-7 Both these hydrazones yield the same osa-

z me, ill. pt. 2.'7 C, [oJB = - 21" t . In the same
wa\ mannoie yield's two hydrazones, in. pt. 190 C. and

202
c
C. respectively, the latter being produced m presence

of acetic acid. The following sugars yield only one p-nitro-

phenylhydrazone respectively : fructose, m. pt. 17£ ('.

|a]„ = + 10° (osazone identical with that from glucose);

galactose, m. pt. 192° C, [aj„ = + 45-6 3
; xylose, m. pt.

156 C, readily Boluble in alcohol j rhamnose, m. pi 186 C.,

[o] n + 21-4"; arabinose, m. pt. 168 C, [a]„ + 48-3 ;

maltose and milk sugar do not react in alcoholic solution,

the p-nitrophenylhyi re readily decomposed by
heating with the calculated quantity of benzaldehyde,

regenerating the sugars.—J. F. li.

ORGANIC—QUANTITATI I E.

Sugar; Inalysis of . K. Abraham. Zeits. Vcr.

Ind., 1904, 187—188.

i> is proposed that in t
: "- analysis of a white sugar the

folio. carnations shall be male ;
— .Moisture = W :

ash = A
; diffi I I

a the alkalinity of the sugar and

alkalinity of the ash = 1); organic non-sugar (empii

coeffii ) = 31); invert sugar = I. The saccharose

is then cal tl to loo—(W + A. + 3D + 1)

and the resull is -aid to be more accurate than by polarisa-

tion. Any raffinose which may he pi ol is shown by the

diffi r he polarisation and the calculated

percentage of saccharose. —J. F. 11.

. Dry I iii, ation in optical . W.I).
Home. .1 Am Chi n. Soe., 1904, 26, 186— 192.

In determining the polarisation of a raw sugar, an error

is intro luced, owing to the fan that a precipitate i- formed

by the lead subacetate adde l to tie - .Union ot tin- normal
weight of sugar before making up to 100 e.c. In order to

iate this error, tic author recommends defecating in

a way that the normal yveigl ir shall remain
dissolved in 100 e.c. of the solution. This is doue by
making the solution of the normal weight up to 100 e.c.

then adding small quantities of powdered, anhydrous
had subacetate until the impurities are all precipitated.

Si imc refinery solutions, notably such as have been sub-

jected to the influence of bone-black, have n tendency to

coat the grains of lead salt with insoluble adherent crusts

and SO prevent the solution of the interior portions; this

difficulty may be overcome by adding coarse dry -and. with
the lead -ait. to the solution before shaking. Comparison
of the numbers yielded by this method of working yvith

those obtained by the old method and making allowance

for the volume occupied by the lead precipitate, show that

it gives good results.—T. H. P.

Nitrogenous Substances soluble in Water; Determination

of in Barley and Mall. Gainess Research Lai
Trans., 1903, 1, CI— 78.

Standard conditions have been determined under which
the soluble nitrogenous matter- may he extracted from
barley and malt in such a way that the changes which

take place In these substances during germiuat ton may be

lertained. In order to compensate for the changes in

the weight of the grain which occur during malting,

advantage is taken of the fact that the dry weight of

1,000 corns always represents an average sample for statis-

tical purposes, whereby the altered grain cae.be referred

to the original. In performing the actual extractions it

was found that the time of ami the ratio of grain

to water employed ha.i a considerable influence on the

re-ult-. owing in the one case to proteolysis and in the other

to the influence of the concentration of mineral salt- present

on the solubility of certain proteids like the globulins. A
standard concentration was therefor. I, whether in

dealing with barley or malt, such that the total liual volume
(extract -r residue) always represented the equivalent of

20 ;rui8. of the dry original barley per 100 e.c. The

volume of the mixture during the extraction proper was
always taken at three-quarters of the lotal final voli

the deficit being adjusted at the end of the process. The

finely ground sample was mixed with water in a flask in

the proportions indicated, the Mask was then agitated by

mechanical means for a standard time of six hours; the

volume was tlun adjusted aud the extract filtered. The

nitro ; in the filtrate, direct and
the substances coagulated h_\ boiling;

volun of the dried

wci. iccific gravity, the results were all finally

expressed id tei dry original barley. IVelimin

determinations showed that, in the case of barley, a period

-

II mrs from
Mr; i Mall

8 ror its

Mall I

ilt. of Total ll

sent in Origini Dry).

N Total. Confutable. Xon

Barley.

11-138

iCI'U 14-7

U'ili
i

it. lit solution. ..
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of six hours was necessary for complete extraction of the

soluble nitrogenous matters. When extraction was pro-

longed beyond 12 hours, a slight proteolytic action was
•observed, whereby the noncoagulable matters were in-

creased at the expense of the insoluble proteids of the

grain, the coagulable soluble proteids being unaffected.

In the case of malt, extraction was probably complete in

less than six hours; when it was further prolonged, a notice-

able proteolysis occurred, just as in the case of the barley,

except that in this ease the coagulable soluble proteids

were attacked. The effect of doubling the proportion of

water to grain was shown, in the case of barley, by a
marked decrease in the quantity of. nitrogenous matter
•extracted, whereas in the case of malt there was no differ-

ence. Extraction with a 5 per cent, solution of sodium
chloride instead of water, caused a considerable increase in

the quantity of nitrogenous matter dissolved. The addition

of salicyiic acid to the extraction mixture had no influence

in restricting proteolysis during prolonged periods of ex-

traction. In the foregoing table are shown the results

obtained with a sample of good Wiltshire barley and the

kiln-dried malt prepared from it. A few experiments with

air-dried malt indicated that with such malt, proteolysis

Boring extraction for prolonged periods was distinct In

active than with kiln-dried malt ; it is, therefore, somewhat
doubtful whether the standard period of six hours is per-

fectly safe in such cases.—J. 1'. 11.

tClnchona Succhubra, De Vrij's Liquid Extract of ;

Determination of Cinchotannates in . J. Warin.
J. Pharui. ( him"., 1004, 19, 233—236.

The author has previously shown (this J., 1903. 509) that

evaporation in vacuo as prescribed by De Vrij for the pre-

paration of the fluid extract of cinchona succirubra is

unnecessary. Criticism is now directed to the m< j
t

t)e Vrij for determining the amount of alkaloidal c

tannates in the fluid extract and to the modification of that

process at present official in the supplement to the Dutch
Pharmacopoeia, 1902. The latter reads as follows :

—" lOgrms.
of the liquid extract arc mixed with 2 grms. of sodium
acetate and 10 c.c. of water. The reddish-brown precipitate

is collected on a filter, washed with a little water, dried, and
weighed." It is fouud, not only that this washing with

water removes a notable amount of alkaloids, but that, even
without washing, the whole of the alkaloids are not pre-

cipitated by the acetic acid set tree in the process. When
the precipitate was merely collected and dried without
washing, the weight from 10 grms. of fluid extract was
1*03 grru., and the filtrate yielded 0'1471> grm. of

alkaloids. Where the precipitate from the same amount of

fluid extract was washed with 5 c.c. of water, its weight
when dried was 0'990 grm., and the washings, collected

apart, gave 0-062 grm. of alkaloids. A tnird similar

quantity, precipitated as before, but the cinchotannates
washed with 10 c.c. of water, gave only S U 5 grm., and
the washings contained 0-0SSS grm. of alkaloids. In-

creasing the amount of sodium acetate employed was not
found to materially affect the results. The addition of

5 per cent, of acetic acid to the wash-water was tried, but
this menstruum was found to remove more alkaloids than
water alone. The method is therefore condemned, since

more than 20 per cent, of the total alkaloids present are not
precipitated, the washing with water removes yet more, and
the results obtained have but little definite value. In
valuing the fluid extract of cinchona, the determination of
the total alkaloids, by precipitation as such, is preferable.

If it be desired to determine the cinchotannic acid, tin- can
be done in the ammoniacal mother-liquor, after shaking out
the bases with ether, in the usual manner.—J. O. 1!.

XXIY-SCIENTIFIC & TECHNICAL NOTES.

Hare Earths ,- Contribution to the Knowledge of the .

W. Biltz. Annalen, 1904, 331, 334—358.

rtiE author describes the preparation and properties of the
aeetvlaeetcnates of thorium, didymium. praseodymium,
neodymium, samarium, cerium, lanthanum, and aluminium,

ilso experiments on their application to the determina-
tion of the valencies of thorium and the cento earth m
and of the atomic weight of thorium.— A. S.

Magnetic Grid- of Iron
; Formation of by heatini/

Metallic Iron in a current of < 'arb >n Dioxide. .1 i

Monatsh. Chem., 1904, 25, 181—187.

Kv heating metallic iron in the form of very fine wire in a
current of carbon dioxide, at 1100°—1200° C, protosesqui
oxide of iron is produce I. identical in appearance, hardness,
density, and magnetic properties with natural magnetit .

The presence of a small amount of moisture in the carbon
dioxide has a favourable effect on the crystalline condition

he oxide produced.—A. S.

Light; Chemical Action of . G. Ciamician and I',

Sdber. I'm it. J., 1904,44, •-'.

0-NlTROBENZAXDEUYDE, in alcoholic, benzene, &c, solution,

i- converted by light into o-nitroso6enzoic acid. A colourless

npound of the composition i ,11,,' IX was
i td.

—T. 1'. ii.

Aniline; Direct hydrngenation of . Synthesis of Cyclo-
he.rytaminc and of two other new Amines. P. Sabatier
and J. 1!. Senderens. Comptes rend., 1904, 133, 457

—

160.

When the vapours of aniline, together with an excess of
hydrogen, tire passed over reduced nickel maintained at a

temperature of about 190° C., a considerable absorption of

the gas takes place, and a liquor with an ammoniacal odour
'llected by condensation. This liquor contains cyclo-

hexylamine, together with two other bases hitherto un-
described, dicyclohexylamine and cyclohexylauiline.

Cyclohexylamine. C,
;
lI n XH_„ is a very powerful base,

boiliug without decomposition a' 134 C. It has an am-
moniacai odour; its density, 0°/0G = 0'87. It turns litmus
blue, and absorbs carbon dioxide from the air with great
avidity, forming a well crystallised carbonate ; the hydro-
chloride melts at 206 i

'.

Dicyclohexylamine, (C.-,IIn ) 2XII. is produced by the union
of two molecules of cyclohexylamine with elimination of
ammonia. It boils with slight decomposition at 250 I

;

its density, O'/O' = 0-93G. It is a fairly strong base, alka-
line to litmus, and yields a crystalline carbonate which
dissociates in presence of dry air. The hydrochloride is

very sparingly soluble in ether. It is a secondary amine,
possessing characters similar to those of the amines of the
fatty series, and docs not yield colour reactions with
oxidising agents.

Cyclohexylaniline, C5H-.NH.C5Hj,, results from the
partial decomposition of dicyclohexylamine. It boils at

275 C with considerable decomposition and formation of
diphenylamine and hydrogen. It is only slightly soluble in

water ; its density 0"/0° = 1'016; its hydrochloride crystal-
lises in tufts of flue needles, which, when exposed to the
air, turn grey, and finally green. It turns red litmus blue,

but does not form a solid carbonate. Owing to the
presence of a benzene nucleus this amine yields colour
reactions analogous to those of diphenylamine.—J. F. B.

Dibenzalylucosides and Benzalmethijlylucosides. A. van
Ekenstein. Zeits. Ver. deutsch. Zuckerind., 1904, 188
—190.

Tin; sugars condense with benzaldehyde in exactly the
same manner as with formaldehyde. Sugar, -1 parts, is

treated with freshly distilled benzaldehyde, 3 parts; phos-
phorus pentoxide, 3 parts, is then added with continued
stirring. After standing for half-aa-hour, the proauct is

diluted with ice-cold water, and the precipitate is dissolved

in methyl alcohol. Only the pentoses yield well crystal-

lised pioducts, the hexoses giving uncrystal b!e syrups.

The constitution of the products is analogous to that of
the corresponding formaldehyde derivatives. The carbonyl
group having disappeared, the derivatives do not reduce
tfehliug's solution ; they contain two benzaf residues. The
pentose derivatives contain no hydroxyl group, but the

liexcse derivatives still contain one free hydroxyl. Diben-
zalarabinose, m. pt. 154° C, [a] : , = + 27 (in methyl
alcohol), dibenzalxylose, m. pt. 130° C, [a]„ = + 37- j,
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and dibenzalrhamnose, m pi. 128° C, [a],, = + 56° are

described. The glucosidea react with benzaldenyde fac

more readily than the sugars; derivatives are ribtaioed by
boiling the glucosides for a few hours with benzaldehyde
in presence of a little aqueous sodium sulphate. The io

beu/.al derivatives of o and 0-methylglucoside and of

methylmannoside, and the dibenzal derivatii of the last

are well defined, crystalline, optically active products.

—J. F. B.

Mannamine : New Base derived hum Mannose.
B. Rous. Comptes rend., 1904, 138, 503—505.

Wiikn mannose-oxime is reduced by sodium amalgam
according to the general method adopted for the prepara-

tion of glucamine (this J.., 1901, 605, 81") a base exactly

analogous to the latter is obtained, to which the name of

mannamine is given. According to Mnquenne's notation

mannamine is ammo-1-hesanepentol ".,''''.
ti.

NH2.CHa[CH(OH)] <CH2OH
The mannose oxime is readily prepared from the crude

syrup obtained by the hydrolysis of ivory nuts, and the

mannamine is separated, after reduction of the oxiuie, in

the form of the oxalate. Mannamine resembles glucamine

very closely in it- general properties. It occurs as a colour-

less crystalline mass, very soluble in water, and fairly

soluble in alcohol ; it melts at about 139 I'., and posses.,

^

a caustic and sweet flavour. In 10 per cent, solution its

rotatory power [a]„ = — 2°. It precipitates nickel sulphate

and yields a white amorphous product with mercuric

chloride, insoluble in excess of the base.—J. 1". 13.

#tto 33oofe$.

A.\LEITnN(. ZDB Ql v. IllATlVUN I'.KSTIMMI'NG DEB <>!>.-

QANI8CBEN \ in\n;i;t iti-.n. Von Dr. 11a\s MeyBR.
2te, vennebrte und umgearh. Auflage. Julius Springer's

Verlag, Berlin. 1904. Price M. 5.

Svo volume, containing prefaces, table of abbreviations,

introduction, 198 pages of subject-matter with 23 illustra-

tions, and an alphabetical index. The subject is treated

under the following beads I. Determination of thi

Hydroxy1 Group ; II. of the Carhoxyl tiroup j III.

Carbonyl Group; IV. of the Alky 1 Oxide Group; V. of
the Methylene Oxide Group ; VI. of the Primary Amine
Group; VII. ofthe [mino Group. VIII. Quantitative De-

termination of the Typical Hydrogen of the Amines.
IX. Determination of the Nitrite Group ; X. of the Mcthyl-

and Ethylimino Group; XI. of the Acid amino <iroiip
;

XII. of the Diazo Group; XIII. of the Azo Group;
XIV. of the Hydrazine Group ; XV. of the Nitroso Group

;

XVI. of the Nitro Group; XVII. of the lodo and Iodo

Groups; XVIII. of the Active Oxygen of the Peroxid

and Peracids. XIX. Determining the Double Linkage ai

the Triple Linkage.

The Textile Technical Schools and Development
of the Textile Industries: Germany. Foreign

Office Miscellaneous Series, Xo. C02. Eyre and
Spottiswoode. Price bd.

List of schools giving instruction in textile manufactures.

Plan of instruction of the course in textile industry at the

Brunswick Technical University. Detailed descriptions of

various schools established in Germany to provide instruc-

tion in dyeing, spinning, weaving, &c. Examination oi

the present extent aud importance of German textile

industries. Tables showing value of imports and exports

of raw materials for textile industry, and ol exports of

textile goods to other countries. Factors which have

aided the development ofthe German textile industry.

Mineral Tables, for the Determination of Minerals by
their Physical Properties. By Arthur S. Laki k, Ph.D.,

Asst. Prof, of Mineralogy. University of California.

John Wiley and Sons, New York. Chapman and Hall,

Ltd , London. 1904. Price 5s. 6d. nett.

8vo volume, containing introduction, 7 pages of physical

properties, an analytical key and 59 pages of tables, each

grouped under the following columns:— " Name," " Com-
position," "Colour," "Streak," "Lustre," "System,"
"Cleavage or Fracture," "Common Structure," and
" Observations." At the close there is an alphabetical

index. In the preliminary chapter, " Physical Properties,"

definitions are given of the precise intent of each column
heading just referred to. A list is also furnished of the

very simple apparatus needed for utilising the tables

mentioned for the purpose set forth.

Directions fob Laboratory Work in Physio w
Chemistry. By Holmes •'. Jackson, Ph.D. 2nd
Edition. John VVilej and Sons, New fork. Chapman
and Hall, Ltd., London. 1908. Price 5s. 6d. nett.

Bvo volume, containing preface. 142 pages of subject-

matter, and the alphabetical index. The following subjects

are treuted of in the book:— I. Carbohydrates. II. Eats.

III. Proteids. IV. Muscular Tissue. V. Iiouc. VI

Nervous Tissue. VII. Salivary Digestion. VIII. G.i-tric

Digestion. IX. Pancreatic Digestion. \. Intestinal

Putrefaction. XL Kile. XII. Blood. XIII. Milk. XIV.
Urine. XV. Sediments.

QTraUc import.

I.—GENERAL.
Mixes \m> Quarries; General Uepori isd

Statistics for 1903.

Ilnme Office Report, 1904.

Output of Minerals under the Coal Mines
Regulations Acts.

Coal
Clay and shale other than lire-

cl;iy and oil shale
Fire-clay
[gueous rock
Iron pyrites
[ ronstone
Limestone
Oil shale
Petroleum

1

Sandstone (including "Ganister")

Tons.
227,084,871

I S

3,01 1,095

":.r..'.i

7,214,310

38,346

2,107,534
25

95,914

Total. 239,717,699

•

3,066,835

2,646
s.314

7. 17 1. si:;

lO&Stf

Output of Minerals nudtr Metalliferous Mines
Regulation Act.

Arsenic
1 cal l>.\ rites

Barytes
Bauxite
Chalk 1

Chert and Hint
!

Clay and shale
Copper ore and copper precipitate
Thior spar
Gold ore
Gypsum
Igneous rock
Iron ore
Iron pyrites
! < ad ore
Limestone '

Manganese ore
1 vim. umber, Ac
1; . salt

Sand
Sandstone
Silvet ore

Tin ore
Uranium ore

nun
ire

1

Ton*.
- 1.11 :»rj

820 57

:>."I7 6,128
B.666
..'.•Lill

6,11a

1,970 n>...:>7

... , ,,

[70.196 176,980

03,664

1,700,411 ,868

1.617

671,721 573,011

1,278 818
8,423

162.183 167,7

18.075 16,068

201.76H
58

1;

:< •72

- .. 3.243,633
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The figures do not in all rises represent the total

iroductioo of the minerals for the year. Large quantities

if several important minerals, such as iron ore, limestone,

andstone, slate, clay, &c, are obtained from quarries under

he (.Marries Act, and from other open workings, the returns

rom which are not yet available. The totals for coal, and

he ores of copper, lead, and ziuc may, however, be

egarded as substantially complete. The total mineral

nitput of the United Kingdom, including the return- from

[U.irr.es, &e., will appear in l'art I. of the General Report.

l.ir.aiM'; Tauif!-- MODIFICATIONS.

Bd. of Trade J., March 10, 1904.

rhe following are some recent modifications in the tariff

:lassification of Germany :

—

Hall- and wholly-tanned skins, with the hair on. of calves,

:attle, seals, and reiudeer, are to pay duty as leather under

No. 21 of the tariff.

Artificial sweetening substances, having a greater sweeten-

Dg power than refined cane or beet sugar, but of less

nutritive value are to be admitted duty free under Xo. 5m
if the tariff, permission to import such substances being

5r-t obtained.

In addition to the foregoing, the duty payable on certain

irticles has been fixed as follows :

—

Mks. per
I kilos.

I i-sandstone (artificial stone made of a

mixture of lime and sand) :

—

In the form of bricks (ebenflachig) Free

Other kinds, inclnding figured (profihrt)

—

Imported by sea Free

land 1 00

Rolled films (if celluloid 2t0'00

Sew York Chemical Imports.

Chem. and Druggist, March 5, 1904.

Among the imports at New York in 1903, were

49,309 lb. of bismuth, 940,662 lb. of barium sulphate,

67,480 tons of crude chalk, 642,616 lb. of precipitated

chalk, 15,139 tons of china clay, 66,687 lb. of cobalt oxide,

3,103 tons of fullers' earth, 637,184 lb. of lithopone,

346,200 lb. of mica, 8,062,051 lb. of ochre, 9 79,829 lb. of

ozokerite, 3,765,083 lb. of potassium carbonate, 198,432 lb.

of potassium permanganate, 1,793,876 lb. of potassium

ferrocyanide, 112.154 lb. of sodium hyposulphite, 298,886 lb.

of sodium nitrite, 5,239,448 lb. of talc, 1,048,976 lb. of

ceresin, and 1,396,310 lb. of zinc oxide. Great Britain and

Germany furnished the bulk of these imports.

Egyptian Market tor Chemical Products and
Manures.

Ch. of Coram. J., March 1904.

The French Consul at Cairo calls attention to the

increased importation into Egypt of chemicals, notably of

disinfectants, refrigerants, and preparations used in electrical

and photographic processes. The principal shipments
consist of sulphuric, citric, and hydrochloric acids, sal

ammoniac, alum, sulphate of iron and sulphate of magnesia,

corrosive sublimate, soda crystals, caustic soda, carbolic

acid, and aniline dyes. Italy and Germany are becoming
dangerous competitors, owing to the lowness of their prices.

It is noteworthy as regards the consignments of chemical
manures that France took first place in 1902, displacing the

United Kingdom. A group of Egyptian agriculturists are

promoting the use of chemical manures. Experiments are

being undertaken by various landowners who recommend
the establishment of experimental stations under the auspices

of the Agricultural Union of Alexandria. This society

will keep in touch with the chemical manure manufacturers.
The principal product cultivated in Egypt, namely cotton,

requires phosphate as dominant together with potash ; maize,

potash as dominant together with phosphate of lime; and
barley and wheat, nitrogen. From the foregoing it will be

observed that manufacturers of chemical products may do
well to make themselves acquainted with the requirements
of the Egyptian market.

VII.—ACIDS, ALKALIS, Etc.

Sodium Sdlpbite : U.S. Customs DEctsioN.

Jan. 13, 1904.

A shipment of sodium sulphite containing sodium sul-

phate as an impurity was held by the Board of General

Appraisers to be dutiable at 25 per cent, ad valorem under
paragraph 3 of the present Tariff Act. The claim of the

importer that it was dutiable at 12 cents per hundred lb. as
" salt," under paragraph 284, was contradicted by analysis

and was overruled.— R VY. XI.

Leas Sulphate; Impure- : U.S. Customs Decision.

Jan. 25, 1904.

Merchandise invoiced under the above name was assessed

for duty at 25 per cent, ad valorem, as a "chemical com-
pound," under paragraph 3 of the present Tariff Act.

Analysis showed it to contain selenium, iron, silica, water,

free sulphuric acid and lead sulphate. The sample contained

52-80 per cent, of lead sulphate, and the. sample was a
residue from sulphuric acid chambers. Following a previous

decision, the Board of General Appraisers held the article to-

be dutiable at 10 per cent, ad valorem, as " waste," tinder

paragraph 463.—R. W. M.

Barium Peroxide: U.S. Customs Decision.

Jan. 21, 1'.»I4.

The Board held that barium peroxide was properly

assessed for duty at 25 per cent, ad valorem as a " chemical
salt" under paragraph 3 of the present Tariff Act, and
overruled the claim of the importer that it was dutiable at

525 dols. per ton as "manufactured barytes" under

paragraph 44.— R. W. M.

Barium Sulphate ; Artificial
Decision.

: U.S. Ccstoms

Jan. 19, 1904.

An importation of goods invoiced as barium sulphate

was assessed for duty at £ cent per lb. as " artificial

sulphate of barytes " under paragraph 46 of the present

Tariff Act. The Board of General Appraisers affirmed the

assessment of duty and overruled the several claims of the

importer that it was dutiable at 25 per cent, ad valorem
as a " chemical salt " under paragraph 3, or at 75 cents per

ton under paragraph 44 as " baryte6, unmanufactured," or

at 5*25 dols. per ton as "manufactured barytes" under
the same paragraph, or at 20 per cent, ad valorem as a
" manufactured article unenumerated " under section 6.

—R. W. M.

X.—METALLVRG Y.

Spelter Production; The World's , in 1903.

H. Ii. Merlon and Co. Eng. and Mining J., Feb. 25, 1904.

The following figures approximate closely to the details

of the world's spelter production in 1903; the figures for

1902 are added for comparison.

Belgium, the Rhine, and Holland
Silesia

Great Britain
France and Spain
Austria and Italy
I' iland ..

Total Europe
United States

Total

Tons. Tans.
200,140 215.690

115,280 116,8

39,610 *3,«5
27,030 27,920

8,460 9,025

8,150 9,745

398,670 422,630

141.J73 139.57U

539,9*3 502,200

Pig Iron Production of Canada in 1903.

Bd. of Trade J., March 3, 1904.

The American Iron and Steel Association, has received

direct from the manufacturers the statistics of the pro-
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duction of all kinds of pig iron in Canada in the year 1908.

They show a decrease of 54,139 tons, or nearly 17 per
rut., as compared with 1902, but au increase o£ 2n,-ii2

tons as compared with 1901.

The total production in 1903 amounted to 263,418 tens,

igainsl 319,5.17 tons in 1902, and 244,976 tons in 1901.

Of the total production in 1903,247,905 I made
with coke and 17,513 tons with charcoal. Nearly one-hall
•of the total production was basic pig iron, namely, 126,892
tons. Less than 1,000 tons of Bessemer iron were made.
Spiegeleisen and ferromanganese have uol bi en made since

The following table shows the total production of all

Is of pig iron (including spiegeleisen and lerromau-
ganesc') in Canada from 1899 to 1903 :

—

1S!W 9*.077

1901

1903

190 i

The unsold stocks of pig iron in Canada on ;slst December,

1903, amounted to 19,168 tons.

XII.—FATS, FATTY OILS, Etc.

Olivk Oil Production of South Austba.ua.

/,'</. of Trade J., March i, 1904.

In the prefatory report on the agricultural and lire-

stock statistics of South Australia tor the year ended

31st March, 1903, it is slated that olive cultivation has

lor many years been carried on in that State, tin- climatic

litions, nature of the soil, and the introduction of the

best varieties all tending to the success of a highly remu-

nerative industry in tin production of fruit and oil of the

best quality. The number of trees returned lor the period

under review is 78,642, against 66,852 in 1901-02, and the

quantity of oil expressed 12,422 galls., as against 11,327

galls, in 1901-02.

I IRNA1 in Wax.

Phurm. Weekblad, 4, 78, 79 ; through Pkarm. ./., 1904,

72, 246.

About 1,000 tons of Carnauba wax are exported annually

from Brazil, chiefly to Hamburg. The greatei portion of
the wax is collected along the banks oi the Jaquariba, in

the provinces of Ceara and Parahyba. The haves of the

it which yield the wax are left to dry in the sun tor

two or thn • days and the wax brushed or scraped from the

surface. It is then melted in hot water, skimmed off, and
allowed to solidify, when it forms a yellow or pale greenish

•wax of sp. gr. 0'995, and ni. pi. 84 ( .— A. S.

Chinese Wood < hi..

U.S. ( •„„.«. Reps., Feb. 24.

Wood oil is rapidly becoming au important article of

export from China. During the past Season there lias been

1,890,000 dols. worth of it shipped from Hankow. There

are two kinds of this oil—one yellow, the other a dark
i.r. i Inlj the former has been exported, being cbn

sidored of a higher quality than the latter. I lie price id

the yellow variety during the past season has varied from
l-'.cj dols. to 6 - 05 dols. per picul (133^- lb.). The price at

this (late is about 5 dols. gold. The oil is brought to the

port in bamboo baskets lined with oiled paper, eai b bo ki I

doing about 1 pieul of oil.

Tic i i or Ai.i.iki v.

U.S. Cons. Rep., March 1, 1904.

German papers report thai step- arc being taken in

Algeria to manufacture natural soap on al Bali from

a tree known a- " Sapindus utilis." This plai t, which has

long been known in Japan, China, and India, bears afritil

of about tbi ml round.

The colour vari lie

inner part is of a dark i olour anil has an oily kernel. The
tree bears fruits in its sixth year and yields from 55
'220 lb. of fruit, which can easily be harvested in the fall.

By using water or alcohol the ea| ingredient of the
fruit is extracted. The • >sl of production is said to

small.

Y: i i.iiw Greasi : U.S. Customs Decision*.

Jan. 14. 1904.

A hard yellov grease was assessed for duty at 2o per
cent, ad valorem an a " manufactun ! article unenumerated

"

under section G of the present Tariff Act. Hie Heard of

General Appraisers, on examining the sample, held it to be
properly dutiable at cent per lb. as "weed grease," under
paragraph 27'.'. —K. \V. M.

XIII. B.—RESINS, VARNISHES, Etc.

Guaiacum Kesin : U.S. Ci i on.

Jan. 25, 1904.

Besin guaiacum was decided to be dutiable

pound and 10 per cent, ad valorem, under paragraph
the present Tariff Act, as a "gum advanced in value." ami
not free of duty as a " crude drug " under paragraph 548.

—R. W. M.

"MIXTION Cui.nif": U.S. I IKCISIOX.

Jan. 22. 1904.

Merchandise described on the invoice as above, and
according to analysis consisting of turpentine oil, di

J

oils, and resinate of lead, was decided to be dutiable at

.!.") per cent, ml valorem, as " varnish," under paragraph 53
of the present Tariff Act, and not at 20 cents per gallon,

as " linseed oil oxidised," under paragraph 37.— It. W. M.

XIV.—TANXING; LEATHER; GLUE, Etc.

Tanking Industry, in Bi bma.

Bd. of Trade J., March 3, 1904.

In its issue of Gth February, " Indian Engineering
attention to the fact that the Forest Department at Rangoon
arc working a tanning factory, which may be the means of

introducing a new industry into the province of llurma.

whose forests and coasts supply tanning material ill

abundance.

Ground Sumach: U.S. Customs Decision.

Jam 27, 1904.

Sumach haves, ground ami containing 15 per cent, of

lentisco leaves aho ground, « re assessed lor duly at 20 per

cent, ad valorem, as a " manufactured article unenui

under section 6 of the present Tariff Act. The Hoard of

General Appraisers sustained the claim of the importer that

they were dutiable al 0*3 cent, per pound, as "ground

sumach," under paragraph 85, the evidence showing that

such was their commercial designation.— B. W. M.

X VLSI 'GA /.'. STARCH,

o Similar Substances; Imioki or •

INTO Siu.x.

Bd. of Trade ./., March 10, 1904.

The regulations which have been issued for giving effect

to the law governing importation of saccharin, \c, into

Spain (this J., 1904, 143), provide that the importation of

imilar products is to he effected only through

the Custom-houses ol [run, Port Hou, Barcelonu, Seville,

Bilbao, and Grao de Valencia, and only in tin i urn and for

ies. Until the Ministry^!

the Inti i er has fix* i the quantity of saccharin, &c, which

is-to be C is the maximum nei I the

pharmaceutical purposes of each importer, the amount of

. kilos.
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Sugar Exports of Bkitish Guiana.

Bd. of Trade J., March 3, 1904.

The following figures are taken from official sou:

give the destination of the exports of sugar from British

Guiana for the years ending March 31st :

—

I'd

.out.
United Stales. Canada.

Tons. Tons.
. . 17.-.1-J • 318

;mo 15,981 6",4H 331
1000-1 76,21ft -

12.S68 7.774
1902-3 16.32(5 i;.777

For the period from 1st April to 3rd November 1'."

sugar exports to Canada reached a total of 32,683 tons.

XVII.—BREWING, WINES, SPIRITS, Etc.

Wine Production- in Italy in 1903.

Bd. of Trade J., March 10, 19u 1.

The following table, showing the amount of wine pro-

duced in Italy in 1903, as compared with the productions of

1902 and 1901, has been compiled from official figures

published in the Gazzetta Ufficiale of 25th February:

—

Districts. 1902. 1903.

Hectols.
Piedmont i,

Lombardy
Tenetia 3,<mo.o(>n

Liguria
Emilia. 4.

TJmbria i

Tuscany 4 -

Lazis 1,150.000
South Adriatic T.

South Mediterranean
Sicily 4,155.1100

Sardinia 1

Totals 44,180,000

Hectols.
5,370,000

1,995,000

370,000

3,915.000

4.100,000
3,180.000

1,615,000

Hectols.

3.10H.'

2,410,000

41,140,000 35,100,000

Spirit Drawback.

At a meeting of the Associated Chambers of Commerce
held at the Whitehall Rooms, W.C., on Thursday, March 10,

on the motion of Mr. Ivan Levinstein, seconded by Mr.
Thos. Tyrer, the following resolution was passed:

—

Having regard to the great advantages resulting from the

extensive employment of untaxed alcohol for industrial

purposes, and for the generation of power abroad, this

Association is convinced that the retention of the existing

duty on alcohol for such purposes is a very serious obstacle

to the progress of British industry, and that a letter be
forthwith addressed to the Chancellor of the Exchequer
asking him to . receive a deputation on an early date for

the purpose of demonstrating to him the importance and
urgency of exempting from duty alcohol for industrial

nses.

Wine Production of South Australia.

Bd. of Trade J., March 3, 1904.

Vine growing in South Australia is becoming one of the
most important industries, the production of wine having
increased fourfold during the past decade. In 1893
were 15,418 acres, with 4,206,5SO vines in bearing and
4,545,737 non-producing. In 1903 the area had inere:

21,692 acres, the number of productive vines to 10,1"

and 1,723,787 vines not in bearing, aggregating nearly
12,000,000 vines.

The future of the vine industry must depend more and
more on extraneous demand, especially from consul'

Great Britain. The consumption of Australian wine in the

United Kingdom was in 1860 onlv 95 1 galls. ; in

36,147 galls. -, in 1?S0, 55,000 galls. \ in ]S9O,3i4,401
j

and at the close of the century, 822,503 galls.

A-
VIII. C.—DISINFECTANTS.

'• Sacarbolate "
: U.S. Customs Decision.

Jan. 12, 1904.

An article described as sacarbolate, which on analysis
was shown to be a preparation of soap containing phenolic
compounds and pyridine b.i* t s, was assessed for duty, as a
"medicinal soap," at 15 cents per lb. under paragraph 17
of the present tariff. The evidence showed that it was
principally used for disinfecting railway cars and refrige-
rators, and was not suited for use on the human body.
The claim of the importer that it is properly dutiable at
20 per cent, ad valorem as " soap not specially prov;
tor,'' under paragraph 72, was sustained by the Board.

—K. W. M.

XX.—FINE CHEMICALS, Etc.

Quinine Exports it.om Java durisg 1903.

Chem. and Druggist, Mareli 5, 1904.

The exports of quinine from Java from Jan. 1 to Dec. 3L
were as follows:—

.

1900 1,921

8,255

1902

1,917

E.ntleuraged Greases, Concrete Essexces, and-
Oils : U.S. Customs Decisions.

Jan. 27, 1904.

The Board held that concrete essence of violet, concrete
essence of cassie, and pouiide lily are " enfleurage
greases," and free of duty under paragraph 626 of the
present Tariff Act ; and oil of jasmine also free under
same paragraph, by specific designation. Articles described!
as oil of gardenia, oil of muguet, and oil of thyme were
held to be dutiable either " as essential oils," under para-
graph 3, at 25 per cent, ad valorem, or at 60 cents per lb.

and 45 per cent, ad valorem, under paragraph 2, as
" alcoholic compounds," according to the presence or
absence of alcohol. It was also held that certain concrete
essences and oils, described as concrete clover blossoms,
oil of jasmin, oil of chypre, solid carnation pink, concrete
rose, concrete violet, concrete Mav lily, concrete tuberose,,
concrete fleur-orange, and solide oeillet are also free of dutv,
under paragraph 626 as "efleurage greases." In another
case, decided Feb. 10, concrete essences, flenr d'oranges,
issie, heliotrope, rose, tuberose, reseda, violette de parme,

and jasmine were also decided to be free of duty, as above,
while glycine, gardenia, and lilas blanc were held to be
dutiable at 25 per cent, ad valorem as "essential oils"
under paragraph 3, as being compounds of essences. In
a further case, decided Feb. 15, essence naturelle pure
violette and essence naturelle concrete mimosa were held
to be dutiable at 25 per cent, ad valorem as " essential
oils."—E. \V. M.

Cuaiacol Carbonate and Pipeeazine:
U.S. Customs Decision.

Feb. S, 1904.

The Board of General Appraisers held guaiacol carbonate
and piperazine to be " medicinal preparations in the prepara-
tion of which alcohol is used " and dutiable at 50 cents
perib. tinder paragraph 74 of the Tariff Act.—K. W. M.

Aristol : U.S. Customs Decision.

Feb. 8, 1904.

Aristol, derived from thymol anil iodine, was found to be
non-alcoholic in character and dutiable at 25 per cent.

ad valorem as a "medicinal preparation'
-

under paragraph
76 of the Tariff Act.—E. W. M.
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patent 2.i5t.

Incandescent gas mantles.

N.B.—In these lists, [A.] means "Application for Patent," and

f.C.8.1, " Complete Specification Accepted."

Where a Complete Specification accompanies an Application, an

asterisk is affixed. The dates irivftn are (i) in the case of Applica-

tions for Patents, the dates of application, and (li) in the case ol

Complete Specifications Accepted, those of the Official Journals

in which acceptances of the Complete Specifications are advertised.

Complete Specifications thus advertised as accepted are open to

inspection at the Pate-nt Office immediately, and to opposition

within two months of the said dates.

I.—PLANT, APPARATUS, AND MACHINERY.

[A.] 5094. Sue. Anon. LTndustrie Vcrriere i

Derive*. Processes for heating coal, appli-

cable for chemical and other similar processi -.

March 1.

„ 5257. Beiry and Denholm. Means for and •

thods of evaporating, densifying, or like trtut-

rnent of liquids. March 3.

„ S3G6. Wiilis (Dupuis). Distilling apparatus.

March 1.

„ 5370. Knight. Filters. March 4.

„ 5688. Johnson (Iladisclie Anilin uud Sjil.i Fabrik).

See under XI.

„ 5735. Deacon and Howe. Mill for grinding pur-

poses. March 9.

„ 5791. Imray (Stanton). Apparatus for producing

a vaouuin, supplying au absorbent, ;-n<l pre-

venting back atmospheric pressure.* March 9.

„ 6037. British Thomson-Houston Co., Ltd. ((Jen.

hJectric Co). Apparatus lor producing high

vacua. March 11.

{C.S.] 5049 (1903). Levy. See under VII.

„ 6372 (1903). Kestner. Apparatus for concen-

trating liquids. March 9.

„ 7-126 (1903). Wollaston. Apparatus for removing
suspended matter, from liquids by contirj

decantatiou. March 16.

,, 7957 (1903). Houghton and The United Alkali

Co., Ltd. Apparatus for separating liquid from

solid matter, and for partially drying the solid

matter. March 16.

,, 8671 (1903). Theisen. Centrifugal apparatus for

treating gases. March 9.

.,, 9182 (1903). Round. Receivers, condensers, and

similar vessels, sucb as are used in connection

with nitric acid and other chemical manufacturing
plants, and similar purposes. Mai ih 9.

„ 9689 (1903). Alzugaray. Crucible furnaces.

March 9.

45S (1904). Seger. Centrifugal separating appa-

ratus March 9.

514 (1904). Robinson. Crinding mills. Starch 16.

II.—FULL, CAS, AND LIGHT.

[A.] 4944. Russo. Arc lamps, and carbons therefor.

Feb. 29.

„ 4995. Schlickeysen. Process for converting raw
peat into solid peat fuel. Feb. 29.

„ 5218. Badger. The burning of liquid fuel. March 2.

53.13. Dewey. Mantles for incandescent gas burners.

March 4.

5468. Oldbani. Self-lighting mantle. March 5.

„ 5479. Cutler and Cutler. Gas purifiers. March 5.

5529. Grafton. Argand gas burners. March 7.

5535. Smith and Grant. Gas producers. March 7.

„ 5674. Lord. Apparatus for generating gas !"r

heating and illuminating purposes. Mate! -

[A] 5726. Atkinson
March 8.

6134. Lake (Hanlt). Bunseu burners. March IS.

[C.5>.] 5781 (1903). Jones. Manufacture of gas. MsrchM.

„ 7251 (1903). Gibbons and McEwen. Inclined

gas-retort mouthpieces, March 9.

9950 (1903). Boyd. Gas producers. March 16

10,416 (1903). Faucheur. Manufactures of bri-

quetti is 1 or fn [I. March 16.

11,119 (1903). Hansen. Hot try furnaces. March
2358 (1904). Peters. Process lor utilising thi

waste ends of carbons from arc lamps. March 16.

„ 2481 (1904). Brooks. Apparatus for the generation
of gas. March 9.

III.—DESTRUCTIVE DISTILLATION, TAR
PRODUCTS, PETROLEUM, AND

MINERAL WAXES.

[A.] 5955. Sellars. Extraction and recovery of by-
products from shales, coal dust, or other

ininous or carbonaceous matters. March 11.

[C.S.] 8596 (19o3). Bengongh. Process for the produc-
tion of highly fcuiphurelted bvdrocarboLs.
March 9.

IV.—COLOURING MATTERS AND DYKSTUFFS.

[A.] 4997. Johnson (Badische Anilin und Soda Fabrik).
Manufacture of azo colouring matters. Fel

„ 4998. Johnson (Iladisclie Anilin und Soda Fabrik
.Manufacture of colouring matters of the authr
cene series. Feb. 29.

5303. Imraj (Basle Chemical Works). Manufac
ture of indoxyl, its homologies and
derivatives. March 3.

[C.S.] 8905 (1903). Imray (Meister, Lucius und Brii

ing). Manufacture of dyestuffs of the anthr
cene series. March 9.

959S (1903). Imray (Meister, Lucius und Brito-

ing). Manufacture of cyauir.e dyestuffs. March!).

10.074(1903). Newton (Bayer and Co.). Manu-
facture of new derivatives of the anthraquiuune
series. March 9.

11,001 (1903). Abel (Act.-Ges. f. Anilinfabr.)

Manufacture of red monazo dyestuff><. M n li

!

11,717(1903). Newton (Bayer and Co.). Man
facture of dyestuffs of the anthraquinone serie

March 9.

2738 (1904). Imraj (Basle Chemical Works
Manufacture of new basic dyestuffs. Match 9,

V.—PREPARING, BLEACHING, DYEING,
PRINTING, AND FINISHING TEXTILES, YARNS

AND FIBRES.

[A.] 5247. Goddard. Apparatus for dyeing warps
weaving and otherwise treating them with liquh

M in h 3.

,, 55t'5. Sunderland and The Bradford Dyers'

eociation, Ltd. Production of colour or otli

effects on textile fabrics. March
,, 57S2. Newton (Bayer and Co.). Printing. March!

] 9849 (1903). Fielding. Rendering permane
embossed and like effects on woven good
March 16.

„ 23.310(1903). Muntadas y Rovira. Contiuuo
bleaching, washing, dyeing, ai.d like app.ir.itu

March 9.

VII.—ACIDS, ALKALIS, AND SALTS.

[A.] 5067. Lee. Manufacture of cyanide of pcta-iuai.

March 1.
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[A.] 5101. Bloxam (Gibbs). Manufacture of salts of

oxy-acids of chlorine and salts of chromic acid.

March 1.

.")17:i. Ashcroft. See under XT.

,, 5194. Keuyou. Process and apparatus for extracting

nitrogen from atmospheric air. March 2.

„ 5195. Kenyon. Manufacture of nitrogenous com-
pounds. March 2.

„ 5293. 1'earce and Couchet. See under XI.

„ 53GG. Woltereck. Process for producing hydro-
cyanic acid. March 4.

„ 55-10. Pauling and Pauling. Process for the pro-

duction of nitric acid from air. March 7.

„ 5603. Leonard. Improvements in and apparatus
for the manufacture of carbonate of ammonia.
March 7.

{C.S.] 5619 (1903). Levy. Process for the separation of

gases from gaseous mixtures, particularly oxygen
and nitrogen from atmospheric air, and apparatus
therefor. March 1G.

8478 (1901). Swan and Kendall. Apparatus t>

be employed in the manufacture of cyanides.

March 9.

768 (19(H). Stevens and Timmerman. SeeunderXl.

2284 (1904). Lake (Fallows). Production of
phosphoric acid. March 16.

VIII.—GLASS, POTTERY, AND ENAMELS.

CCS] 297 (1904). Imray (Window Glass Machine Co.),

Methods of and apparatus for drawing and anneal-
ing glass. March 9.

IX.—BUILDING MATERIALS, CLAYS, MORTARS,
AND CEMENTS.

£A.] 4940. Seaton-Snowdon. Flame-preventing com-
positions. Feb. 29.

4986. Wouldham Cement Co., 1900, Ltd, and
Fennell. The linings of rotary kilns or furnaces.
Feb. 29.

,, 5487. Curry. Manufacture of refractory bricks.

March 5.

„ 5G48. Stringfellow. See under X.

„ 5711. Bidtel, Bidtel, and Nutz. Magnesia cement
composition, and process for making artificial

stone from the same.* March 8.

,, 5712. Shedlock. Manufacture of artificial asphalt
or like composition. March 8.

,, 5853. Brothers. Manufacture of plaster of Paris,

and apparatus therefor. March 10.

„ 5913. Torno. Process of manufacturing artificial

marble or artificial stone.* March 10.

„ 6007. Steger. Manufacture of artificial stone,
blocks, or bricks.* March 11.

,, 61 12. Robinson and Sons, Ltd., and Smith. Plasters.

March 12.

tC.S.] 388 (1904). Gogler and Seinfeld. Process for

manufacturing white cement. March 16.

X.—METALLURGY.

[A:] 4973. Trezel and Comte de Mouthy. Alloy for and
process of soldering and brazing aluminium and
alloys containing aluminium. Feb. 29.

„ 4975. Moore and Heskett. Manufacture of iron

and steel from ferruginous ore.* Feb. 29.

„ 5041. Moore and Heskett. Apparatus for treating

ferruginous ore for the manufacture of iron and
steel therefrom. March 1.

„ 5276. Alzugaray. The refining of iron, steel, and
other metals. March 3.

„ 5349. Bower. Oxidising metallic surfaces. March 4.

„ 5301. Proctor and Jackson. Method of 6o!dering
aluminium. March 4.

[A.] 5591. Alton and Ramsay. Treatment of zinc ore
or zinciferous flue dust. March 7.

,, 5G18. Stringfellow. Treating blast-furnace slag,

and utilising tin- products thereof. March 8.

„ 5649. Wheatley. See under XI.

5671. Lake (Bassctt, Parker, and Strout). The
brazing of metals, and fluxes for use therein.
March 8.

6040, Wetnyss-Just and Hurry. Metallic alloy.
March 11.

[C.S.] 5683 (1903). Prescott and E. Green and Sou, Ltd.
Manufacture of metallic alloy. March 16.

„ 76S (I90t). Stevensand Timmerman. SeeunderXl.
„ 912 (1904). Matzek. Method of filling up cavities

produced in steel blocks during casting or eooliug.
.March 16.

2460 (1904). Cadotte. Case-hardening compound.
March 9.

„ 3235 (1904). Schulie-Steinberg. Manufacture of
briquettes from friable ores. March 16.

XL—ELECTRO-CHEMISTRY AND ELECTRO-
METALLURGY.

[A.] 5173. Ashcroft. Production of metals of the all, ali

group by electrolysis. March 2.

„ 5198. Macaulay. Device for collecting gases which
are driven or given off electrical furnaces.
March 2.

,. 5293. Pearce and Couchet. Electrolytic pr ss
for manufacturing nitrites. March 3.

„ 5297. M. I. P. Electrical Syndicate, Ltd., and
Blackman. Electric accumulators or secondary
batteries. March 3.

„ 5528. Brindle. Composition for insulating and
other purposes. March 7.

„ 5649. Wheatley. Plating aluminium or its alloys
with a metal or alloy by electrolysis. March 8.

., 5GSli. Johnson (Badische Anilin uudSoda Fabrik).
Apparatus for producing reactions in gases by
means of electricity. Murch 8.

[C.S.] 10,251 (1903). Wokes and Street. Apparatus for
purifying air and generating ozone by electricity.
March 16.

11,276 (1903). Rodcrbourg. Manufacture of elec-
trodes for secondary batteries. March 9.

,, 768 (1904). Stevens and Timmerman. Furnaces
for extracting metals, and making carbides and
similar compounds. March 16.

XII.—FATTY OILS, FATS, WAXES, AND SOAP.

[A.] 5,000. Kirton. Soap or compound applicable for
cleaning gloves and the like. Feb. 29.

„ 5399. Taylor. See under XVIII A.
„ 5609. Fearnhead. Apparatus for the manufacture

of candles, &c. March 8.

„ 6028. Ryk. Absorbent for lubricants, and method
of lubricating with the aid thereof. March 11.

„ 6080. Slater and Slater. Manufacture and subse-
quent treatment of soap. March la.

[C.S.] 8954 (1903). Finlay. Preparation of soap and
other commodities liable to evaporation. March 9.

10,324 (1903). Delahaye. Manufacture of artificial

wax. March 16.

„ 1303 (1904). Parziale. Soap. March 16.

XIII.- PIGMENTS, PAINTS; RESINS, VARNISHES;
INDIA-RUBBER, Etc.

QA.)—Pigments, Paints,

[C.S.] 8335 (1903). Strange and Graham,
of improved paint vehicles,

faeture

March 1G.
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[C.S.] 28,800(1903). Armbruster and Morton. Pigments,

and processes of making the same. Much 9.

(/>.)

—

Resins, Varnishes.

[A.] 5186. Hannay. Ami-fouling compositions for ships'

bottoms. March 2.

„ S292. Charlesworth ami Gray. Medium for colour-

ing or staining purposes. March 3.

[C.S.] 0823 (1903). Blumer. Synthetical production of

resinous subsianei . March 9.

XIV.—TANNING; LEATHER, GLUE, SIZE, Etc.

[A] 5475. Richardson. Treating leather to adapt it for

being united to other material. March 5.

[C.S.] 5305 (1903). Zacharia*. Manufacture of leather.

March 16.

9944 (1903). Itanham and Co., Ltd., and Sagar.

Impregnating woven belting and other fabrics

with balata, gutta-percha, &c. March 9,

„ 11,625 (1903). Jensen (Maetschke). Process of

manufacturing a limpid solution" of agar agar.

March 9.

XV.—MANURES, Etc.

[A.] 6101. Crone, Taylor, and Williams. Manufacture
of fertilisers. March 12.

XVI.—SUGAR, STARCH, GUM, Etc.

[A.] 5574. Kantorowicz. Manufacture and production

of starch materials. March 7.

XVII.—BREWING, WINES, SPIRITS, Etc.

[A.] 4974. Squire, Squire, and Squire. Manufacture of

yeast for bakers' use. Dec. 29.

„ 5263. Dymond. Kilns for drying brewers' grains,

&c, and machinery and apparatus therefor.

March 3.

„ 5272. Kenneth and Murray. Method of manu-
facturing alcohol. March 3.

.")44"). Frew ami Dempster. Fermented beverages.

March 5.

XVIII.—FOODS ; SANITATION, WATER
PURIFICATION! & DISINFECTA

(/I.)

—

Foods.

4974. Squire. See under XVII.

5102. Van Dalfsen. Production of an article of

food from sweel cassava.* March 1.

53991 Taylor. Preparation and preservation of

cream and similar fatty substances or emulsions,

rch 4.

Leetham. Process for bleaching, condition-

ing, or sterilising flour, milk, and other food

products or fermentable materials. March 9.

5790. Leetham. Process for bleaching or sterilis-

and apparatus therefor. Mai

5946. Butler. Manufacture of milk in the form of

milk powder, also applicable to the treatment of

other ?olutious containing fatty matter. March 10.

[A-]

[C.S.] 12,045(1903). DasekineandParauies. Treatment
of milk for purifying and preserving same..

March 9.

(Z>.)

—

Sanitation; Wateh Purification.'

1759 (1903). Nesticld and Crerar. Sterilisation of
water and other liquids and of alimentary sub-

Stances to render same potable or edible. March 9J

XIX.—PAPER, PASTEBOARD, Etc.

[A.] 4990. Jackson. Manufacture of paper pulp from
printed paper. Feb. 29.

5126. Voigt. See under XXII.

„ 7)277. Alzugaray. Manufacture of paper. March 3.

,, ">280. Ortmann. Manufacture of celluloid. March 3.

,, 5286. Howorth (Soe. Franc. < le la Vicose). Ap-
paratus for treating viscose. March 3.

„ 5730. Howorth (Soc. Franc, de la Viscose). \p-

paratus for the treatment of viscose. March 8.

„ 5994. Greening. See under \\.

[C.S.] 4S63 (1903). Schmerber and Morane. Manu-
facture of celluloid. March 9.

XX.—FINE CHEMICALS, ALKALOIDS,
ESSENCES, AND EXTRACTS.

[A.] 5549. Richardson. Manufacture of camphors.
March 7.

,, 5994. Greening. Method of producing artificial

camphor and rendering same a solvent for

nitrocellulose forming celluloid. March 11,

[C.S.] 10,095 (1903). Zimmerman (('hem. Fahrilc auf
Actien vorm. E. Sobering). Manufacture oS

methylene hippuric acid. March 9.

„ 11,138 (1903). Imray (Meister, Lucius und Briin->

ing). Manufacture of esters of trimetbylcyclo-

hexenone carboxylic acid. March 9.

„ 1180 (1904). Evers. Process for obtaining liquorice

juice from partly or completely dried liquorices

root. March 9.

XXI.—PHOTOGRAPHIC MATERIALS AND
PROCESSES.

[A.] 4941. Hesekiel. Colour photography. Feb. 29.

„ 4994. Imray (Meister, Lucius und Iiruniug).

Manufacture of coloured photographic inia

prints and of sensitive surfaces therefor. Feb. 29.

5814. Bennion - Booth. Photographic printing

process resembling mezzotint. March 9.

„ 5917. Spitzer." Process for producing etchings froni

negatives or diapositives of any kind. i.erman.

Appl.. Oct. 29, 1903.
J* March 10.

XXII.—EXPLOSIVES, MATCHES, Etc.

[A.] 5126. Voigt. Processes for manufacturing ni-

trated celluloses.* March 1.

[C.S.] 10,836 (1903). Brock. Explosive for blasting,

signalling, and other purposes. March 16.

11,990 (1903). Christensen. Manutacture of

matches. March 16.

„ 23,472 (1903). O'Donnell (Frank).

manufacturing a safety explosive. March 9.

bed by Etbe ar.d SreininrooDE, East Hording Street, Iondd B.C. for the Society oil
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#ottrrS.

THE MEDAL.

At a meeting of the Council of the Society held on

March 23rd last, it was unanimously resolved to present

the Society's medal for 1904 to Prof. Ira Remsen, President

of the Johns Hopkins University, Baltimore, MJ., U.S.A.,

for conspicuous services rendered by him to Applied

Chemistry.

ANNUAL GENERAL MEETING, NEW YORK, 1904.

The Annual General Meeting will be held in New York

City "ii Thursday, Sept. 8th, and following days. MemberB

who contemplate attending are requested to communicate

with the General Secretary as soon as possible, in order

that suitable travelling arrangements may be made. A
revised programme appeared in the March 31st issue.

COMMUNICATIONS.

Authors of communications read before the Society, or

any of its Local Sections, are requested to take notice that

under Rule 43 of the Bye-laws the Society has the right of

priority of publication for three months of all such papers.

Infringement of this Bye-law renders papers liable to be

rejected by the Publication Committee, or ordered to be

abstracted for the Journal, in which case no reprints can

be furnished to the author.

Cbanps of gourds..

When notifying new addresses, members are requested to

write them distinctly, and state whether they are temporary

or permanent. Multiplication of addresses is also to be

avoided as tending to create confusion. When sending

subscriptions, the use of the form attached to the application

helps in the verification of addresses, on which the safe

delivery of the Journal depends.

Meeds, A. 1>.; Journals to l'4l'4, Harriet Avenue, Minnea-
polis, Miuu., U.S.A.

Mitchell. Frank II . l/o Locust Street; c/o Dill aud Collins,

Richmond and Tioga Streets, Philadelphia, Pa., U.S.A.

Prinsen-Geerligs, II. C, l/o Fegal ; I'ekalongan, Java.

Richards, Edgar, l/o New York; 1G, Lafayette Square,

Washington, D.C., U.S.A.

Sanders, Warren W., l/o Cincinnati ; c/o Larkin soap Co.,

Buffalo, N.V., l.s.A.

Tanaka, K-; Journals to c/o Imp. Japanese Commission,

Exposition, St. Louis, Mo.. U.S.A.

Thomas, X. M. ; all communication!) to ltoseville Avenue,

Pymble, N.S.W., Australia.

Turri, G. G. ; all communications to 1 5(1, Queen Street,

Melbourne, Vic, Australia.

Uhlig, E. O, l/o Barclay Street ; 1125, Dawson Street,

Bronx Borough, New York City, U.S.A.

AVhceler, Ernest ; Journals to 33, Churchill Street,

Leicester.

Woodside, T. Prank, l/o Chesco Chem. Co.; c/o Warner
Chem. Co., Uwchland, Pa., U.S.A.

CHANGE OF ADDRESS REQUIRED.

Beyl-Dia, G. E., l/o 236, Great Clowes Street, Higher
Broughtou, Manchester.

ffiratt).

Whiffen, Thos. (of Battersea), at Cerris House, West Hill

Putney, S.W. March 27.

Canadian ^rrtioiu

Meeting held at Ottawa, on February \8th, 1904.

l'KOF. W. B. LANG IN THE CHAIU.

Appleton, II. A., l/o Stratford ; 63, Rosedale Road, Forest

Gate, E.

Avery, D. ; Journals to Working Men's College, Melbourne,

Vic, Australia.

Baker, Arthur, l/o 93 ; 313, Blackburn Eoad, Darwen.

Bloxam, W. P., l/o Tirhoot ; retain Journals.

Cameron, Alex., l/o Kronthal; 59, Lexham Gardens,

Kensington, W.

Champion, E. C. j all communications to 51(1, South

Washington Avenue, Iola, Kansas, U.S.A.

Crowell, II. 11., l/o Delewanna; c/o Jos. Bancroft and

Sons Co., Wilmington, Del., U.S.A.

Cunningham, Edw., l/o Santa Barbara ; c/o S. Cabot,

70, Kilby Street, Boston, Mass., U.S.A.

Gerard, Thos. A. ; Journals to 122, Foxhall Road,

Nottingham.

Glaser, C, l/o South Gay Street ; City Hall Annex, North

Gay street. Baltimore, Md., U.S.A.

Green, J. W., l/o Kew Gardens ; 22, Alwyne Mansions,

Wimbledon.

Hardeastle, G. Fred., l/o Newtown Street; 17, Chaucer

Street, Leicester.

Kenyon, Percy S. ; Journals to Park House, Oheu lie Ilulme,

near Manchester.

Kershaw, J. B. C; all communications to West Lancashire

Laboratory, Waterloo, Liverpool.

rjang|
j. (,., i ,, Victoria, H.U.; P.O. Box 2S3, Greenwood,

Canada.

Mill (i.\ THE FRACTIONAL CONDENSATION
OF AIR, WITH A VIEW I'd Till:

COMMEHCIAL PRODUCTION OE OXYGEN,

Bl l B.NEST A. It: SI l.i k. B.& .

The problem of the cheap preparation of oxygen, or of

an atmosphere rich in oxygen, has loug hceu recognised as

a technically important one. The uumber ol u*os to which

a really cheap oxygen could he pul is exceediugli

Hitherto, for almost a 1 1 purposes requiring oxygen, air Has

had to be used. In the case of the combustion of fuel, for

instance, for every ton of coal burin at least ten tons of inert

nitrogen are loaded into the Maine. This dilution, or some

of it, may he advantageous lor certain purposes, as in the

case of steam boiler work, but for practically all until

lurgieal operations it is highly objectionable, and for some it

is even fatal, as in the case of the direct production of

calcium carbide in a Mast furnace. In industrial chemical

operations, also, there are many processes demanding

oxygen and. as in the eases of the Deacon and Mond

chlorine proci ssi -. receiving air to their great prejudice.

The development in late years of methods of liquefying

air has led to an active investigation as the pro

producing cheap oxygen by purely mechanical

Parkinson lookout a paten* (Eng. Pat. 44,418, 1892; this J.,

or a method of refrigerating air in nil thi

(.which has tl" higher boiling poin

impracticable owing tothe fact thai the two gases, oxygen

and nitrogen, invariably liquefy together in a mutual
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solution. Some eight or nine years ago, Prof. James Dewar,

of the Royal Institution. investigated the relative propor-

tions in which oxygen and nitrogen liquefy when a mass
of air is exposed to partial liquefaction. Unfortunately he
arranged matters so that the only possible result was a

complete liquefaction of a fraction of the air instead of a

fractional liquefaction from the whole of it. That is to

say, the mass of air as a whole was not only not chilled to

the liquefying point, but, save for the portion withdrawn,

was maintained at ordinary temperatures, while the sepa-

rated portion was not only chilled below the point at which
the most condensible constituents liquefied, but tar below
the condensing point of nitrogen itself. Naturally, tliL1 air

exposed to this treatment liquefied in its entirety, and the

conclusion was drawn that air, in its initi il stages of con-

densation, could only deposit a liquid of its own com-
position. This conclusion seems to have been accepted

throughout that section of the scientific world which has

interested itself in this field of investigation. One result

of this has been that, if a liquid, and subsequently a

gas, rich in oxygen was desired to be obtained through the

ageucy of liquefaction, it was considered necessary to liquefy

uir as a whole and then subject it to fractional distillation.

when an atmosphere weak in oxygen would leave the liquid

and a residue rich in oxygen remain behind. Carl Linde

developed, in addition, a process in which he prepared liquid

air under great pressure and at a comparatively high tempe-
rature, and then, by relieving the pressure, obtained a

fractional distillation due to ebullition which accompanied
the drop in pressure and temperature. An additional feature

of his process consists in the further concentration in oxygen
strength by fractional distillation induced on the regenera-

tive principle. His process is undoubtedly the cheapest at

present publicly known for preparing atmospheres rich in

oxygen. There remains yet, however, much to he desired

in Linde's process owing to the great power consumption,
and labour and repair charges required when working at the

pressures of between 10J and 200 atmospheres.

The following will serve to indicate the lines along which

a remarkably cheap and efficient method has been developed.

To begin with, in order to attain anything approaching
efficiency in the use of a gas such as air (as distinct from a

vapour, liquefiable by pressure alone, like ammonia) as the

workiug fluid of the refrigerative cycle, it is imperative that

the power represented by the drop of pressure of the gas

should be abstracted from it as far as possible in the act of

expansion. This fact has long been recognised, and Sir

W. Siemens made application of it in the attempt to liquefy

air by expanding previously cooled compresse 1 air through
an engine. His apparatus, however, was entirely inafequate

to attain the extremely low temperature required for his

purpose.

Now, inasmuch as it is required to develop power from
our compressed gas, the latter must not be in the liquid

condition. In the second place, any oxygen sep

can only be secured by being first in the liquid condition.

Thirdly, if we resort to a partial liquefaction of air so as to

get oxygen from the liquid and power from the expansion
of the uuliquefie 1 gase jus residue, and if, as Dewar believes,

the portion liquefied is of the same composition as air,

the method preseuts no notable advantages. Fortunately
Dewar was wrong in his conclusions, and the device of

working a motor with the ualiquefied portion of the com-
pressed air, thereby developing cailliog effect, and of using
the liquid rich in oxygen as a source of gaseous oxygen,
is an excellent one.

A simple experiment suffices to determine the fact that

air partially liquefied under a comparatively low pressure
is rich in oxygen. I immersed in a boiling mixture
of oxygea an I nitrogen, richer in oxygen than air is, the
lower end of an empty, uastoppered, test tube. After im-
mersion for some minutes, examination showed the tube
to contain a small quantity of a decidedly blue liquid, and
this, on analysis, turned out, of course, to be a mixture of

oxygen and nitrogen rich in oxygea. I say " of cc

because, since the temperature of the boiling bath was
higher than that of boiling liquid air (Because it was richer
'in oxygen than air), it was impossible for liquid air to exist
(at atmospheric pressure) under so high a temperature, and

the liquid had therefore to be something which could be
condensed out of the atmosphere and exist at atmospheric
pressure at the temperature in question. It could not be
oxygen, because oxygen and nitrogen invariably condense
from air together in a mutual solution ; in fact, I found
on analysing it that the precipitation was a mixture of
oxygen and nitrogen approximating in composition to, but

utly richer in oxygen than the boiling bath itself. I
found that no liquefaction occurred at all when the oxycen
strength of the bath rose to 50 per cent., because then the
atmosphere boiling away from the bath was richer in oxygen
than was air, and, obviously, the bath's temperature must be
above that at which air can precipitate any portion of itself

as a liquid under atmospheric pressure.

In the light of the recent publication of certaiu results
by M. Georges Claude which appear to be along somewhat
the same line, it may be proper to mention that I established
theoretically the necessity for the occurrence of the above
phenomena in 1S89, and took steps at that time to make
certified disclosures to that effect with certain authorities
in Washington.

THE IMPROVEMENT OF BOILER-FEED WATER.
BY A. McGILL, M.A., F.R.S.C.

Part I.—Introductory.

The great demands made upon the modern locomotive
have intensified the importance of using soft water in -team
production. Rossel* states that the best water for boiler
use would be pure distilled water rendered slightly alkaline.
All naturally occurring water contain matter iu solution.
The carbonates, sulphates, chlorides, and silicates of lime,
magnesia, soda, iron, and alumina are most usual ; and
organic matter must often be taken into consideration. In
1900 the Lancashire and Yorkshire Railway instituted au
inquiry into methods of feed purification as then in use by
the different railways of the world (Proe. last. Civil Eno\,
Lond., 1901, 63). Reports from eleven countries show
that -'5 out of a total of 58 roads used some system of
water softening. The mean cost of treatmeut was 6J cents,
per 1,000 gallons. It is safe to say that the practice of
softening boiler feed water has increised ten-fold during
the past four years. Oaly one American road reported
in 1900. I know of 27 American railways that have
systematic treatment io use to-day. Evidence of the
attention given to this matter is afforded by the fact that
this Journal for 1902 coutaius abstracts of 24 patents,
taken out in England in tnat year, for apparatus only.

It was formerly the custom to attempt treatment iu the
boiler. For valuable opinions on this subject see Maignen
(this J., 1886, 224), Fisher.f and other high authorities.

The problem of making hard water s >tt is not a problem
of pure chemistry. It is a practical problem, which must
be solve 1 subject to many limitations. These have

St of reagents, of plant, of skilled lab mr.
Tney include complexity of process and apparatus, time
required iu treatment, potability of the resultant water.
In general the reactions must be carriei oat iu cold dilute
solution, while at the same time economy precludes the use

reagents in excess. The problem is not that of pro-
ducing perfectly pure water, bat of achieving the best
possible result under given conditions of limitation.
We recognise three respects iu which natural waters may

be objectionable or impracticable for steam making :—

•

1,1) They may be corrosive
; (2) They may foam or prime;

(3) They may form scale. Corrosive waters of natural
recurrence are rare. Air as dissolved by water contains
35 per cent, of oxygen, instead of 21 per cent, as in the
atmosphere; but the corrosive action of dissolved air can
only be held as proven iu the absence en >u dioxide.
Mjist carbon dioxide, especially at bailer temperatures,

i strongly on iron, which is dissolved as ferrous car-
lunate. This is oxidised to the ferric salt by the dis-

solve I air : the iron is precipitated as oxide and the carbon
dioxide set free to make a fresh attack on the boiler plate

;

so that a small quantity of carbon dioxide is enabled, by
this regenerative actiou, to effect very serious corrosion. It

* Rep ir; •

t " Die Cheoiischj Technologis des Wassers," p.

B 2
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is true that the oxygen dissolved plays a pari in this process,

but it is as auxiliary to carbon dioxide in solution. It has

further been demonstrated (Pelit, Comptes rend., 1896,

1278; this J., 1897, 128) that while sodium chloride

attacks iron even in the absence of carbon dioxide, the

corrosive action is much intensified by its presence.

Pfeifer (this J., 1894, 134) recommends that the feed pipe

be placed near low water level, so that the feed water may

meet the hottest layers, and air be immediately expelled

with the steam.

Corrosion undoubtedly results from the use ot acid

waters (alum springs, mine waters, or streams receiving the

waste from chemical manufactures), as well as from waters

containing notable amounts of magnesium salts (sea water,

western prairie waters, &£) In the latter case dissociation

occurs, basic salts are precipitated, and the liberated acid

attacks the boiler plate. Cribb (Analyst, 22, 169) has

shown that magnesium chloride undergoes marked dis-

sociation in solution, when distilled under high pressure.

Bailee (this J., 1899, 45G) finds that hydrochloric acid does

not appreciably volatilize with the steam until a concentra-

tion of 1 per cent, is reached. Hence injury to boiler

plate will occur long before any acidity is apparent in the

steam.
Corrosive qualities can generally be counteracted by the

Judicious use of soda ; but, unless care is taken, there may

result a foaming water, nearli or quite as impracticable as

the orioinal. Each case of this kind must be studied by

itself.

°

Foaming waters are much more common, and fre-

quently present problems of great difficulty to the chemist,

l'lateaii (Pogg. Ann., 141, 44) has established the fact that

foaming is due to increase of viscosity and decrease of

surface tension, as well as to the property which he has

named " superficial viscosity." It is closely allied to the

power of forming emulsions. I have approached the

subject from the empirical side, with the object of getting

practical guidance in the treatment of feed waters, and have

recently published an account of apparatus (Can. Elect.

News, Jan. 1904). The following synopsis of results may-

be given here :

—

1. The first general condition which causes foaming is

the sudden superheating of the water in the boiler, due to

reduction of boiler pressure by drawing off steam.

2. With distilled water, foaming does not result under the

conditions named.
3 With a clear space of 1 inch between the water surface

and the safety-tube, foaming does not occur with distilled

water, even on addition of 500 mgrms. of powdered chalk.

4. When sodium carbonate is in solution in the propor-

tion of 1 grin, per litre, the escaping steam is charged with

much water, even though the water in the boiler is quite

free from particles of solid matter in suspension.

5. When sodium carbonate is present to the extent of

0-25 ETm. per litre, the steam is distinctly wet, but no

treat amount of water is thrown out.

C. On addition of powdered chalk to the last-named

solution, very violent projection of water occurs.

7. All sodium salts that I have tried produced foaming

waters, even when the water is clear, when present to the

extent ot 1 grin, per litre.

8. Si dium Baits seem to produce intensity of foaming

in the following (decreasing) order :—stearate, carbonate,

silicate, sulphate.

9 .
'i'i , i solid particles in suspension invariably

increases the violence of the foaming.

10. Saturated solution of caustic lime does not foam

violently; but the addition of a minute trace of any

onifiable fatty matter causes violent foaming.

11. Fatty matter, in a certain amount, will produce

foaming, even if ail. led to distilled water; but a mere

traee, having no appreciable effect in the ease of a neutral

water, causes violent foaming if the water be alkaline either

with lime or with soda, but more marked]] with the latter.

12. l'ectous matter (swamp waters), if at all concentrated,

produces foaming, ami especially when solid particles are

present.

18. Tannin, in small amount, does not seem to cause

foaming.

The following practical inferences may be drawn .

—

First. The content of sodium salts must be kept down to

a minimum. .Marked foaming takes place, under 10 lb.

pressure, when the soda (Xa..O) reaches 1,500 parts per

million. At 200 lb. pressure it is presumable that the

foaming limit will be reached at a much lower concen-

tration. Practical men have assured me that no water

containing 300 parts of Na2 per million is fit to make
steam with. A concentration of 5:1 would bring such

a water up to 1,500 parts per million.

Second. Caustic lime in excess will cause foaming in

presence of saponifiable fats, which arc always present,

in traces, in boiler concentrates. Hence the necessity of

avoiding excess of lime in water treatment. Of course, this

applies still more strongly to the case of caustic 6oda in

excess.

Third. Solid matter in suspension predisposes to foaming.

It is impossible that boiler concentrates should be free from

suspended matter, hut care should be taken to provide a

feed water which is clear at first and is of 6uch a character

as to deposit a minimum of solid matter on being boiled.

Hillyer's recently published work on soap solutions

(J. Amer. Chem" Soc, 25, 511) corroborates these

conclusions.

Since caustic lime and soda are amongst the most

available reagents for softening hard waters, it is important

to fix a limit of causticity for the resultant water, a* well as

a limit for its content of sodium salts. 1 propose the

following maxima for causticity (basicity due to free

alkali) :—

Causticity due to Limit. Reasons.

Economy of reagent and danger ol

saponifying fats.

Same reasons.
Same, with additional one of preventing
poisonous water.

Note—Degrees of causticity express the causticity to phflnol-

phthalein, in terms of CaO per million.

It is rather a matter for surprise that the quality of

foaming in boiler water has received so little attention.

Driffield, in 1887, used the following language (this J.,

1887, 178) :
" that tallow be not used for lubricating engine

cylinders, if the exhaust steam from the cylinders be used

directly to heat the feed water." It is probable that the

author had in mind the formation of a special kind of

scale, rather than the production of foaming qualities, by

saponification. As a matter of fact, a trace of saponifi-

able fat. incapable of giving trouble in a merely mechanical

nay. will cause serious foaming in the presence of alkaline

water under 200 lb. pressure, ami a tt-iuperufure of 38t° F.

—the condition usually obtaining in locomotive boilers.

Numberless analyses of boiler scale have been published

These exhibit wide differences ol composition, depending

upon th, character of the water supply, the rati

evaporation, the pressure carried, the attention given to

the boiler as regards frequency of blowing-off, cooling

before blowing-off, and other conditions. Hut they all

contain calcium and magnesium as sulphate, carbonate, or

oxide, to form by much the largest constituents. Silica,

iron, alumina, and organic matter make up the balance;

exceptional scales contain small aim.': I

chlorine and metallic base?. In the sequel I shall consider

the conditions under which calcium and magnesium j-alts

can he removed from the water. In their removal

scale-forming substances are either incidentally got rid of,

or are rendered harmless.

With regard to silica, I may say that iu the analysis

of 180 samples of water, chiefly from the Canadian North-

West, the highest dissolved silica I have found is 70 parts

per million ; and this is altogether exceptional. Tin usual

from 10 to 30 parts per million. HeaddOD

(Amer. ,). Science, 1903, 169) has found the water of

mpuntain streams to be highly oharged with silica.

fIom th, carbon dioxide and organic acids, on

the weathered feldspars of the gathering ground. This
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silicic acid is removed from solution by combination with

lime an 1 magnesia of the lower levels. Ihe following

maximum amount of silica, cited by him, are interesting

—

Source.

The Great Geyser. Iceland
A spring in Yellowstone Park.
Rio G rande del Norte
Spriesterbach's well

Bucher's well

Total
dissolved
Solids.

1,230
1,910

-101

1

228

Silica as

peroenl age
of Solids.

Sihca per
million.

42
S2
27

27
47

517
611

I'l-

Ms
107

Part II—Methods of Analysis.

In the light of ionisation theory, it is incorrect to

speak of salts in solutions, in the ordinary sense. What
is really of importance to us, for present purposes, is not

the way in which acids and bases are combined in solution,

but in what combinations they separate out, under the

conditions of steam-making, or of softening processes.

The form given to his report by an analyst, should be

that which most clearly and simply lends itself to calcu-

lations fur treatment. On this subject it is interesting

to read the comments of such authorities as Fresenius,*

Leffmanu and Bearn.f and A. H. Allen (this J., 1888, 799).

Since lime is now, and is likely to remain, the chief

agent in treatment, there can be no difference of opinion

about choosing the form in which we handle this article,

as the basis of notation. But if we express lime as CaO
we must represent the acid radical as the difference between

the base and the salt. This requires us to write sulphuric

acid as S0
3 , &c. Lime is not only the most important sub-

stance used in softening water, but is also the most important

substance to which hardness is due. For this reason it

naturally constitutes the unit in which the hardness of a water

should be stated. The German unit is 1 part of CaO per

100.000. The English unit of hardness is I part of calcium

carbonate per 70,000 (i.e., 1 grain per gallon). It has a

historical interest, dating from 1841, when Clark published

his celebrated process, together with his soap test for deter-

mining hardness. The most convenient unit of hardness,

as conforming with our use of metric measures and weights;

and further, as avoiding the necessity of using decimal

points, is the mgrm. litre unit, or 1 part CaO per million.

This is the unit which I employ throughout the following

paper. Its magnitude is l/10th of the German and l/8th

of the English unit.

Although hardness is expressed in terms of lime, it may
in reality be due to magnesia. If it be desired to express

it in terms of magnesia (MgO) the factor 5/7ths may be

used.

If a water which reacts alkaline to phenolphthalein be
titrated to neutrality (with this indicator), using deci-

normal hydrochloric acid, and operating on 100 c.c. of the

sample, the required number of c.c. of N/10 acid, multiplied

by 28, gives, in terms of CaO per million, what I call the

causticity " of the sample. The fact implied by the teim
causticity " need have no reference to lime. It may be

due to soda or magnesia, or to the mono-carbonates of

these, or other, bases. Owing to the limited solubility of

some of these substances, it cannot exceed a certain

maximum in their case. Thus the maximum causticity for

magnesium hydroxide is 20° (Macnab and Beckett, this J.,

1886, 267); for calcium hydroxide is about 1,800"; for

magnesium mono-carbonate is about 175°, and for calcium
mono-carbonate about 30° (Thorp, this J., 1888, 804).
Magnesium carbonate is much more soluble than the

hydroxide. If, however, calcium be present as hydroxide,
(magnesium cannot be present as carbonate ; so that the

.maximum causticity due to magnesia, in the presence of

(lime, is 20°. Soda, in a similar way, is incompatible with
(magnesium carbonate. If, therefore, lime is absent, and
'f.he causticity exceeds 20°, the excess must be due to soda,
f soda is present.

* " Quantitative Analysis " (Grove's Transl.) BVol. II., Ul.
t ' Examination ot Water, ic." p. 70.

The analysis of water for purposes of softening is, of
course, to be distinguished from analysis for strictly

scientific purposes. Pfeifer (Zeits. Angew. Chem., 1902,

193) has ridiculed certain elaborate analytical results, which
nevertheless, failed to furnish him with the data he wanted
for calculating treatment. When the general character of a
supply is known, very simple analytical operations suffice

for guidance in treatment. Seasonal changes are to be
looked for; but these are more likely to involve variations

in the absolute, than in the relative amounts of substances
in solution. It is quite unusual for a supply rich in lime at

one period of the year to become decidedly magnesian at

another period.

In the first examination of a water sample, it is, however,
desirable to learn all that we can about it.

Hardness.—This determination has quite recently be,on

discussed by Procter (this ,T., 1904, 8). The soap test.

originally described by Clark in 1841, has now passed into

ancient history ; although I find that Winekler (Zeits. anal.

Chem., 1901, 82), has described a modernised form of it,

using pure potassium oleate. instead of ordinary soap.

Grossman (Chem. News, 1879, 258), Hehner (Analyst, 8,
77), Allen (this J., 1888, 796), Leeds, and many others
have demonstrated its shortcomings.

Hehner (loc. cit.~) was one of the first to suggest a more
rational method of determining hardness. Before describ-

ing this method, in its present form, it is ueeessary to

consider the modes in which carbon dioxide exists in water.

Carbon Dioxide.—This exists in most natural waters in

three conditions, viz., fully-bound, half-bound, and free.

My fully-bound, is meant that which is combined with bases

to form normal or mono-carbonates. Thus 62 Na,0

;

56 CaO; 40 MgO or 153 BaO combine with 44 CO,," to

ibrm respectively 106, 100, 84, and 197 parts of the corre-

sponding mono-carbonate. The solubility of the bases
named is increased by excess of carbon dioxide, except in

the case of soda. The maximum solubility of the other

three is reached when for 56 CaO, 40 MgO or 153 BaO,
88 parts CO., is present. The bicarbonate is then said to

be in solution. These bicarbonates have not been obtained
other than in solution, except in the case of soda.

All the monocarbonates react alkaline to phenolphthalein,

and, although with the exception of sodium carbonate they
are only soluble in very limited amount, the reaction is

easily appreciable. The bicarbonate3 are neutral to phenol-
phthalein. Towards certain indicators, such as Methyl
Orange, Erythrosin (this J., 1891, 856), &c, they react

more or less like the free base. The monocarboDates are

quite permanent as solids, as well as in solution, under
ordinary conditions. Bicarbonates in solution are by no
means stable. If the solution is violently shaken, more or

less carbon dioxide goes off and a corresponding amount
of monocarbonate is formed. If this is in excess of the

solubility of the monocarbonate, the excess is precipitated.

The solubility of the carbonates in question is approximately
as follows : —

Substance.

Parts per million.

Monocarbonate. i Bicarbonate.

200,090
•30

175 +
70

90.000
900

1,320 +

• Tborp.—This J., 18S8, 804.

Archbutt (this J., 1891, 515) prepared a solution of

magnesium bicarbonate containing 4,890 parts of magnesia
per million. Such a solution could only be kept constant

under pressure, or under a continuous current of carbon
dioxide.

It follows that in a solution of carbonates which reacts

neutral to phenolphthalein only bicarbonates can be present.

The combined carbon dioxide exists half in the fully-bound,

and half in the semi-bound state. By titrating 100 c.c. of
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such a water with decinonnal acid in presence of an indi-

cator not affected by carbon dioxide, the amount can be

determined.

If n = <• \ 10 acid used in titrating TOO cc. sample to neutrality

I

II «• =- ,
. \ to acid used in titrating 100 c c, a]

methyl orangi aftei phenolphf halein.

; COi n monocarhonate s= 22 v. Formula 17.

(i- „ .. bii arl onate n to. Formula 18.
1 a coi aed COs = 'JJ [v + 2 «•). Formu

. - the carton dioxide which is combined with bases

as mono- or bi-carbonates, most natural waters contain it in

the free state. Although carbon dioxide constitutes only

four parts in 10,0(10 of our atmosphen . it is much more

soluble than the other constituents.

This dissolved carbon dioxide is even more readily

expelled from solution than the half-hound, so that if a

carbonated water is vigorously shaken, it will lose the

whole of its free acid. When shipped for analysis, unless

especial care 1ms been taken to quite fill the container, and

to properly eoik it, the free carbon dioxide i- lost through

the shaking incident to transportation. The only safe way
stiinate free carbon dioxide in water is, therefore, to

make the determination on the spot.

Direct estimation by us. oi decinormal sodium carbonate

solution was suggested bj Leeds (J. Amer. Chem. Soc, 1891,

98). The process has lately been examined and favour-

ably reported on by Kllius and Bencker (J. Amer. Chem.
Si 1.1901, -loft). Vignon and Mennier (this J., 1 899, 80S)

describe a somewhat similar method, in which they use

alcohol, and work to a standard depth of colour. An
indirect method, described by Forbes and Pratt (J. Amer.

Chem. Soc, 1903, 747), and ascribed to Dr. Brown, depends

upon the separate estimation of total and fixed carbon

dioxide

So far as my observation goes, il e free carbon dioxide in

natural water- varies fiom a trace to about 300 pan- per

million. 1 have also found that, although excellent

duplicates may lie obtained at the time, the amount found
in solutu n ai intervals of a le« weeks, varies greatly It is

certain that in the case of sparkling waters, the amount of

free carbon dioxide held in solution is influenced by rainfall,

temperature, ami other conditions. I am convinced that the

unsatisfactory results so often observed in water treat-

ment, are largely tine to a failure to take account of the

part played by free carbon dioxide.

The earliest mention of free carbon dioxide BS affecting

treatment,! find in a paptr by Macnab and Beckett (this

J., 1886, 267). The authors say : "An excess of car-

bonate of soda must be used, because of free carbon

dioxide in the water. The resultant water contains excess

of alkali, which is objectionable for many purposes."

They recommend the use of caustic soda, which takes

up this free carbon dioxide, and then acts as sodium
carbonate in softening the water. Lawrence (this J., 1891,

624) patented this same reaetiou in 1890, as a means
of providing sodium carbonate to reduce permanent hard-

ness. Koyl (this J., 1901, 830) recently obtained a patent

in England, covering the use of lime in excess, as a means
of neutralising the free carbon dioxide in water.

Free carbon dioxide is so easily got rid of by mere
agitation—as by paddles, oi by blowing air or steam
through—that the addition of chemicals cannot In- justified.

The addition of lime produces unnecessary sludge, while

the use of soda product carbonate, which wre have seen to

lie in a main cause of foaming. If the water be of a kind
to which sodium carbonate must be added lor reduction of

permanent hardness, it might, at firsl sight seem plausible

to urge that the carbonate produced in this way could be
utilised for precipitation of calcium sulphate. Hut when
we consider the prices at which caustic soda and sodium
carbonate are sold, the speciousness of the plea is

ent.

The best and cheapest way of petting rid of free carbon
dioxide is by agitation. For this purpose the mixing appa-

ratus, needed in any plant, will suffice. The resultant water

is in carbon dioxide equilibrium, and the proper quantities

of reagents can lie calculated with CI rlaintv.

Hardness.—A water is said to be bard when it contains

more than 7 grains of mineral matter per gallon (Maignen,
tins J., 1866, 324), that is, 100 parts per million. '1 lie terms

permanent and temporary have reference to whether or not

the hardness persists after boiling the water Permanent
hardness is generally due to the presence of calcium or

magnesium sulphates, or to magnesium carbonate. Tem-
porary hardness is due to calcium bicarbonate. Sodium
sulphate or chloride may he quite largely present in either

kind of hard water. Sodium bicarbonate may exist along

with temporary, or with some forms of permanent, hardness,

hut, although it may exist in cold solution along with

calcium sulphate, these salts are not generally found

together in natural wafers. Flow over stones, chaDge
from higher to lower pressure, rise of temperature, and
other causes, bring about loss of carbonic dioxide, and the

resulting sodium carbonate enters into reaction with

calcium sulphate, so that finally sodium sulphate is found

in solution, and calcium carbonate is precipitated. Magne-
sium eaibonate is fairly soluble, and is net precipitated

by sodium carbonate; but experience shows that when
magnesia and soda are both present in natural waters,

these contain high sulphates or chlorides, or both sulphates

and chlorides, and the soda remains in solution, when the

water is concentrated by boiling, combined as sulphate or

chloride.

In the following table, which gives analytical data for

natural waters high in sodium .-alts, the waters of Group I.

contain but little scale-forming material, and the soda

remains, at least pertly, in solution as carbonate, on con-

centration.

Natural Water Supplies, rich in Soda.

Parts per million.

i Solids.

N Name.

Langdon .

•.a Carstaira .

92 lnnistail..

Groip I.

34
62
78

33

71

77

Groi r II.

Moosomin
wood

Thornhill
Biorsu

Exp. Farm
Grenfell

Slow Hake

Gltol 1 III.

7" la Salle

80 V\ inkier

^ ellowgrass

ISO

126
1171

Lime.

CaO.

61
17

98
lie

2M
199
J'jii

176
...

IV i

159
1(9

MgO.

- Sulphuric
Will,

so3.

57
11

111

220
237
111

644

B47
II |

llll

Ml

519

113

H',7

43S

200
209
..'il

II '.i

576
564

52

1

3S1

490
516
680

781

6

Hi"
JIM

1121

210
SM
17S7

Carbonic
Acid in

l 1 1...

109

197

287

1711

211

229

821

299
ISO

121

91

296

CI.

64

SO
116

II

24

24

600

520
660
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Waters of Group II., containing high sulphates and low
chlorides, yield solution of sodium sulphate on concentra-
tion. Those of Group III. give sodium chloride under
similar conditions.

Determination of Temporary Hardness.—On titrating

100 c.c. with N/10 hydrochloric acid, the numher of c.c. of
acid used (Methyl Orange as indicator) is a measure of the
bases existing as carbonates, and may he interpreted in

terms of lime (CaO). This number is called the " alkalinity "

of the sample.

(2) " Alkalinity " = A = 28 (to + v). Formula 2

(see table at end of paper, page 357. and page 354.)
In the absence of sodium carbonate this number is

identical with the temporary hardness. If the sodium
carbonate is present, it will be included in the alkalinity,

and this number will be correspondingly larger than the

true temporary hardness.

The true temporary hardness [lit) is obtained by sub-
tracting the permanent hardness (11/)) from the total

hardness (H) : lit =H-Hp.
Total Hardness.— After titrating with N/10 hydrochloric

acid, the whole of the base- exist as permanent hardness. If

a proper precipitant is now added, in sufficient quantity, the
lime and magnesia may be thrown out of solution, up to

their limit of solubility. The most convenient reagent for
this purpose is a decinormal solution of soda, in which half
the soda is present as carbonate and half as hydroxide. It

is advisable to use it iu distinct excess of the theoretical

quantity required. The solution is only one-twentieth
normal from the point of view of precipitating either lime
or magnesia since the object is to throw down the first as

carbonate and the second as hydroxide. It b also of
importance to remember that the carbon dioxide liberated in

the " alkalinity " determination must be boiled off, before
adding thi- carbonate-hydroxide mixture (of which 1 shall

hereafter speak as "soda-reagent"), as otherwise the
hydroxide in it will be more or less fully converted into

carbonate.

The following equations explain the action of the " soda-
reagent." The terms " neutral " and " alkaline " have
reference to behaviour with Methyl Orange :

—

(1) CaO, S03 + Xa.,( ), C02
=

neutral alkaline

56, 80 62, 44

Ma..O, S03 + CaO, C0 2

neutral precipital i d

62, 80 56, 44

Alkalinity lost.

(2) MgO, SO-,

neutral

40, SO

• Na,0 =

alkaline

62

Xa.,0, S03 + MgO
neutral precipitated

62, 80 40

(3) CaO (COj)j + Na,0 =
neutral alkaline

56, 88 62

Na.,0, C02 + CaO, C02

alkaline precipitated

62, 44 56, 44

(4) MgO (C02): + 2Na02
=

neutral alkaline

40, 88 2 x 62

2 Na 20, CO.. + MgO
alkaline precipitated

2 (62 + 44) 44

Alkalinity lost.

Alkalinity

unchanged.

Alkalinity

unchanged.

^
The first and second equations show that when the

"soda-reagent" is added to a neutral solution of lime or
magnesia as sulphates (or chlorides) the earthy bases are
precipitated, and a proportional loss of basicity appears.
Ihe operation is conveniently performed on 100 c.c, and
the hquid boiled. It is then cooled, made up to 200 c.c,

and 100 c.c of the filtrate is titrated back. From the loss
of basicity the bases (lime and magnesia) are calculated as
follows :

—

If Qi = volume of "soda-reagent" added
and r» = c.c. of N/10 acid used in titration

(3) H = 28(Qi-2r'). Formulas.

Equations (3) and (4) show that when "soda-reagent"
is added to a neutral solution of lime or magnesia as
bi-carbonates, the whole of the lime or magnesia is precipi-
tated, but the alkalinity remained unchanged. Iu this case
the can-tie soda component of "soda-reagent" is alone
affected; and for each equivalent of caustic soda that
disappears, an equivalent .of carbonate of soda is formed,
which last behaves like caustic soda towards Methyl Orange!

Permanent Hardness ( = ll/>) is directly determined by
treating 100 c.c of the sample (neutral to phenol phthalein)
with an excess of -'so.da- reagent," boiling a few minutes;
cooling; making up to 200 c.c, and titrating back to
100 c.c. If Q- represent the volume of "soda-reagent"
used and r= the volume of X [0 acid used in titrating back,
then

—

(4) Up = 28 (Q2 - r2
). Formula 4.

True temporary hardness (=H0 is the difference be-
tween total hardness (11) and permanent hardness

—

(20) 11/ = 11 - Hi). (Formul

In most natural waters this quantity is identical, or nearly
so, with the '-alkalinity." Where " alkalinity " exceeds
" temporary hardness," this is due to the presence of
carbonate of soda

—

53
(21) Na2C03 = 2s

(A- H<). (Formula21.)

(naturally
present)

From equations on page 20, it may be seen that (working
on volumes of 100 c.c.) we need 0-07 c.c. " soda-reagent "for
each 1 part per million of lime; 0'10 c.c "soda-reagent"
for each part magnesia existing as sulphate (or chloride)

;

0-20 c.c. "soda-reagent" for each part magnesia existing
as bi-carbonate. In practice we must allow about 50 per
cent, excess of " soda-reagent " ; and duplicate estimations,
using different volumes of " soda- reagent," should always be
made.

Lime and Magnesia.—The number for total hardness
gives us the sum of lime and magnesia, expressed in terms
of CaO. Several methods of distinguishing the amount of
each base are in use.

First Method.— Pfeifer (Zeits. angew. Chem., 1902, 193)
adds a standard lime water in excess. This precipitates
magnesia, with corresponding loss of alkalinity and phenol-
phthaleiu, siuce an equivalent of lime is precipitated as
carbonate.

Second Method.—Depends (d'Auseline, Bull. Soc. Chem.,
29, 14) upon the fact that ammonium chloride prevents the
precipitation of magnesia by " soda-reagent."

Third Method.—Depends upon the precipitation of lime
only, by standard solution of oxalate of ammonia. The
excess of this solutiou is determined by a back titration
with standard permanganate.
Fourth Method.-—1 prefer to precipitate the lime with

ammouium oxalate; to wash the precipitate with boiling
water till free from oxalic acid ; dissolve it from the filter

with sulphuric acid, heat and titrate with N/10 perman-
ganate. I have checked this mode of working, and find it

quite accurate. If the operation is performed on 250 c.c of
the sample, and k =- e.c N/10 permanganate used

—

CaO (per million) =lf2*. (Formula 19.)

Soda.—The most convenient way of estimating the total

soda is the sulphating of the residue obtained by evaporating
to dryness a known -volume of the sample in platinum. The
method (recommended by Presenilis) has been adversely
criticised by Eossing (Zeits. Anal. Chem., 36, 359), but the
critic himself points out that by using ammonium carbonate
in the solid state, the excess of sulphuric acid may be got rid

of without entailing serious loss. If notable amounts of silica,

iron, or alumina are present, suitable modifications must
be made, but for ordinary waters the sulphated residue may
be considered as normal sulphates of lime, magnesia, and
soda.
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Sulphuric Acid,—A volumetric method for determining

sulphuric aeid in presence of benzidine chloride h;is been

bed by Wolf Muller (Ber., 190 and is highly

spoken of by Procter (this J., 1904, B). The gravimetric

method, as barium sulphate, is the only one that I can

recommend from BX]

Hydrochloric Acitl.— Is easily determined bj the silver

nitrate method, with chromate indicator, or bv the method

of Volhard.
Methods for determination of silica, iron, alumina, and

organic matter, when necessary, are too well known to need

description here.

1 ii order to learn fully the nature of a new supply, a full

analysis must be made. When the general character is

known, and a decision a- to treatment made, very simple

analytical operations suffice to furnish data for the

calculations as to quantity of reagents.

Part III.— Treatment.

So long as lime was the only reagent used in softening

water, the silver test described by Clark in 1S4I answered

the purpose of fixing the minimum of lime to be added, and

gave an approximate indication for a maximum. Modern
methods of treatment generally involve the use of at least

two reagents, and simple tests for carrying out treatment

are not available. Makers of apparatus for effecting treat-

ment on the large scale frequently supply elaborate testing

vessels, guaranteed to furnish the workmen with all needful

information as to the progress of the softening. I have had

opportunity of examining some of these, and find them
quite misleading. If sufficiently delicate to give any useful

information, they require greater nicety of manipulation

thau can be expected from ordinary labourers ; and, if

sufficiently strong to meet this requirement, their indications

are too vague to have any value. Their roost important

failure, however, results from the assumption that the

changes we aim at producing in the water take place

immediately, and that the character of the water as it will

be fed to the boiler is identical with that which it possesses

a few minutes after the reagents are mixed with it. The
fact is that in dilute and cold solutions the chemical

changes desired are very slowly brought about, and time is

a most important factor in treatment.

ompound treatment can best be carried out by
adhering as closely as possible to a prescription, resulting

from careful study of the supply. It is possible from time

to time, by means of simple tests, to ascertain the quality

of the resultant water; and such tests should be applied

as often as convenient. Every natural supply undergoes

periodic changes, and some supplies sutler cataclysmic

change. This is specially true of small supplies. Hut these

variations soon come to be well known, and can even be

predicted, as statistics accumulate. Determinations of

causticity, alkalinity, and total hardness are simple and
easy, and I know of no simpler or more practical way of

learning the satisfactory character of water in process of

treatment.

Mono-earbonate of lime is soluble in water to the extent

of 20 parts CaO per million, i.e., 20 . Magnesia is soluble

to the extent of 17. Since these are the forms in which

lime and maguesia are precipitated, we need not expect to

reduce the lime hardness below 20°, nor the magnesia
hardness below 17°. Where both these bases are present,

the minimum hardness will be about 31° ( — 4*5 English

degrees).

Schierholz asserts (Chcm. Centralbl., 1901, 139) that an

excess of 50—80 parts of lime per million, and 100—2(10

parts of soda ash, effect a still mote complete removal of lime

and magnesia. Of course, the extra ts of reagents would
prohibit the employment of such excess, even if the t

causticity of the water were unobjectionable.

Reagents. -The following list of substances which have

Been proposed for use in softening water makes no pretence

to completeness ; still less is it intended to concede any-

high degree of efficiency to many of them. The fact that

their cost makes it impossible to use them on the large

scale is sufficient to make them unimportant for our

purpose.

Aluminate of soda

Barium chloride .

.

„ oat

Proposer. Reference

ttacnab and Beckett.

.

i i
;.- and Ualtzlcy

,. 0X1

Calcined dolomite
Hydrochloric acid
Sal ammoniac....
Lead hydrate ....

.. nitrate
Oleic acid
Soda lime.

„ fluoride

„ oxalate

„ phosphate...
„ silicate

Soap powder

r

inn
'

'

Zabrowski
J. Lmer. Ohem. Soc,

Burton Tins J . L886.

This J., ism;. 287.

J. Amer. Cheni. Soc.,

23.

This J., 1881.

„

1891,

de Visser .

rskJ

li u oart and Glasener
Dudlej

1891,238.
1894,271.
1897,8

J. Amer. Cbem. Soc,
867.

J. a hut. Chem. Soc.
1890, :((>8.

Challis i

Davis .. 1888,321.
n

9 I „ 19113,507.

Iloremus.

It 13.

The reagents, which on the ground of cheapness and
efficiency, are available for our purpose, are quick-lime,

soda-ash, and caustic soda. It is sincerely to be hoped
that barium, as hydroxide or oxide, may become available

in the near future, as it would supply a real need. .Many-

natural waters, especially those of our westers prairies,

contain so much soda that the further addition of this

substance produces a foaming water. These waters are at

the same time high in lime and magnesia sulphates. The
United Barium Company of Niagara Falls, is, I believe,

prepared to supply barium oxide, of 90 per cent, purity, at

3 cents a pound. The high combining weight of barium

makes the article too costly to be extensively used at this

figure.

Caustic Lime.—When made from calcite, may contain

95 per cent, of lime, or even more ; but most limestones con-

tain silica, magnesia, and other impurities, so that it is not

unusual to find samples containing less than 70 per cent,

of real lime. It deteriorates appreciably on exposure to

air, absorbing water and carbonic acid. It is applied cither

in solution as lime water, or, in the dry state, is weighed in.

Lime Water.—Water dissolves from commercial lime

only such portion as is valuable for softening water ; the

magnesia, clay, and unburnt carbonate remainiug undis-

solved. On this account, as well a- because u saturated

solution of lime has (theoretically) a definite composition.

the employment of this reagent in the form of saturated

lime water, would seem to be far away preferable to the

method of weighing in. In practice, however, difficulties

occur which counterbalance apparent advantages. The *

chief difficulty is in saturating the lime water, or in so

conditioning it as to produce a lime water of constant

strength.

According to Wittstein, a saturated solution, at ordinary

temperatures, should contain 1,040 parts of lime per million.

Maeuab and Beckett (this J.. 1886, 267) clam, for the

Stanhope purifier, that it furnishes a solution containing

1,000 parts of lime per million. The Devereux apparatus

is claimed (Zeits. angew. Chem., 1902, 206^ to produce I

solution containing 1,100 parts of lime per million. Vignou

and Meunier state (this J., 1899, 865) that a saturated lime

water should contain 1,360 of lime per million. 1 prepared

nine solutions by shaking water with excess of lime tor

three hours (mechanical shaking), and obtained solutions

containing from 1,120 to 1,344 parts of lime per million.

In most of the automatic apparatus, the lime water is made

by causing r small stream to flow continuously through

long cylinder in which slaked lime is suspended. Since the

n flow varies, the strength of the solution must vary,

and it can never be truly saturated.

Another obvious advantage of the use of lime water is

the fael that the lime is applied in true solution. The

importance of this condition canuot be over-estimated, and

wheu lime is applied in any other way than as clear lime

Water, we must furnish mean- of ensuring true solution in

the water being treated. This means, of coarse, vig
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and prolonged agitation, either by paddles, or by a current

of air or steam.

Weighing-in.—Owing to the uncertainty of the strength

of lime water made by any continuous process, as well as

to the large and costly apparatus nee lei for it< preparation

and use, the weighing-iu method of working his much in

its favour. Of course the workman iD charge must know
the real strength of his lime. This may be furnished to

him by the chemist, or he ma}' himself determine it very
easily by the following apparatus.

A -tock bottle containing hydrochloric acid of 1:8
strength, to which pheuolph:halein has been added, is fitted

with a burette reading centimetres. The burette should be
ittached to the bottle, and arranged so as to be tilled by
pressing a rubber bulb. The upper end of the burette is

oosely covered by a glass cap. Acid of the strength given
is such that 100 c.c. exactly suffice to neutralise 5 grms.
)f lime. An apothecary's scale and a 5-grm. weight are

wanted, together with a tew boiling flasks and a lamp; this

s the whole outfit, although it may be well to furnish a
mortar and a sieve for use in preparing the sample.

If the chemist has reported the lime to contain 85 per
:ent. of lime, and it is desired to know whether any
leterioration has taken place, the workman runs 8.5 c.c. of

he acid into a boiling flask, dilutes and adds 5 grms. of

lis (properly prepared) sample. On prolonged boiling, to

lomplete solution, the red colour of phenolphthalein should
>ersist. If it doe9 not do so the sample has deteriorated,

ind the operation is repeated with 84 c.c. or less, until the

iolour persists. The number of c.c. used iu the final

est, gives directly the percentage strength of the sample.

The lime furnished to a given station is usually obtained
rom a single source, and the relative content of magnesia
s once for all determined by the chemist, but need not be
mown to the workman, who uses his lime on a basis of its

lausticity.

Uses of Line.—-Lime is used to neutralise the half-bound
arbon dioxide in bi-carbonates, thus causing the precipita-

ion of all Lime existing a* carbonate, except 30 parts per
aillion, and of all magnesia existing as carbonate, except 175
lartsper million ; these numbers representing the solubilities

>f the mono-carbonates in pure water. Under special con-
ations, lime may be used to precipitate magnesia as oxide
hydrate), but caustic soda is a more efficient precipitant.

lime is often used, along with soda ash, to effect the libera

-

on of caustic soda in sil&. In this case the lime is

irecipitated as mono-carbonate, and is added to the sludge,
he only reason for working with carbonate of soda and
me, instead of with caustic soda directly, is cheapness.
anstic soda is now quoted in Montreal (on a basis of
)0 per cent, oxide) at 4 cents a pound (Na

20), and soda ash
m the same basis) at 2 cents. Against thisfirst cost mast
set the facts (I.) that more sludge has to be removed
1.) that the reaction between soda ash and lime is never
mplete in the cold (Macnalo an! Beckett, this J., 1

267), whence results a waste of soda ash, an incomplete
precipitation of masnesia, and an undesirably caustic water.
When all is considered, it may be that less real difference
of cost exists than would at first appear.

Ash.—Seems to have been known as an efficient

aer of hard water since 1823, when Muspratt estab-
lished the soda industry in England. Sola ash is used to
precipitate lime from compounds like the sulphate and
chloride; and also to furnish caustic soda, by interaction
with caustic lime, as already explained.

Caustic Soda.—This is the best precipitant for magnesia,
It is available for neutralising the half-bound carbon dioxide,
but is less desirable for this purpose than lime, by reason of
its greater cost and the fact that it leaves carbonate of sola
iu solution. When this substance (carbonate of soda) is

required for reduction of permanent hardness, it is cheaper
to supply it as soda ash than to produce it by the car-
bonating of caustic soda.

Occasions, however, do arise in which the use of caustic
1 1 1 is preferable to any other treatment. These must be

regarded as exceptional. Schreif (Zeits. angew. Ohem.,
1892, 514) asserts that a slight excess of caustic soda does
no harm to the boiler.

Barium hydrate has not found extensive application,
by reason of its cost. At 3 cents [a pound, for 90 per cent,
purity, it is three and a half times as expensive a* caustic
soda at 4 cents. It is to be hoped that improvements in
manufacture, may reduce the cost to about 1 cent, per
pound. Its special advantage is in the fact that hardness
can be reduced w.thout increasing the content of sola salts

iu the supply. Some experimental work with a view to
determining the most economical way of applying barium
oxide (or hydrate) is given iu the fourth part of tins piper.

A supplementary treatment with carbon dioxide has been
recommended by Arehbutt and Deeley (this J., 1891, 511)
for the purpose of converting colloid hydrate of magnesia
into carbonate. This colloid substance, they state, is

immediately deposited when the water enters the boiler,

choking the nozzle of feed-pipe or injector. By carbonatiu;
the water (for which purpose the authors have patentee I a
special apparatus) this oojaction is successfully met. A
cartoonating device has more recently been patented by
Luvrence (this J., 1393, 171). I have no Knowledge of the
difficulty complained of, and find that efficient agitation
easures a satisfactory precipitation of magnesia.

Formulas for use in calculating treatment are readily

deducible from the equations already given. Comprehensive
formulas, intended to be of general applicabilitv, have been
published by Kalmann (this' J.. 1890, 10)5), Pfeifer (Zeits.

v. Ciiem., 1902, 193), and others. It is evident that
no formula can be universally applicable if best results are
sought. The real difficulty is le« in finding how much lime
or sola is wanted to effect a given reaction thau in deciding
what reactions shoull be brought about in a given case.

No. Wanted, Given. Formula. No.

" Causticity " = a
" Alkalinity" = A
Total hardness — H
Permanent hardness = H;
Lime (Cat)) to neutralise free CO. =
Lime (CaO) to neutralize the half-bound C0 2

Lime (CaO) eijuivalent ui the magnesia

Lime (CaO) to reduce Hf

,. H-
Caustic soda ( NaJ 1

1 to replace CaO in treatment
Sodaasli (Na.,C03 ) to precipitate magnesia (muse be used with
lime as iu P. I

Soda ash. to reduce the permanent hardness
Baryta (BaOi to precipitate sulphuric acid
Carbon dioxide in monocarbonates

,. ,. bioarbonates
Total combined CO>
True temporary hardness

Sodium carbonate ( Xa 2C03) naturally present
Lime present, per million

w, v

Q,',r>

C
c
M

G, i c, m
A, a. m
CaO
JI

H„
SO,

v, w
H. H„

H. Hf

k

a = 38 c.

A = 28 (W + v).

H = 28 (Q1 - 2 «•').

H„ = 28 (Q2 - 2 r2
).

CaO = 1-273 O.
CaO = 0-637 e.

CaO = ri M.

CaO = 1-273 (C +=) + 1-4 m.

CaO = 2S (A - a) + Vim.
Na.2 ~ 1-107 CaO.
Na2C03 = 2 65 M.

Na3C03 = 1-S93H,,.
Ball = 1-912 S03.

COa = 22 v.

VO-2 = 41 to.

COa = 22 (ti + 2 w).
Hf = H - H„.

53
Na»CO, =

!, S
(A -HO-

CaO = 11-2 k.

10
11

12
13
14
15
16
17

IS

19
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The following formulas give the Dumber of parts per

million for the reagents named. They may he interpreted

as pounds per UiOo galls, by moving the decimal point two

places to the left.

a = " causticity " (i.e., alkalinity to pbenolphthalein) as

CaO.
A = " alkalinity " {i.e., alkalinity to methyl oraDge) as

CaO.
(A— a) = bi-carbouates, in terms of CaO. (In normal

waters o = .'. (A — «) « A.)
II = total hardness in terms of Cat

>

II
,
= permanent, in terms of CaO.

(H — Hp ) = II, = temporary, in terms of CaO.
C = free carbonic acid, in terms ol COs.

c = comhined carbonic acid, in terms of COj.

\ c — fully-bound = half-bound, in terms ol COj.

v = e.e. N/10 acid used in titrating 100 c.c. to phenolphth.

w = c.c. N/10 acid used in titrating 100 e.c. to methyl

orange, utter making neutral to phenolphth.

M <= total magnesia, in terms of MgO.
m = magnesia of temporary hardness.

(M — m) = magnesia of permanent hardness. (Where
H,, is large, m = ,*. (M — m) = M. s

i

Q 1 = c.c. "Soda Reagent" used with 100 c.c. sample in

determination of II (see p. 21).
QS = e.c. "Soda Reagent " used with 100 c.c. sample in

determination H for II,, (.see p. 21).
j- 1 and r3 = c.c. X/10 acid used in titrating back 100 c.c.

from a total volume of 200 c.c ( p. 21).

K = c.c. N/10 permanganate in CaO estimation (as on

p. 22).

flottmgtjam ^rrtton.

Meeting held at Nottingham, on Wednesday,
February 24(A, 1904.

Mlt. J. T. WOOD IN THIS CHAIR.

THE SOLUBILITY OF ATMOSPHERIC
OXYGEN IN SEA-WATER AND IN WATER OF

DIFFERENT DEGREES OE SALINITY.

BY FRANK CLOWES, P.Sc, AND .r. W. H. BIGGS.

Introductory —It is usual to measure the injurious effect

produced by sewage and by other deoxidising refuse liquids

upon the water of rivers, of estuaries and of the sea, by
ascertaining the extent to which the dissolved atmospheric

oxygen of the water has become reduced in amount by the

action of these foreign liquids. The reduction in the

amount of dissolved oxygen is not only a measure of the

proportion of reducing matters present in the water, but

also a measure of the extent to which the pollutiou is

dangerous in restricting or preventing the respiration of fish.

The amounts of dissolved oxygen found in polluted

water are usually calculated as percentages of the maximum
possible under the conditions of the determination.

The determinations, the results of wbii h arc recorded in

this paper, were made with the view of establishing standard
percentages of aeration for estuary waters of varying
salinity. The standard for sea-water is well known to be
about 2o per cent, lower than that for distilled water under
similar conditions ; but it does not appear that deter-

minations have been made for water interme Hate in salinity

between mm wan i anil fresh water.

Method of Determination.—-The method selected for

determining the aeration of the water was that of Winkler

C Die i des im Wasser gelosten Sauerstoffes "
;

Ber. der deutschen Cbem. Gesellsch., 1888, p. 2851).
This method is more easily carried out than those of Bunsen
and of Sohutzenberger, and is free from the inaccuracies of

the original method of Mohr.
In collecting the sample ol water, care mast he taken to

avoid agitating it anil exposing it For any length of time to

the air. It is transferred with similar precautioi

siphoning to a stoppered bottle of known capacity which
can contain about 300—400 c.c. About 1 c.c. of strong

manganous chloride solution (containing about 40 grs.

MnCL . ill 1
1 per loo c.c.) is added, followed In 2 e.c. of a

solution containing '.YA per cent, of alkaline hydroxide and
10 per cent, of potassium iodide. The buttle, which must
be full of liquid, is now closed with the stopper without

including any air-bubble, and the liquids are mixed by
several times inverting the bottle. The manganous
hydroxide precipitate which forms will he more or less

discoloured by higher hydroxide according to the pro-

portion of oxygen which was dissolved in the water sample.

Since the oxidation of the manganous hydroxide is not

immediate, and the action of light influences the result, the

bottle is put by in the dark for about IS minutes; its

contents arc then acidified with from 2 to 3 c.c. of strong,

pure hydrochloric or sulphuric acid. The acid causes the

precipitate to disappear, and leaves the liquid coloured with

dissolved iodine. The iodine is titrated with standard tliio-

sulphatc. of which the oxygen value should be known so as

to give the amount of oxygen directly. It is usual, bow ever,

when possible, to determine the amount of tbiosulphafl

required in the above process by the same volume of the

fully aerated unpolluted water of similar character or of

distilled water, and then to calculate the percentage of the

possible amount of oxygen present iu the polluted watS
directly from the amounts of thiosulphate which equal

volumes of the two samples require.

It is noteworthy that the manganous chloride used in the

process must be free from iron. All reagents must also be

free from nitrite, and accordingly the alkaline solution when

mixed with standi solution and potassium iodide must not

yield an immediate blue colour when it is acidified with the

strong acid, l'robably potassium hydroxide is more fre-

quently free from nitrite than sodium hydroxide.

Amounts of Atmospheric Oxygen dissolved by mixtures of distilled with Sea-water, stated as approximate percentage,

the amount dissolved by distilled Water under similar conditions.

December 22-28, 1903. January I-'.'. 190*. January

Description of Water,

Temp 16" C. Temp, 8 -8 C. i 'e a
i

with r Sea-water present. itage 1 ill..run- Percentage i filorine Percentage Chl.

of dissolved loride ol dtssol no loride solved us i

Oxygen. per 100,000. Oxygen. per LOO ( i\<
p per I

ioo-o
96/4 206

linen
1

HKI'll

i" .'I'll
i

98*4 109 '.'.-.•'.'

Ml 580
i" 780 91-8 781 91

#
2 , , -

.',0 -; 982
l.o:; 86-8 1,1* SS'l 1.109

7U sri i 861

BO -"'7 1,966 1,560 B4'7
90 79-0 1,736

»•] 81-1 88-a
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Results obtained with waters of different salinity, dis-

tilled water being the standard.—The early experiments

showed that the following procedure was the most simple

for avoiding errors from differences of temperature, from

super - saturation with oxygen and from suspended air

buhbles. Both samples were allowed to attain the tempe-
rature of the laboratory, and were then saturated with

atmospheric oxygen by frequent agitation with fresh

portions of air ; they were then allowed to stand overnight

at the laboratory temperature in a cool incubator, to cause

the suspended air bubbles to separate completely ; this

interval was especially necessary in the case of sea-water,

which froths when it is shaken. Three determinations

were made of each water sample, and the) showed fair

agreement. Thus in a particular case the three separate

estimations in the same sample of sea-water gave the

following percentages of the oxygen dissolved by distilled

water under the same conditions, 83 '3, 82 '9, 82 "9.

The amount of oxygen dissolved iu sea-water shows a

gradual increase for some tiiue when the same sample is

npeatedly shaken with air at intervals of some days, The
natural inference is that the sea-water contains either

oxidisable matter or organisms which remove oxygen, and
that its maximum power of solution is therefore only attained

when these deoxidising agencies are removed. The results

tabulated indicate the extent to which this deoxidatiou

occurs, since by further prolonging the period no higher

aeration was attained. The same sea-water was used

throughout these experiments, and a fresh portion was
diluted for each test.

It will be seen that the approximate percentage of sea-

water iu the mixture of distilled water with sea-water is

stated in the first columo, and that the amount of chlorine

as chloride was also determined in each mixture.

These results show that the solubility of atmospheric
oxygen diminishes regularly with the proportion of sea-

water present.

An experiment was made by dissolving sufficient sodium
chloride in distilled water to give chlorine approximate!}'

equivalent to that present in sea-water, and the amount
of atmospheric oxygen dissolved both by the original

distilled water and by the salt solution under similar

conditions was then determined. The salt solution with a
chlorine content of 1,930 per 100,000 dissolved 82-9 per
cent, of the amount of oxygen dissolved by the distilled

water; the corresponding percentage for sea- water contain-

ing 1,950 parts of chlorine was »2"2. From this result it

would appear that the sodium chloride iu the sea-water is

the constituent which determines its power of dissolving

itrnospheric oxygen.

Discussion.

Mr. F. K. O'Shaughnessy said he took it that the

modified results were not the outcome of chemical action

Absolutely but were chiefly owing to a physical one. At
Uirmingham the greatest variation was found in the amount
If dissolved oxygen in effluents and river water. He
hought that the case of sea-water was an extreme one,

<nd that the results obtained from effluents of the river as
loditied by the amount of saline matter present must be a

egligible quantity.

Dr. Caven said it was interesting to note that the pres-
,ace of inorganic salts reduced, the solubility of oxygen.

'- was the inorganic matter rather than any possible organic
latter, which prevented the full complement of oxygen
ping present.

Mr. Ward said that the amount of caibon dioxide
ssolved in water was very considerably affected by the
•esence of salts. Was the salt used in the distilled water
a salt or common salt ?

Dr. Clowes said that the aeration experiments were
rried out on the lower reaches of the Thames, and were
r.tended into the North Sea. He was surprised to find
at when they entered the estuary the water samples never
owed ICO per cent, aeration as compared with distilled
lter. He was quite certain that this water had not been
•oxidised by any sewage pollution. In the open sea
uilar results were obtained. In working with salt water

it was found impossible to get 100 per cent, aeration when
distilled water was the standard. In working with common
river water, however, unless it was largely salted by the sea,
they were able to get 100 per cent, aeration. As regards
the nature of the reducing matter present iu sea water he
had evaporated some years ago samples of sea water and
made an organic combustion of the residue in order to

determine the amount of carbon and nitrogen which it

contained, and he was surprised at the high results obtained.
The carbon and nitrogen might have been derived from
either living or dead organic matter, possibly it was the
de-aerating matter.

It was a well known fact that the solution of alkali

chloride in water increased its power of dissolving carbon
dioxide ; this might be attributed to chemical change ;. but
it was not so easy to put down chemical change as [lie

cause of decreased solubility of oxygen in water when
•odium chloride was in solution.

NUMBER OF BACTERIA IX
THE WATER OF THE MIRTH SEA,

AND THE EFFECT OF SKA AXIi RIVER
WATER AND (IF BIOLOGICAL TREATMENT

ON THE NUMBER ( IF BACTERIA
PRESENT IN SEWAGE.

BY FRANK CLOWES, D.Sc.

Opportunity has been recently afforded me to determine
the total number of bacteria in the water of the North Sea,
of the Thames estuary, aud of the lower reaches of the
Thames. The samples were collected from the deck of
the steamship " Burns." Captain Vivlash, one of the large
sludge-steamers of the London County Council. The
steamer was itself converted into a bacteriological labora-
tory, the Baloon being utilised for putting down cultivations,
aud roomy quarters being equipped with the necessary
incubators. By this arrangement the samples could be
put down for cultivation immediately after collection, and
no question could arise regarding increase in the number
of organisms between the time of the collection of the
sample and its treatment in the laboratory.

Samples of water were collected from the surface, from
the bottom, and in some places from the intermediate
depths. In many places samples of the sea-bottom itself

were also secured.

The surface samples were
taken by dipping in a clean

metal pail.

The samples from the
bottom were obtained by
sinking a heavily weighted
glass bottle, which was
closed by a rubber stopper

earning two glass lubes

;

one tube terminated imme-
diately beneath the stopper
aud served for egress of the

air displaced by the entrance

of the water through the

other tube which extended
nearly to the bottom of the

bottle. Both glass tubes

terminated above the stop-

per in recurved capillaries,

which were sealed at their

ends; a loop of strong twine
was slipped over these hooked capilliaries. The twine was
held by the hand with plenty of slack, while the bottle

was being lowered from the ships rail by two oblique lateral

cords. By this arrangement the bottle was readily lowered
in a vertical position to the sea bottom, and a jerk of the

twine then served to break off the closed capillaries, and
allowed the bottle to become filled in about three minutes
with bottom-water.

The samples from intermediate depths were collected by
lowering over the side of one of the ship's boats a known
length of stout canvassed rubber tube weighted at the end
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and pumping up the -water into a clean metal pail. These

method* of collection were devised by Mr. ,1. W. I!

For the purpose of collecting samples of the sea-bnttom

itself a strong canvas bag attached round its mouth to a

heavy iron ring was suspended by a chain and lowered to

the bottom. Bysteaming ahead, a sample of the sea-hottora

was picked up in the ling, and this was raised by the

's steam-winch. This arrangement was devised

by the captain, A washing, obtained from this bottom

mat' rial by means of sterilised water, was also subjected

to cultivation, and the total number of bacterial " colonies,"

as well as the colouies of B. coli communis and of

B. enteriditis aporogenes, wen- counted as in the direct

cultivations of the water samples.

The sample which was actually subjected to cultivation

was usually an average sample; it was obtained either by
mixing equal volumes of the water samples collected at one

particular spot, or in the case of a dredged sample of the

sea-bottom by mixing the matter brought up.

Effect of Sea Water on Bacterial Life.— It appeared

desirable to ascertain by preliminary experiments whether

bacterial life was prejudicially affected by sea water as

compared with fresh water. This was determined in the

following way.

Two series of parallel experiments were started by mixing

one cubic centimetre of clarified sewage with a litre of

sterilised distilled water, and another c.c. of tbe clarified

sewage with a litre of sterilised sea water. One cubic

centimetre of each of these liquids was at once mixed
separately with 10 c.c. of gelatine medium, poured into

Petri-dishes, and then incubated at 65° F. : this process

was repeated with the inoculated waters at the intervals

stated below, and the total number of " colonies " which
developed in each culture were counted. The following

results were obtained :
—

Number of Colonies per c.c.

Date.

1903.

since Cultiva-
Inocula- tion in In the

tion. Gelatine. Inoculated
- « ater.

In the
Inoculated

Distilled Water.

March 13
,. l(i

., is

.. 19

None T2hours B.748

3 days 43
13 .. 681,01

6 .. 4S ,. 3,000

7.100

38,860

42V
113,000

It is evident that the organism> were rapidly decreasing

in number after the fifth day, probably on account of

nt nutrition.

A further similar series of experiments was made by
incubating cultivations, put down at stated intervals, of

ordinary sea water, and of the same sea water inoculated

with clarified sewage in the proportion of 750 to 1. The
following results were obtained :

—

Date.

1903.

!

.. 28

April 1

Interval
i

Period of

of Cultiva-

Number of Colonics per c.c.

In Natural
v uter.

In Inoculated
Sea \\ ;.tcr.

None
1 day

S ..

:»; hours

IS

1.115

109

1,976,000

A consideration of the re-u'.ts of these experiment
to the conclusion that sea water exerts no inhibitory effect

upon the life and multiplication of bacteria, and that the

organisms thrive in sea water in much the same way as in

r free from dissolved saline matter. It will be noted

that inoculation of the sea water with sewage enabled the

- to increase for a longer period, probably owing
ie introduction of their nutriment in the sewage.

Humber of Bacteria in the Water of the North Sea.—
A bacterial examination was made of the water of the

Xorth Sea by collecting samples of the surface water in

the neighbourhood of the Galloper light-ship, which is

I about 25 miles seaward of the sea end of the

Harrow deep, and is therefore in the open sea.

Samples ot water were collected every five minutes for two
ml volumes of the samples taken duriuc; each

half hour were mixed together to constitute one avi

sample. In this way four arerage or compound samples
were produced and were subjected to cultivation in the

manner already described. The following results were
obtained :

—
Number of Colonies

per c.e.

Hinh water. 11th April. 1908, 11.40 p.m

a.m. to 5.35 n.m _'i:

5.35 a.m. to 0.5 a.m 1S1

G.5 a.m. to 6.35 a.m 357

6.35 a.m. to 7.5 a.m

Tests were made for bacillus coli and for barillus enteri-

ditis sporogenes ; neither organism was detected in 1 c.c.

of the water.

The results indicate that the open sea water contained

a small number only of bacteria, an average of 287 per

c.c. ; and that what are ordinarily considered organisms of

intestinal origin were absent.

Bacteria in Sewage" Effluent "and in Sewage" Sludge.1

]—Before giving the results of the bacterial examination of

the river water below the points at which the effluent from
the settled sewage from London is discharged into the

Thames, the results of the bacterial examination of the

sewage effluent itself may he stated. And similarly

the bacterial condition of the "sludge," cr matter separated

from the sewage by sedimentation, may be stated before

the bacterial examination of the estuary water into which
the sludge is discharged is referred to.

A comparison of the bacterial condition of the sewage
effluent ami sludge with that of the water of the lower

river and of the estuary will then indicate the reduction in

the number of bacteria effected by dilution and by other

means after the discharge of these organisms has taken

place.

Number of Bacteria i» 1 c.c. of
Outfalls.

Sludge " at both

Barking,
1903.

Bacteria which
Krow at 2u C.

Bacteria which
grow -.a :t7'C.

(Blood-heat).
Sr-

April •_>*...

Mnv J...

4...

121,00

126,00

119,5

181,0

000,000

90,0
74,201

45.0
Kl '.'KM!

8.100

-

11. PHI

Averaxe... lit; 500 000 62,640

1908.
Number of

Bai i

Number of
Bacillus Coli

minie.

Number of
-. ridUm

9...

.. 11...

12...

„ 13...

m.ooo

0.000

132,0

\t least 1.000,000

At least lo. but
not l,(

-t 10,000,1)

(. not

; .. ..

••

' The nber of bacteria in the sludge is therefor'

129,583,333 per c.c.
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The total number of bacteria in the sewage effluent

ischarged at both outfalls is as follows :
—

Date and

OutCall.

Bacteria
which grow
at 20° C.

Bacteria
which prow
at 37° C.

(Blood-heat).

' ) 6,300,000

5,100,000

Number of
Esiima-

Spores. tions.

Aerol >ic

June, 1903

Average

„,, f Average ol
-al

\ 7 samples,
f Average of

•*
^. 6 samples.

7,412,857

The average for both outfalls is therefore 7,442,857.

Reduction in Number of Bacteria by passage down
rtiver.—The samples were taken from the surface water

iv dipping, and were collected at low water in mid-stream

ad near either shore. The average of the results obtained

rom six series of samples collected on the 3rd, 4th, 5th,

,nd 6th of March, 1903, are stated helow :
—

Locality.

Approximate
Distance in

M lies from
Crossness.

Average
Number of
Bacteria
per c.c.

51-3

24"S
27-0
29-5
31-5
:;;-,

35-8
393

i,v;;

8,431

iy.i;>

711
379
381
186
145

coloured sludge had been discharged, a drifter, which was
suspended from a float, and was cross-shaped and 8 sq. ft.

in area, and which remained 10 ft. beneath the surface

(the depth at which the sludge is discharged from the

bottom of the steamers), was immersed in the discoloured

water. This enabled a boat to be kept in the middle of

the area of discharge for the purpose of taking samples
at different depths. The examination of these samples
furnished the following results. Samples were taken every
five minutes, and those collected during each hour were
mixed to produce an hourly average sample.

It will be seen that the average aumber of 7,442,857

>acteria per c.c, which were present in the sewage effluents

[ischarged from the Barking and Crossness outfalls, have

>ecome reduced by the action of the river water to 4,837,

it a distance down-stream 21 miles from Crossness, and
hat off Southend, 31 miles from Crossness, a further

eduction to 379 has taken place. When the Nore light-

hip is reached, the bacteria number only 180 per c.c.

Each water sample was further examined for gas-

onning bacteria, which are generally considered to be
hose of intestinal origin. Out of 45 samples examined,
Inly seven contained such bacteria, and these seven

amples were all of them collected between the Mucking
nd the Chapman lights. No gas-forming bacteria were
3und in the water below the Chapman light. Hence it

ppears that the intestinal bacteria in the sewage effluent

lad disappeared from the river 27 miles below the point

it which they had been introduced into the stream.

Reduction in Number of Bacteria per c.c. introduced

to the Estuary Water by Sewage Sludge.—Several series

j' examinations have been undertaken at different times

ith the view of ascertaining the bacterial content of

tnary water into which sewage sludge is constantly being

traduced, and very many samples have been subjected

examination. The following statement briefly summarises
e results obtained :—
On April 2nd and 3rd, 1903, surface samples were

lllected throughout the length of the Barrow deep in the

tuary immediately after the fleet of sludge steamers had
(posited their sewage sludge. The average number of

!

:cteria found in the water was 1,940 per c.c, as compared
th 129,583,333 contained in the discharged sludge.

On the 9th and 10th April 1903 the surface water
wing from the Barrow deep into the river during an
iotning tide was examined. This represented the estuary
ter which had been mingled with sludge in the estuary.
jmples were taken every five minutes throughout the
lie of rising tide. The average number of bacteria per

. found was only 458.
During September, 1903, further experiments were made
h the view of ascertaining whether the diminution in

I number of bacteria was due to sedimentation or to
1 ;ral diffusion by dilution. Immediately after the dark-

Interval after

n.t» tmi Discharge of Sludge, at
ilate, 1903.

1 „hich Sample was
Collected.

r None , . . .

.

One hour .

Sept. 28th-( Two hours
I Three „
I Four „

C None
One hour

.

ootfc Two hours
••

29th
1 Three „

I
Four „

I Five „

Total Number of Bacteria
per c.c. found

at following Depths.

Surface. •"•It
940,000

32,700
1,470
340
880

8,000

21,

6,200
5,800

5,300
1.700

13,000

2,910
790
140
220

2,000

580
700
B10
610
600

140
C90
320
130

These results seem to indicate that the number of bacteria

|«r c.e. is not reduced by the sinking of the organisms to

lower levels in the water, but by a lateral diffusion or
mingling.

The final series of samples, bacterially examined, consisted
of water taken at different depths in the different channels
of the estuary, of the bottom materials, and of the sands
which were exposed at low water. In no case were bacteria
found to be present in any considerable number.

Reduction in number of Sewage Bacteria occurring during
tlte Biological Purification of Sewage.—Observations were
made for some time with the object of ascertaining bow
the total number of bacteria present in the final effluent

from the bacterial treatment of sewage compared with the
number present in the corresponding sewage before it had
undergone the treatment.

Two classes of sewage in different localities were placed
under careful observation, the cultures for counting the
colonies which developed being put down at the time and
place of collection of each sample.
One sewage was of purely domestic origin, being that

derived from the residents in Christ's Hospital, Horsham.
The sewage flowed into a settling tank, its passage through
which occupied about 24 hours. The effluent from the
tank passed through coke-beds contained in shallow tanks
which were alternate!}' allowed to stand full of effluent and
full of air. The bacterial action taking place in the settling

tank disposed of all the settled suspended solid matters,

and the subsequent bacterial action in the coke-beds
removed all putrescibie dissolved matters.

The other sewage which was placed under observation
was the average sewage delivered to the Northern Sewage
Outfall Works from the sewers of North London. This
sewage had been roughly screened, then mixed with small
proportions of chemicals in order to expedite the subsequent
sedimentation during its 6low passage through settling

channels, and the effluent from these channels constituted
the feed to an intermittently worked coke-bed which was
similar to that at Horsham. The feed to this bed, and the
effluent from it, were subjected to systematic bacterial

examination.

It should be stated that the lower part of the coke-bed at

the northern outfall consisted of somewhat fine and
compacted material, which may to some extent have
mechically reduced the number of bacteria. It should also

be explained that while the screened London sewage
contained only finely comminuted feecal matter, because it

had been subjected to the process of pumping and a flow

of many miles, the Horsham sewage contained com-
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paratively unbroken faeces, since it had flowed !>y gravitation

only for a short distance. This would probably tend to

diminish the number of bacteria found in the Horsham

sewage, siuce the sample was collected by dipping the liquid

from a collecting chamber outside the settling tank. Both

sewages were, however, clarified by passage through a

filter-paper before they were subjected to cultivation.

The results obtained are summarised in the following

tables :
—

Average Horsham Samples taken quarter-hourly during

maximumfloio of Sewage.

Date ol

Total Number of Bacteria per c.c. (average
of Cultivations).

Crude Sewage.
I
from Effluent from

Coke-beds.

June 9th 7,300,000

.. IBth 9,800,000

.. 16th 9.000. I

„ 19th B,75»,000

BSrd 12,1

Julj Mil 16,450.000

„ 14th 28,4

A
l;™-"""""j l2,49iyJ57

Percentage S
decre ise in -

. numbers ...J

13,650,000 8,76

9,500,01

6,750, 0,660.1

:> BOO, 8,050,

.nun 5,100, i

3,650,000 3,000,000

21,700,000 18,200,

10,514,285 8,461,285

it is necessary to calculate the decrease in bacteria from

the average results, since the samples of effluent obtained on

the same day cannot altogether correspond to that day's

discharge of untreated sewage.

It may be noted that the results obtained from each of

these samples when put down at once for cultivation were

compared with the results obtained by putting down the

same sample 21 hours after its collection. The average

percentage increases in the number of bacteria counted,

after keeping the samples -Jl hours before cultivation, were

106 in the case of the sewage, 60 in the effluent from the

tank, and S4 in the effluent from the coke-bed. As might

have been anticipated, the highest rate of increase occurred

in the more largely polluted liquid, and this indicates the

necessity of not delaying cultivation of impure liquids

which are under bacterial examination. It was found that

a delay of 21 hours not unusually occurs between the

collection of a sample and its arrival at and cultivation in

the laboratory. This delaj evidently leads to results which,

in certain ease- at lea-t, do no) correspond wi b those which

would be yielded by the sample at the time of its collection,

and in series of samples, such as those taken above, the

delay very seriously affects the ratio between the numbers of

bacteria found in the different series.

In the case of the Loudon sewage, samples were taken

every ten minutes during the filling aud emptying of the

coke-bed, aad the samples of the sewage and of effluent for

each date "ere mixed to form the average samples for

examination for the day. The following results were

obtained :

—

Averagi Samples from the Barking Coke-bed.

Total Number of Bacteria per c.c.

Dab

SettledS »ai Coke-bed Effluent.

B, '

11

000
10,000,

6,600,000

70,000
814,000

„ Hill
1,180

I

1.070,

8,035,714

n duotion in the
B9

The average numbers at the foot of the table form a fairer

means of judging the extent of reduction in the number of

bacteria than the daily numbers do, since the effluent aud
feed of the bed on the same day are not precisely corre-

sponding liquids.

It will be seen that in the case of hoth sewages a marked
reduction in their bacterial content takes place. As far as

the effluent from bacteria beds is concerned it is therefore

not right to consider the bed as a means of increasing the
number of bacteria ; the bacteria rather appear to carry out
their active functions in the bed, and to pass away iu large

numbers in the effluent in a lifeless condition.

The targe amount of experimental work upon which the

above results and conclusions are founded, involving the

collection aud examination of several thousand samples, has
1 ii carried out by Messrs. ,1. W. II. Higg-. and E. 11.

Pike under my general direction.

Discussion.

The Chairman said he had always looked upon it that

the salt- in the -ea water acted as nutriment for bacteria,

and asked Dr. Clowes what media were used for cultivations.

Mr. S. P.. Trotman said that, having frequently to make
bacteriological examinations of water from a distance, he

had found an ice-box to answer perfectly well for trans.

portation of samples. Had Dr. Clowes any experience of

this?

Mr. Golding, after referring to the preservation of milk

by simply getting rid of the oxygen, asked how much salt

was added to Dr. Clowes's medium in which the organisms
germinated. He further asked if many fluorescent bacteria

were found in the sea water.

Mr. O'Shaughnesst said Birmingham sewage was
very deficient in organic life, which was something more
than 400,000 organisms per c.c. The number of bacteria

present in the land effluent was about the same One must
lie struck by the fact that it was not the absolute number
of bacteria present iu the liquid which was alone the

question of prime importance. I bie must consider the

potentialities of the liquid itse'.f. He maintained that the

method of estimating the number of bacteria was distinctly

an arbitrary method, but was agreed that the medium in

which the organisms were determined ought to approxi-

mate iu some way with the natural conditions.

Mr. Thorp asked if Dr. Clowes regarded the action of

the coke bed as dependent upon some substance which

possessed the physical action of absorption.

Dr. CLOWES in reply drew attention to the results ob-

tained by Dr. Dunbar, who had found that fragments of

coke or oilier material were able, when in contact with

sewage, to produce an oxidising effect; and he slated that

this purifying action was exerted before any bacterial

growth bid formed on their surfaces. It seems, there

to be certain that these fragments retained on their surface

absorbed oxygen which exerted an active oxidisation.

Possibly the reason why putrefaction of meat took place

with greater rapidity in fresh water than in salt water

iu part due to the fact the fresh water contained [M
dissolved oxygen than sea water did. The action of putre-

factive organisms was iu abeyance as long as they were

in the presence of oxygen or of dissolved owgeu in water.

The bacteria which he had been dealing with were not

putrifying bacteria ; they were bacteria which were carrying

on their changes without the production of any smelhag

rases, The medium used in cultivations was stated in the

paper, and this had not been varied in the case of salt water.

In reply to Mr. Trotman, he recognised the difficulties of

transport and remarked that he had repeatedly tried ice when

conveying bacteria from long distances to the laboratory, but

he had not made comparative experiments to ascertain

whether any advantage resulted from using ice. He agreed

with Professor Frankland thai no results could pretend

to be absolute if the cultivations were not put down on

So far a* fluoi 'anisins were concerned

id not made any special observations with the

view of dele. ling them. He was a-i inished to hear from

dr. i I'Shaughnessy that Birmingham -

only 400,000 organisms per cubic centimetre. This was
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possibly accounted for by the introduction of large quantities

of acid chemicals into the sewage.

In the water of the upper part of the lower river, the

amount of sodium chloride did not vary much. Pollution

could be measured by de-aeration in the lower river, but no
appreciable indication could be obtained out in the estuary.

There was no medium quite so efficient as coke for

bacteria beds.
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[.-PLANT, APPARATUS AND MACHINERY.

English Patents.

Filters ; Impts. in . W. B. Smith, Perth Aniboy.
Eng. Pat. 3938, Feb. 19, 1903.

An outer perforated tube is slipped over an inner perfor-

I
ated tube, closed at its upper end by a suitable cap, and

;

fixed with its lower extremity in a socket. Round the

outer tube is wrapped a filter-eloth, extending inside the

I outer tube, and enclosing the inner tube when slipped over
it. The liquid to be filtered enters the inner tube from
below, and percolates through two layers of filtering

1
material before reaching the outside of the outer tube.
This filtering may take place in the reverse direction. Any
number of these tube filters may be arranged in a tank.

—L. F. G.

Concentrating Liquids : Apparatus for . P. Kestner,
Lille. Eng. Pat. 0-17'J, March 19, 1903.

See Addition, of Nov. 15, 1902, to Fr. Pat. 315,973 of 1901
;

this J., 1903, 788.—T. F. B.

Evaporators for Distilling or Concentrating Liquids, or
for Generating Steam or Gas ; Impts. in . J. W.
Gordon, London. From C. Licardie, Guatemala. Eng.
Pat. 27,621, Dec. 16, 1903.

The liquid enters at the highest point of a continuous coil

arranged in a furnace, whilst the residuum is discharged
from the lowest point. At various points of the coil, side
tubes are placed as outlets for the vapours, whilst baffles
extend across the interior of the coil to retard the &o\v of
the liquid. If the coil is to be used as a steam or gas
[generator, all these outlet pipes are connected together.
[If the apparatus is intended for use as a .-till, the pip°es cau

be led separately to condensers, thus enabling products of
different boiling points to bi continuously collected.

—w. n. c.

Centrifugal Separating Apparatus ; Impts. in .

E. Seger, Stockholm. Eng. Pat. 458, Jan. 7, 1904.

The separation of a mixture of solids and liquids, without
the use of a gauze or other straining medium, is effected by
means of bucket wheels, rotating in cases placed in an
outer rotating cylinder. The bucket wheels rotate in con-
sequence of the centrifugal force produced by the rotation
of the outer casing acting on the mixture to be separated.
.Means are provided for drawing off tile solid and liquid
separately. The bucket wheels may be set vertically or
horizontally in the outer casing.—W. H. C
Rotary Furnaces; Impts. in -. N. M. Hansen, Berlia.

Eng. Pat. 11,119, May 15, 1903.

Between the outer metal casing of the furnace and the
inner lining of firebricks or other refractory material there
is placed a layer of asbestos or material which is not only
refractory but also a bad conductor of heat, the object
being to prevent loss of heat by radiation from the shell of
the furnace.— VV. H. C

Furnaces; Impts. in . J. Ritz, Scliw. Gumend.
Eng. Pat. 27,013, Dec. 16, 1903.

The grate bars of the furnace are inclined, so that the
fuel, which is fed in at the upper end, gradually slides down
towards the clinker hole placed at the bottom. From
underneath, a " poking appliance " is periodically set to
work to remove the cliuker as it is formed, and rake it into
the clinker hole. To prevent the clinker from caking on
to the uiasonry of the furnace, the gratt- bars .ire protected
at the side by an iron ledge of suitable desigu.—L. 1
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Briquette Machine. F. Meyer, Chicago. Fug. Pat. 2137,

Jan. 28, 1904. Under Internat. Conv., Jan. 29, 1903.

This machine consists of a mould, or series of moulds,

airanged in a frame, with a conveyor to supply the material

to be compressed. There is a series of plungers, each

acting in the same mould and compressing the material to

successively varying degrees. Means are provided for

bringing the mould or moulds successively opposite the

various plungers and for expelling the briquette when
formed. Claim is also made for a type of mould in which

the compression is effected by two plungers, and for means

of operating the plungers, &c.—W. H. C.

United States Patents.

Cooling Tower. C. F. Hettinger, Boston. U.S. Pat.

753,573, Marcb 1, 1904.

An enclosed water-cooling tower is provided with air and

water shafts, the latter being divided into several compart-

ments by horizontal perforated partitions. Fans are pro-

vided at the bottom, and the air is driven horizontally

across the falling spray of liquid towards the air-exhaust

shaft. Means are provided for supplying the liquid to be

cooled in the form of spray, for regulating the supply of

air, and for collecting the eooled liquid in a tank at the

base of the tower.—W. H. C.

Drying and Calcining Kiln. C. E. Pickett, Bayonne.

U.S. Pat. 753,624, March 1, 1904.

The kiln consists of two concentric horizontal cylinders

with external means for rotating. There is a hopper and
worm-conveyor for feeding the material to lie treated, and

means are provided for heatirg the annular space between

the cylinders and for drawing off the pasts from the annular

spaceand from the inner cylinder separately. The outlet

end of the cylinder is closed by a movable end-piece with

arrangements for oil-burners for heating, and for removing

the dried or roasted material.—W. H. C.

Centrifugal [Separating'] Machine. J. H. Ostrander,

Ticorderoga. U.S. Pat. 754,796, March 15, 190-1.

Thkocgh a vertical tank passes an upright shaft carrying a

perforated bowl with a flaDged upper edge extending over

the top of the tank. Surrounding the upper parts of the

bowl and tank is a casing, which is provided with a drain

pipe and with an opening, through which a feed-pipe passes

into the interior of the perforated bowl. Inside the per-

forated bowl is fixed a vertical worm conveyor, arranged

to discharge material from the bowl into the casing.

—L. F. G.

French Patents.

Supersaturator for Solutions [Brine'] which are to be

Concentrated. 3. L. Gauthier. Fr. Pat. 336,138,

Oct. 20, 1903.

The apparatus is specially adapted for the concentration

of common salt solutions. The evaporating pan is sur-

rounded by an annular chamber containing the fresh salt

solution, which is heated by the waste furnace gases from

the lire, and bj a pipe lying throughout the length of

the chamber, through which pass the hot vapours escaping

from the evaporating pan. The liquid in the annular

chamber gels heated up to 85° or 90° C, and is then

siphoned oft into the evaporating pan, where it discharges

on to the surface "i the concentrated, and therefore s] h ci-

ficallv heavier, -alt solution, and readily gives up its water.

A drain-cock is provided for the condensed water in the

pipe serving to beat up the annular chamber.—L. F. G.

Gummy Substances, Rapid Process for Drying .

Maschinenfabria si Georgen b. St. Gallen l.udwig von

Susel ind. Fr. Pat. 336,230, Oct. 23, 1903.

The substances, in the fomi of sin. ill pieces, an- placed on

a series nl horizontal sieves, arranged in a chamber open at

the top. Compressed air is blown in from below, the

rate of escape of the air being regulated by means of

dampers fixed to the cover of the chamber.— L. F. G.

Receptacles containing Highly Inflammable Liquids;
Device for Preventing Explosions in . Fabr. Kxplo-
sionssicherer Gefasse. Fr. Pat. 330,757, Nov. 17. 1903.

Sek Eng. Pat. 2."..547 of 1903 ; this J., 1901, 110.—T. F. B.

II-FUEL. GAS, AND LIGHT.

Water-Gas; Introduction of into the Carbonising
Retorts. II. Croissaut. J. Gasbeleucht., 1904, 47,
219—222.

The passage of water-gas through the retorts during the

carbonising period is a process which requires careful

supervision, but is attended with advantages that outweigh
the extra trouble involved. The water-gas inlet pipes are

apt to become stopped, and require to be frequently cleaned,

and the removal of graphite from the retorts demands the

same attention as betiire. A manometer attached to the

inlet tube affords a useful control of the pressure within

the retorts. The quality of the gas produced is subject to

serious fluctuations unless the introduction of the water-
gas be limited to the first two hours or so after charging

the retorts, otherwise the gas of low grade, which distils on
during the later period of the carbonisation,becomes so highly

diluted that the mixture in the gas-holder does not become
homogeneous, and consequently the gas does not burn well.

If considerable proportions of water-gas are to be mixed with

the coal-gas (say 40—50 vols, of the former to 100 vols,

of the latter, the mixture being cai'bu retled with benzol so

as to have a calorific value of 5100— 5300 cal.), it is neces-

sary to provide air-regulating collars to the incandescent

burners fed with the u:i>. otherwise lighting back is apt to

occur. One of the advantages of the process is the relatively

large yield of gas from the coal used, the gam in heating value

amounting generally to from 7 to 12 per cent. If the in-

troductii n of the water-gas be properly regulated, stoppages

of the ascension pipes, otherwise so frequent, are almost

entirely prevented, and the tar is appreciably more tiuid.

The carburetted mixed gas costs from 0'75 to 1 pfennig

less per cubic metre than pure coal-gas. The result of

carburetting the gas with benzol is to almost entirely

prevent the deposition of naphthalene in the gas mains, so

that a lower supply pressure suffices.—H. B.

Calcium Carbide ; New Mode of Formation of .

H. Moissan. XXIV., page 388.

English Patents.

Gas ; Manufacture of . \V. K. Jones, Becktou.

Eng. I'at. 5781. March 12, 1903.

Illuminating gas is obtained by mixing crude coal-gas

from the retorts with water-gas at a high temperature, and

then superheating the mixture, whereby the hydrocarbons

become fixed and incondensable.—H. B.

Gas Retort Mouth Pieces; Impt. in Inclined .

G. B. A. Gibbons, Lower Gonial, and C. J. Mcl'wen.

Liverpool. Eng. Pat. 7251, March 28, 1903.

One or more holes are made in the lower part of the retort

mouth-piece or its lid, each hole being provided with a

valve or stopper. By this means the tar which accumulate*

at the lower end of the retort can he run off from time to

time.—11. B.

Gas Retorts. W. Angus and C. McPherson, Birmingham.

Eng. Pat. 8135, April 8, 1903.

The patent relates to methods of attaching to the door the

coal stop employed in an inclined retort, so that the use ot

intermediate joinis between the door and the stop can bi

dispensed \ulli.— 11. B.

Gas [ from II ood ; . Ipparatus for the Generation of

W. II. Brooks, Adelaide. Eng. Pat. 2481, Feb. 1, 19C4

Gas obtained by the carbonisation of wood, &c,in a retort

is passed through a series of horizontal pipes arranged II

the furnace tine, and then successively through a condensei

a washer, a gas-holder, and scrubbers. By means of brane
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pipes the gas may be drawn directly from the scrubbers or

may be passed through an enricher. All the pipes are

straight, and all the unions are made rectangular, being
provided with screw-plugs, to facilitate cleaning—H. B.

Arc Light Electrodes. O. Vogel, Berlin. Eng. Pat.

11,442, May 19, 190:S.

In arc-lamp electrodes, which may or may not contain

light-emitting additions, there are provided one or more
centrally-placed passages or tubes of pure carbon, into

which are introduced substances (e.g., peroxide of barium,
chlorate of potash) capable of liberating free oxygen when
exposed to the heat of the arc.—H. B.

United States Patents.

Coke Oven. H. Koppers. Essen-on-the-Ruhr.

U.S. Pat. 753,146, Feb. 23, 1904.

The coke oven, besides the usual coking chambers and
heating flues, has " nozzles at the bottom for the admission of

a vertically ascending gas column," and " iuclined channels
connecting the air conduits with the base part of the heating

flues, the inclination being out of Hue with the ascending
inn in order to leave it undisturbed, and circulate

around it." See also Eng. Pats. 18,159 and 23,278 of 1901
;

this J., 1902, 1127 and 762 respectively.—E. S.

Retort for making Gas and Coke. A. C. Kloinan, Assignor
to J. Scott.both of Pittsburg. U.S. Pai. 754,459, March 15,

1904.

A seuies of coke retorts are placed in battery, each retort

having a bottom inclined in both directions from a middle
ridge, and discharge openiugs, which can be closed by doors,

at the ends of this bottom. The retorts have arched flues

which are connected at one end to a common combustion
chamber placed transversely, and at the other end to a stack-

floe, and are provided with gas eduction pipes leading to a

gas-main, and can be suitably heated.—L. F. G.

Gas; Method of Producing . F. Naef, New York.
U.S. Pat. 753,294, March 1, 1904.

See Eng. Pats. 20,658 and 20,659 of 1899 ; this J., 1900,

1094 and 1095.—T. F. B.

Gas ; Method of Making . P. Naef, New York.
U.S. Pat. 753,295, March 1, 1904.

>ee Eng. Pat. 20,660 of 1899 ; this J., 1900, 1095.—T. F.B.

Gas Producer. J. M. Wight and H. Hvatt, Cleveland.

U.S. Pat. 753,340, March 1, 1904.

'HBorGH the centre of the top of the producer a water-

lOoled coal-supply tube extends down to the fire. The
atter rests on a rotating conical grate, carried by a rotating

nnular water-pan, and having a feed-screw at its apex
xtending up into the tube. The blast-pipe opens under
,ae grate, and over the latter are fixed water-cooled pokers.(—H. B.

French Patents.

•oat and Minerals ; Process for Enriching . F. Blanc.

Addition, dated Jan. 16, 1903, to Fr. Pat. 317,908,
;Jan. 18, 1902.

fx Eng. Pat. 14,328 of 1902 ; this J., 1903, 287.—T. F. B.

riquettes ; Process for Increasing the Calorific Power of
. C. Melhardt. Fr. Pat. 336,235. Oct. 24, 1903.

ie coal dust from which the briquettes are to be made is

Med in a closed vessel with compressed air, containing

y or fattv substances in a state of fine division.

—L. F. G.

t

al [Small] and like Matters ; Simultaneously Washing
tnd Sorting . Schiichtermann and Kremer. Fr. Pat.

536,241, Oct. 24, 1903.

E small coal is delivered on to a wire mesh stretched
; oss a trough, below the top, such mesh allowing passage
"fragments of less, say, than 10 mm. diameter. Such fine

' ft, passing the sieve, accumulates in the bottom of the

trough, whence it may be subsequently discharged from a
suitable outlet, and treated apart. The larger fragments,
of, say, from 10 to 80 mm. diameter, above the screen,
separate, during the washing, into a lo.ver layer of the
heavier shale, which is caught in a side channel having a
bent-over top or cover, and is discharged thence bv action
of an endless screw, and an upper layer of coal fragments,
which flow off from the top down an inclined sluice, and are
washed in the usual way in a second trough.—K. S.

High Temperatures; Process and Apparatus for Produc-
tion of by Means of Combined Chemical and Elec-
trical Energy. R. Schnabel. Fr. Pat. 326,452, Nov 5,
1903. XI. A., page 377.

Power-Gas; Process and Apparatus for Production 'of
by Continuous Combustion under High Pressure.

S. Wigelius and P. L. Laurell. Fr. Pat. 336,450, Nov. 5,
1903.

Air is pumped at high pressure into the annular space
between two concentric cylindrical vessels, and enters the
inner cylinder at the bottom, where it meets with a regulated
supply of " petrol." Combustion takes place continuously
and completely. The heat generated raises the air to a high
temperature before it reaches the " petrol." The gas produced
by the combustion, at very high pressure, is led from the
inner cylinder to the motor, where it is utilised directlv, in
the same way as steam is used.— H. B.

Gas Producer. E. Hovine and H. Breuille. Fr. Pat.
336,786, Nov. 19, 1903.

The producer consists of two compartments in open com-
munication with each other ; the one, forming the producer
proper, being supplied with superheated steam and a hot-
air blast, and having a bed of fuel of but little depth, which
is always kept incandescent, and the other, acting merely
as a regulator of the composition of the gas, being filled

with fragments of coke or anthracite, through which the gas
produced in the first chamber is drawn down by a fan.
The steam and air supplies for the first chamber* are led
through heating boxes, arranged beneath the grate of the
second chamber in the path cf the gas produced. In certain
cases, the second chamber may contain, instead of fuel,
merely pieces of flint, or the like, when the carbonaceous
deposit forming on the flint is sufficient to regulate the
composition of the gas.—H. B.

Sulphur ; Extracting from Residues of Gas Purifica-
tion, andfrom Poor Ores. E. Vatou and A. Zuaznavar.
Fr. Pat. 336,661, Nov. 14, 1903. VII.. page 371.

Carbons for Arc Lamps; Manufacture of Cored .

F. von Hardtmuth. Fr. Pat. 336,748, Nov. 17, 1903.

The carbon paste is extruded through a draw plate, in^the
centre of which is a helicoidal steel core, mounted sofas to
rotate on a support. The rifled carbon tube thus obtained
is then filled with a paste to form the core.—H. B.

III.-DESTRUCTIVE DISTILLATION,
TAB PRODUCTS, PETROLEUM,

AND MINERAL WAXES.
English Patent.

Hydrocarbons; Process for the Production of Highly
Sulphuretted . J. E. W. Bengough. Eng. Pat.
S596, April 15, 1903. XX

, page 383.

United States Patents.

Wood; Apparatus for Distilling . W. C. Douglas,
Raleigh. U.S. Pat. 753,3; 6, March 1, 1904.

The retorts are arranged in two rows, a short distance
apart, and the furnace is situated centrally for the retorts.
Each pair of retorts is connected by three or more
pipes, and all these cross pipes are connected by pipes
running the length of the apparatus. These longitudinal
pipes are connected by a single vertical pipe, from which
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discharge pipes lead the vapours away. All the pipes

are heated and protected from draughts, so as to keep

the temperature above the condensing point of the lighter

vapours. A stack leading from the furnace is situated at

one end of the still, between the two rows of retorts,

"closing the space between the retorts and preventing

atmospheric draught therebetween."—T. V. B.

Wood Distillation Apparatus. U. M. Palmi r. New
London. U.S. Pat. 754,232, March 8, 1904.

A vertical retort or still is provided with a horizontal

grate or perforated partition on which the wood rests ; the

vapours are conveyed from the top of the retort by means

of a pipe, which is provided with a tar trap and a creosote

trap between the retort and the condenser ;
the tar trap is

connected with a pipe, which conveys the t;ir and heavy

distillates hack to the retort, which it enters below the

grating. On leaving the condenser, the distillates are

passed through alters into receiving tanks. Provision is

made whereby the warm water from the condenser is intro-

duced into the discharge-pipes of the condenser, mixing

with the distillates and passing through the filters with

them.—T. F. B.

Petroleum; Apparatus for Refining Crude . J. M.

< I'Neall, Dallas, Assignor to British American Power Co.

U.S. Pat. 754,087, March 15, 1904.

The oil is passed through a narrow pipe which is coiled

around a pipe of larger diameter, through which hot furnace

gases pass ; the whole is surrounded by a pipe or vessel,

through which steam is blown. The portions of the oil pipe

outside the steam pipe arc insulated by suitable means.

Means are provided " for forcing the vapour into a liquid

and a condenser consisting of a series of pipes of different

diameters and connected at different angles."—T. F. B.

IT-COLOURING MATTERS AND
DYESTUFFS.

2 .C-Dibromo-p-phem/lenediainine ; Action of Bromine on

. o. L. Jackson and D. F. Calhane. Amer. Chem.

J., 1904,31,209-220.

By the action of an ethereal solution of bromine on an

ethereal solution of 2'6-dibromo-p-pheuylenediamiue, a

green precipitate was obtained, which showed all the pro-

perties of the hydrobromide of a base, which was most

probably 2.6-di'brorno-p-phenyleueiii-iininc. 1 mol. of

bromine was found to react with two mols. of dibromo-p-

phenylenediamiue. The base could not be isolated owing

to its' instability, but its hydrobromide was converted into

dibromoquiuone on treatment with bromine and water.

( )u treating p-phenylenediamine in ethereal solution with

bromine, a blue substance was obtained, similar in pro-

perties to that from the dihromo compound, and reacting

like the hydrobromide ofp-phenylenedi-imine.—T. F. B.

Amino- and Ammohydroxydiphenylaminet [for Blue Sul-

phide Dyeshiffs]. B. Gnehm and H. Bots. J. prakt.

Chem., 1904,' 69, 161—175.

DiMKTiiYL-p-AMiNo-p-HYnitowniriiKNYi

.

vmixe was pre-

pared both bj the action of diuieth\ l;/-phenylenediamine on

quinol and by reduction of the corresponding indopbenol by

means of zinc dust and dilute acetic arid. ! lie la'ter method

yields, the best results. The product yields diacetyl and

diben/.oyl derivatives, and combines with 1 mol. of alkyl

iodide. On nitrating the diacetyl compound a tctranitro

derivative of the mother substance is ootained. t In melting

dimethyl-p-amino - /» - bydroxydiphenj [amine with sodium

polyaulphide at 110 C. for 24 hours, a leuco compound of a

blue sulphide dyestufl is obtained. Thedyestnff is isolated

bv dissolving in dilate acetic acid, filtering, making alkaline

with caustic soda, oxidising bj means "t a current of air,

and precipitating with hydrochloric acid. The composition

of the dyestuff is represented by the formula t^ll^N. -
I I

It forms Baits "i silver and sine Boluble with difficulty in

water and with sodium bisulphite yields an addition

product, i' II W": - NaHSO +21I.M, which

orange-yellow needles. By the action of stannous chloride

and acetic anhydride the sulphide dyestuff is converted

into the diacetyl derivative of its leuco compound, from

which the original dyestuff is regenerated on boiling with

solution of a caustic alkali. p-Aminotolyl-p -hydrow-
dipheuvlamine was prepared by reduction of the corre-

sponding phenol (from o-toluidine and p-aminophenol)

with sodium sulphide. It can be acetylated. The thio-

sulphonic acid of dimetbyl-p amino-p-hydroxydiphenyl-

amine was obtained by oxidation of equimolecular propor-

tions of ditnethv l-p-phenylenediamine-thiosulphonic acid and

p-aminophenol, and i eduction of the dyestuff so obtained

by means of sulphuretted hydrogen.— E. I'.

Benzidine Transformation. A. F. Ilolleman and J. Potter

Van Loon. Konink. Akad. YYetensehappen, Amsterdam,

1902,377—378; 1903, 262—267. Chem. Centr., 1904,

1, 792—7

Tmk authors have examined quantitatively the transformation

of hydrazobenzene into benzidine and diphenyline (p- p-

and o- p-diaininodiphenyl). At the ordinary temperature,

81 per cent, of the hydrazobenzere is converted into

benzidine by means of N 10 hydrochloric acid, aud 90 per

cent, by means of N/1 hydrochloric or hydrobromic acid.

At 100° C, N/10 hydrochloric, nitric, sulphuric, and hydro-

bromic acids effect the transformation of 66'4, 67 -

3, 63*1,

and 65 - 8 per cent, respectively of the hydrazobenzene into

benzidine. At 25° C. tbe velocity of the reaction increase!

with, but more rapidly than the concentration of the acid.

The course of the reaction is altered by the use of a solvent.

For example, if the hydrazobenzene he employed in ethyl

or methyl alcoholic solution, the proportion of benzidine

produced is less, and that of diphenyline is greater..— \. S.

Gattorubin. W. Feuerstein and K Brass. Ber., 1904,

37, 827—831.

For the preparation ofGallorubiu 14- 7 grms. of isatin aud

16-6 grms. of dihydroxycumarone are dissolved in 150 en.

of water and heated for one hour at 100' C. with 45o grms.

of hydrochloric acid. From the resulting hydrochloride

the dyestuff is separated by treatment with hot water. It

crystallises from alcohol in reddish-brown needles, melting

at 300
1 C, aud dyes brownish-violet shades on mordanted

cloth. When Gallorubin (2 grms.) is boiled with aniline

(15 grms.) for a short time, the red solution assumed a

greenish-yellow colour with formation of aniliuodibydrox*

gallorubin according to the equation: C 16H9N< >, + C„ll ,. NU,
= CjsH „>'•;<>.,. It crystallises in greenish-yellow lamina,

melting at 257 C, and yields brownish to greenish-yellow

shades according to the mordant used.—D. B.

Diazoamina Compounds of Imidazoles ami Purini Sid-

stances. K. Buriao. Ber., 1904, 37, 696—707.

Substituted imidazoles react with diazo compounds if

there is a tree hydrogen atom in the n-position, and the

amidiue double boud is intact, to form compounds of the

type

—

CIl.OH.

N : CH /
N.N:N.C,H8

The relations in the purine group are quite analogous.

In a similar manner purine compounds react with diazo-

hodies unless the itnino hydrogi a atom |7) of the imidazole

nucleus i- substituted or the amidiue double bond brokei

down. Tims theophylline, which is 1 . 3-dimethylxanthine

reacts with diazo compounds, whereas theobromine (S.7

dimethylxanthine) and caffeine (1 .3.7-trimethylxunthine.

do not". Tberefore when diazo compounds act on pultni

derivatives, the 7 -hydrogen atom is attacked and diazo-auiiu

compounds of the type

—

I'll

.NtOHv/ }C.N-N3U6H,

\_ N = CH

rated. They are obtained bj adding a diazo BOlotio

to an alkaline solution of a purine compound and hat
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marked tinctorial properties. Those obtained from tetrazo-

conipounds dye vegetable fibres directlv from an alkaline

bath.— E. P.

•1-Hydroxyfiavonol ; Si/7ithesis of ——. S. v. Kostanecki
and V. Lampe. Ber., 1904, 37, 773—778.

QuiNACETOrHENONE-MONOMETflTLETHEK—
C,H3(OH)(COCH3)(OCH3)[l:2:4]

and benzaldehyde are condensed to 2-methoxyflavonone

—

(CH 30)C6H3

CO— CH,

This is converted by nitrous acid into its iso-nitroso

derivative

—

(CH30)C6H :

O CH.C6H.

CO — C:NOH

which does not dye on ordinary basic mordants, but gives

a fiue yellow when dyed with some of Scheurer's mordants
On boiling with acids this yields hydroxy lamine and 2-nieth-

oxyrlavonol

—

,o— c.c6es

(CH30)C6H3 <N C0— C.OH

This substance gives rather weak yellow dyeings on
alumina-mordanted cotton. The dyeings on iron mordant
are very weak. On boiling with strong hydriodio acid it

yields 2-hydroxyflavouol, which shows similar dyeing
properties to its ether.—E. F.

Fisetin ; Synthesis of an Isomer of . S. v. Kostanecki
and S. Kugler. Ber., 1904, 37, 779—781.

3.4 - DiMRTHOXYBE.NZALDEHrDE (veratric aldehyde) is

condensed with quinacetophenonemonomethyl ether (see

previous abstract) to form 2.3'.4'-trimethoxyflavanone

—

O CH.C6H3(OCH3) 3
(CH30)C6

H3 < I

x CO— CH3

With nitrous acid this yields an isouitroso compound,
which, on boiling with acids, yields 2.3'.4'-trimethoxy-
flavouol

—

(CH30)C6H :

O — C.C
6
H3(OCH3) 3

CO . COH

On de-methylation with hydriodie acid this yields 2.3'.4'-

trihvdroxyflavonol, which is an isomer of fisetin. It dyes
strongly on basic mordants, orange-yellow on alumina and
olive-brown on iron mordant.—E. F.

Fisetin ; Synthesis of . S. v. Kostanecki, V. Lampe,
and J. Tambor. Ber., 1904, 37, 7S4—791.

2'-Hn>ROXT-4'-ETHOxr-3 . 4-dimethoxtchalkone—
C3H3O.C6

H3(OH).CO.CH:CH.C6H3(OCH3 )2 ,

prepared by condensing resacetophenonemonoethyl ether
with methylvanillin (Ber., 1899, 32, 2257), is boiled with
dilute mineral acid, and the product so obtained is con-
verted by boiling with absolute alcohol into 3-ethoxy-3'.4'-
dimethoxyflavanone

—

C2H5O.C6H3
^ O— CH.C6H3(OCH3) 3

CO— CH,

With nitrous acid this yields an isonitroso compound,
which is converted by boiling with acid into 3-ethoxy-
3'. 4' dimethoxyflavonol. This can be de-methylated with
hydriodie acid, yielding fisetin, which is 3.3'.4'-trihydroxv-
flavonol

—

(OH)CG

O - C - C6
H

3(OH) 2

N CO . C — OH
—E. F.

2 .i'-Dihydroxyfiavonol ; Synthesis of . S. v. Kostanecki
and M. L. Stoppaui. Ber., 1904, 37, 781—784.

The substance is prepared in a manner analogous to that by
which 2.3'.4'-trimethoxyflavonol is obtained (see previous
abstracts), the veratric aldehyde beiug replaced by anis-
aldehyde, It dyes bright yellow on alumina, weak brown
'in iron-mordant.—E. F.

^..'i'-Dihydroxyfiavonol ; Synthesisof . S. v. Kostanecki
and A. Ottmann. Ber., 1904, 37, 957—960.

2.3'-Dimethoxyflavanone is obtained by condensing
(luinacetophenonemonomethylether with m-methoxybenz-
aldehyde. It is converted into 2.3'-dihydroxyr)avonol by
methods described in the preceding abstracts for the pre-
paration of 2.3'.4'-trihydroxy- and 2.4'-dihydroxyflavonol.
The dyeing properties of this substance are similar to

those of 2.4'-dihydroxy9avonol.— E. F,

Nile Blue Base ,- Some Properties of . L. Michaelis.
Pfliiger's Arch., 101, 183—190; Chem. Centr., 1904,

1, 834.

The author, in reply to Heidenhain (this J., 1904, 183),
maintains his previously expressed view that the properties
of Nile Blue are best explained by the assumption that the
free base exists in two modifications, one red, the other
blue.—A. S.

English Patents.

Dyestuffs of the Anthracene Series, and Materials therefor;
Manufacture of New [Anthracene Dyestuffs].
O. Imray, London. From Farbwerke vorm. Meister,
Lucius und Bruning, Hoechst. Eng. Pat. 8905, April 20,
1303.

See U.S. Fat. 748,375 of 1903 ; this J., 1904, 113.—T. F. B.

Cyanine Dyestuffs [for Sensitising Photographic Emul-
sions']; .Manufacture of . O. Imray. From Meister,
Lucius und Bruning. Eng. Pat. 9598, April 28, 1903.
XXI., page 384.

Anthraquinone Series; Manufacture of New Derivatives
of the [Anthracene Dyestuffs]. H. E. Newton,
London. From Farheufabr. vorm. F. Bayer and Co.,
Elberfeld. Eng. Pat. 10,074, May 4, 1903.

SeeFt. Pat. 331,616 of 1903; this J., 1903, 1126—T. F. B.

Dyestuffs of the Anthraquinone Series; Manufacture of
[Anthracene Dyestuffs]. H. E. Newton, Loudon.

From Farbeufabr. vorm. F. Bayer and Co., Elberfeld.
Eug. Pat. 11,717, May 22, 1903.

See Fr. Pat. 332,261 of 1903 ; this J., 1903, 1192.—T. F. B.

Monazo Dyestuffs ; Manufacture of new Red . C. D.
Abel, London. From Act -Ges. f. Anilinfabr., Berlin.

Eng. Pat. 11,004, May 14, 19U3.

See Fr. Pat. 332,145 of 1903; this .1., 1903, 1192.—T. F. B.

Basic Dyestuffs ; Manufacture of New [Pyrone
Dyestuffs]. O. Imray, London. Assignor to the Basle
Chemical Works, Basle. Eng. Pat. 2738, Feb. 3, 1904.

Red dyestuffs suitable for dyeing cotton, silk, and wool, are
obtained by heating the Rhodamine-bases with derivatives of
halogenised fatty acids either alone or in presence of some
diluent, such as alcohol, glycerin, &c. The products are
easily salted out from tbeir solutions in water. All the

Rhedaniine-bases of the phthalic acid series and also of the

succinic acid series may be used, and analogous dyestuffs

are obtained by heating them with chloracetatuide, dimethyl
chloracetamide, ethyl chloro-acetate or similar derivatives

of other fatty acids.—A. B. S.

United States Patents.

Trisazo Dye [Azo D^estuff]. A. Israel and R. Kothe,
Elberfeld, Assignors to Farbenfabr. of Elberfeld Co.,

New York. U.S. Pat. 748,076, Dec. 29, 1903.

See Fr. Pat. 334,140 of 1903 ; this J., 1904, 16.—T. F. Ii.
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Anthraquinone Dye [Anthracene Dyestuff], and Process of
Mailing same. O. Bally, Mannheim, Assignor to Badische

Anilin und Soda Fabr., Ludwieshafen. U.S. Pat. 749,91.1,

Jan. 19, 1904.

See Eng. Pat. 20,151 of 1903 ; this J., 1904,319.—T. F. B.

Anthracene Dyestuff, and Process ofMaking same. O. Bally,

Manuheitn, Assignor to Badische Anilin und Soda Fabr.,

Ludwigshafen. U.S. Pat. 753,657, March 1, 1904.

See Eug. Pat. 20,719 of 1900; this J., 1901, 1205.—T. F. B-

Anthracene [Indanthrene"] Derivative, and Process of
Making same. 11. Bohn, Mannheim, Assignor to Badische

Anilin und Soda Fabr., Ludwigshafen. U.S. Pat. 753,659,

March 1, iy04.

See Addition, of Oct. 26, 1903, to Fr. Pat. 319,018 of 1902,

next column.—T. F. B.

Azo Dyestuff, and Process ofMaking same, P. Julius and

E Fussenegger, Assignors to Badische Anilin und Soda
Fabr., Ludwigshafen. U.S. Pat. 754,315, March 8, 1904.

See Eng. Pat. 5689 of 1903 ; this J., 1904, 183.— T. F. B.

Azo Dyestuff'; Red-Violet . A. Dorrer, Assignor to

Badische Anilin und Soda Fabr., Ludwigshafen on Rhine.

U.S. Pat. 754,856, March 15, 1904.

See Eng. Pat. 20,000 of 1902 ; this J., 1903, 903.—T. F. B.

Anthraquinone Dyestuffs ; Manufacture of [Blue] .

E. Hepp and E. Wolpert, Assignors to Farbwerke vorm.

Meister, Lucius und Briining, llochst-on-the-Maine.

U.S. Pat. 754,768, March 15, 1904.

Blue dyestuffs, dyeing mordanted or unrnordanted wool

in blue shades, distinguished by their fastness to light,

acids, and alkalis, are produced by condensing 1.4.5.8-

leucotetrahydroxyanthraquinone with the sulpho-acids of

primary aromatic amines such as aniline.—A. B. S.

French Patents.

Monazo Dyestuff for Wool; Process for Preparing a
Pure Blue —— . Cie. Paris. Coul. d'Aniline. Fr. Pat.

336,423, Jan. 15, 1903.

See U.S. Pat. 739,1 1 8 of 1903 ; this J., 1 903, 1 1 26.—T. F. B.

Phenylglycine-o-Carbo.rylic Acid; Manufacture of
[Indigo Dyestuffs']. Cie. Paris. Coul. d'Aniline. Second
Addition, dated Jan. 19, 1903, to Fr. Pat. 306,302 of

Dec. 15, 1900.

Tiik alkali salts of ochlorobenzoic acid and of glycocoll

are heated together in equimoleeular proportions in aqueous
solution in presence of an alkali carbonate and of copper

powder or copper salts. The presence of copper or its salts

greatly facilitates the ieactiou.— E. F.

Azo Dyestuffs rangingfrom < 'tear Yellt w to Deep Brown ;

New , Soc Anon, des Mats. Colorantes at Prods.

Chim. de Saint-Denis. Fr. Pat. 886,559, Jan. 20, 1903.

SoxpRANH.10 acid, 1 .3.i; - a - 1 aphtb] laminedisulphonic

acid, m-sulphanilic acid, disolphanilic acid, Bulplionated

»i-ni tramline, p-amino-o-sulphophenol, p-amino-o-sulpho-

diphenylamine, p-amino - p -nitro - o - sulphodiphenylamine,

the uaphthionii acids, an.inonaphtholdisulphonic acid II,

aminonaphtholsulphnnie acid 7, o-amino-o-nitro-p-sulpho-

phenol, 1.2.4-o-aminophenol-jp-sulpbonic acid, 1.2.4.6-0-
aminopheuoldisulphonic acid, 1 . 2 . 4-o-aminophenol-p-car-

boxylie acid, m-aminobenxoie acid, 01 p-aminosalicylic acid

are diazotised and coupled with m-ammopbenol in neutral,

acid, or alkaline solution. The products dye wool from

an aeid hath. The shade of the product varies according to

the acid or alkaline nature of the medium in which it was
produced. The products produced from components which

yield mordant- dyeing dyestuffs, such a~ oumtno-o-nitro-
sulphophenol, dve in shades which van with the mordant
employed.— E. V.

Sulphide Dyestuff dyeing Unrnordanted Cotton Blue-
Black ; Preparation of . Cie. Paris. Coul.

d'Aniline. Fr. Pat. 336,630, Jan. 22, 1903.

2 .4-UINITIt(l-3'. 5'-mCHI.OKO-4' - HYDROXVDIl'nENYLASIUJE,
obtained by the condensation of l-chloro-2.4-diDitroben-

zene with 2.6-dichloro-4-aniinopbenol, is heated with an
alkali sulphide and sulphur. The product dyes unrnor-

danted cotton in blue-black shades, which turn to reddish-

blue on treatment with hydrogen peroxide.—E. F.

Anthracene Dyestuffs ; Production of . Badische

Anilin und Soda Fahrik. First Addition, dated Oct. 26,

1903. to Fr. Pat. 319,018 of Feb. 24, 1902 (this J„ 1902,

1451).

According to the main patent a blue dyestuff is obtained

by acting on indanthrene with chlorine. It is now found
that a chlorinated product dyeing cotton iu blue shades,

perfectly fast to chlorine, is obtained by the action of sul-

phuryl chloride on either pure or crude indanthrene. A
similar product, also perfectly fast lo chlorine, and dyeing
in greener shades than indanthrene, especially suitable for

printing on cotton, is obtained by acting on pure or crude
indanthrene with a mixture of fuming nitric and fuming
hydrochloric acids and reducing the product, for instance,

with sodium bydrosulphite.—E. F.

Lakes [ from Azo Dyestuffs'} ; Processfor Preparing .

Snc. Anon. Prod.' F. ' Bayer & Co." Fr. Pat 336,433,

Oct. 20, 1903.

Bluish red lakes are obtained from dyestuffs resulting from
coupling the diazo derivative of aminoazobenzeneriisul-

phonic acid with various naphtholsulphonic acids, of which
the following are mentioned :—naphtholmonosulphouic acids

1.4, 1.5, 2.8; naphtholdisulphonic acids 1.3.8, 1.4.8,

2.3.6, and 2.6.8 ; and naphtholtrisulphonic acid 2.3.6.8.

An aqueous solution of the azo dyestuff is added to a sus-

pension of aluminium hydroxide in water, the dyestuff being

precipitated bv meaus of a 5 per cent, solution of barium
chloride.—T. F. B.

V -PREPARING, BLEACHING, DYEING,

PRINTING, AND FINISHING TEXTILES.

YARNS, AND FIBRES.

Benzine ; Spontaneous Inflammation of [in Dry
Cleaning]. G. Just. Zeits. Elektrocbem., 1904, 10,
202—204.

In the cleaning of fabrics with " benzine "
( petroleum spirit)

it sometimes happens that the goods suddenly burst into

flame when withdrawn from the bath. M. M. Itichter, in

1893, showed this to he due to electrification, caused by the

friction between fabric and benzine, ami stated that the

addition of 002— - 05 per cent, of magnesium oleate

renders the benzine incapable of spontaneous inflammation.

By determinations of the conductivity of benzine with ami
without the addition of magnesium oleate, the author

found that the inhibiting action of the oleate depends upon
its neutralisation of the electric charges by conduction, and
so preventing sparks. The author has examined a number
of other substances in this connexion, but finds none so

effective as magnesium oleate.—\V. A. C.

Blue-Bed Prints uilh Paranitraniline. G. v. lilock. Zeits

Farhen- 11. Tcxtil-Chem., 1904, 3, 102—103.

According to the method of Pluzanski, a basic blue dye-

stuff is printed on the material and developed by steaming

and passing through tartar emetic. The printed material is

then padded with /3-naphthol solution and developed with

diazotised paranitraniline. This blue is very fast to soaping,

but not easy to manufacture. A new and shorter method is

is to fl r-t prepare the goods with jS-naphthol, then to print

N'itroso Blue in the usual way, and, after steaming, &c.a

to develop with diazotised paranitraniline. The goods

mtist only pass for a very short distance through the diazo

solution, and then at once in the open width through

squeezing rollers into the tartar emetic solution.—A. 1! S.
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Sizing of Textiles ; Recent Developments in . H. B.

Slocks and H. G. White. J. Soc. Dyers aud Colouri-ts.

£1904, 20, 55—62.

A starch which is likely to be much used in future for

siziug purposes is obtained from the cassava root, which
grows in Central America. The roots contain only about

25 per cent, of starch, but the yield of roots per acre is very

large. The fermentation of flour is of great importance in

sizing. A change takes place during the first two weeks.

Most of the albumiuoids become soluble in water, nearly

all the sugar is destroyed, and the acidity is largely increased.

After two weeks the changes are much slower, and there is

a slight increase of insoluble albuminoids, due probably to

the growth of moulds and bacteria. By acting on fresh

flour with £ per cent, solution of acetic or lactic acid, it

was found that most of the albuminoids were converted

into the soluble form. It is, therefore, possible to effect

one of the chief aims of fermentation without its defects

and without loss of time. Lactic acid is a very powerful

preservative, a 1 per cent, solution being better than a
3 per cent, solution of zinc chloride, sp. gr. 1 "5, in preventing

growth of mould. (See aUo this J., 1903,4.)—A. B. S.

Cellulose; Constitution of . A.G.Green.
XIX., page 382.

English Patents.

Impregnating Woven Belting and other Fabrics with Gutta-
percha, Balata, and like Substances ; Impts. m .

G. Banhani and Co., Ltd., and C. R. Sagar. Eng. Pat.

9944. May 2, 1903. XIII. C, page 378.

Bleaching , Washing, Dyeing, and lihe Apparatus

;

Continuous . M. Muntadas y Rovira, Barcelona.

Eng. Pat. 23,310, Oct. 27, 1903. Under Interuat. Conv.,
Sept. 29, 1903.

See Addition, of Sept. 29, 1903, to Fr. Pat. 327,931 of

1902 ; this J., 1904, 251.—T. F. B.

Hydrosulphite Compounds ; Manufacture of , and
Methods of Dyeing and Printing with their Aid.
O. lmray, London. From Farbwerke vorm. Meister,

Lucius und Brtiuing, Hoechst-on-the-Maine. Eng. Pat.

5867. March 13, 1903.

Double compounds of hydrosulphurous acid or hydro-
sulphites and aldehydes (particularly formaldehyde) are

produced by the action of hydrosulphurous acid on alde-

hydes or their derivatives, or by the action of sodium
bisulphite (or sulphurous acid and zinc) and an acid on the

bisulphite compounds of aldehydes, or by the action of

sodium sulphite, sodium bisulphite, zinc, and acid on
aldehydes. For instance, 450 grms. of "solid, concentrated
sodium hydrosulphite " are mixed with 250 grms. of 40 per

cent, formaldehyde. On cooling, the compound separates

in the form of white Deedles. Or, 210 grms. of sodium
bisulphite solution (38° B.) are mixed with 180 grms. of

25 per cent, formaldehyde ; 50 grms. of zinc dust, 210 grins,

of 38° B. sodium bisulphite solution and 75 grms. of

sulphuric acid (52° B.) are introduced into the solution,

which is cooled. After standing, the compound is salted

out and filtered. These compounds are suitable for use as

discharges in dyeing, padding, and printing. At moderate
temperatures they have no reducing action, but are decom-
posed by steam heat or by bisulphites, hydrosulphurous
acid being liberated.—T. F. B.

i

Fbench Patents.

Cellulose and Fibres difficult to Bleach ; Liquid for the

Preparation of . A. Brauu, jun. Fr. Pat. 336,5 94,

Jan. 21, 1903.

The material is heated under a pressure of from 4 to

10 atmos., for from 10 to 24 hours with a neutral solution
of ammonium sulphite. The latter is prepared by passing
ammonia into a weak aqueous solution of sulphurous acid
until it is completely neutralised. The ammonia is recovered.

—A. B. S.

Textile Materials ; Apparatus for the Treatment of
with the Aid of the Circulation of Liquids, Especially
Applicable to the Maceration of Silk Waste and other
SilUy Fibres. V. Mazzucchelli. Fr. Pat. 336,280, Oct. 28,
1903.

The material is placed in a carriage which fits into a

horizontal cylindrical boiler. This latter is connected by-

means of cocks with a pump aud with inlet and outlet pipes
for liquids, which are contained in reservoirs in which they
can be heated by indirect steam. The boiler can first be
evacuated if desirable, and the liquids are then introduced
at any desired temperature and pressure.— E. F.

Dyeing; Apparatus for . Soc. Colell and Bentner.
Fr. Pat. 336,215, Oct. 22, 1903.

The apparatus consists of a vat for dyeing loose textile

fibres. The material to be dyed is placed between per-

forated horizontal plates, and there are arrangements for

pumping the liquid up and down alternately through the
vat, so that the material in each compartment is pressed
against the upper and lower perforated plate alternately.

—E. F.

" Bleeding " in Dyed or Printed Tissues ; Process for the
Prevention of . Comp. Parisienne de Couleurs
d' Aniline. Fr. Pat. 336,113, Jan. 5, 1903.

In order to prevent " bleeding " of the dyestuff in the
processes of fulling, rinsing, soaping, and other cleansing
operations, a hydrosulphite is added to the bath. This
destroys any small quantity of dyestuff removed from the
fibre, and so prevents it from staining the white portions
of the fabric—E. F.

Finishing of Textiles ; Process for . E. X. Beranger.
Fr. Pat. 336,482, Nov. 7, 1903.

The fabric is rolled on a perforated cylinder. Steam is

forced into this cylinder by means of a pipe which is in

communication with a receptacle containing the finishing
liquid. The latter is under pressure and is forced into the
steam pipe, and so carried with the steam through the per-
forations of the cylinder, and thus into the cloth. The
process is especially used for finishing with fatty or other
substances such as glvcerin, which give the fabric a soft

feel.— A. B. S.

Metallisation of Fibrous Substances generally , Process
for the . A. Forster. Fr. Pat. 336,451, Nov. 5,

1903.

See Eng. Pat. 24,289 of 1903 ; this J., 1904, 184.—T. F. B.

VI.-COLOTJKING WOOD, PAPER.

LEATHER. Etc.

Fkench Patent.

Furs and Hides ; Machine for Dyeing and Preparation of
. C. et E. Chapal Freres et Cie. Fr. Pat. 336,714,

Nov. 14, 1903.

The skins to be treated are made to pass by a system of
clips, round a revolving cylinder. The latter can be stopped
automatically as desired. Under the cylinder is placed a
brush, which is partly immersed in a bath of the dye-
liquor or other liquid to be applied; the upper end of this

brush is in contact with the skin, and applies the liquid to

it by capillary action. Next to this is placed a brush with
a to and fro motion, which rubs the liquid into the skin
to a depth which can be regulated by altering the pressure
of the brush. A third brush smoothes the fur and removes
excess of liquid.—A. B. S.

HI-ACIDS, ALKALIS. AND SALTS.

Sodium Nitrite ; Action of Carbon
.
Dioxide on Solution

of . C. Marie and B. Marquis. Comptes rend.,

1904, 138, 694—696.

The authors uphold, against Meuaier (this J., 1904, 321;,
their conclusion (this J., 1904, 252) that carbon dioxide
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decomposes sodium nitrite solution. They have substituted

for potassium iodide and starch as a reagent, an aqueous

solution of a mixture of /S-naphthylamine and «ulphantlic

acid, decolorised, if necessary, by means of zinc. This is

coloured crange-red by a trace of nitrous acid, and {jives a

red precipitate of azo-dyestnff if the quantity of nitrous

acid be a little greater. The experiments quoted in the

former paper give the same results with this reagent as with

iodide and starch. These results are indicated by theory

—

for sodium nitrite solution containing Nl >s
ions and Na-ions,

and carbonic acid containing HCOyions and H-ions, a

mixture of the two contains simultaneously NOj-ions and

H-ions, that is, nitrous acid. Though the amount of nittous

acid thus liberated is very small, yet even if it be destroy -I.

it is renew td ; and many reactions can he carried out with

it— as, e.g., the auihors' synthesis of nitropruEsidts by the

action of nitrous acid liberated from sodium nitrite by car-

bonic acid on alkali (errccyanides, or Meunier's preparation

of diazoaminohei zene, by acting with caibinic acid on a

solution of sodium nitrite and aniline (this J., 1904, 56).

—J. T. D.

Chlorides ; General Method for the Preparation of Anhy-
drous . C. Matignon aDd F. Bouriou. Coniptes

rend., 1904, 138, 631— 033.

A current of dry chlorine is passed tl rough a vessel con-

taining sulphur chloride heated to a suitable temperature,

the mixed vapours are then conducted over a layer of the

oxide of the metal in a glass tube, which, in most cases, is

preferably heated to dull redness. The chlorides produced
are isolated by distillation and condensation either of the

metallic chloride, if volatile, or of the excess of the chlori-

nating vapours if the reverse. Chlorides have been prepared
from silica, alumina, thoria, the oxides of praseodymium,
neodjmium, and samarium, and from vanadic anhydride.

—J. F. B.

Nitrogen Oxides from Air ; Yield of by the Flame
Discharge. Influence of Length of Flame and Tempe-
rature. F. v. Lepel. XI. A., page 376.

Carbon Dioxide ; Determination of in presence of
Chlorine. M. Schlatter. XXIII., page 386.

English Patents.

Receivers, Condensers, and similar Vessels, such as are
used in connection with Nitric Arid and other Chemical
Manufacturing Plants, and for analogous Purposes.

W. Round, Birmingham. Eng. Pat. 9182,' April 23, 1903.

Receivers, condensers, and the like are made in two
separable parts. The upper part of the lower section is in

the form of an annular channel, of which the outer wall

is of greater height than the inner wall, such channel being
adapted to receive the mouth or Sower edge of the crown or
top section, for forming a liquid or inercury seal.— K. S,

Cyanides; Manufacture of , and the Recovery of
By-Products. Grossmanu's Cyanide Patents Syndicate
and J. Grossmaun, Manchester. Eng. Pat. 1513, Feb. 26,
1903.

A saturated solution of potassium ferrocyanide is heated
by live steam, with a slight excess of dilute sulphuric acid
(or other suitable acid or acid sulphate), in a partial

vacuum. The hydrogen cyanide evolved is collected in a
solution of an alkali hydroxide ; or in milk of lime, if it be
desired to obtain calcium cyanide. Or the gas may be
absorbed by a solution of potassium or sodium sulphate
with lime,

The Everitt's -ait r lining in the still after the distil-

lation, is boiled with solution of a suitable ferric salt in the
presence of free acid, and the Prussian Mar thus produced is

separated by filtration or otherwise from the ferrous salt in

solution. The ferrous gait (or other suitable- corresponding
salts of low oxidation) may be utilised for tfce conversion
of another portion of Everitt's salt into Prussian blue in

acid solution with injection of air. The Prussian blue is

converted into a soluble ferrocyanide by boiling with an

equivalent quantity of caustic alkali. See Fr. Pat. 331.331,

and Eng. Pat. 36, both of 1903; this J., 1903, 1130 and

1194.—E. S.

Cyanides; Apparatus to be employed in the Manufacture

of —— . J. W. Swan and J. A. Kendall, London. Eng.
Pat. 8478, April 14, 1903.

Tee reaction vessel is a horizontal closed cylinder of nickel

or cobalt, supported within a jacket, hydrogen being

admitted to the space thus formed. A contracted continua-

tion of the cylinder within the jacket space is juined to an

outlet steel tube traversing a plate, against the outtr face of

which a removable box is supported, so as to obstruct too

fiee access of air to the cyanide which flows down the outer

surface of the plate into a receptacle. A nickel or cobalt

tube is autogenously soldered at one end to an opening in

a highly heated part of the cylinder, the tube passing

through the hydrogen-filled space to the front of the

apparatus, to enter the bottom of a closed nickel vessel in

which an alkali hydroxide is melted, a device being

utranged whereby graduated portions of the molten

hydroxide may he delivered thiough the tube into the

carbon-charged cylinder.—E. S.

Alumina and By-Products ; Processes of Making .

L. R. Keogh and B. Broughton, Hamilton. Eng. Pat.

23,918, Nov. 4, 1903.

See U.S. Pat. 744,765 of 1903 ; this J., 1903, 1347.—T. F. B.

United States Patents.

Sulphuric Acid ; Making . X. Heinz and H. Hegeler,

Lasalle. U.S. Pat. 752,677, Feb. 23, 1904.

The invention consists in returning nitrogen compounds
from any part of the system, in the " Glover process " of

manufacture, and introducing and mixing ihem with the

sulphurous gases entering the Glover tower.—E. S.

Aluminium Sulphate ; Process of Preparing . H. F.

D. Schwabu, St. Louis. U.S. Pat. 752,927, Feb. 23, 1904.

Aluminous materials containing iron and silica are sub-

jected to the action of a chlorinating agent, to convert the

iron intei ferric chloride, and the mass is heated to a tem-

perature sufficient to volatilise the ferric chloride, and then

to a higher temperature to render the silica insoluble iu

acids, but below the point at which aluminium compounds
become insoluble. The resulting product is treated with

sulphuric acid, in portions of successively gradually increas- I

ing strength, simultaneously with the injection of hot air.

The aluminium sulphate solution is then separated from
insoluble matters, and is concentrated.—E. S.

Sulphate of Aluminium ; Process of Making [Basic]—
H. Speuce, Manchester. U.S. Pat. 754.S24, March 15,

1904.

See Fr. Pat. 331,836 of 1903; this J., 1903, 1195.—T. F. B.
|

Nitrogen Compounds [Cyanides] ; Making , from
Atmospheric Nitrogen. 11. Mehner, Steglitz. U.S.Pat.

754,474, March 15, 1904.

A closed chamber, having a hopper inlet on one side of

its top, and at the opposite side of its bottom an outlet

into a "separator," is charged with fragments of carbon.

A molten, white hot alkaline silicate is caused to percolate

downwards through the carbon, whilst near the middle of

the side of the chamber air is admitted in such manner as

to diverge within the mass into an upward, and u weaker,

downward current, in both burning the carbon, but in the

upward current forming carbon dioxide, and iu the down-
ward current, carbon monoxide " preventing the reaction

bring disturbed by the pretence of carbon dioxide." A«
this fluid reachi - tiie reservoir, alkaline matter is added te

it, and it is again run through the apparatus, and so ot

successively. The cyanides anil otbt r nitrogen compounds
which ate (aid to collect in the reservoir, an- separated, am
decomposed into ammonia and an " alkaline compound,
which latter is utilised with the alkaline (ilicate as described

—E. S.
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Cyanides and Nitrates ; Process of Making . W. E.

Everette, Tacoma. U.S. Pat. 754,647, March 15, 1904.

"Pulverised material containing carbon" is cooled by

means of liquid air, and is then immediately rendered
" incandescent by exposure to a source of intense heat,

whereby cyanides, nitrates, &c, are formed by the union

of the nitrogen of the air with the disrupted elements

"

occurring on the explosion.—E. S.

Lend Salts ; Process of Making . W. Mills, London,
Assignor to A. O. Granger, Cartersville. U.S. Pat.

754,667, March 15, 1904.

Substances containing lead are treated with hydrofluosilicic

acid ; the solution of lead silicofiuoride formed is treated

with a nitrate to form lead nitrate, and the latter acted upon
by the proper reagent to form the lead salt desired.—F. S.

Ammonium Nitrate ; Process of Making . VV. Mills,

London, Assignor to A. 0. Granger, Cartersville. U.S.

Pat. 754,668, Murch 15, 1904.

A mixture of lead or of a compound containing lead with

hydrofluosilicic acid " of about 180 sp. gr. " is heated, a

nitrate is added to the solution of lead silicofiuoride thus

formed, and the lead nitrate is decomposed by ammonium
fluoride.—E. S.

French Patents.

Sulphurous Acid ; Recovery of from Mixed Solutions

of Monocalcium Phosphate and Calcium Sulphite.

Kheinische Gelatinwerke G. m. b. H., and B. Arens.

Fr. Pat. 336,507, Nov. 9, 1903.

The solution containing calcium sulphite and calcium mono-
phosphate (such as is obtained on dissolving tricalcium

phosphate in sulphurous acid) is run into a solution of

calcium monophosphate heated to 90° C., whereby sul-

phurous acid is set free, and is recovered, whilst dicalciuui

orthophosphate is formed.—E. S.

Barium Hydroxide ; Process of Making . Harrison
Bros, and Co., Incd. Fr. Pat. 336,057, Nov. 14, 1903.

Under Internat. Conv., Feb. 2, 1903.

See U.S. Pat. 744,920 of 1903; this J., 1903, 1347.—T. F. B.

Copper Sulphate ; Manufacture of . G. Gin and the

Soc. Anon, la Metallurgie Nouvelle. Addition, dated

Sept. 25, 1903, to Fr. Pat. 328,800, .Ian. 26, 1503. See
this J'., 1903, 996.

Mattes or ores derived from cupreous sulphides, are

subjected to an oxidising roasting, and after powdering,
are digested with moderately diluted sulphuric acid in an
autoclave, heated by steam to from 155° to 170° C, and
provided with means of discharge. The iron present is thus

mainly separated as a basic, insoluble salt, or as ferric

hydroxide. Copper sulphate crystals, obtained from the

liquor of a second crystallisation, may be digested in solution

with a precipitate obtained by adding to a separate part of
the solution a small proportion of sodium carbonate. Aiiy

! iron salt remaining with the copper salt is thus eliminated.

—E. S.

Sapenaturator for Solutions [Brine] which are to be

Concentrated, J. L. Gauthier. Fr. Pat. 336,138, Oct. 20,

1903. I., page 364.

Reduction of Compounds of Substances which are Reduced
and Volatilised at nearly the same Temperature [Sili-

con] ; Process and Apparatus for the . F. J. Tone.
Fr. Pat. 336,469, Nov. 6, 1903.

jSEEU.S.Pat. 745,122 of 1903 ; this J., 1903, 1356.—T. F. B.

•Sulphur ; Extracting from Residues of Gas Purified-
tion andjrom Poor Ores. E. Vaton and A. Zuaznavar.
Fr. Pat. 336,661, Nov. 14, 1903.

The residues or other materials are dried by exposure to

lir and to carbon dioxide, and are then heated in retorts, to

which series of condensers are so connected that only
vapours (not molten sulphur) may reach them. The first

in order of the condensing chambers is of such dimensions
as to maintain a temperature greater than 150" C. and under
440 : C, so that only pure sulphur is condensed therein.

—E. S.

Nitrogen and Oxygen, Atmospheric ; Apparatus for
Separating . K. P. Pictet. Addition, dated June 27,

1903, to Fr. Pat. 322,600, June 28, 1902. See this J.,

1903, 364.

The apparatus is a large rectangular metal case divided into

two unequal vertical compartments, the larger of which is

intended for the accumulation of nitrogen, and the smaller

for oxygen. The lower portion of the first compartment
contains a bath for liquid air divided into sections and
provided with immersed coils for passage of cooled com-
pressed air, which latter in liquefying, causes ebullition,"and

the nitrogen passes off, first into the upper part of the com-
partment in which is a serpentine acting as an exchanger.

The liquid air, now enriched in oxygen, passes hy a U tube

in the bottom of the compartment into the smaller, oxygen
compartment, in which is an exchanger similar to that in

the first compartment. Air liquefied in the second com-
partment is, after filtering off the frozen carbon dioxide,

made to spray on to a series of shelves in the first

compartment, where it aids in the refrigeration, and also

parts with nitrogen, which escapes, nearly pure, from an
outlet tube in the top of the compartment. From a corre-

sponding outlet in the lesser compartment, oxygen gas finds

exit.—E. S.

VIII.-GLASS, POTTERY, ENAMELS.
English Patents.

Plate Glass; Apparatus for Manufacturing . H.
Mielisch, Doebern. Eng. Pat. 18,339, Aug. 25, 1903.

The liquid glass is forced out of a closed hopper by air

pressure, emerging between two adjustable rollers rotating

in opposite directions, from which it is deposited in a layer

of adjustable thickness upon a travelling table. No further

rolling is required.—A. G. L.

Glass; Methods of and Apparatus for Drawing and
Annealing . O. Imray, London. From The
Window Glass Machine Co., Pittsburg. Eng. Pat. 297,

Jan. 5, 1904.

The glass is drawn upwards from a bath which is protected,

at the point at which the glass is drawn, from the sur-

rounding heat by means of shields. The glass passes into

a drawing chamber, designed to prevent breakage, me-
chanism being provided to hold the edges of the sheet and
prevent its narrowing in width. Warping or bowing is

prevented by supplying heat to the drawing chamber in

such a way that the intermediate parts of the sheet are

cooled in advance of the edges. When it has reached the

desired length, the lower end of the sheet is severed from
the bath, and then passes into a leer, where it is annealed
and cooled.—A. G. L.

Muffle Furnaces or Kilns [for Pottery, $-c] ; Impls. in

Continuous . L. L. Grimwade, Stoke-on-Trent.

Eng. Pat. 26,712, Dec. 7, 1903.

This is an improvement on Eng. Pat. 1805 of 1899

(this J., 1900, 146), and consists essentially in arranging

two concave tracks on the floor of the kiln to retain the

balls (on which the endless or rotating table moves) in

position. The bottom of this table is provided with flat

plates underneath of sufficient width to allow some lateral

motion without permitting the balls to get away from the

flattened portion. Friction wheels are placed in the side

wall of the muffle to act as guides.—W. H. C.

French Patent.

Glass in Sheets ; Process and Apparatus for Making .

J. Hirst. Fr. Pat. 336,695, Oct. 20, 1903. Under
Internat. Conv., June 12, 1903.

See Eng. Pat. 21,782 of 1903 ; this J., 1904, 63.—T. F. B
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Kaolin ; Process to Separate from Socks by Leviga-

tion. R. Frugier. Fr. Pat. 836,490, Nov. 9, 1903.

The rock to be treated is charged into ilie annular space

formed between a central cylindrical cage of npeu-work and

the walls of the containing vessel. Water passes upwards

into tlie cage, where it is agitati d by a suitable stirrer, and

flowing through tl»- perforations of the i age, disintegrates

the rock and becomes charged wit li kaolin and Band. Tlie

kaolin remains in suspension sufficiently long to pass with

the water into another outer vessel, from which it is carried

to settling tanks. The heavier sand, on the other band,

falls down a sloping channel under tlie cage, through

which the water is introduced, and is carried away by

means of a mechanical lilt, on the endless chain principle.

—A. G. L.

IX.-BUILDING MATERIALS, CLAYS,

MORTARS AND CEMENTS.

English Patents.

Building Materials; Artificial . B. J. B. Mills,

London. From A. Seigle, Lyon-Monplaisir. Eng. Pat.

4048, Feb. 20, 1903.

See Addition, of June 4, 1 903, to Fr. Pat. 323,666 of 1902 ;

this J., 1903, 1294.—T. F. B.

Brick Kilns ; Impts. in . W. Morris, Oldbury.

Eng. Pat. 20,751, Dec. 7, 1903.

The kilns are arranged in a series and connected at both

ends by a main flue with the chimney, so as to enable them

to be worked in either direction. The hot products of

combustion from one kiln are made to pass into the next

one through the ash-hole, fire-hole, and tire bags on one

side, being exhausted on the opposite side through louvres

in a steam-flue running the length of the kiln. The U6e of

side flues is obviated by using a sepatate inlet flue to each

ash-hole. All the dampers used are set obliquely to the

flues, so as to press by their own weight against their slides

and more effectually to prevent leakage of hot gases or

entr\ of cold air.—A. G. L.

Cement; Bituminous chieflyfor Marine Purposes.

\\ . Briggs, Dundee. Eng. Pat. 1907, March 3, 1903.

Seventy parts of crushed or ground asphalt, natural or

artificial, are mixed with 20 parts of powdered calciued

magnesite. The mixture is made into ;i paste with 10 parts

of magnesium chloride dissolved in sufficient water to give a

solution of sp.gr. 12, and the whole is then mixed with

five parts of sodium silicate previously dissolved in water.

—A. G. L.

United States Patent.

Portland or other Hydraulic Cements ; Process of Matur-
ing . H. A. Gerdes. Assignor to F. \V Cappelcn,

A. H. Elftman and J. B. Coll, all of Minneapolis.

U.S. Pat. 753,385, March 1, 1904.

Tin: cement is matured by subjecting it to a temperature

of 360 :

F., and to a current of air charged with moisture

and carbon dioxide.—A. G. L.

I'uknch Patents.

Rejractorij Products ; Process of Manufacturing extremely

. .1. Bach. Fr. Pat. 836,518, Nov. 10, 19U3.

See Eng. Pat 24,041 of 1903 ; this .1., 1904, 64.—T. F. B.

Distemper ; Manufacture of a powdered . II. Beissier.

Fr. Pat. 330,539, Nov. 12, 1903.

The distemper is prepared bj mixing 7 parts of dry

powdered casein, 30 parts of slaked lime, 100 parts of

covering material (calcium carbonate, ocbre, barium sul-

phate), 8 parts of dextrin, ti parts of powdered soap and
suitable colouring matters. The powder is mixed with

water for use, and when applied to Malls forms a surface

impervious to moisture.— \V. P. s.

X.-METALLURG-Y.

Cast-iron , Recent Investigation* and Discoveries in .

A. E. Outerbridge. J. 'Franklin lust., 1904, 157, 121

—136.

Hv alternately heating and cooling cast-iron, a considerable

increase in the volume of the metal takes place. The
greatest increase is produced by heating to about 1450 F.

(7t>8 (.'.). tin heatiug a liar, 1 4J-j{ in. long by 1 in. square,

27 times at 1 150 F. for one hour each time, an increase of

1-j-^in. in Iihl.mIi and , in in cross-section was observed, i.c,

an increase in volume of over 40 per ceut. The metal, after

the repeated heatiug and cooling, suffers a loss of strength,

sometimes of more than 30 per cent. Among the technical

applications of this property of cast-iron are mentioned

the enlargement of small eastings and of a pistou which

had become too small through wear.—A. S.

Cast- Steel ; Mechanical Properties of at Hiijh and

Low Temperatures. 0. Bach. Zeits. Ver. Deutsch.

lug., 19U3, 47, 1762—1770, 1812—1820. Science

Abstracts (ID, 1904, 7, 205.

Three samples of steel marked O, K, and M respect i\

were tested at temperatures ranging from 20° C. to 50t:° (
'.,

with the following results :

—

Tensile strength in kilos, per sq. cm.:—
lx20°C 4,285 3,953

At 300° C 1.7-iS 1,242

At 5i.n C. I alter \ hour) 8^91 2,043

At 50(1° U. (after (t—12 hours) 1,861

Extension percent.:—
At20°C 86'tS B9-0

At 200° C 7-7 HI
At 500 t ' SS-S 51 -3

At 600° C. (long heating) "''

Sectional contraction:—
At2nt' S0'4 5G-1

At 300° C I.vs 194
At 500° C u ', :.-, :

At 500° C. (lonir heating) B7'0

M.

".7"

4,319
J.27

1

1,911

27-8

152
26"1

19-S

ls-7

SV7
42-1

an

In general it may be stated that the tensile strength

decreases steadily as the temperature rises. Minimum
values for the extension aud contraction are shown at

about 200° C. The results show that the ordiuarj

mechanical tests of boiler plates, ,vc., should be supple-

mented by others made at higher temperatures.— A. S

Carbon Tool Steel; Tempering . II. be Chateliet

Kev, de Metall., 1904, 1, 1*4— 187.

Tin- ::utlior lias determined the conditions of quenching

and annealing, under which tool steel of the best quality is

obtained. 1 lie best temperature at which to quench, is

one just above the transformation point of the steel, and

this temperature may be accurately ascertained in the

following manner, without the use ot a pyrometer. I'hc

pieces of steel are introduced successively at equal intervals

of time into a muffle heated to a temperature a little

above the transformation point of the steel. If, after a

certain time, the pieces be taken out in the reverse order,

they will at first show progressively increasing degree

brightness, but afterwards there will be a certain number

of pieces all showing tin- same degree of brightness. I

pieces being at the transformation point. When the trans-

formation point is passed, the pieces again rapidly acquire

a brightness superior to that of their neighbours, aud should

then be immediately quenched. The best temperature for

annealing is about 220 t ., the melting point or a mixture

of equivalent quantities of sodium and potassium uiti

The bath containing the fused salts is heated to about 81

higher than the melting point of the mixture, and the
]

of cold steel introd I. The latter becomes coated with

olid crust, which gradually melts a* the steel bee-

hot. The steel i- removed from the bath when this crust
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has completely disappeared. It is stated that by this

method of annealing, the life of a tool may he increased by

50 per cent.— A. S.

Chrome Steels. L. Guillet. Rev. do Metall.,

1904, 1, 155—183.

Two series of chrome steels were investigated, the first

containing only from 0-043 to 0-464 per cent, of carbon;

and the second from 0*741 to 0-973 percent, of carbon.

These alloys are divided into three classes, as follows ;—

Class. Structure.

Percentage
of Chromium.

Series!. Series 2.

Perlice, like that of ordinary carbon steel 0—' 0—5
Martensite 7— -20 5—18
Special, due to a double carbide of iron

and chromium > 20 > 18

The second class may be further subdivided as follows :—In

the first series of alloys, those containing from 7—8 per

cent, of chromium show a structure of a-irou and marten-

site ; from 10— 13 per cent, of chromium, pure marten-

site ; and from 13 to 20 per cent, of chromium, martensite

and the double carbide of iron and chromium. In the

second series of alloys, those falling in the second class

may also be subdivided into three kinds showing a structure

of a-iron and martensite, martensite and troostite, and

martensite, troostite, and the double carbide, respectively.

With regard to mechanical properties, the breaking

strength, elastic limit and hardnes- of the alloys with a

perlite structure, increase with the percentage of chromium ;

the elongation and contraction are high, and the resistance

to shock depends chiefly upon the content of carbon. The
mechauical properties of these alloys are considerably

modified by quenching at 850° C, the effects being similar

to those observed in the case of ordinary carbon steels,

except that with the alloys containing only a small per-

centage of carbon, the breaking-strength and elastic limit

are increased, and the elongation and contraction diminished

to a much greater degree than with steels containing no
chromium. In the alloys showing a structure of martensite

or troostite, the breaking strength, elastic limit and hardne-s

are high, the elongation and contraction low, and the

jbrittleness depends upon the content of carbon. These

alloys arc slightly softened by annealing and by quenching.

The alloys showing the structure of a double carbide of

iron and chromium have a somewhat high breaking strength

{and elastic limit, a somewhat low elongation and contraction,

land are very brittle. They are softened by quenching at

1850° C, and to a still greater degree by quenching at

{1,200° C, owing to the disappearance, at least in part, of

I

the double carbide. Annealing produces a similar effect.

— A. S.

Silver Trial-Plates ; Constant Standard . E. Matthey.
Proc. Boy. Soc. 1904, 73, 124—127.

'The author has previously (this J., 1894, 889) shown that

blates of sterling silver of au average weight of 4—5 kilos.,

. nd of a uniform standard could be obtained by casting
; rom thin castings. Having regard to the difficulty experi-

nced at the Ro\al Mint in obtaining large silver plates 01

lonstant standard, the author has made lurther experiments.

'Ie finds that by sufficiently rapid cooling, liquation can he

llmost completely prevented, which is the direct converse

:f the view hitherto accepted, viz., that a uniformity of

andard is best attained by slow and uniform cooling. By
'isting the melted silver into a cold mould furnished with a

ite, so that the metal entered the mould proper from the
l

)ttom, a plate was produced which, when rolled till it was
mm. thick, measured 75 cm. x 90 cm., weighed 7 "87

Ilos.,aud showed a constant proportion of silver (925 parts

r 1,000) nearly all over the plate.— A. S.

opper Losses in Blast-Furnace Slags. W. A. Heywood.
Eng. and Mining J., 1904, 77, 395.

Fig. 1 the ratio of the amount of copper in the slag from
a blast-furnace to that contained in the matte produced

at the same time is shown. 2,500 assays, extending over a

period of 2k years, were made, and as it was found that the
percentage of copper in the slag was considerably influenced

by the amount of silica also present, the results were
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plotted to form a number of curves representing slags

cantaining varying percentages of silica. The ore smelted

was heap-roasted pyrrhotite containing only from, 10—20

per cent, of silica, aud the deficiency of silica was made up
by the addition of quartz. The copper was determined by
the cyanide method, after precipitation with aluraiuium.

The iusoluble matter in the slag was repressnted as silica,

the results obtained in this way being from I -5 to 2 per

cent, higher than those obtained by direct determination of

the silica. The average composition of the slag produced
during one month was :—Silica, 31 -04

; ferrous oxide, 51' 40
;

alumina, 4-84 ; lime, 6' 30 ; magnesia, 1 -37 ; sulphur, 1 -36
;

zinc, 2-01 ; manganese, 0-51 ; and copper, 0-45 per cent.

The curves in Fig. 2 represent the actual losses of copper
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in slags containing different percentages of silica, allowance

being made, in the case of the more silicious slags, for the

increased amount of slag produced from the additional

quartz added.—A. S.

Zinc Retorts; Changes Produced in —
O. Muhlhaeuser. Zeits. augew. Cuem.,

— during use.

1903, 277.

Fiiis flying ash constituents of the bitumiuous coal used in

the furnace attack the clay substance of the retorts and

form a continually thtckeuing glaze, whilst on toe inner

41e zinc spinel and tridymite are formed. When the wet

charge is inserted, a network of cracks is formed on the
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outer surfaces, and these become filled with the glaze pro-

duced, which may even penetrate right through the walls

and corrode the material. At the same time similar cracks

are formed on the inside, these in turn filling up with fitted

slag which attacks the surrounding material and increases

its density, the resulting inequalities in expansion easily

inducing fracture. The same result ensues from the

difference in temperature to which the mouth and body of

the retort are exposed. The influence of the life of a retort

on its usefulness is shown by the faet that the loss of zinc

in a new retort is over 32 per cent, on the first day, but

falls to 8*3 per cent, by the seventh day.— C. S.

Silicon ; Solubility of • , in Zinc and in Lead. II.

Moissan and F. Siemens. Comptes rend., 190-1, 138,
657—661.

The results obtained by the author were as follows:—

of bismuth. In the following table the density of some
metals at 1G° C. after various treatments is shown:—

Lead dissolves Zinc dissolves

At temp. Per cent. Si. At temp. Per cent. Si.

°C. °C.
1,200 trnof 600 006
1,250 iru2l 650 0-15

1.330 0-070 730 0-57

1,400 0-150 800 0-92

1.450 11-210 850 1-62

1,550 0-780

—J. T. D.

Mitals; Crystalline Structure of . S. Kalischer.

Phys. Zeits'.. 1903, 4, 854—856. Science Abstracts (B),

1904, 7, 204.

The author states that the crystallisation of hot platinum

recently described by Holborn and Hemming was observed by

him in IE82, as also were similar changes in silver and gold.

Zinc becomes crystalline above 150° C. The crystalline

structure of the following metals is greatly developed by

htan'ng:— Boiled cadmium (at 200°—250° C), rolled tin

(£00° C), iron, copper. biass. alio) 6 of copper, zinc and
tin, tombac, bronze, and German silver.—A. S.

Density of certain Bodies (Metals) ; Diminution of
In/ Strong Pressure. W. Spring. Hull. Acad. roy. l'elg.,

1903, 1066—1082. Chen). Centr., 1904, 1, 776—777.

By the action of a very strong pressure (over 10,000

atmospheres) on a number of metals, and on certain other

substances, a diminution of density (from 1-773 to 1-750

in the case of ammonium sulphate) instead of an increase

is caused. The author considers that hodies composed of

particles which are not perfectly spherical, have a tendency

to "flow" when under the influence of strong pressure

acting on all sides, the substance, in coosequeLCe, under-

going an alti ration of molecular structure (" pseudofusien "),

involving a diminution of viscosity. This hypothesis is in

Bgr< < mi nt w hh the fact that there is a connection between

the phenomenon described above and the alteration of the

volume of a substance on fusion. Metals like tin, lead,

cadmium, and silver, which expand vehen fused, have their

density increased when subjected to strong pressure; but

bismuth, which contracts when fused, has iis density

diminished by pressure. Wires wire prepared from

different metals 1\ Forcing them through narrow oien-

11 gs. The fact tint tie bismuth win- was quite pliable

at first, and only revetted 10 ifce brittle condition when
it bad been bent several times, was regarded as a con-

firmation of I In- mi w that the strong pressure bad caused

the particles of the metal to "flow." Each of the wires

was divided into two portions, of n bich one was heated to

near the melting point, causing the metal in imii to its

norma] condition. When the two portions of the wire

prepared from each metal were n» immersed in a solution

ofa sail of tic metal, a weak electric current was set up,

tie caili i'i bting the portion of the win just as prepared,

in tie cite of tin, Itad, cadmium, and silver; but ibe

portion which had bun heated or " annealed," in the case

Density ol the
Bfetal after the
particles bave
be aused
to " Flow."

lr-'iistty uf the

Roiled I

Density of the

" Annealed "

Metal.

Lead
'I'm

Cadmium .

Silver

Hismuth .

11-3351
7 3011
B-S658

LO'2485

9-S62S

11-3348
•

8-6801

LO'SBSI

7-8187
8-66S3

It is stated that a distinction must be drawn between the
"true" solid condition, in which a metal can suffer no
notable deformation, and the "apparent" solid condition,

which is characterised by loss of crystalline structure, and
the capacity of "flowing." Certain substances (plastic

mctal») have the power of easily passing into this

"apparent" solid state, whilst others have the power in

very small degree or not at all. Substances of the latter

class (coal, sand) are composed of particles which will

not cohere and form a single mass eveu when subjected

to strong pressure.—A. S.

English Patents.

Cast-Steel Ingots ; Process of Perfecting . K. W.
Hunt, Chicago. Eng. Pat. 23,821, Nov. 3, 1908.

The invention has for its object the prevention of blowholes
and •' pipes " in cast-steel ingots, aud particularly in such

as are inteuded to be made into rails. The molten steel ts

poured into a suitable ingot mould, which is allowed >o

stand until a substantial crust is formed upon it ; then,

immediately before stripping the mould from the ingot, a
bar of steel, preferably of a higher quality than that of

which the ingot is made, is driven into its central molten
portion bv appropriate mechanism. This is effected beneath

a stripping machine, which, after driving in the bar, draws

off the mould, and thus tl e " probable cavity " within the

ingot is filled, and the quality of its axial portion is

improved.—E. S.

Steel and Armour Plates ; Process for 'treating—
E. Kngels, Busseldorf. Eng. Pat. 1842, Jan. 25, 1904.

Tnk steel plates are heated t" redness in a closed furnSB
in presence of oxygen, or of an oxygen-yieiding substance

then cooled in molten lead ; mechanically treated bj

&c. j again hiatid to redness in presence of carl

which substances decomposing rbese at a red heat hav

been added; hardened in oil or the like; and then heal!

to a lower t< mpeiai ure than before in a furnace or met

bath, and finally rolled and pressed. Or the plates ma
be at once htated with carbides as described, withoi

nndtrgoing the preliminary process, and after hardening i

oil, te again heated, but to a lower temperature than hefor.

Befertnce is made to Erg. Pat. 25,932 of 1903; this J

1104, 118.— E. S.

Furnaces ; Puddling and similar Melting and Reheath
. .1. Jones, Ti] Ion. El g. Pat. 4894*, March 3, 190'

A PUDDLING or reheating furnace is constructed wii

double walls, between which air passages proceed fro

lie chimney end e>t the furnace in the trout of the fi

chamber, wheie tbey meet in a common space. The:

healed b\ traversing these passage s, afti r passing tbroui

perlnrutiot'S in the inner walls at tie front end separata!

the space in front from the file chiimbir, issues throU)

ihc open lop of the said chamber, and thus 6uppe

combustion and obviates sn.oke.— E, S.

Crucible Furnaces. J. B. Be Alzuparay, London,

^ 1 ug. Put. 9689, Airil 89, 1808.

'I in- crucible rests on a pedestal, concentric with which

an inner and an outer or main wall, in the annular spit

leiwci n which the fiu-bars are placed. A shallow aunt 1

trough beneath the guile contains water, the steam fi >

which mingles with the fire-gases above. The anm'
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space between the inner wall and the pedestal, forms a down-
flue for products of combustion, into a horizontal passage

beneath, leading to the chimney. The furnace is covered

by a dome, and a passage to the combustion chamber is

provided for the fuel. The crucible has a tapping hole near

the bottom. A. modified form of furnace, in which the

srucible is directly heated by the fuel, and in which a

chimney may be dispensed with, is also claimed —E. S.

Bronze and the like Metallic Powder ; Production of .

L. Lauer, Xiiraburg. Eug. Pat. 9064, April 22, 1903.

The metal is melted, and caused to flow into a receptacle

in a thin film, or rain, whilst being exposed to the

action of a current of air. or of a non-oxidising gas,

•ompressed or otherwise. Or a jet of water may be
;aused to impinge against the metal films falling in a
suitable receptacle. The process may be modified in a

variety of ways, the object being, in any case, to produce
he bronze as leaves, foil, or the like, to be then reduced to

Dowder.—E. S.

Case-hardening Compound. J. Cadotte, Suncook. Eug.
Pat. 2460, Feb. 1, 1904. Under Internat. Conv., April 16,

1903.

>ee U.S. Pat. 748,842 of 1904 ; this J., 1904, 1 18.—T. F. B.

United States Patents.

Steel; Process of Manufacturing . O. Massenez,
Wiesbaden. U.S. Pat. 754,154, March 8, 1904.

See Fr. Pat. 329,132 of 1903 and addition thereto ; this J.,

1903, 1002 and 1353.—T. F. B.

Iron or Steel ; Cleansing and Improving the Quality of .

F. C. Weber, Chicago. U.S. Pat. 754,262, March 8,

1904.

tas process consists in adding to iron or steel, in a molten
tate, soluble binary metallic borides decomposable in

olution under heat, furnishing nascent atoms for cleansing
he metal, and a titanium alloy, whereby impurities and
iccluded nitrogen will be eliminated by chemical reaction,

ind the radical metals of the crystalline borides and titanium
Hoy will be united with the iron or steel."—E. S.

Steel Projectiles c<- other Articles; Manufacture of
Hardened . R. A. Hadfield, Sheffield. U.S. Pat.

754,301, March 8, 1904.

!ee Eng. Pat. 6089 of 1901 ; this J., 1902, 410.—T. F. B.

Told [and Platinum'] ; Extracting from Rebellious
Ores. E. C. Broadwell, Chicago, Assignor to J. A. Lyons.
Chicago, and Sarah A. Starring, Springfield. U.S. Pat.

753,822, March 1, 1904.

'he powdered ore is mixed with an alkali or alkaline-earth
.ypochlorite solution, and to the mixture is added " a salt

\t.g., copper sulphate) of a heavy metal having an acid
ature, precipitable by hydrogen sulphide from its acid
duiion, and capable of acting with the alkali hypochlorite
I give the hypochlorite of the heavy metal."—E. S.

Metallurgical Furnace. F. Kepp, Brooklyn.
US. Pat. 753,712, March 1, 1904.

jhe furnace includes a vertical discharge flue, a melting
,iamber, of which the hearth has an inclined table and a
shed portion or crucible, and a superposed initial heating
camber or set of chambers communicating independently
ith the flue at their rear ends. Each chamber has a fire-

.)X at its front end, separate controllable air flues and
parate heaters. A vertical shaft having a cover passes
om each of the superposed beating chambers to the
elting chamber beneath, admitting flow of molten metal
oin one to the other. The melting chamber is supplied
th air by a valved " diving flue "

; a pair of intersecting
ches extends conjointly from the front of the fire-box to
e front of the discharge flue, constituting the top wall,
e arches having their point of intersection above the

;
ucible, so as to deflect the flames downwards against the
alien metal therein, and subsequently against the charge
metal supported by the inclined table.—E. S.

Hoasting Furnace. S. D. Craig, G. E. Kelly, andW. Turner,
Laharpe. U.S. Pat. 754,19s>, March 8, 1904.

The furnace comprises a long casing, having a floor inclined

downwards, on which track rails extend, carrying a
carriage-agitator, on which is a swinging frame, having on
each side two sets of scraper plates, the plates of the series

at the ends being at reverse angles, and the plates at one
end being at reversed angle* to the plates of the other

1 end, with means for holding the sets of plates in reversed
position as to elevation. The material being roasted is thus
forced, as the agitator traverses the furnace, successively

towards and away from the centre rail. The furnace has
a seiies of arched roof-plates, some of which form the
bottom walls of a flue. The side walls have openings with

removable doors. Fire-boxes communicate with the interior

of the furnace, the ends of which latter have swinging doors.

— E. S.

Blast Furnace. J. W. Pack, Berkeley. U.S. Pat. 754,337,

March 8, 1904.

A slag-chamber and crucible are located in the lower part

of a vertical stack, the slag-chamber being surrounded by a

water-jacket. In the narrowest part of the furnace, above
the slag-chamber and horizontally coinciding with the

outer water-jacket, is an interior hollow water-jacket,

having an interior open chamber, and the upper portion
converging toward the bosh or neck of the furnace, to form
inclined walls, which support and arrest the ore on its

passage through. Oil burner pipes open through the

interior water-jacket into the ore chamber, and through
the outer jacket into the slag-chamber.—E. S.

Zinc ; Process of Obtaining -. E. H. Hopkins, London,
U.S. Pat. 754,141, March 8, 1904.

See Eng. Pat. 12,859 of 1902 ; this J., 1903, 701.—T. F. B.

Zinc Blende ; Separating Iron Pyrites from .

K. Danziger, Kattowitz. U.S. Pat. 754.643, March 15, 1 904.

Zinc blende containing iron pyrites is subjected " to the

action of air, moisture, and heat," and the ferrous salt thus
formed is washed out by water.— B. S.

Ores, Mattes, Xc. ; Treating . J. A. Potter, New
York. U.S. Pat. 754;i59, March 8, 1904.

A furnace, the bed of which is separated into two pockets
by a transverse central elevation of the bed, is so supported
that either end may be sufficiently elevated to allow flow
of the melted contents of the elevated pocket into the de-
pressed pocket. A molten metallic bath is formed in one
of the pockets, and a separate charge of solid materials is

" preheated " in the other pocket ; the molten charge is

then, by tiltiDg the furnace, caused to flow over the solid

material ; a portion of the combined mass is then tapped
out, and another charge of solid material is "preheated"
in the pocket from which the molten charge was poured.
Compare U.S. Pat. 710,300 of 1902; this J., 1902, 1333.

—E. S.

Ores; Process of Separating from Magnetic Gangue.
T. A. Edison, Llewellyn Park. U.S. Pat. 754,756,
March 15, 1904.

A magnetic ore, such as " pyrrhotite " associated with a
relatively small proportion of a non-magnetic ore (a nickel

ore for instance) is ground to a fineness sufficient to free

the non-maguetic particles, and is mixed with a larger bulk
of a coarser non-magnetic material. The mixture is then
treated in a magnetic separator, and the non-magnetic
tailings are screened to separate the added coarse material
from the nickel ore.—E. S.

Matters in Fusion [Metals, ,Vc] ; Process of Ti eating

[with Sodium]. P. L. Hulin, Clavaux. U.S. Fat.

754,566, March 15, 1904.

See Fr. Pat. 327.982 of 1902 ; this J., 1903, 1052.—T. F. B.

Tins; Method of Pi inling on . 1. Kitsee, Phila-

delphia. U.S. Pat. 753,144, Feb. 23, 1904.

A metal is printed on with an ink containing a second
metal in solution ; and the printed-in parts are subjected to
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the action of a sulphur compound. Tins or tin cans may-

be printed on with an ink containing an acidulous compound
of copper, thickened with gum, followed by application of a
sulphur compound.—E. S.

Frej.'ch Patents.

Steel; Process for the Deoxidation and DeSlilphurisation

of . Soc. Electro-Metallur^ique Francaise. Fr.

Pat. 336,705, Nov. 2, 19l>8.

Calchm carbide, together with silica or other flux for

lime, is added to the scoria associated in the furnace with

molten steel. The scoria thus deoxidised, reacts on the

metal to deoxidise or desulphurise it, >is the case may be.

The proctss is stated to be particularly applicable in an

electric furnace. Reference is made to Fr. Pat. 320,682 of

19H2; this J.. 19(13. 118. See also U.S. Pat. 724,770 and

Fr. Pat. 328,35<l, both of 1903 ; this J., 1903, 557 and 955 ;

and Add. to Fr. Pat. 328,350 and Eng. Pat. 8101 of 1903;

this J., 1904, 25 and 118.—E. S.

Cementation Furnace. A. Gueur, H. Mertens, and
J. Lalemant. Fr. Pat. 336,116, Oct. 19, 1903.

The furnace is adapted to receive on its hearth a covered

ca9e containing the iron, aud the cemeutation is effected by
exposure to the heat of the tire-gases entering from cen-

trally and laterally arranged flues, through openings in the

bottom of the sole, and through the sides of the chambers.

The loaded case, placed on a truck, travels on rails to the

front of the furnace, and arrangements are provided for

drawing the case inwards to its place on the hearth, on
opening a counterpoised sliding door, which is afterwards

closed.—E. S.

Solder for Aluminium or Aluminium Alloys. M. Forest.

Fr. Pat. 336,354, Jan. 13, 1903.

The solder consists of foil, sheet, bar, wire, or the like, of

zinc, or of a zinc alloy, coated with a layer of nickel.—E. S.

"t Alloy for Soldering Aluminium. A. A. Bancal and

A. Sturm. Fr. Pat. 336,297, Oct. 29, 1903.

The solder is obtained by melting together iu stated order

and with certain precautions, magnesium, 20 parts ; borax,

50 parts ; zinc, 1 ,000 parts ; zinc phosphidi', 40 parts ; tin,

260 part,, ; and powdered copper sulphate, 250 parts. The
proportions may be varied to suit special requirements. The
introduction of magnesium in any convenient proportion is

claimed as a characteristic feature of the invention.—E. S.

Mineral Briquettes; Furnace for making .

G. Grbndal. Fr. Pat. 336,605, Oct. 27, 1903.

See Eng. Pat. 23,764 of 1903; this J., 1904, 118.—T.F. B.

JLead Ores ; Desulphurising . A. Ftavelsberg.

Fr. Pat. 336,540, Nov. 12, 1903.

Fuel, alternating with layers of limestone fragments, is

ignited at the bottom of an ordinary converter, into which
air is blown, and well moistened lead ore is added in

successive layers, and at internals between layers of lime-

stone, &c, the proportion of the latter used being usually

from 15 to 20 per cent, of the weight <>!' the lead ore

treated. The ore is wetted, not merely to prevent occur-

rence of dust, hut also to iuerease the proportion of

sulphuric acid formed iu the process. The final product
i- a silicate containing lead oxide, which admits ot ready

treatment in a cupola furnace.—E. s.|

Zinc and Lead, and generally all Metals liming less

Affinity for Sulphur than Copper; Extracting ,

from their Sulphides. A. 11. Iml.ert. Fr. Tat. 336,660,
Nov. 11, 1903.

The process consists in heating the sulphide ore with
granulated copper, aud, if necessary, a flux. The copper
sulphide produced, after separation of the reduced metal,
is treated for recovery of the copper in a Bessemer con-
verter.— E. S.

XL-ELECTRO-CHEMISTRY AND
ELECTRO-METALLURGY.

.

(.A.-)—ELECTRO-CHEMISTRY.
Nitrogen Oxides from Air; Yield of by the. Flam,

Discharge. Influence of Length of Flame and Tem-
peraturr. V. 'v. Lepel. Ber., 1904. 37, 712—719.
(Compare thi- J., 1903, H03 and 636.)

When the discharge occurs between a copper wire anode
and a carbon cathode, the poles are clearl) differentiated,

both by the naked eye and by the spectroscopic appearand
of the flame; and this difference i- also shown iu the

chemical effects of the discharge, for the gases drawn from

the immediate vicinity of the cathode contain a much larger

proportion ot nitric oxide than those taken close to the

anode. Receding from anode and cathode, however, the

proportions respectively increase and decrease, so that at

5 mm. from the anode, the air surrounding the flame is

richer in nitric oxide than at 20 mm. from the cathode.

Naturally the highest total yield of nitrogen oxide is got

by taking the air surrounding the flame along its whole

length. The author considers that the formation of nitrogen

oxides is due to direct electrical action, aud is not solely

thermal, as Muthmanu and Hofer suppose. In experiments

in which the voltage and current in the primary were kept

constant, the temperature of the air at a certain distance

from the flame (and hence presumably that in the flame

itself) rose as the speed of rotation of the anode was
increased from zero, and also as the length of the flame

was increased. The yield increased with the t. mperature

(to a quickly reached maximum) only when the anode

was fixed. The best yield was always obtained with a

medium temperature. The frequency of the interrupter

was also varied, but moderate frequency was found to :

give the best results: a Wehnelt interrupter is not suitable.

The yield is increased by soakiug the cathode in various

salt solutions, such as potassium hydroxide, copper sulphate,

or titanium chloride. The solutiou of nitrate and nitrite

obtained by neutralising with sodium carbonate the aqueous

solution of the nitrous gases produced by the process can

be used as manure, and is apparently as efficient as Chili

saltpetre, so that for this purpose the conversion of the

nitrite into nitrate is not necessary.—J. T. D.

Calcium Carbide ; New Mode of Formation of .

H. Moissan. XXIV., page 388.

English 1'atknts.

Lend Peroxide on Plates of Electric Accumulators ; Impls

in tormina . J. Uiamaut, Hungary. Eng Pal

6'.i54, March 25, 1903.

Lead peroxide is formed on the surface of plates of larg'

superficial area for accumulators by adding to the

lvte about O'l per cent, of a sulphontc acid or hydroxy

sulphouic acid derivative of methane, or a mixture of lie.'-'

Buhstances. - 11- N,

Coating aud Impregnating Porous Materials [nsulatin

Materials'] with Oils, Varnishes, or the like; Method

of . E. A Carolan, Loudon. From Gen. Elec O
New York. Eng. Pat. 7131, March 27, 1903.

The fabric i- saturated with a volatile liquid, such i

gasolene, and then immediately dipped into an iie-ulatii

substance, such as linseed oil or varnish, which is soluble i

the gasolene, an 1 preferably heated. The sheets are drie

and subjected to pressure at a high temperature.— 15. X.

Electrodes foe Secondary Batteries; Manufacture oj—
C. Roderbourg, Hageu. Eng. Pat. 1 1,276, May 18, 1902

NICKEL compounds are applied as a paste to a suitol

support, and the pasted eli i trodes are lir^t suspended in i

alkali so as to Form a layer of nickel hydroxide on t

surface, and then subjected to the oxidising action of

electric current so as to form highly-oxidised nickel oxide

—B. N
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Solutions for Use iu the Cells of Galvanic Batteries
;

Impts. in . W. 11. Wheatley, Loudon. From the

Atwood Electric Co., Boston. Eng. Pat. 28,057, Dec. 21,

1903.

Che positive or carbon electrode is immersed in a solution

irepared as follows :—7 lb. of sodium nitrate are added to

6 lb. of nitric acid, 30° B.. and the mixture poured into

Ij lb. of sulphuric acid, 25° B. Sulphuric acid is added to

.4 galls, of water till the sp. gr. reaches 1"'2, and the two
quids are then mixed. The negative or zinc electrode is

mmersed iu a solution prepared thus :—Sulphuric acid is

idded to 30 galls, of water till the sp. gr. is 1 '2, and U lb.

if ammonium carbonate, 10 oz. of sodium carbonate, ami

oz. of mercury bisulphate are then added, the liquid

wring afterwards diluted with parts of water.—B. N.

United States Patents.

Electrodes for Storage-Battery Cells ; Process of Pre-
paring . O. Frank, Assignor to L. J. Lennox and
Michigan Storage Battery Co., all of Detroit. U.S. l'at.

753,383, March 1, 1904.

?he lead electrodes are first immersed in an electrolyte

onsisting of " 95 per cent, of water, 5 per cent, of sodium
ulphate, and If 7 per cent, of potassium chlorate," and an
lectric current of one ampere is passed through the el. c-

rodes for 50 hours at a temperature of about 20° C. The
latcs are removed, washed with distilled water, and the

oeitive plates placed in a weak solution of sulphuric acid.

?hese positive plates are used as the negative electrodes,

nd sheets of lead as the positive, and a current of two
mperes is passed for 50 hours ; the plates are removed,
ydrochloric acid extracted by thorough washing wiih dis-

lled water, and the electrodes dried at a temperature of i

00
c C, preferably in a current of air charged with lead

imes.—B. N.

lectrodes; Process of Preparing . G. J. Atkins,

Tottenham. U.S. Pat. 754,114, March 8, 1904.

SB Fr. Pat. 330.S49 of 1903 ; this J., 1903, 1092.—T. F. B.

itrogen or other Compounds ; Apparatusfor the Electrical

Production of . J. von Kowalski and I. Moscieki,

Freiburg. U.S. Pat. 754,147, March 8, 1904.

CBEng. Pat. 20,497 of 1903; this J., 1903, 1297.—T.F. B. I

Fbench Patent.

'tetrodes. G. Cornaro. Fr. Pat. 336,817, Oct. 15, 1903.

uj electrodes are made from one or more powdered
itals or non-metals, pure, or mixed together, or mixed
th carbon, metallic or non-metallic oxides, oxygen salts,

.—B. N.

ectrodes for Accumulators ; Process of Producing Plates

\f Active Material for use as . Pfliiger Aceumula-
orenwerke A.-G. Fr. Pat. 336,549, Nov. 12, 1903.

E plates of lead or lead alloy, furnished with active
terial in the usual manner, are heated to a temperature
>ve the melting point of the metal employed to form
grids ; the metal melts and runs off, but leaves a porous
allic pellicle on the surface of the active material, and
s maintains the latter intact.—B. N.

cement of Liquid during Electrolysis ; Process and
Ipparatus for Producing . Soc. Consortium fur
lektrochem. Ind. G. m. b. H. Fr. Pat. 336,213, Oct. 22,
903.

W. electrolyte is circulated from the anode to the cathode
Olr the surface of the diaphragms, so as to remove by
H tion the cathode liquid which is travelling by diffusion
ti'irds the anode. Two forms of diaphragms are described,

"I
first made up of wedge-shaped pieces of mateiial

V ed one above the other, and the second of pieces dis-

P' d like bricks in a wall, the interstices being enlarged
BJrooves so as to admit of a better circulation of the
W. d.—B. N.

High Temperatures ; Process and Apparatus for the Pro-
duction of , by [means of Combined Chemical and
Electrical Energy. H. Schnabel. Fr. Pat. 336,452,
Nov. 5, 1903.

This invention relates to a process and apparatus for
electrically heating a gas, or other combustible matter,
before or during combustion. The gas passes first into a
hollow vertical positive carbon electrode, and then, by means
of small openings below, into an annular space between the
two electrodes, this space being filled with high-resistance
material. In an alternative form, the outer cylindrical
negative electrode is surrounded by a space into which the
gas passes, small openings at the base serving to conduct
the heated gas into the annular space containing high-
resislance material. The air or oxygen in this case is con-
veyed by a tube nearly to the top of the hollow positive
electrode, and as before, into the annular space, so as to be
mixed with the gas ; or the mixture of gases may be carried
by a porcelain tube from the annular space surrounding the
negative electrode to the inside of the positive electrode,
and thence to the annular space containing the resistance
material. In a second form, the gas is heated by being
passed through the hollow vertical positive electrode of an
electric arc, two or more horizontal electrodes forming the
negative pole. The former is tilled with fragments of

' carbon to increase the heating surface, or may contain a
rod of carbon so placed as to form an annular space
around the rod, which is filled with high-resistance material.

i

The current passes through the latter from the rod, and the
gas is subjected to the combined heating effect of the arc
and resistance material. Water-gas may be used, or this

i
may be produced by passing steam over the carbon forming

,
the resistance material, the products of decomposition being

I

afterwards heated and burnt.—B. N.

Ozonising Apparatus. G. Labille. Fr. Pat. 336,530,
Nov. 11, 1903.

Tiie dielectrics are made of agglomerated mica, and
between these is placed a vessel of metal, such as alumin-

i ium, which is not easily oxidised, and through which a
1 current of cooled conducting liquid is circulated. A space

is left between the dielectrics and the metal vessel, and
through this space air or oxygen is circulated, the joints
being made gas-tight with asbestos. Into the liquid in the
metal tube is plunged a glass vessel containing a conducting
liquid, with suitable connections, so as to act as a condenser
for producing oscillating discharges.— B. X.

(£.)—ELECTRO-METALLURGY.

United States Patents.

Iron Alloys; Electrical Manufacture of . G. Gin
Paris. U.S. Pat. 753,875, March 8, 1904.

See Eng. Pat. 12,702 of 1902 ; this J., 1903, 872.—T. F. B.

Furnace; Electric . C.A.Keller, Paris. U.S. Pat.
754,656, March 15, 1904.

See Eng. Pat. 24,234 of 19U1 ; this J., 1902, 354.—T. F. B.

Fbench Patents.

Furnace; Electric with Induced Currents. A. Fau-
ebon-Villeplee. Fr. Pat. 336,313, Oct. 30, 1903.

An electric furnace, in the form of a retort or crucible, in
which the material to be treated, instead of being placed' in
an annular trench surrounding the core of the transformer,
is intercalated in the circuit of the armature. The lines of
force pass from one pole to the other through the armature
and return through the material, the induced currents in
the latter raising the material to the desired temperature.

—B.N.
Furnaces ; Impts. in Electric . C. A. Keller. Fr. Pat.

336,403, Nov. 2, 1903.

The electrodes of different polarity are disposed iu separate
cavities, communicating below by a spaie which contains
the mateiial to be treated, and through which the whole of
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the current must pass. The electrode .paces are grated

a hollow dome of non-conducting material, closed by a

pW which permits of access to the material or of the

' production, if necessary, of a current of air.— 15 .\

.

Iron Sand and other Refractory Ores; Method of and

Apparatus [Electric Furnace} for Treating -—.

D R. 3. Galbratth and W. Steuart, New Zealand. Fr.

l'at. 336,72(1, Nov. 10, 1903.

Tpon sand, or other refractory powdered ore with or

wUtaout addition of carbon or a Bus, is showered down m a

"
electric furnace, in the lower part of which (in one

form of the furnace) are set transversely a numl er of

Stance rods, which nq be provided with shields o

,

"
eitb« sVonnding them or protect™ heir upper

surfaces These iucan Lescent resistance bodies are set in

ch alternate order, row below row. as to deflect the falling

g ains on, side to side, and to bring .hem successively

fn,o contael with such bodies in the zone of greatest heat

vWlst meeting an upward eurrent of a previously heated

redoing gas or vapour, such as the vapour of a mineral

oil in >.ed into a closed chamber through an electrically

Sited side Passage, into which chamber the treated mineral

222 through an outlet iu .he bottom of the furnace
,

this

chamber is provided with outlets for the slag.—E. t>.

Iron Sand, Iron Oxides, and other ««Aac^.°r"*

Proems and Apparatus [Electric Furnace] .for the
P
HZ

C

Zonof-^. I). K

-

L

S. Galbraitb and
I .

S.euaxt,

New Zealand. Fr. Pat. 336,72,. Nov. 16, 1903.

The process described in the preceding abstract is modihed

j„ certain details, and especially in respect to the heating

zone of the furnace, in which sees of non-conducting

Greens, having electrical conductors touching their ends,

,re arranged in similar order to the resistance bodies

oTscrileVin the former patent. The grams of ore are

showered upon these screens through perforations n

V shaped troughs, and on reaching them they complete

LKic circuit and become incandescent, and similarly,

'

thev all from screen to screen, always against an

upwardly passing current of a heated reducing gas or

vapour.—E. S.

Nickel from Garnierite and other Minerals; Electric

Process for the Extraction of . Soc. Elec. Metall.

FiU'ui Fr. Pat. 336,376, Oct. 30, 1903.

I MtxT.-kk of a mineral of nickel with a Auk and carbon is

i,

, •„, electric furnace with suitable metals, so as to^SKomtt

sV«r and silicon:• The aUoy may

be refined by oxidation, and a product richer in nickel is

obtained the sl.g being returned to the reducing furnace.

W th iron nickel, and" cobalt an alloy known as - electric

nickel" is obtained, which is useful in the manufacture of

n eke «tee The crucible has a base of refractory material

covered with metal, and the walls are of a non-reducible

mineral and are kept cool.—B. N.

XII -PATTY OILS, FATS, WAXES.

AND SOAP.

Bears' Fat , Characteristics of . P. N. Raikow.
Bears *a

,^^ ^ ^ ^m_273#

Fresh bears' fat is white and very similar to lard in

Lneartnce The flare fat is softer and more transparent

Zn ™."
kidney fat, and its odour recalls that of fresh

oacon Vars- fat diflers from the fats of the dog, fox. and

cat in having a lower specific gravity, a .-cry low melting

point! and a° fairly high iodine value. The specimens

examined by the author gave the following results :—

Origin. Value.

Reichert-
Heissl
Value.

Flare fat....
-107-4

1-66
1-15

Refractometer Reading.

at 25° C. at 10° C.

til-2

61-2

53-0
330

Origin.
Sp. Gr. at

is'Yib c.

M.Pt.
il. Acid^alae.

lutl.v Acids.

Kster
Value.

Flare bt...
Kidney tat. o-aau

•c.
32—32-25
SO'5—31 2*2

198' 6
19S-1-! •

The author points out that these iodine values do not

confirm the statement of Henriquesand Hansen, that the

iodine value decreases with the nearness of the tat to the

interior of the body.—C. A. M.

Cocoonul Oil i" Butter; New Method for Determining

E. Polenskc. XXILL, page 387.

English Patents.

EdMe Fats, and Process of Making same. N. X Cron-

holra. Eng. Pat. 27,449, Dec. 15, 1903. Wllf. A.,

page 382.

Soap; Manufacture of . B. M. Knox, Kilbirnie.
V

Eng. Pat. 6590, March 21, 1903.

Soap is prepared from stearine, palm oil, rosin, refined soda

ash and water, iu approximately specified proportions For

washing wool, water is added to the soap in^ sufficient

quantity to give it the consistency of soft soap.—C. A, -U.

SoaD Suds; Process of Treating Refuse . S and J.

Turner, Sowerb, Bridge. Eng. Pat. 4420. Feb. 25, 1903.

See U.S. Pat 743,959 of 1903 ; this J., 1903, 1299.— I I
.
B.

XIII -PIGMENTS, PAINTS; RESINS.

VARNISHES; INDIA-RUBBER, Etc.

(4.)—PIGMENTS, PAINTS.

English Patents.

Pigment!, and Processes of Making the same W. J

Armbruster and J. Morton, St. Louis. Eng. Pat, 23,800

Dec. 31, 1903.

SBB U.S. l'at. 751,444 of 1904; this J., 1904, 260.—T.M
French Patents.

Lakes [fromAzo DyesUffs] ;
Process for Preparing—

F. Bayer & Co. Fr. l'at. 336,433, Oct. 20, 1903. 1\

368.

Ultramarine; Manufactun of . C.F.Cross.

Fr. Pat. 336,436, Nov. 7, 1903.

See Eng. Pat. 317 I of 19U8 -, this J., 1904, 69. -T. F. B.

(B.)- RESINS, VARNISHES.

1'nited States Patent.

Resinous Substances; Production of—-. G. Fry,

Berwick-on-Tweed. U.S. Pat. 754,298, March 8, 1904.

See Eng. Pat. 19,626 of 1902 ;
this J., 1903, 918.-T.P..

(C.)—IXDIA-RUBBEU, &o.

Esglish Patent.

Impregnating Woven Belting and other Fabrics*

Gutta-Percha, Balata, and like Substances; lmpts.

G Banham .v Co., Ltd., aud C. Iv. Sagar, both

Manchester. Eng. Pat. 9944, May 2, 1903.

One or more strands of gutta-percha, balata, or liken

stances are interspersed amongst the warp or weft threa

and he woven belting U afterwards heated and pressed

aTto force the melted or softened substance thorocgl

through the material to impregnate it—B. N.

XIY.-TANNING ; LEATHER, GLUE, SB.

French Patent,

Furs and Bides I
Machine for Dyeing andJreparaV

of c. et E. Chapal Freres et < le. ». i

386,714, Nov. 14, 1903. VI., page 369.
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XV.-MANURES, Etc.

Nitrogen Oxides from Air ; Yield of by the Ft
Discharge. Influence of Length of Flame ami Ttm-
perature. F. v. Lepel. XI. A., page 376.

English Patent.

Brewers' and Distillers' Yeast ; Utilisation of in

the Manufacture <;/ Artificial Manures. W. Wardle,
Burton-on-Trent. Eng. Pat. 10,581, May 9, 1903.

A mixture is made of about 2 parts of yeast witli 1 part
of sodium chloride and 5 parts of calcium sulphate,
by weight, for use as a manure. Pure or impure vca-t,

or yeast previously treated for the extraction of a portion
of its constituents, may be used, and the gypsum may
be replaced by other " earthy substances of a like non-
corrosive nature." See Eng. Pat. 6971 of 1901 ; this ,1.

B02, 183.—E. S.

French Patent.

Sugar Juice ; Process and Apparatus far Crystallising .

H. Mathis. Fr. Pat. 316,796, Nov. 19, 1903.

The syrups are concentrated to a high degree of super-
saturation so as to contain 6—8-5 per cent, of water, the

lation of tine grain being prevented by gradually in-
king the temperature to a high degree. The syrup is

then transferred to a closed vessel provided with stirrers
and an external heating jacket, the temperature beino-
maintained between 92' and 100° C, whilst a vigorous
agitation is kept up and a current of high-pressure steam or
air is introduced into the mass through a longitudinal slit
in the bottom of the vessel. Subsequently, "the crystals
produced are increased in size In a slow process of
evaporation, by aspirating a current of heated air acl
the surface of the mass and adding from time to time
small quantities of suitably diluted molasses, the stirrers
being kept in motion.—J. F. B.

XVI.-SUGAR, STARCH, GUM, Etc.

Maltose and Dextrin ; Hydrolysis of by Dilute Acids,
and the Determination of Starch. W. A. Xoyos and
others. J. Amer. 'Jhetn. Soc, 1904, 26, 266--280.

Is all the experiments the hydrolysis procee led more
slowly towards the end of the reaction, and never followed
the course of a normal mass reaction. The authors have
found that, whilst the cupric-reducing power of

g
was scarcely affected by heating with hydrochloric acid of
2 1 5 per cent, strength, that of the products formed by the
hydrolysis of maltose decreased after reaching a maximum
after about one hour at 100° C. ; the maximum reducing
power corresponded to a hydrolysis of 96—98 per cent., which
is 98—99 per cent, of the cuprie-reduciug power which would
he attained on complete hydrolysis. Tue hydrolysis wis
more complete in solutions containing 2— 4 per cent, of
maltose than in 0-5 per cent, solutions. The rate of
hydrolysis for dextrin (prepared by malt) was about one-
half of that for maltose. The hydrolysis reached 90 per
Bit. in one hour, aid rather less 'nan 95 per cent, in two
hours at 100° C. The mixed products of the conversion of
starch by milt, containing 74—78 per cent, of apparent
maltose, gave a maximum reducing power at 100' C. after

ibout one hour, the copper oxide reduced by a 2 per cent,
solution being 97- 1 per cent, of the quantity corresponding
o complete hydrolysis. By the direct treatment of maize
starch with 2 -a per cent, hydrochloric acid, a hydrolysis of
17 per cent, was attained in one hour, and 98 per cent, in

bur hours at 100° C. in -
.i per cent, solution ; in this eas •

10 decrease of cupric-reducing power occurred oa prolonged
leatiug. For the determination of starch, the solution
•btaiued by conversion with milt should be treated, after
iltration, with 10 per cent, by volume of hydrochloric acid.

p. gr. 1-125. The solution should be heated up in a
oiling water bath and subsequently maintained at that
emperature for one hour. The solution is then cooled aud
reated with caustic soda sufficient to neutralise 90 per cent,
f the acid present; it is then made up to a definite volume
nd filtered if necessary, the cupric reducing power being
etermined by Fehling's solution, previously standardised
•ith pure glucose ; 100 p.irts of glucose may then be taken
D represent 93 parts of starch in the original material.

—J. F. B.

Saccharose ; Combinations of with certain Metallic
Salts. D. Giuthier. XXIV., page 388.

'.nzyme Action
j Studies on .. I. Correlation of the

Stereoisomer^ a- and 0-Glucosiles with the corresponding
Glucoses. E. F. Armstrong. XXIV., page 388.

rlucose; Bi-rotation of— . K. Behrend and P. Roth.
XXIV., page 388.

Starch Syrups ; Examination of .

XXIII
, page 386.

A. Bossiug.

XVII.-BREWING, WINES, SPIRITS, Etc.

Barley ; Germination of . A. Xilsou. J. Amer.
Chem. Soc, 1904, 26, 289—294.

The author contends that enzymes are not the primary
cause of the germination of gram, hut that they ouly play
their part when germination has been fully started, their
appearance being rather the result than' the cause of
growth. lie suggests that the real startiu- a-euts of
germination are the lactic acii bactena, always present
on the surface of the grain. These develop aeid'uuder the
hulls of ihe corn during steeping, at the expense of the
ready-formed sugars. The lactic acid produced, then
dissolves the insoluble albumin, thus in some way starting
the liberation of enzymes which carry ou the metabolism"
If barley be steeped in a decinormal solution of sodium
hydroxide for 24 hours, it turns a dark brown colour, and
a condition is established under which auy enzvmes if
present, would be absolutely paralyse 1. But if the steeped
gram be transferred to a germinating tray, pale spots
gradu illy appear ou its surface; subsequently rootlets are
tormed anl the corn regains its natural colour. On the
other hand, if the graiu be steeped in solutions which
are inimical to bacteria but harmless towards enzymes
no growth will tike place. Such a result occurs if barley
be steeped for 24 hours in tolueue water, even if the
steeped grain be subsequently thoroughly washed with
water. If, ho.vever, germination be started in the ordinary
way, the sprinkling of the growing seedling with toluene-
water has uo effect. Unlike sodium hydroxide, a X/20
solution of ammonia so debilitates the lactic acid bacteria
that barley, when steeped in this reagent, will not germinate.
Since the ammonia has no effect up.»n the putrefactive
bacteria, these soon obtain the upper baud.—J. F. B.

Steely Malt in Modern Brewing, anl the Filter-Press.
C. B. Davis. Am.-r. Brewing Inst.; through Brewers' J.,

The effect of steely corns in reducing the yield of extract is
shown by determining the quantity of extract in worts made
by masmug the fine meal aud coarse grist respectively, the
difference between the two results being proportional to the
percentage of steely corns. In preparing the grist in the
brewery, the steely corns are merely cracked by the grinding
rolls, and the starch is largely protected from the action of
the diastase. It must be borne in mind, however, that the
portion of mash withdrawn for the decoction (about 23 per
C
l
nt

;

0i
e

ttle t,tal) is completely converted, and yields the
whole of its extract in the mash-tun, whether the corns are
steely or not. The loss of extract due to insufficient sparging
is estimated at about 5 percent. In working the filter-press
method, the malt is ground to flour, and tue proportion of
steely corns does not affect the yield. With steely malt, a
portion of unconverted starch may pa-s into the wort, causing
turbidity, or at least au excessive acidity due to lactic fer-
mentation, which is liable to, upset the normal composition
of the proteid constituents, thus causing "albuminoid" tur-

iities. The wort from such grists also does not " run oil'
"
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rapidly, aDd does not show a normal " break." New malt,

straight from the kiln, is also iiahle to cause turbidities ; the

malt should always be kept in store for 2—3 weeks. Lastly,

turbiditi.s ma] occni e'en with well milled malt, if the

temperature ol ibe sparging water exceed 67°— 68° C.

—J. F. B.

Wort; Determination of Colour of— .
Comparison

between the New Style (Berlin Congress") and the Old

Style of Expressing the Colour-type of Malt. H
.
Hanow.

Woch. Brau., 1904, 21, 153—154.

Referring to the new method of expressing the colour-

type of a uiah in terms of the number of e.c. of N/10 iodine

per 100 c.c. of water required lo match the colour of the

standard laboratory wort as prepared for analysis (see this

J., 1903, ^OS'), the author amplifies the table there given

for comparing the results found by the new method with

that hitherto in use. The numbers given in the second,
i

third, fourth, and tilth columns of the table (/or. «'/.) repre-

sent the colour-typee expressed according to the old style,

employing N/100 iodine and calculating the results per
i

cent, of extract in the malt. In the present article, an
J

extended table relating only to the paler types ofmalt,yielding
,

worts of colour values between 0-13 andO'75 (new style) '

is given, showing Ihe equivalents of these grades for verts

of^pravities between 7-5 and 8-8° Balling in terms of the

old style of colour-types, i.e., the number of c.c. of N/100

iodine per 100 c.c. of water required to match the colour of

100 grms. of malt extract.—J. V. B.

Beer; Causes of the " Head "-retaining Property of—

.

O. Mohr. Woch. Bran.. 1904, 21, 149—150.

From experiments on the " head "retaining pow er o' a solu-
|

tiou of commercial peptone, before and after filtration, and

after the addition of 0-005 per cent, of zinc sulphate to the

filtered solution, the author concluded that the " head "-

retaining ptoperties of beer are absolutely independent of

its viscosity, but are caused by the presence of suspended

[articles of colloidal bodies in an infinitely minute state of

division, such as can only be detected by the " ultraroicro-

scope." 'lhis instrument has shown that solutions of colloidal

substances are made up of such patticles, the shape of which

depends on the nature of the colloid ; such observations

applied m bter should reveal the nature of the particles

which impart the " head "-retaining properties. It is

kt. evil t) :>t any influence which tends to agglometate these

finepartii les to fonnlargerones.e.p., turbidity caused by chill,

also detracts lrom the petmanence of the "h<ad."--J. F. B.

Wines- Turbidities of Sparkling . L. Mathieu. Bull.

Assoc. Chim. Sucr. et Dist., 1904, 21, 854—872.

The subject is treated under the following headings :
—

I. Classification of forms of turbidity. II. Mineral matters.

III. Organic salts. IV. Amorphous organic matters. V,

Coagulation by metallic salts. VI. Coagulation t \ oxidation.

Yll. Turbidity from various causes. VIII. Dead organised

matti-rs. IN. LiviDg micro-organisms. X. Saccharot

ellipsoidevs. XI, Maladies caused bj miciobee. XII.

\ arious micro-organisms. XIII. Special turbidity of gassed

\iii is.— L. J. de W.

Oak-Wood; Extractive Action of Spirit of Various

Strengths on—. Gelatin ; Solubility oj in Spirit.

(,. Ileinzelmnnn. Zeits. Spiritusind., 1904, 27, 95—96.

SBAT1NG8 were Ialien from new oak-woo.
I staves of Hun-

garian and Russian origin ; these were treatc d with spirit of

95, 90, and 86 percent, strength (by volume) respectively

for 10 days, Bnd the non-volatile extractive matti r abs< rbed

b\ the spirit was determined. Both samples of Bulgarian

wood yielded more extract than the Russian ; the quantity

of extract dissolved increased as the strength of the spirit

waE decreased; the first extracts were considerably heavier

than subsequi n1 i xtracts, but diBtinct quantities w< re found

eTen after four extractions; in the later extracts the

differences between the behaviour of the different stri i

oi spirit disappeared. It is concluded that the solid wood

in the tone of casks would yield extra< tivi matter even after

the casks had been in use foi a considerable time. Previous

extraction oi the »ood with boiling water for 2— 6 hours

failed to remove the resinous extractive matters, hut
appeared to facilitate the complete exhaustion of the wood
whin subsequently treated with spirit. Experiments with

gelatin, such as is employed for glaziig the interior of

casks used lor rectified spirits, showed that the gelatin was
quite insoluble in 95 per cent, spirit, but 90 per cent, spirit

dissolved 0" 1 grm.anel 86 ptrcent. spirit dissolved (i • 25 grm.
of gelatin per litre. When the spirit contained tannin

matters extracted from previous contact with wood, the

gelatin removed some of the tannin matter from 90 per

cent, and 86 per cent, spirit; in presence of 95 per cent.

spirit the reaction between gelatin and tannin did not take

place. On account of the solubility of gelatin iu spirit it

is not advisable to use glazed casks for crude spirits, in

order to protect them from the wood, unless their strength

is above 90 per cent —J F. B.

Enzyme Action ; Studies on . /. Correlation of the

Stereoisomer ic a- and P-Glucosides with the correspondiny

Glucoses. E. F. Armstrong. XXIV., page 388.

Malt ; Determination of Moisture in— by Hoffmann's
Apparatus. J. H. SchuIzeandG. Marienhagtn. XXIII.,

page- 386.

Aldehydes; Aromatic and Fatly, Basic Reaction for
[Attn, ne in Wood Spirit and Acetaldehyde in Grain
Spirit."] S. S. Sadtler. XXIII., page 387.

Alcohol in Dilute Solutions; Determination of ly

Niclouz's Method. M. E. Fozzi-Escot. XX111., page 387.

English Patent.

Brewers' and Distillers' Yeast; Utilisation nf . in the

Manufacture of Artificial Manures. W. Waidle. Eng.
Pat. 10,581, May 9, 1903. XV., page 379.

United States Patent.

Honeu ; Process of Fermentina . A. V. Kouha,
Milligan. U.S. Pat. 754,461, March 15, 1904.

Honey is dissolved in water to a saccharometer gravity of

21°, the solution is boiled and skimmed, chalk is added in

the proportion of 40 lb. per 100 gulls, of liquid, boiling and

skimming are continued, animal charcoal in the proportion

of 50 lb. per 100 galls, is added and the liquid is cooled

allowed to settle, and drawn off clear. A suitable ferment

is added consisting of 15 lb. of wine yeast, 6 oz. of

ammonium phosphate. 15 oz. of ammonium tattrate,

li5 oz. of potassium bitaitrate. 11 oz. of tartaiic acid,

and 6 oz. of magnesium sulphate per 10O galls, of liquor,

—J. F. B.

French Patents.

Brewing ; Saccharifying and FiUtring Apparatus for J .

L. Dacier. Fr. Pal. 336,4; 7, Nov. 7, 1903.

Tue mash tun is piovided with agitating rakes mounted on

vertical and horizontal shafts and moving in different

directions. The strong woit is drawn ctf clear by a pipe

situated at some distance irom the bottom of the tun ; tbe

thick residues of the mash are then dischatged from t'.

bottom into a special filter-press composed <> aitcirute

filter plates and spacing frames. Tbe frames arc' provided

with BgitatorB, which can be opetated turn the outside to

prevent the mass clogging tbe cloths. The fillet-plates are

cli\iciid I y cortugated partitions into two compartments,

one to each filtering surface. The washing waters can bi

caused lo flow in two directions, to discharge on i

of the cakes. '1 Iu- first compartments of the fillet

may, if desired, le closed by valves, which are cpici

one bj cue alter the further compartments have beet

filled - .1. F. B.

Alcoholic Liquids ; Purification t f . F. Verb

E. Darias. Fr. Pat. 336,795, Nov. 19, 1908.

Cei ii alcoholic liquids, distillery phlegms, &c, are trealei

with pet oxides or dioxides of alkali- or alkaline earth

on, in Lropprtions calculated from lie

acidity of the liquor, and varying general!} between 1'
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and 50 grms. per hectolitre oE phlegms. The base liberated

by the decomposition of the peroxide serves to neutralise

the free acidity of the phlegm*.— J. V. B.

XYIII.-F00DS: SANITATION; WATER
PURIFICATION, & DISINFECTANTS.

(.1.1—FOODS.

Formaldehyde; Action of on Milk. A. Trillat.

Coraptes rend., 1904, 138, 720—722.

Milk, to which formaldehyde iu varying quantity had Keen

idded, was curdled with rennet; and casein from fi

studied milk was also suspended in vessels of water con-

taining varying am its (1/10,000— 1/^0,000) of formalin.

All were then subjected to digestion with pepsin, along with

latreated casein From the same source. The undigested

©sidues were in the first series 5—6 per cent., in tin- second

30 per cent, greater than those from the untreated casein -

Ii is proved, then, that formalin, even in these small .loses,

impairs the digestibility of milk. Moreover, formalin added
to milk is there as formalin as long as the milk remains
unaltered, so that the absorption of formalin-treated milk
implies the absorption of the whole dose of formalin added.

Both by its action on the gastric mucous membrane and
from its rendering casein less digestible, formalin in small

daily dos o s is thus at ! sible danger to health, ami
its use, like that of other preservatives, should he prohibited.

—J. T. 1).

nical Comp ——

.

.1. Amer. Chem. Soc, 1904, 26,

Cooked Vegetabh Foo
Katharine I. Williams.
244—252.

The chemical composition was determined of various

vegetable foods cooked in the usual m inner, except that,

no salt or flavouring substances, sugar, &., were added.

The results are shown in the following table: —

Brussels sprouts
ticei

Ihubai it

jl'iltlls

):ltme:il (w iler)

Mmeal (milk).
itpar igus

hokes
Vtit pots

ta&ed beans. . .

.

kg

Eac ir on
Iroccoli

Price

per lb.

Refuse.
[Jsed tor

Composition of tha Edible Portion of the Cooked Foods.

<'""'>"'«
Water. Uh.

Protein

Pence.

I

l\

2i
5

2k
•--;

-.:

8

13

Pet nl PerCent. PerCent.
6-34

19-35

35-13

67-97

93 86
100-00
sir i.-,

I

lOO'OO
6V87
[00-00

lOO'OO
27-30

100-00
100-00
25-31

100-00
32-08

89' 17

irii.;

:..,
"

66-0t
72-S4
64-74
93-01
62-18
sir.:;

84-72

B4-18
69-83
s;- l

!

66-13
91-69

Per (

ii-.

06
56

PerCent.
2-81
ir i:;

inn
882
!-74

i
:;i

•jos
11 HI

0-58
2-95

V28
run

2-53

Wood v

Fibre.
Cellulose. Ills. Starch.

mined.

PerCent.
L-12

02
0-7.-,

0-15
ii 59

I i

0-61

2-21
0-03

mi
2'l:i

1-20

L-51
0-23
1-02

Per Cent
L-05
0-0

77

82
i

.

IISl

lis
2-53
0-04
1711
1- 12

0-20
1-5

1

"•I I

ii 96

0-117

''I
II 09
inn
1st

i 09

irii:;

0-26
11-06

Mill
II' 111

Oil
0-14

PerCent.
i-Jii

16-87
1-74

20-53
is is

25-96

r in

23 16

16-85
7-68
8*92

21-69
7 so

27-90
2-03

PerCent.
0-80
0-89
0'23

2 i:,

1-72
0*02
1

1 1

7

0-53

2-10
0'65

0-60

—A. S.

fyedtny Stuff's ; Yield and Components of Bodies calh <l

"Fibre" and " Carbohydrates" in . P. Schweitzer.
J. Ymer. Chem. Soc, 1904, 26, 252—262.

n a comparative investigation of the [American] Official

grie. Chem. method, the chlorate method, and the bromine
letuod of preparing the " crude fibre " in cattle foodstuffs,

was found that the O.A.C. method gave the lowest yields
f fibre, but that the chlorate method, on the average, nave
it-Ids not very different ; the bromine method, on the other
sud, gave considerably higher yields, owing to the fact

lat the pentose is not removed from the fibre hy this

agent. The different " crude fibres "were separated into

.
ree portions by extraction with Schweitzer's reagent, the
Mlowing being the average proportions of the three groups
components in the fibres prepared from the green foods
udied :

—

O.A.C. Chlorate Bromin2
Method. Method. Method.

Per Cent. Per Cent. Per Cent.
bre undissolved by

14-07 2-29 3-28
*luble, and reprecipitate I

iy aeiil 75-61 83-57 71-76
I'rmanently soluble (hy-

10-32 14-14 2-V93

The table in which the results of the author's analyses
e summed up includes the following determinations for

1 samples of cattle foods:—"Crude fibre," by O.A.C.
•thod

;
" carbohydrates," by difference ; " true fibre,"

, the " crude fibre " minus the pentosan contained in it
;

ibro-pentosan," from the furfural yielded by "crude
re '; " pectose," t.e., the " crude fibre " by the bromine
thod minus- the " crude fibre" by the O.A.C. method;
lecto-pentosan," from the difference between furfural

determinations in "crude fibres " hy bromine and O.A.C
methods; "pentosan," from difference between total fur-

fural in foodstuff and furfural in "crude fibre" by-

bromine method (this "pentosan" is mainly associated

with the "indefinite carbohydrates"); "sugar";
•' starch "

;
" indefinite carbohydrates " of unknown com-

position, by difference.—J. F. 1!.

Win al Flour; Determination of Gliadin in , by means
of the Polariscope. H.Snyder. XXIII., page 387.

Cocoannt Oil in Butter ; New Method for Determining
. E. Poleuske. XXI 11., page 387.

English Patents.

Water anil other Liquids and
Sterilisation of . V. IS.

Eng. Pat. 4759, Feb. 28, 1903.

Alimentary Substances

;

Nesfield an I A. ('nr.u.

XVIII. P., page 382.

Liquid Extracts {Coffee, .ye.] ; Apparatus for the Pro-
duction of . E. Il.'Sebofield, Atlanta, and L. C.
I ole. Bowling Green. Eng. Pat. 11,450, May 19, 1903.

The apparatus consists of a hori/.ontal cylinder, heated
preferably by steam or hot water. The solvent enters at

one end, and the body to be extracted, packed in suitable

permeable cartridges or cases, is introduced at the other
end. Arrangements are provided for pushing forward,
rotating, and discharging the cartridges.—W. H. C.

Milk ; Process ofPurifying and Preserving . M
Daseking and II. Paradies, both of Hanover. Eng. Pat.

12,045, May 26, 1903.

The milk is heated to a temperature of about 8 5° (

'. for

20 minutes then subjected to centrifugal action while still

hot, and finally cooled to a temperature of 3' ('.. in an o

cooler.— W. P. S.
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Edible Fats and Process of Making same. X. X. Cronholm,
Chicago. Eng. Pat. 27,449, Dec. 15, 1903.

A mixture of edible fats of suitable consistency, e.g.,

" oleo-oil," 5 parts, neutral lard, 7 parts, and butter, I part, is

mixed with albuminous " batter," 4 parts, with the addition

oi' 1 part of salt as a preservative. If the albuminous
constituent be composed of the whites and yolks of eggs

beaten to a foam, the product will have the consistency and
colour of butter. The molten fats are added to the egg-
" batter," and the whole is stirred at a temperature sufficient

to produce coagulation of the albumin (150°— 2i'ii
J

F.) ; the

mass is then cooled gradually with continuous stirring, and
the salt is worked in.—J. F. B.

United States Patent.

( 'enb ifuyal Liquid [Milfc] Separator. T. H. Springer,

Washington. U.S. Pat. 754,909, .March 15, 1904.

The apparatus is cylindrical in form, with a screwed on
conical top, provided with a cylindrical neck containing an
opening for the cream, and a central feed-tube for the whole
milk. The lower end of the feed-tube is enlarged conically,

and above this end are fitted a number of concentric de-

flecting discs inclined downwards and pierced by vertical

openings near the central tube, and having a series of

bent pipes leading from their outer periphery through the

neck of the apparatus and outwards.—L. F. G.

French Patent.

Cream in Milk : Apparatus for Determining . F.

Billet. Fr. Pat. 336,788, Xov. 19, 1903. XXIII.,

page 386.

(5.)—SAN1TATIOX ; WATER PURIFICATION.

English Patent.

Water and other Liquids and Alimentary Substances

;

Sterilisation of . V. 13. Nesfield and A. Crerar,

both of London. Eng. Pat. 4759, Feb. 28, 1903.

The water is treated with chlorine, the latter being after-

wards destroyed by the addition of a suitable reagent.

The chlorine may he added to the water either in the

liquid form enclosed in glass tube-, or iu the shape of

tablets composed of mixtures of bleaching powder with

taitaric acid or sodium bicarbonate. The neutralising

reagent which is afterwards added consists of sodium
sulphite or thiosulphate, and may be enclosed or embedded
in the tablet. It is separated from the chlorinating material

of the tablet, by surrounding it with a layer of soluble

substance, such as gelatin or sugar. Alimentary substances

are sterilised by subjecting them to the action of the

chlorinated water.— W. 1'. S.

French Patent.

Sterilisation of Water bit means of Ozone ; Apparatusfor
the systematic Treatment nf Liquids with Gases, applic-

able especially to the . A. Schneller and 1).

Koeleman. Fr. Pat. 336,644, Nov. In, 1903.

The apparatus consists of a cylindrical vessel iu which an'

placed a number of horizontal partitions of tine metallic

gauze, which reach nearly across the whole cylinder, but

leave a part lice, preferably always on alternating sides,

and end in a number of vertical perforated partitions which

extend nearly to both the next higher and lower horizontal

partitions. The liquid to In- heated is led in at the top of

the apparatus, Bows on to the first horizontal partition, over

the vertical one, then on lo the next horizontal one, and so

On, whilst til L'as is led ill at tie bottom, and forces its

way up through the perforations, passing through the liquid

in duing so.— A. II. I..

XIX.-PAPER. PASTEBOARD. Etc,

dose; Constitution of . A. G. Green. Zeits.

Farben- u. Textil-Chem., 1904, 3,97—98.

The formula of cellulose is usually considered to be some
multiple of C6H10O5, chiefly iroin the supposed exist. -nee of

intermediate nitrates, and also from the fact that cellulose

is a colloid. The latter is no proof of high molecular weight
since silica and alumina both form colloidal hydrates, and
yet are given a simple formula. The author prefers the

Cc
H

10O5
formula, and suggests the following structure :

—

CH(OII)— CU— CH.OH
I >0 >0
CII(UII) — C1I — CH ;

This formula represents cellulose as an inner anhydride of

glucose, and easily explains its conversion into the latter

by simple hydrolysis. It also demonstrates the possibility

of formation of a tri-nitrate and a tri-acetate. The formation
of a tetra-acetate is doubtful, and can only be explained by

a previous partial hydrolysis of the cellulose (one of the

central atoms being converted into an OH group). The
fact that cellulose itself does not contain CO groups, but
apparently does so after a simple hydrolysis, can be
explained thus :

—

The -CH-OH group is converted first into -CH(OH),
>0 -CHjCOH)

-CH., and then into -tilt)
-CH„OH

The behaviour of cellulose on mercerisatiou with caustic

soda is explained by the conversion of the central O atoms
into ONa groups, and then into OH groups. The sug-

gested formula also explains Fenton's formation of brotno-

meihylfurfural by treatment with hydrobromic acid gas.

The compound 1 is possibly formed first by dehydration,
and this absorbs HBr and gives II. :

—
1.

CH = C — CHOH
I > O > O
CH = C — CH

2

II.

CH = C — CH(OH)
I >0
CH = C — CILBr

Bromomethylfurfural III. is formed from II. by the

separation of one molecule of water :
—

III.

CH = C— CHO
I

>o
CH = C — CHjBr

The substance I. has the empirical formula of lignone, and
is possibly related to it. The other reactions of cellulose

can also be explained in a simple way bv this formula.

—A. B. s.

English Patents.

Pulp water; Regulating the Supply of , to Pulp
catchers or Sneers in the Manufacture of Paper. K.

Dietrich, Merseberg. Eng. Pat. 4378, Feb. 24. 1903.

Betwekn the circulation tank, in which the " backwaters
"

from the machine are collected, and the pulp-catchers

are interposed suitable distributing tanks, which main-

tain a constant supply of "backwater" to the pulp-

catchers, by means of valves operated by floats, in spite

of any irregularities in the level of water in the circulation

tank. These distributing tanks are fed by a trumpet-

shaped overflow pipe in the circulation tank, pierced with

holes, which increase in urea towards the top of the ovi I

pipe. A trumpet-shaped overflow pipe is also provided in

the first distributing tank, in order to remove any -

or floating impurities. The chamber in which the pulp-

catching cylinder revolves is fed with "backwater" from

in onler to catch the fibres as they ascend.

—J. V. B.

Paper ; Process of Making . W. li. Meixell and

T. Holt, Sayro. Eug. Pat. 28,186, Dec. -ll, 1903.

Sbb U.S. Pat. 74S,9GSof 1904 ; this J., 1901, 128.—T. F B

' Celluloid j Manufacture of . J. Schmerber and

I.. Mi.iaue, Paris. Kng. Pat. 4863, March 2, 1903.

Si.i It. Pat. 324,121 of 1902; this J., 1903, 569.—T. K. 1
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Fbench Patents.

Millboard : Manufacture ofIncombustible . Soc. V. E.

Schneider and A. Deuiole. Fr. Pat. 336,436, Oct. 21,

1903.

A suitable fibrous pulj) is mixed with mineral loading

matter consisting of granular basic blast-furnace slag, finely

red, together with a certain proportion of fiuely-

powdered caustic lime. The whole is then converted into

millboard, submitted to hydraulic pressure, and dried, after

which the boards may be impregnated with soluble glass or

coated with any suitable weather-resisting composition.

—J. I'. II.

Casein-cellulose Composition, and Process of Making the

same. Casein Co. of America. Fr. 1'at. 336,465, Nov. 6,

1903.

See U.S. Pat. 7 1^.709 of 1904 ; this J., 1901, 128.—T. If. B.

XX.-FINE CHEMICALS, ALKALOIDS.

ESSENCES, AND EXTRACTS.

Euqitinifie [Qutntne Ethyl Carbonate"] and Salicylic Acid ;

Compound of . P. Cesaris. Boll, t'biui. Farm., 43,
11— 12. Cliem. Centr., 1904, 1, 732.

On mixing together solutions of 3 '96 grins, of euquiuine,

CO(OC3H 5)(OC50H.!
jON2), and of 1-38 grins, of sali<

acid in about 100 grms. of absolute alcohol, crystals of a
compound of the two substances separate after a few
minutes. After recrystallisation from boiling alcohol, the

new product melts at 195°— 196° C. ; it is almost insoluble iu

water at 15° C, soluble in 600 parts of boiling water,
in 10 parts of boiling alcohol, slightly in ether, carbon
bisulphide, and benzene, and easily in chloroform.— A. S.

Artemisia ; Essential Oil ft' . E. Grimal. Comptes
rend., 1904, 138, "22.

From the Algerian Artemisia herba alba, which is a
plant of some medical renown among the indigenous popu-
lation, tbe author has extracted about - 3 per cent, of a
greenish-yellow essential oil, having a pleasant aromatic
odour and a camphor-like taste. It contains laevo-caniphene,
eucalyptol, lajvo-cainphor, and tbe capryiic and capric
esters of an undetermined terprnic alcohol.— J. T. D.

Mercury, D. .'. rmination of Small Quantities of . T. W.
Kiehards and S. K. Singer. XXIII., page 386.

Aldehydes, Aromatic and Fatlti ; Basic Reaction for .

S.S. Sadtler. XXIII., page 387.

Aldehydes and Ketones ; Determination of in Essential
Oils and Allied Substances. H. E. Burgess. XXI II.,

page 387.

Ebratum.—This Journal, 1901, page 128, column 2, in

the abstract on ' The Preparation and Properties of Pure
Colloidal Silver." for the words •' soloid " and " geloid

"

read •' sol " and " gel " respectively , as in the original.

English Patents.

Hydrocarbons ; Process for the Production of Highlit
Sulphur, tied . J. E. \Y. Bengough, Vienna. Eng.
Pat. 8596, April 15, 1903.

The unsaturated hydrocarbons, obtained h_y dry distilling
tbe residues obtained by treating raw mineral oils with
sulphuric acid, with lime, &c, give, on treatment with from

. 10 to 40 per cent, of sulphur chloride, a thick brown oil,

j
containing chlorine and sulphur, and which, on boiling with
a lo per cent, solution of caustic soda, loses its chlorine,
giving a sulphuretted hydrocarbon containing up to 30 per
cent, of sulphur, tbe composition of the product depending
hi the fraction of the mineral oil residue employed. The
product is said to be " suitable for pharmaceutical purposes."

—T. F. B.

Methylene-hippuric Aeid ; Manufacture of . A.
Zimmermanu, London. From Chem. Fabr. auf Actien,

vorm. E. Schering, Berlin. Eng. Pat. 10,095, May I.

1903.

See U.S. Pat. 743,986 of 1903; this J., 1904, 76.—T. F. 11.

Trimethyl-cyclohexenonecarboxylic Acid; Manufacture of
Esters of . O. Imray, London. From Farbwerke
vorm. Meister, Lucius and Briining, iioeckst-on-the-

Maine. Eng. Pat. 11.13S, .May 15, 1

See U.S. l'at. 743,305 of 1903
;
this J., 1903, 1306.—T. F. B.

Liquorice Boot; Obtaining "./nice" from partly or com-
pletely dried . 1'. Evers, Diisseldorf. Eng. Pat. 1 ISO,

.Ian. 10, 1904.

mlos. of coarsely ground liquorice root are boiled with

about 300 litres of water, and the aqueous extract is pressed

out. The extract is mixed with U'25 kilo, of iron oxide

and boiled down to about 100 kilos. Subsequently a

quantity of sodium carbonate (about 1 kilo, of the

aydrous carbonate) sufficient to dissolve tbe iron com-
pound is added, aud the liquid is concentrated to any
desired consistency. The iron oxide combiues with the

"free vegetable acids," forming compounds which are

soluble in alkaline liquids. Instead of iron oxide, man
anese oxide or metallic iron or manganese maybe used.

The "juice '•' so prepared is equivalent to that made from
the fresh roots.—I. F. B.

United States Patents.

Aromatic Esters, and Process of Making sunte. E. Ritsert,

Frankfort-on-Maine. U.S. Pat. 748,101, Dec. 29, 1903.

Aromatic aminocarboxylic esters are combined with

aromatic sulphonic acids or their salts, thus forming the

salts of the aminocarboxylic esters. For instance, p-amino-
benzoic acid ethyl ester combines with phenol-o-sulphonic

acid (1 mol.), or with benzene-m-disulphonie acid (2mols.).

The compounds or salts thus produced are soluble in water

and alcohol, but insoluble in ether; they are considered

to be suitable for use as anaesthetics, and are said not to

give rise to injurious effects. —T. F. B.

Chloroform ; Process ofMaking . A. VV. Smith,
Cleveland. U.S. Pat. 753,325, -March 1, 1904.

Carbon tetrachloride, prepared by heating carbon bisul-

phide with sulphur chloride, is purified by treatment with

sulphur chloride and sulphur, and distilled. It is then
subjected to the action of iron and wattr, whereby chloro-

form is produced.—T. F. li.

Fkench Patent.

Arsenic and Iron ; Extracting Soluble Compounds of
\_for Therapeutic Use']. Chem. Werke llausa G. m. b. H.
Fr. Pat. 336,127, Oct. 19, 1903.

Natckal mineral waters, containing arsenic and iron, are

evaporated without access of air, and preferably whilst

passing a feeble current of an indifferent gas through the

liquid. If the waters contain bicarbonates, carbon dioxide
sboidd be passed through during the evaporation. The dry
compound of arsenic and iron thus obtained is stated to lie

soluble, and to possess a high therapeutic value. The
mineral waters of Levico, Austria, are said to be suitable for

use as described.—E. S.

XXI.-PHOTOGRAPHIC MATERIALS
AND PROCESSES.

Three-Colour Photography ; Sensitizers for .

E. lionig. Phot. Mitt., 1904, 41, 81.

Among sensitisers for use in the modern form of three

colour photography, where only one plate is exposed, Ethil
11 cd gives a good result over the green and yellow part of

the spectrum up to the orange ; Orthochrome T is, however,
better for red ; while the new dyesluff, Pinachrome, an-

ven better still. When incorporated with the emuhiou,
Orthochrome and Pinachrome give less rapid plates than
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when the bromide films are prepared by dipping; hut this

greater rapidity is not due to the presence ol ammonia,
use Ortbocbrome, used as a bath, is equally effectual in

neutral solution. To prepare the bath, 1 grm. of either dye-

stuff is dissolved in 100 e.c. of warm alcohol, and then diluted

with aOo c.c. of alcohol and 400 c.c. of water ; this forms a

stock solution, which may be Kept indefinitely in the dark.

The actual hath is composed of 4 c.c. of the solution, 2 c.e.

of ammonia, and 200 e.e. of water—a quantity which is

sofficient for not more thau two 13 x 18 cm. plates. The
plates are immersed for three or four minutes, washed well

for two or three minutes, and then dried rapidly in perfect

darkness. If the drying be not too slow, the plates will

keep a month or more. When two ordinal'] plates, one of

which is In times as sensitive as the other, are dipped in

these haths, the ratio of exposure to any particular portion

of the spectrum does not remain as before, hut the slower

plate becomes relatively more rapid. In red light, the slow

plate mentioned will only require three times the exposure

of the more rapid one. Nevertheless, it is not advantageous

to dip slow plates for practical work, because, when exposed

to mixed light, thev still remain less sensitive than rapid

ones.—F. H. L.

Development} Separation nf , into Primary and
Secondary Actions. J. Sterrv. Phot. J., 1904, 44,
50—57.

I

Development of a photographic image may be considered

as consisting of two actions: the primary action, or

reduction of the silver halide : and the secondary action, or

intensification of the reduced portions of the image. This

secondary action appears to be diminished or entirely

removed by treating the plates, &c, before development,

with some substance which tends to counteract the effects

of the developer, e.g., a dilute solution of potassium

bichromate, chromic acid, &c. The effect of this treatment

is not to destroy the image entirely, but the gradation of

the resulting negative is entirely altered, and depends on

the strength of solution used ami the time of immersion.

Normal giadatiou can as a rule be obtained, after such

treatment, on much over-exposed plates.—T. F. B.

English Patests.

Agar-agar) Process of Manufacturing a Limpid Solution

of —— [for Photographic Purposes]. P. Jensen,

London. From M. Maetschke, Berlin. Fug. Pat.

11,025, May 21, 1903.

See Fr. Pat. 330,595 of 1903 ; this J., 1903, 1102.—T. F. B.

Cyanine Dyestuffs [for Sensitising Photographic Emul-
sions] ; Manufacture of . O. lmray, London.

From Farbwerke vorm. Meister, Lucius and Briining,

Hoechst-on-the-Maine. Eng. Pat. 3598, April 28, 1903.

The dyestuffs are obtained by heating with alkali hydroxide

in a suitable solvent, e.g., alcohol, (1) a mixture of an

alkyl halide of quinoline, or of quinoline substituted in the

m- or p-position by alkyl, or alkyloxy radicles, with an

alkyl halide of quinaldine, similarly substituted, or (2) a

mixture of an alkyl halide of quinoline substituted as above

and an alkyl halide of quinaldine. For example, 30 grms.

of p-toloquinaldine methyl iodide and 58 grins, of p-tolu-

quiuoline methyl iodide, dissolved in BOO c.c. of alcohol, are

heated with 5'6 grins, of potassium hydroxide. Dyestuffs

obtained in this way are said to render photographic

plates twice to four tunes as sensitive to red as quinaldine-

quinoline cyanine.—T. F. B.

United States Patent.

Photographii Plate. A. A. Gurtner, Bern. U.S. Pat.

753,977, -March 8, 1904.

A ri Art: suitable for carrying out the process described in

S. Pat. 730,454 (this J., 1903, 820) consists of two

" carrier*," one holding an ortliochiouiatic film containing

r bromide, and the other holding a film containing

silver chloride, and stained with Aniline Orange, thus

forming a colour filter for n 'I rays : the two films are Hxed

in contact by means of binding strips fastened to the

• carriers."—T. I
'. B,

Fuknoh Patent.

[Sensitive'] Film Curds or Papers for Photographic Pur-
poses; Process for Mailing . Soc. Anon. Plaques i

Papiers Photographiques. A. Lumiere et ses fils. Fr.

Pat. 336,533, Nov. 11, 1903.

A substitute for dry plates may he prepared by " enamel-

ling " a card or paper with a coating nf gelatin, &c. ; the

card is then immersed in water or a dilute solution of gum,
sugar or any Bubstance " capable of increasing or reducing

the adhesive pou.a of the enamelled surface." The sensi-

tive film is then fixed by pressure to the caul thus pre-

pared, and can be easi j removed from it- suppoit, after

development, by mechanical means.—T. F. B.

XXII.-EXPLOSIYES. MATCHES, Etc.

Explosion nf Nitroglycerin ; Circumstances attending an
which occurred in the Precipitating and Final

Washing Houses of the Factor:/ o/ the National Explo-
sives ( 'o., Ltd., at Upton Towans, Hayle, Cornwall,

on.Jan.:,, 1904. By (apt. .1. H.Thomson, H.M. Chief

Inspector of Explosives.

In this explosion, which was attended by lo-s of life,

4,200 lb. of nitroglycerin were involved. The probable

cause of the explosion is considered to be the dropping of

the lid of a tank into which a charge of nitroglycerin

was flowing. The lids were constructed of wood, covered

on the under side with had, and, owing to their weighl

and shape, would give a heavy glancing blow if allowed

to fall. Captain Thomson considers " that no movable
article of uncovered metal other than aluminium nerd he

present iu any nitroglycerin building. "' As the explosion

was communicated from the precipitating house to the

final washing house by means of the charge of nitro-

glvcerin running down the leaden gutter, it is recom-

mended that the difference of level between buildings thus

connected should be such as to shorten, as much as possible,

the time occupied in ruuniug down a charge. Clutters

should also he washed with clean water after each charge

has passed down, and not more than one charge should

be running to or from any one building at one time.

— G. W. McD.

Safety Explosives for Fiery Mines. Mem. des Poudres

et Salpctrcs, 1903-1, 12, 7—30.

Explosives with Ammonium Nitrate as a Base.—An
examination of the relative merits of para Mined paper and

tinfoil of O'O.'i nun. thickness as waterproof wrappers for

cartridges when embedded in damp sawdust showed that,

with the former, cartridges absorbed 0'19 per rent, of

moisture in ten da} s, and 58 per cent, in 120 days,

while with tinfoil the figures were 0-07 per cent, aud

4'03 per cent, respectively. The paraffined paper cart-

ridges could be subjected to fairly rough usage without

breaking- a fact not irue ia the case of cartridges coi

with tinfoil. Detonation in the open is transmitted much

mure readily between cartridges wrapped in paraffined paper

than in those covered with tinfoil. The minimum quantity

of fulminate necessary to detonate a 50 grin, cartridge of

certain explosives is shown as under :

—

position.
Minimum Quantity

ol Fulminate.

, . , f Ammonium nit n ip rcenf
j 0*40 crir.

1 ' (Trinitroiiapbtl.alene,4'6 percent I

.-,. (Ammonium niti percent \ n'£5jmn.
* ' t Collodion roin »n. tvs per cent $
p. \ Lmmonium nitrate, 88 per cent 1 ,, ,.ni, (

* l (Nitroglycerin, l- per cent 5

No appreciable difference could be detected in

nn-- i detonation in the open in these tbree explosives

The addition of potassium chlorate (5 to 10 per cent.).

potassium bichromate (2 per cent. ), potassium perm:'

(2 per cent, i. barium nitrate (2 to 5 per ci nt. I, lead nitrati

(2 to :> per cent, i, and anihne nitrate (2 to 5 per cent
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separately to these explosives, made no difference either in

sensitiveness or transmission of detonation.

Explosives with Ammonium Perchluratc as a Base.—
Specimens of the following composition were investigated :

—

(D) Ammonium perchlorate (94 per cent.), collodion

cotton (6 per cent.). This compound is non-hygroscopic,

does not burn in the open in thiu layers, and gives results

similar to explosive P», mentioned above, in the borehole,

and also as regards sensitiveness to and transmission of

detonation. B exploded after 9 V hours' heating at 1 10 C,
whereas D was heated for 87 hours without exploding.

(E) Ammonium perchlorate (89 per cent.), nitroglycerin

(11 per cent.). This compound was heated for 30 hours at

100° C. without appreciable decomposition, but detonates

by shock, ami is more sensitive in every respect than I).

The addition of some 10 per cent, of saltpetre to these
explosives was also investigated; but in a damp atmosphere
the cartridges were found to be extremely hygroscopic.,

owing to the formation, by double decomposition, of

ammonium nitrate. Since, further, D and E produce free

hydrochloric acid on explosion, they are not suitable for

use in mines. Cartridges of explosive C separated in the

borehole by discs of cardboard up to 9 '6 mm. thick, were
still found to be completely detonated, and miss-fires are to

be traced chiefly to absorption of moisture by the cartridge.

Explosive A, when containing 3 per cent, to 4 per cent.

of moisture, would not detonate with less than 2-5 grms.
of fulminate, but 1-5 grms. of fulminate was found to be

sufficient when supplemented by a primer of the non-
hygroscopic explosives D and E. An explosive of the

following composition was investigated : —(F) Nitroglycerin
(31-35 per cent.), collodion cotton (1-65 per cent.),

potassium nitrate (fi7 per cent.) Both in the bomb and the

borehole (with fulminate) the residue obtained contained
from 38 to 54 per cent, of undecomposed potassium nitrate,

thus pointing to verv incomplete decomposition.

—G. W. McD.

Dynamite No. ; Modification of . M. Lheure. Mem.
des Poudres et Salpdtres, 1903-4, 12, 46—47.

The explosive consisted of nitroglycerin (68 '6 per cent.),

collodion cotton (1-4 per cent.), dry wood-meal (30 per
cent.). When submitted to continual exposure to damp
and alternate freezing and thawing, the explosive, while
slightly increasing in bulk, showed no sign of exudation
of nitroglycerin. When heated continuously for 24 days
at 40° C. no exudation could be detected nor any develop-
ment of acid products, and the explosive was consequently
authorised for manufacture.—G. W. McD.

Dynamite; Four New Types of . M. Lheure. Mem
des Poudres et Salpetres, 1913-4, 12,51—54.

The following compositions were investigated :

—

I Nitroglycerin 59
-

00
(Collodion cotton i 50
.Sodium nitrate 25'00
Cellulose U'lio
Sodium carbonate 0'35
Ochre 0'15
Wheat flour

IS (III

1-00
36"3(>

U-dll

0'4o
0-25

39-50

43- (10

17-00
0-30
0-20

29-00

fiO-35

11-00
0-50
0-16
9-00

(When submitted to the tests detailed in the previous abstract,

I
hese explosives were found to be satisfactory. There were,
iowever, slight traces of exudation of nitroglycerin, but
[tot sufficient to prevent authorisation for manufacture.

— G. W. McD.

English Patents.

titrated Cellulose ; Manufacture of . G. J. Atkins,
Tottenham. Eng. Pat. 705S, March 27, 1903.

otton-seed waste (consisting of the husk of the seed and
rfts of cotton) is boiled with alkali and bleached " with a
ilution of a mixture of chloride andoxychloride of Bodium
r potassium." After purifying and drying, the bleached
ellulose material is readv for nitration in the ordinary way.

—G. W. McD.

Nitrocellulose; Manufacture of . p. L. Nathan,
J. M. Thomson, and VV. T. Thomson, of Waltham Abbev.
Eng. Pat. 7269, March 28, 1903.

In order to replace the water (left in nitrocellulose after
washing) by alcohol, without the use of pressure and in

such a manner that a very small amount of dilution of the
alcohol with water takes place, the nitrocellulose is tirsi

covered with water so that practically all air is excluded.
Ucohol is then quietly run down the sides of the vessel so

as to form a layer on the surface of the water. A cock at
the bottom of the vessel is slightly opined, so that the
water slowly flows away at a rate of fall of level in the
vessel of half an inch to one iueh per hour. The alcohol
flows in and replaces the water in the interstices of the
nitrocellulose, the treatment being continued until all. the
water has been displaced by alcohol. When dehydration
has thus been completed, the excess of alcohol is removed
by pressing or ceutrifuging.—G. W. McD.

Nitrocellulose Gunpowder ; Manufacture of a .

O. Schmidt, Hassloch. Eng. Pat. 1 16, Jan. 2, 1904.

Cellulose material is ground to a paste with water under
edge runners, and granulated through sieves, the grains
being rounded off in a polishing cask and then dried.
These grains are converted into nitrocellulose by soaking
them in strong nitric aeid until they swell and become
transparent, After which they are immersed in strong
sulphuric acid. After neutralising, purifying, and drying
in the ordinary way, the powder is ready for use without
the aid of solvents.—G. W. McD.

Explosive; Process of Manufacturing a Safety .

J. P. O'Donnell, London. From C. W. Frank, Mel-
bourne. Eng. Pat. 23,472, I let. 29, 1903.

mi: Fr. Pat. 327,721 of 1902; this J., 19U3, 924.—T. F. 1!.

United States Patents.

Xitrated Carbohydrate. A. Hough, Dover. U.S. Pat.
751,076, Feb. 2, 1904.

The claim is for a highly nitrated carbohydrate, containing
about 16-5 per cent, of nitrogen, and having a constitution
corresponding to the formula C 12H|.,(NO2)3O 10 . Dry finely-

powdered maize starch is injected below the surface of a

mixture containing 3 parts of nitric acid, 2 parts of sulphuric
acid (98 per cent.), and sufficient Xordhausen sulphuric
acid (containing 40 per cent, of SOa ) to " bring the nitric and
sulphuric acids to 100 per cent, concentration," and leave
an excess of 2—3 per cent, of free sulphuric anhydride.
A further quactity ot the Nordhausen acid is added during
the process to maintain the strength of the nitrating liquid.

The temperature is maintained at 45 —SO1
F. The nitrated

starch is separated by filtration, and freed from lower nitro-
derivatives by treatment with hot dilute ammonia. The
finished explosive is an orange-coloured powder, soluble in

ether-alcohol. (See also this J., 1902, 1471.)—G. W. McD.

Smokeless Powder, Rod or Grain, and Process of Making
same. H. Maxim, New York. U.S. Pat. 753,994,
March 8, 1904.

See Eng. Pat. 10,071 of 1899 ; this J„ 1900, 376.—T. F. B.

Match Composition. J. A. Wendel, Milwaukee. U.S. Pat.

754,265, March 8, 1904.

The composition consists of potassium chlorate, 20 parts
;

antimony sulphide, 10 parts; lead nitrate, 10 parts;
amorphous phosphorus, 5 parts ; vegetable carbon, 5 parts;
potassium bichromate, 3 parts ; and glue.—G. W. McD.

French Patents.

Explosive [Slow-hurnhq] for Fuses and the like. W. T.
Unge. Fr. Pat. 336,266, Oct. 26, 1903.

Fob the purpose of rendering fuse powder, &c, less

hygroscropic and more elastic, so that discontinuities are not
present, the grains of the composition are coated with a very
thin layer of a non-volatile oil or fat. In the case of black
powder, 0" 1—0- 3 per cent, of oil or fat is said to be sufficient.

-G. W. McD.
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Safety Explosive. E.Steele. Fr.Pat.33l 783, Nov. 18, 1908.

The explosive is prepared by mixing nitrophtbalic acid or

a nitrated mixture of resin and starch with an alkali chloride,

and subjecting the mixture to a feeble gelatinisution by
allowing it to fall through the vapour of wood-spirit or

ether.—G. W. McD.

XXHI—ANALYTICAL CHEMISTEY.

APPARATUS, ETC.

Ber.,Shakini/ and Sttrrim/ Apparatus. J. W. Briihl.

1904, 37, 91S—924.

A\ apparatus is described by means of which flasks

carrying reflux condensers can he shaken and their contents

stirred whilst they are being heated.—A. S.

Frk-nch Patent.

Cream in Milk ; Apparatus for Determining .

F. Billet. Fr. Pat. 336,788, N'ov. 19, 1903.

I'iik apparatus consists of a glass cylinder having a mark
about half its height, and a second mark a little above the

first. The milk is added up to the lower mark, and then

water up to the second. The amount of water thus added

is about one fourth the volume of the milk, and causes the

cream to rise more quickly. The tube is graduated between

the two marks, in percentages of cream on the undiluted

milk. A vertical blue strip in the side of the cylinder aids

the reading of the meniscus.- W. P. S.

IXORGAMC—QUALITA TIVE.

Hydroxylamine Salts in Qualitative Analysis. N. Tarugi.

liaz. chim. ital., 33, 449—454. them." Centr. 1904,1,
836—^37. (Compare this J., 1904, 131.)

The author points out further defects in the method proposed

by Enoevenagel and Ebler (this .T.. 1902, 1296). Platinum

salts are not reduced to metallic platinum 1>\ ;m ammoniacal
ion of hydroxylamine hydrochloride. In dilute

solutions, no insoluble compound is produced, whilst in

concentrated solutions, the precipitate formed consists of a

mixture of different platinum compounds and has a com-
position varying with the conditions under which the

precipitation is effected — A. S.

INORGANIC—QUANTITATIVE.
Carbon Dioxide ; Determination of , in Presence of

Chlorine. M. SchlStter. /tits, augew. Chem., 1901,17,
301—302.

If a gaseous mixture containing carbon dioxide and free

chlorine be shaken with a solution of a hydrazine salt, the

chlorine and hydrazine interact to produce hydrochloric
acid and free nitrogen, the volume of the latter being half

that of the original chlorine. 100 c.c. of the mixtures are

colic B itite hurett''. and afterrunning out the water,

hydrazine sulphate solution is introduced and the whole
well shaken. More hydrazine solution is run in and the

apparatus again shaken. This is continued until no further

diminution in volume takes place. The decrease in volume
Dg been read off, the carbon dioxide is determined.

Ibis method should be useful in the analysis of electrolytic

chlorine.— E. H. T.

.1/. rcnri/ : Determination of Small Quantities of .

1'. W. Richards and S. K. singer. J. Amer. Chen
1904, 26, 300—

A COIL of copper wire about 1
' 5 mm. in diameter, previously

I and cleansed by alkali, acid and water successively,

is immersed in about 15 c.c of the solution containing the

mercury, preferably in the lorm of nitrate. It is advan-
tageous to take out the hulk of the mercury by one coil and

Ct the last h are precipitated very slowly,

by the iuimersiou of a second similar coil. The bast results

would probably he obtained by immersing the first coil for
4— 5 hours and the second coil for 20 hours. When the

precipitation is complete, the coils are washed with water

and then with alcohol and dried over calcium chloride.

After weighing, the coils are heated in a current of hydrogen
at a temperature not much above 350" C, until the mercury
is volatilised, and then weighed again.—.1. 1". B.

ORGANIC—QUANTITATI VE.

Starch Si/rujis ; Examination [Analysis'] of . A.
ROssing. Zeits. bffentl. Chem., 10, 1—7. Client. Lentt.,

1904,1, 757.

For the determination of dextrose and dextrin in starch

syrups, the following process is recommended. 50 c.c. of

a solution containing 40 grin*, of the sample per litre, are

made up to 250 C.c, and with 25 c.c. (= 0'2 grm.) the

direct cupric-reduciug power is determined by Allihn's

method. 50 c.c. of the original solution ( = 2 grms.) are

treated with 100 c.c. of a cold saturated solution of barium
hydroxide, made up to 200 c.c well shaken, and allowed

to stand lor two days in a closed flask at the ordinary

temperature. 100 c.c. of the solution are then precipitated

with sodium carbonate solution, made up to 200 c.c, filtered,

and the reducing power determined with 25 or 50 c.c. of the

filtrate. For inversion, Sachsse's method was found to

give low results ami the following procedure is recommended.
50 c.c. of the original solution are treated with 50 c.c. of

water and 15 c.c. of hydrochloric acid of -p. gr. I- 19, and
the mixture heated on a boiling water bath for two hours

in a flask fitted with a reflux condenser. After cooling, the

solution is made nearly neutral, diluted to 250 c.c, and the

reducing power determined with 25 ce. From the diminu-

tion of reducing power, r, before and after the treatment

with baryta water, the percentage of dextrose, 1), in the

sample is calculated by the following formula, the decrease

in the case of pure dextrose being taken as 11* 7 per cent,

(see this J., 1903, 886)—

° = H-r

The total dextrose after inversion minus 1) give- the de\

produced from dextrin, and this multiplied by 0-93
|

the percentage of dextrin in the sample.—A. S.

Malt; Determination of Moisture in .by Hojtmai

Apparatus. J. H. Schulze and G. Marienhajen. Woch.
Brau., 1904,21, 165—166.

Owing to the occasioually anomalous behaviour of malt,

when treateil in Hoffmann'- apparatus for the d.'ermina-

tion of its moisture (this J., 1902. 10S.S and 1903, ''.55),

the following improved procedure is prescribed :—30o

of petroleum are placed in the distillation flisk. 100 grms.

of whole malt are added thereto and thoroughly

the cooling vessel i- then screwed on, filled with cold

water, with an asbestos screen between the boiler and

condenser, and the measuring tube is placed in position.

25 c.c. of oil of turpentine are placed in the stoppei

funnel, and the thermometer is adjusted so as to clear

the bottom of the boiler by 1 cm. The temperatiin

raised to 170 C. in 10 minutes, at tirst with a :

flame, so that 120 t . is reached in three minutes, and

subsequently with a small flame. In order to assist th''

ilation, the Same must not impinge on the centre

the bottom of the boiler, but must be placed to one side,

immediately below the dropping funnel. A tempera!

of 170" C. is maintained for five minutes. The turpentine

is then admitted from the funnel, and the temperature

raised to 185°— 190
:

C. in 2—3 minutes. The distillate

must be caused to flow in a continuous stream,

volume of water i- read off immediately as indicated (i

cil.). For pale malls the volume of water is increased by

"2 C.C, for dark malt- no correction l- made, tor medium

malts 0*1 e c. is added to the volume of water 1 or steeped

barley the procedure is the same as for raw cereals t Inc. cit.1.

but for green malt, after the grain has begun to sprout, the

treatment is the same as for pale malt, except that 50 pins.

of the -ample are taken. Before use. the whole apparatus

is rinsed several times with turpentine; all joints are we"

covered with lubricating oil.— J. F. I!.
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Alcohol in Dilute Solutions ; Determination of , by

Nicloux'n Method. M. K. l'ozzi-Eseot. Bull. Assoe.
I bim. Sucr. et Dist., 1904, 21, 872—876.

1'iik determination of alcohol by the method of Nicloux
(this ,)., 1S97. 473 and 941) gives not only ethyl alcohol

but aldehyde and all fermentation alcohol-, and the author

shows that there is doubt as to the precise stage of oxi-

dation reached in the reaction. These results indicate

that the method has onlv a restricted application.

—L. J. de W.

Wheat Flour : Determination of Gliadin in by means
of the Polariscope. 11. Snyder. J. Amer. Chetu. Soc,
1904, 26, '-'63—2«6.

From 85 to 90 per cent, of the total proteids of wheat flour

occur in the form of gliadin and glutenin, the former
predominating. Gliadin is soluble iu dilute alcohol and
glutenin iu dilute alkalis. The specific rotatory power
of gliadin, [a] D = — 92°. The proportion of sugars and
optically active non-gliadin proteids extracted by 70 per

cent, alcohol is so small as not to interfere with the

determination of gliadin by the polariscope. 15'97 grins,

of flour are treated with 100 e.c. of 70 per cent, alcohol,

and the mixture is shaken moderately at intervals of half

an hour for two or three hours ; the alcohol is left in con-

tact with the flour for 12—IS hours at a temperature of

about 2n 3 C. The solution is then filtered and polarised in

th, 220 mm. tube. The reading on the sugar scale, when
multiplied by the factor 0-2, gives the approximate per-

rentage of gliadin nitrogen in the flour; the results

en re-pond accurately with those of the Kjeldahl method.
The results obtained indicate that wheat flour of good
Bpality should contain about 12 per cent, of total proteids

(X x 6-25) or 11 per cent, of protein (N >: 5'70), of which
55—65 per cent, should be in the form of gliadin.— J. E 11.

Cocoanut Oil in Butler ; Neu> Method for Determining
. K. Pulenske. Zeits. Untersuch. Nahr. u. Genussm.,

1904, 7, 273—2S0.

The method proposed depends upon the determination of

the volatile insoluble fatty acids which distil over iu the

ordinary Reichert-Meissl process. The distillation must
be carried out uuder the conditions described ; the apparatus
employed i< shown in the illustration.

1 Five gnus, of the filtered fat are saponified in the usual
-IV with 2u grins, of glycerol and 2 c.c. of 50 per cent,

ilium hydroxide solution. An alcoholic solution should
it be used, as traces of alcohol may find their way into

,e filtrate. The soap is then dissolved in 90 c.c. of

liled water, acidified with 50 c.c. of dilute sulphuric acid

(25 c.c. of acid in 1 litre of water"), a few particles of pipe-
clay or pumice are added, and the distillation proceeded
with. Tne flask hold- 300 c.c. The flame should be so
regulated that 110 c.c. of distillate are collected in from
19 to 21 minutes, and the conden-er water should have a
temperature between Is and 22 :

('. A.8 soon as 110 c.c. of

distillate are obtained, the receiver is removed and replaced
by a 25 c.c. cylinder. Without mixing its contents, the

iver is placed in a bath of water at a temperature of
10° C, for 10 minutes, the surface of the water being about
3 mm. above the 110 c.c. marl. The insoluble fatty acids
contained in the distillate collect in the neck of the flask.

In the case of pure butter they solidify to form white,
opaque granules, whilst with pure cocoanut oil, clear oily

drops are obtained. Mixtures contaiuiog more than 10 per
cent, of cocoauut oil also yield oily drops. The contents of

the receiver are now mixed, passed through a filter 8 cm.
in diameter, and the Reichert-Meissl value determined on
the filtrate. The filter is washed three times with 15 c.c. of

water, this water being also previously used for washing
out the condenser, cylinder, and the receiver. The insoluble

fatty acids are then dissolved by pouring thiee successive

quantities of 15 c.c. of 90 per cent, alcohol on the filter.

The alcoholic solution obtained is titrated with barium
In dioxide solution, using phenolphthalein as indicator. The
number of c.c. of X 10 barium hydroxide solution required is

termed the " new Batter-value " of the sample of fat under
examination. Thirty-one various samples of butter, having
Reichert-Meissl values between 23 - 3 and 30- 1, gave
" new Butter-values " varying from 1 -5 to 3-0, whilst four
-ainples of cocoanut oil, with Reichert-Meissl values from
3*8 to 7-7. yielded" new Butter-values " from 16-8 to 17'8.

A considerable number of analyses of mixtures of these two
fats are also given, and it is seen from the results that

butters giving Reichert-Meissl values between 23 and 27,
have -new Butter-values" from 1-6 to 1-9, or, iu other
words, a rise of 1-0 in the former, causes the latter to

increase by 0-1. Willi Reichert-Meissl values of 28, 29,
and 30, the "new Butter-value" increases more rapidly,

viz.: 2'2, 2 -

5, and 3MJ. By taking into account the
Reichert-Meissl value of the -ample, a determination of
the " new Butter-value " affords a simple means of detecting
the presence or absence of cocoauut oil.—W. 1'. S.

Aldehydes and Ketones} Determination of in

Essential Oils and Allied Substances. II. E. Burgess.
Analyst, 1904, 29, 7S— s 1.;

The method adopted is that described by the author for the

determination of citral in lemon oil (this J., 1901, 1 17G—

-

1182); this method is found to give equally good results

with most essential oils containing aldehydes or ketones,

and depends on the formation of soluble sulphonates from
aldehydes and ketones with neutral sodium sulphite solution,
i tils containing a high percentage of aldehyde or ketone are

utilised directly, whilst those, like lemon oil. containing
small amounts, are subjected to fractionation 'foe. «'/.).

—T. E. II.

Aldehydes, Aromatic and Fatty ; Basic Reaction for
Detection ami Determination of . S. !S. Sadtier.

* J. Franklin Inst., 1904,157, 231—234.

Tiemaxn has found (see this J., 1899, 169, 1901, 117S) that

alkali is liberated by the action of sodium sulphite on an
aldehyde, the reaction in the case of citral being expressed
by the equation

—

C 9
H 15COH + 2H.: + 2Na3S03

=
C9Hl;COH(NaSb3;2 + 2NaOH.

The author proposes to determine aldehydes by titrating

the free alkali with N/2 hydrochloric acid. Foi the deter-

mination of citral iu lemon oil, from 5 to 10 gnus, of the

sample are made neutral, if necessary, treated with
25 or 50 c.c. of a 20 per cent, solution of normal sodium
sulphite (which has been previously heated on the w
bath), and neutralised by meaDs of X/2 hydrochloric acid in

presence of rosolic acid as indicator. The red colour due
to free alkali which is produced is discharged with X 2

hydrochloric acid, and the mixture kept hot and well

agitated, the titration with acid being continued as long as
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the red colour is re-formed. Reaction is complete in about

half an hour. The reaction is also available for the deter-

mination of vanillin, pipi i m tl and other aldehydes. I'he

phenolic hydroxvl nf the vanillin is first neutralised with

a little caustic soda, csing rosolic acid as indicator, the

sodium sulphite added, :ind the titration with N/2 hydro-

chloric acid performed in the hot solution. The reaction

is complete and immediate with the fatty aldehydes. It

will detect a dilution 1 : 1,000,000 of formaldehyde with

water. The presence of acetone in wood spirit, and of

acetaldehyde in grain spirit may he similarly detected,

Acetone and the higher ketones also react with sodium

sulphite.— J. 0. B.

XXIY.-SCIENTIFIC & TECHNICAL NOTES.

Mineral containing Railium in the Province of Qui bee ;

Note on . J. Obalski. Eug. and Mining J., 1904,

77,-ni.

Anoi'T 10 years ago the author obtained from a white-

niica mine, in the province of Quebec, a spi cimen of cleveite

weighing 37.") gnus, and containing 70"71 per cent, of

uranium oxide. < >n further examination, the mineral has

been found to contain an amount of radium comparable

with that contained in the richest pitchblende. Rutherford

found that the specimen has a radioactivity " equal to

four or five," anil that it contains 0-1 ingriu. of radium.

\ssociatid with this mineral was a non-coking bituminous

coal, the ash of which contains 35" 43 per cent, of uranium

oxide.—A. s
.

Platinum Black; Mechanism of the Catalytic Action

of . B. Vondracek. Zeits. anorg. Chem., 1904

39,24-40.

From experiments on the decomposition of ammonium
nitrite solution in presence of platinum black, the author

concludes that the reaction is a periodic one, and that a

distinction must be drawn between ordinary platinum black

which contains oxygen, and platinum black free from oxygen.

In the first stage of the reaction, the ammonia of the

ammonium nitrite is oxidised by the platinum black contain-

ing oxygeD, and in the second stage the platinum black now
Jive from oxygen effects the reduction of the nitrous acid

;

nitrogen is evolved in both stages of the reaction. (See

al-o this J., 1902,257; 1903, 1246.)—A, S.

Hydrate of Potassium Hydroxiae, K01I.2\II.
: ; A

Peculiar Formation of the . II. Ditz. Oesierr.

Chem.-Zeit., 7, 53—54. Chem. Centr., 1901, 1, 709.

On allowing solid caustic potash to remain in contact

with purified ether containing water, well-defined crystals of

the hydrate KOI! .•-'., II.
;
t 1 form on the bottom of the con-

taining vessel.—A. s.

Zinc t 'hloride ; Specific Gravity nf . G. P. liaxter

and A. I!. Lamb. Amer. Chem. .1 , 1904, 31, 229—235.

Iiicv zinc chloride was prepared h\ heating the pure double

zinc ammonium chloride ZnCL, 3X11,(1, first in a current of

di v hydrochloric acid, then m nitrogen, and lastly in air.

The specific gravity was determined in a modified form of

pyknometer by means of toluene, in which zinc chloride is

insoluble. The mean value found for the specific gravity

of zinc chloride was 2-907.—T. F. I!.

nim Carbide ; zVeie Mode of Formation of .

H. Moissan. I nd., 1904, 138, 661—663.
While carbon will only reduce lime and Fi rm calcium

carbide when the lime is melted (this ,J., 1904, 186),

calcium will combine with finely-divided carbon at 11 dull

red beat. Calcium chloride, fused in a graphite 1 racible

which serves as anode, and electrolysed bj a current of

10— 15 amperes ai 120 volts, with a graphite rod as cathode,

yields metallic calcium containing a notable amount of

carbide. A better electrolyte is obtained if the calcium

chloride be mixed with one fourth of its weight of calcium

fluoride, and the yield of carbide is increased by a.blue to

the bath some eoarsch powdered petroleum coke.

-"J. T. D.

Metal Ammoniums i Action of Carbon Dioxide on the

. E. Rengade. Comptes rend., 1904, 138, 629—
631.

When drj carbon dioxide is passed through sodium-

ammonium or potassium-ammonium at temperatures below
— 50 < , tin ipoiind is rapidly whitened, with the pro-

duction of sodium or potassium carbamate and evolution

of in. n n, < 'i 1, - NII,\a = NH.,i 1 1 Vi i II. At tempera-

tures above —."a 1 r. there is produced at the same time the

formate of the alkali metal at the expense ..I the nascent

hydrogen produced in the above reaction. The quantity of

formate pro. lined increases as the temperature is raised

above - 50° C—J. F. B.

Enzyme Action ; Studies on .— /. Correlation of the

Stereoisomers a- and $-Glucosides with t lie correspond-

ing Glucoses. E. F. Armstrong. Trans. Chem. Soc,
1903, 83, 1805—1313.

l'.v the hydrolysis of a-methylglucoside by means cf maltase

and of 0-metbylglucOside by means of emulsin, the corre-

sponding stereoisomer^ glucoses are formed, the a-com-

pound (the ordinary crystalline glucose) having a high, and

the /3-Compouhd a low rotatory power. Both a- and /3-glucose

are unstable in solution, and the changes which take place

in a solution of glucose—slowly in simple aqueous solution,

but instantaneously in the presence of a small quantity of

alkali—are due to the conversion of one form into the other,

until a condition of equilibrium is attained. The a- and 0-

glueoses have a lactonic structure and are identical with the

labile a- and 7-glucoses isolated by Tauret (see this J., 1896,

365), whilst the hitter's stable /3-l'orm of glucose is a mix-

ture of the two labile modifications in the proportions iu

which tbey are in equilibrium.

Experiments on the hydrolysis of maltose by means of

maltase, and of cane sugar and ratliun-e by means of

invertase, are also described.— .1. S.

Glucose ; Bi-rotation of . R. Behrend and 1'. Koth.

Annalcn, 1904, 331, 359—382.

Bv a study of the acetyl derivatives of the two modifica-

tions of glucose with a high and low optical rotation

respectively, the authors confirm the conclusions arrived at

by Armstrong 1 see preceding abstract).— A. S.

Saccharose; Combinations of with certain Metallic

Salts. 1). Gauthier. Comptes rend., 1904, 138, 638-1

639.

In 1S7 1 (J. Chem. Soc, 9, 269) Gill described a compound
of saccharose with sodium iodide to which he assigned the

formula eiY.ll ,,<>,,,

.

( \al. 3II.,(>. The author has prepared

this compound 111 the same way, obtaining it in the form of

prismatic crystals ol a large size. His analysis, ho

slums that the compound possesses the formula ' ', ll.»i >,,.

Nal, 2H5O, thus coi responding with the analogous com-

pounds obtained with potassium and lithium iodides. la a

similar manner the author has prepared well crystallised

e.nnp .1111. 1- of one molecule of saccharose with one mole-

cule of the thiocyanates (sulphocyanides) of each of I

lowing metals : ammonium (1-5 ILO), potassium (I

sodium (lll.if). and barium (21U)).—J. F. B.

Aldehydes; General Si/ntiiesis of . F. Bodroux.

Comptes rend', 1904, 138, TOO 701.

Tin: authoi lie greatly improved the yield in his syi

..I' al. leb\. I.- by the reaction of ethyl orthoformate on

aromatic organo-magnesium compounds, by using toluene

and other hydrocarbous of the benzene series is solvents

for the ignesium compounds

—

R.MgBr + ailJi.t !H.(OC,H5),
=

1 II 1 l.MgBr + R.CH(OC 11

R.CH.(OC4H5)s -r H,0 + 1IC1 =
Hi IU 1

, 2CjHsOH + HCI.

The organo-magnesium compound is prepared iu ethereal

solution; toluene is added and the ether distilled oil. I"

the b.. 1 li, pud ethyl orthoformate is very gradually added.

Alter half an hour, dilute hydrochloric acid is added, the
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upper laver decanted, washed, and dried, the toluene
removed, the residue boiled with dilute sulphuric acid to

iestroy any aeetal, and the aldehyde isolated by means of
bisulphite The following yields have been obtained :

From Aldehyde. Yield per Cent,
of Theory.

Benzyl chloride
a-Bromo::;i|>'.::

p-Dibromobenzene

Propyl bromide
Isobutyl bromide

Phenylacetic 55
fx-Naphthoic 70

p-Broiuobenzoic .0

p-Chlorobenzoic 64
Butyric :r.

Lsovalerio 66

—J. T. D.

Uyclohexanol [imd Ketoheramethylene] ; Preparation of
. A. F. Holleman. Konigl. Akid. Wiss. zu

Amsterdam, 1903. l!01—2'Jo. Chem. Centr., 1904, 1, 727.

By passing a mixture of phenol vapour and excess of
hydrogen over finely-divided nickel heated to 140°

—

160° C, ihe author obtained a good yield of cyelobexauol.
Ihe latter, by treatment with chromic acid mixture at a
low temperature, is oxidised to .ietobexamethylene.—A. S.

#eto fioofes.

BlE CllEMIE UXD TeCH-NOLOGIE DER XaTI/RLICHEN- I M>
Kunstlichen Asphalte. Ein Handbuch der gesammten
Asphalt-Industrie fiir Fabrikanten, Chemiker, Technikir,
Architekteu und Insenieure. Von Dr. Hippoltt
Kohlkr. Friedrich Vieweg und Sohn, Braunschweig.
1904. Price M. 15.

Ivo volume, containing preface, table of contents, and
ubjeet-matter filling 417 pages and containing 191 mig-
rations. The following is a sketch of the contents :

—
Part I.— I. History, Occurrence, Properties, Formation,
md Composition of the Natural and Artificial Asphaltums
ind Asphalts. II. Occurrence of Asphaltums. III. View-,

is to the Origin of Bitumens und Asphaltums. IV. The
Physical and Chemical Properties, Composition, and Con-
itituents of Asphaltums. V. Artificial Asphalt, its Origin,
roperties, and Composition. Part II.—Natural Aspiial-
im, and its Use in Industry, &c. VI. Preparation of
sphalt Ponder, and its Use for Mechanical Stamping.
II. Manufacture of Asphalt, Tar. &c, and its employ -

lent for Molten Asphalt Work. VIII. Utilisation of Pure
sphaltum for other Purposes. Part III.— Artificial

sphaltum, and its Use in Industry. IX. Tars, Laes,
astics, and Cements from Artificial Asphaltum. X. and
I. Manufacture and Use of Roofing Felt and Tiles, &c.
[I- Other Uses of Artificial Asphaltum. Part IV.

—

lemical Investigation of Natural and Artificial Asphaltums
Lsphalts), and the Chemico-Teehnical Testing of Asphalt
iterials.

JO.IXSCHWARZ UND SEINE ANWENDUNG IN FaRBEREI
l-nd Zeugdruck. Von Dr. E. Noelting und Dr. A.
Lehm:. Zweite, vollig umgearbeitete Auflage. Julius
(Springer's Verlag, Berlin. 1904. Price M. 8.

rlo volume, containing 174 pages of subject-matter, with
tj illustrations, the alphabetical index of subjects and
l|hors, and four sheets of dyed specimens. The entire
meet is dealt with under the following heads:— I. The
ft-mation of Aniline Black : 1. Historical ; 2. Theory of
Jrmation

; and 3. Greening of Aniline Black. II. Use
* Aniline Black in Calico Printing: 1. Aniline Black in
* fder

; 2. Formation of Aniline Black on the Fibre.
I Aniline Black on Wool and Silk. IV. Use of Aniline
I k iu Dyeing. V. Investigation of the most important
"'' Materials.

Cratot import.

I.—GENERAL.
Annual Meeting of the Association- op Chamber-

of Commerce of the United Kingdom.

At the 44th annual meeting of the Association of
inhers of Commerce, held on March 8, '.'.and 10, the

following were among the resolutions carried:

—

Railway Rates (Birmingham).— 1. That the trading
interests of Great Britain arc injuriously affected bv the
discrepancy between the railway rates for the carriago of

is from foreign towns to the sea. and the rates charged
by railway companies in this country; and that ibis injury-
is increased by the advantage given by our railway com-
panies to foreign producers for the conveyance of goods
from the outports to the great centres of distribution at

lower rates than from the seats of home production.
2. That a memorial be ad Iressed to the President of the

Board of Trade praying that he will be pleased to receive a
deputation from this Association to urge upon him the
'lesirability of moving for the appointment of a Select
I ommittee to inquire into the question, and to recommend
some means for removing the present grievance, either hy
a readjustment of the railway rates, or by the development
of our canals, dr by both.

Railway and Canal Traffic (Leicester).—That in the
opinion of this Association it is desirable that a special
department of the Board of Trade should be appointed,
with an official who shall have power to initiate inquiries
into, and jurisdiction to deal with, complaints against rail-
way and canal companies in reference to rates and conditions
affecting traffic, and that a cheaper and more expeditious
tribunal for dealing with such complaints on the part of
traders should be substituted for ihe Railway Commission,
the local county courts being suggested for this purpose.

Canal Development (Manchester)

.

—In view of the heavy
disability imposed upon the industries and commerce of
the United Kingdom by the excessive cost of inland trans-
port, and of the neglect into which the waterways of the
country have fallen, this Association earnestly calls upon
His Majesty's Government to take steps for the purpose
of the full utilisation, the co-ordination, and the exten-
sion of British and Irish canals, either by the establish-
ment of public canal trusts or by some other method of
creating an efficient national system of cheap inland water
transportation.

Minister of Commerce ( Bradford).—That this Associa-
tion expresses its satisfaction at the appointment of a
departmental committee " to consider the position and
duties of the Board of Trade and the Local Government
Board, and to report whether any, and, if so, what altera-
tions should be made in the constitution and status of these
bodies; also whether, id the interests of administrative
efficiency, any rearrangement of duties between these
Departments and other Government Departments is desir-
able," and trusts that the deliberations of the committee
will result in the organisation of a suitable. Department to
deal with the commercial and industrial interests cf this
country, such Department to be presided over by a Minister
of Commerce, whose position shall be equal to that of His
Majesty's Secretaries of State, as has been repeatedly urged
by this Association for upwards of 30 years.

Philosophical ash Scientific Apparatus for
Colleges, &c. : U.S. Customs Deci-.

An exhaustive decision was rendered by the Board of
General Appraisers, January 12, 1904, on a large variety of
articles imported by societies or institutions incorporated
solely for religious, philosophical, scientific, or literary
purposes, as specified in paragraph 63S of the preseu't
tariff Act. After noting the principal decisions of the
United States courts on this subject, and the fact that many-
articles formerly used exclusively for scientific purposes
now find extended use in trades and commerce, a review of
the various provisions of all the tariffs of the United Stales
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i sented. Beginning in 1790 with the first American
press, it was enacted that philosophical apparatus

specially imported for any seminary of learning should be

fiee of duty. The Act of 1792 continued this exemption,

while the next general Act of 1810 widened the field of

.
i importation, while the Act of 1824 extended the privi-

lege to schools and colleges. The Acts of 1841 and ls42

enumerated the classes of articles on which no duty was to

he levied, while the same broad policy was observed in all

subsequent tariff acts since enacted, with exceptions only

in those of 1846 and 1864, at the time of the Mexican and
Civil War, when the needs of the Government were great.

In 1S94 the word "utensil" first appear- in the law, which

s many articles not strictly scientific in character.

The Hoard held that a number of laboratory articles

specified in the decision were free of dutj when imported

according to the regulations of the Treasury Department.

—K. W. M.

II. -FUEL, GAS, AND LIGHT.

Gas, Coke, Tab and Ammonia Products ix America
IN 1902.

Eng. and Mining J., March 10, 1901.

In mailing its annual canvass of the coal-mining and
coke making industries for 1902, the United States Geo-

ical Survey has extended its inquiries in order to cover

all plants producing gas and coke from coal and covering

tar and ammonia. The final report will appear in "The
Mineral Resources' 1 for J902, and the following is an
abstract of some of the more important data in advance of

its publication :
—

In 1902 the returns from 53.'< companies, including the

rations of 1,663 by-product coke-ovens, show that

5,015,511 tons of coal were carbonised, which vielded

30,764,625,332 eh. ft. of gas. Of this product 29,079,073,555
cb. ft. were sold, leaving 1,695,551,777 cb. ft. lost or

unaccounted for. Wmut 2,000,000 tons of the total coal

carbonised were used in by-product ovens.

The aggregate value of all the products obtained from
the distillation of coal in gas works or retort ovens in 1902
was I "..-oil, 4 It) dols. About two-thirds of this amount,

29,342,881 dols., represented the value of the gas
produced. The value of the coke produced was 11,267,603
dols., while the tar was worth, at the works, 1,873,966 dols.

Most of the ammonia produced was sold in the form of

ammoniacal liquor. The total quantity sold was 49,490,609
galls., anil was worth, at the work-, 1,065,300 dols. In addi-

tion to this there was an actual production of 11,276,502 lb.

of sulphate, which sold for 319,685 dels.

Comparatively little progress in the manufacture of
chemical products from coal-tar has been made in America.
flic coal-tar produced in 1902 was worth at first hand
1,873,966 dols. In the fiscal year ended June 30, 1902,
the coal-tar products imported into the United States were
north, at points of shipment, 7,494,.'! In dols. Including
duty, freight, and other costs, their value in the whole-
sale markets of America probably amounted to about

-.000 dols. in all.

Coke : U.S. Custom- DECISION,

Feb. 5, 1904.

Coke is not free of duty under the Act of Congress
approved January 15, 1903, which makes free of duty "all

coal of every form and description," since coke is not coal,

but a distinct article prepared therefrom.— 1!. VV, M.

Wood Charcoal
i

I .S. Customs Decision.

Feb. 29, 1904.

Wood charcoal is dutiable at 20 per cent, ml valorem
under section 6, as " a manufactured article uuonumerated,"
and not at -'fa per cent, ad valorem as an " aiticle composed
of carbon." under paragraph '.'7.— li. \V. M.

III.—TAR PRODUCTS, PETROLEUM, Etc.

Cueolix Pearson : l.s. Customs Decision.

Jan. 19, 1904.

Following a decision of the United States Circuit Court,

it was held that crcolin pearson is dutiable at 20 per cent.

ad valorem under paragraph 15 of the present Tariff Act,

as a "preparation of coal tar not a colour or dye and not

medicinal." The assessment of duty af 25 per cent, ad
valorem as a " medicinal preparation " under paragraph 68

was overruled.— R. YV. M.

Bleacher's Blue : I'.S. Customs Decision-.

Certain liquid blue was assessed for duty at 30 per cent.

ad valorem as a " coal tar," under paragraph 1 a of the

present tariff. This action was sustained by the Hoard of

General Appraisers. t)u appeal to the Cuited States Circuit

Court tbis decision was reversed and the claim of the

importer that it was dutiable at 20 per cent, ad valorem

under the same paragraph as a " preparation of coal tar not

a colour or dye" was sustained.—R. YY. M.

Petroleum Field in Kussia.

Eng. and Mining ./., March 17, 1904.

Explorations have been carried on for some time in the

district of Berkeh, about 250 kilometres from Baku, and as

they have been attended with success, active production is

expected in the near future. It is intei -hip the

crude oil to Baku for refining.

IV.—COLOURING MATTERS, Etc.

Indigo Choi of India.

U.S. Cons. Hep., No. 1S93, March :>, 1904.

The season in Bengal opened unfavourably in the seven

indigo-growing districts, the rainfall being very insufficient

but later good rain fell, and thenceforward conditions

were favourable. The aiea continues to contract, i

mate for the Mar being 249,700 acres, compared with

255,500 acres sown last year. The exports in each of the

last three years have been :
—

1 1901 'J.

66,0311

3,018

0,297

Calcutta
Cwts.
71,837
is. 71.-.

5,822

6,593Karachi 1,13!

Alizarik Biw : U.s. Customs I'ihmun.

Feb. 29, 1904.

The Board of General Appraisers held the following

dyestuffs to he tree of duty as " d\es derived from alizarin

or from anthracene," under paragraph 109 ot the present

tariff :—Alizarin Blue S A K, Alizarin Blue li \, Alizarin

Blue K A, Alizarin X.—R. W. M.

VII.—ACIDS, ALKALIS, Etc.

Nitrate Deposits in Tunis.

Eng. and Mining J., March 17. 1904.

What is believed to be an extensive deposil of

quality of nitrate of soda, lit tor mining, ha- bei

east of Timinum, near the l-'eggaguira oasis. Other dis-

oi equal importance have been made lately iti the

so-called south oasis of the Sahai.i in Tuat. tiurnra, and

Tidikelt, by military attach,-. I ufortunately these deposits

are remote from adequate transportation facilitie

would make them of commercial value. It is intimated,

however, that tla completion of the Trans-Senegal I.

now bciug constructed along the Zousfana n\cr. may ai'l

materially in developing the nitrate be. Is.
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Cryolite : U.S. Customs Decision- .

Feb. 4, 1904.

Artificial cryolite, which, like the native mineral, is a

fluoride of aluminium and Fodium, is free of duty as
" cryolite or kryolith," under paragraph 538 of the present

Tariff Act. The action of the Customs authorities at

Milwaukee, in assessing duty at 25 per cent, ad valorem

under paragraph 3, as a " chemical salt," was overruled on
the ground that the naming of the article iu paragraph 53S
is a more specific provision than the general term used in

paragraph 3.— R. W. M.

Barium Carbide : U.S. Customs Decision.

March 4, 1904.

The Hoard of General Appraisers held that barium carbide

is dutiable at 25 per cent, ad valorem as a ''chemical salt
"

under paragraph 3 of the present tariff, and not at 5"25 dols.

per ton as " manufactured barvtes " under paragraph 44.

—E. W. M.

IX.—BUILDING MATERIALS, CLAYS,
MORTARS, AND CEMENTS.

FrsB Clay: U.S. Ccstoms Decision.

Feb. 1, 1904.

Fire clay in granulated form was held to be duitable at

1 dol. per ton, as " clay unwrought " under paragraph 93
of the present Tariff Act, and not at 2 dc Is. per ton as

"clay wrought," under the same paragraph. The evidence
showed that the crushing to produce grauulation was only
for the purpose of convenience of transportation.—K. W. M.

X.—METALLURG Y.

Copper, Gold, and Asbestos Discoveries in Canada.

U.S. Cons. Rep., No. 1904, March IS, 1904.

The discovery is announced of nickeliferous copper in

large quantities in Cape Breton Island. The ore body is

reported to be between 270 and 280 feet wide, carries gold
and silver, and contains high values in copper and gold,

't is said that the property will prove to be among the
argest copper mines in the world. New gold findings at
n
oplar Creek, British Columbia, and an important -I

overy of asbestos in Addington County, Ontario, are also

eported.

Lode-Tin ; Discovery of , in Queensland.

Eng. and Mining J., March 17, 1904.

In the Australian Mining Standard, Dee. 10, 1903,
iformation is given of the development of new tin deposits
i the vicinity of Keid's Creek, Queensland. The ore
tcurs in veins cutting granite and slate, and, in places, is

iry rich. From one vein, 9 ft. wide, material has been
ken out which yielded 18 per cent, of black tin, while

|
ether vein of stiJl larger size also carries rich ore.

Itveral properties are now under development, and the
'jher-grade ore is being transported in waggons to

;vinebank for crushing.

Lead-Zinc Deposit in Germany.

Eng. and Mining J., March 17, 1904.

t is reported that a large deposit of lead-zinc ore has
u found near Loutzen, south-west of Aachen, Germanv.
iB deposit has been proved by boring operations, and will

«;ieveloped in the near future.

H Metallic Manganese : U.S. Customs Decision.

Feb. 5, 1904.

Best metallic manganese without carbon, 96—98 per
* :.," and valued at about 1,200 dols. per ton, is dutiable
a' per cent, ad valorem as a " metal unwrought," under
P' -graph i83 of the present tariff. The claim of the
m jrter for assessment of duty at 4 dols. a ton as

" ferromanganese," under paragraph 122, was overruled,
as an analysis showed that it was metallic manganese, and
cot ferromaDganese.—R. W. M.

Rutile : U.S. Customs Decision.

Feb. 3, 1904.

< ertain rutile was assessed for duty at 20 per cent, ad
valorem, under paragraph 183 of the present tariff, as a

"metallic mineral substance in a crude state." Au analysis

of the sample showed it to be native impure titanic oxide,

and not a metal. The Board of General Appraisers
sustained the claim of the importer that it was free of duty
as a "crude mineral substance," under paragraph 614.

—R. W. M.

Mineral Production of Canada in 1903.

Eng. and Mining J., March 10, 1904.

The preliminary statement of the mineral production of

Canada in the year 1903, which is prepared by the Section

of Mines of the Geological Survey, is as follows :

—

Product. Quantity. Value.

Metallic.

Lb.
Gold
Iron ore (exports)
Pig iron from Canadian ore „
Lead Lb.
.Nickel

Silver Oz.
Zinc Lb.

Total metallic

Non-metallic.

Actinolite Tons
Arsenic

IS

Asbeslic
Chrouute
Coal
Coke
Corundum

,

Feldspar
Fireclay
Graphite
Grindstones
' i.vpsum
Limestone for llnx

Manganese ore (exports)
Mica
Mineral pigments :

—
Baryta Tons
Ochres

Mineral water
Moulding sind Tons
.Natural gas
Peat Tons
Petroleum Bbl.
Phosphate Tons
Pyrites
Salt

Talc
,,

Tripolite

13,281,158

:ii;s,2:;:;

1,2,052

18,000,1100

12,505,510

8,182,000

90 I,

.-.-,0

257

81,780

10,548

3,383
7,996,034

614,132
No returns

13,228

2,317

738

5,588

807,480
277.452

135

1,168

6^26

'
3,568

'

1,100
461.836

1,829

33,580
53,537

698
s.3j

Dols.
-72s.2f.i

,881,490
H22..571

707,838
762,660
,002,204

48,600

38,707 103

3.1 IIS

15, tid

891,088

18,819
33.830

15,957,946

1,663,725

18,066
2,505

23,745

48 802
381,259
259,2 W

1,889
15! i, 17:;

3,931

32,440
100,1)00

7,256

168,900
3,3110

t'22.o72

S.211

126,133
33 I,ess

2,064

16,700

Total non-metallic.

Structural Materials and Clay
Products.

Cement, natural rock Bbl.
Portland „

( iranite
Pottery ',*.'.

Sands and gravels (exports)...... Tons
Sewer pipe
slate

,

Terra-cotta. pressed brick, .tc. ]

.

'.

'.

'.

'.

Building material, including
bricks, building stone, lime,
tiles, &c

Total structural materials and clay
products '.

Estimated value of mineral products
not returned

112.252

i;27.711

21,202,062

1,090,8*2

150,000

200,000

Total, 1903.

124.U06

317,970
22.11411

8,017,045

63,226,510
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The tons used id this statement are short tons, of 2,000 lb.

The average prices used in computing values of metals are:

Silver, 5345 c. ; copper, 13-235 c. ; nickel, 40 c. ; lead,

1J.17 c. The coke reported is all oven coke; gas coke is

luded.

The total production of pig iron in Canada in 1903, from
Canadian and imported ores, amounted to 297,885 tons,

valued at 3,742,710 dols., of which it is estimated 12,053

tons, valued at 707,838 dols.. should he attributed to

Canadian ore, and 255,833 tons, valued at 3,034,872 dols.,

to the ore imported.
The value of the total mineral production reported for 18

years past has been as follows :

—

Dols.

1888 10,221,255

lss7 11,321,331

1888 12,518,894

1889 1 1,013,913

1890 16,763,353

lsui 18,976,616

1892 16,628,417

1893 30,035,082

1894 19,931,158

Dols.

1895 20,6+8,964

1896 22,581,618

189! 2-.<

38,697,021

1899 49,584,027

1900 64,618,268

1901 66,339,158

1902 63,885,999

1903 68,226.610

The remarkable increase in the period from 1898 to 1900,

inclusive, was due to the gold discoveries in the Yukon.

The main feature presented by the mineral industry of

Canada as a whole consists iu the decrease in the grand
total of production of a little over 1 per cent, in comparison
with the figures for 1902. A comparison of the items fcr

two years shows the reason for this falling-off. The
shrinkage in the production of the Yukon placer goldfields

accounts for 2.250,000 dols. of the total diminution of over

2,500,000 dols. in the gold output of the country. This is

augmented by over 1,000,000 dols. decrease in the values of

the output credited to others of the metallic class, pig iron,

silver, lead, and nickel. To offset this the copper, iron ore,

and zinc industries exhibit increases, aggregating nearly

1,500,000 dols., leaving a minus amount of a little over

2,000,000 dols., against the metallic class as a whole, equiva-

lent to 5"8 per cent.

Advances were shown in several of the non-metallic class,

notably in coal and coke, limestone, mica, salt, cement,

and in some of the clay products. The total growth in all

the non-metallic- Bhowing increases amounted to nearly

2,000,000 dols., the advance in the coal and coke output

accounting for over 1,600,000 dols. of this. As against

these non-metallic industries showing increases, decreases

are exhibited in the values of the production iu asbestos,

natural gas, petroleum, and a number of others, aggregat-

ing about 500,0JO dols., leaving a net gain iu this class of

somewhat under 1,500,000 dols., or a little over 5 per cent.,

to offset the above-mentioned falling off in the metallic class,

the final difference iu the grand totals for the two years

amounting to uearly 660,000 dols., or a proportional

decrease of about 1 per cent.

Exports.—The following table shows the chief items of

minerals exported .luting the year:—

Product. Quantity. Value.

Lb.
Lsbestos Tons

vc Lb.
black or coarse. He

N ickel n- ore, mat te, Ac
in in ore, concentrates, &c. <>/.

Silver in ore, Ac
Mica Lb.
Iron ore Tens
Graphite, crude i ! t.

Pyrites Tons

31,780

203,701

283

956,244

Dols.

10,683

891,OSS

3,702,369

1,116,099

304
1 989,474
196,020

922,571
. ;o

59,604

Zinc Sheets, Nickel-plated i U.*. Customs Decision- .

Jan. 29, 1904.

A decision of the United States Circuit Court rendered
holds that zinc in sheets, nickel-plated, is dutiable at 45 per
cent, ml valort m, as an " article composed wholly or iu part

of nickel, zinc, &c.," under paragraph 193 of the present

Tariff Act, aud not as " zinc in sheets," at 2 cents per lb.,

under paragraph 192.—B. W. M.

XII.— FATS, FATTY OILS, Etc.

Oi.ive Oil: U.S. Customs Decision.

Feb. 3, 1904.

An olive oil in tins, invoiced as for machinery purposes,

and which was found on analysis to contain 2*63 per cent,

of free fatty acid, is dutiable at 50 cents per gallon. The
oil was valued at over 60 cents per gallon, which is the

limit of value at which olive oil can be entered free of duty
for mechanical or manufacturing purposes.—R. VV. M.

Wax
; Japan .

Chem. and Druggist, .March 19, 1904.

The exports of Japan wax from Japan during the

12 mouths ending December were as follows :
—

1901. 1902. 1H03.

4,049,1

610,000
16,000

790,000

3,521,400
i .i ii ; i.ixio

The gold exported was chiefly in the form of gold dust,

uuggets, aud the like, or contained in ores.

Note.—Kiu = 131b. Yen = 2«.0jd.

Cocoanct Stearink ash Vegetable Tallow
U.S. Customs Decision.

March 1, 190-1.

Cocoanut stearine and vegetable tallow were held to be

dutiable at 3.V cents per lb. as " cocoa butterine." (See

this J., 1903, 832).— K. \Y. At.

XIII. A.—PIGMENTS, I'AtXTS, Etc.

Printing Colour (Drcckfarbe) :

U.S. Customs Decision.

Feb. 17, 190-1.

An article of the above name consisting of powdered

metallic aluminium mixed with oil and turpentine, was

decided by the Board of General Appraisers to be dutiable

at 30 per cent, ad valorem as a " paint " under para-

graph 58 of the present tariff. The claim of the importer,

who stated that it was used in printing cloth, that it was

dutiable at 25 per cent. <n/ valorem as " ink " under

paragraph 26, was overruled.— K. W. M.

XIV.—TANNING; LEATHER; GLUE, Etc.

Bone Size: U.S. Customs Decision.

Feb. 5, 1904.

Following a decision of the United States Circuit Conit,

bone size is dutiable at 20 per cent, ad valorem, under

section 6 of the present tariff, as a " manufactured article

iiiicuiuiicrat' 1," and not at _ .'. cents per lb. under para-

I'raph 28 as " glue valued at not over 10 cents per lb."
B

' -it. W. M.

Sizing : U.S. Ci stoms Dei ibi

Feb. 5, 1904.

Sizing composed of ordinary and soluble starch 12'4c

per cent, dextrine aud soluble gum 9MI4 percent, gluten

1*77 per cent., zinc and sodium chlorides 0*77 per cent,

and watei 76 - 02 per cent., is dutiable at 25 per cent, na
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valorem, under paragraph 3 of the present Tariff Act us a
" chemical compound." Owiog to the fajt that this classi-

fication was not claimed by the importer in the protest, the

assessment of duty at \\ cents per lb. under paragraph 285
was affirmed.— R. W. M.

X V.—MANURES, Etc.

Tankage: U.S. Customs Decision.

The Treasury Department holds that tankage, the refuse

of slaughter-houses, is free of duty as a " substance used

only for manure," under paragraph 569 of the present

rarift Act. The view is also expressed that the provision

of this paragraph includes not only manures but substances

used in combination with other materials in making manure.
— R. W. M.

XVII.—BREWING, WINES, SPIRITS, Etc.

Wine Trade of Germany.

U.S. Cons. Reps., No. 1904, March 18, 1904.

During 1903 Germany imported wine valued at 14,016,490

lols. and exported to the value o
1' 5,977,132 dols. Of the

otal, 6,459 cwt. came from, and 85,518 cwt. was sent to the

Jnited States.

Alcohol Production of Germany in 1903.

U.S. Cons. Reps., No. 1S96, March 9, 1904.

A poor potato crop in 1902 caused a considerable enr-

ollment of the alcohol production in Germany during the

leason of 1902-3, only 89,372, 183 gallons being produced,

is against 112,110,842 gallons in 1901-2 and 107,229,799

jallous in 1900-1, so that the order of the alcohol trust to

mrtail the production was superfluous.

XVIII. A.—FOODS

Food Products ; Stindards of Purity for .

Times, March 28, 1904.

By an Act of Congress passed in 1902 the United States

linister of Agriculture was authorised to establish stan-

ards of purity for food products. This he has now done,

fter taking the counsel and advice of experts and official

Ries. The information is issued for the guidance of the

fficials of the various States and of the Courts of Justice.

teat is defined as any sound, dressed, and property pre-

ired edible part of animals in good health at the time of

lighter. Fresh meat is meat from animals recently

aughtered or preserved only by refrigeration. Salted,

ckled, and smoked meats are unmixed meats preserved by
It, sugar, vinegar, spices, or smoke, singly or in combina-
in. Lard is defined as the rendered fresh fat from
mghtered healthy hogs. Leaf lard is that rendered at

)derately high temperatures from the internal fat of the

domen of the hog, excluding that adherent to the iutes-

Neutral lard is lard rendered at low temperatures.
ndard lard must be free from rancidity and contain not

re than 1 per cent, of substances, other than fatty acids,

fat. Milk is the lacteal secretion obtained by the corn-

te milking of one or more healthy cows, properly fed and
t, excluding that obtained within 15 days before and five

•'8 after calving. Standard milk must contain not less

n 12 per cent, of total solids and not less than 8'5 per
t. of solids not fat, nor less than 325 per cent, of milk
Skim milk is milk from which a part or all of the

lm has been removed, and standard skim milk must
(tain not less than 9-25 per cent, of milk solids. Cream

efined as that portion of milk, rich in butter fat, which
s to the surface of milk on standing, or is separated
a it by centrifugal force. Standard cream must contain
less than is per cent, of milk fat. Butter is defined as

tl product obtained by gathering in aDy manner the fat of
il h or ripened milk or cream into a mass, which also

contains a small portion of the other milk constituents, with
or without salt. By two Acts of Congress passed in 1886
and 1902 butter may also contain additional colouring
matter. Standard butter is butter containing not less than
82-5 per cent, of butter fat. Renovated or process butter
is the product obtained by melting butter and reworkiug,
without the addition or use of chemicals or any substances
except milk, cream, or salt. Standard renovated or process
butter is that containing not more than lb per cent, of water
and at least 82 5 per cent, of butter fat. Cheese is defined
as the solid or ripened product obtained by coagulating the
casein of milk by means of rennet or acids, with or without
the addition of ripening ferments and seasoning. By Act
of Congress, 1896, cheese may also contain additional
colouring matter. Whole-milk or full-cream cheese is

cheese made from milk from which no portion of the fat has
been removed. Skim-milk cheese is cheese made from milk
from which any portion of the fat has been removed Cream
cheese is cheese made from milk and cream, or milk con-
taining not less than 6 per cent, of fat. Standard whole-
milk cheese or fall-cream cheese must contain in the
water-free substance not less than 50 per cent, of butter fat.

Whey is the product remaining after the removal of fat and
casein from milk in the process of cheese-making. Kumiss
is mare's or cow's milk, with or without the addition of
sugar (sucrose), which has undergone alcoholic fermenta-
tion. Standards are also established for sugar and sugar
products, glucose products, condiments, and beverages.

XX.-FINE CHEMICALS, Etc.

Radium.

Times, March 21, 1904.

At the request of the Academy of Science, the Austrian
Minister of Agriculture, in order to facilitate ihe solution
of certain important questions relating to the nature of
radium, has ordered that from January 1 last until further
notice no trading should he permitted in the residues from
the manufacture of uranium colours at Joachimsthal, and
that 10,000 kilogrammes of those residues should be
reserved for purchase by the Academy and another 10.000
kilogrammes for M. Curie. These consignments are to be
devoted entirely to the purpose of scientific experiment.

Camphor ; Exi-orts of , from Japan.

Chem. and Druggist, March IS, 1904.

According to statistics which have been issued by the
Board of Trade, the exports of camphor from Japan during
the twelve months ending December were as follows :

—

— 1901. 1902. 1903.

4,165,757

3,905.000
3,953,211

3,405.000
3,985,364

3,538,000

Note—Kin = rS lbs. Yen = 2*. 0J</.

Cinchona; Exports of , from Java.

Chem. and Druggist, March 26, 1904.

The following table gives the exports of Cinchona from
.lava for trie years 1899—1903 :

—

1901.

Private plan-
tations
(Amst. lbs.) 9,752,639 9,366,596 12,018,397

Liovernment
plantations
Uluist. lbs.) 659,657 060,975

Total exports 10.412,296 10,027,571

758,796

12,777.193

1902. : 1903.

12,575,676 12,947,742

943,259 S08.581

13,518.935 13,750,323
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Cerium Oxalate ash HeliotkopiN :

U.S. Cpstoms Decisions

Feb. 5, 1904.

Cerium oxalate is dutiable at 2.'> per cent, al valorem as

a " medicinal preparation " under paragraph 08 of the

present tariff, anil not free of dut rium" under
paragraph 518. Heliotropiu is dutiable at the same rate

under paragraph 8, us a "chemical compound," and not

free of duty as :i "crude vegetable substance" under

paragraph 617.— R. W. M.

11 rDHOQDlNONE : U.*. Customs Dec!

Feb. 10, 1904.

Chemically pure hydroquiuone was assessed Eor duty

at 25 per cent, ad valorem, under paragraph 68 of the

present tariff act, as a " medicinal preparation." The
Board of General Appraisers, following a decision of the

United States Circuit Court, sustained the claim of (he

importers that it was dutiable at 20 per cent, ad valorem,

as a "prep.nation of coal tar, not a colour or dye," under

paragraph 15.—K. W. M.

Paraldehyde: I .S. Customs Decis

March 3, 1904.

The Board of General Appraisers held that paraldehyde,

prepared from aldehyde by the action of a mineral acid,

was dutiable at 55 cents pet lb. as a " medicinal preparation

in the preparation of which alcohol is used," under

paragraph 67 of the present tariff act. The evidence

showed that, while paraldehyde i> prepared from aldehyde,

the latter is ohtained by the oxidation of alcohol, either

directly or in the manufacture of spirits. The claims of

the importer that it is dutiable at 25 per cent, as a
" chemical compound " under paragraph 3, or at the same

rate as a "nonalcoholic medicinal preparation" under

paragraph 68 were overruled.— 1!. W. M.

patent iList.

N.B.—In theselists, [A.] means "Application for Patent." and

[C.8.], " Complete Specification Accepted."

Where a Complete Specification accompanies an Application, art

asterisk is affixed. The-dates (riven are (i) in the case of Applica-

tions for Patents, the dates of application, and (li) in the ease of

Complete Specifications Accepted, those of the Official Journals

in which acceptances of the Complete Specifications are advertised.

Complete Specifications thus advertised as accepted are open to

inspection at the Patent Office Immediately, and to opposition

within two months of tho said dates.

I.—PLANT, APPARATUS, AND MACHINERY.

[A.] 6239. Morison. t ondensing apparatus. March II.

„ 6437. Macgregor and Pearson. Centrifugal machine
for drying peat or like material. March 16.

„ 6144. Aneel. Crushing and pulverising machine.

[Belgian Appl., I let. 7, 1903.]* March 16.

„ 6548. Brooke. Furnaces. March 17.

„ 6727. Davidson. Furnaces.*

„ 6781. Foster. Multiple

March 21.

Grinding machines.* March 21.

Furnaces. March 21.

Jensen (White-Mylin Furnace Co.). Fur-

naces.* March 21.

; Haack, and Sultrier MaschinenFo.br. vorni.

11. Hammerschmidt. Vacuum diving apparatus.

March 23.

March 19.

effect evaporators.

Warwick.

Murphy.

[A.] 7078. Reeves and Bramwell. Apparatus for filter-

ing liquids. March 21.

„ 7i-7. Perrett. Filters March

7204. Bokelberg and Sachse. Continuous vacuum
distillation of fats, oils, tars, and the like*
March 25.

„ 7210. Justice (Telluridc Reduction Co.). Sj

of and apparatus for filtering liquids. March 25,

7258. Wright and Lennox. Filter-. March 26.

[C.S.] 6087(1903). Knudsen. Apparatus for liquefying

air and other gaseous lluids. March 28.

6599 (1903). Brownlow. Filter-. Match 30.

„ 8061 (1908). Mehncrt and Pape. Filters. March 30.

,, SS47 (1903). Heaven. Furnaces for malt anil

other kilns and drying apparatus. March 30.

9606 (1903). Claudel. Process and apparatus for

the gasification of combustible liquid-. March 23.

„ 12,984 (1903). Slama. Apparatus for the con-

tinuous distillation of hydrocarbons, fatty acids,

&c, and steam superheating apparatus therefor.

March 23.

„ 15,955 (1903). Grupe. Rotary driers. March 30.

28,328 (1903). Knight. Filters. March 2:<.

„ 28,518 (1903). Moll. Process and apparatus for

evaporating weak brine March 23.

„ 1503 (1904). Rockwell. Rotary furnaces. March 23.

„ 1975 (1904). Voiry and J. de la Fresnaye et Cie.

Process and apparatus for the distillation of

volatile liquids. March 23.

4011 (1904). Von Szathmiry. See under XVII.

II—FUEL, GAS, AND LIGHT.

[A.] 6162. O'Brien. Composition for improving the

illuminating power and destroying the smoke
and smell of burning oils or gas. March 14.

„ 6264. Nvt.ti. Purifying gas for the removal of

sulphur or sulphur compounds therefrom.

March 15.

„ 6302. Loomis autl Pettiboue. Manufacturing wood

gas.* March 15.

„ 6303. Loomis and Pettibone. Manufacturing pro-

ducer gas.4 March L5.

„ 6308. Kennedy. Treatment of peat, and apparatus

therefor. March 15.

„ 6314. Green and Martin. Process of consolidating

peat.* March IS.

„ 6335. Thuman. Water-gas apparatus. Mai

„ 6527. Thompson (Moore). Process and apparatus

for quenching and bleaching coke.* March 17.

„ 6540. Brookes (Makeever). Means and apparatnt

for use in treating: and enriching gas.' March I"

„ 6719. Talbot and Mond. Gas producers. Mat

„ 6837. Wise. Liquid fuel, and the manufacture ol

products pertaining thereto. March 21.

6860. Cutler, Cutler, and Cutler. Gas puriticr-

Mareh 21.

„ 6957. Bowing. Treatment of coal and othei

bon- m itetials tor the production i

and coke or other carbonised -iib-t

March 22.

0959. Levis (Gee. Electric Co.). Filament

method- of manufacturing the same. March -

„ 6960. Levis (Gen. Electric Co.). Filaments,*

method- ,i manufacturing the same. March ti

-
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[A.] 6972. Gerard and Fiedler. Electrodes for arc

lamps. March 22.

„ 6981. Kennedy. Gas producers. March 2;;.

„ 6999. Forster. Gas producers and like apparatus.

March 23.

„ 7079. Whitworth. Gas producers. March 24.

„ 7145. Imray (Pintsch). Bunsen burners. March 24.

„ 7298. Fleming. Arc-lamp electrodes. [U.S. Appl.,

March 26, 19113.]* March 26.

„ 7299. Fleming. Arc-light electrodes, and method
of making same. [U.S. Appl., March 26, 1903.]*

March 26.

090 (1903). Burschell. Method of removing sul-

phuretted hydrogen from gases with simultaneous

recovery of sulphur. March 23.

„ 9606 (1903). Claudel. See under 1.

„ 10.852 (1903). Grundy. Manufacture of incan-

descent mantles. March 30.

„ 17,327(1903). Von Bauer. Coke ovens. March 30.

„ 23,045 (1903). Good and SpeDcer. Apparatus for

the purification of eoal-sras. March 30.

III.—DESTEUCTIVE DISTILLATION', TAR
PRODUCTS, PETROLEUM, AND

MINERAL WAXES.

£A.] 6302. Loomis and Pettibone. See under It.

„ 6554. McClelland and Risk. See under XII.

„ 6891. Zimpell. Saturator for the recovery id*

sulphate of ammonia from ammonia ga

March 22.

„ 7204. Bokelberg and Sachse. See under I.

T.S.j 10,004 (1908). Heber. See under XIII B.

12,984 (1903). Slama. See under I.

IV.—COLOURING MATTERS AND DYESTUFFS.

[A.] 6217. Abel (Act.-Ges. f. Anilinfabr.). Manufac-
ture of colour lakes from sulphur dyestuffs.

March 14.

6225. Johnson (Bidische Anilin und Soda Fabrik).
Manufacture of indoxyl and its derivatives.

March 14.

6226. Johnson (Badi-ehe Anilin und Soda Fabrik).
Manufacture of indigo white. March 14.

6552. Imray (Meister, Lucius und Briining).

Manufacture of blue sulphurised dvestuffs.

March 17.

674). Abel (Act.-Ges. f. Anilinfabr.
-

,. Manufac-
ture of nitro derivatives of certain aromatic
bases. March 19.

6839. Johnson (Badische Anilin und Soda Fabrik).
Manufacture of azo colouring matter, and lakes

therefrom. March 21.

6840. Johnson (Badische Anilin und Soda Fabrik).
Minufacture of azo colouring matter from
o-ch'.or-p-toluidine and /3-naphthol, and of lakes
therefrom. March 21.

7040. Cosway and The United Alkali Co., Ltd.
Manufacture of blue sulphur dyes. March 23.

7041. Cosway and The United Alkali Co., Ltd.
Manufacture of blue-black to black sulphur dyes.
March 23.

I

7o42. Cosway and The United Alkali Co., Ltd.
Manufacture of green sulphur dyes. March 23.

[C.S.] 10,242 (1903). Iljinskij and R. Wedekind and
( o. Manufacture of organic sulpho-compounds.
March 23.

„ 11,630 (1903). Imray (Meister, Lucius und
Bringing). Manufacture of indigo dyestuffs.

March 23.

13,808 (1903). Newton (Bayer ami Co.). Manu-
facture of derivatives of the anthraquinone -

March 30.

V.—PREPARING, BLEACHING, DYEING,
PRINTING, AND FINISHING TEXTILES, YARNS,

AND FIBRES.

[A.] 6383. Mather, Hiibner, and Pope. Mercerising, and
apparatus therefor. March 16.

6418. Bartelt. Mode of cleansing and bleaching

fabrics, and apparatus to be used therefor.

March 16.

,, 6456. Brandwood. Tube lor use in dyeing, b

in;;, &c. March 16.

„ 6S18. Imray (Meister, Lucius und Briining).

Printing indanthreue and flavanthrene. March 2 1

.

7172. Wiley. Apparatus for waterproofing fabrics.

March 25.

„ 7261. Boardman. Process of dyeing yarn, and
apparatus therefor. March 26.

[C.S.] 3556 (1903). Gibbon. Methods and apparatus for

multi-colour printing. March 23.

„ 11,451(1903). Mann. Process for dyeing animal

and vegetable fibres. March 30.

27,870 (1903). Dittmar.

March 30.

Hank-dyeing machines.

VI.—COLOURING WOOD, PAPER, LEATHER, Ere.

[A.] 6849. Imray (Meister, Lucius und Briining).

Manufacture of miny-coloured, marbled, or
unequally mixed paper, and apparatus therefor.

March 21.

VII.—ACIDS, ALKALIS, AND SALTS.

[A.] 6143. Mills. Manufacture of salts of lead.

March 14.

„ 6216. Imray (Meister, Lucius und Briining).

Manufacture of stable hydrosulphite compounds.
March 14.

„ 6336. Haddock. Apparatus for the manufacture
of alkali metal. March 15.

„ 6337. Haddock. Manufacture of alkali metal.

March 15.

„ 6525. Bornett. Process for preparing aluminium
chloride. March 17.

,, 6608. Woltereck. Apparatus for the production of

ammonia and its salts. March 18.

„ 6697. Rigby. Manufacture of bleaching powjer.
March 19.

,, 6756. Kingdon. Apparatus for recovering by
chemical precipitation certain substances from
solutions of their compounds. March 21.

„ 6846. Lake (Soc. Anon. Ing. L. Vogel per la Fabr.

Concimi-cbimici). Manufacture of sulpl

acid.* March 21.

„ 6891. Zimpell. See under III.
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r \ 1 6S9S Boll-'- (Chem. Fabr. Griinau. Landsliofl and

Mover Act.-Ges.). Process for the manufacture

of neutral sulphate and of sulphurous acid Horn

bisulphate. March 28.

6903. Kamm. Apparatus for manufacturing oxygen

gas. March 22.

', 6921. Rous and Gonin. SeeunderXV.

6982 Burleigh and King. Production of ammo-

nium phosphate for use as a fertiliser or tor any

other purpose. March 23.

7056. Ashcroft. See under XI.

7074. KaufTmann. The catalytic proa s< for making

anhydrous sulphuric acid.* March 2 l.

[C.S.] 28,518 (1903). Moll. See under I.

4130 (1904). AhrendtS. See under IX.

Vlil._GI.A-s. POTTERY, AND ENAMELS.

[A.] 6200. Hilde. Glass-melting furnaces. March 14.

IX -BUILDING MATERIALS, (LAVS, MORTARS,

AND CEMENTS.

TAl 6600 Clemiuson Electric Lamp Attachment. Ltd.,

and Km". Manufacture of cement for use in

electric lamps and lor other purposes. March 18.

6631. McFarlane. Manufacture of tiles. March 18.

6635. Grondal. Kiln for burning cement or re-

ducing or calcining ores. March 1ft.

6841. West. Treatment by impregnation of timber

and other porous, cellular, and tihrous substances.

March 21.

6923. Reineke. Manufacture of cement asphalt

plates or slabs. March 22.

6948. Thompson (Montravel and Lesieur). Pre-

servation of wood. March 22.

7028. Levie Freres. Process for preparing and

burning cement and other analogous materials.

[Belgian Appl., March 30, 1903.]* March 23.

TC^ 6247 (1908). Magcns. Treatment of concrete. &c,

whereby the setting after mixture may be arrested.

March 2'!.

3769 (1904). Howorth (Jurschiua). Manufacture

of artificial stone. March 23.

413D (1904). Ahrendts. Manufacture ol artificial

stones or bricks in which the waste from the

Leblanc or ammonia - soda process is U6ed.

March 30.

X.—METALLURGY.

[A.] 6685. Grondal. See under IX

6750. Cowper-Coles and Co., Ltd., and Cowper-

Coles. See under XI.

6775. Parker. Production of black magnetic oxide

of iron.* March 21.

[C.S.] 11,002(1903). Reynolds. See under XI

11,29" (1903). Garretson. B'ast furnaces. Mai

11,303(1903). Garretson. Process of

or Bessemerising matte. March 30.

12,778 (1903). Turner. Apparal arating

metals from their crushed ores or material con-

taining same. March 30.

1890 (1901). Kurzwcrnhart. Siemens' regenerative

furnaces. March 23.

XL—ELECTRO-CHEMISTRY AND ELECTRO-

METALLURGY.

[A.] 6402. Britisli Thomson Houston Co., Ltd.

Electric Co.). Insulating compounds. March 16.

6C00. Cleminson Electric Lamp Attachment. Ltd.,

and King. See under IX.

6637. Sherman. Galvanic dry cells. March 18.

6750. Cowper-Coles and Co., Ltd., and Cowperj

Coles. The electro-deposition of metals. March 19.

6792. Leitner. Method of preliminary treatment

for accumulator plates. March 21.

6832. Webb. Electrolytic extraction of metals

from solutions. March 21.

7056. Ashcroft. Production of metals of the alkali

group by electrolysis. March 23.

7061. Leeds Copper Works, Ltd., and .lohling.

Electro-depositing apparatus. March 23.

[C.S.] 5891 (1903). Portalier. Electric Latteries.

March 23.

11.000 (1903). Reynolds. Electric ciucible ftlfl

naces. March 23.

11.001 (1903). Reynolds. Electric ciucible fur-

naces. March 23.

11.002 (1903). Reynolds. Method of melting stei

and the like in electric furnaces. March 23.

11,579 (1903). Greenfield. Anodes for electrolytic

operations. March 3D.

X1I.-EATTY OILS, FATS, WAXES, AND SOAP

TA 1 6281 Enoch, and Hose, Downs and Thompson,

Ltd. Method of and apparatus for extracting

oil from seeds, &C, and forming cakes. March 15.

6554. McClelland and Risk. Oil purifiers.*

March ! 7.

„ 7100. Hogarth. See under XVIII. A.

7204. Bokelberg and Sachse. See under I.

[C.S.] 12,984 (1903). Slama. See under I.

Xin.-riGMENTS, PAINTS; RESINS, VARNISUBSi

INDIA-RUBBER, Etc.

Moser (Stockert and Co.). Production of

oropound plate8. March 21.

61132. Webb. See tinder XL

6945. Jacobsen. Manufacture ofalloys.* March 22.

6997. Zenzes. Manufacture of iron and steel.*

Mat !

7809. Weiller and Weiller. Process for separating

from their ores copper, silv.r, lead, mercury, and

all other metals adapted to be precipitated from

an acid solution by means of sulphuretted

hydrogen, March 26. I

(A)

—

Pigments, Paints.

[A.] 6217. Abel (Act.-Ges. f. Aniliufabr.). Si i undt rl\

6782. Brindle. Waterproofing solution or paint.

March 21.

6S39. Johnson (Badischc Anilin undSoda l-'abiik)

See under IV.

6840. Johnson (Badische Anilin und Soda Fabrik).

Set under IV.

7260. Strange and Graham. Manufacture ol

paint vehicles, March 26.
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—

Resins, Varnishes.

[A.] 7068. Mahieux. Non-inflammable composition for

use as a protective coating. [Fr. Appl., March 26,

1903.].* March 23.

[C.S.] 10,004 (1903). Heber. Treatment of Russian oil

of turpentine and similar products, and of beo

zine or petroleum spirit for the purpose of

removing their disagreeable odour. March 30

16,691(1903). Walton. Method of embossing and
colouring lincrusta or like material, and apparatus

therefor. March 30.

16,693 (1S03). Walton. Method of colouring

lincrusta or like material, and apparatus therefor.

March 30.

(C.)

—

India-Rubber.

[A.] 6471. Robinson Bros., Ltd., and Gift. Mean- of

preparing rubber solutions and the utilisation

of such means and of subsecpient treatmeui foi

the conversion of wasta into serviceable rubber,

March 17.

XIV.—TANNING, LEATHER, GLUE, SIZE, Etc.

[C.s
j
11,028(1903). Preaubert and Thube. Manufacture

of an adhesive material suitable for use as a glue

or size, or for painting, printing, and other

purposes. March 23.

XV.—MANURES, Ere.

[A.] 6920. Roux and Gonin. Process and apparatus for

the production of a new chemical fertiliser,

March 22.

6921. Roux and Goniu. Process of and apparatus

for the recovery of ammonia from gases during

the process of manufacture and for the production

of fertilisers. March 22.

6922. Roux and Gonin. Production of humate of

ammonia for fertilising purposes. March 22.

6932. Burleigh and King. See under VII.

XVI.—SUGAR, STARCH, GUM, Etc.

Manufacture of invert[A.] 7089. Stein

March 24.

sugar

C.S.] 26,665 (1903). Salisbury and Kramper. Process

of obtaining syrup from beets, caue, corn, root

crops, or other substances containing saccharine

matter. March 30.

XVII.—BREWING, WINES, SPIRITS, Etc.

|[A.] 6415. House. Brewers' germinators and kilns

March 16.

6742. Kuhu. Process and apparatus for the

manufacture of effervescent wines. [Fr. Appl..

April 21, 1903.]* March 19.

6812. Wittenberg and Kauffmnnn. Method of

maturing spirits. March 21.

6975. Imray (Brauerei Gross-CrostiU Act.-Ges.).

Process and apparatus for drying, desiccating,

and roasting germinated and non-germinating
grain. March 22.

7207. Ramsay. Distillation and purification of

alcoholic liquids. March 25.

[C.S.] 10,093(1903). Johnson and Hare. Fermentation
of liquids. March 30.

„ 4011 (1901). Von Szathmary. Condensing appa-
ratus for preventing losses in distilleries through
the escape of alcoholic vapour. March 23.

XVIII.—FOODS; SANITATION, WATER
PURIFICATION; & DISINFECTANTS.

Non-alcoholic

Preparation of

(A.)—Foods.

[A.] 6282. Williams and Hutchins.
aerated beverages. March 15.

„ 6283. Williams and Hutchins.
leguminous proteids. Match 15

„ 6651. Lapparent. Preservation of alimentary pro-
ducts. March 18.

„ 6720. Rayner (Maemecke). Manufacture of milk
powder. March 19.

„ 6818. Thorp. Preparation of food products.

March 21.

6819. Thorp. Sterilisation of food. March 21.

*„ 7100. Hogarth. Treatment of alimentary sub
stances, oils, beverages, and other oxidisable
materials. March 23.

[C.S.] 9113 (1903). Reichert and Heydemaun. Process
of preparing dry extract of chicory. March 30.

9448 (1903). lveson and Wilson. Food prepara
tion, and method of preparing the same.
March 30.

(C)—Sanitation ; Water Purification.

[A.] 6689. Spence, Spence, and Peter Spence and Sous.
Ltd. Treatment of sewage and the like.

March 19.

[C.S.] 6181 (1903). Gray. Apparatus for the treatment
of sewage. March 23.

15,555 (1903). Hunter. Treatment of distillery

effluents or other polluting liquids, sewage, or
other putrescible material, soils for fdteriug pur-
poses, and agricultural land. March 30.

XIX.—PAPER, PASTEBOARD, Etc.

[A.] 6849. Imray (Meister. Lucius und Bruning). See
under VI.

,, 6989. Coulthwaite. Paper-making machines.
Match 23.

;C.S.] 27,339 (1903). De Pass (Gaertner). Manufacture
of articles from the waste of wood-grinding mills

and paper and cellulose factories. March 23.

„ 3909 (1904). Rowan. Safety commercial paper
and ink, and process for making (he same
March 23.

XX—FINE CHEMICALS, ALKALOIDS,
ESSENCES, AND EXTRACTS.

[A.] 6428. Lepetit. Manufacture of a condensation
product from hematoxylin and formaldehyde.
March 16.

„ 6652. Zimmermaun (Chem. Fabr. auf Actien, vorm.
E. Schering). .Manufacture of camphor from
isoborneol. March 18.
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[A.] 7193. Livingstone (Stein). Compound for use in

medicine, and process of making same. March 25.

„ 7222. Southerdeu. Manufacture of ethers. March 25.

„ 7223. Imray (Meister, Lucius uud Hi-lining). Manu-
facture of anti-bodies of all kinds, like agglu-

tinines and prajcipitiues. March 25.

[C.S.] 10,242

Co.
(1903). lljinskij

See under IV.
and U. Wedekind and

XXII.—EXPLOSIVES, MATCHES, Etc.

[A.] 6353. Curtis's and Harvey, Ltd., and Hargreaves.
Blastiug compounds. March 16.

„ 6916. Reichwald (Fried. Krupp Act.-Ges.). Per-

cussion fuses. March 22.

[C.S.] 11,440(1903). Orsman. Safety detonating explo-

sives for use. in coal and other fiery miues, or

for general blastiug purposes. March 23.

Printed and Published bj Kyrk ami SroiriswooriE East Hardin*- Strwt. London B.C., for the Bocletyof Chemical ImliiBtry.—P9577
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JUBILEE OF SIR HENRY ROSCOE, F.R.S.

At Owens College. Manchester, on April '22nd, the 50th

anniversary ol' the date of Sir Henry Roscoo's graduation

us Doctor o!' Philosophy of the University of Heidelberg

was celebrated by a reception and pieseutation of an

address from his old University, his former students,

and from the universities and colleges of the United

Kingdom, the Continent, and the Colonics, and from man;
scientific societies. The University of Heidelberg, through

Dr. Thorpe, presented him with the honorary diploma of

Doctor of Philosophy. Sir Michael Foster, M.P., presented

the address from the University of London. Sir William

Ramsay presented an address from University College,

London. Dr. Thorpe also presented an address from King's

College, London. The British Association, of which Sir

Henry Roscoe was president in 1887, was represented by
Major Macmahon, hon. secretary. Sir Michael Fostet,

M.P., also presented an address from the Royal Society.

and Sir William Ramsay addressee from the Chemical
Society and the Society of Chemical Industry.

The following is a facsimile of the text of the add ess

presented by 'he Society of Chemical Industry :
—

lb SIR. HENRY FNFIELD ROSCOE
ph.D..LLO..b.c.L.j:.R.s.

The sociery oj: cbecnicAL industry founder, in isa

J
has hao noarlq tiucntq three qears of usefulness, dr. nas groiun inlo <x

large an6 luidelq sprmo association of meri.cancr to fiu-tha" the inter:

ests of technicolor professional. chcmislru.Js. lo qou. Sir fknrq Roscoe.

as its first pixsLdent. thememba-s ofthe Socirtq feci. thaL this prospcniii

is largelq due. -f» ]t iuas bq qour luise advice thaL the Socirtq adopt.*

a1
) the constitution luhirh it noiu possesses, an6 uihich has provc6 so ad?

muxiblu suitco for theduiirs uihuh it performs. >1 '"jhe form of Us ^

Journal., uihich appeai'eo for tlic. firsL time injanuanj 1 882. during--"

theiirar of qour presidcncq. has not malcriallq altered •. but it has not*

urallq grxxun tuith the times, an6it noiu constitutes an admirable"

rococo of the progress of Chemical, technologq in all lis branches.

1 H offoing thcii" most cordial ano heartfelt congratiurtuons. the '

CounciL onlL| acknouilalgc a. part of the debt ofgratitude luhidi theg

ouk; qou. anb theq trust that qou mug qct be long sparer* to enjog

manij happq <fe usefid qears of [ifc. cv. to ai6 than u»ith qouradyirr,.

To this .?ir Henry Koscoe replied as follows :
—

Nearly a quarter of a century has passed since a number
of friends interested in applied chemistry, amongst whom
I remember were Messrs. Muspratt, Brock, and Carey,

consulted me as to the desirability of founding a society in

Lancashire having for its object the closer connection of

scientific and industrial chemistry. I cordially endorsed

their opinion, but suggested that if needed in the North it

was also needed for the country at large. And so the

Society of Chemical Industry was founded. Its success

las been phenomenal, and the work which it has done and is

doing is of national importance. To the President, Sir

William Ramsay, to my former pupil, the indefatigable

Editor of the Journal, Mr. Watson Smith, and to the

dembers of Council, I tender my best thanks.

sNNUAL GENERAL MEETING, NEW YORK, 1904.

Tho Annual General Meeting will be held in New York
!ity on Thursday, Sept. 8th, and following days. Members
ho contemplate attending are requested to communicate
ith the General Secretary as soon as possible, in order

iat suitable travelling arrangements may be made. A
vised programme appeared in the March 31st issue.

In accordance with the provisions of Rule 18 of the

e-laws, notice is hereby given that those members whose
mes are printed in italics in the list of Council will retire

from their respective offices at the forthcoming Annual
Meeting.

Mr. Wm. II. Nichols ha9 been nominated to the office of

President under Rule 8 ; Dr. Edw. Divers, Prof. W. R.

Eaton Hodgkiuson, Mr. Max Muspratt, and Mr. T. J.

Parker have been nominated Vice-Presidents under
Kule 8 ; and Sir Wm. Ramsay has been nominated a Vice-

President uuder Rule 11. ~"SJ
-.-'«

•

»stH{

The Hon. Treasurer and Hon. Foreign Secretary have
been nominated for re-election to their respective offices. * I

Members are hereby invited to nominate fit and proper
persons to fill four vacancies among the ordinary members
of the Council. Forms for this purpose can be obtained,

on application, from the General Secretary, or from the

Hon. Local Secretaries of the Canadian, New York, and
Sydney Sections.

Extract from Rule 18:—"No such nomination shall be
valid unless it be signed by at least ten members of the

Society who are not in arrear with their subscriptions, nor

unless it be received by the General Secretary, at the

Society's Office, at least one month before the date of the

Annual General Meeting at which the election to which it

refers takes place. Nor shall any such nomination be valid

if the person nominated be ineligible for election under Rules

12 or 15. No member shall sign more thai one nominatioa

form."

E 2
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THE MEDAL.

At a meeting of the Council of the Society held on

March 23rd last, it was unanimously resolved to present

the Society's medal for 1904 to Prof. Ira Remsen, President

•of the Johns Hopkins University, Baltimore, Md., U.S.A.,

for conspicuous services rendered by him to Applied

Chemistry.

COMMUNICATIONS.
Authors of communications read before the Society, or

any of its Local Sections, are requested to take notice that

under Rule 43 of the Bye-laws the Society has the right of

priority of publication for three months of all such papers.

Infringement of this Bye-law renders papers liable to be

rejected by the Publication Committee, or ordered to be

abstracted for the Journal, in which case no reprints can

f>e furnished to the author.

2Lfst of iHfmbfr$ eirrtro

25th APRIL 1904.

(Baker, John T.,Easton, Pa., U.S.A., Manufacturing Chemist.

Uean, Percy, 10, Marsden Street, Manchester, Analytical

Chemist.

Krown, W. Anderson, 104, Kingston Road, Ilford, Essex,

Soap Analyst.

<'arhart, Dr. Cornelius. Keyport, N..T-, U.S.A., Pharmacist.

Eames, Charles J., 99, Water Street, New York City, U.S.A.,

Consulting and Applied Chemist.

Elson, J. Hugh, Monroe Drug Co., Unionville, Mn., U.S.A.,

General Manager.

Ilaigh, B. Wilson, 4, York Sireet, Barnsley, York s., Chemical

Engineer.

Hamblet, Abel Martin, c/o Oxford Taper Co., Romford
Falls, Maine, U.S.A., Chemist.

Hard, Dr. James, M.B., CordoDanes 1G, City of Mexico,

Mexico, Chemist and Pathologist.

Ilarker, Dr. George, 35, Boulovarde, Petersham, Sydney,

N.S.W., Chemist.

Illart, John J., Endcliffe, Park Avenue, Ashton-on-Mersey,

Cheshire. Calico Printer.

Hess, Henry W., c/o Toledo Gas Light and Coke Co., 327,

South Erie Street, Toledo, Ohio, U.S.A., Chemist.

Iluillard, Alphonse. Suresnes (Seine), prance, Tannin

Extract Manufacturer.

Jepson, John Elliott, The Star Paper Mill Co., Ltd., Feuis-

cowles, near Blackburn, Chemist.

Johnson, G. B ., 7, Church Sireet, Liverpool, Wholesale
Chemist.

Johnson, S. llearon, 7, Church Street, Liverpool, Wholesale

Chemist.

Jones, (ieorge Boole, Park Hotel, Williamsport, Pa.,

U.S.A., Chemical Engineer,

[iindemann, Ottocar, 5S, Victoria Sireet, Westminster,

S.W., Managing Director (Sorting Bros., Ltd.).

Losses, Dr. Clemens F.. c o Gulf Refining Co., Port

Arthur. Texas, U.S.A.. ( 'heiui-t.

McGill, A., 317, Queen Stieet, Ottawa, Canada, Analytical

< Ihemist.

Man-is, II. ('., The Russian Steam Oil Mills Co., 32, Kour-
landski Street, St. Petersburg, liussia, Analytical

< hemist.

lYlly, Russell George, 63, Rowan Load, Brook Green,
Hammersmith, \\\. Analytical Chemist.

Petty, Gordon N., 5, Wellington Terrace, Old TrafTord,

Manchester, Technical Chemist.

I'ortuer, Edward G., Robert Portner Brewing Co , Alexan-

dria. Va . U.S.A., Chemist.

lialph, S. Jamieson, eo demons, Marshall, and Carhert,

Honslet, Leeds. Research Chemist.

Sparke, Archibald, Public Library and Art Gallery, Bury,

Lanes., Chief Librarian, Sto.

Warburton, George H., 33, Kilhurn Priory, West Hamp-
stead, N.W., Analytical Ciiemist.

Watson, Percy, 534, Somerset Avenue, Taunton, Mass.,

U.S.A., Chemist and Dyer.

Weston, Thos. W., The Cocoa Works York, Mechanical

Engineer,

Wooleott, Herbert, 5, Alma Road, Highbury, N., Brewer's
Chemist.

Changes of Sfoottss.

When notifying new addresses, members are requested to

write them distinctly, and state whether they are temporary
or permanent. Multiplication of addresses is also to be

avoided as tending to create confusion. When sending

subscriptions, the use of the form attached to the application

helps in the verification of addresses, on which the safe

delivery of the Journal depends.

Alexander, D. Basil W., I/o Denver; 1020, Date Street,

Los Angeles, CaL, U.S.A.

Beetle. Murray C. ; all communications to 2210. Farmer's
Bank, Pittsburgh, Pa., U.S.A.

Brookm in. F. W., l/o 6; 8, West Street. Rochdale.

Burk, W. E.; all communications to 1372, East Broadway,
Louisville, Ky., U.S.A.

Darling, G. A., l/o Box 1024; P.O. Box 195, Fordshurg,
Johannesburg, South Africa.

Kern, Walter P., l/o Lafayette Avenue ; communications to

262, Paulison Avenue, Passaic, N.J., U.S.A. ; Journals
as before.

Ivoechl, Victor; all communications to P.O.Box 159, New
York City, U.S.A.

Lowson, Dr. J. G. Flowerdew, l/o Lasswade ; Polton Paper

Works, Midlothian.

Ramsden, A., l/o India; York Villa, Walmcrsley lioail.

Bury, Lancashire.

Reinheiz, Otto; communications to 181, Cromwell Road,

London, S.W.

Richmond, Sylvester I'., l/o Sheffield; Royal Victoria Yard

Deptford, s.e.

Robertson, Alex. A., l/o Grassendale ; Itivcrsdale, Cres-

sington Park, Liverpool.

Rouse, Wm., l/o John Street; Kiie.' Edward Street

Alexandria, Dumbartonshire.

Savage, (i. M., l/o New York; Albeit Toilc Soap Ce

168, McCord Street, Montreal, Canada.

Seligman, Dr. 1!.. 1 Kensington; c o Messrs. .1. a:id W
Seligmau, Mills Building, New York Cit*. U.S.A.

Shnles, C. A., In General Chemical Co. ; 25, Broad Stree'

New York City, U.S.A., Chemical Agent.

Skinner, Hcrvey J., l'o Exchange Place; c/o Little an.

Walker, 93* Brool Street. Boston, Mass., U.S.A.

Smither, F. W., I o Nashville; 802, Locust Street, Kuiiw

City, Mo.. U.S.A.

Stevenot, G. A., l/o William Street; c> II. A. MeU Co

122, Hudson Street. New York City. U s.A.

SwiLdells, Si th. l/o Kidsgrove; The Laurels, Scholai

Stuke (Hi-Trent.

Tinntom, I'r Win , 1 o New Brighton ;
retain Journals.

\ asey, T. E , l/o Montreal ; retain Journals.

Walker, lleiirv V.. l/o Clinton Street; 7no, Park 1'

Brooklyn, K.Y., U.S.A.

Walker, .las. W., lo Fcrnlea ; Castle Park, Irvi:,e, N.li.

Wheeler, E. ; Journals to 33, Churchill Street, Oldham (»

Leicester, a- given on April 15th).

Wooleott. C. II.. 1 o Croydon; 2, Carolina Terrace, Uonl

nottc, ( oik, Ireland.

Young, Chas. C, l/o New York; c/o Farbenfiibriken

Elhcrfeld Co., Charlotte, N.C., Is \
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MEMBER OMITTED FROM LIST.

902. Palmer, Fred. G., co Colton Powder Co., Ltd.,

Milling, near Liverpool, Analyst.

IBfatbs;.

\ifken, Dr. A. P., 38, Garscube Terrace, Edinburgh.

April 17.

jlade, H. E., India-Rubber Works, Streatham Common,
S.W. April 4.

The Commercial. Intelligence Branch of the Board of

Bade will be moved from 00. Parliament Street, S.W., on

Saturday, 30th April, and will be opened at 73, Basingball

Street, EC., on Monday, and May.

Canadian gtrtton.

Meeting held at Toronto, on March 25th, 1904.

PROF. W. R. LANG IN TEE CHAIR.

A paper on " Perfumery " was read by Mr. A. P. Taylor
and one by Mr. A. McGill on the " Experimental Treatment
of Hard Waters."

OX THE DECOMPOSITION OF BENZENE AT
HIGH TEMPERATURES.

EV G. W. MiKKE.

In the manufacture of both coal gas and carburetted

water-gas it is a matter of great practical importance tbat

we should have a knowledge of the temperatures at which
the various hydrocarbons decompose (especially those used
for enriching purposes), and the extent to which the de-

composition increases with increasing temperature. The
most important among these reactions is the decomposition
if benzene (C6H6 ). Suppose, for instance, we start with

he gas oils which are higher normal paraffins, the
ryrcgenetic reactions are such as are indicated by the

[following : — Higher paraffins —» lower paraffins —* defines

i-»acetylenes —» benzenes —» diphenyl, &c. —* naphthalene,

Ike. —* tarry matter —* carbon and hydrogen. The great

alue of benzene in increasing the illuminating value of gas
s well known ; and the nuisance that arises from the forma-
tion of solid substances like diphenyl and naphthalene, which
top up both pipes and machinery, is one of the greatest

bstacles in the manufacture of coal gas.

The precise nature of the above reactions becomes then
f practical importance, aud the experiments carried out
ere undertaken to throw some light, if possible, on the

•ansition temperatures of these substances. The apparatus
.sed is shown in Fig. 1.

To heat the furnace F, the rheostat R and the furnace F
were joined in parallel and connected w ith the street circuit.

The switch S was also inserted to permit of complete
control of the current from the working table. The
furnace was bented by means of hot platinum resistance

wires embedded in its fire-brick walls It was found con-
venient to surround it with J in. asbestos millboard, pieces
of which were readily cut without disturbing the edges, by
placing it between pine boards and using a saw. Ii»

assembling these into a box the edges were preserved for

nailing by securing tbe pieces in a vice. In front of the
furnace was placed a piece of asbestos with three holes,

which were punched by means of a sharpened brass tube
against a hardwood block. Two of these were for the ii>lot>

and outlet of the copper tube which wa^ to carry the benzol
vapour, while the third was for the introduction of a therioo
couple.

The pyrometer used was a Le Chntelier made bv Keiser
and Schmidt, Berlin. A thermo-couple, of 50 cm. length,

of platinum and platinum with 10 per cent, rhodium, was>-

introduced into the furnace by means of a porcelain tube
about | in. in diameter aud perlorated by two holes, each
about 1 mm. in diameter. To the thermo-couple were
joined the copper wires in the porcelain dish D, which was-
kept at zero by means of melting ice. The copper wires

were joined, as shown, to the pyrometer, which was pro-
vided with an auxiliary switch. The calibrations of the
thermo-couple were plotted on section paper for interpolation)

purposes.

For vaporising the benzene the device shown at V in>

the right of the figure was used. An electric lamp was>

mounted on a block. On the same block was secured ;>

piece of tin pipe about 4 ins. in diameter. A piece of

5 in. asbestos was cut and rolled to fit the inside of the
tin and thus prevent loss of heat by radiation. Tbe
benzene to be decomposed was placed in the pear-shaped
funnel P. The stem of this funnel was so drawn out that

the drops issuing from it would be very small ; the supply
was further capable of control by the tap on the stem of

the funnel. In this way small drops of benzene were
allowed to fall on the heated bottom of the flask, where,

they were at once vaporised and subsequently passed
through the furnace, the rate being easily regulated by
counting the drops.

About 6 ft. of seamless copper tubing, thin-walled, and
about y in. external diameter, the temper drawn by pass-

ing it slowly through a blow-pipe flame, were coiled

around a prepared spool, so that a coil of about 4| ft. of
it fitted nicely in the furnace, leaving an aperture between
the coils sufficiently large to allow the tube which insu-

lated the thermo - couple beiDg passed through to the
middle of the furnace. The ends of the copper tube passed
thiough the holes shown in the asbestos pad which formed
the door of the furnace, and were bent at right angles so as>

to terminate at A and B (see Fig. 1).

The distilling f^k was selected so that its delivery tube
fitted accurately into the copper tube at A, and the joint

was further secured by means of suitable packing. The
other end B, of the copper tube was provided with a short.

glass condenser 6 ins. in length, while au adapter of glass
tubing was slipped over the end of the copper tube, and:
secured by means of a section of rubber tnbing. The
adapter passed through a stopper into a sma'l glass vessel
in which were caught the products of decomposition.

Fig. 1.
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To determine whether the benzene had been decomposed

01 not, specific gravity determinations were made by means
of a pyknemeter. In all cases these were taken at 18 C,
the variation of the specific gravity of benzene for a

difference of one degree centigrade being very considerable.

Pel I

- ivity of tli- benzol employed D'SMSl

ducts after heating to US 3. 0'8S17G

-S202

.,

72" C. 0-88963

765 C. 0-90276

These results may be expressed graphically by the

following curve :
—

itfanrlKStrr ^ertion.

Temperature to

Quantity
which it had Appearance when examini

evaporated. in passing
through Tube.

Polarising Microsc

r.e. i .

20 Not hi No crj u te.re.

10 m •» -.

10 626
5 650 Polarisation ei li ars scarcely

in residue.

5 562 'line residua prominent,
small easily distin*

shed.

.1/. i 'my held <m Friday, February olh, 1904.

MB. HAS LKVIX-TFIN IX THE CHAIR.

A second method of determining if decomposition had

taken place was to slowly evaporate a portion of the pro-

duct to dryness, and to examine the residue, if any, by
the polarising microscope. The following results were

obtained :
—

The tube was further washed thoroughly with pure
benzol, and a number of fractions taken from J44 5

to 550°,

but it could not be said that the action became decidedly

perceptible until utter 550° had been passed. From that

point onwards reference to the curve (.Fig. 2) shows the

extent to which the benzene vapours become decompose
the temperature i

It would thus seem advisable, in adding enriching

material to, say, a water-gas, to prevent the added material

from being subjected to a temperature much greater than
701)° C.

The author wishes to express his thanks to Prof. \V. K.

Lung of the University of Toronto, for the interest shown
and the assistance rendered in ibis investigation.

THE LUSTRE, THE TINCTORIAL 1'IM ll'ERTIES,

AND ' UK STRUCTURAL ALTERATIONS WHICH
RESI IT FROM TREATING COTTON WITH
MERCERISING AND OTHER LIQUIDS.

BY JI I. It'- HOBNEB, AXD WILLIAM .1. TOPE, P.]

A ( <-,tent of J'ui't inf Appl
Chemistry, Muni s

< hnol Han hotter.

During the past few years we have been occupied in

investigating the action of many reagents on cotton, eon-

fining ourselves chiefly to the study of the effects produced
by reagents which cause an indefinite, or but little under-

stood, chemical change in cellulose. In a previous paper

we dealt somewhat completely with the changes in the

strength of yarn which result from the action of these

reagents (this J., 1903, 70— 77), and in the present paper wej
put forward the results obtained during the extension of

the earlier work. The new results enable us to elucidate

thoroughly the physical changes which lead to the pr'

tion of a silk-like lustre on treating cotton with mercerising
agents ; a preliminary note on this part of the work was

laid before the British Association at the Southport Meeting
iu September 1903.

The study of the action upon the cotton fibre of soda-

solutions of too great dilation for use in practical mereerisa-

tion must be considered as a necessan preliminary step to

the obtaining of information as to the changes iu the fibre

which are produced by mereerisation.

In order to ascertain whether dilute soda solutions have]

any actiou of a chemical or morphological nature on cotton,

we steeped dry hanks of twofold 50's bleached yarn inj

caustic soda solutions of known concentrations varying

from 1 Tw. up to sir Tw., and, after washing in COufl

water until all the soda was removed, dyed all the hanbfl
together wiih an untreated one for purpose of comparison,

in a solution of Benzopurpttrin 4 B. the amount of die-

stuff used being one quarter per cent, on the weight of the

hanks. After dye>ng in the boiling bath for half an hour

the hanks were removed, washed, and dried ; they were

then matched by the eye, an attempt being made to form

some quantitative appreciation of the relation between the

strength of the dyeings on the different hanks. This

D titative relationship, so far as it can be established in a

rough preliminary test of this character, is given in Table I.,

in which the letter " s " signifies " stronger than," and the

letter "w" means "weaker than," the repetition of the

letter indicating " much greater than " or " much weaket

than," as the ease may be.

that, iu a roughly quantitative way, the in-

crease of strength or weakness of the dyeing is proportional

to the number of repetitions of the characterising letter.it

is convenient to express the results of the trial and it-

e representation in a curve as in Fig. 1
" Although

we do not claim that this trial and it- graphic repi

tion by the curve have any rigidly quantitative

the following points must be considered as definitely proved,

namely :

—

(.1) Cold can-tie soda solution of 1 Tw. has a con-

siderable effect iu increa-ii g the affinity oi cotton for direct

dyeing colouring matters and, from (>' to about 18 I«

the increase in affinity for the dyestuff is roughly propor-

tional to the concentration of the soda used in the previou-

treatment of the cotton.

i 2 i Between 18' to 22 Tw. the increase in concentration

of the soda has a greater effect in increasing the affinity ot

' In tin- curve we have plotted tl ration of the s"d» '"

T«: the strength in degrees TwaddeU isnWgBU
proportional to the ] entration.
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lie cotton for the colour than has a corresponding increase

f concentration in soda of lower strength.

(3) The effect referred to in (2) becomes greater with

oda of density 22° to 26 J Tw., and much greater still with

Dda of from 26 to 30° Tw.
(4) Above 30° Tw., however, an increase in strength of

he soda exerts a less effect than before in increasing the

ffinity of the cotton for the colour, so that raising the

treugth of the soda solution from 30
3
to lO

11

Tw., has only

.bout the same effect in increasing the affinity of the fibre

br colour as increasing the concentration of the soda from
16° to 28 Tw. or from 2S ;

to 30
3 Tw. At above 43° Tw.,

ncreased concentration of the soda produces but little effect

1 heightenuis the shade produced on dyeing, so that

iracticallv the maximum increase in affinity for colour is

|Dt by treating with soda of any concentration between
15° and 70° Tw., and an experienced eye is needed to see

hat the dyeing on the hank treated with 70° Tw. soda is

Wronger than that on the hank treated with 55° Tw. soda.

(5) As the concentration of the soda used in mercerising

i increased above TO
3 Tw., an actual diminution in the

iffinity of the fibre for the dyestuff accompanies the in-

Base in concentration ; thus, the hank treated with soda
if 70 Tw. dyes much more strongly than does that treated

vitli B'J Tw. lye. This reversal of the action of the soda is

)f so strongly marked a character that the hauk treated

»ith soda of so Tw. dyes to the same shade as that treated

vith soil., of 35 Tw.

Table I.

Hanks treated with various Strengths, slated in Tuaddell
degrees, of Soda Lye at 19 (,'., and afterwards
dyed with \ per cent, of Benzopurpurin 4 B,

calculated on Hie Weight of the Hanks.

Tw.
1 2 s
o 2 s

3 2s
4 2 s

5 2s
6 2s
7 2s
X 2 s

;i 2s
10 2s
12 2s

Tw.

1

2
3
4
5
o
7
S
9

10

' Tw.
14
16
18
20

22
li
26
2s
.'it I

35

°Tw. °Tw.
2s 12 a :, 2s
2s 14 30 s

2s in 55 s

3S 18 60 s

4s 20 .,:, s

Gs 22 70 s

6s 24 75 3w
1(13 26 80 7 w
HIS 28 80 equals

i

8S 30
3s 35

' Tw.
40
45
£<>

55
60
65
70
75
35

Since the observation is now made for the first time, that

lighly concentrated caustic soda has notably less effect in

ocreasing the affinity of cotton yarn for substantive colours

han has a solution of less strength, it seemed desirable to

epeatsonie of the trials.

Hanks of the same spinning as before were therefore

teeped in caustic solutions of concentrations ranging from
0'—80

J Tw. for 48 hours, and, after the usual exhaustive
'ashing and drying, were dyed with Benzopurpurin 4 B,
sing one-eighth per cent, by weight of colour on the weight
f the hanks ; the application of less dyestuff than in the
revious tests seemed desirable in order to facilitate the
lbsequent comparison of the dyed banks.
The results tabulated below (Table II.) were thus
btaiued, and confiim the previous conclusion that the
lost concentrated soda solutions have less effect in

icreasing the affinity for the benzopurpurin than do those
less concentration, although in the second set of trials

e turning point seems to be with soda of between 65° and
)° Tw., whilst in the earlier trials the turning point

ppeared to lie between 70
D and 75° Tw. This slight

iparent discrepancy might, perhaps, be attributable to
le different amounts of colour used in the two sets of

sts, or might possibly arise from the difficulty of
ipreciating such slight variations of shade as are involved
I true reason is, however, almost certainly to be found in;

.e circumstance, which is further discussed below, that a
nk treated with a very strong lye, on washing with water,
comes for a certain time impregnated with a rather
>re dilute- and therefore more active lye. In any case
! fact is clear that soda of 80° Tw., when applied to
ton yarn, does not increase the affinity for substantive
ours to nearly the same extent as does soda of 70

: Tw.

;

further, the concentration of soda which produces the

maximum effect in this respect appears to have a density

of between 60° and 70 Tw.

Table II.

Yarn treated at 20 C.with Soda of various Concentrations

for two days, and dyed with one-eighth per cent, by

Weight of Benzopurpurin 4 B.

Soda of ° Tu

.

Relative Strength
of Dye

Compared with Soda
agth in Tw.

50
55
60
'••;.

70

BO
sii

3 s

is
s

w

w
equals

45
.ID

li

65
70

::.

55

The reversal of the action of the soda in increasing the

affinity for colour during continuous increase in the

concentration of the soda with which the cotton is treated,

is further of interest in that it might be connected with the

generally h;ld view that cold caustic has a more powerful

mercerising action than soda of the same concentration at

a high temperature.

We therefore made a series of dyeing trials with hanks
of the same kind of cotton as in the previous case, using

caustic of 10°, 20', 30% 40', and 50° Tw., steeping a hank
in each solution at 20" C and at 80° C. respectively, and
keeping the solutions well stirred in the ordinary way to

ensure uniform action of the caustic ; after washing until

free from soda, the hanks were dried and dyed all together

in a boiling solution of Benzopurpurin 4 B, using 1 per

cent, of colour on the weight of the hanks. On matching
the hanks the results tabulated below (Table III.) were

obtained, the same roughly quantitative method of

description as was previously used being adopted.

Table III.

Tw.

10, hot s

10, cold 2s
20, hot 2 s

30, hot 3s
20. cold 2 s

Soda of
" Tw.

To! reated.
10. hot.

in. cold.
".", hot.

30, hot.

Soda of
°Tw.

Soda of
° Tw.

in. hot
30. cold
50, hot
411. cold
50, cold

Is 20, cold.
411, hot.

s 30, cold.

5 - 50, hot.

5 s 40, cold.

The result of this test is a very remarkable one ; it is

found that whilst caustic of 20 Tw. applied hot causes

ultimately a slightly stronger dyeing than 10° Tw. soda

used cold, 30" Tw. soda applied hot gives less depth to

the resulting dyeing than does 20° Tw. soda used cold.

The difference in action becomes accentuated as the strength

of the soda is increased ; and so it is found that soda of
50"" Tw. app'ied at 80° C. affects the hank in much the

same way— so f.ir as its affinity for colour is concerned

—

as 30° Tw. 6oda used cold.

It seems to have escaped previous observation that

caustic soda in such low concentrations of lye as 1 or

2' Tw. has quite a considerable action in increasing

the affinity of the cotton towards substantive dye-

stuffs; and this is the more remarkable in that it is

frequently customary to boil jam in caustic of 1° or 2° Tw.,

or even of slightly greater concentration, as a preliminary

to bleaching. In order to throw further light on the

question which here arises, a series of trials was made in

which the same yarn as before was steeped in caustic soda

of 1°, 2°, and 3° Tw., both at 20° C. and at loo O. for 15

minutes, and, after exhaustively washing the hanks treated

cold with cold water and those treated hot with boiling

water., all the hanks, together with an untreated one for

purposes of comparison, were dyed in the same bath with

j per cent, of their weight of Benzopurpurin 4 B. The
results obtained on matching the>e hanks are stated in the

appended Table IV.
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TABI i: iv

Strength of Soda. Strength of Dyeing. Strength of Soda.

1. cold
2. cold

:, I
..I I

l. hot
1. hot

2, hot

S, hut

.1 s

:; -,

:; a

.equals . ..

: 'I'M.

Untreated.
i old

2, cold.

l.cold.
Untreated.

1. hot.
Untreated.

2, hot.

The table makes it clear that the prevalent practice of

boiling yarn with a 2° Tw. soda solution lias no effect in

increasing the affinity of the cotton for substantive colour-

ing matters, although the same concentration of soda

applied coid causes a very considerable deepening of the

shade ultimately assumed by the yarn.

Many other chemical reagents are known which produce

on cotton an effect superficially similar to that obtained

with caustic soda, and which also give to the cotton an

increased affinity for substantive colours ; in order to

ascertain whether a different iufluence is exerted on the

dyeing properties by such substances when applied in

solutions of different concentrations, we have made several

series of trials with a number of reagents, using in each

case solutions of various concentrations. Hanks of bleached

cotton were steeped during the same time in solutions of

different concentrations of the particular reagent, then

washed, dried, and dyed in a bath containing :i per cent, of

Benzopurpurin 4 B on the weight of the hanks. The results

of matching the hanks are given in the appended table

(Table V.) :—

Table V.

Barium Mercuric Iodide.

6 vols. sat. sol. to 6 vols, water s

i; „ .. 4 .

s

s 2 .. ,- s

Sat united solution 5!

Untreated vain.
i vols. sat. s 'I. and G lis.

water.
fi 4
8 „ .. ., 2

The consideration of the above sets of dyeing trials

shows that each of the reagents dealt with behaves some-

what similarly to caustic soda, so far as concerns the

increase in the affinity for colour which it gives to the

fibre That is to say, as the concentration of the solution-

increases, the affinity of the cotton for the substantive

colour also increases : in no case, however, have we been*

able to observe the reversing effect which is produced

with soda.

The work described above having established beyond
doubt that caustic of high concentration has a less effect

in increasing the affinity of cotton towards substantive

colours than has soda of somewhat lower concentration, it

seemed desirable to ascertain whether other properties of

cotton are similarly related towards the strength of soda

with which yarn bus been treated : that is to say. whetb. r

any other property can be discovered which increase- i

magnitude as the concentration of the soda increasi

to a certain limit, beyond which its magnitude decreases-

with a further increase in the strength of the soda solutiou

applied. We therefore made a great number of attempt*'

to determine accurately the shrinkage which the application

of soda solution causes in cotton yarn, but for a long time

these attempts proved abortive : the extent of the shrinkage

is so slight, especially with dilute foda solutions, that the

small but unavoidable amourt of stretching to which the

vara is subjected during the final washing makes the result*

appear very confusing. Ultimately, we found it possible to>

take measured lengths of yarn, steep them in caustic soda

for a given time, and then to measure their lengths again

by re-reeling whilst the yarn is still soaked with lye : both

the reelings are effected on a small machiue in which the

yarn passes between two wheels, the lower, of about six

inches diameter, being connected with a counting mechanism,

and the upper one being merely a small but heavy cylinder,

the object of which is to keep the yam uniformly stretched

during its passage between the two wheels. Hanks of

•200 yards each of a bleached tightly twisted yarn were

steeped in caustic soda of various concentrations during

half an hour, and then re-reeled in the manner briefly

described; three parallel sets of determination were made,

and the mean of each set of three corresponding observation*

are given iu the accompanying table (Table VI).

Potassium Iodide.

T.v.

10
2il

° Tw Tw.
'hi n ated 411

varn. 75
•> 103

5 Salmated
10 sol.

Hydrochloric Acid.

Tw.

10

15
20

1 w. Tw
tut 1

1 ale l 25
vara. su

B 33
10

15

VI.

.Zinc Chloride

Strength of

Soaa.
Length of Hank
alter treatment.

Strength of
Soda.

Length of l

after treatnl

° Tw. Yards. °Tw. Yards.
198-0 .»> 171-3

1 ltHi'4 24 188 "1

•> itey; 2d 160-3

S 195 6 28 160-0

4 195-5 SO 158*1

5 195-2 35 150-2

6 19V 2 40 ll.i-7

7 193-7 45 liro
8 IM'l 50 148*1

» 194-0 55 ll'J-7

in 1942 60 14.-, -3

12 194-5 65 149-8

14 192-7 70 150-8

16 190-4 75 15-J-8

18 lss-7 t>0 154-S

20 186-8

percent, solution s

„ s

equals
2 s

-s

Untreated yarn.
2 p.r cent, solution.
4
10
HO

50

JVitric Acid.

<Tw.
:.

10
211

35
50

"Tw.
Untreated

yarn.
5

10
20

35

°Tw.
65
83

10<1

2 s

l" s (and
yellower).

yellower).

' Tw.
:.ii

In order to facilitate the comparison of these obscr

on the extent to which cotton yarn is shrunk by treatment

with caustic soda with the results obtained in the pi

dyeing trials of similarly treated yarn, it is convenu nt to

plot the shrinkage against the strength of the soda: for

this purpose the curves expressing the relation between

the strength of the dyeing and the strength of the soda ami

between the ana.nut of shrinkage and the strength of the

soda arc shown in the same figure (Fig. 1). All inspection

of the tabic shows that the most dilute caustic soda, even

of l°Tw., exerts an appreciably greater shrinking action

on the yarn than does pure water in the cold. Asthe

concentration of the soda is increased, however, the shrink-

ing effect is seen to increase fairly uniformly up to about

2 C Tw. concentration, whilst at about 20° Tw- a
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sudden increase in the amount of shrinkage effected is

observed to occur : as we point out below, tins concentra-

tion of soda is about the same as that which shows the first

appreciable action on the microscope stage upon the cotton

fibre. Above 20
3 Tw. the extent of the shrinkage increases

with the concentration at a far more rapid rate than before,

and the greatest shrinking effect is obtained with soda of

4.V Tw. ; as the strength of the soda is increased above

this concentration, the shrinkage observed diminishes con-

tinuously until the concentration of S0
:

Tw., the highest

which we have applied, is reached.

The results now put forward find an important practical

application in the action of soda of different concentra-

tions on a technical scale, ft is seen from Table VI.
that the maximum shrinkage is obtained when yarn is

treated with soda of about 43 Tw., but we have observed

that on treating yarn with soda of SO Tw. and obtaining

the slight amount of shrinkage which is noted m the table,

a further and quite considerable shrinkage takes place

during the subsequent washing. This is of course only

what would be expected, inasmuch as the yarn impregnated

with soda of 80° Tw.— a liquid of high viscosity—when
treated with water becomes impregnated with soda of

greater dilution, and the degree of dilution increases as the

washing proceeds. Consequently the initial shrinking

effect of 8o Tw. soda on the yarn is that noted in the table,

but the action which is exerted during the washing with

water is, at any rate during the early stages of the washing,

the action of a soda which has a much greater shrinking

effect on the yarn, such for instance as soda of 50
1 Tw.

On impregnating yarn with soda of about 50 Tw., and
afterwards washing with water, no perceptible shrinking is

observed to occur during the washing, the reason being

that the dilution has the effect of making the soda less

active than before towards the yarn, so far as shrinking

action is concerned. If we, therefore, consider what will

happen during the impregnation of yarn on the mercerising

machine or of a cotton fabric during treatment on the

stenter, it will be seen that with soda up to, say, 50" Tw.
the main shrinkage will occur during impregnation with

soda, whilst during the subsequent washing no additional

strain will be put on the arms of the yarn mercerising

machine or on the clips of the stenter. The conditions

are, however, quite different when the yarn or fabric is

impregnated with soda of a higher degree of concentration,

say, of "5° or 80° Tw. In this case less shrinkage takes

place during the actual impregnation, but, on washing
afterwards with water, the yarn or fabric tends to undergo
a further and considerable contraction ; with the high
concentration of soda, therefore, the greatest strain is

exerted on the arms of the mercerising frame or on the

clips of the stenter during the early stages of the washing
with water. There is thus in this case a certain tendency
for the yarn to tear or for the cloth to rip, which would be
avoided if a more dilute soda had been employed.

In connection with the dyeing properties, it is further

clear that the application of soda of 70° or 80 Tw. will

I

have a tendency to make the yarn or fabric dye unevenly

I

because of the more powerful action on the affinity for dye-
stuffs exerted by the lower concentrations of soda, which
will be produced locally during washing.
On inspecting the curves given in Fig. 1 it will be seen

that whilst the greatest increase in the affinity of cotton for

substantive colours is contributed by the action of soda of

about 70° Tw. concentration, the greatest shrinkage is

jobserved when soda of a much lower concentration is

ipplied, viz., of 45° Tw. This is doubtless due to the opera-
ion of the cause referred to in the preceding paragraphs,

biz., to the fact that the treatment with soda of 80° Tw.
ind afterwards washing involves the action, at any rate for

i short time, of soda of all lower concentrations on the
,ibre

; this would lead to the yarn treated with soda of
i0° Tw. and subsequently washed, dyeing much more
[troDgly than would have been the case if, after immersion
a the 80° Tw. soda, the whole of the soda could have been
emoved from the yarn without adding water. It should,
owever, be noted that on washing a yarn shrunk by the
impregnation with caustic soda, some change in the length
If the hank must be expected to occur quite independently
f any alterations in length produced by the action of

diluted soda temporarily formed ; the extent of such action

is still uuder investigation.

So far as the present trials can be interpreted, it would
feetn that a great deal of evidence exists indicating that

the apparently increased affinity which cotton has for

colouring matters after haviDg been treated wiih soda is, in

the main, proportional to the exteut to which shrinkage has
taken place. We have now in hand a series of tests

intended to elucidate this matter still further; tests in

which the yarn, after immersion in strong soda, is washed
free from soda with alcoholic solvents under such conditions

that the action of aqueous caustic soda solutions of lower
concentrations can play no part. A highly special case of

such proportionality between the shrinkage and the strength

of the dyeing would be that in which a given length of yam
removes the same weight of dye-stuff from the bath when
it is mercerised as when it is unmercerised ; the greater

depth of colour exhibited by the mercerised hank would
here be due solely to the same weight of colour being dis-

tributed throughout a shorter length of yarn than would be
the case with the unmereeristd hank We find, however,
on taking two hanks of the same length and dyeing them
both in separate baths of the same concentration, the one
after and the other before mercerisation, that the exhaust
from the mercerised hank is much paler in colour than that

from the unmercerised hank ; the proportionality is con-

sequently not of the special and simple character last

mentioned above.

We now turn to the microscopic examination of the

changes produced in cotton by treatment with mercerising

and other liquids.

The microscopic examination of cotton offers certain

difficulties which arise principally from the high degree of

transparency possessed by the fibre ; these difficulties are

greater after the cotton has been treated with mercerising

agents because the apparent transparency of the fibre as it

lies on the microscope stage is much greater than before

the treatment. Further, if mounting agents are used in

the preparation, more difficulty is experienced in the micro-

scopic observation owing to the refractive index of the fibre

approximating to that of the medium aud to the consequent
loss of definition. It therefore seemed desirable to apply

some artificial method of increasing the microscopic

definition, and resort was made to the examination of the

fibres between crossed Xicol prisms, a polariser being
inserted under the sub-stage condenser and an analyser

being placed in the eyepiece in such a position that its

principal section lay at right angles to that of the polariser.

The statement has been made (compare Guttmann, Manu-
facture of Explosive", 1895, vol. 2, p. 59) that under these

conditions ordinary cotton appears colourless, but actual

experience shows that all cotton fibres show interference

colours when examined microscopically between crossed
Xicol prisms. The interference colours exhibited by raw
cotton when examined in this way are not very brilliant

;

they are doubtless due to internal strain in the otherwise

amorphous material of which the fibre is composed and, the
strain being apparently but slight, the colours are of such
a high interference order that they are not visually

brilliant. In order to enhance the brilliancy of the inter-

ference colours the authors prefer to insert above the
polariser, and with its principal direction at 45° to that of

the polarising and analysing prisms, a mica plate of such
thickness as to increase the retardation of the light passing

through the preparation by one-eighth of a wave-length ;

this thickness of mica plate seems ordinarily to give the

best results, but the most appropriate thickness for Uf.e in

any particular case so as to obtain the maximum colour

effect in the fibre is readily asccitained by passing a quarts
wedge of the ordinary kind between the eye-piece and the

preparation, and noting when the most brilliant display of

colour is made by the fibres.

The microscopic examination of the cotton fibre between
crossed Xicol prisms, with the interposition of a one-eighth
wave-length retardation plate in the manner just described,

not only facilitates the observation of the outline of the

fibre, but enables the internal canal, cracks in the fibre,

and internal pecularities of all kinds to be made out with

great ease, the differences in thickness of various pacts of

the fibre being indicated by changes in the colour exhibited.
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The photographs in natural colours which illustrate this

paper have been made by the Sanger- Shepherd process

in ellintically polarised light under the conditions of

illumination described above, and the author's thanks are

due to Mr. Chas. W. Gamble, Director of the Photo-
graphic Department of the Manchester Municipal School
of Technology, for the able assistance which he has rendered
in the preparation of these Blides.

The microscopic examination of the raw cotton fibre

shows it to consist of a flattened ribbon, the edges of which
are somewhat thickened and usually slightly turned up

;

sometimes, however, the edges are turned up to such an
extent that they stand at nearly right angles to the

surface of the ribbon. The best drawings of the cotton

fibre which have previously been published are undoubtedly
those given by Waiter Crum (J. Chem. Soc, 18U3,

p. 404) ; these pictures give a good idea of the general

microscopic appearance of raw cotton and show the slight

thickening of the edges referred to; in polarised light,

however, the internal canal is distinctly visible as a

flattened tube-like structure traversing the whole length

of the fibre. Cram's drawings are, however, faulty in

one respect, namely, that the natural twist in the fibre

is not of the 1 c character which he depicts, but is

flattened, so that the twisted fibre has rather the appear-

ance of a ribbon which has been twisted and creased

lather than that of one which has been merely twisted.

It is sometimes stated that the natural twist of the cotton

fibre always runs in the same direction. That this is not

so is sufficiently indicated by Crum's drawings, and is

also evident on the most superficial microscopic examina-
tion of the fibre; the fibre is sometimes twisted in the

one direction and sometimes in the other. Further, the

same fibre is generally twisted in parts to the right and
in parts to the left, several changes in the direction of

twist being noticeable throughout the length of a single

fibre ; this change in twist is of great importance in con-

nection with the production of lustre during inercerisation,

as will be pointed out below.

Fig. 2 represents the photograph of a plain or untreated

cotton fibre taken in polarised light as above described, ami
in Fig. 3 is reproduced the same fibre photographed in

natural colours.

On placing a few fibres of loose cotton on a slide

under a cover glass on the microscope stage, and carefully

watching the behaviour of the fibres as a drop of caustic

soda placed on the slide gradually comes into contact with

the fibres, no change at all is observable in the cotton

until the strength of the soda used reaches 16 Tw. At
this concentration, however, it is seen that the fibres

untwist slightly during the two or three seconds after

the soda has come into contact with th-m ; the un-

twisting is very incomplete and is at an end within three

seconds or so at the ordinary temperature. (in in-

creasing the strength of the soda gradually, the same
kind of behaviour is observed until a concentration of

20° Tw. is reached, and here the initial untwisting, which
still proceeds with great rapidity, is followed by a very
slow uncoiling of the twist of the fibre; but even at this

strength of soda the fibre never becomes quite unrolled.

With soda of 22° Tw. bubbles of air begin to make their

appearance in the internal canal, and the transparency
which the liquid gives to the fibre is produced much
more slowly than with lower concentrations of soda. At
a concentration of 2b Tw., the initial rapid and the

later slower untwisting action become confused and only

one kind of uncoiling effect is distinguishable; that is

to say, the fibre uncoils slowly and regularly during a
period of about five seconds and the fibre is left as a
somewhat flattened ribbon, which is still slightly twisted.

At 28 Tw. the action of the soda is appreciably slower ;

the uncoiling proceeds for about 15 second- and has the

effect of removing practically all the twist from the fibres
;

at the same time, t he becoming transparent, which
apparently indicates the soaking in of the soda, prOCi 1-

much more gradually than before, and the running of the

soda through the internal canal with the formation 'of air-

bubbles is much more distinctly visible than at the lower

concentrations. With soda of 30° Tw. the twist of the fibre

for the first time disappears completely. With soda of

.')j Tw. the untwisting still proceeds with fair rapiditv,

occupying about IS Beconds for completion, and after the

untwisting has become practically complete, the fibre is Be! o
to swell, the swelling being : ccompanicd by an increase in

the transparency of the fibre ; the two changes are, however,
quite distinct, the swelling following the untwisting. At
10° Tw. fewer air-bubbles are produced than before, and the

swelling proceeds more rapidly, so that one part of the fibre

is seen to be swelling whilst another part is still in the
stage when untwisting is taking place. At 45° Tw. no air-

bubbles are left in the canal anil the latter almost completely
disappears ; the swelling and untwisting go on quite simulta-

neously and the whole action is complete mahout 15 se

The behaviour of the fibres towards soda of 50' Tw. is

similar to that towards the 55° Tw. solution, with the
exception that the action is a trifle less rapid with the Ive

of higher concentration. With soda of 55 Tw. it is for the
first time noticed that a perceptible interval elapses between
the wetting of the fibre and the commencement of the
uncoiling; this interval occupies about three seconds, and
the subsequent action is completed in about 20 seconds.
With lye of 60° Tw. no appreciable change occurs for the
first eight seconds or so, and then the fibres begin to swell

and to become transparent ; after the swelling has occurred
the fibres begin to untwist, and the uncoiling takes place
very slowly ami deliberately, requiring about a minute
for completion. With soda of Go' or 70° Tw. the

kind of action proceeds, the swelling preceding the uncoiling

and the whole action going still more slowly, so that with
70° Tw. soda evidence of action is still visible after two
minutes', contact. Soda of 75° Tw. exert- no apparent
action for at least a minute and takes about four minutes
for completiou ; the air-bubbles assume irregular shapes in

the internal canal, giving an impression as if the fibre had
burst open. With soda of 80 IV. concentration, the action

takes a still longer nine and nearly all the fibres appear a-

if burst or split ; a photograph of one of these burst and
swollen fibres is reproduced in Fig. 4.

In order to facilitate their comparison, these observations

may be conveniently epitomised in a table (.Table VII.).

Table VII.

Slrens'lli ol s ids

n Tw.

16 to Is

in

35
In

No apparent effect.

Incomplete uncoiling duringabnut a si

rapid uutwisting followed bvslugguo

Rapid and slow uncoiling become on.

ing s seconds.
Untwisting followed by swelling.

stingand swelling pr n ceding toe
Swelling precedi - untu istlug/.

The untwisting of the cotton fibre under the influence of

caustic soda has not been referred to by previous workers

in this tield ; it has the effect, when the cotton is merci

loose, of converting the fibre into a plain surfaced n>d

which is bent more or less irregularly, and which is very

much matted together or entungled with other fibres. The
entanglement of the fibres caused by the writhing which

attet 'is the immersion in strong soda is of course responsibM

for the difficulties which have made the spinning of cotton

which has been mercerised loose a practical impossibility.

As a point of great importance, which we now call atten-

tion to for the lirst time, is to be noted that up to a con-

centration of about In Tw. the swelling action of the soda

follows the untwisting, whilst at concentrations great

i

•Id Tw. the reverse is the ease, the untwisting following the

swelling. Since the concentration of about 40° Tw. is the

lowest at which an effective mercerising action for practical

purposes can he effected, it follows that the production 01 a

lustre on cotton is necessarily connected with the an
soda of such concentration a- causes the untwisting of the

blue to take place, cithtr alter the swelling is at an -

simultaneously with the occurrence of the swelling. The

in w observation, namely, that strong caustic causes the

cotton fibre to untwist, is therefore one of the determining
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factors in the prodnclion of a gloss during the mercerising

of cotton.

Confirmation of this view, if it be correct, should be

obtainable by investigating microscopically the action of hot

caustic soda solutions on the fibre, because it is known that

hot soda is not nearly so effective a mercerising agent as is

the same concentration of soda ia the cold. We therefore

took a caustic soda solution of J0° Tw., which at 20° C.

produces a brilliant lustre on stretched Egyptian yarn and

at 90' gives a lustre which is much less marked ; on steeping

the fibres in this at 20" C. on the microscope stage, the

appearances noted in Table VII. were observed, namely, that

tbe fibres swell slowly and afterwards untwist ; but on
arranging the microscope stage so that the fibres can be

examined under the influence of the soda solution at 90 I

it is seen that at the high temperature the fibres began to

untwist rapidly immediately they come in contact with the

hot soda, and that after this untwisting is at an end the

spelling effect sets in, but not until the whole of the

uncoiling i* finished. It is, therefore, clear that the neces-

sary condition for the production of a good lustre during

mercerisation is that tbe uutwisting should follow the swell-

ing, or at ieast that both swelling and untwisting should

proceed simultaneously ; and that the inefficiency of hot as

opposed to cold caustic soda in mercerising is due to the

fact that with the cold caustic the swelling precedes the

uncoiling, whilst with the hot caustic the uutwisting takes

place first.

The production of a lustre during the mercerisation of

stretched yarn has been previously attributed wholly to the

shrinkage and the swelling which takes place during the

aption of strong caustic soda ; we have now shown that a
new factor, namely, the untwisting of the fibres, is also a

necessary one to the production of au appreciable gloss.

The importance of this conclusion is such as to make
further confirmatory evidence desirable before proceeding to

discuss the exact way in which the untwisting is operative

in giving rise to the lustre. We, therefore, examined tbe

action of a number of other reagents on the cotton fibre,

using the same kind of method of microscopic examination
as in the above experiments. The results are here given.

Action ofa Mixture of ten pares ofSoda Lye of 28' B and
one part of Water-glass Solution of AV' B.—The use of a
mixed solution of water glass and caustic soda of the above
composition has been patented by .VIeister, Lucius and
BriiniDg (Eug. Pats. 10,784 of 1897 and 1 i ,3 1 3 of 1897),
and, as Gardner remarks (Mercerisation der Baurnwolle,
1898, 44), the lustre produced by it is inferior to that

obtained with caustic soda alone ; the mixture hinders the

shrinkage, although it increases the affinity of the yarn for

colouring matters. On allowing the mixture to act upon
cotton fibres on the microscope stage, it is seen that action
sets in slowly, the fibres beginning to untwist rapidly after

about five seconds' contact with the solution and becoming
quite straight after about 20 seconds. At the same time
swelling occurs, but to a far less extent than if caustic soda
solution alone is used. Measurements made on a hank
steeped at 20° C. and subsequently washed and dried showed
that shrinkage to the extent of 17 "4 per cent, was caused
by the action. The hank treated with this solution in the
unstretched condition showed slightly more gloss than the
raw yarn, whilst a hank immersed and washed whilst

stretched exhibited a distinct lustre, although far less than
if strong caustic alone had been used in the treatment.
Treatment with this solution thus causes untwisting and but
comparatively slight swelling and shrinking; and the faulty
nature of the lustre produced is traceable to the incomplete
extent to which these two latter factors participate in the
action.

Action of a Mixture of two parts of Soda Lye of 38° B.
with one part of Glycerin.—The use of this mixture for
mneerising purposes has been protected bv the Farben-
fabriken vorm. F. Bayer & Co. (D.A.K1. 8, 10,126 of 1897),
and is said to arrest the shrinkage whilst increasing the
strength of the yarn ; we found on immersing a hank of
bleached Egyptian yam in the mixture, and afterwards
vashing and drying, that a shrinkage of 13-4 per cent, took ,

)lace. The yarn immersed unstretched showed a slight
,'loss, and a hank immersed in the stretched condition

developed more lustre, although far less than if caustic soda
alone had been used. Treatment of loose cotton on the

miiToseope stage with the solution showed that the fibres at

first swell very gradually with the accorcpanimcut of but
little untwisting ; after two minutes' action the fibres are
still seen to be swelling slowly, but the untwisting begins to

proceed more rapidly. The whole action is far less marked
than if ordinary sofa Ire is used, but after the expiration of

about four minutes the fibres are seen to have assumed
somewhat the appearance of cotton fibres which have been
mercerised in the stretched condition ; this seems to be due
to the slow swelling having partly absorbed the twist in the

fibre, and in such a way that traces of it still remain as

ridges on the round swelled surface of the fibre.

Action of Sulphuric A rid.—Mercer found that sulphuric

acid exerts an action upon cotton superficially resembling
that of soda; we find that on steeping a hank of bleached
Egyptian yarn in sulphuric acid of 114 Tw., and subse-

quently washing and drying, a shrinkage to the extent oi

9 •.5 per cent, in length is obtained; at this concentration,

however, the fibres are rapidly attacked and partly dissolved.

A hank immersed stretched shows after washing a percepti-

ble increase in lustre. The examination of the action on
the microscope stage shows that the fibres rapidly untwist

immediately they coma in contact with the acid and at the

same time swell and shorten. More rapid untwisting and
dissolution is observed with concentrated sulphuric acid.

Action of Zinc Chloride Solution.—This reagent was also

mentioned by Mercer as somewhat similar in its action to

caustic soda. The microscopic examination of the action

of a 50 per cent, solution shows that the fibres untwist very
slightly at the moment of contact with the solutioo, but that

then the uncoiling stops and does not again set in ; slow
swelling and shrinking are noticeable. A hauk immersed
loose was found, after washing and drying, to have shrunk
by 2 - 3 per cent, aud showed no lustre; a stretched hank,
however, was fouud to have become very slightly lustrous.

Action of Syrupy Phosphoric Acid.—The shrinking
action of strong phosphoric acid solution was also men-
tioned by Mercer. We find that no action is observable for

the first minute and a half after phosphoric acid is brought
into contact with tho fibres on tbe microscope stage ; the

fibres then, however, begin very slowly to untwist and
afterwards to swell. This action proceeds until the material

goes into solution.

Action of Nitric Acid of 83 Tw.—Fibres treated on the
microscopic stage with strong nitric acid unwind very
rapidly; they swell, however, only very slowly and to a

considerably less extent than with caustic soda. The
shrinkage of yarn immersed loose in nitric acid of 83

d Tw.
amounts to 9 "5 per cent. Yarn treated under tension

exhibits a distinct lustre, which is, however, inferior to that

produced by strong caustic, and is about the same as that

obtained with the mixture of caustic soda and glycerin.

Action of Concentrated Hydrochloric Acid.—On immer-
sion in the liquid the fibres are seen to untwist rapidly,

although not so rapidly as in strong caustic soda ; slight

swelling and shrinkage also occur. A hank immersed loose

was found to have shrunk by only 1
-

8 per cent, after wash-
ing and drying, but exhibited no lustre, whilst a hank
immersed stretched developed a distinct lustre.

Action of Sodium Sulphide+Solntion.—The application of
a 30 per cent, sodium sulphide solution for producing a
silky lustre on stretched yarn was protected by Schneider
(I'.B.A., Kl. 8, 12,196 of 1896). We find that immersion
in snch a solution causes a shrinkage of 13 per cent, in

the length of the hank, The yarn, immersed either stretched

or unstretched, acquires lustre during tbe treatment,
although not to anything like the same extent as when
caustic soda is applied to stretched yarn. On the micro-
scope stage the fibres are seen to untwist and to swell but
slightly.

Saturated Potassium Lodide and Potassium Mercuric
Iodide Solutions.—We have previously shown that saturated
potassium iodide and potassium mercuric iodide solutions

have a considerable action on cotton yarn ; on immersing a
hank in saturated potassium iodide solution it shrank by
2 • 3 per cent, in length, and a hank immersed stretched

acquired merely a slightly increased lustre. The same
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sligb. increase in lustre was obtained on immersing a
stretched hank in saturated potassium mercuric iodide. On
the microscope stage no untwisting of the fibre can be
observed, and only a slight swelling occurs either with

potassium iodide or with potassium mercuric iodide.

Saturated Barium Mercuric Iodide Solution.—We have
shown that saturated barium mercuric iodide solution

causes a shrinkage and an increase in strength in cotton

yarn practically equal to that produced by caustic soda of

65 Tvr. (this J., 1903, "C— 77). ( )a microscopic examina-.

tion, however, saturated barium mercuric iodide solution is

seen to cause no untwistiog at all in the fibres, although

great swelling and shrinkage occur. A hank immersed
stretched developed but a. slight lustre. Xo action could

be detected on treating the fibres with formic or glacial

acetic acid, or with ammonia on the microscope stage.

On inspecting the results given above it will be seen that

the liquids which cause rapid untwisting, strong swelling,

and considerable shrinkage, namely, caustic soda, soda with

water glass, soda with glycerin, and nitric acid, are those

which cause the stretched yarn to acquire considerable

lustre. These three factors, in our view, are essential to

the production of any considerable lustre, and it will be
noted that when only two of these factors are operative no
appreciable lustre is developed on the stretched yarn.

Thus, sodium sulphide and hydrochloric acid cause rapid

untwisting of the fibre, but only give rise to slight swelling

and shrinking ; treatment with these liquids leads to the

production of but little lustre on the stretched yarn.

Again, barium mercuric iodide solution causes great swelling

and shrinking, but does not make the fibre untwist : this

liquid, consequently, gives rise to the production of but

little lustre on the stretched yarn. Lastly, zinc chloride,

potassium iodide, and potassium mercuric iodide cause no
untwisting and but slight swelling and shrinkage ; their

application is thus attended by the production of but very
little lustre in the stretched bank. A final, hot probably

the most convincing of all the confirmations of the truth of

the view that untwisting, swelling, and shrinkage must all

co-operate for the production of a lustre in the treatment

Of cotton is to be found in some results which we have
previously published (this .1., 1903, 70— 77). A hank,
tiu

- cm. in length, of an unbleached Egyptian yarn,

having the breaking load of 417 - 4 + 2-1 grms., was
immersed in caustic soda of 63° Tw., and, after washing
and drying, was found to have shrunk in length to 44 8 cm.
and to have increased in strength to 526*3 + :<'8 grms. A
similar hank immersed in saturated barium mercuric iodide

solution, after washing and drying, had shrunk to 48 - 9 cm.
in length, and its breaking load had increased to 526 "6 +
3*3 grms. The shrinkage and the increase in strength

effected by these two solutions was, therefore, as nearly

the same as could be produced during any test of a practical

nature, and consequently we can state thai the swelling and
the shrinkage caused were identical in the two cases. The
only other difference is that in the case of the caustic soda
rapid untwisting of the fibre takes place, whilst with the

barium mercuric iodide no such uncoiling of the fibre can be
observed; consequently, a stretched hank treated with this

soda solution developed a perfect lustre, whilst a stretched

hank immersed in the barium mercuric iodide solution

showed scarcely any increase in lustre.

The proof that the production of H lustre oil treating

cotton yarn with reagents whilst in the stretched condition

is dependent to as great an extent upon the newly observed

property of untwisting which the fibre possesses as by the

previously obsened factors of swelling and shrinking is

completed by the above observations.

We now turn to the consideration of the purely

mechanical effect which causes yarn mercerised under
tension to appear lustrous. It has been remarked above
that after mercerising and washing loose cotton fibres they
appear as plain smooth surface rods ; the internal canal is

almost obliterated and the fibre is curved or bent more or

less abruptly. We have, however, not been able to confirm
the observation of Lange (Farbcrzeitung, is'.is, 197) that

the surface of the fibre mercerised loose exhibits many
folds; the fibres aft:-r treatment show extremely regular

^trfaces and very few folds or creases are observable at

all.

Further, the absence of the folds to which l.ange refers

is plain from the photographs which he himself gives in

illustration ot his paper. The photograph, taken in polarised

light in natural colours, which we now give (Fig. 5) of the

appearance of a quite typical cotton fibre which has been
mercerised lo:>se, renders quite clear the strong contrast
between the appearance of a raw cotton fibre (Fig. 2), also
in polarised light, and the fibre mercerised loose.

( In stretching a raw cotton fibre on the microscope slide,

fixing it at its two ends in :i stretched condition by means
of drops of wax applied at the two ends, and then watching
it on the microscope stage whilst caustic soda of Cj Tw.
is acting upon it, a clue is got to the true reason of the gloss

produced during niereerisation. The fibre is seen to first

straighten itself and then to swell under the action of the

reagent, the twist remaining for the most part. After the

fibre has become rounded, gelatinous and swollen by the
absorption of the soda, the untwisting begins to set in. It

will be remembeted that we have shown above that with

solutions sufficiently concentrated to effect niereerisation,

the fibres first swell and afterwards or simultaneously

untwist.

One part of the fibre held at the two ends is seen to

become twisted owing to the untwisting of some other

portion of the stretched fibre ; later, another part is seen to

twist, perhaps in the reverse direction to the first, owing to

some other part of the fibre giving up its natural twist.

This kind of action goes on until the original and natural

twist of the fibre has hcenme more or less replaced by the

second kind of twist produced by the previous unwinding.

The fibre mercerised stretched thus presents the appearance
of a gelatinous straight rod on which a series of pieces of

corkscrew-like windings are visible ; on washing the fibre

and allowing it to dry. it is seen to preserve this shape. By
this process the original creased or folded ribbon which
constitutes the raw cotton fibre becomes converted into a

straight rod of nearly circular cro6s section which carries

on its surface, however, a series of spiral elevations ; at the

same time the fibre and the surfaces of the raised ridges are

perfectly smooth ; the rounded surfaces of these smooth
ridges reflect the light which falls on them from any
direction in just the same way as do the turns in a polished

corkscrew, and it is to the presence of these ridges, which
are absent in the original fibre or in the fibre mercerised

loose, that the increased lustre of cotton yarn mercerised in

the stretched condition is due. For the purpose of illus-

trating the appearance of these ridges on a cotton fibre

mercerised in the stretched condition the photograph in

natural colours of a typical fibre is given in Fig. 6 ; for

purposes of comparision a photograph of a similar fibre

taken in polarised white light is shown in Fig. 7.

l.ange (Inc. cil.) has ascribed the lustrous appearance

of cotton mercerised stretched to the fibre having been

subjected to tension whilst still elastic, and states that such

fibres present the appearance of "rods which are fairly

straight, stretched, and transparent, with—in comparison

with the fibres which have been mercerised in the loose

state—smooth, regular surfaces.'' The fibres, he remarks.

have the appearance of " a smooth tube.''

That our view is coirect and that Lange's is not, can be

easily seen on examining a mass of fibres which have been

mercerised stretched, cither as such or in yarn, upon the

stage of a dissecting microscope under a magnification of 20

to 40 diameters, allowing the light from some powerful

illuminator to fall directly upon the fibres. It will be seen

that the lustre or sheen of ihe whole mass of fibres is not

due to a reflection of light from the whole or a considerable

part of the length of the individual libres, but is due to

reflection from a number of points on each fibre, that is

to reflection from the sides of the ridges lying spirally on

the surface of the fibre.

Again, the cross section of a cotton fibre mercerised

loose is nearly circular and, if Lange is correct in his view-

that the stretching dining merccrisation has the effect ot

rendering the fibre smoother and more tube-like in appear-

ance, the cross section of the fibres mercerised under

tension should be still more nearly circular; whilst if the

hew view which we now advance is correct, the fibre

mercerised stretched should be less nearly circular in cross

section than the one mercerised loose. This must be so,
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because amongst a number of sections many would
naturally occur in which the section is cut across the ridg"S

;

in these cases the cross sections should appear roughly
polygonal in outline.

We do not reproduce photographs to prove that this is

actually the case, because Lange's photographs, which
canuot be subject to any bias in our favour, as they were
made without any knowledge of the existence of the ridges

to which we refer, show very plainly the existence of these

polygonal cross sections.

It is convenient to construct a rough concrete model to

illustrate the efficiency of such a method of obtaining lustre

on a smooth polished rod as that of raising ridges on its

surface.

Fig. 8 represents a photograph of a frame, the upper part

of which is filled with smooth-surfaced slightly tapering

glass rods, whilst the lower part is filled with similar rods on
the surface of which spiral ridges have been made by turning

them before the blowpipe. It will be clear from the figure

that the smooth rods—which are comparable to cotton

fibres mercerised loose—arc far less lustrous than the ones
carrying the spirals, and which are comparable with cotton

fibres mercerised in the stretched condition.

It is thus proved that the lustre exhibited by cotton fibres

mercerised whilst stretched has a cause which has not

hitherto been suspected.

The efficiency of the practice sometimes adopted of pro-

ducing a lustre on cotton yarn or fabrics by immersing
them loose in caustic soda and subsequently applying

tension, is at once explicable on the basis of our results.

The fibres being held in the yarn or fabric cannot untwist

entirely and freely as they do when immersed loose in the

caustic, each fibre being held by its contact with others in

the yarn ; when the jam or fabric is afterwards stretched

whilst still gelatinous from the action of the soda, the fibres

are straightened and the smooth and rounded ridges which
give rise to the lustre are thereby produced.

This paper practically completes our study of the physical

and mechanical questions which arise in connection with

the action of mercerising and similar agents on cotton. We
are now occupied with the determination of the composition
of the substances formed when the reagents dealt with in

the paper act on cotton and also with the quantitative ques-
tions involved in the absorption of colouring matters by
cotton and modified celluloses. The problem of determining
the composition of the addition compounds of cellulose has
been previously attacked by the ordinary methods of
chemical aualysis, but hitherto without great success. We
have therefore devised a method in which the changes in

composition of a solution are traced whilst the solution is

actually acting on the fire ; the composition of the liquid is

determined by means of the refractometer. We hope
shortly to lay the results of this further work before the

Society.

Discussion.

The Chairman' observed that the mercerising of cotton
fibres was a Lancashire invention, and that now considerable
light had been thrown upon the subject by the investigation-

of the authors in elucidating the various important points
connected with this invention, and especially in explaining
the manner in which the lustre was obtained on the fibre.

They were constantly charged by politicians and the press,
and by others who did not know the true Mate and condition
of things in our districts, with inefficiency and ignorance;
:but when they considered the improvements which were
constantly being effected in our manufactures, and the
establishment of new industries as the result of inventive-
ness and ingenuity on the part of Englishmen, they must
consider that they were not so ignorant as they had been
jictured by those who knew nothing about them. He
isked if it was not the highest acknowledgment of British
fficiency that foreign nations were building walls of pro-
ection which have not been found high enough to prevent
uveution.

Dr. Ad. Liebmann desired to know whether there is a
difference in lustre if the cotton was treated at ordinary
emperature or a lower one. He was of opinion th:it a
reat many improvements and novelties were still possible

in many directions. He had found that it was possible to
form metallic combinations—true chemical compounds, and
not simply the depositions of oxides on the fibre, from
which he had reason to believe that finally we should make
new and probably startling products. He would like to
ask whether there was a difference in the lustre produced if

cotton was mercerised on the stretch, or if it were allowed
to shrink and be stretched afterwards ? He further wished
to know whether the authors had made any observations ou
the force necessary to prevent shrinkage and to recover
shrinkage, and if they had found any difference in the force
required for these two operations.

Mr. Hakold Lee said the paper was most interesting,
whether from a scientific or commercial point of view.
They all had bad their eyes opened by what they had seen
and heard, and they must have been struck by the ameunt
of hard work and patience which had been expended in the
experiments placed before them. They had sufficient to
take away with them, and anything he might add would be
quite superfluous.

Or. Kxeciit asked whether the authors had made, or
intended to make, further experiments with caustic potash.
1 1 was well known that caustic potash has a very different
action to caustic soda. He also asked whether, when defects
had been caused by uneven mercerisiug, or perhaps by the
cold washing when caustic sodas have been used above
50° Tw., these defects could be remedied or not ? There
were frequent' complaiuts that mercerised goods were liable
to uneven dyeing, and from experiments he had made he
came to the conclusion that this irregularity was due to the
fact that the goods had been left exposed to the air for a
lengthened period, and that this exposure had brought about
the formation of oxycellulose upon the surface. The ex-
planation for this uneven dyeing as given by the authors was
entirely new.

Dr. II. Levinstein said it was often stated that mercerised
goods have a greater affinity for dyestuffs than unmercerised
goods. He thought the deeper shades were produced with
the same weight of dyestuff on mercerised goods as ou
unmercerised goods. It seemed to him that this should
not be the case. A deeper shade of indigo was produced
on mercerised than on unmercerised goods. He should
like to ask if the authors had ascertained if the difference
in shade of the hanks was produced merely by the colour
going on quicker than in unmercerised goods.

Mr. Pope, in reply to Dr. H. Levinstein, said that his
question was partly dealt with in the full paper; mercerised
yarn certainly takes up a larger proportion of benzo-
purpurin 4 B. from a bath of given strength than does the
same sample of yarn uumercerised. With respect to Dr
Liebmann's question, he said that the authors were able to
confirm the view that soda is a more efficient mercerising
agent at low than at ordinary temperatures.

Mr. HiinNEii, in reply to Dr. Liehmann, said that some
experiments had been made by Grosheintz with a view to
ascertain the force required to prevent shrinkage. The
authors are now conducting a series of trials, employing the
various strengths of caustic soda solutions used in the ex-
periments described in the paper, so as to further elucidate
this important question. In reply to Dr. Knecht, he said
that the only way which lie could suggest for reducing the
possibility of uneven dyeing of goods mercerised with soda
above 50' Tw., was quick and thorough washing with
boiling water. In replv to a further question, he said that
it was rarely the practice for pieces impregnated with strong
soda lye to be left exposed to the air for a lengthened
period; if this, however, should have bcou the cue, be-

thought it would be perhaps quite plausib'c to ascribe the
uneven dyeing of such pieces partly to the absorption of
water, and therefore to the corresponding action of lyes ot
lower concentrations on the exposed parts.
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Meeting held at Chemists' Club, on March 25th, 1904.

Dli. VIKGIL COBI.KNTZ IN TDK CHAIR.

ANALYSES OF JALAP.

I'.Y KlsSl'LI, W. HOOKB, M.\., M.S..

The determination of resin in ja'.ap presents no special

difficulties from a chemical standpoint, but in practice

there are several points at which the manipulation is

attended with Fome trouble. First is the propel sampling

of the root. Various methods of cutting, splitting, and

ruspiDg were tried by me, but all were abandoned iu favour

of a twist drill. This tool in dry jalap produces a finely

powdered sample from the interior of the root in proper

condition for subsequent extraction. In immature or

improperly dried samples the drill yields spiral pieces, but

has so torn and broken up the root that the resin is very

easily dissolved. The method of analysis is as follows :

7 to* 8 grms. of the fine shavings or powder are extracted

in a paper thimble in a Soxhlet apparatus with 95 per cent,

alcohol for an hour. The solution contains, besides the

resin, various coloured extractive bodies, which are removed

by washing with water. The alcohol extract is poured

into a porcelain evaporating dish of a diameter of 5 ins.,

containing hot water. The whole is heated on the water

bath until the alcohol is driven off, and the resin separates,

leaving a nearly clear solution. More water is added and

the mixture filtered, care being taken to retain the resin

in the dish as completely as possible. The washing with

hot water is repeated twiee, or until a perfectly colourless

filtrate is obtained. After washing the filter thoroughly

with hot water, it is dried and replaced in the paper thimble

first used, from which the exhausted jalap has been

removed. This is placed in the Soxhlet apparatus, connected

with a tared flask, and the resin in the evaporating dish

is dissolved in hot alcohol and carefully washed into the

thimble with hot alcohol. The contents of the Soxhlet

apparatus are then extracted for two hours, the alcohol

expelled or recovered from the flasks, and the pure resin

dried to constant weight in the air bath and weighed. The

use of the evaporating dish is recommended, since, where a

beaker is used, the masses of re9in adhering to the bottom

and sides often cause the cracking of the beaker as it is

heated and cooled. The clearness of the filtrate is also of

importance, as the evaporation of a slightly turbid filtrate

yielded a noticeable amount of re>in.

The above method presents no new principle, being

practically the same as that of the process For preparing

resina j'alapa in the United States Pharmacopoeia, but iu

analysing a large number of samples, attention to the

poin!> noted above hi s great!} facilitated the conduct of the

work.
A number of results obtained are given, to show the per-

centage of icsin found in imported jalap. The Treasury

regulations prescribe a standard of eleven per cent, of

resin.

The samples analysed represent lots of doubtful quality,

and of these 28 out of 98 are under tin prescribed 11 per

cent, standard, of which eight are over 10 per cent. There

is considerable difficulty in sampling inferior lots of jalap,

as the root- arc not uniform in size or character, and re-

-amides of the fame bag often show differing amounts of

resin. Complaint has frequently been made that the stan-

dard for resin in jalap is too high, but from the above

figures on suspicions-looking jalap there do not appear to

be just grounds for such a position. The well developed

ami properly dried root often runs r.s high as -JO per cent.,

as will alto worm-eaten samples in which the content of

is greater because of the consumption of the portion

other than re-in by the worms. The principal cause of the

occurrence of inferior jalap is want of care in gathering and

diNing the root on the part of the producers. In no way

can this be remedied more effectively than by excluding the

inferior article from import and commerce.

\c. Xo. Pi ! Cent. No.
'

ol Resin. fit' Resin. I Resin.

1 16-70 34
35 1510

68
62

17-1-1

7" 10

21 15 70 7-50
:t l.v.-,:, 36 ln-211 .1 1470
i 12' lli 37 2iii-.li 72 8-10
5 llVill 38 16-60 T4
IS 11-83 89 13-30 74 8-70
7 22-50 411 125 75 Ifoo
8 16-41 41 15-35 70 6-80
:> 28-34 42 Kr2n 77 iron

in 11-S4 43 11-1111 7s 10-70
11 17-84 44 s-lll

12 14-83 45 11-lu
15-00

70
sn40 i •in

13 12-47 47 12-80 Bl

14 10-12 48 12-00 82 11-00
15 10-12 .40 1 r in 83 '.<- 10

10
17
IS

1T75
WIS
11-81

50
SI
52

11-80
20-511

9-60

si 12-70

35 7-01

ID 9-RS 5'i 12-80 86 7-70

20 13-42 54 15-90 87 15-00.
21 15-14 55 10-50 88 11-34
22
23
24

11-14
14-60
14-98

56
57

12-20

11 ••.HI

- 14-30

!K> 0-14
25
26
27

11-75
14-67
12-80

68
59

60

11-60
13-60

LS-80

HI

92 13-67

28 10-42 61 U-20 03 8-00—
62 »-30 94 16-Ofl

29 13- 15 63 iron -.-.v.

30 14-80 64 7-:io 96 14-78

31 14-20 65 1S-8U -

32 10-15 66 11-00 07 1200
33 1S'C5 67 12-90 9S n-so

Maximum, 23*34 per cent.: Minimum,
12-0ii

l>
]• cent.

The different lots are separated by lines.

'14 per cent.; Avera-ge,

OX Till: CUPELLATTON OF PLATINUM ALLOW
CONTAINING SILVER OK C-OLD AND SILYKU.

EY \V. J. SHAHWOOD.

The following notes may be of interest in connection

with those recently published by II. Carmichael (this J.,

1903, 1324). The experiments were made primarily to

ascertain the extent to which lead is retained in the cupella-

tion of platinum alloys, aud the extent to which tin platinum

passes into solution during parting.

'it.- platinum used was found to contain a lit le in

the gold was prepared by twice precipitating with sulphur

dioxide, and melting with borax; the silver was pup,mil
by reduction of the chloride, and showed no trace of copper

or gold; the lead was practically silver-free. .".(I grms.

yielding only n-05 mgrms. on cupellation. The metals

taken were adjusted to within 0-05 mt!rm.,and the weighings

made to 0-02 nigra)., lint in tabulating the results most of

the fractions have been neglected. Two parting acids were

used in each case; No. 1 was made by mixing equal

volumes of water and of nitric acid of sp. gr. 1 42 j No. '.'

from one \ olunic of water and two of acid.

In the first scrier, equal weights of platinum, 100 nigral-',

each, were wrapped in about .'> grms. of sheet lea.

varying amounts of siher. or silver and gold, and cupelled

at a temperature suitable for gold bullion ; the} were left

in tin- muffle about three minutes after apparently " tinish-

ing." After weighing they wire warmed with No. 1 ac d.

washed, bciled with No. 2 acid, washed, dried, and weighed.

No. 7 was heated to anneal the residual gold, li

case except No. 8 the weight of the final residue exceeded

that of the platinum, ..r gold j- platinum, taken.

The " loss in parting " give- the silver and lead, or

silver aud lead and platinum removed by the nitric acid
;

"lead retained" indicates the increase iu weight after

ciipellotiioi. neglecting absorption of silver by the cupel.

With platinum alone, or with little silver, the cupelled

button is of a dull grey; slight increases in the silv.

;

give a in stalline surface ; with two or more parts of silver

the button closely resembles a normal silver button, hot has

a somewhat bteely appearance, aud is usually brittle if the

silver i- less than three times tile weight of phtiuum. .
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First Series.

Silver Gold TjOss in
Weight
after

Character of Effect of Acid on
No. taken. taken. taken. retained. Parting. Cupelled Button. Button.

Mirers. Merms. Mottos.

ST -5

U - s.

0"5

fifgrms.

137-01 100 Hard, silvery None visible.

3
10 1

ioo
25
50

si'o
26"2

5'5
8-7

150'5
167"5 Dull grey

'•

4 ion 100 -VII t ~ > 177-0 i. ^ err shsrht.

101 IS •i-.i 30 .;.p-il ,• Xouo visible.

G 100 2 16 4< 2»-0 218-0 Smooth, silvery Slight.

100 206 6 wo aso'O 12-0 " Powdery residue.

Second Series.

In the second series the amounts of platinum taken

varied somewhat— the weights of platinum, silver, andgold,
ranging from 300 to nearly 2,000 mgrms., 5 to 10 grrus.

of lead being used. The buttons were Tolled out to nearly

uniform thickness, and 200 to .IOO mgrms. cut out for

parting. For the sake of comparison all are calculated to a

uniform basis of 100 mgrms. of platinum. As the final

residues were less in weight than the platinum or platinum

and gold taken it was assumed that all the lead and silver

dissolved, and the figures under " platinum dissolved

"

represent the platinum or gold and platinum taken, minus
the final weight of the annealed residue. Results 6 and 7

are also included in this series for comparison.

In Xos. 7, 8, 9, and 10 the platinum was left after parting

in a very finely divided condition. On filtering the brown
decanted solution very little platinum remained on the filter,

but the filtrate was still brown ; on standing three days a

black powder separated, and the solution became almost

colourless. In Xo. 12 the cupelled button was slightly less

in weight than the platinum, silver and gold taken, the

silver absorbed by the cupel doubtless exceeding the lead

retained.

In No. 11, attempts were made to estimate the silver in

the nitric acid solution, by titration with potassium thio-

cyanate. In this and in other instances when platinum
was present, titration indicated more silver than was actually

[present ; the excess of reagent consumed corresponded very
closely to 4 mols. potassium thiocyanate for each atom of

platinum in solution, but the end of the reaction is rendered
very indefinite by the platinum.

I From an examination of the tabulated results it is

.jvident that the lead retained upon cupellation decreases,
itfhile the platinum dissolved by nitric acid increases, with
in increase in the ratio of silver to platinum. An increase
In gold, silver and platinum remaining constant, seems to

•' rea-e the dissolving of platinum, but more extended work
ji necessary on these lines. The retention of lead appears
jo depend mainly upon the fusibility of the button, oxida-
ion ceasing for practical purposes when the button
jolidifies. This was proved by cupelling alloys similar to

I, 2, and 3 at higher temperatures, the cupelled buttons
weighing less, but it is not thought necessary to give the
,!sult?, as these were doubtless modified by the greater
bsorption of silver in the cupel under these conditions.

rftottingftam Action.

Meeting held at Nottingham, on Wednesday,
March 30«A, 1904.

MB. J. T. WOOD IN THE CHAIR.

THE DETERMINATION OF THE
IODINE ABSORPTION OF OIL OF TURPENTINE.

BY T. F. HARVEY.

Since the Wijs method of determining the iodine value
if fats appears to furnish a true measure of their degree of

uusaturation, it was thought that it might be of use in

differentiating between pinene and limonene, the chief

terpenes respectively of turpentine and lemon oil, adultera-

tion of the latter with turpentine or rectified turpentine

being a common practice a few years ago.

Theoretically, limonene should absorb 4 halogen atoms,

since it contains two double linkages, while pinene contain-

ing one double linkage should absorb but 2 atoms, the

respective iodine values (theory) being 372 and 18(5—any
figures obtained in excess of these when working on the

pure substances must be due to substitution. Some support

was lent to this idea upon finding that three samples of

American turpentine gave iodine values respectively of 16t!,

198, and 221, while by the same method the first 10 per

cent, of distillate from six samples of lem m oil gave values

varying from 334 to 349. These experiments were made
in 1901, and were not proceeded with. My attention was
again attracted to the matter by the figures which Archbutt
gave for American turpentine in the Journal for Dec. 15,

1902, and which varied from 277-4 to 405-6 according to

the time of contact allowed. Recently, with a fraction of

American turpentine I obtained results which did not appear
to be in agreement with these. On looking further into the

matter, I find that the quantity of halogen absorbed by
turpentine is governed also by the excess of solution used
and by the character of the excess halogen present in the

Wijs solution— i.e., whether iodine or chlorine be present

in addition to ICI.

In the accompanying tables are shown the different

values obtained by varyiog (1) the time, (2) excess of

Wijs' solution, (3) character of excess halogen over that

required for ICI, (4) hydration of the acetic acid.

Solution A consisted of ordinary Wijs' solution contain-

ing ICI with a slight excess of iodine, 25 c.c. = 49 c.c.

X/10 thiosulphate.
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Solution B consisted of solution A into which a slight

excess of chlorine was passed. 25 c.c. = 51 -5 c e. N L0

thiosulphatc.

Solution C consisted of solution A into which a large

excess of chlorine was passed till 25 c.c. = G8 c.c. N/10

thiosulphatc. This was then diluted to about N/5.

The liquids used in these experiments were : (1) A
fraction distilled from American turpentine between 155°

and 156° C. ; (2) a sample American turpentine having the

following characters :—Specific gravity at 15' > C. = 0-8676
;

optical rotation (100 mm.') = +8
" ; refractive index at

20° C. = 1-4709; soluble in one half (or more) of its

volume of 90 per cent, acetic acid ; 95 per cent, distils

between 154°— 162° C, while the residue distilling above

170° C. was 2-7 grins, per 100 c.c; flash-point (Abel) =
94 s

F.

Discussion.

Tablk I.

Fraction of American Turpentine, distilling 155 — 156° C.

Mr. Arciibutt said he could confirm Mr. Harvey's
statement that ih • amount of iodine absorbed by oil of

turpentine from Wijs solution depended upon the amount
of iodine in excess, as well as upon tjie time of contact.

To measure the iodine addition value, a direct titration

would probably be best, if it could be made ; but for the

detection of adulteration, a high iodine value was an advan-
tage and the occurrence of substitution did not matter,

provided the results were concordant. He, therefore, pre-

ferred to add a large excess of iodine. The experiments

recoided in the following table, all made with the same
sample of turpentine, proved that, if the time of contact and
the excess of iodine were kept constant, concordant values

were obtained.

Time of Standing.

5 mins. 1 hour. 3 Hours.

Solution A. Excess halogen
used-42 per cent.:

—

205
-

7 20(1 2o:, -5

jiri 203'3 207-6

Solution B. Excess halogen
used =40 per cent.:—

227-5 223*0 229"1

lice. H,0 added 22;c

1

1 '.; - 229*0

Solution C. Excess halogen
used =32 per cent., trace

18 > 253*0

Tablk II.

American Turpentine.

Excess Halogen
per 1 lent

of Total Added.

Tirje of

Standing.
Solution A. Solution li.

21 1 hour 1:11-

30 151- 3

31 ,. L72-8

10 5 mins. 215
-
3 2'J.Vl

40 1 hour 215-1,214-0 i::,-\

40 3 hours 213-0 224*7

53 1 hour 332-7 348*3

SI " 409-0

With regard to the titration of the experiments, it has

been suggested that water should always be added before

potassium iodide, so as to minimise any reversal of the

reaction. In the Journal for Dec. 15, 1902, I showed that

this led to incorrect results, the halogen disappearing from

blank experiments in amount depending on the time of

contact with the water. 1 also showed that this loss was

not mechanical, anil am now of opinion that substitution

of the aci lie acid occurs on dilution. This does not seem

unreasonable, since halogen substitution products of the

fatty acids arc formed in presence of iodine and iodic acid

(Hichter, Vol. I., page 272), both of which must be present

after diluting Wijs' solution containing excess of iodine.

If this view is correct, a constant blank should be obtained

bv employing, instead of acetic acid, a solvent such as

carbon tetrachloride, in which substitution cannot occur.

This was tried, and no variation ensued upon diluting the

blank with water and allowing it to stand 5, 80, and

60 minutes respectively! with frequent and violent shaking.

Original solution, 15 c.c. = 27- 1 c.c. N 10 tbiosulphate.

After 5 minutes' contact with water. 15 c.c. = 27-0 c.c.

N/10 thiosulphatc. After 3U minutes' contact with water,

15 c.c. = 27" c.c. N In thiosulpbate. After 60 minutes'

contact with water, 15 c.c. = 27*0 C.C. N 10 thiosulphatc

Potassium iodide should, therefore, always he added before

diluting.

Excess Iodine.
Time of

Contact. Pei ' lent, of

that Absorbed.
Per Cent, of

Total Added.

20 mins. or,

on
9G

49

41)

2SS-0
290*0
289' i

Mean 2S9-4

20 niin-'. 103

103
103

M
51

01

301 i

3 ifo
.(010

113
in
113

5-1

53
53

Mean 301*1

2n mins. 805*9.

3010
305*0

Mean 30f7

The conditions of working which he recommended were,

to allow 20 minutes contact, and to take care that at the

end of that time the iodine left unabsorbed was at least

equal to, but not more than 5 per cent, in excess of that

absorbed. This might involve making one or two trial

titrations, which was easily done.

eSrottfeb £>rrtujin

Meeting held on Tuesday, February 23rd, 1904.

MR. T. I.. rATTKliSOX IN TUE CHAIR.

LINTXER'S SOLl'BI.i: STARCH AND THE
ESTIMATION OF " DIASTATIC I'OWEB."

by joun s. ford, f.r.s.k.

1. Introduction.

During the hist few year-, a number of papers have been

published dealing directly or indirectly with the determina-

tion of the diastatic (amylotic) activity of malts,, and a

conspicuous feature of these has been a disregard of

previous publications, more particularly of the fundac

work of Kjeldahl (Comples rend., C'arlsberg, 1879, 109),

and the important papers, by Duggan i Aiucr. Chem. J., 7,

306 ; 8, 21 1 >. and Wood (Araer. Chem. J., 1893, 063), on

the influence of traces of impurity on diastatic action.

Many of the contradictions and differences of opinion as

to matters of fact prevalent in certain of the more recent

publications are, in the estimation of the writer, due to the

omission of precautions indicated by Kjeldahl, Duggan, and

others, and the object of this communication is in again

draw attention to these, and certain other precautions ublch

must be observed, if uniformity of results is to be attained

in experiments on amylotic action. At the fame time, the
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writer regrets that his eontributiqu to the subject is also of

a contradictory, as well as of an incomplete, nature.

Ina recent* paper (Woch. f. Bean., 1902, 313), Mohr
Bays :

" ft is well known that the activity of diastase

may be increased even ten times by the addition of mere
traces of certain substances, such as asparagine, lactic

acid, &C," and results are given showing such differences.

Effront* in " Les Enzymes," and elsewhere, makes some-
what similar assertions, and gives data, showing the

accelerating effect of asparagine, acids, and certain salts

on diastatic action. Gniss (J. Pharm., 2, 275), and
Juugk (Pharm. J. Trans., 14, 104), make much the same
observations with regard to the effects of asparagine and
acids respectively. Brown and Morris (J. Chem. Soe.,

1890) also state that the addition of very dilute acid

stimulates the action. These views have received very
general acceptance, the results of Effront in particular

being frequently quoted. Iu the opinion of the writer,

this apparently favourable effect of added acid is due, not

to the acid per se, but to its neutralising alkaline im-

purities present iu the solutions. Very minute traces

of alkaline impurities have a powerful inhibiting effect

on diastatic action, and when these are less or more
neutralised by the added acid, the action approaches its

normal maximum, which takes place in a neutral solution,

or at least in one in which the free hydrogen or bydroxyl

ions are at a minimum.
That this is the explanation seems probable from the

fact that the salts, mentioned by Effront and others as

accelerators, appear to be all acid ones ; and it will be shown
subsequently, there is in laboratory operations a source of

alkaline contamination, which is generally overlooked.

That the starch used by Mohr (Woch. f. Brau., 1902, 94)

was really alkaline, appears likely from his results with

asparagine; at 17°—18° C. he finds little difference, but at

53°—55° C. a marked increase of maltose in presence of

asparagine. Now an aqueous solution of asparagine reacts

much more strongly acid at 53°—55° C. than it does at the

lower temperatures, thus, at the higher temperature, there

being a more complete neutralisation of the alkaline im-

purities, diaslatic action is greater. On exceeding a certain

addition lie found the action was retarded, this being due to

the presence of an excess of acidity. Degener (Chem. Cen-
tralbl, 1897, 2, 936) has pointed out this peculiarity of

asparagine solutions (which the writer had noted indepen-

dently), and he attributes it to decomposition of the

complex molecule, not to hydrolysis. He has also shown
:hat many organic acid solutions require more alkali for

leutralisation (with indicators) when hot, than when cold.

Vlalt extract solutions exhibit the same phenomenon, but

n their case hydrolysis of phosphates probably plays a

jiart.

I With regard to the reaction of starch preparations, as

letermiaed by colour indicators, this depends upon the

idicator ; a solution of ordinary soluble ttarch, may be
eutral to rosolic acid, acid to phenol-phthaleine, and
llkaline to methyl orange ; so in speaking of a starch as

eing neutral, it is necessary to define in what sense the

I'ord is used, and this point will lie referred to again.

2. Experimental.

I

a. Maltose Constants.

In the determination of the copper reduction of the

ccharified starch solutions, the method described by
rowo, Morris, and Millar (J. Chem. Soc, 1897, p. 96) was
!oployed,and the writer, having some specimens of carefully

irified maltose, took the opportunity of verifying the values

ven by them for the copper-reducing power of this sugar,
le maltose used, was obtained by the fractional crystallisa-

m of a thrice crystallised preparation made from arrowroot

,
diastase hydrolysis. The fractions of the same rotatory

,wer were mixed, and portions dried over sulphuric acid,

|d phosphoric anhydride, in desiccators for some weeks.
lie specimen kept over phosphoric acid, when dried in

cuo at 106° C. lost 5-5 per cent., tbat from the sulphuric

.
d desiccator lost 5 • 7 per cent, in vacuo at 106° C, and
ortion dried in a current of air at 90

c
C. lost 7 per cent.

j

0-4470 grm. of this, dried in vacuo at 106° C., weighed
0-4250 grm., which is the theoretical yield for maltose
hydrate. These results confirm the observations of the

i above authors as to the difficulty or impossibility of obtain-
ing a definite hydrate, by lining in a desiccator, "but indicate
the possibility of doing so by drying in air at 90 ' (

'. For
the determination of the rotatory power, 3-2S5 grms.

! anhydrous maltose was dissolved in water, and made up to

|
100 cc. (i.e., the volume at l.j-56'

5
C. of 99-807 grms.

|

water in air) ; the solution weighed 101-096 grms., and its

sp. gr. lS'67l5-6° was 1-01295 determined, and sp. gr.
15-6/4° 1-01220 calculated; the rotation in a 2-d.m. tube

I

was 9-13°„ : hance [o] D »is.= 139-0° a value somewhat
higher than that of Brown, Morris, and Millar. From
various other determinations the writer has always obtained

I
this value for concentrations of 3 to 10 per cent., and he is

j

inclined to think that his higher result is due to the
' poiarimeter employed, as this instrument gives for sucrose

MS?. 6
"''

°' » value also higher than that usually

accepted. Several determinations of the solution density,
at different concentrations, were in close agreement with
the results of the above observers, and, as will be seen
below, the copper reductions are likewise so concordant
as to prove that the specimens of maltose used by these
workers and the writer were equally pure.

Copper-reducing Power of Maltose, the Copper being
weighed in Goocli Crucibles us Cut).

Maltose taken. Cut i found.
Equal to Maltose b.v
Brown, Morris, and

-Millar's Tables.

Mprins. Hgrms. Mirnns.
45 5 65-8
8fl 113-5 82-3
167-2 229'

1

167-0
221-0

! 220 '0
20.V5 302-8 266-0
298-0 .•ll'S-:; 292-

2
312-5 127-

1

313-0

With the same maltose a few experiments were made
with Kjeldahl's (Comptes rend., Carlsberg, 1895) method of
reduction, by boiling iu an atmosphere of hydrogen ; the
results were as follows for :',0 cc. Fehlinf :

—

Maltose taken.

Mfrrms.
39-:i

82-S
130-2
183'0
195-3

C'uO found.
Maltose liv

Kjeldahl's Tables.

Mgrins.

64
-

U<)-<>

liiS'li

273-0
290-0

M'-T!I1S.

39-7
82-0
129-0
183-5
lyirs

Effront
:

< <aud.
"Les Enzymes et leurs Applications." Paris: Cam

The agreement here is also very close.

Experiments were made to see if simple drying of the
Cu sO precipitate, in the water oven, gave the same results

as ignition to CuO. Slight divergences were invariably
obtained, indicating a certain amount of oxidation of the
cuprous oxide under such conditions of drying, it generally
weighing from 2 — 3 mgrms. more than the amount
calculated, from the CuO found, in precipitates of 0-1

—

0-2 grm. The difference in weight was proved not to be
due to retention of water by the asbestos.

It may also be mentioned here that in the writer's

experience, the reduction (by means of ignition in hydro-
gen) of the copper oxide to metallic copper is quite
unnecessary, as with reasonable care ignition to CuO
gives the same results.

b. Soluble Starch of Various Origins, Preparation,
and Properties.

Ordinary preparations of soluble starch invariably con-
tain phosphates, and possibly traces of organic phosphorus
compounds, which are not removed by prolonged treatment
with dilute alkali or acid, or washing with water. Pre-

cipitation of aqueous solutions of the starch, with alcohol,

carries down the phosphates with the starch, and to-
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eliminate them anything like completely, it is necessary to

throw down the starch repeatedly, from acidified solutions,

with alcohol. Starch obtained thus retains acid, wbioh

cannot be washed out readily with alcohol, and to remove

this, it is necessary to tedissolve in water and precipitate

with alcohol several times. This operation is not easj t<.

eanj- out, because when the starch solution becomes free

from acid nr salt- it forms a "tnilk" with alcohol, which

iliir. not se] arate even on long standing ; addition of a very

small quantity oi pure potassium or sodium chloride induces

flocculatiou, but the March thi u contains traces of the added

>:, It . Neither of these chlorides, however, has any direct

effect upon diastalic action, standi prepared thus, though

practically ash free (except for the traces of added salt),

when ignited with sodium carbonate and nitrate shows the

presence of phosphoric acid, and the writer has not obtained

from potato starch a preparation which jielded less than

O'l per cent. PoOj. An attempt was made to remove the

phosphorus compound from a potato -oluble starch by

extraction with alcohol, and ether alcohol. The original

starch gave 0-17 per cent., ami after sis weeks treatment

trio per cent. PsOs. The starch was then found to be

strongly alkaline to rosolic acid, probably owing to

sol ition of alkali from the glass extraction cylinder, so

the attempt was abandoned.

Soluble starch prepared by alcohol precipitation as

described, is fairly pure, ami nearly neutral, that is to say,

it gives no reaction with rosolic acid or methyl orange,

though usually somewhat acid to phenol-phthaleine.

in crams equal 1 c.C. N 100 Nat )H ;
this, though an appre-

ciable quantity, is relatively small compared with that of

ordinary preparations of Lintner's starch.

It has recently been noticed that other starches than

potato, such as maize, wheat, or rice, contain less of, or

are more easily freed from, phosphorus compounds, and the

writer has prepared from maize, specimens which are

certainly a close approximation to the pure substance.

To prepare starches in this way for use in technical

laboratories is out of the question, and fortunately un-

necessary, and we use the ordinary Lintner's preparation ;

and in connection with the washing of this free from acid

it must be pointed out that the usual directions, to " wash

until the wash waters are free from acid," are by no means

sufficient, as the starch may still be strongly acid, though

the wash water is neutral. Indeed it seems to be almost

impossible to remove acid from starch by washing with

distilled water. Snare (Ann. Agronom., 16, 471) drew

attention to this many years ago. The writer has tried

several limes to remove all traces of acid by prolonged

washing with distilled water, but bacterial fermentation has

usually interfered with the attempts ; this difficulty might

of course be overcome by the use of some antiseptic, which

does not interfere with diastatic action, such as toluol,

chloroform, oil of cloves, Sec, but an attempt made thus,

was not more successful. 1 kilo, ot maize soluble starch

was stirred for 1 hour with 7 litres of distilled water, twice

a day for three weeks, toluol being added as an antiseptic.

At the end of that tune the starch was stiil sirongly acid,

10 grins, equal to 8 CO. N 100 Nat ill. rosolic acid, and

18 c.c. N ion NaOH, p'nenol-phthalcin, as against 6 c.C.

and 1 1 c.c. respectively at the Mart. There was no

evidence of fermentation, so presumably the increase of

acidity is due to some other cause, possibly hydrolysis ot

the phosphates present, along with a preferential adsorption

of acid by the starch granules. This is probabbj the

explanation, as t ho wash waters were slightly alkaline for

the first week or so. It most, however, be explained that

this starch was not obtained under the ordinary conditions,

as, alter digestion with hydrochloric acid, and washing

until the wash waters were neutral, the acidity of the starch

was determii ed, and a quantity of soda, rather more than

equivalent, added, the mixture being shaken for some
hours and allowed to stand overnight. If was then filtered

and washed until the excess of alkali was removed, i.e.,

until the washings ra" through neutral, when the starch

was found to he acid, aud at this stage was used in the

experiment just described.*

• This is true also 1 u preparations made bynitratii

tion. m:i tor sodium hydroxide, unless punned
by n

By using tap water_-t.e., water containing calcium
carbonate—the acidity or the starch is neutralised, but if

care be not taken an alkaline preparation is obtained, and
possibly the general employment of ordinary water, for

washing, accounts for so many specimens being alkaline.

In all cases after using tap water, it i- advisable torewash
with distilled water until a portion of the starch dissolved

in boiling neutral water, givts no reaction with rosolic acid,

or is at most faintly acid to that indicator.

The various raw starches, as maize, wheat, barley, rice,

arrowroot, or potato, are not equally suitable for the pre-

paration of soluble March, owing mainly to the difference,

in their rate of subsidence in water. Large grained potato

and arrowroot settling rapidly, washing can be carried cut

expeditiously; maize does not settle so well, and wheat,

barley, and rice do so even more slowly. Potato starch,

owing to this property and its low price, is the usual

material employed, though arrowroot, save for the price, is

equally desirable. Whichever starch is used, it should first

he washed with water, then with halt per cent. soda, again

with water, and then digested with hydrochloric acid

sp.gr. I '037 for two to three days at 40 C, or until a portion,

after washing free from excess of acid, dissolves readily in

boiling water, and shows no sign of gelatinised granule-.

If the action of the acid he not carried far enough, the

solution filters badly, rendering the determination of its

copper-reducing power difficult On the other hand, if the

treatment be carried too far there i- a very considerable

production of amylo-dextrin. Indeed, all soluble starches

prepared in the heat by acid contain this substance, and it

is to its presence, and not to that of maltose or glucose, that

their copper-reducing power is due. This is proved by the

fact that yeast ha- no effect in reducing the amount of

apparent maltose in solutions of the standi, and that these, on

dialysis, yield, not sugars, but a body having the properties

of amylo-dextrin.

Soluble starch (100 grms.) from arrowroot by Lintner's

method, dissolved in water, was diulysed for two days, the

dialysate concentrated and precipitated with alcohol twice,

the precipitate then dissolved in water, and evaporated to

remove alcohol, was made to a volume of oil- 03 C.C.,

weighing 50*434 grms.
The solution gave a red-brown colour with iodine.

10 c.c. dried hi vaiim at 1 L0
e

C. weighed 0' 1985 grm., ash

0*0015 grm. 10c. c. reduced 0*036 grm., Cut I notation

in 2 dm, tube = T *47 '„.

These results correspond to «]n j 189 . U uh8 . 14*4,

which an- the values given b> Brown and Morris (J. (hem.
Soc, 1889, 453) for a lylo dextrin.

The soluble starch used here, had the constants [a] D ,fc..

195*7, Kab». 7*4, and is thus a mixture of 48'G p.

-larch, and 51 * 4 pe nt. amylo-dextrin : in this case the

action of the acid had been carried rather far. With care

it is easy to prepare soluble starches free from unaltered

starch with 1! •_ to 3. or containing from 13 to 20 percent

amylo-dextrin. By allowing the action of the acid to tak.

phi., m tin- cold soluble starches with 11 as low as 0*S n

0*5 may be obtained, but these do not give such satis

solutions for ordinary manipulations as those with 1! 2

thereabout-. For practical purposes of diastasimetry thi

presence of a slightly greater or less proportion of amylo

dextrin in the starch, is of no importance, as is -hewn I

the following results :

—

1 c.c. of mall extract" to 70 c.c. of each solution,f 1 horn

at 40° C, boiled, cooled, and made to 100 c.c.

Grim "i I'a' 1

per 100 CO,
Gelatinised starch, liquefied by diastase tr.'.l

„ plus 5 pet cent, amylo-dextrin .. u

„ 10 „ „ ..

Soluble starch It 7 O'BS

Amylo-dextrin It 14*4

* Unless otherwise mentioned, the mall extracl u

piepared bj extractinu 20 grnis. linely -ground malt with

distilled water fen six limn-- at 20 C. The error of raetuul

oftlic 1 c.c. from ;i special pipette does not exceed ± - ingi

t 7u c.c ei stare i solution always used in til

throughout this paper, the strength in m: so arranged that t

rms. dry starch. Vhe action isstopi

by boiling, or oj addition ol all. dfent.
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EtlYont, in " Les Enzymes,"' states that starches from
liffeient sources act different!)' with diastase, and seems to

mply that this results from some actual difference in the

tarch quit starch. Ling (J. Fed. Jnst. Brewing, 1903,

54) also finds that soluble starches prepared in different

rays give different results with diastase. There is no
.oubt that preparations of soluble starches do differ in

ertain physical characteristics, but the writer is of opinion

hat when different specimens give different maltose pro-

luctions with diastase, it is not the starch which causes the

ariations, but the impurities present in the specimens,

'are starches, or rather, one should say, purified starches,

fhethcr soluble starch prepared by acid, or by gelatinisation,

od liquefaction by diastase, or in the form of properly

irepareil " pastes," undoubtedly give similar conversions

lith equal quantities of diastase under similar conditions,

bat is to say, solutions of soluble starches from any source,

'hen equally pure will give the same maltose production

'hen acted upon by equal amounts of diastase.* This
.'mark does not, of course, apply to starches when in the

>lid (natural) state, where the rate of dissolution by malt

stract or diastase varies greatly, nor to starches prepared
om malted grains, nor to the action of diastase, under
rewing conditions, in the mash tun. These are conditions

hich do not come within the scope of the present paper.

The starches mentioned below were, with the exception of

te barley, bought commercially, and purified by treatment

ifh dilute alkali and acid, being well washed and air

tied. Portions (15—20 grms.) were gelatinised and
queried at 7'J —SO" 0. with a trace of precipitated diastase,

oiled when limpid, and made to 500 c.c. , 1 c.c. of malt

ctract was added to 70 c.c. of each solution at 40 J C,
ept for one hour at 40" C, solutions boiled, and made to

100 e.c. The results in all cases are corrected for re-
duction of starch solutions, and malt extract.

starch Variety.
CuO per
1".' c.c.

t

'action of 10 Krrns.
Rosolic Acid.

Arrowroot, Natal
Rice
Wheat
Maize
Potato
Barley
Arrowroot, unpenned

„ Lintner's soluble . .

.

0-53
ir.vi

n 52

a .",
I

0-52
0-47
0-54

Neutral.
n'17 cc. X iao NaOH.
i>17 c.c. X inn NaOH.

in cc X iiiii II, si I,.

Neutral.
0-17 e.c. Nluo NaOH.
0-30 c.c. N/100 HjSO,.
Neutral.

t In all eases CuO per 100 e.c. is expressed as grms.

It is evident that the origin of the starch lias, under these
couditions.no influence on the results when t he starches
are purified, and it may be mentioned that O'Sullivan
(J. Chem. Soc, 2, 141), in one of his earliest communica-
tions on the transformation of starch, states that though he
used potato starch, he satisfied himself that various other
starches gave the same results. The writer has verified
< ('Sullivan's statement, by conversion of " pastes," made
from the first six starches in above table, with precipitated
diastase at 58

3
G. The corrected values [a] M . ra

174°

176' and R
:
,. 93 42—44, being very close, considering that

the starches, though purified, were not " pure," and that
the diastase, like most alcohoi precipitated specimens,
was distinctly alkaline to rosolic acid (I grm. = 16 c.c.

N mo H2S04). From the above starches soluble prepara-
tions were made by Lintner's method, and tested similarly
wi'h the results below :

—

Starch.
Cu( ) per

100 c.c.

Reaction p=r In grms.

Rosolic Acid. Phenol-phthaleiue.

Ash

per Cent.

rrowroot (a.i

ice

beat

aize

itato

Towroot (£)

.

„ 00.
itatot

0-54 Acid O'S c.c. N/100 NaOH. . .

.

„ 3'7
"

' „ •-
0"5S ,. fti
0-53 ., 1\.
0"54
a- 17 Alkaline l'Oe.c. N/100 II sn,
0-44 „ 20

O-Kl
(TOO
•lilt

0-07

015
IIIIS

oua

t (this starch was made [ram a "purest commercial larina." by gelatinisation, and liquefaction with a trace of diastase, the solution
concentration being precipitated, twice only, with alcohol. The result shows well how the impurities are carried down with the

ireh.

The slight differences shown above may very well be
:ounted for by variations in the impurities, and we may
i'ely infer that equally purified preparations of Lintner's

uble starch, from starches of different origin, will give
'a same maltose production, with equal quantities of
stasc. The above preparations, though exhaustively
.shed with distilled water, are by no means pure, and if

| acidity to phenol-phthaleine be taken as due to

I
2
P0

4 (and there are reasons for this assumption),
a it would appear that traces of acid phosphates do not
•rfere with diastatic action to any extent. This we

';ht infer, for the MH2P0 4 dissociates in solution into
' + H2P0 4

', and the further dissociation of H
2P0'4 to

' - HPO"
4 being very slight, there are few free hydrocen

M; present in the solution, which is thus only feebly acid.

She case of the starch solution alkaline to rosolic acid, if

t-: be taken as indicating the presence of M.,HP0
4 , which

4ociates into M., + HP0 4
", the HP0

4
" unites with the

flif the water, HP04
" + H( )H = H

2P04
' + OH' forming

ttless dissociated H 2P04
', and there thus being an excess

<> tydroxyl ions present the solution is alkaline, and
ii vourable to diastatic action. The conditions are of
else not so simple as this, but these views, in the main,
ii irobably correct, aud will be referred to again. It is

"I jus from the experiments just recorded that starches
sh ing alkalinity to rosolic acid, even when this is
ac apanied by acidity to phenol-phthaleine, do not give a

ithin the limits of Kjeldahl's " Law of Proportionality," and
aI aperatures from 15° to 58° C.

normal maltose production. An alkalinity in the case of
arrowroot(7),[| equal to 0-08 mgrm. soda per 70 c.c, having
retarded the action distinctly. Wood (op. cif.) by the
direct addition of soda to his starch pastes, proved that one
part per million reduced the formation of maltose from
0-74 to 0-67 grm.

Fernback (Ann. de la Brass., 1890) states that alkaline
phosphates hinder, aud acid phosphates favour diastatic
action ; the writer's experience is in agreement with the first

statement, but indicates that the favouring influence of acid
phosphates is an indirect action, which will be discussed
subsequently.

For the preliminary testing of starch preparations rosolic
acid is a useful indicator when used as follows :— Distilled
water coloured with the indicator is boiled in a platinum
basin, the neutrality adjusted by the addition of N/200 acid
or alkali, the starch is then added and boiled ; if the solu-
tion is alkaline the starch should be repurified ; if neutral,
or faintly acid—say not more than 1 c.c. N/100 NaOH
per 10 grms.— it may he used, other conditions bein^ suitable.
.Such starches as a rule show alkalinity to methyl orange
equal to 2—3 c.c. N/100 H

2S04 per 10 grms., but the end
point is not sharp, and the value of the figure, for other
obvious reasons, is somewhat doubtful. Litmus, whether
as paper or solution, is useless for testing starches ; indeed,
the use of any colour indicators for the detection of such
minute traces of hydrion or hydroxidion can only be looked

This preparation was washed exclusively with " tap " water

o 2
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upon as a makeshift method employed faute di mieua

The titration figures given in this paper are only roughly

approximate, and can hardlv serve as a basis for calculation.

The question of acidity to phenol-plithaleine, and tin

importance of avoiding certain metallic impurities in the

starch preparations, will be dealt with subsequently.

c. Influence of Various Compounds on Diastatie Action.

Although such preparations of soluble starches as the

writer had available were obviously more or les9 impure,

be, knowing something about the nature of the impurities,

thought it worth while to cany out, pending the preparation

of purer specimens, certain preliminary experiments with

them, the results of which are detailed below.

Influence of Lactic Acid.

Starch A, potato Lintner, 10 grms. = 2-0 c.c. X/100
H.:S0 4

rosolic acid.

Starch B, potato Lintner, 10 grins. = 1*5 c.c. X 100

NaOH rosolic acid.

1 hour, 54° C.

Starch solution without addition

„ „ plus O'lmgrm. lactic acid.

„ „ „ 0-5 „
.. 0"76 ..

„ 100 „

CuO per 100 c.c.

A. li.

0-58 0-74
0'58 0-75
OfiO 0-70
"'.-,7 0-B8
0-37 0-60

The differences here are not very great, though it is

evident that there has been a slight augmentation of the

action ; in the case of I? this is doubtful, as the experi-

mental error may be + 0-01. Starch A is undoubtedly an
alkaline one, 10 grms. requiring 12'0 c.c. XI0O H.,S04

with methyl orange, the same quantity of B requiring
5-0 c.e. N/100 ILS0 4 , to produce the red colour.

At this stage in the work it was found that the flasks

employed, (even though they had been well steamed before

being put into use) when rinsed with distilled water, and
put to drain, were of sufficiently poor glass, in most cases,

as to turn neutral distilled water, added to them, distinctly

alkaline to rosolic acid, at once or alter a short digestion

at 40 C* This alkalinity may to some extent account

for certain irregularities in our previous work, and as it is

not probable that we alone are the possessors of such glass,

it is no doubt another factor in influencing the general

opinion as to the flavouring effect of traces of acids upon
liastatic action. An examination of measuring flasks,

ooiling flasks, and other ordinary laboratory glass vessels

showed very clearly that the warnings of Mylius and
Foerster (Ber., 22, 1S02 et seq.~), as regards the solubility

of certain glasses in water, are well founded. More
especially is this solubility conspicuous in ordinary test

tubes, and those workers who carry out diastatie determina-

tions after Lintner's method, in test tubes, would do well

not to ignore this fact.

To some extent the action of the atmosphere in " weather-

ing" the surface of the glass Beems to be reduced by-

keeping the vessels full of distilled water when not in use,

but the employmenl of Jena glass only, for all such work is

advisable. For dissolving the starch the writer has for

some jrars used pure tin beakers with satisfaction,

i istwald (" Physico-chemical Measurements ") has empha-
sised the necessity of using special glass in conductivity
determination-., and the same caution is applicable to work
connected with enzyme action, it may not be amiss here,

to call attention to tin- desirability of avoiding the use ot

ordinary glass tubing in condensers, more especially in

those used in the Kjeldahl nitrogen estimations, where verv

often now, no cooliDg water is used, as even ordinary Jena
tubing is by no meau> proof against " live " steam ; a pure

tin tube in connection with an adapter of No. 477 in. .lent*

glas* is advantageous.

Another possible source of error, is in the filter paper
used for filtering the mult extract solutions; most makes of
paper yield an appreciable amount of alkaline matter to

distilled water, a 12 cm. No. 595 S. & S. being equal to

about 0-2 c.e. N/100 Il
;
so

4 (rosolic arid). The effect of

this however sbould be avoided, fortuitously, by the

customary rejection of the first considerable portion of the
filtrate necessary to avoid errors of adsorption.

The rest of the experimental work in this paper wa*
carried out with precautions to avoid the errors indicated

above. The distilled water used was obtained by distillation

of ordinary tap water from a large copper vessel of about
seven gallons capacity, the steam passing through a double
spray trap before being condensed in a pure tin " worm "

pipe, the distillate from the intermediate three gallons being-

collected in closed bottles.

Two starches. M and X, both potato, Lintner's, were used.

Tested with colour indicators. 10 grms. of each
required.

Rosolic acid. c.c. N 100 H.sO,
Methyl orange, c.c. N 100 ll.su,
Phenol-phthaleine.c.c. \" 100 v.nil

M.

0-20
»-0

M'6

X.

N.utral
-•li

18-0

1 c.c. malt extract to 70 c.c. starch solution, 1 hr. 54" c.

CuO per 11^1 C.C.

M. N.

without addition
plus 0'1 mprm. la

ii-7i;

0-77
0-7»

Bid ... 0-79

..
<>•-_> "'•77 079

.,

-
8 0-78 0-78

..
H-

1

0*78 078
.. o-5 n-7.-. 0-77

., 0"6 Il-i.i 0-75-

. 0-7 n-7:i 0-7*

.. 0*8 0-73 0-73

.. 1"0 0-7S not

.. IT, 0-70 •'IS

„ ,. 2 i. as ir«

We have here a very slight augmentation in the more

alkaline M starch up to 0-4 mgrm. lactic acid per 70 c.c,

at which addition the X starch showed about an equal

retardation.

The same starches were then tried in a similar manner,

with the addition of hydrochloric acid.

Influence of Hydrochloric Aral.

1 hour at 54° C.

1 c.c. malt extract to 70 c.c. M and X,, and 1 c.c.

strength malt extract to X
:

.

• The alkalinity in some cases was equal to 0'2 c.c. N 100 HiSO,
aftoi 1 hour at I" i

CuO per li"

M. N,. \

plus nuts mgrm HC1 ..

.. u-o.it

" »7-i

.. II- HIS

,. 0-141

,. o-lsii

„ 0-816
., 0-2SS

„ o-ses

„ 0-432
.. 0-547
,. 0-780

1

ll-SH

>#

0-84

0-84
..

ies-j

0-80

0*71

o-si

0-88
l,»s

,,s.-,

ii--:,

0-81
n-77

o'w

nil
0-4.1

0-39

n :
ss

Ofl
11
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1 hour at 59° C.

1 c.e. half strength extract per 70 c.c.

M. N-

solution, addition
plus 0*009 mgrm.

0-38 ii- f
HCI IV 41

., inns «• 12

.. 0-036 0-42

„ 0072 0-39 ,i-|.i

.. 014t 0-S8 -

.. 0-218 0-28

- •• .. o'2SS
.. 0-365

» 0-89
0*35

0-25
0-16

•• - .. 0-432
.. "jt7

» 0-23
0-14 0"l>5

•» .. 0-780 » " 0-04 ••

As is to be expected, the influence of the acid is more
pronounced at the higher temperature.

Influence of A Ikali, £c.

- Experiments were now made to determine the influence

•of alkali on the action, using in the first case " X " starch.

1 c.c. half strength malt extract, per 70 c.c. starch solution,

1 hour, 543
C.

CuO per 100

Starch solution, without addition u' 16

plus -

0l nigim. XaOH 0-45

..
ii-02 „ , u-14

.. 0-04 „ 0*45

„ 0-06 0-44

.. 0-10
-44

„ 0-20 , 044
„

-

40 „ ,
0-40

., 0-50 0-4U

.. O-70 „ 0-38

., 1-00 „ „ 0-24

The results show that with this starch a relatively large

addition of XaOH is necessary before any obvious retardalion

takes place, and this is at first sight contradictory to what
has been said about the influence of alkali. The explana-
tion* is however fairly evident ; the starch contains a rather

1ugh proportion of acid phosphates, and the slight inhibition

is due to the interaction of the XaOH and MrL,P0
4 , or let

us say XaH.,P04 ,
giving rise to Na„HP0

4
+ H„(J. tTovs

Shields (Phil." Mag., 1893, 35,-') has proved that KajHPO<
undergoes extremely slight hydrolysis, and so retardation

of the action is not to be expected until sufficient Na< >H
has been added to bring about some formation of Na3P04 ,

which will at once break up into Xa2HP04 + NaOH, with

the result that only then does the solution become appreci-
ably alkaline. With the starch "M" retardation was
evident on the addition of • I mgrm. soda, and with an
alcohol precipitated maize starch (which was neutral to

rosolic acid and methyl orange, gave only a doubtful indi-

cation of acidity to pheuol-phthaleine, and on igDition,

5 grms., with carbonate and nitrate of sodium, showed
merely a coloration with molybdic solution) the results

ivere as under :
—

1 c-c. half strength malt extract per 70 c.c. solution,

1 hour, 54= C.

CuO p?r 100 c.c.

Starch solution, without addition 0'4'.i

plus 0-02 mgrm. NaOH -

4S

I„ 0-01 „ „ 0-45

„ 0-10 0-32

With addition of hydrochloric acid this starch gave the
allowing results :

—
CuO per 100 c.c.

Starch solution, without addition. 0*49

„ plus 0'02 mgrm. HCL - 50

„ 0'04 ., „ 0-43

„ „ 0-10 „ „ 0-41)

* Without consideration of the more complex influence of proteid
atters added in the malt extract.

These experiments demonstrate very clearly that ex-
tremely slight additions of alkali or acid are prejudicial to
the action of diastase, the more so the purer the starch
solutions.

Xaturc of r- Acidity to rhenol-phthaleine."

The " N " starch, though containing a considerable
amount of acid phosphate, can hardly be considered
an acid preparation, for the dissociation of the anion
H.,P0

4' to H + HP0 4
" is extremely slight. This is well

shown by the action of the starch on sucrose, even pro-
longed digestion giving rise to the merest traces of invert
-ULrar. The experiment was carried out thus : starch
solutions with sucrose, equal volumes of water, with the
same proportion of sucrose alone, and with the addition of
20 mgrms. of KH2P04

in one case, and 0-12 mgrms. of HCI
in another, were kept at 60' C. for 30 hours, then at 30° C.
for 42 hours (the change of temperature being unavoidable,
not intentional) ; the solutions were then made to a definite

volume, and the invert sugar determined by copper reduc-
tion. The corrected results were as follows :

—

Grms. Invert Supir
per 10(1 cc.

Starch solution plus sucrose 0"003

Water solution of sucrose irons

„ „ plus 20 mgrm. KH.PO, .. 0-011

,. 0-12 „ HCI 0-083

The results, though not free from objection, show very
clearly that the acid phosphates contribute a negligible

amount of acidity to the starch solutions, and may prac-
tically be looked upon as neutral salts in this connection;
still they possess what we may term a potential acidity,

capable of neutralising traces of alkali, and as experiments
with the direct addition of potassium dihydrogen phosphate
prove that in small amounts it has little effect on diastatic

action, we can understand why starch preparations showing
neutrality or faint acidity to rosolic acid, and slight acidity

to phenol-phthaleiue, are (cseteribus paribus) the most
suitable for use iu diastatic estimations. The experiments
given below serve to exemplify this action of acid phos-
phates.

"Potential Acidity" of Acid Phosphate.

" y " Starch. 1 hour. 54 ;
C.

CuO per 100 cc.
Starch solution, without addition 0'5S

„ plus 50 mgrms KH.PO, o'.".7

„ 250 „ 0*50

„ 10 mgrms. NaOH O'OO

„ „ ,, lo mgrms. NaOH plus
43 mgrms. KH 2PO,..

-

35

,, „ 10 ms-rms. XaOH plus
90 mgrms. KH 2PO...

-

50

,, „ „ 10 mgrms. XTaOH plus
135 U)grm s. KH2PO,

.

52

Influence of Asparagine.

Various experiments carried out with different starches
proved that at 40 J C, and below that temperature, the
addition of asparagine has little effect on the action. The
results of two sets of experiments are given here :

—
CuO per 100 c.c*

Starch solution, without addition 0*60

., „ plus 1 mgrm. asparagine 0"60

„ 5 „ „ C-59

„ 10 „ , 060
„ 20 „ ,

O-50

„ 40 „ „ 0-59

„ 60 „ ,
0-58

„ 100 ., ,
0-57

An experiment with " II " starch, at another time, gave
somewhat similar results :

—

CuO per 100 cc
Starch solution, without addition 0*54

„ „ plus 1 mgrm. asparagine 0*34

„ 5 „ „ 0-54

„ 20 „ „ 0-55

„ 70 „ 0-511

* These amounts of asparagine were found to be without
influence on the copper reductions.
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The first trials at higher temperature were made with

tlic starches A ami H, already used in the experiments with

laetic acid :—

.14 l 62" C.

A. B.

Starch solution, without addition
Starch solution, plus "'"lnKrin.
ssparagine

Stareh solution; plus S5'0 mgrm.
asparapiue

Starch solution, plus Tun mgrm.
asparagine

58 0-72

0'62 fl'70

0'7S irT'.i

6'70 0-73

0'25 055

0-«2 (I'OO

Here we see that the undoubtedly alkaline " A " starch has
given a much greater maltose production in presence of

35 mgrms. asparagiae at both temperatures, but we are far

from finding the tenfold increase mentioned by Mobr. The
less impure " 11 " starch shows only a slight difference, and
this the writer has always found to he the case with other

starches of like "purity." Another set of experiments was
carried out with five starches, the "A,'' " B," " M," and
alcohol precipitated maize, previously mentioned, and also

a soluble starch obtained from Drosten.of Brussels. Effront,

in "Les Enzymes " (footnote, page 237*), says that his

standard starches can be obtained from this firm, so a
sample was purchased, and this will he more fully described

further on. Solutions of the above starches were made
as usual, 1 e.c. of half strength malt extract added per
70 c.c. 1 hour. 58° C.:—

CuO perlOOcc

A. B. M. Drosten. Maize,

SUr*H solution, without

0'4(l

0-S3

0-25

0-34

J
26

ii-:'.-,

11 -.•!.-,

ii-.-h

026

Starch solution, plus 15

Starch solution, plus 30
mRi'iii. Gtspaxagine

Starch solution plus 50
mgrm. asparagine

Starch solution, plus 75

0-45

0-47

0-42

0-38

0-37

0-46

0-48

ii-H

0-3*

HIS

(1-14

0-11

Tbc apparently favourable influence of asparagine is here
very evident with the first four ordinary (impure) starches,

but -with the purer maize the effect is very different. Ii is

to be noted, however, that this starch, without addition, has
not given quite so much maltose as some of the other
starches with addition of asparagine This may bo due to

sonic unrecognised impurity, or to the effect of substances
other than diastase in the malt extract, or. again, it may
he due, as claimed by others, to the favouring effect of
asparagine, a smaller addition of which to this starch might
have augmented the action. At the same time, if we admit
this possibility, even the greatesl maltose production in any
of the other starches, in presence of asparagine, is little

greater than that in tie maize without addition of this sub-
stance. A further experiment was made with another
specimen of alcohol precipitated maize starch of similar

purity (the other having all been used) with smaller addi-
tions of asparagine, the action being stopped at an earlier

stage. 1 c.c. of malt extract was added to 70 c.c. of
starch solution, ami the action stopped after 20 minutes.
The details arc given in the subjoined table.

With these starchee free Mom alkaline impurity, we have
again no indication ol an increase of action through the
addition of asparagine.

The corollary from these results is, that asparagine does
not augment diastatic action, and where tenfold or smaller
increases are obtained, by its addition, there has been a
previous restriction of the aotion, owing to the presence of
alkaline or other impurities. It has already been shown

that asparagine acts as a weak add at higher temperature*
than 40 C. and so neutralises alkalinity ; and it will be
shown subsequently that it alfo prevents the restricting

effect of at least one other impurity not alkaline in its.

nature.

Cuu pet 106 CA

55" C.

" X." Maize.

Starch solution, without addition
„ „ plus O'lSinfcrm. asparagine

„ 0-45
1-n

.. 5*0

„ 10-M

„ 1511
.. 20-11

,. aim
„ „ .. MT0 .. „
„ „ „loo-o

o:i2

o-ss
32

ii ;;,,

0-20
0L".l

le-js

n-27

32
0'S2
0-32
ie:j:i

ii ;;-j

o'sa
0-31

O'.'tO

n-20
0-21

.-,:> ('.

Maize.

OSS
"• a:i

0-S8
OSS
0-ffl
11-32

ll-.-il

(1-31

o--j;

ii--.-,

1'..

' " t/aroldon type,
i

.
. out nous nous

Harms, Bruxelles, ct
ihtv H. Keen it-, iabricanl de produtts chimiques, Lei]

Possible Influence of Substances, other than Amylase,
added in Malt Extract,

We must not forget that though the quantity of malt
extract used in these experiments is not great, still the

I substances in it, other than diastase, may have some
influence on the results. The extract ordinarily used

(20 grins, malt with 500 c.c. water) will contain circa
0'8 grm. solids per 100 c.c, so 1 c.c. of the full strength

extract contains 8 mgnns., of which two-thirds may be
carbohydrates, the remaining third, say 2*7 mgrms., con-
sistine mainly of nitrogenous matters* and salts. I In

ignition 1 c.c. of the extract might yield 04 mgrm. ash,

mostly phosphates of potash and lime. How these phos-

phates exist in the malt extract solution is not quite

certain ; the solution reacts alkaline to methyl orange,

and acid to rosolic acid and phenol-phthaleine, the 1 cc
may correspond to 0-24 c.c. X 100 H..SO.,, 0-oS e.c

N/100 XaOH, and (i-MI c.c. X 100 XaUlI. with these

indicators in the order mentioned. Xow a solution of

dipotassiuin hydrogen phosphates, or let us say M.IU'ii..

even at such dilutions undergoes only a slight hydrolysis;

but still, in the case of the pure salt alone, sufficient

hydroxidiou is present to give an alkaline reaction with

rosolic acid and methyl orange, but not with the more
weakly acid indicator phenol-phthaleine. Potassium diby-

drogen phosphate, or say Mll
a
l'0„ dissociates into

M t ll.
:
l'<>,", and the H,,PO," into ll' + lll'o," slightly,

there being, in the case of the pure substance alone,

sufficient hydrion to react acid to phenol-phthaleine and

rosolic acid, but not with methyl orange. In a mixed
solution of these salts, a state of equilibrium inusi

for each concentration and temperature, and we may bi

justified in assuming that the extract (from normal ra

as added, :

s practically neutral : hut it is obvious that aftl I

addition to the starch solution a new condition will obtain.

1 dependent on the altered concentration and on the nature

of the impurities in the starch solution. Further, out

titration figures do not represent the equilibrium exisl

in the malt extract before titration, but the progrc--

effect brought about by the addition of the alkali or acid.

These remarks, along with those made in connections

the eflects of the addition of acids and alkali to the starch

solutions, show the futilitj ol i xtcndiug this work,

attempting to draw anj general conclusions as to the

nature of diastatic action, until we are in a position tonsi

purer starch and diastase preparations.

Influences of Traces of Copper and various other

Substances on Diastatic Actum,

The specimen of soluble starch already mentioned ..-

Obtained from Dro-ten of lirusscls had a slightly pun

nnii nts "f Ibimirslvv utel l,iei»cnii:inn, I'l

res, is:<s. 72, 51, indicate Hint the proteid mail
will not be wil bom influence.
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smell. It contained la per cent, moisture, and with colour

indicators gave per 1U grins, values as below :
—

Rosolicacid S-Oc.c.N 100 H Si ',.

M.thylorange 10'0 „ .,

Pbenol-pnthaleine 12'0 ,. N lOONaOH.

On ignition it left 0-2S per cent, ash, containing traces

of copper. Burnt with Xa»C03 and KX03 it yielded 0*14

per cent. I'jOs.

A comparison was made with it and the starch "M."

1 c.c. malt extract per 70 c.c. starch solution.

1 hour. .">8
5
C.

CuO per 100 c.c.

Drosten. M,

Starch solution, alone

„ „ plus 0'04 uiirrm. Htl
,. o-iJS „
.. o-l->

„ 0-20

.. oiii

„ 036
„ 0-73

012 0'76
0-12 0*76
n-12 0-78
0-12 ii'7s

0-13 0"76
0-15 0-K
018 0-70
0-15 5li

The very feeble hydrolysis in the case of Drosten's starch

was mainly due to the presence of traces of copper, amount-
ing to 0075 per cent. Cu. To prove that copper has a

retarding effect on amylotic action, a portion of a specimen
of soluble starch was shaken with distilled water, containing

a drop of copper sulphate solution : it was then washed with

water until the washings were free from copper. The dried
starch contained 0'033 per cent. Cu. A comparison was
made with this and the original specimen, as usual, one
hour at 40 C.

CuO per 100 c.c.

Ordinary starch 058
„ „ piuscopper 0*03

The retardation is very marked. In the 70 c.c. ot starch

solution there would be circa 0-7 mgrm. copper, whereas
in Drosten's the amount was only 0-I(> mgrm. A further

test was made, mixing the " copper starch " with the

original, so as to give solutions as nnder :

—

CnO per 100 c.c.

Starch solution, no copper 0!83

„ „ plus 0-016 mgrm. copper 0*61

„ 0*033 '43

„ ,. „ 0-160 „ ., o-ia

Mere traces of copper are thus highly prejudicial to the

action. It is interesting to note that in presence of aspara-
gine, this influence is in some way, not obvious, overcome,
as Drosten's starch in the experiments with asparagiue gave
a normal maltose production on addition of 30—50 mgrms.
per 70 c.c. of solution.

« u< I pi i LO

Starch solution, without addition

plus 0*05 firm, boric acid 0"53

.. 1"00 ., potass chloride 0*59

„ ,. 0'05 grm. potass dihydr
phosphate 0*53

„ ., 0*25 grm. potass dihydrogen
phosphate 1 0*44

.. 0'10 grm. platinum black o-n

.. "'"7 .. 0-naphthol 0'47

..

- 80 .. phenol in;
.. I'"" ,. ammonium fluoride .. . 3'M
.. l'oo urea

,. ,. ., 1 c.c. chloroform

„ .. „ 1 ,, toluol o*5o

,. 3 „ ethyl alcohol 0'56

„ .. .. 3 .. glycerine <>•",.".

.. „ .. 0"8 c.c. hydrogen peroxide 30
per cent

.. 'i
-

"7 c.c. oil of cloves 1*55

Mercurial salts, or at least mercuric chloride, is even more
catal to amylotic action than copper, as little as 0-001 marm.
jHgCl., reducing the action about 50 per cent. The influence
'of several other substances is given above. The reagents

used are mostly Merck's, but no special tests were made as
to the purity,* as in any case the extent of their influence
will be in some decree conditioned by the impurities in the
starch. The results then are only of relative value. The
conditions are as usual 1 c.c. of malt extract to 70 c.c. starch
solution, 1 hour, 40° C.

Kjeldahl (op. cit., 1879) gives results obtained by the
addition of other substances, and states that 13 mgrms.
borax per 100 c.c. starch solution reduced the maltose
production 40 per cent. This is no doubf due to the
alkaline nature of the salt, boric acid being a feeblv
dissociated acid, there is slight hydrolysis giving rise to

free hydroxyl ions, which inhibit the action, as the writer's

results with boric acid, show that the anion and non-
dissociated acid have no effect.

In connection with the hydrolysis of salts of weak acids,

it is to be noted that the use of potassium cyanide as an
antiseptic for the preservation of diastase solutions is not
to be recommended, and it is unfortuoate that Reynolds
Green (Phil. Trans. B., vol. 1S») in his interesting work
on "The Action of Light on Diastase,'' employed this

substance as a preservative iu his experimental work.
Shields (op. cit.) has shown that KCX in N 40 X solutions

is hydrolysed to the extent of 2-4 per cent. ; hence one
may infer that the diastase in Green's solutions, contain-
ing 0-2 per cent. KCN, would be to some extent destroyed
and abnormal, and though he carried out control ex-

periments, if does not follow, if the hydrolysis and
decomposition of the cyanide varied with the conditions of

exposure to light, that the controls iu all cases allowed for

this. Green states that KCN had no effect upon the
diastase, but this is not the experience of the writer. A
malt extract was precipitated with alcohol, filtered, and the
coagulant dissolved in water; two equal volumes were made
to 100 c.c, one " o " with water, the other " /3

" with water
containing 0-2 grm. potassium cyanide. f 1 c.c. of each
solution was at once added to 70 c.c. of " X " starch
solution one hour at 40 C. The " 3 " solution was kept in

darkness and again tested at the expiry of 4S and 96
hours.

CuO per
100 c.c.

a

0-54
0'43

0-55

0*30

„ „ .. 2 mgrm. K( .\ plus IS nigral.
KM.id

.. r, niarin. KH.I'u, 0-41

,. fJ .. !»;

„ „ fl ,. lit! hours plus
KHJ'II

....

mn.
0-06

0-13

These results indicate a slow destruction of the amylase
by the cyanide, and also show that even 2 mgrms. per

70 c.c. is sufficient to considerably restrict the action of the
" a " solution. The figures for CuO are corrected for the
effect of the cyanide on the copper reduction. Solutions
containing cyanides should of course not be used with
Fehling's solution, owing to the solubility of cjiprous oxide
in alkaline cyanides (roughly equal to a loss of 1 mgrm.
CuO per 1 mgrm. K(JX). Owing to the difficulty of
precipitating the cyanide in presence of starch, the above
results are corrected by making this allowance. The
crippling effect of KCX on diastatic action is due to

alkalinity arising from hydrolysis of the salt, and not to the

anion CX, nor to non-dissociated HCX, as small amounts ot

this acid have little influence on the actiou.

d. Bearing of the above Results on the Dclerminat
Diastatic Power.

It is fairly obvious, from the experimental resul'

in this investigation, that the determination of "diastatic

* "With the exception of the potassium chloride anddil
phosphate, which were specially purified.

t The cyanide u,.s free from carbonate and cyanate, and was
otherwise a very pure specimen.
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power " must be carried out with various precautious, and it

is probable that many of the disagreements in analysts'

reports as to the " diastolic power" of malt samples, ensue,

not so much from difference of methods (as has been sug-

gested), but from a non-appreciation of the importance of

these precautions and apparently, trivia! details, such as

—

Time and temperature of extraction, and amount oi

stirring of the malt and water.

Turity of the distilled water used for the extraction,

and for dissolving the starch.

Solubility of glass apparatus
Alkalinity of filter papers.

Absence of acid and other fumes from laboratory.

Concentration of the starch solution.

Purity of the starch.

\\ ith regard to the first factor, the generality of

malts when finely ground, give a constant " diastatic

power " with six hours extraction, stirring every quarter

hour. The difference between fi\e and -ix hours with

sufficient stirring being very slight, constant motion,

stirring or shaking, for one to two hours gives the same
result as six hours ordinary extraction.

The importance of the purity of the distilled water, and

the influence of the next three factors has already been

indicated in the beginning of this paper.

The concentration of the starch solution; it is of course

well knovn that the reducing power of the saccharified

solution must fad within the limits of Kjeldahl's "law of

proportionality," that is below R. 40. It is, however,

advisable to keep lower than this, say Ii 30, as has been

shown by Brown and Glendiiining (.1. them. Soc, 1902,

388). Apart from this, concentration exerts a 'light influ-

ence according to Henri (" Lois gen6rales de ['Action des

Diastases "), and the writer has also observed this effect.

1 c.c. half strength malt extract. 1 hour, 40° C.

n (Inns, per
7u c.c.

Maltose formed.

n'7ii

u :;.-,

0-21.-,

o-iu
o

-
iie

O'lSl

S'7
iii.;

SO 9

32 T,

Even if the above differences are entirely due to concen-

tration (and it is prol able the impurities in the starch play a

part), it is obvious that the variations of concentration which
occur in practice are negligible.

The purity of the starch is the most important factor, but

as this has been so fully dealt with previously little more
need be said, except that the influence of certain other

factors will be conditioned by the nature of the starch, and
further, as there is a tendency to an accretion of alkaline

contamination during manipulation, it is advisable, for

analytical purposes, to use a starch preparation containing

a small amount of acid phosphates, the protective action of

which has already been explained.

It is interesting to give here an example of the " diastatic

power" of a malt, as determined with soluble starches

bought from different dealers, and so presumably used by
someone.

Starch. Xo. 1. No. 2. No. 3. No. 4- N 6. NO. 7. No. 8.

P. P. Lintner's
34 33 32 30 J 7 20 15 6

These figures require no comment, save that ttuy alone
might serve as an apology for this communication.

3. Conclusions.

The writer hopes to extend his investigations with
purer starch and diastase preparations. In the meantime
to- object is to call attention to the necessity of observing

certain precautions in work of this nature, and he thinks

his investigations (incomplete though they are) show
that:—

-

1. Many of the extraordinary results obtained by various

observers are due to a lack of recognition of the important
influence of traces of impurity on the course of the action.

2. Diastatic (anivlotic) action attains its maximum in

neutral (in the sense that water is neutral) solution.

3. Asparagine docs not augment the action, unless there

has been a previous restriction. This holds also for the

various salts which are said to accelerate the action.

4. The restricting iufluence of acids depends upon their

dissociation, i.e., the greater the amount of free hydrogen
ions the greater the restriction ; though it it possible that

the anion of certain acids may have some influence.

5. Purified soluble starch, or starches, of various origins.

give equal maltose productions, with equal amounts of

diastase, under the conditions mentioned.

For much kindly and able assistance in the experimental

and other work cf this paper the writer is indebted greatly

to bis friend, Mr. J. M. Guthrie.

Meeting held at Glasgow on March 29/ft, 1904.

Jill. n. J. II. \YFAIR IN THE CHAIR.

Til E IODINE VALUE" OF UNSATURATED
ORGANIC COMPOUNDS.

BY HARRY INGLE, 1>.SC , r„.D.

In a recent paper read before the Scottish Section of the

Society of Chemical Industry (this J., 1902, 587—595),

I commenced the study of the action of the various iodine

solutions which have been proposed for use in the determi-

nation of the " iodine value " upon two unsaturated

substances of known constitution with special reference to

the origin and nature of the free acid which has often been
noticed as being formed during this reaction.

The following paper contains a record of further work iu

this direction, and forms an attempt to render the determi-

nation of the iodine value of use iu structural organic

chemistry.

Hub], in 1884, when he proposed the use of his iodine-

mercuric chloride solution for the examination of oils and
fats, was of opinion that the numbers obtained by bis

method were a direct measure of the numbers of double

linkages present in a substance. It was, however, found, on

extending the examination to other unsaturated substances,

that many (though doubtless unsaturated) did not absorb
iodine in amount proportional to the ethylene unions

present.

In the first table on page 423 some of the more important

recorded iodine values given in the literature of pure

or nearly pure specimens by different observers are

noted.

A number of other iodine values, chiefly of the phenols

ami oxybenzoic acids, have been determined by Kahrion ( let.

cit.~), using Waller's solutions, but, for reasons later to be

explained, the results obtained with this solution are not

reliable.

Many striking divergencies bttween the theoretical and

the observed values are to be noted in the above table, and,

beyond a remark of Heuriques (them. Rev., 1898, 121) in

a footnote to one of Wijs' papers, no explanation of these

differences has been given. Heuriques says, in reference t"

the acids, crotouic, maleic, and fumaric :
" t Iffenbar

verlangt die Hublsche Eesction eh en grosseren Abstandder
Doppelbinduog von dcr Carboxylgriippe."

The Various Solutions anil the Results.

Wijs' Solution.— This was prepared according to W
i

-

original instructions. Excess of chlorine was destroyed by

i gently Harming (this J., 1902, 587). Time of

action, 30 nuns, to one hour.
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Table of Recorded Iodine Values of Pure Unsaturated Compounds.

Substam e. i
i

Observed Iodine

Value.
Auth

lllyl alcohol

Oleic acid

Bardic acid
i.'rotniii.' aeid ....

Fumarie aeul ....

fialeic :icid

c ftci i ..

.

Erucic acid
fea&sidic acid . ..

\ ndecj lenic acid .

Cholesterol
Styracine

Oil of Turpentine.

fHiibl

I Wijs
, Hull!
'. V> ijs

Ilubl]

Wijs

Hubl

\ Wilier
(.Wijs

422

3«>
136-8

89'5—90"5
S7'.l

90-07
25-0—25-

Nil

15-8—16-4
74-9
7 Vil

138-1

67-3-<isi
81-9- -

I I

859 887
875 - 29

;

31 IS

A.veraxet :>r<;"7

Lewkowitsch.'

Wijs.t
"

Lewkowitsch.
Wijs.

I iwiisc-h.

Wijs.

Lewkowitsch.

Schweitzer and Lnngwitz.t
Fahrioi
Arohbutl

•Oils. Fats, and Waxes. 2nd Ed., p. 17G. + Chem. Rev. Harz- u. Fett-Iml . 1899, 11.

§Zeits. angevv. Chem.,1901, 1225—1227. This J., 1902, 1439.
} This J., 1895, 130.

Modified Wild's Method.—Prepared and used in the

maimer previously described (this J., lor. tit). Time of

action, 16 to 18 hours.

In most of the cases recorded the two solutions give

practically the same results. One or two exceptions may
be noted, namely, stilbene and ethyl chinaman-, lioth of

which yield higher values with Wijs' solution than by the

other methods.

As the reactions taking place in the preparation of the

iodine chloride solution and its interaction are mostly

reversible.it is found necessary to have a large excess of
iodine chloride present in most cases if a correct result is to

be obtained. Various writers on the subject recommend an
excess of from 50 to 70 per cent, in the case of oils.

That this is the case with other substances 1 have
abundant evidence to prove. Thus a turpentine with

28 per cent, excess by modified Hubl's method gave an

iodine absorption of 352, while with 69 per cent, excess a
value of 367 was obtained.

Now in Wijs' solution the iodine exists for the most part

as ICI, but in Hflbl's solution, the quantity of K '1 per unit

volume is probably considerably less siuce the equation—
HgCl

2 + 2I2 = Hgl
a
+ 2IC1

s never complete, there always remains a considerable
imount of iodine free as is shown by the colour of the

fOlution.

With Hubl's solution therefore, a greater excess is

equired than with Wijs' solution, and under any circum-

stances the concentration of ICI and substance per unit

volume can never be so great with the former as with the

latter. This is doubtless the reason why Hubl's solution is

slower in action than Wijs', and also why the latter

sometimes yields higher results.

Modified Wdlei-'s Solution.—This was prepared by satu-

rating Hubl's solution with dry HCI 50 grms. to the litre

(this J., loc. rit.). There is reason to believe that in this

solution the iodine chloride exists in a state of weak combin-
ation as ICI HCI. When addition of ICI from this solution

takes place this double compound has to be decomposed,
and such decomposition can only take place where the

attraction of the double linkage for the ICI is greater than
that exerted by the HCI. Negative groups attached to

double linkages lower this attraction, and consequently
substances containing such " protected " double linkages

either do not absorb any 1(1 from this solution or do so

very imperfectly. The amount of such " protection

"

exerted over a double linkage depends upon the nature of

the negative groups attached to it. If the groups be strongly

negative the substance does not absorb any ICI even from
Wijs' (cp. Diphenyhnaleic anhydride, &c). The modified
form of Waller's solution enables one to detect even a
comparatively weakly negative group or groups attached to

an ethylene linkage. The table given on page 425 illustrates

this.

A more detailed consideration of the matter will be
given under the group headings, but in general it may be

Tabic of Iodine Values of Unsaturated Compounds.

Group I.

Substance and Forirula.
Theoretical

Iodine
Value.

Naphthalene, C 10H g

tyrolene slightly impure, C6H 3CH = CH 2 i
il = 2i2 '2

I 1 = 121-1

iilbene, C6H5 -CH = CH.C6H S 21 = 1411

meviean turpentine pinene, Ci„H lc, B. Pt. 156—157° C
) 4 1 = 374

jugenol benzoate, CsHjCeHjfOCHj) (OCO.C6H 5 ) 21 = 95

oeugenol benzoate, CH 3CH = CH - C6H3 (OCll3) • (OCOCcH 5 ) ... „

igenol, CH2 = CH - CH 2CBH3(OCH 3)OH ,

uphenyl methane (C 6H 5 ) 3CH
21 = 154

Method.
Observed
Iodine
V;, ur.

I as
Vrjil.

Xature of
Acid.

M. Hul.l

^M. Waller
(. Wijs

) M.Hubl and watei
) M. Waller
L Wijs

f M.Hiibl
* M. Waller
I M. Hubl a

y .. i.

1 Wijs
(.51. Waller
M. Hubl
Wijs

Mod-Waller, 2 hrs.

20 „
OI. Hub!
IM. W,'aller

Wijs

Nil
227 95—109
S24-3
226-0

128 't 10f7
14U a 120-8

(i-ii

131—138
374 190
242
!« s

94'5
,
2.3

fit :<5"1

93
H4 '5 06
ys
43
83 ..

445
151
Nil •-

HCI

HI and HCI

HI

HCI

HCI and HI
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Group II.

Substance and Formula.
Calculated

l"<i

Value.

Dicyaastilbene, (CH.l.CCCN), [Trans."
Diphenylmaleic anhydride, (CsH.liCsfCO^O
Aconitie acid. CH,(COOH) .C,H| CO,, H ),
Cinmimic acid, CEH SC2H».C02H

Ethyl cmnarnate. C,
l
H

:
,.r2 IP..rii,'',H,

Dioinnamoyl tartaric anhydride, (

(

',, i I ,t\ll ,C( i.i.t .,11,11 !0)aO ....

Coumarin. -L711,.t\Hjl'*i.

Orthonitro cinnamic acid. Nil I ,11 ,l ' II t 1 l ,11

Phenyl isocarbostyryl, (V,H,(.'3 l{,ON.C,ril,
Phenyl isocarbostyryl carboxylie acid, i

, II ,C III >N .<
,
II ..mil .

.

Anhydrooxy vinyl benzoic anhvdride.O: (CH - CFl -CtU.CO)/).

21 = 85
21 = 1 45
21=174

21 = 146

21 = 17«

21 = 118
21 = in;

41 - 17*;

21 s-

Method.

Wiis

M, llui.l

Wijs
f.M. Huhl
I was

Wijs

VVijs

Observed
Iodine
Value,

A.-ul.

Nature of
Acid.

Nil
6'S
Nil

15
V

WO
88-11

Nil

lis

355

111

Group III.

Substance and Formula.

Benzalncetone, CVH.CIl : CH.CO.CH 3 .

Dilienzal-acetone (C H 5CII i I'll . CO'.

Bcir/.alcinnamylidene acetone, C i
-,1F.i'jH ..i i i.!,!!,!',,!!

,

Dicinnamylidene acetone (i\ II < J I , la1
'< I

Benzalacetophenone, C6H5 .CH = CH.CO.t , 8

Calculated
Iodine
Value.

21 = 158

C II =2211

I 21 = US
Gl = 294

41 = 195

( 81 = 356

I 61 = 265

f 21 = 122

1 1=61

Hi thod.

M, Hiibl

M. Waller
M. Huhl

w'i'js

M. Waller
Mod. Hiibl

Wi|s
M. Waller
M. Ilubl
Wijs

Observed
I as
Acid.

Iodine
Value.

( 161*

1 128t 63
109 63*6
27
195*

18*1 97
195'

24+

246
2S5
118
66 28
71 •

Nature ol

Acid.

Ill I

III'.

HC1

Group IV.

Tolane, C6HiC : C.C6H 5

tothonitrophenyl propioli -acid, N<W\,I1,.C ! C.i ( ill ..

Orthonitropheuylacetylcni', \i>.' ,!!,<' I'll

,- 21 = 147

I 41 = 265
i 11 = 267
(.21= 1 :«:.

41 = 3 HI

M. 1 In bl

Wijs
31. Hub]

Vi.'lIuM

The determinations marked * were carried out with new preparations and those marked t with older ones ; the different results at

probably due to the fact that the action of light or the exposure to the air had rendered the preparation impure n forming polymei ised

oxidised products.

stated that, if a double linkage is attached to one negative

group addition may take place .slowly ; if it be attached to

two negative groups the addition docs not take place. If

several ethylene bonds are present then the unprotected

groups absorb 1(1 from this solution, while the protected

groups, if they absorb at all, do so only slowly and incom-

pletely. Very interesting results have been obtained with

the phenols, which will form ihc subject of a subsequent

paper. Thus, engenol, which absorbs 445 percent, of iodine

from Hubl's solution (li I = 46a) the ring taking part in

the absorption, gives an iodine value or 151 (2 I = lot)

with tins solution, only the side chain reacting.

Thf. Formation of Free Arid during HubPs Reaction.—
This has formed the subject of a detailed paper read by the

writer as before mentioned. It is therein shown that in the

case of Stilliene and Styrolene its origin it not due to sub-

stitution, but that it is produced by the action of water upon

the iodochlorides.

Its character is made evident by the colour change taking

pine in Wijs' solution. If HI be liberated, then by inter-

action with the ICi in excess free iodine is formed, and tin-

colour of the solution change- tired brown. If only il('l

is formed then Wijs." merely becomes paler in shad'

The above facts nun be taken as applying in general to

till Bubstanci - examim d.

Recent work by Wulden (Her., 1902, 2029) has thrown
some Iigh1 upon how the water acts upon ihe iodochlorides.

lie finds that compounds containing a tertiary carbon atom
attached to a balogen atom tire ionised in solution to a

small extent, being, in fact, ' carbonium salts" (compare

the behaviour of tertiary iodides to water, A. Bauer, Ann.

220, 158).

The presence of phenyl groups in such compounds
increases their electrical dissociation (cp. Gomberg's tri-

phenylmethylchloride and Walden, loc . citJ), and alt

of the f-.-.v compounds already examined h\ Walden only

the tertiary carbon atoms have any -Larked tendency to

exist as ions, yet it appears likely that secondary carbon

atom- nun, under suitable conditions, also yield halogen

compounds which arc ionisahle.

I am inclined, therefore, to attribute the formation of free

halogen acid in Hubl's and Wijs' reaction to the ionization

and subsequent hydrolysis of the iodochlorides formed.

Styrolene iodochloride, for example, is probably i

as follows :

—

,11. ill -ill I

Li

both ions acl lipon the water present to form C,i

(111. I ll._,l and lll'i. The former is but little ionised, the

latter completely, hence we get a tendency set uptochangi

the iodochloride into the non-ionised iodohydrox) 1
derivative

and the ionised hydrochloric acid.

Similarly stilbene iodochloride is ionised to

—

CH. i II ' II J II

UJ I

which is in its turn hydrolysed to t.'.IIj'.'ll OH
l'll.01K' ll, (nou-ionisable) and" HI and lll'l (ionised

almost completely). The III. however, reacts with the li

present in excess to form L (non-ionised) and 11C1, thu-
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the concentration of the H('l in the solution is increased

and a tendency is set up to split oft the whole of the iodine

from the iodochloride while by the action of mass the H( I

prevents the splitting off of the whole of the chlorine ions

from the iodochloride. This causes the reaction product

to contain some chlorine as C6HsCH.OH.CHCI.C6H5 as

was found by experiment (this J., 1902, 537—595).

Similar explanation may be given to the behaviour of

other iodochlorides, e.y., those of the eugenol benzoate and

isoeugenol benzoate.

It is interesting to note that Walden finds the iodides

more completely ionised than the chlorides.

Although rendered extremely probable, absolute proof

that hydroxyl compounds result during the interaction of

the iodine chloride solution on the water present and the

unsaturated compound in the case of stilbene and styroleue

was left still wanting in the paper already referred to (this

J., loo. tit.).

The oilv residue obtained after evaporating the chloro-

formie layer from a determination of the iodine value of

stilbene by lliibl or Wijs refused to crystallise neither

could a crystaline benzoate' be obtained from it. It was

considertd to be a mixture of hydrobenzoin and iso-

bydrobenzoiu or their ethers (in the ease of Hubl's

solution).

A reaction which is common to both isoiivdrobenzoin

and hydrobenzoin is their conversion into dipheuyl acetic

aldehyde by boiling with dilute sulphuric acid (20 per

cent.).

The following experiment was carried out : 0:j grin,

stilbene dissolved in 20 c.c. of chloroform was mixed with

15 c.c. of water and then 60 c.c. of Wijs' solution added.

The preeipilate which at first formed was gradually

dissolved on warming and the solution was coloured deep
red-brown by the liberation of iodine. After standing
lj hours it was poured into a separating funnel and water

(250 c.c.) and potassium iodide and sodium thiosulphate

solution added until all the iodine was reduced. The
chloroform layer was run off, washed with water, and
finally, the chloroform distilled off. The oily residue was
mixed with 100 c.c. of water and 20 c.c. of concentrated
sulphuric acid and boiled under a reflux condenser for

7 hours. The solution in the flask was then distilled in

steam and the distillate (300 c.c.) which contained a nearly
colourless oil shaken out with ether. On evaporation of

the ethereal solution an oil was obtained which when

dissolved in alcohol gave a small quantity of crystals (not

examined). The oil reduced ammoniacal silver nitrate, gave

a phenyl liydrazone and an oxime. It also restored the

colour to magenta solution bleached by sulphur dioxide

(Schiff's reaction) giving finally a very bright red-blue

colour. The quantity of oil obtained did not admit of a
more detailed examination, bat these reactions show that

it is an aldehyde and admit of no other conclusion than

that the original substance was either hydrobenzoin or its

isomer. Formulating the reaction we have

—

(II, - (IK HI - (TIOII - (',11, =
(C6
H5)sC5H.CHO + HsO.

Reduction of the Iodochlorides by Potassium Iodide

Solution.

In the paper already referred to I have shown that the

iodochlorides of both stilbene and styroleue arc reduced by
the action of aqueous potassium iodide upon their alcoholic

solution forming the original substance and liberating

iodine. I showed also that in the determination of the

iodine value of the substances correct results could only In-

obtained if the potassium iodide was prevented from acting

upon the iodochlorides which could be done by adding

water to the test solution so as to precipitate the chloro-

formic solution of the iodochlorides before adding the

potassium iodide.* This alteration in the observed iodine

value is still more marked with some other substances

examined. The following table gives the iodine values

obtained workiog in this way and for comparison those

obtained by Hubl's solution and the free acid formed are

likewise given.

The potassium iodide solution was allowed to stand in

contact with the test 5 minutes in the experiment recorded

in the last column. In all cases the blank test was mixed
with the KI solution direct as there was here of course no
tear of reduction.

f

Errors arising from the neglect of this reduction have

doubtless iu the past led to the very varying results we find

recorded in the literature for the iodine value of substances.

This is specially to be noted iu the case of the phenols the

iodochlorides of which are very decomposable. The matter
i^ still under investigation.

The results given in the above tables (pages 423—4)
merit more special attention, and in the following they will

he treated in greater detail.

Styroleue
jStllbene
Am r can tur| cntane
Bugeno]

benzi ate .. ..

Ksoeugeno] benzoate .

a-naj.lithol

Phenol
Oils, ic
Tung oil

Rosm, American

Theoretical

Iodine

Value.

212-2

HI

21 =

21 i

21 =

21 =

ll -

154
95

177
:,ln

Modified Hubl's Method.

Iodine

Value.

128—;1400

(45
94*5

94 5

2114

410

L65

18a

Acid formed.

Aslper I 'Hi,

95
107—120

Nature,

HC1
HCland 11 f

HI and H( I

HI
HC1

HCland III

F.ijl

III andHCl

Iodine

Value.

Mod. Waller.

224-3

Nil
212
151

93
«

120
Nil

Wijs' Method.

Iodine Values.

Water first.

12s

128

138
355

95-1

95'U

023

164
160

KI first.

172-7
'

i:::.

9*3 8
43-7

195
267

161
144

With regard to the iodine value of most oils tbe matter is of
less importance, as Harvej points out (this J., 1902, 1437). This
is because the iodine chloride solutions usually employed (Hiibl's
and \\ ij> i contain sullii'ient wain- in convert the whole of the
hydrolysable iodochloride into hydroxyl derivatives which are not
reducible by potassium iodide. If, however, the iodochlorid
the oil contains a great amount ol liberated halogen (some of which
has not been split off during the test) as in the case of tungoil,
then the addition of potassium iodide lielore water lias a lowering
influence on the iodine values obsen ed.

t The addition of potassium iodide solution to the blank test
before flu- addition of water prevents any decomposition of the
HOI, which is lorined by the action of water upon tbe Id. In
the paper rehired lo 1 stated m my recapitulation of results
that m all cases if is advisable to add water to the test solution

before pctassimn iodide, -so that any iodochloride which remains
unchanged may. as tar as possible, be removed from the spheri
or action bj solution in the chloroforinic layer." It is obvious

that in tho above statement the "blank test" is not included, as
Harvey seems to think [loc. ait. I because ill this there is no " iodo-

chloride " present. That il water be added to the blank test first,

a loss of titrable halogen doe. result is in accordance with my
experience, even if the K f is added immediate!' titer the water,
as the following results show :

—

Water added first KI immediately run iu 25 e.t . Wijs = 41-0,

11*0,41*0 CO. Thio.
KI added first wafer immediately run in 25 c.c. Wijs = 11 '-,11 '2,

41'2c.c. Thio.
Water added first stood 5 mins. then KI added 25 c.c. Wijs —

88-3.

In each case 134 c.c thiosulphate solution = 0*2 gr. iodine.

In the actual test as the concentration of the IC1 (and 1

of the HOI when the water is added) is greatly reduced b

absorption (here will be less tendency for the HOI to de opose
on the addition of water, and hence no appreciable error will

result, if water be added first, from this cause.
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Group I.

Slyrolene and Stilbene. — A detailed study of the

behaviour of these two substances, and the properties of

the iodoehlorides has already been published. They are

included in the above table for completeness
1 sake. The

reason why the theoretical values were not obtained is

probably that the substances had either become oxidised by

exposure to air, or had been polymerised by the action of

light (Cianiiciau and Silber, Ber., l'.>02, -1129).

The loosening influence of a phenyl group attached to a

carbon atom, foiming one of a douhle linkage is well

exemplified by these two substances. This loosening influ-

ence is also a protective one, as i~ >h'i\sn by tli.- fact that

stilbene refuses to absorb iodine chloride from the modified

form of Waller's solution, while styrolene which contains

only one phenyl group is able to decompose this double

compound III, 111 I.

Eugenol and Isoeugenol Bemoates.—These two sub-

stances form excellent examples of this property cf the

phenyl group. The formula? of the two iodoehlorides are

probably as follows :— Kugeuol benzoate iodochloride

—

(C6H5CO,)CsH3(OCHs)CHj-CHCl-CrJ,I
4 3 « V

isoeugenol benzoate iodochloride

—

(C6E 5CO,K„H;,(< >» H 3H"Ht H-CHI-CHj
4 8 a Y

In both cases 21 are absorbed per molecule, but in the

former 23 per cent, of iodine appears as haloid acid ( 111 I).

while in the latter 66 per cent, of iodine is converted into

acid (HC1 and HI) by the action of the water in Hubl's

solution. The loosening influence of the phenyl group in

both these compounds is strengthened by the presence of

the benzoyl and methoxy groups, not only i- the atom

attached to the substituted phenyl group (the a atom) pro-

tected, but also the fl atom, i.e.. ha* its halogen atom so

loosened as to be split off by the action of water as haloid

acid. The amount of halogen thus split off from the

atom in each case is nearly the same, namely, 23 and 19

per cent, expressed as iodine (assuming that with isoeu-

genol benzoate, the whole of the chlorine is split off as

11(1).

In order to further explain the iodine values of these

eugenol derivatives, it was determined to endeavour to

isolate the iodoehlorides of the benzoates.

Eugenol Benzoate.—1-9 grm. of the substance was dis-

solved in acetic acid, and 150 c.c. of Wjjs' solution added.

After standing 2 hours the solution was poured into 500 c.c.

of water in a separating funnel and shaken out with ether.

The ethereal layer was treated with dilute sodium thiosul-

phate, and then, after well washing with water it was

evaporated. A good yield of crystals was obtained which,

after recrystallisation from alcohol, melted at 91 0, forming

shiniDg pearly plates. It gave all the reactions of the

iodochloride, liberating iodine by heating with strong H S< >,.

Alcoholic silver nitrate gave a white precipitate of AgCl,

showing that chlorine is first split off. l'otassium iodide

solution added to its alcoholic solution only very slowly

liberated iodine.

Halogen Determination.—0-5406 grm. of iodochloride

was dissolved in 50 c.c. alcohol ami 1 grm. of KOH dis-

solved in 2 c.c. of water added. The whole was heated in

a flask in the water bath and, when the alcohol had evapo-

rated, 50 c c. of water were added, and the beating continued

for 1 hour. Then 1 grm. of silver nitrate dissolved in

water was run in, and dilute nitric acid added until the

dark grey precipitate was replaced by a yellowish one.

The precipitate was filtered oft", washed with boiling alcohol,

followed by dilute nitric acid, and weighed as usual. AgCl
and Agl formed 0-1386 ; reduced Ag in filter paper ash,

0-0171= 00301 Ag,ICl: total Ag.KI = 0-4688 = 37-2 per

cent. I + CI ; theory for C1;
H„0,IC1 = 374 ptrcent. 1 + ( 1.

The substance is, therefore, eugenol benzoate iodochloride.

Attempts to prepare the iodochloride of isoeugenol

benzoate on account of its instability proved futile.

The behaviour of these two substances to modified Waller's

solution has already been noticed, but a few words on the

subject may not he out of place. The negatively substituted

phenyl group is able to exert a greater protective influence

than a simple phenol group, a.though it is not able to

completely protect both carbon atoms of the double

linkage in isoeugenol benzoate. The following table gives

!i" absorption after various lengths of time of action,

using Waller's solution as modified :

—

KllL'.UOl l soeupenol
Benzoate.

1

40-0
43-0
83-0

(For the reducing action of KI upon the iodoehlorides,

see p. 425.)

We thus -ee that if oneof the carbon atoms of an ethylene

group hs attached to a strongly negative group, the latter

-, more or less, both carbon atoms from forming an

addition compound.

American Turpentine.—This was fractionated, and the

fraction boiling between 155 D and 157 taken. It probably

consists of almost pure pinene. The results given in the

table agree accurately with an absorption of 41 per mole-

cule, and with the liberation of slightly over 21 as haloid

acid (HI).

Schweitzer and Lungwitz' figures and those of Fahrion

(Joe. cit.) are likewise more nearly in agreement with 41 per

molecule than with 21, and the latter points out that this is

better in agreement with Kekule's formula for this sub-

stance (1) than with that of Waguer-Baeyer (II.) Since

the former requires an absorption of 4l, while Haever'-

formula w ithont some intermolecular change only deuian is

an absorption of 21.

I. II.

CH, CH,

I J

H f\ II H *****^
"is H

H,V H

I

CH3—CH— CH,

If, however. Kekule's formula were correct, then it is

difficult to ~ee why two of the added halogen atoms should

be split off as acid. If, on the other hand, Bacyer's formula

pted, then, in order to have an absorption of 1 1 pflt

molecule, the tetramethylene ring must be broken. That

this takes place comparatively easily is shown by the action

of iodine under pressure upon pinene, when cytnene res

Now A. Bauer (Ann., 220, 158) has shown that when!

halogen atom is united to a tertiary carbon atom, it is

easily removed by the action of water with the formation of

a tertiary alcohol. This is especially the case with the

iodides (see also Walden above). If we assume that

Baeyer's formula is correct then we must formulate the

addition product thus

—

C1H
H3

CH,

|

/X
| if

I

H
CH,-CI-CH,

which with

water gives

CH,

' OH
C1H / \ HC1

I

H

CH3-C.OH-CH,

2U1

Such a reaction would agree with observed facts. Against

Baeyer's formula Fahrion further urges that Engler( B

i 669 ) shows that pinene absorbs four oxygen atoms

per molecule, and hence must contain two ethylene groups

It docs not however appear to the writer that in tl

too a breakage of the tetramethylene ring is improbable

with the formation of a similarly constituted peroxide, and

sequent!} does not feel justified in disputing the

accepted fi nnnla of such a well-investigated substance on

such meagre grounds.
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N- Co If3

CH

CO
/\/\

I I I

CH
Isocarbostyryl.

CO-

CO

n-CjH-,
C.COOIf

C6H 4
/
\

I I I

CH
Isocarbostyryl carboxylie acid.

O CO

^>C 6
H4

CHCH=CH-0-CH
o-anhydro oxyl vinyl benzoic anhydride.

The iodine values obtained by the use of modified lliibl

solution and my modified form of Waller's solution with

eugcnol are interesting ; with the former the ring takes part

in the reaction, while w.th the latter only the side chain

absorbs.

Triphenyhnethane was examined because of its relation-

ship to the very interesting triphenylniethyl of Gomberg.
It behaves towards Wijs* solution as a saturated compound.

Group II.

Dicyanstilbene, cis and fruits, and Diphenytm i!eic Anhy-
dride.— If we replace the two hydrogen atoms of the

ethylene group in stillbene by either cyauogen or carboxv
these two negative groups and the weakly negative phenyl
groups are able to protect the double linkage from the

attack of the halogen atoms of the, iodine chloride solution

(Wijs. Hiibl, or Waller") and so these substances absorb no
halogen. The behaviour of the two stereoisomer^ dicyan-

stillbenes is of interest, but too great reliance should not be

placed upon the results with the trans compound as it was
of doubtful purity.

Aconit.r acid. CH
2
(CO^.C (COaH) : CH(COaH).

In this substance the two negative groups protect the

ethylene union and hence no iodine absorption takes place.

Maleic and fumaric acid contain similar groups, and hence,

as Lewkowitsch has found, no iodine absorption results

from their interaction with Hubl's solution.

Cinnamic Arid and its Derivatives.—Stvrolene can absorb

halogen eveu from modified Waller's solution. If we re-

place one of the hydrogens of the CH
2
group by earboxyl,

we find that the substance resulting, cinnamic acid, has the

power of absorbing only a very small amount of halogen

even from Hubl's and Wijs' solution. The negative ear-

boxyl group is capable of exerting a protective influence

over the double linkage, and that, combined with the less

strongly negative group phenyl, renders the Buhstan.ce

capable of only absorbing a small amount of halogen

Cinuamic ether yields a higher iodine value with Wijs'

solution than with Hubl's, probably because the concen-
tration of the IC1 in the former is greater than in the latter.

The iodine value of the ether of cinnamic aeid is more than

that of the free acid because the introduction of the ethyl

group lowers the negative character of, and hence the'

protection exerted by, the earboxyl group. If we render

the phenyl group more negative by introducing a nitro

group (as in o-nitro cinnamic acid) or an oxygen atom (as

in coumarin) the protection is complete. Also if the

earboxyl group ba united to another acid group, as in

dicinnamoyl tartaric anhydride,* the protection of the

ethylene union is complete.

The protective influence of the negative group is here
again a loosening one on any halogen that is absorbed, thus,

ethyl cinnamate which ab-orbs 161 per cent, splits off

15 SI as acid.

The protective influence of the negative groups extends
in proportion to their negative character, not only to the

carbon atom to which they themselves are attached, but
also to the other carbon atom of the double linkage as is

shown in eugenol and isoeugenol benzoates, in cinnamic
acid, and the other cinnamyl and cinnamoyl derivatives.

The behaviour of the three isocoumarin derivatives! is

of interest, the constitutional formula* of whieh are as

follows :

—

* I have to thank Mr. Dakin, B.Sc, of the Yorkshire College, for
this specimen.
t I have to thank Dr. Wm. Frew, of Perth, for these three

specimens.

In the first the OH =CH group has in direct union with
it the weakly negative ring, and the weakly positive
phenylimido group, hence we get absorption of halogen.

In the second, the earboxyl group neutralises in part the
positive phenylimido group, and hence we do not get the
full absorption. The substance behaves as a slightly more
positive material than cinnamic aeid.

If the formula for the third be correct it is difficult to
explain the absorption of only two equivalents of halogen,
instead of 4 atoois as theory requires.

Group III.

In structure the members of this group are related to

styrolene, ami to cinnamic aeid.

Benzalacelone.—In this substance the carbonyl group
lias attached to it the relatively positive radical methyl,
while the styryl group in virtue of the phenyl group is

weakly negative. As the substance is able to absorb IC1
from Hubl's solution the protective influence of the
carbonyl group, manifest when iu cinnamic acid, must here
be neutralised by the methyl group. One of the added
halogen atoms is, however, loosened, probably by the
phenyl, and is split off as acid by the action of water,
and as the substance does not liberate iodine from Wijs'
solution that atom is chlorine. The formula of the iodo-
chloride is probably C6H5CHC1CHI.C0.CH3 . The
iodochloride was isolated.

Benzalacelone Iodochloride.—One gram of the ketone
was dissolved in acetic acid, and 100 c.c. of Wijs' solution
added. After two hours the mixture was poured into
water (250 c.c.) and the crystals which formed on standing
filtered off. Itecrystalliscd from alcohol, in which it is

easily soluble, it was obtained in colourless needles, melting
at 59—60° with decomposition. The alcoholic solution of
the compound liberated much iodine when treated with
potassium iodide solution. Silver nitrate give first a white
precipitate and then gradually a yellow one when added to
its alcoholic solution, showing that chlorine was first split

off. The substance was rapidly decomposed by the action
of light. It was not further examined.

Dibenzalacetone.—This substance might be expected to
absorb 41 per mil., but, as the table shows, actual ex-
periment gave 21 per mo!, and II split off as acid HC1.
The oxygen of the carbonyl is evidently able to protect one
styryl residue but not the other.

Benzalcinnamytidenacetone.—
C

i
,H

6-CH =CH-CO-CH =CH-CH =CH.C6
H

i

This substance, which does not appear to have been pre-
pared before, was obtained by Claisen's method, namely, by
the action of cinnamic aldehyde upon benzal acetone in
presence of caustic soda. It was obtained as golden yellow
shining needles after recrystallisation from alcohol melting
at 108°. With concentrated sulphuric acid it gave a dark
red colour, and was easily soluble in most organic solvents.
The iodine values recorded in the table, instead of being
01, are 41 per mol. with 21 split off as acid HCI.

Dicinnamylidtne Acetone.—Here again the oxygen of
the carbonyl appears to be able to protect one double
linkage for instead of 81 only 6 are absorbed.
The behaviour of these derivatives of acetone to modified

Waller's solution is interesting.

Iodine Value.
Modified
"Waller.

Theory.

27
24
118

il= 28-3

\l= 24-2

2J= 111-2

Benzal cinnamylideneaeetone. . .

.

Dicir.namylideneacetone

The protective influence of the phenyl groups is well
shown. In the last compound one of the ethylene unions
is too far removed from this protection to exert itself, and
hence is able to absorb 21, and the remaining hi is due to

the same cause as the ^1 absorbed by the other two
substances, whatever that may be.
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Benzal Acctoplitnone.-The absorption of nearly one

I per molecule from HUM', eolation and over I from Wfa •

is probably due to the different concentration of the 1. 1 in

these two 'solutions as already mentioned.

-Old specimens of all these benzal derivatives snow lower

•„,. ie values than freshly prepared ones t us is probably

a!!":, either oxidation or polymerisation ?/t^*g"~
by the action of light (compare Ciamician and Silbers

results with Stilbene, loc. cif.~)

Group /I •

The aetion of 101 opon triply linked ear.™, atoms has

been but little studied, never quantitatively. 1
l.mptoii

Then 41 892) obtained OjHjICl by ,,.-,,.« acetylene

TCI Stote (Ber, 19, 538) by boiling propiolic acid with

tt;::'i::;:-: , * >». been «* t0

determine the iodine value of triply linked carbon atoms.

In Z forgoing table the only acetylene derivatives

examined Fin which a certain «™™* <»f pwteo ive

influence is exerted by the groups attached to the two

Car

The
n
to\ane-Med was a slightly impure specimen obtained

by the action of sodium ethylate upon ^M dibwmg.

The difference in its behaviour to Hubls and to Wi]8

^fonirdoubtlessdnetotbe different ~tr£on of

the IC1 in the two. It is interesting to not< that tn

amount o acid formed in Hiibl's solution Lea,, nearly he

""ue relationship to the total iodine absorpt.01. as in the

^^VatlXitrophenylpropiolic acid absorbs.exactly

21 orlCl is in accordance with Stolz s observations with

^ op o icaeid above cited, bat why ointrophenyl acetylene

£&rhTbr^^P«it
teW as unsaturated cyclical ketones, whereas their

benzoates react like saturated compounds.

A detailed examination of the various isomeric di- and

trihydroxy benzenes and of the naphthols ,s u, hand, and

will form the subject of another paper.

ComLin«.-S„ general theory affords a complete ex
;

1.,', f all the results obtained in this research, but
]t e Sdbd* b" Thiele's Theory of Partial Valencies

/ a . QnR R7—142) and the assumption of thetetra-

benzalacetones (cp. Baeyer and \ ill.ger te^HJ,
w alden Ber., 1901,4185). The matter is, however, merely

onhedre tie interest, and for practical purposes the results oi

^A^ata-to.* the conclusion arrived at in my

'^OlSffS'SSSw compounds absorbs IC1 from

the v irious solutions.
.

(6) That no substitution takes place during Eubl s and

Wii's reaction. .

(c) That the acid formed is due to the action of water

upon the iodochlorides.

They further show ( -J) that ihe amount oi i 1 formed,

,,eP oU P-hahlv upon the ionisation 1 -"-l-"'
,'

l,,,,vsi of the iodochlorides by the water present
1
he

amount™ this hydrolysis is dependent upon the nature of

,he groups attached to the double linkage.

m The presence of aromatic groups, and oi negative

„roU )
sna,:u,,-a,,.ra.ede,,,n,eH,,,da,,:,l,,d,,

;

,hee,ln Hle

union tend to lessen it* attract on ^™«*£"£ \Z
extent proportionate to their negative character, n

; cm ingot' the attractiouis manifest in the i-efusalo such

, ,,, ,vs to absorb iodine chloride from a so ution con-

; n" , weal binatiou ^th.hydrocrJoric.acid and

SS mere I hydrolyais of the .odochlond, in Hubls

reaction.

(4) Further proof is given that the iodochlorides are

reducible by the action of aqueous potassium iodide, and

this reduction is thought to have been a fertile source of

error in the past in the determination of the iodine v i ol

unsaturated compounds. •
.

(V) It is shown how by determining the iodine value Ol u

substance by the various solutions and the amount and

nature of the acid formed by the hydrolysis of fli

chloride some iuforinatioamaybe obtained as to the probable

portion of the ethylene moon- in the molecule,

(«) The triply linked carbon pans seem to exert less

attraction for iodine chloride than doubly linked.

1 have to again thank the directors of Messrs Barry,

Ostlere and Shepherd, Ltd., for the use of their laboratory,

and mi assistant,.Mr. lanes, Wake, fot his help in earning

out the experimental work recorded in this paper.

THE ANALYSIS OF WATERS, AND THEIB

CHANGES IN COMPOSITION WHEN EMPLOYED
IN STEAM-RAISINO.

BY K. R. TATLOCK AND B. T. IHOM60N.

It would appear that, owing to the numberless more or

less valuable text-books on water analysis, and the various

papers on the same subject which have appeared in

chemical journals, there would be little or no room for

anything further to he said on tins subject. But in

straining alter something original analysts have too often

sueeesteu the abandonment of what is of real value, in

favour of what appears at tirs. sight to be a genuine

improvement, but which is in reality only superficial.

This desire for something new seems to be so absorbing

at the present day that we are constantly presented with

crude and undigested methods of analysis, and it is to

combat this spirit that, to some extent, our present paper

is written. Not that we do not wish for changes for the

better, but we would beware of abandoning things of real

value, while at the same time we ought to go on improving

our methods of analysis, accepting sue. modifications as

are likely to he of permanent value, and relegating to their

proper place such modifications in method as seem to be

made solely for the sake of change.

In the present paper we intended to take a wider scopj

than we shall be able to take, owing miui.y to lack ot time

to work up the subject as fully as we should have desired

We shall therefore in the first place give a few notes on

certain particulars connected with the analysis ol waters.

and then consider the hehaviour of a special variety ol

water when employed in a boiler for steam raising.

Temporary Hardness.--We shall in the first place deal

with the determination of temporary banlm-s. the soap

solution method for which is now rightly viewed mm
unreliable and extremely empirical one I In- 011,3 troll

scientific method is that by titration with a standard acid,

and employing some indicator to determine the end-r,

The original indicator proposed by Hehner tor tins purpos.

ffas methyl orange, which was first introduced foi the

aeterminttion of alkali by Lunge about a quarter of a

eentorj 1
Many indicators have bee, brought forward

to supplant it, but for its special purposes Lunges I udicato

undoubted^ still holds the field. Taking th. special ...

of the determination of the alkalinity oi water we Hod

alizarin as o- f the 1 < recent eandidaU, lor

because the end-reaction is more delicate In

objection , 1, for rapid analysis ,. that the -1,

r., aires ,0 be boiled to expel car ic i.e., and it u

be remembered thai one boiling is not sufnc.ent, bntM

most he boiled after each addition of acid to bring back

,hc colour, and if this is not carefullv and 'horougH

done either a false result or an indistinct end-reaction wd

be obtaiB ,:, Some years ago one ol us "bowed taw

withlacmoidamore delicate end-reaction was obt«M»

(in fact quite as delicate as with alizarin) but that Wl

L,„ objection ,1 also was the fact that onethai to

rWt to boiling, exaetlj as in the case of alizarnt
'To

obviate tins trouble of discovering the end-react on K w

11 9ted to add excess of standard acid then bo, to

carbon racid, and titrate back with standard canst..
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Hut this does not mend matters, as the boiling has still to

be done, and we have the extra trouble of working with

two Standard solutions in plaee of one. Now, with methyl

orange the great advantage is that the cold water can be

titrated direct with standard acid, anil although the end-

reaction ii not so delicate as with alizarin, yet quite as

accurate a result can be obtained if the proper precautions

.are taken Indeed the slowness of the end-reaction of

methyl orange may be almost regarded to a certain extent

as a merit, as the first change in colour (especially iD the

titration of waters in which there are seldom such a pin

portion of neutral salts as would injuriously affect the

end-reaction) is usually distinctly observed with, at most,

0-1 c.c. of N/10 acid. The first change ought to be taken

as the end-reaction, and the intensification of the colour

by further addition of acid will serve to corroborate the

first impression. Working in this way we easily obtain

results quite as reliable and accurate as can possibly be

obtained by alizarin or any other indicator. Of course it

is well to know the capabilities of all indicators, as it may
happen that in certain circumstances methyl orange might

not be available, and one of the others could be used in its

place if tin- conditions under which it can be employed are

known.
In titrating in this way, carbonate (or bicarbonate; of

sodium, which is very often present in pit waters, would be

included with the carbonates of calcium and magnesium
as temporary hardness. To determine the carbouate of

sodium we evaporate a measured quantity of the water to

one-fourth of its original volume, filter through a dry filter,

and take a measured portion of the filtrate for the

determination, of carbonate of sodium by standard acid.

Chlorides.— The determination of these seldom presents

any ditficulties, the titration with standard silver nitrate,

anil tie- employment of potassium chromate as indicator,

being usually sufficient. Difficulties arise, however, when
we have to deal with mossy or peaty waters and with waters

containing acids or iron salts. With mossy waters, which
are also sometimes acid, we have found the best mode of

dealing to consist in adding some calcined magnesia to a

portion (not necessarily measured) of the water, and
agitatiug thoroughly for a few minutes. In this way, acid,

if present, is neutralised, and the mossy or peaty matter is

precipitated and removed from solution, while the magnesia
remains practically insoluble. All that is then nee sarj

is to filter through a dry filter, and titrate a portion of the

discolorised water with standard silver nitrate solution.

Ai.nl waters are treated with magnesia as just discribed,

and mi are waters containing iron, but in the latter ease a

few drops of hydrogen peroxide should be added in order

to convert any ferrous compounds into the ferric condition.

The maguesia then removes the iron wholly, and it only
remains to filter the mixture and estimate the chlorides ia

the solution as before.

Nitrates and Nitrites.—The determination of nitrates

I in a water is in our opinion one of the greatest importance,
it least in the case of water intended for dietetic purposes,
and therefore an accurate and speedy method is of great

value. We have come to the conclusion that, when
properly adapted, the phenol-sulphonic acid method is

decidedly the nioi-t handy and reliable. In natural waters,

however, there are two ingredients which are fatal to a
correct determination of nitrates, namely, organic matters,

especially the brown mossy or peaty organic matter, which
lis so often present in the waters we are familiar with in

"-'Jutland, and the chlorides of magnesium and sodium.
For the removal of organic colouring matters, such as is

found in mossy waters, there is nothing superior to agitation

with calcined magnesia as already described under the
leterniiuation of chlorine. We have found that when
:hlorineis present to the extent of 3 -5 grs. per gallon (."< parts

er 100,1100) of chloride of sodium, ouly about GO per cent.
if the whole is obtained, and when 21 grs. per gallon
30 parts per 100,000) are present, only about 34 per cent.

- obtained. These proportions are, however, ouly roughh
pproxuuate, as we have found that the results in presence
f the same proportion of chlorides are somewhat erratic.

a order to obviate this adverse influence of the chlorides,
llason in his book on the "Examination of Water"
•commends the use in the standard of the same proportion

of chlorides as is present iu the water being tested, so as
to counterbalance their influence; but owing to the some-
what erratic effect of the chlorides we came to the
conclusion that it would be more satisfactory to remove
them entirely. For tins purpose we have applied and
adapted the method which is employed for the removal of
chlorides from crude glycerine in testing the strength of
that article by the bichromate method. This consfsts in
agitating the sample with excess of silver oxide, which
removes the chlorine in the form of silver chloride. When
tri itedin this way, however, a considerable proportion of
silver remained in solution, apparently as oxide, and this was
deposited on evaporation of' the filtrate to dryness for treat-
ment with phenol-sulphonic acid, which soon converted the
brown silver oxide into sulphate. The silver compound
seemed to have the rather unexpected effect of lowering- the
result for nitrates, although not nearly to the same extent as
say, 3 grs. of sodium chloride per gallon. We were thus
compelled to work with a limited supply of silver oxide
adding just enough to convert all the chlorides into silver
chloride, this being determined by the usual volumetric
method. When this was carried out the exact proportion of
nitrates present was obtained, but considerable difficulty was
experienced in obtaining a clear filtrate, as traces of silver
chloride passed through the filter. This difficulty was also
overcome by the use of a little aluminium sulphate followed
by calcined magnesia. The final method adopted was
therefore as follows :—100 to 200 c.c. of the water are
treated with enough silver oxide, in a due state of division,
to decompose the chlorides, the proportion of which had
been previously ascertained. After agitating thoroughly,
a little aluminium sulphate (sa\ about 0-1 gr.) is dissolved
in the mixture, then excess of calcined magnesia is added,
and the agitation continued for a minute or two. In this
way the chlorides and organic matter are eutirely pre-
cipitated, and are then liltered off through a dry filter,

when the filtered solution will be found as free from colour
as distilled water. A portion ofthe filtrate (00 to 100 c.c.)
is now evaporated to dryness over an open water-bath,
and the residue tested for nitrates by the well-known phenol-
-ulphonic acid method. A number of test experiments
showed that in every case the whole of the nitrates, added
to a water containing comparatively large proportions of
chlorides and organic matter, was obtained by this method
of determination.

The next point which arose for consideration was the
effect of nitrites on this determination, but it was clearly
shown that this was almost nil, or that their presence only
slightly raised the proportion of nitrates. This fact
suggested to us the idea of applying the phenol-sulphonic
acid method to the determination of nitrites also, provided
these could b- readily converted into nitrates. The ideal
reagent was soou found in hydrogen peroxide, which suits
admirably for the purpose in view. To determine the
nitrites, therefore, it is ouly necessary to remove the
chlorine from, and render colourless, a quantity of the
water to be tested, exactly in the manner just described.
In such dilute solutions as generally occur in waters there
is no danger of any nitrite being precipitated by the silver
compound. A portion of the treated water is tested for
nitrates, and to an equal portion there is added a little
hydrogen peroxide, ami the mixture evaporated to dryness.
The nitrites which existed in the water are now present in
the residue in the form of nitrate, and it only remains to
apply the phenol-sulphonic test, then subtract "the nitrates
actually present in the water as such from the total nitrates
now obtained, and calculate the remainder to nitrites, ot-

to bring these compounds to nitric and nitrous nitrogen
respectively. Of course it would be advisable to make
certain of the presence of nitrites by one of the well-known
colour tests for these compounds.

Having disposed of certain points in the analysis of
water, we shall now go on to consider the second part of
our subject, which is the behaviour of a special variety of
water when employed in a boiler for steam-raising. The
particular class of waters we refer to is the alkaline variety,
or such as contain notable proportions of bicarbonate of
soda, and consequently no neutral salts of calcium and
magnesium. These waters are generally found at a great
depth in the earth, one which we analysed being obtained
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from about 8 10 feet below the surface. The water from

coal pits, for instance, often contain comparatively large

proportions of bicarbonate of sodium.

In order to trace from the beginning what changes in

composition occur when waters of this class are employed

for steam raising, we shall first observe what t:ikc> place

a, the water passes through the heater. The following

are analyses of boiler feed water before and after passing

through the heater:—

G ns per Gallon.

liter passing

through Heater, through Heater.

11*74

a so
1*03
20*52
0-15

8*73

S-63
7*96
1-19

19 61
11-15

2-89

i" 09

44'8" 35-31

21-98 is-io

The chief point to observe here is the result, not perhaps

wholly unexpected that while no less than 70 per cent, of

the carbonate of calcium in the water has been deposited

while passing through the heater, only 7 per cent, of the

carbonate of magnesium has been so removed. This

reversal of the relative proportions of the calcium and

magnesium compounds in the water appears to be largely

to the advantage of the water for boiler purposes, as the

hydrate or oxide of magnesium formed within the boiler

is a much lighter and less compact deposit than the

carbonate of calcium, and thus helps to prevent the latter

from forming a scale in the boiler. This, at least, is the

conclusion we draw from an examination of the deposit

from such a water as this, which is in the form of a light

granular powder or sludge, and which apparently does not

adhere to any great extent to the boiler.

In the next place we shall go on to consider what take*

place in the boiler after the water has left the heater. We
do not here deal with the same water as that with which

we have been showing the effect of passing through the

heater, because we could nut obtain the residue from the

same water after concentration in the boiler, and also we
thought it would be better In work npon a water which

was more pronounced in its alkalinity. The following is

the analysis of the water after it had passed through the

feed-heater :

—

Grains per Gallon.

Carbonate of calcium 1*97

Carbonate of magnesium 4/22

Carbonate of sodium 22'2t>

Sulphate of sodium 12*15

Nitrate of sodium 0*10

Chloride of sodium 2'2s

Organic matter - 30

Total solids 43-2S

After being used in a boiler which had been five weeks
under steam, the water had the following composition:

—

<;r:iin- per Gallon.

Carbonate of sodium 949*76

Hydroxide or sodium 123-20

Sulphate of sodium 776-3!"

Nitrate of sodium 0*85

Chloride ol sodium J3T.-97

Silica and alumina 0*34

Organic matter 2 '20

Total solids 1989*71

Suspended matter 1094*00

It has been stated that waters containing carbonate of

sodium are apt to cause priming in a boiler, but we are

assured that there has not been the slightest tendency in

this direction with the water under consideration. It has

also been stated more recently that waters containing

sulphate of sodium heve also the same objectionable

quality, but although we have no leS9 than 770 grs. per

gallori of this compound in the concentrated water, it is

absolutely devoid of the property assigned to it. From
out experience the subject of priming is a very obscure

one, and the most contradictory statements have been

obtained by us on this subject. It is our opinion that in

the positive statements as regards priming all the condi-

tions have not been taken into account, but that probably

because carbonate of sodium or sulphate of sodium

happened to be present in excessive proportion when
priming took piaee these were credited with the defect.

These facts show clearly that at present no definite con-

clusion can be drawn from an analysis of water as to

whether it i- likely to cause priming or otherwise. It will

be observed in this ease that 1,000 galls, of the water

.have been concentrated to 20 galls., or to exactly one-

fiftieth of their original bulk, and at the same time 15 per

cent, of the total carbonate of sodium has been converted

into hydroxide. This transformation is not altogether

unknown, but has been referred to by Mr. Arthur K.

Leighton in his " Note on Boiler Water containing Sodium

Carbonate," which appeared in the Chemical .Whs for

February 6th, 1903, but he does not state any theory as

to the origin of the caustic alkali. From a consideration

of the whole matter we think it probable that the magnesil

produced from the carbonate of iuatrnesiuni acts slowly

as a c lusticising agent at the high temperature inside the

boiler. To make this clear, let us take into account the

suspended matter in the water of which we last gave the

analysis, and which amounted to about 1,000 grs. per

gallon, and had the following composition :

—

Pen
C.rbonate of calcium 15 '70

Oxide of magnesium 14'1S

Oxide of iron 4*94

Siliceous matter and clay 25*32

Carbonaceous matter, &c 9"80

100*00

Here, then, in the presence of about 950 grains per

gallon of carbonate of sodium, we have the carbonate of

magnesium entirely decomposed and converted into oxide

It is now plain that there is nothing in solution which could

possibly eaustieise carbonate of sodium, and in suspension

the only possible agent is the oxide of magnesium or

magnesia. We have made trials by boiling carbonate of

sodium solution with calcined magnesia, but no causticising

has taken place. It might naturally be anticipated, how-

ever, that the higher temperature inside the boiler would

favour the action of the caustic magnesia on the carbonate

of sodium. We intended to follow up this matter, but mora

time was required than we could devote to it, and

apparatus which we could work under a high pressure, and

from which we could allow carbonic acid to escape at

intervals without allowing the temperature to fall sensibly.

But in the absence of experimental proof there are certain

deductions which may be drawn in support of our ODD*

tention from other analyses which we now propose to lay

before you. The following analysis is that of an :ilkaliu<

water which was used in four different boilers :

—

Grains per Gallon.

i iarbonate of calcium r i">

. onate ol magnesium t

Carbonate of sodium 25

• ilphate of sodium

Chloride* of sodium 7 -a*

Nitrite of soda N
Organic matter 0*40

Totalsolids 41*79

Hardness 6"S
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We have next partial analyses of the residual waters

from the four boilers in which the above water was
employed :

—

Grains per Gallon.

No. 1. No. 2. No. 3. No. 4.

Carbonate of so Hum
Hydroxide of sodium
percentage of tli^ carbonate of
sodium causticised

Number of palls, to which 1.000

Kails, of the original water bad
been concentrated

221! -3 1.3R.V3

S92'0

979-3
358*4

21-0 28-0 32-0

861 131 m

319-0
158-8

39

474

No. 1 is the concentrated water from a boiler which had
'been 1,100 hours under steam, and had been working at a
pressure of 45 lb., or a temperature of about 274' K. The
other three waters were from boilers which had been
worked at a pressure of 140 lb., or a temperature of
353° F., but No. 2 had been under steam for 2-12 hours,

No. 3 for 1 GO hours, and No. 4 for 74 hours.

From these data the conclusions to be drawn are obvious.

First, the length of time during which the evaporation
takes place does not throw any light on the greater amount
of caustic alkali produced in the one case than in the other.

Thus in No. 1, which was from a boiler which had been
1,100 hours under steam, only 21 per cent, of the carbonate
of sodium had been causticised, or in other words 9 oz. of
hydroxide of sodium had been produced from every 1,000
galls, of water ; whereas in No. 4, the boiler having been
only 74 hours under steam, no less thau 39 per cent, of
the carbonate of sodium had become causticised, or 1 7 oz.

of hydroxide of sodium had been produced from 1,000
galls, of the water.

Second, the proportion of hydroxide of sodium formed
does not appear to be influenced by the extent to which the
concentration of the water is carried. This is clearly proved
by a comparison of No. 2 with No. 4, because in the former
ease, where the concentration was from 1,000 to 13{ galls.,

12 oz. of hydroxide of sodium had been produced ; while
in the latter ease, where the concentration was from 1,000

47+ galls., no less than 17 oz. of hydoxide of sodium were
formed. This appears to prove the point conclusively,
nut it must be conceded that the results are somewhat
:rratic, which is not altogether surprising.

Third, the only element which has any real controlling
nower is the pressure, or, in other words, the temperature.
jo No. 1, although the evaporation had been proceeding
or 1,100 hours, only 9 oz. of hydroxide of sodium had
een produced per 1,1 00 galls, of water, whereas in No. 4
;o less than 17 oz. hal been produced. This is cor-
oborated by the results of Nos. 2 and 3, but the distinction

p these two cases is not quite so striking. These results,
ien, although erratic to a certaiu extent, are on the whole
ery significant, and point to the temperature as being the
>utrolling factor in the greater or less production of
lustic alkali from the carbonate of sodium, and the only
edium which we can suggest as assisting in this decom-
isition is the magnesia. We should here state that the

1 ustic alkali produced duiing the evaporation in the boilers
.
hurtful to the brass iittings, and it is only in this n

;at these alkaline waters have given any real trouble. We
jive to thank Messrs. The Glasgow Coal Co., Ltd., for
eir kindness in providing us with samples of water, and in
-ing us such information as would guide us in our in-
stigation.

We thus briDg to a conclusion our remarks on this
Dject for the present, and trust at a future time to prove
disprove the theory which we have just brought forward,
1 also to deal further with the problems presented by
;ter analysis.

|)orks!jirr §>ntiaiu

Meeting held (it Leeds, on March 2lst, 1904.

UK. JAS. E. BEDFORD tN THE CHAIR.

COAL WASHING.

BY W. 51, D. M U KKY. 1 r.C.

The importance of coal washing from a national standpoint
justifies any attention that, the chemist can give to the
subject, and one reason that, apart from the laboratory
examination of coals, it has hitherto received scant att'en

tion, from the English chemist at least, lies in the fact that
to control actual coal trashing at the pit, more especially
when a washing plant is iu difficulties, which from the
nature of the work often happens, necessitates working in

very unpleasant surroundiugs, amid sludge and water black
with coal dust iu suspension. The separation of shale or
dirt from coal will become of more and more importance as
our thick seams of coal remaining to be worked become
fewer. Indeed, even now many collieries only exist owing
to the introduction of coal-washing plant, and as the thinner
scams have to be worked, often with serious dirt partings
in them, it will be found in many eases that, the only
possible course is to " win " these seams, using coal-cutting
machinery, and sending the bulk of the seam to the
washer. House and steam coal are generally cleaned by
hand, that is the lumps of shale picked out by hand.
'• Nuts." "beans" "peas" (or "slack" containing all

these, with the addition of dust), are washed, or rather are
capable of being washed. Washing consists in treating
coal for the removal of intermingled shale or dirt, taking
advantage, for that purpose, of the difference in specific

gravity between shale aud coal.

There are, I understand, shales lighter than coal, but for
practical purposes it may be assumed that the shale or dirt

is the heavier, and as a rule a coal is easy to wash, in
proportion as the shale or dirt is heavier thau the coal.
Water is a medium which, with proper manipulation, readily
carries the coal away from the heavier shale or dirt. Dirt
may be divided into three classes :

—

(1) Dirt mixed with the coal proper; for example,
" brasses " or pyrites.

(2) Dirt partings in the seam, i.e., thin layers of shale
which run laterally with the seam, and which the miner
necessarily brings down with the coal.

(3) Dirt below or above the coal, which it is some-
times necessary or desirable to remove in the process of
coal-getting.

" lloliug " in the dirt as opposed to " holing" in the coal
refers to the practice of makiug use of a dirt lying either at

the roof or floor of the seam, or separating the seam into
two or three strata, for the purpose of undermining in order
to allow of the coal itself being got out, or "let down " as

it is termed. In " holing" iu the coal, on the other hand,
several inches of the coal itself are cut away, and so
rendered of small value. The difference iu practice depends
to some extent on the custom in the particular mine, and
on the hardness of the shale compared with the coal, the
men preferring, of course, to hole or undermine where it is

easiest.

As to the effect on the coal. Take first " holing " in the
dirt. If the dirt be carefully removed before the coal is let

down, a coal clean, at any rate from added dirt, should be
the result, but in practice it usually adds to the percentage
of fine dirt in the coal. In the case of " holing " in the
coal, the result is a large percentage of fine dust iu the coal,

with increased difficulties in treating the coal afterwards in

the washer.

It may be presumed that all coals containing dirt or shale

are capable of being washed. The question resolves itself

into one of cost, aud the enhanced value of the resulting

washed coal. Thus, if a colliery owner loses 10 per cent, in

dirt washed out, and only realises 10 per cent, enhanced
price on his washed coal, he is in a worse position than if
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building, ;cc, usually overshadow the cost of the actual

washing plant. The quantity of coal to be washed is also

an important factor. If over say 40 or 50 tons an hour .»

to be washed, I would prefer a washer of the pulsating type,

which, in the German pattern at least, is expensive in the
_

first cost. Also, if .he coal is friable, a washer of the pul-

satir." tvpe will make least breakage. The YYestphal.an

coal is easily broken, also the collieries are large compared

with the majority of English collieries, and .here one

usually finds washers of this type. When say 20 to 30 ton*

an hour or less have to be washed, cheaper types can be

economically employed, always choosing one that has he-

least number of moving parts exposed to the action of the

water charged with grit and fine coal, as this is severe on

iron or steel parts moving in it. 11 a coal is difccul to

wash owin" to the difference of specific gravity betv,

the coal and shale being small, it is advisable to provide

ample washing plant so that the washing under such c.rcum.

Stances is not pushed. With all sizes down to "peas he

problem is simple ; but with slack containing much dust the

difficulties increase, owing to the formation of slurry, i*

water charged with fine coal, which separates with difficulty.

Here, economy of water per ton of coal washed is ot the

first importance.
. ,

The water in almost all cases is pumped over and oxer

again, and unless special precautions are taken to ens

some de-ree of clarification, the washing become*

unsatisfactory. I have not estimated accurately the amount

of water pumped o«r ton of coal washed, but I consider

ihree tons a minimum, and it may rise to 7 and 12 tons.

The washing of slack (that is coal capable of passing

through say ''-in. hole) containing much fine is a problem

of increasing importance, owing to the old custom of using

hand riddles'iu the pit disappearing. Fcrmerly the co

riddled the fine out before tilling into the tub—the

bein>' left in the pit and wasted. Now the tendency IS to

fill The coal unriddled, and more and more fine reaches

the washer. This fiuds its way to the well, forming sludge,

which is a constant source of anno} mice. It is necessary to

keep it moving, as if it accumulates, say, in settling tanks,

it is not only useless but a source of danger if put on the pit

heap If it is kept uniformly mixed with the other coal.

in the' case of coking smudge, it improves the quality of the

coke for some purposes. Small dredging buckets plying in

the well is one method which 1 have used myselt with son.,

success. Sometimes in the case of small plants the washed

slack and water are both discharged on to coal ... th(

hunkers, which is fairly effective, but entails the raising ol

three or four times the weight of the coal in water, unto

the plant is so favourably situated that the coal and watel

can gravitate to the bunkers. Many, and sometimes yen

elaborate, systems hare been devised tor dealing with th.

slurry difficulty, but a satisfactory solution of the proWeu

' is still wauti d. , . ,v
It is claimed for washers of the German pattern that tin;,

deal successfully with coal containing much dust, but u

Germany 1 noticed that they usuallv prefer to riddle out .1.

• Th.s part ot the paper was illustrated by diagrams.

fine, say, through A » or
'

i» beiore washing, and ad

the fine unwashed to the washed coal. 1 his is, as a r. 1.

impracticable in this country with slack, owing

increasing quantity of fine in what is sent to the was

Turnni" to the' laboratory examination ot coal,

always be insisted on that the coal reaches the laborator

in to size and condition in which it i* proposed to send it

the washer. The problem in the laboral iry is, what

„f improvement in Ihe coal may be expected from

fa

i7ive
U
nere a table -bowing results of .he examination

a coking slack of a difficult tvpe, and though th.s -

not yet been washed ot. the large scale, my cxpenence

,be method with coal that I have actually »ashed,to

that it can be depended on to give indications ot

T8lne as to the results to be expected on the large scale.

Taking 100 gramn.es (or more, if the coal is arc

1 use for the separation, potassium carbonate solum

startine with 1-25 sp. gr. (that of light coal), goinj

SffTthe final blingl-53sp.gr. (saturated eotatio

fishing out. filtering, washing quickly by suction a

determining the quantity of the portions floating at
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fferent specific gravities, and also determining the per-

intage of ash. The coal is quickly removed from the

Dtassium carhonate solution ami washed
;
and though I

jve not noticed any action on the coal, in the case of, sftj ,

gnite, it is not impossible.

(100 grammes coal taken) :
—

Specific Gravity. Grammes. Ash.

l'ir Cent.

(1)

(2)

Under 1-25 20-52 2-52

„ 1'35 5IT-H fl6
(3) „ 1 13 5"20 15'*0

4 .. res S-07 2V74
(5) Over 1'53 211-73 58' W

100-00

'ortions 1,2, and 3, together, equal 76-20 grins., contain-

igaah 4-48 per cent. Portion;; 1,2, 3, and 4, togethei

jaal 79-27 grms., containing ash 5'27 per cent. Portions

,2, 3, 4, an.', .'j, together, equal 100 grms., containing ash

6*27 per cent. Ash in unwashed coal, 14*90 per cent,

pecific gravity of dirt (all over 1-53 sp. gr.), 2-05. 31 per

snt. of the coal goes through riddle of 1 16" hole.

It will be noticed that the ash of the different portions

Med together comes to llj- 27 per cent, instead of 14-9

er cent. This is owing to some extent to the ash being

etermined in the eoal after quick drying, which probably

spelled some of the water naturally in the coal ;
possibly,

lso, the potassium carbonate has not been thoroughly

ashed out. It should be mentioned that the sum of the

•covered coal did not come out 100, as represented, but

7*55 grms (2-45 grms. too low), and was calculated to

DO.

The examination shows that this coal will, apart from the

1 per cent, fine dust, be difficult to wash, and the dirt

I ill be unsatisfactory, containing much combustible matter.

i

r
ith most coals the ash in the dried dirt is at least 70 per

'lit. In this particular coal I found black coal like shale.

l"71 sp. cr., and ash 4.V76 per cent., useless as a coal,

lit which will be very deceptive in the washing on large

ale.

i The following table gives the detaiis of the examination
! a dirt. The sample was dried and examined uncrushed,
it came from the washer :

—

100 grms. taken.

Specilic Gravity. Grammes. Ash.

Under 1 •_'.">

„ 13.5

., 1-45

„ 1-53

0-38
n-42
o-2s
o- US

Per Cent.
2-72

WS1
17-06
21-25

Sing all under 1--35 sp. gr. as coal, it only amounts to
' per cent, loose coal left in the dire. The dirt dried at

I C. contained 77 -07 per cent. ash.

This is a good result, but it should be added that in

this particular washer the water was not used twice, being
run to waste, and under these circumstances a dirt very
free from eoal may be expected.

Discussion.

Mr. S. E. Bedford said that if manufacturers could get

eoal which was properly washed, greater efficiency would be
obtained from steam boilers. As coalfields became ex-
hausted, it was more and more necessary to bs economical
in the use of coal. briquettes made of coal dust were
used on some continental railways as fuel, but be was not

aware that the manufacture was carried on in England to

any extent.

Air. J. W. Cobb commented on recent attempts to use

the fine dust from coal by injecting into boiler furnaces, and
asked if Mr. Mackey had seen much of this application : a

serious difficulty was the carrying power of the dust. The
whole process of coal washing was complicated by the fact

that the variition was not in size of particle alone, nor in

specific gravity alone, but in both. The sizing which
preceded washing in the Lorig type was apparently a step

in the ria;ht direction if the first cost of the plant was not

unduly raised thereby.

Could Mr. Mackey say how far the advantage of ash

diminution was lessened by increase of moisture in the

washed coal? The author had been dealing exclusively

with the effect of washing on ash content, but it was often

the case that the primary purpose in washing was the

elimination of a harmful ingredient, such as sulphur. What
was the degree of success attained ? Sometimes it was
cei tainly small.

It was often said that washed coal did not give so good a
coke for metallurgical purpose, as unwashed. Had Mr.
Mackey a decided opinion on this point '.

Mr. B. A. BciiUELL asked Mr. Mackey what cnurse he
would adopt in washing coal where the mineral matter was
present as finely divided clay disseminated through the mass
of coal? He showed some specimens of Indian eoal

apparently clean and free from " dirt," but containing as

much as 16 per cent, of ash in the form of clayey matter.

.Mr. W. Mel). Mackey, replying to Mr. J. E. Bedford^
said that the trade in briquettes had been largely spoiled in

this country owing to the use of inferior materials. In

order to make them the coal must be dry. and this rather

militated against the use of dust from coal washing, as it

required drying.

In reply to Mr. J. W. Cobb, he said that he hail not had
special expeiience with the use of coal dust in conjunction

with a steam jet. In gasworks the added water in washed
coal was objected to. It should not exceed three per cent.

The percentage of sulphur did not diminish in the same
proportion as the ash when a coal was washed. Given the

same composition, analytically, he preferred coke made from
unwashed slack to that made from washed, especially for

blast-furnace purposes.

Referring to the sample of Indian caal produced by-

Mr. Burrell, he thought it was one of the few eases in which
the cotil should be crushed before washing, as this was the

only way in which the " dirt " could be removed.
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I.—PLANT. APPARATUS AND MACHINERY.
Englisu Patents.

Grinding or Crushing Apparatus ; Impts. in .

T. Breakell,Wirksworth. Eng. Pat. 5782, March 12, 1903.

A -nsn for a mortar is combined with a pillar and arm to

guide and support the handle of the pestle so that it can

rotate, as well as rise and fall, inside the mortar. A spring

or weight may be added to the pestle to press it against the

material in the mortar.—W. H. C.

Grinding Mills. A. J. Robinson, Fremont.

Eng. Pat. 514, Jan. 8, 1904.

A mill with removable grinding faces rotating in opposite

directions, has a divided main shaft. One half of the mill

is fixed, whilst the other can be swung on a pivot horizon-

tally to one side, exposing the grinding faces, so that they

can be easily renewed or repaired. The upper part of the

outer casing is removable, whilst the lower half is so

arranged that one half can be swung round with the

movable part of the mill. Stops are arranged to ensure the

two parts of the shaft being in line when the mill is in use.

—W. H. C.

Liquefying Air and other Gaseous Fluids ; Apparatus

for . H. Ivuudsen, London. Eng. Pat. C087,

March 16, 1903.

The waste heat from the compressing engines and the

pressure of the expanding cooling gases are utilised by

means of a combination of vapour turbines and heat inter-

changes.— \V. 11. C.

Suspended Matter from Liquids ; Apparatusfor Removing

In/ Continuous Decantation. T. K. Wollaston,

Manchester. Eog. Pat. 7426, March 31, 1903.

See I'.S Pat. 751,038 of 1904; this J., 1904, 246.—T. F. B.

Separating Liquidfrom Solid Matter ; Apparatusfor ,

ami for Partially Drying the Solid Matter. T. Houghton

and the United Alkali Co., Ltd., Liverpool. Eng. Pat.

7957, April G, 1903.

\n inclined rotating circular or annular dish is provided

with a false bottom of filtering material, the space beneath

which is in communication with a partially exhausted

receiver. .Means are provided for feeding the mixture to

be separated, for drawing off the liquid, for keeping the

surface of ibe solid from becoming impervious by means of

a revolving brush, and for removing the solid by n plough.

—W. II. C.

Centrifugal Apparatusfor Treating Gases. E. Theisen,

Baden-Baden. Eng. Pat. 8671, April 16, 1903.

An improvement on Eng. Pat. 12,693 of 1901 (this

J. 1902, 904). The centrifugal blades are perforated or

Constructed with ribs on their rear sides, to prevent the

undisturbed flow of the gases through the spaces behind

the ribs, in order to obtain a more intimate contact

between the gases and the liquid spray. In tbe Frg ,

which i- a longitudinal section, tbe driving shaft o' carries

the diuiu // with the blades c' preferably arranged in

oblique positions, and with ribs d' on their rear sides. At
the gas-inlet end the blades are made with inward projec-
tions <>', and at the exit with outward projections f, so

that the gases are both sucked ir.t) and forced out of th<

apparatus. The liquid enters at k' and flows in a belies

path along the casing k', which is made slightly c

the drum 1/ being cylindrical, with tlie blades c' tapering

so that their outer edges are parallel with the casiug, i

issues forth at n'.—W. 11. C.

Siemens' Regenerative Furnaces. A. Kurzwernh
I eplitz. Eng. Pat. 1890, Jan. 25. 1904.

In order to avoid loss of gas before the reversing operatio

in regenerative furnaces, the latter are provided with A E9

cut-off device aud an air-inlet opening capable
closed, these being so arranged that the gas current can 1

cut off and a supply of air provided, forcing the gas iu t!

regenerative chamber and the passage connected turret

into the furnace lor combustion.—E. S.

Distillation of Volatile Liquids; Process and App
for the . It. Voiry, Paris, and J. de I i

Cie., Bagnolet. Eng. Pat. 1975, Jan. 26,1904.
Internat. Com-., March 27, 1903.

See Fr. Pat. 330,649 of 1903 ; this J., 1903, 1078.—T. I'-

ll nited States Patents.

Ecaporatimi Liquids; Process of . 1>. V. B
Skien. U.S. Pat. 752,599, Feb. 16, 1904.

Two or more iuverted V-shaped portions, 1 (see figt

arranged, one over the other, each provided with p
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lto which the lower edges of the curtain walls, 3, dip. The
quid to be evaporated is fed into the pockets, 2, aud drawu

p into the vessels by the vacuum communicated to the

vapour spaces, A, B, C,

by the pipes, 7, from the

pump. The solids sepa-

rated fall into the pock-
ets, 2, and are removed.
The upper portion of the

liquid in each chamber
is under a lower pressure

than the lower portion

of the liquid in the

pockets, consequently
the solids can be re-

moved continuously

without interrupting the

working. By maintain-

ing a lower pressure in

the upper vessel, the

heat given out by the

vapour from the lower

vessels, condensing on
the walls, 1, and collect-

ing ;n !the gutters, 6,

from whence it is re-

moved by the exhaust

pipes, 7, evaporates the

liquid iu the vessel abovi

A method of combining

the V-shaped chambers
into a set, and for ap-

plying the principle to

ordinary tubular evapo-

rators, is given.

—W. H. ('.

7acuum Evaporating Apparatus. C.'Ordway, New York.

U.S. Pat. 755,529, March 22, 1904.

i float chamber is connected with both the vapour and

quid spaces of the evaporating vessel, the liquid feed to

hich is regulated by the height of liquid therein. This is

jfected by means of a float iu the float chamber, attached

i a eord passing over a pulley and connected by a rod to

• lever which actuates a valve in the liquid-feed pipe,

leans are provided for adjusting the float from without,

id a by-pass for filling the evaporating vessel independently

V the float chamber.—W. H. C.

otaru Kiln and Drier ; Combined . C. A. Matcham,
Allentown. U.S. Pat. 755,513, March 22, 1904.

rotart kiln is combined with a drier, and both are cou-
rted to a stack. A valve is provided to regulate the flow

products of combustion from the kiln, and a truck to

ry the connection of the flue to the drier.—W. H. C.

iln. T. Hampton, West Elizabeth. U.S. Pat. 755,655,

March 29, 1904.

circular kiln with a dome has furnaces within the walls,

ags " adjacent to the furnaces and a solid floor with
as having inlets adjacent to the furnace9. An arrange-
nt of flues and cross flues leads to a shaft situated

•jeraally to the kiln.—W. H. C.

sorption Apparatus ; Chemical H. G. Schanche,
.ssignor to Harrison Bros, and Co., Philadelphia. U.S.
at. 755,705, March 29, 1904.

•^ower is arranged with horizontal shelves from which the
& >rbing liquid overflows at alternate sides ; the ends of
*1 shelves being turned up. A plate dips into the liquid
o.he shelves just behind the turned-up end, and reaches
"My to the bottom, so that only the lower layers of the
1' d can overflow.—W. H. C.

French Patent.

Liquid Level Indicator. Soc. l'Air Liquide (Soc. Anon
pour ['Etude- et ''Exploitation des Precedes G. Claude).

Fr. Pat. 337,127, Nov. 21, 1903.

In order to indicate the level of a liquid in a closed vessel

under pressure, a current of gas under slightly greacer

pressure than that in the closed vessel, is led through one

branch of a "J"" 1"06 - One of the other branches enters the

closed vessel and dips to the bottom of the liquid in it,

whilst the other is connected to one end of a U-tube filled

with an appropriate liquid (or to a manomeler), the other

end of the U-tube being led into the gas space above the

liquid in the closed vessel. The liquid in the gauge tube

will be depressed in proportion to the depth of liquid in the

closed vessel.—VV. H. C.

IL-FUEL, GAS, AND LIGHT.

Water-Gas; Production of by the Dcllwik-Fleischer

and Strache Systems, in Theory and Practice. M. Placidi

and O. Kettner. J. Gasbeleuiht., 1904, 47, 268—271.

The authors criticise the objections advanced by Strache

and Jahoda against the theory of Dellwik. They consider

it as proven that, during the blast period, the economy
increases with the speed of the blast and with the per-

centage of carbon dioxide in the gas produced. If the

carbon dioxide remain constant, then the greater the blast

speed becomes, the gTeater will be the amount of heat stored

up in the generator, the higher its temperature, and the

shorter the blast period required. The experiments of

Strache and Jahoda show conclusively, however, that during

the " make " period the speed of the steam ought to be

reduced as the temperature of the fuel falls. In the Dellwik

process the steam supply is not regulated in this sense, and

hence, towards the end of the gas-making period, much heat

is lost by superheated steam passing undecomposed through

the fuel, and an inferior gas is the result. Iu practice,

therefore, whilst the Dellwik-Fleiscber process marks an
advance in the blast period, and the Strache process iu the

gas-making period, neither system, in the author's opinion,

shows a completely satisfactory efficiency.—H. B.

English Patents.

Briquettes; Manufacture of for Fuel. J. Faucheur,
Brussels. Eng. Pat. 10,416, May 7, 1903.

Gas tar is " freed from its odour," by adding to it 10 per

cent, of its weight of concentrated milk of lime of sp. gr.
22' to 25° B., thoroughly mixing for 24 hours, and then

removing the excess of lime by washing. 80 kilos, of tar,

thus treated, are mixed with 30 kilos, of Portland cement,

and then added to 1,000 kilos, of coal dust. After thorough
mixing, briquettes are formed from the paste thus obtained.

To free the coal dust from native sulphur or bitumens,

10 per cent, of powdered quicklime is added to it, and the

mixture immersed in water. By the heat produced by the
slaking of the lime, "the sulphur and bitumen fuse," "and
rising to the surface of the batb," they are removed. The
coal dust is then thoroughly washed with water."—L. F. G.

Liquids, Combustible ; Process and Apparatus for the

Gasification of . C. H. Claudel, Argenteuil. Eng.
Pat. 9606, April 28, 1903.

SebFt. Pat. 331.372 of 1903; this J., 1903, 1122.—T.F. B.

Gas Producers ; Impts. in . H. Boyd, Poulton-le-

Fylde. Eng. Pat. 9950, May 2, 1908.

The producer, which is intended for use with bituminous
fuel, is lined at its upper part with fire-brick. The lower

part is not lined, but the supply of air, or air and steam,
flows round it on its way to the grate, which is vertical and
is situated at one side. The air is thus pre-heated, and it

is stated that the casing forming the lower portion of the

producer is cooled so far as to prevent the adhesion of

clinker. The fuel hopper is situated centrally at the top,

j

and the gas outlet is at one side, a depending partition

I screening it to such a depth that the outlet is really about
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mid-way down the bed of fuel. This arrangement causes

the fresh fuel to be heated by radiant heat Irom the lower

part, and the tarry, condensable matters have to pass down
through a portion of the incandescent fuel, where they are

decomposed.— II. li.

Carburetting in means of Naphthalene. ('• P. 3. Lion,

Paris. Enjr. Pat. 5805, March 12, 1903. Under Interuat.

Conv.. March 14. 1B02.

See Fr. Pat. 319,599 of 1902 ; this J., 1902, 1525.—T. F. B.

Gasc.v; Method ofRemoving Sulphuretted Hydrogen from
, with simultaneous Recovery of' Sulphur. E. liurs-

chell, London. Eng. Pat. 6090, March 10, 1S03.

See U.S. Pat. 737,579 of 1903 ; this J., 1903, 1080.—T. F. B.

United States Patents.

Coke Quenching and " Bleaching " Apparatus. F. A.

Mcore, Philadelphia. U.S. Pat. 755,154, March 22, 1904.

The apparatus is bnilt up of separable hollow transverse

sections with a vestibule or extension at one end, haviDg

sides which can swing laterally, and a bottom which can
swing vertically, so that it can be connected to a coke oven.

The apparatus is fitted with doors at both ends, with

means for supplying water to each section, and with a steam
outlet.—L. F. G.

Coke; Process for Quenching and " Bleaching" .

IS. A. Moore, Philadelphia.
' U.S. i'at. 755,155, March 22,

1904.

" This process consists in transferrin'.' hot coke from an
oven into a receptacle (see preceding abstract) from which
atmospheric air is excluded, deluging the coke with water,

and discharging the excess of water a- rapidly as supplied."

The coke is then subjected to the action of the steam
generated by the quenching, the steam discharged from the

receptacle, and the coke finally dried.— I.. F. ( ..

I'm I Blocks [Briquettes'] ; Manufacture ofArtificial .

\V. Y. Uruiksbank, Assignor to N. Maley, both of

Free-land. U.S. I'at. 755,278, March 22, 1904.

Slightly moist anthracite coal culm is mixed with dry
powdered resin, and with asphalt rendered fluid bj means
of a volatile solvent, and the mixture subjected to the
simultaneous action of heat and pressure, till the moisture
and the solvent arc volatilised, and the resin has been
melted.— L, F. (i.

Briquettes; Manufacture of Pit-coal or Coke . J.
l.ieb, Cologne.' U.S. Pat. 756,124, March 29, 190 1.

Fine coal is mixed with a small quantity of resin or other
agglutinant, moistened with water, and the mass then
moulded into btiquettes and heated.—L. F. G.

Fuel [Briquettes]; Manufacture of Artificial . W,
B. Thomas, Towns, G a. U.S. Pat. 756,189, March 29,
1904.

The residuum known as " rosin-batting "
is pulverised, and

then mixed with a le^s inflammable bur combustible material,
such as woody refuse or fibre, and the mixture heated and
moulded into shape.— 1.. F. Li.

Brit;:: ! . I ess of Producing . J. M.
Davidson, Beaumont. U.S. Pat. 756,593, April 5, 1904.

Powdered pine-wood charcoal is mixed with the high
melting-point pitch obtained from piue-tar, slaked lime ifl

added, .hi. I the mixture is heated t<. 250°—300 F., and
moulded into blocks.—T. !•'. I!.

1/ od of Combustion. C. I. Lucke, New York.
I ,S. I'at. :.".:,, :::!;, March 22, not.

In burnii mixtures, t' i latter are-

ed to flow through an opening with a greater velocity
than that of the pi ipagation of inflammation throueh the
mixture, into a space in which the mixture maj spread out

ami expand, the mixture being thus burned at the surface

at which the velocity is equal to the rate of propagation ol

inflammation.— K. S.

Liquid or Gasi Fuels; Method of Burning ,

(
'. E. Lucke, New York. U S. Pat. 755,377, March 22
lain.

A GAS capable of -upporting combustion (such as air oi

oxygen) is caused to enter a pipe carrying an excess ol

liquid fuel over the proportion capable of being burned bj

the gas admitted, which latter enters on to a heated h.-artl

or bed in the manner described in the preceding abstract

The velocity is thus reduced to the rate of propagations
the inflammation, diffusion with other gas is prevented, and

the fuel is burned, at least partially, within the bed, th<

excess of fuel being available for burning beyond the hearth

—E. S.

Gas Producer. .1. G. Sanderson, Scranton.
U.S. I'at. 755,702, March 29, 1904.

The gas producer comprises a fuel chamber, the sides ol

which arc formed of contiguous vertical water tubes pro-

vided with inlets and outlets for the water, and connected

to an upper and to a lower water tank, and kept in place

by band-. The fuel chamber is surrounded by a metallic

sheathing, and a non-conducting jacket is placed between

this and the water tubes.—L. F. G.

French Patents.

Coal ; Complete Combustion of in Automatical!)

Stnked Furnaces. II. Mederer. Fr. Pat. 336,940, Sept. 25,

1903.

A LATER of lumpy coal placed on the grate is burnt to

incandescence, and coal dust then flown on to it by a blast

of hot air, the chimney draught being simultaneously oat

off. After a time, communication with the chimney is again

established, and coal iu lumps fed in, to keep up the fire,

the above cycle of operations being then again repeated.

The explosive combustion of the coal dust thus brought

about, is said to produce a more uniform temperature and

to increase the thermal efficiency.—L. F. G.

Lime and Combustible Gas ,- Combined Process of Mann
t'avturinq . The Chalk Power Gas Syndicate, Ltd

Fr. Pat. 837,081, Nov. :i, 1903.

Onate of lime, mixed with as little fuel as possible, i

burned to lime as usual, preferably with the assistance of

run, in of steam, and with the use of as little air as poslfbli

The gas produced, said to consist mainly of carbon dioxidi

along with the steam into a series of converters charge

with incandescent fuel, whereby a kind of water-ga

abut little nitrogen, is obtained. Arrangement*'
plant are described for rendering the process continue:

and for utilising the waste heat.— II. 11.

Gas Producer. A. B. Dull'. Fr. I'at. 337.122,

Nov. 16, 1903.

The usual air blast placed in the water -< alcd ash-pit ef

gas producer, is furnished with a hollow cylindrical t,

having vertical slots iu the sides, and closed by a lou\

cap. Ibe air issuing from the louvre top heats tl

incandescence, whilst the blast from the vertici

completes its combustion.— E. F. G.

III.-DESTRUCTIVE DISTILLATION,

TAR PRODUCTS. PETROLEUM-
AND MINERAL WAXES.

Asphultum ; Investigations on . G. Eunge and

i . Krcpelka. Chem.-Zeit., 1904, 28, 177—180.

Nine different varieties of natural aspbaltum, four

ficial asphalt (prepared from petroleum pitch), and

and soft coal tar pitch, weie treated with commercial!? |

c

chloroform. The extracted bitumen was dried a;

to expel tbe fit It ices of solvent, and then examined *

sp. -r., melting point, pp. gr. of a solution of given strc:l>
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in chloroform, and iodine absorption. The sp. gr. deter-
minations, in the Sprengel pyknometer at 17° C, gave the
results tabulated.

For the melting-point determinations the method of
Eraemer and Sarnow (this J., 1903, 291) was employed, the
mean of four results being taken. (See table.)

It was considered probable that the divergent composition
of the various bitumens might find expression in their effect
on the sp. gr. of pure chloroform solutions. The densest
petroleum asphalt—that from Wietze oil—gives the value,
1 --4693, as the sp.gr. of the G per cent, chloroform solution^
•whilst in the case of the coal-tar pitches, it exceeds 1-475

;

but it is impossible by this means to distinguish the true
natural asphaltums from the petroleum asphalts, :md still

less to subdivide the members of either class.

Material.

Xatural Asphaltums.

dimmer
Lobsann
\ :A tie Ira vers
Eataros
Bermuda
Seyssel

Erinidad .....
Seleuieo

3ilsonite

Artificial Asphalts.

Salieian

Retze
;

Seauinont
Jnkuown

loft..

lard

>al Tar Pitches.

Ccrude
" c extracted
fcrude

' (.extracted

8p.Gr. of
Melting Bitumen

Value extracted bj

II nl.] >.
means of

Chloroform.

*C.
16-0 S3 -37 0-9877
85-0 '-'i'St 1-0343
2S-J 26-53 1-0823
ss-6 89-71 1-0931
5l"l n;--_'s 1-0861
53 '1 mm:: i-»7t;^
55 2 0*-KI 1*0994
'. li i

" 1

1

j»; -.i:> 1-1131
l-l.j-U W'6i 1-149S

L8
-
2 «» I'03fi5

118-2 52-02 1-1269
69-3 16-97 1-1741
37 -S M-86 1-1075

.•;,;
1

2i>'ii j 69-31, 1-2365

23-U 1 " 1-2741

As an addition to the usual qualitative tests, it is stated
bat petroleum spirit will give a precipitate with the chloro-
orm solutions of the tar pitches, but not with those of the
atural asphaltums or petroleum asphalts. C. S.

English Patents.

fyrpentine ; Russian Oil of ,- Treatment of, and of
similar Products, and o, Benzine or Petroleum Spirit,
J«rthe purpose of Removing their Disagreeable Odour.
&. Heber. £ng. Pat. 10,00-1, May 2, 1903. XIII B
page 448.

'atty Acids, Hydrocarbons, and the like; Apparatus for
the Continuous Distillation of , and Steam Super-
heating Apparatus therefor. V. Slama. En°- Pat
12,984, June 9, 1903. XII., page 447.

United States Patents.
rood ; Apparatusfor the Destructive Distillation of .

rT'„' New 0rlea°s
> Assignor to Illinois Iuvest-"^ Co-- W^t Virginia. U.S. Pat. 677,204, June -.'5,

1901. Reissue No. 12,208, March 22, 1904.

long retort is fixed in a position slightly inclined to the
mental, with an outlet for the products of distillation at
lower end. This retort is heated from the top only, the
les and bottom being protected by a brick casing, and the
es are so arranged that the contents of the retort are
Med •' progressively •'—i.e., the upper end is heated much
,>re strongly than the lower end.—T. F. B.

nzols and their Homologues; Manufacture of .

1904
Moscow. U.S. Pat. 755,309, March 22,

E Fr. Pat. 315,428 of 1901 j this J., 1902, 541.—T. F. B.

Petroleum; Apparatus for Distilling . L. Gathmann
Washington. U.S. Put. 755,760, March 29, 1904.

A still, in which the petroleum is heated under pressure,
and from which the residues are continuously removed, is

connected with a vaporiser, into which the oil is introduced
so as to present a large surface area. The vapours are
passed up a shallow inclined condenser, the top surface of
which is cooled by water; "drips" are provided in the
condenser to prevent the distillate from running down the
upright walls, and " eduction ports " are situated at intervals
along the bottom of the condenser, for the removal of
different fractions of the distillate.— T. F. B.

Fkench Patents.

Naphthalene; Processfor Purifying . J. p Ji ateu
Fr. Pat. 336,865, Nov. 21, 1903.

See Eng. Pat. 25,989 of 1903 ; this J., 1904, 182.—T. F. 13.

" Vaselines Industriellcs" and Lubricating Mineral Oils

;

Manufacture of . p. J. Tabourin. '

Addition, dated'
Nov. 14, 1903, to Fr. Pat. :>-G,34y, Nov. 15, 1902 (See
this .T., 1903, 791.)

The emulsion of fatty acids and their calcium salts, obtained,
according to the principal patent, by subjecting mineral oils'
to the action of. calcium hypochlorite, is acidified, washed
with water, and heated to 60°—80" C. with 25 per cent, of its
weight of glycerin. The glycerides of fattv acids thus
obtained, when mixed with about 10 per cent, of paraffin
give a product suitable for use as a lubricant.- T. F. B.

IV.-COLOUKING MATTERS AND
DYESTUFFS.

Diazoamino-Compounds of the Aminonaphtholsulphonic
Acids. L. Paul. Zeits. angew. Chem., 1904, 17 363—
365. '

Ik the tetrazo-compound of tolidine be added to a solution
of aminonaphtholdisulphonic acid H, 1 mol.,an intermediate
product is formed, which on treatment with a solution of
diazotised p-nitrauiline gives a bluish-red precipitate having
the following composition: — (I.) Cl.NN CH C FT

°

N:N,NH.C;„H
3(OH)(S03H): pj (? N = dia^o -p 1

nitranihne.) If this precipitate be made into a paste with
a concentrated solution of sodium salicylate or sodium
phenolate, decomposition occurs, and a mixture of the
uionazo dyestuff from p-nitrodiazobenzene and amino-
naphtholdisulphonic acid H with the intermediate product
from tetrazoditolyl and phenol or salicylic acid, is obtained
thus showing that the product (I.) is a true diazoamino-
compound. When the compound (I.) is treated with a
large amount of water, no nitrogen is evolved.tbiit probably
an internal condensation takes place, giving rise to the
following compound :

—

N:N.C
fi
H

4 .CcH4 .N:N.C 10H 2(NH2)(OH)(SO3H) ;
,P-N.

The sodium salt of the aminonaphtholsulphonic acid y,when treated with tetrazoditolyl, forms only a minute
quantity of an intermediate product capable "of reaction.
Ihe greater part appears to form the diuzoainino-com-
pound. If 0-uaphtboldisulphonic acid y bo treated with
tetrazoditolyl, a new intermediate product is produced which
may have the following formula :

Cl.^N.T.NiN.O.C^H-XSOjH),
On treatment with alkali the latter passes into the already
known red compound.— A. B. S.

Azo Di/cstufls ; Electrolytic Preparation of .

W. Lob. XL A., page 445.

Prussian Blue ; Analysis of . C. Coffignier.

XXIII., page 456.
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English Patents.

Sulpho-compounds, Organic [Sulphonic Acids'] ; Manu-
facture of . M. Iljinskii, Krefeld, and K. Wedekind
and Co., Uerdingen. Eng. Pat. 10,242, May 5, 1903.

See Er. Pat. 332,709 of 1903 ; this J„ 1903, 1290.—T. E. B.

Indigo Dyestuffs ; Manufacture of . O. Imray,

London. From Farbwerke vorm. Meister, Lucius uud
Briining, Hoechst on the Maine. Eng. Pat. 11,630,

May 21, 1903.

The products obtained by beating pkenylglycin or its

derivatives with alkali amides (fr. Pat. 312,763 of 1901;

this J., 1902, 111) are oxidised to indigo dyestuffs by passing

a current of air into a solution of the product containing

an alkali nitrate ; the red products formed when air alone

is used for th6 oxidation, are not obtained l>v this method.
—T. F. B.

Anthracjuinone Series ; Manufacture of Derivatives of the

[Anihraquinone-a-suiphonic Acids']. H. E. Kenton,

London. From the Farbenfabr. vorm. F. Bayer and Co.,

Elberfeld. Eng. Pat. 13,808, June 20, 15J03.

"

See Fr. Pat. 333,144 of 1903; this J., 1903, 1290. The
sulphonic acid groups of the a-mono- and di-sulphonie

acids may be replaced by heating with ammonia or with

mono- or di-alkylamines.—T. F. B.

United States Patents.

Anthracene Dyestuff and Process of Making same.

H. Weltz. Assignor to Badische Anilin und Soda Fabrik,

Ludwigshaf'en. U.S. Pat. 754,264, March 8, 1904.

See Eng. Pat. 7394 of 1903 ; this J., 1904, 319.—T. F. B.

Sulphur Dye [Sulphide Dyestuff] and Process of Making
same; Blue . T. Abel, Mannheim, and A. Lultring-

haus, Assignors to Badische Anilin uud Soda Fabrik,

Ludwigshafeu. U.S. Pal. 755,428, March 22, 1904.

SEE Eng. Pat. 19,440 of 1902 ; this J., 1903, 940.—T. F. B.

Alpha - Oxyantkraquinonc [Anthracene Dyestuffs] ; Pro-
cess of Making . K. E. Schmidt, Elberfeld, and P.

Tust, Vohwinkel, Assignors to Farbenfabr. of Elberfeld

Co., New York. U.S. Pat. 755,801, March 29, 1904.

See Fr. Pat. 336,867 of 1903 in Fr. Pats, following.—T. F. B.

Indoxyl and Derivatives [Indigo Dyestuffs] ; Process of
Making . li. Knietsch, P. Seidel, a'id G. W. Meiser,

Assignors to Badische Anilin and Soda Fabrik, Ludwigs-
hafeu. U.S. Pat. 756,171, March 29, 1904.

SKEFr. Pat. 319,670 of 1902 ; this J., 1902, 1328.— T. F.B.

Dyestuff [from Naphthalene] ; Black , and Process

of Making same. K. Bonn, Mannheim, Assignor to

Badische \nilin und Soda Fabrik, Ludwigshafeu. U.S.
Pat. 756,571, April 5, 1904.

See Fr. Pat. 328,768 of 1903; this J., 1903, 9S2.—T. F. B.

French Patents.

Anthranilic Acid and its Derivatives [Indigo]; Process

of Making . Cie. Paris. Cool. d'Aniline. Fr. Pat.

336,907, Jan. 31, 1903.

See Eng. Pal. 2302 of 1903; this J., 1904, 16.—T. F. B.

Acctyldiaminopkiniil Sulphonic Acid; Process for Pro-
ducing , and a bluish- Black [Azo] Dyestuff for
Wool, susceptible to Chroming, derived then >m.

Manuf. Lyon. Mat. Ccl. Fr. Pat. 337,011, Feb. •' .903.

See Eng. Pat. 3182 of 1903; this .)., 1904, 56.—T. F. B.

Polyazo Dyestuffs ; Production of , hy means o

2.4.8-Ifaphthylaminedisulphonic Acid. Manuf. I.you.

Mat. Col. Fr. Pat. 387,183, Feb. 9, 1903.

Sek Eng. Pat. 3654 of 1903 ; this J., 1904, 56.—T. F. B.

Nttroalphylacidylaminonaphthol Sulphonic Acids, Nitro~
alphylauiinoacidylaminonapkthol Sulphonic Acids,
Aminvalphylacidylaminonaphthol Sulphonic Acids, and
Aminoalpkylnminoacidylaminonaphthol Sulphonic Acids ;

Production of , and of Azo Dyestuffs derived there-

from. Soc. pour 1'Ind. ('him. a Bale. Addition, dated
Nov. 6, 1903, to Fr. Pat. 321,640, May 31, 1902.

See Eng. Pat. 24,936 of 1903 ; this J., 1904, 57.—T. I'. B,

Iirythrohydroxyanthraipiinone, Anthrarufin, and Chrysa-
zin ; Manufacture of . [Anthracene Dyestuffs.]

Soc. Anon, des Prods. F. Bayer et t ie. Fr. Pat. 336,867,.

Nov. 2 1, 1903.

AsTHUAQUiNONE-o-monosulphonic acid and 1.5 and 1.8-

anthraquinoncdisulphonic acids are converted into ervthro-

hydroxyanthraquinone, anthrarufin, and chrysazin respec-

tively bj healing tbem with water in presence of oxides or

hydroxides of the alkaline earth metals.—E. F.

o - Hydroryantkrat/uinones and o - Ilydro.ryanlhraquinone-

suipluintr Acids ; Manufacture of . Soc. en Com-
mandite. It. Wedekind and Co. Fr. Pat. 336,938, Nov. 25,
1903.

The alkali- or alkaline-earth salts of anthraquinoue-o- or
o-in-sulphonic acids are converted into the corresponding
hydroxyanthraquinones by heating them under pressure

with water and hydroxides of alkaline earth metals with or-

without addition of alkaline earth salts and of oxidising

agents.—E. F.

Y -PREPARING, BLEACHING, DYEING,

PEINTING, AND FINISHING TEXTILES,

YARNS, AND FIBRES.

Hyphane Coriacea : A Palm of Madagascar yielding-

Textile Material. P. Claverie. Comptes rend., 1904,

138, 768— 76y.

Tuts palm is much used by the natives of the north-west

portion of the island. Segments of the leaves are used in

basket-making, and they yield a fibre, the structure aod

composition of which aie described by the author. This

fibre, however, is inferior to that of the cocoa-nut.—J. T. D.

Dyeinj [Mordanting] Process. P. Heermann. Fiirber-

Zeit., 1904, 15, 76—78, 85—91, 108— 112. (See also

this J., 1903, 623, and 1904, 57.)

Basicity, " Basicity Number," and their Influence on

Mordanting by Primary Metallic Mordants.—The " basicity

number " of a mordant is defined as the ratio of the absolute

acid content to the absolute metal content ; e.g., the basicitj

number of a stannic chloride mordant is (4 x Si',

118-5 = 1-23, and of a chrome mordant I

(3 x 36-45)-=-(2 x 52-1)= 1-05. The experiments ware

undertaken to ascertain the influence of the basicity of the

mordant, varied by the addition cf acid or alkali to the

normal solution, on the weight of mordant absoibed by the

fibre. The mordants used were stannic chloride solution

of 33-1 B., basic chromium chloride Cr2Cls(0fl)|
solution cf 19-2 B., basic iron sulphate solution of 31° B.,

and an aluminium acetate solution containing 1 '5 per cent

of aluminium. In all cases, both with raw and with boiled-

off silk, reduction uf the basicity number (i.e., the addition

of alkali), resulted in considerably more mordant beint

absorbed than when the " normal " mordant bath was used ;

by increasing the basicity number (i.e., by addition of acid).

however, variable results were obtained; with tin aim

aluminium mordants, only a slight decrease from the

"normal" absorption of mordant was noticed, even with

addition of 5 per cent, of acid ; with the iron mordant, the

absorption decreased rapidly but regularly null the addition

of acid, being reduced, in the case of raw silk, to one-hall

the normal with the addition of less than 5 per cent, of acid

while with tl:e chromium mordant the addition of I

once caused a very rapid drop in the absorption ot mordant
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and further addition of acid still further reduced the absorp-

tion. In general, both with raw and with boiled-off silk,

increasing or reducing the basicity number of the mordant

causes a decrease or increase respectively in the amount of
mordant absorbed.

The following table gives the full results obtained :

—

Mordant. Silt. Increase per Cent, of " Normal

"

Increase

{

.1

Boiled-ofl

Boiled-otY

Boiled "If

Raw
Bo t .1 ofl

Basicity No. 1-0 1-05 [•09 I'M 1-18 1-23 1-28 1-32 1-37 1- 11 1-4S

Tin (1-23) ..
251 >'.

119-0
221-7
117-9

187 -1

117-0
123-4
m;-o

1121
114-5

Kuril
100-0

08-3
97-0

flt-3
'.17'.-,

9S-6
97-5

98-7
97-1

98-4
96-5

Basicity No. 1-87 1-93 zoo 2-07 2 13 2 2 2-27 2-33

Iron (2-0) ..
.. ..

158-3

UTS
13f5
14S-4

ioo-o
100.-0

90--1

87-5

76-7
78-9

58-1!

71 7

53-9
69-9

47-6 -

57-6

Basicity No. irS4 0-95 1 OS 1-16 1-26 1-37 1-17 • 1-58

Chromium
(1-0S)

llvii

132-0
W1
Ko '5

ioo-o
ioo-o

«-l
18-7

HI-

I

39-4
37-2

34 v

33-8
33-4

28-7
32-u

Basicity No. ••
1

B-0 6-67 7-33 8-b7 10-0

Aluminium
(ti'ii?)

Calculated on the ash
( Determined directly
' i Calculated on the ash " "

102-0
102-8

103 -8

ioo-o
ioo-o
ioo-o

U8-2
97-9
'.1711

•
91-6
93-0
90-4 "

8(1-4

90-s
85-0

Inorganic Colloids ; Behaviour of some towards Fibres,

and Us Relation to the Theory of the Dyeing Process.

W. Bilz. Nachr. Ges. Wiss. Gottingeu, lilOI, 1—15;

Chem. Centr., 1904, 1, 103'J— 1040.

A colloid when converted into the gel condition has

the power of taking up another colloid from its solution,

with formation of " adsorption compounds." Experiments
in which the gel, which serves to take 'up the dissolved

colloid, was replaced by animal and vegetable fibres, con-

firmed the expectation that inorganic colloids wonld be

taken up by the fibre*. A coloured colloid is fixed with

its characteristic colour; coloured inorganic substances,

when converted into the colloidal condition, thus acquire

the capacity of being " adsorbed." Experiments were
made with colloidal solutions of selenium, tellurium, gold,

vanadium pentoxide, Molybdenum blue, Tungsten blue,

cadmium sulphide, arsenic and antimony sulphides, copper
ferrocyanide, mercury, tin sulphide, copper hydroxide, and
Molybdenum-tungsten purple. In the case of selenium,

tellurium, and of gold prepared by Brunck's method (this

J., 1903, 710), the fibre is dyed and the solution is more
or less completely exhausted. In the other cases, also, the

fibre is dyed, but the colour is not extracted from the

solution to so great a degree. A colloidal solution of gold

prepared by Zsigmondy's method (this J., 1902, 192) will

not dye silk ; a constituent of the latter (a " protective

colloid") passes into solution, which prevents the gold from
being deposited. The colloidal gold solution, alter being
boiled with silk, can no longer be precipitated by electro-

lytes. In several cases the dyeing of the fibres by
[
inorganic colloids was found to be favoured by the addition

I of salt. Krafft (this J., 1899, 757) has shown that the
• substantive organic dyestuffs, especially the benzidine dye-
stuffs, dissolve in water as colloids. A comparison of the

dyeing properties of these dyestuffs and of coloured in-

' organic colloids brought out the following principal

: differences between the two classes of compounds:—(1)

; The solutions of the organic dyestuffs are exhausted much
;
more completely than those of the inorganic colloids, and

I the shades produced by the former are relatively much
: faster to washing. (2) The shades produced with inorganic
I colloids are not very fast to rubbing ; if the coloured com-
pounds (e.g., cadmium sulphide, Prussian blue) are pro-

duced on the fibre by a two-bath process, the shades are

much faster to rubbing. The points of similarity between

|

the dyeing properiies of the two classes of compounds
|are:—(1) The favourable effect of the addition of electro-

lytes. (2) The greater affinity for the colour of weighted,
'as compared with unweighted silk. (3) The deeper shades
produced with hot solutions. (4) The retardation of the
deposition of the inorganic colloids (i.e., the greater
uniformity of dyeing) by the addition of " protective
colloids."—A. S.

—T. F. B.

English Patents.

Animal and Vegetable Fibres ; Process for Dyeinq .

H. Mann,'Munich. Eng. Pat. 11,451, May 19, 1903.

Seb Fr. Pat. 326,010 of 1902 ; this J., 1903, 739.—T. F. B.

Hank-Dyeing Machines. E. Diltmar, Lille. Eng. Pat.

27,870, Dec. 19, 1903. Under Intcrnat. Onv., Dec. 20,

1902.

See addition, of Dec. 20, 1902, to Fr. Pat. 315,658 of

1901 ; this J., 1903, 905.—T. F. B.

Embossed and like Effects on Woven Goods ; Rendering
Permanent . A. Fielding, Salford. Eng. Pat. 9849,
May 1, 1903.

The fabric is impregnated with a solution of viscose, dried,

embossed in the usual waj-, and steamed to produce a
coating of insoluble cellulose on the fabric. Another
method consists in first coating the fabric with albumin or

a similar substance, embossing, and then coating with
viscose as above. (Compare Fr. Pat. 335,238 of 1903

;

this J., 1904, 15).—T. F. B.

Feathers; Process for the Preservation of Ornamental
Birds' . 14. Wolffenstein, Berlin. Eng. Pat. 11,712,

May 22, 1903.

Feathers are immersed in a 1 per cent, alcoholic solution

of wax, and the alcohol evaporated.—T. F. B.

United States Patents.

Dyeing ; Apparatus for . P. Schirp, Barmen.
U.S. Pat. 755,050, March 22, 1904.

See addition of Aug. 26, 1902, to Fr. Pat. 314,274 of 1901

;

this J., 1903, 551.—T. F. B.

Dyeing; Apparatusfor . J. A. Willard, Assignor to

Vacuum Dyeing Machine Co., Chattanooga. U.S. Pat.

755,422, March 22, 1904.

An open dye-vat with slightly diverging sides, is provided
with a perforated plate (for holding the goods) supported
slightly above the bottom of the vat; a compression plate

operates in the vat, above the perforated plate, and can be
fixed at any distance from it. The diameter of each of these

plates is approximately equal to that of the bottom of the

vat. A supply pipe conveys the dye liquor to the bottom
of the vat, below the perforated plate, and an exhaust pipe

removes the used liquor from the top of the vat.—T. F. B.

Mercerising Apparatus. 14. P. Smith and G. E. Drum,
Philadelphia. U.S. Pat. 755,716, March 29, 1904.

The yarn is carried on two horizontal rows of supports, the

supports of the lower row being adjustable vertically. All

the supports are carried on a frame. A driving shaft,

situated near the frame, is so arranged that it causes the
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upper set of yarn supports to rotate when the frame is

lowered in the tank, the lower set of vain supports being

put in motion when the frame is raised. Gearing connects

tbe two sets of yarn supports, so that, when necessary, both

sets of supports are rotated in either position of the frame.

—T. F. B.

Mercerising Yarn; Machine fur . P. Ilalin, Xieder-

lahnstein. U.S. Pat. 755,765, March 29, L904.

SEE Fr. Pat. 325,239 of 1902 ; this J., 1903, 739.—T. F. B.

French Patents.

Dining Cotton Thread Several Colours ; Process for .

Sec. anon. TeinturerieClcuicut-Murot. Fr. Pat. 337,027,
Nov. 26, 1903.

The bobbin or cop of yarn is first dyed in the ordinary way,
and then the colour is partially bleached (" stripped ") by
the use of a suitable bleaching agent, which again depends
on the dyestulf selected. It is the circumferential surface

of the bobbins, &c, which is thus bleached, the latter being

rapidly passed into the bleaching vat, the liqnor in which is

run off when the desired point is attained. The bleached

portion of the bobbins, &c, is now re-dyed another colour,

the operations being repeated as many times as necessary
to produce all the colours desired.—B, S.

Waterproofing Fabrics, Threads, frc. ; Composition and
Apparatusfor . V. B. Wright, W. K. l'oulsom,aud
\V. M. Mackintosh. Fr. Pat. 336,889, Nov. 23, 1903.

See Eng. Pat. 218 of 1903 ; this J., 1904, 184.—T. F. B.

VI.-COLOUEWG WOOD, PAPEE,

LEATHER, Etc.

United States Patent.

Dyeing Wood ; Process of . J. Brenner, Gainfam.
U.S. Tat. 755,993, March 29, 1904.

See Eng. Pat. 17,808 of 1903 ; this J., 1903, 1 193.—T. F. B.

French Patents.

Mulli- Coloured Effects on Dyed Paper; Processfor Pro-
ducing . Cie. Paris. Coul. d'Auiliue. Fr. Pat. 337,113,
Feb. 6, 1903.

See Eng. Pat. 280'.) of 1903 ; this J., 1904, 1 7.—T. F. B.

Dyeing Skins ; Machine for . P. Bruffaers.

Fr. Pat. 336,992, Nov. 10, 1903.

The skins are fixed in circular trays, which are revolved by
mechanism which also distributes the dye solution. The
liquid runs into the trays from an upper reservoir, overflows
out of the trays into a lower reservoir, and is pumped from
the latter back into the upper reservoir.—K. S.

VII.—ACIDS. ALKALIS. AND SALTS.
Lend Chamber Process ; Physical Chemistry of the .

M. Trautz. Zcits. physik. '('hem., 1904, 47, 513—610.
Complete historical and bibliographical account of re-
search on the chamber process, with the unsolved problems
arranged as queries, as follows:— 1. In what way does
sulphur dioxide in the Glover tower almost completely
remove the nitrogeu from the nilrosylsulphuric acid ':

i. How is nitrosylsulphuric acid regenerated From the
resulting gaseous mixture ? 3. How is the sulphuric acid
produced, in which this nitrosylsulphuric arid is dissolved '

l. How far can nitrosylsulphuric acid be denitrated in the
chambers by variations of concentration and of temperature .

Is it further denitrated in the chamber, and, if so. by what
means ? 5. What influence has temperature on the whole
reaction? Does an optimum exist? 6. How are local

variations of production and abnormalities during faulty
working to be explained? 7. In what way is the greater
portion of the sulphuric acid actually formed? To answer
some of these questions, several seta of experiments were
carried out. In tbe first, solutions of sulphur dioxide in

water and in sulphuric acid of various strengths, with and
without the addition of nitrosylsulphuric acid, St i (Mil

)

(ONO), were continuously shaken in an atmosphere of
i

oxygen, and the progress of the oxidation measured by
analysing samples of the liquid taken from time to time.

When no nitrous compound was added, the solutions,

whether in water or in acid, were oxidised extremely
slowly, weeks being necessary to produce a sensible dimi-
nution of the sulphur dioxide content. On adding the
nitrosvl compound to solutions in water or in acids'

below half-normal strength, very considerable evolution of

nitrous gases occurred, and the liquid after this evolution
showed but slight catalysing action. With 5"> per cent,

sulphuric acid, there was less evolution of ga-. and the

oxidation was considerably accelerated, whilst with 95 per
cent, acid, though there was no gas evolution, the accelera-

tion of the oxidation was very slight. The next set of
experiments dealt with tin- speed of hydrolysis of oil

sulphuric acid. The conclusions are that nitrosylsulphuric

acid at 2.'. C. in solution in sulphuric acid of various

concentrations is hydrolysed when a stream of indifferent

gas is led through, more rapidly, according as the water
concentration is greater, giving off nitric oxide, with which
is mixed nitrogen peroxide in proportions increasing with

the concentration of the sulphuric acid. The other products

are water and nitric acid, the latter in smaller proportion

as the water concentration is less. Dilute solutions behave
as though they were supersaturated solutions of nitric

oxide. A third and very elaborate set of experiments was
instituted to determine at what coucentrations equilibrium

is established among the various products of this hydrolysis

(HNOj, NO, NO., HaO, IPSO,). The results, given in great

detail, are summarised as follows:—Nitric oxide (NO)
forms with sulphuric acid, nitric acid, and water, nitrosyl-

sulphuric acid, and nitrogen peroxide (X02). The partial

pressure of the latter increases, with rising concentration

of sulphuric acid, to a maximum, then diminishes to practi-

cally zero, when the sulphuric acid concentration reaches

93 percent., at which concentration nitrosyldisulphonic acid

begius to be formed. The concentration of this latter

increases in proportion to the decrease of that of nitrogen

peroxide. The process, up to a sulphuric acid concentration

of 52 per cent, is reversible for all temperatures between
22" C. and 82° C. In general, rise of temperature lessens

the gaseous concentration of the nitric oxide, and rise of

pressure favours the nitrogen peroxide concentration at the

expense of that of the nitric oxide. A further section of

the paper gives a summary of work previously published

onlnitrosyldisulphonic acid (this .1., 1896, 622 ; 1902, 1493;

1904, 60 and 185), which tbe author has prepared by the

reaction (aided by heat) of sulphur dioxide on a solution

of nitrosylsulphuric acid in 95 per cent, sulphuric acid.

This indeed forms an excellent method for preparing a

pure and stable solution of nitrosyldisulphonic acid. The
latter readily reacts on nitrosylsulphuric acid, giving

nitric oxide and sulphuric acid. This reaction no doubt

goes on in the chambers, though it is certainly not

the principal reaction. Finally, while pointing out that

the high reaction velocities do not allow us, with our

present means of discrimination, to pronounce which of the

reactions in the lead chambers plays the most important

part, the author gathers together in the following scheme

the various reactions, some or all of which occur :

—

(1) NO - NOj + H.o = 2(NO.OH).

(2) 2(XO.OH) +2(HS03H) =2(NO.SO
:
,H) + 211."

Nitrososulphonio acid

(I'M 1

Mi. -i ..II I. + NO + 2H

(3) NO(S03H)_. - 2NO.OH - 3XO + 211

(4) 2X(J + O + 2U 2S04
2(ONO.SOTI) - II ".

(5) 2(ONO.S03H) + 21LO + NO(Sl >,H)j =
III mi, + 3X(I.

(6) NO..S '1! H.O NO..II + H„S0
—J. T. 1>.

Alkaline-Earth Metal Carbonates ; Decomposition of

by Ammonium Chloride in presence of Water. II

Cantoni and G. Goguelia. Bull. Sue. t liim.. l!io4, 31.

282

Powdered barium carbonate, '.' • ST grms., was boiled with

a solution of 2-67 grms. of ammonium chloride in 500 c.c.
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of water : the amounts of barium carbonate decomposed

after l},, 24. and 48 hours, were respectively 1*546, 2*138,

and 2-473 srins. With 42- S firms, of ammonium chloride in

the same volume of water. 7-946 grins, of barium carbonate

were decomposed after l\ hours' boiliDg. The complete

decomposition of 9*87 grins, of barium carbonate (shown

by the clearine of the turbid liquid) was effected, when the

500 c.c. of solution contained 197 "4, 53-5, and 21 -4 grms. of

ammonium chloride, after a few seconds', 43 minutes', and

16 hours' boiling respectively. In the cold, the action is

much slower. A litre of each of three solutions of ammo-
nium chloride wax digested for 98 days at 16" C. with excess

of powdered barium, strontium, and calcium carbonates,

with the following results :

—

Amount decomposed in Srnis. of

NH.C1.
BaCO... SrCOj. CaC03.

Grms. per litre.

53-:, 0-917 IS n-17911 0*42252
53*5 0-92120 0*17830 0*42436

100 1-25512 0*25936 0*60144

100 1-25618 0-26060 0-61732

200 1*601 0*858 18 0*64800

200 1*4964 1
0-35890 0*64320

The authors draw attention to the bearing of these results

on analytical work, especially on the separation of alkalis

from alkaline earths in the usual metnod of analysis of

silicates.—J. T. D.

Lead Carbonate. R. Salvadori. Gaz. chim. ital., 34,
87—92 ; Chem. Centr., 1904,1, 993.

Pure lead carbonate, PbC0 3 , prepared by precipitating lead

nitrate solution with ammonium carbonate, is not altered by
shaking with water at 18°, 25°, and 3C° C. When boiled

with water under a reflux condenser, and more slowly even

at 70° C however, it is converted into the basic carbonate,

2PbCO,Pb(OH).,, whilst the water becomes faintly alkaline.

The basic carbonate is also produced when the normal
carbonate is boiled with N/100, N/20, and X/10 solutions

of sodium sulphate or chloride and also on boiling lead

chloride or sulphate with N/ 100, N 20, and N/10 solutions

of sodium carbonate. The author concludes that the basic

carbonate. 2PbC03Pb(OH)2, is a stable compound, which
tends to be produced from all, even insoluble, lead salts in

presence of the ions NaC0
3 , C0 3 , and OH A. S.

Chlorides ; Transformation of Oxides and Oxy-Saits
into . <J. Matignon and p. Bourion. Comptes rend.,

1904, 138, "60—762.

By passing chlorine rind vapour of sulphur chloride over

heated metallic oxides or oxy-salts, the latter are converted

into anhydrous chlorides. Jn some cases this forms the best

method of preparing these chlorides. Tungstic anhydride
thus gives oxychlorides WC2Clj and Win I,, chromium
sesquioxide and ferric oxide give chromic and ferric

chloiides, and the sulphates of barium and calcium are com-
pletely converted into the corresponding chlorides. Barium
sulphate can thus be completely separated from co-pre-
cipitated ferric oxide (as the ferric chloride formed is

volatile), and the amount of the latter determined.—J.T. D.

Sulphur Bromide. G. Korndoerfer. Archiv der Pharm.,

1904, 242, 156—160.

When- sulphuretted hydrogen reacts on bromine in the

presence of a large excess of water, bydrobroraic acid and
sulphur are formed, as found by Naumann, according to the

equation ILS + 2Br = 2HBr + S. If, however, the gas
be passed into bromine merely covered with a layer of
water, the containing vessel being kept cool duriDg the
reaction, a considerable amount of sulphur bromide, i*»„Brn,

is produced, and forms a red oily liauid, which can be freed
from dissolved bydrobromic acid by agitation with dry
potassium carbonate. It is slowly decomposed by cold and
rapidly by warm water.—J. O. H.

Liquid Oxygen ; Preparation and Characters ofPure .

E. Erdmann and F. Bedford. Ber.. 1904., 37,'ll84—1193.

Pore oxygen was obtained by reacting with hydrogen per-

oxide on solid potassium bichromate in a Kipp apparatus,

was dried by passing through sulphuric aeid and phosphorus
peutoxide, and was then passed into a flask contained in a

Dewar's vacuum vessel which could be filled with liquid air.

The flask was closed air-tight by a cork, through which
passed two tubes—the entry tube for the Oxygen and an
exit tube commuuicaling with a barometric mercury gauge
and (through a T-piece) with a water aspirator. The
apparatus was first thoroughly freed from air by succes-

sive evacuations and fillings with oxygeu ; then the flask

was surrounded with liquid air, when a rapid current of

oxygen could be completely liquefied. Two Kipps .com-

municated with a common delivery-tube, the object of the

second being to keep up the pressure of oxygen and pre-

vent entry of air whilst the exhausted liquid was being

removed from the first Kipp and replaced by fresh. In an
hour 170 grms. of liquid oxygen are easily oltained.

Analysis gave 99 "8 per cent, of oxygen. The liquid has n

constant boiling point at — 181-8° O. (Pure oxygen could

not be obtained from potassium chlorate.) This liquid

oxygen absorbs nitrogen gas with avidity ; when boiling, it

may be left in an open vessel exposed to air without altering

in composition, but if below its boiling point it rapidly

absorbs nitrogen from the air. A rapid stream of nitrogen

led through liquid oxygeu is readily absorbed. At
— 190-5° C. and — 191*5° C. respectively, the oxygen
required for saturation 380 and 460 volumes of gaseous

nitrogen, or 42 and 50 per cent, of its weight. This beha-

viour of liquid oxygen explains why it is impossible to

prepare pure oxygen bv the fractional evaporation of liquid

air.—J. T. D.

Liquid Air; Composition and Temperature of .

E. Erdmann. Ber., 1904, 37, 1193—1196.

The composition of " liquid air " is very variable. The
yield from a Ilampson machiue working under different

conditions had a temperature varying from — 194 -5° to

— 191° C, and contained oxygen varying from 28 to 57 per

cent. The temperature at which the liquid leaves the

machine is not necessarily its boiling point. In the case of

a gaseous mixture, the less volatile constituent is not liquefied

at its boiling point under atmospheric pressure, but at a
lower temperature, corresponding|to its partial pressure in

the mixture ; so that the oxygen in atmospheric air will not

necessarily liquefy till the temperature is reduced to

— 195 5
D

( '.. and when it does liquefy, it will at once absorb

and liquefy nitrogen.—J T. D.

Chloric Acid ; Action of Copper on , with or without

Electrolysis

;

Copper; Formation of Basic Salts of [Chlorate and
Chloride] under the influence of Electrolysis

;

Basic Cupric Chlorate; also

Chlorates of the Alkali- and Alkaline-Earth Metals;
Electrolysis of with a Copper Anode. A. BrocheU
XI. A., page 445.

Thiocyanates in presence of Salts giving Precipitates with

Silver Nitrate; Determination of . A. Dubosc.

XXIII., page 456.

Antipyrine ; Application of

-

Jieaction). C. Keicliard.

— in Analysis (Nitrite

XXIII., page 456.

English Patents.

! Phosphoric Acid; Production of . H. H. Lake,

London. From E. H. Fallows, New York. Eng. Pat.

2284, Jan. 29, 1904.

SEEU.S.Pat. 751,753 of 1904; this J., 1904, 252.—T.F.B.

Brine ; Evaporating Weak , and Apparatus therefor.

E. Moll, Linden. Eng. Pat. 28,518, Dec. 28, 1903.

,
The weak brine is heated in a pair of boilers, the steam

from which is led through coils immersed in brine in the
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fir6t of a pair of large domed, closed pans, fed from the

boilers. Here the evaporation is aided by exhaustion, and

in a greater degree in the second pan of the pair, which

is heated by a steam coil with steam that leas passed

through a superheater on its way from the first pan. Both

pans are also heated by waste gases from the fireplaces.

From the second pan the strong brine pusses into directly

heated open vessels, in which the salt separates.—E. S.

Gases; Process for the Separation of , from Gaseous

Mixtures, particularly U.ryyen and Nitrogen from
Atmospheric Air, and Apparatus therefor. K. J. Levy,

Nancy. Eng. Pat. 5649, March 11, 1903.

See Fr. Pat. 330,258 of 1903 ; this J., 1903, 1087.—T. F. B.

Liquefyina Air and oilier Gaseous Fluids ; Apparatus for
. H. Enudsen. Eng. Pat. 6087, March 16, 1903.

I., page 434.

United Status Patents.

Sulphuric Acid ; Manufacture of . P. G. Salom,

Philadelphia. U.S. Pat. 755,247, March 22, 1904.

SuLFin R dioxide gas is oxidised by bringing it into

contact with water contained in a number of superposed

vessels, connected electrically. A current of electricity

is passed through, each vessel constituting an electrolytic

cell. Means are provided for the supply to, and flow of

liquid from the upper vessels to those beneath them, in

order of sequence, and from the lowest vessel of the series

into a suitable receptacle.—E. S.

Hydrofluoric Acid ; Manufacturing . C. A. Doremus,

New York. U.S. Pat 754,978, March 22, 1904.

Htdrofluosilicic acid, or a mixture of hydrofluosilicic

acid with hydrofluoric acid, is treated with an excess of a

metallic compound, thereby producing a fluoride, from

which hydrofluoric acid is liberated by the action of super-

heated steam.—E. S.

Nitric Acid; Method of Malting . W. Mills, London,
Assignor to A. O. Granger, Cartersville. U.S. Pat.

755,378, March 22, 1904.

Sl-bstanceS containing lead are heated with concentrated

hydrofluosilicic acid ; the lead silicotluoride so formed
is reacted upon by a nitrate, and the lead nitrate produced
is used as a source of nitric peroxide afterwards used for

nitric acid. Compare I" S. Pats. 754,667 and 754,668 of

1904 ; this J., 1904, 371.—E. S.

Fluorides and Silicates ; Method of Making . W. Mills,

London, Assignor to A. O. Granger, Cartersville.

U.S. Pat. 755,379, March 22, 1904.

An alkali nitrate is added to a solution of lead silico-

fluoride, and the precipitated alkali silicofiuoride is heated

to obtain the fluoride ; or it is mixed with " silicious

material "and heated, to form a silicate. Compare tho

preceding abstract.—E. S.

Sodium Sulphide ; Manufacturing . .1. F. White,

Buffalo, .Assignor to General Chemical Co., New York.

U.S. Pat. 755,201, March 22, 1904.

Nitre cake is heated in the presence of coal and salt.

— E. S.

Brine; Process of Purifying . W. Trantor ,
New

Brighton. U.S. Pat. 755,415, March 22, 1904.

See Eng. Pat. 23,642 of 1902 ; this J., 1903, 690.—T.F. B.

Composition of Matter [Stalile Hydrosulphite Body"], and
Process of Producing same. H. Wolf, Assignor to

Badische Anilin und Soda Eabrik, Lud* igshafen. U.S.

Pat. 756,759, April 5. 19U4.

See EDg. Pat. 18,852 of 1900 ; this J., 1901, 988.—T. F. B.

French Patents.

Hydrosulphites , Production of . Badische Anilin und
Soda Eabrik. Fr. Pat. 336,942, Feb. 2, 1903.

See Eng. Pat. 2204 of 1903 ; this J., 1903, 1347.—T. F. B.

Lime and Combustible Gas ; Combined Process of Manu-
facturing . The Chalk Power Gas Syndicate, Ltd.

Er. Pat. 337,081, Nov. 3, 1903. II. , page 436.

IX-BUILDING MATERIALS, CLAYS.

MORTARS AND CEMENTS.

Firebrick ; Alteration of— , 6^ Furnace Gases. F.

Firmstone. Trans. Amer. Inst. Miu. Eng., New York,
Oct. 1903.

A FURNACE, 75 ft. high and 18 ft. greatest diameter,

using coke to s It a lean magnetic ore, was lined with :
—

(1) blocks 14 ins. lon» by 6 ins. thick; (2) 2 ins. of loam

(3; one and a half brick wall of 9-in. firebrick, in English

bond; (4) red brick to within 2 ins. of the iron shell; (.'.)

2 ins. of s!;,g wool. The furnace was blown in in May 1902.

By March 1903 the 14-in. blocks for more than 20 ft. from the

top had disappeared, and a few weeks later the firebrick and"

the red brick had also gone, and the furnace was blown out.

No unusual wear was shown in the lower part of the furnace.

The 9-in. bricks between 30 and 40 ft. from the bottom were
sintered together so that the joints were practically gone.

The surface was glazed about
-f',f

th to J,nd in. thick; the

fracture of the body was like bluish-grey porcelain, with

nearly black spots ; no deposited carbon was found. The"
following analyses were made:

—

— I Body of

Skin. Krick.

liriek

Joint. -<-
1902.

liriek

made.
1896.

Silica 4023 67-63 BB-R2 56-12

Iron sesquioxide
Iron protoxide.

12-22 31-M

11-93 :i
:

73
10-92 0-24
4-31 11-11

9-.19 2T.li

8-43 II .".I

1-61
0-59

8855
417

6-(!0

0-24
I'.L't

2' 38 0'95
0-79 029

100-08

37-48
4-43

II -86
0-29
0-99

Metallic trou .

.

il-J.'i

97-43 ;r.i '.in

9-23 4-41 4-62 3-10 OM.O

The joints were made of o mortar of ground day and
crushed brick. The fractured brick showed spots of ferric

oxide, the basis (chamotte) of the brick was white and not

very fine, and the cementing clay or matrix light brown of

buff. In earlier recorded cases of similar failure of bricks,

disintegration by carbon deposition, through reaction of

carbon monoxide on the spots of ferric oxide in the liriek,

seems to have been the cause, and possibly the present case

is due to a similar cause, though the total disappearance of

the destroyed bricks makes proof impossible. Stoppage

of the furnace several times for want of coke probably led to

" scaffolding." which may readily favour carbon deposition.

The impregnation of the bricks with iron, shown in the

analysis, is possibly effected by iron carbonyl.— J. T. D.

English Patents.

Stone, Artificial; Manufacture of . F. W. lloworth,

London, from V. Jurschiua, Wurzburg. Eng. Pat. 3769,

Feb. 15, I '.'mi.

From ."> to 10 parts by volume of clay arc mixed with

100 parts of sodium silicate solution of 27 to 35 B., and to

the mixture is added a refractory sand, e.ijt
,
granite or

basalt, which has previously been mixed with ."> to 10 per

cent, of its weight of well-seasoned Portland cement. The
mixture is then allowed to remain at rest for some days, in

order to become thoroughly uniform, and is then dried at

25 to 30 i . It is next burnt for 20 to 25 hours at 1000'-
1

to 1 loo I '.. lie t. mperature first being increased, and then

lowered during the binning. The stone is finally allowed

to cool for 21 hours in the kiln.—A. G. L.
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White Cement ; Process for Manufacturing .

E. Gogler, Podgorze, aud H. Seinfeld, Cracow. Eng.
Pat. 388, Jan. G, 1904.

Lime and silicic acid are mixed, either in their natural

state or after burning, with a quantity of alkali carbonate

varying from one to three times the quantity of silica

present. The whole is then fused at a low temperature,

and the resulting product lixiviated, the lye obtained being

used over Egain instead of fresh alkali carbonate. All the

materials used should be as free as possible from iron.

—A. G. L.

Concrete and the like ; Treatment of -
, whereby the

Sitting of the same after Mixture may he Arrested.

i. H. Magens, Hamburg. Eng. Pat. 6247, March 18,

1903.

See Fr. Pat. 330,393 of 1903 ; this J., 1903, 1089.— T. F. B.

United States Patents.

Wood ; Vulcanised , ana Process of Vulcanising same.

W. Powell, Liverpool. U.S. Pat. 755,240, March 22,

1904.

See Eng. Pat. 11,235 of 1902 ; this J., 1903, C97.—T. F. B.

Wood; Preserved , and Process of Preparing same.

I. P. Lihme, Assignor to the Grasselli Chein. Co., both

of Cleveland. U.S. Pat. 756,173, March 29, 1904.

Wood, e.g.. railway ties, is treated with a solution of zinc

chloride, with the aid of both vacuum and high pressure.

aud is then subjected under pressure to the action of a

solution of a silicate, preferably sodium silicate, whereby the

exterior portions become permeated with zinc silicate.

—A. G. L.

Cement-Furnace. J. Shcneroan, Bronson. U.S. Pat.

755,947, Mcrch 29, 1904.

A pair of conveying and drying troughs containing the

material to be burnt are placed above a rotary kiln and
separated from it by an air-space, from which the air

uecessary for combustion is forced by means of a fan to

the nozzle of the fuel-injector.—A. G. L.

X.-METALLURGY.
Blast Furnace Practice ; Hearth Area and Number if

Tuyeres in . E. L. Grammer. Trans. Amer. Inst.

Min. Eng., New York, Oct. 1903.

The use of fine ores has led to the hope that by increasing

the area of contact between air aud fuel the output of the

furnace might be increased. To do this, the number of

tuyeres has often been increased, but not always with

favourable results. As the tuyeres increase in number
beyond eight, the increased friction in the narrow tubes

more than compensates for the number, so that the blast-

pressure may have to be increased; for instance, with 16

tuyeres a blast-pressure of about 1—2 lb. per sq. in. higher
is needed than with 8 tuyeres. With many tuyeres, the

wear is more regular, and the charge settles more evenly,

than with few. A few extra tuyeres are of advantage
when the furnace works irregularly, and they are easily

plugged with clay when not needed. In furnaces of similar

dimensions and engine equipment, working under similar

conditions, the number of tuyeres needed is proportional

to the hearth area. With a hearth of small diameter, the

combustion zone extends higher than with a larger hearth,

and the temperature is somewhat higher. Also the slag,

metal, and coke are long in contact, and the silicon-content

of the pig is likely to be high : this is usually the case in

furnaces having a narrow crucible. Increasing the number
of tuyeres is analogous to widening the hearth, and lowers
the height of the combustion zone. A wide hearth tends
towards uniformity in the composition of the pig, for

obvious reasons. In 30 years, the ratio of hearth area to

greatest bosh-area has changed from ytj to -%, aud the
furnace capacity in cubic feet per ton of metal per 24 hours
has decreased from 200—3S0 to 20 — 30. Schierz gives
the relative times of exposure in the reduction zone for

.spiegel, foundry iron, and forge iron, as 4-53, 2' 75, and 1.

Gruner gives the cubic capicity of the crucible (for coke
furnaces) as about 9 cb. ft. in small and 5 cb. ft. in large

furnaces per ton of iron per 24 hours : modern American
practice is 3 to 3£ cb. ft.—J. T. D.

Pip-Iron and Iron Castings; Specifications for .

R. Job. Amer. Inst. Mining Eng. (Trans.), Atlantic Citv,

Feb. 1904.

The author describes the specifications in accordance with
which pig-iron and iron castings are purchased by the
Philadelphia and Beading Railway Co. The chemical and
physical requirements are as follows :

—

Iron Castings.
Chemical: Class I. (medium iron for engine cylinders,

gears, wheel centres, smoke-stacks, &c). The iron must be
close-grained and tough ; and contain: — silicon 1*4—2 per
cent.; sulphur, not exceeding - 085; manganese, not
exceeding 0'7; and phosphorus, not exceeding 0*6 per
cent. Class 2 (soft iron for small castings for general car

and roadway use). Silicon, 2—2 "8 per cent. ; sulphur, not
exceeding 0'083; manganese, not exceeding 0'7; and
phosphorus, not exceeding - 6 per cent. Class 3 (iron

for brake-shoes and other castings for factional wear).
The iron must be hard and tough; and contain:—silicon,

2—2'5 per cent. ; sulphur, not exceeding O'lo; man-
ganese, not exceeding 0*7 ; and phosphorus, not exceeding

-

7 per cent. Physical: The castings must be of uniform
quality and of solid iron, free from physical defects and
excessive shrinkage strains ; and not contaminated with
sand. Castings of Classes 1 and 2 must be of grey iron

throughout and easily machined. Pig-Iron. Chemical:
Silicon, 1*5—

2

-

5 per cent.; manganese, 0-4— - 75; phos-
phorus, not exceeding - 5; and sulphur, not exceeding
0-04 per cent. Physical: The material must be of uniform
quality, and free from sand, dirt, slag, or other foreign

matter.—A. S.

Manganese [in Iron, tJc] ; Determination of by the

Persulphate Method. H. Ludert. XXIII., page 456.

Chromium and Vanadium ; Separation of [/« Ferro
vanadium, $<?.]. P. Nicolardot. XXIII., page 457.

Titanium in Iron Ores ; Determination of .

S. Herman. XXIII., page 457.

Available Cyanide; Determination of .

J. E. Clennel. XXIII., page 457.

English Patents.

Alloy ; Manufacture of a Metallic . T. Prescott,
Huddersfield, and E. Green and Son, Ltd., Leeds. Eng.
Pat. 5683, March 11, 1903.

The alloy consists chiefly of zinc and aluminium, with
small proportions of iron and silicon, the composition being
varied according to the degree of hardness or toughness
required. The iron is first melted, the aluminium is added,
and then the zinc, followed by a " silicon flux," constituted

of potassium silicofluoride, calcium chloride aud carbonate/
sodium chloride and carbonate, and powdered glass.—E. S.

Blast Furnaces. O. S. Garretson. Buffalo. Eng. Pat.

11,297, May IS, 1903.

See U.S. Pat. 728,700 of 1 903 j this J., 1903, 747.—T. F. B

.

Rotary Furnaces. W. S. Rockwell, Xew York. Eng. Pat.

1503, Jan. 20, 1904.

The furnace consists of two independent rotary melting
chambers, elliptical in longitudinal section and circular in

cross section, with contracted openings at both ends, and
placed end to end in close contact with each other. The
metal is melted in one chamber, whilst in the other the
ingots are given a preliminary heating by the products of
combustion from the first chamber. In the next series of
operations the functions of the two chambers are reversed.

The chambers have burner nozzles at their outer ends.

Each chamber consists of two half sections hinged together,

which may be opened to facilitate placing the lining, means
being provided for locking such sections together when
they are in place.— E. S.

_
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Matte ; Process of Converting or Bessemerising . O. S.

Garretson, Buffalo. Eng.' Pat. 11,;:i03, May is, 1903.

See U.S. Pat. 728,701 of 1903 ; this J., 1903, 747.—T. F. B.

Friable Ores; Manufacture of Briquettes from . II.

Schulte-Steinberg, Diiren. Eug. Pat. S235, Fob. 9, 1904.

Blast-furnace slag is powdered, and subjected to the

action of high-pressure steam, preferably in a rotating

drum. Tlu- slag thus tieated serves a* binding material

in making briquettes of friable ores. When it is desired

that the briquettes formed should be as porous as possible,

the proportion of the prepared slag used is reduced, say to

10 per cent, of the ore. Reference is made to Eng. Pat

17,183 of 1903; this J., 1903, 1247. E. S.

United States Patents.

Cast Iron; Process of Tempering or Hardening .

\V. Gilmonr and A. Lindsay, Montreal, Assignors to

C. A. Myers and II. II. Bradneld.Morrisburg. Q.S.Pat.

755,763, March 29, 1904.

See Eng. Pat. 28,396 of 1902 ; this J., 1903, 557.—T. !•'. B.

Steel, trc.; Converter for Making . W. B. Burrow,

'.Norfolk. U.S. Pat. 755,213, March 22, 1904.

Tbe converter, which is operated horizontally, and is so

mounted that it can be tilted, has internal ribs or corruga-

tions occupying one-half of the inner circumference, which

ribs contain horizontal and vertical tuyeres discharging at

right angles to each other ; the former tuyeres blowing

towards the closed end of the converter. The tuyeres are

supplied from a horizontally divided wind-box on the

pouring side of the vessel, having guide and deflecting

plates and regulating valves. The bottom or closed end of

the converter has a slag door.—E. S.

Steel; Process of Annealinq . L. D. Davis, Erie.

U.S. Pat. 755,029,' March 29, 1904.

Ttie steel is immersed in a bath of " molten metal " fusing

between 1,000° and 1,500° P. % or in a bath of "molten

metal in which aluminium predominates," heated to from

1,100° to 1,500° F. ; or in a "bath of aluminium," heated

to from 1,125° to 1,500° F. ; and the st'eel is "gradually

cooled."— E. S.

Steel Plates; Method of Local!/ Softening or Annealinq

Hardened . C. P. E. Schneider, l,e (reuzot. U.S.

Pat. 755,709, March 29, 1904.

See Eng. Pat. 19,167 of 1903 ; this J., 1903, 1240.—T. F. B.

.4ir for Blast Furnaces and Converters; Method of
Extracting Moisture from . J. Gay ley. New York.

U.S.Pat. 756,110, March 29, 19o4.

See Eng. Pat. 19,933 of 1903 ; this J., 1904, 22.—T. F. B.

Metallurgical Apparatus. G. W. Gesner, Xew York,

Assignor tn II. ('. Gesner, Brooklyn. U.S. Pat. 755,867,

March 29, 1904.

A VKRTI0A1 retort is set over a furnace the pases from

which pass into a surrounding flue, in the wall between

the retort and the flue a pipe coil is bedded, parti} exposed

to tin gases of combustion, and having a terminal portion

opening into the retort, composed of a combination of

graphite and clay. Separate valved pipes for conveying

steam anil naphtha merge into a single pipe entering the

coil in which the mixture is heated and discharged into the

retort. In the lower portion of the retort is a grate com-

municating with a chamber immediately beneath, and ovei

the fireplace, with means of access from without. The
apparatus is for the manufacture of a "hydrogen alloy" or

" scale alloy."—E. S.

Ore [Gold] ; Apparatus for Treating . T. A. Helm,

Salt Bake City. U.S. Pat. 755,871, Marc!. 29, 1904.

The apparatus consists of a cylindrical tank, provided

inside villi radial perforated blades, extending the whole

length of the tank. A circular brace-fram. is arranged

between the inner ends of the radial blades. An air-pipe

leading into the tank, faucets to draw eff the liquid, and
means for rotating the tank, are also provided.— E. S.

Ores; Process of Treating [Cyaniding] . .1. Smith.

San Francisco. U.S. Pat. 755,951, March 29, 1904.

Ore containing ferrous oxide is heated in a moist, crushed

state, in presence of air, whereby the ferrous oxide is

rendered insoluble in the cyanide solution.—E, S.

Ores, [with] Liquids or Gases; Apparatus for Treating

Solids such as . P. Naef, New York. I .S. Pat.

756,271, April 5, 1904.

See Eng. Pat. 17,054 of 1900; this J., 1901, 1195.—T. F.B.

Copper ; Extraction of from Comminuted Mineral
Mixtures. E. A. Le Sueur, Ottawa. U.S. Pat. 755,302,

March 22, 1904.

The powdered mineral mixtures are treated with an am-
moniacal solution containing a reagent capable of oxidising

copper, such as a cupric compound ; a portion of the total

copper contents of the solution is then removed, and the

partially exhausted solution is again used to dissolve fresh

copper as before.— E. S.

Copper and Iron ; Manufacturing A/logs of . .1. D.

Darling, Assignor to R. \1. l'opham, both of Philadelphia.

U.S. Pat. 755,461, March 22, 1904.

A mixture of iron oxide with calcium carbide is added to

a bath of molten copper : or a mixture of copper oxide and
calcium carbide to a bath of molten iron.—E. S.

Plumbiferous Ores; [Vessels for] Treating . E. \V.

Engels, Dfisseldorf. U.S. Pat. 755,222, March 22, 1904.

Plumbifkuoi s ores are treated at high temperatures in

vessels "composed largely of clay and carborundum, in

the relative proportion of not less than 25 per cent, or

more than 90 per cent, of carborundum." The clay and
carborundum are conjointly used on the surfaces of the

vessels exposed to be attacked by the ore, so as that they

may protect one another.—E. S.

Lead Ores ; Process ofDesulphurising . A. Savelsberg,

Ramsbeck. U.S. Pat. 755,598, March 22, 1904.

See Fr. Pat. 336,540 of 1903 ; this J., 1904, 376.—T. F. B.

Ore Bricks ; Manufacture of . J. Koeniger, Cologne.

U.S. Pa't. 755,372, March 22, 1904,

Sm; ling. Pat. 15,437 of 1903 ; this J., 1903, 807.—T. F. B.

Welding Compound. R. S. Woodson, Boulder.

U.S. Pat. 755,826, March 29, 1904.

in silica (93-j —97 parts) is mixed with powdered

borax (3—0;; parts).— E. S.

Brazing Cast-Iron ; Process of . J. E. Tichon,

Assignor to T. E. Parker, both of New Bedford, and to

11. 1
•'. Strout and J. C. Bassett, Boston. U.S. l'.u.

756.079, March 29, 1904.

A PLASTIC paste of " boro-boracic acid " and metallic tilings

is applied to the surfaces to be joined, the pans are heated,

and spelter is poured on the joint, with or without the raising

of the temperature and applying " boro-boracic acid."— E. S.

Brazing Compound. J. E. Tichon, Assignor to T I .

Parker, both of Xew Bedford, and to 11. I'. Strout and

.1. C Bassett, Boston, U.S. Pat. 756,oSO, March 29,

1904.

The claims include a brazing compound containing " boro-

boracic acid," with or without particles of metal.

flux " comprising boro-boracic acid." (See preceding

abstract.)— K. S.

Fisencii Patents.

Iron and Sled in a Solid, hut Incandescent. Slate ;
Treat-

ment of , by meant of Carbides. E. Engels. l-'r.

Pal. 837,154, Nov. 23, 1903.

See Eng. Pat. 25,932 of 1903; this J., 1904, 118— T.F. B-
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Metals ; Processfor the Extraction of , the Formation

of Alloys and Metallic Oxides, ami the Production of

High Temperatures. P. and A. Weiller. Fr. Pat.

336,989, Nov. 9, 1903.

The ores are freed from gaugue and ignited with suitable

reducing bodies, such as iron or carbon. To form alloys,

the ores are intimately mixed with excess of the metal

or metals to be introduced, and the mixture is ignited.

If an oxide is to be formed, the reducing metal is to be

used in smaller proportion than in the previous case.

To obtain high temperatures, the body to be highly heated

is bedded in " substances giving oxygen, chlorine, or

sulphur, and with a reducing substance," and the mixture

is then ignited.—E S,

Antimony ; Metallurgical Treatment of , and Appa-
ratus therefor. F. M. E. Basse. Second Addition, dated
Nov. 11, 1903, to Fr. Pat. 319.534 of -March 13, 1902.

(See this J., 1902, 1537 ; 1903, 747.)

The claim is for the use of solid fuel conjointly with tbat of

liquid or of gaseous fuel, or of both, in the special furnace

described in the main patent and in the First Addition

thereto (loe. cit.~), and also in metallurgical roasting

furnaces generally.—E. S.

Zinc ; Process and Apparatus for the Production of .

J. L. Babe and A. Tricart. First Addition, dated Nov.
13, 1903, to Fr. Pat. 294,831 of Nov. 30, 1899.

The furnace supplied with a blast, described in the main
patent, is replaced by a furnace in which the fumes are

withdrawn by aspiration through channels in the side walls.

Ore, charged into an opening in the top of the furnace

(which opening is afterwards closed), descends by gravity.

The air requited for combustion is admitted through the

fire-grate, or from the bottom of the furnace. (See U.S.
Pat. 702,704 ol 1902 ; this J., 1902, 1142.)—E. S.

XL—ELECTRO-CHEMISTRY AND
ELECTRO-METALLURGY.

{A.-)—ELECTRO-CHEMISTRY.

Chloric Acid ; Action of Copper on , with or without
Electrolysis ;

Copper; Formation of Basic Salts of [Chlorate and
Chloride'] under the Influence of Electrolysis ;

Basic Cupric Chlorate; also

Chlorates of the Alkali- and Alkaline-Earth Metah

;

Electrolysis of with a Copper Anode. A. Brochet.
Bull. Soc. Chim., 1904, 31, 2S7—295.

Stronc; chloric acid (280 grins, per litre) attacks copper
violently, a normal solution of the acid only very slowly.

No gas is evolved during quiet action, cupric chloride and
cupric oxide being produced. The latter dissolves in the

chloric acid till the acid is completely saturated, when basic

salts begin to deposit. In the cold, the metal is covered with
a deposit of cuprous hydroxide, which afterwards dissolves.

The electrolysis of chloric acid with a copper anode give.-,

similar results, but more rapid action. In the cold, the anode
is coated with a white deposit of cuprous chloride, but this

is not perceived at 60°—80° C. Cuprous chloride itself

reduces chloric acid slowly in the cold, but instantaneously
when heated, forming cupric chloride and oxide. The electro-
lysis of chloric acid, or of potassium chlorate or cupric
chlorate acidified with sulphuric acid all give identical results.

The anode is attacked with great regularity. The action of

copper on cupric chlorate, with or without electrolysis,

results in the formation of cupric or cuprous chloride or
hy droxide, or mixtures. The basic salts formed have the
formula Cu(A)2 .3Ca(OH)j, where Cl and CIO., may re-

place one another indefinitely in A ; the amount of basic salt

formed depends on the acidity of the solution. The copper
dissolved from the anode is from 1*5 to 2 times that corre-
sponding to the electrolysing current. Basic cupric chlorate,
Cu(C10

3 ) : .3Cu(OH) 2 , obtained crystallised by Bourgeois

by heating the normal salt, is obtained as an amorphous
product by reacting on cupric chlorate solution with cupric
or alkali hydroxide. It is a greenish-ldue powder, always
containing a little more hydroxide than the formula indicates.
The electrolysis with a copper anode of the chlorates of
the alkalis and alkaline earths is similar in its procedure to
that of cupric chlorate. The copper anode dissolves as
cuprous ions, which are more or less rapidly converted into
cupric compounds, reducing the chlorate. The basic salts,

which, in the case of cupric chlorate, are deposited, are, in
the case of potassium or barium chlorate, incompletely
precipitated by the cathodic alkali ; and the cathodic
hydrogen is partly used up in reducing chlorate, and partly
reduces the cupric hydroxide, and deposits copper. The
black deposit formed, contains metallic copper, cupric oxide
and chloride, aud potassium or barium compounds as the
ease may be.—J. T. D.

Axo Dyestuffs ; Elejtrolytic Preparation of . YV. Lib.
Zeits. Elektrochem., 1904, 10, 237—238.

Azo dyestuffs can be produced electrolytically from a
mixture of an aromatic amine, sodium nitrite, and a
coupling component to combine with the diazo compound
produced, by subjecting the same in a neutral (or occasion-
ally alkaline) electrolyte to anodic current action at an
unalterable electrode. Phenols are the best coupling com-
ponents, whilst amines are quite unsuitable, giving rise to
secondary reactions. The mixture of amine, sodium nitrite,

aud coupling component is placed in the anode compart-
ment, which is separated by a diaphragm from the cathode
compartment. The anode is preferably of platinum, and
the cathode of any suitable metal. The contents of the
anode compartment are agitated while the current is being
passed. The strength of current, temperature, &c, vary
considerably in different cases, but in no case is any artificial

cooling required as in the chemical diazotising process.
The following dyestuffs have been prepared:—Orange II,
from sodium sulphauilate and £-naphthol ; Congo Red, from
benzidine and sodium naphthionate ; Dianisidine Blue, from
dianisidine and 3-naphthol ; Chrysamine G, from benzidine
and sodium salicylate; and Roccelin, from sodium 1.4-
naphthylamiuesulphonate and 8-naphthol.—A. S.

Iodoform; Electrolytic Preparation of ,from Acetone.
J. E. Teeple. XX., page 453.

English Patents.

Electric Batteries. J. Portalier, Brussels. Eng. Pat.
5891, March 13, 1903. Under Internat. Conv., Sept. 13,
1902.

See Fr. Pat. 324,851 of 1902 ; this J., 1903,636.—T.F.B.

Ozone by Electricity ; Apparatus for Purifying Air and
Generating . C. Wokes and F. II. Street, both of
Hull. Eng. Pat. 10,251, May 6, 1903.

An outer casing is provided internally with a series of pro-
jecting electrodes, and opposite to the internal edges of
these is a similar series of electrodes mounted externally on
an inner tube or shaft. The outer casing and inner tube
are insulated and connected to the terminals of a source of
electric current, and air or oxygen is passed through the
apparatus. The apparatus may be provided with one or
more additional inner tubes, each furnished with electrodes,

disposed externally and internally as described above.—B. N.

United States Patents.

Sheath or Envelope for Storage Battery Flutes ; Protective
. A. Meygret, Paris. U.S Pat. 756,176, March 29,

1904.

A bath, containing a mixture of castor oil, essence of tur-

pentine, and nitrates of cellulose, is used for coating the
plates of storage batteries, thus forming an envelope or

sheath of these substances on the plate.—B. N.

Sulphuric Acid; [Electrolytic'] Manufacture of .

P. G. Salom. U.S. Pat. 755,247, March 22, 1904. Vlfi,

page 442.
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(B.)—ELECTRO-METALLURGY.

Copper Electrolysis ; Relation between Arsenicand Electro-

Motive Force in . L. YV. Wickt s. Anu-r. Inst.

Mining. Eng. (Trans.), Atlantic City, Feb. 1904.

The author finds tbat in tlie electrolytic refining of copper,

the arsenic passes into solution as sulphate, which then

gradually undergoes hydrolysis with formation of arsenic

acid. The arsenic in the latter compound is in tin- form of

an anion and therefore cannot be deposited en the cathode

and contaminate the refined copper. The known effect of

the electromotive force on the amount of arsenic in the

deposited copper is thus an indirect one ; i.e.. with increased

K.M.F., the time required for the deposition of a given

weight of copper, and consequent!}' also the amount of

arsenic sulphate converted by hydrolysis into arsenic acid

are diminished.—A. S.

Cadmium and its Alloys ; Electro-Deposition qf .

S. Cowper-Coles. Electro-Chem. and Metall., 1904, 3,

582—586.

Cadmium-silver alloys have been deposited on a commer-

cial scale, an alloy containing a small percentage of silver

having been employed for coating bright steel parts of

machines, whilst domestic articles have been plated with

an alloy containing 7 5 per cent, of silver. Such alloys

have been found to withstand tarnishing much better than

pure silver or standard silver containing 7'5 per cent, of

copper. Very careful adjustment of the concentration of

the solutions and the current density seems to be necessary

for obtaining a definite composition of the electro deposited

alloys; and, moreover, if the bath is to be maintained for

any length of time in working condition, the deposit must

be of the same composition as the anode.— It. S. II.

English Patents.

Furnaces ; Impts. in Electric Crucible . A Reynolds,

London. Eng. Pat. 11,000, May 14, 1903.

The electrical heating resistance is formed by ramming a

spiral layer of material round and in contact with the walls

of the crucible, the " spires " of the resistance being insulated

from each other by a similar spiral layer of non-conducting

refractorv material, preferably the same as the material of

the crucible. The resistance material, which is inert to the

crucible walls at furnace temperatures, consists of plumbago,

or other form of carbon, or a mixture of plumbago with the

material of which the crucible is made. The furnace

described is an annular one with two concentric walls, each

of which has a resistance spiral, the latter being suitably

connected in series or in parallel.— 15. N.

Furnace; Electric Crucible . A. Reynolds, London.
Eng. Pat. 11,001, May 14, 1903.

An iron casing, connected to one terminal of tho electric

supply, has a fire-brick lining, in which is bedded a plumbago

crucible having a lining consisting of magnesite, or other

refractory material, or a mixture of materials with or

without plumbago. The crucible is in electrical connection

with the outer casing, and the second electrode, vertically

adjustable, is placed centrally over the crucible. A plug of

plumbago, or other conducting material, in the lining,

serves to start the arc and thus lira! tin inner lining, tin-

latter being inert to the charge and conducting electricity

at furnace temperatures, so that it forms a durable ell ctrodc.

— IS. N.

Melting Steel and the like in Electric Furnaces; Method

of . A. Reynolds. Eng. Put. ll.uo-J, May 14, 1903.

Steel or othtr material is melted by forming on the

surface of the charge, a slag which is chemically inert t" thi

charge and to the electrodes. The slag i- heated, and the

heating maintained, by the passage <-i an electric current

through the slaif, oi bj an arc or arcs formed between the

vertical electrodes and the -lag. The latter consists of an

.acid silicate of lime or a basic silicate of lime or magnesia,

or both metals, according to the character of the lining of

the crucible, whether acid or basic— 1!. X.

[Electric] Furnaces for Extracting Metals ami Ma/tin;/

Carbides and similar Compounds. Le Roy W. Stevens,

and P. Timmermau, Chicago. Eng. Pat. 708, Jan. 12,

1904.

See U.S. Pat. 749,460 of 1904 ; this J., 1904, 192.—T. F. B.

Steel Blocks ; Filling up Cavities Produced in durint/

the Process of ( 'acting or Cooling. J. Matzek, Miil-

heiui-on-the-ltuhr. Eng. Pat. 912, Jan. 18, 1904.

The crust of the cooling steel-block casting is electrically

fused, aud the electrode is then introduced into the cavity

to fuse its walls. Instead of au electrode consisting of a
single carbon rod, two or mora rods may he employed, so

that fusion may take place at several points of the block
simultaneously. Finally, molten steel is run into the cavity

to unite with the steel thus fused.— E, S.

French Patents.

Antimony ; Process for the Electrolytic Est ruction of
from its Sulphuretted Ores. .1. Izart and L. Thomas.
Second Addition, dated Feb. 3, 1903, to l'r. Tat. 319,449,
March 10, 1902 (this Journal, 1902, 1541).

The sulphide ores of antimony or arsenic are dissolved iu

an alkali (potasli or soda) and electrolysed, the metal being

deposited with formation of an alkali sulphide. The latter

may be recovered by crystallisation ; or by the addition of

an acid to the liquid remaining after electrolysis, the golden
sulphide of antimony may be precipitated.— B. >,'.

Metallic Masses ; Fusing . Hoerder Hergwerke- u.

Hiitten-Verein. Fr.Pat. 337,190, Xov. 30, 1903.

A gas or gaseous mixture is passed under high pressure

through a tube made of a material that is a good conductor

of electricity aud coated with refractory non-conducting
material. The end of the tube is placed against the mass to

be fused, and, on passing the electric current, a " luminous
electric arc " is formed, the name produced impinging upon
the mass to he melted. As the fusion proceeds, the tube is

advanced.—E. S.

XII.-FATTi OILS. FATS, WAXES,
AND SOAP.

Fatty Esters; Hydrolysis and Synthesis of by Platinum
Black. II. Neilson. Amer. J. Physiol., 10, 191—200.

The platinum-black used iu these experiments was washed
until neutral, dried in an oven, heated for one hour at
100° C-, and powdered. All the apparatus was sterilised,

and the experiments were made at 38° to 40 C, except iu

the case of those to determine the influence of tempera-

ture. In each instance the tubes containing ethyl butyrate

were placed iu the incubator for 30 minutes before the

introduction of the platinum-black. The ethyl butvratj

solution consisted of 10-4 e.c. of that substance in 200 c.c.

of distilled water with 2 e.c. of a 1 per cent, solution of

thymol as an antiseptic. live c.c. of this solution were

mixed with .'too grms. of platinum-black, and the tubes

placed in the incubator anil shaken at regular intervals.

After tin- required time the tubes wire immersed in ice-

water to stop further action, and their contents subsequently

titrated with N/20 sodium hydroxide solution. Blank deter-

minations with tubes containing only the ethyl butyrate

solution were simultaneously made and the small amount

of acidity m these deducted from the results of the actual

tests.

Influence qf Time.—The following typical results repre-

sent the amount of hydrolysis alter the different times

mentioned : — 24 hours, 10'3 per cent.; 48 hours, 2S , 8;

72 hours, 373; 96 hours, 49'0 : and 14 1 hours, 68-0 per

cent. A slight amount of the acidity was due to acetic acid

formed b} oxidation of the alcohol liberated in the hydrolysis

t hi comparing the action of platinum-black on ethj I

but \ rate with that ot lipase, it was found that the hydrolysing

action of the former was slower.
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Influence of Concentration.— The constant factors in

these experiments were:—Time, 32 hours; temperature,

40° C. ; ethyl hutyrate, 20 c.c. The following per-

centages of hydrolysis were observed on varying the

amounts of platinum :— 25 mgrms., 08 ; 50 mgrms., 1-58;

100 mgrms., 2 • 94 ; 150 mgrms., 5-0; 200 mgrms., 7-50;

250 mgrms, 9 0; 300 mgrms., 13 '40; 400 mgrms., 1~'(>

per cent.

Influence of Temperature.—Constant factors:— Time,
24 Lours j ethyl hutyrate, 0-26 c.c. ;

platinum -black,

300 mgrms. typical results :—0° C, 0-75 per cent. ;

10° C, 25; 20° C, 5-1; 40° C, 12-0; and 60° C, 150
per cent.

Influence of Concentration of the Ethyl Butt/rate.—The
experiments cited show that the action of the platinum

black is independent of the concentration of the ethyl

hutyrate, in which respect it resembles lipase.

Influence of Poisons.—In each experiment 5 c.c. of a

0.001 solution of the poison were added to the test-tube

containing 0'2G c.c. of ethyl hutyrate, and 300 mgrms. of

platinum-black, and the whole kept at 40° to 42° C. for 24

or 48 hours. The following percentages of hydrolysis

were observed as the average results of different experi-

ments :—Water, 210; sodium fluoride, 18 ; formaldehyde,

18; chloroform, 14' 5; toluene, 110; mercuric chloride,

ll'O; silver nitrate, 97 ; salicylic acid, 5-8
;
phenol, 4'3;

hydrocyanic acid, 1*2; and potassium cyauide, 0*0. The
influence of sodium fluoride is much more pronounced in

the case of lipase, whilst on the other hand hydrocyanic

acid is much more destructive to the actiou of platinum

black than to that of lipase. The actiou of the other

poisons is very similar in both cases.

Reversibility of the Action.—A mixture of 200 c.c. of X/20
butyric acid solution and 40 c.c. of 20 percent, alcohol with

a little thymol, was thoroughly shaken with 2 grms. of

platinum- black, and the liquid eventually decanted from
coarser particles, and kept for 8 hours at 45° C. with

occasional shaking. The contents of the flask bad then a

marked odour of etbyl hutyrate, the presence of which was
identified by distillation. A blank test made without the

presence of platinum was free from ethyl hutyrate. No
quantitative determinations were made, but it is stated that

the synthesis effected by platinum-black is not so pro-

nounced as the hydrolysis, which is also the case with

lipase.—C. A. M.

Higher Glycerides. 3. 11. Hannay. 1'roc. Chem. Soc,
1904, 20, ."'8—60.

The higher glycerides, as represented by (virified stearin,

olive oil, liuseed oil, castor oil, cotton-seed oil, rape oil, and
earth-nut oil, are all capable of entering iuto direct com-
bination with lead oxide, the new compounds being formed by
heating the oils with excess of finely-divided litharge at 170'

to 18H C. aud dissolving out the product with chloroform,
petroleum, or carbon tetrachloride. The substance obtained
resembles wax and has no sharp melting point ; it begins
to soften at 120°, becomes viscous at 150° to 160°, aud is

quite limpid at 190° C It commences to boil and decompose
at about 280 D

C., the temperature varying a few degrees
according to the oil used. In the case of the olein deriva-
'tive, the composition may be represented by the formula
SgH5 3 j Pb3(C18H33Os) 3 , where the three atoms of lead are
seen to replace six atoms of hydrogen, three in a molecule
)f glycerol, and threa in molecules of oleic acid. This
compound probabh represents the first step in saponification
by lead oxide. The oleic acid derivative, when dissolved
n ether, is decomposed by cold water in the following
nanner :

—

2(CwH 10lO 6
,3PbO) + 3H..0 =

2(C3B. 8 3) + 3(C18H;BOa)2Pb,PbO)

lycerol and a basic lead oleate being thereby produced,
.ead glyceryl oleate and the corresponding stearate, linoleate,
nd ricinoleate resemble mercury thymyl acetate in forming
double compound with lead acetate. The foregoing com-
ounds are stable and not affected by fractional precipitation,
either is the lead displaced by metallic sodium, phosphoric
xide, or sulphur trioxide.

R. Fanto.Glycerol ; Determination of in Fats.
XXXIII., page 458.

English Patents.

Fatty Acids, Hydrocarbons, and the like ; Apparatus for
the Continuous Distillation of , and Steam Super-
heating Apparatus therefor. V. Slaina, Moscow. EDg.
I'at. 12,984, Jane 9, 1903.

Fuactional distillation is effected in a closed vessel con-
taining two or more superposed communicating compart-
ments provided with steam inlet and outlet pipes, and pipes
communicating with the supply tank and steam superheat-
ing apparatus. The more volatile constituents are separated;

in the upper compartments. The steam superheating
apparatus consists of cast iron or other hollow bodies eaci»

divided into two chambers and connected with each other.

The steam passing through these chambers is superheated,
whilst the substance to be distilled circulates through
batteries of pipes within these chambers, and is heated to-

the required extent before entering the distillation apparatus.

— C. A. M.

Wax; Manufacture of Artificial . L. A. G. Dela-
haye, Paris. Eng. I'at. 10,324, May 6, 1903.

SEEFr.Pat. 331,714 of 1903; this J., 1903, 1138.—T. F. B.

Soap and other Commodities liable to Evaporation ; Pre-
paration of . It. H. F. Finlay, Belfast. Eng. Pat.

8954, April 21, 1903.

Soaps, &c, containing volatile substances, such as ammonia
or naphtha, are coated with paraffin or varnish.—C. A. M„

Soap; Manufacture of . T. Parziale, Alexandria.

Eng. Pat. 1303, Jan. 18, 1904.

A mixture of cotton-setd oil and flour is agitated with

caustic soda ley until saponification is complete, and tin

resulting soap run iuto vats, where it is left until sufficiently

hard.—C. A. M.

United States Patent.

Soap, and Method of Making same. G. A. Schmidt,
Chicago. U.S. Pat. 755,945, March 29, 1901.

" Calcined granulated porous gritty material " is heated
with " liquefied medicaments " in a closed vessel under
pressure. The gritty material is then dried and mixed with

"soap in liquid state "
; the gritty material is ' adapted to

retain the medicaments out of the sphere of chemical actioi*

of the soap."—T. F. B.

Fkench Patents.

Soaps j Process of Manufacturing Non-Caustic
which Develop Active Oxygen. H. Giessleraud H. Bauer.
Fr. Pat. 336,953, Oct. 16, 1903.

See Eng. Pat. 22,580 of 1903 ; this J., 1904, 327.—T. F. B.

Soaps known as " Savons de Marseille "; Manufacture
of . L. Garbet. Fr. Pat. 33 7,091, Nov. 5, 1903.

In the so-called final process of " augmentation," ordinary-

water is replaced by an aqueous solution of lichen or similan

product.—C. A. M.

XIII.-PIGMENTS, PAINTS; RESINS,

VARNISHES; INDIA-RUBBER, Etc..

(.A.)—PIGMENTS, PAINTS.

Lead Carbonate. R. Salvadori. VII, page 441.

Prussian Blue ; Analysis of . C. Coffignier.

XXIII., page 456.
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English I'atents.

Paint Vehicles ; Manufacture of E. H. Strange

and E. Graham, Loudon. Eng. Pat. 8335, April 11,

1903.

Lime, ground to a paste with refined rosin oil, is introduced

into crude rosin oil, heated to IGo — ISO C, in quantity

sufficient to nearly neutralise the acidity of the oil. Ahout
5 per cent, of a manganese drier (preferably manganese
resinate), ground to a paste with refined rosin oil, is then

introduced at the same temperature, and finally 1 to 1 J per

cent, of litharge is added to completely neutralise the

product. The whole is cooled to about 50° C. and petroleum

spirit or other volatile solvent is added until the desired

viscosity is attained.—T. F. B.

Carbons/rom Arc Lamps; Process fur Utilising the Waste
Ends of [as Pigments]. R. Peters, Heidelberg.

Eng. Pat. 2358, Jan. 30, 1904.

See Fr. Pat. 335,795 of 1903 ; this J., 1904, 260.—T. F. B.

(#.)—RESINS, VARNISHES.

English Patents.

Resinous Substances ; Synthetical Production of .

E. R. L. Blumer, Zwickau. Eng. Pat. GS23, March 24,

1903.

Claim is made in connection with the process described in

Eng. Pat. 12,880 of 1902 (this J., 1903, 705) for the use of

other organic acids, e.g., oxalic or formic acid in saturated

solutions in formaldehyde, and of inorganic acids, e.g.,

hydrochloric and sulphuric acids in concentrations of not

less than 30 per cent., and of acid salts of inorganic acids.

— (

'. A. M.

Turpentine ; Russian Oil nf and Similar Products and
Benzine or Petroleum Spirit ; Treatment of ,for the

purpose ofRemoving their Disagreeable Odour. E. Heher,

Rienenhof. Eng. Pat. 10,004, May 2, 1903.

The disagreeable odour of Russian, German, &c, oil of

turpentine, or of petroleum spirit, may be removed by
treatment with a permanganate, chromic acid, or a per-

sulphate. The quantity required is about 5 to 10 per cent,

of the weight of the distillate, using a 4 or 5 per cent, (acid

or alkaline) solution of potassium permanganate. The
substance to be deodorised is preferably treated with lime

and distilled in steam before being subjected to the action

of the oxidising agent.—T. F. 11.

Waste from Wood-grinding Mills, Paper, and Cellulose

Factories; Utilisation of the [Linoleum"]. E. de

Pass, from C. Gaertner. Kng. Pat. 27,339, Iiec. 14, 1903.

XIX., page 453.

(C.)—INDIA-RUBBER.

English Patent.

India-Rubber Tyres; Preparation for Impregnating .

1,. I.eesman and M. Wcinkopf, Graz. Eug. Pat. 2982,

Feb. 6, 1904.

Birch tar oil (60—70 per cent.), coal-tar beuzene (38—28
per cent.), and dissolved dextrin (2 per cent.) are thoroughly
mixed and applied by means of a brush, to the tyres,

stretched or unstretched, each successive coating being
allowed to dry for a period of 24 hours.—R. L. J.

1 tjENcn Patents.

Rubber ; Apparatus and I'rocess for Extracting ,

without Solvents. N". \V. Aldruh and J. F. Rvan.
Fr. Pat. 3:i7,051, Oct. 12, 1903.

See U.S. Pats. 741,257 and 741,258 of 1903 ; this J., 1903,

1200.—T. F. B.

Caoutchouc Substitute .- Process ofManufacturing a .

E. H. Fayolle. Addition, dated ( )ct. 1 i, 1903, to Fr. Pat.

335,584 of Sept. 26, 1903 : see this J., 1904, 135.

The following improvements are Don claimed :— (1) The
mother liquor from which the substance separates Bhould

be kept for some days to recover a further quantity of the

material. (2) If the substance separates as a thick oil,

the aqueous layer is drawu off and sulphuric acid of

66
:

B. mixed with the oil (15 per cent, by weight of the

phenol originally used). This at once produces a lirni

oake. (3) The kneading process may be stopped when all

the moisture has been worked out. ( I) The following-

proportions give good results:—Glycerin, 1 kilo. \ 40 per cent,

formaldehyde, 1 kilo.; water, A kilo.; pheuol, 0-7— 1*4

kilo.; sulphuric acid (G6° B), 1— 1} kilo, according to

the amount of phenol, excluding the acid under (2), vide

supra. When more than 14 kilo, of phenol is used,

the product is pitchy. — I!. L. J.

XIV -TANNING; LEATHER, GLUE, SIZE.

Sulphuric Acid in Tanning Liquors or Extracts ; Deter-

mination of . J. G. Parker and G. E. M. Payne.

XXIII.. page 457.

Tannin ; Gravimetric Determination of in Tanning
Materials and Extracts. J. l'aessler. XXIII., page 458.'

English Pwi-nts.

Adhesive Material Suitable for Use as a Glue or Size, or

for Painting, Printing, or other purposes; Manufacture

of . L. Preaubert and G. A. Thube, Nantes. Eng.
Pat. 11,028, May 14, 1903.

SEEFr. Pat.331,S05 of 1903; this J., 1903, 1200.—T. l'.B.

Leather; Manufacture [Simultaneous Dyeing and Tan-
ning] of . P. D. Zacharias, Athens. Eng. Pat.

5305, March 6, 1903.

See Fr. Pat. 329,708 of 1903 ; this J., 1903, 1056.—T. 1". B.

XV.-MANURES, Etc.

Basic Slag ; Determination of the Phosphoric Acid Soluble

in Citric Acid in . R. Sorge. XXIII., page 457.

I-'kench Patent-.

Superphosphates ; Manufacture of , bu weans of
Sodium Bisulphate. M. Pounder. Fr. Pat. 336,871,

Jan. 30, 1903.

A hot aqueous solution of sodium bisulphate is used to

HCt upon calcium phosphate, in such proportion as to

render soluble in water or in citrate solution the greater

part of the phosphate, whilst giving a soft mass, easily

dried and powdered. Or, powdered nitre cake is washed

systematically in a series of vessels to obtain a more

strongly acid solution with a residue of sodium sulphate.

The acid solution is then used as in the first case.—E. S.

Manure ; Apparatus for Removing Grease and Trans-

forming Waste Materials into an Artificial . A.

von Krottnaurer. Fr. Pat. 336,852, Nov. 20. 1903.

The apparatus includes three or more upright cylinder-

opening at the bottom into a hopper having a valve'

opening into a chamber provided with an agitator and an

outlet tor the finished product. Each cylinder is separated

into an upper and a lower compartment by a movabh

shutter, and steam is separately admitted at a regulate.

pressure to each lower compartment. The waste material-

into the cylinders, sorted according t

character : to one, waste skin or leather ; to another, fog

ments of flesh and bones, &c, the proportion of each kiui

being adjusted to give a manure of the desired com

position. The shutters are then opened, and the charge

pass into the steam space beneath, after sufficient digesti'i

in which, they descend by degrees into the hopper, inwbicl

they are sprayed by the injection of a suitable acid witl

steam. Outflow for grease and condensed water is pri

vided from the cylinders to n trough common to all.— I.
v
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XVI.-SUGAR. STARCH. GUM, Etc.

Milk Sugar; Decomposition of by Caustic Lime.
Constitution of Parasaccharin. H. Kiliani and P.

Loeffler. Ber., 1904, 37, 119C—1203.

In previous experiments the decomposition of milk sugar

by caustic lime .yielded mainly isosaccliarin, together with

a little metasaechario. Froni the mother-liquors, the

authors have now obtained a further yield of metasaccharin

and a considerable quantity of para>aceharin. These two
latter were obtained in the form of their barium double

salt by sowing crystals of this salt [doable barium meta-
and para-saecharinate] in the suitably treated mother-
liquors. Attempts to isolate the paiasaccharin in a

crystalline condition were without result.

Constitution of Parasaccharin.—When barium para-

saccharinate was oxidised by Ruff's process (hydrogen per-

oxide and ferric acetate) it was converted quantitatively

into a pentose sugar, C5H 10O4 , m. pt. 82° C, optically

inactive. This sugar yielded a benzylphenylhydrazoue
crystallising from dilute acetone in prisms melting at 112
—114° C. Since this pentose contains only 4 atoms of

oxygen, it possesses a CH2 group, aud the constitution of

parasaccharinic acid is therefore represented bv the formula
CU.,(OII).CFo.C(OH)(C()<)H).CHiOH).CH„OH.

—J. F. li.

Potato Starch; Comparison of the Products of the Hydrol-
ysis of with those obtained from Cereal Starches.

J. O'Sullivan. Prec. Chem. Soc, 1904, 20, 65.

Is this investigation it was established by six scries of

hydrolytic experiments on potato, Lintner's malt, barley,

maize, and rice starches, with ooth malt extract and dias-

tase, that the products of the hydrolysis of potato starch,

as regards the percentages of maltose and dextrin, bear no
quantitative relationship to those yielded by the other

starches, and that therefore the products of the hydrolysis

of the other starches could not be inferred from the

hydrolysis of potato starch.

English Patents.

Syrup from Beets, Cane, Corn, Hoot Crops, or other

Substances containing Saccharine Matter; Process of
Obtaining . W. C. Salisbury and A. J. Kiatnpcr,

Dakota. Eng. Pat. 26,665, Dec. 5, 1903.

See U.S. Pat. 748,:;i4of 1903; this J., 1904, 124.—T. F.B.

Erratum.

This J., 1903, page 37:5 (Eng. Pat. 22,537, Oct. 16,

1902, C. B. Duryea), the description beginning with
" This process " and ending with " modified starch," to

Uhe first semicolon, ought to have read as follows :
—" The

Iprocess of producing maltose cons ; sting in providing [as

• the special raw material] a thin boding or modified starch

having mixed therewith a very dilute acid, cooking the
mixture," and so on as per loc. cit.

United States Patents.

Diffusion Battery \_Sugar~\. A. Rak, Cesky Brod.

U.S. Pat.' 7o5,546, March 22, 1904.

The battery consists of a series of slightly conical worm-
presses, the narrow end of one member communicating
tvith the wide end of the next member, and each member
'erminating in a narrow juice-stopper and means for with-

drawing the juice. The chips, as they reach the narrow
'/art of each press, are shovelled into the wide part of the

!
ext one, travelling in a zig-zag course to the end of the
"attery.—J. F. B.

Dextrin ; Manufacture of . G. Reynaud. Paris.

U.S. Pat. 755,390, March 22, 1904.

i:e Eng. Pat. 17,506 of 1902 ; this J., 1902, 1290.—T. F. B.

(arch ; Manufacture of . R. Goldschmidt, Tajkovitz,
•id J. Hasek, Smichov. U.S. Pat. 755,479, March 22, 1904.

!E Fr. Pat. 331,061 of 1903; this J., 1903, 1142.—T. F. B.

French Patents.

Molasses ; Process of Obtaining hy the direct Boiling

of the Syrup. M. Kohn. Er. Pat. 337,135, Nov. 27, 1'903.

The boiled charge is cooled in the vacuum pm itself by a
circulation of cold water or air j it is then discharged and
treated in the centrifugals at once. For the purpose of

cooling, a system of fixed coils or rotary hollow stirring

bodies is supplied which, in the ease of cooling by air, may
be perforated in such a way that the cold air escapes
through the mass of sugar.—J. P. B.

Starch and Dextrin; Process and Apparatus for Preparing
Soluble . Calico Printers' Assoc, Ltd., W. Browning,
and J. J. Barlow. Fr. Pat. 336,903, Nov. 23, 1903,

Powdered starch, previously partially dried and heated up
to the desired temperature of the reaction, is treated in a
rotary converter with an acid, e.g., hydrochloric acid, in

the state of gas, vapour, or fine spray. The acid is

preferably volatilised, in known quantity, from a solution,

and the vapour is introduced to the converter by means of

a porcelain or glass pipe, passing through a hollow trunnion
aud terminating inside the vessel in the form of a swan's
neck. For soluble starch a temperature of 54° C. is

employed, and for dextrin a temperature of 76°—93° C.

—J. F. B.

Vegetable Glue ; Manufacture of Solid . F. Virneisel.

Fr. Pat. 337,001, Nov. 16, 1903.

Starch (or other amylaceous substances) is macerated in

1 per cent, soda lye, and treated with oxidising agents
(sodium peroxide, hydrogen peroxide, or alkali hypochlorite)
until a product intermediate between natural starch and
" soluble" starch is formed, which when neutralised, washed,
and dried, dissolves readily in boiling water, and forms a thick

viscous liquid.—R. L. J.

XVII -BREWING, WINES. SPIRITS. Etc.

Amylocellulose ; Enzymic Formation of . A. Fernbach
and J. Wolff. Comptes rend., 1904, 138, 819—821.

If a starch paste which has been liquefied at 120' Che
treated with a small quantity of an active malt extract at

the ordinary temperature for such a short time (15 minutes)
that no appreciable quantity of amylocellulose is formed,
and if the mixture be then boiled or heated at 120° C.
so as to destroy the enzymes present, this ebullition

iu no way interferes with the subsequent production
of amylocellulose. The quantity of amylocellulose pro-
duced iu 24 hours is just as great as when a similar quantity
of malt extract is allowed to act for the same time without
ebullition. This is the first case recorded in which an
enzymic action only requires to be started in order to

continue of itself, in spite of the subsequent destruction of
the enzyme, with a speed and intensity proportional to the

quantity of enzyme originally added to start the action.

—J. F. B.

Maltase ; Law of the Action of . Influence of the

Concentration of the Maltose. E. F. Terroine. Comptes
reod., 1904,138, 778—779.

The results of a number of experiments on the action of
Taka-diastase on solutions of maltose of different strengths
in 0*5 per cent, sodium fluoride solution, show that the
influence of the concentration of the maltose (a) on its

speed of hydrolysis (r) can be expressed by the formula

:

v = k aj'X + m a), where h and m are constants depending
on the conditions of the experiment and of the enzyme.
The same expression has been shown by Heuri to hold
good for the actions of invertase, emulsiu, diastase, and
trypsin.—T. II. 1'.

— . Constancy of the Enzyme
Comptes rend., 1904, 138, 779—

Maltose ; Action of -

action. C. Philochc.

781.

The author has made comparative experiments on the
action ofmaltase (Taka-diastase) at 40 C. ou solutions con-
taining (1) 6 per ceil', of maltose, (2) 4 per cent, of maltose

E 2
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and 2 of dextrose, and (3) 2 per cent, of maltose and 4 of

dextrose. The results show that the activity of the enzyme
does not vary in the first 21 hours of its action, so that,

during any part of this period, the amount of maltose coo-

verted into dextrose is proportional to the mean concentration

of the maltose.—T. H. P.

Top Fermentation Yeast ; Fermentation Experiments with

Cell Juice Expressed from . A. Harden and \V. J.

Young. Ber., 1904, 37, 1052—1070. (.Compare this J.,

1900, 1127.)

The authors prepared expressed cell juice from English

top fermentation beer yeast, the juice being clarified by
centrifugal treatment. The average extent of the fermenta-

tion of sugar [glucose] by the juices obtained was con-

siderably less than that found by Buchner with juices from

bottom fermentation yeast. The extent of the autofermentn-

tion of the juices was very variable, but fell within the

limits recorded for bottom-yeast cell juice. The fermenta-

tion due to the added sugar was frequently no more and in

some cases even less, than that due to autofermenlation.

The total fermentation in the first 24 hours was considerably

greater than with Buchner's bottom-yeast cell juices, the

specific differences between the activity of the juices

prepared from the two types of yeast being shown in the

later stages. The fermentation when yeast-glycogen was
added was considerably less than when on equivalent

quantity of glucose was added. The ratio of alcohol to

carbon dioxide was 0'96 (average) as against a theoretical

ratio of 1 • 04 ; it was the same for autofermentation as for

glucose fermentation, and was independent of the activity of

the juice. The effect of dilution on the autofermentation

was very slight, but the fermentation of glucose by juice

diluted with three times its volume of water was reduced

sometimes by nearly one-half. On the other hand, the

dilution of the juice with glucose solutions had no adverse

effect on the fermentative power. Determinations of the

cupric-reducing power by l'avy's method showed that the

quantity of reducing sugar disappearing during fermenta-

tion was considerably greater than the quantity correspond-

ing to the alcohol and carbon dioxide produced ; this

apparent loss of reducing sugar amounted to 14—36 per

per cent, of the total quantity present, and was generally

greatest when the juice was diluted with glucose solutions.

The whole of the reducing sugar so lost could, however,
be recovered by inversion with 3.N-hydrochloric acid for

3 hours at 100° C. The nature of the non-redncing substance

produced by the juice during fermentation has not been
determined ; the quantity formed was, however, found
to be independent of the zymase-content of the juice.

—J. F. 1!.

liotlom Fermentation Yeasts ; Comparative Investigation

offour . VI, Characters of Old Colonies on Solid

Media. II. Will. Zeits. ges Brauw., 190!, 27, 176—
HI. 193—198, 210—214. (See also this J., 1899,

1039.)

The colonies sown on 10 per cent, wort -gelatin from active

fermentative cells show no specific differences in their early

stages. After a certain stage, long, delicate, sausage-shaped
cells accumulate in the lower layers and appear at the edges,

either as simple warty or manifold grape-like appendages on
the underside of the colonies, growing outwards later, fan-

like, in the form of " streamers/' The value of the colonies

from a diagnostic point of view begins with the appearance
of these ' streamers." The form of the " streamers

"

determines the future shape of the old colony ; if the
appendage- were simple, the" -lira rs " are undivided, but

if they were grape-like the "streamers" are manifoldly-

ragged. The form of the old colony also depends to some
extent on the composition of the nutrient liquid and the
nature of the agglutinant ; it is. however, unaffected by the
temperature at which growth takes place. The forms of
the colonics of the four race- of yeast were studied until

the\ broke down into slime.

Anatomical Structure of Old Colonies.—The old colonies

of all the race- studied were coustracted on the tame ground-
plan. In the tarlier stages, the centre, corresponding to

the original sowing, contains a predominating quantity of

roundish and oval cells; on the lowor side are the same
elongated elements as compose the appeudages on the under-
side of the edge-portions. At the later stages the central

crater contain*, under a surface of slime, mainly thick-

walled, sausage-shaped cells. The cells which cause tin

characteristic form of the edge-portions of the colonies
consist almost entirely of badding bands of very long,

thin-walled sausage shaped cells, which also stretch down-
wards like root-hairs ; these cells contain much glycogen,
and are often separated by cross-walls extending across the
whole diameter of the cells. The top surface of the edge-
portions is covered (as by bark) by a layer of compressed
roundish or oval cells, characterised by great richness in-

fat-globules. The thick-walled elongated cells found in'the
central crater are quite different from the elongated cells

of the edge-portions. They contain in their net-work
occasional large, thick-walled, roundish, or oval cells,

containing a large vacuole and rich in oil and glycogen ;

together with these cells are " testing cells " [ehlauiydo-
spore-]. These two forms are to be regarded as the
mother cells of the elongated, thick-walled, mycelial threads
composing the centre at advanced stages of growth ; which
elongated elements are identical with the cells of the
second generation found in the yeast-tilms of old cultures
in liquid media. It is therefore concluded that old colonies
on solid media correspond, at all stages and in every respect,
with film-formations on the surface of liquids. Tho-
differences in structute of the old colonies of the four races
of yeast, depending mainly uii variations in the relative

numbers of their component elements, are minutely
described, and correspond exactly with similar variations-

previously noticed in the yeast-films of cultures in liquid

media.— J. F. B.

" Spring " Mashing Process ; Determination of Suitable
Saccharijication Temperatures for the . M. llart-

manu. Woch. Brau., 1904, 21, 174—175.

Since every different parcel of malt is liable to require*
different temperature of saccharification by the "spring"
mashing process if the final degree of attenuation of the

beer is to be maintained constant, it is desirable to include*

a determination of the necessary saccharification tempera-
ture in the laboratory analysis of the malt. Two mashing
beakers are employed, one as the mash-tun and the other

as the mash-copper ; 50 grms. of grist are mixed with

150 c.c. of water at 3."> C. in the first mashing beaker, and
maintained at that temperature by means of a water-bath

for half-an-hour. Before the end of that time, 100 c.c. of

water are heated in the other beaker to a temperature 2° C.
higher than the temperature of saccharification to be tested.

The contents of the mashing beaker are then gradually
added to the water in the second beaker by means of a
spoon, stirring and keeping the temperature practically

constant by a flame underneath ; this operation can be
performed in 10— 12 minutes. The beaker containing the

mash i- then placed in a water-bath, previously heated to

the desired temperature, and the contents are stirred until

saccharification is complete. The mash is then boiled,

cooled, made up to a weight.of 450 grms., aud filtered. Tho
wort is subsequently fermented with some of the yeast

of the brewery at a temperature of 25° C. for 48 hour-

and the fiual degree pt attenuation is determined. In

most cases three experiments suffice to determine the

saccharification temperature of a sample of malt necessary

to produce the desired degree of fermentability. The
following table shows the different behaviour of different

types of malt when tested in the above manner.

' Spring"
Baccharincalion
Temperature.

Apparent Pinal Attenuation.

Pilsen Halt. Munich Malt.

Per i •!
•

.'.-
I :s :.

70 c Tii"

et-i

Wi
67-7

r> D

' lJrown tieer

Pert '.lit.

i;i ii

i;iii

41*1

—J. F. B.
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Beer ; Turbidities in caused by Tin. Dinklage. Zeits.

ges Brauw., 1904, 27, 209—210. (See also this J.,

1904, 332, 333.)

Pale beer is far more liable to turbidities from eon'act with

•tin than dark beer ; the previous removal of the carbon

dioxide from the beer has only a very slight effect in

delaying the appearance of turbidity. The production of

turbidity by tin is not attributable to the presence of traces

of the grey, allotropic modification of tin. Pieces of tin

which have once been used to produce turbidity tend to

become indifferent, unless the surface be cleansed by means
of acid. Pieces of brass, tinned by various method*, all

possessed the same tendency to produce turbidity.

Beer containing a piece of tin pipe was pasteurised, with

a view to obtaining the substance constituting the turbidity

in the form of a precipiiate, free from micro-organisms.

The turbidity rapidly appeared and increased on long

standing, but even after six months the milky liquid showed
no signs of coagulation, either when heated or when treated

in other ways, whilst the particles were so fine as to be
indistinguishable under the microscope.—J. F. B.

Esters; Production of , in Alcoholic Fermentation.

T. Bokorny. Chem.-Zeit., 1904, 28, 301—302.

I.v order to determine whether the production of esters

is primarily connected with alcoholic fermentation, the

author investigated the fermentation of highly concen-

trated sugar solutions, such as were obtained by triturat-

ing solid sugars with pressed yeast. With sugar concen-

trations of 48 per cent, both cane sugar and glucose

fermented readily, with the production of esters. With a

sugar concentration of 58 per cent., glucose alone showed
fermentation and a production of esters ; cane sugar showed
neither, owing to the inhibition of the activity of the

tnvertase at so high a concentration. With sugars at 74

per cent, no fermentation or odour was observed in either

•case. When 10 grms. each of glucose, milk sugar, dextrin,

egg-albumin, and peptone were mixed respectively with

IS grms. of pressed yeast, fermentation and production of

esters took place only in the ease of glucose, although the

dextrin showed signs of fermentation, but with a rather

unpleasant odour. Thus the presence of fermentable sugar

is necessary for the production of esters. Hence it is

concluded that the esters are normal by-products of

the primary action of yeast-zymase upon fermentable

sugar, and are in every way comparable with such by-pro-

ducts as glycerin and succinic acid. They have nothing

to do with the secondary effect of the dying yeast-cells.

—J. F. B.

Wines, Natural, and Grape Stones ; Determination of an

Organic Phosphorus Compound in . J. Weirlich

and G. Ortleib. Arch, der Pharm., 1904, 242,138—
143.

Uavlng met with a natural sweet wine from Thyra, which
showed the high percentage of 0' 095 of phosphoric anhy-
dride, as compared with 0053 per cent, in a Greek wine,

and 02 to 06 ia a wine from Tokay, the authors have
investigated the cause of this large difference. It was found
that the stones of the grapes from which the wine was pre-

pared contained phosphorus in the form of an organic
compound equivalent to 0'2854 per cent, of lecithin, ex

1

tracted,by ether and petroleum spirit. The extractive matter
' from the wine was found to yield to absolute alcohol an
amount of a soluble organic phosphorus compound equiva-
lent to 0-35 percent, of lecithin. This wine-lecithin was
also extracted by shaking out with ether and chloroform
the residue obtained on distilling the wine in vacuo. It is

found that wines strongly alcoholic, made from grapes rich

in seeds, contain a much larger percentage of lecithin than
those of lower alcoholic strength. Such wines also are
invariably richer in nitrogen. This goes to profe that the
phosphorus is present as a lecithin and not as anhydro-
oxymethylenediphosphoric acid, which Posternak has shown
to occur in seeds. It was found, moreover, that by disin-

tegrating the seeds before fermentation, both the organic
phosphorus and the nitrogen content of the resulting wine
were slightly increased. It is to the presence of this

lecithin in wines of this class that the authors attribute

their recuperative value for medicinal use.—J. O. B.

Methyl, Ethyl, and Propyl Alcohols ; Critical Tempera-
tures of Solution of . Preparation of the Anhydrovs
Alcohols. L. Crismer. Bull. Soc. (him. lielg., 1904,

18, 18—54.

The determination of the critical temperature of solution of

a suitable petroleum oil in strong alcohol affords a rapid

means of measuring the proportion of water in the latter.

Ethyl Alcohol.—5 c.c. of the alcohol are placed in a

graduated tube w ith 5 c.c. of American petroleum ; the

tube is closed with a rubber stopper through which a

thermometer, reading to P 1° C, is passed, the bulb being

fully submerged. The mixture is warmed until it becomes
homogeneous and then gradually cooled ; the point at

which a turbidity, due to saturation, appears is the critical

temperature of solution. The critical temperature for

anhydrous alcohol being, for instance, 14 • 8° C, the addition

of O'l per cent, of water raises it l
- 8° C. The method is

therefore equivalent in delicacy to a determination of the

density to five places of decimals. Anhydrous alcohol is

prepared by heating commercial absolute alcohol wiih fresh

quicklime in a closed flask. When the critical temperature

has been reduced to a minimum, the alcohol is distilled off.

Any traces of water which may still be present appear in

the fir:.t portions of the distillate. The alcohol is anhydrous
and pure when samples of 5 c.c , taken at intervals during
distillation, show a constant minimum critical temperature

of solution. Metallic sodium is useless for the preparation

of anhydrous alcohol. Anhydrous alcohol having been
obtained, a table and curve can be constructed showing
the increase in the critical temperatures of solution wheu
increasing proportions of water are added to the mixture

of alcohol and petroleum. Different samples of petroleum

give different results with the same alcohol, but if each

sample be standardised with anhydrous alcohol, the curves

showing the proportions of water are all parallel ; the

petroleum should be preserved in the dark. Anhydrous
alcohol absorbs moisture from the air with the greatest

avidity.

Methyl Alcohol.—Similar determinations can he made
with methyl alcohol if a light petroleum spirit of the kind

known as " gasoline " be employed. For 2 c.c. of methyl

alcohol, about 5 c.c. of gasoline are necessary to give con-

stant results. Quicklime is useless for the preparation of

anhydrous methyl alcohol. The alcohol should be treated

repeatedly with lumps of metallic sodium, under a reflux

condenser, and should be distilled off between each treat-

ment. In the case of methyl alcohol, any water present

distils in the last fractions.

n-Propyl Alcohol.—The critical temperature of solution

is determined with 3 c.c. of propyl alcohol and 3—4 c.c. of

paraffin oil. The phenomena correspond closely with those

observed in the case of ethyl alcohol. Anhydrous propyl

alcohol is readily obtained by the use of quicklime.

From the critical temperatures of solution the author has

been able to show that anhydrous ethyl alcohol is hydrated

by treatment with barium oxide, owing to the formation ol

the ethylate, thus : 2C
?
H 5OH + BaO= (CjH50) 2

Ba + Ha< >.

Similarly, calcium oxide hydrates methyl alcohol. When
determined with the same liquid (paraffin oil), the

critical temperatures of solution for the homologous series

of propyl, ethvl, and methyl alcohols increase by a constant

difference of 76 •2° C—J. F. B.

Formaldehyde Vaporiser Jet for Disinfecting ripes \_in

Breiceries] . F. Heyder. X V 1 1 1 . 1/ ., page 452.

English Patent.

Malting and Drying Apparatus. F. H. C. Mey, Buffalo.

Eng. Pat. 25,277, Nov. 19, 1903.

A pneumatic malting drum is constructed with sectional

walls. Each section can be moved and fixed nearer to or

further away from the central axis of the drum. Whilst

the malt is germinating, the walls may be expanded so that

the grain fills the drum to its fullest capacity, but whilst

i the malt is being dried, the sections are consecutively moved
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inwards, contracting the capacity of tin- drum in proportion

as the grain shrinks, so that the drum always remains

practically full, and the heated air cannot pass through it

without drying the nialf.—J. P. B.

Alcohol Vapour; Prevention of Losses of , in Dish!

leries. J. S. von S/.athmary, Pankota. Bug. l'at. 4011

Feb. 17,1904.

Losses of nncoialeused alcohol vapours from the discbarge

openings of the condenser worms during distillation are

prevented by providing en nuxibary pipe branching up
from the piincipal discharge pipe en* the condenser, and
leading to a second condensing worm. Both the principal

discharge pipe and the auxiliary condenser arc fifed at the

discharging end with reducing caps, whicli prevent the

outflow of alcohol other than in the liquid form, the vapours

being retained in the auxiliary condenser until they are

condensed.- J. P. 1!.

United States Patent.

Grain; Method of Steeping . V. Lapp, Lindemiu,

Germany. IT.S. Fat. 755,144, March 22, 1904.

& i ling. Pat, 11,749 of 1903 ; this J.. 191)3, 1144.-T. F. B.

French Patent.

Wort contained in the Mult of Breweries, Distilleries, anil

similar Works; Process und Avpaiatvs for the. Rapid
Extraction of . !•'.. de Meulemeester. Fr. l'at.

336,892, Nov.' 23, 1903.

See Kngt Pat. 25,582 of 1903; this J., 1904.264.— i'. F. B.

XVIII -FOODS; SANITATION; WATER
PURIFICATION. & DISINFECTANTS.

01.)—FOODS.

Bakers Yeast; Determination of the Dough-raising
Power of- ,aml the Influence of baking Adjuncts on

Dough Fermentation. A. l'ollak. Zcits. Spifitutind.,

1904, 27, 125— 12G.

The only serious objection against Met/ler's process (this J.,

1903, .S7 7) is that the dough employed is too dilute. In the

following modification t lie author works as nearly as possible

uuder the conditions employed in practice : 100 grins, of

flour of known character and 2 gims. of the yeast are

weighed out; at the same time 60 c.c. of distilled water at

30° C. are measured into a beaker. A preliminary dough
i- first made by mixing up the yeast with the water and
adding a sufficient portion of the 100 grms. of flour to make
a Inirly fluid dough. The beaker is then placed in the

thermostat at 30 C. for 30 minutes. The greater portion

of the rest of the flour is spread upon a board and the

prepared dough is poured on it and mixed, first with a rod

and then with the hands. The beaker is then thoroughly
cleaned out by adding more of the dry flour and scraping

with a knife. The remaindi r of the flour (about 3 grms.)
is used for dusting the board and removing all .lough from
the hands. The mixing up to this point 6hould be done in

five minutes, after which the dough is thoroughly kneaded
on the hoard for a further five minutes and rolled into a

cylindrical form. The roll of dough is dropped into a

previously warmed and greased graduated measuring
cylinder, and caused to occupy an ascertained volume by
swinging the cylinder and levelling (he surface with a
wooden stamper. The cylinder is placed in the thermostat

at 30 C., and the increase in volume of the dough is read

off every 20 or 30 minutes, the surface being levelled each
j

time. Curves are plotted showing the increase in volume
with the time, the volumes being expressed as percentages
of the original. With a given type of flour and constant

method, time and temperature ot manipulation, the raising

power of the yeast is shown h\ the increase in volume after

two hours. The time for which the increased volume is

maintained should also be noted, together with the elasticity,

nature of the porosity, and odour of the dough. The
influence of baking adjuncts and yeast stimulants, such as

malt extract and malt flour, can also be studied by this

method —J. F. Ii.

English Patent-.

Chicory; Process of Preparing Dry Extract of .

F. J. Kcichert and.T. J. Heydemann, London. I in;;, l'at.

9133, April 22, 1903.

Cmcom root is extracted with lime-water, and the char
extract evaporated to a syrupy condition, prcferahlv
in vacuo j the syrup is then dried and roasted. The. distil-

lates from the evaporation and drying of the extract are
extracted with chloroform, and tiie product obtained by
evaporating the chloroform solution is added to the chicory
extract previous to roasting.—T. 1'. B.

Co(!'<< Preparations; Manufacture of A. Fai
S. liarlha, both of Budal'esth. Kng. Pat. 3465,

Feb. II, 1904.

A CONCENTKATKD extract is made of the coffee fruit

separated from the bean, that is to say, what i* termed
" cocoli." The latter is rousted in a closed receptacle
before being extracted, and may contain a cct lain proportion
of coffee beans.— \V. I'. S.

United States Patent.

Milk-Product resembling Butter; Process of Making a
. J.H.Campbell, New York. U.S. Pat. 755,848,

March 29, 1904

A\ air-blast is driven through skimmed milk at a moderately
low temperature, until the hitter is partially concentrated.
Approximately the same quantity of cream which was in

the original milk is then added, and the mixture concen-
trated at a non-steriTs'ng tempe-aturc to abor.t the con-
sistency of butler. The product is finally granulated.

—\\ . P. S.

(£.)—SANITATION; WATER PURIFICATION.

English 1'atext.

,
Water or Sewage ; Apparatus,fnr the Purification of——

.

J. N. McCiintoek, Boston. Kng. l'at. 6927, -March 25,
19H3. Uuder Internal. ( onv., March 25, 1902.

See U.S. Pat. 719,357 of 1903 ; this J., 1903, 314.—T. F. B.

(C.)—DISINFECTANTS.
Alcohols of the Methyl, Ethyl, Butyl, ami An:yl Series;

Comparative Sterilising and Antiseptic Action of .

G. Wirgiu. Zeits. Hyg., 1904,46, 149; through I hem.-
Zett., 1904, 28, Rep, 8o.

The alcohols were tested iu aqueous solutions upon anthrax
spores and Mirror, pyog. aur. The disinfecting power
increases with the molecular weight ; the tertiary alcohols

act, however, less powerfully than the primary and
secondary alcohols of the group next below. The order of

bactericidal power is as follows (downwards) : 30 per cent,

solution of propyl alcohol, 60 per cent, ethyl alcohol, 60

per cent, methyl alcohol, saturated solutions ol isobutyl,

tertiary atnyl, and amyl alcohols. The above concentrations

also represent the most powerful solutions ol the respective

alcohols as against dry spores. These solutions are mon
powerful than a 1 per cent, solution and ratln r less powerful

than a 3 per cent, solution of phenol. None of the above

alcohols kill spores at ordinary temperatures. All absolute

alcohols and the highest; concentrations of the water-

soluble alcohols are almost without action on dry spores.

Against moist spores, the highest concentrations are almost

:is powerful as the medium concentrations. The most

powerful alcoholic solutions are stronger than 4 percent,

boric acid. 4 per cent, potassium chlorate, and J per ceot.

lead acetate, zinc sulphate, and copper sulphate solutions

lie alcohols have a good penetrative action upon embedded

spores.—J. F. U.

Formaldehyde Vaporiser Jet for Disinfection Pif

V. llryder. Woch. Brau., 1904," 21, 185.

The vaporiser jr; is constructed on the principle of the ga-

blowpipe. There is a narrow central pipe terminating in a

fine jet and connected below with the supply of formslin

solution and an outer wide pipe terminating a- an annular

jet around the small central jet. This outer pipe is con-

nected with a steam supply. In use, the nozzle of the
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apparatus is inserted in the pipe or other vessel to be dis-

infected, for which purpose an external screw thread is

supplied, the central tube is connected with the formalin

solution and steam is admitted to the outer tube. The
formalin is thus sucked up to the nozzle and volatilised by
the steam esciping there. The operation is continued until

an odour of formaldehyde appears at the further end of the

pipe, &c. which is being disinfected, the latter being then

sealed up and left full of the vapour for about two hours.

—J. F. B.

XIX.-PAPER, PASTEBOAED, Etc.

English Patents.

Safety Paper and Ink ; Preparation of Commercial .

J. liowan, Ottawa. Eng. Pat. 3909, Feb. 16, 1904.

Thb paper is impregnated with a solution of " potassium

prussiate " and ammonia, it is subsenuentlj' printed with a
design in an ink containing " iron perchlorate," potassium
iodide, and caustic soda incorporated in oil or varnish.

These ingredients are prevented Irom mutual interaction by
the oily medium of the ink, but when the paper is tampered
with by acid or alkaline reagents a discoloration is pro-

duced. This discoloration can be intensified by mixing
Magenta or manganese with the printing ink.—J. F. B.

Waste from Wood-grinding Mills, Paper and Cellulose

Factories, Utilisation [_Papier-mache~\ of t/ie . E.

de Pass, London. From C. Guertner, Berlin. Eng. Pat.

27,339, Dec. 14, 1903.

The short-fibred waste from paper, cellulose, and wood-
grinding mills is utilised as the plastic material for repro-

ducing the contours of moulds. This fine pulp can be
worked into the meshes of a coarsely woven fabric placed

in contact with the muulds, or it can itself be alloweJ to lie

upon the surface of the mould aud the necessary rigidity

imparted by a backing of long-fibred material. The waste
may also be employed together with a cementing medium
for the manufacture of linoleum or " lincrusta."—J. F. B.

French Patents.

Paper ; Continuous Manufacture of , coated on one or
]

both sides. P. V. Eolier. Fr. Pat. 337,199, Nov. 30,
1903.

Tiik paper is passed in continuous length through a coating
machine and thence over a drying apparatus so constructed
that the coated surface is not touched until it is nearly dry ;

after drying, the paper is moistened and its other surface
is treated in the same manner. The improved coating
machine possesses a perforate 1 cylinder, inside which a
partial vacuum is maintained ; means are also provided for ,

adjusting the pressure on the brushes.—J. F. B.

Nitrocellulose and similar Substances ; Compounds of .

D. Bachrach. Fr Pat. 337,060, Oct, 27,1903.

See U.S. Pat. 743,422 of 1903; this J., 1903, 1304.—T. F. B.

Celluloid in Paste Form; Process for the Manufacture
and Application of , to the Imitatiunof Horn, Shell,

Ivory, Mother-of-Pearl, Sfc. T. Didier. Fr. Pat. 336,970,
Nov. 3, 1903.

Twentt parts of celluloid, 40 parts of acetone, 40 parts
of 90—95 per cent, alcohol, and I to 5 parts of castor oil

are intimately mixed, and heated at from 20° to 60° C. for
some hours, when a homogeneous paste is obtained, which
can be coloured and transferred to moulds. The solvents
are then allowed to evaporate, and the product is coloured
to imitate horn, shell, &c.—T. F. B.

XX.-FINE CHEMICALS, ALKALOIDS,
ESSENCES, AND EXTKACTS.

Iodoform; Electrolytic Preparation of from Acetone.
J. E. Teeple. J. Amer. Chem. Soc, 1904, 26, 170—177.

The substitution of acetone for alcohol in the preparation
of iodoform is to be recommended on account botb of its

cheapness and of the fact that only 6 atoms of iodine are

required per molecule of iodoform produced in place of
10 atoms necessary when alcohol is used. The author's
experiments show that the important factors in the
electrolytic formation of iodoform from potassium iodide

and acetone are : (1) Avoidance of an excessive forma?
tion of alkali in the solution. (2) Maintenance of a fairly

low temperature to prevent much potassium iodate being
formed. (3) Thorough stirring, so that the very dilute

solution of iodine produced at the anode may always
react with a very dilute solution of potassium hydroxide
produced at the cathode ; this is perhaps best obtained bv
means of a rotating anode. (4) A comparatively low anode
current density to prevent formation of iodate and a high
cathode density to avoid reduction of hypoiodite already
formed. As regards (1), the best means of neutralising
the all ali formed and that most adaptable to a continuous
process is the gradual addition of iodine, which acts as
follows : 2KOH + Io = KI + K10 + IU); 3KIO + C3

H O =
CHI3 + KC.2

H
3 2 + 2KOH; for every molecule of iodo-

form formed, 1 mol. of acetone, 1 mol. of potassium iodide,

and 2 atoms of iodine should be added to the solution to*

bring it to its original condition, neglecting the potassium
acetate, which does not reduce the yield of iodoform to a
very great extent. A current yield of 94 • 4 per cent, of
iodoform was obtained under the following conditions

:

225 c.c. of water, 25 grms. of potassium iodide, and 2 c.e.

of acetone were electrolysed for 65 minutes, the anode
current density being 2 amperes per sq. dcm., and
the cathode used beiug a platinum wire, the end of which
dipped just below the surface of the solution 5 during the
electrolysis, 1*56 grms. of iodine were added at intervals,

so as to keep the liquid just slightly coloured. If the
stirring be thorough, the anode current density may be
increased to 6—8 amperes persq. dcm., yields of 89—91 per
cent, being then obtained. To determine the influence of
the accumulated potassium acetate on the yield of iodoform',

the following experiment was made : Electrolysis of 150 c.c.

of water, 18 grms. of potassium iodide, and 2 c.c. of acetone,
was first carried out under conditions similar to those given
above (with addition of iodine), a current yield of 92 per
cent, of iodoform being obtained. Sufficient potassium
iodide and acetone were then added to restore the solution,

to its original condition (except for about 1 grin, of potassium
acetate formed), and then 18 grms. of potassium acetate.

On electrolysis, this solution gave a current yield of 80 per
cent, of iodoform. So that when the potassium acetate
has accumulated until it exceeds the amount of potassium
iodide, and the solution contains over 12 per cent, of it,

the yield is lowered by not more than 15 per cent.—T. H. P.

Cellotropin \_Monobcnzoylarbutin~]. Pharm.-Zeit.,

1904, 49, 272.

About 22 parts of arbutin are dissolved in water, and
gradually mixed, with constant agitation, with 8 to 10 parts

of benzoyl chloride added in small quantities at a time, the

free hydrochloric acid being neutralised each time with
alkali. Benzoylarbutin is then formed as a white precipi-

tate, which is washed, dried, and crystallised from hot
water. Monobenzoylarbutin is a white, odourless, and taste?

less powder, soluble in water, 1 :80 at 100° C. ; 1 : 1,300 at

15° C. The aqueous solution is neutral. M. pt. 184-5° C.
—J. O. B.

Vioform [Iodochlorohydroxyquinoline~]. R. Wehrle.
Suppl. z. Corr. Bl. Schweiz. Aerzte, 1903; through
Pharm. Centralh., 1904, 45, 239.

CHi.ORO-5-hydroxy-8-quinoline is dissolved in alkali aud
digested with an equivalent quantity of iodine in potassium
iodide solution; or an alkaline solution of a chlorohy-

droxyquinoline salt is mixed with the requisite amount of

potassium iodide and the iodine liberated by meaus of

chloride of lime or other suitable reagent. Iodochloro-

hydroxyquinoline thus obtained is a greyish-green bulky
powder ; it is a powerful bactericide and antiseptic, and
has been used as a substitute for iodoform.—J. O. B.

Strychnine ; Action of Bromine and of Iodine on .

L. Martin. Bull. Soc. Chim., 1904, 31, 386—391.

The action of bromine and hydrobromic acid on strychnine

yields monobromostrychnine, C.^H^BrNjO; ; colourless
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• needles, soluble in acidulated water or in alcohol, melting

at 199° C. The iodomethylate and iodo-ethylate were pre-

pared and analysed. If the acid solution obtained when
the bromination of strychnine is just completed, be poured
into a large volume of water containing more of the

bromiDating mixture, there is obtained a yellow crystalline

powder of nionobrominated monobromostrychnine hydro-

hromide, IIUr.C51 H.; |BiX.,0.:
.Br, which contains three

differently combined bromine atom*. Dibromostrychnine,
white crystals of similar solubilities to the mono-compound,
melting at 13o° ('., and the bydrobromide of a brominated

derivative, were also prepared. Iodic and hydrobronvc
acids reacting on strychnine give hydriodide of mono-iodnted

mouo-iodo&trychninc, from which successive treatment with

acetone and ammonia removes the added iodine and the

hydriodic acid, leaving mono-iodostrychnine, C^H^INJ >._..

a slightly chestnut-tinted crystalline powder, melting at

188° C. lliiodated strychnine, t '.,,H
:
..S.,i >.,.],, is obtained

by reacting with iodine and hydriodic acid on strychnine ;

fuby-red crystals, decomposing before fusion, which give

«p all their iodine on solution in acetone.—J. T. D.

•Otto of Hose; Some Newly Discovered Constituents of
H. von .Soden and W. Treff. Ber., 1901, 37,

1094—1095.

The alcohol nrrol, recently discovered in oils of neroli and
petit-grain (this J., 1903, 228, 1100), is present in otto

of rose to the extent of 5—10 per cent. It plays a most
important part in the specific perfume of the otto. ( )tto of

rose also contains about 1 per cent, of eugi not, idcutical

with that from oil of cloves, By repeated fractional dis-

tillation in vacuo of the primary alcohols extracted from
otto of rose, the authors have obtained a sesquiterpene

alcohol, C ls [!;,;(), very similar to, if not identical with the

Jarnesot obtained from oil of acacia flowers. This alcohol

has a faint flowery perfume, somewhat resembling that of

cedar-wood oil ; it contains three double bonds and occurs

is the otto to the extent of about 1 per cent.— J. F. B.

Terpene Compounds ; Formation of , in the Chloro-
phyll Organs of Plants. E. Charabot and A. Hebert.

Bull. Soc. Chiru", 1904, 31, 40'.'—409.

Two lots of peppermint were grown ; in one, the flowers

were nipped oft as they appeared, in the other the)' were
allowed to develop. On a given date the whole were
gathered, the flowers separated from the perfect plants, and
tin plants analysed. The results show that the deflowered
plant eontaius more moisture, and has a greater relative

<levclopment of stem than the normal plant, and that it

eontains both absolutely and relatively a greater amount
of essential oil than the green parts of the normal plant.

The proportion of combined to total menthol was also

greater in the deflowered than in the green parts of the
normal plant. Comparison of plants grown in sunlight and
excluded from light showed that the latter retained much
more water and a very much smaller proportion of essential

oil than the former. From all these results it is clear that
terpene compounds arc elaborated uudrr the influence of
sunlight in the green or chlorophyll organs of the plant;
though ii is not proved that the whole of the terpene
compounds in the flowers proceed from that source.

—J. T. I).

Arnislerol : the Phytosterol of Arnica Montana.
T. Klobb. Comptes rend., 1904, 138, 763—765.

FaOM 6 kilos, of the flowers by treatment with solvents and
saponification of the fatty oil obtained, a few gnus, of pure
arnislerol, ('..,II„," _., were finally obtained, a* rhombohedral
crystals with one molecule of alcohol of crystallisation.

The crystals lose their alcohol at 115°—120° C, melt at
249'—250° C.j and sublime at a higher temperature. The
substance dissolves in most organic solvents, but crystallises

well only from alcohol. The acetone solution is dextro-
rotatory, and gives the colour reactions of phytosterols.
The sub>tance is quite distinct from the corresponding
• inlhesttrol obtained from Roman camomile, and from the
other vegetable cholesterols.—J. T. 1 >

Safrol ; Derivatives of , and its Relationships to the

Phenol Ethers, Eugenol, and Asarone. H. Thorns and
A. Biltz. Archiv (ier Pharm., 1904, 242, 85—94.

Tin authors have prepared several derivatives of safrol

with a view to ascertain the relations between safrol,

eugenol, aud asarone. By the action of nitric acid on
dihydrosafrol, a mono- and a di-nitro derivative were
prepared, but it was not found possible to introduce a
third niti o-group, as in the ease of dihydromethyleugenol.
The first nitro group entered the position (6) as in the

nitration of piperonal and dihydromethyleugenol. By the
action of anhydrous aluminium chloride on mououitrodi-
hydrosafrol, the diuxymcthylcnc group was split off aud
a dihydroxy - compound produced, which, on methyl-
ation, yielded mononitrodihydromethyleugenol. Anhydrous
aluminium chloride is recommended as au agent for splitting

off the dioxyuietbylene group, especially in cases where
other agents are inapplicable, e.g., \u the presence of nitro-

groups. By the action of anhydrous aluminium chloride

on the iuononitrodihydromethyleugenol obtained from
dihydrosafrol, two isomeric compounds containing hydroxyl
aud methoxyl groups were produced, one melting at 52' C.,

and the other, containing water of crystallisation, at 78° C.
The compound melting at 52° C. was ethylaied and reduced
to the corresponding amino-conipouud. The latter when
oxidised yielded 1 - propyl-4-methoxy- 3.6 - benzoquinone
identical with the compound obtained by the oxidation of

asarone.—A. S.

Caricari Elemi. A. Tschirch and L. Rentier. Archiv der

Pharm., 1904, 242, 117—121.

By shaking out the ethereal solution of Brazilian caricari

elemi with ammonium carbonate solution, 5 per cent, of

isocarieleminic acid, C3s IIi60,, was removed. It is amor-
phous, and melts at 75 —76° C. Subsequent shaking out

with sodium carbonate solution removes 12 per cent, of

carieleminic arid, C^Hjjt >
4 , isomeric with the above, and

20 per cent, of carielemisic acid, C^H^O,. Carielemic acid

forms long white crystals: in. pt. 215° C. Carielemisic

acid is amorphous and is obtained by precipitating the

mother liquor, after separating the crystalline carieleminic

acid with dilute acid ; m. pt. 120° C. The other chief

constituents are amyrin, C^H^O, 3 per cent. ; carieleresene,

Co,U 4S0.:, 40 per cent. ; essential oil, 3 per cent. The
amyrin is identical with that isolated from other kinds of

elemi, and is separable into o- and jS-ainyrin. The essential

oil has an odour recalling turpentine, dill, and lemon.

(Compare this J., 1903, 571.)—J. O. II.

Colophonia Elemi from Colophonia Mauritiana. A.

Tschirch and O. Stial. Pharm. J., 1904, 72, 467—468.

Colophonia elemi derived from Colophonia mauritiana

from Mauritius has the following composition :—o-Iso-

colelemic acid, Cj;HmO.,, 10 per cent.; colelemic acid,

C39 H.s„04 , 2 per cent. ; j8-isocolelemic acid, C3;HM 4 , 8 per

cent. ; colamyriu, C^II^O, 25 to 30 per cent. ; colelerc*

(C, 5ll =J0) n , 30 to 35 percent. ; volatile oil, 3 per cent. : with

traces of bryoidin, a bitter substance, and foreign matter

amounting to 10 per cent. a-lso-colclcmic acid was

removed by shaking out the ethereal solution of the elemi

with ammonium carbonate solution. It is amorpheus;

in. pt. 120—122° C. Colelemic acid and B-iso-colelemic acid

«ere then removed by shaking out with sodium carbonate

solution. The former is crystalline, separating from a

mixture of methyl and ethyl alcohols; ni. pt. 215° C.

After separating this, /3-isocolelemic acid was precipitated

by pouring the mother liquor into acidified water. It is

amorphous, m. pt. 120 . Colimyrin is identical with the

amyrin of other elcmis. It is separable into a-amyrin,

ni.pt. 1S1 C, and 3-amyrin, m. pt. 192° C. The essential

oil resembled that from caraua elemi (this J., 1903, 571).

Its odour was similar to a mixture of fennel, dill, and lemon

oils. The major fraction distilled between 170— 17j G
The residue left after steam distillation contained a small

amount of bitter substance, also of a white crystalline body

which was probably bryoidin, m. pt. 135 '5° C. The

indifferent coleleresene was amorphous; m. pt. 75 to 77' C.

-J. O. B.
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Oil of Limes ; Composition of Distilled , and a New
Sesquiterpene. 11. K. Burgess and Tb. II. Page. Proc.

Chem. Soc, 1904, 20, 62.

The authors have isolated and identified /.terpineol (m.

pt. 35° C.) as forruiug a large proportion of the oxygenated
constituents of the oil. The peculiar odour of the oil

which is attached to the terpiDeol fraction is due to an
isomeric liquid terpineol of slightly lower boiling point.

A new sesquiterpene of partially oletinic nature was also

identified, which boils at 131° C. under a pressure of

9 mm. and at 262°— 263° C. (uncorr.) under 756 mm., in

the latter case, with slight decomposition ; it has a sp.

gr. 0-873 at I5°C. and is optically inactive ; n u is 1*4935 at

15°, and 1-4910 at 19-5° C The sesquiterpene, for which
the name "limene" is proposed, was characterised by
the formation of a trihydrochloride (m. pt. 79°—80° C.) j

this was the only well-defined derivative obtained, and from
it the hydrocarbon can be readily regenerated. The fame
sesquiterpene has been identified in hand-pressed lime

oil and lemon oil, and the other oils of this series are being

examined for it.

Alkaloids; Analysis [Identification] of , by the Re-
fractive Indices of their Crystals. P. Kley. XXIII.,
page 458.

Pomegranate Bark, Coca Leaves, and Belladonna Leaves;
Determination of Total Alkaloids in . E. Leger.
XXIII., page 458.

Cocaine ; Some New Reactions for Detection of .

U. Kcichard. XXIII., page 458.

Cinnamon Oil ; Determination of Value of .

A. Pauchand. XX I II., page 459.

French Patent.

Aldehydes ; Process for Synlhesising . G. Darzens.
Fr. Pat. 337,175, Nov. 28, 1903.

Fatty or aromatic ketones are condensed by means of
sodium, &c, with halogen- or amino-substitu'ed acetic

esters ; the o-hydroxyacrylic esters thus obtained are
saponified and decomposed by heat, or by distillation

under reduced pressure, substituted acetaldehydes being
obtained, which are applicable iu perfumery. The
reactions are as follows :

—

R.R,.CO + XCH,COOCjH5
=

HX + B.R..C:C(OH)CO*OC3Hs

E.E..C:C(OH)COOH = C02 + R.R..CH.CHO.

The following aldehydes are especially claimed :—Methyl
noDylacetaldehyde (from methyl nonyl ketone)

; /--methyl
hydratropic aldehyde (from p-tolylmethyl-ketone) ; and
o-methyl phenyl butylaldehyde (methyl benzylacetaldeny de)
from methyl benzyl ketone.—T. F. B.

XXI.-PHOTOGRAPHTC MATERIALS AND
PROCESSES.

Radium Effect ; New . H. Stroud.
Electrician, 1904, 52, 958.

The author has succeeded in obtaining by means of radium
rays, a photograph of the portions in relief on one side of
a threepenny piece. The coin was placed directly in
contact with a photographic plate, which was contained in
an envelope opaque to light. A mica-covered hox con-
taining 10 mgrms. of radium bromide was placed on
cardboard at a distance of 6 ins. above the photographic
plate and the whole left for 10 days. On the same plate
was also a medal. After development a practically perfect
picture of the relief portions of the underside of the coin
was obtained, but of the medal only those parts in contact
with the plate could be distinguished

; the other part9 of
the medal in relief but not in actual contact with the plate
3id not appear in the finished picture.—A. 8.

United States Patents.

Printing Plates ; Process of Making . 15. Gisevius,
Berlin. U.S. Pat. 755,225, March 22, 1904.

See Fr. Pat. 323,023 of 1902 ; this J., 1903, 441.—T. F. B.

Photographic Half-tone for Book-printing and Litho-
graphy • Method of . J. Vilim, Prague, and F.
llauser, Naefels. U.S. Pat. 755,417, Mareh 22, 1904.

SEEEng. Pat. 14,105 of 1902; this J., 1902, 1296.—T. F.B.

Colour Photograph and Process of Making same. R. W.
Wood, Madison. U.S. Pat. 755,983, March 29, 1904.

Separate negatives are taken of the object to be photo-
graphed through red, green, and blue screens

;
positives,

on glass, from these negatives are sensitised and used as

plates on each of which is photographed a diffraction

grating " adapted to give its appropriate colour "
; a

sensitised plate is exposed in succession under each of

these positives, and developed. Another method consists

in taking the photograph through colour screens " and
through diffraction gratings associated therewith, each
adapted to produce a colour corresponding to that of the

screen used."—T. F. I!.

French Patents.

Photographic Printing Process. L. J. B. Didier.

Fr. Pat. 337,054, Oct. 22, 1903.

A bichromatkd gelatin film is exposed behind a negative

or design, and immersed in a solution of a dyestuffof the

colour desired for the picture. The coloured negative

thus obtained is applied, under water, to paper or other

support (preferably coated with gelatin). After a short

contact, the film is removed mechanically, and a positive

is obtained on the paper, which is said to contain full detail

and good half-tone.—T. F. B.

Photographic Papers ; Processfor Preparing .

I. Hoffsiimmer. Fr. Pat. 336,873, Nov. 21, 1903.

See Eog. Pat. 25,390 of 1903 ; this J., 1904, 337.—T. F. B.

XXII.-EXPLOSIYES, MATCHES. Etc.

English Patents.

Ed-plosive for Blasting, Signalling, and other purposes.

A. Brock, Sutton. Eng. Pat. 10,836, May 12, 1903.

See Fr. Pat. 332,659 of 1903 ; this J., 1903, 1308.—T.F. B.

Safety Detonating Explosive ; for use in Coal or other

Fiery Mines or for General Blasting Purposes- .

W. J. Orsman, Wigan. Eng. Pat. 11,440, May 19,

1903.

The composition consists of either powdered aluminium
(7 parts), ammonium nitrate (93 parts); or powdered
aluminium (10 parts), ammonium nitrate (50 parts), and
potassium or sodium nitrate (40 parts).—G. W. McD.

Matches; Manufacture of . J. H. Christensen,

Copenhagen. Eng. Pat. 1 1,990, May 26, 1903.

In the manufacture of headless matches the match sticks

are nitrated at the tips by immersion in 30 per cent, nitric

acid before dipping in the igniting composition, this latter

containing suitable potassium, barium, or lead compounds
to neutralise the excess of nitric acid.— (i. W. McD.

United State9 Patent.

Match Composition . F. E. (irimm, Utica.

U.S. Pat. 755,653, March 29, 1904.

The composition consists of glue, zinc oxide, ground glass,

gum benzoin, amorphous phosphorus, sulphur, lead

hyposulphite, and potassium chlorate.— G. W. McD.
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XXIII.-ANALYTICAL CHEMISTRY.

APPARATUS, ETC.

French Patent.

Photometric Apparatus. J. F. Simmance and J. Abadv.
Fr. Pat. 337,085, Nov. 3 1903.

See Fng. Pat. 4693 of 1903 ; this .1., 1903, 1308.—T. F. B.

INORGANIC—QUALITA TIVE.

Antipyritic ; Application of in Analysis (Xitrite

Reaction). C. Reichard. Cheni.-Zeit.. 1904, 28, 339—
340.

The colour obtained by the addition of an acidified solution

of antipyrine with a nitrite solution varies somewhat with

the particular acid used, and its permanence depends on the

concentration ; for the most part, a solution containing not

more than 0-1 per cent, of nitrite gives the best results.

Rise of temperature lessens the permanence of the coloration.

When either hydrochloric or sulphuric acid is used, a
permanent green coloration is formed, the tint in the former
case being, however, much bluer than in the latter. With
oxalic acid the tint is hardly distinguishable from that

with hydrochloric acid ; with tartaric or acetic acid, the

blue tint is intensified ; and with trichloracetic acid the

colour is pure deep green. The addition of strong acids or

of alkalis to any of these green solutions changes the green
tint to deep yellow. The reaction between antipyriue and
nitrous acid is one of extreme delicacy, and affords an
excellent means of detecting the latter ; but owing to the
variations in the tiDt which so readily occur, it is not to be

recommended as the basis of a method of colorimetric

quantitative estimation. As far as the author's experience
yet goes, organic nitrites and uitro-conipounds (e.g., picric

acid) do not behave similarly to the inorganic nitrites and
nitrous acid, with antipyrine. (See also this J.. 1896, 743.)

—J. T. D.

1NORGANIC—QUANTITA TI VE.

Prussian Blue ; Analysis of . C. Coffignier.

Bull. Soc. Chira., 1904, 31, 391—396.

The author has further examined the solubility of Prussian
blue in mixtures of hydrochloric acid and fatty alcohols
(see this J., 1902, 1032, 1337; 1903, 472), propyl alcohol
having been finally chosen as most suitable. Pure blues
dissolve completely (0-5 grm. in 50 0.0. of the solvent)

;

and on pouring the solution into water, filtering through a
weighed filter, washing (this can be readily accomplished
if alcohol be added to the water after the second washing),
drying at 100° C, and weighing. 9S0 to 100 • 4, mean
99 • 7 per cent., of the substance taken, was recovered. The
author applies this to the analysis of commercial blues.
The chief of these are Wheelwrights' blue, Mineral blue,
Paris blue, and Fecula blue, in which tin Prussian blue is

mixed respectively with barium sulphate, kaolin and barium
sulphate, alumina, and starch ; but other additions some-
times found are calcium carbonate and sulphate. Known
mixtures of Prussian blue with these substances were treated

as follows:—2 grms. were treated with 100 c.c. of the

solvent, and made up, after complete solution of the blue,

to 200 c.c. If the solution were clear (calcium carbonate,
starch) 100 c.c. were at once take u ; if not, the liquid was
filtered through a dry filter, and 100 c.c. of the filtrate were
precipitated by water, filtered on a tared filter, washed,
dried, and the weight, of blue determined. Results were very
satisfactory with mixtures containing from 7o down to

3 per cent, of blue. Blues mixed with alumina dissolved
much more slowly than those containing other substances.
The amount of water necessary to precipitate the whole
of the blue increased very rapidly a< the proportion of blue
in the mixture diminished. The liquid filtered from the
precipitated blue was colourless or slightly greenish, and
contained traces of ferric chloride, which proceeded in part

from the existence of minute amounts of ferrous chloride

in the blue, and in part from slight decomposition of the
blue by the hydrochloric acid in the solvent.— J. T. D.

Iron in the Ferric State; lodometric Determination of
K. Xamias and L. Catcano. Monit. Scient., 1904,

18, 254—255.

The method of determining ferric iron by addition of
potassium iodide, and titration of the liberated iodine, gave
unsatisfactory result-, due. in the author's opinion, to the

ease with which tin* reverse reaction takes place, viz., the

oxidation of ferrous salts by iodine in presence of acids, to

ferric salts, By removing the iodine from the solution by
means of chloroform, however, quantitative results were
obtained. The solution, oxidised with nitric acid, was
evaporated to dryness, and the residue dissolved in the

Bnuillesl possible quantity of hydrochloric acid, and diluted

till it contained 1 to 2 per cent, of iron : it was then
nearly neutralised with sodium carbonate, and concentrated

hydrochloric acid, potassium iodide, and 5—10 c.c. of

chloroform were added ; the solution was then allowed to

stand for about 12 hours, with occasional agitation, and the

iodide determined by titration with standard sodium thio-

Bulphate solution.—T. F. li.

Thioci/anates in presence of Salts giving Precipitates with

Silver Nitrati : Determination of . A. Dubofitt

Ann. Chim. anal, appl., 9, 45—46. Chem. Centr., 1904,

1, 1035.

Thick vana Iks can be oxidised to sulphates quantitatively

by the liquid obtained by the electrolysis of pure chloride

solutions. A quantity of the thiocyanate solution sufficient

to yield - 2—0*4 grm. of barium sulphate is treated with

50 c.c. of water and 50 c.c. of a solution containing 2 grms.

of barium chloride, and then 50 c.c. of the oxidising

solution (containing 18—20 grms. of available chlorine

per litre) are gradually added, the whole is allowed to

stand for 10 minutes, 10 c.c. of hydrochloric acid arc added,

the liquid is boiled, and the barium sulphate filtered off.

A correction must of course be made for a^y sulphate

present in the material which is being tested. Any soluble

sulphides present are first converted into insoluble sulphides

and the latter filtered off.—A. S.

Manganese [in Iron, ,Vc.] ; Determination of i>y the

Persulphate Method. 11. Liidert. Zeits. angew. Chem.,

1904, 17,422—4-23.

The following simple modification of von Knorre's method
(thi-- .1., 1903, 1104) is recommended for rapid and accurate

determinations in technical analysis. In the case of iron,

for instance, known to contain 0' 60 per cent, of manganese,

4 grms. were dissolved in 50 c.c. of boiling niti

(sp. gr. 1-2), and the solution diluted (without previous

nitration) with about 400 c.c. of water, and treated with

40 c.c of sulphuric acid (sp. gr. 1 • 18) and 50 c.c. of

ammonium persulphate solution (120 grms. per litre).

The liquid was then vigorously boiled for 30 minutes,

cooled, and treated with 15 c.c. of a recently standardised

solution of hydrogen peroxide, of which 10 c.c. corresponded

with 9 4 c.c. of a standard solution of potassium perman-

ganate (1 c.c. = 0" 0057 7 grm. of iron) As soou as the

precipitate had completely dissolved, the liquid was titrated

back with the permanganate solution, and the ex

hydrogen peroxide found calculated into tin corresponding

amount of manganese, viz., - 62 per cent.— ('. A. M.

Manganese in Presence of Iron [in Iron Ores, v..] ;

Volumetric Determination of by Potassium Pertnan-

ganate. Guyart - Volhard Wolff Method. L. I-, de

Koniuck. Bull. Soc. (him. Bel., 1904, 18, 56—62.

In the determination of manganous salts in presence of

ferric salts according to the equation

—

KjMnjt i, : 3Mn( I, + 2ll.O = j.MnO, + 2KCI + 411CI

the author recommends that the accuracy of the process

adopted, should be checked by means of manganous

chloride prepared from the same permanganate solution

as is used for tin titration, since, according to the equation,

the manganese in a certain volume of permanganate shouM

require two-thirds of that volume for its titration. 50 c.c.

of the permanganate solution are evaporated to dryness

with 10 c.c. of strontr hydrochloric acid, care being taken

, to avoid loss by spurting, and the mangauous chlond<
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produced is dissolved in dilute hydrochloric acid. The
manganese in the iron ore is then titrated by the method
selected [e.g., Ledcbur's method], a second titration being
subsequently made with the addition of the manganous
chloride prepared from the permanganate. From the

difference between the two til rations, the real manganese
value of the permanganate is readily calculated.—J. !•'. B.

Chromium [in Fnrochrome, £c] ; Colorimetric Determina-
tion of . A. Moulin. Bull. Soc. Chim , 1304, 31
295—296.

The author applies Cazeneuvc's reaction with diphenyl-

earba/.ide to the determination of chromium. The solutions

are :—Diphenylcarbazide, 2 grms., dissolved with the aid

of heat in 100 c.e. of alcohol and 10 c.c. of acetic acid, and
diluted with alcohol to 2110 c.c. ; and a solution of chromic
aeid, 0-50 grm., made up to 1 litre and then again diluted

tenfold. Toe sample (0-25 to 0'50 grm.) is dissolved,

the chromium converted into chromate (for ferroehromes,

boiling with hydrogen peroxide and excess of potassium
hydroxide is a good method), excess of potassium
hydroxide added, the solution filtered, exactly neutralised

with luetic acid, and made up to 100 or 200 c.c. Into

graduated te-t-glasses are put 2 c.c. of the diphenylcarbazide

solutiou and 70 c.c. of water, then 5, 1, l
- 5 c.c, and so

on of the chromic acid solution, and varying amounts of

the solutiou to be tested ; alter standing 20 minutes the

tints are compared,—J. T. D.

Chromium and Vanadium ; Separation of [in Ferro-
vanadium, Ac.]. P. Kicolardot. Comptes rend., 1904,

138, 810—812.

Separation of the Chromium as Chlorochromic Acid —
The substance is fused with a mixture of potassium
chlorate and sodium carbonate. The iron and manganese
are separated by the usual methods. The solution of
alkali salts is evaporated to dryness, and the residue

is fused and transferred to a small flask. The crucible

is rinsed by fusing potassium chlorate in it until no
coloration remains. The fla6k '

is connected with a
scrubbing apparatus containing strong sulphuric acid, the
gases evolved being decomposed in a dilute solution of
sodium carbonate ; the whole apparatus is connected with an
aspirator pump. After the apparatus has been scrubbed by
the passage of a current of dry air, a few drops of sulphuric
acid containing a little sulphuric anhydride are admitted
to the flask. When the reaction has moderated, a little

more acid is introduced and dry air or hydrogen chloride

is slowly aspirated through the apparatus, the flask and
scrubbing vessel being finally heated at 60° C. until no
more red fumes are evolved. The vanadium remains in

the flask and scrubber ; it is treated with alcohol and
titrated with permanganate. The precipitate of chromium

I

hydroxide is liable to contain traces of vanadium, in which
case it must again he treated as above.

Separation by means of Ferric Oxide.—If the substance

i
contain a large proportion of iron along with vanadium
and chromium, it is dissolved in hydrochloric acid, and

I
the solution is oxidised by chloric acid and evaporated

|
on the water-bath with excess of hydrochloric acid.

Under these conditions, a precipitate of ferric oxide
separates out, " which contains all the metalloids," leaving
the metals in solution. The ferruginous deposit should
not be subjected to a higher temperature than that of

I the water-bath, and should be treated with a few drops
of ddute alcohol in order to remove the last traces of

' chromium from the precipitate. The mixture is then
treated with hot water, boiled with the detached precipitate
in suspension, and ammonium sulphate added. All the
chromium remains in solution, whilst the vanadium is

removed with the ferric oxide, which is freed from vanadium
first by washiug with ammonia and finally by fusion with
lalkali salts.—J. F. B.

Titanium in Iron Ores; Determination of . S.
Burman. Zeits. Berg.-Hiitt., 1903, 51, 743. Chem.
Centr., 1904, 1, 970.

pSB grm. of the finely-divided substance (or 0-5 giro, if

be ore contain more than 8— 10 per cent, of titanium) is

heated for fhree-quatters of an hour in a tube of refractory
glass in a current of hydrogen, then allowed to cool in the
hydrogen, boiled with 8— 10 c.c. of hydrochloric acid and
200 c.c. of water, and the solution filtered. The filter,

without being washed, is burnt in a platinum crucible and
the residue fused with 10 times its weight of sodium
carbonate. The melt is treated with water and the insoluble
sodium titanate filtered off and washed with water contain-
ing sodium carbonate. The residue is washed from the
filter, aod the puper burnt in a weighed platinum crucible.
The residue washed from the filter is treated with hydro-
chloric acid, the titanium re-precipitated from the solution
by caustic sodj, filteied off, and the filter burnt in the
platinum crucible containing the ash of the other paper.
The contents of the crucible are fused with 10 grms. of
potassium bisulphate till a clear melt is obtained, and after
cooling, the latter is dissolved in 400 c.c. of water, the
solution treated with about 10 grras. of alkali bisulphite,

filtered, the filtrate almost neutralised with alkali, some
sodium or ammonium acetate added, and the whole boiled,

whereby Jioceulent hydtated titanic acid, Ti(OH) 4 is pre-
cipitated. Some platinum is dissolved during the fusiou
with potassium bisulphate, and is precipitated with the
titanic acid, and a correction, viz., the difference in weight
of the crucible before and after the fusion, must be made.

—A. S.

Available? Cyanide ; Determination of . J. E. Clenuell.
Eng. and Mining J., 1904, 77, 513—514.

The following method is recommended for the determina-
tion of the " solvent activity " of cyanide solutions. A
quantity of pure metallic gold is dissolved in aqua regia,

the solution evaporated, and the gold chloride dissolved in

water to form a solution containing 0'5 mgrm. of gold

per c.c. Into each of a number of flasks, 10 c.c. of the

gold solution are introduced, the gold precipitated by a few
ih ps of sulphurous acid solution, the excess of sulphur
dioxide expelled by boiling, and the liquid made faintly

alkaline by the addition of a few e.c. of sodium hydroxide
solutiou. Equal volumes of the various solutions to be
tested are run into the flasks, and the latter are agitated at

intervals during 15 minutes, the undissolved gold is filtered

off and washed free from cyanide, and the filter-paper and
contents are dried, wrapped in lead-foil, and cupelled.

—A. S.

Sulphuric Acid in Tanning Liquors or Extracts; Deter-
mination of . J. G. Parker and E. E. M. Payne.
Collegium, 1904, 95—96.

Ten grms. of liquid extract or liquor, or 5 grms. of finely

powdered solid extract, are shaken with 90 c.c. of absolute

alcohol in a stoppered cylinder, and filtered through a dry

filter, the residue being washed with 90 per cent, alcohol.

The filtiate and washings are acidified with 1 c.c. of

concentrated hydrochloric acid, and precipitated with 2

—

3 c.c. of 10 per cent, solution of barium chloride. The
method is accurate and is not affected by the presence of

normal or acid sulphates nor of sulphites, the former being
insoluble in SO per cent, alcohol.—K. L. J.

Basic Slag ; Determination of the Phosphoric Acid
Soluble in Citric Acid in . K. feorge. Zeits.

angew. Chem., 1904, 17, 393—397.

The author states that in the determination of phosphoric
acid in basic slag, the precipitate contains the same amount of
silica after " separation " of the silica by the method adopted
by the German Association of Agricultural Experiment
Stations (Landw. Versuchs. Stat., 1903, 59, 312) as when
the separation is omitted. It was also found that the
solubility of the ammonium magnesium phosphate in

ammonium citrate is considerably increased, presumably
owiDg to the long time required for filtering. The errors

due to the phosphoric acid precipitate carrying down silica

and other impurities, and to the slight solubility of ammo-
nium magnesium phosphate in ammonium citrate solution,

compensate one another. The modification adopted by the

Association (loc. cit.) can only give incorrect results, since it

attempts to eliminate the plus error, and at the same time

increases the loss of ammonium magnesium phosphate.
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Bbttcher's modification of the Association's method (Chem.

-

Zeit., 1903,27, 1205) and Wagner's method are also said

to be open to objection. It is only in exceptional cases,

with slags abnormally rich in silicate, that the plus error is

liable to exceed the minus error ; anil in such cases it is

easy to ascertain the amount of silica in the precipitate.

—N. H. J. M.

Alkaline- Earth Metal Carbonates ; Decomposition of
by Ammonium Chloride in Presence of Water. H.
Cantoni and G. Goguclia. VII., page 440.

Methyl, Ethyl, and Propi/l Alcohols; Critical Tempera-
tures of Solution of [Determination of Watering .

Preparation of the Anhydrous Alcohols. L. Crismer.

XVII., page 451.

ORGANIC—QUALITATIVE.
Alkaloids ; Analysis [Identification"] of , by the

Refracttcc Indices of their Crystals. V. Kiey. ZeitP.

anal. Chem., 1904, 43, 160— 167^ (See this.I., 1904, 207.)

A small crystal of the alkaloid is broken by pressure and a
fragment is mounted in a drop of a medium of known
refractive power. The Nicols being crossed, the stage is

rotated until the crystal causes extinction, the upper Xicol is

then removed, and the object is examined both in that

position and in a position at right angles to it. The various

media on the scale are then tried until accurate determina-

tions of the refractive indices in the two positions have been
made. The difference between the two values gives the
strength of the double refraction. The crystal is positive

if the refractive index of its extraordinary ray (i.e., dark
position between cross ed Nicols and lying in the direction

of the edges of the prism) be the greater, and negative if

the reverse be the case. A table and graphic illustration

are given of the values obtained with various alkaloids.

—J. F. R
Cocaine ; Some New Reactions for Detecting .

C. Reichard. Chem.-Zeit., 1904, 28, 299.

(1) When a concentrated solution of sodium nitroprusside

is added drop by drop to a cold solution of cocaine hydro-
chloride, a precipitate is formed immediately which appears
under the microscope in the form of well-defined, reddish-

coloured crystals of cocaine nitroprusside, The crystals

are dissolved on warming, and reappear on cooling ; they
are soluble in excess of water. A distinct reaction can be
perceived in solutions containing 0-004 grm. of cocaine
hydrochloride per 1 c.c. This test serves to distinguish

cocaine from morphine. (2) If a cold, saturated solution

of uranium nitrate be added drop by drop to a solution of
cocaine hydrochloride, a yellow, crystalline precipitate

appears immediately. This precipitate is also soluble od
beating, and appears to he soluble in water. (3) A pinch
of pure [titanic acid is treated with just sufficient concen-
trated sulphuric acid to dissolve it on heating. If a trace of

solid cocaine hydrochloride be added to the cooled solution

and the mixture be warmed until the liquid assumes an
oily appearance, a violet or blue coloration is gradually
developed. (4) If a trace of solid cocaine hydrochloride be
ground up with a little solid potassium ethyl sulphate, and
a few drops of strong sulphuric acid be added, a distinct

odour of peppermint is developed on heating. (5) If solid

cocaine hydrochloride be ground up with urea, and concen-
trated sulphuric acid be added to the mixture, an increasing
blue coloration is developed on heating strongly. Certain
other organic amides give a similar reaction.—J. F. B.

ORGANIC—QUANTITATIVE.
Glycerol; Determination of in Fats. R. Fanto.

Zeits. angew. Chem., 1904, 17, 420—421.

Lewkowitsch (this J., 1903, .')76) was unable to obtain
satisfactory results by Zeisel and Panto's method (this J.,

1902,992). The author has therefere made further experi-
ments. He finds that it is not possible to ol.tain correct
results by treating the fat directly with the hydriodic acid,

and that it is necessary to saponify it, to separate the
soap, and to take an aliquot portion of the aqueous glycerol

solution for the determination :—About 10 grms. of the fat

are saponified in the usual manner, the alcohol is nearly
evaporated off, the soap dissolved in about 100 c.c. of hot
water, and the fatty acids are separated by the addition of
concentrated acetic acid The flask is then cooled and the

aqueous layer separated from the solidified fatty acids,

which are subsequently washed about five times with succes.

sive portions of 15 to 20 c.c. of hot water. If the fatty

acids are liquid, a little hard paraffin iiray be advan-
tageously added to accelerate their solidification. The
aqueous layer and washings are filtered, concentrated to

about 60 to 70 c.c, cooled, and diluted to 100 c.c, 5 c.c. of
this solutiou heing taken for the determination of the
glycerol by the iodide method. A series of experimental
determinations of glycerol in lard, butter, oils, .See., is given
to show that the results ihus obtained agree closely with
those given by ether methods.— ('. A. M.

Tannin ; Gravimetric Determination of in Tanning
Material* and Extracts. J. l'aessler. Collegium, 1904,
81—88, 90—95.

The author gives a detailed report on the method of tanning
analysis as discussed at the meeting held by the German
section of the International Association of Leather Trades
Chemists at Frankfort on 25th October, 1903, together with
criticisms and notes on certain details of the process where
modification may in time become necessary. The following

list of quantities of tanning materials, which should usually

be weighed out to give the special amount of tannin in the

liquor prepared for analysis (viz., 0-35—0'45 grm. of
tanm'n per 100 cc.) has been compiled: —

Grins.
Algarohilla a

( : rms.
Mangrove bark 10

Mi >;i hark 12

Myrobalans 12

(^uebraclw wood -.

Kove and other gall*. .

.

12

Sumac l£

Trillo 10

Valonia l*

Willow bark 36

Vsed materials 60

C&naigre 18

Divi-itivi <i

Oak bark 3d

Oak wood 50

Pine bark 32

Garouille li>

Hemlock bark 32

Chestnut wood 45

Knoppern 12

Solid extracts, 5—7 grms.

Pust.v extracts, sp. gr. above 1'2 or 25° Be., 9—12 irrnis.

Liquid extracts, sp. gr. above 1*15, or 10° Be-, 12—18 grms.

Liquid extracts, sp. gr. below 1*15, or 19° Be., 18—20grais.

—R. L. J.

Pomegranate Dark, Coca Leaces, and Belladonna Leaves,

Determination of Total Alkaloids in . E. Loger.

J. l'harm. Chim., 1904, 19, 329—337.

Pomegranate Bark.—A quantity of the finely-powdered

bark, equivalent to 15 grins, of dry substance, is intimately

mixed with 5 grms. of magnesia and 10 c.c. of water, and

the moist powder allowed to stand for two hours in a closed

flask, 150 c.c. of chloroform are then added, aud the

,
whole weighed. The mixture is then boiled for an hour

under a reflux condenser, cooled, the original weight made
up by the addition of chloroform, and the whole filtered

100 c.c. of filtrate ( = 10 grms. of bark) are distilled, in two

portions until 80 c.c. of distillate have been collected. The

residue is transferred to a separator, the distilling flask

being washed with two washings of 20 c.c. of neutral

eilier. sp. gr. 0-721, the washings being added to the

cbloroformic solution. The ether-chloroform solution is

shaken out with 10 c.c. of N/10 hydrochloric acid and

|

about 20 c.c of water, and twice washed out with 30 c.c.

of water. The acid extract and washings are titrated back

with N in potassium hydroxide solution, with iodeosine

as a" indicator. The number of c.c of N 10 acid thu-

found to be combined with the alkaloids x 0' 1475 goes the

percentage of total alkaloids in the bark. It is important

to ensure exact neutrality of the ether employed by washing

it, first with a trace of N In potassium hydroxide, then

titrating back the free alkali with Nj 10 acid, using iodcosii..

as indicator.
(

'i co Leaces.—The equivalent of 25 grms. of dried

powdered leaves is mixed with 5 grms. of magnesia and

1 5 c.c. of water, the moist powder is treated in a closed

flask with 625 c.c. of ether, sp.gr. 0-721, previously saturated
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with water. The mixture is frequently shaken during 12

hour-*, then allowed to stand overnight, again shaken up,

and tiltereJ. The ether is then distilled off from 500 c.c. of

filtrate, the residue taken up with 20 e.c. of neutral ether,

treated with 10 c.c. of N/10 hydrochloric acid and 20 c.e. of

water, the flask close I with a rubHer cork, and the contents

well agitated. The acid liquid is separated, the distilling

flask twice washed with 25 c.c. of distilled water, these

washings being used for successive shaking out of the

ethereal liquid in the separator, then added to the first acid

liquid. The whole of this is then filtered through a small

moistened filter, which is then thoroughly washed. Sufficient

water is added to bring ihe volume of the filtrate to 150 c.e.,

and the free acid is titrated back as described above ; the

number of e.c. combined with the alkaloids x 0-1535 gives

the percentage of total alkaloid- in the powder.
Belladonna Leaves.—The process is the same as that

given for coca leaves. The number of c.e. of acid combined
with the alkaloids x 0'1445gi\es the amount of bases, as

atropine, in the sample.—J. t > B,

Cinnamon Oil; Determination of Value of . A.
Pouchand. Schweitz. Woch. Chem. Pharm., 1904, 42,
126 ; through Chem.-Zeit , 1904, 28, Hep. »0.

Ten grms. of the oil are heated on the water -bath, with

constant agitation, with 20 c.c. of a 30 per cent, solution of

sodium bisulphite. After the yellow mass at first produced
has re-dissolved, a further quantity of 40 e.c. of the bisul-

phite solution is gradually added, whilst agitating and
bating. Alter the flask containing the mixture has cooled,

the liquid is transferred to a separating funnel, the flask

is rinsed out twice, each time *ith 10 e.c. of ether, which
together with another 10 c.e. are added to the liquid in

the funnel. The liquid is shaken and allowed to separate,

the aqueous layer is run off, the ethereal solution is collected

in a tare 1 Erlenmeyer flask, the aqueous portion is again

shaken with 20 c.c. of ether, the combined ethereal solution

is evaporated, and the residue is dried at 95°— 100° C. and
weighed.—J. F. 15.

XX[V.-SCIENTIFIC & TECHNICAL NOTES.

Colloids; Bibliogmphy of the . A. Muller.
anorg. Chem., 1904, 39, 121—151.

Zeits

Colloidal Bodies; Mutual Influence of Dissolved .

W. Biltz. Ber., 1904, 37, 1095—1116.

The author deals with the preparation of colloidal solutions

of various inorganic substances and the polarity of the

dissolved colloids under the influence of the electric

curreut. Some colloids are attracted to the anode
(negatively charged relatively to water) and others to the

cathode (positively charged), this Utter class consisting of

the colloidal hydroxides of the metals. The author has

found that solutions of oppositely charged colloids will

precipitate each other in the form of mixed jellies

("adsorption compounds") without the addition of an
electrolyte, whilst similarly charged colloids will not. For
the mutually complete precipitation of oppositely charged
colloids, certain definite limits of relative proportions

(equivalents) are necessary. Variations on either side of

the optimum proportion cause incomplete precipitation

until points are reached at which no precipitation occurs.

In the precipitation of the negative colloids by salts

(electrolytes) of the positive colloidal hydroxides, the
actions of the electrolyte and the positive colloid ate
superimposed.—J. F. B.

melts at 112° and boils at 340 —345' C. On oxidation it

yields a mixture of benzylnapht Italic arid and its anhydride,
which on further oxidation are converted into the corre-
sponding benzoyl- compounds

—

C
ci
H5 .CH2 .C 10

H
i<^ ; C6H5.CH2.C10H5:(COOH)S ;

( 11.,

C6H5.CO.C10H6 : (COOH),.

The imides of both these acids, and the oximesof the latter,

were prepared aud described. — J. T. f).

Ctatit import.

Aromatic Hydrocarbon; Xew [Phenylaccnapldlnil-
methane]. C. Dziewonski and E. DolU. Bull. Soc.

!
Chini., 1904, 31, 373—381.

• By heating a mixture of benzyl chloride and acenaphtheue
with zinc dust, or better with zinc chloride, and fraction-
ating the product, plienylacenaphthylmethane, or henzyl-
tcenaphthene, is obtained. After several crystallisations
''rom alcohol it forms long white silky needles, soluble in

uost organic solvents, and in cold sulphuric acid. It

I.—GENERAL.

Transvaal; Import Trade of the in 1903.

Bd. of Trade J., March 31, 1904.

Articles.
Twelve

Mom tlis ended
Dee., 1902.

Twelve
Months ended
Dec, 1903.

e e
2,633,000 (.003,000
628,000 735,il(iii

420,000 500,000

819,000 398,000
1S7.01M. 246,000
16,000 210,000

Groceries and oilmen's stores

i3,o«s,ooo 19,531,000

Of the total value of merchandise imported into the
Trausvaul during the year 1903, 8,006,000/. worth were
sent rid Cape Colony, 8,234,000/. worth via Natal, and
:i,£U 1,000/. worth cm Dela^oa Bay.

CAra Colony; Trade of , is 1903.

Bd. of Trade J. t March 31, 1904.

Imports into Cape Colour/.

Principal and other Articles.

Metals and metal manufactures
(includes iron, lead, machinery,
and hardware)

Leather and leather manufactures
Alcoholic bftvera^ea

I
includes

wine, beer, and spirits)
Drugs and ehemiciils
Coal, coke, and

i atent fuel
Soap and candles
Earthenware aud crockery
Paints and colours
Cement
Dynamiteand blasting compound
Oil, mineral

Total of all merchandise .

Year ended
Dee. 31. 1902.

Year ended
Dec. 31, 1903.

£ £

3.OSS.000 4,037,000

1,504,000 1,491,000

1,005,000 580,000
12 1,000 365.0011

398,00 i 295,

292,000 231,000
140,0110 196,000
11 1.01 III 159,000
ili.i 151.0110

7II.H0O 143,000
181,000 136,000

29,575,000 31,426,000

Exportsfrom Cape Colony.

Principal and other Articles. Dc^SlTwOi.
Year ended
Dec. 31, 1903.

£
Grid (raw) 5,915,000
Wool (washed, scoured, and in the

urease) 1.930,(100

Mules and skins 183,000
Copper ore 273,000

Total of all merchandise.

.

15,833,000
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Patents in Canada. nitrate of soda to the distributing markets abroad reached a

T r c- /-. r> jvr imo ir -ion mm fotalof nearly 1,000,000/. This is less than in 1902.
U.S. Com. Reps., No. 1913, March 29, 1904. ^ ^^ o

'

f ^'^ of^ m ^ yeara UH|, ;md ,„03

The following refers to amendments to the Patent Act are given below, in quintals of 101-1 pounds.

passed at the last session of the Dominion Parliament :

—

A patentee must commence manufacture within two
19()0

years from the date of issue of his patent, other«ise it is

null and void. There are some classes of patents, however,

that would be difficult to manufacture in advance of the

public demand. In such cases the commissioner of patents
|>
w!"'

has power to place the applicants under the terms of Germany !.!!...!

section 7 of the Act, the effect of which would be to delay Holland'

manufacture until application is made for a licence to sell
XTj&d Kingdom ".!'."'."."!!

the patent invention. Then, if the commissioner is satisfied MScellaneous ....'.'.'."!!"!!

there has been neglect or refusal to manufacture or sell the Continent, for orders

patent, he may grant the licence applied for. The commis-
To(a] Europe

sioner of patents has issued a circular indicating the kinds of

patents which come under section 7. They areas follows :

—

United States. East Coasl ...

Patents for an art or process
;
patents for improvements on United States, \\ esl ( V est .

.

a patented invention, when both patents are not held by the Total. United States

same person
;
patents for certain appliances or apparatus

in connection with railways, telegraph, telephone, and light- J^'sl Indies

ing systems, and other works usually under the control of Africa....'

public or large private corporations, and which appliances Australia

or apparatus cannot be installed or constructed without the Japan

consent of such corporations; and patents for inventions otb™ countries'
'.

'. '. '. '.

'.

.'
'.

'. '.
'.'.

which are manufactured or constructed only to order and

are not, according to custom, kept in stock. At present Grand total 30,089,440

the patent office is in frequent receipt of petitions from _
patentees asking to come under the provisions of section 7.

TMg increase ;Q ((xp?rtg wfls dufl {o h^y Bnipmentg J
the beet-sugar growers in Germany and France, and to pur-

chases hy powder manufacturers and others in the United
States.

Tarapaca shipped 24,140,459 quintals, or over 76 per

cent, of last year's totil exports; Tocopilla, 4,246,989
quintals; Taltal, 1,668,263 quintals; Antofagastn. 895,851
quintals, and Caleta Coloso, 732,291 quintals. Both Tara-

paca and Taltal shipped less than in 1902, but this is more
than offset by the increased movement from the other ports

and the initial exports from Caleta Coloso.

Tons. Tens. Ton".
1.277 068 1 .77.V157 1.

3,034.217 1,759,355 1. 1.725,138

7,362,216 M88.434 1. l.l'JM'ls

1,41 3U8 2,051351 1.

1,162.662 502.123 D.
1,322,445 1,606,178 1.

589.82B 375.345 Ii. J It, 176

7,88441

1

5,659,511 "

24,039,154 25,174,754 1-

5.042,382 4.931,629 D 110.758

558,467 888,846 1. 124,188

5,606.839 5.914,275 I-

19.232 I. 19,891

12,958 42,779 Ii 17'.l

113,877 90,291 I

26344 1.

mi 55381 1. 55,371
1.

242,172 875,681 I.

31,68,'>,'.>L'l I. 1,593,354

Swedkn ; Export Trade of , in 1903.

Foreign Office Annual Series, No. 3123.

The exportation of matches from Sweden amounted to

1,316 tons more than in the previous year. Paper of all

kinds shows a large increase—from 69,550 tons in 1902 to

82,206 tons in 1903—in fact the amount has more than

doubled itself in the last four years. Wood-pulp (chemically

prepared, dry) rose from 178,121 tons in 1902 to 224,573

tous in 1903. Iron ore shows an increase of from 1,719,293

to 2,827,551 tons.

Skins and hides were exported in considerably larger

quantities and were valued at 5,894,01)0 kr. (327,440/.)
;

their value in 1899 came to 3,6S6,000 kr. (204, 700?.)

In regard to Swedish brandy and spirits, the exportation

of which, in former years, came to from 150,000 to 200,000

litres per annum, the quantity exported last year was only

30,400 litres ; it should, however, be noted that the pro-

duction of ttese spirits is meant for home consumption.

III.—TAR PRODUCTS, PETROLEUM, Etc.

Trinitrotoluol : U.S. Customs Decision.

March 16, 1904.

Trinitrotoluol was decided to be dutiable at 20 Der cent.

ad valorem as a " preparation of coal tar, not a colour or

dye," under paragraph IS of the present tariff act. The
importers claimed free entry under paragraph 524, which

provides, among others, for toluol, nitrotoluol, and dini-

trotoluol. Since trinitrotoluol is not included in this

enumeration, the assessment of duty was affirmed, as above

stated.— K. W. M.

VII.—ACIUS, ALKALIS, Etc.

Chilean Nit-hate Trade.

Eng. and Mining J., March 31, 1904.

Last year the export tax, which is 56 cents per quintal,

yielded the Chilean Government a revenue of 17,742,645 dols.

The exports in the year 1903 amounted to a total of

31,683,294 quintals. Prices were uuusuiilh high; lis. to

7s. 3 Hd. per quintal for 95 per cent, quality, and 6s. 6rf. to

7s. 4 • 5d . for 96 per cent, alongside steamer. At these prices

last year's exports had a total value of over 10,200,000/.,

which is nearly 12 per cent, better than 1902, and

the highest for .omc years past. At the ruling ocean

freights of 12.v. 6d, to 21s. 3d. per ton, the cost of shipping

Si i.ntuR ; Sicilian .

Eng. and Mining J., March 31, 1901.

There are exported annually over 475,000 long to

sulphur from Sicily. A feature is the heavy accumulation

of stocks in Sicily, amounting, on Dec. 31, 1903, to

361,820 tons.

By far the largest consumer is the United States, which

takes annually nearly one-third of the Sicilian exports.

In 1903 that country received 155,996 long tons, of

which 121,845 tons were best unmi:;ed seconds, consumed
principally by sulphite pulp manufacturers, and 34,11
tons taken by acid manufacturers and others. During

recent years the high prices asked for brimstone have

encouraged greatly the consumption of the cheaper pyrites

sulphur. In 1903 imported and domestic pyrites furnished

nearly 60 per cent, of the entire sulphur used in the

IVstination. 1902.

Tons.
Austria 18,088

Belgium I I

Prance 87,248
Germany
Greece and Turkey l'h..us

Holland s.,;;n

[tab/ 16,808
Russia 17,296

Scandinavia
Spain and Portugal 12 863

United Kingdom
United States 168519
'Other countries is.i>i

Total 467.319

1903. I

Tons. Ton*.
t T.Lt-ji: P. 1.160

15,233 1. 2.310

74378 1.

32,668 1. 6.64J

88,188 1.

6,167 II. 3.491

15.572 1'.

15,088 ll.

28,292 1.

18.183 1. 5300
19,210 1'.

Ii.

•_':,.-::;! 1.

;7.v.'is 1.

.* In 1903: Australia. t.7.".r. tens

;

I'aiisula, xus Kn-i Indii

North and Kollttl Africa. 9393: - a, 2.357 : Stt'il

ttouman a Bulgai in, Mu! ria, and Asia

26,883 tons.
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United States, whereas in 1896, the first year of the

Sicilian compact, the proportion was less than 50 per

cent. During this period consumers have been obliged to

pay from 5 dols. to 6 dols. and more for crude brimstone.

The Sicilian brimstone export trade is shown in the

foregoing table in long tons.

The increase in exports in 1903 is comparatively small

when we consider the heavy falling off in the American and
British purchases.

Following are the selling prices per long ton, f.o.b.

shipping ports in Sicily :

—

Quality of Sulphur.

Best unmixed seconds, bulk
Best unmixed seconds, ground, bags
Best unmixed thirds, bulk
Current thirds, bulk
Refined block, bulk
Refined roll. b:i?s

Refined roll, casks
Refined roll, usual s'ze sticks.

cases
Refined roll, small sticks, cases . .

.

Sublimed flowers, pure, bairs

Sublimed flowers, current, bags . .

.

Sublimed flowers, commercial, bags

High. Low. Average
for Kear

,. d. s. d. s. d.
83 9 80 9 82 6
89 6 87 6 8.8 3
79 a 78 1) 79 2
79 76 9 77 9
-s i; 85 9 w i

:>v 9 92 9 93 Hi

1U0 96 9 93 6

in:; g 1(11 9 102 11
1116 ti 103 9 104 !l

L08 6 n :s 6 106 2
99 9 97 98 5

94 9 92 3 93 3

Compared with 1902, these prices show a substantial

increase, excepting crude seconds, which are fractionally

Jess, owing partly to the introduction in the market of

ground seconds, and also to the improved quality of best

thirds. Prospects for lower prices are not favourable.

The Potash Syndicate.

Eng. and Mining J., March 31, 1904.

After nearly 25 years of successful operation the German
Potash Syndicate is threatened with dissolution. The older

members will not acquiesce in a reduction of their quotas of

production— for the purpose, apparently, of suppressing the

modern works Nor will the members sanction the pur-

chase by the s\ ndicate, as is contemplated, of the mines
optioned in 1902 by Americans.

The syndicate was founded in 1879, after 22 years of

competition and limited consumption. In 1879 the output
of crude potash salts amounted to only 768,971 metric

tons, but 23 years later, in 1902, it had increased to

3,250,835 tons. Simultaneously, prices have improved, as

a result of the growing consumption which has been
encouraged by systematic propaganda among agricul-

turists. At the same time the industry has been consoli-

dated by the periodical renewal and revision, for a term
of years, of the agreement. The last compact was signed

June 30, 1901, and expires on December 31, 1904. The
number of works represented hy the Verkaufs Syndikat
has been gradually increased, and now amouuts to 27, or

10 more than were officially recognised prior to the invasion
of the American fertiliser combinations, in 1 902.

Liquid Air; Transportation of .

U.S. Cons. Reps., Xo. 1913, March 29, 1904.

An experiment for the purpose of testing the durability
of liquid air has been made between Berlin and Geneva.
For the further growth of this industry the question of

how far liquid air can be transported without serious loss

by evaporation is a vital one.

Two quarts of liquid air were delivered to the railroad
at Berlin, packed in a special manner for transportation to

'Geneva. The shipment arrived in Geneva in five days,
and after a further delay of half a day it was delivered to

:he chemical laboratory of the University of Geneva. The
,'lass vessel in which the liquid air was sent still contained
,me-fourth of a quart thereof, which was at once experi-
mented with.

It is stated that this was the longest distance over which
iquid air has been transported, and the result was en-
couraging to make larger shipments, where the loss would
')e relatively less.

Barium Si li-hide : U.S. Customs Decision.

March 16, 1904.

Barium sulphide was held to be properly dutiable at
35 per ceut. ad valorem as a " chemical salt," under para-
graph 3 of the present tariff.—R. \V. M.

Borax Glass : U.S. Customs Decision.

March 23, 1904.

It was decided that borax glass is dutiable at 5 cent- per
lb. as "borax," under paragraph 11 of the present Tariff
Act. The claim of the importer was that it was dutiable
as '' borate of soda containing over 3G per cent, of anhydrous
boracic acid." The testimony showed that it was sirnplv

anhydrous borax, and was used as a flux in metallurgical
operations in the same manner as borax. While recog-
nising the fact that the most common form of borax con-
tains 10 mols. of water, it was also noted that there are
other varieties also known to trade and commerce, of which
borax glass is one, differing from the others only in the
absence of water of crystallization. The term " borax

"

being more specific thau " borate of soda," was therefore
held 1 1 correctl) describe borax glass.—R. W. if.

X.—METALL URG Y.

Chromic Iron Ore in Cuba.

U.S. Cons. Reps., Xo. 1906, March 21, 1904.

An extensive and rich deposit of chromic iron ore has
been found on the coast of Cuba, 30 miles from fiaracoa.
It aggregates from 8 to 12 fi. in thickness. It is said that
the freight rates by water will peruiit of its transportation.

XII.-FATS, FATTY OILS, Etc.

Cotton-Seed; Utilisation of Indian .

"Agricultural ledger," 1903, Wo. 9. (See also this J.,

1904, 279.)

The export of cotton-seed from India increased from
43,485 cwts. in 1899—1900 to 3,974,000 cwts. in 1902
1903. The seed at average Indian prices can be profitably
exported when the price of eotton-seed oil in England is

20/. or more per ton.

Egyptian cottoc-seed commands a higher price, as it

contains a larger percentage of oil and has no adherent
" fuzz." The Indian cake is about 10s. per ton cheaper at
Hull than the Egyptian.
The quantises of oil seeds exported from India dnrin"

1901-2 and 1902-3 were as follows :—

Kind of Seed.

Linseed
Rape-seed
Sesamum
Cotton-seed
Poppy-seed
Earthnuts l.OSoiooo

1801-2. 1 902-3.

Cwts. Cwts.
7,328.(100 6.328.(iO0

fi.925,000 3527,000
2.H7. 1 3,733,000
2,036,000 3,9W)OO0
934, 966,000

1,085,000 1.036,000

These exports are considered more profitable than if oil
industries were fully established in India, because the cakes
obtained are worth much less in India than in Europe. In
the larger villages of India excellent cakes are prepared
from seeds capable of easier manipulation. Hydraulic
press mills capable of treating cotton-seed have, however,
now been established at Lahore and elsewhere.
The Director of Agriculture has investigated 100 indige-

nous and exotic varieties. The comparative values are
shown by tables giving the number of seeds per tola, and
the percentage quantities of oil and crude fibre contained in
the seeds. Some samples of American and Egyptian seed
contain 10 per cent, more oil than any Indian seed and
average at least 5 per cent. more.

Copra Exports from Samoa.

Foreign Office Annual Series, Xo. 3132.

Copra, at present the only important Samoan expert,
was subject to a serious decline in price at the beginning
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of the year, as the value in Samoa is now only 9/. 15s.

per long ton f.o.b. steamer, when, latt year, it was

eagerly sought for at 14/ : trade suffers accordingly. The
Sydney market absorbs Samoan eopia to the extent of

i to 4,00(1 ton* yearly. The total quantity of Samoan-

inade copra shipped from Western Samoa during 1903 has

been 7,000 tons, worth, at say 10/. per ton, 70,000/. There

is no export duty.

The value of copra exported was as follows:—1899,

90.000/.; 1900, 46,000/.; 1901, 35,000/.; 1902, 94,0002.;

1903, 70,000/.

The quantity of copra made year]} in Western Samoa
ranges from 5,000 to 8,000 tons, of which, say. two-thirds

are supplied hy the natives, the rest coming from the

plantations of the Deutsche Handels uud Plantagen Gesell-

scbaft. This article is not likely at present to have its

yield increased. Tutuila products yearly about 500 tons,

now purchased by the United States Government from the

natives at fixed rates, and then resold by sealed tenders.

In 1902 they obtained from the agent of a Hamburg firm

12/. to 13/. per ton, delivered in the Government sheds.

Soap from the Castor Beak.

U.S. Cons. Heps., No. 1907, March 22. 1904.

Parties in the State of Duranco are interested in pro-

cesses or machinery for the making of soap from the

castor bean. The plant (Ricinus communis, also known in

Spanish countries as Palma cristx) grows extremely well

there, very speedily coming in places to be as high as a

small tree, and produces iu abandonee. A great deal of

common soap is made in the " Lagmia district " of

Durango and Coahuila, the great cotton district of Mexico,

especially by one large factory. The cotton seed is used

tor this purpose, hut the soap produced for common use

hereabouts, not being perfumed, has a very bad odour.

Some time since a large experiment was undertaken with

a view to extracting the oil of the castor bean, and also

for making soap from it if possible, but failed, and the

plant has lain idle for several years.

XVI.—SUGAR, STARCH, Etc.

Sugar Production of Germany.

Bd. of Trade J., March 31, 1904.

According to statistics published in the Reichsanzeiger,

the quantity of raw sugar produced in Germany during

the period from 1st September, 1903, to 28th February last,

being the first six months of the 1903-4 sugar campaign,

was 1,625,299 metric tons, as compared with 1,461,944

metric tons during the corresponding months of 1902-3.

The quantity of refined sugar produced decreased from

777,71.3 metric tons during the six months September. 1902,

to February, 1903. to 753,477 metric tons during the six

months September, 1903, to February, 1904.

The total quantity of beets used during the first half of

the present campaign was 12,"06,527 metric tons, as com-

pared with 11,255,958 metric tons during tin corresponding

months of 1902-3.

Sugar Production- of Itaxy.

Bd. of Trade J., March SI, 1904.

According to si itistics published in the Bollctino dclle

Finanzt, the production of sugar by the 33 Bugar refineries

of ltiily during the year 1902-3 was 954,091 quintals.

of the value of 64,115,088 lire. Tin -e figures exc I

those of 1901-2 by 211.102 quintal-, and 1,416,348 lire

respectively.

XVII.—BREWING, WINES, SPIRITS, Etc.

Clarifying Powders : U.S. Customs Decisions.

March 24, 1904.

A mixture, which on analysis was shown to coDtain

39-13 per cent of tannin. 5-35 per cent, of in neral matter,

with the balance non-tannin org.nie matter, was decidi

be dutiable at 50 cents per Id., as " tannin," under para-

graph 1 of the present tariff. The evidence stowed that it

was a mixture and not a definite chemical compound, as-

claimed hy the importer, and that the tannin was the

component material of chief value.—R. W. M.

X VI11. B.—SANITA TION.

Sewage; Treatment of .

The Commissioners appointed to inquire and report upon
the methods of treating and disposing of sewage have issued

a third volume of their fourth report, consisting of a

copiously illustrated folio Blue book of 310 page-, the

whole of which is devoted to reports by Dr. Houston on
bacteriological investigations, with special reference to the

contamination of shell-fish. The following results are stated

as general inferences, which are, perhaps, warranted '• oa
B broad and common-sense view of the whole investiga-

tion'' :— (a ) That a water which, from the bacteriologist's

point of view, would he considered very impure, may, after

filtration, although still containing an appreciable number
of bacteria seemingh of intestinal derivation, be used for

domestic purposes without any very definite or detectable

harm resulting, (o) That the water of a tidal river grossly

polluted iu its lower estuarial reaches may, after a flow of

some 25 miles, become so far purified by sedimentation,

dilution, and the operation presumably of bactericidal

agencies, as to become seemingly as little objectionable, or

in some resnects less objectionable, hncteriolopieally, thaa
certain of our public water supplies, (c) That the deposition

in the sea of chemically precipitated sludge in enormous
quantities, if carried out under proper conditions, need not

result necessarily in the production of nuisance or serious

pollution of the surrounding water, and that such deposition

may be thought of as an economical and seemingly not

unsatisfactory means of disposing of this material

elusion (a) is somewhat modified by au appended note

setting fonh that, in the opinion of the writer, (vho holds

rather a contrary view, it in no way implies that impure
waters, even after careful filtration, are necessarily uniformly

safe for potable purposes. The question to be dealt with

in the report concerns the facts elicted during the period of

observation, and these seem to indicate the danger of hastily

condemning waters and other materials without a wider

knowledge of comparative bacteriology, and of the correlation

of bacteriology and epidemiology, than is at present available.

Perhaps it may be said, in other words, that the results so

far obtained are only contributions towards the attainment

of a final decision on the questions which are involved.

XX.—FINE CHEMICALS. Etc.

Thorium; Occurrence op in Ceylon.

Imp. /list. J., March 31, 1904, 13.

Specimens of minerals, supposed to be monazite and

utauinite, sent from Ceylon, have proved to be thorite, i

silicate of thorium, containing 0(5 per cent, of thoriun

oxide, and a new mineral, which it is proposed to nann

" thorianite." The latter contains 75 per cent, of tborios

oxide, with small quantities of cerium, uranium, ai

oxides. Thorianite is richer in thorium than any mineral

at present known, is strongly radio-active, and may pron

to be a source of radium. The Imperial Institute

shortly to receive further specimens and information as k

the occurrence of these minerals in Ceylon.

IIfwmethylexktetramixe: U.S. Customs DecisiObT,

March 22. 1904.

Duty was assessed on this article at 55 cents per lb. unde

paragraph 67 of the present Tariff Act, as a " medicinal

preparation in the preparation of which alcohol is used.'

The importers claimed that it was dutiable either »s I

" chemical compound," under paragraph 3, at 25 per cMt

ad vol., or as a " manufactured article uncnumerated," unde

section 6. As no conclusive evidence was offered to shoi

that alt oh. 1 bad not been used, the assessment of duty « I

above was sustained.— \i. \V. M.
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patent fcist.

' andN.B.—In these lists, [A.] means "Application for Patent,"

[C.S.], " Complete Specification Accepted."

Where a Complete Specification accompanies an Application, an
asterisk is affixed. The dates (riven are (i) in the case of Applica-

tions for Patents, the dates of application, and (li) in the case of

Complete Specifications Accepted, those of the Official Journals

in which acceptances of the Complete Specifications are advertised.

Complete Specifications thus advertised as accepted are open to

inspection at the Patent Office immediately, and to opposition

within two months of the said dates.

I.—PLANT, APPARATUS. AND MACHINERY.

[A.] 7452. Gratzel. Catalytic processes and apparatus
therefor. March 29.

„ 7462. Griffith. Method of and apparatus for purify-
ing water or other liquid. March 29.

„ 7649. Harvey. Crucible furnaces. March 31.

„ 7667. Bstler. See under XVIII. A.

7694. Holland. Cupola [U.S. Appl., April 3.

!90S"|*. March 31.

„ 7739. Hoffbaur. Diving apparatus. March 31.

„ 8080. Hutchinson. Method of determining vapour
pressure of liquids above and below boiling point.

April 8.

„ 83.59. Westaway. Machinery for drying granulated
fat and substance in a like condition. April 12.

„ 84S1. Sagasser. Apparatus for purifying liquids by
centrifugal force * April 13.

„ 8600. Beeman. Mixing, churning, concentrating,

or drying semi-liquid or viscous materials, and
apparatus therefor. April 20.

„ 8605. Webb. .SVe under X.

[C.S.] 692S (1903). fie Marcbeville. Hydro-extractors.
April 7.

„ 7128(1903). Kirklmnl and Cooke. Utilising waste
heat in brick and other kilns. April 7.

7860 (1903). Raynaud. Manufacture of solidified

liquids and of a material therefor. April 7.

10,053 (1903). Smithson. Packing for acid towers
and condensers. April 13.

„ 10,498 (1903). Reeb. Filters. April 20.

„ 11,632(1903). Lang. Utilising the beat of chemical
reaction for heating fluid. April 13.

12,195 (1903). Jones. Furnaces. April 7.

„ 3165 (1904). Siizuki. Piled vacuum evaporating
apparatus. April 7.

4575 (1903). Ellis (Maschiuenfabr. Grevenbroich).
Filtering apparatus. April 7.

4602(1904). Thompson (Hanrahan). Drying kilns.

April 20.

II.—FUEL, GAS, AND LIGHT.

'A.] 7347. Thwaite. Process and apparatus for gene-
rating combustible gas from hydrocarbonaceous
and other solid fuel. March 28.

7481. Kuess. See under III.

7592. Radcliffe. Gas generators and the manufac-
ture of gas. March 30.

7668. Wien and Miuiz. Incandescence mantles for

gas and like illuminants, and process of manu-
facturing same. March 31.

7767. Hamilton. Gas producers. April 2.

7793. Phillips. Method of enriching hydrocarbons
and the like. April 2.

7930. Grossmann. Manufacture of coal gas.

April 6.

7959. Woodall and Duckham. Carhouisation of
coal, and apparatus therefor. April 6.

[A.] 7979. Boutillier. Gas producers for poor gas free
from tarry matters. [Fr. Appl., April 7, 1903.]*
April 6.

„ 8144. Nyren. Enriching gns, and apparatus there-
for. April 9.

„ 8322. Twombly. Self-beating hydrocarbon gas
generator.* April 1

1

„ 8325. Buhlmann. Process of manufacturing
incandescent mantles." April 11.

„ 8492. Hodge. Gas purifier and grids. April 1:!.

„ 8640. Redman. Apparatus for purifying gas.
April 15.

„ 8659. A^hby. Gas-making retorts. April 15.

„ 8738 Mcllquham. Gag-producing plant. April 16.

8827. Tonkin and Puplett. Manufacture of pro-
ducer gas, and apparatus used therein. April 16.

[C.S.] 7490 (1903). Landriset. Process for the purifica-
tion of acetylene gas. April 7.

„ 7871 (1903). Gregor, Agglament, Ltd., Y.o, and
Forester. Manufacture of artificial fuel. April 13.

„ 9818(1903). Rowe and Bickertou. Gas producers.
April 20.

„ 10,624 (1903). Pearson. See under VII.

„ 11,561 (1903). Lion. Carburetting air by means
of .naphthalene and generating naphthalene
vapour in connection with lamps for lighting
purposes. April 7.

13,206 (1903). .Tas. Apparatus for producing com-
bustible gas from volatile liquid hydrocarbons.
April 13.

13,222 (1903). Jas. Apparatus for the purification

of gas. April 13.

„ 14,335(1903). Bridson. Generation of gas from
petroleum oils. April 7.

„ 25,763 (1903). Hovine and Breuille. Manufacture
of producer gas, &c. April 7.

1887(1904) Hoffman and Clark. Artificial fuel.

April 7.

III.—DESTRUCTIVE DISTILLATION, TAR
PRODUCTS, PETROLEUM, AND

MINERAL WAXES.

[A.] 7481. Kuess. Process for solidifying petroleum
and other mineral oils for their application as
fuel. [Appl. in Tunis, Nov. 6, 1903].* March 28.

IV.—COLOURING MATTERS AND DYESTUFFS.

[A.] 7363. Imray (Soc. Chem. Ind. in Basle). Manu-
facture of amidothiophenyl derivatives aud dye-
stuffs therefrom. March 28.

„ 7398. Johnson (Badische Anilin und Soda Fabrik).
Manufacture of alizarine. March 28.

„ 7692. Newton (Bayer and Co.). Manufacture of
anthracene dyestuffs suitable for dyeing and
printing. March 31.

7725. Abel (Act.-Ges. f. Anilinfabr.) Manufac-
ture of new sulphurised dyestuffs. March 31.

„ 7863. Lake (Oehler). Manufacture of mono-azo
dyes. April 5.

7953. Newton (Bayer and Co.). .See under
XIII. A.

„ 8282. Newton (Bayer and Co.). Manufacture of
new anthraquinone derivatives. April 11.

[C.S.] 8503 (1903). Iljinskij and R. Wedekind and (

Manufacture of halogeu derivatives of oxy-
anthraquiuones, April 20.

„ 11,003 (1903). Abel (Act.-Ges. f. Anilinfabr.).

Manufacture of new green sulphurised colouring

matters. April 13.

12,099 (1903). Newton (Bayer and Co.). Manu-
facture of anthracene derivatives. April 20.
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[C.S.] 12,298(1903). Imrav (Soc. Anon. Mai. Col. et

Prod. Chim. de St. Denis). Manufacture of

sulphurised dyestuffs. April 20.

„ 12,681 (1903). Johnson (Badische Anilin und

Soda Kabrik). Manufacture of soluble com-

pounds or salts of basic colouring matters,

April 13.

12,879 (1903). Kliis (Chem. Fabr. Sandoz). Ma
nufucture of blue sulphur dyes. April 7.

V.—PREPARING, BLEACHING, DYEING,

PRINTING, AND FINISHING TEXTILES, YARNS,
AND FIBRES.

[A.] 73C0. Bartelt. Apparatus for preparing bleaching

liquor. March 28.

747."). Stables (Eyres and Sons). Waterproof

fabrics. March 29.

771... Pope and Hubner. Engraved bowls or rollers

for producing reflected finish on textile fabrics,

paper, or other lamellar materials. April 2.

„ 7780. Lendrum. Scouring, milling, and dyeing of

fabrics and other analogous material*. April 2.

„ 8084. Parkinson. Method of producing light

waterproof cloths for garments. April 8.

„ 8107. Ostersetzer. Finishing woven and other

textile fabrics printed with patterns in metal

powder.* April 8.

„ 8288. Johnson (Badiscbe Anilin und Soda Fabrik).

Production of blue to blue black shades on wool.

April 11.

„ 8409. Gruschwitz and Herminghaus. Jigger dye-

ing machines. April 12.

„ 8433. Serkowski. The waterproofing of materials

such as fabrics, tissues, paper, &e. April 12.

„ 8531. Palmer. Figuring or shading velvet.*

April 13.

„ 8545. Cross. Treatment of cotton hulls to obtain

useful products therefrom. April 13.

„ 8551. Moller-Holtkamp. Manufacture of size for

cotton yarn. April 14.

„ 8570. Partridge. Machines for dyeing yarn and

slabbing. April 14.

„ 8813. Mandleberg. Manufacture of waterproof

fabric*. April 16.

[C.S.] 6731 (1903). Lake (Mattel). Apparatus for

dyeing sliver and other textile fibres. April 7.

„ 720E (1903). Maunsell - Smyth. Process for

colouring, decorating and treating paper and like

substances, fabrics, and other materials. April 7.

„ 8635(1903). Wiley. Method of and apparatus for

waterproofing garments. April 20.

8636 (1903). Wiley. Method of and apparatus for

applying certain waterproofing agents to textile

fabrics and garments. April 20.

„ 10,035 (1903). Rawson and Lodge. Machine for

dyeing, scouring, bleaching or treating with

liquids, textile fibres in the lorm of cops, chei ses,

&C, with or without perforated broaches or tubes.

April 20.

„ 13,116 (19113). Iinray (Meister, Lucius, uud liru-

ning). Priming fabrics with iudigo. April 20.

„ 27,483(1903). Keefer. Method of printing yarns
or threads. April 7.

„ 1502 (1904). Rowland. Aniline dyeing compound.
April 20.

4596(1904). Detre. Tubes for holding yarns or

threats during dyeing, bleaching, mordanting,
and like operations. April 7.

„ 4610 (1904). Willard. Apparatus for dyeing raw
stock, wool, oic. April 7.

VI.—COLOURING WOOD, PAPER, LEATHER, Etc.

[C.S.] 7206 (1903). Maunsell-Smyth. See under V.

VII.—ACIDS, ALKALIS, AND SALTS.

[A.] 7397. Johnson (Badischc Anilin und Soda l-'alirik).

Manufacture of stable dry hydrosulphites.

.March 28.

„ 7452. Gratzel. See under I.

8377. Leslie. Apparatus for the manufacture of

carbonic acid gas. April 12.

[C.S.] 8819. (1903). Trivick. Process for the manufac-

ture of dry sulphates of the alkali metals, and the

products thereof. April 20.

„ 10,053 (1903). Smithson. See under I,

„ lo,356 (1903). Hills and Lane. Production of

pure or nearly pure hydrogen. April 7.

„ 1(1.624 (1903). Pearson. Manufacture of lime aud

fuel gas. April 20.

14,831 (1903). Gloguer. Treating graphite for the

separation of impurities therefrom. April 7.

„ 2541 (1904). Hegeler and Heinz. (Hover towel

process April 7.

„ 4409 (1904). Feely. Slaked lime and process of

preparing the same. April 7.

VIII.—GLASS, POTTERY, AND ENAMELS.

[A.] 8440. Richardson. Process of aud apparatus for

manufacturing glass articles.* April 12.

„ 8602. Fleming. Manufacture of pottery ware.

April 14.

[C.S.] 4501 (1904). Hays. Working of glass. April 20.

IX. -BUILDING MATERIALS, CLAYS, MORTALS,
AND CEMENTS.

[A.]

[C.s.]

[A.]

7343. Nusch (Westdeuts. Thomas-Phosphat Werke)]
Manufacture of an artificial floor covering.

March 28.

7385. Potter. Treatment of concrete. March 28.

7736. Spatz. Manufacture of fireproof stone,

stoneware, and mortar. March 3 1

.

8413. Latham. Utilising old plaster casts and other

uydrated sulphate of lime aud apparatus tin i fori

April 12.

8504. Glossop. Manufacture of artificial some.

April 13.

8542. Goddard. Asphaltic-mosaic flooring or pav-

ing composition.* April 13.

8619. Goldsmith. Machine for applying colour*

glazing-matter, &c, on tiles, bricks, and similar

articles. April 14.

7128 (1903). Kirkland and Cooke. Sec under I

1C17 (1904). Crew. Brick kilus. April 7

4409 (1904). Feely. See under VII.

4606 (1904). Liebold. Manufacture of cemenl
April 7.

5985(1904). Frydeiiluinl. Manufacture of ti

other glazed articles from slate or slate relu»e.

April 20.

6007 (1904). Steger. Manufacture of artificial stoue

blocks or bricks. April 20.

X.—METALLURGY.

7344. Simpson aud Batt. Treatment, dressing, and

separation of mineral maiters. March 28.

73t;7. Simmersbach. Process and apparatus fur

smelting ores, wore particularly iron ore*.

March 28.

ilar
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[A.]

[C.S.]

XI.

[A.]

7412. Beckett. Removing molten slag from open
hearth furnaces. March 28

7426. Izzett. Regenerative gas furnaces for melting

steel, &e. March 29.

7478. Rouse and Cohn. Manufacture of briquettes

from powdered iron ore or iron wastes, or from
iron sand or mixtures thereof for reduction in

furnaces. March 2y.

7002. Defays. Reverberatory furnaces. March SO.

7658. Kunicke. Precipitating boxes for gold or

other metal bearing solutions. March 31.

7935. Minnis. Method and apparatus for galvan-

ising iron and steel sheets. April 6.

7936. Traubel and Schultze. Process of disinte-

grating or granulating blast furnace or similar

slag. April 6.

7981. Mercadier. Manufacture of spongy or porous
lead and of articles therefrom. [Fr. Appl.,

April 7, 1903].* April 6.

8026. King. Removal of furnace slag and utilisa-

tion of the heat thereof. April 7.

8102. Sulman and Kirkpatrick-Picard. Recovery
of mercury from its ores and compounds. April 8.

8216. Gin. See under XI.

8311. Kurzwernhart. Siemens regenerative fur-

Daces.* April 1 1

.

8605. Webb. Apparatus for extracting liquid from
finely crushed minerals or the like. April 14.

8677. Hyatt. Gold extraction. April 15.

8683. Meadows. Apparatus for the manufacture
of metallic alloys. April 15.

S817. Malzac. Process for desulphurising by tin'

damp method nickel, copper, zinc, and other oris,

and hydroxidating their metals with a view to

their extraction. [Fr. Appl., May 6, 1903].*

April 16.

12,186 (1903). Giihrs and Giihrs. Treatment of

metallic zinc. April 7.

13,033 (1903). Glinsky. Protection of metallic

surfaces from oxidation and from the action of

liquids, steam, and air. April 7.

4263 (1904). Swindell (Johnston). Process of

coating metal objects. April 7.

4973 (1904). Trezel and Montby. Alloy for and
process of soldering aod brazing aluminium and
its alloys. April 7.

-ELECTRO-CHEMISTRY AND ELECTRO-
METALLURGY.

8188. Taylor. Electrical insulation. April 9.

8216. Gin. Electric furnace for converting pig

iron into steel.* April 9.

8686. Delafon. Galvanic battery. April 15.

;C.S.] 15,317 (1903!. Collis, Collis. and Head. Con-
struction of apparalus for the electro-deposition

of metals. April 20.

28,805 (1903). Schneider. Electric furnaces.

April 13.

3790 (1904). Keller. Electric furnaces. April 7.

5921 (1904). Soc. Anon, l'lnd. Verriere et ses

Derives. Electric melting furnaces. April 20.

XII.- FATTY OILS, FATS, WAXES, AND SOAP.

"A.] 8104. Burdon (Pierard). Manufacture of tapers,

wax vestas, candles, and the like. April 8.

8233. Nicloux. Material for saponifying fats, and
method for obtaining it. [Fr. Appl., Oct. J 4,

1903.]* April 9.

8304. Nicloux. Method of separating from castor

oil seeds or the like a material for saponifying
fats or oils. April 11.

8359. Westaway. See under I.

[C.S.] 8588(1903). Breda. Process of separating liquid

constituents from fats and waxes. April 20.

„ 12,159 (1903). Mapleton. Butter substitute.

April 13.

XIII.—PIGMENTS, PAINTS; RESINS, VAKNISHES
;

INDIA-RUBBER, Etc.

(A.)—Pigments, Paints.

[A.] 7953. Newton (Haver aud Co.). Manufacture of
new colour lakes. April G.

„ 8082. Maclvor and Burnett. Manufacture of white
lead. April S.

„ 8800. Raynea aud Ra) lies. Coloured marking
inks for marking linen, cotton, and silk fabrics

and the like. April 16.

(B.)

—

Resins, Varnishes.

[C.S.] 14,554 (1903). Terrisse. Treatment of gums and
resins and the preparation of varnishes. April 20.

(C.)

—

India-Robber.

[A.] 7795. Karavodine. Treatment and utilisation of
waste vulcanised rubber and ebonite. [Fr.
Appl., July 25, 1903.]* April 2.

„ 8691. Az. Treatment of vulcanised caoutchouc.
April 15.

[C.S.] 14,001 (1903). Pensa. Substance similar to rubber
and process of manufacturing same. April 20.

XIV.—TANNING

[A.]

LEATHER, GLUE, SIZE, Etc.

Treatment and finish of leather.

Adhesive compound or cement.

7761. Taylor.

April 2.

8368. Russell.

April 12.

,, 8551. Moller-Holtkamp. See under V.

„ 8788. Faucheux aad Boissiere. Process for the
manufacture of gelatine and glue.* April 16.

XV.—MANURES, Etc.

[A.] "841. Sangster. Ammoniacal and phosphatic fer-

tilisers. April 5.

[C.S.] 8931 (1903). Cross aud DuDbar. Combination of

organic and inorganic materials and substances
for mauuring and fertilising agricultural and
horticultural soil, &c. April 20.

26,150 (1903). Horteloup. See under XIX.

XVI.—SUGAR, STARCH, GUM, Etc.

[A.] 7560. Sharp. Starches March 30.

„ 8544. Cross. Manufacture of a crystalline sugar.
April 13.

XVII.—BREWING, WINES, SPIRITS, Etc.

[A.] 7329. Dewar. Malting and apparatus therefor.*

March 28.

„ 8461. Street and Street. Purification or filtration

of liquid refuse discharged from distilleries,

breweries, paper works and other places.*

April 13.

[C.S.] 8766 (1903). Harvey. Means for aerating beer or

the like. April 13.

„ 3682 (1904). Lapp. Process for providing iron

vessels, such as those in which beer is prepared
or stored, with a protective coating, more
particularly applicable to pasteurising vessels.

April 20.
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[A]

[C.S.]

XVIII.-FOODS; SANITATION, WATER
PURIFICATION; & DISINFECTANTS.

(.A.)— Foods.

7594. Thorp. Preservation of food products.

March 30.

7631. Ohlsson. Method of sterilising food pro-

ducts and the tike. March 31.

7667. Batler. Production of milk in the dry con-

dition knowu as milk powder, applicable also to

the treatment of analogous matter for reducing

it to a dry or powdered condition. .March 31.

7895. Braga. Manufacture of extract of meat.*

April 5.

7896. Biaga. Manufacture of extract of meat.*

April a.

7955. Graham. Flour. &c, and bread and other

foods made therefrom. April ij.

81-29. Furst. Dietetic food preparation. April*.

8167. Wrigley and Chapman. Manufacture of

custard powder. April 9.

12,159(1903). Mapleton. See under XII.

15,606 (1903). Thompson (Act.-Ges. f. Chem.
Ind.). Nutritive substance. April 7.

•26,150(1903). Horteloup. See under XIX.

8682 ( 1904). Lapp. See under XVII.

(/?.)

—

Sanitation; Water Purification.

7383. Porion. Process and apparatus for disin-

fecting sewage and like water.'-.* .March 28.

„ 8461. Street and Street. See under XVII.

[C.S.] 14.258 (1903). Eichen. Purification of sewage.

April 7.

(C.)—Disinfectants.

[A.] 8415. Lake (F. Stearns and Co.). Antiseptic

compound, and process for manufacturing same.*

April 12.

[C.S.] 27,889 (1903). Raetz. Process of solidying such

liquid compounds of phenol or cresol and soap

which are soluble in water and form emulsions,

intensifying at the same time their antiseptic

properties. April 7.

XIX.—PAPER, PASTEBOARD, Etc.

[A.] 7819. Ortmann. Manufacture of celluloid or like

compositions. April 2.

„ 7885. Elias. Process of paper manufacture.

April 5.

„ 8-298. Fell (Bigelow). Pulp washing and filteiing

machine.* April I 1.

„ 8433. Serkowski. See under V.

„ 8461. Street and Street. See under XV II.

[C.S.] 7341 (1903). Lederer. Manufacture of variously-

shaped industrial objects from cellulose com-
pounds. April 7.

10,243(1903). Balston and Briggs. Manufacture of

soluble acetylised cellulose derivatives. April 13.

[A.]

[C.S.] 26,150 (1908). Horteloup. Treatment of furze lo

obtain a loud for cattle, paper pulp, and an am-
monium salt which may be used as a manure.

April 7.

„ 51-26 (1904). Voigt. See under XXII.

XX. -FINE CHEMICALS, ALKALOIDS,
ESSENCES, AND EXTRACTS.

[A.] 7534. Ilaniel. Manufacture of concentrated formic

acid from formates. March 30.

„ 7875. Johnson (Koepp aod Co). Manufacture of

formates. April 5.

„ 7954. Newton (Bayer and Co.). Manufacture of

a new pharmaceutical product. April 6.

„ 8302. Abel (Act.-Ges. f. Anilinfabr.). Manufacture

of derivatives of barbituric acid. April 1 1.

„ 8543. Abel (Act.-Ges. f. Anilinfabr). Manufacture

of derivatives of barbituric acid. April 13.

[C.S.] 8095 (1903). Ritsert. Manufacture of medical

anaesthetic compounds. April 7.

„ 11,137 (1903). Imray. (Meister, Lucius, and

Bruning). Manufacture of derivatives of cyclo-

bexane and cyclohexene. April 7.

„ 12.-2S2 (1903). Zimmerman (Chem. 1'ahr. Sobering)]

Manufacture of products useful in therapeutics.

April 13.

12,773 (1903). Johnson (Kalle and Co.). Manu-
facture of colloidal products containing bismuth

oxide. April 13.

„ 12,798 (1903). Langheld. Therapeutic products.

April 13.

„ 13,889 (1903). Howorth (Knoll aud Co.). Manu-
facture of certain new cotarnin salts. April 7.

„ 14,430(1903). Newton (Bayer and Co.). Mauu
facture of the mouoformyl derivative of 1-3-di

methyl - 4 - 5 - diamido -26- dioxypyriniidine.

April 13.

„ 26,089 (1903). Verley and Givaudan. Manufac-

ture of ionone. April 20.

AXIL—EXPLOSIVES, MATCHES, Ere.

[A.] 7490. Rusher and Baudinet. Explosive.* March 29.

„ 7511. Selwig. Nitrating fibrous matter. March 29,

„ 7893. Wetter (J. D. Riedel). Sulphur compounds
and priming compositions suitable for the manu-

facture of matches. April 5.

„ 8041. Mikolajczak. Manufacturing dinitroglycerini

and dinitroglyceriue explosives anil powder.*

April 7.

„ 8678. Tulloch. Manufacture of a high explosive.

April 15.

[C.S.] 8278 (1903). Thomson and Thomson. Manufac-

ture of nitrocellulose and apparatus thei

April 18.

„ 15,208 (1903). Johnson (Chem. Fabr. (iriesheim-

Elektron). Manufacture of matches. April IS.

„ 5126 (1904). Voigt. Process of manufacturing

nitrated cellulose. \pril 20.
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ANNUAL GENERAL MEETING, NEW YORK, 1904.

The Annual General Meeting will be held in New York
City on Thursday, Sept. 8th, and following days. Members
who propose to attend the meeting are requested to inform
the General Secretary, as soon as possible, by what steamer
they will travel. Each boat will be met od arrival at New
York by a representative of the Reception Committee, with

a list of apartments, at various prices, which have been
reserved for the Society. The same system will be observed
at all the other cities visited by the special train. A revised

programme appeared in the March 31st issue.

In accordance with the provisions of Rule 18 of the

Bye-laws, notice is hereby given that those members whose
names are printed in italics in the list of Council will retire

from their respective offices at the forthcoming Annua)
Meeting.

Mr. Win. II. Nichols has been nominated to the office of

President under Rule 8 ; Dr. Edw. Divers, Prof. W. R.
Eaton Hodgkinson, Mr. Max Muspratt, and Mr. T. J.

Parker have been nominated Vice-Presidents under
Rule 8 ; and Sir Wm. Ramsay has been nominated a Vice-

President under Rule 11.

The Hon. Treasurer and Hon. Foreign Secretary have
been nominated for re-election to their respective offices.

Members are hereby invited to nominate fit and proper
persons to fill four vacancies among the ordinary members
of the Council. Forms for this purpose can be obtained,

on application, from the General Secretary, or from the

Hon. Local Secretaries of the Canadian, New York, and
Sydney Sections.

Extract from Rule 18 :
—" No such nomination shall be

valid unless it be signed by at least ten members of the

Society who are not in arrear with their subscriptions, nor

unless it be received by the General Secretary, at the

Society's Office, at least one month before the date of the

Annual General Meeting at which the election to which it

refers takes place. Nor shall any such nomination be valid

if the person nominated be ineligible for election under Rules
12 or 15. No member shall sign more than one nomination
form."

COMMUNICATIONS.

Authors of communications read before the Society, or

any of its Local Sections, are requested to take notice that

under Rule 43 of the Bye-laws the Society has the right of

priority of publication for three months of all such papers.

Infringement of this Bye-law renders papers liable to be
rejected by the Publication Committee, or ordered to be
abstracted for the Journal, in which case no reprints can

be famished to the author.

Cbangfsi of aoorrsss;.

When notifying new addresses, members are requested to

write them distinctly, and state whether they are temporary

or permanent. Multiplication of addresses is also to be

avoided as tending to create confusion. When sending

subscriptions, the use of the form attached to the application

helps in the verification of addresses, on which the safe

delivery of the Journal depends.
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MEMBER OMITTED PROM LIST.

1S89. Hecht, Jos. L., Bettendorf Metal Wheel Co.. Daven-
port, Iowa, U.S.A., Analytical Chemist.

Kreston, R., Grasmere, Whitefield, near Manchester,

March 30.

Stanning, John, Broadiield, Leyland, Preston. March 5.

lonijon ^ertton.

Meeting held at Burlington House, on Monday,
April llf/i, 1904.

MR. WALTER F. REID IN THE CHAIR.

THE VOLATILISATIi iN OF
LEAD OXIDE FKOM LEAD GLAZES

INTO THE ATMOSPHERE OF A CHINA GL< 1ST

S V.GGAR, AND ITS EFFECT UPON THE
LEADLESS GLAZE WARE IN

THE SAME SAGGAR.

BT W. THOMASON, F.I.C.

Concurrently with the agitation against the use of raw

lead in china ami earthenware glazing operations, there

have been made by most potters more or less serious

attempts at the production of a suitable glaze for the

above purposes containing no lead oxide whatever, and

still more extensive experiments for the substitution of

raw lead by fritted lead in one or other of its forms. With
the composition and solubility of these glazes I do not

propose to deal in this paper, but wish to direct your

attention to the important part the volatilisation of lead

oxide from even fritted glazes may play in the production

of the smooth surface so necessary in the above wares.

Most makers entering upon the manufacture of leadiess

glazed goods have met with initial successes, and have

been encouraged to pursue the matter further, with the

result in many cases that the bulk experiments have not

been so successful as the earlier trials, though absolutely

no changes may have bee a made in the composition of the

glaze and body worked upon. These disappointing results

have been somewhat vaguely ascribed to the fact that lead

oxide in the glost oven has been transferred on firing

during the earlier trials from the lead-glazed walls of the

saggar, and from the stilts upon which the vessels are

placed in the saggar to the surface of the leadless-glazcd

ware operated upon, but no measure of this transference

has, up to now, been attempted. This would be a sufficient

explanation if it could be shown that the actual absorption

of lead oxide by a leadiess glaze from a lead-glaze surface

near to it, amounts to more than a few decimal points per

cent., and it is with the extent to which such absorption

may go on that I wish to deal in this paper.

To obtain any quantitative reading of the lead gathered
in process of firing under the above conditions, it is

necessary first of all to ascertain the ratio of glaze to bisque,

since when fired the two cannot be separated, and conse-

quently the analyses have to be made upon the mixture of

these two bodies.

In the first experiment, china saucers were selected as

being capable of accurate weighing, and yet fairly repre-

senting flat ware. These were carefully dried, weighed,
dipped into a leadiess glaze, and again dried ar.d weighed,
with the result as shown in Table A, which also indicates

'.the effect of firing upon the weights. The saggars and

stilts in this experiment were washed with a lead glaze
containing about 30 per cent, of lead oxide, of which the
whole is fritted. Referring to Table A, we find the most
noticeable feature is an actual gain in weight on firiDg in

every instance, and that the increases are fairly regular.

There has therefore been an appreciable absorption of some
material which might be an alkaline oxide, boric acid, or
more probably lead oxide. But the actual increase is more
than is apparent, for the unfired glaze in question contains

as one of its constituents raw china clay, which sustains a
loss of 11 per cent, due to combined water on ignition.

The glaze contains 28 7 per cent, of raw china clay,

which at II per cent, combined water would lose 3- 16 per
cent, on total glaze when fired ; and, therefore, the actual

accumulation of lead, or other oxide, amounts by direct

weighing of the ware to the apparent increase in weight
plus 3' 16 per cent, on the glaze alone.

Table A.

Lradliss-glaztd Saucers in Saggar washed with

Lead Glaze.

Saucer.
Weight of Biscuit dipped Biscuit Glost
Biscuit. and dried. tired.

No. Onus. Grms. Grms.
1 114-13 121 -85 122-15
2 11013 121 -B0 121-88
3 103-95 11VS5 113-60
4 107-ni 117-40 117-67
5 10S

-
35 112-75 112-87

a 112-98 122-87
7 108-W 119-15 110-3"
8 112-71' 120-5(1 120-02
9 107*42 Broken in Dipping House
10 110-45 118-25 lis-*'
11 IIS'SB 123-30 123-52
12 120-96 130-10 130-40

Totals (ex- >

eluding No. 9) f
1,217-41 1,320 85 1.323-2G

Excluding No. 9 we have the following totals:—Biscuit, 1217"44
snus. Biscuit glazed but unfired, 1320" s" grms. rheref
equals 103-41 grms. Weight ot glazed ware afrer firing equals
1323-26 grms. Therefore, increase of weight during firing equals
2'41 grms., equals 2'33 per cent, of the glaze alone.

From Table A we find on 11 saucers 10341 grms. of
iliy glaze were used. The increase on weight on firing

amounts to 2-41 grms. — 2-33 per cent, on glaze alone.
Loss of combined water sustained by the glaze = 3-16
per cent. Total foreign matter accumulated is therefore
"j-49 per cent. The saucers were now crushed, and
examined for lead oxide on the average sample. Analysis
showed 0-56, 0- 50 = 0-53 per cent, lead oxide on glazed
biscuit. Calculating from Table A, we find that on the
L'laze alone this increase is equal to 6 • 78 per cent. It is.

however, practically impossible in a factory where mo-t of
the glazes contain lead to produce an entirely lead-free

glaze, owing to the same frit kilns and mills being
employed for glazes of both kinds. Consequently the
leadiess glaze was examined for lead oxide, and fbuud to

contain it to the extent of 0-25 per cent. The actual
accumulation of lead oxide in kiln is therefore by analysis
iJ-7Sper cent. — 0-25 per cent. = 6 J3 per cent. The
gain was found to be, by direct weighing. 5 • 49 per cent,

the absorption may therefore attain to a sufficiently high
rigare to have a very appreciable effect upon the surface of
the glaze.

The above figures, while substantially confirming each
other, make it possible that an exchange of oxides has
taken place, and a small quantity of alkaline oxides, or
boric acid, has been transferred to the lead-glazed saggar.
On the other hand, the variation bet«:. the results

obtained by different methods may be merely experimental,
and, as the quantity of glaze worked upon is necessarily
-mall, this is a not unlikely explanation.
Having dealt with saucers representing flat, it was

thought necessary to repeat the trial on cups representing
hollow ware. The process was the same as before, so far

as the dipping, weighing, and firing are concerned ; but a

blank series of experiments was carried on in which a

B 2
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which the ware was dipped. This was done because it

appeared possible that Dot all of the water might be

capable of removal from the dipped bisque by drying; for

the borax frit used in the glaze, when finely ground,

becomes partially hydrated, and the water thus held might

not be completely removed at the temperature to which it

was convenient to raise the ware in drying. Tables B and
C represent the weights, &c, of the cup- in question.

Table B.

Leadless-glazed Cups in Saggar washed with Lead
Glaze, as in Table A.

Cup.
Weight of Biscuit dipped Biscuit Glost
Biscuit. an l tilled. tired.

No. Gnus. Grins. Gnus.
1 103-1711 109-160 109*169

2 85*128 91*089 91-110

:i 94*531 100-3-19 100*465

4 103*790 108*282 108-357

5 100-889 107 -ait 107-364
li 102-237 108-382 108-425

* 103*624 110-932 110-922

8 102*692 109-327 109445
9 100-040 106*216 106-283

10 99-040 105-737 105-760

11 101-528 111-144 111-245
12 108-5S7 114-439 114-45*

Total... i 1207-057 1282-431 1282*849

Therefore, glaze on biscuit equals 75*374. Increase of weight
during firm:* equals 0*518. Increase of weight upon glaze alone
equals 0*69 percent.

In Table B we find a similar result of firing upon the

weights of the ware as in Table A, though different in

degree, and No. 7 is an exception in actually losing weight

—this is due, in all probability, to the accidental removal
of glaze during setting. On the cups 7o*'f74 grms. of glaze

were used. Actual increase in weight, 0*518. Increase,

0-G9 per cent, on the glaze alone.

Table C.

Leadless-glazed Cups in Saggar washed with

Leadless Glaze.

Cup.
Weight of Biscuit dipped Biscuit Glost
Biscuit. and dried. tired.

No. Grms. Grms. Grms.
1 83-319 89*060

2 92*122 97*782 97*540

3 97-760 104*422 104-139

4 97 431 103-313 lo:c72

5 1*03*636 109-390 109 134
6 103*564 l09'-;"i 109*380
•7 94*869 101*124 101152
8 101*888 107-671 107*415
9 69*726 96*382 96*090
10 88-829 95*117 94*854
11 107619 114*339 114*053

12 104-027 111*035 110*745

Total... 1164-685 1238*826 1236*634

Therefore, glaze unlired on biscuit equals 75*141 grins. Deere
uring firing equals 3' 198 grms. Decrease equals 4'25 per cent.

Decrease
onduring _.

glaze alone

In Table C 75* 141 grms. of glue were used. Actual
loss in weight, 3*192 per cent. Decrease, 4* 2.1 percent.
Total accumulation of lead, or other oxides, 0*69 + 4*2J
per cent. = 4*94 per cent.

I \.unining the powdered cups for lead oxide, it was
found to exist in the ware to the extent of 0*87 per cent.

Consulting Table B, wc find thi- to be equal to 6*3:t pet
cent, of the glaze alone. The leadless glaze here worked
upon contained 0*67 per cent, adventitious lead oxide;
therefore actual gain in lead oxide equals 5* 66 per cent.

We thus have two sets of figures corroborating each other

as before, and establishing that, under certain conditions,

transmission of lead oxide does take place from the walls

of the saggar to the ware in the saggar, and that such
transmission goes on to an extent which may easily account

for early successes experienced by many manufacturers,
and their less successful results in bulk ; for it is the

custom to use the scrapings from the ware in washing out

t In saggars, and these scrapings, consisting at first of a

lead glaze, as mere and more leadless ware is used will

become correspondingly reduced in lead oxide.

The figures quoted above scarcely establish whether
then- is. or is not, a corresponding transmission of alka-

liue oxides or boric acid from the ware to the walls of

the saggar, as they are necessarily not accurate to within

several decimal points per cent., by reason of the loiv ratio

of glaze to glazed ware—but so far as they do so, they

point to the probability of this being the case, l-'or the

purpose of this paper, however, it does not much matter
whether an exchange does or does not take place ; since

in either event it is obvious that the glaze on the ware
becomes very considerably modified in its composition,
and that the tendency will be for it to develop some of

the well-known qualities of leaded glaze. To ascertain the

probable experimental error, the ware as per Table C was
crushed, and an average sample examined for lead oxide.

Lead oxide in this sample, 0*05 per cent, on body and
glaze; 0*82 per cent, on glaze alone. Examination of

the glaze before firing showed C*67 per cent. L'onse-

sequently the errors in analysis do not amount to more
than 015 per cent, in this case, and probably the figures

for lead accumulation, as shown by analysis, are not

further from the truth than this

It has been pointed out that lead oxide can be found in

the glaze of some of the leadless-glazed wares on the

market ; but while there may be instances of makers thus

wrongly describing their goods, it is more probable that the

lead oxide is derived from the frit kilns in preparation of

the glaze, or by the above-mentioned transference in firing.

In advancing the 5— 6 per cent, lead oxide which a lead-

less glaze may gather in firing as an explanation of some of

the successes experienced by the manufacturers in their

earlier attempts at this work, and their less marked success

in bulk, I do not mean it to be inferred that this accumu-
lation of lead oxide is necessary for the production of first-

class leadless-glazed ware—in point of fact, there is not

much to choose between the cups of Tables " B " and " C,"

but it is evident that the presence of lead vapour may have

a steadying effect on a leadless glaze, and such glaze may
come to the necessary brightness at a fire just not sufficient

to develop the surface in leadless-wasbed saggars.

Leadless-glazed wares, fired in leadless-washed saggars,

are being produced by many firms at present, but for the

most part there is either a somewhat lower standard of

selection set than if lead glazes are used, or an extra price

is charged if the lead-glaze standard be maintained.

The presence of so high a percentage of 0<> 7 per cent, of

lead oxide in a glaze intended to be leadless may appear

anomalous to some, but, as I have explained earlier, it is

almost impossible, in a factory where lead is largely used,

to make a wholly leadless glaze without duplicating the

grinding plant and frit kilns; and, recognising tie-

culty, for purposes of exemption under special rules for

earthenware and china trades, the Government considers a

glaze leadless if not more than 1 per cent, of lead oxide be

present in the dried material.

THE PBEPABATIOH OF LEAD GLAZES
Ml LOW SOLUBILITY", AMI) SOME POINTS TO

BE OBSERVED IX THE PROCESS.

I1V W. Tllo)lA-n\. F.I C

The fritting of lead in the manufacture of lead glazes is

one of the oldest, and, under certain conditions, it ma\ also

be one of the best, methods of preventing plumbism amongst

the workers in these glaze-. So far as this country is

concerned, howerei, up to 1898 the mere act of fritting had

been looked upon as all that could be done in the matter,

and no regard had been taken of the composition of the

frit. The act of fritting was probably in itself not without

a good effect upon the health of the workers; since the

vitrified lead oxide (as monosilicate for the most part)

was less dusty when dried on the ware than was the whits
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lead for which it was substituted, and was consequently less

liable to be taken iuto the system by breathing. Here,

however, its utility ended, for when it did gain access to

the stomach, through neglect of the oidinary dictates of

cleanliness on the part of the workers, or through defective

ventilating and cleaning of the dipping house, &c., by some
of the manufacturers, its solubility in the gastric juice pro-

ceeded with almost as great rapidity as did that of white

lead, and cases of plumbism have occurred in factories

where none but fritted lead of this composition was
employed.

Up to 189s the use of fritted or raw glazes was optioual

to the manufacturers, but in that year the Home I >ffiee

commissioned Drs. Oliver and Thorpe to inquire into the

best means of checking the growth in the number of cases

of lead poisoning which were yearly occurring in th-

industrv, and the results of the enquiry are embodied
in the" Blue Book of 1S99 (C. 9207). The Commission
visited the principal English and Continental potteries,

and the trend of the report was in favour of stricter

preventive measures in the shape of age limits, medical

examination of females (in which sex the disease was
relatively high in this country), suspension of workers
suspected of the disease, greater cleanliness in such parts of

the factory as employed lead oxide, the more extensive use

of ventilating fans, &c. These regulations, while beneficial

in themselves, and largely suggested by the manufacturers,

are not in any way chemical, aud have therefore little

interest for this Society.

The Commission further reported upon the form in

which lead oxide was employed in various continental

works, and its effect upon the percentage of plumbism
amongst the workers, aud found that the practice of

fritting was distinctly in the direction of safety to the

workers, though no official register of the cases of lead

poisoning is kept on the Continent, as is the ease in this

country. In the Continental works, the lead when fritted

was for the most part lead bisilteate—a harder and more
insoluble form than any in considerable use in this country
at the time ; though a few months previous to the issue

of the report Messrs. Doulton and Co., Lambeth, had arrived

at a similar conclusion as to the low poisoning effects

of glazes made with this bisilicate compared with raw-

lead, or monosilicate glazes, and had succeeded in making
I most of their glazes with this harder material. But the

advisers to the Home Office did not consider the results by
means of bisilicate to be, as regards solubility, so good as

,
a further chemical study would produce, and in this

opinion they were justified ; for by adopting a glass

.proposed by Dr. Thorpe, a glaze containing 22 per cent.

of lead oxide could be produced, having an almost in-

appreciable solubility. A low solubility is, however, not

,the only property which a glaze should possess. A glaze,

particularly a lead glaze, must contain certain proportions
of raw material, such as china clay, Cornish stone, &c,
|if it is to work satisfactorily in the dipping tub, and no
amount of grinding will produce precisely the same effect

upon a frit as does the presence of a proportion of such
raw material in the prevention of settlement from the slop.

The 22 per cent, frit would have made practically all

the earthenware and china glazes in use iu North Staf-

fordshire district too much fritted, or would have sent ui>

heir melting point, whilst for majolica purposes, it was
mpracticable on account of its composition, i.e., its low
Jead content. Consequently, Dr. Thorpe did not press
ibis formula, but proceeded to show that by maintaining

i certain ratio between all the bases of the frit, calculated
o lead oxide, and all the acids calculated to silica, low
olubilities must result. The weakness of such a broad
tatement was that no limit was put to the proportion in

rhich the silica might be replaced by boric acid. Dr.
'horpe did not examine any frit containiog more than
per cent boric acid, whereas it would In- possible for us

t Lambeth to include this acid to the extent of over
per cent, in the frit, if it were thought necessary to do

o, and still preserve the ratio as proposed by Dr. Thorpe,
'he ratio as finally proposed by Dr. Thorpe was that all

ases thus calculated should not exceed :-45 : 1-00 as
impared to the acids calculated to silicic acid, vet, at a
leeting of the Royal Institution previously the same

observer had announced that 2 - 00 1-on would be a safe
r itio. This alteration meant much to the manufacturers,
since it made a more acid and, consequently, more infusible

frit necessary, and, in addition, tended to further limit the
lead oxide in the frit, and therefore in the finished glaze.

It meant even more than this, for, under the original
fi gnres of 2

' 00 :

1 -00, the most regularly used Continental
frit would have been available for English potters, viz., lead
bisilicate; but under the latter ratio this was excluded
from the flits which would fall within the Home Office

requirements. On the 1 45 : 100 ratio Dr. Thorpe
recommended to the Home Office that after a certain

period all glazes should have a solubility not exceeding
2 per ceut. lead oxide when treated in a certain manner
with hydrochloric acid, of the average acidity of gastric

juice, i.e., 0*2o per cent. The frits capable of producing
Mich glazes were shown to range in lead oxide from 16 Tier

ent. to 44 per cent.

There are, however, majolica colours which cannot be
produced by so low a lead content as even the 14 per cent..

and consequently by the adoption of this frit such glazes
would have been excluded from use.

Probably the most serious objection to the 2 per cent,

standard is. that in it are included gla/es of all classes,

from majolica to earthenware and china, which glazes

differ fundamentally in their melting points and lead
contents.

Obviously, therefore, the standard (whatever may have
I

been practicable to makers of earthenware and chiua) was
oat of the question for majolica, and this has been
partially recognised, although the proposal, if it had
become law in its original form, would have included glazes
of all melting points.

Xegotiations proceeded between the Home Office and
the potters, and the following objections were raised to the

2 per cent, standard :— (1 ) English potters are being asked
to accept conditions never before employed by any potters

in the world. (2) Ou the Continent, lead bisilicate has
been found to prevent plumbism, so there would appear to

be no good reason why English potters should accept a

harder and more inconvenient frit. (3) That lead bi-

silicate, while producing a non-poisonous glaze would give
with most earthenware and china glazes a solubility, if not
over 2 per cent., at least so near to that figure as to make
it uusafe for the potters to accept the standard. (4) That
the solubility of the frit might vary considerably with its

degree of fineness.

In connection with the objection Xo. 4, figures were
adduced by the representatives of the potters upon work
done by Messrs. Jackson and Rich to show that the same
glaze might, in different degrees of subdivision, yield

anything from 1- j per cent, to 1
7
-5 per cent. lead oxide, to

0'25 per cent, hydrochloric acid.

The negotiations, unfortunately, were productive of no
good result, and the matter was referred to arbitration, the
manufacturers refusing to accept any standard of solubility

whatever, and withdrawing their previous offer to frit the
lead in all their glazes without accepting a fixed standard,
aud the Home Office reiving on the 2 per cent, standard
as advocated by Dr. Thorpe.
The arbitration award has now been made, and by it all

manufacturers who conform to a "> per cent, standard of
solubility are exempted from liability should a worker
acquire lead poisoning in a factory where the proper riles

of cleanliness are observed by the manufacturer; while
such makers as do not accept this standard must accept
liability for damage to the health of the worker on lines

similar to the Workmen's Compensation Act, with liability

for the first fortnight during which the worker is

incapacitated.

The foregoing resume of the proceedings between 189S
and the present date, while probably unnecessary for many
here to-night, has been thought desirable for pointing the
importance of the following figures, in which glazes made
by lead bisilicate are considered.

Government Method of Testing the Solubility of a
(Haze.—A portion of the dried glaze is shaken with one
thousand times its weight of - 25 per ceut. hydrochloric
acid at 15° ('.for a period of one honr ; allowed to settle
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Eoi one houi and filtered. The lead in the filtrate is then

estimated, and returned as the solubility of the glaze in

question.

The method is open to criticism, particularly as to its

temperature and the tine of coutact of arid and glaze,

but it appears to give in practice a good ratio of solubilities

of various glazes. Previous to the issue of the Govern-

ment method, Messrs. Dooltonfend Co. had used 0-20 per

cent, hydrochloric arid at 37-7° C. as representing more

nearly the composition and temperature of gastric juice;

but inasmuch as to work at ordinary temperatures is more

convenient than at the temperature of the human body,

the Government method was adopted, and this was further

necessary to obtain concordant results with other workers.

The frit used at Lambeth is lead bisilicate, and the

reasons for selecting this compound as the most suitable for

genera] purposes are the following :—(1) It contains only

two materials, both of which can be obtained almost chemi-

cally pure. (.">> It is known to be fairly insoluble in acids,

and is yet capable of beitig conveniently run down in a frit

kiln, and will thence flow into water, leaving the bottom of

the kiln clean. (3) Its theoretical composition is 6.") per

cent, lead oxide, and :'.5 per cent, silica, consequently it can

be used in the preparation of glazes of high lead content.

The compound is made by intimately mixing red lead, or

litharge, and dry flint in the easily calculated proportions,

transferring to a frit kiln, and when completely vitrified,

and fluid throughout, running eff into water, which breaks

up the glass into small portions.

The most important points in the preparation are the

intimate mixing of the materials, una their complete com-

bination in the kiln; since, if either be defective, a high

solubility will result. The resulting frit is not, strictly

speaking, lead bisilicate; for analysis of the glass, a- run

from the kiln, shows the following proportions :
—

By Analysis.

Per Cent.
81"7]

rim
86-88

99-56

By Theory.

Per Cent.
65-OS

SV98

rotal 100*00

It is therefore evident that the frit has gathered some

alumina and silica from the hearth of the kiln. From the

composition of the fireclay bottom of the kiln, and the

amount of alumina taken up, it also follows that some lead

oxide has been lost by volatilisation. The composition of

the frit is about one-third of th.- distance between lead

bisilicate and trisilicate, and the loss oi lead oxide is about

equally accounted for by absorption from the bed of the

kiln and by volatilisation.

The above figures are confirmed by analysis of lead

bisilicate from two North Staffordshire houses, and may
be taken to represent rery closely the average composition

of commercial bisilicate. This frit is referred to as bi-

silicate in the following figures. The glaze i- new
prepared by grinding the had Brit frith a borax frit and

some raw material, preferably china clay or Cornish stone,

which assist to prevent its settlement in the dipping tab.

One of the points raised by the manufacturers in

opposing the Home Office standard was that great increases

of solubility might be caused by excessive grinding of the

glaze. These figures were obtained from the researches of

Messrs. Jackson and llich. who, as stated before, found

that solubilities of 1-5 per ci ut to 17-."> per cent, could be

obtained from a frit, according to its fineness. For their

purpose these gentlemen elutriated the frit and examined

the finest and coarsest particles, but what they did not

show, so far US I urn aware, was the proportion in which

these extremelj fine particles would be produced in

practical grinding. This i- most important, since, if in

\,m small quantities, their solubility, though high, might

have very little effect on the solubility of the glaze as a

whole. The following experiments show that the glaze, as

wet-ground in different mills. i>
r
not capable of any such

\ariation iu solubilitv.

Glaze contains It per cent, total lead oxide.

Series A.

Mill running with one-half its normal load.

Boluble Lead
(Hide, i>er Cent.

Ground 9 hours * l'6l^

. is 1S-B6

" Easily posses lUO-inesh, and is in condition for dipping.

Series B.

Mill running with its full load.

Soluble Load
Oxide, pec Cent.

Ground 9 hours -
90

.. is 1-20

a- ri*86>mean
" " lf«< 1-W

„., . I'M > mean
" " (.1-5SJ I'M

• Easih pass.-- 160-mesli.

The above figures were obtained by grinding the glaze

in an ordinary granite mill, and show that the first da

grinding is the most productive of soluble lead oxide, and
that the subsequent days are of successively diminishing

effects. Series A and B represent the effect of prolonged

grinding in mills of a particular class, hut, so that in error

could be made, the experiment was repeated with a

grinding cylinder of the Using pattern, and the results are

stated in Series (_'.

Series C.

Glaze contains 14 per cent, total lead oxide. Ground in

Alsing cylinder.

Soluble L.a.l

Oxide, per Cent,
1 undOhours 0"8fi

,. IS l-OS

,. 18 1-29

„, i T45) mean
- -4 (,1-53/lMHt

t l'ass 160 lawn.

Thus substantially confirming Series A and 11.

The figures given above are from a glaze which has

since been discarded as having au insufficient lead content

for our purpose at Lambeth, but the ratios will stand.

While these figure- show that Messrs. Jackson and Rich'e

contention, however theoretically accurate it nia\ be, DM
not the practical bearing which may be read into it; tiny.

nevertheless, prove that some considerable effect is pro-

duced, and that it would not be safe to work so near th.

standard of solubility as a manufacturer would be doing it

he used the average continental proportions, and the usual

continental frit.

Dr. Thorpe contended that, though under no rules, Ibc

continental makers were conforming to the 2 per cent

standard, and while this would be mainly true, thaw

certainly would be occasions on which they would be

exceeding the limit.

Another point in the examination of the gla

solubility, is that the first hour removes by far the greater

proportion of the soluble had oxide, and that subsequent

shaking has less considerable effect, as witness the following

figures .

—

Lead I

Onohotu shaken, One hour standing-— Perl

Glaze \ 1'W
Glaze I! -

hours shaken, two hours standin

Glaze A I'M

Glaze 1!

Messrs. Jackson and Uich have found similar effecl

continued shaking with acid, and ascribe the pes

chemical action to a film of silica which the acid separ

from the lead contained in the glaze. They find that the

same frit in the presence of pebbles does not similarly

in solubility on shaking; and that a frit which has beet

insoluble when washed with caustic soda, again be.<

partially soluble in acid. Their point that the silic

cause of the reduction in speed of solubility is therefore
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supported, but not entirely established, us the pebbles may
be rubbing down the frit, thus producing more soluble

particles, and the action of the caustic soda may result in

surface decomposition of the frit, and not in merely removal

of silica from the surface.

Dr. Thorpe has opposed their contention by assuming

that the frit which they worked upon was wanting in

homogeneity, and that what at first dissolved was in reality

a more basic frit present in the mass worked upon. He
supports his argument by showing that in seven frits which

he examined, the basic oxides passing into solution do not

bear the same ratio to each other as existed in the original

frit worked upon, this proving what was presumed to be a
simple glass, to be, in reality, a mixture of glasses of

different solubility. The net result is, that starting from
-.such a frit as commercial bisilicate, it is possible to get,

within the limits of practical grinding, variations in solu-

bility of a glaze amounting to from 25 per cent, to 35 per

cent, of its normal solubility, but that such variations as

anticipated by Messrs. Jackson and Kich are quite impos-
sible. That more serious differences are possible under
other conditions will be shown later on.

The bulk of the lead glazes used in the Lambeth Works
are coloured, and have a low melting point. They therefore

contain more lead oxide thao do the earthenware and china

glazes in North Staffordshire ; and however possible or

impossible it may be to adopt a more insoluble frit than

bisilicate for earthenware and china, it is quite impossible '

'<> do so for majolica, &c. : since the more insoluble frits,

in many instances, contain less lead oxide than do our
finished glazes, and yet I consider that at Lambeth we are

working with as little lead oxide as is compatible with good
results, and reasonable lo.-ses in process. For the past three

or four years we have used all our lead fritted as bisilicate

in two of our departments, and during that period have
produced thousands of gallons of majolica glazes ranging
from 2

• j per cent, to 3-0 per cent, of soluble lead oxide.

The results are satisfactory, though certain details of dipping

I and firing had to be mastered. l
T

p to somewhat less than
1 two years ago there still remained a department in which

all the glazes weie fritted, but of no definite solubility, i.e.,

l-old glazes containing GO to 70 per cent, of lead oxide, of

which most was soluble, and of such glazes many are still

in use elsewhere. To obtain exemption under the then

provisional 5 per cent, standard, it was necessary for a
bulge to be made in this department, aud in doing so an

unexpected source of variation in solubility came to light.

JThe same frits were in use as in the departments already

onforming to the 5 per cent, standard, and the mills for the
final wet grinding were of the same pattern ; there was a

difference, however, in the treatment of the frits before being

introduced into the mill for the final grinding. In this new
department the frits were dry-ground into a fine flour in a

cylinder, whereas in the other instances the dry grinding
was not carried beyond a coarse meal. The glazes prepared
under these conditions did not yield the customary 2-5 per
cent, to 3 per cent., but as high as 7"0 per cent, to 7 • 5 per
ent. The increase might have been due to several cause- :

(1) Lead oxide, accidentally present in the borax frit which
is supposed to be leadless ; (2) Imperfectly prepared
Jhisilicate ; (3) Different treatment of the frit in the dry
,;tate. The borax frit on analysis accounted for 70 per
,:'ent of soluble lead oxide. The bisilicate was norma! in

,:omposition,'-and well fused, and, further, during the period
In which high solubilities were being obtained in one
department, the customary 2

' 5 per cent, to 3-0 per cent.

vas ruling in the other two, although the frits were from the
•ame batch.

Accordingly the frit was less finely dry-ground, and the
solubility at once fell to 4-40 per cent, and 4-J-2 per cent.

n different samples.

The rougher dry griuding had occasioned a drop of more
han half tee difference in solubility between the glazes used
n the different departments; consequently, the rough
'rinding was made rougher, aud the frit merely reduced to
iass a 12-mesh sieve. The glazes immediately fell in
lubility to 2-8percent. and 3-02 percent, in two" different
-tmples. This brought all departments into line, and
•ithin the 5 per cent, limit of solubility when ground to

pass the 1G0 lawn. The glazes contain about 30 per cent,
of lead oxide, but by using a very coarsely -crushed frit, and
carefully watching the griuding, it has been found possible
to produce a glaze containing 55 per cent, of lead oxide
of solubility of about 3 per cent, to .3-5 per cent.

It appears to me that the unlooked-for effect of drv
gtiudiug considerably supports the theory of solubility
being more influenced by the surface exposed to the solvent,
than to irregularity of composition; nevertheless, the
contention that the solubility may be much influenced bv
wet grinding is not supported by these results. I believe
the dissimilarity between two glazes of the same com-
position, but prepared, one largely by dry grinding, and the
other almost entirely by wet, can only be accounted for bv
the different shapes which the small particles of frit assume
in the processes; those in the dry-ground glaze being
angular, aud those in the water-ground essentially rounded
and consequently exposing the smallest surface to the
solvent in proportion to their mass.

The experiments referred to in this paper cover a period
of tour years, and represent tons of material ; and it is the
fact that they are the result of actual manufacturing
experience, and not merely laboratory trials, which has
prompted me to bring them before you.

Table showing the effect offine dry grinding of Lead
Frit as a preliminary to the final wet grinding.

In all cases the particles pass a lawn of
160 7iieskes to the linear inch.

State of Frit when
introduced into Mill

lor wet grinding.

Lead Oxide
contained
in Glaze.

Lead <
» x i ; 1

e

soluble iu
0'25 per

Cent. HC1.

Percentage
soluble ofthe
Lead Oxide
present.

Per Cuit.
30-32
31-32
30-32

55

Per Cent.
7-0—7'5

4'ln-l'o'j
2-8—3-02

S-0 :;'.-,

Per Cent.

Coarsely dry-ground
Crushed to pass a Nu.
siev.

Extremely coarse, hav
all fine dust removed
sieving.

12

11-,-

o.v

14-4
9-3

5
-

9

There is no doubt but that for purposes such as those at

Lambeth, it is possible to produce glazes, either colourless
or coloured, for which a 5 per cent, standard of solubility

affords margin for au occasional slight variation in the
composition of frits, and of fineness of grinding. This
statement is made on the evidence of about two hundred
obserfationsof solubility, none of which have exceeded the

5 per cent, limit, except under the conditions of dry griuding
above alluded to. To ensure success, it is, however,
. ssential that that the condition of the frit kiln be con-
sidered, and that a good stock of lead frit be prepared before
going on to make the borax frit, or vice versa. Failing this,

the solubility will rise from one of two causes :—(1) Slight
residues of lead frit always remain in kiln, and these are
tiken up by the following borax frit, and rendered soluble,

making their way into the glaze through the borax frit.

(2) Residues of borax frit remain, which increase the
basicity of the lead frit, and make it more soluble. The use
of lead bisilicate is described above, but it will occur to

many chemists that lead sulphide or sulphate might have
been used instead of the fritted lead with complete immunity
from poisoning. As a matter of fact, lead sulphide is

occasionally used in potteries, but the rt suits are not such
as to make it a sufficient substitute for white lead in high-
class work—the sulphur is the difficulty, as lead sulphide

in the presence of a limited amount of air may produce
metallic iead. Lead sulphate is not, of course, liable to

this trouble, but it is not so insoluble in dilute hydrochloric

acid.

Before finally deciding upon what form of lead to use at

Lambeth we had adopted provisionally the bisilicate, and
realising that it was to an extent soluble, the following

attempts to reduce its solubility were made :
—

(1) The amount of lead soluble from the frit being

known, a portion of the calcium oxide of the glaze equiva-

lent to the amount of lead soluble, was introduced as
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sulphate with the idea of rendering insoluble the -mall

quantities of lead which would otherwise pass into solu-

tion. The results were disappointing, as no decrease in

solubility was discernible.

(2) As lead sulphate is Ies9 soluble in dilute sulphuric

acid than in water, in another case the whole of the

calcium was introduced as sulphate. The result was again

imperceptible.

Precipitated lead sulphate was now examined for solu-

bility, and found to be at least as soluble as the bisilicate, a

fact which explains the non-success of the experiments
above. It would appear, therefore, that in factories where
lead of a not more soluble character than bisilicate is used,

there is no proper reason tor the administration of dilute

sulphuric acid to the workers as a safeguard against

plumbism.
During the period in which the wholly fritted lead glazes

have been in use at the Lambeth works there has been no
case of lead poisoning, and the workers as a whole feel an
improvement in health, particularly in the case of one man
who is a very susceptible subject.

Some makers who have attempted to use fritted lead as a
substitute for white lead, find the tendency to be towards a
rise in melting point, and consequently a somewhat egg-
shell surface. I believe that such effects are merely the

result of silicious matter taken up in the preparation of the

frit from the bed of kiln—that, in fact, the theoretical com-
position of the frit has been taken in calculating and not

the actual composition as determined by analysis.

There are here for your inspection, examples of majolica
semi-transparent enamels, opaque enamels, and under-glaze
painted tiles, &c. On each is marked the solubility of the

glaze employed.

Cost of Frilled as compared with Raw Lead Glazes.—
There is of course more labour and time spent in the pre-

paration of the former glazes, but, on the other hand, the

cost of materials is somewhat less than where raw white
lead is used. For instance, the price of white lead is at

present 18/. 10s. per ton. The price of red lead is 14/. 15s.

per ton. Therefore the PbO costs in white lead 4' 3s. per

unit per ton, and the PbO costs in red lead 3'0s. per unit

per ton. Further, the fritting tends to the use of a lower
percentage of lead oxide—for an excess of lead frit means
settlement in the dippiug tub, and this remark applies

especially to soft enamels and majolica glazes. Conse-
quently borax and lime are used to replace the lead, and
are introduced in the form of a soft and easily prepared
frit, thus further reducing the cost of material-.

Our experience at Lambeth is that it is possible to make
fritted majolica glazes at practically the same cost as the

older raw lead glazes.

Discussion.

Mr. Berth \m Blount questioned whether all these
regulations had been necessary. It seemed to him that

great excitement and interest had been aroused by what
was, after all, a small matter. The worker of course must
be protected from anything which could do him harm, if it

was controllable without undue expenditure, but he feared
that, in the eagerness which the Government showed to

safeguard the worker, they had hedged him in with needless
restrictions. The manufacturers seemed to have accepted
the situation loyally, and they had brought the matter to a
point where they had as (ar as possible no restrictions

such as would hamper their trade. A9 far as he had
followed this controversy, it amounted to this, that the manu-
facturers had decided to accept the use of fritted lead—he
thought unnecessarily ; but having accepted that, they
objected a little, which was not surprising, to the require-
ment that this fritted lead shoidd have a certain standard
solubility. < •riginally the solubility was very vaguely
delined ; it was that the material should be soluble to the
extent of only 2 per cent, of lead oxide, but no definition

was given as to the fineness of the frit—a point which had
been brought out by many, and which Mr. Thomason had
shown to be important, although not so important as some
had supposed. The point ou which Dr. Thorpe probably relied

was that for practical purposes the glaze was always ground
to a fineness suitable for dipping, so that it might go

through a 160-mesh sieve. But that was not sufficient, foi

it was possible to have a material which could just scrape

through a sieve of that fineness, which would contain

numerous coarse particles as well as floury pai tides. The
proportion of particles which would just scrape through

was not important ; it was the flour which was important,

and, unless some more exact definition of fineness were

given, no standard of solubility could he set up. Supposing
the glaze were prepared of the requisite fineness anc

insolubility, it hart yet to be shown that the workers would
suffer any particular barm by absorbing moderate quantities

of it, and the direction of safety to the worker lay in the

greater cleanliness of the works and the workers, and the

general precautions in carrying out operations rather than

in an\ particular ruie. If manufacturers decided that they

could better prepare their ware with a glaze containing an

amount of soluble lead precisely defined, he thought the

body of opinion of chemists and technologists should be on

their side. It seemed to him that until that was done, an
unsatisfactory situation would exist, -and manufacturers
might be more or less harassed and perhaps not qjite

fairly treated. The knowledge which a Government
inquiry certainly should have at its disposal might be

actually misleading unless conference with the manufac-
turers was held in a more liberal spirit than appeared to

have been exhibited in this case.

The < iiuitMAN said the volatilisation of lead in furnaces

was well known, and a French process called " posage pai

volatilisation" was based on the method of lining the

saggar with a paste of red lead, and putting the ware
inside without any contact whatever with the glaze. The

method was published by Brogniart in 1844, and some ol

our old Chelsea ware wa9 made in the same way. The

pieces to be glazed were burned alternately with lead-

glazed ware in the same saggar. After using a lead-

glazed ware the same saggar was employed for burning

biscuit figures, and on the surface of the biscuit a very fim

glaze was produced, which was called a " spitting "
; such t

glaze was almost unobtainable by the actual immersion o!

the figures in a solution. The author had rendered great

service, however, in getting the actual figures as to wha
occurred ; for he (the speaker) had not been able to fine'

in the literature on the subject any definite statement of th<

actual amount of this volatilisation. The knowledge of th'

old potters was carried down from father to son ; the*

got certain results, but as to the exact quantities of the

ingredients used they had not the slightest knowledge am
very often could not reproduce them. The difficulties t<

which Mr, lilount had alluded with regard to fixing th<

composition of the ingredients which some manufacturer
should use were very great. On the one side there was i

Government department doing its best for the workers, thi

manufacturers, and the public, but he thought they ough
to consult manufacturers more than they did. In German'
there was quite a different state of affairs. Kach trad'

had a guild, and the Government never introduce! an;

important measure without consulting the guild, '.he conse

quence being that they worked hand in hand. Perhap
there was no necessity to have these restrictions, becauf'

the manufacturers did what they could do to get rid of lb

difficulties. Here then' was the Employers' Liability Act

which was most unfair to employers. Damages occasioned

to the workers by the operations they carried out were DO

always due to a fault of the employer, but he had to pa.

everything, and that seriously hampered industrial entet

pri-e In Germany, the compensation paid to a workmai

injured in the course of his employment—and all 6m
ploymeiits were subject to some risk—was made good ftoi

three sources : first, a fund to which the workmen them

selves had to contribute ; secondly, the general taxatio

of the country ; thirdly, the employer. This principle wa
extended to all industries, and lie thought it was a subjf

the Society might take some action upon later on. Th

pottery industry was an instance where it was particular!

hard on the employers. It was a trade where the profit

were not unduly great, and through the carelessness of th

employer- tin- employer might be saddled with a ver

heavy liability. As every trade was carried on for th

benefit of the whole community, there was no reaso

why a portion of the damages should not be paid by th
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community as a whole. It was particularly unfair when
employers were pinned hand and foot by Government
restrictions which they could not fight as individuals,

though they might be perfectly well aware that, as in this

case, there were most complicated questions which could

not be solved by a few tests made in a laboratory ; the long

experience of the manufacturer should be consulted. I ti

Germany, he believed, there were very great restrictions as

to the use of vessels containing lead glaze soluble in dilute

acids, and the police regulations prohibited altogether the

use of any vessel for culinary purposes which contained

glaze or enamel in which the lead was soluble. In some
enamels lead was prohibited altogether. He had not heard,

however, of any regulations which prevented the German
manfacturers making such ware and selling it to us. Here
was another point where the Government might step in with

great advantage and test the cheap enamelled goods that

came from abroad and were sold very largely in this

country. There again came in the trade question whether
such competitors who sent over things which might be

prohibited in their own country were not working much
more cheaply than our manufacturers possibly could. He
thought that the fact of the solubility of glaze ground dry

being greater than that of the same glaze if ground wet

might possibly be due to the particles being finer when
ground dry, because the same particles might be ground
over aud over again when dry, but when suspended in water

they did not come under the same amount of attrition.

He quite agreed that passing through a sieve of 160-mesh
was no test at all of fineness ; only careful levigation would

! be a sufficient indication, and that was very difficult to

carry out.

.Mr. Thomason in reply said the fineness of the glaze as
' produced by dry grinding and subsequent wet grinding was
in all probability the cause of the extreme solubility. The
matter of volatilisation from the red lead of the saggar

added to the unglazed article placed inside the saggar was
rather different from the point he referred to in the first

paper. In one instance the glaze was lead oxide, in the

other a silicate or rather a silico-borate. It was the fact

that volatilisation occurred even from fritted lead as dis-

tinct from raw lead which led him to prepare the first

jpaper. There was considerable communication between
i:he Home Office and potters before any standard of
solubility was decided upon, and it was upon the margin
ivhieh should be lelt in the hands of the potter that the

natter finally came to grief. It was quite obvious that,

while in most instances 2"o or 3 percent, would be sufficient

'or most majolica purposes, there were cases in which the

ame glaze would exceed that point. The German meth< d
>f estimating the value of the ware by the fact of its

Yielding cr not yielding lead oxide in an acelic acid solution

iras a very much less drastic one than those in which the
laze was in a very fine state of subdivision, in spite of the

ifference in the strength of the acid— it was, he believed,

ne per cent, acetic acid. Considering the surface exposed
) the action, the British method was much more searching
lan the German.

ACTION OF CERTAIN' SOLUTIONS UPON
ALUMINIUM AND ZINC.

BY WATSON SMITH.

I will first give the results of some experiments as to
e action of certain acids and alkalis on aluminium and
nc.

Phosphoric Acid and Sulphuric Acid.—Phosphoric acid,

mcentrated or dilute, attacks aluminium strongly with
olution of hydrogen.

Winteler (Die Aluminium Industrie, 190:5, 21) states
tt concentrated phosphoric acid acts like concentrated sul-

furic acid on aluminium, in the former case phosphorus,
the latter sulphur, being separated. I have observed
ther separation of phosphorus nor of sulphur in such
ies. Dammer, lid. III., p. S6, mentions in the case of
phuric acid that sulphur dioxide is formed during the
icess of solution. This I can confirm.

With zinc, phosphoric acid solution yields zinc phos-
phate and phosphide (.Hammer, II., 4 58), I find, with
evolution of hydrogen gas.

Organic Acids. — It has been stated that organic acids,
dilute and cold, are without action on aluminium.
Dammer (Bd. III., 86-87) states that even in presence of
sodium chloride, acetic acid of 4 per cent, strength and
citric acid of 1 per cent, strength >howed no action after
many days' contact. Only after 14 horns' boiling in a
4 per cent, acelic acid solution in presence of sodium
chloride, did a sheet of aluminium of 1 square metre super-
ficies, and 24-743 grm. weight, lose 47 mgrms. Koscoe
and Schorlemmer, Vol. II., .545, state that organic acids
attack aluminium only slightly, but it dissolves in them
with ease in presence of chlorides, such, e.j.,ascommon salt.

They draw the conclusion that it cannot therefore be used
for plating cooking uteDsiis. Winteler is silent on this

subject. I tested this matter, and found that the action
of acetic acid, dilute or fairly strong, is but slight, but on
adding common salt and heating, greater action springs up,
povided the acid be fairly strong. I should incline,

according to appearances in my own experiments, to accept
Hammer's figures ami definition here, and hence would say
that aluminium is not quite suitable for some cooking
utensils, whilst it is for others.

JVitric Acid.— Winteler (p. 21) writes, " Nitric acid
appears on superficial observation, to have absolutely no
action on pure aluminium." Hammer (Vol. III., p. 86>
says, " It is not attacked by nitric acid hot or cold,"
quoting Ueville, Heeren and Huff. Koscoe and Schorlemmer
(Vol. II.. 545) write, " Concentrated as well as dilute nitric

acid is almost without action on the metal." This latter

>tatement is nearest the truth; that alone given from
Hammer, loc. cit., is partially false. According to my own
experiments the case stands thus: Cold nitric acid, whether
concentrated or dilute, is practically without action on
aluminium at ordinary temperatures. Hut on raising the
temperature to near the boiling point, fairly vigorous
action is set up with liberation of nitrous fumes. If the
liquid be now cooled, the action subsides and at about
5u° C. or somewhat over, ceases. If aluminium dust
or powder be used, tho action, on heating, becomes
very vigorous, and the temperature thereby rises further.
Still, even then, on cooling the action greatly subsides.
Hesides nitrous fumes, ammonia in one case was also
lormed. This was proved by removing some of the clear

acid liquid, and heating with cau>tic soda in excess.

Ammonia.—Winteler, loc. cit., p. 21, says that ammonia
solutions act slowly upon aluminium with formation of
the hydroxide. Dammer also states that ammonia acts
sljwly. 1 find that a hot and strong ammonia solution,

acts on aluminium with generation of hydrogen and
formation of aluminium hydrate. On raising such an
ammonia solution to boiling, ammonia is evolved with
appearance of effervescence, and this may have caused
previous observers to overlook the possibility of admixed
hydrogen. If the evolved gases be passed through water,
bubbles of the hydrogen will be perceived and may he
easily collected and tested.

Action on Zinc.—The action of a hot, almost boiling
solution of ammonia was now tried on zinc cuttings.

Slight but perceptible evolution of hydrogen was proved.
It zinc dust be employed, the evolution is considerably
greater. But whereas in the case of zinc the zinc hydrate
lormed, readily separates from the metal and falls in the
solution, it was found that in the ease of aluminium the

hydrate adheres firmly and forms a coat, thus protecting

the metal from further action.

Aluminium and Sodium Carbonate.—If aluminium dust be
warmed with normal sodium carbonate solution, decomposi-
tion of the latter sets in with such violence that the contents
of the vessel soon froth over. The effervescence is due to

escape of a mixture of carbou dioxide and hydrogeu.
The action is very vigorous even with aluminium foil or

~heet. In the reaction it may be said that in presence of

the alkali carbonate the tendency of aluminium to unite

with the hydroxyl of the water is so strong as to cause

displacement and expulsion of hydrogen, and almost

-nuultaneously

—

in statu nascendi, the alumina hydrate
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half-formed attacks the sodium carbonate, liberating carbon.

dioxide and uniting with soda to form sodium alumiuate.
The reaction cannot then be represented by aD ordinary
equation, and thus a special device is required

—

wz 0N:l
)

I * PM'l + CO., - = Al„Na-04 + 211., + CO.,
Al= + UH

?
-»•- O Na J

If now the liquid be filtered from excess of aluminium
powder or foil, and carbon dioxide be passed through the
clear liquid (sodium aluminate), a copious precipitate of
aluminium hydrate is obtained, sodium carbonate being
re-formed

—

ALJNajO, + COo + 3H2 = Nas<J<>3 -f .41.(011),.

We thus see that on heating, aluminium expels the

carbon dioxide from an aqueous solution of sodium car-
bonate, also decomposing water to form sodium illuminate,

whilst in the cold, carbon dioxide decomposes sodium
aluminate solution, precipitating aluminium hydrate aud
re-forming sodium carbonate. Thus in a hot solution the
elements of aluminium hydrate in tin- nascent stale can
decompose sodium carhonate, expelling the carbon dioxide
and combining with the soda. It was natural next that
the attempt should be made to utilise aluminium hydrate,
freshly precipitated and washed, fcr this same pur-
pose. But 1 found that even on boiling such aluminium
hydrate with -odium carbonate not the slighest reaction
occurred. This clearly proves that it is only the nascent
-aluminium hydrate that will effect the decomposition
referred to.

Zinc and Sodium Carbonate.—The contrast in the action
of aluminium and zinc is shown by the fact that boiling
sodium carbonate solution simply dissolves and oxidises
aluminium with decomposition of water and liberation of
hydrogen ; also sodium carbonate is decomposed with libera-

tion of carbon dioxide aud union of soda to form sudium
aluminate, which remains in solution, whilst with zinc a
boiling sodium carbonate solution causes oxidation of the
metal at the expense of water hydrogen being evolved, but
any basic zinc carbonate or even hydrate, if formed, is

decomposed in the boiling solution with formation of
insoluble zinc oxide left along with residual metallic zinc.

In other words, a boiling sudium carbonate solution siuiply
eonverls metallic zinc into zinc oxide with escape of
hydrogen.

But according to Gmeliu, Wohler showed that bj the
action of sodium carbonate solution on zinc a basic " zinco-
sodie carbonate" is formed, which dissolves, and probably

has the composition Zii<"
()

'^~.' ; hydrogen e-caping.

Wohler states that he obtained octahedral crystals of this

compound, (in attempting to repeat this experiment I

have entirely failed to obtain any solution containing dis-

solved zinc. 1 can confirm the evolution of hydrogen in

the action of hot sodium carbonate solution on ziuc, but
on prolonging this action I gradually accumulated a white
deposit, chiefly consisting of zioc oxide, and the filtrate

from this contained no zinc. If Wbhler's compound be
formed, it must be by the slow action of a cold solution

;

if attempted hot, and " zinc-sodic carbonate " for an instant
be formed, it must be instantaneously decomposed again

as follows :—Zn<['
)

(

^ |

N " = ZnO r Na,C03. Wackenrodar

has shown that zinc o\idc remains invulnerable when boiled
with a sodium carbonate solution.

Aluminium mill Ammonium Phosphate.—A weight of
4- 7955 grins, of thin aluminium plate was placed in a
solution composed of 100. C.c. of phosphoric ami (sp.gr.
l

- 275), rendered faintly alkaline by addition of ammonia.
The whole was then heated till the liquid boiled, anil

ebullition continued till ammonia was no longer evolved.
After this treatment, during which it was observed that
the metal was greatly suffering, a white substance was
plentifully formed. The aluminium was then gently wiped,
after first washing in water, and weighed. It had lost no
less than 0-9815 grm., that is 20- 47 per cent, of it- original

weight. Evidently, then, aluminium is not the metal for

vessels in which to heat ammonium phosphate solutions.

The next question was, Which is the attacking constituent,
the phosphoric acid or the ammonia? Ammonium phos-
phate solution, on boiling, suiters decomposition, ammonia
being rapidly liberated. In this' decomposition, of course,
both phosphoric acid and ammonia at the moment of libera-
tion may be regarded as in slain nascendi. It would seem
tolerably certain that in the case of the hot ammonium
phosphate the action ou the aluminium is as follows:

—

Nascent ammonia in presence of steam acts as do the fixed
alkalis, water being decomposed and aluminium hydrate
being produced, with evolution of hydrogen. This alumi-
nium hydrate then falls an easy prey to phosphoric acid.

aluminium phosphate being formed.
Zinc with hot (boiling) ammonium phosphate solution

yields hydrogen gas which comes off witu the ammonia
evolved.

Ammonium Arscniatc and Aluminium.—The action of
hot or warm ammonium ar-eniatc solution on aluminium
is very pronounced, hydrogen with arseniuretted hydrogen
being copiously evolved.

Ammonium Arsrmale and Zinc.— In the case of zinc a

similar action to the foregoing occurs, but less freely.

Sodium Chloride and Aluminium.— The action on alumi-
nium in the form of powder or foil, of hot and moderately
strong solution of sodium chloride was now tried. The
metal was attacked with evolution of hydrogen, the solution

becoming alkaline. It was found that the rationale of this

reaction is as follows :—Aluminium in the presence of
sodium chloride attacks the water, setting hydrogen free.

Aluminium hydrate is thus formed, and almost instanta-

neously attacking the sodium chloride, yields basic aluminium
chloride and some free sodium hydrate. It is already know
that organic acids which attack alun iuium only slightly,

dissolve il to quite an appreciable extent if sodium chloride

and similar chlorides be present. It is clear, therefore,

that aluminium is not quite suitable as a material for cook-
ing utensils. 15-714 grins, of aluminium foil were heated
for four days in a solution of sodium chloride (0'759 grin,

of NaCI in 125 c.C.,6-072 grins, per litre). The loss of

weight was only 0-002 grin. But the nicttil became also

coated, and this coatiug protected it from further actioD.

Such formation of au adherent protective coatiug is au

important practical point, for it was found on removing the

piece of aluminium from the solution and heating it in a
fresh and even stronger sodium chloride solution, that it

was but very slowly attacked. Hence, for some culinary

purposes, and with suitable precautions, aluminium might

prove useful. (See this J., 1889, 149.)

Sodium Chloride and Zinc.— Hut the action of sodium
chloride on alumiuium is very trifling compared with this

action on zinc. 15 • OUl: gnus, of zinc foil were heated for

about two weeks at about 80' ('.. in a dilute soluti

sodium chloride (0-749 grm. in 125 c.c. or 5 '992 guns, per

litre). The loss of weight was 0-684, or the ziuc in this

period lost 4-36 percent, of its weight. The precipitate

formed on the zinc separated easily, and fell to the bottom
ol the containing vessel leaving the metal clean, and ol

course ready for renewed attack. Hut since solum
sodium chloride so dilute could act as stated on aluminium
and zinc, the question suggested itself that possibly water

at 100 0., or thereabouts, might even act on these metals.

Distilled or Pure Water and Aluminium and Zinc.—On
experiment, it was found that distilled water at 80 i . acted

very slightly ou aluminium after several days digestion,

where]- zinc was considerably affected. Here, again, toe.

the hydrate formed at the surface of the zinc separated VI r\

Basil) and settled down in the liquid. With the alumiuium

a slight coating was formed, both adherent and protectin

(See tin- .1., 1899, 279.)
Ilol Water and Aluminium.—As is well known.

small quantity of an alkali hydrate in water will causi

considerable action on the metal. Having some suspicion

that the soft glass of the test tubes I had heel, us

some of tin experiments might contribute a -mall quantll

of alkali to boiling water, I applied the follow-in

Distilled watei was heat, d to incipient ebullition in I

platinum dish with aluminium powder. Very -light acti

thu- took place. Hut when the same pewder was tran-

ferred to a test-tube aud heated, quite a vigorous cvolutl'

of hydrogen was observed.
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Hot Water and Zinc.—The action of boiling or almost
boiling water on zinc dust in a test tube was such as to
generate hydrogen enough to collect and test. The action
was considerably less than on aluminium. Iu a platinum
dish it was very slig'ut indeed.

Sodium and Potassium Nitrate and Aluminium.—
Aluminium powder with an aqueous solution of potassium
or -odium nitrate heated to 100 J

C. in platinum, gave rise
to a faint evolution of hydrogen gas, whereas the same
mixture transferred to au ordinary soft glass test tube and
boiled, showed vigorous action, and a considerable
evolution of gas. In the experiment with the test tube
about 20 c.c. of liquid were generally used. So 20 c.c. of
distilled water were evaporated in the same test tube three
times over (about 60 e.c. in all). Time of action on the
glass, was about one hour. The alkali thus extracted from
the glass was found to be equivalent to 0-0015 grm.
XaOH; or 0-025 grm. per litre. (For au interesting and
analogous ease of the influence of the alkalinity of glass,
see Lindet, this J., 1904, 330; bottom of col. 1.) A

|

sodium nitrate solution heated to boiling (or rather,

,
incipient ebullition) with aluminium powder in a test
tube, after a time invariably and quite suddenly set up a

I

vigorous effervescent action through evolution of hydro-
gen, and formation also of ammonia which was largely

I

evolved.

As at most very slight action could be obtained in
platinum, it was thought that incipient action must have
been started by the alkalinity of the test tube, and this
alkalinity once induced and becoming active, is continually
inei eased, as follows

—

reH.x>
NaXo, + J 3II„(I

[ H.,0

3A1 = 3Al(OH), + 3H./> + XaOH
1NH3 + H; or,

2(XaXO
:i) + 20HjO + 3A1„ =

3[A12(OH) ] + 6H.0 + 2NaOH + 2NET, + H2.

In this action we have two sources ot alkalinity, the
nitrate of soda and the walls of the test tube, and both
continually increase, and so give rise to ever increased
reducing action in presence of the aluminium on the
sodium nitrate, and thus the way is prepared to a final
tempestuous evolution of ammonia and hydrogen, with
proportionately greater increments of alkali.

Sodium, and Potassium Nitrate and Zinc—Action
similar to that on aluminium, only much less vigorous.

Petroleum Products and Aluminium.—It may be inter-
esting to note here that Charitschkow has observed with
regard to the action of petroleum products on aluminium,

I
that in this respect aluminium g superior to copper and

j

fully equal to iron. (See this J., 1K96, 443.)

Practical Applications of the Foregoing Facts, ^c—
I. From my experiments with nitric acid, the great value
of pure aluminium as offering such resistance to the
action of nitric acid, below a temperature of 5o C, or

,

thereabouts (not over 50° C. to 55° C.) forced itself upon
;

me, and I wouldsuggest that for transport of nitric a'cid,
I not glass carboys or even earthenware vessels be used,
but box-shaped vessels composed of pure sheet aluminium'
^protected by enclosure in wood (this J., 1903, 1352). It
seems to me also that storage vessels in the nitric ai
[factory, would be most conveniently made of pure sheet
aluminium, (bee Guttmann, this J., 1838, 313.)

II. If aluminium could be produced cheaply enough it
were certainly better suited than zinc for cisterns iu which
o store water for household purposes and iu the con-
struction of receptacles to catch and run off rain
water. It would last far better than zinc. Brackish water
ivould rapidly act on zinc, whilst aluminium would prove

I

ery resistant. (See Norton, this J., 1897, 465 ; 1899, 497.)
I

III. As a material for cooking vessels and culinary
mrposes discrimination and caution are required. Alu-MMum kettles and teapots are largely offered for sale.

*»T' k°"Ter
\ '

a the Ia,ter case (teapots) when
carbonate of soda" is added to get the "tea to draw "

is tne old people say, that the drawing power would soon

evtend from the tea to the teapot itself ! (See this J 1896
US; 1899, 587.)

1 have much pleasure in acknowledging here the very
intelligent help received from my assistant, Mr. Albert
Shonk.

Discission.

Mr. Oscar Gittmax.n- said that he was the first to
mention the use of aluminium in that room some years
ago. He believed he suggested it to the Royal Gunpowder
Factory, where they now used aluminium extensively for
nitric acid aud nitroglycerin. He thought there would be
some difficulty in constructing storage tanks of aluminium,
and boxes lined with aluminium in which nitric acid could
be safely carried, e.y.. to India. Although aluminium had
been successfully soldered recently, he did not think the
composition of the solder was the same as the metal, and
though the aluminium might stand, the solder would not.
Another difficulty has been that rivets would not always do.
Centrifugal machines were made for separating thewaste
acids from guneotton, the baskets of which were constructed
of aluminium, but it was found that the centrifugal force
drove the rivets into the aluminium, tne holes became oval
and the basket began to leak. In order to make a vessel out
of aluminium, three rows of rivets had to be provided
which weakened the construction and was expensive.
There were a number of mechanical and other difficulties in
the way of using aluminium for such purposes as Mr.
Vx atson Smith' had suggested. On the other hand, for long
lines of gutters for conveying nitroglycerin and mixed acids
it was very extensively used already.

Mr. Bloi;nt said aluminium soldered very badly, but the
difficulty could be overcome by autogenously soldering.

The Chairman- said that there was one observation in
the paper which, if not absolutely novel, was new to most of
those present, namely that they could use a test-tube as one
of the reagents in a test. He agreed with .Mr. Guttmann
'bout the difficulty of getting a box-shaped vessel as
recommended by Mr. Watson Smith for the conveyance of
nitric acid, but when the difficulty of getting a good ioint
was surmounted, it was not the best fori u of vessel for
conveying liquids.

SESSION 1903—1904.

Monday, June u, 1901 —
Mr. J. K. H. Inglis. "The Loss of Nitre in the Chamber
Process.

Mr. A.Marshall. "Acetone: Its Manufacture and Puriii-
ation.

£>rottfeti dutton.

E E E A T A.

LINTNEB'S SOLUBLE STARCH AND THE
ESTIMATION OF DIASTATIC POWER.

BY JOHX S. FORD, I'.K.S.E.

(This Journal, 1904, 414—422.)
Page 414, col. 2, bottom line.and 15 up

; page 421, col. 1

ine 25 from top; and page 422, col. 2, line 7 from top: for
" amylotic " read " anxiolytic."

Page 416, col. 1, last line: asterisk (and corresponding
footnote) should be after "phosphates," page 415, col. 2,
hue 5 from bottom.

Page 419, col. 2, line 37, for " cxteribus " read " cateris."
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gorfesfrire &>rrtton.

Meeting held at Bradford, <n April IS//;, 1904.

MR. JAS. E. nEDFOKD IN THE CHIIR.

NOTE ON THE RELATIVE EFFICIENCY OF
HEAT-INSULATING MEDIA.

II—STEAM PIPi: COVEKHIGS.

ET B. H. DAVIBS, M.S..

This work was begun with (he object of finding a suitable

covering for pipes conveying highly superheated steam.

A very high temperature has therefore been maintained

throughout the experiments. In most cases the temperature

of the steam pipe was raised to about 250 C. (482° F.).

If steam of 90 lb. pressure is used, this is equivalent to a
" superheat" of 150° F.

The first method of experimenting which suggested itself

was to cover considerable lengths of pipe with the material,

supply a regulated quantity of superheated steam, collect

and weigh the quantity of water condensed in unit time.

To carry this out with any degree of accuracy is, however,

extremely difficult. To supply steam at a uniform pressure

and superheated to a uniform temperature for a consider-

able period is almost impossible. If this difficulty is evaded

by supplying the same steam to a number of parallel pipes

covered with different materials, it is difficult to insure that

the supply to each pipe is uniform. I therefore abandoned

this in favour of an electrical method of heating. The loss

of heat was determined by simply observing the quantity

of electrical energy which must be supplied to the apparatus

and transformed into heat in order to maintain a uniform

temperature. I am greatly indebted to Prof. Stroud, of

Yorkshire College, fur his suggestions regarding this part

of the work.

The heater consisted of a coil of fine platinoid wire

wound round a porcelain core («) (see diagram). This

was placed in a wrought-iron steam pipe (/;) 2 inches in

diameter, 2 feet in length, closed at one end by a blank end

of iron welded into the pipe of the sum,- thickness as the

wall of the pipe. The heater was immersed in melted

paraffin wax to insure a uniform temperature throughout

the length of the pipe. The sides and closed end of the

pipe were then surrounded by the lagging or insulating

material (c) -, the open end was covered with a wooden lid,

perforated with holes for a thermometer and wires to convey

the current to the beating coil. The steam pipe and its

fittings were placed vertically in a wide tin cylinder (rf),

and the top covered with a closely fitting wooden lid ami

with several layers of hair felt. The loss of heat from

the top end of the pipe was thus reduced to a negligible

quantity.

The outer cylinder was immersed in running water to

secure a uniform temperature, and therefore uniform condi-

tions for radiation from the free surface of the material.

The coil of wire on the heater was connected with the

factorv current, regulated by the iutroduetion of a rheostat

of incandescent lamps placed parallel with each other and

in series with the heater. An ammeter was included in

the circuit. A current of 3 to 4 amperes was passed

through the heater until the temperature rose to about

250 C, and then the current was regulated by means of

the rheostat until a constant temperature was obtained in

the pipe. In every case this high temperature wa; main-

tained in the steam pipe over-night, so that any moisture

present in the covering might be expelled. An opportunity

was thus given of observing any charring or disintegration

of the material which might take place. The apparatus

then remained under close observation, and when a constant

temperature had been observed for half an hour, the

temperature and flow of current were recorded.

The results of these experiments are shown in Table I.

Round the insulating material a few coils of thin platinoid

wire were wrapped, forming a resistance thermometer for

recording the temperature on the outer surface (.not shown

in diagram). The wire formed one arm of a Wheatstoue

bridge, in parallel with an equal length of wire immersed

in an oil bath, which was heated or cooled until equili-

brium was established, and the temperature then recorded

(column (rf)).

It will be seen that the results are not directly comparable,

owing to the different thicknesses of material supplied by

the maker. Except in the case of plastic coverings, this k.

however, a matter of theoretical interest, the practioal

question being, What loss of heat do we obtain from steam

pipes covered by the materials just as they are sup)

by the makers ? The figures given in column (</) supply

an answer, giving the loss of heat per hour calculated (or s

difference ot 250 (
'. between the steam pipe and the water

jacket.

For comparison an experiment carried out with the bare

steam pipe is added, and it will be seen that, with the I*-'

covering, 77 to 78 per cent, of the heat transmitted bj

the bare pipe is retained, while with the worst covering

examined only 21 per cent, is retained.

Pasquay states (*' Wiirmeschutz in Dampfhctrieb," 1895)

that by using the best protective coating, in the most

favourable case, about 80 to s5 per cent, of the loss whicl

occurs from a naked steam pipe may be avoided—a figure

which corresponds closely with my results.

It will be noticed that there is a group of very efficier,

coverings, including magnesia sectional (thick), slag

wool sectional, and remauit. Secondly, comes a grout

of fairly efficient non-conductors, including the various mic

preparations. Thirdly, there is a group which bus abo,

halt the efficiency of the first-named, including eertai

asbestos rope coverings, plastic slagwool and the I-ero

mixture. The list concludes with coverings which cannot 1

described as non-conductors.
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Table I.

Experimental Data.

(a)

Description of Covering.

(6)

Mean

Thick-

(c) (d) (e)

Temperatures.

Inside

Pipe.

Surface Cold-
of Water

Lagging. Jacket.

1. Magnesia sectional, thick

2. Slag wool sectional

Ins.
1*

li',7

°c.
253
:y,--

I

v.i

I

H-5
15'T

Current
required
to keep
Tem-

perature
constant.

Amps.
2*05

-J -no

Calories
lost per
Hour per
250° C.

difference
betweeu

the sides.*

Cals.
55
60

Remarks.

3. Remanit [waste silk rope)

.

4. Mica, sectional, double .

5. Morlers composite

t>. Mica flexible, thick
7. Mica sectional. sin</!». ...

8. Mica flexible, thin
9. Magnesia sectional, thin
W. Remanit and slag wool .

.

11. Asbestos board and hair felt.

If

•2.'j4-.j

220

2
i
i

u
if

248
•J.'.l'j

'J 17

230
240-5

1 233

52
30

53
lil

64
66
67

17'

•21

13
17-;

14
12

23

•2-13

2-0

2- -2.-1

2 -35

2-35
2-4

01

63

OS

74
7t

83

HI

A thin layer of powdery material
formed on the hot surface by dis-
integration of the fibre.

The fibre is charred for \ in. depth.
This is about the hunt of tempera
ture at which remanit can be used.

It consists of slag wool surrounded bj
layers of hair felt and compressed
fibre, covered with painted canvas.

Tl.e cotton-fibre hair containing sla*
wool charred, and the contents were
scattered.

Huir felt badly charred.

12. Asbestos rope filled with magnesia

13, Asbestos cloth, ribbed
H. Asbestos rope filled with slag wool
15. Leroy mixture, (Kick
10. Asbestos cloth containing sections

filled with magnesia
17. Plastic slag wool covered with

black pitch

252

Mi

i

251
2 (v.'.

234

75
75

[771

15
1.3'

2

11

3-fl

:'-ci

315

lft 217-5 [76] 14'7 31

11 •235 7^ 11-5 3-2

US

120
1-21

I2s

132

Tli.- filling is contained in canvas
surrounded by woven asbestos; the
canvas is charred, and the filling

escapes.

Behaves like No. 12.

18. Asbestos rope filled with asbestos
fibre

19. Leroy mixture, thin
20. Creswell's plastic asbestos, No. 1.

21. .. „ ,. No. 2.
ii. Leroy asbestos, plastic
S3. Beunett-Lawes' plastic

11 250

354
230-5
2411

2311

212

[710

[80]
85
89
89-5
S7

18-7

23
23'.-,

24
22

2-95

3'37
3-25

3 35
8-4

31

•A. Bare pipe , 177 18 345

151
Hill

103
170
191

Owing to scarcity of material this
result was obtained with Is ins. of
asbestos rope, plns7 ins. of magnesia
sectional covering, but the result has
been calculated for a complete cover-
ing of asbestos rope.

242

Note.—Figures in brackets are interpolated, not experimental figures.
ii- .>;ix7

•The last column is calculated as follows:— Calories lost = C2Bjs -Tjjsr-

0'938'
|ier hour per difference of 230° between the sides = C 2 x H -

6 x 60 x 60 x —
not exceed 4 per cent, of the calculated beat losses.

In this connection it may be noted that while asbestos
ibre may be necessary as a binding material, or asbestos
loth may be used to carry a filling, asbestos itself is not
good insulating material. Bergmehl also appears to have
een over-estimated in this respect.
From the data recorded in Table I., it is possible to

ilculate, with some approach to accuracy, a coefficient of
3nductivity for the pipe coverings. (See Table II.) This
^efficient expresses the number of calories lost per hour,
er square metre of area, by transmission through 1 metre
F the insulating medium, with a difference of temperature

p 1° C. between the sides. Let Q = loss of heat recorded
•alories per hour) ; r, = half the outside diameter of the
pe in cm. ; r.

: half the outside diameter of the lagging in
o.

; / = length of pipe in cm. (instead of considering

I

e closed end of the tube separately, it is treated as an
ldition to the length of the tube) ; t, = temperature inside
pe

;
t.. = temperature on the surface of the lagging.

hen the coefficient of conductivity

—

K _ Q.loge (^).100

2 "-/.(/, -t t

)~

The resistance of the heater

250

(c)° - M

14*6 ohms. Calories lost

The probable experimental error does

This assumes that the conductivity of the iron pipe is

infinitely great compared with the conductivity of the
lagging—an assumption which does not introduce any
appreciable error.

In certain classes of work the weight of the covering is

important; details of the actual weight of covering on the

2-ft. length of pipe, as well as the weight per cubic foot, will

be found in Table III.

I have not found it possible to prepare a table of costs.

but in this connection it is obvious that an extra capital

outlay on a good insulator may lead to very important
economies in the fuel required for steam-raising.

In a factory with which I am acquainted, the total area of

pipes employed in the distribution of steam from the boiler

bouse to all parts of the factory is 730 square metres. At
the moderate computation of 3 kilos, of steam condensed
per square metre of naked pipe per hour, the condensation
would amount to 2,19U kilos, of water per hour, if the pipes

were uncovered, representing a loss of 2,750 tons of coal

per annum. Nearly 80 per cent, of this loss may be
avoided bv the use of an efficient covering.
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Table II.

< Coefficients of Conductivity.

Covering.*

Reman it

Magnesia sectional, thick
Step wool sectional
Morirv's composite
Mica sectional, double
Asbestos hoard and hair felt

Msra flexible, duck
Asbestos rope filled with slap wool
Asbestos rope filled with magnesia
Remanit and s, as- wool..
Asbestos cloth, ribbed
heroy mixture, think
Ashcstns rope tilled with asbestos fibre ...

Asbestos cloth containing sections filled

with magnesia
t'ressurH's ulastic asbestos. No. 1

No. 2

Plastic slag wool,covered with black pitch
l.ernv aslicstns plastic

Bennet t-Lawes' plast ie

j
Calories per sip m.

per hour.

0-039
D-OM
0'057
B-068
0-073
0-073
iriisl

0-09]

0-092
-094

0"118
0-129
0-133

tl-133

ir 112
nils
(1-151

0-11)1

0-181

• See note to Table III.

With the increasing tendency to use high-pressure steam

and superheated steam, the importance of selecting a good

insulating medium is greatly enhanced. In the factory

referred to above I have made a number of observations

regarding the amount of condensed moisture present in the

steam at different points. In each case steam has been

travelling at a fair rate past the point at which the test has

been made. A large calorimeter was used, made of tin-

plate surrounded by hair-felt and wood, and provided with

a lid of similar material and a disc stirrer. About 100

kilos, of cold water were used, and from 10 to 12 kilos, of

steam condensed. The rise in temperature was about 60° C.

Starting with superheated steam from the boiler house at

about 90 lb. pressure and a temperature of about 550° F.,

I have recorded from to 12 per cent, of condensed

moisture in the steam at distances of 140 to 4G0 ft. A
mean of 11 satisfactory experiments gave 6-2 per cent, of

condensed moisture. The distributing pipes were covered,

but not in a very efficient manner.

Table III.

Density of Material*.

Description of Covering.

L = I
o = «.=•

DC

ffl

p in

Gi
Sides

©c

lis
a

°3

6

l. Remanit
l. AshtMos cloth and hair

fell

:i. Remanil and slag "(vol ...

i. Magnesia Bed ional, thick.

,
r
,. Morlej oomposite i overing
6. Leroy mixture, thick —
7. Asbestos rope filled with

magnesia
B. Uibestos cloth and mog-

aesia

9, Asbestos cloth, nbbed—
hi. Slog wool, sectional

n. Asbestos rope lillcil with
slag wool

12. Mica Llexible. thicl

13. Ureswell's asbestos, plasl -

No.2
m. Mil ile . .

.

i; i .- well's asbe
v

I

ir,. Benneti Lie ..

17. .\ filled wild
I ire

is, i,,T(t\ '-. istic •

19, plas! ic slog wool

Kt In.

2 3

2 1

2 H
2

a i

2 l

2 1

2 H
2 i*
2 i;

2 l

2 14

•i 1
o 2

2 1
•>

1

•

1

2

In.

;

i

it

i*
H
i:

In.

41

4}
v
6

1

5

4
!

5}

11

3

t

1

710

1030
2000
2060
315"

1925

1670

2540
2B70
8280

1870
0(i-20

2550
7800

29..0

6*60

14
16
17
2(1

21

21

25
28
js

31

32

36
41

42
42

17

K

X,,i 1;. I a oi material have
tnented with, the results are only Riven with the

ring.

Duiiug a period when the steam was not superheated,

other conditions remaining the same, a mean of 12 satis-

factory tests gave 13-5 per cent, of condensed moisture.

This may serve as a further illustration of the extra-

ordinary loss of energy resulting from the condensation of

steam during its distribution in any large factory, and the

great importance of seeming an adequate covering for the

distributing mains.

Discission.

Mr. G. W. Slatted, inquired which was the best covering

in the opinion of the author, taking into consideration the

cost as well as the other qualities of the covering. Which
was the best method of protecting steam pipes exposed out

of doors from the weather ?

Mr. Winn inquired whether the amount of air coutained

in the cover had not a considerable effect on its efficiency^

The Chairman stated that he had been in the habit of

covering the pipes at his factory with a mixture of clay,

waste flax (known locally as "Shivvv-dan,"), cow-hair, ic,
worked up into a paste and applied as plastic covering,

finishing with a coat of pitch. This covering was cheap
and durable.

Mr. TuoBr Whitaker said he had had a large

experience with steam-pine covering, and had covered
many miles of piping in Bradford dyeworks with magnesia
sectional covering. Unfortunately, like most covers, this n as

liable to be damaged when pipes were taken down and their

positinn altered, and he had found it advisable to coat the

magnesia covering with a mixture such as Mr. Bedford had
described, finishing with two coatings of pitch or boiled

tar. This formed a weather-proof covering, and the pipes

covered in this manner could be taken down and replaced

without the covering tumbling to pieces.

Mr. Davies, in reply, stated that he was not prepared to

recommend one cover as being superior to all others. He
had found difficulties in ascertaining the cost of material,

these costs appearing to be somewhat elastic. Wherever
steam pipes were covered it was advisable to finish off

the cover with a coat of canvas and paint, whether for

indoor or outdoor use. In reply to Mr. Ward, the amount
of air present in a covering was of great importance, and

the best covering consisted of a mass of minute air cells,

separated by walls of non-conducting material. Unfor-

tunately, the difficulty was to discover a material which

was non-conducting, and stable at the high temperatures

employed, and which would permanently retain a light

porous texture. With regard to the covering the chairman

employed, he was quite unable to recommeud it, and hi

considered that it would prove very inefficient comparei

with the coverings of which he had spoken.

THE AMOUNT OF COCOA BUTTER CONTAINED
IN THE COCOA BEAN.

BT 8. II. DAVIES, M.S.., AND li. (.. MCLEI.LAN", Ala .

The physical and chemical constants of cocoa butter hav

been exhaustively dealt with by I.ewkowitsch (this J

1899, .">56), but so far as I am aware no coinmuuicatio

regarding the percentage of cocoa batter in the beau h:

been made to this Society. The matter is one of son

importance to food analysts who are called upon 1

the amount of pure cocoa present in samples of commeic
chocolate. It might be supposed that tin amount of tl

chief constituent of such a well-known substauee hi

already been determined with great accuracy, but this

not the case.

On examining a section of the cotyledons, or ken

(known commercially as cocoa-nibs) under the tnicrosco|

it will be found to consist of cells, some of which e

coloured, and others contain crystals of fat associated »

very small starch granules and albuminoid substanc

These cells are not permeable to fat solvents, and it

ary to disrupt them by mechanical means be

cell contents can come in contact with the solvents.

It is probably owing to this fact, that all till

estimations of the percentage of fat iu cocoa nibs

too low.
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Our work is entirely concerned with the percentage of

cocoa butter in the roasted nibs, this being the only value

of commercial importance.

Ridenour (Amer. J. I'h-irm., 1895, 202) has given values

which varv from 37 to 50 per cent, for different varieties of

bean, which are certainly too low.

The most reliable determinations are those by Heisch

(Analyst. 1, 142) and Zipperer (Untersuchungen iiber

Kakao, &<:., 1887). They are given in Table I.

Table I.

Percentage of Cocoa Butler in Roasted Cocoa Xihs.

Heisch. Zipperer.

Caracas
Puerto Cabello
Trinidad (inferior)

Surinam
Arriba
<

. navaqud
Grenada
Port au Prince ....

Bahia
Cuba
Para

Mean..

48-4 49-2*
48* 1

40-4 4s* 11

6f4 •frss
.-.1I-H7

48-8 52 *09

45*6
46*9

;,u 3
45 3
WO
W63 4:<-;i

Our determinations range over two years, and represent

samples taken from bulk lots on the London market, with

the exception of the Jamaica cocoas ; these came direct

from the island.

The beans were roasted fully, but with careful precautions

against burning; tbey were then broken and winnowed, to

remove all the husk, and the nibs very finely ground on
stones in a small mill. The resulting pasty mass was
co. 'ltd quickly to prevent any separation of butter, and the

I

mass of cocoa carefully sampled by taking scrapings from
different parts of the block. Two grams of this sample
are exhausted in a Soxhlet extractor with petroleum ether.

The latter has been subjected to fractional distillation, and
the fraction boiling between 40° and 50° C. is used for the
extraction. The treatment with petroleum ether lasts over-
night. After distilling off the ether, the residue is heated
for four hours at 95° C, cooled, and weighed. Petroleum
ether will be found more satisfactory than ether for this

purpose. Ether extracts theobromine and some of the

colouring matter of the cocoa in addition to the fat.

An experiment was made to determine the extent to

which an alteration iu roasting affectei the proportion of
fat.

Table II.

Roasted Cocoa Nibs (Trinidad).

Mnisture. Fat

52-7

We conclude that the small variations in our roasting
would not appreciably affect the comparisons given in our
next table. The individual tests, and the mean for each
country, are given in Table III. This gives a general mean
of 54 - 44 per cent., or 5 per cent, higher than Heisch's and
Zipperer'-* results.

In the case of the Jamaica cocoas, the exact history of
which was known, it was possible to observe the effect

of fermentation of the cocoa bean on the fat contents.
These figures are shown in Table III. As might have
been expected, prolonged fermentation results in the loss

of some of the carbohydrate and alhuminoid constituents
of the bean, leaving a substance richer in fat.

We agree with the earlier observers that there is not
sufficient variation in the percentage of fat in different kinds
of bean to enable the country of origin to be established
from this determination. Probably the percentage varies

chiefly with the richness of the soil and with the method of
curing adopted, aud is not dependent upon the locality.

Table III.

Ei PiDOE. Vl M-ZUELA. DrTCH GrnvA, Brazil. Africix.

Ui-an.. 'I'"'

Arriba. Other Varieties. East of Caracas. West of Caracas. Surinam. Para (Amazon). Bahia. West Coast.

56-70 50*95 52*2S 53-10 .55-17 55-80 55-58 5 1
• s:,

68*03 5t*l'Sl 54-27 5465 57*55 55 -83 .55 -s7 54 "3
54-68 52-511 50-45 55-15 5*"22 52-3.5 52-43
56-82 ::i-7J 50-15 54-os 55 itt 52-1.5
62-55 53-07 49-47 51-01 .53 -24 54-22

51-95 52-12 53-92 54-52
51 93 54-06 5656 55-39
50-12 52'13

52-:;s

5.5-20 54-10
55-07

51-82 55-00

.52 --7 51-33

Trinidad.

.55- -J7

54-M

53-97
55-58
5.5 13

.5.5" 1.5

'an.. 51 -.57

West Indies.

Grenada. Dominica.

55*15
5-2-88

: 5-M2
55*03
.',4*92

54*66
58-59
511*56

56-14
54*51

5 55
.55*17

.57*32

.54* s7
53-31
5.5-,;.5

-

55-31

55*25
5 1'- -

54*14

.5.5*03

Santo
Domingo.

Samana.

54-25
56-10
55-10
56-20
65*24

Un-
fermented,

5r-i

i

55*21

.51'! i

54*87
56*2 '

53 ' 4.5

55-80

Jamaica.

Mildly
Fermented.

Fully
Fermented.

58-55
5S--S

53-92
53-92
53-50
•---7-7 4

57*92
57-89
57*46
55-98
56-11
.56 -1,5

57*50
58-72

.56*73

57 'in '

57 "56

58*75
57*63
57*:>7

56*93
56 -OS

Highly
Fermented.

59 *0S
59- H
58-35
.5- -S3

56-87
57-90
57*2 I

59*35
57*22
57*41
57- is

.Mean 66*75

Ceylox.

5 1*57

52*25

50*32
54-15

52-09

54*43

52*15

General Mean, 54*44 percent.
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DlS< l SSION,

Dr. CHAPLIN inquired what time was necessary for the
full extraction of the cocoa butter j he also wished to know
wliether the introduction of fats other than cocoa !>utter

was permissible in commercial chocolates.

Mr. G. Wakd asked whether cocoa butter extracted from
beans from different countries was uniform in constitution.

Mr. Dixo.v inquired whether there was any great differ-

ence in the ainouut of extract obtained by using ethyl

ether as compared with petroleum ether.

Mr. Davies, in reply, stated that they had usually started

the extraction in the afternoon and allowed it to proceed
for an hour or so ; then the packet of cocoa stood in

Petroleum Ether overnight, and the exhaustion wa- con-

tinued for two or three hours the next day. With regard
to the constitution of chocolate, it was illegal to use other

fat to replace cocoa butter in many European countries,

but in England the constitution of chocolate has never
been legally defined, and it would be possible to use any
foodstuffs in the preparation of chocolate. He expected
that the addition of other fats would l,e forbidden in the

future in England. He had not elaborately examined the

cocoa butters from different countries to see if they had
the same chemical constitution, but the physical character-

istics of the taste, odour, melting point, &c., were the

same, and he had no reason to suppose that there was

any difference in the chemical constitutions. Ethyl ether
appeared to extract from 02 to 0'5 per cent, more ma-
terial from the cocoa beau than petroleum ether.

©bttuarp.

MI. ANDREW PEEBLES AITKEX,

Professok of Chemists and Toxicology is the
Royal (Dick) Veterinary College, Edinburgh

;

Member of the Society of Chemical Industry.

Dr. A. P. Aitken was a native of Edinburgh, and w.s
educated in the Edinburgh University, where he took
the degree of Master of Arts in 1867, of Bachelor of
Science in the department of Physical Science in 1871,
and finally of Doctor of Science in the department of
Chemistry in 1873. He then studied at Heidelberg,
and on his return to Edinburgh was appointed assistant

to Professor Crum Brown and Demonstrator of Practical
Chemistry in Edinburgh University. His final aopoint-
ment was to the Professorship of Chemistry in the
Dick Veterinary College in 1875. He died on Sunday,
April 17th, at his residence in Edinburgh.
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I.-PLANT, APPARATUS AND MACHINERY.

Superheated Steam for Petroleum Boriuas. W. Szavnok.

Xaphta, 1904, 12, 17—19.

Most of the existing engines in use in the Borvslaw

(Galicia) district have insufficient heating space in the

boilers to satisfactorily deal with the task of boring the

deep wills now required. By introducing superheaters in

the boiler smoke boxes, however, the author finds the

increased efficiency of the dry steam reduces the con-

sumption of fuel by about 15 per cent. At the same time

there is practically no condensation in the live steam pipe,

and the use of superheated steam in the atomiser dimini-h

the consumption for this purpose. The best results with

superheater are obtained when the effect of this apparat

is to reduce the temperature of the effluent flue gases

273 C, this being the point at which the maximum weii:

of gas can pass through the smoke stack.—C. S>

Hydro-e.r tractors.

English Patents.

M. de Marcheville, Paris. EDg.

6925, March 85, 1903.

-i i Addition, of Mav 13, 1902, to Fr. Pat. 291,015

this J., 1903, 355.—T. F. B.
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Filtering Apparatus. R. E. Ellis, London. From Ma-
sehinenfabrik Greveubroich, Grevenbroich. Eng. Pat.

4575, Feb. 24, 1904.

Hollow arms are provided with perforated pipes depend-
ing from them and penetrating the filtering medium. When
the latter has become clogged, water is forced through the

arms, which are rotated, and the filter is thus cleansed.

Means are provided for carrying off the muddy wash water
and for injecting water under the porous floor of the filter.

—W. H. C.

Hotary Driers. 1). tlvupe, Davenport. Eng. Pat. 15,955,
July 18, 1903.

The horizontal rotary drier with internal steam flues,

described in U.S. Pat. 059,299 of 1900, is fitted with a
steam chamber at the outlet end into which the ends of the

-team flues are fixed, and this steam chamber is provided
with a special drain trap and outlet, as well as steam inlet

;

the chamber rotates with the drier. At the other end, the
steam flues pass through holes in a perforated plate forming
one portion of an end chamber, and are connected beyond
this plate together in groups of two or more, by small steam
chambers provided with cleaning doors opposite the steam
flues. In this way the contraction and expansion of the
steam flues does not interfere with the working. The drier
is supported on rollers, and suitable feed and discharge
openings are provided.

—

W. H. C.

Vacuum Evaporating Apparatus ; Piled . T. Suzuki,
Sunamura. Eng. Pat. 3165, Feb. 9, 1904.

Each evaporating pan is constructed of several superposed
segments or " drums," with suitable heating coils. At the
top there is a rotating distributing coil, and between the
segments are arranged overflow valves, operated from with-
out. The liquid to be evaporated flows from segment to

segment in each pan, whereby very rapid and economical
evaporation is effected.—W. H. C.

freezing of" Liquid Gases " on the Discharge thereoffrom
Storage Vessels; Method and Apparatus for Prevent-
ing . L. von Orth, lierlin. Eng. Pat. 4694, Feb. 25,
1904.

The outlet pipe from the 8tora;e vessel has a spiral open-
ing, so that the issuing liquefied gas impinges on the walls

j
of an outer tube of larger bore. This tube has ribs on its

f I outer side, and is surrounded by a casing, " through which
i a heating liquid medium is made to flow " in a " serpentiue
direction." The liquefied gas is only heated after it has

,

begun to expand.— VV. H. C.

French Patents.

\Forcing and Drawing off Liquids, Inflammable, or those

which evolve Explosive Gases; Process for . C.
Martini and H. Hiineke. Fr. Pat. 337,71)3, Feb. 28,

t 1903.

3kb Eng. Pat. 4233 of 1903 ; this J., 1904, 14.—T. F. P..

Furnace. J. Kitz. Fr. Pat. 337,770, Dec. 16, 1903.

|5ee Eng. Pat. 27,613 cf 1903 ; this J., 1901, 363.—T. F. B.

II.-FUEL, GAS. AND LIGHT.

ion CarbonylferrocyaniJe ; a Constituent of Spent Oxide.

M. Stoecker. VII., page 488.

sulphur; Determination of in Calcium Carbide.
H. Lidholm. XXIII., page 504.

English Patents.

Coke Ovens. T. von Bauer, Berlin. Eng. Pat. 17,327,
Aug. 10, 1903.

'v a special arrangement of flues and air channels, and by
lacing the return-gas channels below the gas-distributing
lannels, the same ovens can be operated for either " direct

indirect production," and for hand or mechanical charging.
jecial plugs are provided for altering the distribution of

gas. Steam can be injected into the gas flues to clear them
of deposits, and is also injected through the coking coal to
increase the yield of tar and ammonia.—W. H. C.

S ilidified Liquids [Hydrocarbons, Alcohols'] Manufacture
of , and of a Materia! therefor. E. Raynaud, Spy.
Eng. Pat. 7860, April 4, 1903.

Liquids, such as hydrocarbons or alcohols, may be solidified
by the addition of 0-4 to 10 per cent, (according to the
degree of hardness desired) of a mixture of sodium silicate
and saponified fat, which may be made by saponifying
"cocoa-butter" with caustic soda, and adding four to five,

times the weight of sodium silicate. This mixture should
he heated with the liquid to be solidified at about 4(i ('..

with stirring.—T. F. B.

Fuel [Briquettes'] ; Artificial . E. J. Hoffman f.nl
W. d. Clark, Chicago. Eng. Pat. L887, Jan. 25, 1904.

The fuel is made by intimately mixiog 92 per cent, of coal
dust or crushed co.ii, 3i per per cent, of crude petroleum.
2^ per cent, of rosin, and 2 per cent, of soda asb, the last
three ingredients being first melted together ; the mass is
then formed iuto briquettes.—L. F. G.

House or other Refuse ; Process of Treating for
Converting it into Substances of Commercial Utility
[Fuel Briquettes]. T.G.Charlton. Eug. Pat. 10 304
July 24, 1903. XVIII. B., page 500.

Gas from Petroleum Oils; Generation of for General
Purposes, particularly for Use with Burners for Steam
Generation and tike purposes. E. R. Bridson, Notting-
ham. Eng. Pat. 14,335, June 27, 1903.

Oil is pumped through a vaporising coil, which surrounds
a burner, the latter being fed with a portion of the vapour
from the coil. The supplies of oil to the coil and vapour to
the burner are controlled automatically by diaphragm
valves. The apparatus is put in operation by burning some
spirit in a gutter surrounding the vaporising burner, and
pumping oil into the coil by means of a hand pump. The
main portion of the vapour generated, is led to the motor or
other place of consumption.— II. ]!.

< 'oal Gas ; Apparatus for the Purification of .

R. Good, Croydou, and S. Spencer. London. Eng. Pat
23,045, Oct. 24, 1903.

A hydraulic main, of the form described in Eng. Pat.
7258 of 1885, is fitted longitudinally and transversely with
horizontal tiers of pipes, open at each end to the atmosphere,
for inducing the more rapid condensation of the tar, &c,
within the main. The outlet for the tar and liquor is pro-
vided with regulating and cleaning devices. A washer of
the kind referred to in Eng. Pat. 2317 of 1881, is constructed
with similarly arranged condensing pipes, and other
modifications of details are introduced.— H. B.

Gases; Apparatus for Producing a Mixture of or
of Gas and Airfor Illuminating Furptoses. II. H. Lake,
London. From Selas Ges., Berlin. Eng. Pat. 50S8'
March 4, 1903.

See Fr. Pat. 333,033 of 1903 ; this J., 1903, 1287—T. F. B.

Acetylene Gas; Process for the Purification of . A.
Landriset, Gampel. Eng. Pat. 7490, March 31, 1903.

See Fr. Pat. 330,180 of 1903; this J., 1903, 1080.—T.F. B.

Carburelling Air hy Means of Naphthalene, and Generating
Naphthalene Vapow in connection with Lamps for
Lighting Purposes. G. P. J. Lion, Paris. Eng. Pat.
11,561, May 21, 1903. Under Internal. Conv., May 21,
1902.

See Fr. Pat. 321,495 of 1S02 ; this J., 1903, 205.—T. F.B.

Producer Gas and the like ; Manufacture of . E.
Bovine and II. Breuilie, Paris. Eng. Pat. 25,763, Nov. 25,
1903.

SEEFr. Pat. 330,786 of 1903; this J., 1904, 365.—T. F. B.
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Mantles ; Manufacture of Incandescent .

1'. B. Grundy, Kichmond. Eng. Pat. 10,852, May 13, 1903.

The filaments of which "artificial silk" is composed are
twisted together in a manner similar to that in which cotton
yarn is twisted to produce knitting cotton, and the two-ply
or three-ply cord thus formed is knitted into fabrics as usual".

The latter are then impregnated with a solution containing
Id—20 per cent, of the usual oxides, dried, treated with
ammonia gas or soaked in a strong solutiou of ammonia,
dried, and burned off.—H. B.

French Patents.

Gasfrom Pulverised Combustibles ; Process and Apparatus
for Producing . G. Marconnet. Fr. Pat. 337,514,
Dec. 8. 1903.

El i.vKRisEo fuel is allowed to fall down a vertical conduit,
the lower end of which opens into an ash-box. The par-
ticles of fuel are burned during their fall, by means of
suitable burners, the a9h being collected in the box beneath,
whilst the gas is led off to the motor or other apparatus in
which it is to be used. In the apparatus described, the fuel
conduit or shoot, constructed of refractory material, is of
rectangular cross-section, and the walls are perforated with
series of orifices serving to admit air and gas respectively,
and to maintain the flames required for burning the fuel
during its fall. Parallel passages supply the airland gas to
the orifices, and the whole is surrounded by a body of coke.
The gas, produced by the combustion of the powdered fuel,
on issuing from the lower end of the shoot, is led up through
.the surrounding coke, whereby any accompanying dust is

removed.—H. B.

Pi/rophoric Alloys for Use in Igniting and Illuminating.
C. Auer von Welsbach. Fr. Pat. 337,320, Oct. 31, 1903.

Pvrt'jPHORic alloys are prepared by fusing together one or
more of the rare-earth metals (lanthanum, cerium, &c.) and
iron, the best results having been obtained on adding 30
per cent, of iron. The iron may he wholly or partly replaced
by nickel or cobalt. On rubbing such an alloy with a file

or the like, brilliant sparks are emitted, which are capable
of igniting, with certainty and almost immediately, a mixture
of air and combustible gas. The alloys may be used for
illumination, or for the ignition of gases.—H." B.

Mantles; Manufacture of Incandescence . F. Haan,
A. Krausz, and Z. Sziklai. Fr. Pat. 337,475, Nov. 12,
1903.

Mantles are made as usual from a solution composed of
water, 1,000 parts; thorium nitrate, 300—500 parts;
cerium nitrate, 2—4; cobalt nitrate. 0*5; ammonium
nitrate, 1; aluminium nitrate. 0"5; lead nitrate. 1;
"tartar," 1 ; and 0-5 to 1 part of "nitrate of sepia or of
mother-of-pearl, that is, of the salts formed by dissolving
these substances iu nitric acid."—H. 13.

Mantles ; Manufacture of Incandescence .

G. H. Maisch. Fr. Pat. '.337,371, Nov. 17, 1903.

Si i I ,S. Pat. 712.5G2; this J., 19(12, 1527.— 11. B.

Incandescence Filaments fir Electric Lighting; Manu-
facture <>l . Siemens and Halske A.-G. Fr. Pat.
3 7,G08, Dec. 12, 1903.

t - lsdescenoe filaments are made from tantalum or
niobium by drawing or rolling tin metal into fine tubes,

filled or not with conductors of the first or second class.

—H. 11.

IIL-DESTRUCTIVE DISTILLATION,

TAE PRODUCTS, PETROLEUM,
AND MINERAL WAXES.

Petroleum Barings; Superheated Steam for .

W. Szaynok. 1

Petroleum; Determining Impurities [Water] in Bort/slaw
(Galicia) . M. Wiclezyuski. XXIII., page 504.

United States Patent.

Still for Crud> Bituminous Material. H. W. Ash, Cam-
bridge, Assignor to Warren Bros. Co., Charleston.
17. -v Pat. 757,387, April 12, 1904.

An upright still is heated directly by a furnace below it.

and also by the furnace gases, whieh are led into a chamber
surrouuding the sides of the still. The products of com-
liu-tiou of the furnace pass from this chamber to a blower,

whence thev are forced through the material which is being
distilled.—T. F. B.

French Patent.

Greases [Lubricants'], Plasters, and Waterproofing Com-
positions [Paints]

i Process ofMaking . J. Girard
and P. J. Tabourin. Fr. Pat." 337,753," Dec. 15, 1903.

Ozokerite is employed in the manufacture of lubricants

(e.g., mixed with naphtha) ; in making waterproof paints

(e.u., mi\ed with paralfiu wax, petroleum residue, and
colouring matters) ; and for similar purposes.—T. F. B.

IV.-COLOURING MATTERS AND
DYESTUFFS.

o-Tolidi?ic ; Constitution of . G. Schultz, (3. Bolide,

and F. Vicari. Per., 1904, 37, 1401—1402.

The diaminoditolvl (o-tolidine) prepared from o-nitro-

toluene is generally regarded as having the constitution

[4.3](NH.,)(CH3)C
(
.,H3 .CC

H3
(CH3)(XH

:
,)[3.4], both on

account of its method of preparation and its behaviour,

which is analogous to that of benzidine (di-p-diaminodt- '

phenyl), but no complete proof of the correctness of this

formula has hitherto been found. This proof is now
supplied by the authors, who have found that the hydro-

carbon prepared from o-tolidine by means of its hydrazine

compound is identical with the hydrocarbon

—

[3](CH3).C H4 .C6H4(CH 3)[3].

obtained by treating jn-iodotoluene with sodium.— A. S.

Indole from lndoxyl ; Preparation of . D. Vorlander
and O. Apelt. Ber., 1904, 37, 1134—1135.

Indoxtlic acid and indoxyl are readily reduced to indi

by reduction iu alkaline solution, either with sodium
amalgam or with caustic alkali and zinc dust. The yields

are satisfactory.— E. 1'.

Amino- and Amiiioln/dro.iy-diphent/lamines. R. Guelnii

and G. Weber. J. prakt. Chem., 1904, 69, 223—244.

DiMETHYi.-/)-diamiuodiphenylaniine is prepared either by

oxidation of dimethvl-p-phenylenediamine with aniline and

reduction of the iudamine so obtained, or by condensation ol

dimethyl-p-phenylenediamine with n-aminophenol. It yield?

no dyestuff if heated alone with sulphur, but if heated will

sulphur in presence of phenol, sulphuretted hydrogen it

evolved and a sulphide dyestuff is obtained which d\<

cotton in yellow shades. Dimethyltriaminodiphenylamirj
is prepared by reducing the iudamine obtained from tb'

oxidation of dimethyl-p-phenylenediamine with 1 mol. o

m-pbeii) lcnediamine. On melting with sulphur and pbeno
this substance yields a sulphide dyestuff which dyes cotto

iu dark greenish - black shades. ]>imetliyl-/'-dinniine-;;

hydroxydipheiiylamiue is obtained by condensing dimetby
p-phenylenediumine with resoreinol. With nitrous acid

yields a nitrosamine which is transformed by hydrochlori

arid into the p-nitroso compound. This latter react< wit

amines and phenols to form oxazine dyestuffs. Those pr.

duced with diphenylamine, jS-naphthol, and dimethyl-*

atiiinoplieiml are blueinshade. With formaldehyde, din

p-amino-m-hydroxydiphenylatuiue forms either dimethyl'

amiuo-m-bydroxybenzyl alcohol or the diplieuvlmetha

compound, CHj[C H3(OH).XH.Cli
H

4
X(CHj) s] s

,'accordi

to the proportions used. On oxidation with tertiary amir,

the latter gives triphenylmethaue dyestuffs. ( >u melti

dimethyl-p-amino - m- hydroxydiphenj 'amine with Bodii

sulphide and sulphur, sulphide dyestuff is formed nW
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dyes cotton in green to greenish-blue shades. p-Dimetbyl-

aoiino-7-hydroxvnaphthaleue is obtained from dimethyl-/)-

phenv lenediainiue and 2.7-dihydroxynaphthalene.— K. F.

Hydroxyquinone ; Condensation of with Aldihydes.

C. Liebermann and S. Lindenbaum. Ber., 1904, 37,
1171—1180.

One niol. of benzaldehvde condenses with 2 mols. of

hydroxyquinone in presence of concentrated sulphuric acid

to form" a tripheuylmethane d\ .stuff of the constitution—

, CsH.COH),
CCH,.C< >0\ C6

H
2
(OH) = O

ch is converted by amyl nitrite and hydrochloric acid
> an isonitroso compound, which, on boiling with dilute
nhuric ueid, forms 3-methoxyflavonol. This is saponified
hydriodic acid to 3-hydroxyfiavonol

—

(HO)C
6H3 .O.C(C6H5) : C(0H).C0

I

|

;h dyes in pale vellow shades on alumina mordant*.
- E. F.

which dyes intensely on basic mordants, reddish-oraDge on
alumina and greyish-violet on iron oxide, not very tast to

light. An analogous dyestuff is obtained if the benzalde-

hyde be replaced by acetaldehyde. The properties of the

product are very similar, but the dyeings produced by it

are redder in shade than those from the benzaldehvde

derivative. With formaldehyde no dyestuff is produced,

[the product obtained being hexahydroxydiphenylmethane.
With pyrogallol aud phloroglueinol, benzaldehvde reacts

und;r the same conditions in equimolecular proportions,

vielding colourless compounds possessing no dyeing

properties.—E. F.

Benzimidazoles, and Dyestuffs derived (herefrom. O. Kvm.
Ber., 1901, 37, 1070—1074.

lli TRiAMixiiBENZiMiDAZOLE derivative, /)-amiuo-a-phenyl-

IX-p-aminophenol-m-aminobenzimidazole, is best obtained

iv partially reducing o-p-dinitro-p'-ainiuodipheuylainiiie to

i-p'-dianiino-p-nitrodiphenylamine, heating this with p-

litrobenzoyl chloride, thus forming p-nitro-a-phenyl-X-p-

litrobenzoylaminopheoyl-m-nitrobenzimidazole and subse-

(uently reducing. The base, when diazotised and coupled
dth other compounds, yields dyestuffs which have less

.utility for cotton and dye in redder shades than those

erived from diaininobenzimidazole derivatives.—E. F.

"riplienylmethane Dyestuffs ; Colour Bases of .

; A. Baeyer and V. Villiger. Ber., 1904, 37," 1183—
I 1184.

W treatment with alkali, Aniline Blue forms the corrc-

\ landing phenyliinide, C37H29X3 , which is black. < in

rinding with caustic soda solution, Parafuchsin yields a
ilynier of the corresponding imide, which can be reerystal-

*d from xylene aud which differs from the earbinol in

MDg extremely insoluble and difficult to crystallise. Its

opiricai formula is C19H 17N -.. In the ease of -New Euehsin
e monomolecular quinoue-iuiide is formed aud is already

,J iiown as Hoinolka's base.—E. F.

Hydroxyflavonol ; Synthesis: of . S. v. Kostanecki
and M. I.. Stoppani. Ber., 1904, 37, 1180—1182.

lkonol is condensed with beuzaldebyde to form 2'-

droxy-4'-methoxychaikone, accordiug to the equation

—

| jC6H3(OCB ;i
)OH.(COCH

3
)[l : 3 : 4] + C6Hs.CHO =

C6H3(OCH-)OH(CO.CH : CH.CCH5) + H»0.

4 boiling with alcohol and sulphuric acid, this is converted
1,4a 3-methoxyrlavanone

—

(CH30)C6U3 . . CH(C6H5) . CH2 . CO
I I

Orsellinic Acid ; Constitution of . F. Henrich.
Ber., 1904, 37, 1400—1415.

Br treating 1 mol. of orsellinic acid ethyl ester dissolved
in caustic soda solution with a solution of diazobenzene
chloride prepared from 2 mols. of aniline, benzene-disazo-
orsellinic acid ethyl ester, (C„H,X.

:) 2 :C,-(CH3)(OH)„
(COOCaHs), is produced, m. pt. 186° C, easily soluble in"

cold benzene aud toluene and in hot petroleum naphtha
(ligroin), alcohol, and glacial acetic acid. This disazo com-
pound was reduced with stannous chloride and hydrochloric
acid, and the reduction product heated with concentrated
hydrochloric acid for five hours at 160° C. The diamine
obtained was identical with diamino-orcinol, C' H(CHj)
(OH)2('NHs)j[1.3.5.2.4], and consequently orsellinic

acid niust have the constitution C6H2(CH3)(OH) 2(COOH)
[1.3.5.6]. This view was confirmed by a determination
of the dissociation-constant of the acid. ( Istwald has
shown that the electric conductivity of an acid is increased
considerably if it contain a hydroxyl group ortho to the
earboxyl group, and to a much greater degree if there are
two li.» droxyl groups ortho to the earboxyl group. The
• lis^ociation-constant of orsellinic acid is 0-0127, but that

of the so-called p-orsellinic acid is 4-1; heuce the true

formula for orsellinic acid is that given above, whilst the
i-titution of p-orsellinic acid must be C6H.,(CH3)(< >H)

(CUOH)[1.3.5.4].—A. S.

Aihino-Orsellinic Acid Ethyl Ester ; Derivatives of .

Formation of Litmus Dyestuffs. F\ Henrich aud K.
Dorschky. Ber., 1904, 37, 1416—1421.

It has been previously shown (this J., 1897, 529; 1902,
1450) that by the oxidation of jS-amino-orcinol in alkaline
solution, a mixture of dyestuffs is produced, of which those
insoluble in alcohol greatly resemble the dyestuffs of
litmus insoluble in alcohol. The authors have" now sub-
jected the amino-orsellinic acid, C,-,H(CH3)(XH.>)( I >II

I

COOH[1.6.3.5.2], corresponding to 0-amino-orcinol, to
oxidation in alkaline solution. A well-cooled solution of

1 mol. of the hydrochloride of amino-orsellinic acid ethyl
ester was treated with 2 mols. of potassium hydroxide
dissolved in a small quantity of water. The mixture
oxidises rapidly in the air and becomes coloured red with
a vivid fluorescence. After 48 hours, the mixture was
acidified, and the reddish-brown precipitate filtered off.

The product crystallises from acetic ester mostly in orange-
coloured needles, with an intense blue lustre, but occasion-
ally also in greenish scales. It is easily soluble in warm
glacial acetic acid and alcohol and in cold benzene ; its

alcoholic solution is fluorescent. The dyestuff greatly
resembles those discovered by Weselski, and proved to be
phenoxazine derivatives (this J., 1890, 489, 600). If more
than 2 mols. of alkali be used and the solution be not
cooled, the earboxyl gronp is split off, and non-fluorescent
dyestuffs are obtained similar to those obtained by the
oxidation of amino-orcinol. The authors consider it

probable that the two classes of dyestuffs present in litmus,
viz., (1) fluorescent dyestuffs soluble in alcohol, and (2)
non-fluorescent dyestuffs insoluble iu alcohol, are produced
from erythro esters of orsellinic acid in a similar manner to
the formation of the dyestuffs from orsellinic acid ethyl
ester as already described.—A. S.

English Patents.

Basic Colouring Matters; Manufacture of Soluble Com-
pounds or Salts of [for Soaps, Varnish, A<\\
J. Y. JohnsoD, London. From Badische Anilin und
Soda Fabrik, Ludwigshafen. Eng. Pat. 12,681, June 5,
1903.

Soldblb compounds, suitable for colouring scap, wax,
varnish, or printing ink, are obtained by the action of
alkalis or alkaline salts, on the insoluble compounds of
basic dyestuffs and the higher fatty acids. For example,
20 parts of caustic soda lye (containing 35 per cent, of
sodium hydroxide) are added to a mixture of 100 parts of
oleic acid and 30 parts of the free base of Benzyl Violet, at

100' C. To prepare a coloured varnish, 500 parts of
liter's varnieh " are added to the above mixture previous

to the addition of the alkali.—T. F. B.

c 2

I
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Sulphurised Colouring Matters [Sulphide Dyestuffs] ;

Manufacture of Green . C. I). Abel. London.
From Aet.-Ges. f. Aniliufabrikstion, Berlin. Kng.

Pat. 11,(103, May 14, 190:s.

See Fr. Pat. 332,104 of 1903; this J., 1903, 1192.—T. F. B.

Sulvhur Dues [Sulphide Dyestuffs] : Manufacture, of
Blue . G. B. Ellis, London. From Cbem. Fabr.

vorm. Sandoz, Basle. Eng. Pat. 12,879, June 8, 19o3.

Seb Fr. Pat. 333,560 of 1903 ; thisj., 1903, 1241.—T. F. B.

United States Patents.

1 .5 - Nitroanthraquinone Sulphonic Acid [Anthracene

Dyesluff']. K. E. Schmidt, Elberfeld. Assignor to

Farbenfabr. of Elberfeld Co., New York. U.S. Pat.

757.057, April 12, 1904.

See Fr. Pat. 334,576 of 1903 ; this .)., 1904, .57— T. F. B.

1 . R - Nitroanthraquinone Sulphonic Acid [Anthracene

Dyestuffs]. R. E. Schmidt, Elberfeld, Assignor to

Farbenfabr. of Elberfeld Co., New York. U.S. Pat.

757.058, April 12, 1904.

See Fr. Pat. 334,576 of 1903 ; this J., 1904, 57.—T. F. B.

Lake ; Blue lied [from Azo Dyestuff], and Process

of Making same. G. Gullbransson, Assignor to Farb-

vrerke vorm. Meister, Lucius und llriining, Hoeehst-on-

the-Maine. U.S. Pat. 7.57,109, April 12, 1904.

See Eng. Pat. 23,830 of 1902; this J., 1903, 1055.—T. F.B.

Oxidising Organic Compounds. M. Moest, Assignor to

Farbwerke vorm. Meister. Lucius und Pruning, Hoeehst-

on-the-Maine. U.S. Pat. 757,136, April 12, 1904.

See Eng. Pat. 19,178 of 1902 ; this J., 1903, 945.—T. F. B.

French Patents.

Indigo ; Process for Making . fie. Paris. Coul.

d'Aniline. Fr. Pat. 337,634, Feb. 26, 1903.

See Eng. Pat. 453S of 1903 ; this J.. 1904, 16.—T. F. B.

[Sulphide] Dyestuffs; Production of Brown . Soc.

pour Find. Chim. a Bale. Fr. Pat. 337,316, (let. 26,

1903.

Dyestuffs dyeing unmordanted cotton in various shades

of brown, from a dvebath containing an alkali sulphide,

are obtained by heating a mixture of an alkylated m-amino-
phenol or one of its substitution products, with an aromatic

amine or phenol, or their substitution products, in presence

of sulphur.—A. B. S.

Aminothioalphyl Derivatives and Azo Sulphide Dyestuffs
derived therefrom ; Production of New . [Sulphide

Dt/estuft*.] Sue. pour Find. Chim. a Bale. Fr. Pat.

337,329, Nov. .5, 1903.

If dinitrophenylthiocyanate, which is obtained by heating

a mixture of dichlorobenzene, alcohol, ami potassium thio-

cyanate, be partially reduced with ammonium sulphide, a

red crystalline powder is formed consisting of amino-
nitrothiophenyl. In a similar raanmr, dinitrophonvltbio-

carbatnide and other dinitrophenyl-thio derivatives, and also

those derived from trinitrocblorobenzene, dinitrochloro-

hen/ene sulphonic acid and other similar substances,

can be converted into nitroaminothio derivatives. These
derivatives can be diazotised and combined with amines,
phenols, &C. to form azo dyestuffs. All these azo dyestuffs

contain at least one atom of sulphur, which can he con-
verted by an alkaline reducing agent into a sulpbydric
group, which causes the dyestuff to dissolve in alkalis even
if it contain no carhoxylic or sulphonic groups. The
dyestuffs of this cla.ss which are soluble in water, dye wool
and silk from an acid hath. The others dye unmordanted
cotton from an alkaline bath containing an alkali sulphide,

in the same manner as the usual sulphide dyestuffs.

—A. B. S.

Tctrazo Dyestuffs ; Production of New Substantive

Soc. pour I'lnd. Chim. a Utile.
'
Fr. Pat. 337,449, Dec. 5

1903.

See F.ng. Pat. 27,630 of 1903; this J., 1904, 249 T. F.B

Dyt stuffs suitable for Sensitising Purposes : Process fa\
Preparing . Soc. Anoo. Prod. F. Bayer et Cie
Fr. Pat. 337,7114, Nov. 16, 1903.

See U.S. Pat. 752,323 of 1904 ; this J., 1904, 337. Home]
logues of quinaldine, such as toluquiualdines or bromo
quinaldine, may be used instead of quinaldine, and sulphoni

esters, such as the ethyl esters of ethyl-, benzene-, o
toluene-salphonic acid, may replace the diethyl sulphate o

the principal patent: other dialkyl sulphates give simila

compounds to that obtained by using diethyl sulphate.

—T. F. B.

Y.-PREPARING, BLEACHING, DYEING,

PRINTING, AND FINISHING TEXTILES,

YARNS, AND FIBRES.

Aniline Black on Wool ; Colour lieserves for
Pokcrnv. Bull. Soc. Ind. Mulhouse, Proces-verbauj

1903. 205.

Woollen tissues, after being successively washed, soapfl

treated with sodium bisulphite, passed (in such a manne
as to remain immersed for 15 seconds) through a bath con
posed of 22 litres of bleaching powder solution at 4° B
18 litres of hydrochloric acid at I ]!., and 240 litres <

water, and then washed and dried, are padded two c

I throe times in a solution containing, in 30 litres, 4.0C

grins, of aniline hydrochloride, 1,500 grms. of sodiu'

chlorate, and 2,600 grms. of potassium ferrocyauide. Tht
are then dried and primed with dyestuffs, such as Patet

Blue V, Uranin, Thiorlavine. Khodamine 6 G and B ext

(1 part), admixed with potassium thiocyanate (2 parts

zinc oxide (5 parts) made into a paste with water (.5 parts

and starch thickening (20 parts), with or without sodiu

acetate iu addition. The black is developed, in the u

printed parts of the tissues, by wrapping the latter

damped cotton tissues and steaming them for 15 niiuuti

The tissues are finally washed and soaped.—E. B.

Discharges with Potassium Chromate and Oxalate
Vat Blues. M. Prud'homme. Kev. Gen. Mat I

1904, 8, 97—98.

Ibstkad of adding oxalic acid to the sulphuric acid ba

a good result is obtained in many cases by adding potassi

oxalate to the printing pastes ami then passing throu

a sulphuric acid bath containing 1.50 grms. of acid
|

litre. This method does not give good results in the c

of yellow discharges with Chrome Yellow. The best rest

are obtained by printing the yellow paste without oxalate, >i

then passing through a solution containing loo— 150gnnsl

sulphuric acid and 10 grms. of oxalic acid per litre.

-A.B..
Prussian Blue Discharge on Turkey-red. E. Houtemf

Bull. Soc. Ind. Mulhouse, 1903, 73, 349.

Potassium ferricyanide is heated on the weter-hath in

caustic soda-lye at a temperature of 50°—56" C, the soluti

obtained being cooled and poured into water in

British gum and starch are suspended. The thicki 4

mixture thus produced is printed upon a tissue dyed h

Turkey-red, which is thereupon passed i lirougb a Mat '-

Piatt steam-ageing apparatus, the tissue being afterwl

treated with sulphuric acid at 6" B., to which about 50 g *

of ferrous sulphate per litre is added.—E, B.

Prussian Blue Discharge on Turkey-red. (Report or*
preceding paper.) H. Schmid. Bull. Soc. Ind. .Mulhc f-

1903,73,350.

As the function of the alkali ferricyanide, eniployt< ty

Bontemps (see preceding article), is not to removeB
Alizarin from the Turkey -red colour-lako, and as tlii- >' ;

is converted by the soda lye into an alkali ferrocyani

"

1 is preferable to employ the latter in the discharge-mi "•
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t the outset. Moreover, the iron salt may be omitted from

le sulphuric acid bath, all the elements essential for the

roduction of the blue being introduced into the printing

lixture employed. This may be accomplished by adding

mixture of ferric nitrate and glycerin to caustic soda-lye

nd then adding the amount of alkali ferrocyanide necessary

3 combine with the iron present. The solution thus pro-

uced, after being thickened, is printed and steamed a- in

le process described by Bontemps, the Pru>sian blue being

jrmed during the subsequent treatment with acid. By
dding to the discharge mixture sodium plumbite, and
hroming the tissues after passing them through the acid,

green discharge may be obtained. It is possible thus to

btain green and blue discharge colours of the same bright-

ess and shade as those produced iu the older bleaching

owder and the newer alkali (indigo) discharge styles.

—E. H.

'lydrosulphite NF ; Employment of in Clearing

Whiten in Calico Printing. O. F. AUiston. Bull. Soc.

Ind. Mulhouse, 1903, 73, 346—348.

'be " whites " of cotton tissues printed with insoluble

2.0 dyestuffs cannot be efficiently cleared with bleaching

lowder solution without injury to the dyestuffs. They may,
iowever, be cleared by means of " hvdrosulphite N F," the

ondensation product of sodium hvdrosulphite and form-

ldehyde (Eng. Pat. 5867 of 1903; this J., 1904. 369),

he tissues being, to this end, passed through gum-water
ontaining, per litre, 10— 15 gnus, of this compound, and
[ien being dried and steamed for 3—5 minutes. The
mployment of the compound in question is especially

'dvantageous in the case of two-colour prints of Para-

fitraniline Red and an Azo Black produced from either of

ie brands, S or D P, of Azophor Black, inasmuch as both

lack- satisfactorily withstand the clearing operation with

I , while they are considerably acted upon by bleaching
towder. T. Strieker, who, at the request of the Industrial

pciety of Mulhouse, has made experiments on the subject,

ates that the action of the hvdrosulphite compound in

earing " whites " stained with azo dyestuffs is very effec-

Bre. He finds ordinary sodium hydrosulphite too unstable

be emploved in a similar manner for the same purpose.

—E. B.

Brightening Silk and Cotton. C. Kuapstein.
Farber-Zeit., 1904, 15, 101—104.

f treating silk, after dyeing, with a dilute solution of

I'osphoric acid, a better gloss is obtained than when citric

tartaric acid is used. Phosphoric acid may also be used
vantageously, with pure olive oil, for brightening black

4 '*. Iu the softening process, the addition of a little

• taric acid to the alum bath, previous to adding alkali,

i|aances the gloss of the product. Vegetable silk is

• ightened, after dyeing, by immersion iu a cold ou luke-

rm soap bath (containing J—8 per cent, of soap ou the

ight of material used) and subsequent treatment with
-» lute acid ; phosphoric acid is found to give better results

in sulphuric acid.—T. F. B.

Titanium Salts as Laboratori/ Reaqents.

XXI11., page 503.

E. Knecht.

English Patents.

. eing, Bleaching, Mordanting, and like operations ; Tubes
[ 'or holding Yarns or Threads during . L Detre,

ieims. Eng. Pat. 4596, Feb. 24, 1904. Under Internat.

(

ponv., July 10, 1903.

I prevent the uneven dyeing of yarn in the form of cop>
1 )obbins, the yarn is wound ou a tube the central portion
< vhich is perforated. This tube is fitted with a diaphragm
e er at the middle or at one end, which causes the dye
J

(

.or to pass through the central part of the bobbin.

—A. B S.

A'ing Rate Stock, Wool, and similar Materials ; Appara-
is jar . J. A. Willard, Chattanooga. Eng. Pat.

,
610, Feb. 24, 1904. Under Internat. Com-., May 21,
mi ;.

S U.S. Pat. 755,422 of 19U4 ; this J., 1904, 439.—T. F. B.

Printing Yarns or Threads; Method of . W. B.
Reefer, Philadelphia. Eng. Pat. 27,483, Dec. 15, 1903.

The threads from a number of spools pass through an
arrangement which spreads them out iu one plane and then
over a rectangular "table." The latter is in the form of a
square prism ; it can be rotated ou a horizontal axis and
has a series of continuous grooves running round the four
rectangular faces. The threads lie in these grooves, and
whilst there are priDted in the desired colours by one or
more printing rollers which pass over the upper surface of
the table aud are supplied with colour from colour boxes,
&c. When one portion is printed, the " table " makes a
quarter revolution and the next portion is similarly treated,

whilst the lower face of the " table " is cleaned by means of
a rotating brush held in position by means of a spring.

The " table " then makes another quarter revolution, and'
so on. After printing, the yarn is led into the steaming
aud colour-fixing apparatus. The printing rollers move
transversely to the threads.—A. 15. S.

Intaglio Printing Forms on Cylindrical Surfaces ; Method
of Producing . H. H. Lake. London. From (i. F.

and J. \V. Mclndoe, Boston. Eng. Pat. 4207, Feb. 19,

1904.

A piece of embossed fabric, &c, a representation of which
is desired on the cylinder, is coated with a solution of starch

or other glutinous material, and dried by heat and pressure.

An aeid-resisting adhesive substance is now applied to the
raUed parts only of the fabric, by a light treatment with a
roller. A metal cylinder is then passed over the prepared
fabric, etched by means of a suitable acid, and the acid
resisting coating removed from the uuetched portions.

—T. F. B.

United States Patents.

Dyeing Textile Fabrics ; Machine for . C. L. Rothwell-
Jackson and E. W. Hunt, Bolton. I '.S. Pat. 757,055,
April 12, 1904.

See Eng. Pat. 7872 of 1903 ; this J., 1903, 904.—T. F. B.

Waterproofing Tissues. T. Luthiinger. Lyons.
U.S. Pat. 757,326, April 12, 1904.

Sek Fr. Pat. 321.479 of 1902: tnisJ.. 1903, 296.—T. F. E.

French Patents.

Chemical Products [Compounds of Hydrosulphites with
Aldehydes"] ; JVeip Series of . L. Descamps. Fr.
1'at. 337,530, Feb. 23, 1903.

See Eng. Pat. 19,446 of 1903 ; this J., 1903, 1345.—T. F. Ii.

Discharging ; Process of . Soc. Auon. Prod. F. Bayer
et Cie. Fr. Pat. 337,574, Dec 10, 1903.

Complete discharges, even with sulphide dyestuffs, may
be obtained by the use of chromium compounds, such as

chrome alum, chromic acid, &c. For example, the dyed
fabric may be printed with a paste containing about 15 per
cent, of tartaric acid, 5'5 per cent, of sodium ferrocyanide,

20 per cent, of sodium chlorate, and 1 per cent, of chrome
alum, together with starch, kaolin, &c. Or the goods may
be first immersed in a 1 per ceut. chrome alum solution,

and then printed with a Daste coutainiug oxidising agents.

—T. F. B.

Fabrics; Process for Printing . W. 1!. Reefer.

Fr. Pat. 337,744, Dec. 15, 1903.

See Eng. Pat. 27,483 of 1903
;
preceding these.—T. F. B.

Finishing of Tulle and Analogous Tissues; Cotitinuous

Arrangement for - . Soc. Boutfier et Fravaz Fils.

Fr. Vat. 337,483, Nov. 23, 1903.

The material passes from an opening and stretching

arrangement into one or more vats containing the finishing

liquid, and then between revolving brushes, which rub the

liquid into the material aud remove the excess. From the
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last it passes into a drying chamber, and is finally passed

over calendering rollers to complete the drying.—A. Is. S.

Oil for Oiling Fibres; Preparation from Petroleum or

other Mineral Oils of an . V. J.Kuess. Fr. Pat.

337,714, Dee. II, 1903.

1'etkoi.ei m or other mineral oil (100 parts) is mixed with
animal fat (15 parts) ami rosin oil (10 parts). H parts of

caustic soda solution (containing t parts of alkali hydroxide)
are added, and then 1 part of hydrochloric acid is stirred in,

and the whole heated aud added to a hot solution of 1 part

of lichen or other eryptogatnous substance in 300 parts of

water.—T. F. li.

VI —COLOURING WOOD, PAPER,

LEATHER, Etc.

English Patent.

Colouring, Decorating, and Treating Paper. Fairies, and

Other Materials ; Apparatus for . 6. H. Muuusell-
Smyth, Kxideuil sur \ ienne. Eug. Pat. 7206, March 27,

1903.

The liquid or dye to be applied to the material is forced

into a closed vessel, under pressure, in the form of a fine

cloud or spray. The material, which may be previously

moistened with a mordant if required, is passed through
this vessel, and so receives the required colour, &c, on its

surface, after which it is dried.—A. 13. S.

VII.—ACIDS. ALKALIS, AND SALTS.

Sulphuric Arid Manufacture; Meyer's Tangential St/stem

for . E. Hartmann aud F. Beuker. Z. angew. Gbeni.,

1904, 17, 554—558.

In Meyer's latest publication, he gives the yield of his two-

chamber system of 1,650 cb. m. as equal to that irf a three-

chamber oblong system of double the capacity, and as he

puts the yield of his system at S kilos, of sulphuric acid per

ch. m. per 24 hours, equivalent to 7 '4 kilos, of chamber
acid of 8p. gr. 1'58, the corresponding figures for the older

system must be 2 5 and 37 respectively. Such chambers
are possibly found, but a modern set of chambers on the

oid system will give a yield of 6 to 7, or even over 7 "4

kilos., of chamber acid ; and where that is not the case,

there is something wrong either with the chambers (which
are built too low and too wide) or with the draught, the

burners, the construction of the Glover or Gay Lussac, or

the co-ordination of the various parts of the system. In

comparing the two systems as to cheapness of production,

Meyer's system requires less lead, but its construction costs

more both in lead-working aud in framework, and it occupies

the ground it coders less economically. Repairs are effected

in the old chambers much more easily and with much less

stoppage to the process than in the case of Meyer's cham-
bers ; aud especially the position of the outlet pipe (which,

perhaps, more frequently requires repair than any other part

of the apparatus) in Meyer's system renders repairs to

it almost impossible without a complete stoppage of work.
In regard to yield, the modern narrow and high chambers
have done away with the "dead space,'' aud the circulation

of the gases according to Abraham's law, coupled with

their forward progress, secures that the gases entering

the Gay l.ussae contain, practically, no sulphur dioxide,

and are of the right composition lor effective absorption.

Apparently, the Abraham circulation exists iu the circular

chambers too, and interferes somewhat with the tangential

circulation, with the result that reaction is not completed
when the second chamber is reached ; this would appear to

be the reason lor the insertion, in Meyer's latest systems,

of a very complex arrangement of condensing tubes between
the last chamber and the (lay Lussac. < In the whole, the

authors consider the old oblong form of construction—
with inuderu dimensions— to be preferable, in point of'

Cost, ease of working and repair, and
J ield, to the tangential

chambers.— .1. T. 1).

Oxidation of Sulphurous Arid; Influence of Hydriodic
Arid on the . A. Berg. Comptes rend., 1904, 138,.
907—909.

HTDEIODIC acid either retards or accelerates the oxidation of

sulphurous acid in solution by air, according to its concen-
tration, and for a particular strength of sulphurous acid,

there is a certain proportion of hydriodic acid the presence

of which exerts no influence on the oxidation. For solu-

tions containing about I per cent, of sulphur dioxide, thfl

critical strength of hydriodic acid is approximately 3 per
cent. Mauganous and ferrous chlorides, and also the soluble-

iodides of the metals, likewise hasten the oxidation of

sulphurous acid. Potassium bromide and chloride, are

without action, whilst hydrochloric acid delays the oxidation,,

aud in large proportion prevents it.—T. H. P.

Silica and Fused Alkali Carbonates ; Reaction between

. N. M. von Wittorf. Z. anorg. Chem.. 1904, 39.
187—196.

When two molecules of sodium carbonate are fus«<l with

oue of silica, the latter does not expel an equivalent quan-

tity of carbon dioxide, but the reaction is found to Ir-

reversible. If the partial pressure of gaseous carbon

dioxide be kept low, viz., at 0'07 atmosphere, about 20 per

cent, of the carbonate remains undecomposed at 1,300 . .md

about 34 "5 per cent, at 87ir C. Similarly, with one mole-

cule each of potassium carbonate and silica. 10 per cent, of

carbonate escapes conversion at 1,300° and 19 per cent, at

87n C. On the other hand, the formation of si.

greatly repressed by presence of much gaseous carbon

dioxide ; thus, on raising its partial pressure from • 07 atm.

to 1 atm., the melt (in the case of sodium carbonate) takes

up 13 per cent, of carbon dioxide at the expense ot silica.

From a study of the five alkali metals it is shown that the

affinity of the oxides for carbon dioxide at high tempera-

tures rises with the atomic weight, whence the amount of

silicate obtainable from carbonate follows the reverse order.

—W. A 1 .

Sodium Sulphite ; Spontaneous Oxidation of , in Air.

A. aud L. Lumiere and Seyewetz. Phot. Mitt., 1904, 41
101— 104 anil 117— 1 DO.

The authors find that dry anhydrous sodium sulphite doe;

not alter appreciably on keeping in air, even at a tempera

ture of 100" C. If, however, the atmosphere is very damp
a slow oxidation occurs. Comparative experiments shov

that solutions oxidise the more rapidly as they are les

concentrated, both in the cold aud at the boiling point.

— F. H. L.

Cyanogen Compounds in Blast- Furnace Flue Dun
C. liolin. Teknisk Tidsskrii't, 1904, 34, 24. Chem.

Zeit., 190), 28, Bep. 95.

While a large proportion of the cyanogen compound

formed iu the blast furnace are destroyed in the uppi

portions, a certain quantity escapes decomposition aod i

found in the flue-dust, the colour of which is brighter a

it contains more cyanogen. The solution obtained n

treating the dust with water contains alkali cyan d<

thiocyanate, cyanate, sulphide, and chloride, aud the autb<

gives a scheme of analysis for determining these. He h;

found in flue-dusts as much as 1 -43 per cent, of pctassiui

cyanide and 2 - 60 per cent, of thiocyanate.—J. T. D.

Iron Carbonylferrocyanide: a Constituent of Spent Oxia

M. Stoecker. J. Gasbelcucht., 1904, 47, 338—343.

Tin: author has ascertained the presence, in spent oxid

of small amounts of a violet-coloured compound, fen

carbonylferrocyanide, FcFeCO(CN); . The avers

portion appears to be about o- 11 per cent., and it is di

included in the result when cyanogen is determined iu spt

oxidi by Knublauch's aud the other usual methods

is readily decomposed, it is for the most part converted «

simple ferrocyanide compounds iu working up spet

in the usual way for the productiou of ferrocyani-:-

any of it which escapes conversion may easily be "
formed into ferrocyanide. To detcrt its presence in sp>

oxide, 10 grins, of the sample are digested for 17 ho 1

with 50 c.c. of caustic potash solution (10 per cent.); frj

the filtrate the ferrocyanide is precipitated by means of In
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acetate, and to the riltered solution is added concentrated

ferric chloride solution. After standing for several day-.

the liquid is filtered, when the violet compound remains on
the filter.—H. B.

Liquid Oxygen ; Solubility of Nitrogen in . A. Stock.

Ber., 1904, 37, 1432—1434.

The solubility of nitrogen in liquid oxygen mentioned by
Erdmanu and Bedford (this J., 1904, 441), is a simple case

of the physics of two miscible liquids ; and their quantitative

results could all have been predicted from the figures given

by Huh. No chemical relationship between the two
substances can be inferred from the facts ; and the analogy
between the solubility of nitrogen in oxygen and that of

ammonia in water is purely accidental.—J. T. I).

Separation of Gases by means of Centrifugal Force ;

Principles of the . G. Bredig and F. Ilaber. Z.

angew. Chem., 1904, 17, 432—464.

The authors i;ive a mathematical discussion of the physico-
chemical principles underlying the problem, and arrive at

the following conclusions :—The centrifugal separation of

air as proposed by V. Calzavara is impracticable, the
circumferential velocity required in a single stage separator
being greater than any known material of construction can
withstand. A multiple stage separator is impracticable, as

the chambers and shaft would have to be of enormous
length in order to yield a sufficient quantity of air rich in

oxygen. The energy required for the actual separation i~

small, but great losses are caused by friction in the bearings
of the separator. All these difficulties are due to the

) circumstance that the difference in density of the gases to

I be separated is very small, and that the rate of diffusion of
the two gases, on which depends the rate of production of a
gas rich in oxygen, is also small.—L. F. G.

Acid Nitrates. E. Grosehuff. XXIV., page 505.

Potassium Platinous Chloride. P. Klason. XX., page 501.

Sodium Thiosulphate ; Electrolytic O-ridation of .

C.J.Thatcher. XI. A., page 493.

Potassium Double Cyanides ; Electrolysis of .

H. von Hayek. XI. A., page 493.

English Patents.

Gloeer Tower Process [Sulphuric Acid Manufacture]
;

Impt. upon the . H. Hegeler and N. L. Heinz, 111.,

U.S.A. Eug. Pat. 2541, Feb. 2, 1904.

See U.S. Pat. 752,677, 1904 ; this J., 1904, 370. See also

U.S. Pat. 728,914, 1903 ; this J., 1903, 742.—E. S.

Stones, Artificial, or Bricks; Manufacture of , in
which the Waste from the Leblanc or Ammonia Soda
Process is used. 0. Ahrendts. Eng. Pat. 4130, Feb. IS,

1904. IX., page 490.

Slaked Lime, and Process of Preparing the same. J. J.
Feely, White Plains. Eng. Pat. 4409, Feb. 22, 1904.
Under Internat. Conv., March 5, 1903.

Quicklime is slaked by water containing acetic acid,
and is subjected to attrition with exposure to the air for

Isonie
hours. After a further period, the now dry slaked

lime is ground to the desired fineness.—E. S.

,
Sea- Water ; Apparatus for the Evaporation of .

H. Schmidt, Hamburg-Uhlenhorst. Eng. Pat. 4397,
,

Feb. 24, 1904.

The vertical boiler in which the 6ea-water is evaporated
contains in its lower part a series of connected coils (for
admission of high-pressure steam), the lowest of which coils
is beneath a perforated plate constituting a lower chamber.
This lowest coil is jacketed. The sea-water to be evaporated
enters the annular space round the lowest coil, and has
exit in a heated state below the perforated plate, through
which it rushes in jets which play against the heated cods
in the upper chamber. The water of condensation, from
"he steam injected into the coil, leaves by the lowest coil,

where it serves to heat the incoming sea-water. In a
modified form of apparatus, the sheath or jacket to the
lower coil, is longitudinally constricted in parts so as to be
maintained in place. The upper part of the boiler is

occupied by baffle-plates, obstructing the passage of the

spray through the outlet for the steam to the condenser.

—E. S.

Hydrogen Gas ; Apparatus and Method for the Production

of Pure or Nearly Pure . H. G. Hills and II. Lane,
Hyde. Eng. Pat. 10,356, May 7, 1903.

Hydrogen gas is produced by passing steam, preferably
superheated, over iron contained in heated retorts ; and the
mixture of hydrogen and steam is led through coolers,

from which the hydrogen passes to a gasometer. By means
of reversing valve-, controlling inlet and outlet passages, a
reducing gas, such as water-gas, coal-gas, or the like", is

then led through the retorts, to reduce the iron oxide
formed, and then -tram is again passed through.— 1 S,

Graphite; Treatment of for the Separation of Im-
purities therefrom. 11. Glogner, Freiburg. Kng. Pat.

14,831, July :S, 1903.

See Fr. Pat. 333,533 of 1903 ; this J., 1903, 1348.—T. F. B.

United States Patent.

Cyanamide Suits; Manufacture of . G. Erlwein,

Assignor to ' yanid ties., Berlin. U.S. Pat. 757,185,
April 12, 1904."

See Eng. Pat. 16,298 of 1902; this J., 1903, 554.—T. F. B.

French Patents.

Catalytic Reactions ; Process for Conducting [Manu-
facture of Sulphuric Anhydride by the Contact Process],
XV. Kauffmann. Fr. Pat. 337,424, Dec. 5, 1903.

The sulphur dioxide is preliminarily heated to a temperature
suitable for initiating the reaction, and is passed into a
vessel charged with contact material so limited in quantity as

to restrict the increased temperature of the issuing gas, due
to heat of reaction, to a certain range. From this fir-t

reacting vessel the gases pass through a heat exchanger, in

which their excess heat is communicated to sulphur dioxide

on its way to the heater ; and the cooled gases enter, at

a suitable temperature for initiating reaction, a larger

vessel packed with contact material, in which the oxidation
is completed.—E. S.

Barium Manganate ; Manufacture of a Special and
of all the Permanganates. A. Tixier, K. Cambier, and
C. E. Adnet. Fr. Pat. 337,629, Dec. 12, 1903.

Barium manganate is formed, either in the wet way, by
reacting with barium hydroxide or a soluble barium salt on
solution of an alkali manganate or permanganate ; or air,

free from carbon dioxide, is passed over a dry mixture of
manganese dioxide with caustic soda or potash, at a low
red heat ; the product is lixiviated, and the solution is pre-
cipitated by barium hydroxide. The barium manganate
thus obtained may serve for the preparation of permangan-
ates; as, for instance, by the action upon it of sulphuric
acid in presence of a soluble sulphate.—E. S.

VIIL-GLASS. POTTERY, ENAMELS.
United States Patents.

Glass-Furnacc. S. O. Kichardsou, Toledo. U.S. Pat.

756,109, April 5, 1904.

The furnace consists of a receiviug-chamber ; a closed

melting-pot divided into a melting-chamber and a planing

chamber by a partition, which is provided with an opening
communicating with both chambers ; a feed opening leading

into the melting-chamber ; a dam for maintaining the
" metal " at a desired height in the planing-chamber ; an
enclosed passage-way arranged to convey the overflow from
the planing-chamber into the receiving-chamber ; and
means, in communication with the interior of trie receiving-

'hamber, for maintaining the metal therein in a sufficiently
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Iluiil condition. A number of continuously operating, closed

melting-pots plated opposite to each other may be arranged

so as to discliarge into a common run-way, feed-openings

being provided tor continuously charging the pots from

outside the heating-chamber, and means being arranged

outside the pots fur melting their contents, as well as

a working-chamber to receive the metal from the run-way.

The contents of the pots may also br melted by means of an

arrangement outside them.—A. G. 1 1.

Glass-Reheating Furnace. J. I., C. V., F. J., P. P., aud
F. L. Arbogast, Pittsburg. U.S. Pat. 750,557, April 5,

1904.

A vertical heating chamber is arranged in conjunction

with an endless chain carrier, pivoted " blank-supporting

plates "being carried by this chain, and a " tripper" adapted

to tilt said plates.—A. G. L.

Glassware; Method of Manufacturing . J. T., C. V.
V. .1., F. L., and P. R. Arbogast, Pittsburg. U.S. Pa*.

750,558, April 5, 1004.

"Blanks" are pressed of suitable form, and allowed to

cool without annealing; a number of the "blanks" are

then reheated simultaneously, and successively blown to

form articles from a pirt of the mass of glass contaiued in

the ' blanks," after which the completed article is cracked

off from the rest.—A. G. L.

[Glttss-1 Furnace. S. O. Hichardson, Toledo.

U.S. Pat. 750,894, April 12, 1904.

Tut. furnace is provided with a working-chamber and a

casting-chamber in free communication with each other.

The casting-chamber is provided with an opening leading

to its exterior, the upper part of this opening being below

the level of the metal-line in the working-chamber. A
movable carrier moves into aud out of the casting-chamber

through the opening and carries moulding means which are

supplied with fluid " metal " from the working-chamber.

The whole is so arranged that the casting-chamber is closed

by the carrier and moulding means, whilst they are within

the chamber, so as to prevent a fall of temperature.

—A. G. L.

Glass Articles ; Process of Manufacturing .

S. 0. Picbardson, Toledo. U.S. Pat. 756,895, April 12, 1904.

(iiASS articles are manufactured continuously by casting

a detinite quantity of the refined " metal " at a high tem-

perature, at which the " metal " is maintained in the liquid

condition, cooling the "metal" so cast to a lower tem-

perature, and then manipulating the glass to the required

form.—A. G. L.

Pottery-kiln. E. S. Bacoti, Detroit. U.S. Pat. 750,561,

April 5, 1904.

In' the kiln are arranged, in conjunction with an external

shell, a muffle located in this shell, a pipe hanging from

the wall of the shell and leading througli an opening in the

bottom, a fuel-receptacle sleeved withiu this pipe, and
provided with an air-inlet through the bottom of the pipe,

aud with air-inlets through the side walls, and with a fuel-

chamber surrounding the inlet through the bottom. Means
are provided for adjusting the fuel-chamber with respect

to the hanging pipe, and thus varying the combustion-

chamber and regluatiug the combustion.—A. G. L.

IX—BUILDING- MATERIALS, CLAYS,

MORTARS AND CEMENTS.

Portland l ' m. nl ;
-V. w Definition of . Tonind.-Zeit.,

1904, 28, 302.

Thk Association of German Portland Cement Manufac-
turers has adopted the following amended definition of the

term Portland cement, viz., a hydraulic cementing material,

with a sp. gr. not less than 3- 1 iu the calcined condition,

and containing Dot less than 1
- 7 parts by weight of lime to

each 1 part of silica + alumina + iron oxide, the material

being prepared by intimately mixing the raw ingredients,

calcining them to not less than clinkeriug temperature, aud
then reducing the whole to the fineness of flour.—C. S.

Sand-Cement. II. Seger and E. Cramer. Tonind.-Zeit.,

1904, 28, 331—332.

Two opinions are current respecting the cause of the good
qualities of Portland cement mixed with sand. One of

them is that the increased fineness of the cement after

grinding along with the sand is the sole cause of the im-

provement, whilst in the other the credit is given to the

improved condition of the sand. To determine which view

is correct, the authors made comparative trials with cement
alone aud in admixture with 25 per cent, of glass sand,

or with the same proportion of pure quartz that had been

calcined iu a porcelain kiln. The results showed that, so

far from the soluble silica iu the calcined quartz improving
the tensile strength of the mixture, the contrary is the

case, at least when the test blocks are stored in air. In

those stored under water the difference is inappreciable.

Although the initial strength of the mixtures of cement

and sand or quartz is lower than that of the pure cement,

the conditions are reversed at the end of 3—6 months. At
the outset, the relation between tensile and crushing

strengths is more favourable in the case of the mixtures,

but by the end of three mouths the difference has disappeared.

There is no advantage in using calcined sand for the

mixture.—C. S.

English Patents.

Waste Heat in Brick and other Kilns; Utilising ,

T. Kirkland, London, aud F. H. Cooke, Peterborough.

Eng. Pat. 7128, March 27, 1903.

Two or more kilus are connected with flues and dampers

iu such a way that the hot products of combustion of one

kiln can be passed through the others.—\V. H. C.

Brick Kilns. T. Crew, Tipton. Eng. Pat. 16U
Jan. 22, 1904.

The waste heat from one brick kiln is utilised to dry aud

heat uuburnt bricks contained in a second kiln by con-

necting the flues inside the first kiln with outside flues laid

all round the kiln. These flues join outside flues of the other

kiln, which communicate with the iuterior of the latter by
means of branches of brickwork extending under the furnace

holes.—A. G. L.

Stones, Artificial, or Bricks; Manufacture of in

which the TT'aste from the Lcblanc or Ammonia-Soda
Process is used. C. Ahrendts, Strassburg. Eng.

Pat. 4130, Feb. 18, 1904. Under Internat. Conv.,

May 5, 1903.

Sand, or ground silicious slag or the like, and slaked lime

are mixed with a large amount of alkali waste, water beiug

added to promote the mixing. Bricks or blocks are formed

from the mass obtained, pressed, and placed in trucks

which are pushed over a series of pipes through which

steam is led. A cover is placed loosely over the bricks,

which gradually attain a temperature of 30° to 40 C, at

which they are "kept for 10 or 12 hours. The whole \essel

is then tightly covered and supplied with high-pressure

steam so as to harden the bricks.—A. G. I..

Cement ; Improved Process for Manufacturing •

P.. Liebold, Weimar. Eng. Pat. 4606, Feb. 24, 1904.

Ten litres of boiling water, in which are contained 245 grms.

of stearine, 12 grms. of potash, and 10 grms. of colophony,

are added to 100 kilos, of calcined but unground cement.

The whole i> then dried and ground as usual.—A. G. L.

United States Patents.

Stone ; Artificial . V. Steger, Bonham. U.S. Pat,

756,295, April 5, 1904.

A son HON of S lb. of sodium carbonate in 100 galls, of

water is added to a mixture of 93 per cent, of sand and

7 per cent, of lime. The mixture is then formed into brick-

or the like and treated for about 10 hoars with steam pre-

viously brought into contact with a mixture of 9 lb. of

caustic potash and S lb. of flowers of sulphur.—A. G. L-
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Slag Cement; Apparatus fur the Manufacture of .

C. Grauitn, Frankfort-on Maine, Assignor to II. Edmunds,
London. U.S. Pat. 757,035, April 12, 1904.

The material is conveyed to a rotary distributor contained

within a stationary casing, and from the former the material

passes to a conical rotary table, provided with an adjacent

stationary scraper, located below the distributor and outside

the casing. Means are provided for imparting different

rotary movements to the table and to the distributor.

—B. N.

Magnesia Cement Composition. E. Bidtel, Milwaukee.

U.S. Pat. 757,2.V_', April 12, 1904.

A powdered substance containing magnesia is mixed with

powdered magnesium sulphate and barium chloride, and the

mixture treated with water. Harium sulphate and magnesium
chloride are produced, and the latter at once combines with

the magnesia and causes the whole to set gradually. The
composition of the cement is expressed by the formula

Mg<'1...5MgO.BaS0
4
.17rLO.—A. G. L.

French Patents.

|5Jone [Artificial"] ; Manufacture or' Calcareous .

Second Addition, of Nov. 2, 1903," by H. C. Meurer, to

Ft. Pat. 291,906 of Aug. 21, 1899, by H. C. Meurer and
F. T. Bormann-Zix.

ds making bricks by adding hot sand to quicklime and
'menching the lime by means of hot water, it has been found
1

o be advantageous to regulate the temperature by adding a

iart of the hot sand only after the mixture of the lime with

', he remainder of the hot sand has been quenched and has

een allowed to lose a part of its heat. The whole is then

it once reheated by means of steam or iu any other

omenient way.—A. G. L.

Wood ; Process for the Rapid Drying of . Soc. Anon.
Le Treuailage. Fr. Pat. 337,378, Nov. 19, 1903.

.he wood is dried by alternately subjecting it in a closed
essel, to increased and diminished pressure at a tempera-
ire which may reach 60° to 80' C, but preferably does not
xcced 30 to 40 I .—A. G. L.

surfaces [Building Materials'] exposed to the Air; Pro-
tesi tor Waterproofing and Preserving ——. E. M.
Caftan. Fr. Pat. 337,773, Dec. 1 6, 1903.

.ee Eng. Pat. 27,426 of 1903 ; this J., 1904, 254.—T. F. B.

X.-METALLUKGY.
\old-Selenium-Silver Ores; Treatment of . ichich are

finely dispersed through the Gangne and form a large

amount of Slimes. M. Merz. Oest. Zeits. Berg- u.

'Huttenw.", 1904, 52, 59, 70. 86, 99; Chem.-Zeit., 1904,

28, Kep. 103.

i«5M a Sumatran ore (54-21 grnis. of gold and 369 86 of
ver per 1,000 kilos.) containing selenium, only 75 percent,
its gold and 50 per cent, of its silver could be extracted
the ordinary processes. A very large amount of potas-
m cyanide was consumed, and a great deal of slime was
Wued, which hindered the lixiviation. The ore could not
roasted, because of the selenium it contains, and the use

' oxidisers during lixiviation did not aid the extraction,
e author proposes to treat the ore by a decantation
cess, the whole of the ore being in the first place wet-
iund to extreme fineness, concentrated, and treated by

I algamation.—J. T . D.

Bmc ; Metallurgy of . H. Brandhorst. Z. angew.
Cnem.", 1904, 17, 505—517.

eniie is the most important ore in Silesian practice ; as
1 'hanically prepared ready for roasting it usually contains
-- -70 per cent, of zinc sulphide, 10—25 of iron pyrites,
*—35 of dolomite, and about 5 per cent, of quartz and
Sena, with occasionally a little calamine. When gradually
r ted in air. the pyrites burns first (at low redness) ; at a

higher temperature the zinc sulphide oxidises ; this tem-
pi rature is above that of complete decomposition of zinc

sulphate, so that no sulphate is formed, only oxide. The
roasted ore always retains 1—2 per cent, of sulphur as zinc
sulphide. The loss of zinc in Silesian practice is consider-
able, only 65—70 per cent, of the zinc contained in the ore
being actually obtained as metallic zinc ; while the Belgian
process yields 85—90 per cent., or even more. The loss

arises from: (I) Zinc remaining in the residue in the
muffle; (2) Zinc in the gaseous form permeating the
muffle or becoming absorbed in its substance; (3) Zinc
passing the condenser, and being lost with the furnace
gases. Investigation of the residues of a number of year.-'

production has shown that in the Silesian works by
far the largest proportion of the total loss of zinc
is due lo the first cause. Experiments were made, with
eight different varieties of ore, in which the ore was reduced
in crucibles (working with 200 grms. of ore) heated in

crucible furnaces just to the temperature of the ordinary
zinc-muffle. The residues iu the crucibles were all free

from zinc, or contained at most traces, proving that no
chemical reason for the retention of zinc in the muffle-
residues exists, and also that a small proportion of sulphur
in the roasted blende does not harmfully affect the reduc-
tion. To ascertain whether the temperature and mechanical
condition of the contents of the muffle affected the question,
experiments were made at a higher temperature, with the
addition to the' charge of sufficient clay to form a slag,

fusible at the temperature of the operation. These were so
successful that a trial was made on a small manufacturing
scale. Instead of muffle*, vertical fir-clay cylinders, open
at both ends, were used. The lower ends rested in and
were luted to fireclay trays resting on the bed of the furnace,
while the upper ends projected through the furnace roof.

Through holes in the centre of the trays passed vertical

fireclay tubes, ending below iu horizontal or gently inclined
tubes to take away the metal, and projecting into the
cylinders to about one-fourth of their height. The upper
ends of these tubes were protected against the entrance
of solid material by caps. The cylinders were tilled with
broken coke to the level of the top of the tubes, and the
charge was put in above this from the top. The cylinders
were heated by gas, the final temperature being sufficient

to melt the slag, which collected at the bottom and could
afterwards be run off. A charge containing 20 parts of
incompletely roasted blende, 5 of white calamine, 5 of coke,
6 of clay, and 2 of lime, thoroughly mixed, yielded 92 pet-

cent, of its total zinc and a slag containing only 03 per
cent, of zinc. As far as the experiments have yet gone, the
apparatus promises to be durable against both chemical and
mechanical injury, and works off in 24 hours from 60— 120
kilos, of ore per sq. metre of surface (against 34—39 kilos.

for a Silesian muffle, and 25—30 kilos, for a Belgian tube).
Added to this, the mechanical arrangements for charging,
&c, are very convenient, and damaged cylinders are easily
removed and replaced. In Upper Silesia there exist large
amounts of ores containing low percentages of zinc. From
some of these the zinc can be extracted by wet treatment
with ammonium carbonate and ammonia ; silicates are not
amenable to this treatment, but an iron-containing oxide, of
formula 2ZnO.Fe

203, can be treated if the ferric oxide be
previously reduced to ferrous oxide by the reducing gases
from the blende-roasting. The solutions so obtained have
not as yet been treated profitably by electrolysis, but when
heated they give off ammonia and ammonium carbonate,
and deposit a double zinc-ammonium carbonate, which,
decomposed by heat, gives zinc oxide. This oxide yields
by reduction a very pure metal. The ammonium com-
pounds can be recovered and used again. Concentration of
the Silesian zinc ores by removal of the associat. d dolomite
has of late been attempted. This is effected by dissolving
the carbonates in sulphurous acid, furnished by the sulphur
dioxide evolved iu roasting the blende. The washed gases
are pumped into vessels in which the crushed ore is agitated
with water, under a few feet of water-pressure, and the
sulphite solutions so obtained are sold for wood-pulp
manufacture. This is probably a more profitable use of the
sulphur dioxide than making sulphuric acid, and it enables
ores to be worked that would otherwise be too poor to use.

—J. T. I).
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Carbon and Silicon; Some Compounds of with Metals ;

and a generally applicable Methodfor the Determination

of Carbon in Metals. \Y. Hempel. /. angew. Chen..,

1904, 17, 296—301, 321—325.

By heating together finely-divided iron and lamp-black in

tin- electric furnace, carbon-iron alloys containing up to

4-90 per cent, of carbon were prepared. With cobalt,

products containing up to 8*45 per iint., and with nickel,

up to 6*25 per cent, of carbon were obtained, lu the case

of iron and cobalt, the greater part of the carbon in the

cooled product is chemically combined, but in the case of

nickel, nearly the whole of the carbon ill the final product

is present as graphite. Platinum can take up 1 '2 per cent.

of carbon, whereby it becomes brittle ; copper, up to 0-03

percent.; silver, up to 0-04 per cent.; gold, up to 0*31

percent.; manganese, 047 per cent. ; chromium, 2 - 23 per

cent.; and tungsten, 3" 3 per ceut. of carbon. By fusing

a mixture of the reduced metal with powdered silicon

crystallised from zinc, silicon-cobalt alloys coutaining up

to 19'3 per ceut. of silicon were obtained, the products

being extremely hard and brittle. The corresponding

nickel alloys contained up to 19 -'.15 per cent, of silicon. With
mixtures of silicon and carbon, together with cobalt and
nickel respectively, amounts of silicon less than 1 4 per

cent, have little influence on the quantity of carbon taken

up. but if the silicon be present in excess, the amount of

carbon taken up is less, the greater the quantity of silicon

in the final product. Commercial zinc is stated to be quite

free from carbon. For the determinatiou of the carbon in

metals, the author recommends Weyl's method of dissolv-

ing the metal by the aid of the electric current. A piece of

glass tubing is made with one end in the form of a fiat

plate with a hole in the middle. The material is placed on
this plate and the tube is immersed in dilute hydrochloric

acid, so that about one-third of the material is covered.

The current flows through a platinum wire in contact with

the material being examined. The undissolved carbon is

determined by combustion with chromic acid by Ullgren's

method. In the case of metals such as platinum, the author

finds that the metal is quickly dissolved by approximately the

theoretical amount of aqua regia, if the mixture of metal

and acid he heated at 130 C. in a sealed tube. The undis-

solved carbon may then be determined by combustion, and
any carbon dioxide formed determined gasometrically.

—A. S.

Cyanogen Compounds in Blast-Furnace Flue Vust.
t

C. 13oliu. VII., page 488.

Tin's Determination of in Tinplate. H.

XXIII., page 504.

Ekglish Patents.

Angenot.

Mi tals [Precious] ; Apparatus for Separating from
their Crushed Ores or Materia! containing same. W. N.

Turner, Ipswich. Eng. Pat. 1-.77S, .June C, 1903.

The apparatus is especially applicable to the treatment of

alluvial gold-bearing substances by the " dredger process."

The ore passes through the revolving screen of the ordinary

apparatus into a receiving vessel having division plates

with a series of gates or sluices opening from them into

separate channels, which latter are provided with adjustable

baffles for directing the flow upon the tables.—E. S.

Aluminium and Alloys containing Aluminium ; Alloy for
and Process ofSoldering and Jlrazing I,, trezol

and A. J. Compte de Montby, Talis. Eng. Tat. 1978j

Feb. 29, 1904.

Tin- alloy consists approximately of 100 parts of zinc, two

parts of bismuth, and oue part of nickel, melted together

in a plumbago crucible, cast, and rolled into thin bars.

These, cleaned by dilute hydrochloric I cid, are coated with

mercury nitrate, and placed in a silver bath if it be desired

tn colder pure aluminium, or in a nickel bath if the snider

be intended for an aluminium alloy, to receive a thin layer"

of one or other of these metals. To use the alloy, the

parts to be soldered .ire heated to ion ('., rubbed with

stearine, and, when wiped dry, are soldered or brazed in the-

usual waj 1 S

Zinc ; Process for the Treatment of Metallic . T. and
A. Giibrs, Berlin. Eng. Pat. 12,186, May 28, T.I03.

Ski: Fr. Tat. 332,65? of 1903 ; this J., 1903, 1247.—T. F. B.

United States Patents.

Crude Iron ; Process of Concerting into Malleable
Iron or Steel. .J. J. Deenier, Chester. U.S. Tut.

757,276, April 12, 1904.

The bath of molten crude <>r cast-iron is subjected to

oxidising blasts directed against the surface of the im tal

by an annular seiies of jets extendiug downwards and
obliquely, and converging to a common point centrally on
the 6Uriace of the bath, and then to similar blasts Irom
jets directed upwards and obliquely to converge as in the

former case.—E. S.

Roasting or Desulphurising Furnace. Y. J. Fa'.diiiL

New York. U.S. Tat. 756,485, April 5, 1904.

The furnace has a combustion chamber and heating flue

;

the roasting chamber consists of separated sets of sup

hearths above the heating flue, ami is provided with stirring

and conveying arrangements. The heating flue discharges

into " an uptake and downtake chamber " at the rear of the

lower hearths, and extends up to the level of the upper

hearth, air-heating flues extending below opening into the

chamber. The stirring mechanism includes a rotatory

hollow column having hollow stirrer arms, a pneumatic fan

for blowing air through the same, anil pipes leading to the

arms, and valves whereby these are individually subject to

control of the air passed.—E. S.

Zinc; Furnace for Producing . P. Schmieder,

Lipine. U.S. Pat. 767,059, April 12, 1904.

I'm: claim is for "the combination of a vertical receptacle

or shaft for the charge of ore mixed with fuel, with a devics

for heating the upper part of the charge through the walli

of said receptacle, a number of condensers or collectors ol

the liquid zinc for this reduction chamber, a number o!

tuyeres in the lower part of the shaft, which is not arrangei

to be heated, an oxidation chamber, a condensing chamber

and openings above the tuyeres and suitable channels fo

leading the gases from this oxidation chamber tor the sla(

to the condensing chamber."— E. S.

Ores; Process of Smelting . A. R. Partridge, A.-sigm

to F. W. Page, both of San Francisco. U.S. Pat. .

April 12, 1914.

Ant at atmospheric pressure is freely admitted to tb
|

bottom of the smelting furnace, in which a suction :

induced by injecting steam or air through a narro«

across an outlet at the top of the furnace, into

passage beyond the outlet.—K. S.

Smelting Furnace. A. R. Partridge, Assignor to F. Vl

Page, both of San Francisco. U.S. Tat. 757,221, April

!

1904.

Tin: smelting furnace is provided, near its closed top, «

a side horizontal flue opening into a vertical due. ot whi

the upper part leads to the chimney, its lower part hari

a tube closed at its lower, contracted end, which end receh

i an injector pipe, the tube having a widened opening iron:

diately below the outlet, so that when a "fluid'' (

or air) is injected, suction is induced in the furnace. I

Smelting Furnaces; Hearth for . A. It. Parted

Assignor to F. W. Tage, both of San Franci-

I s I'at 757-222, April 12, 1904.

The hearth or crucible of the furnace is provided will-

double wall entirely around it, forming a watcr-spu-

outside which a water-pipe extends, having branched val

pipes opening into the water-space. A water-supply p!

leads into the surrounding water-pipe, and there is a Wa

barge from the water space —E. S.
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Fkknch Patents.

Steel; Hearth Furnace for the Manufacture of .

V. Defays. Fr. Pat. 337.5S9, Dec". 11, 1903.

At each end of the longer axis of the hearth are tbree

channels, inclined from above downwards, each indepen-

dently connected to a system of regenerative chambers.

The central channel serves for the passage of gas, and
the two channels, ODe on each side, converge so that the

air-blast carried by each meets and mingles with the gas

from the central channel, in a movable chamber of com-
bustion contiguous to and inclined towards the bath of

molten metal. At the opposite end of the bath the arrange-

ment of Hues, &c, is the same. Means for controlling the

air-blasts are provided.—E. S.

Oil Furnace [ for Soldering Pipes, $"c.]. G. L. Bourne.
Fr. Pat. 337,477, Nov. 16, 1903.

The furnace contains a primary combustion chamber, at

the bottom of which is placed an oil burner, and at the top

of which rests a secondary combustion chamber, provided
laterally with an air pipe, which draws its supply from a
pipe feeding the burner. From the secondary combustion
chamber, and connected with it, extends a horizontal

heating chamber with narrowing brickwork passages and
closed end, the products of combustion escaping through a
central transverse channel in which the pipes to be soldered

are placed. Combustion is complete, and the absence of
carbon or oxygen in the waste gases is of special advantage
in soldering. The furnace can also be used for smelting,
tempering, for heating stampings, forgings, and rivets, and
for general forge work.—L. F. (i.

Aluminium and Similar Metal* ; Soldering of . ( '.

Eilis and O. J. Flanigan. Fr. Pat. 337,500, Dec. 7,

1903.

See U.S. Pat. 746,802 of 1903 ; this J., 1904, 66.—T. F. B.

Pyrophoric Alloys for Use in Igniting and Illuminating.

C. Auer von Welsbach. Fr. Pat. 337,320, Oct. 31, 1903.

II., page 484.

XL-ELECTRO-CHEMISTRY AND
ELECTRO-METALLURGY.

{A.-)—ELECTRO-CHEMISTRY.

Silver ; Double Salts of . Bodliinder and Eberlein.

Z. anorg. Chem., 1904, 39, 197—239.

The authors have investigated, by electro-chemieal methods,
the ionic conditions under which the double silver salts

which are formed by solution of a silver salt in the corre-

sponding potassium salt, exist in aqueous solution. They
find that the tendency to form double salts increases with

I
the negative radicles CI, Br, CNS, I, CN, in the order given.
In a solution of potassium cyanide, silver, like gold, is quite

;
insoluble in the absence of oxygen, and for silver volta-
meters the use of a cyanide bath is recommended, with the
addition of a piece of silver foil surrounding the cathode.

I jTo deposit it from cyanide solutions, a higher E.M.F. is

required for silver than for gold, and a still higher for
i Imercury.—\V. A. I .

H. von\Potassium Double Cyanides ; Electrolysis of .

Hayek. Z. anorg. Chem., 1904,39, *240—256.

The electrolytic oxidation of potassium ferrocyanide to

I

'ferrieyanide is brought about by the combination of one
inion, Fe(CN)

6 . with three molecules of K,Fe(CN)
6
. At

he same time tbn anion "PW( '\n. imm Taar.t tt,no "EWPNTv

iiiKdiine mere is no loss, since the nascent oxygen oxidises
he ferrocyanide to ferrieyanide. The secondary electrolysis
if ferrieyanide and of alkali, however, leads to loss, as
ndieated by evolution of gaseous oxygen. To secure the
pest results the liquid should be kept alkaline ; the anode,
Vhich may be of nickel, should be rotated : and the volume

of anode-liquid should be twice that of the cathode-liquid,

from which it is separated by a porous cell. The current
efficiency remains about 100 per cent, until the concentra-
tion of ferrocyanide falls so far (about 1-75 grm. per
100 c.c.) that oxygen is evolved.— VV. A. C.

So<Iiuui Thiosutphate ; Electrolytic Oxidation of . C.
J. Thatcher. Z. physik. Chem., 1904, 47, 641—720.

By the aid of platinised electrodes, sodium thiosulphate
can be oxidised to tetrathionate, which, in neutral or acid
solutions, is not further oxidised. Sodium thiosulphate
solutions are faintly alkaline, and so long as this slight

degree of alkalinity is maintained, the oxidation of S«03
inns to SjO,, ions is the only reaction which takes place.

The formation of sulphur, sulphite, or sulphate, is the result

of secondary reactions, whicli only occur in more strorigly

alkaline or in acid solutions. The chief reaction, viz., the
conversion of SO., ions into S.,0^ ions, is not a direct
electrolytic one, but is due to a secondary chemical oxida-
tion by an oxidising agent, probably oxygen, which is

produced primarily by the electrolysis. In this chemical
oxidation the platinised platinum exerts a catalytic in8uence.
Sodium tetrathionate is unstable in alkaline solution, under-
going hydrolysis, with formation of thiosulphate and
trithionate. It is probable that tetrathionic acid is a
hydrogen peroxide derivative of thiosulphuric acid, and this
opens out an interesting field for research.— A. S.

Tilra-ethylammoninin Iodide; Electrolysis of .

E. Goeeke. Z. Elektroehem., 1904, 10, 249.

Bv the electrolysis, at the ordinary temperature, with a
current of 0'5 ampere, of a solution of 10 grms. of tetra-

ethylammonium iodide in 100 c.c. of water, between
platinum electrodes without a diaphragm, from 3'5 to
4 grms. of tetra-ethjlamuicnium tri-iodide, N(C

S
H6) 4I.I2 ,

and a smaller quantity of iodoform were produced. The
tetra-ethylammonium tri-iodide is deposited on the anode
and on the bottom of the containing vessel as a reddish-
brown product, which is insoluble in ether, but soluble in
acetone. The yield of iodoform increases with rise of
temperature and strength of current.—A. S.

English Patents.

Electrolytic Meters. E. A. Carolan, London. From the
General Electric Co., New York. Eng. Pat. 7587,
April 1, 1903.

A (iLASS float carries one of the electrodes in a pierced
bulb at its lower end and a scale in its upper portion, the
reading index being also supported by a second float. The
change in weight of the electrode produces a relative move-.
meet between the two floats, which is irrespective of the
level of the electrolyte, and thus indicates the amount of
current passed through the meter. The second electrode
is placed in a trough attached to the outer vessel, or may
be carried by the float which supports the reading index, so
as to obtain a greater relative movement between the scale
and reading index. Mercury is used for the electrodes,
and a solution of mercurous nitrate as the electrolyte.

—B.N.

Anodes for Electrolytic Operations. F. Greenfield,
Birmingham. Eng. Pat. 11,579, May 21, 1903.

The anode consists of two or more concentric rings con-
nected together by radial arms, and is suspended by means
of a conducting-rod covered with insulating material, the
latter pressing against insulating washers so as to prevent
the portion of the rod immersed from coming into contact
with the electrolyte. The rod may be threaded and screwed
into a tapped hole in the anode so as to adjust the height
of the latter in the liquid, or the rod may bo screwed into
a socket wormed internally which is sunk into the anode
so as to make contact at its lower end, and the remainder
of the socket is covered with insulating material. In a
third form the anode has a lug threaded externally, and the
suspender rod is provided with a socket wormed internally
at its lower end to screw on to the lug, both rod and socket
being covered with a sleeve of insulating material.— 1!. X.
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Water; Apparatus for [Electrically] Separating Oily and
Similar Impurities from . Davis-Perrett, Ltd.,

H. T. Davis, and E. Perrett, London. Eng. Pat. 8175,
April 8, 1903.

See U.S. Pat. 744,17 1 of 1903; this J., 190):, 1362.—T. P. B.

United States Patent.

(Jhemical Compounds ; [Electrolytic] Process of Producing
. J. J. Griffin, Washington. U.S. Pat. 757,036,

April 12, 1904.

An electric current is passed from an anode of carbide to a

cathode of carbide, one or both of which may consist of

calcium carbide, through an electrolyte, such as sulphuric

acid, which reacts chemically with the carbide, and which
yields an electrolytic product reacting with the products of
the chemical action, or with the carbide, to give the desired

compound. Instead of using carbide for both electrodes,

one only may be made of carbide, and an insoluble

substance, which will react with the electro-chemical

product, may be maintained in suspension in the electrolyte.

—B.N.
Fkench Patent.

Ozone; Production of for Application as a Disin-

fectant. A. D'Arsonval, G. E. Gaiffe, and G. Gallot.

Fr. Pat. 337,531, Dec. 8, 1903. XVIII. C, page 500.

(B.)—ELECTRO-METALLURGY.

English Patent.

Electric Furnaces. C. A. Keller, Paris. Eni:. Pat. 3790,
Feb. 15, 1904.

SBEFr. Pat. 336,403 of 1903; this J., 1904. 377—T. F. II.

United States Patents.

Metals; Precipitating — from [Cyanide] Solutions.

C. Butters, Berkeley". U.S. Pat. 756,211, April 5, 1904.

Metals are precipitated from solutions (chiefly from
cyanide solutions) by the use of cathodes having smooth
tin surfaces and anodes of lead peroxide, operating with an
electric current of high density.—E. S.

Ores and Tailings [Precious Metals'] ; Process of
Treating Low-Grade by Electrolysis. E. Fahrig,

Philadelphia. U.S. Pat. 756,223, Aprils, 1904.

The low-grade ore or tailings is made into a pulp with

water and a suitable electrolyte, and the pulp is passed by
gravity between a series of pairs of anode and cathode

plates, inclined alternately and arranged in a tower fashion

one below the other in an oxidising atmosphere at a pressure

equal to the height of the tower. The precious metal is

deposited, and the partially extracted pulp is subjected to

an oxidising action, then to a leaching action for some time,

and then to successive electrolytic, oxidising, and leaching

actions until the precious metal in the partially extracted

pulp has been almost completely dissolved. The solution

is subjected to defecation, the defecated liquor is heated,

and the latter is finally submitted to electrolytic action so

as to obtain the last traces of precious metal.—B. N.

Cold and Silver ; Pecovery of [Electrolytically] from
Cyanide Solutions. S. B. Christy, Berkeley. U.S. Pat
756,328, April 5,1904.

Continuous circulation is induced between a large volume
of dilute cyanide solution of precious metals contained in

a storage tank, and an electrolytic cell having "primary
cathodes" of large area alternating with suitable anodes,

and the circulation is maintained at a stated rate until the

gold and silver are sufficiently deposited on the cathodes.

Secondly, a small volume of a cyanide solution is similarly

circulated through an electiolytic cell containing the

primary cathodes from the first-named solution, which
primary cathodes are now made secondary anodes in

alternation with suitable secondary cathodes of smaller

.area, so that the gold and silver deposited upon the original

cathodes are concentrated upon those of smaller area. Zinc

anodes, as grains or shavings, are used, coated with a
" previous cathode coating of an electro-negative metal."

Residua! zinc is removed from the precious metals precipi-

tated on the zinc grains or shavings, by constituting such zinc

residues anode in a circulating solution of an electro-negative

metal until the zinc is dissolved.— E. 8.

French Patents.

Electric Furnace worked by Induced Currents. A.
Fauchon Villeplce. First Addition, dated Dec. 2, 1903,

to Fr. Pat. 336,313 of (let. 3d, 1903.

The furnace is adapted for use as a reverberator}- furnace,

and can be used for smelting, for the manufacture of steels,

for annealing, carbonising, and for the maintaining of

substances at a uniform temperature.— L. F. G.

Tantalum or other Slightly Fusible Metals ; Production of
Homogeneous Bodies of . Siemens and Halske

A.-G. Fr. Pat. 337,607, Dec. 12, 1903.

To facilitate the working of tantalum and other metals of

high fusing points, the metal, in the form of powder, is

compressed into a sufficiently coherent form, and is then

fused in vacuo by means of an elsctric arc. The arc may
be formed between two compressed electrodeB of the metal

to be fused, and, to prevent loss by volatilisation, a large

mass of another metal (.e.g., silver) is placed in proximity

to the arc. This seems to cool the arc, and permits the

fusion of the metal into large drops without sensible loss by

volatilisation. Preferably the metal to be fused forms the

positive electrode, whilst the large muss of metal itself

torms the negative electrode.—H. B.

XII-FATTi OILS, FATS, WAXES.
AND SOAP.

Almond and Allied Oils ; Characteristics of .

J. Lewkowitsch. Analyst, 1904,29, 105—110.

The analytical constants of genuine almond, peach-kernel,

and apricot-kernel oils are given, and it is shown that these

cannot be relied upon as differentiating tests. Bieber's test

(in which 5 parts of oil are treated with 1 part of a mixture

of equal parts of sulphuric acid, fuming nitric acid, and water)

is as yet the best test. The reagent should be freshly pre-

pared, and it should be noted that fresh peach-kernel oil

gives a more pronounced coloration than that which has

been kept for six months or more. It is unsafe to base a

judgment of the adulteration of a given sample of almond
oil with either peach- or apricot-kernel oil on the results of

this test. He has also found Maben's elaidin and zinc

chloride tests quite useless for the purpose. The results

obtained in the determination of the neutralisation aud

saponification values of the fatty acids of the different oils

examined did not confirm the statement of Torlelli and

Pergami that most fatty acids contain small quantities of

lactonic substances (this J., 19i 2, 1 lb7).—(.'. A. M.

Chinese Tallow-Seed Oil [Stillingia Oil]. L. M. Nash.

Analyst, 1904, 29, 110—112.

Tin: specimen examined was dark brown and had an odour

recalling that of lung oil. It bad about three-tifths the

viscosity of rape oil a! 15 C aud had good drying pro-

perties, yielding a hard film when exposed on glass tor s x

days. It did not give any deposit of stearine when cooled

too C.j but the fatty acids separated on standing into a

solid and a liquid portion. The following values were

determined :—Sp.gr. at 15- 5° 1 .'>•."> C, 0-9395 ; free fatty

acids (as oleic acid), 31 per cent ; unsaponifiable matter,

44 percent.; saponification equivalent, 277 ; iodine value

(llubl). 160-7 ; iodine value ot fatty acids, 165 ; Hehner

value, 9 1-4; insoluble fatty acids, 93-96 per cent.; mole-

cular equivalent of fatty acid-. 272; rotation in 100 mm.
tube, about aD = —4°; Butyro-refTactometer reading at

2ii C, 89-1 j and refractive index, r„ at 20 ' C, 1-4885

On treating the liquid fatty acids of this oil with bromine

Lewkowitsch obtained 2.V78per cent, of hexabromides

;

linseed oil yielding upwards of 40 per cent.—C. A. M.
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Castor Oil Product, " Floricin." which is miscible with

Mineral Oils. G. Fendlcr. Deutsch. pbarm. Ges. Ber.,

1904,14, 135. Chem.-Zeit., 1904, 28, Rep- 101.

Whex castor oil is distilled at 300° C. till it has lost between

5 and 10 per cent, of its weight, the residue (to which the

name^on'ein has been given) is miscible with mineral oils,

ceresin, or vaseline, though not with alcohol or acetic acid.

" Floricin " is yellowish-brown, with a green fluorescence.

An examination seems to indicate that it contains a con-

siderable quantity of the glyceride of undecylenic acid.

—J. T. D.

Fur ,1 a Cod-liver Oil Substitute. H. Norrenburg.
XX., page 501.

English Patents.

Soaps ; Manufacture of Hard Alcoholic . Ti. Falek,

Breslau. Eng. Pat. 2343, Jan. 30, 1901.

Sniii soaps are mixed with water and dissolved in

alcohol of high strength {e.g., 80 per cent.), or intimate

combination between the anhydrous soda soap aud the

alcohol may be effected by the addition of potash soap.

Owing to the large amount of alcohol, antiseptic or

medicinal substances can be readily introduced into the

soap—C. A. M.

Basic Colouring Matters ; Manufacture of Soluble Com-
pounds or Salts of [for Soaps, Varnish, Src.].

J. Y. Johnson. From Badische Anilin u. Soda Fabr.

Eng. Pat. 12,681, June 5, 1903. IV., page 485.

French Patent.

Soap ; Preparation of Insoluble so as to readily

separate the Glycerin. P. Krebitz. Fr. Pat. 337,509,

Dec. 8, 1903.

The fats are boiled with a metallic hydroxide, such as milk

of lime, the insoluble soap allowed to settle, and washed
with hot water, and the glycerin recovered from the aqueous
layer and washings.—C. A. M.

XIII.-PIGMENTS, PAINTS ; RESINS,

TAENISHES ; INDIA-RUBBER, Etc.

(4.)—PIGMENTS, PAINTS.

French Patents.

Oil Colour. M. Herisson. Fr. Pat. 337,440,

Dec. 5, 1903.

Claim is made for an oil colour containing aluminium
silicate, zinc oxide, linseed oil, and barium chloride.

—C. A. M.

Pijment; Composition for . TV. A. Hall. Fr. Pat.

337,723, Dec. 14. 1903.

See Eng. Pat. 26,903 of 1903 ; this J., 1904, 328.—T. F. B.

Greases [Lubricants], Plasters, and Waterproofing ('im-

positions [Paints] ; Process of Making . J. Girard
and P. .1. Tabounn. Fr. Pat. 337,753, Dec. 15, 1903.

III., page 484.

(B.)- RESIXS, VARNISHES.

English Patent.

Basic Colouring Matters ; Manufacture of Soluble Com-
pounds or Salts of [for Soaps, Varnish, v.]
J. Y. Johnson. From Badische Anilin u. Soda Fabr.
Eng. Pat. 12,681, June 5, 1903. IV., page 485.

United States Patent.

\Varnish. A. Miiller-Jacobs, Eichmond Hill, Assignor to

Cosmos Chemical Co., New York. U.S. Pat. 756,975,
April 12, 1904.

<olctions of an amide of one of the higher fatty acids, in

vhich some of the hydrogen has been replaced by an alkyl
roup C stear-amid "), are mixed with varnish or varnish
onstituents.—R. L. J.

XIV.-TANNING ; LEATHER, GLUE, SIZE,

United States Patents.

Tanning Wheel. B. Allen, Jan., Buford. U.S. Pat.
756,553, April 5, 1904.

Mechanical details are given of a tanning plant consisting
of vats arranged in pairs, with storage tanks, and troughs
for transferring the liquor from one vat to another. Tanning
wheels mounted on horizontal shafts revolve in the vats,

being turned by suitable machinery either in unison or
independently of one another.— R. L. J.

Tanning Drum. B. Allen, jun., Buford.

756,554, April 5, 1904.

r s. Pat.

Mechanical details are given of a drum provided (1) witb
a hinged uoor and special mode of closing it

; (2) with
parallel guides at the ends of the drum, and movable slides

to be placed in same and spaced according to requirements -
r

and (3) means for supporting and revolving the drum.
— R. L. J.

XV.-MANURES, Etc.

English Patent.

Distillery Effluents or other Polluting Liquids, Sewage or
other Putrcscible Material, Soils for Filtering Purposes,
and Agricultural Land ; Treatment of J. Hunter.
Eng. Pat. 15,555, July 14, 1903. XVIII. B., page 500.

XVI.-SUGAR, STARCH, GUM, Etc.

Cane Sugar ; Alteration of on Storing. F. Strohmer.
Oesterr.-ung. Zeits. Zucker-Ind. u. Landw., 32,710—712.
Chem. Centr., 1904,1, 1111— 1112.

In the interior of a heap of raw sugar, 5 m. high, was found,
after four months' storing, about 50—60 double centners of
a dark-coloured product of composition differing considerably
from that of the outer portions of the heap. The author
found that the alteration of the sugar was due to bacteria?
action, invert sugar and other optically-active and reducing
substances being formed. The dark-coloured product con-
tained considerably more bacteria (cocci) than the normal
product. It is probable the sugar was placed on the heap
whilst still warm, and that consequently the sugar in the
interior of the heap eould only cool slowly, and thus it

became a favourable medium for bacterial action.—A. S.

Diffusion Juiee [Sugar] ; Preservation of . Herrmann.
Zent-albl. Zuckerind., 1904, 12, 701. Chem.-Zeit., 1904,

28, Kep. 108—109.

The author states that with normal beets and with "a"proper
method of working and the use of perfectly clean vesscl-
for holding the samples and taps for drawing off the same,
samples of diffusion juice can be obtained, which, in closed
vessels, will not undergo alteration within two hours ; the
amount of "apparent dry substance " remains unaltered for
at least four hoars. The following method of control for
diffusion juice is recommended. Samples of the juice are
withdrawn every two or four hours from several vessels in
each battery, the density and polarisation are immediately
determined, and the figures compared with the corre-

sponding ones obtained from an average sample of the
juice from the whole plant. Of the preservatives generally
used, 1/20 vol. of lead acetate preserves the j'lice unaltered
for at least 36 hoars.—A. S.

Green Syrups ; Treatment of by the Karlik-Czapi-
kowski Method. K. Andrlfk and V. Stanek. Z. Zuckerind.
B"hmen, 1904, 28, 283—291.

The authors give a further account (see this J., 1903, 564>
of the working of this method at Nymburg, and of

various improvements introduced into the process. During
the past campaign about 55 per cent, of fine, light sugar
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and 13 per cent, of molasses were obtained from the

second " Fiillniasse."—T. H. P.

Sugar Works; Use of Sulphurous Acid in . J. Wein-

berg. Hull. Assoc. Chim. Sucr. et Dist., 1904, 21, 972—
986.

The process of " sulphicarbination," patented by Steffen in

1893, consists in cooling the tiltered juice from the first

earbouation to 30°—40° C, then passing in sulphur dioxide

until the acidity reaches 1 grin, or 1 -S grm. per litre, with

or without subsequent treatment with finely-powdered bone-

black ; the acid juices, filtered from the bone-black, are

rendered slightly alkaline with milk of lime, reheated to

80°—85° C, filtered, and sent to the evaporators. The

disadvantages of this method are overcome in the author's

modification of it, in which the carefully filtered juice from

the first carbonatiou, which has an alkalinity to phenol-

phthalein of 0- 7 to 12 grm. per litre and a temperature of

60'— 80" C, is run directly into the boilers and at once

sulpbited to reduce the alkalinity exactly to the necessary

minimum, depending on the initial alkalinity of the juice.

From 1 to 2 litres of milk of lime are then added per hecto-

litre of juice and the temperature is raised to 80°—85° C, at

which point carbonatiou is commenced ; this is continued to

the extent usual in the second carbonatiou, the juice being

at the same time heated to brisk boiling, which is kept up

for one or two minutes. The liquid is then filtered and

treated in the ordinary way. The addition of barium car-

bonate with the milk of lime, precipitates any calcium

sulphate formed by the use of the sulphurous acid. Other

processes involving the employment of sulphurous acid as a

<lefecating agent are described.—T. H. F.

Sugar ; Tin in . 11. Pitseh. Zeits. Ver. Deutsch.

Zucker-Ind., 1904, 54, 353—357.

Examination of many samples of beet-sugar showed them

to be quite free from tin, whilst four samples of Demerara

sugar were found to contain appreciable quantities of this

metal, probably owing to the use of a tin salt for the pro-

duction of " bloom."' The following are the percentages of

ash and, approximately, those of tin (calculated as chloride)

in the four samples :
—

Description. Ash.
Stannic
Chloride.

076

0'47

(1-0112

0-0014

Molasses surer fur direct consumption
Dark crystals for the American market

n-ntt
0-01

—T. H. P.

Cane-Sugar; Inversion of by Platinum Metals. F.

Plzak and 11. Husek. Z. physik. Chem., 1904, 47,
733—739.

K.vimyn and Sulc in 1896 (Z. physik. Chem., 189G, 21,

481) found that the hydrolysis of cane-sugar is accelerated

.by the.platinum metals, with the exception of iridium.

Later, Sulc found (this J., 1900, 698) that the hydrolysis of

caue-9ugar by very dilute hydrochloric and sulphuric acids

is considerably retarded by palladium. The authors' ex-

periments with commercial powdered palladium led to

conflicting results. Alter ignition in air the palladium

almost completely prevented the inversion of cane-sugar

by N/500 hydrochloric acid at So C. ; after being boiled

with dilute hydrochloric acid and then ignited in air, it

retarded the inversion only to a much smaller degree ; whilst

after being ignited in hydrogen, it was practically without

intluei.ee on the inversion. The palladium was found to

contain a small amount of iron and a considerable quantity

of zinc, and it is to the presence of the latter the authors

c< nsidei the retardation of the inversion is chiefly due.

That the presence of a small amount of a foreign metal in

the palladium can considerably retard the inversion of the

sugar, was proved \>\ an experiment, in which I'- 2 per cent,

ot manganese was added to the palladium. Pure palladium,

prepared by reduction of the chloride with formaldeln de,

hail a very considerable ac 'derating influence on the inver-

sion of cane-sugar by water at 99° C, aud also slightly

accelerated the inversion of the sugar by N/500 hydrochloric

acid at 811 C. After being ignited in the air, the palladium

had practically no effect on the inversion of the sugar by
water at 99 C. during the first three hours, but after that

time the inversion was accelerated to almost the same
degree as before. Experiments with pure platinum gave

similar results, but the accelerating influence of the latter

is much greater than that of palladium. The acceleratiug

effect of iridium is somewhat slighter than that of palladium.

The authors consider the action of the platinum metals to

be due to oxides produced during the drying of the finely-

divided metals in air; and as a confirmation of this view,

they -tate that the acceleratiug action of palladium on the

inversion of cane-sugar is iucreasei by prolonging the

drying.—A. s.

Cane-Sugar, Dextrose and Levulose ; Analysis of a

Mixtun of • E. Ueuiy. XXIII., page 504.

l-Arabinose ,- Action of Lime on . II. Kiliani aud
1 Koehler. ISer., 1904, 37, 1210— 1215.

/-Arabinh-e, prepared by the hydrolysis of cherry gum,
was treated with milk of lime in the proportions: ara-

binose, 1 part; water, 10 parts; and quicklime, 02 part,

for 14 days. At the end of that time it was found that

0-37 mol. of lime per 1 niol. of arabinose had been

neutralise:!. Attempts to isolate the free organic acids

produced (other than acetic and lactic acids), having failed,

the neutralised solution of calcium salts was submitted to

fractional precipitation by alcohol. Five fractions were

thus obtained ; the analysis of the two main groups of

products indicated salts corresponding to the formula-

(C-,ll„( >,)*Ca for the less soluble, and (C„II U < <„)J .1 for the

more soluble. The last fraction but one contained still less

calcium than the above, and the last liquor contained cupric

reducing substances. As in the case of the saccharmic

acids, the ratio of C to O in the above salts = 1. The
production of molecules containing six (and probably even

more) carbon atoms from a sugar containing only five,

tends to confirm the theory previously put forward, that,

under the influence of lime, the sugar molecule is partially

broken up, and that the fragments are utilised for the

svnthetical building up of higher molecules.— J. F. 15.

United States Patents.

Sucrose; Process of Extracting . W. J. Gibbeus,

New ( Irleaus, and E. W. Christie, New York, Assignor!

to the Christie Engineering Co., Ltd., New Orleans,

U.S. Pat. 757,295, April 12, 1904.

Sugar cane is crushed by an ordinary cane-mill ; the

bagasse is then subjected to a series of immersions in an

extracting liquid, and is pressed between each pair of

immersions, being finally conveyed to a second heavy caue-

mill. which removes most of the liquid contained m the

bagasse. The liquid from the last mill is injected, together

with water, into the last member of the series ot immersion

t;ink:-, and passed onwards through the whole series iu a

direction contrary to that of the travel of the bagasse, the

strongest liquor overflowing from the first immersion taDk.

—J. F. B.

Sugar Cane : Apparatus for Extracting Sucrosi

. VV. J. Gibbens, i\ew I Means, and E. W. Christie.

Mew fork, Assignors to the Christie Engineering

Ltd . New 1 Irleaus. U.S. Pat. 757.296, April 12, 1904,

The apparatus for carrying out the extraction ol

from sugar cane (see prccediug abstract) comprise two

cane-mills, a series of immersion tanks, means for con-

veying the bagasse from one mill into the series of imnu

sion tanks, rotarj pushers armed with V-shaped pu

teeth situated in each of the tank*, scrapers lor cli

the pushers, a pair of press-rolls between each pair ol

tanks, means for conveying the bagasse to the second

mill, and means for circulating the liquid in a Contrun

direction to the bagasse.— J. 1'. B.
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French Patents.

[Sugar] Juice Heater situated between the Vacuum Pan
and Condenser. L. liernot and F. Massicot. Fr. Pat.

837,313, Oct. 24, 1903.

'I'm: beat contained in the vapours discharged from the

vacuum pan during boiling is utilised for beating juices or

syrups. A juice-heater, consisting of a large number of

tubes enclosed in a casing, is inserted between the vacuum
pan and the condenser, and whilst the juice is circulated

through the tubes it is heated by the vapours drawn through

the casing by the air-pump.—J. 1". B.

Charcoal for Clarification. Soc. Brunon and Uothe.

Fr- Pat. 337,321, Oct, 31, 1903.

A FORM of animal charcoal is obtained by heating ossein in

closed vessels. The ossein is obtained as a residue from the

extraction of bones with hydrochloric acid ; it is freed from
chlorine and arsenic compounds by neutralisation with slaked

lime before calcination.—J. F. B.

Crystallisation of Massecuites ; Process of Rapid .

M. Lambert. Second Addition, dated Xov. 21, 1903, to

Fr. Pat. 301,258, June 14, 1900.

A xoN-coN'orcTrxG screen is interposed between each of the

crystallising vessels in such a way that these are only heated

ar cooled by the air circulating around them. Various sets

jf crystallisers are placed in rows in different rooms, which
may be maintained at temperature- suitable for the different

tages of the manufacture.—J. F. B.

[Syrup from Beetroot, Cane, Grain, Boots, or other Bodies
containing Saccharine Sulista7ices ; Process for Pro-

j
ducing . W. C. Salisbury and A. J. Kramper.

j
Fr. Pat. 337,573, Dec. 10, 1903.

!jee U.S. Pats. 74S.313 and 74S.314 of 1903; this J., 1904,
124.-T. F. B.

XYII.-BREWINQ. WINES, SPIRITS. Etc.

\~2ane-Sugar Yeast from Nicaragua. II. E. Pozzi-Eseot.

Hall. Assoc. Chim. Sucr. et Dist., 1904, 21, 1007—1008.

I'he author describes a yeast isolated from a sample of

:\
Ticaraguan molasses. When grown in malt wort, the

/oong cells are round, but become elongated like a sugar

oaf ; it imparts a strong odour of sugar-cane juice to the

rort. It is most active at a temperature of 30°—35 C,
ud it ferments cane-sugar, dextrose, and maltose, but not

netose or galactose. It grows readily in musts of high
ensity, and without preliminary acclimatisation yields wines
ontaiaing 14— 15 per cent, of alcohol.—T. H. P.

Messed Yeast ; Detection of Bottom-Fermentation Beer
. Yeast in . P. Lindner. Z. Spiritusind., 19U4, 27,
156—157. (See also this J., 1904, 762.)

• he author proposes a method for the differentiation of

>p-fermentation and bottom-fermentation yeasts, based on
le different manner in which the two types multiply. The
east to be tested is -uspended in wort at such a dilution

lat, when preparations are made by the " droplet " method,
ten droplet shall contain not more than 2 or 3 cells. A
umber of hemispherical pearl-shaped droplets are made
ith a pen on the underside of a cover glass. These are

)
lowed to hang freely, and are examined after an interval

,jt exceeding 24 hours. In this way, with about 30 droplets,

id the degree of dilution described, about 100 cells an
itained for the analysis, and the result can be read off

l the following morning. All the top - fermentation
a-ts which the author has examined multiply with the
"duction of squarrose budding chains in a manner
lich may be described as a monopodial ramification,
e original axis continuing as such. On the other

I nd, the bottom-fermentation yeasts, even when they are
'having temporarily as top yeasts, grow with a sympodial
anfication, the main axis suddenly ceasing, whilst a side
anch takes up the functions of the main axis. In other
irds, if the yeast aggregates could grow freely like trees.

1 top yeast would resemble a fir tree and the bottom yeast

a birch tree. This difference is put forward a* being per-
fectly characteristic, whilst a simultaneous observation of
the purity of the yeast can be carried out on the same set of
preparations. In cases of doubt, a dilute streak culture
may be made with a brush on a gelatin plate, and the
colonies which develop may be picked off with a needle and
stirred in a drop of water. The top-fermentation yeasts will

theu be found to make a uniform emulsion, whilst the bottom
y .i-ts clot together in flaky aggregates.—J. F. 1J.

Yeast; Observations on the Period of Vitality of Dried
. H. Will. Z. ges. Brauw., 1904, 27, 269—271.

In concluding the present series of experimeuts, the author
remarks that the asbestos conserve (see this J., 1903, 1097)
still contained living cells after more than 1 7 year- ; these
cells were, however, exclusively those of wild yeasts. The
vitality of wild yeasts considerably exceeds that of the
culture yeasts, especially when it is considered that the
proportion of the former in the original samples was verv
small. Of the culture yeasts the top-fermentation varieties

are less resistant than the bottom yeasts. None of the top-
fermentation yeasts survived for 10 years, whilst a conserve
of bottom-fermentation yeast in wood-charcoal contained a
large number of living cells after 13 years. In considering
the period of vitality of different types and races of yeast
preserved in the same manner, the physiological condition of
the yeast at the time of drying must be taken into account.
Substances which absorb moisture strongly, such as gypsum
and kiesel°uhr,' are not so advantageous as wood-meal,
asbestos, and, above all, wood-charcoal for making the
conserves. Preservation in sealed vessels at low tempera-
tures is advantageous. The most favourable proportion of
moisture in the prepared conserve is probably between
3 and 6 per cent. (15—20 per cent, in the yeast). A
comparatively rapid drying, preferably by a strong current
of dry air, with a gradual rise of temperature not higher
than 40° C, is recommended.—J. F. B,

Barleys; Germination and Kiln-drying of . /.

A. J. Murphy. J. Fed. Inst. Brewing,' 1904,' 10, 99—148.

Chemical analysis, so far, is of little use for determining
the age and germinating power of barley. In case of
necessity the moisture in matured barleys may be reduced
to 8 per cent., or perhaps lower, without detriment to the
vitality. Excessive steeping is often responsible for irregular

growth. Aeration during steeping is advantageous. Kiln-
drying is not only of value for the maturing of barleys when
maturation is defective, but the reduction of the moisture
also assists the uniform soaking of the grain in the steep.

It is recommeuded that the temperature of kiln-drying
should be recorded by a thermometer which is not in

contact with the grain, but which is freely bathed by a
current of the hot gases employed. Drying at low tem-
peratures is to be avoided because it favours the development
of moulds, especially when the drying process is long-
continued and when a large proportion of damaged corns
is present. A fairly high temperature (160° F., measured
by a protected thermometer in the grain) may be employed
without injury. If maturation only be desired, the tem-
perature of hot sunshine, 140° F., is perhaps the best.

Long-continued drying causes such an accumulation of heat
in the grain and expels so large a proportion of water that
a " resting period " is necessary before steeping, in order
that the grain may cool down and recover its normal
content of moisture. Kiln-drying can, however, be regulate,

1

in such a way that no "resting period" is necessary.
Barleys stored at ordinary temperatures should retain
their germinative power, possibly indefinitely, provided they
contain a minimum proportion of moisture (e.g., 8 per cent.)

,

together with practical freedom from adherent germs and
absence of broken or snipped corns damaged by threshing.
Absence of these conditions facilitates the growth of moulds,
which is regarded as the chief cause of loss of germinative
power.—J. F. B.

Malt ; Soluble and Coagulable Nitrogenous Matters of
. K. Dinklage. Z. ges. Brauw., 1904, 27, 249—251.

Is continuation of a previous paper (this J., 1903, 1370)
the author d'scusses the results of further analyses carried
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out upon 21 samples of malt by the method proposed {he.

cil."). With the exception of three abnormal samples, the

total nitrogen of the malts lay between the limits of 1-5

and 1-8 per cent, on dry substance. With the above excep-

tions the proportions of soluble and coagulable nitrogen

were quite independent of that of the total nitrogen.

The proportions of soluble and coagulable nitrogen

varied together in a perfectly parallel manner. The paler

types of malt were always richer in soluble and coagulable

nitrogen than the darker types. The proportions of soluble

and coagulable nitrogen were in close relationship to the

method and temperature of kilning. With higher kilning

(increasing colour) the soluble nitrogenous matter is

increasingly converted into insoluble matters ; the same
conversion also takes place to a still greater extent in the

case of the coagulable nitrogenous matter. The author

lavs down the rule that, in the case of malts containing a

normal proportion of total protein, i.e., 9—11 per cent, on

the dry substance, the solubie and coagulable nitrogenous

matters should lie within the following limits:

—

Per Cent, on Malt. Dry Substance.

Type of Malt.

Pale to gold-coloured

.

Dark-coloured
Very dark coloured...

Soluble Nitrogen.

0-39-0-4S

Coagulable Nitrogen.

0-11-0-13
ro-08-o-ii
i.O-07—0'08

If the above relations be not fulfilled, it may be concluded

with areat probability that the malt has been kilned by a

treatment which is not in accordance with its type, or else

that the composition of the malt or barley is abnormal.

—J. 1'. 15.

Mali; Determination of the Proteolytic Capacity of .

P. Schidrowitz. J. Fed. Inst. Brewing, 1901,10, 166—172.

In carrying out the determination of the proteolytic capa-

city of malt by the method described in this J., 1903, 958,

the author has found that the results may vary enormously

according to the nature of the gelatin employed and to its

acid or alkaline reaction. Only fine qualities of gelatin are

to he used, and these should be either neutral or slightly

acid. The solution of gelatin is made up as follows :

—

64 grms. of gelatin are dissolved in 500 c.c. of hot water

(measured at 15° C), and a volume of N/ 10 caustic soda

solution, calculated from a preliminary titration of the

acidity towards phenolphthalein, is added. Sufficient water

is then added to bring the total volume of liquid (water +
N/10 alkali) used for dissolving the gelatin, up to 7:16 c.c.

The solution is cooled to 45' C, the white of an egg,

previously beaten, is mixed in, and the whole is heated

gradually to 80°— 90 C. on the water-bath, and maintained

at that temperature for 10 minutes. The solution is filtered

hot through paper, and when the filtrate has cooled to about

50" C, 4 grms. of powdered thymol are added. The above

quantities of water are used for a gelatin containing 1 G • 8 per

cent, of moisture, and are to be varied proportionately with

any variation from that percentage.—J. F. B.

Barley, Malt, and Uniwpped Wort ; Tannin Constituents

of A. Reichard. Z. ges. Brauw., 1901, 27,
229-235, 253—258, 271—275.

When a section of a barley or malt corn is treated with

ferric chloride or gold chloride reagent, a sharply defined

blue-black or violet stain appears in the form of a peripheral

rin" beneath the husk, owing to the presence of tannin.

The tannin appears to be confined solely to the cells of the

integuments of the seed, and the stain shows very little

tendency to spread. The constituent in question is not free

tannin, but most probably a tannin-albuminoid compound.

Tins constituent is almost insoluble in cold water, but it is

readily extracted from the cells by means of hot water

(from which it separates to a large extent on cooling), cr

by means of alcohol, in which it is freely soluble. 1 luring

the malting process, the subsequent solubility of the tannin

compound in cold water is considerably increased by the

action of the alcohol produced by the germinating grain.

This tannin compound is found in uuhopped worts, its

proportion being greater, relatively to the extract, in the

last sparging liquors than in the niaiu wort. In unhopped
worts and beers the taunin constituents occur in four

different forms:— (1) coarse flosks, films, or corpuscles,

which settle out, and are readily Btained with reagents ;

(2) turbidities, which make the obtainmeut of bright

liquors by filtration very difficult ; (3) an emulsified form,
which is not in true solution, but which occurs in perfectly

bright and settled liquors; (4) the truly dissolved form,

which i< more abundant in beer than in wort, owing to the

influence of the alcohol present in the former. The forms

(2) and (3) tend to clog the pores of filters ; they also ha7e
a tendency to be co-precipitated with turbidities, such as

those due to gluten. Moreover, these forms penetrate the

pores and attach themselves very readily to the walls of

tin \c-sels in which the beer is kept; they thus form the

bn~is of ' beer-scale," from which they can be extracted

by alcohol. The action of the yeast cells in removing the

finely-divided forms of the tannin compounds is probably
greatest after the active fermentation has ceased. Whilst
fermentation is in progress, the alcohol diffusing from the

cells would preserve their membranes free from tannin

deposits. It has been found, however, that the addition of

lactic acid to unhopped worts and beers, eau-?< the precipi-

tation of the tannin compounds in a form which is

insoluble in alcohol. Hence it is inferred that infection

with bacteria which produce lactic acid, would lead to a
speedy clogging of the yeast by tannin compounds in this

form.—J. F. B.

Distillery Fermentation Tuns; Suggestions for Tri

of . G. Heinzelmann. '/.. Spiritusind., 1904,

27, 157.

The tuns should be constructed only of sound, non-resinous

pine wood (pitch-pine), free from knots. At the time of

the non-working season, the tuns should not be left full of

water, since development of putrefactive organisms will

cause the wood to rot. Before going out of use, the tuns

should be cleansed, freed from scale, and allowed to dry

;

they should then be painted inside and out with " carbo-

lineum "
; the hoops should be tightened as the wood

shrinks. Internal coating with paint, tar, or lacquer is not

to be recommended. Before re-starting, the tuns are to

be scrubbed and thoroughly soaked with water. I >uriug

the working season, the tuns are to be cleaned each time

before filling, by scrubbing thoroughly with brushes and

hot water. A coat of strong, freshly prepared milk of

lime is then to be given inside and on the edges ; it should

remain on for about one hour. The lime is then removed

bv scrubbing with sand and washed away with hot «:itcr.

Any calcareous scale which tends to accumulate may easily

give rise to infections, and it should be loosened from time

to time by the application of dilute hydrochloric acid and

subsequent scrubbing. For the purification of badly in-

fected tuns, which have been causing excessive acidities,

the following directions are given :—Wash out all

of fermented wort with hot water, using the brush ; apply

a wash of dilute caustic soda to all parts of the tun, in-

cluding edges and crevices ; leave for at least an hour,

then wash off with hot water. The tun should then be

steamed with moderation, since frequent steaming temls to

soften the fibres of the wood. Before use, paint the tun

with dilute sulphuric acid, which need not be washed off.

—J. F. li.

Fermentations ; Action of Oxidising Agents on tin

of . H. Alliot and (i. Gimel. Comptes ren.i., 1904,

138, 911—913.

The authors have investigated the influence exerted on

the amount of acid produced in a malt wort (acidity,

0'5 grm. of sulphuric acid per litre) by butyric bacteria.

by 1 grm. per litre of the following oxidising agents :—Sodium

and calcium hypochlorites, ferric chloride, potassium

I

chlorate, perchlorate, and bichromate, manganese dioxid.

and hydrogen dioxide. The last - named exhibits the

greatest bactericidal action, but is only slightly more

effective than calcium hypochlorite and manganesi .b'Xide,

I the use of which in practice is recommended by the authors.
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These agents also accelerate the multiplication of the yeast

cells aod destroy any sulphurous acid—either free or a:

potassium hydrogen sulphite ^bisulphite)—present in the

wort.—T. H. P.

Beer Filtration and Permanence of " Head." \V. Windisch.

Woch. Brau., 1904, 21, 194— 198.

The author discusses the theory tint the " head "-retaining

properties of beer are dependent ou the presence of minute

suspended particles of colloidal bodies which are not in

a state of true solution. The effect of filtration, if very

efficient, may be to remove these bodies and thus impair

th" •' head "-retaining properties. Cases are quoted in

which the introduction of the filter into certain breweries

has resulted in a marked falliug-off in the quality of the

beer. The removal of the colloidal bodies in quasi solution

by filtration, besides affecting the permanence of the

"head," may deteriorate the flavour (a) by reducing the

palate-fulness which is probably dependent on these colloids,

and (6) by imparting an after flavour characteristic of the

filter, derived from the filtering medium and the metallic

surfaces. The author contends that the competition

to create aod to satisfy a public demand for the brightest

beers has led to the result that modern filters are too

perfect In the early days of the beer-filter, owiug to a

lower filtering efficiency, a small filter could deal with a

relatively large volume of beer. But in recent years the

increase in the density of the medium, in order to obtain

the brightest possible effluent, has resulted in the removal

of the colloidal bodies above referred to, and has necessi-

tated an enormous increase in the ratio of filtering medium
and metallic surface to the volume of beer treated.

—J. F. B.

Beer Filtration. E. Ludwig.
214—21.'),

Woch. Brau., 1904,

The author agrees with the views expressed by Windisch
(see preceding abstract) that modern beer filters are too

efficient from a filtration point of view, and that the quality of

the beer suffers in consequence. He considers that the evil

effects are due to the ever-increasing density of the filtering

medium, involving an increased pressure. In modern filters

the beer is forced through what are practically solid cakes

of pulp, instead of through a mass of loose pulp as formerly.

Consequently a thick slimy layer of impurities collects ou
the surface of the cakes. Under the influence of very high

pressures the impurities in this layer of sludge are far more
soluble in the beer than under moderate pressures ; hence
the appearance of an unpleasant flavour. The ideal system
of filtration would be a " mass " filtration, as opposed to a
"surface" filtration, in which the final degree of purity

should be attained in several progressive stages under a low
pressure —J. F. B.

Beer; Metallic Turbidities in . F. S t-h6nfeld.

Woch. Brau., 1904, 209—210.

The author has confirmed the general accuracy of his

observations (this J., 1904, 332) on the action of metals on
beer. He has repeated his experiments with metals of

undoubted purity, and states that there was no doubt as to

the galvanic efficiency of his couples. It is not contended
that those metals which give a negative result are abso-
lutely without action on beer. On the contrary, changes
in the colour of the beer are frequently to be noticed, owing
to the metal entering into solution, but only tin (even the

purest Banca tin) gave the characteristic heavy albuminoid
turbidity. The contentions of Sellenscheidt (this J., 1904,
333) as to the indifference of tin, when pure, and the
harmful effects of zinc and lead, are not confirmed. After
tin, iron is the next most harmful metal in producing
turbidities in beer.—J. F. B.

English Patents.

Malt Furnaces and other Kilns and Drying Apparatus.
E. S. Beaven, Warminster. Eng. Pat. 8847, April 18,

1903.

In malt kilns and other drying furnaces in which the
products of combustion come into direct contact with the
material to be dried, the arch, posterior end, or walls of the

furnace structure are perforat-d so as to be capable of
supporting blocks of lime, limestone, or other basic filtering

material, thus forming a chamber in which the gases of
combustion are freed from arsenical and other deleterious
constituents before they reach the drying chamber. Arrange-
ments are made for heating the air in channels, constructed
in the furnace, before it enters the combustion chamber.
The filtering chamber is constructed with a sloping door,
and the contaminated material is removed from the bottom,
fresh blocks being introduced from above.—J. F. li

Wkizzer" or Hydro-extractorfor Drying Grain and the
like. H. Simon and G. Huxley, Manchester. Bug. Pat.

11,064. May 15, 1903.

A perforated vertical cylindrical casing, of one or.more
segments, joined by flanges which are attached to an outer
casing, is provided with solid end pieces. A rotating
barrel having slightly inclined lifting blades, is arranged
within the easing so as to lift the grain upwards to the
outlet. The barrel is perforated about the centre, and has
fans or blades at the ends to draw air from the end open-
ings and deliver it through the central perforation?, fan-
gental blades are arranged in the upper end piece, which
may be rotated to sweep the grain outwards to the delivery
spoilt. Means are provided for feeding the grain tangen-
tally at the bottom of the easing.— \V. 11. C.

Fermentation of Liquids. G. Johnson and P. R. Hare,
Bromley. Eng. Pat. 10,093, May 4, 1903.

A species of yeast called S. thernmntitonum is claimed
for fermenting saccharine worts. This yeast is isolated
from eucalyptus leaves, and the cells, which are somewhat
smaller and more oval than those of ordinary yeast, are
generally observed in compact masses hanging together by
means of a membranous substance or web. This yeast
possesses the peculiarity of resisting the action of high
temperatures ; it can be freed from foreign organisms by
pasteurisation, and will resist a temperature of 170' F. for a
?hort time. It ferments best at temperatures between 80°
and 110' F. Its industrial value lies in the fact that it can
be sown in sterilised hot worts at a temperature of 175° F.,

the worts being then rapidly cooled in closed vessels to
105° F. When fermentation subsides, this yeast, owing to
its peculiar agglutinating properties, is found at the bottom
of the vessel in a compact mass, whilst the liquid is run off

perfectly clear. —J. F. B.

Distillery Effluents or other Polluting Liquids, Sewage, or
other Putrescible Material, Soils for Filtering Purposes,
and Agricultural Land ; Treatment of . J. Hunter.
Eng. Pat. 15,555, July 14, 1903. XVIII. B., page 500.

United States Patent.

Whisky, Gin, or other Spirits ; Manufacture of .

J. M. Sauguineti, Lille. U.S. Pat. 757,352, April 12, 1904.

See Eng. Pat. 27,068 of 1902 ; this J., 1903, 815.—T. F. II.

XVIII.-FOODS ; SANITATION; WATER
PURIFICATION, & DISINFECTANTS.

(A.)—FOODS.

English Patents.

Nutritive Substance [from Blood']. W. P. Thompson.
From Actienges. fur Chem. Ind., Vienna. Eng. Pat.

15,606, July 14, 1903.

One kilo, of blood or a 20 per cent, hajmoglobin solution.
is mixed with 50 c.c. of sodium hydroxide solution (35° to

10° B.) and after 24 hours the mixture is heated to a
temperature of 80° to 85° C. for two hours. The solution is

then acidified with hydrochloric acid, and the precipitated

albuminoids separated and dried at a low temperature. The
product so obtained is theu digested with artificial gastric

juice.—W. P. S.
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Furze; Treatment of , for Obtaining a Food for
Cattle, Paper Pulp, and an Ammonium Salt which may
be used as a Manure. G. P. Horteloup, Paris. Eng.

Pat. 26, ISO, Nov. 80, 1903. Under Internet. Conv.,

April 14, 1903.

See Fr. Pat 831,176 of 1908 ; this ,T.. 1908, 1145.—T. F. B.

(«.)—SANITATION ; WATEB 1'1'IUFICATION.

English Patents.

Sewage; Process for the Purification of . F. Eichen,
'

\\ iesbaden. Eng. Pat. 14,258, June 27, 1903.

Si i Fr. Pat. 335,406 of 1903 ; this J., 1903, 1362.—T. F. B.

Distillery Effluents or other Polluting Liquids, Sewage or

other Putrescible Material, Soils for Filtering Purposes,

and Agricultural J. and; Treatment of . J. Hunter,

Edinburgh. Eng. Pat. 15,555, July II. 1903.

Tiik effluent is heated and treated with slaked lime or other

alkaline substance, either during or after the heating. Cal-

cium phosphate or phosphoric acid is then added and the

heating continued until thorough precipitation has taken

place. The liquid portion is then passed on to bacterial

beds, or used for irrigation purposes. Calcium and magne-
sium carbonates are added to the filter-beds or to the soil to

favour the action of the nitrifying bacteria. Claim is also

made for the use of calcium sulphate, alone or mixed with

carbonates, in evaporation processes employed in the purifi-

cation of distillery effluents. — \V. P. S.

House or other Refuse ; Process of Treating , for
Converting it into Substanees of Commercial Utility.

T. G. Charlton, Lougbton. Eng. Pat. 16,304, July 24,

1903.

The sorted refuse is heated in closed retorts until com-
pletely carbonised, the volatile products being led off and
dealt with as in gas-works. The residue left in the retorts

is then quenched with water, sifted and again sorted, mixed
with a quantity of tar obtained in the distillation, and
pressed into briquettes. From 12 to 14 galls, of tar per

ton of carbon is a suitable quantity. About 4 per cent, of

pitch may also he added to make the briquettes weather-

proof.—W. P. s.

French Patents.

Water ; Installation for the Oxidation or Biological Treat-

ment of W. P. Dunbar. Fr. Pat. 337,301, Oct 20j

1903.

The water is allowed to run over a bed constructed of fine

material at the top and coarse pieces at the bottom.

Various forms of these beds are described and they can be

used singly or in series. The water after treatment is

collected in gutters at the bottom of the bed.— \V. P. S.

Water and other Liquids ; Sterilisation of , by Filtra-

tion through an Oxidising Bed of Barium Manganate.

E Cambier, A. Tixier, and C. E. Adnet. Fr. Pat. 337.630,

Dec. 12, 1908.

Water is sterilised by passage through an oxidising bed of

specially active barium manganate, such as that produced

by one of the processes described in Fr. Pat. 337,629

(see page 489).— I

(C.)—DISINFECTANTS.

English Patent.

Liquid Compounds of Phenol or Cresol and Soap which
are Soluble in Water and form Emulsions, Intensifying

at the same time their Antiseptic Properties; Process

for Solidifying such . E. M. Uaetz, C"ln-Mcrhcitu.

Eng. Pat. 27,889, Dee. 19, 1903.

Solutions containing from 30 to 60 per cent, of cresol or

phenol and soap are mixed in an autoclave with from ."> to

10 per cent, of an aldehyde (formaldehyde) or a ketone

and a small quantity of an alkali. The mixture is heated

to 150° C. and then cooled. A solid product is obtained

which is soluble in water.—W. 1'. S.

French Patent.

Ozone; Production of , for application as a Dis-

infectant. A. H'Arsonval, G. E. Gaiffe, and G. Gallot.

Fr. Pat. 337,531, Dec. 8, 1903.

The air to be disinfected is " cooled and moistened " by
being caused to traverse an ozonising apparatus, entering

at the lower part of an attached chamber in which ice is

supported on a horizontal perforated partition separating

the chamber into two compartments ; or the lower com-
partment inav \- occupied by perforated vessels containing

a refrigerating mixture. In a third form of apparatus, air

enters the ozOniser through a chamber cooled by a coil

through which a flow of liquid carbon dioxide is maintained.

Or the apartment to be disinfected may lie sprayed with

liquid air whilst the air is being passed through the ozoniser,

the apartment being meanwhile " hermetically " closed.

—E. S.

XIX.-PAPEK. PASTEBOARD. Etc.

Normal Papers [German"] ; Transparency of . \V.

Herzberg. Mitt. K. tech. Vcrsuchsaust., 1903, 21,
176—188.

The German Government having complained of the exces-

sive transparency of normal papers of the highest classes,

owing to which the writing shows through on the back of

the paper, the Charlottenhurg Institute has addressed a
circular to the chief manufacturers of these papers inviting

suggestions on this subject. The replies of 2a mills an
recorded. It is contended that increased opacity can only

be obtained by the relaxation of some of the most stringent

demands as to the quality of the paper. The transparency

of normal papers is due to the fact that the normal
standards of breaking length and elongation can only be

reached by the use of linen rags almost exclusively, and
these have to be beaten to a "wet" pulp for a very long

time. The cotton fibre is considerably more opaque than
the linen fibre, but the addition of a sufficient proportion M
the former would necessitate a lower standard of strength.

Some writers suggi st thai a larger proportion of cotton

rags could be used, whilst maintaining the strength, if the

stringent demands for purity, whiteness, and freedom from
specks were relaxed so as to permit of the use of stronger
linen rags unweakened by extreme bleaching. The yellow-

tone of less highly bleached linen is, moreover, more
favourable to opacity than the milk-white colour now
required ; the tone might even be increased by ochre. The
Institute cannot, however, assent to any such relaxat

regards ill. appearance of the paper. The attainment of the

high elongation on breaking is very difficult and necessitates

a very " wet " pulp ; the Institute is therefore prepared to

meet this cause of transparency by lowering the standard

elongation on breaking from 4'."i to 40 per cent, in class 1

and from 4 -

to 3"5 per cent, in class 2. whilst maintaining

the standard breaking length and resistance to en
unaltered. There remain two other means of increasing

the opacity, viz., increase in thickness of the paper and the

addition of mineral loading. Some of the manufacture!!

suggest that to increase the thickness of such strong papers

would introduce difficulties in the making and i:: the pro-

duction of a legible water-mark. The price of the paper

ami the cost of postage would also be increased. For

special purposes, however, where cost is subordinate to

increased opacity, the Institute proposes to permit the use

of heavier papers to the extent of 15 per cent, above the

fits. It is generally admitted that the addition

of mineral loading in the proportion of 10 per cent, would

tend to increase the opacity of the paper, but at the saBM
time the mechanical properties would only he maintained

with difficulty, and the paper would be thinner for the

same weight. Nevertheless, the Institute has determined U
recommend that the restrictions as to ash be abolished and

that the manufacturer he permitted to improve ihe appear-

ing surface, and (possibly) opacity of his paper

by the addition of mineral loading, so far a~ he can do so

without lowering the normal standards of the mechanical

properties.— I. I'. B.
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English Patents.

Cellulose Compounds ,- Process for the Manufacture of
Variously-Shaped Industrial Objects from . L.

Lederer.Sulzbach. Eng. Pat. 7341, March 30, 1903.

SeeFt. Pat. 330,714 of 1903; this J., 1903, 1100.—T. F. B.

United States Patents.

Paper; Utilisation of Waste Products from the Manu-
facture of . W. N. Cornell, Massena. U.S. Pat.

756,214, April 5, 1904.

The waste product known as " sereeiings " is reduced to

pulp bv a combined process of crushing and rubbing the

material, stirring the crushed screenings in a suitable liquid,

and then repeating the grinding or rubbing process, the

latter operations being repeated until the particles are of the

desired size.—J. F. B.

French Patents.

Papier-mache ; Manufacture of Articles of .

C. Gaertuer. Fr. Pat. 337,480, Nov. 19, 1903.

See Eug. Pat. 27,339 of 1903; this J., 1904, 453.—T. F. B.

[Cellulose Xanthate ; Purification of , for the Pre-
paration of Viscose. Soc. Franc, do la Viscose.

Addition, dated Nov. 25, 1903, to Fr. Pat, 334,636,
Aug. 14, 1903. See this J., 1904, 75.

4fteh coagulation, the crude cellulose xanthate is treated,

lit a temperature not above 50° C, with a solution of an

ilkali or alkaliue earth sulphite, either alone or in con-
unction with aluminium sulphate, alum, sodium bicarbonate,

cc—T. F. B.

XX.-FINE CHEMICALS, ALKALOIDS,
ESSENCES, AND EXTEACTS.

Potassium Platinous Chloride. P. Klason.
Ber., 1904, 37, 1360—1361.

his substance is made commercially by reducing chloro-
'atinic acid by means of sulphur dioxide, and then adding
I'ice the calculated quantity of potassium chloride to the
lit solution. The salt separates out, is drained on the
imp, washed witli alohol, and dried at the ordinary tem-
rature in the dark. This method is preferable to that

irting from potassium chloroplatinate. Vezes' method
i heating together potassium chloroplatinate and potassium
Uate in equitnolecular proportions cannot be carried out
:h pure platinum compounds. It is a catalytic action,

1 depends upon the presence of iridium.—J. T. D.

"hujone ; Certain Derivatives of . I,. Tschugaeff.
•., l'.ioi, 37, 1481—1486. (Compare this J., 1901, 65.)

ien the methyl ester of thujylxanthogenic acid,

«H,jO.CS.SCH
3 , is distilled, two isomeric thujenes are

< lined, viz.. a-thujene produced from the less stable
tntion of the xanthogenic ester, and /3-thujene from the
0;t stable portion. These two hydrocarbons boil almost
ajhe same temperature, but a-thujene yields a crystalline
o intenedihydrobromide with hydrobromic acid, melting at

<H-59° C, whereas /3-thujene does not. Probably these
M thujenes are derived from two stereo-isomeric thujyl
ajhols produced by the reduction of thujone ; they differ
M in the position of the ethylenic bond in the nucleus.
«- ujene yields on oxidation a-tanacetonedicarboxylic acid,
at 3-thujene yields homotanacetoue dicarboxylic acid. By
fr- ment of thujamenthol, the alcohol corresponding with
'S( ujone, by the xanthogenic method, the author obtained
» • Irocarbon, C 10H,8 , b.pt. 157°—159° C, which he terms
'« -menthene.—J. F. Ii.

Menthol ; Dehydration of by Organic Acids.
J. Zelikow. Ber., 1904, 37, 1374—13S3.

Th production of unsaturated hydrocarbons by heating
toe. aturated alcohols with oxalic acid (this J., 1901,
* can also be effected with other polybasic organic

>e» Positive results have been obtained with succinic,

citric, phthalic, terephthalic, and camphoric acids, but not
with tartaric acid. A menthene is thus obtained by heating
together camphoric acid and menthol, and it has an
exceptionally high rotatory power. The presence of an
excess of the free acid exerts an important influence in
increasing the yields of hydrocarbon, since it neutralises
the tendency, manifested when the acid esters are heated
by themselves, to the production of free alcohols and
neutral esters, together with the hydrocarbons. This
tendency can be checked also by employing the salts of the
acid esters.—J. F. B.

Cineol ; Reduction of . H. Thorns and B. Molle.
Arch. Pharm., 1901, 242, 181—194.

Cineol has been reduced by the action of hydriodic acid
in the presence of mercury, the reduction products being a
new hydrocarbon, cineolene, C 10H 19 , and a polymerised
hydrocarbon (C10H 16)j. Cineolene boils at 165°— 167° C,
is optically inactive aud has the sp. gr. 0-8240 at 18° C.
By the action of bromine on it, hydrobromic acid is

formed. By the action of concentrated sulphuric acid,

a-2-cymenesulphonic acid was produced.—J. O. B.

" Fucol " : a Cod-Liter Oil Substitute. H. Norrenberg.
Pharm. Centralh., 1904,45, 34.

Dried seaweeds containing iodine are submitted to a
roasting process, whereby an empyreumatic greenish oil

rich in iodine is formed. The roasted material is then
extracted with an edible tatty oil.—J. O. B.

Cinchona Alkaloids; Dibromo - addition Compounds of
, and Compounds of their Hydrochlorides with

Metallic Perchluridcs. A. Christensen. Videnskaberues
- els kab's Skrifter, 1904, 6, 329 ; Chem.-Zeit., 1904, 28
Kep. 93.

Like the corresponding cinchonine compound, cinchonidine
dibromide is a mixture of two isomerides ; when a molecule of
HBr is split off from either of them, the same mono-bromo-
substitution derivative remains. Tne two isomerides differ in

the solubilities of their sulphates and of some of their other
derivatives. Lead tetrachloride gives with the hydro-
chlorides of the cinchona alkaloids, in strong hydrochloric
acid solution, compounds which fall as yellow crystalline
precipitates. Similar compounds (hygroscopic and unstable,
quickly turning brown in the air) are formed when hydro-
chloric acid gas is passed through glacial acetic solutions of
the alkaloids, in which finely-divided mang-ioese dioxide i~

suspended. Ferric chloride, added to solutions of the
dibromo-addition compounds, forms compounds which are
precipitated by hydrochloric acid as yellow amorphous
substances.—J. T. D.

Colchicine Content of Colchicum Seeds. H. Blau.
Pharm. Centralh., 1904, 45, 39.

The amount of total colchicine in the seeds examined was
0-379 per cent. ; the brown seed-coats contained 0-377 per
cent. Seeds one year old gave 0-504 per cent.; some
20 years old, not carefully stored, yielded 0* 180 per cent.

;

another sample, over 30 years old, kept in a well-closed
vessel, gave 0-202 per cent. ; seeds kept more than 20 years
in a metal-lined drawer, 0-2108 per cent. It is evident
therefore that the seeds deteriorate in the amount of active
principle by storiug, and that the seed-coat should not be
removed from the drug, since it contains practically as
much colchicine as the seed.—J. O. B.

Essential Oils obtained by Extraction of Fresh Blossoms
with Volatile Solvents. (" Essential Blossom- extract
Oils.") H. v. Soden. J. prakt. Chem., 1304, 69, 256—
271.

To obtain these oils, fresh blossoms are repeatedly treated
with light petroleum spirit in the cold. The solvent is then
removed from the extract by a careful distillation, often
in vacuo. According to the author, the perfumes so ohtained
are distinguished by the delicacy of their aroma. They
were purified fur investigation by extraction with cold
alcohol and distillation in a current of steam. A description

of the properties of the extracts so obtained from violets,
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orange-blossoms, mignonette, rose-blossoms, jasmine, and

cassia-blossoms is given. The extracted essential oil from

violets contains a number of odoriferous Bubstances, of

which a " violet-ketoue " is probably the mosl important.

Essential orange-blossom extract contains 6*9 per cent, of

inethvl anthranilate and 26 - 7 per cent, of hnalyl acetate.

Essential oil of mignonette - blossom extract contains

considerable amounts of aldehydes. The extract from

French rose-blossoms contains 60 per cent, of pbenylethyl

alcohol and 20 per cent, of a mixture of geran ol, nerol, and

citronellol. The oil from German rose-blossoms contains

75 per ceut. of phenylethyl alcohol and 15 per cent, of

primary terpens alcohols. The extract-oil from jasmine-

blossoms contains 13— 51 per ceut. of benzyl acetate and

considerable quantities of indole. Cassia-blossom oil con-

tains about 31 per cent, of methyl salicylate, also bei zj 1

alcohol,' decyl aldehyde, a ketone with an odour of violets,

cumin aldehyde, farnesol (a sesquiterpene alcohol), and

probably linalool and geraniol.— E. 1'.

Jasmine Flowers ; Essential Oil of . VII. A.Hesse.

Ber., 1904, 37,1457—1463. (See also this J., 1899, 396,

518, 1 153 ; 1900, 770 ; 1901, 275, 1137.)

The oil obtained by extracting freshly picked jasmine

flowers with petroleum spirit, and distilling the- extract,

was dissolved in ether, and a mixture of 1 vol. of concen-

trated sulphuric acid and 5 vols, of ether added. This

liquid was shaken with sodium bicarbonate solution and

distilled with steam ; a quantity of oil distilled over

(equivalent to 447 grins, per 1,000 kilos, of flowers), of

sp. gr. 1-015 at 15° 6., a„ = + 1° 45' ; saponification value

222-0 ; and containing 0-42 per cent, of methyl anthranilate

and 2-1 per cent, of indole. An experiment on a laiger

quantity of flowers gave an oil of sp. gr. l'OOl, containing

0-38 per cent, of methyl anthranilate and 2-0 per cent,

of indole. Pefore the steam distillation no methyl anthra-

nilate or indole could he detected in the oil. By extracting

the flowers in a similar manner with ether, and distilling

the extract with steam, an oil was obtained equivalent to

385 grms. per 1,000 kilos, of flowers; sp. gr. (15° C.)

0-993.">: a„ = + 2 36'. No methyl anthranilate or iudole

could be detected in this oil. The flowers, after extraction

with ether or petroleum spirit, yielded, ou distillation in

-team, a small quantity (about 50 grins, per 1,000 kilos,

of flowers) of an oil, which contained about -1-5 per cent,

of methyl anthranilate, aud also a base, which ou diazo-

tisatiou and coupling with /3-naphthol, gave a strong colora-

tion. Jasmine flowers which had been subjected to en-

fleurage were extracted with petroleum spirit; the oil

obtained, contained no indole i r methyl anthranilate.

It thus appears that neither indole nor methyl anthranilate

exists in the free state in jasmine flowers -, the indole com-

pound is decomposed by steam distillation, but not by dry

distillation (this J., 19ol\ 1137). The methyl anthranilate

compound is easily decomposed by steam, and also by dry

distillation. The author points out, in conclusion, that

the figures previously given (this .1.. 1901, 1137) lor the

amouut of oil obtainable from fresh flowers by extraction

should be doubled, according to his later experiments; thus

the statement that " nine times as much oil is obtained by

enfleurage as bj extraction," must be modified to "four

or five times."—T. 1'. B.

Laurel Leaves} Essential Oil of . H. Thorns and

B. Mollc. Arch, Pharin.. 1904,242, 161—181.

Tue leaves of l.aurus no bills yielded from 1 to 3 per cent,

of a light yellow oil with an agreeable powerful odour and

sharp, somewhat bitter taste. It had a distinctly acid

reaction, and the a„ - 15-95° at 17 C.j sp, er. 0-9215 at

17° C. A specimen about a year old bad the sp. gr. 0-9957

atl7°C. Its acid value was2-74; ester value 47-10. The

presence of methyl-chavicol in the fractions boiling above

18n° C, as suggested by Wallach. was net confirmed. The

arid reaction was found" to be due to the presence of free

acetic, iso-butyric, and iso-valeric acids The oil contained

1-7 per cent, of free engenol, and 4 per cent, as ester.

The chief cshr present was an acetate, but esters of caproie

aud valeric acids were also present. Besides these, a small

quantity, 0-07 per cent., of another unidentified acid, having
the formula C,, II,,' '. was isolated in the form of partially

ited, glittering sciles ; m.pt, 146"— 147° C. It was
strongbj attacked bj permanganate, and combined with two
atoms of bromine. Pinene was found in the oil which had
not been treated with alkali. Ciueol was present to the

extent of about .'j0 per cent. Geraniol was detected in the

fraction boiling between 212 230° C. The higher boiling

fractions are oxygenated, and probably contain, besides a

sesquiterpene, a sesquiterpene alcohol. The original oil,

and in particular the high boiling fractions thereof, gave an

intense blue colour reaction when the solution in glacial

acetic acid was treated with bromiue vapour, or a trace of

nitric acid.—J. O. 1!.

Entada tcandeus; Saponins of . L. Kosenthaler.

Arch. Pharm., 1903, 241, 614.

CaODE saponin was extracted from the seeds after removal
of the fat, by means of 90 per cent, alcohol, and precipitated

by ether from the cold alcoholic extract. By precipita-

tion with barium hydroxide solution, a saponin, named
" Sapouin A " was removed from the aqueous solution of

this crude (saponin. The solution thus freed from "saponin
A" was evaporated to dryness, alter removing the excess of

barium hydroxide, the dry residue extracted with hot 90
per cent, alcohol, and the alcoholic solution fractionally

precipitated with chloroform and ether. The aqueous solu-

tion of the ether precipitate was dialysed, and the residue

evaporated to dryness in racito over sulphuric acid
" Saponin It

' ',!!.„( i, was thus obtain d as a whitisl

hygroscopic powder, which became brownish on heating tc

110° C. It was precipitated from strong aqueous solution

by basic, hut not by normal lead acetate. It gave a darl

reddish-violet colour with strong sulphuric acid, eventual!

turning brown. On hydrolysis, a sugar identical will

galactose, a sapogeiiin soluble in ether nnd in alcohol, an
another body in-oluhle in those solvents and in ammonil
were formed.—J. II. B.

Dipteryx Odorata, Presence of a Copal in the Fruit, an

a K'mo in the Bark of . E. Beckel, 11. S. de Co
demov, and F. Schlagdenhaufteu. Hep. Pharm., 190

16, 97—104 and 151—161.

Tue entire fruit of the Tonka bean. Dipteryx odorata, fro

French Guiana, where it is known as "Gave, .-, ntai

16-1 per cent, of a resin which in characters compares wi

the best grades of commercial copal. It is hist extract

from the integuments of the fruit by means of chleroforl

Incision into the bark of the tree yields a kino which!

rich in tannin, and gives reactions similar to other medicill

kinos.—J- 0. B.

English Patents.

Colloidal Product! containing Bismuth Oxide; Manufl
ture of . tj. W. Johnson, London. From Kallo il

Co.. Bitbrich-oo-the-Bhine. Eng. Pat. 12,773. JumJ
1903.

See Fr. Pat. 332,980 of 1903 ; this J., 1903, 1307.—T. F

I

Anesthetic. Compounds ; Manufacturi oj Medical—

I

I Rilsert, Frankfort. Eng. Pat. 8095, April 7, 19081

See U.S. Pat. 748,101 of 1903; this J., 1904, 383.—T.!
Cyclohcxane and Cyclohexeue ; Manufacture of D*>\

tines of . O. Iinray, London, r'roni Farbwf
vorm. Meister, Lucius und Briiuing, llochst

Pat. 11,137, May 15, 1903.

Hv reducing cyclohexenone carhoxylic acids or ester*

their alkyl derivatives, the corresponding hydro

hex.me carboxylic acids aud hydroxycyclohexan.

in produced. If the hydroxycyclohexnne carboxylic *

atcil with dehydrating agents, cyclohexeue carhoB (,

are formed. All these products are appli

, having tloral odours. The product-
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iclude the hydroxycarbinols and hydroxycarboxylic acids

id esters from dimethylcyclohexenone carboxylic ester

—

CCCH3
):CH.C0.CH..CH(CH 3).CH.C00C..H,

I !

id those from the esters of trimethylcyelohexenone

irboxylic acid (see U.S. Pat. 743,305 of 1903 ; this J.,

103, 1307) ; also the corresponding cyclohexene derivatives.

—T. F. B.

roducis useful in Therapeutics ; Manufacture of .

A. Zimmermaiin, London. From Chem. Fabrik auf
Actien, vorm. E. Schering, Berlin. Eng. Pat. 12,282,

May 29, 1903.

leum rusci, oleum fagi, or other varieties of wood tar, are

ated with formaldehyde, paraldehyde, or chloro-methyl
cohol. As an example, 1 kilo, of oleum rusci and
10 strms. of paraldehyde are heated to 130° C, for some
ne, and the product is washed with ether. The compounds
itained are brown powders, insoluble in water, but soluble

acetone and chloroform, and are of value in .-.kin

seases.—T. F. B.

otarnine Salts ; Manufacture of New . F. W.
Howorth, London. From Knoll and Co., Ludwigshafen-
on-Rhine. Eng. Pat. 13,889, June 22, 1903.

:e U.S. Pat. 742,532 of 1903; this J., 1903, 1307.—T. F. I!.

onoformyl Derivative of 1 .3-Dimrthyl-i ,5-diamido-2 . 6-

dioxypyrimiilme ; Manufacture ofthe . H.E.Newton,
London. From the Farbeufabr. vorm. F. Baver and Co.,

Elberfeld. Eng. Pat. 14,430, June 29, 1903."

:e U.S. Pat. 740,636 of 1903 ; this J., 1903, 1207.—T. F. B.

United States Patents.

anthine Derivatives ; Art of' Preparing . M. *
'.

Massie, Washington, Administrator to F. Ach, Assignor
to C. F. Boehringer und Soehne, Mannheim-Waldbof.
U.S.Pat. 757,328, April 12, 1904.

E Eng. Pat. 27,485 of 1902 ; this J., 1903, 378.—T. F. B.

inthine Derivatives ; Process of Making . M. C.
Massie, Washington, Administrator to F. Ach, Assignor
o C. F. Boehringer und Soehne, Mannheim-Waldhof.
J.S. Pat. 757,329, April 12, 1904.

3 Eng. Pat. 27,532 of 1902 ; this J., 1903, 378.—T. F. B.

ujloxy-caffeine, and Process of Making same. M. C.
lassie, Washington, Administrator of F. Ach, Assignor
3 C. F. Boehringer und Soehne, Mannheim- Waldhof.
r.S. Pat. 757,330, April 12, 1904.

LKTLOxr-8-CHi.OROCAFFEiNE (see Eng. Pat. 16,231 of

}; this J., 1899, 1051) on treatment with an alkali

holate in alcohol solution, yields a dialkyloxycaffeine, :

:h, on further treatment with dilate hydrochloric acid
the water bath, gives 3'-alkyloxy-8-hydroxycaffeine.
[ethoxy-8-hydroxycaffeine is thuB obtained as a colour-
substance, of m. pt. 228°—229° C, soluble in water,
lis, and hot alcohol ; it gives the murexide reaction,
complete process of preparing it from 3'.8-diehloro-
ine by means of methyl alcohol, sodium methylate, and
is claimed.—T. F. B.

obenzoylarbutin ; Process of Making . C. Vilmar,
Zellerfeld. U.S. Pat. 757,370, April 12, 1904.

otin is treated with benzoyl chloride and the product
alised with an alkali (see this J., 1904, 453).

—T. F. B.

teal Compounds; Diluent for . J. M. Schutz,
[Minneapolis. U.S. 1'at. 757,419, April 12, 1904.

Win and glueosides are removed from resinous barks,
W'iue bark, by treatment with running water, and the
*d ct is dried and powdered.—T. F. B.

French Patent.

Alpha- and Beta-cyclogeraniolidene-acetone ; Process for
Making . Cie. Paris. (Joul. d'Aniline. Fr. Pat.

337,355, Feb. 13, 1903.

See Eng. Pat. 3173 of 1903 ; this J., 1904, 203.—T. F. li.

XXI.-PHOTOGRAPHIC MATERIALS
AND PROCESSES.

Gold and Platinum Toning Baths; Presence of Chloride!
in . R. Namias. Rev. Suisse; through Phot. Mitt,

104, 41, 97—98.

Ir is highly desirable that photographic toning baths 6f
gold and platinum should contain a soluble chloride. Alter

exposure ordinary printing-out paper contains silver nitrate

anil citrate, only a little of which is removed by the pre-
liminary washing. V\'neu the paper, therefors, is immersed
in the toning batb, these s :dts react with the gold chloride ;

but since the nitrate and citrate of gold, even if capable of

existence, are very unstable, the gold is precipitated instead

of being deposited on the image. It is customary to tone
from 8 to 19 sheets of paper 50 x 60 cm. in size with the
aid of 1 grm. of gold chloride; but since each sheet con-
tains at least 0*5 grm. of combined silver, which is equiva-
lent to 0'16 grm. of chlorine, the gold may he thrown out

J

of the bath entirely hy the time two or three sheets have

j

been finished. The gold toning bath should therefore be
I
made up with a soluble chloride in it, a suitable formula

I

being 5 grms. of sodium chloride per 1 litre of bath

i

containing 1 grm. of gold chloride. Presence of a
chloride is still more desirable in platinum toning. The
ordinary bath, composed of potassium platinous chloride and
phosphoric acid, often exhibits a yellow precipitate after a
few prints have been immersed, and frequently the substance
attaches itself to the pictures. The phosphoric acid should
be replaced by oxalic acid, aud the bath itself should be
prepared as follows : —Platinum salt, 1 grm. ; hydrochloric
acid, 5 grms. ; oxalic acid, 10 grms. ; water, 1 litre.

—F. H. L.

Sodium Sulphite ; Spontaneous Oxidation of , in Air.

A. and L. Lumiere and Seyewetz. VII., page 488.

French Patent.

Di/esluff.s suitable for Sensitising Purposes ; Process for
Preparing . Soe. Anon. Prod., F. Bayer and Co.
Fr. Pat. 337,704, Nov. 16, 1903. IV, page 486.

XX1I.-EXPL0SIVES. MATCHES. Etc.

Explosives and Ignition Mixtures; New Discoveries in

. General Hess. Z. angew. Chem., 1904, 17, 545

—

554.

A lecture embodying a report on recent advance and
improvements.—J. T. I).

English Patent.
Matches; Manufacture of . G. W. Johnson, London.
From Chem. Fabr. Griesheim - Elektron, Frankfort.
Eng. Pat. 15,208, July 9, 1903.

SeeFt. Pat. 333,816 of 1903 ; this J., 1904,36.—T. F. B.

French Patent.
Explosive for Mines; Method ,f and Apparatus for
Making an . W. O. Wood and H. Knudsen. Fr.
Pat. 337,328, Nov. 5, 1903. Under Internat. Conv.,
Nov. 14, 1902.

Si.i: Eng. Pat. 25,025 of 1902; this J., 1903, 1208.—T. F. B.

XXm.-ANALYTICAL CHEMISTRY.

INORGANIC—QUALITA TIVE.

Titanium Salts as Laboratory Reagents. E. Knecht.
J. Soc. Dyers and Colourists, 1904, 20, 97—100.

Titanium oxalate may be used instead of nitrate of iron for

the valuation of tannins bv means of dye-trials on cotton.
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P.v the action of titauous sulphate on a sulphuric acid solu-

tion of a copper salt, the latter is reduced quantitatively to

copper, ami the reaction is so delicate thai i pari of copper

in 1.000,000 parts of water can be detected. The reaei

suitable for detecting copper in dyed fabrics. The material

is boiled for one minute .vilh dilute sulphuric acid, and the

cold solution treated with a few drops of titauous sulphate

solution and allowed to stand for 10 minutes. If copper be

present a precipitate is produced readily diseemable by
reflected light, but not bv transmitted light. (See also this

J., 1903, 23.', 762, 825.)-A. li. S.

IyORGANIC—QUANTITA TIVE.

Sulphur ; Determination of , in Calcium Carbide.

H. Lidholm. Z. angew. Chem., 1904, 17, 558—560.

About 3 gnus, of the sample are mixed with 15 grms. of

potassium sodium carbonate and C grms. of ammonium
chloride, and the mass is fused in a porcelain crucible over

a spirit flame. After five minutes the fusion is poured out

on to a marble slab, and when cold the solidified mass and
the crucible are placed in a flask of about 500 c.c. capacity,

connected on one hand with a carbon dioxide supply, and
on the other through a reflux condenser with a couple

of absorption tubes containing cadmium acetate solution

(25 grms , or 5 grms. with 20 grms. of zinc acetate, dis-

solved, warm, in 200 c.c. of glacial acetic acid and some
distilled water, and made up to a litre with distilled water).

When the apparatus is full of carbon dioxide, 100 c.c. of

water are added through a stoppered funnel, followed by
25 c.c. of hydrochloric acid (sp. gr. 1 • 19) slowly dropped

in. When gas ceases to be evolved, the liquid is heated to

ebullitiou for a few minutes while carbon dioxide is slowly

passed, so that all hydrogen sulphide is expelled from the

apparatus and caught b;- the cadmium solution. The latter

is washed into a beaker, 10 c.c. of copper sulphate solution

are added (120 grms. of the crystallised salt, 120 c.c. of

concentrated sulphuric acid, water to make 1 litre), the

copper sulphide is filtered, washed, dried, converted into

oxide bv ignition in air, and weighed—.1. T. D.

Tm ; Determination of , in Tinplatc. 11. Angenot.

Z. angew. Chem , 1901, 17, 521— 523.

The sample is cut up into fragments with side* not more
than 1 c n. in length, and about 3—4 grms. are weighed off.

This quantity is mixed in an iron crucible with twice its

weight of sodium peroxide, so as to be well covered, and the

covered crucible is very gradually heated till the peroxide

is completely fused. After 10 minutes more it can be seen

that the tin is entirely removed from the fragments ; the

crucible is allowed to cool, placed in a covered beaker,

100 c.c. of water added, and the crucible lipped over so as

to give the water access to the contents. When action is

over the contents of the crucible are washed into the

beaker. The liquid is made up to 250 c.c, well shaken, and
filtered through a dry filter. To 200 c.c. of the filtrate

sulphuric aciu (1 vol. of strong acid, 2 vols, of water) is

added just to acid reaction, the liquid is boiled for five

minutes, filtered, and the precipitate washed free from
sulphuric acid, dried, ignited, and weighed as tin oxide.

If the tin contained lead (seen by testing a few drops of the

alkaline filtrate with sodium sulphide) the precipitate on
acidifying will be brownish, and will contain lead. The
washed precipitate and filter must in this ease " he digested

at a gentle heat in a small beaker till the precipitate is

white "; water is then added, the liquid boiled and filtered,

the precipitate washed, dried, and ignited as before.

—J. T. L>.

( 'urboii mid Silicon ; Some Compounds of with Metals ;

and a generally applicable Method for the Determina-
tion of Carbon in Metals. W. Hcmpcl. X., page 492.

ORGANIC—QOA LITATI VE.

Petroleum ; Determining Impurities [ H'<i(er] in Boryslaw
i(ialicia) . M. Wielezynaki. Naphta, 1904, 12,
23 -25.

The chief impurity in Boryslaw crude oil being water, the

author recommends the us - of calcium carbide as a reagent

for its quantitative determination. The oil is shaken with

an excess of carbide, and the acetylene disengaged is collects 1

and measured.—C. S.

ORGANIC—QUANTITA TI VE.

Nitrogen [in Organic Compounds'] ; Determination of .

L. Debourdeaux. Comptcs rend., 1904, 138, 905—
907.

The process devised by the author for the determination of

nitrogen in organic compounds, yields pure ammonia
without any admixture of amines, which are obtained in

other methods, and is applicable to the following classes of

compounds:—(1) Oxygenated compounds. (2) Hydroxyl-
amine. (3) Nitro-derivatives in which the nitro-group Ins

a phenolic function. (4) Kitriles, cyanides, aud double
cyanides. (5) Cyanates and thiocyanates. (8) Amides
and imides " in which the nitrogen is not again substituted

by a carbon radicle." (7) Amines in which the radicle

possesses an acid function. The method consists of two
sucee--ive distillations in a cast-iron flask communicating
with a modified form of Schloesing's apparatus constructed
of glass. In the first case, the substance is distilled until

dry with 50 grms of crystallised potassium thiosulphate

and 200 c.c. of a solution of potassium monosulphide pre-

pared by saturating a certain volume of potassium hydroxide
solution of sp. gr. 36 B. with hydrogen sulphide and then

adding an equal volume of the same alkali solution. For
the second distillation, which removes the last traces of

ammonia formed, 25 c.c. of the potassium hydroxide solu-

tion are added, and 250 c.c. of water, about 150 c.c. of

distillate being collected. The ammonia is absorbed in

excess of pure hydrochloric acid and can then be determined
exactly by weighing as ammonium chloride.—T. H. J?.

Organic Substances; Analysis of , with the help of
Sodium Peroxide. II. U. Pringsheim. Amer. Chem. J.,

1904, 31, 386—3'J5.

The method described for the determination of halogens in

solid organic compounds (this J., 1901, 76), is modified for

liquids as follows : The substance is poured on to sodium

peroxide contained in a cylindrical flat-bottomed crucible

(the quantities used being the same as described before,

loc. cii.) and thoroughly mixed; a thick HI, into which is

sealed a glass capillar}- tube containing a copper wire (the

end of which is formed into a loop), is screwed on to the

crucible, a washer of some soft metal {e.g., copper) being

used. A piece of platinum wire, just long enough to reiich

to the bottom of the crucible, is attached to the loop of the

copper wire. The mixture is ignited by connecting the

copper wire and the crucible with the poles of an electric

battery. When the crucible is cool, its contents are treated

as before (/or. cit.).

Phosphorus and arsenic may be determined by a similar

method, a silver crucible and a copper wire being u-

iustead of iron, and about 50 per cent, more sodion

peroxide being employed than for the halogen determina-

tions. In phosphorus determinations, the resulting solution

should be acidified with hydrochloric acid, neutralised with

ammonia, and precipitated by means of magnesia mixtur.

Arsenic is determined bv using the method of Friecil"

and Michaclis (this J., 1S95, 887).—T. F. B.

Cane-sugar, Dextrose and Levulose ; Analysis of a

Mixture of . E. Remy. Bull. Assoc. China. Sucr

et Dist., 1904, 21, 1002—1006.

The author points out that the formula generally employed

for determining the cane-sugar by Clerget's inversion

method in a mixture containing levulose, takes no accouni

of the fact that the rotation ot levulose is not the same 't

a strongly acid solution as it is in aqueous solution ;
if ttw

levulose constitutes a considerable proportion of the mixture

this difference in rotation introduces a very appreciable

error. For a mixture of cane-sugar, dextrose aad levulose

the following formula is deduced—

SI = \; + gno«Prf

(2S8 - t) i + 200 d
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where M represents the rotation due to the two reducing

sugars, R the direct rotation of the mixture, t the temper-

ature, P the weight of reducing sugars determined by

means of Fehling's solution ; i = a + b and d = b' — b,

a being the ratio of the specific rotation of dextrose to that

of cane-sugar, 6 the same ratio for levulose (in neutral

solution) and cane-sugar and 1/ that for levulose (in acid

solution) and cane-sugar. Having obtained M from the

above formula, the rotation due to the cane-sugar is given

by R — M. The levulose is calculated from the formula

L = (aP — M) / (ra + b) and the dextrose from D =
(_M + 6P)/(a + o). The factor a has the value 0-797,

and the other factors employed in the above formula are

given in the following table:—

Kotatorv Power
of Levulose.

4. b'.

d or tor

raturr. In
Aqueous
Solution.

In
Acid

Solution.

[b'-b). (a + b).

i
.

1", -l'2-s2

o

-98-91 T3958 1-4878 0-0920 8-1928
15'5 98'54 98-82 1-3916 1-4S80 0-0914 2-1S86
it; 92'26 98-SO 1-8874 1-4782 0-01108 2-1844
16'5 m -lis 97-98 1-8882 14734 0-0DC2 2-1802

17 91-70 B7-66 1-3789 1-4686 0-0897 2-1769
17-5 91-42 97-84 1-8747 l-4«38 0-08U1 2-1717

18 91-14 97*02 1-3705 1-4690 0-0885 2-1675
18-5 90-66 96-70 1-3663 1-4512 0-0879 2-1683

in BO-59 96-88 1-8621 1 4493 u-0872 2-l.v.H

19-5 90"S0 96-06 1- 35711 T4415 ii-ik,;,; 2-1549

20 90-02 95T4 1-3537 i 'i toe 0*0859 2-1507
20-5 89-74 K'4i 1-34113 1-4348 0-0S51 2-1465

21 89-48 95-10 1-845.-) 1-431 10 0-0347 2-1421
21-5 89-18 94-78 1-3411 1.4252 0-0841 2 1381
22 88-£0 |lf 16 1-3368 1-42(14 0-0836 2-1388
24- S 98 62 94-14 1-SS26 1-4156 , 08 2- 121)6

23 88
-
84 98-82 1-3284 I- 1108 0-0824 8-1254

23-5 88-06 93-5H 1-8242 1-4060 0-0818 2-1212

24 87-78 93-18 1-3200 1-1012 0-0812 2-U70
2f5 S7-8U 92 36 1-3158 1-8964 0806 8-1128
25 V -..

L> 92 54 1-3116 1-8916 0-0800 2-10S6

-T. H. P.

XXIV.-SCIENT1FIC & TECHNICAL NOTES.

Acid Nitrates. E. Groschuff. Ber., 1904, 37, 1486—1493.

Ammonium trinitrate, XH 4N03.2HX0 3 , is obtained in

.needles by dissolving 80 grms. of ammonium nitrate in

,120 grms. of nitric acid (sp. gr. 1-514) redistilled from
(Sulphuric acid, and cooling ill ice. It melts at 29°—30° C.
jind is soluble in water without decomposition. If to the
pelted salt be added 80 grms. of ammonium nitrate, and
ihe solution be cooled rapidly to 10° C, and then very
iradually to 6° C, plates of ammonium dinitrate, NH4N03 .

ING
3, separate, decomposing at 11-5° C, or on the addi-

ion of water. Potassium trinitrate, KX03.2HX03, is

irepartd like the corresponding ammonium compound. It

aelts at 22° C, and the solution with another molecule of
•otassium nitrate forms a eutectic mixture, from which can
e obtained potassium dinitrate, KN03.HN03, by cooling
1 carbon dioxide and ether, quickly heating to 23° C, and
'eeping at this temperature for some time. It is rapidly
^composed by water, whilst the trinitrate is unaffected by
nall quantities of water, though a great excess decomposes

I. The solubilities of all these salts in nitric acid are given
lid illustrated by curves.—J. T. D.

ilier Nitrites Action of Iodine on . YV. Neelmeier.
Ber., 1904, 37, 1386— 138S.

IT the action of iodine upon silver nitrile in carbon tetra-
doride solution, a quantitative yield of niirogen peroxide
is obtained.—J. T. D.

uinonoid Hydrocarbon ; A . J. Thiele and H. Balhorn.
Ber., 1904, 37, 1463—1470.

>: treating a boiling ethereal solution of phtnyl-magnesiuui
omide with a solution of terephthalic acid dimethyl ester
btnzene, the dimethyl ether of tetraphenyl-p-xylylene-

glycol CC6H5)j:C(OCH3).C6H4.(OCH3).C : CC6Hs)s, is pro-
duced, which on treatment with a solution of hydiobroniic
acid in glacial acetic acid, yields tetraphenyl-/j xylylene
bromide. From the latter the bromine can be separated by
means of silver, whereby tetraphenyl-p-x\lylene or 1.4-bis-
'liphenylmethyleuecyclohexadiene- (2.5),(C6HS )2:C:C6H4:C:

(C
6
H5);, is produced. This quinonoid hydrocarbon crystal-

lises from ligroin (petroleum spirit) in orange-coloured
needles, melting at 239°—242° C. with decomposition. It
is soluble with difficulty in the usual solvents, the solutions
having an intense yellow to orange colour, with strong
golden-yellow fluorescence ; on exposure to light, the
solutions are rapidly decolorised. On treatment with
bromine it is converted back into the dibromide.—A. S.

Peroxides; Function 0/ in the Chemistry of Living
Celts. VHI. The Nature of the Action of Perdxy-
dases. A. Bach and R. Chodat. Ber., 19o4, 1342—
1348.

Br the method described in the fourth paper (this J., 1903,
384), a preparation of peroxidase was made from horse-
radish, which was perfectly free from all otter enzymes.
This preparation was used for a study of the mechanism of
the " activifying " influence of peroxydase upon hydrogen
peroxide. Pyrogallol was selected as the oxidisable sub-
stance, since it is not sensibly oxidised, either by peroxydase
or hydrogen peroxide separately. Moreover, the oxidation
product, purpurogallin, being insoluble, any secondary
influence of the product of reaction is avoided. The results

showed that with constant amounts (excess) of either per-
oxydase or hydrogen peroxide, the quantity of purpurogallin
produced was proportional to the variable quantity of hydro-
gen peroxide or peroxydase respectively employed. Increase
of the concentraticu of the pyrogallol (in excess) had no
influence on the results. Hence it is concluded that, in the
" activification " of hydrogen peroxide, the peroxydase behaves
as a definiie chemical compound, and that the peroxydase and
hydrogen peroxide participate in the oxidation of pyrogallol
in constant equivalent proportions, both being used up in

the course of the reaction. When peroxydase and hydrogen
peroxide aie mixed in equivalent quantities, the peroxydase
is completely destroyed after 24 hours at the ordinary
temperature. On the subsequent addition of pyrogallol
and excess of peroxydase to the mixture, it was found,
however, that 80 per cent, of the original hydrogen peroxide
was siill unaltered, the balance having presumably been
used up in the oxidation of the substratum of the original

peroxydase.—J. F. B.

£Uto ISoofes.

A Method for, the Identification of Pure Organic
Compounds Br a Svstkmatic Analytical Procedure
based on Physical Properiies and Chemical Re-
actions. Vol. I. Containing Classified Descriptions of

about 2,300 of the more important Compounds of Carbon
with Hydrogen and with Hydrogen and Oxygen. By
Samtjel P. Mclliken, Ph.D., of the Massachusetts
Institute of Technology. John Wiley and Sons, Sew
York; Chapman and Hall, Ltd., Loudon. Price 21s.

Largu 8vo volume, containing 237 pages of subject-matter,
with 11 illustrations. Besides the preface and tables of
Contents and Abbreviations at the beginning, there are at

the end Alphabetical Indexes of Subjects and Fora,ulse,

»ith three cards giving colour standards for definition and
comparison. The leading subjects treated of in the 13
chapters of this volume are as follows :—I. Classification

of Compounds and ihe Analytical Procedure. II. Ordinal
Tests. III. Aldehydes. IV. Carbohydrates. V. Acids.
VI. Phenolic Compounds. VII. Esters. VIII. Acid
Anhydrides and Lactones. IX. Ketones. X. Alcohols.
XI. Hydrocarbons. XII. Coloured Compounds of Order I.

XIII. Special Methods, Apparatus, and Reagents. Inmost
of these chapters the treatment of the subject is similar,

fulling under the following three groups in Chapters III.

to XII. : (i) Generic Characterisation
;

(ii) Analytical
Tables; (in? Numbered Specific or Semi-specific Tests.
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The Experimental Bacterial Treatment op LoneON
Sewage. Being an Account of the Experiments carried

out by the London County Council between the Years

1892 and 1903. By Prof. Frani D.Sc, and

A. ('. Hoi 8TOH, Ml'., D.Sc. P. S. King and Son. 2 and

4, Great Smith Street. Victoria Street, Westminster,

London. S.W., 1904. Price 10s.

8vo volume, containing 225 pipes of suhjeet-matter, with

63 illustrations and 14 diagrams, and an alphabetical index.

The work is classified under three Divisions:— I. Chemical

and General. II. Bacteriological. And III. Particulars of

Bacterial Works at Various Centres. Next follows an

Appendix, under the following headings :— (i) Redaction in

the number of Bacteria in Sewage by Bacterial Treatment.

(ii) Bacterial Examination of Average Samples from the

Sewage Treatment Plant at Christ's Hospital, Horsham,

(iii) Bacterial Examination of the Feed and of the Effluent

of the One-acre Bacterial-bed at the Northern Outfall

Works (Barking), (iv) The Number of Bacteria in Sewage

Sludge produced at the Northern Outfall Works (Harking).

(v) Reduction in the Number of Bacteria present in River

Water by passage down the Stream, (vi) Bacterial Exami-

nation of the Water of the North Sea and of the Water.

Mud, and Sands of the Thames Estuary in the vicinity of

the Harrow Deep, (vii) Comparison of the Effect of Sea-

watcr and of Fresh-water upon Bacterial Life, (viii) Deter-

mination of Maximum Solubility of Atmospheric ( Ixygen in

Water of differe t Degrees of Salinity. Division l
. Chemical,

&c, is sub-divided into 14 groups, the tir-t six relating to

the Sewage-treatment, at the Northern Outfall (Barking),

and the latter four, to that at the Southern Outfall (Cross-

ness. Chapters or Groups xi to xiv give the Conclusions'

arrived at by the experimental treatment; tabulation of

results of Chemical examination of the crude aDd settled

sewage and of the effluents at the Outfall Works. Methods

employed in chemically examining the sewage and effluents,

and also au alteration of method of treatment suggested by

the experiments.

Die Elektrolytische Rapfdjation des Ropfers. Von
Titi's Ui.Ki:. M.E. Ins Deutsche ilbertragen von

Viktor Enoelhardt. Wilhelm Knapp's Verlag, Halle

a, S. 1904. Price M. 8.

Tins forms Bd. X. of the series of " Monographien iiber

angewandte Elektroehemie," and is an 8vo m>1 time con-

taining 150 pages of subject-matter, with alphabetical index

and series of 10 sheets of plans of plant and apparatus.

The text itself is illustrated with Sf, engravings, and is sub-

divided into three branches, viz.:— I. Development, Pro-

cesses, anil Arrangement for the Electrolytic Refining of

Copper. II, Description of Electrolytic Copper Works in

the United States, Great Britain, Germany, Austro-Hungary,

France, and Russia. III. Estimate of Establishment and

Working Costs of an Electrolytic Copper and Nickel

Factory on the American System with Details and l'lans.

IV. Appendix with Chronological List of inu-i important

Patents, Books, and Publications on the Processes and

Apparatus lor the Electrolytic Refinement of Copper.

The Vegetable Ai.kvi.oihs, with Particular 1!e-

KCB TO THEli: CHEMICAL CONSTITUTION. By Dr.

Ami I'h'iet. From the Second French Edition. Rei en

into English, Revised, and Enlarged, with the Author's

Sanction, by 11. r Biddle, Ph.D. First Edition. John
Wilcv and Sons, New York. Chapman and Hall, Ltd.,

London. 1904. Price 21*. nett

volume, containing 494 pages of subject-matter and

an alphabetical index. The following are the Group
Headings under which the complete subject is arranged:—
I, Artificial Bases ci isem belated to nie Natural
Alkaloids, viz., (i) Pyridine and its Homologues. (ii)

Pyridine I \eids. (iii) Dipyridyls, (iv) Quinoline

and Derivatives. 11. The Natcbal Alkaloids: inDis-
tribution and General Properties, (iii Hemlock Alkaloids.

(iii) Pipeline, (iv) Trigonelline, (v) Alkaloids of the

Betel-nut Tain. I ulechuo). (vi) Citrazinic Acid.

(vii) Tobacco Alkaloids, (viii) Jaborandi Alkaloids, (ix)
/ ..: y..\ -:.... _»'..... /wt\ \l.l..;.l. ..!' *U.. I ..—:— .Cytisine. (x) Sparteine. (xi) Alaloids of the Lupine

;

Solanum; (xiii) of Coca; (xiv) of Pomegranate:(xii) of Solanum; (xiii) of Coca; (xiv) of Pomegranate;
(xv) of Opium : (xvi) from Hydrastes Canadensis, (xvii)

Corvd ill- i i.i (xviii) Cinchona, (xix) Strychnos. (xx)

Pi in Harmala. (xxi) Aconite. (x xii) Veratrum.
(xxtii) Colchicine, (xxiv) Xanthine Group, (xxv) Allan-

toil!, (xxvi) Aspnragine Group. (XXvii) Choline Croup.

(xxviii) Musiard-Seeo Alkaloid-, (xxi.x) Triiueibylumiue.

(xxxix) Alkaloid.- of Unknown Constitution.

The Ei i mi NTS OF Chemistry. By M. M. Patti-o\ Moib,
M.A . Fellow and Praelector in Chemistry of Gonviile

and Cains College, Cambridge. J.\ A.Churchill, 7,

Great Marlborough Street, London. 19 1 1. Price 10s. Gil.

nett.

Bvo volume, containing J42 pages of subject-matter, with

2G illustration-. The text is subdivided as 26 chapter-,

and au Appendix. The work closes with au alphabetical

index. J lie object of the book is '• to present some of the

fundamental facts, generalisations, principles, and theories

of chemistry, lucidly, methodically, aud suggestively."

A Text-Book ox Ceramic Calculations, with Ex-
amples. By W. Jackson, Lecturer in Pottery and

Porcelain Manufacture for the Stafford-hire and llanley

lion Committees. Longmans, Green, and • o.,

39, Paternoster Row, London ; New York and Bombuy.
1904. Price 3s. lid. nett.

Small 8vo volume, containing 117 pages of subject-mattea

The text is divided into 10 groups; the principal are as

follows:— (1) Loss of weight of potters' materii

drying and firing. — Contraction : Porosity ; Spe . c

Gravity. (11) Relation between Specific Gravity, Dry

contents, aud slop weights of slips, &c. (Ill) Fineness-]

of ground material-. (IV) From a potter'- recipe, to

calculate the formula of a glaze or fiitt. (V) Ratios!

analysis of clay-, and the methods of calculation based]

upon it, & -.

Crane Ktport

I.—GENERAL.

Argentine Republic; Tride of the in 1903.

lid. of Trade J., April 21, 1904.

According to official figures from the Argentine Director

General of Statistics, the value ol the impoits of nier

i into Argentina iu 1903 was 131,20G,6oo dols

gold, as compared with 103.039.25H dols. in 1902. Thi

exports of merchandise were valued at 220,984,524 dols

gold, as compared with 179,480,727 dols.

(if the toial import trade during 1903, the share

United Kingdom was 34'2 percent., that of the Lnitf

State- 127 per cent., Germany 13 per cent., Italy

cent, ami France 9- S percent. Of the total exp
_' the United Kingdom took 16' 1 per cent. Franc

1.V5 per cent.. Germany 12*1 per cent., and the Unit*

ut.

The following table shows the value of certain

articles of import in the year- 1902 and 1903:—

ines,earlbs, .ve. . .

.

D Is.

it ,&*m
I7.'.'ll>,i

Mi-.-.! kiiw
i.r.'l i

. ul;.

Includes machinery ami nnplc
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The values of exports of chemical interest from Argentina

luring the past two years were as follows :

—

1902. 1903.

111,'!'

Linseed
Slnebracho logs . . .

.

Quebracho extract.

Dols. Dols.
•22.994.080 33,147,249

17.84 £1,239394
2,457.233 2.01)2.010

919,904

II.—FUEL, GAS, AND LIGHT.

Anthracite Coal in British Columbia.

Bd. of Trade J., April 21, 1904.

The United States Consul at Vancouver states that

anthracite coal has been discovered in the vicinity of

Cumberland, British Columbia, and the mine is being
developed. Samples contain 83 per cent, of carbon and
5' 75 per cent, of ash. The coal is compact and quite

lustrous in appearance. It has been tried in the open grate

and in heaters, and gives satisfaction, giving off little smoke,
very little flame, and much heat. It should, therefore,

with a suitable fire-box and draft, make excellent steam
coal. It will take at least six months to so develop the

mine that regular shipments can be made in quantity.

Calcium Carbide; Btelaws regulating the
conveyance of ox the thames.

The following bvelaws have been confirmed by the

Board of Trade, and came into force on March 31 last :

—

1. The bvelaws for regulating the conveyance of carbide

of calcium on the River Thames made by the Conservators
in 1S99 are repealed.

2. Consists of definitions.

3. The owDer or master of every ship carrying a cargo
any part of which consists of carbide of calcium shall on
entering the Thames immediately give notice of the nature
and quantity of such cargo to the harbour master at his

office at Gravesend.
•4. The hold of every ship carrying carbide of calcium

shall be efficiently ventilated from the time of entering the
Thames until all the carbide of calcium has beeu dis-

charged, or until the ship has left the Thames.
5. All carbide of calcium discharged from any ship

shall be removed without unnecessary delay to some duly
licensed place of storage, or beyond the limits of the
jurisdiction of the Conservators.

6. The master of every ship carrying a cargo, any part
of which consists of carbide of calcium, shall only discharge
such carbide of calcium at a wharf, jetty, or place approved
by the Conservators, and no carbide of calcium shall be
conveyed on the Thames from any such wharf, jetty, or

place except in a licensed barge.

7. A licensed barge, having taken on board carbide of

I

calcium, shall forthwith proceed to its destination, so that
:here shall be no delay in the removal of such cargo to

tome duly licensed place of storage, or beyond the juris-

diction of the Conservators.
8. Carbide of calcium shall only be brought into cr

arried on the Thames in hermetically closed metal vessels

ontaiDin£, each, not more than 224 lb., of such strength
nd construction or so protected as not to be liable to be
Token or to become defective or insecure in conveyance
therwise than by gross negligence or extraordiuary
ecidcnt.

9. No vessel containing carbide of calcium shall be
pened within the juiisdiction of the Conservators except
j some duly licensed place of storage.
10. Krery reasonable precaution shall be taken to pre-

ent the contact of water or moisture with the carbide of
ilcium, and where such contact may have occurred, to
revt-nt the gas evolved from being ignited.
11. Every vessel coi'taioing carbide of calcium shall be
belled, which label shall bear in conspicuous characters
ic words "Carbide of calcium. Dangerous if not kept
y," and with the following caution :—" The contents of

this package are liable, if brought into contact with mois-

ture, to give off a highly inflammable gas," and with the

addition of the name and address of the sender.

12. Every ship having carbide of calcium on board shall,

whilst anchored or moored in the Thames, be watched by a

competent person on board such ship, to be appointed for

that purpose by the master or other person in charge of

such ship.

13. The owner or master of the ship, or the owner of the

carbide of calcium, shall, when so required by tbe harbour
master or other officer duly appointed by the Conservators,
or by any police constable, show to such officer or constable

all carbide of calcium under his control or upon his ship,

aud shall afford every reasonable facility to enable such
officer or constable to inspect and examine such carbide of
calcium so as to ascertain whether these bvelaws are duly
observed.

14. The names and expressions used in the foregoing
bvelaws, where not herein specially defined, shall have the

same meaning as is assigned to the same names and ex-

pressions in the Petroleum Act. 1871.

15. The penalties for offences against these byelaws are
those provided by the Petroleum Acts.

Ill—TAR PRODUCTS, PETROLEUM, Etc

Petroleum in Borneo.

Eng. and Mining ./., April 14, 1901.

According to A. Gurgenianz, the oil -fields of Borneo are

of great promise. Development has been in progress five

years, and now there are from 5" to 60 wells in the north-

east part of tbe island with a total daily production of

tons.

IV.—COLOURISG MATTERS, Etc.

Indigo ; German .

Chem. and Druggist, April 23, 1904.

In 1897 the German export of indigo did not attain the

value of 5,000,000 m. ; in 1903, however, thanks to the

success of artificial indig>, it amounted to more than

25,000,000 m. In the three preceding years the export-

more than doubled iu value. The chief buyers in 1903

were the United States, to the value of 6,000,000 m. ; Great
Britain, about 4.000,000 m. ; Austria-Hungary, 1,500,000 m.;

and China, 2,500,000 m.

Coal-Tar Dyestuffs : U.S. Customs Decisions.

March 28 and 30, 1904.

The following dyes are dutiable at 30 per cent, ad valorem
as " coal-tar colours," under paragraph 15 of tbe present

tariff act :—Sulphur Black G T, X B, G R, Sulphur Brown
G R II, Sulphur Bronze G, Sulphur Blue B, Thiogeu
Brown R, Melanogen Blue B, Melanogen Tg. B, Thiogen
Dark Blue R, Melanogen G and T, Thiogen Brown, Thiogeu
Brown G and R, Thiogen Blue B. Sulphur B!ack I.

—R. YV. M.

VII.—ACIDS, ALKALIS, Etc.

Phosphate Trade ; African .

Eng. and Mining J., April 1, 1904.

Shipments of phosphates from >'orth Africa in the past

year were large, chiefly the result of great activity in Tunis,

where the Compagnie des Phosphates de Gafsa increased

its exports from 65,209 metric tons in 1S99 to 35S.471 tons

iu 1903. An increased export trade was also done through
the port of Bone in Algeria, and, adding the smaller ship-

ments from Bougies, the total increased 113,719 tons, or

over 21 per cent. Prices were higher, namely : 63 to

70 per cent, rock, 4 - 5 to 6'25<L per unit (5 '98 dols. to
s-3I dols. per ton); 58 to 63 per cent., 4-25 to 6</.

(5-10 dols. to 7*20 dols.); 53 to 58 per cent., 4-125

to 5-875d. (4-62 dols. to 6-58 dols.). Ocean freights

to European ports were 6s. to fs. 6d. (1'44 dols. to

2 04 dols.) from Bone, and 7s. to 10s. 6i/. (T6S dols. to

-'•52 dols.) from Sfax, Tunis.
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In detail, the African exports in 1902 aDd 1903 were as
below, in metric tons :—

Destination. 1902.

7,680
3.850

172,739
78 9S6

106,290

28,280
80,396
5,400

7,530

1903

a

14,090

516,407

17,72 1

(130,002

11,Ml

Grand total

These phosphates, both from Algeria ami from Tunis, pay
an expoit tax to the local governments.

Arsenic Mine in Virginia, U.S.A.

Foreign Office Annual Series, No. 3133.

In his recent report, H.M. Cons-ul at Baltimore remarks
that what is said to be the largest arsenic mine in the world,
and stated to be at present turning out "0 tons per month,
is situated in Floyd County, Virginia, 17 miles from
Christianslmrg, the nearest railroad point. The number of
persons employed at the mine is about 12.'), who are housed
and supplied with the necessaries of life by the company
owning the mine. The camp is provided with electric
lights, and the plant, which is considered the most modern
in existence for the treatment of the ore, is driven by electric
power.

Graphite, Antimony, and Copper in the Himalayas.

Civil and Military Gazette, March 1904.

There is good and pure graphite in Laboul, but the cost
of mining and carriage about balances the selling cost in

England. The abundant deposits of antimony, also in

Ijahoul, have been rendered unworkable by the drop in
price. The Iiopa Copper Mine iu Busahir, situated high
up on one of the tributaries of the Sutlej, is a regular
mountain of copper ore, assaying 33 per cent, of metallic
copper, but is very inaccessible, and little fuel is available on
the fpot.

Mineral Salts; Production of is Germany
IN 1903.

Chem. Trade J., April 16, 1904.

The German Imperial Statistical Office has just issued the
provisional returns relating to the production of the mines
during 1903. Among others, the following may be
mentioned: Mineral salt, 1,095,541 tons; kainite, 1,557,248
tons; various potassium salts, 2,073,721 tons; table salt,

599,885 tons
; potassium chloride, 280,248 tons. The

quantity of sulphuric acid produced amounted to 928,190
tons, as compared with 891,025 tons in 1902, the values
being estimated at 1,282,5011/. and 1,209,700/. respectively,

X.—METALLVRG Y.

Gold in Australia in 1903.

Australian Mining Standard.

A return of the Australasian gold yield for 1903 6hows
the total of 4,997,708 crude ounces, equal to 4,225,538
ounces fine. As the yield from metallurgical works in

Queensland is not included, and the l.iMiianian yield is

omitted, the completed statistics will show a total Austral-
asian output of over 5,000,000 crude ounces, against

3,844,241 ounces for the pre* ious year,

West Australia continues to make rapid advance in

production ; its annual output now exceeds 2,000,000 ounces
fine. Queensland again occupies second place on the crude-

ounce return, but has to give place to Victoria on the actual

value of the gold produced. The comploted returns from
Queensland for ihe past year show the total output of
Queensland for the 12 months to have been 981,863 crude
(equal to Cfit',546 fine) ounces, or an increase of 60,910
crude (equal to 28,083 fine) ounces, as compared with the

yield for 1902.

Mining Industry of New Soutii Walks.

U.S. Cons. Rep., No. 1929, April 1G, 1904.

From an advance report of the Uuder-Secretary for

Miues the following facts are gathered respecting the
mining interests of New Souih Wales during 190.3 :

—

The aggregate value of the mineral wealth to the end of

1903 produced in this State is estimated at 154,112,125/.

The value of the production for 1903 is 5,t>97,698/ , a net
increase of 417.291/. over that of the previous year.

The total number of persons employed in and about ihe

minis of the State during the year was 87,739, an nierea-e

of 4,044 over the previous year. The total value ot the
machinery erected at the mines (other than coal and
shale mines), inclusive of dredging plants, is 2,041,701/.

This does not include the value of the various smelting

plants.

Estimated Production of Minerals in 1903.

Gold
Silver, silver

anil concen
lead

rates

£
1,051,192

1,461.315

37,556

9 fc276

119,673

L.55S

6,046

131

9.282

7.146

£

1.528

16,411

1,141

Copper
Tin

Limestone (lux

Hydraulic a

l.i.sll

16,761

5
1 ,262

Other mineral'

4.339

Bessemer Steel Production of U.S. in 1903.

Eng. and Mining J., April 14, 190J.

The American Iron and Steel Association has just

published complete statistics, received direct from the manu
facturers. of the production of Bessemer eteel ingots and
castings in the United States in 1903; also of Bessemer
steel rails by the producers of Bessemer steel ingots.

The total production of Bessemer steel ingots and castings

in 1903 was 8,577,228 gross tons, against 9,138,363 tons in

1902, a decrease of 561,135 tons, or over 6 per cent. The

production of 1902 was much the largest recorded.

There were no Clapp-Griffiths works in operation in 1903

and only two Kobert-Bessemer plants were active. Seren

Tropenas plants were at work, as compared with five in

1902. In addition one plant made steel by the Bookwalter

process, and one plant on the Pacific coast made n small

quantity of steel iu a special surface-blown converter. One
plant also made steel by the Evans-Wills process. All these

active works produced steel castings only.

The production of all kinds of Bessemer steel rails by th<

producers ot Bessemer tteel ingots in 1903 was 2,813,581

gross tons, against a similar production in 1902 of 2,-

!

tons.

There was a large increase in 1903 in the production of

Bessemer steel rails weighing 85 lb. and over as compared

with 1902 and a considerable decrease in rails wi

45 lb. and over and less than 85 lb. The production in

1903 of rails weighing less than 45 lb. also shows I

decrease
The total production of rails in 1903 will includi

made from open-hearth steel, rails rolled from pin

Bessemer blooms, rails re-rolled by nou-producers of

Bessemer steel ingots, and iron rails. The total from all

these sources in 1902 amounted to 71,640 tons,
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Tin Deposit* of Alaska: U.S. Geological Survey.

Bd. of Trade J., April 28, 1904.

The known occurrences of tin in Alaska are in what is

called the York region of the Seward Peninsula. It extends
westward from Cape York and includes Cape Prince of

Wales, the most western point of the continent. The region

has the form of an isosceles triangle, with its apex at Cape
Prince of Wales, and its two sides formed by the shore

lines of the Arctic Ojeaa and B;hring Sea.

The occurrence of tin-bearing lodes in the bed rock has
been verified by the Geological Survey at points known as

Lost River and Cape Mountain. The occurrence of tin in

placer deposits has been confirmed on Anikovik River,

Buhner Creek, a tributary of the Anikovik, and on Buck
Creek, a tributary of Grouse Creek, which flows through
Mint River into the Lopp Lagoon. Tin ore has also been
reported from a great many other localities which have not

been thoroughly examined by geologists. The tin deposits,

so far as is known, do not follow any definite system, and
are confined to no particular belt or zone. The known
occurrences of tin ore are described under the headings
" Lost River," '• Cape Mountain," " Buck Creek," " Buhner
Creek," and " Anikovik River."

Mineral Resources of tiie Dutch East Indies.

Eng. and Mining J., April 14, 1904.

In Sumatra and in Borneo there are many deposits of

tertiary coal. The principal mines are at Ombilien, Pen-
garou, and Poeloe-Laoet. The Ombilien mines, which are

worked by the State, produce about 200,000 tons of coal

yearly.

The most profitable production is that of petroleum, of

which the yearly output approaches 430,000 metric tons.

The principal deposits of oil in Sumatra are in the districts

of Perlak, Langat, and Paleaibang; in Java, at Rembang,
Soerabaya, and Madoera ; in Borneo, in the Roetei district.

There are refineries in the islands having a capacity sufficient

to treat all the oil produced. The refined oil is chiefly

exported, while the residuum is used for fuel, a great part

of it being consumed by the steamers trading in the

islands.

Tin is found in alluvial deposits in the small islands of

Banka, Billiton, and Singkep. There are deposits in

Sumatra and Borneo, but thty are of low grade The
Baik:i mines are worked by the State, and produce about
12,000 tons yearly. The others are worked by private

companies, the output from Billiton being about 5,000 tons

yearly, while that from Singkep is less than 1,000 tons.

The mining or washing is done entirely by Chinese miners
;

but natives of the island are employed to remove the waste
or overburden.

Gold is found in Borneo, Sumatra, and Celebes, both in

illuvial deposits and in veins. There are several vein

mines being operated, the principal ones being at Kedjang-
Leboiii: and Soemalato. Both these mines are rich, bu' the
bres are complex, and difficult to treat.

Deposits of galena and zinc-blende exist in Borneo, and
|>f copper in Celebes. Several of these deposits are now
lieiog explored. A peculiar industry exists in the Soerabaya
listriet in Java, where iodide of copper is obtained from the
.raters of a group of mineral springs.

I
In Java there are quarries of very fine marble. Diamonds
ave been found in Borneo, on the west coast. They are
btaiued from the beds of certain streams by the natives,
he production, however, is small, having been between
|00 and 800 carats yearly lor several years past.

XII.—FATS, FATTY OILS, Etc.

Cottonseed Meal: U.S. Customs Decision.

March 31, 1904.

;
Cottonseed meal is dutiable at 20 per cent, ad valorem
ider section 6 of the present Tariff Act, as a " manufac-
red article unenumerated." The claim of the importer
at it was free of duty as " oil cake " under paragraph 625
is overruled on the ground that it was an article produced
>m oil cake rather than oil cake itself.—R. W. M.

XVII.—BREWING, WINES, SPIRITS, Etc.

Denatured Alcohol; Exemption of prom
Internal Tax in Argentina.

Bd. of Trade J., April 21, 1904.

The Argentine " Boletin Oficial " for the 10th February
contains the text of a law exempting from internal taxation
denatured alcohol of natimal production for heating or
lighting purposes, or for uss as a motive power, or in the
manufacture of varnishes.

XVIII. A.—FOODS.

Dried Fruit ; Sulphurous Acid in .

Under date of January 12, 1904, the Prussian Minister of

Commerce and Industry, in conjunction with the Minister

of Religion, Instruction, and Medical Affairs, issued the

following order :

—

" In the interest of an equable mode of procedure we will,

following the precedence of other Federal State, but with

the understanding that such cases as are now pending before

the courts are not being reflected upon, until further notice,

through the officials connected with the control of food

products, make no objection to a maximum of - 125per
cent, sulphurous acid in evaporated fruits. In all cases

where a higher percentage of sulphurous acid is found
criminal proceedings should be instituted in accordance
with the requirements of the law of May 14, 1879."

XX.—FINE CHEMICALS, Etc.

Camphor Flowers : U.S. Customs Decision.

April 5, 1904.

The Board of General Appraisers affirmed the assessment

of duty at 6 cents per lb. as " refined camphor," under
paragraph 12 of the present Tariff Act, on flowers of

camphor. The claims of the importer for free entry as
" camphor, crude," under paragraph 515, or at j cent per lb.

and 10 per cent, ad valorem, as " gum advanced in value,"

under paragraph 20, were overruled.—R. W. M.

$atrnt 2Li6t.

X.B.—In these lists, [A.] means "Application for Patent." and
[C.S.] "Complete Specification Accepted."
Where a Complete Specification accompanies an Application, an

asterisk is affixed. The dates given are (i) in the case of Applica-

tions for Patents, the dates of application, and (ii) in the ease of

Complete Specifications Accepted, those of the Official Journals

in which acceptances of the Complete Specifications are advertised.

Complete Specifications thus advertised as accepted are open to

inspection at the Patent Office immediately, and to opposition

within two months of the said dates.

L—PLANT, APPARATUS, AND MACHINERY.

[A.] 8978. Don. See under IX.

„ 9187. Candy and Candy. Filters. April 21.

„ 9445. Orbison. Melting furnaces.* April 25.

„ 9516. Lennox. Evaporator for the liquid in

brewers' wash, sewage, waste or spent dyes, or

the like, and concentrating the solids in the same.

April 26.

„ 9635. Rider. Apparatus for dissolving, filtering,

condensing, evaporating, and separating organic

and inorganic substances.* April 27.

„ 9729. Gutensohn. See under VII.

9730. Gutensohn. See under X.

9751. Cook. Apparatus for obtaining combustion

products under great pressure. April 28.

9835. Mathieson. Condensers. April 29.
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[ V.] 9853. Espechayn.

April 29.

9904. Young. Centrifugal apparatus for separating

dust from blast-furnace gases or other vapours.

April 30.

rC.S.'J 9308 (1903). Glass ami Glass. Vacuum drying

and evaporating apparatus. April 27.

10,866 (19"3). Henderson. Regenerative steel

furnaces, glass and heating furnaces, &e. April 27.

13,907 (1903V Hatmaker (Merrett). Cylindrical

drying machines. April 27.

15,948 (1903). Marshall. Filters. May I.

5370 (1904). Knight. Filters. May 4.

6855 (1904). Jensen ( White-Mylin Furnace Co.).

Furnaces. April 27.

Chemical heating device.* I

Iv._COLOURING MATTEBS AND DYESTUFFS.

[A.]

{A.]

U.—FUEL, GAS, AND LIGHT.

8880. Graham. Coke ovens. April 18.

8993. Poetter. Gas-producing plant.* April 19.

9071. Rouse and Cobn. Manufacture of briquette

fuel from coal-mine waste or dust coal. April 20. I

9149. Parsons. ( las washers. April 21.

9190. Weldon. Arc-lamp electrodes. [U.S. Appl.,

April 21, 1903.]* April 21.

9206. Bernheim and Wagner. Purification of

illuminating gas. [Fr. Appl., April 22, 1903.]*

April 21.

9382. Debaucbe. Manufacture of fuel hlocks,

briquettes, and the like.* April 23.

9396. B«e<e. Gas producer. April 25.

9443. Wright. See under XI.

9164. Akester and Paterson. Manufacture of

mantles for incandescent gas burners. April 25.

9512 Helps. Gas manufacture, the recovery of

by-products, and retort settings and apparatus

therefor. April 26.

9514. Redman. Purification of gas. April 26.

9573. Edelmann. Artificial fuel, and a process for

its production. April 26.

9608. Whitfield. Gas-producer plant. April 27.

9668. Lynin. Gas producers. April 27.

9693 Mason. Process for increasing the explosive

force of petrol, paraffin, and other hydrocarbons.

April 28.

9935. Weeple. Smokeless fuel. April 30.

994" Boulillicr. Gas -generating apparatus for

producing poor gas free from tarry matters.

[Fr. Appl., Aug. 18, 1903.]* April 30.

9396 (1903). Gutknecht. Recovery of the residual

products obtained in the purification of coal-gas.

April 27.

13,476(1903). Dowson. Gas generators. April 27.

22,946 (1903). Deegen. Gas - retort furnace.

April 27.

3781 (1904). Marks (International Fuel Co.).

Artificial or composite fuels. May I,

6302 (1904). Loomis and Pettibone. Manufac-

turing wood gas. April 27.

6303 (1904). Loomis and Pettibone. Manufac-

turing producer gas. April 27.

HI —DESTRUCTIVE DISTILLATION, TAB
PBODUCTS, PETROLEUM, AND

MINERAL WAXES.

[A.] 9751. Cook. See under I.

9953. Newton (Bayer and Co.). Manufacture of

new phenol compounds, and the separation ot

phenols horn phenol mixtures. Vpril

fc.S.] i4). Loomis and Pettibone. See under II.

[C.S.]

9439. Head Holliday and Sons, Ltd.. Turm r and

Whittaker Preparing and dyeing colours for

wool and silk i'a-l to milling. April 23.

9456. Abel (Act-Gea. f. Anilinfabr.). Manufacture

of cyanine dyestuffs. April 25.

9460. Johnson (Chem. Fabr. Griesheim Elektron).

Process for chlorinating toluene and its hi

loguea in the side chain. April 25.

9675. Johnson (Badische Anilin und Soda Fal

Manufacture of compounds suitable for use in the

preparation of colouring matters. April 27.

9932. (lakes. Processes for extracting from vegfr

table matters glucosides possessing colouring or

tanning properties, and also the products resulting

in, hi ~uch processes.* April 30.

rCS] 10 536 (1903). Johnson (Badische Anil a und Sodlj
'

Fabrik). Manufacture of disazo colouring

matters. May 4.

118S2 (1903). Shillito (Aniline Colour anJ

Extract Works, formerly J. R. Geigy).

dyestuffs. April 27.

1 1 676 (1903). Johnson (Badische Anilin und Sod

Fabrik). Manufacture of pheuylglycin

boxylic acid nitrile and intermediate products

relating thereto. April 27.

V.—PREPARING, BLEACHING, DYEING,

PRINTING, AND FINISHING TEXTILES, YARNS
AND FIBRES.

[A.]

[C.S.]

8851. Graham and Cope. Means for and method
I

of bleaching animal fibres. April 18.

9311. Stohr. Apparatus for dyeing hanks of yarn.*

April 22.

9341. Morton. Method of and apparatus for

printing warps. April 23.

9439. Read Holliday and Sons, Ltd., Turner and

Whittaker. See under IV.

9516. Lennox. See under \.

9787 Ellis. Machine for washing, bleaching,

dyeing, or similarly treating hanks of yarn,

slabbing, warps, &c. April 29.

054 (1903). Medley. Conditioning, colouring,

or loading yarns during spinning and the like.

April 27.

10 802 (1903). Schoeuing and Kisengiesere

Werkzeug-Maschinenfabr. Act.-Ges. Pm
of patterns on piece goods, paper, &c. M ;

I3S27 (1903). Imrav (Meister, Lucius und Bran-

i'ii"). Process for producing white disci

in printing fabrics, and discharges therefor.

April 27.

16,588 (1903). Thiele. Manufacture of artificial

silk. May 4.

17,857 (1903). LichtensUidt. Machines for

'ing fabrics to render them waterproof. April 2,

25,555 (1903). Detre. Apparatus for dyeing under

pressure. May 4.

VI.—COLOUBING WOOD, PAPER, LEATHER

r V] 9175. Kron, See under IX.

9455. Abel (Act.-Ges. f. Anilinfabr.). Proct

dyeing furs, hairs, and feathers. April 25.

[C.S.] 10,802 (1903). Schoeniiig. See under \.

VII.—ACIDS, ALKALIS, AND SALTS.

S..1 8877. Burleigh and King. See under XV,
-

paui, Preparation of lime water and mitto

lime. April 22.
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[A.] 9G19. Parker. Production of Glauber salts and
ferrous sulphate from nitre cake or acid sodium
sulphate.* April 27.

,, 9634. Lyle. Process and apparatus for separating

and recovering oxygen and nitrogen from air.

April 27.

„ 9729. Gutensohn. Means for forming sulphate or
carbonate of lead into blocks to facilitate trans-

port. April 28.

„ 9765. Denueyer. See under IX.

„ 9930. Fainveather (Lew). Industrial treatment
of aluminium silicates of the leneite group.
April 30.

[C.S.] 9360 (1903). Bolle (Chem. Fabr. Grilnau, Lands-
hoffund Meyer). Production of solid zinc hydro
sulphite difficultly soluble in water. Hay 4.

„ 13,412 (1903). Grossmann's Cyanide Patents
Synd., Ltd., and Grossinann. .Manufacture of
hydrocyanic acid and cyanides. April 27.

16,298 (1903). Claude. Manufacture of oxygen by
means of liquid air. May 4.

VIII.—GLASS, POTTERY, AND ENAMELS.

[A.] 8884. Richards. Manufacture of coloured tiles.

April IS.

„ 9544. Hall. Porcelain plate. April 26.

,, 9776. Richardson. Process of and apparatus for

the manufacture of glass.* Aptil 28.

[C.S.] 10,866(1903). Henderson. See under I.

13,110(1903). Orrock. Furnaces for the manu-
facture of glass. May 4.

13,354 (1903). Cox. Printing of earthenware, &c.
April 27.

14,219 (1903). Ivenyou and Hobsun. Method of
enamelling metallic articles. May 4.

„ 20,679 (1903). Arbogast. Method of manufacturing
glasswaie. April 2".

IX.—BUILDING MATERIALS, CLAYS, MORTARS,
AND CEMENTS.

[A.] 8892. Gerrard and Heesom. Cement, artificial

stone, building materials, tiles, paving stoues, and
the like. April 18.

„ 8978. Don. Rotary kilns. April 19.

„ 9173. Kron. Apparatus for impregnating and dye-
ing wood. April 21.

„ 9318. Seammell and Muskett. Insulating and
waterproofing compositions. April 23.

„ 9444. Jacobs. Compound for coating bricks,
plastering, &c* April 25.

„ 9680. Lake (Jencquel and Hayn). Manufacture
of building materials, insulating materials, &c.
April 27.

„ 9765. Deuaeyer. Cements and limes.* April 28.

„ 9769. Lefrauc. Manufacture of artificial stone in

imitation of marhle or granite. April 28.

„ 9944. Dueasttl. Agglutinant or cement, and
method of manufacturing the same.* April 30.

„ 99C3. Imray (The Carborundum Co.). Manufac-
ture of caiboruadum aiticles.* April 30.

[C.S.] 6923 (1904). Reineke. Manufacture of cement
asphalt plates or slabs. May 4.

„ 7028 (1904). Levie Freres (Soc. en nom Collectif).
Process of preparing and burning cement and
other analogous materials. May 4.

X.—METALLURGY.

[A.] 8994. Wedge. Preparing iron pyrites for de-
sulphurisation.* April 19.

<> 9110. Talbot. Manufacture of iron and steel.

April 20.

Metallic alloys for solders, &c.

Manufacture of iron and steel.

[A.] 9152. Jousset.

April 21.

„ 9202. Daelen.

April 21.

9384. Haddan (Electrodon Ges. m. b. H.). Pro-
cess for obtaining metals in a pure state, and
apparatus therefor. April 23.

„ 9482. Nau. Process of refining metals. April 25.

„ 9584. Routin aud Mourraille. Metallic alloy.
[Fr. Appl., May 25, 1903.]* April 26.

„ 9730. Gutensohn. Meaus for forming manganese
ore into blocks to facilitate transport. April 28.

„ 9836. Levy. Production of metallic deposits to
prevent oxidation. [Fr. Appl., May 1,1903.1*
April 29.

[C.S.] 1966 (1903). Vernon. Manufacture of steel. May 4.

10,866 (1903). Henderson. See under 1.

„ 14,219 (1903). Kenyon and Hobson. See under
VIII.

„ 14,361 (1903). Massenez. Manufacture of iron
and steel from enroinic pig irou, &c. May 1.

„ 27,132 (1903). Marks (IMprat). Extracting zinc
and other sulphides from their ores. May 4.

„ 1695 (1904). Morgan Crucible Co., Ltd., and Fox.
Manufacture of cupels. April 27.

„ 2187 (1904,. Atha. Treating scrap sheet steel and
recarbonisiug the same. May 4.

„ 6775(1904). Parker. Production of black mag-
netic oxide of iron. April 27.

XL-ELECTRO-CHEMISTRY AND ELECTRO-
METALLURGY.

[A.] 8984. Delafon. Manufacture of positive electrodes
for galvanic batteries. April 19.

„ 9443. Wright. Vacuum electrodes for the produc-
tion of X-rays with currents of high frequency.
April 23.

„ 9468. Neuburger. Method of and apparatus for
heating the charge of electric furnaces* April 25.

„ 9547. Levis (Gen. Electric Co.). Electrodes.
April 26.

[C.S.] 3913(1903). Keyzer. Process and apparatus for

the generation of electric energy. April 27.

„ 20,313 (1903). Wedekiud and Porscke. Produc-
tion of a porous, hard electrode mass, insoluble
in alkalies, from metallic oxides or powders.
April 27.

X1I.-FATTY OILS, FATS, WAXES, AND SOAP.

[A.] 9018. Van Mcerdervoort. Process aud apparatus
for the continuous manufacture of sterilised fish

oil aud fish guano.* April 19.

,, 9620. Glaus and Ree. Production of new compounds
of glycerine. April 27.

9638. Nusch (Chem. Werke vorm. Dr. C. Zerbe).
Manufacture of a soap preparation as a protec-
tion against lead poisoning.* April 27.

„ 9696. Blackadder. Soft soap. April 28.

[C.S.] 8897 (1903). Schneider. Apparatus for extracting
fat and other substances hy means of vapours or
volatile solvents. April 27.

„ 13,747 (1903). Lewy. Manufacture of a wax-
like composition. April 27.

XIH.—PIGMENTS, PAINTS; RESINS, VARNISHES;
INDIA-RUBBER, Etc.

(/I.)

—

Pigments, Paints.

[A.] 9537. Carpenter. Paints or enamels, and method
of applying same. April 26.

ii 9674. Johnson (Uadische Aniliuund SodaFabrik).
Manufacture of colouring-matter lakes. April 27.
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[A.] 9689. Craven and Craven. Ingrain ink. April 28.

„ 9861. Johnson (Badische Anilin unci Soda Fabrik).

Manufacture of colouring-matter lakes. April 29.

[C.S.] 12,713(1903). Lake (Synd. pour EExploitation des

Inventions du Prof. Oettli). Manufacture of

white lead. April 27.

(S.)

—

Resins, Varnishes.

[A.] 9975. Godfrey. Manufacture of linoleum. April 30.

„ 9976. Godfrey. Manufacture of linoleum. April 30.

[C..S.J 14,987 (1903). Blame. Manufacture of an im-

proved varnish substitute from rosin oil. May 1.

XIV.—TANNING, LEATHER, GLUE, SIZE, Etc.

[A.] 9932. Oakes. See under IV.

XV.—MANUBES, Etc.

[A.] 8877. Burleigh and King. Production of mono-

calcinm ortho-phosphate for use as a fertiliser,

&C. April 18.

„ 8949. Bell. Fertiliser and insecticide.* April 19.

„ 9018. Van Meerdervoort. See under XII.

XVI.—SUGAR, STARCH, GUM, Etc.

[A.] 9810. Walker. Fireproofing starch. April 29.

XVII.—BREWING, WINES, SPIRITS, Etc.

[A.] 9516. Lennox. See under I.

[C.S.] 9106 (1903). Aspinall. Preparation of wort for

brewing or distilling purposes. April 27.

„ 1797(1904). Sulzen. Apparatus for making malt

and for treating similar materials. April 27.

,, 6975 (19041. Imray (Brauerei Gross-Crostitz Act.-

Ges.). Process and apparatus for drying, desic-

cating, and roasting germinated and non-germi-

nated grain. May 4.

XVIII.—FOODS; SANITATION, WATER
PURIFICATION-; & DISINFECTANTS.

(/I.)—Foods.

[A.] 9550. Mason. Foodstuffs. April 26.

„ 9684. Maggi. Manufacture of milk powder. [Fr.

Appl., April 1, 1904.]* April 27.

„ 9703. Shackleton. Treatment of flour. April 28.

(/>.)— Sanitation ; Water Purification.

[A.] 8857. Wanklyn aud Cooper. Treatment of sewage.

April 18.

„ 8979. Dewhnrst, Treatment of clinker from refuse

tructors, and apparatus connected therewith.

April 19.

[A.] 9219. Filby. Process for the purification of sewage.
Aj. nl 22.

9297. llaller. Treatment of residuary liquors con-
taining viscous organic matter. April 22.

9516. Lennox. See under I.

[A.]

(C.)—Disinfectants.

8949. Bell. See under XV.

9218. Proctor. Antiseptic anil

April 22.

disinfectant.

[A,]

XIX.—PAPER, 1'ASTEBOARD, Ere.

8885. Von Schmaedel. Manufacture or treatment

of paper for printing. April IS.

„ 9277. Woodward aud Maclean. Production of

non-inflammable celluloid. [Ger. Appl., April 6,

1904.]* April 22.

„ 9487. Boult (Fabr. Gebrauchsfertiger Ilolz- und
Marmorimitationen Fried. Schwartz und Co.).

Willi and like paper.* April 25.

XX.—FINE CHEMICALS, ALKALOIDS,
ESSENCES, AND EXTRACTS.

[C.S.] 15,401 (1903). Johnsou (Kalle and Co.). Manu-
facture of a new serum for curative purposes.

May 4.

„ 6428 (1904). Lepetit. Manufacture of a condensa-

tion product frombfcmatoxvliu aud formaldehyde.

April 27.

XXL—PHOTOGRAPHIC MATERIALS AND
PROCESSES.

[A.] 9962. Abel (Act.-Ges. f. Anilinfabr.). Mai
ture of coherent aud opaque films, sheets, 0(

misses of pyroxyline, collodion, celluloid, or the

like. April' 3c.
"

[C.S.] 11,219(1903). Fulton and Gillard. Production of

photographs ou linen or other fabrics or sub-

stance s. May 4.

„ 3855 (1904). Hoffsummer. Process of preparing

photographic printing paper or the like. April 27.

XXII.—EXPLOSIVES, MATCHES, Etc.

[A.] 8985. Clark (Badische Maschinenfabr. und Eiseu-

gieserei vorm. Sebold, and Sel.old and Neff).

Match-making machines. April 19.

i S 13,531 (1903). Wetter (Westfalisch-Anhalt. Spreng-

stotl Akt.-Ges.). Explosives or blasting com-

positions. April 27.

„ 14,827 (1903). Johnson (Soc. Anon, des Poudres

et Dynamites). Manufacture of explo-

Apn! 27.

„ 3301 (1904). Fiihrer. Explosives. April 27.
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Canadian §>tttion*
Chairman: W* B.

Vice-chairmen^^^^
Come

G. II'. i

J. Watson Bain.
Hugo Cartel
Thos. Davies.
ii . ti ... '

w. I.. Goodwin.

B. Kenrick.
1

.

W. Lash Miller,
.lis. P. Murray.
./. M.
Harold Van dor Linde.

Hon. Treasurer: M. J. Taylor, 77. Front Street East, Toronto.

Hon. I tlS etary

:

Alfred Burton, 42, Front Street West, Toronto.

Thefollowii nSept.next: Chairman : F. J.'Smalp,

Chair W. II- EUi and Thos Sfacfarlane. Committee:
i M Borland. G. P. Girdwood, W. B. Lang, and A. McGill.

fteto ©ork £>rrtion.

Chairman: V. ( oh

Vice-chairman: Russell W. Moore.
Committee

:

Win. II. N'i.hols.

•I'. .1. Parker.

W.J.Si
<:. c Si

/'. Wood

SLtepool Nation,
Chairman : F. II. I

Vice-Chairman: C.Longuet II

Committee

:

Percy Bat B. L. Peek.

J. i B "'«.

G. C. Clayton. Alf. Smethaiu.

A. Poden. H. U. stocks.

G. Wats, • Gray. J. \V. Towers.
Mai Muspratt.

Son. Treasurer: W. P. Thompson.

Hon. Local Secretary :

VT. It. Hardwick, 13, Batavia Buildings, Hacking Hey, Liverpool.

The following take office in s,-|it. next:—Chairman I

Carov I
... Committee:'!:. Lewis Bailey,

J. T. Conroy, G. Watson Gray, and C. L. Biggins.

J. N. Connah.
E. Diet rs.

Bernard Dyer.
-V. 0. J

B. J. Friswell.
Oscar Guttmann.
Otto H

£oifti)n Aectfmn
Chairman! Waller F. I

Vice-Chairman: I. man.
Committee

:

II. C. Aspluwall.
I,. Baeki land.
C. F. '

(""•,
I trobegg.

II". F. lie est.

E. J. Led, .

Win. McMurtrie.
Hon. Treasurer : B. C. Woodcock.

Son. Local Seer, to

II. Schweitzer, 40, stone Street, New York. U.S.A.

The n ng take ii C.

Chandler. Committee: V. Coblentz, 4. H. Elliott E.G. La
H. A. Met/, i. Schniewind, and 0. B. Zabriskie.

&ottingbain ^wtion.

Chairman : J. T. Wood.
Vice-Cliairman : S. F. Burford.

Committee :

L. Archbntt. .1. O'Snllivan.
F. J. K. Cnrulla. J. M. C. 1'aton.

R. M. Caven. A. L. Stern.

F.Stanley Kipping. G. J. Ward.
G. I'. I. mder. J.White.
11. B. Maytield.

Hon. Treasurer : S. J. Pentecost.

Hon. Local Secretary

:

S. E. Trotman, Kiug's Walk Chambers, Parliament Street,
Nottingham.

; win;; takes office in Sent, next:—Committee: J. Guiding.

J. T. Hewitt.
J. Lewkowitsch.
A. R Lint.-.

71*. S. Si

F. Napi* r Sutton.
I.. T. Thome.
Thos. Tyier.

Hon. Local Secretary .•

Julian I.. Baker, 7. Addison Road. Bedford Paik, W.

The following take office in Sept. next : -Ch i irman A. Gordon

Sahunon. Committe, : B. G. Colman, D. h. Howard, "Win. Pearce,

Borerton Redwood, and Charles Wightman.

SESSION 1903—1904.

Monday. Jim.. 6, 1904:—
, _

jl, J. K. H. [ttglis. "The Loss ol Nitre in the CI

Process." , , „ .„

Mr. A. Marshall. "Acetone: Its Manufacture and Funlu-a-

Dr. J. Gordon Parker and Mi . E. E.M. Payne. " A New Method
for the Estimation of Tannin."

ir-tanciKStrr ^frtion.
Chairman : J. Carter Bell.

Vice-Chairman : O. H. Bailey.

Committee:

J. Allan. £ .'/

R.riavton. W.J. rope.

G.J. Fowler. '
s

B Hart '
v

W. B. i- JLL - Terry.

H. J- '

II ... Local 8, eretary:

Julius Hubner, 24, Delauuay's Road, Crumpsall, Manchester,
:• office in Sept. next Vic, I rman: F.

Judder Committe, • W. H. Coleman, J. Grossmann, W. B. Hart,

K. Marki I, II. Porter.and W. Thomscn.

^rotti'sty £>tttfom

Chairman : F. I

.

Vice-Chairman : I). J. 1".

Committee:

H. Hnmby.
D. B. Dott.
Thos. Ewan.
J. Arnold Fleming.
W. Frew.
G.H. Gemmell.
Jas. Hendrick.
Jas. Hope.

H. Inglft
/'. s. J
W. ii. Johnston.
.1. Falconer Kr.:.
./ G. P, i

.1 . s. Mac trthur.

.1 i/ '

M. A. Parker.

Hon. Secretary ami Treasurer

:

Thomas Gray, c/o Gourlay and Deas, 180, Hoi>e Street, Glasgow.

The following take office in Sept. next

—

Chairman: R. T
Vice-Cl \irmnn: .1. s. Macnrthur. Committee: W. "

Curphey, I. Dol in, Robt. Hamilton, T. L. Palters.. n,

Play lair.

^pUntp, ^.^.2123., ^rrtton.

Chairman : A. Lirersidge.

Committee

:

W. A. Dixon. A. A, Bamsay.
J. V. Elliott. .1- \. Schoneld.
F.B.Guthrie. R. Greig Smith.
LMeggitt. ll. t;. smith.
J.Maison. T. Steel.

Hon. Local Secretary:
T. U. Walton, Colonial Sugar Co., O'Connell Street, Sydney. N.S. 1

Chairman: J. T.Dunn.

Fic«-C7Aoirm(in: W. L. Rennoldson.

Com m
J.AIIIii'Ki i'.

P. P. Bedson.
H.S. Collins.

T. W. "
H. Louis.

N 11. .Martin

Dorh6l)tif ^(rtioiu

Chairman : Jas. I'. I:

Vice-Chairman : G. W. Slatter.

Committee

:

John Pattinson*
W. W. I'roctor.

Harry Smith.
A. Spiller.

J. B. St. ad.

C. E. Stuart.

F. w. Richardson.
Geo. Ward.
Jl. I. II

Thorp Wlulaker.
J. Jl. Wilkinson.

Hon. Loeal Secretary a ret:

V. C. Garrett, Durham College of Science, NewCastle-on-Tyne.

Tlie following take otliee in Sept. next:—Committee: Ellwood

Holme: Sisson.

C. S. Bedford.
/ . i. I: /;,,,-ton.
John W. Cobb,
w. M. Gardner.
A- J. Mur
U. R. Procter.

Hon. Local Secretary anil Treasurer

:

T. Fairley, 17, East Parade, Leed.s.

The follow ing take next :- '

.1. E. Bedford, F. Bran

B. A. Burr.!!, and A. Smithells.

N B.—The names in italics arc those of members of Committee who retire from their respective sffices at the end of the current so*
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\NNUAL GENERAL MEETING, NEW YORK, 1904.

Tho Annual General Meeting will be held in New York
jity on Thursday, Sept. 8th, and following days. Members
vho propose to attend the meeting are requested to inform

he General Secretary, as soon as possible, by what steamer

hey will travel. Each boat will be met on arrival at New
fork by a representative of the Reception Committee, with

i list nf apartments, at various prices, which have been
(served for the Society. The same system will be obs

it all the other cities visited by the special train. A revised

irogramme appeared in ihe March 31st issue.

In accordance with the provisions of Rule 18 of the

Jye-laws, nctice is hereby given that those members whose
tames are printed in italics in the list of Council will retire

rom their respective offices at the forthcoming Annual
deeting.

Mr. \\"m. II. Nichols has been nominated to the office of

ftssident under Rule 8 ; Dr. Edw. Divers, Prof. W. R.

£aton Hodgkinson, Mr. Mas Muspratt, and Mr. T. J.
Jarker have been nominated Vice-Presidents under
idle 8 ; and Sir Win. Ramsay has been nominated a Vice-

*H»ident under Rule 11.

The Hon. Treasurer and Hon. Foreign Secretary have
leen nominated for re-election to their respective offices.

Members are hereby invited to nominate fit and proper
lersons to fill four vacancies among the ordinary members
if the Council. Forms for this purpose can be obtained,

m application, from the General Secretary, or from the

Ion. Local Secretaries of the Canadian, New York, and
Sydney Sections.

Extract from Rule 18 :
—"No such nomination shall be

alid unless it be signed by at least ten members of the
Society who are not in arrear with their subscriptions, nor
inless it be received by the General Secretary, at the
;o«iety's Office, at least one month before the date of the
innual General Meeting at which the election to which it

efers takes place. Nor shall any such nomination be valid
' the person nominated be ineligible for election under Rules
2 or 15. No member shall sign more than one nomination

COMMUNICATIONS.

Authors of communications read before the Society, or
ly of its Local Sections, are requested to take notice that
ider Rule 43 of the Bye-laws the Society has the right of
iority of publication for three months of all such papers.
fringement of this Bye-law renders papers liable to be
rjected by the Publication Committee, or ordered to be
stracted for the Journal, in which case no reprints can
furnished to the author.

DUTY-FREE ALCOHOL.
At a meeting of the Joint Committee of the Chemical
ide Section of the London Chamber of Commerce and
the Society of Chemical Industry, held May 3rd, 11)04,

,. John C. Umney in the chair, it was resolved ;

—

' That, having regard to the development of the question
•the use of alcohol for industrial purposes, and the
• >tence already of. the Joint Committee of the London
< imber ofCommerce and the Society of Chemical Industry,
1

* desirable to secure the co-operation of other interested
((sympathetic bodies or persons in order to take joint
ajon for obtaining untaxed alcohol, denatured or otherwise,
•i legislative means."
The Secretary of the Chamber, subject to the sanction

o, he Council, is hereby instructed to communicate with
tLe indicated by the Chairman of the Section and the
ej/ener of the Society of Chemical Industry Spirit Com-

t a meeting of the Council of the London Chamber of
Cmerce held on May 12th, 1904, the above resolution was
u*iimously confirmed.

£fet of iHcmurriS eifcteT)

24th MAY 1904.

Buchanan, Joshua I)., cm Nobel's Ei Co., Ltd.,
Polmont Station, N.B., Chemical Analyst.

Cameron, Walter Scott. 239, West 13Cih Street, New York
City, U.S.A., Manufacturing Perfumer.

Cargill, John T., 175, West George Street, Glas .,

India Merchant.

Coysh, Basil R., -i:\, Woodville Gardens, Ealing, W.,
Manufacturing Chemist.

Crossley, T. Linsey, Hawkesburj , ' Int., Canada, Analj
Chemist.

Erdmaun, Prof. Dr. H., Bismarck Stra-se. 12, II, Chnrlot-
tenburg, Berlin, Germany, Professor of Inor
Chemistry.

Ewing, Dr. A. Ramsay, Ra Ci ige, Lennoxtown, Stir-
lingshire, Technical Chemist.

Forrest, Charles N., New York Testing Laboratory, Long
Island City, X.Y.. L.S.A., Chemist.

Fraser, James Dick, 3, Melbourne Road, Wnltham I ross,
Essex, Chemist.

Gross, Henry B., Roya ies Club, St. James' St]

London, S.W., Chemical Manufacturer.

Hacking, D. H.,' Hentield House, Clayton-Ie-Moors, Dear
Accrington, Lanes., Soap Manufacturer.

Joy, Dr. J. Holmes. Manor House
1 a ^Staffordshire,

Physician.

Kaus, Dr. Emil, c Ro ssl r and Kasslacher Chemical 1

Perth Amboy, N.J., U.S.A., hemist.

Lasher.^F. G., The Lake Pigment Co, Dunellen, N..T.,

U.S.A., Chemist.

Lichtenthaeler, Robt, A., University of Florida, Lake City,
Fla., U.S.A., ( 'hemist.

Lieber, Hugo, 25, West Broadway, New York City, U.S.A.,
< hemist.

MeMullen, Alan, 10S, James Street, Dublin, Ireland,
Brewer.

Mair, William, 7, Comiston Road, Edinburgh, Chemist.

Martin, W. G, College Station, Texas, U.S.A., Instructor
in Industrial Chemistry.

Murdoch, Alexander, Park Terrace, Brightons, Polmont
Station, N.B., Analytical Chemist.

Olney, L. A., 118, Riverside Street. Lowell. Mass.. U.S.A.,
Professor of Chemistry and Dyeing (Lowell Textile
School).

Olshausen, B. A., Columbia University, New York City,
U.S.A., Student.

Page, Edwin P., Heath Street, Stourbridge, Worcestershire,
Chemist.

Prideaux, E. B. R., 17, Barnmead Road, lieckenhatn, Kent,
Student.

Ratcliffe, Mrs. F. A., Ill, Croxted Road, West Dnlwich,
S.E.

Rhett, Edmund, American Ether Co., Richmond, Va.,
U.S.A., Superiudent.

Riley, Oliver, Arden Hall, Accrington, Lanes., Chemical
Manufacturer.

Rodger, Robert, Government Laboratory, Clercent's Inn.
Passage, Strand, W.C., Analytical ( hemist.

St. Clair-Fewings, L., 3, Bolingbroke Grove, Wandsworth.
Common, S.W., Incandescent Mantle Chemist.

Sanger, Charles Robert, Harvard College, Cambridge,
Mass., U.S.A., Professor of Chemistry.

Schenck, Henry, SO, Washington Square, New 1 kCity,
U.S.A.

Schultze, Dr. H. S., Griesheim a/Main, Germany.
Sharpies, G. II., Holly Villas, Sutton Lane, MidJIewicb,

Cheshire, Works Chemist.

Vernon, Richard Henry, Villa Yerdeil, Lausanne, Switzer-
land, Student.

Walker, John P., e/o B. and M. Smelter, Great Falls,
Montana, U.S.A., Metallurgical Chemist.

E 3
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Weil. Jacob A., 89, Victoria Street, Westminster, S.W.,

Chemist.

Wheawill, Cornelias, 11, Westboorne Road, Huddersfield,

Chartered Accountant.

Wilkinson, Prof. J. A., Transvaal Technical Institute,

I'ii. Box :t:>72, Johannesburg, Transvaal, Professor

of Chemistry

.

Wricht. A. M., 62, Harman Street, Addington, < !hristchurob,

\ /... Works Chemist (Christchurch Meat Co.).

Changes of aoirfssi.

When notifying new addresses, rnemlers are requested to

write them distinctly, and state whether they are temporary

or permanent. Multiplication of addles tes i- also to be

avoided as tending to create confusion. When sending

subscripts ns, the use of the form attached to the application

hilps in the verification of addresses, on which the safe

delivery of the Journal depends.

liechi, G. de, lo Church; 11, Walton's Parade, Preston,

Lane
Bek, Lars P., l/o Sydney ; Goondi, Johnston River, North

Queensland, Australi t.

Bowden, Thos., lo Rochdale; Starring drove, Stubley,

Littleborough, Lancashire.

Brookman, F., l/o 8 ; G, West Street, Rochdale.

Cady, Wm. H., l/o Philadelphia; 127, Power Street. Pro-

vidence, R.I., U.S.A.

Chorley, Juo. C, l/o Warrington; Bewsey, Oxford Road,

Birkdale, Lanes.

Comiah. J., l/o Sidcup; 31, Iludall Crescent, Hampstead,
N.w .

Davis. Chas. B. ; communications to c/o Dr. F. Wyatt,

S.W. corner of 23rd Street and 9th Avenue, New York
City, U.S.A.

Dunlop," Kobe, l/o Shettleston ;
•"), Morrison Terrace, North

Road, Bellshill, N.H.

Ellis, E. Victor, 1 " Castle Street; 7. Hillside Crescent,

Edinburgh.
Gas, Jas. K.. I/O Camden ; Haddon Heights, N.J., L'.S.A.

Gate, T. Erskine; Journals to The Santubong Cutch and

Tanning Extract Co., Ltd., Santubong, Saiawak, pij

Singapon .

Jacobs, C. B.. l/o Broad Street
; c/o American Lithographic

Co., 19th Street and 4th Avenue, New York City,

LT.S.A.

Johnson, Thos , l/o 149; Caixa 94, Pernaiubuco, Brazil.

Iiawai, L, 1 o Tokyo ; Camphor Monopoly 1 ureau, Fukuoka,
Japan.

Laciv. IS . i o King'6 Cross; The Gasworks, Bromley-by-

Bow. E.

Leman, W. T., 1 o Coraopolis; c/o The Texas Co., Beau-
mont, Tex., L'.S.A.

Libpincott, W. H. ; all communications to c United Zinc

and Chemical Co., Argentine. Kansas, U.S.A.
Mills. Prof. E. .!., F.R.S., 1 Harrow • (', I, Twyford Avenue,

West Vcton, London, W.
Vitsugi, i;.. 1 ii Kcb ; Engineering College, Imperial

University, Tokyo, Japan,

MorsoB, T., l/o Southampton Row ; 1 1, Elm Street, Gray's

Inn Road, W.C.
den, R. I... l/o Bethlehem; Room 21, P.O. Building,

Harrisburg, Pa., I .S.A.

Pauii, Dr. II. . l/o Frankfurt; Gersthofei bei Augsburg,
Germfi

Pettitt. Alf., l/o Brooklyn ; 3421, Avenue G., Flatbush, N.Y'.,

I S.A.

Phillips, Ilarcoiirt, l/o Bolton ; I.yuwood, Turtjn, Lan-
cashire.

Pringsheim, Dr. II. II. ; Journals to Gartcustrasse 6?,

Breslau, Germany (temporary).

Proctor, W. W.. l/o 88; 8& 1". Oil Side, Newcnstle-on-

Tyne.
Raw-on, Christopher, 1" Bedford; c/o Badische Anilin

und Soda Fabrik, Ludwigshafen-on-Uhine, Germany.

Riederer, Dr. II. S. ; a I tications to 251, West 95th
t. New York City, U.S.A.

Russell, Thos. A. ; .Journals to 8, Queen's Park, Toronto,
Camilla.

Scrntton, W. J. C. ; all communications to Griudley Lane,
Blyth Bridge. Stalls.

Smith, Ewing, lo (Uasgow; co The Borneo Co., Ltd.,

Kutibing, Sarawak. Borneo.

Smith, Francis P., 1 o London; c o C. W. Smith, 119-121,
Elizabeth Street, New York City, U.S.A.

Smith, Juo., l/o Hartley Street; Calder Wharf Dyeworks,
Ravensthorpe, Dewsbury.

Thiry, J., l/o Chislehurst; 95, Rue St. Lazare, Paris.

Thomson, Jno., l/o Alexandria; Devon Lodge, Helens-

burgh, N.B.

Townsend, Oliver C, 1 o Horton Crescent; New Biltm,

Rugby.
Trantom, Dr. Wm.; all communications to Haselmere,

Maltman's Road, Lymm, near Warrington.
Uhlig, E. C, 1 o New York ; c/o Brooklyn Union Ga> Co.,

Nevins and Degraw Streets, Brooklyn, N.Y'., U.S.A.,

Gas Works Chemist.

Wade, F., l/o Shirley lioad; 44, Beech Farm Road,
Southsca.

MEMBER OMITTED FROM LIST.

Johnson, Sanil. H., jun., Hempstead House. Woodford
\\ ells, EsM\, Chemical Engineer.

Bratbcu
Hands, .las.. 127, Gosford Street, Coventry.

MacKinlay, R. W., Ameliaville, Aytoun Koad, l'ollok-

shields, Glasgow.

Canadian ^rrtton.

Meeting held at Toronto, on March 21/A, 1904.

PKOF. W. R. LANG IN THE CHAIR.

THE IMPROVEMENT OF BOILER FEED WATER

IV A. HI 'ill I.. R.A., ETC.

Part IV.—Experimental Investigation of Certain
/' obit "' in Water 7V< atim nt.

Problem I.— Conditions of working, and limit* oj error,

in tin iim of " Soda Reagent" in Water Assay.—"S
nt " is a decinormal solution of soda, in which half

the soda exists in the caustic and half in the cai

state. It is used with Methyl Orange as indicator. For

the explanation of its action see this J., 1904 (April 15th),

p. 3j.'t. It is necessary to use " Soda Reagent " in distinct

excess of the amount required by theory, and the following

may be taken as minimum quantities, when work is d

1 no c.c. of the sample. Eor each one part per millinu in

solution:—(1) Lime (in any combination) use ('•

"Soda Reagent''; (2) Magnesia (as MgSO, or

use 0-15 c.c. "Soda Reagent''; (") Magnesia (as

bonate) use 0-80 c.c. " Soda Reagent." The actual volume

to be employed in the determination ot total hardness"

calculated from that base which predominates. Since in

the case of magnesia it is the caustic moietj

Reagent" which alone enters into reaction, while in Un

case of lime it i- the carbonated moiety only, it is not

necessary to consider both magnesia and lime in thu

calculation. It i- important to note that, after detent

of " Alkalinity " (foe. cit.), free carbon dioxide I

boiled otf before adding "Soda Reagent" foi I

eipitation of magnesia, Biuce otherwise the caustic moiety o

tbi reagent wil be more or less carbonated, and

pleti precipitation of magnesia may result. This resgenl i

employed for two distinct purposes, fir. :—(1

mine permanent hardness (lip): (2) To detennim
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hardness (H). Temporary hardDess i-', of course, the

iifference between these numbers. In such cases, where it

is known that alkali carbonates do not exist in the water

jnder examination, the " Alkalinity " number is at the

<ame time a measure of the temporary hardness, and the

permanent hardness may, in these cases, be obtained by a

method of difference, sin^e Total Hardness = Temporary II.

(Alkalinity) + permanent H.
In the direct determination of permanent hardness, a

measured volume of ' Soda Reagent" (=Q3
) is added to

103 c.c. of the 6ample (from which free carbon dioxide has

been expelled, if necessary), which is then boiled for a few
minutes, cooled, dilute 1 to 200 c.c, filtered (or otherwise

clarified), and 100 c.c. of this filtrate is titrated with

X/10 hydrochloric acid (volume used = r"). Permanent
hardness, in terms of lime per million, is calculated by
formula 4 (p. 357)—Hp = 28 (Q

2 -2 r2).

In the determination of total hardness by " S ida

Keagent "
it is necessary first to convert all carbonates inlo

salts of the stronger acids. It is therefore usual to work on
the solution in which alkalinity has been determined. This

solution contains the bases in the form of chlorides, except-

ing such as originally existed as sulphates. The solution con-

tains more or less free carbon dioxide, which must be boiled

off before adding " Soda Keagent." The reagent is now
added in distinct excess (Q 1

), and the solution boiled a

few minutes, cooled, made to 200 c.c, filtered (or otherwise

clarified), and 100 c.c. of the filtrate titrated with X In

hydrochloric acid (volume used= r'). The total hardness
(H) is calculated by formula 3 (p. 355)—H = 28 (Q'-2r>).

The precipitation of lime and magnesia in these operations

is so close that the filtrates give but very faint reactions for

these bases when tested, under most rigorous conditions, by
oxalate and phosphate, provided that the filtrates in question

are perfectly clear. Nevertheless an experience, based upon
many hundreds of tests, convinces me that an error which
may amount to 50 parts per million invariably occurs in

this method of assay. The whole of the sources of this

constantly occurring error are not known, but the following

list comprises the most important :
—

Source of Error. Effect of Error.

1. Personal error in reading tu

tint with Methyl Orange.

-. The solubility of calcium car-

bonate is In—2" parts of lime
per million. (Comey's Diet,
of Solubilities, p. 82.)

s. The solubity of magnesium
hydroxide is about 20 per
million {op. cit., p. 216).

I. Presence of alkali chlorides
increases the solubility of

magnesium hydroxide.
!. Turbidity of the filtrate, due to

floating particles of calcium
carbonate or magnesium
hydroxide which have
passed through the pores of

i the filter.

Increases the value of (r) : hence
reduces thai ->f H. making
hardness too low.

Same as above.

Same as above.

Same as above.

Same as above.

Error 5 is a very variable one, since the precipitates ari-

always thrown down in a finely divided state, and some-
times the obtaining of a clear filtrate is next to impossible.

I have ascertained the possible magnitude of tin's error by
substituting clarification with a centrifuge for filtration

;

and may put on record the following results :
—

Substances in
Si i.

i

ion.

1. Contained cal-

cium sulphate
only.

'2. Contained cal-

cium bicar-
bonate only.

t. i lontained b ith

calcium sul-

phate and bi-

carbonate.

CaO
Actual.

CaO
Found. Err <r.

451 401 53
151 103 51

15

1

126 2s

277 253 19
277 263 11
;,is 493 25
3111 2: i3 17
230 171 56

ISO 73 77
150 llll 10
3til i .".:a 32
150 67 BS
1511 131 1,:

615 552 63

|E 'marks

Filtrate turbid.

Centrifuge, til clear.

Filtrate

turbid.

Centrifuge, till clear.
I'll! nit.- clear.

turbid.
Centrifuge, till clear.

Filtrate turbid.

Note.—The filtrates above described as turbid were, nevertheless,
so nearly clear that the turbidity was apparent only to careful
observation. They had repeatedly passed through ordinary filter

paper.and in routine work would certainly have been considered
satisfactory. The solutions worked on were prepared with great
care.

It will be noted that this experimental investigation covers only
the case in which lime is in solution. The influence of magnesia
has not been specially studied in this connection but tic following
table contains a series of naturally occurring waters in which
magnesia was present.

The subjoined table contains a series of natural waters,

in which the lime and magnesia were determined in the

ordinary way, and the total hardness was also determined
by the method of assay with "Soda Keagent" already
described. The magnesia (found by gravimetric analysis)

is multiplied by I 4 to convert it into an equivalent t

'nine; and the sum of lime and magnesia gives the actual

total hardness in terms of lime. It will be seen that in a

few instances the number found by assay with soda reagent

agrees very closely with the actual hardness ; but, in most,

cases, it is considerably lower than this. I may say that no
corrections have been introduced into any of these results.

Serial

No.
Name.

By Ordinary
Quantitative
Analysis

CaO.
MgO x

1-1.

Har(1- Err
ness as

CaObj
Soda

. agenl. Excess.;

Error 1 will naturally vary in amount with different

idividuals, being, to some extent, a personal one. So far

i cases coming under my observation are concerned,

may be taken as varying from O" I c.c to 0*2 c.c. X, In,

ins introducing an error of from 5 to 10 parts per million

lto the final result.

This error may ba compensated by the use of a constant,

-certained once for all by each analyst.

Errors 2, 3, and 4 will vary more or less with different

!'pes of water. The first two are fairly constant, and may
.* considered as inevitable, and inherent in the method ;

hich may therefore be taken as showing a hardness of

jtout 10 to 30 per million below the truth, under the most
.vourable conditions. It is probable that an addition of

i per million to the indicated hardness would be an im-
ovement, so far as these errors are concerned; and I

a inclined to recommend the adoption of this constant for

•e correction of total hardness, and for permanent hardness
iea directly determined.

1 Portage ls| 176 360 317 13
_> Calgary 121 160 291 286
3 Resrina 210 211 430 414 16
1 Farm I)am 340 376 725 711 14,

> Plum Coulee 350 27i'. 521 14
6 Maniton 63 42 105 05 10
7 Mooris 270 107 467 403 64
S Snowflake 404 232 726 689 37

Kincorth 120 102 2)1 196 3.5

10 Lenore 184 141 £25 319 6

11 Binscarth 23:i 1U4 343 Ml 7 4
12 Moosomin 29S 160 15 s i;7 21
13 Lillis 234 127 . 361 .-till 31
11 Gretna 354 270 624 6,22 2
15 Suffield 106 78 1S4 151 33

16 A irden" 246 136 ! 382 80S 71
17 La Riviere 121 64 lsj 170 6
IS Gull Lake 264 224 iss 412 46
111 Broadview 170 113 283 252 :;l

20 Wapella 140 132 281 269 • - 12
21 Holmfleld 231 134 368 358 11V

22 La Salle 1.71 225 :;si 353 31

23 Woodbay 163 71 234 213 21

21 Lacom be 390 270 669 650 10

25 Chcadle 106 125 231 2"7 21
26 Areola 106 mi 286 230 56

1 27 Trenouth 120 61 190 174 16
2s Whitewoodt 446 308 754 666 -s

20 Carherry 410 62 171 162
SO Langdon 81 so 161 120 • 32

31 Elkhorn 131 01 195 170
,

•• 16

32 School Lake 147
!

7,i 223 101'. 27

* High ch loride t Mu ;h soda.
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ami that the analytical number! quoted an ' ken quite at

random from the pages of my notebooks. It was the

observation of this constant di parture froi i the hardness as

.native anal] 1 me to investigate

more closely the result- given by the method i 13 with

"Soda Reagent." It villi., seen that the amount of the

diflerenee red rreil to do. constant

relation to the total amount ol I'm : solution.

For this reason 1 am inclined to think that a turbid liltrate

(although the turbidity may seem so Blight as to be negli-

gible) i- tin- most important source of error, and that which

is least easily avoided or corrected bj the use of an arbitrary

con taut.

The fi nclosions in read d, in consequence

of the studies just put on record :

—

1. Great care must he taken to seenre a clear liquid in

d( termining the values r 1 and -

2. Where a centrifuge is available, this i- preferable to

filtration through paper.

:). An error of defect is constantly found.

4. While this error may reach 50pa 5 of CaO per million,

it docs not usually reach more than 25 parts per million.

.'1. If a con-tan' of 25 parts of lime per million is added

to the results of experimi ' approximation to the

truth will be obtained.

6. All indirect methods of determining magnesia, bj

talking the differenci between thi limi lirectly estimated)

and the total hardness as determined by assay with "Soda
Kcugeiit," and from this difference calculating magnesium

In the factor 0-714 (= '
), will be in. xacl to the extent

that determination of hardness is inexact.

7. When the magnesia is an important factor in the

hardness, it is, for this reason, desirable that magnesia
should be independently determined, by one or other of the

method- of exact analysis.

8. 1 he method of assay 1\ " Soda Reagent " is rather to

immended as a simple and e us thau as au

accurate and reliable mode of analysis.

Problem II.—Heifer (Zeits . Chi a., 1902,201)
-ay- "The quantity of lime j vary within

certain limits without serii ting thi resultant

water." He gives examples of treatment, which maybe
summarised thus :

—

VII. IX.

'i'. rnl lull

It .
I' 1 B

377
103

Results of treatment, in u '•lieu!

soda a ant rfi viahon

from normal treatment is in the lime. i< Ca sticity.j

II Residual Hat

IV.

C. II. ' . 11.

X.

C. II.

1 i
| \ m amount
D
Excess ol about 1U

' 17 12 13
:;s i;i IS

9 :.i 22 17 26 9

! dual har.lm • higher when a

is used, and somewhat lower when an

excess ol nsed, the limit ol from the

suits justify

- assertion that a variation of 10 per cent, fi

lime quantum does not seriously affect the character

of the resultant water.

In idy the influence -- of lime,

only lime hardness un artificial

water contaii ute with lime

as follows:—

tnent. i austicitj

.

Alkalinity.
Hardness.

atv.ral water
i con pai ts

..

without expelling

260
y:,) Added 600 parta

after expelling
:tn

,10] \<; sa 20
(;") Add) i i oi lime,

SO i excess ,6 64 °

'

Not] Detei i a (2) iu the above table u
show the nterfering with hmo

nt. It is true thai the sample worki - : natucil
u iter. Ni rertheless, it had steed in an open bottle f.

hours and showed no bubbles of gas. I have found
i in dioxide than was contained in thisel*

sample >. (2.V5 - 3Ii) x .„ = I7n carbon dioxide per million
{

From this it appears that, up to lo per cent, exi

lime, the hardness of the water i- not increased, although

j
i- affected. Addition of more than 10 per

cent, excess of lime is decidedly injurious.

Problem 111.—-I have put on record elsewh.

(J. Am. r. Chem. Soc, 1904, 184)the fact that bicarl

of lime, magnesia, soda, and barium arc more or less

decomposed into monocarbonates and free carbonic a. id.

on prolonged agitation of their solutions. In the i

calcium and barium, the monocarbonates formed are imme-
diately precipitated, excepting 15 to 20 parts per million,

representing the solubility of these carbonates in pure « ater.

Magnesium monoenrbonute remains in solution up to at

least 170 parts per million, and sodium monocarbonate i»

indefinitely soluble. All of these monocarbonates
alkaline to phenolphthalein ; and despite their slight solu-

bility, even calcium and barium monocarbonate- give tin

pink coloration quite distinctly.

When using u current of air iu order to drive off free

(dissolved) carbon dioxide (op. cit.') there is danger of

passing the point at which m.combined acid is di-.

and bringing about decomposition of bicarbonate*, as

described above. By adding phenolphthalein to the sample

and carefully noting the appearance of a pink tinge, it if

easy to prevent any considerable error of this kind. U'hei

lime alone is present the pink tinge remains rati).

in. matter how far the decomposition proceeds, because tin

maximum solubility of calcium curb. mate is readied alnios

immediately after passing the neutral point. It is dilferet.

"Inn magnesia or soda is present, because the decide!

solubility of their monocarbonates produces a cuuiulttivi

effect, and the red colour becomes increasingly

In order to ascertain the rate and the extent of de

lion of bicarbonatcs on agitation the following expel

were made. Agitation was produced by a rapid current o

air :

—

m Bicarbonate.— (1) A solution contain.

Xa
2

per million was used. After 10 minute-.

(=2 per cent.) existed as monocarbonate. Al

minutes, 23 Na.i I ( 5 per cent.) existed as mom
carbonate. (2) A solution containing 77s V
\li.i i" minutes it contained 117 Xu.O (= 15 per

as monocarbonate.

Itfat/nesivm Bicarbonate.

S i. tier*.

Time Mgl l
i

u

276 87

v<; 1511 11

M
19

-

: >»

23 ;u U'

Sll 1

1

i;n Is

IS 107 It

117
.
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The decomposition is more rapid in concentrated solu-

tions. No precipitation of magnesium carbonate occurred

in any of these solutions.

Calcium Bicarbonate.—Air was rapidly bubbled through

a solution of calcium bicarbonate for periods of varying

duration, and the resultant v. ater assayed.

Hardness Percentage
Time of Agitation. 1

1 Alkalinity. .\ S nl of UaO
Reagent. removed.

Original sample. 51S (93

3 145 109 17

35 3 :s-2u 869 45
60

i
3 a 3 224 54
3 90 50 89

It thus appears that a water which owes its hardness to

calcium bicarbonate alone [can be softened fully 50 per

cent, by vigorous agitation for one hour, without addition of

any chemicals.*

Problem IV.—A current of air was blown through a

solution of 305 parts of magnesia as bicarbonate and 210
of lime as sulphate. In two hours the hardness (total) was
reduced from 721 to 526°, and in three hours it was reduced
to 44S . The softening of the water in this instance cannot,

however, be wholly ascribed to precipitation of magnesia as

monocarbouate, since reaction is possible between calcium
sulphate and magnesium carbonate with the preciptation

of calcium carbonate, leaving magnesium sulphate in sola

tion. On allowing the above solution to remain at rest for

43 hours, a crystalline deposit was formed, which proved to

be calcium carbonate. That the interaction between
magnesium carbonate and calcium sulphate (which occurred

in this case) is accelerated by agitation is shown by the

•following experiment. A sample containing 332 parts of

lime as sulphate and 292 of magnesia as bicarbonate was
agitated by an air current for periods of one and two hours,

and the lime remaining in solution was determined:—
Per Million.

Lime in solution at first :i'ii

„ after 1 hour '2-11

„ „ „ 2 hours 157

Hence it may be inferred that magnesium carbonate and
calcium sulphate cannot exist together in natural waters.

Where, therefore, we find magnesia in a sulphated water,

we are entitled to express it as MgS04 up to the extent of

one or other of the radicles concerned.

f

Problem V.—Bohlig (abst. in J. Chem. Soc, 36, 9G3)
states that if, in waters containing lime and magnesia with

carbon dioxide and sulphuric acid, the free carbon dioxide

be removed below a boiling temperature, calcium carbonate

is precipitated and magnesium sulphate remains in solution.

This agrees with the work recorded in Problem IV. He
further states that if the free carbon dioxide be removed by
simple boiling, the precipitate consists entirely of calcium
carbonate if sufficient magnesia is present; but when the

boiling point becomes higher, as in the ease of steam boilers,

calcium sulphate is precipitated. On boiling magnesium
sulphate with calcium bicarbonate Bohlig found ea boi

dioxide to escape, while calcium sulphate remained in

solution, basic magnesium carbonate being precipitated, or

even magnesium hydroxide when the boiling point was con-
siderably raised. Bohlig considers that when the magnesia
is not greater than the temporary hardness, it should be

* It will be observed that the determination of hardness in such
awater.with the use of •" Soda Re- nt " (see Problem [.)> yields a

;
result lower than the truth by about 25 parts of CaO per million.
The "alkalinity" number is a truer index to the amount of lime in
soiutain. The percentage of "lime removed'" is calculated upon a
basis of 193 per million originally present, as indicated by the assay
number.

t According to Pfeifer (Zeits. f. angew. Chem., 1902, 194.) the

_

readily soluble magnesium salts react with the difficultly soluble
-alts under boiler pressure, and give rise to the formation

oi difficultly soluble magnesium compounds, ami moi isilj

{
soluble calcium compounds. Magnesia is found as sulphate in

i many boiler scales, doubtless as the comparatively insoluble
Kieserite modification (MgSO,, H,0).

Driffield states (this J., IS87, 178) that where waters c attaining
magnesium carbonate are used, the magnesia found in the boiler
scale occurs as oxide, and not ns carbonate.

expressed as carbonate, and only the excess of magnesia as

sulphate. This opinion is at variance with my own ; amd
is dissented from by Allen (this J., 1S88, 801). The
following experiment in illustration of this point may be
put on record.

Three volumes of a water sample (Pembina), having the
composition given below, were concentrated by slow boiling,

under atmospheric pressure, to two volumes. The pre-
cipitate contained the whole of the lime as carbonate, and
only 5 per cent, of the magnesia present in the original

-ample.

Pembina.— Analysis gave :

—

per Million.
Dissolved solids, dry at ICO C 3.1S3

„ „ heated to redness 2,613

Loss on heating 570

Residue on sulphation 2,984

Lime. CaO 360

Magnesia, UgO 303

Soda, Xa ' i 524

Sulphuric acid, SO ,. .. I

.

Chlorine (('I) 24

Fully combined carbon dioxide 299 +

To determiue whether any notable amount of calcium
stdphate is formed on concentrating a solution containing
lime as bicarbonate and soda as sulphate, a solution

containing 3"0 parts of lime as bicarbonate and 500
of soda as sulphate was concentrated by slow boiling,

at atmospheric pressure, to one-eighth volume. A
very considerable precipitate of calcium carbonate was
formed, containing only a trace of sulphates.

Problem VI.— Since barium carbonate is somewhat more
soluble in water than barium sulphate, the continued
agitaboh of barium carbonate with a solution of calcium
sulphate might be expected to cause the gradual production
of barium sulphate and calcium carbonate, both of which
substances would be precipitated up to their limit of
solubility. Barium carbonate, if in excess, would also

remain dissolved up to its maximum of solubility ; but the

exceedingly small solubility of all these salts would leave

the water practically a soft water.

Experiment.—300 c.e. of a sample containing 259 parts

of lime as sulphate, and 269 of lime as bicarbonate, was
agitated for 30 minutes with an excess of barium carbonate.

The filtrate contained 317 parts of so. as against 370
originally present, i.e., about 15 per cent, of the sulphuric

acid entered into reaction with barium carbonate, according
to the following equation .

—

CaO, S03 + BaO, CO. = BaO, S03 + CaO, C02.

An old sample of barium carbonate was used in this

experiment. If freshly precipitated carbonate were used
it is probable that the reaction would have proceeded
further. The best results should occur when the barium
carbonate reacts in stain nascendi.

Comment.—The sample contained no free carbon dioxide
to begin with ; but it may be that the carbon dioxide con-

tinually disengaged from the calcium bicarbonate may
have aided solution of barium carbonate.

Problem VII.—The general ease of the reaction between
calcium sulphate and barium oxide may be expressed
tints :

—

CaO, SO., + BaO = Bat ), SI

)

:
, + Cai I,

a a a a a a

where <z= CaO originally present, or its chemical equivalent

in other radicals. The constants for such a water, before

and after treatment with barium, should be as follows :

—

ion.
i

Etfor.3. After.

CaO .

SO a
Causticity
Alkalinity (1

Hardness (permanent •

(temporary)
(tot
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The above assumes that baryta is added in equivalent

amount to the lime present; and that barium sulphate is

absolutely insoluble.

The following samples contained calcium sulphate only,

and were treated with an equivalent amount of barium

hydroxide. Constants are stated in term- of CaO per

million :

—

JSefore Treatment. Alter Treatment.

Issay with Soda R.-:, B .-iit. Assay with Soda Reagent.Vctual

Value

of'o." Caust. Alk. II. Hp. Canst, Alk. II. lip.

390
,',

375
37«

348
3711

it •' 339 sso 364

Alean s 365 3.17

HI (1
. 21 412 421 303

.-,;:i 11 543 53'2 193

37:. 35S

369 387
606 :m

1*
17

It will be noted that the value of " n " as given by Soda
Reagent varies farther from the actual value after treatment
with barium hydroxide than before treatment.

When lime as bicarbonate is in solution along with

calcium sulphate, and baryta is added in amount equivalent

to the lime present as sulphate, there will be an immediate
formation of barium sulphate and earbonate, the whole of

the baryta being thrown out of solution in one or other of

these combinations. We have seen (Problem VI.) that

prolonged agitation will gradually bring about solution of

barium carbonate and cause the final precipitation of most
of the baryta .is sulphate. It' we assume the ultimate pre-

cipitation of all the baryta in this form, the general case

may be thus expressed:

—

a = Cat) present as sulphate, or its chemical equivalent

in other radicals.

ft = CaO present as bicarbonate, or its chemical eqniva*
lent in other radical-.

Case 1. (1)—a = b:—
I .1 i. SOa ! Ban • CaO.C >

s
I'n", SO + 2CaO,COU.

i a a ft 2ft a a '2a 20

Oi.se /. (2)—a > 6:—
CaO, so, + Halt + CaO(COj). =

a a ft 2ft

BaO, SOa + CaO, I'll., + CaO.
a a 2ft 2ft n — ft

<•„« 1 (3)—a <6:—
i aO, s:', + BaO + iv m i >.).; =

ii a a ft 20

BaO, SO, + CaO, Co.. -r CaO(C >.)..

t ft '2<7 -'' '< -

The constants before and after treatment should be:

—

I S lation. Before.

Alt. i.

1 111. 1.(2). 1. (3).

Q
II

II

(1

II

a - ft

u
it

a-b
a-b
„ - ft

n - ft

ft - ,i

2 (ft - o)

ft - ,1

II

b-a
b-a

a -•- ft

SO| "
CO 2 4
Causticity a
Alkalinity ft

Hardaesa ' pennant nt).. a

(temporary; .

.

n
(total) a + ft

If a portion of the barium carbonate firsl formed remain
undissolved, let x represent such portion. This case is

expressed ill the following equations:

—

Case II. (])—a = ».—
• i' I, SOa + BaO + i l(( i

.
i. =

a 'i a ft 2ft

BaO, so - BaO, COj + CaO, < I, + CaO, S03

(<!-.r) (i - J-) x x (2a — x)(2a — x) x x

Case II. (2)—«> b:—
CaO, S03 t BaO + CaO(COj)» =

a a ft 2ft

BaO, so BaO, CO- + CaO, CO v CaO, S03 + CaO.
(o-x)(o-x) x Ib-r) x x ii-ft.l

Case II. (3)— a <ft:—
CaO, so f BaO - CaO(CO^>.=

a ii a ft 2ft

BaO, - '. • BaO, CO- + CaO, CO- + Cal I, SO, +
(a-x)(a-x) x .r {2a — x) (2a — *) *

i aO(CO-)..
(ft-<i)2(ft- a)

And the constants of the water before and after-treatment-

should be as follows:—

Ifter.

In Solution.

CaO
SO
I

raustit'ilv .

Alkalinity
Hardness (permanent) .

,. (temporary)..
(total)

B

+ ft

li 11.(2) 11.(3).

.i- « — ft + x ft - ij + x

II 2 (ft - a)
11 a ft ||

II a - ft b-a
x X <•

II a-b b-a
.r a — ft + a b — a + x

A comparison of the two eases shows that in proportion

as baryta is thrown out of solution in ihe form of carbonate,

the resultant water contains more lime, more sulphuric acid,

and consequently a higher permanent (and total) hardnesd
the measure of the increase of each of these quantities

being x.

The following work is in illustration of the case (« > ft).

If x had any value we should expect the hardness, after

treatment by baryta, to exceed the quantity (u — ft) by
that value. In only one instance (No. 3) does the total

hardness possess a higher value than (a — 6). Kven if we
make a correction, to compensate for the inevitable error

due to working with " soda reagent " (see lVoblem I.), the

value of x indicated would be very small, and would still

be zero, in cases I, 2, and 5. It would therefore appear that

barium hydroxide possesses its full value as a precipita

sulphuric acid, even in the presence of carbonates, when

vigorous agitation is used. In all the cases bere recorded,

the samples were shaken at frequent intervals, for an hoar,

and then allowed to stand a< rc-t for 20 hour-.

c
Va u.-s found after

e Actual \ alues. Treatment " \ss:iv Dil

£

a-b

with Soda Reagent.1
'

'E

'J.

a b Causl Alk. II. Hp.

-ii
I oT.i w> i-:; 381 382 108 11

2 180 3M 336 317 ::i7 ..

3* 43H 270 160 171 186 17H 19

4 390 -,i 3111 '-1 29 1 298 o 17

r> 90 160 230 196 207 174 n

a* 190 •Jin 180 PIS 176 110 in

7 890 21" ISO lis 113 131 Id

• Numbers liii.-li for causticity and alkalinity.

The experimental treatments recorded in the ap

table are pretty fully explained by the accompanvin

'II:, following additional notes furnish what i- lacking :
—

Simple I. (1)—The natural water.

I
•_• ( 'ai i equivalent lo lime present. I

Formula 9 )

i ; Same, bat free carbon dioxide not removed ;

treatment.

(4)—Like (2), but using 10 per cent, excess of lime.

<:• )- Like (
.'

. but using 20 per cent, excess of lime.

Sample II. (6)—The natural water.
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(7)—Lime treatment, after carbon dioxide equilibrium,

(formula 9.)

(8)—Soda used for the magnesia component of hardness.

Sample 1 1 T. (9)—The natural water, calculated.

(10)—The natural water, experimental.

(11)— Lime, to reduce temporary hardness only.

(12)—Normal lime + soda ash treatment. (Fornralse

9 and 12.)

(13)—Baryta, equal to sulphuric acid. (Formula 13.)

The liberated" lime reduces temporary hardness.

Sample IV. (14)—The natural water.

(15)—Normal lime + soda ash treatment. (Formula;

9 and 12.)

(1(1)—Lime equivalent to the half bound carbon dioxide

(Formula 6) ; soda equivalent to magnesia (FormuUe 7

and 10).

(17)—Soda equivalent to the magnesia existing as sul-

phate + twice the magnesia existing as bicarbonate.

(18)—Half the quantities used in (17).

Sample V. (19)—The natural water, calculated.

(20)—The natural water, experimental.

(21)—Normal lime + soda ash treatment. (Formula-

9 and 12.)

(22)—Equivalent to (21), but used soda instead of

sodium carbonate and lime. Less sludge will be formed.

(23)— Soda to precipitate magnesia only. (Formula; 7

and 10.)

(24)—Baryta to precipitate half the sulphuric acid.

(Formula 13 -=- 2.)

Sample VI. (25)—The natural water, calculated.

(26)—The natural water, experimental.

(27)—Normal lime + soda ash treatment. (Formula-

9 and 12.)

(28)—Baryta, to precipitate sulphuric acid. (Formula
13.)

Sample VII. (29)—The natural water, calculated.

(30)—The natural water, experimental.

(31)—Normal lime + soda ash treatment. (Formula?
'.' and 12.)

(32)—Baryta, equivalent to magnesia.
Sample VIII. (33)—The natural water, calculate;!.

(34)—The natural water, experimental.

(So)—The natural water, boiled 10 minutes-.

(36)—The natural water, boiled 30 minutes.

Note.— In these treatments, the -odium bicarbonate is

converted into monocarhonate, and this reacts with the mag-
nesium sulphate, leaving sodium sulphate ami magnesium
carbonate in solution. Hardness, so far as ma^nesiau
hardness is concerned, is not removed, but is converted
into temporary instead of permanent. The lime hardness
i- removed by boiling off the half bound carbon dioxide.

Sample VIII. (37)—Normal lime + soda ash treatment.
(Formula; 9 and 12.) Is not warranted, because real

permanent hardness is non-existent in this sample.

(38)—Lime, to combine with the half bound carbon
dioxide. (Formula 6.)

(39)—Lime, corresponding to the alkalinity and to the

magnesia. (Formula 9.)

Begina. (40)—The natural water, calculated.

(41)—The natural water, experimental.

(42)— Normal lime + soda ash treatment. (Formula;
9 and 12.)

(43)—Baryta treatment. BaO = 1.912(S03-4/3Xa :
< .)).

( 44)—Same, using half quantity.

(45)—Baryta treatment, following lime to neutralise

half-bound carbon dioxide.

Tables Illustrating Experimental Treatment*.

The experimental treatments tabulated have been carried out on artificial water samples of 400 degrees of hardness

(= 50 degrees English).

One litre of each sample contains as follows (the figures given are milligrammes) :

—

Sample I.—10O lime (CaO) dissolved in excess of carbonic acid. it. 124 lime and 194 magnesia (MgO) dissolved

in excess of carbonic acid. III. 200 lime, dissolved as bicarbonate, and 200 lime as sulphate. IV. 116 magnesia as

sulphate and 170 magnesia as bicarbonate. V. 200 lime and 143 magnesia, both as ^sulphates. VI. 72 lime and 815

nagnesia, both as sulphates, together with 32 lime and 126 magnesia, both as bicarbonate*. VII. 17S lime as

licarbonate, and 1C0 magnesia as sulphate, together with 240 soda (Na.,0) a< sulphate, VIII. 178 lime as bicar-

bonate and 1C0 magnesia as sulphate, together with 240 soda as bicarbonate.

Uegina.— Analysis gave :—Lime (CaO), 143 ; magnesia (Mg( )), 153 ; soda (Na
20), 170 ; sulphuric acid (S03), 484

;

ally bound carbon dioxide (CO»), 1 14.

For explanations as to the several treatments, see the text of the paper.

Reagents.—Quantity is given in lbs. per 1,000 gallons. ( lost is given in cents per thousand gallons.

Hardness. Sod i (NajO).
"- Reagents

-

5

5$

'3

i
i

£
o

g

s
a

a
3

J5 jS
"3
—
-3 o

d

G3

Remarks.

Kind.
Quan-
tity.

Cost.

'• Z 5 < H Ph =-i 5 < H 3

,. l None n 400 40) wo Calculated. Soft scale forming.
2 CaO .

4-0 2-U 5 3l 31 31 II II II Normal treatment. Free C02 removed. Water
good.

Free COi not removed. Treatment unsatis-3 4-0 2-H 208 210 II 210 II

factory.
4 » 4-i 2-2 16 :;i 22 II 22 Used 10 per cent, excess lime. Water too

caustic.
5 4-8 2-4 61 07 07 li 07 11 Used 20 per cent, excess lime. Water very

caustic.
r. fi None 396 396 393 o 194 Calculated. Soft scale forming.

7 CaO fi'69 3-34 33 72 26 a 26 II .. Very fair water. Will form a little suft scale.

•1
„ 3-97 1-98 153 299 15 ii 15 302 302 Treatment unsatisfactory' and expensive. The

NajO 3-CI3 10-57 water will foam.

» None

12-55

200 200 200 inn
!

. Calculated from known composition.
10 „ ii 175 175 212 38S u II n I) Experimental numbers. Bad feed water.
11 CaO -2-0 ro 28 32 32 ITS 210 I) To eliminate temporary hardness only. Un-

satisfactory.

Fairly satisfactory.12$ „ 2-0 1-0 126 102 : 222 222a
t Xa 2CO. S'8 5-7

6-7

13 BaO 5-47 16-41 48 48. 11 61 A very good feed water.
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Tables Illustrating Experimental Treatments—continued.

hardness.

_•

287 L60

30

lul

wo too
374 381

.Ml

50

102

Soila(X«..i>).

210 -W3
07

i:;

402
202 3'.st

i;,

240
240
•J mi

Remarks.

ci o in bad feed wa idated numbers.
I7ii 170 .. Satisfactory feed water.

431', 130

348 348

i> ii

(i

111 HI

142 142

222 222

ii ii

ii ii

214 214

10

Ii 240

vt ater is too causl ii and will foam.

Water much too caustic and will foam.

143 Calculated from known composition.
143 Experimental numbers, Pormshan

Will M'>! Conn scale, Imt will foa

like (21 1, attaim d a it, will be
less sludge I

Magnesia hardness alone reduced, v,

form scale i" about hall the extent of origins]
"liter,

Tli'.- expected resull

line ol figuri s. Is like c.
1

:

salts.

Calculated from knot? :ion.

Experimenlauy determined. Bad water.
sai isfactory.

212
21!

Unsatisfactory.

li:o Numbers calculated front known © i

too Experimental numbers.
Is satisfactorily softened, but will foam.

45 240

22

1

400
102 240

188

1S5

240
240

62 240

.0

.in 240
210

°o

334
372
39

170
170
17U

68 170

i -:, Bfactory treatment.

2 i'i 160 ' lalculated from lui"« n comi o

'.'til 160 I
-.i i ental niunbers. Mgi

>

H natc.
:ih .. This water is onlj stable in tin

ii 2d .. cipitatcs carbonates ichicll} ' it'll

boiling.
2)'J is'.i .. Treatment unwarranted. Produces a ton

supply.

Treatment sol isfactory.

„ very satisfactory.ii 240

it i7'i 158 Calculated from results of ana
it I7n i.'.s Experimental numbers. Forms ha

268 i:s .. Sattsfacl rily I trill loam.

ft 170 \ ery good feed v.

atberpool dtrtfotu

PRESENTATION TO DR. I. LEWIS BAILEY.

A ci'intur was held at tin Hotel St. George on Tuesday)
20th April, at which, ley was the e Utst of the

i iben
During the evening Mr. Frank Tate (chairman of the

section), after reading letters of regret a( their inability to

attend from Mr. Eustace < arey, Mr, Forbes Carpenter, and
Dr. ('has. A. Kohn, presented to Dr. Bailej silver salver.

• Mere :>l«n receive, 1 from Sir David Gamble, Xtesi

\V. II. Lexer. Tims. Twer, II. T. Mannington,
Smith, Rosooe Brnnner, and Win. Earp.

The Chairman said when at the end of lastyeaftb

heard with so much regret thai l>r. Ha i lev had

the local honorary secretaryship, it was felt he could r

be allowed to retire without the members of thi

showing their appreciation of his long and excellei I sen

In asking Dr. Bailey's acceptance of the salver o

of ill! ! o i mi a

many years of stead) and unostentatious work Dr. !t

had performed for the section, his splendid powen
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organisation and command of detail, and his ever ready

courtesy and kindness, and, on more than one occasion, his

quiet diplomacy, lie asked Dr. Bailey to receive the salver

from the members of the Liverpool Section as a token of

their gratitude for his past services and of their best wishes

for his future happiness and prosperity.

The inscription on the salver read as follows :
" 1'rsseated

to Dr. T. Lewis Bailey by the members of the Liverpool

Section of the Society of Chemical Industry as a token of

their appreciation of his valuable services as Honorary
.Secretary to the Section, 1891-190-1."

Dr. Bailey, replying, expressed his heartfelt thauks for

the goodwill of the members in so hospitably entertaining

him and presenting him with a lasting memento of his

connection with them. The Liverpool Section held a very

satisfactory position in regard to its papers, and subjects had
been introduced of a type which was worthy of mure con-

sideration—such subjects as, for instance, Railway Kates

on Heavy Chemicals, the Development of Canals, &c. A
great deal might be gained by discussing subjects of general

interest to chemical manufacturers and bringing such
subjects to the notice of the proper authorities where
changes were considered necessary for the well-being of tin-

industry. He referred also to attempts made in the section

to bring members together in such a way as to give more
opportunity for an exchange of ideas thaa was possible at

ordinary meetings. In a scattered section great difficulties

were necessarily experienced in the attainment of such a

desideratum, but perhaps his worthy successor would be
able to see some way of bringing members together in such
a way as to produce s. firmer bond of union, and con-

loutfy a stronger and more weighty organisation.

Thanking the members for their goodness to him that

evening in recognising services which an)' member, he
trusted, would willingly render to their Society, he could
not refrain from expressing his thanks also to all with
whom he had had dealings, chairmen and members
generally, r'or the ever ready assistance they had at all

times accorded him.

£onUoit £wtioiu

Meeting held at Burlington House, on Monday,
May 2nd, 1904.

MR. WALTER F. REID IX THE CHAIR.

The Chairman said the Committee of the Section had
just decided to send a resolution to the Council, inviting
the Society to meet in London in 1905. They had generally
held the meeting in London every four years, but this
year, being the fourth since they last met in London, the
choice had fallen on New York. He understood that their
American friends were providing a most lavish programme,
and that they had made every preparation to receive the
members with the utmost hospitality. He made this

announcement now in the hope that the members would
i
support the invitation when it came forward, and would
aKo be prepared to help when the time came for making
the arrangements for 1905. He was also pleased to
announce that Prof. Liversidge, the chairman, and Mr.
Walton, the secretary, of the New South Wales Section

I were present that evening.

DETERMINATION OF MINUTE QUANTITIES OF
BISMUTH IN COPPER AND COPPER ORES.

BY T. C. CLOUD, A.K.S..1I., F.I.C., I <.-.

|

In the Journal of the Chemical Society for 1SG2 there
appears a paper by Abel and Field entitled " On the
Analysis of Commercial Coppers," in which they describe
i qualitative test for bismuth based upon the fact that

when lead iodide is precipitated in the presence of even
minute traces of this metal, the iodide precipitate is

coloured a dark orange or crimson tint, the depth of
colour varying in intensity with the amount of bismuth
present. They also show that this coloration is still more
marked if the precipitate is re-dissolved by heating the liquid
and allowing it to cool again, when the lead iodide crystal-
lises out from the solution in the form of scales, 'if no
bismuth is present these scales are of a brilliant golden
yellow colour, while the smallest trace of bismuth gives to
the scales a more or less orange or red tint.

Field, in the same journal, points out that the colour is

seen to greater advantage if the lead iodide precipitate

,

is dissolved in boiling dilute hydrochloric acid and then
allowed to crystallise out on cooling. I confirmed this
observation, and now make the qualitative test by adding
to the mixed '.ead and bismuth solutions only just sufficient
potassium iodide solution to precipitate the whole of the.

lead. I then add just sufficient hydrochloric acid to
entirely dissolve the 'precipitate at the boiling temperature.
On now allowing the solution to cool by placing it in cold
water, the lead iodide crystallises out from the solution
in the form of scales, which collect at the bottom of the
test tube and indicate by their colour the presence or
absence of bismuth. The delicacy of this test is proved
by the fact that even so small a quantity of bismuth as
o-oOOOOl grm. is distinguishable.

About 15 years ago I made a number of experiments on
this reaction with the view of evolving a* quantitative
method from i'. the result of which I now propose to place
before you. I found, after a long investigation, that with
quantities of bismuth of about 0*0001 grm., the colour of
tiie crystalline precipitate varied considerably although
the quantity of bismuth was the same and the experiments
were performed under the same conditions so far as
practicable. The rate of cooling had a marked effect, as
might he expected, on the sue of the crystals, and con-
sequently on the colour of the crystalline precipitate. The
lustre of the crystals also varie'd, and this increased the
difficulty. Finally, this method was abandoned. It
afterwards occurred to me that the colours of the precipitate
produced in the first instance, and without re-solution and
subsequent separation in a crystalline form, might be
comparable. After a searching investigation, this was
found to be the case, and a quantitative method was
evolved which easily determines 0-00001 grm. of bismuth.

For the determination the following solutions are made
up :
—

Bismuth Nitrate, by dissolving pure- bismuth oxide in
nitric acid and diluting so that 1 c.e. contains 0-0001 grm.
bismuth. Sufficient nitric acid must be present to prevent
basic bismuth salt from precipitating when the solution is

diluted.

Lead yUrate Solution, made by dissolving 6 grms. of
pure lead in nitric acid. The solution is evaporated until
excess of nitric acid is removed and lead nitrate crystallises
out. This is then dissolved in water and made up to one
litre.

Potassium Iodide Solution, made by dissolving 35 grms.
of the salt in water and making up to 4 litres. In order to
make the determination I take the solution containing the
unknown quantity of bismuth, and which must be free from
lead, and add to it a definite quantity of the lead solution,
and then precipitate the lead iodide with the potassium
iodide solution in a Nessler's tube, and compare the colour
of the precipitate produced with that, formed under similar
conditions, using known quantities of the bismuth solution
run from a burette. A series of precipitates are produced
in this way until one is made of the same shade as that
produced in the solution under examination. The quantity
of bismuth solution used in producing this particular shade
of precipitate then gives the quantity of bismuth present.
The comparative experiments are made as follows :

—
5 c.c. of the lead solution are measured with a pipette into
a Nessler's tube, to this is added 1 c.c. of dilate nitric acid
(1—2-1), and then the known quantity of bismuth solution
from a burette. The solution is now made up with water
to the 25 c.c. mark on the tube and then potassium iodide
solution added to bring the quantity up to the 50 c.c. mark.
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The contents of the tube are well agitated and allowed to

stand for 15 or 20 minutes before making the final

comparison.

Jn dealing with metallic copper the following procedure
is adopted. A suitable quantity of the metal is dissolved

in nitric acid. To the eold solution carbonate of soda is

added can fully until a permanent precipitate commences
to form ; the solution is now added very slowly drop by
drop with constant stirring until a Email quantity of

permanent precipitate is produced. The beaker is allowed

to stand iu the cold with frequent stirring for about three
or four hours and the solution is then filtered. The
precipitate without washing is dissolved in dilute hydro-
chloric acid and precipitated with hydrogen sulphide. The
precipitate is washed with a solution of hydrogen sulphide

and is then dissolved in nitric acid, the solution being

received in a ^-litre flask. If the copper contains an
appreciable quantity of lead the original solution must be
evaporated with sulphuric acid, cooled, taken up with water
and filtered, before precipitating with hydrogen sulphide.

From the solution io the ^ -litre flask 125 c.c. are taken
|

and to this 5 c.c. of the standard lead solution are added,
j

After agitating, the solution is neutralised with ammonia
and then ammonium carbonate is added drop by drop with
constant stirring until in slight excess, and finally ammonia,
also in excess, sufficient to keep all the copper in solution.

It is heated on water bath and then allowed to cool, The
precipitate is filtered off on to a small filter and washed
with water containing ammonium carbonate until all

copper is removed. The precipitate is dissolved on the

filter with dilute nitric acid and the filter washed with

dilute nitric acid and water, used alternately, the filtrate

and washings being received in a small glass dish. The
solution is evaporated on the water bath until the lead

nitrate begins to crystallise out. The contents of the dish

are dissolved in a little water and transferred to a Nessler's

tube, using at first hot water, then diluted nitric acid (1— 12),
and finally water up to the 25-c.e. mark. The solution in

the Nessler's tube is now made up to the 50-e.c. mark with

the standard potassium iodide solution and the pre-

cipitate produced is compared with precipitates made a9

described above, using known quantities i f standard bis-

muth solution until a precipitate of the same tint is

produced, when the quantity of bismuth solution used for

the production of this particular tint gives the quantity of
bismuth present.

A large number of test experiments were made, using
pure copper solutions to which known quantities of the
standard bismuth solution were added and the process
carried out as described. There was in no case any
difficulty in determining quantities as small as 0' 00001 grm.,
and differences of this amount are easily distinguishable

iu the colour of the precipitate produced.

In the case of copper ores, the method employed is to

dissolve in a mixture of nitric acid and sulphuric acid, and
evaporate until sulphuric acid fumes come off freely.

When cool, the residue is ireated with water, a drop or two
of hydrochloric acid added and the solution filtered. The
solution is now treated with hydrogen sulphide, and the
process completed as described for metallic copper.

In the case of very pure copper or copper ores variations

in the quantities of bismuth present, even when in so small

a proportion as 0001 per cent., is of the utmost
importance.

After fifteen years' experience of this method in the very
large number of determinations which I and my staff have
had to make at the laboratory of the Wallaroo Smelting
\\'"rk~ in South Australia, I can, with confidence,

recommend il to your notice as a thoroughly reliable and
delicate method for determining minute quantities of

bismuth in copper or copper ores.

Dip' l bsion.

Mr. F. ]'. ReKWIi R said that a method which depended
on the variation in colour of a precipitate and which was
to be used for the estimation of bismuth in small quantities

must be used with 'lie greati -t caution, remembering the
great variation in the colour of precipitates—especially

the iodides—which was known to occur. He need only
mention two; silver iodide varied considerably in colour
according to the conditions under which it was precipitated
and the treatment it received subsequently. A -till more
remarkable case was that of mercuric iodide. Under
certain conditions the precipitate was yellow, whereas
under others it had a brilliant red colour. An interesting

example was recently described by Dr. I.iippo-Cramer in

the Photographische Correspondent for December 1903
who showed that if mercuric iodide was precipitated in the

presence of gum arable it had a brilliant red colour,

whereas in the presence of gelatin it always came down
yellow. There was a very marked difference in sensitive-

ness to light between the two varieties.

Mr. (1. T. IIoi.liuvav said he had used a qualitative

method which he believed was lirst described to him by-

Mr. Arthur Wingbam and which resembled that described
as introduced by Abel. It was employed for testing the
precipitate which had been weighed as bismuth oxide, to

ascertain whether it contained lead. The method usually

employed with metallic copper was to dissolve about
20 grms. in nitric acid, to add sodium phosphate and
saturate with ammonia. Lead, bismuth, and iron were thus
precipitated as phosphates, and after being filtered off were
separated, the lead with sulphuric acid with the usual
precautions, and the bismuth from the filtrate with

sulphuretted hydrogen. The bismuth was finally weighed
as oxide and then frequently contained a trace, and some-
times a good deal, of lead. One could obtain a good idea

as to the amount of lead by a method similar to thai

described by Mr. ( 'loud. The weighed precipitate was
dissolved iu one drop of strong nitric acid, and about half

a cubic centimetre of water, a couple of drops of cold
saturated solution of lead nitrate, and a drop or two of

10 per cent, potassium iodide solution were added. If no
bismuth was present the precipitate would of course be
bright yellow, while bismuth rendered the precipitate mure
or less brown or reddish. If the original weighed precipi-

tate, which perhaps only weighed half a milligramme, was
practically pure bismuth oxide, the iodide precipitate would
be distinctly red. With practice, the operator could tell

whether the bismuth oxide was sufficiently pure to be
counted as pure for ordinary purposes, lie was speaking

of ordinary commercial analyses, where, for instance, it was.

necessary to say whether the amount of bismuth present

was above or below a certain stated limit.

Mr. Cloud, in reply, said the quantities of bismuth
which affected Wallaroo copper was considerably smaller

than generally occurred in ordinary commercial coppers.

The average of a very large number of determinations
over a period of some years showed [lay did not c uitam

more than 0-001 percent. If that amount was doubled it

would materially affect the quality of the copper. The
quantity he had named in the paper as being easily dis-

tinguishable was such that if that quantity was doubled, the

differ nee in colour of the precipitate was most marked,
and there was no difficulty in distinguishing between

0*001 mgrm. and 0*002 ragrm. Prepared as described, the

precipitates were perfectly uniform in colour for the s ;in)e

quantify of bismuth, and the remarks of Mr. Renwick in

reference to mercuric iodi le did not in any way apply in

the case of lead iodide, prepared as described in the

paper.

DETERMINATION OF MINUTE QUANTITIES
OF ARSENIC IN COPPER ORES AND

MK1 M.I.l RGI< \I. PRODUCTS.

r.v 1. I . I LOUD, A.ll.s.M.. 1 .I.e.. I ,0.8.

The Chemical Xurs of January 14th, 1831, quotes.

apparently in full, a paper entitled. •' tin the Dcteci

Detenu Arsenic in Organic Matter," by Messrs.

Chitti nden and Donaldson, which appeared in the .In

Chemical Journal, vol. 2, No. I. An arrangement
Marsh apparatus is there described and figured |

tli:-

arrangement I have employed for the last twenty years '

the determination of minute quantities of arsenic in

ore and metallurgical products with the most SU i -«
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results. When the process— as described in the paper

mentioned—first came under my notice. I subjected it to a

most severe investigation to ascertain if it was suitable for

the purpose I had in view, viz., the accurate determination

of minute quantities of arsenic down to say 0-005 per cent,

in cupriferous ores and metallurgical products. Numerous
experiments were made with the apparatus, using known
quantities of arsenic and conducting the experiments under

die same conditions as would occur in practice with thr

materials under consideration. It was found that when all

the precautions mentioned by the writers were observed in

the use of the apparatus, thoroughly satisfactory results

were obtained, with one curious exception which is not

referred to by the authors' of the paper. The experiments

were performed in the following manner:—The solutions

containing the known quantity of arsenic were evaporated

with sulphuric acid until fumes of this acid came off freely ;

the cooled residue taken up with water and filtered, if

necessary, into the funnel of the apparatus, from whence it

was allowed to pass into the Marsh apparatus drop by drop.

The portion of the tube containing the mirror was cut oft'

and weighed with and without the mirror, the difference

giving the amount of arsenic. I found that in the presence

of iron salts the results were invariably low. I may say

here that the authors recommend alloying the zinc with a

sma'l quantity of platinum. This precaution was not

adopted as it was considered too troublesome, and pure

zinc only was used. Some years previously Messrs.

Gladstone and Tribe had introduced their copper zinc

couple to the notice of chemists, and it occurred to me as

bvicir possible that if a small amount of copper were intro-

duced into the Marsh apparatus so as to set up this

combination, the defect to which I have referred might be

removed. This was found to be the case. Duplicate

experiments were performed, using the same quantities of

irou and arsenic ; in the one case there was no copper

solution employed, and iu the other the small necessary

amount was added when starting the Marsh apparatus. Iu

the former case—as previously stated—the amount of

arsenic was invariably short of the proper quantity, while

in the latter case the full amount of arsenic was evolved

and collected in the form of a mirror.

Using 4u irrms. of zinc it was found that the presence of
- 05 to O'OS grm. of copper was required in order to ensure

the complete evolution of all the arsenic. The Marsh

apparatus which I have used is substantially as described

in the paper to which I have referred, except that the funnel

tube is very much shorter, the funnel being just clear of

Ithe

stopper; the cork shown is not used, but a hollow

gl.-i-s stopper carrying the exit tube and the funnel is

substituted for it. The generating bottle is placed in a

beaker of cold water during the operation. For drying the

gas I use a U tube, one leg of which is packed with filter

paper and cotton wool and the second limb with granulated

calcium chloride. The tube is of combustion glass 6 mm.
internal diam. and of such length that at least two inches of

the full-sized tube projects beyond the furnace, followed by
about three inches drawn out to about 1 mm. internal

diam., finishing with a finely drawn out jet.

The determination is made as follows :—2 grins, of the

finely "round ore is treated in a covered beaker with

20—30 drops of concentrated sulphuric acid, then

sufficient nitric acid is added and digested on a water bath

until decomposed. 1 may here mention in passing that

pyritic ores of copper are far more rapidly decomposed in

his way than by healing at a higher temperature and

.vithout the annoying formation of sulphur globules.

IVhen the decomposition is completed, the cover and sides

>f the beaker are washed down and the solution evaporated

n the beaker, first on the water bath and finally on the

and bath, until nearly all excess of sulphuric acid is

emoved. When cool, the residue is taken up with water,

seated, and filtered. The filtrate is received in a beaker of

uitable size for plating out the copper by the well-known

llectrolytic method, either on a platinum cone or—as I

refer—on a platinum cylinder. A previous determination
E the copper on another portion of the ore having been

ade, it is easy to stop the electrolysis of the solution for

ie arsenic determination while it yet retains the proper

aount of copper, viz., 0'05— 0-08 grm. The platinum

cathode with its coating of copper is now washed in a dish,

and the solution in ibe beaker with the anode is heated
until all deposit on the anode has dissolved. The anode
is then also washed in a dish and the contents of the dish
added to the beaker and the whole evaporated down to a
small bulk, about 5—10 c.e. The hydrogen bottle has,

in the meantime, been charged with 40 grins, of zinc and
dilute sulphuric acid (1—7 of water) run in, in sufficient

quantity to cover the zinc. After the gas has been comiug
off freely for about 10 minutes, the gas burners are lighted

and the tube heated to a red heat for a length of about
6 ins. At this stage the solution is transferred to the
tunnel, the stop cock of which has already been set so as
to deliver the liquid in drops at the rate of about 2—3 a
minute. Additional acid is ad led to the solution iu the
funnel, if necessary, in order to keep up an even production
of gas, and the funnel is finally washed with this acid.

The time required to pass the solation from the funnel to

the flask will vary with the quantity of arsenic present.

For quantities up to 2 mgrms. I allow about 2 hours and
an extra hour for every additional mgrm. When the whole
of the solution and washing have been transferred to the
bottle, the heating of the tube is continued for about 15
minutes. The gas jets are now extinguished and the tube
allowed to cool while the current of hydrogen still . passes.

When the tube is only just hand warm, the portion contain-

ing the mirror is cut off, wiped clean and placed in the

desiccator, and weighed after 20 minutes. After weighing,

the arsenic is dissolved from the tuba with nitric acid,

the tube washed with water and dried in the water oven
and re-weighed, the difference between the two weighings
giving, of course, the amount of arsenic.

It is needless to remark that blank experiments must be
made with the zinc, sulphuric and nitric acids used.

It will be noticed that the process described involves the

use of only three reagents, which are not difficult to

obtain free from arsenic. The balance used is a fine

instrument by Sartorius, which turns easily with 0-05
mgrm.

Discussiox.

Mr. Fairley said as far as he could judge the process

was an exceedingly good one. It seemed remarkable that

the arsenic could be weighed in the manner described. It

was evident that a very delicate balance was necessary, and
he should like to know what the actual weight of arsenic

obtained in a number of experiments might be. He-

gathered that the author operated on 2 to 4 grins, of ore

which contained very minute quantities of arsenic, so he
would have a very small quantity to weigh.

Mr. Grant Hooper asked if Mr. Cloud had had any
experience in the estimation of arsenic in copper by Clark's

process. A valuable paper was brought before the Society

by Mr. Platten some years ago iu which he pointed out

the advantage and convenience with which arsenic iu small

quantities could be estimated in copper by dissolving the

metal, preferably in the form of turnings, in ferric chloride

solution and distilling it. He was aware that Mr. Cloud
had specially referred to the estimation of arsenic in copper

ores rather than in metallic copper, but it seemed to him
that it must frequently happen that the quantity he had to

deal with might turn out to lie very much larger than w'ould

be suitably estimated by such a means as he had brought

forward. If the nitric acid solution to which he referred

were evaporated down, redissolved in hydrochloric acid,

reduced by sulphurous acid or sulphite, and then added to

(lark's solution in a small flask and distilled, a very ready

means was presented of estimating even an exceedingly small

quantity of arsenic. Two-tenths of a mgrm. of arsenious

sulphide obtained by a distillation process of this kind could

be accurately weighed and its identity established, but if

the quantity of arsenic was still too small to be capable of

any such gravimetric estimation then a portion of the same

nitric acid solution reduced as described might be put into some

such apparatus as Mr. Cloud had brought before them, but

instead of weighing the tube with and without the arsenic

.uirror he would suggest that a more practical and certain

way with such an exceedingly small quantity of arsenic

would be to compare standard mirrors.
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Mr. Cloud, in reply, said the quantities they had to deal

with were too small for a distillation process, which they

had used where the}- required to separate arsenic and
antimony in any ores where these occurred in fairly large

quantities. He quite agreed that in the case of very small

quantities the standard mirror as applied to the process he

had brought forward would very materially assist th>' work

both in the matter of time anil pro'- y. The
quantities actually weighed were down to 0' 1 mgrm. The
balance turned to 0'05 mgrm., but anything lower was
rarely actually weighed, for if 2 grms. of ore was taken and
the arsenic in the ared to be below the weighing

capacity (the chemist soon ot to know whether the quantity

wa- worth weighing or not), iie simply reported that it was

below n certain amount which was sufficient for the practical

operations of the smelting works.

TESTING COLLOIDS.

BJ EDMUND a. HILLS, D.SC, F.R.S., ANT,

u:i uiuun SEAT, F.I.C.

The testing of colloids is generally effected bj methods
which are in the main chemical, and have for their object

to ascertain the amount of the particular colloid, ash,

water, water absorbable, &c, in this way procuring some
check on the quality and cost of the preparation. These
methods are generally very easily rallied out. On the

other hand, and in supplement to the chemical processes,

some physical examination is indispensable. Thus, we
may determine the breaking strain of a glue-joint, or of

the surface of a starch paste of Known percentage value.

For the most part, however, the manner in which the

colloid behaves in practice is generally accepted. Such
methods are distinctly imperfect, and beset with many
difficulties.

J n this paper we desire to place on preliminary record

a physical method of testing which, though still far from

being as successful as we i Id wish, is capable of giving

n -nits of some practical value, especially in the comparison of

one colloid with another, Briefly described, it consists in

coating a Btandard cotton thread with a given colloid,

drying it, ami determining the modulus of elasticity >f the

coat. The value of this modulus is directly related to the

stiffening power of the colloid.

/', partition of the Thread.—The cotton thread we
A lor our work was Brooks' No. 12 white, mainly

on account of its freedom from finish-

ing ingredients. In order to render
the outside of this as smooth as

possible, we constructed a little singe-

ing apparatus, and with this burned
away the projecting ends which sur-

rounded the thread. The colloids we
employed were potato starch, maize
starch, and gum arabic. We made
these into a paste or solution of known
strength, immersed the thread in them,
and then drew this through a per-

forated nozzle sectionully illustrated

in Fig. I.

This having been repeated several

, the thread, general!} a metre in

l'i... I.—Nozzle
mi: Coming

Thread. '

.

length, was hung up to dry at the ordinary tempi

with a weight of 18 grms. at its lower extremity. The
nozzle was made of German silver, and its narrow tubulus

was almost exactly 0-5 mm. in diameter. Various stri

of paste or solution wen threads

were cnt into lengths of about d'2 m. each, and the cuttings

kept in tube both ends ; the

day before the readings were taki n. March paste!

be dried in one night, but gum arabic required about

four days.

Detet /'' Modulus.—The apparatus wi

was extremely simple and constructed in the factor] A-
will be seen from Fig. 2, it ci

capable of being moved towards or from ea ih other bj

of a right and left screw working in a bed below them.

Kach block carries a piece of quill glass tubing " scorched "

at the inner end so as just to smooth the sharp edge. A
thread was placed with either end in a tube, and its

length measured by means of a verified millimetr

When the thread is lowered by a weight, or by its own
weigh'., its length is .' [8fl — A] j wh re A is the chord "1

the whole are distance apart of the gla^s tubes, and a \<

the chord of halt the arc. The deflections produce I by

adding a given weight, and the radii of the threads were

measured with the laboratory kathetometer j doubtless a

low-power inieroseope with micrometer eye-piece would do
equally well. i lur weights were S-shaped hooks of very

thin eoppar wire, each weighing O'OS grin., and up and.

down readings were always taken. A screen of thin

traiiKparent gla>s was placed between the observer and the

thread.

If B is the modulus of elasticity, 1' the weight (kilo*.)

attached, / the exposed length (millimetres) "f thread, s the

deflection produced by the weight, and r the radius of the

thread. E= x x - this is the ordinary formula for
12 * -)•'

the modulus m the case of a circular section (kilos, per

square millimetre of section). It is, of course, only'

approximately true for a mixed system of cotton and

colloid. The value of the modulus for the thread alone

wa« found to be

—

0-1885 ' ir(0
-
2717) <

= 86-9,

a quantity to he deducted from all the observations.

Potato Starch.— The pastes were very roughly of 2, 3, •),

and a per cent, strength. They were prepared by grinding

starch with cold water, beating on the water-bath until

" made," and then straining through muslin. The i

amonnt of starch in the paste was determined, and col

for ash. The results were as follows :

—

Stwnb. Deflection. Radius, 1 , E c.ilr.

Pi r ivm.
1-83 O'SSeu* 0*225
i-e. 300' "'."Jll

S-SJ "

S-*i O-S50

L8S/9 lsi-!>

50i ill..
. in all other cases 70 mm. nearly.

FlG. 2,

—

Al'!A.:.\i . 9 FOB Mi >-,:,>
> FLECTIO.W X ^.
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The equation is (c = colloid) E = S6-9 + 35-7 c. The two effects meet at the common point—
Probable error of a single comparison, 2- 5 = 1-2 per tent,

on the average K determined. Sum of the errors, 0- 7. S6 - 9 ->- 82-8c = 7

"
I + 0"4c

As regards the first experiment, see under Gum Arabic]
whence ,. = 3 . 3S anij E =

Maize Starch.—Here the individual determinations were

l1 isfactory.

Starch. Deflection

I'M
I'll

E calc.

The equation is E = S6*9 + 48*4c. Probable error of a

single comparison, 13 - 8 = 5-3 per cent, on tbe a

result. Sum of the errors, 0-7.

Gum Arabic.—The results were as follows :

—

Deflection. Radius.

1'

l'sl
3*8;

s-fi4

f71

0*5022

0-3633
0-2031

E calc
Elasticities

i'M-o

Potato

346-8

3SS"S
m-.i

The equation, as before, to the last two results and the

origin, is K = 86'9 + 82-8c ; the equation to the first

• • • 194" 7n
two results and the origin, is E = '

. I'robable error

of a single comparison (first equation) 1-69 = 0-4 p
on the average value determined. Sum of the errors, 0-7.

It was some time before we were able to

interpret our experiments. At length it oc-

curred to us that we were really dealing with
two independent effects. Gum arable may be

regarded as an organic salt of lime, magnesia,
and some other bases. When a solution of
it is in contact with cotton, the cotton takes
up lime or gum as a whole, and so becomes
mordanted, or combined, making the elasticity

too low. When this effect has ceased, further

treatment with the gum produces the usual

stiffening effect only. As other colloids gene-
i rally contain a little mineral matter, the same
I result will be obtained with the earlier quan-

j
tities of these, and for this reason we have not

l considered the first figures in our maize and
potato experiments. In the case of gum
(arabic the phenomenon is naturally much
more marked ; the earlier effect is represented

,
by the hyperbola usual in such cases ; the
'at»r or normal effect by a straight line.

H

Comparativi Values. — The linear equations above

obtained give us the modulus of elasticity per per cent, of

coat. As the sum of their errors are in each case the same,

we are in a position to compare the relative values of the

three colloids. These are 35 • 7 : iS'4 : S2 • S for potato, maize,

and gum respectively—numbers which are very nearly in

mple ratio 3 : i : 7 :

—

7 -j- 3 = 1

48 4 J- 4 = 1

82 s -i- 7 = 1

200 3C~

Meizz

In 1903 the average prices of potato starch and gum-
arabic were 12s. and 2Ss. per cwt.,—values strictly pro-

portional to the elasticities. Maize starch is in general
3*.—4.9. dearer than potato starch, and its price, therefore,

-hould also follow the same relation. But quotations for

maize starch were so anomalous and irregular (5s.—18s.) in

that year as seldom to correspond to a true economical
value.

In actual practice it would be easy to prepare and keep
a number of smoothed threads coated to a given percentage
(say 5 per cent.) with some given colloid ; then coat some
of the same thread with the same amount of a new sample,

and place the two side by side in the machine. On opening
the jaws, the weaker would be bowed the more. But for the

comparative values of different colloids the work should be
done as we have previously described.

We had intended determining some elasticities, using

aluminium wire instead of thread ; but circumstances have

precluded our continuing these experiments.
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We wish tn record our thank* to Messrs. Findlay and Faill

for assistance* in this investigation.

Discussion.

Mr. F; F. Rexwick regretted the authors had given no

information with regard to the behaviour of gelatine. Was

it uot possible in these 1 per rent, solutions that the material

itseif did not retain the form of the fibre? Possibly the

bi ime elliptical instead of remaining circular, or

the actual solution "ran " after the fibre n is coated. Was
the thread dried vertically or horizontally? In the case of

gelatine be had frequently noticed marked changes in its

properties according to the rate at which it was dried and

be would like to know whether the drying conditions

affected the elasticity in any way. .Many people who had

to do with colloids were concerned rather with different

samples of the same colloid than with the differences between

different colloids. Did different samples of the same

material show marked differences of behaviour when tested

by the author's method ?

Mr. J. L. Baker thought the fluctuations which had

Ken noticed in the price ot maize starch were probably due

to the glucose industry rather than to its colloidal nature,

because the glucose manufacturer used the cheapest raw

material on the market.

Mi. II. H. F. Htodman asked if Prof. Mills had ever

thought of using the method of oscillation instead cf

deflection. In such a method as this, where a fibre has

been dealt with, it would be more accurate to employ an

oscillation method, which could be used in a glass tube, and

where the thread would be less affected by external con-

ditions than by a deflection method, where there were more

chances of inaccuracy. It might also possibly answer the

question of the first speaker with regard to the testing of

the same material under different conditions, because a

fibre when hung vertically was less liable to alter its

condition than when hung in the way described from two

tube-, where a slight alteration of the arrangement of the

tube, or the shape of the ends of the tube, would materially

alter the coefficient of elasticity.

Mr. Grant Hooper asked if in these experiments

Dr. Mills had had regard to the moisture of the atmosphere ?

In damp weather he thought it might be found that the

moisture of the atmosphere was quite sufficient to eou-

siderabl] affect the rtsult. As a practical application, he

would like to heal whither any tests had been made with

glues.

The Chairman said this was an exceedingly int. resting

paper, referring to a matter on which thc\ all wanted more

light. Even if this were uot an ideal method, which would

hardly be claimed for it. it was an important contribution

to their knowledge. A method of estimating colloids,

which would be absolutely accurate, was much sought

after, and he was not aware that one had been devisi d.

there were Borne points to be considered in connection

with the method before them as to whether there might

not be sources of error; tor instance the fact that the

thread used was a bundle of fibres, and the solution

cemented the fibres together and in that wa\ produced a

greater or less stiffness of the thread on winch to some

extent the method was based. It a '< per cent, solution of

gum was compared with one of 2 per cent., the latter

i ould sink into the fibres and cement them, but the former

solution would not sink in so tar and would cement them

in a different way. There bethought there was likch to

be a source of error not indicated in the figures obtained.

Aluminium would, perhaps, he rather ton strong, because

the strength of the coating material would be small com-

pared to thl strength of the aluminium wire. Win not try

a lead wire, or - imething -nil soffe i
': Again, with r gard

• Our work was well advanced when wi round (Polleyon's " Die
1 1. licit Prof. Wiosner I

i king in

i
Men. Hi- method consisted ii pushing upwards a

ii clamp, until tic

.-til was
of comparative elasticity, lie must, I

limit ; ami the results
ii . '

:
, . c insisted in

I threads tin jers.

to the coating of the thread. He feared that would differ

a 1 1 ng to the number of times it was passed through a
solution, and also according m tin strength of ill solution.

. coated a ereat number ot fib] is ol various kinds,

i- eluding silk, cotton, ramie, and lie found the weight per

hundred yard- varied very much according to the number
of coats put on. They hail either to take- a considerable
number of coatings, which would leave a very small margin
for difference, or else to vi ry carefully specify, not only
the number of coatings inn also the temperature at which
it was done, and the ratio between the diameter of the

thread in the loose state, and the nozzle through which it

was pulled. Again, he thought the formula used for the

thread, referred to a cylindrical body ; but the thread was
not only not cylindrical, it was spiral. It was also composed
of fibres in a sta'e of tension, and different -ample- might
be in very different states of tension, although thej might

all be sold as Brook's best thread They knew how thread

was made, and how it differed not only according to the

number of times the cotton was drawn out in the drawing
rolls, but also according to the state of the drawing rolls;

cotton might be passed in the process of -pinning through
the same rolls a definite number of time-, but the- same
result was not obtained if the rolls had been in use for a

fortnight or for two months. The difference might not be

appreciable for sewing purposes, hut for a test of this kind

il wa- a serioos consideration. Speaking in general terms

he did not like the use of the thread at all. As to the

prices, he thought there were many points besides the

testing of the material which influenced them, lie was

incline! to believe that cordite had the most influence on
the price of gum arabic.

Prof. Mills said he was much obliged for the various

estions which had been made, and onlj regretted that

Mr. Gray and himself could not continue their experiments
and test Some of them. They had Ulilortunately been

unable' to adopt the usually more accurate method o'

torsion, because it produced intrinsic twist. From thj

starch pastes, nothing soaked into the thread but water,

leaving what had to he presumed to be a cylindrical coating

of starch on the outside. ( In the other hand, cum arabic

soaked in, and up to about a .'! per cent, strength produced

the peculiar mordanting effect to which be bad referred.

A thread which had been pulled through the nozzle five or

si\ times might be,taken a- having a fairly cylindrical coat.

Their experiments, on repetition, gave very much the same

results as before; they were always done in the same roonl

heated by sufficiently distant water-pipes. Gelatines they

ban not tried, drying the threads in a horizontal position

would have led to an undesirable bowing. lie was, of

course, aware that maize starch was largel} iu demand for

glucose making, but its use as a stiffening material and as

a finish by calico printers must be an important factor in

the price, which, iu any case-, would depend on many other

practical condition-, lie wa-. however, informed 01

authority that the main condition in very recent time- bad

been tin process now SO well known under the name of

" dumping."

INCANDESCENT ALCOHOL LAMPS.

IIV TIKIS. UI'.l.l:.

Mr. Thomas Tyreb exhibited some incandescent iamps

for burning alcohol which had been shown recently at the

S "I, i\ of Arts. The illuminating power, as could be seen.

was certainly quite equal to or exceeded that of incandescent

gaslight. His objectin showing these lamps now as wej
as at the Society of Arts wa- to illustrate an extended u-e

of alcohol, which was daily becoming more common m
Germany. Two of the lamp- on the table were lent bj

Mr. W. H. Massey, Engineer to the Uoyal Palaces, whe,

hearing that a paper was goit Society 01

Arts, kindly offered to lend them. They were identical with

shibited at Sandringham on a well known occasion.

The lamp- with glas- bowl- showed the arrangement of the

wick and the wastage ot spirit. These bowls a- i

had been alight about file hour-. They had been again lit

that evening and without replenishing a 1 could fee how

little spirit bad been used, There was no inconvenience oi
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•smell. If they liail been petroleum lamps it would have

been scarcely possible to have had so much service nut of

In in without betray>ng some smell and sootiness. Ordinary

methylated spirit was being employed in these lamps, i >ne

•of the lamps belonging to Mr. Lorenz had been in use for

wore than two mouths constantly, and nothing hud to be

-done to it. but the very simple operation of tilling the

reservoir through the ordinary screw inlet when required,

and setting the lamp going by means of the ignition

of a few drops of spirit. There was no corrosion, no
interference with the mantle, which had not been renewed;
-and the lamp never need be disturbed, as was the case when
ordinary petroleum was used. Mr. Mass \ told him that

he had six of them in use, that they ran for 1 1 or 12 hours

without replenishing, and there was no trouble wich

them whatever; very little heat was given off, ami the

cost was ith penny per hour with methylated spirit at

_'s. 4i/. a gallon. The lamp was very simply lit, being

that known as the "Amor ;" a little filling instrument w;is

provided by which a very small quantity of spirit was
poured oil to a platform just below the mantle and then

ignited. The heat from that small quantity was conn
to the wick tubes, capillarity was excited, the spirit was
vaporised, and incandescence reached its maximum in from

J to 1 minute. A suggestion had been made that a lamp of

this kind would be very useful for microscopic purposes, and
he had no doubt that Mr. Lorenz would make' enquiry as to

that. He, the speaker, brought the matter forward because
the Society had been associated with the Chemical ( un-
nvittee of the Loudon Chamber of Commerce in promoting
the industrial use of alcohol ; and as it was a rigid rule of

the Council and the Publication Committee not to permit
.orn ] nidence to the Journal, he had asked permission to

put these lamps before litem in connection with one appli-

cation for alcohol. The other apparatus shown included
cookers, large and small ironing heaters, water boilers,

milk warmers, vaporisers, curling iron heaters, &c, all

of which worked simply, cleanly, and sufficiently. He
Iwas indebted to Mr. Joseph Flack tor their use. He would
:onclude his remarks by the statement that the use of

dcohnl for motive power had enormously increased on the

tontinent, and the quantity used for power, lighting, and
testing greatly exceeded that used for Chemical
ndustries.

The Chairman said they were much indebte 1 to

<Ir. Tvrer for ibis interesting exhibit, and also to
Ir. Lorenz and Mr. Massey who hud lent the lamps,

hey already owed a great debt to Mr. Tvrer in connection
ith this subject, to which reference was now being made
i various quarters, and papers were read before various
icietics, but most of them were simply digests of those
hich had appeared in the Journal of their Society.

flcto f^ork Arctton.

•Meeting held at Chemists' Club, on April 22nd, ISO-i.

DR. VIEGIL COBLEXTZ IN TEE CHAIK.

IDENTIFICATION OF
GUTTA-PERCHA AND ALLIED GCMS

BY MEANS OF THEIR RESINS.
BI WILTON G. EERKT.

Uaving had occasion to look up the subject of futta-
P|;ha and chicle gums for methods of distinguishing them
Hi each other and from certain other allied pseudo" gums
I miliar appearance and composition, aside from °their
, -ical characteristics, which are sometimes misleading, it

I one evident that, with exception of gutta-percha, scarcely
8 available analytical data was at hand, so far as I am
a' -e, to apply in such emergencies, the pseudo gums and
|1 i chicle having received scant attention aside from 'heir
p- -ical appearance and characteristics.

identifying the various gums, it seemed that the most
promising field lay in a-ccrtaining the characteristics and
constants of the individual resins peculiar to each, together
with their possible relations to the hydrocarbons present.
This line of proccedure, in the case of the few already
experimented upon, has been so satisfactory that it seems
much may be hoped for, and it may be of interest to put
forth what data has so far been gathered on the subject.
Future work in this line will he presented later.

• Kving to the difficulty of securing representative samples,
and from these, sufficient quantities of the resins to work
upon, results will necessarily be slow in attaining. The
present article relates to the general appearance and
characteristics of the various resins so far isolated, with
their saponification and acid valuts. Other constants will
doubtless likewise be of value towards distinguishing them,
and it is hoped from these facts, from a quantitative analysis
of the corresponding gum and the apperance of the extracted
hydrocarbons, that it will be possible to identify any given
sample. The resins present are more or less extracted by
the various resin solvents, but in the following experiments
boiling absolute alcohol is the solvent used in the previously

1 material, the results given he ;ug in each case on the
resins thus extracted. Possibly other solvents might yield

- differing somewhat in their constants.
The only resins thus far investigated by experimenters to

any great extent seem to be those from gutta-percha (aibane
and rluavil), combined in the gum in the proportions of
about one of the former to three of the latter. The re.-ius

of chicle gum, tuna, ba'ata, and doubtless many of the other
gums, may each likewise be separated into at least two resins,

combined in proportions differing from those of gutta-percha
and in some with very decided differences. Thus far only
the corresponding resins of chicle have been experimented
upon and treated of in this article, being designated as
Resin A and Resin B in default of names.
The various resins are in general amorphous bodies,

varying in color in the melted state from almost colourless to

deep yellow. The hard resins when powdered are almost
colourless or slightly yellow. Their consistency is hard or
brittle, pasty or liquid. Some are capable of crystallizing.
The constants were obtained by saponification, with boiling
N 2 alcoholic potash and titration hot with normal hydro-
chloric acid, or in the ease of acid values with N/10 acid.
The acid values are very low, in some cases nil, hence the
resins are combined and contain but small amounts of free
resin acids. Saponification under pressure might afford higher
values. Of course, to obtain satisfactory deductions many
determinations should be taken on different specimens of the
same gum, and the results given below can be taken only as
indications of the probable constants in each case.
The accompanying quantitive determinations were

obtained on the dry material by extracting successively
with hot acetone, alcoholic potash, and petroleum ether.
Quantitative determinations of the resins and gutta in gutta-
percha are omitted, as they are tco well known to remark
upon.

Guttapercha (P daquium Sp.).

Resins : Soft and pasty, yellow.

II. III. IV.

Saponification value .... 79 -8
511
71S

77-4
5-0
72-4

7.r.-,

5-0
74-5

773
5-0
72-3

Saponification value : Aibane, 83-50; rluavil, 71-45.

A sample of very old, hard, oxidised gutta-percha
(dead gutta") consisted of 96-75 per cent, resins with
u-25 per cent, gutta. The resins are very dark brown
yellow, about the consistency of beeswax, with saponifica-
tion value, 166-75. This sample is interesting, as showing
the deterioration and change which goes on as a result of
oxidation, the gutta being changed almost completely into
resins. The high saponification' value of the resius would
indicate that the oxidation of gutta proceeds much further
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than the change into alliaue and fluavil, the final produc

being resins of an entirely different nature.

Chit-It (Acluus Sapotd).

( 'imposition.

I.

BS-78
•

II. III.

11-23

IV.

S5-60
111-50

[lard, brittle grayish-yellow.

I.

101-7

II. III. IV.

'.ration value — in:;-.;

tra <
104-]

trace

Saponification value Resin A. insoluble in cold ab-

solute alcohol, 129U-, Resin 11, soluble in cold absolute

alcohol, 100

Hydrocarbons : Tough, inelastic, almost c ilo irli -

Tnno (stei .
I 'int. Am.).

Composition.

I.

BB-13
S-50

II.

7'liG

Resins Hard, brittle, dark yellow.

I. II.

78-S

72-7J

76*0
5-40

70"B4

containing tin hard resins characteristic of chicle, and the
elastic caoutchoac-like hydro tarbna characteristic of rubber.

This gum is known as "yellow euttu," but seems to be
more nearly allied to rubber than to gutta-percha.

Composition.

Hydrocarbons: Sticky, inelastic, brownish .

Aln.eidinc n, '' Africa).— Composition :

Resin ,
82-78 us, 9*40.

brittle, yellow. Saponification value,

50-4; acid value, 11-0 ; ester value, 3'.''4.

I ns : Soft, sticky, greenish-brown.

,/ 'utoiitj or Ponlianak (Dyera < V •).

' imposition.

Soft, 1. little, yellow.

.. II.

:-:

Hydrocarbons: Soft, Bticky, dark brown.

Balata or Butty Tree (.1/ i.—Composition :

Resins, 25-08
;
hydrocarbon*, 17

-: Turbid, liquid, yellow. Saponification value,

t'j'J-2 : acid value, •

Hydn Tough, inelastic, nearly colourless.

Paynm (" YMnr Gutta ")•

Two samples of uncertain origin, probabh payena sp.,

are interesting as illustrating a gum of dual composition

line as chicle resins, in appearance.

I. II.

10T4 I"l'l

Hydrocarbons ; Similar to caoutchouc.

Balata is also sometimes classed as gutta. If the

carbons respectively from gutta-percha, chicle, and balata!

be extracted with ether and precipitated therefrom bj

alcohol, they will differ from each other in several particu-

lars, as follows :—-Gutta-percha separates in pinkish white

flocculent masses; solution clear. Chicle separate- in pure

white flocculent masses; solution very milky. Balata

separates quickly in tough pinkish white ag

masses ; solution turbi i.

Average Saponification Values ofResins;

i-percha 78'S

v anefromgutta-pct chit

Fluavil „ 711

10S-]

Resin A from chicle '
'

Resin 1! li

Tun 77:;

J'eratong 77 v-

50*4

-Payena Sp ltl

The saponification values of gutta-percha, tnno. ana
jelntong resins are nearly identical, but ihe accompanying
hydrocarbons are quite different. \ nether separation of

the resins of tuno and jelutoog int. > their several con

resins, as in the ease of gutta-percha resins into nlhane

and fluavil, will effectually differentiate the one specie- frum

the other.

ANALYSIS OF COMMERI tAL ACETATE
OE i.l MM.

II Y W. 51. GltOSVKNOlt. .IfV.

A~ there lias recently been considerable discussion cf

Is for the analysis of acetate of linie.il -

to present some points from the acid manufacturer's aide.

The finatii ial aspect of the subje t is as interesting to bin.

as to the dealer. Added interest, however, is found "hen

investigation of new methods of manufacture and minor

economies begins. For some purpi

but especially greater reliability is desired than for emu

I work. No method is reliable until its so

i know ii and can against.

therefore, has been inve-tigated irom time to time in

of the i
I Coi ipauy's laboratories, but the

work has been frequently interrupted a

i The r gor ms testing of the disl

method has been done by Mr. Biihop at our Laurel B
Works under the guidance of our chief chemist, M.

ison.

Like many substances presented to the chemist foi

mercial assay, acetate of lime is ,, mixture of compounds -

closely relate 1 as to practically defj attempts at ai
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analysis. Those familiar with its manufacture can best

realise its complexity. The grey lime on the market

results, as a rule, from the following series of steps :
—

Wood dry distilled.

I

1

Charcoal.
1

1 1

Tar. Watery distillate. Gases,

1 " 1

1

Wood tar.

1 1

\\ atery distillate. Milk of lime

1 1

1

Tar.
I I

Acetate of lime. Crude wood
spirit.

The two watery distillates are combined and redistilled

through boiling milk of lime. The products of this destruc-

tive distillation which are certain to combine with the

calcium are the acids, formic (O!)'
3 C), acetic (119 ),

propionic (140°), butyric (163°), normal- and iso-valerianic

(186° and 174°), caproic (205 ), and normal- ami iso-

crotonic ( Is-2 ). Further some 30 other products have
been isolated, many of which may be present in traces

along with calcium hydroxide, calcium carbonate an 1

mineral acids, particularly hydrochloric, which is sometimes
used to slightly acidify these liquid, in recovering certain

bye-products. The complete separation of acetic acid from
such a mixture will be possible only by improvements that

revolutionise organic analysis. Practically all the acids

are volatile with steam, most of them distilling out Easter

than acetic. The solubilities of the salts are graded and
electrolysis produces mixed condensation products. S -vend

methods of separating the earlier members have b.?en sug-

gested, e.g., that of Hol/.maun based oa fractional liberation

from salts and distillation, acetic and formic acids being

liberated last and largely together. Also Leys determines
formic acid in presence of acetic acid, alcohol, or aldehyde
hy a precipitation of mercurous acetate, while Ilaberland
has proposed to remove propionic acid us a basic lead salt,

formic acid by taking advantage of the insolubility of the

zinc salt in absolute alcohol, and finally to separate the

acetic and butj-ric acids by crystallising the silver salts.

So far as we can learn, the only analytical method reiied

upon in Germany is that originated by Kresenius and
modified by Still well and Gladding, which will be con-
sidered in detail later. Some analysts show a strong pro-
clivity for begging the question, assaying for acetic acid by
determining calcium. Other workers precipitate the calcium

with excess of sodium sulphate, filter, evaporate, igoite,

dissolve in a known amount of hydrochloric acid and titrate

back. Many experiments with this method have failed to

remove all the acetic acid from the precipitate; organic
impurities in the filtrate are likely to reduce the calcium
and sodium sulphate on ignition and give high values, and
the method has a further objection <>t' frequent manipulations
and loss of time. The precipitation method oi

1

Fresenius
lias not been carefully examined, hut as described seems
less rapid than the distillation test.

The two methods of analysis largely used in America
are the so-called " English Commercial test ". and the

distillation test. The former has in the last few years been
deservedly rejected. The method simply consists of a
determination of the calcium by ammonium oxalate, and it

seems strange indeed that chemists, of all men, should have
been willing to buy nee-tic acid raw material on its contents
of calcium. Obviously limes can be made to show 80 per
cent. "Commercial 'list " anil yet contain anything from

' to 77 per cent, of actual acetic acid, equivalent to

102 per cult, of calcium acetate. Years of experience on
commercial acetates sh >w the error of this test to vary
from + :> to - 2 per cent, of the acid actually obtainable.

The distillation test at worst should give, within a few tenths
of 1 per cent., the true value of tiie lime For manufacture of
acid. From the seller's point of view, ii has the advantage
of never giving falsely low results, while the manufacturer
knows that all the acid represented is saleable as acetic acid.

Overlooking the inclusion of other organic acids (small

percentages ofwhichare not objectionable in commercial
acetic acid), the method is sound, and only requires the use

of proper precautions. Finally, it can lie made available

for many research purposes by avoiding in the experiment
the presence of other fatty acids. Analytical difficulties

occur solely in separatiou, as there is no difficulty in making
correct determinations ot pure acetic a id within 0-02 per

cent. I<or commercial purposes, however, analysis must be
preceded by correct sampling, the vital importance of which
is too frequently overlooked. We are not, as a rule,

dealing with material in bulk, but in bags. The material is

not homogeneous. No lime plant in America makes a

50,000 lb. carload in a single pan ; parts of a car are sure
to come from different runs. Different parts of each bag
will differ noticeably in composition, not through any sharp
practice in filling, but because calcium acetate is hygro-
scopic and common changes of weather alter its moisture
contents from 2 to 12 per cent. Thus the outer layers of

the bag may be better or worse than the average, depending
on the exposure. (Table I.) Even iud ; vidual pieces of.

Taijle I.

Hydroscopic Action of Acetate of Lime.

The material treated was : A, a well-mixed sample ground to 100 mesh ; 1!, small lumps of average character

A. B.

Weight. ' Difference. Per Cent. Weight. Differ-nre. PerCerlt.

9-9930
»-7729

9'7«M
9'77

100-0
-0-2201 2-2

-0-0IHS 0-uS
+ O'O059 0-06
+ 0-01 0-Hl
+ 0(11 U'lO

+ - O152 0-15

+ 1-OI-.77 10 -
68

+ 0-2812 2-S4
- 0171 0-17

-n-01 o-io
-0 -008 lens
-0-005 O'Oo

2-0(1

r»0C4

1-9083
TOM.-,
l-OlM

2-es(
2' 30 14

2-5>4l
2oi:i2

1-9514

Dried 3 ho.irs at Inn ( -ire ivs

+ 0-0019 iron
2 'J-7S

'.ese.-J

Hi's; >'.i

11-1571
11-14

i „ + 0'H '-
i

+ 0-04SO
- 0-007U
- 0-0070
— 0-11052

— li
;.

0"40
.. HI ..

32-49
0-85
0-35
0-26

2 „
„ 3 „ 11-122

11-11/

29-89

rrge size will show variations, for the solid is not
rystallized or even fished out, but dried down with its

other liquor in it. (Table II.) When it is remembered
rat calcium acetate has the solubility curve shown in
ig. 1, and that the dried material, consisting largely of

' a t dl.,0.;.,, H2
( ) formed at 85" to 100 ( '., is taken from

tin- pan moist, cools as it goes to the drjing benches, aud
is there heated from below, it is not surprising that large

variations should exist. It is therefore desirable that at

least every fifth hag should be sampled with a hollow brass

C 2
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tube like an apple carer not less than 24 inches long,

tapering backward from 1| to 2 inch bore, -^th inch wall,

with strong bandies forming a cross about 2 inches from

-

X
-

*.

FlG. 1.

the large end. The small end should be screwed IS inches

into the end of the bag, preferably as it lies iu pile, choosing

top ends and bottoms about equally.

Table If.

Anali/sis of Lumps of Acetate of Lime selecti d at random

ad that had been about in dry

storagi loft. January and February.

2-in. Hard Scale. 1-in. Soft Lump.

65-16 •alt
66'^7

In dealing with a hygroscopic anil variable material we

believe the present methods are open to criticism. Until

after the whole sample is finely ground and thoroughly

mixed, no small sample can be obtained that fairly repre-

sents the lot Any attempt to thoroughly dry the large

lumps is unsatisfactory, and loss by exposure during

grinding should be carefully avoided. We therefore recom-

mend the following procedure. The contents of the

sampler are discharged into an air-tight vessel, as light in

v, ight as possible, having a capacity of about 3 eh. ft.

For this purpose thin-walled rubber bags having rubber

necks \ in. thick, 3 ins. long,

i\ in. bore possess the ad-

vantages of lightness and

of handliog. Also

when empty the) contain no
air to be displaced by the

entering lime; the air cur-

rents being inward none of

the dust is lest. These bags

sho dd be numbered, and

their empty weights accu-

rately taken. When the tilled

bag containing '25— 50 lb. of

lime reaches the laboratory

it is carefully reweighed.
mI, is then connected

with the inlet of any suitable

form of mill having dust-

lighl eating and bearings,

ind it is ground through
i similar weighed bag

attached (o the outlet of

the mill The material re-

tained by the mil! should be

checked by weighing both

tents, and

should be !• s- than 0-2 per

1 not under

my circumstances affect the

composition of the rest more
than 01 pi

i » Dt Should

the lime as received I

wet for grinding, the neck
,t the bag maj be tightly

plugged with cotton to catch dust, connected with a receiver

containing pumice and sulphuric and the air exhaused by
good suction. Leave in the warm room overnight and

ih the bag before grinding. While in the second bag
the samples may be thoroughly mixed by kneading and
shaking. Bj connecting the neck of the rubber bag with a

bottle, 1 sample may be taken practically without

air contact, and similarly the amount needed for acid and
moisture detern iuation placed in

i
roper vessels and covered

at once bj glasses. Weighing by difference in weight of the

bagand iisiDg the neck of the bag to distribute it the rest of

the sample maj bespread upon a large plate lor the technical

I
i nation to be carried out on 15—30 lb. The

distillation -ample maybe takeu afterdrying (grinding more
finely if desired), quartering down systematically on the

plate; correcting the distillation result by a special moisture

determination on a part of the quarterings.

A most convenient sample jar is the "Lightning"
preferve jar, made of glass, provided with rubber sealing

rings and a wire fastener. The sampling should be done as

near the time of weighing as possible, certainly the same
day.

This care may seem unnecessary, but samples of lime

have repeatedly lost O'.'i to 1 per cent, in ordinary grinding,

and "average " samples from the same car have shown
differences as high as 1 per cent, on distillation test. This

method requires no more labour than is demanded by a car

of :i3 per cent, pyrites, which costs about ii dols. a ton or

18 dols. per ton of sulphur. Acetate of lime is worth

35 dols. a ton, carries about CO per cent, of acetic acid,

equal to, roughly, CO dols. per ton of acetic acid.

lour analytical samples are to be taken, two for acetic

acid and two for moisture determinations. The moisture

determination is not of vital importance to most manufac-

turer and will lie passed over with the remarks that careful

investigation has repeatedly shown that acetate of lime

cannot be completely dried by heat alone without decom-
position ; that impure limes are much more readily affected

than pure calcium acetate ; that about _' i ( .
is the limit of

pe: feet safety for commercial limes, and three hours at

100 ( . generally gives nearly constant weight. ( Fig. III.)

The drying is best done on a ground watch gla*s in tho

steam bath, another glass, tared with the first, being used

for a cover the instunt it is removed from the bath, while

iling and weighing. There is no objection to drying

agent in the desiccators used for cooling, as 16 hours <>\cr

too

.
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phosphoric anhydride made only 0" 02 percent, dif

in weight. For the distillation test exact factor-weights

should be used whenever possible, as much more accurate
•

:

' -I. This cannot be done with ac

lime unless the factor weight be large, and the surface

i while weighing not only small but well below the

rim of the weighing - el to retard free circulation of air.

Our experience indicates that the usual 2 ertn. samples of

acetate of lime, when either unusually dry or ver

cannot, except by accident, be factor-weighed on a watch

glass within 0']
i
ercent. Queen beakers of the deep ] ittem

providi d with i vers of thin g us are v( ry satisfactory, and

20 to 50 grms. is a b tter weight. After taking the three

decimal tare of the beaker and cover, slightly more than

etate of lime is put in it. the beaker

placed on thi of the balai

te of lime quii kly removed by a pair o

tweezers to within 2 mgrms. of swinging balam
0-01 per cent, on 20 grms. lu referring to the record

sample, portions lor analysis may be removed fn the

sample jar by a thin wailed glass tube of about I in. -bore,

marked at a point which experience shows will contain

more than I it this is pushed (bun at an

angle into the ground lime in the sample jar, slightly more
than the required depth, on inclining the jar about 60 it can

be removed nearly horizontal, its i red with the

Queen beaker, its contents discharged and tee beaker at

onee covered without appreciable error.

• melton

For the distillation test, the two samples first trimmed
as. each) should he used. They are washed with

cold water into porcelain mortars, gentlj slim itb

five portions of rati

litre flask until practical!} all of 'he etate is

d. The residue is thoroughly ground with final

portions of water and washed into the flu is then
made up to the mark, i! mixed, and imnu elj

tte. The pipette should
have a ! lum. capillary upper tube and : n. lower
tube drawn dow n to a I

pipette, takin drop that falls alter the stream
stops, give' tory draining. Working and
standardising in the same way with -

I ti n;

-ante ph\ sical 1

1

coefficiei osity) this parting can
than 0*0] per cent, error. The pipette need not' be quite

SO c.c. nor the tlask marked at an exact litre, but
2o pipettes as used must fill the dry flask i

mark. The standardising should have been done at about

the working temperature. No correction need be made for

temperature. Its effect is only indirect and very small,

causing slight variations in draining. This 50 c.c. is placed

in a SOU c.c. Ki.Mald distillation flask, and about 15 c.c. of

50 per cent, phosphoric acid is added, the neck of tie flask

being then washed down with a few c.c. of water from the

wash bottle. 'I he phosphorii mlaio no volatile

acids (particularly nitric). The flask is then connected

by a glass tube of not less than
j

itu bore with some form

of straight glass condenser in such a manner tli3t the

flask shall he inclined at an angle of not less than 60°

from the perpendicular. The {-in. gas exit should pass

through the stopper as near the upper side as possible ; the

inner end he ground off at an angle. Through the same
per a small glass tube is passed, extending only about

quarter of an inch on the inside of the stopper and slightly

bent, so that it may be hrouaht near one of the walls. The

distillation flask is supported upon i piece of heavy asbestos

hoard through which a hole has been cut of such d

(about 2 ins.) that only the portion of the flask covered by
50 c.c. of liquid will be exposed to the direct flame. The
exit of the condenser is connected with a piece of

|
in. glass

tubing which passes through a rubber stopper in one
tubular of a 500 c.c. Woll bottle and reaches to the bottom.

The other neck of this bottle should be provided, during
the first hour of the distillation, with a tightly fitting

stopper which carries a small lube of sola-lime. For
titrating there are two other stoppers through one of which
passu small piece of capillary tubing and the delivery tin

of a '-'"-c.c. burette divided to
j

1- c.c. and approximately

readable to hundredths. The other stopper carries only a

similar burette. Above the entire distillation apparatus is

a reservoir which can be readily connected with the

small tube in the stopper of the distillation flask by a piece

of rubber tul it g, the flow through which is regulated by a

screw coil.. Instead of pure water an extremely dilute

solution of phosphoric acid free from carbon dioxide is used.

Into the receiving bottle is exactly measured by a capillary

pipette (standardised against the burettes) 100 c.c. of

caustic soda solution containing approximate!" one-tenth as

much barium hydroxide as sodium hydroxide, ami of -iich

alkalinity that 100 c.c. is equivalent to the acetic acid

contained in 2 grms. of 80 per cent, calcium acetate. The
first 20 c.c. burette contains nitric acid, of which 200 c.c.

corresponds to the acetic in two grms. of absolute calcium

The other burette contains caustic soda-bar)

a

solution equivalent to the nitric acid.

After distillation has reduced the volume in the rla-k to

75 c.c, a slow stream of water should he admitted, the

volume never being allowed to become less than

The rate of distillation does not seem to be as impel taut as

other considerations, and the fastest operation permitted by

the ordinary Bunsen flame is quite sale. An hour and a

half is ample time for complete removal of the acetic acid

if the work has proceeded properly, and the completi

ample-weighing to final safeguards, may be carried

out in about two and a half hotll 5.

In the distillation itself we have found five common
sources of .not. and thoroughly tested the above method
in these respects. First, phosphoric acid is exit

likely to be carried over with the distillate, so much so that

we have been reliably informed that it ts volatile with

steam. This was definitely disproved by the use of a small

centrifugal separator similar t<

I be pressure necessary to operate this effective!" was

obtained by exhausting the receiver, a difference of 15 lb.

being thus possible without risk of blowing up tl

tillation flask. Under identical conditions it was found

practically impossil - to avoid passing

over the phosphoric aei.l will

with it. no matter how viol, nt the distillation, none was

found in tb. It ;- therefore carried over solelj

in the form of mist, entrained vapour, and s

Phosphoric acid is very prone to form mist during tl

poration. To be < elusive,

icid must be made on distillates after neuti

:., adding 10 c.c. of an

ami acidifying wil il, am.

examining carefully for silica (which is apt to Le precipitated
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at this point)or any other precipitate, which should be filtered

off before testing for phosphoric acid. In the ordinary

dilution of 500 c.c. the distillate may contain phosphoric

jicid equivalent to 0"1 or 0-?.' per cent, of acetic acid

without responding welt to the niulybdate test. At 50 C.c.

O'OOj per cent, is easily detected. Further, commercial
•caustic soda contains phosphoric acid, which must be

removed before using for these titrations. Mr. Stillwoll

kindly tested a number of these distillates and, finding no

phosphoric acid, suggested an exchange of phosphoric
samples. Before this was effected, however, a visit to his

laboratory confirmed his tests, aud called attention to the

marked inclination of his distillation flasks. Several of

these were placed upright, and immediately their distillate

showed phosphoric acid. .Surprising as it seems, the slow

movement of gas in the neck of the flask is sufficient to

overcome gravitation when directly opposed to it, and to

<arry over the mist ; whereas, when the vertical component
of this velocity is only half (ccs. GO ) as great, the effect

On a given surface is only one-lburth as great, and the mass
of the drop supported only about one-fourth. Similar con-

siderations forbid the use of very narrow-necked flasks, for

doubling the diameter gives four times the cross-section,

one-fourth the velocity, and one-sixteenth of the lifting effect

on a given drop. With the inclined flask, gravity quickly

pulls the splashes downward against the lower side of the
neck, the water introduced at the top washes them back,
becoming itself less volatile thereby, finally mixing better

with the residue iu the flask, and carrying out the acetic

Acid more quickly.

Parting pytfo j,„ Lirr<

The second source of frequent loss is incomplete distilla-

tion. After an hour to an hour and a half, depending on
conditions, all the acetic acid should have come over. This
must never be taken for granted, however ; while the titra-

tion is being made, distillation should be continued, and
this distillate tested. Osing the apparatus above outlined,

phenolphthalein (the same quantity as used in standardizing)
, Is put into the barium hydroxide solution when the distilla-

tion is regarded as probably complete, and the stopper
.carrying the nitric acid burette inserted. The excess of
alkali being almost neutralised, the distillation is allowed to

proceed. If the colour then disappears, the second burette
if equal strength alkali is used, and, drop by drop, the

colour is restored, until 10 or 15 minutes' distillation no
ouger discharges it.

\
The third and most prolific source of disagreement is

,:arbou dioxide present ii; the acetate of lime, in the water
|>r steam added to the distillation, and in the standard alkali.

_Q the latter it could be largely allowed for by frequent
taudardising or by making the final titration boiling hm
rom the acid side. If this is relied upon, the boiling of
cetic acid solutions should be carried out with a very
fficient reflux condenser not less than £ in. bore and 21 ins.

jing. \\ e finally found the cause of discordance in a long
juries of results to be slight looses of acetic acid during the
ioiliDg and hot titration. For accurate boiling titration the
liability of the glass should be determined and, if need be,
illowed for, as it sometimes affects results to the extent of
"05 per cent. On the whole, we have obtained much more
ntisfactory results with the sodium hydroxide containing
iryta. This has the advantage of serving as a fairly
nsitive indicator for both carbon dioxide and phosphoric
1-id (the most common rau-rs of high results) and, as a
ifeguaid, is sensitive to 02 per cent. Steam should
;yer be used for distillations, as it actually prolongs the
ne required, increases the volume of the condensate,
variably contains carbon dioxide, and is far more difficult

regulate than a visible dropping of water. The use of
l iter freed from carbon dioxide is easily accomplished by

having two reservoirs filled alternately with distilled water

condensed hot directly into them, adding a few c.c. of phos-

phoric acid, and applying suction till violent boiling ensues.
i Mie is allowed to cool and settle while the other is being

used. After exhaustion, these reservoirs should connect

with the atmosphere only through potash bulbs and the

connection with the distillation flask should be broken as

seldom as possii ile

The fourth source of error, small but very general, we
believe, lies in the use of sodium carbonate ignited at a red

heat as a standard for acidimetrie work. Sodium bicarbo-

nate recrystallised, dried at 100", washed with distilled wator

until it no longer gives the tests for chlorides or sulphates,

again dried at loo C, and' heated to constant weight at

Mini in an air bath, gives more correct results, differing

from the other by approximately o-nl per rent.

Lastly, hydrochloric acid is not infrequently present, in

acetate of lime, and although the amount present is small,

we have, in some instances, found it equivalent to - 05 per

cent, of the acetic present.

Haying proved the distillation to be complete, and having

titrated the acetic acid, along with any carbe dioxide, phos-

phoric and hydrochloric acids, which may have beer, carried

over, it now remains to test for the hydrochloric acid, ami
determine the amounts of phosphate and carbonate if the

appearance of a precipitate has shown either to be present.

To this end the now neutral solution is washed from the

receiving bottle upon a filter, and the collected precipitate

thoroughly washed with water, washings being a Ided to the

filtrate. In this filtrate the hydrochloric acid is directly

titrated with silver nitrate, using potassium

chromate as indicator. The precipitate

with the filter io transferred to a flask,

water is added, and the amount of carbon

dioxide directly titrated with nitric acid,

using Methyl Orange as indicator, shaking

vigorously after each addition of acid.

To this liquid, transferred to a porcelain

vessel (alkalis, and even neutral salts,

abstract detectable amounts of silica from
glass), ammonia is added and excess of
nitric acid to dissolve the barium phos
phate. This liquid is boiled and brought

to about 25 c.c; it is theu filtered and,

after stan ling till cold, molybdic acid

is added.

Tests of the above method show that, in the large

majority of cases, the amount of hydrochloric acid obtained

will be less than 0"01 per cent, of the aeelie acid. No
pl^phoric acid should be found in the distillate, and less

than 0-01 per cent, of carbon dioxide unless the lime

contains carbonate. Checks have been obtained against a
known quantity of absolute acetic acid to witliiu 0'02 per
cent.

It cannot be claimed that these methods are complete, as

they have not yet beeu tested to our entire satisfaction, but

they are certainly more reliable than the single distillation,

and are offered for the benefit of those who care to test aud
further improve them.
The use of standard caustic baryta-soda to receive the

distillate seems long and awkward in description, entailing,

as it does, exclusion of air, but in practice it is found to be
actually quicker, and certainly more reliable than boiling

titration.

#bttuan>.

I'KOF. A. W. WILLIAMSON, D.C.L., LL.D., F.K.S.,

Emeritus Professor of Chemistry in Uniyersitt
College, London ; an Original Member of the

Society of Chemical Industry (lS81-i837).

Alexauder William Williamson was born at Wand.--
!

worth on May 1st, 1824, and studied chemistry under

Gnielin in Heidelberg, aud Liebig iu Giessen, in the

latter University also graduating PhD. He, further, I
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spent some years in the study of the higher mat hematics

under Compte in l*;iri~.

In 1849, Williamson was appointed professor of

chemistry in University College, London, where he
continued to teach till 1887, when he retired with the

title of Emeritus Professor. He was elected Fellow of

the Royal Society in 1855, and received aRova! medal
in 18(',2. lie was twine President of the Chemical
Society (1863-G.j and I8G9 7i), aud was "tie of the

six guests at the banquet given in London by the

Chemical Society in 1898 in honour of those of it- past

presidents who had been Fellows for half a century.

In 1S73 Professor Williamson was elected President of

the British Association, and in 1876 he succeeded

Dr. Letheby as Chief Gas Examiner to the Citj of

London, and continued to discharge the duties of the

post till about three years ago, when advanced age and
failing sight obliged him to resign. On Su

May 1st, he attained his 80th birthday, and died on
May Gth. In the development of chemical doctrine

half a century ago Williamson took a prominent part.

Considering that the method of stating the rational

constitute n of bodies by comparison with water was
susceptible of great extension, and would be of sen ice in

simplifying the ideas of chemists by the establishment of

a uniform table of comparison by which bodies might be
judged, Williamson was particularly active in supporting

this conception, and one of his own contributions "as

the introduction of the doctrine of condensed types,

according to which a double or triple water-type was
employed to explain the construction of bodies that

could not he well referred to the simple type. Iu the

course of his study of tlrs question he carried out the

classical research with which his name will be ever

associated, resulting as it did in the full elucidation of

the process by which ether is formed by the interaction

of alcohol and sulphuric acid. This research in esta-

blishing the theory of the etherification process has

rendered eminent service to chemical industry. In

another direction Williamson also showed himself a

pioneer in chemical thought, being one of t lie first to

introduce dynamical ideas into chemical science. Tims,

so far back as 1850, in the same paper as that in which
he explained etherification, he advanced a view which is

fundamental in the hypothesis of ionic dissociation. In

this the doctrine is evolved that the atoms composing
the molecules of the compound are continually in motion
and interchange, any particular atom now forming part

of one molecule, then exchanging into another, next into

a third, and so on through an unending course of ionic

migration.

Ml: CLEMENT I.E NEVE FOSTER, F.R.S.,

Pbofessor of Miking re tiii:

Royal Sci i. op Minis, osi <>r His Majesty's
1\siectohs or Mines, &c.

Sir Clement lie Neve Foster was born at Camberwell
in 1841. and was the second son of Peter Le Xeve
Foster, formerly a secretary of the Society of Arts. At

the ace of twelve he was sent to school in France, and
returning to England in 1S57 he entered the Royal
School of Mines, where he had a brilliant career. He
then went to Study in the Freiberg School of Mines, and
even before completing the course there was appointed
to the Geological Survey of Great Britain by sir Roderick
Murchisou in I860. During the five years toll.

this appointment he was engaged .>n the work of ihe

Survey, first on the Wealden beds of Kent and Susses
aud subsequently in Derbyshire and Yorkshire, his

spare time being spent iu preparing for the I). Sc.

degree, which he took in 186a. In that year Lc Neve
Foster resigned his post to become Lecturer to the

Miner-' Association of Cornwall and Devon, and in that

capacity he interested himself in the question of intro-

ducing improved appliances into the mines. Two years

later he gave up this appointment for the sake of mining
exploration in Sinai, and after visiting Venezuela in 1868

in connection with gold mining, he accepted an ap;

ment with the Pestarena Gold Mining Co. in Italy,

which he held until 1872. On the passing of the Metal-

liferous Mines Regulation Act of 1872, Le Neve
Foster was appointed one of her Majesty's Inspectors of

Mines to carry out its provisions. In 1894 he became
Editor of the Mineral Statistics issued by the Home
( Mlicc, and of the Annual Reports o:i the Mines and

Quarries "f the Fnited Kingdom. He resigned bis

official position in 1901, ami last year his services re-

ceived the recognition of knighthood. Iu addition to

numerous official and other publications, he was the

author of a treatise on " Ore aud Stone Mining," and of

the articles on mining in loth the ninth edition of the

" Encyclopedia Britannica " and in the supplementary

volumes. In 1S90 he succeeded Sir Waringtan Smyth
as Professor of Mining at the Royal School of M
and in 1S92 the Royal Society elected him a Fellow.

Sir Clement Le Xeve Foster was an ideal lecturer on

subjects relating to mining.
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I.-PLANT, APPARATUS, AND MACHINERY.

English Patents.

Drying and Evaporating Apparatus; Vacuum .

j. and R. Glass, Leipzig. Eng. Pat. 930S, April 24,

1903.

See Fr. Pat. 323,961 of 1902 ; this J., 1903, 544.—T. P. B.

Dn/ing Kilns. W. P. Thompson, London. From J. F.
' Hanrahan, Ottawa. Eng. Pat. 4602, peb. 24, 1904.

A preliminary drying or " sweating " chamber is com-
bined with a second or finishing drying chamber. Each is

closed to the external air, and is provided with a heating

coil at the bottom and a condenser with suitable cooling

coils above. The heated air, laden with moisture, rises,

deposits the condensed water, and, being now cooler, falls

through suitable channels to the space beneath the heating

coils to be used over again.—W. H. C.

Filters. A. J. A. Reeb, Paris. Eng. Pat. 10,49S,

May S, 1903.

The filter is so arranged that the thickness and material of

the filtering medium can be easily varied. It may be made
of enamelled metal, and the rubber joints are protected

from any action of the liquid being filtered.—W. H. C.

" Heating Fluid ; Utilising the Heat of Chemical Reaction

for" A. Lang, Karlsruhe. Eng. Pat. 11,632,

'.May 21, 1903.

This is a process for utilising the heat developed by the

chemical reaction of "fluids of all kinds." The reacting

material is contained in a thin-walled vessel of conducting
material, which is wholly or partially immersed in the fluid

to be heated—contained in another vessel.—W. H. C

Mixing Liquids and Gases ; Apparatus Jor . P. p.

Wood-Smith, London. Eng. Pat. 13,224, June 12, 1903.

The liquid and gas are passed through a filter-pump into a
trap, where the liquid and unabsorbed gas are separated.

The liquid then overflows into a second pump, and, by the

suction which it produces, draws the unabsorbed gas from
the upper part ot the trap along with it, a further mixing
taking place. Any number of pumps and traps can be
used in series.—W. H. C.

Centrifugal Machines. G. ter Meer, Hanover.
Eng. Pat. 1505, Jan. 20, 1904.

The wedged-shaped chambers 6, Pig. 3, are arranged
. radially about the driving spindle (Fig. 1) a; c and c 1 are

the upper and lower limiting walls of the chambers, and

j
are rigidly secured to the driving spindle a. The material

! to be treated is fed through the central supply pipe k, and
[delivered to the chambers b by the spouts A 1

. The solid

matter is driven by the centrifugal force to the outer end

I

of 6, whilst the liquid escapes through the rear perforated
filtering wall d (Fig. 3). and passes by the spout h to the

collecting channel t (Fig. 1). The discharge of the solid

matter from b is effected by centrifugal force, the wall d 1

(Fig. 3), which occupies the position shown by the dotted
lines whilst the chamber is filling, being caused to open and
allow the solids to be discharged in the following manner :

—

A. rotating worm shaft m (Fig. 1>, the speed of which can
.be varied, rotates the circular track u, under the rollers t',

attached to a non rotating carrier r. The sleeve s, about
he central inlet pipe A, rests on balls on the carrier t, and
s attached by the hell-crank r and the lever q to the pin n
>n the movable wall d' of the chamber b (Fig. 3). The
rack u has two opposite projections a3

, and when these
,iass under the rollers t

1
, the sleeve s is raised, the crank r

|mlls hack the side d 1

, and the solid is discharged. When
he projections a :i have passed the rollers the sleeve s
irops again, allowing d' to close. Another concentric track

, with projections o 1
, rotates under the roller w (Figs. :'

nd 1), which is lifted by the projections, and closes the
alve / by means of the crank x and lever y. When the

Fig. 1.

Fig. 2.

Fig. 3.
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projection has passed, the valve is opened again by the

action of the spring z. The projections u! and »' are so

arranged that first the valve / is closed, then the side a"

is opened, the solid discharged, and a" closed again, and

last of all the valve / is opened again. -W. II, C.

Vacuum, Supplying an Absorbent, and Preventing Back
Atmospheric Pressure; Apparatus for Producing a

. 0. Imrav, London. From C. W. Stanton, Mobile.

Eng. Pat. 5791," .March 9, 1904.

Waxes or other suitable liquid from an overhead supply

tank is passed down a vertical pipe, having a side tube

which is connected to the apparatus in which a vacuum is

to be created. The vertical pipe enters the bottom of an
open-mouthed vessel, having an overflow pipe high up at

the side. The flow of liquid from the overhead vessel to

the bottom of the vessel down below, produces the vacuum
by exhaustion through the side tube, and the liquid accu-

mulated in the lower vessel, is of such a nature as to act as

an absorbent.—W. II. C.

United States Patents.

Apparatus fur Operating on [Purifying, ,vc Finely-

divided Fluids or Soli,! Materials. J. Luhne, Aix-la-

Chapelle. U.S. Pat 7">:, 7,")7. April 19, 1904.

See Fr. Pat. 330,322 of 1903 ; this J., 1903, 1078.—T. F. B.

Heating or Cooling Liquids; Apparatus for . G.
Braselmann, Darmstadt, and F. Lunncmann, Ruhrort.

U.S. Pat. 758,045, April 26, 1904.

An agitator, with blades like those of a ship's propeller,

is rotated by a hollow shaft in the liquid. The blades are

hollow, and divided into two chambers by a partition.

Through the hollow shaft a heating or cooling agent is

admitted, through suitably placed openings, into the blades

and caused to circulate in them. Means are provided for

supplying and exhausting the circulating agent and for

rotating the shaft.—L. F. G.

Steam-Condenser. 0, II. Mueller, Berlin. U.S. Pat,

758,090, April 2G, 1904.

The apparatus consists of a combination of jet-condensers,

the first having a steam-inlet opening and a steam-outlet

opening, whilst the steam-inlet of the Becond is connected
to the steam-outlet of the first jet-condenser. A jet-device

delivers colel water into the second condenser, and a second
jet-device connected with the lower part of the second
condenser discharges into the lirst. The condensers are

otherwise unconnected, and an air-pump is connected to

the second condenser.— L. F, <i.

Filtration of Ga ipparatus the . G.''. Stone,

Assignor to New Jersey Zinc Co., New Veil.. U.S. Pat
758,222, April '2G, 1904.

The apparatus consists of n cylindrical drum with conical

ends sloping outwards and each fitted with a jas inlet.

The drum is divided into several compartments by conical

diaphragms Floping upwards with a central hole, above

these being placi I s m . as on which is piled loose material.

A deflecting plate in each screen protects the aperture in

the diaphragm, end the spaces between the diaphragms and
M'teriis constitute liquid ret and are provided with

outlet pipes.—L. F. G.

Solutions; Process of Preparing Bighly-diltited .

E. Joseph, Berlin. U.S. Pat. 75£ G, 1904.

Tin: Bubstances are dissolve.! in an appropriate m Ivent, aial

an indifferent s.tl r added, which is soluble in the solvent,

and of a higher ;ravity than water. The mixture
is then poured into a great quantit] of water containing a

substance which i- di vent mentioned
above whilst chemically indifferent to the substance to be

dissolved, an indifferent gas being obtained a- the result of

the action of the solvent on the substance di;—tved in the
water.— I.. F. (..

French Patents.

i'iei i.Vr or Small Crystals from Saturated Solutions;

Apparatus and 1'rveess for Obtaining Impalpable

Crystalline . G. Ostini and A. Orlandi. Fr. Pat
337.644, Oct. 14, 19U3.

A CONTINUOUS alternating or intermittent moiiou is im-

parted to the liquid, whilst it is being evaporated, by means
of a paddle wheel ami bailies placed iu the evaporating tank.

— \V. II. c.

Fire-exiinguhhing Proibict; Manufacture of .

M. Eberhardt. Fr. Pat. 338,076, Nov. I, 1903.

Stated proportions of wheat starch, magnesium sulphate,

sodium bicarbonate, sodium chloride, and water are mixed,

a relatively large proportion of water is added, and. with

active slining, a solution of sodium silicate and another of

calcium and magnesium chlorides. The mixture is com-
pleted for use by the additiou of calcium phenate.— E. S.

Anti-lnerustunt. A. Iloiinotte. Fr. Pat. 337,790,

Dec. 10, 1903.

A MIXTUBK of borax and potato starch with a small

quantity of molasses and colouring matter iu water.—W. II. C.

Evaporating Liquids, particularly those which Crystallise;

Process and Apparatus for . E. X. Trump. Fr.

Pats. 337,931 and 387,982, Dec. 22. 1903.

See U.S. Pats. 74;S,:i.")l and 743,332 of 1903; this J., 1903,

1285.—T. F. D.

Drying, Decomposition, Absorption of Gases, Ire. ; Process

for the Tn atment of Substances, e.g., E. X. Trump.

Fr. Pats. 337,938 and 337,934, Dee. 22, 1903.

See U S. Pats. 748,893 and 74S.S94 of 1904; this J., 1904,

111.—T. F. P..

II.-FUEL. GAS, AND LIGHT.

Peat Gas Works for Large Central Electric Poa r

Stations. A. Frank. Z. augew. Cbem., 1904, 17,

2K9—296.

Since the author discussed this matter some years ago

(this J., 1897, 663; 1898, 651), great progress has been

made iu the development of targe gas-engines capable of

being worked with low-grade gases
; and in the distribution

aud transformation of electric currents of high potential.

Generator- gas obtained from peat is stated as quite

suitable' for use in large g is engines; and works are already
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in operation in Germany and Sweden. Eiirniann gives the

foregoing figures with regard to the production of gas from

peat in generators.

An important point is tlr.it for the production of peat-gas

in generators, peat containing 45—in per cent, of water can

be used. 100 kilos, of peat yield about 250 cl>. m. of gas

having a calorific value of 1,200—1,400 eals. per cb. m.
The author recomuien is the erection of a large central

electric-power station at the place where the peat is found.

On the assumption that 4 cb. in. of peat gas arc consumed
per h.p.-hour, it is calculated that for the production of

10,000 h.p. (e.g., four large gas-engines, each of 2,500 h.p.),

the yearly consumption of peat would be 96,000 tons, an
amount which could bs furnished for 60 years by a peat

moor having an area of 7 sq. kilom. The use of neat-gas in

this way would be specially advantageous in localities where
lime also is found, the electric power produced being used

in the manufacture of calcium carbide, and the latter being

then employed as raw material for the production of calcium

cyanamide by the aid of atmospheric nitrogen (see this J.,

1903, 794, S09). With a central station capable of furnish-

ing 10,000 h.p., 40 tons of calcium carbide could lie pro-

duced in '24 hours, whilst by every 100 parts of carbide,

25 parts of atmospheric nitrogen could be fixed, with the

production of 125 parts of calcium cyanamide containing 20

per cent, of nitrogen.—A. S.

Lamp ; New Variety of Mercury Vapour Klectric .

H. Paweck. Z. Eltktrochein., 1904, 10, 297.

The progress of the mercury vapour lamp up to the present

is briefly reviewed. The extreme greenness of the light can

be mitigated by using amalgams, e.g., of potassium, whereby
red lines are introduced into the spectrum. The problem of

starling the lamp by means of a momentary short circuit

has been approached on three lines : (1; by bringing the elec-

trodes together mechanically
; (2) by causing a metallic film

(when amalgams are used) to separate on the glass when
cold

; (3) by heating one electrode from outside and thus

connecting tne two through the condensed mercury. The
author proposes a new lamp of the first variety, which is

kept rotating whilst in action ; the electrodes are in contact

when at rest, and are kfpt asunder by centrifugal force

luring rotation.— W. A. C.

Sulphur in Oils, Bituminous Substances, Coal, and Similar
hmhis ; Determination of E. Graefe. XXIII.,
page 563.

English Patents.
cuel ; Manufacture of Artificial . S. L. Gregor,
F. ( . Yeo, H. C. B. Forester, all of Swansea. Eng.
Pat. 7871, April 6, 1903.

'he f;:el consists of 5— 6 per cent, by weight of gas-tar

f itch , about 2— 3 per cent, of gas-tar, and 91—93 per cent.

If bituminous or semi-bituminous coal. If more than -

le&t. of pitch be used, the proportion of tar must be kept

ietween 1 and 2 per cent., and if more than lu per cent, of

itch be used, the tar added should not exceed 1 per cent.

1 weight. Another suitable composition consists of 1—

2

Ur cent, by Height of creosote oil, 5— 7 per cent, of i itch,

id 93—92 per cent, of crushed coal. The aforesaid ma-
rials are thoroughly mixed together, and heated in a pug-
in by superheated 'steam to 700°—SC0~ F., and the liquid

ixture then cooled before passing to the presses. The
oling may be effected by passing tne mass by means of an
rchimedean screw through a horizontal trough, the hot ail-

ing exhausted by a fan at one end, -whilst cold air is

own in at the other end. After cooling, the mass is

essed into briquettes.— L. F. G.

yrnaces; Pulverised Fuel . W. W. "Weaver,
(Chicago. Eng. Pats. IS,787 and 13,7SS, Sept. 1, 1903.

"Wdered coal is supplied from a hopper to a feed-valve,
uch consists of a drum with spiral pockets revolving in a
ing, and which feeds the coal-dust gradually and eon-
cously into a pipe leading to the furnace. Air pre-

lited to about 400- or 500° t\ by passing through a pipe
Ogin the furnace, is blown into the coal-feed tube, and

injects the coal-dust into the combustion chamber. The
discharge ends of the feed tube are conical and flat-

tened, and surrounded by a conical casing through which
sufficient cold air is admitted to keep them from burning.
The mixture of hot air and cnal-dust thus blown into the
furnace, impinges on an arch of firebrick kept incandescent
by the burning fuel, aud ignites ; the fine coal-dust is

immediately burnt, whilst the heavier particles of coal

become coked and fall on to the grate, where they then
undergo complete combustion. The furnace is provided
with a regulating damper, and means are provided for

cleaning out the tubes of the boilers with compressed air.

— L. F. G.

Coal, Ores, and other Minerals ; Method of and appa-
ratus for Treating , for draining them of Water.
V. Baum, Heme. Eng. Pat. 2485, Feb. 1, 1904.

A transporting belt carrying perforated draining buckets
is made to pass slowly beneath the surface of a large body
of quiescent water, through which the washed coal, &c, falls

into the buckets. The buckets are gradually raised above
the surface and the water drains away. The water level

is kept constant by means of an overflow, and the fine

sludge falls into pockets at the bottom, is lifted, and again
discharged along with fresh-washed coal. A shield is

provided to deflect this fine sludge to the sides away from
the returning belt.—W. H. C.

Gas-Producers. It. M. I.. Howe and R. Bickerton,
.Manchester. Eng. Pat. 9S1S, April 30, 1903.

To eliminate tarry matters from producer-gas, the latter is

passed through a pipe or retort, heated externally, containing
incandescent coke or the like. The retort may be arranged
vertically in the centre of the producer itself, having its

inlet within the latter ; or it may be arranged horizontally

or vertically in a separate heating furnace.—Ff. B.

Lime and Fuel Gas ; Method of, and Apparatus for the
Manufacture .•/'

. IJ. Pearson, London. Eng. Pat.

10,624, May 9," 1903.

Chalk or limestone, fuel, and steam are continuously
supplied to a kiln, the gaseous products from which are
passed into converters regeneratively heated, in which con-
verters the greater part of the carbon dioxide is transformed
into carbon monoxide aud the steam into water-gas. The
waste heat of the incombustible gases resulting from the
reheating of the converters is utilised in heating the steam
supply to the kiln, as well as for drying the raw material
aud the fuel. The heat of the converted gases is utilised

by passage of the gases through the boiler in which the
steam is generated. Part of the air heated in the regene-
rators is used to ensure the complete combustion of the
gases escaping from the converters. Reference is made to
Eng. Pat. 3347 of 1903; this J., 1904, 316.—E. S.

Combustible G tses from Volatile Liquid Hydrocarbons ;

Apparatus for Producing . E. Oas, Paris. Eng.
Par. 13,206, June 12, 1903.

A horizontal carburttting cylinder is divided transversely
into three chambers, in the first of which there rotates a
horizontal shaft on which four helieoidal coils of pipes are-

wound. One end of each pipe is open, whilst the other
communicates with a hollow portion of the shaft. The
cylinder is filled to a certain level with volatile hydrocarbon
drawn from a reservoir overhead, the level in the cylinder
being mainiaiued by means of a float-valve arranged in the
third chamber. As the shaft rotates, the free ends of the
pipes dip successively into the hydrocarhon; air aud liquid
are thus forced through the coils and emerge from the
hollow portion of the shaft into the second chamber,
where the unvolatilised hydrocarbon is separated from the
carburetted air, which is led off for use H. B.

Gas; Apparatus for the Purification of . F. Jas,
1'aris. Eng. Pat. 13,222, June 12, 1903.

Tin: apparatus is similar to that referred to in the preceding
abstract, excepting that the third chamber and overhead
reservoir are omitted. The apparatus is filled with water
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to a certain level, the gas to be purified is admitted to the

first chamber, and, as the shaft rotates, water and gas
alternately are forced along the coils, entering the second
chamber, where the washed gas separates from the water,

under pressure.— II. B.

Coal -Gas; 1'rocess for the Recovery of the Residual
Products Obtained in the Purification of . H.
Gutknecbt, Zurich. Kug. Pat. 9396, April 25, 1903.

SKBFr.Pat. 324,767 of 1902; fhisj., 1903,620.- T.F.B.

United States Patents.

Retort Coke-Oven. A. C. Kloman, Assignor to W. M.
Scott, both of Saxton. U.S. fat. 757,469, April 19,

1904.

The horizontal bottom of each retort is composed of two
sections, hinged together and supported on the pivot

principle, and means are provided for raising the hinged

portioD, so that each section is swung into an inclined

position, whereby a fulcrum is formed for breaking up the

cake of coke. < Ine section lias a fixed pivot, whilst the

other is pivoted on wheels which run ou tracks when the

hinged portion is pushed up. A portion of the oven flues

is arranged in the movable bottom.— II. 1!.

Retort Coke-Oven. W. M. Scott, Saxton. U.S. Pat.

757,509, April 19, 1904.

The bottoms of the coke-ovens are mounted on the pivot

principle, and are adapted to be swung upon their mount-
ings by means of a beam carried on a truck which travels

in a passage-way below the ovens. Compare preceding

abstract.—H. B.

Oas; Apparatus for Making . P. Naef, New York.
I ,S. Pat. 753,296, March 1, 1904.

Sevebai. generators are connected together in series, either

with or without the interposition of superheating stoves,

and the end generator communicates with a tabular cooler

and a scrubbing plant. The plant may be operated in

various ways, according to the object aimed at. Water-gas
may be produced by means of the usual intermittent

process. It the by-products are of considerable value, the

raw fuel may be charged only into the last producer, so that

unnecessary heating of the volatile products is avoided :

the coke formed can then be charged into the earlier pro-

ducers. If, on the other hand, it is desired to convert the

tarry matters of bituminous fuel into permanent gases, the

raw fuel is charged into the earlier generators, and the coke
produced is transferred to the later ones. The air supplies

may be heated by circulation through the tubular cooler.

—H. B.

Calcium Carbide ; Process of Producing - ; also

Electric Healing ; Process of . W. S. Horry,
Assignor to Union Carbide Co. I' S. Pats. 757,617

—

757,020, April 19, 1904. XI. A., page 5 Is.

Electric Furnace. W. S. Horry and E. F. Price, Assignors
to Union Carbide Co. U.S. Pat. 757,621, April 19, 1904.

XI. A., page 548.

Electro- Heating [Calcium Carbide] ; also Electric Re-
sistance Furnace. E. I'. Price, Assignor to Union
' irbide Co. U.S. Pats. 75 7.0,'i:! and 757,634, April 19,

1904. XI. A., pages 5 IS and 54'.'.

French Patents.

Fuel Blocks. Soc. Chavoise, Jager et Cie. (des proci'd.'s

( adoret). Fr. Pat. 837,771, Dec. 1G, 1903.

The fuel is made by mixing 1 part of n sin with 1 part of

tar, and adding to the molten mass l to S parts ol coal dust.

dried leaves, or other vegetable refuse, oue-halfto 5 parts

of a nitrate (such as potassium or sodium nitrate), 1 to

3 parts of nitrocellulose, and one-half to 2J parts of crude

camphor, which last two ingredients placed by
1

', to 54 parts of celluloid waste.— L. F. <i.

Combustible [llriijuettes] ; Manufacture of a —

—

tanning without Smoke, or with little Smoke, llildesheimer

Sparherd Fahrik A. Sensing. Fr. Pat. 337,801, Dec. 16,

1903.

' Fatty ' or ' meagre ' [anthracilic] coal, coke, or lignite,

are powdered, and mixed together, if necessary with the
addition of an agglutinant, and pressed infj briquettes.

—L. F. G.

Gas Producer [Suction']. G. Viarme. Fr. Pat. 337,974,
Dec. 23, 1903.

A mixti i:k of air and steam is aspirated from au annular
superheater into the fuel near the lowest part of the pro-

ducer, and the gas produced is withdrawn through a -erics

of lateral orifices provided in the periphery of the producer,
mi lway up the column of fuel. Each orifice communicates,
by a separate pipe, with the off-take main at the top of

the apparatus, and by means of a fixed perforated plate,

covered by a rotating perforated slide, arranged between
the main and the smaller pipes, each of the latter is suc-

cessively placed in open communication with the main.
The effect is that the gas produced is withdrawn through
each of the lateral orifices in succession, and unequal
consumption of the fuel is prevented. On raising the slide

the gas may be drawn off from all the orifices simulta-

neously. The uniform consumption of the fuel permits of

the use of the plant for gas engines of high powers.— II. li.

Carbon Dioxide in Furnace Gases ; Mel hod and Apparatus
for Ike Determination of . A. Schlatter and I..

Deutscb. Fr. Pat. 337,992, Dec. 24, 1903. XXIII.,
page 561.

Magnesium Carbides ; Direct Manilla, tun of front

Carbon and Oxides or Carbonates of Magnesium. B.
Auzies and A. Segoftin. Fr. Pat. 337,878, Nov. 11,

1903.

Magnesium oxide or carbonate is heated with carbon to

about 3,000° C, in an electric furnace, to obtain magnesium
carbide, to which the formula MgC;

is attributed; when
decomposed by water it is stated to yield more a©
than calcium carbide. Dolomite may be similarly heated

with carbou to obtain a calcium-magnesium carbide.—E. B.

Incandescence Lighting with Gas Generated by Aluminium
Alloys. K. A. Helouis, I,. Mauclaire, and K. Meyer.
Fr. Pat. 337,722, Dec. 14, 1903.

Hydrogen is generated by the action of aluminium-zinc, 01

alnniinium-/iiic sodium, on a dilute solution of caustic soda

the gas is carburetted in any suitable manner, and is burnec

in conjunction with an incanih -1 01, mantle. Compan
Fr. Pat. 335,954 ; this J., 1901, 320.— II. 11.

Carbons ; Mineralised for Arc Lamps, for Rtgulat

ing their Light. A. Blondcl. Fr. Pat. 338,049, I

1903. Under Intetnat. Conv., Oct. 2 I. 1902.

Si 1 Eng. Pat. 23,262 of 1902 ; this J., 1904, 112.—T. F. 1

Arc Lamp with Osmium Electrodes. Comp. General

d'Elcctricite. Fr. Pat. 337.927, Dec. 22, 1903,

Arc lamps are provided with electrodes of osmium, opera

ing in an atmosphere of inert gas. The electrodes ma
I, for example, by producing an arc I

carbon electrodes ic an atmosphere of osmic ai id, by meal

of au alternating current. The osmium i- deposited on tl

hottest
1 arts of the electrodes in the form of cxtrenM

metallic pellets.— II. B.

HI-DESTRUCTIVE DISTILLATION.

TAR PRODUCTS. PETROLEUM
AND MINERAL WAXES.

Petroleum Arts. Home < Iffice .Memorandum, May, 19o

It has recently come to our knowledge that attempts

being made by officers of Local Autb irities to npplj

legal test for petroleum to samples of liquid metal-poli'
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aud we have satisfied ourselves by experiment that the

results thus obtained are sometimes entirely misleading,

.as they do not represent the temperature of the portion

of the liquid from which inflammable vapour is being

evolved.

In carrying out the test prescribed in the Petroleum Act,

1879, the sample under examination is slowly heated in a

closed cup, and the temperature is indicated by a thermo-
meter the bulb of which is immersed in the liquid in the

centre of the vessel. In these circumstances the heat

communicated to the sample through the walls of the cup
creates in such a liquid as petroleum convection currents,

and through the circulation thus set up the temperature
of the contents of the cup is equalised and the thermometer
correctly indicates the temperature at which inflammable
vapour is evolved by the liquid.

Oil the other hand, if the sample cDntains solid matter
in suspension, as is the case with the liquid metal-polish

in question, the formation of convection currents is inter-

fered with, and the surface of the liquid from which
inflammable vapour is evolved acquires a higher tempera-
ture than that of the portion in contact with the bulb of

the thermometer. Thus, as we have ascertained expert

mentally, the thermometer may indicate a temperature of
59 F. when the temperature of the surface is S3

5
F., and

a sample may be erroneously reported as having a flash

poiut below the legal limit of 739 F. when the true flash

point is far above tee limit.

Xo doubt this would have been provided for when the
Act was passed if at that time the need for applying the
test to such substances had been foreseen, but it was not
until judgment in the case of the Loudon County Council
v. Holtzapfel's Compositions Co., Ltd., was given in 1899
that mixtures containing petroleum were held to be petro-
leum within the meaning of the Acts.

In our handbook on petroleum published in 1901, we
referred on page 90 to the necessity for a stirrer in the
oil cup when the test specified in the Petroleum Act is

employed for the testing of paints and other substances
containing petroleum, and when opportunity occurs for a
revision of the law this addition will doubtless be legalised.

We are, however, of opinion that in the meantime autho-
rities charged with the administration of the Petroleum
Acts should be made aware of the circumstances we have
referred to, and that testing officers should take steps to

ascertain the true flash point of samples of liquid metal

|
polish or other substances which are not thoroughly liquid,

and therefore cannot he satisfactorily tested in precise

accordance with the directions given in the schedule to

the Act. In many instances it may be possible to obtain a
sample of the petroleum used in the substance, or the
solid matter present in the sample can be removed by
straining or nitration, care being taken to avoid loss of
the more volatile constituents by evaporation, when the
separated liquid can be tested in the prescribed manner.
The liquid should not, however, be separated by distillation,

as this operation may yield a distillate of lower flash point
than that of the petroleum with which the mixture was
made. For guidance in determining whether there has
been any infraction of tLe law, the sample may also be
tested in an apparatus provided with an efficient stirrer.

In any case of doubt as to the true flash point of the
material, we would suggest that reference should be mail.

to H.M. Inspectors of Explosives, at the Home Office, who
.will be prepared to give advice as to the course which
should be adopted.

(Signed) J. H. Thomson,
Captain, H.M. Chief Inspector

of Explosives.
(Signed) Boverton Bkdwood,

Adviser on Petroleum to the

Home Office.

'Asphalts"; Examination of . E. Donath and
B. M. Margosches. Chem. Ind., 1904, 27 220—220.

(n consequence of the appearance of Lunge and Krepelka's
irticle (.this J., 1904, 436), the authors publish some pre-
iminary results of an investigation. They find that suc-
cessive extractions of the product with light petroleum
pirit (petroleum ether), benzene, and carbon bisulphide

give useful indications as to its nature. For distinguishing
between individual products, the following method is re"
( i mended : 10—15 grms. are subjected to dry distillation.

i 'i

Spirit

Extract.

i al tar (?!'",
•••

Lignite-tor j s

pitch \ Hard .

.

Petroleum > Sou—
pitch t Hard .

.

Sicilian asphaltum...

25 '05

1.V14
15 "51

B1
-
SU

11-90
is-,-,,1

69-00

7 811

i larbon
I ». M/.C 11C ...

, , ,

Extract. Bisu'phide
hxtract.

Per ('cut.

14-98

1 i 03
39-86
15-50

8S-50
88-5 I

27-00
a-;ip

Per Cent.
6-57
7-10

15-21
ir70
0-80
1-50
4'50

U-30

Residue.

Per Cent.
22-82
18-08

29-39
--.in

I'SII

1-50
9"0U
88-20

In the case of wood-tar pitch, a small quantity of a strongly
acid aqueous liquor is obtained on which an oily laver floats.
A confirmatory test for wood-tar pitch is that, when treated
with carbon tetrachloride, the latter is scarcely coloured.
In the case of coal tar pitch the oily distillate dissolves
completely in absolute alcohol and glacial acetic acid. Coal-
tar pitch also always contains anthracene, which can be
recognised by oxidising it to anthraquinone by means of
chromic acid, and testing for the latter by Liebermann's
ri action (production of intense red coloration by boil-
ing with caustic soda solution and zinc dust). If the
distillate does^not give a clear solution with alcohol and
glacial acetic aci 1, the product may be lignite-tar pitch,
petroleum pitch, asphaltum, or a stearine pitch. A
portion of the origiual product is boiled for some time
with alcoholic potash, and the hot liquid filtered. In the
ease of _ wool-fat pitch, a fairly abundant precipitate forms
on cooling, which gives the cholesterol reactions. In the
ease of stearine pitch no separation, as a rule, takes place,
but on evaporating the alcohol and treating with dilute-
hydrochloric acid, the fatty acids separate. Natural a>-
pualtum, when treated with alcoholic potash, colours th-
liquid only slightly at first, but more intensely after some
time

;
lignite-tar pitch colours the liquid immediately ; and

petroleum pitch gives either no coloration at all or an
extremely weak one. The behaviour on successive extrac-
tions with petroleum spirit, benzene, and carbon bisulphide
also affords a means of distinguishing between li^nite-tar
pitch, petroleum pitch, and asphaltum. In the%ase of
the last-named, the insoluble residue consists entirely of
inorganic mineral matter. In practice the most common
form of adulteration is the addition of coal-tar pitch to
natural asphaltum. The authors recommend extraction of
the product successively with petroleum spirit, benzene,
and carbon bisulphide. If the sample be pure natural
asphaltum, the insoiuble residue will consist entirely of
inorgamc mineral matter. If coal-tar pitch he present, the
residue will be black and will give a brownish-red solution
with concentrated nitric acid. The presence of anthracene
and the production of a coloured fluorescent solution with
methyl or ethjl alcohol or chloroform yield additional
evidence of the pre.-ence of coal-tar pitch.—A. 8.

Pyridine Bases in Ammonia ami Aliphatic Amines ; Deter-
mination of . J. Alilbauer and V. Stanek. XX1U
page 563.

Sulphur in Oils, Bituminous Substances, Coat, and Similar
Bodies; Determination of . E. Graefe. XXIII.
page 563.

English Patent.

Destructioe Distillation ; Recovery of By-Products in Pro-
cesses of , and Apparatus therefor. The Otto-
Hilgenstock Coke-Oven Co., Ltd., Loudon. From ('.

Otto and Co., Dalhausen a/Ruhr. Eng. Pat. 16 i)0j
July 20, 1903.

The condensing pipe of an apparatus such as a coke-oven
or gas-retort is inclined upwards, and is of such a length
that the products which condense above 70' C, or there-
abouts, flow back along the tube, towards the retort,
meeting the hot ascending gases ; in this way a more
effective separation of the products is obtained.—T. F. B.
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United Status Patent.

Wood i Apparatus for the Distillation of and Pro-

duction (if Charcoal. H. A. Mackie, Assignor to E. K.

Wood, Now Orleans. U.S. Pat. 757,989, April 19, 1904.

A long inclined retort, set in a charcoal kiln, is provided

with doors at each end, ami with a liquid-discharge pipe at

its lower end, and a vapour-discharge pipe leading from

the top of its lower end to a condensing tank. The char-

coal kiln is provided with air inlets, and -with a discharge

pipe, with which a fan communicates.—T. F. B.

IV.-COLOUKING MATTEKS AND
DYESTUFFS.

p-Phenylenediam He ; Neio Basefrom . L. Paul.

Z. angew. Chem., 1904, 17, 589—591.

Certain samples of impure p-phenylenediamtne are con-

verted on keeping into a blue or bluish-brown basic dyestuff,

or into an insoluble black base, ammonia being formed.

A sample which had undergone partial transformation con-

sisted of p-phenylenediamine. an intermediate product easily

soluble in water, and a black powdery base, insoluble in

water, bat soluble in hydrochloric acid. The solution can

be diazotised and then couples with amines and phenols.

The hydrochloric acid solution of the new base dyes

unniordanted cotton in bluish-brown, tannined cotton in

bluish-black, and wool in brownish-black shades. Un-

mordanted cotton, after being dyed with the new base,

shows considerable affinity for ordinary b.isie dyestuffs.

The new base can also be diazotised on the fibre. With

fuming sulphuric acid it yields a sulphonic acid which dyes

wool in brown shades. The brown soluble intermediate

product forms the new base when its aqueous solutionis

evaporated or allowed to stand :i long time. The new
las- is also formed if an a |ueous solution of i -pbenylene-

diaminc containing hydrochloric acid is evaporated, also if

an aqueous solution of p-phenylenediamine and common
salt is boil d. In all cases where the new base is formed

on evaporation, an insoluble violet dyestutt', soluble in

hydrochloric acid, is formed on boiling in an open vessel.

—E. F.

P.osaniUni- ; Root Carbinol of and its Isomers.

A. Bistrzycki and J. Gyr. Her., 1904, 37, 1245—1253.

The authors have prepared diphenyl-o-tolylcarbinol from

o-toluic acid methyl ester by Grignard's method (Ber.,

1904, 663). It is readily reduced to the corresponding

methane, which is not identical with the isomer obtained

from Eosaniline. From m-toluic acid methyl ester they

have obtained a carbinol, presumably diphenyl-m-tolyl car-

binol, which is entirely different lmm that obtained by

E. and O. Fischer (I'.er., 187<j, S99) bs elimination of the

amino groups from leucanilino and oxidation of the di-

phenyltoivlinethane so formed. On reduction it yields a

methane which is seemingly identical with that obtained

from leucaniline, hut ou careful oxidation the original

isomeric carbinol is re-formed. The authors point out that

the diphenyltolylraethaue obtained by Heuiilian, by oxidis-

ing the condensation product of diphenylcarbinol and

p-xyleue, reducing in alkaline solntion, an 1 splitting off

carbon dioxide, is probably identical with the compound
obtained from Leucaniline (Ber., 1883, B368).—E. F.

Quinone-di-imide. K. Willstatter and E. Mayer.
Ber., 1904, 37, 1494—1507.

The authors obtain quiiiouc-di-imide, Nil : C6H 4
: Ml, by

treatment of quinonedichloro-di-iraide with dry hydro-

chloric acid gas in ethereal solution according to the equa-

tion NCI : C„II 4 : NCI + 411C1 - Nil : C.H^NH.aHCI +
2CL. Tin dihvdrochloride fir.-t obtained yields the base on
treatment with dry ammonia in ethereal solution. The base

is mono-molecular and very unstable, unless very pure,

when it is much more stable. It readily polymerises with

explosive violence, also on standing for some days in the

air. With aromati i amines and phenols it at once forms

indamines and indophenols. On warming with dilute

mineral acids it is hydrolysed to quinoue and ammonia.
Aqueous and alcoholic solutions rapidly darken in colour,

with formation of a substance closely resembling tetramino-

diphenyl-p-azo-phenylene.—E. F.

Indophthalone. C. Kcnz. Ber., 1904, 37, 1221—1225,

When 2 mois. of a-melhylindolc are heated to 150°—
160° C. with 1 mol. of phthalyl chloride, indophthalone

hydrochloride, C
(

,lI.:ilN.;()_..HCl, is formed, with evolution of

hydrochloric acid, according to the equation :i',h N

CgrI4OjClj« »
,

1!
.
"N .< >_ + 2HC1. The product is a red

powder, from which sodium carbonate liberates the base
i ',11

.
,V ( •;, a brick-red precipitate, readily soluble in

alcohol ami in chloroform. Indophthalone has also the pi, -

perties of a weak acid, and forms a well-defined potassium
salt. A product, which is either identical with, or an

isomer of indophthalone, is obtained by beating 2 m
a-methylindole with 1 mol. of phthalic anhydride to 185 —
— 190° "C, but the yield is in this case small.— I

•'.
I .

Dyestuffs from Quinolitie-a-carbonic Acids ; New ClaM
of . [Qitinoline Dyestuffs."] E. llesthorn and J.

lbele. Ber., 1904, 37, 1236—1243.

If quinaldiuic acid be heated to 140° C. with acetic anhy-

dride a red dyestuff is formed, with evolution of

dioxide. The substance is extremely sensitive 10 light,

being rapidly decolorised. Its absorption spectrum shows
two absorption bands, one in the yellow, the other in the

green portion of the spectrum. It has only very weak

basic properties and only vary slight affinity for the fibre,

dyeing silk from alcoholic solution in pale salmon-red

shades, with slight greenish-yellow fluorescence, very

fugitive to light. The dyestuff is completely destroyed by-

weak oxidising agents, even by cold dilute nitric aeid. It

is relatively stable towards reducing agents, and seems to

form no leuco compound. The acetic anhydride in the

above reaction may be replaced by benzoic anhydride or

the anhydrides of other organic monocarboxylic acids.

Anhydrides of dicarbox;. lie acids, such as phthalic and
succinic acids, do not effect the reaction, which seems to

apply to quinoline-a-earboxylic acids in general, but not ;o

pieolinic acid and other pyridine derivatives.—E. ¥.

Dyestuffs for Wool; New Classes of an,

Reactions of Aldehydes. M. 1'rud'homme. Hev. lieu.

Mat. Col., 1904,8, 129—130.

It has been shown (this J., 1900, 729) that when acid

solutions of dyestuffs, leuco-bases, or chromogen
taining amino groups are treated with formaldehyde aud

sodium bisulphite, acid dyestuffs are obtained. If sodium

hydrosulphite be used instead of solium bisulphite, another

cla-s of dyestuffs is produced. Magenta and Acid Magenta,

when decolorised with sodium hydrosulphite. treated with u

mineral acid aud formaldehyde, and then heated, gu
violet-red dyestuffs. When no formaldehyde is

dyestuffs are formed. ( >u beating the diazo derivatives

of certain basic dyestuffs, substituted primary amines, or

diamines with sodium hydrosulphite, other aeid dyestuffs

are obtained. When a solution containing - 5 gnu. of

Magenta, 2 gnus, of hydrochloric acid, and aOOe.c. of water i<

diazotised in the ordinary way, 12 grms. of sodium bisulphite

solution of 35 B. added, and the mixture left to stand for

24 hours, the solution turns orange. If it be heated on a

water-bath to 60° C. and 12 grms. of hydrochloric acid ot

21° It. added aud again heated, the liquid turns dei

and dyes wool a prune shade. The leuco-base font

the condensation of diphenylcarbinol and m-sulpbanilic

acid, oxidised with lead dioxide, diazotised, and treat,

sodium bisulphite and hydrochloric acid, gives a gre

to alkalis. Under the same conditions nitranilines give a

pale yellow and benzidine an orange dyestuff. Bettet

colours an- obtained if, immediately after the addition of the

sodium bisulphite and acid, aldehyde or a sugar he added.

razines, formed by the action of the bisulphiti

aeid on the dia/o bodies, probably giving hydra/.")

osazones. Treated thus Mageuta gives a much bluer shade,

and p-Nitraniline Yellow, which is only a pale •

full orange. If in the above cases ihe sodium bisalphite I

idium hydrosulphite, new colours with dil

and brighter shade's are produced. When dia

i or Acid Magenta is acted on by benzaldehjfde
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nnd sodium hydrosulphite, a pure blue is formed, that from
the Magenta being only slightly soluble, and the one from
the Acid Magenta quite soluble.

New Reactions for Aldehydes.—Schiff's reaction for

aldehydes is much more delicate when the Magenta is

decolorised with sodium hydrosulphite or bisulphite instead

of with sulphur dioxide.—R. S.

Quercetin ; Synthesis of . St. v. Kostauecki, V. Lampe,
and J. Tambor. Ber., 1904, 37, 1402—1405.

2'-HYDUi>xT-4'.0'.3.4-tetramethoxychalkone

—

(CH
rj
O),,(OH)C sHi.CO.CH:CH.C H3(OCH :i

).;

is converted by boiling with dilute hydrochloric acid into

1.3.3'. 4'-tetrametho.xyflavanone

—

,0 CH.C6H3(OCI) 3).,

(ch3o%c6h,<x CO - CHa

This is converted into an isonitroso-derivative, which yields

with dilute mineral acids 1.3.3'.4'-tetramethoxyflavonol—
O C.C6H3(OCH3)2

\ CO - C(OH)

This is completely demethylated by hy.lriodic acid, forming
quercetin

—

O— C.C6
H

3(OH).
C6H /

x CO - C(OH)
(HO),

Indophenine Hear/ion. F. \Y. Bauer.

page 562.

E. F.

XXIil.,

Enolish Patents.

Halogen Derivatives of Oxyanthraquinones ; Manufacture
of . [Anthracene Dyestuffs.] M. [ljinski, Krefeld,

and R. Wcdekind and Co., Uerdingen. Eng. l'at. 8503,
April 14, 1903.

New halogen derivatives of m - hydroxyanthraquiuone,
anthraHavic acid, iso-anthraflavic acid, alizarin, flavo-

purpuriu, and iso-purpurin are prepared by treating those

substances in aqueous suspension with a halogen, or with

a halogen compound adapted to allow the action of halogen
in the nascent state in presence of an acid. The new
products are very stable and can be sulphonated bv means
of fuming sulphuric acid without loss of halogen.—E. F.

Basic [Acridine] Dyestuffs. T. B. Shillito, London.
From Aniline Colour and Extract Works, formerlv

J. E. Geigy, Basle. Eng. Pat. 11,882, May 25, 1903.

See Fr. Pat. 330,4S7 of 1903 and addition thereto; this J.,

1903, 10S2 and 1241.—T. F. B.

Anthracene Derivatives [Nitro-amino-anlhraquinones]
;

Manufacture of . H. E. Newton, London. From
Farheufabr. vorm. F. Bayer and Co., Elberfeld. Eng.
Pat. 12,099, May 27, 1903.

See Fr. Pat. 332,321 of 1903 ; this J., 1903, 1241.— T. F.B.

Sulphurised [Sulphide'] Dyestuffs ; Manufacture of .

O. Imray, London. From Soe. Anon. Mat. Col. et Prod.

: Chim. de St. Denis, Paris. Eng. Pat. 12,298, May 29,

1903.

[SKEAddition, of May 19, 1903, to Fr. Pat. 292,400 of 1899
;

this J., 1903, 1241.—T. F. B.

IdmVine Dyeing Compound. G. Bowlaud, Knoxville.

Eng. Pat. 1502, Jan. 20, 1904.

;\n aqueous solution of a basic or neutral dyestuff is

ncorporated with a soap so as to form a hard cake readily

soluble in water. Goods can be cleaned and dyed in om-
iperation with this substance.—R. S.

French Patents.

Monazo Dyestuffs ; Production of . Badische Anilin

und Soda Fabrik. Fr. Pat. 338,103, March 9, 1903.

>BE Eng. Pat. 5269 of 1903 ; this J., 1904, 183.—T. F. B. |

Sulphide Dyestuffs ; Process for Preparing Black .

Kalle et Cie. Fr. Pat. 337,278, Dec. 3, 1903.

By meltiog amino compounds of the benzene series and
nitrophenols with alkali polysulphides, avoiding too rapid
reduction of the nitro compound, dyestuffs are obtained
which give black shades on cotton from a sodium sulphide
solution. The dyestuff prepared from p-phenylenedi-
amine and o-nitrophcnol is described. The same class of
dyestuff is also produced by melting benzene azo-o-nitro-
phenol or dinitrophenol with small quantities of sodium
tetrasulphide.—T. F. B.

Trtrazo Dyestuffs, Dyeing Violet to Blue, derived from
Amitionaphilwldisulphonic Acid 2.5.1.7 ; Production
ofNew . [Azo Dyestuffs] Soe. pour l'lnd. Chim.
a Bale. Fr. Pat. 337,891, Dec. 19, 190 ;.

See Eng. Pat. 28,033 of 1903 ; (his J., 1904, 319.—T. F. B.

Azo Dyestuffs and Lakes produced therefrom; Prepara-
tion of New . ooc. Anon. F. Baver et Cie. Fr.
Pat. 337,942, Dec. 22, 1903.

Diazo derivatives of aminoanthraquinones or of amiuo-
anthraquinone sulphonic acids are combined with naphthol
sulphonie acids. Red to reddish-blue dyestuffs are so
obtained of value for the production of lakes, fast to light,
which are produced by dissolving, or suspending in water,
an alkali salt of the dyestuff, and then adding a solution
of a compound of calcium, barium, strontium, magnesium,
aluminium, &e.—E. F.

V.-PREPARING, BLEACHING, DYEING,
PRINTING, AND FINISHING TEXTILES,

YARNS, AND FIBRES.

Azo Dyestuffs on Cotton; Action of Copper Sulphate on
Direct . J.Mueller. Chem.-Zeit., 1904, 28, 423.

According to the author, the theory of A. Seheurer on
the protection of dyestuffs against sunlight by copper
oxide, still remains intact. Observations made show that
the copper sulphate acts chemically on the direct azo dye-
stuffs oa treating for some time with this salt after dyeing.
A ccpper salt is formed with the dyestuff, the copper
hoiug, in the first place, into the sulpho group, and, in
the second, into the hydroxyl groups. When sulpho and
hydroxyl groups are found in the same molecule, the
copper can, under certain conditions, go into both groups.

—R. S.

" Crude Fibre "
; Preparation [Determination] of

from Vegetable Fibres containing Lignin, by means of
Sodium Peroxide. A. Dusebetschkin. XXIIL, page 563.

Engraving Pollers for Calico and Carpet Printing ; Em-
ployment of Photography in . P. J. Lamp'l. XXL,
page 560.

English Patents.

Dyeing Sliver and other Textile Fibres : Apparatus jor
. H. H. Lake, London. From D. Mattei, Genoa.

Eng. Pat. 6731, March 23, 1903.

See Fr. Pat. 334,«81 of 1903 ; this J., 1904, 115.—E. S.

Cops, Cheeses, or the like; Machinefor Dyeing, Scouring,
Bleaching, or Treating with Liquids, Textile Fibres in
theform of , without Perforated Broaches or Tubes.
R. Rawsou and E. Lodge, Huddersfield. Eng. Pat.
10,035. May 4, 1903.

Tnis machine consists of a frame made up of bars and
cross-bars forming a number of recesses into which the

cops or cheeses fit so as to close up all openings. A numbei
of these frames are placed one above the other in a vessel,

and the liquid is forced through them bv means of a pninp.

—R. S.
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Printing Fabrics with Indigo. O. Imray, London. From

Fatbwerke vorm. Muster, Lucius und Bruuing, Hoechst-

on-the-Maine. Eng. Tat. 13,116, June 11, 1

In printing iu'ligo bv the hydrosulphite method, strong

Caustic alkalis are substituted f<ir tile alkali salts previously

used, and the hydrosulphite is displaced by one of the new

aldehyde-hydrosulphiic compounds described in Eng. I'at.

5867, March 13,1903 (this J.. 1904, 369). Good results

are obtaine.l as follows :—120 grms. ol formaldehyde-

sodium hydrosulphite compound are dissolved in SQgrms.

of water" at 40°—30= C cooled, and slowly stirred into

500 frms. of alkaline thickening agent; to this is added

150 grms. of 10 oercent. indigo paste, mixed with 1

of the thickening agent. The thickening agent can be

made from 120 grms. of "gomme inrtustrielle " dissolved

in 430 grms. of hot water, and when cold 450 grms. of solid

causticsoda added with continuous stirring. The cotton,

bleached, or dyed with Turkey red, is printed with this

mixture, dried, steamed in a Mather-Platt for 2—3

minutes at 100° C, then washed, whereupon the Indigo

White oxidises to Indigo Blue, which, it necessary, is

finally acidified and soaped.—K. S.

United States Patents.

Matting or Felting Fibres together; Method of .

G. Goldman, Baltimore. U.S. Pat. 758,243, April 26,

1904.

\ dry finely-divided binding material, such as gelatin, is

introduced between the fibres, together with a Hygroscopic

substance capable of imparting moisture to It, e.g.,

magnesium chloride ; or, after the introduction of the

gelatin, the material may be treated with a solvent of the

latter.
'

The fibrous material is then submitted to heat and

pressure.—A. 11. S.

Feltina or Matting Fibres together ; Processfor . G.

Goldman, Baltimore. U.S. Pat. 758,24*, April 26, 1904.

A dry finelv-powdered mixture of a soluble soap and a

metallic salt." such as alum, is introduced between the fibres;

the material is then submitted to the action of steam and

pressure, which cause the formation of an insoluble metallic

soap, which binds the fibres together.—A. B. S.

{Rating or Mailing Fibres together; Process for .

G. Goldman, Baltimore. U.S. Pat. 758,245, April 26,

1904.

\ dry, finely-divided mixture of a resin and of a m -tallic

oxide such as zinc oxide, is iutroduced between the fibres.

On submitting the fibrous material to the action of heat and

pressure, a metallic r. -mate is formed, which binds the

fibres together.—A. B. S.

Uniting or Matting Fibres together; Process for .

G. Goldman, Baltimore. U.S. Pats. 758,216 and 758,247,

April 26, 1904.

]-'inki.y-I'I\ ii>i:i> resin alone, or mixtures of finely-divided

resin and a metallic i sinate, or of resin anda metallic soap,

are introduced between the fibres; the material is then

submitted to heat and pressure.—A. B. S.

Felting or Malting Fibres together; Method of .

G. Goldman, Baltimore. U.S. Pat. 758,311, April 26,

1904.

Dry flour is introduced between the fibres together with

u substanoe containing water of crystallisation, such as

crvstallised sodium carbonate. The materia! is thou

submitted to heat and treasure in the presence of steam.

—A. B. S.

Dueina Apparatus; Automatic . J. Marshall, Fall

River. U.S. Pat 757,478, April 19, 1904.

A lioitt/oxTAL cslindrical dye-vat is divided into compart-

ments by perforated vertical plates. A shaft, supported

approximately in the axis of the vat. carries forks or prongs

at -hort intervals; the mechanism provided gives the shafi

a wide-angle oscillating movement, so that the forks raise

the "oods'to be dved out of the liquor, keeping them out for

a -hort time, and 'then return them to the liquor, and out of

it again at the other extremity of their oscillations. Steam-
and water-inlet- and a vapour outlet are also provided.

—T. F. B.

Sizing [for Textiles']. A. Muller-Jacobs, Richmond Bill,

Assignor to • losmos Chemical Co., New York. U.S. Pat.

757,943, April 19, 1904.

A sizing, suitable for fibrous substances, consists of an
amide of a higher fatty acid suspended in "a soluble

magma having the property of keeping it iua finely-divided,

discrete, and insoluble state."—T. F. 1!.

YL-COLOURING. WOOD, PAPER,

LEATHER, Etc.

Record Ink ; Commonwealth of Massachusetts Specifications

for a Stunt/aril . Commissioner II. F. Swan.
Govt. Specif. Commonwealth of Massachusetts, U.S.A.

The following specifications were prepared by 1!. F. Daven-
port, aud have been adopted by the Commonwealth of
Massachusetts. The ink niu-t be a gallotannate of iron

ink, not inferior in any essential quality to a typical ink

properly prepared according to the following formula, the
ingredients being of the quality prescribed by the

and the percentage of true acid in the tannic acid hiving
been determined by th'3 Loewcnthal and Scbroeder method.
Typical ink ;—Dry pure tannic acid, 23 -4 parts by weight

;

crvstallised gallic acid, 7*7; ferrous sulphate, 80*0; gum
arabic, I0*0j dilute hydrochloric acid, 25*0; phenol, 1*0;

and water siillicient lo make up the mixture at the tempera-
ture of 60° F. to the volume of 1,000 parts by weight of
water. The ink must not contain less iron than the typica]

ink, and must have a specific gravity of 1 "035— 1'040 at

60 F. A fluid ounce of the ink allowed to stand at rest

in a white glass vessel, protected from dust, but freely

exposed to the air, in diffused daylight for two weeks, at a
temperature of 51) —60 F., must remain as free from
deposit as the typical ink under similar conditions. It

must be as fluid, flow as well, and develop its colour as
quickly as the typical ink, and must not penetrate the paper
more readily, nor remain more sticky immediately after

drying than the latter. The colour produced when tli" ink

is used upon the standard record paper must, after a week's

exposure to diffused daylight, he as intense a black as that

produced by the typical ink, and musl be equally resistant to

the action of light, air, water, or alcohol.—A. S.

English Patent.

Spraying Colour on to Paper Fabrics and other Surfaces

;

Apparatus for . C. I., liurdick, Wood Green.
Eng. Pat. 8703, April 16, 1903.

See Fr. Pat. 32?,714 of 1903 ; this J., 1903, 994. -B. S.

VII—ACIDS, ALKALIS, AND SALTS.

Weak Acid in presence of one of its Normal
Apparent Diminution of Energy of a . G. Che
Comptcs rend., 1904, 138, 968—970.

The addition of acetates to dilute acetic acid causes I

considerable diminution in the rate of evolution of hyd
by the action of the acid on zinc. The diminution does not.

apparently, depend on the ionisatiou of the silt, -inee zinc

acetate, which is little ionised, causes a much greater

decrease in the evolution of hydrogen than

acetate; whilst acetone, which is not ionised, reduces the

rate of evolution to one-tenth.

Aqucou- N 10 nickel acetate solution is no! precipitated

by sulphuretted hydrogen; the addition of small quantities

of acetic acid gives a slight precipitate, which is i

on further addition, lu presence of sodium acetate and

acetic acid, howevir, a complete precipitation of nickel

sulphide result-. It is found that an alkali sulphide is

formed on passing sulphuretted hydrogen into alkali

solution, even in presence of free acetic acid; this fact,

then, the author concludes, accounts for the apparent

diminution nf the energy of the sulphuretted hydrogen and

the incomplet" precipitation of the sulphide.—T. F. B.
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Electrolysis of Alkali Chlorides ;
" Bill Process "for .

0. Steiner. Z. Elektrochem., 1904, 10, 317—331.

The " bell process," now employed in one Austrian and
three German works, relies (see Eng. Pat. 16,129 of 1898;

this J., 1S9S, 1147) on the influence of density and a

steady supply of fresh chloride solution to the anode for

the effective separation of the anode and cathode products,

no diaphragm being employed. To prevent the mixing
caused by evolution of gas at the electrodes, the cathode

and anode are separated by a bell, which covers the litter

and reaches well below the electrodes (see figure). Ex-
tended laboratory experiments have been previously carried

out to study this process (see Adolf; Z. Elektrochem.,

1901, 7, 581 ; this J., 1901, 715), but since their publication

the German patent has been issued, which deals more fully

with some of the principles of satisfactory working; and
this information the present author has made use of,

particularly in studying the conditions required for con-

tinuous production. Of primary importance is the way in

which the chloride solution is allowed to flow into the

anode chamber; it should form a homogeneous mixture
' with the solution around the anode, and not flow down,
as it tends to do, on account of its density, and disturb the

layers of solution at a lower level. If this condition be

observed a neutral zone separates the alkaline cathode
(solution from the anode liquid, which is saturated with

Ichlorine. This boundary layer can be clearly seen, on
jaccount of the difference in refractive index. If the

.addition of chloride solution correspond to the strength of

.iurrent and cross-section of the bell, the downward motion
pf chloride prevents the hydroxyl-ions from reaching
lie anode, and the separating zone maintains its position

mchanged. The clear definition of the boundary seems to

lepend to some extent on the formation of acid in the anode
iambtr, due, for instance, to the small amount of oxygen
volved there in addition to chlorine ; the hydrogen-ions
ien migrate and neutralise the hydroxyl at the separating
cone. The lower the concentration of the chloride solution

nd the lower the current density as measured in relation

> the cross-section of the bell, and further, the higher the
Ikali content of the cathode solution, the greater will be
le distance of the boundary layer above the bottom edge of

ie bell, and consequently the less its distance from the
lode. For satisfactory working the neutral zone should
? at least 1 cm. below the bottom of the anode. The
ithor has shown by his experiments that an alkali lye of

10 to 130 grms. of caustic potash per litre can be con-
luously produced with a current yield of 85 to 94 per cent.,

id that the anode gases contain 97 to 1G0 per cent, of
lorine. The current density was 2 to 4 amperes per

!•

dcm. of cross-section of the bell, and the difference of

tential (P.D.), 3-7 to 4-2 volts. Up ton maximum of

grms. of caustic potash per litre, the yield is almost
lependent of the strength of the alkali solution obtained,
ith an anode of ordinary electrode carbon a colourless
hode lye cannot be obtained without special treatment,

.: Acheson graphite was found to be quite satisfactory.

— E. S. H.

Barium Nitrate ; Decomposition of by Heat. B. N.
Gottlieb. Chem.-Zeit., 190 I, 28, 356.

By gentle and long-continued heating of barium nitrate in a
current of dry air, only 30'7 per cent, of the nitrate wa-
decomposed and 24 6 per cent, of nitric acid recovered,

whereas by raising the temperature rapidly to a high point,

95 - 6 percent, of the nitrate was decomposed and 38 • 6 per
cent, of nitric acid recovered. Technically the best result

is obtained by subjecting the nitrate, in small quantities at

a time, to a white heat, so that decomposition takes place
before the mass melts.—G. W. McD.

Silica; Reduction of !>j Hydrogen, A. Dufour.
Comptes rend., 1904, 138, 1101—1103.

Silica is reduced by hydrogen at a temperature above the
fusiug poiut of silicon, silicon hydride and water being
formed. At rather lower temperatures silicon is formed,
whilst lower still the inverse reaction takes place, viz., silica

and hydrogen are te-formed.—T. F. 1!.

Hydrofluoric Acid and Hydrofluosilicic Acid; Titration

tf -. J. Katz. XXIII., page 562.

Sulphites ; Electrolytic Oxidation of and Electro-
chemical Formation of Dithionale. A. Eriessuer. XI. A.,

page 548.

English Patents.

Acid Towers and Condensers ; Packing for . J. S.

Smithson, London. Eng. Pat. 10,053, May 15, 1903.

Calcined flints are used as packing for Glover or Gay-
Lussac towers for sulphuric acid, or in condensers for other
chemical gases.—YV. H. C.

Hydrocyanic Acid and Cyanides; Manufacture of
Grossmann's Cyanide Patents Syndicate, Ltd., and J.

Grossmann, Manchester. Eng. Pat. 13,412, June 16,

1903.

She Fr. Pat. 331,331 of 1903 ; this J., 1903, 1130.—T. F.B.

[Acid] Sulphates of the Alkali Metals; Process for the
Manufacture of Dry , and the Products thereof.

S. Trivick, South Norwood. Eng. Pat. 8819, April 18,
1903.

See U.S. Pat. 728,335, of 1903 ; this J., 1903, 742.—T. F. U.

Lime and Fuel Gas ; Method of and Apparatus for the

Manufacture of . B. Pearson. Eng. Pat. 10,62 1,

May 9, 1903. II., page 539.

United States Patents.

Nitric Dioxide and Nitric Acid ; Process of Making .

G. Pauling, Olbernhau. U.S. Pat. 758,774, May 3, 1904.

See Fr. Pat. 325,244 of 1902 j this J., 1903, 696.—T. F. B.

Iron Pyrites; Preparing for Desulphurisation.
U. Wedge, Ardmore. U.S. Pat. 757,531, April 19, 1904.

Iron pyrites, in small particles, is mixed with iron oxide
(iD the form of leached pyrites cinders or of purple ore,

for instance) and with sulphuric acid, with or without
ferrous sulphate, and the mass is made up into blocks or
briquettes. Or iron pyrites is made into briquettes with
ferrous sulphate, with or without iron oxide or lead sulphate.
Another mixture consists of iron pyrites, ferrous sulphate,
lead sulphate, sulphuric acid, and pyrites cinder, or the like,

for briquetting.—E. S.

Titanous Compound [ Titanous Sodium Sulphate'], and
Process of Making same. H. Spence. Assignor to Peter
Spence and Sons, Ltd., Manchester. U.S. Pat 758,710,
May 3, 1904.

See Fr. Pat. 324,205 of 1902; this J., 1903, 628.—T.F. B,

French Patents.

Alkaline-Earth Bases ; Manufacture of -. E. Marlier.

Fr. Pat. 338,059, Oct. 26, 1903.

A mixture of scrap zinc, crystallised livdrate of barium
hydroxide, and of water, is gradually heated to 100° C. in a
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.losed iron vessel. Barium snlpltide solution is then added,

whilst tin- solution of the zinc still proceeds, with continuous

evolution of hydrogen. The " zineate " of barium formed
\

in the process reacts with the barium sulphide in presence

of water to form barium hydrate and zinc sulphide,

which are separated by filtration. The process is applicable

to the production of the hydrates of the alkaline earths

generally.—E. S.

Magnesium and Zinc Peroxides ; Electrolytic Process/or

the Manufacture of . F. Hiws. Fr. Pat. 337,285,

Dec. 4,1903. XI. A., page 543.

Nickel Monoxide ; Preparation of a suitable for
Reduction in an Electric Furnace. Soc. Siemens und

Halske A.-G. Fr. Pat. 337,712, Dec. 12, 1903.

The nickel hydroxide thrown down from solutions of

nickel chloride or sulphate by oxides or carbonates of

alkali cr alkaline-earth metals, is calcined, and plunged into

water whilst yet hot, whereby it is freed from soluble

chlorides and sulphates, and rendered suitable for reduction

in an electric furnace. The same process is claimed as

applicable to the purification of similar hydroxides, and

especially of zinc hydroxide.—S. S.

Brine; Process and Apparatus far Evaporating Weak
. E. Moll. Fr. Pat. 337,989, Dec. 24, 1903.

See Eng. Pat. 28,518 of 190:!; this J., 1904, 441.—T. F.B.

Cyanides; Process for Preparing . .T. Grossmann.
Addition, dated Dec. 24, 1903, to Fr. Pat. 331,331, April

18, 1903.

See Eng. Pat. 4513 of 1903 ; this J., 1901, 370.—T. F. B.

VIII.-GLASS, POTTERY. ENAMELS.

Silicates ; Reduced . ( 1. Simmonds. Proc. Chem.
Soc, 19U4.20, 91.

The substance left when lead silicates are reduced by

heating in hydrogen (this J., 1903, 1201) is in general

thown to be a compound which can be regarded as a

combination of the metal and silica, in the same sense li-

the original silicate is a combination of tha metallic oxide

and silica. In some cases, however, a certain proportion of

metallic lead is mixed with the substance ; this occurs

when the original silicates (Tor example, orthosilicates and

basic silicates) contain a greater number of basic than of

acidic oxides in the silicate molecule. The reduced residues

are generally more refractory than the original silicates.

Treatment with the commoner acids and oxidising agents

has little effect on them, hut tiiey are decomposed bj

hydrofluoric acid and by fusion with alkali carbonates.

The term " silicites " is suggested for these reduced sili-

cates. Similar results were obtained with the silicates of

copper, iron, nickel, and cobalt.

English Patent.

Glass; [Use of Electric Current in] Working of .

H. J. Hays. Pittsburg. Eng. Pat. 4501, Feb. 23, 1904.

The glass to be worked is maintained hot during the

working by passing an electric current through the glass.

A variable resistance is interposed in the circuit, so that

the strength of the current can be altered.—A. G. L.

United States Patent.

Enamelled Ware; Manufacture of . T. M. Lunan,

Newark. Assignor to the Central Stamping Co.. New
York. U.S Pat. 758,325, April 26, 1904.

1'iiE cleaned article is subjected to the action of an oxidising

agent. Bucb as potassium chlorate solution, which will attack

the metal of which the article is made. An enamel " carry-

ing metallic bodies" and acid in character is then applied,

followed, whilst still moist, by an agent suitable to precipi-

tate the metallic constituents of the enamel, sneh as a non-

metallic hydroxide. The whole is then heated, to flux and

set the enamel.— A. G. L.

IX.-BUILDING MATEEIALS, CLAYS,

MORTARS AND CEMENTS.

Ultramarine; Constitution of . P. Kohland.
XIII. A., page 651.

English Patents.

Tiles or other Glazed Articles ; Method of Manufactur-
ing from Slate or Slut,- Itefuse. K. X. Frvdcnlund,

Christianshavn. Eng. Pat. 5985, March 11, 1904.

The finely-powdered slate, to which 5—8 per cent, of

powdered chalk may be added, is moistened with a liquid

1 by heating 3 parts (by volume) of powdered
sodium hydroxide with 16 parts of colophony and 30 parts

of water, until a uniformly thin mixture is obtained, and
then adding to this mixture a solution of 30 parts of

sodium silicate and 10 parts of water to which 1 part of

kaolin is preferably added. The plastic mass obtained is

pressed into plates or tiles, using a pressure of 15 to 40

1 til - per sq. cm., which are then kept for some days at the

ordinary temperature, after which they are dried for threo

days at*60 to 100' C, glazed, and burnt at 800 to |i

—A.G.I,.

Stone, Blocks, or Bricks; Manufacture of Artificial .

V. Steger, Bonhani. Eng. Pat. 6007, March 11, 1904.

See U.S. Pat. 756,295 of 1904 : this J., 1904, 490.—T. F. 11.

United States Patents.

Plasttr of Paris ; Manufacture of . W. Brothers,

Prestwich. U.S. Pat. 757,649, April 19, 1904.

See Fr. Pat. 333,858 of 1903 ; this J., 1904, 20.—T. F. B.

Hefractorii Material [Ccmenf] ; Basic . A. T. Mac-
farlane.'liochester. U.S. Pat. 757.S21, April 19, 1904.

See Eng. Pat. 4298 of 1902 ; this J., 1903, 366 T. F. 1!.

Cementing Material, and Process of Making same, T. W.
Cappon, Ossining. U.S. Pat. 757,883, April 19, 1904.

Calcined mugnesian limestone, or a mixture of magnesia

and lime, is partially hydrated, and a certain proportion of

hydrochloric acid or of a suitable chloride is added, to

form a cemtnting material. Dry mortars are preparedly
mixing partly hydrated magnesia and lime with a laige

proportion of sand or the like, and adding a suitable

chloride. Or the solution cf such a chloride is sprinkled

upon an agitated mixture of partially hydrated calcium-

magnesium oxides.—E. S.

French Patents.

Stones, Artificial, suitable for Pavements, Buildings Abort

and Below Ground, and for Hydraulic Purposes ; I'r

cvs of Making . J. J. Niesscn. I'r. Pat. 3

Nov. 4, 1903.

See Eng. Pat. 25,393 of 1903 ; this J., 1904, 254.—T. F. B

Stone; Process of Making Artificial . C. Ki

Fr. Pat. 337,843, Dec. 19, 1903.

See Eng. Pat. 26,478 of 1903 ; this J., 1904, 188.—T. F. B

Paring or Asphalt Compositions, Waterproof Compound
and' Paints, ,\c. W.P.Thompson. Fr. ' Pat. 338,106

Dec. 8, 1908.

See Eng. Pat. 24,807 of 1902; this J., 1904, 64.—T. F. B

Waterproofing Bricks, Stone, and Similar Porou. S

stances. N. Farnham. Fr. Pat. 337,846, Dec. 19, 1903.

See U.S. Pat. 748,595 of 1904; this J., 1904, 116.—T. 1 1

X.-METALLURGY.
Gold and Silver ; Extracting at Wallstri

Colorado. F. C. l'erkins. Electrochem. lud., 1904, '.

24—26.

The method used is that of electro-chlorination as i

by Greenawalt, The crushed ore is roasted, and dre
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from the roasting furnace into a furnace pit. where the

-.ilver and the base metals are converted into chlorides by

means of common salt. The ore is then conveyed to

leaehinj; vats, where the gold is dissolved by a solution

containing free chlorine and bromine, and oxygen com-

pounds of these elements, obtained by electrolysing in

•" regenerating ceils " a 15 per cent, solution of common
salt containing

\
per cent, of bromine in the form of a

bromide. A current-density of 20 amperes per sq. ft.

and an E.M.F. of 4} volts per cell are employed, with

graphitised carbon anodes, lead cathodes, and diaphragms

-of asbestos. Any free chlorine or bromine escaping at the

anodes is led into the furnace-pit to aid the chloriuation.

From the leaching vats the solution passes, in zigzag

fashion, through precipitating cells fitted with lead anodes

.and cathodes, arranged li in. apart. By a current-density

of ^ ampere per sq. ft., "the gold and silver are deposited

together as a black slime upon the cathodes.—A. S.

Gold ; Melting Point of . A. .Tacquerod and F. L.

Ferrot.. Comptes rend., 1904, 138, 1032—1034.

A golo wire completing a telephone circuit was heated in

a platinum resistance furnace in immediate proximity to

the vitreous silica bulb of a constant volume thermome'er,

and the pressure of the enclosed gas read at the instant

of interruption of the circuit. The result obtained, with

nitrogen, at a pressure of 200 mm. at the ordinary

temperature, as the thermouictric gas, was 10G7 C
C.

—J.T. D.

Copper and Arsenic; Alloys of —— . A. H. Hiorns.

Electrochem. and iletall., 1904, 3, 648—655.

Alloys containing from 0-1 to 43 per cent, of arsenic

were prepared by adding the requisite amount of arsenic to

melted copper and keeping at a temperature neir 800° C.

for an hour before finally cooling. No volatilisation of

ilarsenic occurred with t!je poorer alloys ; but alloys con-

•itainiug more than 43 per cent, of arsenic cannot be kept

(

nielted without continuously altering in composition from
(the rapid burning off of the arsenic. The freezing points

land the microscopic appearance (both of the surface and
||)f sections parallel and perpendicular to it) of the allovs

Ipere examined and recorded. The freezing-point curve
ijlihows a steady fall from 1CG0" C. (pure copper) to 085° C.

'arsenic 19"2 per cent.), a rise through a point of inflexion

Mit 750 J
C. ("arsenic 28'3 per cent, i Cu3Ai) to 807° C.

(arsenic 32- 19 per cent. ; CujAs,), a rapid drop to 695 3

C.

ilarsenic 35 per cent.), a rise to a maximum at 740 C.

arsenic 372 per cent.; C'UjAs), and a fall to 702° C.
arsenic 41 per cent.). Alloys, the freezing-points of

'dnch are at or near a maximum on the curve, show on
liicroscopic examination of the etched surface a uniform
lbstance—crystal grains with fine boundaries ; leaving the

(laximum in either direction, the boundaries » iden and are
lied with a striated matter different from the crystal-grains

-no doubt a eutectic; and at a minimum the eutectic

icupies the whole surface.—J. T. D.

Otarf-Aluminium Alloys. H. Peeheux. Comptes rend.,

1904,138, 1042—1044.

hen aluminium is me'.ted and lead is added in proportion
eater than 10 per cent., the metals separate on cooling
to three layers : lead, aluminium, and between them an
oy containing from 90 to 97 per cent, of aluminium.
le alloys with 93, 95, and 98 per cent, have densities of
745. 2-674, 2-600 respectively, and melting-points near
it of aluminium. Their colour is like that of aluminium,
t they are less lustrou-. All are malleable, easily cut,
ter than aluminium, and have a granular fracture.

reraelting, they become somewhat richer in lead,
ough a tendency to liquation. They do not oxidise
moist air nor at their melting-points. They are attacked

I the cold by hydrochloric and by strong sulphuric acid,
' h evolution of hydrogen, and by strong nitrie acid when
1

; strong solution of potassium hydroxide also attacks
1 m. They are without action on distilled water, whether
< 1 or hot.—J. T. D.

Zinc-Aluminium Alloys. H. Peeheux. Comptes rend.,

1904,138, 1103—1104.

Well-defined alloys were obtained from zinc and aluminium
corresponding to the formula; Zu,Al. Zn„Al, ZnAI, ZnAL
ZnAl3 , ZnAI.,, ZnAI,,. ZnAl

lM , and ZnAI,.,. Their fusing
points and densities all lie between those of zinc and
aluminium, and those containing most zinc are the hardest.
They are all dissolved by cold hydrochloric acid and by hut
dilute nitric acid. Cold concentrated nitric acid attacks the
first three, and cold dilute nitric acid the first five. The
alloys Zn 3

Al, ZnAl
6 , ZnAI,,,, and ZnAI,, are only slightly

affected by cold potassium hydroxide solution ; the others
an- strongly attacked, potassium zincate and aluminate
probably being formed.— T. F. B.

Manganese in Presence of Iron [m Iron Ores, $*c.l ;

Volumetric Determination of by Potassium Per-
manganate, Guyart-Volhard-\Yohf Method. L. L. de
Koninck. XXIII., page 562.

English Patent.

Coal, Ores, and other Minerals .- Method of and Apparatus
tor Treating , for Draining them of Water.

F. Baum. Eng. Pat. 2485, Feb. 1, 1904. II., page 539.

United States Patents.

Iron-Sand; Method of Converting into Briquettes
or Lumps. T. House, Assignor to H. Cohn. London.
U.S. Pat. 758,853, May 3, 1904.

Sek Kng.Pat. 21.SS0 of 190.' ; this J., 1903, 1090.—T.F.B.

Copper and Zinc from Ores: Pro-ess of Electrolytically

Extracting . S. Easzczvnski, Kielce. U.S. Pat.

757,817, April 19, 1904.

See Fr. Pat. 326,542 of 1902 ; this J., 1903, 805.—T. F. B.

Metals ; Apparatus for Extracting by Chemical
Process. T. B. Joseph, San Francisco. U.S. Pat.

758,367, April 26, 1904.

The apparatus consists of a tank having a filter bottom, above
and near which is placed a perforated pipe, connected to an
air compressor, the pipe having lateral parallel branches
extending across, such perforations being arranged to

discbarge small streams of air upwardly, with only a slighr

inclination, to drive the superincumbent slimes upwards.
Compare U.S. Pats. 718/133, 728,397, and 732,639 of 1903;
this J., 1903,214, 747, and 914. —E. S.

Ores; Treating . W. F. Hairnet, Assignor to W. J.

Browning, both of Deming. U.S. Pat. 758,532, April 26,
1904.

Solid fuel and ore are supplied through separate vertical

compartments merging together in the body of the furnace.

Oxygen is admitted to the fuel compartment, and the
resulting gases are led into the ore space in the body
portion, to which excess of oxygen is supplied to burn aoy
sulphur or other like impurities. The roasted ore is then
fed into the zone of the fuel combustion, where reduction
is effected, and the fused metal is withdrawn. Apparatus
for the manipulation of the ore and fuel within the furnace is

provided. Compare Eng. Pat. 10,929 and U.S. Pat. 712,374
of 1902; this J., 1902. 1141; and Fr. Pat. 321,08" of 1902

;

this J., 1903, 148.—E. S.

French Patents.

Steel Ingots ; Process for Making Faultless a short
time after Melting, and for Improving their Quality.
It. W." Hunt. Fr. Pat. 337,876, Nov. 3, 1903.

Ske Eng. Pat. 23,821 of 1903 ; this J., 1904, 374 —T. F. B.

Cast-Steel Ingots ; Process of Improving . R. W. Hunt.
Fr. Pat. 338,071, Nov. 3, 1903.

Ske Eng. Pat. 23,821 of 1903 ; this J., 1904, 374.—E. S.

Cast-Steel Ingots ; Process of Producing immediately

before lifting the Moulds, without Defects, and Improoi
in Quality. R. W. Hunt. Fr. Pat. 338,073, Nov. 3, 1903.

See Eng. Pat. 23,821 of Z903j this J., 1904, 374.—E. S.

d 2
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Iron-Nickel-Chromium Allot/. F. anil M. Laur.

Fr. Pat. 337,1167, Dec. 23, 1903.

A selection is made of chrome iron ore and of niekeliferous

ores, such as "garnicrite " (a magnesium-nickel silicate), a

mixture of which is heated with the minimum of carbon

necessary for reduction, in an electric or other furnace.

The product may contain ordinarily from id to :>•> parts

each of iron, chromium, and nickel, 3 lo 12 parts of silicon,

and 3 to S parts of carbon. Such alloys arc s'uted to be

especially applicable in tbe preparation and refining of

steel.— K. S.

Crucible Furnace. The Morgan Crucible Co., Ltd.,

England. Fr. Pat 337,802, Dec. 16, L903.

The crucible is fixed in a double-eased iron furnace, lined

with refractory material. The furnace stands on a hollow

base, through which the air is led to the tuyeres. A
removable cover is arranged above the furnace, with a

jacketted flue for tbe waste gases. The air supply is led

between the flue and the jacket to the base, in this way
taking up some of the waste heat. The furnace with the

crucible can bo elevated, turned and lilted by suitable

means, enabling the contents to be poured without

removing the crucible.— VV. H. C.

Minerals ; Separation and Classification of the Metallic

Constituents of . TheCattermole Ore Concentration

Syndicate, Ltd. Fr. Pat. 338,021, Dee. 26, 1903.

See Eng. Pat. 18,589 of 1903 j this J., 190», 256.—T. F. B.

XL-ELECTRO-CHEMISTRY AND
ELECTRO-METALLURGY.

(A.)—ELECTRO-CHEMISTRY.

Sulphites; "Electrolytic Oxidation oj , and Electro-

chemical Formation of IJithionate. A. F'riessner. Z.

Elektrochem.. 1904, 10, 265—289.

By the electrolysis of neutral or alkaline solutions of alkali

sulphite, under suitable conditions, dithionate as well as

sulphate is formed at the anode. The formation of dithio-

nate takes place according to the equation

—

2SO
:)

" + 2011' + 2H- + 2 ( + ) = SjOs" + 2H
2
0.

Dithicnate is uot produced by the electrolysis of acid, i.e.,

bisulphite solution-, under any conditions, but on electro-

Ivsing without a diaphragm, besides sulphate at the anode

and bydrosulphite at tbe cathode, thiosulphate is also

produced, probably at the cathode. The formation of

dithionate occurs both at polishcdand at platinised platinum

anodes, but not at tbe latter at the ordinary temperature

if there have been previously subjected to catbodic or

chemical dcpolarisation. A high anode potential favours

formation of dithionate, and this i- best attained by using

a platinised platinum anode which has been previously

subjected to anodic polarisation in caustic soda solution.

The formation of dithionate is retarded by a high current

density, but favoured by rise of temperature.—A. S.

Platinum; Electrolytic Solution of . Neic Process

for Preparing Plaiinocyanides. A. Brochetand J. Petit.

Comptes rend., 1904, 138, 1095—1097.

Platinum is very rapidly dissolved in cyanide solutions

when subjected to tbe action of an alternating current,

plaiinocyanides being produced; starting with barium

cyanide, barium platinocyanide is easily obtained from the

resulting solution by evaporation. Platinum i- dissolved

to a smaller extent in hydrochloric acid under tbe same
conditions. In these respects it closelv resembles iron and
cobalt.—T. F. li.

I'.nt tin- Works for Large Central Electric Power
Stations. A. I'n.nk. II., page 538.

Mercury Vapour Electric Lamp; New . II. Pawock.
IT., pnge 539.

Electrolysis ofAlkali Chlorides ;
" Bell Process "for .

i i. Steincr. VII., pige 545.

English Patents.

Glass; [<".ve of Electric Current in'] Working of .

II. .1. Hays." Eng. Pat. 4501, Feb. 23,1904. VIII..

page 546.

Unitkd States Patents.

Calcium ( 'arbide ; Process of Producing . W. S.

llorrv, As-ignor to Union Carbide Co., Niagara Falls.

U.S. Pat. 757,617, April !9, 1904.

A resistance furnace is employed ; the electric current

being led to several electrodes in contact with different

parts of a charge of carbide-forming materials. The current

density is concentrated along the path of the current in

the charge, as, for instance, by causing it to converge from
the several electrodes towards one common electrode at the

base of the furnace. In this way a sufficiently high tem-
perature is obtained to produce carbide or to bring it into a

molten condition suitable for tapping.— R. S. II.

Electric Heating ; Process of . \V. S. Horry, As-ignor
to Union Carbide Co., Niagara Falls. U.S. Pat. 757,618,

April 19, 1904.

Ant conducting material is heated by causing different

phases of a polyphase current to simultaneously How along

paths which cross each other through the material. The
path of the phase of maximum E.M.F. is progressively

shifted, each phase being caused to traverse a resistance

corresponding to its E.M.F. There are 29 claims : the

process of heating, in its several modifications, being

applied to the reduction of compounds and to the formation

of carbide.—R, S. II.

Electric Heating ; Processof . \V. S. Horrv, Assigns
to Union Carbide Co.Niagara Falls. U.S. Pat. 757", 619,

April 19, 1904.

The heating is effected by the passage of polyphase currents

through conducting uiateriil, but the different ph
caused to converge to a common point within the materia).

Applications to the reduction of compounds and to the

production and tapping of carbide are mentioned.— It. S II

Electric Heating ; Method of . \V. S. Horry, Assignor

to Uuion Carbide Co., Niagara Falls. U.S. Pat. 757,620,

April 19, 1904.

By passing superposed electric currents through a pool

of conducting material of varying cross-section, and thas

maintaining a region of maximum current density, a

zone is obtained suitable for effecting chemical or otbet

changes in material fed into the pool. For tbe produotjoi

of calcium carbide, the carbide-forming mixture is fed inti

the hottest zone of a pool of carbide, heated as abon

described, tbe product being withdrawn directly from thi

zone.—li. S. II.

Electric Furnace. W. S. Horry and K. F. Price, A

to Union Carbide Co., Niagara Falls. U.S. Pat. «

April 19, 1904.

A itESIsrvxc k furnace is constructed with a hearth t

support a charge of molten conducting material. Th

several electrodes which conduct the current to the niateri.

are so arranged as to produce a zone of maximum ctirrei

density-. This object can also be attained by construe

ing the hearth so that it converges towards tin

where the highest temperature is desired. The product

withdrawn by gravity from this zone.—R. S. II.

Electric Heating [Calcium Carbide]. E. F. l'ric

nor to Union Carbide Co., Niajara Falls. LT.8
"

757,633, April 19, 1904.

A resistance furnace i9 constructed with a condu.

ing core of broken or granular material. Th

stances which are to be heated are placed in proxu

this conductor. Superposed electric currents are li

core in such a manner as to increase the current
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aloDg the path of the current, so that finally a point is

reached at which the substances react, are fused or become

heated to the required temperature. Special mention is

Made of the production of calcium carbide and the tapping

f it, in a molten condition, from the furnace.—E. S. H.

Electric Resistance Furnace. E. F. Price, Assignor to

Union Carbide Co., Niagara Falls. U.S. Pat. 757,634,

April 19, 190 J.

Ilectric currents are led to a fixed " resistance conductor "

l such a manner that the current density increases along it.

ii this way the conductor is heated unuuilormlv and the

laterial in contact with the conductor is brought to the

mperature required for its treatment.— II. S. II.

'initiating Liquids [Electrolytes] ; Apparatus for
in Tanka. G. E. Duntou, New York. U.S. l'at. 758,430,
April 26, 1901.

iquid is pumped by a centrifugal pump into a casing
laced over a tank, from which the liquid is distributed to

Irious pipes running lengthwise over the tank. The pipes

!e fitted with nozzlts, which are so arranged as to dis-

[arge the liquid lengthwise and towards the centre of the

ink, each nozzle aiding the preceding one, so that a

mtinuous circulation of the liquid iu the tank is produced.

— L. F. G.

rcidating Liquids [Electrolytes'] ; Apparatus for
:n Tanks. G. E. Dunton, New York. U.S. L»at. 758,513,
kpril 26, 1904.

j'ES are provided along opposite sides of a tank, and
«|end along its upper portion, the pipes being fitted
' h nozzles disposed alternately, which discharge liquid

Vards the centre of the tank. Pumps connected to
- tion pipes supply liquid to the pipes. The tank may
! in electrolytic bath. (See also preceding abstract.)

—L. F. G.

Fuench Patents.

ctrolytic Apparatus ; Device [Surface Tension Grid]
>r . A. Wright. Fr. Pat. 337,281, Dec. 4, 1903.
nder Intermit. Couv., Dec. 5, 1902.

Eng. Pat. 26,868 of 1902 ; this J., 1903, 703.—T. F. Ii.

jnesium and Zinc Peroxides ; Electrolytic Process for
e Ilanufacture of . F. Hinz. Fr. Pat. 337,2S5,
ee. 4, 1903.

Tj anode compartment of an electrolytic cell is supplied
B an aqueous (about 20 per cent.) solution of magnesium
Oiinc chloride, whilst the cathode compartment contains
n. nesmm or zinc chloride solution to which hydrogen
P 1 xide has been added ; the anode is of platinum or
«< on, and the cathode platinum. An E.M.F. of 6 or
'Its is used in preparing magnesium peroxide, and 2 5
*o

!
volts for zinc peroxide. Any free acid lormed iu

the cathode compartment is neutralised by the addition of

magnesium or zinc oxide or hydroxide.—T. If. B.

Magnesium Carbides ; Direct Manufacture of from
Carbon and Oxides or Carbonates of Magnesium.
H. Auzies and A. Segoffiri. Fr. Pat. 337,878, Nov. 11,

1903. II., page 54u.

.Ire Lamps with Osmium Electrodes. Comp. Generale
d'Eiectricite. Fr. Pat. 337,927, Dec. 22, 1903. II, page 540,

(B.)—ELECTRO-METALLURGY.

Metals i
Electrolytic Stripping of . C. F. Burgess.

Electrocheui. Ind., 1904, 2, 8—11.

The process of removing the superfluous spelter from
brazed bicycle frames (see this J., 1903, 1356) is described

in detail. The goods are hung trom anode bars in long

wooden tanks between alternate sheet-iron cathodes, the

itrolyte being a 5 per cent, solution of sodium nitrate.

Iu a freshly made solution the steel anodes faii to become
passive for some minutes, unless a little nitrite has been
previously added. In time, again, the liquid becomes
atumoniacal, the passive condition is lost, and active corro-

sion of the steel sets in ; this is obviated by adding nitric

acid day by day so as to preserve a slight acid reaction.

I lie stripped brass settles to the bottom of the tank as a

sludge of hydrated copper and zine oxides. A current-

density of 5—15 ampens per square foot may be used, for

which 3— 5 volts are required. After stripping, the goods
are brushed wet, dipped in hot water, and allowed to dry.

Many other metals can thus be stiipped, aud the recovery

of tin from tinned iron is merely a question of securing

good contact. Nickel cannot be dissolved away, but after

continued electrolysis the plating is loosened and may be
removed mechanically.—W. A. C.

Aluminium; Protection of against Corrosion.

W. R. Mott. Electrocheui. Ind., 1904, 2, 129—130.

In a solution of acid sodium phosphate a film is deposited on
aluminium anodes which is thicker than, and chemically

different from, the film due to tarnishing. Plates thus

coated are acted on by hydrochloric acid a hundred times
more slowly than brignt surfaces, though the rate of action

becomes identical alter a few hours. Potash solutions

attack both equally. Experiments made with both direct

aud alternating currents show that the resistuuee of the film

is proportional to the voltage applied iu forming it.

—W. A. C.

Aluminium; Electro-Plating upon . C. F. Burgess
and C. Hambueehcn. Electrochem. Ind., 1901, 2, 85.

The goods are first roughened by immersion iu dilute

hydrofluoric acid, then cleaned with a mixture of concen-
trated sulphuric aud uitric acids, aud covered with a firmly

adherent coating of zinc by electrolysis in a bath of zinc

aud aluminium sulphates containing 1 per cent, of free

hydrofluoric acid A current-density of 10—20 amperes
per sip ft. for 15 mins., is prescribed. The goods can then

be silver- or copper-plated in the cyanide batb. Gold cannot
satisfactorily be deposited directly on the zinc, but must be

applied as a third coating upon copper.—W. A. <_'.

English Patents.

Eleclro - deposition of Metals ; Apparatus for .

[Agitators.] J. H. and A. Collis, London, and W. Head,
St. Albans. Eng. Pat. 15,317, July 10, 1903.

A device for the agitation and circulation of the electrolyte

in depositing tanks. The apparatus consists of a scries of

perforated tubes at the bottom of the tank connected with a

supply of electrolyte under pressure. The solution is driven

through the perforations and causes agitation of the liquid

eouteuts of tne vat. It is drawn off at the top by means of

a pump.—R. S. H.

Electric Furnaces. C. P. E. Schneider, Le Creusot.

Eng. Pat. 28,805, Dec. 31, 1903.

A system of tubes projects from the melting chamber or

crucible of an electric or other furnace, " serving as secondary
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winding for an alternating current transformer." The
lubes open into the melting chamber at two point* situated

at different levels and at au inclination, in order to establish

a continuous circulation between the crucible aud the tubes,

which latter are of relatively small section, so as to impart

greater resistance to the circuit. The tabes may be

3 -shaped, both ends entering the side of the crucible;

or separate crucibles, or different chambers m the same
furnace, may be connected by pairs of tubes carrying the

lield magnets. This system of electric heating may be

used singly : or as supplementary to the employment of

electrodes; or as accessory to the use of fuel in a Siemens'

or other regenerative furnace. Kclereuce is made to F.ng.

Pat. 7338 of 1901.—E. S.

Electric Melting Furnaces. Soc. Anon. ('Industrie Verriere

et ses derives Brussels. Kng. Pat. 5921, March 10, PJ04.

Under Intcrnat. Conv., March 21, 1903.

In a resistance furnace containing a conducting charge,

the current conductors or sets of electrode* are arranged

at different heights in the wall of the furnace. In this

way layers of charge of different thickness can be included

in the cireuit as desiied. The heating action of the current

is regulated, movable electrodes are dispensed with, and
entrance of air to the furnace is avoided by the above
arrangement.—R. S. H.

United States Patent.

Tin; Process of Obtaining > by Electrolysis. E.

Quintaine, Argenteuil. U.S. Pat. 699,012, April 29,

1902. Keissue, No. 12,214, April 26, 1904.

The acid solution of tin nitrate used as electrolyte in the

original patent (this J., 1902, 779) is neutralised with

ammonium sulphate instead of with ammonium chloride.

—T. F. B.

French Patents.

Monoxide of Nickel ; Preparation of a , suitable for
Reduction in an Electric Furnace. Soc. Siemens und
llalske A.-G. Fr. Pat. 337,712, Dec 12, 1903. VII.,

page 546.

(Ins and Metallic Matters in General; [Electrical]

Treatment of . M. Perreur-Lloyd. Fr. Pat. 337,763,

Pec. 16, 1903.

Ores and metallic matters are digested with suitable

solvents of their metals, and the solutions are subjected

to electrical action to obtain the crude or spongy metal,

which is refined by electrical solutiou and re-deposition.

—E. S.

XII.-FATTY OILS, FATS, WAXES,
AND SOAP.

Fats; Enzymic Decomposition of . K. Hover. Her.,

1904,37, 1436—1447. (See also this J., 1902, 1541, and
1903, 428-)

Attempts to Isolate the Enzyme.—Xo solution of the

. i, /vine could be obtained either by extraction with solvents

or by Buchner's method of isolating zymase, the filtrates

being inactive or, at most, ouly .-lightly active. It was
touud that in seeds in process of germination the enzymii

activity in that portion of the seed adjoining the germ was
weaker than in that further removed from the germ. In

strongly geriuiuat i d seeds there was but little en/y mie activity

either in the Beed or in the germ, the amount ol hydrolysis

effected in 72 hours being only 3 and 1 percent, respectively.

The turbid oil from expressed eastor-seeds contained the

active agent, and, on dilution with ether or carbon bisulphide,

yielded a fine deposit with high enzymic activity. In

experiments to determine whether larger quantities of the

enzyme could be separated by repeated treatment of the

crushed seed with oil. 2Co gruiB. of cotton-seed oil and

100 grins, of crushed decorticated castor-seeds (= 50 per

cent, of oil) were rubbed for 30 minutes with 100 grms. of

sand, and pressed through linen. The turbid oil expressed
effected 8 1 per cent, of hydrolysis in three hours. Onl
tiltration this turbid oil yielded a clear filtrate with no
enzymic activity, whilst 0" I "tin. of the white residue on the
filter effected the decomposition of in gnus, of castor-seed,

oil to the amount of 70 per cent, in 16 hours and super
cent, in two days. The trituration and straining through
linen was repeated until eventually hardly any solid

particles passed through the cloth, and the final residue had
then only slight enzymic activity. Instead of oil, acidified

water could be nsed for this treatment with very similar

results, a milky emulsion being obtained, which effected the

decomposition of 86 to 87 per cent, of oil in two to five days.

Quantitative reparation of' the enzyme by such method]
was not effected, but only a certain degree of enriching.

Since active particle- are simultaneously removed, t la-

value of such enriching from u technical point of view i-

problematical.

Influence of Time of Trituration.—JO grins, of casta
seed- were triturated with 50 grms. of cotton-seed oil or'

30 grms. of 0'6 per cent, acetic acid, sample- teste!

under parallel conditions, aud the amount of decomposition

effected in 24 hours determined, with the following

results:—

Sminutes triturating.

80 „

s. eds triturated
with Oil.

Per Cent.
78
HI
82

Seeds triturated
with acidified

Water.

Per I'.-ist.

78
85
84

For technical purposes the author recommends a short

vigorous trituration of the decorticated seeds by

of, e.y., a paint-grinding mill. The addition of sand to rhe

mass offers no advantage.

Addition of Acid.— There was found to be a definite

relationship between ihe amouut of seeds and the absolute

amount ot acid required, whilst, there was a marked
difference between the behaviour of different acids. Thus,

in the case of formic acid the optimum eoncentratio
0'04 per cent., whereas acetic acid required a concentration

of 0' 06 per cent, under the same conditions as to amount

of liquid, &c. But whilst with acetic acid at a concentration

of0 -
l per cent., the emulsion obtained, possessed a relatively

high degree of activity, formic acid in a concentration ol

0'08 per cent, caused marked diminution in the activity

of the enzyme. Sulphuric acid and oxalic acid were verj

similar in their action. With each the maximum d

position was soon reached (O-0S to 0- 1 per cent.), and the

further addition of only small quantities of the acids was

similarly injurious. Of the two, sulphuric acid gaff

better results than oxalic acid. To obtain the maximum
resulis with butyric acid a much higher amount of acid was

required, but the addition of still more acid had not any

pronounced injurious effect. Thus a decomposition ol

87 per cent, was effected in the presence of 0-3 to 0'5 pet

cent, of butyric acid, whilst on increasing the amount el

aeid to 1 per cent, the decomposition of the oil was 85 pel

cent. The absolute amount of acid present, and nut its

concentration, was proved to be the essential factor. ThtU

in the ca-e of oxalic acid iu 30 c.c. of water, a concentration

of 0'1 per cent, effected, iu presence of the enzyme, thi

same amount of hydrolysis as a concentration of 005 pet

cent, in 60 c.c. of water. Decomposition can also t>>

effected iu the presence of fatty acids, e.y., old lins<

but a relatively larger amouut of acid must 1"

Carbonic acid i- practically useless for the purpose.V L,..\.M.

Saponification; Theory of . F. Uoldscliinidt.

Z. Elektrochem., 1904, 10, 221—2^2.

In commonly accepted theories of saponification in <>'

presence of alcohol, the ionisation of the glyceride nw

be represented by I II . I II .

(

' 11.
,
3(0*7. ***
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represents the fatty acid radicle, whilst it is also assumed

that the ulcnhol is dissociated into (C' 2
H ,) and (OH).

Henriques (this J., 189$, 673) has confirmed the older

observations of Duffy (J. Chem. Soc., 1S52, 2U3) anil

Bouis (Comptes rend., 45, 35), showing that ethyl esters

of fatty acids are formed ; and it is thus surprising,

assuming the correctness of the ordinary ionisation theory,

that a weak base like alcohol should combine with the

fatty acid radicle when a strong base like potassium is

present. The author explains the formation of soap from
ihc ethyl esters by the assumption that the active groups

in the reaction are the acyl group (/SCO)' and the group

(OC:
H'5), soap ioDS K' and (-RCOO)' and alcohol, being

produced. The tirst step must be an ordinary reaction of

the ions, in which the base (ftCO'.UH') is liberated by the

alkali. Since the ester is undoubtedly only dissociated to

a slight, extent, undissociated acyl base can only be formed
in small proportion, owing to there being no great con-

centration of acyl cations. The author assumes that there is

an intramolecular transformation within this acyl base,

which renders possible the formation of fatty acid anions

from the acyl cations. For if the acyl group be assumed to

have a normal constitution its cationie function appears

inexplicable. Hut if we ascribe to the acyl group a totally

different constitution to that of the anion, its basic function

can be explained on the assumption that the oxygen atom
has become tetravalent. The acyl base could then be

assumed to have the following constitution:—
R - C ( ) - OH -» (R - C = 0)" + OH'

whilst the constitution of the fatty acid might be repre-

sented by

—

ii-CX _(u_c^ )
+H-

X)H ^ V>'
The transformation of the basic into the acid modification

alkaline medium could he explained by the principle of

instable equilibrium. In the author's opinion the assuiup-
ion of a cationie group. {R — ())', can also be made
he basis of a systematic, explanation of the formation of

erivatives of carboxylic acids from components of different

lolarity. (See also Lewkowitsch, this J., 1898, 1107;
399, 1031 ; 1900, 254 ; 1903, 596.) —C. A. M.

Leaf Lard ; High Iodine Absorption of . W. D.
Richardson. XVIII. A., page 556.

English Patents.

'ats and I Taxes ; Process of separating liquid Con- !

stituents from . H. Breda, Cbarlottenburg. Eng. '•

Pat. S58S, April 15, 1903.

ee Fr. Pat. 327,064 of 1902 ; this J., 1903, 874.—T. F. B.

'ax-like Composition ; Manufacture of a . J.Lewy,
Biebrich. Eng. Pat. 13,747, June 19, 1903.

:e U.S. Pat. 735,538 of 1903 ; this J., 1903, 1006.—T. F. B.

utter Substitute. H. T. Mapleton. EDg. Pat. 12.159,

May 28, 1903. XVII I. A., page 556.

Erratum.

This J., 1904, 49-1, col. 2, five lines from bottom, for
iibout a„ = — 4" read " a„ = about — 4°"; aud lour
es from bottom, for " v„ " read " «„."

XIII.-PIGMENTS, PAINTS; RESINS,
VARNISHES; INDIA-RUBBER, Etc.

04.)—PIGMENTS, PAINTS.
Ultramarine; Constitution of . P. Rohland.

Z. angew. Chem., 1904. 17, 609— (',16.

e sodium in ultramarine can be replaced in equivalent
I' portions by silver, potassium, and lithium, aud as the
1 ilt of these experiments the sulpho-silicate formula

SNajAljSijOgNajSa has been proposed for ultramarine.

From its isomorphismwith the minerals, Hauyn, Sodalite, and
Nosean, however, the formula Na4[Al(NaS 3)]Al ,Si0

4 ), has
been deduced. Ultramarine in certain ways also resembles
the natutal trasses and puzzuolanas; it possesses hydraulic
properties, which are increased by the addition of lime. It

increases the binding power of Portland cement, even when
as much as 40 per cent, of ultramarine is added. It seems
possible that the high percentage of soda in ultramarine
may be due to a part of the soda existing in a condition

which resembles that of the free lime in Portland cement.
The author concludes that probably the constituent to

which ultramarine owes its colour exists only in compara-
tively small quantity in the substance, and is evenly
disseminated tftroughout the mass in the state of a solid

solution.—A. G. L.

Venetian Tied ; Xcic Process of Preparing .

J. G. Mcintosh, t'hem. News, 1904, 89, 197.

The process consists in furnacing an intimate mixture of
molecular proportions of waste peroxide of lead and
dehydrated ferrous sulphate. The reaction takes place
according to the equation : 2FeS04 + 2l'b(>., = 21'bSO., +
Fe2(

)

:!
+ O, and it is claimed that when the proportions of

the components of the mixture are correctly adjusted, no
fume is produced. If an excess of lead peroxide be used,
an equivalent amount of red lead is produced, with escape
of oxygen. Manganese peroxide may be substituted for

the lead peroxide, and the resulting manganese sulphate
removed from the product by washing.—A. S.

English Patent.

White Lead ; Manufacture of . II. II. Lake, London.
From Syndicat pour l'Exploitatiou des Inventions du
Prof. Oettli. Berne. Eng. Pat. 12,713, June 5, 1903.

See Fr. Pat. 32S,490 of 1903 ; this J., 1903, 1006.—T. F. B.

French Patents.

/(oh Putty; Preparation of to Replace Putties of
White or Rid Lead. O. E. Picquet anil A. JJubosc.

Fr. Pat. 337,833, March 2, 1903.

A solution of a soap (an alkali oleate for instance) is

precipitated by a fernc salt, such as ferric sulphate, and the
washed precipitate is thickened with an oxide or other
suitable substance.—E. S.

Azo Dyestuffs, and lathes produced therefrom ; Preparation

of New . Soc. auon. F. Bayer & Co. Fr. Pat.

337,942, Dec. 22, 1903. IV., page 543.

(B.)—RESINS, VARNISHES.

Resin of Hopea Odorata (" Rock Dammar") from Burma.
Bull. Imp. lust. (Suppl. to Board of Trade J.), 1904, 2,
23—24,

The specimen consisted of large, irregular tears of a yellow
colour. It melted at 115

c
C. and yielded 0-55 per cent, of

ash. Saponification value, 37' 1 ; acid value, 31 '5. Itwas
completely soluble in turiemine and partially soluble in

alcohol. The resin was valued at 2/. 5s. per cwt. It may
he regarded as a second-quality dammar, and could be used

for the preparation of " paper " or " crystal " varnishes.

—A. S.

Gummier Resin from Dominica. Bull. Imp. Inst.

(Suppl. to Board of Trade J.), 1904, 2, 2 1—26.

The resin exudes from natural fissures or from cuts in

the bark of the gommier tree, in the form of an opaque,
viscous liquid, which solidifies eventually into hard, brittle

white masses. It is commonly known as " dry " or West
Indian elemi, and has been sold in Europe as a substitute

for the elemi resin from the tree, Canarium commune. The
specimen examined consisted principally of large flattened

lumps of hard white resin, together with a small amouut
of lumps of soft, slightly yellow resin. The bard lumps
consisted almost entirely of minute needles, but the soft
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resin (fas crystalline only on the surface. The following
are the results of tin- claim al i lamination:

—

Hard Resin.

Saponification value 21-7
Acid v:iluo J4-J
Ash 0"<1S

1

Melting-point ]5S-i<;i c.

Soft Resin.

ive
:.7-:s

(TSO per eenl

.

rlC0°C.

The hard re-'mis complete!; soluble in alcohol and partially
so in turpentine, whilst the soft resin is entirely soluble in

turpentine oil and only partially so in alcohol. The resin
was valued at 17.v. to ISs. per cwt.,hut it is probable that
if it were exported in a frtsh and .lean condition, it would
realise prices more nearly equal to those obtained for true
elenii (50s-. to 5.'>.s. per cut.;.— A. S.

English Patent.

Gums and Resins .- Treatment of , and the Preparation
of Varnishes. II. Terrisse, Vernier. Eng. l'at. 14,554,
June 30, 1903.

(ii us and resins, such as copals, are dissolved in phenols
or naphthalene, without melting the resin, by heating under
pressure to 2">u — 290° C, linseed oil or other drying oil is

added to the solution, and the phenol or naphthalene

distilled off. For example, 1 kilo, of Zanzibar resin is

heated with 3 kilos, of naphthalene, undi 1 a pressure of
4\ atinos., at 290° C, for two hours, 250 gnus, of linseed
oil are added, and the mixture again heated under pressure
at 290" C. for 45 minutes, when it is filtered if nee. ssarj .

750 grins, of linseed oil, heated to 220° C, are next added,
and the mixture is distilled, exhaustion to a partial vacuum
being resorted to as the temperature approaches 2803 C, at
which point distillation will be finished. The varnish is

completed by diluting the product with 2.', kilos, of thickened
linseed oil and adding the requisite amounts of spirit of
turpentine and siccative.—T. 1 B.

(C.)—INDIA-RUBBEE.

Gutla-Perchasfrom the Stt aits SettU mails. Bull. Imp. Inst.

(Suppl. to Board -of Trade J ), 1904, 2 10— 21.

Six specimens were examined, with the results shown in

the accompanying table. The sample of Gntta Taban
Merah, No. 6, represents the highest class of gutta-

; ercha. It was far superior to any of the other specimens. 1

Xos. I and 5 are not true gutta-perches, and could not be
.used for insulating purposes ; Xo. 5 resembles Pontianac.
The samples were valued commercially as follows :

—
Xo. 1, 2s. per lb.; Xo. 2, Is. fa/.: Xo. "3, 2s. id. ; and
Xo. 6, 6s. per lb. Xo. 5 would be of about the same
value as Pontianac. (See also this J., 1898, 170.)

English Patent.

Rubber; Substance Similar to , <jn<i Process of
Manufacturing same. C. E. Pensa, Paris. Eng. l'at.

14.001, June 23, 1908.

See Fr. Pat. 334,833 of 1903 ; this J., 1904, 122.—T. F. B.

ERExen Patent.

Caoutchouc Substitute [" Jxophene "] ; Process of Manu-
facturing n . E. H.Fayolle. Third Addition, dated
Dec. 1, 1908, to Fr. Pat. 3:ii,5M of Sept. 26, 191 3. (See
this J., 1904, 195 and 448.)

Tin name [xophene is adopted for the material obtained
by the interaction of glycerin (1 part), strong sulphuric

2—3-3 parts), to per cent, formaldehyde (l part),

watet t0-7— 1 pail), phenol (2—3 parts), or these consti-

tuents in various proportions. When the amount of phenol
is limited to 1 part, the product is readily obtained (ufter

IS days' contact) by vigorous stirring with 10—20 per-

cent, by weight of concentrated sulphuric acid; if more
phenol is used it may be necessary to beat on the Rutei-
bath, and incorporate it'— 20 percent of flowers of sulphur,
or further to add casein, starch, or ether carbohydrate.
When only 0*7 part of phenol is employed, tire product
is a wax-like solid, soluble in alcohol (4 parts;, and suitable
for varnish-making.—R. 1.. .1.

—A. S.

XIV.-TANNING; LEATHER, GLUE, SIZE,

Water-softening [in Tanneries']; Use of Barium Hydr-
oxide for -. J. Hulsen. Collegium, 1904, 120.

'I'm. usual lime and soda mixture, when employed for

softening purposes, leaves sulphates of sodium and calcium

in solution, which are objectionable in the case of tannery

waters. (See Xihoul and van do I'utte, this .1., 1904.

122.) liarhim hydroxide removes soluble sulphates as

well as other compounds, and gives a verv soft water.
— K. L.J.

Liquors of Equal Tanning Strength from Various Tan-
ning Materials and Extracts : ( 'omposition of .

.1. i'aessler. Collegium, 1904, 116—120 and 121—128.

Tins is an investigation of the meaning of the frequently

employed barkometer—(i.e., density)—readings of tan-

Liquors, which require some comparative standard such a* I

given in the following table, which shows the ratios am
coirespondini for most of the usual liquoi

ranged in order of tannin strength of liquors oi

density ). for similar densities those liquors containing thi

least Don-tannins have the largest amount of total solubl'

.matter and of tannin ; and high density is not necessaril;

associated with high tannin .strength (</. myrobalan extrac

ami quebracho wood). The barkometer gives a false appeal
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ance of strength with liquors rich in non-tannins. This bears

on the composition of extracts where, by overheating, .^c.

the non-tannins are developed at the expense of the tannins.

Thus three liquors were found to give the following

readings : 20 - 9
3

,
50- 1", and 97- 1° lik., and contained -

1,

1-3, and 4- 1 per cent, of tannin respectively.

Table showing Relation beliceen Density and Composition of certain Tanning Liquors.

Liuucrs of same Density, viz..

- 14° Bk.
2

:

B. = 1-014 sp.gr. Liquors of same Tanning Strength (viz., 2 per cent.)

Materials used for

Liquors.

Tannins.
Non-

Tunni::s.

Total

Soluble.

Non-Tan-
nins i

Tannins.

Ratio of
Tannins
tn Total
Soluble.

Tannins.
Non-

Tannins.

Total

Soluble

Densities.

Beaum£
Decrees.

Sp. Gr.
Bark-
ometer
Decrees.

Myrobnlan extract
Sumach

Per Cent.
L-8
1-.'

21

2*3

'i '

."<

2 *
."

2* ~>

1'C,

i'Q
3-1

31
3-4

3-S

Per Cent.
1-2
1-4
1-7
1-1

12
1-4

I'll

0'9
0-8
1-2

0-8
1-0

06
0-6

07
0-5

0-3
0-3

r
i

i

;
ii

3-3

S'S
S-3
31
3-7
3-3

34
3-3
3-7

33
3-6

3T>
3-7

3-9
3-9

4-1
4-2

Per Cent.
66
1

1

62

50

55
01

44

32
is

32

39
21

20

22

15

8
8

so

58
55

67

7»

68
:<;

83

3

S2

87

!«
93

Per Cent.
2-0
2-0
2-0
2-0

2

2

2
g.Q
2-3
g-0

2
.

2-0

20

2'0
.

2'U

2-0

20

Per Cent.
1-3

.

1-5
1-6
I'll

1-1
1-2

0-9
0-7

o-o
fii
in;
0-8
0-4
0'4

in
0-3

0".
0"2

Per Cent.
S-3
3-5
3-6
3-0
3-1

32
2-9
2-7
2-6
3-0
2-6
2-8

24
2't

2-4
2-3

22
2 2

2-10
l-'.'l

L-80
1-sn
1-7.-,

1-711

I
lill

1-60
1-60
1-55
1-55
1-40
1-30

1-25
1-211

1-05
1 in,

1-0152
1-0145
1-0131
1-0124
1-0124
1-11121

1-0U7
1-0110
1 -<il n>

l-iillii

1-0107
1-0107
1
-im.i;

1-0089

1-0096
1-0082

1-0073
1-0069

153
145
13-1

12 4
12-4

12 1

11-7

Trillo
Chestnut-wood extract.

.

11-0
ll-o
11-11

10-7
10-7
9-6

. Quebracho exl ra< 1

„ soluble
water, Mark "B" (6) .

[Quebracho extract, ordi-

8-9

it-6

8-2

73
6-9

[Chromic Oxide in Chrome Leather ; Determination of
, and Separation of same from Aluminium Oxide

in the presence of Aluminium Salts. W. Appelius.

XXIII., page 562.

United States Patents.

Irlue and Gelati7i from Bones ; Process of Making .

|H. Hilbert, Heufeld. U.S. Put. 757,658, April 19, 11*U4.

Iee Eng. Pat. 13,0-12 of 1902 ; this J., 1902, 1405.—T. P. B.

Vasein Composition [Adhesive], ami Process of Pro-
ducing same. W. A. Hall, Bellows Palls, Assignor to

"Casein Co. of America, N.J. U.S. Pat. 758,064, April 26,

1904.

I.N adhesive composition i- made by mixing a solution of

[modified" starch with granular casein whilst agitating

Igorously, until the starch is absorbed by or thoroughly

l.corporated with the particles of casein. The casein is
!

lalkalised " during the agitating process by the addition

Pan alkaline solution with the other ingredients.—J. P. B.

French Patents.

viue ami Gelatin \_V
T
arieties of] ; Manufacture of .

IL. Paucheux and A. 0. Boissiere. Fr. Pat. 337,598,
;

I Feb. 25, 1903.

»kes, waste pelts, &e., are agitated, with or without addition

[water, in close*! rotating C)liuders, whilst sulphur dioxide,

re or impure, under pressure or otherwise, is admitted.
,ie flesh, grease, and other impurities, together with the

ater part of the mineral matter of the bones, &c, form a
lidge, which is discharged. The gelatin remaining may be

Bed by solution in water, settling out impurities, and
^sequent concentration. To obtain the best quality of
atin, the bones, &c, are previously cleansed by petroleum

|
rit, boiling water, &c, and are then subjected to the joint

Jionof dilute hydrochloric and sulphurous acids in the
Dg cylinder. The acid liquor separated from the gelatin,

lining calcium phosphate and chloride, may be pre-
ated by sulphuric acid, and the cleared solution be

used, in conjunction with sulphurous acid, in the
nent of bones as before. The process may be modified

reating bones with phosphoric acid, the mineral matter
' ]g then removed as a sludge with the impurities. Such
a udge, on treatment with hot water, gives off sulphurous

— 11. L.J.

acid, the grease, which floats, is removed, and, after separa-

tion of tricalcium phosphate, the liquor may be used again.

—E. S.

Horn, Pearl, Tcory, and other Similar Materials ; Pre-
paration of Imitation . Soc. anon. La Cornalithe.

Fr. Pat. 337,695, Dec. 12, 1903.

Casein, 10 kilos., is macerated for 24 hours in a solution

containing 62 grms. of anhydrous sodium sulphite, 625 c.c.

of water, 10 litres of 95 per cent, alcohol and 250 c.c.

of glycerin. The mass is then milled, alone or with

the admixture of colouriug or other matters, between hot

mils. The articles so manufactured are finally steeped for

30—60 days in a dilute solution of the bisulphite compound
of formaldehyde and dried.—J. F. B.

XV.-MANURES, Etc.

French Patent3.

Superphosphate. L. A. Angibaud. First Addition, dated

Nov. 26, 1903, to Fr. Pat. 308,298 of Feb. 21, 1901.

Jsitre cake (sodium bisulphate) is either melted or used

in solution, to attack mineral or other phosphates, bones or

the like, for the production of a superphosphate.—E. S.

XVI.-SUGAR. STARCH, GUM, Etc.

Starch prepared from the Bread-Frnit Tree in the

Seychelles. Bull. Imp. Inst. (Suppl. to Board of Trade
J-), 1904, 2 28—29.

The first specimen, labelled " Natural state of the powder,"
consisted of a powder of a white colour, with a faint

yellowish tinge, containing numerous small hard lumps,

which could, however, be readily reduced to powder. It

No. 1. No 2

Jlois
Per Cent.

17-09
0-15
0-21
0-58

Trace
98-72
0-31

o-io

Per Cent.
17-13

"Fiore Trace
Fat 0-25

Pi-oteid Nil
Trace

3 -a

Starch

^Phosphoric anhv tlride in ash
j

99-43
0-32

o-ii
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possessed a slight odour resembling that of arrowroot. The
second specimen, labelled "The same powder sifted,"

was a fine whitish powder, which also exhibited a faint

yellow tinge. It was free from lumps, possessed the same
odour as No. Land resembled fine wheat flour in appear-

ance. The results of the chemical examination of the two

specimens are shown in the foregoing table. The sifted

starch (specimen No. 2) is probably worth about "/. per

ton c.i.f. London.—A. S.

Saccharimeters ; Determination of the Hundred Point on

the Ventzke. Scale of . O. SchBnroek. XXIII.,

page 561.

Root Slight of the Sugar Seet (Rhizoctonia violacea Till.) ;

Experiments on the Destruction of in the Soil.

P. Bubak. XVIII. C., page 556.

Starch ; Determination of by Hydrolysis with Hydro-
chloric Acid. A. liossing. XXIII., page 563.

United States Patent.

Starch; Separation of by Centrifugal Action-

It. Sehrader, Sierakowo. U.S. Pat. 757,778, April 19,

1904.

Crude starch-milk is continuously subjected to a suc-

cession of centrifugal actions as it flows in one direction,

whilst fresh water is mingled with the starch during the

last centrifugal action and the saturated water is passed

from one centrifugal treatment to the other in a direction

opposite to that of the starch.—J. F. B.

Fbench Patent.

Sugar Juices ; Process of Defecating and Decolorising .

J. A. Besson. Second Addition, dated Feb. 19, 1903, to

Fr. Pat. 308,384, Feb. 25, 1901. (See also this J., 1902,

1406 and 1545.)

The concentration of saccharine juices is conducted in

presence of alumina, which may either he added as such

or produced in the juice by electrolysis with aluminium
electrodes or by the addition of readily decomposable
aluminates or aluminium salts.—J. F. P.

XVII -BREWING, WINES. SPIRITS, Etc.

Enzymes; Influence of Acidity on . P. Petit.

Comptes rend., 1904, 138, 1003—1004.

Barlet meal was extracted with distilled water, as also

with solutions containing 0'2, 0-49, and 0*98 grm. of

lactic acid per litre, and filtered. The aqueous extract

saccharified, but did not liquefy starch paste. The extracts

made with the two more dilute lactic acid solutions

saccharified and liq tufted starch past.., while the last

extract did not liquefy starch paste, and saccharified it to

a much smaller extent than did the aqueous extract. On
extracting barley meal with ten times its weight of sodium
hydroxide solution (0-48 grm. per litre) the extract

obtained had no action on starch paste; the addition of

lactic acid to this extract gave it the power of liquefying

and saccharifying. A solution of lactic acid alone has no
liquefying or saccharifying anion on starch paste. An
extract of barley made l>y means of a solution containing

(1-24 grm. of sodium hydroxide per litre is acid to

phenolphthalein. and has a strong saccharifying action.

It is concluded that barley contains an enzyme in the form

of . a compound decomposed by acids, without the aid of

germination.—T. F. B.

Sarley Corn ; Absorption of Water by the during

Steeping. G. Bode. Woeh.f. lirau, l'.iol, 21,

-

Tin: author draws a comparison between the barley corn

emerging from its period of rest, whilst it is being

Steeped, and the vital processes which go on in a green

plant or organ such as a leat. The proportion of water in

the latter, in relation to the osmotic pressures under which

transference of material takes place, is regulated hy the

living protoplasm of the cells. Whilst salts may play a
very small part in creating these osmotic pressures behind

the semi-permeable membranes of the cells, the chief part
is played by the carbohydrates which are converted into

soluble sugars or insoluble starch by the protoplasm,

according to requirement. In the same way, the embryo
and endosperm of the corn in the steep are to be regarded
as compiled ot living cells, the protoplasm of which acts

us a governor in regulating the osmotic processes. If the

corn contained a large quantity of preformed diastase and
if the protoplasm were dead, so much sugar would be
produced and so much water would be attracted by it that

tbe membranes would burst. Hence it is important, whilst

providing sufficient water .luring 6teepiug, to maintain the

vitality of the protoplasm unimpaired, so that it may
regulate the production of sugar and the consequent

nbsorption of water hy osmotic pressure, in order to avoid

the *' over-steeped " condition which would result without

this cheek. This vitality of the protoplasm can onlv be
maintained by providing sulticient air to permit of normal
respiration.—J. F. B.

Protein in Malt; Digestion of through M"ist
Storage. F. Schi.ofeld. Woch. f.Brau., 1904,21, 257—
258.

Tin: use of malt which has become "slack" by storage in

a moist atmosphere introduces a bad flavour to the beer,

owing to the development of micro-organisms. It also

causes bad fermentation, poor yeast, and deficient secondary

fermentation ; the *' head '"-retaining properties of the beer

nrc considerably impaired. The extent of such defects

depends largely on the quantity and activity of the enzymes
present in the malt, and consequently on the treatment

during germination and the temperature of kilning. The
author divided two samples of high-kilned malt each into

two portions, storing one portion in a bag and the other

in a bottle closed by a stopper bearing a tube with calcium

chloride, so as to permit the access of dry air. .\ t the end

of 13 months the nitrogenous constituents were analysed,

both by cold extraction and by hot extraction. The
following results were obtained ;

—

Malt I. Malt II.

Stoied S ' d

dry. i» Bag.

.Moisture in malt (percent.) .... 2"6
Total protein "ii dry substance

i
m.i 10-7)

Nitrogen per cent. of malt, dry
sul-.:iuee :-
Cold i -.traction :

Total Boluble r i::.

G agulable II 787
Alt.uUH.se l'lii'.s

Extraction at SO C:
Total soluble S*12
i

i lable I)' 18!

albumose O'tMts

11-7

1<>- T

1

St-648

0-808

8
-
lS

0*896
u".i|:>

Stored
dry.

.stored

in Bag

2-8 10-7

9-7 D-7

•2T.I

0*072
1-117 1-083

S'28
II' is
0-9S7

3-33

i-

The increase in the total soluble nitrogenous matter and

the decrease in the coagulable and albumose constituents

indicate the activity of the proteolytic enzyme during moi6t

storage, in a manner detriiLcntal to the " head ''-retaining

properties of the beer; this activity would, moreover, be

far more considerable in tbe case of low-dried malts.

—J. F. B.

Malting; Ust of Formaldehyde in . II. Touianu.

Oesterr. Brauer- u. Hopfen-Zeit., 1904 [7]; Z. ge>-

Brauw., 1904, 27, 897.

l'.\ adding commercial formaldehyde to the steeping watti

in sufficient quantity to make a solution of about 0-6 pel

cent, strength, the author obtained a malt of more uniform

growth, a ireslier and purer aroma, improved modification,

ami a higher percentage of extract than when the bane}

was steeped in water only.— I
'. S.
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Barley and Malt} Conversion of Insoluble Protein in

into the Soluble Form during Growth and
Masking. R. Xilson. Hopfen-Zeit., 1904, [53] ; Z. gcs.

Brarnv., 1904, 27, 297.

This conversion is ascribed to enzyme action, stimulated

by the presence of acid bacteria (short rods and cocci), the

acid products of which, being liberated in the immediate
vicinity of the insoluble protein, act thereon while in the

nascent state.— C. S.

"Spring'' Mashing Process. A. L. Wbch. f. Brau.,

1904, 21, 273.

The writer points out an error into which he fell in his

first trials of the "spring'' mashing process. He sprung
his cool mash into such a large quantity of boiling water

that the desired saccharificalion temperature of 12° C. was
only reached when the whole of the cool mash had been
"sprung." The result was that the whole of the diastase

was -i crippled, . whilst the temperature of the water na-

being reduced to the desired point, that saecharification was
imperfect. In order to avoid such a crippling of the

diastase, he now works with a smaller quantity of hot

water at 8" •5'" C, so that th>- saecharification temperature

of 71'- C. is reached after one half of the cool mash has

been '• sprung "
; the other half is then run in slowly whilst

the requisite temperature is maintained by the application

of sufficient heat. The results are in every way satisfactory,

the attenuation being less than by the old method of high
temperature mashing, and approximating closely, after

eight week-' cellarage, to the maximum attenuation possible

in the wort produced.— J. F. B.

Wort; Subsequent Appearance of a Starch Reaction in

a Fully Saccharified . F. Sehbnfeld. Woch. f. Brau.,

1904, 21, 225—236.

The author records a case in which the first runnings of
wort gave a perfectly normal iodine reaction, indicating

complete saechariticalion, but in which the later runnings
showed an ever-increasing blue iodine reaction, indicating

the presence of untransformed starch. The whole mashing
process only lasted l\—

l

1
, hour, and the mash was

" struck " at a temperature of 75° C. The malt was a pale
variety of poor quality, very steelv and very short-grown.

the average length of acrospire Vicing one-half to two-
thirds the length of the corn. It had been grown with
couch and floor temperatures as low as possible, and kilned
after 7— s chtys' growth. The consequence was a very
poor modification ; in many cases one-half of the coin was
unmodified. In addition to this, the grist-mill was very

U much worn, so that many large particles of grist would be
perfectly raw ^raiu. Owing to the short duration of
mashing, these raw particles would be merely gelatinised

| on the surface, and the result was the presence of appa-
rently fully saccharified wort and raw starch side by side.

These lamps of starch would be gradually dissolved under
lithe prolonged action of the hot sparging water, and so

lentered the wort. Unfortunately the dittstase remaining in

[the wort was so enfeebled, although it had not been heated
higher than 75' C, that an hour's rest in the wort copper
Iwas not sufficient to saccharify the starch which was
[washed through. Longer mashing periods rectified the
Ifault.—J. F. B

Beer; Metallic Turbidities in .. C. F. Gabel.
Woch. f. Brau., 19U4, 21, 273—271.

The author disputes the contention that tin, when pure, is

lsuitablt for the internal coating of beer filters. The very
!:ew complaints of metallic turbidities which he has received
lave been traceable to the use of cheap impure tin for
mating the filter parts. The fact that these filters should
lave been rejected indicates that the majority of filters which
ire coated with pure tin are perfectly satisfactory. The
lUthor states that in dealing with low temperatures, such as
jhose in the lager cellars, turbidities when employing filters

oated with pure tin are not to be feared ; but it is otherwise
1 the beer be filtered at higher temperatures. That warmth
nereases the liability to metal -albuminoid turbidities is

shown by the experience of export brewers in their attempts
to pasteuiise beer in bulk, employing steel casks coated
with tin or even with gold or silver. In such vessels, at a

1
astemi'ing temperature of C8"—70

: C, metallic turbidities
invariably appear in the beer.—J. F. Ii.

Beer; Metallic Turbidities in . O. Sellenscheidt.
Woch. f. Brau., 1904, 21, 274.

The author explains that when he stated (this J., 1904, 333)
that zinc and lead are the worst metals for the construction
of beer filters he referred to their poisonous properties, and
not to their liability tc cause turbidities, which is small.
He repeats that no metallic filter is absolutely indifferent

towards beer. Filters constructed of tinned metals are far
more liable to cause turbidities than those of solid .tin.

When several metals are u*ed simultaneously in the con-
struction of a filter, electric currents are set up, the effect of
these currents in causing turbidities being greater the greater
the differences of potential involved. Turbidities from this

cause are least frequent in the case of tin filters and most
disastrous in aluminium filters.—J. F. B.

Beer ; Carbon Dioxide in . T. Langer. Z. ges.
Brauw., 1904, 27, 307—311."

In 1879 Schultze and Langer determined that, within the
limits of 0° C. to 5° C, a rise or fall of l

c
C. in the tem-

perature of the beer in the lager cellar caused a fall or rise

of - 01 per cent, by weight of the carbon dioxide absorbed
by the beer, corresponding to a difference of 50 c.c. per
litre per 1° C. The proportion of carbon dioxide in the
beer can be increased by increasing the pressure in the
cask, but an increase so obtained is not so advantageous as
one obtained by lowering the temperature, since the com
bination is more stable in the latter case. An increase of

L 50 c.c. of carbon dioxide per litre is obtained by an increase
of 31 mm. of mercury in the pressure in the cask. Thorough
and long-continued agitation only liberates about three-
fourths of the total carbon dioxide absorbed by the beer.
Beer with a higher proportion of residual extract retains
more carbon dioxide than a weaker beer under the same
conditions. The author's experiments have further shown
that, owing to the production of a hydrate of alcohol,
dilute alcohol absorbs far less carbon dioxide than corre-
sponding quantities of water and absolute alcohol would
aosorb separately. In spite of this fact, beer absorbs
more carbon dioxide thnn water under th? same conditions.
From the above facts it must be concluded that the beer-
extract plays an important part in the absorption of carbon
dioxide. The greatest and most important influence from
the brewing point of view is undoubtedly the physical
absorption induced by the beer-extract, owiog to iis vis-

cosity and the surface tension of the emulsified constituents.
The sparkle and the fine spongy compact head is to be
attributed to the carbon dioxide loosely bound by the
physical influence of the extract constituents. But it

cannot be denied that unstable chemical compounds, to a
less extent, also play a part, which has been demonstrated
in the case of the base choline, and in the production of
bicarbonates from the secondary phosphates. To the
influence of such loose chemical compounds is to be
attributed the full round flavour of the beer.—J. F. B.

Matabelc Beer. Loir. Brewers' J. Suppl., April 21,

1904, 13.

Ix a report presented to the Bhodesia Scientific Association,
the author describes the method used by the Matabele for

the preparation of a kind of beer from raw and malted
maize, sorghum or millet, in the proportion of about 3:1.
The grain is malted by steeping in water for 24 hours,
allowing to germinate in bags for about 18 hours and
finally drying in the sun. The ground raw grain is mixed
with twice its bulk of water, and boiled ; it is then left

to cool in open vessels and inoculated with yeast and
amylomycetes by means of flies and other insects. At the
end of 24 hours, the ground malted grain is added.
V igorous fermentation takes place, and on the third day
'he beer is passed through a wicker-work rush filter and is

ready for drinking. The beer contains 2 - 9 per cent, of
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alcohol, 0' 35 per cent, of acid (as acetic acid), 4-2 per

cent, of dry extract, # 2 per cent, of maltose and a high

proportion of starch. It is stated that with an improved

method of manufacture the beer would lie highly suitable

for the local climatic conditions.—A. S.

Disinfectants in the Brewery; Errors in the Use of ,

P. Lindner. Woch. f. Brau., 1904, 21, 2.16—257.

SOLUTIONS of calcium bisulphite, if used too strong, are

unpleasant in application, but they disinfect efficiently.

Very often, however, the solutions are used too dilute, in

which state they kill the culture yeast ceils without des-

troying the wild yeasts, especially if the latter be in a

sporulating, semi-dry condition. If spores be present, the

unci titration must be increased beyond that prescribed

for vegetative cells. It should never be attempted to

reinforce the action of one disinfectant by the subsequent
or simultaneous application of another, since the two are

liable to neutralise each Other. For instance, caustic lime

or hypochlorites ["antiformin"] must never be applied in

conjunction with bisulphites. A case is quoted also in

which a wash of salicylic acid was followed by one of
" antiformin," with the result that an odour and flavour of

creosote were imparted to the beer. Only one disinfectant

should be used in each treatment, and the concentration

should be calculated with due regard to the quantity of

water already absorbed in the wood of the tun. All residues

of disinfectants should be thoroughly removed before the

tuns are taken into use again, so as to avoid any influence

on the flavour of the beer and on the vigour of the culture

yeast.—J. F. B.

Cider Vinegar; Examination of . A. E. Leach
and H. C. Lytbgoe. XXIII., page 563.

English Patent.

Iron Vessels, such as those in which Beer is Prepared
or Stored; Providing with a Protectire Coating.
V. Lapp, Leipzig. Eng. Pat. 3682, Feb. 13, 1904.

Iron vessels intended for holding beer, particularly

pasteurising vessels, are first treated with tannic acid and
then subjected to the action of boiling oil. Linseed, castor
and rosin oils are suitable for this purpose, particularly the
rosin oil, which distils at temperatures between 450°—500° C.
After the vessels have been treated with hot oil for two
hours, they may be further subjected to the action of hot
air at 350°—400 C. under pressure, whereby the protective

layer is hardened.—J. F. B.

United States Patents.

Grain Germinating Apparatus. V. Lapp, Leipzig.

I'.S. 1'at. "758,083, April 26, 1904.

SeeFt. Pat. 326,1 14 of 1S02 ; this J., 1903, 756.—T. F.B.

Air Purifier [for Breweries']. J. St. P. Mucardle,
Dundalk. U.S. Pat. 7.17,47.1, April 19, 1904.

See Eng. Pat. 23,456 of 1902; this J., 1901, 264.—T. F. B.

French. Patent.

Malt: Apparatusfor Germinating . 1!. l'lisehke and
A. I'.eschorner. 1'r. Pat 837,983, Dec. 23, 1903.

The apparatus consists of a number of eudless horizontal
bands of wire-netting arranged in a vertical series, and pro-

vided with mechanism which enables them to move in

alternate opposite directions. Steeped grain is distributed on
the uppermost band whilst in motion. After the top band is

tilled, the apparatus is stopped, and left at rest for 2 1 hours.
It is then started again, and the couch of graiu on the top
band is broken up by rakes at the end of the apparatus and
caused to fall on the second band, travelling in the opposite
direction, fresh grain being meanwhile fed upon the top
band. The process thus proceeds continuously, and the
green malt issues from the lowermost band, one band being
provided for each day of germination.—J. F. 11.

XYIII.-FOODS; SANITATION ; WATER
PURIFICATION, & DISINFECTANTS.

(/I.)—FOODS.

Leaf Lard ; High Iodine Absorption of . W. D.
Richardson. J. Aracr. Chem. Soc, 1904, 26,372—373.

Sa5ITI.es of leaf iard from individual hoes or droves fre-

quently have an iodine value of 80 to .
s "'. The animals

yielding this lard are allowed to run wild in the woods, and
are supplied with but little food, lour specimens of leaf

lard from different animals gave the following results :

—

Melting-point, 32 to 37*5 C. ; solidification point (" titre "),
27-9° to .'in -s C; and iodine value, 78*8 to 82-0. The
corresponding back fat from the same hogs had the follow-

ing values:—Melting-point (1 ) 32 C. ; solidification point

("titre"), 24-7 to 27-.'i; and iodine value, 81*5 to 84 '7.

Atnthor and Zink found a specimen of the fat of a wild

boar to have au iodine value of 76'6.—C. A. \1.

Milk-Chocolate; Analysis of . 0. Laza. XXIII.,

page 564.

Indicator; New . Its application to the Detection of
Boric Acid, especially in Foods. L. Bobin. XM1L,
page 561.

English Patents.

Butter Substitute. II. 1". Mapleton, Manchester.
Eng. Pat. 12,159, May 28, 1903.

Barcelona, Brazil, walnut or other nuts are thoroughly

dried, the skins are removed by rubbing ou a sieve, the

nuts arc iheu broken and finely ground and suitable pro-

portions of " eokernut fat " and nut oil are added, the

whole being incorporated by grinding. When almonds are

used they inay be " blanched " before treatment as above.

—J. F. B.

(JS.)—SANITATION ; WATER PURIFICATION.

Manganese; Precipitation of from Will Waters.

C A. Xeufeld. Z. 1'ntersuch. Nahr. Genussm., 1904, 7,

478—479.

In a paper which appeared in this Journal (1902, 681) the

rapid growth of Crenothrix in manganiferous waters was
described. The author points out that this growth,

attended with deposition of manganese scsquioxide. has

been noticed recently by other observers, who ascribed the

precipitation to Crenothrix manganifera, not to Crenothrix

polyspora. In one instance cited, where the water first

passed through iron mains and then through lead branch

pipes, the mains were blocked by a deposit consisting

principally of iron oxide, whilst the scale in the lead pipes

was composed of manganese sesquioxide. The precipitation

of manganese occurs chiefly in waters from deep wells, and

not in surface waters. — \\ . P. S.

Frbnch Patent.

Sewage and Water containing Albuminoid Matter ; Process

and Product ealltil " Phospho-zinco-alumino-magnesim
'

suitablefor the Treatment of . .1. M. Lallemand aod

\. Goutierre. Addition, dated March 3, 1903, to Fr.

Pat. 323,900, Aug. 1 I, 1902. (.See this J., 191)3, 568.)

By treating with sulphuric acid, aluminium or iron

phosphate which has previously been strongly heated, and

adding a zinc salt to the product, a suitable precipitant for

organic matter is obtained.—T. F. B.

(C.)—DISINFECTANTS.

Boot Blight of the Sugar But (Rhizoctonia ciolacea

Tul \ ; Experiments on the Destruction of '" ''"

Soil. F. Bubak. /.. Zuckerind. Bohtn., 1904, 28,

3.44—345.

The author proved by field experiments that ferrous

sulphate has a very favourable effect on the growth of the
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SQ^ar-beet, the proportion of infected roots fulling from 47-5

per cent, on an untreated plot to 28*75 per cent, on a plot

treated with ferrous sulphate. Copper sulphate, on the

other hand, caused an increase in the percentage of

infected roots, from GS'18to 97 78. Quicklime also had
no injurious effect on the lihizoctonia.—A. 8.

United States Patent.

Insecticide [from Vioxynaphthyimclhane'] ; Process of

Making an . P. liachmann, Cologne. CT.S. Pat.

759,208, May :!, 1904.

See Fr. Pat. 323,230 of 1902 ; this J., 1903, 510.—T. F. B.

XIX.-PAPER, PASTEBOARD, Etc.

Hydrocellulose. C. F. Cross and E. .T. Bevan. Proc.

Chem. Soc, 1904, 20, 9I>.

The residues described by Stern (Chem. Soc. Trans

,

1904, 85, 336 ; this J., 1904, 264—266) having the

empirical composition of cellulose, are no doubt products of
hydrolysis and reversion, and are constitutionally different

from the original cellulose; but they are in no ease

identical with those described by Girard, and therefore

this investigator's exhaustive account of the actions of

acids on cellulose remains unaffected by the criticisms

contained in the above-mentioned paper. The statements
(loc. eiV.) as to tbe causes of the attendant structural

changes are considered improbable. Cellulose is a chemi-
cally labile and structurally plastic aggregate, occupying an
intermediate positiou between the two extreme products,

formed from ordinary cellulose by the action of (<i) alkali

hydroxides, (6) the halogen hydracids, both in presence of

water. It is suggested that the terms hydraeellulose and
hydrocellulose respectively may for the present be retained

to desiccate the two groups of derivatives obtained by the

processes (<t) and (6).

Crule Fibre"; Preparation [Determination] of
from Vegetable Fibres containing Lignin, by means of

~~
, page 563.Sodium Peroxide. A. Duschetschkin. XXIII..

English Patent*.

Acelylised Cellulose Derivatives; Manufacture of Soluble
. K. M. Balston and J. F. Briggs, Maidstone. En".

Pat. 10,243, May 5, 1903.

DKT.fibrous cellulose, 10 parts, is treated with anacetvlatintr
mixture composed of acetic anhydride 30 parts, glacial

acetic acid 30 parts, and phosphorus oxychloride 1'7 parts.

The mixture is maintained at a temperature of 55"C. with
occasional stirring until the product is sutEciently soluble in
chloroform or phenol. Instead of phosphorus oxychloride,
phosphorus pentaehloride or anhvdrochlorides of other
mineral acids may be employed.—J. F. B.

Filters [for Waste from Paper or Cellulose Factories'].

O. Mehnert and P. Pape, Coethen. Eng. Pat. 8061,
April 7, 1903.

A perforated cylinder c with open end* is arranged
between two annular projections r r, of the end pieces m
and m', in the tank a (Fig. 2). The cylinder c is surrounded
by an endle-s band of filtering material g (Fig. 2). At the
upper part of the cylinder, not covered by the band, a tighten-

ing arrangement (/.adjustable by the screws e&h&f, is placed.

The liquid to be filtered (such as waste from paper or cellu-

lose manufacture) is led through the pipe a', into the tank a,

filling il to the level W (Fig. 2). Some clean water is led into

the interior of the cylinder c, and the valve r, in the telescopic

pipe «, which dips into water in a tank below, is opened,
and a partial vacuum is thus produced in c, causing tbe
liquid in a to pa*s through the filtering band g into thc-

cylinder, and leaving the residue behind on the band. The
level of liquid in the cylinder is adjusted by the float z.

The endless band g passes between the rollers p p, which

Fig. 1.
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cause the band to move and so rotate tbe cylinder e, at the

same time pressing the remainder of the water out of the

residue on y. Tbe pressed residue is removed by the apron

v and the scraper q.—W. H. C.

United States Patent.

Celluloid Compound. A. Schmidt, Assignor to Fartwerke
vorm. Meister, Lucius und Priming, Hochst-on-the-Maine.

U.S. Pat. 758,335, April 26, 1904.

See Fug. Pat. 25,434 of 1899 ; this J., 1901, 62.—T. F. B.

Feescu Patents.

Paper-making Machines. I.. Tailfer. Fr. Tat. 337,911,

Dec. 21, 1903.

The web of paper is passed through a couch press consisting

of three rolls. The making wire returns round the bottom
roll, whilst a short endless couch-felt encircles the ceutre

roll ; the uppermost roll carries a long endless wire cloth

which traverses the whole series of drying cylinders and
acts as an undeformable drying felt. The paper is trans-

ferred from the making wire to the couch-felt, and from the

couch-felt to the drying wire by means of the triple press.

The drying wire accompanies the paper over the hot

cylinders, which are arranged in such a way that direct contact

between the paper and hot cylinders does net take place

until the paper is partially dry.— J. E. 1!.

Paper ,- Process of Making from old Printed Malic r.

W. B. -Mcixell and T. Holt. Fr. Pat. 337,9Sn, r>ec , L>;j,

1903.

See U.S. Pat. 748,'JOS of 1904 ; this J., 1904,128.—T. F. li.

XX.-FINE CHEMICALS, ALKALOIDS,
ESSENCES, AND EXTRACTS.

Aucubin. li. Pourquelot and H. Henssey. I'omptes rend.,

1904,138, 1114—nit;.

Aucubin is the name assigned to the glucoside extracted
from the seeds <>f Aucuba faponica; it i* soluble in water
and alcohol, but insoluble in ether or chloroform. It is

easily decomposed by dilute acids or emu/sin, forming
dextrose and a compound C;H8 3, which the authors call

aucubiginene. Aucubin contains water of crystallisation,

and its composition is represented bv the formula

C H
1S)
(K.U..U.—T.F.I!.

Essential Oils of Amorpha Fruticosa. V. Pavesi. Fstr.

aus Ann. delta Soc. Chim. di Milauo. 1904, U [1 and

2]j Chem. Ceutr., 1904, 1, 1140— 1147.

The leguminous plant Amorpha fruticosa, of the genus
Galega, appears to contain different essential oils in its

various organs. On distillation with steam, the fruit yielded
15— 'lo parts and the leaves 0*5—0-8 part per 1,000 of

a clear yellowish oil having a bitter after-taste. The oil

from the leaves resinities more quickly than that from tbe

flowers. The latter distils over mainly between 250 ami 2711

C, and undergoes slight alteration during distillation. The
constants which have been determined up to the present

are shown in the following table :

—

Gr&vitj
al IS t .

Oil extracted from—

L— [lout:::::::::::::::::: ::

»» (tX\\::::::::::::::: RS?
Oil distilling at—

230°-i.',n C
B50°—270" C I'92S4

Above 'J7e° (.'

in Pulfi

Uefnictometer at
17'.-,

I .

1 -:,"iiv>

n i

-

I ' i: 1951

1' 50484

The oils are soluble in the usual organic solvents, but

almost insoluble in 50percent.alcoh.il. The portion dis-

tilling at 250 - -270° C. becomes fairly solid at— 1 7 I The

oil from the fruits probably belongs to the class of oil

containing hydrocarbons, but it appears to contain also a

small quantity of an oxygenated compound.—A. S.

Essential Oils i Two A'eu- Algerian [Govft and SckeUi].

P. Jeancard and C. Satie. Hull. Soc. Chim., 1904,31,
478-480.

Gouft.—The oil obtained by the distillation of the entire

herb is bright yellow in colour and resembles absinthe in

odour. It has the following characters: Sp. ct. at
'

0-8720 ; o„ at 10° C.,- 15°20' ; specific viscosity at 9

49; acid value, I * IS ; saponification value. 14; saponifica-

tion value after acetylating, 42; solubility in alcahol

(90 percent.), 2:1, with slight turbidity on further addition

of the solvent ; 75 per cent, of the oil distils below 17o C.

The major fraction distilling between 100 — 105 ('.contains

/'-pinene ; that distilling above 170 C. yields a trace of au

alcohol having the odour of geraniol.
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Sheih.—The oil obtained by distilling the entire herb is

reddish-brown and has a terebiuthous odour, recalling that

of mastic. Its characters are: sp.gr. at 9-5° C, O'S.'itu :

specific viscosity, 170; acid value, S-4 ; saponification value

665; saponification value after acetylating. 129*5. The
oil contains 15 per cent, of phenols soluble in sodium
hydroxide solution, from which the dimethyl ether of

pyrogallol was isolated. The nonphenolic portion appears

to contain thujoue and thujol.—J. U. B.

Californian Laurel; Constituents of the Essential Oil of
. F. B. Power and h\ H. Lees. Proc. ('hem. Soc.,

1904, 20. 88.

The Californian laurel, Umbellularia californicn

(Nuttall), a handsome, evergreen tree, occurring in

California aud Oregon, is also known as "mountain
laurel." " cajeput," " spice tree,' '

" California olive,"

" California bay tree " and "pepper-wood." The essential

oil of the leaves has a pale yellow colour and an odour
which is at first agreeably aromatic, but when more
strongly inhaled becomes exceedingly irritating to the

mucous membranes of the nose and eyes. The oil had a

sp. gr. 0-9483 at 1 67 1 C° C and aD—22° in a loo mm .

tube ; it was completely soluble in 1 • 5 parts of 70 per ceut.

alcohol. The principal constituents of the oil in their relative

proportions are approximately as follows :—umbellulone (a

new, unsaturated, cyclic ketone, C„,HhO), GO ; cineol. 20 ;

eugenol methyl ether, 10 ; 2-pinene, C, and euj-enol, 1 7 per

cent, respectively, together with a very small amount of

safrol. T'mbellulone is a colourless liquid with a some-
what mint-like odour ; it boils at 219—2:20 C, has a sp.

gr. of 0-9581 at 15 /1~> aud [o] D — 37°.

,
(Compare Ber., 1897, 30, 230, 251 ; 1900, 33, 562, and

1903, 36, 4377.)

Platinum; Electrolytic Solution of . New Process

for preparing Platinocyanides. A Brochet aud J. Petit.

XI. A., page 548,

English Patents.

lonone ; Manufacture of . A. Verley, Paris-Neuilly,

and L. Givaudau, Vernier. Eng. Pat. 26,089, Nov. 30,

1903.

Gtclo-citrylidene acetic eaters (Fr. Pat. 320,774 of 1902 ;

this J., 1903, 819) are converted, by the action of acetone

1(1 mol.) and sodium etbylate (1 mol.), into the sodium salt of

acetyl-ionone, C 9H 15 .CH:CH.CO.CHNa.CO.CH:i ,
which

is converted into acetyl-ionone by addition of acids. Ionoue
as obtained bv boiling this acetvl-ionone with alkalis.

—T. F. B.

Manufacture of a
II. Lepctit, Garessio.

Hematoxylin and Formaldehyde

;

I Condensation Product from .

Eng. Pat. G42S, March 10, 1904.

See U.S. Pat. 736,529 of 1903 ; this J., 1903, 1063—T. V. B.

United States Patents.

Dicarbo Acids . and Bromated Phthalic Acids with

Xaphthols ; Process of making Condensation Products
from . A. Denguine aud S. Levinsohn. U.S. Pat.

• '753,372, March 1, 1904.

IlYDRoxvNAi-HTiiovLBENzoicacidisobtainedby condensing
ihthalic anhydride with a-naphthol in presence of boric acid.

Substituted hydroxy naphthoylbenzoic acids are obtained
imilarly from hydroxy- or bromo-phthalie acids and
laphthols. The hydroxynaphthoylbenzoic acids are

jonverted into the corresponding hydroxynaphthacene-
. uinones by heating to about 1 60

3
C. with concentrated

ulphuric acid.—T. F. B.

Vulpho-iodinc Compound of Hydrocarbon. F. T. F. Steph-
enson, Detroit. U.S. Pat. 755,808, March 29, 1904.

iompouNDS of the general formula R.SI, where K
-presents an aromatic radical, are prepared from phenols,
i alkaline solution, by the action of alkali sulpnydrates
ad iodine in presence of oxidising agents, e.g. an alkali

hypochlorite. The compounds are insoiuble in water,
slightly soluble in concentrated alkalis and in absolute
alcohol, and Boluble in ether and chloroform, and are
suitable for medicinal use.—T. F. B.

Ortho-oxy-carbnn Acids \_Hydro.ry-Carborylic Acids']
;

Process of Mailing . G. YVichmann. Berlin, Assignor
to Chem. Fabr. auf Actien, vorm. E. Seherinj, Berlin, and
Soc. Chim. des Usines du Rhone, ancien. Gilliard,

P. Moanet et Cartier, St. Fons. U.S. Pat. 757,702,
April 19, 1901.

See Fr. Pat. 307,186 of 1901 ; this J., 1902, 68.—T. F. B.

XXI -PHOTOGRAPHIC MATERIALS AND
PROCESSES.

Photography ; Review of . A. Granger. Monit.
Scient., 1904, 18, 331—340.

Developers.—Suss has proposed lithium carbamide as

substitute for alkalis in developers; it is said to give
excellent results with " edinol." Sodium amino-acetate
has also been proposed for a similar purpose, and is sold
uuder the name of " pinakol salt." " Adurol " and metol
together are said to give a more energetic developer than
quinol-metol. Lebreton proposes to use a developer con-
taining only pyrogallol and sodium sulphite for over-
exposed negatives : for normal exposures, a few drops of
ammonia are added, and for under exposures, acetone.

Negatioe Processes,— Iteiss (Hull. Soc. Franc. Phot.,

1903, 273) has used plates which can be developed by
3 per cent, solution of sodium carbonate. These plates aro

prepared by immersing an ordinary dry plate in a solution

of quinol (hydroquinone), 1 gnu. ; acetone sulphite,

10 grms. ; water, 100 c-.c.

Positiee Processes.—Homolka (Phot. Korr., 1903, 452)
tiuds that bromide papers, exposed to daylight for 15—20
sees., can be developed by immersing for two or three hours
in a o- 1 per cent, solution of gold chloride acidified with
phosphoric acid. A paper of the same type as platinotype
has been prepared by Szigeti (Phot. Ind., 1903, 248) by the
use of seleuious acid and ferric oxalate ; the ferrous salt

formed reduces the selenious acid to selenium; the image
is intensified by a solution of potassium oxalate. Von
Hubl (Bull. Soc. Franc. Phot., 1904, 47) uses a mercury
citrate solution for toning platinotype prints sepia. Valenta
(Chem. Ind., 1904, 117) gives a process for preparing
celloidin (printing out) papers with a silver chlorocitrate

emulsion.

Toning Solutions.—Mercier has obtained good brown
and biack tones on " printing out " papers by the use of a
solution of potassium pallaaium chloride, citric acid, and
sodium chloride, or ammonium molvbdate. Aluminium
acetate is recommended (Phot. News, 1903,446) for use in

combiued toning and fixing solutions containing gold.
" Pinakol" (see above) in conjunction with potassium
ferricyanide is said to form a powerful reducer.—T. F. B.

Silver Bromide ; Centrifugalised for Bromide Emul-
sions. L. Backelaud. Monit. Scient., 1904,18, 362—365.
The centrifugal separator used for filtering silver bromide in

gelatin emulsion should have a drum composed entirely of

silver, rather than of bronze lined with silver, since the silver

is inclined to wear off the latter. The cover of the drum
should be clamped on, not screwed, to avoid the introduc-

tion of particles of metal into the bromide by the wearing
of the thread. In order to obtain uniform preparations, it is

necessary to keep the apparatus at approximately the same
temperature, about 30°—S5° C, and to keep the machine
running at a uniform rati-, ami not too fast, as otherwise

the photo-chemical properties of the product will be

modified. The liquid to be filterel should be added in

small quantities at short intervals, and the total quantity

filtered in one operation should not exceed that obtained

from 5 kilos, of silver nitratp. The bromide should be

washed, on the drum, with a small quantity of warm water,

as it is important to remove from it all ammonia and
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solable salt*. To remove the gelatinous mutter which

usually accompanies precipitated silver bromid", the product

is macerated with hot water and again centrifugalised. Silver

bromide prepared in this manner, and stored iu a cool place,

has been found, after two ve.irs. to have increased only very

.slightly in sensitiveness, the emulsions gi\ ing prints of rather

less density than originally.—T. F. 15.

Photographic Paper ; Influence of Moisture in the

Atmosphere in Making [Drying] . L. Backeland.

Monit. Scient., 1904, 18, 855—35S.

When the emulsion of '* developing papers " (i.e., those con-

taining insoluble silver halides) is slowly dried, the papers

are more rapid and give Hatter prints than those more

rapidly dried. Emulsions containing soluble silver salts,

when slowly dried in damp air at relatively high tempera-

tures, give" reddish coloured prints, difficult to tone, and

which deriorate rapidly. These emulsions should, therefore,

he rapidlv dried, iu dry air, at relatively Ion temperatures.

A satisfactory method of preparing the air consists in first

lowering the temperature to helow 0° C, thus removing the

moisture, and then warming it, in another apparatus, to a

suitable temperature. If the air be too dry, especially

when preparing certain kind- of piper, ihe friction and

pressure of the paper ou the drying frame sets up a static

electric charge, which attracts dust particles; this incon-

venience may be remedied by the use of strips or wires of

silver attached to the frame of the machine.—T. F. I!.

Photographic Plates i Some Substances which give Impres-

sions on . E. ven Aubel. Comptes rend., 1904, 138,

961—963.

Colophony, copal, Canada balsam, ahictic acid, and similar

compounds, give impressions on photographic plates, even

through black paper, but not through copper, after two

days. If, however, the resin has been heated much above

its' melting point, it has no effect on the plate. An almost

saturated^solution of phenol in absolute alcohol gives, in a

similar manner, a negative after 24 hours.—T. F. B.

Development in Daylight. A. and h. Lumiere and A.

Seyewet/. Monit. Scient., 1904, 18, 351—354.

TnE method recommended is essentially that of Fr. Pat.

334,915 of 1903 (see this J., 1904, 130). The authors give

the mixture of sodium sulphite and magnesium picrate

the name 'chrysosulphite." When working with "meto-

quiuone," metol-quinol, pyrogallol, edinol, eikonogen,

quinol, metol, adurol, or ortol developers, it is advisable

to use 2 parts of crystallised sodium sulphite and 1 part

of magnesium picrate. while, when using " hydramiue,"

' glycine " /i-aminophenol or diaminoptunol, 2 parts of

anhydrous sodium sulphite should be mixed with every

part of magnesium picrate. Formula are given for the use

of the method with the various developers, and directions

as to use in daylight and different artificial lights.—T. F. B.

Engraving Hollers for Calico and Carpet Printing}

I , oloymtnt of Photography in . 1'. J. l.amp'l.

Z. Farb. Tcxtrl-Chem., 1904. 3, 62— 60.

Difficulties are nut with in producing, by means of

photography, designs of flowers, &c, upon rollers, according

to the methods proposed respectively In Rolffs (this .J.,

1902, 47) and MertenS. The chief of these lies in bringing

the negative film, composed as it is of gelatin or india-

rubber, without distortion upon the curved surface of the

roller (engraving die or printing roller) to be engraved. It

is especially great when fine lines are to be reproduced,

and when the size of the negative film is relatively large.

Another difficulty is caused by the presence of air-bubbles

between the negative film and the sensitised film on tie

roller. This is partly due to the impracticability of applying

strong pressure to the negative film, as in the process of

photographing upon flat metal surfaces. The exposure to

light for the purpose of producing the positive print would,

liirther, appear at present to be carried out without regard

to the necessity of causing ihe rays of light to fall veitically

upon the negative film. (See also this J., IS I. l8«.)-E.Bl

United States Patent.

Photographic Developing Paper. F. Gfinther, Assignd
tn ( tiein. 1'abr. auf Aetien, vorus. E. Schering, Berlin

U.S. Pat. 758,312, April 26, 1904.

-ii I ,,807 of 1903 ; this J., 1904, 268.—T. F. J
French Patent.

[Flash Lights'] Illuminating Compositions suitable for

Photography; Process for Making . G. Krebs,

Fr. Pat. 337,901, Oct. 21, 1903.

Compositions suitable for producing " flashlights " consiJ

of a mixture of magnesium or aluminium powder. 100 parts;

alkali or alkaline earth nitrate, 200 parts ; a metallic silicate,

In parts: and amorphous phosphorus, 3 t" 5 parts. slow-

burning " illuminating eartri Iges " ar. prepared by en-

closing the above composition in a celluloid casing, Mid

inserting a fuse which has been impregnated with potassittfl

chlorate and perchlorate : the whole is then coated with a
mixture of celluloid, collodion, and amy! acetate.—T. I'. It

XXII.-EXPLOSIVES, MATCHES, Etc.

Explosion ; Circumstances attending an uhich

occurred in the Drying llo'ise for Nitrocotton at the

Factory <>/ Messrs. Curtis and Hire. /. Ltd., at

Cliff*. Kent, on Feb. 4, 1904. By Captain A. P. H.
1

1 borough, H.M. Inspector of Explosives.

.Tcst before the explosion occurred, about 400 lb. of dry

collodion cotton were in the stove. The cause of thii

explosion is attributed to friction set up between the trayi

and the racks, which approached too near together. Ex-

periments showed that it was not possible to ignite dry

guncotton dust by blowing it across the 1-cm. spark-gap

of an induction coil, nor by means of a Leyden jar

discbarge. l.V ommendation is made that stoves shoS
not be unloaded by artificial light, that the explosive should

he cooled down before unloading, and that the clearanp

between trays and racks should be at least 2 ins. instead

of the | in. existing hitherto.—G. W. Mel).

English Patents.

Nitrocellulose; Manufacture of , and Apparatm
therefor. J. M. ami YV. T. Thomson, W'althain Abbey.

EDg.' Pat. H278, April 9, 1903.

The acids are removed from the nitrocellulose, without the

use of machinery, by moans of displacement with water

Th, 1 charge of mixed acids is introduced into a rectangular

vessel of lead or earthenware, provided with a perforated

false bottom and a cock at the lowest point. The cellulose

is thm immersed in the acid iu the usual way. A layer ol

dilute sulphuric acid (for the purpose of preventing nitric

acid fumes) is gently run over the surface of the miv
acids, from perforated troughs ou the sides of the

When nitration has been completed, water is supplied to thi

perforated troughs and allowed to float very gent

the surface of the sulphuric acid. The cock at the botlin

of the apparatus is then opened, and the acid slowly drawl

off, water being supplied to maintain a constant level. v

suitable rate of displacement is about 2 ins. per hour.

—(J. YV. M

Nitrated Cellulose : .Vein Process of Manufacturing
A. Voigt, SchoJebeck. Eng. Pat. 5126, March 1, i0O4.

Cellulose (1 part) is treated with concentrated sulphur:

acid (o parts) at 2° C. until the structure is destroyed at*

a pulpy mass obtained. Concentrated nitric arid (2 parte

isthen added, the temperature being kept at 2 C, audi

the end of 2—3 hours the nitrocellulose is completely pr<

cipitated, and forms a solid rake. After purification lb

nitrocellulose is obtained iu the form of a very tine powdel

— G. W. MoD.

Explosives or Blastivg Compositions. .1. Wetter, Londoi

From W i stf.ilisch Auhaltische Sprcngstotf Ac
lierlin. Eng. Pat. 13,531, June 17. 1903.

Si E Addition, of June 18, 1903, to Fr. Pat. 316,569

1901 ; this J., 1903, 1308— T. F. B.
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Explosives; Manufacture of . .T. Y. Johnson, London.
From Soc. Anon, des Poudres et Dynamites, Paris. Eng.
Pat. 14,827, July 3, 1903.

See Fr. Pat. 333,502 of 1903 ; this J., 1903, 1367.—T. F. B.

United States Patent.

Explosive Compound. .1. P. Arnold, Colfax. U.S. Pat.

757,713, April 19, 1904.

Tin-: composition consists of potassium chlorate, yellow
prussiate (ferrocyanide) of potash, sulphur, saltpetre, and
tam.iii, this last existing iu the componnd as a coating of

the insoluble ingredients, "brought to this condition by
Being dissolved iu alcohol, which is afterwards evaporated."

—G. W.MeD.

Explosiv

French Patents.

Fr. Pat. 337,638,J. B. P. Bonthoux.
Sept. i, l 103,

Tiii: explosive consists of sodium nitrate (71 parts),

anthracite (12 parls), and sulphur (14 parts >.

—G. W. Mel).

Explosive. M. Chakoor. Fr. Pat. 337,781, Dec. 16, 1903.

The composition consists of potassium chlorate ( 100 parts),

powdered sugar (45 parts), and grated wax ( l '5 parts).

—G. W. Mel).

Matches) Manufacture of . \\ .( erois. Fr. Pat.

337,811, i>ec. 17. 1903.

in ifori dipping, the tips of the match sticks are so opened
out that the fibres form a small brush-like end. The
advantages claimed are that the match composition peiic-

Itrates the head more readily, and does not rise between the

(individual match sticks wheu the latter ate dipped in

bundles. -<;. W. MeD.

fgtatches without Heads; Processfor Making . .1. II.

Chnstensen. Fr. Pat. 338,128, Dee. 26,1903. Under
Tnternat. Conv., Jan. 9, 1903.

I-See Eng. Pat. 1 1 ,990 of 1903 ; this J., 1904, 455.—T. F. B.

XXIIL-AMLYTICAL CHEMISTRY.

APPARATUS, ETC.

WKcharimetcrs ; Determination of tin Hundred Point on

the Ventzke Scale of . < >. Scliourock. Z. Ver.

deutsch. Zuckerind., 1904, 521— 558.

I'iie author's results are briefly as follows:—The differences

the rotations of sugar solutions obtained by different

s and by the use of different sources of white light,

lanish when the light is purified by passing' through a

'5 cm. layer of 6 percent, potassium bichromate solutiou.

quartz plate of 100 Ventzke rotation gives, with

liectrally purified sodium light, a rotation of 3 4 • G ."> 7 at

|)° C. The fact that a substance gives different rotations

11th different lights is due to a difference in rotarj dis-

I'rsion between the substance and quartz. The rotation,

[1 corresponding with the hundred point, increases with the

Imperature according to the equation : wt = m>
2(1

-t- w.20 x

[000148 (t — 20). The rotation values of the quartz-

itesin the saccharimeter are independent of the tempera-
Ire, if the quartz-plates and wedge-compensator have the

!me temperature. If S., be the rotation of au approximately
' rmal sugar solution at 20° in a saccharimeter at 20 1 ..

Id S< its rotation at f in the same saccharimeter at f C,
iii S.M = St + St x 0-000609 (t -20). The rotation

I

the normal sugar solutiou in degrees for spectrally

ritied sodium light at 20 C. is 0-010° greater than that

I the normal quartz plate giving a reading of 100'
' ntzkc at 20° C. In all accurate sugar analyses, observa-

I11 tubes should be used which allow of the introduction

» the solution after the two end-plates are in positiou.

e rotation or the normal sugar solution in a saccharimeter
h wedge-compensation isO' 156 ' Ventzke greater for the

. low-green mercury light than for sodium light.

—T. H. P.

French Patent.

Acidimetry ; Process of , and Apparatus for its

Application. A. 11. Pereira. Fr. Pat. 337,283, I lee. 1,

1903.

The apparatus consists of a stoppered tube, of which the
lover part is of less diameter than the middle or intermedi-
ate part, which latter is contracted near the top to a
relatively narrow neck, and then widens upwards, to receive
a perforated stopper. The lower, more conl fed part of
the tube has a mark upon it to show the level of the liquid
to he tested

;
and the wider portion of the tube has another

mark showing the height to which the liquid used as an
indicator reaches. Hermetically closed capsules of thin
glass, containing a measured portion of the neutralising
liquid are provided, and are placed, one at a time, resting
in the contracted neck, the stopper heing furnished with a
movable piercing rod whereby the capsule may be crushed
so as to discharge its contents.—E. 8.

INORGANIC—QUALITA TI VE.

Indicator; New . Its Application to the Detection

of Boric Acid, especially in Foods. I.. Robin. Comptes
rend, 1901, 138, 1016— 1048.

The indicator i- prepared from mimosa flowers, 10 grins, of
which are digested with 200 c.c. of water, to which on
cooling, 50 c.c. of alcohol are added, and the liquid is

filtered after an hour. It is straw-yellow, and has practically
no tinctori il power in neutral or acid solution, but is turned
bright golden yellow by alkalis. Boric acid turns it yellow,
and when alkali is added, the yellow becomes red, and the
substance (or paper soaked with it) applied to the ash of
wines, milk, &c, forms a delicate test for the presence of
boric acid.—J. T. I).

INORGANIC—QUANTITA TI VE.
( 'arboti Dioxide in Fiuna,,- Gases; Method not Apparatus
fir the Determination of . A. Schlatter and L.

Deutsch. Fr. Pat. 337,992, Dec. 21, 1903.

The method e, insists in treating a certain volume of the
gas with a suitable absorbent (preferably linn- water;, and
noting the diminution in pressure caused by the absorption
of the carbon dioxide. The lime-water, /;, having excess of

lime in suspension is contained in the vessel a, which is

lilted with a paddle-wheel, c, and three stop-cocks, the plugs
of which are on a single shaft. The plugs arc so bored thai
1/ and/ are open when e is shut off. When a test is to be
made, a quantity of the furnace gases is drawn through the

I-aZZ*.

<*-

pipe / into a by means of the injector g ; cocks (/ and /'are

then closed, whilst e is opened, and the carbon dioxide is

absorbed by the lime. The gauge I; indicates the reduction

iu pressure. The filter i removes dust and soot from the

;a es before they reach the pipe /.—H. B.
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Hydrofluoric Acid and Hydrofluosilicic Arid ; Titration

of . .!. Katz. Chem.-Zeit., 1904, 28, 856—357,

887—389.

Pore hydrofluoric acid can be accurately titrated with

mi. potassium, or barium hydroxide solutions, using

phenolphthalein as indicator. Should hydrofluosilicic acid,

however, be present, the methoil is unsatisfactory, since an

alkaline reaction is obtained towards the end of the titration,

but somewhat rapidly disappears, the final colour eh

only being reached alter a succession of such changes, on

the addition of fresh alkali. This is due to the fact that

hydrofluosilicic acid does not act as a dibasic acid towards

sodium hydroxide, Sec, but is gradually decomposed into

six equivalents of hydroflu ric acid, the final reaction only

being reached when the whole of the hydrofluosilicic acid

has been thus changed. It was found thai a hydrofluosilicic

acid solution containing SO per cent, of alcohol could be

titrated a sa dibasic acid witl 23 potash. When hydro-

flu Tie acid is also present under these conditions, the

precipitated potassium silicofluoride tarries down with it a

definite amount of hydrofluoric acid, which the author lias

determiued and for which he gives constants of correction.

The following method is recommended for the titration of

a mixture of hydrofluoric and hydrofluosilicic a

The sample should be diluted until it contains from '! to

6 per cent, of acid. 1U grms. are titrated iu a platinum

basin, at the boiling p. nut with 2N potash, using phenol-

phthalein as indicator. This gives the total aci 1 in terms

of hydrofluoric acid, the whole of the hydrofluosilicic acid

. into six equivalents of hydrofluoric acid.

10 grms. are then weighed into a paraffined glass beaker,

i.i of 60 per cent, alcohol added, and titrate.! as b

with potash. This gives the hydrofluoric acid present as

such and the hydrofluosilici • arid as a dibasic acid. From
the difference of these two titrations, the hydrofluosilicic

acid can he calculated, after allowing for the constants of

correction mentioned above.— G. W. Mel).

Calcium, Barium, Strontium, and Potassium; Gasometric

Method of 1> termining ,- also Copper; Gasometric
and Gravimetric Method D< ermining . K.

Biegler. Z anal. Chem., 1904,43, 205—214.

Tin-: general principle oi the method if I and
illustrated in this J., 1903, 46, with reference to the

determination of phosphoric acid and magnesia. In the

present paper further application of the method, with -

modifications, is made to the determination of the alkaline'

earth metals and copper.

To give the case of calcium as a general example:—(1)
Soluble calcium salts form, with iodic acid, calcium iodate,

Ca(IOj);, hut slightly soluble in water aid insoluble in

dilute alcohol. ('-') Calcium iodate with solution of hydra/,-

ine sulphate liberates nitrogen, Oa(IO
I

• 3$ 11.11 ><>,=

CaS », --'II - >, Jill + r.ll ii f .

The nitrogen is collected in a measuring tub,-, and from
us volume the corresponding weight of calcium oxide is

calculated. - A. S.

Man presenct <<r fron [in Iron Ores, .><] ;

Volumetric Determination of by Potassium Per-

nate. Guyart- Volhard~Wolff Method. 1.. L. de
Koninck. Bull. Soc. Chin g 904, 18, 56

The author has proved, h\ the method described in this

J., 1904, 456, that under suitable conditions, and especially

Hiding an excess of zinc oxide for precipitating the

iron, quite accurate results can be obtained in the determina-

tion of manganese in presence of iron by titration with

permanganate, without the use of any arbitrary coefficient

for correcting the result.-.—A S.

Chromic Oxide in Chrome Leather} Determination of-

and Separation of the same /'rum Aluminium Oxide
in the [it: timet of Aluminium Salts. W. Appelius.

Collegium, 1904, i . 1—128.

fin. following methods are used at the eather

Industries Research Station.

I. Determination of I 'ride.— 1 to 2 grins, o

leather are incinerated in a platinum dish, 2—3 grms. oi i

mixture of sodium carbonate (60 parts), potassium oarbonat
(20 parts), and potassium chlorate (4 parts) are added
and the dish is heated, tly, and finally over ih<

blow-pipe for 10—15 minutes, a further pinch of tin

mixture l"inur .elded if required. The contents of the disl

are dissolved in hot water, cooled, and the chromic acid

lal thiosulph ite mi thod, and cab

the Besquioxide. The results are usually slightly nndei

the weight of real ash.

11 Separation of Chromium andAluminium.—2 to 5 grms
ofleathi aerated and fused as in I. The melt is

transfet water to i dish, any barium
being filtered off a- carbonate, whilst iron can bi

determined in the usual manner. The clear solution is now
reduced with alcohol and loric acid, any acetic acM
that ma; d b\ oxidal cpelled by heatin°

on the w iter-bath. The oxides of chromium and alnminian
are precipitated together by ammonia, was]
ignited in the platinum dish, and weighed. The mixei

.iv now fused with the alkali-ehlor.it,- mixturo am
the chromium determined bv titration with thiosulphatc
as in I. -K. I.. .1.

ORGANIC—QUA I.ITA 11 VE.

Aldehydes ; General Reaction of . I.. J. Simon am
A. Cond u he. Comptes rend.'. 1904, 138, 977—

I i"i.i < i;,.u; wi i L'lit - of oxalacetic ester and an aldohydi
are mixed together in alcoholic solution, and a weight o
ammonia solution, equal to that of oxalacctii

added. Alter standing, an almost colourless crj

product separates, which is washed with alcohol. I

consists of the ammonium salt of an acid, which ci a I"

liberated on the addition of mineral acid. The u

acid to phenolphthalein. The ammonia can bj

replaced by primary, but not by secondary amines
Methyloxalacetic ester will not give the reaction.—T. t. li

Indophenine Reaction. V. W. Bauer. Her.. 100J, 37,
1244—1245.

Tins reaction for the of thiophene in hen/en
(shaking with concentrated Bnlphuric acid and isatin) doe
not take place if " chemically pure " sulphuric aci 1

unless oxidising agents, such as ferric chloride or nitri

acid, are added. It dies take place, without addition of a

oxidising agent, if ordinary commercial strong sulphitri

acid is used.—K. F.

Dyestuffsfor H and Xcic
Reactionsfor Aldehydes. M. Prud'homme. IV., pa |

ORGANIC—QUANTITATIVE.
Sulphttr ; Accurate Determination of' in

Substances. \Y. K. Barlow. .). Amer. Chem. Soc., r.'t

26, 341—367.

These is invariably n considerable loss ol sulphur

calcining organic matter, such as plant substance or co
without the addition of alkali. Part of the volatile sulph

compounds (dioxide, trioxide, &c.) formed from
organic sulphur is retained bj the alk.iti bases in

ash; hut when phosphoric and silicic acids are

the amount of sulphur compounds retained bj ; he ash may
insignificant, since th< -•• acids oxpel sulphuric acid at a
heat. The loss is not prevented even when sufficient alk

base to combine with all the acid.- present. A
accurate results for total sulphur cu r. he obiaii

by combustion in a current of oxygen, with absorption
the products of charring and combustion containing

sulphur, cither in the combustion tube <.r in a spe

apparatus. Details ol manipulation are given, audit
slated that it is essential to introduce a lateral current

oxygen at a certain point in the combustion tube

burn the eseapin fore absoi

sulphuric acid produced bj them.—C. A. M.
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Sulphur ; Determination of in Oils, Bituminous
Substances, Coal, and Similar Bodies, K. Graefe.

Z. augew. Ckcm., 1904, 17, 616—619.

The author recommends the use of Hempel's method for

the determination of sulphur (this J., ISO:?, 1S1), in which
the substance is burnt in a glass bottle in an atmosphere
of oxygen under normal pressure. The volatile products
of combustion are absorbed by means of sodium peroxide
solution. Non-volatile liquids are absorbed directly in

cottonwool; coal is u-ed in small pieces or pressed into

little blocks. Very volatile liquids are absorbed in cotton-

wool contained iu a little glass tube closed by pressing

parafnu wax against its open end. The tube is placed with
the stoppered end downwards in the core, so that as soon
as the paraffin is melted by the heat of the burning cotton
in the cone, the substance is vaporised and burnt.

—A. G. L.

" Crude Fibre "
; Preparation [Determination'] of

from I eyetable Fibres containing Lignin, lot means of
Sodium Peroxide. A. Duschetschkiu. J. russ. phys.-
chem. Ges., 1904, 36, 71—77. Cheni. Ceutr., 1904, 1
1227.

Fob the determination of "crude fibre" in vegetable fibres

containing lignin, the author makes use of a reagent con-
sisting ol 2 parts of sodium peroxide and 6 parts of
magnesium sulphate for 1 pare of substance. The duration
of the action varies from 1 \ to 6 hours, according to the
imount of lignin contained iu the fibre. If the proportion
of iiguin lie high, a preliminary treatment with a 1 per
em. solution of caustic soda is required, but this is not
lecessury in the ease of fibres containing a low proportion
if lignin, e.y., sulphite-cellulose. With fibres eoutaiuiDg a
arge percentage of lignia also, the treatment with the
odium peroxide reagent must be repeated two or three
imes, first over the naked flame, and then on the water-
iiith. The purity of the " crude fibre " is recognised by
leans of a solution of phlorogluciuol in concentrated
Jdrochloric acid. If the Iiguin is not completely removed

ily the above treatment, the material may be finally

J injected to the action of a 0-1 per cent, solution of
fctassiuin permanganate for a short time (5— 10 minutes)
ad of sodium bisulphite. The method is stated to be
uch more rapid than those of Sohulze and other authors.

—A. S.

mmonia and Aliphatic Amine*; Determination of Pyri-
dine Bases in . J. Milbauer and V. Stanek.
Z. anal. Cheni., 1904,43, 215— 222.

I

a mixture of ammonia and pyridine be treated with
Iciuin chloride, and carbon dioxide be passed through

i liquid, calcium carbonate and ammonium chloride are
med, whilst the pyridine, which forms no carbonate,
naiu^ free. The reaction proceeds similarly when salts

both bases are treated with calcium hydroxide, aud
bou dioxide is passed t irough the mixture. The aliphatic
ines behave like ammonia. The pyridine is then
racted by means of ether. In more precise detail a
thod is recommended on the following lines :

—

pyridine Bates in Ammonia.— 100 to 200 c.c. of
lmereial ammonia are diluted with an equal volume of
er and poured into dilute sulphuric acid, to which a
drops of a 1 per cent, aqueous solution of " Patent-
e V X Superfein " have been added. The strongly
1 solution is evaporated nearly to dryness, brought into
;parating funnel, a sufficient quantity of a freshly pre-
d sodium bicarbonate solution and an equal volume of
r.added, and the whole agitated for from 10— 15 minutes,
ridine forms no carbonate ) After drawing off the layer
her, fresh ether is added, and the whole again shaken as
re. The uuited ethereal solutions of the pyridine bases
iltered through a filter moistened with ether, the filtrate
ed with a few drops of Patent Blue solution, and
JUghlv shaken up with N 10 sulphuric acid. The
d thus acquires a yellowish-green tint. Subsequently
ss of sodium chloride is added, and the liquid titrated
with N/10 sodium hydroxide solutiou till a blue

is produced, the change being distinct and rapid,
authors recommend shaking a third time with ether,
ovc thaf no more pyridine remains behicd.

'

Pyridine Bases in Ammonium Salts.— 50 to 100 grms. of
the finely powdered sample are placed in a separating funnel,
treated with 25 to 30 c.c. of water, neutralised, a sufficient
quantity of solution of sodium bicarbonate added, and the
process above described followed.—A. S.

Starch; Determination of by Hydrolysis with Hydro-
chloric Acid, A. Rdssing. Z. offend. Chem.,10 61— ti4

them. Ceutr., 1904, 1, 1177.

The author has previously pointed out (this J.. 1904,386)
that Saehsse's inversion method gives low results in the
determination of dextrin. The same remark also applies to
the determination of starch by this method. The author's
method (lot. cit.) gives good results if instead of the old
factor 0'90, the factor 0-93 be used.—A. S.

Cider Vinegar; Examination of . A. E.

II. C. Lythgoe. J. Amer. (hem. Soe.,

375—3S2.

Leach and
1904, 26,

Detection of Malic Act',.'.—The following test for malic
acid, devised by the authors, has been used for the last two
years ia the Massachusetts State Laboratory :—Five c.c. of
the vinegar are mixed with ab >ut 1 c.c. of" a 10 per cent,
solution of calcium chloride and rendered alkaline with
ammonium hydroxide. The precipitated ferric hydroxide,
&c., is filtered off, and the filtrate mixed with three times
its volume of 95 per cent, alcohol and heated to the boiling
point, a flocculent precipitate of calcium malate being
inrnied in the presence of malic acid. Dextrin or sulphates
would also be precipitated, so the absence of these must be
assured. As a confirmatory test the precipitate is collected,
dried (to remove alcohol), aud dissolved in dilute nitric acid,
and the solution evaporated to dryness on the water-bath, to
convert calcium malate into calcium oxalate. Ou boiling
with sodium carbonate solution, the calcium oxalate is.

decomposed into calcium carbonate, which m to be separated1

by filtration. The filtrate is acidified with acetic acid an.
te*t;d with calcium sulphate solution, a precipitate at this
stage confirming the presence of malic acid in the vinegar.
Both of these tests should be made.

Determination of Malic Acid: (.;) Calcium Chloride
Method.—100 grms. of vinegar are treated with 10 c.c. of
10 per cent, calcium chloride solution and rendered
alkaline with ammonium hydroxide. After one hour's
standing the liquid is filtered and the precipitate washed
with water. The fftrate and washings are evaporated to
about 25 c.c., mixed with 3 volumes of 95 per cent, alcohol,
heated to the boiling point, and filtered through an ash-free
filter. The calcium malate on the filter is washed with hot
75 per cent, alcohol and ignited in a platinum crucible.
The ash is dissolved iu 35 c.c. of boiling X/10 hydrochloric
acid, and the excess of acid determined by titration with
N 10 sodium hydroxide solution, phenolphthalein being usee*
as indicator. The number of c.c. of ac:d consumed by the
ash, multiplied by 0-0067, gives the percentage of malic-
acid in the vinegar.

(/)) Lead Acetate Method.— 100 grms. of the viuegar ar<
neutralised with sodium hydroxide and treated with an
excess of lead acetate. The lead malate is collected, washed,
aud suspended in water, which is heated to the boiling point
aud saturated with hydrogen sulphide. The resulting lead,
sulphide is filtered off and washed with hot water, and the
filtrate evaporated to about 75 c.c, cooled, and mixed with
10 c.c. of 10 per cent, calcium chloride solution and sufh-
cient ammonium hydroxide t> render it alkaline. A
precipitate occurring at this point indicates the presence of
an acid other than malic acid. Such precipitate is removed,
and the filtrate trcatel as in the calcium chloride method.
These methods yield results in close agreement.

Total Acids and Solids.—Few of the samples examined
by the authors gave results lower than the 4-5 per cent, of
acid and 2-0 percent, of solids required by the Massachusetts
standard.

Ash should be about 10 per cent, of the total solids.
Less than 8 per cent, rarely occurs in genuine cider
viuegar.

Alkalinity of the Ash.—Cider vinegar yields a very
alkaline ash. One grm. of the ash should require about
jo c.c. of N/ 10 acid for neutra'isatioa, nnd the number of
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c.b. required for the neutralisation of loo gnus, of the ash

will !" approximate!} equal to tin- percentage of a~h.

tiplied hy 100. If the alkalinity be less than 6J per

cent, of this figure (per cent, ash x loo) the sample is

ions.

Ratio of Solubli I" Total Phosphates.—At least half of

the total phosphates in cider vinegar are soluble in water.

Reducing Sugars.—The amounts of these should be

the same before ami alter inversion. An increase after

ion points to the presence of cane sugar, or dextrin

. glucose, aihled to increase the solids'.

Reducing Sugars in the Solids.— Any samples containing

more than 20 to -J."> percent, of reducing BUgars in the total

M>]Ms are suspicious. The highest amount found by the

authors was 16-6 per cent.

Polarisation.—l'ure cider vinegar is always lffivo-rotatory,

and vinegars behaving differently may at once be condemned.
Excessive laevo-rotation points to the addition of invert

sugar or incomplete acetilication of the vinegar. Dextro-
rotation before and I a vo-ro-atioa after inversion .

added eane sugar, whilst dextro-rotation before and after

inversion
|
Mint- to the presence of glucose. It is suggested

as a standard that the polarisation (in a 200 mm. tube) of

undiluted vine", tr should lie between — 0-1° and — 4-0'

(Ventzke).—C. A. M.

Milk-Chocolate; Analysis of . 0. Laxa. Z. I'ntcr-

such. Nahf. Genussm., 1904, 7, 471—477.

The results of tin- analyses of various makes of milk
chocolate are given in tl e tallowing table :

—

Kind.
Totnl

Casein.
Other

Fat. ,

Other Non-
as

31-47
lirll
31-91

31-12

Sl-37
:;
:]:

33-11

ti-,- i:,

33-67

7-42
s-7ll

7--1

2-24

S-OO
s-7.1

1-46
8-14

P. er)

j. Delta i Peter)

Per Cent.
0-77
0-54

l 79
1-22

S-26
ii-:i.i

1 -0 '

072
0-23
2-03

9-06
9-80

9
-
lS

8-13
10-94

6-S9
6'SS
9-73

B-02
6-98

'

5
: ie

S-86
n:>
l •:;>-.

CTG7
1

' 16

3-10
0-40
1-43

Per Cent.

4-70
5-29
3-7u

$-23

6"68
4-i :

D'55

- 7 * "j 1

35-93

S3"] I

W22

t ( 10

88-87

Per Cat.
21-40
20 -

8 17

11-87
11-ss

B"47
lu-ai

l\i- ( .nt
1-87

2*32
1"98

it. Croqui t ' ian1 I
Cailleur). r:.l

s. Alpina (Sprtingli)

9 Marsner
in. Rigi i ii:,i' .'. - and \ "-d)

1
'.'

'

l •

:

The casein was determined by heating the milk-chocolate

on a water-bath with a quantity of 1 per cent, ammonium
oxalate solution for 30 minutes, with frequent agitation.

After cooling, the volume was made up to 2J0 c.e., filtered,

and l.
r
)0 c.e. of the filtrate precipitated with acetic acid.

The precipitate was collected on a filter, washed, and the

nitrogen determined in it by Kjeldahl's method, the factor

-6-37 being used to convert the nitrogen found into proteids.

The difference between the total amount of nitrogen and

the casein-nitrogen was multiplied by G-25 to give the

quantity of other proieids present. The lactose was deter-

mined by Kjeldahl's copper reduction process and the

saccharose either by polarisation or by Ruber's method

(Z. anal, (hem., 1901, 40, 97), the latter being preferred.

Taking the ratio of proteids to lactose and ash in milk as

10:18:2 (Vieth), it will be seen from the above table that

samples 8, 4, 5, 8, and 10 contain an undue amount of

lactose, this being due to the fact that milk-sugar has been

added to the milk before condensation. The Reichert-

jUtissl value of the fat extract from the sample affords

evidence as to whether whole or skimmed milk has been

employed. Milk-chocolate prepared by the simple addition

of dry casein and lactose cannot be distinguished by analysis

from that made with skimmed milk, unless the quantity of

casein be disproportionately high, but the author considers

that these products should not be called - milk-chocolate."

—W. P. s.

IXIV-SCIENTIPIC & TECHNICAL NOTES.

Silicon ; Action of ">i Water at Temperatures near

100° C. H. Moissan and 1'. Siemens. Comptes rend.,

1904,138, 989—941.

When silicon is heated with water in a test-tube to 95°—
'.is C., hydrogen is evolved and bydrated silica is formed.

The reaction is considerably increased by the addition of

small quantities of alkali. 1 be experiment was repeated in

a vessel made of silica, using water which had been distilled

in a platinum still : no reaction was observed in this case,

showing tha iction first noted «a> caused by traces

irf alkaii from the 'glass of the test-tube.— 1 . F. li.

it j I'ii si nee of in the (las. sfrom Smoke- Fissures

Guadeloupe. II. Moissan. Comptes rend., 1904,

138,
1 v. in Guadeloupe

ol argon.

—T. 1 . I..

Gold; Colloidal . Hanriot. Comptes rend., l.'ol,

138, 1044— ion;.

Tin: author has prepared colloidal gold by Henrich'l

method: 1 litre of water containing 1 grm. of auric chloride,

and rendered just alkaline with sodium carbonate, is boiled

and then poured into 800 c.e. of a cold solution of catechol

(pyrocatechin) containing 11 gnus, per litre. A red

coloration is produced, turning to violet. On mixing ten

such preparations and just acidifying with sulphuric acid,

the liquid becomes blue, and soon deposits a blue powder,

which iB washed with water and then with To per cent,

alcohol, dissolved in ammonia, and repreeipitated by
sulphuric acid. This solution and reprecipitation can be

many times repeated, so that the solutionis not simply tht

suspension of very line particles. The substance manifest:

acid properties, forming salts with suite of the heavy metals

some soluble and others insoluble.—I. T. I).

Gases ; Expansibility of between J and 1000* Ctl

A. Jacquerod and F. L. lVrrot. Comptes rend., 1904

138, 1082—1034.

The gases were heated in a platinum resistance furnace i

a bulb of fused silica, and the increase of pressure betweci

0° C. and the melting point of gold was determined. It i

established that (1) the coefficients between and 1000°(

of nitrogen, air. oxygen, and carbon monoxide are clofel

alike; (2) that of carbon dioxide is distinctly higher lbs

those of the gases just enumerated, though lower than th;

of carbon dioxide between and 100" C.—I. T. I).

Diazobenzenc Chloride on Diphcni/laminc ; Action of—
].. Vignon and A. Simonet. Comptes rend., 1904,13

110-1— 110j.

An alcoholic solution of 1 mol. of aniline hydrochlori

containing rather less that 1 mol. of diphenylamuM »

diazoti-cd by the addition of an aqueous solution of 1 BIO

sodium nitrite, the temperature was kept at 18 —Jo
I

la minutes, ami the producl precipitated by ice-cold wil

On drying, a yellow crystalline compound was obtained

m. pt. 47 ('.. rather unstable in air; it had feeble be

penies, giving a violet, unstable hydrochloride. On hi

with acids the compound was decomposed into
|

diphenvlamine, and nitrogen, whence the au'.li

as phenyldiazo-atninobenzene.—T. F. li.

Uranium Pitchblende Ore. U.S. Cons. Reps v
A) til 25, 1904.

Veu, Ifi'i >cr Tageblntl, of Vienna, reports th

meeting of the .Miner..]' £ ety, Dr. F. J. Be
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fessor of mineralogy, mentioned experiments which were
made with uranium pitchblende ores at the Imperial Museum
of Natural History. These ores have been in the possession

ol the museum since 1S0G. The experiments demonstrated
that they have lost none of their intensity of radio-activity

aud of the energy of their electric properties. They do not
differ in any way from the ores now taken at Joachimsthal.

fgrto 3Bock3,

Golii Assaying : A Practical Handbook giving the Modus
Operandi for the Accurate Assay of Auriferous Ores
and Bullion and the Chemical Tests required in the
i

1

i s of Extraction by Amalgamation, Cyanidation,

aud Chlorination, with an Appendix of Tables and
Statistics. I?y H. Joshua. Phillius, A. Inst. C.E., &c.
Crosby Lockwood and Son, 7, Stationers' Hall Court,
Ludga"te Hill, London, 1901. Price Is. &d. net.

Sm&ll Svo volume containing 85 pages of subject-matter,

with 62 illustrations, followed by an appendix of 16 pages,

chiefly tabular matter, and the alphabetical index. The
subjects are subdivided^ follows :—I. Natural Occurrence
and Forms of Gold. II. Physical Characters of Gold.
III. Chemical Properties of Gold. IV. Sampling of

Gold Ore. V. Fusion. VI. Cupellation. ATI. Parting.

VIII. Seorification. IX. Assay of Bullion. X. Assays in

Cyanidation, Chlorination, and Amalgamation Processes.

Chapters ox Paeermakinq, comprising a series of lectures

delivered on behalf of the Battersea Polytechnic Institute

in 1902, by Clayton Beadle. H. H. Grafton, 17, The
Borough, London Bridge, S.E. Price 5s. nett.

MALL Svo volume containing 145 pages of subject-matter

nd the alphabetical index. The text is subdivided aceord-

og to the lectures delivered, which are as follows :

—

Lecture I.—Examination of Fibrous Raw Materials for

'aper Making. II.—Art Papers as applied to Process
'rinting. III.—Bleaching. IV.—Chemistry of Bleaching.

,—Influences of Moisture on Paper. VI. and VII.

—

hemical Residues in Paper. VIII.—Function of Water
the Formation of a Web of Paper. IX.—Permanence
Paper. X. and XL—Sundry Physical Qualities of

iper.

sxual Statement of the Trade of the Untied
Kingdom with Foreign Countries and British
Possessions, 1903. Volume I. [Cd. 2u43.] Price 7s. Id.

us is the first volume of the statement of the foreign

de of the United Kingdom for the year 1903, and contains

itract tables showing the total imports and exports of

xy article enumerated, as well as detailed figures of the

ports and exports of each article from and to each

intry. A new feature of the present issue is the inclusion

{tables sbowiug the imports and exports of the LT
nited

iligdom classified in the same manner as in the tables

fixed to the " Monthly Accounts of Trade," but distin-

Hshing the trade with foreign countries from that with

Bush Colonies ; statements are added showing the articles

Haded under each of the categories exhibited in these

us.

Ueveral alterations have been made in the classification of
ii orts and exports in the present volume, and new headings
»J3ar for glycerine, electrical machinery, white lead,

Bain classes of skin and furs, soap, &c The imports of

(Trent kind- of petroleum are now distinguished, whilst

Hie export returns coal is subdivided into various classes.

ffj headings for " iron aud steel " in the statistics both of
>u nts and exports have been re-classified.

HJ>RT to the Board of Trade by the Advisory
{ |>MMITTEE ON COMMERCIAL INTELLIGENCE, Vl'ITH

lEi.i -( r To their Proceedings. [Cd. 2044.]

ice4W.

Tr. publication contains a history of the work accom-

!JH:d by the Commercial Intelligence Committee since

i-W pointment in May, 1900.

1 1; steps which have been takejn to bring the existence

"le Commercial Intelligence Branch and the scope of
"8f)rk under the notice of the commercial community.

both in this country and in India aud the Colonies, are
recorded.

A short account is given of the work of the Commercial
Intelligence Branch, regarding the business of which the
statistics show that the number of annual inquiries has
risen from 1,244 in 1900 to 3,599 in 1903.
The objects of the Commercial Missions despatched by

the Committee to Siberia and Persia are detailed, and an
account is also given of the other purposes to which, up to
the present, the " grant in aid " of 1,000/. per annum has
been allocated.

The appendices to the report include copies of the
X< >tics sent to Mayors of Boroughs, Chambers of Commerce,
Sec, respecting the establishment of a Commercial Intelli-

gence Branch, and of the circular sent by the Colonial
Office to Colonial Governments on the same subject; a list

of British Commercial Attaches and Commercial Agents in
Foreign Countries, and of the Correspondents of the Com-
mercial Intelligence Branch iu the Colonies ; and the
Reports by the Committee to the Board of Trade respecting
the German Tariff, the new Russian Tariff, and the
proposed new Austro-Huugarian Tariff.

Cralit Report.

I.—GENERAL.
Germany ; Trade of .

Foreign Office Annual Series, No. 3153.

The following tables show the values of imports and
exports of chemical interest during the last three years :

Imports.

Value in 1,000,000 Harks.

Articles.

1901. 1902. 1903,

Drugs, dyestuffs, &c 20"-01
Iron and ironware 66*56
Earths, ores, precious metals. &c. . 498 -

52
Hides and skins 2i:r.s2
Copper aud copper (roods 113*55
Caoutchouc and gutta perclm 60*02
Leather and leather goods 66-20
Oils and fats 249 "83
Petroleum 91'98
St. me and stoneware 45'01
Coal, coke, and other fuel 179'97
Tar, pitch, resin, and asphalt 32*41
Zinc and zincware S0'60

263-39
51-83

355-06
259 -Hit

109-111

73-26
64-38

210-01
93-11
15-15

168-23
31-83
3i-05

267-41
57-22

622-90
292-28
120*63
76-25
06-5-1

285-29
101-23
14*72

149*39
36-311

34-JS

Exports.

Value iu 1,000.000 Marks.

Articles.

Drugs, dyestuffs, iScc

Iron and ironware
} art lis, ores, precious metals. Ac. .

( 1 la *s aud glassware
Hid -s and skins
Hops
Caoutchoua and guttapercha
Copper and copper goods
Leather and leather goods
Oils and fats

Paper and paste goods
Soap and perfumery
Coal, coke, aud other fuel
Stone and stoneware
Potteryware
Zinc and zincware „

1901. 1902.' 1903.

301-73 380-63 400-15
517-26 608*88 668*25
156-23 2H11-27 192 -..->

18-18 18*01 52-01
120-31 137-40 122-47
14-60 25

-
46 24-65

44-77 50'00 52-S2
123-79 120-24 142-41
187-15 153-37 164-85
42-30 47-19 50-12

103-7S 1119-32 1211-12

17-02 17*05 20-86
272-70 267-58 295-89
36 -80 3S'05 39-71
75-63 77 -87 85*25
31-01 30-65 33-29

Chemical Industries in Italt.

Bd. of Trade J., May 5, 1904.

Among the chemical industries a great number are

foreign concerns ; their aggregate capital in 1892 was about
S0u,000/., while it is now over 4,000,000/., showing an
extraordinary development in less than 10 years. This

F 2
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industry is the oue that has made the greatest progress in

Italy, and yet there is still rauch to be accomplished.

Aside from the manufacture of soda ash, for instance, made
impossible by the high taxation of salt and the cost of coal,

there are a number of other chemical products that might
profitably be manufactured locally. Among the principal

ones might be mentioned citric and tartaric acid, the raw
material thereof being grown in Italy in greater quantities

than elsewhere. Oyer 3,000 tons of lemon juice are

annually exported and manufactured abroad into calcium

citrate and citric acid, while in Italy the production of the

manufactured article does not exceed 400 ton-, which is far

from supplying the local demand, thus necessitating the

importation of large quantities. In the last few years the

local manufacture of calcium citrate has somewhat increased,

but the crude material is still largely exported.

In 1902 Italy exported 16,200 tons of tartar and wine

dregs, importing at the same time 100 tons of tartaric

acid. The production of cream of tartar is, however,

increasing, 600 tons being exported in 1901 and 12,000 tons

in 1902. The manufacture of tartaric acid has also in-

creased in recent years, and 600 tons thereof were exported

in 1902 ; but the manufacture of this product is still out

of proportion to the production of the crude material.

Such an industry, intelligently established and conducted,

would undoubtedly prove very profitable, the local conditions

being so favourable.

Another lucrative industry would be found in the extrac-

tion, by improved methods, of the resin from the larch-fir

tree, of which enormous quantities exist in Calabria.

Although very rich in this product, Italy imported 13,400

tons of colophony and green resin and 1,000 tons of copal

and oil varnish in 1902.

Bilbao, Spain ; Chemical Industry of .

Foreign Office Annual Series, A*o. 3152.

Two ironworks, manufacturing coke by the Simon-Carves

and Semet-Solvay processes, produced in 1903 5,017 tons

of tar, which were Bold to the distilleries at Klorrieta.

These distilled 6,194 tons of tar, producing 2,141 tons of

creosote and 3,832 tons of pitch. 836 tons of creosote

were used in the country, 1,094 tons were shipped to

France, and 209 tons to Algiers. The whole of the pitch

produced was taken up by native requirements.

The above-mentioned ironworks also produce 1,753 tons

of ammonium sulphate, which is principally sent to

Southern Spain, although a portion is used in this district.

For the production of the ammonium sulphate, sulphuric-

acid was obtained from the two important works cxistiog

here, which likewise supply the soap factories, petroleum
refineries, and superphosphate and mtro-glycerin works.

Large quantities of superphosphates are taken inland, as

fanners are awakening to its usefulness.

Twenty tons of carbolic acid were produced and exported1

last year to Germany.

A private monopoly exists in Spain in regard to explo-
shc- and loaded cartridges, the Government, however,
reserving its right to import ammunition for military

purpose !8.

In 1902 the exploitation of turpentine, resins, &c., was
warmly taken up by Uilbao enterprise, a company bein^

formed which bought up all the small pine tree holdings.

The pine plantations arc situated in Old Castile, and
there are some 6,000,000 trees in cultivation. In that year
2,540 tons of turpentine and 1,706 tons of colophony,
besides important quantities of resins and resinous oils, were
produced.

i.ast year the output of 17 Factories was 3,146 tons of

turpentine and 10,825 tons of colophony. The sales during
the same period were: turpentine, 2,868 tons ; colophony,
9,524 tons. The best quality of this last product is

exported, whilst turpentine is used in the country, where
the demand exceeds the supply. Prices generally follow
the foreign markets.

The cultivation of beetroot and the manufacture of beet-

sugar was begun in the provinces of Sautander, Burgos, and
Logrouo after the loss of the Spanish colonies. So many
factories were opened aud provided with expensive ma-
chinery, that the supply soon outran the demand, and disaster

followed in many cases. Trusts were then formed in order
to maintain the price of sugar, which is high. The suirar

cane growers in Southern Spain did not join these trusts,

but they eventually came to terms, by which the beet

sugar producers engaged to supply 80,500 tons annually,

whilst the others were to put out 9,500 tons, thus making
between them a production of 90,000 tons, an amount
estimated to cover the consumption of sugar iu Spain.

Jamaica Exports in 1902-3.

Bd. of Trade J., May 5, 1904.

The following are statistics of some of the chief articles

of export from Jamaica :
—

Article.

Quantity. Value. r e

1901-2.

41,107 tons
1,422,010 pills.

321,65!) cwt.

1902-3.

a7.s05 tons
Ml PIUS.

40i;,t55 cwt.

1901-2. 1901-2.

£
M:t.79f.

124,426

136,705

£
97.106

L67 I a

s. <l. t. i.

50 per ton 51 :i ; r

I 9 ,. Rail. 1 1\ „
8 r, „ cwt. 8 3 „

IU.—TAR PRODUCTS, PETROLEUM, Etc.

Mineral Wax: German Tariff Classification.

Bd. oj Trade J., May 12, 1901.

Mineral wax, bitumen, aud blaok wax (which is ob-

tained in the course of the process of purifying mineral

wax), are to pay duty under No. 2Bm of the Customs
Tariff at the " conventional " rate of 10 marks per 100

kilos. (5s. id. per cwt.).

Petroleum Refining in I'iuxce.

Bd. of Trade ./., Ma;/ 12, 1904.

H.M. Consul at Calais reports that the petroleum refining

industry of that district is increasing largely, as shown

in the practical cessation of importation of refined petro-

leum. The refineries arc situated at Douai, production

200,000 casks; Lomme, 80,000 casks ; Le t 'at eau, 20,000

casks; Croix, 50,000 casks; and Dunkirk, 40,000 casks.

The price of the cask, which contains about 40 galls, c

1 \ cwis., is quoted at 21. Ss.

Petroleum Exports from Russia.

Eng. and Mining J., Ajiril 21, 1904.

Exports of crude and refined petroleum from Kussia

1903 arc estimated at 80,000,000 poods, or 1,310,400 melt

tons, an increase of :• per cent, oyer 1902. Part of tl

gain was in exports to Europe, which were 27,000,01)0 pood

and part in exports to the East, chiefly China.

1'EIItOI.El'M PRODUCTION OB ROUMANIA.

Bd. of Trad,- J., Ma;/ 12, 1904.

Thirty-four companies have been formed in Koumai
since 1868 for the extraction of petroleum, and i

number of wells exploited in the districts "t 1'rahe

Dambovitza, Buzen.and Bacuu amounted to 105 at II

end of 1903 ; 83 ofthe-e were in the district of Prahova
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The petroleum is still extracted in the most rudimertary
fashion, with wells woiked by baud, or borings. The pro-

duction for the last three years was : 1901,270,000 tons;

1902, 310,000 tons; 1903, 384,303 tons.

Carbolinevm : U.S. Citstoms Decision.

April 7, 1904.

Carbolineum used as a wood preservative is dutiable at

20 per cent, ad valorem under paragraph 15 of the present

Tariff Act, as a " coal tar preparation, not a colour or dye," and
not free of duty as " dead or creosote oil " under paragraph
524 as claimed.— It. YV. M.

Resokcinol ; Puke . U.S. Customs Decision- .

April 18, 1904.

It was held that pure resorcinol, differing only from the

forms used in the manufacture of dyes in purity and cost,

is dutiable as a " medicinal coal tar preparation," at 25 per
eenr. ad valorem, under paragraph 59 of the Tariff Act.

—R. W. M.

X.—METALLURGY.
Iuon and Steel Production' of Great Britain.

Eng. and Mining J., April 21, 1904.

The report of the British Iron Trade Association for the
ear 1903, just issued, gives the production of pig iron in

he United Kingdom as follows, in long tons :

—

1602. 1903.

Tons. Per Cent. Tons. Per Cent.

orge and foundry
essenur pig

3,860,491 45"0

3,648,948 42'3

S92.21S 10'i
185,033 2*1

3,875.826
3.760,422

991.B10

1S3.316

tl-ii

42'7

ll-.i

•'•II

Totals 8,586,693 lOO'O 8,811,204 lOO'O

The total production for 1903 is slightly greater than any
the estimates heretofore published.

The increase was chiefly in pig iron intended for conver-
>n into steel; forge and foundry iron production being
most stationary.

The production of steel in the United Kingdom was as
follows, in long tons :

—

1902. 1903.

Tons.
;

Per Cent. Tons.
1 Per Cent.

Bessemer
Opon-hearth

1.825.779

3,083,288

37-2

62 8

1 910,018

3,121,083
3S-0
112-n

Totals 5,034.101 100-ii

The proportions of steel made by the acid and basic
processes during 1903 were as follows :—

Acid. Basic.

j

Tons. PerCent. Tons. Per Cent.

26-2 593,103 11 -s

510,809 H'-l

Totals ... S.980.189 7s-

1

L.103,912 21-9

The acid process continues to predominate in British
practice, and will continue to do so as long as the present
sources of ore supply continue to furnish the raw material.
The proportions of finished steel made by the two pro-

cesses are as follows, in Ion;; tons :—

Bessemer. Open-
hearth.

Blooms and billets 239,119
liails 1,061,441
Bars 221,283
Merchant ste:d 125,444
Plates and angles 2i,sta

Totals l,i;(;o,i27

40o,eei
s4.;n2

5:i7.743

169,394

1,218,079

Total.

n:::'.7s-

1,146,883
759.02S
204.S3S

1,269,919

2,lli',-21 4,109,951

QUEENSLAND ; MlSERAI PliODI. CTION OF IN 1903.

Bd. of Trade J., May 12, 1904.

The following table shows the quantity and value of
minerals produced in Queensland during the year 1903,
comparative figures for 1902 being added :

—

Mineral.

1902. 1903.

I Izs. Tons. Value. Ozs. Tons. Valui

lid 610,463

701,312
"267

501.531

3,784

"
55

4,600

1
41

4.743

£
2,720,639
llti.171

7i',145

2.706

172.286

189,209
7.C00

1,167

16,989
123

5,502

3.672

5.0IIJ

••

668,516

642,125
3,708*

3,795

507.S«1

4.916

"l97
1,520

11
24

13,012

9,508

£
2,839 -

243,149
05,53*.

Ld
(1

_'-.-.. 12 J

Jd
7,870
5,332

Smith, wolfram, and molybdenite .

.

7,000
:; -.v

1.351,775 517.117 3,310,600 1,310,671 545,192i 3,686,096

'latlncm inih.-s.tb.y in the nineteenth cent! rv
[in Russia].

IF. Schneider. Chem.-Zeit., 1904, 28, 359—SCO.

le history of the development of the platinum industry
iae last century may be divided into four periods :

—

From the beginning of the century to 1828, when the
ng of platinum money was begun in Russia ; (2) from
to 1845, when coining was stopped ; (3) from 1845 to

, when the platinum refining industry was made free,

i.e., the obligatory refining of all platinum in the mint was
stopped; (4) from 18G7 to the present time. Platinum was
first discovered in the Urals, accompanying gold in 1819,

in the districts of Nishneturinsk and Nishnetagilsk in 1824,

and in Bissertsk in 1830. The first attempts to bring Ural
platinum on the market were attended with difficulty and
consequently the production remained small. The total

amount produced in Russia up to 1828 was about 40 poods,

and the demand was mainly supplied by South American
platinum. In 1829 the cost of refining platinum was from
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olatinum, Count kraukin, the Russian Mini.

ffi the idea of fning platmumxnoney. TtajwM

begun in 1828 and m theP^«^Jt^

5Ss£A :":;::;- ;s:::;:;rs

2,253 roubles per poollm S.,6. I . 1867 tto J J

Tpfinin" ot platinum in tue noyai -xliui
,;„„„, ;„S the

1

importation and ''M-. •-Uo, of platmmn u

predominance thus Becuredbj the.tore . '

retained up to the present t.me. From 166 to nm
.

-

small producers also ended to keep "I
the

^. P!—;.^e^;f en, P-inun, Per pood since

1S70 is shown in the following table :—

ton during tfa , for Inaon.te 1st qual. y,,10..

. ., 6d.; bsematite, 0s. 6d. to

dity,11..6d.tol2S. 5
2nd quality

'. to lis.

OSTABIO; MlSBEAt PkODTJCTION OB

Eng.ond Mining J., April 21, 1904.

The following table shows the mineral production of

province of Ontario for the year 1903.

ehorl tons of 2,000 Lb.:—

The ton- use 1

Product. | ty. Value.

Metallic:—

I '

\ 1

Iron '

Vie,

Si. ''I

Load
M.0I3
Zinc ore

16.088

208.154

87,004

15,349

85

1 ,
. lui on m

tc 1

Net value metallic production

Non-metallic:—
Actinolitc
Irsenic
Tile, drain

paving ;•

pn land

Building and crushed I

Calc ' •;
Cement, natural rocK

Portland

Corundum, grain..
. ibbed

1 Lspar

(
Iraphite
Gypsum
Iron pyrites

Lime
Mico
Natural pis

Pi at tuel
'•'u

Illuminating oil

Lubricating oil

;

P ttn wax and."

Sail

No.

1

1

1:1.1.

Ti 'lis

Ions

[mp. Gall.

Lb.

257

18, :o

3.788,80 '

i

15,296

7,«

D4S

1,100

2,014,313

S32.153

58,874

920

Dols.

7i«.7ai

1,500

I ,275

5,242.575

15,420

1;. 2*a

1 vi

..;,,

1

7.M10

.20,1100

li.'l'H)

l,;n.,Hm

1870
issa

1889

1890
1S91
1892
18«S
1894

metal).

1.248

2,915

4.826

0,171
V.lll

8,717
I. -.71

4.6911

t.690

Total non-metallic produi

production

is'.n; 5,628

1897
71

1899 7,870

Price in
Petersburg.

1900
lliul W,05l>

Russian producers.—A. S.

Ikon Or.r is BttBAO, Spats.

Foreign Office Annual ScnfS, No. 31

Kiver ,n 1903. as compared « --•
;

''^
:l „,l 4,056,710 tons ... 1901. Of

•
-

•

tothe United Kingdom were 2 649,004 1. .
-.

., Dboss: U.S. Customs Dbcision.

April 12, 1904.

Dross containing 37-63 per cent, of lead and 51 -M*

cent, of tin was held not to he free of dut,^ t«

raph 182.—K. W. M.

XII.-FATS, FATTY OILS, Etc.

Whale Oil.

S, lent. Amor. Suppl., 1904, 5<, -•».•>» J

23,566—83,568.

Th,ttul««»l p™d...i»oI «*£'*,

whtties is shown in the following table.
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Yield of Oil in Barrels of 31; Galls.

Minimum. Maximum. Average.

Right whale, Pacific ....

Atlantic...
head

Sperm whale, cows
bull

Humpback, Pacific
All"

Finback, Pacific'

Atlantic*
i lale ..

.

Bol tie-nose whale*
i Irca or Uiller whale
B lugn or white whale- .

Black-fish

250
1511

30 250 100

5 115
r

25—39
75- '."l

10 110 42
M 10') 1

I

10 Til 35
20 60 38

15 i: i

4 25 12

1 i> 2 1

3 1

i 4

' »il inferior to that from right wlialcs.

1 Hex! in quality to sperm oil; gives no residuum, and is thus
useful lor lubricating small machines, &c.

X Excellent lubricating oil.

The principal seats of the whale-oil refining trade in the

United States are at Xew Bedford, Mass., and San Francisco,

Cal. At the latter port, 20 per cent, of the sperm oil and
60 per cent, of the whale oil are refined. The oil is of two
chief kinds, viz., sperm oil, from sperm whales, and whale
oil. fmm all other varieties of whales, and also from walrus.

Back-fish, sea elephant, &c. The crude product ranges in

colour from clear amber to very dark brown. A conside-

rable amount of whale oil is used, in the crude state, by
steel-workers, miners, and cordage manufacturers. The
crude sperm oil is separated, by processes of refrigeration

and pressing, into (1) " winter sperm oil," congealing below
38° F., about 75 per cent. ; (2) "spring sperm oil," con-

gealing at 50°—6o
3
F., 9 per cent. ; (3) " taut-pressed oil,"

melting at 90°—95 F.. 5 percent. ; and (4) "crude sperm-
aceti," melting at llir— 115° F., 11 per cent. The crude

whale oil is separated, by similar methods, into (1) " winter

whale oil," congealing at 36°— 40' F., and (2) "whale-
foots," cr stearine. < IccasionaHy, " spring"and" summer"
whale oils are also prepared. By the usual method of

pressing, the oil of the right whale, taken in high northern

latitudes, gives about S per cent, of "foots " or stearine ; if

taken in the vicinity of the equator, or south of it, about 15

percent; humpback or finback whale oils, 12 per cent.;

menhaden oil, 5— lu per cent, ; sea-elephant oil, 5—6 per

cent. ; and seal oil, 3— 4 per cent of stearine.—A. S.

Wax; Chinese . U.S. Customs Decision.

April 14, 1904.

Merchandise invoiced as Chinese wax, composed of 70
per cent, of cerotic acid, 15 per cent, of ceryl alcohol, and
15 per cent, of wax, was assessed lor duty at 20 per cent.

ad valorem as a " manufactured article unenumerated,"
under section 6 of the present tariff. The Board of General
Appraisers held that it w-as free of duty as "vegetable
wax,*' under paragraph 695. The evidence is not conclusive
whether it is the secretion of the wax insect or is produced
from the sap of the tree under the influence of animal life.

Similar natural products, such as lac and beeswax, are pro-
vided for by name in the tariff, and the element of doubt in

this case is resolved in favour of the importer. The unusual
composition of the sample does not govern, for the reason
|that the nature of the article has not been altered sufficiently
'to make it anything other than wax in its physical properties
land technical uses.— H. W. M.

Kill. C.—IXDIA-RUBBER, Etc.

Gltta-Peikjua : U.S. Customs Decision- .

April '.), I! 4.

Gutta-percha moulded into cylindrical rods and partly

freed from impurities, was held to lie free of duty as " crude

gutta-percha," under paragraph 570 oi the present Tariff Act.

—B. VV. M.

XVI.—SUGAR, STARCH, Etc.

Beet-Sugar Statistics.

U.S. Cons. Reps., No. 1936, April 2:., 1904.

The following tables are largely based upon the reports

of Mr. ( )tto Licht, the sugar statistician, of .Magdeburg.

Production of Btet Sugar.—The following is

parative statement showing production of beet sugar in

European countries during the last three years :

—

Country. 1901-2.

Met. Tons. Met. Tons. Met. Tons.

Germany 2.304,928 1,702,461 1,960,

Austria. 1,301,549 1,057.692 l;.

I 1,123,533 s';:j,-jii>

Itussia 1,098,983 1,231.311 l,200,OUO

Belgium 334,960 225,696 220.000

Holland 205.172 lu-i.lll 125.00U

Sweden 125,948 72. lit

I' mark : 37,057

Italy 74.299 95.191 120,000

Roumania 20,8*4 i I 18.000

Spain 116.00U

Other cotmtrie 15,329 13,919

Total 6,732,248 5 5,910,000

Average Consumption.—The following is a comparative

statement showing how mu:;h sugar was consumed by each

inhabitant of European countries and of the United States

during the last two years :
—

Number ol

Country. 1901-2. 1902-3. itants

in 1903.

Pounds. '

Germany . 23-31 55,512,000
17-80 17,1

23 56 19,00 1,000

17*41 17-88
22-8721-ss 6,800,000

5.271

7,45

Denmark . 53*94 01-97 2,600,

7-37 ,000

10-91

6-78
lS,650,00tl

Itoumania 6,1CO,0 10

«-ii; C-11
8'53
7-83
7-96

3,7g

8*07 2,500,000

ll'Ss 2,550,000

24,600,000

11-1 14-11 5,600,000

Switzerlan 1 t;roo 6283 3. Ion. '

89'8
66-89

41,9110,000

70*41 78,700,1

Acreage and Crop Yictd.—The following is a compara-

tive statement showing the acreage sown to beets, the total

beet crop, the crop yields per acre, and the amount of sugar

per acre, during the past two years, and also the percentage

of sugar in the beets :
—

Country.

ermany
lustria '.

-ranee
tussia

Malum
iolland
Sweden
'Jenmark
taly

'pain

toumania
nited Statu s ...

•trier countries

Area sown to Beets. Total Beet Crop. Yield per Acre.
Amount of Sugar per

Acre.
i atage of Sugar
in Beets.

1902-3. 1903-4. 1102-3. 1902-3. 1903 -1. 1903-4. 1902-3.

Acres.
1,«56,708

751,011

551,771
1,482,116

129,480

78,084
59,798

38,7! 5

111,195

83,485

259,448
7.413

Acres.
1,027,580

7.. 7 633
553,998

1,895,801
1 «,0S3

38.795

123,550
B5.250

16.062

292 277
7.413

Met. Tons.
11,270,978

7,130,600
6,263,9*6

9,161,000

1,4*1,000

771,900
505,018
303300

1,000,000

670,479
130,1101)

1,686,308
140.IIO' I

Met. Tons. Met. Tons. Met. Tons. Met.
12.700,1 I

'

7,775,000

6,411,500

7,712,000

1,5*6, i

935,80 I

746,800

1,050.000

975,000
180,000

1,850,000
10il,400

0-49
11-36
18

11-13
9-12
s- 15

7-89
8-99

8*54

12*36
10-26
11*63
5*! 2

10-8S
9-39
10-51
»*95
8-5
8*71
11*21
6-33
10*15

Tons.
668
108

51
851

743
312
2U

sse
•83

069

2:2

Met. Tons.
1*9

1-597

I* HI
0*859
1*583
1*254
1-5
1*263
1-012
1*15
1-121
o-71~

L-062

Per Cent.
15*6*
14*88

18*77
[5*66

If i8

14-34
12-11'

9*52

12-52
9*9
9*91

Per Cent.

15*66
12- 10

15-50

12 Its

ll-J

9 !l

m a

to
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Production and Conmmption.-The following table for

year 1903-4 shows that most beet-growing countries have

sugar to sell, after supplying their own wants :
—

Stock on Consump-
Country. Hand Production. tioa

Sept. 1,1903.

Met. Tons. Met. Tons. Ml. Tons.

r „rm .,, v ... 320,88" 1.960,
'•'•'

',' " "rm -

6S.959 1A75.000 150, I

£
rai,

.

cc
SS'lii lxomoo 925.000

KandNo^:::::::: "g. « -
:
r;

"';
m:'" iS iXo unto

'.'">
, s --,o M6, 95,000

Spain.... « ',. 19

Switzerland ««» u
L87pj(M)0

^SsiaUsV^tandciiVe) ffiu 5S0.000 J£70;O00_

Tn, ,1 1,937,724 6,410.000 8,270,000

PreviouJ^ear::::::::::.:... 1.573,637 »»; w«
Production of Sugar-cane—The following is a compara-

tive statement showing production in cane-sugar countries

during the past three years. Of course the figures for

1903-4 can only he approximate estimates, as the harvesting

in some of the cane-producing countries, according to the

latest advices, has just begun, and the results bad to be

anticipated :
—

Country. 1901 -• 1902 3. 1903-4.

Cilia
Rice

Trinidad
Barbados
Martinique
Guadeloupe
Demerara
Brazil
Java
Philippines
M:iim il LUS

Reunion. «.

Jamaica
I., sser intilli

Pern
Birypt
Hawaiian Islands.

Met. Tuns. Met. Tons.
ii .. 'i >

82,179 77.737

14,913 83,604

10,31

1

29,780

81,733 33,107

10,576 88,828

118,193 122,857

265,000 139,000

719,81

1

784,169

67.331 114,343

1 l.').2fiS 1 17,630

80,120 In,!" 2

16 2tt 14.916

95, 80,000

100,000 110,000

96.1 i.tii.tiini

322,590 397,319

Met Tons.

1,150,

125,000

40,000

35,000
85,000

35,000

110,000

150,000

iio',ooo

180.
:,

20,001

y0,

100,000
S5,(H>0

Total .
8,907 =8

, 3,202,458 3.585,000

World's I'r duction and Consumption of Sugar.—It is

expected that the decrease in sowings in Europe will be

moderate, and that the acreage will be about 308,000 acres

less On the other hand, the production of cane-sugar

will be increased by at least 15O,00L' tons. The world's

consumption will increase about 500,000 tons.

XVII.—BREWING, WINES, SPIRITS, Etc.

Alcohol; Dutt-free is Poland,

Pkarm.J., May 7, 1904.

The year 1903 was a bad cue for Polish spirit distilleries

on account of the failure of the potato crop. Large quan-

tities of maize, a "'>"u' to the consular report, were

imported from Bessarabia mid the Caucasus to replace

potatoes, hut were of coins, much dearer. According to

ihe law of 1903, permi granted for the use of

denatured spirits, free of i seise, for industrial end tei

purposes, but little advantage was taken of it on account of

the shortness of spirits and the low price paid by the

monopoly i*d. per gallon) for spirits to be denatured,

which did not encourage distilleries to sell spirits to the

monopoly for that purpose. Denatured spirits were sold

bj the monopoly onlj at Warsaw at 6d. per gallon. l'he

consumption of denatured spirit was small, a- spe<

a to use i' has to be obtained from the Ministry in

each case, even tor a single lamp

SPIRITS PfiODUOTIOH OF IS POLAND.

Pharm.J.,Mu!/ 7, 1904.

According to the law of June 12, 1900, which was in

force till the end of 1903, Poland was allowed to produce

2°,500,000 cations of spirit a year. The production ol

spirits in 1003 was 17,517,558 gallons, of which 18,160,835

Gallons were sold to the monopoly for export to other parts

of Russia, aud the remainder, together with the balance

from 1902, covered the consumption of spirits in Poland,

which annually is about 10,000,000 gallons. The consump-

tion of spirits "in Poland is yearly decreasing, whereas m
Russia it is increasing. A new law, which came into fo

in January 1904, does not restrict in any way the production

of spirits in Poland, and the annual requirements ot the

monopoly have been fixed by the Ministry at 18,191,355

gallons for the period 1903-07, the monopoly taking this

quantity at a fixed rate.

Sriitir ; Manufacture of from Peat.

Bd. of Trade J., May 12, 1904.

According to the A'eue Hamburgische Birsen- Halle of

29th April, a company has been formed in Rendsburg with

ii capital of 1,500,000 marks to undertake the manufacture

"of spirit from peat. The factory will be built iu the ne gh-

bourhood of Aalborg, and will at first have a capacity for

producing 50 hectols. (hectolitre = 22 imperial gallons)

dailv. It is stated that it is intended in the first pla.- to

find" a market in the free port district of Hamburg, where

there are several large establishments using spirit, and at

the same time export the product abroad from Hamburg.

It is anticipated that the spirit produced will be especially

suited for heating purposes. The company is to commence

operations in July.

XIX.—PAPER, PASTEBOARD, Etc.

Paper Mimi.ictihe in Algeria,.

DepSche Coloniale, May 2, 1904 ; Bd. of Trade .1 .

May 12, 1904.

At the present time, the greater portion of the alfa

cultivated in Algeria is sent to the United Kingdom; the

amount imported into this country during 1903 being

C! 974 tons. All this alfa is utilised m the manufacture of

pai.er : the better quality for high-class paper and cigarette

papers ; the inferior quality for the manufacture of ordinary

Pa
if account is taken of the cost of carriage to the factories

and of the fact that nearly 2j tons of alfa are used in the

manufacture of one ton of pulp, an idea is obtained oi the

advantage to be gained by dealing with the alia on the

spot. . , .

A company has been formed with a view to working a

patent for the manufacture of paper from fresh alfa. A
factory has been established at Bou-Jaffar, and several

others are about lobe erected in the heart of the alfa-growM

districts.

X\.—FINE CHEMICALS. Etc.

ErBEIt FOB MANDTA.CTURIKG PURPOSES.

Times, May 14,1904.

Mr (iri\ having asked whether his attention bad been

drawn to the fact that ether from pun- spirit should ha

used in the manufacture cf certain articles required bytl

War ( mice; that this -pint was subject to a heavy duty,

and hence, if the article was to be manufactured at*

reasonable price, methylated ether must be substituted fct

the pure, or the contract sent abroad where manufacture*

obtain spirit dut3 free for manufacturing purposes i
aim

whether, under these circumstances, he would consider the

desirability ol permitting the manufacture o

in bond under practicable conditions, or of allowing in he

• v . ., . for Ihedutj received by the

cellorof theExchequei says "Section

of the Finance Wt of 1902 appears to cover sue. caMt

as the hon. mi mber has in view. Manufacturers desiring
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(o be allowed the benefit of that section should address an

application to the Hoard of Inland Revenue, by whom it

will be carefully considered."

Cocaine Mancpactube in Pert;.

Bulletin Commercial (Brussels), April 30, 1904 ; Bd. of
Trade J., May 12, 1904.

Peru is the only South American country in which

cocaine manufactories have been established. At the

present time there are two in Lima, one at Callao, two in the

Province of Cuzco, one at Catamarca, two in the Depart-

ment of La Libertad, and about a dozen more or less

important ones in the district of Huanuco. The quantity

exported in 1901 amounted to about 210 cwts., nearly the

whole of which was sent to Hamburg, the principal market
for this product. The demand for cocaine is continually

increasing. Tbe subjoined figures show how largely the

importation of this article has developed :

—

Tear. Coca Leaves. Cocaine.

Kilns. Kilns.

1807 ','.•1,01111 1,200

1898 408,000 4,350

[899 312,000 4.500
]<«>ll 56G.0O0 7,750

1901 610.000 10,088

As the average price of cocaine in 1901 was 30/. per

;i!o., the value of the amount exported was more than

1
20,000/.

Antiptbine : U.S. Customs Decision.

April 12, 1904.

Following previous decisions on similar goods, the Board
f General Appraisers held that antipyrine is dutiable at

cents per lb. under paragraph 67 of the present tariff,

a "medicinal preparation in the preparation of which
cohol is used."— R. \V. M.

patent 3U$t.

andN'.B.—In these lists, [A.] means "Application for Patent,

.S.] "Complete Specification Accepted."
Where a Complete Specification accompanies an Application, an
erisk is affixed. The dates given are (i) in the case of Applica-
ns for Patents, the dates of application, and (ii) in the case of

nplete Specifications Accepted, those of the Official Journals
which acceptances of the Complete Specifications are advertised,

'omplete Specifications thus advertised as accepted are open to

pection at the Patent Office immediately, and to opposition

-hin two months of the said dates.

I.—PLANT, APPARATUS, AND MACHINERY.

A] 10,007. Kugel. See under X.

Si 10,059. Rausome. Mixing machines.* May 2.

„ 10,093. Reese. Heating pipes, ducts, &c., contain-
ing fluid to be heated by gas. May 3.

|„ 10,094. Reese. Heating solid materials, or cru-
cibles, pans, &c, containing solid or liquid

materials, by gas. May 3.

j„ 10.14S. Honey wood. Machinery for crushing or
grinding ore, rock, cement, and the like. May 3.

10,157. Forbes. DistilliDg and condensing appa-
ratus.* May 3.

1 1, 10,225. Wilkinson. Means for and method of
carrying out secret manufacturing processes of
chemical treatment. May 4.

10,422. Christenson. Liners for centrifugal sepa-
rators. [Appl. in Sweden, May 16, 1903.]*
Mav 6.

[A.] 10,468. Mayer. Grinding apparatus.* May 6.

„ 10,612. Christenson. Inlet-pipe for centrifugal

separators. [Appl. in Sweden, May 16, 1903.]*
May 9.

„ 10,682. Heberlein and Hommel. Rotary furnace
applicable for use in roasting ores and for other
purposes. May 9.

„ 10,753. Johnson, and S. H. Johnson and Co., Ltd.
Process and apparatus for filtering liquids.*

May 10.

„ 10,797. Van der Hevdeu. Solidification of fluids.

May 10.

„ 10,881. Carolan (Gen. Electric Co.). Methods of
conducting chemical reactions. May 11.

„ 11,186. Lockwood. Grinding mills. May 14.

[C.S.] 11,549 (1903). Johnson (Badiscbe Anilin und Soda
Fabrik). Purification of gases. May 18.

12,347(1903). Brooks and Clarkson. Furnace for

heating purposes. May 11.

14,105 (1903). Loison. Centrifugal separators for

dry materials of different densities. May 18.

15,108(1903). Haas (Haas). Apparatus for treat-

ing materials with air, or other gases or vapours,
for drying, bleaching, or other purposes. May 18.

16,815(1903). Branget. Apparatus for separating

or grading ground or other pulverised materials.

May 18.

6444 (1904). Ancel. Crushing aud pulverising

machine. May 18.

7204 (1904). Bokelberg and Sachse. See under
III.

7210 (1904). Justice (Telluride Reduction Co.).

System of and apparatus for filtering liquids.

May 18.

II.—FUEL, GAS, AND LIGHT.

[A.] 10,123. Addieks. Apparatus for the manufacture
of earburetted water-gas.* May 3.

„ 10,344. Gerdes. Gas producers. [Ger. Appl.,

May 6, 1903.]* Mayo.

„ 10,476. Claudel et Cie. Gasification of liquid fuel.

[Fr. Appl., March 24, 1904.]* May 6.

„ 10,480. Eveno. Vapourising liquid fuel. [Fr. Appl.,

Oct. 20, 1903.]* May 6.

„ 10,538. Alsop. Method of generating a gaseous

medium from air. [U.S. Appl., May 29, 1903.]*

May 7.

„ 10,607. Kennedy. Gas producers. May 9.

„ 10,620. Wilshere. Manufacture of artificial fuel.

May 9.

„ 10,733. Hills and Lane. Gas-producing apparatus

for use with fuels of a bituminous nature.

May lo.

„ 10,734. Hills and Lane. Production of producer

gas. May 10.

„ 10,873. Voelker. Manufacture of electric incan-

descent bodies. May II.

„ 10,926. Dempster and Suns, Ltd., aud Scott.

Gas retorts. May 12.

„ 11,101. Roux and Goniu. Ovens for the carbon-

isation of peat and other carbonaceous materials.

May 13.

„ 11,105. Gueuot. Manufacture of water-gas. [Fr.

Appl., May 14,1903.]* May 13.

[C.S.] 11.827 (1903). Lake (Selas Ges.). Apparatus for

producing mixtures of gas and air. May Is

„ 13,047 (1903). Beaven. Treatment of cuke.

May 18.

14,S93 (1903). Paul. Gas producers. May 11.
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1008-): Johnson (Deuts. Continental Gas,
[ J

ges..and Bueb). Manufacture of gas. May 11.

27Wg (T903V Delassue. Gas producers a„d

" ~ purifying apparatus for use with gas engines.

Mav 11.

5045 (19045. Myers. Furnaces specially applicable

for burning tan and lijte fuel. May is.

6527 (1904). Thompson (Moore *ss and
"

apparatus for quenching and bleaehmg coke.

Mav 11.

6718 (1904)! West. Construction of regenerator

furnaces; May 11.

Ill—DESTRUCTIVE DISTILLATION, TAB

PRODUCTS, PETROLE1 M. VND

MINERAL WAXES.

rrST 6891 (1904). Zimpell. Saturator for the recovery
[C.S.] 6891 CJJM^ of

P^-
mgn

.

a from ammonla gases .

Mav 11.

7oo4 "(1004). Bokelberg and Sachse. S«^ under

XII.

IV .-COLOURING MATTERS AND DYESTUFFS.

TA 1 10 235. Shillitd (Anilme Colour andExtract
Works,

L J
formerly J. R- Geigyl. Manufacture of 1-d.azo-

ooxv and 2-dialo-l-oxy-naphthalene mono-,

di-, and tri-sulphonie acids. May 4.

10,678. Lake (Ochler). Halogenised nitre, com-

pound-.* May 9.

10,895. Johnson (Badische Anilin und Soda

Eabrik)'. See under XIII. A.

10 925. Lilienfeld. Manufacture of ind ;go or

homologues or derivatives thereof .
MaylJ.

rr SI 13 192 (1903). Newton (V. Bayer and Co.).

[G - ]
Manufacture of new dyestuffs of the ir.phenyl-

methane series. May 11.

1M93 0903). Johnson (Badische Anilin und

Soda Eabrik). See under XIII. A.

V._PREPARING, BLEACHING, DYEING

PRINTING, AND FINISHING TEXTILES, YARNS,

AND FIBRES,

nil 10 005 MeNaught. Machinery for scouring and

[ "V] &og wool and other fibrous materials.

Maya-
„ . .,

10156 Hall. Method and means of removing oil

" 10
a„a

L
grease from sponge cloths;,

cotton waste
:

and

all kinds .4' grease-laden textile material. May 3.

l0 272. Miner. Process and means for washing

textile fabric* Maj 4.

10499 Brandt. Process for producing figured

"
patterns™ velveteens, plushes, and other prfe

May 7.

,0,617. Waddelow. Process for making fabrics

highly combustible. May 9.

10 918 "Roberts, Taylor, and Taylor Carbonising
"

or completely destroying all vegetable matter and

sUk in woolorrags automatically. May 12.
^

res ! 10255(1908). Crompton and Horroeks. Machines
[C "- J

,;,r mercerising, scouring, bleaehmg, .dyeing.

hi,,,, and like treatment ol van, in hank

form. Mav 18.

(1904). Lesenne. Wool-washing machinery.

"Mav 1>.

8433 (1904V Serkowski. Waterproofing ot mate-

,

| 1CD :„ .issues, fabrics, paper, leather, and

cords. May is.

VII.-ACIDS, ALKALIS, AND SALTS.

r\l 10232 Maclvor and Burnett. Apparatus for the

L '
'J

manufacture of oxide lead. May 4.

10 360. Johnson (Badische Anilin and So, i

Fabrik ). Manufacture and application ot re-

ducin , . and of intermediate productl

i, lating thereto. May 5.

10 897 I'.loxam (Neue Photographische G
"

Act.-Ges.). Manufacture of statde

salt solutions. May 11.

U172. (ie. Franchise de l'Ac, i

;;
"

Mauufactut
' oxygen. [Fr. Appl., Ma;

1903.]* May 14.

rrsl 1-71'. M003). Lake (Synd. pour l'Kxploitaii
[C ]

Inventions du Prof. Oettli). Manufac.

i, vide of zinc. May 11.

U 749 (1903). Davis. Utilisation of nitre caM
"

and the manufacture of useful products there-

from. May II.

17 5SS (1903). Johnson (Chen. Fahr. Griesheif

lilektron). Treatment of alkali chroma

the production of bichromates and alkali there-

from. May 18.

1- Wi (1903). Johnson (Cheni. Fabr. Gri
"

Elektton). Treatment of chrome ironsto,

the production of potassium < Inornate. Alaj 18.

6891 (1904). Zimpell. See under III.

VIII.—GLASS, POTTERY, AND ENAMELS.

r \ ] 10,670. Bottomley, Hutton, and Paget. Manufac-

ture of silica glass. May 9.

rC S 1 13 046 (1903). Dausette. .Manufacture of ccrau*
L

'
'articles. May 18.

IX -BUILDING MATERIALS, CLAYS, MORTAB4

AND CEMENTS.

[ S. ] 10,170. Grau. Manufacture of cement. Mav 3.

10275. Schmidt and Cngcr. Coloured cement,

"
and the process of manufacturing the

May 4.

10,490. Hadliugton. Brick kilns, &c. Ma;

10,650. Blakeslee, Building blocks* May ''.

11,151. Hamblet. Brick kilns, &c. May 14.

[OS.] 11.324 (1903). Timm. Manufacture ot Portland

cement. Mav 18.

16 105 (1903). SandwithandRayi.er. Luh
" 'Stance tor use in the manufacture ol

tiles, pottery, and the like. Maj

24,911 (1903). Earle (Traschler). Manufactar,

of whit, cement. May 18.

60 (1904). Ferkiewicz. Coating brie

apparatus therefor. May 1".

4478 (1904). Bach. Manufacture of retracte

articles. May 11.

,9 (1904). Weiss. Process of making :.
buM""

agent or cement. -May 11.

X.—METALLURGY.

rA ] 10,007. Kugel. Heating furnace for the continue

L J
heating of metals without oxidation.' Maj -

10,241. Bailey. Extraction of gold from refwtfo

ores. May 4.

10,682. Heberlein and Hommel. See under 1.

, ]„„av (Soc. Anon, pour l' lndl'8"?* '

" '' rAhnminum). Process for the dcox^tto

ingot iron, ingot steel, and the like. Mayli

10,976. Duke. Aluminium alloys. May 12.
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[A.] 11,019. Brand. Apparatus for and methods of

precipitating zinc troiu solutions of the same.
.May 13.

„ 11,123. M :;c Arthur. Treatment of ores containing

antimony. May 14.

11,164. Wheatley. Metallic alloy. May 14.

[( I.S.] 1-5,731 (1S03). "Willis (Shields). See under XI.

„ 15,032 (1903). Spencer. Manufacture of steel.

May 18.

15,188 (1903). House and Conn. Method of

hardening lumps artificially agglomerated, of

iron sand, or of concentrated powdered iron

on.' for transport and for reduction in furnaces.

May IS.

„ 25,032 (1903). Galliraith and Steunrt. Method of

and apparatus for the reduction of iron sand, iron

oxides, and other suitable substances. May 11.

„ 25,033 (1903). Galbraith and Steuart. Methodand
apparatus for the reduction of iron sand, iron

oxides, and other suitable substances. May 11.

„ 26,292(1903). Ellis and Flanigan. Flux for solder-

ing aluminium. May IS.

„ 27,516(1903). Jacobsen. Metallic alloys or com-
pounds. May 11.

„ 2273 (1904). Hadtield. Manufacture of magnetic
material. May 18.

„ 5671 (1904). Lake (Bassett, Parker, and Strout).

Brazing of metals, and fluxes for use therein.

Maj is.

XI. -ELECTRO-CHEMISTRY AND ELECTRO-
METALLURGY.

[A.] 10,559. Siemens Bros, and Co., Ltd., and Eichen-

auer. Galvanic batteries. May 7.

10,70'J. Stbckigt. Dry cells.* May 10.

„ 10,794. Iilackmore and Byrnes. Electrolytic

apparatus. May J i.

[C.S.] 14,731 (1903). Willis (Shields). Electrolytic

reparation of copper and nickel from mattes and
ores. May 18.

„ 14,963 (1903). Willis (Sjosted). Electric furnace.

May 18.

„ 17.5S7 (1903). Johnson (Chem. Fabr. Griesheirn

Elektron). Manufacture of electrodes for elec-

trolytic purposes. May 18.

„ 28,782 (1903). Eimer. Electric sectional furnaces.

May 11.

„ 4866 (1904). Frick. Electric furnaces. May 18.

X1L-FATTY OILS, FATS, WAXES, AXD SOAR.

[A.] 10,011. Galloway. Scrubbing or combination
soaps, i^c. May 2.

„ 10,350. Klopfer. Process for producing soap.*
May 5.

,, 10,466. Dreymann. Process for manufacturing
randies, lamp-oils, cooking fats, ointments, soaps,

&C* May 6.

„ 10,536. Haase. Candles.* May 7.

|

[C.S.] 7204 (1904). Bokelberg and Sachse. Continuous
vacuum distillation of fat?, oils, tars, and the like. I

May 11.

HII.-PIGMEXTS, PAINTS; RESIXS, VARXISHES;
INDIA-RUBBER, Etc.

(A.)—Pigments, Paints.

[A.] 10,895. Johnson (Badische Anilin und Sod::

labrik). Manufacture of colouring - matter
lakes. May 1 1

.

[C.S.] 15,493 (1903). Johnson (Badische Anilin und Soda
Fabrik). Manufacture of colouring-matter lakes.
May 18.

(C) IXDIA-RlIUlER.

[A.] 10,004. Rath. Method for rcckurning vulcanised
india-rubber. May 6.

[OS.] 13,300 (1903). Velvril Co., Ltd., and Ilowkins.
Manufacture of india-rubber substitutes, May 11.

XIV.—TANNING, LEATHER, GLUE, SIZE, Etc.

[A.] 11,094. Lewis. Process of manufacturing soluble
albumen from milk.* May 13.

[C.S.] 10,615 (1903). Union de la Boucherie en Gros de
Paris. Process and apparatus for the prepara-
tion of desiccated blood. May IS.

„ S433 (1904). Serkowski. Sec under V.

[A.]

[

XVI.—SUGAR, STARCH, GUM, Etc.

10,586. Humphreys and Harrison. Manufacture of
starch, glazing materials, and like substances, for

laundry purposes. May 9.

„ 10,664. Even and Tomlinson. Process of con-
verting wood cellulose into sugar.* May 9.

„ 11,113. Wheatley (Internat. Spiritus - Industrie
Ges. m. b. H.). See under XVII.

XVIL—BREWING, WIXES, SPIRITS, Etc.

\.] 0. Vignier. Distillation of whiskey and brandy.
May 5.

10,361. Aspinall and Cannon. Treatment of wort.
May 5.

10.489. Hunt. Maturing and improving the aroma
of raw whiskey and other spirits and also certain

wines. May 6.

10.490. Lustig. Process for preserving hops.*
May 6.

10,893. Hunt. Maturing and improving the aroma
of raw whiskey and other spirits and also certain

wines. May 11.

11,113. "Wheatley (Internat. Spiritus - Industrie

Ges. m. b. H.). Method of preparing must for

the manufacture of spirits of wine, tue feeding
of cattle, and the manufacture of dextrose.*
May 13.

„ 11,174. Dorn. Process for the maturing of wines
and spirits as well as for the sterilisation of

liquids. May 14.

[C.S.] 21,5S0 (1903). Hewer. Appnratus and process

for infusing and extracting bops. May 1 1.

XVIII.—FOODS ; SANITATION, WATER
PURIFICATION; & DISINFECTANTS.

(4.)—Foods.

[A.] 10,030. Von Behring. Sterilising and preserving

process. May 2.

10,211. Lawson. Process of bleaching grain and
rice. May 4.

10,651. Bauinann. Preparation of milk. May 9.

10,758. Dunne. Means for preserving food and
the like. May 10.

11,094. Lewis. See under XIV.

11,174. Dorn. See under XVII.

[C.S.] 12,016 (1303). Leetham. Process and apparatus

for bleaching wheat, flour, and the like. May 1 1.

„ 7895 (1904). Braga. Process for the manufacture

of extract of meat. May 1

1
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(/?.)

—

Sanitation; Water Purification.

[A.] 10,539. Stringfellow. Treatment and utilisation of

sewago and other refuse. May 7.

„ 10,867. Peschges. Purification of sewage and the

like. May 1 1

.

[C.S.J 11,073 (1903). Travis and Ault. Purification of
sewage or other liquids, aud means therefor.

May 18.

„ 7333 (1904). Porion. Process aud apparatus for

disinfecting sewage and like waters. May 11.

„ 8461 (1904). Street and Street. Purification or

filtration of liquid refuse discharged from dis-

tilleries, brewerits, paper works, and other places.

May 18.

[A.]

(C.) — Disinfectants.

10,030. Von Behring. Disinfectants. May '.

XIX.—PAPER, PASTEBOARD, Etc.

[C.S.] 25,075 (1903). Busbridge. StrainiDg apparatus

suitable for straining paper pulp. May 18.

„ 8433 (1904). Scrkowski. Sei underY.

XX.- -FIXE CHEMICALS, ALKALOIDS,
ESSENCES, AND EXTRACTS.

[C.S ] 16,299 (1903). Imray (Fabr. Prod. Chimiques de
Thann et de Mulhouse). Manufacture of ortho-

toluene sulphonic acid. May 18.

XXL—PHOTOGRAPHIC MATERIALS AND
PROCESSES.

[A.] 10,898. Bloxam (Neue Photographische Ges.,

Act. Ges.). Method of toning silver pictures

Mav 11.

XXII.—EXPLOSIVES, MATCHES, Etc.

[A.] 10,3CO. Guthridge. Explosive. May .",.

„ 10,540. Reiehwald (E. Krupp Akt.-Ges.).

ridges. May 7.

11,000. Steele. Explosive.* May 12.

„ 11,066. Brodie and The British Moss Litter Co.,

Ltd. Manufacture of explosives. May 18.

[C.S.] 10,789 (1903). Fischer. Explosive mixture. M:n Ifl

Car*

Printed aud Published by Etbi ami SpoxTigwooiTf, Kast Harding Street, Londot, E.C., for the Society of Cheuucal Industry.—t lli;
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Notices.

ANNUAL GENERAL MEETING, NEW YORK, 1904.

The Annual General Meeting will be held in New York
City on Thursday, Sept. 8th, and following days. Members
who propose to attend the meeting are requested to inform

the General Secretary, as soon as possible, by what stealage

they will travel. Each boat will be met on arrival at New
York by a representative of the Reception Committee, with

a list of apartments, at various prices, which have been
reserved for the Society. The same system will be observed

at all the other cities visited by the special train. A revised

programme appeared in the March 31st issue.

In accordance with the provisions of Rule 18 of the

Bye-laws, notice is hereby given that those members whose
names are printed in italics in the list of Council will retire

from their respective offices at the forthcoming Annual
Meeting.

Mr. W'm. II. Nichols has been nominated to the office of

President under Rule 8 ; Dr. Edw. Divers, Prof. W. K.

Eaton HodgkinsoD. Mr. Max Muspratt, and Mr. T. J.

Parker have been nominated Vice-Presidents under

Rule 8 ; and Sir Wm. Ramsay has been nominated a Vice-

President under Rule 11.

The Hon. Treasurer and Hon. Foreign Secretary have
been Dominated for re-election to their respective offices.

Members are hereby invited to nominate fit and proper

persons to fill four vacancies among the ordinary members
of the Council. Forms for this purpose can be obtained,

on application, from the General Secretary, or from the

Hon. Local Secretaries of the Canadian, New York, and
Sydney Sections.

Extract from Rule 18 :
—" No such nomination shall be

valid unless it be signed by at least ten members of the

Society who are not in arrear with their subscriptions, nor

unless it be received by the General Secretary, at the

Society's Office, at least one month before the date of the

Annual General Meeting at which the election to which it

refers takes place. Nor shall any such nomination be valid

if the person nominated be ineligible for election under Rules

12 or 15. No member shall sign more than one nomination

form."

COMMUNICATIONS.

Authors of communications read before the Society, or

any of its Local Sections, are requested to take notice that

under Rule 43 of the Bye-laws the Society has the right of

priority of publication for three months of all such papers.

Infringement of this Bye-law renders papers liable to be

rejected by the Publication Committee, or ordered to be

abstracted for the Journal, in which case no reprints can

be furuisheil to the author.

Drake, Bryant S., 1 n Martinez ; 1121, Sth Avenue, East

Oakland, Cal., U.S.A.

Fairliall, E. J. ; Journals to c/o the Powell WoodVProcett
Syndicate, Ltd., Carpenter's lioad, Stratford, E.

Fox, .1 no., l,'o Manchester ; 42, Highfield Hoad, Rock Ferry,

Chester.

Fritchle, O. 1'.. 1 o Argo ; 1453, (larkson Street, Denver,

Colo., U.S.A.

Glendinniug, T. A. ; all communications to Wellpark

Brewery, Glasgow.

Goodehild. W. 11.; Journals to c/o Borneo Co., Ltd.,

Sambas, Dutch West Borneo.

Holden, G. I-:., l/o 21 ; 23, Durnford Street, Middleton.

near Manchester.

Howard. T., l/o Bedford Park; Hibernia House, Hihenflh

Road, Hounslow.

Howe, .las. Lewis; Journals (temp.), Dune Cottage, Cush-

ing, Mass., U.S.A.

Matheson, Wm. J. ; Journals to c/o Cassella Colour I o.,

182, Front Street, New York City, U>.A.

Petty, Gordon N., l/o Wellington Terrace; 56G, Stretford

Road, Old Trafford, Manchester.

Pilhashy, B. M., l/o Cincinnati ; Town and 1th Streets,

Columbus, Ohio, U.S.A.

Riley, Oliver; Journals to Hapton Chemical Works, near

Accrington.

Roller, II. C, 1 Livingston Street; 102, Montague Street,

Brooklyn, N.Y., U.S.A.

Ross, Herbert W., I o Oakland ; corner of Bancroft Way
and Piedmont Avenue, Berkeley, Cal., U.S.A.

Shenk, Francis D. ; all communications to Box 553. Detroit,

Mich.. U.S.A.

Smither, F. W., l/o Kansas City; 310 1

,, Union Strea,

Nashville, Tenn., U.S.A.

Spurge, E. C, 1 o Neuilly; retain Journals.

Taylor, Tore. Jan.. 1 o Manchester ; (Journals) Kgiit House,

Sale, Cheshire, and (communications) c/o Cornbrook

Chem. Co., Ltd., Stockport, Colour Manufacturer.

Wetzel, H. A., (Journals) c'o Parke, Davis, and Co.

Analytical Department, Detroit, Mich., I S.A., anc

(subscriptions) c o Parke, Davis, and Co., Ill, Queei

\r ictoria Street, E.C.

Wielandt, Dr. W., l/o Magdeburg; Kalckrenthstrasse 1

Berlin, \V., Germany.

Bratb.

Ewell, E. E., German Kali Works, 22\, South Broad Street

Atlanta. G:\., U.S.A.

Cbangrs of aooressu

When notifying new addresses, members are request. 1 to

write them distinctly, and state whether tiny are temporary

or permanent. Multiplication of addresses is also to be

avoided as tending to create confusion. When sending

subscriptions, the use of the form attached to*he application

helps in the verification of addresses, on which the safe

delivery of the Journal depends.

Andrews, G. D., l/o Old Ford : C J and J. Colman, Ltd.,

Carrow Works, Norwich.

Brach, Dr. L. K. : all communications to 223, Central

Avenue, Norwich, Conn., r.s.A.

Burton. All"., 1 o Front Street West; ill. Bedford Load,

Toronto, Canada.

De Wilde, P., 1 o Ugeria; 313, Avenue Louise, Brussels, 1

Belgium.

Canadian ^rrttom

E B B A T A.

THE IMPROVEMENT OF BOILEK FEED WATLK

ay a. '' oii.i
,

,, -*-> F - K -' •
(This J.. April 1"), l'J04, pp.351—358.)

Page 357. Table "/ Formula, under No. 1 1 for " P. •

].. 7 " or " No. T " aht '

Page 158. Lost B liaes of paper,

read page 355, col. 2.

For " pages -l,
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atbrrpool &ntion.

Meeting held at the University, on Wednesday,
April 27th, 1904.

MR. FRANK TATE IN THE CHAIR.

STUDIES ON THE CLATJS REACTION.
PART II.

BY R. FORBES CARPENTER AND S. i:. UNDER, B.Sc.

Iu the paper ivad before this section in March, 1903

(thi> .1., 1903, pages 457—4fi4), we said, page 460: "We
are not able to present any figures of sulphur loss corre-

sponding to those in Table II. for ordinary gasworks

Claus plants (composition of gases, 20—25 per cent,

sulphuretted hydrogen to 80—75 per cent, carbon dioxide)
;

hut such figures as are contained in the Alkali Reports

from 1884 onwards indicate that the losses are lower,

I especially in sulphur as sulphur dioxide. Probably the

counter reaction between water vapour and sulphur is much
5 less active at the lower temperatures induced by presence

I of so much carbon dioxide." During the past twelvemonth
opportunities for more exact research have presented

themselves, enabling us to conduct some fairly exact

, experiments on the question of sulphur loss, based on ex-

amination of the inlet and outlet gases, to compare with

the results of similar losses as ascertained by the practice

in the Chauce-Claus process, where routine testing of both
'

inlet and outlet gases is regularly practised. Early in the

! year, as indicated in the above quotation, it had been
. somewhat anticipated that in the former process, where the
1 amount of carbonic acid bears such large proportion to the

total volume of gases passing through the kiln, the lower
resulting temperature would tend to diminish loss of sulphur

I

resulting from the operation of a counter reaction, hitherto

I
supposed to take place, to a certain extent, in the kiln

at high temperatures

—

*(2) 3S + 2H..O = 2ILS + SO™ For net calories evolved
see (4) (i.), (4) (ii.)

below
; (2) being (4)

reversed,

by which the concurrence of these two gases in the exit

sases from the kiln has been explained. Some later

experiments, however, directed to this point, have not
;onfirmed the piobability that this equation exclusively

• (represents what occurs in the kiln after the supposed
iriraary reaction —

*(.',) H2S + O = H,0 + S At 316° C. (600
:

' F.) if

sulphur is vaporised net

calories evolved 38,890,

'las operated in the upper active layer of contact substance.
There are, however, considerations based on thermo-

hernical data, which suggest that the kiln reactions may
proceed on less simple lines than those represented by the
|wo equations (1), (2), above, both of which have a
ositive value when expressed therinocheniieally, and lead
i the adoption of the alternative equations

—

*(3) 3H",S t 3d = At 316' 0. net calories

211 ,S + SO, + H,0 evolved, 124,450.

*(4) 2H,S + SO, = At 316° C. (600° F.)
3S + 2H,0 i. If sulphur is not vapor-

ised, net calories

evolved, 26,860.

ii. If sulphur is vaporised,

net calories absorbed,

7,890,
• affording a better explanation of the observed facts,

ggesting that what actually takes place is not so simple
(1), but that the same end result is reached in two

;iges.

:

1'or the sake cf simplicity, nitrogen is excluded from the
"ations under discussion here.

Iu the first of these, (3), only 45.1S0 calories are
generated per 32 of sulphur; but very little, of this is

rendered latent in the form of water vapour, in fact, only
about one-sixth part of that in the direct reaction (1),
where under kiln conditions more than one-third (about
22,500 calories) passes into the potential form as vapour
of water and sulphur

;
hence this reaction (3) is the one

giving the highest temperature to the resultant gases
(see p. 587). It is possible, therefore, that the whole of
the oxygen present goes to complete the oxidation of
one-third of the sulphur present to sulphur dioxide
(excluding from consideration the possible presence of
sulphuric acid), the energy developed by the action of
the chemical forces proceeding on the lines of highest
temperature, i.e., of greatest kinetic heat energy, before
expending itself, in part, by assuming the latent or
poteutial form. On this latter hypothesis at temperatufes
not less than 316° C. (600" F.), at which we may reason-
ably assume that all the sulphur will be in a state of
vapour under kilu conditions (and with gases of iO per cent,

sulphuretted hydrogen and upwards, the boiling point of
sulphur, 440° C. (824° F.) will he far exceeded), reactions
will proceed on the lines of highest temperature — (3)
having a positive value— (4, ii.),a negative, when expressed
thermochemicallv—the temperature intensity of (3) being
more or less modified by the heat absorbed in (4, ii.).

The residual sulphuretted hydrogen and sulphurous acid
in the exit gases must, on this hypothesis, be regarded as
due, partly to the incomplete operation of (4, ii.) and
partly to the action of steam on sulphur vapour (2), a
reaction which has been proved to take place within the
range of temperature conditions existing in the Glaus kiln
(Watts' Dictionary of Chemistry, Vol. II., p. 725).

In view, however, of the difficulty of effecting an exact
analysis of gaseous mixtures of SO™, H,S, H,(J, vapour of
S, and possibly also SO.,, exiting at a high temperature
in a kiln, from which it is impossible to withdraw a
sample without effecting some change in the proportion
of the various constituents present, it is desirable
to accept any hypothesis based on such analyses with

I considerable reserve. While it is not difficult to find
equations which quantitatively express the kiln reaction
when solely viewed in the light of the final products con-
densed in the sulphur chamber, and carried away in the,

exit gases, it would appear to be a matter of the greatest
possible difficulty to determine the stages followed by the
reactions within the kiln itself, operating, as they do,
usually within a range of temperature exceeding that
(400° C.) at which sulphuretted hydrogen wholly dissociates
into its elements, and at which, therefore, such reactions
as

—

(a) H,S = II., + S
(o) SQj + 211, ^ 2H2 + S

cannot be wholly disregarded.

The conditions for reaction (4, i.) seem to be more favour'
able in the case of kiln gases weak in sulphuretted hydrogen,
such as those in Table I. of our paper of last year (this J..

1903, p. 458), where, in the lower part of the kiln, sufficient
heat would not be present to maintain sulphur entirely in
the form of vapour.

Nor is there evidence lacking that at the top of the kiln
in the gas space above the contact-material, temperature is

extremely high, as the result of chemical reaction in this
space, as it is not of infrequent occurrence, even in Clans
plants connected with gas liquor works, where carbonic acid
is present to absorb heat, to find the wrought iron top of the
kiln subjected to such heavy wear and tear as to necessitate
renewal after a few years' working, no other part of the
kiln beaiiug evidence of like stress. Such evidence points
to intensity of reaction in this cas space.

If (3) is the first and primary reaction there may be
means of inferring that sulphurous acid is in marked pre-
dominance at this particular point, and whether in lowei
zones of the kiln it suffers a progressive reduction. At
this stage of the inquiry it is only possible to set out the
theoretical considerations which have led to this hypothesis,
which it is now sought to put to the test of experimental
e-carch.
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In the Appendix, pp. 586 set]., later, are given the calcu-

lations in detail, based on thermochemical data showing

that the governing factor for conditions suitable for reversing

reaction (2) is the large amount of heat required to vaporise

the sulphur.

Conditions of investigation, as will be seen later, are

somewhat more complex in the sulphur recovery plants

attached to processes where gas liquor is distilled than in

those attached to the Chance process of treatment of

alkali waste.

It waB during the research at Work B. (p. 382) that

the disturbing influence of ammonia, already thought

possible, in examining results in Work C. cp. 582),

made itself distinctly felt, and this proved a subject of

interest in itself, as evidence was obtained that there was
a greater proportion of ammonia in the outlet than in the

inlet gases. This led to the following up of a suggestion

that this increase might be due to the conversion of

volatile cyanogen compounds into ammonia in the kilo.

As indicated later, p. 584, direct laboratory experiments

confirm the actual possibility of this reaction.

Determination of the " Efficiency "of the Claus Kiln

ami Chamber.

{(lax I.iquor Processes.)

The " eff.ciency " of any given Clans kiln—as measured
by the amount of free sulphur produced per 100 parts of

sulphur as sulphuretted hydrogen entering—is governed by
the nature and volume of the contact-material, and by the

composition and rate of flow of the reacting mixture.

Theoretically speaking, the effect of any of these factors

upon the efficiency can be ascertained by varying one of the

conditions while maintaining the others constant. Similarly,

the efficiencies of different types of plant may be compared
by measuring the yield of free sulphur obtained under

corresponding conditions of working.

These ideal conditions are very difficult to approach in

actual practice, but the results already obtained will serve

to illustrate some of the general principles that govern a

bigh yield of sulphur under the conditions of working
imposed by the obligation to remove both sulphurous acid

and sulphuretted hydrogen from the exit gases, before their

discharge into the atmosphere, by means of limestone tower

and oxide purifier. A direct determination of the free

sulphur produced has not been found practicable owing to

the difficulty of collecting that body without promoting
decomposition of the residual sulphurous acid and sul-

phuretted hydrogen accompanying it. Moreover, it would
provide us with no data for ascertaining the total efficiency

of the plant, i.e., the efficiency of kiln plus chambers—as

the sulphur is almost entirely deposited before the exit is

reached. We are compelled to rely, therefore, upon an
indirect method of estimation by which the " free sulphur "

is got by subtracting the sum of the sulphurs leaving as

S02 and ILS in a given volume of gas from the sulphur

entering as sulphuretted hydrogen in an equivalent volume
of saturator gas, or of reacting mixture.

As will appear later, this method is open to possibly

serious error in cases where ammonia is present or is formed
as a product of reaction in the kiln gases. Correctly

speaking, the difference figure is sulphur " free and in other

forms." We give examples later, based on actual works
tests, showing bow the efficiency measured as a difference

figure departs very widely from that as measured by
examination of the sulphur yield on emptying the " flowers "

chamber in respect of sulphur combined with ammonia in

the form of ammonium sulphate. On the other hand, when
ammonia is absent, analysis of the sulphur for sulphuric

acid and other free sulphur acids shows these to be present

in such small quantities as not materially to affect the

accuracy of measuring the efficiency by the difference

method above.

The following description will, it is hoped, make clear the

application of ttie methods of analysis adopted ami means
of calculation employed to reach the desired end.

Measurement of Gaseous Volumes.— It is of importance,

if time is to be saved and accuracy ensured, that the water

used in tin- aspirators and gas burettes should all be ol

approximately the same (air) temperature. If this conditioi

is observed, and if the analyses are further conducted al

temperatures not much exceeding 10' C, corrections for

temperature are rendered unnecessary in any of the gaseous
volumes other than that of the H

:S in the inlet gas
determined by iodine titration. Corrections for pressure

also are unnecessary, save in exceptional cases.

This procedure is of special importance in the case of the

exit gases, where residual lf.S and R( >o are liable to react

upon one another in tbe burette unless soda be promptly
added to fix these compounds as alkaline -nit s. Kanid
addition of soda must be preceded by prompt adjustment
of water level for reading off the gaseous volume in the

burette, and this again is only possible when apparatus and
contained water are at air temperature to enable the reading

to be made at the sampling bole.

Intel (ia*.

Apparatus consists of Bunte burette, graduated through-
out, with levelling vessel.

Volume of gas is read rff at onee at air temperature,

followed by removal of water from the burette by suction.

Volume taken = C02 + IX,S + residual air* = 100 c.c.

Add 10 c.c. of 20 per cent, caustic soda (free from
nitrites), theu distilled water;

(
'i I.- + 1LS = contraction observed.

Run the solution slowly from the burette into N lo iodine,

diluted to about 300 c.c. with distilled water and sufficient!

acidified with hydrochloric acid, the flask being constantly

shaken to ensure complete oxidation of the liberated II
2
S,

addition of further iodine being made from time to time, if

necessary, to ensure a slight excess throughout. Wash out

the burette with some of the solution and finish with X 10

thiosulphate, starch indicator.

H
;
S at 0° C, 760 mm. = 1- 12 x c.c. N/10 iodine.

Multiply ILS found by suitable factor to reduce to air

temperature and pressure

—

CO; = contraction observed l"ss corrected H«S.

Exit Gases.

(i.) By burette method.

The analysis is carried out exactly in the same waj as

with the inlet gases.

Volume taken = 100 c.c.

Reduction of the volume of residual nitrogen, left after

addition of soda, to air temperature is conveniently made by

immersion of the burette in a cylinder of water.

Then, as before, we have

—

COs + H..S + SO„ + residual nitrogent = 100 c.c.

And after soda absorption,

Ci >.. + HjS + SOs
= contraction observed.

After titration with N/10 iodine,

H.S + SOo =1-12 x c.e. N/10 iodine, 0' C. 760 mm.

No correction is necessary to air temperature and pi

unless the volume exceeds 5 per cent.

(ii.) Aspiration Method.

Apparatus consists of Winchester quart aspirator wil

10 mm. layer of cylinder oil above the water to prever

solution of' CO,. An 800-c.c. flask with small bore inl<

tub. with its end sealed half an inch in 10 c.c. N/10 iodin

+ 10 c.c. N/10 XaIIC(>3 and not mar, limn 40—50 c.c. I

water. The water run from the aspirator is measured in

* It is Assumed throughout that tin- small volume of residual -

left in the burette afti r treatment of the inlet ens with s<»I

ii msy well be nitrogen. Except in the case of the Granton
the volume is too small to materially affect the calculations, and i

attempt has been made, therefore, to determine its e\a

position.

t Oxygen is absent from the exit gases or present only

exceptu rial cases.) p.,as at Granton, where gases wereweal
kiln temperature low ; negligible traces ouiv Lav. be
gasworks kilns, even when c\eess of air in lie- reacting miititre a

1

irge,
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1,000-c.c. graduated cylinder; 11 c.c. is added to the

water run to make up for volume of H»S -t- SO_, absorbed

= 10 x 1-12 c.c.

It was proved by independent research on special mix-

tures of air, CO;
and H,S, that the errors introduced by

solution of Cf », in the absorbing liquid far exceed those

resulting from volatilisation of traces of iodine from the

solution, and that if the above procedure is followed the

errors due to solution of CO., and loss of iodine and acid

are all reduced to negligible amount, exact agreement being

established between the results yielded by the burette and
aspiration methods (i) and (ii).

The rate of aspiration should not exceed 100 c.e. of gas

per minute (much slower at finish) and, if the highest

degree of accuracy is desired, aspiration should be stopped

before the last traces of iodine have been destroyed, anil the

excess allowed tor by titration with N/10 thiosulphate and
starch indicator.

Volume of water run + 11 c.e. = volume of gas aspirated,

measured at air temperature and pressure.

Volume of H,S + S02 in above = t- 12 c.c. N/10
iodine. (0° C. 7G0 mm.)

Volume of X 10 bicarbonate needed to neutralise the

reduced solution x 1 1*2 = volume ol' S02 . (0 C.
760 mm.)

The results obtained by methods (i) and (ii) are com-
bined, as shown in the worked example given below, to

arrive at the correct average.

It should be pointed out that this method of differentiating

between sulphur as H
2
S and S0

2
is only strictly accurate

'.vhen both these bodies enter the absorbing solution ( X 10

odine plus equivalent of N/ 10 sodium bicarbonate) in the

free state, i.e., uticombinei with ammonia as sulphide or

sulphite, as the equations upon which the method is base'.

lamely :

—

(») IIS- I, = S + 2III] (In absorbing flask.)

(b) SO, + L + H„0= } (c) 4HI + 4NaHCO., =
SO., + 2Hl" 4XaI + 4CO, + 4H,().

(rf) S( >
3 + 2XaHC< >

3 = Xa
2
SOj + 2C02 + H20. (In

final acidimetric titration)

ssume that the full equivalent of hydriodic acid is formed
i both reactions (a) and (6), to be neutralised (c) by the

quivalent of sodium bicarbonate present in the absorbing
jlution. The corresponding equations for the ammonium
alts—

(e) (XH
4
),S + I, = S + 2XH,I.

(/) (X11.),S0
3 + I. + H,0 = (XHJ^Oj + 2HT,

or, = H2S04 + 2NH4I,

early indicate that while the total amount of iodine reduced
the same whether H»S and SO., enter in the free state or

I ammonium salts, the acidimetric titration for SO, will be
w in proportion as reactions (e), (/") replace reactions

0,(6).

Viewed thus, the figures for sulphur as SO., given in the
Mes must ii> every case be regarded as minimum figures,

osefor sulphur as H
;

*-- as maximum ones, the total sulphur
rureforSO, + II.,S (deduced from the total iodine reduced )

ing alone strictly accurate. On the other hand, the
esence of free sulphuric acid in the sample aspirated
mid affect the SO; figure in the opposite direction, that of
imonium sulphate, of course, would not affect the test.

1 While ammonium sulphide can hardly be present under
iV circumstances, ammonium sulphite is undoubtedly
ind in the exit gases under certain conditions of working,
l p. 584, while the existence of sulphuric acid in certain
ns may be inferred from the fact that ammonium sulphate
mdoubtedly a product of the kiln reaction in some works
*e pp. 582-3). The presence of thiosulphuric and poly-
ionic acids, also, must not be entirely overlooked in any
ict discussion of the results, though the amounts found
insignificant. As regards the origin of the sulphuric
d found, finally, in combination with ammonia in the exit
i gase9 (almost the sole acid in some cases), we make

' ae remarks later. It has an important bearing on the
i ctions that take place in the Claus kiln.

' tlculation of Efficiency of I 'laus Plant ( = Kiln + Sulphur
Chamber} in Gas Liquor Works.

Example.

Temperature of atmosphere, bureite and aspirators ap-
proximately 10° C.

Inlet test

—

HsS0°l 7G0 mm. = 1* 12 x 27*lc.c.
Gas taken 100*0 cc. (N/10 iodine).

C02 +H ;S ='90*2c.c, dry = oir'ic.c.

Corrected to lu° C. ) _ 80*3 _o..„„
Residual air*= 0*8 moist . V "f^JM

YV hence, saturator gas, per 100 vols

I '. 87*4

IIS =81*8 c;: x 0*953 = sulphur per cb. ft. of saturator

Air = irs gas (10° C.) entering kiln = 189*7 grains. '

Exit chamber test—
(i) Burette method—

Gas taken = 100*0

CO,+ H.S + SO, =- 36*7

Residual nitrogen = 68*3

H 2s -t SOj (0°C. 760mm.) =1*12 2*93c.c.

\ in iodine) = 3*:'< c c

1 1 Aspiration method—
X, 10 iodine reduced .. = 10*0 c.c.

Total N 10 bicarb mate = 18*9

80s 8*9)
H,S = 11/

Water run = >30c.i

Add H,S, S! ', absorbed = 11 c.c.

Whence

—

S02 per 100 c.c.

H,S per 100 c.c.

Total gas aspirated — :>U cc*

1*9 x 1*12 x 100

311

1*1 x 1*12 x 100 .

341

2*92 c.c.

0*36 c.c.

1I 2S + so, = 3'28c.c'(0°C.760mm.)

Combining methods (i.) and (ii.) we have

—

Mean H 2S + SO, = 3*28 = 3*3 approx.

S02 = 2*93

Correct H 2S - 0*86

Whence, exit chamber gases, per 100 vols.

—

COj = 33*4 and sulphur leaving pi r cb. ft. of gases (10° C.)

HsS) _ .,., as H2S = 0*3i> x «'20 = 2*25 grains.

so,
)-*-*-

N = 03*3

SO, : 2*92 x 6*26 = 18*28

Total = 20*53 „

Also, 1 cb. ft. of saturator gas entering (10° C.) becomes

1 x *— cb. ft., leaving, since the percentage of C02
iu the

inlet gas (67*4) is reduced to 33*4 in the exit gases as the

net result of dilution by residual nitrogen from air supply

and reduction of volume due to chemical reactions in the

kiln and chamber.
We have, therefore, per 1 cb. ft. of saturator gas entering

at 100°C.

Sulphur entering,
67*

see above '

'

' grs.

Leavingas H2S =
;j
^ * 2*25 = t*5

67*4
SO=

33
7l

xl8 '

2s = ''"'•"•' = 41
' 4

"Free sulphur" (including sulphur in other "j 1W.,
forms) by difference >

~ "8 °

Whence, per 100 parts of sulphur as H.,S entering

"Free sulphur" = 78*1 = "Efficiency of jdamV't
AsH,;

s = ii-, _.. Loss .,

As SO, =, 19*5 i ~ L"

1110-1)

* See footnote, p. 578, col. 2. t See p. 57S, col. 1.
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Calculation of Air Supply. Now, theoretical air required for reaction II..S + ( i =

Volume of air enteringper 100 volumes of satarator gas- '
',

-\
' + S

.

.I"'''.,"".1 vdls' ««"»*« Sas entering kiln -

v ioo
'

'

r.-.'
"

I iri i. sa p.589,col.f[

Wl ! cent. en., in saturatoi

pi i cent, OOj in exit gases = S8"4

y = sfu

y/ = per cent. II -s iii saturator gas - 31*8

i>. . cent. HtS in i «i1 gas is 0"86

tOO 1841 <::vi ST8 -.;7! (TSB)
VThenci < ...^ + 1-5 .... .,

- 148 i

Ail' Iliin

1 Id d

148- 1

0-8

Total ;i.i- " i mi.-) . ., ... „ , _ . .

lira !
- 14: 2 - ,: .

""M 'm J
of theoretical re.:

Whence excess air, per cent, of
J

89"? - 100
eticalrequii ed S

'

7H-.-I
87'7 pe

otnote p. 578.

fable 1 .

/•;//;,., "/'>•,
; of Cluus Kiln compared, together with Heats of Reaction, calculated and observed.

Plant.

A. Packing.

3 ft. oxide of iron .

I It. firebrick.

ol Flow. ' Excess lir. Snl urn:, i
'

.
i

.

H 2
s.

Of Reacting p«,fVnf
Mixture through \, lli;lt

'

1 ;,,
' ,llM - ri'(inii)'il \\veg*.*- BSSjS

"•''•! \- Oxidation

:;?•;" tosuiphur

"'i'.'h.L'" and Water.

ATean ofio scries of 1 ox hot-chamber tesis

U'31 23 18'44

cm.

Reactini.- Mixture per 100 \ ol

II S. , N.
Ail noons

B. Packing.

2 ft. '.i ins. firebrick
(Gases pass upto ire

C. Packing.

3 ft. oxide of iron

D. (Jacketed Kiln',.

Packing.

2 II . oxide of iron.
t; ins. Wcidon mini.

Mean of 2 series of *ex-kiln tests.

-

S0 25 33'7 03-5

"Moan of 5 series of *ex-ChambEr test B.

0'31 57 2l
-
64 7.VOI

(approx.)

Sec Table, p. 149, Annual Report, 1901, No. 2 series.

(l) 0-17

(.1) ••

190
23(1

-::
l

87-0
51
5'7

SI 5

56-2

H'9
7'4

9-B

211-7

.'is -2

1-7

1 (1

1-7

Plant.

A. Packing

8 ft. oxide of iron
i ft. firebrick.

B. Packing.

2 ft. 9 ins. firebrick
(I las, s paSS tfpu ' I tU I

c. Packing,

ddeol iron

• Efficiency" -= (t Free Sulphur).

•In E\it Gases,
i ,i,i ms Sulphur
per Cubic Foot
of Permanent

•iases.

I5-«°C.

Per Cent, of Total
Sulphur entering the

Kiln as ll :
.S.

As H >. \. 31 • u s j. <u tFree S.Il> + M>,
(DJ Difl.).

8 80 s 55 lfn si; -ii

6-82 17'1 sj-'.i

n 50 18-64 14-5 85-5

Temperature of Reaction.

Calculated.
ol,

served.

*
( [2)870

Remarks.

(1) 1 ft. down.
(2 2 ft. ii,ov ii.

6 ins. di »ii 2 f; 8 ii

< |,, point \ili

•nter contact sul

D Jacketed Kiln.)
Packing.

2 ft. i xide ,'i iron ...

6 ins. Weldon mud.

.

I \ ,1 i:i ii! i-r tests ^ , \,i notion takes place after leases lca\o kiln as

ex-kiln tests S mperature is low.

. , (,. I Sulphur lnpuil.

7-2 .vi; 86-3 83'7 )' ?i|S J™ f (<?>»70-] |4) Sulphur i

' '-'-
„ (c) l ft. down.

Nil
i

i 1877
' i (4)881

7105
680 I

Feb. 1904.

" The "efficiencies" of various typesof kiln arc only strictly comparable when based on <.r-fci!'i tests.us rei seoii

extent in the hot end of the sulphur chamber (see Table III.). Opportunity did notoccui to sample (he ex-kiln gases atATorksA.!

i
,, i ooccasionsn hen plan! was testi d.

t Sc- remarks, p. 57S, col. l.
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Calculation of the Efficiencyof Clous Kilns, taking Chance
Process Gases.

As before, the efficiency of the kiln is defined to he the

amount of "free sulphur" produced per 100 parts of

sulphur as sulphuretted hydrogen entering.

The absence of all but traces of carbon dioxide in the

holder gas, and the practice of intimately mixing g

air before admissiou to the kiln necessitates some modification

in the calculation given for gasworks plant.

The data required are as follows :

—

(a) Volume- per cent, of H 2
S in the reacting mixture.

(6) „ „ 11;S in exit gases.

(c) „ „ SOj in exit gases.

(</) Relation of volume of exit gases to the equivalent

volume ot reacting mixture entering.

(«), (6), and (.) are obtained by the methods of analysis

usual in such works ; temperature and pressure considera-

tions govern the results in the same way as indicated in the

calculation on p. 579.

(d) is shown in the Appendix, p. 5S6 teq., to take the

form of the equation

—

L'SarJ

where

—

v" is the volume of exit gases leaving per 1 cb. ft. of

reacting mixture entering.

y and y' are the volumes per cent, of H2S in the

reacting mixture and exit gases respectively.

The " free sulphur " is then obtained, as before, by sub-
tracting from the weight of sulphur entering- per 1 cb. ft. of
reacting mixture the sum of the sulphurs leavin" as B S
and S< io in an equivalentvolume of exit gases ; and the "free
sulphur,'' calculated as a percentage figure on the total

-ulphur entering as 34S, will be the " Efficiency." In this
case, ammonia being absent, the qualification mentioned,

I
. 578, col. 2, does not apply.

Works Tests.

In Tables I. to III. are set out the results of actual tests
at the works mentioned, p. 582. They largely explain
themselves.

Table I. is comparable with Tables I. and II. of last vear's
paper, J. 1903, pp. 458, 459, but is more elaborated, as
the rate of flow of gases through a cubic foot of contact-
material, and the excess of air per cent, over that required
by theory, are both given as the second aLd third columns
of the table.

< Id p. 583 are set out the analyses of the liquors employed
at Works A. and B. The pres cyanide in the latter

should be noted ; it forms the subject of remarks later,

in which the possibility of conversion of a large proportion
of the cyanogen into ammonia is discussed.
From the particulars of plant at Works A. to D. that

follow the tables, it will be seen that at Work A. the
sulphur flowers chamber is divided into two parts, of a hot
and cold section respectively. It will be noted. Work A.,

Table II.

Conditions affecting Yield of Free Sulphur, and Relation ofH S to SO, in Exit Gases.

Work A.

Reacting Mixture.

Air. Gas.

Efficiency of Plant.

Per Cent, of Total IFS entering Kiln.

Relation FJoS : SO, in

dnber.

Controlling Factors.
I *ss Escapes.

admitted Oxidised to
> ent. of 11 3* Free

that required Sulphur. . u c
by Theory.

A ^ u«* is SO,

>er Cent.B.S in Gas :
— Per Cent

17-0
20-7

ir Supply .—
.... , 2t 9 IS'3

„ 4 .... ( 37-1 18'2

C 132 20-5
._,,, .j

84-9 4.i lies
mil 3 (1 7-1/

96 6 i\> W5
s-r-j .VI 12-7
90(1 :;'.< c;i
-7 7 3-3 sen

n s = i. 31

2-5

1-i

3*fi

4-1

l
-

6

Table III.

Reaction bctu-em SO.,. If._S in Cold Sulphur Chamber.

Works A.. B.

Saturator

Gas.

Gas entering Cold Sulphur
Chamber.

Sulphur. Grains per
Cubic Foot.

,
Work.

Gases leaving Cold Chamber. i . i ,,l(i Chamber.

Sulphur, Grains per Capacity
Cubic Foot. r,f Chamber.

Sulphur as H.,S + SOj

removed

of Total entering from

Hot Chamber.

A.,

1 mean
|0 series).

B..

mean
1 series).

52° 62-2 3-60 8-35 lr95 6° to 62'1 3'15 8'45 11"60
121 12°

r (is

r
Over 41".i 15-08 G'82 21-90 33° US S"4S 4'87 13-35
300° (91°
(570° P.)
F.I

Cli.Ft. Ch. Ft.
6,720 145

= i»'4 per rent, of total

sulphur as II > entering
kiln).

39
(= 6*7 per cent, of total

sulphur as H S entering
kiln).

Note.—Work A—Gases enter cold chamber from h Work B—Gases enter cold chamber from kiln direct.
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Table III., that when the temperature drops, as it does, to

52° C. at the poiut where the residual gases enter the cold

chamber, extremely little further interaction takes place,

only 0-4 per cent, of the whole sulphur entering the kiln

being formed in this chamber. At Work B. there is no
subdivision, but it may be safely inferred that the bulk of

the reaction whose extent is indicated in the last column has

taken place in the first few bays of the chamber where the

gases are still very hot, entering from the kiln at over

300° C.
At Work A. nothing could be more satisfactory than the

regularity of the air supply attained by the simple means to

he immediately described. At Work ]!., on the other hand,

considerable trouble was caused by the difficulty in getting

desired regulation of air supply with the raeaDS at com-
mand. (These latter are now to be modified and improved.)

This is a reason for regarding with some reserve the results

in the sulphur chamber in this case. At Work ('. the same
difficulty existed as one of those experienced. At Work 1).

it will he noticed how enormous was the excess of air at

time of experiments. Here, too, proper control of supply

has been followed by improvement in results obtained.

Description of Clans Plants tested in various Works.

Works A.

Gas Liquor.— 1,514 gallons per hour of average streDgth

and composition as shown belo<v.

Air Supply.—The necessary pressure for supplying the

kiln is obtained by allowing water from the tubular cooler

to fall down one limb of a fl -shaped pipe, air being sucked
in through a hole at the bend and delivered by the falling

water into a box provided with blow-off cock and feed

valve.

Great regularity of feed is secured by this simple means.
Reacting Mixture.—Air and gas mix in an iron box

before admission to the kilo.

Claus Kiln.—Dimensions : 7 ft. 7 ins. internal diameter

with 4 ft. of contact material graded iu bin. layers from
the bottom upwards as follows :

—

6-in. iron oxide (4-in. cube).

6 , , fire brick (3 „ )• Total depth

oxide = 3 ft.

iron

6 , , iron oxide (2i „ )• Total depth

brick = 1 ft.

fire

6 , (2 •• )
6 , , fire brick Oi ,. ).

ti ,

r.
,

ii

oxide (l| „

;3

)•

).

1. with two bucketfuIs of

Sulphur Chambers.— Hot end (built separately), 12 ft.

wide x 1 1 ft. long 1 1 ft. high (outride)

\ .ilium- 1,310 cb. ft. (approx.).

Cold End.— 12 ft. wide x 65^ ft. long x 11 ft. high
(outside).

Volume = 6,720 ch. ft. (approx.).

Total volume = 8,030 cb. ft.

Chamber space, :ubic feet per 1 cubic foot exit gases

per minute,

(15-fi ('., 7fiO mm.) = ;:":", = 173 cb. ft.

fine oxide to finish.

Area of contact material = 45 sq. ft superficies.

Volume „ „ =180 cb. ft.

' ii. .

Exit Gases.—To two limestone towers in sequence, each
5 ft. square (inside) x 15 ft. high, thence to one of two
oxide purifiers, in alternate use, with hydraulic valve.

( I s pressure was positive throughout the plant, varying
from A in. water at the inlet to kiln, to T

'- in. water at

limestone lowers.

Works D (one unit of plant tested).

Gas Liquor.— 750 galls, per hour (approx.) of average

strength and composition as shown below.

Air Supply.—From a Donkin's exhauster, which main-

tains a pressure of about 30 ins. of water in the air vessel

(8 ft. diameter x 6 ft. 4 ins. high), from which the kiln is

fed by 6-in. pipe. The delivery end of the air pipe is.

surrounded by that supplying saturator gas on the blow-

pipe principle; air and gas thus discharge together, in.

intimate contact, into a brick chamber (G ft. In ins. x

22 ins. high at the centre
-

) placed below the contact

material, the reacting mixture passing upwards through the

brick packing and leaving the kiln near the top of one
side.

Kiln.—Dimensions : 8 feet internal dianieier, with 2 ft.

9 ins. depth of fire brick packing measured from the

surface to the centre of the chamber arch.

Area of contact material = 50-3 sq. ft. superficieR.

Volume (corrected for curvature of arch) =
156-9 cb. ft.

Sulphur Chamber.— 10 ft. 3 ins. wide x 10 ft. high x

39 ft. 3 ins. long (outside), divided into 10 compartment*
by 9-in. baffle walls.

Volume = 2,920 cb. ft. (approx.).

Chamber space, cubic feet per cubic foot exit g

per minute,

(15 -6
: C, 760 mm.) =jj?§| = 82 cb. ft. (approx.).

Exit Gases.—To limestone tower 4 ft. diameter x 26 ft

high (outside), theuce to oxide purifier, 20 ft. x 22 t'. x

3 ft. oxide (inside).

Gas pressure had a slight positive value throughout the

plant.

Free.

Per
III I c.c

Works A.
(cyanide
absent).

Works B.
'cyanide
present).

Works C.

Gas Liquor.— 1,667 galls, per hour.

Kiln.—Internal diameter, 6 ft. 9 ins.

3 ft.

Contact Material.—Oxide of iron.

Volume = H'7-3 cb. ft.

Area = 35- 7o sq. It.

A.
u. i:

r.rn-s.

i-;^s
Grms. Grms

1-276

1-DM 0-363 1007

Carbonic
Acid.

Sulphuretted
Hydrogen.

Per

LOOcc.

B.

HE.

5U-4

Per

100 c.c.

C.

U.K.

linns.
1-3U7

Grms.
train IS

-
4S

Tutal Difference o.' Difference of Per Out.

Acids. Iicida, Acids. ol TotJ

(B + C); (B + C- A): (B-+C-A) XII,. Icidj

11. K. U.K. H.E. = 1011. nsH,S.

75-0' P3U7 5»
-
4 1 U'tatf 13-1.-. 72-85 - 215 2"8!

Lverage per cent. H aS calculated ullowmj; fur associated air) 18']

round in saturator gas bj Buntebureltc =- 16'4.

94-5 r:i75 c.-yr, ir.v.'i S0'7 9S/2 - IS
Average per cent. H»S calculated (allowing fur associated sir)

Found bj Bunte burette = S2"».

:«-6

depth of packing,

Works 1).

Gas Liquor.—1,867 Balls, per hour.

Kiln.— Cross section an annulus; large diameter 17 ft-,

smaller 5 It. (inside measurements); depth of packing.

•2 ft. i; ins.

Contact Mat, rial.— 2 ft of oxide of iron, 6 ins. of

Weldon mud.
Volume = 517 5 cb. ft.

Area = 207 sq. ft.
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Ammonia in Recovered Sulphur from Claus Kt/us attached

to Gas Liquor Processes.

It is a well-established fact that ammonium salts are

found in some sulphur ehambers attacheil to Claus kilns

taking saturator gases :—samples of recovered sulphur are

occasionally picked out containing a high percentage of

ammonia, while at one works the amount has been such as

to pa)' for its recovery by washing, having regard to the

destructive action of ammonia on the nitrous compounds

used in sulphuric acid manufacture. Moreover, tubes
employed for sampling the exit gases from the kiln

frequently become blocked with a white deposit which
proves upon analysis to contain sulphite and sulphate of
ammonia in notable amount. The effect of this ammonium
sulphite upon the iodiDe aspiration test for estimating H.:S
and SOj in exit gases has already been considered.

Analyses of a few samples of sulphur from Claus kilns

and Chance process kilns are given in the following

table :
—

Tabi e IV.

Ammonium Salts iu Recovered Sulphurfrom Claus Kilns and Chanc -Claus Process Kilns.

Per loo parts.

Claus Kilns in Gas Liquet' Work*.

.... ,..,„, Stalactite Repre- Selected as Seloctedas
'

'
'"' from Hot sejutativeL,nm '

Cbaml.tr. Bulk Sample.

Appearance Dirty yellow
with Mile
natches.

Moisture, loss :it 05° to 100° WH5
Sulphate of ammonia (NHJjSO, 4/80

contains si H3 .

.

r*23

Clean, pale >

yellow.

90
•00

i h an. tlark

yellow.

0M1

Sulphur, extracted by earl on In- 73'05
sulphide.

Free acid, in terms of H.SO, 8"85
Soluble sulphur, in forms other than (r75
above, ir terms of sulphur.

Non-volatile, at red heat 4' 7".

Difference J :..".

>

1
00 '00

Hydrocyanic aetd abse il

Sulpliocyauide traces
i Sulphurous acid „
| Thiosulphuric acid
. Pentathionie acid
Hydrocyanic acid in pas liquor used
In terms of the ammonia (\H :] ) 0'038
equivalent of hydrocyanic acid
(HCN). Grams per 100 c.c.

In terms of the ammonium sulphate
((XH 4 ) aSO,) equivalent 01 100
parts ot sulphur as sulphide.

17'50

0'4>

r:o

on
0'0I

I'irtv. pale
yellow.

•Till

iil.-.

(10-75

Rich in *' Poor m
Ammonia." Ammonia.' 1

Dirty yellow Dirty yellow

0-03

O'll.-i

-

95

8-35

:ri5

ioo-oo ioo-oo

Chance-Olaus*
Process Kiln.

Pure yellow

Nil
(confirmed
by Nessler's

test).

absent
absent

aliscn absent absent

traces

absent

" traces
absent
traces

0-031 0-031 6-osi

51 .-,t 51

The presence of some of this ammonia, perhaps a large

troportion, may frequently be attributed to imperfect
ibsorptiou in the saturator. In some ca<es saturators have
'>een found designed with so steep an angle in the bcttotn
rom back to front that when there is ample depth of acid

In the front or fishing part of the saturator, where the

ulphate formed is withdrawn from time to time, either

aechanically or by hand, the ammonia-distributing pipe in

he closed portion at the back is either unsealed or has too
mail a layer of acid liquor above it to ensure neutralisation
f the ammonia passing in bubbles of greater or less

.imensions. This defect, in one instance, has led to the
tiscarding of a new and expensively constructed Faturator.
imilar losses may occur from neglect of the attendant to

taintain sufficiency cf acid at any period, especially when
te level of liquor in the saturator is being lowered by with-
rawal of the salt, also from gradual enlargement of the
oles in the ammonia-distributing pipe above referred to,

ter the lapse of time, causing the vapours to issue

.rough the acid in too great volume at particular points,

c that aeid and ammonia are not in actual contact. In
me works the liability to losses of this character is

cognised, and provision is made for scrubbing the gases
ter leaving the saturator with fresh sulphuric acid flowing
the saturator in a suitably-devised arrangement for

inging the gases into close contact with thin films of acid.

The point concerns the manufacturer from the economic
point of view. The presence of escaping ammonia, how-
ever, does not add any difficulty to the problem of dealing
with the residual noxious gases escaping from the process.

Study of the preceding table, however, shows that the
hydrocyanic aeid present in certain gas liquors may beat-

such a considerable proportion to the sulphur present as

sulphide that, were tne whele of the former converted into

ammonia in the kiln, the yield of sulphur would be most
materially diminished. In example 2 in the above table as
much as 13 per cent, of the sulphur in the gases might
appear as ammonium sulphate in the sulphur " flowers

"

chamber, the available sulphur only amounting to 87 per
cent, of that possible had cyanide been absent.

It became of interest, therefore, to ascertain by concurrent
inlet and outlet tests, extending over several hours (to

cover all periods of working) the exact relation existing

between the amounts of ammonia in equivalent volumes of

gases entering aud leaving the kiln at a works where the

presence of ammonium salts in the recovered sulphur was
an undoubted fact.

This it was possible to do at Works B. The following

method was adopted :
—

(1) Inlet Gases.—3- \ cb. ft. of saturator gases were
slowly aspirated (4|-hour test) through a bottle containing
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dilute acid to decompose the volatile ammonia compounds
—sulphide, carbonate, cyanide, &c.—and fix the ammonia.

(2) Exit Gases.—1- 508 cb. ft. of exit kiln gases (= ap-

proximately 1 cb. ft. of saturator gases entering) were

similarly aspirated through 200 c.c. of water over the same

period.

Analysis of Resulting Solutions.—The ammonia in both

samples was determined by distillation with excess of

caustic soda. The results are fully set out in Table V.

immediately following.

The behaviour of the two solutions under distillation at

once indicated a striking difference in the character of the

ammonia-yielding contents : the inlet gas sample evolved

only 25 per cent, of the total ammonia obtained from it in

the first 150 c.c. distillate, while evolution continued regular

and with no appearance of coming to an end throughout

the whole period of distillation—4J- hours— with a total

distillate of 1,150 c.c. The exit gas sample, on the other

hand, yielded the whole of its ammonia in the first 150 c.c.

Table V.

Ammonia-yielding Compounds in Equivalent Volumes of
fillet and Exit Gases to Clans Kiln.

Works B.

Ammonia obtained by
Distillation.

Description of Sample.

Inlet G it

3'1 cb. ft. of pas aspirated
through 800 c.c ot

water acidulated with
hydrochloric acid.

Volume made up to

•Jail c.c. and 100 c.c.

distilled with caustic

soda. water being
added from time to
time as required to

maintain contents or
flask.

Total time of distillation

about 4$ hours.

Volume

Dis-

tillate.

N/8
ll.su,

Neu-
tralised

(1 c.c. =
o-m
(trains

NH;;I.

Ammonia, Grains
per 1 CD. ft. enierin-'

(=1*5 leaving
Kiln).

Evolved
in first

150 cc."
Distillate.

Evolved
subse-
quently.

Total.

I rOSl t.

l*50s rl.. ft. (approxi-

mately 1 cb. ft. pases
entering the kiln) as
pirated through 200c.c.
of water. The inlel

tube gradually blot

with white deposit.

Analysis results cal-

culated to i-coa cb. ft.

of gas :—
(i.l White deposit i

from inlet-tube
< neutral) made up y
to LOO CO.
distilled With s'.dfl '

(2.) Solution in

rbing bottle I

Hindi- np to
as above, 101

distilled n itll so. la

c.c. c.c.

150
150
150

8-1

i-a
6-55 '

|

0*856 •jr. -u r

cent, ol

lotal NHj
evolved.

120
100
so
100
100

3-2
1

8*S !

1-7
2'4
1*8

- 2\ii;s

100

distilla-

tion

stop-

ped.

21 .

Alnei'-nr
still

coming
over.

1,150 :(2'35 =S'421 (minimum).

150
50

150
.-,!l

Nil
i- ti;:

Nil

Total.

Iff
Nil .. Nil

.

5*201 Nil

* N'OTK. -Tile tiist [50 i.e. nl distill; tr may be COUSid
elude ia existing as such iu the solution

;

that yielded by subsequent distillation is derived from thedecom-
posit ton. of ni b ..lies.

. ../.. cyanides, So.

Analysis af 11 kite Deposit (1 ) in Tubi per 1 -5ns nb.fl. of
i.

.
s leaning.

Sulphur, not estit

Ammonium carbonate Absent.

sulphide Ujsi '.

solphite 0*475

„ sulphate (by difference) 0"998

Total ammonia (grains) 1*467

For the suggestion that the source of the additional

ammonia in the exit gases might be found it. volatile

cyanogen compounds in the foul ;;iso, and originating in

the gas liquor used, we are indebted to Mr. !'. X. Sutiou,

theu assisting in the conduct of the experiments at Work- B.

It is quite obvious from these results that the amount of

ammonia entering the kiln as cyanide and carbonate (nut

exceeding tvsoG grains XH
;

per cubic lout of saturator

gases) is insufficient to account for the ammonia as sulphite

and sulphate in an equivalent volume of the gases leaving

(5*201 grains Mi), ami that the inlet sample must

have contained, in addition to the comparatively small

proportion of volatile ammonia compounds (carbonate, &c),
nitrogenous i < inpouuds that slowly yield ammonia on dis-

tillation with soda, e.g., hydrocyanic acid which yields

sodium formate and ammonia under these condition-.

HCX + NaHO + HaO - XH3 + HC< M >Na.

Analysis of iulet sample (1) showed that it contained

hydrocyanic acid equivalent to

—

8*81 grains HCX per cubic foot of saturator gases

= 557 „ NH 3 „ „ „

an amount more than sufficient to account for the whole of

the ammonia leaving the kiln, even if we disregard the

fact that the tension of hydrocyanic acid is such as to

render it probable that only a portion of this body actually

present, in the saturator gases was retained in the acid

absorbent used.

This interesting result led to the working hypothesis that

the ammonia found in these exit gases is in large measure

due to the decomposition of cyanogen compounds in the

kiln by steam resulting from oxidation of the sulphuretted

hydrojren by air

—

I1CN + ll.d = NH3 + CO,

a reaction analogous to the formation of ammonia from

metallic cyanides when heated with steam. ( In/. Watts'

Dictionary, Vol. I., p. 197 ; also, l.uuge's "Coal Tar and

Ammonia" (3rd Edition), pp. G74-6S2 I.

This hypothesis has been put to experimental proof, and

sufficient evidence has been already obtained to justify its

adoption, as the results of experiments given below indicate

that very substantial conversion of hydrocyanic acid into

ammonia takes place when a mixture of that gas and carbon

dioxide is passed through a highly heated contact material.

e.g., broken brick, with excess of steam, and that this pet

centage was increased when sulphuretted hydrogen was

added to the carbou dioxide aud water vapour.

The apparatus employed in the preliminary work was

on the lines of that adopted for the laboratory I

kiln experiments described in UGth Alkali tteport, 1899,

pp. 1S1-1S4:—

The contact material was broken brick, graded in two

layers, the upper being in a stale of fine powder, to en

intimate contact with the reacting mixture. TemperatuM
were approximately determined by means of the Siemens

calorimeter in exactly the same manner as in the work*

tests, the lid of the small iron kiln being modified to anon

of the insertion of a thin steel tube with closed end surrounded

by the contact material, to protect the copper bolt from

corrosion by the reacting gases.

A suitable reacting mixture was obtained bypassing*

rapid stream of washed carbon dioxide from a Kipp*

apparatus through a decomposing flask containing dilute

sulphuric acid (i acid to 10 of water) into which a solution

of potassium oyanidc of determined strength was allowed
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tu slowly drop from the end of a capillary tube coupled

to a burette. The acid in this "decomposer " was main-

tained throughout the " run " at a temperature somewhat
below 100' (.'., so as to ensure a sufficient volume of steam

in the reacting mixture, An approximate estimate of the

weight of steam used is deduced from the weights of

reacting solutions before and after passage of the gas, and

its volume is included in the total volume of the exit gases

leaving the kiln.

The exit gases passed, lirst, through a glass retort to

condense the ammoniacal liquor, the last traces of ammonia
being retained by an aeid catch placed on the exit of the

retort, thence through a small Drechsel's bottle containing

water, to a large aspirator with a layer of cylinder oil

above the water to prevent solution of carbon dioxide. A
small T-tube inserted between the acid catch and water

seal enabled samples of the residual gases to be withdrawn
from time to time for analysis by Hunte burette. A blank

run was first undertaken to test the apparatus, in which a

slight insuck of air was noted. This leakage increased

markedly during progress of experiment D, which concluded

the series.

The results obtained are set out below in parallel column
to facilitate comparison. The yield of ammonia in experi-

ment A is very satisfactory, considering the fact that this

body commences to dissociate into its elements at a tempera-

tare of 500° C. (see Watts' Dictionary, Vol. I., p. 198, and
especially Ramsay aad Young, Journ. Chem. Soc, 1884),

and also that no special precautions were taken to exclude

t'ae oxygen of residual air (5 to 8 per cent.), which can
hardly fail to have some destructive action on ammonia at

the high temperature employed, and in addition reacts with
hydrocyanic acid itself to form carbonic acid, water, and
nitrogen. It is not desired at this stage to attempt to draw-
any conclusions from these experiments as to the conditions
most favourable for a high yield of ammonia ; but it is

hoped that opportunity will be found during 1904 to
determine the data required to decide the exact limits of
the reaction under a range of conditions inclusive of those
operating in the Claus kiln, where vapour of sulphur,
sulphuretted hydrogen, and sulphurous acid are present
to modify the reaction, and also to ascertain whether other
nitrogenous bodies, e.g., pyridine and other bases, are
contributing factors to the yield. The possible influence
of this reaction on the yield of ammoniacal liquor from. gas
retorts, coke ovens, and especially from producer gas pro-
cesses where large quantities of steam are admitted, is one
that is not lost sight of ; the conversion of cyanogen into
ammonia has indeed from time to time engaged the interest

and attention of many technological chemists. {Cf. Lunge,
" Coal Tar and Ammonia," 3rd Edition, pp. 675-682.)

Another modern instance in which both hydrocyanic acid
and ammonia are products in a high temperature reaction
is the treatment of " Schlempe " (the waste product of
refining the molasses of beetroot sugar) by the Bueb pro-
cess at Dessau. ( Cf. G. T. Beilhy, " Advances in Chemical
Industry during the Nineteenth Century," pp. 37-29, Roy.
Phil. Soc, Glasgow, 1904.)

Table VI.

Apparat us :
—

Laboratory jacketed Claus kiln 13 ins (1 p
by 6 ins. diameter.

Contact Material :

-

Broken brick, half small pieces, half

powder; depth, V38 cm., about 1' 72 ins.;

area, 182'6 sq. cm., about 2S'3 sq. ins.;

volume, 800 c.c, about 48 'S eb. ins.;

weight, 800 grins., about 1} fj).

Conditions of "Working :

—

Temperature of contact material by < C.
Siemens calorimeter 1 I .

Rate of flow of exit gases (approx.), 16 C.
760 nun. (including steam) —

c.c, per minute , . .

.

„ per c.c. packing
Total steam present in reacting mix-
ture Gnus.

Potassium cyanide taken
Equivalent to hydrocyanic acid

to ammonia „
Ammonia recovered

„ per cent, of total as cyanide taken
Gas analysis, during run

—

Entering decomposer C02 per cent.

Leaving ammonia catch ... {o,,er ,.'•„,.

Sulphuretted Hydrogen Absent.

Blank.

565
1,050

160
0-58

1-0

Nil

Nil

565
1.030

Clio

0-S2

8-5

2-203

0913
"'•5752

u -2593
4JO

98-5

395
745

590
0'74

9li
2-203
0-913
ii -.-.752

0-8143
oo-o

305
5sn

7-0

2-3'JS
u".is-2

(1-6183

0-3081
50'0

9S"5
90'0

Sulphuretted
Hydrogen
Present.

390
735

820
1-02

2-203
0-913
0-5752
0-8783
6B

-

98 'a
70-4
n-2

* Note.—The conditions of the experiment rendered it impossible to determine the amount of steam resulting from partial oxidation of
:
the sulphuretted hydrogen admitted to the decomposer by adventitious air. Analysis proves that sulphurous acid, free sulphur, and

.
sulphuretted hydrogen, were all present in the gases leaving the kiln, thus closely imitating acmal Claus kiln conditions of working on the

' manufacturing scale.

Estimation of Cyanide in Ammoniacal Liquors.

The method devised in this research for the estimation
of hydrocyanic acid in the ammoniacal liquors examined
onsisted in distilling the liquor with excess of tartaric acid
nto caustic soda in an apparatus provided with receiver
nd Liebig's condenser similar to that employed for the

stimation of fixed ammonia, lead nitrate being added in

xcess to retain the sulphide, and ferric chloride to convert
ny ferrocyanide present into Prussian blue, a substance
vhich evolves no hydrocyanic acid under the observed
onditions. The cyanide obtained in the distillate was
etermiued by titration with N/10 silver nitrate or X;'l"
odine in the usual way.

The methods of W. Feld—-" Jour, fur Gasbeleuchtung,"
1903, 46, (29) to (33), pp. 561 to 666—were unknown to
us when the above procedure was elaborated. The omission
of tartaric acid by Feld is a distinct simplification, as he
shows that not only- is completeness of evolution of hydro-
cyanic acid attained, but that risk of concurrent decom-
position of sulphide, evolving sulphuretted hydrogen, is

also eutirely obviated by employing lead nitrate as the sole
reagent.

The results in Table VI. above clearly prove that a
large conversion of hydrocyanic acid into ammonia is

effected by- the agency of steam in presence of a catalytic

substance maintained at a temperature cf 300°—600° C.
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and that Clans-kiln conditions qua sulphuretted hydrogen

are specially favourable to a high yield. We have now to

enquire how far such a reaction as HCN + H 3
< ! = XH, + (

'(

>

is likely to nft'ect the kiln reaction itself in gas-liquor works,

where cyanides are not infrequently present in the reacting

mixture.

Xo complete data are yet available for tracing the kiln

reactions by quantitative estimation of the gaseous con-

stituents at various stages in their descent through the kiln.

We are compelled to rely, therefore, in this preliminary

iuquiry upon analyses of the final gaseous mixture leaving

the kiln and chamber, and of the solid and liquid products

that separate. The limitations of the methods for analysing

exit-kiln and chamber gases have been already discussed,

and need not be rehearsed ; methods for the direct estimation

of SO
:
, and other constituents in addition to ILS and SO.,

are now under consideration. Analysis of the recovered

sulphur from the chamber, though presenting less difficulty

in itself than that of the gaseous products, is unfortunately

complicated by the impossibility of exactly determining how
far tlie chamber product obtained is the result of the high

temperature reactions in the kiln itself, and how far of the

low temperature reactions that subsequently proceed to a

limited extent in the chamber; e.g., interaction of residual

H
2S and SOj, in presence of moisture, to form free sulphur

andthionic and thiosulphuric acids, see Table III., while a

further factor is introduced by reason of the oxidising

action of air on the recovered product when withdrawn
from the chamber. Analysis indicates, however, that we
may regard the recovered product of the Chunce-Claus
process as consisting essentially cf pure sulphur, and that

of the Claus process in gas-liquor works as a mixture of

free sulphur and ammonium sulphate with more or less

associated moisture, in proportions determined almost

entirely by the reactions in the kiln itself, the low tem-
perature products of the chamber reaction being present

only in insignificant amount.

The kiln reactions yielding free sulphur have been
already fully discussed ; it remains only to consider those

responsible for the presence of ammonium sulphate in

gas-liquor works kilns the amount of which on occasions

approaches, and even exceeds, that of the free sulphur itself.

See Table IV.

As regards the base, ammonia, the tests at Works It.

indicate that a large proportion of that found in the exit

gases from the kiln—certainly not less than 85 per cent,

of the total amount found on the occasion of our tests—was
derived from the decomposition of cyanides by steam. It

is impossible to state the exact proportion in any given

instance, because there exist no means of ascertaining how
far the ammonia entering the kiln as such, during periods

of irregular working of the saturator, survives the high

temperature in what we may call the oxidising zone of the

kiln, where oxygen is present in large excess over that

required for the simple reaction II
2
S + O = H2

+ S (the

excess amounting in one case to over 2O0 per cent.), and
where steam is at a minimum. Whatever its previous

history, however, ammonia is undoubtedly present in the

exit kiln gases, mainly in combination with sulphuric acid

as ammonium sulphate, but in lesser degree also with

sulphurous acid as ammonium sulphite (see analysis,

p. 584) ; the latter body would, of course, rapidly suffer

oxidation to sulphate when the recovered product is exposed
to the air on opening the chambers.

The origin of the sulphuric acid found in combination
with ammonia in the exit kiln gases has an important

bearing on the Claus-kiln reactions; free suiphuric acid

does not appear as a final product of the kiln reaction

in normal working, either in the Chance-Clans process or in

the Claus process as applied in gas-liquor works, the steal!

traces of that acid found in the recovered sulphur in

certain parts of the chamber being attributed entirely lo

the oxidation of occluded sulphurous acid on exposure
to air. The presence of combined sulphuric acid in the

latter class of works appeals to be governed entirely by
the presence of ammonia in the reacting mixture in actual

or potential form (as hydrocyanic acid), and under such

conditions sulphuric acid must be regarded as much a

product of the kiln reaction as sulphurous acid itself.

Whether it is formed in the upper and oxidising zone of

the kiln in normal working, to be subsequently reduced by
vapour of sulphur and sulphuretted hydrogen in the lower
zones, when ammonia is not present to combine with it,

is a question that can only be decided by a complete

analysis of the gases, extending to an estimation of all

its constituents. Indirect evidence, however, in the case

of Works 15. does exist—suggesting this formation and
survival— in the fact that the oxygen deduced from the

products of the kiln reaction (water and free sulphur)

shows u marked divergence, 2-6 grins, (on 11 grms. per

100 litres of reacting mixture) in place of 13'6gnns. entering

the kiln as deduced from gas analysis, while in the ease of
Works A., where no cyanogen is present, the amounts were
yl and !>-7 grms. respectively (see example, Works A.,

p. 582). Analysis does prove, however, that sulphuric

acid and ammonia are ultimately present in the recovered

sulphur in eguivalent proportions, and that we may take

the amount of ammonia as governing the amount of sul-

phuric acid that survives. We have shown that the amount
of ammonia itself in normal working is controlled by the

hydrocyanic acid present in the reacting mixture, and
the conclusion is reached, therefore, that this latter body is

a factor that governs the character of the recovered sulphur

to a very material extent. Given the amount of cyanide

and sulphide in the gas liquor, we can calculate the per-

centage amounts of free sulphur and ammonium sulphate

in the recovered sulphur. The result is both interesting and
instructive.

Thus, taking works B, C, we have per 100 parts of gas
liquor used :

—

Works B. M'.>rks C.

Total Ha* entering kiln in terms ofsulphur
Less sulphur combined with Nit, as

(NH.J.SO,

Net free sidphur by difference
Ammonium sulphate cquivnlint <>i lle\
entering kiln

Total product recovered

Whence, per 10'J parts of dry recovered product :
—

Works B. Works C,

0-03S

0-830

iru-29

(1 U'.i

0-185

0-191

0-119

ii US] 0-310

free sulphur
Ammonium sulphati

Calculated. Calculated. Found.

2-i

Notb.—The above calculations arc entirely theoretical. They
Indicate the percentage < iposition ol the recovered sulphur on
the assumption that the ammonium sulphide and cyanide in Ud
gas liquor yield the full equivalents of sulphuretted hydrogen atn
hydrocyanic acid respective]} in the reacting mixture and that

reactions proceed to completion to free sulphur and amn
sulphate. No exsct data yet exist for attempting a solution basn
on practical working.

\i 11 XDIX.

Calculation of Theoretical Temperature attained in (Inns

Kiln In/ Products of Reactions.

Datafor Calculation.—Sec Jour.. 1903, pp. 162, 469.

Discussion of ill* Thermal Effect of the
Reversible Reactions c.'). (4), p. -

r
> T 7 . mi their

simplest basis, excluding Nitrogen.

(4) 2II.S., so. 3S • 2HaO; i.e. cji reversed.

Temperature of reaction assumed to he 31C ('• ("
coi F.).

(4) i. Sulphur entirely in the form of liquid.

(4) ii. „ „ vapour.
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(4) ii—Available heat

—

Brought in bv reacting gases-
BO> = ololt SI6 04

2H2S = 0-2423 x 316 08

2H 2 + i >, (water vapour)

3,123

5.200

L14.800

Total.

+ 123,129

Heat absorbed—
To decompose 2 II S

SO,
To raise products t<> 316 C. and

vaporise the sulphur—
2H.O = -

54 • 36 :Ufl =
3S (as below, vapour) =

9 180

71,970

0.1*1

43.1311 .

Nel heat (absorbed) =

To raise 3S (96 grms.) from 0° C. to

316 C, and vaporise, we have

—

(a) Solid to 116° C. = 96 x '.'0-7

i'/i To melt at 115° C. = 96 x 94
(c) Liquid to 816° C. = 93 • 6C'3

((/) To vaporise at 316 3
C. = 98 x 862-11

96 152-

1

131,023

• 7,894

43.130

(4) i. Available heat-

Heat absorbed

—

To decompose H_s, SOa as above
To raise products to 316 1

sulphur assumed to remain

= 81,450

liquid—
2H-.0, as above

:$S (as below, liquid)

= «,143

8,678

Net heat (evolved)

9i!.271

2H.S.-.S

To raise 3S (96 grms.) from 0° C. to

316c C, we have-
Total heat = 96 [20-7 + 9-4 + 60-3]

= 96 (90-4) = 8,578

Theoretical Maximum Temperature
attainable in tltr Claus Kiln with Sulphuretted Hydrogen,

100 per cent., proceeding on the assumption that

Jieaction occurs in two Stages (3) and (4).

See p. 577, col. 1. Nitrogen included.

(3) 3H.,S + 30 + 12X = 2H.S + S( >_, + H.,< ) + 12X.

(4) 2HJS + SO., + H„( > + 12X = 3S + 3H.0 + 12X.

Reaction (3) is assumed lo take place at 16° C. 760 mm.
(moist gases).

Reaction (4) is assumed to take place at the temperature
theoretically attained in (.3) 1,330° C.

(c) Air for the purpose of all these calculations is

assumed to have the composition, by volume, 1 of

oxygen to 4 of nitrogen.

Reacting mixture per 100 volumes (moist le'O C.
60 mm.).

Sulphuretted hydrogen = S»"l = 40 '4 grms. per 100 litres.

Oxygen = u-o = I9'0 „ „ „
Nitrogen = 56-2 = 66'6 ., „

Aqueous vapour — 1'7 = 1*3 „ „ „

Assuming that of every three atoms of oxygen reacting,
fo form sulphur dioxide and one forms water, we have
t'r 100 litres

—

Sulphur dioxide produced = 2,3 x ?--* x 19 grms.

= 25'33 grms.

Total Sulphuretted hydrogen entering
l/3rd reacting to sulphur dioxide

Sulphuretted hydrogen available for reaction (4)

Whence, per combustion of 100 litres of moist reacting

mixture (15'ti U.).

Heat evolved by (8)—

Sulphur dioxide produced \ ields

Grms.
= 40-40

= ]3-4<;

= 20 !H

71,97(1
64

less sulphuretted hydrogen decotn.

posed = 4.740

Water va] our produced yields -

:.- WO

18 16

34
- ,1,876

26,614,

: 22.724
13-40

Total heal evolved = 49,338

Products :
—

Grins
Sulphur dioxide = 2.V33

Sulphuretted hydrogen 26 '.'i

= 8-42 (= 18 x 1:v **' + i-3 carried)
34

Aqueous vap mr

Nitrogen •= 66" 6

Then-

Rise of temperature = (r - 16
I C.

Sulphur dioxide absorbs—
25-33 x 0-1544 x (t - 10) = (t - 10) x 3 91

Sulphuretted hydrogen—
26-91 x 0-2423 > (t - 10) U 16) 0-51

\i|iu ous vapour-
s' 12 x ll'i-2 (i - 16) = (/ - 16) 7-7-1

Mitogen—
6B-6 > 0-2J x (.' - id) = (t i«) > it:;.'

Total heal absorled = (t - 16) x 37-51

Equating, we get

—

(/ - 10) 37-51 = 19,838

/ - i -jifi' c f — Maximum temperature
i..,.5u

^- i attainable, if.reaction (4) =0.

Stage (4).—Keaction proceeding (at 1,330 C.) on the
lines of the equation

—

2H.,S + SO., + HsO + 12N = 3S + 3H_,() + 1£X.

Sulphuretted hydrogen = 26 -94 grms.
32

= 20-94 x
;j(

= 25-33 grms. sulphur.

Sulphur dioxide = 25-33 grms.

= 25-83 • ., = 12-66

38-01 Total.

Aqueous vapour from (31

Add ditto produced (4;

= 8-42")

= 22-68 total.

8' 42>

14-2 i;
)= 22 -

6S

Then, we have for reaction at 1,330° C.

—

Heat brought in by reacting gases— Calories.
Sulphur dioxide .. = 25'33 x 0-1514 x 1,330 = 391 1,330
Sulphuretted hy-
drogen '.

. = 26-94 x 0-2423 X 1,330 = 6-53 x 1.330
Aqueous vapour .. = S42 0'92 x 1,380= 7"75 1,330

Nitrogen = 60-0 x 0'29 x 1,330 = W32 x 1,330

Total = 37-51 x 1,330

Heat produced by ox.ilati.jn of the sulphu-
retted hydrogen to water vapour = 49.S8S ca'.oi les

20-94
water vapour = 57,400 x .,, =45,480

9

Less heat required to decomp „ the sulphu-
retted hydrogen—

26-94
3,750

Uitto sulphur-1., „.
ous acid J

~ ' -
-

25-33
= 23,190 = - 3.7.1"

Net heat cvo'.ved = 63,12:
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As before, let t' he final temperature,

Then—
To raise aqueous vapour from C I

sil required—

= V x 0-84 22-68

Ditto nitrogen
,' 0-288 66*6 t 18:85

Ditto sulphur—
To raise fr C. t" 310 C.

andvaporise =452 88*0] 17,200

tin.)

Total i ea1 re mirod W94 111 HO

Vapour to t" from 31ij°

i 310) 3S-01 0-1 8 = V 3-04

Equating, we get—
V lirnt i 16,240 = 1)3,122

, _ 46,88-
. Ai:i miui, mi temperature

in :i| '' ai.tained h (8), i t) occur
2,100c r. ' simultaneously.

The calculations in Table I. proceed entirely on trie lines

of practical working ; the following example Is given to

illustrate the method by which the results are reached, see

also J., 1903, page 164 :

—

Example.— Table I., Work A.

1. On the lines of equation (1), p. 577.

•2. On the lines of equations (3), (4), p. .',77.

i. Reacting mixture (hi C. moist)—
li s = ii*7 Permanent Gases.

CD., = 60*5 OOo = .-(it,

I).." = 7'2 N = 28
-
9

N =28'9 Aqueous vapour = 1"4

Aqueous vapour = 1'7
80 8

Entering =100"0

Whence, per 100 litres of reacting mixture (If. ('.

7<;C mm.)

—

Entering—

Nitrogen

Oxygen

Carbon dioxide

Sulphuretted hydrogen-

Water vapour

(inns.

2S
P

9 x l
-255

jjgjj
34*3

2 x 1-4S0 x
273

289

= 50-5

= 11-7

273
1'966 „V1 = 9S-S

= l
-

7 x 0-sn., x .,

2;:;

s:i
:

1..living (h..t chamber)—
3'6 1

Sulphur as H .s = u . m ., * o s
.

;i
., SQ*8 = 0"67

Calculated as H*5 0*71

8-35 1

Sulphur as SOs - :

J---132
:

28*32
s " '^ ~ lot

Calculated:.. SOs S
-
08

And sulphuretted hydrogi

Rntering 16'80

Leaving = 071

111

Reacting to tree sulphur L6-09 > -=7 -
C grins

Calculated as sulphur... 15*16

Reacting toSOj = 1*64

Net free sulphur = IS'01

= 1-5

ill

Whence, per combustion of 100 litres of moist reacting
mixture (lb C.)—

Heal evolved—
Sulphuretted hydrogen to free 1 li

sulphur _>
= M 52.860

Free sulphur to sulphur dioxide = ... 71,970= 3,464

28.384

Products—
1 sulphur = 13"6 gr ns.

Sulphui di ixide = 3-1 „

Sulphuretti d hydrogen 0*7 „
nil

Water= ,

;

1* B'fi 1 Seamed p=9'Sgrnis. total.

)f

calculated

Assume that the whole if the sulphur is in the form of
vapour

—

Then

—

Rise of temperature— (Jt — 1G) ('.

Nitrogen absorbs =- (t — 1G) x 31-3 x 0-259 =
(t - 16) x 8*88.

Carbon dioxide absorbs (/ - 16) x 93-8 x 0-313
= (t- 16) x 29*36.

Water absorbs = (<- 16) x 9-8 x 0-G04 =
(' - 16) x .V92.

Sulphur— PerGrm.
To heat solid from 10 toll5 -

18 100 18
-

To melt to liquid at 115° = -.•
1

To heat liquid to 816" -3(1 x 201 = GO'S

To vaporise liquid at 316° M2-0

150 approx.

Whence, in converting 13 6 grms. of solid sulphur at

1.V6 into vapour at 316, 450 x 13-G = G,120

calories are absorbed.

To raise 13-C grms. of sulphur vapours from 316 to «°

= (r - 31G) x 0-08 x 13-6 =- (t - 316) x 1*09 1
(/ - 16) x 1-09 - 344.

Sulphur dioxide absorbs (* — 1G) x 0-154-1 • 3-1 —
1'— 16) x 0-4S.

Sulphuretted hydrogen absorbs (<— 1G) x 0-2423 n-7

= (' - 10) x 0-17.

Equating, we get—
(r - i6);8 : SS + 29-36 + 5-92 + 1 -09 + 0-48 + 0- 17}

+ 6,120 - 344 = 88,884.

t = SOS c. \
946 F.J

2. Maximum temperature attained in kiln calculated, on

the lines of the equations (3), (4), p. 577.

(3) 3H..S + SO + 12N = 2H»S + Si ). - ll,o 12N

( Evolution of heat).

(
l) 2HSS + SOs + H ---

+ I2J* = :,s + :!H.° + 12X

(Absorption of heat).

It is assumed first, that (3) proceeds 10 completion, the

oxygen in the reacting mixture reacting to form the fuli

equivalent of Si > .. further, that no free sulphur is pro-

duced at this stage of the kiln reaction: secondly, tho'

residual ll > and SO., in the exit gases recall from the

failure of reaction (4) to complete itself.

Slag*

Assuming that the oxygen present produces it- full

equivalent of Sulphur dioxide, re have (see above)

—

in

• NOTB.—The Same final temperature ill! -ieli.il if the

calculation is made on thelinesi - seep.577 in which

oxidation to sulphur and water ia represented as occurring in one

s::il'o.

I
s. . remarks, p. 686,

Irouipro- Sulphur dioxide produced = " x 97 x = 12-93 gnDS
ducts.t

r
-!

D"' en
Jefablv

k
e!

n '

equivalent to £ l---'-' - O'M grms. II ,S.

I

1 j si Iphurolti .1 hydn nerj entering .

1: actir. b sulphur dioxide

Sulphuretted hydrogen available for reaction (-0 = B'l
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Whence, per combustion of 100 litres of moist reacting
mixture (15-6 C).

Ileut evolved by reaction (3)

—

1
2

' 93
Sulphur dioxide produced yields 71,^70 * '.:- ~ 14,540 caloriea

I ess sulphuretted hydros-en decomposed
6-87

-' 'r.7l''
j

'">" s7
Water vapour produced yields 57.4c."

95! =

= 11,595

Total heat evolved = -jj.its

Products

—

firms.

Sulphur dioxide 12'0'

Sulphuretted hydrogen

Aqueous vapour 4-93 (= 18 x '..,' + 1*3 earri.

Then—
Rise of temperature = •/ - 16) C.

S
nbs

h
>"bs

i

!

0I
!

d
?} 12

-M *
°' 15« * C - W> = " ~ I*)

Sl

hyd"Su':'...: "" ; '""" * --«>< «-l« 2-40

Aqueous vapour .. |-:>:> x 0*62 x (7 —16) = (r - 161 x 306
Carbon dioxide 9S"8 •

-S22 [t— 16) = ($ — 16) x

Nitrogen !4'3 x 0*261 x (I — 16) =-=(< — 161 8*95

(f -1G) 46*60

Equating, we get

—

O — 16) x 46-60 = 25,178
t = 556 C. 1 = Maximum attainable

1.03.31'./ if reaction (4)= O.

Stage (4) 2H.
:
S + SO.+ H;

' 1 + 12N = 3S + 3H.; + 12>\

Sulp'mretted hydrogen available

from (S) = 9*93 grms.
LessdittoescapiugiiiexiLi.-as.es = -

71

Net reacting = 9*23= s-7 grins, sulphur.

Sulphur dioxide available from (S) = 12'93grms.
Less ditto escaping = 3

-

i

Net reacting = 9*85= 4'9grms. sulphur.

Total sulphur = 13*6 ., „

Water from (3) 4-9 + water produced -8 x 9 -J =
9*S grms. total.

Tlien we have for reaction (4) at 5.">6° I
'.

Heat brought in by reacting ijases

—

Sulphur dioxide = 12 '93 0*1544

Sulphuretted hydrogen = 9*93 x -2423 x 556.

Aqueous vapour = 49 x 062
Carbon dioxide =93-8 x 0*882

Nitrogen = 34-3 x 0*261 x 556.

Total = 556 x 4i;-6o = 2.-,.P1M

Heal produced by oxidation of hydrogen to

9*22
57,400 x -57-

34
-rater vapour = 57,400 x -^ = 15^63 =+ 41.17-.

Heal required ;o dec impose Die sulpha-
~

retted hydrogen = 4.740
9-22

Ditto sulphurous acid
9-85

1 1,080

Net heal evolved =

12,365

As before, let t' = final temperature.
Then

—

10 raise residual sulphuretted)
llvdrniroti tr> I' z -hydrogen to t V x 0-2423 x 0*7 = 0-17-

Dltto sulphur dioxide = f x 0'1344 x 3M = - 48,'
" raise aqueous vapour to I' = f x 0604 x ys = 5-92/'
Do. carbon dioxide - f x 0"313 x93"8=-
Do. nitrogen = r x 0*259 x34*3=8-8S

I

o raise sulphur to 316° C. and)
vaporise

,

: 13-6 x 450 = 6.120

Equating, we get

—

15*90 + 5,776 = 29,110
.' ts-90

'- '.> = Maximum temperature if

">" ''• ' e< lations (3), (11 occur
simultaneously.

The theoretical maximum temperature according to this
hypothesis must lie between the values 508 C.and .?."i6 C =
946 F. and 1,03:? F.

Calculation ofAir Supply to < tans Kiln ti

Saturator Gasi

Let saturator gas entering fO >„ = x.
kiln coatain, per 1004 HjS => t/.

volumes [Air = 100— (* + «/).* '

Let V volumes of air enter kilu per 100 volumes of
saturator gas

;V = volume of exit gases after reaction has soenr
itself.

{1
'I lj = x'

H„S = y'

z'

N - 100 -(.«' + ,/'+_-').

Suppose y (the volume of ff.S entering per 100 volumes
of gas) to consist of three parts

—

1/1 = volume of H„S that passes through the kiln
unchanged,

volume of H.,S that reacts with half its -volume of
oxygen to form sulphur and water. Thus
v

11 1 1 i S, where decrease in volume
due to reaction = 1% ...

y3 = volume of H.,S that reacts with one aud a half
times its volume of oxygen to form SO., and
water. Thus

—

II S 4- 3 = H2 - SO., where decrease of
volume due to reaction = 1 by.,.

Now,
V t V5y„ 4- 1 •:>(/.. = 100 - V.

*'* V *= V ' -100 + 1 a (j-2 + ys).

Further,

Since C( >_, is unchanged iu its absolute amount in
passing through the kiln

—

J'
=

-uu'
wheLce V ' = 100

I
Further, we have

—

+ !/: + !/..• whence (//_. + y3) = y - y„
and

—

V
//

~~
too

because
!>i

passes unchanged through

the kiln.

Replacing by -
, we get y, = </*

raise sulphur vapour from 3:il° C. to I'

= W - 316) x 0*08 x 13"6 = • 0-344 -

Total heat required = 5,776 + 45
-

90i

and

—

Of*. + jr-i) =y-y' *

Finally, replacing V by 100 '''.and (.-/_. + //,) by y -
" in the geueral equation, we get

—

v = ?ioo*-ioo + i*5(V-y
I

= 100(*''~ J
'

) 4-l-5|

In this equation

—

1-,,

represents the reduction of voiume due to chemical reaction
while

100 (* -
'

)

is the expression for the volume of air admitted to the kiln
per 100 volumes of gas, if such reduction of volume be

* See footnote, p. :7~.
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neglected, whicli may be done when saturator gas is very

weak, as in the GrabtOD experiments, mentioned in our
paper in 1 U03.

Calculation of the Relation of llu Volume of
Reacting Mixture entering to find oftht Exit Gases

leaving the ( kance-Claus Process Kiln, both measured at

Atmospheric Pressure and Temperature.

Let r' volumes leave per 100 volumes of reacting

mixture entering.

y = volume per cent, of H._,S in ditto.

y' = volume per ceut. of H ;
S in the exit gases.

As before, we suppose y to consist of 3 parts =y, h y.2 + ;/..,

where—
//, = residual II.s leaving in exit gases;

y2 = volume of H_.S reacting to form sulphur and
water :

—

H 2S + = H
;

+ S ; reduction of volume =
1 Dt/

:
.

y.t
= volume of H„S reacting to form sulphur dioxide

and water:

—

H„S + 0-, = H..O + SO., ; reduction of volume
"= 1-JV

:1
.

Then we have

—

y, : y' : :
<•'

: 100, whence y t
= V^L

-

Now volume of gases entering = volume of

leaving + reduction due to reaction,

Hence

—

[00 = v' + 1-5 (y» + !/a).

Also

—

•J
=

.'/i
+ .'/; + !/:,

and (y, + //,) = y

Wherefore

—

1(10 = r' + 1-5 0/ -//,)•

Keplaciug in the equation, ;/, by ' "
,

We have

—

ga os

.'/!•

Whence-

100 = v' + 1-5 (,, - '' "').

\J loo /

••(i-^)-ioo-l-5jr

v' = 100

leave per 1 c

(1011- 1-5.1/)

(Hin-r.v)

b. ft. entering, the equationOr, if

becomes

—

„» = lioo-l -:,y
I

(100- 1-5.-/0

111 conclusion, we desire to acknowledge the advantage
we have received from discussion of the thermochemical
reactions with Dr. Affleck, who has been of great assist-

ance, by reason of the independent investigations on which
he is indeed still engaged, not only in developing, but in

initiating the hypothesis set out on page 577.

EEEATU M.

STUDIES ON THE CLAUS REACTION, PART I.

.^.Journal, 1903, page 464, right column. Work C.
<'olumn Holder Gas—Reacting Mixture, for Air—

,,. s/0= 8-8
43 8

1 17 = 85-0'

for 14G-4, rend 1528.

read 50 . 2 JO-In
= 10-2 .

= 40-0' and

Discission.

Mr. J. !!\thn Morris said that in quite a number of

different Clans kilns he had found a considerable quantity

of ammonia in the shape of sulphate and sulphite of
ammonia, and it was very interesting to him to know that it

was due in many cases to conversion of the hydrocyanic
acid into ammonia. If had struck him that it might be
possible to construct a Clans kiln in which the lormation of
ammonia would be impossible—a kiln in which the contact

substance and the temperature could be regulated so that

the cyan'de would be complete!} d< omposed into nitrogen

and there would be no ammonia formed at all. He had
also found in the Clans kilns a considerable amount of
sulphur which was insoluble in carbon bisulphide, and it

would be interesting t.i know under what conditions this

amorphous sulphur was formed and how the condition of
the sulphur vailed. In some cases he had found as much as

15 per cent, of amorphous sulphur in the product. He
further wished to know whether Mr. Carpenter had had
results from two different works where Claus kilns had been
in operation, whether in each ca<-e the cyanides had been
proved to be going in, and whether in both cases the

ammonia had been formed. It seemed to him that if the

results of several work* were taken, and the cyanides were
proved to be going in. it would then show that they all

worked in the same way, and in each case were converted
into ammonia.

Mr. Arthir Carey asked, in reference to the very small
yield of flowers of sulphur in the chamber in tie instance

he had quoted, viz. 4 per cent., whether the 4 per cent,

of the total sulphur was collected in the chamber, or was the

sulphur which was supposed to be made in the chamber
and deposited there. It was a very difficult matter to

determine whether the sulphur which was deposited from
these gases was really carried in the form of vapour from the

Claus kiln itself, or was formed by the contiuued reaction

between the residual sulphur dioxide ami hydrogen
sulphide. He had seen a number of analyses from time to

time of the exit gases from Claus kilns both before aud
after they had travelled a long distance in flues. They knew
from the necessity for periodical cleaning that sulphur was
deposited in those flues, hut there was a very small drop, if

any, to be noticed in the sulphur content of the gases as

shown by analysis.

Mr. Herbert Pottee inquired whether, in the experi-

ments mentioned with the small kiln in regard to the

mixture of cyanides and sulphuretted hydrogen, varying

quantities of air were used. In some works the kiln was
too big for the work, and he had noticed considerable

difference in the smell of the exit gases from the oxide

purifier j in one or two cases the smell of cyanide- was
noticeable. He wondered if the quantity of air would
materially affect the conversion of the cyanide, for when the

kiln wus too large more air was admitted in order to

maintain the heat.

Mr. R. H. Clayton inquired whether Mr. Carpenter had
any experience of Walter Feld's method of analysis for

cyanides in gas liquors. It was a simple method, and he

had found it give good and accurate results. As regards

the practical working of the Claus kilus, what had been the

highest maximum yield that had been obtained from the

hydrogen sulphide in the waste gases from ammonia
plant ?

Mi. Eustace Carey asked if the author, in his allusion to

pyrometers, was referring to electrical pyrometers, where

heat was measured by the resistance to an electric current.

His experience some years ago with electrical pyrometer*

was not fortunate, but probably they were much improved

now, and he would he glad to know if they weie reliable

and lasting.

Mr. \V. H. Coleman asked if Mr. Carpenter found thsi

the condensing space required for the Claus process in a uas

works was very much greater than at alkali works. The

large proportion of carbon dioxide would seem to de-

inaud it.

Mr. R. Eorbes Carpenter, in answer to Mr. Morris,

said that the influence upon conversion of cyanogen into

ammonia of different contact materials in the Claus kiln

was a subject on which the authors were not yet in a

position to speak; the apparatus for the trials bad In

to be specially made. No experiments hail as yet beei

mad,. As regards the works tests, experiments "

Works A. and C had been concluded before the gas liquol

used had been tested for cyanide ; in Work A. this wic

absent ; its amount in the liquor used at Work C. was 10

tabled only after the conclusion of experiments at Work H

In repl\ to Mr. Arthur Carey, the reaction among ll"

Eases in the cool sulphur chamber, which he would fiii'

-described in the text of the paper, was ascertained by

series of concurrent inlet aud exit tests corrected to standan
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volume as compared with that of inlet gases to the kiln.

While in a vitriol chamber it was impossible, us Dr. Hunter

had shown, to accurately determine by such analysis what

amount of acid was actually made in that chamber, in the

present ease it was possible, by filleriug out the sulphur

suspended in the gases, to arrive at eotrect figures for

sulphuretted hydrogen and sulphur dioxide (in the absence

of ammoniacal compounds), and so to reach a figure for

work done in the cool chamber. In the small Claus

kiln experiments thev had not desired the presence of air;

it was impossible entirely to exclude it, ami, as explained,

the iu-leakage of air iu the last experiment had markedly
increased the rate of flow of gases through the contact

material : but in this last experiment, where sulphurette 1

hydrogen was present, as iu Claus kiln conditions, they

could see bv the jump up iu percentage conversion the

protective effect of this gas on hydrocyanic acid and

ammonia, both of which air would tend to destroy at the

temperatuie used. As explained to Mr. .Morris, fresh

apparatus was being prepared. They had not tried the

Feld method of estimating cyanides mentioned by Mr.
Clayton. They had no figures to communicate as to highest

yield of sulphur iu gas liquor works plants, nor coald they

give figures as to comparative condensing space required

in these and Coanee-CluUS plants.

aonaon ^fction.

Meeting held at Burlington House, on Monday,
May -2nd, 1904.

MR. WALTKR F. RK1D IN THE CHAIR.

THE OLDEST DOCUMENT IN THE HISTORY
OF GUNPOWDER.

BV OSCAR, GUTTMAXX, M.INST. I .K., F.I.V., CCS.

The so-called ancient records concerning the invention of

unpowder should be approached with great caution, since

nanuseripts of doubtful date and origin which bad been
nadequately translated were used to serve various nations

nd individuals as proofs of their claim to this invention.

)nly such documents present a special interest, which
iiruish information about the time preceding 1334, and as

there is no doubt that even the Arabs did not shoot up to

11313, although they knew gunpowder-like mixtures siuce

I.2S0, we are limited iu our investigation to within a

eriod of 40 years.

I have shown in another place, that an Arabian manu-
|
cript in the St. Petersburg Library, which was published

|>y Beinaud and Favv, is of do importance, since, apart

om other objections, its date is very doubtful. The oit-

I

ited passage in the Indian " Geutoo Laws " also becomes
ilueless when correctly translated, and the description of

titles and of the composition and manufacture of guu-
owder, as published by Prof. Gustav Oppert from the

Snkraniti,"* is doubtless of more recent origin than he
|uppo«'S. Oppert had before him only copies 200 \ ears

of a lost original, and the learned Indian, Prapuulla
andra Ray. peremptorily deniesf that the Indians knew
npowder in the 14th century.

Tiie following are the only existing unimpeachable
locuments :

—
' 1. The accounts of King Edward Ill's private wardrobe
om 1344 to 134/", and the accounts of the same King'.-

* On thn "Weapons, Array Organisation, and Political Maxims of
le Ancient Hindus. Madras, 18S0.

+ Praphulla Cnandra Vtaj, Hisiorv of Hindu Chmiistrv. London,
'03,

great -wardrobe from 1345 to loa'J. in both of which there
are entries of payments for gunpowder, and also sulphur
and saltpetre for the King's guns.

2. The accounts of the town of Aix-la-Cliapelle of 1346,
showing some expenditure for an iron gun and saltpetre for
same.

3. A document at the town library of Tournay, giving an
account of experiments with a gun in 1346 by Pierre de
Bruges.

4. The accounts, published in bluratori, Vol. 24, of

Aimone di Challant, Sire di Fenis, Guardian of Lanzo in

Northern Italy fr im 1347 to 134S, according to which
Master Hugonino di Chaiillon in 1 "> +7 made i bronze guns
tor the Marque- s of Mmterrato, in the Aosta valley, each
of which weighed about 4.i lbs., was fired by means of

gunpowder; and threw leaden balls with large, iron-bound
arrows.

5. The accounts dating 1342 for the artillery of Rihoult
Ci-ile, published in the "Memoires de la Societl des

Antiquaires de la Morinie," tome 5. The guns threw
wooden arrows, bound with iron, and centred by mec.ns of

copper discs. The price of the powder was about 30s. per
pound.

6. A document in the Paris National Library, according
to which .i iron and 5 bronze cannon were b night in 13 19

for the defence of the town of ( 'ambray, for which Estienne
Mare] supplied saltpetre and sulphur, but in such SDj.t 1

quantities only (lor the sum of 1 1 hvres I sous) that at the

existing prices of that time barely 3 pounds of powder
would work out per cannon.

7. A document in the same library, according to which
(iuillaumc du Moulin from Boulogne acknowledges the

receipt on the 11th July 133S from Thomas Fouques
guardian of the galley-house at Rouen, of "one iron pot lor

shooting fire-arrows, 4S iron-bound and feathered arrows,

one pound of saltpetre, and half-a-pound of live sulphur

for making powder for shooting the said arrows." This
would hardly give 20 grins, of powder to each arrow.
Hitherto there was a general disinclination to regard these

arrow-shooting guns favourably, but I am now in a position

to give a picture of one.

In Prof. Oppert's above-mentioned book I found a foot-

note, which drew attention to a manuscript in Oxford
dating from 1336, and I therefore endeavoured to get

particulars and later on to inspect it myself. To mv
surprise the manuscript proved to hear the date 1326. It

is written by Walter de Milleraete. is entitled " De ( »u"iciis

\<n," and is kept iu Christchurch library. It i-

beautifully illuminated. I have only been abie to obtain
the right of reproduction for the new edition of mv b lok

ou Explosives, the authorities of Chri>tchurch jealously

guarding any further publication. The manuscript begins

as follows :
—

"Hie incipiunt rubrice capitulorum hums lihri de nobili-

tatibus sapienciis et prudeuciis regum editi ad hnaorei i

illustris doniini Edwardi dei gracia Regis anglie incipientis

regnare Anno doiuiui ab incarnacione Milesimo Tricentesimo
Vicesimo Sexto."

Translation.—" Here begin the lists of the chapters of

this book about the noble origin and the prudence of

kings, edited in honour of the illustrious Lord Edward, by
i J ad's grace King of England, who began to reign in the

year of our Lord, 1326." (This is old reckoning; King
Edward entered his reign in tne year 1:27 of the new.)

The contents of the book in no way refer to t!,e history

of the invention of gunpowder, bat only dai with the

duties and qualities of kings. It must have been begun
in the reijrn of Edward II., because it contains pictures

of him as king, and no doubt it wasi»originally intended
as a present to him. The very elaborate and rich illu-

minations must have taken a long time, probably more
than a year, since such fine work could only be done iu

the summer months, so that it was very likely already
begun in 1325.

There is oa the last page of the manuscript a richly

adorned frame surrounding the text, and on its lower part

the reproluction of a battle-shaped gun resting on a wooden

c
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trestle The shape of the bottle resembles an antique urn

(see sketch), i! is closed by means of an arrow which

has a ball on its lower extremity, and a warrior in lull

armour is in the act of firing this gun by means of an

incandescent rod, intending to burst the lock «*»«*£
eate This gives us on the one hand an authentic and

the oldest date for the use of gunpowder and on the other

hand, it is a most interesting illustration of the «*"«g"*
and the manner in which they were used The gradual

progress towards the use of the ball from the end of
:

the

arrow, only, and as is known, in the way ot ball-shaped

common stones, is so far only conjecture
: ntP1.«tinir

I am indebted for the photograph of *«'*
«f^_

D
f

page to the kindness of the trustees of the Wake Trust,

and for the information concerning it to the late Prof.

York Powell and Prof. Webb, to whom I herewith tender

my sincere thanks. . n.jM.j1
Now only we can believe a passage ra .Tonn Barbour's

life of Robert Bruce, King of Scotland which was written

in 1375,and has hitherto been considered a fable. Barbour

wrote of the year 1327 :
—

" Twa uoweltys that dai thai saw,

That forouth in Scotland had bene nane.

Tvmmris for helmvs war the taue,

That thaioi thouch't than off grete bewte.

And alsua woudre for to se ;

The tothyr crakys war off wer,

That thai befor herd uevir er."

So much appears now certain, that the knowledge of the

propelling force of gunpowder-like mixtures must have come

'about between 1313 and 1325. I am of opinion that

Berthold Schwa, z icv nted the guns only the date of

their invention mo: li. out back much further than 13a3,

as written on his m ... ulit at Freiburg.

iiv firmer Section.

Meeting neia on Friday, March 4th, 1904.

MB. J. CARTER BKI.L IN THE CHA1

THE IGNITION' OF CLAYS IX KILN GASES.

Accrington, 1

Hanley, 1

Burslera, 1

:

BY ARTH1 R HOPWOOD, A.n.C.Sr., A.IX.

Introduction.—la view of the importance of the behaviour

on ignition of clavs and clayey mixtures in the manufacture

of ceramic hodies.it is necessary to have the fullest possible

knowledge of the deportment of clays when ignited 10 the

presence and absence of the various gases which result from

the combustion of fuel and pas* through the ovens or kilns,

during the firing process. The combustion of fuel in

elsjware kilns being variable and always imperfect, it

follows that the gaseous product derived from the fuel and

air is a variable mixture of nitrogen, oxygen, carbon dioxide,

carbon monoxide, hydrogen, steam, ammonia, and hydro-

carbons more or less contaminated with sulphur and

compounds of sulphur derived fiom the impurities present

ii> the fuel. (Cf. E. Orton. Transactions of the American

Ceramic Society, Volume V., page 405,1903.) In conse-

quence, this ps'per deals with the behaviour of clays of

known nature when ignited alone, and in presence of the

principal gases which pass Ibrongh clayware kilns.

Occurrence and Nature oj the Clays.—Thirty clays

were -elected for investigation which occur at the various

place- mentioned below, the figures indicating the number

of different kinds taken from each place .—

Red Tile Clays.—Tnnstall, 6 ; Ruibon, 2 ;

Common Brick Clays.— Burslem, 1;

Tunstall 1.

Fireclays.—Rnabon, 3 ;
Stourbridge, 2 ; .

Hanley, 1; Goldendale, 1; Tunstall, 1 ;
Coatbr.dge, 1.

Stoneware Cla us.—Burslem, 1 ; Roabcn, 1.

Ball Clays—Newton Abbot, 1; Torrington, 1 ;
Corfej

Castle, 1.

China Clays.— St. Austell, 3.

The Tunstall and Kuabon red tile clays are red bodies;

the \ccrington shale clay and all the common brick, fire,

stoneware, and ball clays are grey bodies ; while the Cornish

china clavs are white in colour. < Hi analysis, the Cornish

china clavs and the Tunstall red tile .lays were found to

contain only traces of organic matter ; while the Accring-

ton common brick, fire, stoneware, and ball clays were

found to contain moderate or large amounts. The china

and ball clays contain small, the fireclays and stoneware

clays moderate, and tie red tile and common brick clays-

iar^e amounts of iron. The china clays and the Tunstall

red" tile clays are the only ones winch are free Iron,

sulphides.

Behaviour of the Clays on Ignition.—The behaviour of

the clays on ignition was ascertained by heating the coarsely

powdered clays to a bright red heat for three hours in a

combustion tube 30 inches long. When the clays were

bein<r healed in absence of external gases the tube was

closed at one end, and when in the presence of one of

the kiln .rases one of the open ends was connected with a

gasholder, or generating apparatus supplying a current of

the requisite gas.
.

The behaviour of the clays was studied m the following

gases vi; nitrogen, carbon dioxide, steam, air (limited

supply and in excess), oxygen, hydrogen, carbon monoxide,

ammonia, marsh, and olefiant gases

The china clays and the Tunstall and Kuabon red tile

clays when ignited alone, or in presence of nitrogen, carbon

dioxide and steam, left dark white or brown residues

respectively ; while the common brick, stoneware, ball, fire,

and Accrington clays left greyish black residues. The

darkening or blackening was found to be largely due to

carbon modified more or less by ferrous oxide, magnetite,

and occasionally ferrous sulphide. The residues on being

retired in a muffle furnace became lighter in colour, leaving

white, ivory, stone-yellow, buff, pale red. or bright red

bodies in accordance with their derivation from china, ball.

stoneware, fire, common brick, or red tile clays. \\ e there-

fore observe tbat all clays darken when heated alone, or ID

presence of nitrogen, carbon diox.de, and steam, but the)

only blacken when thev contain moderate or large amount*

of organic matter. This darkening, or blackening, dis-

appear on oxidation, and consequently day burners can

convert bricks hav ing black carbonaceous interiors into
g

normal bricks by refiling them in a kiln freely supplied

with air. „ , — .
, .

The china clays and the Tunstall and Kuabon red til.

clays when heated in a limited supply of air left white and

bright red bodies respectively along the whole leoirth ot the

tube- whib- the eonimom brick, stoneware, ball. fire, and

Vccri'n.'ton clays left residues differently coloured indifferent

parts of the tube : the residues at the end of the tube where

the air entered were ivorv, stone-yellow, buff, pale red. oi

bright red bodiss in accordance with their derivation from

bill stoneware, fire, commou brick, or Accrington cl

the residues at the middle of the tube were alwaj - dark

bodies-, while those at the end farthest away from the

entering air were always black bodies identical with the-

obtained from the corresponding clays by ignition in abs

of external gases. The china, ball, stoneware, fire, coni

brick, and red tile clays when ignited in excels of air o<

osvgen .eft white, ivory, stone-yellow, hull, pale red, and

fcright red b, dies respectively along the whole length of MK

tube It follows that white, ivory, yellow, and red clay-

wares made from clavs containing little orgauic mstt-I .!•
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not require much air for the development of their normal

colorations, but more air is required as the percentage of

organic matter is greater. In consequence, clay-burners

should observe that highly carbonaceous clays are liable to

yield claywares having black interiors unless a liberal supply

of air passes through the Uiln during the firing process.

The ehiua clays when heated in hydrogen, carbon
monoxide, ammonia, methane, and ethylene left dark white

bodies ; the Tun>tall and liuabon red tile clays left dark

blue bodies ; while the common brick, stoneware, ball, fire,

and Aecrington claj s left greyish black bodies. The
darkening or blackening was found to be mainly due to

carbon, ferrous oxide, and magnetite, occasionally modified

by ferrous sulphide and finely divided iron. The residues

obtained by igniting the clays in marsh and defiant gases

were darker in colour and contained a little more carbon
than the corresponding ones obtained by ignition in

hydrogen : indicating partial decomposition of the marsh
and defiant gases and subsequent deposition of carbon in

the mass of the clay. The residues on being retired in a

muffle furnace became gradually lighter in colour, eventually

leaving white, ivory, stone -yellow, buff, pale red, or bright

red bodies in accordance with their derivation from china,

ball, stoneware, fire, common brick, or red tile clays. It

follows that all clays darken when heated in reducing clay-

ware kilns, but the darkening is only appreciable when they

contain considerable quantities of iron, or organic matter.

The blue or black colorations readily change on oxidation,

and consequently clay-burners making blue bricks must not

allow air to enter their kilns in the last stage of the process,

as the bricks would acquire an undesirable brown tinge.

Conclusion.—Dr. II. A. Seger (Xotizblatt, 1870, page
278) ascertained the colour of the residues left by four

German clays when ignited in a Roses' crucible in currents

of several of the gases present in clayware kilns. The
residues obtained by Seger from these German clays were
similar to those I obtained from similar English clays

containing little carbonaceous matter; so that the behaviour
on ignition of different varieties of the same kind of clay

appears to be universally uniform.

#rto ©ork &>rctum.

Meeting held at Chemists' Club, on April 22nd, 190 1.

DR. VIRGIL COBI.EN-TZ IN THE CHAIR.

AX APPARATUS FOR THE DIRECT
DETERMINATION OF THE SPECIFIC GRAVITY

OF CEMENT.

11Y DAXI1X D. JACKSOX.

It is a well-known fact among chemists who have had
extensive work to do in connection with the specific gravity

of cement that the test as ordinarily applied is subject to

zrave inaccuracy and is consequently of doubtful value.

Accurate determinations with the pyknomtter or specific

iravity bottle are more troublesome and time consuming
than is practical for routine work. Le Cbatelier's apparatus,

'vhich is the one most extensively used, has of necessity

i graduated tube of such large calibre that an accurate

'eadiDg is impossible. It is also very diilijult to work with

his instrument under even conditions of temperature without

consuming a large amount of time for each determination,

rhis same objection holds true with all the other forms of

apparatus employed for this purpose.

There is apparently little appreciation of the fact th.i'

ven slight changes in temperature make a very considerable
rror in the result and, that whatever instrument is used,

' f the temperature of the liquid changes more than half a

legree F. during the deternrnation, it must be brought bark

to its original point before making the reading, or a tem-
perature correction must be employed. The use of the

temperature correction is decidedly to be preferred as it is

fully as accurate and much more rapid. This conclusion

being granted, it is then not necessary that the instrument

should be one connected piece of glassware. By making it

in two separate parts we are allowed a graduated tube of

much smaller calibre, thus greatly increasing the accuracy of

the determination.

Description of New Apparatus.—In the accompanying
illustration is shown a simple form of apparatus designed

by the author for the accurate and rapid determination of

the specific gravity of cement. Above is suspended a
burette, with graduations, about 9 in. (23 cm.) long and
with an inside diameter of about \ in. (0'6 cm.). Thus is

connected with a glass bulb, approximately .>\ in. (13 cm.)

long and 1 , in. (4"5 cm.) in diameter. The Erlcrmeyer

Specific Gravity Apparatus.

flask below is of heavy glass, and contains a giound-glass
stopper which is hollow, and has a neck of the same bore as
the burette. The flask has a capacity of exactly 2U0 c.c.

up to the graduation on the neck of the stopper.
In order that the work may be more rapid, the burette is

not graduated in c.c, as in other instruments of this nature,
but is made to read directly in specific gravity. The manu-
facturer* of the instrument makes the glass bulb of such a
size that from the mark on the neck at the top to the mark
en the burette just below the bulb, the capacity is exactly

• En.il Grciner, 7S, John ftrcct, N.Y. City.

c
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1*80 e.c. If 50 grins, of cement arc taken; this mark
represents a sp. gr. of 2*50

—

Jt'O (i i] aciiy of flask).

— 180 „ bulb to first graduation.

= 20 volume displaced by 50 gnus, of cement.

'- = 2 '.'ill sp. gr.
20 ' 6

The burette is graduated for every 0-05 in sp. gr., and
five equidistant mark.- are placed between each of these

accurate graduations. In this way thi- instrument is made
I with accuracy to 0*01 in sp. gr.

Tin' following table gives the calculations used in the

original graduation of the instrument :
—

TableJin Graduating Apparatusfor the Determination of
the Specific Gravity of Cement.

Tablefor Graduating Apparatus, int

1

C.C.

i

ment. Gravity.
Displaci
ment.

c.c.

a-so 20-10 2-8fl 162-52 17-48

a -si L81TI s W92 182-58 17-42
2-52 180-16 2-SS IS2-64 17*3li

180-24 19-76 2-89 182-70 17 30
•J ."it 180-31 19-69 2-90 182-76 17-24
2*55 180-3SI 19-81 2 'ill 182-82 17"18
2-58 180' 17 19-58 2*92 182-88 17-12

2 57 180-54 iu*ui 2-93 i B2 :> i 17-06
2*58 180-62 19-38 294 182-99 17-nl

2 5!) 19-31 2-95 183-05 16-95

g-C 1 ISO'77 19-23 2-9ti 1S3*11 16-89

2-U1 180-84 19-16 2-97 183-16 16-8t
2 62 [mi 92 19-08 2-98 1-.' •_' 16-78

2
-63 180-99 19-01 2-99 183-28 16-72

2-64 181-06 18-94 3-01) 183 33 16-67
265 ls| IS 18-87 3-01 183-39 16-61

a-oii 181-20 18-80 1-02 is;- u 16-66

2<!7 181-27 18-73 3-03 183-50 111*50

•J'l'.s 181 11 18-66 3-04 183-55 16-46
2'0a 181-41 18-59 3-05 188-61 . is

2*70 181-48 18-52 3-06 188-66 16-34

2;71 181-65 ls*4.1 3-117 183-71 lfi-29
-"

i
' 18-38 3-08 183-77 16-23

2-73 181-69 18-31 3-09 183-82 16-18
2'7t 181-75 1S--J5 s-io 183-87 16-13

2-7S 181-82 18-18 311 183-92 16-08

2 71 181-88 18-12 3-12 16-03
2'77 18-05 3-18 181-03
••••;s 182-01 17 -.'-.' 3- It l- 08 15-92

I 182-08 it :>2 3-15 184-18 15-87
182-14 J7 86 3 -it; 184' I- 15-82

2 -1 182-21 17-7:' 317 184-28 15-77
2-82 182-27 17-73 3-18 181 28 16-72
2 83 ;- i 17-i!7 S-19 184-33 15-67

2 84 17*.ll 3-211 184-37 15-63
2-85 182-46 17-54 3-21 184-42 16-58

Specific
Gravity.

:-._• J

3 23
3-24
3-2.-,

3-27
-

3-29

s-si
3-32

S-3S
S-34
3-85
3-36

It- ading.

C.C.

1-4-47

184-62
184-66
1st 71

184-76
184-80
184-85

184-94
184-98
185-08
185-07
185-12

Displace,
ment.

15-53
l.vts
1543
15-38
15-34
15*29
15-24
IV 20
15-15
i.vn
15*06

16:02
14-97
14-98
Il'ss

Specific
< -l.'IVlt..

3 37
O.C.

185*16
186

3-3.1 185-25
3- It) 185-28
31.1
3- 12 185*38
3-48 185-4*1

3-44 1S.V47
3-46 185-51
3-46
3- 17 I-:.-.V.i

- ls.VG.-i

S-49 185-67
3-50 1S.V71

Displace-
ment.

14-84

it -79

M-7.-I

1471
WHS
If 2

14-58
14*53

u- ||]

14*45

1441
1C37

Method of Determination.—To determine the specific

gravity of a cement by means of this instrument

—

1. Weigh out accurately, to 0- 1 grm., :">U grms. of the dry
sample and pour it into the unstoppered Krlenmeyer flask.

_'. Fill the bulb and burette with kerosene, leaving just

space enough to take the temperature by introducing a
thermometer through the neck Remove the thermometer
and add stiffioii-ut kerosene to fill exactly to the mark
on the neck, drawing off any excess by means of the

burette.

:!. Uun into the flask about one-half of the kei

in the built to remove air bubbles. Bun in more kerosenl
until any adhering cement is can-fully washed from the

neck of the flask and the liquid i- ju-t below the ground
glass.

I. Place the hollow ground-glass stopper in po
and turn it to tit tightly. Hun in kerosene exactly to the

200-c.e. graduation on the neck, making sure that no air

bubbles remain in the flask.

5. Head the specific gravity from the graduation on the

burette and then the temperature of the oil in the lla-k,

noting the difference between the temperature of the oil in

the bulb before the determination and the temperature of

the oil in the flask after the determination.

6. Make a temperature correction to the reading of the

specific gravity by the use of the subjoined table. For the

convenience of those using the centigrade thermometer

the table of corrections on next page has been compiled.

It was thought possible that the variation in the different

brands of kerosene might be sufficient to cause an error in

tin- determination. A collection of various good and bad

Correction in Sp. cific Gravity in Various Pur/ions of the Graduated Scale due to Chancjc in Temperature
(Fahrenheit) during the Determination.

it ure of the Oil in the Bulb before the Determination, and of the Oil in the Flask after the Delerminatitm.

Add the Correction, if the Temperature of the Oil increases, and subtract it if it decn .— s.

Change in Temperature—Fahrenheit.

2-.-.0—2-110 -
1 J-70 2-70—2*80 3-90-3*00 3-00—3*10 3-10—8.20 3-S0 3*30—3-40 1*40-1

o-.- M (pal 0-01 inn 0-01 Hill ll'lll 11*01 ,i i.l 001
l-ll "111 ii hi 0-112 0*0-1 "-II2 0112 002 0-02 ii ,.j

1-5 02 002 0-U2 0*02 ii-llll o-oi ii-u:i 11*03 u-ii.i

21. 0*03 hi.:-, n-.i:; hi ii*0» out 0*04 0*04 I, II-,

-:. .1 03 ii-iu ii n| 0*04 11-04 ii-ir, o* ii.-. 0*05 a no in.<;

s*o 0*01 0-iiS ii ii:, ii-u.-, on.-, IIIKl OI.il 0*07 in .7

3*6 0*05 0*05 o ii;, ii-ih; .1 ,i
i ii i.7 o-n? II, IS ij

.
.

4*0 11-115 0*116 11*0.1 0*06 007 n 07 ii-ii- 0*08 0*09 IIII9

4*5 0*08 ii u7 n-117 0-08 0*08 11*119 0*09 i.-lii ll'lll

:. 0*07 0*07 • ii-OO 0*09 11*111 010 n-ll u*ii
.'.

'

.".
II 07 ii-iis 0-08 0*09 0-09 inn OHI . oil ir 12 .. 13

i. ii "10 rlu oil 0*11 n-12 0-13 oil
if.-. 0*08 0*09 .1 in inn nil o*12 012 11-13 It l'-ll

7-0 0*09 0*10 ii-li oil ir 12 0*18 0-13 n 14 ii- ir, I. 10

7 .-, 0*10 irtl ..11 0-12 0*13 0-1 1 o*lt ill; 017 ..-17

Ml ii-lu 0*11 0*12 IV 13 .1*11 ..-14 0*15 o-IS ills ,1 is

8*5 ,,
l 0-12 ol.t 0*14 0*14 " r. 0-18 o-17 0*19 .I'll

11*0 o-12 o-13 oil 0-14 015 ii- i.i 0*17 0-18 0-20 o'2l

'J 5 11*12 tl-1 1 0-1 I ii •*.-. ir |i; 17 18 "la 0*21 o-2-i

13 II It 0*13 o-io ii-17 i -1 . 0*19 o 22 o*32
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kerosenes was made and the co-efficient of expansion of
each sample was determined. The differences in expansion
found were entirely within the limit of error of the
determination.

With the instrument herein described the time- required
to make a determination is about ten minutes, and the

accuracy is to 0-01. No Portland cement should be
accepted which is below 3*05 in specific gravity.

Correction in Specific Gravity in Various Portions of ike Graduated Scale due. to Change in Tempera
'Centigrade') duriny the Determination.

Read the Temperature of the Oil in the Bulb before the Determ nation, and of the Oil in the Flask a tier the i

Add the ( 'orrection, if the Temperature ol the Oil increases, and subtract it if it decreases.

f 50—2-00

Change in Temperature—Centigrade.

3"302-60—

2

-
70 2 -70—2 'SO

1
' 90 2-90—3-00 S-ilo-3-lo 1

:>-20
1

-..- ;o 1 | C50

-

2 0"00 ii-ni o-oi o-ol 0-01 0-01 0-01 o-oi o-iil "Ml
I 11-01 inn ll-lll O-ol o-oi o-oi ii-ni 0-02 0-02

Q'6 0'01 II
•(!'_• O-Od 0-02 n'i>2 0-02 0-02 (1-02 on- 0'02

-

8 0'»2 ll-liL' 0-02 0"02 0-02 o-o.! o us o-n;; l|-o; 0-03
l'n 0-112 0-113 0-03 o-o: 0-03 0-08 .nil V.'l. n-nt
1-2 0-03 ll-ll.i o-ii:; O-O.'i li-IIJ o-oi IIOl- (III.-, o-o.-,

vt 0-03 O-IH ,1-Hl o-oi ii'j: o-o.-, 0-115 o-or. o-oi; o-oi;
IT. o-oi 0-114 ll-lll O-O.-, Ii'n.i irir, o-o:, 11-Hu inn; o-o?
1"8 0-04. 11-115 0-05 ii-"

i 0-06 O'Ofl I'M,-, o-oi; (1-07 ii-ii:

2
-

(> 0-1 15 ll-il.-, o-n.-, n".'. rr06 o-iii; 0-ii7 o-o7 O-OS o-os
._,.„

n-ii;, o-ot; o-o

;

ii-ni; o-o? 0-07 IIIIS o-os o-o:. ii-iio
2"4 ii-iii; ii-n'-, 0-06 iri'7 0-07 o-os o-os o-iio o-lo O'lll
8
-
6 u-iiii 0-117 o-07 11-07 O-OS o-os o-ii:> iron o-io o-ll

L"S O-07 o-ii: o-iis O-OS 0-09 0-09 o-lo ii-'ii o-ll m-il'
.rn 0-07 o-os ll-IK 0-09 o-o:i o-io M-l.l o-ll 012 0-12
3*2 0-07 0-lis 0-09 0-09 o-lo o-lo 11-11 in-' o-i:; O-Ki3-4 IIIIS 0-0!i o-o:; o-lo II' III o-ll ' 0-12 H-V o-l.-. o-ll
.-;-,; (l-iis o-u:i 0-1(1 0-10 o 11 0-12 0-12 ir 13 o-ll 0-16
3*8 O-O'.l ii-lu o-io o-ll 0-12 0-12 o-i:i 0-H 0-15 o-io

-
09 o- III (111 o 12 0-12 o-l.-i 0-1-4 one 1-17

4*2 0- To o-n 11-11 0-12 o-ll o-n II- 1.-, 0-17 u-17
4"t 0'10 o-ii d-12 o-i:; el ; o-ii 0-15 i.-l.; n-17 o-is
4'K o-ii 0-12 0-12 0-13 0-14 O-l,") 0-16 u-17 0*18 o-l'.)
4'S o-ll 0-12 o-i.-j 0-14 o-l.-, ll-lll o-n; 0-17 0'19 0-20

o'ia 0-13 o-ll 0'!
1 o-i.", ll-lll ii'I7 iris 11-21' 0-21

iBotttngbam £>crttoiu

Meeting held at Burton-on-Tient, on April -lUh, 19(14.

MX. J. T. WOOD IN THE CHAIR.

fill: GLAZING OF CERTAIN KINDS OF SHJCIOl S

PIG IRON, AND ITS CAUSE.
ET O. F. HUDSON, A.R.C.S.,

Lecturer in Metallurgy in the University pf Birmingham.

Cast iron is, essentially, iron containing more than :? per
ent. of carbon, but, as made in the blast furnace, it contains
addition to the carbon varying, and often considerable,

mounts of other impurities. Commercial cast iron, how-
ver, although it cannot be considered as simply an alloy
I iron and carbon, depends for its characteristic properties
pon the amount and mode of existence of the carbon, the
ther impurities being of importance principally according
o their influence t>n the relation between the iron and the
arbon. Carbon exists in cast iron mainly in two forms,
s graphite, or combined with iron as the carbide Fe3C.
Vben the carbon is all or almost all present as graphite the
•on is soft and grey, and when it is all or almost all

resent in the combined state the iron is hard and white,
n their effect upon the condition of the carbon in cast iron
licon and sulphur are of the utmost importance in ileter-

hining tbe grade and quality of the iron. The effect of
licon is to produce a grey soft iron by its tendency to
mse the separation of graphite and to reduce the amount

!f combined carbon. Sulphur, on the other hand, tends to
aake the iron white, because it has the effect of keeping
ie carbon in the combined state (Turner, J. 1. & S. I.,

386, p. 163). In ordinary cases the silicon in pig iron
iries from 0-5 per cent, to 4 per cent., but silicon pig is

lade in the blast furnace with as much as 10—18 per cent,
licon. Pig iron with 4—5 per cent, silicon is widely used
. the foundry as a " softener," and is preferred, at am rate
i this country, to ferrosilicons with higher percentau

silicon for this purpose (Turner, Metallurgy Iron and Steel.

p. 196). Such silicious iron was. however, looked upon by
many with suspicion, as it did not give uniformly satisfat

tnry results, and was in consequence not recommended for

use in mixtures intended to give iron of the be.^t quality

(Gjers, in discussion on pap<-r by C. Wood, J. 1. & S 1..

1885, p. 464).
It is well known that some kinds of silicious pig iron

frequently have a peculiar, glistening, and close-grained
fracture, and in that condition is known as " glazed " pig.

It is also a matter of common knowledge that two samples
of silicious iron may be obtained of approximately the same
composition, but the one open grained and the other glazed;
the difference being due apparently to no well-defined

cause. In addition the glazed iron is of less value than tbe

opened grained variety, especially as a softener in the
foundry. In view, therefore, of these facts it was thought
that some attempt to explain the cause of this glazing of

silicious pig iron would be of interest.

It is stated in Phillips and Bauerman's "Treatise on
Metallurgy " that (p. 127) "glazy'' or "glazed "iron is

metal containing 5—7 per cent, silicon. Also (p. 225) " that

such iron is produced when the furnace is in the highest

working condition, i.e., when lightly burdened, and develop-
ing a maximum temperature in the hearth with highly
heated blast." Sir Lowthian Bell (" Manufacture of Iron
and Steel," pp. 162—163) gives the following analyses of
glazed Cleveland pig :

—

I. II.

Silicon 5-lti 5-13
Sulphur u-17 » 3

Phosphorus 1-12 1T2
Manganese ir77 1)56
Combined carbon 0'7!) ''71

Graphite
i 2

-
68

and states that it is generally due to excessive heat in the

furnace, and that raising the burden or lowering the tern-,

perature of the blast, preferably the latter, preveuts its

formation.
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In Turner's " Metallurgy of Iron ami Steel." p. 197, it is

pointed out that silicious, irons with upwards of I per cent,

silicon, although of the same ultimate chemical composi-

tion, may be obtained sometimes grey and soft, and at

others glazed ami brittle. It is mentioned that it has been
suggested that the glazed appeatance may be due to some
variation in the condition of the silicon. It is also stated

(p. 105) that glazed iron is commonly made in blowing in

the furnace when the first few charges are of light burden.

The peculiar fracture of glazed iron is explained in

Sexton's " Metallurgy of Iron and Steel," p. J37, on the

authority of Stead, as being dae to the fact that " in high

silicon irons the metal between the graphite flakes is easily

fractured, the lines of weakness being the cleavage plains

of the crystal grains." It is also stated that the larger the

percentage of phosphorus the less silicon is required to

make the iron glazed, instancing the fact that Cleveland

iron with 1
'

,", per cent. 1' is glazed with 4 per cent. silicoD,

while hematite iron requires as much as 7 per cent, silicon

to make it glazed. The reasons fur this action of phos
phorus are given as :

—
(1) 1-S per cent, phosphorus combines with 8-5 percent.

iron which cannot combine with carbon, and the graphite

is therefore less than in hematite metal.

(2) The phosphorus compound is itself brittle, and the

fracture has a more easy track through it.

The experiments described in this paper were made on
samples of Northamptonshire pig iron kindly supplied by
Mr. J. N. Kidner of the Islip Iron Co., Thrapston,
Northamptonshire. Four pieces of pig iron were sup-

plied, in the first place, of which, the following are the
descriptions :

—

1. Ordinary, No. 2 Foundry : A good iron.

2. Silicions foundry: A good iron.

3. Glazed iron : Not satisfactory.

4. Silicious iron, not glazed: Not satisfactory.

Samples 1 and 2 had coarse, open, grey fractures, while

samples 3 and 4 had close-grained grey fractures. The
fractures of samples 3 and 4 were, to the unpractised eye,

almost identical, although only sample 3 was described as

"glazed." Analyses were made of the four samples with

the following results :

—

Sll i

Sulphur
Maugani se

Phosphorui
Combined cat bon ..

Graphite

Pel-Cent. IVi Cent. i'e. i

3-81

IP 064
ir.;,;

1/26
0-07

i U'J

4-48
0-0*3
II-4.-I

1-218
0-07
j >;s

i -ol
0-14
0-64
1-64
(1-16

J-.H

i .

8-87
"•14
0- r,

l -.7'

ll-'JIi

2-56

No conclusions, however, were drawn from these results

at the time.

On considering these analysis it will he seen that glazed
iron contains from two to three time* the amount of

sulphur that is present in the similar open-grained irons,

a fact that would account for the unsatisfactory properties

of the glazed iron. That the combined carbon is not

appreciably increased in amount is due to the very high

percentage of silicon in these irons. In a foundry mixture,

however, where the percentage of silicon would be onh .

say, 1*5 per cent, a small increase in sulphur would ean-c

a marked increase in the amount of combined carbon, with

a corresponding difference in the expected properties of the

casting.

As an extreme example of glazing accompanied by high

sulphur, Prof. Turner in hi- paper on " Silicon and Sulphur

in Cast Iron" (J. I. & S. I, 1888, I., 41) refers to a

specimen of glazy white iron which contained : silicon,

4' 17 per cent.; sulphur, 0-146 per cent.; and which on
renielting with blast furnace slag parted with more than

half its sulphur, and gave silicon, 3-94 per cent. ; sulphur,

o- 180 per cent.

The samples from the Islip Iron Co. were examiued
microscopically. The structure in all case nsists of three

distinct constituents—graphite, silico-ferrite, i.e., iron con-

taining silicon, and phosphide eutectic or the euteeti

iron and phosphide of iron (Stead, " Iron and l'hosphorii-."

,1. I. & S. I., 1900, II., p. 12U). The structures of samp •

1 and 2 are similar to each other, hut distinct from those ol

samples 3 aud 4, which are also in themselves alike.

Three other samples of pig-iron were subsequently sup-
plied by Mr. Kidner, and they were analysed for silicon

and sulphur

Open-grain Northampton iron (Sample I

i Itched with B per cent, solution o! nil i

Vertical illumination, magnified ',:< diameters.

Reduced by about one-third ill reproduction.

I, II. 111.

Silicon.

.

Sulphur

Pi i Cent. Per Cent. l

1

i Cent.
fill :;;is 4-15
0-060 U-0S3 1-122

Samples Land 11. were open grained, and sample ill.

was glazed.

Mr. Kidner. some 10 years ago, when B student at Mason
College, Birmingham, made analyses of samples of open
and glazed Northampton iron, of which the following

record has been kept :

—

Open. I ilaz d.

Pi i -hi. Per Cent.
4'2 C-'

Sulphur "ii.-. "1"
Manganese 0-40

I IS

iru l'l-J i i~

Combined carbon 0*03 IP0IJ

Graphite 2-82 --".-.7

£&3Pft

Glazed Northampton iron - Sample
Etched with 5 per cent, solution of aiti

\ . i
- cal illumination, magnified 78 diameb rs.

B dliced by about one third in reproduction.
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Opeii-gra 1 Northampton iron (Sample 1).
Rtehe 1 with 5 percent, solution ol niti
\ ertirul illumination, magnified 300 diameters.
Reduced by about onc-tfiird in reproduction.

.*

Gla :ed Northampton iron (Sample 31.
itched with 5 percent, solution ot nitric acid.
Vertical illumination, magnified 300 diameters.
Reduced by about one-third in reproduction.

M\

Open-grained Northampton iron (Sample 1). showing
the ultimate cubical structure of the >ilico femte.
Etched witli :, per cent, solution of nitric acid
Verticil illumination, magnified 1,800 diameters.
Reduced by about one-third in reproduction.

temples 1 and 2 >how large plates of graphite surrounded
y siltco-ferrite, and enclosing large areas, usually discou-
nted, of phosphide eutectic. In samples 3 and 4 the
[rapbite plates are much smaller, while the phosphide
rtectic appears to bare a somewhat greater tendency to
ii

- ;. continuous network. As has been pointed out.
ie analyses show that glazing is accompanied bj
dphur, and the microscope shows in addition that the
rajmite in glazed iron is very much smaller than in iron

which is not glazed. The effect of sulphur in cast iron is to
cause tin increase in the amount of combined carbon, and
to prevent the separation of graphite ; but, as is seen from the
nialyses, the high percentage of silicon verv nearly neutra-
lises the effect of the sulphur as far as "the amount of
combined carbon is concerned. It is quite conceivable,
however, tbat the sulphur maybe the cause of the smallness
of the graphite in glazed pig. Under favourable conditions
a flake of graphite once formed contiuues to rapidly grow
in size by further deposition of graphite on the small flake
as nucleus, s0 that such an iron contains very coarse
graphite. Under less favourable conditions when the iron
is subject to some influence restraining the formation of
graphite, i.e., the influence of sulphur, the graphite, although
it may be formed in equal quantity, will be of smaller size.
In the same way the restraining influence of quick coulinu-
leads to the formation of small graphite and in consequeDce
a fine-grained fracture.

In some of the analyses given there is distinctly more
phosphorus in the glazed than in the open samples. This
increase of phosphorus in itself -would probably have verv
little effect on the separation of the graphite (Stead, " Iroii
and Phosphorus,'' J. I. & S. I., 1900, II.), but the phos-
phorus compound being white and brittle might very well
have an important influence in giving the distinctive fracture
of glazed iron. It would seem probable, however, that the
size of the graphite flakes is the determining factor in pro-
ducing the glazed appearance, as in an open-grained iron
with coarse graphite the fracture would have a greater
tendency to pass along the large graphite plates instead of
through the other part of the metal, whether silico-ferrite or
phosphorus eutectic.

In a paper read before the Staffordshire Iron and Steel
Institute in January 1904, Professor Turner describes some
experiments made to determine the size of the graphite in
cast irou. A comparatively large quantity (about 250 grms.)
in the form of small lumps was taken in each case. The
iron was then completely dissolved by hydrochloric acid
and the residue oxidised with hot dilute" nitric acid and
extracted with caustic potash to remove silica. The graphite
after being completely freed from iron and silica was then
dried at 120° C, weighed and subdivided according to size
by sieving.

The following results were obtained with No. 1 North-
ampton iron and with glazed Northampton iron.

No. 1.

PerCent. Percent.
of Original ol Total

Pig. Graphite.

Graphite loft on
3D sieve 0'83

Graphite left on
60 sieve 1-37

Graphite left on
90 sieve 0*28

Passed through
90 sieve 0*53

3 ill

27-U

45*5

9-3

17'G

100'U

Glazed.

I'm r.nt. PerCent.
of Original of Total

Pig. Graphite.

4-87

> u-341 17-23

0'726 36-70

0-815 41-20

1-978

It will be noted that in the case of No. 1 Northampton
iron, 73-1 percent, of the graphite was too eoaise to pass
through the bo sieve, while 77'9 per cent, of the graphite
from the glazed iron was fine enough to do so—facts which
very clearly illustrate the difference in size.

Cooling curves of the four samples from the Islip Iron
Company were also taken (by the kind permission of
I>r. T. K, Rose) in the laboratory of the Royal Mint. The
curves gave four points of reiardation of cooling, thus :—

Sampl 1 .

„ 2 .

,. 3
„ 4

.

R. 1. R. II. R. III. R. IV.

°C. °C. c. "C.
1128 1113 946
1122 1114 935
1115 1091 !.:i5 S52
1107 l(i:W 837

;
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Retardation I. is small and represents the commencement
nf solidification. Retardation II. is largo and extends

through a comparatively wide range of temperature ( 10 —
5p c.) It represents the solidification of the euteotic of

graphite and iron (with silicon). Retardation [II. is very

sharp and distinct, and represents the solidification of the

phosphide entectic (Stead, J. I. & S. 1., 1900, II., p. 110).

Retardation IV. is faint in all cases.

Pore alloys ot iron and carbon have an entectic of 4 - 3 per

cent, carbon with a melting point of 1130° C, but the irons

examined, although only containing sonic '.'-To per cent

carbon arc seen from the cooling curve- to be of practically

the entectic composition. This, as is pointed out by Howe
('• Iron and Steel and ( tther Alloys," p. 2lG),is the effect of

silicon, and silicon in this respect may he considered as

being equivalent to a certain amount of carbon ( 1 per cent.

Si = 0*4Bper cent C). in the two close-grained irons

(samples 3 and 4), the second retardation occurs at a

distinctly lower temperature than in the open grained irons.

This may be due to increase in phosphorus and sulphur as

it is only in these two constituents that important differences

are noted. In this connection it is interesting to note that

Osmond and Werth, in a sample of Thomas pig iron con-

taining 1*98 per cent of phosphorus found that a retardation

of cooling occurred at U)60°— 1070 C. (Annates des Mines,

1888, July— Aug.).

The conclusions that may be drawn from the results given

are :

—

(1) The glazing of certain kinds of silicious irons is

caused principally by an increase in the percentage of

sulphur.

(2) The difference in the appearance of the fractures is

due to the small size of the graphite plates in the case of

glazed iron.

The author wishes to record his thanks to Prof. Turner

for advice and suggestions in connection with this paper.

DISCUSSION.

Mr. G. J. Ward demurred to the statement that glazed

iron was of less value than grey. Tt had given satisfactory

results when the silicon was not aged in excessive quantities.

A badly grained glazed pig was invariably fine, but No. -2

iron might show signs cf glazing. As to the effect of the

sulphur in the case of the glazing, he was inclined to think

that the author had confused cause ana effect. Wedding,

in his standard book on iron, said on page 171, " It seems

certain that free SiO;> when accompanied by no other

mineral which can form slag with it, such as CaC< '.,. tends

to the production of iron rich in silicon, especially when

the temperature is very high and there is much carbon

present.'" The glazed iron was made when they had too high

a burden, when the temperature of the blast was his;!', and by

excess of fuel, and when they had got an acid slag. There

was undoubtedly a tendency for the sulphur to get into the

iron when the slag was acid, and these high sulphurs were

due to the same cause as the glazing, and not the glazing

due to the extra sulphur. Allen, of Sheffield, had given the

following figures for Stanton glazed iron, silicon 4' SO per

cent., sulphur 0" 046 per cent. Percy in his experiments re-

melted pure kidney ore (69 per cent. Fe) with fine sand

charcoal, heating strongly in covered crucible for Ih hours.

The resultant iron was hard, brittle, light grey, Btrongly

crystalline, with aggregates of light flakes, in other w.

glased iron. Turner, on page 198 " Metallurgy " expressed

the opinion that bright crystals were Bilii ides of carbon or

of iron, and Carnot and Goutal (this J., 1898, 1150) said

silicon irons containing a little manganese treated with

.*> per cent, cold sulpnuric acid leave a residue which

Consists of carbon, silicon hydroxide, and different

combinations of iron and silicon. The hydroxides of iron

and silicon are removed by potassium hydroxide. The man-

ganese and iron are removed by Bulphuric acid. The residue

contains 19*75 to 19*86 per cent, of silicon and 79*63 to

79-84 per cent, of iron. Sil-'e_.was a compound prepared by

Moissan in an electric furnace. Glazed iron was, of course,

rotten, and quickly broken, but he did not understand the

argument that this was due to the smallness of the graphite

flakes; Xo. 1 iron with large graphite was not uearl] so

strong as No. 4 with fine graphite. As to the effect of the

phosphorus, if foundry iron were made in a blast furnace,

all the phosphorus went into the pig, and the two samples
of Xo. 1 iron must have been made from a somewhat dif-

ferent ore to the glazed. Whether this would increasi tlij

tendency to make glazed iron he did not know, but the

author's statement about bamatite iron pointed in that

direction. 12 is personal opinion was that glazed iron was
due to the presence of FeSi.,, not to sulphur.

Mr. F. J. li. Carclla commented on the lightness of the

samples of graphite extracted from pig iron which were

exhibited. Including graphite, pig iron contained not tar

from in per cent, of substances other than iron, and taking

into account their much lower specific gravity than that ot

iron, the volume of these impurities might be as much as

20 per cent. This fact might help one to understand the

apparently great amount of impurity made visible by the

photomicrographs. The circumstance that sulphur in-

fluenced the size of the graphite in cast iron would stem an

interesting point in connection with large castings, in which,

owing to the necessarily slow cooling, the graphite would

in any ease be present in the large form. The small form

of the graphite in chilled castings would possibly explain

their being so much stronger than those that were not

chilled.

Mr. t ). 1'. Hudson, replying to the discussion, said that,

so far as he had had to do with it, close-grained glazed iron

such as. was examined in connection with this paper always

contained high sulphur. That glazing occurred with an

acid slag was a fact worth noting, as such a slag favours!

the production of iron high in sulphur. With regard to the

weakness of glazed iron it was true that strong iron also

contained low graphite, but in that case the metallic

portion of the iron was comparatively strong, whereas in

glazed iron it was brittle, lie could throw very little light

upon the question of the solubility of carbon in the sulphur

in iron. The influence of sulphur on the carbon in cast

iron was very powerful : it might be considered as having

from 10 to 15 times the effect of silicon, and hence the

importance that must be attached to small variations in the

percentage of sulphur.

^orkSbtre J5>tttton»

Muting held at Bradford, on January 2,"ii/<, 1904.

MB. ,1AS. E. BEDFORD IN THE CHAIR.

THE DALITE" LAMP FOB COLOI

MATCHING.

B1 n -Lii B H. G ' tDNl l. IND A. DTJFTl

A new form of colour-matching lamp, the joint invention

of Mr. A. Datum and himself, was shown by I'rof. Waltei

M. Gardner. It consists of an electric arc lamp SB*

roundel by glass specially prepared to absorb the rays

which the "lamp emits in excess of those present in normal

oay] ht. The variation in the apparent hues of objects

.In'.- to illumination by lights of varying charade.

known, and is of particular importance ion win

urate matching of colours, such as is required ui

printing, painting, &c. The generally Bat ran

lifeless appearance of pictures in artificial light is also due

to this cause. In connection with chemical work th.
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difficulty of performing, in artificial light, titration? in

which coloured indicators are used is a matter of common
experience. Hitherto no artificial light has heen available

in which all colours have the same appearance as when
viewed in daylight, though the different forms of artificial

light vary greatly in this reject. The greatest colour

changes aiv brought about by ordinary gas or lamp light,

or the incandescent electric light, all of which contain a

large excess of yellow rays, while the violet end of the

spectrum is almost entirely absent. The incandescent oil

and incandescent gas light contain all the spectral rays,

hat the yellow is in considerable excess. The acetylene

light is somewhat similar in character, the statement that

this light affords a perfect colour-matching illumination

being quite erroneous. The light produced by burning
magnesium ribbon has a spectrum more nearly approxi-

mating to that of daylight. The light from electric arc

lamps varies considerably in character, according to the

kind of lamp used. In each case a portion of the light

emanates from the glowing carbons, and this portion con-

tains a considerable excess of red and yellow rays. Another
portion of the light emanates from the are itself, and this

contains a considerable excess of violet and ultra-violet

rays. The proper balancing of these separate portions of

tn electric are light is of great importance in view of the

production of a true artificial daylight effect, but in any
;ase the light will contain an excess of rays from the

•ed end of the spectrum. The problem involved in the

iroduition of a light suitable for colour work of all kinds

loes not consist merely in the production of a white light

;

;uch, of course, could he obtained by a combination of

iny tw-o complementary lights, e.g., red and green, but it

5 obvious that when viewed by a white light thus con-

tituted many colours ivould appear unreal. For example,
blue or violet would appear black.

A perfect colour-matching light must contain all the

Ipectral hues which are present in daylight, and in the same
roportion. Taking an electric arc lamp of a special type

p the most convenient basis, the spectrum of the light

las carefully compared with that of normal daylight, and it

'as thus determined what rays were in excess. Means were
lien devised for cutticg off these rays, and eventually

lie problem was solved by the production of a special

lass having the necessary absorption. The light of this

blour-matching lamp, which is known as the "Halite''
mp, is precisely of the same character as that of good
lylight from a north sky, and has the advantage over
'dinary daylight of being perfectly uniform and uuchang-
>le ; whereas daylight itself varies not only from day to

ly but frequently from minute to minute.
The lecture was illustrated by means of a set of coloured
ntern slides; absorption spectra and many other colour
j'ects being shown on the screen.

Meeting held at Bradford on April \8th, 1904.

MR. JAMES E. BEDFORD IN THE CHAIR.

STABILITY' OF STANDARD SOLUTIONS OF
FOTASMi'M PERMANGANATE AND

AMMONIUM OXALATE.
BY WALTER M. GARDNER AND B. NORTH.

A statement is often found in standard text, books on
analysis that a solution of potassium permanganate
gradually becomes weaker on exposure to light, by slow
decomposition of the salt ; and that it is necessary on this

account to re-standardise the solution at. frequent intervals.

In the course of some recent work involving the use of this

reagent (see this J., 1903, 731), we found occasion to

doubt the accuracy of this statement, and have, therefore,

made experiments extending over a period of twelvemonths.
These have established the fact that, both in the solid state

and in solution, pure permanganate retains its strength if

kept in well-stoppered bottles, even when exposed to light.

On March 30th, 1904, a solution of permanganate pre-
pared from the specially purified salt described in the paper
above referred to, was made deciuormal by weighing, and
the accuracy of the solution was confirmed by titration

of pure ammonium oxalate and pure ferrous ammonium
sulphate. On October 28th, 1903, i.e., seven months after-

wards, the factor of the solution was found by titration to

be 0-997, and on April 1 5th, 1904, the same solution gave
precisely the same factor. A similar N.'IO solution of per-

manganate was prepared on October 28th, 1903, from the
same lot of solid recrystallised permanganate of potash
preserved during the seven months in a closely stoppered
bottle. The solid permanganate had retained its original

strength, and the second solution. restandardised on April
15th, 1904, after an interval of six months, was again found
to have the factor 0-997. The above results show that a

solution of pure permanganate may be considered to retain

its original strength for all practical purposes for at least

1 2 months if pure water is used in its preparation and the

solution kept in a closely stoppered bottle; and it is not
necessary to keep such a solution in the dark.

Similar experiments to test the stability of solutions of
ammonium oxalate showed that in seven months in a
closely stoppered bottle, the strength had diminished from
100 per cent, to 86 - 28 per cent., which agrees closely with
the result previously obtained, and noted in our previous
paper, that such a solution may be considered for practical

purposes to be permanent for about a week, as it deteriorates

at the rate of about 1 per cent, per fortnight. In the solid

condition, we have determined that pure ammonium oxalate
aud pure ferrous ammonium sulphate retain their original

strength undiminished for at least 12 months.

Jmmxal an& f^afcttrf. fiterates.

21ass. Page.

I.—General Plant, Apparatus, and Machinery GOO

II.—Fuel, Gas, and Light G01

111.—Destructive Distillation, Tar Products,
Petroleum, and Mineral Waxes 602

IV.—Colouring Matters and Dyestuffs CU3

V.—Preparing, Bleaching, Dyeing, Printing,

and Finishing Text des, Yarns, and Fibres 604

VI.—Colouring Wood, Paper, Leather, &c Gu5

II-—Acids, Alkalis, and Salts, and Non-
Metallic Elements 005

Class. Page.

VUI.—Glass, Pottery, and Enamels 606

IX.—Building Materials, Clays, Mortars, and
Cements 607

X.—Metallurgy 608

XI.—Electro-Chemistry and Electro-Metallurgy 611

XU.—Fatty Oils, Fats, Waxes, and Soap 613

XIII.—Pigments and Paints ; KesinB, Varnishes,

&c. ; India-Rubber, &c «... 615

XIV.—Tanning; Leather; Glue, Size, Bone, and
Horn; Ivory and Substitutes 615
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Class. Pase.

XV.—Manures, &c i;i-">

XVI.—Sugar, Starch, Gum, &c 613

XVII.—Brewing, Wines, Spirits, &c 61G

XVIII.—Foods ; Sanitation ; Water Purification ;
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I -PLANT, APPAKATUS &ND MACHINERY.

Air Compressors ; Causes of Explosions in . E. Goffe.

J. Mech. Eng. Assoc., Witwatersrand, 1904 j through

Eiig. and Mining J., 1904, 77, 686—687.

The author gives a detailed description of two cases of

explosions in two-stage air compressors. He concludes

that the principal cause of such explosions is the accumula-

tion of dust in the interior of the valve-chambers, pipes, and

receivers, which dust absorbs the excess of lubricating oil.

The mixture produced in decomposing gives .iff explosive

gases, which, uuder favourable circumstances, become

ignited.—A. S.

English Patents.

Drying Machines; Cylindrical . J. E. Hatmaker,

London. From J. A. Merrett, Paris. Eng. Pat. 13,907,

June 22. 1903.

The invention refers to machines composed of one or more

revolving heated cylinders upon which liquid materials are

distributed in a layer or film, for the purpose of evaporating

their contained water. The special improvement consists

in the arrangement of the stripping knife, bv means of

which materials which are injured by overheating can be

quickly and entirely removed from the surface of the

cylinder. Parallel with the smooth drying cylinder of the

machine a pivoted back-plate is arranged to serve as

support to the stripping knife. This back-plate is mounted

in bearings adjustable to the exact distance desired from

the axis of the cylinder, and is held in position by means
of screw-bolts freely attached to a fixed bar which forms

part of the framework of the machine. The stripping edge

of the knife is adjusted by Bet-screws arranged in a cover-

plate, which is itself secured to the back plate by which the

stripping knife is carried.—A. G. 1..

Filters. V. D. Mar-hall. Copenhagen.
July 18, 1903.

Eng. Pat. 15,948,

Bows of solid bars with doubly-inclined upper surfaces are

arranged in the filtering mass, to divide it into prismatic

layers, which become arched between two laterally adjacent

supporting bars.— YV. II. C.

Heatimi Substances in Retorts ; Apparatus for I
rse in .

C.W.Stanton, Mobile. Eng. Pat. 4139, Feb. 18,1904.

Describes the application of the device of Eng. Pat. 5791

of March 9, 1904 (.this .T., 1904, 538), to stills or metal-

lurgical retorts.—W. II. C.

Furnaces. P. Jensen, London. From the Wbitc-Mvlin

Furnace Co., Urookhn. Eng. Pat. 6S55,March 31, 1904.

An outer horizontal metal cylinder, provided with a water

jacket and a refractory lining is combined with an inner

concentric cylinder •! refractory material, perforated on its

lower bide and forming the combustion chamber. On the top

of tln> outer cylinder is a circular opening, with sheet-iron

covers, through which the fuel ami an are fed to the furnace,

and at one ecd of the cylinder is a door for the purpose of

cleaning out a-hes. &C. The inner chamber has an outlet

for the hot gases at one end and a jet for producing and

regulating the draught at the other. The heat generated in

the combustion chamber can cither be utilised there for

heating crucibles, See., or can be led to a steam boiler or

other external mean> of utilisation.—W. H. C.

French Patents.

Minerals [Coal, Sec] ; Washing of . M. Evrard.

Fr. Pat. 337,234, Dec. 5, 1903.

The minerals are fed from a chute on to a bed, along which

fhej ate moved by an endless chain provided with scoops

and* passing over two rollers. Underneath the bed are a

number of semi-cylindrical hollow cells, standing in the

wash water, and connected through their lower euds with

a pipe leading to a pump. Air is forced from the pump
into the cells, and projected into the wash water, producing

efficient stirring.—L. F. G.

Filter u. liraulech.

Fr. Pat. 338.188,

Liquids umier Pressure ; Bottling .

Mascb. Fab. vorm. L. A. Enzinger.

Oct. 29, 1903.

A containing vessel is filled, half with the liquid and

half with compressed air; at the bottom of the vessel is a

tubular orifice, which fits over the neck of the bottie to be

filled. A sliding tube works up and down vertically through

this orifice, and is provided with openings in such positions

that, when the tube is tir.-t depiessed, compressed air is

admitted to the bottle, aud when it is lowered still further,

the liquid runs into the bottle until it covers the opening

by which the air has escaped. The sliding tube is then

raised, thereby delivering the liquid which remains in it

into the bottle until, at the highest point, all orifices are

closed and the bottle can be removed.—J. F. 11.

Hydraulic Press for Pasty Masses. Mascliinenfahnk St.

Georgen b. ^t. Gallen. L. von Susskind, Lid. Fr. Pat.

33S.287, Dec. 3, 1903.

The mass to be compressed is placed in a chamber pro

vided with a removable bottom, and piessed bv the actio!

of a hydraulic press into a mould co-axial with it

motion being prevented by causing projections ol tin

chamber to engage in guides fixed to the mould. The hj

draulic press is single acting, the return strok.

accomplished by the weight of the ram aud platform

whilst the mould is moved into position by means of a bel

and - icu -gearing. — L. F. G.

Calcium Chloride; Process and Apparatus for Employ

ing us a Drying Agent. Conip. desl sines Nouvellc

J. Yberty et Cie. Fr. Pat. 338.133, Dec. 28, 1903.

Mountain-flax, pumice-stone, or coke, is impregnate

with calcium chloride aud dried. The lumps are the

placed ou shelves arranged in parallel rows in a cupboan

the substances to be dried being placed on similar parall

Shelves placed between the calcium chloride shelve-. A

is circulated over the calcium chloride, and then over t!

substances, drying them. The calcium chloride ir.iy- c

be readilv removed to be reheated when necessary.

—L.F.G
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Condensing and Aspirating Fumes ; Apparatus for .

R. McKnight. Fr. l'at. .338,154, Dec. 29, 1903. Under
Internat. Couv., Jan. 5, 1903.

See U.S. Pat. 737,003 of 1903 ; this J., 1903, 103S.—T.F.B.

II.-FUEL, GAS, AND LIGHT.

Sulphur; Forms in which —— occurs in Coal; their

Calorific Values and their Effects upon the Accuracy of
the Heating Potcers, Calculated by Dulong's Formula.

E. EC. Soniernieier. J. Ainer. Cbcui. Soc, 1904, 26,
555—56S.

By a number of determinations with two samples of pyrites,

each containing 53-2 per cent, of sulphur, the author found
that the calorific value of pyrites as determined in the
Mahler calorimeter is 2637 cals. per grm., which is equiva-

lent to 4 y ."> 7 cals. per grm. of sulphur as pyrites. Owing,
however, to the different products of combustion of pyrites

when burnt in a calorimeter and when burnt in air, 2042
cals. per grm. of sulphur must be deducted from the value

found by means of the calorimeter. Thus, 4957—2042 or
8915 cals. represents the heat of combustion in air of 1 grm.
of sulphur as pyrites, and consequently the value given in

Dulong's formula, 2250 cals., is about 665 cals. too low, or
€'6 cals. for each 1 per cent, of sulphur present as pyrites.

The oxygen being determined by difference in the ultimate

analysis of the coal, the author calculates that if no allow-

ance be made for the oxygen taken from the air to form
ferric oxide with the iron cf the pyrites, the results for

hydrogen given by Dulong's formula will be 16 "2 cals. too

high for each 1 per cent, of sulphur as pyrites. Thus by
applying Dulong's formula in the usu il way, the net error
will be 16

• 2 cals. — 6-6 cals., or 9'6 cals. too high for each
1 per cent, of sulphur as pyrites.— A. S.

Ethane; The Slow Combustion of . W. A. Bone and
W. K. Stockings. Proc Chem. Soc, 1904, 20, 106—107.

(1) Tue proportions of ethane and oxygen most favourable
to chemical change are equimoleeular (1 : 1), although
interaction takes place nearly as rapidly in mixtures
containing ethane and oxygen in the ratio of 2 : 1. At ail

temperatures, ethane is oxidised much more rapidly than is

,
methane, other conditions being equal.

(2) When ethane is treated with proportions of oxygen
iiisuliicien; to oxidise the whole to carbon monoxide and
steam, there is no preferential combustion either of hydro-
gen or carbon. In the absence of secondary phenomena,
the interaction is always marked by a diminution in the
pressure of the cold products without any deposition of
carbon or liberation of free hydrogen.

(31 The combustion proceeds in several well-defined
stages, among vzhich the following have been distinguished :

\
(i) A primary oxidation to acetaldehyde and steam.
(ii) A further rapid oxidation of the acetaldehyde to

formaldehyde, carbon monoxide, and steam.

; (iii) The final oxidation of formaldehyde to carbon
nonoxide, carbon dioxide, and steam, which may best lie

lonsidered as due to two simultaneous interactions (i)

pHsO + 2 = COa + HjO, (ii) 2CH
2 + 2

= 2CO + 2H.,U.

(4) The combustion of the hydrocarbon may be accom-
lanied by the following secondary phenomena :

(i) Hydrogen or methane, or both, may appear in the
roducts without any liberation of carbon, as the result of
|he purely thermal decompositions of formaldehyde and
cetaldehyde vapours respectively, the latter giving rise to
lethane and carbon monoxide, whilst the former yields
ydrogen and carbon monoxide, although its decomposition
h a more complex process than that of acetaldehyde.
(u) Small quantities of ethjlene and hydrogen may
•pear in the products as the result of the thermal decom-
Jsition of ethane.

(m) If the heat liberated during the initial stages of
nidation is sufficient to raise the temperature of the inter-
ting gases to the igniiion point, an explosion takes
ace, during which the excess of hydrocarbon, and probably
so of aldehyde vapours, is decomposed, earbou and I

hydrogen bting liberated together with some acetylene and
ethylene. There is no liberation of carbon below the
ignition point.

(5) Although ethyl alcohol has not been detected amonf
the oxidation products of ethane, its absence may be
explained by the fact that it is oxidised far more rapidlv
than is ethane under similar conditions.

(6) The view taken of the mechanism of the combustion
of ethane is supported by the experiments on etbjl alcohol
and acetaldehyde.

English Patents.

Fuels ; Artificial or Composite . G. C. Marks, Lon-
don. From The International Fuel Co., Butland. Eng.
Pat. 3781, Feb. 15, 1904.

A mixture is made of coal dust or waste (bituminous or
authracite) with hydraulic cement and sea-water or a solution

of common salt. Potassium carbonate and sodium benzoate
may be added. It is claimed that the chlorine renders the

combustion complete.—W. H. C.

Cement [for Coal Briquettes'] ; process of Making a
Binding Agent or . L. Weiss. Eng. Pat. 4939,
Feb. 29, 1904. IX., page 607.

Coke; Process and Apparatus for Quenching and
" Bleaching "

. W. P. Thompson, Liverpool.
From E. A. Moore, Philadelphia. Fug. Pat. 6527,
March 17, 1904.

See U.S. Pats. 755,154 and 755,155 of 1904 ; this J., 1901,
436.—T. F. B.

[Suction] Gas Generators. J. E. Dowsou, London.
Eng. Pat. 13,476, June 16, 1903.

The generator ha,-, two concentric casings, a and c, the
space between which may be filled with pieces of iron or
the like, which serve to heat the air supply drawn in at d
by the suction of the gas engine. Water enters the cham-
ber g, which has an adjustable overflow h and outlet i.

The level in g can be regulated so that no water flows from
i uuiil the engine sucks. At each suction, water flows from
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i into j, and then into gutters /; or the like arranged in the

upper part of the space e. Hy this means the quantities of

air ami steam drawn into the producer are regulated auto-

matically by the requirements of the gas engine. The hot

air, mixed with the steam, flows down the passage / to the

space m, and thence up through the fuel, the gas produced

being drawn off from n through the circular passage o and

the pipe />. Any excess of water flowing on to the floor ij

is drawn off by tile pipe s. The lower part of the fuel

container, I, may be formed of a loose piece, to facilitate

renewals.— 11. B.

Gas Retort Furnace. A. Deegen, Wittstock. Kng. Pat.

22,946, ' let 23, I

Hy means of flues arranged in the bottom part of the

furnace, the lower air current required for the combustion

is heated ; :ind for the upper air supply, horizontal zigzag

passages are formed in the pillars which support the arch

of the furnace. These passages may be lined with boxes or

pipes to prevent the access of cold air through cracks in

the- setting.— II. B.

Gas Producers. F. W. Paul, Harrogate. Eng. Pat.

14,893, July I, 1903.

Tm producer is provided with orifices at different heights,

throug hwhieh the fuel is fed, and with blast inlet and gas-

outlet pipes both at top and bottom, to enable the direction

of the blast to he reversed at will. In addition to the usual

water-sealed ash-pit below, the producer is fitted at its

upper end with a luted discharge, formed by a dome-

shaped top, the lower edge of which rests in an annular

water-pan surrounding the upper part of the producer.

Thus the ashes which are carried up by the feeding of fuel

from below fall over into the water-pan.—H. B.

Gas; Manufacture of . J. Y. Johnson, London.

From Deutsche Continental Gasgesellschaft, and J. Bueb.

Dessau, Eng. Pat. 15,147. July 8, 19i>3.

To obtain a higher yield of gas and a better utilisation of

the heat in the distillation of coal, the carbonisation is con-
|

ducted in vertical retorts and in two stages, during the !

lirst of which the distillation is effected as usual until the

greater part of the coal has been carbonised, whereupon

steam is passed up in n vertical direction from the bottom

of the retort.—II. B.

Wood-Gas; Manufacturing . 15. Loomis and H.

Pcttibone, Sew York. Kng. Pat. 6302, March 15, 1904.

A layer of coke is placed oo the grate of a gas generator,

which has a valved outlet pipe at its base. A charge of

wood is placed on top of the coke and ignited, air being

drawn downwards through the generator, so that the coke

is brought to incandescence, and effects the reduction of the

steam and carbon dioxide formed. In practice it is well

to have two generators connected together by a pipe at the

top. In order to prevent the coke from becoming choked

with ash, &c, the outlet valve and the air inlet at the top

of the generator are shut, and a blast of steam is injected

upwards through the coke, thus cleaning it ; the resulting

gases are then drawn down through the incandescent fuel

in the second producer, water-gas being thus produced.

—T. F. B.

Producer-Gat ; Manufacturing . B. hoomis and H.

l'ettibone, New York. Eng. Pat, 6803, March 15, 1904.

I.ow-oradf. producer gas, obtained from peat, sawdust,

garbage, pulverised fuel, or the like, is passed through a

Dody of incandescent coal or coke, whereby a high-grade

gas is produced. Steam, generated by the waste heat of

the gases, is blown occasionally through the incandescent

Coal or coke to break up the clinker, the water-gas formed

being mixed with the high-grade gas. The apparatus

consists preferably of two generators, charged with the

superior fuel, connected with each other and with two

generators or fire-boxes, in which the inferior fuel is

burned, the rich gas being cooled in a tubular cconomiser.

— II. B.

United States Patents.

Fuel; Smokeless . T. We. pie, Oakland. T.S. Pat.

759,783, May L0, 1904.

Sin r eoal is boiled with water in a tank, whereby it disiote

grates and volatile matters are eliminated ; it is then drained

and dried.— h. F. (.

Carhuretted Water-Gas; Apparatus for Manufacturing
. \V. E. Addicka, Hrookline. U.S. Pat. 758,882,

May 3, 1904.

Tun apparatus consists of a generator, a carburetter, and a

fixing chamber arranged in series as usual. The oil supply

for the carburetter is heated by flowing through a hori-

zontal zigzag pipe, arranged withiu the pipe or flue whicb

conducts the carburetted gas from the fixing chamber to

the hydraulic main.— II. 11.

GaS-Producer ; Water-Sen! . \Y. II. Holcroft, \--ig-

nor to E. V. Holcroft, Chester. U.^. Pat. 759,179,

May 3. 1904.

A WATER-SEALED producer is provided, within the ash-pit,

with a blast-box having a closed top and sides, and having

channels, open at the bnttom, for the pas-age of the blast,

the channels being submerged in the water of the seal.

—II. B,

Gas t'ondevsing [Catalytic] Bodies; Process of Pro-,

,/„,-,»,/ . A. Tissier, Paris. U.S. Pat. 759. lot;,

May'lO. 1904.

Si i: Kng. Pat. 18,035 of 1900; this J., 1901, 1100.—T. I. I!.

French Patent.

Alcohol ; Carhurisatinn of . F. Ilache. First Addi-

tion, dated Dee. IS. 1903, to Fr. Pat. 334,788 of Aug. 22,

1903 (this J., 1904, US).

An (inoi. is mixed with the light hydrocarbons obtained hy

distilling crude petroleum, and with a smaller quantity of

crude petroleum, and distilled, a little toluene or similar

hydrocarbon being first added to the mixture. An alcohol

of higher calorific power is thus obtained.— L. P. ti.

HI-DESTRUCTIVE DISTILLATION,

TAR PRODUCTS, PETROLEUM,
AND MINERAL WAXES.

Ammonium Sulphate [from Gas-Liquor^ ; Continuous

Apparatus for tin- Manufacture, of . M. KosaD-

krauz. J. Gasbeleucht., 1904, 47, 459—160.

Tin: accompanying diagram represents an apparatus foi

the manufacture of ammonium sulphate which has tbi

advantage of being continuous in operation. and of rrt liiiiiu

the last traces of ammonia in the gas coming from fhi

liquor stills. The saturators are in duplicate, and tht

arrangement of cocks is such that either can be used alon?
|

in both employed in series. Starting with fresh acid ill

1 and II, all the cocks are shut except 2 and 4 ;
the g.

then passes from I to the catch-vessel A„ direct to th I

liquor hyater V, &c. Put as soon as a sample taken at I

shows that some ammonia is escaping retention, cock 4 ll

shut, 5 and opened (in the method actually shown by th

sketch), m that the gas is compelled to bubble through til

fresh acid in 1 1. '1 his go'.-s on till the liquid in 1 is eon (

pletely neutralised, when the eocks are altered to bring I

alone into service. The crystals in I are then tal

and thrown into the common drainer; a new ch

acid is introduced, and 1 becomes ready to follow II by tl

time that th« latter is approaching exhaustion. Thus ti

liquor distillation does not have to be interrupted evi

a saturator needs refilling. Should either I or II reqn.

repair, any ammonia passing W maj be recovi

causing the gas to pa-s through 15 into the liquor slot

The number of cast-iron cocks in the apparatus is a defc
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for they become corroded and need frequent lubrication :

but the economy in ammonia compensates for this. The
author states that by the use of this plant he has increased

his output from 0-63orO - 65 kilo, of ammonium sulphate

per Inn kilos, of coal to over 0-S5 kilo.; while his daily

make has increased from 312 to 502 kilos, per 24 hours.

Dinitrophemjlethera of 3 - chloro - 4 - aminophenol and of
\-aminopkenol. F. Reverdin and A. Dressel. Ber.,

1904,37, 1516—1519.

1 .2.4 - Chloeodinitkobenzejte and 3.4 - chloroamino-

phenol react in alcoholic solution in presence of sodium

Inlet for Gas-Liquor To the column apparatus

From the column acp^ratus

C'S??rn To Drain

The apparatus described by Feldmana (this J., 1903, 206)
mentioned.—F. II. L.

Distillation of Immiscible Liquids. K. Charabot and
J. Kocherolles. XXIV., page 028.

English Patent.

{noting Substances in Retorts ; Apparatus for Use in .

C. W. Stanton. Eng. Fat. 1139, Feb. 18, 1904. I.,

page 600.

IV.-COLOURING MATTERS AND
DYESTUFFS.

Substituted o-Nitrobcnzaldehydes [Indigo Derivatives'].

F. Sachs and E. Sichel. Ber., 1904, 37, 1861—187

.4-Diniti'.o=?enzai.dehyde was converted by the authors
to its oxime, which yields on reduction /i-amino-o-nitro-

nzaldoxime. F. Sachs and E. Kempf have already
own (this J., 1903, 1238) that on treatment with iron

Jloride and hydrochloric acid this yields p-chloro-o-nitro-
Inzaldehyde. The authors obtain the hitherto unknown
taromo-o-nitrobenzaidehyde in a similar manner by treat

-

lr p-amino-o-nitrobenzaldoxime with ferric sulphate and
jdrobromic acid. They also obta'iD substituted indigos
|>m both the p-chloro- and p-bromo-o-nitrohenzaldehydes
1 condensing with acetone iu presence of trisodium phos-
jate and heating the lactic-acid ketone 60 obtained with
liom carbonate solution. The dibromo-iudigo obtained

1
this way closely resembles the similarly prepared

•Jhloro derivative, and is much less blue than the product
<jained by brominating indigo. Both pchloro- and
Jjrornoo.nitrobenzaldehyde are converted by the sctiou

i flight into the corresponding nitrosobenzoic acids. They
8 reduced by titanium chloride in hydrochloric acid
S:tiontothe corresponding halogenaminobenzaldehydes.
2 -Dinitrobenzaldehyde yields with the Bamc reagent
o uino-p-nitrobenzaidehyde.—E. F.

acetate to form thedinitrophenylether of m-chloro-p-amino-
phcuol QH^.XH.Ot'l.O.CcH^NO,).^ In absence of
si 'ilium acetate chlorohydroxydinitrodiphenylamine is

formed. If the 3. 4-chlornaminophenol be replaced by its

isorueride, the 2.4-derivative, a chlorohydroxydinitrodi-

phenylamine, is formed, whether sodium acetate is present
or not. The dinitrophenyl ether of m-chloro-p-aminophenol
is readily diazotised, and can then be coupled with the
ordinary components, forming dyestuffs which are bright
in shade but not fast to alkali. Dyestuffs of similar character

are obtained from a sulphonated derivative of the dinitro-

phenyl ether. The dinitrophenyl ether of p-aminophenol
was obtained by acting on acetylaminophenol with chloro-

dinitrobenzene aud saponifying the product. This substance
can be diazotised in the usual manner, and then yields

azodyestuffs which are rather more stable to alkali than
those obtained from the dinitrophenyl ether of m-chloro-/)-

aminophenol, but not sufficiently so to be of practical

interest. Azo dyestuffs obtained from the sulphonic acid

of this dinitrophenyl ether arc quite unstable to alkali.

—E. V.

Triphenylmethane Di/esluffs, fast to Alkalis. O. Lauth.
Comptes rend., 1904,"l38, 12-0—1221,

The leuco bases obtained by the reduction of the products
of condensation of m-nitro-benzaldehyde with dimethyl- or
diethylaniline were heated with various reagents capable of
substituting an acidic group for one of the hydrogen atoms
of the amino group. The products obtained by the action
of acetyl chloride or acetic anhydride and of benzene
sulphonic chloride are described. These products, when
converted into disulphonic acids and oxidised, yield blue
dyestuffs fast to alkalis, similar to " Patent Blue."

—J. F. B.

•i-S-Diaminodiphenazone. F. Fichter and P. Dieterle.

Z. Farben- u. Textil-Chem., 1904, 3, 137.

This compound is produced by the electrolytic reduction of

dinitrobenzidine. If the latter be reduced with sodium
sulphide, the phenazone-oxide is formed, which, on treat-
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merit with stannous chloride and hydrochloric acid, yields

the diaminodiphsnazone,

NHs.C4HJ,N:If.e,B3.KH„

which crystallises from water and alcohol in red needles.

It combines readily with aldehydes : i g., heated with

benzaldehyde in alcoholic solution, it (rives dibenzylidene-

diaminodipbenazone, yellow plates m.p. 210° C. If the

phcnazoue be diazotiscd and treated with sodium naph-

thionate, a dark red precipitate is formed « hijh dyes cotton

from a bath contaiiiiiia sodium carbonate in a shade of a

more carmine colour than Congo Red. The nitrogen bridge

in the ortho position to the bond coupling the two benzene

nuclei increases the substantive character no more than the

sulphone, imino, or methylene groups.—A. I?. S.

English Patents.

Phenyl-glycine-carboxylic Acid Xitrile, and Intermediate

Products relating thereto ; Manufacture rif [Indigo'].

J. Y. Johnson. From the liadiscbe Anilin und Soda

Fabrik, Ludwigshafen-on-Rhine. Kng. Pat. 14,676,

July 1, 1903.

AnthraniliC acid is warmed with aqueous formaldehyde

solution. Equimole;u!ar proportions of the two substances

react to form a solid which is insoluble in dilute sodium

carbonate solution. On treating this compound w'th hydro-

cyanic acid or a metallic cyanide, the nitrile of phenyl-

glycincarboxylic acid is formed. On treating the above-

described solid condensation product of anthranilic acid and

formaldehyde with a sulphite or bisulphite, the so-called

bisulphite compound of metbylene-anthrnnilic acid is formed,

and can be converted, by treatment with a cyanide, into

the nitrile of phenylglyeinearboxylic acid.—E. F.

Disazo Colouring Matters f Azo Dyestuffs] ; Manufacture

of J. Y. Johnson, London. From Badische Anilin

und Soda Fabrik, Ludwigshafen-on-Khine. Eng. Pat.

10,536, May 8, 1903.

See U.S. Pat. 741,936 of 1903; this J., 1903, 1241.—T.F. B.

Dyestuffs of the Triphenylmethane Series; Manufacture

of H. E. Newton, London. From The Farbenfahr.

vorm. F. Raver and Co., Elberfeld. Eng. Pat. 13,192,

June 12, 1903.

See U.S. Pat. 739,227 and Fr. Pat. 332,926 of 1903 ; this

J., 1903, 1125 and 1290.—T. F. B.

United States Patents.

Glucoside Dye, and Process of Making same. F. J. ( >akes,

NewVork. U.S. Pat. 759,008, May 3, 1904.

Vegetable matter containing glncosides is extracted with

water, carbon dioxide being injected " under such condi-

tions as to ensure chemical combination." When logwood
is thus extracted, haeniatoxylin carbonate is obtained as a

reddish-brown crystalline substance, soluble in water, giving

a neutral solution. It is oxidised to baematin carbonate
•' by application of atmospheric air."—T. F. B.

Azo Dye ; Blue , and Process of Making same.

K. Jagerspacher and T. Krober, Assignors to Soc. Chem.
Ind. in Basle. Basle. US. Pat. 759,284, May 10, 1904.

see Fug. Pat. 14,113 of 1903; this J., 1903, 1031.—T.F. B.

Tetrazo Dye [Azo Dyettuff] : Violet , and Process of
Mahinq same. K. Jedlicki, A-si^'nor to Soc. Chem.
lud. in Basle. U.S. Pat. 759,613, May 10, 1904.

Seb Eng. Pat. 28,033 of 1903 ; this J., 1904, 319.—T. V. B.

Bhodamine Dye [Pyrone Dyestuff] ; Red Basic ,

and Process of Malting same. A. Bischler, Assignor
to Basle Chemical Works, Basle. U.S. Put. 759,657,

May 10, ]\<oi.

SEE Eng. Pat. 273S of 1904; th :
s J., 1901, 367.—T. F. II.

Azo Dyestuff'; Bed . P. Julius, I.ndwigshafcn, and
S. Haeekel, Mannheim, Assignors to Badische Anilin und
Soda Fabrik, l.udwigshafen-on-Rhine. l.'.S. Pat. 759,716,
May 10, 1904.

lir diazotising o-chloro-p-toluidine sulphonic acid and
coupling with /3-naplithol. a red dyestuff is obtained. Its

sodium salt is soluble with ditficulty in hot water, and its

barium, calcium, aluminium, and lend salts are -carlet

insoluble powders.—T. F. B.

French Patent.

Indigo ; Purification of Natural or Synthetic .

Badische Anilin und Soda Fabrik. Fr. Pat. 338,3113
March 16, 1903.

See Eng. Pat. 7395 of 1903 ; this J., 1904, 248.— T. F. B.

V.-PREPARING, BLEACHING, DYEING,

PRINTING, AND FINISHING TEXTILES,

YARNS. AND FIBRES.

Mercerised Cotton ; Increased Affinity of for Dye-
stuffs and Mordants. W. Schaposchnikoff and \V. Mina-
jeff. Z. Farben- a. Textil-Chem., 1904, 3, 163—167.
(Se.e also this J., 1903, 903. i

Pieces of mercerised and unmercerised cotton were d\ed
in the same bath with a direct dyestuff containing several

sulphoDic groups, e.g., Diamine Blue 3 II. The amount of

dyestuff taken up was found by means of a sulphur
estimation of the dyed patterns. The result showed that

the unmercerised cotton required about 50 per cent, more
dyestuff than the mercerised in order to dye it the same
depth. Mercerised cotton absorhs about 40 per cent, more
tannic acid than unmercerised. The results with chrome
mordants were contradictory, but in the case of iron i>nd

manganese the unmercerised cotton took up more mordant
than the mercerised.— A. 15. S.

Calico Printing; Photographic Preparation of Bolters for

. J. Wolkoff. Z. Farben- u. Textil-Chein.. 1904,

3, 158—163.

The photographs which have been taken through a ruled

screen or grating are printed on to a chrome-gelatin paper

which is then transferred to a carefully cleaned metal rollei

(molette). The paper and unaltered gelatin are removec

by washing, which leaves the gelatin, rendered insoluble by

exposure, on the roller. The latter is then etched with :

weak solution of ferric chloride until the weakest shadow;

are engraved to the correct depth. The roller is then wel

cleaned, and the portions sufficiently engraved are coatei

with a varnish to protect them from further action. Tb
engraving process is repeated until the various shadows ar

etched to their proper depth. In working with the three

colour process it is important that the engraving on th

three rollers be in the correct proportions to one anothet

It is also possible thnt the three rollers may wear awa
unevenly during the printing, and so alter the relativ

amounts of the different colours in the picture.— A. H S.

Hyposulphites [Hydrosulphitcs : Electrochemical Prt/H

ration of . K. KIbs and K. Backer. XI. A., page 61

English Patents.

Silk, Artificial ; Manufacture of E. Thielc, BaTBH

Eng. Pat. 16,588. July 28, 1903.

Ses Fr. Pat. 331,507 of 1903 ; this J., 1901,59.—T. F. B

Dyeing under Pressure, Apparatus for . L. Wi
Keims. Eng. Pat. 25,555, Nov. 23, 1903.

Internal. Conv., Dec. 2, 1902.

SEEFr. Pat. 320,806 of 190-'
; this J., 19P3, 905.— T. F.
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Printing Patterns upon Piece Gooiis, Paper, and the line.

E. Schoening and The Carl Schoening Eisengiesserei und
Werkzeugmaschineufabrik Act.-Ges., Berlin. Eng. Pat.

10,802, May 12, 1903.

A " patterning " roller serves to remove in parts the

unifornilv-spread layer of colour or ink from a smooth-
surfaced printing roller. The two rollers then print upon
the webs of tissue or sheets of paper which are continu-

ously passed round the printing cylinders with which they

are in contact. The " patterning " roller may be employed
to transfer colour or ink to the colour- or ink-coated

printing roller, and thus to modify in parts the intensity or

shade of colour applied by the latter.—E. B.

White Discharges in Printing Fabrics and Discharges

therefor ; Processfor Producing . t). Imray. From
Farbw. vorm. Meister, Lucius und Briiniug, Hoechst-
on-the-Maine. Eng. Pat, 1.1,827, June 20, 1903.

A mixttre of a bydrosulphite-aldehyde compound as

described in Eng. Pat. 5867 of ia03 (this Journal, 1904,

369), strong canstie alkali and a thickening ageut is applied

to the fabric. On steaming the fabric this acts as a powerful

discharge, even towards mordant and basic dyestuffs such

as Alizarin Red or a Safranine-azo-dyestuff.—E. t\

United States Patent.

Colton-Seed Hulls or Cotton Waste ; Process of Treating
. H. F. bockmeyer, Assignor to A. O. Granger,

Cartersville. U.S. Pat. 759,800, May 10, 1901.

Cotton-seed hulls, ground to a comminuted condition,

cotton waste, &c, are first treated with a one to two per

cent, solution of an alkali with live steam passing through
the mixture. The material is drained, washed, and treated

with chlorine gas in the presence of a one percent, solution

of a free alkali, until the agitated mass is decolorised and
bleached. The material, after draining and washing, is

itaubjected to the action of oxalic acid, or a reagent capable

Jjrf reacting with the excess of chlorine present, and is then

l?iveu a final washing.— B. X.

French Patents.

Hydrosulphite Compounds [with Aldehydes'] ; Processfor
Making , and their Use in Dyeing and Printing.

Cie. Paris. Coul. d'Aniline. Fr. Pat. 338,385, Mar;h 20,

I 19U3.

,
ee Eng. Pat. 5687 of 1903 ; this J., 1904, 369.—T. F. P.

I Di/eing ; New Process and Apparatus for .

H. I/Huillitr. Fr. Pat. 338,113, Dec. 12, 1903.

oli'HIde dyestuffs which easily oxidise in the air, thus
iving uneven results, are dyed in an atmosphere of some
lert gas. The apparatus consists of a closed dye vessel

>naected at the top with a gas generator, and at the bottom
ith a reservoir which contains the dye solution. Steam
used to clear the apparatus of air, aud to force the dye
ilmion from the reservoir into the dye vat. The gas to be
,.ed is theu drawn into the vat and remains there until the

leration is finished. Indigo and similar dyestuffs can be
ed by this process. The air is displaced by coal gas
ring the dyeing, then oxygen is passed in to oxidise the
icindigo.—11. S.

i/eing Cotton Thread Several Colours; Process for .

Soe, Anon. Teinturerie Clement Marot. Addition, dated
Dec. 22, 1903, to Fr. Pat. 337,027, Nov. 26, 1903; this

J., 1904, 441).

His addition states that first the outside only of the
bbin is dyed with a mordant dyestuff and then the inside
h a direct dyestuff, the latter being partially bleached

: 1 reduced as before. Textile fibres other than cotton.
: h as wool, silk, jute, ramie, &c, can also be dyed bv this

thod.—K. S.

VI.-C0L0UR1NG WOOD. PAPEE,

LEATHER. Etc.

English Patent.

Printing Patterns upon Piece Goods, Paper, and the like.

S. Schoening and The Carl Schoening Eisengiesserei u.

Werkzeugmaschineufabrik Act.-Ges. Eng. Pat. 10.S02,
May 12, 1903. V., next col.

VII.-ACIDS. ALKALIS. AND SALTS.

Hypophosphorous Acid ; Preparation and Properties

of . C.Marie. Comptes rend., 1904, 138, 1216— 12i7.

Two methods of preparation are described :— (1) A solution
of 300 grms. of barium hypophosphite, purified by precipi-
tation by alcohol, are dissolved in 2 litres of boiling water
and treated with a slight excess of boiling dilute sulphuric
acid. The clear liquid is separated and the exact point of
complete precipitation is established. The liquid is rapidly
concentrated down to about 25 per cent, of acid bv boiling,

it is then filtered, and evaporation is continued under
decreased pressure at 80°—90° C. in an atmosphere of
carbon dioxide until the weight remains practically constant.
The acid solidities in a freezing mixture and melts at 12°

—

15° C.

(2) Sodium hypophosphite is powdered, dried at 100° C,
and treated in a dry flask with the calculated quantity
of concentrated sulphuric acid whilst cooling. After two
days the mixture is treated with absolute alcohol (about
2 litres for 300 grms. of sodium salt), the sodium sulphate
is filtered off and tbe solution is evaporated as above.
By fractional crystallisations and thorough drying over
phosphoric anhydride, the melting point of hypophos-
phorous acid may be raised to 26 • 5° C. The decomposition
of hypophosphorous acid by heat takes place in two
stages: At 130°—140° C. it is rapidly decomposed, forming
phosphorous acid and phosphoretted hydrogen 3H3PO., =
2H.,PO, + PH3 . Towards 160'—170° C. the phosphorous
acid is itself decomposed into phosphoric acid and phos-
phoretted hydrogen.—J. F. B.

Sodium Thiosulphatc ; Oxidation of . E. Sedlaczek.
Phot. Corr., 1904, 41, 158; Chem.-Zeit., 1904, 28, Rep.
144.

Potassium permanganate oxidises sodium thicsulphate to
polythionic acids; whether in acid, neutral, or alkaline
solution, the same amount of permanganate is used, but the
nature of the ultimate products depends ou the time during
which they remain in contact with the precipitated man-
ganese peroxide. Sodium siiver thiosulphate gives with
permanganate in neutral solution neither silver sulphide nor
sulphate ; in acid solution the silver is completely oxidised
to sulphate.—J. T. D

Potassium Thioci/anate ; Action of , ok Metallic
Oxides at a high Temperature. J. Milbauer. Listy
chemicke, 1904, 5, 113; Chem.-Zeit., 19U4, 28. Rep.
130.

1 he following compounds were obtained by heating metallic
oxides with pure potassium thiocyanate to temperatures
between 200° and !,200° C. :—From lead oxide : crystalliue
lead sulphide. Cupric oxide : crystalline cuprous oxide
and KgCu8S6 . Bismuth oxide ; bismuth sulphide and
K.,Bi„S

4 . Cailmium oxide : amorphous cadmium sulphide,
Did pearly flakes, probably K

2
Cd

:l
S4 . Stannic oxide:

stannic sulphide and potassium thiostannate. Molybdic
oxide: molybdenum sulphide and potassium thiomolybdate.
l rimanganic tetroxide : amorphous green manganou3 sul-
phide

; once, at a very high temperature, flesh-coloured
K»Md3S4 . Chromic oxide: crystallised Cr

2
S

:i
and K.Cr

:
S..

i erric oxide: crystallised ferrous sulphide and K3FesS4 .

ickel oxide: K.,Xi n S l6
. Cobalt oxide: KX'ou S K,." Ura-

nium oxide : uranium oxysnlphide—J. T. D.
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Bleaching Powder s New Method for Technical Analysis

„f
" U. Roberto and F. Roncali. XXIU., page 623.

Ammonium Sulphate {from Gas Liquor] ;
Continuous Ap-

paratus for the Manufacture of . M. Rosenkranz,

III., page (JH12.

Ferrous Salts ; Conversion of info Ferric Salts for

Volumetric Determination, or for Separation oj Iron

with Manganese. L. V. de Koninck. XXIII., page G24.

Carbon Dioxide; Sapid Method for the Volumetric Deter-

minationof . T. Macura. XXIII., page 625.

English Patents.

ZinC Hydrosulphite Difficultly Soluble in Water) P) ce«

for Producing Solid . C. Boll.', Manchester. From

Chen). Fabr. Grunau, Laadshoff und Meyer. Act.-Ges.,

Grunau. Fug. Pat. 93G0, April 25, 19.0
'-

See Fr. Pat. 331,095 of 1903 ; this J., 1903,1130.—T. F. B.

Nitre-Cake; Utilisation of , and the Manufacture of

Useful Products therefrom. G. E. Davis, Salford. Kng.

Pat. 14,749, July 2, 1903.

Ai-rMiNors material, such as clay or bauxite, is added to a
|

hot concentrated solution of nitre-cake, and the mixture is

heated and agitated by high pressure steam. On cooling,

a solid mass is formed, suitable for use in sewage precipita-

tion, &c. But usually, the product is purified by solution

filtration, and separation of the excess of sodium sulphate

hy crystallisation, after which, by suitable treatment, sodium

alum is obtained.— E. S.

Magnetic Oxide of' Iron ; Production of Black .

C. L. Parker, Loudon. Eng. Pat. 6775, March 21, 1904.

Ferrous carbonate, in the form of spathic iron ore or

otherwise, is subjected to a low red hent iu air-tight vessels

furnished with 'safety valves, (or from 12 to 24 hour-,

when the vessels are allowed to cool thoroughly before

being opened. The product is stated to be black magnetic

iron oxide intimately mixed with carbon.—E. S.

Oxuqen ; Manufacture of by Means of Liquid Air.

G. Claude, Paris. Eng. Pat. 10,298, July 23, 1903.

See Fr. Tat. 328,2 15 of 1903 ; this J., 1903, 950.—T. F. B.

United States Patent.

Sulphuric anhydride; Process of making [Contact Sub-

s tatice~] . G. Lunge, Zurich, and G. T. I'ollitt,

Stanford le Hope. Assignors to Ver. Chem. Fabr. in

Mannheim. U.S. Pat. 758,844, May 3, 1904.

The gases derived from roasting pyrites arc passed, with

air, over burnt pyrites, for which is afterwards substituted

"new contact substance containing throughout a greater

percentage of arsenic than fresh-burnt ore, formed by

mixing The contact substance removed with fresh-burnt

pyrites." The use of a contact substauce consisting of a

"metallic oxide" or of ferric oxide containing "5 per

cent or more of arsenic in all its parts " is also claim. ..1.

-E. S.

French Patents.

Hydrochloric Acid and Sulphuric Acid; Process for the

Production and Simultaneous Separation of . Oon-

"< sortium fur Elektroehem. Ind. First Addition, dated

Dec. 16, 1903, to Fr. Pat 335,496 of Aug. 24, 1903.

See tins J., 1904, 252.

Correction of a verbal error in the main patent.—E. S.

[Aluminous] Ores; Utilising Natural [for Pro-

duction oi Aluminium Sulphate]. F- Jooss. Fr. 1'at.

338,3X7, March 21, 1903.

Certain more or less complex native aluminium silicates,

which may contain calcium and magnesium, &C, but are

practically" free from iron, arc digested with (for instance)

sulphuric" acid at a temperature above 125°—130 C. in

or.lci- to dissolve the bases whilst leaving the silica in :in

insoluble condition. The solution of aluminium sulphate

obtained may be purine 1 by known means.— E. s.

Zinc Waste containing Ammonium Chloride; Utilising

, Enriching such Waste, and 'Recovering the Ammo-
nium Chloride. J. (Vhak and L. de Szczytnieki. Fr.

Pat. 338,221, Nov. 26, 19 3.

The zinc wast.-, containing, besides impurities, zinc oxide

and zinc and ammonium chlorides, is powdered, mixed
with milk of lime, and heated in a vessel with a condenser

attached. The ammonia cxpellei is, preferably, conducted

into solution of calcium chloride, which solution, when
saturated, is treated with carl, on dioxide under pressure.

The solution of ammonium chloride thus obtained is freed

from calcium carbonate, and is concentrated to obtain the

|

crystallised salt. The zinc waste, deprived of ammonium
suits as described, and now associated with calcium chloride,

is washed free from the latter (which is utilised as stated)

and dried for extraction of zinc metallurgicaUy.— E. S.

Alkali Sulphates ; Treatment of Native . K. Illicit.

Fr. Pat. 338,328, Dec. 18, 1903.

Tin: native sodium sulphate usually associated with cal-

cium sulphate is dried, powdered, mix. d with coke dust,

and heated for some hours to about 800° C. in specuj

inclined steel retorts fitted with travelling Bcrews and

various adjuncts, with arrangements for collection of the,

volatile products. Calcium and sodium sulphides are thus

produced, with evolution of carbon dioxide. The double

sodium and calcium sulphate similarly heated, but not

mixed with carbon, is exposed to th passage of sul-

phuretted hydrogen, and yields the same fixed product!

but with evolution of sulphur vapour and of sulphur di-

oxide, which are collected. The sodium and calcium

sulphides produced by either or both of these processes

treated with water and carbon dioxide under pressure

(obtained as described) supplies the hydrogen sulphide

which is utilised in the second process ; and the sodium

bicarbonate obtained as one of the main products ol the

present pr : may be transformed into sodium carl..

by known methods.— E. S.

Zinc Sulphide; Chemical Production of ,and Eh
Chemical Formation of Barium Hydro.ride by the

Simultaneous Regeneration of the Soluble Suit of Aim.

J. B. and A. Caudau, .juu. " Fr. Pat. 338,322, U
1903.

Son nos of barium sulphide is treated with /.inc chlorid

to obtain, barium chloride in solution and a pre. ipitaf

zinc sulphide. The filtered solution of barium chlor

electrolysed with the use of zinc anodes, to obtain in thi

auode compartments solution of zinc chlorid", and in th.

cathode compartments, of barium hydroxide. The pr

is claimed for obtaining " all the metallic sulphides."

—

]

Chloride of Calcium ; Process and Apparatus for Em
ing as a Drying Agent. Comp. des L" sines Nouvelle

J. Yberty el C:e. Fr. Pat. 338,133, Dec. 28. 1903. 1

page 600.

VIII.-GLASS. POTTERY. ENAMELS.

Crystalline Glazes and their Application to the Vecorati

of Pottery. W. Burton. J. Soc. Arts, 1904,52,
601.

Tin author regards a glaze a- a mixture in which tl

various silicates present play much the same pari as tl

scp irate metals in a metallic alloy. Willi the same ultima

composition, however, the particular silicates form

depend larg.lv on the temperature and duration of tirii

The glaze is also capable of acting on the in iterial of t

pottery, dissolving certain constituents; in any piece

pottery there is an intermediate layer between the glazes

the clay, formed by their interaction. The more stronj.
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marked this layer is the less is the glaze liable to the defect

known as "crazing" or cracking. If, during the tiring,

the glaze has become saturated with certain subst inces,

e.g., ferric oxide, either present in the clay or intentionally

added to the glaze, these will tend to crystallise out on
cooling, giving rise to crystalline glazes resembling the

mineral aventurine. By allowing suitably shaped vessels to

cool slowly, the natural flow of the glaze tends to arrange
the crystals in lines, with their long axes in the direction

of the lines of flow, a striated effect being produced.
Similar effects are also produced with chromium and
uranium oxides, tbe crystals produced being small hexagonal
plates. The crystalline glazes produced on the hard-tired

porcelains and stonewares made on the Continent, on the

other hand, consist of ordinary felspathic glazes to which
frits, consisting of trisilieates of zinc. ort of zinc and
potassium, have been added. On cooling, some of the
silicates formed during the firing at approximately 1350°C.,
probably silicates of zinc, or of zinc and aluminium,
separate out as radiating needle-like or starry groups of
different colours. By adding copper oxide to the glaze,

white effects are produced ; cobalt oxide gives a " Cyanine "

blue, and ferric oxide a yellow bronze colour, to the crystals.

The author has applied the well-knowu property of leadless

glazes of becoming opalescent or milky to ths manufacture,
at the comparatively low temperature of 1000° C. to
1030° C, of opalescent glazes of all colours and showing
different striations ; a certain amount of lead frit is added,
as otherwise these glazes tend to bubble and blister in the
fire. By combining these opalescent glazes with the
crystalline glazes of the Continental type, he has also been
able to obtain groups of starry crystals on a finely streaked,
opalescent, and coloured background.—A. G. L.

English Patents.

Regenerative Steel Furnaces, Glass and Heatinq Furnaces,
and the like. FT. VV. Henderson. Kng. Pat. 10,806,
May 13, 1903, X., page 609.

Glass; Furnaces for the Manufacture of . li. W.
Orrock, Hackney Wick. Eng. Pat. 13,110, June 11,
1903.

For finishing the necks of glass bottles and the like, a small
fire-clay crucible is fitted to a glass tank furnace in any part
where it will get sufficiently hot. One end of the crucible
is buiit into a hole made in the side wall of the furnace or

|in the flues, and in this end of the crucible two small holes
are left, into which is placed the neck of the bottle to be
(finished. Two separate flues are also constructed, one of
which is brought over, and the other under, or one on each
side of, an annealing chamber attached to the furnace.

—A. G. L.

\Glass-war°; Manufacturing . J. I., C. V.. F. ,T .,

P. R. and F. L. Arbogast, all of Pittsburgh. Eng. I at.

20,679, Sept. 25, 1903. Under Internat. Conv., Sept. 3u,
1902.

|5ee U.S. Pat. 756,55S ; this J., 1904, 490.—A. G. L.

Earthenware Bodies. Hollow ; Process of, and Hydraulic
Appliances for, Producing . E. D. Delattre, Budi I.

EDg. Fat. 7766, April 2, 1904.

jiARTHENWAKE crucibles, retorts, 3s.c, are made by subject-
ing the clay to a preliminary compression within a suitable
yhnder or vessel, whereby air is completely excluded from

v
C
?
lmder and a" fis8ures in the material are closed, after

fhich the said material is perforated by a compressor
'iston whilst still under the maximum pressure to which it
'as subjected during the preliminary compression. For
rticles, such as zinc retorts, which are made from two
^liferent superimposed materials, two concentric cylinders
re employed, an annular space being provided between tbe
vo cylinders to contain the one material, whilst the other
placed inside the inner cylinder. The press for carrvin*

Jt the process is also claimed.— A. G L

Enamelling Metallic Articles [Electro-plating], W. Keu-
von and S. Hobson, Sheffield. Eng. Pat. ! 1,219, June 27,
'l!)03.

The interior surface of a hollow article is first electro-
plated with copper or gold, after which the euamel is applied
as usual.— A. G. L.

Gilding [Glass, Porcelain, Src.} Surfices. 1". Herrmann,
Kheingau. Eug. Pat. 14,910, July 4, 1903.

Cohbeknt aud reflecting layers of gold are produced on
glass, porcelain and like surfaces by first covering the surface
with a dilute alkaline sol ition of a ;old salt containing a
feeble organic reducing airent, to deposit an extremely thin
aud invisible film ; aud afterwards, by means of a gold
solution and a strong reducing agent, depositing the final
reflecting layer. A design may be formed by removing
parts of the first very thin film of gold deposited, before
depositing the second layer. The layer of gold produced as
described may be trausferred by aid of an adhesive material.

— i-:
-

Exited States Patent.

Glass; Method of Blowing -. M.J. Owen, Assignor
to The Toledo Glass Co., both of Toledo. U.S. Pat
759,742, May 10, 1934.

A mould is inserted into the molten glass, which is

drawn into the mould by suction so as to form a finished
portion and a. body or blank, which is then blown in a
mould to the finished shape whilst still plastic from its

initial heat.—A. G. L.

French Patent.

Filter-Press Applicable to Earths and Clays. Mme. Vivien
( nee C. M. L. (

'. C. Forest). Fr. Pat. 338,1 7.3, Aug. 18,
1903.

The wet mass is placed on a fine cloth, metallic or other-
wise, which is supported on a metal or wooden grating, aud
the air is exhausted underneath the cloth. A number of
such filters may be combined, in auv position, after the
manner of a filter-press.—A. G. L.

IX.-BUILDING MATERIALS, CLAYS,
MORTAES, AND CEMENTS.

English Patents.

Refractory Articles ; Manufacture of .. J. ^aeh,
Kiga. Eng. Put. 4 17S, Feb. 23, 1904.

Pons aluminium hydroxide is mixed with 12 per cent of
q lartz or 8 per cent, of fire-clay. The mixture is moulded,
pressed, and burnt.— A. G. L.

Cement [for Coal Briquettes, Artificial Stone, See 1 •

1 rocess of Making a Bmdin,, Agent or L Weiss'
Buda-Pesth. Eng. Pat. 4939, Feb. 29, 1904.

The binding agent, which is to be used for making coal-
briquettes, artificial stone, &c, is made by decomposing
mixed salts of calcium and magnesium in about equal pro°-
portioos with sulphuric acid, or using the waste sulphates
ot calcium and magnesium produced in the carbonic acid
industry, separating the solid from the liquid portions by

essing, drying the solid residue, igniting a portion of it
at a red heat, grinding tbe ignited and the unignited
portions together, and then mixing the product either with
the liquid pressed out from the mixed sulphates, or with
water or steam. This cement hardens within a few hours,
the mixed sulphates may also be mixed with water and
i.urnt magnesia or burnt dolomite adde.t without any further
treatment. Or a very thin solution of the mixed sulphatesmay be used alone as a binding agent.—A. G. L.

Cement and other Analogous Materials; Preparing and
tlurning

. Levie Freres, Cronfestu. En". Pit

1903'
23

'
19° 4

'
UDder Internat Conv

>
M"ch 30

>

An- intimate mixture is made of the material to b? burnt
with an inexpensive fuel, such as inferior coal-dust. The
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mixture mar be directly placed in the kilu after drying,

without other fuel if a* "running" kiln is used ;
with an

" intermittent " kiln a layer of large coal is first placed on

the floor of the kiln.— A. G. L.

United States Patents.

Portland Cement Clinter, vS"c. ; Method of Bunting .

T. A. Edison, Llewellyn Park. 1 \s. Pat. 759,356, May
10, m-i.

See Eng. Pat. 1404 of 1903 ; this J., 1903, .">55.—T. F. li.

Portland Cement Clinker, \c. ; Apparatus for Burning

. T. A. Edison, Llewellyn Park. U.S. Pat. 759,357,

May 10, 1904.

See Eng. Pat. 4735 of 1902 ; this J.. 1903, 307.—T. F. 15.

French Patent.

Drying Apparatus [Bricks. ,vc] J. W. Aregood.

Er. Pat. 338,203. Nov. 17, 1903.

Thc bricks are pla?ed on trucks standing on rails inside the

drying chambers. These are provided with sliding doors

at the back, and hinged doors in front, and communicate by

channels in the sole, with a main air channel, constructed

so as to decrease in width from the first to the last chaml er.

Hot air from the brick furnace, mingled with fresh air, is

blown into the main air channel, the admission into each

drying chamber being regulated by a damper.—L. F. G.

X.—METALLURGY.

Steel end Iron Castings; Influence of Varying Casting

Temperature on the Properties of . P. Longmuir.

Iron and Steel Inst., May 1904.

Cast-Iron.—Preliminary experiments showed the great

influence which casting temperature exercised on the

tenacity of cast-iron. Starting with a metal cast at a very

high temperature, the tenacity gradually rises as the tern-

leratnre falls, until a " fair" easting temperature is reached
;

from this point the tenacity falls with the castin? tempe

rature. The influence of casting temperature remains verj

clearly marked after annealing. The following were some

results obtained with iron as cast :

—

Iron.
Casting Max. si

Temi erature. Tons pi r Sq. In.

White

.

Grey.

•C.

1,230

1,120
),4O0

1,850
1,-Jir.

10-7

l.V'.l

12 1

9-7

HI
10 «

( Itber specimens of cast-iron of varying compositions gave

similar results to the above.

Steel. Mild steels are not easily overheated in the

crucible furnace, and no striking example of i xc Bsrve

casting temperature n- obtained, although the influence is

Quite apparent, and similar to that in the case of cast iron.

t'l poured at " fur " to " low " temperatures showed a

decrease of elasticity as the casting temperature dei n

n ,l v(.ri large decreas 9 in the elongation and contraction

of area." A sample of steel high in sulphur gave results

quite comparable with those from a steel of normal compo-

sition. No correlation has at present been established

between casting temperature and density of iron and steel.

The results of a microscopic examination tend to sb. that

the influence of catting temperature is exerted on the

crvstal junctions, since a "fair" easting temperature

favours a stronger type of internal cohesion. (See also

this J., 190 T. F. B.

Pig-Iron Manufacture of from Briquettes at

Htrruiiy. II. Louis. Iron and Sleel Inst., May 1904.

Tip Herriing milling properly is situated on the Iialtic

. ,: Sweden, about 60 miles north of Stockholm, The

ore consists of a somewhat granular magnetite, containing

35 to 40 per cent, of iron as magnetite. 1 to 1'5 per.

of sulphur, and usually less than 0*005 per cent, of phos-

phorus. The ore is broken, crushed wet, and the magnetiti

removed in a magnetic concentrator; it is then stored for a

week, and stamped into briquettes of 6x6x3 ins., and
weighing abont 10 lb. each, in drop presses. There are

two such presses, requiring 3 h.p. each, and turning out
8—12 briquettes per minute. The briquettes are loaded on
cars, which hold about 15 cwt. each, and are then burnt in

a long horizontal furnace. This process has the result

of removing practically all of the sulphur, the finished

briquettes containing i bout 63 per cent, of iron, 01 per

cent, of sulphur, and 002 per cent, of phosphorus. The
briquettes are then broken into pieces of a si/e convenient

for the blast furnace, where they are smelted foi high-class

pig-iron, charcoal being the fuel used. The waste gases

Iron) the blast furnace fire the hriquclting furnace, and
supply gas engines which furnish the blast and also drive

dynamo-, which furnish the power for the concentrating

works and for the mines.—T. K. IS.

Iron-Carbon Alloys; Range of Solidification and Critical

Ranges of . H. C. H. Carpenter and li. I". E
Keeling. Iron and Steel Inst., May 1904.

Tin authors determined the exact melting points of iron

and iron-carbon alloys, ranging from pure iron to white

iron containing 4 ' li per cent, of carbon ; and also investi-

gated all the evolutions of beat in the alloys from the

beginning of solidification down to 500° C. The results

obtained confirm, broadly speaking, those set out in

Bakhuis-Roozeboom's paper (this J., 1900, 1016, 1154),
but indicate that Koozebooin's diagram (this J., 1900,

10'. 7. Fig. 2) should be modified as follows:—(!) The
melting point of iron is about 1,505" C. ; (2) A 15 is a
smooth curve, slightly convex upwards; (3) a 15 is not a
horizontal line, but rises from o to B; (4) S E may be
represented quite as weli by a straight line as by a curve;

(5) P K is not a straight line, but rises from P to K. The
authors also state that probably the diagram will be ampli-

fied in certain parts when the equilibrium between the

various phases has been more fully studied, riz., on account

of :— (1) The small evolutions of heat observed at about

790c C with alloys containing from 0-8 to 4'5 per cenl

carbon; (2) The slow thermal change at about Gl>0° &
found over the whole range of alloys

; (3) The evolutions

of heat observed at about 900° C. with the alleys containing

:>S7 and 4-50 per cent, respectively of carbon.—A. S.

Troostite. H. C. Bovnton. Iron and Steel Inst.,

May 190-1.

The view most generally held as to thc nature of troosiiti

appears to be that it is an intermediate or transitory form
between inartensite and pearlite. The author concludes,

however, from a micrographic examination of a -

containing 0-54 per cent, of carbon, that troostite is a form

of iron, free from carbon, probably /8-iron, which separates

from the niarten-ite on cooling, and which, during the

retardation, is converted into ordinary ferrite or a

The fact that in the slow cooling of over-saturated carbon

Steel, the author could detect no formation of troostite i-

in accord with this view. Osmond and Le Chateliet

stated that troostite maybe found in an over-saturated -

but in the author's opinion they have mistaken sorbite fm

troostite.— A. S.

Constituents of Steels; Classification in Chemistry, «<
its Application to the . II. Le

k
Chatelier. lic\

Metall., l'J04, 1, 207—225.

The author shows that, apart from chemical compoaitiol

the constituents of steels may be regarded from tore

quite distinct points of view, aud allow of three differei

methods of classification ;— (1) The homogeneous cor

stituents or phases-, corresponding to the minerals containe

in rocks ; (i1

) the constituents of aggregation, correspondiD

to the roeks themselve: ; and (') the constitui

structure, corresponding to the somewhat vagne distinct!"

tea drau ii between rocks of amorphous, crystollii

and schistose texture. -A. S.
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Irons and Mild Steels ; Modes of Deformation and of
Rupture of F. Osmond and C. Fremont. Eev.
Metall., 1904, 1, 198—206.

The authors discuss the practical conclusions to be deduced
from their previous work on this subject (this J., 1903, 1350).

—A. S.

Gold ; Melting Point of . D. Berthelot. Comptes
rend., 1904, 138, 1153— 115G.

Bt the help of formula? which he had previously worked
out, the author has calculated the values on the absolute

scale of temperature of the determinations of the melting

point of gold made by himself (18981, Holborn and Day
(1900), and Jacquerod and Perrot (1904). They work out

respectively to 1065°-6, 1064°'3, and 1067°-4 O. The
two later determinations do not differ from the author's

figure by so much as the probable error ( + 2") which he
estimated at the time to attach to his determination.

—J. T. D.

Copper Ores ; Smelting ofpoor containing Sulphur,

Arsenic, and Antimony by the Bessemer ProCt »s, without

Fuel. A. Torkar. Oesterr. Z. Berg- u. Huttenw., 1904,

52, 175. Chem.-Zeit., 1904, 28, Rep. 142.

A basic-lined cylindrical furnace is used, into which the

ore, mixed with acid flux, is continually fed through a

rotating cylinder, in which it undergoes preliminary heating

by the waste gases of the furnace. The slag is removed
continuously through an overflow pipe, and the enriched ore

also overflows continuously into a smelting hearth adjoining

the cylindrical converter. Provision is made for a thick

covering of slag above the bath, and the wind is brought
in underneath this slag over the surface of the bath. The
heat generated by the combustion of the ore is then

sufficient to keep the process going, even with ores so poor
that thev will not pay for any preliminary preparation.

—J. T. D.

Tin-Aluminium Alloys. II. Peeheux. Comptes rend.,

1904,138, 1170—1171.

A filed rod of tin-aluminium alloy, plunged in cold water,

rives off for some minutes bubbles of gas, composed of

hydrogen and oxvgen in explosive proportions. An unfile I

•od, or a filed rod of either component, is without action,

hough the unfiled rod of alloy will act on boiling water.

The filed rod of alloy, in faintly acid solution of copper
l)r zinc sulphate, becomes covered with a deposit of copper
•r zinc, whilst bubbles of oxygen are given off. The author
supposes that tin- metals are truly alloyed only at the

,urface. and that filing lays bare an almost infinitely

lamerous series of junctions of the two metals, which,

leated by the filing, act as thermo-couples.—J. T. D.

pyrometers suitable for Metallurgical Work. Keport by
B. A. Hadfield, J. E. Stead, and B. H. Brough. XXIII.,
page 023.

Explosions produced by Ferro-Silicon. A. Dupre and
M. B. Lloyd. XXII., page 622.

Cyanogen [Cyanides for Gold Extraction] ; Volumetric
Determination of . J. McDowall. XXIII., page 624.

ueer [in Silver Alloys'] ; Proposed Modification of
, Volhard's Method of Determining . C. Hoitsema.
XX1IL, page 624.

Tin; Assay of , and Solubility of Cassiterite.

J. H. Collins. XXIII., page*624.

EsGLisn Patents.

rmour Plates and Projectiles ; Manufacture of .

F. C. Fairholme and J. E. Fletcher, Sheffield. Eng. Pat.

1850, Jan. 26, 1903.

ie object of the invention is to produce armour plate and
ler steel articles having one side or portion very hard,
I the other side or portion of a softer or tougher character.

Articles made of certain steel alloys, such as those with
chromium and tungsten, are strongly heated, cooled rapidly,
as by an air-blast, re-heated to a certain lower temperature
than before, and cooled more slowly ; in this condition thev
can be readily worked. Then the face or side of the shaped
article to be hardened is strongly heated and rapidly cooled.
as in the preceding first operation, whilst the other face
or side is treated as in the second operation. In some
cases the fncs or portion of the article to be hardened is

heated in contact with carbon, boron, tungsten, molybdenum,
or vanadium ; or with an alloy of chromium, molybdenum,
and carbon, followed by the described treatment.— I S.

Steel; Manufacture of . J. Vernon. Newton Stewart.
Eng. Pat. 1966, Jan. 27, 1

A MiXTfitE of ferro-manganese with small proportions of
aluminium, broken glass, porous earth, and keip, is placed
in the ladle before the steel is tapped into it, the ot>

being to act on the steel mechanically and chemically, to

increase its density, and remove impurities.—E. S.

Regenerative Steel Furnaces, Glass and Healing Furnaces,
and the like. H. W. Henderson, Glasgow. Eng. Pat.

10,666, May 13, 1903.

The invention relates to means for the admission and
regulation of gas and air to furnaces in such manner as to
be capable of alternate reversal. The entering gas passes
through a mushroom or similar lift valve (hflvinu spindle
and counterpoise) into a chamber, the top .if which is

fitted with two semicircular hinged lids, provided with fire-

clay flanges. The chamber has a hinged lower door and a
side trap-door for the removal of <<>ot, aud the gas passing
these traverses one or other of a pair of oppositelv inclined
flues, into a vertical chamber, having hinged soot-doors,
which also act as safety-valves for exit of air, the chamber
being provided with a " duplex mushroom valve," covering
a port in a lower casing to the main gas flue. Air is

admitted through another similar valve, suitably placed in

reference to the gas and regenerative chambers. The
duplex-shaped mushroom valves may be formed hollow,
means for filling them with water or other liquid being
described. Dampers are also made hollow and are simi-

larly cooled. The arrangements for the circulation of the
gases throughout, aud for discharge of the waste gases, after
utilising their heat, are described and shown in detail, as
well as means to prevent destruction of the gas-valves when
the furnaces are not working.—E. S.

Iron and Steel ; Manufacture of from Chromic Piy
Iron or the like. O. Masscnez, Wiesbaden. Eng. Pat.
14,361, June 27, 1903.

See Addition, of Julv 1, 1903. to Fr. Pat. 329,132 of 1903 j

this J., 1903, 1353.—T. F. B.

Scrap Sheet Steel j Treating , and Recarbonising the
same. II. II. Atha, East Orange. Eng. Pat. 2187,
Jan. 28, 1904.

N'R>F sheet steel is prepared for remelting in an open-
hearth furnace, by intimately mixing it with finely-divided
carbon, and making up the mixture into bundles or sacks ;

or the carbon is placed in bags, which are compressed into
bundles with the steel ; or the scrap is treated with the
e lrbon diffused in a liquid, so that the carbon may adhere
to the scrap on withdrawing the liquid; or the scrap and
carbon are combined in other ways. The mixture of steel

ap and carbon thus formed into bundles or parcels, is

heated, with or without additional unprepared steel scrap,
to a sufficiently high temperature to occasion absorption of
t tie carbon.—E. .S.

Furnacesfor Melting Metal. A. H. Oaklev, Millbui v.

Eng. Pat. 14,646, July 1, 1903."

The crucibles containing the metal to be melted are set in
vered ovens placed in succession on the same level, and
mmunicating with one another and with a horizontal flue

leading to the stack. In a recess in the transverse wa'I in
nt of the ovens a combination of open, triangular,
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superposed iron troughs is placed, communicating by

vertical overflow pipes, into which troughs oil, or other

liquid fuel, is fed in regulated quantity. The oil is ignited

in the troughs, and the flames are curried by the air

draught into a mixing chamber, from the top of which

additional air i- admitted; regulated by a sliding cover, and

the heated gases pass downward into the lower part of the

first oven, thence into the upper part of the second oven,

and downwards from the same into the flue.—E. S.

Zinc and other Sulphides ; Extracting from their

Ores, G. C. Marks, Loudon. From G. D. Delprat,

Broken Hill. Eng. Pat. 27,132, Dec. 11, 1903.

Onus of zinc, lead, and silver sulphides, in a finely-divided

state, are fed into a hath of solution of soriium chloride, to

which a certain small proportion, varying according to the

ualure of the ore, of dilute sulphuric acid is added. The

scum, carrying sulphides, which rises to the surface, is

skimmed, or brushed, or arranged to flow off. Compare

Eng. Pat, 19,783 of 11103; this ,1., 1903, 1217.—E. S.

Alloi/s or Compounds; Metallic . A. Jacobsen,

Hamburg. Eng. Pat. 27,516, Dec. 15, 1

See Fr. Fat. 338,415 of 1903; following these.—T. F. B.

Curitls ; Manufacture of . The Morgan Crucible I '•'.,

Ltd.. and .1." C. Fox. Eng. Pat. 11195. Jan. 22, 1904.

XXIII., page 623.

Heating Substances in Retorts : Apparatus foe use in

; C. IV. Stanton. Eng. Fat. 4139, Feb. 18,1904.

I., page GOO.

U sited States Patents.

]i, n or Slcel ; Process of Producing direct from Ore.

W. M. Brown and 1). Reynolds, Albany. U.S. Fat.

: 9,590, M.i\ 10, 1904.

A mixtire of granulated iron oxide with granulated

carbonaceous matter, is heated, with continuous agitation,

b\ waste products of combustion only, until the ore is

reduced and the iron carbonised. A flux is then added,

and the mixture is heated "from an initial source of heat,"
j

until the iron is fused. The " waste products of conibus-
j

tion " used in the first part of the process are derived from

the " initial source of heat."—E. S.

[Precious] Mttals ; Method of Recovering from
Solutions. .T. Anderson. Prescott, Assignor to M. Scanlau,

Whitehills. U.S. Fat. 759,493, .May 10, 1904.

Gold and silver are recovered from solutions contaioing

iron or copper by addition of lime, with thorough agitation.

—E. S.

Copper Ores; Process of Treating . C. II. Rider,

St. Louis. U.S. Fat. 759,191, May 3, 1904.

Crushed copper ore and a solvent (which may be com-

posed of water, sodium chloride, and nitric acid) are placed

in a series of closed vessels, so connected that the gases

liberated may pass from the top of each vessel to the

bottom of the next vessel of the series, and the last vessel

is connected to the first of a second series of similar con-

nected vessels on a lower level, charged with the clear

solution of the ore derived from the former vessels, the

copper from such solutions being precipitated, for instance,

li\ metallic iron, the operation being aided by the con-

tinuous passage of: the gases therethrough, and back,

through valved connections, to the lirst si ries i t vessels.
6 —E. S.

Copper - hearing Ores ; Method of Treating with

Cyanide Solutions. L. E. Porter, Los Angeles, Assignor

to J. J. Seemau, Uarslow. U.S. Fat. 759,220, May 3, 1901.

The ore is subjected to the action of an alkaline cyanide

solution, aud m case precious metals are present, these

are precipitated by zinc, and separated from the solution,

which is then treated with an acid. The copper cyanide

thus precipitated is removed, and the solution of hydro-

cyanic acid is neutralised by an alkaline hydroxide, to

produce au alkali cyanide for re-use. The copper cyanide

precipitate, mixed with solution of an alkaline hydroxide,

is electrolysed to r "Mr an alkaline cyanide solution, with

separation of metallic copper.— E. S.

Copper Ores; Reduction of . E. 1'. Clark. New York.

Assignor to E. Baltzley, Glen Echo. U.S. Fat. 759,f.7n,

May 10, 1904.

The pondered ore is washed with water containing Bul-

phuric aeid and ferrous sulphate. to extract the soluble

contents. The residue is then " oxidised," after which it

bed as before.—E. S.

/ id-hearing Ores; Process of Treating . < '. II.

Rider, -t. Louis. U.S. Fat. 759,192, May 3, 1904.

The apparatus used is identical with that described in

U.S. Pat. 759,191 (see preceding abstract but two").

" Water and nitric acid " are named as used to act upon

the finely - divided lead ore. The precipitating agent

specified is sodium bicarbonate; and the gases generated

arc circulated as in the previous case. White lead is

precipitated in the second series of receptacles.—E. S.

Separating Apparatus [for Ores'] Magnetic . T. A.

Edison, Llewellyn Park. U.S. Fat. 759,358, May 10, 1S04.

See Eng. Pat. 14,355 of 1900; this J., 1901, 998.—T. F. B.

Mttallic Chromium ; Method of Making . A. K. Eaton,

A .nor to II. M. Baton, New York. U.S. Fat. 759,4241

Mu\ 10, 1904.

A seducing agent, such as powdered animal charcoal, and

a suitable binding substance, are made up into solid cakes

with " the chromite of a readily volatilisable base," such

as zinc chromite, and the eak»s are heated so as to

volatilise the zinc or other volatile base and leave metallic

chromium.—E. S.

Alloy. S. Kneppel, Seranton. U.S. Pat. 759,617,

May 10, 1904.

Tia alloy is composed of from 5 to 7 parts of aluminium,

1 part of"zinc, and 2 parts of " Babbitt " metal ; the hitter

containing 96 parts of tin to S parts of antimony and 4

parts of copper, all by weight.—E. S.

Metals; Apparatus for Separating from their Crushed

Ores or Materials containing same. W. N. Turner,

Ipswich. U.S. Fat. 759,775, May 10, 1904.

See Eng. Pat. 12,778 of 1903; this J., 1904, 493.—T. F. B.

French Patents.

Steel and Iron ; Manufacture of . 1!. Talbot and

P. Gredt. Second Addition, dated Dec. 1, 1903, to lr

Pat. 324,448 of Sept. 15, 1902. See this J., 1903,559

and 684.

Pig iron containing too much phosphoius for the Bessemer

process, and insufficient phosphorus for the Thomas basic

treatment, is not completely removed after each treatment

in the converter, hut to the phosphatic slag there is added

a new portion of the ore to be converted. Thus, the

in the cast iron is, to a certain extent, replaced by phos-

phorus from the slag, whereby the metal becomes fitted for

the Thomas process. The yield of steel is increased by tin-

presence of iron oxide in the -lag (See also U.S. Pat.

747,662 of Dec. 22, 1903 ; and U.S. Fat. 749,11 j of .Ian. t,

1904 ; this J., 1904, 66 and 119.)—E. S.

Cementation; Processes of . C. Lainargese.

Fr. Pat. 338,199, Nov. 16, 1903.

Fi ltes or other articles of iron or steel are cemented bj

heating them in contact with a mixture of carbon produce,

from the bark of the wild pine tree (or from other resjnotu

substances) and of finely-divided silica. Or, less advan

tageoasly, a mixture of ordinary wood charcoal with lamp

black and silica may be used.—E. S.

Metals ; Ohtainina tVeu? Combinations of .

A. Jacobsen. Fr". Pat. 338,415, Dec. 21, 1903.

An allov is formed by fusing together, in quantities pre

portional to their atomic weights, copper, aluminium, m
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aud silicon. The silicon may he replaced by nickel or by
silicious earth. To form & bronze, variable proportions of
either of the stated combinations is tustd with copper and
aluminium.

—

h. S.

XL-ELECTRO-CHEMISTRY AND
ELECTRO-METALLURGY.

(4.)—ELECTRO-CHEMISTRY.
Anodes of Tin, Antimony, and Bismuth; Behaviour of

. K. Elbs and H. Thiimmel. Z. Elektrochem..
19H4, 10, 364—367.

Tin, when used as anode in solutions of sodium chloride,
sodium sulpha'c, hydrochloric aud sulphuric acids under
varying conditions of temperature, concentintion, and
current density, always enters into solution chiefly as the
divalent salt. With antimony, only sodium chloride and
hjdrochloric acid are suitable electrolytes, and in these
cases the metal passes in the trivalent form into solution.

Bismuth behaves similarly to antimony and gives trivalent

salts.—K. S. H.

Hyposulphites [Hydrosulphites] ; Electrochemical Prepu
ratio?i of . K. Klbs and K. Uecker. Z. Elecktro-
chem., 1904, 10, 'Mil—o64.

The authors have attempted to make use of electrolysis fur

the reduction of bisulphites—
2XaHSOa + 211 = Na,SjOj + 2ILO.

Dilute solutions can be prepared with a good yield, but for

concentrated solutions the chemical reduction with tine is

preferred. The chief cause of the low yield with more
concentrated solutions is ascribed to the formation of thio-

sulphates, Na
aS; 4 + 2H = Na,S.( >., + 1I

;
< ). The claims

of A. R. Frank "(Ger. Pat. 125,207 ; this j., 1902, 51), are
said to be incorrect, since neither the calcium nor magnesium
salts could be prepared in the solid siatu by electrolysis as
proposed. The electrolytic process for hyposulphites, when
applied directly to the indigo vat, is said to be advantageous,
since here the hyposulphite, as soon as formed, reduces the
indigo, and can be constantly regenerated at the cathode.

—R. S. H.

Copper ; Quantitative Electrolytic Precipitation of .

T. W. Richards and H. liisbee. XX 111., page 624.

Chloroform ; Electrolytic Pieparalion of from Acetone.
J. E. Teeple. XX., page 621.

English Patents.

Oxide of Zinc ; [Electrolytic] Manufacture of . II.

H. Lake, London. From Synd. pour l'Exploitation des
Inventions du Prof. Oettli. Eug. Pat. 12,719, J urn- j.

1903.

See Fr. Pat. 328,491 of 1903 ; this J., 1903, 1007.—T. F. B.

Electrode Mass ; Process Jor the Production of a Poroni,
Hard , Insoluble in Alkalis, from Metallic Oxides,
vr Metallic Powaers. (i. A. vVedefcmd and H. P. K.
L. Porschke, Hamburg. Eng. l'at. 20,313, Sept. 21, 1903.

See Fr. Pat. 337,276 of 1903 ; following these.—T. F. B.

Generation of Electric Energy ; Process of and Apparatus
jor the . H. J. Keyzer, Amsterdam. Eug. Pat.

,

3913, Feb. 16,1904.

An iron vessel is provided with several vertical iron parti-
tions, between which porous carbon electrodes are sup-
Iported. The latter have flanged heads, which abut against
•ach other and are insulated from the iron portion of the
ipparatus. Openings in the lower parts of the iron par-
dons allow of the circulation of the electrolyte, the latter
'onsistiug of a saturated solution of potassium or sodium
ivdroxide or carbonate, preferably mixed with about 1 per
ent. of a metallic salt, such as ferrous or ferric chloride. The
ell is closed by a lead ring, cast round the heads of the eav-
>on electrodes, and an insulated hood-like cover, the rin<_'

and outer iron vessel being connected to bindinj screws
for the transmission of the current. In the middle of the
covering hood is au admission pipe for Dowsou gas, or
other suitable gas containing hydrocaibous, mixed with
about 93 per ceur. of air or oxygen, and admitted sulli-

cieutly hot to boil the electrolyte. The g:i- passes down
vertical channels in the carbon electrodes, permeates the
pores, and meets there the electrolyte, which enters from
the outer surface of the carbon. The resulting oxidation
ot the hydrocarbons generates electric energy, and the
products of the oxidation, principal v -team, are aj;aiu

introduced, alter condensation, into the electrolyte.— I!. X.

United States Patents.

Accumulating an,! Using Electrical Energy, Method of
. A. G. Betts, troy. U.S. Pat. 759,065, May 3,

1904.

Lead peroxide and lead are deposited respectively on the
two electrode- from an electrolyte consisting of a solution
of a readily soluble lead salt cf a non-oxidising and nou-
oxidisahle acid, such ;is lead fluosilicate, electrical energy
beiug subsequently generated by undissolving the active ma-
terials in the electrolyte. The electrodes are of insoluble
material, oue or both of which may be of graphite or
artificial graphite. The charging current may 1m- passed at

certain times in one directiou, aud at other times in the
opposite dtrection,*aud air or oxygen is introduced iuto the
electrolyte from tune to time.— I!. X

Battery; Electric Storage . A. G. Betts, Troy.
U.S. Pat. 759,066, May 3, 1904.

The electrolyte consists of a solutiun of lead fluosilicate

with or without copper fluosilicate, and the electrodes are of
graphite with numerous small surfaces arraogtd at angles
one to another, or with laterally-extending surfaces arranged
to catch and hold any detached active material. A con-
ductive receptacle may also be arranged for this purpose,
aud the receptaele maintained in circuit during the dis-

charge of the battery ; or the electrode may comprise a
plate of insoluble conductive material between plates of
insulating material, each plate having apertures corres-
ponding iu location but smaller in the insulating plates, so
as to form pockets for the purpose of retaining the active
material. Air is introduced iuto the electrolyte near the
bottom of the cell.— B. X.

Battery. J. Xoble and E. L. Anderson, St. Louis.

U.S. Pat. 759,740, May 10, 1901.

Iiie battery consists of a carbon cathode, a non-decom-
posable or aluminium anode, an electrolyte evolving nitrogen
peroxide, such as nitric acid, and a condenser containing
coke or similar material to receive the ga-es evolved in the
cell. Means may be provided for heating the battery.

—A. 6. L.

Gases ; [Electrical] Apparatus for the Treatment of .

II. I'auling, Gelsenkitchen. U.S. l'at. 75s. 775, Mav 3,
1904.

A hollow rotating shaft, forming one of the electrodes,
projects into a fuuuel-shaped electrode, which communicates
at one end with a means tor sucking air through the funnel,
the other end of the latter beiug closed by . l.d which
embraces the shaft. The portion .-t the sh ift enclosed in
the funnel is covered with insulating materia', and a tubular
projection is attached at right angles to one end of the
shaft and passes through to the outer surface of the
insulating material.—B. X.

Gaseous Media from Air ; [Eletnca Uithod of
Generating . J.X. Alsop, Owensboro. U.S. P
758,8S3, May 3, 1904.

I he invention relates to a method of generating gases from
air, by continuously ami alternately bringing iuto contact
aud separating two electrodes connected with a source of
electricity. Tne electrodes are worked in two sets, the arc
in one set being short-circuited at predetermined intervals
by the contact of the electrodes of the second set. Simul-
taneously with the separation of the electro !.-, the potential
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nf lie current is automatically increased, aud each is short-

clreutted whiL at its maximum density and before the same

i- appreciably diminished.—B. N.

Gaseous Mediums from Air ,
{.Electrical} Apparatus for

generating J. IN. Alsop, Owensboro. U.S.Pat.

758,884, May 3, 1904.

nx a frame is mounted a " walkii.g-T.eam," to each end of

1 i , u attached a >• pitman" carrying one or more vertical

electrodes, and so ar.anged that the movement of the

team gives a reciprocating motion to the electrodes The

elecTrodcs in each set are connected in series, and the two

sets n aiallcl, so that the contact of one set of electrode

with the lower stationary electrodes short-circuits the

other set Each movable electrode is capable of automatic

"J stment, the electrodes being attached by a p.sten rod

to a piston, and the latter is surrounded bj a ^ovaole

cylinder attached to the » pitman." 0.1 passes from he

under to the upper side of the piston and thus permits he

nSon to settle in the cylinder for the purpose of making

cont^c as he carbon is" consumed. A self-mduction CO.

interposed in the circuit of the electrodes, and each pair

of electrodes is surrounded by a casing provided wUh an

air inlet, the casings being connected to a conduit leading

to an air pump for withdrawing the gases.—B. a.

French Patents. •

W„/,n»o- for Two -Fluid Electric Cells; Active ——.
SO
Atwood{

?
lect„e Co. Fr. Fat. 338,414, Dec. 31, 1903.

SEE Eng. Pat. 28,057 of 1903 ; this J., 1904, 377.-T. F. B.

Electrodes [Accumulator Plates} .Treatment of Metallic

Oxides tor the Manufacture of DurabU . t*- A.

Wedekind. Fr. Pat. 337,276, Dec. 3, 1903.

To obtain accumulator plates which are not attacked by an

alkaline solution, copper oxide, or line copper powder, s

made into a paste with a solution of copper chlorides to

which fine copper turnings may be added; the paste IS

placed in moulds, or spread upon plates or supports which

nave been provided electrolylically with a rough coating o

copper- and the paste is converted into a solid porou

mass bj drying at 1C0
J
C. The chlorine and oxygen are

nex SpelL electronically by employing 'the plates as

anodes along with suitable metallic cathodes in an alkaline

solution, after which the reduced metal is oxidised, either

l.\ heating or by electrolysis.—H. B.

Zinc Sulphide; Chemical Production of— and Etcctro-

CluJcat Formation of Barium Hydrops by the

Simultaneous Regeneration of the Soluble Salt oj A

J. B. and A. Candau. Fr. Pat. 338,322, Dec. 21, .903.

VII.,
i
ag<

Lead Peroxide ;
Electrolytic M, thod of Producing

Deposits

V „„ Positive Plates of Large Area for Etectrtc

Accumulators. .1. Diamant. Fr. Pat. 338,418, Dec. 26,

. Eng. Tat. 6954 Of 1903 ; th.s J., 1904, 37G.-T. F. B.

Hydroxides and Oxides; Electrolytic Process far Pro-

ducing Metalli, . F.F.Hunt, 1 r. Pat. 338,156,

Dee. 29, 1903.

D.S. Pat. 748,009 of 1604 ; this J., 1904, 119.-T. F.B.

(JB.)—ELECTRO-METALLURGY.

Hendry* Cyanide Process ; The C. M. Fassett.

Eng. an.l Mining J., 1904, 77, 723—724.

The apparatus (see figure) in which the extraction and

deposition of the gold and silver are earned on in one

operation, consists of a cylindrical tank having a corneal

bottom A circular well or tube extends through the

centre of the tank nearly from top to bottom, and is sup-

ported by braces from the side of the tank. At the top the

well is connected to a circular apron, which is inclined

slightly downwards towards the side of the tank. A hollow

.baft, provided with a driving pulley at the top and carrying

the screw propellers, passes through the centre of the well

The' stem Jf the discharge valve at the bottom of the tank

extends through the hollow shaft, and is operated by a

ton wheel lolated above the driving pulley ( utside the

well and between the apron and the bottom of the tank

anode and cathode plates are arranged, being supported

in tne side of the tank and connected to a source of

electric current of low intensity. A cod of pipein, «g
arranged in the tank, through which steam or hot wate

may he passed to heat the charge. The ore is wet craft*

(preferably with a dilute cyanide solution) and run into ft

ink. together with sufficient alkali to ^utralise any ta

acid, and sufficient cyanide to bring the
;
strength

solution up to about 1 lb. per ton. 'Ihe shaft .- then setf

motion, and the propellers cause a Mrong ..pwa d cur

e

in the well, by which means a rapid and uniform circubtfic

of the chaVe is effected in the directions shown In tl

arrows. The precious metals dissolved are deposited ro

the solution on the cathodes. 1. is claimed that the extra

tion of gold and silver can be made in much less t.m. a

at a much smaller cost than by the usual methods
,
«

that the process is perfectly adapted to the treatment

tailings and slimes.—A. S.

Gold; Solubility of —-in certain Oxidising Ay*
V. l.enhcr. J. Ainer. Chem. Soc, 1904, 26, o50—56

Goi .i- is readilv attacked in many reactions in which oxyg

is formed, particularly on the application of heat. lbu.

goes into solution when heated with sulphuric.acid

phosphoric acid ) and nitric acid, telluric acid, the h.g

oxides of lead, manganese, and chromium, or nickel.c ox •

Gaseons oxygen and acid are without action. At.

oxygen will attack gold in presence ol strong sulpkt

acd Operating with a current of 0-3-0-4 amp*re

resistance of 5 -Tits, an anode of sheet gold, and a platin

crucible as cathode, it was found that when the acd

hot, the gold was readily dissolved and then deported

the cathode. Using phosphoric acd or dilute sulpb

acid, no solution took place, an incrustation of gold o.
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being left on the anode. This is also the case when solutions

of neutral salts, e.g., nitrates ami sulphates of potassium

and sodium, are electrolysed. With caustic alkalis a litile

gold passes iuto the solution, perhaps owing to the formation

of an aurate.— E. H. T.

English Patents.

Enamelling Metallic Articles [Electro -plating']. W.
Kenyan and S. Hobson. Eng. Pat. 14,219, June -il . 1908.

VIII., page 607.

Iron Sand, Iron Oxides, and other Suitable Substances;

Method and Apparatus [Electric Furnace'] for the

Reduction of . 1). K. S. Galbraitli and \Y\ Steuart,

Auckland, N.Z. Eng. Pat. 23,032, Nov. 17, 19103.

Under Internat. Couv., Nov. 18, 1902.

SeeFt. Pat. 336,720 of 1903; this J., 1904, 378.—T, F. 13.

Iron Sand, Iron Oxides, and other Suitable Substances ;

Method and Apparatus for the Reduction of .

D. 1!. s. Galbraitli and W. Steuart, Auckland. Eng.
Pat. 25,033, Nov. 17, 1903. Under Internat. Couv.,

Nov. 18, 1902.

See Fr. Pat. 336,727 of 1903 ; this J., 190 I, 378.—T. F. B.

United States Patents.

Electrolytic Apparatus. II. S. Blackmore. Mount
Vernon, N.Y. U.S. Pat. 759,79$, May 10, 1901.

The layer of liquid-metal forming the cathode in the

electrolytic cell communicates with a feeding chamber
containing the metal, the height of the column in the

chamber being balanced by the weight of the cathode and
superposed electrolyte in the electrolytic cell. The height

of the column in the chamber controls, by means ol a

float, the supply of metal from a reservoir, and a satnrator

maintains the electrolyte at uniform density. An outlet,

near the surface of the cathode, carries the alloy from the

electrolytic cell to a reservoir, in which the metal is covered
by an independent body of electrolyte communicating with
the electrolyte in the electrolytic cell, and then to an
oxidising vessel, thus preventing any possibility of short-

circuiting between the cathode and the alloy in the

oxidising vessel. The alloy passes by a tortuous passage
through the oxidising vessel, the latter being provided wiih

an cutlet for the alloying metal, the outlet having a float-

valve controlled by the height of the oxidising liquid. The
height of the latter is maintained uniform by an inlet

and outlet, for the oxidising liquid and oxidised product,
adjacent to but above the outlet and inlet tor the alloying

metal and alloy respectively.— B. X.

Electrolytic Apparatus. H. S. Blackmore. Mount
Vernon, N.Y. U.S. Pat. 759,799, May 10, 1904.

Light-metal compounds are electrolysed in a containing

vessel divided into two compartments by a tube like

partition, provided at its open lower end with a diaphragm
of loose granular material. In the inner compartment is

the anode and electrolyte, and in the other is a molten or

liquid-metal cathode, supporting and in contact with the

diaphragm, but the upper surface of the cathode is above
its surface of contact with the diaphragm. Means are

provided for removing the light metal from the alloy or
amalgam as it rises to the upper surfaces of the cathode,
the depleted portion of the cathode returning into contact
with the diaphragm. An oxidising agent is injected
beneath the surface of the alloy, and a layer of granular
material, electronegative in relation to the oxidisabfe metal,
and in contact with the alloy, serves to distribute the
reagent, an oxidising electrolyte being maintained in

contact with the granular material and the alloy. In
extracting an alkali metal from the liquid alloy, sodium
hydroxide is injected ; the resulting product is remoi ed,
treated with water, and again returned into contact with
the alloy.—B. N.

XII-FATTl OILS, PATS, WAXES.
AND SOAP.

Olives; Preservation of before Expression. H.
Mastbaum. Chem. Rev. Fett- u. Qarz-Ind., 1904, 11,
39—42, 64—69, 89—91.

The total proportion of oil in olives dried in the air

diminishes, at first slowly, and then more rapidly, so that

after five months it is only about two-thirds of the original

quantity. The acidity of the oil shows a steady increase.

The diminution of oil is considered as possibly due to a

species of "intercellular respiration" but "chemical
reaction may also play a part." Olives kept in running

water are well preserved, but the quality of the oil is

inferior, the acidity increasing by about 1 per cent, for each
month. The result of keeping the olives in brine or in a

vessel from which air is excluded is shown by the following

experimental results :

—

Method of Keeping. Water. Oil.
Oil in dry
Substance.

Acidity
of Oil.

PerCenl iv Cent. PerCent. Per Cent.
in brine 60'34 16-81 12-88 1'03

\ir exctuded, no vih
used 58-51 W61 *2"19 5'Sl

Air excluded* salt

used 5S-09 20-12 12-90 5-21

The odour mid flavour of the oil obtained from olives

preserved by the two latter processes were sup rior to those
of oil from olives kept m brine.— C. A. M.

Melon-Seed Oil. G. Fendler. Z. Unters. Nahr. u.

Geuussm., 1903, 1025.

The kernels of Togo melon seeds contain 5-8 per cent, of

water and 43
• s per cent, of a yellow, almost tasteless oil

which has the following characters :—M. pt., 5-5° C.j
congealing pt., 5° C. ; m. pt. of fatty acids, 39" C.

;

congealing pt. of fatty acids, 36° 0. ; acid value, 4-81
;

saponification value, 193-3 ; iodine value, 101*5. it appears
to be suitable for dietetic use.— J. O. B.

Acrocomia Vinifera \Nicaraguan Coyol Palm] ; Fatty
Oil of Seeds of . G. Fendler. Z. Unters. Nahr. u.

Geuussm., 19U3, 1025.

The kernels of the seeds yield 6 "55 per cent, of water and
48'66 per cent, of a yellow pleasant-tasting oil. At about
15° C. the oil separates in feathery crystals and ulti-

mately becomes solid. It has the following characters:—
Sp. gr. at 25 C, 0-9136; m. pt, 25° C. ; congealing pt.,

17° C. ; acid value, 1-69; saponification value, 2^6-2;
iodine value, 25*2; Keiehert-Meissl value, 5-0. The por-
tion which first crystallises out has the m. pt. 34° C, when
recrystallised from alcohol. The liberated fatty acids melt
at about 54

1

C. and probably contain myristic acid.

—J. O. 1!.

Aleurites Moluccana ; Fatty Oilfrom the Seeds of .

G. Fendler. Z. Unters. >!ahr. u. (leuussm., 1903, 1025.

The kernels of the seeds of Aleurites moluccana from the

(aiueroons, contain 365 per cent, of water and 64-4 per
cent, of fat; the residue free from fat contains 60-62 per
cent, of albuminoids. The oil obtained by extraction with
ether is strong-smelling, acrid, and yellow ; it is sparingly
soluble in alcohol. It dries quickly in a thin layer, and
should be useful as a drying oil for varnishes. It has the
following characters: — Sp. gr. at 15 ('., 9254; con-
gealing pt., — 15

: C; in. pt. of fatty :

; ds, 18° C. ;

congealing pt. of fatty acids, 15-5 ( . ; acid value. 0-97
;

saponification value, 194-8 ; iodine value, 114*2
; Rtichert-

Meissl value, 12.—J. O. B.

Seeds of . G. B.

Auier. .1. Pharm., 76,

Rhus Glabra; Fixed Oil of the

Frankforter and A. W. Martin.
151. Pharm. J., 1904, 72, 681.

The seeds free from husks yielded on extraction with ether,

9-1 per cent, of a light-yellow oil of pleasant lasie and
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peculiar odour. Sp. fir.. 0-9203 at 20° C, and 0-9312 at

I. ( .; n = 1-48228 at 15 ('. Bnd 1-48821 at 0° C.

;

saponification value, 190— 200 "
; and iodine value, S5-9C

- s: 86. The nil contain* : 1 < at 0- b! 6 per cent, of an un-

saponifiable alcohol, probably a cholesterol. The husks of

the seeds alter being freed from tannin and calcium acid

malate by treatment with water, yielded, on extraction with

elher, 8' 5 per cent, of a black semi-soli 1 oil, of sp. gr.

0-933at 35° C. and 0-9412 at 20° C. ; iodine value, 87-2
;

and saponification value, 179-7. From this oil, by treat-

mi i ' with acetone, 80 per cent, of a yellow oil was

separated, a black semi-solid oily residue being left.

—A.S.

rats ; Enzymic A rt ion of Plant Seeds on . S. Fokin.

Chem. Rev. Fett- u. Harz-Ind., 1904, 11, 48—19, 69— 71.

Of the seeds of ft) plants belongingto 30 familits examined,
more than half i flirted the hydrolysis of 10 to 16 per
cent, of fat, but this hydiolysis was not produced by
the same seeds when old and was therefore not atttibuted

by the author to the presence of an enzyme. When seeds

contain an enzyme there is a quantitative relatioLship

between the yield of fatty acids and the amount of seed

employed, Thu- in the ease of castor seeds the yield of

fatty acids liberated increases with the proportion of seed
used, hut in the case, r.tj , of fresh Cynoglossum seeds, the

amount of fatty acids liberated from an oil remained the

same (80 per cent"), whether the seed- were used in the
proportion of 24 or 100 per cent. Of all the plants exa-
mined only two answered .this requirement of an enzyme,
viz., celandine (chelidonium majus) and linaria. Compared
with the seeds of the castor oil plant and celandine, the
seeds of linaria vulgaris contain hut little enzyme, 20 to 30
parts only having the same lipolytic action as I to S parts
of castor seeds. A yield of 9(1 per cent, of fatty acids was
obtained from sunflower oil by the action of 4ti'7 per cent,

of crushed linaria seeds with dilute acetic acid. The author

SDggestS that lipolytic activity may be invariably accom-
panied by the presence of an alkaloid.

Characteristics of Vegetable Oils Examined.—The
following results were obtained :

—

C il fr< rn See,!> - if

Xantimn "strumarhrm " (in

husksi

Xantium stiuiiianuiii (de-
e •! i icatedl

Tilia parvifolia (decorticaUd)

Delphinium elatum
Evonymus verrucosus
i. .lie.. |ms lodanum
Li onurus cardial a

1 l.-l.l . f Sp. Gr.

Oil. at 20° C.

Per Cent.
H'2

:
jl2

-sn
_>i;n n 020

SR-fi

13 64
hi i

WO

0-921

U HSU
ll'li:!!

0-9-3

Iodine

Value.

1
18-0

132-2

Saponifi-
cation
Value.

is;, I

Isl's

Fatty Acids.

Solidificatioi

Point.

°C.
9-10

!'-ls
in. in.

i: -26

Sp.Gr. at

I

0-8915

0"»I2

Iodine
Value.

1 17-9

»so-:i

ins a

no i;

117 a

133'7

193-8

191-8

198 :

All six oils contained linolic acid, whilst linolenic acid

was detected in the oil of Galeopsis ladanum. The author

concludes that the presence of a lipolytic enzyme is not the

characteristic property of any particular families of plants.

(See also this J., 1904, 259.) — C. A .M.

Castor Seeds ; IIydrolgsting Poircr of . M. Nicloux,
Comptes rend., 1904, 138, 1175— 11 77.

The author finds that the substance possessed of lipolytic

properties contained in castor seeds is the "cytoplasma"
(Comptes rend., 1904, 138, 1112), to the exclusion of all

other parts of the seed. YVhetherthe cytoplasma is eudewed
with specific properties, or whether it secret* s a soluble

ferment, is a matter lor further investigation.—A. S.

Ethyl Bvlyrate ,- Hydiolysis of hy Lipase. .!. H.
Castle, M. E. Johnston, and E. Eloove. XXIV.. page 628.

English Patent.

J'at and other Substances ; Apparatus fa- Extracting
by Means of Vapours or Volatile Solvents. (I. Schneider,

Nurnberg. Eng. Pat. 8897, April 20, 1903.

This apparatus, specially intended for the continuous
extraction of bores, &c., comprises an extractor and a
connected distillation vessel. The cylindrical extractor
consists of an outer shell and an inner perforated com-
partment for the material. It las a perforated false

nottoui beneath the inner chamber, whilst a compartment
below the false bottom (with which it communicates by
means of a protected opening) contains a heating arrange-
ment. Tie trapi ii" il solvent enters the extractor through
a pipe from the top of the distillation vessel, and pas-is

through the material, and the condensed liquid runs back
into the distillation vessel through another pipe below the

false bottom.— C. A. M.

French Patents.

Press; New Form of [for Olice and Seed Oil*].

Lebre Freres. Fr. Pat. 338.0C6. Dec. 24, 1903.

The apparatus consists of a circular bed with channels and
exit tube for the escape of the oil and an upper arm tixel

e.g., to a wall. A central screw rod is fixed in the lower

bed, whilst the corresponding upper part of the screw rod

is fixed, pointing downwards, in the upper horizontal arm, a

small space being left between the points of the two. The
plates of the press are perforated in the centre to allow of

their being passed over the lower screw rod, and have ledge*

l-iiund their circumference to retain the expressed material,

whilst the top plate and a collar are carried by the upper

screw rod, and can be brought down bv means of a lever.

— 1\ A.M.

Fat ; Apparatusfor Extracting by Means of Carbon
Tetrachloride. P. Bernard. '

Fr. l'at. 338,354, Dec. 24

1903.

The dried crushed material is fed into a cylindrical steam

jacketed extractor where it meets an ascending column o

carbon tetrachloride. The solvent charged with fat pasM
into adjoining vessels where it is evaporated, condensed
and stored in a tank until again put into circulation. Th
extracted oil i- passed through a filter below the evaporalin

vessel.—C. A. M.

Oils; Apparatus for Washing ba Decuntation.

V. Coq. Fr. l'at. 338,350, Dec. 22, 1908.

Thk mixture of oil and aqueous impurities obtain

in the expression of olives, is introduced into a vest*

surrounded by a concentric chamber containing water, 'il

oil falls Irom a tap in the bottom, and meets a fine spr

of water from the outer chamber, and both fall iuto

vessel below, where they are separated by decantatiou. Tl
' outlet for the separated oil is controlled by a float of sue

density that it floats in a mixture of oil and water, bi

sinks in pure oil.— C. A. M.
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XIII—PIGMENTS, PAINTS; RESINS,

VARNISHES; INDIA-RUBBER, Etc.

04.)—PIGMENTS, PAINTS.

United States Patents.

Pigment, and Method ofProducing itfrom Ferrous Liqu ?rs.

A. S. Raniage, Cleveland. U.S. Pat. 758,667, May 3, 1904.

Air is blown through concentrated ferrous sulphate liquor,

and the solution is neutralised, basic ferric sulphate being
precipitated ; the solution is cow diluted, and air is again
injected, and the solution neutralised, precipitating basic

ferric hydroxide. These precipitates, when mixed together,

dried, and calcined, form a golden-yellow pigment.—T. F. B.

Lead-Searing Ore*; Process of Treating .

C. H. Rider. U.S. Pat. 759,192, May 3, 1904. X., page 610.

(S.)- RESINS, VARNISHES.

English Patent.

Varnish Substitute; Manufacture of an Improved
from Rosin Oil. R. Illume, Magdeburg. Eng. Pat.

14,987, Julv 6, 1903.

"See Fr. Pat. 333,602 of 1903 ; this J., 1901, 1358.—T. F. B.

(C.)—INDIA-RUBBER, &c.

French Patent.

India Rubber; Regeneration of . M. Pontio.

Fr. Pat. 33H.04S, Oct. 16, 1903.

The rubber is digested with a suitable solvent, the insoluble

constituents are separated by nitration or in a centrifugal

machine, and the solution is evaporated under reduced
pressure. The residue is treated with acetone, boiled, the

acetone decanted, and alcoholic sola added. After boiling

and decanting, the rubber is treated a second time with
boiling alcohol, decanted again and boiled with water,

finally, it is treated with superheated steam to remove the
last traces of alcohol aud water.—J. K. li.

XIV.-TANNING ; LEATHER, GLUE. SIZE.

United States Patent.

Chrome Tanning Bath. C. A. O. Rosell, New York.
I'.S. Pat. 759,831, May 10, 1904.

[The tauniug liquor contains an inorganic reducing sulphur
!salt of chromium and consists essentially of chromium
thiosulphate and chromium sulphite, or of chrome alum.
'a thiosulphate and a sulphite.— It. L. J.

French Patents.

' Tanning Materials ; Apparatus for the Cold Extraction

i
of . A. Lautard. Fr. Pat. 338,360, Dec. 23, 1903.

A series of extractors, made of heavy glass, are connected
with a powerful exhaust pump. Large movable lids are
placed on rubber searings, and close automatically under
•he external pressure. The liquors are sucked from one
Vessel to the next, and ammonia vapour is introduced a, a

decolorising agent. Mechanical details are given.

—R. L. J.

Cork-Leather ; Manufacture of . h. Couher.
Fr. Pat. 338,205, Nov. 17, 1903.

A. suitable textile fabric is coated, on one or both sides,
yith gelatin mixed with more or less glycerin according to

;he degree of suppleness required, and containing formalde-
hyde (1—5 per cent.) or chromic acid (1—3 per cent.).

Oork-dust is sprinkled on the sticky surface or surfaces and
he whole compressed till solid between heated metal plates,

'urther coats of cement aud cork mav be superimposed to

ive required thickness. Alternatively, a solid block of
ork-dust with glycerin-gelatin cemeut is prepared and
liced into sheets.—R. L. J.

Leather, Artificial; Manufacture of . G. Gautier.

Addition, dated Dec. 19, 1903, to Fr. Pat. 310,726 of

May II, 1901. See this J., 1902, 1405.

Animal fibres (raw leather, parchment, &c.) or vegetable

nlires are combined with " Volta " leather (prepared by the

process described in the main patent) by warming the

surfaces to be united and treating them with a special

animal glue, then submitting the block to pressure.

—.1. K. B.

XV.-MANURES, Etc.

Phospha'e, Wolter. P.Wagner. Bied. Centr., 1901, 33,
301—302; from Illust. laudw. Zeit., 1'.););!, 959.

Woi.teu phosphite is prepared by fusiug a mixture -of

crashed phosphorite (100 parts), sodium bisulphate (70
parts), calcium carbonate (20 parts), sand (22 parts), and
coal (6—7 parts). The melt is granulated by being poured
into cold water, and the dried substance is then finely

ground. As regards the solubility of the phosphate, it was
found that when 2 • 5 grrns. of the substance are agitated with

1 litre of 0"5 per cent, citric acid solution for 10 minutes,

97 per cent, of the phosphoric acid is dissolved. Under the

same conditions only 80 per cent, of the phosphoric acid

of basic slag dissolved in the citric acid solution. The
author considers that the phosphoric acid of VVolter phos-

phate is hardlv slower in its action than the water-soluble

phosphoric acid in superphosphate; and the results of

vegetation experiments showed that the effect of two
samples of the phosphate was 72 and 94 respectively, as

compared with superphosphate = 100. The new phosphate
is stored without difficulty and is not hygroscopic.

—X. H. J. M.

Phosphoric Acid of Tricaleium Phosphate; Action of
Sterile Organic Substances and those occurring in Fer-
mentations on the Solubility of . A. Ntalstriim.

Centr.-BI. Ilakter u. Parasitenk., 11, 724—732 ; Chem.
Centr., 1904, 1, 1323.

The results obtained by the author confirm the view that

organic substances are capable of exerting a solvent action

on minerals, and that this power depends upon biological

activity. The kind of fermentation set up depends upon
the nature of the organic substances : with peat, peat litter,

dung, or " bouillon," an ammonia and carbon dioxide

fermentation is caused; with milk, sour milk, and milk-

sugar a lactic fermentation ; and with peat together with
milk-sugar a butyric fermentation. In the case of the

ammonia and carbon d oxide fermentation, the solvent

action on tricaleium phosphate is very small, but it is quite

distinct in the case of the lactic and butyric fermentations.

Sterile organic substances have no solvent action on
tricaleium phosphate.—A. S.

XVI.-SUGAR, STARCH, GUM, Etc.

Sugar Experiment Station Laboratory, Louisiana

;

Results of Investigations at the . C. A. Browne,
jun. The Louisiana Planter and Sugar Manufacturer,
Jan. 14, 1904, 47—51.

Among the non-sugar constituents of the cane are the

insoluble carbohydrates which make up the fibre of the
cane and constitute a complex including cellulose, lignin,

and hemicellulose. To the latter group belong the so-called

gums of the cane. The cane gums are mixed pentosans
which make up about one-fourth of the weight of the
dried fibre and contain both xylan anil araban. By
inversion with acids about four parts of xylose were
obtained to one of arabinose. Galactan is only found in

small quantities. The percentage of gums in the cane-
juice is usually not more than 0'2 per cent. F'oreign canes
often show more, as also do the juice from old canes or

those which have remained a long time in the "windrows."
The hemicelluloses of sound cane while comparatively in-

soluble in cold water are appreciably dissolved if heat be
applied. Of the enzymes or natural ferments of the cane
the presence of invertase in the green parts of the stalk has
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an important bearing ou the " windrowiug " of the cane,

since the rapid deterioration of the cane when " windrowed"
with the tops on is accounted for by the invertase there

present. The very rapid coloration which takes place when
the green top of the cane is cut through near the apex and

exposed to the air is caused by oxidase. This coloration is

also produced, but less rapidly, in the ripe portions of the

stalk. The discoloration which occurs when cane is injured

by the borer may result from the oxidising action of this

ferment, since Dodson has shown that sterilised canes do

not develop this colour. The darkening of cane-juice after

milling is produced in the same way, but is soon arrested

by sulphuring. The destruction of the enzymes by heat

before milling is hardly practicable in actual work. The
presence of both oxidase and reductase in the cane finds a

parallel in the pepsin and anti-pepsin in the -toruach.

The author is inclined to believe that the oxidising ferments

have the function of protecting the plant, when injured,

from infection by moulds, bacteria, .Vc, through the

formation of germicidal products, the deleterious effects

of these upon the plant itself being prevented by the

action of the reducing enzymes. Analysis of the juice

from the green tops of the cane shows that there is nearly

twice as much sucrose late in the evening as in the early

morning, assimilation being suspended during the night,

whereas the process of inversion by the invertase still goes

on. Towards the bottom of the stalk the sucrose is re-

formed. At very early stages of growth the juice shows a
minus reading due to the preponderance of invert sugar

;

somewhat later the juice becomes inactive, although about

1 per cent, of sucrose is present. Then the rotation becomes
positive until, as the cane matures, the poliriscopic reading

and true percentage of sucrose coincide, when the polarising

power of dextrose and levulose neutralise one another. It'

circumstances are favourable for complete ripening, which
is not usual in Louisiana, the levulose will almost completely

disappear, when the polariscopie reading will slightly exceed
the content of sucrose, owing to the predominating rotatory

power of the dextrose. Probably no fermentation product

gives the sugar-maker so much trouble as the gum dcxtran.

A small amount of this substance renders cane-juice

exceedingly viscid, so that successful clarification and
boiling become almost impossible. The high polarising

power of the gum, three times that ofsucrose, also mtioduces

an error into the analytical work unless the dextran is tirst

precipitated with alcohol before polarising.— L.J. de W.

Diffusion Juice ; Cold Liming of . Aulard. Bull.

Assoc. Chim. Sucr. et Dist., 1904, 21, 1057—1062.

Puaxi.ev and de Grobcrt state that the proportion of lime

being reduced to the minimum necessary to secure good
filtration, the purification of the juice is better in proportion
as the lime of contact is shortened, provided that the tem-
perature is sufficiently raised. This is in direct contradic-

tion to the method favoured by the author, who claims that

he obtains juice of a higher purity and a minimum of

molasses by limiug cold and maintaining the contact for at

least an hnur. Sillier is of opinion that limed juice should
not be heated beyond 80° C. to avoid risk of redissolviug

part of the precipitated albumin.— 1.. .1. cY \\".

Water: Hate of Diffusion oj through a Semi-per-
meable Membraio Stoleculm Weight of Dextrin],

J. Sebor. XXIV., page 628.

French Patents.

Sugar; Extraction of—- from Plants. G. Tauer.
Fr, Pat. 33$,0:S'.i, .Inly 31, 1903.

Beetroots and sugar cane are protected from the action

of the air. during the process ol their reduction by chop-
ping, rasping or crushing, by submerging the working level

of the reducing machinery below the surface of a emulating
mass of crude juice, heated to a temperature between 45
and 97' C. (preferably 85° C). Tin reduced matter, as it

falls into the heating juice, is conveyed '• an iinmcrsed-

screen, whence it is elevated and transported to the

diffusers or presses.—J. 1". B.

1/ i mecuites [Sugar] ; Process and Apparatusfor Uniting

, with Circulation. II. Boy. Fr. Pat. 337,227,

Dec. 1, 1903.

A vacuum pan of the usual shape is provided with a cir-

culating s\ stem in such a manner that syrup can be with-

draw n from near the surface of the boiling mass by means
of a pipe adjustable to a suitable height. ; the syrup is then

mixed with Iresh fecd-syrup and passed) by means of a

centrifugal pump, through a re-heater and back into the

vacuum pun at the bottom, where it is mixed with the coarse

granulated mass by means of a stirring apparatus. In this

way the pan can be led with syrups at a higher degree of

concentration than usual, since the re-heater prevents the

formation of fine grain.—J. !'. 1!.

Sugar and Saccharine Products ; Denaturing .

C. Dutordoir. Fr. Pat. 338,294, Dec. y, 1903.

Tiik denaturing of sugar for fiscal purposes is effected by
the addition to 11)0 parts of sugar of sodium chloride, 4—

8

parts, powdered oil cake [e.g. linseed] 2 parts and yellow

ochre 6*25 part. The product, whilst still suitable for cattle

food, canuct be purified for human consumption.— .1. p. H.

XVII.-BKEWING, WINES. SPIEITS. Etc.

Amylase .- Action of Heat and Acidity on . P. Petit.

Comptes rend., 1904, 138, 1231—1238.

A \ infusion of malt in water made faintly alkaline by sodium
carbonate gives a filtrate, the diastolic activity of which may
be increased by the addition of minute quantities of lactic acid.

If the acid be added gradually a turbidity appears when the

acidity reaches a certain point and increases with increase

of acid but re-dissolves when a certain excess of acid has

Med. If this precipitate be collected, washed with

acidulated water and dried in eacuo it turns brown and
dissolves, but only partially, in dilute alkali or acid. The
solutions of this substance liquefy and saccharify starch

paste. If the substance be dissolved in M/50 sodium

carbonate solution in presence of phenolphthalein the

alkaline reaction disappears and additions of more soda

have to be made repeatedly as the substance dissolva

It would appear that the alkali displaces the amylase Iron:

an insoluble combination with lactic acid. If an iufusiot

Of malt faintly acid, be neutralised exactly with sodiuu

carbonate and ii increasing quantities of lactic acid b>

added to portions of it and these be heated for 10 minute

at the temperature of the boiling water-bath, a decreai

of the acidity takes place, due to the heating, whic

increases the higher the proportion of acid initially adder

The change in acidity takes place according to a constat

law expressed by the equation y = 0" I — 0'337.r, whet
:

.r = the initial acidity, :tudy = the change in acidity. .1

progressive formation of a turbidity and finally a coagulalio

tafce place parallel with this decrease in acidity. The coagi

ations produced in aqueous infusions of malt on heating tr I

due to the excess of acidity of the infusions, and if it I

acidity be reduced by successive additions of sodium ca i

! nioii or turbidity is produced on heating.

-.1. .

Starch : Coagulation of . A. Fernbach and .'. Wol
I. Fed. Inst. Brewing, 1904, 10, 216—237.

The authors communicate certain observations in

to those previously recorded (this J.. 1903, 1302 ; aud 19'

124), relative to the enzyme amum-coayulase. Thi

Marines of all these reactions may be traced to th

that two antagonistic enzymes, coagulase and diastase, t.

part simultaneously, and if the diastase be idle

i .mate no coagulation may occur. Condition

favour the diastase arc elevated temperatures aui

starch solutions, but if the- be allowed for. it ma> I

stated that the first signs of coagulation appear earlier •

greater the quantity of malt extract employed. (

tiou is easier the lower the temperature at which the si

n rendered soluble and the shorter the 'I

of the process ol heating under pressure. If the c

lion has proceeded rapiaiy, it first appears as a tul

which subsequently forms eiots like those of curdled n •
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If coagulation has been very slow a powdery white precipi-

tate is deposited. With a 2 pec cent, solution of starch,

coagulation may take place at S
D C, but not at 22" C, but

with a 4 per cent, solution coagulations are readily produced

at 15°—25° C, the lower temperatures are, however, always

more favourable. Like diastase, theamylo-coagulase is very

sensitive to the influence of traces of free acids and alkalis,

but it is less sensitive than diastase to caustic soda, and the

addition of 80 mgrrns. per litre of that alkali to the solu-

tions acts as a restrainer of the diastase and consequently

assists the coagulation. By this means, for instance, the

proportion of starch coagulated, was raised from 14' 4 per

cent, without caustic soda to 24 '1 per cent, with caustic soda,

at 15° C. Owing to diastatic activity, it frequently happens

that increased proportions of malt infusion cause a decrease

in the quantity of starch coagulated. The coagulated sub-

stance dissolves readily in boiling water and separates again

partiallv on cooling. A portion of the coagulated matter

consists of amylo-cellulose and resists hydrolysis by malt

extract at 67° C. Although the activity of the coagulase in

solution is destroyed by heating at 63
s
C. for 5 minutes, it

resists the action of heat in the dry state and is normally

present in kilned and cured malts.— .1. F. 3.

Potatoes ; Bad Attenuations shown by Certain Sorts of
. G. Heinzelmann. Z. Spiritusiud., 1U04, 27, 193—

194.

The author describes the procedure adopted for the analysis

and examination of a batch of Silesian potatoes which had
the reputation of giving poor attenuations in the distillery.

the gravity of the fermented mashes being sometimes as

high as 5° Balling. Fermentation experiments showed
that the potatoes were perfectly normal and yielded as

much alcohol as could be expected from the quantity of

starch present. A very valuable means for checking eases

of suspected bad attenuations is afforded by the re-fermen-

tation of the residual extract of the fermented mashes.
— 200 c.c. of filtered fermented mash are half neutralised

and evaporated on the water-bath to a syrupy consistency
;

the residue is diluted again to 200 c.c. and sown with

4 grms. of pure yeast at 2S
3
C. After 24 hours the alcohol

produced is determined by distillation, and the results arc

calculated per 100 c.c. of mash. If the mash showed a
deficiency of diastase the same determination should also

be carried out, with the addition of 100 c.c. of water and
100 c.c. of malt extract (100 grins, of green malt to a litre

of water) to the syrupy extract, and the results should be
corrected for the quantity of alcohol yielded by the malt

extract. (See also this J., 1904, 2G3.) in good distillery

practice the residual extract should not yield more than
- 2—0*3 per cent, by volume of alcohol calculated on the

mash. Further experiments showed that the proportion of

unfermeutable extract is increased by steaming the potatoes

at higher pressures. The mashes produced, on the one
hand, by steaming for 1 hour at 2 atmospheres, and on the

other at 4 atmospheres, showed final gravities of 0-2° and
and 0-9 Balling respectively. The poor attenuation, in the

latter case, was, however, only apparent, since the yield of

alcohol was the same in both cases. V,
T hen high final

gravities are obtained, the fermented mashes should be

(analysed in the manner described above, and if no fault is

.indicated in the efficiency of the yeast, the potatoes should

jbe steamed at lower pressures.— J . F. B.

ialt; The Ready-formed Suyars of . A. K. Ling
and T. Reudle. J. Fed. '

Inst. Brewing, 1904, 10',

238—263.

a previous paper Ling (this J., Its9b, 47s) pointed out
at the extraction of the ready formed sugars of malt by
>ld water involves an incipient saccharitication of the

>tarch by the diastase and the appearance of maltose and
>ther conversion products in the extract. The soluble

rbohydrates of malt include cane sugar, invert sugar,

altosc (doubtful), pentoses and gummy substances. They
re formed chiefly during flooring, but considerable mela-
>olism goes on duriDg withering and in the earlier st.i

dining. This metabolism consists in the production of

educing sugars from the starch, and the conversion of these

reducing sugars into cane sugar ; it is attended by an
energetic growth of the acrospire whilst the rootlet dies

away. The authors propose to extract the soluble carbo-

hydrates of malt by means of a dilute solution of canstic

potash, soda or ammonia, sufficiently powerful to inhibit

all diastatic action :— 25 grms. of ground malt are digested

for three hours at the ordinary temperature with 250 c.c. of

a solution containing 15 c.c. of X/20 caustic potasti solution

in excess of the amount which is necessary to neutralise the
aridity of the malt. The extract is filtered through a dry
filter, filtration being assisted by the addition of purified

kieselguhr or fuller's earth. The total soluble matter, which
includes the soluble albuminoids as well as the carbo-

hydrates, is determined in a portion of the filtrate either

directly by drying or indirectly from the specific gravity
(divisor, 3"86). The total reducing sugars are determined
volumetrically in 25 c.c. of the filtrate diluted to 100 c.c.

In absence of any precise information as to their nature,

although some of them are certainly unfermentable, the

whole of the reducing sugars are expressed in terms of

invert sugar. For the determination of the cane sugar

25 c.c. of the original filtrate are mixed with 10 c.c. of

X 2 hydrochloric ncid, the solution is slowly raised to

boiling and maintained in ebullition for one minute, the

mixture is cooled, neutralised by 10 c.c. of N/2 caustic soda
solution, and diluted to 100 c.c. The eupric-reducing power
is then determined and the proportion of cane sugar is cal-

culated. All ' results are expressed in terms of the dry
malt. The authors give tables showing the results of a

full examination of 42 samples of malt, together with all

available information regarding the method of their prepa-

ration. The majority of the samples had not been " forced,"

i.e., they had been germinated on the cool system with
limited amounts of sprinkling liquor. Depletion of the

endorsperru adjacent to the acrospire was taken as the

indication of " forcing." Although in a general manner
the proportion of soluble carbohydrates and the sum of the
ready-formed sugars tend to increase under "forcing" con-
ditions, no definite limits can be fixed for any of these

constituents by which "forcing" can be diagnosed. The
proportions in which they exist in malt are the resultants

of a large number of factors, some of which, «.</., respira-

tion, whether aerobic or anaerobic, tend to reduce the

amount of soluble carbohydrates. In very pronounced
cases of " forcing," the sum of the proportions of cane
sugar and reducing sugar may amount to over 12 per cent.,

but in more moderate cases, such as are usually met with,

the proportion of these sugars may be no higher, and
sometimes even less, than in malts which have not been
forced. Pneumatic malts appear to contain somewhat
smaller amounts of soluble carbohydrates, other than cane
sugar and invert sugar, than floor malts. The amount of

soluble carbohydrates of malt probably varies according to

the kind of bailey an 1 its condition.— J. F. B.

Mashinq Heats. H. W. Harman. Brewers' .1., 1904,

40, 351—352.

The control of the behaviour of different worts towards
yeast, which is obtained by varying the mashing heats,

depends upon the quantity and the type of the malto-
dextnns produced by the conversion of the starch. At
158° F. the liquefaction of the starch by the diastase is most
rapid and complete; a temperature of 130° F. is most
favourable for the production of free maltose, and below
145° F. no considerable percentage of maltodextrins is

produced. From 145
:

F. to 150° F. low-type maltodextrins
are formed in small but increasing quantities, whilst above
150° F. the production of maltodextrins is considerable in

amount, but no great change of type results until a tempera-
ture of 156°—158° F. is reached, when the higher and more
stable maltodextrins are formed. A mixture of malt and
flaked maize saccharifies far more rapidly if mashed at

148° F., and raised in 15 minutes to a temperature of
158° F., than if mashed at 150° F. all through. The
diastase does better work, even though partially crippled,

at 158° F., at which temperature the starch is readily con-

vertible, than a more energetic diastase at a lower tempera-
ture, less favourable to the liquefaction of the starch.

—J. F. IS.
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Fermentation Gas ; Wittemami's Collecting and Carbonat-
iug System for . J. Steineniann. Iluntke's Letters

on Brewing, 1904, 3, 223—229.

The collecting and carbonating plants form two indepen-

dent systems. No changes in the maBhing and fermentation

processes are involved. One brew out of every six or seven

is fermented under a pressure of :(— 5 lb. in two closed

storage tun>. The wort is run into the closed tuns the first

morning alter pitching, and fermentation is allowed to

continue for 6—8 hours with the valves open in order to expel

the air. The tuns are then closed, and when the pressure

has reached 4 lb. the compressor pump is started. In about

24 hours sufficient gas will have beeu collected for the car-

honation of 2,000 barrels of beer. The pitching temperature

is8"8° to 9-4° C, and this rises to 12 -5°C. during the

fermentation under pressure. After sufficient gas has been

collected, the fermenting wort is preferably returned to the

open tuns. The gas is compressed by the pump to a

pressure of 250 lb. In the purifiers the compressed gas is

saturated with water, both entering from above, the gas is

passed on to the storage cylinders, and the separated water

is used for cooling the compressor. The circulating water

removes objectionable volatile acids, whilst '• through the

cooling the hop ether is retained in the carbonic acid." The
stored carbon dioxide cools down to the temperature of the

cellar in about £4 hours, and a further cooling is obtained

in its expansion at the time of carbonating. The aroma of

the gas depends on the quality of the beer, and the best,

strongly-hopped brews are selected for providing the gas.

In thecarbonatorthe beer, entering at 0'6 J—0°C, is cooled

by the gas to — 0*6° C. For bottled beers earbonation is

effected at S—9 lb. pressure, for draught beers at 10— 12 lb.

The beer should be carbonated direct from tbe chip-cask,

and should not be more than three weeks old. Young beers

so treated are more aromatic than " kriiusened " beers.

Beers stored for 2—3 months are not suitable for car-

bonatiou ; thev should be treated with 2 — fi per cent, of
" Kriiusen."—J. F. B.

Alcoholic Fermentation ; Production of Sulphuretted Hy-
drogen in . M. E. Pozzi-Escot. Bull. Assoc.
Chim. Sucr. et Dist.. 1904, 21, 1071—1073.

Hydkooen.vses or reductases are present in yeast in

abundance, and when sulphur, a sulphate, or sulphite is

added to a liquid undergoing alcoholic fermentation, sul-

phuretted hydrogen is formed. This direct fixation of

hydrogen is not limited to sulphur, but extends to all the

metalloids of this family, and even to phosphorus and
arsenic. While sucrase will diffuse through parchment
during the whole course of the fermentation, the reducing
diastase only appears towards the end when about one-

tenth of the sugar is left.—L. J. do YV.

l'otable Spirits used by the Native Population of India ;

Analyses of . II. II Mann. Analyst, 1904, 29
149—152.

The results are given of the examination of numerous
samples of these spirits, which the author divides into four

classes:—Those derived from mahua (the (lowers of Bassia

latifolia) ; those obtained from rice ; those from the refuse

of sugar manufacture; and those representing imported
foreign low-grade spirit. All the samples were very dilute,

only two exceeding 25 degrees under proof. Large
quantities of volatile and fixed acids were present, and the

percentage of fusel oil was extremely high in nearly all

oases. Kurfural was present in all the spirits, except one.

Tbe imported spirits were highly sweetened. '1 he fusel

oil was estimated by Hose's method, and as this process has

recently been severely criticised (this J., 1902, 815)i the

author hopes .shortly to repeal the determinations, and also

to investigate the physiological action of the quantity of

both furfural and aldehydes in the spirits (this J., 1902,
96— 102).—W. 1*. S.

Ferment Actions. L. Liebermann. XXIV., page 62M.

Beer Filtration ; Pulp Boards for . XIX., page 620.

Tartaric Acid [in Wine and Crude Argol] ; JVrio Method
for the Determination of . H. Ley. XXIII.,
'page 626.

Amm/nium Fluoride and Rubber Hose.
XV III. C, page 020.

E. liidtel.

English Patents.

Grain ; Process and Apparatus for Drying, Desiccatinj,

and HoUSting Germinated and Xon-Grrminated .

U. Imray, Loudon. From Bran. Gross-Oostitz, Leipzig.

Eng. Pat. 6975, March 22, 1904.

Is onlrr to obviate the troubles arising from the condensa-
tion of moisture on the upper walls of the drying chamber,
as in the apparatus described in ling. Pat. 2G.473 of 1901,
the apparatus is so arranged that two-thirds of the moisture
is removed by heated currents of air introduced at the top

of the chamber, and withdrawn, together with the moisture,
at the bottom. The drying may then be completed by
currents of air ascending through the chamber. The
moisture in the saturated air is condensed in a mixing
chamber below the apparatus. The condensation of
moisture on the outside of the drying chamber is pre-

vented by surrounding the latter with healing or cooling

pipes. Heating or cooling pipes are also arranged in the

air-supply channel instead of inside the chamber as before.

—J. F. B.

Malt ; Apparatus for Mahiny and Treating other

similar Materials. II. J. Sulzen, Sacramento. Kng.
l'at. 1797, Jan. 23, 1904.

The apparatus for turning and aerating malt on t lie

germinating floor is mounted on a carriage propelled by
a motor, and provided with steering gear. At the bottom
of the carriage in front are situated a number of ploughs.

which turn and lift the grain, delivering it to a series of

spiral conveyors, which raise it to the summit of the

carriage. In its upward course the grain in the elevators

is subjected to a blast of air from a tan situated below the

perforated walls of the conveyors. At the summit, the

malt may be treated with a spray of water if desired. It

then falls on to a series of alternate shelves and shakers,

from which it is discharged through an adjustable door at

tin' back of the carriage.— J. F. B.

Wort [Haw Grain"] for Brewing or Distilling ; Prepara-
tion „f . F. B. Aspiuuil, HIackheath. Eng. l'at.

9106, April 22, 190;!.

I! \\v grain is disposed in layers or columns, freely accessible

to water, but protected from heat other than that conveyed
by the water. The receptacles containing the layers of

grain, so arranged that there is room for the expaLsion of

the latter, are placed in a digesior, in which the graiu ia

boiled with water under pressure until the water is saturated

with " liquefied starch." The boiliug is repeated with changes

of water until the whole of the starch is extracted; tbe

bulk of the albuminoid matter remains in the grain.

—J. F. H.

French Patents.

Liquids under Pressure ; Botllii'y . Filter u. llrautecb

Masch. I'ab. vorin. L. A. Enzinger. Fr. l'at. 3

1903. I., page 600.

" Alcovinometer" [Alcoholometer]; Capillary S.

L. Legrand and Lafaversre. Fr. Pat. 33s,291, Dec, •'

1903.' XXIII., page C23.

XVIII.-FOODS; SANITATION; WATER
PUKLFICATION, & DISINFECTANTS.

(A.}—FOODS.
Phosphorus Compound in Wheat Bran; Nature of r

Principal . A. J. Patten and E. B. Hurt. Am
Chem. .1., 1904, 31, 564—372.

Tut" authors rind that nearly the whole of the solul

phosphotus in wheat bran exists in the form of a an
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nesium-calciuru-potasMuin salt of a phosphn-organic acid.
The free acid is probably identical with 1'osternak's ;ra-

bydro-oxymeihylene-diphospboric acid, (Uli).l'i Mi.cll,
O.CH,.0.]'<)(OlI).

: . The alkali sails of this acid are
readily soluble in water, the calcium and copper sails are
slightly soluble, and the barium and strontium salts are
but sparingly so. The acid or its salts have already been
isolated from the seeds of red fir, peas, bean-:, pumpkin,
red and yellow lupin, and also from the potato and other
tubers and bulbs.—A. S.

Palm of Madagascar; Alimentary Pith from a . 1

Gallerand. Comptes rend., 1904, 138, 112(1—1121.

TnE pith is obtained from the Salranab palm, Medemia
nobilis. which grows abundantly in Ambongn. After being
dried, ground, and sifted, it is u-ed as a food by the natives.
The specimen of the meal examined contained 13-3 per
cent, of water. The drv material contained : —Starch,
66-833; cellulose, 12

'
9.;> : albuminoids, 10-538 j fat|

1037; and mineral matter, 8'2 per cent. The meal is
thus richer in albuminoid matter than potatoes, manioc,
sweet potatoes, and yams, which contain 6-23,3-30,3 -

ainl 7-24 per cent, respectively of n.trogenous substances,

\ . S.

Busetn; Hydrolysis of . Z. H. Skraup. Her., 1904
37, 1596—1597.

From the products of the hydrolysis of casein the author
has isolated diaminoglutaric acid and diaminoadipic acid.
He has also separated several hydroxyamino acids, in-
cluding mono- and diamino derivatives of di- and tribasic
acids. Amongst these are described :—Hydroxyamino-
ntccimc acid, m. pt. 320 C. ; an arid, (\H,, N.,0

6, m. pt.
243° C, which is named provisionally dtliydroxydiamino-
subericacid : an acid, ( J!,, \.,( I., occurring in characteristic
crystals, melting at 192c

C.,and welding a sparingly soluble
:opper salt and a well-crystallised hydrochloride ; 'this aeid
receives the name of caseanic acid; it is apparently a
nonobydroxy tribasic acid ; finally an acid, C,„H

16V i >

,

crmed cateic acid, which is dibas"ic and yields "a copper
tilt which is very sparingly soluble in cold water and
eadilv turns violet. Caseic acid occurs in two modi-
ications, one melting at 226° C, feeblv dextro-rotatory and
irystalhsing in fairly well formed prism-, the other melting
t 2Jt,

=
C., optically inactive and crystallising ia very

udistiuct prisms; both forms apDarenilv vield^tbe same
opper salt and hydrochloride.— J. F. B.

'

Butter; Distinction ofNaturalfrom Artificial .

A. Quartaroli. XXI II.'. page 025.

ard; Detection of Cncoanut Oil in . F. MorrschSck.
XXIII.. page 625.

Melon-Seed Oil. G. Fendler. XII., page 613.

English Patent.

UatExtract; Manufacture ofa . A. R. daS.Bra-ra
Sao Paulo. Eng. Pat. 7895, April 5, 1904.

i Qcan-titt of meat and some finely-divided fruit of the
ipaw family (carica papaya) are mixed with a little water
lightly acidulated with hydrochloric acid, and digested at
.temperature of 50° to 70= C, until disintegrated, when the

'rl^l 'I
b

?-'
led

-
After cooliDS. straining, and removing

lid tat, the iqmd is evaporated and mixed with a suitable

r«!!t °wg b
Ce

r
m to form either a lio

.
aid or pasty meat

tract.— *» . it. .^,

United States Patent.

Flour; Process of Treating {Electrically!.
«. Alsop, Owensboro. U.S. Pat. 759,051, May 10, 1904.
E Eug. Pat. 14,006 of 1903; this J., 1903, 1062.

—T. F. B.

Fbench Patent.

Foodstuffs; Process for the Partial or Complete Sup-
pression oj the Products of Decomposition of -
formed by Micro-Organisms. II. Flings, iun Fr Pat'
338,333, Dec. 19, 1903

S J

Tuts invention is based on the facts that, while saccharo-
mycetes can flourish in presence of a certain quantity of
lijdrogen peroxide, mycelium and the sehizomycetes cannot
develop under the same conditions: and also that with a

ieient quantity ofhydrogen peroxide, the growth of the
inaromycetes is also stopped. Hydro, ,,e istun, added to fruit, wines, beer, meat, &c, in very small

quantities (e,,/., 0-03 per cent, for wines) to partially or
completely prevent the development of micro-organism!)
Instead of hydrogen peroxide, compound, which produce
t, such as metallic peroxides or percarbonates, may be
used.—T. F. 15.

J

(/^-SANITATION*: WATER PURIFICATION.
re ; The Organic Colloids of . W. Biltz an 1

0. Krobnke. Her., 15:11,37 1745—1751.
Samples of town sewage were submitted to dialysis in
parchment tubes immersed in distilled water and the
oxidisable matter was determined at intervals in the un-
< iffused residue by means of permanganate. The speed of
diffusion of the putrescible matters was generally slow, and
slackened dowa.towards the end of the period of ohserva-

..,ti the permanganate value of the residue remained
practically constant. The inorganic salts, e.g., chlorides
diffused with extreme rapidity. The results showed thai'
one-halt to one-third of the total oxidisable matter of the

.••• exists in the form of practically uudiff usible colloids
I.leetncal tests of the couvective migration of the oxidisable
matters of the sewage showed that these tended to con-
centrate at the anode, and belong therefore to the class
ot negatively charged colloids (see this J. 1904 459-)
1 rec.pitation tests with the partially diffused sewage showed
that the colloids were almost completely precipitated bv
col oidal solutions of ferric hydroxide and zirconium

?£f,,m ,

absen
f

re of electrolytes. The precipitations
followed the law of optimum proportions enunciated loc.

,

cit. In the chemical precipitation of sewage by ferric salt,
the influence of the positive colloidal hydroxide is assisted

hL 1 a
rltc" 0,

-
v "-'- The primary action in the

biological purification of sewage is a mechanical one, due
to he production of » adsorption compounds " between the
colloids of the sewage and the gelatinous slimy layer of
bacterial growths. SimUar precipitations are produced byfungoid growths in solutions of inorganic colloids theyalso appear to play a part in the sedimentation which takesplace in the septic tank and in the "auto-purification" of
rivers.—J. J*. H.

Cellulose; Decomposition of by Aerobic Micro-
Organisms. C. van Iterson, jun. Uentr.-Bl. Bakter. u.
Farasitenk., 11, 689-698. Chem. Centr., 1904, 1, 1338.

Sn'iS®
C3n hS br,°^ht iDt° S0luti0n bv tbe «c«oa of

„ ' » r ^t5
non-sP° ruI""'8 bacteria, with restricted accessor air. The presence of considerable quantities of solubleorganic matter, prevents the nitrification process butcellulose is without influence, if the aeraJo bTgood

process^
mt

f
Ct

,'

0n °f
-
nitrificalio° and deni.rifkation

P
f ~?l? u

P 'ay
?
D ,mP°rtaQ ' Part in the destructionot cellulose m the self- purification of waters and soils andthe biological purification of effluents. Cellulose is alsodecomposed by aerobic, non-sporulating bacteria, of whi.h

'm Dorrnr
g
Tb

D?a
?
teriUra(SaC

- J^^neus) is the mostmportant This bactenum is particularly active in symbiosiswitn a yellow micrococcus, which by itself is inactive. In

Z £™w ?
U0"S in

7hich the cellul0 -se is decomposed by

Ire lZt\% °T ,°
f
?Ud

,°
r garden Soil

- ^""a-cultures

cJn,flns7-
mCd abandantly- The property of attacking

nl™! .*- !.
en

u
ral °ne am0DS the fuD£»' aDd ^ due to aS

ean««n'f
W
»K

1C

r
aUtb0r DameS cellul™- One of the2f the

„
for

.

mat,on of h,lmus flouring matters is the
reduction of plgmentj from ceIlu,ose b| ,he action of
acteria and fungi. The nature of the anaerobic decompo-

-ition of cellulose may be of two kinds ; In absence of
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potassium nitrate, carbon dioxide and hydrogen or methane,
together with acetic and butyric acids, are formed ; whilst

in presence of potassium nitrate, the cellulose is decomposed
by denitrifying bacteria, with formation of nitrogen, carbon
dioxide, and water.—A. S.

English Patents.

Town Refuse such as is at present sent to Destructors

;

Separation or Treatment of (I. K. II. Rawlins
and G. W. Douglas, both of Waterloo. Eng. Pat. 14,897,

July 4, 1903.

The refuse is passed into a solutiou of such specific gravity

that most of the carbonaceous matter will float therein,

whilst most of the mineral matter will sink. The carbon-
aceous matter is removed by an elevator which dips just

below the surface of the solution, and the mineral matter by
a second elevator reaching to the bottom of the tank. After
leaving the elevator, the carbonaceous matter is washed and
dried. The salts used for making the solution are cheap
ones, such as sodium chloride, calcium chloride, sodium
sulphate, and the like.—W. P. S.

Sewage and like Waters j Process and Apparatus for

Disinfecting . G. Porion, Arques. Eng. Pat. 7383,

March 28, i904.

TnE sewage or water is aerated or oxidised by means of

rapidly revolving paddle-wheels placed across the channel

through which the sewage flows. The paddles dip just

below the surface and project a thin film of the sewage or

water into the air. A weir maintains a constant level in

the channel. The paddle-wheels may be mounted on a raft,

together with suitable driving machinery, lor use in rivers

and reservoirs.— YV. P. S.

Settling or Filtering Tanks [ Water Softening'] and the

like. F. J. Farrell, Loudon. Eng. Pat". 1U,C82, May 11,

1903.

The invention relates to a settling or filtering tank having

a series of plates or trays arranged to slope downwards
from each side of the tank towards a clear space in the

centre. These trays form, between their ends and the end
plates of the tank, oppositely arranged wedge-shaped
recesses. The water to be treated enters the recess having

its apex at the top, and its flaw is diverted through or over
the trays by means of centrally arranged baffle plates.

The precipitate or sludge falls through the still water in

the central space to a gutter at the bottom of the tank,

where it is periodically drawn off. The clear water passes

over a sill at the top of the tank, and, if desirable, may be
filtered as it leaves.—VV. P. .S.

(C.)—DISINFECTANTS.

Ammonium Fluoride and Rubber Hose. E.Bidtel. Hantke's

Letters ou Brewing, 1904, 3, 238—239.

Acid ammonium fluoride is the best disinfectant for rubber

hose. The behaviour of the nearly chemically pure salt

differs considerably from that of the technical salt. Pure
vulcanised Para rubber is employed for lining the vessels

in which the solutions of the salt are concentrated. This

rubber resists the action«of tl»- hot concentrated solutions

of arid ammonium fluoride for 3— 4 years. With solutions

of the technical salt, however, the rubber loses its elasticity,

becomes brittle, and cracks, and the entire surface turns

dark in colour. This is due to the fact that the technical

fluoride, prepared in lead vessel-, contains 2— 8 per cent.

of lead, which desulphurises the rubber. Other inferior

qualities of rubber are always more or less attacked by the

acid fluoride. For brewery purposes, therefore, pure rubber

hose and pure acid ammonium fluoride should always be

used. (See this J., 1904, 265.)— J. F. B.

XIX.-PAPER, PASTEBOARD, Etc.

Pulp Boards fur Beer Filtration. Woclienbl. f. l'apieifab.,

1904, 35, 154G.

I'n V- puln employed in filters for beer and wine is a long-

fibred, " free "-beaten cotton half-stuff. When filtration

was first introduced in the brewing industry, sheets of filter

pulp were employed, which were used until they became
clogged, and were then discarded. Later, on account of
the expense, the pulp was supplied in blocks 10 cm. square
and 3—5 cm. thick ; these blocks were pulped up in water
and distributed on the sieves of the filter to any desired
thickness. After use the pulp was washed, sterilised, and
dried. I hving to improper treatment in manufacture and
irrational drying in thick blocks, the pulp frequently pre-
sented difficulties in the disintegration previous to use.
There has lately, therefore, been a tendency to replace the
thick blocks by sheets of thin cardboard, weighing 200

—

400 grin-, per square metre, ready for use, which are prepared
ou the Fourdrinier paper machine at a far less cost than the
blocks. The whole art of preparing a filtering pulp which
disintegrates readily and uniformly in Mater, lies in main-
taining the fibres in the same condition as they exist in the
rags, with a minimum of chemical and mechanical treat-

ment. For this reason the raw material should consist of
knitted white cottons [cellular shirtings] which require
very little beating. Strong bleaching should, above all,

be avoided, since this tends to the production of a " wet "

half-stuff, which resists the desired disintegration in water.

—J. F. B.

Cellulose ; Decomposition of by Aerobic Micro-
organisms. C. van Iterson, jun. Will. P., page 619.

United States Patent.

Viscose ; Manufacture of Filaments or Films from .

C. X. Waite, Lansdowne, Assiguor to General Arti-

ficial Silk Co., Delaware. I.S. I'at. 759,332, May 10,

1904.

" Resitjuat, constituents such as sulphur and caustic soda"
are removed from viscose threads by steaming, under
tension, in an atmosphere containing sulphur dioxide.

—T. F. B.

Casein; Treatment of . L. A. Drevfus, New Brighton.
U.S. Pat. 7.

r)9,S0S, .May 10, 1904,

The "insoluble properties of casein" are improved by
heating it in the presence of acid (e.g., sulphuric acid), with

or without the addition of a mineral base, for a period of

2 1 hours, more or less.—R. L. .1.

French Patents.

Paper [from Sawdust] ; Process and Machine fur Manu-
facture of . C. Pfeifer. Fr. I'at. 338,330, Dec. 19,

1903.

Wood sawdust is screenedand thoroughly steeped in water; 1

the material is thru pumped into a refiner, in which it is

subjected to a milling process. From fhe refiner it passes

lliniugh a cylindrical-strainer and thence to a special cylin- I

drical mill. This mill has a conical form and the grinding

being and outer cylinder an' constructed of stone, the object

edges to beat the fibres to a mucilaginous consistency . After

the pulp has passed through the conical portion of the mill,

it is further ground by a portion of the cylindrical roller set

with emery stones, before being finally ejected.—J. F. II.

Papier-Mache Articles; Process of Making . C
Gaertner. Addition, dated Dec. 23, 1903, to Fi I'at

337,480, Nov. 19. 191 I

See Eng. I'at. 27,339 of 1903; this .1.. 1904,453.—T. F. B 'J

XX.-FINE CHEMICALS, ALKALOIDS.

ESSENCES, AND EXTRACTS.

Cericsulphuric Acid; Satis of with the Run Hart

Elements. B. Brauner. /. anorg. Chcm., 1904, 3S
261—295.

WHEN concentrated sulphuric acid ami water react •

eerie oxide and the products are crystallised, a yellow ai

a red salt result. The former is normal eerie snlphat

Ce(S< ),).,. 41IJ >, and its crystal-constants have bei

measured by the author. The red salt is the hydrog"

cerous salt of the complex tetrabasic cericsulphuric ac
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Crf"(S04)4Ce"'H.13H,0. This salt can he produced [syn-

thetically by adding solution of cerous sulphate to excess of

eerie sulphate solution containing sufficient free sulphuric
acid to form the complex acid. If the solution contain no
more sulphuric acid than is just sufficient to prevent hydro-
lysis of the eerie sulphate, a bright orange salt, possibly
normal cerous cericsulphate, Ce/"[Ceic (.S0

4 ) 4 ] :1
.44H

20, is

formed, usually, however, in admixture with other products.

The cerous cerium in the red salt can be replaced by other
rare earth elements, such as lanthanum and the didymiunis.
These other salts can also be formed synthetically from
ceri8ulphuric acid and the sulphates of lanthanum, praseo-
dymiura, or neodyraium j they are isomorphous with the
cerous salt.—-J. T. D.

Chloroform ; Electrolytic Preparation of from Acetone,
J. E. Teeple. J. Amer. Chem. Soc, 1904, 26,536—543.

The conditions necessary for the successful preparation of
[chloroform by the electrolysis of a chloride in presence of

acetone are: a temperature below 25 C., absence of alkali,

i high current density at the cathode and a low one at the
anode. A solution containing 120 grms. of sodium chloride

fin Too c.c. of water, and 25 c.c. of acetone, was electrolysed
The anode consisted of platinum foil of 75 sq cm. area,
i platinum wire forming the cathode. To obtaiu information
is to the course of the reaction, portions of the liquid were
pipetted off at different intervals and analysed for total

lilkali and free hypochlorite. The current efficiency i .

the ratio of the amount of chloroform formed to that calcu-
lated from the current passed through) was 80—90 per cent.

Iluring the first few minute-, but fell very rapidly as the

Ilkalinity of the liquid increased. If, during the electro-

,ysK acid be added to neutralise the alkali, then the
jfficiency is 80 per cent, for the first 8 ampere-hours. The
Ilkalinity may be observed by the addition of trinitrobenzene

j the bath, this being colourless in an acid, and red in an
BUine, solution. A good yield of chloroform is obtained

y the action of chlorine upon calcium hydroxide solution

mtaining acetone. This suggests that the electrolysis of a
ilcium chloride solution in presence of acetone would be

lie best method of making chloroform, provided that the
Ijigh resistance of the deposits on the anode could be
fcercome.—E. II. T.

Ant tliol ; Contribution to our Knowledge of .

P. Hoering. Ber., 1904, 37, 1542— 1560.

||x experimental and theoretical study of anethol ; more
pecially of the bromine compounds.-—A. S.

bmmbitie : Composition of
11 Yohimboa i'<: Acid. L. Spiegel.

1766.

, and its Relation to

Ber., 1904, 37, 1759—

IE author has repeated the purification and analysis of
.bimbine, and has established beyond a doubt that the
-mula of the hylrated base is

(

'

;;
H VIX.,04 . and that this

es 1 uiol. of water tinder certain conditions, yielding
•hydroyohimbine, C_.II _.V< >,, m. pt. 23 l

J C, which exist-

I such in the salts of yohimbine. Examination of the
mmercial hydrochloride showed that this is indeed a single

bstance. The nitrate crystallises readily from water, and
Its at 276 :

I . Yohimboa'ic acid, which is identical with
/yohimbine, CraH cf,N,,04 (this J., 1903, 228), is a rnono-
*ic acid. This acid, when esterified with methyl alcohol

j
presence of hydrogen chloride, yields yohimbine hydro-

toride. Yohimbine is not, however, simply the met
tr of yohimboaie acid. Esteritications of this acid with
thyl, ethyl, and propyl alcohols showed that two alkyl
pops are taken up, and that 1 moi. of water is split off

ill three cases.—J. F. B.

;qiiiterpenes ; Action of Paraformaldehyde on .

'. G-envresse. Comptes' rend., 1904, 138, 1228—1229.

E sesquiterpenes, like the terpenes, form molecular
«ipounds with formaldehyde, having an alcoholic function.
- Jimolecular proportions of paraformaldehyde and sesqui-
: 'ene are heated in a Pfungst tube for 10 hours at 180

O'j' C. The excess of the reagents is removed by
' illation with steam, and the alcoholic residue is ex-
t :ted and rectified. The products give, on .analysis,

i

results corresponding to the formula C^H^O. Compounds
are described obtained in this manner from caryophyllene,
clovene, and cadinene ; they are all odourless and la

rotatory. The acetic ester of the oroduct obtained from
caryophyllene is also described.—J. F. B.

Terpenes and Essential Oils. 66 and 67. O. Wallach.
Annalen, 1904, 332, 305—351.

The 66th communication relates to the addition products of
unsaturated compounds with nitrogen trioxide and nitrosyl
chloride. It is divided under the following headings :

(1) Compounds of the anethol series, (2) compounds of
the isosafrol series, and (3) compounds of the methyfiso-

nol series. The 67th communication is entitled " A
new case of optical isomerism," and treats of optically
isomeric derivatives of cyclomethylhexanone.—A. S.

Patchouli Oil: A New Adulterant. W. H. Simmons,
(hem. and Druggist, 1904, 64, 815.

The author point* out that, in addition to cedarwood
and cubeb oils, the usual adulterants of patchouli oil,

apparently an ester or an oil containing an ester is also now
employed for adulteration. Two samples of patchouli oil
recently examined gave the following figures:—Sp. gr. at
15° C./15° «'., 0-994S and 0- 9937 ; optical rotation,
o„ = - 38° 30' and - 49° 30' ; refractive index at 20° C,
1 5175 and 1-5110; saponification value, 58 and 18-5;
soiubility in 90 per cent, alcohol, 1 in 0-75 and 1 in 0"5.

—A. S.

Monodora Myristica Seeds; Essential Oil of .

II. Thorns. Ber. 1'harm., 14, 24 ; Phai in. J, 1904, 72, 617.

The 6eeds of Monodora myristica
. Duval, a native of

Western Africa, yield, when subjected to steam distillation,

7 per cent, of an essential oil of very pleasant odour, and
having a yellow colour with greenish fluorescence. The
oil is l;evo-rotatory, o„ = - 64

:
16'. It contains Mimonene

and a terpene alcchol, C lnH 160, probably identical with
myristicol ; but no myristicin or other phenolic esters such
as are present in nutmeg or mace oil (see this J., 1903
1255).—A. S.

Essential Oil of Her Paraguayans [Paraguay Tea Oil}.
H. Haensel's Beport, April 1904, 21.

The yield from the dried compressed mate leaf was 0-975 per
cent. The oil is solid at the ordinary temperature, of a
dark green colour, and possesses the characteristic odour
and flavour of mate. It melts at about 26-5' C, and has
the following characters :—Sp. gr. at 15

:C, 0-8S75 ; opt.

rot., o„ + 3-73°
j acid value, 61 ; saponification value, 91.

The oil is acid in reaction, readily soluble in 96 per cent,
alcohol, but only sparingly so in 80 per cent, alcohol.

—J. 0. B.

Pinene ; Action of Nitrosyl Chloride on .

W. A. Tilden. Proc. Cheni. Soc, 1904, 20, 122.

Pinene nitrosoc'uioride having been shown bv von Baeyer
to have the double formula (C, H 16 .XOC1).2 , it occurred to
the author that the unsatisfactory yield of" this compound
by the usual processes might be improved bv using a
mixture of equal quantities of d- and i-pinenes". which i-

optically inactive. Whereas previously the yield of nitroso-
chloride from ordinary r/pinene was about 32 per cent, of
the pinene, and the product from the more highly rotatory
pinene obtained from French turpentine was still less, the
employment of a mixture prepared so as to be optically
inactive gives 55 per cent. The melting point of pure
pinene nitrosochloride is not 103°, as originally given, but
115 C. (circa). For the regeneration of pinene from the
nitrosochloride, methylaniline \z recommended in preference
to aniline, as there is no violent action, and the vield of
jeuene is greater.

Mercuric Chloride; Delicate Reaction for
Calomel and other Mercurous Preparations}. A. Moulin.
XXIII., page 623.

diethyl Alcohol in Formaldehyde ; Determination of .

E, Gnehm and F. Kaurler. XXIII., page 626.
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Formaldehyde and Trioxymethylene ; Determination

of . C. Kleber. XXIII., page 626.

Tartaric Acid; New MetChad for the Determination

of . H. Ley. XXIir., page 626.

Lead; [Determination of ] in Citric and Tartaric

Is. C. T. Bennett. XXIII., page 624.

Quinine ; Detection of by J. .1 indre's [Thalleio-

ijum] Reaction. K. Leger. XXIII., page 625.

Quinine ; /i, termination of • in Mixtures icith other

Cinchona Alkaloids. K. Leger. XXIII., page 626.

Morphine in Opium ; Determination of .

P. Schidrowitz. XXIII.
,
page 626.

Nux Vomica, Ignatius Beans, Ipecacuanha, and Cinchona

Bark} [Alkaloidal] Assay of . E. Leger. XXIII.,

page 626.

Distillation of Immiscible Liquids. E. Charabot and

J. Kocherolles. XXIV., [age 62S.

Camphor Croup ; Metallo-oraanic Syntheiesin the .

(I. Oddo. XXIV., page 629.

French Patent.

C.C-Dialhylbarbituric Acids ; Process for the Production

of . C. E. Merck. Fr.Pat 338,1 83, Oct. 16, 1903.

C . C-Dialkylbarbituhic acids are ohtaintd by heating the

corresponding dialk} lmalonyl chlorides with urea, hydro-

chloric acid" being evolved, thus: — K..< il'i >CI )., +

CO(NHj)3
= 2HC1 + EjC:CCO.NH)s :CO." Dimethyl-

barbituric acid is prepared by beating ."> pans of dimethyl-

malonyl chloride with 2 '66 parts of urea for 10 hours on

the water-bath, and then for 2 hours, at 130° C, on the

oil-bath. (See also Eng. Pats. 1945, 1941, 1664, and 2054

of 1903 ; this J., 1903, 818, 880, and 923).—T. F. B.

XXI.-PHOTOGRAPHIC MATERIALS
AND PROCESSES.

Sodium Thiosulphate ; O.ridalion of . E. Sedlaczek.

VI L, page 605.

('alico Printing ; Photographic Preparation of Pollers

for . J. Wolkoff. V., page 6<i4.

ENGLISH PaTEKTS.

Photographs on . Linen or other Fabrics or Substances;

Production of O. Fulton, Chiswick, and W. M.
Gillard, Twickenham. Eng. Pat. 11,219, May 16, 1903.

A closely woven fabric is stiffened by means of a dilute

solution of celluloid, dried, and coated on both surfaces

with a sensitive emulsion (silver, platinum, bichromate,

&c). The object of this treatment is to produce a

'duplex" photograph, i.e., a photograph on each surface

of the fabric, whereby "the effect of density is produced

by transmitted light, and the tffect of brilliancy by light

reflected from the photograph produced."—T. 1*. 15.

Photographic Printing Paper or the like ; Process for
Preparing . I. lioffsummer, Diiren. Eng. I\>

Feb. 16, 1904.

[NBTEAD of preparing paper (for receiving emulsions) by
treatment with " zapone," (a solution ot cellulose in amy]
alcohol, &c.) as described in Eog. Pat 25,390 of 1803 (this

J., 1904, 337), cellulose acetates may be employed in a
similar manner.— T. F. B.

Fbencti Patent.

Photographs in Colours ; Process for Obtaining .

Dr. Riebcnsahin and l'osseldt, Ges. m. beschr. H. Fr.

Pat. 338,170, llec. 29, 1903.

A finely -i)ivii'F.i> pigment is thoroughly incorporated with

a silver halide emulsion, and the mixture spread on paper
in the usual manner. After exposure under a reversed

negative, the paper is developed in the usual manner,
washed, and immersed for 10 or 15 minutes in a 5 per

cent, solution of potassium bichromate. By this treatment,

a quantity of the gelatin, corresponding to the reduced
silver of the image. i< rendered insoluble. The paper
having been washed and the excess of bichromate neutra-

lised with alkali, the film is transferred to a support,

developed by means of hot water, and fixed with " hypo
(sodium thiosulphate)." Hy this means permanent photo-

graphs in any desired colour may be obtained.—T. F. IS.

XX1I.-EXPL0SIVES. MATCHES. Etc.

Nitrocellulose ; Study of . //. C. Haeussermann.
Ber., 1904, 37, 1G24— 1625. (See this J., 1904, 36.)

Tin aqueous distillate obtained when nitrocellulose is boiled

with caustic alkali was treated with dilute sulphuric acid

and distilled. The portion coming over first was treated

with potassium carbonate, and the oil which separated was
distilled in vacuo at a temperature not rising above 4n t.'.

In this way a colourless mobile liquid was obtained, which
yielded iodoform with alkali anil iodine dissolved in potafl

siuru iodide solution, but did not reduce ammouiacal silver

nitrate solution. The residue consisted of a red resinous

substance insoluble in water. The distillate appears to

consist of the nxime-like compmud of an aldehyde or

ketone: it contains 5 4 percent, of nitrogen, 56 per cent,

of carbon, and 10 per cent of hydrogen. A distillate

capable of yielding iodoform is obtained from both fi.bron
and amorphous nitrocellulose, and also from other nitrated

carbohydrates, e.g., uitro-inulin, nitrostarcb, nitrolactose

and nitrcglucose (this J., 1898. 271), and the nitro-amyloid

obtained by Lunge and Weintraub by allowing nitric acid

to drop into a solution of cellulose in sulphuric acid

(Z. angew. Chem., 1899, 448 ; this J., 1S99, 705).— A. 8;

Explosions Produced by ferrosilicon. A. Duprc and
,M. B. Llnyd. Iron ami Steel Inst., May 5, 1904.

I>" December last 48 drums of fcrrosilicon were landed at

Liverpool, and, alter being left on the quay until January 12,

were removed to Bootlc. While the drums wer«- beinj

placed iu a warehouse, one violently exploded, as also 'lii

another shortly afterwards. The fcrrosilicon was then

transferred to wooden barrels, in the ends of which holes

were bored to prevent accumulation of inflammab
Notwithstanding thi se precautions, however, a third explo-

sion occurred in oi.e of the barrels on January 21

The ferrosilicon contained: silicon, 59-40; iron, 3

manganese, 0-t>s
;
aluminium, 2'73 j calcium, 0' 14 ; mag-

nesium, 0-17; carbon, 0-218; sulphur, traces; an.;

phorus, 0'05C per cent. The authors found that 4 kilo*,

of the powdered ferrosilicon, when moistened with water,

gave off an inflammable gas consisting mainly of plios-

phoretted hydrogen, in sufficient quantity to render explosive

64 litres of air. The explosions were therefore piobablj

caused by water having got into the interior of the drums
the gas evolved forming with the air in the drums at

explosive mixture which could be fired by the heat produce!

by the friction of the hard lumps against each other whet

the drums were moved about, or possibly by the spontaneous

ignition of some phosphoretted hydrogen contained in i

" pocket " in the material and liberated suddenly by th-

breaking of a lump. It is suggested that in future tli

drums be filled up with paraffin oil of high flashing point

or that the material he submerged in wattr until all actio

has ceased. The drums should be water-tight and not liabl

to become insecure under the ordinary conditions c

transport.— A. S.

English Patent.

Explosives. .T. Fiihrer, Vienna. Eng. Pat. 3301,
Feb. 10, 1904.

On account of the large number of calories developed
oxidation, it i> proposed to use silicon in certain explofJK
The following composition is given : Ammonium oitra

(73 per cent.), charcoal (2
- 5 per cent.), dinitrotoluei

(14-5 per cent.), and silicon (10 per cent.).—G. W. Mel 1
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United States Patent.

Pyroieehniral Compositions ; Process for Making .

M. Magnard, Salaise. U.S. Pat. 759,387, May 10,

1904.

Five kilos, of gum-arabic are mixed wiih 5 kilos, of mag-
nesium carbonate, j litres of water are added, and the

mixture is healed to 50° C. ; 1 kilo, of white phosphorus

is then added, and the mixture allowed to eool to 25 C.

under continuous agitation, when 2 - 5 kilos, of red ochre

and 3 kilos, of potassium chlorate are put in. The product

resulting is then powdered.— L. F. G.

XXIII.-ANALYTICAL CHEMISTRY,

APPARATUS, ETC.

Pyrometers suitable fur Metallurgical Work. Report by

B. \. Hadfield, .1. E. Stead, and H. II. Brough. Iron

and Steel Inst., .May 1904.

A description, with illustrations, of a number of pyro
meters is uiven. In the Baird and Tatlock pyrometer the

electromotive fore- developed by the difference in tempe
rat a re id' two similar ther -electric junctions opposed to

one another, is measured. Bristol's recording air pyrometer
consists of a porcelain bulb connected by a capillary tube

to a recording pressure-gauge. It allows of the measure
ment of temperatures of high ranges and gives continuous
records on a moving chart. In the Callendar and Griffiths'

thermometers the increase in resistance of a platinum wire

with rise of temperature is observed. The principle on which
the Le Chateller pyrometer is based, is the conversion of
heat into an electric current and the determination of the
electromotive force of the current produced. By the

Atesure and Nnuel optical pyrometer the temperature of

incandescent bodies is measured by observation of the
luminous tint of the light emitted by them. The Roberts-
Austen pyrometer is of the recording electrical tvpe. The
Rosenhain- Chalmers optical pyrometer measures the tem-
perature of a hot body by comparing the intensity of the

ight emitted by the body with that of the light given out
by a comparison body at a known temperature. The
Siemens electric pyrometer is a platinum resistance thermo-
meter. In the Siemens water-pyrometer, the degree of heat
imparted to a known volume of water by a metal cylinder
which has been exposed to the temperature to be measured,
is determined. The Uehling pneumatic pyrometer is based
upon the laws governing the flow of air through small
apertures ; it is combined with an autographic recorder.
By the Wanner optical pyrometer the temperature is mea-
mred by determining the quantity of light radiated from
he hot body. A comparison is n ade, by polarisation, of
he lays of the temperature to be measured with the rays
f a known temperature emitted by an electric lamp. The
Wiboryh tliermopliones consist of small cylinders which
xplode with a sharp crack at the end of an interval of
ime corresponding to the temperature of the furnace. A list

f English patents relating to pyrometry and a bibliography
f the subject are also given.— A. S.

English Patents.

,ids nr Covers for Crucibles. .1. II. II. Appleyard, Hud-
dersfield, and \V. Cranfield, Halifax. Eng. Hat. 11,242,
June 27, 190.3.

' n i RS for porcelain or other crucibles are constructed with
le interior surface of Ihe lid convex or inclining down-
ards, from the outer upper-edge to the centre. By this
tethod of construction anything that gplashes up, on to the
1 gravitates to tha centre, and falls back into the crucible.
stead of running down to the edge and being lost.

— \V. il. ( ,

npdi; Manufacture of . The Morgan Crucible Co.,
Ltd., and J. C. Fox, Battersea. Eng. Pat. 1695, Jan. 22.
1904.

•ue base or underside of the cupel is hollowed out, so that
e litharge may penetrate the mass, flowing laterally,

not reach the floor of the oven on which the cupel resl

it is liable to do with a cupel having the usual Hat base,

_E. s.

French Patent.

Alcovinometer [Alcoholometer] ; Capillary . Sue.

I.. I.egrand et Lafaverge. Fr. Pat.338,291, Dec.3,1903.

For the determination of alcohol in wines advantage is

taken of the height to which the wine ascends in a capillary

tube starting fiom a constant level. The wine is placed in a

receiver up to a constant level determined by a needle-point.

The containing vessel and capillary tube are made in one
pice, which is levelled on an adjustable stand; when the

vessel has been filled with wine, the latter is forced up the

capillary tube by pressure on a piece of rubber tubing, the

height at which the column stands is then read off and
corrected for temperature.—J. F. B.

INORGANIC-QUALITA TI VE.

Mercuric Chloridt ; Delicate Reaction for [inCalomel
null other Mercurous Preparations']. A. Moulcu.
[/Union Pharm., : .n>4. 45, 147— 14S.

A reagent is prepared by dissolving 2 grms. of diphenyl-

carlia/.ide in 100 c.c. of 90 per cent, alcohol, and 10 c.c. of

50 per cent, ae.etic acid. When solution is complete, the

volume is made up to 200 c.c. A few drops of this reagent

are added to the aqueous solution to be tested, followed by
a few c.c. of 10 per cent, sodium acetate solution. In the

presence of mercuric chloride a characteristic blue colour
is produced. The presence of 1 part in 1 ,000,000 can he
readily detected by this reaction. It is specially applicable

for the detection of mercuric salt in calomel, in wash waters
from other mercurial preparations, and in mercurous iodide.

—J. O. B.

INORGANIC—QUANTI TA TI VE.
Gelatinous Precipitates ; Filtration ami Ignition of .

M. Ilittrieh. Her., 1904, 37, 1840—1842.

The filtration of gelatinous precipitates, and especially of
those which, like aluminium and ferric hydroxides, become
slimy on heating, can be considerably accelerated by
adding to the precipitate, before filtration, filter-paper

shaken up with water so as to form a pulp. One filter-

paper of 7— 11 cm. diameter, according to the quantity of
precipitate, is usually sufficient. The filtration and washing
can then be earned out very quickly. In the ignition, care
must be taken that the whole of the filter-paper is com-
pletely burnt, this generally requiring repeated careful
anil cautious shaking, so as to change the position of the
mass. The ignited precipitate then consists, not of hard
lumps, but of an extremely fine powder. Ferric hydroxide
precipitates, treated in this way, may be placed in the
crucible in the wet state and ignited without any (ear of
reduction taking place. When it is required to dissolve a
precipitate and re-precipitate it, the filter-paper and preci-

pitate are placed in the original beaker, in which they are

boiled with moderately concentrated acid until the precipi-

tate is dissolved and the filter paper converted into a coarse
pulp; the precipitant is then added and the liquid filtered.

In the separation of ferric hydroxide and alumina by fusion

with caustic soda, the fine division of the precipitate by the
filter pulp makes it extremely ready of attack by the soda.
The grinding of ignited precipitates in au agate mortar, in

oiiler to treat them with various reagents, is also obviated.

—T. II. P.

Bleaching Powder; New Method far the Technical
Analysis of . U. Roberto and F. Roucali. L'Ind.
Chimica, 6, 93-95 ; Chem. Ceutr., 1904, 1, 1294.

The method is based upon the fact that when chlorine
water is added to an aqueous solution of hydrazine sulphate,
nitrogen is evolved, in accordance with the equatioa

—

NjH^HjSQ, + 2CI2 = X., + 4HC1 + II.,so.

100 c.c. of water, 2—3 grms. of hydrazine sulphate and
30 c.c. of dilute sulphuric acid are introduced info a
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;jno— 400 c.c. flu-k, and Ihc latter is closed with a doublet-

bored ,' irk carrying a funnel-tube and a gas-outlet tube.

10 grins, of the bleaching powdei are well mixed with

water and the whole made up to 1 litre. The hydrazine

sulphate solution is heated to boiling, and after the air is

expelled from the flask, 100 c.c. of the bleaching powder

solution ( = l grm. of the sample) are introduced through

the funnel-tube, followed by 30—40 e.c. of water, the

solution in the flask being kept boiling. The nitrogen is

colleced in the usual way, and from fie volume corrected

to 0° ('. ami 76u mm. pressure, the percentage oi available

chlorine i- calculated.— A. S.

Iron mid Zirconium; Separation of by Means «/

Nitroso-0 naphthol. G. von Enorre. Z. angew. (hem.,

1904, 17, 641—647, 676—678.

Iron and zirconium in chloride solutions containing oxalic

acid ean be quantitatively separated by means of nitroso-0-

naphthol, if the solution be strongly acidified with hydro-

chloric acid, ami then heated to boilingbefore precipitating

the iron. The method was carried out as follows. 50 c.c.

of ferric chloride solution (= (J- 11.31 grm. of ferric oxide)

and lOOc.c. of zirconium chloride solution (= 0*309 grta. of

zirconium dioxide) were mixed together, and 20 e.c. of X I

oxalic aeid solution added, followed by 5 c.c. of hydrochloric

aeid of sp.gr. 1*12; the solution was then treated with

hi e.e. of 90 per cent, acetic acid, heated to boiling, and tin-

iron precipitated bj a hot solution of 1*5 gnus, of nitroso-

jS-naphthol in 10 e.c. of acetic acid. The precipitate was

filtered off cold, washed, diied, ignited, and weighed as

ferric oxide. In the filtrate the zirconium can be precipi-

tated by ammonia, either directly, or preferably after

destroying the organic matter by boiling with potassium

chlorate and hydrochloric aeid. In most eases, however,

it would bo better to precipitate iu a fresh portion of the

original solution the iron and zirconium together by ammonia

and determine the zirconium by difference. In the case of

sulphate solutions, the precipitation of zirconium is not

completely prevented by oxalic acid, but the separation

can be readily effected in presence of tartaric aeid. The

solution containing iron and zirconium i~ treated with

tartaric acid, a slight excess ofammonia is added to dissolve

the precipitate produced, the clear liquid diluted to about

200 e.e., slightly acidified with hydrochloric acid. 10—20 c.c.

of acetic acid added, the solution heated to boiling and the

iron precipitated, whilst stirring, with a hot solution of

nitroso-5-naphthol in acetic acid. The procedure is then

the same as described above. (See also this J.. 1SS9, 819 ;

1S92, 713; 1893,711; and If 97, 67.)— A. S.

Ferrous Sails; Conversion of , into Ferric Salts for

Volumetric Determinations orfor Separation of Iron with

Manganese. It. 1.. de Koninck. Hull. Sue. Chim. Belg.,

1904, 18, 90—92.

A --oi rioN of pure ferrous chloride, completely oxidised

by means of bromine, is decomposed on heating, a basic

salt being precipitated. Alter boiling the solution, with or

without the addition of hydrochloric acid, the presence of a

ferrous ? ali cm be detected on addition of potassium ferri-

cyanide. Thus ferric bromide, in solution, is dissociated

hy boiling, even in presence of hydrochloric acid or a

chloride; the author concludes thai the use of bromine as

xidising agenl foT ft rrous salts should be avoided when

an excess hi bromine is undesirable in the solution.

—T. !•'. H.

Cupric Saks; Precipitation of by Potassium

Hydroxide. I.. I., de Koninck. Bull. Soc. Chim. Belg.,

104, 18, B9 90.

'I'm: presence of a larg ss of alkali nitrate does not, as

is stated in several works on analytical chemistry, prevent

the complete precipitation of cupric salts by potassium

hydroxide ; the solvent action attributed to the nitrate i~

probably due to the use ol a large excess of alkali in the

precipitation or to the presence of organic matter in the

reagents used— '1'. 1'. I'..

Cyanogens Volumetri I' ol' .

.1. McDowall. num. News, 1904, g9,

I'm author recommends, for the rapid determination of

cyanides, e.g. i'.i the valuation of potassium cyanide foi

gold extraction, titration with a standardised solution of

copper sulphate to whi mia has been

added. The presence of chlorides has no influence on the

results.— A. S.

Silcr 'in Silver Alloys']; Proposed Mollification of
Volhard's Method of Determining . < '. Soitsema.

Z. angew. (hem.. 1904, 17, 647—650.

Bosi (this J., 1904,470) ha- proposed to alter Volhard's

method by adding directly sufficient standardised thiocyanate

solution to precipitate nearly the whole of the silver, then

Altering, adding the iron indicator and tinishiuf; the titration

with the clear filtrate. The author finds that whilst the

sensitiveness of the final reaction is eonsiderablj in 1

hv the alteration, the accuracy is, in certain cases impaired.

.

',
. iii six tests with 1000, 1001, 1008, 1003,

1004, and 1005 mgrms. respectively of pun silver, after

adding to the solution 100 e.e. of standard thiocyanate

solution (1 e.e. = 10 mgrms. of silver), and filtering, the

amounts of dilute thiocyanate solution required to produce

a yellow colour m the filtrate wen- 0, I, 3, 7, 14, and 20

drops, insfc a 1 of there being a regular increase of 20 drops

(= 1 mgrm. of silver) in each case. In other tests, also

variable resides were obtained, and these Bre slu wn by the

author to be due to the " adsorption " by the silver thio-

cyanate precipitate of soluble silver salt, and also of the

soluble thiocyanate. The author concludes that Hose's

proposed modification may give rise to false results and

should therefore not be used.—A. S.

Tin. Assay of , and Solubility oj Cosmic,

.J. II. Collins. Inst. Min. Metall., May 19, L904

Fob practical purposes on the mine, tiie author recommends

vanning; for scientific determinations the old Ecole des

Mines method of reducing by fusion with potassium cyanide

and weighing as metallic tin, due precautions being taken

when lead, bismuth, arsenic, antimony, .x ., are present.

In the assay of " black tin" by the direct fusion method,

he deprecates a previous cleansing by boiling with aeid,

cassilerice nut being altogether insoluble under SUCh treat-

ment, 'lhe results of n number of experiments on the

solubility of different forms of native oxide of tin in dilute

sulphuric and hydrochloric acids iu presence of met tl

are then recorded, and the author concludes that it

the " wood-tin " varieties which are in any importan

soluble— some varieties being almost c
|

under the conditions named.—.1. II. C.

Coppers Quanlitativi Electrolytic Precipitation </

T. W. Richards and II. Bisb'ee. J. Amer. L'heiu Sue

1904, 26, 530—536.

AjKONG the conditions upon which the rapid depos

the copper depends are the area of the c

centration of the solution. The best conditions are thu

oblaini d by employing a thin film of the liquid heti

large surfaces, such as the annular space between tv

centric platinum crueibh s or dislu s, separated hy a -

made of thit As the electrolysis t

lhe current density can be automatically diminished, b

employing ,1 single storage cell without resistatn

copper solution was used for the experiments and it wt

found that the time of deposition was approximately 11

ortional to the concentration. I • II- T.

Leads [Determination oj ] in Citric and Tartm

Acids, t I . Bennett, (.'hem. and 1 904, 6'

si;..

\, so to A II. Bennett, the results obtained in tl

col 1 metric determinn id by means of sodin

sulphide ere slightly higher when distilled ivater is used f

the preparation of the standard colours than when pa

solutions of ammonium citrate or tartrate arc employed,

originnllx proposed In WaringtOU. The author linds tl
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although a slight difference is discernible when the propor-

tion of lend is greater than about 20 parts per million, the

discrepancy is practically negligible with small t amounts.

If, therefore, when the amount of lead is greater than

_'o parts per million, the solution be diluted before being

tested, the great drawback to Warington's method, \i/,., the

impossibility of obtaining commercially samples of citric

and tartaric acids quite free from lead, mav bj overcome.
—A. S.

Carbon Dioxide; Rapid Method for the Volumetric

Determination of . T. Macara. Analyst, 1U01, 29,
152—153.

The process is based on the fact that barium carbonate

behaves like an alkali towards Methyl Orange. A known
quantity of the substance (equivalent to not more than

Si- 5 grins, of calcium carbonate) is placed in the flask A,

and water, free from carbon dioxide, is added. A consider-

able excess of saturated barium hydroxide solution is

placed in the flask B, together with a few drops of

phenolphthalein solution, a little of the mixture being also

placed in the safety funnel E. The two flasks are now
onnected, hydrochloric acid is added by the runnel C, and

J:he contents of A gradually raised to boiling, the flask II

jeing vigorously shaken meanwhile. When all carbon
lioxide has passed over, the flasks are disconnected, dilute

lydrochlorie acid is added to the contents of li through a
uunel attached at D until all free barium hydroxide has

>een neutralised. 2 or 3 c.c. of barium hydroxide are added
o make the solution again alkaline, and the flask is well

haken. The contents of E and li are now mixed,
eutralised exactly with N/10 hydrochoric aeid, and the

arium carbonate titrated with N/10 hydrochloric acid after

doing Methyl Orange as indicator. Should sulphides,

alphites, chlorine, bromine, or nitrites be present in the

lhstanee, the usual precautions must be taken by adding
)pper sulphate or chromate to the evolution flask. With
le latter, sulphuric acid must be used instead of bydro-
doric acid.—W. P. S.

•ulphur ; Forms in which occurs in Coal; their

Calorific Values and Effects on the Accuracy of
the Healing Powers, calculated by Dutony's formula.
E. E. Somermeier. 11., page 601.

ORGANIC—QUALITA TIVE.
utter; Distinction of Natural from Artificial .

A. Quartaroli. Staz. sperim. agrar. ital., 37, 18—23.
Cheru. Centr., 1904, 1, 1373—1374.

iKelli and Carcano (Staz. sperim. agrar. ital., 25, ">
jposed to detect adulteration of butter bv detenu

s molecular weight from the lowering of its freezing-

point in benzene solution according to Kaoult's method, but
were unable to detect additions of les< than 25 per cent, of

margarine. The author ob.ains better results by the fol-

lowing method depending on the same principle. 30 gnus.
of the sample are inelted at 60' (

'. in a dry porcelain dish,

and tillered through u dry filter, 5

—

I) c.c. of the filtrate are
made up to nearly 50 c.c. with acetic aeid, the mixture is

allowed to stand for 24 hours in a hermetically-closed flask,

then filtered rapidly, and the Cryoscopie determination made
immediately in a Beckjnaim's apparatus. The results given
in the following table show that whilst the lowering of the

freezing point scarcely varies in duvet proportion to the
amount of margarine present, yet the presence of 10 per
rent, of the latter can he detected.
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.

.\u. 2 .. .

Xo. n After 20 f

Xo. 2 )' daj . '(
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—A. S.

Lard ; Detection of ( 'ocoanut Oil in . F. Morr-choek.
Z. Unters. Nahr.- u. Genussm., 1904, 7, 5SG

—

587.

The results of the experiments given show that pure lard
is only slightly soluble in 95 per cent, alcohol. This
soluble portion has a considerably higher iodine value (70)
than the original lard ; it has a + refraction, bat tho
saponification value does not appreciably alter. The
presence of a small quantity of eocoanut oil in the lard
distinctly alters the composition of the fractiou soluble in

alcohol. The saponification value is increased, compared
with that of the original mixture, the iodine value is

lower, and the refraction is negative. The alcohol-soluble
portion of a mixture containing 10 per cent, of eocoanut
oil had an iodine value of 16*56, against 54 - o.'ifor the
original mixture; a saponification value of 221-6 against
204 2, and a refract ion of -3-4 compared with — 1 • 9.

— W. P. S.

Quinine, Detection of , by J .1 . Andre's [Thalleio-
quin] Reaction. E. I.eger. J. I'har.n. Chim., 1904,19
281—284, 434— 435.

It is shown that the green colour-reaction obtained with
salts of quinine in the presence of ammonia and free
bromiue or chlorine depends entirely upon the amount of
the latter present. It is, therefore, necessary to employ a
definite quantity of bromine solution to obtain a positive
reaction. By adding 1 drop only of saturated bromine
water to 10 c.c. of the quinine solution, agitating, then
adding 1 drop of ammonia, without shaking, a green zone
is formed at the line of contact, with a dilution of I : 20,000
"f quinine. The Swiss and Italian Pharmacopoeias adopt
this test to indicate the amount of quinine in the "total
alkaloids" of the official cinchona bark. The 0-5 grm.
which the 10 grms. of bark should yield, is directed to be
dissolved in 100 c.c. of water by the aid of a little acetic
acid. If the hark meets the official requirement of con-
taining 1 per cent, of quinine, this will give a 1 : 1000
solutioj. The bromine reagent is directed to consist of
1 c.c. of freshly prepared saturated bromine water and
99 c.c. of distilled water. To 10 c.e. of this reagent, 1 c.c.

of the alkaloidal solution is added, then 5 or 6 drops of
ammonia. A green colour should be produced. If instead
of employing the bromine reagent of the strength indicated,
one of half the strength be employed, a green colour may
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lie obtained with 0-5 c.c. of the alkaloidal solution almost

as iuter.se as with the official quantity. The colour re-

action depends, therefore, not on the amount of quinine

present, but on the dilution of the bromine resgent. Other

tests confirme the new that the reaction is useless for

quantitative purposes.—J. O. B.

ORGA NIC—QUANTITA TIVE.

•i Mil fan a n-nh other

J. Pharm. Chim.,1904,
Quinine; Determination of ,

Cinchona Alkaloids. E. Leger.

19,427—434.

It is found that, although quinine may he precipitated from

a solution of cinchona alkaloids as basic tartrate by means

of solution of Bochelle salt, and the precipitate does not

carry down the other buses, the same is not the case with

cinchonidine, precipitated as tartrate under similar condi-

tions. This precipitate is found to he largely contaminated

with the other alkaloids. Consequently the method of

i ludemans alone, based on the polarimetric reading of the

solution of the tartrates is inapplicable to the case of the

determination of quinine in " total alkaloids," although it

gives very accurate results with quinine and cinchonidine

only. The method of ( larles also, in which the crystallised

quinine sulphate is weighed as such, gives good results with

harks rich in quinine and poor in cinchonidine ; but is

unsatisfactory with those in which the cinchonidine is in

preponderance. The author proposes to combine the two

methods. In the first place, the basic sulphates of quinine

and conchinidine are obtained in a crystalline form,

employing a saturated solution of qninine sulphate, instead

of water, as the solvent of the sulphates of the other

alkaloids
;
these sulphates of quinine and cinchonidine are

then converted into tartrates in a cold saturated solution

of quinine and cinchonidine tartrates. The rotation of

the mixed tartrates is then determined as in Oudemans
method. The details of the process are as follows. The
total alkaloids in the form of basic sulphates are treated

in a conical flask with a boiling mixture of 5 c.c. of water

and 75 c.c. of aqueous solution of quinine sulphate saturated

in the cold. The mixture is then heated over the naked

flame to complete solution, and set aside for lit hours to

Crystallise. In this manner the sulphates of quinine and

cinchonidine are separated, whilst the sulphates of the

other bases remain in the mother liquor of saturated

quinine sulphate. The crystalline sulphates are collected

on a tared filter comprising a funnel, a perforated porcelain

disc, and a ronnd flannel filter pad, drained by a vacuum,

washed with saturated solution of quinine sulphate and

finally with 2 c.c. of distilled water. After draining, the

crystalline cake of sulphates is first dried in the air,

then at 30 C. The funnel, the disc, and the flannel

pad are dried and weighed as well as the crystals. The
crystalline mass is then powdered, 0-7 gnu. weighed off

into a conical flask, treated with 40 c.c. of saturated

solution of tartrates of quinine and cinchonidine previously

heated to bi iling, and the mixture heated until solution is

complete. To the hot solution 2 c.e. of solution of sodium-

potassium tartrate, containing 0-S5 grm. per c.c, are added.

After 24 hours, the crystalline precipitate of double

tartrates i- collected on two counterpoised filters, and
washed, first with saturated solution of quinine ml cintj

ehonidine tartrates, then with S c.c. of water. The Altera

are then drained and pressed between bibulous paper, the

contents withdrawn, the filters and tartrates dried separately

in the air until constant, then weighed. The index of

rotation is then determined a~ in Oudemau's method
according to bis formulae

—

21.VS x x + 131-3(100 - a) = 100 x am
in which am = the observed rotation of the mixed tartrate-.

Hence

—

100 o 1,1

* = 216-8 - tsrs

in which 215 8 is the rotatory index of quinine tartrate,

and 131-3 that of cinchonidine tartrate. The quantity

of quinine tartrate TQ in the mixed tartrates 'I'M will

be therefore- -

Til - :

^Q =
luo (215-8 - t

and the corresponding amount of quinine Q will be

—

Ml x TM linn., m - 131

Q = m I'"' (215-8 - I31'3)

324 being the mol. wt. of quinine and 40S that of quinine

tartrate. With mixtures of quinine, cinchonidine and

cinchonino sulphates the method has afforded verj accurate

results.—J. O. B.

Methyl Alcohol; Determination of , in Formaldehyde.

B. Gnehm and 1-'. Kaufler. Z. angew. Client., 19(M, 17,
G73

—

ti7(e

N'lxicr'i grms. of the sodium salt of snlphanilie acid are

dissolved in 35 c.c. of boiling water, and rapidly cooled,

with agitation. To the enigma, 20 c c. of the formaldehyde

are added and occasionally shaken during 3—4 hours; the

aldehyde is thus fixed. Next 30—35 c.c. are distilled over,

made up to 50 c.c, and weighed in a pyenometer, thus

obtaining the specific gravity of the methyl alcohol; 'his

specific gravity must be known to four places of decimals,

and the temperature must therefore be carefully adjusted or

allowed for. Traces of a body, not formaldehyde, which

reduces ammoniacal silver nitrate, are always found in the

distillate. The maximum error observed in applying this

method was 0-5—0-6 grm. in 100 c.c.— \V. A. I

Formaldehydt and Trioxymcthylcne ; Determination nf
. C. Kleber. Pharm. Rev., 22, 34. Pharm. J.,

1904, 72, 682.

A i iiMT.MH \ ieii solution of sodium bisulphite is treated

with sodium hydroxide solution till all odour of free

sulphurous arid lias disappeared, and is then diluted until

30 c.c of it exactly neutralise 50 c.c. of .VI sodium

hydroxide solution. Formaldehyde and trioxymethylene
I

act towards this solution as alkalis. 5 c.c. of the formal-

dehyde solution, or 2 gnus, of trioxymethylene with a few

c.c. of water, are titrated, in presence of phenolpbthalein,

with the' bisulphite solution, until the red colour is
.

destroyed, and does not reappear on warming. —A. S.

Tartaric Acid; Neir Method for Determination of .

H. Ley. Pharm. Zeit., 1904, 49, 149.

Tin; method is based on the complete insolubility of zinc

tartrate in alcohol and in acetic acid, so that by their

employment the precipitation of byurated carbonate or

other basic compounds of zinc is avoided.

Tartaric Acid.—A fi w iecigrms. of the acid are diss

in water or alcohol; the solution is gently warmed, then

treated with alcoholic solution of zinc acetate in excess;

after standing for some time in the warm, from 100 t

150 c.c. of alcohol, and 5 c.e. of 50 per cent, acetic acid are

added and the mixture is kept for about 10 minutes on the

water-oath. Alter coiling, the precipitate is c 'Heeled,

washed with alcohol, dried, calcined, redissolved in a litUl

nitric acid, again calcined, and weighed as zinc oxide.

Potassium Ai id Tartrate.— With pure cream ol tartar tht

process is conducted as above, the first solution, however

being obtained by beating with the smallest possible quantit}

of water, which is then precipitated with aqueous zinc acetate

solution. In etude urgol the whole of the tartaric acii

must first be converted into potassium tartrate, by digestim

with potassium carbonate, a few dn ps of pheuolphtlmleii

b.-ing used as indicator to avoid excels of alkali. I i

solution thus obtained is made up to a known volume

after standing, an aliquot part is taken for the determinate

which is then conducted as described above. The nn the

may be applied to the determination of tartaric acid i

wines, but the tannin present must be first eliminated I

treatment with animal charcoal.—.1. O. B.

Morphine in Opium; Determination nf . '

Schidrowitz. Analyst. 1904, 29, 144—148.

The following method is described, being based to

certain extent on the process given in the I'liarmacopffi

Germanica l\ . Six grms. of powdered opium arc mix'

into a cream with 6 c.c. of water, aud then transferred to

101 cc. Erlenmeyer flask, which has previously be

counterpoised. I he weight of opium aud water is tli

up to 54 grms. After shaking the contents of t

flask for 1 hour, the whole is poured on a filter. Exac
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42 grms. of the filtrate are shaken for half a minute with

2 grms. of a solution of sodium salicylate containing

50 grms. per 100 c.c. and again filtered. 36 grms. of filtrate

arc collected, 15 c.c. of ether are added, and then 5*2 c.e.

of ammonia solution prepared by mixing 17 grm.9. of

ammonia (sp. gr., 0*960) with 88 grms. of water. The
whole is vigorously shaken for In minutes aud allowed to

stand for 24 hours, when the ether is poured on a filter,

15 c.c. of fresh ether are added to the flask, cautiously

shaken, and again poured on the Biter together with the

aqueous portion. The greater pat t of the crystals remain
in the flask and are washed with 3 quantities of 5 c.c. of

water saturated with ether. Of each 5 c.e , 3 c.c. are used
to rinse the flask, aud 2 c.e. run directly on the filter.

The filter and its contents are then pressed between blotting-

paper, and the greater part of the crystals returned to the

flask. The filter aud flask are dried at 5b'
J C, when the

crystals remaining on the filter are readily transferred to

the flask The crystals are now dissolved in 25 c.c. of

N 10 sulphuric acid, and the excess of acid titrated back
with X, lo alkali, using Methyl Orange as indicator. The
amount of morphine in the sample is then calculated from
the equation

—

.r x ii- 7575 +. T
'

s
(.r < 0-75 7 5)" per cent, of morphine where

x=the number of c.c. of N/10 acid used.

Test analyses are given which show that the method is

accurate.—W. P. S.

JVu.r Vomica, Ignatius Beans, Ipecacuanha, and Cinchona
Bark ;

[Alkaloidal] Assay of . E. Leger. J. l'harm.

Chim., 1904, 19, 479-484.

JVuj- Vomica : First Method.—An amount of the powdered
drug, equivalent to 12 grms. of the dry substance, is agitated

for 5 minutes, with a mixture of 20 c.c. of chloroform
and 100 c.c. of ether, sp. gr , 0'721. 5 c.c. of a mixture of

equal volumes of solution of ammonia and distilled water
are then added, and the mixture is well agitated occasionally
for 3 hours; 80 c.c. of the liquid are filtered off (corres-

ponding to 8 grms. of the original powder), and shaken
out successively with 25, 15, and lo c.c. of a solution of

2 c.c. of hydrochloric acid in 48 c.c. of water. The acid

extracts are mixed, the alkaloids liberated with a slight

excess of dilute ammonia, and shaken out twice with 50 c.r.

of the above ether-chloroform mixture ; the bulked alka-

loidal solutions are washed with 2 c.c, of water, and the

solvent is then distilled off in a small tared flask, the

residue dried at 100° C. and weighed. The amount of

/alkaloids thus found should be about 2'5per cent.

Second Method.—A modified l'rollius's extraction men-
struum, consisting of solution of ammonia 4 c.c, absolute
Ucohol 1 '3 c.c, ether sp. cr. ()• 72 1 , 130 c.c, may be employed
nstead of the ether-chloroform mixture. In this case,

180 c.c. are taken for the 12 grms. of powder operated
)n. After macerating for 12 hours, 150 c.c. are filtered off,

ind distilled in two portions from a small flask. The
•residue is dried, first on the water-hath, then at 100° C.,

In the drying oven ; then dissolved in 12 c.c of a mixture

j
jif hydrochloric acid 1 c.c. and water 14 c.c by heating
he rubber-corked' flask on the water bath and well agitating
fter the fatty matter has melted. When the solution is cold,
his adheres to the sides of the flask. The acid liquid is

Uttered through a small paper, 10 c.c. of the filtrate are
i-'ndcred alkaline with ammonia, and the alkaloids shaken
ut with three successive 20 c.c. of chloroform. The bulked
ihloroform extracts are washed with 2 c.e. of water, then
jistilled; the residue dried at 100° C. and weighed. The
eight y. 12 gives the percentage of alkaloids.

Ignatius Beans.—The equivalent of 12 grms. of the dry
aterial is weighed off, and treated as described under

j ix vomica by the first method. Ignatius beans are some-
aes richer in alkaloids than mix vomica, G. Sandor
'uhresberieht der Pharm., 1896, 135), having found
11 to 3 22 per cent.

1 Ipecacuanha : First Method.—Similar to the first method
r nux vomica, but adding 2 c.c. of solution of ammonia
d 8 c.c. of water to the ether-chloroform extraction fluid

;

iceration is conducted for one hour only, after which th(

wdered drug is aggregated by the addition of 10 c.c. of
ter

; 100 c.c. of liquid, equivalent to 10 grms. of drug.

are filtered off. The amount of total alkaloids should not
fall below 2 per cent.

Second, Method.—Similar in all respects to the second
method for mix oom :ca.

( 'inchona Bark.—The method is based on Portes' modifi-

fication of the I'rollius method. A weight of powdered
bark equivalent to ti grms. of dry material is macerated for

1 hour with 6 c c of solution of ammonia, and 24 c.e. of 90
per cent, alcohol ; 120 c.c. of ether (sp. gr., 0'72l) are then
added and maceration continued for 6 hours with occasional
agitation. 120 c.c. cf filtrate are collected (equivalent to
4-8 grms. of the dry drug), distilled to dryness in several

small portions, aud the perfectly dry residue dissolved in

12 c.c of a mixture of hydrochloric acid, 1 c.c. in water
14 c.c. The acid alkaloidal solution is pass,- l through a
small filter, and 10 c.c. of the filtrate are rendered alkaline
with 2 c.c. of solution of ammonia, and 2 c.c of water, and the

liberated alkaloids shaken out with three successive 20 c.c.

of chloroform. The bulked chloroformic extracts are
washed with 2 c.e. of water filtered, then distilled from a
small tared flask, and dried to constant weight at loo° 0. and
vt eighed. The weight x 2 5 = the percentage of total alkaloids.

—J. O. B.

XXfV.-SCIENTlFIC & TECHNICAL NOTES.

Badioactiuity.unil Matter. C. Winkler. Ber., 1904, 37
1655— 1GG2.

The author discusses the question whether the so-called
radio-active elements are elements, or whether radio-activity
is not a purely physical process, somewhat similar to the
magnetism of magnetite. He considers that the question
will be satisfactorily answered only when larger quantities
of the radio-active substances have b^en isolated and
subjected to a more thorough chemical examination.—A. S.

Emanium. An Emanating Substance. F. Giesel.

Ber., 1904, 37,' 1696— 1699.

Tin-: emanation obtained from pitchblende (this J., 1903,
322) has been further investigated. The anhydrous chloride
or bromide phosphoresces, the spectrum being discontinuous,
and containing 3 lines lying between red and bluish-green.
The glass in which the substance is preserved is coloured
violet, whilst paper is turned brown and disintegrates. The
activity of the solid reaches a maximum about 1 month after
its separation from solution, and the emission of 0-vays
diminishes the longer the solid has been kept in solution,
and the more dilute the solution. These properties point to

j

the presence of a new element, which is named " Emanium "

i and which appears to belong to the rare earths. The
scintillations produced on a Sidot's fluorescent screen are
much brighter and larger than those produced by radium.
A spinthariscope containing emanium is therefore more
effective than one containing radium or polonium.—L. F. G.

Silicon ; Apparent Volatilisation of in Hydrogen.
A. Dufour. Comptes rend., 1904, 138, 1169—1170.

In' vacuum tubes containing arsine, the metallic arsenic
deposited by the discharge is displaced, when the discharge
is taking place, by a simple process of distillation, and
depositB on the coolest part of the tubes ; by artificial cooling
it can be made to deposit at any desired part of the tube.
With silicon hydride, however, this is not the case ; the
silicon deposits always in the Faraday's dark space. The
author considers that the silicon is not volatilised, but
converted by the free hydrogen into silicon hydride, which
is decomposed at that particular part of the tube.—J. T. 1).

Aluminium, Mercuric Chloride, anil Benzene ; Reaction
hetween W. Gulewitsch. Ber., 1904, 37, 1560— 1564.

If a mixture of 10 grms. (1 mol.) of aluminium turnings,
and 151 grms. ('. i mols.) of mercuric chloride, be covered
with 15 grms. of benzene, the mass becomes heated, and
the benzene boils. The reaction is allowed to continue
under a reflux condenser and another 43 grms. of benzene
(2 mols. in all) are added. The mixture evolves hydro-
chloric acid, and is vigorously shaken towards the end of
the reaction. A reddish-brown layer of liquid is produced,

F 2
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Beer or wine ytast pressed, but not dried, is distributed in

a mixture of alcohol and watrr of about 40° C, and lett for

30— 40 hours, with occasional agitation ; it is then filtered.

The clear amber-coloured filtrate, with a few drops of

nitrobenzene, is introduced into a flask and shaken from
•time to time for 2-* hours, when the odour has almost
disappeared. The liquid does not give the reaction of
.aniline until the alcohol has beeu distilled off in a hydro-
chloric acid solution and the lesidue treated with an excess
of baiy ta and distilled with steam. The action ia increased

in the presence of sulphur.—L. J. de \\
r

.

Chromous Tartrate; Crystalline . G. Baage.
Comptes rend., 1904, 138, 121?—12«t>.

Moist chromous acetate is treated with a cold, boiled

solution of tartaric acid (1 : 3) in an atmosphere of carbon
dioxide. The acetate rapidly dissolves, giving a blue liquid.

The llask is immersed in a bath of boiling brine, and a blue
powder is deposited, whilst aqueous acetic acid distils off

The blue dep.nit is filtered off, whilst still maintaining the

atmosphere ot carbon dioxide, washed with boiled water
and dehydrated with alcohol, and finally with ether. The
salt has a pule blue colour and crystallises in the form of
microscopic jirismaiic crystals. It has a density of 2 - 33 at

15 i'., and is insoluble in water. Analysis indicated the

formula C4H4Cr06 . Chromcus tartrate is very readily

oxidised, and reduces ammoniacal silver nitrate. In contact
(with a concentiated solution of an alka'i carbonate, in

|
absence of air, it is converted into a double carbonate of

1 chromium protoxide. in dilute solutions, containing a

i large proportion of carbonate relatively to tartrate, the
' *ahne oxide nf chromium (Cr,t

)
, . 4li .< ) ; see this J., 1899,

3U5) is produced quantitatively on toiling.—J. F. li.

Erratum.

This J., 1899, 305, abstract of Bauge's article on " A New
(Hydrate of Chromous Oxide,"_/br " CrCr

3Oj
" throughout

i the abstract read " Cr3 4
."

{
Camphor Group; Metallo-organie Syntheses in the .

G. Oddo. Ber., 1904. 37, 1569—15:2.

(For the preparation of dicamphor and dicamphoquinone
from bromocamphor, magnesium powder gives better

(results than sodium, which was previously proposed :

—

|I84'8 grms. of bromocamphor, 19 '2 grms. of magnesium
powder and 800 c.c. of dry toluene are mixed in a large
flask uuder a reflux condenser and heated in an oil-bath.

When the reaction begins it is very violent lor the first

10 minutes, and the flask must be cooled. After the
paction has subsided, the contents of the flask are boiled

I or 24 hours ; the mixture is then treated with ice and
Acidified with dilute sulphuric acid. The volatile con-
stituents are removed by distillation with steam for
bur hours, and the residue is recrystallised from dilute

alcohol (yield 372 per cent.). The dicamphoquinone is

Extracted from this product by means of a mixture of light

letroleum spirit and benzene, and the dicamphor is

eparated from the residue by treatment with dilute acetic
|.cid.—J. F. B.

Ethane ; Action of Ozone on . W. A. Bone and
J. Drugman. Proc. Chem. Soc, 1904, 20, 12".

kHe authors have obtained ethyl alcohol by the interaction
|>f ethane and ozone at 1 00° C. Two experiments have been
arried out as follows : ethane and ozonised air (the latter

ontainiug about 2h per cent, of ozone) were separately led
,ito the top of a vertical, wide glass tube, about IS iuebes
5Dg, packed with glass beads and heated by a steam jacket.
'he proportions of the gases were so regulated that the ethaue
"as always present in large excess, under which conditions the
,zone entirely disappeared as the mixture slowly descended
;ie tube. The gases were then drawn through a series ot
ooled glass worms containing water for the absorption of
duble intermediate products. Each experiment extended
Tcr3or4 days, during which about 5 litres of ethane and 13
> 15 litres of the ozonised air passed through the apparatus.
ubsequent examination of the liquid from the coolers

showed that it contained ethyl alcohol, acetaldehyde, aud
traces of formaldehyde. At temperatures where" ethane
begins to react with oxygen with appreciable velocity, the
alcohol is oxidised s,, many turns faster than the ethane
that it is practically impossible actually to detect its

foi mation.

Prijesf.

Butter; Detection of Adulterating Matters in .

lid. of TV. J., May 26.

The " liulletiu Commercial." (Brussels) of 14th May states
that the Berlin Association of Batter Merchants is o.iermg
the following prizes:—

(1) 150/. tor the best method of detecting the presence
of palm fats in butter.

(2) 50/. for the best method of detecting the presence or
lard ia butter.

(3) ail', for the besl nielhoi of detecting the presence of
palm fats in lard.

The methods must be of a nature which will allow them
to be carried out in the course of one day in laboratories
established for the purpose, and must r>c able to detect the
presence of 15 per cent, ot adulterating matter. The fee
for each analysis must not exceed lis.

£rto 23oofeS.

Elements or' Water Bacteriology, with Special
Reference to Svmtaky Water Analysis. By
.Samuel C»te Prescott and C. E. Amouy Winslow,
Lecturers iu the Massachusetts fn-titnte of Technology.
John Wiley aud S.ms, New York, I'.S. America. 19u4.
Price bs. (k/. net. Chapman and Hall, Lt I., Loudou.

Small 8vo volume containing IIS pages of subject-matter,
an appendix of 9 pages, a list of references (bibliography)
of 14 pages, and indexes of authors and subject-matter
(20 pages). The following subjects are treated of:—
I. Bacteria in Natural Waters. 11. Quantitative Bacterio-
logical Examination of Waters. 111. Interpretation of
preceding. IV. Determination of the Number of Organisms
developed. V. Isolation of Specific Pathogens from Water.
VI. Isolating the Colon Bacillus. VII. and VIII. Signifi-

cance of aud Presumptive Tests for B. Coli in Water. IX.
Other Intestinal Bacteria. X. Significance aud Applica-
bility of the Bacteriological Examination.

Gas Works, their Construction* and Arrangement,
and the Manufacture and Distribution of Coal
Gas. Originally written by Samuel Huohes, C.E.
Ninth Edition, revised, with Notices of Recent Improve-
ments, by Henry O'Connor, Assoc. M. Inst. C.E.
Crosby Lockwood and Son, 7, Stationers' Hall Court,
Ludgate Hill. 1901. Price 6s.

Small 8vo volume, containing frontispiece, preface, and
410 pages of subject-matter, v/ith 75 illustrations.

The leading subjects treated of aie^ as follows:

—

I. Historic Sketch. II. Chemistry of Gas-Lb-hting. III.

Composition of Coal Gas. IV. Coal used in Gas Making.
V. Carbonisation. VI. General Construction. VII. Re-
torts and Betort Settings. V1U. I he Hydraulic Main and
Valves. IX. The Exhauster. X. Purification of Gas.
XI. Gas Holders. XII. Station Meter. X 1 1 1 . The Photo-
meter. XIV. The Governor, Regulator, Pressure Gauge,
and Pressure Register. XV. Residual Products. XVI.
Distribution. XVII. Consumers' .Meter. XVIII. Burners
and Glasses. XIX. Applications of Gas tor Heating,
Cooking, &c. XX. Explosions. XXI. Light Production.
XXII. Controlling Influences, affecting Quality and Volume.
XXIII. Public Lighting. XXIV. General Remarks (Naph-
thalene Removal ; Mond Gas ; Coke Ovens ; aud Acetylene
Gas). XXV. f'ue Sliding Scale.
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Cratoc ftcport.

I.—GENEUAL.
Natal; Import Tradk or . German vm> United

States Competition with the United Kingdom.

Bd. of Trade J., May 19, 1904.

The Board of Trade have received from Port Natal the

following statement, show ing the value of certain imports

into Natal, by sea, in 1803, from Germany ami the Un'ted

States of America, comprising goods which might have been

supplied by British manufacturers :

—

Goods.

Ale and 1 r

Apothecary v>..re

Candles
Cement
Cottons- piece, printed aim dyed
Kart hen ware
Glass—bottles

„ window
rtlassware
Malt
Medicines
Milk condensed
oilman ^ stores

Oils—othei than paraffin and linseed, &c.
Painter's colours
Paper-
Printing
Wrapping and brown

Perfumery
So ip

Spirits (not including perfumed)

Germany.

c
] 7,40.1

:i, Inn

Kfltl

S2,:iao

H'.niKi

12,500
4,000

2,700
11,000
11.nan
l.um
:t.i;mi

sou
l.SOll

5(10

n.con
.'.sun

2.100
i.ann

3,500

United
Stutes of

America.

A'

I. inn

8,700
..nun

1.ai 1(1

1,100

300

1,603

m. ;o >

s. villi

0.400
29,000

5.000

1,01111

1.511(1

•J. ion

-'.70(1

Switzerland ; Trade of—- in 1902.

Foreign Office Annual Series, No. ."1 jo.

Switzerland imported "chemicals" to the value of

1,497,000/. in 19015, as compared with 1,434,400/. in 1902;
"glass, pottery, and porcelain " amounted to 455,6002. in

1903 and 41-2,800/. in 1902.

Java; Trade of ix 1903.

Foreign Office Annual Series, No. 31G3.

The following table shows the exports of some articles

from Java and Madura during the year 1901-3:—

1901. 19113.

Copra Tons
i .inchonn bark-

Private Lb.
Government

Gum dammar ( !wts.

Gutta-percha Lb.
Hide* Pieces
[ndig Ll>.

India rubber
Quinine -initiate Oz
sugar (all kinds Do
Tin—

Private
1 iovernmenl

'J7,'2'-'n 13,781 15,155

3.076016 13,632.335 14,087,143
823,570 1,1126,210 s7:i.7:ii;

ar..'j;-j 35 i i 37,400
171'.n -± :.2:mm '.'•-'.sis

:,:.<> mi 029,490 500,684
1,111 310 l,12S,664 1.2:17.27 I

SO IBS al.ins 60,928
1,03 '.Mm 794,400 riiii.sim

676,795 B08.457 B69.295

I. 1 l.nr, 3,488
10,319 16,381

Cinchona Bark.—Although the total exports are some
what larger than those of 1902, the average unit price

obtained at lti auctions held in Amsterdam was slightly

better, viz., 7-06 against fi'90 c. (.'i c. » Id.), while at the
12 London auctions an average price of 1 ;'(/., or the same
us in 1902, was realised.

Copra.—From tin- official returns, it appears thai the

greater part was shipped in l'ort Said for Mars, ill -~ or
Amsterdam, the hulk probably going to the former port.

Indigo.—The increase in the indigo production may be
ascribed parti) to the larger acreage which, on account of
the more favourable prices paid for the article during the

previous year, was brought under cultivation, and partly
to the propitious weather espeiicm I while the crop was

in the ground. Good prices were paid at the Samarang
auctions ior the first eight months of the year, but latterly

results were less satisfactory. The hulk of the production

during the year found iis way to Japan, and this outlet

appears to have taken the place of the Amsterdam market,

which hitherto absorbed the greater part of the Java
product.

Prospects for the coming season are not so bright, as

buyers for Japan have withdrawn from the market, and
planters have lien forced to commence consigning their

indigo to the Amsterdam market, which is over-stocked,

apparently with the cheaper artificial indigo.

The prices obtained were much more satisfactory than in

the preceding year, the lowest point reached being the

equivalent of 7s. 3d. per cwt., as against Gs. 2u\ per cwt. in

1902.

Notwithstanding the low values of the last two years, only
five mills iu Java have been compelled to close.

Petroleum.- The imports of petroleum during 1903 were
slightly in excess of those of 1902. Of A neriean oil only
some 675,000 cases were brought in, against 813,898 and
1,344,085 nases iu 1902 and 1901 respectively. This was
no doubt due to the large stocks in hand at the close of

r.tn2. No reliable statistics are available for Kussian and
other brands, but the number of cases imported probably
showed an increase over the previous year.

The quantity of oil produced locally during the past three

years was as follows :--

Java, w onokromo .

Java, Blora

Cases
178,290

1,201,466

( Bytes.

1.205,533

Cases.
1 17,868

Sugar.—The production of sugar exceeded that of any
previous year, the total reaching nearly 35,000 tons in excess

of the year 1902. The results obtained, however, in the

various divisions of the islaud were very dissimilar. In
East Java, where the long dry monsoon was regarded as

likely to prove unfavourable to the production, heavy rains

fell early in the year, entirely altering the aspect of affairs,

and the quantity produced was 500,507 tons, as against

463,364 tons in 1902 and 436,032 tons in 1901 . The increase

in production amounted to about 8 per cent., although the

area planted for 1903 was about 1 per cent, less than in 1902.

In Mid Java heavy rains fell at frequent intervals during
the milling season, Hnd although the crop was the largest

so far produced, being 228,604 tons as compared with

222,546 tons in 1902 and 182,833 tons in 1901, the per-

centage of sugar in the cane wa9 very disappointing.

In West Java, where the weather was also unfavourable,

the crop obtained from practically the same area as in the

previous year amounted only to 153,907 tons, while in

1902 and 1901 the figures were 162,111 and 147.477 tons

respectively.

Alkali, &o. Works Hh.l [N'o. 202].

Ordered hy the House of Commons to be Printed,

Ma;i llth, I '.»'t.

A Hill to <on-.nli.late and amend the Alkali, &c. Works
Regulation Acts, 1881 and 1892. Presented by Mr. Wal
1 g. (See also this J., 1908, 1022, jeg.)

[N.I}.

—

Amendments of substance in the cristing law

are underlined.

1'vuT I.

Alkali Wotks and Alkali Wast, .

1. —(1) livery alkali work shall be carried on in sucl

manner a> to secure tie* condensation, to the satisfaction ol

the chief inspector, of the muriatic acid gas e\ olved in sucl

work, tn the extent of ninety -five per centum, and to such si

extent that in each cubic foot of air, smoke, or chimne;

gases, escaping from the works into the atmosphere, thcr

is not contained more than one-fifth part of a grain i

muriatic acid.
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(2) The owrfer of any alkali work which is carried on !

iu contravention of this section shall be liable to a fine not
|

exceeding, in the case of the first offence, fifty pounds, and

in the case of every subsequent offence one hundred

pounds.

2.— (l) In addition to the condensation of muriatic acid gas

as aforesaid, the owner of every alkali work shall use the

best practicable means for preventing the escape of noxious

or offensive gases by the exit Hue of any apparatus used in

anv process carried on in the work, and for preventing the

discharge of such gases into the atmosphere, whether

directly or by a chimney or other outlet, and for rendering

such gases where discharged harmless and inoffensive,

subject to the qualification that, on the basis of the amount

of acid gas per cubic foot, no objection shall be taken under

this section by an inspector to any muriatic acid gas iu

the air, smoke, orgases discharged into the atmosphere by i

chimney or other outlet where the amount of such acid gas I

in each cubic foot of air, smoke, or gases so discharged

does not exceed the amount limited by the last preceding

section.

(2) If the owner of any alkali work fails, in the opinion

of the court having cognisance of the matter, to use such

means, he shall he liable to a tine not exceeding, in the

case of the first oilencc, twenty pounds, and in the case of

every subsequent offence, fifty pounds, with a further sum
not exceeding five pounds for every day during which
anv such subsequent offence has continued.

I 3,—(I) Every work of whatever description in which

liny liquid containing acid or any other substance capable

jof liberating sulphuretted hydrogen from alkali waste or

llrainage therefrom is produced or used shall be carried on

n such manner that the liquid shall not come in contact

vith alkali waste, or with drainage therefrom, so as to cause

I nuisance.

t (2) The owner of any work which is carried on in con-

travention of this section shall be liable to a fine not

lixceeding, in the case of the first offence, fifty pounds, and
la the case of every subsequent offence, one hundred
|ounds, with a further sum not exceeding five pounds for

very day during which any such subsequent offence has

ontinued.

H (3) On the request of the owner of any such work as is

lentioned in this section the sanitary authority of the
J

, istriet iu which such work is situate shall, at the expense !

I If such owner, provide and maintain a drain or channel
lj>r carrying off such iiquid as aforesaid produced in such

ork into the sea or into any river or watercourse into

hich the liquid cau be carried without contravention of I

ue Rivers Pollution Prevention Act, 1S76, as amended
II. any subsequent enactment; and the sanitary authority

aall for the purpose of providing any such drain or channel
ive the like powers as they have for providing sewers,
hether within or without their district, under the Public
ealth Act.

(4) Compensation shall be made to any person for
j

iv damage sustained by him by reason of the exercise by
sanitary authority of the powers conferred by this section, I

i ]id such compensation shall be deemed part of the I

penses to be paid by the owner making the request to
J

1 le sanitary authority under this section.
4.—(1) Alkali waste shall not be deposited or discharged I

thout the best practicable means being used for effectually

i [eventing any nuisance arising therefrom.

(2) Any person who causes or knowingly permits any
iali waste to be deposited or discharged in contravention
this section, shall he liable to a fine not exceeding, in

V case of the first offence, twenty pounds, and in the case

.
every subsequent offence, fifty pounds, with a further
n not exceeding five pounds for every dav during which
'v such subsequent offence has continued.
>. Where alkali waste has been deposited or discharged,

' ler before or after the commencement of this Act, and
nplaint is made to the chief inspector that a nuisance is

'

'asioued thereby, the chief inspector, if satisfied of the

existence of the nuisance, and that it is within the power
of the owner or occupier of the land to abate it, shall serve

a notice on such owner or occupier requiring him to abate

the nuisance ; and if such owner or occupier fails to use

the best practicable and reasonably available means for

the abatement thereof, he shall be liable to a fine not

exceeding twenty pounds, and if he does not proceed to

use such means within such time as may be limited by the

court inflicting such fine he shall be liable to a further

penalty not exceeding five pounds for every day after the

expiration of the time so limited during which such failure

continues.

Part IL

Sulphuric Acid, Muriatic Acid, and other xpecif.nl Works.

G.— (1) Every sulphuric acid work as defined in

Paragraph (1) of the First Schedule to this Act shall be

carried on in such manner as to secure the condensation,

to the satisfaction of the chief inspector of the acid gases

of sulphur or of sulphur and nitrogen, which are evolved

in the process of the manufacture of sulphuric acid in that

work, to such an extent that the total acidity of those

gases in each cubic foot of residual gases after completion

of the process, and before admixture with air, suioke, or

other gases does not exceed what is equivalent to four

grains of sulphuric anhydride.

(2) Every muriatic acid work as defined in paragraph (8)

c f the First Schedule to this Act shall be carried on in such

manner as to secure the condensation to trie satisfaction of

the chief inspector of the muriatic acid gas evolved in such

work, to such extent that in each cubic foot of air ,
smoke

or chimney gases escaping from the work into the atmosphere

there is not contained more than one -fifth part of a grain

of muriatic acid.

(3) The owner of any sulphuric acid work or of any

muriatic acid work which is carried on in contravention of

this section shall he liable to a fine not exceeding, in the

case of the first offence, fifty pounds, and in the case of

every subsequent offence, one hundred pounds.

7.— (1) The owner of any work specified ir, the F'irst

Schedule to this Act (herein-after referred to as a scheduled

work) shall use the best practicable means for preventing

the escape of noxious or offensive gases by the exit flue

of any apparatus used in any process carried on in the work,

and for preventing the discharge of such gases into the

atmosphere, whether directly or hv a chimney or other

outlet, and for rendering such gases where discharged

harmless and inoffensive, subject to the qualification, that

on the basis of the amount of acid gas per cubic foot no
objection shall be taken under this section by an inspector

—

(«) To any muriatic acid gas in the air, smoke, or gase

discharged into the atmosphere by a chimney or

other outlet, where the amount of such acid gas

in each cubic foot of air, smoke, or gases so

discharged does not exceed the amount limited by
the hist preceding section :

(6) To any acid gases in the air, smoke, or gases

discharged into the atmosphere by a chimney or

other outlet receiving the residual gases from any

process for the concentration or distillation of

sulphuric acid where the total acidity of such acid

gases (including those from the combustion of

coal) in each cubic loot of air, smoke, or gases

so discharged, does not exceed what is equivalent

to one gram and a halt ot sulphuric anhydride.
( '-'

) If the owner of any such work fails, in the opinion
of the court having cognizance of the matter, to use such
means, he shall be liable to a fine not exceeding, in the case
of the first offence, twenty pounds, and in the ease of every
subsequent offence, fifty pounds, with a further sum not

xceeding five pounds for every day during which any such
-tibsequent offence has continued.
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8.— ( 1) An inspector may inquire whether, in any works

in which aluminous deposits are treated for the purpose of

making Cement, herein-aflex called cement works, means can

be adopted at a reasonable expense for preventing the dis-

charge from the furnaces or chimneys of such works into

(he atmosphi're of any noxious or offensive gas evolved in

such works, or for rendering such gas where discharged

harmless or inoffensive.

(-2) Where it appears to the Local Government Board

that such means can be adopted at a reasonable expense,

the Board may by order require the owners of such works

to adopt the best practicable means for the purpose, and

may by the order limit 'he amount or proportion, in the

case of cement works, ol any noxious or offensive gas which

is to be pcrmilted to escape from such works into the

ehimi:ey or in'o the atn ospbere, and may also by the order

extend to such works such provisions ul this Act tela ing to

scheduled works as they think tit.

(.">) An order made under this section shall be provisional

only, and shall not he of any vol dity until confirmed by

Parliament, bat when so confirmed shall have full effect,

with such modifications as nun he made therein by Parlia-

ment; and the expression "this Acl " when used in this

Act shall he deei I to include an oder so confirmed, 80

tar as is*on»istent with the tenor of that order.

(4) The Hoard shall take such Steps as they may think

fit for giving notice to persons interested of the provisions

of an; order made bj I hem under this section before any

Hill for confirming the same is introduced iatu Parliament.

(C) An order mole Under tliis section may impose fines

for a breach of its provisions of like amount as any bins

imposed by this Act for offences against tfiis Act.

(6) An order made under this section may he repealed,

altered, or amended hv any subsequent order made under

tins s etoii. ami continned by I'arliaineiit.

1'vkt III.

(i) Registration of Works.

9.— (1) An alkali work, a scheduled work, or a cement

work, shall not be earned on unless it is certified to be

registered.

(2) •The wotk shall be registered in a register containing

the prescribed particulars, and the register shall be con-

ducted and tbe certificates issued in the prescribed manner.

(3; A certificate of registration, if issued at a time when
a previous certificate is in force, shall be in force for ODe

year after the time when that certificate ceases to be in

force, aud if issued at a lime when no previous certificate is

iu force ,-lia'l he in force until tbe following first day of

April.

(4) An application for a certificate of registration of a

work may, in the ease of the first registration of that work.

be made at any time, and an application for any subsequent

certificate iu respect of lhat work shall be made in the

montb of January or February.
(a) A ceitificate of registration shall he issued on appli-

cation being made in the prescribed manner by the owner
of tbe work, if the conditions of registration arc complied

with, and one of the conditions, in the ease of the first

registration of an alkali or scheduled work, or the registra-

tion of such a work if the woik has been closed for a period

of twelve months previously, shall he that the work is at

the time of registration furnished with such appliances as

appear to the chief inspector or, on appeal, to the Local

Government 1! ard to be necessary in older to enable the

work to be cairied on in accordance with such of the

requiremi nls of this Act as apply to the work :

Provided ihnt the Local Government Hoard may dispense

with 'he li-i mentioned condition in the case of works

erected belore the commencement ot this Act winch were

not before the commencement ot this Act required to be

registered.

((J) There shall be charged upon every such certificate a
stamp duti/ of five pounds iu the case of an alkali work,

and of three pounds in the case of any other work, and the

Commissioners of Inland Revenue shall issue stamped

farms of certificate Jor the purpose.

(7) Written notice of any change which occurs in the

ownership of a work or in the other particulars stated in

the register shall, within one month after such change, he

sent by the owner to the Local Government Board, and the

register and the certificate siiall bu altered accordingly in

the prescribed manner without charge and wilh.mt the

issue of a new certificate. If such notice is not sent as so

required the work shall not be deemed to be certified to be

registered.

(8) The owner of a work which is carried on in contra-

vention of this section shall he liable to a fin_- not exceeding

five pounds for every day during which it is so carried on.

(ii) Inspection.

10.— (1) The Local Government Hoard may, with the

approval of the Treasury as to uumbers and salaries or

remuneration, appoint such inspectors (under whatever
title they may fix) as the Hoard thiDk necessary for the

execution of this Act, and mny assign them their duties and
award them their salaries or remuneration, and shall con-

stitute a chief inspector, and may regulate the eases and
manner in which the inspectors are to execute and perform
the powers and duties of inspectors under this Act, and may
remove such inspectors.

(2) Notice of the appointment of every such inspector

shall he published in the Londou Gazette, and a copy of

the Gazette shall be evidence of the appointment.

(:t) Wo- salaries or remuneration *>f the inspectors, and
such expenses of the erecution of this Act as the Treasury

miy sanction, shall be paid out of moneys prodded by

Parliament.

(4) A person holding the office of chief inspector ot

inspector shall not be employed in any other work except

with the sanction of the Local Government Hoard.

11. A person who

—

(n) acts or practises as a land agent ; oo

(o) is engaged or interested directly or indirectly in

auy work to which this Act applies, or in any

patent for any process or apparatus carried on

or used in any such work, or in any process or

apparatus connected with tbe condensation of

acid gases, or with the treatment of alkali waste,

or with preventing the discbarge into the atmo-

sphere or rendering harmless or inoffensive any

noxious or offensive gas, or otherwise with any

of the matters dealt with by this Act; or

(e) is employed in or about or in connexion with any

work to which this Act applies, or in any other

chemical work for gain,

shall he disqualified to act as an in-pector under this \ct.

12.— (1) For the purpose of the execution of this Act.

an inspector may at all reasonable times by day and night

without giving previous notice, but so as not to mternip'

the process of tbe manufacture,

(<i) enter and inspect any work to which, in the opinioi

of the Local Government Board, any of the pro

visions of this Act applies ; and

(6) examine any process causing the evolution of an;

uoxious or offensive gas, and any apparatus (o

condensing auy such gas, or otherwise pre\

the discharge thereof into the atmosphere, or f»

rendering any such gas harmless or inoffeosiv

when discharged j aud
(c) ascertain the quantity of gas discharged into th

atmosphere, condensed or otherwise dealt with

and

(<0 ciiler and inspect any place where alkali waste

treated or deposited, or where auy liquid coi

taiuiug acid or any other substance capable '

liberating sulpnuretted hydrogen from alkali «>•

or drainage therefrom is likely to come in

coutuct wuh alkali waste or drainage iherefroi

aud

tpply any such tests and make any such exuerimen

and generally make all such inquiries, a- seem

him to be necessary or proper lor the execnti

of his duties under this Act.
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(2) The owner of any such work shall, on the demand of

the chief inspector, furnish him within a reasonable time

with a sketch plan, to be kept secret, of those parts of such

work in which any process causing the evolution of any
noxious or offensive gas or any process for the condensation

of such gas or preventing the discharge thereof into the

atmosphere, or for rendering any such gas harmless or

inoffensive when discharged, is carried on.

(3) The owner of every such work and his agents shall

render to every inspector all necessary facilities for an
entry, inspection, examination, and testmg in pursuance of
this Act.

(4) Every owner of a work in which Mich facilities are

not afforded to an inspector as are required by this Act, or

in which an inspector is obstructed in the execution of his

duty under this Act, and every person wilfully obstructing

an inspector in the execution of his duty under this Act,

shall be liable on conviction under the Summary Jurisdic-

tion Acts to a fine not exceeding ten pounds.

13. The chief inspector shall, on or before the first day of

March in every year make a report in writing to the Local
Government Board of the proceedings of himself and of the

other inspectors under this Act, and a copy of such report

shall be laid before both Houses of Parliament.

14.—(1) If any sanitary authority apply to the central

authority for an additional inspector under th'S Act, and
undertake to pay a proportion of his salary or remuneration,

not being less than one half, the Local Government Board
may (if they see fit), with the sanctiou of the Treasury,
appoint an additional inspector under this Act, to reside

within a convenient distance of the works he is required to

inspect ; and such inspector shall haw the same powers
and be subject to the same power of removal and the

I same regulations and liabilities as other inspectors under
this Act.

(2) The proportion of salary or remuneration aforesaid

Isnallbc paid at the prescribed tirr.es into the Exchequer,
laud shall be a debt due from the sanitary authority to the

ICrown.

(iii) Special Rules.

].">.— (1) The owner of an alkali work or of a scheduled

llwork may, with the sanction of llie central authority, make
Jspecial rules for the guidance of his workmen who are

employed in or in connexion with any process causing the

[evolution of any noxious or offensive gas or in or in con-
nexion with the condensation or other treatment of that

gas, and may annex fines to any violation of such rules,

!so that the fine for any offence do not exceed two pounds.

(2) A printed copy of the special rules in force under
(this section in any work shall be given by the owner of

that work to every person working or employed in or about
that work who is affected thereby.

;
(3) Any fine incurred under this Act in respect of an

ffence against a special rule may be recovered in accord-

ance with the Summary Jurisdiction Acts.

Civ) Procedure.

J
16. In calculating the proportion of acid to a cubic foot

>f air, smoke, or gases, for the purpose of this Act, such
i.ir, smoke, or gases shall be calculated at the temperature

l'f sixty degrees of Fahrenheit's thermometer, and ai

'arometric pressure of thirty inches.

17. The following regulations shall have effect with
cspect to the recovery of fines for offences under this Act
ther than fines recoverable summarily :

—

i (.1) livery such nue snail ue recovered by action in the

county court having jurisdiction in the district in

which the offence is alleged to have been com-
mitted:

I

(2) The action shall be brought, with the sanction of the

central authority, by the chief inspector, or by
such other inspector as the Local Government
Board may in any particular case direct, within
three months after the commission of the offence,

and for the purposes of such action the fine shall

be deemed to be a debt due to such inspector :

(3) The plaintiff in any action for a fine under this Act
shall be presumed to be an inspector authorised
under this Act to bring the action, until the
contrary is proved by the defendant

:

(4) The court may, on the application of either party,
appoint a person to take down in writing the

evidence of the witnesses, aud may award to that

person such remuneration as the court thinks
just; aud the amount so aivarded shall be deemed
to be costs in the action :

(5) If either party in any action under this Act feelB

aggrieved by the decision or direction of the court

in point of law, or on the merits or in respect of

the admission or rejection of any evidence, he may
appeal from that decision to the High Court,

(tt) Subject to the provisions of this section, all the

enactments, rules, and orders relating to proceedings

in actions in county courts, and to enforcing
judgments in county courts, and appeals from
decisions of judges of county courts, shall apply
as if the action related to a matter within the

ordiuary jurisdiction of the court.

18.—(1) In any proceeding under this Act in relation

to a fine for an offence other than an offence against a
special rule

—

(o) It shall he sufficient to allege that any work is a
work to which this Act applies, without more; and

(6) It shall 'be sufficient to state the name of the regis-

tered or ostensible owner of the work, or the title

of the firm by which the employer of persons in

such work is usually known.

('2) A person shall not be subject to a fine under this

Act for more than one offence in respect of the same work
or place in respect of auy one day.

(3) Not less than twenty-one days before the hearing of
any proceeding against an owner to recover a fine under
this Act fur failing to secure the condensation of any gas
to the satisfaction of the chief inspector, or for failing to

use the best practicable means as required by this Act, an
inspector shall serve on the owner proceeded against a
notice in writing stating, as the case requires, either the
facts on which such chief inspector founds his opinion, or
the means which such owner has failed to use, and the
means which, in the chief inspector's opinion, would suffice,

and shall produce a copy of such notice before the court
having cognisance of the matter.

(4) A person shall not be liable under this Act to an
increased fine in respect of a second offence, or in respect

of a third or any subsequent offence, unless a fine has been
recovered within the preceding twelve months against such
person for the fir.-t offence, or for the second or other
offence, as the case may be.

19. All fines recovered under this Act, other than those

recovered summarily, shall lie paid into the Exchequer.

20. The owner of a work in which an offence under this

Act other than an offence against a special rule has been
proved to have heeu committed shall in every case be
deemed to have committed the offence, and shall be liable

to pay the fine, unless he proves to the satisfaction of the
court before which any proceeding is instituted to recover
such fine, that he haB used due diligence to comply with
and to enforce the execution of this Act, and that the
offence in question was committed, without his knowledge,
consent, or connivance, by some agent, servant, or work-
man, whom he shall charge by name as the actual offender;
in which case such agent, servant, or workman shall be
liable to pay the fine, and proceedings may be taken against
him for the recovery thereof and of the costs of all proceed-
ings which may be laken either against himself or against
the owner under this Act :

Provided that it shall be lawful for the inspector to pro-
ceed against a person whom he believes to be the actual
offender, without first proceeding against the owner, in auy
case where the inspector is satisfied that the owner has used
all due diligence to comply with and to enforce the pro-
visions of this Act, and that the offence has been committed
by that person without the knowledge, consent, or conni-
vance of the owner.
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21. Any notice, summons, or other document required or
authorised for the purposes of this Act to he delivered to or

served on or sent to the owner of any work, ma? be served

by post or by delivering the same to the owner, or at his

residence or works ; and the document shall be deemed to

be properly addressed if addressed to the registered address

of an owner, or, when required to be served on or sent to

the owner of any works, if addressed to the owner of the

works at the works, with the addition of the proper postal

address, but without naming the person who is the owner.
22.—(1) Where complaint is made to the central authority

by any sanitary authority, on information given by any of

their officers, or any ten inhabitants of their district, that

any work (either within or without the district) to which
this Act applies is carried on, or that any alkali waste is

deposited or discharged (either within or without the

district) in contravention of this Act, and that a nuisance
is occasioned thereby to any of the inhabitants of their

district, the central authority shall make such inquiry into

the matters complained of, and after the inquiry may
direct such proceedings to be taken by an inspector as they
think just.

(2) The sanitary authority complaining shall, if so re-

quired by the central authority, pay the expense of any
such inquiry.

23.— (1) Where a nuisance arising from the discharge of

any noxious or offensive gas or gases is wholly or partially

caused by the acts or defaults of the owners of several

works to which any of the provisions of this Act applies,

any person injured by such nuisance may proceed against
any one or more of such owners, and may recover damages
from each owner made a defendant, in proportion to the
extent of the contribution of that defendant to the nuisance,
notwithstanding that the act or default of that defendant
would not separately have caused a nuisance.

(2) This section shall not authorise the recovery of

damages from any defendant who can produce a certificate

from the chief inspector that in the works of that defendant
the requirements of this Act have been complied with and
were complied with when the nuisance arose.

(v) Miscellaneous.

24. Any expenses incurred by :i sanitary authority under
this Act shall be defrayed as general expenses ineurrcd by
the authority in the execution of the Public Health Act.

25. In determining any matter which under this Act is to

be determined bv the chief inspector, the chief inspector
may found his opinion on farts disclosed by his own
examination, or by an examination by any other inspector.

26.— (1) For a period of three years after the commence-
ment of this Act paragraph (i) of section seven of this

Act shall apply where the process for the concentration of

sulphuric acid is that known as the over-heat pan process,

as if in that paragraph two grains of sulphuric anhydride

were substituted for one grain and a half of sulphuric

anhydride.

(2) For the purposes of this section "the over-heat pan

process" means the process in which the concentration of

sulphuric acid is effected by the passage ot the heated gases

resulting irom the combustion of fuel over the surface of

the acid.

27.— (1) In this Act. unless the context otherwise
requires,

—

The expression "alkali work " means every work for

—

(n) the manufacture of sulphate of soda or sulphate
of potash, or

(6) the treatment of copper ores by common salt or
other chlorides whereby any sulphate is formed,

in which muriatic acid is evolved
The expression "noxious or offensive gas " includes -fie

following gases and flumes:— Muriatic acid : sulphuric

acid; sulphurous acid, except that arisingsolely from

the combustion of coal ; nitric acid and acid-forming

oxides of nitrogen; sulphuretted hydrogen; chlorine,

ami its acid compounds ; fluorine compounds ; < .

gen compounds ; bisulphide of carbon ; chloride of

sulphur : fumes from cement works ; fumes containing

copper, lead, autimouy, arsenic, zinc, or their

(impounds ; fumes troiu tar works :

Tlie expression "owner" includes any lessee, occupier,

or any other person carrying on any work to which
this Act applies :

The expression " best practicable means," where used

with respect to the prevention of the escape of noxious

and offensive gases, has reference not only to the

provision and the efficient maintenance of appliances

adequate for preventing such escape, but also to the

manner in which such appliances are used and to the

proper supervision, by the owner, of any operation in

which such gases are evolved :

The expression "prescribed" means prescribed by the

Local Government Hoard:

The expression " Local Government Board " mean* the

Local Government Hoard established by the Local
Government Board Act, 1871 :

The expression " central authority " means as regards

England the Local Government Hoard, as regards

Ireland the Local Government Hoard for Ireland, and
as regards Scotland the Secreta ry for Scotland ;

The expression "sanitary authority * means any local

authority entrusted with the execution of the Public

Health Act:
The expression "the Public Health Act" means, as

regards England', the Public Health Act, 1875, or in

the case of London the Public Health (London) Act,

1891 ; and as regards Scotland, the Public Health

(Scotland) Act, 1 8 ii 7 : and as regards Ireland, the

Public Health (Ireland) Act, 1878, and includes any
enactment amending those Acts.

(2) Nothing in this Act shall be construed as exempting
any work from any of the provisions of this Act applicable

to the work as being a work of a certain class or descrip-

tion by reason only that the work is subject to other

provisions of this Act as being a work of some other class

or description.

28. In the application of this Act to Scotland

—

(a) references to the Secretary of Scotland shall be
substituted for references to the Local Govern-
ment Hoard, and references to the Edinburgh

Gazette shall be substituted for references to the

London Gazette :

(6) the court of the sheriff or sheriff substitute of the

count; in which the offence is committed shall

De the county court, and may award costs to

either party, and may si ntence the offender to

imprisonment lor any period not exceeding mx
month", unless the fine and costs be previously

paid : and any decision or sentence of such

sheriff or shcnlf substitute shall be subject to

review and appeal according to law.

29, Nothing in this Act shall legalise any act or default

that would, but for this Act, he deemed to be a nuisance, or

otherwise be contrary to law, or deprive any person of any
remedy by action, indictment, or otherwise, to which he

would have been entitled if this Act had not passed.

'Ml. The Acts specified in the Second Schedule to this Act
are hereby repealed to the extent mentioned in the third

column of that Schedule :

Provided that

—

(a) Nothing in this Act shall affect any certificate

special rule, cr notice issued, made, ot servei

before the commencement of this Act in pur

suanee of any enactment so repealed, but ever;

such certiticat, , special rule, and notice shal

continue in force us if issued, made, or served ii

pursuance of this Act ; and
(o) Nothing in tins Ac) -hull affect the tenure of offic

of any inspector appointed under any en:i

mi repealed, but every such inspector shall ho

.'thee as if appointed under this Act ; and
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(c) Nothing in this Act shall affect any liability of a

sanitary authority incurred under any enactment
so repealed to pay any proportion of the salary

or remuneration of an additional inspector.

31.—(i) This Act may be cited as the Alkali, &e. Works
Regulation Act, 19U4.

(2) It shall come into operation on the first day of
January nineteen hundred and five.

S< IIEDULES.

First Schedule.

List of Works.

(1) (Sulphuric acid works, that is to say, works in which
the manufacture of sulphuric acid is carried on by the lead

chamber process, namely, the process by which sulphurou-

acid is converted iuto sulphuric acid by the agency of oxides

of nitrogen and by the use of a lead chamber.

(2) Sulphuric acid (Class 11 ) works, that is to say,

works in which the manufacture of sulphuric acid is carried

on by any process other than the lead chamber process,

and works for the concentration or distillation of sulphuric

acid.

(3) Chemical manure works, that is to say, works in

which the manufacture of chemical manure is carried on
and works in which any mineral phosphate is subjected to

treatment involving chemical change through the application

or use of any acid.

(4) Gas liquor works, that is to say, works (not beiog

julphate of ammonia works or muriate of ammonia works)

n which sulphuretted hydrogen or any other noxious or

iffensive gas is evolved by the use of ammoniacal liquor in

any manufacturing process, and works in which any such

iquor is desulphurised by the application of heat in any

rocess connected with the purification of gas.

(5) Nitric acid works, that is to say, works in which the
laanufacture of nitric acid is carried on, and works in which

itric acid is recovered from oxides of nitrogen.

(6) Sulphate of ammonia works and muriate of ammonia
'orks, that is to say, works in which the manufacture of
ulphate of ammonia or of muriate of ammonia is carried on.

(7) Chlorine works, that is to say, works in which

alorine is made or used in any manufacturing process.

' (8) Muriatic acid works, that is to say

—

(a) Muriatic acid works, or works (not being alkali

works as defined in this Act) where muriatic

acid gas is evolved either during the preparation

of liquid muriatic acid or for use in any manu-
facturing process

;

(6) Tin-pla'ef)u\ works, that is to say, works in which

any residue or flux from tin-plate works is

calcined for the utilisation of such residue or

flux, and in which muriatic acid gas is evolved
;

and

(c) Salt works, that is to say. works (not being works
in which salt is produced by refining rock salt

otherwise than by the dissolution of rock salt at

tte place of deposit) in which the extraction of

salt from brine is carried on, and in which
muriatic acid gas is evolved.

|(9) Sulphide -works, that is to say, works in which sul-

_etted hydrogen is evolved by the decomposition of
taliic sulphi des, or in which EulptiuTeUeTriiydrogen i s

!
'd in the production of such sulphides .

JO) Alkali waste works, that is to say, works in which
l ali waste, or the drainage therefrom, is subjected to any
lineal process for the recovery of sulphur or for the
lisation of any constituent of such waste or drainage.

(11) Venetian-red works, that is to say, works for the
manufacture of Venetian-red. crocus, or polishing powder,
by heating sulphate or some other salt of iron.

12) Lead-deposit works, that is to say, works in which
the sulphate of lead deposit from sulphuric acid chambers
is dried or smelted.

(13) Arsenic wurks, that is to say. works for the pre-
paration of arsenious acid, or where nitric acid or a nitrate

is used in the manufacture of arsenic acid or an arscniate.

(14) Nitrate and chloride of ironworks, that is to say,
works in which nitric acid or a nitrate is used in the manu-
facture of nitrate or chloride of iron.

(15) Bisulphide of carbon works, that is to say, works
for the manufacture of bisulphide of carbon.

(16) Sulphocyanide works, that is to say, works in

which the manufacture of any sulphocyanide is carried on

by the reaction of bisulphide of carbon upon ammouin or

any of its compounds.

(17) Picric acid works, that is to say, works in which
nitric acid or a nitrate is used in the manufacture of picric

acid.

(18) Paraffin oil works, that is to say, works in which

crude shale oil is refined.

(19) Bisulphite works, that is to say, works in which sul-

phurous acid is used in the manufacture ot acid sulphites of

the alkalis or alkaline earths.

(20) Tar works, that is to say, works where gas tar

or coal tar is distilled or is heated in aDy manufacturing

process.

(21) Zinc works, that is to say, works in which, by the

application of heat, zinc is extracted from the ore, or from

any residue containing that metal.

Second Schedule.

Repeals.

Short Title.
Session and
Chapter.

Extent of
Repeal.

it A V, Vict. The Alkali. i;c. Works Regnla- The whole Act.
c. 37. tion Act, 18S1.

17 & 4S Vict. The Local Government Board's The whole Act.
c. civil. Provisional Order Confirmation

(Salt Works) Act, 18S4.
56 Vict The Alkali, &c. Works Rep-ula- Thewli

tion Act, 1892.

X.—METALLURG Y.

Radium Minerals ik Qi ebec.

Halifax Mercantile Maritime Merchant and Commercial
Review. U.S. Cons. Rep., No. 1948, May 9, 1903.

Minerals containing radium have been discovered in the
Province of Quebec. The ore from which radium and
oxide of uranium Lave been extracted was taken from a
white-mica mine about 18 miles from Murray Hay, in

( harlevoix County. White-mica deposits exist at several

points in Quebec and Eastern Ontario, and these will be
developed in future by an electric company, which hitherto

has imported its mica supplies from India.

XIII. C—INDIA-RUBBER, Etc.

Robber in* Ceylon.

F. J. Holloway. India-Rubber J., 190J, 27, 471—472.

It has been found that the Para rubber tree will yield
rubber in paying quantities when grown on different soils,

on hill sides up to 2,700 ft. in elevation. The only soil on
which the tree yielded no rubber was a blue sandy soil with
-andstones below the surface. It does not yield well,

however, on very stiff soil. The best temperature for
dtivation lies between 74° and 94° F., with a rainfall of

from 80 to 150 ins. The best yields of rubber per acre
r soil cultivated were obtained by planting about 15 ft. by

1 5 ft. apart, giving about 200 trees per acre.—A. S.
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XVI.—SUGAR, STARCH, Etc.

Si arch ; Cassava IN J kjl Ml V.

Bd. of Trade J., May 26.

In its issue of 26th March, the Jamaica Daily Telegraph
refers to the efforts that are being made in that island to

establish an export business in cassava starch, and more
particularly to the trial shipment that had been made by a

firm, who had started a factory for the manufacture of this

starch at Longville, Clarendon. This firm has just received

a report from Manchester on the result of the tests to

which the cassava starch made at their factory has been

subjected. The results of the trial have been very satisfac-

tory, and they have been asked to send at the earliest

opportunity 50 tons, for which a price of It)/, per ton in

Bristol is offered.

It is stated that the manufacturer has succeeded in

making a starch to suit the finishers of high-class goods in

Manchester, who at present use, for their finer processes,

wheat starch which costs, on an average, '111. per ton.

The cultivation at Longville consists of about ,'>il acres,

which will be ready for starch-making this season. The
capacity of the plant is about I 50 tons per annum.

patent 2.t$t.

N.B.—In these lists, [A.] n.. :ms "Application for Patent." and
[C.S.] "Complete Specification Accepted."

Where a Complete Specification accompanies an Application, au
asterisk is affixed. The dates given are (i) in the c:ise of Applica-

tions for Patents, the dates of application, and (ii) in the ease of

Complete Specifications Accepted, those of the Official Journals

in which acceptances of the Complete Specifications are advertised.

Complete Specifications thus advortised as accepted are open to

inspection at the Patent Office immediately, and to opposition

within two months of the said dates.

I.—PLANT, APPARATUS, AND MACHINERY.

[A.] 11,430. May. Apparatus for mixing substances
together in regular proportions. May 18.

„ 11,454. Stansfield. Condensing machines. May 18.

„ 11,533. Henderson. Determination and control of
the temperature of furnaces, &c. May 19.

„ 11,680. Wollaston. Apparatus for controlling the
flow of liquids. May 21.

„ 11.752. McKenna (Hoist and Fleischer). .See

under XVII.

„ 11,797. Murray. Gas or air compressors. May 24

„ 11,839. Cautley. Hydro-extractors. May 24.

„ 11,854. Matkol. Filters. [U.S. Appl., .lulv 3,

1903.]* May 24.

„ 11,945. Crosfield and Markel. Apparatus for

precipitating and separating solids from water
and other liquids. May 'j.">.

„ 11,979. Sellenscheidt. Filters. May 2G.

„ 12,145. Lennox. Evaporator for evaporating the
liquid in brewers' wash, sewage, waste or spent
dyes, and the like, and concentrating the solids

in the same. May 28.

„ 12,161. Dall. Centrifugal separators. [Appl. in

Denmark, May 28, 1908.]* May 28.

[C.S.] 12,297 (1908). Rawson. High pressure filter.

June 1.

„ 15,148 (1903). Cebulla. Gas kilns. May 26.

„ 16,760(1903). Lebedinsky. filters. June 1.

„ 16,930 (1903). Macfarlane. Centrifugal machines.
May 26.

„ 27,287 (1903). Wetter (Boellinghaus). Filtering

apparatus. May 26.

II.—FUEL, GAS, AND LIGHT.

[A.] 11,268. Schweich. Gas producers.* May 16.

„ 11,685. llrooks. Manufacture of peat fuel.

May 2 I

.

„ 11,719. Hills and Schill. Construction and work-
ing of producer gas generators. May 21.

„ 11,917. Warburton. Process for obtaining pro-

ducer gas and electrical energy from peat.

May 25.

„ 11,948. (iuilbaud. Apparatus for generating gas.*

May 26.

„ 11,984. Darby. Cleaning blast furnace and other

gases. May 26.

[C.S.] 15,645 (1903). Kent. Process for making gas.

June 1.

16,853 (1903). Welsbach. See under X.

„ 26.776 (1903). Abel (Siemens und llalske Act.-

Ges.). Manufacture of incandescence bodies

for electric plow lamps. June 1.

„ '.676 (1904). Blondel. Manufacturing electrodes

for arc lamps. June 1.

„ 3901 (1904). Thompson (Hoberccht). Means for

economising fuel and preventing smoke. May 26.

„ 7979 (ly04). Boutillier. Gas producers for poor
gas free troru tarry matters. May 26.

„ 9376 (1904). Bildt. Apparatus for the continuous

feeding and distributing of material in gas pro-

ducer furnaces and the like. June 1.

„ 9483 (1904). Mackenzie (Cie. des Charb
Briquettes de lilauzy and de l'Ouest). Ovens
for the manufacture of smokeless briquettes

June 1.

III.—DESTRUCTIVE DISTILLATION, TAR
PRODUCTS, PETROLEUM, AND

MINERAL WAXES.

[A.] 12,122. Wiy'l. Distillation of coal tar. [Ger.

Appl., May 27, 1903.]* May 27.

IV.—COLOURING MATTERS AND DYESTUFFS.

[A.] 11,317. Schmitt. Method and apparatus for re-

covering sulphur colouring matters from dye

liquids and washing liquids. May 17.

„ 11,863. Ellis (Chem. Fabr. vorm. Sandoz). Manu-
facture of green sulphur dyes. May 24.

[C.S.] 12,120 (1903). Johnson (Kalle and Co.). Manu-
facture of lisazo colouring matters. June 1.

„ 15,515 (1903). Abel (Act. - Ges. f. Anilinfabr.).

.Manufacture of yellow sulphurised colouring

matters. May 20.

„ 16,995 (1903). Johnson (Radische Aniliu und Soda

Eabr.). Manufacture of new azo dyestuffe and

ot products to be used in the said manufacture

June 1

.

V.—PREPARING, BLEACHING, DYEING,
PEINTING, AND FINISHING TEXTILES. \ vKN'S.

AND FIBRES,

[A.] 11,317. Schmitt. See under IV.

„ 11,397. Ilannau. See under Mil. B.

„ 11,450. Johnson (Budische Anilin und Soda F'abrikj.

Production of blue to blue-black shades on wool.

May 18.

„ 11,736. Bernhardt. Potash leaching apparatus for

raw wool. May 21.

„ 12,145. Lennox. See under I.

[C.S.] 15.358 (.1903). Grime. Dyeing of cotton cloth.

May 26.
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[C.S.] 18,599 (1903). Chiscbin. Method of fixing or

protecting designs impressed on fabrics. June 1.

„ 28,51)8 (1903). Boult (Horton). See under XII.

„ 9510 (1904). Gaisman. Elastic fabrics. June 1.

VII.—ACIDS, ALKALIS, AND SALTS.

[A.] 11,237. Blackman. Formation of an acid or

electrolyte from water. May 16.

„ 11,256. Wood Smith. Purification of natural salts

such as alkaline carbonates, chlorides, sulphates,

and nitrates. May 16.

„ 11,891. Brindley. Manufacture of ferric sulphate

from scrap iron or steel. May 25.

[C.S.] 13.419 (1903). Thompson (Wischin). Manufac-

ture of sulphuric anhydride. June I.

VIII.—GLASS, POTTERY, AND ENAMELS.

[A.] 11,243. Jones. Glazing and enamelling kilns.

May 16.

[C.S.] 9033 (1904). Eowart and Francq. Apparatus for

the manufacture of sheet glass. May 26.

IX.—BUILDING MATERIALS, CLAYS, MORTARS,
AND CEMENTS.

[A.] 11,218. Wulf. Manufacture of floor covering.

May 16.

„ 11,258. Staffler. Fireproof quartz bricks or

blocks. [Ger. Appl., May 16, 1903.]* May lu.

„ 11,398. Hargreaves. See under XIII. B.

„ 11,441. Bates and McTierard. Paving materials.

May 18.

„ 11,523. Stoffler. Manufacture of lime and sand
bricks or blocks. [Ger. Appl., Oct. 31, 1903.]*

May 19.

„ 11,565. Draenert. Manufacture of bricks, bnildins

blocks, &c, and apparatus therefor May 19.

„ 11,765. Liversedge. Pavements. May 21.

„ 11,803. Marlow. Manufacture of tiles, bricks, \-.

May 24.

„ 11,830. Kauffmann andMe.iberg. Manufacture of

artificial stone for paving, decorative, and other

purposes. May 24.

„ 11,997. Hadlington. Brick and like kilns. May 26.

[C.S.] 16,301 (1903). Lambert. Building blocks or slabs.

May 26.

„ 21,947 (1903) Hbcke. Manufacture of Portland
cement. May 26.

X.—METALLURGY.

[A.] 11,386. Johnson. Improvements whereby scrap

or refuse metal can be used up in manufactures.
May 18.

„ 11,437. Clark (Goldschmid). Process of and appa-
ratus for refining ores. May 18.

„ 11,527. Sulman and Picard. Treatment of complex
sulphide ores. May 19.

„ 11,579. Ackland. Apparatus for and method of

calcining ore or other material. May 20.

„ 11,733. Martin. Casting pig iron and other metal.-.

May 21.

„ 11,743. Martin. Filtering apparatus for the ex-
traction of liquid from finely crushed minerals,

&c. May 21.

„ 12,020. Jenkins. Magnetic ore separators. May 26.

„ 12,098. Engels. Process for treating steel and
armour plates. [Ger. Appl., March 24, 1901.]*
May 27.

„ 12,117. Abelspies. Ore concentrating apparatus.
Mav 27.

[C.S.] 14.295(1903). Edison Ore-Milling Syndicate, Ltd.
(Edison). Electro-magnetic separators. May 26.

„ 15,849 (1903). Tomellini. Method for soldering
alumiuium. May 26.

„ 16,853 (1903). Welsbach. Manufacture of metallic

alloys having pyrophoric action, and their appli-

cation to the purposes of ignition and illumination.

June I.

„ 26.775 (1903). Abel (S :emens und Halske Act.-

Ges.). Manufacture of incandescence bodies for

electric glow lamps. June 1.

„ 8994 (1904). Wedge. Process of preparing iron

pyrites for desulphurisation. May 26.

„ 9145 (1904). Orbison. Melting furnaces. June 1.

XL—ELECTRO-CHEMISTRY AND ELECTRO-
METALLURGY.

[A.] 11,237. Blackman. See under VII.

,, 11,470. Atkins. Poles or electrodes of electrolytic

apparatus, &c. May 18.

„ 11,917. Warburton. See under II.

„ 11,920. Bruno. Manufacture of electrodes for
electric accumulators.* May 25.

12.061. Cie. Franc, de I'Ozone. See under
XVIII. B.

[C.S.] 9531 (1903). Rouud and Round. Electro-deposit-

ing metals. June 1.

„ 11.145 (1903). Calaudri. Accumulator electrodes

May 26.

12,312 (1903). Carolan(Geu. Electric Co.). Manu-
facture of materials suitable for electric insulating

purposes. June 1.

„ 2S.780 (1903). Eimer. Electric furnaces or ovens.
May 26.

„ 3912 (1901). Soe. Anon. lTni Verriere et ses
Derives. Apparatus for regulating the intensity

and heating effect of electric currents. May 26.

XII.—FATTY OILS, FATS, WAXES, AND SOAP.

[A.] 11.436. Fischer. Manufacture of resin soap.
May 18.

„ 11,553. Wilson. Refining of linseed oil. May 19.

„ 11,638. Bamherg. Hydrolysis. May 20.

„ 11,966. Jones (Tailfer). Treating or maturing
linseed oil. May 26.

[C.S.] 28,50S (1903). Boult (Horton). Manufacture of

dyeing soap. May 26.

XIII.-riGMENTS, PAINTS; RESINS, VARNISHES;
INDIA-RUBBER, Etc.

(Z?.)

—

Resins, Varnishes.

[A.] 11.397. Hannan. Method of rendering linoleums,

floor-cloths, &c, non-combustible. May 18.

„ 11,398. Hargreaves. Manufacture of varnishes

and paints for waterproofing and like purposes,

also for indurating building materials. May 18.

XIV.—TANNING, LEATHER, GLUE, SIZE, Etc.

[A.] 11,249. Amidon. Apparatus for treating hides,

skins, and sides of leather. [U.S. Appl., Jan. 28,

1904.]* May 18.

„ 11.581. Lippert and Schlosser. Quick tanning
process for chrome leather. May 20.

„ 11,885. Southworth. Process for treating raw
hide. May 25.

XV.—MANURES, Etc.

[A.] 11,421. Crone, Taylor, Williams, and Lewis.

Manufacture of fertilisers. May 18.
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[C.S.] 8949 (1904). Bell.

May 26.

Fertiliser and insecticide.

XVII.—BREWING, WINKS, SPIRITS, Etc.

[A.] 11,752. McKeona (Hoist and Fleischer). Halting

and drying drums. May 21.

„ 12,069. Boord. Production of absolute alcohol.

May 27.

„ 12,145. Lennox. See under 1.

[C.S.] 6742 ('.904). Kului. Trocar and apparatus for

the manufacture of effervescent v, ines. May 26.

XVIII.—FOODS ; SANITATION, WATER
PURIFICATION; & DISINFECTANTS.

(,A.~)—Foods.

[A.] 11,899. Richardson. Bleaching wheal and other

cereals. May 20.

„ 12,113. Schroder. Sterilisation of food and other

substances. May 27.

[C.S.j Ti96 (1904). Braga. Process for the manufacture

of meat preparations. *May 26.

(B.)—Sanitation; Water Purification.

[A.] 11,900. Bordigoni. The bacterial or septic tank

treatment of sewage. May 25.

„ 11,945. Crosficld and Market. See under 1.

„ 12,061. Cie. Franc, de l'Ozone. Apparatus for the

sterilisation of water by means of an electric

current. [Fr. Appl,-Nov. 20, 1908.]* May 27.

„ 12,145. Lennox. See under I.

XX.—FINK CHEMICALS, ALKALOIDS,
ESSENCES, AND EXTRACTS.

[A.] 11.259. Abel (Act.-Ges. f. Anilinfabr.). Manu-
facture of new derivatives of barbituric acid.

May 16.

„ 11,319. Morgan. Manufacture of certain organic

compounds of thorium. May 17.

„ 11.747. Imray ( Meister, Lucius und Bruning)J
Manufacture of new perfumes and of int«rme-

diate products therefor. May 21.

„ 11,991. Boissiere and Faucheux. Manufacture of

cream of tartar, tartaric and citric acids and
secondary products. May 26.

„ 12,1191. Newton (K. Haver & Co.). Manufacture
of pyrimidine derivatives. May .'7.

[C.S.] 15.7S2 (1903). Imray (Meister, Lucius und Krun-

ing). Manufacture of a new therapeutical

compound. May 2d.

XXL—PHOTOGRAPHIC MATERIALS AND
PROCESSKS.

[A.] 11,192. Croft. Method of preparing photographic

printing paper in the gum bichromate process.

May IP.

„ 12,125. Southey. Photographic materials. May28j

XX II.—EXPLOSIVES, MATCHES, Etc.

[A.] 11,427. Luck. Manufacture of explosives. May 18.

„ 11,428. Luck. Manufacture of explosives. May 18.

Printed and Published by Etbe and SreniawoODr, East Harding Street, London, E.C., for the Society of Chemical Industry. F,.
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potters.

ANNUAL GENERAL MEETING, NEW TORE, 1904.

The Annual General Meeting will be held in New York
City on Thursday, Sept. 8th, and following days. Members
who propose to attend the meeting are requested to inform
the General Secretary, as soon as possible, by what steamer
they will travel. The principal boats will be met on arrival

at New York by a representative of the Reception Com-
mittee, who will escort the guests to the Hotel Seville,

Madison Avenue and 29th Street, which will be the

Society's Headquarters in New York. A similar system
will be observed at all the other cities visited by the special

train. A revised programme appeared in the March 31st

issue.

In accordance with the provisions of Rule 18 of the

Bye-laws, notice is hereby given that those members whose
names are printed in italics in the list of Council will retire

from their respective offices at the forthcoming Annual
Meeting.

Mr. Wm. H. Nichols has been nominated to the office of

President under Rule 8 ; Dr. Edw. Divers, Prof. W. R.
Eaton Hodgkinson, Mr. Max Muspratt, and Mr. T. J.

Parker have been nominated Vice-Presidents under
Rule 8 ; and Sir Win. Ramsay has been nominated a Vice-
President under Rule 11.

The Hon. Treasurer and Hon. Foreign Secretary have
been nominated for re-election to their respective offices.

Members are hereby invited to nominate fit and proper
persons to fill four vacancies among the ordinary members
of the Council. Forms for this purpose can be obtained,

on application, from the General Secretary, or from the
Hon. Local Secretaries of the Canadian, New York, and
Sydney Sections.

Extract from Rule 18 :
—" No such nomination shall be

valid unless it be signed by at least ten members of the

Society who are not in arrear with their subscriptions, nor
unless it be received by the General Secretary, at the

Society's Office, at least one month before the date of the

Annual General Meeting at which the election to which it

refers takes place. Nor shall any such nomination be valid

if the person nominated be ineligible for election under Rules
I 12 or 15. No member shall sign more than one nomination
form."

HONOUR LIST, J cine 24th, 1904.

His Majesty has been pleased to confer a Baxonetcj of

the United Kingdom ou Mr. W. J. Goulding, Dublin; and

;
; the honour of Knighthood ou Prof. Jas. Dewar, F.R.S., and
Dr. Thos. Stevenson.

DUTY-FREE ALCOHOL.
The Council of the Society of Arts has awarded to

Mr. Thomas Tyrer the Society's Silver Medal for his paper
on " The Need of Duty-free Spirit for Industrial Purposes,"

and the presentation of the Medal will take place at the

opening meeting of the Society's sessiou in November next.

;i

COMMUNICATIONS.
Authors of communications read before the Society, or

my of its Local Sections, are requested to take notice that

tnder Rule 43 of the Bye laws the Society has the right of

-i iriority of publication for three months of all such papers,

nfringemeut of this Bye-law renders papers liable to be

ejected by the Publication Committee, or ordered to be

bstracted for the Journal, in which case no reprints can
e furnished to the author.

Hist of iftemuers; eiwteo
23rd JUNE 1904.

ack, J. Wyclif, 20, Mardale Crescent, Edinburgh,
Analytical Chemist,

ayce, Framroze H., City of Bombay Manufacturing Co.,

Ltd., 39, Hornby Road, Bombay. India, Technical

JJmB Chemist.

Carter, A., Cuba Street, Petone, Wellington, New Zea-
land, Works Man

dayman, Jack V. J., Semper Aurea, Burwell, Cambridge,
Chemist.

Hermsdorf, Dr. Walter, Salzstrasse G9, Chemnitz, Saxony,
Chemist.

Ilildehrand, Charles ('., 113, Metoxan Avenue, Ridgeway,
Pa., U.S.A., Chemist.

Johnson, Cedric, Field House, Winnington, Northwich,
Chemical Engineer.

Kane, Richard W. II.. 88, Kimmersitch Street, Burton-on-
Trent, Mechanical Engineer.

Kniffen, Frederick, Indian Head, Md., U.S.A., Chemist.

Kunz, Dr. George F., c/o Tiffany and Co., 11-15, Union
Square, New York City, U.S.A., Gem Expert.

Lorimer, John H., 280, West Walnut Lane, Germantown,
Philadelphia, Pa., U.S.A., Textile Machinist and
Merceriser.

Meads, Charles J., Bel Air, Dartmouth, Inland Revenue
Officer.

O'Brien, Claude H., c/o Fiji Sugar Co., Suva, Fiji, Chemist.
S.hwitter, Martin, Tin City, Cape Prince of Wales, Alaska,

U.S.A., Chemist and Assaver.
Southall, A. W., Lower Priory, Birmingham, Manufacturing

Chemist.

Changes of aoortss.

When notifying new addresses, members are requested to
write them distinctly, and state whether they are temporary
or permanent. Multiplication of addresses is also to be
avoided as tending to create confusion. When sending
subscriptions, the use of the form attached to the application
helps in the verification of addresses, on which the safe
delivery of the Journal depends.

Adgate, Matthew, l/o Syracuse ; retain Journals.

Allen, Richard F., l/o Baltimore Avenue; 1241, South 47th
Street. Philadelphia, Pa., U.S.A.

Howes, Harry, l/o Higher Crumpsall ; 40, Radford
Blackley, Manchester.

Buchanan, D. G., l/o Glasgow ; c/o Gibbs & Co., Iquique,
Chile.

Campbell, Ashley, l/o Sydney; c o Colonial Sugar Refining
Co., Yarraville Refinery, Melbourne, Vie., Australia.

( argil], Jno. T. ; Journals to c/o Burmah Oil Co., Rangoon,
Burmah.

Carhart, Dr. C, l/o Keyport; c/o Mr. Berk Talley, Rama,
Nicaragua.

( arlsson, Hugo, l/o Cape Breton ; 42, Smalandsgatan,
Stockholm, Sweden.

I hristie, Jno., l/o Pitspa ; c/o The New Explosives Co., Ltd.,
Stowmarket. Suffolk.

( 'rane, Jasper E., l/o Boston ; c/o The Arlington Co.,
Arlington, X.J., U.S.A.

i 'unningham, Edw, lo Kilhv Street; c/o S. Cabot, 141,
Milk Street, Boston, Mass., U.S.A.

Me Blois, W. H.. l/o Camden; c o General Chemical Co.,
Syracuse, N.Y., T.S.A.

1 His, A. W., l/o Brixton Hill ; Public Analyst's Laboratory,
Town Hall, Southwark, S.E.

rmeu, F.; Journals to c o Walter Ermen, 14, Park Road,
Eccles, Manchester.

liarrigues, W. E., I/o Broadway; GG, Beaver Street, Xrw
York City, U.S.A.

Hiibner, Julius, l/o Crumpsall; Ash Villa, Cheadle Hulme,
Cheshire.

lngalls, Walter R., l/o Lynn; 52, Broadwav, New York
City, U.S.A.

lacoby, A. H. ; Journals to c/o American Dyewood Co.,

15U, William Street, New York City, U.S.A.
.^napp, R. E., l/o Ann Arbor; 1219, 8th Street, Evansville,

Ind., U.S.A.
.evy, A. G. ; Journals to 45, Warrington Crescent, Maida

Vale, W.
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STATEMENT OF REVENUE AND EXPENDITURE FOE THE YKAK 1908.

(Made up to the 20th May 1904.)

REVENUE.

Annual Subscriptions for 1903 :— £ » '<

" subscriptions received in lull - hi u

318 subscriptions received in 1908 397 U

3,813 subscriptions received in line! 4.11, 1U U

50 suliscriptions received in 190 1 62 10 o

(Suudry balances and excess payments) 5 11 1

S,68S

£ s. d.

4,615 11 1

Entrance Fees (386 at U. If.) 405 6

Life Composition Fees (1 at 20/.) 20

•' Collective Index " Subscript ions

Amount receiMd '' i, , Deposit " from the

•'Saville Shaw" Testimonial Fund M
Investments:—

Interest on Metropolitan 3 per cent.

Consolidated Stock
1--' u b

Interest on Gas Lipht and Coke Com-
panv's 3 per cent. Consolidated Mock 10 u u

Interest on Great Eastern Bailway 4per

cent. Irredeemable Guaranteed Stock 24 12 8

Interest on Great Northern Railway

3 per ci I
me Stuck 22 f- U

Interest on Great Western Railway

5 per cent. Guaranteed Preference

Stock • • 28 5

Interest on Midland Railway 2* per cent.

Perpetual Preference Stock 39 is t>

Interest on North British Railway3 per

cent. Consolidated Lien Stock 30 1.. B

Interest onNew South 'Wales 3 per cent.

193S Stock •
ls 15 3

Interest on New Zealand 3 per cent. 1945

gtock -' '

Interest" on"Nottingham Joint Stock

a 3 per cent-Debenture Stock.. 6 13 u

Interest on South Eastern Railway 4|

per cent. Preference Stock m 10 >

Interest on Southwark and Vauxball

Water Company 3 per cent. Deben-

tureStock :Vi:" So ™ -

Interest on Deposit Account at Bank . .
-J 1; o

T . 425 :l t
Journal:—

Sales
537 iW

£5.583 12 3

Liddle, G. A., l/o Bury ; King o' Bells, Church Street,

Wilmslow, Cheshire.

Loomis, Henry M., l/o Niagara Fall--. 1326, l)e Ivalb

Street, Xorristown, Pa., U.S. >..

Meckel, H. Alfred, l/o Roaring Springs; 2732, Pine Street.

St. I ouis, Mo., U.S. \.

Patterson, v7. Hamilton, l/o Manchester; The Sycamores,

Ballasalla, Isle of Man.

Pearcy, LC.,l/o40; 27, St. Kilda's Road, Stoke Newing-

ton, N.

Pierce, Ira I... l/o Woodburj ; c/o Atlantic Manufacturing

Co., Washburn. Wi-., U.S.A.

Potts, Geo. E., l/o Dover; Landing, N.J., USA.
Boyle, Chas. L., l/o India; retain Journals.

Schweickert, Karl ; all communications to 6, Oliver Street,

Rahway, N.J., U.S.A.

Steel, John S.; Journals to Adelaide Chemical Works,

Theharton, Adelaide, S. Australia.

Van Zwaluwenherg, J. G., l/o Argentine; 210, Observatory

Street, Ann Arbor, Micb., U.S.A.

Wallace. Robt. A., l/o Merton ; 58, Abinger Road, Bedford

Park. \\ .

Who.., U, I'd., l/o Tottington ; Wood End, Bromley Cross,

Bolton.

MEMBER OMITTED FROM LIST.

1896. Tonkin, John, 2G03, Hast Broad Street, Richmond,

Va., U.S.A., Manufacturing Chemist.

EXPENDITURE.
£ ». d. £ ». cf.

Journal Expenses:—
Publishing ,

W 6 °

Editorial:— £ » <*•

Editor's Salary 600 o

Editor's Expenses 62 3 11

Abstractors 609 18 11

Indexing Journal 149 17

Sub-Editor's salary 150 o

Foreign Journals 10 6 6

Sundry Journals !_L_! r<,n 8 ,,

Insurance of Stock 7 i ''•

Y ih Patents and Specifications 68 lb o

ilations i2 !2 o
r .

Sectional Expenses 533 5 10

Annual Meeting Expense, U8 4 5 „. .„
;j

Secretary's Salary 300
U0

°
"

41(1

Printing Sundries 46 9 6

Stationery ,l
l
\ „

Library (Binding Books) 16 » •>

Clerical Assistance 18
J

"

Honorarium to Treasurer's Assistant >- 10 " .. -
g ()

Office Expenses (including Rent of addi-

tional rooms, and consequent alterations, ,-,,,. „
^ (

.
!

. . 274 Itt V

Auditors' Fee J" l

l
-

Sundries » « *

Bank Charges s u u
30

Ires irer'sPetty Cash, Postage and writing
up Subscriptions ll + '-

Secretary's Petty Cash and Postage o 1

- w '

National Physical laboratory (Second

Donation) •
Decennial Index (1895—1904) and Insur-

ance oi Manuscript
Investment i—

Midland Railway 21 per cent. Guaranteed
Preference Stock, 9601 ~f* 3 n

Balance of Revenue over Expenditure 8*8 11

£

3Lturrpool £>rctton.

E B B A T A.

STUDIES ON THE CLAUS REACTION, PART

by R. roi:; -i.i im'IR, n.sc .

(This J., June 15, 1904, 577—590.)

Page 587, col. _'. 8th line from bottom and following lid

should n :ol as follows i

—
LSSQ 'i'ies.

Seat i

] id by oxi.h.tiM!, of the buI- \ "•

phuretted hydrogen to water vapour. . \m. ,. |Sl , ca|„rics.

19,888 h VS.4

( — i
- in -" ; '*

Less heat required ethesuM- •>'*

phuretted hydrogen \ or 3-,-,,730 ca

05.33

Ditto sulphurous acid > 71,970 x "-jg or 28,490

3,756 + 28,490 = 32,246

Net hi tevi I = 95,368 - 32,246, or 63.1M

Page 589, col. I, 2ml line from bottom, for -0'3
- 344,
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THE TRKASURER-IN ACCOUNT WITH THE SOCIETY OF CHEMICAL INDUSTRY
Dr. FOR THK YEAR 1903. Cr.

To Cash on Deposit (1st January Witt)
Balance at Bank (1st January 1903). ...

Cash in Secretary's hands (1st January
1903) ".

Annual Subscriptions :

—

5 for the year 1901
64 for the year 1902

3,318 for the year 1808 4,147 10
121 for the year 1001 151

2 for the year 1905 .

4 for the years 190i!, 1907, and
1908 (less 10s.)

(Sundry balances of subscrip-

_ tions and excess payments) .

.

3.514

£ s. ./.

2.-," II

5S7 1

17 17 5

5
80

1.1 17 HI

151 5

2 10 II

(654 0) 21 12 8

28 5

127 11 I!

0)0)}
o); 39 18

4 8) 13 15

0) 28 7

0)

0)

5 13

28

29 17

£ s. d.

855 2 6

4 10

Entrance Fees (3S0 at 11. Is.)

Life Composition Fees (1 at 2W.)
" Collective Index " Subscriptions
"Saville Shaw" Testimonial Fund-
Amount received on Deposit

Interest from Investments :

—

Gas Light and Coke Com- & s. d.
pany s 3 per cent. Con-
solidated Stock (600 0) 16 19 o

Great Eastern Railway 4
percent. Irredeemable
Guaranteed Stock ....

Great Northern Railway
3 per cent. Debenture
Stock (800 0) 22 12

Great Western Railway
5 per cent. Guaranteed
Preference Stock (600 0)

Metropolitan 3 per cent.
Consolidated Stock (4,476 9 2)

Midland Railway ii per") ,-„-
cent. Perpetual Pre- > }'-'

ference Stock )
North British Railway 3
?er cent. Consolidated
rien Stock (1,084 13 4) 30 13

New South Wales 3 per
cent. 1935 Stock (485

New Zealand 3 per cent.
1945 Stock (1,000

Nottingham Joint Stock
Station 3 per cent.
Stock (200

South Eastern Railway
4$ per cent. Preference
Stock (073

Southwark and Vauxhall
WaterCompany's 3 per
cent. Debenture Stock (1,000 0)

(13.269 7 2)
Interest on Deposit Account at Bank . .

.

Journal :

—

Sales

4.:t:<7 It 1

105 6
20 ii 'i

3 ii

n o o

425 3 4

195

£ 6,315 6

By Journal Expenses :—
Publishing ^210 14
Insurance of Stock 7 2
Editorial :

—

c .v. d.
Editor's Salary 600 11

Editor's Expenses 60 19 ID
Abstractors 315 16 :'

Sub-Editor's Salary 150
Indexing Journal 184 14
Foreign Journals 10 6 6
Sundry Journals ..... . 6 till

£ s. d. £ s. d.

French Patents aud
Specifications 55 12

Translations 12 12

1,628 7 n

68 4

Sectional Expenses:—
Canadian Section 41 7 6
Canadian Journals 17
Liverpool Section 38 16
London Section gs 15 11

Manchester Section 42 10
Newcastle-on-Tyne Section 20 13 in
New Tort (U.S.A.) Section 196 10
Nottingham Section 22 4 5
Scottisli Section 40 ~

\\
Yorkshire Section 20 3

Annual Meeting Expenses (1903) 188 1 1

Annual Meeting (tin account. New
York, 1904) 154 19 2

Secretary's Salary (see also Sub-Editor) 300
Assistant 115 5 q

Printing Sundries
Stationery \\
Library (Binding Books) a . .

.

Clerical Assistance
Honorarium to Honorary Treasurer's
Assistant (1902)

Office Expenses, &c. :

—

Rent, &c 156 7 8

Gas and Electric Light 7 m <;

Cleaning, Attendance, &c 16 14 I

Furniture, Repairs, &c 23 2 :i

Alterations to Offices, Jcc 58 11 6
Fire Insurance 8
Sundry Requisites 1113

Auditors' Fee
National Physical Laboratory (Second
Donation)

Investment :

—

960?. Midland Railway 2} per cent.
Guaranteed Preference Stock

Decennial Index (1895—1904), paid on
account 207

Decennial Index—Insurance of Manu-
script 5 1

Sundries
Bank Charges
Treasurer's Petty Cash and Postage ....
Secretary's Petty Cash and Postage
Balance at Bank (31st December 1903) . 407
Cash in Secretary's hands (31 Dec. 1903) 19

533 5 10

313 3 7

415
I

'

53
it; 3
13 4

27t li; 9

1» 11 6

100

798 3

212 1

15 19
3 11

17 1

68 19

£6,315 6

We have compared the above Statement with the Vouchers, Counterfoils of the Receipts issued, and other records, and are of opinion it
correctly exhibits the Cash transactions of the Society for the year 1903. The amounts of the Metropolitan 3 per cent. Consolidated 3 per
cent. New Zealand, and 3 per cent. New South Wales Stocks have been confirmed by the Chief Accountant to the Bank of England
Certificates for the remaining investments have been inspected, and the Bank Balances have been certified to us by the Bankers.

23, St. Swithin's Lane, Loudon, E.C.,
'

(Signed) MIALL, WILKIXS, RANDALL, & Co.,
21st April 1904. Chartered Accountants.

ilonfton g>erttom
Meeting held at Burlington House, on Monday,

June 6th, 1904.

MR. WALTER F. REID IN THE CHAIR.

THE LOSS OF NITRE IX THE CHAMBER
PROCESS.

BY J. K. H. INGLIS.

The question of the loss of nitre in the chamber process
has long been the subject of discussion and investigation ;

but no very satisfactory solution of the question has as yet
been obtained. The difficulty in the investigation is three-
fold. Not only does the total amount of nitrous gases lost
amount to oniy a fraction of a per cent, of the flue gases,
but endless complications arise {cf. Carpenter and Linder,
this J., Dec. 1902; when the flue gases are treated with
aqueous absorbents so that an interpretation of the analysis
is very difficult. The third difficulty is that no means have
been devised for detecting small quantities of nitrous oxide,
which many authorities believe is formed in the chambers
and causes the " chemical loss " as opposed to the
" mechanical loss," due to incomplete absorption in the Gay
Lussac tower.
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Sir \Y. Ramsay, in Ms researches on the " Gases of the

Atmosphere," found that fractional distillation of liquefied

gases al low temperatures gave in many cases B satisfactory

separation ; and he, therefore, kindly suggested to me
that I should attempt analysis of the flue gases by that

method. This paper gives a preliminary account of some
of the results that have been obtained : but the experiments
have not yet hern brought to a conclusion.

The flue gases may consist of nitrogen, oxygen, nitric

oxide, nitrogen peroxide, nitrous oxide, sulphur dioxide,

carbon dioxide, and possibly sulphuric acid vapour. The
gases, nitrous oxide, carbon dioxide, and sulphur dioxide,

were first of all prepared and it was found that they could

be almost completely separated from a large volume of

air by passing the mixture through a spiral cooled with

liquid air to a temperature of about — 185° (
'. At that

temperature these gases aud nitrogen peroxide are non-

volatile solids, and therefore by exhausting the spiral with
a Topler pump all the nitrogen and oxygeu could he
removed. At this temperature nitric oxide is also a solid,

but it has a Blight vapour pressure, so that its separation

from nitrogen by this means is not quite complete. But if

the vapour pressure of nitric oxide at that temperature is

known, the amount lost can be calculated, since its partial

pressure in the escaping gas js equal to its vapour pressure.

Exact measurements of this vapour pressure have not as
yet been made, so that to this extent the research is

incomplete. When the nitrogen oxides, carbon dioxide, and
sulphur dioxide, sulphuric acid, &c, have been obtained
free from nitrogen and oxygen, the further separation is

not difficult. It was found that by repeated fractionation

at suitable temperatures the substances could be divided
into the fractions:—(1) Nitrogen and nitric oxide;
(2) Nitrous oxide ang carbon dioxide

; (3) Sulphur
dioxide

; (4) Nitrogen peroxide and sulphuric acid.

Fractions 1,2, 3, were measured and then analysed in the
ordinary way. The fourth fraction, which remained in

the spiral, was washed out with distilled water and titrated

with baryta, using phenolphthalen as indicator. The
precipitate of barium sulphate was boiled with dilute nitric

acid, filtered off and weighed ; and then, knowing the total

barium hydroxide used and the barium sulphate formed, the
amount of nitrogen peroxide could be calculated.

When this method of analysis had been worked out,

Dr. Messel very kindly gave me permission to carry out a
series of analyses at Messrs. Chapman aud Messel's works
in Silvertown. I am glad to take this opportunity of
thanking him for the facilities and for the advice which he
was always ready to give me.

A calculation of the total loss of nitre (3 per cent, of the
sulphur burnt) showed that if the total loss occurred as
nitric oxide the amount in the flue gases would amount to
0-1 per cent. Hence it was evident that at least 10 or
20 litres of the flue gases must be used for each analysis.

As it was obviously impossible to carry samples of 10—20
litres away from the works, the first part of the fractionation
was carried out while the sample was being taken. A large
aspirator drew the flue gases at the rate of 5 litres per hour
through a spiral which was immersed in liquid air. At
each end of the spiral there was a stop-cock, and a side tube
led from the spiral through a third stop-cock to a large
bulb holding about 130 c.c. Before taking a sample, this

bulb was evacuated and the stop-cock turned off: the gases
were then led through the spiral, and when sufficient

quantity of gas had been taken, the spiral was evacuated by
means of a small mercury pump. The first two stop-cocks
were then closed ami, the third one being opened, the
condensed gasas were allowed to evaporate into the vacuum.
For subsequent analysis, by cooling the spiral again with
liquid air the whole of the gas was condensed into the
spiral, and the fractionation could then be proceeded with.
In the earlier experiments the gases from the due were led
through a wash-bottle containing C.O.V. before passing
through the spiral; but in the later experiments this

washing was omitted as the small quantity of nitrous gases
absorbed by the C.( I.V. could not be accurately determined.

The total volume of the flue gases analysed amounted to
284 litres, and the results obtained were fairly constant.
In every case a small quantity of nitrous oxide was

obtained, amounting to about 0'002 per cent. This quan-
tity is so extremely small that it shotvs that the " chemical
loss " of nitre is negligible in so far as nitrous oxide is

concerned- The percentage of sulphur dioxide found was
quite appreciable when the gases were washed with C.i l.V.

(0"U2 per cent.), but when the ;.'as,s were taken directly

into the spiral no sulphur dioxide was found. The analyses

showed that about 0*02 per Cent, of the flue gases
separated as nitric cxide; but it must be remembered that a
certain amount of nitric oxide is always lost, owing to its

vapour pressure at — 185 . This loss may easily amount to

O-02 per cent., out no exact figure can as yet be given.

The total amount of nitric oxide is. therefore, about 0*04 per
cent. The carbou dioxide found was about o OS per cent.,

this being the amount usually present in the atmosphere.

The sulphuric acid found was always constant in parallel

experiments, but seemed subject to fluctuations. It seemed
to be about D-U08 grm. per 10 litr-s. The estimation of

the nitrogen peroxide was in some ways the most difficult

of all. As this gas acts on mercury it was necessary to

estimate it by titration, and since it is then determined by

difference, the result is not very exact. In addition, traces

of nitrogen peroxide usually came over with the sulphur

dioxide ami got lost through combining with the mercury.
The amount of nitrogen peroxide found was about 0-03 per

cent, of the flue gases. Adding to this the probable amount
of nitric oxide (0'04 per cent.), we find as the total nitre

in the flue gases 007 per cent. ; whereas the total loss of

nitre would be accounted for by -
1 percent. IleDCe, we

find that 70 per cent, of the nitre lost is lost partly as nitric

oxide, partly as peroxide. The loss of nitre in the process
is therefore mainly determined by the efficiency of the

Gay-Lussac tower, and is thus mechanical and not chemical
loss.

This is the chief result so far obtained in this research,

but I hope at a later date to give a further account of my
work on this subject.

I have great pleasure in expressing my gratitude to

Sir W. Ramsay both for suggesting this research and for

the advice and help he has so often given me. I should

also like to thank Mr. E. C. Thompson for the help he so

willingly rendered me at the works in Silvertown.

Discvssio.n.

lh. Messel considered that Mr. Inglis's interesting

experiments had finally proved that the loss of nitric acid

in the chamber process was purely mechanical and not

chemical, unless its reduction to nitrogen was assumed, for

which, however, there w as no warranty

.

Dr. Divers said that he had intended to try to show
the great improbability of any production in the lead

chambers of either the unknown dibydroxylamine-sul-
phonic acid, as suggested by Haschig, or even of the well-

established hydroxylaminedhjulphomc acid, or, again, of

peroxylaminesulphouic acid (nitrosodisulphonic acid), as

quite recently suggested by Trautz, to account for the loss

of nitre. But such a demonstration had now become
unnecessary, for Mr. Inglis's experiments bad clearly

settled, as Dr. Messel had just said, that the loss was
after all mechanical and not chemical. They disproved

the formation of any nitrous oxide, and, by showing the

escape of so much of the lost nitre under the form of

nitric oxide and peroxide, indirectly proved also the non-

formation of nitrogen. From these experiments, therefore,

it w:u» to be concluded that hydroxylamine derivatives were

not produced in a normally working lead chamber.

Mr. HoobbaH said that Mr. Inglis had not attempted

to deal with the loss in the other departments of the

process, the mechanical loss from the running of the acids

in the different towers, aud the other sources of loss there

might be. lie had had the privilege of working with the

first Lunge tower erected in this country, and by taking

special precautions he had been able to reduce the loM

down to nearly one-tbird of the loss here stated to occur.

Any one accustomed to work according to Dr. Lunge
s;i\ that it would be almost impossible to bring the

consumption of nitre down below 4 parts on the 100 of

sulphur ; but by working on different lines be diminished
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that loss down to below 1*3 parts on the 100 of sulphur.

He did not think that had been attained elsewhere in this

country, and it was a practical proof of the conclusion

Mr. Inglis had arrived at, that the loss was entirely

mechanical.

Mr. Gbttmann congratulated Mr. Inglis on the results

obtained by examining these gases. Last week he had
listened to a paper by Dr. Raschig, who had taken up
again his old theory of the chamber process, and he was
very gratified to hear the references made to the work of

Prof. Divers and Mr. Haga. Dr. Raschig, iu the presence

of Prof. Lunge and others, had demonstrated the correct-

ness of his theory by analyses on the large scale. But
apart from that he could confirm what Mr. Inglis had
found, viz., that the loss iu the Gay-Lussac tower was
mechanical. He showed, in a paper read in Manchester
some time ago, that it was the practice abroad, and
occasionally in this country, to erect central or " catch

"

Gay-Lussac towers, which took up the loss out of three or

four ordinary towers ; but even then it was found that,

owing to differences in temperature and pressure, there was
a mechanical loss which could never be avoided in the

manufacture of sulphuric acid.

The Chairman said they must all congratulate the author
on such an interesting industrial application of a new
scientific fact. It evidently was of the utmost importance
to one of our greatest chemical industries that the source

of loss had been identified. No doubt when the paper was
published, ways might be suggested of getting out of the

difficulty ; for, although the loss did not appear great iu

itself, yet when dealing with hundreds of thousands of tons

it meant a great deal to the chemical manufacturer.

Mr. Inglis, in reply, said with regard to the estimation

of the loss of nitric oxide that seemed rather doubtful to

many members present, but aided by the other two towers
it amounted to at least 50 per cent. If nitric oxide were
condensed at the temperature of liquid air with a mercury
pump, a figure would be obtained which undoubtedly
pointed to some loss, and the conclusion he drew at present
was that something over 50 or GO per cent, of the loss was
due to nitric oxide or peroxide, which, it was not possible

to say, because the nitric peroxide might be formed again
by taking up the oxygen from the sulphur dioxide or

trioxide. He tried to guard against any reaction in the
bulb, but it seemed as if some action did take place, and
that chamber crystals did form in the bulb.

ACETONE: ITS MANUFACTURE AND
PURIFICATION.

BY ARTHUR MARSHALL.

Acetone, as is well known, is manufactured by the drv
distillation of acetate of lime, which is one of the principal

by-products obtained in the carbonisation of wood. The
consumption of acetone is considerable as it is used largely

the manufacture of smokeless powders, of celluloid
articles, and for the preparation of many chemicals. In
this country especially there is a large demand for acetone
for the manufacture of cordite. The other products that
are formed together with acetic acid in the distillation of
wood—charcoal, tar, creosote, wood spirit, and, in the case of
resinous woods, turpentine—are all valuable and find a ready
market. It is therefore evident that charcoal burning when
carried out in a rational scientific manner is a remunerative
ndustry, especially where there is a large supply of cheap
vood, or where there is an active demand for the charcoal,
vhich is, after all, the principal product, and the one which
;>ears transport least well.

In the conversion of acetate of lime into acetone there are
'tit few by-products. The material remaining in the retorts
onsists of impure calcium carbonate mixed with some tar,
nd is of no value. From the purification of the crude
tstillate some tar is obtained which may be used as fuel,
nd from the fractional distillation there results a certain
roportion of high boiling fractious consisting largely of
hjl methyl ketone, and other higher homologues of
•etone. For these there is not a very active demand, but
tere can be little doubt that suitable outlets will be found

by

CO

in

for thorn when attention has been sufficiently drawn to

them. Ethyl methyl ketone is obtained directly in a state

of considerable purity, mixed with about 12 per cent, of
water, and only very small quantities of other impurities.

There appears to be no good reason why this should not be
used for denaturing alcohol for some technical purposes, as

the boiling points of ethyl methyl ketone and alcohol, 79 -7°

and 79 '3° respectively, are very close together, and they
form a mixture haviug a constant boiling point at about
74 C.

As usually carried out the production of crude acetone from
acetate of lime consists in heating charges of 300 to 600 lbs.

of grey acetate of lime in retorts heated by direct fire, the
last portion of distillate being driven over with the aid of

steam. The distillate separates into two layers, the lower of

which contains the greater part of the acetone together with
water, whilst the upper layer consists largely of tarry

matter. The upper layer is separated from the lower and is

washed several times with water, the washings being mixed
with the lower layer. The mixture thus obtained, consisting

principally of acetone and water, is now neutralised with
caustic soda and submitted to fractional distillation. The
plant employed for this purpose is of the same type as is

now used almost universally for the fractionation of organic
liquids. The vapour is made to ascend a high copper tower
provided with a number of plateaux, each of which is

covered with,liquid that is running down the tower. From
the top of the tower the vapour is conducted into a tubular
condenser, where a portion of it is condensed and returned
to the top of the tower. The remainder is led down to

another condenser where it is entirely condensed. This
primary distillate is not of such a quality as to satisfy the

requirements of the manufacturers of smokeless powders,
for although there is no difficulty in obtaining the acetone
free from water, and containing only a trace of higher
ketones, there are other impurities, the last traces of which
are very difficult to remove. The acetone is therefore again
mixed with several times its bulk of water, with or without
the addition of other substances, and is again submitted to

fractional distillation. The distillate is tested from time to

time by the " permanganate test," and when thecolour remains
for the specified time, the acetone is turned into a separate
receptacle. This test has been somewhat fully discussed
by Conroy (this J., 1900, 206), and it will suffice here merely
to state that it consists in mixing 100 c.c. of the acetone
with 1 c.c. of 0-1 per cent, of potassium permanganate
solution, and observing the time required at a temperature
of 15° C. for the characteristic colour of the permanganate
to disappear. The present requirements of the War Depart-
ment are that the acetone shall endure the test for 30
minutes. Two other clauses of the most recent official

specification for acetone lay down that

—

" The liquid is to be genuine acetone, and must contain
no other ingredients except small quantities of substances
which are normal by-products of the manufacture of acetone.
It must be colourless and absolutely transparent, and when
mixed with distilled water in any proportions it must show
no turbidity. It must leave no residue when evaporated
upon a boiliDg water-bath.

" The specific gravity must not be greater than 800 at
15 '5 C. with water at the same temperature."

These clauses, combined with that which relates to the
permanganate test, ensure that only the middle fractions from
the distillation are supplied, and that the acetone is not
contaminated with foreign matter, and contains no more than
traces of any substances except ethyl methyl ketone, and
1 mly a small quantity of that. But, although all the acetone
supplied to the Royal Gunpowder Factory for years past
has on delivery complied with this specification in all

respects, it was found that after keeping it for a year or two
much of it had deteriorated very seriously, the permanganate
test falling in many cases to only a few minutes, and the

acetone assuming a dark yellowish brown tint. The
material therefore had to be redistilled before being used.

This was a serious matter as it is considered expedient to

keep a large reserve stock of acetone in hand. The
Superintendent of the Royal Gunpowder Factory there-

fore gave me instructions to inquire into this matter, to

ascertain if possible why it was that some consignments of
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acetone rapidly deteriorated, whereas others remained

unaffected after many years, and to devise means to prevent

this deterioration.

Up to that time acetone had been tested for acid sub-

stances by titration with standard caustic alkali using

phenolphthalein as an indicator, but no attempt had been

made to detect or estimate weak bases. Upon testing

various samples of commercial acetone with such indicators

as methyl orange or nitrophenol it was found that many
of them contained perceptible amounts of basic bodies,

whilst most of the others were neutral to these indicators,

a very few of the samples being slightly acid. Moreover,

the interesting observation was made that the drums of

acetone which had deteriorated all contained comparatively

large amounts of basic substances or else were acid,

whereas the drums that had kept well were almost or quite

neutral. From these facts the conclusion was drawn that

the presence of these basic bodies was directly connected

with the deterioration of the acetone. This was con-

firmed by a number of laboratory tests and then com-

parative experiments were curried out on the manufacturing

scale.

Several tons of acetone were made as described above

from each of three different consignments of acetate of

lime, and rectified in the presence of caustic soda. Each
of the acetones thus obtained was then divided into three

portions : one of these was not treuted any further, the

second was re-rectified over caustic soda and the third was

re-rectified in the presence of a small excess of sulphuric

acid, which combined with the basic bodies and enabled

a distillate to be obtained which was perfectly neutral to

para-nitropheuol. Some crude acetone was also purified

by distilling with sulphuric acid and redistilling one-half

with caustic soda and the other half with sulphuric acid.

The permanganate test of the eleven portions thus obtained

were taken a month after distillation and again at

intervals. In the table below are given tho original results

and those obtained on May 9tb, 1904, when the acetones

were seven months old.

Alkalinity,

co. N/10

per 100

cc.

Permanganate
Test

Minutes.
Fall.

One
Month.

Seven
"Months.

Acetones redistilled'* I.

once with caustic] 11.

(.111.

The same redistilled C I.

again with caustics; 11.

soda Ull.

Ditto redistilled with f
,J-

sulphuric acid
(.in'

Crude acetone distills 1 with
sulphuric acid an.t re-

distilledwith caustic soda
Crude acetone

with sulphuric acid and
redistilled with sulphuric

0-12
0-5.-,

"•.-,7

0-12

0-4S
o

O'O

34
90

'

over 300
7

180
ov.-r 300

!

80

33
:,i

68
£25
.;n

65

•::.

48

1'crCent.
3
40
39

about 30
!!

36

about 30

10

rise 44

All these acetones when freshly prepared stood the per-

manganate test for at least 100 minutes.

It will be seen that not only have the acetones that were
distilled with acid maintained their very high original

purity, but that they were even at first attacked by per-

manganate very much more slowly than the samples that

had been distilled with alkali only. This is no doubt due
in part to chemical actions taking place with comparative

rapidity in the freshly distilled basic acetones between the

alkaline bodies and other substances, producing compounds
which cause the reduction of the permanganate. The

basic acetones have not deteriorated so much as many that

have been obtained from other manufacturers, although

some of them are now giving decidedly lower figures by
the permanganate test. The important fact, is, however,
clearly brought out by rectifying in the presence of

sulphuric acid instead of caustic soda, acetone is obtained

at no additional cost, which possesses a considerably higher

degree of purity as shown by the permanganate test and which
does not deteriorate on keeping. The full reasons for this

and the exact nature of the chemical changes involved are

matters which are still being investigated.

It is not very easy to ascertain exactly what are the

basic bodies that occur in commercial acetone, as they are

present even in tho worst samples only to the extent of

about O'Ol per cent. Up to the present I have made a

thorough examination only of the alkaline substances

obtainable from the early fractions. In the sample that I

collected they consisted of monomethylamine mixed with

about 25 per cent, of ammonia. But that there are other

amines as well as methylamine present is shown by the

examination of various fractions obtained on distillation.

The early portions show strong alkalinity due principally

to the bodies already mentioned. The middle fractions are

less stmnglv alkaline, but towards the end of the distillation

the alkalinity again rises indicating the presence of bases

having boiling points above that of acetone, or forming

mixtures with it which boil at a higher temperature than

acetone itself.

All these bodies, as well as any acid substances, it is

desired to exclude from acetone supplied. A clause has,

therefore, been inserted in the specification which reads :

"The acetone is not to contain more than 0-002 per

cent, of carbon dioxide and is otherwise to be quite

neutral."

The acid and basic substances may of course be detected

and estimated by any method the analyst finds suitable.

At the Royal Gunpowder Factory the basic bodies and
strong a?ids are usually estimated by diluting the acetone

with an equal volume of boiled distilled water, adding two

to four drops of a saturated solution of para-nitrophenol in

water, and titrating with standard acid or alkali solution.

Weak acids may be detected and estimated by inixiDg with

water as before, boiling for five or ten minutes, adding

phenolphthaleiu and titrating with standard caustic alkali.

Carbon dioxide is readily determined by adding water and

pheDolphthaleiu and titrating at once without boiling.

By far the greater portion of the acetone used in this

country is imported from abroad
;
yet there seems to be

no good reason for this. It may be objected that there is

no cheap timber available as in America or Austria. But

this objection will not hold, tor a large portion of our

acetone is manufactured at Hamburg and other places in

Germany from acetate of lime imported from America,

and if this can be done at a profit in Germany, why not in

England ? The destructive distillation of wood might also

be carried on to afar greater extent than is done at present,

for although wood is more expensive here than in many

other parts of the world, on the other hand the
i
rice

obtainable for charcoal is also high here, and very large

quantities are required for metallurgical and various Othet

technical purposes. Every year timber is imported into

ii, United Kingdom to the value of about 25,<>i

From this there must be immense quantities of waste wood i

and after it has been used for structural or other purposes

a large proportion of the timber might still 1» verj

economically employed for the manufacture of charcoal

wood naphtha, and acct

Discussion.

Mr. Guttmann said that Mr. Marshall's paper -

that Waltham Abbey was moving very much with th

and also letting the public know what they were doinp

The improvement shown by the author depended ou th

change of treatment of the crude acetone by sulpha

instead of caustic soda. He had not told them whether th

acetone manufactured at Waltham Abbey in former tiim

had deteriorated so rapidly as the foreign acetone to whic

he alluded. He (Mr. Guttmann) had reason to think th:

the Waltham Abbey acetone did not deteriorate in tin

rapid way. The reason was obvious, for in Germany v

neutralisation of the crude acetone was generally done wit

. lime, which economically might be preferable, but wou

probably form more unstable compounds than would occi

from treatment with caustic soda. He did not think '

figures given in the paper were very bad, so far as tl
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manufacture at Waltham Abbey was concerned, because if

after a month it only varied to the extent of 3 per cent, in

one case and 14 per cent, in another—still leaving 35

minutes— it was not so bad, and if Mr. Marshall treated

them with lime lie would probably find they were much
worse. The question whether the crude acetone should be

treated with sulphuric acid would no doubt engage the

attention of all manufacturers concerned, and would be

solved in a way which would confirm Mr. Marshall's

results. The only objection to it could be that the

acetone might become acid. A good deal of discussion

was at one time carried on as to whether acetone when
kept a year or two would become acid, and so have to be

rejected. He saw no reason why slight traces of acidity

should not be left, just the same as slight traces of alkalinity

were left now. Mr. Marshall put the question why acetone

should not be made cheaply in this country, and why it

should be imported, and adduced, not exactly reasons, but

arguments, in favour of the manufacture here. Probably he
would modify his views if he were to consult the merchants
who imported acetone, and the manufacturers abroad. He
gave an example of a place in Germany which he said had no

woods to speak of, which nevertheless produced acetone

from American acetate of lime. He was not conversant

with the status of the factory referred to, but he was
under the impression that it was not making much profit,

and that there were some difficulties about making the

cost of production balance the selling price. At any rate

the present price of acetone, as delivered to Waltham
Abbey, was such that it would not pay anybody to produce
it either here or abroad if it were made from American
acetate of lime. The Americans, being prudent people,

kept the price of acetone low, and that of acetate of lime

high, thus preventing people making it at a profit. With
regard to the factories in Germany and Austria that did

produce acetone, and sent a good deal over here, that was
quite intelligible when it was remembered that there were
large factories for the distillation of wood which could
dispose of every item they manufactured, and who manu-
factured probably all the prime materials they required.

Last year he inspected one of the largest factories in Hungary
which supplied large quantities of acetone to this country,

and when he saw the way in which they undertook the

manufacture of products of all kinds, and the enormous
character of the works, he could quite understand that

there was a profit to be made on acetone ; but if he were
asked whether it would be worth while to erect acetone
works for the sole purpose of supplying the demand for

British explosives, he would certainly say no.

Dr. Lewkowitsch said it was not to he wondered at

!
that basic substances were produced. He pointed to the

the fact brought out by the author's experiments that, after

I the bases had been removed, the acetone so obtained again

[yielded basic substances on treatment with caustic soda.

(This did not occur in the ease of tar, shale, and lignite

[oils. Would the inference be correct that the basic

[substances, or some of them at least, were formed from
'some nitrogenous substance by the action of caustic
alkalis ?

Mr. Watson ^mith, as a former wood distiller, asked
[Mr. Marshall first if it were not possible to produce acetone
joy the treatment of commercial wood spirit itself, which
antained a considerable amount, by means of the bisulphite

j'eactiou and the after-treatment of the precipitate which it

produced with caustic soda. He had reason to believe that

owards the end of the wood-distilling process the acetone
Increased in the wood spirit, so that the latter fractious

j-ontained considerably more than the earlier stages. In the

listillatiou of wood two fractions were obtained, an acid

[iqueous one and a tarry one. The acid aqueous fraction

contained the spirit, together with acetone and other bodies
uch as acetic acid. This aqueous mixture had to be treated

]'ith lime to produce acetate of lime, from which by the

|sual process acetone was obtained. Now acetone was
ot only produced by the dry distillation of calcium
:etate, but might be produced to a lesser extent by passing
:etic acid through hot tubes. No doubt some of it

• as thus formed in the wood retorts, especially as they
't hotter, towards the end of the process. He thought it

cceedingly probable, moreover, thai a larger proportion of

i would be found iu the spirit produced towards the
end than earlier in the process. The acetic acid would be,
lie thought, more largely decomposed as the retorts got
hotter, and thus produce more of this acetone. There was
another matter of considerable interest which he discovered
in 1870, and which was recorded in a paper contained iu

hi .1. Chem. Soc. (1871, 1101—1108), and this contributed
to make this speculation of his more probable. He found
that in the distillation of wood the acetic acid increased to a
maximum which was reached near the end of the process,
when of course the retorts were hottest, after which some
diminution took place. This being so, the acetone might
hence be expected pro rata to be also at a maximum at
that later stage. Had Mr. Marshall tested the distillate at

various stages, and had he found such variations in the
proportion of acetone ?

Mr. B. Biggs said that it was generally believed that

acetone had been a commercial product only within the
last 10 or 15 years, but it was made in South Wales
50 years ago in considerable quantities. At that time
methylated spirit was introduced, and Government required
contracts for a large quantity of wood spirit. One of
his friends had found that a spirit could be prepared from
acetate of lime, and he made a considerable quantity,
which was supplied and accepted as wood spirit. If he
ivnieinbered rightly, brown acetate of lime was then worth
about 41. 10s. per ton, and the contract he made with
Government for the spirit was at 8s. 6d. per gallon of about
8 lb. 1 cwt. of the lime produced 3i or 4 galls, of acetone
of :i bout 60—62 over proof, which was the standard required,

so that raw material costing 4s. 6d. gave a product which
fetched some 32s., or about Is. a lb., or 112s. a cwt. The
introduction of methylated spirit brought down the price of
other spirit solvents, and the manufacture of acetone was
then abandoned. Within the last 10 years acetone, brought
up to the standard shown by Mr. Marshall, had been utilised

iu the production of smokeless explosives, and was now a
manufacture of importance, although he was obliged to

admit that the bulk of the supply came from abroad, a
late contract for 200 tons having been all taken by foreign

producers.

Dr. P. Schidrowitz said he had frequently found that
in rectifying organic liquids, more especially of a spirituous

nature, it was more satisfactory to use a strong organic
acid, such as tartaric acid, than a mineral acid. Of course
sulphuric acid was much cheaper than tartaric acid, but the
quantit}' required for the final rectification would be very
small, and it might be worth trying. Some 10 years ago
he strongly advised a firm of manufacturers in the Xorth
of England to make acetone, because at that time he knew
there was a very fair profit to be made.
The Chairman said this was a very interesting paper to

those who used acetone, and it threw light on many things
which one had noticed without being able to explain why
they happened. Thus, acetone kept in glass bottles deterio-
rated iu the test ; and acetone which was apparently quite
pure at first, after a time would fail to pass the test. He
was inclined to think it was almost a case like one Mr.
Watson Smith had pointed out some time ago, of the bottle
itself taking the part of a reagent, and that the alkalinity
of the glass acted on the acetone, and probably caused it to
deteriorate. After this communication they would have to
ajok on the acidity of acetone with a little less suspicion,
'specially if it were of an organic nature. He thought the
suggestion Mr. Marshall had thrown out was a very good
one, that waste wood and other sustances capable of pro-
ducing acetone should be used for that purpose. There
was one source of acetone which might very well be used
which was, to a great extent, wood originally, namely, the
enormous quantity of waste paper and cardboard. In Lon-
don there was more than 100 tons a week of waste paper
and cardboard, and the greater part of it was burnt to get
rid of it. It seemed that this might become a source of
profit to those who would take it up. There was any
amount of material to be had, and a good demand for the
product, and to utilise it would certainly be rendering the
public a service, aud getting rid of an article which was at

present a nuisance. There was another opening for the
production of acetone which was a very hopeful one, and
that was its synthetical production. The cellulose molecule
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Id be treated in n number of different ways ;
the deconi-

Ttion of the molecule could be conducted under such

Sons as to destroy it, and only obtain a smafl quanUty

S acetone or in such a waj a- to obtain a large percentage

Ht that narticular article' which was most valuable. In

f e ! til was considerable hope ketone was a

g* which could be used on a ranch larger scateif it

could be obtained at a cheaper price. V\ ith regaM to

„hvl methyl ketone, there were better uses for this than

for denaturing alcohol, and it could be used for V°W>™
for which alcohol could not-such as a solvent m the

c° luloid and similar industries-with . ^e If

alftrge quantity^f£could be.P-^a marke^onW

S^'ant! because something was r, •; -

g

SneUnt down very rapidly if it came in^contact w*b

use ofW and this -eemed a possible explanation. He

S-^.'to M a matter of fact the price oi acetone wa,

lower in Germany than m England. ««•»«"££
manufacturer could make and sell it at the lower price

he con d n0t understand why manufacturers could^not

minute Mr. Watson Smith pointed out that acetone

mi ht be obtained by the treatment of commercial wood

£&wsL srvtrsw

«

other directions for wood spirit containing «"££;

th nk that he could add anything to them. Acetone was no

kent in lead vessels, so that the trouble referred to on that
kept in leao Te.. ,

t
.

( (o be inferred

JSrac^ty wa,
an
no barmW. Practically ail the acetone

maae wa distilled over caustic soda or hme andjonse-

quTntly did not contain any acid, but l rt did he had 1,trie

ooubt that it would deteriorate just as raptdlj as » con

tained alkaline bodies, if not more so. In one o
r
two h ses

where acetone in drums had been found to be slightly acid it

invariably deteriorated rapidly.

Mr. Guttmann asked if the acetone would be acid if it

were distilled over sulphuric acid.

Mr MABSHAM. said it was not found to be so. If the

di *.U«ion were carelessly earned out it might be po.*Me

for some acetic acid to distil over, but he did no see how

sulphuric acid could pass over, as the vapour^HH of

sulphuric acid was very small compared with that ot

acetone.

.V NEW METHOD FOR THE ANALYSIS OF

TANNIN' YNI> TANNIN.. MATERIAXS AND THE
"

IDENTIFICATION OF ADMIXTURES IX

TANNING EXTRACTS AND LIQUORS.

BY DK. J. CORDON PARKER AND B. K. BflTOTO 1'AVNK.

Contribution from the London Leather Industries

Laboratories, Harold's Institute, Bermondsey.

in the analysis of tanning materials by the standard

method prescribed by the International A-socianon of

LeXr Trades Chemists certain figures are obtained which

are supposed to nearly represent the results which would

accrue in the ordinary course of extraction of materials and

nse of liquors in tanning. The figures obtained by tins

method give the amount of tanning matters absorbed by

ne hide powder and the amount of other soluble matters

which are not absorbed by the hide-powder ,
these are

returnc'l as being non-tannins. The process winch is now

about to be described will show conclusively some of the

^ B8ed b3 the hide-powder and the extent of

Tucb and will also show the reason why the analytical

results as obtained by the hide-powder process are not

borne out ... practical manufacture

It has been shown by Procter (this J.. 1903, 48., wa
Collerium, 1003. 114) and others, and IS a well-known fact

Si b the hide-, 'der process the hide-powder absor'.s

acids other than tannic acid, and even retains inert matters,

such as dextrin and other non-tanning substances winch

are present in many tan-yard liquors. It has also been

show,.byBoegb and Paessler (this J., 1899.927) tha the

d" '.wder method is extremely inaccurate for thenrijM

of liquors surcharged with natural acid. The difficulties

of Betting concordant results with gambler, myrobalans,

and
g
suma,l, are too well known to require.further con-

^deration , and although we acknowledge that the hide-

powder process of tanning analysis is ... many ways

Cat advance over the old 1 wenthal process, yet

ge difficulties of obtaining results accurate with.,.
,

ha t .

per cent, have only been surmounted by the most stringent

Regulations as to exactitude in every manipulative detad

'Tom ...ne to time the I.A.L.T.C. have modified the

process of hide-powder analysis, based on research work

ca r , 1 out in the various leather trades' laboratories oj

Europe but one of the main difficulties, which has ever

been and probable ever will be as far as the h.de-powder

Process is concerned is the obtaining of a standard hide-S free from soluble matter, with an absorptive
;

powej

sufficient to absorb all matters capable of uniting with hide

s stances. The authors have made mam samples o h.de-:

Pdtr under varying conditions, with and without the^d

f aldehydes and chrome salts, but have absolutely failed t»

produce a hide-powder of unvarying quality and certain

Zid'rd They have found that very little variation m

he coarseness of the powder, the part of the hide fronv

which the powder is made, the time of the preliminary

liming, and the alkalinity or acidity cause the resuM

obtained to vary 1 to 2 per cent; a h.de-powder prepared

from cow hM? is different from a similar powder made

under identical conditions from an ox or bull hide; and,

again powder prepared from the butt vanes from one

prep ed from the belly even of the same beast. ItiJ
matter for congratulation that the differences obtamed

under present conditions by two chemists analys.ng th

same material are not more divergent than*•»«•
In the first instance, it is necessary to define the genera

principals of tanning. Commencing on the limed sk. o

hue sage, the same-wing received the required amort

of preparatory treatment, generally the process of tannuij

may be described as—

(1) Reduction or neutralisation of the alkal.mtyw.tl

more or less removal of the bases and salts produced,

2) Fixation or tannage, with the necessary direc

combination of the collogci or skin fibres With the acid 0,

acids, or compounds of them.

(V\ Loadine or filling, which is purely a deposition o

anfbet^rtne fibres' of dimcuUly ^nhlo
;

„

phlobaphenes. bloom and gums, which giveSep. 1
physical characteristics to the skin or hide as leather

Our method of lysis directly affect- .he suhstanc

which are present in the extracts or liquids Wig

Ice ompli' h Ae first two parts of this process o tanning

and it is well known that materials, extracte, andJiO—

wWch give like results by the present method *
Eowder analysis do no. produce like results.in prao»

The method about to be described «^T^ ,taA";
,»«,. Tanning materials contain generally, but n

vs in addition to the true tannin and

- tsiituen^a variable amount of arid, acjd, or acrf*
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adjuncts ; in fact, strange though the statement may be,

pure true tannin, which we term anhydrous digallic acid,

doi -s not make leather without the aid of an adjunct, and
pure tannic acid does not precipitate collin without the

addition of a tanning adjunct, i.e., it requires the addition of

a small quantity of organic acid. The ratio of pure tannin

to tanniug adjuncts can be determined; and the proportions

or ratios vary in undoubtedly pure and authentic samples

of materials and extracts, or liquors of them prepared under
precisely identical conditions.

In the rir-t place, wo must consider substances in their

behaviour and relations in the pure state, and afterwards

draw the inferences resulting from the varying differences,

relying always upon corroborative evidence of subsequent
analysis, &c. The basis of tanning in almost every

stance is the combination of the so-called gallotannic

acid, or rather, anhydrous digallic acid, or a compound of

it, with collogen, and we base our calculations upon result-

obtained from the combination of these two substauces in

their purest known form, taking the substance collin as

refl'iv.-L'iitative of collogen, which substance it actually is,

but deprived almost entirely of its calcium basis.

Having proved that the majority of tanning materials

depend upon the anhydrous digallic acid content for their

activity as tannin agents, it was considered expedient to

devise some convenient, quick and accurate method
whereby it could be estimati d, and after a considerable

amount of investigation and numberless experiments, it

has been found that the method about to be described is

juickly used, and that a number of other important
lonclusions can be drawn from the results obtained.

The all-important reaction upon which the method of

analysis depends is Ihe formation by anhydrous digallic

icid with calcium hydroxide of a basic, insoluble compound.
"his we have found to proceed fairly rapidly, almost to

ompletion within the hour, to be quite completed within
our hours, the extra three hours making a difference of

— Ii per cent. only. Tne method is as follows :

—

Take 300 c.c. of an N/5 calcium hydroxide solution and
ddto it 200 c.c. of the clear liquor to be examined. This
quor should be of the same strength as laid down by
le I.A.L.T.C. for the hide-powder process. Shake several

mes in a stoppered cylinder, allow to stand for the

quired time, shaking at intervals, filter off 100 c.c, and
Sate the amount of N/5 calcium hydroxide remaining iu

ie filtrate iu the presence of phenolphthalein. This
nount multiplied by five and deducted from 300 c.c.

.mount originally present) gives the quantity of N 5

Icium hydroxide solution which has been absorbed by the
0 c.c. of the original liquor. This figure may be termed
e total absorption figure or total absorption value, and
ty be expressed either in per cent., or in terms of c.c.'s

N/5 calcium hydroxide per 100 c.c. absorbed.
We have found in the ease of absolutely pure anhydrous
talhc acid, prepared and purified by the most careful

1 accurate methods by means of ether separation, that
rm. will exactly absorb 125 c.c. of N/5 calcium hydroxide,
ich amount exactly corresponds with the theoretical
ount according to the following equation :

—

322 + 40 litres N/5 Ca(OH)
2

1 molecule of anhydrous digallic acid forming with four
molecules of calcium hydroxide an insoluble basic salt. This,
however, only takes place if the lime water is in sufficient

excess : if a large excess is not used, "ther salts are formed
of various constitution which prevent correct estimation.
Barium hydroxide may be substituted for calcium hydroxide,
but we prefer the calcium. Sodium or potassium hydroxide
cannot be used, as they do not form insoluble precipitates.

When tannin is impure, as in the case of all tanniug
materials, and eoutains acids or colouring matters, free or
combined with it, it is necessary to make a second deter-
mination to ascertain their nature, weight, and acidity, and
for this means we take another 200 c.c. of the Original
liquor and detannise it. This was the most difficult

problem to overcome, as the precipitation by means of any
of the metallic salts, such as leal nitrate, barinm acetate,
alumina, &c, or of a solution of gelatin and salt, removed
both the taDnic and gallic acids, and after numberless
experiments we decided to use a neutral solution of collin
which was originally devised by one of us for a specific

purpose in connection with pharmaceutical preparations.
A s ^ution of colliu is prepared as follows:—
Take 60 grins, of a good commercial gelatin, soak in about

500 c.c. of distilled water, and warm until dissolved ; to this

add 120 c.c. normal caustic so la solution, and heat on a
water-bath for 20 minutes at 90

J
C. Filter through liuen

;

the calcium and other -alts are thus removed. When cold,
fill a 500 c.c. flask exactly to the mark, and titrate 100 c.c.

of the remainder with N/1 hydrochloric acid, which will

give the amount of normal acetic acid necessary to exactly
neutralise the .500 c.c. This amount of acetic acid is added,
and the collin is neutral to phenolphthalein ; 1 c.c. of pure
chloroform is added as a preservative, ami the whole made
up to exactly a litre, making approximately a 5 per cent,

solution of neutral collin. This material pltis dilute
organic acid, i- found to be a more delicate precipitant for
Tannic acid than any we have found. It is possible to
detect by means of acidified collin 1 part in 10,000.
To detannise our solution for analysis 200 c.c. of the

original liquor is taken, to this is added 100 c.c. of the
collin solution in the presence of an added quantity of
100 c.c. N/5 acetic acid, or in cases where old acid tan-
yard liquors are under analysis, which usually contain only
tra.es of tannin, 50 c.c. of collin and 50 c.c of acetic acid
suffice. The tannin is by this means completely pre-
cipitated. The precipitate, which is amorphous leather, is

filtered off, 200 c.c. of the clear, bright filtrate from the
collin precipitate is now placed in a stoppered cylinder,
and 200 c.c. of N/5 calcium hydroxide added ; this is well
shaken and allowed to stand for an hour, and the absorption
figure, after filtration, is taken out. This gives, after
deducting the nmouDt of added acetic acid, the absorption
minus the tannin. From these figures, therefore, we obtain
the following results :—Total absorption, A c.c. ; Acid
absorption, B c.c. ; True tannin by difference, A — B c.c.

per litre.

The following table shows a few results on some tanning
materials in common use in this country, and also shows
how the total absorption value corresponds with the
figures returned by the hide-powder method as tanning
matters absorbed by hide, thus showing that the hide-
powder absorbs many organic acids other than tannic acid.

Percentage of
Tanning Matters
by Hide Powder.

Percentage b\
Parker and

Payne's Total
Absorption.

ma
C tnut extract
oi ich

rood extract ....

.

£|- :>sa park
M 'balans

". tanyard liquors

tan "
,

2s-3
29-7
28-0
87-4
2>'3
32"6
1-5

15
0'28
6'0

29-3

27-1

32-7
12
1-2
0"2
6'8

Total Absorption,
c.c. Ca(Ori) 2

for 100 c.c. Liquor.

Acid Absorption, I

c.c. Ca(OH) 2

for 100 c.c. Liquor.

True Tannin by

Difference.

c.c. Ca(OH).
71-25
52*0

•loo-o
*100
•llill-O

N5'5
1 I-'"
11!' -J

29-7

c.c. Ca(OH) 2
28-2
21-6

SS-6
47-15
312
S7"6
135 "2

132-S
29*7

c.c. Ca(OH) 2
43-05

6«'4
52-85
64-8
47-1'

12-8
1«"4

Ju the case of samples Nos. 3, 4, and 5. columns 4, 5, and 6 are tl ts stated to show the relative differences of acid to tannin, and
oo ,r comparison with columns of percentages obtained.
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We have found that the collin precipitate, which we refer

to above as being amorphous leather, is easily removed

from the linen or from the filter paper upon which it is. If

this is well washed with distilled water, completely removed

to a tared porcelain dish, dried at 100° ('..and then carefully

weighed, a portion of the same may also be submitted to

Kjeblahl analysis for the determination of nitrogen; we

obtain from these figures the weight-giving or leather-

forming capacity of the tanning material under examination.

This method will, we have no doubt, be of great value to

chemists engaged in the leather trade, as by its aid one can

state exactly how many pounds of leather a given extract

of tanning material is capable of forming.

The following is one example taken from a number, and

reveals a very interesting and important fact, viz., that

collin, besides precipitating true tannin, also enters into

physical combination with the colouring matter of the

material. Whether this be only colouring matter, or

whether it he colouring matter in chemical combination

with other substances, we are not prepared to state, but in

the case of the following sample of chestnut extract we have

been able to prove the case both by the Kjeldahl and by the

exact weight. If we take the weight of the collin precipi-

tate we know from analysis the percentage of true tannin

contained in the solution. With that as our basis, aud sub-

tracting that quantity from the total weight, we get the

amount of collin combined. In this case the collin is got

by difference. If we further submit this precipitate to

Kjeldahl analysis we get the amount of nitrogeu, and from

the amount of nitrogen the amount of collin in the sample,

and in this case the tannin by difference, but the two figures

do not agree. Now, pure anhydrous digallic acid combines

with collin in the proportion of 12 to 13 approximately.

Having that as our basis the following example will he clear,

and if our theory is correct, it is possible by this means to

estimate the amount of colour weight* in any material.

Analysis of a Chestnut Extract.

By hide-powder '-!'.>"70.

By lime precipitation 29'71.

H 17'3T percent, true tannin.

True tannin ratio 5S-46tannln true.

Acid ratio « '6* acid.

By weight of precipitate found BS'SBcollin.

m *o43' 62 tannin true (from true

tannin calculation).

By Kjeldahl M8*80collin.

33*2 tannin.
»,

Now 12 true tannin combines with 13 pure collin

(approximately) ; therefore «43 • 62 true tannin would

combine with 47-25 collin, but by weight 56-38 were

found; therefore, by difference, 56-38 - 17 '25 = 9- 13,

colour weight.

Again, if 12 true tannin combines with 13 collin (approxi-

mately;, how much tannin would 446-8 pure collin combine

with48'2? But the weight found was 53-2. By difference,

53-2 — 43*2 = 10-0, colour weight.

In the present method of analysis by the hide-powder

process the volatile acids are largely driven off by drying

the residues in the air-hath, and are only partly estimated

in the analysis, but by the method above described they

can be accurately determined. For this purpose the total

absorption value of a liquor is taken out, aud a farther

sample slowly evaporated to dryness on the water-bath,

re-dissolved in water, and a second absorption taken out ;

the difference gives the amount of volatile acids contained

in the sample. We have determined the following absorp-

tion factors on the purest materials obtainable:—Pure

gnllotannic acid (anhydrous digallic acid), 1 gnu. ahsorbs

125 c.c.N/5 calcium hydroxide. Acid gallic. I gun. absorbs

177-75 c.c. N/5 calcium hydroxide. Acid ellagic, I grin,

absorbs 125-92 c.c. N/.J> calcium hydroxide. The usefulness

of the method may be further applied in the detection of

materials in admixtures. These may in part be obtained

• Wo use the term ' colour weight " in a breml sense, as I

nature of this material is still under investigation, and we hope to

ebtainat trm which will more correctly express "ur meaning.

from the ratio of the true tans to the acid, from whicl

fairly accurate quantitative results are easy to calculate

But the qualitative detection of admixtures is extremely

easy, owing to the colour reaction given, on the one bant

when the tannin solution is added to the lime solution, bu'

still more marked when the detanuised solution is adder

to the lime water, the colours for each of the commercia

tanning materials being very characteristic, ranging frou

mangrove, which is a deep red, mimosa, which is I

lavender colour, to chestnut, which is a mahogany shade

myrobalans, a brown yellow, and finally sumach, which

if pure, is of a canary yellow colour, rapidly changing ti

a brilliant green, but if the sumach be adulterated wit]

anv quantity of either pistaeia or tamarix, the colour pro

duceo is a deep brown, with no trace of green colour oi

standing.

The authors intend this paper to be in part only

preliminary note, and intend to follow the same up, a- sooi

as time will permit, with a complete comparative list o

figures showing the working of the method as compare

villi the hide-powder figures, and also establishing th

leather-forming qualities of all the commercial material

used in the leather industry of this country.

Discussion.

Mr. E. L. Jknks said by the kindness of the authors 1

had examined this method and had had an opportunity

seeing it carried out. He was not quite sure whether Di

Barker had ma le clear the relation of this titration metho

to those methods already existing. Anyone familiar wit

the charming but illusory permanganate method, and tl

more trustworthy but tedious hide-powder one, would b

curious to know what was the relation. Several hundre

assays had shown that the first figure, i.e., the " toto

absorption" was practically the same as the ordinary bid(

powder result, ami as this could be obtained a few minutf

it was a very useful check on what was at present tl

official method, which took a number of hours, flier

were a great many points to be found in the paper. Ti

interest lay not merely in determining the percentage i

tannic acid in a few minutes, but in the amount oi lig!

thrown on a number of extremely difficult and com pit

questions. It was the only method at present which evi

promised to throw light on the different tannic acids ai

to give a ready means of diagnosing them.

Dr. Lewkowitsch asked whether the precipitation

tannic acid and " coUine" also took place in a solution

a mineral acid, or only in the presence of an organic aci

Hr quite agreed with Dr. Parker as to the eorrectne*

proceeding in the same manner as is done in oil aualys

viz., to determine numerical values first, obtaiu constao

and tin n try to explain them.

Mr. Dcff Miller thought it would be a very gn

thing for those interested in tanning if they could get

more simple method than they had at present of det

mining the valuable properties of tanning materials, a

he believed Dr. Parker was on the right road to sup]

this great want. His experience of the tanning trade I

been considerable, and be looked upon this as a mi

valuable research.

Dr. Dvokkovitz said about 15 years ago I

working on the same lines, but for quite a differ-

purpose, namely, to ascertain the fermentation of tea

the amount of tannin it contained. After experiment

|

with all the existing methods, he found a reliable proc ,

which consisted in depositing the tannin by means ot bin '

hydroxide, aud then titrating bv potassium permangai*

the products of fermentation left in the solution. «

found that to use tannin as a standard was

reliable, as it had to he purified every time before

be used ; in preference, he used oxalic acid as a stand

Bj careful comparison with pure tannin he found a

grins, of oxalic acid to be equal to 31-3 gnns

tannin. With regard to the colouring mattcr>, he ffiB

that he had at first the greatest difficult) in
'

milling them. Most of the various kinds of leaf

analysed gave a tannin figure practically the same, allhi;"

he knew from the leaves he received, some being y'8
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and others old, that the tannin matters must be different

;

only after he separated the tannins by means of barium

hydroxide was he able to get the exact percentage. By
further titration of the solution he estimated the percentage

of colouring matter, which represented the " product of

fermentation." He thought Dr. Parker would find this

method very useful, namely, after depositing the tannin

matter by means of barium hydroxide to titrate the

colouring matters left in solution by means of potassium

permanganate.
The Chairman said everybody seemed to want a good

method for estimating tannin, and there did not seem to be

one. The mere fact that it took an annual conference,

—

and already a great number had been held,—to regulate the

hide-powder process, showed that it could not be an
altogether satisfactory one. He was not an expert

himself, but he was told that the hide-powder had to be
of a special nature, and even the sex of the animal had to

be specified, so that the analysts were rather in the bands of

the manufacturer of the hide-powder. They wanted some
reagent like lime, which could be procured everywhere.

[One great advantage of the method appeared to be the

differentiation of the various substances which went to

make up the weight of leather, which seemed very

important, but on the other hand he was not quite dis-

posed to agree that the experiments with eollin were
conclusive. He thought eollin was not quite the same as

lide powder, and that a more definite connection between

:he eollin and hide substance should be shown before the

'act could be accepted that eollin was similar to the hide

mbstance. Although it might give a precipitate with tannin

did not follow that the reaction would be the same as with

lide.

Dr. Parker, in reply, said Mr. Jenks had pointed out an
mportar.t factor which was noticed before when he com-
mnicated this method privately to several of his colleagues.

he view had been taken that they were going to upset the

•ade because they were accustomed to figures based on the

ide powder, and if others were substituted they would not

understood. If they wanted those figures they had the

>tal absorption value, and that figure in all extracts of

aterials, not spoiled in the manufacture or heated to too

igh a temperature, agreed within one-tenth per cent, of a

roperly carried out hide-powder analysis. It was only in

rtracts which had been fermented or chemically treated

with bisulphite or some decolorising matter which altered
them completely that any difficulty would arise.

Collin was made by heating a solution of hide powder
or gelatin with caustic soda, and afterwards neutralising

with acetic acid. The sodium acetate present would check
any antagonistic action of the mineral acids. He was glad
to have heard the remarks of Mr. Duff Miller, one of the
pioneers in the extract manufacture, first in Canada, then
in this country, and in Slavonia. He knew he had suffered
severely from the faults of chemists or of hide powder.
Chemists always blamed the hide powder, but Mr. Miller
sometimes said it was the chemist. He was glad to hear
he was pleased with the advapces they were trying to make.
He had tried barium hydroxide and found it acted very
satisfactorily, but lime was cheaper and was easily obtained.
With regard to the colour, the colour they estimated was
colour combined, not uncombitied. The uncombined value
could no doubt be estimated in the way suggested by
Dr. Dvorkovitch. The combined colour, which was combined
with materials which did not form a compound with eollin,

could not be estimated by that method. The Chairman
had touched upon one or two difficulties with regard to the
use of hide powder. It was quite true that hide powder
made from a cow-hide was not so satisfactory as that made
from an ox-hide, and from a bull-hide it was worse still.

Then there was another fact, that hide powder made from a
portion of hide from the, back or butt would be quite
different from that made from the animal's belly, and gave
different results. Thus the tannin chemist had been in the
hands of the manufacturers of hide powder very largely.

They had carefully analysed the eollin and found the
nitrogen factor was 17 •*, exactly the same as in hide
powder. Collin could be made either from gelatin or from
hide powder. They claimed that eollin acted in the same
manner as collogen. It was in fact hide substance, or hide
powder, from which the lime base had been removed. It

was absolutely pure gelatin. From a commercial view
they were quite satisfied with the similarity. By the old
method they were satisfied when they got results to agree
within 1 per cent., and they were specially pleased nowthev
found that a difference of titration of 1 e.e. would make less

than one-tenth per cent, difference in the analysis, and as
they worked now with 300 c.c, where they formerly used
50, the error was not multiplied as it used to be by the
complexity of the hide-powder method.
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I.-PLANT, APPAKATUS AND MACHINERY.

Screw Fastening ; Safely Jor the Lids of Vessels

Is, Autoclaves, g-c.]. Landshoff ami Meyer. Z.angew.

Chem., 1904, 17,717.

The nature of the invention is clear from the accompanying

figure :

—

The flange of the cover, thicker at its outer than at its

inner limit, forms everywhere an inclined plane rising out-

wards, and prevents the fastening-screws, when the nuts are

tightened, from slipping off, as they are liable to do when

the flange-surface is horizontal.—J. T. D.

English Patents.

Centrifugal Machines. J. W. Macfarlane, Glasgow.

Kng. Pat. 15,015, July 7, 1903.

In machines of the " Weston " type, with bottom-discharge

valve, described in Laidlaw's Kng. Pat. 10,794 of 1888, a

catch is formed on the upper inner edge of the outer

stationary casing, to engage with the bottom of the dis-

charge valve when the latter is lifted and tilted, so as to

allow the basket to be emptied.—W. H. C.

Separating or Grading Ground or Pulverised Materials;

Improved Apparatus for . H. Branget, Pont de

Pauy. Eng. Pat. 16,815, July 31, 1903.

The material to be separated is fed into a fixed tube, slightly

inclined in the direction of its length, and is stirred up and

moved forward therein by a shaft carrying stirring-blades

and a spiral conveyor. A fan drives a current of air in the

contrary direction, which removes the dust.— YV. li. C.

Regenerator Furnaces; Construction of . J. West,
Southport. Eng. Pat. 6718, March 19, 1904.

The division wall between the waste gas due and the

secondary air passages is constructed with special fireclay

blocks instead of solid brickwork. The blocks are formed

with substantial edges, but with thin centre parts, in order

to offer less resistance to the transmission of !)• at.

—YV. H. C.

Filtering Liquids ; Improved System of and Apparatus

for . P. M. Justice, London. From The Telluride

Seduction Co., New York. Eng. Pat. 7210, "May 25,

1904 " ^Specification dated March 95, 1904].

loses perforated box covered with filtering material is

immersed in the liquid to be filtered. The liquid is drawn

through into the box by suction, and is removed. The box

is then transferred to B tank containing water, which is

drawn through, to wash the residue, Finally, the box is

removed to another tank, and water forced outward through

the filtering material, to cleanse it.—W. II. C.

United States Patents.

Centrifugal Apparatus [Separator']. K. Seger, Stock-

holm. CT.S. Pat. 760,261, May 17, 1904.

SEE Eng. Pat. 468 of 1904; this J., 1904, 363.—T. F. P.

Filter. P. Danckwardt, Deadwood. U.S. Pat. 760,429,

May 24, 1904.

A SERIES of vertical shells enclosing filtering chambers are

arranged in steps, the bottom of one filter being eouneeted

bv a pipe with the top of the next lower down. Suction

pipes enter the filtering chambers, and " solvent-pipes" the

outer shells, at the bottom.— YV. II. C

Evaporating or Distilling; Apparatus tor . J. S.

Forbes, Philadelphia. U.S. Pat. 760,440, May 24, 19M4.

A VACUUM evaporating chamber is connected with

denser by means of an exhausting and compressing pump.
Means for heating the evaporator and for drawing off the

concentrated liquid are provided. Rent interchanges are

arranged so that the heat, both from the evaporated and

the condensed liquid, is transferred to the liquid to be

evaporated.—YV. H. C.

Roasting Furnace. L. T. YVright, Keswick. U.S. Pat
760,510, May 24, 1904.

The furnace has a vertical central hollow shaft with

hollow arms carried over a series of superposed floor-, the

shaft enclosing a pipe having conduits connected to it, dis-

charging into the hollow arms. A feed-pipe leads upward

to, and is connected with, the bottom of the enclosed pipe,

anil the shaft has a discharge pipe at its top.— E. S.

Muffle Kiln ; Continuous . T. S. Xickerson,

Newburyport. U.S. Pat. 760,551, May 24, 1904.

A series of muffle chambers are arrauged in line, having

a track running through the series, on which trucks con-

taining the material to be heated travel. The chambers

are heated by separate furnaces, and doors are placed at

the ends and between the chambers. Means for operating

the doors and for moving forward the trucks are provide*

The material is warmed up in the first chamber and it

then passed on to the second chamber, where it is heattt

to any desired temperature. When the material has been

sufficiently heated, the truck is passed on to the las

chamber, where it is allowed to cool. By this means it it

claimed that there is no lowering of temperature in tb.

middle chambers.— \\
r

. II. C.

Furnaces; Method of avoiding Loss of Heat in

A. Kurzweruhart, Zuekmantel, Austria. U.S. l*ai

760,633, May 24, 1904.

See Eng. Pat. 1890 of 1904; this J., 1904, 431.—T.

Dryer. L. Gathmaun, Washington. U.S. Pat. 761,041,

May 2 1, 1904.

The drying chamber ltas a coil connected with a heatin

or cooling device. A liquid is forced through the coil s

that the temperature of the chamber can be varied. Mean

are provided for isolating the drying-chamber from tb

" heater- condenser."—YY\ H. C.

Drutr. L. Gathmann, YVashington. U.S. Pat. 76

May 24, 1904.

The drying chamber is arranged so that air, heated i

cooled as required, can be forced through it by a I

upward or downward direction. Means are pro

regulating and for heating and cooling the air.— W. II I

French Patents.

Beat evolved from Reactions; Process and ApparatusJ
Utilising tin- for I hating all kinds of I

A. Lang. Addition, dated Dec. IS, 1903, to l'r. I

997, May 12, 1908.

Ski: Kng. Pat. 11,632 of 1903; this J., 1904, 527.—T. K.

Convent rating and Evaporating Apparatus for Lupt'

\i)"ii des Forges et Ohantiers de la Mediterran

l'r. Pat. 388,603, Dec. 31, 1903.

Instoi an evaporating chamber are arranged a right-s

a left-handed spiral steam heating coil, provided wil
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for live steam and outlet* for waste steam. The chamber
is braced across to make it rigid, and the parts of the

spirals are made interchangeable. Suitable doors are pro-

vided to make every part of the apparatus accessible for

rapid cleaning and dismounting.—L. F. G.

II.-FUEL, GAS, AND LIGHT.

English Patents.

Coke; Treatment of . E. S. Beaven, Warminster.
Eng. Pat. 13,047, June 10, 1903.

'I'm; coke is immersed in a solution of lime in water, con-

tusing about :>.—5 lb. of lime in 10 galls., until saturated,

the object being to fix the arsenic in the ash of the fuel on

burning.—L. F. G.

Separating Coke and other Electric Conductors from
Cinders and other Substances ; Improved Electrical

Apparatus for . H. Lelarge, Liege. Eng. Pat.

5799, March 9, 1904.

A revolving drum, with receptacles for eiuders, coke, &o.

iOU its surface, is fed with the material to be separated. If

.the body in any particular receptacle is a conductor, it

'makes a contact with one end of a wire connected, through

i battery and electro magnet, to the body of the drum.

Irhe electro-magnet brings a chute into position, directing

^he coke, &c. into a special receiver. If the body is not a

[ionducter, it falls on to another shute and is directed into

hnother receiver.—W. H. C.

Tan and like Fuel; Furnaces for Burning — . I). M.

j
Myers, New York. Eng. Pat. 504."., March 1, 1904.

! Under Internat. Conv., March 2, 1903.

K. long narrow feed chute, enlarged at its upper end so as

form a hopper, supplies the tan bark to inclined grate

evices, the uniform movement of the tan being effected

ly a rotating shaft provided with teeth. Auxiliary deflect-

112 teeth, controlled by a lever, regulate the rate of adniis-

lon of the tan to the rotating stoker. The grate device

jnsists of horizontal bars provided with feet, resting one
la the other, so as to form horizontal air inlets and an
elined front down which the fuel slides. Before reaching

;ie grate bars, the fuel passes over a "dead" plate, where
is dried. The grate bars are arranged on opposite sides of

, e furnace, so that the horizontal draughts produced, meet
' the centre, causing intense heat, whilst reverberating

fficient heat to heat the dead plate. The furnace is

1 itahly connected to a boiler, and the ashes are removed
rough a shaking grate.—L. F. G.

ases; Purification of . J.Y.Johnson. From Bad.
Anilin u. Soda Fabr. Eng. Pat. 11,549, May 20, 1903.

IIVIL, page 059.

is and Air ; Apparatusfor Producing Mixtures of
[for Illuminating Purposes"]. H. H. Lake, London.
I'rom Selas Ges. m. b. H., Berlin. Eng. Pat. 11,827,
Vlay 23, 1903.

m E Fr. Pat. 333,033 of 1903 ; this J., 1903, 1287— T. F. B.

i s Producers for Poor Gas Free from Tarry Matters.
j. Boutillier, Paris. Eng. Pat. 7979, April 6, 1904.
Jnder luternat. Conv., April 7, 1903.

vertical retort, closed by a cap at its upper end, pass,

trally down through the main body of fuel in the pro-
er, and its lower end opens into chambers situated

eath the fire-bars. " Poor caking (bituminous) coal " is

• into the retort at its upper end j the tarry vapours which
d off pass out at its lower end, and are thence carried

ithe usual currents of steam and air up through the
!,ndescent fuel in the producer. The coke thus produced
jhe retort collects in the chamber below the firebars,

'ice it is taken as required to replenish the fuel bed in
- noducer.—H. B.

United States Patents.

Coke-Ooen. J. B. Beam, Bigrun, Assignor to the Beam
Coke Oven Steam Boiler Power Co., Punxsutawney.
U.S. Pat. 760,372, May 17, 1904.

The claim is for a combination of a series of ovens con-
nected to a main flue running below the bottom level of
the ovens, but close enough to impart heat to them, the
ovens being connected to the main flue by passages pro-
vided with valves, the passages entering the ovens above
the coke-level close to the filling orifice. The main flue is

divided iuto sections by means of valves, and furnaces are
connected with the main flue by passages fitted with valves
passing underneath and between two ovens, heating these.

— L. F. G.

Gas Furnace ; Regenerative . F. Siemens, Dresden.
U.S. Pat. 760,263. May 17, 1904.

See Eng. Pat. 25,057 of 1902 ; this J., 1903, 1197.—T. F. B.

Gas Generator. W. F. Mattes, Scranton. U.S. Pat.

760,638, May 24, 1904.

The fuel is fed from a hopper iuto a series of vertical

tubes, and falls into a combustion chamber containing a
water-sealed ash-pit at the bottom. The tubes are sur-
rounded by other tubes in which the hot gases from the
combustion chamber circulate, and means are provided for
regulating the supply of fuel and of air for combustion.

—L. F. G.

Gas Purifier. P. Winaud, Charkow. U.S. Pat. 760,674,
May 24, 1904.

See Fr. Pat. 319,668 ofl902 ; this J., 1902, 1523.—T. F. B.

Electrically Smelting Materials ; Process of [Calcium
Carbide, Sj-c.]. A. H. Cowles. U.S. Pat. 760,057, May
17, 1904. XI. A., page 666.

Calcium Carbide ; Process of Making . A. H. Cowles.
U.S.Pat. 760,312, May 17, 1904. XI. A., page 666.

Incandescent Mantle, and Art of Manufacturing same.
W. K. L. Dickson, London. U S. Pat. 760,317, May 17,
1904.

See Eng. Pat. 4707 of 1901 i
this J., 1902, 461.—T. F. B.

French Patents.

Briquettes of Coal and Peat; New . G. Adrot.
Fr. Pat. 338,674, April 8, 1903.

See U.S. Pat. 729,711 of 1903; this J., 1903, 790.—T.F. B.

Moulding and Briquetting ; Process and Apparatus for
Preparing Pulverulent Substances for '•. The
Zwoyer Fuel Co. Fr. Pat. 339,449, Jan. 9, 1904.

See Eng. Pat. 541 of 1904 ; this J., 1904, 31 6.—T. F. B.

Furnaces ; Regenerative Gas . F. Siemens.
Fr. Pat. 339,323, Jan. 2, 1904.

See Eng. Pat. 5866 of 1903; this J., 1904, 317.—T.F. B.

Gas Retort ; Horizontal or Vertical . H. Gielis.

Fr. Pat. 338,684, Nov. 5, 1903.

The retort, viewed iu cross-section, is roughly rect-

angular, consisting' of four walls, each of which is

curved inwards slightly, the curvature serving to strengthen
the retort against the outward pressure of the charge and
of the gases. When used horizontally the retort is pro-
vided externally with transverse rectangular ribs, and when
a number of such retorts are superposed in the furnace, the

form the supporting pillars for the whole, the bottom
edge of each rib resting on the top edge of the one below.

—H. B.

It ater-Gas, cjj'c. ; Process and Apparatus for Production

"f . P. Schmidt and Desgraz. Fr. Pat. 338,626,
Nov. 26, 1903.

In this apparatus the gas and tarry vapours which distil from
the fresh fuel are drawn off by means of a steam injector
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and forced into the incandescent part of the fuel, for the

purpose of producing non-condensable gases. The producer

is provided with a series of apertures at various levels, com-

municating with the draw-off pipe, at the toot of which is

situated the injector, directed into the incandescent zone.

To Drevent condensation within thi6 pipe, a portion of the

hot gas from the incandescent zone is led into it, or it may
be provided with a jacket through which the hot gases are

led. The main off-take for the gases is situated just above

the incandescent zone. Air enters the producer through an

inclined gTate, the perforations in the lower part of which

are larger than those in the upper part.—H. B.

Gas Generator worked by Aspiration. \. E. Kiderlen.

Ir. Pat. 338,522, Dec. 30, 1903.

See Eng. Pat. 23,751 of 1903 ; this J., 190-1, 54.—T. F. B.

Gas; Process of Making Poor . W. A. Koneman.
Fr. Pat 338,587, Dec. 31, 1903.

See U.S. Pat. 749,302 of 1904 ; this J., 190-1,247.—T. F. B.

in.—DESTRUCTIVE DISTILLATION,

TAR PRODUCTS. PETROLEUM.
AND MINERAL WAXES.

Coal-Tar Bases. F. B. Ahrens and R. Gorkow.

Ber., 1904, 37, 2062—2066.

a-B-Dimethi/lpi/ridine has been isolated from the fraction of

tar bases boiling at 160"—165° C, by treating in hydro-

chloric acid solution with mercuric chloride and distilling

with potash. It boils at 159°—160" C, and has an odour

of lutidine. On oxidising the base with potassium per-

manganate a-/3-pjridinediearboxylic (isocinchomeronic) acid

is produced. a-/3-Dimethylpiperidine is obtained by reducing

the foregoing base in boiling alcoholic solution with sodium.

Jt boils at 138°—140° C. and has an odour of piperidine.

fi.pDimethylpyridine has been isolated from the fraction

of bases boiling at 165°—170 ( . by fractional precipitation

with mercuric chloride and crystallisation at different tem-

peratures. It boils at 171° C. Oxidation with potassium

permanganate converts it into /3-j8-pyridinedicarboxylic

acid. This base is identical with (he lutidine obtained by

Diirkopf and Gottsch from diniethylpyridinecarboxylic acid

(this J., 1890, 820).—1). B.

Aniline Homologies; Direct Hydrogenation of . P.

Sabatier and J. B. Senderens. Comptes rend., 1904,138,

1257—1259.

Mono- and dialkylanilines are reduced by hydrogen in

presence of finely divided nickel, at 160°—180 C, to the

corresponding bexahydro compounds. A secondary reaction

place to a very small extent, viz.. the formation of

cyctohezane and alkylamine. Metbylaniline is reduced

with some difficulty; the resulting cyclohexylmethylamine

possi -- - a powerful odour resemhliug that of methylamine,

and boils at about 145° C. Ethylaniline similarly gives

cyclohexylethylamine, of b. pt. 164° O, density o°/0° =
0-868. Cyclohexyldimethylamiue and cyclohexi Idiethyl-

amine have boiling points 165° and 193° C, and densities

each of ii ii, 0'876 and 0-872 respectively. All these

compounds are colourless powerful bases, alkaline to litmus,

and form easily soluble salts. Anilin* substituted in the

benzene ring, by an alky1 group, is reduced in a manner

similar to aniline' (ihis J." 1904, 341) ; thus, in the case of the

toluidines, hexahydrotoluidine, dimethjldicyclohexylamine

and methylcyclohexytolylamine sre formed. The reduction

of the toluidines and xylidines, however, proceeds very

slowly, and only to a limited extent.— T. 1'. 11.

Aniline-Toluidine Oil from Russian Naphtha. W. N.

( Igloblin. Z. Farben- u.Textil-Chem., 1904, 3, 179—183
and 199—202.

The author has investigated two aniline-toluidinc oils

obtained from Busaian naphtha by Nikiforoff's process.

ng. Pat. ln.957 of 1886 ; this J., 1887, 510). Oil No. I.,

of which 60 percent, distilled below 182° C, consisted of

about 60 per cent, of aniline and 32 per cent, of o-toluidiue.

Oil No. II. contained aniline and the three toluidines, the

chief constituent being o-toluidine.—A. B. S.

Petroleum ; Wasteful Methods of Winning .

K. Angerman. Naphta, 1904, 12, 3—6.

Oil deposits are usually separated from surface water-

bearing strata by impervious, plastic, sedimentary rocks,

and if care were taken to maintain this separation in

drilling oil wells a flow of oil quite free from water could be

secured for many years. Under the usual conditions of

drilling, however, almost every bore-hole affords oppor-

tunities for the surface-water to drain into the oii-beuring

fissures, (specially when the initial pressure of gas and

oil has declined. This is the reason why certain large

properties at BalakhanySabountschy have ceased to he

profitable. Where, as in the Caucasus, Ronmania, and

Texas, the soft sandstones greedily absorb water, the evil

grows rapidly. The remedy consists in shutting off the

water-bearing strata by means of henneticnl casing. The
exclusion of water is rendered more difficult inmost cases

by the dip of the strata, the sandstone rock being, for

example, tilted as at (' C in the drawing. In this ease

the water outside the hermetical casing in shaft I? will flow

under the stopping in shaft A, SO that, when the latter is

ZOC-noo,

deepened, water is struck, and the quantity increase

deepening the -haft further, the water will penetratl

fissures in the lower horizon D D, and thus find a way int.

the well B, free from water. To prevent all this, the wate

must be shut off (e.g., in well A after traversing the sand

stone CC).—C. S.

Petroleum; Quality of Austrian Export . 11. Zalo

ziecki. Naphta, 1904, 12, 7—10 and 21- £

The proposal made to mix light, medium, and heai

Galician oils, in order to compete with America!

impracticable owing to the low capillarity of the hear*

fractions. This has been shown by photometric t

a 10'" Cosmos burner, an American oil, with 30 -
7 i

of fractions boiling above 300° C., giving a light of 11

Btandard candles, whilst a Roumanian oil, with 174 |

cent, of heavy fraction-, gave a light of only 6' 76

An examination of the fractions of 1'rycz crude o

that I" fan, i-h a mixed oil of sp. gr. n SOU and rlasbi:

point 21° C. (Abel), the yield would have to be reduced

25 per cent. The essential point for increasing i

consumption is the provision of a suitable lamp, the gri

9S of American oil being attributable to this factor.

—a -

Viscosity of Pitch-like Substances. F. T. Trouton »n

E.S.Andrews. XXIII., page 680.
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English Patents.

Distillation of Fats, Oils, Tars; and the like; Continuous
Vacuum . G. Bokelberg and J. Saehse, Hanover.
Eng Kit. 7204, March 25, 1301.

The still a is connected with a conleaser b, and with a tar

or residue outlet tub-, which passe* to the residue ta

hit; these are connected with a vj-t™ pump, an 1 are

provided with cocks so that they can be used alteruj

the gaseous products coming from the condenser are drawn
tip the pipe /as produced, and the distillate passes to the

receiver c, which is connected with the pump ; the tempe-
rature and vacuum are so regulated that the distillation

products condense without the water. The receiver c is

connected on the one hand with a reservoir g, in which any
condensed water collects, and on the other hand with a
vessel d, which enables a portion of the distillate to be

inspected : both these vessels are connected with the

vacuum pump. A second reservoir similar to g is pro-

vided so that these can be used alternately without
stopping the distillation. The vessel d is connected with

a cock/, by which a sample of the distillate can be removed
as required ; the distillate finally passes to the storage

tanks « (of which there are two), which are also connected
with the pump ; the cocks shown at i, £', &c, serve to

regulate the vacuum in the various part* of the apparatus
;

drain cocks k, A 1
, k-, &c, are also provided.—T. F. B.

Ammonium Sidphate from Ammonia Gases; Saiurutor

for the Recovery of . I\. Zimpell. Eng. Pat
March 22, I. 04. VII., page 060.

Lubricating Substances for use in the Manufacture of
Bricks, Tiles, Pottery, and the like. W. H. Sandwith
and H. T. Eayner. ' Eng. Pat. 1G, 125, July 21, 1903.

IX., page GG2. "
-

United States Patents.

Retort [for Producing Oil from Shale~], S. L. Hague,
Salt Lake City. U.S. Pat. 759,983, May 17, 1904."

A horizontal retort is heated at one end by a furnace.
with which are connected flues which warm the rest of the

retort ; it is also furnished with a revolving screw convevor
(which draws the shale from the cooler end towards the

hotter end of the retort) and with a steam jet at the 1

end of the retort to drive the oil vapours towards the

cooler end, where they are removed.—T. F. B.

Bitumi?ious Pavements ; Process of Preparing Compi
tionsfor, and of Heating and Laying . J. H. Amies.
Assignor to Amies Asphalt Co. US. Pat. 7 1

May 17, 1904. IX., page GS2.

French Patents.
Petroleum and its Homologues ; Processf,r <ing"

. F. J. Lothammer and ('. Trocq > Pat
338,636, Ost. 19. 1903. Under Internal, Conv. 0;t. 16
1903.

I LITRES of petroleum ard ailed gradua'ly to 1 litre of
••(Juillaiasaponaria." <; !:,,the mixture b;ing stirred after

i addition un'il it begins to thicken. The mixture is

distilled, and the product of the distillation, warmed with
175 kilos, of eocoauut oil or palm oil. 350 kilos, of sod i

lye (16°—20° B.) are added, and then. i .
. ,

|

stirring, a further 350 litres of soda lye (20
3 25' B.) :

mixture is now boiled for Ij hours, a solution o 110 kilos.
of sodium silicate solution "(3.Y

5
U.) in 25 litres of boiling

water is added, and the mixture is again boiled for half an
h nir, when 200 litres of a " solution of sodium carbonati

_'' B. Q lillaia extract " are added, the boiling being.con-
tinued until a simple of
the prodi - s ra-

pidly on eooliug. 12 litres

of ammonia solution (65°
15.) are then added, and
the soap is stirred nntil

the requisite consistency
is attained.-—T. V. B.

Petroleum and its Homo-
logues; Process for
Saponifying . F.

J. Lothammer and C.
Trocquenet. Kirst Ad-
dition, date': Oct. 29.

1903,toFr.P.it.33S,63G,

Oct. 19. 1903 (see pre-

ceding absti

The petroleum, solidified as described above, i- sprea 1

on plates of incombustible, badly-conducting material, pro-
vided with perforations or enamels, and inclined to the
horizontal. The mass is ignited and the oil which separates
is collected and treated as described.—T. F. B.

Vaseline Soluble in, or easily Miscible •' !(',,

Process for Making ——. Ge>. z. Vi i der
Boleg'schen Wusserloslichen Mineralole und Kohleu-
wasserstoffe G. m. b. H. Fr. Pat. 338,640, Oct. 26, 1903.

Mineral oils soluble in water (viz., crude mineral oils

which have been oxidised, in presence of alkali, by means
of compressed air or ozone, and subsequently heated under
pressure) are added, in the proportion of about 10 or 15 per
cent., to vaseline, melted at as low a temperature as
possible (40°—50° C.) ; the mixture is allowed to cool,

with continual agitation. In place of the mineral oils, crude
rosin oils which have been subjected to a similar treatment
may be employed. The resulting greases are easily miscible
with water. (Compare Fr. Pat. 332.321 of 1903; this J.,

1903, 12S9.)—T. F. B.

Hydrocarbons Soluble in Water [Disinfectants, §'C.], i.e.,

capable ofEasily Forming Stable Emulsions ; Pr tcess oj

Making Derivatives of . Ges. z. Verwerthung der
Boleg'schen WasserlOslichen Mineralole und Kohlenwas-
serstoffe G. m. b. H. Fr. Pat. 338,738, Oct. 26, 1903.

" Derivatives of hydrocarbons " soluble in water are pro-
duced by heating the compound to be rendered soluble (e.jr.,

nitrobenzene, phenols, &e.) with soluble mineral c.ls (see
preceding patent) under pressure, and in presence of alkali.

For instance, 20 parts of nitrobenzene are treated with
compressed air, at 50° C, in presence of alkali for 15—20
minutes, 70—80 parts of soluble mineral oil or rosin oil

are added, and the mixture is heated to abou: 70 ;

C.
These "derivatives " are intended for use in the manufacture
of soaps and disinfectants.—T. F. B.

IT-COLOURING MATTERS AND
DTESTUFFS.

Diazobenzene and Phenol; Limit of Coupling if .

L. Vignou. Comptes rend., 1904, 138, 127-—
The author obtains /j-hydroxyazobenzene ii tory

yields by the action of diazobenzene chloride on a solution
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phenol in excess of caustic alkali. On treating this

substance with diazobenzene chloride in alkaline solutions

phenolbisdiazobenzene; C H3(OH)(N:N,C H5).[1.2.4], is

tunned. The same substance is more satisfactorily pre-

pared by the action of 2 mols. of diazobenzene chloride

on phenol in alkaline solution. It is very soluble in

alkaline solutions. It is also formed by the action of

diazobenzene chloride on p-bydroxybenzoic acid, and is

identical with the substance obtained by Giiess by acting

im diazobenzene .chloride with potassium carbonate. The
author attempted in vain to prepare phenoltridiazobenzeue.

—E. F.

Diazo-amino-fuchsine and Diazo~amino*rosaniline. i.- Pelet

and W. Bedard. Hull. Soc. Ohim., 1904, 31, (141—G4G.

Graebe and Caro, and later E. and I). Fischer, showed
that by the action of nitrous acid on Fuchsine it was con-

verted into Rosolic Acid, and that an unstable chloride of

diazofuchsine was formed as an intermediate product. The
authors tiun that by careful addition of a solution of

Fuchsine of known strength to an acidified solution of

-sunn nitrite, there is formed diazo-aniino-fuclisine

chloride

—

.(',,11 CH .X:X.NIl.CII.,Cn iI...

Cl.C/ ' ^C.Cl
MCJI, . X : X. XH . CjH^j^

Thi speed of reaction increases with the strength (degree

of ionisation) of the acid employed, and for the same acid,

with its concentration. Sodium carbonate produces in the

solution of diazo-araino-fuehsine a brown Boccnlent prei ipi-

tate, unstable, having the composition of di-diazo-amiuo-

rosaniline

—

«i.VH 3CH;,.X:N.>

'
ll " 11 "" ,

' ('
, r'v'v v",;

:^C:(OH)(< ;H40H)\ fL c H,..\:N ,.\tt. ]/
C.H,

-J. T. D.

Purpuric Acid and Murexide; Constitution of .

M. Slimmer and J. Stieglitz. Amer. Chem. J., 1904, 31,
G61— G79.

1 rom the results of a study of the derivatives of purpuric

acid, the authors conclude that the constitution of murexide
fthe ammonium salt of purpuric acid) and of alioxantin

maj be test expressed by the formula: Land 11. respec-

tively—

I.

.XH

X vXII . OOXII.)

CO, /('ii.Ml

iC.N:C< >CO
nco.xii/

II.

-Xll.Cn .CO. Nil.
CO< >CH.O.C(OH)< >CO

\\-ir.rn/ N,n kti /•CO.NH'

CO /
MI CO,

XNH.C(OSH4)
/_ O —

O i MI,
">co

('.MI

tin- formula given. The existence of two isomeric sodium
salts of murexide is :'ue to the imsymuietricat structure of

the two uretde rings. For allox.mtin the mosl probable
formula is

—

Purpuric aeid in the free state probably exists in the pseudo
form

—

/XII.COs .CO. XII v
C0< )CH.N:C/ >C0

XXH.CO/ nco.XH/
—A. S.

Murexide; Constitution of and of some Uric Acid
. related I" it. O. Piloty and K. Finckh.

Annalen, 1904, 333, 22— 71.

it the results of tin ir investigation, the authors con-

elude that murexide is the ammonium salt of diuiv.de-

oxazoac

—

The dyestuff character of murexide is do to thi onotd

character of the alloxan nucleus it contains, and its

stability to the oxazone rii

toted at the nitrogen atom conm
rings could be obtained, and this fa'jt is in accordance with

CO
. MI.CO.

\ MI. CO /
C(<HI).O.C

/ CO- XII

C(01I).XH
CO

—A.

Indigo Plant ; Fermentation of the . C. Bcretheil.

( hem. Soc. Proc, 19U4, 20, 139-

The fermentation of the indigo plant has been ascribed to

a bacterium and also to enzymes, but has hitherto never

been satisfactorily investigated. The author shows that,

although there are many bacteria capable of producing the

fermentation, it is in the main due to a specific enzyme
occurring in the plant cells. A very active solution of

this enzyme has been obtained, and the course of the

fermentation produced by adding this to an extract of the

indigo plant made in boiling water, has been studied. It

is found that the fermentation proceeds in a similar manner
to that observed by Adrian llrown for invertase (Chem.
Soc. Trans, 1902, 81, 278 and by Horace Brown and
Glendinning tor diastase (Chem. Soc. Trans., 1902, 81,
388), namely, that equal quantities of substance are trans-

l.irmed in equal intervals of time in the early stages, but

not in the later ones. The point at which the course of the

change can no longer be represented by a straight line is

when 17 to 20 per cent, of the total action has taken place.

I he curve representing the reaction ceases to be linear at

about the same point when the time factor is kept constant,

but the quantity of acting enzyme varied. The optimum
temperature for the action is almost exactly 50° ('., and the

temperature at whieht he enzyme is destroyed is 7 1 t *. The
rate of action is decreased by the presence of both acids

and alkalis. Sodium acetate up to 1 per cent, does not

affect the rate of action. Various antiseptics all produced
inhibition, formalin to the greatest, and boric acid to the

least extent. Kuiulsiu can produce the indigo fermentation,

but has a very weak action. It is doubtful whether the

indigo enzyme can decompose nmvgdalin. Myrosin cannot

ferment an extract of the indigo plant, and the indigo

enzyme cannot ferment sinigrin. Xo evidence of the

existence of an oxydase in the indigo plant was obtained.

Polyhydric Phenols and their Derivatives; Action of
Molybdates on [Distinguishing between m- and £
Phenylenediamine]. (

'. Frabot. XXIII., page 685.

" Flocculation" Phenomena [Aniline Dyestuff. See.].

M. Xcisscr and I'. Friedemann. XXIV., page GS8.

English Patents.

( wring Matter Lakes [from Azo Dyestuffs"]; Manu-
facture of . .I.Y.Johnson. From Badische Anilin

daFabrik. Eng. Pat. 15,493, July 13, 1903. XIII.

A., page 670.

ihurised Colouring Matters [Sulphide Dyestufl

Manufacture of Yellow . C. I>. Abel, London. From
Act.-Ges. f. \nilinfabr., Berlin. Eng. Pat. 15,515, July

13, 1903.

Ski: U.S. Pat. 738,027 of 1903 ; this J., 1903, 1082.—T.F.R

Dotted Si hi - Patents.

Indigo; Chlorinated , and Process of Making same.

P. E. Oberreit, Assignor to ISadisehe Anilin und Sod*

Fabrik, I.ndwigshafenon-llhine. U.S. Pat. 761,007,

.May 24, 1904.

I'm'.' 11 vmiicvmi.I'' acid is chlorinated and treated

with caustic alkali, chlorinated phenylglycocoll-o-carboxylic

acid being formed ; this is then treated with acetic anhydride,

and the resulting acetylchloro-indoxyl is oxidised by air in

alkaline sedation to a chlorinated indigo. Tel rachloro-indign

ined thus from diehlo- is claimed, and

the "indigo colouring matter from acetylatcd monochlor-

indox\l," which dies cotton blue shades.—T. F. B.
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Azo Dyestuff; Bed . II. Witter. Flberfeld. Assignor

to Farbenfabr. of Elberfeld Co., New York. I

761,123, May 31, 1904.

See Fr. Pat. 337,942 of 1903 : this J., 1904, 543.—T. F. B.

French Patents.

Indoxylic Acid and Indoxi/l ; Production of [Indi

Badische Aoilin und Soda Fabrik. Fr. Pat. 3:

March 26, 1903.

•il U.S. Pat. 731,38.-, of 1903; this J., 1903, 861.—T. F. li.

Monazo Dyestuff Susceptible to Chroming on the Fibre;
Production ofa . Badische Anilin und Soda Fabrik.

Fr. Pat. 338,494, March 27, 1908.

->i e U.S. Pat. 737,445 of 1903; this J., 1903, 1125.—T. F, B.

Anthracene Scries; Production of Dyestuffs of the

[Anthracene Dyestuff*]. Badische Anilin und Soda
Fabrik. Fr. Pat. 338,529, March 30, 1903.

See Eng. Pat. 7394 of 1903 ; this J., 1904, 319.—T. F. B.

Indigo; Purification of Synthetic . Badische Anilin
und Soda Fabrik. i'r. Pat. 338,530, March 30, 1903.

See Fog. Pat. 7395 of 1903 ; this J., 1904, 249.—T. F. B.

Monazo Dyestufffrom o-A mino-p- Sulphobenzoic Acid and
Phenylmetkylpyrazolone ; Process for Making a Yellow

. Cie. Paris. Coul. d'Aniline. I'r. Pat. 338,531,
March 30, 1903.

See U.S. Pat. 731,670 of 1903 ; this J., 1903, 862.—T. F. B.

Anthraquinone Dyestuffs : Process of Making Green .

Cie. Paris. Coul. d'Aniline. Fr. Pat. 338,566, March 31,
1(903.

See Kng. Pat. 7353 of 1S03 ; this J., 1904, 319.—T. F. B.

Anthraquinone - a - Sulphonic Acids; Process for Pre-
paring [Anthracene Dyestuffs]. Soc. Anon. Prod.
F. Haver et Cie. Addition, dated Dec. 11, 1903, to Fr.
Pat. 333,144, June 17, 1903.

See Enp. Pat. 13,808 of 1903 ; this J., 1904, 438.—T. F. B.

Mono-azo Dyestuffs; Processfor Malum, Mordant .

Act.-Gcs. f. Anilinfabr. First Addition, dated Dec. 30,
1903. to Fr. Pat. 331,121, April 11, 1903.

Dyestuffs similar to those described in the principal
patent (this J., 1903, 1126) are obtained from 1-hydroxy- i

2-diazo-4-mono-arvlaminobenzene, or its sulphonic or
carboxvlic acids, or nitro or halogen derivatives. They
may be prepared by coupling diazotised />-aryl-aeetammo-
« - aminophenol [l-hydroxy-2diazo-4-arylacetaminobcn-
zene] or its derivatives with an amine, phenol, &c, and
subsequently eliminating the acetyl group, or by coupling
l-bydroxy-2-diazo 4-mono- or diarylamino benzene or its

derivatives with phenols, &c.—T. F. B.

Y.-PREPARING, BLEACHING, DYEING.
PRINTING, AND FINISHING TEXTILES,

YARNS. AND FIBRES.

New Azo Bistre [from Chrysoidine], produced upon the

Fibre ; and Discharge for Same. La. Soc. de la Manuf.
E. Zundcl. Bull. Soc. Ind. Mulhouse, 1904, 74, 54.

1 A. bistre, which, it is stated, is very fast and of great
brightness of shade, is produced by padding cotton tissues
in a solution containing 20 grins, of '-Chrysoidine" per

j litre, drying, and passing at full width through a bath con-
taining ::7 gnus, of diazotised paranitraniline per litre. The

ire afterwards washed, soaped for 10 minutes at a
temperature of 50° C, dried, printed with a discharge-
mixture containing formaldebyde-bydrosttlphite, steamed
for 2— 4 minutes, soaped for 2 minntes at 50
dried, aud, flnallv, cleared with bleaching powder soli

— K. B.

Ilydrosulphites ; Application of in Tissue Printing.
J. Frossard, C. Sunder, and (,. Thesniar (of La Soc. d
la Manuf. E. Zundel). Bull. Soc. Ind. Mulhouse, 1904,
74, 36—46.

A. Sodium Hydrom li-iiite in Solution;—The strength
of the preparation employed by the authors was such that
s— 9 c.c. of it decolorised 20 c.c. of a solution of ammo-
niacal copper, containing 25 grrns. of copper per litre, or
4—4-5 c.c. of it decolorised an amount of indigotin-
disulphonic acid corresponding with 0"5 grm. of indigotiu.

(a) Slop-padding with" Modern Violet."—The dvestufl
in the form of powder is mixed first with its own weight of the
sodium hydrosulphite solution and then with water, acetic
a id, glycerin, gum tragacanth paste, and chromium acetate.
< )ther dyestuffs. e.g., " Alizarin Blue." may also be added
to the mixture for shading purposes. The tissues, padded
with the mixture and dried, are, in the case of dark and
medium shades, passed through theMather-Platt amer, printed
with chlorate ferricyanide discharge-mixtures, again passed
through the ager to render the shades even), aud are then
steamed without pressure for an hour, and soaped in an
open-soaping range. In the case of pale shades, the tissues
are preferably steamed for an hour before, and for a few
minutes after, printing the discharges upon them, as the
action of the latter can be made much more rapid than is

possible with darker shades.

(A) Slop-padding with Indigo.—The apparatus employed
for this purpose consists of a small trough into which an
alkaline solution of "Indigo White," prepared by means
of sodium hydrosulphite, is continuously fed through a
perforated tube fixed near the bottom of "the trough. The
tissue to be padded passes vertically downwards into the
trough betweeu two upright boards, to prevent it from
coming into contact with the froth on the" surface of the
solution, and, on leaving the trough, passes over an expander,
between two squeezing rollers and then over a series of
rollers to oxidise the reduced indigo. The vat must be
maintained at a constant level, the solution employed
must not contain more " Indigo White "than corresponds
with 10 grrns. of indigotin per litre. Sixteen pieces, eaeii
100 metres in length, cau be padded per hour with this

apparatus. The method is, however, successful only with
mercerised tissues. With these, in the medium and pah-
shades of blue produced, the evenness and regularity of
dyeing obtained are excellent and greater than are com-
monly found in the dyeings done in vats in the ordinary
manner, but the fastness to soaping is inferior, as the
deposition of dyestuff takes place too superficially.

(c> Slop-padding with Mixtures of Basic Dyestuffs.
Tannic Acid, and Sodium Hydrosulphite.—In presence of
acetic acid, the leuco-bases of basic dyestuffs are not
precipitated by tannic acid. The padding "liquor employed
contains besides a basic dyestuff, e.g., Methylene Blue,
and sodium hydrosulphite (30 parts of the solution of the
strength given above to 1 part of Methylene Blue),
acetic acid, water, tannie acid, gum-senegal solution, and
zinc acetate. The colour-lake9 fixed on cotton tissues by
means of such mixtures, are faster to soap and are more
evenly distributed than those obtained by paddiog first

with basic dyestuffs and tartar emetic and then, after
drying, with tannic acid. They are, however, less fast to
light than the latter.

B. Solid Zinc Hydrosclphite.— This was prepared in
a crystalline state by acting, at a temperature not exceeding
12

J C, with zinc, and sulphuric acid, diluted with ice,
upon sodium bisulphite diluted with ice. Two hours after
the whole of the acid had been added, the crude zine sail

which had separated out, was collected, pressed, well ground,
mixed with thick gum-senegal solution and made up to a
standard strength. This was called paste A. It was
employed for the following purposes:—

(a) Discharging Dyed Silk Tissues. — A mixture of
paste A, sodium carbonate, zinc oxide made iiito a past
with glycerin, and gum-senegal thickening, was printed,
the printed tissue being steamed for 4 minutes, wash
soured, washed, aud dried.

(6) Discharging Paranitraniline Red.—To this end, th •

paste A was mixed with stannous hydroxide paste, sodium
acetate, and common salt. The discharge was produced by
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:

steaming for 4' minutes, souring, washing, drying, and
clearing with bleaching powder.

Printing Indigo.—A mixture is made of paste A,
" Indigo pure " ground with glycerin, sodium carbonate,

and guin-senegal solution. The tissues printed with this

are steamed, and arc then passed through a 5 per cent,

solution of sodium carbonate. They an- thru squeezed

and left piled up and exposed to the air for about an hour,

to oxidise the Indigo White, afterwards being soured,

washed, soaped, washed, and dried. This process is highly

successful. Shades of any intensity can be produced with

regularity and certainty. They are very smooth, full, and
even, and the colours are rather faster to soaping than those

produced on the 6bre from Kalle's " Imli^o salt." Moreover,
the process is economical, and has the adi antage of allowing

colours which require for their development or fixation a

-teaming of short duration, e.g., " Aniline Black," to be

printed along with the " Indigo " colour mixtures.—E. 15.

Hydrosulphurous Arid Derivatives [Pormaldehyde-Hpdro-
sulphite Compounds] and their Application in Tissue

Print. mi. l.a Soc. de la Manuf. E. Zundel. Hull. Soc.

Ind. Mulhouse, 1904, 74, 48—53.

The grinding operation necessary to reduce zinc hydro-

sulphite to a sufficiently tine state to be suitable for

use in tissue printing is a serious drawback to the use of

this salt. No such objection attends the use of the double

compounds of hydrosulphites and formaldehyde. Sodium
hydrosulphite-formaldehyde is readily prepared by adding

formaldehyde (10 per cent.) to solid sodium hydrosulphite.

Solution takes place very rapidly and much heat is evolved.

On fractionally crystallising, the compound is obtained,

separating out last, in the form of small, colourless needles

very soluble in water. The zinc compound may be similarly

prepared. It is less soluble than the sodium compound.
For the preparation of zinc hydrosulphite in quantity the

following method was adopted:—Zinc powder, dilute sul-

phuric acid, and ice are added simultaneously to a well-

stirred mixture of sodium bisulphite and ice, enough of the

last-named being used to keep the temperature below 10° C.

The stirring is continued for 10 minutes. Then the mix-
ture is allowed to rest for 10 minutes, and the clear solution

is withdrawn from the greyish black sediment of zinc, lead,

metallic sulphides, sulphites, .Vc. After standing for

about an hour, the zinc hydrosulphite begins to crystallise

out. Its separation may be assisted by heating to

30'—40 C, or, better, by adding common salt. The pro-

duct thus obtained is quite colourless. On admixture with

formaldehyde and a little acid it dissolves with evolution

of heat, and, on cooling, the formaldehyde compound
partly separates out in small, colourless plates. The latter

compound may also be prepared by boiling together for a

few minutes a mixture of formaldehyde, sodium bisulphite,

acetic acid, water, and zinc powder. This method, judging

from the reducing power of the solution obtained, would
appear to give a good yield, but it has the disadvantage of

requiring the evaporation of a relatively large quantity of

water in order to obtain the compound in a sufficiently

concentrated state for use in tissue printing. This is the

ca*e also with the solution obtained by adding formaldehyde
to the product of the reaction of zinc powder on sodium
bisulphite solution. On adding sodium carbonate to an
aqueous solution of the zinc compound, the sodium com-
pound is formed with precipitation of zinc carbonate.

The formaldehyde hydrosulphite compound- possess the

remarkable property of not exhibiting their reducing action

and of behaving as indifferent s.ibstauces under ordinary

conditions; thus, they do not reduce "Indigo Carmine"
or ammoniacal copper solution. They are perfectly stable

in the cold, and may be boiled in the presence of a

small quantity of acid, with little decomposition. Under
reduced pressure, their solutions may be concentrated

without 1 is-. The concentrated solutions, when thickened

and printed, &c., discharge " Paramtraniline Red " ex-

ceedingly well. Hence it would seem that BCtssion of

the compounds into their components occuts dorii

operation of steaming, and that the hydrosulphite then

liberated, exerts to the full its reducing power. The two,

i.e., the zinc and the sodium, compoun Is are not equa'ly

decomposable by steam, for, while the sodium com-
pound completely discharges I'aranitraniline Ked after four

minutes, 15 minutes' steaming is required with the zinc

compound. The time may be shortened by adding to the

printing mixture a sodium salt. e.g.. sodium chloride, which
is capable of converting the zinc compound iuto the more
easily decomposable sodium compound, 'the hvdrosnl
phite-formaldehyde compounds can replace with advantage
almost all the rcducing-agent reserves and discharges em-
ployed in tissue printing. They give, for example, with

suitable additions, an excellent white reserve under" Aniline
Black " on silk. They resist " Xitroso Blue," and discharge

most of the direct azu dyestuffs, even in very dark shades,

both on -ilK and on cotton. The white produced upon
tissues dyed with " Paranitraniline Bed'' is peril

unalterable; and does not suffer when the red ground is

converted into a brown by treatment with a copper salt.

This " Paranitraniline Brown" may be first produced on
the ti-site, it may then be discharged in the same way
as the " Bed." '• Naphthylamine Bordeaux " may also be
discharged. Mixed with sodium acetate, the hydrosul-

phite-formaldehyde compounds furuish excellent discharge-

reserves for tissues dyed " Paranitraniline Ked "and over-

printed with "Aniline or Diphenyl Black." Similarly!

when printed upon tissues dyed " Paranitraniline Ked " and
padded with " Aniline Black," the mixture gives excellent

whites upon a bronze ground. Moreover, coloured dis-

charge- may readily be produced with the aid of the new
compounds) thus, for example, a "Prussian Blue" dis-

charge of great brilliancy, may be obtained upon tissues

dyed " Paranitraniline Bed " by means of a mixture
containing, besides one of the hydrosolphite-formaldehydl
compounds, ferrous ferrocyanide aud albumin.— E. B.

Hydrosulphite-Formaldehyde Compounds ; Application of
in Tissue Printing. Keports upon the preceding

communications from La Soc. de la Manuf. E. Zundel
and C. Kurz. II. Schmid. Bull. Soc. Ind. Mulhouse,
1904, 74, 55— G6.

Fkossakd (see abstract above) has observed that sodium
hydrosulphite may be employed with advantage in effecting

and maintaining the reduction of eeitain dyestuffs of the
" Gallocyanine " group, such as • Modern Violet." The
latter dyestuff comes into commerce in the form of a leuco-

compound which has the property of readily becoming
oxidised and, in consequence, insoluble. By the addition

of hydrosulphite to it this action is prevented, and perfectly

eveu and regular dyeings arc obtained in slop-padding with

it. A second application consists in reducing basic dye-
stuffs. The leuco compounds of these are not precipitated

by tannic acid, the slop-padding bath containing them
remaining clear even in the presence of a precipitant of

tannic acid, such as zinc acetate, provided that sufficient

acetic acid is added to keep the zinc taunate in solution.

The method devised in the year 1902 (see above abstract)

has siuce been modified. The padding bath, free from zinc

salt, is now applied to oil-prepared tissue-, which are

steamed and then passed through a tartar emetic fixing

bath. The application of zinc hydrosulphite and of sodium
hydrosulphite-formaldehyde in effecting the living ol

"Indigo" in calico priuting is of the highest technical

importance. This method is likely to supersede all other

methods of printing with "Indigo." As a discharging

agent for " Naphthylamine Bordeaux" zinc bydrosnlpbite

is superior to sodium hydrosulphitc-forinaldebyde. Unfor-

tunately the printing mixtures containing ziuchydrosu.pl it'

suffer from the drawbacks attending the use in printing ol

insoluble matters of high density. They are unsuitable foi

printing mercerised and "raised" (flannelette, etc.)

For these it i- preferable to employ sodium hydrosulphite

formaldehyde. C. Kurz deposited (Dec. 1, 1902) s

note (tlii- .T., 1904. 58) concerning the preparation of

discharge-mixture, containing sodium hydrosulphite and

formaldehyde, for "Paranitraniline Ked ' and "Diamine,"

&c, dyestuffs. The principle of the reaction hn

previously indicated by Pellizza and Zuber (tin- J

I hi/ - mixture gives satisfactory results shortly

after it has been made, but, as it contains too little
'

dehyde, it soon decomposes and becomes unlit for printing.
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The hydrosulphite-formaldebyde compounds described in

the note deposited by La Soc. de la Manuf. E. Zundel are

well defined, highly stable, crystallisable compounds in

which the reducing power of the hydrosulphites is latent.

They are more stable than the difficultly soluble zinc hydro-

sulphite and have the advantage of being soluble and
therefore applicable to all kiuds of tissues. The most
important of them is sodium hydrosulphite-formaldehyde,

Na,S.,0
4
+ 2CIIoO, which is manufactured under the name

of" ffydrosulphiite N F" (this J., 1904, 369). This com-
pound discharges " Paranitraniline Red " perfectly, without

the least injury to the fibre. A good white is also obtained

with this compound upon the author's (H. Schmid's) puce,

which is produced by padding tissues dyed " Paranitraniline

lied " with " Aniline Black " and developing the " Black."

The compound is printed before the " Black " is developed,

and thus acts as a discharge-reserve. By printing alotiL'

with it an ordinary white reserve for " Aniline Black," tun.

eolour, red-and-white, effects are obtained on the puce
ground. The puce from " Chrysoidine " and diazotisod

p-uitrani!ine (see abstract above) was discovered by Binder
and Vernier in 1899. The impossibility of reserving it

and, prior to the discovery of the hydrosulphite-formal-

dehyde discharge, of discharging it, has prevented it from
hitherto coming into use.— E. B.

English Patents.

Word; Apparatus fur Treating [Deyreasing] . X.
Eousselle, Verviers. Eng. Pat. 10,234, May 5, 1903.

See addition of Dec. 2, 1902, to Fr. Pat. 300,492 of 1900 ;

this J., 1903, 905.—T. F. B.

Mercerising, Scouring, Bleaching, Dyeing, fyc. of Yarn in

Hankform; Machine for . W. II. Cronipton and
W. Horrocks, Radcliffe, Lancaster. Eng. Pat. 10,253,

Hay 6, 1903.

The yarn is hung on pairs of reels, one above the other,

the lower of which revolves in a trough. The dye-liquor

or mercerising solution to be applied is sprayed over the

hanks from perforated pipes and ('aught in the lower trough,

from which it is raised by suitable means so as to cause a
continuous circulation of the liquid. The reels are easily

I
removable for tilling, &c.—A. B. S.

I Drying, Bleacliing, or other purposes; Apparatus fir
'treating Materials with Air or other Gases or Vapours
for . II. Haas, Manchester. Eng. 1'at. Julv s,

1903.

The apparatus consists of chambers for holding the
material to be treated and heating compartments containing
steam coils or similar arrangements for heating the air.

I These chambers are arranged alternately, anil the hot air

from one heating chamber passes over the material to be
dried, and then iuto another heating chamber, and so on.

By a suitable arrangement of valves and pipes, the com-
partments can be heated in any order or only a patt of them
used.—A. B. S.

Dyeing of Cotton Cloth. W. Grime, Manchester.
Eng. Pat. 15,358, July 11, 1903.

The warp or weft of a cotton material is mordanted with
tannin before weaving ; the tannin is fixed with antimony

! before or after weaving. The piece is then first dyed with
basic dyestuffs, and finally, the unmordanted cotton in it is

idyed with direct cotton dyestuffs.—A. B. S.

1 Waterproofing of Materials, such as Tissues, Fabrics,
Paper, Leather, and Cords. S. Serkowski, Lodz, Poland.
Eng. Pat. 8433, April 12, 1904.

The material is soaked in a solution of lauoline in benzene
!or other suitable solvent, and the solvent removed by
drying.—A. B. S.

United States Patents.
Treating [Bleaching] Fabrics; Apparatus for . M.
Muntadas y Rovna, Barcelona. U.S. Pat. 761,107,
May 31, 1901.

See Fr. Pat. 327,931 of 1902, and addition thereto ; this J.,
1 1903, 948, and 1904, 251.—T. F. B.

Discharging Halogen Indigos ; Process of—.. A. J.

Stiegelmann and K. Reinking, Assignors to Badische
Anilin uud Soda Fabrik, Ludwigshafen-on-Rhine. U.S.
Pat. 760,817, May 24, 1904.

Halogenated indigo dyestuffs are discharged by printing
on the dyed material a mixture of an oxidising ao-ent (e.g.,

an alkali bichromate), a substance which acts as an oxygen
carrier (,e.g., the double salt of antimony sulphate ami
fluoride), and a thickening agent, then drying, and treating
the material with dilute acid.—T. F. I',.

Oiling and Finishing Textile Materials ; Process of .

U.S., J., and F. R. Carmicbael, Paris. U.S. I 'at. 761,203,
.May 31, 1904.

Six Eng. Pat. 599S of 1911.'
; this J.. 1903, 21 1.—T. F. B.

FitENcn Patents.

chilis and other Materials ; Degreasing of In/ Carbon
Tetrachloride in- other Volatile Solvent. C. Liliemand.
Fr. Pat. 338,495, March 28, 1903. XIV., page 671.

Xew Tissue ; Manufacture of a . J. Clemencin.
Fr. Pat. 338,731, April 14, 1903.

A material such as muslin is passed through a gum
solution and hair or other animal or vegetable fibre shaken
over it, through a sieve, whilst it is drying. The resulting
material can lie made to resemble plush or fur.— A. 1!. S.

Dyeing Machine. T. Bobatel, .1. Buffaud and Co. First

addition, of Nov. 17, 1908, In Fr. Pat. 326,597 of Nov. 22,
1902. (See this J., 1903, 794. 1

The lower roller for the yarn is fixed to a lever and the
yarn is kept stretched by means of a counterpoise attached
to the other end of the lever. Tin- up and down movement
nf the whole frame supporting the yarn reels is also assisted
by counterpoise weights.— A. 11. S.

VII.-ACIDS, ALKALIS, AND SALTS.

lodates; Formation of in Alkaline Solutions of
Iodine. E. L. C. Foster. J. of Phys. Chem., 7, 640

—

651. Chem. Centr., 1904, 1, 1392.

The influence of the concentration of potassium hydroxide,
iodine, and potassium iodide on the rate of formation of
potassium iodate was investigated. With a large excess of
alkali (colourless solutions) the velocity is approximately
proportional to the concentration nf h\ poiodous and iodine
ions and of iodic acid. With excess of iodide the relations are
complicated ; the velocity increases with the concentration
of potassium hydroxide and iodine, but decreases on addition
of potassium iodide. If potassium hydroxide be added
continuously to the solution, so that the latter changes from
brown to colourless, the rate of formation of iodate rises to
a maximum and tlu.u again decreases.—A. s.

Sodium ricrate ; Action of on Sodium Carbonate
Solutions [Ddtection of Sodium Carbonate']. C. Reichard.
XXIII., page 682.

G. Lunge. XXIII.,Sodium Nitrite; Analysis of .

page 683.

Nickel Salts ; Action of Alkali Nitrites on .

C. Reichard. XXIII., page 68 :.

English Patents.

Gases; Purification of [for Manufacture of Sulphuric
Acid] . J. Y. Johnson, London. From Bad. Anilin
und Soda Fab., of Ludwigshafeu-on-Khiue. Eng. Pat.

11,549, May 20, 1903.

Sulphurous or other gases containing arsenic are passed
at an elevated temperature, but below a red heat, into eon-
tact with granular or porous material, such as that described
in Eng. Pat. 6,828 of 1901 (this J., 1902, 344); or with
lumps of iron oxide, copper oxide, or chromic oxide or the
like, separately, or mingled wiib porous material. Sul-

phurous gases, for use in the manufacture of sulphuric acid

by the contact process, may, it is stated, be thus purified
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without formation of an appreciable quantity of sulphuric

anhydride. But the process is claimed for the purification

us well of burner and other gases generally. I 5

Potassium Chrornate; Treatment of Chromi Iron Stone for
the Production of . G. W. Johnson, London.

From ( lii'iii. I'nlir. Griesheira - Elektrori, Frankfurt-

a-Main. Eng. Pat. 17,589, Aug. 13, 1908.

See Fr. Pat. 334, 71 J of 1903; this J., IU04, lit'..—T. F. li.

Sulphate of Ammoniafrom Ammonia Gases ; Saturatorfor
the Hecoveri/ of . K. /.impel), Stettin. Eng. Pat
68'J 1, .March 22, 1904.

The apparatus comprises a large closed saturator, in an

opening in the top of which is fixed a bottomless cylin-

drical vessel, whose lower rim reaches to just above the

level of the acid in the first saturator. In this cylindrical

vessel is placed the second Saturator, which is of some-
what smaller diameter than the cylindrical vessel, and
which is closed by a lid provided with a funnel for intro-

ducing acid and an outlet pipe for the waste gases. This

second saturator is also provided with an acid-overflow,

to keep the acid at a constant level, and also with a curved

gas-inlet pipe, the bottom of which reaches below the acid

level. The ammonia gases are introduced into the acid

in the first saturator through a tube which passes through
the second saturator; the eases pass thence up the cylin-

drical vessel, and into the second saturator; the object of

this arrangement is to prevent the condensation of the

steam in the second saturator.—T. F. li.

Iron Pyrites; Process of Preparing ,for Desulphuri-
sation. U. Wedge. Montgomery. ling. Pat. 8994,
April, 19, 1904.

See U.S. Pat. 757,531 of 1904; this J., 1904,5.45.—T. P. B.

United States Patents.

Nickel Carbonyl ; Manufacture of . J. Dewnr,
Cambridge. U.S. Pat. 700,852, May 24, 1904.

See Eng. Pat. 9300 of 1902 ; this J., 1903, 700.—T. F. B.

Cyanides ; Apparatus for Manufacturing . J. A.

Kendall, Streatham, Assignor to J. YV. Swan. London.
1 S. Pat. 760,997, May 24, 1904.

See Eng. l'at. 8478 of 1903; this J., 1904,370.—T. P. li.

Frexuii Patents,

Acidimeter j Universal . Soc. L-. Legnvad el Uafaverge.

Fr. Pat. 838,634, Dec. 5, 1903. Will., page CS2.
'

Nitrogen Compounds '[Cyanides']; Process for Making
. II. Mehner. Fr. I'at. 338,519, Dec.' 30, 1903.

See i: S. Pat. 754,474 of 1904 ; this J., 1904,370.—T. P. B.

Cyanides ; /'reus and Apparatus for making .

J. W. Swan and .1. A. Kendall. Fr. Pat. 339,43."); Jan. 8,

1904.

See Eng. l'at. 8478 of 1903 ; this J., 1904, 370.—T. F. B.

VIII.-GLASS. POTTERY, ENAMELS.

Porcelain; Molybdenum Yellowfor . I. Uertwig.

Sprccbsaal, 1004, 37,' 791—798.

" Molybdenum and Tungsten Yellows " can be produced

in a reducing fire on porcelain, provided certain bodies ami

glazes are used, together with metallic compounds that will

cede oxygen to the pigmentary substances. Up t" the

present the only nut. rials fonod suitable lor this pur]

area felspar and quaitz of the following composition:

—

felspar: silica. 7 2 '.is per cent. : alumina, 15*32; ferric

oxide, 0-52; lime, 0-28; potash, 6 '85; Boda, 3-59; loss

on calcination, 0*43 per cent. Quartz: silica, '.»
7

• 7j2 per

cent; alumina, 1"40 ; ferric oxide, 0"36; lime, n-12;

magnesia, trace ; alkalis, 0' 68 per cent. The hotly from

these ingredients had the composition: I.' 11
. I 332 \

'• >.

20 • 906 Si02, with 0*08 percent, of calcined sodium

bonate for casting. A moderati Bneii irus

found essential to prevent the glaze (tired at No. 12

cone) from crazing. The glaze. 0*2S, KsO;0-78, l'at); 070,
Al ._.(>..; 6-35, Sil ' . was compounder] of: the above felspar]

290 part-:, Wunsiedel calcspar 1 50, Zcttlitz kaolin 220, and,

the above quartz, !40 parts. The pigment consisted of
Id grins, of crystallised ammonium molybdate and 100 c.c.

of boiling water, the cooled solution being treated with
12 gnus, of hydrochloric acid (l5-5° 11.), to dissolve the

precipitate first formed. By the gradual addition of 1 grm.
of granulated zirio, a deep indigo colour was obtained, tin
solution being immediately filtered, and the residue dissolve!

without washing. After firing the applied colour at 500 GJ
it was coated over with manganese nitrate (66*6 Marts per
100 of water), dried and re-fired, then glazed and fit

No. 12 Seger cone. The yellow does not appear suitable

for covering large surfaces. The omission of the manganese-
coating furuishes a delicate pale yellowish-green, while tin-

manganese alone gives an ivory yellow. Reversing the
order of applying the pigments also gives a yellow, but not

so bright and sulphur-like. From the behaviour of the

ware in the kiln it would seem as though the presence of air

contributes to the development of the colour; but eves I
the action of manganese depends less on its oxidising

properties than on pigmentary power, the use of molybdenum,
determines the production of the sulphur tint.— ( . S.

English Patents.

Sheet Glass; Apparatus fur the Manufacture of 1

1. I'.iwart. Anvelais, and L. Francq, Obottrg. ling. l'at.

9033, April 19,1904. Under Internal. Conv., April 23,

1903.

Mi i imp glass is poured into a hopper and is then caused

by atmospheric pressure to pass through a narrow space

formed between two rollers into a chamber exhausted of

air and cooled by a refrigerating liquid circulating through

compartments at the sides of the chamber, si> ti

glass in passing down between the rollers becomes solidified

in the form of a thin sheet. The descent of the sheet of

glass into the cooling chamber is controlled by m-,iiis of

ft supporting bar carried by vertical rods supported by
plungers, which work in hydraulic cylinders, by the ili-

eharge of water from which the plungers and consequentlytBa

supporting bar are allowed to descend at a regulated speed.

Gripping tongs, supported by the hydraulic plungers, are

also provided; these tongs descend into the hopper as the

sheet is formed, seize the glass in the hopper to which the

sheet is eonuected, and in rising again, lift the sheet out of

the chamber, after which it is removed from the tongs and

conveyed to the annealing chamber.—A. G. L.

Ceramic Articles ; Manufacture of . ,1. Ifausette,

Paris. Fug. l'at. 13,(110, June 10, 1903.

A piece of wire gauze cut to the size of the article to be

manufactured is placed in a fusible paste consisting of

kaolin, silica, boric acid, ami alkali salts, ground so

pass through a sieve having 3.600 meshes per sip in. The

plates or slabs obtained arc allowed to dry at 40' C. in a

vertical position, ami are then heated for 4 or 5 minutes

to about 900 C. in an enamelling furnace. A slightly

less fiisible paste ground so as to pass through a sieve

having 14,400 meshes per sq. in., is then applied to one or

both surfaces of the plate, which is then dried at 40° C.

and heated for ."> minutes to 1,000 ( . The stirfac

then coated with enamels consisting of vatiuus silicates

with fusing points below 1,000 C. and possessing thi

coefficient of expansion as the original paste, after which

the plates are baked in the enamelling furnace for abou'

5 minutes and allowed to cool. Should any (laws appear,

they are remedied by applying more enamel and repeating

the operation. Suitable compositions are :— For the

kaolin, 120 parts; silica, 7 .">
<

' ; flint glass. 500; potassium

nitrate. 7.'p
; soda glass, 300 ; boric mid, 600; and (or the

enamel, silica, 60 pints; minium, 80; boric acid, la;

potassium nitrate, 10.—A. G. I..

[Pott, n, ' das Kilns. C. Celulla, Liberty City.

Eng. I'at. 15,1 IS, July 8, 1903.

I'nTiiuv kilns of the " Escberich " type are arranged so

that the combustible gas can enter the kiln chain! '
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through apertures in the tioor, through vertical pipes rising

from the gas passage beneath the floor and having lateral

irations for distributing the gas. and through apertures

provided over the whole area of the walls and leading from
• ;_re- therein. By means of suitable valves the rl.iw of

«as to the various flues and outlets can be regulated.
" -H. B.

i Glass and Pitch-like Substances ; Viscosity of .

F. T. Trouton and E. s. Andrews. XXIII., page I

-

French Patent.

Glass ; Method and Apparatus for Drawing ——.
Window Glass Machine Co. Fr. Vat. 339,356, Jan. .">,

1904.

See Kug. Pat. 297 of 1904 ; this J., 1904, 371.—T. F. B.

IX-BUILDING MATERIALS, CLAYS,

MORTAKS, AND CEMENTS.

Normal [Standard^ Lime. H. Sesrer and E. Cramer.
Thouind.-Zeit., 1904, 28, 587.

The trials made on various kinds of limestone at the testing

station Gross-Lichterfeld, in order to discover a normal lime
suitable for testing the purity of trass, other puzzolane m
rials, cement-mortars, &c, have resulted in the selection of
lime from the Christinenklippe (Harz) limestone quarries.

The stone loses 43 - 89 percent, on calcination, and furnishes

a lime containing 97"79 per cent, of calcium oxide, 0- 71

percent, of silica and insoluble matter, 0-43 per cent, of

ferric oxide, alumina, &c, 0.32 per cent, of magnesia. 0* 12

per ceo. of sulphur trioxide and 62 per cent, of alkalis

and other residual substances. The lime is burned in ring
kilns, and is carefully hand-picked before slaking. In this

latter operation, the water is left to stand over the lime for
some time, and only the upper three-fourths of the milk of

lime is run off for settling in another tank. After storage for

some months in a closed tank, the lime is packed in airtight

tins, each of which bears an official leaden seal.—C. S.

Clay ; Artificially Increasing the Cohesive Power of .

H. Seger and E. Cramer. Thonind.-Zeit., 1904. 23,
641—642.

SBHples of clay were store! for six months, in admixture
with water either alone or in conjunction with 2 per cent,

of starch, dextrin or tannic acid, the tensile strength and
shrinkage being determined after three weeks and at the
end of the experiment. Taking the tensile strength of
fresh clay as unity, that of the stored wet clay at the end of

three weeks was found to be l
- 35 (kilos, per sq. cm.), and

1"39 after six months. No appreciable increase was found
in the case of starch ; and though dextrin gave an increase
to3-'J in three weeks, a decline to 263 was obtained in

the final test, probably due to the putrefactive decomposition
of the reagent. On the other hand, tannic acid gave
higher results, the tensile strength being raised to 1 75
in three weeks and to 3- 22 at the end of the experiment,
thus confirming Acheson's results, though after a longer

I
storage than he employed. The shrinkage was

g
(in all the treated samples than in the case of the stored
wet clay (5-12 per cent, in six months), the figure for the
one treated with tannic acid being 7 MS and rather less

I

in the case of starch and dextrin. In this connection
i
it is pointed out that Bischof in 1880 found the shrinkage
of YVoterwald clay was diminished from 10*2 per cent, to

6 -

9 per cent, bv an admixture of 4 per cent, of gum arabic.
" — C. S.

\Clays; Relation between the Fusibility and Chemical
Composition of . Ludwig. Thonind.-Zeit. 1904,

28, 773—783."

JThe law enunciated by Kiciiter, on the action of various
fluxes is now found to constitute a special application of a
[general natural law governing all dilute solution-. Il

mast, however, be restricted to very dilute solutions, or
mixtures contaiuing relatively small quantities of fli

|does not apply when the flux attains considerable p
r :jn- as in the case of brick-earth and glazes. Unl

components are iutimately mixed, the influence of the flux
is not fully manifested, in laboratory tests, bat will become
more apparent under the prolonged heating usual in practice.
Tin- action of iron differs according to its condition of oxi-
dation, one molecule of ferric oxide corresponding to two of
ferrous oxide, and since the tendency is for the latter to
form in the fusiog process, the protoxide should be taken
as the basis of calculation. The author rejects trie assump-
tion that double silicates are formed in the process of
fusion, there being no endothermic silicates known, and the
fusion products having a lower fusing point than the original
constituents.— (_ . S.

Lime-Sand Brick and Ordinary Bit ,• Drr/iny
Properties of . H. Seger and E.Cramer. Thonind.-
Zeit. 1904, 28, 788—789.

Objections having been urged that lime-sand bricks take
l< ncrer to become dry than ordinary bricks, theauthors made

parative tests with the two kinds, by saturating a
ain number of each with water, and taking the weights

at interval? untii cooslant. Curves plotted from the res

show that the amount of water retained by the lime-sand
bricks is considerably the smaller of the two during the early
stage of drying, at the end of 30 days the amounts are equal
iu the lime-sand and ordinary brick, whilst towards the
last the ordinary brick is slightly the better. Since the
total amount of water absorbed by lime-sand brick is con-
siderably smaller than that taken up by ordinary bri

was considered advisable to make a second calculation,
based on the percentage of water absorbed. In this case
the original figures were S-'.M per cent, for lime-rand brick,
and 13-ny per cent, for ordinary brick, and both parted with
.">-.! per cent, in 15 days, the curves then running almost
parallel until the percentage had fallen to from 3 to 4 per
cent., and then drawing together until they coincided at

the 75th day. The differences were attributed to the
circumstance that the lime-brick examined was relatively

grained, while the ordinary bricks were more porous.

—C. S.

(Portland Cement) Drying Chambers; Light Dust in

. H. Seger and E. Cramer. Thonind.-Zeit.. 1904,

28,531.

Clouds of fine dust deposited in the drying chamber of a
Portland cement works where the waste furnace eases were
utilised for drying, were found to consist ot 43-65 per cent.

of insoluble and 56-35 per cent, of soluble matters. The
insoluble portion gave : loss on calcination, iu-9 percent. :

silica, 31-4; alumina, 14-7; ferric oxide, 4-9 ; lime, 3:.

and magnesia, 10 percent. The proportion of. silica is

too high for the dust to have been formed from the cement.
The soluble portion consisted of potassium sulphate, 61 1

per cent, and potassium carbonate, 3S'9 per cent.—C S.

Portland Cement cud Blast-Furnace Slay. II. Passow.
Thonind.-Zeit. 1904, 28, 586—587.

Fort the production of " iron " Portland cement it is

necessary to use vitreous slag, obtained by granulation:
subsequent heating causes crystallisation. Mixed with cold
water, these vitreous slags harden very slowly, but more
quickly with hot water, and still more so with alkaline

solutions. The useful proportion of the latter increases
with the vitreous character of the slag, since the devitrified

portions have an alkaline reaction. Microscopic examina-
tion shows that devitrification is accompanied by the separa-
tion of lime compouuds. When ground vitreous slag is

made up into tubuiar blocks and exposed in a current of

carbon dioxide, no increase of temperature is recorded by
an inserted thermometer, whereas in the case of calcined
devitrified slag the temperature rises consi lerably. This
behaviour shows that the latter slag contains active lime

compounds, which form, with water, an alkaline solution

capable of reacting on vitreous slag : a circumstance • x-

plaining the great hydraulic value of mixtures of

substances individually weak in this respect. The a

ascribes greater influence to the preparation of the

than to its composition, which may vary within considerable

limits, lly granulation in air, blast-furnace slag can be
made to acquire hardening properties rendering it hide
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pendent of admixture with Portland cement. The product

is term iv the author " llau-n ' Portland cement, and

can be modified by controlling the action of the air, a

purely vitreous slag being obtained by energetic atmo-
spheric action, whilst more gradual cooling results in

crystallisation, which, however, does not extend to physical

disintegration. J f this latter product be ground to powder
it will furnish cement said to exhibit the properties of good
Portland. Since the vitreous portion of the slag react-

more plowly than the rest, it requires to be ground v r\

fine. The addition of Portland cement to the mass is

solely for the production of certain special effects, and plays

a part analogous to that of gypsum in ordinary Portland

cement making.— C. S.

Portland Cement} Washed . 11. Seger and K. Cramer.
Thouiud.-Zeit ., 1904, 28, 625.

To ascertain the efficac- of washing the ground cement as

a means of eliminating the soluble salts and free caustic

lime, which produce efflorescence on cement tiles, 500 grots,

of slow-setting Portland cementwerc mixed with 1,500 grins.

of normal sand and stirred in 10 litres of water. The opera-

tion wa> twice repeated, the cement and sand settling down
sufficiently in 10 minutes to enable the water to be poured
< ff. The pasty residue was spread out on gypsum plates

and dried with filter paper until it would ball in the hand
without sticking. In the Bohrae hammering tester the

blocks withstood 110 blows. Other blocks, with 8-8 per

cert, of moisture gave the following average results :

—

After seven days' hardening the tensile strength of those

from unwashed cement was 1604 kilos, per sq. cm. ami

the crushing strength l43 - 4 kilos., the corresponding

figures for the washed cement being 8 '95 and 78-0. After

hardening for 90 days the results were (iu the same order)

128-41 kilos.. 234-7 kilos., 17- 99 kilos., and 191 -2 kilos.

respectively, eo that the method does not seem to afford

iim advantage.—C. S.

Concrete ; Influence of Clay on Ike Tensile Strength

of 11. Seger and E. Cramer. Thonind.-Zeit.,

1904, 28, 726—727.

The authors having found that no improvement is effected

in sand bj washiDg, made a series of tests in which pure
sand was intentionally mixed with brick clay or kaolin.

The bulk of the sand consisted of granules from 0-2 to

()'4mni. iu diameter. The tests >vere made with blocks,

prepared in the liohme apparatus and composed of 3 parts

of sand to 1 of Portland cement (with 10'. pei cent, of

water), 0-3 part of the sand being replaced by brick earth

or kaolin in a certain number of the samples. In these

latter cases, the clay was first stirred up with 11-1— 115
per cent, of water, then mixed with the sand, and the whole
incorporated with the cement, so as to produce the most
unfavourable conditions. The blocks were stored lor a

month,
i
art of them in the air, the rest underwater. The

tests gave the following results :

—

English. Patents.

lubricating Substances fur Use in tin Manufacture of
Bricks, Tiles, Pottery, and the like. \V. H. Sanuwith,
Bracknell, and 11. T. Kayner, Bettendon. Knj. Patj

16,125, July 2!, 1903.

Sodicm stearate, oleate, or palmitate, and potassium oleate

or stearate. are dissolved in water or other suitable men-
struum, wilb or without the addition of suitable colouring
matters. IVti oleum, shale oil, or creosote oil is then add d,

nnd the whole mixed to form an emulsion. Suitable pro-
portions of the ingredients are:—(1) 20 lb. of potassium
oleal .

I galls, of water, 10 to 20 galls, of shale or other
oil ; (2) 15 lb. of potassium oleate, 5 lb. of sodium ol<

and stearate, :>o gall-, of water, 10 to 20 ga'.ls. of shale or
other oil. These mixtures should be diluted with two or
three times their volume of water before use.— A. G. L.

Bricks; Coaling , and Apparatus therefor. M.
Perkiewicz, I.udwigsberg, Germanv. Eng. Pat. 376(1

Feb. 15, 1904.

To a liquid coating material composed of a mixture of

gelatin and flour (see Eog. Pat. 12,095, this J., 1903, 1088)J
substances which prevent putrefaction are added, e.g.,

carbolic r.cid (phenol), lysol (obtained by dissolving tar

cresols in neutral soaps), sublimate (mercuric chloride),

nitric acid, aluminium sulphate, tannic acid, or salts of

chromium. To apply the coating, the bricks are laid upon
an inclined conveyor and passed under a distributing box,

from which the liquid drops on to the upper surfaces of the

bricks through fine perforations or slits. Tin' superfluous

material runs along a trough into a well, from which it is

pumped back to the distributing box, after passing through
a sieve, if necessary.—A. G. L.

Portland Cement ; Manufacture of . F. ('. \Y. Timm,
Hamburg. Eng. Pat. 1 1 .324, May 18, 1903.

SEEFr. Pat. 332,243 of 1903; this J., 1903, 1190— T. F. B.

Portland Cement ; Manufacture of . C. Hocke,
Hamburg. Jiug. Pat. 21,947, Oct. 12, 1903.

Low-grade fuel is utilised by mixing slack or [owdcred
coal with the raw cnnent materials, pressing the mixture
into brick-, and then burning it. The cement clinker pro-

duced is verj porous, owing to the distillation of the fuel.

—A. G. L,

White Cemi nt ; Manufacture of . H. Earle, Hull.

Eng. Pat. 24,911, Nov. 16, 1903.

White chalk, kaolin, and felspar are mixed, either dry or

wit. and burnt a- a Portland cement ; the resulting cement
should contain 28 to 30 per cent, of silica, 61 to 63 of lime,

1 to 6 of alumina, and 2 to 3 of alkalis. S. limn H
potassium carbonate may be used iustead of felspar.

Granite or gneiss maj also be employed. All the inatei

used should be free from iron.— A. G. 1-

Storase

In Air.
|
In Water.

1. - ]>.

Cement-sand:

—

o. -q. cm.
Tensile strength 20

-
91

Crushing I 142*9

at-sand-kaolin

:

Tensile strength --'7-S* 81-12

hing 163'4 lltfj
av:—

Tensile strength 16'43

ibing 125-4

Both claj and kaolin considerably increase in.- tensile

strength, while the loss of crushing strength is small,

p. tally in the case of the kaolin mixture when stond
underwater. The resit''- ied as confirming those

of Sherman (Engineering News, 1903, [21]).—C. S.

Portland Cement and Blasl-Furnace Slag; Action of
Acetic Acid on . 1'. Hart. XXIII., page •

Ukiikd States Patents.

/jituminoiis Pavements; Process of Preparing (
'.;/;.,

tionsfor and of Heating and Laying . J. II

Germantcwn, Assignor to Amies Vsphaltl o., Philadel-

phia. U.S. Pat. 760,051, May 17, 1904.

Granulated or powdered asphalt is mixed with cold,

sharp, fine sand, which has been previously welted with

crude petroleum oil, and the composition is subjected to I

suitable degree of heat to secure cementation and hardening.

The heating tin; he effected by adding naphtha i

to the petroleum oil, and afterwards sprinkling the com-

ma with gasolene, the vapours uiven oft: bciDg then

ignited and tl ' mass agitated in the flame, after which it i-

rolled with hut rollers.—A. <i. I.

Sandstones [Artificial]: [Electrical] Process of re-
ducing Refractory Calcareous . W. Schwsrz,

Zurich, Assignor to Sehw.it/. System Uriel, Co., Not
1

rk. I .S.Pat. 700.571, May 24, IS

i,n : quartz is heated nearly to its fusing point bj

means of a current of electricity, l.ime is then added, and
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the plastic mas- obtained moulded under pressure to the

desired shape.—A. <i. L.

•Stone, Artificial ; Apparatus for the Manufacture of——

.

1 W. Schwarz, Zurich, Assignor to Schwarz System Brick

Co., New Vork. U.S. Pat. 760,651, May 24, 1904.

See Eng. Pat. 18,163 of 1901 ; this J., 1902, 479.—T. F. B.

French Patents.

Bricks. Refractory, and other Ceramic Articles ; Drying

of before Burning. D. F. Henry, jun. Fr. Pat.

338,561. Dec. 31, 11103.'

The drying kiln is divided by means of vertical partitions

into a number of compartments connected by a zigzag

passage. In each compartment a vertical endless conveyor

s placed, which moves the materials to be dried, a current

)f air being forced through the compartments in a direction

>pposed to that in which the materials travel.—A. G. L.

'iemcnt from Blast- Furnace Slag; Manufacture of .

C. v. Forell. Fr. Pat. 339,316, Jan. 2, 1904.

."he slag is granulated by pouring it into water, or ground

nd pressed into bricks. In either form it is heated in an

Lxidising flame to a temperature just below its fusing point,

[nd is then cooled as rapidly as possible and finally ground.

Either just before, or at the commencement of, the cooling,

he slag is treated with small quantities of water, which,

iithout cooling the slag sensibly, exercise a considerable

Ihemical action on it. The water used to granulate the

air may contain lime, alkali, &c.—A. G. L.

,tiast-Furnace Slag ; Process permitting Ike Transfurma
tion of into a Po:rder resembling Cement. W.

j
Mathesius. Fr. Pat. 339,378, Jan. 6, 1904.

'he slag, which should be preferably in the granulated con-

ition obtained by pouring it into water whilst still liquid,

exposed to the action of steam under pressure until

lioroughlv disintegrated. A dry powder resembling cement

j
obtained, from which foreign bodies are removed by

fting.—A. G. L.

'ement; Process of Staking White . E. Gogler and
H. Seinfeld. Fr. Pat. 339,499, Jan. 11, 1904.

EX Eng. Pat. 388 of 1904 ; this J., 1901, 443.—T. F. B.

X.-METALLTJKGY.

Tungsten Sttels. L. Guillet. Bull. Soc. d'Kuccurag.,

1904,106, 263—283.

ie author examined two series of tungsten steels con-

fining (1) from 0-110 to 0-276 per cent, of carbon, and

) from 0-328 to 0'867 per cent, of carbon. The amount of

ugsten present varied from 0-397 to 36-967 per cent.

;

ie results show that tungsteu steels may be divided
oadly into two classes :—

Steels containingup to about, Steels containing up to about
0'2 per cent, of Carbon. 0'8 per cent, of Carbon.

From to 7 per cent, ol From u to 5 per cent, of
tungsten. tungsten.

Above? percent. of tmiirsten Above 5 per cent, of tungsten.

The steels belonging to Class I. have a perlite structure
;

1 possess properties analogous to those of ordinary carbon
' ;ls. Compared with carbon steels containing the sam<-

1 portion of carbon, they show higher breaking strength,
' itic limit, and hardness, but lower elongation, contraction,
'[1 resistance to shock, as the percentage of tungsten
ijreases. Quenching affects these steels in the same way
ij:arbon steels, but to a much greater degree. Annealing
sj ens them distinctly. The steels belonging to Class II.

-Ife a double carbide (of iron and tungsten) structure;
' r properties vary with the percentage of carbon present.

jy are extremely brittle, and have a considerably lower
<> iking strength and elastic limit than steels of Class I.

containing the same amount of carbon. By quenching at

850° C, an extremely fine martensite structure is produced,
but some of the double carbide is left undissolved, at least,

when the percentage of tungsten is high. After quenching,

the breaking strength, elastic limit, and hardness of the

steels are much higher than before. By subjecting tungsten

7

G

5

4

3

Steels, with double

-- ^Steels with\carbide structure.

'*•* intermediate*
"-•-. structure

'

Stec.'s mthperlite structure.

05 10

Percentage of Carbon.

^—^
15 1-60

-teels with a perlite structure to cementation, or steels with

a double carbide structure to deearburisation, products

having an intermediate structure can be obtained. By aid

of the diagram (see figure) analogous to that previously

given for nickel steels (this J., 1903, 999), the properties of
a tungsten steel may be deduced from its composition.

—A. S.

Gold and Silver; Concentration of in "Iron
Bottoms." M. N. Bolles. Trans. Amer. Inst, of Mining
Engineers, Sept. 1904.

TtiK absorption of gold in "iron bottoms" is generally

satisfactory, and corresponds to, but is somewhat less than

the absorption of silver in "copper bottoms." Silver is not

well absorbed by " iron bottoms," the quantity obtained very
seldom exceeding 5 per cent, of the total silver present.

The precious metals tend to collect in the crust formed in

liquation of the matte. Aluminium has no marked influence

on the absorptive power of "iron bottoms," but the addition

of potassium ferroeyanide gives a greater gold absorption.

The addition of metallic iron to the mattes (corresponding
to an increase in the reducing power and temperature of

the furnace) raises their avidity, and the absorptive power
for gold of a matte containing only iron and sulphur is

largely dependent on the excess of iron present over the
amount required for the formation of ferrous sulphate.

—T. F. B.

Slimes [GV</J Treatment ,- The Decantation Process of
: Its Possibilities and /.imitations. E. J. Lasch-

iuger. J. Chem., Metall. and Min. Soc, S. Africa, 1904,

4. 348—364.

The author considers that the Band treatment of low-grade
slime gives very satisfactory results. It consists in

washing the slimes into settling vats with a stream of water,
allowing them to settle, and decanting off the water, about
45 per cent, of moisture being left in the slimes. The
latter are then washed twice with cyanide solution; the
first wash extracts about 92 per cent, of the gold which
is precipitated by zinc, the resulting liquid being used
tor the second wash, which is not precipitated, but is

used to make up the first wash, fresh cyanide being added
to bring it up to strength. Thus, over 90 per cent, of
the gold is recovered, even with slimes containing only
2 dwts. of soluble gold per ton, the working costs being less

than 2s. per ton for a large plant, whilst the other expenses
amount to less than Is. per ton, taking interest at 4 per
cent., and depreciation at 9 per cent, per annum. The best
results are obtained when the ratio of cyanide solution to

dry slime in each wash is as 3h to 1. For slimes containing

2 dwts. of gold per ton, it is most economical to give only
two washes; with 4 dwts., or more, of gold, however, three

washes give better results, only the first being precipitated.

When as much as 20 dwts. of gold are present, 98-3 per
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cent, can be recovered by giving three washes, and pre-

cipitating the first two, Inn this treatment should not be

aged uu?e-s the slimes contain at least 12 dwls. of gold.

It is found that iu all c.ises the best results are obtained

when the slimes are allowed to settle thoroughly

each decantation, ami when as much as possible of the gold

is dissolved in the first extraction. It follows from the

above that it should prove advantageous to grin.1 finely the

coarse aud pjritic particles rich in gold and treat them

together with the ordinary slimes. The author believes

that by the Band treatment a small profit maybe made,

alter paying all expenses, on slime- even containing but

1 dwt. of "old.—A. G. L.

Zinc Oxides Reduction Temperature of W. McA.
Johnson. Electrocheni. lnd , 1904, 2, 185— 187. 1'aP1'"

read before Amer. Electrochem. Soc.

The determinations were madebj enclosing the oxide mixed

with charcoal or other reducing agenl in a crucible con-

tracted of Acheson graphite and provided with a screwed-

on cover of the same material. An outlet tube through

which the zinc vapour and gase- could escape, as also a

cavity drilled for the pyrometer, were provided in>he crucible (gol.l quartz for example) in concentric layers, acco

Annealing Process. W. A. Norl liffe, Brighouse. Eng.

Pat. 16,533, Jul] 28,

A LASER of charcoal is interposed between the ordinary

Dg pot ami the tin or like cylinder containing the

iron wire, for instance, to be • ill 1, the charcoa

also placed over the lid of the cylinder.— E. S.

Magnetic Material t Manufacture of . II. A. Uad-

field, Sheffield. Eng. Pat. 2273, Jan. 20, 1904. Cndte

Internat. Conv., June 12, 1

See U.S. Tat. 745.S29 of 1903; this J., 1904, 23 T. F. 11.

Centrifugal Separators for Dry Materials Mini

Different Densities. J. B. Loison, l'aris. Eng. l'at

lt'.loa, June '-'4. !'.>o;s.

A ,
.

,.-.
1 . lR horizontal distributing plate, having a ring

with radiating discharge grooves on the rim, and with n

cover and feeding hopper, is directly connected to th

al shaft of an .lectio motor, situated below, in thi

hollow frame of the machine It is claimed that thi

apparatus is very compact, can be started at full spe< 1 M
once, is veri easy to regulate aud distributes the ma"

walls. The heating was effecte.! in a gas reverberator}-

furnace, the temperature being regulated by varying the

flow of gas. Pure zinc oxide was reduced by charcoal at

1.022° C, by soft coke at 1,029° C. The temperature of

calcination of the ore or oxide influences the reduction.

Zinc oxide, for example, calcined at 1,100 C. was only

reduced by soft coke at 1,648°, and, calcination at 1,300

brought the reduction temperature up to 1,001 t .

—R.S.U.

Blast-fdrnace Gases; Determination of Calorific Valm

of
'

, by the Mahler Bomb. G. Arth. Hull Soc.

(him., 1904. 31, 576—578.

The small weight of the quantity of gas which it is

possible to burn in the Mahler bomb makes the experi-

mental errors, and even the errors in the thermometer

reading alone, of great relative magnitude, more than

5 per cent, of the quantity to be measured. Moreover,

where there is not an unlimited quantity of the gas under

test to draw upon, the filling of the bomb, the ascer-

taining of the quantity of gas employed, and the regulation

of the oxygen so as not to overstep the hunts of

explosiveness, present very great difficulties. As these

nases are mixtures of well known substance-, the calorific

values of which have been determined, and do not, like

coals and similar fuels, contain complex compounds of

unknown constitution, an accurate calculation of their

calorific value is obtainable from the results of their

analysis; and this calculated value is to be preferred to

the direct result of combustion in the bomb.—J. T. 1'

Cyanide Solutions ; Determination ofConstants in

working. G.W.Williams. XXIII., pagi

Oxyyin in Working Cyanide Solutions; Industrial

Mi nd for the Determinatiau of the . A. Prister.

XXII!.. pagi - I.

1\. .1.1-11 Patent-.

r Manufacture of . J.W.Spencer, Sewcastle-

on-Tync. Eng, Pat. 15,032, July 7, 1903.

Ikon that has been decarhurised SO as to retain from

to 0-25 per cent, of carbon, is melted with silicon or

a silicon alloy in proportion to yield a steel containing

from 0' 75 to 2 per cent, of silicon.— E. 8.

Iron Smul or Concentrated Powdered Iron <>.<
;

Hardening Lumps of , Artificially Agglomerated,

for Tr,.: d for Reduction in Furnaces. T.

and II. Cohn, London. Eng. l'at. 15,188, July 9,

Ini.x sand, or concentrated iron ore or wastes, or

mixtures of these, 1
1 into briquettes with from

3 to 5 per cent, of lime, and the briquettes are

hardened in a current of hot air and steam, in a chamber

such as tnat described in Eng, Pat. 21,880, 01 L902 (thisj«

11.—E. S.

to their densities around the machine.—W. II. < .

Brazing of Metals [Cast Iron] and Finns for n."

therein. II. H. Lake. London. From J. 1 BassetI

( ambridge. T. K. Parker, Xev Bedford, and II. .1. strout

Brookline. Eng. Pat. 5671, March 8, 1904.

See U.S. Pats. 756,079 and 756,080 of 1901 ; this J., 1904

44 1.—T. F. B.

Aluminium; Method for Soldering . M.Touielluii

Spezia. Eng. Pat. l.",.S4!>. July 17, 1S03.

Ax oxvhvdrogen flame obtained by burning previous!

dried hydrogen is used, a tin-aluminium solder beiii,

applied to the joint, containing from 1 to 2L> per cent. .

tin. Th. solder i- distributed by means of a tool of coppei

platinum, or other metal which is a good conductoi
—E. S.

Aluminium; Flux fur Sold, ring ~™.. C. Ellis

aud ( >. J. Flanigan, Harrisburg. Eng. l'at. -VM
Dec. 1, 1903. Under Internat. Conv., Dec. 31, 1902.

See U.S. l'at. 746,802 of 1903; this J., 1904, 66.—T. F. 1

Tin-Coating Machinery [Electrical]; Tcmptralm
/{, julaling Apparatus for . A. M. Goodwin, Ea

Toledo. Eng. Pat. 5l 09, Feb. 29, 1904.

The space in the tauk, above the bath of molten metal

divided by a transverse depressed bridge, exteuding a litt

way below the level of the metal bath, into two cot

partments, in which separate- bodies of oil rest upon tl

surface of the molten metal. The sheets of metal to 1

tinned enter the bath through the compartment containii

the greater depth of oil. This compartment comuiuuieat

valved horizontal pipe with a supplementary mi

containing cold oil, in which a pump operated by uiecl

nerv is placed, whereby the cold oil can be forced

an elevated tube on to the surface of the oil in ti

tank, whilst the heated oil flows into tin; -

tank through a horizontal connecting pipe, line cud of

vertical pyrometer bar is immersed iu the oil, the otb

end being connected to an indicator communicating wi

an electrical -y-teni including solenoid magnets

when a . . rtain temperature is reached in the bath, the

pump is actuated so as to supply ccld oil to t

whilst another branch of the system is arranged t

the fluid fuel burners whereby tin bath is I

the main circuit being established or broken by variant

in the temperature of the bath, the latter may be ma

mined at a -ubstantially steady ti mperature.—E. 8.

: LTE8 PATENTS.

Blast Furnace, ti. K. Hamfeldt, Muohall. U S

759,991, May 17, 1904.

The daim is for "0 blast furnace having an annr

shell with iis lower portion within the upper par'
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the masonry stack, the shell being extended above the

slack, and having its upper portion, where the dropping

charge strikes it, of smaller diameter than the internal

.liaui iter of the top of the stack proper."—T. F. B.

Furna r for 'Melting Metals. J. Southern, Belleville.

J. J. Council, administrator of sail •). Southern, deceased,

assignor to W. H. Steinbrecher, New Kork. U.S. Pat.

760,495, May 24, 1904.

The thick wall in front of the hearth or melting chamber
:.!- :i combination of combustion chambers leading through

it, comprising passages adapted at their outer ends to

receive burners, such passages being enlarged at their

middle portions, through which the\ communicate with

aue another and with auxiliary passaged which open into

he melting chamber.— E. S. "'i"

Aluminium Sulphide and Aluminium Alloys; Manu-
facture of . Miyagoro Onrla, Sragoy'a. U.S. Pat.

Von,.'.:. I. May 24, 1904.
"

Vitjmina or an aluminous ore is mixed with carbonaceous
naterials and a metal sulphide, and the mixture is heated
o a high temperature in a suitable furnace to obtain
lutiiiniu in sulphide and aluminium alloys.— K. S.

lluminium; Flu.r for Soldering . ( '. Ellis, Boston,
Assignor to N. L. Foster, Brooklyn. U.S. Pat. Tfiu.Ts:;,

May 24, 1904.

'he flux consists of a salt of a heavy metal of which the

eat of formation is less, and a saline body of which the heat

tf. formation is greater, than that of the corresponding
luminium salt, together with an organic body.—E. S..

Ore-Treating Furnace. (
'. C. Wilson, Denver.

U.S. Pat. 760,941, May 24, 1904.

1. horizontal ore-roasting cylinder is secured within a

Mating flue cylinder, and projects through a combustion
|hamber at one end and a smoke-stack at the other end,

I) as to form a flue for fire-gases between them. For
ceding and rabbling the ore, a number of shelves project

Ingentially inwards from the inner periphery of the en-

losed cylinder, arranged to form a clear space at the axial

ntre. and on one side of each shelf a number cf partition
• ades are fitted to stand at a transverse angular pitch to

|.ch shelves aud to the longitudinal cylinder axis, there

ling a dam or apron at the end of each shelf. The
mngement of the shelves is spiral, so that the ore
iverses the cylinder from the feeding to the discharge

lid. The closed feeding end of the inner cylinder

moke-stack end) has a number of curved spouts to

,oop up ore delivered from a fixed hopper. An air
'. steam pipe extends into and through the combustion
amber a certain distance into the cylinder, and provision

• made for introducing hot air or superheated steam into

p discharge end of the same. The flue cylinder has an
Jlarged diverging conical end to receive the products of
jiubustion from the combustion chamber, which is at one
Id of the furnace, opposite to the smoke-stack end. The
rdaims include numerous details of the invention.

—E. S.

Ore-roasting Furnace. W. H. Smyth, Berkeley.
U.S. Pat. 761,049, May 24, 1904.

E furnace has superimposed chambers, the roof to the
per and the hearth of the lower, being slotted longi-
linally and substantially centrally to the width of the
nace. The slotted hearth is supported on arches and
usverse beams, to which latter, apparatus is attached to

Jintain the alignment of the slot, which is closed by
1 able overlapping plates, so arranged as to give way to

';
passing arm and then automatically resume tneii

' ring position. The supports to the furnace are such as
letmit free circulation of air beneath the hearth floor.

- netal skeleton or frame is suitably arranged to form the

|

port and attachment for the rabble tracks and slot
1 pendently of the brick structure. Babbles are adapted
t, ravel above the hearths, and devices for actuating the
1 Dies project downwards through the slot in the furnace

roof, which is closed by laterally-swinging plates or gates,
I lie ends of which swing transversely across the slot.

Means are provided for transferring the devices which
actuate the rabbles from one slot to another. In furnaces
having more than two hearths, the superposed roasting
chambers are provided alternately with a slotted roof and
with a slotted hearth. An arm extending through each
slot connects a carrier outside the furnace to the rabbling
mechanism.—E. S.

Ore-roasting Furnace. W. II. Smyth, Berkeley.
U.S. Pat. 761,050, May 24, 1904.

The hearths are placed longitudinally adjacent on the same
level, and each is divided longitudinally into two sections,
slightly separated so as to form a slot. A metal framework
bears members adapted to support the hearth sections. The;
slots are closed by flexible overlapping plates. The ore is

stirred by travelling rabbles, which are worked by transfer-
ible devices projecting through the slots aud supported on
tracks. Compare the preceding abstract.— E. S.

XL-ELECTRO-CHEMISTRY AND
ELECTRO-METALLURQY.

(^.)—ELECTRO-CHEMISTBY.

.standard Cells. P. A. Wolff. Electrochem. Ind., 1904, 2,
174— 176. Paper_read before Amer. Electrochem. So.c.

The author emphasises the superiority of the Weston
cadmium cell over the Clark cell, and urges that the
saturated Weston cell should be adopted as one of the
fundamental standards. The importance of the methods of

preparation of the materials employed in standard cells is

dealt with at length. An electrolytic method for preparing
the mercurous sulphate is described. As a working
standard the portable cell of the Weston Electrical Instru-
ment Co. is stated to have given excellent results at the
American National Bureau of Standards. In this cell a solu-
tion of cadmium sulphate is employed saturated at 4" C,
ai d containing no excess of crystals.— B. S. 11.

Standard Cells; Preparation of Materials for and
their Construe lion. II. S. Carhart and G. A. Hulett.
Electrochem. Ind., 1904, 2, 170—177. Paper read before
Amer. Electrochem. Soc.

Methods are described for preparing pure mercury, cadmium
sulphate, cadmium amalgam, aud mercurous sulphate. The
purity of the latter substance is v.-ry important, since it

greatly influences the P.M. P. of

the cell ; it is prepared by an
electrolytic method similar to

that independently developed

by F. A. Wolff (.see preceding

abstract). Mercury is employed
as anode in dilute (1 : 6) sul-

phuric acid, using a low-current

density and stirring so as to

keep the surface of the mercury
exposed. In this way, and with

0-'i ampere, about 2 '8 grins, of

the salt can be prepared in an

hour ; the product is free from

mercuric sulphate and, provided

pure mercury and sulphuric acid

are used, from other metallic

-alts. As to the construction of the cell, the modified H
form showu in the figure is preferred. The necks of the

:wo limbs are each contracted at a, so that the cell can be

hermetically sealed after the materials have been introduced.

—B. S. If.

Weston Cell; The . H. T. Barnes and S. B. Lucas.

J. Phys. Chem., 1904, G 196—2U7. Chein. Centr., 1904,

1, 1511.

The authors have made comparative tests with Weston cells

of different construction. They find that cells containing

solutions saturated at 0° C. have practically no temperature-
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coefficient; those with damp crystals and a 13 per cent,

amalgam have the coefficient 0-0055 per cent, per degree

;

those with a 11 '7 per cent, amalgam, 0008 per cent, per

degree centigrade. The ratio of the F..M.K. of the Clark

cell at 15° C. and of the Weston coll at 20° C. is 1 -40666 ;

and as this value has heen determined very accurately, it is

immaterial whether the Claris cell or the Weston cell lie

used as a standard.—A. S.

Primary Cells Experiments tcith a -Yew . E. G. P.

Bousfield. Electrochem. andMetall., 1901, 3, "30—733.

A carbon pole is immersed in 31 per cent, nitric acid in a

porous pot, the outer liquid being a 12— 15 per cent, solution

of caustic soda, with a zinc pole. Initial voltage, 2-6.

Great " efficiency for laboratory purposes " is claimed.

W. A. C.

Copper tmd Aluminium Anodes ; Behaviour of .

•F. Fischer. Z. pbysik. Chem., 1904, 48, 177—219.

In dilute sulphuric acid a film of cupric sulphate gathers on

copper anodes, whilst oxygen is evolved. When the current

raises the temperature of the anode, cuprous sulphate is also

formed, and the evolution of oxygen ceasea. On stili

further heating, finely powdered copper separates from the

anode; in solutions' of neutral sulphates, however, the

powder separaed, consists of cuprous hydroxide. The

presence or absence of the film of sulphate, and consequently

the resistance, depends on the comparative rates of forma-

tion and solution of the salt. Aluminium anodes, if kept

cool, develop a film of considerable mechanical strength,

having a thickness proponional to the voltage applied. In

the absence of special cooling, the film is exceedingly thin,

and is thrust away by hydrogen bubbles on reversing tie-

current ; hence the familiar action of aluminium in ci inverting

alternating into direct currents.—W. A. I

Rotating Electrodes; Electrolytic Analysis with

Application of . K. Amberg. XXI II., page 684.

English Patents.

Electric Furnaces or Ovens. A. Eimer, New York.

Eng. Pat. 28,780, Dec. 31, 1903. Under lntcru-.it. Conv.,

May 22, 1903.

The electric oven described is one intended for use as a

dentist's muffle or small laboratory crucible furnace. The

plate which supports the articles to be heated, is formed in

one piece with the door closing the furnace, so that the

removal of both is operated at the same time. On the

bottom of the oven is another movable plate, having

depressions containing a resistance conductor, such as a

platinum wire, the heating being effected by passing a

current through this conductor. For purposes of observa-

tion the furnace is also provided with a transparent plug of

fused quartz.—R. S. H.

Electric Sectional Furnaces. A. Eimer, New York.

Eng. Pat. 2S.7S2, Dec. 31, 1903. Under Inleruat. Conv.,

May 28, 1903.

The furnace is composed of a number of heating sections

arranged end to end in trough-like conformation, and

disposed in an approximately horizontal plane, each

heating section comprising a separate has. member and

opposite Bide members of refractory material. Each

member is provided with a resistance conductor embedded

or disposeil in suitable grooves in the material. The

furnace is supported in a frame about its base, sides, and

opposite ends 1>\ means of an intermediate parking of non-

conducting material, and the top of each section is closed

with a removable plate of refractory material, each plate

being provided with an observation aperture having a trans-

parent covering of mica, quartz, &c. Screws al (hi corners

of the frame provide for the vertical adjustment of the

furnace. Suitable ports at the ends serve for the introduction

of the articles to be heated, the latter being centralised in

the furnace by the upper concave surfaces of the refractory

base members". Each terminal of the resistance conductors

is bound by means of a binding screw to a slotted binding

post, strips of metal being fastened in the slots, or connectors-

jointed pivotally may be used, for connecting the various

heating sections in series or in multiple, or for throwing

one or more sections out of the circuit.—B. N.

[Electric Heating.'] Apparatus for Regulating the

Intensity and Heating Effect of Electric Currents.

Soc Vnon. l'lnd. Verriere et ses Derives, Brussels.

Eng. Pat. 3912, Feb. Hi, 1904. 1'nder Intermit. Conv.,

Feb. IS. 1903.

A LAYER of carbon or other solid resistance material, in

the form of powder or small pieces, is interposed in the

circuit of an electric current. By lengthening or shortening

this resistance the regulation is effected. Apparatus is

described for industrial and domestic heating, with fixed

or movable electrodes, to pairs of which the current is

directed by the !'- L of suitable switches. (See Eng. Pat

5921, March 10, 1904 ; this J., 1904, 550.)—K. S. H.

Electrodes for Electrolytic Purposes ; Manufacture oj

. G. W. Johnson, London. From them. Fabr

(riesheim-Elektron, Frankfurt. Eng. Pat. 17,587, Aug

13, 1903.

See Fr. Pat. 334,684 of 1903; this J., 1904, 119.— T. F.Bl

Bichromates and Alkali; [Electrolytic] Treatment 0j\

Alkali Chromales for the Production of then

from. (.. W. Johnson, London. From Chem. Fabr

G riesheim-Elektron, Frankfurt. Eng. Pat. 17,588, Aug

13, 1908.

See Fr. Pat. 334,685 of 1903 ; this J., 1904, 1 19.—T. F. H

Tin-Coating Machinery ;
[Electrical] Tempcratm,

Regulating Apparatus for A. M. Goodwin

Eng. Pat. 5009, Feb. 29, 1904. X., page 664.

Separating Coke and Other Electric Conductors froi,

Cinders and Other Substances ; Improved Electrica

Apparatus for . H. Lelarge. Eng. Pat. 5791

March 9, 1904. II., page 653.

Usitkd States Patents.

for Batteries ; Process of Manufueturo
Wedckini

Electrodes
. H. P. 11- L- Pbrscke and O. A.

Hamburg. U.S. Pat. 76,056, May 24, 1904.

Ski-: Fr. Pat. 337,276 of 1903 : this J.. 1904, 612.—T. F. 1

Pereroxides
|

Magnesium and Zinc] ; [Electrolytic] Proa

of Manufacturing . F. llinz, Berlin. I .S. I':

759,S,-s7. May 17, 1904.

Si i Fr. Pat. 337,285 of 1903; this .1., 1904, 549.—T.F.I

Electrically Smelting Materials; Process of

cium Carbide, #c] A. H. Cowles, Cleveland. 1-

Pat. 760,057, May 17, 1904.

For smelting reducible materials which are normallj fct

conductors of electricity, but whose conductivity incic.i-

with the temperature, a charge of the materials and

reducing agent is supported in an electric furnace b*ro

a conducting casing. An electric current, the .1

which increases along its path, is passed through the sol

charge, which thus' becomes heated to the teniperatn

required lor its treatment. Those portions of the char)

adjacent to the inner face of the furnace-casing are cooli

to a sufficient extent to prevent any shunting of

current through the casing. (See also I .S. Pats. 75O.093-

and 750,170—lj this.I., 1901, 192—:<).— K. S. H.

-

Cowlt
Carbidi ; Process of Making . A.

Cleveland. U.S. Pat. 760,312, May 17, 1901.

A resistance conductor cither of molten carbide or

soin, ind, pen. lent material, is heated by the passag

electric current through it, to a temper.it sufficient

cause the surrounding carbide mixture to react, and

bring the carbide into a molten condition notable

tapping. ( See also U.S. Pat-. 750,093—6 and
75J1.1

10-

thi- J., 1904, 192—3, also preceding abstract.)—B. 8. n
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Sandstones [Artificial] ; [Electrical'] Process of Pro-

ducing Refractory Calcareous . \V. Sehwarz,
Assignor to Sehwarz System Brick Co. U.S. J'p.t.

760,571, May 24. 1904. IX., page 662.

Purifying Water : [Electrical
-

] Method of .

V. M. George. U.S. Pat. 701,044, May 24, 1904,
XVIII. IS., page 076.

Vitro Compounds ; [Electrolytic] Reduction of .

M. Buchner. Assignor to C. F. Roehringer und
Sochne, Mannheim-Waldhof. U.S. Fat. 701,284, Jin
31. 19U4.

la Eng. Pat. 13,543 of 1900; this J., 1900, S93.—T. F. B.

French Patents.

Electric] Furnace. Le Roy VV. Stevens ami B. Timmer-
inan. Fr. rat. 339,532, Jan. 12, 1904.

KB U.S. Pats. 749,460 and 749,461 of 1901 ; this J.. 1904,
92.—T. F. li.

Electric] Furnace. Le Boy \V. Steven- and B. Timmer-

Inian. Fr. Pat. 339,533, Jan. 12. 1904.

:eI s. Pat. 749,462 of 1904; this J., 1904, 192.—T. F.B.

(B.)—ELECTRO-METALLURGY.
leclrolytic Iron. C. F. Burgess and <

'. Hamhueehen.
Eleotrochem. Iud., 1904, 2, 183—185. Paper read before
Amer. Electrocbem. Soc.

HE authors show how it is possible to obtain electrolytic

an in large quantities and at reasonable cost. As
"ctrolyte a solution of ferrous sulphate with a certain

•rcenlage of ammonium sulphate, was employed. The
rrent density was 6 to 10 amperes per square foot of
thode surface, and at the anode slightly less. The I'D.
r each cell was a little under 1 volt, and the temperature
the electrolyte 30° C. The anodes were of ordinary

ades of wrought iron and steel, the starting sheet

e cathodes ot sheet iron. The current efficiency was
arly 100 per cent. The electrolytic iron absorbs large

jaatities of hydrogen during deposition, which accounts
k its extreme hardness.—R. S. H.

' wo-Xirkel from Pyrrhotite ; Manufacture of .

/.' !ric Smelting]. E. A. Sj6?tedt. Electrocbem.
lad., 1904, 2, 188. Paper read before Amer. Eleetro-
2Qem. Soc.

e author has investigated the electric furnace treatment
nickeliferous pyrrhotite of the Sudbury district. The
rtially roasted ore, mixed with lime and coke, was
;luced, yielding a ferro-nickel pig, containing 3 per cent.
nickel. About 200 h.p. produce a ton of ferro-nickel per

i hours. The total cost of production at Saulte St.

.

J
rie (Canada), is estimated at about 5/. 5s. per ton.

—R. S. H.

'ic Cop/ier Refining ; The Economic Balance in

. L. Add.: ks. Electrochem. Ind.. 1904, 2, ISO,—
. 81. Paper read before Amer. Electrochem. S

rJ economic balance is understood the interdependence of
tj conditions of working, and their bearing on the cost

'I manufacture. The three chief factors are tank
I stance, age of electrodes, and current density ; but all

Ohese factors are of a somewhat complex nature. The
t'k resistance is made up of metallic conductors, contacts,
: -de slimes, counter E.M.F., electrolyte and a negative
•j.ntity due to imperfect efficiency. The author enters in

ij 1'.'?11 ' tne relative importance of the several varying
cjditions, and shows how these conditions may differ in
Mortance from one refinery to another, according to local
cjditions. The only way to solve the problem of cheap
Pluction is to consider the multiplicity of relations a pair
i time, and finally decide on those most favourable for

H particular works concerned. (Compare this J.. 1903,
1 5.)~R. S. H.

Nickel; Passivity of . M. Le Blanc and M. G. Levi.
I ioltzinaon Festschrift, 1904, 1S3— 195. Chem. Centr
1904, 1, 1396—1397.

At the ordinary temperature and with a current of 0'5
ampere per sq. dem , nickel goes .|uantitatively into
-olution in electrolytes containing haloid salts or cyanides,
and in sulphuric acid, but in solutions of other salts, it is

" passive "
j in sodium acetate solution the behaviour of the

nickel depends upon the treatment to which it has been
previously subjected, but it exhibits a distinct tendency to
become passive. Increase of temperature favours, as in
the case of other metals, the change to the active condition.
In potassium hydroxide solution, nickel is passive even at
80° O, and partially -.o. also in ammonium oxalate and
sodium acetate solutions. Increase of current deusitv
renders the metal more passive ; the concentration of the
electrolyte is without influence. In sodium carbonate and

'

pot.cssium hydroxide solutions, the passivity of the nickel
may be due to the production of au insoluble coating on
the metal, but in the other solutions it appears to be a
phenomenon depending on the reaction-velocitv. The ions
are formed too slowly, hence evolution of oxygen must take
place. A small addition of sodium chloride to a solution
in which the nickel becomes passive, suffices to bring the
rate of formation of ions to the degree requisite for the
quantitative solution of the metal; addition of sulphuric
acid is less effective. The addition of sugar or acetone is

without effect.—A. S.

Palladium ; Electro-deposition of . R. Ambers.
/ Klektrochem., 1904,10,386—387.

For. the electrolytic precipitation of palladium, and for the
determination of the atomic weight of this element, the
author makes use of a solution of palladious-ammonium
chloride (PdCl

2
.2XH4Cl) such as was used by S. Cowper-

s (this J. 1899, 589). Under ordinary conditions the
current density must be very low (0013 ampere per
100 sq. cm.); but with a rapid rotation of 600—650
revolutions per minute, currents up to 03 ampere can be
employed, and about 1 grm. of the metal deposited in
3 hours. It is advisable to work at GO3—65

3 C, and, above
all.it is important not to exceed the critical P.D. of l-2.'>

volts, ::bove which point peroxide appears on the anode, and
the metal is no longer deposited in an adherent form.

—R. S. H.

Furnace; Electric . P. R. .1. Willis, Kingston.
From E. A. Sjostedt, Sault Ste. Marie. Fng. Pat. 14,903,
July 6, 1903.

See U.S. Pat. 720,364 of 1903 ; this J., 1903, 637.—T. F. B.

English Patents.

Furnaces ; Electric. [Induction Furnace.] O. Frick.
Stockholm. Kng. Pat. 4SG0, Feb. 27, 1904.

In order to avoid too great self-induction a transformer
furnace is constructed with the annular crucible, which
forms the secondary circuit, surrounding one leg of a
magnetic iron core, the primary eoil being wound around
this leg, but above the melting crucible. In this manner
the distance between the primary and secondary circuits
is made very small ; which can only be accomplished
otherwise by making the inside wall of the annular crucible
inconveniently thin.—R. S. K.

Electro-Magnetic Separators. The Edison Ore-Milling
Syndicate. Ltd , Loudon. From T. A. Edison, Llewellyn
Park. Eng. Pat. 14,295, Jure 27, 1903.

In the drawing below, showing a portion of the magnetic
jtor in transverse section, the pole pieces 5 and

7 are of considerably greater length than the width of
the magnet, corresponding in length to the inclined
mte 13, on to which the ore falls from the hopper 11,
id is deflected on to the inclined board 14, so as t .

-'end to the pole pieces 5 near its edge, whence the
'U-magnetie portions pass by gravity : i the front of the
irtition 10, whilst the magnetic portions are attracted
the opposite pole piece 7, and fall inside the parti'.
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Tlie upper pole piece is of flat plate, and inclined iu a

direction transverse to its length, and its lower edge is

on a vertical plane different from that of the edge of the

lower po'e piece, lioth pole pieces are formed indepen-

dently of. and are secured by screws to, the magnet body.

The pole pieces are "of such croiS-sectional area in

relation to their length and to the width of the air-gap
between them, that with a given amount of electrical

energy applied, a magnetic field of uniform strength
throughout the length of the pole pieces is formed."— E. S.

Copper and Nickel from Mattes mid Ores; Electrolytic
Separation of . ]'. K. .1. Willis, Kingston.
From (J. S. Shields, Satilt Ste. Marie. Eng, Pat. 14,731,

'

.Inly 2, 1903.

SieU.S. Pat. 725,998 of 1903 ; this J., 1903, 037.—T F 1!

United States Patents.

Electrolytic Refining of Metals } Apparatus for .

A. Schwartz, Assignor to General Metals Refining Co.,
New York. U.S. Fat. 76o,oj;i, May 17, 1904.

A cathode of large surface is employed, consisting of a
number of parallel [dates. The cathode plates are spaci !

ipart and arranged at an angle to the face of the anode, so

that there will be a free circulation of the solution.

—R. S. II.

[Precious"] Metals; Recovering from Ores or
Sands. W. J. and J. II. .lory. San Francisco. I S.

Pat 760.539, May 24, L904.

Ores containing precious metals are simultaneonsrj
powdered ami treated "with reagents adapted to form by

bination with less valuable constituents of the ores,
nt- which will combine with the noble metals to

salts which etrolytic action, will It .1 Dosed
with the regeneration of the lolvcnt." Thus, an alkaline

n ith tl hydrate of the m
forming the ba-e of the sulphide

'

precious metals being recovered from the
illy. Ammonium sul] '

- in

a suitable solvent.—E, S.

French Patent.

Steels Deoxidising . Aluminium Industrie. Act.-G3
Fr. Pat. 338,702, Dee. 31, [90S

Molten steel, refined by the Bessemer, Thomas, or oth

process, is freed from scoria, and is transferred, preferal

to an electric furnace, where it is allowed to cool to ne

il- solidification point (in order that oxides tnii\ separate

and is then covered with chalk, sand, or the like, or with

slag, such as that formed in the manufacture of the stei

The mass is then reheated for ordinary treatment, Instc,

of conducting the process in separate phases, as desorin
it may be carried out in a single furnace.—E. S.

XII.-FATTY OILS, FATS,

AND SOAP.

WAXES.

Past!Fats .- Auto-Hydrolysis of Crude Animal . P.

rich. Monatsh, f. Ghent. 1904, 25, 355—66 1.

CitniiK animal fats are hydrolysed spontaneously on kec

ing, owing to the presence of decomposition products of t:

glutinous substance of the membranes j the products a

free fatty acids and glycerin. The membranes were isolat

from crude beef tallow, scraped lice from fat, cleansed tro

adhering particles by means of damp filter-paper, dried, ai

powdered ; the powder when digested in the dark at 35° I

with cotton-seed oil in presence of a little water caused
steady increase in the acid value of the oil. Crude be

tallow obtained from various organs of the body w.

reduced to a pulp and digested iu the dark at 30 I

increase in the free acidity being determined from tir

to time. The tallow from the different organs differ)

considerably as regards the rate of hydrolysis. The tallo'

rich- in olein were hydrolysed more rapidly than tho

containing less oleln. The addition of 12— 18 per cent.

water considerably increased the rate of hydrolysis. (S

Dieterich, Chetn. Rev. u. Fett- uud llarziml.. 1899, 6, W
181,201.) The addition or ammonia or caustic alkalis

very small quantities favoured the hydrolysis, but larj:

quantities restricted it. The hydrolysis was also co

siderably restricted by the addition of dilute mineral acii

and of a - per cent, solution of chloral hydrate, whii

the presence of mercuric chloride nearly prevented hvdi

lysis altogether. The odour of the decomposing masti

was not unpleasant, but sour, somewhat resembling tl|

of fresh cheese. The presence of ammonia or of fin

alkalis caused in some eases a reddish-yellow eolorati

of the fat; in other eases the colour was unchangij

The products always contained small quantities ot aran

nium soaps, and in most cases formic acid was detect i

after acidification. The hydrolysis is probably due lj

to an enzyme but to the decomposition of the all

'

minoids by aerobic micro-organisms. It may beaitribui.

to the saponifying influence of the ammonia derived fr

the decomposing albuminoids; but since the saponifyl

power of such minute quantities of ammonia under '\

above conditions is very slight, it must be assumed that t

ammonium soaps produced arc constantly dissociated, at

that the saponification is carried on under the eatalj

influence cither of the bacteria or of the albuminoid matt.

— 1.

I ' rm-oleometer : Apparatus staled to permit

Detection of Adulteration of Olive Oil mi

Vegetable mid Animal Oils. M. Tortelli. Boll

Farm. 43, 193—203. Ghent. Centr., l'.nil. 1,

I42(i.

LUthor's apparatus, by means of which ill-

test can always be carried out undei the same conditid

comprises a vacuum vessel and a thermomet
th bottom with stirring blades. 'Jo ex. of th

introduced into the vacuum vessel, stirred well for

with the thermometer, and the temperature

j c.c. of sulphuric acid are then cautiouslj

course of about 30 secon Is, with continuous

the highest temp i itu tained in about two in

led. The difference between the two i
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•'degree of heat evolution"' of the oil. Acid of

gr. 1*8413 is used. From experiments under the

ve conditions the author obtained the following results

the " degree of heat evolution " of different oils :

—

re oil, 44; cottonseed oil, 78; sesame oil, 71-3;

a oil, 61 "2
; rape oil, 60"8 j aruchis oil, 50*6; grape-

l oil, 73'6; maize oil, 82; poppy-seed oil. 88'4;

icline oil, 103-2; almond oil, 50-7 ; apricot kernel oil,

5; peach oil, 70- 1; hazelnut oil, 48 ;
peach-kernel oil,

7; mustard oil. .">8'6; castor oil, 67"8; hemp-seed oil,

niger-seed oil, 91 -5 ; candle-nut oil, 9G ;
" native nut

"

104; linseed oil, 124-4: stillingia oil, 130-2. The
hor is not able to confirm the statement of Thomson
[ Ballautyne (this J., 1891, 234) that the formula

rise of tempera t lire with oil
1
„ n

rise of temperature with water

Is to constant values ; he finds that even with this

nula the values obtained decrease as the strength of

acid is reduced.—A. S.

ittbnoogn Seeds; Constituents of . F.B.Power
nd F. H. Gornall. (hem. Soc. Proc, 1904, 20, 135.

; seeds which afford the chaulmoogra oil of comin
derived from Tarahtogenos Kurzii (Kin?!, a native of

mah. and not, as has until quite recently been assumed,

l Gynocardia odorata (R.Br.). The oil has previously

examined by Moss (Year-book of Pharmacy, 1879,

533). Petit (J. Pharm. (him., 1S92, 26, 445), and
recently by Schindelmeiser (Her. deutsch. pharin. Gcs.,

14, 164), but their results differ in many respects

those obtained by the present authors, which are as

iws :—The seeds of Tarahtogenos Kurzii (King) con-

a hydrolytic enzyme, and also an unstable cyanogen
pound, which reacts with the enzyme when the seeds

•rushed, giving rise to hydrogen cyanide. On expres-

the seeds yielded 30-9 per cent, of a fatty oil, which
the following constants :— m. pt., 22°—23° G. ; sp. gr.,

lat 2.V and 0-940 at 45° C. ; [a]!,
50 = + 52' ; acid value,

; saponification value, 213 ; iodine value, 103-2. On
olysis. the fatty oil yielded glycerol, a very small

tnt of phytosterol, Ca6H43.OH (m. pt. 132° C.), and a

lire of fatty acids (m. pt. 44
3—45°; [o]„ = + 52-6 in

oform ; acid value, 215 ; iodine value, 103-2), which
sted chiefly of several homologous acids belonging to

ries C, H.,„ _
t 2

containing a closed ring and one
enic linking, no member of which has hitherto been
ed from a fatty oil. The highest of these homologues
nt, which was isolated in a pure condition, separates

most of the usual organic solvents in glistening leaflets

t. 68 O; b. pt. 247 —248 20 mm., [o]„ = + 56 ),

he formula Ci SI1kO», and is designated chaulmoogric
It combines with only two atomic proportions of

ne or iodine. Palmitic acid also was identified, and
is reason for assuming the presence of a near
ogue or homologues of chaulmoogric acid, but

*ing to the series having the general formula

4 2 with two ethylenic linkings. Undeeylic acid

droxy acids were proved to be absent, and an indi-

acid corresponding to bypogaeie acid, could not be
d. The "gynocardic acid" of all previous investiga-

believed to be a mixture of several substances. The
scake " yielded, besides formic and acetic acids and
small amount of volatile esters having the charaeter-
iur of the seeds, an appreciable amount of a neutral

wfance, C, II .ii, (b. pt. 214 :—215718 mm.; sp.

9066 at 16
;

16 C., [a] D = + 42-4°), which is

c with chaulmoogric acid.

chaulmoograte, C,-IT
:,i. COX'.-H ,, a colourless oil(b. pt. 230

corr./20 mm., sp. gr. 0-9079 at 15° 16°, [o]'^ + 50-7 ),

prepared in like manner. Chaulmnogramide, C 17
H„.

' I. XII, (m. pt. 106°, [a];7° + 57-3' in chloroform)! was
obtained according to Aschan's method (Ber., 1898, 31,
2344). Bromodihydrochaulmoogric and, C,

7
II,J!r.C()

2H
(m. pt. 36—38°; optically inactive), is formed when
chaulmoogric acid is treated with hydrogen bromide in

glacial acetic acid. Ethyl chaulmoograte absorbs two
lie proportions of bromine in the cold, forming ethi/l

dibromodihydrochaulmcograte, (
17

I [ , I Irj.COjCjHj, which is

an oil. When chaulmoogric acid is treated with sodium in
boiling amyl alcohol, the ethylenie linking is not resolved,
but there were obtained, after fractional distillation of the
product, chaulmoogryl alcohol, C^H-,,.011 (m. pt.

["«]„ + 58-4 J

) and chaulmoogryl chaulmoograte, C^ll,.
i

l i ,CI8Hgg (m. pt. 42 ). together with unchanged chaul-
moogric acid. The saturated acid, dihydrochaulmoogric

i

', 7
n

3
3.CO.,H (m. pt. 71— 72', b. pt. 248' 20 mm.;

optically inactive), is formed, however, on reducing bromo-
dihydrochaulmoogric acid with zinc dust and alcohol, or
chaulmoogric acid with hydriodic acid and phosphorus.
By the latter process a hydrocarbon, chaulmoogrene, Cj^lU,
(li.pt. 193—194

3 20 mm.) is also formed. Methyl dihy-

drochaultHoograle, C
1
;II33 .Ci >.( II (m. pt. 26—27 , b. pt.

222—223°/20 mm.), was prepared from the corresponding
acid. Chaulmoogric acid is not attacked by fused caustic
alkalis even at 300° C. When chaulmoogric acid was
oxidised with cold permanganate (1 atom of oxygen), dihy-
droxydihydrochuulmoogric acid, C^Hj^ >II). .CO.

:
lI (m. pt.

102°), was produced, but when the amount of permanganate
was equivalent to 4—5 atomic proportions of oxygen,
formic acid and two dibasic acids were obtained, the latter

having the formula: C,,II,,( (.'( I.TI), and C, 5H:sO(CO,H).,
(m. pt. 128°). The ethyl esters of these acids were
described. The molecular magnetic rotation of ethyl

chaulmoograte very closely approximates to the calculated

value for an unsaturated ester of the formula C^HjjOj,
having a closed ring and one ethylenie linking, the latter

bei 111; contained in an allyl group. This conclusion, based
on tne magnetic rotation, is in harmony with the- results

obtained by the oxidation of the acid.

Fatty Acids ; Process fur Characterising .

R.Loequin. XXIII., page 685.

Hydrulytic Properties of lite Cytoplasma of Castor-Seeds
are not due ta a Soluble Ferment. M. Nicloux. XXI V.,

page 687.

Butter; Keeping Quality of . /. Canned Butter.

L. A. Rogers. XVIII. A., page 675.

English Patents.

India-Bubber Substitutes [from Nitrated Oils]; Manu-
facture of . The Velvril Co., Ltd.,Hnd.l. S.Howkms.
Eug. Pat. 13,306, June 13, 1903. XIII. C, page 670.

I Lubricating Substances for Use in the Manufacture of
Bricks, Tiles, Potteru, and the like. W. H. Saudwith
and H. T. Rayner. Eng. Pat. 16,125, July 21, 1903.
IX., page 662.

[

Distillation of Fats, Oils, Tars, and the like; Continuous
Vacuum . G. Bokelberg aud J. Sachse. Ivig. Pat.

7204, .March 2"., 1904. III., page 655.

Jmoogric Acid; Constitution of . Part I.

It. Power and F. II. Gornall. Chein. Soc. Proc, 1904,

Jll36— 137.

• Hrlie object of ultimately determining the constitution
Uldmoogric acid, < ...I j >., (see preceding abstract), a
<r of its derivatives bace been prepared and studied.

rate, C17H31 .CO„CH (111. pt.22 . b. pt.

rr. 20 mm., sp. gr. 0- lJ119 at 2.V 25
,

[a]
J;"'

+ 50°
1 'Iroform), was prepared by the interaction of the
c'o,', aefhyl alcohol, and hydrogen chloride. Ethyl

United -States Patent.

Soaps, Medicated ; Process of Making . R. Keiss,
i harlottenburg, and 1 >. Schmatolla, Berlin. !

760,018, May 17, 1904.

See Eng. Pat. 24,240 of 1903 ; this J., 1904, 195.—T. F. 15.

French Patents.

Oils and Fats; Processfor Decolorising . Soc. Anon.
- l.'sines. J. E. de iiruyn. I r. Pat. 338, 677, Oct. 14,

Under Internat. Conv., Oct. 28, I

Eng. Pat. 22,0S6 of 1903; this J., 1904, 69.—T. F. B.
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Oils and Fats.more especially Cacao-Butler ; Process far

Purifying . Soc. Anon, des Usines. .T. E. de Bruyn.

]'r. Pat. 338,678, Oct. 14, 1C03. Under Intermit. Conv.,

Oct. lfi, 1902.

Sj i EDg Pat. 22,085 of 1903 ; this J.. 1904, 69.—T. K. P.

Fish Oil and Fish Guano; Process and Apparatusfor the

Manufacture of . U. J. A. Pompe van Meerder

voart. Fr. Pat. 338,472, Nov. Is, 1903.

The fish is boiled with water under a pressure gradually

increasing from 3}, atmos. in closed vessels provided with

agitators. This is" claimed to give a great)} increased yield

of oil, ami to leave a sterile residue of fish guauo.—C. A. M.

Petroleum and its Homologues : Process for Saponifying

. F. J. Lothammer and ('. Trocqncnet. Fr. Pat.

338,636, Oct. 19, 1903 j and Addition to same, Oct. 29,

1903. III., page 655.

Soaps containing Phenol or Cresol which an Soluble in

Water or form Emulsions ; Process for Solidifying ,

at the same time Increasing their Activity. E. M. Kaetz.

Fr. Pat. 338,551'., Dee. 31, 1903.

She Kng. Pat. 27,889 of 1903 ; this J., 1904, 500.—T. F. B.

Xm—PIGMENTS, PAINTS ; EESINS,

YAKNISHES ; INDIA-KUBBER, Etc.

(A)—PIGMENTS, PAINTS.

English Patent.

Colouring Matter Lakes [from Azo Dyestuffs]; Manu-

facture of . J. V. Johnson, London. From

Badische Anilin und Soda Fabrik. Ludwigshafen-on-

Bhine. P-ng. Pat. 15,493, July 13, 1903.

Insoluble azo dyestuffs which have a soft, oily, or

resinous consistency, or -which are soft or liquid at about

100° C. (e.g., those prepared from diazotised crude xylidine

or toluidine and jB-naphthol, &c), are warmed and intimately

mixed with a substratum of tiuely ground, dry barium

sulphate, kaolin, alumina. &e., and the paste dried, or

employed directly in the moist condition, i Ither substances

which assist the " liquefaction " of the dyestuff may be

idded such as phenols, glycerin, aniline, the alkali salts

of higher fatty acids, &c. Other azo dyestuff? which

are no't alone adapted for use by this process (i ,</., " aniline-

azo-betanaphthol") may be added to the dyestufls first

mentioned, and can then be used for lake-making by this

process. In the place of the usual white substrata for these

lakes, coloured compounds, such as minium or previously

prepared lakes, maj bensed. As an example of the pro-

, , ss two parts of " anilinc-azo-pheuol " and three parts of

sodium ricinoleate are melted by steam beat, and incor-

porated with 50 parts of ground barium sulphate and 10

narts of water; when dry, a yellow lake is said to result.
' — T. F. B.

IMn i> States Patent.

Composition of Matter [Kor»i»A]. C. Ellis, Vssignor to

CM. Port, both of Boston. I .S. Pat. 760,185, May 17,

1904.

TiiK composition of matter consists of a metallic palmitate,

such as ainco-aluminium palmitate, dissolved in linseed-oil,

to which Chinese wood-oil, gilsonite, and turpentine, or

other similar substances, are added.— \. li. L.

Fbench Patents.

Lithovone and Glauber's Salt; Process of Making .

'

w. li Gilman. fr. 1
-

!, Oct. -Jr. 19i I nder

[nteruat. I onv., Oct. 30, 1902.

Sir. U.S. Pa*. 732,782 of 1903; this J., 1908,918.—T.F. U.

Pigments, and Process ofMaking sami W. J. Armbrustc
and .1. Morton. Fr. Pat. 338,560, Dec. 81, 1903.

She r.s, Pat 751,444of 1904; this J.. 1904, 260.—T.F.

|

(B.)-l;KSINS, VARNISHES.

Varnishes; Studies on . A. Tixier. Monit. Scien)

1904,18, 413—421.

A \ uimsh consists of a solution of a substance, C, such a

a gum, resin, &C, in a solvent, S. If to this solution thcr

he added a second liquid (an "insolvent"), I, which i

miscible « itli S. but in which (
' is insoluble, a limit, k, will b

reached beyond which any increase in the quantity of I wil

cause precipitation of some portion oft '. This limit. A, ins;

be represented by the formula ^

s

> where s is the weigh

of the solvent S, and £ that of the "insolvent" I- Th
application of this law of " limit solvents " is of particnla

interest in the study of varnishes. Varnishes may b
elassitied as " perfect

.

" (consisting wholly of ( + S), an<

"imperfect" (C + S + 1), and each of these groups ma;

further be subdivided into "volatile" and "sennli\<d

varnishes. In the " perfect " varnishes C is soluble in al

proportions of S ; such are those containing colophony o

resinates dissolved in alcohol, oil of turpentine, &c.

the "imperfect" varnishes those made from copal ar

the most important. In consequence of ihe insolubility a

the gum-resins classed as copals in most of the liquid

suitable for varnish manufacture, it has hitherto beea th

practice to form S by the partial depolvmerisation of th

copal at a high temperature. During this " preliminar

fusion " a loss of weight, which may reach 20 per cent

takes place. The author has. however, shown (cmupar

Fr. Pat. 334,430, 1903 ; this J.. 1904, 69) that terpineol i

a solvent for unfused copale. The suitability of terpincc

for playing the part of S in a copal varnish is. moreovei

increased by its high boiling point (218° C). For if in :

varnish consisting of C, S, and 1, S be more volatile than 1

there is a teudency during the diving of the varnish f»

the ratio to fall below the limit k. in which eas

precipitation of C, and consequent turbidity of the filn

would occur. Solutions of copal in terpineol may therefor

be mixed with alcohol, oil of turpentine, &c., in any propoi

tion below the solvent limit, and the resulting films retain

;

portion of the terpineol, which confers on them gra

flexibility and durability. As a general rule the gii

exhibit the character of acids or mixtures of acids, wit

on!v traces of saponiriable esters. Tlie optical rotatic

ranges from - 83° 8' to + 82° 24'.-M. J. S.

United States Patent.

Shellac; Substitute for . ('. I.udwig, Schftnber

U S. l'at. TOO. 541. Miv 24, 19nl.

I'ii ii -i\ parts of "cheap resin," soluble in alcohol,*

added to a boiling solution of 9 parts of p

hydroxide in 140 parts of water, 1 to 1-5 part- of ill

acid are added, the mixture is diluted, an! dilute snlphui

acid added ; the precipitate produced is suit.

i

a sul-titute for shellac.—T. F. 1!-

(C.)—IXD1A-HUBBEK, &c.

English Patent.

India Ruhbi r Substitutes ; Manufacture of
Yclvril Co., Ltd., London, and .1. S. Howkins, I

Heath. Fng. Pat. 13,306, June 13, 1903. (S

Eng. l'at. 21,995 of 1895.)

Nitrated castor or other oils are heated for. say,
'

hours, to a temperature of 130 ('.. the resulting

a tough elastic body, which may be used an

substitute for rubber.

The same effect may be produced by adding

nitrated oil, 2 per rent, of lead peroxide and hi

t
, with constant stirring (compare this .1., is

—J. K. I
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XrV.-TANNING; LEATHER, GLUE, SIZE.

Kangaroo Leather ; Manufacture of . B. Kohnsteii:.

Der Gerber, 1904, 30, 97—99, 111—112, 14",.

KkHG iroo hides are tanned :—(1) with pure gambier, (2)
as "dongola " or chrome for shoes, and (3) as " spill

enamelling, the " flesh splits " with oak and the *' grain

splits " with ehrflme.

Preparatory Treatment.—One pack (500 kilos.) of dried

skins are placed in au old " sink," handled the same day,

transferred to fresh water (containing sodium sulphide, if

necessary) the next day, stocked on the third, and then put

in water containing salt to further soften them. Instead of
:ks a travelling in Ustone is often employed, as 1'V

its use alone the workmen can soften down the hard places

a the hides. They are washed twice in fresh water and
;>ass to an old lime-liquor, being lifted the following day.

)n the third they enter a stronger lime-liquor, " sharp

lythe addition of lime (.' < kilos.) and realgar (2 kilos.), are
ifted the next day, the pit is strengthened up on the fifth

ay, ani on the sixth the skins are washed off in lukewarm
rater, unhaired, and fleshed ; again washed, smoothed on
le grain with a stone sleeker, and then passed to a bran
rench employed in the usual manner.
Gamhier Tannage.—The siiins are coloured by paddling

i an old gambier liquor (22° Barkometer) for about 30
inutes, and then suspended for 12 days in liquor of which
le strength is gradually raised to 12°. They are then
ressed and sorted. Fuller skins are obtained by adding
It to the first weak liquors, chiefly to suppress ferm,ma-
in and decomposition of the tan, drumming or paddling
r 2 days in 12 liquor, and laying away for 16 days in

;sh 34° liquor. The tanned skins are well washed, set

t by the machine, oiled on the grain, and dried at 70°

—

F., in a dark room if good colour is desired.

Dongola Tannage.—The lightly tanned 6kins ni

lanned with such a mixture as (for 200 middle-weight
[ins): alum (2 kilos.), salt (4,\ kilos.), flour (12 kilos.),

yolks (10 dnz.), olive oil (i litre), and water (24
•es), made into an emulsiou, after which they are finished

sumac. A simpler process is to dissolve salt and alum
the gambier liquor (12

:—24 u
Bk.), and add flour and

;-yolk to the fat-liquor. Also tbe skins may be first

kled in salt and sulphuric acid, or salt and aluminium
ihate tor 24 hours, neutralised, washed in brine of 2 5 ,

II then tanned with gambier liquor containing flour,

i'-yolk, and some neatsfoot oil.

Ither Vegetable Tannages.—Canaigre extract followed
'palmetto extract has been employed successfully on root-
- ibier in the suspenders, with quebracho extract, or
qbracho with hemlock, in the stronger liquors, and final
t toient in sumac.
'hrome Tannage.— A basic chromium liquor gradually

ii eased from l
J

t-> 40 Bk., followed by (humming in

Moger liquor, is sometimes used, but the two-bath process
More usual. Chromed skins, when carefully neutralised.

ttf be further tanned with mangrove (R. Catechu brand)
ojalmelto extract.

mishing Processes.—Skins tanned with gambier are
<U ped down and washed over with dilute lactic acid (4 litres

oil per cent, acid in 200 litres of water per 80 kilos, of drv
« er). They are thpn given a sumac bath. Fuller aud
•otrjeather is obtained if the skins are treated in this

1 • after lying for some time, than if treated with sumac
unj'diately after the gambier tannage. After again lying
•ol'ed np with a cloth, they are fat-liquored with soap and
so .onated oil, or neutral soap and best French moellon
I lo. and 5 litres respectively per 80 kilos, leather), set
ou n both sides, and hung up to dry. They may be fat-

'ei a second time, washed with lactic acid, and, before
"Jig, treated first with warm sumac and then tartar
«m|c. They are dyed in a drum or paddle, set out, oiled
un e grain with ligbt seal oil, dried on frames, and glazed
wit;i soap and casein finish.

' icked Skins receive a further quebracho (|) and
oei Kik (p bath of 35° Bk. before being fat-liquored.

|

|h' jllowing fat liquors are arranged each for 80 kilos, of i

father.
5

(I) Water (1C0 litres), sod-oil (S litres), hard soap
I grms.), borax (300 grin..), calcined sodium carbonate

(loo grin*.).

Brown cod-oil f4 litres), potissium carbonate (Ion
grms.), water (50 litres I.

Olive-oil (+ litres), cod-oil (-1 litres), moellon (2
litres), hard soap (i kilo.), borax ( 100 grms.), water (lou
litres).

<.i) Esg-yolks (3 doz.), olive-oil (l litre), soap (
'. kiio ),

water (10 litre-
|

(5) Xeatsfoot oil (•'• litres), sod oil (2 litres), borax (300
gnr.s.), water (50 litn ).

(C) Egg yolk (4 litres), cod-oil (6 litres), borax (300
grms ), water (100 litres).

ifter fat-liquoring, the leather is piled and allowed to
lie for at least 14 days, them damped down again and,
treated with turmeric (5 kilos.) and sumac (5 kilos.) in
water (100 litres per 14n kilos, of leather). Th : s is

drummed in at JS6 for 30 minutes. The skins arc washed
off and th n Mucked. A first dressing is applied, made
from potas>ijm bichromate (lj kilos.), ammonium chloride
(2

1
kilos.), and borax (2§ kilos.) in water (100 litres). to

avoid the use of urine. Then follow two coats of tin-

following: logwood extract (60 kilos.), calcined sodium
carbonate (10 kilos.), fustic extract (10 kilos.) in water
(1.000 litres), and a final coat of "copperas" (ferrous
sulphate) solution or copperas with " blue vitriol " (copper
sulphate). The blacked skins are then washed on the grain
with cold water, s.-t oat on the machine, and oiled with
neatsfoot oil. Mould is liable to form on damp skins left

on the horse, but may be avoided by a weak coat of phenol.
When dry the skins are damped down, smoothed on the
grain, and glazed, usually with a final coat of tragaeanth and
mineral oil.—R. L. J.

Tanning Materials ; Extraction of Vegetable .

1. Manstetten. Collegium, 1904, 130—133, 145—151.

The author discusses the principles of the various methods
used by tanners for extracting barks and other solid materials,
and advocates systems that involve quiet maceration at
carefully regulated temperatures (rather than violent
agitation at higher temperatures), such, for instance, as
the slow displacement, by steam pressure from above, of the
warm liquor in the leaches.—R. L. J.

Palmetto Extract; Manufacture of . B. Kohnstein.
Der Gerber, 1904, 30, 112— 113.

The white or scarlet-red roots of the feather-palm (Sabai
serrulata'), growing freely in Georgia aud Florida, are
collected and crushed between rolls. Usually old sugar-
cane presses are employed. The roots contain about
40 per cent, of water, and the astringent juice is caught
in vessels and concentrated in a vacuum pan to about

1!. This method is preferable to extraction with
water, because only foul swamp water, containing much
salt iu solution, is available — Ii. L. J.

English Patents.

Tan and tike Fuel ; Furnaces for Burning . D. M.
Myers. Eng. Pat. 5045, March 1, 1904. II., page 653.

Waterproofing of Materials, such as Tissues, Fabrics,
Paper, Leather, and Cords. S. Serkowski. En?. Pat.
8433, April 12. 1904. V., page 659.

United States Patent.

Bleaching Leather ; Apparatus for . E. C. Amidon,
Corry. U.S. Pat. 759,844, May 17, 1904.

The skins are attached to an endless carrier, which auto-
matically immerses them iu the bleaching vats tor anv

ed time, an 1 then lifts and removes them.— K. 1.. J.

French Patent.

Skins and other Materials; Degreasing of by Carbi

n

Tetrachloride or other Volatile Solvent. C. Lallemar.l.
1'r. Pat. 338,495, March 28, 1903.

A self-contained and hermetically closed apparatus in

which all the operations of extracting grease, drying the
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i"K the solvent, are claimed

Sbecondu t or exposure of the

workmen to its fumes.— E. L. J.

XV.-MANURES, Etc.

Rolhan Ex; riments. Plans a
»f*
/"« ™£

arranged for Reference in the J- elds. 1904, pp. —
Laves Agricultural Trust

TllK „, ins, in addition to the usual summaries

relating to the continuous experiments on Eonr-com

„„ (57th year), on mang. vear), on grass

Snd (49th year), on vheat (61i ,
i

md on b

r,, r,,\,.,. obtained witli unmanured wheat, grown

[or five ^ears after various legumin, and with

unmanned harley, grown for two y.

plots. The institution of new experiments on the crop

and 3isting powers of nme vanet.es of po^

and on mangels and swedes, in which the mamma .
ffect of

calcium cyanamide will be compared with su pbate
>

of

ammonia are also recorded. An interesting illustration

', '"r ffT-effect. of manures is afforded bj the
i
experi-

ments on unmanured barley on the potato plots, which had

,,,„ ,.„;,, |y manured for 26 years. Large yields of

nariey were obtained .1,, first year (1902), uid in

,he yield although much less on nil the plots ban in 1902,

Mahout twicers high on the .dot- P> w ne a„,m_
salts or nitrate of soda had been applied for the last time

;n i as on the continuously unmanured p.o.
:

wluisi

on tie plots which hud been furnished with a complete

mineralWer as well as with nitrogen, the yield wa,

nearly three times as high. (See also this J.. 1890,8,1 ,

1891.938.)—X. H.J. M.

Mtrous Acid ;
Formation of , and Nitrification as a

I'lmical Process in Culture Soils. F. Sestini. Landw.

Vers. Stat., 1904,60, 103—112. Chen. ( entr., 1904,1,

1499—1500.

LCCOBMRQ to Bonnema (Chein.-Zeit., 27, 148) ferricS is capable of oxidising free nitrogen to nitrogen

uioxide. The author finds, however, that it .s not ft

nitrogen of the air. but the ammonia present therein, which

is oxidised by ferric hydroxide ami converter] into nitrogen

rioxide. There is thus no increase of assimilable nitrogen,

but only a change of form of the latter. From further

experiments the author concludes that the whole|Of_fte

nitrous acid present in sods is not produced U Bac.

nVosmno»as,\* that a partis produced ma purely

chemical manner.—A. S.

French Patents.

Pish Oil and Fish Guam, ;
Procus and Apparatus

the Manufacture of — . H. J. A Pompe van

Meerdervoort. Fr. Pat. 338,472, -Nov. 18, 1903. XII.,

pagi

for Dn/ina and Preserving !;• '•• Honoie. n-

Pat S.517
Next col.

XVL-SUGAR. STARCH. GUM, Etc.

S nation; D^r^^tn^^VatSoT"
\ Stanek. Z. Zuckennd. Bohmen, 1904, &*, JSi i" 1 -

Vewhkb in the laboratory nor in the works can anj

n,,k chemical difference oedetectedin he purification

pTdacedbl double as compared with triple i

a,bond, in "the latter case sulphurous acd gave a greater

urXation than carbonic acid in organic sol tances,but

v,h an n -e.s,. in inorganic constituents. In practice the

riew prevails riple Saturation is of great value.n giving

the best results a,,! .Melding hne products.-L. .1. de \\

.

.r i \v.,<i. ///(•<• Preparation of Beta ne Jrom •

•(; Andrllk
!' zfcenndinohmen.V.M.4.28, .'U-*..-..

m ,>*-.- heat To- I Bg.fr the strontium desaccha-

Jtojjg" xbelye is gently boiled nntil

mperature rises to 144° C, when syrupy pi

n , i(1 ,. added in quantity sufficient to form potasao

isphate with the potash present

te is concentrated until it boils at 159°-

t0 B0 <'.. and 96 percent, alconol add*

'1 lie mixture separates into a syrupy portion containing tl

amioo-acids and an alcoholic solution rich in beta

adding syrupy ph' phoric acid to the warm

solution, 'betaine phosphate separates ,„ distinct

When cold, the precipitate is washed with alcohol, d

with milk of lime, ami the r.

removd with carbon dioxide. The lilti entrat

on the water-hath and the betaine obtained lecrystaUls

fro ,„ lietaine phosphate is sduble in water a

-. - in anhydrous granular cryst

melt at 199°—200 C. to a clear liquid. At 234 < dccoi

position occurs with frothintr and escape of gases wli

smell of amines. The yield of betaine is about 12 per eel

on the dry solids of the molasses lye.—L. J. de W .

West Indian Starches. W. B. Buttenshaw. West In<

Bull., 1904, 5, 1 10.

Tin author "ives the result- of the microscopic xamMj

of a large number of starches prepared t,

plants A large majority of the spe. ei

" root
• -larches. Attention is drawn to the unsatllH

nature of the artificial methods of classification that are

use at the present time Several of t examil

would probably be suitable for laundry purposes, whilst

meal from some of the starch-yielding plants, e.g., from

Cho-cho root and vain bean, forms an easily digested f»

short bibliography is appended to the paper.—A. 8.

Sugars ; Microehemirai Detection of In/ I'lienfl-

hydrazine Acetate. K. Seuft. XXI 11., page(
Sugar Determination ; Volumi trie .

L. l: '• XXIII., page 6

Exited States Patent.

Organic Acid from Beetroot Molasses, and /'

miking same. II. Schrader, Honnicgen.

761,412, May 31, 1904.

See Fug. Pat 20,851 of 1902 |
this .1.. 19..3. 920.-T.P

Fbench Pates

Evaporating Apparatus for Concentrating Syrups,

Brine, ac. F. Meyer. Fr. Fat. 338,131',, Nov.

of 1903; this J.. 1903. 1301.—T.l

es and Similar Substances [lernhs.rs ; Pn

for Drying cud Presercing L- 1- Honor*.

Pat, 338,517, Dec. 30, 1903.

Molasses or other similar residues from the

of sugar are reduced to a state in which thci

a -mall proportion of water. The? are then made alki

hv the addition of sodium carbonate and bo

antes. A considerable deposit of nit rog,

then sepat it
rfo.tly free trom hygro-

oinous matters. This deposit is dried and utilised

r. whilst the liquid residue is mixed «it

ulent material and the mixture dried

mass being also used for fertilising pur|

XVII-BREWING, WINES, SPIRITS, I

Culture Yeast; Yitalit; of certain Rao 1

Rao 11. and Race XII.] of '

/ Temperatures, and the Injlu

Organisms' i Yeasts. W. Hcniiebc-rg. *«
,1904,21,260-263,288-290, 299-

112.

The duration of vitality i- shorte I in the

yeast, then follow Rac. II . Face MI. .and 1-

ratines are especially favourable

vitality; at i

(he cells w« n alive after 120 days, although the conr
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vcro such that no reproduction had taken place during the

>eriod of storage. Some individual cells [reserve cells

Exceptionally rich in fat ami albumin, in the cas

:«'rohberg yeast, arc endowed with a much longer life than
he bulk of the yeast cells. The youngest, immature cells

Sways die first. The period of vitality depends also on the

uannerof cultivation
;
prolonged contact with the fermented

sort is unfavourable. Fn vessels containing large quanti-

ies of yeast the cells generally die earlier than in those

iontaimng smaller bulks, owing to the accumulation of

netabolic products. For the same reason the cells in the

jottom layers die earlier than those near the surface;

ireservation in cotton wool is favourable. The gradual

Irying of the yeast exerts at first a favourable influence,

}Ut when the moisture falls below a certain point all the.

sells die. The addition of a large quantity of water is

generally very unfavourable ; it intensifies the metabolism
md restricts respiration; in presence of water a growth of

tew cells occurs at the surface. In closed vessels the yeast

lies earlier than in open vessels, owing to the pressure of

:he carbon dioxide produced. In the early stages of storage

he cells do not multiply, but later the products of auto-

ligestion afford nourishment for a surface growth. The
traduction of spores during storage was observed only in

he case of Kaee II. Infection with lactic acid bacteria

I'ppears
to be without influence on the vitality of the yeast,

ut Oidium lactis avd[Penicillium giaucum kill the yeast.

ells ; the latter organism brings about the digestion of the

pll membrane of the yeast. Infection with mould-yeasts
Iso reduces the period of vitality.—J. F. B.

Pressed Yeasts, with Sguarrose Budding Chains,

P. Lindner. Z. Spiritusiud., 1904, 27, 225—220.

8 a result of the observations recorded in a previous paper
his J., 1904, 497) the author has put forward a proposal
at all pressed-yeast factories should agree to use only
ch yeasts as form squarrose budding chains when culti-

ted for 24 hours in a hanging droplet ( /or. cit.~), in order
facilitate the diagnosis of adulteration with bottom-
mentation beer yeast. These observations have now
en extended to several samples of pressed yeast u-.amifac-

ed in Vienna, with the result that the general law has
?n further confirmed. The introduction of a general
jstom such as that suggested would enable both the

nufaeturer ami the analyst to pronounce on the parity
1 type of the yeast in the simplest manner. Figures are
en illustrating more clearly the nature of the differences

erved in the form of the budding chains.— .1. F. B.

'.en Malt ; Distribution of the Diastatic Enzyme in .

R. F. von Teichek. ( 'hern. Ind., 1904, 27, 270—275.

[eeh malt corns, germinated until the length of the
j)spire reached three-quarters of that of the corn, were
Wected, and the component parts were dried over
Hihuric acid. From about 4,500 corns there were
Wiined in the dry state, 1G9'5 grnis. of endospermi and
hjs, ll - n2 grins, of acrospires aud scutella, 10 '95 grins.
o lotlets. Kach product was finely ground with sand and
Mied with absolute a'cohoi ; the enzymes were then
Hlacted by treatment with concentrated glycerin. The
fijred extracts were precipitated by alcohol, and the pre-
Hates were washed with alcohol and ether. The dried

Marations were gelatinised but not really dissolved by
*|r; they gave the characteristic enzyme reaction with
g'

pi

;a

in

n

icum tincture and hydrogen peroxide. Analysis having
n thut the three preparations (calculated ash-free) had
ically the same composition, the relative yields were
t as representing the relative distribution of the diastase
e different organs.- The yields on the dry substance
:—2 '83 per cent, from the endosperms, 5 '57 per cent,
the acrospires. and scutella, and 4"25 per cent, from
totlets. Calculated in terms of the total quantity of

haise present in the whele corns, the distribution was :—
''Oil per cent, in the endosperm, 10-93 per cent, in the
apijpire and scutellum, and 8-33 per cent, iu the rootlet,
"hj numbers differ from those obtained by Brown and
Mcf s, from the activity of aqueous extracts, chiefly in
es|;t of the values found for the rootlets. Those authors
det eq mere traces of diastase in the rootlets, owing to the

fact that they based their conclusions solely on saccharifving
powers. Mashing experiments showed that the components
of the diastatic enzyme arc unevenly distributed in the
different parts. 50 c.e. of a 2 per cent, starch paste were
treated at 25° C. with 0-05 grm. of the different diastatic
preparations, aud the temperature was continuously raised
iu :;0 minutes to 55° C.

Diastasefrom the Endosperms.—Liquefaction was appa-
rently complete after 20 minutes, and saccharification was
complete after 30 minutes.

Diastase, from the Acrospires and Scutella.— Liquefaction
was complete after 14 minute-, and saccharification after
35 minutes.

Diastase from Rootlets.—Liquefaction was complete in

5 minutes, but the iodine test showed the presence of si

after four hours. The filtered mash had absolutely no
reducing action on boiling Fehling's solution. This prepara-
tion, moreover, completely liquefied a thick starch paste iu
a few minutes.

The above observations show conclusively that the starch-
liquefying ami the saccharifying powers of malt diastase
are due to the presence of two distinct enzymes. The
liquefying enzyme occurs in the roolets in considerable
quantities, and it is there accompanied by such small
quantities of the saccharifying enzyme, that the latter is

totally destroyed during the operations necessary for tho
isolation of the diastase.—J. F. B.

Green Malt ,- Starch Hydrolysing Enzymes in •——

.

A. Pollak. Woeh. f. Bran., 1904, 21, 317—319.

Average samples of germinating bailey were taken daily
throughout the period of malting and the acidity, starch-
liquefying power and saccharifying power of the samples
were determined. The results are illustrated by means of
curves, showing the values from day to day.

Sample 1 was a pale malt of Pilsen-type, prepared with
the ordinary water-steep, prolonged cool growth and careful
kilning. The acidity, saccharifying and liquefying powers
increased steadily until the time of withering, at which
stage the liquefying power rose, whilst the acidity and
saccharifying power remained constant ; towards the end of
the kilning all three factors fell rapidly. The starch-
liquefying power always remained below the saccharifying
power.

Sample 2 was a Pilseu malt steeped with alternate
aeration and immersion ; it was treated on the kiln with
sulphurous acid. All the factors rose more rapidly under
the stimulus of aeration

;
the starch-liquefying power was,

throughout, higher than the saccharifying power and in-

creased all the time. This sample was grown at a higher
temperature, and was allowed to " felt " earlier than
Sample 1. During the "felting" the acidity remained
constant, the saccharifying power decreased somewhat, and
the liquefying power continued to rise. The sulphuring on
the kiln, whilst the moisture was still considerable, caused
a sudden rise in all three factors, followed by a considerable
decrease towards the end of the kilning.

Simple 3 was a Bavarian malt, treated in the same way
as Sample 2, aud it showed the same tendencies but in a
more exaggerated degree. The Bavarian system of kilning,

mpanied by sulphuring, caused an initial increase of
the saccharifyiug power and acidity and a steady decrease
of the liquefying power, followed by considerable deer jases

of both kinds of diastatic power at the higher temperatures
of kilning. The author concludes that the liquefying
diastase is the first product of the metabolism ; from tin-

third to the sixth day the saccharifying diastase is produced
with greater intensity, partly at the expense of the liquefying
enzyme. During " felting " the production of saccharifying

tase slackens and enzyme formation only proceeds as
far as the first of the two diastases, with perhaps even rever-
sion from the saccharifying to the liquefying modification.

—J. E. B.

Barley and Malt ; Nitrogen Content of . E. Prior.

-Vligem. Zeits. f. Bierbrau., 1904, 32, 231— 2

errino to the proposals of Haase to utilise the nitrogen
content of barley as a basis for estimating its malting' ralue,

tuthor states that, in his experience, the beers prepared

E 2
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-olutiou of formaldehyde. The formaldehyde kills all

bacteria present on the malt without impairing the diastatic

power, which, iii tact, is lather increased by the treatment.

The formaldehyde solution is recovered for further use and
the malt is washed with water. It has since been found
that the formaldehyde treatment may be dispensed with

ind that efficient sterilisation of the malt can be obtained

by steeping it for some time in water at a temperature of
ibout 55° C. and then washing with cold water. Most of

he bacteria are thus loosened from the green malt corns

ind washed away , whilst tho adherent spores which remain
ire caused to germinate and exist in the subsequent
Dashing process only in the form of vegetative cells which
lire readily killed at the mashing temperature. The danger
if subsequent infection of the malt during milling is

'.voided by using a special centrifugal mill for kneading
he green malt. This machine is sealed up and sterilised

iy steam under pressure before use. The fermentations
btained by this process are exceptionally pure and are

uperior to those in which hydrofluoric acid is employed,
he yields of alcohol are such as have hitherto been
btained only by the "amylo" process. Souilo's process
an be used either with maize or potato ma9hes, and the

mil acidities are remarkably low («.</., 0-:(5 ).— J. F. 1!.

Instability and Activity; Connection between in

Enzymes- O. Loew. XXIV., page 687.

Grain and Flow ; Catalytic Properties of .

X. Wendci and 1). I.cwin. Next col.

Disinfectants ; Tcst :ng the Action of Soluble on
Micro-organisms. 11. Zikcs. XVIII. O, page 676.

English Patents.

ops ; Apparatus and Process for Infusing and Extracting
. A. K. Hewer, Sunderland. Eng. Pat. 21,580,

Oct. 7, 130X

ie apparatus consists of a cylinder id' suitable material
Dtaiuing either a perforated plate on which the hops are

| iced, or perforated pipes or spargers through which the

|)rt or beer is pumped; the cylinder is fitted also with a

pvable cover and an overflow pipe for the liquor after
ssing over the hops. The wort or beer, during or

ei fermentation, is pumped continuously or intermittently
rough the hops, which are subsequently utilised as

[
opper hops."—T. H. P.

nes, Effervescent; Process and Apparatus for the

Manufacture of . E. W. Kulin, Paris. Eug. Pat.
74-', March 19, 1904. Under iiiternat. Coin., April 21,

'
l-'r. Pat. 331,382 of 1903 : this J.. 1903, 1144—T. F. 11.

-jiuiV Refuse Discharged from Distilleries, Breweries,
'aper Works, and other Places; Purification or Filtra-
trn of . T.. T. Street and H. Street. Enrr. Pat.

| 461, April 13, 1904. XVIII. 11.. page 076.

United States Patents.

' u ; Apparatus jar Extracting . W. A. Lawrence.
'ew York. Assignor to Continental Rubber Co., Jersey
'ity. U.S. Pat. 7GU.4J9, May 24, 1904.

L apparatus consists of one part ("member") having
|3urved exterior friction-surface and a hollow pan
Member") provided with a curved interior friotion-
•lace, which operates in yielding and rubbing contact
• the exterior friction-surface, one of the surfaces being
Moth, and an opening at the apex of the interior friction-
sjace through the hollow member. The form of apparatus
S
i
vu m ,ae specification, consists of an inverted funnel,

: ugh the stem of which the liqvsid enters, and which
B'ates upon a cone situated inside the funnel, the two
big. adjustable relatively to each other, and having a

| d around the lower edges.—J. F. 15.

Alcohol; Process of Making . S. J. Vance, Mountain-
grove. U.S. Pat. 760,939, May 21, 1904.

Reduced amylaceous material, such as grain, is mixed with
water and ammonia, the mash is brought to the boiling

point, and the temperature is then lowered to 150° F., malt
is added, and when conversion is complete, the mash is

fermented and distilled.—J. 1 . 1>.

Concentrating Wine, \e. ,- Process of . E. Monti,
Turin. U.S. Pat. 761,387, May 31, 1904.

-i i l'r. Pat. .'•24,474 of L902 ; this J., 1903, 567.--T. F. B.

Fbench Patent.

Wines; Process and Apparatus for Making Sparkling
!:. YV. Kulin. Addition, dated Dec. 12, 1903, to l'r. Pal-
3.11,382, April 21, 1903. (See this J., 1903, 1114.)

The application of the apparatus, described in the main
specification, is extended to the transference of the sparkling
wine to casks.—T. H. P.

XVIII.-FOODS; SANITATION; WATER
PURIFICATION. & DISINFECTANTS.

(.1.)—FOODS.

drain and Flour; Calali/lic Properties of . N.
Wender and I). Lewin. Oesterr. Chem.-Zeit., 1904, 7,
1 To— 175. Chem. Centr., 1904, 1, 1530.

I.v quiescent grain several enzymes have been detected,
e.g., diastases, glucase-, and oxydases. Germination depends
upon enzymic processes, many of the most important en-
zymes being formed during germination and increasing as
the process goes on. The authors have, however, proved
by measuring the amount of oxygon set free from hydrogen
peroxide, that the enzymes possessing catalytic properties

do not increase during germination. By heating to a suit-

able temperature the diastatic properties of grain may be
destroyed, whilst the catalytic properties remain unaffected.
Solutions of mercuric chloride (0-1 per cent.), silver nitrate

(0'1 per cent.), caustic potash (0
- 2 per cent.), acetic acid

(1 per cent.), and hydrochloric acid (1 per cent,.), destroy
the catalytic properties ; 90 per cent, alcohol and ether
are without influence. The ground grain has a powerful
action on hydrogen peroxide. Bran possesses a considerably-

greater catalytic power than flour from the same kind of
grain, and flour from the outer portions of the grain is

distinctly richer in eatalases than flour from the inner
portions. A flour shows less catalytic action the finer it is,

and the authors have based on this fact a simple method for

distinguishing between commercial flours.—A. S.

Starch in Stall Hi end; Stale of . ]•'.. Rou.x.

Comptes rend., 1904,134, 1356—1358.

Although wheat starch, like potato starch, is partially

converted into amylocellulose on standing for some days at

lo
3 O, the formation of amylocellulose in bread after

standing could not be detected. The amylocellulose was
estimated by carrying out comparative saccharifications ou
tiie sample before and after heating in a sealed tube to

I .- T. F. B.

Butler; Keeping Quality of . /. Canned Buttir.

L. A. Rogers. U.S. Dept. of Agric, Bureau of Animal
Ind., Bull. Xo. 57.

1 rom the results of a large number of experiments, chemical
and bacteriological, the author concludes that the changes
which first occur in canned butter, producing more or less

disagreeable flavours, are due to the formation of free acid

by lipo:ytic enzymes. The enzymes may be produced in the

milk, or secreted with the milk in ihe udder of the cow, and
irried over into the butter, or may be produced in the

itter itself through the activity of certain micro-organisms.
The predominating species of yeast in the samples of bi

xamined was a kind of torula which was capable of forming

a lipolytic enzyme. In the preparation of the butter the
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authoi recommends that the milk or cream be pasteurised

temperature sufficiently high to destroy the enzymes,
and that the "starter" be prepared and maintained in such

a manner that danger of contamination by yeasts will be
minimised.— A. S.

English Patent.

Blood, Desiccated; Apparatus for Preparation oj •.

Onion de la Boucherie <u gros de Paris. Auben illiers.

Eng. Pat. 10,615, May 9, 1903. LTnder Internal. Conv.,

Jan. 30, 1903.

The blood is (1) lifted by suction from a collecting tank

into a large rotating steam-heated drum, (2) coagulated

under pressure on'n vacuo ; the product is then (") squeezed
. a press to remove moisture, and (I) passed by a lilt

and hopper to a chamber where it is dried in vacuo.

—K. L. J.

French Patents.

I ur from Wheat and oilier Grain; Process and Appa-
ratusfor Producing . E. F. Clark, Fr. Pat. 338,680,
I let. 20, 1903.

The mill consists of two parallel cylindrical rolls provided

with spiral grooves cut in the same direction. When the

rolls are rotated in opposite directions, the summits of the

spirals approach each other at right angles and form a series

of eontacts which are only points. One roll is rotated at a

higher speed than the other. When the grooves are com-
paratively far apart, the bran and the germs are removed
with the slightest possible damage, and very little flour is

mixed with the grist. The grist is then ground to fine flour

in a similar mill provided with very fine grooves.

—J. F. I!.

Phospho-organic Compound contained in most Vegetable

Foodstuffs ; Processfor Preparing the Assimilable .

S. Posternak. First addition, dated Oct. 24, 1H03, to

I r Pat. 318,311, Feb. 2, 1902.

Si i lag. Pat. 24,692 of 1903 ; this .T.. 19(1 !, 126.—T. F. B.

Whey; Process for Treating , to obtain a new Food
I'raduc!. A. S. Bamage. Fr. Pat. 338,44 . l>ec. 5,

1903. Under Intermit. Conv., May 27, 1903.

SeeU.S. Pat, 735,1 ISof 1903 ; this J., 1903, 1010.—T. F. li.

Sterilisation [ofFoods, iVc] at a Low Temperature and
under Reduced Pressure. L. A. Bruzeau. I r. Pat.

B.573, Dee. 31, 1903.

I i foods, such as milk, fruits, peas, tish and the like are

heated in an autoclave to a temperature of 50 (
'. The

pressure in the autoclave is reduced as low as possible by

means of a pump, a condenser being placed between the

latter am! the autoclave. Various airtight devices for

closing sterilised receptacles are also described.— W. P. S.

(B.)—SANITATION; WATEE PURIFICATION.

English Patents.

Liquid Refusi Discharged from Distilleries, Breweries,

Papei Works, and other Places; Purification or Fil-

tration of . T. T. Street and II. Street, both of

Dunfermline. Eng. Pat. 8401, April 13, 1904.

TitK effluent is conducted on to a series of tiller beds

arranged on a declivity. The first beds contain coke, the

second set coal, and the last sets gray el or sand. Pet forated

metal -beets cover the tops of the beds, which arc also

irith distributing tip troughs and drains. Vfter

leaving the last bed the purified effluent is colli ted ia a

testing poud, from which it is run off by a pipe.— \Y. P. S.

other liquids i Purification of . \Y O.

Travis, Hampton, and 1,. Ault, London. Enf Pat
Maj 15,

'I'm sewa| closi S i ink at

such a speed that the solid matters, together wit

q iid, collect in a space at th of he

where prolonged bacterial action takes place. The

effluents from the sedimentary space and the liquefying

space then pass over suitable weira and are subjected to

upward anaerobic filtration. Where a closed tank is

employed, the gases produced are exhausted by mechanics
means. The sludge is removed from the tank yy hen
necessary by a pipe or pump.—W. P. s.

United States Patents.

Liquid [Sewage"] Tanks; Apparatus for Emptying .

M. .1. Adams, Newcastle, Assignor to S. 11. Adams,
Harrogate. U.S. Pat. 700,770, May '_, 1. 1904.

Si i Eng. Pat. ^•-.-.•13 of 1902; this J., 1 103, 508.—T. F. B.

Purifying Water; [Electrical] Method of . V. M.
George, Youngstown. U.S. Pat. 761,044, May 24, 190M

Tin water or other liquid to be purified is forced, under
pressure, into a receptacle and there acted on by "energised"
electrodes of different metals. Then, either tit once or

after passing through charcoal and a separator, it is

subjected to the action of ozone, which is produced ty
subjecting the liquid to an electric current of sufficient

voltage.—W. H. ('.

liiN.it Patent.

Water and Effluents; Purification of . E. .Serpiri

and A. l'.ertraud. Fr. Pat. 338,586, Dec. 31. 1903.

ALUMINIUM sulphate is automatically added to the watl r to

be purified. The treated water is then passed over all
of alumina or bauxite and finally through a sand filter

— VY. P. S.

(C.)—DISINFECTANTS.

Disinfectants; Testing the Action of Soluble on

Micro-organisms. 11. /.ikes. Allgem. Zcits. llicrbrau..

1904, 32, 10—13.

Vigorous cells or genus of the micro-organism mulct

examination are placed in a suitable nutrient medium, the

culture being afterwards shaken up with a small quanBJ
of calcined talc powder in a test tube and centrifugalised.

The tubes used for this purpose are provided with a loose

capsule forming the bottom of the tube, and attached to the

body of the latter by rubber tubing, so that the whole

the sediment can be easily separated from the liquid. Tbi

i apsule is next attached to a se< ond tube and the sediment

shaken up with sterilised water ami centrifugalised, aftci

which it is connected to a third tube containing the auti

septic. The duration of exposure to the latter i- 5—2C

minutes; and the mixture is again centrifugalised, the

sediment being afterwards washed and transfer!

suitable nutrient medium. In the case of direct applies

tion to wi it and beer, the antiseptic is added to the init;.i

culture, and after a single passage through the cenlrifujp

machine the deposit i~ washed and placed in ., nutria

solution. The powdered tale does noi exert any di

surface attraction on reagents or antiseptics, so n

concentration of the latter is produced. The ad>

claimed for the method are that the antiseptic can bi

brought and loft in contact with the levigated organism oi

culture for a given time, in a manner that is not open li

anv objection; ncarli the whole ol the ^eims tested C»l

be returned to the medium for further investigation, afli

having been freed from the antiseptic by repeated iv«

and, with rapid working and the usual precautions

infection, the operation can be rained tnrough with

ol sin ility.—C. S.

Walt)

Fbench Patent.

ie, Soluble in, ." easily Mis ibU with

/'. for Making ; also

Hydrocarbons Soluble in 11'./'. / [ Disinfectant

of easily forming Stable Emulsions; Process >
It.. : .!,., oj . in-. / Yerwerihnng det

scben \Y;i i hen Mini Idle mid Kohlenwa-
• (,. in. h. II. Fr. Pa

Ul eC5
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XIX.-PAPER. PASTEBOARD, Etc.

Writing Papers; Penetration of the Ink through .

P. Klemm. Woch. f. Papierfab. 1904, 35, 1G20--1621.

ing to the article on the transparency of (

I

• normal" writing papers (this J., 1904, 500), the author

emarks that the appearance of the ink on the hack of the

lapiT does not depend only on the transparency. It

lepends to a great extent on the resistance of the paper to

he action of the ink, and consequently on the hardness of

he sizing and on the composition of the iuk. The deter-

nination of the opacity of a paper does not, therefore, by
tself afford any guide as to its behaviour when written

pon. The same remarks apply equally to priiitiufj papers,

/hieh are frequently valued according to their opacity

.

Vith a bad printing ink an excess of oil may penetrate the

aper beneath the impression, thereby destroying all its

nginal opacity. Writing ink penetrates all papers to a

reat^r or less extent. In order to test this, sections are

'at through the writing by means of a razor, the paper

ring clamped in a split cork. When these sections are

lounted in oil and examiued under a microscope it will

• found that only in very rare cases is the ink confined to

i imost layer of fibres, and that it generally pen-

in- t" the second and frequently to the third or fourth

This examination, besides showing the extent of

lie impregnation of the fibres with the colouring matter due
capillary penetration, affords a measure of the secondary

Jietnieal reactions between the ink and the paper, as shown
lj" changes in the coloration of the ink in the deeper layers

Bbres.—J. !•'. 11.

ignified Fibres [Mechanical Wood Pulp] in Paper ;

metric Determinatioit of . 1-i. Valenta.

[XXIII., page 68G.

English Patents.

[Iipcr Pulp; Apparatus for Straining . F. <
I Busbridge, West Making. Eng. Pat. 2a,07.">, Nov. 17,

|e strainer, the walls of which are provided with a scries

-unable slits, i- situated in a vat containing the crude
lip. A vertical reciprocating motion is imparted to the

liner, so that the liquid enters it in the upward stroke

|1 tends to be expelled in the downward stroke, thereby
shing off any knots which may clog the slits. The
Lined pulp is withdrawn from inside the strainer by
:i- of a pipe situated below the level of the liquid,

' ch pipe partakes of the reciprocating motion of the

Miner and communicates with the outflow by means of

Uoint of flexible material. The draw-off pipe is sur-

• nded by a wider pipe which extends above the surface

the liquid and prevents any floating imparities from
the mouth of the draw-off pipe.—J. 1". E.

Wkterproofing of Materia?* such as Tissues, Fabrics,

Wfaper, Leather, and Curds. S. Serkowski. Eog. l'at.

.433, April 12, 1904. V\, page 659.

1 'lid Refuse Discharged from Distilleries, Breweries,
'aper Worts, and other Places; Purification or Fillra-

n of . T. T. Street and H. 'street. Eng. Pat.

161, April 13, 1904. XVIII. B., page 675.

United States Patents.

[Paper Machine. B. S. Case, Unionville. U.S. Fat
759,862, May 17, 19U4.

I i paper machine of the multiple-cylindrical type each
Wing-cylinder, immersed in a separate vat, is composed
Ola number of independent, separate, annular, pulp-
.- ering sections. The width of these sections increases

ssively from the first making-cylinder to the last,

they are so registered that the webs from each
ssive cylinder-section are couched together on a felt.

and form a series of independent, bevel-edged strips, in

which e mdition they rue finished in the usual way.
-J. p. B.

French Patent.

Paper Pulp; Manufacture of -from Fibrous Tubers
and Bulbs. A. iiadoil and .1. I'.. Valadou. Fr. l'at.

33?, 177, Nov. 28, 1903.

It is proposed to utilise the bulbs of the daffodil, which
grow to a large size in Corsica and Algeria, for the

manufacture of paper pulp. The bulbs are harvested in

the third year, when the sap has descended, the sugars are
first extracted by cold water and converted into alcohol,

the resin is separated in a second operation at a higher

temperature, and the residue is converted into paper pulp.

—J. I B.

XX.-PINE CHEMICALS, ALKALOIDS,
ESSENCES, AND EXTRACTS.

Cerium Metals; New Method of Fractionation of
Compounds of the . II. Lacombe. Bull. Soc.

Chim., 1904, 31, 570—573.

Wi i sbach's method of fractionating the double earth-

ammoniam nitrates fails when little or no lanthanum is

present, as the salts do not crystallise, and Demarcay's
method (this J., 1900, 402) of fractionating the double earth-

magnesium nitrates from strong nitric acid solution, whilst

it affords an excellent separation of the cerium earths
proper from those of the yttrium earths lying between
yttrium and samarium, does uot afford a good separation

of the constituents of didymium. The author finds that

the earth-manganese nitrates of the type 2Di(NO
;,) 3

.3Mri

(N03)2 .24BUO, afford an excellent means of separation,

ally with earths rich either in neodymium or in

praseodymium. The solvent is nitric acid of sp.gr. 1-8,

and the mother' liquors at each operation should be much
less in quantity thau the crystals. If any manganese
peroxide should form, a few drops of fuming nitric acid
will destroy it. To prevent supersaturation, seed with a

crystal of the isornorphous bismuth manganese nitrate

(this J., 1903, 1365).
Earths Rich in Neodymium. — Three fractions were

obtained in two days; the last mother liquors Tvere almost
pure samarium, containing a mere trace of neodymium.
After eliminating the samarium, eight successive fractions

n ere obtained; the first six showed plainly the presence
of praseodymium, but the seventh contained only a trace,

and the eighth was spectroscopically pure neodymium.
Earths ltich in Praseodymium. — Ten fractions were

obtained, the earlier being pra codymium without neody-
mium, the later neodymium without praseodymium. By
successive working up of these fractions, almost the whole
of the praseodymium and neodymium were separated, the
ultimate intermediate portion lining very small in amount.
The small amount of lanthanum present accumulated in

the early fractions.— .1. T. D.

Basic Zirconium Sulphate. 0. Hauser. l!er., 19u4.

37, 2021—2020.

The descriptious in chemical literature of basic zirconium
sulphates are conflicting. The author attributes this to

the varying (and unrecorded) physical conditions under
which different authors have worked. He finds that water
at 10" C. gradually dissolves anhydrous normal zirconium

ate, converting it into Zr(S< i.) ..411 ) ; and 10U parts

of the saturated solution contain 09 '3 parts of this salt.

If this solution be diluted with water it remains clear up to

a certain point, but beyond this undergoes hvdrolvtie

iciation with formation of 4Zr02.3S03.14H30. This

salt begins to separate after 4— 5 hours, and its separation

i- complete when about 70 per cent, of the zirconium
nt is deposited, after about 30 hours. At 50c

C.
practically no such separation occurs, and at the ordin

rernperature it takes place exci I
';. The

precipitated salt is crystalline (mic needles) and is

of absolutely constant composition.—J. T. 1).
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Menthol; Products of the Reaction of Formaldehyde on
. ]:. \\\ (It-kind .and K. Greimer. Z. angew. Chem.,

1904, 17, 705—711.

I'm i: products have been described as resulting from the

reaction of menthol with formaldehyde :— (1) Methylene-
enthyl ether, C10HI9.O.CH..O.C, H„ j (2)( hloromethyl-

menthyl ether, l ,„ll ,.,.<>.( 'IL( 'I ; <::) Compounds produced
by dissolving formaldehyde or trioxymethylene in liquefied

menthol; (I) The compound C 10H, 9.O.CH2OH, said to

he formed hy heating menthol and aqueous formaldehyde
solution with hydrochloric acid. The first is ;i Well-defined

and very stable substance, crystalline, melting at 56°

—

"iT V.; and the second equally well defined though less

stable, a liquid which boils at 16()
;— 162 C. under 16 mm.

pressure,, and is readily decomposed by water, yielding

menthol, formaldehyde, and hydrochloric acid. The authors

find that the compounds mentioned under (3) are mere
mixtures, and they have failed by any process to prepare

the substance (I).—J. T. D.

Artemisia herlm alba; Essential Oil of . E. Grimal.

Bull. Soc. Chim., 1904, 31, 69-1— 697.

The fresh non-flowering hetb of Artemisia herba alba,

which is very common in Algeria, yielded 0*3 per cent, of

n yellowish-green essential oil, having a pleasant aromatic
\>dour and a powerful, slightly bitter, eamphoraceoos taste.

it had the following characters :— Solubility, in CO per cent,

alcohol, 1 : 25; in 70 per cent, alcohol, 1:2— 1:2*5, niore

alcohol causing a slight turbidity ; very soluble in 80 per

cent, alcohol. Sp.gr. 0*9456; <*.,,:= — 15° 30' ; «„ 1-47274;
acid value. 6-46; ester value, 89*23. It contained 31*15
per cent, of esters calculated as CHs.COOO10H,j; 13*65

of fiee alcohols, as C 10H13O ; / camphene. rf-camphene,

cineol.with esters of caprylic and capric acids.—I. 0. 13.

Apopin [Essential] Oil, Shu-yit ; Further Notes on .

Reimazu. J. Pharm. Soc. Jap., 1903 [250] ; through
Schimmel's Report, May 1904, 10—12.

Apopin oil is found to contain formaldehyde, pinene, and
a new sesquiterpene alcohol, C]„H, S < ), apopinol, iu addition

to the constituents previously recorded (this J., 1903, 130(1).

The presence of formaldehyde, which occurs in apopin oil

in considerable quantity, and is not met with in true

camphor oil, which contains only acetic aldehyde, will

serve as a ready means of distiDguishim; the two oils.

—J. ( t. 11.

Oil of Camphor; Presence oj Borneol in Essential .

Schimmel's Report, May 1904, 17.

Bosneol has been isolated from the fraction of camphor
oil boiling between 210 and 222 i\— J. O. I!.

Cananga Flowers ; Essential Oil of .from Bangkok,
Schimmel's Report, .May 1904, 18.

Tiik oil distilled from the fresh and dried flowers of < .manga
cultivated at Bangkok had the following characters :— Sp. gr.

at 15 C, 0-920; a„= — .'il 40'; acid value. 1-82; ester

value. 34-17. The oil was insoluble iu 10 volumes of 90
per cent, alcohol, but dissolved in half a volume of 95
per cent, alcohol, separating, however, on the addition of

Til -1
I of tile BOlt Cllt. J. < >. li.

Acacia Farnesiana ; Essential Oil oj the Flowers of
[Oil of Cassie Flowers . Schimmel's Report, Ma\ 1904,
23—25.

Para-cresol has been recognised asa constituent of essential

<>>1 of eossie Sowers, and the presence ol anisic aldehyde has

been confirmed.—J. O. B.

Cinnamon [Bark]
\
Essential Oil of . Schimmel's

Report, .May I9(>», 25—26.

Stress i- laid on the facl that cinnarnic aldehyde is not the

most important constituent of cinnamon bark oil ; the

characteristic aroma being due to the t-ald
'

: - con-

stituents of the oil. S] ins ol so-called cinnamon oil

have latelj occurred in commerce which contained from SO
85

i

cut. of aldebj di and wcri obi io
i ntcd

with cassia oil or einnamie aldehyde. The average pen-in
age of aldehyde in genuine cinnamon bark oil of know
origin lies between 70 and 7o per cent., rarely fluctuate
from 6')— 77 per cent. In the genuine bark oil the amoui
of 'eugenoi does not exceed 4— is per cent.: any great)

proportion indicates admixture v. itb the cheaper cinnamc
leaf oil. The limit of specific gravity required by the Britjj

Pharmacopoeia, L'025— 1*035, is lound to be too high.

several occasion- pure oils have been d -tilled, of whic
the specific gravity fell below these figures. Lew spec]
gravity coupled with freedom from excess o) eugenoi and i

einnamie aldehyde indicate purity rather than -ophistieatia

- .1. 0. I*..

< Essential Oil of . Schimmel's R.por
May 1904,36—42.

Ix addition to d-piucne and cypress camphor, which ha-

been previously recorded, the following constituents at

found in c\ prcs- oil. Furfural ; (/-camphene ; d-sylvestrejl

cymene; two ketones, as yet unidentified; an aleohc

probably sabiuol ; a terpene alcohol ; terpiueol esters i

acetic and valcrie acids, but no tree terpincol. The*
are present in approximately the following proportions :-

Terpenes, chiefly camphene and sylvestrene, 65 per cent

cymene, 1 — 2 per cent.; alcohols, about - per cent

esters, i hiefiy of terpineol. about s: per cent : ketones, la

than 1 per c.nt. ; cypress camphor, 15 per cent.— I. t >. 1!

Eucalyptus Globulus; Xew Sesquiterpene Alcohol in I!

Essential Oil of . Schimmel's Report, May 1904,5

In the last runnings of n distillation of the oil of Eucalypti
globulus a crystalline body was separated in the ton

of almost odourles- needles, m.pt. SsW>; b. pt. 283 ('

a,,— — 35° 29'. It is a sesquiterpene alcohol, I

By dehydration it yielded two isomeric sesquiterpene

C| 5
H.

: ,, one la-vo-rotatoiy, a„= — j"> 4S', the othei delta
rutatoM . o„= + ,js

?
lo'. The former boil- at 217 248"

the latter at 265 -5°—266° C— J. (). B.

Gi ranium .- Essential Oil of He union . Schimmel
Report,May 1904, 55—56.

Amtl alcohol, pinene, phellandrene, and linalool have bee

recognised as constituents of geranium oil.—J. ( l. li.

Ginger-grass; Essential Oil of . Schimmel's llepor

May 1904, 56.

The examination of ginger-grass oil showed the prescui

of a large proportion of alcohols accompanied by a sra»

amount of esters. A little phellandrene was detected. Tl
alcohols consisted of geraniol and another unidentifii

alcohol having a linalocl-like odour, and forming an ace!:,

with the odour of spearmint. -.). 0. B.

Laurel [Laurus nobilis"] Leaves; Essential Oil of
B. Molle. Schimmel's Report. May 190!, 59.'

From the essential oil of the leaves of Laurus nobil

dissolved in ether, 2 per cent, sodium hydroxide soluti'

removed free acetic, iso-valene. and iso-biityrii

Eugenoi was present to the extent of )-7 per cent.il t

free state and 0-4 per cent, as esters. No aldehyde*

ketones v ere found. After removing the free acids BJ

phenols, the esters present were saponified with

potash, and the acids liberated fit m the resulting sa

identifiid as acetic and probably valeric and caproic acii

as well as a trace of a monobasic solid acid, ( Ul
H '

m.pt. 146'— 147" C. This is probably not present io t

oil, but may be formed from pinene by the action

alcoholic potash. I ineol was present to the e> tent -

50 per cent. \o methyl-chavicol could be isolated. I

higher boiling fraction, 212°—230 ('..contained gerani

and teipinene was obtained by dehydration, also ten,

hydrate by the action of dilute sulphuric acid. I he

boiling fraction- probably contain sesquiterpenes and -e-

terpene alcohols.—J. ( ). I!.

Patchouli Leaves .- ( 'onstitucnts of list: ntiil Oil of
—

Schimmel's Report, May 1904,68—71.

Tim oil examined, distilled at Mitlitz, had the followi

characters: —Sp. gr. at 15 C, 0*9769; a" = -
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acid value, 2 2 ; saponification value, 4-2; saponification

value after aeetylating, 1V4; one volume ami over, ->;

;iu per cent, alcohol gave a clear solution with the oil.

About 97 per cent, of normal patchouli oil consists i f

bodies of little or no odour value. Of this 40—45 per cent.

distilled between 260°—27 u ('.. and consisted main Iy of

one or more sesquiterpenes. The first fraction, b. pt.

228°—2 40" C, had an extremely unpleasant odour, not

resembling that of patchouli. By extracting the odorous

bodies with 70 per cent, alcohol, and distilling off the solvent,

the following constituents were identified :— Benzaldehyde,

eugeuol, cinuamic aldehyde, a terpene alcohol, a ketone
with a caraway-like odour, which formed a semi-carbazone,

in. pt. 134°— 135° C. Another compound is also formed with

a higher m. pt., 246c—217 C, which mav be Thiele's

hydrazodicarbonamide, XHXONH . Ml .COXH3 . A basic

body is present in all the fractions of the oil, removed by-

shaking out with sulphuric acid ; this body has a peculiar

and characteristic odour. It is also found in the water of

distillation. From the results of fractionation in vacuo, it

appears that this base may be separated into two distinct

bodies, one boiling between SO and 130 C, the other from
I35

3
to 140° C. under 3 to 4 mm. pressure. Patchouli

ilcohol, which is probably the major constituent of the oil,

3CCUTS in the fraction boiling above 140 C. under 8 mm.
)ressure. It melts at 56 C. when repeatedly recrystallised

Tom light pretroleuni spirit. Patchoulene obtained by
dehydration of this alcohol is a colourless liquid with a

ar-like odour; b.pt., 255—256 C. : oD= - 36° 32'. It

ye no solid derivatives : when distilled over sodium it had
e sp. gr. 9334.—J. O. B.

mnento; Constituents ofEssential Oil of . Sjhimmel's
Report, May 1904, 7")—77.

I'he following constituents have been identified in pimento
-Cineol, phellandrene, caryophyllene, metbyl-eugenol,

geno'., palmitic acid, with, probably, small amounts of

rpene alcohols.—J. O. B.

\bies Pectinala ; Occurrence of Laurie Aldehyde in

Essential Oil of . .Sehimmel's Report, May 1904,
77-79.

Iaibic aldehyde has been isolated as the bisulphite

[impound from the fractions of the oil of Abies pectinata
niling above 82° C. under 5 mm. pressure. The amount
|-esent was only 0-3 per cent., but it has on important
raring on the odour of the oil. A second aldehyde is also

lesent, probably deeylic aldehyde.—J. O. B.

dyptranthes paniculate ; Essentia 1 Oil of ("May
Oil "). Sehimmel's Keport, May 1904, 95.

ik oil, derived from Porto Kico, resembles lemongrass oil

1 character ; sp. gr. 0-9509; aD= — 1" 52'
; readily soluble

80 per cent., but sparingly in 70 per cent, alcohol,

[contains 62-5 per cent, of citral.—J. O. B.

lentha Citrata : Essential Oil of . Sehimmel's
Report, May 1904, 95.

ha citrala, known in Florida as " b.-rgamot mint,"
Is about 0-2 percent, of oil from the young, not flower-

but fresh plants. The oil had a pleasant odour, more
nbling lavender than bergamot. It had the following
acters :—sp. gr. at 15" C, 0-8826 ; a„= — 5 35' ; ester

Jue, 31-28, equivalent to 10-95 per cent, of linalyl acetate.

frozen leaves of the same plant gave about the -

1 of oil, but this was much richer in esters, having the
value of 111-28, equivalent to 3S-95 per cent.

1 acetate —J. O. B.

Ambrosia artemisiafolia ; Essential Oil of .

S^-himmei's Report, May 1904, 96.

I -\'. plants, not in flower, yielded - 15 per cent, of a
g;a, aromatic oil : sp. gr. at 15y C, 0-876 ; aa = — r ; ester
'*lie, 7-94. It gives a clear solution, with an equal volume
° per cent, alcohol, which becomes cloudy with more

—J. O. B.

Hyptis spicata ; Essential Oil of . Sehimmel's
Report, May 1904, 96.

Hyptis spicata, a labiate, common in Florida, yields 0' 005
per cent, of a bright yellow oil with a faint mint-like odour.
Sp. gr.atl.5 C, 0-915; a„ =- 27 25'; acid value, 2 •

1 7 ;

ester value, 4-35. It is insoluble in 10 volumes of 80 per
cent, alcohol. The oil probably contains small quantities
of menthoue or pulegone.—J. ( >. B.

Erythroxylon Monmitinum ; Essential Oil of the Wood
of . Sehimmel's 1! port, Max 1904, '.>7.

The wood of Erythroxylon monogynum gave 2-56 per cent.
of a viscous crystalline essential oil with a pleasant odour
resembling that of guaiacutn-wood oil. It iva- lighter than
water; m. pt. 42'—45° C. ; acid value, 6 77: ester value.
1-56; ester value alter acetylation, 131. Soluble with
slight turbidity in an equal volume of 90 per cent, alcohol,

and completely soluble in a larger volume. The crystalline

alcohol, C;>oH:H0, was isolated from the fraction boiling at

212 3—216 ;
C. uuder S mm. pressure by freezing out of

solution in light petroleum spirit. It occurs in brilliant

needles; m. pt. 117'— 118 C. The acetic ester, re-

rystallised from alcohol, had the m. pt. 72 — 73 < -

—J. 0. B.

Hydrogen Peroxide ; Analysis of Commercial .

I". Sisley. XXIII., page 685.

Formaldehyde and its Polymers ; Determination of .

A. Seyewetz and (.ibello. XXIII., page 686.

Roses; Essential Oil of [Otto of Poses'] ; Iodine Absorption
Test as a Factor in the Examination of . F. Hudson
Cox and W. H. Simmons. XXIII., page 686.

Cilronella Oil; Modified Sehimmel's Testfor, and Nature
of Adulterant of . Sehimmel's Report. XXIII.,
page 686.

0// of Cassia; Detecliu-.i ef Rosin in Essential .

Sehimmel's Report. XXIII., page 686.

Exglish Patents.

Therapeutical Compound; Manufacture of a new .

O. Imray, London. From Farbwerke vorm. Meister,

Lucius und Bruning, Hoechst-on-the-Maine. Fng. Pat.

15,782, July 16, 1903.

EQUiMOLECCLiR parts of butylchloral hydrate and 4-

dimethylamino - l-phcnyl-2.3 - dimethyl-5 - pyra/.olone are

heated together, alone, or in solution, and the product

crystallised from benzene, &c. It is a white or yellowish

powder, m. pt. 85
:—86 C, soluble with difficulty in water,

and is proposed as suitable for use ;b an anaesthetic.

-T. F. B.

o. Toluene Sulphonic Acid; Manufacture of .

0. Imray, London. From Fab. Prod. Chioa. de Thanu
et de Mulhouse. Eng. Pat. 16,299, July 23, 1903.

I'he process described in Eng. Pat. 14,390 of 1901 (Fr. Pat.

312,797 ; this J., 1902, 112) for the separation of the ortho

and para-tolueue sulphonic acids from the products of

-ulphonation is modified by adding to the solution, after the

separation of the para acid, a quantity of water (about 25
per cent, of that previously used) sufficiently small to cause

the separation of the ortho acid at the ordinarv temperature.
' —J. F. B.

Distillation of Fats, Oils, Tars, and the like ; Contin
Vacuum -. G. Bokelberg and J. Sachse. Eng. Pat.

7204, March 25, 1904. III., page 655.

United States Patents.

Titanic and Lactic Acids ; Process of making Compounds

of . C. Diehcr, Freiburg. U.S. Pat. 769,319,

May 17, 1904.

See Eng. Pat. 14,921 of 1902 ; this J.. 1902, 1245.— T. F. B.
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Formaldehyde [and Wood Tar"\\ Compounds of .

W. Sternberg, Assignor to Chem. I- ;ibr. auf Actien,

vorm. E. Sobering, Berlin. l.S. Pat, 761,260, Maj 31,

I'.uu.

Sr.i: Fr. Pat. 329,971 of 1903 : this J.. 1903, 1014.—T. F. I!.

French Patents.

Cream of Tartar, Tartaric and (''trie Acids, anr. Si tmd
ary Products; Manufacture of . L. Faucheux and

A. .1. Boissiere. Fr. Pat 3;is',735, April 14. 1903.

Wink lees, crude tartar, &c., are subjected to a preliminary

slight dearie of external roasting or scorching i" torrefac-

tion ") by means of hot gases, to decompose organic matter

Other than tartrates, anil to render the iron and aluminium
salts and phosphates insoluble; the product is converted

into potassium bitartrate and •washed with hydrochloric or

sulphuric acid, and the solution filtered, decolorised, and
treated with sodium carbonate : the mother liquors are

precipitated with lime and the sodium chloride or sulphate

recovered by evaporation. Tartaric aeid is made from the

roasted raw mat. rial b- treatment with hydrochloric acid j

calcium tartrate is precipitated from the solution, and is

decomposed by means of sulphuric acid. Citric arid is

produced in a similar manner by treating lemon juice with

lime or calcium carbonate. In each case the crude tartrate

nr citrate as prepared may he purified by scorching or

si ir 1 1 1 roasting, preferably with addition of small amounts

of lime.—T. F. B.

Borneol, Isoborneol, and Camphoi ; Process for Prepar-

ing . Chem. Fabr. von Heyden, Act.-Ges. Fr. Pat,

339,504, Jan. 11, 1904.

See Eug. Pat. 26,785 of 1903 ; this J., 1904, 204.—T. F. B.

XXI -PHOTOGRAPHIC MATEEIALS AND
PKOCESSES.

Photographs in Colours; New Method of Obtaining .

A. and L. Lumiere. Coinptes reud., 1904, 138, 1337—
1338.

Three equal quantities of particles of potato starch of

<i - 015 to 0*020 mm. diameter are coloured orange-red,

green, and violet, and are then thoroughly mixed together,

and spread in a thin layer by means of a brush on a glass

plate coated with wax ; the interstices between the particli s

are filled with a fine black powder, such as pulverised

wood charcoal. The whole is now coated with a varnish

having approximately the same refractive index as that

of the starch, and finally a panchromatic silver bromide

emulsion is applied. The plate thus prepared is . posed,

with the film side away from the light, in the usual way,

and developed : by reversiog the image (dissolving out the

reduced silver) and re-developing the plate, transparencies

the correct colours are obtained.—T. F. I!.

English Patent.

Intaglio Printing Forms on Cylindrical Surfaces; Art of
Producing . K. 11. Lake, London. From it. F. &
.1. W. Melndoe, Boston. Fng. Pat. 4206, Feb. 19, 1904.

The textile or other flexible material, a representation of

which is required, is coated with size or oilier glutinous

material and dried by being subjected to heat and pressure ;

a thin coating of some pasty man-rial which is impervious

to light (e.g., printers' ink > is applied to tin- fabric, and trans-

ferred to the prepared cylinder, which is thei expo 4 to

light : the light-resisting coating is washed off bj means of

a suitable Bolvent, and the soluble portion of the sensitive

removed by washing ; the cylinder is novi heated
'• to a suflicient degree to render the remaining pi rl Qsofthe
sensitised material acid resisting," and etched, and the

remainder of the sensitive material removed by some solvent.

Compare Eng. Pat, 4207 ei 191 I : this J., L904, 487,

r. B.

United s:T vtes Patent.

Stripping-fihn for Photographs; Positive —— . J. E.

Thornton and C. F.S. Rothwell, Manchester. U.S. 1 'at.

:i,n,.-,s.-,. May 24, 1904.

Sek 1'ng. Pat. 17,165 of 1899 ; this .1 . 1900, 68.—T. F. 11.

French Patents.

Photographic Pit . Sensitim . K. F. Beckwith
and T. A. Carton. Fr. Pat. 338,499, Dec. 15,

-i i lug. Pat. -27,059 of 1903: this J.. 1904, 2GS.—T. F. U.

[Photographic] Developer; Acid . Ci. Balagny.

Fr. l'at. 338,650, Dee. 2, 190:>,.

The exclusive use of acid solutions of developers of the

aromatic series i- claimed. The following solution is an
example of such an, acid developer:— Hiaminophenol,

1 grm. ; bisulphite solution, 10— 15 ee. : potassium bromide

(10 per cent, solution), 5 e.c. ; water. 150 c.e. I'he bisul-

phite solution consists of anhydrous sodium sulphite,

a.'i grins. : sodium bisulphite (" commercial, 35° "), 100 c.c;

water, 100 c.c. The image generally appears in four or five

minutes, development being complete in 20 to 25 minutes.

The use of this solution dispenses with the necessity for

a ruby light after the plate is immersed, and softer

results are said to be obtained than when alkaline solutions

are employed.—T. F. B.

XXII.-EXPLOSIYES, MATCHES. Etc.

Explosives; New . A. Mikolajczak. Gluckauf, 190a

40, 1330. Chem-Zeit, 1904, 28, Kep., 174—17:,.

Tnr. freezing of explosives prepared with nitron

forms a great disadvantage. The author states that he has

prepared mono- and dinitroglycerin, and believes that the

latter compound will forma valuable basis for explosive*

free from this disadvantage. Dinitroglycerin is stated to

be an odourless and unfreezable oil. less sensitive to per-

cussion, friction, and increase of temperature, and possessing

a greater solvent power for collodion cotton than ordinary

nitroglycerin. It can thus be used for the preparation of

explosives of high stability, which will maintain their plastfi

nature even in winter. The explosives can be mixed with

those prepared from ordinary nitroglycerin, and are not

inferior in power to the latter.—A. S,

English Patents.

Explosive Mix-lure. A. Fischer, London. Kag. Pat.

May IS, 1903.

Equai parts of di- or trinitrobenzene, or their i

derivatives, and an alkali salt of trinitropheuol (picric acid)

are made into a paste with a solution of paraffin, and the

resulting mass incorporated in the proportion of .". to 20 pel

cent, with a mixture consisting of an alkali ml rate (pre

so parts ,. sulphur i preferably 4 parts), and a suitable form

of carbon i preferably 16 parts).—!'. A. M.

XXIIL—ANALYTICAL CHEMISTRY.

APPARATUS, ETC.

I .
.. ,/ of Fitch tike Substances. F. T. Trouton ami

E.S.Andrews. Phil. Mag., 1904, 7, 347-

Tiu: authors us. a torsion method for determining the

viscosity of pitch-like substances. A constant torqueis

applied to a cylindrical bar of the material, and the relative

motion* of the ends arc observed, from which and from the

dimensions of the cylinder the viscosity is calculated. A

shaft turning freely on antifriction wheels has a pulley

attached, fri m which is hung a weight for the put

applyir, tant torque. The ends of the eyli

the material to be tested, are mad.

than the cylinder itselt-

( >nc .ml is fitted tightly iuto a square to ket carried

shaft, and the other into a similar but fixed socket

rrounded by a jacket, and dctermi
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made at different temperatures. The rate of rotation is

observed by means of a divided circular disc carried on the

shaft. It was assumed that any two planes in the body,

lying at right angles to the axis of the cylinder, move over

each other about the common axis, remaining plane all the

while. The following formula was deduced for the
'2 T

coefficient of viscosity: ju = 7 ,,,. where T is the torque

applied, V the relative angular velocity per cm. of length

of the cylinder, and 1! the radius of the cylinder.

Pilch.— Tests with a material sold as " British pitch"
showed that whilst the assumption that the rate of rotation

is proportional to the torque* applied, is sufficient for

practical purposes, the phenomena are, in reality, more
complicated. For small torques the rate of rotation is

relatively less than for larger ones, but above a certain

value the curve develops into a straight line. On first

[applying the torque there is a rapid flow or movement,
which gradually diminishes and finally reaches a " steady

"

ktage. If a white line he painted along the specimen before

•.wisting, a spiral line of many twists is ultimately obtained.

'.t was found that the coefficient of viscosity of bodies, such

is pitch, is a function of the time, the velocity of flow for a

pven stress diminishing from its initial valne down to a
•onstant quantity. On removing the stress there is a flow

ack in the opposite direction, which gradually diminishes

o zero with time. The strain energy thus shown to exist

a viscous substance when the latter is flowing, will

isappear in course of time without there being any move-
tent of the substance as a whole. The rate of dissipation

f this strain energy can be determined by gradually
imioishing the torque until a weight is obtained which
"ill just suffice to hold the cylinder at rest : this weight
mst be continually diminished, and finally reaches zero,

lie fact that the strain energy can disappear without any
efonuation of the viscous body occurring, enables a
istinction to be drawn between a viscous and a plastic

lbstance, since when the latter is held under constant.

formation beyond its elastic limit, the strain energy it

icn contains does not sensibly decrease with time.

Sorla Glass.—The tests were made with a tube iu which
is insetted a thermo-electric junction. The tube was
uxounded by a thick-walled iron pipe heated by a row of

lall gas-jets. In this ease ll
4 in the formula for calcu-

lating the coefficient of viscosity must be replaced by
l;, :

), where 1!, and Rs are the external and internal

111 respectively, of the Lrlass tube.

Shoemuki rs' ica.r was tested both by the authors' method
by Stokes' method (rate of sinking of a spherical body
the material). A steel bicycle ball was used as the

ere, and its position was observed from time to time by
of X-rays. The value obtained for the coefficient of

cosity by Stokes' method varied from 6 x ID6 to 23 x 10s
,

: mean value being about 10 x 10', i.e.. of the same
kr fii magnitude as the value obtained by the authors'
thod (see table below). The authors' result isprobabh

.because the sagging of the rod was so great that the
could not be applied long enough for the " steady "

:o be attained.

addling clay, when examined by the torsion method.
ved quite differently to the other substances tested.

a subjected to a given torque, it mo red slowly up to a
position and stopped there. On removing the stress.

lade an immediate partial recovery to a point where it

nanently remained,
he results obtained are given in the following table :—

Substance. Temperature.
Viscosity.

°C.

8
IS

>

i 10"
:> !• >

1
; :• l.i

1 ; >: 10
>

:; X
4 >.

ii X

Pyrometer i -V / n of . ( . Fery. Hull. Soc.
Chim., 1901. 31, 70"—702.

A telescope, the field of view of which is subdivided by
meaus of two very fioe wires (the "reticule"), one of
iron, the other of " constantan," an alloy of copper
and nickel, receives the radiations of the source of heat

irds which it is directed. The point of inter-

section of the threads of the reticule, which constitutes

one of the junctions of the thermo-electric couple thus

formed, becomes heated, and the current which is set

up deflects the needle of a dial galvanometer, which may be
ii.ado registering. The known laws of radiation show that

ii the objective be composed of slightly absorbent material,

such as rocksalt or a fluoride, the deviation obtained is

proportional to the absolute temperature (ordinary tempera-

ture - 273 C.j of the heated body.

In the case of industrial pyrometers, the objectives of

which are of glass, graduations are made by comparison
with a standard pyrometer provided with a fluoride objective.

The indications obtained are independent of the distance

of the heated bodv and of its dimension*.—J. O. 11.

Dephlegmator ; New , for Fractional Distillation

and as a Reflux ( r. J. Ilouben. Chem.-Zeit.,

1904, 28, 525^537.

The apparatus is a modification of that proposed by
Wins-ioger (Her., 1883, 16,2010). The distillation flask

(see Fig. 1) has two necks, the shorter of which is fitted

with a thermometer and carries a side tube for the con-

denser. Through a stopper in the longer neck of the flask

i isses the aluminium mantle-tube A, which is widened
just above the stopper, and inside the widened portion is

provided with spring clips which hold in position the brass

cooler B. The latter consists of a tube open at the bottom,

enclosed in an outer tube closed at the bottom, and provided

with a side outlet-tub for the cooling water. When it is

—A. S.

'

. :;.

lesired to distil under reduced pressure, the flask

•mall tubulus through which passes the capillary tul

-tarting the apparatus, the cooier li is pushed down to the

bottom of the mantle-tube A, and the liquid in the

. ated to vigorous boiling. The cooler is then gradually
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raised until the distillate passes over at the desired rate. The
dephlegmator can also he fitted into a suitable plus* still-

head, as shown in Fig. 2, and can then be used with an
ordinary short-necked Mask. In Fig. 3 a combination of

three depblegmators is shown. Tin author has found the

still-head shown in Fig. 4 especially suitable for distillation

under reduced pressure. It consists of a bayonet-shaped

Fig. 4.

tube with two side tubes, the upper one for the thermometer,
and the lower one for the capillary tube. In order to

prevent, as far as possihle, contact of the vapour with the
rubber stopper, the neck of the distillation flask, close to
the bulb, is constricted, and the tube of the still-head is

pushed down to the constricted part. The results of
test experiments are given, showing the efficiency of the
dephlegmator.

—

A . S.

Paranitrophenol as Indicator. L. Spiegel. '/.. angew.
(hem., 1904, ]7, Tlj-TIG.

'I'uh author maintains, against the criticims of Lunge, his

former statements (this J., 1900, 1040) as to the superiority

of paranitrophenol to methyl orange as an indicator in

alkalimetry, quoting experiments to show that it is equally
insensitive to carbon dioxide, and as delicate in indicating

excess of acid or alkali, in whichever direction the titration

is effected. He attributes the difference between Lunge's
results and his own to the fact that he uses a 2— 3 per cent,

sohuiou of the indicator, whilst Lunge used one containing
only 01—0*2 per cent., twu <>r three drops in each case
being added to 70 c.c. of the liquid to be titrated.

—

3. T. D.

French Patent.

Acidimeler ; Universal . Soc. L. Legrand et Lafaverge.

Fr. Pat. 338,034, Dec. 5, i'J" I

THE two-limbed tube, of which one limb, B, has a funnel-

shaped top, and the other is graduated, and connected by
a flexible tube to the reservoir P, has at the bottom of the

bend, a 3-waj cock 1!, which is so turned that both arms
communicate, whilst mercun is poured into the arm B,
nutil it rises in both arms to the height of the zero point in

arm A. A measured quantity, such as lo c.c, of the oil,

vinegar, wine, or other acid liquid of which the acidity is to

be determined, is then placed in the reservoir P, and the cover

is screwed down air-tight. An excess of sodium-hydrogen
carbonate is put into the cup, and. ou turning tbt

spherical tap J, falls into the cistern. The tap is then
closed, and the reservoir is shaken. The carbon dioxide

generated depresses the mercury in the limb, A, the merenrj
rising in the opposite limb. The tap I! is then turned t<

allow mercury to escape through the tube E into the

receptacle F until equilibrium is established, the tap beinj

then closed for that outlet. This process is repeated a

often as nccessaiy until equilibrium is permanent, the levc

of the mercury in the two limbs being shown by i

the sliding pointer C, carried by the centrally -placed imta

tube enclosing the thermometer T. The temperature beioi

read, as well as the height of the mercury in the limb -\

the usual corrections and calculations are made by

Of tables annexed to the apparatus.— !'.. S.

INORGANIC—QUALITA TI VE.

Sodium Pit-rate ; Action of on Sodium Carlniim

Solutions. [Detection of Sodium Carbonate.'] C

I

Keichard. Z. anal. I 'hem.', 1904, 43, 269—275.

N'mumil sodium carbonate is the only sodium
possessing the property of precipitating sodium pier.:

its solutions. Even quite dilute solutions (1 per cent

of sodium picrate are rendered turbid by sodium carbonai

and a 10 per cent, solution solidifies to a jelly. The pr

cipitation is always gradual and occurs also in solutioi

containing other salts, (sodium carbonate may, in this wa

be detected in solutions in which other sodium sa

also present ; the reaction may further be used to indieir

the presence of BOdium picrate in a liquid.—T. II. P.
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Xi kel Salts; Action of Alkali-metal Nitrites on .

C. Reichard. Chem.-Zeit. 1^04, 28, 479—480.

Ir is well knowu that the separation of cobalt from nickel

by precipitation with potassium nitrite in acetic acid solution

cannot be accurately carried out in presence of alkaline

earth compounds, as triple nitrites of nickel, potassium.

ami barium, strontium or calcium are precipitated with the

cobalt compound. The addition, to a mixture of nickel salt

and potassium nitrite, of the oxide, hydroxide, or peroxide

of the alkaline earth metal, does not cause the formation of

this compound, but precipitates nickel hydroxide (with

evolution of oxygen when the peroxide is used). If the

nitrite be substituted for the oxide, however, the triple salt

precipitates after a short time. If the acetic acid be added
before the nitrite no precipitation occurs. The precipitate

dissolves in h"t water to a bright green solution, and on
cooling is deposited as a green powder, which slowly turns

yellow. The calcium compound is more soluble than those

of barium and strontium, and comes down much more
slowly. Xo similar precipitates were formed by salts of

magnesium, zinc, or cadmium, but beryllium salts formed a

precipitate not yet investigated, perhaps a nickel beryllium

potassium nitrite. If sodium nitrite be used instead of the

potassium salt, in no case is a precipitate formed ; even a

niiiture of sodium nitrite with another potassium salt is

ineffectual Potassium nitrate and a reducing agent can be
used, but the reduction is apt to go too far. Like the

double cobalt salt, these triple nitrites are all much less

soluble in potassium nitrite solution than in water.—J. T. 1>.

Portland Cement and Blast- Furnance Stay ,• Action of
Acetic Acid on . 1'. Hart. Thoniud.-Zeit.. 1904,

28, 809.

To distinguish between Portland cement and blastfurnace
slag, the following test is proposed : One grm. of the
finely-powdered sample is well shaken up for lu minutes in

corked flask with 100 c.c. of a 10 per cent, solution of

acetic acid in alcohol. On allowing the undissolved residue

to subside, the light-coloured, vitreous granules of blast-

furnace slag will be readily distinguishable from the

flocculent deposit of silica and the dark granules of
undissolved particles of Portland cement. With a little

experience, 5 per cent, of the former can he detected in
mixtures.—C. S.

IXORGAXIC—QCAXTITA TIVE.

Sodium Nitrite ; Analysis of . G. Lunge. Chem.-Zeit.
1904, 28, 501—5C2.

The " diazo " method with the use of sulphanilic acid can
be made to yield results equivalent in accuracy to those
obtained by the permanganate method, but in most cases the
latter method will be found to be more convenient. For
the titration, 45 c.c. of N/2 permanganate solution ai

-

acidified with sulphuric acid and diluted to 400 c.c. with
water at 40° C, then titrated with a solution of sodium
nitrite containing 23 grm?. per litre. In order to obtain
accurate results with sulphanilic acid, this substance must
be purified by recrvstallisation, and the crystals must be
[tied for two days in the desiccator over sulphuric acid.

The starch solution should be freshly prepared each dav,
and the end point should correspond with an immediate
coloration of the iodide-starch paper permanent for some
minutes.—J. F. B.

' 'yanide Solutions ; Determination of Constants in Working
-. G. \V. Williams. J. (.hem., Metal!., anil Min.

Soc, S. Africa, 1904, 4, 288—298.

Tkr author has endeavoured to determine the degree of
dissociation, and hence the gold-dissolving power of the
double potassium-zinc-cyanide under various conditions.
The method used was to titrate the solutions with silver
nitrate, using as an indicator the permanent yellow
developed by potassium iodide. It was found that under
these circum-tances the reaction cannot be represented as
a simple interchange between the silver nitrate and the
potassium cyanide of the dissociated double salt, for some
of the ziuc cyanide also reacted, and zinc nitrate remained
in solution. Accordingly, the results were alwavs too high

n

Total Cyanide to fig N0c

R. \ Curves ojKOH or NaOH ic yellow by HI

H - - bme(CaO)

~~c"} '
'
H3lC°3

——£ - -KOHtttaOH opaksenc.

12 1-6 20 c-Z 3 s -l - £4 48"

Parage Curvefor Potass' jr- hydrate t- Potassium Zinc Cyanide

Curves for Dissociation ofPotassium line Cyanide Kz ZnfCNjJn presence ofPotassium Cyanide

Equivaents of'Alltsh ' ptr 1 rrdecv'e Ht Zn''CH;*

3Z 3-6 4-0 4-4. 4-3
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(though comparable among themselves), and better results

were obtained -when the potassium iodide was omitted, and

the appearance oi opalescence, owing to precipitation of

zinc cyanide, was taken as the end oi the reaction. Dilu-

tiou of the solution from 1 500to 1/6000 produced gradually

increasing dissociation from about 50 to 77 per cent, of the

total doubli cyanide; further dilution produced no effect.

I„ t i
. cperiments the effect of dilution was elimi-

nated. Addition of potassium cyanide not <>nl\ reduced, as

was, to be expected, thi degree of dissociation of the double

cyanide, but the latter appeared to act in some way upon

the added cyanide, for the amount of silver nitrate required

was less than that calculated for the added cyanide alone.

The addition of alkali was then investigated, and the results

are plotted in the accompanying curves. I h. first set of

curves show the effect of addition to the double cyanide

solution of potassium or sodium hydroxide, lime or sodium

carbonate, using potassium iodide as indicator (curves !>,

(
, II, C, and i '"). and also the effect of alkali hydroxide

when opalescenci is taken as the indication (curve K>. The

general parallelism of E with the other curves is a> ticeable,

and also the sudden lowering of slope at about G4 per cent.

The second set of curves show the effect (by both methods

of indication) of adding alkali hydroxide to mixtures of

the double cyanide with potassium cyanide (molecules of

lCZn(CN)4 : molecules of K( X = (I) 10 : 3-3, (II) 1 : 1,

(III) l :
3 • 1 approximately; the average curve in each

series is also drawn). The general similarity of the one

average curve to D, C, or H, and of the other to E is

obvious. The author's conclusions (in part to he seen from

careful inspection of the curves) are as follows :

—

In titra-

tions with potassium iodide : (I.) The silver nitrate enters

into reaction with the zinc cyanide in part, forming zinc

nitrate. (II.) The " free" cyanide (gold-dissolving cyanide)

is proportional to the amount of alkali present ( III) The

effects of equivalent (juantities of sodium, potassium, and

calcium hydroxides are alike, save that zinc oxide is insoluble

in lime, aiid that no soluble zincate is formed as with alkali

hydroxide. (IV.) Alkali carbonates have only half the

efficiency of the hydroxides. In titrations to opalescence

without potassium iodide.—(I.) The free cyanide shown is,

within limits, proportional to the amount of alkali, and the

amount of dissociation indicated is about half of that shown

with iodide. (II.) The limiting value of 64-4 per cent, indicated

on the curve coincides with an amount of alkali hydroxide

sufficient to form with the zinc oxide produced, the zincate

K.ZnO, .8 KOH, shown by W. J. Sharwood (this J.,

1903, 907) to exist. In general, the "free" cyanide

present is a function of the ratio between zinc and alkali,

•md is not affected by the addition of potassium cyanide to

the solution. Although the free cyanide increases with the

addition of alkali, in practice the secondary effects of this

free alkali oo the solutions quickly impose a limit to the

amount' that can be added, and the bulk of the double

cyanide present is inert and useless for the purpose of dis-

solving gold. Finally, the author emphasises the fact that

the figures given are not to be regarded as accurately

representing the degrees of dissociation, but merely as

being proportional, and probably nearly approximate to

them.—J. T. D.

Vanadium ;
Separation of from Aluminium and Iron.

B Glasmann. •' riiss. phys.-chem. GeS., 1904, 36, 314

—

317. (/hem. Centr., 1904, 1, 1537.

I 13 the determination ol vanadium in presence of aluminium

i Jts, the solution is treated with potaosinm iodide

phuric u id, the iodine set free removed bj treat-

ment with sulphur dioxide, the solution neutralised with

potassium hydroxide, and the aluminium andiron precipi-

tated ta a mixture of potassium iodide and iodate. The

reactions which occur are expressed bj the equations:—

VO - till = V-,0 -II" 4 -I
:

I

AUS04), + 5KI + K103
+ 3HsO = Fea(OH)6 or \! ("11

),.

+ ~3K.S(» + :; 1... The free iodine is temoved by sodium

thiosulphate, and the precipitated hydroxides are filtere

washed ind gnited. Thefiltrate isevaporated repeatedly

with sulphuric acid, then with nitric acid to oxidise the

vanadium trioxide, and then again with sulphuric acid. For

the determination of the vanadium, it is reduced bj sulphur

dioxide, the es :ess of the latter removed and the solutio

titrated with putassium perm&Dganate al ?0 C.—AS.

en in Working Cyanide Solutions ; Industru

Method for tfn Determination nf the . A. Pri>te

J. Chera. Metall. and Min. Soc, S. Africa, 1904, 4

361-

The oxygen in cyanide solutions is determined by m
the volume of the gases expelled from the solution o
boiling, absorbing the oxygen by alkaline pyrogallat

solution, aud measuring the residual nitrogen ; the weigh
of the oxygen is obtained by measuring in a Japp gnW
volumeter a quantity of air corresponding to the volum

of oxygen found. To receive the gases expelled from tli

boiling solution a I. tinge nitrometer may be used, to th

side tube of which a flask compli tely (illed with th>

solution is connected by a piece of capillary tubiui: als

filled with the solution, the pyrogallate being introduce

through the funnel after disconnecting the flask. Or else,

Rammelsberg burette (see figure) filled with water free froj

air may be used to receive the gases, the side tube i

the burette beim; connected to a vessel containing watc

whilst the upper end is joined, after the gases have DM
expelled from thecyanide solution, to a U-shaped tut

containing the pyrogallate solution; the mixed

forced to enter this tube repeatedly by raising and lowcrii)

the water reservoir. The boiling of the cyanide solutio

niu^t in this case be continued until the water in tli

burette becomes warm, when it may be assumed that at.

gases dissolved by it have been again expelled. Xot les

than 3(10 c.c. of the solution should be taken

test. Either modification of the method is said to gh

good results.—A. (i. L.

Rotttliny Electrodes; Electrolytic Analysis nith op/i/ici

<„,„ ,,/• . R. Amberg. /.. Klektrocheru., 1904, II

38."i

The author seeks for an explanation of the verj favours!)

effect of rapid rotation on the deposition of metals. TI

current density cannot have such an important bearin

on the condition of the meta' as is ascribed to it i

ordinary cases of deposition, for with rapid rotation

can exceed 10 times that allowable in such cases, witho

any ill effects on the nature of the deposit. Thi

considers that the mportant factor is the relation

current strength to the "virtual'' volume of the ele;

trolyte : this apparent volume being proportional to f-

velocity of rotation.—K. S. 11.
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/' Uinum ; Determination and Separation of —
various other Metals by menus of Urn!-.

ft

A HI'

maniacal Solution, i. Jannasch and C. Stepban. Her.

1904, 37, 1980—1992. (See also this J., 1898, 1197.)

From Potassium.—To the solution (containing about 0-15

grni. of platinum in :i bulk of 80 c.c.) is added 0-5— 1
'0

grin, id' hydrazine hydrochloride, and the whole is boiled

for abnut 5 rains. Concentrated ammonia is now added till

the yellow colour of the liquid just disappi ti md the

solution is vigorously stirred with a glass rod. if

properly dour, the platinum separates in a powdery con

dition, :md does not adhere to the glass. About ."> c.c.

of ammonia are now added, the liquid is boiled foi 5— 10

-., and is then tillered through a double filter eon

siting of a small filter ioside a larger on,.
;

care must

hi- taken rot to till up over the edge of the small filter.

Wash once or twice with hot water, then with warm
nitric acid (1 — •"> per cent., free from chlorine); if wal

alone be used, some of the platinum invariably wa

through towards the end. Place filter and precipitate in

a porcelain crucible, burn off, ignite, and weigh. Evapo-

rate the filtrate, expel ammonium salts, dissolve the residue,

filter, evaporate and weigh as potassium chloride. From
Sodium.—The process is worked exactly as in the case of

potassium. From Calcium, Strontium, and Barium.— I'ro-

ceed exactly as with potassium. In the filtrate, calcium i-

determined by precipitation as oxalate, strontium or barium

as sulphate. From Magnesium.—Exactly as with potassium.

The magnesium in the filtrate is determined as p\ I

phate. From Manganese.—The platinum is precipitated

as above; as small amounts of manganese peroxide arc

formed by atmospheric oxidation, however, and adhere to

the sides of the beaker and to the platinum precipitate,

these must he washed with hot dilute nitric acid containing

hydrogen peroxide, which reduce- and dissolves the man-

ganese compound, and does not affect the platinum. The
manganese in the filtrate is determined by any usual

method, the authors preferring precipitation by hydrogen

peroxide. From Tungsten.—The platinum is precipitated

as usual, but must be washed with dilute ammonia, not with

nitric acid. The filtrate is evaporated to dryness with nitric

acid, and the residue taken up with hot 10 per cent, nitric

acid and well washed on a filter with the same. The
Rblgstic acid iu the filtrate is precipitated, according to

Kehrmann's method, by means of quinoline acetate; the

main quantity of tungstic acid is ignited gently, evaporated

with hydrofluoric and sulphuric acids to remove silica,

ignited, tie quinoline precipitate added, and the whole

ignited again and weighed. From Copper.— The whole of the

copper, as will as the platinum, is precipitated if the quan-

tity of hydrazine be sufficient ; but the copper can be nearly

all dissolved out from the washed precipitate by washing

;with hot dilute nitric acid, and treatment of the ignited

ilatinum for a very short time with hot concentrated nitric

faciei removes the remaining traces without dissolving any oi

the platinum. From Nickel.—Some nickel goes down with

the platinum, hut can be completely removed by washing on

the filter with hot 10 per cent, nitric acid. The filtrate is

i;vaporated, ammonium salts removed, the residue dissolved

hydrochloric acid, filtered, and the nickel precipitated by

jiodium hydroxide. From Cobalt.—This metal behaved

vxactly like copper, save that not quite the whole of it was

irecipitated with the platinum. The separation of the cobalt

j'rom the precipitate was effected exactly as described under

lopper. If the platinum compounds, in these separations,

ontain any of the associated metals, some of these are not

irecipitated with the platinum, but go through into the

iltrates.—J. T. D.

'ilydroqen Peroxide; Analysis of Commercial -. P.

Sisley. Rev. Gen. Mat. ( ol., 1904, 8, 164—165.

Is a previous article (this.!., 1901, 1028) the author pro-

posed to detect oxalic acid in hydrogen peroxide by

leutralising with ammonia, and adding acetic acid and

Uciuin chloride. Recently, however, hydrogen peroxide

mtaining fluorides has been put upon the market, and

ich a product would give by the test a precipitate •
'

t

•dcium fluoride. The precipitate obtained with calcium

chloride should therefore lie examined as to whether it con-

sists of fluoride or oxalate. The presence of a fluoride has

no influence on the determination of oxalic acid in the

precipitate by dissolving in dilute hydrochloric acid and
titrating with permanganate.—A. S.

ORGANIC—QUA I.ITATl VE.

Polyhydric Phenols ami their Derivatives ; Action of
Molybdates on .

I
Distinguishing between m ami /»-

Pkenylenediamine.~\ •
'. Frabot. Ann. ('him. anal, appl.,

1904. 9, 123—124. Chem.Centr. 1904, 1, 1397—1898.

I'ozzt-Escor has recently described a new reaction for

molvbdates with tannic, gallic and similar acids. The

author finds that a solution of a molybdate acidified"with

sulphuric acid gives a blue coloration with a number of

polyhydric phenols and derivatives of the same, substituted

in the ;)-position. The molybdate solution (10 grins, of

ammonium molybdate in 100 c.c. of water and 10 c.c. of

concentrated sulphuric acid) may be used, for example, for

rapidly distinguishing between m- and p-phenylenediamine.

—A. s.

Fatty Acids ; Process for Characterising . 1!. Loc-
qmn. Comptes rend. J 90 I, 138, 1 274— 1270.

I'm hvdroxyacetonc esters of fatty acids B.CO.OCH».
CO. CH-, obtained by the action of the acid on hvdroxyaec-

tone or monochloro-acetone, give, with semicarbn/iile, very

well defined semicarbazones, which are suitable for the

characterisation of the fatty acids. One mol. of the acid

under examination, dissolved in ether, is converted into its

sodium salt by the addition of the calculated quantity of

sodium; 1 mol. uf monochloro-acetone is added, the ether is

removed by heating on the water-bath, and the mixture is

heated to 120 —130°C for about 4 hours; the product is

extracted with water and then w ith ether, and the ethereal

solution is washed with sodium carbonate solution and water,

and fractionated. The yield of ester is 70 to 7."> per cent.

of theory. The esters have boiling points several degrees

higher than those of the parent acids. The scmicarbazones

of these esters are obtained in quantitative yield, an- easily

purified, and have sharply defined melting points.—T. F. B.

Sugars; Microchemical Delation of by Phenylhy-
drazine Act fate. E. Seuft. Monatsh. f. Chem., 1V04, 25,
397—420.

In' order to avoid the extractive action of aqueous reagent?

on the sugars, the author employs separate 10 per cent,

solutions of pheiiylhydrazine hydrochloride and sodium

acetate in giycerin. Two preparations of the tissue to be
studied are made, by mixing one drop of each of the re-

agents on a jdass slide, laying the object therein and covering

with a glass slip. One of these preparations is maintained

at the ordinary temperature and examined from time

to time. The production of osazone generally occurs

after one or two days, but earlier in the case of fructose

than with glucose ; in some cases, however, the period of

examination mav have to be prolonged to 14 days. The
second preparation is heated on a boiling water-bath for

half-an-bour, and is then examined after cooling. Saccha-

rose is differentiated from glucose and fruerose by the fact

that the latter sugars form osazones at the ordinary temper-

atures if sufficient time be allowed, whereas saccharose yields

an osazone only after heating. The test at the ordinary tempe-
ratures enables the localisation of the sugars in the tissues to

be studied, whereas the hot test causes more or less diffusion.

The crystalline form of the osazone, however, is not so

striking in the cold tests as in the hot tests, [n doubtful

cases the osazone, after its formation, can ed to

crystallise more definitely by treatment with alcohol and
evaporation of the solvent. The turbid preparations cai

cleared by concentrated caustic potash or chloral solutions

without injury to the osazone formations j the preparation

may he mounted in glycerin jelly. In objects containing a

certain amount of moisture, the sugars being in solution, the

production of osazone in needle-shaped crystals is very

rapid by the hot test. Iu dry objects containing the sugars

iu the solid state, the osazone forms slowly, and takes
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tlie form of granules, spheroids, or indefinite tufts. The
uuthor describes the'application of the :il»<ve tests to a large

number of vegetable tissues, the description being accom-

panied hy coloured illustrations,— J. F. B.

Citronella Oil; Modified Schimmel's Testfor,and .Valine

o) Adulterant of——. Schimmel's Report, May, 1904,

27—:;:i.

Nature of Adulterant.—Examination of large quantities of

sophisticated citronella • >i 1 has tailed to show an i adulterated

with res-in spirit as stated by Parry and Bennett (this J,,

190:!, 163"). In none of the lighter fractions obtained «as

metacymene found, which Keltic has shown to be a normal

constituent of resin spirit. All the specimens examined

were adulterated with petroleum.

Modification of Schimmel's Test.— In view of the fact

that certain more soluble kinds of Russian petroleum may be

added to citronella oil to the extent of 5 or 10 per cent.,

without affecting its solubility in SO per cent, alcohol, it is

proposed to modify ''Schimmel's lest" as follows —Two
tests are made, one with the normal oil, the other with the

oil to which 5 per cent, of Russian petroleum lias been

added; both should be soluble, neither should separate oily

drops. [Schimmel's test is as follows :—The oil should

jield a clear solution with one to two volumes of 80 per

cent, alcohol. On increasing the volume of alcohol to 10, a

slight turbidity may occur, but on standing in a closed vessel

no oily drops should separate.
]
-J. 1 1. 15.

Oil of Cassia ; Detection of Rosin in Essential .

Schimniel's Report, May 1904. 19.

If added rosin he present in cassia oil a precipitate will be

formed when a 25 per cent, solution in alcohol i- treated

with a freshly prepared saturated solution of lead acetate

in the same solvent. Adulteration with colophony appears

to be again prevalent, many specimens being met with

which yield an unduly high residue on distillation.

—J. O. B.

ORGANIC—QUANTITATIVE.

Sugar Determination; Volumetric . L. Bosenthaler.

Z. anal. Chcui,, 1904, 43, 282—285.

The method devised by the author for determining dextrose

and levulose, either separate or mixed, depends upon the

fact that these reducing sugars, when oxidised with alkaline

copper solutions, are transformed into acids which partially

neutralise the alkalinity of the liquid. Experiment shows

that 1 mol. of sugar yields eight equivalents of acid, and

that each c.c. of the difference in volume between t lie

normal acid required for neutralising the alkalinity before

and after the reduction of the sugar, is equivalent to

r-j?.j grm. of nihydrous dextrose or levulose. The
alkaline copper solution employed, contains in every

litre: crystallised copper sulphate, 17*5 grins.; glycerin,

7.i grins.; sodium citrate, 125*0 grins. : 15 per cent, sodium

hydroxide solution, loo gnus. This solution deposits a

little cuprous oxide, which should be filtered off through

asbestos after three or four days standing, or a few hours

heating on a steam-bath. The alkalinity of the solution is

measured by filtering .'to or |o e.c. through a (looch crucible,

which is well washed through ; to the filtrate and washings

are added phenolphthalein and a slight excess of N/1
hydrochloric or sulphuric acid. The liquid is then boiled

for 10 minutes over a naked flame, after which N/1
alkali is added until the solution becomes red, and then

a drop of N/1 acid to produce decolorisation. In

estimating dextrose or levulose, 5 c c. of an approximately

1 percent, solution are mixed with 20 c.c. of water and

excess (30 c.c.) of the alkaline copper liquid, and the

mixture heated lo boiling, which is maintained for live

minutes. The separated cuprous oxide is filtered off through

a Gooch crucible, and washed with 150 c.c of water. An
excess of acid is then added to the liquid which is treated

as in the alkalinity estimation described above. Many
estimations can be made without renewing the asbestos of

the Gooch crucible.—T. II. P.

PflDI r ;

< hem..

Lignified Fibre* [Mechanical Wood Palp] in

Colorimetric Determination of . E. Valenta,

/.'it.. 1904, 28, 502—51)3.

An ordinary colorimeter with two graduated tubes of lOOc.c.

capacity, provided with stopcocks, and a horizontal reflector

is required. A suitable reagent for 1'gnified fibres having
been selected, a mixture of coal t:.r dyestuffi having
approximately the same spectroscopic value as the wood
colour-reaction is prepared. Ibis solution is standardise]

hy means of sheets of, thin paper, one containing 100 per

cent, of mechanical wood, and the other a known lower

percentage, e.g., 50 per cent. Pieces of ihese papers aM
steeped for about ten minutes in the wood -pulp reagent in

thin, flat-bottomed glass dishes, which fit between the tubes

of the colorimeter and the reflector. One tube is filled with

water and placed above the dish containing the stained

paper with 100 per cent, of wood. Under the other tube is

placed a dish containing the same paper soaked in water.

The colour solution is then run into the second tube until

the colour intensity is practically identical in the two tubes

;

the shade is then adjusted by the addition of very dilute

solutions of other suitable dyestuffs, drop by drop. When
the exact shade and intensity of colour have been estab-

lished, the colour solution is diluted with water to the

100 c.c. mark. One e.c. of this solution should then

correspond to one per cent, of wood, and the accuracy of the

hade is tested, and adjusted if necessary, by comparison
with the paper containing a known lower percentage nf

wood. For papers containing less than 10 per cent, of

lignified fibre-1
, the colour solution may be diluted with nine

times its volume of water. A 10 per cent, solution of

aniline sulphate is a convenient reagent for staining the

paper, and the coloration so obtained, can be matched with

"Naphthol Yellow S" or "Mikado Yellow," the shade

being adjusted with dilute solutions of red ami blue acid

dyestuffs.—J. Y. B.

Formaldehi/dt ami its Polymers; Determination of ft .

A. Seyewetz and Gibello. Bull. Soc. Chini.. !9o4, 31,
691—G94.

The raethoi is based on the reaction

—

i;Xa,sti, + 2(H.'COH)a
+ 3U.S04

=
2 [(Nail M>,),

I
(ll.UlO'.J + 3Na_>u

(
.

Although no reaction appears to occur between sodium

sulphite and formaldehyde, on the addition of sulphuric

acid and the consequent formation of sodium bisulphite, tin

aldehydic bisulphite compound is instantly formed, in the

cold. The bisulphite compound being neutral to phenol-

phthalein, the sulphuric acid does not exercise its action on

the indicator until sufficient bisulphite has been formed to

combine with the whole of the aldehyde. The solution of

sodium sulphite employed contains about 20 per cent, of

the anhydrous salt. Its alkalinity towards phenolphthalein

is first determined by titration wilh standard acid. A
known weight of foru-iillehyde solution, or from 0*5 to

0*7 grm. of trioxymethylene i~ dissolved in 20 c.c of tin

sulphite solution, after the addition of phenolphthalein, rad

the titration performed in the usual manner with standard

acid. Although trioxymethylene is insoluble in water, it i-

readily dissolved by sodium sulphite solution. The methot

gives very exact results, ami is available for very dilutl

solutions of formaldehyde. It compares favourably tie

methods ,.f I. eerier, m idilicd by Locsekann, and that ol

Craig.-. I. O. B.

Roses, Essential Oil of [Otto of Roses~\ ; Iodim Absnrplioi

Test as a Factor // the Examination if . 1'

Hudson Cox and \V. II. Simmons. Analyst, 1901, 29
175—178.

l'no.M 0*1 to 0'2 grn. of tic sample to be examined
• dissolved in 10 c.c. of 90 per cent, alcohol is mived will

25 c.c. of Huebl's iodine solution and allowed to stand fo

three hours at normal temperatures. The uncombiini

iodine i~ I hen titrated in the usual manner. Sample*
" genuine otto of rose are found, under these conditions, t

show an iodine absorption value ranging from 187 to 134
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Arti6cial otto, with stearoptene, has the values 221 to 254
;

without stearoptene, 261 to 279 ; palma-rosa oil, 296 to 307
;

African gerauiuni oil, 213 to 225 ; Bourbon geranium oil,

213 to 215; Spanish geranium oil, 211; geraniol (appa-

rently natural), 239
;
geraniol (apparently artificial), 307 ;

Citro'nella oil, 217; citronellol, 187; liualol, 280; citral,

175; guaiacurn wood oil, 298; stearoptene, none. All

these bodies, which may be met with in adulterated rose

jil, have iodine values well over 200, except citronellol and
itral ;

geranium oils which have a relatively low iodine

ralue have also a comparatively high ester content, so that

heir presence would be at once detected by an abnormally

ligh ester value. A series of eight samples of doubtful

lurity had iodine values ranging from 133 to 234. Two,
u which the addition of geraniol was suspected gave the

odine values 219 and 212. The sample with the lowest

adine value (133), contained ethyl alcohol. A mixture of

wo parts of artificial otto and one part of genuine rose oil

ad the value 215. It has been stated that temperature

larkedly modifies the rate of iodine absorption in oils. In

is case of rose oil this is not found to be so. Between 4° C.

ud 27' C. no appreciable difference was observed. The
ge of the reagent has a great modifying influence, older

jlntions being less active. In these experiments the

lerctiric chloride and iodine solutions were kept separate,

sing mixed immediately before use. Titration was per-

irmed as rapidly as possible, since otherwise the colour

found to be redeveloped. In the discussion following

above communication, A. C. Chapman suggested the

bstitution for Huebl's reagent of a well cooled solution of

omiue in a suitable solvent, to be run into the cooled

lution of essential oil under examination. This would
ad to minimise intramolecular change, and to produce
pier addition compounds. In that case, any difference

the condition of saturation between various bodies would
obably be more accentuated, and therefore more pro-

uncedly evident.— J. O. B.

HV.-SCIENTIEIC & TECHNICAL notes.

'dium in Uranium Compounds. B. B. Boltwood. Eng.
and Mining J., 1904, 77, 756.

om the results of the determination of the amount of

io-active emanation from a number of minerals con-
ling uranium, the author concludes that the amount of

ium in a mineral varies directly with the pircentageof
nium present.—A. S.

con ; Solubility of in Silver. A Variety of Crystal

-

ne Silicon Soluble in Hydrofluoric Acid. H. Moissan
ad F. Siemens. Comptes rend., 1904, 138, 1299—1303.

Sicon is much more soluble in silver than in lead or
A- (see this J., 1904, 374) ; moreover, the silicon which
Ktallises from the silver on cooling contains varying
a unts of an allotropic modification soluble in hydro-
Hric acid. In the subjoined table column I. shows the
ventage of silicon dissolved in silver at various tempera -

tijS, and column II. the percentage of this dissolved silicon

j-h is soluble in hydrofluoric acid :
—

|
Temperature.

°C.
970
uoo
12.50

1470

Per Cent.
'. 1*32

14-89
19 ->«

11-46

II.

Per Cent.
58-02
87-66
19-00
16-00

dissolving 2 to 4 per cent, of silicon in silver, and
re sing the silver by means of nitric acid, specimens of
'" soluble variety of silicon were obtained ; it remains
uu inged when heated in hydrogen or nitrogen to 1200° C,
m onsets entirely of silicon; the density at 20° C. of a

sample of which 99 per cent, is soluble in hydrofluoric acid
was found to be. in water 2-3 to 2 38 ; in benzene, 2-42.

-T. F. B.

Ferric Phosphate and other Phosphates ; Soluble Colloidal

Form of . W. J. Sell. Proc. Cambr. Phil. Soc,
1904,12, 388—390.

On treating 100 c.c. of a solution containing 50 grms. of

anhydrous ferric chloride per litre, with 400 c.c. of a
solution of dianimonium hydrogen phosphate (100 grms.
of the crystallised salt per litre), and, after shaking, making
the mixture faintly ammoniacal, the white phosphate pre-
cipitate gradually became brown, and finally dissolved to

a clear brown liquid. The solution was dialysed through
parchment paptr. The dissolved colloidal substance was
found to consist of ferric phosphate (FePO,), together
with a little ferric hydroxide. When the dialysed solution'

was evaporated on the water bath, the residue consisted

mainly of the compound 2FeP04 .H20, together with some
hydroxide. This colloidal solutiou of ferric phosphate is

less, without action on litmus, and is ge'atinised by
various salts. Silver nitrate and potassium ferrocyauide

merely coagulate the solution ; potassium thiocyanate does
not give a red coloration. The electric conductivity of tbe

solution is very low. Colloidal phosphates of alumiuium
and chromium having analogous properties were also

prepared.—A. S.

Formaldehyde in 'the Atmosphere ; Determination of .

H. Henriet. Comptes rend., 1901, 138, 1272—1274.

Aib was filtered through glass-wool and passed through a
L'-tube containing mercuric oxide, heated to about 250" C,
to oxidise the formaldehyde, to carbon dioxide ; the air

was then passed through potash bulbs. The difference

between the amounts of carbon dioxide obtained by this

method, and by the usual method, omitting the mercuric
oxide tube, corresponds to the amount of formaldehyde in

the atmosphere, which is found to be 2— 6 grms. per 10O
cubic metres.—T. F. B.

Enzymes ; Connection between Instability and Activity

in . O. Loew. Pfluger's Arch., 1904, 102, 95—
110. Chem. Centr., 1904,1, 1435—1436.

In the author's opinion the free chemical energy of enzymes
depends upon the fact that they contain labile groups of

atoms. In studying the nature of these labile groups the
two labile forms and the stable form of the enzyme must be
distinguished. The one labile form, the zymogen, is much
more stable than the other, the peculiar enzyme, produced
from it. The conversion of the zymogen into the enzyme
is probably due to a chemical alteration within the molecule,

possibly a breaking of a lactam linking. The mother
substances of the zymogens, the prozymogens, are insoluble

;

they are probably compounds of the zymogens with
uucleoproteids. From a consideration of the effect of
various agents on the enzymes, the author concludes that

the instability of the latter depends upon the presence of
keto- and amino-groups.—A. S.

Castor-Seeds iRicinus communis'] ; Hydrolysing Properties

of . E. Urbain and L. Saugon. Comptes rend.,

1904, 138, 1291—1292.

Castoe-seeds were heated with ten times the weight of
starch and a small quantity of acetic acid. After 24 hours

it was found that 10-9 per cent, of the starch was saccharified.

Saccharose (about half the weight of castor-seed used) was
then substituted for starch, with the result that 33 per cent.

of the saccharose was inverted in 24 hours. Fatty oils are

also hydrolysed by castor-seeds ; in one case 90 '8 per cent,

of fatty acid was formed. It was found that cvtoplasnra

could be substituted for the castor-seeds with success in all

these experiments.—T. F. II.

Hydrolytic Properties of the Cytoplasma of Castor-Seeds
are not due to a Soluble Ferment. M. Xicloux. Comptes
rend., 1904,138, 1352—1354.

i. \topla8SIa, prepared from castor-seeds, was freed from

oil, dried, and extracted with water,and also with dilute acetic

acid. In neither case had the extract or the residue the
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hydrolytic power possessed by the eytoplasma ill the first

place (see this J., 1904, 614; and preceding abstract),

showing that the hydrolytic action is not due to a soluble
'

ferment, and that water destroys the hydrolysiug power
of the substance iu the absence of oil.—T. 1". B.

" Flocculation " [" Awflochung "] Phenomena. M. Neisser

and L
T

. Friedemann. Munch, Med. Wchschr., 51, [11] i

Chem. Centr., 1904,1, 1387—1388.

An emulsion of mastic was prepared by pouring an alcoholic

solution of the hitter into distilled water. In such an

emulsion, the particles of mastic have an electro-negative

charge, as is shown by the fact that if the emulsion be

brought between the platinum electrodes of a battcrv of

high E.M.F., the particles travel to and are deposited at the

anode. The addition of small quantities of salts or acids

to the emulsion causes, as is known, the separation of the

particles in flocks. Experiments with aluminium sulphate,

ferric chloride, ferric nitrate, colloidal ferric hydroxide,

arsenic trisulphide, and ordinary ferric hydroxide, showed

that when colloids and suspensions carrying opposite electric

charges, are brought together in certain proportions, they

are simultaneously separated in the form of flocks. Aniline

dyestuffs behave like colloids, the acid dyestuffs bearing

electro-negative and the basic, electro-positive charges. The
basic dyestuff causes the " flocculation " of a mastic

emulsion. With an excess of the negatively-charged mastic,

arsenic trisulphide, Bensopurpurin, and Eosin, or of the posi-

tively-charged colloidal ferric hydroxide, Bismarck Brown,

Xeutral Red, and Methylene Blue, a so-called " checking "

occurs, i.e., flocculation no longer takes place ; even the

colloid present in smaller proportion is not separated. This
" checking " is due, in the authors' opinion, to the envelop-

ment of the one colloid (or suspension) by the other.

Albuminoid colloids, such as gelatin, serum, and bacteria,

also protect negatively-charged suspensions and colloids

from the action of those precipitants, by which I hey are not

themselves precipitated. These latter colloids, which by

themselves are not capable of causing flocculation of sus-

pensions and colloidal solutions, acquire that property when

a quantity of a salt insufficient in itself to cause flocculation

is added to tbem. The albuminoid colloids may be regarded

as mixtures of colloids, or as colloids which, unlike the

metallic colloids, possess both electro-positive and electro-

negative properties. A small addition of a salt is sufficient

to change the amphoteric colloid into one carrying only

either an electro positive or electro-negative charge ; the

colloid then behaves like the metallic colloids, ' e., in small

quantities it causes the flocculation of oppositely-charged

colloids or suspensions, whilst in large quantities it prevents

flocculation.— A. S.

Crystals; Formation and Transformation of Fluid Mired
. A. C. dc Kock. Z. physik. Chem., 1901,48,

129—176.

It is known that p-azoxyanisol and p-melhoxyciunamic acid

melt to the fluid-erysialline stale, and at higher tempera-

tures become isotropic liquids. Mixtures of the two fluid

crystals exist iu all proportions, and pass into or from

isotropic liquids like a single body; an euteetic mixture

was observed. Quinol (hydroquinone) or benzophenone,

mixed with either of these bodies, forms a fluid crystal, but

only up to a certain concentration, and equivalent quan-

tities depress the solidifying point to the same extent. The

behaviour of these inix'tures supports the view that fluid

crystals consist of a homogeneous phase and cot of an

emulsion.—W. A. C.

Alcoholates. J. W. Bruhl. Ber., 1904, 37, 2006—2068.

The method of Biltz and the author (this J., 1891, 568)

for obtaining alcoholates rree from alcohol

i

- ition,

by boiling a solutiou of the alcohol in toluene or xylene

with metallic sodium is exceedingly slow, for the metal is

melted and exposes only a limited surlace, and the alcohol

is iu large excess till towards the end of the operation, so

that the crystallised alcoholate is first formed, and has to

be gradually decomposed. The author's ne« process is as

follows:—The sodium is pulverised under boiling x\le
(Bruhl, Ber , 35, 3516) in a roomy flask, and more xvh.

added so a- to make about 250 c.c. to 23 grms. of soeiiu

The flask is fitted with a cork carrying a Brubl's stin

and a reflux condenser with a soda-lime guard -tube at-d

dropping funnel, and is placed in cold water. T
calculated quantity of the alcohol is now very slov

dropped in, and the reaction, if not complete when t

addition is finished, is readily completed by warming foi

short time. The alcoholate formed can be used either

suspension in the xylene, or the latter can bo tillered off

the pump, leaving a paste of alcoholate and wlene.
desired, benzene, petroleum spirit, or ether can be us

instead of xylene, after pouring off the xylene that was ui

to pulverise the sodium. — J. T. D.

#fU) £00feS.

Die Galvanoplastik. Von Dr. W. Ppanhai -u.
Wilhelm Knapp's Verlag, Halle a/S. 1904. Price M.

8vo volume, containing preface, 137 pages of subjc

matter, and alphabetical index of authors. The table

contents at the beginning, given in detail, serves as inc

of subjects. The text is illuslrated with 35 engravin

The leading subjects are the following :— I. Historii

II. Preparatory Work, a. Moulding, b. Conferring Q
ducting Power. III. Galvanoplastic Baths and tl

Constants. IV. Changes by the Separation of Th
Metallic Deposits. V. The Anodes for the Galvauoplai

Processes. VI. Apparatus and Arrangements for Galva

plastic Baths. VII. Galvanoplastic Processes in Spei

Directions, such as the Production of Cliche-s, Print

Plates, Gramophone Plates, &c

Grundkiss der Physikaliscuen Chemie. Von Dr
Tbadbe, Professor an der Tech. Hochsch. Char

tenburg. Ferdinand Enke's Verlag. 1904. Price M.

Svo volume, containing 350 pages of subject-matter, i

24 illustrations. The leading themes treated ol

follows:— I. Fl NDA.VIENTAI. III IS FROM THE DlFFEB
TIAL AND INTEGRAL CaLC'I LIS. 11. GENERAL I.

and Theories. The Atomic Theory. III. Chemi
Statics, (a) The Gaseous Condition. (6) Liquid St

(c) Dilute Solutions. (ii) Solid State. IV. Uueiii

Energy, (i) Mechanico-Chemistry. (ii) Thcrmo-CheunV
(lii) Electro - Chemistry. (iv) Photo - Chemistry.

Kadio-Chemistry.

Les NorvEAiTKs Chzuiqubs pour 1904. Par Cam •

Pouxkno, D. es Sc. .1. B. Bailliere et Fils, 19,

Bautefeuiile, Paris. 1904. Price 4 fr.

Small 8vo volume, containing descriptions of new si

ratus for laboratories and new methods of research sp|j

to seience and industry. The text is illustrated with '

engravings, and tills 336 pages, at the close of which i
>'

al index e.f subject-matter.

The Extra Pharmacopoeia of Maetindale and Wl

cott. Revised by W. Harrison Martisdale, PI

and W. Wtns Westcott, MB., O.Ph. 11th M*
11. K. Lewis, 136, Gower Sireet, London, W.C.

Price 9s. Get. nclt.

Tin-, the 11th edition, contains 045 pages of subj

and an alphabetical index and Posological Table, foil *

by a 1 hcrapeutic Index of Diseases and Symptom-
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muting many of the other drugs, chemicals, and prepara-

ons. &c., of past editions, in the present edition more than

DO new remedies, drugs, &c., have been added. The
abject of Radium, and the notes on Rontgen Rays, High-
equenev Current, Finsen Lamp and Radiant Heat, are in

bis edition introduced with considerable detail under
Radiology." The section also termed " Analytical Meino-
anda " has been made more complete by enlarging the

aragraphs devoted to Tests for Various Substances in, or

f significance for, Urine, as also those for Glucose and for

Fater Analysis. The sections on Antitoxins have also

een almost entirelv rewritten.

»hrbuch der Elektrochemie Begriindet uad bis 190

1

Eerausgegeben von Profs. Dr. W. Nebnst uod \\ .

Bobcbebs. Berichte iiber die Fortschritte des Jahre>

1902. Unter Mitwirkung der Herren Dr. P. Askenast,
W. Borchers, K. Elbs, F. Harms, M. Mugdan and
0. Saekt/r. Ilerau^gegeben von Dr. H. Danweel.
IX. .Tahrg. YV. Knapp's Verlag, Halle a/S. 1904.

Price M. 24.

ak..i 8vo volume, containing 678 pages of subject-matter,

ith 137 illustrations, and followed by alphabetical indexes

I authors and subject-matters. The subjects dealt with

e the following:— I. .Scientific Part. (i) General;

i) Conductivity and State of the Solutions ; (iii) Chemical
nergy and Electrical Energy ;

(iv) Polarisation and
tectrolysis. (v) Electrical Phenomena in Gases. II.

fplied Electbochemistby. (i) Current - production ;

i) Inorganic Electrochemical Processes and Products

;

Organic Compounds. (iv) Electrolysis of Alkalis

d Bleaching Agents, (v) Apparatus for Electrochemical

chnology. Bibliography and Journals.

Compendium of Chemistry, including General,
Inoroanic, and Organic Chemistbt. By Dr. Carl
(Arnold, Prof, of Chemistry in the Royal Veterinary

College of Hanover. Translited by John A. Mandel,
D.Sc. Fir^t Edition. John Wiley and Sons, Xeiv York.

904. Price 3.5 dols. Chapman and Hall, Ltd., London.

> volume, containing 572 pages of subject-matter, with

aabetical index, and divided into the following branches:

jeneral Chemistry ; II. Inorganic Chemistry; and III.

;anic Chemistry.

(nual Statement of the Tbade of the United
!ingdom with Foreign Countries and British

['obsessions, 19 j3. Volume II. [Cd. 2081.] Priceos.

I'yre and Spottiswoode.

Is is the second volume of the Annual Statement of

Ide, the first volume having been noticed on page 285 of

1 Board of Trade Journal for May 12. This volume
stains s'aten.ents of the trade of the United Kiugdom
i\ each foreign country and British Possession during

! years 1899-1903, and of the imports and exports at

British port during the ssme period, as well as

|>unts of transhipment, warehousing, and goods passing

o-ansit.

es and Quarries: General Report and Stati-ti-
|r 1902. Pabt IV. Colonial and Foreign Statisti. -

M. 2084.] Price Is. Sd. Eyre and Spottiswoode.

return, which is compiled annually in the Home
le, contains statistics of the number of persons em-
l?d, of accidents, and of the output of minerals at mines
quarries in British Colonies and foreign countries. It

Jars from the statistics contained in the report that the
'o amouut of coal produced in the world in 1902
an mted to S00 million tons, the value of -which is

ssjiated at more than 270 million pounds sterling. The
Jiving figures show the main sources from which the
•ttuupply of the world is obtained:—

Co'intry. Met. Tons. Value.

SI ites

19,000

179,000

22,877,

£
75,373,000
93,521,000

1O.52S.00O

17.459,000

12,081,000

I.—GENERA L.

Trinidad; [Chemical] Tbade of .

U.S. Cons. Reps., Nos. 1967 and 1908, June 1 and 2, 1904.

Petroleum of good quality is found in Trinidad, but up to

the present it has not been produced in any quantity

;

attempts are being made to establish the industry on a
commercial basis. Kerosene is obtained entirely from the

United States, and imports are increasing. Asphalt was
exported to the value of 162,000/. in 1903. The quantitiesof

the various kinds were—" crude," 145.U00 tons ;
" epuree,"

11.000 tons; liquid, 20,000 galls. Minjak has recently

beeu found in considerable quantity.

About 10,000,000 cocoanuts are exported annually,
6,(>0O,0ii0 going to England last year, and the remainder to

the United States. 25,000 galls, of cocoanut oil, and
1,325,000 lb. of copra (containing 65 to 75 per cent, of oil)

were also exported last year. Soap is manufactured locally

to a small extent, and about 2,000 tons (mostly blue mottled

soap) were imported in 1903.

48,000 barrels of cement were imported in 1902-3, about

36,000 barrels coming from England.

68,000/. worth of balata was exported from Trinidad in

the year 1902-3 ; of this quantity, nearly 52,000/ worth
was received from Venezuela and re-exported ; the greater

part goes to Holland.

The exports of sugar amounted, in 1903, to 47,000 tons.

The value of the product is rapidly decreasing, being

394,000/. in 1903, as against 594,000/. in 1900, and 768,000/.

in 1880. 310,000 galls, of molasses and 2 13,003 galls, of

rum were exported last year.

Italy; Chemical Industry of .

Foreign Office Miscellaneous Series, No. 610

A notable increase in the importation of the following

raw materials has taken place : -Coal, roots for dyeing or

dressing, phosphates, manures, and india-rubber. There has

also been an increase, but to a less degree, in the importation

of gums, resins, and oleaginous seeds.

Among partly manufactured materials there has been a

more or less marked increase in the case of the following

articles :—Heavy mineral oils, patash, caustic soda, alkaloids,

carbonates, oxides, chlorides, nitrates, sulphates, paraffin,

wood-pulp, pig iron, copper, lead, zinc, and tin, and iron

and zinc in sheets. The importation of acids, dressed bides,

palm and cocoanut oil has remained stationary, whilst there

has been a decline in cements and hydraulic lime.

There has been a marked decline in the importati in of

terra-cotta, majolica, and plate glass. A diminution, though

to a less degree, has also taken place in the importation of

wrought iron, forged iron, wrought copper, earthenware,

glasswork ; whereas the importation of petroleum, soap,

;ind paper has remained stationary. On the other hand,

there has been an increase in the importation of varnishes,

bricks, porcelain, starch, and india-rubber.

The importation of foodstuffs has increased in the case

of olive oil, cotton oil, and lard, and decreased in the case

of beer and sugar.
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With regarl to exports :

—

.

Of raw materials the exportation of raw hides, mineral

ores, marble, cement, hydraulic lime, and sulphur is

increasing whereas the exportation of tartar and roots

remains stationary.

Partly manufactured materials showing a general increase

in tbeif exportation are the following :-Essential oil of

orange, unpurified gallic and tannic acid, tartaric acid

liquorice juice, tanned hides, and lead in ingots. The

exportation of boric acid has remained stationary.

Among manufactured goods an increased exportation has

taken plice in matches, writing and wrapping paper tiles,

bricks, and worked india-rubber. The exportation of soap

and wrought lead remains stationary.

In foodstuffs there is an increased exportation of wine

in bottles, oranges and lemons. The exportation of wine

and olive oil flnetnates considerably, depending on the

yearly home crops. During the last few years the exporta-

tion of wine has been declining owing to a decreasing

oeniand from the Austro-Hungarian market. The increased

importation of potash, caustic soda, alkaloids, carbonates

chloride of lime, copper sulphate, and oxides of zinc and

lead, points to the fact that home production is Stall in-

adequate to meet the growing demands of tatani^
for these products. The increased importation of nitrate

of soda and chloride of potash may be accounted for

bv the fact that these chemicals are being increasingly

used in Italy for agricultural purposes. The increase m

the importation of solid paraffin, gums and resins poirni.to

an increased consumption of these articles for the manu-

facture of candles, soap, and paper respectively. There has

been a considerable increase in the importation of scrap and

pW iron. The production of the latter in Italy does not

vet reach 25,000 tons annually, whereas its consumption is

eomputed at between 180.000 and 190,000 tons 1
wo new

blast furnaces, however, one of which has already

commenced operations at I'ortoferraio,
.
are capable of

Yielding about 100,000 tons of forged pig iron annually.

The auTount of iron and steel produced annually is now

estimated at about 190,000 and 115,000 tons respectively.

The importation of copper, lead, tin and zinc in ingots and

in sheets has increased, whilst that of copper manufactures

has diminished. The exportation of lead in ingots has

increased ; that of lead manufactures, however, has remained

stationary.
.

The native production of lead has steadily increased since

the vear 1890. The importation of the mineral has, how-

ever undergone no material change, whilst its exportation

nL been gradually declining. There has thus been an

increasing quantity of this mineral at the disposal ot the

home market, and the native production of lead in ingots

has consequently made an important advance.

Th- increased importation of tin in ingots may be ascribed

to the development of the tin plate industry in Italy.

Very little zinc is produced in Italy, although large

quantities of the ore are mined and exported. There is a

growing demand for foreign zinc in ingots. For zinc in

sheets Italy is entirely dependent on foreign production.

The advance made in the paper industry accounts for the

increasing importation of wood-pulp. The export of both

writing and wrapping paper is rapidly increasing.

Both the importation and export ition of raw hides and

skins have increased to a like degree but those of dressed

hides have not varied. The export of articles manufartured

from skins is brisker than their import, and the importation of

articles required for tanning and dress.,,, hides is mcreasmg

Italian trade in hides and skins is making substantial

progre J >

M irble quarries have been more productive of late years,

and there has been an increased export both of the raw

and worked material.

The abolition of the export duty on sulphur and the forma-

tion of the Anglo-Italian Sulphur Company, have favoured

the sulphur industry, and since the year 1896 a great

increase has taken place in the exportation of this substance

in all its forms.

The increased exportation of bricks from Italy corre-

sponds to the increase in home production. Between 1890

and 1902 the total output of bricks increased from

3,605,509 to 4,643,569 tons. The cement industry is also

sharing in the general progress. Iron, the year 1890

onwards importation has decreased and exportation has

greatly augmented. In the pottery industry since the year

1890 'the national production of terra-cotta has advanced

from 63,996 to 78,184 tons; majolica and earthenware from

M 458 to 37 242 tons; porcelain from 1,378 to 4,026 tons.

The importation of pottery has considerably diminished of

late years, whilst its exportation is steadily increasing.

In 1890 the home production of glass and crystal in

sheets, Ac, was computed at 9,854 tons ;
that of articles

made of glass and crystal at 31,546 tons. In 1902 the

figures were 17.050 and 45,220 tons respectively. The im-

portation of glass and glassware is diminishing.

The quantity of soap imported is still three times in

excess of the amount exported ; but the increasing import*

tion of soda, fats, and other materials used in the manu

facture of soap is a sign that the industry is begiuoiD|!

to develop, though it will doubtless be many years before

it can be in a position to supply the demands of the hooi.

market. Greater activity is likewise being displayed 11

the manufacture of candles, as the quantity imp-

decreasing, whilst a small export trade is commencOU

The progress achieved in this branch is confirmed by til

increased the importation of candle ingredients, such a

stearic acid and paraffin.

The manufacture of matches in Italy is progressing boil

in quantity and quality. The amount exported increase

annually.

The starch industry, although progressing, has hithert

been unable to compete with the imported article, especial!)

that of tine quality.

The increasing demand for guttapercha and indiarubbe

as insulating materials has helped to foster the .industry

Italy There has been'a great increase in the lmportafM

of the raw material, but at the same time there area numb.

of gutta and rubber articles which are not yet produce

in Italy.

During the last few years there has been a mark,

increase m the importation of linseed, rape seed, and coin

The manufacture of beet sugar has progress!

rapidly The production is now about sufficient to suppi

the requirements of the home mark,, 1 ,000,OOCI
ton.

H

raw sugar were produced in Italy in the year 190., at

before long it is probable that there will be a surpl,

for export.

Native beer is being brewed in larger quantities, at

foreign importation has declined proportionately.

The following table shows the values of some of the abov

mentioned products in Italy in 1903 :

—

Sulphur 1,720.000

Iron 1W.000

Zinc +so,ooo

Bricks 1,835,360

Lime S* '000

Cement Slf

Gla-s '80.000

Porcelain 143,880

Plaster ot Paris.... 113,800

Superphosphates
and other manures l.ino.smi

Sulphuric acid

C>ppcr sulphate ...

Calcium carbide ...

Lead carbonate—
Ballistiu-

Dynamite
i (thai explosives...

Nitric acid

Potassium nitrate..

Hydrochloric acid ,

72,61

SkJD

18,44

United Kingdom; Trade of with some

Foreign Cototbibs.

rharm. J., June 11, 1904.

The following table shows the value of certain classes

articles (of interest to British chemical manufacture

imported into Great Britain from certain foreign countr

and exported from the United Kingdom to certain lore

countries during the years 1902 and 1803.
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Country.

Holland

Belgium

France

iweden

forway

(enmark

lermany

Ortugal

lain

1>'

lina

pan

lited States of Arne-
•ioa.

Imports from Various Countries to Great Britain.

Article. 1902. 1903.

Che nioal manufactures an 1 products
Drugs

Chemical manufactures and products
Drugs
Castor oil

Chemical manufactures and products
Dmg5
Castor oil

Perfumed spirits

Drugs

Chemical manufactures and products

Drugs
Chemical manufactures and products

Chemical manufactures and products

Chemical manufactures and products
Drugs (including quinine)
Methyl alcohol
Perfumery

Chemical manufactures and products

Chemical manufactures and products
Drugs of all sorts

Chemical manufactures and products
Drugs of all sorts

I
I; M--

Chemical manufactures and products
Drugs

Chemical manufactures and products
Drugs

£
365,055

B9.16J

162,981

83,576
47,727

374,378
88,953

65,047

84,095

c,i'..

I

2S.071

24,227

9,688

157.241

13,113

1,015

10,694

89,911

3,920

284,152
27.105

50,468

4,466
79.122

9(12.112

£
:;.. i.niis

56,810

169,904
41,035

35,810

402,199
OO.nOl

32,639

82,637

7,700

30,333

9,272
22,950

7.702

599,780
81,886

10,573

6,070

20,100

11.511

5,462

220,293

19,160

27.5S6

13,802
1 16,690

953,215

Exports from the United Kitgdom to Various Countries.

Article. 1902. 1903.

Chemical manufactures an I products i 163,688
Soap 33,300

Chemical manufactures and products 116,641
Soap 58,792

Chemical manufactures and products
Medicines and drugs

Chemical manufactures and products

Chemical manufactures and products

Chemical manufactures and products

Chemical manufactures and products 33,315

Chemical manufactures and products 239,197
Drugs and medicines 76,815

£
176,119

88,310

130,617

72,632

513,317 628,219
25,962 38,277

150,913

90,348

50,590

246,050 246,255

Chemical manufactures and products
Medicine and drugs

Chemical manufactures and products
Drugs and medicines

Chemical manufactures and products
Drugs and medicines

Chemical manufactures and products

Chemical manufactures and produots
Medicines and drugs

Chemical manufactures and products
Soap

94,623
5, lot

230,740
15,415

186,822

12,031

55,247

232,323

13,261

792,466
50,140

132,581

88,638

43,811

32,962

252,330

76,445

130,390

3,375

240,659
14,811

551.009

10.019

80,093

99,454

212,814
9,251

763,051

53,618

II. -FUEL, GAS, AND LIGHT.

Gas Testing ; Report of Committee on .

Times, June 8, 1904.

jThe departmental committee appointed by the Hoard of

jide to inquire as to gas testing in the metropolis, reconi-

I nd that the standard burner to be used for testing the

Itmimvting power of all qualities of gas should remain, as

(present, the Sugg's London (No. 1) Argand burner, and
!t the chimney to be used therewith should be of uniform
i—namely, 6 ins. long and

1
J ins. internal diameter ; that

the purpose of determining the nominal illuminating
jver of gas of any quality, the gas should be burnt in the
Sadard burner at the rate of five cubic feet an hour

;

t)t provision should be made for official testing of

i ruinating power in a fiat flame burner of a kind to be
Bjicribed by the gas referees, and that the result of such
tcs be recorded and notified to the various authorities

a companies concerned and to the Board of Trade ; that
u

(
ial tests of the calorific power of the gas supplied by

Sji company should also be made, recorded, and notified

above ; that the existing statutory provision which
Wares the gas to be wholly free from sulphuretted
«rogen (which is, in fact, impracticable) should be
Mined, and that for the future the test which the gas
*]ild be required to pass should not be more severe than
tl specified in the schedule to the Gasworks Clauses Act,
Ijl

; that the obligation placed upon the companies with
Nrd to the removal of sulphur compounds (other than
si huretted hydrogen) should be abolished, but that test-
uj for information only should continue to be made iu
si manner and to such extent as may be prescribed by
wkas referees ; that the gas to be tested should be brought
apt from the main to the testing-room by a single service
Pt, without tap, branch, or connection j that in case of
ui renee between the gas companies and the gas referees
*4' the reasonableness of any requirements of the referees
'I leeision of the chief gas examiner should be conclusive

;

that, except as may be involved in the foregoing recom-
mendations, the powers and duties of the gas referees
should remain as at present ; that it should not be obli-
gatory upon the controlling authority to test on Sundays

;

and that the duties of the chief gas examiner should include
the hearing of all applications by the controlling authority
for the recovery of forfeitures iu respect of illuminating
power, purity, or pressure, and the assessment of the for-

feitures to be paid by the company in all cases except those
in which he is unable to certify that the default is not
substantial, or that it is not due to eareless c >nduct of the
works.

Tar for Manufacture of Briquettes in Russia
;

Duty-free Admission of .

Bd. of Trade J., June 2, 1904.

With reference to the notice which appeared at page 278
of this Journal for the 15th March last, relative to the
probable reduction or abolition of the Russian import duty
on coal tar, the Russian Government has authorised the.
duty-free importation of that article for the purpose of
manufacturing briquettes for a period of 10 years, under
regulations to be framed by the Minister of Finance tD

consultation with the Minister of Agriculture.

III.—TAR PRODUCTS, PETROLEUM, Etc.

Petroleum Industry ; The Caucasian •.

S. Bartoszewicz. Naphta, 1904, 12, 119—121.

The number of producing wells atBalakhany is diminish-
ing, the figures in 1901 being 817, in 1902, 729, and 673 in

1903. The average output per well has declined, being 16-1,
14-3, and 13 thousand poods in the respective years.
The number of new borings continues to decrease, being
only 76 in 1903, as compared with 97 in the preceding year
and 187 in 1901 ; and there is an increase in the number of
pumping wells, 475 in 1903 against 262 in 1901. The
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total monthly output has fallen away to a corresponding

extent, from an average of 9,815,000 poods in 1901, to

8,458,00(1 in 1902, and 7,784,000 in 1903. The estimate

for the present year is 8 million poods per uionli.

The Sabountchy district is also considered to show signs

of exhaustion, though the output is now estimated at

22 million poods per mouth, against 20—21i million in

the last few years.

The small lioinauy field is expected to yield an increased

output, estimated at 9 million poods per month. At Iiibi-

Eibat there has been an increase in the number of producing
wills and new borings, the former numbering 1J3 in 1902

and 164 in 19U3, whilst the latter amounted to 72 and 98

respectively. The average output for the current year is

taxed at 13 million poods a month, which, with the other

fields already mentioned, gives a total of 54 million poods
per month, or 640 to 650 million for the whole year. To
these figures must be added the oil furnished by spouters

;

and as the yield ou this head for the past eight \
. ars has

never been less than 67'8 million poods, an estimate of

60 million poods is considered reasonable. This raises the

total to over 700 million poods, which, with 40 million from

the Grosny field, makes a grand total of nearly 760 million

poods for the current year.

The capacity of the liaku refineries is set down as half

as much again as the estimated output. Of the crude oil

produced in the district, 610 million poods are refined on
the spot, yielding about 175 million poods of refined oil.

The total consumption, for the home and export trades, is

150 million poods.—C. S.

X.—METALLURG Y.

Transvaal Mineral Production in 1903.

Bd. of Trade J., June 2, 1904.

The following table showing the value of the mineral

output of the Transvaal during the six months and year

ended 31st December last, is compiled from the half-yearly

report of the Transvaal Government Mining Engineer :

—

Jan. to June,
1903.

July to Dec,
1903.

E

37,510

15,974
41J. 17*

13,956

10.962

103,816

6,174,092

£
7,01

^'.771

Coal..

jals ,

lime

195,796
Chemic h.gos

l.Vi.tsil

7,891.704

The total value of the minerals produced in the y ear 1903

was, therefore, 14,066,396/.

The total output of gold from all sources in the

Transvaal for the half-year ending 31st December, 1903,

amounted to 1 ,657,485 oz. fine, an increase over the preceding

half-year of 342,072 oz.

The figures of the gold output since the resumption of

mining operations subsequent to the war are as follows:

—

May to December, 1901, 1,097,219/.; January to December,
1902, 7,301,501/.; January to December, 1903, 12,628,057/.

The value of gold produced during the past year is there-

fore at the rate of l,0i r month.
The estimated quantity of silver contained in the gold

bullion declared for the half-year under review, amounted
to 194,788 fine oz., as against 155,282 fine oz. for the

previous half-year.

mi i i hardening Metals in the United States.

Bd. of Trade J., June 2. 1904.

The following is given by the Iron Age (New Fork) of

12th May from the preliminary report of tin I aited states

Twelfth Census :
— Under the head oi steel hardening metals

are included metals used or experimented with in the

hardening of steel, although some of them are used more
generally for other purposes. The metals included in this

ela^s are nickel, chromium, tungsten, molybdenum, tita-

nium, uranium, and vanadium. There is still auothet
metal that naturally comes under this head, namely,
manganese ; but on account of its comparatively large

production it is treated separately. The statistics for these

metals during 1902 state the number of mines at 12, with a

product of 4/444 tons (of 2,000 lb.), valued at 83,717 dols.

Of the 12 mines, four were producing tungsten ores;

three, uranium and vanadium ores; one each, ehrome ore,

lenum ore, and rutile ; and two, nickel and cobalt

ores. N'iekel and cobalt ores were concentrated into a

matte. Tungsten ores were concentrated more or less.

The value of the other ores i* the value as mined. One
chrome ore mine in California, four tungsten mines I
Arizona, Colorado, Nevada, and Wisconsin, and twti

uranium and vanadium mines iu Colorado were reported

idle during 1902.

Manganese Ore. — The statistics include those ores

carrying over 44 -
:> per eent. of metallic manganese. At the

eleventh census the number of mines was not stated, but the

product was given as 24.197 long tons, valued at 241,558

dols. The production reported was in Arkansas, California,

Georgia, Nevada, North Carolina, South Carolina, Ten-
nessee, Vermont, and Virginia. The statistics for the yeai

1902 make the number of mines 19, and the product 16,477

long tons, valued at 177,yl 1 dols. The prepjration usually

given the ore at the mine is crushing, washing, and

screening. There were 68 mines—iu Arkansas, California.

Georgia, Indian Territory, Maine, Moutaua, Norih Caro-

lina, South Carolina, Tennessee, Virginia, West Virginia

and Wisconsin—reported idle duriug 1902, and three in

Colorado, Utah, and Virginia, at which develapment work
was reporled.

XV.—MANURES, Etc.

Chemiccl Manures in the Canary 1si.es.

Bd. of Trade J., June 2, 1904.

The French Consul at Las l'almas reports that the

development of the agricultural resources of the Canary
Isles is causing a large demand for chemical fertilisers.

Liverpool, London, and Hamburg are the principal sources

of supply.

The kinds most in request are : ammonium sulphate,

sadium and potassium nitrate, superphosphate-, p M-sium
sulphate, and vitriol.

Chemical Manubes in Italy

Bd. of Trade J., June 2, 1904.

The " Bollettino Ufficiale del Ministerod'Agricoltura,&c.,'

publishes a report on the consumption of chemical manure-

in Italy, which contains the following particulars :
—

Superphosphates. — The most widely used cheniica

manures are superphosphates. The annual cousumptiot

of these is about 4,000,000 quintals (quintal = 220-4 lb,

avoirdupois), mostly manufactured in Italy. The imports

tion from the United Kingdom, France, and Belgium i

very slight.

Thomas Slag.—-About 700,000 quintals of Thou
were consumed in 1903, a figure which shows a largi

advance on previous years. Most of it was imported frou

Luxemburg, Germany, and Belgium : a small quantity cam 1

from the United Kingdom.
Nitrate of Soda. — For various reasons, scientifi

agriculturists have not availed themselves "f this

so much in Italy as in other countries ; its use is, however

becoming more* general. In 1903,200,000 quintals wer

consumed, ihe whole of which came Irom Chile.

Sulphate if Ammonia. — About 125.01.0 quintals c

sulphate of ammonia are used annually, the major porno

coming from the United Kingdom. Only one-third of th

amount consumed is produced iu the country.

Potastic Manures.—Up to the present, the use o

potassic manures has been somewhat restricted,

pared with other manures. The demand for them
however, certain to increase greatly, more particularly fa

the cultivation of beetroot, in which salts of potash ar

- largely u-ed. About 30,000 quintals were imported in 191'

from Stassfurt,
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The following table gives a rough estimate of the

mantity and value of chemical manures annually consumed

a Italy :—

Quantity. Value.

Quintals.

Hjneral superphosphates 3700,000

tone superphosphates 300,000

rhoma3sl»« 700,000

if soda 200,000

imtuonium sulphate 125.000

Potassium salts 50,000

Total 5.075,000

Lire.

26,400,000

3,000,000

3,600,000

4,600,000
4,100.(1011

1,250,000

42,950,000

XX.—FIAE CHEMICALS, Etc.

Campuok and Camphor Oil.

Schimmel's Report, April—May 1904.

The new Japanese Act regulating the monopolisation of

le camphor and camphor oil production in Formosa and
apan has now been published in the " Deutsches Handels-

.rchiv," 1904. It reads as follows :

—

Crude Camphor and Camphor Oil Monopoly.

(Japanese Gazette, 17th June 1903.)

Par. 1. The Government has the right of monopoly of

ude camphor and camphor oil.

Par. 2. Whoever produces camphor and camphor oil,

ust deliver the crude camphor and camphor oil to the

overmnent.

The time and place of delivery are fixed by the

>vernment.

Par. 3. The Government pays au indemnity for the crude
phor and camphor oil delivered. The amount of the

lemuity is fixed by the Government, and must be
Wished beforehand.

Par. 4. In so far as it is not a question of crude camphor
camphor oil sold by the Government, no one is allowed

have these articles in his possession, or to hold, transfer,

jotheeate, or use them ; nor to ship them abroad, or from
1 Japan to Formosa, or vice versa. This does not apply,

ever, to the possession of holding prior to the date of

ivery to the Government, or if this delivery has been
ayed for legitimate reasons.

\i. 5. Camphor and camphor oil may only be expoited,

hipped from Old Japan to Formosa, or vice versa, from
ports indicated by the Government.
'ar. 6. Whoever desires to produce crude camphor or

iphor oil, or to purify crude camphor, must fix the place

iHoroductiou, the number of furnaces, the weight and
Wntity of the estimated annual production, and also the

Hi of the commencement of the manufacture, and must
&ily to the Government for permission therefor,

i
If it is desired to make a change on any of the points for

»:h under the foregoing paragraph permission has been
Sited, or to discontinue the manufacture, permission must
fi be obtained from the Government.

|tr 7. When a person has taken over the manufacture of

jphor or camphor oil by right of succession, he must
W notice of the fact to the Government.
Then a person otherwise than by way of succession

M'esto take over the manufacture, he must apply to the
uiernment for permission.
•* lir. 8. Xo person carrying on the manufacture of crude
CWihor and camphor oil, is allowed to carry on at the

*ty' time the purification of crude camphor.
PTar. 9. The (lovernment has the power of limiting the
pr action of crude camphor and camphor oil, in accordance
*'• the relation between supply and demand of camphor
anbamphor oil.

Jlr. 10. When a person to whom permission for the
mt'ifacture of camphor and camphor oil has been granted
act contrary to the provisions of the present Act, or of the
reguions issued in accordance with this Act, or when he
uxm not fulfil [he conditions which have been determined

in advance, the Government has the right to withdraw the
permission granted.

When in view of the situation in the district of the
Savages it is considered necessary for the purpose of

maintaining public order, the Government may tem-
porarily suspend the manufacture of crude camphor or

camphor oil, or withdraw ihe permission to manufacture.
Par. 11. The producers of camphor and camphor oil

must, in accordance with the regulations, enter in their

business-books all facts concerning the manufacture.
Par. 12. The competent officials have the right to ex-

amine all business books relating to the production of

camphor and camphor oil, and to make an inspection of all

pliers where camphor or camphor oil are, or are suspected
to be, produced or stored, and further to take all other steps

required for the exercise of control.

Par. 13. Camphor and camphor oil are as a rule sold at

a tixed price, but where necessary the sale takes place by
auction instead.

Par. 14. Crude camphor or camphor oil which have not
been sold by the Government are subject to seizure by the

i-rnment when found in possession of any person who
holds them without conscious infringement of the present
Act. In such case indemnity is paid in accotdance with
par, 3, unless it is a question of crude camphor or camphor
ml which have been mixed with other substances.

Pars. 13 to 23. (Articles dealing with penalties.)

Par. 21. With, regard to the regulations required for

carrying this Act into effect, the Governor General of
Formosa deoides in Formosa all questions which (in Old
Japan) appertain to the department of the competent
Miuister.

Supplementary Regulations.

Par. 25. This Act comes into operation on the 1st of
t Ictober, 1903.

The Regulations concerning the camphor and camphor
oil monopoly in Formosa,* and also the Regulation con-
cerning the manufacture of camphor and camphor oil in

Formosaf are abrogated.
Par. 26. Crude camphor and camphor oil which in Old

Japan, at the lime this Act comes into operation, are the
property of producers of or dealers in camphor and camphor
oil, must, in accordance with the present Act, be delivered
to the Government in accordance with the regulations which
shall be published hereafter.

Par. 27. The provisions of this Act do not apply to crude
camphor and camphor oil, which in Old Japan, at the time
this Act comes into operation, are the property of other
persons than producers of or dealers in camphor and
camphor oil.

Par. 28. Whoever, at the time this Act comes into
operation, produces in Old Japan camphor or camphor oil,

must obtain before the 1st November 1903 permission (for
continuing his trade). Up to that date he may continue
the production as hitherto.

Par. 29. Whoever, in accordance with the regulations
concerning the production of camphor and camphor oil in
Formosa, has obtained permission, will be considered, until

the expiration of the said permission, as having obtained it

iu accordance with the present Act.

Rose Oil [Otto op Roses] ; Commercial Position
of Essential .

Schimmel's Report, May 1904, 79—80.

The otto market has been very dull this year. The
abundant rose harvest of 1903 stopped any manipulation
of prices, and trade has also been upset by the troubles in

the Balkans. Although otto has been plentiful, parcels of
high quality have been rare. Exports iu 1903 amounted to

0,210 kilos, as compared with :— 1902,3,676 kilos, j 1901,
,!,028 kilos.; 1900, 5,346 kilos.; 1899, 3,534 kilos. Of
last year's exports, 1,054 kilos, went to the United Kingdom,
1,027 kilos, to Germany, 1,456 kilos, to the United States,

and 1,870 kilos, to France.—J. O. B.

* D. Hand.-Arch., 1S99, I., p. 840. t Ibidem, p. 811.
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Citeonella Oil ; Commercial Position of .

Schimmel's Report, May 1904, 27.

Conditions limiting the production have caused a marked

rise in the price of citronella oil, the advance being from

\i,l. to Is. l',</. per lb. Last year's export showsa con-

siderable decrease, being the lowest recorded since 1896.

The figures for the last three years are :— 1901, 1,430,168 lb.;

1902, 1,294,750 lb. ; 1903, 1,062,594 lb.—J. (). 1!.

Peppermint Oil ; Japanese .

Schimmel's Report, May 1904, 72.

The harvest of peppermint last year was good, the crop

being estimated in October at 200,000 catties, or about

120,000 kilos. From official data, the total exports of

dem'entholised oil for the year 1903 amounted to 31.021

catties, of which 12,735 catties came to Loudon, 9,900 to

Hamburg, and 1,790 to New York. The export of pepper-

mint crystals for thesnme period amounted to 46,410 catues,

London taking 14,895 and San Francisco 900 catties. The

total export amounted to 77,341 catties, or 103,340 lb.

Probably the stock on hand in Japan is not more than

50,000 catties.—J. O. B.

patent list.

andN.B.—In these lists, [A.] means "Application for Patent,'

[C.S.] " Complete Specification Accepted."

Where a Complete Specification accompanies an Application, an

asterisk is affiled. The dates given are (i) in the case of Applica-

tions for Patents, the dates of application, and (ii) in the case of

Complete Specifications Accepted, those of the Official Journals

in which acceptances of the Complete Specifications are advertised.

Complete Specifications thus advertised as accepted are open to

inspection at the Patent Office immediately, and to opposition

within two months of the said dates.

[OS.] 10,753 (1904). Johnson and 8. H. Johnson and

Co., Ltd. Process and apparatus for filtering

liquids. June 15.

II.—FUEL, GAS, AND LIGHT.

[A.] 12,221. Deschamps. Gas producers.* May 30.

„ 12,231. McLean and Paterson. Treatment of peat,

May SO.

„ 12,247. Carolan (Gen. Electric Co.). Electrodes

and lamps for arc lighting. May 30.

„ 12,361. Tobiansky. Refuse-consuming and gas-

producing furnaces. May 31.

„ 12,659. Redman. Gas washers or scrubbers

June 4.

„ 12,854. Robel. Mantles or .escence bodies

for gas lighting. June 7.

„ 13,161. Carolan (Gen. Klecti 5 Co.). Manufactur.

of filaments for incandescent lamps. June 10.

„ 13,253. Crawford. Manufacture of filaments foi

incandescing electric lamps. June 11.

„ 13,271. Cherry. Producer- and furnace - gu
cleansing plant. June 11.

[C.S.] 14,529 (1903). Smith. Apparatus for generatiM

and burning gas, aud utilis.ng the heat thereof

June 8.

„ 15,060 (1903). Iiurav (Burgemeister). Conslructioi

of gas washers. June 8. -

„ 16,497 (1903). Woodull aud "Duckham. Manu
facture of gas. June 15.

„ 16,908 (1903). Lake (Petit and Co.). Manufactur>

of briquettes of fuel. June 8.

„ 6540 (1904). Brookes (Makeever). Means am
apparatus for treating and enriching gas. June?

„ 9912(1904). Boutillier. Gas generating apparntu

for producing pcor gas, free from tarry matters

June 8.

„ 10,123 (1904). Addicks. Apparatus for the manu

facture of carburetted water gas. June 15.

I.—PLANT, APPARATUS. AND MACHINERY.

[A.] 12,253. Barnes and Tory. Pyrometers. May 30.

12,358. Soc. l'Air Liquide and Levy. See under

VII.

12,541. Montlaur. Employment of X rays and

cathode rays in chemical reactions produced hy

electric discharges. [Fr. Appl., June 3, 1903.]*

June 2.

„ 12,606. Proctor aud Morgan. Method of heating

or cooling fluids. June 3.

„ 12,639. Robson. See under VII.

12,964. Heneke. Process of and contrivances for

evaporating and drying various materials aud

substances. June 8.

„ 13,186. Neel. Desiccation of liquids.* June 10.

13,227. Lennox. Evaporator for evaporating the

liquid in brewers' wash, sewage, waste or spent

dyes, &c, and concentrating the solids in the

same. June 1 1.

[C.S.] 14,195 (1903). Abel (Siemens and Halske Act.-

(ies.). Process aud apparatus for the separation

of different liquids from each other, and also for

~eparat'iDg liquids from bodies suspended or

dissolved therein. June 15.

15,862 (1903). Boult (Meyer's Sohn). Centrifugal

machines and the like. June 15.

23,909 (1903). Harvey. Crucible furnaces. June 15.

6822 (1904). Murphy. Furnaces. June 8.

9038 (1904). Krause. Process and contrivance

for solution with the aid of compress, d air of

chemicals for the rectification of water. June 8.

S853 (1904). Espenhayn and Hunger. Chemical

heating device. June 8.

III.—DESTRUCTIVE DISTILLATU »N, TAR
PRODUCTS, PETROLEUM, AND

MINERAL WAXES.

[C.S.] 17,266 (1903). Schuize and Chem. Fabr. Ladenburf

Separation of the phenols of coal tar from th

neutral constituents thereof. June 8.

„ 17,585 (1903). Schwab. Saturators for sulphat

of ammonia. June 1 5.

IV .-COLOURING MATTERS AND DYESTUFF8

[A.] 12,270. Lake (Oehler). SulrW dyes." May 30

„ 12,512. Newton (Bayer and Co.). Manufactur

of new colour lakes. June

„ 13,227. Lennox. See under

15,700 (1903). Iniray (Meisi .nd Brfl

ning). See under XI.

16,581 (1903). Newton (Bay . and Co.) M

facture of new azo colouring matters and ol M
intermediate products therefor. June 8.

16,684 (1903). Imray (Ritse-t). Manui

alkyl esters of 3.4-diamidol enzoic acid. June 1

17,347 (1903). Johnson (Badische Anilin an

Soda Fabrik). Manufacture of oxyl

hydes aud ox} benzoic acids aud intermedial

products. June 15.

17.505 (1903). Newton (Bayer and Co.

facture of new anthraquinone derivatives. June I

17,768 (1903). Johnson (Badische Auilin un

Soda Fabrik). Manufacture of colouring m»

ters of the aeridioe series. June 15.

1908) Mejenherg and Clayton AnilineO
Ltd. Manufacture of sulphur dye-tuffs. June I

[C.S.]
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[C.S.] 17,965 (1903). Newton (F. Bayer and Co.). Manu-
facture of new derivatives of the anthracene
series. June 15.

„ 18,131 (19U3). Imray (Meister, Lucius and Brii-

ning). Manafaclure of iudoxyl and its homo-
logues. June 15.

V.—PREPARING, BLEACHING, DYEING,
PRINTING, AND FINISHING TEXTILES, YARNS,

AND FIBRES.

[A.] 1-2,397. Textile Fibres, Ltd., and Tickel. Treating
rhea, ramie, or China grass, flax, and other similar

vegetable ''"res. June 1.

„ 12.630 Detergent for deguniming fibres.

Method of refining and separat-

fibres and a mixture therefor.

Detergent for scouring wool.

June ..

12.631. YY

iug vegetable

June 3.

12.632. Wohle.
June 3.

13,090. Hadlan (Elosegui). Fulling of woollen
fabrics anc1

other fibres or compositions adapted
to be felted * June 9.

13,110. Gird-rood. Preparing flax and similar

fibres and i ;eans therefor. June 10.

;.S] 12,342 (19031. Lumb, Walshaw, and White. Ma-
chines fo milling or fulling and washing and
scourim: textile piece goods. June S-.

14,840 (1903), Imray (Peterhauser and Rechberg).
Process for improving the fastness of indigo-

dyed woollen goods to wear. June 8.

2680(1904). Johnson (Goldman). Manufacture of

felted or m tted goods or fabrics from fibres or
fibrous material. June 8.

StiMl (1904). Johnson (Goldman). Manufactureof
felted or matted goods or fabrics from fibres or
fibrous material. June 8.

2682(1904). Johnson (Goldman). Manufacture of
felted or matted goods or fabrics from fibres or
fibrous material. JuDe 8.

2683 (1904). Johnson (Goldman). Treatment of
fibres or fibrous materials to form felted or matted
goods or fabrics. June 8.

2684 (1904). Johnson (Goldman). Production of

felted or matted goods and fabrics from fibres or
fibrous materials. June 8.

8107 (1904). Ostersetzer. Process for finishing

woven and other textile fabrics printed with
patterns in metal powder. June 15.

VII.—ACIDS, ALKALIS, AND SALTS.

I.] 12,358. Soc 'Air Liquide and Levy. Method of
separat' air and gaseous mixtures into their

e' nd apparatus therefor. [Fr. Appl.,
-3.]* May 31.

12,o,... .m (Tcherniac). Treatment of ferro-

cyanides i^ obtain hydrocyanic acid. June 3.

12,639. Robson. Apparatus for vaporising am-
monia and re-absorbing ammoniacal and other
gases soluble in water. June 3.

12,694. \Yhe -In-right. Manufacture and applica-
tion of a new form of amorphous phosphorus.
June 4.

13,140. Von Gratzel. Process and apparatus for
the manufacture of sulphuric acid. June 10.

?.] 8117 (1903). Tee. Manufacture of salt. June. 15.

12,391 (1903). Monin. Treatment and utilisation

of artificial sulphates and carbonates of lime.
June 8.

17,449 (1903). Tcherniac. Manufacture of
cyanides. June 8.

17,585 (1903). Schwab. See under III.

[C.S.] 17,981 (1903). Johnson (BadischeAnilin un.l Soda
Fabrik). Manufacture of a sulphate of a higher
oxide of manganese. June 15.

„ 1066 (1904). Niedenfiibr. Process and arrange-
ment for manufacturing sulphuric acid. June 8.

„ 9619 (ly04). Parker. Production of Glauber salts
and ferrous sulphate from nitre cake or acid
sodium sulphate. June 8.

VIII.—GLASS, POTTERY, AND ENAMELS.

[A.] 12,201. Fidler. Continuous kilns for burning blue
and salt-glazed and vitrified bricks, tiles, pipes,
and terra cotta and like goods. May 30.

[C.S.] 12,861 (1903). Dinz. Drying- and baking-kilos'
for ceramic ware and the like. June 8.

„ 9295(1904). Rowart <iud Francq. Apparatus for
the manufacture of sheet glass. June 8.

IX.—BUILDING MATERIALS, CLAYS, MORTARS,
AND CEMENTS.

[A.] 12,570. Winstanley. Machines and process for
making bricks. June 3.

» 12,707. Akerman. Kilns for burning cement and
other substances. Juue 4.

„ 12,708. Thompson (Chem. Elekt. Fabr. "Pro-
metheus "). See under XI.

„ 12,940. Vokes. Artificial granite, and process for
the manufacture of the same. June 8.

[C.S.] 7068 (1904). Mahieux. Nou-inflammable compo-
sition for use as a protective coating. June 8.

„ 9444 (1904). Jacohs. Coating hricks, plastering,
&c. June 8.

„ 9765 (1904). Denaeyer. Cements and limes.
June 8.

9963 (1904). Imray (Carborundum Co.). Manu-
facture of carborundum articles. June 8

X.—METALLURGY.

[A.] 12,269. Eskuchen und Georgs-Marien-Bergwerks
nnd HiUtou verein Act.-Ges. Process of and
apparatus for the production of pig iron by
reduction and smelting. May 30.

„ 12,347. Steuart. Apparatus for the extraction of
metals from their ores. May 3)

.

„ 12,507. Thorpe. Process of etching and apparatus
therefor. [U.S. Appl., June 4, 1903.]* June 2.

„ 12,603. Evans. Treatment of minerals. June 3.

„ 12,621. Bailey. Sea-gold recovery. June 3.

„ 12,785. Fleischer. Process for the manufacture of
iron. June 6.

„ 12,797. Leduc and Griffiths. Process for the
enriching of calcareous ores.* June 6.

„ 12,816. Brayshaw. Melt or bath for hardening
steel. June 7.

„ 12,817. Brayshaw. Process of hardening high-
speed steel. June 7.

„ 12,976. Cutler. Furnace for calcining quicksilver

ores. [U.S. Appl., June 10, 1903.]* June 8.

„ 13,121. Nicholas. Treatment of zinc ores. June 10.

XL—ELECTRO-CHEMISTRY AND ELECTRO-
METALLURGY.

[A.] 12,433. Brit. Thomson - Houston Co. (Allgem.
Elektricitats Ges.). Process for the production

of insulating materials. June 1.

„ 12,541. Montlaur. See under I.

„ 12,633. Alton and Ramsay. Separating zinc by
electrolysis. June 3.
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[A.] 12,707. Thompson (Chem. Elekt. Fabr. " Prome-

theus"). Production of electrical resistance

bodies from amorphous or crystalline carbide of

silicon or boron or of silicon, &c. June 4.

„ 12,844. Franklin and Furuival. Buusen semi-dry

battery. June 7.

[C.S.] 13,182 (1903). Croucher. Electro-deposition of

metals upon aluminium, alloys of aluminium and

other metals. June 15.

„ 15,700 (1903). Imray (Meister, Lucius und
Kruning). Process for reducing organic sub-

stances in electrolytic bath. June 8.

„ 9523 (1904). Duntley. Galvanic battery cells.

June 8.

XII.-FATTY OILS, FATS, WAXES, AND SOAP.

[C.S.]

lab

(1904).

8233 (1904). Nicloux. Material for saponifying

fats and oils and method for obtaining it. Juue 8.

„ 9018 (1904). Van Meerdervoort. Process and

apparatus for the continuous manufacture of

sterilised fish oil and fish guano. June 8.

XIII.- PIGMENTS, PAINTS; RESINS, VARNISHESi
INDIA-RUBBER, Etc.

(A)

—

Pigments, Paints.

[A.] 12,512. Newton (Bayer and Co.). See under IV.

[C.S.] 17,120 (1903). Kollinger. Binding media for oil

colours. June 8.

(/?.)

—

Resins, Varnishes.

[A.] 12,663. Melville, Rees, and Rees.

oilcloth or linoleum.* June 4.

Substitute for

(C.)

—

India-Robber.

[A.] 12,273. Richter. Manufacture of artificial india-

rubber. May 30.

XIV.—TANNING, LEATHER, GLUE, SIZE, Etc.

[A.] 12,388. Tullis. The tanning of hides into leather.

June 1.

[C.S.] 21,379 (1903). Weiss. Detanning mineral-tanned

leather or leather waste or the like for the manu-
facture of gelatin and glue. June 15.

XV.—MANURES, Etc.

[A.] 12,573. Beater and Toppin. Fertiliser. June 3.

[C.S ] 9018 (1904). Van Meerdervoort. See under XII.

XVI.—SUGAR, STARCH, GUM, Etc.

[A.] 12,385. Weiss. Saccliarometers. June 1.

XVII.—BREWING, WINES, SPIRITS, Etc.

[A.] 12,417. Storrier. Method of producing non-deposit

beers and stouts for bottling. June 1.

[A.] 12,718. McKenny. The maturing of whiskey an<

other spirituous liquors. Jum- ('..

,, 12,917. Uemming. Aerated beverages.* June 7.

„ 12,962. Vignier. Materials for tin- production o:

whiskey and beer. June 8.

„ 18,927. Lennox. See under I.

XVIII.—FOODS; SANITATION, WATER
PURIFICATION; & DISINFECTANTS.

(,A.~)—Foodb.

[A.] 12,754. Oelker. Manufacture of substitutes foi

honey. June 0.

„ 13,159. Spurge. See under XX.
,, 13,266. Craveri. Process of preserving meat.'

June 11.

(B.)—Sanitation; Water Purification.

[A.] 12,232. McLean and Paterson. Treatment of sew

age.* May 30.

„ 13,227. Lennox. See under I.

[C.S.] 13,560 (1903). Hewes. Method and means fo

treating sewage. June 8.

„ 14,536 (1903). Cameron. Treatment of distillen

refuse, sewage, and the like. June 8.

„ 21,668 (1903). Baudry. Process for the simul

taneous production of purified and sterilise!

water as well as of distilled water. Juue 8.

XIX.—PAPER, PASTEBOARD, Etc.

[A.] 12,576. Dobson. Method of and meaus for re

moving sand and like foreign matter from papei

pulp, &c. June 3.

XX.—FINE CHEMICALS, ALKALOIDS,
ESSENCES, AND EXTRACTS.

[A.] 12,440. Newton (Bayer and Co.). Manufacture o

a pharmaceutical compound. June 1.

13,159. Spurge. Treatment of fruits and the pro

auction of scents or flavours therefrom. June U

13,171. Hunter. Machine for extracting oil fron

the rind of limes and other citrous fruit*.

June 10.

13,285. Abel (Act.-Ges. f. Anilinfabr.). Mani

facture of new derivatives of lecithins. June 11

XXI.—PHOTOGRAPHIC MATERIALS AND
PROCESSES.

[A.] 13,179. Gem Dry Date Co., Ltd., and Bake

Method of photographing coloured objects i

monochrome. June 10.

XXII.—EXPLOSIVES, MATCHES, Etc.

[«[A.] 12,627. Hough. Nitrated carbohydrates

Appl., June 13, 1903.]* June 3.

„ 12,637. Weiller and Weiller. Explosives .Iciic
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ANNUAL GENERAL MEETING, NEW YORK, 1904.

Tho Annual General Meeting will be held in New York
City on Thursday, Sept. 8th, and following days. Members
who propose to attend the meeting an- requested to inform
the General Secretory, as soon as possible, by what steamer
they will travel. The principal boats will 1m- nut on arrival

it New York by a representative of the Reception Com-
mittee, who'will escort the guests to the Hotel Seville,

Madison Avenue and 29th Street, which will be the
Society's Headquarters in New York. A similar system
will be observed at all the other cities visited by the special

train. A revised programme appeared in the March 31st
i^sue.

In accordance with the provisions of Rule 18 of the

Bye-laws, nctiee is hereby given that those members whose
names are printed in italics in the list of Council will retire

from their respective offices at the forthcoming Annual
Meeting.

Mr. Wm. II. Nichols has been nominated to the office of

President under Rule 8 ; Dr. Edw. Divers, Prof. W. R.
Eaton Hodgkinson, Mr. Max Muapratt, and Mr. T. J.

Parker have been nominated Vice-Presidents under
Rule 8 ; and Sir Wm. Ramsay has been nominated a Vice-
President under Rule 11.

The Hon. Treasurer and Hon. Eoreign Secretary have
been nominated for re-election to their respective offices.

Members are hereby invited to nominate fit and proper
persons to fill four vacancies among the ordinary members
of the Council. Eorms for this purpose can be obtained,

on application, from the General Secretary, or from the
Hon. Local Secretaries of the Canadian, New York, and
Sydne3r Sections.

Extract from Rule 18:—" No such nomination shall be
valid unless it be signed by at least ten members of the

Society who are not in arrear with their subscriptions, nor
unless it be received by the General Secretary, at the

Society's Office, at least one month before the date of the
Annual General Meeting at which the election to which it

refers takes place. Nor shall any such nomination be valid

if the person nominated be ineligible for election under Rules
12 or 15. No member shall sign more than one nomination
form."

COMMUXICATK )NS.

Authors of communications read before the Society, or

any of its Local Sections, are requested to take notice that

under Rule 43 of the live laws the Society has the right of

priority of publication for three months of all such papers.

Infringement of this Bye-law renders papers liable to be

rejected by the Publication Committee, or ordered to be

abstracted for the Journal, in which case no reprints can

be furnished to the author.

. U.. l/o « Imrch Street ; Mountai.1 Rise, Mtiritzhi

Natal.

Dyson, Septimus, 1 o New York ; s, Belmont Avec
Harrogate, Yorks.

Elworthy, H. S. ; all communications to Battlefield Ho
S . Ubans, Herts.

!ti. I.., l'o Woodlaud rati.: 8722, Lake Aven
Chicago, 111., I'.s.A.

Gamer, A. C. C, I/o Hellinghaiu ; P.O.Box 77.', .

Wash.. I'.S.A.

•. W. K. : Journals to u o Standard S !ver Ci i.

35, Hayter street, Toronto, Canada.

Ginimingbam, Edw., l/o Cranhoum Street; 28, Staraf
Hill Mansions, Stamford Hill, X.

Green, G. F. Dudbridge ; all communications to e/o Da
and Co., Gainsbro' Road, Hackney Wick, N E,

Halliwell, Edw., l/o Walton's Parade; Kibble Jci

mittee, 2, Stanley Place, Preston.

Hunter, Prof . A. G. Kidston ; communication
ton & Co., 31, Great Clyde Street, I

Journals as before.

Jadhava, K. B., l/o Baroda; Xausari. Bombay, India.

King, Sidney I., l/o Barnsbury; 1, Rus-ell Villas, p™
> Irove, Strawberry Hill, Middlesex. Analytical ( bear

Macdonald, J. W.. l/o Silvertown; till communications
I lleveland, The Glebe, Blackheath, s.K.

McKillO] . 3 "., 1 o 99 : 93, Brook Green, London, WjM
Perkins. F. ('•., l/o Florida ; Planters' Manufacturing C

1!il\ Fulton street. Ncu 1 ork City, I - A

Kawson, C, l/o Lndwigshafeu ; c/o KuttrolV, I'ickhat

and Co., Duane Street, New York City, U.S.A.
j

Rix. Wilton !'., I o Newcastle ; Frocester House, Eingl;

Road l' remont, ( Cheshire.

Saniter, E. II. , l/o Middlesbrough; Strafford Villa, M>
gate, Rotherham,

Sawin, L. B., 1 •> Brooklyn; Ollic'c of >anitarv Pat

Katonah, N.Y., U.S. L.

>hiclds. Dr. Jno., l/o Rio Tinto ; I. Stanley Card*

Willesden Green, N.W.

Taylor, A. P., l/o Jarvis Street ; (Journals) c/o Job

and Co., 531, Front Street East, Toronto ; and (eo

1 munications) 110, Madison Avenm

Wesson. 1)., l/o Savannah: c/o Southern Cotton

24, Broad Street. New York City, U.S.A.

W oleoti II. ' llighbiin ; 44, Zinzan Street, B

MEMBER OMITTED FROM LIST.

1902. Bousfield, E. Geo. P., c/o Henry Leeth;

Hungate Mills, York, Electro-Chemi9t,

Changes, of aoorfga.

When notifying new addresses, members are requested to

write them distinctly, and state whether they are temporary

or permanent. Multiplication of addresses is also to be

.voided as tending to create confusion. When sending

subscriptions, the use of the form attached to the application

helps in the verification of address.es, on which the sale

delivery of the Journal depends.

>;.,::, \,i. i , l/o Cape Town ; 18, Clarendon Soad, Leeds

Bnru-Murdoeh, J. V., l/o Chihuahua; .Neck. Larbeit,

Stirlingshire.

Craig, T. J., 1 O.Manchester: 21, Dnnard Bond, Ruthcrglcn,

N.B

33catI;£S.

Vspinwall, Capt. II. C, of Haskell, X.J , at New

June

Hunt, Edwin, of Wood Gro n, W i ilnesbury

July a.



Jalv 15, NOTICES, Ac; LONDON AND NEW YOKK SECTIONS.

ionljoir £>«tt'on.

IREC T ION.

THK : 5t NITRE IN" THE • '

PBOCESS.

EV J. H. K. JNGLIS.

(This J., Jane 30th, 1904, 643—645.)

In the remarks of Mr. Oscar Guttmann, iu dis<

645, col. 1), the following scntenee occurs :

—
" Dr.

- in the presence of Prof. Lunge and others, had
imonstrated the correctness of his theory by analyse- on

large scale/'

Prof. G. Lunge writes, under date July 5th, that it inight

cm from the above that he had, by his silence, conceded

correctne-s of liaschig's view-, but that this wa- not so.

the annual meeting- of the Society of Germau Chemists,

pers were only exceptionally followed b\ discussions, and.

•X- particular ca->-. the lateness of the hour precluded
-

P.I'm ©ork ^rcttoii.

A/- sting held at Chemists' Club, on Friday,
May 20th, 1904.

IjK. V. COBLE.NTZ IS THE CHAIR.

METHODS Ft IF. THE RAPID ESTIMATION OF
BOBIC ACID.

BY DH. M!LT"N" F. SGItiiXK.

-iniation of boric acid has. uutil recent year-.

uded by many difficulties. This has been chiefly owing
he fact that none of its compounds appear to po
properties necessary for a satisfactory separation or

vimetric estimation.

mineral analyse- it was customary to determine the

on indirectly, or to estimate all the constituents of the

eral, and calculate the difference as boric

lethods for the titration of boric acid were also lacking
i it was observed by 'Thomson (.this J., 1893, 433) that

addition of glycerol to solution- increased the acidic

ire of boric acid to such a degree that accurate titrations

d be made by using phcnolphthalein as the indicator.

he method most in favour at the present time for the

P imetric estimation appears to be that of Goocb. (Amer.
Br. of Science, 1899, 34; see also this J.. 1887

- method the boric acid is liberated from its coin-

Is by acetic acid, and heated with methyl alcohol,

9l forming the volatile ester trimethyl borate, which is

:ly removed by distillation. The distillate is col-

1 nver a weighed amount of calcium oxide or sodium
5t te, by which the ester is decomposed; the boric acid

Hmes fixed, and, after ignition, is calculated from the
a weight. This method, while appearing simple,

tires 2vat -kill and patience for the attainment of
»t rate results.

be method of Berzelius, by which the potassium boro-

| ide is separated and weighed, was selected by Thaddeeff
; J., 189S, 953) after an extended mvestisation of

"hods. He recommends the isolation of the boric
by distillation with sulphuric acid and methyl alcohol,

g the distillate in aqueous solution of potassium
n
) ate, treating with hydrofluoric acid, potassium acetate,

at alcohol for the separation of the potassium bovo-
»' de, which is then weijhed. Since the borofluoride

is not entirely insoluble in the mixture used, very accurate
- -tilts cannot 1 vhicb, the opei -..

are tedious.

1'artheil and Bose (Ber., L901, :',G11) have suggested
extracting the boric acid from its aqueous solution- by
means of ether in a perforator, and weighing. i'iie

action requires IS hours, and easily becomes
plicated by the presence of other substances.

The most recent attempt to effect a gravimetric
miration is that of ATylius and Meusser (Ber., 19m. 397

;

this J., 1904, 269), who -ought to utilis,- the
boric acid posse-se- basic properties, and will react with

Is. They selected and with phosphoric
boryl phosphate (FPO^I and proceed a- follows :_..\n
aqueous alcoholic solution of boric acid is treated with

, ammonia and phosphoric acid, evaporated to drynes
finally heated in an atmosphere of steam to' assist in,

removing the excess of phosphoric acid before weighii
liPO,. The method has not yet been perfected,
results being only approximately accurate.

It is evident from the foregoing that the gra\ i

methods available at the present time are not suited to

the rapid estimation of boric acid, and recourse must
therefore he had to volumetric methods.

As is well known, aqueous solutions of boric acid arc
but slightly dissociated, and alkalis have an uncertain
action in the presence of phenolphthali :tor, while
methyl orange is practically not affected, and solutions
• ontaining free boric acid will react neutral with it.

The observation of Thomson, already mentioned, led to

the use of glycerol to increase the acidic properties

sufficiently for tin- titration in the
; if phenol-

phtbalein.

Since that time the action of glycerol upon boric acid
has been investigated at various times, and it has been

'n that substances having hydroxyl groups all acted
upon boric acid to a greater or less degree, and that it is

probable that alkyl compounds are formed which are
highly dissociated in the solvent, and which, according
the law of mass-action, are stable only in concentrated
solution of the reacting substance; it is therefore necessary
in employ a large excess of the alkyl base in proportion
to the water present.

(ilycerol and mannitol are the polyatomic alcohols u

available for the purpose of the titration mentioned.

It has been shown by Jones (Amer. J. of Science, 1899,
I27j that the alkyl compound with mannitol acts quite as

energetically upon a mixture of potassium ;

te as a mineral acid in liberating iodine according to

the equation

—

5KI -r KIi'.
;

- 6HBO, 31, + 6KB0
2
- 3H"20.

He ha- made this fact the basis of a met
iodometric determination of boric acid (this J., 1899, yJT).

Jones has also used a mixture of potassium iodide and
ate in conjunction with -odium hyposulphite to neutralise

I ree mineral acid in a borate solution previous to the
titration with mannitol and phenolphthalein. The method

- no advantage over the use of methyl orange to indicate
the neutral point, and it is more complicated, and this

especially the case with his iodometric method.

A solution of boric acid in methyl alcohol acts almost
:m aqueous solution, and can be titrated only after the

addition of a polyatomic alcohol. Gladding (J. Amer.
Chem. Soc, 1898, 288) has used this method for titrating

the distillate obtained by distilling a borate with syi

sphoric acid and methyl alcohol.

The application of this method is rather limited, as no
provision is made for operating in the presence of carbonates

olatile mineral acids.

The general application of the methods; for the volu-
metric determination of boric acid in minerals and in

nee of other substances is very desirable, and it is my
purpose to point on' - ,rces of possible error, and
to present methods by which the interfering substances
may be eliminated and correct results attained.

Of the methods thus far proposed for the volumetric
termination of boric acid, it appears to me that the

-•
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employment of methyl orange to indicate the point at

which all the boric acid in a borate solution has been
liberated, and the subsequent addition of glycerol for the

titration of the acid in the presence of phenolphthalein. ran

he relied upon to give results with rapidity and accuracy in

all cases where the solution to be titrated is free from inter-

fering substances. A type of this class of titration may be

illustrated by the method now in general use.

I. To about 50 c.c. = 1— 2 grins, borax. 1—2 drops

solution methyl orange are added and standard acid until

all the boric acid has been liberated, when the solution will

react acid with the indicator. In the presence of a
carbonate the acid solution is heated a short time with a

reflux condenser until the carbon dioxide is removed. The
solution is cooled and made exactly neutral to methyl
orange, and an amount of neutral glycerol, equivalent

to fully one third the volume of the solution at the

finish, is added together with about A c.e. solution phenol-

phthalein. The titration is then finished with standard

alkali, which must be free from carbonate. The calculation

is based upon the following equation :
—

B,0, + 2NaOH = 2NaBO. + II < I.

liorates insoluble in water are dissolved in dilute hjdro-
ehloric acid, in the cold or with a reflux condenser, and
treated as in the foregoing.

This method will not give accurate results when alu

minium salts are present, as the solution when neutral to

methyl orange will contain free alumina, which will

combine with the alkali when titrating with phenolphthalein

and glycerol, and thus be calculated as boric acid. Iron
salts, when present in considerable proportion, also interfere

by obscuring the colour reactions of the indicators. There
appears to be no combination of indicators known which
will serve to prevent this error, and it therefore heroines

necessary to separate the iron and aluminium from the

solution before titrating.

Most of the minerals containing aluminium also contain

small amounts of silica, and when an attempt is made to

remove the aluminium by means of alkali carbouates,

insoluble borates arc formed, and therefore this method is

unsatisfactory for the removal of the disturbing elements.

1 have found that when barium carbonate in excess
is added to a solution containing free boric acid with

aluminium and iron salts, all the latter will be precipitated

and can be removed by filtration, while only a slight

portion of the free boric acid will react with the barium
carbonate and pass into solution as borate, and this can
again be decomposed by the addition of acid, I pou this

observation I have based the following method (II.) '•—
A convenient amount of the substance is placed into a

tlask with an excess of dilute hydrochloric acid, and heated
with a reflux condenser for solution. After cooling, the

solution is brought to a definite volume and filtered.

Ion c.c. of the till rate, which may represent 'J— 4 grms.
substance, are brought almost to the neutral point of

methyl orange with alkali, 2 — 3 grms. barium carbonate are

then added, and the solution wanned on the steam-bath
1 hour, cooled, brought to 200 c.c, and filtered. The solu-

tion will then be tree from the interfering substances,

and may be titrated as in I.

This method has been found to be well suited for the

rapid assay of the various natural compounds of borate of

lime, such as colemanite and pandermite, which usually

intain small amounts of alumina and silica, iron, magnesia,
and gypsum.

lu cases where it is desirable to have the horie acid free

from other substances before titration, I have found, after

investigation, that distillation with methyl alcohol ami
titration of the distillate can be accomplished with rapidity

And accuracy, nud that the interference of volatile mineral
acids or carbon dioxide can be eliminated.

A study of the properties of methyl borate shows that it

is immediately decomposed into its components upon con-
tact with water. This fact led to the introduction of water
into the receiver, which at once leads to the formation of
Irce boric acid, and the chances for loss at this point are

thus minimised. It also suggest- that the use of concen-
trated sulphuric acid ami the exclusion of water during tl e

distillation will secure freedom from hydrolytic action au
thus lead to the greatest rapidity of distillation.

As already mentioned, solutions of boric acid in metln
alcohol may be titrated like aqueous solutions. When
however, mineral acid6 or carbon dioxide are present, the
cannot be eliminated as in water solutions.

1 find that mineral acids in the methyl alcohol distillaf

may be neutralised with alkali, previous to the titration c

the boric acid in presence of glycerol, by the use of niethi

orange or Congo red test-papers, lly spotting upon Cong
red test paper. (VI c.c. No acid to 100 c.c. methyl alcohi

may lie detected. < liganic acids which would interfere ca
readily be excluded from the substance. 'I he carbn
dioxide can be removed by heating the substance witl

sulphuric acid before the distillation.

III. The apparatus for distillation may convenient!! I.

arranged as follows :—A long wide-necked 200 c.c. Kjeldal
flask may serve as the decomposing tlask. This flask i

fitted with a stopper carrying three tubes, one of whic
serves to connect it with a condenser iu such a manner ;

to avoid any of the acid liquid being carried over durin
the distillation. Another tube is to be connected with
flats' for supplying a current of methyl alcohol vapot
which is to be conducted to the bottom of the decoinposhi
flask, thus serving to keep the mixture agitated and avoi

bumping during the distillation. The third tube serves t

introduce the methyl alcohol needed to form the mixtm
with the sulphuric acid and the substance, and may also b
iitted with a clamp and valve for equalising the pre--ui

when needed. The receiver which is to he connected wit

the condenser is trapped with a Mohr's bulb.

lor the estimation a portion of the dry. finely pulverise
substance is placed into a long narrow tube and weighet
The contents are then emptied into the decomposing flail

without allowing any of the substance to remain in the nee

of the flask. The tube is now weighed again, the different

being the amount of substance used for the estimation.

A sufficient amount of concentrated sulphuric acid

added to form a thin paste with the substance, and tl:

flask heated gently to expel carbon dioxide or other volati

acids, and cooled.

About r>0 c.c. of water are placed in the receiver, tb

terminal tube of the condenser being made to dip iuto tli

water. The Mohr's bulb is also tilled with water an

attached as a trap to the receiver. The decomposing nasi

containing the cold mixture of the substance and sulphur
acid, is now connected with the flask for the generation >

methyl alcohol vapour, and with the condenser, all tl

connection- being air-tight.

The distillation is then started by adding to the decon
posing flask, in one portion, sufficient cold methyl aloobi

to equal about 20 times the amount of free sulphuric aci

present. Methyl alcohol vapours are then passed from tl

generating flask until the boric acid has all passed into tl

receiver.

During the distillation the decomposing flask is heated

a temperature sufficient to prevent any marked change i

volume of the methyl alcohol which was originally added.

The distillation will usually he complete i

30 minutes, when the receiver can be changed, and. t

ensure complete removal of the boric acid from
stance, a further distillate collected and tested

The water from the Mohr's bulb is added to the distiilat

which is then neutralised with alkali, when
the aid of ( ongo-red or methyl orange test-paper. Tl

titration is then completed after the addition of iieutr

glycerol and phenolphthalein as in I.

When pure methyl alcohol is used and care is taken D

to allow the mixture with sulphuric acid in the di coinposii

tlask to become concentrated, accurate results cuu

attained, even in the presence of large amounts of chlorid

and carbonates. Fluorine, when present in large amom
mii^t be removed from the substance before distillxti'

Berates which are not decomposed by concentrated si

phuric acid are treated by suitable methods of fusion befo

distillation.

The following results of the assay of several sain

•ommercial borate of lime will serve to illustrate the ra

of the three methods. The results bv Metbed I.
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is, except with the crystal colemanite, which is free

from the impurities mentioned :
—

Methods.

II. ill.

1
1

"'"'
''

(transparent crystal)
a,ite (impure)

B I B,0 B <i

H-' i i'T wos
33*12 32-34
84 Bl 3*-12 WOO
io'Oo IS

50-71 50-70 30-78
27-81 27-21 _'7- in

nil WOO H-8U

.ftottfng&nm ^return.

Meeting held at Nottingham, on Wednesday,
March 30th, 1904.

Jill. J. T. WOOD IS THE CHAIR.

XOTES ON PETROLEUM SPIRIT OR BEXZIXE.

I'.Y H. STANLEY CiARRV AND II. J. WATSON.

The distillation fractions of crude petroleum which are

ollected between certain arbitrary ranges of temper;

yield a variety of products which are sold in commerce
under the tradenames of petroleum ether, gasoline, benzine,
ligroin, or light petroleum. These are colourless mobile
liquids used as solvents for gums and resins, for removin"
grease from textile fabrics, wool washing, paint mixing,
and in preparation of varnishes, manufacture of oil-cloth,

preparation of alkaloids, extraction of oils and fats in the
leather ami rubber industries, and in drv cleaniug. The
requirements of the-r trades van considerably as to the
character of spirit required, but ii is more especially with
regard to the range of boiling points of the spirit than the
specific gravity of it that this variance exists, and to this

particular phase of industrial requirements we would direct
attention in this discussion,

Speaking generally, those qualities of naphtha which
have come into the most common use are the naphthas of
medium gravities and in which the range of boiling points
is limited to about til C. In dealing with petrol, urn

spirit for extractive purposes there is very considerable
difficulty in arriving at am satisfacl iry basis of examination
of samples. Specific gravity is of little assistance, as the
i ffeel of the spirit depends principally on the range of

boiling points. The success of the operation in hulk

depends on the restriction of the boiling points to the
possible temperatures at which the operation can be
conducted in the first place, ami secondly to the recovery

of the spirit from the extract.

It is practically impossible to obtain a petroleum spirit

possessing the .special range of boiling points suitable to

any particular material to be treated unless the spiri' has

been prepared by a special distillation beforehand and the
extremes eliminated. It is possible, however, to obtain a

petroleum spirit which will either commence fractionating

Tabi i \.

1.

American Benzine; Sumatra Spirit.

k

Sc tc
i Shale

r
>.

American Benzoline. Bornei

Ir.ecilic gravity at 15 I . 6! 7

"ondensation commenced at

olume distilling below <;n C.

I

1 v Cent.

SO I
.

is

:;•»

.. Ill" 1'.
1

1

.. 1111 1 . s

-
1

- i;

fl

., 14n C. :;

-. 150 i'.

ove l.Vi i '. 1

Ver Cent.

i :,

O'Tlll

60° C.

l'er Cent.

-

0-730

.;:, C. 05 i'.

—

PerO nt. Per Cent.

0'S 1-5

1 1/5
1-5 :j

;, 14
12 ill

21 22
is 12
•2H HI
111 «
s 4

100 100

tpparatits.- Gliusky's dephlegrnator— > o] I: Liebig condenser; flask, 200 c.c. capacity; thermomet i

sHiid-bath with llask immersed tc height of liquid in tlask
;
Bunsi u burner.

Table B.

Spirit; generally described as 1 < I, Sfc., but no Speciat Designation.

imso 0-700 700 0-730 0-730

it ion commenced at 12' i .

-
70 C.

:;.; !l 2 1
-

60° V ln-4 15 3 i HI
17 IS 14 IB 11

s, C ].-. IS i ; 21 14 2
90° C 17 12 jl 2H 13 •2.

12 7 i; is 11 6-8 13 :;

llu i' :i v 10 'J ii SO-2 1ft IS

.. 120° C 11 1 :i 4 :S4 17 2.1

.. bid- C 1 5 5'5 II '5 4 lil HI It

. 140° C :; 4 ;» 15 /I

.. 150° C ", 3 s 11

s 4 5

1 ., n iovel70:
C. 1 1 5 1-5 2 1 4 i;

100 100 lui) 100 100 mo

Apparatus.—Wurtz flask i

ation, one drop pi irdinary cortdi
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at the miuiuiuui of Ibe rauge required, in which case the

heavier portion of the spirit may he rejected by stopping ihe

distillation at the maximum temperature; or, alternatively,

a spirit may lie obtained finishing at the maximum
temperature, in which ease the distillate up to the minimum
of the range is rejected.

'fables A and I! give comparative analyses by fractional

distillation ot simples of petroleum spirit from different

sourer-, showing the variations in range of boiling points

of the principal grades of petroleum spirit now on the

market.

Table 13 gives typical analyses of a number of benzines

of different specific gravities, and is a fair experience

of the variations in boiling point to be met with in cou-
rt ii.il spirit.

Taking the limit of the range of boiling points at 40 C,
it will lie seen that none of these samples in '1 able A will

satisfy this requirement, there being an excess under aud

Over this range. In many eases the only solution of the

matter is for the purchaser to distil the spirit to his own
requirements. The effect of different designs of apparatus

for conducting the fractional distillation, both in samples

and in bulk operations, is very marked, as is shown by

Tables C and D.

The following table shows shows the difference resulting

in the employment of three different vessels for distilling

the same spirit in simultaneous distillations :

—

Table C,

Spei ific gravity^ 0"700.

Percent, distilling below 60 0.

.. 70 C,

.. 80 0.
'.in C

.. inn 0.

A. I, C.

PerCent. Pet Cenl PerCent;
re.-, l'J'S jii-'.i

till I"
. i:i 7

Ti.'l Ii-,'l iliru

85'0 sl-|. st'7
:i::' ii 92-6 92

' 1

A. Ordinary Bask 2) inches from side tube to swell ot sphere.

B. WnrtznaSk.S bulbs. G inches in length from side tube In swell.

C. Plain tube, 24 cms. from side tube to swell, and bavins a
distance of 8'."> em. of glass beads in tube.

The rate ot distillation in each ease was t to Sec. per minute.

It was found in practice that the effect ot the glass beads was
analogous to the return tubes, but that the retention of the heavier

volumes was sidorabl; facilitated by the obstruction of tiro

beads. Care, however, is required in manipulation or there is a rush
of spirit when nearing the end of the distillation.

Table D.

on « Samplt of Spirit, 0- ::ai »p. gr., with diffet

Forms of Apparatus.

— X. 0. P. Q. it. s.

com- 1

menced .-it )

63C
C. • i 58 C.

i

-

;;.

2

1

1

li

.ii i

l

12
:«
28
15

I

g

2

1

i

Below Th C
so ('

.. '.in (

„ 101) C

IV5

1 i

32
u;

t

I

1

ii-.-,

•2'5

11

28
15

5
3
'J

1

ci

2-.-.

9'5

3}

27
15

::

:;

2
1

ll

2
17

20

16

1

•j

'

2

I

.. Mil C l'l

fin c

„ nn i

,. 150 C
1 i' 1

too 100 leu Km bin 100

Rusk; 3{ inches from sidi tnb.-to sw.ll oi

Fixed in sand bath. Vapour readings.

O.—Ladenburg's flask ; 7! inches
Fixed in sanil-batli. Vapour readings.

P.- Le Bel-Henninger's dephlegmaror (three '"it"

bead to substitute planum, gauze i s

to bottom of dephlegmator. Flask rirred in sand-bath,
readings.

Q— Li Bel Henninger'a del hlegmator (threi' bulbs i, no
lion whatever. Flask lilted in sand-bath. \ apour readings.

E.—Bannow's method; ii inches from side tube to bottom of

dephlegmab r. Vapour readings.

S.—Glinsky's dephlcsnuitor (live small bulbs ; 11 imi
side tube in bottom of dephlegurator. flask fitted in saiiibbslh.

Vaixmr readings.

T.—Glrnsky's dephlegmator, as above. Liquid readings.

The rati- of distillation in each case, 2' e.c. per minute eondetl-

renced, taken from appearance ol first drop nf distillate.

There are also marked variations in the i list illations of the

-aiue spirit taken at different fractions and at oi

tinuniis distillation due to the carrying over of the \

spirit at the earlier stages. Of this Tabic E git -

-triking illustration.

The distillates from eight separate distillations of the

spirit were collected between the following rai i

temperature:—ISelow 70 :

(_'., between 7(1 ('. ami so I

between Sir C. and 90 ('., above 9n C. These were

marked V, W, X. and V, and subjected to distillation in the

same apparatus. lielow is the result of these distillations

with the fractional distillation of the original spirit, and

the calculation back from the distillates to the original

spirit :

—

Tai-.ii E.

K|.rl .III' gl'Ulltl .....

i londensation con la

C.
c

. 711

so C
.,

'.in c
.. 100' C
„ 1111 ('

.. 1211 <'

Ibo e 120 (.:

Spirit.

Fraction
belon 7u C
12 per C, nt.ol

( iriginal.

W.
i. .-I

bel wei
70° BO i

.

21 per I " . pi

. i

0'076

i.e. 17 i
.

\.
Fraction
betwi

80'—90 i

1 7 per i

' iriglnal.

Y.

Froi

'

hi C,
20 |ii-i i 'ent of

Original,

II-.-, 29 ii-.-

12-5 1'.'
-.

..
.,., ".-. - ••;

21 It ii s
17 7 17 .-;...

-
:t 7 17

i

., 2 s

l 2 .';

1
o -

0-713 0-757

... i 78°C.

t

ai

9
'.

/.

CalculaM
from

Distillates

14-JS

2- It

100 I.I' 100 100

eg ..tin: 2n'e.. - • working on 100 e.e. of spin!
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The comparative test ot the eight separate distillations with

the distillation of 500 c.c. of the original spirit compared as

follows :—

-

Specific Gravity, 0-697.

Volume per Cent. Eight Fracl

Commenced at.

Below 60° C. ..

no" c. ..

.. 70° C. ..

30° C. ..

90° C. ..

. 10(1° C. ..

no'c. ..

.. tare. ..

I msiderable diversity of opinion exists as to whether
the thermometer readings should be taken with the

thermometer in the vapour or in the liquid. In Table F.

these differences are fully set out by simultaneous
observation.

Hi!

It
27 2il

17-1 21
111-

1

17
'.' -

«•« a
1 .»

a i

Table F.

1'

\ aponr. Liquid.
llate.

C. •c.
Distillation started itt 85

on below ;>> Mil so
100 109 22

,, MM lis 14
ISO 181 7

above— 120 131 '

Distillation started. Bo 110
Fraction below .... no lit 6

.... 100 120 11

„ .... 110 i.!.; 20
12" 1*8 2

;

above.... 120 LS8 W

at ion started 90
Fraction below 102 o

100 110 K
,. 110 117 '-

„ 120 132 Hi

above

—

120 152 '-

The fractional distillation of the spirit on small lots,

owing to the effect of these variations, renders it generally
desirable for the purchaser to arrange for the distillation of
he spirit to his special range of boiling points beforehand
a order that it may be carried oat >m a large scale, and so
give a fairly average distillate.

There are a number of firms who undertake the distil-

ing of spirit, but the experience of the writers is that no
wo firms can agree upon the range of boiling points, and
there is considerable discrepancy in the results obtained.
There is urgent necessity for the adoption of a standard

est tor petroleum spirit similar to that adopted for benzol,
which would considerably simplify the labour of further
esearehes into the characteristics of the spirit.

1 The carrying out of experiments or tests of the range of
'uiliug poims should in all cases contain the particulars of
he volume of the distillate as compared with the original
sample and should be possible of comparison as set out in

fable E.

There are very considerable differences in the working
:haracteristics of petroleum spirit, which are not measure
tble either by specific gravity or range of boiling points
ind which are due both to blending and to inefficient

hstillation of the original spirit. The principal vario-
lous in petroleum spirit occur up to 10O° C, as appear
rom the foregoing tables, as also from Sidney Young's
esults given in his book on " Fractional Distillation.'" An

apparatus constructed for laboratory tests, should as far

as possible approximate to the apparatus for bulk oper-

ations, and the adoption of the form of still should provide

for such construction and obstruction as will retard the

passing of the heavier portions with the more volatile

vapours. In large scale operations this is to a large extent

provided by the material operated upon.

In the selection of a spirit for the special requirement of

an extractive process the conditions of the bulk operating

should as far as possible be reproduced in the laboratory,

the moisture in the material, density and obstructions

to vaporisation iu bulk plant should be taken into con-

sideration.

DlSCESSJOX.

The Chaibmax said that he had had some experience in

the use of petroleum spirit for taking out grease from skins

and leather. The advance made iu degreasing skins ivas

due in the main to the experiments carried out by Mr.
I - N". Turney. which resulted in the erection of the plant at

Whitemoor. The work that had been done in England had
not been fully recognised. The main point of the paper so

far as the use of petroleum spirit was concerned, was I i

be found in the sentence " there are very considerable

differences in the working characteristics of petroleum
spirit, which are not measurable, either by specific gravity

or range of boiling points, but which are due both to

blending and to inefficient distillation of the original spirit.''

This was a very abstruse question which had been partly

discussed by Professor Young in his book on Fractional

distillation, b;;t he (the Chairman) could confirm what the

authors of the paper said on the point. He had collected

some figures from analyses made eight or ten years ago.

The vapour tension of the spirit was more impottant than

any other of the physical properties. He had made a great

number of tests iu the vapour-tension of spirits of varying

gravities, and in some cases the spirit with the highest

vapour tension had also the highest gravity, and a spirit

with low gravity might have also a low vapour-tension.

In certain mixtures the vapour given off was of less

tension than one would anticipate from the gravity. Had
Mr. Garry any data bearing upon that part of the ques-

tion? He had had no practical experience with Rus-in
petroleum, but iu the Compagnie de Degraissage de St.

Denis, he believed, they used a Russian spirit coming over

below 110°, and so far as he knew they had no difficulty

with it. The point he mentioned about the vapour-tension

or vapour pressure, was important in the recovery of the

spirit. In the apparatus in question there was a large

tank in which skin- were suspended, they were washed
with spirit, and then dried iu a current of warm air.

When they were thoroughly dried the valve between the

tank and the spirit was shut off preparatory to opening the

tank and getting the skins out. Enclosed in the tank was
a certain amount of vapour, which it was impossible to

condense. The amount of this vapour depended of course
upon the vapour pressure of the spirit used. The tank
must be opened to the air to get the skins out. There were
perhaps several hnudred cubic feet of air charged with tie-

vapour of petroleum, that was all lost. The smaller the

vapour-tension in the spirit, the less they lost in that way,
and if they were opening seven or eight tanks a day, they
lost a great deal of spirit, although the apparatus might b

in perfect working order. In working with chloroform,
the solvent had been recovered by passing the vapour
through a tower iu which oil was falling. The oil absorbed
the vapour which was afterwards recovered by distillation.

Dr. Ribbing and Messrs. Archbvtt and Troim i>

agreed that the adoption of a standard method for the

distillation test was desirable. There should be no difficulty

about this, as Mr. Ai ehbutt pointed out that years ago the

most minute directions were laid down for the distillation

ist of coal-tar benzenes.
Mr. H. S. Garry, in reply, said, so far as he knew, mo-'

of the research work done in England had been done a:

Whitemoor. All he knew about the matter from a com-
mercial standpoint had been gained by experience and not

from college study. He had not seen any literature on the

subject up to the time Professor Young published his book.
There was a good deal about petroleum spirit which
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:'•:-;. n I to understand. The notes were put forward
urge the necessity in having it reliable methd"d

tor estimation tor boilitijx points. The petroleum trade

had, so far, adopted no specific method.

^rotttsl) Action.

Meeting held tit Glasgow, on Tuesday, Dec. 1st, Hit 3.

II U. II. Ill Ml'.Y IN T1IK CHAIR.

A lOMPARISON OF DIFFERENT H PES OF
C V.LORIMETER.

BT THOMAS GHAT, Ph.D., D.S ., AND JOSEPH G.

KOBEUTSON, Pu.D.

The experiments here recorded were instituted with the
object of ascertaining the degree of accuracy of the
calorific values of coal obtained by the Lewis Thompson
and Wm. Thomson calorimeters by comparison with
those determined by combustion in compressed oxvgen.
Some of the results of the work were communicated to the
Scottish Section on Dec. 1, 1903, but publication was
delayed in order to complete the series. Whilst the ex-
periments were in progress, a paper dealing with the same
subject appeared in this .Journal (Brame aud Cowan. 1903,
1230); but although our conclusions were largely antici-

pated by these authors, we decided to complete the work.
as the experience gained with a larger number of coals of
a different character would probably prova of general
interest. As the previous publications referring to the
comparative values obtained witli different calorimeters
have already been reviewed by Brame and ( owan (/<«•.

c«*.), we may proceed at once to give the results of oar
experiments.
The designations and sources of the coals used are

given below (page 707). Numbers are attached for

purposes of reference.

The samples were passed through a hand mill, thoroughly
mixed, and air-dried to prevent, as far as possible, any
change of composition on exposure to air in the subsequent
operations.

The hems Thompson Calorimeter.—A standard thermo-
meter graduated in 1/10° C. was used with this instrument,

and the temperature was read to 0-0C C. The coals were
very finely ground to facilitate complete combustion, and at

leastfour experiments w ere made in each case with 1 1 parts of

the oxidising mixture to 1 part of coal, t'oals 1 to 8 burned
quietly and regularly, with 9, lo, and 11 the combustion
was very rapid, hut attempts to burn the anthracite were all

unsuccessful. In sonic experiments the coal tailed to ignite,
an 1 when ignition did take place the combustion stopped
before the mixture was completely burned. The combustion
was finally effected by using a mixture of equal parts of the
anthracite and a bituminous coal, the calorific ralue of the
latter as determined with the Lewis Thompson calorimeter
being used in calculating the value for the anthracite, As
the object of the experiments was to ascertain the degree of
accuracy of the method as it is usually earned out, the
amount of unburnt carbon was generally not determined.
This determination complicates the method and removes the
only advantage which can be claimed for the Lewis Thomp-
son apparatus, viz., simplicity of manipulation. Except in
the case of the anthracite the amount of unbur.it carbon was
small. Further reference to this point will be made under
the discussion of the results,

The proportion of oxidising mixture was increased in the
case of the quicker burning coals, but the calorific value
was not raised thereby. Seven experiments with Kilsyth
coking coal, using 1 I to 13 parts of the mixture pi r 1 part
of coal, gave results varying to the extent of 88 calories
= 1 '2 per cent., whilst the mean was 7 per cent, below that

ned by the bomb, lb - difference between the extreme

results i- no! greater than ihat observed using a fixed pr<

portion of the oxidising mixture. In the ease of the samp!
ol anthracite, on the other hand, a higher value was obtaine
by increasing the proportion of the oxidising mixtur. Tf
figure in the table (page 707) Is the mean obtained usim
the ratio 13:1. As the combustion of the Kilsyth cokin
coal proceeded very rapidly there was a possibility of los

of heat through imperfect cooling of the products. Fori

estimations were accordingly made with the addition to th

mixture of 1 to '-' grms. of ignited kaolin: the rate o
combustion was reduced thereby, but the mean result wa
slight!} lower than that previously obtained.

The differences between the extreme values i,, each -erie

varied in the case of the bituminous coals from 0"S ti

nearly 3 per cent. These diff i smaller than the*
observed bj Brame and Cowan, and this result is prohabh
due to the difference in the character of the coals

mented on, and partly also to the finer state of division ii

whi h tiny were used. With the -ample of anthracite th.

difference between the extreme results reached 4-."> pe
cent., which agrees more closely with the observa
the authors referred to.

The William Thomson Calorimeter.—The water valu<

was calculated from the weights and speciff heats of th>

various materials. For the estimation ci at of tbt

glass beaker in contact with the water the method
Thomson y this J., 18SC, 5S4) was followed, lie

the water in the calorimeter-beaker having been marked
with the combustion chamber and stand immersed.
The coal was burned in the form of com]

|
in order to prevent .the irregular combustion which wa-

observed when the coal was used in the powdered form
the danger of loss through particles of Coal being blown otn

of the crucible by the rapid current of oxygen was alsc

avoided in this way. The coals all readily cohered on
pressing, with the exception of the anthracite, which wa-

compressed with admixture of an equal weight of Kilsyth

coking coal.

The iguition of the coal was effected electrically. For
this purpose two insulated copper wires were passed througl

the bottom of the metal stand into the glass combustioi

chamber, with the ends about half an inch apart and level

with the top of the platinum crucible. The ends of the

wire were connected by means of a piece of fine platinum

wire to which a piece of cotton yarn wa- fixed, the othei

end of the cotton being tied round the coal pellet. IK
combustion chamber was allowed to stand in the water for

lo minutes, after which the coal was ignited by the passage

of an electiic current sufficiently strong to fuse the p. annum
wire instantaneously. By this arrangement errors dne to

haudling the apparatus before immersion in the water wen-

avoided, and the ignition of the coal was effected with

greater certainty. A correction was made in each easeful

the heat of combustion of the fuse.

In oin scries of experiments a standardised Beckmanu
thermometer graduated in 1/100 (.was used. A thermo-

meter of this type is, however, not always available, am! is

rather delicate for technical work. Tor the sake
parisou a series of experiments was therefore carried oat,

u-nig the thermometer reading directly to ti

referred to under the description of the Lew Is Thompson
method.

The ( 'oolitii/ Correction.— This is determined by Th
(loc. rit.) by allowing the apparatus to stand at the end ol

the experiment lor a period equal to the duration of the com-

bustion : the fall of temperature which takes p
1 to the observed rise. This correction assumes the tempera-

ture to have its maximum value during the whole
of the combustion, and is therefore obviously too h pb

With an imperfectly insulated vessel, such us tha'

discussion, an exact estimation of the loss of heat in tbt

course of an experiment extending over 8 to 10 mil

scarcely practicable. As the temperature rises uni

during the combustion, the method of compensation first

proposed by liumford is applicable, and In starting with

water having a temperature as much lower than that of the

room as it will be above that of the surroundings at the

end of the experimei t, the necessity of applying a i

tion for loss of heat is obviated. The rise in temperatun
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usually known approximately, and in any case can be

determined by a preliminary experiment. This method of

operating is sufficiently accurate for all practical purposes if

an ordinary thermometer with a small mercury reservoir is

used, as the maximum temperature is quickly attained ; but

with a Beckmann thermometer a slight modification is

advisable on account of the lag caused by the large volume

oJ mercury. In the latter ease the rise in temperature at

the end of the combustion was noted before the water was
admitted to the combustion chamber, and from this the

initial temperature of the water to be chosen iu future

determinations was fixed ; the time which elapsed before

the thermometer indicated the maximum temperature, after

admission of the water to the chamber, was observed ; and

the fall of temperature which took place when the apparatus

was allowed to stand for the same period after the maximum
bad been reached, was added to the observed rise. Thus
Bfcection was usually 0-010" to 0-015° C.

The oxygen used for the combustion was saturated with

water vapour by passage through a wash-bottle, followed

by a tower containing pumice soaked in water. As the

ixygen entered the calorimeter at the mean temperature

Derailing during the experiment, it may be assumed without

ippreciable error that it gave up to the calorimeter during

he first half of the combustion as much water vapour as

he products of combustion carried away during the second

half while the temperature of the water was in excess of

hat of the surrounding air. Even when water of the air-

iemperature is used at the beginning of the experiment,

|io considerable error is committed by neglecting this

orrectiou. If wesuppo>e that oxygen saturated with water

api'iu at la° enters water at the same temperature and thai

he temperature at the end of the operation is 19° C, we
aay assume that the oxygen leaves the water with am
verage temperature of 17

J
, and on this basis calculate

pproximately the loss of beat due to evaporation. One
ubic metre of oxygen saturated with water vapour at 15°

ad at 1

7

C
<

'. contains respectively 12 74 and 1 1 • 3S grms.

F water, and the amount of heat necessary to convert the

iffcreuce between these two weights of water into vapour
t ordinary temperature is 1 64 x COO = 984 calories.

he amount of oxygen used for the combustion may be

taken to be about 10 litres, and the heat loss due to

evaporation under these conditions "ill therefore he
approximately 10 calories. The amount of heat necessary
to raise the temperature of the excess oxygen and the
products of combustion through 20., calculated from the
specific heats O., "2 1 7, C( »o 202, and water vapour 480,
does not exceed 10 calories, so that the total correction to

be applied for these two losses will be less than ;!0 calories.

As has been already explained, loss of heat from these two
causes was obviated by the method of working.
Three determinations were made with each eoal, using

the tine thermometer. The difference between the extreme
values obtained for the individual coals varied from
0-3 to 1*5 per cent. The average difference for the
1 2 samples was 1 per cent.

The differences observed with the thermometer graduated
in 1/10° C. were somewhat greater, as was to be expected.
The temperature iu this case was estimated to L/100 C,
and assuming reading errors of this order at the beginning
and end of the experiment in opposite directions, the value
for the observed rise of temperature would be infected with
an error of + 02 ; there is thus a possible difference of
o-O

I

3
C. between the results of two experiments due to

incorrect reading, and this is equivalent to rather more than
80 calorics. Although this is an extreme case, such
differences from this cause alone are possible, and this

additional error necessitates a larger number of experi-
ments. In all cases at least four determinations were made,
and in some eases six to eight were necessary. The mean
of all the results was taken. #

The mean results obtained with the two thermometers
are given below, and in the thin! column are tabulated the
mean calorific values calculated from the water equivalent
of the apparatus, based on the results of the combustion of
Kilsyth coking coal in the bomb and Wm. Thomson
calorimeters; six combustions were made with the latter,

and the mean result was adopted. This method of deter-

mining the water equivalent of the Win. Thomson apparatus
gives a high result, as there is unmistakable evidence of
incomplete combustion in every ease, but the adoption of

the value thus obtained approximately corrects for the
small quantity of gas which escapes unburnt.

Thermometer in l/100c C
Thermometer in l.'lO" C
Ush>£ water value from combustion results .

Thermometer in 1/100° C
Thermometer in 1/10° C
Ring water value from combustion a suits.

1.

5,990

6,013

6,065

-• 3. 1. 5. 6.

6,352

6,386
0,432

6.682

6,616

6,739

6,658
6.690

6,742

6,905

6.939
7,0.«

7,134
7 174

7,224

7. 8. 9. 10. n. 12.

7,223

7,406

7,814

7.2S8

7,290

7,380

7.41H

7,420

7,512

7308
7,315

1..in I

7,699

7,619
7. Jill

7,699
7. Illi

The mean values with the different thermometers show
jirly close agreement, and indicate that perfectly service-

le results may be.obtained with the help of an accurately

ide thermometer reading directly to tenths, where a high

gree of accuracy is not required. The results in the

rd line of the table are all higher, and approach more
;>sely those obtained by the bomb. The first series only
• included in the final statement of the comparative
' ues.

\Tlie Bomb Calorimeter.— For the determination of the

orific values by combustion in oxygen under pressure,
' modification designed by Langbein and Hugershoff was
id in conjunction with the Stohmann calorimeter ; both

I these are fully described by Langbein (Zeits. angew.
em., 1900, 1236). This bomb resembles the well-known

-filer form; the chief difference, apart from certain

ichanical alterations which facilitate the manipulation, is

I lining of platinum foil in place of enamel. The ignition
1 the substance is effected by means of a short piece of
I dig cotton, which is fixed to a fine platinum wire

meeting the two pole pieces; the thread may either be

!, I round the pellet or simply allowed to rest in contact

with the coal. On making the current the platinum wire
fuses and ignites the thread, which falls on to the coal and
ignites the latter. The use of iron wire is inadvisable, on
account of the danger of perforation of the platinum lining

by fused particles of iron oxide.

A thermometer of the Beckmann type standardised by
the Physikalische Reichsanstalt was used; the corrections
were given to the nearest 0-001 3

(
'.

The Cooling Correction.—The accurate methods of cor-

recting for loss of heat proposed by Berthelot, and by
Kegnault and Lfauudler, as modified by Stohmann, are
much too complicated for technical work. Langbein (loc.

eit.) applied the formula 2 A t = n v' + —=— , in which n

is the number of minutes which elapse after ignition befori

the maximum temperature is indicated, and v and respec
tively the average differences of temperature per minute
before ignition and after the maximum has been reached
This correction is obviously too high ; if we suppose the

temperature to be constant before the combustion, i.e.,

v = o, the correction then becomes n v' + -
; and this

value is greater than that of the loss of heat which the
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apparatus would suffer if the temperature were at the

maximum for the wholr duration of the combustion. In

calculating the cooling correction we made use of the

formula 2 A t'= (n — 1) e' + " * ' which gives a resujl

sufficiently near the truth for all practical purposes. The

figures given below may V taken to represent a

\ glance at these will show that, although the

highest temperature was not reached till the third minute

alter ignition, the temperature at the end of the first minute

•1 i tl not fall much short of the maximum. In supposing

the heat loss during the second and third minutes to be

e :i- that observed per minute after the corul

and taking the correction for the first minut •• to lie the

mean of the heat chai ges before and after the combustion,

no serious error is committed.
i orrcctions were also applied for the nitric and sulphuric

a. ids formed in the combustion. In all cases in c.c. of

water were placed in the bomb at the beginning of the

experiment. The excess of heat developed by the sul-

phur over that obtained in practice, viz., that due to the

reaction SO
;
+ O + > aqua, is corrected for with sufficient

accuracy, according to Langbein {he. </(.). by deducting

from the calorific value found 22*5 calories per 1 per cent.

of S, if the amount of water is 10 c.c. For the intimation

of the acids, the contents of the bomb were washed out,

boiled to expel ('<>», and titrated with 1/10 N ISa(OII).,,

u>ing pheuolphthaleiu as an indicator. Excess of sodium

carbonate solution containing 3*706 gnus, per litre (1 c.c.

neutralises an amount of UNO in the formation of which

1 calorie is developed) was added to convert the barium
nitrate into carbonate, the solution was filtered, and the

excess of sodium carbonate titrated with 1 10 K Ill'l with

addition of Methyl ( (range.

The following results are given to illustrate the

method :
—

Weight of Coal used, 1*00

Temperature before
lgnif

During
Clnliustiotl. Minimum.

• i.. core as., ."'
1 n . 6*1

I ., 107.-. 7 .. 3 in rem
•2 mins.. 1 "077 - J-69S n 3*680
:; .. VOW *

.

,. 3-684
i .. 1-08J 13 S'680
5 .. 1 -

i = -0*0024 g 0*0026; i» = S; cootintt correction = 0'005.

Observed rise S
*

ling correction 0*005

Thermometer correction 0*001

Com 2*612

In titration were used 13*6 c.e. of Ba(OH) _.' c.c. of

Nj.i i i... and 5*4 c.c. of 1IC1.

Corrections for 1 1 NO ... 12 ; for S. 10 ca I

Heat develop 00 2*616'

Correction for HN'O. 1

fuse. 5)

Heat evolved by 1*0058 grins, of coal 6,803 5

Heat of comb
l*005S

Correction for S (0*79 per cent.) 19

Calorific value
1

6,453

The water value of the apparatus nraa calculated from the

of the combustion of pur*, naphthalene (9692),
phthalic anhydrid, d (5269) and cane
sugar (39SS), using the values given in brackets. The
mean of a number < t close]*' agreeing results was adopted.

The corrections in 40 estimations had the following extreme
values:—Cooling correction, u to 0*015 C.j mean,
0*005° C. ; HNO, correction. 10 to 18 calories; mean. 15.

The value oi the sulphur correction depends on the

quantity of that clement present in thi coal (22*5 c. lories

per 1 per cent. S), and in the case of coals rich in sulphur

the omission of this correction may involve a considerable

error. Tor technical purposes an average value tor the

nitric acid correction might he adopted, hut there is no

advantage in omitting the titration of the contents of the

bomb, as the estimation of the sulphur, which is usually

:i\. i- most easily effected in this way.

The difference between the extreme values obtained for.

the individual coals varied from 0* 06 to 0*7 per cent, the

average for the 12 scries being 0*35 per cent.

Discussion of Results.—The values directly obtained witi

vis Thompson instrument neglecting the unburn!

carbon are much too low. The deficit varies, with thi

investigated, from 1 to 13 per cent., and, generally spi

mav be said to increase with the carbon content of thi

As ha- been already shown by Thomas, the results obtained

with anthracite coals are absolutely unreliable. Scheure**

Kestner, in a series of determinations with twelve coals,

found the 10 per cent, correction to be too small, and sug-

gested an increase to 15 per cent. The present experiments

confirm the first conclusion, but it is oxident from a glanre

at the figures that it is not possible to arrive at accurate

values by applying any constant correction. By taking

account of the carbon which e-capes combustion, results

nearer the truth may be obtained. As a mean of two experi-

ments with coals II., XI.. and MI., the values 6521, 7,5.-1.

and 76'.' 1 were obtained, assuming the substance which

remained unburnt to be carbon having a calorific value

8140. These numbers agree very much better v,ith the

bomb results 64 -
*9, 7801, and 7912 in the two la-

the value for coal II is higher than that obtained by the

bomb. The estimation ot the unburnt carbon involves u I

considerable expenditure of time, and the results arrived at

by applying this correction are still unreliable :
liramo and

Cowan (Joe. eit.) find in the case of coal li a difference of

6*2 per cent. At best the method may be taken to give a

very rough indication of the heating values of bituminous

coals. The directly determined numbers in such a case

may deviate from the absolute beating values by as much

as 8 per cent.

The Win. Thomson Colorimeter.—The chief difficulty

in operating with this instrument consists in regulating the

current of oxygen so as to avoid loss of heat through

imperfect cooling of the products, and at the same time to

ensure that the combustion shall be as complete as possible.

The rate of flow of the oxygen should be adjusted so as to

reduce to a miuimuiu the formation of smoke which is

always observed at the beginning of the operation; acd

the tube should be kept well up in the glass bell till the

volatile matter has been burned, as recommended by

Thomson. The figures obtained with the 12 coals examined

are from 0*7 to 2*3 percent, lower than those determined

bv the bomb, the mean deficit being 1*8 per cei.'

experience of the method is more favourable than that of

Brame and Cowan, who found differences with 5 coals ot

1*8 percent i .al E) to 6*9 per cent, (coal It), mean 3*6

percent. The use of the coal in the form of compressed

pellets, which ensures more uniform combustion, probably

explains this result to some extent, and this mode of

operating is certainly to be recommended. In using thi-

method we suggest that the constants of the appsrutu-

should be determined from the combustion of a sample of

coal of average composition and of known calorific value

In the present series of experiments one of the coals »••>

chosen at random for this purpose. The results agree very

well with those obtained by the bomb; onlj in one

coal 10— is there any considerable difference, and In

the error has been reduced by the use of this water Valui

in place of that calculated troui the weights and specie

heats of the materials. From the results of our cxperiment.-

\\e conclude that numbers sufficiently accurate for nio-s

practical purposes may be obtained from the Wm. T:.

calorimeter by careful attention to the regulation

oxygen supply. The determination of the water value <>i

th. apparatus by thi combustion of a sample of coal in the

calorimeter may be objected to on the ground r

amount of unburnt ga.-cs varies with different coals; ha* I

should be recognised that the method is only an appn

ope, and that absolutely reliable results can only be obtsiue'l

by the use of Si uic form of bomb calorimeter.
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t5u. .

ftke

ixt-d carbon ,

tomb
fflculated

,

,'m. Thorns ui

Kris Thompson
.

SBCuIated
En, Tl •• i: . .

.

Kris Thompson

10.
I

or. -.I" 68--61 H9-50 . r i i 73-77 74-99 74-57 77-'ill 70-71 78-80

3'87 r-j:; 4-:« 4-42 i- in 4
-
55 roil f74 4-51 1-I-.7 1-92 2-9/

L-02 if. 17 ] :;:; 0-67 0*61 m- U II--,-, H-17 0-78 11-73 0-60 0-62

S-«3 7-92 8-96 g-jjj s'34 7'99 7-21 6-95 2-31 1-94 2-72 3-15 J

11-78 10-15 6-90 4*23 1-70 2-68 1-37 7-17 8- in 4-18 S-5'.l

11 -H 11-53 9-84 lii-n; W29 11-52 9-91 11-90 8-23 7- Hi S'ss 3-97

1,i(i-iiii loo-oo 100-00 100-00 100*00 100-00 loo-Oil 100-00 100-00 loii-oo loo-OO loooi.

.11-71 61"06
(9-96 50-92

57-58 59-12
58-15

58-47
: I ' 25

5G-98
.-,.-,-17

5.
1

• 59
53- 91

56-84 71-G1
67-41

72-32
I

fiG-43

62-25

Calorific Values to Liquid Water.

6,439
6,354

0.352

6,708 -

.1.7: 1 6,801

6,658

8,560 6

7.0113

6,775

7 27ii 7.31.

'

7,509 -."27

7,182 7,341 7,246 7.:- ;n 7,592

7.131 7.223 7,288 7,419 7,308

8,958 G,7J ii 6,940 1 1.VSI 1 .i.i'l'i

Differencesfrom Bomb Results per Cent.

•2-0
• 2-3
•3-1

-1-3
-1-3
-0-9

+ 0-3
-0-7

+ 0-2 -ITS -1-9 + o-o
2-0 - 1-9 -1-9 -1-4

-4 II - V6 -4-3 -7-5

+ 0-3 + 0-9

- 1*4 - 1-2 -29
-6-1 -

92*03
88- n

7 B01

7,785

-0-2
I- 1-3
- 7-0

7.S-7

7,7011

6,8*0

Wm. Thomson's Values, using Water Equivalent calculatedfrom Results of Combustion of Coal.

6,065 .'..132 C.739 ri.742

. - 1-1 -o-l +0-5 -0-7
7H53
-o-ti

7,224 ' 7.314 7,380 7.512 7,394 7,8 ..

-0-6 -0-3 —0-2 +0-.H -1-8 o-o

Formula for calculated i-alui s i .V.
00L8'
LOO

. (O +.Jf)-i-, -i

342300 I
II . -) + 2.220

-J.

i. Splint coal, Lochgelly, I ife.

_. Boil, r fuel (a -mixture), 1 .

3. Ell coal, Bothwell.
4. Main coal. Botliwell.

5. Pyotshaw coal, Both-well.
6. Dumfermlme splint, < owdenbeath, Pit 10.

7. Splint coal. B.'thw.ll.

5. Dumfermline splint, Cowdenbeath, I'ii 7.

:.. Boiler fuel, Aitken Pit, K Ity.

10. Haujylirigg coking coal, Kilsyth*
11. Coking coal, Kilsyth.
12. Anthracite, Kilsyth.

Calculation of Calorific Values from the Results of
miniate. Analyses.— Before referring to the figures in the
bore table we will consider the possible differences in the

alues calculated by mean;, of the modified Dulong formula
'hich may result from error? in analysis. from the

xatnple which follows it will be evident that differences of

I 50 calories are well within the limits of experimental
rror:

—

show differences of — .3-7 to + 2-0 per cent. A ful'

discussion of this subject lies outside the scope of the

preseut paper : but it is evident that the method of calcula-

tion from analytical results only gives approximate values,

and that it should only be employed in esses where a direct

determination is not possible.

(©bttuatp.
77'2o
4-50

0-7S
2 41

?'-»o

7-85

7577

77-00

JO

-

7530

The differences between the calculated and bomb values
try in our tesN from + <J5 to — 1 It; (+ 0-9 to — 2-0 per
•nt.), and are distinctly greater than the possible experi-
ental error in three eases only. Considering that the
dues for free carbon and hydrogen are used in the
rmula, and that the oxygen is assumed to be present as

liter—which is certainly not the case—the close agreement
i tween the calculated and directly determined values is

i rprising. A further comparison of the figures in the
ble shows that the calculated values approach more
jsely to the bomb results than those obtained by the
illiam Thomson calorimeter, but that they are, taken as a
i»le. rather les> accurate than the William Thomson values
sed ou the water equivalent determined by the combustion
coal.

Brame and Cowan find differences in five coals of —0-7
' — 4-8 per cent. To the summary of previous work
'en by these authors mav be added the results of the
periments of Bunte (Schilling's J., 1901, 34, 21), which

Capt. h. c. aspixwall.

(apt. Henry G'happell Aspinwall was born on
Nov. 19, 1855, at Epsom, Surrey, and died June 28,

1904, at the Post-Graduate Hospital, New York
City. He was general superintendent of the smokeless

powder department of the Dupont Powder Co., residing

at Haskell, N.J., and was unmarried. He was educated
partly in England and partly in America. In 1S79 he
entered the Twenty-Second Regiment of New York
state, and subsequently joined the Twelfth Regiment,
leaving the service in 1893 with the rank of captain.

During his career he devoted his studies to the improve-
ment of explosives for military purposes, and was well

known as a smokeless powder expert. He was a member
of the American Chemical Society and the Society of

( heinical Industry, and at his death was Vice-President

of the New York Section of the Verein Deutscher
Chtmiker.
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I. -PLANT, APPARATUS, AND MACHINERY.
Englirh Patents.

Fillers. <;. Lebedinsky, l\i.fi, Russia. Eng. Pat. 16,7 10,

July 30, 1903.

A HuHizoxrAi.. double-walled sieve drum, with corru-

gated outer surface, is mounted in a casing and is filled to

a certain height only with granular filtering material such
as sand or porcelain beads, &c. The fluid to be filtered

Hows from the outside to the iuside, but for washing, the

water flows in the opposite direction. During the washing
operation the sieve drum is rotated, so that the filtering

material may be shaken about and be thoroughly cleansed—
"W. II. c.

Filtering Apparatus. J. Wetter, London. From
E. Boellinghaus, Hamburg. Eng. Pat. 27,287, Dec. 12, 191 (.

A ntjmbeb of superposed filtering chambers are connected
with the liquid supply-, discharge-, and rinsing-canals,

situated in a tube eommou to all, by mean- of openings
controlled by annular slides. Kach chamber may act

independently, and the filtration may take place, and the
tillering medium be washed, in either an upward or

downward direction, as desired.— W. II. <
'.

United States Patents.

Drying-kiln. !'. Meyer, Assignor to E. .1. Kirby and
the Chicago American Fuel Briquctting Co., all of

Chicago. 1 ,S. Pat. 761,088, May 31, 1901.

The material to be dried is passed through the drying-

chamber by a iiorizoutal conveyer consisting of a number
ol open buckets, and is agitated by blades tixed to rotating

shafts placed transversely across the conveyer. 1 1 < r air is

admitted to the chamber, and suitable means are provided
for rotating the shalts.— L. F. li.

Drying Powders ) Apparatus for . rl. Croizier, Paris.
I ,S Pat 761,763, June 7, 1904.

Sei Eng. Pal 18,661 ol 1901; this J., 1902, 1178.—T.F. B.

Still. V. I!. Merrill, Jonespoint, New York, Assignor to

Merrill Process Co., New lork. U.S. Pat. 761,315,
.May 31, 1901.

The still is horizontal, and of egg-shaped cross-section,

the wider part being at the bottom ; and is provided with

a pendent swinging agitator, fixed to a horizontal axis nea

the top of the still.— L. F. (i.

Calcining Apparatus. D. L. Kibler, Acme, Texas.

U.S. Pat. 761,684, June 7, lflol.

A -i mii vi [NDEIOAL, horizontal shell or kettle, situated it

a furnace, has flues traversing it. An oscillating agitatoi

.

is arranged in the shell to keep both the IT 1 1 <
- - ami she!

free from deposit.— W. II. ('.

Muffle lioasting-Furnace. F. Meyers, New Vork.

U.S. Pat. 761,691, .June 7. 1904.

A series of vertical furnaces, each consisting of a meta
shell with refractory lining and superposed healths, similar

to the Herreshof furnaces, are connected together. A
heating furuace is common to the series, and suitable fines

are provided for conveying the hot gases through the series

to the stack.—W. II. C.

Extracting Apparatus. 11. J. P. Hampton, Vlbany,

New York. U.S. Pat. 761,828, June 7, 1904.

The combination is claimed, in the case of a steam
of a cylinder, pipe-connections between the -team ami watei

space of said boiler and cylinder, a cup detaehablv secured

to the lower end of the said cylinder, a strainer forming
bottom for the cup, and an agitator arranged within

— YV. II. (

French I'vrtsi-.

Vapour from u Liquefied Gas tuch as

Methylamine, ftc. j Production of . J

Fr. Pat. 838,706, \pril 11, 1!

\ i. SERVOtit containing the ammonia or other liquid

communicates with a tubular vaporiser by means of a

piston, actuated by the pressure ol the vapour and regulated

by a spring.— \V. II. C.

Crystals; Process for Obtaining tiooil. Chemically Pttri

. V. Schutze. Fr. Pat. 339,896, Jan. 20, 1904,

The liquid to be crystallized is made to flow -lowly through

a double-walled tube, whilst warm or cold water i

liquid is circulated through the annular space in an

direction. The liquid in the inner tube is slowly

gressively cooled, and pure regular crystals are de|

Mian- are provided for watching the progress of the

II. Kourniei
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jeration, for regulating the temperature and flow of the

filing liquid, and for filling and emptying the apparatus.
— \V. H. C.

Furnace ; Rotary . W. S. Rockwell. Fr. Pat.

339,768, .lau. 21, 1904.

Pat. 1503 of 1904 ; this J., 190 I, 143.—T. F. B.

II.-FUEL. GAS, AND LIGHT.

Combustion ; Mechanism of . H. 11. Dixon.
J. Gas Lighting, 190*, 86, 745—753.

BE author discusses the chemical processes iu flames, the

ibject being treated tinder the following headings:—
unsen's theory of discontinuous combustion; pressures-

oduced in explosions ; influence of aqueous vapour on
abustions : rate of explosion in gases

;
photographic

islysis of explosion flames ; velocity of a sound-wave iu

e flame of exploded gases; initiation of the explosion-

Be.—A. S.

russian Bine in Spent Oxide, A'< . ; Determination of
by Feld's Method. I:. YYitzack. XXIII., page

12$

Knclish Patents.

^fillers' liefuse. Sewage, or the like ; Treatment of
[Fuel Briquettes]. L. Cameron. Eng. Pat. I4,53n.

June 30, 1903. XVIII. B., page 724.

riquel'es for Fuel ; Manufacture of . II. II- Lake,
London. From A. Petit and Co., Verviers, Belgium.
Eng. Pat. 16,908, Aug. 1, 1903.

IE Fr. Pat. 331,301 of 1903 ; this J., ] 'Jul, 54.—T. F. B.

cens for the Manufacture of Ocoid or other Sha/ie
Smokeless Briquettes. J. \V. Mackenzie, Loudon. From
La Conip. des Cliarbons et Briquettes de Blanzy et de
l'Ouest, Nantes, France. Eng. Pat. 9483, April 25,
1904.

IE ovens have a number of openings running loogitiidin-

y entirely through the partitions between tbem. These
enings increase in size from the central partition to the

d walls, and are placed in zig-zag form to increase the

iught and allow the vapours to escape easily.

—W. II. C.

eatin,/ and Enriching Gas ; Means and Apparatus for
use in . A. G. Brookes, London. From M. M.
Makeever, Boston, Mass. Eng. Pat. 6540, March 17.

1904.

casing is divided by means of a horizontal partition into

3 chambers, each of which \s divided by means of vertical

rtitions into several compartments which communicate
th each other alternately at opposite ends, so that the

>, in flowing through the apparatus, must pursue a zio--

; course first in the lower and then in the upper com-
tments. The lower compartments, in which the car-
•etting liquid is maintained at a certain level by means
a suitable reservoir, are packed with wicks in rope form,
de from hemp or the like; whilst the upper compart-
Qts, which serve to filter the carburet led gas, are packed
•h ropes made of wood-fibre and asbestas.—H. II.

» Generating or Gasogen Apparatusfor Producing Poor
j?os free from Tarry Matters. L. lioutillier, Paris,
ing. Pat. *9942, April 30, 1904. Under Interuat. Conv.,
tug. 14, 1903.

short " distilling retort," open at the top, exteuds up
' >ugh the centre of the grate of the generator into the i

i mdescent zone of fuel. The fuel supply to the generator
'led upwards through the retort, by means of a screw
v. yor or otherwise, at such a rate that the fuel remains

i.'-he retort long euough for all the tarry matters to be
1 en off before the residue mingles with the incandescent
I. The tarry matters are decomposed during their
I sage upwards through the hot zone. Steam anH air are I

introduced at the base of the generator, and the <*ases are
led off at the top as usual.—H. B.

Gas Washers; Construction of . O. Imray, London.
From F. Burgemeister, ( elle, Germany. En°- Pat
15,060, July 7, 1903.

See Fr. Pat. 333,726 of 1903
; this J.. 1903, 1342.—T. F. B.

Gas; Processfor Making . VV. Kent, New York.
Eng. Pat. 15,645, July 15, 1903.

< See U.S. Pat. 735,272 of 1903
; this J., 1903, 990.—T. 1'. B.

Feeding and Distributing of Material in Gas Producers.
Furnaces, and the tike; Apparatus for /he Continuous

. C. \V. Bildt, Stockholm. En". Pat 937G
April 23, 1904.

The invention relates to fuel-feeding devices in which a
distributing disc rotates beneath the lower end of the feed
hopper. To prevent the fuel (waste wood, bark, peat, &c.)
from sticking or locking iu the hopper, two or mor.
upright pins of sufficient length are attached rigidly to the
upper side of the disc, extending up into the lower part of

J

the hopper.—H. B.

Incandescence Bodies for Electric Glow Lamps; Manu-
facture of . C. D Abel, London. Froin'siemens
and Halske, Act.-Ges., Berlin. Eng. Pat. 26,776, Dec 7
1903.

See Fr. Pat. 337,008 of 1903; this J., 1904, 484.—T. F. B.

United States Patents.

Coke-Oven. .1. S. Maxwell, Cumberland, Md., U.S A
U.S. Pat. 761,521, May 31, 1904.

At either side of a long series of coke-ovens, are arranged
a pair of coke-ovens with straight end walls, and straight

1 front and rear walls, the roofs of the ovens being arched.
Suitable tie-rods and beams brace the ovens together, a
central vent is provided in each, and ear-tracks are laid on
the top of all the ovens.—L. F. G.

Coke-Ocen. C. Schro;ter, Chicago. U.S. Pat. 761,789
June 7, 1404.

The coking chambers are surrounded by heating flues.
which also pass beneath the retorts. Means are provided
for introducing gaseous fuel and air under pressure, and for
isolating any retort.— \V. II. C.

Coal Gas; Process ofManufacturing
VV. A. Padfield, Exeter, England. U.S
June 14, 1904.

nee Eng. Pat. 12,552 of 1902 ; [his J., 19J3, 789

French Patents.

Briquettes from Pow lered Fuel; Manufacture of
K. Middleton. Fr. Pat. 339,370, Jan. 6, 1904.

A stakcht paste ;s b t;1 ;ued by adding the minimum
amount of boiling water to cereals, old potatoes, or the
like, and the paste is mixed while hot with coal tar or
Stockholm tar.

_
The product is incorporated with pulverised

fuel, aud the mixture is compressed into blocks.—H. B.

Fuel; Artificial and its Manufacture. E J
Hoffman and N. J. (.'lark. Fr. Pat. 339,859, Jan 05
1904. ' ~ '

See Eng. Pat. 1887 of 1904 ; this J., 1904, 483.—T. F. B.

Coal, Minerals and Similar Substances : Process and
Apparatus for Drying . F. Baum. Fr. Pat
339,952, Jan. 27, 1904.

See Eng. Pat. 2185 of 1904 ; this J., 1904, 539.—T. F. E.

Illuminating and Heating Gas; Manufacture of .

Deutsche Continental (Jus Ges. and J. JLSueb 1'r
Pat. 339,534, Jan. 12, 1904.

Vertical retorts, the diameter of which lucre ices era lually
from top to bottom, are arranged within the furnace so that

T. Settle and
Pat. 762,495,

-T. F. B.
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. i hi ated over their i ior.

ng been brought to a high temp rai ire, they an:

I almost completely from above with the coal to be

carbonised, the heat being well maintained. Gas is given

off rapidly from the fuel contiguous to tlie retort walls, and

;i layer of compact impermea - formed immediately.

The gas passes up through the comparatively cool cenlral

part of the coal to the gas exit at the top of the retort,

being kept from contact with the hot walls by the crus

coke. Distillation gradually proceeds towards the centre.

The coal dust which i

'• he nmn
nel through which the gas has to ascend. It is claimed

that the formation of naphthalene i- thus prevented, and

that the tar is obtained i

- a fluid brown oil. containing little

coal.—H. B.

Generatorfor Low-gradi Gas. l.erougc, Fornas and I

Fr. Pat. 389,817, Jan. 22, 1904.

\t the base of the column of fuel in the producei steam

ie is admitted ; at the uppi r end. at the foot of a cylin-

.[ charging hopper, air. or a mixture of air and steam,

is admitted; whilst the gas generated is drawn off from an

intermediate point. By this arrangement the tarry matters

distilling from the fresh fuel are caused to pass down

through the iueandeseent /one before reaching the oi

whilst the steam entering the lower region of the fuel

pre-., ering, utilises the heat of the cinders, and

forms water-gas with an) carbon remaining unburn! in the

I iter.—H. B.

Calcium Carbidi ; Agglomerating . L. l.-inss.

l'r. Pat 339,492, Jan. 11, 19

,B mixture with 100 kilos, of calcium carbide, 100 kilos.

f molasses, containing about half its weight of sugar, is

rived of water as far as possible by heating to about

I

'

. a small proportion of potassium permanganate is

added with agitation, then 5 kilos, of dry sodium carbonate,

1 kilos, of zinc oxide, and 1 kilo, of finely-powdered lirce.

The crushed calcium carbide is then worked into the mass,

whilst the temperature is kept at not li. low 90 t
. The

agglomerated mass is then moulded under pressure, and

the cake- are rolled. Many advant 1 for

this mixture over calcium carbide by itself, especially in

reference to the application to the production of acetylene

III.—DESTRUCTIVE DISTILLATION,

TAR PRODUCTS. PETROLEUM
AND MINERAL WAXES.

Indoplienine Reaction. L. Storch. XXIII., page 73n.

English Patents.

( ;/ T.ir; Process for tin Separation of the

from the Neutral Constituents of thi Latter.

B. Schulze and i hem. I'abr. Ladenburg, G. in. b. 11.,

Ladenhurg, Germany. Eng. Pat. 17,866, \ng -.

S] i- l'r. Pi this J., 1904, 55. I'. F. B.

Protective Coating [from Tar] ; 2Von-inflammabU Com-
position for use as a . G. Mahieux, Asnieres,

France. Eng. Pat. 7068, March 23, 19 14. Under
Internal.! lonv., March 26, 1908.

See Fr. 1
- of 1903; this J., I —T F. B.

United States Patent.

Mm. rol 'ad BosiH Oils; Process of Making Waterf)

Solutions of . F. Boleg, Eeslingen, Germany, \-

stenot to ties. /.. Verwertung der Bolegschen Wasser-

toslichen MineralOle und Xohlenwasserstoffe, G
br. II., Berlin. U.S. Pat 761,939, June 7. 1904.

Eng. Pat. 12,349 of 1899 ;
thi- J., 1'ji.iu, 526.—T. F. B,

Fbbni ;i Patent.

I'.,i H',i I :us Products ; Manufacture of 1

E. Bonchaud-Pra eiq Fl Pat. 338,730, April 14

1' i. lignite, &C, are extracted with saitubli

solvents, e.g., alco rs, and the it

evaporated. The residual wax-like substance, which re

sembles beeswax, is hard and has a high melting po

a specil i
ibove 1 • 000.— (.'. A. M.

IV -COLOURING MATTERS
DYESTUEFS.

AND

ines ; I S
/'

. J. Nehmidiin.
j

Comptes rend., 1904, 138, 1508 -1510.

existence i triacid derivatives of rosanilii

asserted by llofiuanu, who prepared brown -ubsia

which he assigned that composition ; but hi; ai

- did not support the conclusion verj strong!

author finds that by placing these si

over potassium hydroxide for a month il npletSI
the e cess of acid which they contain, and the brown mail

aes quite black and inodorous. The substance- thu

obtained are exceedingly stable, and their analysis ^'ivf I

figures agreeing exactly with the composition oi tii hydro
|

chloridi aniline, pararosauiline, and hexainethjl

pararosauiline respectively. They dissolve in alcohol au

in water with the same colour as the corresponding in

salts, aud the eolouriog properties are not lessened

saturation of all the basic functions in ihe i

la the of pararosaniline, Hum i-in-lil obtained I

tetrahydrochloride by i\ith hydrochloi

gas and removing the exec.-- by means of a current i

but the author finds that the evolution ol hydrochlori

ami does not cease at this point, for the tetrahvdn
still gives off the gas to the atmosphere. The -

saturated with hydrochloric acid gas at the ordinary tfln
pi ratine and pressure is red, and contains hv lrocbwn
acid more than corresponding to a pentahvdrochloriue

but as the temperature is lowered men rbei

and the colour fades through orange and yellow, till in .

bath of liipjid air it is perfectly white.—J. T. 1 1.

Triphenylmethane Series; Somt Reaction.* in the

E. Vongerichten and K. \\ eilinger. Z. Far

Textil-Chem., 1904, 3, B17t 218.

When p-triaminoiiiphenylmethane and /i-triaminotritohjl

methane arc heated respective!} with tnluidiim and auiliii'

ochlorides, transformation occurs, toluidim- being re

placed by aniline, or i ice ,vtrsa. When /•olianjinoB*!

tolylmethane and the corresponding dipln nylinethan

derivative are treated in a similar manner, liowevn

Vongerichten and Bock (,/-. Farheu- u. Textil-l hem., 19W
have shown that the final product in cither case i

p-diaminophenyltolylmetbane. The authors ha

lined the behaviour of p- diuminotriplieuyliuethaiK

and find that when heated with a strong

toluidine hydrochloride and o-tuluidine, it is eonvertei

into p-diaminoditolylphenylmetliaue ; and also that tt

latter when heati-duith aniline hydrochloride and anllim

is again converted into j)-diaiiiiuatriphenylmetliaiie,

Naphthyldiphcitylmethunr, Dinaphthylphenylunthai
Trinaphthylmethane Scries; Dyestuff* oj the -

—

1 . X. elting. Ber., 1904, 37, 1899—19

author obtains dinaphthylphem Imethane dyes

condensing dimethyl-D-aniinobenzaldehyde and its uitro

with secondary alkylnaphthylarnine* and oi

asis so obtained, and also by pwpaw
uionaphthylphenylketones and condensing these »il

i.u v o-uaphthylamines. Naphihyldiphcnylmetbarj

dyestuffs were obtained by condensing the ubove-mentioaei

ketones with tertiary amino- of the ben/. >

iy tuffs and leuco basesofthc trinaphthylmetham
by the action of carbon tetrachloride on
anaphtbylamiues or their o-formic acid esters. Th

I'diaminonaphthyhphenyl ketones were obtained by heatin,
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wondary a-naphtbylamines with dimethi.l-/>-aminobenzo-

lethylanilide and phosphorus oxychloride and hydrolysing

le aurammonium compound so formed with alcoholic alkali

ydroxide or concentrated sulphuric acid according to t he

]uation< :

—

(1) 3(CH3)oNC6H4.CO.N(CH3XC6H5) + 3POCK, =
H

;

),N<' II
4
.(\L\ II; - 2P

>) (CH,)3NC6H4 .CCU.NlCHj)(C,H5) + CMH-.SHB =
(CH XC-IL.C: ;X CH )(C6By(Cl)j

[CI0H6:NHRJ - H(T:

(3) XU,).AX\.H
J
.C;{X(.CU KH ; :

H6XHRJ + H.O =
(CH

:1) ;
XC,H,.ri U

i;
fl, . NHR + C6

H
s
XHCIi, - HC1.

These ketones are weakly basic and dye in yellow shade*.

it cannot be considered to be real dyestuifs. They an-
duced by sodium amalgam in alcoholic solutions to the
irrespondinghydrols (carbinols) which dye silk and tannin-
ordanted cotton in violet blue to green shades. ( In treating

le auranimoniuui compounds with ammonia or the ketones
ith ammonium chloride and zinc chloride, Auramines ire

itained, dyeing in yellowish-orange sh.ides. which are more
able to acids than ordinary auramine but are readily

by alkalis into the corresponding ketones.
- of the dinaphthylphenvlnietbane and trinaphthvl-

ethane series have no practical importance ou account of
leir insolubility and relatively high cost of production,
he replacement of one benzene nucleus by a naphth
lcleus in Crystal Violet changes the shade to blue. On
placing the second and third benzene nuclei by naphtha-
ne nuclei, the blue becomes greener at each step, but the
fference in shade is not so marked as at the first stage,

he presence of a nitro uroup in thebenzei e nucleus renders
16 shade of the dyestuff more violet. When naphthylui-
leoylniethane dyestuffs are treated with acetic anhydride
id sodium acetate, or acetic anhydride and a little sul-

luric acid, the secondary aminonaphthyl group is acetylated
id green dyestuffs are obtained, the solubility in water
ling considerably increased. The acetyl group is split off

j acids or alkalis. The nitrosamine of Victoria Blue is

)own to be a green dyestuff. The author finds that the
trosainiues of the three other naphthyldiphenjlniethane
restuffs prepared by him are also green in shade. Thus
e shade is changed to green on either acetylating or
trosating a secondary amino group, and the relatiou-
tactly analogous to those observed with Pentamethv:
iolet. On acetylating dinaphthylmethane dyestuffs which
ntain two secondary amino groups with acetic anhv
id a little sulphuric acid, red diacetylated dyestnffs are
ruled. Un acetylating with acetic anhydride and acetic
id, green mouo-acetylated dyestuffs are obtained, similar
lations were also observed with the trinaphthylmethane
•estuffs. Loth groups of dyestuffs also yield red dye-
lffs with 2 mols., and green dyestuffs with I mol., of
trous acid.— K. T.

iphenylmctliyl. M. Gomberg. Ber., 1904,37, 1626—
1614. This J., 1903, 1343 and 621 ; abo 1901, 33 and
114.

a solution of tri-p-tolylcarbinol chloride, prepared from
Irbon tetrachloride and toluene with aluminium chloride
an inert solvent such as benzene, be treated with molecular
rer in absence of air, the solution acquires an orange
our, and an unsaturated compound is formed. On
naming for some time in absence of air. the solution
es its colour, and hexatolyletbane, (C 1I

:I
. O

c]
H4)3

• C

.

!
(^6^X113). is formed by polymerisation of the tri-

'olymethyl, which is presumably formed in the first

tance. When tri-p-tolylcarbinol chloride is acted on by
.'lecular silver, in presence of a current of air, in benzene
;ution, the orange-coloured substance is decolorised
^'>st as fast as it is formed, and a crystalline deposit of .1

oxide (CH
3C H-,)3.C.t).O.C. (C6H,.CH3)3, is obtained.

:an be separated from the carbinol and hexatclylethan
dissolving the latter substances in ether, aDd can

\n be recrystaliisel from benzene. The same peroxide

obtained in fairiy good yield by treating tri-p-tolvl-

carbinol chloride in benzene solution with an aqueous
- idium peroxide solution in presence of a little acetic acid.

The peroxide is readily hydrolysed by means of aceto-
sulphuric acid to the corresponding carbinol, whilst with
hydrochloric acid tri-p-toiylearbinol chloride is regenerated.
1 >i - p - tolylphenylcarbinol chloride was prepared from
p-bromotoluene and methyl benzoate. lis behaviour
towards metals is quite analogous to that of the tri-

ompound. By the action of air and molecular silver,

70—80 per cent, of the peroxide can be obtained. The
solutions of di-p-tolylphenylmethyl are less red (more
"range) in shade than those of tri-p-tolylmethyl. Thi-
peroxide can also be obtained by the action of sodium
peroxide on the carbinol chloride, Diphenyl-p-tolyl*

mol chloride was found to be best prepared by
the Friedel - Crafft reaction from toluene and benzo-
phenone dichloride. The latter substance reacts in

manner with exceptional ease, forming analogous deri-

vatives with chloro , bromo-, and iodo-benzene, naphtha-
lene, .Vc, and substituted benzophenone dichlorides si

a similar activity, so that the most diverse derivatives of
triphenylcarbinol chloride may be conveniently prepared in

this way. Diphenyl-yj-tohcarbinol chloride resembles iu

is action ou metals the triphenyl compound rather than its

higher homologues. With zinc it reacts energetically,

t'orminc: a syrupy double salt and an unsaturated compound
"hich absorbs iodine and is quickly oxidised in the air to a
peroxide. A solution of the carbinol chloride treated with
Molecular silver acquires an orange yellow shade rather

darker than that from the triphenyl- and less red than that
trom the di-p-tolyl-phenyl-compound. The peroxide
prepared by both methods used in the case of the two other
tolyl-derivatives

;
p-eulor >-, p-bromo-, audp-iodotriphenyl-

carbinol chlorides were obtained by the action of chloro-,
bromo-, and iodobenzeue on benzophenone dichloride in
presence of aluminium chloride

; p-chlorotriphenyl carbinol
chloride was also prepared by the action of benzene on
p-ehlorobenzophenone chloride, and was identical with
the substance obtained by the other method. All three
p-halogen- substituted triphenylcarbinol chlorides behave
towards metals in a manner analogous to the tclvl-

eompounds. With molecular silver the ehloro-compounds
yielded a wine-red, and the bromo- and iodo-compoun is

an orange-red coloration. On exposure to air thes?
unsaturated compounds formed peroxides insoluble iu

ether. Tri-p-chlorotripkeuylcarbinol chloride was obtained
by the action of chlorobenzene on carbon tetrachloride.

With molecular silver a benzene solution of this substance
gives a Bordeaux Red coloration, finally changing to a

Magenta violet which is so deep that a three per cent, solu-

tion is quite opaque. In presenceofairthecolourdisappe.it-
and a powdery product can be isolated, probably the per-
oxide. Diphenyl-a-naphthyl carbinol chloride was obtained
! v the action in carbon bisulphide solution, of naphthalene on
benzophenone dichloride in presence of aluminium chloride.
With molecular silver in benzene solution it yields a deep
brownish-yellow solution with green fluorescence. It is

decolorised by the air with astonishing rapidity, and a crys-
talline peroxide is deposited. Trinaphthylcarbinol and its

chloride were obtained by the action of naphthalene on
carbon tetrachloride in presence of aluminium chloride, but
could not be obtained in a colourless form, so their behaviour
was not further studied. Tri - p - nitrotriphenylcarbinol
chloride was obtained in an impure form from its carbinol,

the action of phosphorus oxychloride or pentachloride
1 nitrobenzene solution. The carbinol is not acted on by

dry hydrochloric acid gas in benzene solution, nor by acetyl
chloride. The carbinol chloride gives with molecular silver

in benzene solution, on gentle warming, a blue green liquid,

and on further warming, the colour changes to magenta
violet. On cooling, the bluish-green coloration returns.

On exposure to air the corresponding peroxide is formed.
All the triphenylmethyl derivatives described above, with
the possible exception of the tritolyl compound, ab-

, 'dine, forming colourless compounds. As the facult;

forming peroxides disappears, for instance, by polymerisa-
tion on standing, the faculty of absorbing iodine disappeai s

also, and the solutions become colourless. The author tii'i.'s

that triphenylmethyl exists in its solutions in a dimolectilar
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coudition, but he considers this to be merely a rase of

association and formulates it as (CSH C — and the pu-
oxides as ];..< J >.( t.l.'i; ,.—E. F.

2,
.*'-Dihydroxyjlavoncl ; Synthesis of . A. Katsch-
alowsk'v and St. v. Kostanecki. Her.. 1904, 37, 234G—
•2351.

On condensing quinacetopheuone monomcthyl ether with

«-methoxybenzaldeh\de, 2.2'dimethoxyflavanone

—

. HsO.C4H3
/ O- CH.C6H 4 .OCH,

\nCO.CH,
is produced. Isonitroso-2.2'-dimethoxyflavanone, ob-

tained by treating this compouud with ainyl nitrite and

hydrochloric acid, is converted by treatment with sulphuric

acid into 2.2' dimethoxyflavonol, which is demethylated by
means of hydriodic acid, 2.2'-dihydroxyflavonol being

formed. It dyes mordanted cotton much deeper shades

than do 2.3'- or 2. I'-dihydroxyflavonol (see this J., 1904,

367). The mordant-dyeing properties of this compound
-how that those of Morin are due. not only to the chromogen

C.OB
group

|

and to the hvdro\yl group in the peri position

I
,,

to the keto group, but also to the anchi- (or 2') hydroxy!

group.—T. T. B.

Cyanine Dyestuffs; Constitution of . A. Wiethe and
G. Book. Ber., 1HC4, 37, 2008—20'."J.

I'm authors find that Ethyl Bed, the dyestuff obtained by
the action of alkali hydroxide on a mixture of quinoline

ethyl iodide and quinaldine ethyl iodide in alcoholic solu-

tion, has the formula ( 'jjH^NjI. The best yield is obtained

by using a mixture of 2 mols. of quinoline ethyl iodide with

1 mol of qaiualdine ethyl iodide. An alcoholic solution of

quinoline ethyl iodide alone yields no dyestuff with alkali

hydroxide. Ethyl Jled combines with 2 atoms of iodine to

form a perfectly stable compound, soluble with difficulty in

water and iu alcohol, but readily soluble in acetone to a

deep red solution. This addition compound possesses none

of the properties of a periodide such as quinoline periodide.

i'or instance, its solution iu acetone shows no blue colora-

tion with starch solution. From the above consideration!

/he authors deduce the constitutional formula!

—

X- U„H 4

for Ethyl Bed

,CH:CII

.('ll.t'IK

>C:CH.C,
, CHj.! II

v

C,,H,

N(C\.li
5 )

-CHj.CH. -.

>CI.CHI.CC
C,H 4

-/ >'(!)« ,B i

/.

and

I II

for the iodo-addition product. By the action of alkali

hydroxide in alcoholic solution ou quinaldine ethyl iodide

alone, a homologue, ( '..,1I»
7
N2I, of Ethyl Bed is formed.

which differs from the latter in shade and is a far less em-
cient seiisiti-er of a silrer-hromide-gelatin plate. By the

action of 1 mol. of silver nitrate, Ethyl Bed is converted

into the corresponding nitrate C^IF.N.. ( NO .1 which is nu
excellent sensi iser for photographic plates, which it clouds

far less than the original Ethyl Bed, and has the further

advantage of being very soluble in water and in alcohol.

— K. I'.

English Patents.

Visxzo Colouring Matters [A:;> Dyestuff*] ; M<wnfa<ture

of . d. W. Johnson, London. From Kalle and I D

Biebrich-on-the-Rhine. Fug. Pat 18,120, Mux -.'7, 1908.

.See I'r. Pat. 832,71 i of 190 I
\
this .) , 1908, 1290.—T. F. B.

Eng. Pat. 10,581, July 28, 1903

.See Fr. Put. 884,140 of 1903
;

this J . l'Jul. 16.—T. F. B.

Anthraquinom I Manufacture if .Yew
Witroanthraquinonesulphonic Acids'], II. K. Newtor

London. Prom Farbenfabr. vorm. I'. Bayer .

Elberfcld, Germany. Kng. Pat. 17, .'it',:,, Aug. 13,

Sei I r. Pat. 334,576 of 1903 ; this J., 1904, .".7.—T. F. 11.

Azo Dyestuffs .- Manufacture ofNe» ,aml of Pro&uet
to be used in the said Manufacture. J. Y. Johnson

don. From The Badiscbe Anilin u. Soda Fabril
Ludwigshafen-on-the-Bhine, Germany. Kng. Pat

Aug. 4, 1903.

The new a/o dyestuffs are 2-hydroxy-l-azo derivatives ol

naphthalene .ami are prepared from 2-i diehloro-l -uaphthl I

amine, by acetylating it, suiuhonating, splitting off tb<

acetyl group, diazotising the dichlorouuphtlivlaniinemooo-
sulphonic acid, and treating the dia/o solution with a sub
stance capable of neutralising the acid. ,.</., sodium
or carbonate, chalk, magnesia, whereby one of the chlorine

atoms is replaced by a hydroxvl group, and a hydros}
ehlorodiazonaphthalenesulphonie acid or its inner anbydridi

is produced. The latter, when coupled with d-naphthol
gives a dyestuff which is soluble in water, and dyes wool ii

an acid hath brownish- violet shade-, changing on treatmen
with potassium bichromate or a mixture of a eliminate an

a chromium salt, into a deep bluish-black, having i bin
•' overhand " appearance, and very fast to washing, millinp

"potting," and light. < tther hydroxy derivatives o
naphthalene. e.</., the 2.7- or 1 . a-dihydroxynaphthaleiie
may be substituted for the 3-naphthol.— A. S.

United States Patents.

Orange Sulphur Dye [Sulphide Dyestuff]. W. Iinmericl

Assignor to Farbw. vorm. Meister, Lucius und Hnimnp
lloechst-on-the-Maine, Germany. I'.s. 1'at. "GO.lli

May 17, 1904.

" TOLUYLENE-DIUKEA " i- heated with sulphur. The pro

duct is a dark reddish-brown powder, soluble in sodiuu

hydroxide solution and in sodium sulphide solution with i

brown colour. On evaporating the sodium sulphide solu

tion the dyestuff i- obtained in a form soluble in w\Uei

the solution dyeing cotton in fast, bright, orange shades.

—E 1

Azo Dyestuffs; Preparation of . W. l,opb, Bonn
Assignor to ( . F. Boehringer und Soehne, MaDiibeim

W'aldhof, Germany. U.S. Pat. 7»'.l,-'tl0, May 31, 1901.

A Mixn be of an aromatic amine, potassium nitrite, an.

an acid "coupling compound," or one of its sjlt-, .

submitted, in aqueous solution, to the anode action of a

electric current. For example, " Ponceau 2 li." i- prepare,

by electrolysing a mixture of 10 parts of aniline, 'J' I patt

of potassium nitrite, 32-7 parts of fl-naphtholdisulphoni

acid, and U'O narts of water, using a platinum catho

—T. F. B

Indoxyl, Ac ,- Process of making . A. ltiscbloi

Assignoi to Basle Chemical Works, li.isle, Switzerlsw

U.S. Pat. 761 4 1". viae 81, 1904.

Ixdoxyl, its homologues and their derivatives ire ft

duced by melting the alkali salt of the correspond

glycin compound with alkali hydroxide, an alkali nu

a Miiall quantity of the product obtained hi dis

sodium in alcoholic potash, and distilling off the aloohi

All alkali sulphite may also be added to the mixture.

—T. V. I

Freni h Patents.

Dyestuff obtained from Asphodel Hoots. A. ltudjil si

J. E. Yaludon. Fr. Pat. 333,478, Nov. 28,

The material i- washed, divided, and extracted with wat.

at a temperature of 30 —60' 1 . The extract i- ferment,

and used for spirit manufacture. A resin i> then cxtracti

from the residue by boiling with water in contact with tl

air. This resin decomposes under these conditions, una

dyestuff solution is formed of a bright reddish Muck thai

which changes to pure black under the action of ferr.n

sulphate and otlu i mordants. The residual fibre i

r.— E. F.
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kes [from Azo Dyestuffa] ; Process for Preparing

New . Sac. Anon. Prod. F. Bayer et C'ie. Fr. Pat.

539,006, Jan. 14, 1804.

D lakes, fast to light, are obtained by precipitating on a

table substratum tbe dyestuff obtained by coupling
zotisil anthranilie acid with a-naphthol sulphonic acids

j., uaphthol sulphonic acids 1 .3, 1.3.6, 1.3.8, &c).
—T. F. IS.

Dyestuff and Lakes derived from it ; Production of

yew . F. liaver et ( :ie. Fr. Pat. 339,94;', .Jan. 27,

904.

E solium salt of m-aniinobeuzoic acid is diazotised and
lbiued with 2-naphthol-3 . 6 . 8-trisulphonic acid. Tbe
jur is precipitated with salt, and dyes wool from an acid

d in orange shades. The colour lake which is prepared
precipitation with a salt of calcium, barium, strontium

iluminium, &c. in the usual way, is fast to light.

—A. B. S.

^.-PREPARING, BLEACHING, DYEING,
RINTING AND FINISHING TEXTILES,

YARNS, AND FIBRES.

i-Cocoon ; Destruction cf the Chrysalis of the

n the Action of Cold. J. de Loverdo. Coniptes n .

904,138, 1134—1436.

; destruction of the chrysalis may be effected as certainly

'xposure to cold as by the hot process. The cocoons
allowed to remain for about a month in a dry atmo-
sre maintained at a constant temperature below (

'.

action of temperatures between and — 8 C. is

itically the same, but the lower temperatures are always
erable. The eocoous can be placed in tbe cold chamber
loon as they are ready, aud require no attention, as in

gas* of hot stoving, a. id the waste which occurs
i the old methods is avoided.—J. F. B.

English Patents.

ed or Mattet! Goods or Fabrics ; Manufacture of
om Fibres or Fibrous Materials. j. Y. Johnson,
ondon. From G. Goldman, Baltimore. U.S.A. Fog.
ats. 2680; 2681; 2632; 2683; and 2684 ; Feb. 3, IP' 14

U.S. Pats. 758,243 : 758, 24:) ; 768,246 ; 758,244 ; and
247 of 1904 ; this J., 1904, 544—T. F. B.

!ing or Fulling and Washing and Scouring Te.rld.
iece Goods : Machines for —— . T. Lumb, T. Wal-
aw, and D. White, Morley, England. EDg. Pat. 12,342,
ay 30, 1903.

pressure of the upper squeezing roller is regulated,
rdiog to the cloth under treatment, by means of levers
adjustable weights. A pair of vertical corrugated
re are placed between the •'draught board" and the 1

2zing rollers : these serve to break up longitudinal
es in the cloth. The draught board is connected by

,s with a clutch on tie driving pulley, and if a knot in
.ibrie prevents it passing freely through the openings
jie draught board, the latter is moved and throws the
jog pulley out of gear and thus stops the machine.

leaving the squeezing rollers, the cloth is again
';d out by an arrangement of "rams" which works
inversely. When used as a milling machine, the hinged

'l

is held up to form a trough under the squeezing
»s; for use as a scouring machine the hinged floor

1 at right angles, so that the piece can travel round
endless band.—A. B. S.

o-dytd Woollen Goods; Process for Increasing the
-ilnessto Wear of . O. Imray, London. From
;;Peterhauser, Hochst-on-the-Maine, and F. Reehburg,
' rsfeld, Germany. Eng. Pat. 14,840, July 3, 1903.
1 »ool is mordanted with metallic salts, such as potas-
' nchromate, before dyeing with indigo.—A. B. S.

Designs Impressed on Fabrics ; Method oj Fixing or Pro-
tecting . L. J. Chischin, Moscow. Eng. Pat. 18,599,
Aug. 28, i." 1

I

-1
1 Fr. Pat. 335,238 of 1903; this J., 1904, 115.--T. F. B.

Soap for Dyeing and Cleaning : Manufacture of .

A. J. Boult, London. From C. W. Horton, Cleveland,
U.S.A. Kug. Pat. US.5US, Dec. 28, 1903.

A mixture of water and a coal tar dyestuff is incorporated
with the soap while still in a plastic condition.—C. A. M.

United States Patents.

; Machinefor . C. W. Uerbine and H. Rech,
Reading, Pa., U.S.A. U.S. Pat. 760,118, May 17, 1904.

A machine for dyeing hosiery or yarn, comprising a tank
with a curved bottom, a perforated false bottom, a removable
perforated cylinder reviving in guide-bearings in either*

end ' the tauk, with a handle for lifting the cyiin ler, and
machinery for revolving it.—K. F.

Wool-Fat; Process of Recovering . (
'. K. Swctt,

Assignor to P. H. HutetiisoiK U.S. pat. 761,265,
.May 31, 190-1. XII., page 719.

I'bench Patents.

Dyeing, Blenching, Ac, Yarns ; Method of and Apparatus
for . W. Reid. Fr. Pat. 339,322, Jan. .2, 1904.

Yarns are spirally wound upon two reels fitted into a frame,
which is capable of being revolved while it is moved along
above, or is immersed in a dye- or other bath. Springs or
other devices are employed to maintain the yarns

—

e.g.,

wool yarns—under a constant degree of tension, while
allowing them to contract, during any of the operations t<

which they are subjected. Two grooved shafts, placed on
opposite sides of the dye- or other tank, cause a number of
the frames successively first to advance some distance, and
then to return almost the same distance, until the carriagi
which conveys them has reached the ends of the shait-

when the movement is reversed, and the frames are caused
to return in the same manner. The reels may be made
flat to facilitate their passage, in the frames with the yarns
upon them, between squeezing rollers, for the purpose of
removing the excess of liquor from the yarns, or they ma\
be hollow and perforated, to admit of the introduction of a
closed steam pipe into them for drying purposes. Arrange-
ments for simultaneously raising or lowering a number of
frames out of or into a dye, &c. tank, are also claimed.

—E. B.

Textiles in Hunks; Machine for Mechanically Dyeing
. E. Dittmar. Third addition, dated Jan. I], 1904,

to Fr. Pat. 315,658, Xov. 6, 1901.

The rods which carry the hanks (see this J., 1P02, 547,
and 1903, 416) are made of bamboo or rice-cane.— T. F. 1!

Dyeing with Aniline Dyestuff.-. ; Solid Compound for .

G. Rowland. Fr. Pat. 339,869, Jan. 25, 19

See Eng. Pat. 1502 of 1904; this J., 1904, 543.—T. F. B,

Dyeing and Bleaching of Cotton in Bobbins; Machim
for . Soc. Schwcb. Freres and A. Wioland. Fr.
Pat. 339,946, Jan. 27, 1904.

The bobbins are arranged side by side in a closcl ressel.

The spaces between the bobbins are filled by means of
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ragms, so thai no liquid can pass, except throng)]

substance of the bobbins; The closed ves>i bausted

by an air pump, and then the dyeing or bleaching liquid is

run in and circnlnted continuously by means of a pump,
Tin- dye vessel can be heated if desired by u steam pi] i .

A. B. -

Hi Flour i
Treatment of for use in Finishing Yarns

and Textiles. Soc. anon, des Rizeries Fran
Addition to Fr. 1'ut. 834,369, Aug. 1. 19113. XIX..

page 7-5.

TCI—ACIDS, ALKALIS. AND SALTS.

Alhali Carbonatt and Calcium Carbonati : Decomposition

of Mixtures of , at High Temperature in vacuo.

P. Lebeau. Comptes rend, 19U4, 138, 149G— 1 I

I mi dissociation of alkah' carbonates, which occurs when
the* are heated in vacuo (this J., 1904,60) is facilitated

by admixture with calcium carbonate. Complete dissocia-

tion of the carbonates of caesium, rubidium, potassium,
sodium, occurs under these circumstances at 1000 t .

This temperature is above that at which calcium carbon-
ate alone dissociates, ami the dissociation pressure throughout
is lower than that of calcium carbonate at the same tem-
peratures, suggesting the existence of double carbonates of

ilie alkali metal and calcium. The residue after complete
clissociatioi agists of pure lime (the alkali metal oxidi

having volatilised) in irregularly shaped transparent frag

ments, without action or polarised light, much less readily

attacked In reagents than that obtained by simple cal-

iou of the carbonate. Mixtures of lithium and
mm carbonates give a different result, the residue

always containing lithia as well as lime.—J. T. I).

Barium Sulphati of the Lozere District. Guedras.
Comptes rend., 1904,138, 1440.

L'uu most distinctly crystalline deposits of barytes in the

Lozere district are found near Altier, arroudiesement de
.Mende. The mineral is very rich in copper, containing up
to 1 per cent, of that metal, and also contains considerable

quantities of tin, The vein is a very thin one. In the

commune oi Villefort there is a vein of barytes charged
with galena ;

this barytes occurs in form resembling chalk.

A portion of this vein is poor in galena and assumes a very
definite form ; the cleavages are perfect and show a vitreous.

pearly lustre, which is lacking in the other barytes of the

district; this lustre contributes largely t" its industrial

value. Iu both these deposits the embedding rock is

composed of silky schists, stained with malachite in contact

with the vein of barytes.— ,T. F. 15.

Basic Ferric Phosphite. E.Berger. Comptes rend., 1904,

138, 1500—1501.

in , precipitated ferric hydroxide dissolves in phos-
phorgus acid, but the solution is decomposed completely by
water in sufficient excess, giving a white precipitate. This
precipitate, washed with water, slowly gives up phosphorous

I, and the residue when no more phosphorous acid can
be washed out, dried first on a porous plat, , and finally in

i/o ovei sulphuric acid, has a perfectly fixed c position,

The results of analysis, and the reducing action of the salt

on permanganate prove that no ferrous salt is present, and
that the substance is basic ferric phosphite. (P< >-H), l-Y,.

"Ih. .5H.O.—J. T. D.

English Paten i-

Sulphuric Anhydride ; Manufacture of . \V. P. Thomp-
son, London. From (i. Wischin, Munich, Germany.
Eng. Pat. 12,419, May 30, 190.'!.

Tn; mixture of sulphur dioxide and air nr oxygen is led

through a lection cuctainioj n iti rial, the

outside of which section is exposed to a cooling atmosphere,
then consecutively through a similai d widet

annular section, enveloped by the firsl section, with or

without the interposition of a coinpai rrow inter-

vening spa'c Mo external source of heat is used, except
Ibut the gases arc admitted in o bol -'

itus nre described, but in all, the first, rclutivel

t, at tow annular section (in which the reaction i- mo-
is serves - a beating jacket to the wider, iuterk

annulai sections.

Sulphuric Acid : Manufacturing . II. H.XiedenfBJi
Eng, Pat. loiiG, Jan. 15, 1904,

Tin gaseous sulphurous acid used in tbe chambei
of ml ii turing sulphuric acid is cooled before enter!*

the chamber by being utilised in concentrating tin

acid, or by special cooling devices, and is purified, i -|

from arsenic, &c, by passage through washers, filtei

like. The denitration is effected by the action -

sulphurous acid gases. A pressure generator is

before l special denitrating device, and between
the part of the plant in which the acid is coneenti

onler to increase the relative eftieien

and " of the nitric acid in the chamber, and for d. r isfa

the quantity of nitric arid necessary for carrying
I, Hi on."- -E S.

Cyanides; Manufacture of . J. Tchen
Germany. Eng. Pat. 17,449, Aug. n.

Ik manufacturing cyanides by oxidising a thiocylH
(sulphocyanide) by nitrii ci I, St as directed in I

17,976 of 1902 (this J., 1903, 1045), it is now dii

pass :he washed gaseous mixture, containing bydrog
cyanide and nitric acid vapour, over a salt or o\i

as anhydrous sodium sulphate or alumina) which reaop!]
combines with nitric acid, but has little or t" cleA
hydrogen cyanide. The absorption of the hydrogen cysjirj

is effected by an alkali hydroxide heated to a tei

below its melting point, but abovi that at v.hich the Will

generated by the reaction is completely vaporised,

usisg caustic soda foi this purpose, it is first lieaMtfu
about 200 ;

'.. and finally to about 300 C—E. >.

Glauber Sails ami Ferrous Sulphate} Production ofmCn
/mm .\ilr, ,,ii;, or Acid-sodium-sulplate. (.". L. Park'
'London. Eng. Pat. 9619, April 27, 1904.

Iron, or iron oxide, or spathic iron ore, is added in exc*

tn solution of nitre-cake (acid sodium sulphate) of so.,!

l"275— 1*300. Glauber's s ;1 ] t | s crystallised out ad
settled and cleared solution, and the mother li'iuid i

concentrated to obtain crystalline ferrous sulphate. 7
process may be modified by neutralising the :i

by the iron or the like, at two stages of the opt^H
Reference is made to Eng. Pat. 24,639 of 1903; this ;

1904, 252.—E. S.

French Patent-.

Ammonium Xitralr ; Process for F.xtractinc fr
Sodium Nitrate and Ammonium Sulphate. I . Naiimai

Fr. Pat. 339,733, Jan. M. 1904.

A MIXTURE of solutions of sodium nitrate and of nnmoiiii

sulphate is boiled, and the sodium sulphate which •

is removed. At a certain stage of the process the solat

Died sufficiently to become saturated with ammoaii
nitrate: a double salt containing ammonium snip

ales, and the mother-liquor, after . oi .ntratton

desired, is rapidly cooled in a prescribed mam
subject to external disturbance, to obtain a deposition

ammonium nitrate, which may be refined.— I . S.

'/.im Sulphide and other Sulphides ; Process •
' I

. G. 1>. Delprat. Fr. Pat. 33'.',y.*i>. .1:

-ii Eug. Pat. 27,132 of 1903 ; this J., 1904, C10.—T 1

n Ferrocganide ; Manufacture of . Ado
ii,,n des Mini liouxviller. Fr i a Lid. •

Soon m chloride is added to a hot, strong solution'

errocyanide, and the cry* ium fei"

cyanide that form are salted out from the inother-liq

r

of calcium chloride formed; or may be cr
the ted liquor on cooling. Reference is mmb>
Ft. IV. 156,-416 of 1888.—

1
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des of Nitrogen ; [Electrical] Manufacture of .

iemens Bros, and Co. Fr. Pat. 339,730, .Tan. 2

I. A., page 717.

YHL-GLASS. POTTEEY, ENAMELS.

. H. Mutsumoto. Mem.
Kyoto Imp. T"n:\

it i Pottery ; Body of
ull. Science and Eng.

ottery body is compos - Majeko,

iye, and Mitsuishi clays, fired .it the temp -

r cone 0-'"—022 ; and the glaze is compounded of

-*oue and the ash of Lfistylium racemosum, and
ed at cone 7. The ware is pale strav.- colour, the body

u- and non-transparent but hard, and the glaze

itelv crazed (or ,; shivered"). In analysing the materials,

lav.- were washed through a sieve with GO meshes per cm.

ted in this manuer Shigaraki clay leaves 30 per cent, of

ue. whilst the washed portion consists of 03 '13 per

. oi lay substance, 12 • 19 per cent, of quartz, and

18 per cent, of felspatbic detritus. Shiraye clay leaves

er cent, of residue, and coutaius 97 '05 per cent, of

substance, 1'22 per cent, of quartz, and 1"73 per cent.

:lspar : whilst Majeko clay, which is sandy. le

er cent, of residue, and is composed of 90" S3 per cent,

lay substance. 5 '58 percent, of quartz, and 3'6 per

. of felspar. The author found it advantageous to omit

Mitsuishi clay-s me. The Awata glaze consists of :

—

i, 5 ' 00 per cent. ; alumina, 11-11
; iron oxide, 1 '4 1 :

14--4; magne-ia, 0-30; soda, 2-.">;i; potash, 2'32j

an ignition, 14 '77 per cent. On making up a series of

:s of the foregoing materials and a very pure quartz,

lUtbor found that to give a good glaze the body should

iin 30—40 per cent, of quartz to 20—12 per cent, of

ar; or 40—50 per cent, when the felspar is between

id 6 per cent. On the other hand, the poor colour and
of plasticity preclude the use of these bodies for fine

i If, however, the ware is fired in the biscuit kiln at

11, it will carry the glaze without crazing, provided the

contains 56 -38—CI -77 per cent, of kaolin, "• 11—S-21

lspar, and 3G- 31—27 '02 of quartz. Thus, the relative

Jrtions of quartz and felspar of those bodies which
' the glaze without " crazing," are :

—" For 2")—6 per

of felspar, more than 10—30 per cent, of quartz, but

ban 30—45 per cent, of quartz ; for —12 pet cent, of

ir, more thau 30 per cent, of quartz."— ( . S.

English Patent-.

Glass; Apparatus for the Manufacture of .

Rowart, Anvelais, and L. Frar.cq, Obourg, Belgium.

. Pat. 9295, April 22, 1904. Under Internat. Conv.,

1903.ril

ireR chamber, in which air is maintained under corn-

on, contains a vessel charged with molten glass, and
unieates at the top by a long narrow opening with an
chamber, which is exhausted and kept cold by a

sating liquid circulating in compartments on each
Through stuffing-boxes in the detachable top cover
chamber pass vertical rod- carrying clamps at their

ind, which carry between them a strip of glass. The
containing the melted glass is carried by the plunger
draulic cylinder, which raises it in the chamber until

rrow opening of the top is slightly immersed in the
At the same time, the rods in the upper chamber
ered, so as to cause the glass strip held by the
to pass through the opening and dip into the melted
ifhich adheres to it. On raising the rods, the glass

ill draw up a portion of the melted glass through the

g, the g!a-s being at the same time forced upwards
difference of the air pressures in the two chambers,
glass rises in the form of a thin sheet, it is quickly
d, and is then detached from the melted trlass by
g the vessel containing the latter. The rods,
r with the formed glass sheet, are removed from the
hamber bv taking the cover off it. (See also Eng.
33 of 1901, this J., 1904, 660.)—A. G. L.

Drying and Baking Kilns for Ceramic H'are and the like.

F. Dinz, St. Jean des Vignes, France. Eng. Pat.
June 8, 1903. Under Internat. Conv., Dec. 17, 1902.

Trucks filled with the products to be baked are pu-
into a tunnel kiln in a continuous train. Each true)

provided with a grate and ashpit, to prevent the :

from coming into contact with the i interial to be baked,
s are introduced between the trucks befoie their ad-

mission and discharge, so as to avoid loss of heat and entrv
of cold air. Two galleries are arranged laterally, through
which a current of air circulates, which is heated bv con-
tact with the hot wails of the kiln, and serves both for the
combustion of the ignited fuel m.the srate-, to which it is

guided by special covers, and also for -.he storing of
awaiting admission to the ki n. A part of this

air-current is also used to dry materials arranged L

galleries. —A. G. 1..

IX-BUILDING- MATEEIALS. CLAYS.

MOETAES AND CEMENTS.
English Patents.

rborundum Articles; Manufacture of . O. Imrav,
London. From the Carborundum Co., Niagara Falis,

C.S.A. Eng. Pat. 9 !0, 1904.

In" making carborundum articles, the use of a binding agent
may be dispensed with by adding sufficient water to the
carborundum—part, at le: st, of which should be in the form
of fine powder—moulding anl drying the articles as usual,

and then subjecting thim for some time to the action of an
oxidising flame at a temperature of 2500° F., whereby the
grains become oxidised - iperficially, and adhere together.
Either crystalline or amorphous carborundum u.av be used.

Bricks, &c, may be faced with carborundum in a similar

manner.—A. G. L.

nt and Limes ; Impt. relating to . A. Deuaever.
Brussels. ling. I'at. 9765, April 2¥, 1904.

Five per cent., or more of sodium or potassium silicate :-

added to the Portland or other cement, either before or
afterburning: in the latter case the silicate should be in

the form of a fine powder.—-A. G. L.

Untied States Patent.

Fireproofing Solutions 'fur Wood] : Pr.i .- >./' Making
•. A. W. Baxter. London. U.S. I'at. 7

June 7, 1904.

See Eng. Pat. 20,592 of 1902; this J., 1903, 998.—T. F. B.

Feexch Patents.

Fireproof Varnish; Manufacture of . Evmer-
Fr. rat. 339,641, Jan. 16, 1904.

The varnish consists of alkali silicates ("soluble glass")
and asbestos or other fireproof material' mixed w:tu
vegetable or mineral oils, or with oily substances such as

glycerin.—A. G. L.

Building Materials, Artificial ; Mechanical Manufacture
. P. Deuii Dere and P. Deuil tils. Fr. Pat.

.7^7. Jan. 23, 1904.

The moulding of the bricks, See., is effected in a hydraulic
press. The size and form of the mould can he altered by
meaus of suitable packing material, an even pressure beicj-

exerted by employing, a" will, one or more compressing
pi-tons.—A. G. I..

X.-METALLUEQY.
(fields ; Metallurg • of . C.

Dixon and M. Torrente. Electrochem. ..'nd., 1904, 2
-15—220. '

.

The authors give a full account of the recent advauces and
present position of th.- treatment of gold on the Ran I.
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The treatment of slimes, the zinc and electrolytic precipi-

tation of the gold from the cyanide solutions, and the

working np of In -products Buch an occur particularly in

the cyanide treatment, are all dealt with.—R. S. II.

Gold-Silver Alloys Solubility of in Potassium

Cyanide Solutions. J. JTokobori. Mem. Coll. Science

.; Eng., Kyoto Imp. Uiu>., 1903, 1, 65—71.

Is view of the fact that native gold invariably contains a

certain proportion (varying from 6 to BO per cent.) of

silver, the author examined the action of potassium cyanide

volutions of different strengths (from (V l to 5 per cent.)

on pure gold, gold-silver alloys containing 10,20,30,40,

50, 60, 70, so, and mi per cent respectively of silver and

pure silver. The results are given in a series of tables.

In the weaker solution- (Hi an' 0*2 percent.) the amounts

of gold and silver dissolved 1'rom the alloys vary in an

irregular manner, except that with 0*2 per cent, cyanide

solution the percentage of gold and silver dissolved in a

given time appears to decrease gradually as the proportion

of silver in the alloys increases. With the stronger cyanide

solutions the solubility of both gold and silver appears to

nearly at the maximum when the alloy contains equal

proportions of the two metals. The author also examined

the effect of zinc Bhavings upon cyanide solutions. 5 guns.

of the shavings were immersed in 100 c.c. of the cyanide

solution, and the strength of the latter determined after 24

and 48 hours. WitlTa 0- 1 per cent, solution, the strength,

after 24 and 48 hours' contact with zinc, varied from 0*070

to 0-077 and 0*064 to 0-072 per cent, respectively, whilst

without zinc the corresponding figures were 0"096 and

0092. With a • 2 1 1'. per cent, solution the figures were

ii- 103— 164 and 0-08—0-136 per cent, with zinc, and

0-210 and 0-202 without zinc. With a 0-3 per cent,

solution, the figures were 0-228—0-23 ami 0- 112—o- 180

iier cent, with zinc, and 0*290 and 0-274 without zinc.
1 —A. S.

Zinc Blende; Smelting of . C. Ritter. Z. angew.

Chen ., 194, 17, 771.

The elimination of sulphur during the roosting of blende

depends largely upon the state of division of the ore, which

should be in grains not larger than 1—3 mm. in linear

dimensions. If finer than this it lies light and requires

more room in the furuace. This preliminary treatment of

the blende before reduction is more costly than that neces-

sary for calamine ; but unless it be thoroughly carried out,

much zinc remains in the residues. The addition of

calcined calamine to roasted blende in the melting furnace

seems to assist in expelling the zinc : for while a 25 per

cent, blende smelted alone yielded 81 per cent, of its total

zinc, a mixture of this blende with an equal weight of a

15 per cent, calamine yielded 91 per cent, of the total zinc.

IFlue-dust, or zinc-white, similarly smelted, yielded prac-

tically all its zinc ; so that the fineness of division of the

ore in the smelting furnace has aD important bearing on the

3 i, Id.—J. T. D.

Aluminium ; Alloys of with Bismuth ami with Mag-
nesium. H. Pecheux. Comptes rend,, 1904,138,1501—
1503.

l',v the method formerly used (thi- J.. 1904, 5 IT I, bismutb-

aluminiom alloys wire obtained containing : - 88,94

oer cent, of aluminium; densities 2*86, 2*79, 2*78, 2*74

respectively. Xhealloysare sonorous, brittle, fine-grained

and homogeneous Bilver-white, and have Iting-pointa

between those of their constituents, nearer that of aluminium.

They are not oxidised in air at the temperature of casting ;

but are rapidly attacked by acids, concentrated or dilute,

and by potassium hydroxide solution. The filed

behave like those of tin-aluminium (this J., 1204. 608), but

still more markedly. Maguesium-alumiuiuni alloys were

obtained with 11, B5 per cent, of aluminium;

densities 2-24, 2-27,2*82,2*37, 2-47. They are brittle

with large-granular fracture, silver-white, file well, take a

good polish, and have melting-points near that of aluminium.

They are difficult to cast, being viscous w hen melted ; and

ben slowly cooled form a grey spongy mass which cannot

be re-milted. They do not oxidise id a-.r at the ordinary

temperature, hut burn readily at a bright red heat. Tb
]

are attacked violently h\ acids and by potassium hydroxi'

solution : decompose hydrogen peroxide, and slowly decot

pose water even in the cold.—J. T. I).

English Patents.

Alloys having Pyrophoric Action Manufacture .

Metallic , and their Application to the pur,

Ignition and Illumination. C. 1'. A. von Welsbaj
\ .una. Eng. Tat. 16,853, July 31, 19

See l'r. Fat. 337,320 of 1903 ; this J., 1904, 4S4.—T. V.

Melting Furnaces. .1. H. Oi bison, San Fran

Eng Pat. 9445, April 25, r

The furnace, which is especially adapted for melting brj

and like alloys, with the use of liquid or g
mounted on trunnions, one of which is hollow for introdij

tion of a jet of flame, and has arrangements ]>ermitting

to be mechanically oscillated. A gaseous fuel burner co

monicates with the hollow trunnion, and the bottom of t

furuace is provided with a dam disposed longitudint

opposite a charging way at the top of the furnace, o

which dam the metals flow alternately from right to 1

and the reverse, as the furnace oscillates, until they

thoroughly mixed.—E. S.

United States Patents.

Metals: /C.i trading from Ores. \V. 1". Grcenaw.

Denver, Col., U.S \. U.S. l'at. 761,164, May 31. 190.1

Ciilokini:, obtained by electrolysing sodium chloride]

absorbed by water; the chlorine solution is agitated «|

the ore in a closed vessel for some time ; the solutioil

then displaced by fresh chlorine solution injected un

pressure, followed by agitation. Finally the "desi

metals" are precipitated from the solution filtered from

ore.—E. S.

Oohl Separating and Recovering Apparatus. \V l.aud«

San Francisco. U.S. I'at. 762,174, June 7, 1904.

The apparatus for the separation of gold from sand ci

prises a chamber containing mercury having a con I

bottom with a discharge passage, a receptacle fitted to.

I

depending from the conical bottom, and having cocks:

opposite ends; a vertical cylinder of smaller diatnei

through which material is delivered and submerged in I

merenn ; revolving scrapers extending over the up'

edge of the mercury chamber, and by which the mater,

after rising through the mercury ,
is discharged : an extf'l

annular receiving trough, and an air-tube located will

and above the trough, having jet openings through wl

I

an air-blast may be discharged outwardly.—E. S.

Minerals: Apparatus for tin- Concentration of ,

means nf Oil. .1. \V. van Meter and M. 1\ 1

1 rani SCO. CJ.S. Pat 762,774, June 14, 1904.

Oil, pulped ore, and water, arc supplied by

butor, divided into two compartments, to the first ol

of communicating vessels, each of which has

discharge lor the water and gangue, and means r
i

taining a water bed to support the oil in its ,

distributor is disposed in the upper part ol" the

discharge near its axis, so that the rotan movements of I

contents induced by the distribution of the rnati

tend to throw the pulp outwardly against the walk

I, and facilitate the separation of the gangue

are means at the end of the series of vessels to seps

upper and lower pi rtions of the oil, the upper

returned lo the first vessel by a pipe communicating 'I

the lower compartment of the distributor.— K. S.

French Patents.

and Armour Plates; Process fur Treating -

- l'r. Pat. 339,987, Jan 2s. mot.

See Eng. Pat. 1842 ol 1904 ; this J., 1904, 374.—T. F.
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inc and Lead from Minerals ; Process for Obtaining

. K.H.Miller. Fr. Pat. 339,752, Jan. 20, 1904.

je Eng. Pat. 20,465 of 1902; this J., 1904, 188.—T. F. B.

Hoy ; Manufacture of a Metallic . T. Prescott and

E. Green and Son, Ltd. Fr. Pat. 339,994, Jan. 28, 1904.

Under Interuat. Conv., March 11, 1903.

I Eng. Pat. 5683 of 1903 ; this J., 1904, 4 13.—T. F. B.

XL-ELECTRO-CHEMISTRY AND
ELECTRO-METALLURGY.

{A.)—ELECTRO-CHEMISTRY.

romoform ; Electrolytic Preparation of . E. Mueller
and R. Loebe. XX., page 725.

English: Patents.

Mating Purposes; Materials Suitablefor Electric .

K. A. Carol an, London. From the General Electric Co.,

Schenectady, New York. Eng. Put. 12,312, May 29,

1903.

refractory fibrous binding material, Mich as asbestos
mineral wool, is mixed with a comparatively soluble corn-

Bid of an alkaline earth, such as calcium hydroxide, with

without the addition of about 10 percent, of borax glass.

le mixture, after shaping into articles of the desired form
der pressure, is treated with a solution of a soluble

L'boni.te through which carbon dioxide gas is passing, in

ier to form the insoluble carbonate of the alkaline earth,

d the articles are finally washed and dried.— li. N.

mtric Batteries ; Secondary . E. Commdin and
B. Viau, Paris. Eng. Pat. 6619, March 18, 1904. Under
Interuat. Conv., March 18, 1903.

;e Fr. Pat. 330,376 of 1903 ; this J., 1903, 1092.—T. F. I!.

duiimj Organic Substances in an Electrolytic Bath;
Process of . O. Imray, Loudon. From Farbwerke
form. Meister, Lucius und Pruning, Hoeehst-ou tin

mine, Germany. Eng. Pat. 15,700, July 15, 190:i.

B U.S. Pat. 742,797 of 1903 ; this J., 1903, 1355.—T. F. B.

United States Patents.

citing Fluid fur Electrical Batteries, G. I'. Atwood,
Assignor to Primary Power t o , Wakefield, Mass. U.S.
Pat. 761,641, Juue 7, 1904.

: Eng. Pat. 28,057 of 1903 ; the- J., 1904. 377.—T: V. B.

citing Fluid for Electrical Batteries. (,. ]•". Atwood.
Assignor to Primary Power Co., Wakefield, Mass. U.S.
'at. 761,642, June 7, 1904.

E solution in which the positive pole is immersed is the
ae as that described in Eng. Pat 28,057 of 1903 (see
iJ., 1904.377), except that' instead of 16 lb. of nitric

land li lb. of sulphuric acid, 112 lb. of nitric acid are
" -T. F. B.

ide and Process of Malting same. H. Blaekman, New
York. U.S. Pat. 762,227, June 7, 1904.

'. anode for electrolytic apparatus consists of a cast

e of iron that has been exposed at a high temperature
luperhealed steam until the exterior is converted into

D;;netic oxide of iron of sufficient thickness to protect the
» erlying iron during electrolysis. A protecting layer of

I s, or a vitreous glaze, is fused as a "band around the
e traded portion of the anode which is to be exposed at
t surface of the electrolyte.— E. S.

lattery
; Electrical . J. R. Lord, San Francisco.

U.S. Pat. 762,425, June 14, 1904.

I
:
anode is composed of an electrical conductor upon or

in .nd which is placed, or deposited during the previous
«• of the batten-, a quantity of a compouud of an anode
tt',al. The conductor selves as the negative pole, and is

placed in such a position that auy solids, chemically preci-
pitated from the electrolyte, may fall upon or in electrical

proximity to it, and thus form additional anode active
material. The electrolyte is composed of one or more salts

of one or more anode metals, together with one or more
salts of one or more alkali metals in solution. Any suitable
compound is used as a depolariser, and the cathode may be
of any conducting substance chemically unattaeked by the
electrolyte, the whole of the materials being placed in a
suitable containing vessel.— 1!. NT.

French Patent.

Oxides ofNitrogen ; Manufacture of [Electrical]

.

Siemens Bros, and Co. Fr. Pat. 339,730, Jan. 20, 1904.

.Vie, or a mixture of nitrogen aud oxygen, is caused to
traverse an electric are formed between electrodes of cirbou-
combined with metallic salts, aud especially with calcium
fluoride. To avoid, as far as possible, the formation of
carbon monoxide, the electrodes arc formed with onI\
enough carbon, mixed with the fluoride or other salt, to

render them sufficiently conducting : or the gaseous mixtn;
i- so directed as to ensure the least possible contact of the
mixture with the incandescent points of the carbon*. Cora
pare Fr. Pat. 335,453, 1903 ; this J., 1904, 193.— K. S.

(#.)—ELECTRO-METALLURGY.

Gold; Electrolytic Refining if . E. Wohlwill.
Electrochem. [nd., 1904, 2, 221—22 1.

\ solution of gold chloride containing free hydrochloric
acid or a suitable chloride is used us electrolyte. If the
temperature is kept up to the normal value (67° C.) and
sufficient free acid is present, no chlorine appears at the
anode but the gold goes regularly into solution. Moreover,
when these conditions are fulfilled, a sufficiently high
current density can be used to make the operation of refin-
ing as rapid as the old chemical process, which it has
entirely displaced in Germany and in the U.S.A. Mint at
Philadelphia. The present paper refers chiefly to the
separation of gold aud platinum, which is readily effeced
by the electrolytic method. Any platinum present in the
impure gold anodes passes into solution, hut is not de-
posited at the cathode, aud consequently accumulates iu the
electrolyte; it is removed by precipitation with ammonium
chloride from time to time. Platinum is said to be much more
widely distributed thau is generally supposed, and occurs
in small but appreciable quantities in nearly all silver

Palladium can be separated in a similar manner, and in view
of its occurrence in the Sudbury nickel ores attention is

drawn to this point.— P. S. H.

Siemens Processfor Winning Cupper ; Studies <>n flu-

M. De K. Thompson, Jr. Electrochem. Ind., 1904, 2
225—231.

The Siemens and Halske process of recovering copper from
roasted sulphide ores, consists in leaching the finely
powdered ore at 90° C. with ferric sulphate "solution, con-
taining free sulphuric acid. The ferric sulphate is reduced
to ferrous salt, and copper enters solution as sulphate.
Subsequent electrolytic treatment in a diaphragm cell

deposits copper at the cathode and oxidises ferrous to ferric

sulphate at the anode. (See Eng. Pats. 14,033 of 1886
and 3533 of 1889; this J., 1887, 734; 1890, 396.) The
author has carried out a laboratory investigation of the
several stages of this process. TLe dissolving action of

ferric sulphate on cupric and cuprous oxido and sulphides
was studied in detail, and then a natural copper ore was
submitted to treatment. Copper pyrites before roasting is

not appreciably attacked by ferric sulphate, but after

roasting, in which it seems to be converted chiefly into

oxide, it dissolves readily. The electrolytic treatment was
carried out separately to study the anode and eathn!-
reactions. At the cathode it was found that copper could
be deposited in a firm adherent form from an acid solution

of ferrous and copper sulphates until the concentration
reaches a very low value, e.g., with a current density of
0*47 amp. per 100 sq. cm., until the concentration of copper
in solution was 0'5 per cent., at which point the metal be
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to be spongy. The the anode, using carl

electri efficient, but as the concentration

of ferrous sulphate de reuse

in efficicn •
. I.', S. II.

Fused Zinc I oridi .- Preparation of Pure , and its

Electrolysis. S. Gruenauer. /.. anorg. GT.em., 1904,

39, 389—476.

Lobenz (this J., 1896, 279) has shown that zioc chloride,

even after it has been kept in the fused Btate until evolu-

tion of steam can no iongei be detected, still retains a

certain proportion of watei nnot lie satisfactorily

electrolysed.

Preparation of Pun Zinc Chloride. The author finds

that by the following method pure anhydrous zinc chloride

can be prepared, which on electrolysis behaves quite satis-

factorily, giving at once zinc and chlorine. 40 grms. of zinc

chloride are dissolved in 20 c.c. of hydrochloric aeid of sp.

gr. 1' 19 and the solution evaporated in a tube of refractory

glass, through which a current of dry hydrochloric acid gas

:s passed at the rate of SJO bubbles per minute. The tem-

perature is gradually raised, and after some time the mass
solidities; ;it the moment of solidification, hydrochloric acid

gas is evolved from the mass. The solid zinc chloride is

fused as rapidlyas possible, and the current of hydrochloric

acid gas kept passing through. An\ steam which condenses

in the apparatus is driven over by means of a second gas

burntr. The dehydration of the zinc chloride is complete

in 75 minutes. Attempts to substitute carbon dioxide and
air for the hydrochloric aeid gas gave unsatisfactory results,

and the author considers it probable that the zinc chloride

forms with the hydrochloric acid an addition compound,
which is again split up at the temperature at which the

mass solidifies. This method of dehydration can be applied

to concentrated solutions of zinc chloride, and is not

affected by the presence of foreign Bubstan :es. It is

probably applicable for the preparation of all anhydrous
hygroscopic chlorides, e.g., camallite, calcium chloride,

and the chlorides of the rare earths.

Electrolysis of Pure Anhydrous Zinc t 'hloride.—The
carbon electrodes used should be dried in an air-bath, not

by ignition in the Hansen flame. The current-yield incre: -

with increasing current-density, but the differences are

very small with currents of more than l "5 amj eres. With
increase of temperature (t'roin S2S i

. to the boiling point

of zinc chloride, "32 CO 'I"-' current-yield falls, the more
rapidly the nearer the boiling point of the electrolyte is

approached. li\ fractional electrolysis of a mixture of

iron and /inc chlorides, pure iron and pure zinc can be
obtained, but the complete separation of the iron only

takes place gradually, the last traces of iron being especially

difficult to sepatate. With a mixture of equimolecular
amounts of zinc and potassium chlorides the current-yields

are much higher than with pure zinc chloride ; f^y example,
with n-.i ampere, the welds weft per cent,

respectively. This increased yield is due to the lad in the

presence o hlorides, the formation of "metal fog"
in the electrolyte is pn H nt-yield inert

with increasing current-density, but the differences are

inconsiderable with a current of more than 2 amperes.
rhis mixture of zinc and potassium > ields

which approach thi bj Faradny's law. With a

mixture of equimolecular amounts < I sodium
chlorides, the eurrent-yieldi higher than with pure

zinc chloride, but not so high as with the corresponding
mixture of zinc and potassium 'hlorides. The variatioi

yield with current density is the same as with the latter

mixture. A mixture containing 35*36 per cent, of -odium
chloride; 1 be higher current densities

(1 ampere an<l Jar mixture.
The fact that fhi addition of sodium chloride to zinc

chloride ! i rent-yield i .is it

points to the adva t recovcrinj rolytically

rom the waste from dyeworks, which
contain considerable quantities of sodium chloride.

Formation of Fused
Zinc Chloride.—The ons which most favour the

formation of" emperatare nd high current-,

siry. By raising the temperatii containing

"metal fog" becomes clear, but the "fog"
if the ten p

lowered, t Si

G70, I ! 975; 1903, 1053.)—A. S.

English Patents.

/ ro-depositing Metals on Parabolic Reflectors an
Analoi ' tides; Improved Method of, and Meat
for . 1!. .1. and A. Kound, Birmingham. Eng.Pa

, April 2S, I

fin parabolic reflector, or other article with a concave <

analogous form, is made the cathode and rotated in tl

I vie. era relative rotary motion is maintained betwet

the cathode and anode, the latter consisting of a

silver beneath and extending into the mown of thi

and made to conform in shape with thi ntour <

the surface of the article to be silvered. The cathode

suspi nd, d in the electrolyte iu au inverted position, and, 1

nieaii- of a small vent in the crown, the escape of gai

provided for, and the space between anode and cathoii

remains filled with the electrolyte.— B. N.

Tantalum and like difficultly Fusible Metals ; Mai
of Homogeneous Musses of . I . I). \l., 1, LonJta

from Siemens and Halske Act.-Ges., Berlin. Kng.Pi
26,775, Dec. 7. I!

SEE II- Pat. 337,607 of 1903; this .7.. 1901, 494.—T.F.J

United sun- Patent.

Furnaci ; Electric C. P. E. Schneider, I.e( 'reuse

! ranee. U.S. Pat. 761,920, June 7, 1904.

See ! 3,805 of 1903; this J., 1904, 549.—T.flj

French Patents.

Electric Arc Furnaces. Soc. de Metal. lilectro-Thcrmiao

Fr. Pat. 333,593, .Ian. 14, 1904.

In order to concentrate the heat from open arcs upon in

material to be heated by radiation, the cover of the furnai

is brought as near the electrodes and the hearth of tl

furnace as possible. A double-walled rover is providi

with a closed gas space between the two sections, the inn

wall being made of graphite, the outer of refractory brick

The material to be fed into the furnace passes down lot

inclined shoots at each end of the furnaci . v. 1 ieh serveab

for leading off the gases from the heated zone. Two an
are employed, one towards each end of the furnace, so th

their heating effect serves both for the material on tl

hearth of the furnace and for that passing down t

towards this hearth.— R. Si II.

Furnace : Rotatory and Oscillating Electric .

1. Braun. Fr. Put. 339,942, Jan. 27, 1904.

An inner retort is made of refractory material and b

protuberances on its inner surface to assist in the mixing

ihe materials during the rotation of the furnaci

retort i- surrounded by the resistance material, the latt

being made in the form of plates so as to ensure the centi

axis of the retort liein-r kept in its true position .hiring t

movement. The resistance material is in contact "i

electrodes of graphite, which arc separated "i

another by Insulating walls of highly refractory mat"
such as carborundum or " silox frirna

is iinalh surrounded by a water jacket. The furnace

led with in air-box communicating by ba

with the interior of thi retort, so as to supply m
with or without air, capable of assisting in the t

By means of wheels gearing with end the fi

nace may be given two movements, one of rotation iron

the axis of the furnace, and an oscillatory movement aron

au axis at right angles to the axis of the furnace.— 11. K-

Metals, such as Lead and Silver ; [Electrolytic'] Ertn
linn ii/' from their Ores. Aciumulatorel

Act.-ges. Fr. Pat 339,849, .Ian. 23, 1904.

Sulphide or other ores either before oi after oxidl

i such a molten halogen salt as is cap

reacting with them to form the corresponding zinc

1 he tii-i d producl i ;
submitted I

and the metal collected at the cathode.— II. S. II.
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XII-FATTI OILS. FATS, WAXES.
AND SOAP.

Mustard Oil as a Lubricant. A. 1,'ohrbaeh. Organ i.

Gel- u. Fett-Haudel., 1904, 57, [24].

of mustard oil gave the following results :
—

Sp.gr., 0-916 at 15-3 C. Viscosity (Engler), 0"90 at

_>i. i „ 0-40 at 40= C, i' 14 at 80 ' ., 0-1]

at 110' C 0-09 at 150 i . The lubrication tests in the

Martens' machine gave the following increases in tempera-

ture :—Cndei a load of 10 kilos, per sq. cm., at a peripheral

velocity of 0-.j metre per second, 2-9 C, and at 2 metres

i

under a load of 40 kilos., 9-8° C„ and 22-1 C.

respectively. At 9° (
'. the oil r-ecomes >ligbtly turbid.

The flashing point (Pensky) is above 220 ' . j acidity,.

per cent, calculated as sulphur tiioxide. Tl

will stand heating to 1S(>° C. without frothing. It

(furnishes a clear solution in benzene, and does not " gum "

ivhen spread out in thin layers and exposed to the air for

gays, i
. S.

English Patents.

Fish Oil ami Fish Guano; Process and Apparatus jar the

Continuous Manufacture of Sterilised . H. J. A.
Pompe van Meerdervoort, Baag, Netherlands. Kng. Pat.

904.

See Fr. Pat. 338,472 of 1903 : this J., 1904, G70.—T. F. B.

Soap for Di/eiir) and Cleaning ; Manufacture of .

A. .1. Koult. From ( . \V. Hortou. Knii. Pat. 2S

. 1903. V.. pagi

Saponifying Fatx and Oils ; Material for , and a

method for Obtaining it. M. Nicloux, Faris. Fing.

Pat. 8233, April 19. 1901. [Specification dated April U,

19D4.' Under Internat. Conv., Oct. 14. 1903.

;EE Fr. Pat. 335,902 of 190? ; this J., 1904. 327.—

T

United States Patent*.

Yool-fai . Process of Recovering . C. I". Swett,

Providence, K.I. Assignor to R. II. Hutchinson, New
York. U.S. Pas. 761,265, May 31, 1904.

'he washings from the wool are treated with an alkali

langauatc or permanganate and then with an acid, and the

lagma rising to the surface is freed from exce-s of water

nd extracted with a volatile solvent.— (

'. A. M.

E trading Oil : Apparatus for . M. Kirshner,

ynchburg, Va., U.S.A. U.S. Pat. 761,686, June 7, 1904.

rotating drum is situated in an outer casing. On the

irface of the drum are a number of pockets to receive the

iMerial. which is compressed by plungers, situated in the

ockets. Means are provided for actuating the plungers,

collecting the expressed oil, and for removing the

aidue —W. H. 0.

atty Acids ; Process of malting . W. Connstein,
Assignor to Verein Cheni. Werke Act.-Ges., Charlot-

tenburg, Germany. U.S. Pat. 762,026, June 7, 1904.

ee Fr. Pat. 328,101 of 1902; this J., 1904, 69.—T .F. B.

Feench Patent.

ats ; Process of Treating ra the Stearine Industry.
L. F. Fouroier et Cie. Fr. Pat. 339,385, Jan. 6, 1904.

'

CWEEest of compressed air is passed through the
instance heated to about 11 j C. This is stated to

celerate the process and improve the yields when used
conjunction with different methods of saponification.

— C. A. M.

XIII.-PIGMENTS, PAINTS; RESINS,

VARNISHES; INDIA-EUBBEE, Etc.

{A.}—PIGMENTS, PAINTS.

Blut spmt Oxide, ice. ; Determination of
by FMs Method. R. Witzack. XXIII., page 728.

English Patent.

Binding Media for Oil Colours. J. K. Kollinger, Mu
Germany. Eng. Pat. 17,12o, Aug. C, 1903.

S. Pat. 758,456 of 1903; this J., 1903, 1096.—T. 1' B.

French Patent.

Likes [from Aio Dyestuffs] : Process for Preparing
Veil - nunc Prod F. Bayer et Cie. Fr. Pat.

139,606, Jan. 14, 1904. [V., page 713.

(ff.)- RESINS, VARNISHES.
Colophony : Distillation of with Zinc Dust. C. Stiepcl.

Augsburger Seifensiedei-Zeit., HUM, 31
;
262. Chem.-

Zeit., 1904, 28, Pep., 179.

A quantity of colophony was melted, the amount of zinc
dust necessary to neutralise the resln-acids (about Hi per
cent.) added, and the mixture distilled in a small cast-iron

retort. The course of the distillation and the product*
obtained were the same as by the usual distillation pre i

but the distillate was almost entirely free from acid.—A. S.

FRENcn Patent.

Fireproof Varnish : Manufacture of
Fr. Pat. 339,641, Jan. 16, 1901. IX..

. Vymer-fics.
page 715.

(C.)—INDTA-RUBBEIt, &c.

Litharge and Vulcanisation. E. Schul/.e. Gummi-Zeit..
1904.18, 749—751.

The role litharge plays in rubber mixings, to which it is

added to aid vulcanisation, is commonly supposed to be
that of a sulphur carrier, but, in the author'* opinion, the

effect is to be traced to purely physical causes. On the
mixing roll- the sulphur and litharge particles become
surrounded by a film of rubber. Where a sulphur particle

alone is enclosed, the sulphur would combine with the

rubber, forming normal soft rubber, and if more sulphur
than is necessary for vulcanisation be present, the exec*
dissolves in the rubber substance, passes through without

further combination, and is absorbed on coming into con-

tact with particles of litharge. Tn the case of particles of

sulphur and litharge being enclosed together, the sulphur

will first combine with the litharge. The lead sulphide

formed has no effect on the vulcanisation, but both it and
litharge hasten vulcanisation very considerably by a<

as conductors of heat. That such a mixing i* a _ id

conductor (comparatively) is shown by the fact that motor
tvres made therewith become hot in use much more quickly

than other tyres. The hardening effect of litharge is due
probably to the saponification of the rubber resins, lead

salts being formed of a higher melting point than the

original resins.—J. K.B.

United States Patent.

Vulcanised Rubber : Regenerating . 11. B. Price,

Chicago. U.S. Pat. 71)2,943, June 14, 1904.

Gr.oUND waste rubber :* boiled with a saturated or SU]

-aturated solution of caustic alkali with or without pressure.

—J. K. P.

XIT.-TANNING; LEATHER, GLUE, SIZE.

Tanning Materials; Composition of Liquors of similar

Concentration from different . J. Paessler. Gun-
ther's Gerber-Zeit., 1904, 21—23. Z. angew. Chem.,

1904,17, •

Is liquor* of 2 Mamie were determined the contents of

tannin and of non-launiu substances, ami in liquors contain-

ing 2 per cent, of the tannin substance were determined the

content of non-tannin substance and the specif gravity.

It was found that :— 1. The specific gravity is dependent
upon the content both of tannin- and of non-tannin

stance ; the ratio of tannin- to non-tannin subst;

varies widely in different material*. :'.. The specific gra

he non-tannin substances is higher than that t

tannin-*ub*tance*.— J. 'I. D.
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Pickling Method; Improved . A. Seymonr-JoneB.

Collegium, 1904, 186— 1S7.

Ilium. : i n . 1 acetic acids are proposed as substitutes fot

sulphuric acid in the usual acid and salt pickle, so as to

avoid the destructive action of the last-named arid. >kin-

were limed and carried to the drenching and scudding

stage, and then paddled in 0-25 per cent, .solution of formic

acid al 70° !•'., and left to soak in the acid for 24 hours.

I hey; »ere then paddled in a saturated solution of common
salt and agaiu left to soak for 24 hours. The result, as regards

colour, was excellent. These skins were sent on a journey

of -

r
>7 days, and all the time exposed to the worst conditions

Half the skins were then tanned out under the conditions

laid down in the Society of Arts Report on Leather for

Bookbinding (this J., 1901, 819, and 1902, 128), and

proved most successful. The remainder, after eight months,

were still unchanged, and no mould appeared at any time.

The cost of this process is about the same as when sul-

phuric aeid is used. White py niligncous acid (distilled to

tree it from iron ), diluted to contain 01 to 0"2 per cent.

of acetic acid, has proved equally efficient and somewhat

cheaper.— II. L. J.

Tannin Determination [Filtration of Quebracho and Man-
grove Extracts}. K. Schorleminer. XXIII., page ''•"

Cl.romic Oxide in Chrome Leather: Note on the Deter-

mination of . aiol Separation of the same from
Aluminium Oxide in presence of Aluminium Salts. II. R.

I'roctor. XXIII., page 729.

United States Patent.

Paper Pulp ; Manufacturing [and Extracting

Tannin}. 0. Cair. U.S. Pat. 762,139, June 7, IU04.

XIX., page 72').

French Patents.

Tannage of Skins ; Process and Plant for Quick .
H. de Marneffe. Fr. Pat. 339,428, Jan. 8, 1904.

Hollow box-like structures are formed by attaching the

skins to deep rectangular frames. These are packed into a

closed casing or container, each box being connected to a

vent pipe passing outside the container. Tanning liquors

are pumped into the container, percolate through the skins

and pa6S by the vent pipes into a tank, from which the

pump again circulates them. When tanning is complete,

the (kins arc stuffed, fat-liquored. &C., in a similar manner,

without further disturbance or handling.— R. L. J.

//.,. I'h,m : Treatment of for Use in Finishing Yarns
and Textiles. Soc. anon, des Rizeries Frai

Addition to If. Pat. 334,369 of Aug. 1, 1903. XIX.,

page 725.

XV.-MAMKES. Etc.

( 'ommt mal Manures ; Influence of Linn on the Efficii ncy

of the Phosphoric Acid of . B. Schulze. Folding's

t audio Z it.. 1904, 53i i

"

:;
i

Chem.-Zeit., 1904, 28,
Hep., 158

The author's experiments civ.- the following results:

—

(I) The phosphoric acid of bone-meal [whether free from

gelatin or not) exerts on a loil poor in lime an action similar

to that of the phosphoric acid soluble in citric acid. (2)

Simultaneous liming influences the action of the phosphoric

acid soluble in water but little, that of the aeid soluble in

l more, and that of tiie phosphoric acid of bi

rui .: -till more. (3) When the phosphoric acid manure is

applied in the spring, the greatest harm is effected by the

use of quicklime in the Bpnug, then comes autumn applica-

tion of quicklime, next the use of calcium carbonate in

spring, and finally calcium carbonate applied in the autumn,

which has the least injurious action. (4) The phoaphot

acid of bone-meal varies in its action according to the time

aid form of the liming, yet the beneficial action of the

phosphoric acid and the amount of it assimilated are always
so much diminished a* to show that lei, meal and lime

should nevei be applied to the same crop, i
i) f the

causes of the diminution in crop produced by linn

the action of the latter on the phosphoric aeid cf tl

which is rendered difficultly soluble. Experience shows
that the acid compounds "f the soil are indispens

rendering useful difficultly soluble phosphates.— T. II. P.

Calcium Sulphide for the Destruction of Cuscuta [" Dodder
Weed"] a.id other Parasites in Agriculture. 1'. Gar-

rigou. Comptes rend., 1904, 138, 1549—1550.

Tin author has employed powdered calcium sulphide wirh

greal success for the destruction of blights and parasitic

weeds among vegetables, fodder, and garden plant- I
i

the "dodder weed " in fields of lucerne calcium sulphide i.

superior to any other destructive agent, and kills- the

in is hours. It kills insects on beans, peas, and io-

In order to ensure its full activity it i- necessary either that

the weather should be moist, or that the powder should be

moistened after it bss I.een applied, tlnreb) liberating

sulphuretted hydrogen.— J. F. B.

French Patents.

Ammonium-Magnesium Sulphate: Manufacture oj ,

and the Application o/ this Salt as a Manure in Agri-

culture. .1. D. 1). I'Vicrry. Fr. Pat. 339, II C, Jan. 7,

1904

Vmmomi M-magnesium sulphate is formed by
\

ammonia £.as into a strong solution of magnesium snip

mixed with the proper proportion of sulphuric acid, an.l

removing the crystals that form. < Ir, solution of ammonium
sulphate and of magnesium sulphate, iu atomic propor;;

are mixed, and the crystals that form are withdrawn, the

mother-liquor being used in making fresh solutions. The

application of the salt as a fertiliser is also claimed.—E -

Sodium Bisulphale ; Industrial I'tilisation if

[Manure]. L. A. Aneibaud. Fr. Pat. 339,82(),"Jan.8S,

1904

Fish waste, or other animal garbage, is immersed

hoiling strong solution of nitre-cake, or in the

molten state. The syrupy liquid thus produced is worked

up with powdered fossil or other phosphates, and the

is allowed to cool and consolidate in heaps, when it may I ;

powdered for u-e as a manure.

—

\i. S.

XVI.-SUGAR, STARCH, GUM, Etc.

Diffusion i
Chemical Treatment during . A

bull. Assoc, (him. Sucr. et Ilist., 1904, 21, 1126— 1133.

The author determined the quality of diffusion juice wF I

the chips bad been subjected to preliminary treatment 01

when chemicals had Veen added to the wati >

Diffusion with ammoniacal or amine solutions bai

practical interest in consequence of the tendency

for diffusion the alkaline condensei waters in order

the heat. The introduction of ammoniacal wati

found to be prejudicial, the pnrity of the raw juici

sensibly diminished and the defecation and curb

scums being increased in quantity and in viscosity, althoug!

tin juice is slightly lighter in colour than ordinarily

amines act favourably on the juice, hut the ordinary amine.

containing ammonia produce unfavo hie effects. I

factories use sodium bisulphite as an antiseptic in tl

diffusion battery, chiefly at rasping stations, to disiofci

the battery, rendu the juice more stable and ditnin

production of gas. The first effect of bisulphite solotioD"

is to decolorise the chips and the juice j the puritj

decidedly altered, and no invert sugar is Formed,

carbonated juice a little more lime is present, and 1

frequently be ome cloudy after filtration and possibly

have a greater tendency to term incrustations. It would

i to use a solution of sulphurous acid made on the

spot; <
'

• i
— (>.". grm. of sulphui dioxide may bi

witl t ir oE inversion. 'The rendering of juice ncutra

by the addition ol - balk does aol appear t<

nate (0-5 grm. pet litre) -

slight improvement in purity, hut when the chi] - an

ill mil ate, thi purity is
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diminished. The efferts obtained by using alkaline and

acid oxidising reagents may lie explained by the above

results. ( hips treated with carbon dioxide give up an

enormous amount of gas during diffusion, and the purity

is -ensiblv lowered. The abundant disengagement of gas

in carbonic diffusion may serve to explain abnormal

evolution of gas when beetroots that have been loug stored

are worked np. The lessened vitality of the beets in silos

badly ventilated, allows of an accumulation of the gas

produced by the respiration of the roots, and this gas i-

subsequently given off in the battery.—L. J. de W.

Incrustation [Sugar Works'] ; Use of Aluminium and its

Compounds for Preventing . A. liesson. Hull.

Usoc. Cliiin. Sucr. et Dist., 1904, 21, 1136—1137.

(As the efficacy of aluminium salts in preventing the

formation of an incrustation during concentration is

Idcpendent on the alkalinity of the juice, it is preferable

to use some compound containing a feeble and volatile

acid, and bisulphite of aluminium specially prepared

in concentrated solution is found to answer, while

at the same time the juice gets the benefit of a slight

sulphitinir. The quantity to be added to second carbonated

uice with an alkalinity of 0-15 to 020 iff 031 to 0-02

rrm. of alumina per litre, the juice being then concentrated

vithout further filtration. The larger amount of reagent

jliminishes the alkalinity about 00". The line and silica

ire thrown out as a granular, non-incrustant silico-aluminate

Mliine.—L. J. de W.

\ Mangifera Indica" L. [MangoTree] ; The Gum of .

1*. I.eineland. J. l'harm. Chiui., 1904, 19, 584—593.

I'nE gum of the mango tree is sold as an astringent drug
a India. It occurs in lumps varying in -ize from that

if a nut to that of a -mall egg, of an amber to reddish-

How colour, almost transparent and showing a brilliant

onchoidal fracture. The sample studied contained 16*57

er cent, of moisture and the mucilage was only partially

oluble iu water. Calculated on the dry substance, the

'oluble portion amounted to 39 36 per cent. The soluble

'•irtion possessed a rotatory power [o]„ = — 25*33°. The
um contains a directly oxidising enzyme (aeroxydase).
"Vhen bydrolysed by 3 per cent sulphuric acid, the gum, in

le ait-dry -fate, yielded 7' -42 per cent, of reducing sugars

jilculated as invert sugar, which included 7333 per cent,

f galactose and 35*09 per cent, of pentoses. Arabinose
as isolated from the latter in the crystalline condition. The
onion of the mucilage insoluble in water yielded ss*2.s

PI cent, of reducing sugars, calculated on the substance

•ntaining 10*51 per cent, of moisture. These sugar- in-

uded 32'08 per cent, of galactose and 42*S7 per cent, of
: s -—.I. 1'. K.

United States Patent.

Ichroo-de.i !rin ; Process of Making . G. lleynaud,

Paris. U.S. Pat. 761,542, May 31, 1904.

CHRoo-dextrin, it i> stated, may be prepared from "acid
ats" bv mixing the peat with 3— 5 times its weight of

iter and heating the mixture under a low pressure in a

tgester to a temperature of 110 — 150° C. for 30—60
inutes. according to the degree of acidity of the peat,

Teby converting the amylaceous matters of the peat into

•rtrin.— J. F. B.

French Patent.

jar : Boiling and Crystallisation of , at a High
Temperature. J. II. I.. Aurientis and 1!. Fontenilles.

Addition, dated Nov. 11, 1903. to Fr. l'at. 326,433,
;N"ov. 18, 1902. (See this J., 1903, 812.)

iE present addition deals with the crystallisation of sugar
tamed in saturated syrups at a temperature higher than

1 C, with the addition of grain sugar (" senioule ") in

i*ying

proportions according to the degree of saturation
'hesAiup. The residual syrup front each operation is

2d for melting a fresh quantity of sugar similar to that
ich yielded it. -o as to avoid second and third runnings
aw.—T. H.P.

IYII -BREWING, WINES, SPIRITS. Etc.

Enzyme, \_Anaeroxydasc] ; Study of the Action of an In-

direct Oxidising -. K. Eourquelot and L. Marehadier.

Coinptes rend., 1904,138, 1432—1434.

The oxydases proper [neroxyda-es] take up oxygen from
the air and transfer it to certain oxidisable bodies ; the

indirect oxydases [anaeroxydases] on the other hand only

exert an oxidising action in presence of hydrogen peroxide

or similar bodies, which they decompose. The authors

have studied the actiou-ot the anaeroxvdase present in an
infusion of oatmeal upon vanillin in presence of hydrogen
peroxide. The experiments were carried on at a temperature

of 30—33° C. for 21 hours. The product of the oxidation

was identified as dehydrodivanillin, which is the same
product as is formed by the action of the aeroxydase of

gum upon vanillin. The aeroxydases and anaeroxydases
posses- certain other properties in common ; iu particular,

the presence of as much as 50 per cent, of alcohol does not

interfere with their activity, but minute proportions ot

hydrocyanic acid paralyse them. The authors take the view
that the aeroxydases are composed of a mixture of two
enzymes, one a hydroxydase, capable in presence of air of

converting water or certain other bodies into the corre-

sponding peroxides, and the other an indirect oxydase
decomposing these peroxides with liberation of active

oxygen (compare this J., 1903, 384).—J. F. B.

Yeast ; Toxic Action of Chromium Compounds on .

E. l'ozzi-Escot. Bull. Vssoc. ('him. Sucr. it iJist., 1904.

21, 1141-1142.

I \ i-ei;imeniing on a bottom fermentation beer yeast at

19°—20° C, the author finds that the toxic action of

chromium compounds depends on the nature of the com-
bination of the chromium in the compound, the action being

a. maximum for chromic acid and a minimum for -alt-

chromium. The effect of 0*1 grin, of chromic acid per

litre is clearly marked even in presence of a large quantity

of yeast ; chrome alum only begins to produce an effect

when 3*5 grins, per litre are added, and the growth is still

active when 10 ltius. are present.— I.. J. de W.

Zymase and Alcoholic Fermentation. P. Maze.
Comptesrend, 1904,138, 1514—1517.

I n k decomposition of sugar into alcohol and caibondio

i- a very general phenomenon in living cells under normal

conditions. Zymase is an enzyme of aerobic life and its

action on sugar is to be regarded as a digestive pheno-

menon. In Eurotiopsis Oayoni (see also this J., 1902, 287

)

the zymase is found exclusively in contact with air iu

strictly aerobic cells; their richness in zymase decreases

w ith the age of the cells, and it soon disappears entirely.

The formation of zymase in absence of air, in plants which

apparently have lost their zymase, should be considered not

as the result of an effective production, but as a regenera-

tion, more or less -low and incomplete, of zymase which

has lost its activity. Iu normal life the zymase is destroyed

after it has acted, probably by oxidation, and alcoholic fer-

mentation in anaerobic life is to be regarded as the con-

tinuation of an enzymic action originally aerobic. Under
anaerobic conditions the zymase is enabled to accumulate.

and continues to produce alcohol after the yeast has ceased

to multiply and assimilate that product. As regards the

mechanism of the action of zymase, the author expresses

a view identical with that formulated by Buchner and

Meisenheimer (this J., 1904, 2S2).- J. F. B.

Pure Yeast System ; Application of Hansen's

English Stock Beers. N. II. Clan-sen. J. Fed. Inst.

Brewing, 1904, 10, 308—315.

The system of single-cell yeast ha- not hitherto gained a

footing in England for the manufacture of stock beei>,

owing to the fact that the type ot secondary fermentation

peculiar to English beers cannot be effected by the -

yeast as carries out the primary fermentation. Hitherto,

the existence of specific secondary yeasts has only been

uied, but the author has now "discovered a new, uon-
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speculating, budding fungus, belonging to the Tonila group,

which possesses the peculiar propei ming beer

in sucli a way as to create the typical English flavour and

condition. This fungus, to which the name of Brettanomycee

is given, exists in several varietii 5, somi of which are

harmful. • It produces a slow fermentation in wort or in

beer fermented by ordinary brewers' yeast; the carbon

dioxide produced by its action is retained very firmly, and
- a copious and lasting foam. A somewhat considerable

amountof acid is formed, accompaniedby ethereal substances,

which at once call to mind the flavour of stored English

If a few drops of a pure culture of Brettanomyces

be sown in a bottle of pasteurise! beer and stored at a

temperature of 75 —85 I', for 10—M 'lays, the beer ac-

quires the English character. The beer employed for this

purpose should have readied a certain limit of attenuation

during primary fermentation. The author suggests that

Brettanomyces" is a minor constituent of English pitching

yeast, or may enter the beer at some stage as an infection,

and that its presence is indispensable for the secondary

fermentation. He proposes that the question of single cell

yeast for English beers should be re-opened, that the

primary fermentation should be conducted with pure beer

wast, and that pure cultures of selected \;,ri„ries of Bret-

tanomyces should be employed for secondary fermentation;

—J. F. B.

Malting and Brewing ; Transformation ot tin . I Ibuminoids

during . 1'. W'eis. Z.'ges. Brauw'., 1904, 27, 3»5—
389, 405—407, 420—423, 440—445.

After giving an account of the nature and proportions of

the different nitrogenous constituents of barley and malt, so

mr as they are known, the author discusses the action upon

them of the proteolytic enzymes of the malt. (Ireeninalt

contains a coagulating enzyme, similar to rennet, which

coagulates milk, and two proteolytic enzymes, one resem-

bling pepsin and the other trypsin. Referring to a previous

paper (this J., 1901, 141), written before the dual nature of

the proteolytic enzymes of malt was recognised, the author

describes how he now uses stannous chloride for precipi-

tating the true albumins, zinc sulphate for precipitating the

albumins and albumoses, and tannic acid for precipitating

all albuminoid derivatives higher than the amides and

similar simple products. The comparison of the nitro-

genous contents of the filtrates from each of these precipi-

tates then enables him to differentiate between the products

of the action of the peptic enzyme and those of the tryptic

enzyme. The first stage of proteolysis [of wheat glutin]

by malt, corresponding to the action of the peptase (degra-

dation down to albumoses), proceeds with considerable

rapidity ; the action is notable even at low temperatures

and acquires its greatest intensity at 51° ('., at which tem-

perature it is nearly twice as strong as it is at 35° and at

r,0° C. The tryptic proteolysis (degradation from albumoses

down to products unprecipitated by tannic acid, e.g.,

amides) takes place very much more slowly than the peptic

proteolysis. The action at temperature- below 15 ('.is

almost nit, and it proceeds with greatest intensity at 15 —
r,0° C., but the action at 35 C. is very little weaker than at

47° C. Both enzymes cease to act at temperatures about

70° t . [n practice, therefore, the result of the proteolysis

will be different according to whether the mash is started at

35° C. and raised only slowly or whether it is started at

50°—Go C. The proteolytic enzi mi - are unaffected by the

kilning process ; their action is not confined to albumins of

the same origin but extends to other albumins, of animal

or vegetable origin, which may be added to the mash.

There is little doubt that the germinating power of barley-

depends to a great extent on the activity of the proteolytic

enzymes, and these should therefore play a part in the

determination of the malting value of barl. y. Analyses of

malt mashes on the large scale, starting al 35 C, and

rising only slowly, showed that no notable increase in the

proportion of albumoses took place during mashing. The
proteolytic action was most intense during the second and

third hours of the mashing, but the increasi of total nitrogen

was mainly accounted for by au increase of products of the

lowest tj pes [amides and the like]. A considerable amount
of soluble albumin survived the mas'* :e it is con-

cluded that a portion "i th.' malt-albumin is practi

unattackable by the proteolytic enzymes. It may bt

assumed that the rapid!) acting peptase has converted ai

that it is capable of attacking during the period of germira

tion on the floor and that tin bulk of the proteolysis durin;

mashing is performed by the tryptase. The slow motho.

of mashing with low initial heats is not favourable to th

ice o! a high proportion »f albumoses in the wort : i

albumoses be required, all the above observations indicat

that Windisch's high temperature, rapid-ma-bing proces

should be followed. Another possible means of raising tb

proportions of albumoses is to add to the mash unmodific

materials of au albuminoid nature capable of prot. oh>

by the peptase. The author found that the addition

wheat Hour did indeed increase the proportions of -olubl.

albumins and albumoses in the worts whilst decreasing (hi

proportion of amides, the total nitrogen remaining the -air.

as with malt alone. The addition of maize rloui

other band, caused a decrease of the amounts i

nitrogen, soluble albutnius, and albumoses, whilst im

relatively the proportion of amides. It is pointed out tba

from a practical point of view the addition of wheat Hour i

ont of the question, but if it he desired to brew . wort con

tabling a minimum proportion of total nitrogen withoi:

reducing that of the amid, yeast-foods, the addition of r»'

maize may lead to that result.—J. F. B.

[ Wort] Coolers : Use and Abuse of . L.Br
J. Fed. (nst. Brewing, 1904, ±0, 2S6— -.'98.

The results of the passage of the wort through the op,

cooler are discussed under the following heads :

—

Infection.—The temperature at which the wort is gene

rally discharged from the cooler is 1G,7 I'., but after abou

two-thirds of the total quantityhave run off, the temperator

will have sunk to 1-10° F„ and the last few barrels n

cool, .1 down to 120 F. before they are disc'

number of infecting organisms which' enter the wort in tk

,. ler is enormous, even under favourable conditions, bo

the damage done by infection does not become serioo

unless the temperature becomes dangerously low befor

the wort has been run off. It is advisable, therefore, t

sterilise the last few barrels of wort from the cooler by n
boiling before passing on to the refrigerator. The chit

sources of infection are the proximity of orchards an.

-tal.les and the .tit ranee of dust from the barley and mal

machinery : it is sometimes advantageous to enclose th

cooler room and to admit to it nothing but filtered air.

Deposition of Sludge.—The wort leaves the hoi

a clear condition, but as the temperature falls a tlocculeu

deposit separates out iu variable amounts. This depo-:

contain-, iu addition to mechanical impurities, albuminu..

matters, hop-resin-, and mineral matters It is dc-irabl.

but not perhaps absolutely essential, that this slodg

should not be allowed to pass on to the fermeutation tuns.

Hot Aeration.—One of the most important ob

the cooler is to i nable the wort to combine at a hi

perature (IS0°— 1'JO F.) with a suitable quantity o!

Thi- object can. however, be attained very effectively b

the injection of air into the main through which the Ik

wort is being pumped. In large ordinary

Bometimes advisable to run the wort continuously tbro«g

them, withdrawing it at the surface. In the case of douk

coolers, a thin film of wort may be exposed to the air in th

top vessel, whilst it is run continuously into thi

proti Bted, lower vessel for sedimentation.—J. F. B.

Top-Fermentation Beers; Chilling and Filtering of—
III. II. van Laer. J. Fed. Inst. Brewing, 1904. 1(

347—355.

Tin: author describes, and reports favourably on. the \\ itt

in. inn sv-tem of collecting the aromatic gases of ferment.

tion, and applying them for the carbonation of beer (if

\
J., 1904, 618). In order to obtain a fine aroma in chill-

and carbonated beers, the author strongly recommendl tl

Continental practice of passing the boiling wort from tl

rs on to dry hops in the hop-back.—J. F. B.

Fermented Beverages : Xatioi African H. t

Ann. de la Brass., 1904, 7, 241—244.

The native- of Africa prepare a number of ferment.

.lrinks by spontaneous fermentation, the yeas
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present in the raw materials used or introduced by insects.

The author livides these drinks into two classes—"wines"
from materials containing directly-fermentable sugars ; and
" beers," the preparation of which entails the collabora-

tion of an amylase. -1/ -
I wine made from sugar-

cane by the natives o£ the Ipper Congo. Just before

the flowering season, ripe juicy cane- are cut into 2-inch

lengths, and crushed in a mortar, the pulp being strained,

and the filtered .iuiee diluted with water, and left to ferment

spontaneously, in jars, for 24 hours, in a shady place. The
product is sweet, with a -mall amount of gas, very agreeable

flavour, although rarely bright. Left for a day in bottle, it

acquires good condition, but it soon turns sour. The sample

examined by the author contained 1 1*72 grms. of dry i

per litre, 25 of alcohol. I "656 of mineral matters, 2-4 • >:

volatile acids (as acetic acid), 9 - 3 of non-volatile acids (as

lactic acid), no saccharose, and only traces of glucose ant
proteids. It manifested slight dextrorotation. The sediment
eontained numerous microbes, and a small spherical yeast

with thick-walled cells, often grouped in pairs and fours.

malafoil is the fermented juice of the oil palm, from incisions

in the bark. The wine is colourless, opalescent, and contains

16-S6 grms. of dry extract per litre, 38-2 of alcohol, 2-:>

of mineral matters, 4-2 of volatile acids, 9 ' 99 of non-volatile

acids, and 7
' 1 S 7 ."> of proteids, but no saccharose or glucose.

The gravity at 15 C. is 1'00168, and it has a slight

dextro-rotation. The sediment consisted of microbes and
various yeasts with granular cell contents. Tnkko is a

sorghum or millet beer prepared bythe Sakarras, the grains

being malted in a primitive fashion, dried in the sun,

crushed with a little water, and afterwards diluted and
heated in earthen pors. This treatment seems to facilitate

conversion, the malt having only a feeble diastatic power.

When cold, the mass is left to ferment spontaneously for

24 hours. The beer contains 31 • 87 grms. per litre of dry

extract, 31-12 of alcohol, 5-6S7 of proteids, 0-3G of acetic

acid, and 1-665 of lactic acid, but no reducing
It is yellow in colour, with peculiar odour and acid flavour.

The sediment contains microbe:-, yeast cells, and cells of

Schizosaccharomyces Pombe, with numerous unaltered

granules of starch, indicating the absence of any high tem-
perature in the manufacturing process. The first stage of

fermentation is evidently alcoholic, the diastase and ferments
acting concurrently, until the increased acidity cripples the

small amount of amylase present ; an.! the fatty acids in

the beer are probably due to lactic ferments, since My-
coderma aceti would have reduced the proportion of

alcohol. The ilatabele boil a masb of sorghum, millet, or

maize in large earthen pots. After cooling for 24 hour

hen fermentation has commenced, a quantity of malted
sorghum, equal to about one-third of the original raw
material, is added, and fermentation proceeds briskly. In
three days after boiling, the liquid is strained through
lempen bags, and is ready for consumption. The taste is

acid and refreshing, something like weak cider. The author

malted sorghum and millet by steeping for three days
laO'J per cent, solution of salicylic acid at 25 C. Spread
mt to a depth of S— 10 cm. between filter paper, the grains

begin to ''chi:"' in two days. In nine days the malt is

hushed, and when dried in the air, crushed, and mixed with

s ives onlv a verv imperfect conversion, even after nve
— (

*. S.

Wine Brandies; their Derivation, Adulterations, and
i

Analysis according to " Chemical Functions " by the
Pars Municipal Laboratory Method. J. Pharm. C'tiim.

19, 484—491 and 533—6U4. (See also this J.

1903,433).

,-iirits may he classified under two heads :—ratural
leohols and industrial alcohols. The natural alcohols are
-tilled from the fermented juices of grapes and other

ind sugar cane : their character depends on the

I

romatie " impurities "' derived from the plants from which
;hey are prepared. The industrial alcohols are used only in

their purified form as " neutral alcohol ;
' ; they are obtained

rom beet-root, potatoes, grain, and other amylaceous
aterials.

Wine Erandit ,.—These are produced mainly in the
'*est and ^outh of France; the most famous are

made in the Charentes district from white wines yielded by
grapes of the " Folk- blanche " variety, the best beinc the
Grande Champagne of the I rict. The Charentais
stills are of a special type, and the method of distillation is

characteristic of the district (seealso loc. «7.). The brandv
mil- chauffe," leaves the stills at an alcoholic strength

of 70 ; it then undergoes an ageing process for five y<

in presence of air, during which period its alcoholic strength
eases by volatil -ation to about 50'. In other dist

of France, brandies are made on a different principle,
mainly from grapes of the Picpoul variety. Wine brar

contain all the volatile principles of the grape ; the " Folle
blanche" grape, especially, is very rich in a perfumed

ntial oil consisting of ethyl and amyl esters of the
higher acid- ,,f the fatty series, and a small proportion of
hydrocarbons. This oil is also prepared commerciallv as a
• sauce" or Cognac bouquet for arcmatisiog the industrial
alcohols. It is prepared by distilling the lees and pit

the grapes with steam ; also synthetically from castor oil.

The natural brandies also contain volatile by-products
[higher alcohols, esters and acids], formed by the action of
the yeast and bacteria, also furfural produced during dis-

<!ion. These latter products are present in very small
quantities, and their proportions are always well bah
in a normal spirit. From the oak casks are extracted
astringent [tannin], colouring, and aromatic [vanillin]

matters. A little cane-sugar is severally added after

ageing period. The proportion and nature of the above
" impurities " determine tbe value of the brandy, and afford

a basis for the diagnosis of adulteration. Genuine Cognac,
beiDg intensely aromatic, is generally blended with indus-
trial alcohol to an extent depending on the price at which
it is to be sold. This adulteration never escapes dete

by the Paris method, which is also perfectly certain in the
detection of bran. lies compounded artificially.

Marc Brandies and Mixed Fruit Brandies.—Marc
brandies are absolutely toxic on account of the excep-
tionally heavy proportions of impurities. The methods
employed for their distillation vary greatly, and their
' omposition varies correspondingly. Two sorts of marc
are treated ; the residue remaining after the wine ha- I

racked off is distilled direct, whilst the marc from which
the juice has been expressed before fermentation is broken
up, treated with water, and fermented before being dis-

tilled. Adulteration rarely proceeds beyond blending with
neutral alcohol. Artificial marc brandies are always com-
pounded with the " head " products from the distillation of
natural marcs, which are readily detected by anal -is.

—j. f. b.

Alcohol; Denaturing . li.Duchcmin. Rev. Gen.
de Chun., March, L904.

After discussing the merits and disadvantages of the various
denaturing agents for alcohol which have been proposed, it

i s concluded that '

' methylene 90° regie " (a product of wood
distillation of sp. gr. 0-830, and containing 65 per cent, of
methyl alcohol) is preferable to any other agent hitherto
suggested. It is proposed to add 10 per cent, of this product
to tbe alcohol, and it is adduced that the denaturation could
be profitably carried out; the denaturing agent costing about
100 frs. per hectolitre. Other advantages claimed are, that
it cannot be separated from the denatured spirit; it

not affect the wicks of alcohol lamps ; it possesses a very
dissjgreeable taste without having a very bad odour. It is

also pointed out that it would encourage the wood distilling

industry.—T. I'. 11.

Brandy ; its Relation to the British Phtirmacopaia and
Chemical Valuation. .1. i . Uruuev and C. T. Bennett.

( hemist and Druggist, 1904, 64, 968-

It has recently been decided in law that as brandy is largely
used as a medicine, it ought to comply with the definition

given in the" B. P.," viz., *' a spirituous liquid distilled from
wine and matured by age, and containing not less than 36j
pier cent, by weight or 4:>i per cent, by volume of ethyl

hydroxide." It was also recommended that the maximum
proportion of esters in brandy should be 80 parts per
100,000 of absolute alcohol.

"
Results obtained by the

authors and 'given in the following table show, however,
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that the commercial value of brandy is in no way pro-

portional to the amount of esters it contains.

Volatile

\i .1. •

'• ,l ' rs !"

'

ription. ..,.,;. UHi.otHio(

absolute

-
. didoldPetite-< ognac champagne, vintage
lsT.S 100

\ leading Cognac shipper's three star brandy.. •"•'•

.... 5"

Two -thirds high class Cognac, one- third

medium value wine brai dy other than
Cognac 25

^ni- rior ( !i gnac brandy, v intage 19U0 23

.ill nine wine-brand] (75 per cent. Cognac,
25 per cent, other than Cognac) 20

Two-tbirds high class t lognac brandy, one-third
high-class * ine-brandj other than Cognac .. 20

Medium pure Cognac 20

Low-grade pure Cognac 17

Half wine brandy, Cognac, half wine brand]
other than Cognac 1"

Low-grade Cognac brandy, vintage 1900 15

Half Cognac wine-brandy, low grade, half

wine-brandy of other countries, very low
grade 15

25 per cent, wine brandy. Cognac 75 per cent,

inteed [bntverj low grade) wine-brandy
other than Cognac 10

S8'3 per cent, wine-brandy, Cognac, 33"3 per

cent,wine-brandy other than Cognac, 33*3 p
cent, erain spirit 1"

Half low-grade wine-brandies, Cognac, half

ditto other than Cognac
"

Guaranteed w ine brandy "i very low grade ... »',

All grain spin: flavoured to represent brandy.

.

3

132

112

94
1 15

133
Kitl

:-7

18

It is pointed out also tlml it would be very difficult to

distinguish between a genuine brandy and one prepared by

the addition of blended synthetic esters to a mixture of

genuine brandy and so-called " silent " spirit. For judging

as to the genuineness of a sample of brandy, it is necessary

to make determinations of all the " impurities," viz., higher

alcohols, aldehydes, acidity and esters.-—A. S.

Suspensions <>r Colloids; Flocculation of, and Agglutination

of Bacteria. H. Bechhold. XXIV"., page 730.

Glycerin [_iu Wine] ; Determination of . J. Sehueh

XXIII., page 730.

English Patent.

Distillers' Refuse, Sewage and the like .- Treatment of .

L. Cameron. Eng. Pat. 14,536, June 30, 1903. XVIII.

B., next column.

French Patents.

Mineral Enzymes; Preparation of Artificial .

.1. Bonnet. Fr. Pat 339,460, Jan. 9, 1904.

When a solution of a manganese salt is made slightly

alkaline in the presence of an organic colloid, capable of

preventing the precipitation of the manganese hydroxide,

a product is obtained which behaves as n earlier of oxygen

in a manner similar to that exerted by an oxidising enzyme.

These artificial oxydases are prepared by mixing a solution

of an albuminous substance (e.g., white of egg. gelatin,

serum, &c.) or of certain colloids {e.g., gums, dextrine, &c. I

with a solution of a metallic salt (manganese, iron, copper,

&c.) in presence of a small quantity of alkali, alkaline-

earth salt, or organic base. The products may be empli

either in the de-oxidised state, in the oxidised state, in a

state of sterilisation alter heating, or in the solid state as

obtained by precipitating the solutions by means of alcohol.

J. I'. B.

Fermentation of Liquids, ti. Johnson and P. 1!. Hare.

I'r. Pat. 339,613, Jan. 14, 1904. Under Internat. Conv.,

May 4. 1903.

-
I Eng. Pat. 10,093 of L90S ; this .1 . 1904, 199.—T. PI).

Dyestvff
raml Spirit} from Asphodel Roots A. Radoil

and '.I. E. Valadon. Fr. Pat. 333,478, ^Koi -

IV.. page. 71 'J.

XVIII.-FOODS ; SANITATION ; WATER
PURIFICATION, & DISINFECTANTS.

(A.)—FOODS.

Coffee Berry; Composition of the Inner IJust nj the

15. von Bitto. J. Luudw..' 1904, 52, 33. Ohem.-Zeit..

1904, 28, Rep., 159.

Analysis of the inner husk of the coffee berry

araliiea ), -which contained 1 1 • 18 per cent, of moistii

the following percentage numbers, calculated on the dry

matter:—Ash, 2 -96; ethereal extract, 1-29; nitro

substances, 6* 19 ; nitrogen-free extra' live matters, 23" 26;

crude libre. 66'2S; crude protein (by Stut/.er's method),

-I'-l:;. The tat is faint yellow in colour, and when melted

only solidifies gradually. On analysis the following rc-ult-

were obtained:— Kottstorfer's (saponification) value. 141 "J .

acid value, 82" 7 ; free fatty acid, expressed as palmil

37"84 percent.; glycerides, as tripalmitin. i's-hi pi

The husk contains no eholesteriu, but gives 0-022 i

of organic phosphorus, corresponding with o'3s of

The caffeine present amounts to 0'35 per cent, of the dn
matter, and the pentosans to 21 '3o percent. The ash is

very hygroscopic, and at the ordinary temperature d

in water to the extent of 48- 39 per cent.—T. II. 1'.

ENGLISH Patents.

Meat Preparations ; Manufacture of -. A. If. da

- Braga, Sao Paulo, Brazil. Eng. Pat 7896. April 5, 1904.

A QUANTITY of the fruit of the papaw family {Carin

papaya), cut into small pieces, i- placed in wati

taining one per 3,000 parts of hydrochloric acid, ai

some time the liquid is squeezed out. To this lifK
minced meat is added. aDd after disaggregation of the

fibres, which may be hastened by stirring. Da- taken place,

the mass j ? dried by heating in a current of air. and

pulverised. The proportions of water and fru

according to the quantity of the meat, but the acid must

always be used in the smallest possible proportion to

facilitate pulverisation. Such a meat preparation, whelket

powdered or not, is said to keep well.— T. II. P.

(B.)—SANITATION; WATER PURIFICATIOJT.

English Patents.

Seu-aije ; Method and Means for Treating . J. 1 1 ewes

Leicester. Eng. Pat 13,560, June 17. 1903.

Tin crude sewage is passed through a small chambei

provided with valves into settling-tanks, preferably arrange"

side by side. The clear liquid passes ever a weir at tl

other end of the tanks into a precipitation tank, where it

treated with suitable chemicals. The sludge from thi

settling-tanks is allowed to pass into chambers arranged a

the side of the tanks, where it is dried. The dry -

incinerated in closed retorts, and the products of distillatoi

collected. Lime is added to the incinerated ictoti res

and the mixture used as a sewage precipitant i

powder."—W. P. S.

Distill: i
»' Refuse ; Si uagt ami the lite ; Treatment

1.. Cameron, London. Eng. Pat. I'

The liquid is .orated in a rectangular tank, wherein :t

circulated by means of :i paddle-wheel. The tank has i

partition di litre, but not extending tl

length of the tank, thus leaving a space vacant al

iddli iv hi el i- placed in one of the side spaces

oxidation is u iditj of the liquid i- n

with lime, and alum i- added. After settling, tl

removed, mixed with peat, sawdust, or coal du-t. a

into bricks for use as fuel.

—

Y>~. P. S.

Filter [ for Water] ; High Pressurt . W. -

Pat. 12,297, May '-'9, 1

Ski IV. Pat. 335,676 oi 1903; this J.. 1
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Durificd and Sterilised Water, as well us of Distilled

Water: Process for the Simultaneous Production of .

A. Bawdry, Kieff, Russia. Eng. Pat. 21,C68, Oct. 8,

1903.

'he water is passed down a fractionating column, steam

eing passed in near the bottom. The volatile impurities

long with any oily matter in the steam pass away at the

ip, whilst the solids separated are drawn off at the bottom,

'he sterilised and purified water is drawn off at an inter-

lediate stage. The steam passing away is sent through a

iscond column, where it is partially condensed, and distilled

later is obtained. The rest of the steam along with the

jolatile impurities serves for a preliminary heating of the

|ater to be treated and then passes away. Should the volatile

purities be valuable they can be recovered by means of a.

ippleiuentary condeuser. The process of drawing off the

quid from an intermediate section of the column can be

>plied to the separation of mixtures of liquids of different

"ing points, such as crude petroleum, &c.—\V. II. ( !.Hi

edification of Water : Process and Contrivance for the

Solution, with the aid of Compressed Air, of Chemicals

for the . E. Krause, l>iis;eldorf, Germany. Eng.

1038, April 20, 1904.

•IE cylindrical solution vessel, with a conical bottom and

th the internal construction shown, is utilised as follows.

ie water passes from a store tank through the U-bend c,

i, at such a rate that it draws air from the pipe dwilh it.

Els air then passes to the bottom of the vessel, and in

InQg, agitates the hydroxide of lime or barium used, and
], motes solution. The rising bubbles of air are caught by

*t| inverted funnels g, g and i, and pass up to the pipe d,

tjbe used over again. The solution clarifies in rising

t nigh the undisturbed portion m,m, and overflows through
n. The same air being used over and over again, obviates
t difficulties due to the presence of dissolved carbon
<1 :iie, this being absorbed by the lime at the beginning.

— \V. H.( .

XIX.-PAPER, PASTEBOARD, Etc.

English Patent.

Sulphates and Carbonates of Lime; Treatment and Utili-

sation [in Paper Manufacture] of Artificial . A.
.\Ionin, Lyons, France. Eng. Pat. 12,391, May 30, 1903.

Ski: Fr. Pat. 320,430 of 1902 ; this J., 1903, 42—T. F. B.

United States Patents.

Paper Coating or Enamelling Composition. W. A. Hall
Bellows Falls, Vt., U.S.A.' U.S. Pat. 761,374, May 31*

1904.

The coating composition consists of a solution of casein in

alkali, mixed with a solution of modified starch, serving as

an adhesive or binder for the enamel base, e.g , china clai .

-J. F. li.'

Paper Pulps Manufacturing . O. ( 'arr, Buenavista,
Va., U.S.A. 'U.S. Pat. 702,139, June 7, 1904.

The process for extracting tannin ami manufacturing paper-
pulp from woods containing tanuin consists in reducing
the wood to chips having a length of fibre sufficient for

paper-makiog and fine enough parallel to their fibres for

efficient diffusion. The tannin is then extracted and
recovered, and the exhausted chips are converted into
pulp.—J. 1'. B.

French Patents.

Ityestuff [and Fibre for Paper Making'] from Asphodel
Roots. A. Badoil ami J. E. Valadon. Fr. Pat. 333,478,
Nov. 28, 1903. IV., page 712.

line.Flour; Treatment of , for Use in Finishing
Yarns and Textiles. Soe. Anon, des Rizen'es Franchises.
Addition, dated Dec. 2. 1903, to Fr. Pat. 331,039, Aug. 1,

1903. (See this J., 1901, 59.)

Tins addition deals with the application of riee-flo ir.

prepared as described in the original specification, to the
sizing and smoothing of paper pulp, the couching of paper
in white or coloured sheets, leather dressing, the preparation
of vegetable gums in the form of paste and generally for

all dressings of a similar kind.—T. H. P.

Viscose; Heaterfor the Treatment of . Soc. Franc.
de la Viscose. Fr. Pat. 339,564, Jan. 13, 1904.

In the purification of viscose, by heating it at a definite

temperature for a certain time until it coagulates and be-
comes insoluble in the saline washing liquids employed
for extracting the by-products, it is essential that every
portion of the mass should be continuously subjected
to an invariable temperature. The apparatus in which
this treatment is effected consists of a hemispherical
vessel surrounded by a water-bath which is heated by a

steam coil. In the vessel is mounted a vertical shaft
carrying three superposed stirring arms provided with
scrapers, and designed in such a way that the mass, as it

coagulates, is reduced to fine granules. The water in (he
water-bath is likewise agitated mechanically in order to

ensure uniform distribution of the heat. The saline solution
is introduced just before the mass coagulates.—J. F. B.

XX.-PINE CHEMICALS, ALKALOIDS,
ESSENCES, AND EXTRACTS.

Chloroform; Preservation of . Temoin. Chem. and
Druggist, 1904, 64, 973.

The author states that chloroform to which 04 per cent,
of sulphur has been added, undergoes no alteration on
keeping, even when exposed to light.—A. S.

Bromoform; Electrolytic Preparation of . E. Midler
and R. Loebe. Z. Elektrochem., 1904, 10, 409—415.

The authors have improved upon the method of Coughlin
(this J., 1902, 186) in dispensing with a porous septum.
The most favourable composition of the electrolyte is
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I2'i gnus, of potassium bromi le, 375 c.c. of water, 50 c.c.

of acetone, 5 grms. of potassium bicarbonate, and 1 grin.

of potassium ehroniate. The latter serves to

inhibit cathodic reduction. A good eurrent-etnciency

(90— 05 per pent.) can only be secured by allowing free

irate out with the bromoform. and to this

end a plentiful supply of carbon dioxide is bubbled tin

liquid during electrolysis.— \V. A. (
'.

Cuaiacol with Lead Peroxidi ; Distillation of .

R. I'sehorr aud M. Silverbach. Bcr., L904, 37, 2149—

When pii tilled with lead peroxide, diphenyleue

oxide is produced. ii. authors h re fouud, however, that

when guaiacol is subjected to the same treatment it is

converted into veratrol, with the simultaneous formation of
catechol (pyrocatechin), the bulk of which remains behind
in the form of the lead suit and is carbonised, whilst the

veratrol distils over. The lead peroxide acts in this case

merely as a base, and the same reaction takes plan on the

lation of the sodium salt of guaiacol. but with s sm
yield. By an analogous process the lead sait of ethyl

vanillate yielded the corresponding ester ol acid,

and the lead salt of the monoinethvl ether of resorcinol

yielded the dimethyl ether on distillation.—J. F. B.

Lupinidine ami Sparteine. E. Willstatter aDd W. M
Her.. 1904, 37, 2351—i

In 1880, Liebscher isolated from the seeds of the yellow
lupin two alkaloids—the crystalline oxygenated lupinine

and the liquid, oxygen-free lupinidine to which the formula,

CH^N was assigned. The authors have prepared the

latter base from the mother-liquors after the separation of

the lupinine. From their analysts of the pure alkaloid

they conclude that the above formula is erroneous, and that

lidine has a composition corresponding to the formula
('. II.. ,X.. They also find that lupinidine is identical with

the alkaloid sparteine isolated by Stenhouse in 18J1 from

the broom tree. The alkaloids occurring in the various

species of lupin are as follows:—Lupinine, C 10
II 19uX, in

Lupinus luteus and L. niger. Sparteine, i.'
ri H ;,-,N ;

, in

L. luteus aud L. nigcr. Lopanine, I.'.,lk ,< 'V [racemic and
tevorotatory forms] in L. albus, L. angustifolius [blue

lupin], and I., perennis.— J. F. B.

Orange Flower; Distribution of Certain Organic Matters
in the . E. Charabot and G. Laloue. Camptes
rend., 1904, 138, 1513—1514.

fin greater portion of the essential oil of the orauge flower

is located in the petals, which also contain the highest

percentage of oil. During the period of blossoming the

entage of oil in the flower and the weight of oil

contained in a single flower increase considerably ; the

formation or accumulation of the odorous substances in the

dower is most intense when that organ is in the stage of

full development. During the development of the blossom

the essential oil becomes richer in terpenic esters, methyl
antfaranilate, aud total alcohol : the esterification contin

in the blossom, but with far less intensity than in the leaf

and stem. The proportion of gerauiol in the oil tncrea •

ng, whilst that of the linalopl decreases.

In the full-blown flowers there is no marked difference in

composition between the oil extracted from the petals and
that obtained from the other parts of the blossom, but the

former is slightly richer in methyl anthranilate than the

—J. F. B.

< 'amphor Group ; Investigations in the . .1. W. Brubl.

Ber., 1904, 37, 2156-

A CONTRIBUTION to the study of the simplest substitution

compounds of camphor, especially the halogen derivatit

their synthesis and orientation. A comparisi a is drawn
between the action of bromine and iodine ono.xymethylcne-

iior in presence of an excess of alkali. The first

product in ii case is bromo- or io amphor,

but the bromo-formyl-oamphor is less stable in presence of
excess of alkali than the iodo derivative. The former

iks down with the production of o-mono-'. phor

and alkali formate, and addition of more bromine ha>
no further effect; the - iodo form\ 1-camplior, on tl

hand, resists the action of the alkali and yields o-o-diod%-
camphor when the equivalent qnantity of iodine is added,
no trace of the mono-iodo-camphor being produced.

—J. F. B.

Camphor Derivatives . Physiological Action „/"
I

. J. W.Bruhl. Ber., 1904, 37, 2178

HOCAHBOXYXIC acid is practically devoid of physio-
properties, but the action of its esters in* an

homologous series resembles that of camphor, and increase;
rse proportion to their solubility in alkali -

.1.. 1902, 1409). The p re-cut paper deals with til

of the homologous series of oxyalkylideoc camphors
imphors]. The lowest member, oxymethyleJ

cam] hor, i- readily soluble in an eqi. unity of
alkali; the sodium salt is poisonous in a general manner,
but it is totally devoid of the specific properties of camphor,
and is to be classed with canipkocurboxy lie acid. Ft

esses a feeble bactericidal action. The solubility of
the next members of the series in all

increase of the molecular weight, and these bodies are
comparable with the esters of caraphocarboxylic acid.

Like the latter, oxyethvlidenecamphor and oxvpropili-
dene-camphor, possess the specific toxic properties of
camphor. They are nerve poisons, and set up the typia
"crampiug" actions; they take effect more rapidly than
camphor. Oxyethylidene-camphor is the m
of the two. Mono- and di-iodo-camphor were tested for
their antiseptic properties, both being odourless bodies.
Mono iodo-camphor acts as an irritant towards the more
sensitive mucous membranes, but its antiseptic power is

onlj slight. Di-iodo-camphor is more powerfully irritant,

and cannot he used on open wound- ; it might possibly!
of value when an initial irritant and a secondary rcsorbejp
action is required.—J. F. B.

Oxalacetic Ester ,- Product oj Spontaneous /),,,,„,

of [Detection of ]
. L. J. Si n. XXIII., paj "

" Mangifera Indica," L. [Mango '/'.
] ; 77,, Gum

oj . P. Lemeland. XVI.. page 721.

English Patent.

t.4-LHamitlubrn:oic Acid; Manufacture of Alhi/l Esttrs
of . O. Imray, London. Prom f. liitsert, Frank-
furt-ou-Maine, llermanv. Kng. Pat. lU,Cs:4, .1

1903.

,S. Pat. 761,998 if 1&04 ; following this.—T. F. B.

United States Patent-.

Halogen Tertiary Butyl Alcohol ; /'/„, ng .

I
.

Ii. Udrich, Detroit. Mich., U.S.A. I >. I'.,t. r

May 31, 1904.

A ketone, or a mixture of ketones such as is produced by

dry distillation of salts of monobasic futty acids, is balogenised
(e.g.. with a hypochlorite) in such a way as to prod
mixture of about equimolecular part- of fre< ketone and
substitution product, which is then condensed to form tn

balogenated tertiary butyl alcohol. Thu-. ti:

butyl alcohol is produced by treating acetone with bleaching

powder in presence of water, and condensing the product
with alkali hydroxide.—T. F. B.

i Tertiary Butyl Alcohol; Process ot Making
. T. B. Aldricb, Detroit, Mich., U.S.A. '

U.S. Pal

761,189, .May .11, 1904.

A ketone and a halogen substitution derivative thereof i«

condensed, by means of less than lo per cent, of alkaii

hydroxide, to a halogenated tertiary butyl ..1 :ohol. 9}
condensing a mixture of acetone aud bromoform with les-

than In per cent, of sodium hydroxide, distilling the Mix-

ture under reduced pressure to remove the

acetone aud bromoform, and then distiilinu" the

steam, tribromotertiary butyl alcohol is produced.— T. F. B.
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3.4- Diaminobenzoic Arid: Alhyl Esters of , and
Process of Making same. E. Ritsert and W. Epstein,

Frankfort, Assignors to Farbwerke vorm. Meister,

Lucius, ttnd Bruiting, Iloechst on the Maine, German}

.

(J.S. Pat. 761,998, Juno 7. 1904.

) (4-)Aminobenzoic acid is esterified, and an acidvl group

ntroduced, and the acidyl compound then nitrated, 3-nitro-

l-ai'ich l:\miuobenzoie ester resulting; the acidyl group is

•liminated and the product reduced, 3-4 -diaminobenzoic

>ters being produced as white, easily crystallised substances,

airlv easily soluble in water, and readily soluble in alcohol

nd in ether.—T. F, li.

licorice Rout; Process for Extracting Juice from Dried
. F. livers, Du-.-cM.prf. Germany. U.S. l'.u.

762,032, .Tunc 7, 1904.

EE Eng. Fat. 1180 of 1904; this J., 1904, 383.- -T. F. I!.

1902.

a explosives,
ter explosives ,

I b

12,000

Lb.
2,380.582

}f the above 2,13G,5S2 lb. of nitroglycerin explosives

sorted during 1903, however, 1,460,000 lb. were tran-

lipped from British ports for other countries. The
jnber of detonators imported during the year was over
4 millions, of which mare than 4 millions were tran-

sbped for other countries. Dr. Dupre's report shows
Ht of 379 samples of licensed explosives examined by
Hi, 339 were passed and 49 rejected. He has continued
rJ work on the sensitiveness of nitroglycerin to shock.
jien placed between sheets of lead it does not explode
I in struck by a 2 lb. weight falling from a height
i 46 inches. Sheet lead of even 0-01 inch thickness
.- itly reduces its liability to explosion. Picric acid, on
t other hand, when placed upon a steel anvil could not
t exploded by a blow from a. 2 lb. weight falling from a
I [ht of 46 inches. When thin sheet lead (0-01 inch)
" placed upon the anvil and the picric acid put on this, a

" v from a 2 lb. weight falling from a height of onlv

XXI.-PHOTOQKAPHIC MATEEIALS AND
PEOCESSES.

.-.,- Dyesluffs : Constitution of . A. Miethe
and G. Hook. IV.. page 712.

French Patent.

'igment [Photographic] Process ,- film for the .

Act.-( les. f. Anilinfabr. Fr. Pat. 339,654, Jan. 16, 1904

eli.vloid or collodion is incorporated with oils, fats,

raes, resins, high boiling-point hydrocarbons, &c., and
rmed into sheets, which are covered with a film of

!»meuted gelatin in the usual manner. For example,
kilo-, of celluloid and 600 grms. of castor oil are mixed
[ether in presence of alcohol, acetone. &c, and formed
to sheets. Photographs produced lie this method, wdjen

ripped from their celluloid backing and fixed to paper, do
it present the excessive glossini ss exhibited by print-,

oduced on prepared celluloid.—T. F. B.

XXII.-EXPLOSIVES, MATCHES, Etc.

Explosives : Twenty-eighth Annua! Report of His
Majesty's Inspector of . 1903.

ceke have been no modifications of the law during the

it. The number of deaths (5) from accidents by fire

explosion in the manufacture of explosives was below
average for the decade (6-4). The total number of

tories under continuing certificate or license is 1 i7.

e quantity of foreign blasting explosives imported during
! past t« o years was as follows :

—

IS inches readily exploded it. Au investigation was made
as to the effects of heat, of acids, and of alkalis on trini-

ti 'toluene and Aniline Black. The former, when heated,

takes fire at about the temperature at which gunpowder
explodes. The latter has to be heated to dull redness before
it fires. A mixture of the two substances, however, takes
fire at a temperature lower than either of its constituents

separately. The addition of sulphuric acid or of solid caustic

potash to trinitrotoluene just melted over a steam bath
produced no appreciable rise of temperature. Should, how-
ever, the trinitrotoluene be raised to 160° C. the addition

of caustic potash produced instant ignition and sometimes
an explosion. Two new tests are described for investigating

ti. -lability of nitni explosives. The first consists in heat-
ing from 2—2' 5 grms. of dry guncotton, contained in

small weighing buttles, to a temperature of 130' C. Two
equal portions are heated for half au hour, the bottles fitting

fairly well into copper tubes immersed in an oil-bath..

After weighing, the bottles are replaced in the bath and
again heated and weighed, one after the lapse of 2 hours,

tbe other after 4 hours. The loss in weight will, it is

anticipated, give a measure of the stability of the explosive.

In the second test the explosive (2—2-5 grms.) is intro-

duced into a glass tube, 12 ins. long, 0'6 ins. diameter,

and of about 50 ec capacity. This tube is connected with
a receiver kept exhausted to 1 m.m. of mercury, and also

with a barometer tube dipping into mercury. After the
tube containing the explosive has been exhausted it is

placed in an oil-bath at 130° C. The mercury in the baro-

meter tube soon begins to fall, and after the lapse of A hour
the vacuum is restored. This process is repeated after the
laj.se of another -} hour. The results of the first half hour,

though uoted, are usually not included in the subsequent
records. After this, however, tbe real test begins, and
the number of mm. the mercury falls every [ or h hour is

recorded, the vacuum being restored after each observation.

The time allowed to elapse between the observations is

governed by the amount of gas evolved, the object being to

retain a moderate vacuum (from 1/100—4/50 of an atmo-
sphere) throughout the experiment. By a simple cooling

arrangement applied to the upper part of the heating tube,

any nitroglycerin in tbe explosive is condensed, and (hi- test

is thus applicable to nitroglycerin explosives.

Captain Desborough's report on the Testing Station,

Woolwich, shows that out of 22 explosives submitted, 13
successfully passed the test. A gas-leak detector has been
added to the gallery in order to locate the actual places at

which leakage occurs, and it has also been useful in delect-

ing the presence of uuconsumed coal-gas after a shot has
been fired in -which there lias been doubt as to ignition.

The only new departure in explosives has been the combi-
nation of nitroglycerin with ammonium nitrate. The only
notable change with accessories has been the substitution

of a waxed for an ordinary paper wrapper in a non-detonating
explosive, and it was found that the wax-eoated explosive
was much less sensitive to ignition from an external spark.
Kxperiments were carried out as to the physical effect

produced on ammonium nitrate explosives by subjecting them
to extreme cold— in surrounding the cartridges with solid

carbon dioxide for 12 hours. The results obtained, showed
that when the explosive was contained in a paper wrapper it

became so hard as to render the insertion of a detonator
impossible, whereas the samples contained iu metal wrappers
did not chaoge their physical condition. From experiments
carried out the conclusion is drawn that the visibility of

sparks or glow on firing an explosive in a bore-hole is not
of necessity any criterion as to the liability to fire gas, but
the appearance of flame (as opposed to glow) or of sparks
due to the combustion of projected explosive indicates the

existence of a very grave danger.—O. W. MoD.

Explosion of Gunpowder ; Circumstances attending an ,

which occurred in the Mixing House of the l'a< torn of
Messrs. Curtis and Harvey, Ltd., at the Marsh,
Faversham, on Feb. 2, 1904. By Capt. M. B. Lloyd,
H.M. Inspector of Explosives.

S00 lb. of roughly mixed powder explode.! in the mixing
machine. It is considered that " the explosion was most
probably caused by a foreign substance introduced into the

ingredients in course of being mixed in the machine, and
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that this was most likely to have been a small piece of

cement from the lining of the wall which was detached from
a faulty place." The possibility of lubricating oil, in the

present case, olive oil, in contact with ground charcoal
having caused spontaneous ignition of tin- charcoal w«-
investigated. Two thermometers, one clean and oue oiled

with the olive oil, were placed in charcoal contained in

cardboard cylinders surrounded with cotton wool, but uo
increase of temperature could be detected.-—G. W. McD.

Explosion of Nitroglycerin : Circumstances attending an
, in the Separating House of the Factory of Messrs.

Curtis and Harvey, Ltd., at Ctiffe, Kent, on Feb. 18,

1904. By Major A. Cooper-Key, H.M, Inspector of

Explosives.

About 2,000 lb. of nitroglycerin were in the house at the

time, and dense nitrous fumes were noticed coming from the

building for some seconds before the explosion took place.

It is considered probable " that the accident was caused by
the spontaneous decomposition of theeharge of nitroglycerin

in course of separation owing to the presence in oue of the

ingredients of an impurity undiscoverable by the analysis

of a sample, and that the fatal results were due to the men
in charge failing to make use ot the drowning tank until

the heat from the decomposition caused an explosion."

Experiments showed that the gases evolved in the "fuming
off" of nitroglycerin consisted of nitrogen trioxide and
peroxide (48-7 per cent.), nitric oxide (40-7 per cent.),

carbon mouoxide (3 2 per cent.), carbon dioxide (14 per
cut.), and nitrogen (G per cent.), and Major Cooper-Key
considers that the failure to drown the charge was not due
to the workmen being instantaneously and unexpectedly
overcome hy the carbon monoxide in the fumes. It is

recommended that arrangements should be made in nitro-

glycerin works to enable a charge to be drowned in a period

measured by seconds instead of by minutes.—G. \V. Mcl>.

United States Patent.

Gunpowder. A. H. Robinette, Fostoria, Ohio, U.S.A.
I'.S. Pat. 761,403, May 31, 1904.

" An* explosive powder, consisting of nitrate of potash, ferro-

cyanide of potash, chlorate of potash, yellow prussiate of

potash, and granulated sugar.—C A. M.

Explosive Cartridge. G. Cornara, Mantova, Italy.

U.S. Pat.' 762,229, June 7, 190 1.

See Eng. l'at. 30,253 of 1898 ; this J., J 899. 175.—T. F. B.

Explosive Compound. \V. A. Spore, Argenta, 111., U.S.A.
I'.S. Pat. 762,446, June 14, 1904.

The explosive consists of corn-pith, potassium chlorate,

and a nitrated-turpentine binding material.—G. W. McD.

Explosive, and Method of Making same. E. Stole, Mill

Valley, Cal., I'.S. A. I'.S. Pat. 762,447, June 1 I, 1904.

See Fr. Pat. 336,78.1 of 1903 ; this J., 1904, 386.—T. F. B.

Nitrocellulose ; Art of Purifying . F. I. du Pont. Wil-
mington, l.S.A. I'.S. 'l'at.' 762,757, June 14, 1904.

Xithocellulosk is immersed in water, and is subsequently
brought in contact with a further amount of water contain-

ing a gas in solution, under pressure, in such a manner that

the escaping gas passes through the nitrocellulose.

—G. W. Mel).

French Patent.

Explosive. J. BQhrer. Fr. Pat. 389,552, Jan. 13, 1904.

I'm; vi tin (6 parts) is heated to 65 C , and inoumiitro-

toluene 17 parts) is dissolved in it at this temperature. Tri-

nitrotoluene (1 pari), iron tilings (16 parts), and potassium
chlorate (70 parts), are then added successively, and incor-

porated at a temperature of 55° C. Other metals, in a tine

slate of division, such as copper, zinc, &c., may be used in

place of iron.—G. W. Mel).

XXIII.-ANALYTICAL CHEMISTRY.

APPARATUS, ETC.
Soapstone Fibres. K. E. Guthe. Xature, 19ni, 70 jgg

l'barin. J., 1904, 72, 852.

If steatite or soapstone be fused in a gas oxygen jet,
clear bead is nbtained from which vcr.v tine- films can ea£ll
be drawn. These fibres show approximately tin 1

,

clastic fatigue and tensile strength as fu-cd quartz fibres 1

the same dimensions, and can be used instead of the latte
for suspensions.— A. S.

INORGANIC—QUALITA TIVE.

Indium [Separation from Aluminium]. C. Henz Bei
1904", 37, 2110—2112.

'I he author draws attention, in view of recent publication
to his former work on indium, indium chloride in solutio
in absolute alcohol gives, with pyridine, a crystalline preeii
itateof InCl3 .3C5lisN, slightly soluble in alcohol, insolok
in ether, melting at 253' (

'. Indium hydroxide, in presen.
of a little ethvlamine hydrochloride, is insoluble in ethy
amine (the presence of the hydrochloride prev.
hydroxide from passing through a filter), and this
bility can be used to separate indium from aluminium. I

ammonia, however, indium hydroxide is somen hat solubl
The author first described the preparation of crystallise
indium oxide and its volatility at high temperatures. YV'ue
heated strongly in an iridium capsule, it sublimes pcrce)
tibly without previous fusion, and the residue contail
brilliant minute crystals belonging to the regular system, :

well as crystals of another shape. Possibly the' two 'at

In ..()., aad In 2(.)3 , corresponding to Fe
:i 4 and Fe.,1

1
,. Th

crystalline form of InsOa is distinguished from the amoi
phous by being quite insoluble in hot concentrited sn
phuric acid. Metallic indium combines readily wit
selenium and tellurium.— J. T. 1).

INORGANIC—QUANTITATIVE.

Prussian Blue in Spent Oxide, $c. ; Determination of
hi, Pelfs Method. It. Witzeek. J. Gasbeleueht . 190

47, 545—547.

The author confirms Ftld's observation that methods for tb
determination of Prussian blue, in which the crude cyanid
material is first decomposed by heating with a solution <

caustic alkali, give results which are too low. on account (

the formation of thiocyauate. Feld (this J., 1903,1068
has described processes which arc applicable to the ex

animation of such materials. These methods have bee
largely used by the author, and are recommended as aeci

rate and rapid. The formation of thioeyanate is entire!

avoided. The author uses a simple distillation apparatn
the distillation flask being furnished with a tap-funnel an
the main receiver connected to a safety bulb-tube. F
determining the total cyanogen content, 2 grms. of ll

sample of spent oxide (or 0-5 grm. iu the case of cvanid
mud) ire rubbed down finely with 1 c.c. of N 1 i'erroi

sulphate solution and 5 c.c. of 8X sodium hydroxide
for five minutes. 30 c.c. of 3N magnesium chloride solotii

are then added slowly, with continuous stirring, and tli

whole is washed into the distillation flask (which is of 700 c.

capacity), with enough hot water to bring the volume 1

about 200 c.c. After five minutes' boiling, loo c.c. 1

boiling X It) mercuric chloride solution arc added I

the boiling liquid, and the mixture is boiled 10 niintit.

longer. All the cyanogen present is now in the forui 1

mercuric cyanide. The flask is attached to the iden*
30 c.c. of 4X sulphuric acid are added, and the liquid

distilled foi 20—30 minutes, the receiver and bulbs 1

iug20c.c. of 2X soil i urn hydroxide solution. If the distills

be turbid, owing to the presence of sulphur, about 0-ogrni. 1

lead carbonate is added, the liquid is agitated, filtered, an

an aliquot portion taken for titration. The titration

formed b) adding 5 c.c. of 4X potassium iodide solution in

then N'/IO silver nitrate sojution, until a yellowish turhi.li
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appears. 1 c.c. of N/10 silver nitrate solution = 0'009556
grin, of Prussian blue (Fe

r
Cy 13). The whole analysis takes

about H hours.—H. B.

Calcium; Separation of from Magnesium. I

berir. Z. augew. Chem., 1904, 17, "41—741 and 7'i9—
771.

A critical bibliography is given of the methods of separa-

tion of calcium and magnesium which have been more or

less widely adopted, and experiments are quoted which
show that the almost universal oxalate method gives

accurate results, provided that :—(1) The solutions are

sufficiently diluted
; (2) a sufficient quantity of ammonium

chloride ; s present
j (3) the precipitation is effected at the

boiling temperature, and a large excess of ammonium
oxalate is used

; (4) the precipitate is allowed to stand
for 12 hours before filtering; (5) the precipitate is redis-

solved in hydrochloric acid and reprecipitated in the same
manner as at first. The time required for this method,
however, induced the author to investigate the method
based on the different solubilities of the sulphates in

alcohol ; and after many attempts with ethyl alcohol of
various strengths, and with mixtures of methyl and ethvl
alcohols, the following method was adopted:—The mixed
salts, in not too dilute solution, are evaporated with excess
of sulphuric acid and the whole of the excess of sulphuric
acid is driven off by careful heating. The sulphates are
digested on the water bath with water more than enough
to convert the masuesium sulphate into the hydrated salt

MgSi i
4
.7H.,0, and when this is complete, methyl alcohol,

to which has been added 10 per cent, by volume of absolute
;thvl alcohol, is added, in quantity sufficient to dissolve the

ignesiani sulphate. After a few minutes the whole is

Sitered, and the filter thoroughly washed with a mixture of

volumes of absolute alcohol and 95 volumes of methyl
ilcohol. The magnesium sulphate is completely dissolved

;

rhi!-t the calcium sulphate remains absolutely insoluble.

The filter is dried at 105 C, separately incinerated, the ash
nited with 2—3 drops of sulphuric acid, the precipitate

dded, ignited, and weighed. The filtrate is diluted with
'ater (to prevent separation of difficultly soluble lower
ydr.ites, which is apt to occur if the alcohol be at once
vaporated), heated on the water-bath till the alcohol is all

riven off, and the magnesia cither determined as pyro-
hosphate or calculated from the determination of the
ilphuric acid as barium sulphite. The results are accurate,

id a calcium determination can lie easily carried out in an
3MT.—J. T 1).

ercury ; Separation of from Molybdenum and
Tungsten, by means of Hydrazine. P. Jaunasch and
W. B='.tges. Ber., 1904, 37, 2219—222?.

rom Molybdenum.—To the solution coatained in a deep
rcelain basin add 2—3 grms. of tartaric or citric acid,

d make up to ahout 100 c.c. Heat the covered basin to

out 80° C, add 2 grms. of hydrazine sulphate dissolved
30—45 c.c. of strong ammonia, and heat for 15 minutes,
rring frequently. Pour off through a double filter, wash
deeatitation with a solution of I grm. of hydrazine
phate in 100 ex-, of water to which 20 c.c. of strong
.onia have been added, and determine the mercury in

filtrate. Collect the precipitate on the filter, add
c.c. of strong ammonium sulphide solution, keep warm
the colour changes from yellow to red, and cautious]-

I excess of hydrochloric acid; heat, with stirring, foi

—15 minutes on the water-bath, filter, wash with water
itaining hydrochloric acid and hydrogen sulphide, dry

;

s'aratelv incinerate the filter at a low temperature in a
j

ncelain crucible with perforated lid, add the precipitate,

|J:e the crucible in a nickel dish, and ignite in a stream
floxygen tdl the sulphide is completely converted into

' xide.

i'rom Tungsten —Proceed, for the mercury, exactly as
ajve, save that the addition of tartaric or citric acid is not
ti -ssarv. Boil down the filtrate to 50 c.c, add, verv
c iously, fuming nitric acid till the hydrazine is destroyed,
b down, traLsfer to a weighed porcelain crucible, com
P ; the evapoiatiin to dryness, heat in an air-bath, and
'I to redness over a flame, and weigh. This method is

obviously available only when the filtrate from the mercury
contains no fixed substance other than lunatic acid'
Attempts to determine tungsten in tungstates by precipitation
as sulphide, or as tnngstic acid or anhydride by direct pre-
cipitation with acids, all failed. With the aid of hydrazine
however, the latter mode of precipitation was made quanti-
tatively accurate. The fungstate is dissolved in about
50 c.c. of water, heated to boiliDg, and a mixture of 2 .rrms
of hydrazine hydrochloride dissolved in 10 c.c. of water
with 22 c.c. of concentrated In drochloric acid, is added (The
acid may be added first and the bvdrazine solution imme-
diately after, but the hydrazine must not he added before the
acid.) A precipitate forms, at first, whitish, but gradually
becoming deep yellow, citron-yellow, and <rre°n The
liquid is gently boiled, with frequent stirring, for 20—25
minutes, and evaporated to about half its bulk. The pre-
cipitate is allowed to settle, poured through a double filter
(putting back any turbid filtrate till quite clear) washed
thoroughly with 1:10 nitric acid, the filter and moi'st preci-
pitate ignited in a porcelain crucible, and the residue
moistened with a few drops of nitric acid, and again ignited
till constant in weight.—J. T. D.

Palladium
; Determination of and Separation from

other Metals by Means of Hydrazine. P. Jannasch and
W. Betlges. Ber., 1904, 37, 2210—2219.

Pure palladium was prepared from the commercial metal
by d-.ssolving in nitrohydrochloric acid, evaporating to
dryness, taking up with water and hydrochloric acid,
diluting considerably, and precipitating at the boilin"
temperature with hydrazine sulphate. After digesting at
100- C. for some time, the precipitate was filtered^off, dned
and ignited. This precipitate, however, contained copper
(which was removed by a repetition of the process) and
oxygen, the latter in variable amount, corresponding in
some instances with 1'j.O. By ignition in hvdro°vn° the
oxygen is removed, and pure silver-grey metallic palladium
obtained, tor the determination of palladium, 0-3—0-5
grm. of the pure metal is dissolved in aqua ' rejia, the
solution evaporated, and the residue taken up with a
little water, and 20 drops of dilate hydrochloric acid
heated till solution is complete, diluted 'to 12) ec and
heated to boiling. The solution of 1 grm. of hydrazine
sulphate in 20 c.c. of water is added, the liquid heated on
the water bath for 20 minutes, allowed to stand in the cold
for two hours, filtered through asbestos in a hard-glass
tube, the precipitate well washed with hot water, dried at

—130 i

.
and ignited in hydrogen. When water

ises to be formed, the hydrogen stream is stopped, and
the palladium allowed to cool in the desiccator and weighed.

Separation from Potassium or Sodium.— Proceed exactlv
as above. Boil down the filtrate to 50 c.c, add cautiously
a few c.c. of fuming nitric acid to destroy the hydrazine
evaporate to dryness, take up with a little dilute sulphuric
acid, and evaporate, weighing the potassium or sodium as
sulphate.

Separation from Magnesium or Zinc—The palladium is
determined as above. The magne.-ium or zinc can be
precipitated directly by means of sodium phosphate and
ammonia or sodium carbonate respectivelv, without removing
the hydrazine.

Separation from Iron.—Determine palladium as above
Destroy the hydrazine, aud
ammonia.— J. T. D.

precipitate the irjn with

Chromic Oxide in Chrome Leather ; Xote on the Deter-
mination of and Separation of the Same from
Aluminium Oxide in the Presence of Aluminium Salts
H. B. Procter. Collegium, llKjl, 192.

The Procter and Griffith method of fusing ihe ash from
chrome leather with a mixture of sodium carbonate and
magnesia levis (this Journal, 1900, 223) has been thoroughly
confirmed as regards accuracy, aud for convenience and
lapidity leaves little to he desired. Should aluminium be
present it is perfectly easy to reduce the solution with
alcohol, weigh the mixel oxides, and deduct the weight
of chromium calculated from titration as stated bv Appelius
this Journal, 1904, 552); or precipitate the alumina at
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once from the acid solution by ammonia and ammonium
chloride, with the usual precautions to avoid precipitation

of chromic acid.— K. L. J.

ORGANIC—QUALITATIVE.
Indophenine Reaction. L. Storch. Ber.,

1904, 37, 1961.

The effect of oxidising agents in promoting this reaction

for thiophene (blue coloration with isatin and pure sul-

phuric acid) seems to be solely due to the heat developed.

The same effect is produced by adding water or by simply

warming the mixture without addition of water.—E. F.

Oxalacelic Ester ; Product of Spontaneous Decomposition
,./" [Detection of]. L. J. Simon. Comptes rend.,

1904, 138, 1505—1508.

Oxalacetic ester on keeping undergoes spontaneously a

change, resulting, in the probable formation of a dihydroxy-

quiuonic derivative. Such a sample gives with alkalis a

deep \ iolet coloration, which deepens gradually, and is

destroyed by excess of the reagent. The same coloration

can be obtained at ouce by substituting alkali borate or

formate for the hydroxide, and the solution can then be

boiled with excess of the reagent without fear of destroying

the colour. This reaction may be used to identify oxalacetic

ester.—J. T. D.

ORGANIC—QUANTITATIVE.
Tannin Determination ; [Filtration of Quebracho and
Mangrove E.rtracts]. K. Schorlemmer. Collegium,

1904, 137— 144.

Two litres each of various quebracho and mangrove ex-

tracts were prepared as for analysis by the method of the

Internat. Assoc, of Leather Trades Chemists, halved inti

portions A and B, and the times occupied in filtering thi

various fractions recorded (see table). The chief points o

interest were (o) the length of time, usually several hr.urs

required to filter a quantity of these apparently clear liquid:

through the " S. and S. No. G I
'
."> hard " paper and (i) thi

irregular behaviour, with these materials, of these papers
though they were all taken from one and the same packet
The 500 c.o. fractions, less 50 c.c. removed to determine the

contents, were passed each through a second filter II. A. oi

II 11.. as in the method for finding the " correction facto:

of the filter-paper," and here the time required was usualh
a matter of minutes. In the first filtration, substances an
removed which, even after the factor has been applied

represent appreciable percentages of insoluble matters (sei

last col. in table), although, with two exceptions, all thi

liquors appeared too clear to require filtration. Four dif

ferent values for insoluble matter were obtained from on
and the same extract (Expts. No. 8 and 9), as the result o
four trials viz., B.A., 8.15., 9.A., 9.H. In four instance

weighed filter papers were employed aud the dried deposits

after removal of soluble rcatier by washing, determined b;

difference. The weights so obtained bore a defiuite rtlatioi

to the times requited to filter, being greater as the latte

were longer. The value of applying a correction factor ii

the analysis of these materials would appear to h< sml
because ^ 1 ) filtered and unfiltcred liquors behave differently

towards the papers and (2) the papers themselves shoi

large differences i" behaviour. The percentage of tota

soluble matter determined by evaporating .Jti c.e. fion

filtrate (4) was in most eases identical (occasionally higmjt
with the result deduced from filtrate («> plus the correebfj

factor. In the table the figures in brackets are dirTVren.ee

(losses) in mgrms. per 50 c.c. from the content- of 5

otiginal unaltered liquor. In other words, the io-ses il

filtrate (4) are almost the same as the losses in filtrate («

Table showing the times required to filter (i'l hours) and refilter (in minutes) Quebracho and Mangrove Liquors

Filter I. Filter II.

(1)

First 250 c.c.

Hours.

(2)
Next 50 c.c.

Filtrate (a).

Next 51

Filtrate (6).

Hours.
Loss in
Mgrnis. Hours.

Loss in
Mgrms.

(4)

Firs! 250 c.c.

Mills.

(5)

Next .ill e.C
Filtrate e,

Mins.

(6)

Correction
Factor
(S-e).
+ menus.

(")

" ins ilubl

Matter.'

). Quebracho extract (A
"soluble " (.B

2. Qnebrnch" extract
j
a

"soluble" I B
3. Quebracho liquid i \

extract " soluble" i B
< \

4. Quebracho extract
(
j.

5. Quebracho exii;;

"soluble" tB
6. • U. Catechu," li-fA

quid (B
7. "Mimosa D."

|Jj

s. Mangrove extract . <
j5

9. Mangrove extr«

same i- No. 8 IB

3-5
0-5
2-25
2-5
3-5
8-5
lfll

130
S'O

12 mins.
3-5
5-7
1-7

22
I

7-0
1-0
8-0

In

2-0
mills.

T2
1-7

2-2

2 -6

5-0
4'2
4-0

niin.
1-5
1-7
0-8
2-0
2-5
2-5
0-7

30

5 26-0 2
6 7-0 I

4 8fi-0 •t

8 36-6 4
12 25- 7
12 26-0 8
10 2ii

»' 13
11 27-.-' 11

2 38-0

4 16 mins. •>

12 21', II 11
14 i',1'7 11

7 30-7 6
Ii 3.V5 7
G 36-6 ;

6 40-5 5
s 18-0 7

12 36-0 8

30
40
150
60
.'15

45
40«

a
s
3
60
SO
55
SO
120
90
40
w

15
105
40
6

10
30

5

1

15
20
60
45
8

o-;s
11-31

o-o
1-16

ne
2-10

0N(

1'IHI

• Only part ot the required amount filtered in this time.

after correction by the plus amount due to the factor, so

that equally true results might be obtained more simply by

rejecting a larger quantity of filtrate, say 400 c.c, than at

present customary, before collecting for evaporation.

—R. L. J.

Glycerin [in Wine"] ; Determination of by the Lime

and by the Iodide Method. J. Schuch. Z. landw.

Versuchsw. in Oesterr., 1904,7, 111. Chem.-Zeit., 1904,

28, Kep. 158.

The differences, expressed in gTams of glycerin per litre of

wine, between the results obtained by the lime method and by

the iodide method of Zeisel and FantO, are slated as follows :

— For white wines, - 0'85tO + ' 20 ; for red wines, — 0'51

to + 0-77 ; for sweet wines, - 1*21 to + P21. These

differences, even in the case of sweet wines, arc not

sufficiently great to cause the lime method to be replaced,

especially as the glycerin obtained by the iodide prow

can only be regarded as " crude glycerin." 1 he li'

method has the advantage of allowing a number of deti

ruinations to be carried on simultaneously, without deiiyi

the other determinations of a wine analysis. To do tl

with the iodide method necessitates the use of a nuail

of expensive pieces of apparatus.—T. II. P.

XXI7.-SCIENT1FIC & TECHNICAL NOTE

Suspensions or Colloids ; Flocculation of , ami

tination of Bacteria. II. Bechhold. Z. physik. Gael

1904, 48, 385—4-23. (See also this J., 1901.

The author's experiments related to :—(1) The flocculat

by various electrolytes of suspensions of mastic, bade
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(chiefly typhus bacteria cultivated on bouillon, killed with
" formol " and washed in a centrifugal apparatus with

distilled water) and agglutinin-bacteria (typhus bacteria

treated with the serum of a goat which had been inoculated

with typhus bacteria) ; and (2) the influence of various

colloids of the first order (gelatin, serum, gum arabic, &c.)

on the action of the electrolytes. The results may be

summarised as follows :—Below a certain concentration of

the electroljte and of the suspension, no flocculation takes

place even on prolonged contact. Above these limiting

concentrations, within certain limits, the rate of flocculation

increases with the concentration of the electrolyte and of

the suspension. No essential difference can be observed

between the flocculation of bacteria, agglutiuin-bacteria,

and unorganised suspensions or colloids. The flocculation

of bacteria and of agglutinin-bacteria, like that of true

suspensions by eleetroljtes, depends upon the valency of

the cation, its rate of migration and decomposition-potential,

and the ionisation of the electrolyte. The flocculation

of bacteria suspensions cannot be effected by mono- and
di-valcnt cations of high decomposition-potential. The
jflocculation of unorganised suspensions or colloids of the

isecocd order (Jnoraanic colloids) can be prevented by
[colloids of the first order (albumin, gelatin, &c), but the

latter have no influence on the flocculation of agglutinin-

bacteria. The irregular action of salts of trivalent cations

in effecting flocculation, is ascribed to the envelopment of

the suspension by colloidal aluminium hydroxide, ferric

ihydroxide, &c, produced by hydrolytic dissociation. By
treating bacteria with lead nitrate, alcohol, acids, &c,
products are obtained which, with regard to their behaviour

['towards electrolytes, form intermediate steps between
lacteria and agglutinin-bacteria. When a bacterial suspen-

sion is subjected to the action of an electric current, the

i mcteria, like all true suspensions, migrate to the anode.
,Vgglutinin-bacteria are agglutinated by the electric current.

I'Vith regard to flocculation by salts, agglutinin-bacteria

ebave like unorganised true suspensions, whilst bacteria

j|ehave like unorganised suspensions to which a colloid of

lie first order has been added.—A. S.

THE SCHUNCK RESEARCH LABORATORY
AT MANCHESTER.

The chemical research laboratory, including a library of

chnical works and periodicals and a fine collection of

j lemieal specimens, relating more particularly to that
apartment of organic chemistry embracing the colouring

I ,atters, which the late Dr. Edward Schunck, F.R.S.,
queathed to the Owens College, and which has been
insferred from Kersal, Manchester, to the college ground,
is formally opened on Friday, July 1st, by Dr. W. H.
.'rkin, Sen., F. R.S. At the same time the extensions of

|e College laboratories connecting them with the Schunck
moratory were declared open. The Vice - Chancellor
tr. Hopkiuson) and Prof. H. B- Dixon, F.R.S., spoke of
: distinction which Schunck gained by his researches, and
[the great value which his gift would be to the Manchester
liversity.

In his address, Dr. Perkiu briefly reviewed Dr. Sehunck's
rk, especially in connection with vegetable colouring
tiers. He remarked that, great as were the difficulties

h which Dr. Schunck had to contend in his pioneer
" "k on the constituents of certain plants, the problems
eh organic chemistry has still to solve, and especially

I
jse which deal with physiological chemistry, will be found

Moffer still greater difficulty. The future progress of

W'siological chemistry may be said to depend largely on
<4 acquirement of an accurate knowledge of the nature of
4'ch, albumin, and their decomposition products. When
1 :stigating problems dealing with the constitution of
i aral products, it should always be borne in mind that
£ ure not only builds up its complicated substances from
' simplest materials, but that all its operations are carried
I at ordinary temperatures and without the use of
P'erful reagents.

medallion portrait of the late Dr. Schunck, which

£ • Schunck has presented to the University, was unveiled
b lerson, Mr. Charles Schunck, and was formally accepted

f

1
!

tr. E. J. BroadEe'.d on behalf of the University Court.

#Uto iSoofesf.

Radium, and other Radio-Active Elements. A popular
account treated experimentally. By Leonard A. Levy
and Herbert G. Willis. Peroival Marshall and Co.,
26-29, Poppin's Court, Fleet Street, London, E.C. 1904.

Price 2s. Gd.

8vo volume, containing introduction, 97 pages of subject-

matter, an appendix of eight pages, and a total of

26 illustrations. The leading subjects treated of are
as follows:—I. Discovery of Raliun s its Kstr.iction.

II. The Radium Emanation. III. and IV. Physical Effects

(Electrical and Magnetic). V. Chemical Effects. VI.
Actions on Animal Life and Living Tissues. VII. Other
Radio-active Elements. Appendix. Experimental Apparatus.

Subject List of Works on Electricity, Magnetism,
and Elecro-Technics in the Linxvur of the
Patent Office. [Pat. < tribe Library Series, No. 14;
Bibliogr. Series, Xo. II.] Darling and S)n, Ltd., Uis
Majesty's Stationery Olfice,34-40, Bacon Street, Loidon,
E. Patent Office, 25, Southampton Buildings, Chaucery
Lane, London, W.C. 1904. Price 6</.

Die Farben-Piiotooru'iiie [Plntographisohe Bihliothek,

Bd. 19] : fine oemeixverstandliche Darstellung
DEB VERSCHIEDENEN VeRFAHREN, NEBST ANLEITUNO
zu i ii ic k i : Ausfl'hkcno. Von Dr. E. Konig. Gustav
Schmidt's Verlag, Berlin. 1904. Price M. 2.50.

Small 8vo volume with coloured frontispiece, preface,

introduction, and 87 pages of subject matter, containing

two illustrations. The subjects treated of are the following.—Direct Methods of Colour Photography— 1. Bec-
querel's Process. 2. Lippmann's Process. 3. The Bleach-

ing-out Process. 4. Joly's Method. Indirect Methods
of Colour Photography.—Section* I.—The Three-
Colour Printing, or Subtractive Method of Tricolour

Photography. 1. Photographic Apparatus (Camera). 2.

Light Filter. 3. Plates and Sensitisers. 4. Exposure and
Development. 6. Finishing of Copies. Appendix. Two-
Colour Photography. Section II.—The Additive Method
of Tricolour Photography by Optical Synthesis. 1.

Theoretical. 2. Guide in the Preparation of Partial Pic-

tures. 3. Guide to Prep iration of the Chromoscope. •]

Die Herstellung von* Diapositiven [Photographische

Bibliothek, Bd. 20], zu Projektionszwecken (Lvtern-
bildern), Fenstertransparenten hmd Stereoskopen.
Von P. Hanneke. Gustav Schmidt's Verlag, Berlin.

1904. Price M. 2.50.

Small 8vo volume with preface, introduction, and 126 pages

of subject-matter, containing 25 illustrations, and followed

by an alphabetical index. The following are the subjects

mainly treated of:— I. The Preparation of Diapositives on
Chlorobrominated Silvtr Plates. II. Preparation of En-
larged or Reduced Diapositives. III. Diapositive on Silver

bromide-gelatin Plates. IV. Diapositive on Collodion

Plates. V. Diapositive on Albumin Plates. VI. Diapositive

on Chloride of Silver Plates for Copying out. VII. Diaposi-

tive by the Pigment Process. VIII. Stereoscopic Diapositive.

IX. Coloured Diapositive. X. Appendix.

Cratie Report

1.—GENERAL.

Canada ; Tariff Changes in .

Bd. oj Trade J., June 23, 1904.

A memorandum (No. 1,284 B), issued by the Canadian
Commissioner of Customs, gives in detail the tariff changes
as set forth in the resolutions introduced by the Minister of

Finance in the Canadian House of Commons on 7th June.
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The resolutions, which are now in force (but which are

still under discussion in the Canadian House of Commons),
contain the following passages :

—
1. Resolved, Thai it is expedient to amend" The Customs

Tariff, 1897," to the following effect :
—

Notwithstanding anything contained in Schedule D (which

refers to the liritish preferential tariff), the maximum duty

on the under-mentioned articles when imported under the

liritish Preferential Tariff shall he as follows :

—

or Duty.

i. porcelain or other clay lS°f adval.

Common and colourless window glass 74% ,.

Item 203 of Schedule A. shall be repealed and the

following substituted therefor :

—

203. Plate glass not bevelled, in sheets orpanes
not exceeding 7 sq. it. i aeh, n.o.p 10 % «(/ val.

2C3«. 1'Im . relied, in sheets or panes
i ach, and not - seceding

25 sq l.p 25% ,.

Items 22, 151, 170, 171, 172, 178, 175, and 178 of

Schedule A. shall be repealed and the following substi-

tuted :

—

22. Paraffin wax candles 25
c

c ail rat.

151. Paraffin wax 25%
170. Illuminating oils, composed wholly or in

part of tiir products of petroleum, coal.
shale, or lignite, costing more than
30 cents, per gall 20% „

171. Lubricating oils, composed wholly or in part) „, c(,n , s
of petroleum, costing less than 25 cents. > nerval!
per gall ) v

172. Crude petroleum, gas oils (other than ben-") .» .,„„•.

zine and gasoline . above 40° Beaume > Deraall
gravity, at 00° temperature ) '

178. Oils, coal, and kerosine distilled, purified or) .,, „_,.,„
refined, naphtha and petroleum, and > r*; „ M
products of petroleum, ne.s ) '

17£. Lubricating oils, n.e.s., and axle grease 20% ad val.

178. Vaseline, and all similar preparations of

petroleum for toilet, medicinal, or other
purposes 25 U »

Molasses, tie* produce of any British country
entitled to the benefits of the liritish

Preferential Tariff, in the original package
in which it whs placed at the point of

production, and not afterwards subjected

to any process ot treating or mixing j
the

package also to be tree : Provided,
however, that this shall not apply to

molasses to be used for the purpose of

distillation Free.

2. Resolved, that the following articles now dutiable

shall be transferred to the free list:

—

Whale oil soap Free.

Plain, basic photographic paper; baryta coated,

for albumenizing or sensitizing „

Hydrofluosilicic acid „
Glass cut to size for the manufacture "f dry

plates for photographic purposes, when im-
ported by the manufacturers ot such do plates

Cor us.: exclusively m the manufacture thereof
in their own factories „

Ferment cultures to lie used in butter-making.

.

„

Quassiajuice .,

Crude
|

fuel and i-'a> oils, f3° Keaum6
gravity, or Iess,at60 temperature, 0'82SS8p.gr. „

11.-FUEL, GAS, AND LIGHT.

Calcium Carbide Industry; Prospects of
[in Germany].

P. Wangemann. Chem. hid., 1904, 27, 818—322.

The consumption of carbide in Germany during 190 I will

be, it i- estimated, about 20,700 tons, whilst the production
will be 13,300 tons, leaving 7,400 tons or about 3.V7 per
cent, of the total to be imported. In discussing the

prospects of the carbide industry, attention is drawn to the

new fields opened out for calcium carbide by the introduc-

tion of dissolved acetylene (see this .)., 1901, 1196; 1903,

288), and of calcium cyanamide prepared from calcium
carbide and atmospheric nitrogen (this J., 1903, 794, 809).

—A. S.

III.—TAR PRODUCTS, PETROLEUM, Etc.

Paraffin LlOjtnn ash " Pah unsni Moi.i.r "
.

U.S. Customs Decision

April 26, 1904.

It was held, providing it could be shown that, in " paraf-

fiuum molle,' ceresin was the component material of chief

value, the merchandise was free of duty. The Hoard of

General Appraisers, after thoroughly considering the ques-

tion of value, decided that the paraffin liquid was composed
entirely of petroleum, and, being produced from Russian
petroleum, was subject to a count, i vailing duty equal to

that imposed by Russia on imports of the same character

from the United States ; and, in the case of " pararfinuiu

molle," since the mineral wax or ceresin was present only to

the extent of one-fifth, the remaining four-fifths of paraffin

liquid were sufficient to render the merchandise -object to

the same countervailing duty. (Compare this J., 1903,

930.)— If. W. M.

Mineral Wax : U.S. Customs Decision.

May 17, 1904.

A waxy substance, called ozokerite, containing resins

and pitch, was held to be dutiable at 20 per cent, ad valorem

as a " manufactured article unenumerated."—R. \V. M.

IV.—COLOURING MATTERS AND
DYESTUFFS.

Sulphide Dyestuffs : U.S. Customs Decision.

April 21, 1904.

Sulphaniline Black, Sulphaniline Brown and Sulpho Black

T G were decided to be dutiable at 30 per cent, ad valorem as

" coal tar colors or dyes," under paragraph 15 of the present

tariff. The claims of the importers for assessment of duty

at 20 per cent, ad valorem under the same paragraph Si

" coal tar preparations," or at 25 per cent, ad valorem as

" chemical compounds," under paragraph 3, were unsup-

ported by evidence and overruled.—!!. W. M.

Tetrachlorofhthalic Acid : U.S. CrsTOMS Decision.

.dnrii 22, 1904.

It was decided that tetrachlorophthalic acid was dutiable

at 25 per cent, ad valorem as an " acid not otherwise pro-

vided for," under paragraph 1 of the present tariff. The

claim for assessment of duty at 20 per cent, ad valorem, as

a " preparation of coal tar" was overruled.—R. W. M.

Logwood Black: U.S. Customs Decision.

April 22, 1904.

Logwood Black was decided to be dutiable at ,

r cent per lb.

as " logwood extract," under paragraph 22 of the tariff.

The assessment of duty at 3J per cent, ad valorem as a

"colour" was overruled —R. W. M.

V.-PREPARING, BLEACHING, Etc.,

TEXTILES, YARNS, AND FIBRES.

Bleacher's Blce : U.S. Customs Decision.

Duty was assessed on bleacher's blue at 30 per cent, ad

valorem as a "coal tar color," under paragraph 15 of the

present tariff. On appeal from a decision of the Boa

General Appraisers, affirming the above assessment, the

United State- Circuit Court reversed the decision, and held

that bleacher's blue was dutiable at 20 per cent, ad valv

under the same paragraph as a " preparation of coal tar,

not a color or dye."— It. W, M.

VII.—ACIDS, A /.KALIS, Etc.

Harvtes : U.S. Customs Decision.

Apfil 25, 1904.

The Treasury Department holds that barytes -eparated

by crushing and jigging from the accompanying worthless
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rock is dutiable at 75 cents per ton, as " barytes unmanu-
factured," and not at 5 dols. 25 cents per ton, as " manu-
factured barytes."—R. W. M.

Manganese Borate: U.S. Customs Decision.

May 9, 1904.

The United Staies Circuit Court of Appeals at Phila-

delphia decided that manganese borate used chiefly as a

drier for varnish is dutiable at 25 per cent, ad valorem as

a "chemical compound or salt," under paragraph 3 of the

present tariff, and not at 3 or 4 cents per lb., under para

graph 11, according as the contents of anhydrous boric

acid is above or below 36 per cent. The Court held that

the article is not a borate material, but a product of the

borate materials enumerated in paragraph 11.— Ii. W. M.

Borax Glass Powdeu : U.S. Customs Decision.

April 29, 1904.

Powdered borax glass, which ou analysis was shown to

-out i in 6(i'S6 per cent, of auhydroas boric acid, was held

to be dutiable at 5 cents per lb. as " borax," under para-

graph 1 1 of the present tariff.—R. W. M.

Copper Acetate : U.S. Customs Decision.

May 20, 1904.

Copper acetate was held to be dutiable at 25 per cent.

ad valorem as a " chemical salt " under paragraph 3 of the

present tariff. The claim that it was free as " verdigris or

eubacetate of copper" under paragraph 694 was overruled.

—K. W. M.

X.—METALLDRG Y.

Output of certain Minerals ano Metals in the
World in 1902.

Bd. of Trade J., June 16, 1904.

The colonial and foreign section of the Mines and Quarries

Report for the year 19H2 contains a table showing the

>utpiu of certain mineral* and metals (contained in or

ibtained ftom ore raised) iu the British Empire and in

oreign countries during the year 1902. The following is

i brief summary of the table in question :

—

British

United Colonies
and

Foreign
Total.

Kingdom. I', ISM S-

sions.

Countries.

230,739,359 25,264,052 547,153,634 803,167.045
tipper ... 490 51,718 619,644 671,852
ineeokl.. Kilos. 116 232,891 215.187 -.47.644

J
„ silver 4,560 460,080 4,288.831 4,753,451
on Met. tons 4,4711.420 7 11.227 37,484,831 42,669.478

17.HSS 25,124 759,835 802,947
?troleum 25 298.701 22,.-.0i.i3t 22,868,860

1,924.273 1,276,948 10,078,811 13,279,032

4,462 51,496 37.483 93,141

9.275 576 493,397 503,211

oiks and Quarries: General Report and Statistics
for 1903. Part I. District Statistics. [Cd. 2,115.]
Price 6|rf.

This return, which forms the first part of the General
port on Mines and Quarries for 1903, contains statistics

the number of persons employed, the output of minerals,
d of accidents at mines and quarries in the United
ngdom arranged according to the inspection districts,

e total output of the undermentioned minerals in the
ited Kingdom in 1903 as compared with 1902 was as

flows :
—

1902. 1903.

1

Tons.
227,095,042
15.304,136

13,426,217

12,172,851

6,466,964

6,483,130

4,395,673

Tons.
230,334,469
16,19S,021rs and shale

13,715,645
12,222,971

6,426,538' eous rocks
5,409,502

1 Ik
"

4,469,974

Mines of British Columbia.

U.S. Cons. Reps., Xo. 1977, June 13, 1904.

From the annual report of the Minister of Mines of British

Columbia for 1903, just issued, it appears that the total

production of the mines of the Province show a very slight

increase over the year previous, being of the value of
17,495,954 dols., compared with 17,4S6,55il dols. in 1902.
Excepting copper and coke, which show an increase, there
is a falling off in all products, as shown bv the following
table :—

1902.

Description.

Quantity.

1903.

Cold —
Plater Ozs.
Lode „

Silver
Copper Lb.
Lend
Coal Tuns
Coke
Other miiwrals

Total

Value. Quantity. Value.

53,657
236.491

8,917,917

29,686,057

22,536,381

1.397,394

128,016

Dolls.
1.073.140

1.888,269

1,941,328

3,446,678

824,832
1,192,182
6411.075

480.051

53,021

282,831
2 996 ""I

34369,921
18,089,283

1,168,194

166,543

Dolls.

1,060,420

t,8t2,616

1,621,472
4,517.535

689,741
3,501,582

827,715
631,870

17,486,550 17.495,954

Allots : U.S. Customs Decision.

May 20, IS/04.

An alloy consisting of iron, manganese, and aluminium,
and used for hardening bronze, was held to be dutiable at

8 cents per lb. under paragraph 172 as an " alloy in which
aluminium is the component material of chief value."
Another alloy, consisting of copper and tin, used to

manufacture anti-friction bearings, was decided to be
dutiable at 20 per cent, ad valorem as a " metal unwrought,"
under paragraph 183.— 1{. W. M.

XII.—FATS, FATTY OILS, Etc.

Spermatine : U.S. Customs Decision.

May 5, 1904.

A waxy substance, which was stated to be obtained from
brown coal in central Germany by extracticn with benzine
(petroleum spirit) and subsequent distillation and refining

was held to be free of duty as " mineral wax," under para-
graph 695 of the present tariff. The assessment of duty
at 20 per cent, ad valorem as a " manufactured article

unenumerated," was overruled.—R. W. M.

Adeps Lan.e cum Aqua : U.S. Customs Decision.

This substance wa9 decided to be dutiable at 25 per cent.

ad valorem as a " medicinal preparation, not alcoholic."

The claim for assessment of duty at i cent per lb. as " wool
grease," was overruled, on the ground that it was not the
wool grease of commerce, and on the authority of a decision
of the United States Circuit Court of Appeals.—R. W. M.

XIII. C—INDIA-RUBBER, Etc.

Rubber ; Export Tax on in Brazil.

U.S. Cons. Rep., No. 1977, June 13, 1904.

Until lately the State of Amazonas has imposed an export
tax on all rubber coming into its jurisdiction from up the
Amazon river. This export tax has now been reduced
from 20 per cent, of the declared value to 15 per cent., and
the owner or purchaser of rubber grown outside of the state

of Amazonas is at liberty to ship his rubber from Manaos
"i I'ara, as he pleases.

The amount of rubber affected by the new regulation is

estimated at uot less thau 7,000 tons. Of this quantity, it is

believed that o,000 tons will come to Para.

XVI.—SUGAR, STARCH, Etc.

Charcoal: U.S. Customs Decision.

May 4, 1904.

Charcoal, used for decolorising purposes, was held to be
dutiable tit 20 per cent, ad valorem, as a " manufactured
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article unenumerated." The assessment of duty at 35 per

cent, ad valorem, as an "article composed of carbon," was
overruled.— 1!. W. M.

XVII.—BREWING, WINES, SPIRITS, Etc.

Duty-Free SriniT Question in Russia.

Z. Spiritusind., 1904, 27, 249.

J^The reported Russian law to the effect that the use of

duty-free technical spirit would be given a three years' trial,

is confirmed, the matter being now in the hands of the

Minister of Finance. The Minister called together in

February, at St. Petersburg, a Congress of Distillers who
were to make themselves individually conversant with the

progress in the use of technical spirit, and express their

opinions as to the best method of organisation for the sale

of the spirit. The Minister proposed the formation of

co-operative associations of distillers for the sale of tech-

nical spirit and for promoting the use of snch spirit. These
associations would le responsible for the observance of the

strict regulations drawn up by the Minister for the sale

and control of the spirit. The Congress declared them-

selves generally in agreement with the proposals of the

Minister. They considered it desirable that each association

of distillers should be limited to a definite radius
;
that the

associations should combine to form unions and that periodic
" union congri BS( s

' be held ; and finally that a permanent
board with full powers should be formed in St. Petersburg.

The responsibility for the observance of the regulations as

to the sale of the spirit could only be undertaken by the

associations, if they were granted exclusive rights with

regard to the sale of technical spirit . The Congress elected

a committee for the defence of the interests of the spirit

distillers, aud this committee was charged with the drawing

ud of rules for the new associations to be formed for the

-ile of technical spirit. They also resolved to petition the

Government :— (1) to remit the customs tax on engines,

burners, lamps. &c, designed for the use of decatured

spirit, provided similar goods are not manufactured in

Russia ; (2) to reduce the tariff far the transport of de-

natured spirit ; and (3) to discontinue the inspection and
control of manufacture in the case of agricultural distilleries

and to introduce a scheme of obligatory mutual insurance

of such distilleries. The Minister is continuing his efforts

to discover a suitable denaturing process. \part from
the prize of 50,000 roubles (see this J., 1903, 1109), the

professors of the Kiew Polytecbnicum are experimenting

with ketones. The Minister of Agriculture is also inter-

esting himself in the use of technical spirit, and in con-

junction with the Imperial Russian Technical Society, has

resolved to organise in the course of the year an exhibition

in St. Petersburg on the lines of the one held in Vienna.

—A. S. '

Alcohol Tax in 0.S.A.

On May 23, 1904, the United States Circuit Court decided

•that the local taxes on alcohol in France, known as the

octroi, or droit de ville, which are not collected on mer-
chandise exported, are not part of the dutiable value of

merchandise imported into the United States.— K. W. M.

AW—FINE CHEMICALS, Etc.

Saccharin in Glycerin: U.S. Customs Decision.

May 7, 1904.

A preparation consisting of 20 per cent, of saccharin and
80 per cent, of refined glycerin was decided to be dutiable

at 1 dol. 50 c. per lb. and 10 per cent, ail valorem as

" sacchatin " under paragraph 21 l of the present tariff, on
the ground that the saccharin was the component material

of chief value.— R. \V. M.

I HHYSAROMN : U.S. ClSIOMS DECISION.

June 1, 1904.

It was decided that chrysarobin, extracted from Goa
.powder, is dutiable at 25 per cent, ad valorem, as a
" medicinal preparation."— Ft. YV. M.

Opium Powdeked : U.S. Customs Decision.

May 6, 1904.

It was decided that powdered opium was dutiable ai

"opium crude," at 1 dol. per lb. under paragraph 43 of th(

present tariff. The claims of the importer that it wat

dutiable at \ cent per lb. and 10 per cent, ad valorem

under paragraph 20 as a " drug, advanced in value oi

condition," or at 25 per cent, ad valorem as a ''' medicina

preparation,'' un ler paragraph 68, were overruled.

—R. YV. M.

Heroine and Heroine Hydrochloride : U.S. Custom
Decision.

April 22, 1904.

Heroine and its hydrochloride were decided not to be trui

salts or alkaloids of opium, but new chemical bodies derivet

from morphine. For this reason the Hoard of Genera
Appraisers reversed the assessment of duty at 1 dol. pe:

ounce, as " salts or alkaloids of opium," under paragrapl

43, and sustained the claim of the importers that botl

were dutiable at '25 per cent, ad valorem, as • medicina

preparations in the preparation of which alcohol is used.

—R. W. M.

Synthetic Oils: U.S. Customs Decision.

June 2, 1904.

Synthetic oils of jasmiue, " amber," bergamot, and nerol

were held to be free of duty under their respective nan^
as provided for in paragraph 626 of the present tariff.

— R. W. M.

Orange Flower Water: U.S. Customs Decision,

April 20, 1904.

In accordance with a decision of the United State

Circuit Court, the Board of General Appraisers held tha

orange flower water is dutiable at 25 per cent, ad valorti

as a " medicinal preparation, not alcoholic," unde

paragraph 68 of the present tariff,— II. tV. M.

patent list.

X.B.—In these lists, [A.] means "Application for Patent." in

[C.S.] " Complete Specification Accepted."

"Where a Completo Specification accompanies au Application, a

asterisk is affixed. The dates given are (i) in the case of Applic:

tions for Patents, the dates of application, aud (ii) in the case

Complete Specifications Accepted, those o[ the Official Journs

in which acceptances of the Complete Specifications are advertise

Complete Specifications thus advertised as accepted are open

inspection at the Patent Office immediately, and to opposite

within two months of the said dates.

I.—PLANT, APPARATUS. AND MACHINERY

[A.] 13,481. Sulman and Kirkpatriek-Picard. B

of precipitates from liquids. June 14.

„ 13,63s. Dewar. Method of absorbing

the application thereof to the production of hi

vacua and the separation of gases. June 16.

,, 13,765. Johnson. Apparatus for scpar.it;.

slack, ores, minerals, or substances of differt

specific gravity. June 17.

„ 13,892. Gayley. Appliances for extracting mo
tore from air and feeding such air to bli

furnaces or converters.* June 20.

„ 14.042. Parsons, l'roduction of high vac

June 21.

„ 14,067 Kaehl Centrifugal separating apparat

[Ger. Appl., July 31, 1903.]* June 21.

„ 11,337. Rig.'illet, Olivo, and Mauriu. Tuyeres
'

melting furnaces or cupolas, and the method

charging such furnaces. June 25.
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[A.] 14,621. Bonnet. Apparatus for mixing, emulsifying,

and homogenising liquids.* [Fr. Appl., July j,

1903.] June 29.

C.S.] 17,348 (1903). Holt,

tering water for

bleaching, dveing, &c.
July 6.

„ 18,869 (1903). Gerhardt.

June 29.

Means of softening and fil-

steam boilers, economises,
and apparatus therefor.

Distillation apparatus.

26,213(1903). Rouey. Furnaces. June 22.

26,471 (1903). Strehlenert. Centrifugal extraction

apparatus. July 6.

II.—FUEL, GAS, AND LIGHT.

13,316. Everitt. Method of extracting tar and
other impurities from crude illuminating, heating,

or power gases. June 13.

13,367. Payens and Neuman. Generators for tee

manufacture of generator gas, water gas, &c.
June 13.

13,377. Roux, Gonin, and Thompson. Purification
of coal gas with the resulting bye products.
June 13.

13,517. Dunlop and Kynoch, Ltd. Gas-producing
plant. June 15.

13,563. Linden. Gas generators. June 15.

13,576. Hartridge. Manufacture of artificial fuel.

June 15.

13,647. Woods. Manufacture of incandescent
mantles for gas lamps. June 16.

13,822. Whittaker, and C. Whittaker and Co.
(1900), Ltd. Manufacture of peat fuel, and ap-
paratus therefor. June 16.

13,877. Hatton. Gas producers. June 20.

14,157. Armstrong. Manufacture of coke, and fur-

naces, ovens, and apparatus therefor. June 22.

14,196. British Thomson - Houston Co. (General
Electric Co.). Electrodes for arc lighting. June 23.

14,219. Hopfner. Manufacture of artificial fuel,

and apparatus therefor. June 23.

14,288. Valeriola, Sepulchre, and Moeller. Manu-
facture of incandescent mantles. June 25.

14,333. Elworthy and Williamson. Manufacture
of gas for illuminating, heating, and power pur-
poses. June 25.

14,355. Gersabeck. Process for generating air-

gas.* June 25.

14,383. Poetter. Gas producers.* June 25.

14,389. Gerdes. Manufacture of fuel blocks or
briquettes. June 25.

14,445. Boult (Lomax). Method of purifying illu-

minating gas.* June 27.

14,500. Carter and Fowler. Method of chemically
treating arc-lamp carbons, whereby all wastage is

stopped on same while lamp is burning, &c, See.'

June 28.

14,563. Warren and Skinner. Apparatus for gene-
rating combustible gas from liquid hydrocarbons.
June 28.

14,718. Carpenter. Apparatus for use in the gasi-
fication of coal or other materials in the produc-
tion of illuminating and heating gas.* June 30.

•] 13,763 (1903). Crossleyand Rigby. Regulation of
gas producers. June 22.

13,764 (1903). Crossleyand Rigby. Gas producers.
June 22.

14,014 (1903). Cory. Artificial fuel. June 29.

14,663 (1903). International Oxy-generator Syndi-
cate, Ltd., and Rosenberg. Oxy-hydrogen eom-
bustiou apparatus. July 6.

[C.S.] 17,103 (1903). Timmis. Means for getting more
perfect combustion of fuel in the fire-chambers of
boilers, and also for the prevention of smoke and
sparks. July 6.

„ 17,215(1903). Westinghouse (Gow). Method of
and apparatus for the manufacture of gas. July. 6.

„ 22,451 (1903). Evered and Co. (Weiblen). Incan-
descent mantles. June 29.

„ 8311 (1901). Kurzwernhart. Siemens regenera-
tive furnaces. June 29.

„ 8325 (1904). Buhlmann. Process of manufactur-
ing incandescent mantles. June 22.

12,231 (1904). McLean and Paterson. Treatment
of peat. July 6.

III.—DESTRUCTIVE DISTILLATION, TAR
PRODUCTS, PETROLEUM, AND

MINERAL WAXES.

[A.] 14,417. Paterson. Process for recovering phenol
from carbolic solutions. June 27.

[C.8.] 13,473 (1903). Thompson (Ges. z. Verweitung der
Boleg'sehen Wasserloslichen Mineralole und
Kohlenwasserstoffe). Production of lubricants
June 22.

„ 17,973 (1903). Aminaff. Dry distillation of organic
substauees. June 29.

„ 2102 (1904). Coulson. Method of solidifying tar
June 29.

b

IV.—COLOURING MATTERS AND DYESTUFFS.

[A.] 13,941. Lake (Oehler). Manufacture of mordant
dyes.* June 20.

13,956. Johnson (Badische Anilin und Soda
Fabrik). Manufacture of hydroxethylaniline
and derivatives thereof. June 20.

„ 14,289. Vidal and Junius. Reducing nitrosed or
nitrated aromatic compounds whereby iron oxides
are produced which may be used as oil colours
&c. June 25.

„ 14,506. Heys (Sansone). Production of indigo
derivatives and sulphur colours, and their use in
printing and dyeing. June 28.

„ 14,566. Lorrain (Bell). Dye-compound.* June 28.

14,634. Newten (F. Bayer and Co.). Manufacture
and production cf new colour-lakes. June 29.

[C.S.] 14,768(1903). Ellis (Chem. Fahr. vorm. Sandoz).
Manufacture of azo dyestuffs. June 22.

„ 17,792 (1903). Ransford (Cassella and Co.).
Manufacture of a new acetdiamidophenolsulpho-
acid and of colouring matters therefrom. June 22.

„ 18,283 (1903). Iinray (Meister, Lucius und
Bruntng). Manufacture of a tetrazo-phenol-
sulphouic acid. July 6.

„ 10,678 (1904). Lake (Oehler). Halogenised nitro-
compounds. July 6.

V.—PREPARING, BLEACHING, DYEING
PRINTING, AND FINISHING TEXTILES, YARNS,

AND FIBRES.

[A.] 13,302. O'Brien (L'Huillier). Dyeing, and appa-
ratus therefor.* June 13.

„ 13,382. Long and Kay. Cleaning and permanently
restoring colour in fabrics. June 14.

„ 13,484. Holder. Process for the dyeing of cotton
and the like in the form of cops, spools, &c,
with alizarin red. June 14.

» 13,485. Thompson (Wickels Metallpapitrwerke).
Method of produciug a silky appearance on
cotton and other fabrics. June 14.
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[A.]

[C.S.]

13 773 De Keukelaere. Process for treating flax,

and similar fibres for the purpose of

hing. June 17.

13,867. Muntadas y Rovira. Process and appara-

ins tor the blenching of fabric and yarn. [Ger.

Appl., June 1^, 1903.]* June 18.

Bailey and Casson. Manufacture of arti-

ficial silk threads. June 20.

13,895. Kemp (Morley). Dyeing machine for

dyeing raw cotton, loose wool or silk, rags,

muugo, Nam- of all kinds, and slabbing. June 20.

14,182. Greenwood. Mercerising and lustrcing

textile fibres and fabrics. June 23.

H202 Roberts and Mitchell. Extracting or car-

bonising in all classes of pieces of cloth or yarn

made from animal fibre. June 23.

14,869. McWhirter. See under IX.

13 556(1903). Keid. Method and apparatus for

treating spun fibres with liquids for dyeing,

bleaching, and other purposes. June 22.

14,191 (1903). Herger. Apparatus for the treat-

ment of wool slivers. June 29.

14 172 (1903). Burdick and Pervilhac. Process

for colouring, decorating, or printmg textiles,

paper, &c. June 29.

17 611,(1903). Hoyle and Barker. Prouuction of

bleached yarn, and appliances therefor. June 22.

93U (1904). Stbhr. Apparatus for dyeing hanks

of yarn. June 29.

VI1.-ACIDS, ALKALIS, AND SALTS.

Vin.—GLASS, POTTERY, AND ENAMELS.

[C.S.]

[A.]

[C.S.]

13 565. Castiglioni and Calastretti. Process for

reducing sulphates of the alkaline earths and of

,be alkalies to sulphides, and for reducing

metallic oxides to metals. [Italian Appl., June 20,

1903.]* June 15.

13 8"7 Grossmaun. Method of obtaining ferro-

cyanide and ammonia compounds from crude coal-

gas. June 18.

13 875 Levi Production of alumina and alkali

from alkaline silicates of alumina, such as leucite.

June 18.

13 955. Johnson (ttadische Anil.n und Soda

Fabrik). Manufacture of reducing agents.

June 20.

13 981 Behrens and Behrens. Processes for manu-

facturing carbonic acid.* June 20.

14,431. Pictet. Apparatus for the separation of

oxygen and nitrogen from air. [French Appl.,

June 27, 1903.]* Juue 27.

14 464 Lake (I)r. Alb. R. W. Brand and Co.).

Recovery of carbonic acid from waste gases.

June 27.

M.sis Artigue. Apparatus for the commercial

manufacture of oxygen. [French Appl., July 6,

1903.]* July I.

II 85.9- Hargreaves. See under XI.

14 213 (190S). Trice. Apparatus for the separa-

tion of oxygen and nitrogen from air. July 6.

18 594 (1903). Newton (F. Bayer and Co.).

Manufacture and production ef nitrous anhydride

and nitrites. July 6.

20,069 (1903). Davis. Manufacture of alkahoe

prussiates. June 29.

.,,(107(1903). Brothers. Manufacture of erystal-

"
line gypsum for tilling purposes. .1 ane 29.

£8,400 (1903). Hunt. See under XI.

28 68° (1903). Soc. pour Exploitation des Pro.

cedes Georges Claude. Process and apparatus

for separating gaseous mixtures, applicable lor

the separation o* oxygen and nitrogen from

liquid air. June 22.

10 538 (1904). Alsop. Method of generating a

gaseous medium from air. June 22.

i (1903). Carolan (General Electric Co.).

Methods of sealing metal into glass or other

is material. Juue 29.

18,290(1903)- Dansette. Ceramic tiles, plates, &c.

June

28,790(1903). Fourcault. Apparatus for manu-

facturing glass sheets or plates. Juue 29.

10,649 (1904). Dolley and Belknap. Ornamental

glass. Juue 22.

IX.—BUILDING MATERIALS, CLAYS, MORTARS,
AND CEMENTS.

[A.] 13,644. Baudry. Process of making Porllam

cement from slag. June 16.

14,138. Boult (Buffard). Luting or cemenl

Juue 22.

14,183. Conti-Vecchi. l'rocess of and means fo

impregnating wood with antiseptic and lik

substances or liquids.* June 23.

14,297. Bynd. Preparation of pipeclay. June 2.'

14,869. McWhirter. Apparatus for heating, steam

ing, and chemically treating wood and fabrics c

different kinds, and for dryiug such article

July 2.

[C.S.] 14,366 (1903). Wirtz. l'rocess for obtaining a sul

stitute for emery and like substances from sla;

June 29.

16,412(1903). Winstanley. Process of and mi

chines for preparing lime and Portland eemen

June 22.

18,064 (1903). Williams Manufacture of cemei

for use iu repairing retorts, &c. June 29.

7343 (1904). Neusch (Westdeuts Thomas-phosph

Werke). Asphalt composition for floors and t

like. June 22.

7736 (1904). Spatz. Manufacture of tirepro

stone or stoneware and mortar. June 2'J

10,040 (1904). Devillers. l'rocess for the manufn

lure of slabs or sheets imitating marble. July

1 1,218 (1904). Wulf. Mauufacture of a floor cor<

ing. June '-:.'.

X—METALLURGY.

[A.] 13,328. Pelleticr and Semprun. Solder lor aim

nium or its alloys.* Juue 13.

13,462. Fris. Treatment of eatths containing ?'

or other precious metals or gems. June 14.

13,565. Castiglioni and Calastretti. See under V

13578. Elmore. Process for separating corn

constituents of subdivided ores, &c, and sp|

ralus tin rotor. June 15.

13 579 Cowper tiles and Co.. Ltd., ami I

Coles. Deposition of metals or metallic CO

pounds on metals or metallic articles. JuM 1

13,648. Woods. Utilisation and tepars

refuse metals. June 16.

1:3,7:10. Lewis. Metallic alloys. Juno 17.

"
13.744. Flewin. Gold extractor and col

June 17.

14.213. Simpkin and Ballauline. Manufacture

briquettes. June 23.

14 211. simpkin and Ballantiue. Means for

pbosphorising iron ores and couceulrati

14,302. Cameron. Process for the production

oxydulated iron. Juue 25.

rCS , 13 454 (1903). Huntington and Heberlei
L

'

for treating sulphide ores or compounds pre

ratorv lo sniel'iug. June 22.

14,013 (1903). Cory. Treatment of ore*. June
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[C.S.] 17,445(1903). Rouse and Cohn. Method of con-
verting into briquettes or lumps, iron sand,
whether natural or prepared by reducing iron ore

or iron wastes. June 22.

„ 18.763 (1903). Savelsberg, Wannschaff. and Allgem.
Elektro-Metallurgische Ges. Extraction of heavy
metals by means of chlorine. June 22,

19,366 (1903). Abel (Siemens iind Halske Akt.
Ges.). Reducing metallic compounds and fusing

metais, in particular nickel and iron, in the

electric furnace. June 29.

„ 7981 (1904). Mereadier. Manufacture of spongy
porous lead and of articles therefrom. June 22.

XL—ELECTRO-CHEMISTRY AND ELECTRO-
METALLURGY.

{A.] 13,579. Cowper-Coles. See under X.

„ 13,759. Borchers and Hupperts. Production of

titanium from its oxygen compounds electro-

lytieally. [German Appl., June 18, 1903.]*

June 17.

„ 13,952. Iraray (Soc. Anon. d'Etudes Electro-

chimiques). Apparatus operating with auto-
matic regulation for submitting gases and vapours
to the action of the electric arc. June 20.

„ 14,058. Pntt'uoff. Solutions for the electro-

deposition of metal.* June 21.

„ 14,059. Potthoff. Apparatus for electro-galvan-

ising.* June 21.

14,1'28. Leitner. Preliminary treatment for ac-

cumulator plates. June 22.

14.147. Cowper-Coles and The Metals Corporation,

Ltd. The electrolytic deposition of metals.

June 22.

14,504. Hargreaves. Electrolytic cells. June 28.

14.859. Hargreaves. Manufacture of carbon.

July 2.

|6.S.] 17,885(1903). Wood-Smith. Apparatus for ozon-
ising air and other gases. June 22.

19,366 (1903). Abel (Siemens und Halske Akt.
Ges.). See under X.

28,400 (1903). Hunt. Process for the production
of hydroxides and oxides of metals by electrolvMs.

Juue 22.

XII.—FATTY OILS, FATS, WAXES, AND SOAP.

A.] 13,451. Zimmermann and Stbhr. Manufacture of
a floating soap.* June 14.

13,529. Smith. Treatment and refining of oils and
fatty substances. June 15.

13,983. Stockbausen. Compounds of sulphonated
oils and fats, and the method of producing same.
June 20.

14.482. Wheelwright and Fiske Apparatus for

cooking garbage and offal, and removing the oil

therefrom.* June 27.

14.483. Wheelwright and Fiske. Apparatus for

cooking garbage or offal, and removing the oil

therefrom.* June 27.

14,709. Wheelwright and Fiske. Apparatus for
removing oil or grease from garbage and offal.*

June 30.

S-]

14,808. Mitchell. Manufacture of soap. July 1.

15,457 (1903). Macalpine. Appliance for use in
refining oils. June 29.

4867 (1904). Hearson (Frank and Ziegler). Pro-
cess for the extraction of fat or wax like

substances from hydrous materials. June 22.

XIII.-PIGMENTS, PAINTS; RESINS, VARNISHES;
INDIA-RUBBER, Etc.

(<4.)

—

Pigments, Paints.

[A.] 13 923. Lckeu and Tonglet. Pamt, and the manu-
facture thereof.* June 20.

„ 14,289. Vidal and Junius. See under IV.

XIV.—TANNING, -LEATHER, GLUE, SIZE, Etc.

[A.J 14,130. Southworth. Process for treating raw or
partly dressed hides. Juue 22.

„ 14,203. Castet. Process and apparatus for the
extractiou of tauaiu at a low temperature and
at a low pressure. Juue 23.

[C.S.J 11,094 (1904). Lewis. Manufacturing soluble albu-
men from milk. Juue 22.

XV.—MANURES, Etc.

[A.J 13,361. Mathesius. Process of manufacturing an
artificial manure. [German Appl., June 13
1903.]* June 13.

„ 13,664. Hammerschlag. Manufacture of artificial

manures or fertilisers. June 16.

„ 13.S42. Meusel. Manufacture of fertilisers and
cattle foods.* June 18.

XVI.—SUGAR, STARCH, GUM, Etc.

[A.] 13,833. Stein and Loewenthal. Manufacture of
sugar and othet food for aiabetics. June 18.

„ 14,205. Lichtcnstein. Manufacture of caramel or
caramel solution. June 23.

[C.S.J 19,499 (1903). Calico Printers' Assoc, Browing,
and Harlow. Production of soluble starch or
dextrin. June 29.

XVII.—BREWING, WINES, SPIRITS, Etc.

[A.J 14,028. Schneible. Art of brewing.* June 21.

„ 14,382. Hunt. Maturing and improving the aroma
of raw whiskey and other spirits and also certain
wines. June 25.

„ 14,472. Moberts. Manufacture of beer. June 27.

„ 14,827. Hunt. Treatment of whiskey and other
spirits. July 1.

XVIII.—FOODS; SANITATION, WATER
PURIFICATION; & DISINFECTANTS.

(^4.)—Foods.

[A.] 13,333. Dreaper. Manufacture of food substances.
Juue 13.

„ 13,689. Foelsing. Preservative for food.* June 16.

„ 13,715. Hutmakcr. Milk foods. June 17.

,, 13,833. Stein and Loewenthal. See under XVI.

„ 14,010. Lehman. Process for humanising cows'
milk and condensing it to a dry state. June 21.

„ 14,588. Beadle and Stevens. Manufacture of food-
stuffs. June 29.

[C.S.J 5102 (1904). von Dalfsen. Production of an
article of food from sweet cassava. June 22.

11,094 (1904). Lewis. See under XIV.

(B.)—Sanitation; Water Porification.

[A.J 13,436. Vial. Water clarification. June 14.

„ 13,588. Henderson. Treatment of sewage. June 15.
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June 27.

See under XII.

See under XII.

Removing liquids

of

See under XII.

[A.] 14,003. Schweitzer. Apparatus for treatiug sewage.

June 21.

14,452. Kloeters. Disinfection.

14.482. Wheelwright and Fi-I;e.

14.483. Wheelwright and Fiske.

14.484. Wheelwright and Fiske.

from solids, applicable for the treatment

garbage, &c.* June 27.

„ l4.7oy. Wheelwright and Fiske.

[C.S.] 18,569 (1903). Fidlcr. Method of and apparatus

for removing sludge, &c. from settling tanks.

July 6.

„ 18,570 (1903). I'"idler. Settling or precipitating

tanks. July 6.

„ 11,900(1904). Bordigoni. Bacterial or septic tank

treatment of sewage. July 6.

XIX.—PAPEB, PASTEBOARD, Etc.

[A.] 14,447. Hennessen and Spix. Pi as oi manu-
facturing figured glazed paper.* June 27.

[C.S.] 16.604 (1'j03). Steam and Topham. Manu-
facture or treatment of filaments from viscose.

June 29.

„ 16,605 (1903). Stearu and Topham. Apparatus

for pumping and controlling the pa-sage of

liquids or semi-liquids, and more especially of

solutions of cellulose, in the manufacture of

filaments. July 6.

XX.—FIXE CHEMICALS, ALKALOIDS,
SICES, AND EXTRACTS.

[A.] 14,014. Hoehm (Merck). Manufacture of barbituric

acid and intermediate products June 21.

[C.S.] 14, 1S9 (1903). Lieuan and Naschold. Purification

of pineoe hydrochloride. July 6.

„ 14,758 (1903). Bouveault and Plane. Manufac-
ture of alcohols and alcohol derivatives applicable

as perfumes, flavourings, &c, and of primary
alcohols generally. June 22.

„ 18.245 (1903). Newton (F. Bayer and Co.).

Manufacture of a pharmaceutical compound.
June 22.

XXI.—PHOTOGRAPHIC MATERIALS AND
PROCESSES.

i S. ls.:i7o (1903). Bloxam (Neue Photographische

Ges.). Reproduction of pictures or the like by
aid ot catalysis. June 22.

XXII.—EXPLOSIVES, MATCHES, Etc.

[A.] 13,'i62. Moller. Manufacture of nitro • glycerine.

June 15.

14,480. Ceipek. Explosives. June 27.

I
- 14,825(1908). Lake (Alt". Nobel and Co.). Ex-

plosives. Jul) I ,

„ 12,238(1904). Reine. Means for igniting fuses.

July 6.

Printed and T nblished by Eras anil Si OTTiewoOEF, East Harding Street. London, E.C., for the Society ot Chemical Indmtry.—T 1*
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The following t:ike office in Sept next II

I Committ, \V. Ai krovd, J. K. Bedti i . I Biuu
B. A. Burroll, and A. Smithells.

>'.P.—Tiie names in italics are those of members of t'oi i nn it tee who retire from their respective Dlliees at the end of the cu
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&otitt$.

ANNUAL GENERAL MEETING, NEW TORK, 1904.

Tho Annual General Meeting will be held in New York
Jity on Thursday, Sept. 8th, and following days. Members
fho propose to attend the meeting are requested to inform
he General Secretary, a* soon as possible, by what steamer
hey will travel. The principal boats will be met on arrival

,t New York by a representative of the Reception Com-
nit'ee. who will escort the guots to the Hotel Seville,

kfadison Avenue and 29th Street, which will be the

pciety's Headquarter- in New York. A similar system
rill be observed at al. the other cities visited by the special

rain. A revised programme appeared in the March 31st
ssue.

In accordance with the provisions of Rule 18 of the
lye-laws, nctice is hereby given that those members whose
lines are printed iu italics in the list of Council will retire

wn their respective offices at the forthcoming Annual
[eeting.

Mr. Wm. H. Nichols has been nominated to the office of
resident under Rule 8 ; Dr. Edw. Divers, 1'rof. W. R.
aton Hodgkinson, Mr. Max Muspratt, and Mr. T. J.

arkcr have been Dominated Vice-Presidents under
nle 8 ; and Sir Wm. Ramsay has been nominated a Vice-
resident under Rule 11.

The Hon. Treasurer and Hon. Foreign Secretary have
len nominated for re-election to their respective offices.

ST. LOUIS EXHI1.1 I'll '.V

- of the I atalogue of the British Chemical Exhibits
the St. Louis Exhibition, with descriptive articles bv

perts may be obtained by members ou application at

e i ffice of the Royal Commission, 4", Victoria Street.

cstminster, price Is. each.

TAX-FREE ALCOHOL.

The following resolution, pas>ed by the Chemical Section
the London Chamber of Commerce and approved bv

B Council of the Chamber, has been endorsed by the
mncil of this Society :

—
" That the Chancellor of the

tcbequer be nr<red to appoint a departmental committee,
sluding recognised commercial and scientific representa-
es, to examine and report upon the best method of
>viding untaxed alcohol for manufacturing and other
rposes such as power, heating, aDd lighting."

i larfce, A. R., 613-517, Eastern Avenue, Toronto, Canada,
Leather Manufacturer.

Danker, Dan. J„ 247, Atlantic Avenue, Boston, Mass.,
U.S.A.. Dyestufl and Chemical Manufacturer.

Enueu, Walter F. A.. 11. Park Road, Pendleton, Lancashire,
Analytical Chemist.

Gyr, Dr. K. H.. c o Mi -eph Fison and Co., ltd.,
Ipswich, Analytical Chemist.

Hamilton, E. H.. Anaconda Copper Mining Co., Anaconda.
Montana, U.S.A., \-sistant Superintendent

Holloway, E. G., 447, Bell.- Plain Avenue, Chicago, 111.,

U.S A., Chemist.

Hooker, A. H., c/o Heath and Milligan Manufacturing Co.,
170, Randolph Street. Chicago, 111.. U.S.A., -Manu-
facturing Chemist.

Kave, Thomas, Westerfield, Perth. Scotland,
Chemist.

An i'\t; il

Litter, Hans, Farbencb.emiseb.es l.ahoratorium der Kgl.
Teehnischen Hochschule, Dresden, German

Liverseege, J. F., Council House, Birmingham, Public
Analyst.

McKenna. A. i.... 506, Hawkins Avenue, Braddock. Pa..
U.S.A., Metallurgical Chemist.

Marschall, Adolf J.. Little Falls, NY., U.S.A., Chemist.

Mighill, Thos. A., 127. Purchase Street, Boston, Mass
U.S.A., Chemist.

Rostosky, Dr. Leopold. Tiergartenstrasse 28. Dresden Alt,
Saxony, ( 'hemi.-t.

Shedden, Frank.
Master.

5, Belvidere Road, Walsall, Science

Soutberden, Frank, 75, Barry Road, Dulwich, S.E., Teacher
of Chemistry.

Wackenreuter, A.G., 134-136, Kinzie Street, Chicago, III..

U.S.A., Colour Manufacturer.

Wedekind. liud., Uerdingen a/Rhein, Germany, Manufac-
turer of Alizarin and Bichromate

-

Whittier, Chas. T., 322. Warren Street, Jersey City, X.J.,
U.S.A., Manager.

Wunsche, Fritz. Reichenbachstrasse 25 p., Dresdeu-Ait,-t..
Germany, Chemist.

Zimmele, II. B.. 621, Main Street, Niagara Falls, XV .

U.S.A., Technical Chemist.

COMMUNICATIONS.

Authors of communications read before the Society, or
' of its Local Sections, are requested to take notice that
ler Rule 43 of the Bye laws the Society has the right of
irity of publication for three months of all such papers.
ringement of this Bye-law renders papers liable to be
icted by the Publication Committee, or ordered to be
traded for the Journal, in which case no reprints can
urnished to the author.

£t£.t of iflrmbers eimrt)
22nd JULY 1904.

ideis, R., Aiissig, Austria, Chemical Manufacturer.

il, Prof. Hubert C, L iboratory of Medical Cbemistn ,

University of Minnesota, Minneapolis, Minn., U.S.A.,
Chemist (State Board of Health).

urongh, Col. John. Blaneticld, Stirlingshire.

Cbangrs of aoarrss.

W hen notifying new addresses, members are requested to
write them distinctly, and state whether they are temporary,
or permanent. Multiplication of addresses is also to be
avoided as tending to create confusion. When sending
subscriptions, the use of the form attached to the application
helps in the verification of addresses, ou which the sale

livery of the Journal depends.

Adgate, M., l/o Syracuse -, Naugatuck, Conn., U.S.A.

Arnott, G. W. Campbell, l/o King Street East; 114,
Victoria Street, Toronto, Canada.

Bloxain, W. Popplewell, l/o India ; 73, Walpole
Uoscombe, Hants.

1
loves, Herbert J. S. ; Journals to Alameda BarSo d

cicala, Sao Paulo, Brazil.

I ayvan, L. L., l/o Hotel Normandie ; 19, West 17tl
New York City. U.S.A.

c 2
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i lapperton, Jas., jun., l/o Glasgow ; retain Journal-.

( layton, R. H., l/o Cheetham Hill; Woodleigb, Blackfield

Lane, Kersal, Manchester.

iwther, J.; all communications to South Australian

School of Mines, Adelaide, South Australia.

ftrto |)ork ^rrtton.

CORRECTION.

Fawcett, .). II.. I/o Italy: c/o Bank of Australasia, 1,

Threadneedle street. E.< '.

Fileook. 1'.. 1 o Cumberland House ; Sunny Bank,Pre6tbury
Road, Macclesfield.

Gihb, Thos., l/o Mount Perry ; Wilford, Dornoch Terrace,

Brisbane, Queensland.

Granger, Dr. J. Darnell, l/o Acton ;
2.';, All Saints' Street,

Nottingham.

1 {nil, Wnt. F, (of Selukwe) ; retain Journals.

Harvey, C, l/o Manor Park; 17, Alloa Road, Goodmayes,
Essex.

Hewitt, A. H. (of Hong Ivong); Journals to Springvale,

near Gurnard, Isle of Wight.

Hicks, F^dwiu F., l/o New York; c/o P. Blakiston's Son

and Co., 1012, Walnut Street, Philadelphia, Pa . U.S.A.

Jackson, Edw., 1 o Grove Avenue; Ravens Clift, Oxford

Road, Moseley, Birmingham.

Jessop, L. V., l/o Victoria Park; Holmlea, Woodville

Road, Leytonstone, Essex.

Jones, T. Tolley, l/o Little Collins Street : Australian

Explosives and Chemical Co., Ltd., 138, Queen Street.

Melbourne, Victoria.

Lindmueller, Chas., l/o Cleveland; c/o United Zinc and

Chemical Co., Argentine, Kas., U.S.A.

Marsden, Dr. Fred., l/o Leeds; 4, Swinton Grove, .Man-

chester, S.E.

Mayer, And., jun.. l/o Braddock ; 104. St. Mark's Avenue,
Brooklyn, N.V., U.S.A.

Meyer, Aug. R. ; Journals to c/o United Zinc and Chemical

Co., Kansas City, Mo., U.S.A.

Proctor, C. ; all communications to 27, London Road,

Forest Hill, S.E.

Hunting, D. A.; all communications to Morelaud Grove,

Coburg, .Melbourne, Vic, Australia, Analyst.

Scrymgeour, Win., l/o Kalgoorlie ; Eraser's Gold Mine,

Southern Cross, \\ , ~t Australia.

Stevens, Dr. Henry 1'., l/o Ash; Laboratory, 15, Borough,

London Bridge, S.E., Analytical and (' nsulting

< licmist.

Sturrock, Capt. G. C. ; Journals to Aruvankad, Nilgiris,

Iud>a.

Warnes, \. R., l/o London; e/o North West Soap Co.,

Ltd., 63, Garden Reacb, Calcutta, India.

Wilson, Gordon; Journals (temporary) to Promontorio,

Estacion Cbinacatcs, Durango, Mexico.

MEMBER OMITTED FKOM LIST.

1900. Garrigues, W. E , 6*6, Beaver Street, New York City,

U.S.A., Chemical Kngineer.

IBratt).

SJli a, All. II., Broomfield Road, Sheffield. July l I.

ANALYSIS (IF COMMERCIAL ACETATE
OF LIME.

BY W. M. OKOSVENOS, JDW.

(Tins J., May 31, 1904, 530—535.)

The author desires to state that when he referred to th

Distillation Method as having been originated by Fresenm
and modified by Stillwell and Gladrling.be was unaware tba
the method was really first devised by Dr. II. Endemann i

1874 and published in Dr. Walv's "Industrial Record" u
1875. It may also he found in Prof. Chandler's " America
Chemist " for" 1876.

(Pjttuarp.

ALFRED II. ALLEN, F.C.S., F I (

Original Member <>f tbi: Society or Chkmii it

INDUSTRY'. Also MEMBER OF l'lBI.ll' VIm\
Committee, ami formerly Member of Cot void

Alfred Henry Allen, born at Southwark, London,
on January 17th, 1846, was the son of George Allen,

an eminent architect. He was educated at a private

school in Brighton, and subsequently became «

student at the College of Chemistry and Agriculture at

Kenningtou, under the late Mr. John Nesbit, and ai

the Royal College of Chemistry and School ot Mines
under Hofmann aDd Tyndall. He studied metallurgy
and practised assaying under Percy, and attended
geology and mineralogy classes at University College.

London, under Morris. lie began his profession
career as assistant to the late Dr. A. 11. Hassall, but

resigned that position iu order to go to Sheffield »
analytical assistant to the late Dr. James Allan, i in the

death of the latter Allen became the residuary legatee,

and, though yen young, resolved to continue the practice

on his own account. Later on, he was appointed lecturer

in chemistry and physics at the Sheffield School ot

Medicine, then situated iu Surrey Street, and alst

lecturer ou chemical and physical science at Wi i

lege. He was President of ibe Society of Public Analyst*

in 1887 and 1SSS, and was also an original Fellow

and a Member of Council of the Institute of Chemists.
He served for four years on the Conned of thi-

Pocii ty, and. from 1888 up to his death, ou its I'ublici'

tion Committee.
Iu 1873, when the Sale of Food and Drugs Act cane

into operation, Allen was made public analyst to thr

Corporation id' Sheffield and also to the West Ruliug of

Yorkshire. These appointments, together with simibl

ones iu connection with other boroughs, he held up I"

the time of his death. Aiwa) s a conscientious and im-

partial officer, be prided himself' on the fact that no one

had ever been unjustly punished through his evidence.

In the revision of the foods Acts, \c. Alien

pave evidence before several Royal Commissions and

Departmental Committees. \.ruongst ihesc maj
mentioned tie Select i ommittee on British and Foreign

Spuits, the Commission on Arsenical Poisoning, the

Departmental Committee on Beer Materials, and tie

Board of Agriculture Departmental Committee on
"'

and Cre:on. In the last-mentioned cjsc the stan

ultimately fixed was that advocated and used S
for mam years. When the consideration of

substitutes resulted in the passing of the Mai:
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it was at hi* suggestion that the title " margarine " was

adopted. The Danish Government many years ago

invited him to inspect the farms and inquire into the

whole question of butter production in Denmark. The
results of his investigation ate embodied in his report

to that Government.
During the epidemic of lead poisoning in Sheffield,

fifteen years a^o, Allen did an enormous amount ot

special work connected therewith. His theory as to

tne cause of the action of Sheffield water on the lead

service pipes proved to be correct, and his simple method
of preventing farther mischief, by the addition of chalk

to the water of the reservoirs, is in use at the present

time.

Always busy with the affairs of his many offices, be yet

found time to devote to scientific research, and has left

after him a monumental work, which will serve to keep his

name in respectful and grateful remembrance. Many
imjjortaut papers were contributed by him to this and

other scientific journals, but their contents represent

oulv a fraction of the extensive original work carried

out for and published in his great undertaking just

referred to, the eight volumes of his treatise od Com-
mercial Organic Analysis, which has long been accepted

as a staudard wotk by chemists everywhere. It should

never be forgotten that this invaluable treatise, so

admirable in its arrangement, so accurate in its facts,

and so generally reliable in its statements, is very much

more than a handy and useful compilation from the

published works of other chemists, coniaining as it

id every page the evidence of its author's thought and
investigation. Having in mind what he accomplished
in developing and systematising commercial organic
analysis, it will assuredly be felt by many that he m
well be styled the Fresenius of that large brauch of

chemical analysis.

Another example in this direction may be found in

his valuable work on the " Chemistry of Urine," pub-
lished in 1895. It was. written in great measure, so

its author informed the writer, as the outcome of an
earnest study of the dread complaint (diabetes) which
was undermining his own health and powers. In the

preface to this work he makes pathetic reference to the

subject.

Many will remember how much A. H. Allen's genial

presence and powers of entertainment were in request

at the social gatherings of the Annual General Meetings
in the earlier years of the Society, and what a pervading
sense of the incompleteness of those social gatherings in

later years was caused, when ill-health enforced his

absence from them.
Allen's mental characteristics were a wonderful

memory, great keenness of intellect, and ability for

rapid grasp of intricate questions. His name will ever

be honourably identified with most of the legislation for

securing pure- food and drugs for the people.

Journal anfcr Patent Cit^ratnre.

Class.

I.—General Plant, Apparatus, and Machinery

II.—Fuel, Gas, and Light

III.—Destructive Distillation, Tar Products,

Petroleum, and Mineral Waxes

IV.—Colouring Matters and Dyestuffs

V.—Preparing, Bleaching, Dyeing, Printing,

and Finishing Textiles, Yarns, and Fibres

VI.—Colouring Wood, Paper, Leather, &c
VII.—Acids, Alkalis, and Salts, and Non-

Metallic Elements

VUl.—Glass, Pottery, and Enamels

IX.—Building Materials, Clays, Mortars, and
Cements

X.—Metallurgy

XL—Electro-Chemistry and Electro-Metallurgy

XII.—Fatty Oils, Fats, Waxes, and Soap

Page.

743

744

71.)

746

717

749

750

750

751

753

755

Class. Page

XIII.—Pigments and Paints ; Resins, Varnishes,

&c. ; India-Bubber, &c „.„ 755

X1Y.—Tanning; Leather; Glue, Size, Bone, and
Horn ; Ivory and Substitutes 755

XV.—Manures, &c 756

XVI.—Sugar, Starch, Gum, &c 756

XVII.—Brewing, Wines, Spirits, &c -. 756

XV III.—Foods ; Sanitation ; Water Purification ;

and Disinfectants 757

XTX.—Paper, Pasteboard, Cellulose, Celluloid,&c. 75S

XX.—Fine Chemicals, Alkaloids, Essences, and

Extracts - 753

XXI.—Photographic Materials and Processes.-

XXIL—Explosives, Matches, &c ~ 760

XXIII.—Analytical Chemistry 760

XXIV.—Scientific and Technical Notes. ..._ „ 765

atkkt SpEcrpiCATioss may be obtained by post by remitting as follows :

—

English.—id. each, to the Comptroller of the Patent Office, C. N. Dalton, Esq., Southampton Buildings. Chancery Lane, London, W.O.

United States.—\s. each, to the Secretary of theJSociety.

French.—1 fr. 25 c.each, to Baliu et Cie„ 5j, Eas des Francs-Bounreois, Pari9 (3').

-PLANT. APPARATUS A>JD' MACHINERY.
odium Hydroxide; Formation of from Sodium
Carbonate in Boilers fed with Water containing the

latter. J. Brand. Z. ges. Brauw., 1904, 27, 456—458.

well-water containing 23 '5 parts of sodium carbonate

100,000 was employed as boiler feed water. At the end

I 14 days an incrustation appeared on the fittings, con-

sting of 84 • 8 per cent, of sodium carbonate, 1 • 6 per cent,

sodium hydroxide, 5 48 per cent, of sodium sulphate,

id 7-36 per cent, of water. In 45 days the incrustation

attained such dimensions that injury to the boiler was
feared, and the water was therefore mixed in equal pro-

portions with one containing alkaline earth carbonates

(16
3
of hardness). After another week the water in the

boiler was examined, and was found to contain 1,667 parts

of solids per 100,000 parts, including 1,176 parts of sodium

carbonate, 362 parts (217 per cent, of the total) ofsodium

hydroxide, and 100 of sodium sulphate. The sediment

deposited from the slightly turbid sample consisted sole'.y

of calcium and magnesium carbonates. The probable

explanation of the formation of sodium hydroxide is that
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under the high temperature and pressure in the boiler, the

magnesium carbonate present is converted into hydroxide,
which reacts with the sodium carbonate, the doable decom-
position Doing continually repeated ; or, it may be that, as

stated by Krister and Griiters (this .1., 1903, 41"), the

sodium carbonate parts with its carbon dioxide under certain

relative conditions of tension and partial pressure.—C. S.

English Patent.

C, ntrifugal Machines [Separators'] and the like. A. J.

Boult, Loudon. From the Firm F. Meyer's Soho, Tan-
germunde, Prussia. Fug. Pat. 15,862, July 17, 1903.

See Fr. Pat. 334,041 of 1903; this J., 1904, 14.—T. F. li.

United States Patent.

Granular Materials ; Apparatus tor Washinq .

G.M. Hoffman and .1. T. Gibson, New York. U.S. Pat.

762,309, June 14, 1904.

In order to clean filtering material, such as sand, it is forced

by suitable means, together with water, into a hopper working
in an immersion pit, and provided with air-lift mechanism,
and delivered into a secoud hopper. The second hopper is

provided with an immersion pit and air-lift apparatus, has

an overflow for the water, and means for adding additional

wash-water to the second immersion pit.—L. F. G.

French Patents.

Muffle Furnace ; Circulating . E. Ufenast.

Fr. Pat. 340,045, Jan. 30, 1904.

The furnace is embedded in the ground, and not arched,
being covered in at the top with firebricks. Coal is fed

through holes in the roof on to grates of firebrick, and the

products of combustion *re made to circulate through longi-

tudinal and transverse passages, and to play around the

central muffle on all sides. The circulation is regulated

and effected by suitable screens, and the coal gases are led

away by an iron pipe from the top of the furnace.— L. F. li.

Filters; Method of Constructing . Berlin- Anhalti-che
Maschiuenbau Akt.-Ges. Fr. Pat. 34o,U7. Feb. 3, 1904.

See Eng. Pat. 15,948 of 1903 ; this J., 1904, 600.—W. H. C.

Dryer ; Cylindrical for the Direct II, i>ing of
Substances in a Continuous Current [of Gits'], M.
Hecking. Fr. Pat. 340,260, Feb. 8, 1904.

See Eng. Pat. 25,209 of 1902; this J., 1904, 13.—T. F. B.

II.-FUEL, GAS, AND LIGHT.

Illuminating Gas; Condensation <>f . H. G. Column.
J. Gas Lighting, 1904, 86, 760—763.

In this paper attention is chiefly devoted to a consideration

of the function of condensers a- scrubbers in which the

gas is subjected to the washing action of the liquid products
separating from it during the process of cooling, and of the
best means of carrying out most efficient]} toe objects of
condensation, namely, to cool the gas to atmospheric
temperature aud at the same time to retain in it n- much
of the lowest boiling tar constituents a- can be permanently
carried during distribution, and to effect as complete a
removal as possible of naphthalene and oil higher boiling
substances. In the analogous process of fractional distills

tion, where the vapours evolved on boiling a mixed liquid

are subjected to fractional condensation to remove higher
boiling constituents, the principle universally adopted is to

allow the products separating in the still bead to flow back-
wards against the current of ascending vapour, aud it

is therefore contended that the same process i- also the

most -uituble in condensing illuminating gas. In the latter

case, however, the conditions differ in several respects from
those existing in fractional distillation. The vapours are
there diluted with large volumes of permanent gases, thus
lowering the rot, at which the solvents acl upon the vapours
present; water is also continuously condensing, and, as it

does not mix with the tar, tends to form a coating over it,

and prevents the latter acting upon the gas

owing to the rapid cooling which takes place in the earn

stages after the go- leaves the retort, large quantities of thi

tar separate as a fog, a corsiderable portion of which i:

carried forward mechanically with the gas right thr-oigl

the condensing apparatus, and must be removed as soon ai

possible, if the above counter-current system is to be fullj

carried out. In order to effect this removal the autho
proposes '" treat tbe hot gas as it leaves the hydraulic oi

foul main, in a modification of the " cyclone dust collector,'

by means of which these heavy tar particles are removed
The apparatus consists of a short, wide cylinder, to th«

bottom of which is fixed an inverted cone, the tar flowisj

away from the lowest portion oi the latter lv means of i

seal pot or siphon. The gas enters the cyliudei .it

tangent, takes a spiral course through the apparatus, am
leaves by mean- of the outlet main fixed in the centre o
the cylinder, i (wing to the whirling motion thus set n
the heavv -olid and liquid particles are driven by eentri

fugal fore to the circumference of the cylinder and cone
where they coalesce and flow awa; through the siphon
This apparatus, as erected at the Tottenham Gas Work!
effects a practically complete removal of the tar-fog frorj

the hot gas ; the quantity of tar thus separated amcui
2 galls, per ton of coal carbonistd, or one-fifth of the tnra

tar production. When the separator i- at work the quantitj

of tar condensing dining the subsequent cooling stages onl;

amounts to about one-third of a gallon per ton, and is a thii

liquid containing a much higher proportion of low-boilil

constituents than ordinary coal-tar. The results nhtaiuei

so far indicate that when the heavy tar-fog is remove
from the hot gas in this manner, the gas after eoolinj

contains a larger quantity of benzene and toluene aud les

naphthalene than i- tie case when the centrifugal separata
is not employed.— H. li. C.

Formaldehyde ; Presence of in the Products of < '<>»

fruition of Ordinaru Fuels. A. Trillat. Compte-
1904,138, 1613—1615.

Am, carefully freed from any trace of formaldehyde, nil

passed over burning combustibles in a heated tube, and th

products were collected and examined for formal'

In all cases (coal, peat, various woods or products of thei

distillation, papers, pure cellulose, cork, india - ruhbei

tobacco) formal lehyde was found, in amounts varying froi

1 lo.ooo to 1/100,000 of the weight of substance hum
Wood aud cellulose gav e the largest amounts. The benzen
hydrocarbons also yielded formsldehyde, in amounts
creasing with their complexity. In all cases the material

with which the combustible material- are in contact affet

the yield of formaldehyde considerably ; copper, fc

example, favours its production much more than porcelai

The existence of formaldehyde in the atmosphere is n
doubt attributable to its formation in combustions.

—J.T. I).

Briquettes ; Determination of Proportion of liindin

Material in . E. J. Coustuin and II. 11

Will., page -r,4.

Gases containing Hydrogen ; Fractional Combustion o

hy Menus of Seated Palladium Wire.
Bicbardt. XXI1L. page 71 I.

English Patents.

Liquid Fuel ; Impts. in Furnaces /lulled hy .

Barron, Mexboro'. Fug. Pal. 1,">,7'J6, July 16, 1903.

The liquid fuel is blown in by compressed air. and to secur

greater heat the flame passage i- mad. longer than USUI

aud flared toward- the interior.— C. S.

Carhurelled Water-Gas ; Apparatus far the Manufactm
of . W. K. Addicks, New York. Eng. Pat. H>,12£

Slay 3, 1904.

mi I ,S. Pat. 758,882 of 1904; this J. , 1904,602.—T P.E

Gas; Manufacture of . II. W. Woodall, Wimbornc
ami A. Mel). Duckham. 1'pper Farkstone, Dorset. Eua
Pat. 16.497, July 27, 1903.

.Coal is distilled continuously in a vertical retort, the lowei

open end of which dips into a water sump, from which th
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L6 is removed continuously by means of a eonvi

e steam produced, passes ap through the retort, forming
!er-gas, which is either led off along with the coal-gas or

i\vn off separately. The retort is heated most intensely

its upper end. by means of combustible gas, the products

combustion beiog led down a flue surrounding the retort,

as to maintain tbe coke at a high enough temperature to

'orupose the steam. Coal is fed into a little shoot within

top of the retort, by means of a rotating gas-tight

ding drum, in such a manner that the shoot and the

:>rt are always full of coal. The position of the bottom
the shoot determines the top level of the coai in the

)rt. The gas is drawn off from the top of the retort as

tal.—H. 13.

United States Patents.

rl ; Manufacture of Artificial by Distillation.

r. T. Davis, San Francisco. ' U.S. Pat. 763,267, June 21,

904.

mixture of crude petroleum and fine carbonaceous
terial is agitated and exposed to a continuously in-

asing degree of heat, so as to distil off the lighter hydro-
boiis and leave the heavier hydrocarbons associated with
carbonaceous material. After cooling, the combustible
iduioii is pressed.—H. B.

Gas Furnace ; Regenerative . E. Derval, Paris.

U.S. Pat.' 762,578, June 14, 19U4.

e furnace is fitted with inclined retorts, each of which
luilt up of curved sections so arranged that each section

tan angle to the horizontal less than that of the next
Dinin; section above.— H. B.

is Producer. L. Wilson, Glasgow. U.S. Pat. 762,508,

June 14, 1904.

f. combustion chamber of the producer is formed of a

ing, the lower half of which has a refractory Htiiug.

s is surrounded by au outer lined casing, an annular
ce being left between the inner casing and the lining of

Outer easing. Withiu the annular space is a dupltcate

ed pipe for supplying heated air aod superheated steam
the combustion chamber. Midway up the combustion
miter there are provided lateral exit pipes, through
ch the hot gases are led into the annular space, and
gases are finally drawn off at the top of the sai I sp

—H. B.

Voter-Gas Generator. D. McDonald, Louisville, Ky.,

U.S.A. U.S. Pat. 763,313, June 21, 1904.

E generator is provided laterally at its upper end with a

rt vertical stack, which communicates with the super-

.ter and eoutains two flues communicating with the
Tin! of the generator at two different levels in its

ler part. By means of a rotatable valve at the top of

stack, either of the two flues may be put in connection
h the superheater.— H. B.

hhe Oven; Electric . M. R. Conley, New York.
U.S. Pat. 763,368, June 28, 19U4.

!Ctbh' resistance plates are arranged in pairs in the
|:r wall of the furnace body (which is of non-conducting
erial), and on differeut horizontal plants, iu order to

Q a scries of heating zones. The oven is open at the

and is closed at the bottom by swing doors which open
he full sectional area of the oven.—C. S.

:e; Process of Making . II. R. Conley, Xew York.

U.S. Pat. 763,369, June 28, 1904.

coal is introduced into an essentially air-tight oven
previous abstract), which is heated by electrical resis-

ts to a temperature higher than that of the ordinary
i oven.—C. S.

French Patents.

minuting Gas ; Manufacture of . B. Duttenhofer.

Fr. Tat. 34U,U55, Jan. 30, 1904.

the prevention of the formation of tar and " graphite,
n is passed into the coal in the retorts from the

beginning of the distillation. It is claimed that the hydrogen
supplied in the form of steam in this way combines with

the carbon to produce hydrocarbons.—H. B.

Combustible Gas from Pulverised Combustibles ; Process
and Apparatus for the Production of . G. Mar-
connet. Fr. Pat. 340,075, Feb. 1, 1904.

\ mixture of air and finely-pulverised combustible is

aspirated in regulated quantities by each suction of the
motor (or other apparatus to be supplied with the gas)
into a shoot similar to that described in Fr. Pat. 337,514
(this J., 1904, 484), wherein 'the fuel is burned during its

downward passage. From an ashbox at the foot of the

shoot the gas produced is led off to the motor, a portion of
this gas being withdrawn to feed the burners in the com-
bustion shoot. The device for producing the mixture of
air and combustible consists of a vertical pipe having a.

hopper at the top, from which the powdered luel descends
iu a continuous stream. The pipe is connected on one
side with the combustion shoot, and on the other with
an air-supply pipe. At each suction of the motor, the air

rushing through the descending stream of fuel carries over
a determinate quantity into the shoot iu the form of a
cloud. The excess of fuel which accumulates at the foot

ol the vertical pipe is transferred to the hopper from time
to time.—H. B.

Briquette Fuel ; ProcessoJ Manufacturing . V. Conti
and A. Levy. Fr. Pat. 340,214, Feb. 6, 1904.

The binding material employed to agglomerate the fuel

(coal, lignite, wood, peat, spent tan, &c.) is magnesium
oxychloride, in the proportion of about 3 per cent. To
facilitate the volatilisation of the oxychloride it is mixed
with 3 per cent, of its own weight of potassium bichromate,
or double that quantity of sodium bichromate or potassium
nitrate. The product is compressed and dried in the usual

manner.—C. S.

Carbon or Fuel ; Artificial , and Method of Manu-
facturing same. .]. Auguiot. Fr. Pat. 338,776, May 1,

'

1 903.

The ingredients of the product consist of powdered fuel

materials, with a large proportion ot petroleum or other

mineral oils, the volatility of which is almost entirely

nullified by an admixture of sodium oleomargarate, or of

white soap in association with asphaltutn or pitch. The
following approximate proportions are given :—Crude
petroleum, 5o parts ; sodium oleomargarate, 6 ; asphaltum,

25 ; sawdust, 5 ; coal dust, 30 parts. The first three are

ncorporated by heating and continued stirring, and the

sawdust and coal dust are afterwards stirred-in in succession.

—C. S.

Siemens Regenerative Furnaces; Process and Apparatus
for Avoidinq Loss of Gas in . A. Kurzwernhart.
Fr. Pat. 34IK332, Jan. 25, 1904.

See Eng. Pat. 1890 of 1904 ; this J., 1904, 434.—T. F. B.

ILL-DESTRUCTIVE DISTILLATION,

TAR PRODUCTS, PETROLEUM,
AND MINERAL WAXES.

Mineral Oil Industry in the Luneburger Heide. Hapke.
Chem.-Zeit., 1904, 28, 618—619.

The occurrence of mineral oil at Wietze, a village standing
on tbe small river of the same name in the neighbourhood
of Celle, Hanover, has been known since the middle of the

seventeenth century, but the first borings were not made
till the end of the year 1880. The production of mineral

oil at Wietze amounted in 1903 to more than 40,000 metric

cons, of a value of about 3,200,000 M., whilst that of Olheiin

was about 750 tons, of a value of 60,000 M. The oil occurs

in two different zones, tbe upper one extending to a i li

of 250 m. and the lower one to a depth of 3.50 m. The
oil from the upper zone is thick, of a dark brown colour,

sp. gr. 0-935—0-950, and is usually accompanied by a

strong brine containing some magnesium chloride. On
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distillation it yields:—Benzine, sp.gr. 0-725,0-5 per cent.-,

colourless kerosene ("petroleum"), sp. gr. 0-80, 6*0;

kerosene with a faint yellowish tinge, sp.gr. 0-84, 6-0;

spindle oil, 20-0; machine oil, 44; tar, lO'O per cent.

The tar on redistillation yields 70 per cent of an oil con-

taining paraffin, and HO per cent, of coke. After separation

of the benzine and kerosene, the machine oils are used

almost exclusively as a wagon-grease. The oil from the

lower /one is dark green in colour, and has the sp. gr. 0-885.

I h. distillation it yields :—Benzine, sp. gr. 0-701 at 15° C,
1 per cent.: ligroin, sp. gr. 0- 727—0730, 2—3; naphtha

and kerosene ("petroleum"), 28; lubricating oil, 47;
residue, 17 ; and loss, 4—5 per cent.—A. S.

" Naphtha " [Crude Petroleum'] and Gas at Bertkei

(Dagkestan); Examination of the . K. Charitschkoff.

.1. russ. pbys.-chem. Ges., 1904, 36, 321—328; Chem.
Centr., 1904, 1, 1627.

The deposit at Berekei has been worked for oidy a short

time. The crude petroleum appears to be of good quality.

It is characterised by its high content (36 per cent.) of

light fractions (" petroleum "), its low content of middle

fractions, and the relatively low viscosity of the residue.

The residue has a calorific value of 10,520 calculated by
Mendelejeff's formula ; it contains no paraffin. The gas

which accompanies the petroleum contains, when freed

from air, 12-82 per cent, of carbon dioxide, 65-84 per cent,

of methane, and 19-92 per cent, of ethane.—A. S.

Aluminium Magnesium Hydrosilicate [Florida Fullers'

Earth'] ; Decolonisation of Oils with . Hirzel.

XII., page 755.

Thiophene Reaction with Nitrososidphuric Acid.

C. Liebermann and B. Pleus. XXIII., page 763.

Evglish Patent.

Saturators for Sulphate of Ammonia. M. Schwab,
London. Eng. Bat. i7,585. Aug. 13, 1903.

" The body of the saturator is formed by taking a four-

sided piece of lead, and uniting two edges together to form

a cylindrical or tubular member," one end of which is

beaten into a dome to form the top. "A 6econd sheet of

lead is then joined to the two sides of the cylinder so as to

form a fender, and a third sheet is joined to the bottom of

the fender and body to form the bottom of the saturator.

An aperture is formed or cut in the front part of the body-

facing the fender, making a passage between the fender and
the body," " producing an apron or midfeather out of

that portion of the body facing the fender." The usual

connections and manhole may be formed in the dome.
-E. S.

United States Patent.

Fin I; Manufacture of Artificial lui Distillation.

,1. T. Davies. U.S. Pat. 763,267, Jnue 21, 1904. II.,

page 745.

French Patents.

Meta-Cresol ; Process for Producing from Crude
Cresol. Chem. Eabr. Ladenbtirg (i. m. b. H. I-'r. Pat.

339,880, Jan, 25, 1901. XX., page 759.

Sk<ile Oil and Similar Substances i Treatment of .

\. Adiassewich. 1 r. Pat 10,354, Feb. 10, 1904.

Under Internal. Conv., Feb. 25, 1903.

See Eng. Pat. 4431 of 1903 ; this J., 1904, 247.—T. F. B.

IV.-COLOURING MATTERS AND
DYESTUFFS.

Aatural Dyestujfs still tised in Dyeing, and their

Valuation. von Cochenhausen. '/ angew. Chem., i

1904, 17, 874—886.!

A long paper on the dyeing properties and methods of

valuation of the chief natural dyestuffs still used in dyeing
operations.—A. li. S,

Potanilims ; Additire Ammoniacal Compounds of —
J. Schmidlro. Comptes rend., 1904, 138, 1709— 1711.

The mon-acid salts of rosanilines absorb 4 mols. of ai

nionia gas, producing colourless substances, apparent

similar to those formed when the tri-acid salts (this

1904, 710) absorb a fourth molecule of hydrochloric a<

gas. These ammoniacal compounds are entirely additi-

and lose all their ammonia in vacuo. The author concloj

that the mon-acid rosaniliue salts are unsaturated molecoj

and that the free affinities are chemically neutral, and e

he satisfied by bases or by acids. Xo doubt the carbon

a neutral element—is the seat of these unsaturated atliniti

which appear to be satisfied 1>\ 4 mols. of either lit I or XI
—J. T. I).

Azo Dyestuffs derivedfrom 2:2-Dinaphthnl. M. K. Pol
Escot. Comptes" rend., ;'I04,138, 1618—1619.

'I'm existence of azo-derivatives of 8. /3-dinaphthol is stro

evidence in favour of tbe linkage between the two naphtl

nuclei being in the 3:3- and not in the 1 : 1-position, as 1

been supposed. The azo dyestuffs obtained have iiopucti

interest, although, in an acid bath, they dye wool a more
less deep red shade.—T. H. P.

Cyanomaclurin. A. G. Perkin. Chem Soc. Proc,
1904. 20, 170.

Cianomaclvkin (Chem. Soc. Trans., 1895, 67, 937). »h
exists in jackwood (Artocarpus integrifolia) in conjunct

with morin, crystallises from water in the anhydrous |,,i

and is now shown to be isomeric with the catecU

CuHMOs. On fusion with caustic alkali, cyanomaclu
gives /8-resorcylic acid (not cresorcylic acid as previou

suggested) and phloroglucinol, and with pine wood t

hydrochloric acid it resembles the catechins in giving

phloroglucinol reaction. With boiling dilute hydroehk
acid, a brown amorphous compound is produced ; this

icleutical in appearance with the so-called fourth auhydr
from Gambier catechin, and has the same percentage cc

position. Cyanomaclurin thus appears to represent

catechin in which the catechol neucleus is replaced

resorcinol.

Catechins; Note on the . A. G. Perkin. ( hem. ."

l'roc, 1904, 20, 1"1.

In a previous communication (Trans., 1902, 81. 1 160;

was pointed out that whereas Gambier catechu contain

catechin, CijH„06 (m. pt. 175'— 177°), the pentabenz

derivative of which melts at 151°— 153
:

, yet a cateel

<
i
,1 1

i

+O fi ,
which was isolated from Acacia catechu melter

204°—205°, and gave a benzoyl compound melting
181°— 183°. It is now found that the acacia catechin gi

an acetyl derivative. (', ,H.,< < .i i 1 1
' '

i ,, forming colour!

u.cdles (m. pt. 158°— 160'), and a tetramethyl etl

CjiH10Oj(OCHj)4i separating in colourless prisms (m.
152°— 153°). The corresponding substances from

Gambier catechin (Kostanecki and Tambor, this J., IS

854) melt at 129°— 130
1 and at 142 — 143 respectivi

For acacia catechin the name " acacatechin " is proposed

Indigo; Constituent of Java . A. G. Perkin.

Chem. Soc. Proo., hum, 20, '72.

1! wvson (this J., 1899, -J.-il) has shown that Java ind

contains a yellow colouring matter. This subsist

C15H 10O6 , forms yellow needles, melts at 276°—277°, i

gives an acetyl compound, C16H,08(CjH30)4, which scpaii

in colourless needles, and melts, when crystallised ft

methyl alcohol, first at 116'— 120° and subsequently

181 IS-'. The colouring matter is identical »

kampherol (Chem. Soc. Trans., 1902, 81, 587).

Inilign ; Our present K nowledge of the Chemistry of—
W. I'. Bloxam. (hem. Soc. Proc., 1904, 20, 159-161

As the determination of the maximum amount of ind

obtainable at each successive stage of its preparsl

(" mahai ") and of the quantity present in the leaf of

green plant depends on the purity of the iudigotin etuplol

as a standard, the author has estimated the percenUur-'

nitrogen in the best specimens procurable, and has t*
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lud that they contain only about 90 per cent, of indigotin.

ace the pure substances could not be prepared by the

tion of solvents on cake indigo or the synthetical product.
• crude indigo was sublimed under diminished pressure.

i in this way a well-crystallised product was readily

tained whicli gave the percentage of nitrogen required
• indigotin. This pure material, when sulpbonated and
)jected to analysis by the permanganate method, was
md to give values ranging up to 300 per cent, of the

ight of substance taken. As this method is used in

linary technical analyses of indigo, this result explained
s extraordinary variations observed in the published

ues given for cake indigo and the products obtained
ring the successive stages of the manufacture (" mahai ").

has also been found that the red substance occurring
the cake obtained from plant-indigo, and known as

idirubin " or indigo-red, is not, as stated, a derivative of

ligo, as it contains no nitrogen. This material, which

y consist of a mixture of compounds, will be further

estimated.

English Patents.

ridine Series ; Manufacture of Colouring Matters of the

[Acridine Dyestuffs']. J. Y. Johnson, London.
From Badische Anilin und Soda Fabrik, Ludwigshafen-
>n-Rhine, Germany. Eng. Pat. 17,768, Aug. 17, 1903.

: I'.s. Pat. 746,981 of 1903; this J., 1904, 57.—T. F. B.

phide Dyestuffs ; Manufacture of . A. Meyenberg
nd The Clayton Aniline Co., Manchester. Eng. Pat.

7,805, Aug. 17, 1903.

iitrophknol is heated in the presence of excess of
Irogen sulphide, or else a stream of hydrogen sulphide
lassed through a boiling solution of the sodium salt of
itropheuol in water. The water is distilled off, and the
duct, after drying, is ready for use.—A. B. S.

ihracetie Series ; Manufacture ofNew Derivatives of the— [Anthracene Dyestuffs]. H. E. Newton, London.
from Farbenfabr. vorm. F. Bayer & Co., Elberfeld,
Jermany. Eng. Pat. 17,965, Aug" 19, 1903.

: Fr. Pat. 334,658 of 1903; this J., 1904, 113.—T. F. B.

loxyl or its Homologues ; Manufacture of . O.
mray, London. From Farbwerke vorm. Meister, Luciu*
nd Pruning, Hochst-on-the-Maine, Germany. Eng.
at. 18,131, Aug. 21, 1903.

Addition, of Aug. 24. 1903, to Fr. Pat.'317,121 of 1901;
J., 1904, 114.—T. F. B.

United States Patents.

phur Dye [Sulphide Dyestuff] ; Blue , and Pro-
as of Making same. E. Mathe, Assignor to Farbwerke
orm. Meister, Lucius und Briining, Hoechst-on-the-
tsine, Germany. U.S. Pat. 763,193, June 21, 1904.

p-hydroxy-p-p'-diaminodiphenylamino is heated at 100^
20 C. with sodium sulphide and sulphur. The product
is cotton from a sodium sulphide bath indigo-blue shades.

—E. B.

thractne Dye, and Process of Making same. H. Welt,:,
Assignor to Badische Anilin und Soda Fabrik, Ludwigs-
afen-on-Phine, Germanv. U.S. Pat. 763,233, June 21,
)l)4.

e dyestuff in question is obtained by condensing 1
'

a

ybydroxyanthraquinone sulphonic acid with ammonia,
lissolvcs irfhot water with a ieddish-violet colour.—E. P.

phur Dyes [Sulphide Dyestuffs} ; Process of Making—
.

A. F. Poirrier, Assignor to Soc. Anon, des Mat.
:ol. et Prod. Chim. de St. Denis, Paris. U.S. Pat.
63,320, June 21, 1904.

Addition, of Ma\ 19, 1903, to.Fr. Pat. 292,400 of 1899
;

J-, 1903, 1241.— T. F. B.

Tetrazo Dye; Orange , and Process of Making
same. K. Jedlicka and A. Schedler, Basle, Assignor to

Chem. tnd., Basle. U.S. Pat. 763,761, June 28,

1904.

See Eng. Pat. 27,630 of 1903; this J., 1904, 249.—T. F. B.

French Patents.

Monazo Dyestuffs ; Manufacture of . Soc. Anon, de*
Prod. F. Bayer and Co. Third Addition, dated Nov.
27, 1903, to Fr. Pat. 323,808 of Aug. IS, 1902.

The diazo derivatives of the o-aminophenolsulphonic acids
or of their derivatives are combined with 1 .5-aminonaphthol
in acid solution. The resulting dyestuffs dye wool from
an acid bath in various shades, ranging from violet to
reddish-violet, many of which ate converted into very fast,

blacks by an after-treatment with bichromate. The colours
before chroming are usually violet or reddish -violet.

— A. B. S.

Basic Dyestuffs ; Production of New . Fabr. Baloise

de Prod. Chim. Fr. Pat. 340,130, Feb. 2, 1904.

The rhodamine bases of either the phthalic or succinic
series are heated with halogen derivatives of fattv acids,

e.g., chloracetamide, either alone or in the presence of a
diluent, as alcohol or glycerin. The dyestuffs can be pre-

cipitated from aqueous solution in the usual way by means
of common salt.—A. B. S.

V -PREPARING, BLEACHING, DYEING,
PRINTING, AND FINISHING TEXTILES.

YARNS, AND FIBRES.

Half-Silk Dyeing ; Two- Colour Effects in .

A.Sander. Fiirber-Zeit., 1904,15, 197.

To increase the affinity of the cotton for the dyestuffs, it is

soaked for 10 minutes in a solution of sodium hydrate,
36" Tw., containing 100 c.c. of glycerin per litre, washed,
acidified in a solution containing 50 c c. acetic acid per litre,

washed, and dyed. The cotton is dyed with sulphide dye-
stuffs at about 70° C. with the usual additions ; some
casein is added to prevent the colour staining the silk.

The material is then washed and the silk dyed with -uitable
acid or other dyestuffs.—A. B. S.

Dyeing Process ; Study of the Direct and of the

Felting of Wool. K. Justin-Mueller. Bull. Soc. Ind.
Rouen, 1904. Chem.-Zeit., 1904, 28, Pep. 199—200.

The author regards the textile fibres as bodies of a colloidal

nature, and arrives at the following conclusions with regard
to their behaviour in the direct dyeing and felting processes.

(1) Explanation of the effect of wetting the wool before
steaming, in wool printing. Colloidal bodies only take up
foreign substances when they are wet, or in the gel condition
or one approximating thereto. Thus the wool takes up the
dyestuff satisfactorily, only when it is wet ; moreover, ou
steaming, the wet wool swells, and the dyestuff is converted
by the moisture and steam into a dissolved condition,
whereby its absorption is favoured. (2) In dyeing wool in
an acid bath, the acid tends to convert the wool into the
gel condition, in which it hasmueh greater absorptive power
for dyestuffs. That this is actually the case is readily
perceived if in dyeing woollen yarn, the boiling is prolonged,
or too much acid is added j the yarn then becomes felted
together, i.e., it approaches the gel condition. (3) Feltiny
Process : The wool and hair fibres are converted into the
gel condition by the preliminary treatment, or by the acid
or alkaline "fulling"; then, by the mechanical action
during the milling, the fibres in the gel condition become
felted together. (4) The greater affinity of mercerised
cotton for dyestuffs is also due to the tendency of the
caustic soda to convert the cotton into the gel condition.

—A. S.
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Printing Tissues; Application of the " Three- Coloui
Process" m Engraving Rollers for . M. .1.

Witirizki. Z; Farben- a. Textil-Cbem., 1904, 3, J.i7—
241.

Mi . ii retouching of the negatives, or of the unetched di< s,

is ni'i lessary iu order to obtain, along with secondary and
tertian -hade- ol colour, pure primary hues, in printing

with rollers (applying respectively red, blue, and yellow

colours) engraved from negatives prepared by ph uograph-

ing richly-coloured designs or natural objects through
light-filter colour screens (see tliis J., 1902, 47; 1904,

184, -'»»i0, and 604). Otherwise brownish - grey tones

result. The solubility of the colour mixtures employed in

tissue printing causes the prints produced to he Less success-

ful reproductions than those obtained by lithography, in

which insoluble pigments are used, the colours in the fairly

open parts running into one another in ihe former case,

while in the latter cafe they retain to a much greater extent

the detached stipple-form in which they are applied. In

t'ssue printing the reproduction of objects in their natural

colourings is less sought than their presentation in striking

combinations of colour. The author agrees with l'ietrus-

zewskij (1) that natural objects cannot be properly depicted

by means of three colours only; (L') that the results

obtained by mixing colours optically are rot identical with

those obtained 1>\ mixing them in the form of pigments.

—E. B.

Dyeing [Mordanting] Process; P. Heemann1
* Stud;/ of

tki '—. h. Bloeh. Bull. Soc. Ind. Mnlhouse, 1904,

74, 159—166.

The author has repeated a number of the quantitative

estimations made by Heermanu (this J., 1903, 361 and 623,

and 1904,57 and 438) in his study of the influences of

(<i) length of time of immersion, (6) temperature and (r)

concentration of solution, and (<z) basicity ol the mordant
iug salt, upon the absorption of the hydrates of stannic tin,

iron, chromium, and aluminium, by raw and by boiled off

silk. Although the results do not exactly accord with

lleerniaiiu'f, the numbers obtained bear the same relations

to one another. With regard to the process of mordanting

(weighting) silk with stannic hydrate, which is rerj

extensively practised in the silk-manufacturing centres, the

author points out that even it it were definitely shown tbat

an econorov in tin is realised by the process ol successive

immersions in dilute baths, as would from Ileermann's

results appear to he the must advantageous method, there

still remains the question whether the economy thus gained
is not more than counterbalanced by the greater expensi "'

working which is involved.—E. B.

Antimony Tannate Mordant; Half-Discharge for .

H. Bourry. Bull. Soe. Ind. Mulhouse, 1904, 74, 167—
169.

I,' obtain so-called cameo effects upon cottou tissue-, these

are mordanted with tannic acid and tartar emi

with a mixture of stannous chloride and ammonium sulpho-

cyanide, and over-printed, during the same passage through

the printing machine, with caustic soda lye, the stannous

chloride mixture acting at the same time as a half-discbarge

for the mordant and as a resist for the cai:sttc -oda dis-

llu proportions for the half-discharge mixture

recommended by V. r'avre and the author are 5
' 4 litres of

starch and gum-tragaeauth paste, 4 kilos, of -

chloride, and 1
' 5 kilos, of anmiomum sulphocj anide. The

printed tissues are steamed tor a short tune, passed through

a chalk bath, dyed with basic dye-tuffs, washed, soaped,

and chared as usual. Another method for producing

somewhat similar effects consists in printing the thickened

caustic soda-lyi discharge, steaming for 2—l minutes,

and over-printing with a thickened solution of stannous

chloride are then passed through a chalk

bath and dyed, &c. A lull discharge is thus obtained in

the parts where the caustic soda has been applied, along

with a hall ili-charge in the parts where the -tannotts salt_

alone has been printed.—E. B.

Uyest tiffs for Wool ; Ntw I 'lassi s of and -V,

Reactions of Aldehydes. E. Noeltiog. Bull. Soc. It

.Mulhouse, 1904, 74. 171.

Tin author considers the reactions recently described 1

Prud'hommc (this J., 1904, 542) novel and interesdn

The latter finds that a blue dyestuff i- produced wh
diazotised " Magenta," decolorised with sodium hydl

sulphite, acts upon benzaldehyde. A number of oth

aldehydes tried by the author act similarly, viz., the till

nitrobenzaldehydes, Ihe three hydroxybenzaldehydes, i

toluylaldehide, p-cblorobenzaidehyde, o- and /i-amiuobec

aldehyde, benzaldehyde o-sulphonic acid, protocatechi

aldehyde, vanillin, tsovanillin, metbylvanillin, plperon

and phenylacetaldehyde. All these give blue dyesta
analogous to that obtained from benzaldehyde.— K. B.

Grease Oleines [ Woo! Oils'] Distilled ; Detection or' Minei

Oil in . A. II. tidl and S. X. Mason.' XXII
page 763.

English Patents.

II bi l-washing Machinery ; Inipts. in . E. Lesenn
Courcoing (Xord), France. I iig. Pat. 5201, Match 2, 19

Tin application to a wool-washiug machine " comprising

vat," ol a mechanism consisting of combs, is claimed,!

"tines" of which comb- traverse the bottom of the vat a

carry the wool through the water, removing it at length

a carrier-band, without raising it from the water
I

process. The mechanism referred t,>, i- described iu defc

comprising standards attached to the vat, bearings fit

in these standards and adjustable therein, -halts journal

in the beating-, sprockets carried U\ the shalts, eha

adapted to travel over the sprockets, and the <

depending from the links of the chain- referred to. liu'

arms and blocks on the links, &c, regulate the posttiou a

movement of the comb- through the vats.— A. >>.

W. 11. Hoyuj|
17.C1C, A*ug.

roui one ot

stubbing fram

Yarn Bleaching; Appliances /or .

T. Barker, 3oltcn, England. Kug. Pat

L908.

I in cotton is bleached US it comes
-• iuu rmediate " ma< him -. such as

so that it is only -liglitU twisted. The cotton is wov

on perforated vulcanite bobbins, which have a slit in

side, and can he slightly expanded by placing them on
stubbing frame bobbins, which have a key or no which

into the slit. When wound, the vulcanite bobbins

removed from the frame bobbins and placed on tape

metal tubes to support them during the u-ual bleach

process. When the bleaching is complete, the materia!

dried and the vulcanite bobbins replaced on the slubb

frame bobbins in readiness tor the next -pinning operatit

- V. B

Dyeing, Bleaching, and other Purposes ; Methods of i

Apparatus lor Treating Spun Fibres with Liquids
,

. W. Kenl, Twickenham. Eng. Pat. 13,iot>, June,

Skk 1-r. I':: I 1904; this .I.. 1901, 713.— T.F.I

FBBNl ii 1'a i t.> i-.

Ramie and Ana • Vextili Materials; Process c

Machinery oV Ueeorlayi unit Veyumminy
.1. Bendel. I r. Pat. 338,752, April 15, 1903.

I ii i strips of raw ramie, atter a previous stamping

water, are hung by then middles over a series of horilOD

rod- fixed in a Iraine. Each rod lull of ramie is cove

with a metallic cover fitted with spikes, which si

the matt rial and catch any fibres broken off iu the prow

The frame is first placed in a -cap bath containing Ik
of soap per 100 Inns ol water. After boiling iu this

from 10 to 30 minutes, the frame is removed and placed

a washing machine supplied with line sprays ol

which remove the lurk. \c
, loosened by the soap hi

This last- from one to five minutes. The franc

placed in the degiiinining bath, where the ramie is trea



so, law.
|
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i to 25 minutes at 6 ' C. with a solution containing

is. of soap and \ grin, of vanadie acid per 100 litres

auiii- i< then removed and allowed to dry slowly in

r.—A. B. >.

tasing Wool} Machine for , with Vats Mounted
htclined Rails. E. I.e-enne. Fr. Pdt.340,189, Feb. 8,

4.

'.op. Pat. 5201 of 1904, under Eng. Pats, preceding

-T. F. B.

y Threads on Bobbins ; Perforated Tube with

iphragm for . L. Detre. First Addition, dated

. 2U, 1904, to Fr. Pat. 333,676, July 10, I

ng. Pat. 4596 of 1904 ; this J., 1904, 4S7.—T. F. B.

Srs ,- Process for Preserving . R. Wolffenstein.

l'at. 33S.7U7, May 11, 1903. Under Internat. Conv.,

eh 7. 1903.

Qg.Pat. 11,712 of 1903 ; this .!.. 19 14, 439.—T. F. B.

Ekbatom.

i Journal, 1904, 659, column 1, line 30 from bottom,

'Eng. Pat." insert its number," 15,108."

IL-ACIDS, ALKALIS, AND SALTS.

trie Acid Chambers ; Oblong and Tangential .

. Meyer. Z. angew. Client., 1904, 17, 926—929.

H.Y to Hartmann and Benker (this J., 1904, 488)
criticisms are considered to he faulty, inasmuch as

ompare sets of chambers in the two sy.-tems working
totally different conditions. The Abraham circula-

ppealed to so strongly by Hartmann and Benker, no
exists ; but whether, even in an oblong chamber, it is

minant motion of the gases is very doubtful, and the

considers the undirected whirls observed in a glass

by Porter (and figured in this J., 1903, 476) to

snt much more nearly the actual state of things. It

sidered that in a tangential chamber, the Abraham
,tion must be practically non-existent, or there could

! the distribution of temperatures (wall, top, 63"
;

i, 61 ; centre, top, 56° C.) observed by the author.

did it exist, the resulting cooling by the air-cooled

walls of the chamber would be quite inadequate to

e the amount ot heat required to keep the temperature
to the proper optimum, with such intense working as

in a modern tangential chamber. The author's con-

g tubes are merely a means of getting the best work
the system—a substitute, and, in the author's view,

ttantageous substitute, for more chamber space. The
holds that a tangential chamber can be made

ely higher than an oblong one; and he thinks the

age ot height has nothing to do with the Abraham
.tion, but arises from the fact that the condensed
ts ol acid have further to fall through the mist in the

er, and thus in part aid it~ condensation, and in part

he reaction by change of temperature and by aiding

e of the gases and the mist. According to Lunge
re two reactions concerned ; each of these has its in-

ent " temperature-optimum," and hence temperature-
s through ranges embracing both of these optima will

1 the reaction. Height, if the author's view be correct,

e of especial value where water-spray is fed into the

but here also extreme fineness of division of

ly is important.—J. T. D.

'ed Chlorides ; Behaviour of Typical when
'erf in Hydrochloric Acid Gas. F A. Gooch and
'.. McCleiiahan. Z. anorg. Chem., 1904, 40, 24—38.

a hydrated chloride is heated in air, the products
may be, according to the temperature and the

if the chloride, either the anhydrous chloride and
)r hydrochloric acid and the 0x3 chloride, oxide, or
de of the metal. The authors chose three typical

1 chlorides, viz., barium chloride, BaCl„.2H»0,

which gives off its water without loss of chlorine ; magne-
sium chloride, MgCL.6H.,o, which loses part of its chlorine

together with the H ater ; and aluminium chloride,AIC13.6H„0,
which loses the whole of its chlorine in the form of hydro-
chloric acid together with the water ; and examined their

haviour when heated in hydrochloric acid gas. They
find that hydrochloric acid has no influence on the dehydra-

[1 of barium chloride below 100° 0. (the temperature at

which the chloride is completely dehydrated). It has also

practically no influence on the separation of the first 2 mols.

of water from magnesium chloride, MgCU.6H._,0 cat about
100° C); the further dehydration is, however, retarded
between 100 C. and 130° C, but accelerated above 130" C.
Hydrolvtic dissociation of the magnesium chloride is not
very considerable below 200 3

C. The dehydration of
aluminium chloride, A1C13 .6H20, is retarded by hydro-
chloric acid up to 130' C. ; above this temperature, just as

lb e 100° C. inair, water and hydrochloric acid are evolved
simultaneously. These differences in the behaviour of

hydrated chlorides are satisfactorily explained by the con-
stitutional foroiulaj proposed by Cushman (Amer. Chem. J.,

26, 305), with tetravalent oxygen and trivalent chlorine.

According to this view, the mols. of water which are not
readily split off occur in the body of the complex molecule,
whilst the mols. of water that can be easily removed, occur
in the form of side chains.—A. S.

Arsenic Pentachloride .- Non-existence of . W. R.
Smith and J. E. Hora. J. Amer. Chem. Soc, 1904, 26,
632—635.

Chu.uixV. was passed into arsenic trichloride for varying
times, so as to obtain products containing, for every atom
of arsenic, from 3 to 9 atoms of chlorine. Since the

nig points of these products decrease quite regularly
with increasing chlorine content, it is concluded that the
substance obtained by passing chlorine into arsenic tri-

chloride at — 3f D C, and stated to be arsenic pentachloride,

is merely a solution of chlorine in the trichloride. (See
Baskerville and Bennett, J. Amer. Chem. Soc, 24, 1070.)

—T. F. B.

English Patents.

Salt ; Manufacture of . H. Tee, Liverpool.

Eng. Pat. 8117, April 8, 1903.

Impure or discoloured rock salt is melted in covered
crucibles, each provided with a horizontal outlet pipe
from the bottom, for running off deposited matter, and
with another channel a little above the bottom, through
which the purified salt may be run. Air, preferably highly
heated, is blown through the molten salt for a considerable
time, to oxidise the impurities. In some cases, a small
proportion of lime, say from 01 to 1*0 per cent., is added
to assist the separation of the oxidised iron. After settling,

the molten clarified salt is run on to cooling floors, and
granulated by suitable devices. In a modified process, the
salt is melted by gases acting upon its surface, as in a metal
reverberatory furnace.—E. s.

Sulphate of a Higher Oxide of Manganese ; [Electrolytic']

Manufacture of a . J. i. Johnson, London. From
the Badische Anilin und Soda Fabrik, Ludwigshafen-on-
Rhine, Germany. Eog. Pat. 17,981, Aug. 19, 1903.

I o obtain " manganese superoxide sulphate " [sulphate
of the peroxide of manganese], a solution of mangauous
sulphate in sulphuric acid is electrolysed at a tempera-
ture of about 60° C., a lead cathode in sulphuric acid

being used. The anode may be of lead ; but if it be
of manganese or ferto-manganese, a salt of manganese
need not be dissolved in the acid, which is then taken of

greater strength than in the former case. Another process
sists in treating with " lead superoxide," a hot sulphuric

acid solution of mangauous sulphate. Or, to stated propor-
tions of powdered putassium permanganate and of sodium
sulphite, sulphuric acid of 70 per cent, is added. The
required salt may be obtained in a solid form by adding,
separately, powdered manganous sulphate and potassium
permanganate to hot sulphuric acid of 55 per cent. On.

cooling, black manganese superoxide sulphate sepai

—E. S.
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Saturators for Sulphate of Ammonia. M. Schwab.

Eng. Pat. 17,585, Aug. 13,1903. III., page 716.

Gas; Process and Apparatus for Separating Mixtures of
|

, applicable for the Separation of Oxygen and
Nitrogen from Liquid Air. Soc. pour l'Exploitation des

Precedes " Georges Claude, Paris. Eng. Pat. 28,682,

Dec. 30, 1903. Under Internat. Conv., Jan. .;, l'J03.

See Fr. Pat. 328,2-15 of 1903 ; this J., 1903, 950.—T. F. 1$.

United States Patents.

Nickel Hydroxide; Recovering [fiom Nickel-Ammonium
Chloride] . U. A. Frascb, New Vork. U.S. Put.

763,053, June 21, 1904.

Ni» kki.-ammonu:m ehloride is subjected to dry distillation

in presence of a " dehydrating agent," the ammonia evolved

is collected, the residue is dissolved in a suitable liquid, and
nicke! hydroxide is precipitated. Or the nickel-ammonium
chloride is suspended in a solution of calcium chloride, on

heating which, a portion of the nickel separates as hydroxide,

and the remainder is precipitated from the separated solu-

tion by a suitable agent. Ammonia is then recovered from
ihe cleared solution bv heating it with calcium hydroxide.

— E. S.

Copper, Sulphate of; Method of Making
U.S. Pat. 763,478, June 28, 1904.

G. Gin.

See Eng. Pat, 5230 of 1903; this J.. 1904, 323.—.T. F. B.

VIII.-GLASS. POTTERY, ENAMELS.

Porcelains ; New Results Obtained in . F. Garros.

Comptes rend., 1904, 139, 68—70.

Tde author describes the properties of " asbestos porce-

lain," made by firing asbestos. This is particularly suitable

for sterilising filters, and the extremities of the author's

sterilising bougies which are made from it, while allowing

liquid to pass freely, are said »o completely retain the finest

solid particles, including micro-organisms of all descriptions.

A glaze preparation consisting of oxide of tin has been found

very suitable for glazing the ends of these surgical bougies,

alkaline glazes being too fusible. The degree of porosity of

asbestos porcelain can be regulated by the temperature of

firing. As this rises, the individual particles of asbestos

contract, and the biscuit becomes more and more porous,

and at the same time the translucidity increases up to

1400° C. Between this and 1650° C. incipient fusion

occurs, with consequent decrease of porosity, but increase

of solidity; and above 1650 < . "Asbestos Glass" is

formed. Porous plates or cells for accumulators, of asbestos

porcelain, exhibit a much lower resistance than other

porous vessels ; and insulators have been made, standing a

firing at 1500°— 1600
3 C ,by a mixture of asbestos with an

alumino-alkaline paste. The asbestos predominates in

the biscuit for these insulators, while the same mixture with

excess of the paste forms a most suitable glaze. Such

insulators are very strong mechanically, and will bear

without leakage very high electrical pressures. Copper can

be joined to asbestos porcelain through the medium of the

glaze. A new field in ceramics has been opened up, it is

stated, bv this work, and the author says that, amongst

other applications, he has already produced porcelains from

magnesia, talc, &c. —J. T. D.

United Statks Patents.

Glass; Method of Drawing . J. A. Chambers,

Alleghany, Assignor to Window Glass Machine Co.,

Pittsburg", Pa. U.S. Pat 7i;2,S79, June 21, L904.

Hollow glass cylinders arc drawn by feeding molten glass

into a receptacle, chilling the upper layer of the glass, and

then lowering a " bait " into the bath, forming a neck and

enlargtd cap, after which the cylinder is drawn up.

—A. G. L.

Glass Articles; Method of Drawing . J. A. Chambt
Alleghany, Assignor to Window Glass Machine C
Pittsburg', Pa. I'.s. Pat. 762,880, June 21, 1904.

The glass articles are shaped by drawing them upwai
from a lutb of molten glass, and gradually and ai

matieally increasing the speed of the drawing.—A. (. 1..

Glass Sheets; Apparatus for Making . J. Broeg
nsburg, Pa. U.S. Pat. 763,633, June 28, 1904.

By means of vacuum action, glass from a bath of mol
glass is caused to enter a cavity in a sectional head
which an initial portion of the article to be casl is niru

A further portion of glass attached to the initial par
withdrawn Irom the bath, and means are provided
severing the drawn glass from the mass pendent thereon

—A. G. I

IX.-BUILDING MATERIALS, CLAYS,

MORTARS AND CEMENTS.

Paving Flags from Destructor Slag ; Manufacture of-
The Engineer, July 8, 1894, page 41.

The Battersea Borough Council have installed a plant foi

manufacture of pavement flags from the clinker of their re

destructor. The slabs are composed of two distinct layer

material, an upper and thinner odc, ;',' in. thick, consi-iiu

granite refuse dust and cement, and a thicker oi

up of a mixture of three parts of clinker and six of cem
The clinker is first ground in a mill and then mixed
the cement and water. The mixture is fed into a mc
given a facing of granite to add the appearance
and subjected to a pressure of 500 tons in a special p

1

similar in pattern to the presses used by other muaie
bodies. The slabs are 3 ft. by 2 ft., 2 "ft. 6 ins. by £

and 2 ft. by 2 ft., by 2i ins. thick. Four unskilled men,
said, can turn out 120 flags in eight hours.—A. G. L.

Gupsum ; The Hydration of . P. Kohland. Thon
Zeit., 1904, 28, 942—944.

The author's experiments lead him to conclude that

substance which, in the condition of a dilute sofl
increases the tension of solution (Lbsuugsdruck) of gyp
must also accelerate its velocity of hydration.- I

English Patents.

Lime and Portland Cement ; Process of and Machine!
Preparing . T. Winstanley, Forraby. Eng.

10,412, July 25, 1903.

For the simultaneous slaking and conveying of lit

number of trays are mounted on an endless conv

Lime is placed on these trays, and water is then sprii

on the lime, alter which the trays are moved tor

to enter, one or more at a time, a chamber in which

are exposed to the steam generated by the heat ev<

during the slaking. Steam may also be admitted

outside if necessary. After leaving this chamber, the'

are moved forwards to a screening apparatus, into »

they discharge their contents, the coarser particle* I

returned to undergo the same operation. The proce*

hvdrating the free lime in Portland cement is the I

except that no water is sprinkled on the trays, the ee

being hydrated by moist air in the chamber.— A. (•. L.

Asphalt Compositions for Floors and the like. E. N
Loudon, irom Westdcutsche Tboinasphosphat-Wi

Berlin, Germany. Eng. Pat. 7343, March 2s, 1904.

Powdered slag is added to melted asphalt compos *>

tilling materials, such a- sand and gravel ; and bnH
agents, such as tar, resinous products and oil, are »•
the whole is boiled and stirred, and then allowed to •
when a haul elastic product is obtained. Suitable prW
ta.ns ate go per cent, of slag, 10 per cent, of asm
composition, and 10 per cent, of binding and Idling matt*

—A. G-M
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United States Patents.

We; Artificial

Hew York, NT
— . D. Feldhatner aud N. Oelgiesser,

U.S. Pat. 763,383, June 28, 190*.

artificial marble is composed of a mixture of slaked

coal-ashes, zinc-white, chloride of zinc, and chrome-
saturated with a solution of tartar and borax.

—A. G. L.

•,nt derived from Ashes, and Method of Making same.

W. Marsden, Philadelphia, Pa. U.S. Pat. 763,685,

ne 28, 190*.

cement is made by mixing pulverised coal-ashes and

to which unhurnt coal may also be added, calcining

sing the mixture, and powdering the product.

—A. G. L.

•nt ; Composition of Matter for . A. I.. Ginter,

fek, New Jersey. U.S. Pat.' 763,746, June 28, 1904.

cement is composed of 500 lb. of " prince metallic,"

. of japan, 10.) lb. of white lead, 3 galls, of varnish,

1*. of oil of citronelli. 10 galls, of coal tar, 1 gall, of

tha, and 5 galls, of fish-oil. Ground slate may also be

1.—A. G. L.

French Patent.

is and Agglomerates from Waste Moulding-Sand of
assworks ; Manufacture of . Blottefiere. Fr. Pat.

),282, Feb. 9.1904.

[NT is made from a mixture of 8 parts of chalk, 12 of

ay, and 80 of waste glassworks sand, or of 12 parts of

:, 20 of fireclay, and 68 of waste sand. The cement is

i with an aggregate consisting of quartz, sandstone,

icks, &e., and the mixture subjected in moulds to

lulic pressure, varying from 10 or 30 to 350 kilos, per

m., according to the use to which the bricks are to

it.—A. G. L.

X.-METALLURGY.

Is; Distillation of a Mixture oftwo . H. Moissan
i O'Farrelley. Comptes rend., 1904, 138, 1659-
64.

•ores of metals were heated in an electric furnace for

og times, aud the residues were analysed. In the

of copper and zinc, and copper and cadmium, the

and .illinium were completely expelled after very
periods of distillation. In the case of copper and
the same ultimate result was reached, though only

a longer distillation, during which the percentage of

gradually lessened. In the case of copper and tin,

mixtures gradually increased in copper-content, some
i-content, and some distilled without change of com-
ion. (The latter alloy corresponds approximately to

I's crystallised alloy, SnCu.) In the case of lead and
the lead gradually lessens in amount, pure tin being
lately left. A remarkable character of tin is the wide
2 of temperature through which the liquid metal exists ;

it it melts at the low temperature of 226° (J., its boiliDg

is above those of copper and lead. The results of.

experiments show that the laws of ordinary fractional

lation apply even in the case of the distillation of

lares of metals.— J. T. D.

petals; Passivity of . W. J. Miiller. Z. phys.
Chem., 1904, 48, 577—584.

|
view that the passive state of a metal is due to a
ctive coating, whether of gas or of oxide, is not in

dance with electrochemical theory, which does, how-
support Schoub.'in's view that passivity is caused by
teration or " state of molecular stress " in the surface
e metal itself. Where a metallic anoiie dis-olves, no
sing action occurs at the anode ; this phenomenon
place only where the metal is passive, or where it

ves as a polyvalent ion which, in solution, is con-
1 into one of lower valency. Passivity, then, according

to the author's view, occurs in cases where the metal
can form polyvalent ions, but where the potential difference

requisite to cause these to enter into solution is so great
that before it is reached the positive electrons themselves
are torn away and enter the electrolyte, causing evolution

of oxygen or oxidising actions at the anode. This rcpre-

-i its the passivity of the noble metals, and of chromium, an
I'lement of stable passivity, which on dissolving as an
anode, does so as hexavalent ions, at once, decomposing
water to form chromic acid and hydrogen ions. Lead under
similar circumstances forms tetravalent ions, which in

strong sulphuric acid dissolve ,to form Pb'^SO,,^, but in

more dilute acid form lead dioxide, the corresponding
plumbic acid being too weak to exist in the solution. The
conversion of the passive into the active metal will clearly

be favoured by the impact of anions on the passive anode,
especially those which when discharged form substances of'

great activity from a purely chemical standpoint, such as

chlorine and bromine; thus iu hydrochloric acid, lead and
iron readily lose their passivity, whilst the more stable

passive chromium retains it. The recent discovery of Ruer
that platinum can be dissolved or rendered active by an
alternating current, especially if a continuous current be
superposed, is entirely in accord with the present theory.

Iu the case of iron, the passive ious are no doubt hexa-
valent, like those of chromium, as the passive irou behaves
like a noble metal, and does not perceptibly dissolve, savi

where it has the opportunity (with strong alkali hydroxide
electrolyte) of combining with hydroxyl ions to form ferric

acid.—J. T. D.

Pig Iron and its Constituent Elements. H. L. Williams.
Ainer. Foundiymen's Assoc., June 1904.

Tin: author discusses the effect of carbon, silicon, sulphur,

phosphorus, and manganese upon the physical properties of

pig iron and castings. The effect of silicon depends upon,
the amount of carbon present and the rate of cooling.

Increase of silicon tends to soften iron containing a high

proportion of combined carbon ; more silicon is required in

light eastings than in heavy ones. Manganese increases

the affinity of iron for carbon, and also reduces the propor-
tion of sulphur. Heavy castings should contain 0-80 per

cent., but light eastings not more than 0-50 per cent. Iu
chilling work, up to 3 per cent, of manganese may be used.

Ordinary foundry castings should contain up to 0-50 per
cent, of phosphorus, and ornamental work up to 1 -25 per

cent. Silicon should be added to iron containing an
excessive amount of phosphorus. The amount of sulphur

in iron should be low, not exceeding 009 per cent, in,

ordinary castings.— A. S.

Sulphur in Pig Irons Irregular Distribution of .

J. J. Porter. Amer. Foundrymen's Assoc, June 1904.

In the following table are shown the results of the determi-
nation of sulphur in pigs from a number of different

foundry irons containing from l'50to4-00 per cent, of

silicon, about 1-50 of manganese, 0-40 of phosphorus, an I

about 4-00 per cent, of total carbon. The samples for

analysis were taken at different depths, and the figures

show the great importance of the method of sampling, and
also that the point at which the percentage of sulphur is

highest is not always at the top of the pig. as is generally
supposed.

Percentage of Sulphur.

Pig A. PigB. Pig C. Pig 1). PigB.

>
0-115 (i 058
0'125 -

058

0-066 0-16S
0-U61
0-061
0-084

,
..

0-059
0-029 i 0-175

0-116

4

o'oio 0-030
„ 5

„ 6—Bottom ... o-ioi

The author also observed slight variations in the per^

centage of sulphur lengthwise of the pigs.-—A. S.
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Scrap Iron. W. G. Scott. Anier. Foundryn 's Assoc,
June 1904.

The author classifies Scrap iron :is follows:— Light
machinery scrap (gray iron); beavj machinery scrap

iron) ; stove plate scrap (gray iron) ; car wheel a

chilled iron (gray iron); cast borings ; malleahli- ir

Bcrap ; steel scrap; wrought iron scrap; and mi]
scrap; and gives general average aualyses oi the liffen

kinds.

5 Sulphur. \| .

1
1

1

2*0*)

Qaehinery scrap 1*6

plate Borap -":

< ar \\ heel and chilled ro ft'50—1*75

:

' :im mm 1*5 —3'0

S I
ii'" —0"S

Wrought iron 0' 'IS

Ualleable irou scrap 0*30 -1'75

iap:—
Rail "

ngs 0*02—0*50
Mix. -il ii •!'

Wrought iron scrap 0*00—0'15

0-075—0'

0*076 II'

i'.;., ii

0-015—0'

n ,.- o

0-035—0'

0-025 "'

11*018—0'

083

150

in:,

ns

125
lll'l

0-7 - 0-9
ill

1-28

ii-::h -1-25
0-015—O'Un
ii'iui

0*22

.mi n'll
11*02 —0-12
O-OOj—0-25
"'HI I -"'350

!...

0-2 0-9

o'l —ro

0-18—1*50

0-10-1-511

o-oo-o-io

"0-1 1-5

1-85 I"-''.

0-15—0-90
"in r.-.i.

"ii"—"-i"

'"'rapliite.'

"' Oi

' Combined carbon. -A. S.

Steel; Heat Treatment of' . W. C. Roberls-Austeu

and W. Gowland. Engineering, 1904, 77, 1 18— 12-2,

138— 142, 170— 176, 184—189, 202—208, -'05—208,

239—243, 289— 2'.'2 ; Science Abstracts, 1904, 7, B,

476 -477.

SPECIMENS of commercial rolled round bars of Steels con-

taining 0- 130, 0- 180,0-254, 0-468, 0-722, 0-871,0- 947, and
1' 306 per cent, of carl respectively ,were tested,after being

subjected to the following beat treatments :—(a) Annealing

for * hour at 620 , 720°, BOO", 900*, and 1100° C.
; (6)

soaking f«r 12 hours at 620 , 720 , H00°, 900°, and 1200 C. :

(c) quenching in water at 720°, 800°, 900°, and 1200 C.j

(</) quenching in oil at 720" C. ; (e) quenching in oil at

720°, 870 , and 1000° C, ami reheating to 350" C. ; and (/)
quenching in oil at S00" and '.K)0 C.and reheating to 600'

C

The tensile test pieces were ^ in. and T^ in diameter,

elongation being taken over 2 in.; the "elastic limit " was
deduced from autographic stress-strain diagrams. The
results are given in a series of tables and of curve-diagrams

showing the change of breaking-stress, " elastic limit,''

elongation, and contraction, with the percentage of carbon.

Stress strain diagrams are given for the annealed specimens

and for those quenched in water. After annealing at

620° C, the 0-871 per cent, carbon steel showed a lower

"elastic limit'' than either the 0-722 or 0-947 per cent.

specimens, although it gave the greatest breaking-stress

both in this condition and as rolled. In the 947 and
1*306 per cent, carbon steels, the breaking-stress was
diminished by annealing at 800c

I . and to a less extent

at 900 <
'., owing to segregation of cementite. All the

high-carbon steels were more or less " burnt " when sub-

jected to annealing ami soaking at and above 'JU0° C,
probably owing to decomposition of cementite into ferrite

and amorphous carbon. The beating-curve of a sample of

cementite prepared by Abel's method, showed that two

changes occurred at about 1 100
3
C. ; the residue, after the

heating, contained free carbon. The following conclusions

are drawn trom the Btress-strain diagrams. The amount
and regularity of elongation at the yield-point are depen-

dent upon (I) the non-homogeneity of the Steel j it is

always greater when the steel is made up of two constituents,

such as ferrite and pearlite, or pearlite and cementite, than

when it contains only a single constituent ; (2) the annealing

of the bar at a temperature below Ar,
; (3) the amount of

ferrite present. Secondly, the amount of elongation which

immediately precedes tract ire varies with the homogeneous
or non-boniegeie mi- character of the steel, as in the first

case. With similar thermal treatment, the steel- containing

must ferrite show greatest • loogation. Annealing at G20' C.

generally causes an increase of the elongation. The
noli is usually nii when the bar is composed oi

mnrtensite, and always when " burning " has occurred.

-A. 8.

Cementation of Carbon Steeh and of Special

I. Guillet. Comptes rend., 1904, 138, 1600—1602.

I in potassium carbonate contained in wood charcoal is a

factor in cementation effected by this substance; and the

diminution in the speed of cementation observed aft

some time is due to the exhaustion of the potassium ci

Donate by volatilisation. Barium carbonate has a simii

influence to potassium carbonate, but does not v ilalilif

and the cementing power of a mixture of charcoal ai

barium carbonate remains constant. It is a matter J

indifference whether air or nitrogen fill- the cementiti-
li"\ The Bpeed of cementation, with a given mixtut
depends on the composition of the steel. Mangane-
chromium, tungsten, and molybdenum (elements which ci i

substitute a portion of the iron in cementite) accelerate tl

ai iimii, a- compared with that in the case of a carbon stee

while nickel, titanium, silicon, aluminium, and tin (elemCD
which exist dissolved in the iron) retard it. The surface

bars of steel which had been treatetl in the cementatu
box was analysed immediately after cementation, and afa

intervals of six and 12 mouths; the carbon contents «.

respectively. 1
.''.'>.

1 '05, and 0-85 per cent. Thus -/-in

dissolves carbon even at the ordinary temperature: and >

doubt after a sufficient interval of time these bars wou
have become homogeneous throughout. (See also this J
I'm:;. 798.)—J. T. I).

Aluminium; Alloys of with Magnesium ami Ml
Antimony. H. l'echeux. Comptes rend, 1904, 131
1606—1607.

Aluminium-Magnesium.—While the author, operating h

fusion in a crucible in pre-eoce of air (ttiis .J., 1904, 716

could not obtain stable alloys containing less than Go pi

cent, of aluminium, Boudouard had formerly obtained in

only MgAI
4 (81 per cent.) ami MgAl ( 7n per cent ). bi

also MgAl (54 per cent, of aluminium). The last tun

however, were obtained by operating it sealed tubes frot

which air was excluded.

Aluminium-Antimony.— Attbel has obtained the alio

SbAl, melting at 108U C. ; Guillet the alloys SbAI
SbAl.,, and SbAl,,,, which all ultimately fall to powder; in

Gautier has studied the curve of melting points, withoi

obtaining definite alloys. The author has now obtainc

four definite alloys, SbAI :w , SbAl, . sli.U,., and SbAI,,,

«

melting between 750 and Ttio ('., and ha*

lively, at 2'! ('., the densities 2' 736, 2*700, 2 "61

2*598. They all expand on solidifying. They
brittle, though they file badly, have a coarse-grained \

fracture, do not oxidise at the temperature of cas

not decompose water in the cold, even after tiling

decomposes it at 100 ('. i, but arc attacked by minei

and by strong solution of potassium hydroxide.—J. 1. I
1

Zinc Ore ; Magnetic Concentration of in Virginit

C. Q. Payne. Eng. and Mining J., 19C4, 77, IU01-

1003.

The material consists of limonite iron ore in conjuocti'*

with hydrated silicate of zinc (calamine) and carbouste '

zinc (stnithsonite). The ground ore is mixed with 8—1

pel cent, of coal slack anil roasted in a cylindrical rotatitii

reverberatory furnace, \fter coding, the roasted tnateru

is passed over n double cylinder magnetic-separati
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iders are seamless drawn steel tubes, 16 ins. diami

about T
'
g in. thick, each containing a bipolar electro-

net, the curved face of each pole, lo ins. wide, beini;

ed close to tbe wall of the cylinder, along which it

pies a certain arc. The upper evliuder is run at a

il of 200 revolutions per minute, and produces a clean

ontaim'ng about 48 per cent, of iron. The
irial not attracted by the top cylinder passes on to the

r one, where it is separated into clean zinc ore, and a

kin amount of iron "middlings,*
1 which are passed

ugh the separator again,

)r the separation of limonite aud calamine without

ions roasting, a machine is used the design of which is

Jon tbe author's discovery that in the Separation offeebly
aetic minerals, such as limonite, garnet, &c :i very

irful or dense magnetic field is less effective than one in

h the position of the lines of force are so controlled that

t differences of magnetic density are established therein.

separating cylinders (see figure) of the machine are

: of non-magnetic material having a high electrical

tance, and are provided, on their surface, with a series

ooves, in which are fitted thin, soft steel plates having
ied edgrs. When the cylinder is made to revolve in a

letic field, the construction of its surface largely stip-

es Foucault currents, which would cause resistance to

lOtion, whilst the toothed edjzes of the plates cause the

of force to be so divergent that the particles of limonite

le attracted and held whilst in the field. The ore, after

; very finely ground, is made to pass through two
tssive magnetic fields, arranged vertically. The upper
is formed in an air-gap between two stationary electro-

lets, each of which is placed inside a cylinder, the top
>eing the separating cylinder, and the lower one, of

, the feed-cylinder. From the latter, the magnetic
lies, when brought into the field, are attracted by
eparating cylinder, and are conveyed over a division

The lower field is somewhat more powerful than
pper one, and allows of the separation of very feebly
etic ore particles or " middlings." It is established in

-gap between two opposing pole-pieces, one of which
nected with an external electro-magnet, and the other
one contained within the separating cylinder. The
ial is fed directly upon the upper part of tbe sepa-
: cylinder, aud, by means of a non-inagnetic. guide-
connected with the outer pole-piece, is conveyed into

Id, which is situated just below the horizontal diameter
cylinder.— A. S.

idenum in Steel and Steel-making Alloys ; Deler-
ntion of . F. Van Dyke Cruser and E. H.Miller.
HI., page 762.

Calcines; Analysis of . J. P. Walker.
XX1IL, page 761.

Gold-Mining : Application of Modern Theories of the
Flow of Water. H. S. Hele-Shaw. J. Chem. Met. and
Mia. Soc. of S. Alrica, May 1904, 420— 426.

Ij means of ingenious experiments the author sets forth
reat and fundamental truth, viz., that not only do,-.

Bow with turbulent motion, which we can expect in a
-rmis liquid, but" under certain conditions '-it can be

le to flow with the stream-line motion of ; , perfect and
frietionless liquid." He also ^l.ows '-that in all the opera-

- of gold-mining, it flow-;-, with both the n oents,
the former in the general mass of liquid, the latter on the
surface or skin containing vesselor channel."—J. II i

Cyanide Solutions; Determination of Working Constants
G. W. William-. .1. Chem. Met. and Mm. Soc.

' of s. Africa. May 1904, Part [I., 412—419, (For
Part I. see this J., 1904,683.)

Mi in. i os for determining free cyanides, " protective alkali,"
carbonates, lime, sulphocyanides. gold, silver. i\ur, ej in

and sulphides are discussed, results of many experiments
are detailed, and some improvement-, are suggested on
methods previously described.—J. H. C.

English Patents.

Crucible Furnaces. M. Harvey, Walsall. Eug. Pat. 23,909,
Nov. 4,1903.

A portable furnace containing a crucible is fixed in an outer
casimr which forms a blast chamber, so that the contents
can be poured without removing the crucible. The outer
easing is provided with trunnions and is mounted on a
carriage. Means an- provided for leading the blast into the
furnace, for charging the fuel, for tilting the whole, and a
spout for pouring.— W*. II. C.

//.an/ Metals; Process for the Extraction of by
Means of Chlorine. J. Savelsberg, G. Wannsehoff, ami
Allgem. Elektro-Metallurgische ties., Papenburg-on-the-
Ems. CTermany. Eug. Pat. IS, 763, Aug. 31, 1903.

Sei U.S. Pat. 74 1,840 of 1903; this J., 1903, 1247.—T. I-'. IS.

United States Patents.

Ores; Classification of Metallic Constituents of .

A. E. Cattermole, London. U.S. Pat. 763,259, June 21,
L904.

See Eng. Pat. 18,5iS9 of 1903; this J., 1904,256.—T. F. 1;.

Metallic Constituents of Ores from Ganguc ; Separation

of the . A. E. Cattermole, Loudon. U.S. Pat.

763,260, June 21, 1904.

See Eug. Pat. 18,589 of 1903 ; this J., 1904, 256.—T. F. B.

Separation of Minerals ; Process of Effecting the .

G. A. Goyder and E. Laughton, Adelaide, S. Australia.

U.S. Pat. 765,749, June 28, 1904.

See Eng. Pat. 16,839 of 1903; this J., 1903, 1133.—T. F. If

XI.-ELECTKO-CHEMISTRY AND
ELECTKO-METALLUKQY.

f. A.-)—ELECTRO-CHE MISTRV.

Nickelfrom Zinc ; Electrolytic Separation of .

Hollard and Bertiaux. XXIII., page 762.

English Patents.

Caseous Medium from Air; [Electrical] Method oj

Generating a . J. N. Alsop, Owensboro. Ivv.,

I'.S.A. Eng. Pat. 10,538, May 7, 1904. Uuder In
L'ouv., May 29, 1903.

> U.S. Pats. ;.-,8.883 and 758,884 of 1904; this J.

611.—T. F. B.
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Separation of Different Liquids from each other, as also

for Separating Liquids from [todies Suspended or

Dissolved therein; Process [Electrical Endosmose]

and Apparatus for the . C. I>. Abel, London.

From Siemens unci Halsfce, Akt.-Ges., Berlin. Kng. Pat.

14.195, June 25, L908.

See Fr. Pat. 333,348 of 1903 ; this .T.
:
1903, 135.'..—T. F. IS.

Sulphate of a Higher Oxide of Manganese ; [Elertro-

li/tic] Manufacture of a J. V. Johnson. From
Badische Anilin mid Soda Fabrik. Kng. Pat. 17,981,

Aug. 19, 1903. VII., page 749.

Hydroxides and Oxides of Metals; Process for the Pro-

duction of by Electrolysis. V. F. Hunt, Nell

York. Eng. Pat. 28,400, Doc. 24, 1903.

See U.S. 1'at. 7 18,609 of 1904 ; this J., 1904, 119.—T. F. B.

Lead ; Manufacture of Spongy or Porous , ami of

Articles [Electrodes] therefrom. J. II. Mercadier,

Louvres, France. Eng. Pat. 7981, April 6, 1904.

Under Internat. Couv., April 7, 1903.

Si i Fr. I'at. 331,000 of 1903 ; this J., 1903, 1092.—T. F. B.

United States Patent*.

Electrical!:/ Extracting Essential Oil ; Process and

Apparatus for . G. D. Burton, PostoD, yia-s.,

\-.i ir to' Boston Leather Process Co., Portland, Mo

U.S.
r
Pats. 763,151-2, June 21, 1904.

The essential oil is extracted and distilled off by immersing

bark, or other vegetable matter in a suitable menstruum

through which an electric current is passed to raise the

temperature to the desired extent. The apparatus is in the

form of a closed still provided with connections for the

electric current and with a condenser. The material to bo

treated, is contained in porous bags and is surrounded by

the extracting solution which serves also to conduct the

current.—R. S. H.

Treating Sewage; [Electrolytic] Apparatus for .

\V. J. Schweitzer. U.S. Pat. 763,026, June 21, 1904.

XV III. R, page 758.

(£.)—E LECTRO-METALLUKGY

.

Electro-Plating; Composition of Paths for .

K. Namias. Monit. Scient., 1904, 18, 487—488.

The following baths are recommended :

—

Nickel.— Forty gnus, of crystallised nickel sulphate.

25 grins, of ammonium chloride, 10 grms. of boric acid,

and 10 grms. of citric acid per litre.

Silver.—The cyanide bath is made up to the formula

AeCN, -Kt'X. As it becomes alkaline in u-e, a little

putassinm cyanide and mono-potassium citrate are added

from time to time.

Copper.—Solution A :- -30 grms. of normal copper

acetate, 30 grins, of sodium sulphite, .

r
> grms. of ammonium

carbonate, and 500 c.c. of water. Solution B:—35 grms.

of potassium cyanide and 500 c.c. of water. A and B are

mixed warm.

Brass.—Fifty grms. of copper acetate, 2.") grms. of zinc

chloride, 250 gnus, of so,Hum sulphite, 3.') grms. of

ammonium carbonate, and loo grms. of potassium cyanide

in 3 litres.

Gold.—To gold chloride solution ammonia is added, the

precipitate is dissolved in 1 per cent, potassium cyanide,

and the solution boiled. ( )ue grui. of gold per iitre is the

minimum.

Platinum.—A solution of poiassium chloroplatinate,

aioing not loss than 2 pel cent, of the salt.

Iron.— Korti grin-, of ferrous sulphate, loo grms. of

ammonium chloride. I'm gnus, of ammonium citrate, and

1 litre of water. The citrate prevents anodic deposition of

basic salt.—W. A i
.

Sti ,1 ,

•• Ageing " of Sheet . T. S. Allen. K
World and Engineer, 1903,41, 1048—1049. *c

A tracts, 1904,7, B, 469.

Tm: re-ults of the author's tests on commercial sheet st

for armature construction are given in a series of curt

It was found that " ageing " takes place in all sheet st|

subject to a varying temperature, and especially in ste

having a high initial hysteresis. Most of the samples

high initial hysteresis examined, " aged " at fir-t, but af

periods varying from 20 to [60 days, at a mean temperati

of 93° C., the hysteresis showed a tendency to come do

to near the initial value. The author concludes from t

results of tlie tests that annealing ;- useless for annati

iron.— A. S.

Vickel Cathodes. 1). II. Browne. Electrochem. It

1903, 1, 348—349. Science Abstracts, 1894. 7,

461—462.

Tin: tendency oi electrolytically deposited nickel to en
and curl off the cathode in a shape resembling shavings

wood, i- attributed to local irregularities in the electro!

Artificial circulation of the electrolyte, the employment

a uniform current-density throughout the electrolysis,)

the use of a graphitised cathode of rolled block tin

recommended. Good results, so far as the flexibility

the deposited nickel is concerned, were obtained un

the following conditions:— Electrolyte, 70 grms. of uk
chloride and 180 grms. of sodium chloride pel litre; t,

perature, 70° C. ; current density, 100—200 amperes

sq. tn. With regard to the curvature of the deposit, it

observed that the curling iva9 always in the direction of

anode, and around the longer axis of the cathode. By
use of a cathode plate of reversed curvature, it i- st;

that the deposit when stripped from the backing, " spr

into a perfect plane surface."—A. S.

Metal Extraction ; Electric from Or, s In/ Mean
Insoluble Electrodes. S. Laszczvu.-ki. Klektrool

Zeits., 1901, 11, 5-4 ; Ohem.-Zeit , 1904, 28, Hep. 19

In eases in which the anodic oxidation of a cation is t<

prevented, the author surrounds the insoluble catt

with a closely-fitting layer of porous material or labric.

—T. 11. 1

Molybdenum; New Carbides of . II. Moissan

K. Hoffmann. Oomptes rend., 1904, 138, 1558—156

Cast molybdenum, carbon, and excess of metallic alui

ium, are heated together in the electric furnace

|

reaction must not be carried on too long, or the tempers

(.which is kept down by the volatilisation of the alumini

will rise too high. The fusion is treated successively

solution of potassium hydroxide, dilute sulphuric acid,

concentrated hydrochloric acid, and the graphite separ

mechanically. There remains a molybdenum earbidi

formula MoCs very hard, not decomposing water in

cold, or -team at i'.O" I '. It seems analog,"'- to Willii

tungsten carbide. Possibly it plays a part in the '

and behaviour of tungsten steels.—J. T. I>.

English Patent.

Electro-Deposition of Metals on Aluminium. Alios:

Aluminium, ami other Metah. V. W. ( toucher, F
Hants. Eng. Pat. 13,182, June 12, 1903.

In order to ensure the adhesion of the deposited metal

aluminium i- prepared by treatment with a large i

special solution- intended to clean its surface, fit.,

oil soap, hydrochloric acid, potassium cyanide, pliospl

acid, sulpl uric and nitric acids, pota-sium cyaoidi

niuiu cyanide, ammonium chloride, and cyanide or bichk

of mercury, and caustic potash ; it is then passed thnl

suitable "striking" baths before being placed in •

depositing vat.— K. S. 11.

I'mtki' States Patent.

Aluminium; Process if Electroli/tie Manilla- tin,

I,, (.in, Paris. U.S. Pat. 763,479, June 2-.

Si E Eug. Pat. 964 of 1903-; this .)., 190.'!. Stla.-T. F. I
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XII.-FATTY OILS. FATS, WAXES,
AND SOAP.

"<f ; Crystals obtained in the BelHeld Test for .

I. JCreis aud A. Hafner. Z. Untersuch. Nahr.- u.

fenussm., 1904, 7, G41--669.

i: difference between the for:;: of the crystals deposited

n au ethereal solution of lard and from a solution of

f fat was attributed by Hehner and Mitchell (Analyst,

328) to the presence of a greater proportion of stearic

1 in the beef crystals, The authors, however, have not

n able to confirm the observations of Hehner and
chfH as to the gradual formation of needle-shaped.

stal- from Urd on recrystallisation, but invariably

lined the chisel-shaped crystals. Their lard crystals

ted at 4.". to 47 C, then solidified as the temperature

s, again becoming liquid at 61° C. The crystals from
f fat melted at 43' and 58 • 5° C. After repeated crystal-

lion from ether the melting points of the crystals

ame constant, at the temperatures recorded for the

:ed glycerides described in the author's former paper
is J., 1903, 1136). The synthetical glyeerides prepared

[escribed before, were identical in every respect with these

ural glyeerides, and the authors therefore conclude that

ir explanation of the difference between lard and mutton
beef fat crystals in the Belfield test is that the latter

sist of (impure) palmito-distearin, and the former of

tadecylo-distearin. Pure heptadecylic acid, C l7H 31 2 ,

n the lard crystals melted at 55 '5° C. It was more
ible in 95 per cent alcohol than either stearic or

nitie acid, 100 c.c. dissolving 0'97O to - 972 grm. at

:.—c a. m.

s; DecoLorisation of with Aluminium Maynesium
tydruiilicate [Florida Fullers' Earth~\. Hirzel. Chem.
lev. Fett- u. Harz-Ind., 1904, 11, 116 — 118, 145—146.

llers' earth is found in alluvial deposits of -
1

, to 4 metres
thickness in the interior of Florida. It usually occurs

ve a layer of sand, and beneath a layer of ^ metre
humus and J to 2 metres of plastic clay. When
hly dug out it is a moist greenish mass, which ha-

le freed from clay and sand, and dried in thin layers

ore it can be sold. During the drying process it loses

ut 50 per cent, in weight, and leaves a white friable mass
ch still contains from 15 to 18 per cent, of water,

ally it is ground in a mill and sortedinto different grades
sifting. The commercial product is a neutral white or

yish or yellowish white powder, which when dry is

redely hygroscopic. Its average composition is as

ows :

—

Silica, 56*53 ; alumina, 11 -57 ; magnesia, 6 - 29;
1 oxide, 3 '32 ; calcium oxide. 3 '06 ; water, 17 "95

; and
»lis, &c, 1 • 28 per cent. It is usually necessary to

lydrate Florida fullers' earth before use. This is best

le in a special apparatus from which air is excluded
"ar as possible, the powder being heated with continual

tatiou at 300 :

to 500
: C, uutil it assumes a greyish-blue

,de. This removes both the absorbed water and the

micallv combined water of hydration. For many pur-
es it is sufficient to expel absorbed water by heating the
vder at 120° C, though the product is a much less

!Ctive bleaching agent than that roasted at the higher
rperature. Preliminary experiments should be made
h the oils or fats to be bleached, in order to determine
most suitable temperature in each case. Thus, light

leral oils, such as lamp petroleums and vaseline oil, are
upletely decolorised at 12°— 17° O, whilst 60° to 80°C
he most suitable temperature for finer vegetable oils, and
to 125° C. for solid fats. In the case of the heaviest
leral oils, such as cylinder oil, bleaching can only be
icted at higher temperatures (140°— 150° O.). The
ount of earth required also varies with the different oils,

lie requiring 3 to 5 per cent., others 7 to 10 per cent.,

hist others again need as much as 15 to 20 per cent., or
re. Hard paraffin, after preliminary treatment with
'Auric acid &c, is completely bleached by means of only
to 2 per cent, of the earth. Cieoa nut oil, palm kernel
mustard seed oil, and olive oil require 2 to 3 per cent.,

whilst rape oil. arachis oi 1
, cottonseed oil, and linseed oil need

a greater proportion— usually 5 to 10 per cent. The earthy
flavour left in edible oils aftpr treatment with the fullers'

earth can be removed by a short treatment with 10 percent.

of a 10 per cent, solution of sodium chloride, or ivith ! to

lj per cent, of powdered dry sodium bicarbonate. The
method of treatment has also great influence on the results.

The filtration method is simple and widely employed, but
is open to the objections that filtration through a layer of

430 mm. is slow, that only the coarser grades of earth can
be used, aud that some method of heating the oil or fat

during the filtration is necessary. In methods by mixing, the

oil, brought to the right temperature, is mechauicallviuixed
for about 20 minutes with the requisite proportion of earth,

then pressed in a filter press. The earth left in either

process contains about 80 per cent, of its weight of oil. In

the case of linseed or other drying oils the powder can be
used in oil paiats, whilst in the case of other oils the earth'

can be extracted with a suitable solvent. The oil thus

obtaiued is of a dark colour, but can be bleached by means
of more Florida earth. The residual earth can be re-

generated by heating it to 400°—500'' C, and the dark grey
to black product thus obtained can he used agaip for bleach-

ing purposes, preferably after the addition of 15 to 20 per
cent, of fresh earth.—C. A. M.

Fats

;

Decomposition of Potassium Iodide by
A. Heffter. XX., page 758.

Grease Oleines r Wool Oils'] ; Detection of Mineral Oil in

Distilled '. A. H. Gill and S.N. Mason. Will.,
page 763.

XIII.-PIOMENTS, PAINTS ; KESINS,

VARNISHES ; INDIA-RUBBER, Etc.

{A.-)—PIGMENTS, PAINTS.

United States Patent.

Iron, Preparation of S ills of —— for Use in [Oil Colour-:.

II. Vidil, Pdris! U.S. Pat. 763,574, June 28, 1904.

See Fr. Pat. 333,365 of 1903 ; this J., 1903, 134 I.—T. F. U.

(C.)—INDIA-RUBBER, &c.

Kichxia Rubber. M. Zitzow. Gutnmi-Zeit., 1904, 18,
793—794.

Of the seven varieties of kickxia rubb t a: present known
only the K. elastica Preusz yields a useful latex, and it is

also the most widely distributed. On account of its great

productive capacity aud easy culture, this tree should be

selected as the most suitable for West Africa, especially as

it would serve a good purpose in shielding cocoa-plantations

from sun and wind.—J. IC. B.

Crude Rubber; Eramination of —
XXIII.. page 764.

-. G. Fendler.

India Rubber ; Weber's Method for the Direct

Determination of . P. Alexander. XXIII., page 765.

Sulphur in Golden Antimony Sulphide used fur Rubber
Manufacture. W. Esch aud F. Balla. XXIII., page 761.

XIY.-TANNING; LEATHER, GLUE, SIZE.

Tannin ; Determination of without Hide Po cder.

H. Wisliceuus. XXIII., page 705.

English Patent.

Gelatine and Glue ; Vetanning Mineral Tanned Leather,

or Leather Waste, or the like for the Manufacture
of . A. K. Weiss, Hilchenbaeh, Germany. Eng.
Pat. 21,379, Oct. 5, 1903.

See U.S. Pat. 738,709 of 1903 ; this J., 1903, 1096.—T. F. B.
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United States Patent

Baling or Pi" ring SWni ; Process/or -. ( >. P. Amend,

New York. U.S. Pat. 763,347, June 28, 1904.

Hir>i> or ~ii i ti^ are treated with a solution of ai Bmroon-

iaca) salt, small quantities of an acid snch as hydrochloric

neid hem" added at intervals so as to re-form the salts.

— I!. I...I.

XV.-MANURES. Etc.

Sodium Nitrate on the Constitution of tin Soil; I'.ffecl of

the long-continued Use of . A. D. Hall. Client. Soc.

Proc, 1904, 20, 154.

After a review of the results of the mechanical analysis of

Kothamsted -oils, it was observed that those which had

been manured with sodium nitrate every year, gave

abnormal results; a further series of fdtten soils W86

examined drawn from each of the Kothamsted fields where

plots with and without sodium nitrate occurred. In

general, the use of sodium nitrate has resulted in a lower

proportion of " May " being left in the surface soil. This

result was most manifest in the mangel field, where cul-

tivation is frequent, and was not apparent at all in the

grass field, where the turf protects the soil (Vein the

washing action of the rain. The removal of the finest

particles from the surface soil is attributed to deflocculation

induced l.v tie use of sodium nitrate and followed by the

washing of the finest particles into the subsoil. This

hvpothesis is confirmed by chemical analysis of the

"klays " separated in the mechanical analysis of some of

the subsoils, which were found to be richer in fine [.articles

beneath the soils receiving nitrate, and by the condition of

the same soils in the field, which shovied every evidence of

deflocculation.

Soil Acidity ; Comparison of Methods for tin Determina-

tion of . F. 1'. Veitch. XXIII.. page 762.

XVI.-SUGAR, STARCH, GUM, Etc.

Diffusion Juice; Cold and Hot Liming of . Prangey

and de Grobert. Hull. Assoc. Chim. Sucr. et Dist., 1904,

21, 1241— 1247.

An examination of the properties of the principal consti-

tuents of the non-sugar portion of beetroot juice, leads to

the conclusion that the raw juice should not be heated

before carbonating, as, in presence of large additions of

lime, there is danger of causing the melassigenic sub-

stances which have been rendered insoluble in the scums

to re-enter into solution. The only objection to heating

the unlimrd juice is that the slight acidity (due chiefly to

asparagine) may cause inversion, hut this may be easily

overcome 1>\ the addition of a very small quantity of lime to

neutralise the acidity. When normal beetroots, which have

been gathered only a short time, are being worked, erroneous

procedure does not cause serious trouble, hut it is quite

otherwise if the roots have undergone alteration during

storage—L. J- de W.

Reducing Sugars; Potassium Bromide as Indicator in the

Determination of with Pehtiny Solution. V. BertL

XXIII., page 765.

French Patent.

Sugar ; Extraction of from tin licet and other Plants

in one Operation and without producing Molasses.

E. Lallemnnt. Fr. l'at. 339,763, Jan. 21, 1904.

In this process the dried beet or other material, preferably

in a coarsely powdered condition, is treated in an extraction

apparatus with alcohol of suitable strength, and at as high

a temperature as possible without boiling the alcohol.

When the latter is sufficiently saturated with sugar, il i-

removed from the residue and cooled to a low temperature

to separate the sugar. The alcohol is then again used for

extracting the residual matter, after which ii is cooled dowr

M before This process is repeated until all the sugar it

removed from the material. The sugar thus obtained,

either in crystals or as a -yn>p, is then refined.— T. II. 1
J

.

XVII.-BREWING. WINES, SPIRITS, Etc.

Beer ; Condition, Viscosity, and" Head " Retention in

1 1 Mohr. Woch. f. Brau., 1004, 21, 3C3—368.

REFERRING to Prior's hypothesis that the retention o

carbon dioxide in beer is partly attributable to eomhinatioi

with primary phosphates, the author points out that tb.

mean content of phosphoric acid iu beer is onlj n -07 pe

cent, so that not more than 0" 03 percent, of carbon dioxid.

can enter into such a combination. Equally untenable ii

his opinion are the assumptions, based on no experiment!

evidence whatever, of the formation of an ester bj the unioi

of the carbon dioxide and the alcohol present. The forma

tion of carbonic acid (H„C03) in aqueous solution has lag

been recognised. The combination of carbon dioxide witi

ihe proteids of beer, as suggested by Ilanke, is equnll

unsupported by experimental evidence, the gas bein,

merely held in suspension to an extent determined by tb

viscosity of the liquid. In examining the influence of th

various constituents of beer on the viscosity, he uses th

Ostwald viscosimeter, and finds that, with water = lno, on

per cent, of absolute alcohol = 104— 105, whilst lo pe

cent. — 156— 157. The method is simpler than gravit

determinations, and can be performed with about .") c.c. o

liquid. Iiv the same method a 1"J5 percent, solution o

dextrin gives the viscosity 10!)— lit), and a 5 per cen,

solution = 142— 147-9. Maltose has a far smalli

influence on the viscosity, that of a 1"25 per cent, solutio

beingonly 103, and a 5 percent, solution = 112-5. GWcert

gives almost identical results as maltose, whilst the minert

salts have a still smaller influence, potassium ehlorid

even reducing the viscosity below that of water alone (tb

7-46 per cent, solution = 93-3). Finally, the influence t

the proteids diminishes in proportion to the degree of degn

dation, casein (1 per cent, solution) giving 1198, peptga

104-2, and asparagine 100-9. I'llik's assumption that th.

viscosity of beer is affected by (undetermined) substand

present in very small amount, seems to be justified, situ

the calculations based on the viscosity of the alcohol an

extract present (the latter being calculated as dexti

results below those of the actual determination of the bee

Nevertheless, the alcohol, and above all the extract, fori

the chief factors in governing the viscosity, and, therefel

to ensure head retention, it is important to aim at lo

attenuation, especially when working with worts of low initii

gravity.—C. S.

Beer; Influencing the Retention of " Head" in

\ liau. Woch. f. Brau., 1901, 21, 382-383.

In addition to the positive causes of " head " retention, i.i

viscous substances and infinitely minute colloid particle

there must be taken into account a negative factor, iiiimel;

the absence of substances tending to reduce the surfat

tension of the beer. Among these head-destroying sul

;

stances, the chief place is occupied by amyl alcohol an

secondary octyl alcohol formed during ferment ition, tl

addition of a drop of which to leer with good

will cause the latter to dissipate immediate!) with bra

effervescence. Next come the corresponding a!

and acids, whereas, contrary to tin usual opin

have little influence It i> well known that acel

lactie acid, succinic acid, and glycerol are among I

by-products of fermentation in beer; but whether tl

various alcohols, aldehydes, and acids found in spirit »t

wines are also formed in beer bus still to be detcriuiniued

-t -

Fermenting Liquidt ; Importance of Determin

Degree of Infection in immediately alter Sampli*

P. Lindner. Woch. f. Brau., 1904, 21, 368—869.

In sending samples of wort or heer through the

biological examination, the relative character of the orj
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y undergo alteration, and, therefore, cease to accurately

iresent the original conditions. On this account the
hor recommends brewers to make droplet cultures

hollowed object glasses, since this metht d will gi

cise indications in 1 5 to 20 hours, and w ill afford valuable
armation as to the keeping qualities of a batch of bottled

r, for example.— C. S.

Itase Action ; The Constancy of and the Influence

f the Products of Reaction. C. Pbiloche. Comptes
end., 1904, 138, 1634—1636.

E author brings forward fresh proofs of the constancy of

action of maltase, which retains its initial activity for

hours, in presence of the products rf the transformation.

I retardation produced in the action of maltase by the

ition of dextrose is much less than that exerted by
ert sugar on inverlase.—T. H. P.

r ; \otes on t lausseirs Paper on Sarcina Sickness

i . H. Will and R. Braun. Z. ges. Brauw.,

904, 27, 462—463. (See this J., 1904, 332.)

the authors' experience a 5 per cent, solution of I

nonium fluoride suffices to thoroughly disinfect brewery
lBils. For hose pipes the 0-5 per cent, solution re-

imended by Claussen for the detection of pediococci

uld be allowed to act for at least 12, and preferably

24 hours. The antiseptic should not, however, be used
many times or too long, for though it will continue

acious for three to four weeks, it afterwards allows

tnae to develop. Contrary to Claussen's experience

j have found that sarcina beer, after treatment for half

hour with an equal volume of a 1 per cent, solution

mmonium fluoride, was not freed from infection, develop-
it taking place in ammoniacal yeast water. Very
k potassium fluoride (0-003—0-007 per cent.) greatly

inrs the growth of sarcina, whilst retarding that of

its and rod bacteria. They cannot agree that ammo-
al yeast water is entirely unsuitable for the detection

=arcina in brewery practice, having often found it

ible for this purpose, though care is necessary in adding
ammonia.—C. S.

rt and Beer Pipes ; Causes and Prevention of
tfection in . G. Luff. Z. ges. Brauw., 1904,

7,453—456, 484—4^7.

;re is practically »o difference in efficiency between the

ous disinfectants nsed for cleansing metal- and hose-
's, when diluted to the necessary working strength ; con-
lentlv selection must depend on the cost, possibility of

over again, and action on the pipes, utensils, &c.
nfectants containing hypochlorous acid cannot be used
e. Soda intended for use again must be kept in a
il vessel, whereas the hydrofluosilicio acid preparation
ratanin " can be stored in wooden utensils. Four per
. solutions of this efficient antiseptic have no action
'he metallic fittings, varnish, or materials of brewing
sils or pipes. Since the action of disinfectants is in

ase more than temporary, the pipes to be cleansed
Id be treated at least once a week (more often in

ner) for two hours with a 4 per cent, solution of
ntanin'." or with some other preparation of suitable

?th.—C. S.

within; Presence of in TFine. A. Rosenstiehl.

Momt. Scient., 1904, 18, 485—487.

SICB and Ortlieb (this J., 1904, 333) found 0*35 grm.
:ithin per litre in a Greek wine from Thera : about as

as is contained in milk. In t riticising their conclusions,

uthor points out that the lecithin is derived rather

the juice than from the pulp, and that it is not
ciably destroyed by his process of heating the must
fermentation.—W. A. C.

sing Ferment [Anaeroxydase] ; --fcri'on of an In-
•ci on Vanillin and Morphine. E. Bourquelot
L. Marchadier. XXIV., page 766.

Peroxydase Reaction ; Velocity of the , Sfc.

A. Bach and R. Chodat. XXIV., page 766.

Oxido-reducinj Enzyme; Existence and Conditions of
an in Plants, J. E. Abelous. XXIV., page 766.

English Patent.

Filtering Liquids [Wines, Beers, av.]
; Process and

Apparatus for . S. H. Johnson and S. H. Johnson
and Co., Ltd., Stratford. .Eng. 1'at. 10,753, May 10,
1904.

A vertical filter-press has the plates arranged around a
central tie rod, and has a base plate attached to one end.
In the latter are suitable openings for feeding and dis-

charging the liquid. An air- aDd water-tight cover encloses -

the press, and is attached to the base plate. A strainer
is provided to keep back larger particles of solid matter.
The process applied to " fermented beverages and the like

"

is claimed as well as the apparatus—W. H. C.

XVm -FOODS; SANITATION; WATER
PURIFICATION, & DISINFECTANTS.

• (A.)—FOODS.

Butter and Mary trine ; Browning and Frothing rf
oti Heating. G. Fendler. Chem. Rev. Fett- n. Harz-
Ind., 1904,11, 1:2—24.

From the results of experiments (described in detail) the

author concludes that the frothing of butter when heated
is not due to the presence of soap. Margarine can be

made to froth and become brown, like butter, by the

addition of 0-2 per cent, of egg yolk or 0-2 per cent, of

lecithin. The presence of traces of sugar, such as is

introduced with the milk in milk margarine, is also a

necessary factor for the browning.—C. A. M.

Cocoanut Oil in Butter ; Determination of .

A. Miintz and H. Condon. XXIII., page 764.

Lard ; Crystals obtained in the Be/field Test for .

H. Kreis and A. Ilafner. XII., page 755.

Borax [Mineral Spring Water] : Relation of to

Carbonic Acid. L. Grfinhut. XX., page 758.

Alkali Fluorides in Foods ; Detection of .

J. Froidevaux. XXIII., page 760.

French Patents.

Milk Ponder ; Process for Obtaining .

J. R. Hatmaker. Fr. Pat. 339,943, Jan. 27, 1904.

Before evaporating, the acidity of the milk is reduced to
"3 degrees" by the addition of a suitable alkali. A
preliminary titration is made on a small quantity of the

milk in order to ascertain the amount of alkali {e.g., sodium
bicarbonate) to be added to the bulk thereof. " Degrees "

of acidity is an expression referring to the number of c.c.

of X 10 sodium hydroxide solution required per 100 grins,

of milk.—TV. P. S.

Milk and Lecithin Food Products ; Preparation of .

A. Fournier. Fr. Pat. 340,047, Jan. 30, 1904.

The claims are for mixtures of milk, cheese, butter, con-

densed milk or the like, and lecithin. The latter is added
in the form of a concentrated alcoholic or ethereal solution.

After thorough incorporation, the alcohol or ether is

removed by evaporation, and the mixture sterilised. The
lecithin solution and the milk may be separately sterilised

before mixing.—W. P. S.
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Mill:: Process mul Apparatus for Producing Purified

, and Cream and Butter freed from all Ob-
jectionable Germs. G. Dasekiug aud H. Parodies. Fr.

Pat. 840,145, Feb. 3, 1904.

I Dg. Pat. 12,045 of 1903 j Ibis J., 1904, 381.—T. I'. B.

Coffee} Process of making an Extract of .

A. Farago and S. Hartha. Fr. I'at. 340,404, Ft-b. 12,

1 91 i4.

-i k Eng. I'at- 3465 of 1904 : this .1., 1901, 452.—T. F. Ii.

CB.)—SANITATION ; WATER PURIFICATION.

formaldehyde; Atmospheric . II. Henriet,

Comptes rend., 1904,139, 67-

'1'iiK author's determination of tbe amount of formalde-

hyde in tbe air (this J.. 1904, 687) from the amount of

carbonic acid formed when the air was passed over heated

mercuric oxide, ltd to the figures 2 to 6 grins, per 100 cubic
j

meters of air. Air containing such a proportion, however,

would be quite irrespirable ; hence the carbon dioxide

formed cannot have proceeded from free formaldehyde,

but was possibl) derived in part from some compound of

formaldehyde. Water through which air has been passed

in large quantity gives the reaction of formaldehyde ; but

if the same water be previously treated with sulphuric or

acetic acid, formaldehyde is indicated in much larger

amount, which shows that some compound of formaldehyde

does exist in the air. Delepine has shown that formalde-

hyde heated with water yields formic acid, carbon dioxide,

and methyl alcohol ; and as the author has found formic

acid and extra carbon dioxide in the atmosphere at times

of fog, he suggests that Delepine's reaction may occur in

tbe atmosphere, and that the methyl alcohol aud formalde-

hyde may react to form methylal, from which formaldehyde

can li regenerated by the action of acids.—J. T. P.

Formaldehydes Presence of in the Products of
Combustion of Fuels. A. Trillat. II., page 744.

United States Patent.

Treating Sewages {Electrolytic] Apparatus for .

YV. .1.' Schweitzer, Whiteplains, X.Y. U.S. Pat. 763,026,

June 21, l'Jii*.

An electrolysis chamber is used in conjunction with

settling tauks for the treatment <•! sewage which is caused

to flow through the system. II"- grease is subsequently

removed, the sediment allowed 'o settle, and the purified

water run oil' through a filter.—R. S. II.

CO— DISINFECTANTS.

United States Patent.

Insecticide Compounds. < >. 1). Goodell, Baltimore.

I .S. I'at. 763,481, June £8, 1904.

The following substances mixed together compose this

insecticide :- 1 larium sulphide(the chief constituent),barium

silicate, potassium silicate, potassium oxide, and barium

„ xnl t with iron sulphide, silex, and carbon, if

desired.— K. I.. .1.

XIX.-PAPER, PASTEBOARD, Etc.

United States Patent.

Viscoses Procet f Purifying . C. 1\ Cross, London,

Assignor to I). C. Spruance, Philadelphia. C.S. Pat.

768,266, .lane 21, 1904.

Eng. I'at. 21,030 of 1903 ; this J., 1903, 1363.—T. F. B.

French Patent.

Celluloid ; Artificial . J. Schmerber. Fr. Pat.

1904.

MBTBrLACETAMJUDB i- claimed as a partial or complete

gabgtituti iphor in the manufacture of celluloid.

40 j,;,,., of the two substances mixed or 30—35 parts

of methylacetanilide only, dissolved in the usual pro-

qua! in effect to 50 part- ..i camphor
B I.. J.

XX.-FINE CHEMICALS, ALKALOIDS.
ESSENCES, AND EXTRACTS.

Borax s Relation of to Co bonic Acid Minera
5 I.. Griinhut. '/.. phys. Cheni , 1904

48, a69—57C.

In a.
i

tion, borax d — iates completely int

sodium metaborate and free boric acid. This view, firs

enunciated by Scbweizer in L850. is confirmed by th

r.sulis of modern research, especially by Shelton's recen

determinations of tbe change of eleciric conductivity of

solution of borax as sodium hydroxide is slowly added to i

If carbon dioxide he led into an aqueous solution of horax

however, the sodium metaborate is decomposed, a corres

ponding amount of free boric acid is formed, and the whol

of the Bodium is converted into bicarbonate. If, in pn Bene

of carbon dioxide, a large excess of boric acid he added,
certain, though very slight, formation of sodium metabonM
occurs, as shown h\ tin lease in electric condw
tivity. From this it would Beem that the small amount c|

boric acid which occurs in the waters of some minen
springs must exist, at least in the presence of free carbo

dioxide, as free acid, HsBOj.—J. T. D.

Basic Mercury Salts. A. J. Cox. Z. anorg. I I

1904, 40, 146— 181.

The authors have applied the phase rule to the examinatk
of the hydrolysis of mercury suits and find that inercur

chromate, mercuric and mercurous nitrates, and mereni
and mercurous sulphates are converted first into bas ic sal

and then into the oxide ; mercuric fluoride is convert*

directly into the oxide.

Mercuric Chromate.—Only one basic salt exists,

dark red powder of the composition, SllgO.CrO,, and th

is not stable when the acid-concenlratiou of the solution

less than O-0OO-26 N at 50° C. The other so-called bas

mercuric chromates are merely mixtures either of tl

normal and basic salts or of the basic salt and inercur

oxide. The normal chromate is stable only when the aci

concentration of the solution is as high as 1-41 N (i

50° C.).

Mercuric Nitrate.— One basic salt, a heavy white

of the composition, 3llg< ). N ..( >,. exist-. The miuimu
acid-concentration at which the normal and bas

respectively, are stable at 2j C. are Is- 72 N and 0- 159 -

Mercuric Sulphate.—The basic salt lias the compootk)
3HgO.S03 , and forms a heavy, bright lemon-velk
powder, much less soluble than the normal salt. T
minimum acid-concentrations at which the compounds a

stable at 25° C. are: normal salt, 6-87 X; basic sa

0-0018 X.

Mercuric Fluoride.—This salt is converted din

mercuric oxide by the action ofwater.no basic salt bei

formed. It is stable when the acid-concentration of t

solution IB 1 "14 N at 2a ('.

ytercurous Nitrate.—Two basic salt- were isolated, om
white powder having the composition, 5l|ej I.HN.I

2Hj '. and the other a yellowish-green powder, probal

3Hg,O.N,05 .2H20. It "is probable that other bu

also cxi-t. The minimum acid-concentratioDS at which t

compounds are stable at 25° C. are : normal -alt. 2

basic salt, 5 Hgj0.3N3 .211,0, about 0-293N; hi

3HgjO.N,06 .2H,0, 0-0017 X.

Mercurous Sulphate.—Only on

11 i i exists, and this is stable when the aci!

of the solution is 0-00056 N at 25 C. I he norm
stable when the acid-concentration i- 0-0042 X ai .

—A.>

Potassium Iodide : Decomposition of , lui /

Hefftcr. Schweiz. Woch. (hem. I'hunii., 191 I 42.

Ohem.-Zeit., 1904, 28, Hep. 188.

Potassium iodide ointment, prepared with In

ucr or later, small quantities

liberated. The substance causing this d.-coii

i- found to be tin- hydrogen peroxide contained ia

water made use of; the action i- accelerate
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traces of free fatty acids. The fats are said to be"auto-
adisable substances," which take up oxygen from the

r, yielding peroxide compounds, the latter then oxidising

e water to hvdrogen peroxide.—T. H. 1'.

Morphine Reaction ; New —
page

C. Reichard. XXIII.,
63.

trength of Alcohol. Yield of Extract.

No. oi c.c, nf N/100
Acid requin

I

Alkaloids in i grm.
of Extract.

Per Cent. lVr i ent.
4<i : i
:,n 9-286

60 9-668

70 -.'-..

BO 8-162

90
99 o'17t

mix Vomica} Extract of . K. I'apl. Apoth.-Zcit.,

1904, 19, 325 ; Pharm. J., 1904, 73, 10.

si'Ekisikxts to determine the best conditions for the

eparation of extract of mix vomica led to the following

suits, the most satisfactory extract being that obtained by
rcolating with dilute alcohol at between -'0° and 30° C.

Extraction with 7" per <• ///

The extracts obtained with 40 and 50 per cent, alcohol

ere friable ; in the others the proportion of fat increased
ith the strength of the alcohol used. Previous removal of

le fat by means of petroleum spirit did not give satis-

ctory results, the yield and strength of the extract both
iag diminished.—A. S.

raniHin and Morphine; Action of an indirect Oxidising
Ferment [Anaeroxydase~\ on . E. Bourqnelot and
L. Marchadier. XXIV., page 766.

ianilla containing Heliotropin. Goller. Pharm. Centralh.,

1904, 192. Cheui. and Druggist, 1904, 65, 13.

aE author rinds that the vanillon or pompona (the fruit of

ani7/a pompona"), .and the fruit of V'. ptanifolia contain
liotropin as well a> vanillin. These varieties of vanilla

lunot be used as spices, but are employed to a considerable
teut in perfumery.—A. S.

hodinol, the Characteristic Alcohol of Oil of Rosi s
;

Complete Synthesis of . L. Bouveault and Gourmand.
Coniptes rend., 19u4, 138, 1699— 17C1.,

OCVEAtLT and Earbier (this J., 1896, 373) first identified

lodinol, and showed it to be characteristic of the oils

rose and of Pelargonium odoratissimum. Tiemann and
buiidt suggested that it was an optical isomeride of

tronellol, but Bouveault showed that the isomerism must
chemical, and no doubt due to a difference in the

isition of the double linkings, rhodinol being

—

(CH
3)„C:CH.CH.,.CII.:.CH(CH3).CH :

,.CI1
:
,0II;

hilst citronellol is

—

CHj:C(CH
3).CH2.CH;

,.CH a.CH(CH :)
).CH,.CH

ii
OH.

The authors have now, by treating ethyl geraniate with
sodium, according to Bouveault an 1 Slave's method of con-
verting esters into alcohols (this J., 1903, 888), obtained
from it rhodinol ; and as the constitution of ethyl geraniate
has been established by complete synthesis to be—

(CH3) 3 :C :CH.CH 2 .CH 2 .C(CfJ3 ) : CH.CO.; .C 2H5 ,

the constitution of rhodinol must be that above given.
Similar treatment of ethyl rhodinate, prepared from syn-
thetic geramc acid be Tiemaun's method, gave racetnic

rhodinol, agreeing with rhodinol from oils of rose or of

pelargonium in all its characters save optical rotation,

fhe natural aud the synthetic rhodinol yield identical

pyruvates, colourless oily substances of peculiar odour,
boiling at 143

J
C. at 10 mm., and giving identical

crystallised semicarbazones when treated with semicarb-
azide—J. T. I).

X. Waliasehko.
4-21— 13s ; Chem.

Robinin ; Study of the Glucoside
J. russ. phys.-chem. Ges., 1904, 35,
Centr., 1904,1, 1609—1610.

The robinin was prepared by boiling fresh acacia blossoms
with water, or extracting the dried dowers with ether. It

has the composition, C^H^O^wjlLO ; 7 niols. of water
are easily split off, but the last i mol. is evolved only at

110° C. On hydrolysis with mineral acids it yields almost
quantitatively a yellow dyestuff, robigenin, Ci6Hi O6 . HjO,
2 mols. of rhamnose, and 1 mol. of galactose. Robigenin
loses its water of crystallisation at 130 C. and melts at

270 C. ; it belong* to the Havoue group of dvestuffs.

—A. S.

Pheniu ill ; Detection of in russ oj Poisoning.
A. Archetti. XXIII., page 763.

Carbon; Determination of , by Sodium Peroxide and
Barium Chloride in Explosive Compounds and Organic
/Indies burning nirh difficulty ^Alkaloids, xc].
F. von Konek. XX I II., page 763.

Chloroform; Influence of Moist Alcohol and Ethyl
Chloride on the Boiling Point of . J. Wade and
H. Finnemore. Chem Soc. Proc, 1901, 20, 163.

Chloroform, wheu made from alcohol, contains a small
quantity of ethyl chloride, the absence of which from
chloroform made from acetone detracts from its efficiency

as an aoEesthetic. The ethyl chloride depresses the boiling

point of the chloroform ; it was partially isolated by
fractionation through a Young's evaporator column, and
was identified by conversion into silver propionate.

Incidentally, the authors have isolated binary mixtures of

chloroform and alcohol, and chloroform and water, and a
ternary mixture of chloroform, alcohol, and water, all of

minimum boiling point. The first binary mixture boils at

V.i-4 760 mm., has a sp. gr. 1-4125 at !.") 15°, and
contains 7 percent, of alcohol. The second binary mixture
boils at 56-l°/mm., and contains about 1 per cent, of water.

The ternary mixture boils at 55 '5° 760 mm., and contains

1 per cent, of alcohol and about 3-5 per cent, of water.

The water in both thsse mixtures separates at once from
the distillate.

Electrically Extracting Essential Oil ; Process and
Apparatus for -. G. D. Burton, Assigm
Leather Process Co. U.S. Pats. 763,151 and 763,152,

June 21, 1904. XI. A., page 754.

French Patent.

Meta-cresol ; Process for Producing from Crude
Cresol. Chem. Fabr. Ladenburg, G. m. b. II. Fr. Pat.

339,880, Jan. 25, 1904.

The process is based on the fact that the normal calcium

salt of m-cresol is much less soluble in water or cresol than
is ihe corresponding salt of p-eresol. Crude cresol may be

saturated with calcium hydroxide, the mass which separates

filtered off, and decomposed with acids, relatively pure

m-cresol being obtained; if less calcium hydroxide be used
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(.e.g., an amount equal to that of the cresol employed) the
resulting crystalline mass is freed from the mother liquor
by washing with benzene, and is finally decomposed by
means of acid.—T. F. li.

XX1L—EXPLOSIVES. MATCHES. Etc.

Carbon ; Determination of by Sodium Pero.ride and
Barium ( 'hloride in Explosive Compounds awl Organic
Bodies burning with difficulty. V. von Konek. Will.,
page 703.

Unitkd States Patents.

Explosive Compound. C. M. Hall, Xiagara Falls, U.S.A.
U.S. Pat. 763,666, June 28, 1904.

Tbk explosive consists of silicon in an oxidisable condition
and an oxidising agent.—G. W. McD.

Explosive Compound. (
'. M. Hall, Niagara Falls, U.S.A.

IJ.S. Pat. 763,665, June 28, 1904.

The explosive consists of a finely powdered brittle alloy
containing aluminium, iron, and silicon mixed with
ammonium nitrate.—(1. \V. McD.

Explosive. W. Kirssauoff, Russia, Assignor to Societe en
Actions " Promethee." Directeur Metchislaw Fiedler,
Moscow, Russia. U.S. Pat. 763,67'i, June 28, 1904.

The explosive consists of potassium chlorate (,70 per cent.),
potassium permanganate (20 per cent.), turpentine (9 per
cent.), and carbolic acid (I per cent.).—G. W. McD.

XXIII.-ANALYTICAL CHEMISTRY.
INORGANIC—QUALITA TI VE.

Alkali Fluorides ; Detection of —— in Foods.
J. Froidevaux. J. Pharm. Chim., 1904, 20 U.

About 30 grins, of the finely chopped material are
cautiously incinerated in a platinum capsule with 1 or 2 c.c. of

50 per cent, sodium carbonate solution, until all the organic

matter has been destroyed. The residue is powdered,
boiled with 5 or 6 c.e. of distilled water for a few minutes
in the same capsule anil filtered ; the filtrate is treated with
excess of pure hydrochloric acid and a few drops of heliau-

thin. Saturated solution of ammonium acetate is then
poured into the mixture until the appearance of a yellow
colour. One or 2 c.c. of calcium chloride are added ; in the

presence of fluorides a turbidity, or a precipitate will be
formed. Under these conditions the free hydrochloric acid

is completely saturated while acetic acid is liberated, which
prevents the ultimate precipitation of the phosphates bv the

calcium chloride, and favours the precipitation of calcium
fluoride.

The nature of the precipitate may be verified by heating
the cloudy liquid, collecting, washing, and drying the
precipitate ami introducing it with sand and sulphuric acid

into Sangle Ferriere's apparatus. The reaction ie sufficiently

delicate to detect an admixture 0-05 per cent, of an alkali

fluoride with meat or meat products.—J. 0. B.

INORGANIC—QUANTITA TIVE.
Sulphuric Acid} Determination of , especially in

present ret' Iron. G. Lunge. Zeits. angew. Chein., 1904,

17, 949—

Sllberbebgkb (this J., 1903, 1149, and 1904, 358) has
contended, in favour of bis method of precipitation b\

means of alcoholic Solution of strontium chloride, that the
author's method of determining sulphur in pyrites does nol
give accurate rt Milts, inasmuch as:—(l)in precipitating

the ferric hydroxide, basic ferric sulphates are formed,
from which the sulphuric acid cannot be trashed cut;

(2 ) t lie barium sulphate precipitate contains barium chloride;

(3) the filtrate contains barium sulphate, which is not
absolutely insoluble in water or in the salt solutions con-
cerned. The author claims that almost universal experience
is against statement (1), and quotes the work of '22 of bis

students, new to the method, and working 6olely from
printed directions, 12 of whom succeeded complet iy iu

washing out the sulphur, while only three had serious
errors (015 to 0-27 per cent.) from this cause. Expert
in. nts wen instituted to te.-t Silberberger's method on
potassium sulphate and on pyrites (the author holds that
Silberberger should not have used sulphuric acid without
neutralising, for his test determinations, and that his deter-

mination of its Btrength by alkalimetric titration of 10 c .

measured by a pipette is not exact enough). In the c\.
periments with potassium sulphate the filtratious were
exceedingly tedious, requiring several hours, aud the filtrates

were never quite clear, though tbe error from this cause
was only 0-02—003 per cent. The strontium sulphate
was free from chloride, and the concentrated filtrate gafa
no further indication of strontium sulphate. Similar
experiments in presence of ferric chloride showed tbe -aoie
peculiarities in the filtration, and the wet precipitate was
always buff-coloured, while many hours of ignition (during
which it gained weight) were necessary to bring it to

constant weight. The ignited precipitates varied in colour,
but all contained 0-23—0-35 per cent, of their weight of

Fe: 3 . Parallel experiments by Lunge's method,
as described in tbe " Alkali-maker's Pocket Book," gave",

it is stated, rapid filiations, clear filtrates, aud precipitates
constant after the first ignition, the whole operation
requiring one-third to one-fourth of the time required tor

Silberberger's method. The results were50-oi, 49-63, 49-57
per cent., aud the precipitates contained 0- 43. u-27, 0-41
per cent, of their weight of Fe

3Oj. The results by Lunge's
method wen- 49 -

82, 4 9 87 per cent-, with corrections under
head 1, of 00; under head 2, of — 001, — ui'l

; under
head3, of + 005, + 0-07 per cent.

The author's conclusions are that his method gives,

results of satisfactory accuracy without any correction, and
that the known errors are very small and in opposite
directions, while no error should arise from the retention
of sulphur by the ferric hydroxide; but that Silberberger's

method, said to be very troublesome, and costly from tin

amount of alcohol needed, though it gives satisfactory

results when iron is absent, cannot be used for pyrites, as

the results may differ by 0-5 j per cent , from the retention

of iron by the precipitate and the difficulty of attaining

constant weight on ignition.—J. T. D.

Palladium ; Separation of from other Metals, by

means of Hydrazine. P. Jannasch aud L. Rostosky.
Ber., 1904, 57, 2441—2461.

Groupl. From Aluminium, Chromium, Cranium. Molybde-
num, and Tungsten.—To the mixture, containing just enough
hydrochloric acid to preserve a clear solution (and. in the

case of tungsten, 2 gnus, of tartaric acid), diluted to 300 c.c,

and heated to boilinj;, add 30 c.c, also boiling, of a solu-

tion of hydrazine sulphate saturated in the cold. Heat on
the water-bath for a few minutes till the precipitate c

together, filter through asbestos iu a hard gla-- tul

dry at 110 —12o
3 C, reduce any palladious oxide 1

tion in hydrogen, aud weigh. Iu the filtrate, aluminium,
chromium, or uranium, is determined by precipitation wi h

ammonia, molybdeuum by addition of ammonia aod
ammonium sulphide followed by hydrochloric acid, and

conversion of the sulphide into trioxide by heating in air Of

oxygen, tungsten by adding to the filtrate 20 c.c. of con-

centrated hydrochloric acid, evaporatiog to small bulk.

diluting, filtering off the separated tungstic acid and wash,

ing with watei containing hydrochloric acid, evapo
the filtrate to dryness, completely charring the tartarii

acid, extracting thoroughly with ammonia, precipitating the

ainmoniacal solution with quinoline, and iguiting this and

the former precipitate of tungstic acid together. In none

of these case- does the excess of hydrazine salt interl

Croup 2. From the Alkaline Earth Metals.— The]

is similar to the above, except that (unless for dilute solutions

of calcium) hydrazine hydrochloride must be used. Tbe

excess of hydrazine salt exerts no influence on the deter-

mination of barium or strontium as sulphate, or ot calciuiu

as oxalate.

tii oup 3. From Manganese,Nickel, Cobalt, t 'admium. ami

Coppt i- {also Zinc and Iron, sec this ./., 1904, 7'-".'). —These
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netals form difficultly soluble metal hydrazine sulphates,

vhirh it was thought would interfere with the process by

jfeCipitating with the palladium ; "out the separation from

naugauese or cadmium is effected exactly as above, and

roin nickel or cobalt by dilution to 1(10 e.c, before preeipi

atioD, instead of 300. Manganese is precipitated in the

iltrate by hydrogen peroxide, nickel or cobalt by sodium

lydroxide and hydrogen peroxide, cadmium by hydrogen

ulphide. In no case does the excess of hydrazine salt

iterfere. In the case of copper, though this metal alone

5 not precipitated by hydrazine salts, yet it always came
own with the precipitated palladium, reduced, no doubt,

I the catalytic-ally formed hydrogen. The authors hope

j effect a separation by working in the cold, but have not

et perfected the method.

Group 4. From Antimony, Arsenic, and Tin.—In the case

f antimony, 6 grins, of citric acid are added to the solution,

'hich is diluted to 150 c.c, and precipitated as usual ; the

eating on the water-bath, after precipitation is limited to

ve minutes, and the nitrate returned if necessary upon the

Iter till clear. The antimony is precipitated and weighed

s sulphide. Arsenic must be converted from the arsenious

) the arsenic condition, then the precipitation with hydrazine,

in be carried out as in the case of aluminium. The arsenic

in It determined in the concentrated filtrate as magnesium
mrnonium arsenate, without removing the excess of

ydrazinc. In the case of tin, the solution is evaporated to

ryness, taken up with 10 c.c. of concentrated hydrochloric

;id, diluted to 140 c.c, and precipitated hot with a solution

f 1 grm. of hydrazine hydrochloride in 20 c.c. of water,

recipitalion does not occur for some minutes, and the

recipitate can only be filtered after 1—2 hours on the

ater-bath, even then requiring several passages through

ie same filter before the filtrate is clear. This precipitate

practically pure metallic palladium. The tin is preeipi-

ited as sulphide.

Group 5. From Mercury, Lead, Bismuth, Silver, Plali-

im, and Gold. - In none of these cases could a separation

i effected.—J. T. D.

alladium ; Determination of and its Separationfrom
otlmr Metals bu means of Acetylene. fc£. Erdmann an 1

0. Makowka. Ber., 1904, 37, [11], 2694—2697.

he authors publish a preliminary note, pointing out that

.e separation by means of hydrazine proposed by Jonnasch,
eltges, and Rostosky (this J., 1904, 729, and preceding
ptract) is not suitable for palladium. To separate

illadium and copper, the present authors proceed as

illows :—The palladium is precipitated from hydrochloric
Bid solution (about 1 c.c. of hydrochloric acid of sp. gr.

'05 to 30—60 c c. of solution) by passing in acetylene for

i minutes. The light brown precipitate is filtered, washed,
ut whilst still moist into a porcelain crucible, and ignited

ter the addition of a little ammonium nitrate. After
iating for a few minutes in a current of hydrogen it is

eighed. To the filtrate, ammonia, and 1 c.c. of a 10 per
:ut. solution of hydroxylamine chloride are added, and
:etylene passed for five minute?. The precipitate is

tered off, washed, and ignited after evaporation with
lute nitric acid. The palladium thus separated is free

:>m copper, and the copper is free from palladium.

—L. F. G.

rsenic ; The Electrolytic Determination of Minute
Quantities of . H. J. S. Sand and J. E. Hackford.
Ohem. Soc. Proc, 1904, 20, 123.

high supertension of the cathode is requisite for the
ductiou of arsenic acid to metallic arsenic, the reaction
jug most readily effected in the presence of metals having
19 property, such as lead or zinc, and probably also
ercury. The production of arsenic trihydride from
|<enites is accomplished more readily by platinum cathodes
Ian by those of copper, which have a much higher
pertensiou. The authors recommend the use of lead
-'ctrodes for the determination of minute quantities of
seme, as their application causes a simplification of
evious methods. Errors which may arise in the electro-

lytic methods owing to the presence of foreign metals can

be rectified by the addition of lead acetate or zinc sulphate

to the electrolyte except when the foreign metal is mercury.

When lead and zinc cathodes are used, the smallest amount
of arsenic which can be detected in alkaline solutions of

arsenates and arsenites is about 30 times as great as in

acid solution, but cathodes of platinum (which has a low
supertension) are quite unsuitable.

Potassium Permanganate ; Standardisation of by the

Electrolytic and Iodine Methods. E. Dupre. Zeits. angew.
Chem., 1904, 17, 815—817.

Potassium permanganate solutions which had been kept
for at least a month, that is, until they no longer changed
in strength, were examined by (a) Treadwell's electrolytic

method (Z. anal, ('hem., 2, 68) and (/)) Volhard's iodine
in. thod (Annalen, 198, 333 and 318; Z. anal. Chem., 20,
1274). Results are given showing that the electrolytic

method is quite trustworthy.—R. L. J.

Calcines; Analysis of . J.P.Walker. Eng. and
Mining J., 1904, 77, 922.

Fob the analysis of the calcines, obtained by roasting in the

McDougal furnace, fine concentrates having a composition
corresponding to the formula Cu

;
S.6FeS„, the following

determinations were made, the figures being those obtained
in an actual analysis:—Total copper, 12*0; copper soluble
in 20 per cent, sulphuric acid, 68 ; silica, 23" 6 ; total iron,

35 - 0; iron present as ferrous oxide, 15 '0 ; alumina, 7 '6;
total sulphur, 9"7

; sulphur soluble in water, 0'4 per cent.

Copper oxide was proved to be absent, therefore the copper
soluble in sulphuric acid is taken to be that present as
cuprous oxide. The ferrous oxide was determined by
boiling 4- 5 grms. of the sample for 15 minutes with
o '2 per cent, sulphuric acid in a flask fitted with a valve,

filtering and titrating with permanganate, a correction

being made for the ferrous iron produced by the action
of the cuprous oxide, according to the equation :

( uJ ) + Fe.
:
(.SO,)

:i
+ H„SOJ -=2CuS0 4 + 2FeSO,, + H20. The

actual composition of the sample under notice was then
deduced as follows:—Silica, 23 '6 j alumina, 7'6

; sulphur
trioxide tfrom sulphur soluble in water), 1-0; cuprous
oxide (from copper soluble in 20 per cent, sulphuric acid),

7 • 7 ; cuprous sulphide (from total copper less that in the
form of cuprous oxide), 6'5

; ferrous oxide, 20" 6; pyrites,

EeS2 (from total sulphur less that present as cuprous
sulphide and sulphur trioxide), 15-0; ferric oxide (from
total iron less that present as ferrous oxide and pyrites),

17-0; total, 99-0 per cent.—A. S.

Sulphur in Golden Antimony Sulphide used for Rubber
Manufacture ; Determination of . W. Esch and F.
Balla. Chem.-Zett., 1904, 28, 595—596.

Two portions of golden antimony sulphide, weighing exactly
10 grms., were extracted in a Soxhlet apparatus, one with
carbon bisulphide, the other with acetone. On evaporating
the solvent and weighing the sulphur, l

- 04 grms. and
1 "05 grins, of extracted sulphur were found, corresponding
to 10-4 and 105 per cent. The acetone extract was found
to contain some golden antimony sulphide which had passed
through the filter paper. On attempting similarly to deter-

mine the loss in weight of two samples on extracting with
carbon bisulphide and acetone, drying and weighing the
residue, the dried antimony sulphide was found to retain

acetone. C. O. Weber has stated that antimony penta-
sulphide is decomposed into sulphur and antimony trisul-

phide on boiling with carbon bisulphide. This was shown
to be erroneous by adding a weighed quantity of sulphur to

antimony sulphide that had been extracted tor one hour
with carbon bisulphide, and extracting for four hours with
carbon bisulphide. A quantity of sulphur exactly equal to

that added was extricated. The carbon bisulphide used had
been twice distilled over lead oxide, lead dust, and mercury.
( hdinary impure carbon bisulphide slightly decomposes
golden antimony sulphide, causing a loss of about 0-27

per cent. Benzene is not so suitable a solvent as carbon
bisulphide.—L. F. G.
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Nickel from Zinc j i clriilytic Separation of .

Hoi lard and Btrtiaux. Coioptes rend., 1904, 138
1605.

Thk authors have already shown that the electrolytic
latum of these two metals, impracticable by the

ordinary inrili..iK because of the similar values of their
polarisation-tensions, becomes possible by the employment
of a soluble anode or by the addition of a reducing substance
to the bath. They now find that zinc ammonium nitrite

is a complex -alt, docs not yield zinc ions in solution, and
hence is not an electrolyte; and they accordingly separate
zinc from nickel as follows :—To the solution of the Sul-

phates add successively 5 grms. of magnesium sulphate,
25 c.c. of ammonia (sp. gr., 0-924), dilute sulphuric acid to
acidity, 12"S grms. of ammonium nitrate, and 2.") c.c. of
saturated solution of sulphur dioxide. Boil till all sulphur
dioxide is expelled, dilute with water, add 2."> c.c. of the
ammonia solution, make up to 300 c.c, and electrolyse at
85° C. with a current of I ampere. The results of analyses
quoted are accurate.— .1. T, I).

Molybdenum in Steel and Steel-making Alloys; Determi-
nation of . F. Van Dyke Cruser and E. II. Miller.

I. Amer. (hem. Soc., 1904, 26, 675- 695,

The authors find that in the separation of molybdenum
from iron by precipitating the latter as hydroxide, sodium
hydroxide is mure efficient than ammonia, but with both
reagents the results are too high, owing to the formation of
a ferric molybdate, which is slightly soluble in excess of
alkali. Moreover, vanadium, uranium, and tungsten, if

present, are not separated from molybdenum by this method.
Molybdenum can be completely precipitated in presence of
iron from an acid solution by hydtogeu sulphide under
pressure. The precipitate carries down mechanically a little

iron, which must subsequently be removed by means of
ammonia. An\ chromium, vanadium, and uranium present
remain in solution, and tungsten also, if 3— -4 grms. of
tartaric acid be added. It is pointed out that, contrary to
what is stated in most text-books, tungsten trioxide is quite
soluble in arid-. The following method of working is

recommended :
—

Molybdenum Steel.—About 1 grm. of drillings is dissolved
in 80 c.e. of "silicon mixture" (500 c.c. of concentrated
nitric acid, 150 c.c. of concentrated sulphuric acid, and
1,500 c.c. of water), the mixture evaporated till fumes of
sulphur trioxide appear, cooled, and the salts dissolved by
adding 50 C.e. of hot water, and boiling. The solution i"s

introduced into a pressure-bottle, 6 c.c. of concentrated
sulphuric aeid added, the whole diluted to about 200 c.c,
and a very rapid stream of hydrogen sulphide passed
through. '1 he bottle is then closed, heated on the water-
bath for 1— 2 hours, allowed to cool, the contents filtered

through a Gooch crucible with the aid of the pump, and the
precipitate washed with dilate (1:50) sulphuric acid saturated
with hydrogen sulphide. The asbestos and precipitate are
removed from the crucible, treated with 10 c.e. of concen-
trated hydrochloric acid, 5 c.c. of concentrated nitiic acid,
and 10 c.c. of concentrated sulphuric acid, and the mixture
evaporated till copious fumes of sulphur trioxide are
evolved, air heing meanwhile blown through the solution.
The solution i- then allowed to cool, 50 CO.. of water mil
excess of ammonia are added, and the asbestos and any
precipitated feme hydroxide are filtered off and n ished
with hot water. The filtrate is acidified, passed through a

"reductor" containing unamalgainated zinc and the molyb-
denum determined h\ titration with potassium permanganate
soluton, the conditions prescribed by Miller and Frank
(this J., 1903, 1149) being observed. Whin tungsten is

present it separates, partially, as tungsten oxide, when the
acid solution first obtained is evaporated. It may be
recognised by dissolving the deposit in ammonia, making
strongly acid with hydrochloric acid, and adding a saturated
hydrochloric acid solution of stannous chloride, followed bv
ammonium thiocyauate. A deep green colour indicates the
presence of tiuisg-ten. If tungsten be present, the acid
solution, after being evaporated as before, is cooled, treated
with 50 cc of water and .', grms. of tartaric acid, heated to
boiling, and filtered into the pressure-bottle. The residue is

washed n ith hot wati i .
then again treated with the " silicoi

mixture "and tartaric acid as before, the solution tiltere

into the pressure-bottle, and the method described abca
followed.

Ferromolybdenum,—1— 5 grms, are dissolved in 180-1
20o c.e. of "silicon mixture," the solution allowed to cool
diluted to 1 litre, and 50 or lnu cc. treated as in the case o
molybdenum stei

1/ lybdi ui.in Metal.—2—ligrms. are dissolved in " silico
mixture." concentrated hydrochloric add add. d, the inixtur
heated tor some time, diluted with water, and filtered into
litre thisk. The filter is burnt, moistened with nitric acid ii

a platinum crucible, using as low a heat as possible, and th
residue fused with potassium pyrosulphate. The melt i

dissolved in hot water, the solution added to that in the litr

tlask, the whole made up to the mark, and 50 c.c treated a
in the case of molybdenum steel.—A. S.

8 Icidity; Comparison of Methods for the Determim
tionof . F..P. Veitch. J. Amer. Chem. Soc, 1904
26, 637—661.

The two methods examined were the sodium ehlorid
method of Hopkins, IYttit, and Knox, and the author'
lime water method. The first method consists in shakin,
100 grms. of soil with 250 c.c. of 5 per cent, sodium . hi.. rid

solution for three hours, filtering and titrating 125 c.c. o
the boiled filtrate with standard alkali solution, usin,

pheiiolphthalein as indicator. The amount of all,
i

multiplied by 4, is that required to neutralise 100 grms. c

the soil. In the second method, three equal portions ol th
soil (each containing as many grms. as the standard lim.

water contains mgrms. per c.c.) are mixed with 50 c.c. c

distilled water and varying amounts of standard lime watel
and evaporated to dryness at 100° ('. The resid
allowed to stand for 12 hours with 100 c.c. of water, an
50 c.c. of each solution is evaporated down, after addition c
a few drops of pheiiolphthalein, to a volume of 5 c.c, orma
a pink colour is produced. This process i- repeated oi

fresh portions of soil, the differences in the amount- of Krai
water used being gradually diminished until the leas
quantity of lime water which gives a pink colouration i

found ; this quantity is taken as the acidity equivalent
the soil. It is found that, as the sod- tested contain mor
organic matter, so the results obtained by the two method
become more divergent, the former method showing th
lower acidity. Soils containing little organic matter ma
give higher acidity values by the former method, but it i

concluded that this method will not generally indie. it. th

necessity for sufficient lime dressing, hence, the -econ
method is more desirable as giving a true indication o
the amount of lime required to render the soil -light!

alkaline. -T. F. B.

.-lrsenic ; Separation of by Distillation in il

Ch'oride. G.T.Morgan. Chem. So;, Proc, 1904, 20
167.

A M..i.ni. vtion of Pilot y ami Stock's apparatus (Ber,

1897,30, 1649) was described in which the mixed sulphide
of arsenic and antimony were distilled in a current
hydrogen chloride, s., that the vapours did n it come int.

contact with organic, matter until after passing through I

cooled aqueous solution ot hydrogen sulphide. In dealini

wiiii a mixture containing arsenic in the two -tales of oxida
tiou, the distillation was first carried out in hvdrogei
chloride, when the arseoious sulphide in th
receiver represented the tervalent arsenic tin rtpeatinj

the distillation of the residual liquid in a current
hydrogen chloride mixed with hydrogen sul| hide a

precipitation of arsenious sulphide «a- obtained, this beini

derived from the arsenic originally present In the quia

quivalent condition.

Cai o « ,- l)i termination of by O-riilntioii with Chromil
Acid. (.. 1'. M.ugan." Chem. Soc. Proc. r.'"i. 20
1C7.

Pbospbokh acid was substituted for sulphuric oi hydro

chloric acid in the eravimetric estimation of carbon
in. native carl ates, and when these substances container
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aic matter, chromic acid was subsequently added to

contents of the distilling flask and the operation

ited, the second increase in weight of the tared absorp-

tube being due to the oxidation of the organic carbon.

mixture of chromic and phosphoric acids was also used

timating the total carbon in cast iron and ferromau-

se, the employment of a non-volatile acid instead of

mric acid obviating the risk of carrying over acid

s into the weighed absorption tube.

ORGANIC—QUA LITA VIVE.

phene Reaction with Xitroso-sulphuric Acid. C.

bennann and B. Pleus. Ber., 1904, 37, 2461—2464.

fALBE found that certain benzenes from coke-ovens,

l showed thiophene with the isatin reaction, did not

any indication of it with Lieberuiaun's reagent, anil

aed that this was caused by the presence of pome
rto unknown substance which affected the reaction,

authors have carefully examined these benzenes, and
that the explanation lies in the fact that they contain

little thiophene, and that the isatin reaction is much
delicate than that with nitrososulphuric acid. They
find, contrary to the statement of Bauer, that the

henin reaction is given by pure sulphuric aeid, free

nitrous or nitric compounds.—J. T. V>.

se Oleines [Wool Oils'] ; Detection of Mineral Oil in

stilled . A. H. Gill and S. N. Mason. J. Amer.
em. Soc, 1904, 26, 065-671.

authors sought to find methods of detecting adultera-

of distilled grease oleines with cheaper mineral oils.

find : (1) the bromine values, especially the bromine-
ioa values (this J., 1900, 176) of the hydrocarbons
pure oleines, are much higher than those of mineral

(2) the grease oleine hydrocarbons give a rotation of

18 in the Laurent polariscope, whilst minerals oils

lactive or give only a sligbt rotation (1 —2°)
; (3) the

es of refraction of mineral oils are lower than those of

istilled grease hydrocarbons. The following were some
e results obtained :

—

hire, foil.
Bromine-
addition

Bromine-
substitu-

tion
Value.

( jptical

Rota-
Specific

Refrac-
tive

Index
Value. tion. Gravity. at

20 .

^ lc

_'S'S 1T2 17 58 0-896 1-4967
2.VI irs 17 36 0-902 1-4991
2T5 ill's 15 13 0-895 1-4948

)of doubtiul ::-s 9-0 2 5G 1-4921
tv, D.

5-3 5-9 1 6 0-653 1-4735

e
\ r Vis

44 6-7 1 17 0-859 1-4750
tral.'0

" lN -

reel' 5(1 pi r 9-0 12-83 9 47 1 • 1550
. of A. an 1

ier cent, of
rite rose."

— A. S.

ohols ; Purification and Identification of .

Bouveault. Comptes rend., 1904,138,984—985.

dentification of liquids is always difficult and uncer-
a mixture of isomers may be confounded with a

te substance. This difficulty is felt in a high degree
BGbhols, most of which are liquid, and only separable
one anothe- by methods of fractionation. The various
>ds proposed for converting alcohols into other com-

for identification are of very limited application ;

le author now extends the limits by making use of

yruvic esters. These, if primary or secondary, can
ntly be prepared by simply heating together tbe
il and pyruvic acid for some time, and then distilling ;

a some unsaturated alcohois (geraniol for example)
ifcomposed by this process. Tertiary alcohols seem

be decomposed by pyruvic acid, and yield alkjlene
acarbons (a useful method of preparing the latter).

I'll,' pyruvates all react energetically with seoii-earbazide,

and the semi-carba/.ones produced are stable well crystal-

lised substances, each with its characteristic constants. By
their means the alcohols can be identified (and, if necessary,

purified). Treatment with alcoholic potassium hydroxide
regenerates the alcohol.—J. T. 1).

Morphine Reaction ; New . C. Reichard. Pharm.-

Zeit., 1904, 49, 523. Chem.-Zeit., 1904, 28, Rep. 195.

If to a mixture of formaldoxime sulphate and sulphuric

acid, a trace of morphine or a morphine salt be added, an
intense bluish violet colour is produced on warming.
Atropine also gives a reaction frith fnruialdoxime and
sulphuric acid, a dark brown colour being produced, which
however is destroyed on the addition of a few drops of

water. A greater quantity of water is required to destroy

the colour produced with morphine.— A. S.

Phenocoll ; Detection of in Cases of Poisoning.

A. Archetti. Chem.-Zeit., 1904, 28, 597—5

I'm nocoll or aminoaceto-p-phenetidine—
C2H5O.C' i;

II
4
.MI.((4)('H,.XH

;)

is a white powderofm.pt. 105' 5° C, soluble in alcohol,

soluble with difficulty in water, benzene, and chloroform.

The aqueous solution gives a reddish-yellow precipitate with

bromine water. It is soluble in concentrated sulphuric acid

on warming, on adding potassium chromate a brown
coloration, changing to green, is produced. On evaporating

a little phenocoll with a few drops of caustic potash solution,

neutralising with hydrochloric acid, and adding ferric

chloride, a deep violet colour is produced. The reaction

takes place in accordance with the following equation

—

r
;
H,O.C,-H_,.Nn(CO.CH ;XIL) + KOH - 1I,( )

=
n6.C5H4.NH2 + NH3.CHj.COOK -t- CjIIiOH.

On shaking an aqueous solution of phenocoll hydrochloride

with ether, no phenocoll can be extracted. On adding caustic

alkali, it readily passes into the ethereal extract. In the

body, phenocoll is decomposed into p-aminophenol and
glycin, in accordance with the above equation.— L. F. G.

Lard ; Crystals obtained in the Belfield Test for .

H. Kreis and A. Hafner. XII., page 755.

ORGANIC—QUANTITA TIVE.
Carbon; Determination of by Sodium Peroxide and
Barium Chloride in Explosive Compounds and Organic
Bodies burning with difficulty [Alkaloids, -\r. ]

_.

F. von Konek. Zeits. angew. (hem., 1904, 17,
888—891.

A solution of crystallised barium chloride (101-67 grms.

per litre) is made use of, each c.c. being equivalent to

0-005 grm. of carbon in the form of barium carbonate.

0'5 grm. of the finely divided substance (in case of

bodies not easily combustible 0'25 grm.) is intimately

mixed with a weighed quantity of sodium peroxide (10
— 12 grms.) in a crucible and ignited. The mass when
cool is dissolved and made up to 500 c.c. with water

free from carbon dioxide. 100 c.c. or 200 c.c. of this

solution (equivalent to 0.10 grm. of the organic body)

are transferred to a 250 c.c. flask, and 20—25 c.c. of the

barium chloride solution added and well agitated. The
precipitated barium carbonate is filtered off through a dr_\

filter and in 100 c.c. of the filtrate, the excess of barium
chloride is estimated as sulphate, the difference being the

barium chloride required to precipitate the carbonate

formed during the reaction. The absence of sodium

carbonate in the peroxide should be determined by a blank

experiment. Alkaloids and picric acid were analysed as

above with satisfactory results.—G. W. McD.

Phosphorus and Nitrogen ; Determination of la

Organic Bodies by means of Sodium Peroxide.

F. von Konek. Zeits. angew. Chern., 1904, 17,

8S6—888.

The material is ground in an agate mortar sifted through

the finest gauze, and 0-5 grm. mixed with 10— 15 grms. of
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sodium peroxide iu a uiekel crucible. The latter is planed

in water in a basin and ignited in the usual manner. The
melt is then dissolved out, filtered, acidified with hydro-

chloric acid, heated to drive off carbon dioxide, rendered

alkaline with ammonia and precipitated with magnesia
mixture. For the determination of nitrogen the same
procedure is followed, but the aqueous extiaet containing

the sodium nitrate is reduced iu Dcvarda's apparatus bj an

aluminium-copper couple and estimated as usual

—G. W
Briquettes; Determination of Proportion of

Material in . E. J. Constant and R.

/.cits, angew. Chem., 1904, 17, 815—848.

Samii.es of various pitches used in briquette manufacture

were examined with the results enumerated in the following

table.

McD.

Binding
Kougeot.

Samples.

German (23) .

English 0) ..

Dutch <:;) ...

Swiss (1) ....

Softening Melting
Point. Point.

Coke. Ash.

°C.
.17—62-5
43—55
45—52

58

°C.
14-68
52—61
52—59
61

PerCent.
25—50
40—51)
50—58
85

PerCent
O-IPt-3 5

0-12-O-S
O'lB—0-19

0-27

Pir Ceut.
60—91
66-79
63—64
i;;-s

Soluble
in I ai-liull

Bisul-
phide.

For the determination of the carbon bisulphide extract,

1— 2 grms.of the finely-divided pitch are mixed with about 10

times the amount of ignited sand and extracted for 72 hours

in a Soxhlet apparatus, the extract being finally dried in

vacuo for 4—5 days over phosphorus pentoxide. The
plastic condition and the binding power of a pitch are in

proportion to its solubility in carbon bisulphide. The
carbon bisulphide extract of all the samples of pitch

examined gave a mean of 76 '3 per cent, and as in general

about 7 per cent, of pitch is used in briquette manufacture

the authors select 5-34 per cent, carbon bisulphide extract

from a briquette as showing sufficiency of binding material,

a conclusion confirmed by transport and compression tests.

For the estimation of the carbon bisulphide extract from

a briquette 10 grms. of the finely-divided material are

extracted under similar conditions as described above except

that no sand is required.- -G. W. McD.

Gases containing Hydrogen ; Fractional Combustion of
by means of Heated Palladium Wire. F. liichardt.

J. f. Gasbeleucht., 1904, 47, 566—570 and 590- 595.

Thk author has studied the behaviour of hydrogen,

methane, ethane, and ethylene respectively, when mixed
with air and passed over palladium wire. At tempera-

tures up to 450° C., methane is found not to he attacked
j

above that temperature, even below a visible ml heat, au

appreciable proportion of the gas undergoes combustion,

if it remains long enough in contact with the palladium ;

but if the current is led quickly over the palladium,

practically none of the methane is burned even at

600°—650°. The delay in ignition thus indicated, finds

its explanation in the observation of Mallard and Le
Chatelier that explosive mixtures of methane and oxygen,

when raised to the ignition temperature, do not explode

at once, the retardation iu the ignition amounting, at

600°—700° C, to about 10 seconds, but diminishing with

rise of temperature, until at 1000° it is imperceptible.

Any hydrogen present with the methane is burned com-
pletely at 4.M) ('..even if the contact with the palladium

wire be short. The presence of hydrogen does not affect

the combustion of the methane, excepting that the retarda-

tion in the ignition disappears, on account of the rise of

temperature caused by the combustion of the hydrogen.

Ethane behaves on the whole in the same way as methane:
these two gases cannot be separated by practical com-
bustion. Ethylene begins to burn even at 300 , but

cannot be fractionated from methane or ethane, as the

ignition temperature of these two gases would be over-

stepped. In the determination of hydrogen by llunte's

method (which consists in passing the gas, mixed with

air, through a heated capillary tube containing palladium

wire, and noting the contraction in the volume of tl

gas), the temperature has to be carefully regulated. 1

as is commonly recommended, the palladium i< heat,

just to visible redness, a sensible amount of the nit-thai

is burned. If, however, the tube is heated just until tl

alkali of the glass colours the Bunsen flame, and the g
l- led quickly through the tube, no methane is burnt

whilst the hydrogen disappears completely. Due passa;

of the gas is sufficient ; but it may safely be led ov
again if desired, at even a higher temperature, since

tin- absence of hydrogen the retardation in the ignitu

protects the methane from attack.—II. II.

Cocoanut Oil in Butter; Determination of .

Miiutz and H. Coudon. Monit. Scient., 1904, 1
530—541.

The method proposed consists in determining the anion

of insoluble volatile fatty acids yielded by the sample at

also the ratio which these bear to the soluble volatile fat

acids. 10 grms. of the filtered fat are saponified in a Ha
by adding 5 c.c. of warm concentrated potassium hi

solution. The latter is of such strength that it forms

saturated solution at 20° C. (about 120 grms. of potassiu

hydroxide to 100 c.c. of water). The mixture of fat at

alkali is well mixed and kept at a temperature of 80° '

for 20 minutes, after which 200 c.c. of water arc added ai

the soap completely dissolved by shaking the contents of tl

flask. Thirty c.c. of phosphoric acid solution (sp. gr. I'll

are then introduced and the mixture freed from eartw

dioxide by subjecting it to a reduced pressure at a lo

temperature. The flask is now connected to a condens

by means of a spiral fractionating tube, the total leng

of the latter being 1 metre, and the distillation proceed*

with. A few pieces of pumice or pipe-clay must be addi

to prevent bumping. Two hundred c.c. of distillate a

collected and the distillation should take about an hour ai

a half. The distillate is allowed to stand overnight, at

is then passed through a moistened filter, the receiver heir

rinsed out with 5 c.c. of water. One hundred c.c.

standardised lime-water are then added directly to tl,

filtrate and the neutralisation completed by running

further quantities of the lime-water from a burette, usii

phenolphthalein as indicator. The volume of lime-wat

used is then calculated into butyric acid.

The insoluble volatile fatty acids obtained by the di

filiation are dissolved from the condenser, receiver, ai

61ter with alcohol, and the solution titrated witti tl

standardised lime-water, the volume of the latter used bail

calculated into butyric arid.

Pure butters when examined according to the abo*

method, yielded from 4-79 to 6'01 per cent, of solub

volatile fatty acids i^as butyric) and from 0*50 to 87 pi

cent, of insoluble volatile acids, whilst various samples i

cocoanut oil gave from 1*15 to 1 "27 per cent, of solub

volatile acids and 3-01 to 3-63 per ceut. of the insolub

volatile acids. The authors also calculate the latio i

soluble to insoluble acids according to the formula

—

insoluble volat ile ileitis
x 100

soluble volatile acids

This gives a value varying from 9'1 to 15*6 in the ca:

of butter, whilst for cocoanut oil it lies between 250*1 m
2S2':i. A sample of margarine yielded 0-04 per cent.

soluble volatile acids and 0- Hi per cent, of insoluble volati

acids. (See also this J., 1204, 387.)— \V. P. S.

Crude Rubber; Examination of . G. Fendler. Be

d. d. riiarui. ties.. 1904, 14, 208; Pharm. J., 190

73, 10.

Thk rubber cut into fine shreds is dried in a desiccator oti

sulphuric acid. Two gnus, of the dried rubber are ili

solved in petroleum spirit (in about 24 hours), the solutic

made up to 100 c.c, and, altera short time, filtered throug

a tared filter consisting of a tube containing a layer

glass wool 1—2 cm. high. Fifty c.c. of the tilt

collected, and the residue is washed, dried, and wi

The 50 c.c. of filtrate are shaken with 70 c c. of

alcohol, the precipitated caoutchouc washed by kueadin

with a small amount of alcohol, dried, and »
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i solutions and washing-; are evaporated and the residual

in weighed. The following results have been obtained

this method.

Insoluble
Caoutchouc.

,

Eesiu. (Impuri-
ties) .

iber iron: Castilloa elastic?

um rubber
iber from Manihot G

i Hevea sp
horbiaceous rubber

PerCent. Per Cent. Per Cent.
89-25
84-85
90-55
- ...

30*00
90-80

10-25
14-30
7*10
1-90
2-30
4-45

ia Rih'i-i

ion of—
89—791.

9-90
0-80
8*85

2 IT,

3-25

-A. S.

; Weber's Method for the direct Determini-
-. Paul Alexander. Gommi-Zsit, 1901, 18,
See Weber, this J., 1903, 1211.

s author found it necessary to deviate from Weber's
ructions a little in order to get satisfactory results,

i to two grins, of the sample previously extracted with

:one and alcoholic caustic soda, are placed in the decom-
ition flask with ou'.y just sufficient alcohol-free chloro-

n to cover the bottom of the gas-inlet tube. Xitrogen

xide from 50 grms. of lead nitrate is then passed

ugh in a rapid stream. After standing some hours, the

roform is rem>ved by immersing the flask in lukewarm
;r whilst drawing a current of dry air through the flask.

I

he dry reaction product is dissolved in acetone and the

:ion filtered. The solution is then evaporated to a

ll volume (not more than 20 c.c), and poured into

i.e. of 10 per cent, ammoaiuui chloride solution and
»ed to st in 1 over night in order to allow oily products

to solidify. The further treatment is preeisely

rdiug to Weber's method. Benzene cannot be substi-

1 for chloroform as the tendency is much greater for

addition product to settle in an oily condition. The
or found it essential to use twice as much lead nitrate

ommended by Weber, also thit it is important to keep

olnme of the acetone solution as low as possible before

pouring into the ammonium chloride solution, otherwise

difficulty is encountered in obtaining a solid product.—r. K. B.

Tannin ; Determination of without Hide Powder.
H. Wislicenus. Z. angew. Chem., 1904, 17, 801—810.

The author describes the physical properties and chemical

behaviour towards tanning asents, of a highly porous
aluminium oxide and hydroxide, which show by their

attraction for the tanning agents a certain analogy to the

action of raw hide, aud the use of these materials is thus
suggested "in the analysis of tan stuffs. The metallic

compounds resulting from the use of the two substances
are called tannal or tanualith.

Preparation.—Aluminium powder (100 grms.") is shaken
in a capacious beaker with a 5 per cent, solution of caustic

i. the liquor being decanted off in a short time, fresh

tic soda added, and drained off, and the residue well

washed bj decant&tion. To the last washing water a
small quantity of mercuric chloride is added, the white
powdery hydroxide is drained and dried with alcohol aud
ether. The mass is then passed through a fine sieve

(0-5 mm. mesh) to remove oxide and metal if any, which
can be afterwards worked up as before. Alternatively,

the aluminium may be at once treated with ethereal solution

of mercuric chloride, then, with the calculated amouut of

water, and dried with alcohol and ether. The oxide is

produced by heating the hydroxide in a flat porcelain dish.

Mode of Using.—2-5—3 grms. of the hydroxide or
-— '-''a grms. of the oxide are gradually added to 100 c.c.

of the liquor to be analysed, well shaken, and left to stand
for a few hours. The clear liquor may he tested with an
iron salt to ascertain that absorption is complete. Fifty c e.

of the clear liquor are drawn off aud evaporated to deter-

mine noa tannins and by subtraction from the contents of
50 c.c. of original liquor the tannins are calculated. Fur-
ther, if a known weight of oxide be employed, the tanualith

may be dried and weighed and the increase in weight
noted ; or the tannalith may be ignited and the loss observed,

as checks on the estimation of tannin by difference.

Some of the analytical results compared with hide-

powder determinations are shown in the following table,

the quantities being grms. per 100 c.c.

Liquor.

Hide Powder. Aluminium Hydroxide. Aluminium Oxide.

(a.)

•»«">• -{SSn^mu"
inebnk S

Tanninneu.UK ...
[ jfon-tannin .

akbark ....
(£annin .....

( Non-tannm.
ttestnut ("Tannin
extract i Non-tannin

.

(6.)

Grms. Grms.
0-1SS8 0-1801

;i 0-0018
0*0339 0*0358
0*1026 0-1015
0-0953 0-0946
0*0803
0-3984
u'2144
iv
r in

(a.) (4.)

Grms. Grms.
0-1285 0*1*535

tr0ll37 0-0034
0-1806 01314

0-0059
0-1119 0-1107
0-0757

!!

0*0770

(a.) (6.)

Grms. Grms.
0-1297 0U29O

0-0025 i0-01)25

0-129S 0-1312)
0-0061 /0-0067

0-1083 0-1075 t

0-08 IS 1
0-0793
0-3947
0-1965
9-5001

O'lO 12

Original
Total

Soluble.

Grms.

0-1321

0-1369

0*1871

e advantages claimed for the method are the certain

simple preparation of the material and its regular

y, its complete absorptive power, small quautity
sary, capability of being washed free from inn-
is and of being weighed, its similarity in action
le-powder, and, in addition, the fact that no special

atua is required.—R. L. J.

nng Sug.irs ; Potassium Bromide as Indtc.itor in the

'erminatton of -with Fehling's Solution. P. Berti.

1. Ass >c. Coim. Sucr. e: Dist., 1904, 21, 1234—1235.

) small crystals of potassium bromide be placed on a
lain plate, and, whilst moistening one with a drop of

yl the other be moistened with a drop of a solution
1 'per sulphite of 0-005 per cent, strength, and theu
' e a crystal be touched with a drop of concentrated
"" sulphuric aeid, the first will be observed to turn
" '", due to the formation of free bromine, whilst the

second acquires a violet tint, due to the formation of

anhydrous copper bromide. Potassium bromide may thus

be used to indicate the final limit of the reaction with
Fehliog's solution applied, e.y., in determinins the reducing
sugars in molasses. A drop of solution is placed on
two superposed pieces of filter paper resting on a porcelain

plate. A crystal of potassium bromide is then placed on
the moistened spot on the plate and a drop of sulphuric

acid added. The violet coloration ensues as long as copper
is present. The results are within the limits of commercial
work.—L. J. Ue W.

XXIY.-SCIENTIFIC & TECHNICAL NOTES.

Zinc Blende ; Luminescent ——. A. S. Eakle and
W. J. Sharwood. Eng. and Mining J„ 19 J4, 77, 1000.

The authors report on the occurrence of luminescent zinc

blende in Mariposa county, California, Eureka county,
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Nevada, and also in i olorado, Arizona, and Montana.
The Mariposa ore lias cither a flaky or schistose -tincture,

and ranges in colour from a light to a dark irrey. It

consist- mainhj of a granular mixture of white ham.'
(barium sulphate) and brown sphalerite (zinc blende), the
latter being the luminescent constituent The ore also

contains tetrahedrite and galena, and about l i dols. of
gold and 4 oz. of silver per ton. When the ore is scratched
with a knife-blade (or even with the finger-nail), a bright

line of light Follows the point of tbe blade. The appear
ance is that of a series of momentary sparks, which are

plainly perceptible in daylight. The ore is not radio active.

A. S.

Vanillin a ml Morphine; Action of an indirect Oxidising
Ferment [Anaeroxydase] mi . E. Bourquelot and
L. Marchadier. J. Pharm. Cbim., 1904, 20, 5—10.

It is found that the indirect oxidising ferments (anacr-

oxydases], such as are found in an infusion of oatmeal,
react on vanillin anil morphine, in the presence of hydrogen
peroxide, precisely like the direct oxidising ferments or

oxydases, forming dehydrcdivanillio in the lir-t case, and
oxymorphine in the second. The action is quite indepen-

dent of nn\ decomposition of the hydrogen peroxide; if

manganese dioxide be employed as the decomposing agent,

the oxidisable body undergoes no modification, which
demonstrates that the so-called "nascent" oxygen plays

no part in the reaction. It appears that the oxygen given

off under the action of anaeroxydasee, is, at an\ rate

partially, in a different molecular state at the time of its

generation, to that formed by the action of manganese
dioxide.

Oxydases and anaeroxydases have several properties in

common whicc. show lhat their function- are closely related.

Thus the presence ot a relatively high percentage i f alcohol,

even up to ;,u per cent., docs not hinder the act] f either.

Traces of hydrocyanic acid are sufficient to arrest their

activity, and both ferments ore much more resistant to

heat than bydrolysing ferments. Bourquelot has advanced
the theory that true oxidi-ine ferments may be a special

form of ozonides (in fact, peroxides), which, after having
parted with their available oxygen to oxidisable bodies,

absorb it again from the air and thus act a- carriers of

oxygen. For the continuous decomposition of the re-

generated ozonide, the intervention of an anaeroxydase is

necessary. A direct oxydase would therefore appear to

be a mixture of such an ozonide and an anaeroxydase.

The fact that direct oxydases almost invariably act on

hydrogen peroxide is thus explained. This hypothesis

has recently been advanced, although somewhat differently,

by Chodat and Bach [Riochem. Centralblatt, 1903,1,417].
See following abstracts. According to them, there are three

classes ot' oxidising bodies, oxygenases (albuminoids which

fix molecular oxygen forming peroxides); per xydases,

(indirect oxydases) : and catalases (bodies which decompose
hydrogen peroxide without themselves forming oxidation

products). They therefore apply the term peroxydases,

originated by Linossier, to the anaeroxydase-. on the

ground that the denomination is more in conformity
with the nomenclature generally accepted for the soluble

ferments.

Ilie «oid peroxydace would indicate a ferment acting

on peroxides and oxidising them, which i- absurd, since it

reduce- them; while oxygenase Mould mean a bod} acting

on oxygen and oxidising it. Anticipating this anomaly,
Bourquelot has chosen, almost a war prior to Linossier,

tbe terms " dirtd oxidising" and "indirect oxidising"
fermtnts for these two groups, names which an -elf

explanatory. As to the ". catalases," sinci these :<• not

agents ot oxidation, thej have noplace in the category of

the oxydases.—J. < >. B.

IX. Peroxidase Reaction ; I ilyoftki .- Function

oj Peroxides m the Chemistry of I. nun; Cells.

\ Bach and R. Chodat. lie... 1904, 37, 2484-2440.
(See al-o this .)., 1902, 1561 j 1903, 884, ss;

; hm|,
210. 505. I

Tiik authors -how that (be velocity of i he action of per-

oxydase follow- the law oi mass aotion, in so far a- the.

reaction is not disturbed by the product- formed. lVr-

oxyda-e niti-t le regarded a- an enzyme, and differs in mil

mother enzymes: it becomes rapidly and con
pletely used up in earning out oxidation m presence <

hydrogen peroxide, whilst othtr enzymes are more or let

completer) regenerated during their action, and are bene
able to aei on a relatively large quantity of material. Tin

regeneration i-. however, not a characteristic property i

the enzymes, which are all more or less limited in the

actii n.—T. II. 1'.

Oxido-reducing 'Enzyme s Existence ami Conditions .

Iction of an in Plants. J. K. Abelous. Compti
rend., 190-1, 138, 1619—1620

The juice of the potato contains an enzyme which, lil

one present in the animal organism, energetically rcduct

nitrates, but which i- incapable of oxidising sain

byde, except in presence 'of an oxidising agent, such :

potassium chlorate; the latter then undergoes partial n
auction. This difference in mode of action between tb

oxido-reducing enzyme of the animal organism and that i

the vegetable organism, is due to the oxydases present in tl

latter, which oxidise tb< substance reduced by the form
enzyme. When the plant cells are not ruptured and »li.

air is excluded, -o as to prevent the action of the ox \ da*
potato juice is able to oxidise salicylic aldehyde.— T. H. P

Oxalates; Decomposition of by licit. Alex. Sco
Chem. Soc. Proc, 1'.mp4,"20, 156.

Lx spite of the simple formula: given to the oxalates, thi

decon position by heat is by no mean- as simple as usual

stated. Ordinary precipitated calcium i xalate tutus gr

on ignition, and this change, which is due to the se| aratii

of small quantities of carbon, mains even with thi pit

calcium oxalate. This salt gives very little carbon dioxi

and carbon, but always a little of (ach, decon posing pn
tically in accordance with the equation ustia

CaC
2 4

= CaC0
3 + CO. Sodium and barium

decompose in accordance with the following equations :'

7.\a.( ._<>,-: 7Nn,<<>, + aCO + 2CO
:
+ 2C ; si'.:. ('.(>,

8BaC03 + 6CO + CO. + C. Magnesium oxalate gi\

exactly equal volumes of carbon dioxide and n onoxide a

no carbon, MgCs 4
= MgO - CO + (.'I

1
, but almost all t

other oxalates tested gave notable quantities ot carl

dioxide and carbon.

Butea Fro?idosa; Colouring Matter of the Floicen <4 —
A. G. Perkin. Chem. Soc. Proc, 1904, 20, 169.

In a former communication (,J. J. Hummel and A.

Perkin, this J., 1903, 693), it was considered probable tl

butein from Butea frondosa exists in a colourless, as well

in a yellow form. These modification- are,

distinct substances. The colourle-s compoin
butin, C15H 15 5, crystallising from alcohol in colourli

ne, die- and from dilute alcohol in pale yellow needles w

'.Il.o. melts at 234 226°, whilst butein, C,.,II,A' «!
yellov, needles (m. pt. 21 y —21a ), crystallises from dili

alcohol with 1II..O. It is obtained in small quint

together with butin from the plant, and can he

from butin by the action of hot dilute caustic alkali

alcoholic potassium acetate. On fusion with alkali, but'

gives tin same decomposition product- u- butin. and

metbylation the same two trimethyl ethers, (n

156 —158 . and (/.) m. pt. 119°— 121°. Vt hi

boiling dilute alcoholic sulphuric acid, butein i- parti..

reconverted into butin, and by digesting the trimetl

compound (m. pt. 119 —121°), which is really butin m*l

. with alcoholic potash and water it passes

butein methyl ether iui (m. pt. 156°— 1.1H ).

digesting butein methyl ether with alcoholic sulphuric a

butin methyl ether is obtained. Butein has the constitot

of a tetrahydroxybcnzylideneaeetophenone (cl

whilst butin i- shown to ha\e that of the corn

flavanone compound (this J., 1904, :t67).
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3i,LCCLATIONS USED IX vNK - SUGAR FACTORIES. A
Practical System of Chemical Control for Louisiana
Sa^'ar Houses and other Cane - producing Countries.

By Irving H. Morse, B.S. First Edition. John Wiley
auil sons. New York. 1904. Chapman and Hall, Ltd.,

London. Price 6*. 64.

Small ^vo volume, containing preface and 7o pages of

ubject-matter, principally tables. The subjects treated of

ire mainly as follows:— I. Analysis of Products, with

ibles, I[. Extraction, Saturation, Inversion, eic. ; III.

.at or i'ory Records. IV. Tables. Solid*, and Purity cor-

espon ling to each degree. Polarisation of Commercial
ingar, &c. V. Factors used in Calculating Available

Factors for Refinery Products. Beet-Sugar Fac-
ories and Factories Manufacturing 96° Sugar or " YC "

Sugar. VI. The most Profitable Sugar to Manufacture,
;c. VII. Tin- Available Sugar in a Ton of Cane.
Yellow clarified," Second and Third. " 96 Test,"

iecond and Third. " Rendimieuto " or Sugar Extraction

or Cuban Factories.

>ib Elektrochemische Industrie Deutschlaxds. Von
P. Ferchi . ixi), Ph.D. Wilhehu Knapp's Verlag, Halle-

I

a.-S. 1904. Price M. 2'.ou.

vo volume, containing 64 pages of subject-matter, with

,our illustrations, and an alphabetical index. The subjects

reated of are:—I. Origin, Aims and Limits of Electro-

chemical Industry in Germany. II. Production of Power
>r Electrochemical purposes in Germany. III. Alkali

nd Chlorine (Bromine). IV. Electric Bleaching. V.

lydrogen, i Ixygen, and Ozone. VI. Calcium Carbide and
'hosphorus. VII. Sodium, Magnesium, and Aluminum.
III. Zinc. IX. Copper, Nickel. X. Nobie Metals. XL
Ither Inorganic Chemical Processes. XII. ( Irganic Electro-

chemistry. XIII. Power required for Substances prepared
lectrolytically.

•ik Elektrochemische Rbduktion der Nitro-
deeivative organischer Verbixduxgex IX EXPEEI-
JIENTALLFR UND THEOKETISCHER BeZIEHUXG. Von
Joh. Mollkk. Wilhelm Knapp's Verlag, Halle-a.-S.

1904. Price M. 4.

vo volume, containing 113 pages of subject-matter and
le alphabetical index of subjects aud authors. This work
devoted to a description of all the experimental and

leoretical results so far obtained in the reduction of the

itro-derivatives of organic compounds.

he Occurrence of Aluminium ix Vegetable Pro-
ducts, Animal Products, axd Natural Waters.
liy i F. Laxgworthy, Ph.D., and Peter T. Austen,
Ph.D. Fust Edition. John Wiley aud Sons, New York.
1904. Price 8s. 6d. net. Chapman and Hall, London.

ro volume, containing 132 pages of subject-matter and
te alphabetical index. The subject treated of is classified

i follow- :— I. Aluminium in Vegetable Products. II. la
nimal Products. II!. In Natural Waters. IV. In Mis-
dlaneous Materials. The work takes the form of a

assified and complete bibliography of the subject.

nalttical Chemistry. By F. P. Tread well, Ph.D.,
Professor of Analytical Chemistry in the Zurich Poly-
technikum. Translated from the Second German Edition
by William T. Hall, S.B. Volume II.—Quantitative
Analysis. John Wiley and S jns, New York. 1904.
Price 17s. net. Chapman and Hall, Ltd.

<o volume, containing prefaces, 645 pages of subject-
atter, with 96 illustrations, and iucluding numerous tables,

id a set of logarithmic tables, followed by the alphabetical
idex. After the introduction with the usual descriptions
- general methods of procedure, and of apparatus used, the
ork is divided into Parts I., II., and III., devoted as

'Hows:—I. The Gravimetric Determination of the Metals
id of the Metalloids. Part II. Volumetric Auahsis—
n) Oxidation and Reduction Methods ; (B) Precipitation
ethods. Part III. Gas Analysis.

A Systematic Handbook of Volumetric Analysis, or
the Quantitative Estimation of Chemical Substances by
-Measure, applied to Liquids, Solids, and Gases. Adapted
to the Requirements of Pure Chemical Research, Patho-

i! Chemistry, Pharmacy, Metallurgy, Manufacturing
t hemistry, Photography, &c., and for the Valuation of

mces used in Commerce, Agriculture, and the Art-.
By Francis Sutton, F.I.C. Ninth Edition, revised and
enlarged. J. and A. Churchill, 7, Great Marlborough
Srrtet, London. 1904. Price 20s. net.

This volume, 8vo size, contains 607 pages of subject-
matter, with 121 illustrations, and the alphabetical index.
It is subdivided as follows:—Part I. Devoted to General
Principles, gives Descriptions of the Chemical Balance, and

era! Apparatus and Methods. II. Alkalimetry. III.
Analysis by Oxidation or Reduction. IV. Analysis by
Precipitation. V. Application of Foregoing Principles of
Analysis to Special Substances. VI. Special Applications
of the Volumetric System to the Analysis of Urine, Potable
Waters, Sewage, &c. VII. Volumetric Analysis of I i

aud Construction of Apparatus.

Report on Air Tests in Humid Cotton Weaving
Shkds. By Frank Scudder, F.I.C. [Home Office.]
Eyre and Spottiswoode, East Harding Street, Fleet 5

London, E.i '. ; 32, Abingdon Street. Westminster, S.W.

;

'•liver ami Boyd, Edinburgh; and E. Ponsonbv, 116!
Graftou Street, Dublin. 1904. Price 3d.

This report refers to the question of ventilation of humid
cotton cloth factories, in pursuance of an inquiry into the
Cotton Cloth Factories Act, 1889, commenced in 1896,
when the Secretary of State appointed a Departmental
Committee of which Sir Henry Roscoe, F.R.S., was chair-
man. On Feb. 2, 189S, it was ordered that ventilation
should he such that the carbon dioxide in the air of such
factories should not exceed nine volumes per 10,000 of air.
The report states that " in the great majority of cases the
proportion of carbon dioxide was far below" the limited
quantity mentioned. The method of determination and
apparatus employed Mr. Seudder describes. The method
used was that of Petienkofer with baryta water and oxalic
acid.

CtaiJf import.

I.—GENERAL.
Internatioxal Exhibition', Suxt Louis, 1904. Dept.
C, Liberal Arts. Catalogue of British Exhibits,
Classified under Group 23. Chemical and Pharmaceutical
Arts. Issued by the Royal Commission. William
Clowes and Sons, Ltd., Duke Street. Stamford Street,

S.E., aud Great Windmill Street, W., London. 1904.
Price Is. net.

-lb-Committee for Group 23 (Chemical and Pharma-
ceutical Arts), Dr. Boverton Redwood, F.R.S.E., Chair-
man, A. Gordon Salamon, Esq., Thomas Tyrer, Esq.,
Charles Wightman, Esq., Edmund H. Lloyd, Secretary:

This catalogue of the British exhibits in Group 23 contains
an introductory note of nine pages, a plan of the exhibits,
a list of the exhibitors arranged in alphabetical order, with
references to the plan and to the pages in the catalogue, a
series of descriptive accounts of some of the principal
branches of the industry represented by the exhibits
(pages 11—137), and a detailed list of exhibitors and
exhibits (pages 138—180).

In the introductory note it is stated that arrangements
were made with Mr. G. R. Duuell to obtain information bv
means of interviews with leading exhibitors and technolo-
gists in Great Britain, and that the particulars so furnished
have, with the assistance of Mr. Walter F. Reid, Chair-
man of the London Section of the Society of Chemical
Iudustry, been embodied in the descriptive accounts already
mentioned.
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Exiiiiuts of Special Scientific Interest

Low 'J EMiEKA'ii'HE Research Exbibix.— Complete
plant in operation, as employed by Prof. Sir .lames Dewar,
F.R.S., at t lie Royal Institution, London, in producing

liquid and solid hydrogen. (Constructed for tic Royal
Commission by Messrs. Lennox, Penton, and Reynolds,

Ltd.) Scientific J.ectuies and Demonstrations in connec-

tion with this exhibit will be given by Mr. J. E. Petavel.

Wellcome Chemical Rlsfaiuii Lai. iifs
;

Wellcome Physiological Research Laboratories.—
Specimens of essential oils, substances isolated from
cfanlmugra seeds, chaulinugric acid derivatives, alkaloids,

extracts, moiphine derivatives, phenylic salts of dibasic

acids, and certain inorganic salts, &c.

Paly, E. C. C— Photographs of spectra.

Collie, Prof. J. Norman, Ph.D., F.R.S.— Specimens of

dinieihylpyrote, and seme derivatives, also of oxoniuni

compounds.

Glasgow and West of Scotland Tecbbk u. College
(Piof. G. G. Henderson, M.A., D.Sc.).— Specimens illus-

trative of research work.

Hartley, Prof. W. II., F.R.S. , Royal College of Science

for Ireland, Dublin.— Photographs and substances recently

prepared for research purposes.

Lister Institute of Preventive Medicine (Dr. Allan

Macfadyen and Mr. Sydney Rowland).— Diagrammatic

section and photographs of the disintegrator used in investi-

gations on intracellular toxines.

Lovibond, Joseph W. — "Tintometer'' and sets of

equivalent colour standards, &c.

New lands, B. E. R.— Collection of 11 ancient bronze

or bell metal moitats. Photographs, by Miss M. A (few-

lands, of old prints.

The Owens College (Prof. H. B. Dixon, M.A., F.R.S.).

—Exhibits illustrating the discoveries of Sir H. E. Roscoe,

F.R.S., and the late Prof. C. Sehorlemmer, F.R S. ; the late

Dr. E. Schunek, F.R.S. ; the late R. S. Dale and Prof. C.

Sehorlemmer; the late Sir Edw. Frankland, F.R.S.; and

Prof. H. B. Dixon. F.R.S.

Ramsay, Prof. Sir Wm,, F.R.S.—Vacuum tubes con-

taining helium, neon, argon, krypton, and xenon (Ramsay
and Travers).

Reynolds, Prof. J. Emerson, F.R.S.— Specimens illus-

trative <f reseaich work at Trinity College, Dublin.

Royal College of Science, London (Prof. W. A.

TildeD, F.R.S.).— Specimens illustrative of research work

by staff and students.

Society of Apothecaries of London (Win. Cbatt-

awav).—Antiquities relating to pharmacy .

Travers, Prof. Morris W., F.R.S. — Diagram of

hydrogen liquefier.

The names of the firms who take part in the British

Exhibit are given below under the respective branches of

Chemical Industry and Pharmacy:

—

Alkali Industry :

AlUali.--l\r\nmt*, Mond and Co., Ltd.; Castner-

Kcllner Alkali Co., Ltd.: Chance and Hunt, Ltd.)

J. Crosfield and Sons, Ltd. ; United Alkali Co.,

Ltd.

Sulphuric Acid.—F. W. Eerk and Co., Ltd.; W.
Pearce and Sous, Ltd. ; Spencer, Chapman and

Messel, Limited.

Nitric Acid.—Y. W. Berk and Co., Ltd.; Alfred

White and Sons.

Alttm.— R. and J. Garroway; Peter Spcuce and Sons,

Ltd.

Brimstone.—Albright and Wilson, Ltd.; The Anglo-

Sicilian Sulphur Co., Ltd. ; A. Hoake, Roberts and Co.,

Ltd. ; Chance and Hunt, Ltd.; J. M. Collett and Co. ;

The Gas Light and Coke Co.; F. C. Hill> and i 0, ;

F. Kendall and Son. Ltd. ; W. Pearce and Sons, Ltd.

;

United Alkali Co., Ltd.

Coal Tar Products.—3. B. Aitken; Brooke. Simpson

and Spiller, Ltd.; The Gas Light and Coke Co.;

Levinstein, Ltd.; Read Holliday and Son, Ltd.; The

South Metropolitan Gas Co. ; Stouu and Tinson.

W.
I.t.

Li.

Sa
L«

Cyanide! and Ptussiates.—The Biitish Cyanide* I

Ltd.; 'IK- Cass*] Geld Extracting Co., Lid.
; 1

t astnei-Kellrer Alkali Co., Ltd. ; The Gas I.'glta

( oke i
. .; Swan and Kendall-. The United Alkali C

Ltd.

Eleetro-Chtmistry —The Casti er-Kellrer Alkali C
Ltd.; The United Alkali Co., Ltd.

Explosives.— Nobel's Expli sive Co., Ltd. ; .las. Pain o

Sods.

Nirtel.— Specimens illustrating the Mend Nickel Cat hoi

Process ; The Mond Nil kel Co., Ltd.

Oils, Fats, Waxes, Soap, and Candles :

Mineral Oils.- Assam Oil Co., Ltd. ; Burmab Oil C
Ltd. ; Joseph Cro-field and Sons, Ltd. ; Kvai
Sons, Lescber and Webh. Ltd. ; J. C. and J. Fiel

Lid. ; Trice's Patent Candle Co.. Ltd.

Apparatus.—Bnird and Tatlock, London, Ltd.
;

Eraser and Co.; JoIid J. Griffin and Sons
Joseph W. Lovibond ; TownFon and Mercer.

Soap Manufacture.—Edward Cook and Co.,

Joseph Crosfield and Sons, Ltd. ; Evans,
Lescber and Webb, Ltd.; J. C. and J. Field,

Price's Patent Candle Co., Ltd. ; Sharon Cheinic
Co., Ltd ; United Alkali Co., Ltd.

Candle Industry.—Assam Oil Co., Ltd.; Rurmah (

Co., Ltd.; J. ('. and J. Field, Ltd. ; Price's Pate

Candle Co., Ltd.

Ethereal Oils.—Allen and Son*, Ltd., Staffon

Burroughs, Wellcome and Co. ; Evans, Sons, I.esch

and Webb, Ltd.; T. Morson and Son.

Pharmacy, Chemistry and Pharmaceutical Apparatv
Antiquities relating to Pharmacy.— Albright ai

Wilson. Ltd. ; Allen and Hanburys, Ltd.; Allen ai

Sons, Ltd., Stafford; John Austen; liaird and Tu

lock (Loudon), Ltd. ; Battley and Watts ; A. Boak
RobertB and Co., Ltd.; The Bone Phosphate hi

Chemical Co., Ltd. ; Burroughs, Wellcome and Co
J. M. Collett anel Co. ; Corbyn, Stacey and Co., Ltd

Daniel Davison ; Doulton and Co., Ltd. ; Ellima
Sons and Co. ; EvaDS, Sons, Lescber and Webb. Ltd

W. H.Francis ; John J. Griffin andSons, Ltd. ; IKmiii

way and Co.; llopkin and Williams, Ltd.; HoflM
and Sons, Ltd. ; Jeyes' Sanitary Compounds ( .... Ltd

Keniia'.l, Bishop and Co., Ltd. ; F. Kendall and Soc

Ltd. ; John Rennet Lawes and Co., Ltd. : Joseph \

Lovibond; Wni. Martindale; McDougal Bros .; M:
and Baker, Ltd. ; Morris, Little and Sons. Lid

T. Morson and Son
; B. E. R. Xcwlan.l-

; NeWta
Chambers anil Co., Ltd.; Parkin, Ness and c.

The Society of Apothecaries of London; John ai

E. Sturge; Townson and Mercer; Thomas Tyrer at

Co.. Ltd.; United Alkali Co., Ltd.; Win. Warrei

Allied White aud Sons.

Pigments and Paints.— Lewis Berger and Sons, Ltd

Walter Carson and Sons; The (las Light and Col

Company ; Hemingway and Co. and Hemingway'
London Purple Co., Ltd.; May and Baker, UN
The Sharon Chemical Co., Ltd. ; Thomas Tyrer ai

( o., Ltd. ; Wood and Bedford.

Power Gas.—Model of Mood's Patent Gas-prodoc
Plant, with ammonia recovery apparatus. Dr. Ludw
Mond, F.R.S.

FbancO-German Tariff and Trade Relations.

/ ,S. Cons. lieps., No. 1984, June 21, 1904.

A committee appointed by the Parliament of Erance

investigate the tariff ami trade relations of Frai

some of the great nations of the world as affected by" tl

new arrangements entered into or to be negotiated since tl

end of the treaties which expired December 31, 1903,0

just made a voluminous report, of which the follow

extract :
—

The report of the commission begins by a short review

the industrial and agricultural condition of Germany. Tl
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lowing are the figures of production for the past three

ars :

—

Description.

aeat .

.

e —
rley .

.

ts ...

tato.-s

y....

1899—1900.

Tons.
3,847,44?

8,876,792

8,988,876

6,882,687

38,486,202
25,9011,781

1900- 190t. 1901-2.

Tons. Tons,
3,8*1,465 2,498,861
8,550,659 8,162,660
3.002,182 3,221,102
7,031.930 7,050.1 S3
10,585,317 18,687,26)

23,767,700 22.370,047

The large crop of potatoes was stimulated by the growth
the output of alcohol, which, in Germany, is generally

rived from potatoes. The exports of alcohol from
rmany are constantly increasing, and the consumption
alcohol for varnish, chemical products, lighting, heat, and
wer is very great.

1'he beet crop alone has increased in France during the

t 10 years. It passed from 47^,500 acres to 837,300
es, an increase due to the sugar laws of 1S84 and 1897
ablishiug the export bounty. As those laws are repealed

d.iy this acreage is likely to diminish. It will be very
Bcult to find a compensation in the increase in the

isuuiption of alcohol in industry.

The commission here euters upon au elaborate review of

I mineral wealth of Germany, comparing the output of

n, potassium, zinc, leid, salt, lignites, copper, and coal

the past six years. The concluding sentence is that
• growth in the mining industry in Germany can only be
npared to that of the United States.

following this is a tabulated statement of the iron and
;1 industry of the United States, Great Britain, Germany,
race, Russia, and Spain, in the order given, the con-
sign again being that the progress of Germany in that

ustry is only comparable with the United States,

.'he report states that Germany wages a very sharp
ipetition against French chemical products—above all,

e products for the laboratory. In that branch the Ger-
is have almost monopolised the commerce of the world,

rjks to the exceedingly well-equipped mills and to their

vity. They have also succeeded in materially reducing
first est of production. In Germany, 1,950,000 cb m.
816.200 cb. ft.) of wood were turned into paper in 1897.

many consumes annually 750,000 tous of paper and
Is. This immense consumption is due to the activity of
ting and lithography in that country.

he report enters into a careful examination of the

mereial conditions existing between France and Germany,
;ng the text of the treaties, and then gives the new
I'oms laws of Germany, from which the following are
• u :
—

ubricating oils are charged a duty of 12-50 francs

12 dols.) per 100 kilos. (220 lb.) by the new German
• f. Stearin, which was formerly free of duty, is now
lUble at 12 . 50 francs (2 . 4! 2 dols. ) per 1 00 kilos. ; candles
»Z8.15 francs (5.433 dols.) per 100 kilos. The duty on
n<ame articles coming into France are but 8 and 16 francs

44 dols. and 3. OSS dols) respectively. Soaps are
ged with a duty of from 6.75 to 12.50 francs (1.302
U to 2.412 dols.). France formerly exported 1,500,000
its' (289,500 dols.) worth of soap and perfumery into

Sjaany. It is thought that this business will be lost

it r the new tariff.

•rmany's exports of aniline and similar products
Based from 52,000,000 marks (12,376,000 dols.) in

t*| to 81,345,000 marks (19,360,110 dols.) in 1901.
ance imported chemical products from Germany in

uj representing a value of 22.700,000 francs (4,381,100
H); in 1901, a value of 21,501,000 francs (4,149,693
H); and in 1902, a value of 2I,61S,000 francs (4,172,274

(J
the new German tariff sulphuric, nitric, hydrocMoric,

"Oj, and other acids are free of duty ; but oxalic acid is

| oted by a duty per 100 kilos, of 10 francs (1.93 dols.) ;

I acid, 15 francs (2.895 dols.); and taitaric acid,
lU'incs (1.93 dob.).

following the example of France, Germany has found
'

' essary to protect soda salts by a high duty ; caustic

soda, 4.37 francs (84.3 cents); sodium carbonate, 1.87
francs (36 cents). The duty on alum and aluminium
sulphate is 3.75 fraucs (72.3 cents).

Aniline colours are exempt, which is very natural, as
Germany possesses all the markets.

Varnish, lacquers, and mastics are placed at greatly
increased duties—37.50 francs (7.237 dols.) for alcohol
varnish.

In short, for secondary chemical products a heavy pro-
tective duty has been imposed—6.75 francs (1.286 dols.)

;

tor gelatin in leaves, 37.50 francs (7.237 dols.). Casein
has a protection of 12.50 francs (2.412 dols.), while as
paste it has no duty at the French frontier.

Drawbacks in the United States of America.

Foreign Office Annual Series, No. 3185, June 1904.

Although the United States tariff is strongly protective,
a drawback of 99 per cent, of the duties paid on imported
articles is allowed when they are used in the manufacture
of other articles in the United States which are subse-
quently exported. This applies to the tin plate trade.
Large quantities of British tin plates are imported, and
on being made up in America into cases, are filled with
American oils, canned goods, &c, and on exportation
99 per cent, of the duty paid is refunded as a drawback.
This drawback affects a large number of articles other than
tin plates. The law will be found in the Act of July 24,
1897, which has been recently published in the Parliamentary
Paper, Commercial No. 2 (1904).

Cbkmical Exports from Germany.

Foreign Office Annual Series, No. 3196, June 1904.

A large firm manufacturing fine chemicals reports that,
though demand was active in 1903, prices were almost
uuremunerative by reason of fresh competition at home
and abroad. Foreign countries are endeavouring ever
more vigorously to emancipate themselves altogether from
German products, and with much success. The United
States, especially under protection of its tariff, is rapidly
and successfully developing the manufacture of fine

chemicals, so that the export from Germany to America
can now be effected only with great difficulty. The firm
adds that exports to Canada have been made impossible by
the differential duty in favour of the United Kingdom.

III.—TAR PRODUCTS, PETROLEUM, Etc.

Petroleum in California in 1903.

Foreign Office Annual Series,No. 3185, June 1904.

The output of oil in California amounted to 20,000,000
barrels* in 1903, as against 13,000,000 barrels in 1902.
Deducting that which will be either refined or exported,
the balance available for steam purposes will be large
enough to disturb the coal market. The price of oil has
decreased during the past year, and the railway companies
have bought up large oil properties. The older wells

—

especially in South California—are giving out, and the
greatest caution as to oil properties offered for sale should
be exercised. The Standard Oil Co. purchased 9,000,000
barrels from the Peerless Oil Co., at 20 c. a barrel at the
wells, and engage to purchase 5,000 barrels daily for five

years as from Jan. 1, 1903. This is held to prove' that the
Standard Oil Co. are convinced that the attempts to refine

crude Californian oils have succeeded. In fact, they are
being refined locally with very good results, but are not of
a high grade, and are mixed with fine Eastern oil. The
use of oil fuel is extending in every direction.

Petroleum Production of Russia.

Bd. oj Trade J., July 7, 1904.

The productiou of naphtha wells in the peninsula of

Apcheron in 1903 was 595,000,000 ponds,* as compared
with 637,000,000 pouds in 1902, and 675,000,000 pouds in

1901. The decrease in 1903 is due to the fact that, owing

' 1 barrel = 33'5 galls. ; 1 poud = 3(1-112 lb.

I
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;o the low market price of petroleum, several of the more

important wells were not worked during the earlier part of

the year ; there was also a diminution in the output of Borne

of the other wells. Moreover, work was severely hampered

by labour disputes during the month of July. .Some of the

wells are giving signs of exhaustion, but on the other hand,

new sources of production have been discovered in the

district of Bibi-Eibat.

In 1903, 80,000,000 ponds of naphtha were exported from

Batou'm, showing an increase of 8 per cent, on 1902. of

this, 61,000,000 pouds were petroleum properly so-called.

27,000,000 pouds were sent to the East, the remainder to

Europe.

IV.—COLOURING MATTERS AND
DYESTUFFS.

Dyestuefs': C.S. Customs Decisions.

June 1904.

Pyrol Black R.O., Sulphur Black T.G., and Sniphaniline

Black were decided to be dutiable at 30 per cent, ad

eat as " coal tar dyes," under par. 15 of the tariff.

— R. W. M.

X.—METALL URG Y.

Zinc Ore Extorts from Carthagena, Spain.

Foreign Office Annual Series, No. 3188, June 1904.

In his report for 1903, the British Vice-Consul at Car-

thafena gives the following figures showing the shipments

of zinc ore from that port to the countries named during

the past year:- ^
United Kingdom ''""

Belgium B2-050

Germany ' •" '"

France 1 -"""

Total S3.250

The above total shows an increase of 22,580 tons over

the preceding year. The United Kingdom has taken more

by 893 tons, Belgium by 21,427 tons, Germany by 900 tons,

and France by the full shipment of 1,000 tons. Of the

above quantity 7,900 tons were calamine, the remainder

beinf blende, usually found in the mines which are worked

for lead, and, not unfrequently, the lead ore gives out and

" degenerates," as the miners say, into blende.

Iron Industry of the Transvaal

Bd. oj Trade J., July 7, 1904.

The Rhodesia Herald states that the first blast-furnace

in South Africa has recently been erected near Pretoria, on

the line of the railway ; it is situated in the centre of iron

deposits and close to coal supplies. The furnace, which will

have a weekly capacity of 500 tons of pig-iron, is to be

followed by "rolling-mills and a steel-converting plant.

In addition "to iron ore and coal, there is plenty of limestone

in the neighbourhood. The ore is of the hematite and

magnetite variety, and runs 58 to G2 per cent, of metallic

iron. A survey above ground and cross-cutting indicate

that there are some 62,000,000 tons of iron in sight. There

is also manganese ore in Africa.

Mineral Output of Wkstkrn Australia.

Government Gazette of Western Australia, April 8, 1904.

1908. 1903.

Quantity. Value. Quantity. Value.

T. .ii - £
620 39,783

2,282 8,090

4,800 2,040

1,340

Tons. 1 E

B17 35,890

20,526 .'i6..'itl

220
133,127

M

178 -

Arsenic in Spain.

Chan, and Druggist, July 2, 1904.

A company las been formed to develop deposits

arsenical pyrites situated in the province of Orense, Spa

'III. ore carries some gold and from 25 to 40 per cent,

arsenious acid. It is proposed to treat ibe pyrites

cyanidation for the recovery of the gold, and the resid

will then be used for the production of arsenic. A numb
of concessions have been granted recently in the so i

locality lor similar undertakings.

XII.—FATS, FATTY OILS, Etc.

Castor Oil Production in- New Zealand.

Queensland Agrie. J. Pharm. ./., July 9, 1904,

The castor oil plant (Ricinus communis) is a native of

warm countries It is very hardy and will thrive on aim

any soil and in any situation, attaining a great height

one season after sowing the seed. The plant prefers <

soils. The seed should be sown in rows, 6 ft. apart i

4 ft. in the rows. Before sowing, the seed should be steej

in hot water for 24 hours. After the plants are ab

ground, the cultivation is the same as for corn, cotton,

tobacco.

When the seed-pods are ripe, they suddenly burst 0|

and scatter the seeds in all directions. Special arran

ments must, therefore, be made for harvesting the

When the pods are seen to be turning brown, the spi

which bear them are cut off and taken to a clean-sw

piece of hard ground which maybe enclosed withgulvani

iron. Here they remain, being turned occasionally until

pods have emptied themselves. The husks are then

moved by winnowing, and the beans swept up and hagf

They must on no account be allowed to get wet. 1
work is so light that it can be done by young children,

j

The yield of beans varies between 20 and 30 bushels

acre. The oil is extracted by means of a hydrnulit

screw, or a lever press. What is known as " cold-dro

castor oil " is that obtained by mere pressure. The 1
!

thin" to do is to remove the external hull. This is effec

by passing the beans through two revolving rollers,

such a way as merely to crack the hull, which is then

rid of by winnowing. The decorticated seeds are then

into coarse hempen bags about 2 ft. in diameter. Betw

each layer of bags there is placed a steel plate, and at

20 or 30 bags, each holding about 40 lb. of seeds, are pin

on top of each other in the press. The pressure must

applied gradually, and the oil running from the first pi

is the best. As the pressure is increased up to the 1

power of the press a. second quality is produced. The if

after this is taken out, mixed with hot water, and a:0

pressed to obtain the third quality. Another method ill

place the beans in a stone roller mill. This consists of I

large round stones connected by a spindle, which i

revolved by horse-power in a hollow round stone, in wl

the beans are placed. These stone mills hold aboi

and this quantity is crushed every half-hour. The o

poured into filtering bags, and the pure oil runs from,

shelves on which the bags are placed through tu

vessels placed to receive it. The average yield of ol

40 per cent.

Finishing Soap: U.S. Customs Decision,

June 16 and 18, 1904.

Several varieties of soap known as finishing si

sistmg in one case of beef tallow and alkali, assessed]

duty as "alizarin assistant not made from castor o

per cent, ad eal. under par. .12 of the tariff; in ano«

case assessed for duty as " alizarin assistant contaiaing

than 50 per cent, of castor oil," at 15 cents per gall

in a third case, consisting of resin and alkali

duty at the same rate—uoue of the above hai

sulphonated—were decided to be dutiable at 20
|

ad vat. under par. 72 of the tariff, as " soaps no-

provided for."—B. W. M.
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Soap Stock : U.S. Customs Decision.

June 21, 1904.

A mixture of oils consisting of castor oil, 77 '50 per cent.;

live oil, 12 • 72 per cent,
i
and oleic acid, 9'78 per cent.,

nd intended for use in manufacturing, was held to be

tunable according to the component material of chief value

«Dder section 7 and par. 33 as " castor oil" at 35 cents per

allon. Although the article was suitable for use in soap
laking, its common and exclusive use for this purpose was
ot shown with sufficient conclusiveness to entitle it to free

ntrv under par. 568 as " soap stock." The Board also held

bat oleic acid is not a distilled, essential, expressed, or

endered oil ; hence the above mixture is not covered by
ar. 3, which provides for combinations of the foregoing

—R. W. M.

XIII. A.—PIGMENTS, PAINTS, Etc.

Ochre Shipments from Carthagexa.

Foreign Office Annual Series, No. 3188, June 1904.

As regards ochre, the Vice-Consul states that only 343
ns were shipped, all to the United Kingdom. Buyers are

fficult to please, good ochre is difficult to get, and profits

•e not good enough to animate shippers iu making special

forts to increase quantities.

Marking Ink ; Manufacture of in Mexico.

Bd. of Trade J, July 14, 1904.

According to a despatch from the Italian Minister at

exico, reproduced in the Bolletino Ufficiale del Ministero
Agricoltura, a large quantity of marking ink of th(

ali ty is now being manufactured at Jalapa, in the state of

nt Cruz. This ink is extracted from the pulp of the

tcleloahnitl tree. During the month of April, about 2,300
res were exported to Germany.
The tree from which the ink is manufactured is found in

aat abundance throughout the districts of Jalapa, Vinios,

xpoco, and Huaxtlan ; it is therefore confidently expected
it the new industry will be greatly developed.

XIII. B.—RESINS, VARNISHES, Etc.

Kubt Varnish- U.S. Customs Decision.

June 10, 1904.

i varnish tinted red for photographic purposes was held
be properly assessed for duty as " varnish" at 35 per
t. ad vat. under par. 53 of the Tariff Act, and not to be
iable either at 25 per cent, ad val. as a chemical com-
nd under par. 3, or at 20 per cent, nd vol. under section
is a " manufactured article unenumerated." The Board
ther held that the assessment of duty at 1-35 dols.

gallim and 35 per cent, ad val., as " spirit varnish," was
meous, as the article contains no ethvl alcohol.

—R. W. M.

University of Ferrara, in connection with the sugar, starch,

and alcohol industries.

The teaching will include Technical Chemistry, Technical
Mechanics, Seed Selection and Technical Agriculture,

Zymotechnics, Legal Matters and Accounts, and Chemical
and Industrial Analyses.

I iuMS i.v AlSYSsrM \.

Bd. of Trade J., June 30, 1204.

Abj •i-iiuian gums in general are white and highly esteemed.
They are abundant and receive but little commercial

ion. The best regions are those of from 4,900 to
ft. altitude, although iu tin- lower plains there is

quite sufficient to invite exploitation. All these gums are
exported by way of Aden, and are probably never recognised
at the porta of arrival as of Abyssinian origin. The export
at present amounts to about 1 ,930/. annually. Thiscxport"
could be easily augmented to five times the present amount.

XVII.—BREWING, WINES, SPIRITS, Etc.

[nternationax Spirit Industry- Exhibition, Vienna.

Chem.-Zeit, 1904, 28, 477—478.

CookingApparatus.—The experiments made with various
types of cooking apparatus fed with spirit show that whilst
the older forms required 13 minutes to boil 1 litre of water
nil consumed 38 'grins, of spirit, the newer types do the
same in nine minutes with 32 grms, and the regulator stoves
in eight minutes with 27 gnus. The quantity of spirit con-
sumed per hour in the three kinds is 175, 210, and 200
grms. respectively.

Lamps. — The exhibits comprise incandescence spirit
lamps up to 1,000 Hefner candle-power. Tests of some
of them, under the auspices of the Ministry of Commerce,
gave the following results, 90 per cent, spirit being
used :

—

Lamp. Candle

Power.

Incandescence lamp with by-pass
flame ij -;,

Incandescence lamp with heat con-
ductor 3i-n

Street spirit lamp 70*0
Petroleum lamp with 16-line circu-

lar burner 9-5

Time

for
Heating
Burner.

Con-
sumption
per 10-

Candle
Hoor.

Min. Grms.

1-5 24

2-0

B'S
29
12

43

XIII. C.—INDIA-RUBBER, Etc.

NDIA-RUBBER CuXTIVATION IN GERMAN COLONIES.

Foreign Office Annual Series, No. 3186 June 1904.

uch attention has been given of late in Germany to the
s*ity of improving the existing condition of india-rubber
ivation in German African colonies, where the same has
developed as it was hoped, and in some of the colonies

production has in fact been diminishing. Those pro-
ng most india-rubber at present are Cameroon and East

^ ua, but the exportation of both together did not exceed
11,000.. in value in 1902.

XVI.—SUGAR, STARCH, Etc.

•chool in connection with the sugar, starch,
and Alcohol Industries in Italt.

Bd. of Trade J., July 7, 1904.

Consul-General at Florence reports that, in

A usi next, a school will be opened, attached to the

Motors and Automobiles.—The exhibits are considered to
demonstrate the suitability of spirit for power purposes, and
the competition with petrol resolves itself into the question
of relative cost. The fixed motors are fed with unmixed
motor spirit, carburetted spirit being used for automobiles.

Denaturing.—A portion of the spirit was denatured fwith
a preparation prescribed by the Royal Austrian Agricul-
tural Experimental Station [composition not given], the
remainder being mixed to furnish motor spirit.—C. S.

Methylation : Rectifying and Compounding.

Pharm. J., July 9, 1904.

In the House of Commons, on July 5, the Chancellor of
the Exchequer said that the total quantity of spirits distilled
in England during the year ended March 31, 1904, was
11,694,831 proof gallons. The quantity of home-made
spirits used for methylation during the same period was
4,398,002 proof gallons. He had no means of knowing the
quantities used for rectifying and compounding. 33,300
proof gallons of British spirits were despatched to Customs
warehouses at Leith from English distilleries during the 12
months ended June 30, 1904. The materials commonly
used in the distillation of English spirit were malt, unmalted
grain, molasses, sugar, glucose, and rice.
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Tax-free Spirit.

rimes, July 21, 1904.

In committee on the Finance Bill, on July 20, Mr. Scott-

Montagu moved a. new clause providing that alcohol which
had been suitably denatured and rendered imputable and
was required for motive power, lighting, heating, and
manufacturing purposes should be sold without payment of

any duty or tax, and that absolute alcohol should also be

exempt from duty when employed in manufacturing

operations where it could be proved to the Commissioners
that denaturing agents would prevent its use. He also

asked that a committee should be appointed to investigate

the subject.

The Chancellor of the Exchequer said that he could not

accept the clause as it stood on the paper, but he would

accept the suggestion to have a committee appointed to

look into the matter. He was aware that a great deal of

importance was attached to the question, and he agreed

tbat the public should have an opportunity of explaining

what it was they wanted as well as an opportunity of

learning the facilities which the law provided. He could

not undertake to deal with a point of legislation in the

Finance Bill.

Mr. Bryce asked whether alcohol for motive power
would be the only question inquired into by the committee,

or whether the inquiry would be extended to the exemption

of alcohol for use in various trades.

The Chancellor of the Exchequer: I intended the

committee to cover both subjects.

Mr. Gibson Bowles warned the right hon. gentleman
against agreeing too readily to these exemptions of alcohol.

Exemption of one man meant an increased burden on another.

The committee might disclose grievances, of course, but

the right hon. gentleman should not be led away to propose

in his next Budget anything in the interest of the motor
industries or anv other industries. He did not agree with

the proposal that spirits which were not drunk should be

exempt any more than spirits that were drunk.

The clause was withdrawn.

Spirit in Poland.

Chem. and Vruggiit, July 16, 1904.

The failure of the potato crop in Poland last year proved

disastrous for the spirit distilleries, and large quantities of

maize had to be imported from Hessarahia and the Cau-

casus to replace potatoes. The prices paid by the monopoly

for spirt in 1903 were from 55 to 71 copecks per vedro

(average 6o\ per gallon), which was higher than usual.

According to the law of 1903, permission was granted for

the use of denatured spirit free of Excise for industrial and

technical purposes ; but little advantage was taken of it on

account of the shortness of spirit and the low price paid by

the monopoly (id. per gallon) for spirit to be deoatured,

which did not encourage distillers to sell spirit to the mono-

poly for tbat purpose. Denatured spirit was sold by the

monopoly only at Warsaw at fir/, per gallon. The con-

sumption of denatured spirit was small, as special pei mis-ion

id use it has to be obtained from the Ministry in each case,

even for a single lamp. According to the daw of .lime 12,

1900, which was in force till the cud of 19U3, Poland was

allowed t > produce 22,500,000 galls, of spirit a year; but a

new law, which came into force iu January 1 "04, does not

now in any way restrict the production of spirit in Poland.

The annual requirements of the monopoly have been fixed

by the Ministry at 18,191,355 galls, for the period 1903-7,

the monopoly taking this quantity at a fixed rate.

Spirituous Tinctures in (ape Colony.

Pharm. J., June 18, 1904.

I in and after July 1, 1904, a duty cf 15s. per proof gallon

will be levied on spirituous tincture imported into Cape
Colour. Tinctures made in the Colony will only pay a

duty of 6s. The duty affects llritish manufacturers very

seriously, and the matter is under consideration by the

London < liamber of Commerce.

X VIII. B.—SANITATION.
Nitkoos FrjMKS and Auseniuretted Hydrogen.

Chem. Tr. J., July 9, 1904.

The annual report of the Prussian factory inspi

gives particulars concerning the 1,293 chemical factor

which were visited, special attention being paid to accide;

and dangers incidental to chemical manufactures. Menti
is made of several cases of poisoning by nitrous ftnn*

in some instances the workmen appeared to recover fn

the effects, but were subsequently seized with internal pai

and died. Arseniuretted hydrogen was tiie cause of t

deaths in another instance. The particularly deadly nati

of this gas is not sufficiently realised. It is very liable

be present in hydrogen generated from zinc or iron, a

may be formed from arsenic contained either in the ai

or the metal. Very minute quantities are sufficient to kil

man. Wherever hydrogen is used, either for lead buroi

or for reducing purposes, or for tilling balloons, this dao|
should not be lost sight of. Several explosions took pli

in explosive factories during 1903.

Chloroform as a. Remedy for tiie Injurious Effec
of Inhaling Xitkocs Fu.mf.s.

Chem. Ind., 1904, 27, 379.

Chloroform has been found an excellent remedy for I

ill effects of "gassing" with nitrous fumes. In ma
cases, after apparent entire recovery, workpeople and othi

are seized with cramps or spasms and die. The direct*

of the Rheiuisch-Westfalischen Explosives Compsi
Troisdorf, have issued an instruction in their works tl

any person who has inhaled nitrous fumes must hi

administered to him every 10 minutes a glass of water ii

which 3 to 5 drops of chloroform have been added froo

dropping-tube until recovery. The largest quantity

chloroform that may be thus administered per day
1 *5 grm. ; 3 drops of chloroform are considered as weigbi
0-045 grm., and 5 drops 0'07S grm. This prescription

to be strictly observed, and the amounts by no met
exceeded. Chloroform being somewhat unstable wl

exposed to light, it must be kept in bottles of colon
glass.

XX.—FINE CHEMICALS, Etc.

Cascara Sagrada, or Chittim Bark, in Oreuo?

Foreign Office Annual Series, No. 3207, July 1904.

The bark of the cascara sagrada, or chittim tree, ha<!

recent years assumed a growing importance as an articlel

commerce, and appears to be produced principally in tl

district. The article is beiug largely used iu medicine, il

during the past year about 500 tons were shipped to
|

United Kingdom and Continent. The production «(

stimulated by high prices to such an extent that then
danger of all the trees being destroyed. In May '

average orice paid was 2d. per lb., but under di

reached "fid. in August, and as much as lo</. was paidi

September. The peeling season is from May to -Vug .

The tree grows in wet ground, is of rapid growth, but ran"

attains a size over 1 ft. in diameter. One was repiu I

last year as 2 ft. 3 ins., but the sizes preferred for pee!.'

are from 4 ins. and upwards. In peeling, the tree is It

girdled about 5 ft. from the ground and the bark remo 1

down to the base. It is then cut down, and the I <

removed from the rest of the trunk and larger brand.

The bark is then dried in the son for four or ti

chopped up, and packed in sacks for shipment. *

production last year was about 1,000 tons. From pre? t

appearances there will be an over-production in !

not more than 2rf. is offered for the dried bark.

"Oil of Lemon" Extraction in California.

Foreign Office Annual Series, No. 3185, June 1904.

California lemon growers are most anxious to obtai •

machine for extracting " oil of lemon," the present pro*

»

beiug unsatisfactory.
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Acetin : U.S. Customs Decision.

June 17, 1904.

Merchandise invoiced as" Kssigsiiure," which on analysis

as shown to contain 75 per cent, of mixed acetins, was
eld to he dutiable at 25 per cent, ad val. as a "chemical
impound " under par. 3 of the tariff, and not as " acetic

;id " under par. 1.—R. W. M.

Amvl Acetate : U.S. Customs Decision.

June 16, 1904.

( Ihemically pure amyl acetate was decided to be dutiable
1 2 dols. per lb. as a " fruit ether " under par. 2 1 oi the Tariff

ct.—R. \V. M.

Ichthyol : U.S. Customs Decision.

June 10, 1904.

Ichthyol ammonium sulphonate, generally known in

rarmacy as ichthyol, was held by the Board to be free of
ity as " ichthyol " provided for in par. 626. Duty had been
isessed at 25 per cent, ad val.

t
under par. 3, as a " chemical

impound," or under par. 68 as a " medicinal [.reparation,"

i the ground that the ichthyol provided for in par. 626,
lich covers various oils, was the oil of ichthyol, and uot
sulphouated anunouium salt (see J., 1903, 833). The

>ard held that the term "ichthyol," as used in the law,

vers the sulphonated ammonium salt, and overruled the

sessment of duty.—R. W. M.

patent Hist,

B.— In these lists, [A.] means "Application for Patent," and
,]

" Complete Specification Accepted."
Hiere a Complete Specification accompanies an Application, an
srisk is affixed. The dates given are (i) in the case of Appliea-
is for Patents, the dates of application, and (ii) in the case of

oplete Specifications Accepted, those of the Official Journals
vhich acceptances of the Complete Specifications are advertised,

omplete Specifications thus advertised as accepted are open to
oection at the Patent Office immediately, and to opposition
bin two months of the said dates.

I.—PLANT, APPARATUS, AND MACHINERY.

A.] 15,010. Reave]!. Cooling towers for reducing
temperature of condensing water and other
liquids. July 5.

15,129. Burdh. Cooling, heating, and similar

apparatus. July 6.

„ 15,775. Martin. Filtering apparatus for the
extraction of liquid from finely crushed minerals
or the like. July 15.

15,776. Ogle and the Cyanide Vacuum Filter Co.
Apparatus for the separation of liquids from
solids, particularly applicable to the extraction of

metals from their ores. July 15.

,, 15,780. Withers (Bruyere). Distillation apparatus.
July 15.

S.] 16,419 (1903). Junkers. Apparatus for heating
liquids. July 20.

, 16,472 (1903). Leetharu. Apparatus for treating

finely divided materials, such as flour, with a
gaseous agent. July 13.

, 22,094 (1903). Thompson (Blaisdell). Apparatus
for discharging or filliDg vats and like receptacles.

July 20.

[C.S.] 22,095 (1903). Thompson (Blaisdell). Distri-

buting apparatus especially applicable for filling

vats or the like. July 20.

„ 13.1S6 (19041. Neel. Desiccation of liquids.

July 20.

II.—FUEL, GAS, AND LIGHT.

[A.] 14,947. ISayles. Fuel. [U.S. Appl., July 2, 1903.]*

July 4.

„ 14,952. Bur and Co. Catalytic gas igniters.

[Fr. Appl., July 18, 1903.]* .Iuly~4.

„ 11,971. Steins. Process and apparatus for the

manufacture of generator gas.* July 1.

„ 15,088. Dixon. Gas washing, cooling, and heating

towers. July 6.

15,089. Dixon. Gas producers. July 6.

„ 15,269. Kermode. Burners for liquid fael. July 8.

„ 15,270. Ivermode. Apparatus for burning liquid

fuel. July 8.

„ 15,271. Kermode. Apparatus for burning liquid

tuel. July 8.

15,800. Robins. See under XVIII. B.

„ 15,810. Robt. Dempster and Sons, and Radcliffe.

Calciners and destructors. July 16.

„ 15,821. Mason. Apparatus for manufacturing

producer- and water-gas. July 16.

„ 15,846. Spencer. Gas regenerative furnaces.

July 16.

„ 15,862. Wilson. Furnaces for burning coal dust

or like pulverulent fuel. July 16.

[C.S.] 23,659 (1903). Thompson (Best). Furnaces for

burning liquid hydrocarbons. July 20.

„ 23,660 (1903). Thompson (Best). Apparatus for

burning liquid hydrocarbons in furnaces and (ire

boxes. July 20.

III.—DESTRUCTIVE DISTILLATION, TAR
PRODUCTS, PETROLEUM, AND

MINERAL WAXES.

[C.S.] 23,659(1903). Thompson (Best). Seeunderll.

„ 23,660 (1903). Thompson (Best). Seeunderll.

„ 7481 (1904). Kuess. Process for solidifying

petroleum and other mineral oils for their appli-

cation as fuel and for lighting purposes. July 13.

(Date applied for, Nov. 6, 1903.)

IV.—COLOURING MATTERS AND DYESTUFFS.

[A.] 14,970. Imray (Meister, Lucius uml Briining).

Manufacture of new dyestuffs of the anthracene

series. July 4.

„ 14,972. Imray (Meister, Lucius und Briining).

Manufacture of yellow mordant dyestuffs. July 4.

„ 15,025. Shillito (J. R. Geigy). Manufacture or

production of ortho-oxy-azo colouiing matters.

July 5.

„ 15,223. Imray (Basle Chem. Works). Manufac-

ture of indoxyl, its homologues, and their deriva-

tives. July 7.

15,418. Shillito (J. R. Geigy). Manufacture of

o-nitro-l-diazo-2-oxynaphthalene-sulphonie acid,

or sulphonic acid of the nitro-naphthalene-1 .2-

diazoxide. July 11.
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TAT 15,624. Ahel (Act. - Ges, f. Anilin-fabrikation).

Manufacture oi 1 . 8-arylMphtbylaTmnesnlpb c

acids. July 13.

rCSl 18,246 (ISO;*)- Newton (F. Bayer and Co.).

Manufacture and production of pyrrolidine de-

rivatives. July 20.

18 924 (1903). Read Holliday and Sons, Ltd.,

Turner, Dean, and Turner. Production or manu •

facture of colouring matters. July 18.

V.—PREPARING, BLEACHING, DYEING,

PRINTING, AND FINISHING TEXTILES, YARNS,

AND FIBRES.

[A.] 15,080. Ma-her. Kiers for treating textile fabrics

and the like. July 6.

15,276. Sello. Method of producing dust-free con-

sistent surgical dressing material.* July 8.

15 '97 DrewBen. Process of manufacturing pro-

ducts from cornstalks, sugar cane, and analogous

pithy stalks.* July 8.

15,331. Roberts and Cross-ley. Method and means

employed for carbonising fibres. July 9.

15,395. Venter. Process for bleacbiug textile

fabrics.* July 9-

15,015. Payne and Masterson. System of spirit

dyeirjg. July 13.

15,721. AVard and Kenworthy. Apparatus for

dyeing, bleaching, and otherwise treating yarn,

warp, and fibrous materials with liquid. Jul) 15.

15,729. Roberts and Crossley. Method of and

means for removing vegetable impurities from

woollen rags, wool, and other animal fibres.

July 15.

VI.-COLOURING WOOD, PAPER, LEATHER, Etc.

[\.] 15,424. Anmtage, Jowett, and Sowry. Method of

and apparatus for varnishing or otherwise

coatinf paper or other materials. July 11.

[C.S.] 9487 (1904). Boult (Fabr. F. Schwartz and Co.).

Wallpaper. July 20.

10,798 (1904). Tittel. Process and apparatus for

the production of paper coated on one side with

coloured material. July 20.

VII.—ACIDS, ALKALIS, AND SALTS.

[A.] 14,966. Schilling and Kremer. See under XVIII. B.

„ 15,138. Guteusohn. See under X.

[C.S.] 15,212 (1903). Hiebling. Manufacture of soda and

caustic potash, chlorine, and hydrochloric acid

by electrolysis of aqueous solutions. July 20.

19,267 (190:51. Bergmann. Method of producing

di-calcium phosphate. July 18.

12,797(1904). Leduc and Griffiths. Seeundei \

VIII.—GLASS, POTTERY, AND ENAMELS.

[A.] 15,662. Nniss. Method of producing different

colours on pearl heads of solid glass-headi d pins.

July 14.

15,8««. Arbogast. Method of manufacturing

-ware. ' [U.S. Appl., July 16, 1903.]*

July 16.

IX.—BUILDING MATERIALS, CLAYS, MORTABS,
AND CEMEKTS.

[A.] 15,057. Muller. Manufacture of new pulverulen

product for coaling masonry or brickwork c

larnaces, retorts, and the like. [Fr. Appl

July 8, 1903.]* July 5.

15.142. Muller. Process for the manufacture i

bricks and products with a facing of carboronAn

or other material. [Fr. Appl., July 13, Una 1

July 6.

15,176. Steenbock. Manufacture of i

cement.* July 7.

15,181. Steenbock. Manufacture of materi

designs d for the production of cement.* .1 uly

15,549. Hroadbeut. Burning of pipes, cl

pots, and other like earthenware goods in kil

or ovens. July 12.

15.795. Rieter-ltodmer. Manufacture of artifici

stone pipes, tiles, plates, vessels, and the hi

and apparatus therefor. July 15.

[C.S.] 218 (1901). Forell. Process for manufaetutii

cement from slag. July 13.

8f59 (1904;. VYindholz. Process of making

grinding, polishing, or smoothing substance,

one refractory to heat. July 13.

12518(1904). Watson Material or compositH

to be used for damp courses, for covering roo

surface of bridges, and the like, for insulation

electrical conductors, and other purposes of a h

kind. July 13.

X.-METALLURGY.

r\l 14 980. Lebedeff. Process for smelling snlphuml

copper ores and the simultaneous concenlrjti

of the matte. July I.

14 985. Cie. du Rcacteur Mctallurgique. Maoufl

Jure of steel, and treatment of copper. Diet

and like malts. [Fr. Appl., Aug. 6,
1'.'-'

July 4.

15,138. Gutensohn. Recovering desired mettl I

oxides from acid solutions containing the set

July 6.

15 141 Sir W. G. Armstrong, Whitworth, A C

Ltd., and Ferry . Manufacture of steel and oil

forgings. July 6.

15.220. Iladlield. Manufacture or treatment

armour plates and other articles of steel. J" 1

}

15,347. Griesbach. Apparatus for utilising *»

Lin plate, s.rap, and the like. July 9.

15,577. Nicholas. Recovery of metals froni oi

&c. July 13.

15,592. Phillips and Pickering. Cyanide pr>»'

gold extraction. July 13.

15,727. Twynani. Recoveiy of zinc from i

cuttings and galvanised waste. July 15.

15,776. Ogle and the Cyanide Vacuum Filt< r <

See under I.

„ 15,792. Wrinkle and Wrinkle. Smelting furna

July 15,

[C.S.J 12,797 (1904). Leduc and Griffiths. IWe-
the enriching ot calcareous ores. July 18.
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XI.—ELECTRO-CHEMISTRY AND ELECTRO-
METALLURGY.

[A.] 15,294. BetN. Process of electro-depositing anti-

mony. July 8.

„ 15.29S. Betts. Process for treating metal mixtures

produced as a by-product in electrolytic metal-

refining operations. July 8.

„ 15,303. Betts. Process of making lead dithionate.*

July 8.

O.S.] 15,212 (1903). Hiebling. See under VII.

XII. -FATTY OILS, FATS, WAXES, AND SOAP.

A.] 15,235. Wheelwright and Fiske. Process of cook-
ing garbage and offal, and removing the oil or

melted grease therefrom.* July 7.

IS.] 19,163 (1903). Defavrie. Composition for the

manufacture of phonographic cylinders and for

other purposes. July 13.

„ 2081 (1904). Tollr.er. Process for manufacture
of substitute for cod-liver oil. July 13.

10,536 (19041. Haase. Candles. July 13.

13,171 (1904). Hunter. See under XX.

[I.- PIGMENTS, PAINTS; RESINS, VARNISHES;
INDIA-RUBBER, Etc.

(A.)—Pigments, Paints.

V.] 15,72.5. Adam. Carbon recovery plaut for the

manufacture of lamp-black and such like. July 15.

15,754. Dunnett. Preparation for preventing in-

crustation of and preserving the hulls of

sea-going ships. July IS.

(S.)

—

Resins, Varnishes.

S.] 12,647 (190 1). Kramer. See under XVII.

12,663 (1904). Melville, Rees, and Rees. Substi-

tute for oilcloth or linoleum. July 20.

( C.)—INDIA-R I 1 : 1 I I i

:

.] 15,436. Kittel. Process for regenerating vulcanised

ruhber waste.* July 11.

IV.—TANNING, LEATHER, GLUE, SIZE, Etc.

.] 15,449. Bossuet. Substitute for whalebone. [Fr.

Appl., Dec. 16, 1903.]" July 11.

15,629. Piesbergen. Artificial leather substitute

and its method of manufacture.* July 13.

.] 11,249 (1904). Amidon. Apparatus for treating

hides, skins, and sides of leather. July 13.

XV.—MANURES, Etc.

] 15,709. Boutan. Manufacture of manures. [Fr.

Appl., Aug. 13, 1903.] July 14.

XVII.—BREWING, WINES, SPIRITS, Etc.

[] 15,370. Boult (Pabst Brewing Co.). Pasteurising

apparatus.* July 9.

[A.] 15,615. Payne and Masterson. See under V.

„ 15,780. Withers (Biuyere). See under I.

[C.S.] 23,327 (1903). BUxter, Blaster, and Chaloner.
Apparatus tor the production of non-dep )sit beer
and the like, and for clarifying liquids and car-

bouating the same. July 13.

„ 12,647(1901). Kramer. Apparatus for varnishing,

pitching, or similarly treating casks, vats, or the
like. July 13

XVIII.—FOODS; SANITATION, WATER
PURIFICATION; & DISINFECTANTS.

(/I.)—Foods.

[A.] 15,020. Eichmann. Processes of preserving milk and
cream. Juiy 5.

15,135. Priest. Manufacture of custard powder.
July 6.

15,370. Boult (Pabst Brewing Co.). See under
XVII.

15,!40. Imray (Maragliano). Manufacture of meat
powder.or meal, and process therefor. July 11.

15,505. Petersson. Method of and apparatus for

sterilising milk, cream, &c. July 12.

15,605. Harris. Refrigerating and preserving meats,

butter, milk, and other matter subject to deeav.

July 13.

[C.S.] 15,319 (1903). Sandison. Treatmeut of fisb, fish

refuse, and the like. July 20.

16,472 (1903). Leetham. See under I.

„ 18,428(1903). Boult (Riieker and Pickee). Pre-
servatives and the method of applying them to

foodstuffs aud the like. July 13.

,, 19.760 (1903). Cleghorn. Process of preserving

meat, fowl, fish, &c. July 20.

,, 10,758 (1904). Dunne. Means for preserving

food, &c. July 20.

(6.)—Sanitation ; Water Purification.

[A.] 14,929. Adams. Sewage filters. July 4.

„ 14,966. Schilliug and Kramer. Process for extrac-

tion of ammouia from sewage waters and the

like.* July 4.

„ 15,235. Wheelwright and Fiske. See under XII.

„ 15,270. Sello. See under V.

„ 15,800. Robins. Method and means for treating

smoke, steam, sewer gas, impure air, and other

fumes for the prevention or mitigation of a

nuisauce. July 15.

„ 15,829. Middleton. Filter and contact beds for

the bacterial treatment of sewage. July 16.

[C.S.] 8865 (1904). Bamberger, Bock, and Wauz. Pro-

cess of aud apparatus for regenerating breathed-

out air for respiration purposes. July 20.

„ 12,23a (1904). McLean and Patterson. Treatment

of sewage. July 13.

(C.)

—

Disinfectants.

[C.S.] 8415 (1904). Lake (F. Stearns and Co.). Anti-

septic co npounds, and processes for manufac-
turing them. July 13.
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[A.]

XIX.—PAPER, PASTEBOARD, Etc.

15,435. Gardner OVeiler-ter-Meer). l'roces« foi

producing substances resembling celluloid.

July 11.

XXII.—EXPLOSIVES, MATCHES, Etc.

[A.] 15,053. Cocking and Kynoch, Ltd. Sniokele
powders and their manufacture. July 5.

I 9.] 19,438(1903). Luridholm. Explosives. July 20

XX.—FINE CHEMICALS, ALKALOIDS,
ESSENCES, AND EXTRACTS.

[A.] 14,955. Gartner. Polychlorals, and manufacture
of same. July 4.

15,784. Uoult (F. Fritzsche and Co.). Manufac-
ture of protocatechuic aldehyde.* July 15.

[C.S.] 13,171 (1904-). Hunter. Machine for extracting

oil from the rind of limes and other citrus fruits.

July 20.

20,216 (1903).
compositions.

Bielefe'.dt.

July 20.

Explosives or blustii

XXIII.—GENERAL ANALYTICAL CHEMIMRY.

[A.] 15.706. Thompson (Ver. Maschinenfabrik Augtn
and Maschinenbaugesellschaft Nuruberg AG
Method for the continuous determination of t!

hydrogen contents of gaseous mixtures, ai

apparatas therefor.* July 14.

Printed and Published by Eyre and SreTTiBWOODE, East Harding Street, London, E.C., for the Society of Chemical Industry-
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ANNUAL GENERAL MEETING, NEW YORK, 1904

The Annual General Meeting will be held in New York

C.tv on Thursday, Sept. 8th, and following days. Members

who propose to attend the meeting are requested to inform

the General Secretary, as soon as possible, by what steamer

they will travel. The principal boats will be met on arrival

at New York by a representative of the Reception Com-

mittee, wi.o will escort the guests to the Hotel Seville,

Madison Avenue aud 29th Street, which will be the

Society's Headquarters in New York. A similar system

will be observed at all the other cities visited by the special

train. A revised programme appeared in the March 31st

issue.

In accordance with the provisions of Rule 18 of the

Bye-laws, nctice is hereby given that those members whose

names are printed in italic* m the list of Council will retire

from their respective offices at the forthcoming Annual

Meeting.

Mr. Win. II. Nichols has been nominated to the office of

President under Rule 8 ; Dr. Edw. Divers, Prof. W. R.

Eaton Hodgkiuson, Mr. Max Muspratt, and Mr. T. J.

Parker have been nominated Vice-Presidents under

Rule 8; and Sir Win. Ramsay has been nominated a Vice-

President ruder Ru'e 11.

Mr. Oscar Guttmann, Prof. W. R. Lang, Dr. Boverton

Redwood, and Mr. Walter F. Reid, have been nominated

under Rule 18 to fill four vacancies among the Ordinary

.Members of Council. No ballot will be required.

The Hon. Treasurer and Hon. Foreign Secretary have

been nominated for re-election to their respective offices.

Deerr, Noel, 1 i Mauritius; Blairmont, Berbice, Brit'e

Guiana.

Flavelle, Jos. W., 1 o Front Street Lust; Toronto Technie

Schoc?, r illege Str< et, Toronto, < 'anada.

Forth, II.; Journals (temporarily) to 32, Queen Strei

Manchester.

Hambueehen, Carl, l/o Madison; c/o Pittslwrg Reduclii

I o East St. Louis, III.. D.S. \.

Hurry, E. H.,l/o N, » York; 7, St. Stephen's Mausioi

Monmouth Road, Westbourne Grove, \V.

James, Alfred, l/o Jfen Broad street; 2, Br(

Place, London, E.G.

Johnson, Jno., late ".Inn. E.," and of Liberty Street; c

John Johnson Co., Franklin Square, New York Gi
U.S.A.

Joplin, G C, I/p Harrington Street; Brterbank. Alb

Road, Strathfield, Sydney, N.S.W.

Korte, Dr. Reinold I-'., l/o Clydach ;
retain Journals.

Liebmann, Dr. Ad.,1 o Marsden "street; 10, Darby Aver.

West Didsbury, Manchester.

Moore, Chas. C, 1 ( lid Hal. Street; 33, Clarendon Ro
Garston, Liverpool.

Xiebl. J. H., l/o Bayonne; c/o General Chemical Co.,P

Box S. Hudson' Heights, N.J., U.S.A.

Spurge, E. C, l/o Witham; 619, Buffalo Avenue, Niag

Falls, N.Y., U.S.A.

Ward. Wm. T. ; Journals to 59, Princess Road, I rmst.

Manchester.

Watkins, Willard II.. 1 o Oliver StTeet ; c'o Si hoellk.

Hartford and Hanna Co., 36. Purchase street, Bost

Mass., U.S.A., Chemist.

COMMUNICATIONS.
Authors of communications read before the Society, or

any of its Local Sections, are requested to take notice that

under Rule 43 of the Bye laws the Society has the right of

priority of publication for three months of all such papers.

Infringement of this Bye-law renders papers liable to be

rejected by the Publication Committee, or ordered to be

abstracted for the Journal, in which case no reprints can

be furnished to the author.

Cbangrs of gotires*.

When notifying new addresses, members are requested to

write them distinctly, and state whether they are temporary

or permanent. Multiplication of addresses is also to be

avoided as tending to create confusion. When sending

subset iptions, the use of the form attached to the application

helps in the verification of addresses, on which the -

di lhery of the Journal depends.

Akitt, T. ; Journals to Mijnbouw Maatschappij Katahocn.

Lebong Soelit, Benkoelen, Sumatra-, subscript*

before.

Anders.n, Jas. W., l/o Preston Villas; Thi Pa

Hailing, near Rochester, Kent.

Baskerville, Dr. I has* l/o Chapel Hill; College of the

City of New York. New York* 1

rsurrell, B. A., l/o Mount Preston; 8, Springfield Mount,

Leeds.

m. J. ('., I/o Western Head
;

Danehurst, Gordon

i, Sussex,

lontion £>rctfon.

Metting held on June 6M, 1904.

E R 11 A ; A.

THE LOSS 'IF NITRE IN THE < II VMl'.EB

PROCESS.

BY. I. K. H. INGLI8.

(This J., June 30th, 1904, G43—645.)

Discission.

I In p. G 15, col. I, for author's reply, read as follows :

Mk.Lo.m-. in reply, said that the amount of nilroubf

found in the bulbs corresponded to .'.0 per cent, of the

loss of nitre. But if pure nitric o\ide were condtnsed

bulb at the temperature of liquid air, and the bulb

evacuated by mean- of a mercurvpump.it was found

the nitric o\ide had an appreciable vapour pressures:

temperature, therefore the whole of the r.itrle oxide io

flue cases could not hi ed, and some of it

lost. Hence the total amount accounted for was at

iter than 50 per cent, of the whole loss. It wss

- whether tl
- was as I

or nitrogi

-ulphur di ixi le in the bulb, ide would be)

product of this reaction.
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Journal anir patent Iterate*,

Class.

I.—General Plant, Apparatus, and Machinery

II.—Fuel, Gas, and Light

III.—Destructive Distillation, Tar Products,
Petroleum, and Mineral Waxes

IV.—Colouring Matters and Dyestuffs

V.—Preparing, Bleaching, Dyeing, Printing,

and Finishing Textiles, Yarns, and Fibres

VI.—Colouring Wood, Paper, Leather, &c
VII.

—

Acids, Alkalis, and Salts, and Non-
Metallic Elements

VIII.—Glass, Pottery, and Enamels
IX.—Building Materials, Clays, Mortars, and

Cements

X.—Metallurgy

XI.—Electro-Chemistry and Electro-Metallurgy

XII.—Fatty Oils, Fats, Waxes, and Soap

iIBKT Specipications may be obtained by post by remitting as follows :—

English.—M. each, to the Comptroller of the Patent Office, C. N. Dalton, Esq
United States.—Is. each, to the Secretary of the Society.

French.— 1 fr. 25 c. each, to Belin et Cio.. 56, Sue des Francs-Bourgeois, Paris

Page. Class.

77.9 XIII.

779

XIV.
7SII

781 XV.-

XVI.-

783 XVII.-

XVIII.-

7s 1 XIX.-

787 XX.-

788 XXI.-

788 XXII.-

792 XXIII.-

798 XXIV.-

—Pigments and Paints j Resins, Varnishes,
&c. j India-Rubber, &c

—Tanning; Leather; Glue, Size, Bone, and
Horn; Ivory and Substitutes

—Manures, &c ;

—Sugar, Starch, Gum, &c
—Brewing, Wines, Spirits, &c „
—Foods ; Sanitation ; Water Purification ;

and Disinfectants

—Paper, Pasteboard, Cellulose, Cellnloid,&c.

—Fine Chemicals, Alkaloids, Essences, and
Extracts „

—Photographic Materials and Processes. .....

—Explosives, Matches, &c „
—Analytical Chemistry

—Scientific and Technical Notes... ._ „

Page.

793

794

795

795

796

797

797

799

799

799

801

., Southampton Buildings, Chancery Laue, London, W.C.

(3»).

-PLANT, APPARATUS. AND MACHINERY.

English Patents.

isks, Boxes, and other Receptacles ; Impermeable Coat-
ings nr Linings for • . J. Wetter, London. From
,the firm of Hugo Blank, Berlin Eng. Pat. 16,490,
lluly 27, 1903.

f. cask, &c. is coated wilh a solution of casein, albu-
se, or glue or gelatin products in water, ammonia, or
er suitable solveut, and the layer, after drying, treated
h formaldehyde. Or, formaldehyde may be mixed with

' coating solution before use.— C. A. M.

islillation Apparatus. A. Gerbardt, Kassel, Germany.
Eng. Pat. 1S,869, Sept. 1, 1903.

K Fr. Pat. 335,034 of 1903; this J., 1904, ill.—T. F. B.

United States Patents.

Drying Materials; Method of . L. Gathmnuu,
Washington. U.S. Pat. 763,387, June 28, 1904.

\<- is caused to pass downwards through the chamber
tl taming the material to be dried, and is there heated so
io cause it to take up the vapour to be expelled. The
Sirated air is then passed to a lower level, where it is

cj'ed, and the vapour condensed. The same air is then
»ia passed through the drying space, being used con-
t ously.—W. H. C.

merging Substances ; Method of . L. Gathmann,
Washington. U.S. Pat. 703,388, June 28, 1904.

1 process is similar to that of the foregoing U.S. Pat.

387, with the exception that the condensation takes
e in a separate vessel, connected by pipes to the
Dg chamber.—W. H. C.

ing Kiln. J. F. Hanrahan, Ottawa. U.S. Pat. 704,5S3,
July 12, 1904.

Eug. Pat. 4602 of 1904 ; this J., 1904, 537.—T. F. B.

parating Apparatus ; Piled Vacuum . T. S izuki,
sunamura, Japau. U.S. Pat. 764,393, July 5, 1904.

Eng. Pat. 3165 of 1904 ; this J., 1904, 483.—T. F. B.

At rating Liquids; Apparatus for -. F. G. Hampson,
London. U.S. Pat. 764,401, July 5, 1904.

See Eng. Pats. 11,612 and 16,353 of 1901 ; this J., 1902,
984 and 11.91.—T. F. li.

French Patents.

Filtering Liquids ; Process for . G. Stadc, Germauv.
Fr. Pat. 340,322, Feb. 10, 1904.

The flow of the liquid on to the filtering medium (which is

preferably sand) is so arranged that the stream of liquid is

broKcn up, and does not disturb the surface of the saud.

—W. H. C.

Vacuum ; Apparatus for Supplying a by the Circu-
lation of a Liquid. C. W. Stanton. Fr. Pat. 340.S-
March 2, 1904. Under Iutcruat. Conv., Dec. 17, 1903.

See Eng. Pat. 579 1 of 1904 ; this J., 1904, 538.—T F. B.

II.-FUEL. GAS. AND LIGHT.

Coal Analysis ; A Frequent Cause of Error in .

J. Alix and Bay. XX I II.. page 800.

Spirit ; Production of Cheap for Technical Pur-
poses. Delbrfick. XVII., page 796.

English Patents.

Tar [for Briquettes, Src] ; Method of Solidifying .

S. G. Ooulson. Eng. Pat. 2102, Jan. 28, 1904^ 111.,

page 780.

Gas Producers; Regulation of [Suction] . W. J.
Crossley and T. Rigby, Manchester. Eng. Pa'. 13,763,
June 20, 1903.

The patentees state that the difficulty experienced in mak
ing good gas, in a suction producer which is subject to a
varying demand for gas, may be largely overcome if the
proportion of steam to air is reduced ivbile the demand is

low, and raised to the maximum at full load. The cooling
of the fire by an excess of steam is thus avoided. To ;:

the required automatic regulation of the proportions, one
part of the air supply to the producer (the primary supply)
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is led direct?} to the fire-grate through an inlet of sn h i

area as to be always working practicall} at its fullest, even

at low loads. The secondary air snppl) is passed through

a chamber in which it mixes with steam, ami thence t" thi

lii. grate, whi re it mixe- with the primary air supply. Ai
j

variations in the suction applied to the producer affect

mainly the secondary supply, as the primary is almost

I mt, and hence an increase in the rate of suction

causi - a corresponding increase in the ratio of steam to air

(,see following abstract).— II. B.

i i
' ... ([Suction]. W. J. Crossley and T. Bigby,

Manchester. Eug. Fat. 13,764, June 20, 1903.

To prevent the adhesion of clinker to the refractory lining

.if the producer (which is of the up-draught type), the

fire-grate is fixed in the centre of an air-tight bottom plate,

a few inches below the foot of the refractory lining.

Annular box-casting- are arranged concentrically iu the

space between the foot of the lining and the bottom plate.

and act as superheaters for the air and steam passing

through on their way to the under side of the fire-grate. A
u-generating device is provided on the top of the

producer, surrounding the fuel hopper and depending into

the combustion chamber. The secondary air supply is

drawn through this chamber, and passes, mixed with steam,

down to the superheaters mentioned above. The primary

air supply enters died y below the fire-grate. The action

of the primal \ and secondary air supplies is that described

in the preceding abstract.—H. B.

Gas Proiucers [for Bituminous Fuel). J. Fielding,

Gloucester. Eug. Pat. 15,900, July 20, 1903.

The producer, which carries a feed hopper above and i

upon a water-sealed foundation as usual, is provided a little

above its middle height with an annular conical grate,

through which the air (or air and steam) supply enters in

a substantially horizontal direction, suitable ducts being

arranged near the base of the producer for leading off the

generated. By this arrangement the air, or air and

steam, is brought into the combustion chamber below the

level of the raw fuel, directly into the incandescent /one,

and is then deflected downwards so as to pass through the

whole body of incandescent fuel.—H. B.

Gast Method of and Apparatus for the Manufacturi
. G. Westinghouse. London. From A. M. Gow,

Edgewood Park, l'a., U.S.A. Eug. Pat. 17,215, Aug. 7,

1903.

See U.S. l'ats. 742,111 and 742,112 of 1903 ; this J., 1903,

1287.—T. F. B.

Water-Gas, Producer-Gas, and the like} Process and
Apparatus for the Production of . I'. Schmidt,

iver. Eug. I'at. 24,935, Nov. 16, 1903.

SEB It. Pat. 338,020 of 1903 ; this J., 1904, 053.—T. F. B.

Alkaline Prussiates ; Manufacture of . (i. E. Davis.

Eng. Eat. 20,009, Sept. 17, 1903*. VII., page 7s7.

United States Patents.

Gas Producer. IV J. Buckley, Wauki
U.S. Pat. 763,460, June 28, 1904.

An: circulates through chambers in the walls of th.
j

ducer and is then led through a closed feeding hopper,

containing the rau fuel, after which it i> passed into the

combustiou chamber of the producer. The discharge valve

of the hopper is carried h\ the air-inlet pipe, which extends

verticallydown the centre of the hopper and is connected

at its upper end to branch pipes entering telescopically the

pipes which lead the hot air from the chambers in the walls

of the producer.— II. B.

Gas; Process of Making . D. 'lurk. Iiie-a, Ger-

many, Assignor to F. .1. Maly, Aussig, Austria Ik
U.S." I'at. 764,320, July 5, 1904.

See Eng- Tat. 23,662 of 1900; this.l., 1901,1197.—T.F B

Carbon [' Separating from Pulvcrito

Carhi'iiiu, .;//- Materials. J. 1>. Darling, Pbiladelphi

U.S. Pat. 763,859, June 2s, 1904.

Piiw'i.i bed carbonaceous material, such as graphitic or

mixed with oil, is mechanically agitated under a body <

water divided horizontally by an obstruction (on which tl

mixture rests') impervious to the commingled oil nt

carbon, but pervious to the water and gangue. A flow i

water enters above the obstruction, below which it has i

outflow, thus maintaining a downward current

through the " foraminate partition."— E. S.

French Patents.

Fuel; Artificial or Compound . International

Fuel Co. I'r. Pat. 310,779, Feb. 19, 1904.

See Eog. Pat. 3781of 1904; this.l., 1904, 601.—T. V. IS

Furnace I'm- Burning Tun and similar Fuel. I). M. Mver
I Pat. 340,849, Mate!: 1, 1904. Under Iuterns

Conv., Match 2. 1903.

145 of !904 ; this J., 1904, 653.—T. F. B.

Coh ,• Apparatus for Electrically Separating • fro

Cinders, See. B. Lelarge. Fr. Pat 340,898, March i

1904.

See log. Pat. 5799 of 1904 ; this J.. 1904, 653.—T. F.Bi

[Acetylene] Gas Generator with H'ann Cham
1 . fescourt and (

'. Maurin. I'r. I'at. 3 10,227, Feb. 0, 190

The generator, in which g3s is produced by the action <

water on carbide of calcium or the like, is characterised I

the arrangement, above the bell in which the gas

liberated, of a " warm chamber" through which the dfl
le 1 before leaving the apparatus, " in order t > be dried I

the heat developed by the decomposition of the substsne

producing the gas."— II. B.

m.—DESTRUCTIVE DISTILLATION.

TAR PRODUCTS. PETROLEUM
AND MINERAL WAXES.

English Patents.

Distillation of Organic Substances ; Dry . II.

Aminoff, Domnarfvet, Sweden. ling. Pat. 17,91

Aug. 19, 1903.

Ski U.S. Pat. 748,457 of 1903; this.l., 1904, 113. -T.F.

7'rir [ for Briquettes, Src] ; Method of Solidifying —
S. G. Coulson, Sheffield. Eng. Pat. 2102, Jan. 28, 190J

Tab is mixed, at 140° to 150 F . with one-tenth to ot

eighth of its weight of concentrated sulphuric acid, t

addition of acid being performed so that the tempersto

does not rise above 250 F. The mixture is then alio"

to cool in suitable moulds, when it is intended for

binding material for fuel, road-making materials, .X

-T
United States Patent.

II
; Process of Destructive Distillation of

Gilmer, N. - Orleans, Assignor to Illinois In.

Co., West Virginia. I'.S. I'at. 702,303, June II.

Wood is distilled in a retort slightly inclined tot 1

zontal, by apph ing heat to the upper portion only of t

of wood, the application of heat being so control!'

cause the heated zone to pass gradually downward! tlir" :

the wood. The vapours evolved are drawn off ftoni t

bottom of the loner end of the retort in several fraction-

_T. F. B
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IV.-COLOURING MATTEES AND
DYESTuTFS.

Trialkylated Amidines ; Preparation of . J\ v. Braun.
Ber., 1904, 37, 2G78—2685.

[Chb author has investigated the action of phosphoius
oentachloride on dialkylated acid amides of the benzene anil

laphthnlcne series, and finds that in a suitable organic
olvent, such as chloroform, these substances react smoothly
wi readily to form aminocblorides, according to the equa-
tion i;,.CO.NR3 + PC!S = K,.< '('],. XI!., - l'ni'V The
roducts are extremely stable in absence of air. With water
hey re-form the original acid amides with violent evolution

f hydrochloric acid. By precipitating the aminocblorides
rom chloroform solution with light petroleum spirit,

•ashing out the phosphorus oxychloride with more pctro-

ium spirit, atid then acting on them with primary amines
i chloroform solution, amidines are readily and rapidly
)rmed. In this way it is possible to form amidines
untaining groups which could not hitherto be introduced
ito the molecule.—E. I".

ndazolesfrom Nitrated Ortliomethylated Amines; Forma-
tion of -— . E. Noelting. Ber., 1D04, 37, 2556—-2597.

"hex a diazotised nitro-derivative of o-tpluidine is decom-
losed by bailing its solutions or by letting its neutral aqueous
|)lutiou or solution in acetic acid stand, the two main
oducts of the reaction are the corresponding phenol and
dazole. Thus the diazo compound from o-nitro-o-toluidine,

5
H3(CH3)(NH2)t.X02

)[l .2.3], yields o-nitro-o-cresol, aud
nitro-indazole

—

CH
(K0.2)C6H / • )SrI

\ X'
ie proportions of these two substauces which are formed
iry greatly, both with the constitution of the original
azo compound and with the conditions under which the
action takes place, it being often possible to obtain the
le or the other product quantitatively. The author has
stematically investigated the proportions of cresol and
dazole formed from the diazo compounds of 22 mono-
id dinitrated o-to!uidines aud homologues on boiling
th mineral acids, wiih dilute acetic acid, and in neutral
ueous solution, and also on standing in glacial acetic
id solution at the ordinary temperature, and has tabulated
e results. The following general conclusions were
rived at :

—
(a) o-Nilramines. — On boiling with mineral acids, 80

—

per cent, of indazole is formed. An additional methyl
oup in o-position to the methyl group which takes part
the ring-formation exerts a favourable, a methyl group
p-position to the amino group an unfavourable effect.

i heating with dilute acetic acid, or le;ting stand with
tcial acetic acid, the yields of indazole are, in general,
mller.

'(b) m-Xitramines. — On warming the diazo solutions
th dilute mineral acids, cresols are mainly formed,

;

netbylated derivatives yielding cresols only. Theoretical
;lds of cresol are formed in all cases by dropping the
"x> liquid into boiling dilute mineral acid. On boiling
th glacial acetic acid, about SO per cent, of indazole is

'med. Eveup-methylated derivatives give similar yields
! indazole on adding the cold solution of the diazocom-
nnd in glacial acetic acid to boiling glacial acetic acid,
acial acetic acid solutions of the diazo compounds give
nost quantitative yields of indazole on standing.
Methylated derivatives yield large amounts of by-producis
en treated in this way.

(^ p-Xilramines.—These yield phenols quantitatively
boiling the diazo solutions with mineral acid. Indazoles

• obtained in yields of SO per cent, on letting the glacial
;tic acid solutions stand in the cold,

(d) Dinitramines.—Satisfactory yields of indazole are
tamed on boiling mineral acid solutions of the diazo
npounds, 80 per cent, yields on dropping them into

dilute boiling sulphuric acid, p-ilethyl groups exert a
very unfavourable effect on the indazole formation. The
diazo solutions are very unstable even in the cold, forming
reddish-brown by-products.

In general, by-products are formed in this reaction,
especially in the case of the ^-methylated compounds and
on boiling in acetic acid solution. These consist of nitro
derivatives of toluene-azo-indazoles and of oxya/.o com-
pounds, together with nitrogenous substances of unknown
constitution which are very insoluble. Nitro - indazoles

,
are white to yellow substances which can be sublimed,
and are either non-volatile or scarcely volatile in a

,
current of steam. They are usually easily soluble in

I alcohol, in glacial acetic acid, and in acetone. They have
weakly basic and rather more strongly marked acid pro-
perties. The iniino hydrogen ear. be replaced by alkvl
and by acidyl groups. Nitro indazoles do not react with.
diazo compounds. They can be readily reduced in acid
solution to amino-indazoles which are strong bases, which
condense with dimethyl-p-aminobenzaldehyde to form
strong yellow dyestuffs and can be readily diazotised in
acid solution. The diazo compounds react with amines
aud phenols to form dyestuffs which have a weak ailiuitv

for unmordanted cotton. Amino-indazoles also react with
diazo compounds to form dyestuffs which show a weak
affinity for unmordanted cotton.— E. F.

I)iphenyl- and Tiiphenytmetliaue Dyestuffs ; Basic //.
.1. v. Braun. p-Diaminodiphenylmethane ; Derivatives
of . S. v. Braun and E. Kayser. Ber., 11)04. 37
2670—2678. i See also this J., 1904, 318.)

Neither auramiue base nor Miehler's ketone could be
smoothly converted into the corresponding cyanomethylated
compounds by means of cyanogen bromide. On the other
hand, the authors were able to obtain ^-dicyanodimethyl-
diaminodiphenylmetbane, [(CH3)(CN).N.06H 4 ]., : CH

2 , in

good yields by the action of cyanogen bromide on p-tetra-
methyldiaminodiphenylmethane. The product, a white
crystalline substance, can be easilv oxidised to the cor-

nding ketone, [(CH
3
)(CX) . N.C6H4]a : CO, but the

preparation of the corresponding auramine, [CH3(CN).N.
(

', ;

ll
4 ]o : XII, in a pure state, which was the ultimate object of

the authors, was founu to be extremely difficult. .s-Dimethyl-
dicyauudiaminobenzophenone reacts readily with hydroxyl-
amice to form the corresponding oxime, but does not react
with tertiary aromatic bases in presence of phosphorus
oxychloride, nor was it found possible to form dimethyl-
dicyancdiaminotriphenyl carbinol from it by Grignard's
reaction with magnesium bromobenzene. By the action of
mineral acids dicyanodimethyldiaminodiphenylmethane is

converted into x-dimethyldiaminodiphenylmethane, [CET3 .

XII
. O H

4].,:CH2 , a substance already described in Ger. Pat.
68,01 1, according to which it is formed by the action of
formaldehyde on methylaniline. With benzylbromide it

forms .v-dimethyldibenzyldiaminodiphenylmetbane, the solu-
tions of which in organic solvents and in aqueous acids are
pale blue in colour. This latter is a well-defined crystalline
substance, very different in properties to the product
described under the same name in Ger. Pat. 6S,665. On
treatment with mineral acids s-dimethyldicyanodiamino-
benzophenone can be converted into s-dimethyldiamino-
benzophenone, [CII

3
.XH.C

6H 4 ] iCO. The solutions of this

substance in organic solvents and in aqueous acid? have an
intense yellow colour. With cyanogen bromide the original
dicyano compound is re-formed. The substance also forms
a pale yellow nitroso compound, [(CH3)(NO)M'.'C6H4] a:CO
and a colourless, crystalline dibenzoyl compound [(C,,H5

CO)(CH3)N.C6H 4] 2 :CO which does not agree in properties
with the product obtained by Nathanson and Mttller by the
action of benzoyl chloride on Miehler's ketone (this J.,

1S89.978).—E. F.

Luteolin; A Second Synthesis of . S Fainberg and
St. v. Kostanecki.' Ber., 1901, 37, 2625—2627.

1 .3. 3'. 4' Tetrametiiuxyii.av \.s jx'e—
O . CH.C6H3(OCH3) 2

(CH
3
0)„rn /

\ CIJ.CH.
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is converted by the action of bromine into 2 .4 . a-tribrpmo-

tetramethoxytiu vanoue

—

O— CM— (
1

.

1 1 (Ol

(CH,0)
:
,.Br..C, (

On treatment with alcoholic potassium hydroxide t'ds forms

2.4 dibromo-1 . 3.3'.4'-tetranietboxyflavone

—

(( ,i 0).

O-C- C6H3(0( li

Br„.C,C
\co- (II

(CH30)2 .C8Ho
o

—

ch.cu.cochy)

\C0.CH,
+ I [..(i

which on saponification and simultaneous elimination of

bromine, by boiling with hydriodic acid, yields lutcolin,

which is 1 .,!.:; '.4'-tetrahydroxyfiavone

—

<)_('_(, .ll.,, nil,

CcHs(OH).<
\C0—OH — !•:. i

.

Z^i.i'-TrihydroxyHavonol. S. S. Cohen and
St. x. Kostanecki. lier.. 1901, 37, 2627—2631.

\\\ the action of gallacetophenonediincthyl ether on sali-

eylaldehydemethy] ether, 2'-hydrosy-3'.4'.2-trimethoxy-

ehalkone is formed, either alone or mixed with :;.4.2'-tri-

methoxyflnvanone, according to the equations

—

<'
(

,n,'<»CII.,)..(,<niKC<)( ll,)[l.:'.y. I] +

CeH^OCHgXCHO) =

(CH30).,(()I1). 6H 2
. 1 M.CH:('H. Client l[,) + II..(i

The first of these products, the chalkone, is converted into

the second by boiling with dilute mineral acids. 3.4.2'-

Trimethoxyftavanone is converted by nmyl nitrite and
hydrochloric acid into the isonitroso compound, which on
boiling with a mixture of acetic and dilute sulphuric acids,

is converted iuto 3.4 2'-trimethoxyflavonol

—

/O.c.gi^i'ii
(CHsO)2 .C6H2

/
X30.C.OH

The latter is demethylated by boiling with hydriodic acid,

forming 3.4.2'-trihydrox\ flavonol

—

,0— c:c6H4(OH)

\co-c OH
This compound dye3 in intense orange-yellow shades on
alumina, and brown to black on iron mordant. Almost

exactly the same dyeings are obtained with :;
. !.:>'-tri-

hydroxyflavonol, described in the next abstract.— E. F.

b.i.Z'-Trihydroxyflavonol. St. v. Kostanecki and
i >. Sehli ifenbaum. l!er., 1004, 37, 2631—2633.

2'-Hn>B03n 8', l'.3-TitiMKTiioxYi iialkone—
CCH,0).(OH).C6

Hj,CO.CH:CH.C6H4(OCHj)

was obtained by the action of gallacetophenonedimethyl

ether on w-mcthoxybenzaldehyde. This was converted, by
the methods described in the last abstract, successively into

the corresponding fiavanone, an isonitroso derivative of the

same, 8.4.8'-trjmethoxyflavonol, and finally into 3.4.3'-tri-

hydroxyflavanol, which closely resembles thi ponding

8.4.2' compound in properties.— E. I

fiavanone and Plavoni ; Synthesis of . St. v. Kos-
vki and W. Szabrauski. Ber., 1904, 37, 2(134—2635.

o \Ii lio.w x riihVM-' was demethylated by heating
with hydrochloric acid, forming o-hydroxyacetophenODe.
This yields 2' Indroxvchalkone with bcn/.illchyde accord-
ing to the equation C,H4(OH)(COCH8)

+ C„ll .CHO =
('„ll,(OII). CO. CH:< II.

l

',.11., + 1I...O. On boiling with

dilute hydrochloric acid in alcoholic- solution thi- forms
tlavanone

—

,0- ( n.( ii

C,H4 <Mo-ni

a Mil)-.t:iiii-. ol pleasant, faintly aromatic odour, cry-tall,

ing in colourless ueedles, and soluble iu coneentrat

sulphuric acid to a pale yellow, and in alcohol c sodio
hydroxide to an orange-yellow solution With bromine
yields a-bronionavanoue, which is convened by alcohol

potassium hydroxide solution into pure flavone

—

O .

( .(',.11

II

\ C( '.('II -E. F.

Immedial Pure Blue. R. Gnehm and 1
'. Kaufler.

Ber., 1904, 37, 2617—2628.

hniniAi. Pure Blue, obtained by melting p-dimethy! umin
p-hydroxydiphenylamine with sulphur and sodium sulphj

according to (!er. I'at. 134,'J47, was purified by meant
the hydrochloride, of the leuco compound, which w
isolated, oxidised in alkaline aqueous suspension in

current of air, and finally freed from unchanged diphenj

amine derivative aud from Methylene Violet by wa9hii

with dilute acid. The purified dyestuff was heated wi

potassium bromate and aqueous hydrobromic acid in

sealed glass tube to 1 15 — 12:1 I. From the pro
this reaction, nitrobenzene extracts 30—50 per cent, of

finely crystalline reddish-violet product, which is vc

insoluble in most other ordinary solvent-. The analyi

ami molecular weight determination agree with the empiric

formula C 11H8
ON.,SBr,. A determination of the meth

groups attached to Ditrogen agreed with the presence of

diraethylawino group. The substance does not chan
colour on boiling with acetic anhydride, and is insolut

in alkali, and therefore does not appear to contain fr

amino- or hydroxy groups, and one must assume that t

sulphur takes part in the ring-formation. These CO

sideratious lead the author to the formula —
X

Br/\/\/\Br
I

I I
I

(CH
r
,);N\/\/\/\

()
lir 6 lir

for this substance, that is, a tetrabromo derivative

Methylene Violet. The position of the bromine atoms
uucertaiu, and it was not found possible to complete

eliminate them. The substance is reduced by stanjK

chloride and glacial acetic acid to a leuco compooi
soluble in alkali, which i- readily rcoxidi.-ed to the origii

substance. On healing Immedial Pure Blue with soil

chlorate and hydrochloric acid in a sealed tube to 130°

tetrachloroquinone was obtained, the yield being ab<

20 per cent.—E. 1'.

English Patents.

Azo Dyestuffs; Manufacture of [Black] . (
Ellis, London. From (hem. Fab. vorm. Saudoz, B*
Eng. Pat. 14)766, duly 2, H»03.

Black azo dyestuffs, suitable for use iu wool dyeing,

obtained by combining in alkaline solution diazotised an
and aminoazo compounds of the benzene and naphthali

series and their sulphonic acids with 1 .8-aminonaphtf

3.6-disulphouic acid, diazotising the resulting cor:

and combining with amino and hydroxy derivatiTtt

naphthalene aud their sulphonic acid-. For exaap
2.6.8-naphthylaminedisulpbonic acid i- diazoti

coupled with a-nuphthyfamine, the product i- dia/oti

and combined with 1 . 8 - aminonaphthol - 8.6 -disalaJbo

acid, and the compound thus formed is in turn diaioti

and combined with a-naphthylaraine. The dyestuff Adi

obtained dye- wool in blue-black shade-, which at

to deep black by subsequent treatment with pol

bichromate.—E. B.

Acetdiamidoplienolsulpho And [Azo Dt/esluffs'\\ -
1

,anil Colouring Mall,rs therefrom. I.'. I!. R I

Upper Norwood. From L. ( a-sella and Co., Frankfc

on-Maioe. Eng. Pat. l r.r;>-_*. Aug. 17. i 108.

NrrnoAMiNOriiKKOLSi i.i-ho.mi acid (OH:XO.:NHj:S(
= 1:2:6:4) is acetylated and reduced. The
dinminophcnolsulphonic acid thus obtained give!

diazotised and combined with phenols and .hi
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veslufls of great technical value. Those produced from a

umber of uaphthol- and umlnonaphtholsulphonie acids,

pplicd in an acid bath aud after-treated on the fibre with

otassium bichromate, dye wool in -hade* ranging from
inlet to black ; thus, for example, the dyestuff prepared
om 1.8.4 aminnnaphthol-nlphouic acid dyes wool a violet,

hich chauges to a blue-Mack colour on chromium, the

yeing produced being, it is stated, exceedingly level and
ist to washing, milling, and light. (Compare thi- J., 1 90 1,

).)--]:. B.

United States Patent.

Titramincs [Nitro Compound] ; Process of Reacting on
with Formaldehyde and a Product thereof. 15.

Homolka and J. Erber. Assignors to Farbwerke vorm.
Meistcr, Lucius und Bruning, Hochst a M. U.S. Pat.

703,7c«, June 28, 190-4.

alts of primary aromatic nitramines are acted upon in

jueous solution by formaldehyde. The aompound
winced from />-nitro-o-toluidine (CH3 :NH«: XI)., = 1:2:4),
m. pt. 107' (

'., if a yellow crystalline substance, m
23o ('., insoluble in water, almost insoluble in most
the usual organic solvents, hut soluble in hot, g]

etic acid.— I!. B.

French Patents.

Anthracene Dyestuffs. Cie. Paris. Conl. d'Aniline.
Fr. Pat. 338,750, April 10 1903.

IE halogen derivatives of 1.5- and 1 . 8-aminoantlira-

unonesulphonic acids (see Fr. Pat. 334,576; this J.,

04, 57) are condensed with primary aromatic amines,
e resulting products being sulphouated. A dyestuff which
es anmordanted wool in pure blue shades is thus obtained
brominating the 1 .S-isomeride, condensing with /»-

hudine, and sulphonating. (See U.S. Pats. 74s. :;7.j.

4, and 708 ; this J„ 1. 04, 113 and 3GS.)—E. B.

iphide Dyestuffs derivedfrom the Iudophenol,/}O . Ct
II

,

.

N:C(,fi
t

: 0,and its Homologues ; Blue . Act.-Ges.
f. Anilintabr. Fr. Pat. 338,701, April 18, 1903.

Fr. Pat. 303,524, reference is made to a dyestuff which
formed by the action of sodium sulphide (4 parts) aud
phur (1 part) upon the "simplest" iudophenol, of
formula HO.Cc H.1

.N:C(-,H'.
l
:0, and which is therein

bribed as being of no value. Later (Fr. Pat. :tl5,GG9 ;

s J., 1902, 5ie). it was discovered that, in the case
the sulphide dyestuffs derived from the indophenols

terally, better yields are obtained when the proportion
sulphur employed in the reaction (in aqueous solution
100° C.) is increased so as to be sufficient for the possible

motion w ith the sodium sulphide of sodium peutasulphide.

s now found that not the yield only, but the nature of

product also is influenced by such increase, which is •

ecially noticeable witb the iudophenol of the formula
en above and its homologues. A valuable dyestuff is.

example, produced by heating together' in aqueous
ition at llu — 115° ('. for 24 hours" a mixture of tbo
ium compound of the " simplest " iudophenol (30 kilos.)

a sulphur (SO kilos.) aud crystallised sodium sulphide
kilos.). The product dyes from a sodium sulphide

h anmordanted cotton in deep greenish-blue sha

eh are converted by oxidising agents into indigo-blue
des of great fastness.— E. li.

sazo Dyestuffs [Azo Dyestuffs]. Badische Anilin und
Soda Fabrik. Fr. Pat. 338,782, May 4, 1903.

I -DiHYiiKosvNMtiTHAT.tNE is eoupled with two molecular

[ portions of the same diazo-salt or of dissimilar diazo
sjs The products dye woo! in shades ranging from red

lue. The dyestuff prepared from two molecular propor-
s cf o-diazophenolsulphonic acid dyes a violet sh

*:h becomes black on chroming.— E. B.

nothioalphyl Derivatives and Azo Sulphide Dyestuffs
rived therefrom; Production ofNew . [Azo Dys-
"jf-s.] Soc. pour i'lnd. Chim. a Bale. First Addition,
Jted Jan. 19, 1904, to Fr. Pat. 337,329, Nov. 5, 1903.

> en the dinitrothioalphyl compounds mentioned in the
; -'ipal patent (this J., 1904,480) are completely reduced,
! diamino compounds are produced, which, on beiug

diazotised and combined with amines or phenols, &c , or
coijpled with diazo compound-, give rise to new dyestuffs
which possess the property of dyeing uuruordauted'eotton.
A series of mononitrothioalphyl compounds has also been
prepared by substituting the corresponding mononitro com-
pounds for the dinitro intermediate compounds previously
named (loc. cit.). Xew dyestuffs result when the mono-
amino compounds derived from these are diazotised and
coupled with amines and phenols, & >., or are themselves

pled with diazo compounds. In place of the amino-
thio-alphyl compounds, amtno-alphjldisnlphides and the
corresponding xanthates can also be employ, ed.— E. 11.

Azo Dyestuffs; Electrolytic Method for Preparing .

C. F. Boehringer und Soehne. Fr. Pat. 340,447, 1

1904.

See U.S. Pat. 761,310 of 1904: this J., 1901, 712.—T. F.p! .

V.-PEEPAEINa, BLEACHING, DYEING,
PEINTING, AND FINISHING TEXTILES,

YAENS, AND FIBRES.

Natural and Artificial Silks ; Differentiation of .

A. Her/og. /.. Farben- u. Textil Li.em., 1904, 3, 259—200.

It' an artificial silk fibre be dyed, and then, after suitable
mounting, be examined under a microscope fitted with a

Nicol's prism, it shows dichroic effects when moved into
different positions with regard to the plane of vibration of
the light passing through the Wicol. in the case of nati .

silks there is either no dichroic effect or else it is quite

inappreciable. It is of interest to note that these optical
effects persist through all the changes from cellulose to
artificial silk.—A.

Weighted Silk ; Action ofHydrofiuosilicic Acid on .

P.Guehm. Z. Farben u.Textil-Cheni., 1904, 3 (
258—259.

The extraction of a sample of black weighted silk with
hydrofiuosilicic acid gave resnlts which varied enormously
according fo the conditions of treatment. Such small
changes as, e.g., drying the silk between two acid treatments,
had quite an important influence on the results. The usna I

weighting material (tin-phosphate-silicate) appears to be
acted on quite differently from one containing alum. The
amount of the weighting material extracted by the acid
varied, in the different experiments, from 20 to 05 per cent,

(see also this J., 1903, 968).—A. B. S.

Cotton from North-Eastern Rhodesia and British Central
Africa. Bull. Imp. Inst. (SuppL to Board of Trade J.),

1904, 2, 90 and 87).

! urn samples of cotton grown near Mirongo Station, in the
Senga country, have been examined. (1) Mirorigo-Setiga :

A cotton of creamy colour, with a faint reddish tiuge, having
a soft, silky staple, 1-2— 1-4 ins. long. Value, 7|d.

—

8d.
per lb. (2) KalumOi-Senga : Cotton of good creamy
colour, with weak and irregular staple. 1*3— I "5 ins. long.

Value, 7fd.
—~\d. per lb. (3) Mrrongo-Egyptian : Soft,

sili<y cotton of pale reddish-brown colour, with a rather
irregular staple, 1-3— 1-5 ins. long. Value, 8ic/. per lb.

(4) Katumbi-Egyptiar. : Cotton similar to (3), but rather
paler in colour. The staple was " neppy," less silky than
that of (3), and had a length of 1-3— l'5ins. Value,
9±d. per lb.

Two samples from British Central Africa were also
examined, one from Zomba and the other from North-
Eastern Rhodesia. The Zomba specimen was somewhat
harsh and of a yellowish colour, with occasional buff-

coloured stains where the catton was "perished"; it

contained fragment- of broken seeds together with a few
whole seeds, and had a staple 24—32 mm. in length. The
cotton, free from seeds, and properly cleaned, would be worth
about ad. per lb. on the spot. The Ithodesian specimen
consisted of wild cotton, winch had not been ginned ; it was
fairly silky, of white to yellowish colour, with occasional
huff-coloured stains, and had a staple of 23—33 mm. If

properly prepared, it would be worth ihd. per lb. on the
spot. The seed freed from cotton would be worth about
il. 5s. per ton.—A. S.
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Cotton (Gossypium Barbaiense) from South Australia.

Bull. Imp. lust. (Siii.pl. to Board of Trade J.), 1904,

The sample, which had been gathered from plants several

vears old, the cultivation of. which had been neglected, hud

it length of staple of 1'2— 1-jins. The cotton was silky,

but irregular, and inferior to American " Sea [gland " cotton.

it is < stimated as worth about 7 '</. per lb.- -A. S.

Hemp, Sisal (Agave Rigida, var. Sisaland), from South

Australia. Bull. [mp. [nst. (Supp!. to Board of Trade

J.), 1904, 2,88.

The specimen examined consisted of white, fairly strong

fibre, with a staple of average length, 40 ins. It is valued

at 35/.— 38/. per ton on the London market. The results ol

the chemical examination of the sample, together with

those obtained with specimens of Sisal hemp fiom other

British Colonies, are given in the following table :
—

It is estimated as worth from 33/. to :t.V. per ton.
|

analysi-. the sample gave the following results, the figi

obtained with specimens of the fibre from other soun

being al-o given for the purpose of comparison :

—

eof Fibre. Moisture. Ash. Cellulose.

PerCent. PerCent. Per Cent.

South Australia s ^ 0"7 7iri

Bahamas 12*8 *"*
'J'J

Trinidad U'6 VO ITt
South Wales o-s re 77'7

iranpur) !>'l 0*8 BS*4

—A. S.

Fibre of Furcraa Giganteafrom British Central Africa.

Bull. Imp. Inst. (Suppl. to Board of Trade J.), 1904,

2,84.

Furcraa gigantea, the plant from which Mauritius hemp is

derived, has been found to grow well in British Central

Africa. The specimen of the fibre examined was fairly

white in colour, and had a staple about 40 ins. in length.

In the following table the results of the chemical examina-

tion of the fibre are given, together with those obtained with

specimens of the same fibre from S. India, Grenada, and

Victoria :

—

B.C. \. S. Indian Grenada Victoria
- Spec] n. Specimen.

are
ish
Loss en (a) hydro-

lysis

lysis

Loss on acid purin-
ci 1

Loss "ii mi rcerisa-

tio i

Gain nu nitration . ..

Length of ull

Utile in mm. i

Per Cent. 1 r 1 !i
... Per Cent. PerCent.

8-7 LO-2 1 1
-

1-1 2-4 2-3

101) 12-

t

U'H I3"U

145 I4*S ._.._,.„ 23-5

1-7 1'7 3-S tee

8'7 11*4 li'.-ii 16*2

38-1 KV7 :iin lU'll

75'8 77-7 77 s

•2-.-, 1—3
(aver.8"5)

Source i't Fibre. Moisture. Ash.

The S] 3 resembles that from
Southern India, and is distinctly superior to those from
Grenada and Victoria. It is estimated as worth from 26/.

to 30/. per ton.—A. S.

Hemp, Mauritius (Furcraa Gigantea'),from South Austra-
lia. Bull. Imp. [nst, (Suppl. to Hoard of trade J.),

1904,2, 89.

Tin; specimen consisted of a very long fibre (staple, 5 ft.),

but of poor colour, roughly prepared and weak. It is said

worth 281. to 3o/. per ton. It contained 8* percent.
of moitture, II per ClUt. of ash, and 7 •!•."> per cent, of
cellulose.— A. S.

Hemp, Bowstring S a Zeylanicd), from South
Australia. Bull. Imp. Inst. (Suppl. to Board of Trade
J.), 1904, 2, B8—89.

Tiik sample consisted of a <oft. fine fibre, somewhat,
ienl iu strength, and v.ith an avera h of 3S ics

PerCent. PerCent.
South Australia 8

-
J 0-4

Issam »"4 "'7

i h "in '.'' :'

Strait »"9 »'"

I-.Xlil.lSlI 1'vti JT8.

Viscose; Manufacture or Treatment of Thread

ments from —>— . C. H. Steam. London, ai

Topham, Kew. Eng. Pat 16,604, duly 28, 1903.

Threads of viscose, after passing through the bath

ammonium salt solution, and before spinning, arc tret

with a solution of an iron salt or other salt which prodi

an insoluble sulphide with alkali sulphide (e.g., a 10

cent, solution of ferrous sulphate). This removal of am-

nion) sulphide and polysulphidc prevents the fibres f

adhering togi ther when spun and becoming stiff.— T. F.

Colouring, Decorating, or Printing Textile and o

Fabrics, Paper, and other Materials; Proeess for —
C. L. Burdick, London, and II. Pervilbac, Villeurbai

France. Lug. Pat. 1 1,I7:>, June 29, 1903.

See I'r. Pat. 334,007 of 1903; this J., 1904, IS.",.—T. F.,

United States Patents.

Dyeing, ke. ; Apparatus for . .T. Schmitt, Danjoui

Belfort, France. U.S. Pat. 764,825, Jul) 12 I

See Eng. Pat. 6591 of 1901 ; this J., 1901, 713.—T. BV|

Di/eiuq : Apparatus for . I >. Venter. I homi

Germany. I ,S. Pat. 764,966, July 12, 1904.

See Eng. Pat. 23,055 of 1901 ; this J., 1902, 310.— T.F.

VII.-ACIDS. ALKALIS. AND SALTS.

Alkali, A,e. Works; Fortieth Annual lleport on
the ChieJ Inspector. Eeb. 17, 1904.

The Alkali, &c. Works Bill of 1903, to amend and n

solidate previous Acts, wa6 read a first time in the ses

of 1903. It was proposed in this Bill to include, thong

a very limited manner, certain smelling i r tnetalluTf

works within its scope; but iu the Bill of 1904, reee

introduced, the clauses relating to these have bi

drawn, as, if included, it became evident that i

causing delav would be made. But amendments of cet

clauses of the 1903 measure are included, which have 1

agreed upon with the trades affected.

Ukali and wet copper works, these being the lon
(

under inspection, have given " little ground (or complai

in the past year. Complaints ol damage done contin

to be received from Widucs in 1903, but in th

there are metallurgical works not within the

the Alkali Acts, with which works the responsibility n

be shared.

[n alkali waste works, attention continues to be dire

to the acid discharges from the chimneys to ivhii

combustion to sulphurous acid in special coal fired 1 urtio

the residual mixture of line sulphur, sulphuretted hydro

and sulphurous acid is draughted." The chief ins]

first suggested the use of a spray of alkaline magma (

bonated spent waste) thrown up to meet the resid

but such waste proved to be too crystalline tobeag
absorber, and lo be apt to clog the passages. An ext

mental plant was set up by -Mr. Murphey, to

with Dr. Affleck, in which a constant flow of milk

render, d alkali,, either by (1) milk of lii

carbonated spent waste (discharged frim the
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irbonators), ran down two boile* fire-flues set up on end,

I tandem, iu which sloping shelves were fixed, extending

> half the diameter of the flue. In order to interpret

ltionally the results obtained, Mr. Linder undertook a

iboratory investigation " to determine the conditions most
ivourablefor the complete absorption of hydrogen sulphide

nd sulphur dioxide by ' waste ' slurry, either alone or in

Kjunction with added lime." The questions to be answered

ere: (1) Nature of the interaction of hydrogen sulphide

ad sulphur dioxide in presence of varying amounts of

alcium hydroxide. (2) Nature of the interaction of hydro-

en sulphide and sulphur dioxide in presence of tank waste

uspended in water. In respect to (1), calcium sulphide

ave no reaction with calcium sulphite in presence

f excess of lime. Calcium hydrosulphide and calcium

isul[ lii'.e yitldcd mainly calcium thiosulphate. Calcium
nlphide and hydrosulphide with calcium bisulphite, in

resence of free sulphurous acid, gave calcium thio-

ilphate, free sulphur, and sulphur in other forms, but the

acting proportions are always S us H ;
s : Sas SOa : : 44 : 56.

t appears, therefore, that if loss of sulphur as thiosulphate

c free sulphur is to be avoided, the presence of free

ulphurous acid or bisulphite should be excluded. In

Espect to (2), the action of hydrogen sulphide and sulphur

ioxide upon " waste slurry " at 60' F., the experiments

rhich were made with (a) hydrogen sulphide alone
; (6)

ulphur dioxide alone ; and (c) hydrogen sulphide and
alphur dioxide together, lead to the following condit-

ions :
— " (a) The free base in solution as hydrate or

arhonate reacts with the added hydrogen sulphide and
alphur dioxide to form soluble hydrosulphide or insoluble

alphite respectively. (4) The sulphurous acid reacts with iu-

sluble calcium sulphide—(i.) Local, 2H Si ', - CaS = IL,s -

a(Si>.U),,; (ii.) General, H3S03 + CaS = H,S + CaSO,.
;) The sulphuretted hydrogen added, and that liberated by
.'actions (6) reacts with insoluble calcium sulphide, H2S +
nS = Ca(SH)2 . (d) Calcium bisulphite and calcium hydro-

llphide react locally to form thiosulphate, 2Ca(S03H)3 +
a(Slii_. = 3CaS3 3 + 3HaO. Applying these equations

calculate the theoretical yield of hydrosulphide, figures

obtained which agree well with experiment." Details

the results obtained are given in two tables.

At wet copper works, more difficulty is experienced than

alkali works generally, in keeping the hydrochloric

id gas evolved within due limits, partly because it has

)t proved convenient to construct the furnaces on the

us-pressure principle, as usually the case. Dr. Affleck

ports that by a plan of burning a certain proportion

pyrites smalls " in a special furnace apart, at certain

tervals, and mingling the gases with those derived

3m the other furnaces, in which the mixture of burnt
pper ore with salt is calcined, all excess of chlorine in these

ises is reduced, obviating the difficulty in absorption which
herwise arises. It is stated that at a factory in which one
imney draws from 20 or more furnaces, the adoption
this method has rendered air dilution, as formerly
ctistil, unnecessary, in order to keep within the require-

nts of the Act.
The works in which sulphuric acid is made by the

amber process have given no grounds for complaint in

pect to escape of acid gases in the past year, t )f the

itaet process, two examples, on different systems, are now
crating in England, and a factory also exists in Scotland.

English works have been the occasion of some
uble, due to defects of design and construction. The
ef inspector recommends, for the reduction of the escape
acid, when its recovery is not desired, a limestone

', fed with water, such as has been successfully cra-

ved in the Venetian red manufacture. In respect to the

>tch factory (using the contact process), the chief inspector
rets that nut m uch progress has been made in reducing
escape of acid gases ; but trials are being made of a

f design, from which better results are expected. The
[torn inlet to vitriol chambers, of which .Mr. Porter showed
jlass model before the Society of Chemical Industry at

i;nchester, in April 1903, (this J., 1903, 4/7), has been
; 'pted at several works, and an experimental trial of the
1 'hod at one works has shown a yield of acid in the
' ire plant "7-0 per cent, higher with the bottom inlet

•he chamber, than with the old flues, and there was also

found to be a saving of nitre just on 1-0 per cent." Other
advantages accruing from the adoptiou of the method are
also mentioned.

Many firms have to purify their sulphuric acid from
arsenic by means of hydrogen sulphide, and at present the
sulphide mud is consigned to the nearest tip ; but it is

hoped that some method of utilising it may be found. An
analysis by Mr. Fryer shows that the mud contains, besides

it- main constituents (arsenious sulphide aud free sulphur),

sulphuric acid and water, appreciable proportions of

aatimonious, lead, bismuth, and copper sulphides, besides

calcium and ferrous sulphates.

In the concentration and rectification of sulphuric acid,

"the overheat pan has not yet been replaced" by a

method " yielding more satisfactory results in lessened

escape of acid gus t's." The Fessler system has received
further extension, though not unattended by complaint's

on the starting of new plant ; but improved results

are expected. The advantages arising from the exclu-

sion, as far as possible, of air and permanent gases from
the vapour to be condensed, previously pointed out by
the chief inspector, are increasingly recognised. The best

results are obtained where platinum stills with platinum
covers are used, next to which in efficiency comes the
Taure-Kessler combined platinum and lead apparatus. In
making acidimetric estimations, the chief inspector em-
phasises the precautions necessary to be observed. In
using phenolphthalein and methyl orange as indicators, it

i< to be noted that the former gives an erroneous result

unless it is titrated at a boiling heat, owing to the action of

carbonic acid ; and it is pointed out that 1 cb. ft. of air at
60° F. contains carbon dioxide equivalent to 0'59 grain

of sulphuric anhydride. When an alkaline absorbent of

residual acid gases is used, the conditions are favourable

for retention of the carbon dioxide. In exits of chambers
using pyrites, or the gases of sulphate of ammonia
saturators, or spent oxide from gas works, as the source

of sulphur, the proportion of carbon dioxide is increased

for reasons that are explained. The chief inspector writes,
" as regards the critical i-ompaiison of various absorbents,

it is absolutely essential that concurrent aspirations should

be made, if it is desired to draw any conclusion

with certainty as to the efficiency of any particular

absorbent. Conditions vary, from time to time, with such
rapidity in the chamber process that only in this way i<

it possible to proceed to obtain results of permanent value."

The manufacture of chemical manures has been conducted
in increased volume in the past year. Dr. Affleck's method
of testing the acid gases escaping from the final exit flues

in the manufactures described in the preceding report (see

this J., 1903, S63) has been adopted generally, accuracy
beiog thereby secured. The following table shows the

amount of manure materials, in tons, imported during the

years indicated :

—

1002.

liuano 28,000
Ilineral phosphates 3tf2,7U
Nitrate of 3oda 115,000 1(15,000

1901.

13,000

351.910

The exports of sulphate of ammonia were 102.300 tons

in 1903, as compared with a home consumption of 71,700,

inclusive, for all purposes. For 1902, the corresponding

figures were 162,750 tons and 63,750 tons respectively.

Mond producer-gas plants, fitted for the recovery of

ammonia, have been intiodueed for the first time in

Scotland, and in 1901 a further increase in them is looked
for, as well as further extension of ccke-oven plants

with recovery of residuals. The tendency for gasworks to

work up their own residual products is on the increase.

The chief inspector directs attention to certain sources of

loss of ammonia in the saturators, one of which is the

construction of saturators with too steep an angle in the

buttom from back to front, so that after the sulphate formed
has been fished out, the ammonia-distributing pipe tends

to become unsealed ; losses also occur through gra lual

enlargement of the holes in the pipe.
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Amount of Sulphate of Afnmonia produced <

United Kingdom..

149,45 '

19.119

10,265

18,801

U01.

:
,

- nrid cart

l>:;;s.i'.i31

Mr. Linder, at tbe request of the Chief Inspector, gives
" Analyses of Ammoniacal Liquors from various Sources.

Uevicw of tbe Methods employed in Determining tbe

various Sulphur Compounds/' in which he details the

methods adopted for the determination of ammonia, free

and fixed; carbonic acid ; chloride ; sulphur, under (a) as

sulphate: ('0 as thiocyanate (sulphoeyanide) ;
(c) as sul-

phi.de, sulphite, and tbiosulpbate; (-/) total -u'phur: (e)

-6ulphur as polysulphide. Under the heading "Estimation

of Sulpbate in Ammoniacal Liquors," three methods are

cribed, consisting in : (1) differential ion of sulphite and

tbiosulpbate by oxidation with a current of air
; (2) pre-

cipitation of the sulphite by baryta water; (3) polysulphide

thod, for which the results are given in tabular form.

Other headings are : Estimation of Total Sulphur in

Ammoniacal Liquors ; Distribution of Sulphur in Ammo-
niacal Liquors; and Estimation of Cyanide in Ammoniacal
Liquors.

The total output of rock salt, white salt, and sail contained

in brine used for making alkali by the ammonia-soda
process, was, in 1902, 1,893,881 ton's, the output for the

preceding year having been 1,783,056 tons. Most of the

increase was due to the works in Cheshire and Stafford.

In cement works, there is continued extension of methods
depending on the continuous feed of materials and dis-

charge of calcined cement by the use of rotary cylindrical

kilns. Difficulties in reference to the occurrence of black

smoke have not been wholly overcome. All the works of

ihe Associated Portland Cement Manufacturers, 1900,

Ltd., have been provided with cylinders of compressed

xygen, with mouthpieces, for use in cases of poisoning by
kiln gases, it ha- been suggested to other owners and
managers of cement works to adopt similar precautions.

The production of arsenic has fallen from 3,361 tons in

1901 to 2,131 tons in 1002. No fault is found with the

works. A new Venetian red work has been establish I

in South Wales.
In respect to the conduct of tar works, the Home

r has issued draft rules calling attention to the risks

to workmen who are engaged in carrying on the various

operations of the process, in harmony with the chief

inspector's previous warnings, as to isolation of stills

during the process of chipping out and cleaning. In

"Studies on the Claus Kiln Reaction," the substance of

tnuch of the paper by the chief inspector and Mr. Kinder,

published in this Journal for March, 1903, 4.">7—465, is

reproduced, with the results of experiments made since

that date. The example- given in the 89th Report of the

theoretical maximum heat of reactiou were confined to the

Scotch works, bat have now been extended to the English

wot'K-. According to the hypothesis examined, the

maximum arrived at lies between 946 and It):):! 1'.

There is evidence that at the top of the Clans kiln, owing

to the inten-n of chemical reaction in this space, tempe-

rature is very high, causing much injure to (be wrought-

iron top. It is anticipated that Dr. Affleck will continue

iuients at an experimental Clans kiln to further

elueida'e tins point. The chief inspector gives, in an

appendix to tl.e above-mentioned " Studies," detailed calcu-

lations showing that the governing factor for conditions

foi the reversing action. 3S + 2H.,< > = 2H,8 + so., (the

other reaction being II. S + o = H..O + S), is the large

mt of beat required to vaporise the sulphur.

The Claus kiln reaction Studies are grouped under the

• wing beads :—(A.) The Heat reactions, theoretically

considered, of different Gaseous Mixtures, with tabular

matter. (It.) Experiments with Manganese Oxides as

Contact Materia! in place of Ferric Oxide, in respect to

which it is stated that " while, in the I llaus kiln, ferric oxide

is converted into iron bisulphide, manganite of mat
and manganite of calcium are converted into manganous
and calcium sulphates. The stage of manganese sulphide

appears to 1»- of very temporary duration ; no trace of this

could be found. The manganous sulphate is in the form

of monobydrate." (C.) Determination of thi " Kti

of tbe Claus Kiln and Chambers, with remarks upon th.

measurement of gaseous volumes, and methods applicatt

to exit gases. Under thi- heading, several table- | results

are given, partly derived from experiments ( by Mr. Kinder!

with the Leicester Corporation, and South Metropolitan Ga-
Company's ( laus plant, supplemented by tests from other

works. (D.) Ammonia in Ilecovered Sulphur from • Cn;

kilns attached to Gas Liquor Processes. I nder tin- hi a lin.

the results of experiments on the reaction of steam upoi

hydrocyanic acid at from 500c—600° C. are give!

Appendix, giving thermal calculations ami disi

with numerous experiments, and calculations relating u
»he air supply in treating saturator gases ; and on th,

volume of reacting mixture entering, to that of the exit eases

Mr. Sutton (Eastern and South Eastern Counties District;

writes :" Tbe presence of considerable quantities of auimonii

-alts in the recovered sulphur from the Clans pro

frequently been observed. These were generally

to ammonia having passed by the saturators; but during i

recent investigation of the working efficiency of eertaii

contact material used in a Claus kiin and the reaction

taking place tlierein.it was found that cyanogen compound
•:! forward to the kiln with tbe saturator gases weti

converted into ammonia compounds. This in

reactiou is receiving further investigation." Combustion O,

foul saturator gases in a special furnace, with sill

neutralisation of the resulting sulphurous acid, has rceeivw

further extension in several works; wher. as their passag*

to the hydraulic or crude gas main of eoal-carbonismt

plant is less adopted. Tin practice of passing such gasc

to the retort or boiler tire flues is still in use but is con

sidercd to be legitimate only at the smallest works.

A curious statement is made respecting the heaps of alkal

waste about tbe Nelham Chemical Works, at Bristol. Di

these, for years no blade of grass or weed grew ; but no*

the narrow-leaved wall mustard (Uiplot<i.ns tenuifolia) i

" fast spreading its verdure over these arid heaps of chemici

The plant occurs in the south, south-west, an

east of England, but in other parts is rare or absent J 1

hears pale yellow flowers with an almond-like fragrano

It is suggested that, on aesthetic grounds, it might b

worth while to encourage tin- growth of this plant on otht

such unsightly heaps besides those of llristol. There w*

one prosecution in the year covered by the l.'eport, fc

infractions of the provisions of the Art of 1881 in th

manufacture of chemical manure. The Kepoit contaii

Is:; pages, of which 13 nag. s are devoted to Scotland.

—i:.s

/'.
, trolffsis of Alkali Chlorides In/ the " />•

i,. Adolph. /.. Kleklrocbem., 1904, 9, I4".>— 4o0.

'I'm: author claims priority for the experimental found:

>t a theoretical explanation of the continuous funotio

of this process, a- recently dealt with by * * -

.1.. 1904, 545) j he considers that the experiments of tl

latter confirm, rather than contradict, hi- previous

—K. s 11.

Potassium Mctalnsulphite and Sodium liisulphitc : A.Uei

lion of » ed lo Air. A. and L. Lumif

and -\. Seyi (vetz. \\K, page i

Cyanouen and Cyanides; Sloir Oi illation of

Oxygen. Hcrthelot Comptes rend., 11)04,138
177.'

An, in cyanides, cyanogen, and hydrocyanic

aqueous am: alcoholic solutions, all alisoi

-lowly ; tie- absorption is aci i li i a* d l
.

ui

by rise in temperature. The absorption i- mo-t marked

tbe ense of potassium cyanide, and most feeble witl

c acid. When the absorption is carried out o»
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ercury, small quantities of the metal are dissolved ; when

le oxidation of potassium cyanide was performed in

coholic solution, over mercury, and in presence of

itassium hydroxide, no solution of the ni> reurj was found

i occur.
—

'!'. F. 1!.

English Patent-.

[Urous Anhydride and Nitrites; Manufacture of .

H. E. Newton, London. From \ Farbenfabr. voriu. F.

Bayer & Co., Elbeifeld, Germany. Kng. Pat. 18,594,

Aug. 28, 1903.

BiiFr. Pat. 335,229 of 1903 : this J.. 1004, 186.—T-. V. IS.

%alcium Phosphate; Method of Producing . E.

Hergmanu, Ohlau, Germany. Eng. Pat. 19,207, Sept. 7,

1903.

IB Fr. Pat. 335,798 of 190."
; this J., 1904, 253.—T.F. B.

Ikaline Prussiates ; Manufacture of . G. E. Davis.

Knuttdbrd, Cheshire. Eng. Pat. 20,069, Sept. 17, 1903.

I the process for the manufacture of alkali prussiates from

>al gas scrubbings described in Eng. Pat. 2G,56ti of 1902

;his J., 1903, 1243), it is found to be necessary to use an

£cess of sodium carbonate over that needed to form sodium
russiate and to displace ammonia in the mixture of liquids

id solids coming from the scrubber, and this excess

>comes concentrated in the mother liquor remaining after

ic crystallisation. The present invention consists in adding

me to the mother liquor, and using the caustic filtered

Jutiou for introduction to the still for the conversion cf

ie sodiinn-ferrous-ferrocyanide into sodium prussiate, as

•scribed in the cited patent.— F.. S.

'ypsum ; Manufacture of Crystalline , applicablt for
Pilling Purposes. W. Brothers, Prestwicb, Lancashire.

Kng. Pat. 20.007, Nov. 23, 1903.

!B Fr. Pat. 333,858 of 1903 ; this J., 1904, 20.—T. F. B.

itrogeu and Oxygen; Apparatus (or the Separation

of from Atmospheric Air. J. Price, London,. Eng.

Pat. 14,213, June 27, 1903.

iif process consists in the known process for the use of

irium oxide or the like ; but in such manner as to be

ntinuouslv carried out. The apparatus includes the

mbination with a suitably heated retort, of means for

ceiving air and for discharging separated gases
; of a

irtition carried bj- a spindle mounted on bearings in the

tort, capable of being turned in either direction to

tablish or cut off communication between the oxygen
Id nitrogen chambers defined by the partition; and trays

I
contain the absorbing material, arranged in connection

th the spindle, and to be moved out of one chamber into

e other simultaneously with the movement of the partition,

another form of apparatus, also giving a continuous

ocess of separation, means are provided for moving the

peptacles containing the absorbing medium from one
lamber to another, to effect peroxidation and deoxidation.

-E.S.

United States Patents.

\trous Anhydride and Nitrites; Process of Making.
H. von Keler, Leverkusen, Germany, Assignor to

Farbenfahriken of Elberfelu Co., New York. U.S. Pat.

763,491, June 28, 1904.

mixture of ammonia with air or oxygen in excess is

iscd over an oxide of a heavy metal (iron oxide for

tance), or over a mixture of such oxides, kept at a

nperature between 650" and 750° C. to obtain nitrous

hydride. When it is desired to form a nitrite, the effluent

Hies, containing "nitrous anhydride," are brought into

ptact with an alkali hydroxide or carbonate.—E. S.

droeyanie Acid; Process of Malting . W. Feld,

Baningen-on-the-Khine, Germany. U.S. Pat. 764,443,
'rdy 5, 1904.

•: addition, of Aug. 30, 1902, to Fr. Pat. 315;837 of

11
!
this J., 1903, 571.—T. F. 1!.

Ammonium, Nitrate of; Process of Producing . E.

Naumanni Cologne, Germany. U.S. Pat. 764,251, July

5, 1904.

See Fr. Pat. 339,733 of L904 ; this J., 1904, 714—T. F. B.

< 'oppcr Sulphati ; Pro i ..s of Making . G. Gin,

Paris. U.S. Pat. 765,000, .Inly 12, 1904.

See Eng. Pat. 5230 of l!)03 ; this J., 1904, 323.—T. F. B.

Acid of Proof Composition. F. A. Panic. U.S. Pat.

703,421, 1904. IX., page 788.

Fbexch Patents.

Phosphoric Arid ; Producing , fry Means of
Aluminium Phosphate and other Svbstajices. Branddp
T'reres. Fr. Pat. 340,272, Feb. 9, 1904.

An minium phosphate (especially the natural phosphate),

which may be mixed with coal dust, is heated in a suitable

retort, connected to condensing apparatus and an ex-
hausting pump, to a temperature not exceeding 800° C. It

is stated that on maintaining a vacuum (say from 6 to 5o

mm. of mercury) in the retort by use of the pump, the

heated phosphate gives off fumes which condense in water,

mainly to inetaphosphorie acid, mixed with small pro-

portions of orthophosphpric, bypophosphoric, and hypo-
phosphorous acids. The vapours not absorbed by water ate

passed through alkaline solutions.— E. S.

Oxygen; Simplified Preparation of- -. G. J?. Jaubert.

Er.Pat. 310,388, Feb. 12, 1904.

Tin: process is one of preparing oxygen by the action of

water ou alkali peroxides, .
v:c. The peroxides are con-

tained in hermetically soldered tin boxes, preferably in

packets or pieces separated from one another by suitable

bands or metal strips. A box thus charged is provided

with an opening in its upper side, closed by a screw stopper,

and another, but perforated -topper, is provided, adjusted

to the same thread, having a rubber tube attached, con-

necting it to a reservoir. A pin hole is made in the under
side of the box, which, fitted to the discharge tube, is

completely immersed in water. As the water siowly enters,

oxygen is formed and is collected. Compare Fr. Pat.

325,627 of 1902, and Add. to the same, this J. 1903, 743

and 1346; and Fr. Pat. 336,002 of 1903; this J., 1904, 32:;.

—E. S.

YIII.-GLASS, POTTERY, ENAMELS.
Ceramic Bodu ; New . M. Buchner. Z. angeiv.

Chem., 1904, 17, 985—988.

It is found that the artificial corundum, obtained as a by-

product of the Goldschmidt aluminothermal process (this

J., 1898, 1151), is capable of imparting to kaolin, clay, and
other ceramic bodies (tor stoneware in particular), the

property of resisting extreme fluctuations of temperature,

owing to the fact that it almost entirely eliminates the

element of contraction in these bodies. Sherds containing

corundum as an ingredient may be heated to whiteness in

the oxyhydrogen blowpipe flame and immediately plunged
into water without fracture. They also possess a high

tensile strength {e.g., 61-2 kilos, per sq. cm.), with a total

extensibility of 00149 (permanent o-ool'.i, elastic 0/0i2)
per cent. With ordinary stoneware of corresponding
quality, these values are about 44 kilos., and 0-Q097 (per-

manent 0'0002, elastic -'0095) per cent, respectively.

The crushing strength of the corundum ware is 1725 to

2685 kilos, per sq. cm., as compared with 800 -1300 kilos,

in the case of ordinary stoneware. 'The ware is acid-proof,

and can be made up in the form of porous diaphragms for

electrolytic purposes ; whilst the absence of shrinkage is

considered to specially lit it for these uses.— C. S.

French Patent.

Glass; Process for Working II. J. Hays.

Fr.Pat. 840,920, March i, 1904.

See Eng. Pat. 4501 of 1901; this J., 190 I, 546 --T, F. I!.
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1X.-BUILDING MATERIALS, CLAYS,

MORTARS AND CEMENTS.
English Patents.

Fireproofing Compounds [/ r Wood] and the Art of

Making the same. .1. I.. Ferrell, Philadelphia, U.S.

A

Pat. 18,090, ^ug. 21, 1908.

Fr. Pat. 835,054 of 1903; this .1., 1904, 116.—T.F. B.

Fireproofing Compounds [fur H'oorf] o:id the Art of

Making the same. J. !.. Ferrell, Philadelphia, U.S.A.

g. Pat. 18,092, Aug. 21, 1903.

See Ft. Pat. 335,055 of 1903 ; this J.. 1904, 116.—T. F. B.

Cement from Slag; Process for Manufacturing .

C. von. Forell, Hamburg. Eng. IV. 218, Jan. 4. 1904.

-,
, I r. 1 at. 389,816 of 1904 ; this J.. 1904, 663.—T. W. B.

United States Patents.

Acid-Proof Composition. V. A. Pant, Butte, llont., U.s A
C.S. Pat. 763,421, June 28, 1904.

A mixture nt' linseed oil, india-rubber, rosin, beeswax,

-ilica, red lead, and gypsum, specified proportions of which

are these :— 1 gall, ol linseed oil ; 8 oz. of india-rubber ; 4 oz.

of rosin ; 10 oz. of beeswax ; 3 lb. of silica ; 2 lb. of red

lead ; and 3 lb. of gypsum.—C. A. M.

Cement i Process of Manufacturing . O. Geisslei

and G. Geiesler, jun., (Iratz, Austria-Hungary. U.S. Pat.

7154,453, July 5, 1904.

See Eng. Pat. 9835 of 1903 ; this J., 1903, 868.—T. i\ B.

French Patents.

Bricks; Processfor Covering u ilh a Protective Coating

to prevent Efflorescence and Blackening. M. Perkiewicz.

Second Addition, dated Feb. 10, 1904, to Fr. Pat. 330,655,

March 27, 1903.

SEEEng.Pat. 3760 of 1904; this J., 1904, 602.—T. I'. 1!.

Refractory Products; Process for Making Extremely

. J. Bach. Addition, dated Feb. 12, 1904, to

Fr. Pat. 336,518, Nov. 10, 1903.

See Eng. Pat. 4478 of 1904 ; this J„ 1904, 007. -T. F. 15.

Lithographic Stows: Manufacture of Plates suitable for

Use as Substitutes for . G. Bower and \V. Gauntlet t.

Fr. l'at 340,445, Feb. 15, 1904. Under Internat. Conv.,

March 17. 1903.

-;
i Eng. Pat. 0155 of 1903 ; this J., 19o4, 325—T. F.B.

Adhesiv Substance [Cement] ; Process of Making an .

I.. Weiss. Fr. Pat. 3 10,751, Feb. 27. 1904.

See Eng. Pat. 4939 of 1904; this J., 1904, 607.—T. F. B.

X.-METALLTJRGY.

Metals; Hard and Soft States in . G. T. Beilby.

Electro-Chem. and Metall., 1904, 3, ."06—319.

The author brings forward a new theory cf the hardening

of metals by plastic flow based on the results of a study

of the microstructure of metal and other surfai es [this J.,

1903, 1107,* 1108), and, in particular, the discovery ol

surface How during ihe polishing of crystalline solids (thi-

.1.. 1901, 922; 1903, 1106). According to the theory

metals occur ordinarily in two distinct phases: the

hardened or amorphous (A), and the annealed or crystal-

line (C) phase. The A phase is transformed into the

C phase by the agency of heat, the C phase is transformed

into the A phase by mechanically produced flow. In the

transformations \ n" ' there are two intermediate mobile

phases, M and M', so that the transformations may be

written A—. M'— C and c—»M—»A. Evidence in favour

of the theory is furnished by :—(1) The distinct mechanical

properties of the two phases A and C. (2) The micro-,

structure of these and the indications which it suppl

the existence of the mobile phases M and I. (8) The

optii ,1 properties, (4) the electrical properties, and (5) th

thermochemical properties of the phases A and C.

1/. chanicalProperties—When silver is rolled, hammerec

or win-drawn, it- hardness and tenacity are raised to

very high point. For instance, the tensile strength of sol

silver may, in thisway.be raised from under 10 tons I

,,ver 20 tons per square inch. A -trip of silver made ipiit

hard and springy by hammering will, after heating t

. ,,inc "so soft that it may be pressed perfect!

flat on a smooth surface by the slightest pressure from th

ringer.

Microstructure.— Annealed silver, if in a sufficient!

massive form, always shows a crystalline microstructni

:ing of skeletons or grains built up of lamella: (

similarly oriented units. The microstructure of hardent

silver is" vitreous-looking on the Mirfaee, and finely granuli

immediately below .the surface. By careful treatment wit

a solvent, "the glassy surface and the granular portjo

immediately below can be completely removed, disclosit

the crystalline grains or skeletons of the C phase mo
or less deformed or broken up. The vitreous layer wi 1

granules thickly distributed throughout its mass, alwfc

appears at surfaces of flow, the granules probably beii

produced by the breaking down of the lamella; and tl

setting free of the units of which they are built up. Tl

persistence of the units of the C phase in the granules m;

lie due to their being encsed in an envelope of the hardent

A phase.

Optical Properties. — Hardened silver, even in i

moderately attenuated forms, such as beaten leaves at

deposited films, is highly reflecting and only slight

translucent. By heating to 250°—300° C, the leaf or fil

becomes transparent and lose> much of its reflectii

quality, but opacity and reflecting power are restored 1

" flowing " or burnishing the annealed leaf or film.

Electrical Properties.—Silver wire in the annealed sta

has an electrical conductivity 8—10 times higher than th

of the same wire in the hardened state. A thermo -juneti

consisting of a hardened and an annealed silver wire h

an EP.M.F.of 0- 17 micro-volt for l
7

(.'. of difference betwe-

t he hot and cold junctions. At 260
3
C. the K.M.F. f»

to zero, as the hardened wire then passes into the si

condition. Copper, iron, platinum, and magnesium 1

show a measurable K.M.F. between the two states.

Thermochemical Properties.—In etching polished

hardened silver, the solvent acts first on the harden

phase, leaving the crystalline phase exposed, whereas

the hardened metal were merely a slightly compacted foi

of the annealed, the latter more open form would be mc

readily attacked anil dissolved.

The author discusses the application of his theory tot

deformation of the crystalline structure of metals by ov>

strain as observed by Kwing and liosenhain (this J., le'
1

834: 1900, 1115), the increase in the tensile strength

a metal produced bj drawing it through adie, the hardeni

of iron h\ thermal treatment and the mechanical action

- in this respect (see this J.. 1901, 1212), and t

breaking down of the tenacity and elasticity of met

under frequent repetitions or reversals of stress. I be gri

inferiority of a wire which has been hnrdene 1 by ftretchi

as regard- tenacity to one which has been harder

by , hawing through n die, i- due to a difference in t

structural disposition of the two phase- in the harder

metal. In the stretched wire the surface layer duri

stretching niu-t be alternately m ide and broken ma

times, and i- finally left rough and .'pen. In

on the other ha id, the flow ot the surface as the win

leaving the die, ensures that it is strong and unbroken.

Spathic Iron Ore j Calcination of . I 1

Bull, s.i . d'Encourag., 1904, 106, 360.

The spathic ores of Western Hungary and

contain 35 per cent, of iron or less, and are usually ealcu

-i, a- to lessen the cost ol transport. The furnai

with ordinary brick and eased in sheet iron, hold at

60 tons, and calcine about 15 tons per 24 hours. Altera

layers of ore (3J tons) and cuke | 211) kilos.) an

and n tube of 25 nun. diameter passes down the cell' r,

the Furnace, thn >' holes in which fine jot -of »
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ler pressure are injected horizontally into the furnace.

e reaction of this upou the hoi coke, and the subseq

nbustion of thr hydrogen and carbon monoxide pro-

ed, favour the calcination, so that a saving of half

fuel (from 12 to 6 per cent.) formerly used has been

ected.—J. T. D.

Tool-Steels ; Rapid . H. le Chatelier. Bull. Soc.

d'Encourag., 1904, 106, 334—347.

e author gives the following analyses of rapid tool

els :

—

e may take the average or typical composition to be :
—

rbon'0'5, silicon 0-2, manganese 0-2, tungsten 12,

romiura 3 0, molybdenum 1, iron 83 ; but very probably

s will be modified in the future, and may revert to the

'her carbon and lower tungsten and chromium of the

ginal rapid steels. The points of chief importance in

isidering the progress made or tc he made iu rapid steels

i as follows:— 1. yet price: This is high, say 6 frs

r kilo., due to the high prices uf vanadium (110), mol\ Is-

lam (17), and tungsten (7 frs. per kilo.). 2. Hardness
is seems to decrease with the carbon, for these steels

1 be scratched more easily than high carbon tool steels.

Fragility : Rapid steels are more brittle than carbon

C = 9

sudden coolinc

steels; to minimise the inconvenience of this, tools have
been made of ordinary steel, with a piece of rapid steel

welded on by the oxyacefylene flame to form the cutting

edge. Probably careful determinations of the temperature
of heating and of the cooling bath would enable a leSs

brittle rapid steel to be produced. An over-heated carbon
steel segregates and becomes heterogeneous, and no doubt
a rapid steel does the same ; and this heterogeneity prob-

ably causes brittleness. 4. Resistance to Tempering: The
temperature of softening is above 500 —600° C., but au
hour at "00° C. softens the hardest steel completely. The
higher this temperature can be kept the better ; for though
the average temperature of the tool at work may not reach
500°('., yet the outer portions may be at a much high

temperature. It is to be remembered that the temperature
of recalescence is about 7O0 J C, so that as the softening

temperature approaches 700° C. there comes a point where
softening is impossible. The tempering temperature-

depends both on the composition of the steel and the initial

temperature of heating. A bar with its lower end dipping

into water, and heated to fusion at its upper end, then

plunged into a ziuc-alumiuium alloy at 550° C, showed
four zoues (illustrated in the paper by micro-photograph-

)

indicating, at the bottom, the soft steel unaltered ; above,

slight softening of the hardened metal on remaining in the

bath; above this, perfect temper, homogeneity, with no sign

of softening, and at the top hard and brittle steei, hetero-

geneous in structure. 5. Cracks : These form one of the

troubles of tempering. They arise from sudden ehahg -

of volume, and the liability to them is greatest with high

carbon and with a low percentage of tungsten. They have
two distinct causes:

—

a. The state of the metal which i-

stable at a high temperature is not preserved during the

for the non-magnetic metal becomes
magnetic. This change is accom-
panied by change of volume, produc-
ing cracks; and this effect is the
greater, the colder and more brittle

the metal is when the change occur'-.

For this reason the use of metallic

baths is advantageous, provided the

temperature is not high enough to

allow any softening to take place. It

is probably to avoid cracks, too, that

the carbon has been gradually lessened

and the tungsen increased in rapid

steels, b. Rapid steels as distingnishe I

from steels in general exhibit another
cause of cracks, the same wdiich pro-
duces them in glass. A drop of wati r

on the hot steel, for instance, will

cause them, hence the recommenda-
tion that tools of rapid steel should
be sharpened either dry or in a liberal

stream of water. In an appendix the

author gives the following diagram-
showing the points of transformation
of the seven steels, the analyses of

which are given above, determined by
Roberts - Austen's method, using the
modified apparatus of M. Saladin, and
adds for comparison a similar curve
obtained from an ordinary steel with
0-9 per cent, of carbon (see first figure

in preceding group). The ordinates
measure temperatures, the abscissa-

differences of temperature between a

piece of nickel aud the steel under
experiment.—J. T. D.

Rapid Steels; Contribution to tin

Theory. of -. F.Osmond. Bull.
Soc. d'Encourag., 1904, 106 348

—

352.

The specific characters of rapid steel-

are as follows:— 1. The critical points
are lowered during the cooling, when
the temperature of the previous heating
is raised ; and if that temperature is

above a certain minimum and the metal
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is cooled through a sufficient range, it remain- self-hardened.

i. lliseof the temperature of heating may cause coalescence

of the points Ar 8. 1. and Ar 1, or separation of the

multiple point Ar 3.6. I. 8. Prolonged beating at a low

temperature is equivalent, as far as the position and form

of the critical points are concerned, to a shorter heating at

a higher temperature. 4. The hardness acquired is more

stable during tempering than in the cast of carhon steels.

The explanation of these characters isfonnd in the following

derations:— ;
. Suppose a hypereutectoid carbon steel,

heated to the point Ac". -2. 1, ami suppose the homogeneous

redistribution of the carbon above the critical point to ha

instantaneous. The a-iron changes to y-iron, the cailol.

of the perlite dissolves and the perlite heroines ausleiiitc

If now cooled, the independent cementite plays no part,

the content of active carbon is that of the eutectoid

—

constant and the final stale depends on the rate of rooling.

Besides the independent cementite, we have, if this rate be

intiuitely slow, ferriie in grains and extra-granular cemen-

tite ; complete physieo-chemteal and structural equilibrium.

If ordinal., perlite: physico-chemical eqtulibrium cc.m-

plete, structural incomplete. If accelerated, sorbite ; Ie9s

complete physico-c'ieuiical equilibrium, structural quite

incomplete, "if rapid, troostite, and if very rapid, martensite
;

the physico chemical equilibrium ni.ue incomplete at each

stage." If the heating be continued above Ac 3.2.1, the

independent cementite gradually dissolves, and the dissolved

carbon increases till a temperature is reached depending on

the total carbon; and if the subsequent cooling be rapid

enough to impede the segregation of the independent

cementite, the final State will depend on the amount of

carbon originally dissolved, and as the rapidity of cooling

increases we shall have successively—troostite and cemen-

tite; martensite and cementite; martensite and austenite.

In the austenite, transformation has not begun, and tie-

iron is in tiie -,-state. 2, Suppose a rapid steel similarly

treated. The effect of the chromium and tungsten is to

impede the segregation of the cementite, so that, as a first

approximation, and within limits, we can neglect the

variations in the rate of cooling. Thus, even dining slow

cooling, the transformation points are lowered further, the

greater is the excess of carbon-content at the beginning

over that of the eutectoid ; and the carbon-content itself

depends, directly on the temperatnie of heating, and

indirectly on the chemical composition. By varying the

temperature of heating, and thus the content of dissolved

carbon, then, we can have as final state, any one of the

scries, perlite, sorbite, troostite, martensite, austenite, or

mixtures of them among themselves and with the cementite

in excess. :(. In rapid steel-, the hypothesis of the imme-

diate redistribution of the carbon above the critical point

does not represent the facts. Its solution is slow, as is the

segregation on cooling; they are two sides of one character.

Moreover, the cementite is often spherolitic, in separated

nuclei, which farther retards the solution of the carbon.

Thus, unhss the heating be very prolonged or the tempera-

ture vet v high, the carbon distribution is not homogeneous,

but there are maxima around the cementite nuclei and

minima between them. On cooling, each portion behaves

independently, and hence a doubling of the recalescence,

and a heterogeneous final product, containing always at

least two constituteuts. Usually, recalescence will be

single if the temperatnre has been just above Ao 8.2.1

(for the indi pendent cementite has hard!) begun to diffuse)

or if it has been very much higher (foi the redistributed

carbon is homogeneous), and it will be double for inter-

mediate temperatures -i. If the temperatnre be n

ibove the highest I mperature spoken of in 3, n c lies

double; £oi partial fusion may separate

the metal into two constituents of different carbon-

content, which remain distinct during cooling. 5. Chromium,

tungsten, Sec, lower the eutectoid carbon-content, sn that

rapfd steels are usually hypereutectoid. In thi contrary

case (or with the hypereutectoid if the cementite be

spherolitic) there ma] be on cooling a point Ar

independent of Ar. !. S. 'II e elevati in of the temperature

of softening ipid steels is not yet definitely explained ;

il seems I i be another result of the diffi uiltj of segregation

of the carbide Possibly the austenite is transformed into

martensite, and thus we gel hardening instead of the

softening that occurs in carbon steels. 7. There is n
separate theorj of rapid steels; the general theory D

carbon steels is applicable, if we bear in mind that tb

solution of carbon during heating and s, gregatioo durin

cooling are rendered difficult by the presence of chiomini

and tnngsten, so that we get, without hardening, all th

series 01 effects which characterise hardening in carbo

steels.—J. T. D.

Electrical Resistance of Hardened Carbon Steels; F.ffu

of Reheating on . tlrenet. Bull. Soc. d'Kucourag

1904,106, 353—357.

Bab Df steel (carbon l
-
29, manganese 0-07, silicon 0-M

phosphorus 0*006, sulphur, traces) of different sizes an

shapes were hardened by heating to varied temperature:

and then cooling in dilute sulphuric acid. Their electric!

resistance was determined in this stat-, and after n
heating to varied tempera! ires for 10 minutes. Moderattl

energetic hardening exerts no influence on the

nee (nor, as (harpy has shown, on the dilatation

of steels, though it acts energetically on their mechanic:

properties. Reheating, up to 700° ('., acts continuously ( ,

the mechanical properties of tin--, steels. Very cuerget

hardening acts on ihe electric resistance ami oi ti

dilatation of these steels, but reheating to 400° C. dc-tro-

this effect completely, while it continues to act moi ai.

more strongly up to 700 C. on their mechanical propertie

Thus, increase of mechanical resistivity and of .

resistivity, though produced by the same means,

seem to be due to the same modification of the stci

hammering acts on the mechanical properties of stee

similarly to moderate hardening, but it has ,„, effect on tl

electric resistance.—J. T. D.

Nickel Steels; Effect of Heat Treatment on . (Irene

Hull. Soe. d'Encourg., 1904, 106, 358—359.

Two samples were examined, containing carbon n3
manganese o - 36 and 0-34, nickel 2G9 and 290

|

respectively, and traces of silicon, phosphorus, an j sulpbu

Their temperatures of dilatometric transformation werc.c^

heating 510 3—540" and 495 —535 C. respectively, and,
i]

cooling below 0° C. Forged and reheated at 925 ('.. hot

samples showed the ordinary microscopic characters of noi

transformed metal. Forged, reheated at 925 C, cooled I]

Si' I ., and reheated at 550 C, tli< y showed that, after tl

cooling, part of the metal had been transformed : the- we
now magnetic : bat after reheating the] again became noi

magnetic, though their microscopic aspect was the f»n ;

as that of the cooled specimens. Possibly the coolit

separates the elements, not of a eutectic, but of a supe

saturated solution, and when the Iransformation-tcnipenitn

is passed on reheating, only a small proportion of the-

i

elements recombinc. On heating to .son the metal recove

the aspect it hail before transformation. The steels, heat-

to 550° C, after having undergone transformation wi'

change of volume at a low temperature, exhibit an increi:

of tensile strength at the elastic limit, an inn

maximum tensile -trength, and a diminution of elongatio

as compared with the metals before cooling and rcheitiu

.1. r D.

Iron and Steel; New /' - for tin Protcciiim of—
from Corrosion. S. Cowper-Coles. Electro-l hein. ai

Metall., 1904, 3, 828—836.

Tin: iron or steel freed from scale or oxide is placed in

closed air light iron receptacle coated on tin m«

plumbago and charged with zinc dust. The whole is |hi

heated to 500 — COO F. for a few hours, and allowed

cool. In order to avoid the formation of too much m
oxide, the air is exhausted from the receptai Ic i

heating, or about :t per cent, of carbon in a vi ry t

of division is added to the zi lust. the tli

coating ill pends on the temperature and the duiation

beating. The process (" Shei applit

to the coating of iron •* ilumiuium andantimon

and of aluminium and copper with zinc. Copper

alloys when subjected to th procei • hardened,Bi

can' indeed be rendered so hard on the sui

if 1 a stei I tool. Various : „|,

for the process over the ordinary method of hot gnl'

— A. 6.
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Platinum in Wollastonite,found in Sumatra. L. Hun-
deshagen. Inst. Min. & Met., July 21, 1904.

ie author describes a deposit of wollastonite associated

th garnet fgrossularite~), boroite, gold, and platinum

lich occurs in old schists near the Singeuggoe River,

rich have been penetrated by granite and subsequently

lllaid by augite-diorite and by volcanic rocks. He
nsiders that the present ore-deposit was originally " a

per or big lens" o£ limestone included within the schists,

d that the alteration into wollastonite and garnet has

en effected by the intrusion of "apophyses of granite,"

e introduction of copper, gold, platinum, &c, having been

bgequently effected by hot springs. The absence oi

(pentiue and of magnesian compounds generally is re-

irked upon by the author. A sample of slightly

composed wollastonite gave G grins, of platinum with

grins, of gold and 2 grms. of silver per 1,000 kilos,

aius of gold and platinum are found in the river sands

low the ore-deposit.—J. II. C.

Platinum and its Deterioration ; Some Xoti s on .

W. ( iampbell. F.lectrochem. Ind., 1904, 2, 259—261.

IE chief causes of the deterioration of platinum seem to

its volatility at high temperatures and the fact that

ating above 1,000° C. for any length of time causes

ittleucss. This brittlcness may be due to crystallisation,

the formation of compounds, or to the absorption and
olution of gases. The author considers the matter par-

ularly as it. affects the use of this metal in resistance

{tonometers and thermo-couples; The greatest alteration

caused by beating in a reduciug atmosphere iu presence

siliceous material.— 1!. S. H.

Lead and Tin ; Behaviour of Alloys of towards

fads. O. Sackur. Z. Kk-ktrochem, 1904, 10, 522—529.

t determining the equilibrium established when lead-tin

loys are acted on by acidified solutions of lead salts and
tin salts, it is shown (1) that, above 10 per cent., lead

present in the free state, and below 10 per cent, in solid

lution ; (2) that tin forms solid solutions up to 3 per

at.; and (3) that no chemical compound is formed by
i metals, further, a series of alloys was exposed to the

ivent action of dilute acetic acid of various strengths,

itated by a constant supply of air. The lead is directly

isplved, whilst the tin goes into solution secondarily

precipitating an equivalent quantity of lead from the

iviously formed salt; a coating of pure lead is thus left

the alloy, and from this point onward the sum of lead

i tin dissolved is approximately independent of the com-
lition of the alloy. The greater the air supply the more
tal goes into solution, but only when the alloy contains

>ve 30 per cent, of lead. Lactic acid dissolve', compara-
dy more tin than acetic acid of the same strength.

—W. A. C.

tal Substitution. A. .1. J. Vandevelde and C. E.

Va.te.'K Bull. Acad. roy. Belg., 1904, 331—360.
"hem. Centr., 1904, 1, 1629."

e influence of temperature and concentration on the rate

ubstituiion of copper in aqueous alcoholic sulphate solu-

l by zinc was determined. The experiments were made
emperatures of 24°—25', 17°— 18°, and 7°— 8° C, with

eous alcoholic solutions containing equal amounts of

per sulphate but varying proportions of water and alcohol.

general, increase of temperature caused an increase iu

rat;? of substitution. The initial velocity of reaction is

atest in pure aqueous solutions, and, in aqueous alcoholic

itions, decreases as the proportion of alcohol increase-..

er some hours, the maximum rate of substitution occurs

aqueous solutions at low temperatures, but in aqueous
jfiholic solutions, containing increasing proportions of

Ivhol, at higher temperatures. There-action is a tl ile

substitution, with separation of

and formation of an insoluble

phate in the second. Low temperature and
Hihol retard the metal substitution, but favour the forfn-

I a of basic salts. The precipitate which separates is

E nature of metallic copper with the basic sulphates

<iiuoi, at nigner tempcratun
<i. being chiefly a simple si

ojper, in the first stage, ai

lie zinc sulphate in the si

Zni >.ZnSO,,and2ZnO.ZnS< >,. Metallic zinc does not cause
separation of basic sulphate from a solution of pure . m
sulphate. (See also this J., 1903, 368, 626.)—A. S.

Blast- Furnace Char;/, , ,- .1 Graphic Method for th I

putation «f -. C. O. Bannister, last-. Mill;- and Her.,
July 21, 1904.

The method proposed by the author is someyvkat similar to
that devised by H. ('. Jenkins (J. Iron and Steel [nst., 1891
151), but it merely requires a sheet of squared paper.no
slid.- rule being necessary. The author gives a diagram in
illustration of his method. (Sec also this .1. 1892, 8 !1

—J. II. 0.

Sulphur in Iron; Rapid Method fir the, Determine
of Total by Evolution. S. S. Knight. XXIIL,
page 800.

English Patents,

//"» Sand, whether Natural, or Prepared by Reducing
Iron Ore or Iron Wastes : < 'our, rting into Bri-
quettes. T. House and H. Colin, London. EDg. I'at.

17,415, Aug. 11, 1903.

Iron sand concentrates, powdered iron ore, blue-billy, or
the like, are agglomerated into blocks by means of a solution
of water-glass, and the blocks are hardened in a chambei
through which lot air and steam are passed, so that la

atmosphere of the chamber may be kept hot and moist
without condensation of water. Compare Eng. Pat. 21. 880
of 1902, and 15.1SS of 1903; this J., 190:5, 1090, and 1904
6G4.— K. S.

Sulphide Ores or Compounds ; Treating preparatory
to Smelling. T. Huntington and F. Ilcberleiu, Lou >rj

EDg. Pat. 13,454, June 16, 1903.

The sulphide ores are roasted in a suitable furnace "until
the proportion of sulphur is reduced to a suitable degi
and are then quickly cooled by the aid of water. The c i

ore is then placed upon a layer of hot ore or fuel in a
receptacle through which a current of air is passed, whereby
the oxidation is completed, and the mass is fitted for
transference to a blast furnace for reduction of the metal.
Compare Eng. Tats. 8064 of 189U, and 3795 of 1897 ; this

J., 1S97, 543 and 683.—E. S.

Ores [Zinc Sulphide or Complex'] ; Treatment of ..

C. Cory, Swansea. Eng. Pat. 14,013, June 23, 1903.

Zinc sulphide ores are mixed with coal and with a small
proportion of sago (say from J to 2 per cent, of the-

mixture), and the powdered mixture is subjected to the-

action of live steam, hot enough to rupture the starch cclls-

of the sago. The plastic mass is then made into briquettes,

which are heated in retorts lined with carborundum, trc

obtain zinc by distillation. The briquelting with the aid of
sago, used as described, of sulphide and complex ores-

generally, is also claimed.— E. S.

United States Patents.

Sulphides from Ores; Apparatus for Use in cei ii

Processesfor Extracting . G. I) Delprat, As
to Broken Hill Proprietary Co., both of Austr
U.S. Pat. 763,662, June 28, 1904.

The invention relates to apparatus for use in the pr.

of floating concentrates from ores to the surface of a bi

of liquid. A pan having an inclined bottom is provided
with an adjustable distributing plate at its upper end, having;
its lower edge close to the bottom of the pan. There
discharge for the concentrates at the upper part of the pan.
over a sump at the lower end of the inclined bottom ; a

vertical baffle-plate extends from th" beginning of
discharge to near the lower edge of the bottom, sepai
the sump from the pan, and maintaining a submerged
entrance to the sump for the tailings from the pan. Mi
for feeding ore and acid solution, and for heating the
are provided. See also Eng.' Pat. 27,132 of 1903
190 1, 610.—E. S.
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Smelling and Reducing Metals; Process of . C.

Diesler, Cobleutz, Germany. U.S. Pat. 764,044, Julj 5,

1904.

See Eng. Pat. 930 of 1901 : this J., 1902, 261.—T. F. IS.

Ore Separator; Magnetic . F. .1. King, Croydor,

Surrey. U.S. Pat. 765,013, July 12, I9i
I

Pat. ".J09 of 1902: this J.. 1902, 1390— T. F. B.

French Patent.

Ores; Treatment of . [Vacuum Filter for Sohti

of Metals.] lb.- Rapid Cyanide Treatment, Limited.

Fr. Pat. 340,238. Feb. C, 1904.

The crushed ores are placed, with the dlssolviog solution,

in :i closed rotating, horizontal cylinder, with filtering

material arranged within its sides and ends upon a prill

of wooden supports, in such manner that the vacuous

spaces communicate -with a cased aperture centrally plai ed

nt one end of the cylinder, from -which the filtered liquid

flows down n vortical pipe connected to a pump, by means

of which n partial vacuum is formed on the discharge side of

the filtering material. The solvent solution is supplied to

the cylinder through a pipe in connection with a forcing

pump and an ozonising apparatus, so that air or ozonised

air mm be introduced, liy means of the pump, pressure,

say not exceeding 1 kilo, per sq. cm., may he put upon the

contents of the cylinder on the supply side of the filtering

material. After the solvent solution and washings have

been forced through the tillering material, leaving the

lavers of pulp praeticalh dry, the revolution of the cylinder

is' suspended, bo that the dried pulp may fall bj gravitj on

the simultaneous cessation of the out-draught and estab-

lishment of equilibrium between the opposite sides of the

filtering material. The cylinder has removable doors on its

sides for charging and discharging.—E. S.

XL-ELECTRO-CHEMISTRY AND
ELECTRO-METALLURGY.

(A.-)—ELECTRO-CHEMISTRY.

Aluminium Anodes; Dimensions of Films on .

\X. R. Mutt. Electfochem. Ind., 1904, 2, 26S—271.

In studying the formatioij of anode films on aluminium

electrodes in phosphate solutions, the author linds that the

thickness of the film is approximately a linear function of

the voltage. Various methods were used for measuring

the thickness. From the gain in weight of the anode, a-

also from the coulombs required for the formation, the

calculation can be made. F>y the interference colours of

the film an accurate and easy method of measurement is

available, whilst by actually separating the film from the

metal the thickness can be directly measured. The ap-

proximate thickness with different voltage is civeti as :—

1 volt, 0'00000] em. ; 20,0-00002; 80,0-00008; and

320 volts, O-UU0J c in— 1!. >. II.

Hudrosulphitet [hyposulphites'] of Sodium and Calcium;

Electrolytic Preparation of . A.L.Frank. Eiek-

trochem., 1901, 9, 450—452.

THE author describes bis work on this subject, and in

particular n plii - to the criticism of Elba and Becker i this J.,

1904, till). The statement that a saturated solution of

, alcium bisulphite contains only 9'3 grms. per litre, is said

to be quite incorrect; solutions containing up to 90 grms.

are in everyday use. and with such concentrated solutions

tbe solid calcium bydrosnlpbite can be eleetrolytically

prepared with a good yield.—R. S. 11

English Patents.

Ozonising Air and other Gases; Apparatus for .

i; b w I Smith. London. Eng. Pat. 17,885, Aog. 18,

19 13

The invention relates to improvement- in ozonising

apparatus of the Andreoli type. A plate of sheet metal.

such as aluminium, is provided on one or both of its face

with a uumber of projecting points, formed by stampip
boles alternately from opposite sidi - of the plate. Spacii

separate the points from to dielectric plates o

micanite, arranged one on each side of the aluminium p!at<

and metal plates arc fixed sgaiust the outer surfaces of th

micanite.— IS. -V

(B.)—KLKCTLti-MI'.TALU'IICV.

I!: lining Gold Alloys; Electrolytic Process of .

E. VVohlwill. Electrochem. Ind., 1904, 2, 261
'

264.

The author extends his previous article (this J., 1904, 717

by considering the factors which limit the more geuei:

application of the electrolytic process. On account of th

low temperature and current density employed, the l'hiln

delpbia results do not give satisfactory data. If th

temperature be raised from 50"— .''. (". to 65 71 B
gold containing up to 15 per cent, of silver can be dealt wit

advantageously by this method. Moreover, the interei

- are considerably reduced, since it i- possible t

recover from 80 to 82 per cent, of tbe anode gold iu 2

hours, when the current density is increased to the propt

extent.—R. S. II.

Electrolysis with well-stirred Electrolytes. II. Sand,
j

Z. Elektrochem., 1904, 9, 452—454.

Referring to the recent publication of Amberg (this .T

1904, 667), tbe author draws attention to bis work on th

electrolysis of an acid solution of copper sulphate (this J

1901, 725). From this it appears that the current densit

is onlv limited by the rapidity of rotation of the electrode, an

thai consequently the condition of the metal depo

directly dependent on the current density. The effect c'

stirring is to diminish the alterations of concentration in th

immediate neighbourhood of the cathode, which alone ai

capable of exerting a very great influence on the nature r

the deposit.—B. S. II.

English Patent.

Metallit Compounds; Reducing of , and Fusing i

Metals, in partiadar of Nickel and Iron, m lit, Electn

Furnace. C. D. Abel, London. F'rom Siemens an

llalske Akt.-lics, Berlin. Fug. Pat. 19,:1GC, Sept t

190.'!.

In the reduction of metallic compounds (particularly o

nickel protoxide) and in the fusing of metals, such as nicki

and iron, in the electric furnace, the lower carbon electrod

is covered, before the process begins, with a layer

such as of magnesia, with an addition of fluorspar, coi

ducting to electricity, and such as may remain " in a toup

or solidified form at the reducing or smelting temperature."

- E. S.

United s ivies Patent.

Vanadium and its Alloys; Process of Manufuc'urin.

. (,. (iii. Paris. U.S. Pat. 765,001, Juh I!

1904.

See Fr. Pat. 340,41.') of 1904 ; following these. - T F. B.

French Patent.

Vanadium and its AH, ys : [Electrolytic] Minufactun

of . (i. ('.in. Fr. Pat. 340,41:t, Feb. !3, l'.'Ol.

The process consists in electrolysing a bath of fuse

calcium fluoride, in which the cathode i hlock of stte

and the anode is an agglomerated mixture of carbon with

vanadium oxide. The bath is fed with a certain quantit

of fluoride of iron or of other metal, an alloy ot whic

with vanadium it is desired to obtain. The deeon

of such a fluoride assists the process, and supplies U

fluorine which continuously regenerates the elect i

the expense of the anode, and plays the part of the mediiu

of transmission ol the vanadium from the anode to th

'cathode. (See this .!., 1903, 1248).—E. S.
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XII -FATTY OILS. FATS, WAXES.
AND SOAP.

en Otl ; Nature and Commercial Uses of . Bull

Imp. Inst. (Suppl. to Board of Trade J.), 1904. 2,
117—120.

Sen" or " Behen " oil is obtained from the seeds of

oringa pterygosperma and M. aptera. A sample of pods

d seeds of M. pterygosperma from Northern Nigeria

sided, on extraction with ether, 38 per ceDt. of a pale

How. almost odourless oil, having a bland, agreeable

ite. By filtration at 17 — IS
3

C. the oil was separated

a liquid and a solid portion, which gave the following

iults on analysis :

—

Liquid Portion. Solid Portion.

game pravity at 15° C
<1 valu-'

Sfctty acids (asoleic I p„_„„„,
cid) I

rercem -

BBfication value
ino value

{I

IS

914
3

IS'.I

70
2 194- I

«8'3

other sample of ben oil, ftom Jamaica, was separated

filtration at 17 C. into 60 per cent, of a pale yellow
and 40 per cent, of a nearly white, solid fat. On
lysis the following results were obtained :

—

Liquid Portion. Solid Portion.

M Igrai ity

i value

, :J;

U
'

-

1 "-
' ^Percent.

iniliralion value
ne value

11-9124 at 16 l

I96
-
S

70'1

*0'8650 at

8-6

I9S-6
ti5-2

* Oumpared with water at lo D C.

>en oil could be produced at a sufficiently cheap rate,

ould be likely to rind a market as an edible oil, whilst

liquid portion might be of use as a lubricant for fine

hintrv. (See also Lewkowitseh, tbis J., 1904, 25).

—A. S.

English Patents.

; Appliance [and Process'] for Use in Refining .

Macalpine, London. Eng. Pat. l.">,4 J7, July 13, 1904.

[upright cylindrical vessel, the bottom of which is

al in shape, and provided with a draw-off cock and
tirated false bottom, is partially rilled with granular
rial, such as coke, &c. Pipes for introducing corn-

ed air, ani the solution with which the oil is to be
(ed, enter the vessel below the false bottom, on which
raoular materia*, rests. The refining reagent is run

; the vessel and allowed to saturate the granular
rial, the excess being run off. The crude oil is then

luu t d, and agitated with the granular material by
ing compressed air through the mass.—T. F. B.

or Wax-like Substances from Hydrous Materials
;

traction of . T. A. HearsoD, London; E. Frank
I M. Zi.gler, Berlin. Eng. Pat. 4867, Feb. 27, 1904.

'aw material is extracted without preliminary drying
I neans of vapours of benzene, carbon bisulphide,

» oe, alcohol, chloroform, or carbon tetrachloride, and
* ixed solvent and water vapours are subsequently' con-
i d in a receiver, where separation takes place through
4:ation.— C. A. M.

jicnnts; Production of . W. P. Thompson,
idon and Liverpool. From Ges. z. Verwerthung der

- eg'schen WasserlSslichen Mineralole u. Kohlenwas-
•'•toffe, G. m. b. H., Berlin. Eng. Pat. 13,473, June 16,
1 3.

i (tAL oils soluble in water (this J., 1904, 655) are
i ed by ozone or compressed air at 70'— 105° C, and
e aixed with a small proportion of ceresin or paraffin

(previously treated with 1—2 percent, of alkali solution)
and also with water, soap solution, or gelatin solution
according to requirements.— (

'. A. M.

French Patent.

Soap containing Alcohol.

1'eb.

A. Wolff.

8, 1904.
Fr. Pat. 340,247

The claim is for a soap containing, e.g., 15 parts of an-
hydrous cocoanui oi! soap, 5 parts of water, and SO pails
of alcohol, with or without the addition of perfumes or
disinfectants.—C. A. M.

XIII—PIGMENTS. PAINTS; RESINS.
VARNISHES; INDIA-RUBBER, Etc.

(5.)- RESINS, VARNISHES.

Kami Resin; Supposed from Queensland. Bull.
Imp. Inst. (Suppl. to Board of Trade J.), 1904, 2, 91—92.

The sample consisted of a single rounded block, weighing
about 3 lb., composed of a bright yellow transparent resin
with a number of dark streaks and opaque patches scattered
throughout its mass. The resin had a pleasant aromatic
odour, was completely soluble in alcohol and ether, slightly
soluble in benzene, and very slightly so in chloroform.
Sp. gr

,
1-0543; acid value, 136-6; ash, 0-13 per cent.

The essential constituents of the resin are the same as
those of the resin of Callitris verrucosa, vi:., pimaric and
callitrolic acids (see this J., 1901, 1222), and it may
therefore be regarded as a sandarac derived from a species
of Culliiris. Commercial sandaracs occur in characteristic,
elongated, light yellow tears, the most valuable variety
(60s.— 70s. per cwt.) beiDg African sandarac obtained
from Callitris quadrivalvis. The Queensland resin, owing
to its unusual form, would probably be worth only 25s.to 30.v.

per cwt., instead of the 35s. per cwt. obtained for the
ordinary tear form of Australian sandarac.— A. S.

Ta?amahae Resin, Commercial ; Constitution of .

A. Tschirch aud O. Saal. XX.. page 798.

(C.)—INDIA-RUBBER, &c.

Rubber from British Central Africa. Bnll. Imp. Inst.
(Suppl. to Board of Trade J.), 1904, 2, 83.

A sample of rubber as collected and offered for sale by
the natives of British Central Africa, and stated to be
obtained from the vines of the indigenous Landolphias,
was examined. The rubber was not sticky and exhibited
good elasticity and tenacity. It gave the following results
on analysis:—Moisture, 13— 1'5; caoutchouc, 87-5

—

89-7; resin, 4-7—4-8; dirt, 4-2—6-3; ash (included in
dirt), 06— 0-8 per cent. The sample may be regarded
as good, clean ball rubber. It was valued at 3.«. 2il.— 3s. 3<2.

per lb. on the London market. —A. S.

" Mpai " Rubber from Amatongaland, Natal. Bull. Imp.
lust. (Suppl. to Board of Trade J.), 1904, 2, 94—95.

The specimen rubber was obtained from the " "Mpai " or
" Mfubu " tree, probably a species of Ficus. It consisted
of a light-brown, flat, elongated cake. The material had
a somewhat fibrous structure, resembling that of gutta-
percha; it exhibited very little elasticity, but considerable
tenacity. In warm water it softened a little without
becoming sticky and could then be readily drawn out.
The specimen contained:—Moisture, 28-4; resin, 499;
caoutchouc, 19' 6 ; dirt, 2-1; ash (included in dirt),0'79
per cent. It is worth about lOirf. or lid. per lb.—A S.

Rubber of Landolphia Kirkii from Amatongaland, Natal.
Bull. Imp. Inst. (Suppl. to Board of Trade J.), 190 1. 2,

'

95—96.

Two capsules of rubber from the " ibungu " vine, Lan-
dolphia Kirkii, have been examined. Tbe rubber was
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light pinkish-brown externally, but deep reddi h

within; it was not sticky, and exhibited vcrj

elasticity and tenacity. < m chemical examination the

samples furnished the following results:

—

Dirt
\ -. l i

1

1 iclu li ' hi din i

pic \.

.-,:;

7 -V 7

lir;s

r'.i

!':

XIV.-TAMING; LEATHER, GLUE, SIZE.

(Uivi-lhri , Pods of i i Coriaria from Indi

Bull. Imp. Inst. (Suppl. to Board of Trade J.), 190

2, 92

The sample (Xo. 18.545) consisted priocip:

with a Few email unbroken fruits containing one or t*

minute eds. It resembled m appea the dif

ilivi of commerce. In the following tabic are given ti

results hi the chemical examination of the present snmpj

amples oi Indian divi-divi previously examined, and
red iron! Queensland in 1898: —

The rubber thus appeara to be of good q ould be

t lb in the London mat ompared

with 4s. H/. per lb. for fine Para rubber.- -A. S.

ition <>/ the with

Formation of a Cyclic Hydrocarbon. R. Ditmar.

Monatsh. f. Chem., '.'.'0 1,25, 464 i
I

I'm author has examined further the amorphous yellow

product )
Hi- action of concentrated nitric acid

ira caoutchouc (See this .1., 1902,626, 1404).

Para rubber in very small pieces were

exhausted with acetone for the removal of resin, fat, ami

oils, and the residue was extracted successively with

4-4 per cent, caustic potash solution and distilled water,

Lud ,i|.,.. n vacuo over sulphuric acid, till of constant

weight The caoutchouc so obtained is soluble in the

usual solvents and also in melted paraffin, hot benzaldehyde,

and quinoliti The Crude rubber also is soluble in the

two latter solvents. From a warm quinoline solution the

caoutchouc separates on cooling, and also on treatment

with ether, in the form of elastic structureless pellicles,

which can be kneaded together and remain plastic for a long

time, 'i I,,, i son nitration were obtained with red

nitric acid. The nitro product is soluble in glacial

acetii ai id, tone, and quinoline, but is reprecipitated from

solution i.- ether. The alkali salts of the product are

soluble in water. From the results of reduction, acetylating,

andothei experiments, the author concludes that tbi

prod
i rlinitro-2.3-dihydro-or. 8>. 6-dinitro-2 .

5

,i.C,II
r
.(',,U,fM! ; ) ;

.C()lllI

Samples.

i No SO 8 So 8028.

Per Cent, Pen

•A. S.

and its Dhtillation Products ; Chemistry of
. . )!. Ditmar. Ber., 1904„37, 2430—2434.

i in author i onsiders, that the product obtained by WaUacb.

(Annalen, 238, 87) by the action of fuming nitric acid on the

sesquiter| ue I

16
B „ isolated from' cubeb, patchouli, galban,

cade, and sabine oils, is identical with the dinitro compound
lihydro- or 3.6-dmUro-2.5-dihydrocnn ic

acid) formed 1 j the action of nitric acid on rubber (this .1 ,

1902 Ber., 1902, 35, 1948, 3265; also preceding

abstract) Frot thi behaviourto nitric acid of the products

of the d rucl distillation of caoutchouc, the author

coucluc that this nitric acid reaction is a general one foi

seaqu'i t polyterpenes. 0'Skilo. of crude Pan i

was destructively distilled,.and the crude oii obtained, the

so-called" eautchoui ine" tract ionated. the following portions

being Collected :—(1 ) 35°—70° C, isoprene fraction, colour

(2) 70ft— ir,o ('., slightly yellowish,

mile liquid; (•') 150°—200° C, dipentene fraction.

liquid ; : l) 200'—300° (., hevetae fraction,

lie liquid; and (5) abovi 300 C, di- and

on.'very dark brown, oily liquid. It was

found on creating the fractious with nitric acid, that the

f reaction was different with the concentrated and

with the fui ling acid, but the final products were the Bame
,ts. Fractions CI) t resii

lion which when poured into water

yielded amount of the dinitro compound. From
' 1 and 0-8 grin.,

be dinitro compound were isolated.

— A. S.

lai n i L9-J •

mate.

:

10", i >

Total solubli '
C.ST. 65*9

ISM 12-8

Ash (calci im car* 2-8 S' 1

imiiii i with a little

ferric oxide and
silica).

The pres "it speci n is thus of much better quality th

either of the previous Indian samples, and nould probH
sell readily at H/. ids. to 11/. per ton.— A. S.

, m of Leather, li. Eohnstein. Her (icrber. In
30, 189—190.

Methods for bleaching leather may be divided into I

natural anil (b) chemical processes. The former comfit

the action of direct sut light, only applica'ile lo oil

and freezing, winch gives a very soft leather. When
organic arid- arc used, it is advisable to drj out and tli

bleach, as such acid-, if allowed to penetrate right throu

the hides, are difficult to remove by washing, i i.xalie ai

sulphuric acid, and BUlpburOUS acid vapour are used, a

li ad ae.tate solution (9 kilos, in 320 litres of water), wit!

subsequent bath of sulphuric acid (-'si kilos, in ::20 litres,

water). Potassium permanganate with sulphuric acid, al

hydrogen peroxide, have proved too costly; but the UK

barium or sodium peroxide is established in America. T

last is employed as follows:— t kilo, of sulphuric tl

(GG' 11) is poured into 400 litres of cold water, I -Ta ki

nl sodium peroxide are gradually added, ami fin:

ammonia until the liquor is faintly alkaline to lilii

A bleaching effect is secured by mixing white or bill

white solid materials, such as tale, china day. or " haryte

with the fat-liquor:— 1!. L. J.

on Upper Leather • Formation of ll'hifc Patc\

'. V, . I'imcr. Der Gerbcr, 1904, 30, 173—If*

Mi -i I'm specimens of chrome-leather containing ."> pcrci.

grease (soup and moellon and neatsfoot oil), which

been left in i tact with vcgetable-ianncd lcathci

containing 17 per cent, of grease, -bowed clear;

white patches al the point- of contact. These pro

stearin crystals, which bad penetrated right through

chromi leather, and showed on both sides. N'o

could be obtained as to whether these had pa:

one leather to the other in a state of solution.

in the more fluid components of the grease used on I

vegetable tanned leather, or whether they had pa

directly through the membrane represented In tin

leather as crystalloid substances are known to do.

author cites the appearance of magnesium sulpha]

surface ol b lots, arising from the loading material in I

canva- linings, and considers, as a practical result.

.bailee should be avoided in the fat-liquoring ol

bather and the greasing of lightly tanned calf, nhili

i- indicated for heavily tanned or hot-stuffed chrom
-B. 1
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English Patent.

ides. Skins, and Sides of Leather ; Apparatus for Treating
. E. C. Amidon, Corry, Pa., U.S.A.

Kng. Pat. 11,249, May 16, 1904. Under Internat. Conv.,

U.S I 14 of 1904; this .1
. 1904,671.—T. I. B.

XVI.-SUGAR, STARCH, GUM, Etc.

English Patent.

; Method of and Apparatw for the
production of Soluble . Calico Printers' \ssoc,
^d., Manchester, and W. Browning and J. J.Bar]
Bcrington. Eng. Pat. 19,499, Sept. 10, 190.1.

! Fr. Pat. 336,903 of 1903
; this J., 1904, 419. T. F. B.

French Patents.

irch : Process and Apparatus for the Continuous
Extraction of . VV. H. Uhland. Fr. Pat. 338,792,
Jfpr.ll, 1903. (SeethisJ., 1903,642).

ch milk is directed downwards, tliv velocity of th

rent being slowly and gradually retarded, the movement
!he deposited stare! lower part
reached, while the water i- drawn olf laterally. The
)er part of the apparatus is cylindrical or polygonal.
to conical: the supply pipe rests entirely submerged in

t-finder to allow of the escape of enframed air, while a
affles directs the water laterally to the overflow,

rate of escape being regulated by cocks. There is a

aial arrangement for drawing off the separated starch,
of a enck of large diameter and wide aperture,

capable of being closed or regulated instantly so as to

off the starch at the exact speed found most suitable.

—L. J. de W.
•roodi -ytrin ; Process of Manufacturing !nj Treat-

Peat. G. Reviiaud. Fr. Pat. 340.719, Feb. 25
1114.

3. Pat. 761,54-2 of 1904 ; this J., 1904, 721.- Til;

VII.-BREWING, WINES. SPIRITS, Etc.

mino Content of Barley; Simple Method for
'ffuuring the

, by Pappeuheim's T, - ution.
Lindner. Woch. f. Brau., 1904, 21, 397—3
pekheim'> triacid solution (see U. Pepper. Woch. f

, 1903, 20, [29]), which in the form of the i ,.

lins the colouring matter of Unna's Methylene Bine
Eosine, has been suggested as a means of obtaining some
of the proportion ol albuminoids present in barley and
od prepara-.ions. The author has examined, by nieai 9

restuff, three specimens of barley containing 8.

16M per cent, of albuminoids, determined In
lahl's method. It was fonnd that the principal seat of
Ibuminoids, which are coloured red by the above dve-

e layers of cells situate immediately below the:

one layers and especially in the neighbourhood of the
al furrow. Although there is a considerable difference
pearance between the cross sections of the barley con-
ig 8 percent, and of that containing 16-1 per cent, of
lincids, yet no conclusion can be drawn therefrom
rning the whole corn. The author therefore adopted
rocedure made use of by Weissbein in the examina-
iffood preparatiot

; " grm. of the finely-powdered
•• was placed in a smaii tube, together with 10
ter and G drops of the dyeetuff solution. The tube
rell shaken up several times, and at the end i

es was centrifugalised in a hand machine. In two
es the meal was found to be collected at the pointed
f the tube, and the coloured liquid was poured off.

nove excess of the dyestuff, the meal was stirred up
' c.c. of water, the volume of which was then made up
ut in c.c. ; this liquid was then separated by centrifu-
ig. The appearance of the residue varies considerably,

- poorest in albuminoids appearing blue to green,
being sprinkled with red. In order to com

nt baileys better, the residual meal was stirred up
with 1 c.c. of water and quickly poured out on to a -

card and spread out so as just' to cover a circle "10 cm."
meter, any liquid being then removed by mean- o

filter paper. When dry the various preparations nine be
with one another and with a permanent prepara-

- thus it is easy to analyse four barleys in
this i j minutes, and so discovei whether they are

r li in albuminoids.—T. 11. P.

Ma »•' Acrospire and the Beer yi \<ted

R. Itolzhauser. Woch. f. Brau., 19 14. 21,403 -404.

In. the preparation of malt with short acrospire growth,
which the author recommends for beers of the Pilsener

. it is important not to steep for too great a periol. •

i-iiig the aeration method of steeping, a total of 26 hours
under water and 26 hours dry is sulHcient. The author

the details of his method of flooring, by which he
obtains an acrospire of '. to of the length of the corn
ami with moderately short, Stout rootlets. Xo heating
take- place during the flooring, the highest temperature
attained being fit —C3

:

!'. Low temperatures are so
easily maintained that it is possible to steep 6— 10 per

more barley for the same floor area th i i when the
old method is used. The green malt is thoroughly dried
on the upper floor of the kiln, and is then dried off
at an average temperature of 194c

I'., which is main-
tained for 3j hours. The mall prepared in this wav is

mealy, has a somewhat aromatic flavour, and seldom
contains steely-ended corns. The yield of malt is very
high, often reaching 80 per cent., and the colour of the
laboratory wort corresponds with o- 25 c.c. of X 10 iodine
solution. The mashing method used by the author is -,

rapid process, the temperatures being i 49 , 158", and 167 "' F.
Saccharificatiou takes place quickly and both the first and
second worts are perfectly clear. The average extract
obtained is 72'5— 73 per cent, calculated by Winiiisch's

The first half-dozen brews carried out by this
method deposited large quantities of albuminoid matter on

rotation and the beers cleared slowly, although
perfectly, in the lager cellar; with subsequent worts,
however, a normal behaviour was obtained. The course of
the primary and after fermentations the wort
Melded by malt with short acrospire growth contains
considerably more malto-dextrins and dextrin than wort
prepared by the same mashing process from malt with

ter acrospire development. The final beer is pure
yellow in colour, has a full malty flavour and a pleasant bitter
taste, and retains its head extremely well. During a severe
winter it showed no inclination to become turbid, and can
be kept for five weeks without forming any deposit.

—T. II. P.

/'alt. Nigh-Dried Malt: Preparation of . F. Soding.
Woch. f. Brau., 1904, 21, 438—439.

is the kilning of pale malt at high temperatures, it is

important that the malt should be well dried on the upper
floor of the kiln before it is passed down to the lower floor.
The temperature must be kept down until the combes can
be readily rubbed off between the hands. Any; cooling of
the malt on the upper hearth, such as may take place in n

.

weather, must be avoided, as it is always accompanied bv
increase in the colour. The author therefore passes the air
through a layer of dry malt combes spread on a small wire
floor, all moisture being in this way removed from the air.
High-dried pale malt must not be stored warm, as n
speedily deteriorates; it is therefore advisable to spread
it out immediately after unloading, the small amount of
moisture absorbed having no prejudicial effeel n the
wort. Beer prepared from malt kilned in this way has a
full taste and pleasant aroma not met with in ordinary pale
beers.—T. H. P.

Yeast ; Use of instead of K<
Woch. f. Brau., 1904, 21, 127

G. Ilenne.

The advantages of adding yeast to beer after the primary
fermentation instead of "krausening" are greater brilliancy,
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better keeping quality, and retention of head, and the

absence of any raw unripe taste. The addition of the

yeast, the great disadvantage of which is the time taken

up, especially in large breweries, is carried out a> follows
;

About a bucketful of beer is taken from the cask, mixed
intimately with healthy, thick, pasty yeast, and returned

to the cask through a funnel. As vigorous frothing takes

place, it is necessary to wait a little while in order to till

the cask completely, and when this is done the cask is

tightly bunged again. About 2 litres of the pasty yeats
should be taken to 20 hectolitres of beer (i.e., 0' 1 per cent
by vol.). Mixing the yeast with boiled and cooled water
before adding to the beer is not recommended, as the cooling
of the water occupies considerable time. In the ease of a

beer which had become turbid and had asBQirted a very
unpleasant flavour and smell, the author added about 4 litre*

of extremely vigorous pasty yeast to each cask. After
being kept tightly bunged for 12— 14 days, the beer become
" water-white " and regained its normal pleasant flavour.

This result is brought about by the agglomeration of the
bacteria by the glutinous cell membrane of the yeast.

—T. II. P.

Bacterial Infection in the Brewery ; Detecting
Falk, Hausmann, and Luff. Z. ges. Brauw., 1904, 27,
524—528.

In the detection of bacterial infection in wort, beer, &c,
by the pure yeast fermentation method first recommended
by Prior, it is found that the yeast sediment deposited after
9—10 days rarely exhibits traces of bacteria, these

(especially sarcina and lactic bacilli) not developing until

the samples have been forced at 25° C. for 8— 10 days in

small sterilised flasks. Sporagenic yeasts, however, may In-

detected in the ori ginal sediments. Two eases of infected

breweries have been successfully- dealt with by this method.
— C. S.

Beer; Action of on Metals. II. Scvffert. Woch.
f.'llrau., 1904, 21, 398—400.

Cold brewery wort, left for some time in contact with

sheet-iron, dissolves some of the latter, which can be readily

detected in the liquid. When such wort is fermented, a

considerable proportion or, in some eases, all of the iron

is removed and passes into the yeast. The presence of

iron in the beer injures the head-retaining properties.

Also, beer in which iron, copper, or tin is immersed,
becomes turbid, the action being especially rapid with the

first two metals ; withlead.no turbidity is obtained. With
practice, the author's palate became very sensitive to iron

in beer, so that he was able to detect quantities of this

metal too small to be recognised by direct chemical tests.

These small proportions of iron give to the beer a certain

dryness and thinness cf taste. The author's experiment-
show that beer should 'never be allowed to come into

contact with an iron surface, and that contact with bright

copper or brass should be as limited as possible. Tinned
iron, which is so frequently used in beer filters, racking
apparatus, &c., is especially dangerous, and should never be
employed. Only well-tinned copper and brass are allow-

able, and these must be previously treated for some time
(at least 24 hours) with beer residues, s > that the white
surface of, the tin becomes slightly yellowish. Such ap-

paratus should never be vigorously brushed or treated with
alkalis, otherwise the thin protective coating may be
removed. In general, thorough washing, first with cold, and
then with hot water is sufficient. Hut when the wire gauze
of the filter becomes stopped up, and it i- necessary to clean

it thoroughly with brushes and alkali or acid, it should he
subsequently soaked in beer residues before being used again.

The whole of the tin present in the beer may be readily

precipitated in the following manner ; 1 litre or more of the

beer is rendered faintly alkaline with sodium carbonate, and
heated to 60 C, by which means a flocculent precipitate,

which readily settles, is formed. The clear supernatant

beer is siphoned off and the residue filtered, dried, and
ignited, the ash thus obtained being tested for tin. It is

probable that the precipitate formed consists of a compound
ontaining tin, phosphoric acid, and protein.- -T. II. I'.

Spirits Production of Cheap for Technical Purpose;
M. Delbrttck. '/.. Spiritusind., 1904, 27, 301.

Although 1 litre of petroleum furnishes 10.000 units c

heat on combustion against 6,000 units yielded by 1 liti

of alcohol, it is -till possible for the latter to compete wit
the former for incandescent lighting purposes, provide
that the price of alcohol is to that of petroleum in the pr<
portion of :) : 2. In countries where petroleum is dee
this ratio is more nearly reached than in Germany, but. i

the same time, the fiscal regulations of the latter eounti
are of great assistance. With regard to the manufactui
of cheap spirit, a decrease in the cost of production
considered likely by the author. Cheaper raw material
the use of the beetroot and its by-products, and tl

cultivation of new varieties of potatoes will diminish tl:

price of the alcohol, as will also the protection of the ra
materials from decomposition, caused by enzymes and tl

like. It will be found cheaper to dry potatoes instead
storing them in their natural state, the cost of drying
more than compensating for the loss which occurs" on lot

keeping. The introduction of the " amylo " process trot

Japan has considerably cheapened the production i

alcohol. This process gives practically a theoretical vie

of alcohol combined with a great saving of malt, the latt.

being only used in sufficient quantity to liquefy the m&sl
Saccharification is brought about by inoculating the ma;
with the fungus Amylomyces Uouzii. The production, I

patent apparatus, of alcohol of high percentage dirtct fro

the mash is of great importance. This strong alcohol
less contaminated by storage in wooden barrels thai
weaker spirit, and is consequently- preferable for tcchnic
uses — \V. 1'. s.

Arsenic; Electrolytic Methods for the Detection and D
termination of Minute Quantities of in Beer, Mai
Foodstuffs, ^c. W. Thomson. XXIII., page 1 99.

IX. Pero.ii/dase Reaction ; Velocity of . A. Hach
and B. C'hodat. XXIV.. page 802.

English Patent.

Casks, Boxes, a"d other Receptacles ; Impermeable Coi

ings or Liningsfor . J. Wetter. Eng. Pat. 16,4!

1 903. I., page 779.

United States Patent.

Brewing Kettle, Hop-Jack Tank, and ( 'ooker ; Combn
. C. F. Hettinger, Boston, Mass. U.S. Pat. 763,6i

June 28, 1904.

The claims are for the combination with a vessel adapted'

be used as a cooker, brewing-kettle, ami " hop-jack tan

'

au agitator therein, means for beating the same, of a " cle-

out " in the bottom thereof and located at its lowest pi.

aud of a telescopic hop strainer removably attached to »

directly over the clean-out, and means for reinota

attaching the hop-strainer from the outside of the \

outlet, and a valve on the clean-out'to lead the content-

the kettle to either a ma-h-tub or through a second strsi'

into a beer-cooler.—L. J. de W.

Fuench Patent.

Alcidud Vapour; Apparatus for Preventing Loss of -•

in Alcohol or Brandy Distilleries. J. Szabo '

S/athmary. I-'r. Pat. 340,581, Feb. 20, 190-1.

Si e Kng. Pat. 4011 of 1904 ; this J., 1904, 452.—T. I'. I

XVIII -FOODS; SANITATION; WATEE
PURIFICATION, & DISINFECTANTS.

(A.)—FOODS.

Margarines Characteristic Values of . E. Bull

and V. 11. Kirkhatn. XXIII.", page 801.
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nit Juices ; Use of Preservatives in . G. Heinzel-

mann. Z." Spiritusiud., 1904, 27, 299.

ie use of salicylic acid for preserving fruit juice* ha~

actically ceased iu Germany, as the result of regulations

sed on the medical opinion that this acid is injuriou- to

alth, even iu the small quantities employed for preserving

irpcses. Hydrofluoric acid having recently been detected

fruit juices, the author points out that there is a prescrva-

•e on the market bearing the name " Frut," which
nsists of an aqueous solution of hydrofluoric acid. This
sold in special prepared flasks, and a powder is also

ppiied at the same time, consisting of calcium carbonate.

le latter is to be added to the fruit juices before they are

ought into use, in order to precipitate the hydrofluoric acid

calcium fluoride. As it is quite likely that in some cases

sufficient calcium carbonate may be added, leaving excess
hydrofluoric acid in the juice, the use of this preservative

very objectionable. The most suitable preservative is

:ohol, provided that a declaration of its presence be made.
—W. P. S.

rsenic ; Electrolytic Methods for the Detection and De-
tarmination of Minute Quantities of' in Beer, Mall.
Foodstuffs. Ac. \V. Thomson. XXIII.

,
page 799.

English Patent.

luble Albumin [Casein"] from Milk; Manufacture of
. C. Lewis, Toronto. Eng. Pat. 11,094, May 13,

1901.

sufficient quantity of alcohol is added to skimmed
Ik to cause precipitation of the casein and albumin. The
ter are then separated, ground, and dried at a temperature
ow 149° F. to form the product claimed.—W. P. S.

United States Patent.

•aporating Liquids ; Apparatus for . M. F.kenberg,

issignor to llartin Ekenberg's Aktiebolag, Stockholm.
J.S.Pat. 764,995, July 12, 1904.

EEng. Pat. 10,124 of 1903 ; this J., 1903, S7S.—T. F. B.
ChrysophamcJ

rj-j
. s jC* »

alcohol be the solvent the resulting salt is anhydrous ; if

80 per cent, alcohol be used it contains 4 mols. of water
of crystallisation. In either case it is precipitated from the
alcoholic solution with ether. Dried at normal temperatures
the hydrated salt has the form ula—

CH,OH.CHOH.CH.,.O.PO(O.C .11 _.,N:_n.,), + 4H20.

It is readily rendered anhydrous at 100° C, and then has
the m. pt. 148 - 5G C. The hydrated salt begins to melt at
147 C.

Neutral quinine glycerophosphate is prepared as above,
but with 1 mol. of acid and of base. It also forms anhy-
drous or hydrated crystals, according to the solvent used.
The hydrated salt has the formula

—

CHjOH.CHOH.CHa.O.PO(OH)2
l ,.,1LX.m, + 2rT,0.

It becomes anhydrous at 1 00° C., and melts at 151°—152° C.
Both salts occur in fine aeicular crystals. The basic salt -

is soluble in alcohol, insoluble in ether, sparingly soluble
in water; in the hy drated state it is insoluble in acetone.
but it becomes soluble therein when anhydrous. The
neutral salt is more soluble in alcohol and iu water than the
above ; in other respects its behaviour to solvents is the
same. Since the hydrated salts are insoluble in acetone.
they may be obtained in fine crystals by adding that body
to the alcoholic solutions.—J. O. B.

Chrysophanic Acid and Emodm ; Constitution of .

H. \. D. Jowett and C. E. Potter. Chem. Soc." Trans.,

1903, 83, 1327—1334.

Chrysophanic acid and emodin are known to be
respectively the di- and tri-hydroxy derivatives of a

methylanthraquinone. but the position of the substituting
groups has not yet been satisfactorily determined. Attempts
to synthesise the compounds failed, but the results obtained
enable the authors to propose, with a considerable degree of
certainty, the following formula: for them :

—

/ C°\
\co/

C,.H
:i
(CH

3)[l].

XIX.-PAPER, PASTEBOARD, Etc.

English Patent.

cose ; Manufacture or Treatment of Threads or Fila-

ents from . C. H. Stearn and C. F. Topham. Eng,
'at. 16,604, July 2S, 1903. V., page 784.

United States Patent.

'idose ; Process of Converting Wood . II. F.
wen and G. H. Toinlinson, Chicago. U.S. Pat. 763,472,
lane 28, 1904.

I ixdise is converted into fermentable sugar by beating

u. closed vessel with sulphurous acid gas to 120'—160°C
1 the conversion is effected. The gaseous product
red from heating a solution of sulphurous acid is passed

Jntil the vessel contains about 3 per cent, of sulphur
fc-ide and about 60— 70 per cent, of water on the weight
he sawdust, and the mixture is heated by a separate

Itication of heat or by introducing steam to supply the

H and water required to bring about the conversion, so
R the pressure may be at least greater than three
>'• 'spheres without increasing the temperature abov.?

I C—L. J. de W.

French Patent.

Paper ; Safety [and Ink} . J. Rowan.
Fr. Pat. 340,837, Feb. 29, 1904.

I Eng. Pat. 3909 of 1904 ; this J., 1904, 453.—T. F. B.

X-FINE CHEMICALS, ALKALOIDS,
ESSENCES, AND EXTRACTS.

V ine Glycerophosphates. P.Carre. Bull. Soc . < him.,

1904, 31, 803—805.

*» c quinine glycerophosphate is obtained b\ mixing 1 mol.
01 lycerophosphoric acid (this J., 1904," 35 and 1128)

- mols. of the base, in alcoholic solution ; if absolute

acid,

Emodin

—

/CO
[5 . S] (OH) ,C6H, < > C6H,(CH3) (OH) [1 . 2 or 1 . 3]

.

" \m /
-A. S.

Quercitol ; A Leevo-rotatory Modification of . F. B.

Power and F. Tutin. Chem. Soc. Trans., 1904, 85,
624—629.

Br extraction with alcohol, the authors isolated from the

leaves of Gymnema sylvestre (Br.), a colourless crystal-

line compound, C„H
r
(< IH) 5 .H30, m. pt. 174° C.j [a] D =

— 73 '9 "'. The compound is thus a hydrated laevo-rotatory

quercitol. It loses its water of crystallisation at 110 C.

Like rf-quercitol it yields malouic acid on oxidation with

permanganate, and a diketotrihydroxyhexahydrobeuzene
when oxidised wi;h sodium bypobromite.—A. S.

Oil of Turpentine ; Action of Salicylic Acid on .

E. Tardy. J. Pharm. Chim., 1904, 20, [2], 57—5S.

Having set aside for some years the viscous liquid esters

obtained by the action of salicylic acid on oil of turpentine

and subsequent fractionation, it was recently found that

these had crystallised to a fine crop of bornyl salicylate,

m. pt. 44°—45 C, a„— 34° 20'. The oily liquid originally

obtained was therefore mainly bornyl salicylate, prevented
from rapid crystallisation by the presence of adherent
impurities. Attention was directed to these abandoned
experiments by the recent publication of a patent for the

preparation of borneol, isobnrneol, and camphor from oil of

turpentine by the action of salicylic acid, and the subsequent
saponification of the esters thus formed.— J. O. B.

Dill- and Parsley-Apiols ; Constitution of . H.
Thorns. Archiv der Phann., 1904, 242, [5], 344—347.

The behaviour of the ethylated phenol in the case of dill-

apiol shows that the eihoxy group must be in the para-

positicn ; while in the formation of a quinone from the

ethylated pioduct an ethyl and a methyl group are split off.
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tu methoxyl groups are therefore present in juxta-

n (1) allyl- (5.6) diiuethoxy-

(.3.4) metuyleneYHoxybenzene

—

, II
/ ">CHo(CH2.CH:CHs)(OCH3) . (3 tv I

Parsley apiol, on the oilier hand, has been shown by the

author to be (Daily! (2.5) dimetbbxj (3.4) taeth

dioxybenzene (this S2, •'• O. B.

Matico /.< awes; [Essential] Oil of . II. Thorns.

Vrchii aei Pharm., 1904, 242, 328—344.

The oil employed had the sp.gr. 1*18*3. Fraction

in an atmosphere of carbon dioxide; it gave 1-9 percent,

at 27ii ('.; 17-1 percent at 270 282 C.s 16'0 per

cent, at 282 286 I .; 20-1 per cent, at I C.;

and t I ".' per cent. 1 residue.

were refractionated under reduced pressure, and th o

ing constituents isolated. A hydrocarbon b II —
C. under 18 mm. pressure, solidifying at —18 C. A

in unidentified phenol ester, which gives a bti

derivative, m. pt. 128 —124c
C. A considerable amount of

dill-apiol; a small quantity of parsley-npiol. No mo

camphor or asarone, such as was found in commercial

matico oil 20 years ago, could be isolated. Xor could the

matico ether, C ' Fromm and Emster be isolated

:;s a distinct body. This supposed constituent wasprobabh

a mixture of the two apibls. Similarly . the so-called

maticoic acid obtained by those authors In oxidati m with

permanganate, is a mixture of dill-apiolic acid, m. pt.

151p G, attd parsley-apiolie a id, in. pt 175 C. No prooi

Of the splitting off of carbon and oxy»t:i atoms, by means

of bromine, as slated by Fromm and Emster, could b
established. Doubtless "these investigators were dealing

with a mixture of bromo-bodies containing tribromo-apii .

which, however, they failed to i>o!ato. Ihe author

that the bromo derivatives of the lower boiling fractions of

matico oil have relatively higher melting points, coctnin

more bromine, and possess a lower methoxyl content. The

richer in apiol the fractions, the lower arc the melting
|

of its bromo derivatives. The ratio of methoxyl contained

in them is in inverse proportion to the amount of bromine.

—J. < P. B.

Tacamahac Resin, C rcial ; Constitution of .

A. Tschirch and i ). Saal. Archiv der Pharm., 1904,

242, [5], 395—400.

The resin [a fragrant oleo-resin of undetermined botanical

source, allied in properties to eleuii] was insoluble in water,

soluhlc in most organio solvents, including h'ght petroleum

spirit and carbon bisulphide. It- alc< on ha- an

acid reaction. The resin, puriSed from foreign matter by

solution in ether, melts at 85°—87" C. It contains :'. per

cent of gum; 0-5 per cent, of tacamahinic acid,< BH; Os,

amorphous, melting at 95° C., removed by shaking out the

ethereal solution with 1 per cent, ammonium carbonate

solution; 0*5 percent oftacamaholic acid I 11 <
i

. m. pt.

lO-i rem I bj dilute sodium carbonate solu-

tion; 3 per cent, of essential oil with, a cnmphorace.ou

turpentine odour, the greater part distilling between 170°

.ind 17.', 'C. ihe rest between 175 and 210° I

cent, of . e and 3() per cent, of /3-taltoresene ; the

former, < II ,0, asolublc in alcohol, sp. gr. 892, m. pt.

tttcr, GijH^O, soluble in that solvent;

in. pt. aboul 82 ( . : with tra.

t cent, of foreign impuritii s.-— I. '
'. B.

•I .

XX]II.,pa

;.tsri PatKKTS.

Pharmaceutical Compound [Trichlon :"!];

Manufacture of . H. 1C. Newton Fron the Farben

fabriken vorm. F.

18,245, A.ug.24,

Mktmvi. bromidi r halogen methyl compound is

d with dry alcohol-freo ether and allowed to

uesiuai filings. Drj chloral in i tree ether

is added. v i
compound of trichlm

isopropyl ul halogen).

(

When this latter is <1

propyl '' melting at I . aft

: tllisation.-

Alcohoh nml A! atives applicabli us

Afanufa tun of Perfumes, Flavourings, or the

of Primary Alcohols aenirallu ; Manufacture oj —
L. Uouveaiilt and G. Blanc, Paris. ling. Pal

July 2, l

i reparation of the following new alcohol- 1- el;

Metht 'II; dimcthyl-3:7-octcne-6-ol-l

lene-JO-ol-1 ; ol 1: bcxabvdrolcuzyl

ihol
i

campiiolic alcohol; panvntthoi

phcuyl-2-cthanol : 2:2-diinetbylbutauediol-l -i
;

uietl" oM.5: 2-metbyliicxanediol-l : 6

diol-i :i ;
decanemi 1 1 10. Also derivatives of then

alcohols, viz., butyrate, valerate of nonyl and of .lodec 1

oxide. old butyrate of campholene alcoh

rate and valerate of phony i
tin 1 ; formate, acetate, butjM

and-, aerate ofphen) Lpropyl; aeetat,- of parametho

ethyl ; oxi le ol methj lo. i\
!

'1 lies.

lured by reducing the corf spouding arid ester with -odi

1 in absolute alcohol. The alcohol and ester mu-t I • i

i from all traces oi to secure the l>c-t yield.

—

i'.t

Orybenzaldehyde ai •! Orybi nzcic Ariiis ; .V<in»flH

of , and Intermediate Products of the said Mm
facture. .1 . i'.J London. From The

Anilin und b'abrik, Ludwigshafen-ou-l:h!ue. £
Pat. 17 '17. Lug. 10 '

Afloat -no sulphonic acid esters of orei ols, ohtaincd ml
action of an aromatic sulphonic chloride on a dilute nlnl

solution ol i C! isol, are oxidised to the eorrespoB

sulph - of hydroxybenzaldchyde and hydw,

benzoic acid lo means of manganese dioxide and Milphi

acid. ,>l)0 pans of thi benzenesulphonic acid ester

o-cresol are mixed, at LOO C, with son parts of maugan

dioxide ,nid SO0 parts of 70—8"
|

iric 10

them igitated for four or five hours at the Ea

temperature, and diluted with about nut) parts nt water i

allowed to stand in a warm place. The oih product wt

separate- is mixed with cold, dilu'.e caustic

filtered and acidified, when the benzen.

of salicylii rates. " The reaction product renr:

ing undissolved " is mixed with bisulphite -olution, and

aldehyde-bisulphiti compound
alkali, tt-.e lieiizenesulphonic ester of salic\ lie ll^H
being obtained. These e-ters arc easih saponified to

corresponding h\drox\ acids and lndroxx aldi !. !-
V ' —T. 1'. 1

Pinene Hydrochloride ; Purification of . 1

fChein. Fabr. Uerdingen, Lienan, and < ) and

iold, Uerdingen on-Hhine, Germany. Kng. 1

l 1,189, Juqi

id.'.ition the:-

.! 103, 1101, and 1'jii4, 336.—T.V. B.

UnITKII Sl'ATE- 1'aTI

onone; Homologvcs of , and

I!. Schmidt. A llaarmann

; Ilolzmindeii, G. in. b. II., Ilolzmiiit

is. Pat. 762,765, June 1 I, 1904.

Isoin uones are obtaine-1 by tre.nlui

mixture ol cjclocitral (or its

ketones " with c igents; the resulting co

po I le o lour ol \ ioli ' and orris (S,
.

i.
.

;- J., 1901, 150).—T. F. B.

Mahina same. R

lli.,.;. i:. -Merck.

U.S.] 003, dune 21, 1904.

Guaiacum extract containing saponin is treated will '

I
precipitating the lead su

saponin; the neutral sal 0B n is precipitated - its rati
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f
treating the filtrate with lead subacetate; neutral

iponin is obtained from its lead salt, by treatment with

ilphurettcd hydrogen, in the form of a powder soluble

alcohol, but insoluble in ether, and precipitated from its

meous or alcoholic solution on addition of ammonium
ilphate.—T. F. B.

Extracts ; Pro: ess of Increasing the Solubility of .

J. Maggi, Paris. U.S. l'at. 764,483; July 5, 1904.

BeFt. Pat. 330,691 of 1903; this J., 1903, 1078.—T.F.B.

French Patent.

'luciuium Hydroxide ; Process for Obtaining Pure .

G. van Oordt. Fr. Pat. 340,027, Jan. 29, 1904.

r digesting a mixture of the hydroxides of glucinium,

uminium. and iron, with water, dilute ammonia. &c. 3
or

ith insuttieieut alkali hydroxide solution to dissoh-

droxides, the glucinium hydroxide is rendered very
soluble in acids and dilute alkalis ; it the iron be then
moved by means of acid, and the alumina by long

ating with just sufficient alkali hydroxide, fairly pure
ucinium hydroxide is obtained ; tbis can be further

ied from traces of iron and aluminium bydroxid- -

ssolving in acetic acid, evaporating t Ik' solution P. dryness,

string with glacial acetic acid, again evaporating to

yness, and extracting the iron and aluminium acetates by
Kins of water, and then extracting the pure glucinium

etate bv means of chloroform.—T. F. B.

XXL—PHOTOGRAPHIC MATERIALS
AND PROCESSES.

'rer ; influence of the Character of Dei-eloper.-: o

Size of Grain of Reduced . A. and I,. Lumiere and
A. Seyewetz. Brit. J. Phot., 1904, 51, 630—631.

B'size of the grain of reduced silver, as produced by the

rious developers in common use, is practically invariable,

1 temperature (between 5° and 35 <
'.) and concent]

the developer would appear to be without influence also;

•y protracted development tends to cause a diminution

the size of the grain, whilst i xcess of alkali or alkali

ravide produces a very slight enlargement of the grain,

eble developers, such as /j-phenylenediamine or o-amino-

snol, when used with sodium sulphite, produce a deposit

lilar to that obtained with collodion emulsions, and of a
1 ch finer grain than that given by the other developers

;

! addition of alkali carbonate, however, the size of the

in increases until the " normal " composition of developer

leached, when the size and appearance of the grain aro

lost identical with those produced bv other developers.

—T. F. B.

tassium Metabisulphite and Sodium Bisulphite ; Altera-
\ion of icheu expos id to Air. A. and L. Lumiere
Ind A. Seyewetz. Brit. J. Phot., 1904, 51, 645—646.

id potassium metabisulphite is not appreciably altered

exposure to air, even at a temperature of 100° C. In'

»rtion, gradual oxidation occurs, the rate of decompo-
>u being greater the more dilute the solution ; the

ttions are much more stable than those of sodium
it >'f the same strength (see this J., 1904, 48S), a 1 per

lit. solution of the latter beingtotally oxidised after one
yk, whilst a 1 per cent, solution of potassium ineta-

dphite is only oxidised to the extent of about 22
4t. after three weeks ; in the more concentrated solutions

difference is less marked, though very apparent.

y.stallised sodium bisulphite deteriorates rather rapidly
' exposure to air. the decomposition being more rapid in

list air. In solution, the salt behaves very similarly

f potassium metabisulphite. On the whole, however,
ulrous or normal sodium sulphite seems most suitable

photographic u>e, since the use of metabisulphite
1 essitates the additiou of measured quantities of alkali at

•t
time of development.—T. I'. B.

Exglish Patent.

Pictures or the like by Aid of Catalysis ; Reproduction

of . A. G. Bloxam, London. From the Neue
Fhotographische Gesellschaft, Berlin. Fug. Pat. 18,370)

Aug. 25, 1903.

The present invention consists in substituting a stable

ataljst for the silver in negatives. For this purpose the

negative is treated with either (1 ) a solution of manganic
hydroxide in tartaric acid, afterwards rendered alkaline with

sodium hydroxide ; (2) a solution of potassium perman-
ganate mixed with an excess of sodium tartrate ; (3) a
solution of potassium permanganate and tartaric aeid

rendered alkaline with sodium hydroxide ; or (4) a saturated

solution of sodium tartrate in which is dissolved a mixturr

ofpotassium permanganate and manganous sulphate. The
negative or picture is then washed for a short time and

brought into a solution of potassium ferricyanideand sodium
,

hydroxide. The negative thus obtained is well suited for

catalytic multiplication by means of hydrogen peroxide.

\f; r long use its activity may be restored by means of

ammonia vapour.— W. P. s.

French Patent.

Photographic Papers; I' the Preparation of
. I. lioffsummer. Addition, dated Feb. 3, 1904, to

I'r. Pat. 336,873, Nov. 21, 1903.

See Eng. Pat. 3855 of 190 1 ; this J., 1904, 622.—T. <'. II.

XXIL-EXPLOSrVES, MATCHES, Etc.

English Patent.

rives. It. If. l.a'.e, London. From Dynamit-Act.-
(ies., vorni. A. Nob. I ami Co., Hamburg. ng. Pat.

Il,s25. July 3, 1903.

See I'r. Pat. 333,443 of 1903; this J., 1903, 1367 —T. !•'. B.

Ixited States Patent.

Nitrating Fibrous Matter; Process of . .i. Sclwig,

lirunswick. U.S. Pat. 764,776, July 12, 1904.

See Fr. Pat. 327,802 of 1902; this J., 1903, 963.—T. F. B.

XXIIL-ANALYTICAL CHEMISTRY.

INORGANIC—QUAXTITA TIVE.

Arsenic; Electrolytic Methods for the Detection and
Determination of Minute Quantities of in Beer,

Malt, Foodstuffs, Src. W. Thomson. Memoirs and
Proc. .Manchester Lit. and Phil. Soc, 1904, 48, Part III.

The apparatus designed by the committee appointed by the

Commissioners of Inland llevenue for the electrolytic

detection and determination of arsenic does not, in the

author's hands, produce a mirror when less than -^ grain

of arsenic per gallon is present, using 50 c.c. of the solution.

With a cathode composed of granulated zinc, connected

with the battery by a platinum wire, much better results

were obtained, hut, when working with 0"001 gr. per ;; ill.

the mirror produced was not so intense as that obtained

with the JIarsh-Berzelius method. The form of apparatus

ultimately adopted, and which gave mirrors of equal

intensity to those obtained with the Marsh-Berzelius

apparatus, consists of a porous pot, 3 ins. high by 1 ! in.

diameter, surrounded, as in ihe " ( 'ommittee's " apparatus,

by ;i band of platinum foil, which serves as anode. A glass

stopper is ground into the top of the porous pot, and is

provided with two openings ; through one of these, the

narrowed end of a zinc rod projects, and is connected with

the negative pole of the battery ; the other opening serves

both for introducing the liquid to be tested and as an

exit for the hydrogen. The whole apparatus is placed in :.

glass beaker, about ^ in. more in diameter than the externa!

diameter of the porous pot, thus necessitating the use of

only a small amount of sulphuric acid. In other respects,

the apparatus is similar to that devised by tbe " Committee."
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It is found that a current of 3 amperes is preferable

to one of 5 amperes, as the mirrors obtained with the

former are less spread out over the tube, and therefore

easier to compare, Kxperinients showed that all the

arsenic was collected in the form of a mirror 40 minutes

after the introduction of the liquid, and that, with this

form of apparatus arsenic as well as arseoious com-
pounds were completely reduced without addition of

metahisulphite. A series of experiments showed that the

addition of amyl alcohol to prevent frothing (as recom-
mended by the Committee) resulted in the form: lion of
smaller deposits of arsenic than when no amyl alcohol was

used; in fact, an experiment with as much arsenic as is

permissible in beer (o0 c.e. of a solution containing^- gr.

of arsenious oxide per gallon) no mirror was produced when
amyl alcohol was added. Glucose was also found to have
a marked influence in preventing the formation of mirrors.

It is concluded that, in using 25 c.c. of beer, as recom-
mended, and destroying organic matter, a very faint mirror
is produced from beer containing 0-01 gr. per gallon, but

when beer is u-ed direct with amyl alcohol, no mirror is

produced, and therefore the direct method fails to detect an
amount of arsenic considerably greater than that which the

committee regard as sufficient to condemn the sample.

—T. F. B.

Barium Sulphate; Chlorine in precipitated . G. A.
Hulett and L. II. Duschalk. Z. anorg. Chem., 1904, 40,
[2], 196—217.

TaE "occlusion" of barium chloride by precipitated

barium sulphate, and its non-rerroval b_\ calcining, extract-

ing with acids, and washing with water, has so far been
quantitatively investigated odIv h\ Richards and Parker
(Amer. Acad. Sci., 31, (1S96), 67), the determination of

the amount of chlorine present being very difficult. The
authors make use of the fact that barium sulphate is com-
pletely soluble in concentrated sulphuric acid, and loses an\

chlorine present, when a current of air is aspirated through
the solution. To test the method, some barium chloride

(l!aCl
2 .2H20) was weighed into the small stoppered tube

(see figure), pure concentrated sulphuric acid free from
hydrochloric acid added, and a stream of purified air

bubbled through the apparatus. The hydrochloric acid

liberated was absorbed in a dilute solution of silver nitrate,

and the silver chloride weighed in a Gooch crucible. The
hydrochloric acid is recovered quantitatively. Barium
sulphate precipitates were prepared by precipitation with

sulphuric acid from solutions of barium chloride containing

a constant quantity of hydrochloric acid, and from solu-

tions rendered alkaline by the simultaneous addition of

H,S^>

-<>3 \£j

barium hjdr'-xidc solution. The chlorine present in the

precipitates was determined, and found to be 0-27—0-0i
per cent, in the case of the hydrochloric acid solution, nnd
0*158 per cent, in the case of the alkaline solution, 0-096
per cent, of this latttr being volatile. Barium sulphate-

precipitated from barit ni hydroxide solution with sulphuric

acid does not "occlude" chlorine after shaking for 20 d
with a solution of barium chloride. On heating preci

lated barium sulphate between 300° and C50° C. it lc

water and volatile chlorine. Between 650
c and 900° C.

residue consists of barium sulphate aud barium chlori

< In further hcatiiiL' between '.M)0° and 1100' C. it again lc

in weight, and the residue shows an alkaline reaction,

the determinations were carried out in platinum ov Ji

glass vessels, the barium sulphate in the wash waters \

recovered, and all weighings reduced to vacuum. 1

authors consider the " occlusion " of chlorine in the r

cipitates to be due to the presence of HSi),' and BaCl" i<

in the solution, causing the precipitation of Ball. IIS

They confirmed this by precipitating barium platinocyani

BaPt(CN),, solution with magnesium sulphate soluti

when the theoretical quantity of barium sulphate <

obtained. They recommend the calcining of barium s

phate precipitate- at 700° C. and subsequent detenninal

of the barium chloride present.— I,. F. G.

Sulphur in Iron ; Rapid Method for the Determination
Total by Evolution. S. S. Knight. Amer. Ch{
J., 1904, 32, 84—S5.

Two grms. of the sample of iron, mixed with 1 grm.

pure iron-dust, are placed iu a porcelain crucible

covered with a layer of 1 grm. of iron dust. The wh
is covered with a disc of filter paper, the crucible lid

put in place, aud the contents roasted strongly for i

minutes by means of a blow-pipe flame. When nea

cool, the mass is decomposed by hydrochloric acid, and
evolved gases passed through a standard solutiou of c
mium chloride, which is subsequently titrated with stand

iodine solution. The results obtained by this inetl

(which occupies less than half an hour) agree closely n
those obtained by slower methods, which have been pro-

le be accurate.—T. F. B.

ORGANIC—QUALITA TIVE.

Digitalin .- Detection of . C. Binz. Arch, inter

de l'harmacod., 1904, 12, 837. Biochem. Centra

1904,2, 701.

Grandf.ad's test (purple coloration with eoncentrr

sulphuric acid and bromine water) did not give the cha

teristic coloration with Merck's " crystalline digitalin"

"crystalline digitoxin," whereas, on the other hand, v
similar colorations were obtained with hellel ore'in, stro

anthin, convallamarin, erythroplein, euonymio, cvclarti

delphiniu, sapouine, silicin, amygdalin, benzaldeli-

peronin, turpentine oil, terpene hydrate, abietic acid (ci

talliue), camphor, menthol, cubebin, solanine. brut:

c\ tisine, veratnne. and agarieine. In the case of Tra
'

reaction (reduction of phosphomolybdic acid on heat:

with the formation of a green coloration turning b!u<i

the addition of ammonia) positive results were obtaii

with all the digitalin preparations tried, although in si

cases only after prolonged heating, whilst digitoxin:

alcoholic solution onh reacted after vigorous heating I

long-continued cooliug. The coloration was also obtaii

with helithorein, strophauthin, scillitoxin, convallamm

cyclamin, delphiniu, saponin, riein, morphine, hero

peronin, strychnine, brucinc, aniline, and phenacetin. <

author concludes that if both tests give negative red

the absence of digitalin is certain, but that if the cha

teristic colorations be obtained, the absence of the o '

substances named must be assured.—C. A. M.

ORGANIC—QUANTITATI VE.

< ual Anah/sis: A Frequent Cause of Error in

J. Alix and J. Bay. Comptes rend., 1904,139, 215—8

i v i neatly always contains considerable amounts I

calcium carbonate, six samples tested showing a meat

4 -99 per cent., corresponding to 2-06 per cent, of cam
dioxide. When the coal is incinerated to determine '

carbon content, a correction must therefore be made for I

carbon dioxide arising from calcium carbonate, as oil

wise the carbon content would not give accurate indica I

el ill- fuel value of the coal. —T. I B.
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^fargarine ; Characteristic Values of . E. Russell,

aDd V. II. Kirkham. Analyst, 1904, 29, 206—208.

Thirteen samples of commercial margarine examined by
the authors gave the following results :—Valenta test (° C.)

62 to 96 ; Reichert value (7 samples), 0'5 to 5; water

(6 samples), 9'9 to 18" per cent.; butyro-refractometer

reading (10 samples), * 2-7 to + 9'4; oieo-refraotometer

reading (9 samples), — 4 to — 22 ; and iodine value, (4

samples), 48 '5 to 79 8. They conclude from their results :

(1) That Valenta figures above 89
3
C. are obtained when

not more than traces of butter-fat or cotton-seed oil are

present, butter-fat causing the greater depression. (2) That

the presence of butter-fat reduces the butyro-refractometer

and oleo - refractometer readings, whilst vegetable oil

increases them. (3) That similar conclusions cau be drawn
from the iodine value. In the authors' opinion the amount
of water and vegetable oil in margarine should be legally

fixed.—C. A. il.

for the production of aoy given fraction of the maximum
or .quilibriuni-productiou^of the substance concerned, to be
deduced; thus for 99 per cent, and 99-9 per cent, of the

XX17.-SCIENT1FIC & TECHNICAL NOTES.

Radium; Origin of . H. N. McCoy. Ber., 1904,

37, 2641—2656.

Eadio-active substances are usually divided into those

exhibiting permanent and those exhibiting temporary
activity. The loss of activity is usually ascribed to change
of chemical constitution. Sometimes two or more stages

are passed through (ibe radium-emanation giving rise to Ihe

emanation, for example), but ultimately an inactive sub-

stance results. The permanence of the activity of the three

so-called permanently active substances, uranium, thorium,

and radium, is perhaps open to doubt. For, on the one
hand, quantitative measurements of radio-activity are not

very exact, and, such as they are. have only been made
during a very few years ; and, on the other, indications, if

not proofs, of the slow decline of " permanent " activity are

given by (1) the fact that at least the o- and fl-radiations

ire material; (2) the proof, given by Rutherford and
Soddy. that uranium-.r (of temporary activity) is cot an
accidental impurity in uranium, hut is generated from it,

and that its rate of loss of activity indicates a " mono-
molecular reaction," i.e., is proportional to its quantity ; so

that, though its mass is so small compared with that of the

generating uranium that the latter may be considered as

practically constant, yet it is undergoing loss in producing
Toraniuni-.i-, and that loss must become evident in time.

|Phe same is shown by the proof of Ramsay and Soddy that

I he ultimate transformation product of the radium-emanation
lis helium. (3) The almost certainty that radio-activity is

|iot the result of external stimulation. As to the rate of

joss of " permanent " radio-activity. Rutherford ha:> esti-

mated that in the case of radium the loss may be 1 1,000th

))f the total mass in a year, and in that of thorium about
jl/l,000,000th as large. If that be so, many ages would be
irequired for the final disappearance of radium from the earth,

(fit once existed in considerable quantity ; while its present

ixistence may be due to its being constantly formed from
i.ome much more slowly transforming substance to which
radium would bear the same relation that uranium-.r does

i0 uranium. In theory, if a series of substances were trans-

formable successively into one another—A—»B—»C— X,
. he rate of transformation being in each case propor-
(ional to the mass of the transforming substauce, then
f the mass of A be supposed constant, B will be formed
t a steady rate, but will decompose at a rate increasing
rith its quantity, till that rate rises to the rate of its

ormation ; then its mass will be constant. The same
Ivill occur with C ; and ultimately, if equilibrium is

eached, the masses of B, C, &c. will be *° A, ~ A, &c,

here k a k , &c. reprisent the amounts of A, B, &c,
j"ansformed from unit mass in unit time. The amount of

>, for instance, formed after any time t from the beginning,

, A (1 — e-''4')i an expression exactly similar to

lat deduced by Rutherford and Soddy for the radio-
privity produced by the formation of ThX in a thorium
reparation. This last expression enables the time required

maximum, the times required are and '
. These times

are inversely a- the rates (4) of transformation; and a

maximum will be practically reached in a very short time,
in any case in which the transformation-rate of the product
is very great compared with that of the mother-substance.
Applying this to radium, from the figure above given, we
get t (for 99 per cent, of the maximum) = 4,600 years ; so

that any radium-containing mineral over 5,000 years old

probably now contains practically its maximum amount of
radium (on the assumption that k for the mother-substance
is so small compared with k for radium that the in

the former may be considered constant). The frequent
association of raaium with uranium-minerals, coupled with
the fact that uranium is radio-active, and is probably trans-

forming, though very slowly as compared with radinm,
suggest that uranium is possibly the mother-substance of
radium. If this be so, all uranium minerals should contain

radium, in amount proportional to their uranium-content.
The author has examined 12 very different uranium minerals,
and finds this to be very nearly the case, the figures repre-

senting the quotient of radio-activity by percentage of

uranium varying from 18 '9 to 24 7, with an averagi

22 • 1 . Pure uranium compounds gave a corresponding
average figure (with greater variations, due no doubt to

i difficulties of purification) of 3 - 8b ; so that the old mineral.-,

I

containing besides uranium their maximum amounts of it-

transformation products, are 5 - 7 times as active as the new
uranium preparations. Apparently then, we have the.-eri-

' U —* UX —» Ra —* RaEm —* EuiX —» He, with possibly othei

I end- or intermediate members. The transformation-rate-

j
of UX, RaEm, and EmX are vastly greater than that of

t

radium; hence the amounts of these bodies present in the

minerals are much smaller than that of radium. The
activity of radium may be taken at li million times that of

uranium ; and since the activity of radium in uranium
minerals is (5 7 — 1=) 4-7 times that of the uranium
present, there should be about 1 part of radium to 300,00o
of uranium in these minerals—a result agreeing well with

; those of experiment J. T. D.

Minerals ; Examination of different with respect to

Radio-activity, by the Photoqraphic Method. F. Kolbeck
and P. Uhlich. Centr.-Bl. f. Mill, u. tieol., 1904, 206—
. B. Chem. Centr., 1904, 1, 1632.

The authors find that the uranium pitchblende, from the

Vereinigt-Feld mine at Johanngeorgenstadt is more active

than the Joachimstal ore. Other strongly active ores are

I
uranotite and carnotite from Xeustadtel - Schneeberg.
orangite from Brevig, Norway, and monazite from Moss,
Norway.—A. S.

Metals ; Action of Radinm on . X. Orloff. J. rus-.

phys.-chem. Ges., 36, 4 1—45. Chem. Centr., 1904, 1,

1639.

Av aluminium plate. 0'1 mm. thick, which had been
covered for some months with a small receptacle containing
"003 grm. " of radium bromide, was found to have

numerous small globules of apparently fused metal on its

, under side. These protuberances were radio-active, and

I
their activity was not diminished by seven month-' exposure

to the air, by wa-hing the plate with alcohol, ether, or

I

boiling water, nor by heating in a thermostat to 320 <

Acid Sulphates ; Decomposition of some in Con-
sequence of Mechanical Deformation. W. Spring.

Bull. Acad. roy. Belg , 1904, 290—309. Chem. Centr,

1904,1, 1630— 1631.

A number of acid sulphates, both in the anhydrous con-

dition and containing water of ciystallisaton, were subjected

to the action of strong pressure, with deformation, in a

steel cylinder having a small hole in the bottom. Lithium

hydrogen sulphate (lithium anhydrosulphate) was separated

in this way into a constituent richer in acid (approximating

to the composition, 9LiHS0...2II.
;
SO

i
) which flowed through
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the opening, and a residual portion nearly of the convpi -

sition of the normal sulphate. With the salt l.iHSi >,. II .1 >.

iter also was separated. Xo distinct action was observed

with sodium hydrogen sulphate (sodium anbydr: sulphate)

bat with the various hydrates of this salt, especially

at a somewhat higher temperature, large quantities of the

water if crystallisation and a considerable amount of

sulphuric aeid were separated : at lower temperatures the
r separated first. fhe acid sulphates of potassium,

rubidium, and cxsium remained practically unaffected by
ihc action of pressure. In a further series of experiments,
mixtures of sodium hydrogen sulphate (anh\ drosulphati )

with various basic oxides (PbO, CuO, HtgO, ^gjO) were
subjected to strong pre.sure. In completely closed

v 'aiders no reaction took (dace, but when the pressure

was accompanied by mechanical deformation, i.e., when
there was a small hole in the bottoiri of the cylinder,

chemical reaction ensued until the acid contained in the

arid salt was completely neutralised. A similar action is

brought about by merely rubbing the two compounds
igethex; e.g., copper oxide forms a white compound,

' uS< 1,. '•.;, S ',. 1I,( ). (See also this J., 190.4, .".74.)—A. S.

Nitrogen : Solubility of in Liquid Oxygen.
E. Erdmann and F. Bedford. Ber., 1904, 37, 2545—2550.

A reply to Stock (this J., 1904, IS9). The authors' paper
(16. 44 1 ) described purely experimental work. Nn detailed

cription of the preparation of liquid 0x3 sen was available,

and experimenters had lamented the difficulty of obtaining
it in quantity sufficient to work with; hence the publica-

tion of their method. The solubility of nitrogen in liquid

oxygen below its boiling point was experimentally estab-

lished by the authors. Oxygen boiling in a vessel open to

the air does not absorb nitrogen, but if a stream of nitrogen

or air be passed through the boiling oxygen, nitrogen is

absorbed by the oxygen. As the result of experiments, the
authors admit the probability of Stock's view, that by the

passage of the current of nitrogen the temperature of

the boiling oxygen is reduced below the boiling point, so

that the absorption of nitrogen really occurs slightly below
that point.—J. T. 1>.

Sugars; Action of Benzylphenylhydrazine <m .

R.Ofner. '
Her., 1904, 37, 2623—2625.

I'm statement of Neuberg to the effect that only ketoses

yield osnzones with secondary hydrazines has been refuted

by Goldschmiedt, who found that with beuzylphenylhydra-
zine, dextrose yields the same osazone as Ievnlose. The
author shows that neither dextrose nor levulose reacts with

pure benzylpheny lhydrnzine, and that the compound
obtain, d by Neuberg and by Goldschmiedt is phenyl-

benzylphenyldextrosazone, C,il._o,\',, the formation of

which is due to the presence of pbenylhydra/.ine in coni-

rcial benzylphenylhydrazine. This compound mm also

be prepared In the action of pure benzylphenylhydrazine
on phenyldextrosazone.—T. II. P.

Enzymes thai decompose Amides; Occurrence of in

Mould-Fungi. K. Shibata. Hofmeisters Beitr., 1904,

5,385. Biochem. Centralbl., liio-4, ?., Gjl.

The mycelial of Aspergillus niger were pressed and tri-

turate.!, in treated with acetone as in the method of Albert

and llueiiner. and then brought in contact with the amid. -

under examination. The following amides were dec. mi

posed:—Urea, biuret (slightly), acetamide, oxamide, and
isparagine | verj slightly 1, whilst small amounts of ammonia
were Id.erat.d from the amino acids, alanine and l\ r

Hippuric acid was decomposed with the formation ofglyco-
The following were not attacked :— Uretharie,

guanidinc, allantoin, uric acid, and henzamide. The author

suggests the name amidases for this .lass of enzymes.
1 \. M.

IX. Peroxydase Reaction; Velocity of the . Per-
oxides; Function of iw the C/tcmistri/ tf f.irirtt/

\. Bach md II. I bodat. Ber., 1,904, 2434—
2410. (See also this J.. 1904, 7(16.)

For determining the velocity of this reaction, ttie authors

made use of the oxidation of hyilriodio acid by peroxydase

in. 1 hydrogen peroxide, the the reaction being
ii. 1 In titration with thiosulphate solution. The

results show that the peroxydase, in rendering active

the hydrogen peroxide during the oxidation, is used up, B>
was found to be the case in the oxidation of pyrogallol (this

.1.. 1904, 505), In the present experiments the peroxydase

exhibited a much greater activity than it did in the pyro-

gallol reaction. The velocity of the peroxyd
\ias found to follow the law of mass, in so far as it «, act

inhibited by the secondary products formed. The authors
consider that peroxydase is a fer nt. It differs from

other ferments in being completely and quickly used up
during the process of rendering hydrogen peroxide active,

but, on the other hand, its origin, preparation, and general

properties are similar to those of other ferments. Its rnafjf.

.. action, when not interfered with, is also common to,

rennet-ferment, iuvertase, and catalase.—W. P, s.

Coar'tnine and Hydrastinine ; Condensation if u-ul

Ketones. C. fiiebermann aud A. Glawe. Ber., 1904,37.
2738—2744. Compare this .[., 1904,202.

( ..iu;xim aud hydrastinine form condensation product-

not only with ketones and with most compounds containing

methylene carbons between carbonyl groups, but also witli

many other compounds, such as quinol (bydroquinonc)

phloroglucinol, aud pyrogallol. Descriptions are given p
the condensed products formed with ethyl phony lacetate

ethyl malonate, cumarone, and resorcinol, and of some
the derivatives of these products. Attempts were ma le, hu

without success, to combine the two bases with mi nini

and so obtain narcotine aud hydrastioe. Many of thes.

condensation products, for example, those formed fron

ethyl malonate. decompose so readily into their component!
that these latter are obtained in even the simplest change!
With others, however, it is necessary to employ sue!

vigorous agents as boiling mineral acids in ordei

compose them, but in all cases the decomposition \ 1

components from which they were obtained. Some of thes<

products are more readily- obtained whin pipuridine is used a

condensing agent in place of sodium carbonate. Tl

two possible constitutions for these compounds, namely :—

W OT:CH.<30...
CII.CIB.CO...

Y . y N x.< 11

I
\ I CH "

/^CH-.CHj.iNH.CHj /N
^,

the :t'H. co... or .Clf.CO... representing the keton

residue. For compounds lontaining methylene earboi

atoms the first of these, and for others probably the second

represents the constitution.—T. H. P.

fj.t\a J3oofe y.

Cm ill. vi XECHNOLOG1 IND VXALYS1S 0E Oils, FaTI

ixd Waxes. By Dr. J. Lewkhw rrs.n, M.A.,

Third Edition, entirely rewritten and enlarged. In tw

volumes. Macmillau and I o., Ltd., London
Price 36s. net. The Mncraillan Company, New 1

Two Svo volumes, Vol. I. containiu 127 pages of suhjeci

matter, numerous tables, and 53 illustrations ; and Vol. II

709 pages of subject-matter, tables, and :;.'. Illustration

Total pagi 9 of matter are therefore 1 136, with SS illustration

Ii . alphabetical index follows at the close of Vol. II.

The leading .subjects treated of in Vol. 1-

following:—I. Classification of Oils, Fats, and Waxes, wil

their Physical and Chemical Properties, il v .ip

of I als and Waxes. III. Constituents of Fats and Waxe

IV. Preparation of the Fatly Mailer for Kxaminatii

Freliminar] rests. V. and VI. Physical and Cbemi*

ods of Examining oils. Fats, and iVaxes. VII

Fxamioation. VIII. Examination of the Mi*'

I ally Acids. IX. I on lation m I'i.ible Matte
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X. Detection and Quantitative Determination of

XI. Application of Foregoing Method? to the .Systematic

(lamination of Oils, Fats, and Waxes. XII. Examination
by strictly Scientific Methods.
The leading subjects treated of in Vol. II. are as follows:

—

XIII. Commercial Preparation of Oils, Fats, and Waxes.
XIV. Description of the Natural Oils, Fats, and Waxes;
also Methods of Preparing and Examining them and De-

Idulterations. A. < 'n.s m> Fat-. Glycerides.
i lils or Liquid Fats. n. Solid Fats. B. Waxes.
Liquid Waxes, n. Solid Waxes. XV. Technology of

Oils. Fats, and Waxes; Technical and Commercial Ex-
amination of the Products of the Oil and Fat Industries.
*. Industries having for their Object the Kefining of Oils

and Fats. B. Industries wherein Glycerides undergo
chemical change, bat are not saponified. C. Industries

based on the Saponification of Oils and Fats. r. Candle
Industry, n. Soap Manufacture. III. Glycerin Manufac-
ture. XVI. Technology of Waste Fats. 1. <

Cotton-seed Foots. :i. Fuller's Grease. 4. Black (re-

covered) oil. 5. Wool Grease. 6. Sod Oil, Degras. 7.

Starling Greases. >. Garbage Fats, Sewage Fats.

hsMiscJi-TKCirxiscHE Unteksuchbngsmethodkn. Mit
Benuuuug der friiheren von Dr. Friedricfa I! >ckmann
qeatbeil . und unter Mitwirkung von E.
Adam. F. Barnstein, Th. Beckert, O. Bottcher, C.
Couneler, K. Dietericb, K. Diim'uler. E. Ebertz, C. von
Eckenbrecher, F. Fischer, F. Frank, H. Freudenberg,

Idemeister, R. Gnehm, O. Guitmann, E. Haselhotr,
W. Herzberg, D. Holde, W. Jettel, H. Kohler, Ph.
Kreiling, K. B. Lehmann, J. Lewkowitscb, C. J. Liutner,

E. ' l. r. Lippmann, E. Marckwald, J. Messner, J. Pas
O. Pfeiffer, I >. Pufahl, H. Rasch, 0. Schlnttig, C. Sihocb,
•- Schule, L. Tictjens, K. Windisch, L. W. Winkler.
Herausgegeben von Dr. Georg Lunge. Erster Band.
I'unlte vollstandig umgearbeitete und vermehrtu Auflage.
Julius Springer's Verlag, Berlin. 190-1. Price M. 20.

u:,i 8vo volume, containing 953 pages of subject-matter,
vitli 1 so illustrations, and an Appendix with 49 pages of

ables. The subject-matter treated of in this first volume-

follows : — I. General Poi-.tion" (G. Lunge).
Seneral Operations: (') Sampling; (ii) Laboratory Work.
"fecial Section. Technical. Gas Analysis (Ferd.
ischer). Fuel Determinations (F. Fischer M. i-

acture of Sulphurous Acid, Nitric Acid, and
HpPHuRic Acid. Saltcaku and Hydrochloric Acid
IhSTFACTURE, AND SODA MaNI 1 ACTURE. CtlLORlNE
ndi-try (G. Lunge). Potash Salts (L. Tietjens).

.'yanogen Compounds (0. Freudenberg). Investigation
tp Earthen ivares (K. Dijmuiler). Alumina Prbpara-
ioks (G. Lunge). Glass E.Adam). Mortar Industry
Carl Schoch). Water (L. W. Winkler). Testing
Vater for Boiler Feeding, Xc. (G. Lunge). Sewage
xd Effluents (E. HaselhofF). Soils (E. Haselhotf).
nE Atmosphere (K. B. Lehmann).

IiNEi: iL Resources op the United States. i
!

ment of the Interior, United Slates Geological Survey.
Chas. D. Walcott, Director.) Calendar" year 1902.
Bavid T. D vy. Chief of Division of Mining and Mineral
Resources. Washington, U.S.A.. Government Printing
Office. 1904.

vo volume containing "Letter of Transmittal," Introduc-
on, and 1,016 pages of subject-matter with six illustrations,

ad the alphabetical index of. subjects. The following are
le items on which geographical and industrial details

iven :—I. Iron Ores : (i) Statistics of the American Iron
rade for 1902

;
(ii) General Statistics of Iron ami Steel,

'on Ore, and Coal, to the year 1901 inclusive, for five

lading iron and Steel Producing Countries. II. Gold and
ilver. HI. MaDganese Ores. IV. Copper. V. Lead.

Zinc. VII. Aluminium and Bauxite. VIII. Platinum.
Mercury. X. Lithium. XI. Nickel and Cobalt.

iimony. XIII. Arsenic. XIV. Bismuth. XV.
sten ; Molybdenum ; Cranium; Vanadium. XVI.

oal. XVII. Coke. XVIII. Gas, Coke, Tar. and
ramon.a at Gas Works, and ill Retl t Coke Ovens.

XIX. Petroleum. XX. Natural Gas. XXI. Asphaltum
Bituminous Rock. XXII. Stone. XXI II. Clay-working

Industries. XXIV. Cement. XXV. Precious S;oiie<.

XXVI. Talc and Soapstone. XXVII. Abrasive Materials.

XXVIII. Borax. XXIX. Bromine. XXX. Fluorspar and
Cryolite. XXXI. Gypsum. XXXII. Phosphate Rock.
XXXIII. Salt. XXXIV. Sulphur and Pyrites. XXXV.

XXXVI. Mineral Paints. XXXVII. Ash.
XXX VIII. Chromite. X XXIX. Flint and F'elspar. XL.
Graphite. XIiI. Magnesite. XI. II. Mica. XLI1I. Mineral
Waters. XLIV. Monazite. XI. V. Glass Sand..

i\l Technical - for the Ceramic In-

dustrie- in Germany:. Foreign Office Miscellaneou-
Series; No. 615. Eyre and Spottiswoode. Price 1 '.</.

A REPORT on the aims, organisations and plans of

instruction in the technical schools for the ceramic in-

dustries at Hohr, Bunzlau, and Landshut, and the technie i

school for brick-making industries at Lauban.

Iron and Steel, 1903. Statistical Tables. 244.

Eyre and Spottiswoode. Price 3d.

This memorandum, which has been drawn up id the Com-
mercial, Labour, and Stat irtment of the Board
of Trade, deals with the production and consumption,
during the 13 years ]S90 to 1902 (and where possibl

t iron ore and pig iron, and the production

in the United Kingdom, and in the principal foreign.

producing countries, viz., Russia, Sweden, Germany (iu-

ing Luxemburg), Belgium. France, Spain, [|

Austro-Hungary, and the United States of America.

CraUf I\f:port.

I.—GENERAL.

Canadian Tariff Changes.

Bd. of Trad,' J., July 21, 1904.

V Customs Memorandum (No. 1,287 B),issued by the-

Cauadian Commissioner of Customs on 2Sth June 1.

gives the details of the Tariff Resolutions proposed b;

idian Minister of Finance in Committee of Ways
Means on 7th June 1904, as amended on 2Sth June L904.

The following are some of the amendments effected

thereby :

—

Si w Duty.

Paraffin-wax candles, -J per cent, ad valorem.

Paraffin wax, 25 per cent, ad valorem.

Illuminating oils, composed wholly or in part of the

products of petroleum, coal, shale, or lignite, costing more
than 30 c. per gall., 20 per cent, ad valorem.

Lubricating oils, composed wholly or in part of petroleum,

costing less than 25 c. per gall., 2;T c. per gall.

Crude petroleum, gas oils (other than benzine and
.ne) above 0'775 but below "--
temperature, 1 -\ c. per gall.

Oils, coal and kerosene distilled, purified or :

naphtha and petroleum, and products of petroleum n.e.s..

2 . c. per gall.

Lubricating oils n.e.s., and axle-grease, JO per cent.

ad vatorem.

Vaseline, and all similar preparations of petroleum lor

toilet, medicinal, or other purposes, 25 percent, ad val<

Duty Free.

The following articles now dutiable to be transferred to

the free list :

—

Whale-oil soap.
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bar\ (a coated, forPlain basic photographic paper,

allmminisiug or sensitising.

Hydrofluosilieic acid.

Glass cut to size for the manufacture of dry plates for

photographic purposes, when imported by the manufacturers
of such dry plates for use exclusively in the manufacture
thereof in their own factories.

Ferment-cultures to be used hi butter-making.

Quassia juice.

Crude petroleum, fuel and gas oils, 0- S233 sp. gr. or lcsf,

at 60~ temperature.

Philosophical and scientific apparatus, utensils, instru-

ments, and preparations, including boxes and bottles

containing the same, of a class or kind not manufactured in

Canada, when especially imported iu good faith for the use

and by order of any society or institution incorporated or

established solely for religious, philosophical, educational,

scientific, or literary purposes, or for the encouragement of

the fine arts, or for the use or by order of any college,

academy, school, or seminary of learning in Canada, and
not for sale, subject to such regulations as the Minister of
Customs shall prescribe.

Germany; Tka.de of in 1903.

Foreign Office Annual Series, AT
o. 3221.

The following tables show the value of some of the

imports and exports of Germany for the year 1903, as

compared with those of the year 1902. The figures for

1903 are calculated according to the prices fixed for

1902 :—

Raw Materials.

Articles.

Value in 1,000 Marks (TJOf.).

Imports.

19H2. 1903.

Lead and leaden goods.. 9,085
Drugs and dyes. 263,392
Iron and iron goods 51,S2S
Ores, fine metals, as

tos, 4c 355.661
i. lass and glassware 8,699
Hides 258.9CJ
Caoutchouc, guttapercha,
and goods thereof 73,263

Copper and copper goods 109,011
Leather and leather
goods 64,378

Candles 191
< tils, not otherwise men-
tioned, and fats 261,102

Paper and cardboard
goods 15,207

Petroleum 93,109
^•ap and perfumt ry 2.705
•Stones ami earthenware. 45,154
Coal, browi;

i

and peal 163,231
Tar. pitch, resin, ami

llimi 31,834
* 'lay goods 7,098
Oilcloth 863
Zinc and zinc goods 9,870
I'm and tinware 34,052

12,200
L'.;r.i"7

67,221

7.22>o7

9,816

70.2.-.2

120,628

ft',,:, 1

2

187

18.447
101.232

2.72.",

11.721

169,385

.".6.301

7,648

Exports.

1902.

11 21.'-

880,6!

603,375

200.206

13,005
H7,*i2

50.000

120,236

ir,3.3.;s

47,1<0 50,122

1903.

[6,968

100,149

102,M0
52,008

122,478

-2.M.-.

1 12.4ns

164,849

SGJ

17.054

38,064

2O7.J70

Hl.21'4

77>Os
2.035

13.732

129,431
I 885

20,368

39,712

:- 387

11.601
s.V2.-,2

3.037

11.100

In the chemical industry, 1903 has witnessed an increased
production, but the financial yield of the chemical works is

decreasing, which is proved by the tact that the dividends
of those among them which are share companies arc
following a downward tendency.

The importance of the German chemical industry is best

characterised bj the figures of its foreign trade ; the import

and export of it- raw materials and the export of its pro-
duce have during the last 1(1 years risen In about 20 per
cent., while the import of manufactured chemical articles

has remained practically stationary :

—

Imports. Exports.

fear.
Quantity in

l. 1

Value in
l.noo.ooo

Marks. 1,000 Tons.
Marks/'

1902
101 11

1900

1,998

1,940

1,928

1,148

212
221

218
164

703 44
863 45
727 45
S55 a :

Ma nvfactured Articles.

Import s. Exports-

reBr
- Quant,,, in

Wj"
l.ooi, Tons. \,

Quantity in

1,000 Tons.

Value ill

1.000,009
Marks.

1903

1901 340
1! 322

1893 233

111
111

113
in.

810 3*6
789 363
750 352
506 265

The number of establishments increased in 1902 froi

7,352 to 7,539; the number of adult workmen ha- rise

from 156,488 to 160,841, i.e., an increase of 2'78 per cent

the sum of the wages earned has risen from 159,930,488 t

164,207,621 marks: tile average annual wage amounted)
1,009 marks 67 pf., against 1,01 1 marks 10 pf. in the pn
ceding year, so that after an uninterrupted rise duria

many years the average wage in the chemical industij

shows for the first time a decrease.

Austria Hungary ; Chemical Trade of .

Foreiyn Office Annual Series, No. 3199.

( bemical products to the value of 1,247,547/. were in

ported during 1903, this being 1 11,057/. more than in 190

while " chemical auxiliaries " were exported to the value <

569,393/., an increase of 83,814/. " Chemical pr.lu ts

staud at 1,039,308/., an increase of 178.7S2/. In cxpart-

dyeing and tanning materials total 703,306/., india-rubbt

goods 461,186/., and glass and glassware 2,152,962/.
'

following are imports from and exports to the I'ui

Kingdom :

—

Imports.

Oils
Mi. te and perfumery
Dyeing and tanning materials.

.i resins
Mint-nil ..il

Glass and glassware
s i sni stances

products
Snap and candles

Quantity.

Cwt.
30,425

1,119

10,859
10.011

1 ,875

1,118

09,834
11.211

1,928

Value.

I.-,;

i".;

i i.'

E.rports.

Articles.

Oils
Mineral wat.-r

Me licii od
i

rfumery
Dyeing ami tanning materials
I, nm s ami iv - in-

Mineral oil

India-rubber and iudia-mbbcii
Hi. 'ai substam es

products
Soap:

Quantity,

Cwt.

37,924
81

291.085
0.001

3o,os:.

90,782
031

2vui
0*1

9,<M

I

131,077

!
-177
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The following table shows what Austria-Hungary im-

orted from British India:—

Artie les.

Ape-seed
Htor "il

il Beed

inseed
aim kernels
ondries (scids)
lis

[ill! in.- and perfumery ..«..

>u-iuu :iinl tunning material:
unis and resins
idia-rubber
heuiiral products

Quantity.

I'Ht. L

37.768 18,787
35,.'5!ll 20,912

:.-ii ,384 808,072
254,213 144,849
132,824 89,948

1,108 S46
1,718 2,109
146 2,008

8S.2S7 77,969
15,1150 57.717

BOO 8,866

6S 114

Value.

The exports to India included chemicals valued at about

3,000/. From the West Indies 200/. worth of perfumery

as imported in 1903; Cape Colony took 1,204/. worth of

lemieal products, and Ceylon 1,133/. worth of medicines

id perfumery,

X.—METALLURGY.

Ml r.CHISON GOLDFIELD, WESTERN AUSTRALIA.

Bull. Imp. Inst. (Suppl. to Board of Trade J.), 1904,

2, iu.

The Murchison goldfield embraces the districts of Lenuou-
'lle, Mount Magnet, and Boogardie. The aurife tons

posits are of two types, white quartz reefs and laminated
rartz and jasper veins, the whole being enclosed in a belt

altered rocks containing diorite, diabase pyroxenite, and
ists, termed greenstone. The principal mines of the

omit Magnet district are seven in number, those of the

oogardie, 12, and Lennonville, 13. The total amount of

e worked from 1891 to 1902 was 191,820 tons, yielding

1,518 oz. of gold, or un average of 0-99 oz. per ton.

—A. S.

Feruo Alloys : U.S. Customs Decision- .

Ferroehrome, ferrotuugsten, ferrotnolybdenum, and
rrovauadmm, made in the same manner as ferromanga-

se, and u-ed for the same purpose— to harden and
lgbcn steel—were decided by the United States Circuit

mrt to be dutiable at 4 dols. per ton, by similitude to

•romanganese, under paragraph 1 22 of the present tariff.

le contention of the Government that they were dutiable

20 per cent, ad valorem under paragraph 183, as "metal
wrought," was overruled. (Compare this J., 1903,
72).—R. W. M.

German Silver : U.S. Ccstoms Decision.

July 14, 1904.

rerman silver in bars ami sheets was held to be dutiable

45 per cent, ad valorem under paragraph 193 of the

lent tariff as a " manufacture of metal." Paragraph
4 provides for "German silver unmanufactured" at

per cent, ad valorem. The Board held that its pro-
ions cover only German silver in pigs or ingots, and not

ly other form.—K. W. M.

XII.—FATS, FATTY OILS, Etc.

Oil and Soap Trade of Marseilles in 1903.

Foreign Office Annual Series, Itfo. 3230.

(The Marseilles oil and oil-seed trade for the year 1903
Is exceptionally good and the different companies and
' vate mills realised handsome profits, having been favoured

I a good market for oils in the early part of the year,

ch enabled crushers to make large sales for forward

monthly deliveries at full values ; and, as there were record
crops of sesame seed and earthnuts in India and on the
west coast of Africa, prices of raw materials declined
steadily and thus crushers covered their requirements at

very profitable rates. For the 12 months the total imports
of all oil seeds, earthnuts, and copra amounted to 485,544
tons, as against 422,880 tons for 1902, and 333,474 tons, the
average of the five years 1898—1902. The leading figures

in these imports for 1903 comprised 122,431 tons of
gingelly seed from East India, as against the average of
G6.7S9 tons; 86,291 tuns of decorticated earthnut from
India; 92,784 tons of undecorticated earthnut from the
west coast of Africa ; 27,031 tons of castor seed from
East India (as against the average of 24,071 tons); and
106,678 tons of copra from all parts (as against the
average of 86,185 tuns). All these imports, with the
exception of a few thousand tons of copra transhipped Vi

Spain, have been crushed in Marseilles. By reason of the-

large increase in imports of oil seeds, the local mills have
produced sufficient oils for edible and technical requirements

;

and imports of manufactured oils from other sources have
continued on a very reduced 9cale, being chiefly confined
to some edible cottonseed oil chiefly from the United States,

for mixing purposes. These imports of cottonseed oil have
amounted to 13,811 tons, as against 27,210 tons for 1902
and 45,988 tons for the five years average from 1898— 1902.
Two kinds of unrefined glycerin are produced at Mar-

I

seilles, the one extracted before soap boiling and the other
I extracted from the soap lyes after the soap is made. The

latter contains 80 per cent, of anhydrous glycerin, 10 to
10

', per cent, of salts, traces of sulphides, and small
quantities (j or even \ per cent.) of thiosulphates. The
former is sold at lie. the litre, with a density of 1"240
and a maximum of i per cent, of ash. The tttal pro-
duction at Marseilles amounts to from 8,000 to 9,000 tons
annually. There is a glycerin distillery at Marseilles which
treats some 2,000 tons annually and turns out a white
glycerin, doubly distilled, for current sale, as well as glycerin
for the manufacture of dynamite. The re->t of the output is

exported in a raw condition to the United Kingdom, to

Germany, and, especially, to the United States. Before the
Transvaal war, Germany bought large quantities of glycerin
for the manufacture of dynamite. Now, however, the busi-

ness appears to have changed hands and to be done through
! the United Kingdom. The consumption of glycerin in-

creases yearly, while the output has reached its maximum,
which can only be increased by the development of the soap
manufacture ; the demand, therefore, will probably shortly
exceed the supply. For some years past prices have ruled
at about lo0 fr. the ton in bulk for saponification glycerin,

and 80 frs. for glycerin from the soap lyes. These prices
: are kept up fairly easily during the dull months, but are
bound to go considerably higher when there is a big demand.
All the linseed and practically all the sesame and poppy

!
cakes are consumed for feeding cattle in France, or, iu

I

the ease of black gingelly, for manuring. The earthnuts.
which are brought to Marseilles undecorticated, aie shelled
there, and the shells ground into a whitish powder, which is

used for cattle feeding, and is exported mainly to Hamburg
ami Stettin, where it is mixed with molasses and forms a

i
good, brittle feed cake. Some goes to London, Liverpool,
and Glasgow. The sales of soap effected have been much
the same as those of 1902, and as the oils required have
gone down in price, so has the price of soap. Thus no
larger profits seem to have accrued to the boilers. As
enormous stocks of the necessary oils are in hand, aud
there is no fear of their being exhausted, a good all-round
year of business is expected. Exportation to the Far East
and to Canada has slightly fallen. An increasing trade
with Canada has been fully expected, but these expectations
have not been realised. The old-fashioned mottled soap for

which Marseilles was famous ; s gradually dying out, being
replaced by the more convenient and harder white soap,
mostly made with 20 to 25 per cent, of copra oil, aud 35 to

40 per cent, of either earthnut oil or sesame oil, or cotton-
seed oil, as the price of the latter three vary. Earthnut oil

and sesame, cottonseed oils, tallow and other compounds
are now hardly used. The finest soaps made here, known
as olive-oil soaps, are composed of varying mixtures of
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carthotit and olive oil, probably never pure olive oil alone.

When a pure olive-oil soap is absolutely required. a spcci'i'.

rat is made op at about twice the price of ordinary soap.

to him. This decision affirms tin rn clness and authority
of the system of corrections established mainly nv II. W.
Wiley. ' (Sue this J., 1903, 721.)—E. W. M.

I Jenthal \ i

Bull. Imp. Inst. (Suppl. ip Board of Trade J.),
I

2, 85

A sample of the clarified beeswax was submitted to I

lignments of similar quality would

lib a ready sale in the London market, at prices

f. to 7/. per cwr. The
. be shipped in blocks of 90—100 lb. each.

cased in "gunny." llciswax is already exported from
1

• frica, but it i- stated that much larger

quantities could be readily produced.— A. S.

XIII. A.—PIGMENTS, PAINTS, Etc.

Gri i s Eartb U.S • '.
'• " ISIOK.

July 7. 1904.

Green earth was assessed for duty at 30 per cent, ad
h. 58 of the present

tariff. An analysis of the sample showed it-to be coat

ound celadonite,—a talc-like mineral. The Board of

oeral Appraisers accordingly held it to be dutiable at

ie a " wrought earth," under paragraph 93.

—p.. w. \i.

XIV.—TANNING i LEATHER} GLUE, Etc.

Tannin: Export Trade of. ix India.

; Trade J., July 28,1904.

According to Capital (( alcntta), a recent official report

mentions thai investigations made in the Madras Pre
ii forests and waste lands

of the Presidency possesSa very large number of trei

which are capable of yielding tannin in sufficient

quantities to beol practical importance. In the Northern

( lircle of the forest department, there are believed to be

70 different kinds of tamrin-yielding shrubs and

That the supply is large throughout is evidenced by the

fad that the Provincial Forest Department derive* a revenue

of over a lakh of rupees, froaj the sale of the right of

collecting tannin-yielding materials. So fartheonlj tannin

materials exported from Southern India are myraholams

from Cocanada and the Vizagapatam coast pons, the

exports varying from 6,000 to 7,001 tons per annum, of the

valne of about three lakhs of rupees. That there is no

important export trade in Indian tannin is, according to the

report, believed to be principally due to the fact that no

serious and continuous efforts have ever been D

introduce Indian tannic material to the European ma

XVI.-'SUGAR, STARCH, Etc.

Si \i: POI -R18( 0] K Ti - .

l\- i i STOM6 Decision.

June 1, 1904.

The United States Circuit Court of V] ndcrala
d sugar bj the polariscope, upholding the

Secretary of the Treasury in instituting a

of corrections for temperature not in genet

chemists :
i lower

court, in « hich it was held thai " testing by the polariscope"

had a well establi meaning at the time of the

of the Act of 1697. Thi lusher court hoi

as the Secretary acts in good faith and prescribes no

regulations tending to make the prescribed lest Ii *~ accurate

than it was at the time of the passage of the act, thi

should not interfere with the administrative details cofifidcd

XVII.—BREWING, WINES, SPIRITS, Etc.

s \k r : U.S. i InsTOars Deci ti

Mag 25, 1904.

'I hi Unit! d Stq ail Court hel ! that sa

beverage made from rice by processes similar to those
ed in making bi i not possess sufficient

similarity to either wine or beer to be dutiable a

The Conn hold it to be subject to a duty of 20 per cent.
ad valorem under section G of the present tariff a* a " manu-
factured articlr nnenumerated," and reversed the >\

of the Hoard of I ieneral Appraisers, holding it to be dutiable

by similitude as a "still wine " under paragraph 296.

—R. W. M.

XX.—FINE CHEMICALS. Etc.

Saccharin; Importation of —
Prohibited.

INTO I
I ECI

Bd. of Trade ./., July 21, 1904.

law of the L'Sth April ! 1th May last, thi- impo
intol Ireece or the employment in that country of saccharin
or other artificial sweetening substances possessing a higher
sweetening power than cane sugar, without its nutritive

qualities, is prohibited except for pharmaceutical purposes.

\ subsequent decree specifies " duleine " " sucrase " and
"sucramine" or "sucri .. Lyon" as being the sweetening

ices other than saccharin, the importation ol

is
|
rohibited under tin- law. It provides, however, that the

prohibited substances may be unpolled by chemists of

pharmacists exceptionally, on special permission of the

Minister of Finance, but only through Custom Houses of

the 1st or 2nd class, and in quantities not exceeding Sfl

draniia (3,0il0 grains) i p '• This applies equally in the

case of saccharin, &c, desired to be introduced bj Parcel

Post. Importatiot larin, &c., as " samples without
value " are not permitted.

Gari i
or . I

• |.i . isiox.

July 1, 1904.

Oil of gardenia, assessed for duty as ''alcoholic per-

fumery " at 60 c. per lb. and 45 per cent, ml .•alorem.

paragraph •_' of the present tariff, was decided to be dutiable

at 25 per cent, ad valorem, undet pai ;raph

compound/' (Compare this J., 1904 i:. \V. M.

. . ,i l in. op .

IS. ( liSTOMS I >i ,- tON.

June 29, 1904.

Synthetic oil of rose, made to resemble the natural oil »s

OS possible, and showing substantially the prop riles

of tie- natural oil. was decided to be free of duty as -otto

of roses " under paragraph 62G of the present tariff;

Assessment of duty at :.". per cent, ad r,il,,r, „

"chemical compound" under paragraph 3 was overruled.

—i; \v. m.
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Patent list.

N\B.—In these lists, [A.] means "Application for Patent," and
[C.S.] "Complete Specification Accepted."
Where a Complete Specification accompanies an Application, an

asterisk is affixed. Tin' dates given are (i) in the case of Applica-
tions for Patents, the dates of application, and (ii) in Uu case of

Complete Specifications Accepted, those of the Official Journals
in which acceptances of the Complete Specifications are a.l

.

Complete Specifications thug adve fcised as accepted are open to

11 at the Patent Office immediately, and to opposition
within two months of the said dates.

I.—PLANT, APPARATUS, AND MACHINERY.

£A.] 15,923. Rhodes. Valves for controlling acids and
other chemical fluid-, and vapours. July 18.

„ 16,024. Lever. Driers.* July 19.

,, 10,1)45. Walton. Coal and ore washing machinery

.

July 'Jo.

„ 16,261. Brit. Thomson Houston Co. (Gen. Electric

Co.). Apparatus for electricallv heating liquids.

July 22.

„ 16,316. Hantke. Process and appliance for raising
liquids by means of compressed air.

;

July 23.

„ 16,354. Shields. Means for removing dust from
gases.* July 23.

.

16,427. Browne and McKinlay. Apparatus for

subjecting gases or vapours to the actio

liquids or vapours therefrom, especially i

able to scrubbing or enriching illuminating or

other gases, or for recovery purposes. July 25.

- Matcliam. Combined rotary kilns and
driers. [U.S. Appl., Jan. 11, 1904."]* July 27.

16,618. Robinson. Furnaces. July 28.

„ 16,652. Challis. Filters, filtering media, &c.
July 28.

„ 16,826. Eoche. Filtering apparatus. July 30.

[C.S.] 1S,346 (1903). Michael and Eoberts. Grinding
machines. Aug. 4.

19,320(1903). Macfarlane and Macfarlane. Cen-
trifugal machines. July 27.

„ 20,163 (1903). Bloxam (Dillon). Treatment of
liquids with ozonised air or other gaseous ozone
mixtures. July 27.

1013 (19041. Kauffmann. Working and construc-
tion of furnaces for roasting ores and like

materials. July 27.

. „ 3003 (1904). Stade. Process and devices for
filtering liquids. Aug. 4.

. „ 12,164 (1904). Dahl. Centrifugal separators.
Aug. 4.

„ 14,484(1904). Wheelwright and Fiske. Appara-
tus for removing liquids from solids, applicable
for the treatment of garbage and other purposes.
Aug. 4.

II.—FUEL, GAS, AND LIGHT.

i

[A.] 15,908. Eeichwald (F. Krupp, Act.-Ges.). Process
of and apparatus for producing combustible gases
from bituminous fuels. July Is.

„ 1.5,937. Boaler. Incandescent mantles. July IS.

„ 16,008. Koppers. Coke ovens.* July 19.

..] 16,067. Gricc. Gas producers.* July 20.

„ 16,069. Smith. Manufacture of producer gas,
applicable both to pressure and suction plants.
July 20.

16,113. Calvert and Snape. Method of tri

mdescent lamp filaments to increase then-
density and also the density of the carbon
deposited on them during the flashing process.
July 20.

„ 16.2SS. Akt.-Ges. f. Selas Beleucht. Apparatus
for the production of mixtures of gas and air.

[German Appl., Oct. 21, 1903.]* Julv 22.

. „ 16,425. Electric Equipment and Securities. Ltd.,
and Ruzicka. Manufacture of electric incan-
descence bodies. July 25.

„ 16,427. Browne and McKinlay. See under I.

„ 16,593. Hemingway and Pootb. Apparatus for
washing and purifying gas. July 27.

„ 16.65S. Bateman. Maudes for incandescent gas
lighting. July 28.

illier. Apparatus for producing poor
gas free from tarry matters. [Fr. Appl., lue 25
1903.]* July 29. °

'

10.765. Kirkham, Hullett, and Chandler, Ltd.. and
Hersey. Apparatus for washing or scrubbing
gas. July 29.

10,750. Colson. Manufacture and purification of
illuminating gas. July j9.

[C.S.] 17,788 (1903). Lake (Selas Ges.). Apparatus for
the production of mixtures of gas aB(\ .,;,.

Aug. 4.

„ 20,673 (1903). Cerasoii. ( las producers. July 27.

„ 21,964 (1903). Derval. Inclined gas retorts.
Aug. 1.

2547(1904). Capitaine. Sncl gas producers.
Aug. 4.

„ 8993 (1904). Poetter. Gas-producing plant for
heating retort furnaces. Aug. 4.

12,361 (1904). Tobiansky. Refuse-consuming and
gas-producing furnaces. Aug. 4.

„ 14,383 (1904). Poetter. Gas producers. Aug. 4.

14.405 (lnoi). Klein. Gas-purifying plant. Aug. 4.

III.—DESTRUCTIVE DISTILLATION, TAP
PRODUCTS, PETROLEUM, AND

MINERAL WAXES.

[A.] 10,543. Hanmer. Apparatus for treating pea',
turf, wood. &c, to obtain valuable products there-
from. July 27.

„ 16,756. Lyndall and Costley-White. Process for
rendering benzene or the like non-inflammable.
July 29.

[C.S.] 24,801 (1903). Tabourin, Girard, and Portevin.
Manufacture of solid and fluid mineral lubricants
July 27.

„ 12.122 (1904). Weyl. Distillation of coal tar.
Aug. 4.

IV.—COLOURING MATTERS AND DYESTUFFS.

"A.] 15,920. Kansford (Cassella and Co.). Manufacture
of sulphide colours. Jul\ IS.
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[A.]

[C.S.]

15,935. Abil (Act.-Ges. f. Aniliufabr.). Manufac-

ture of indophenols. July 18.

15,982. Sliillito (Aniline Colour and Extract Works.
formerly J. R. Geigy). Manufacture of nitro-o-

oxyazo colouring matters. July 19.

16.119. Johnson (Kalle and Co.). Manufacture of

ntw dyes. July 21).

16.120. Johnson (Kalle and Co.). Manufacture of

new dyes. July 20.

16.121. Johnson (Kalle and Co.). Manufacture of

new dyes. July 20.

16.268. Abel (Act.-Ges. f. Anilinfabr.). Manufac-

ture of sulphur dyes and of materials for their

production. July 22.

16.269. Imray (Meister, Lucius and Briming).

Manufacture of violet sulphurised dyestufis.

July 22.

16,538. Johnson (Badische Anilin und SodaFabrik).

Manufacture of violet blue colouring matters of

the anthracene series and intermediate products

of the said manufacture. July 26.

16,566. Shillito (Aniline Colour and Fxtract Works,

formerly J. B.Geigy). Manufacture of o-oxyazo

colouring matters from 2-diazo-l-naphthol sul-

phonic acids. July 27.

21,800 (1903). Imray (Meister. Lucius und

Bruning). Mauufacture of yellow, orange-

yellow to orange sulphurised dyestuffs. Aug. 4.

21,945 (190:n. Imray (Meister, Lucius und

Bruning). Manufacture of clear yellow, orange-

yellow to yellow-orange sulphurised dye-tuffs.

July 27.

12,270 (19iil). Lake (Oehler). Sulphur dyes.

Aug. 4.

V.—PREPARING, BLEACHING, DYEING,

PRINTING, AND FINISHING TEXTILES, YARNS,
AND FIBRES.

[A.] 15,906. Hadden. Printed fabrics. July 18.

15.943. Johnson (Badische Anilin und Soda

Fabrik). Production of coloured discharges on

dyed materials.' July 18.

15.944. Johnson (Badische Anilin und Soda

l'abrik). The discharging of dyed textile-

fabrics. July 18.

l.j.978. Bauersachs and Bruckner. Processes of

dyeing cops.* July 19.

„ 16.10.",. Mfiller -Holtkamp. Dressing or sizing

yarns. Jul\ 20.

16,185. Barteli. See under VIL

16,313. Boult (Foisson). Method of retting and

washing vegetable textile fibres. July 23.

16,351. Soc. Anon, des RiziereB Franchises. Treat-

ment of rice flour with aviewto its substitution

for various starches used in sizing and finishing.

i.ppl., Aug. 1, 1903.]* July 9 I.

16.."jii.3. Wild. The dyeing of textile fibres or

fabrics. July 26.

„ 16,594. Hulse and Co., Ltd., and Shaw. The pro-

duction of printed fabric, such as calico. Julj 27.

[C.<:~} 19,002(1903). Armeugol. Thread, and process oi

manufacturing the Bame. July 27.

20,476 (1908). Uasceili Apparatus for dyeing

and similar purposes. July 27.

[C.S.] 20,925 (1903). Thompson (Wegmaun and Co.).

Method of dyeing cotton ami the like, and
apparatus theretor. Aug. 4.

VIL—ACIDS, ALKALIS, AND SALTS.

[A.] 16,185. Bartelt. Apparatus for preparing bleaching
.

liquor. July 21.

„ 16,353. Shields. Treatment of the gases issuing

from pyrites burners.* July 23.

„ 16,504. Woltereek. Production of ammonia.
July 26.

„ 16,672. Smith. Manufacture of monoxide of lead.

July 28.

[C.S.] 5101 (1904). Bloxam (Gibbs). Manufacture of
salts of oxyacids of chlorine and salts of chromic

acid. July 27.

VIII.—GLASS, POTTERY, AND ENAMELS.

[A.] 16,279. Nolan. Process of uud apparatus for fire-

polishing glass. Jul} 22.

[C.S.] 16,847 (1903). Martin. Means of decorating

pottery, porcelain, glass, paper, or other medium.
July 27.

„ 12,201 (1901). Fidler. See wider IX.

IX.—BUILDING MATERIALS, CLAYS, MORTARS,
AND CEMENTS.

[A.] 15,979. Scbmidtgen and Konig. Process fur manu-
facturing an isolating material. July 19.

16,002. Mill-. Bricks. July 19.

„ 16,029. Gesner. Incorrodible material and the

method of its production. July 19.

[C.S.] 20,421 (1903). Howett. Manufacture of artificial

stone. July 27.

„ 22.769(1903). Perpignani and Candlot. Kilns for

burning cement, lime, &C Aug. I.

„ 9944 (1904). Ducastcl. Agglutinant or cement,

and method of manufacturing the same. July 27.

„ 12,201 (1904). Fidler. Continuous kilns for

burning blue and salt-glazed and 'vitrified bricks,

tiles, and terracotta, &c. Aug. 4.

,, 14,374 (1904). Henry. Continuous kilns for

burning tireproofing, tile, ami other clay products.

Aug. 4.

X.—METALLURGY.

[A.] 15,964. Slater. Method for the extraction and

reduction of precious metals from ores, earths.

sands, ami tailings. July 19.

„ 16,028. Johnson (Mcva). Manufacture of Etad.

July 19.

„ 16,112. Ogle and Woolford. Furnaces f ( ,r the

treatment of refractory ores. July 20.

„ 16,205. Edelmann and Walliu. See under XI.

16,267. Oauutlett. See under XL

„ 16,276. Kaufmann and Bouvier. Manufacture of

steel, .1 uly 22

16,896. Abel (Siemens und Halske ict.-Gcs.). Sm
under XI.

16,412. Lake (Cyanid-Ges.). Treatment of iron

and steel for the hardening or ea>e-hardening of

the same. July 2."..
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[A] 16,419. Eugels. Process for treating steel and
armour plates. [Fr. Appl., March 21, 1904.]*

July 25.

„ 16,448. Harmet. Process for refining cast iron,

and apparatus therefor. [Fr. Appl., Aug. 28,

1903.]* July 25.

„ 16,449. Fink and Huguenot. Process and appa-
ratus for granulating or pulverising certain

fusihle metals and alloys. [Fr. Appl., Jan. 7,

1904.]* July 25.

„ 16,491. Swinburne. Treatment of sulphide ores.

July 26.

„ 16,492. Swinburne. Treatment of antimony,

arsenic, bismuth, and gold ores. July 26.

„ 16,517. Broadbent and Herdman. The galvanisa-

tion of metal and the manufacture of metallic

alloys. July 26.

„ 16,754. Tyars. Apparatus for treating and amal-
gamating metals. July 29.

[C.S.] 1013 (1904). Kauffmann. See under I.

„ 1941(1904). Wilkins. Cement for iroD and steel

castings and the like. Aug. 4.

„ 4975 (1904). Moore and Heskett. Process of and
apparatus for treating ferruginous ore for the

manufacture of iron and steel therefrom. Aug. 4.

„ 12,976 (1904). Cutler. Furnace for calcining

quicksilver ores. July 27.

XI.—ELECTRO-CHEMISTRY AND ELECTRO-
METALLURGY.

[A.] 15,952. Berg. Electrode for electrical accumulators.
[Appl. in Sweden, July 18, 1903.]* July 18.

„ 16,205. Edelmann and Wallin. Electric furnaces
and the extraction of zinc by means of the same.
July 21.

„ 16,267. Gauntlett. Deposition of zinc and other
metals by means of electricity. July 22.

„ 16,396. Abel (Siemens und Halske Act.-Ges.).
Method of producing line from sulphate solutions

by electrolysis.* July 25.

XII.—FATTY OILS, FATS, WAXES, AND SOAP.

[C.S.] 16,825 (1903). Westaway. Method of and appa-
ratus for granulating and solidifying fat or the
like. Aug. 4.

„ 13,451 (1904). Zimmermann and Stohr. Floating
soap, and process for the manufacture of the
same. Aug. 4.

XHI.-PIGMENTS, PAINTS; RESINS, VARNISHES;
INDIA-RUBBER, Etc.

(U.)

—

Resins, Varnishes.

[A.] 16,800. Bucklin. Lac derivatives and their appli-

cation and process of production.* July 30.

XIV.—TANNING, LEATHER, GLUE, SIZE, Etc.

[A.] 16,275. Alilaire. Tanning hides and skins. July 22.

[C.S.] 20,063 (1903). Horn. Process 'for preparing a
clear solution of casein. July 27.

XVI.—SUGAR, STARCH, GUM, Etc.

[A.] 15,934. Stiepel. Sec under XX.

„ 16,262. Bonier. .Manufacture of starch and sugar.*
July 22.

„ 16,546. Stein and Loewenthal. Manufacture of
sugar. July 27.

XVII.—BREWING, WINES, SPIRITS^ Etc.

[C.S.] 17,975 (1903). Sleemau. Treatment of grain for

the production of inalt. July 27.

„ 14,517 (1904). Schreier. Malting drum. Aug. 4.

XVIII.—FOODS; SANITATION, WATER
PURIFICATION; & DISINFECTANTS.

(4.)—Foods.

[A.] 16,189. Barbier. Method of converting whey into

vinegar.* July 21.

„ 16,351. Soc. Anon, des Rizieres Franchises. See
under V.

[C.S.] 20,630 (1903). Roewcr. Butyrometers. Aug. 4.

13,689 (1904). Folsing. Preservative for food.

July 27.

(5.)

—

Sanitation; Water Purification.

[A.] 16,689. Tuckfield and Garland. Regenerative
apparatus for water purification and the like.

July 29.

[C.S.] 19,916 (1903). Woodall. Water-purifying appa-
ratus. July 27.

12,361 (1904). Tobiansky. See under II.

„ 14,482(1904). Wheelwright and Fiske. Appara-
tus for cooking garbage and removing the oil

therefrom. Aug. 4.

„ 14,483 (1904). Wheelwright and Fiske. Appara-
tus for cooking garbage and removing the oil

therefrom. Aug. 4.

(C.) —Disinfectants.

[C.S.] 14,372 (1904). Marot. Process and apparatus for

producing a gaseous germicide and insecticide.

Aug. 4.

XIX.—PAPER, PASTEBOARD, Etc.

[A.] 16,281. Werle. Grinding wood for the manufacture
of paper. [German Appl., Nov. 29, 1903.]*

July 22.

n 16,403. Nebrich. Pulp strainers for paper manu-
facture.* July 25.

XX.—FINE CHEMICALS, ALKALOIDS,
ESSENCES, AND EXTRACTS.

[A.] 15,930. Liebreich. Preparations for the production

of chloroform. July 18.

„ 15,934. Stiepel. Manufacture of betaine and its

salts from the molasses and waste products of

beetroot-sugar manufacture. July IS.

„ 16,602. Kalle and Co. Manufacture of bromine
alkyl acetamides. [German Appl., Dec. 'J,

1903.] * July 27.
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XXI.—PHOTOGRAPHIC MATERIALS AND
PROCESSES.

[A.] 16,177. Edwards. Photographic films. Jul) 21.

( - 20,323 (1903). Ziuiniermann (Chem. Fabr. auf

Aciien, vorm. E. Sobering). Photographic paper.

July 27.

20,434(1903). Hill and Young. Direct reproduc-

tion ol drawings by photography. Aug. 4.

XXIL—EXPLOSIVES, MATCHES, Etc.

[C.S.] 17,415 (1903). Bell. Method of and apparatus f<

forming blocks of guucotton. Aug. 4.

„ 17,890(1903). Bell. Pressing of guncotton blocki

and apparatus therefor. July J7

13,562 (1904). Moller. Manufacture of nim
glycerin. Aog. 4.
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ANNUAL GENERAL MEETING, NEW YORK, 1904.

The Annual General Meeting will be held in New York
Sty on Thursday, Sept. 8th, and following days. Members
pho propose to attend the meeting are requested to inform

tie General Secretary, as soon as possible, by what steamer

bey will travel. The principal boats will be met on arrival

t New York by a representative of the Reception Com-
littee, who will escort the guests to the Hotel Seville,

ladison Avenue and 29th Street, which will be the

ociety's Headquarters in Xew York. A similar system

ill be observed at all the other cities visited by the special

rain. A revised programme appeared in the July 30th

isue.

In accordance with the provisions of Rule 18 of the

!ye-laws, nctice is hereby given that those members whose
ames are printed in italics in the list of Council will retire

om their respective offices at the forthcoming Annual
leeting.

Mr. Wm. n. Nichols has been nominated to the office of

'resident under Rule 8 ; Dr. Edw. Divers, Prof. W. R.

laton Hodgkinson, Mr. Max Muspratt, and Mr. T. J.

'arker have been nominated Vice-Presidents under
lule 8 ; aDd Sir Wm. Ramsay has been nominated a Vice-

Tesident under Rule 11.

Mr. Oscar Guttmann, Prof. W. R. Lang, Dr. Bovcrtou
ledwood, and Mr. Walter F. Reid, have been nominated
nder Rule 18 to fill four vacancies among the Ordinary

[embers of Council. No ballot will be required.

The Hon. Treasurer and Hon. Foreign Secretary have
Ben nominated for re-election to their respective offices.

CJjanfftsf of aooress.

When notifying new addresses, members are requested to

Tite them distinctly, and state whether they are temporary
r permanent. Multiplication of addresses is also to be
raided as tending to create confusion. When sending

inscriptions, the use of the form attached to the application

jlps in the verification of addresses, on which the safe

slivery of the Journal depends.

shley, Harrison K., l/o New Bedford ; 189, St. George
Street, East Liverpool, Ohio, U.S.A.

arrie, D. McLaurin ; all communications to P.O. Box 193,

Germiston, Transvaal.

erg, Julius, l/o Walberg ; Diirrenbach, bei Worth a/S.,

Elsass, Germany.

orland, C. P.., l'o Concord Junction ; P.O. Box 6S:i,

Concord, Mass., U.S.A.

Cargill, John T. ; Journals to c/o Burmah oil Co., Ltd.,

175, West George Street, Glasgow.

Caspari, Dr. W. A., l/o Park Lane; Rozel, I.angham Road,
Teddington.

Charlier, A. C. J., I/o Crouch End ; 6, Talbot Road, South
Tottenham, N.

Cobleutz. Lambert, l/o Broderick Street ; 1708, Nutter
Street, San Francisco, Cal., U.S.A.
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Medford, Mass., U.S.A.

Gunn, Gilbert, l/o Bury; 181, Bury New Road, Summit.
Heywood, Lancashire.

Hinks, P. J., l/o Stowmarket ; Danger Building Department,
Royal Laboratory, Woolwich Arsenal, S.E.

Howe, Jas. Lewis, l/o dishing ; Washington and Lee Uni-
versity, Lexington, Va., U.S.A.

Hutton, R. S. ; all communications to the University,
Manchester.

Millar, J. H.,l/o Natal ; retain Journals.

Nelson, E. K., l'o Chicago ; c/o Link and Nelson, Paris, 111.,

U.S.A.

Ray, Wm., l/o Fallowfield ; 71, Lansdowne Road, West
Didsbury, Manchester.

Rogerson, J. W., l/o Ashley Gardens; 101, Leadenhall
Street, E.C.

Spencer, A. G., l/o Truro ; 140, St. James' Street, Montreal,
Canada.

Stainton, Dr. W. J., l/o Narcessus Road; 3, Holmdale
Road, West Hampstcad, N.W.

Storr, B. V., l/o Belgrave Road; 61, Balfour Road, Ilford,

Essex.

White, Alf. II., l/o Fast University Avenue; 1017, Hill

Street, Aun Arbor, Mich., U.S.A.

Wilkie, J.M., l/o Henry Road ; 12, Chantrey Road, West
Bridgford, Nottingham.

Wishart, H. L., l/o Marquette; c/o Repauno Manufacturing

Co., Woodbury, N.J., U.S.A.

CHANGES OP ADDRESS REQUIRED.

Hodgson, M., l/o Ardmore, Wicklow, Ireland.

Ncvin, J. V., l/o Bristol Dispensary, Bedminster, Bristol.

Jrmrnal antr patent fttf^rafnre.
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,
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c 2
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I.-PLANT. APPARATUS LW MACHINERY.

English Patents.

Discharging or Filling Vats mid like Receptacles ;
Appa-

ratus' for . W. T. Thompson, London. From
H. W. Ulaisdell, Los Angeles, t'al., U.S.A. Eng. Pat.

22,094, Oct. 13, 1903.

I )s a suitable support is arranged a central column, carrying

rotating arms at its base. From the arms depend cup-

shaped discs or plates for feeding the material to the centre

of the vat. In the central column is an elevator for lifting

the material and discharging it into a shoot. The whole

apparatus can he raised or lowered, can be modified so as to

1m- used for charging as well as discharging, and can be

moved over a series of vats.— W. H. C.

Distributing Apparatus especially applicable fin- use in

Filling Vats or the like. W. P. Thompson, London.

From II. W. Blaisdcll. Los Angeles, Oal., U.S.A. Fug.

Pat. 22,095, Oct. 13, 1903.

A distributor consisting of curved spiral blades is mounted

on a vertical shaft passing through a hopper arranged over

a vat. Means are provided for rotating the shaft, thereby

causing the material fed into the hopper to be evenly

distributed. The distributor can be raised or lowered by

suitable means, and a guard ring is provided to prevent the

material from being thrown over the edge of the vat. The

annaiatus mav be fixed, or movable over a serie- of vats." - W. II. c.

Centrifugal Extraction Apparatus. R. W. Stn-hlenert,

Neu Babelsberg, Germany. Eng. l'at. 26,471, Dec. :s.

1903.

Tut' apparatus consists of a centrifugal basket provided at

ii- ..utcr wall with a number of boles, and furnished at its

centre witha truncated cone. Inside this conical aperture

is placed a conical flange forming part of the casing sur-

rounding the centrifugal basket, and through this passes the

rotating shaft carrying the basket. Upon the casing rest

two covers, one being fitted tightly to the edge of the

casing by an indiarnbber ring, whilst the other is suspended

below, an annular spare being thus funned between the two

covers. The centrifugal force causes the extracting liquid

to rise at the ed^'e of the easing ami to overflow into the

annular space above, where the friction of the walls destroys

the centrifugal velocity and allows the liquid to flow back

into the basket through a central opening provided in tie

covers.— L. F. G.

Varnishing, Pitching, or similarly Treating Casks, Vats,

„r the like ; Apparatus for . M. 1). Kramer.

Laeken-Brussels. Eng. I'm. 12,647, June :'., 1904.

THE improvements which relate to the apparatus described

in Eng. l'at. 25,362 of 1902, consist in placing a shallow

bath over the pitch-melter. In this bath are several radially

disposed rollers to facilitate the manipulation of the cask,

whilst the bath itself serves to collect and return to the

melter anv excess of pitch, \e. The injector pipe can be

raised or lowered by a lever.—W. II. C.

Desieratian [Evaporation] of Liquids. W. 1>. Xeel,

Chicago. Eng. l'at. 13,186, June 10, 1904.

To obtain the solid constituents of a liquid in the form of

a powder, the liquid is sprayed into a closed chamber where
the spray is subjected to the action of a " heated innocuous
gas," such, e.g., as air. The liquid is carried off in a Hate
of vapour, and the solid falls to the bottom as a powder.

The sides and top of the chamber are formed of pervious

material, and the chamber itself is enclosed in an outer

casing. The pressure in the space between the two is

reduced by suitable means so that the vapour-laden gas

passes outwards through the pervious material. Mean- are

provided for spraying the liquid, for continuously removing

the powder, and for introducing and exhausting the heated

gas.—W. II. ('.

United States Patents.

Funnel. YV. E. Burgess, Aberbeeg, England. U.S. l'at.

7(34,422, July 5, 1904.

Tin: combination is claimed, with a funnel for filling vessels

with liquid, of a siphon of which one limb is adapted to dip

into the vessel to he tilled, and an upright tvanspari nt pipe,

which connects the lower end of the other limb of the

siphon with the exit-opening of the funnel — \V. II. C.

Dn/er. J. 1). Bourdean, Assignor to

Battlecreek, Mich., U.S.A. U.S. I

1

1904.

A series of vertically superposed
conduits, with perforated bottoms, 1

working in opposite directions in alte

ate connected at alternate end-, the

is fed into the top conduit and pa

succession to the outlet at the bottom,

lor working the conveyors and for wit

each conduit.— YV. II. ('.

Bourdeau Food ' o

at. 764,552, July 12

,
horizontal, paralle

lave conveyor worm-

mate conduits. I'hei

material to he drip

ses through each ii

Means are provide!

hdrawing the air fron

Mafile. J. C. Fox, Assignor to the Morgan Crucible Co..
'

Ltd.. London. L'.S. l'at. 765,72s, July 26, 1901.

The muffle consists of a horizontal chamber, with a movabl

front wall, and its further end is provided with a discbarg

aperture for gas. s. Air passages extend longitudinally alon

the sales within the muffle, which ha- air-inlet apertafl

at intervals throughout its length, to supply oxygen un

formly to the contents. The apertures to the air
|

are designed to receive plug- for controlling the admisilO

of air.— E. S.

French Patents.

Drying Machines [Centrifugal] with S bambtr

G. ter Meer. Fr. l'at.' 341,131, Jan. 2t;, 1901.

Sei ling. l'at. 1505 of 1904 ; this J., 1904, 537.—T. F. B.

Evaporating in Vacuo; Columns for . T. Suzuki.

Fr. Pat. 341,356, Feb. 9, 1904.

s-i i Eng. l'at. 31C5 of 1904 ; this J., 1904, 483 -T. F. 11
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Filter-Presses. P. Meura. Fr. l'at. 340,503,

Feb. 13, 1904.

'hk supply -channel is placed at the side of each plate,

lightly above the top. The connecting passage, to the

Inferior of the chamber, has the same sectional area as the

apply chaunel, in order to obviate anv obstruction.

—W. II.C

Filter-Press. Soc. Francaise de la Viscose. Fr. Pat.

340.S7L, March 1, 1904.

The filter-press, which is for vacuum filtration, has the

oints between the plates made by rubber rings let into

rrooves. The supply, delivery and washing cbaunels are

ituated at the corners of the plates.—W. H. C.

Refining or Purifying Apparatus. C. W. Stanton.

Fr. Pat. 310,620, Feb. 22, 1904.

<ee Eng. Pat. 5791 of March 9, 1904 ; this J., 1904, 538.

—W. H. C.

Measuring Apparatus Jor Granulated or Powdered
Materials. J. W. Pope, U.S.A. Fr. Pat. 340,038,

Feb. 22, 1904.

r/wo discs are mounted on an axis in such a manner that

he vertical distance between them can be regulated by a

;cre\v. The upper disc can be rotated and has several

ipemire-, whilst the lower one is fixed and has but one

tpening connected with a delivery spout. Between the

liscs are a number of telescopic tubes forming measures

ind fitting into the holes in the upper disc. Above the

rpper disc is a feed-tube, connected with a hopper, con-

fining the material to be measured. As the upper disc is

Hated, the measuring tubes are first brought under the

eed and filled, and .hen later, opposite the discharge, and
smptied.—W. II. C.

Distilling; Apparatus for . (.). Perrier.

Fr. Fat. 340,700, Feb. 25. 1904.

Improved analysers and temperature and pressure regu-

lators are applied to continuous or discontinuous distillation

iolumns.—W. H. C.

Mujftes. The Morgan Crucible Co., Ltd. Fr. Pat. 341,045,

March 8, 1904.

see U.S. Pat. 765,728 of 1904; preceding these.—T. F. B.

Separating Apparatus ; Centrifugal . E. Seger.

Fr, Pat. 341,083, March 9, 1904.

See Eng. Pat. 458 of 1904 ; this J., 1904, 363.—T. F. B.

II.-FUEL. GAS. AND LIGHT.

Sulphur : Forms in which occurs in Coal, their

Calorific Values ant their Effects upon the Accuracy

of the Heating Powers, calculated by Dutony's Formula.
E. E, Somermeier. J. Amer. Chem. Soc, 1904, 26, "64

—

780. (See this J., 1904, 601.)

Continuing his experiments, the author finds that when the

sulphur is present in the form of ferrous sulphate, the

results given by Dulong's formula will be 10 cals. too low
for each 1 per cent, present in that form. In the case of

sulphur as pyrites, the results based on uncorrected ultimate

analyses are about 9 6 cals. too high for each 1 per cent.

of sulphur in that form, whilst if corrections be made for

the amount of oxygen in the ash, the calculated results

will be 6 - 6 cals. too low. When the sulphur is present in

organic combination, the results given by the formula are

probably 4' 5 cals. too low for each 1 per cent, of such
sulphur. From the average results obtained with five

samples of coal, the general conclusion arrived at is that

very satisfactory results for total sulphur are given by
Dulong's formula (unmodified) applied to the figures of

an uncorrected ultimate analysis. The formula gives lower
results than those obtained by the use of Mahler's calori-

meter, especially in the case of samples highest in moisture
and oxygen, e.g., Waterloo coal. By substituting Berthelot's

value for amorphous carbon (8140) the formula gave

results in close agreement with the calorimetric determi-
nations, except in the case of the Waterloo coal, the average
results with which were still 1 per cent, too low. The
values obtained with this modified formula applied to

certain samples of Ohio coals, agreed closely with values
actually determined.—C. A. M.

English Patents.

Fuel [Briquettes]
; Artificial . C. Cory, Swansea.

Eng. Pat. 14,014, June 23, 1903.

Briquettes of the kind described in Eng. Pat. 4830 of
1901 (this J., 1902, 459) are rendered more waterproof
by adding a small quantity (about 4 per cent.) of pitch

or other similar hydrocarbon to the mixture of pulverised

fuel and agglutinant material, before forming it into

briquettes.—H. B.

Solidifying Petroleum and other Mineral Oils for their

Application as Fuel and for Lighting Purposes; Pro-

cess for . V. J. Kuess. Eng. Pat. 7481, March 29,

1904. III., page 817.

Peat [Briquettes} ; Treatment of . A. McLean,
London, and W. Patcrsou, Dumfries. Kng. Pat. 12,231,

May 30, 1904.

Unslaked lime, in amount about 5 per cent, of the quantity

of peat treated, i- sifted over the latter, and the mass
thoroughly mixed. After drying on a " health," the mass
is formed into briquettes under a pressure of about 2 tons

per square inch.— L. F. G.

Sewage [Sludge] ; Treatment of [Fuel Briquettes'].

A. McLean and W. Paterson. Eng. Pat. 12,232, May 3o,

1904. XVIII. P>., page 833.

Furtiaces for Burning Liquid Hydrocarbons. W. P.

Thompson. From W. N. Best, Los Angeles, Cat.,

U.S.A. Bug. Pat. 23,659, Oct. 31, 1903.

The furnace is built of specially constructed fire-bricks,

and comprises a fire-box open below, and situated above
an air chest from which air is supplied to the furnace at

suitable points, an arch of fire-brick slanting upwards and
furnished with a refractory shield against which the

atomised fuel is blown, a passage in the arch to pre-heat

the air supplied to the furnace and prevent burning of the

arch material, and means for controlling the air supply.
— L. F. G.

Furnaces and Fire Boxes for burning Liquid Hydro-
carbons. W. P. Thompsou. From W. N. Best, Los
Angeles, Cal., U.S.A. Eng. Pat. 23,660, Oct. 31, 1903.

The invention relates to an improved form of burner having

an oil outlet, and a steam or air nozzle arranged behind in

such a way as to discharge across the oil outlet. The nozzle

is reduced in area at the middle, and "flares " outwardly at

the sides, so that the oil is carried by the steam or air in a
fan-sbaped blaze that completely fills the furnace. A plate

is arranged over the outlet to regulate the supply of fuel.

—L. F. G.

Vaporising and Burning Oils ; Apparatus for .

F. Dumontier, C. Cbartier {nee Paysant), L. H. Xiniu,

and M. Veuitien (nee Leroy), Paris. Eng. Pat. 8596,

April 14, 1904.

The apparatus, designed for use with heavy oils, and of

which two forms are described, consists of one or more
vertical vaporising chambers heated by the flame of the

burner itself ; a collecting chamber at the top, leading the

vapours to the burner -. and receBses formed in the vaporising

chambers for collecting any deposits which may be pro-

duced ; all portions of the apparatus being so arranged as

to be easily taken to pieces for purposes of cleaning.—H. B.

Oxy-hydrogen Combustion Apparatus. The International

Oxy-generator Syndicate, Ltd., and A. Bosenberg,

London. Eng. Pat. 14,663, July 1, 1903.

A heavy hydrocarbon is forced from a reservoir through

a tube containing a wick, or through capillary tubes, into a

volatilising chamber packed with asbestos or wire gauze, and

heated by a burner. The vapour passes into a mixing
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uibcr, provided with suitable baffle plates, where it is

mixed with oxygen under pressure, and then issues to the

her jet. A by-pass from the oxygen >uppl_v-pipe leads

to the reservoir, supplying the pressure requisite tor forcing

out the hydrocarbon, the rate of supply being thei

always proportional to the pressure of the oxygen, and to

the consumption. The pressure in the reservoir may be

augmented bj beating.—L. 1 . B.

Siemens Regenerative Furnaces: Impts. in . A.

Kurzwernhart, Zuckinantel, Austria. Eag. Pat. 8311,
April 1 1, 1904.

The combustible ga> remaining iu the regenerative chamber
>t' the Siemens furnace is forced, before the reversal of the

iir current, into the furnace by means of waste
- drawn, for example, from the flue of the furnace

• ie valves are provided for simultaneously
shutting off the supply of producer gas, and admitting the

- which is to drive the former into the

furnace. The w - may be drawn from the line ami

driven through the regenerative chamber by means of a

fan, steam injector, or the like. Alternatively, the waste
u'ases maybe driven through the chamber by means of a

•urrei.t of air introduced at a suitable point behind them
;

in this case the air is introduced into a branch of the furnace
flue, which is normally tilled with was', gases, the branch
being placed in communication with t

,
ply pipe at

ie of reversal.—H. B.

Producers \for Moislor Bituminous Fuels'].

A. Cerasoli, Loudon." Eng. Pat. 20,678, Sept. 25,

Tnt: upper renion of the producer is divided into three

compartments by two partitions depending from the t'

different depths. Two of the compartments have feeding
i, the gas-outlet pipe being arranged on

the top of the third. An inclined grate, to which the blast

•
' air, or air and steam, is supplied, is placed at the foot of

the producer at the ride opposite to that of the gas-outlet

compartment; hence the main volume of gas produced in

the zone of combustion is led off directly by this compart-
ment. By means of a steam injector directed through
an opening in the upper part of the partition between the

i two compartments, part of the hot gas from the

omhtistion zone is drawn up through th-' one column of
raw fuel and driven down through the other; hence the

moisture or tarry matter contained in the luel (peat, soft

L.l.'c. I is ! driven through the incan-
• nt zone before reaching the ontlet.—H. B.

ng Metal into Glass or other Vitreous Material
Wire, for Incandescent Lam} Methods of .

E. A. ' From The General Electric Co.,

of Schenectady, >,'ew } rk, fJ.S.A. 1 iil'. Pat.

Aug. 24,

The metal is surrounded with a glass envelope, and heated
•rieallv, and any gases driven off by the hi

removed from the envelope by a pump. While still hot, the
- is fused round the metal.—YV. ('. II.

Incandescent Mantles [Wood Cellulose]. Evered and
Ltd., Smethwick. From C. Weibli o, , Ger-
many. Eng. Pat. 22,451, ( let. 17, ISi

" Wooo cellulose, prepared in the ordinary way, is made
suitable f. ; or knitting by drawing the threads or
uiami in- ol the same through preferably a fatty, Eaponac
watery liquid, such as soapy pulp contaii ing fal and water."
1'hc pn

|
ired • woven into mantle fabrics.

aa acid hath, washed with distilled water, and
then imp: • usual with suitable earths.

Fabrics of wood cellulose are stated to have a greater
absorbing power li f cotton.—H. 1!.

Urn - Patents.

Superheaterfor Gas Producers. A. li. Duff, Pittsburg.
Pat. 7'.4,i:t7. July .".,

;

The superheater comprises a cylindrical casing : upper and
p-corner tubes and t«o down-

comer ml. between the tube-plates ; adust-box
at the foot of each -•: of tubes; and an inlet and an outlet

on the casing to cause the air, or air and steam, required
for the producer to circulate round the tubes tl

sectional area of the tube- 1 eing much greater than that of
the gas-supply pipe from the producer, so as to redu
speed of the gas and permit the deposition of dust.—H. B.

Combustible Gas from Petroleum-Oil or other JIgdrocarlton

Fluids ; Apparatus for Producing . 0. A. Kuenjel,
Brooklyn, N.V. U.S. Pat. ?64,601, July 1-', 1904.

A i on ii v\u:tii, steam-chamber, and hydrocarbon-
chamber are so combined that the heated air and hydro-
carbon vapour arc passed through a mixing vessel, having

a perforated diaphragm, to the combustion-chamber.
— W. H. C.

Gas Washer. O. X. Guldlin, Fort Wavne, Ind.

U.S. Pat. ?63,049, July 5, 1904.

The gas ascends through small perforations in a horizontal

n to which the washing liquid is supplied from above.
Adjacent to the perforations are small projecting plates

which deflect the ascending streams of gas along the

direction of the plate and accelerate the flow of the liquid

on the plate.—T. F. B.

Smelting Compounds and Producing Carbides [1
ally]. W. S. llorrv, Assignoi

U.S. Pat 76.->,S3S, July 2G, 1904. XI. A., page t

Fuel, Artificial} Process for the Manufacture of .

J. J. Shedlock. Fr. Pat. 340,981, Man

The mixture of coal dust and tar, for example, is made in

a suitable closed vessel, from which the air is

superheated steam or gas Tl - current \.

the resinous matter and renders the material adhesive,

whilst any volatile bodies are carried into a condenser atf
recovered.—W. II. (

French Patents.

Coal Mine ; Artificial . R. J. P. Cottamin. Fr. Pat.

341,333, March 15, 1904.

Vegetable and mineral matters such as grasses, leaves,

chalk. &c, are treated in closed tanks or pits with

; to obtain, by the action of bacterid, artttii :

phosphates, sulphates, and ammonia.—W. 11. C.

Liquid Air; Manufacture of Water-Go
L'Air Liquide (Soc. An. p. l'Ktudc el II vploitatioi

'roc. G. Claude). Fourth Addition, of Feb. -

to Fr. Pat 296,211, Jan. 16, li

The apparatus and proe rtbed in F'r. Pat.

Jan. 1G, 1 iu the Additions thereto of Oct. 1900,

and of June 1902, for the manufacture of liquid

now cla led - ipplicable, including the expansion of Ihi

compre at low temp, ratine, to watei gas, to low-

grade gas, and the like. I i ig. Pats. 12,905 ol

1902; this J., 1901, 1018, and 1903.

1339.—E. S.

[Mineralised] Electrodes for Are Lamps. A. Blonde.

Third Addition, dated Feb. I. 1904, to Fr. Pat.

of Aug. is, 1902 (this J., 1903, 187).

Electrodes of the kind d< the main paten:

having an external coating of pure carbon, arc i

with a second sheath of cai . beforehand at i

very high temperature ; the inner layer ol . arbon. which ii

attached directly to the mineralised core, serving t

a good electrical contact between the core and tl

highly baked layer.-—11. B.

in.—DESTRUCTIVE DISTILLATION,

TAR PRODUCTS, PETROLEUM.
AND MINERAL WAXES.

ion and its Distillation Products ,- Optiml Erami
nation of . M. Rakusin. J. niss. phys.-chen

36, 554—559. Chem. Centr., 19 '1.2, -7".

The colourless and also the yellow distillation prodi

petroleum, from benzine (petroleum spirit) up to spindli
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oil, showed a dextrorotation of 0'2 —2 '3° (sacchariuietor

degrees). Of the oils examined, yellow spindle oil from
Baku showed the greatest rotation, Benzine and kerosene

from Grosny petroleum, yellow American spindle oil (" Yis-

colite "), and solutions of Baku petroleum iu benzine and
benzene also showed a dextrorotation.—A. S.

Methyl Alcohol; Determination of in Product.* of
Wood Distillation. M. J. Stritar and H. Zeidlcr.

XXIII., page 841.

English Patents.

Lubricants ; Manufacture of Solid and Fluid Mini rat

. P. J. Tabourin, Paris, J. Girard, Saone et Loire,

and L. Portevin, Paris. Eng, Pat. 24,801, Nov. 14, 1903.

I nder Internat. Conv., Nov. 15, 1902.

See l'r. Pat. 326,348 of 1902; this J., 1903, 791.—T. F. B.

Solidifying Petroleum and other Mineral Oils for their

Application as Fuel and for Lighting Purposes;
Process for . Y.J. Kuess, Tunis. Eng. Pat. 7481,
March 29, 1904. Under Internat. Conv., Nov. 6, 1903.

Tex kilos, of rosin, " or any other hydrocarbon of the
turpentine series," is dissolved in 100 litres of petroleum,
and 10 kilos, of melted animal fat is stirred in. A solution

of 3 kilos, of caustic soda in 3 litres of water is then stirred

in, and, after two hours, a litre of hydrochloric acid is

added. After about four hours a further 2 kilos, of caustic

soda, dissolved in 2 litres of water, is added, and the

mixture, after standing two or three days, is heated "on a
slow fire," under slight pressure, for about three hours, and
poured into moulds. The resulting solid blocks are suitable

for lightiug, heating, and other purposes. (Compare Fr.
Pat. 337,714, this J., 1904, 488.)—T. F. 1!.

United States Patents.

Desulphurising Oils or Distillates ; Process of .

0. P. Amend, New York. U.S. Pat. 71 1,099, July 5, 1904.

Oils or distillates are treated with alkali in excess of the
amount required to neutralise the acids present, and are then
agitated with copper sulphate, thus precipitating copper
sulphides. The product is now oxidised, e.g., by addition of
"ferrous hydrate " and injection of steam, to convert the
.copper compounds to sulphate, which is removed, and the
oil is allowed to settle.—T. F. B.

Combustible Gasfrom Petroleum-Oil or other Hydrocarbon
Fluids ; Apparatus for Producing . C. A. Kuenzel.
U.S. Pat 704,601, July 12, 1904. II, page 81G.

IV.-COLOURING MATTERS AND
DYESTUFFS.

Ethylbenzylaniline. G. Schultz, O. Ilohde, and E. Bosch.
Aunaleu, 1904, 334, 235—264.

JkNitbosoethtlbenzylaxiline was obtained by adding
hydrochloric acid and sodium nitrite to the alcoholic solution
•of efhylbenzykiniline. The product was extracted with
ether after liberation by addition of sodium carbonate. The
ethereal extract is green. A subsequent ethereal extract
was dark red, but no definite substance could be isolated
from it. The yield was about 70 per eeut. of the theoretical
amount and beuzaldehyde was always formed as a by-
product. p-Nitrosoethylbenzylaniline forms steel-blue plates
and is quite analogous iu its reactions to p-nitrosodimethyl-
aailine. Thus it condenses with 0-n:iphtliol to form an
oxazine dyestuff which is of a purer blue shade than its

analogue, Meldola's Blue. A hydrochloride of p-nitroso-
ethylbenzylaniline was prepared, but is decomposed by
water. On nitration of ethylbenzylaniline by adding nitro-
sulphuric acid to its solution in strong sulphuric acid in the
cold, the authors obtained mainly Mi-nitrobenzylethylaniline,
together with a little p-nitrobenzy]ethylaniline. This does
not agree with the results of Gnehni'acd Sehentz (J. pr.

Cheni., 1901, 63, 426), who state that they obtained p-nilro-
ethylbenzylaniline. The m - compound forms reddish-
brown prisms, and the /(-compound yellow rhombs. o-Nitro-
benzyletbylaniline was obtained synthetically from o-nitro-
bcnzylchloride and ethylaniline. All these ni'trobenzylethyl-
aniiines form white hydrochlorides, decomposed by water.
n-Xitro-ethylbenzylaniline was obtained as a reddish-brown
oil, which refused to crystallise, by the action of o-nitro-
bromobenzene on ethylbenzylaniline. It is more basic in

properties than o- nitrobenzylethylaniliue. The authors
also attempted to oxidise p-nitroso-ethylbenzyluniline to the
p-nitro compound. A large number of oxidisingagents were
employed, but a crystalline product could only be obtained
by oxidation with dilute nitric acid, and in this case a dinitro
product was obtained. The flame product was obtained by
the action of fuming nitric acid on ethylbenzylaniline dis-
solved in a little glacial acetic acid. It shows no basic pro-
perties. p-Xitro-ethylbenzylaniline was obtained by nitrat-

ing ethylbenzylaniline, dissolved in 30 times its weight x>f

glacial acetic acid, with the calculated amount of fuming
nitric acid. The product was isolated with some difficulty.

After reduction to the corresponding amino compound it

gives the Methylene Hlue reaction, which proves the p-posi-
: iin of the nitro group. It shows no basic properties. The
authors find that the method of preparing auiinobenzylethyl-
anilines by adding nitrobenzyl chlorides to aniline, and at

once reducing with iron and hydrochloric acid, described in

Ger. Pat. 56,908, does not lead to the required result,

atiiliue and toluidine being formed by decomposition of the
molecule. Other reducing agents led to the same result.

The amino compounds cannot be 1 obtained by reduction of
the formed nitro compounds for similar reasons. p-Amino-
ethylbenzylaniline was obtained from p-nitroso-ethylbeuzyl-
aniline by reduction with zinc dust and dilute sulphuric
acid. This base gives the Methylene Blue reaction. It is

oxidised by the air. It also yields well-defined benzoyl
and acetyl derivatives. After iliazotisation it couples with

iS-naphtliol to form an azo dyestuff which, after crystallisa-

tion, forms black crystals with a green lustre, which are red
1>\ transmitted light.—E. F.

Naphthoquinonesulphonic Acid; Applications of ,

P. Ehrlich and C. A. Herter. Z. phvsiol. Chem., 1904,

41, 379—392. Chem. Centr., 1904, 2, 112—114.

Witt's 1 . 2-naphthoquinone-4-suIphonic acid combines with
all aromatic mono- and diamines, the dyestuffs produced
being mostly orange when a monamine is used ; a dimethyl-
amino group in the para-position causes a change of colour

from orange to violet. The acid also forms dyestuffs with

so-called acid methylene compounds, resorciuol, phloroglu-

cinol, secondary amines
(
piperidine, diamylamine, methyl-

aniline), and also with bodies such as peptone, tyrosine, and
uric acid. The reaction with amines proceed- ace irding to

the equation

—

O

SO,Na

xn,i: XallSO, +

o
/\/\OH
I I I

Tbe condensation products are insoluble in water; by the

introduction of an acid (COOII, S03H) group, they become
soluble in alkali, and by the introduction of amino groups,

soluble in acids. Among the " acid methylene " compounds
from which dyestuffs were prepared were nitromethane,

nitrotoluene, acetylacetone, benzoylacetone, aeeto acetic

ester, benzoyl acetic ester, desoxybenzoin, cyanacetamide,

phenylpyrazolone and rhodanic acid.—A. S.

Dyestuffs ; New [Azo and other] -. L. Paul. Chem.-
Zeit., 1904, 28, 702— 704.

When amines are heated at about 220' ('. with glycerin

which has previously been freed from water by heating at

230°—240° C, compounds are formed belonging to three

classes :—(1) L-bases, soluble in hydrochloric acid and
diazotisable; {-> S-bases, soluble in hydrochloric acid and
not diazotisable; and (3) Kx-compounds, apparently feeble
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dyestnffs, which are neither soluble in hydrochloric acid nor
diazotisable. The L-base i \ L-base, prepared from auiline)
of the probable formula

—

yCH,—CH—C,H.,NH,
C«H4

/
|

Vvii— t ii.

forms a greyish powder. On being diazotised and combined
with sah-K, it yields a PoDceau which dyes wool similirlv
to the ordinary uzo-1'onceaux ; with resorcinol, it gives a

yellow azo compound. This base is also formed from
pbenylbydrazine hydrochloride and glycerin. The I.-base
from benzidine (Bl-i-base) dissolves readily in etln r and
50 per cent, alcohol. Treated with nitrous aeid.it gives a
tetrazo compound which combines with phenols, &c, the
Compounds formed being more soluble and yellower in

shade than the corresponding benzidine compounds. Roe-
were similarly obtained from sulphanilic acid, a-naphthv].
amine, p-aminoacetanilidc, p-nitraoiline and other amines.
The products obtained by the L reaction from p-r.itraniliue,

a-naphthylamine, dimetnylanilnc, m- and zt-pheuvlene-
diamine, and other bases are for the most part more
soluble than the bases from which they are derived. It

would thus appear possible that the reaction may be of
general utility in obtaining derivatives of i.Teater soln-

bility from sparingly soluble amines. In the case of m-
pbenylenediamine, the glycerin appears to take no part
in the reaction, but to act solely as a solvent. i In

heating proportions of glycerin (30 c.c ) and of the hydro-
chloride salt (3 6 grms.) similar to those found most
suitable for the preparation of the AI»- and 111. -bases, do
diazotisable base is obtained. With a much larger pro-
portion of the salt (25 grms. and 50 c.c. of glycerin) a

different reaction takes place. Hydrochloric acid and
ammonia are evolved and a diazotisable base is formed
which dissolves readily in acetic acid, and from this solu-
tion dyes cotton mordanted with tannic acid in brown
shades, which are very fast to light. On sulphonation, the
base yields two sulphonic acids. When resorcinol (25grm.)
is heated with a small proportion of ziDc chloride (5 grms |,

two dyestuffs are obtained. That which is chiefly pro-
duced (yield—Go per cent.), when precipitated from its

alkaline solution by Bodinm bisulphate, dyes silk a salmon-
pink colour. It yields two sulphonic acids, which differ

greatly in solubility, the more soluble dyeing wool in

orange-red shades. With a larger proportion of zine

chloride (25 grms.) the dyestuff which with less of thi-

reagent is formed in smaller amount (yield, U per cent.),

is chiefly produced. It dyes wool and silk in yellowish-
brown colours and has greater dyeing power than the other
dyt stuff. The bromo derivatives of both compounds are
bluish-red dyestuffs; their sulphonic acids dye wool in

bright scarlet shades. A mixed dyestuff is obtained by
adding m-phenylenediamine hydrochloride (7 grms.1 to

resorcinol (14 grms) heated to a little below its boiling

point. It dissolves in alkalis, and from a bath prepared by
precipitating it in a line state of division by the addition of
an acid salt to its alkaline sedation, it dyes wool and cotton
in orange shades. It fields two sulphonic acids. Dimethyl-
m-phenylenediamine hydrochloride gives with resorcinol a
dyestuff of bluish shade soluble with difficulty.—E. B.

Galloflaviu and Reiqflavin. J. Herzig and R. Tseltcrne.

Monatsh. F. them.. 1904, 25, 603—610.

(
. \i i.oi i.avin was first prepared by Holm, and I'.ohn and

i iraehe, alter investigating it, proposed C13H6
( >,, as its most

probable formula. The authors have re-examined the pure
compound and its acetyl and mtthyl derivatives, and End
that the analytical results correspond best with the formula
CurJ8Ol0

or Cj(HsOt(OH)j. The methyl derivative was
prepared by treating galloflaviu with excess of diazomethane
in ethereal suspension. An interesting point is that whilst

ylgalloflavin (m. pt. 282e—234 C.) can be obtained in

almost white crystals, the crystals of metbylgalloflavin
(m. pt. 235°—283 C.) have a distinct yellow tinge. Keso
Bavin, obtained by the oxidation ol s dihydroxybenzoic

h is similar | ropertii - to galloflaviu. It- acetj 1 deriva-

tive (m. pt. 274 —-7 7 C.) is white, and its methyl derivative

(m. pt. 282°—283 C.) distinctly yellow. The high melting
points of the acetyl and methyl derivatives of the two com

pounds point to high molecular weights, and the authon
ci >n«idcr it not improbable that the molecule of galloflavia
is larger than ( 1( IU '„, ; the analytical figures would answer
just as well for u multiple of CjHjOj.—A. S.

Gallobromim ,a VyettuffDerived from Dibromogallic Acid
P. Sisley. Kev. Gen. Mat. Col., 1904, 8, 225—227

D1BBOHOOIXI.IC acid (50 parts) is dissolved in alcohol

(300 parts), formaldehyde (30 parts of 4u per cent, aqueous
Solution) add.d, and sulphuric acid (300 parts of 98 pet

cent, strength) gradually run in, the solution being
constantly agitated. After the mass has been left at rest

for 12 hours, it is poured into water, the precipitate being

collected, washed, and dried. The yield amounts to about
50 per cent, of the dibromogallic acid taken. The
crude dyestuff obtained was purified by dissolving it in a
solution of sodium carbonate. After purification it was
finally obtained in the form of a dark brown powder. It

is almost insoluble in water, soluble witl a reddish-pnrA
colour in alcohol, acetic acid, &c, with a bluish pnrpU-

colour in dilute alkali solutions. It dyes metallic oxide

mordants in shades closely restmbling those of the corres-

ponding logwood combinations. The dyeings arc t.i-ter

to soap ng than those of logwood, but not fast to light.

Gallobromice can also be prepared by brominatiii'! tri-

hydro.xvfluorone dicarboxylic acid (see Mohlau, this J.,

1S9S, 571 ). and its formula must therefore be

—

OBr.C(COOH): C . (11 :C.C(COOH) : CBr

C(OH).C(OH) : C - O - C - C(OH) -C :

The reddish dyestuff which is formed along with "gallo-

bromine'' from dibromogallic acid, is probably dibroinutri-

hydroxyfluorone.—E. 15.

Purpuric Acid and Murexide ; Constitution of .

R. Mohlau. lltr. 1904, 37, 2686—269).

From the results of his investigations, on similar lines to

those of Piioty and Finckb (this .;.. 1904, fi.iC). and from

theoretical considerations, the author concludes that the

formula of murexide is probably

—

-NH.COv .CO. MI.
CO< >C:N.CC )CO

VviI.t'O'
I

N l'O.XH /
Ml,

or

—

NO .CO / CO- MI \CO{" '^CiN.t
N MI.CO / X!(ONH,).NrK

the first bting a pseudo form of the other, lie therefore

comes to the same essential conclusions as l'iloty aci

Finekh (Inc. cit.) and as Slimmer and Stiegluz (thii

J., 1904, b jtj). He considers an alternative formula

—

CO
Ml. CO

MI.CV'MI.)

x CO. Nil
>C:N.c< ;co/_ C-MI '

proposed by Piioty to be unlikely in view of the instability

of murexide.— E. i".

English Patents.

Tetrasophenol Sulphonic Acid; Manufacture of a

O. linrin . From l'arb. vorm. Meister, Lucius uni

Pruning. Hoecbst - on - Maine, (icrmany. Eng. I'

18,283, Aug. 24, 1903.

If the disulphonic acid obtained by sulphonatiug m-phenyl

enediamine is diazotised in the usual manner, a mixtureo
a diazo-compound and of a \'esuviue dyestufl is i

If the dyestuff formation is avoided as much as p

which can be done by usinj; considerably more than th

theoretical quantity of nitrite, and ensuring the conl

presence of at least one molecule of nitrous acid in 1

a gocd _\irld of tetrazophenolsulphonie acid is ol

one sulphonic acid group bting replaced by a bydrox)

group. The operation is earned out by runnn
of diamino-aeid and nitrite into mineral acid, a

by rapidly mixing the mineral ac.d with the solui

diamino-acid and nitrite, or by rapidly mixing
solution with that of the diamino-acid and miners
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ms a solution of 1 mol. of the sodium salt of the diamino-

mlphonic acid and 2-4 mols. of nitrite may be run at the

diuarv temperature below the surface of excess of dilute

drochloric acid. The tetrazopheuolsulpbonic acid separates

rtly as yellow crystals.—E. P.

ilohurised Dyestuffs [Sulphide Dyestuffs' : Manufac-
ture of Clear Yellow, Orange Yellow to Yellow Orange

. ( ). Imray. From Farh. vonn. Meister, Lucius

and Bruiting, IIochst-on-Maiue, Germany. Eng. Pat.

81,945, Oct. 12, 1903.

re dvestuffs are obtained by heating to a high temperature

toluylenediamine, or the products obtained by the action

carbon bisulphide on mtoluylenediamine, or the products

rained by heating the last-mentioned products, with sul-

tir and an aromatic base, such as benzidine, or with

Iphur and formanilide. To make the products technically

eful, they are theu heated with sodium sulphide and dried

vacuo Thus, for instance, equal molecules of m-toluylene-

unine and formanilide are introduced into 28 atomic pro-

rtions of molten sulphur, preferably at about 110°—130° C.

le temperature is gradually raised to 21ir—220° C. The
estuff changes from yellow to orange yellow. When
Id, the melt i< pulverised and introduced at about S0° ('.

10 2' times its weight of sodi'jm sulphide, heated to

WC, and dried.—E. F.

louring Matters [Sulphide Dyestuffs~\ ; Production of
. Read Holhday and Sons. Ltd., J. Turner, H.

l>ean, and J. Turner, Huddersrield. Eng. Pat. 18,924,

Sept. 2, 1903.

IE yellow nitro dyestuff prepared, according to Eng. Pat.

,078 o: 1902 (see this J., 1903, 1081) by nitrating

litrodiphenylaminesulphonic: acid, is heated alone, or

th an equal weight of m-diuitro-/>-hydroxvdiphenylamine,

th sulphur and >odium sulphide. The resulting dye-

lffs dye vegetable fibres greenish-black or black from a

th containing sodium sulphide T. F. B.

alogenised Xiiro Compounds. H. H. Lake. From K.
Oehler, Offenbach-on-Maine, Germany. Eng, Pat. 10,678,

May 9, 1904.

2.4-lKhloronitrobeuzene is obtained by the action of

ilotine on molten p-ehlorouitrobenzene in presence of a

itable carrier such as anhydrous ferric chlcride, iron,

itimony pentachloride, iodine or phosphorus pentachloride.

3e mo-t advantageous temperature for the reaction is

15° C. When phosphorus pentachloride is used it is

[vanlageous to raise the temperature to 150" C. When
e mass has increased in weight by the theoretical amount,
is poured into water and washed with water at 50 I .

he product is thus obtained in theoretical quantity and
rlicieutly pure for technical use. It can be distilled

thout decomposition at 750 mm. pressure and 256—260° C.
--E. F.

United States Patents.

dphur Dye [Sulphide Dyestuff] ; Black , and
Process of Making same. K. Lauch, Uerdingen, Ger-
many. U.S. Pat. 764,733, July 12, 1904.

Boixtion of p-aminodinitrodiphenyiamine in certain

lvents is heated with sulphur and an alkali sulphide to

out ISO" C. The product is black, rather hygroscopic,
d soluble in cold sodium sulphide solution with greenish

lour, becoming blue with further sodium sulphide. This
lution becomes bluish-black on oxidation in the air and
.•Ids a black precipitate with mineral or acetic acid. The
estuff yields on unmordanted cotton from an alkali

phide bath deep black shades without further oxidation,

narkably fast and improved by further treatment with
tallic salts such as bichromates and copper sulphate,

iracterised by fastness to acid, alkali and light.—E. F.

Iphur Dye [Sulphide Dyestuff] ; Direct Cotton ,

md Process for Making same. 11. Lauch, Uerdingen,
iermany. U.S. Pat. 764,734, July 12, 1904.

Vminodinitrodipheiiylamine is boiled with sulphur and
phides in presence of certain diluting agents. The
'duct is a violet-black powder, dissolving in sodium

sulphide solution to a violet liquid, and dyeing unmordanted
cotton directly from a sodium sulphide bath. The dyeings
are improved by further treatment with metallic salts.

-E. F.

Sulphur Dyes ; Process ofMaking Stable . R. Lauch,
Lerdingen, Germany. U.S. Pat. 764,735, July 12,

1904.

The dyestuffs obtained by the action of sulphur and alkali

sulphide on p -aminodinitrodiphenylamine are rendered
stable by exposing them in a powdered state to the action

of air.—E. F.

Azo-Colour [Azo-Dyestuffs~\ j Rid . P. Julius and
C. Winter, A-signors to Badische Anilin und Soda
Fabrik, Ludwigshafenon-Rhiue, (iermany. U.S. Pat.

765,079, July 12, 1904.

o-Chloro-p-toluidine is diazotised and coupled with 2-

naphthol-3.6-disulphonic acid. The sodium salt of the"

dyestuff is brilliantly red and soluble with difficulty in cold,

hut easily in hot water. The barium lake of the dyestu

is brilliant red in colour and practically insoluble in water.

—E. F.

Azo-Colour [Azo- Dyestuff] -, Yellow-Bed . P.Julius

aud F. Osthelder, Assignors to Badische Anilin und

Soda Fabrik, Ludwigshafenon-Rhiue, Germany. U.S.

Pat. 765,080, July 12, 1904.

o-Chloro-p-toluidine is diazotised and coupled with &
naphthol. The product is a yellowish-red dyestuff yielding

a yellowish-red lake when mixed with a substratum.
— E. F.

Cyanmethylanthranilic Acid; Omega . O. J. Graul,

Assignor to the Badische Anilin und Soda Fabrik,

Ludwigshafen-onRhine, Germany. U.S. Pat. 765,576,

July 19, 1904.

See Eng. Pat. 14,676 of 1903 ; this J., 1904, 604.—E. B.

Azo Dyestuff, and Process of Making same. P. Julius

and S. Haeckl, Assignors to Badische Anilin und Soda

Fabrik, Ludwigshafen - on -Rhine. U.S. Pat. 765,581,

July 19, 1904.

See Eng. Pat. 16,995 of 1903 j this J., 1904, 712.—T. F. B.

Indiyo; Process of Purifying . P. E. Oberreit,

Assignor to Badische Anilin und Soda Fabrik, Ludwigs-

hafen-on-Rhine. U.S. Pat. 765,590, July 19, 1904.

See Eng. Pat. 7395 of 1903 ; this J., 1904, 24S.—T. F. B.

Anthrarufin ; Process of Making [Anthracene Dye-

stuffs]. R. E. Schmidt, Elberfeld, aud P. Tust, Voh-

wiukel, Assignors to Farbenfabr. of Elberfeld Co.. New
York. UJS. Pat. 765,201, July 19, 1904.

See Fr. Pat. 336,867 of 1903; this J., 1904, 438.—T. F. B.

Chrysazin ; Process of Making [Anthracene Dye-

stuffs]. R. E. Schmidt, Elberfeld, and P. Tust, Voh-

wiiikel, Assignors to Farbenfabr. of Elberfeld Co., Xew
York. U.S. Pat. 765,637, July 19, 1904.

See Fr. Pat. 336,867 of 1903 ; this J., 1904, 438.—T. !'. B.

French Patents.

Indigo Dyestuffs ; Process Jor Producing from Leuco-

Compounds, obtained from Phenylglycin ami its De-
rivatives by means of Alkali Amides. Cie. Paris. Coul.

d'Aniline. Fr. Pat. 338,824, May 26. 1903.

See Eng. Pat. 11,630 of 1903 ; this J., 1905, 436.—T. F. B.

[Indigo Dyestuffs] Indoxyl, and its Homologues and their

Derivatives ; Production of . Fabr. B.iloise de

Prods. Chim. Fr. Pat. 340,695, Feb. 24, 19U4.

See U.S. Pat. 761,440 of 1904 ; this J., 1904, 712.—E. F.

Acetyldiaminophenolcaibonic Acid ami Azo - Dyestuffs
derived therefrom ; Preparation of . Soc. L.

Cassella et Cie. Fr. Pat. 338,844, June 5, 1903.

P-Aminosalicvlic acid is acetylated in the usual manner,

nitrated in strong sulphuric acid solution at 5
=—10 C.
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with strut)}.' nitric acid, and the nitro-acctylaminophenol-

carbonic acid 50 obtained is reduced, preferably with iron

arid acetic acid. ,
The l-hydroxy-2-auiino- 1-accty lamino-

benzene-6-carboxvlic acid so obtained is isolated in the

usual niuin- r. It is Boluble with difficulty iu water, the

Baits being easily soluble. With nitron- acid it forms

a golden-yellow diazo compound, very insoluble in water,

and eombining with naphthoic, dibydroxynaphthalenes,

aminonsphthols, and their aulphonic aeidB to form mordant

azo dyestuffs which are much bluer in shade, more en

and taster to light than those derived from l-hydroxy-

6-&minobenzeue-2-carboxylic acid. Thus, with 0-naphtfcol,

'

is obtained dyeing wool from an acid-bath _in

Bordeaux red shades turning to violet when treated with

bichromate. With aminonaphtholsolphonic acid 11 a pro-

duct is obtained dyeing unmordanted wool in violet shades,

which become bright blue on treatment with bichromate.

— E. i'.

Acid Cyanides [a Cyanomelhylaniline Derivativ:

Production of . Badische Anilin and 5oda Fabrik.

p, 31S, Dec.5, 1908. Under Internat. Conv.,

I >ct. 24, L903.

Scbiff's bases, produced by condensing an aromatic amine

with an aldehyde, are converted into the corresponding

nitrilee of the general formula B.NH.CH-CR') 1
N

'

.

.°"

treatment with hydrocyanic acid. a-Cyanometbylaniline

is produced by stirring 110 grins, of anhydroformaldel

aniline into a solution of "0 kilos, of potassium cyanide in

200 litres of water and '.SOU kilos, of ice, to which Ihe

theoretical quantity of acid Las been added
;
the mi

is heated at 10< two hours in an autoclave, ami

the product fib. (Sec also Eng. Pat. 14,67G of

1903: this J., 1U0I, fill!.)—T. P. IS.

Orthohydroxy'Azo Dyestuffs susceptible to Chroming on

th( Fibri ; Production of . Badische Anilin un.l

soda Fabrik. IV. Pat. 338,819, Dec. 17, 1903.

Internat. Conv., Nov. 27, 1903.

a-XAi'HTHYi.AMiM: di- or tri-sulphonic acids, which have

one sulphonic group in the o-position to the amino group,

are diazotised, and the diazo compounds allowed to stand in

neutral solution, or with dilate acid, or with alkali acetates

or carbonate- ; the bydroxydiazonium compounds thus

produced, when coupled with 0-naphthoI, give dyestuffs

which dye wool violet-Ted to red-brown shades, i verted

to deep blue or hlui-h-blaek on chroming.—T. F. B.

Dyestuffs of the Anthracene Series [Indanthrene Dyi .

stuffs] ; Production ><f
Ore,/ . Badische Anilin

und Soda Fabrik. Fr. Pat. 341,120, Jan.

1.5-, 1. 8-, 1.3-, 2.6-, or 2 . 7-Diamino-anthraquinone is

fused with potassium hydroxide at 180°—200 ( '. The

sulphonic acids of these diamines may also be us

melt is boiled with water, and the insoluble

I by liltration. The products form reddish-gri

olive-grej pastes, and, when dry. black powders, almost

insoluble in ordinary solvents. Their properties resemble

those ol ludanthrene and Flavanthrene. The
table fibres from a reduction vat containing alkali

hydroxide in bluish-grey to reddish-grey shades, and can

also be used fur printing. The dye-liquor is brown iu

colour. The dyeings are remarkably stable. The dyestuffs

from the 1.5- and 1.8-diamim fish, those from

the 1.3-, 2.6 .and 2. /-diamines give greenish shades.

— E. F.

Anthraquinom Derivatives [Anthracene Dyestuffs , Vei

Process fur the Production of .
v - Vnori. Prod.

• Cie. Fr. i'at. 840,517, l'en. 17.

1.4- Amim>IIY1>kciXYASTI1I:ai>L-ISi>NK, 1 .1 - alky lalninoby-

drozyanthraquioones, and sulphonic acids of these com-

pounds are obtained by heating a-aminoanthraquinone,

o-alkylai none, and their sulphonic acids with

faming, 100 p. i c nt. or ordinary concentrated sol]

id, with or without addition of boric acid. Tl

title I auction of, or arc themsi

stuffs of technical value. The product obtained from

a-methylaminoanthraquinone with 20 per cent, i

sulphuric 'acid and boric acid at 150°—160' C, which is

probably 1 - methylamino - 4 - hydroxyantbraquiuone-2

sulphouu- acid, dye- unmordanted wool in violet and cbroni.

mordanted wool in bluesbades. l-iIethylamino-4 bydroz;

anthraquinone-S-sulphonic acid, from 1-metbylaminoanthn

quiuone-.j-sulphonic acid, has similar dyeing properties.

—E. F.

V.-PREPARING, BLEACHING, DYEING.

PRINTING, AND FINISHING TEXTILES,

YARNS, AND FIBRES.

Dyeing [Mordanting'] Process. VI. Theories of ti

Mordanting Process. P. Heermann. Kiirber-Zei

1901,15, 165—170, 183—188, 197—200,214—219.

FlVB theories which have been suggested to explain tl

mordanting process are discussed witti re-pert to the k
lowing practical matter- of experience: (1) the nature

the fibre has a great influence on the result ; (2) tl

mordant cannot be rubbed off the fibre, or boiled out of i

;ie duration of treatment and the temperature, once

trati in, and basicity of the mordant bath have \

influence on the ultimate result (see this J., 1903,

623, and 1904, J7 and 439) ; (.4) the efficiencj of a morda

i- not proportional to its ionisatiou ti mpeiature

ordant bath rises during the proc chemical

indifferent compounds (.fibre and mordant) tike j;ir(

the process; 7) the fibre is not altered struct

ically by the process, and can I I in

original form by dissolving out the mordant base

city of the mordant (see this J., 1904, 439

constant during the process; (9) the mordant ba

fibre) is capable of further combination and r< action ; (1

the ratio between the weights of mordant and fibre intlueu

the result of the operation. The " impregnation
"

contradicted by facts (1), (2), (3), (I). (5), and

is quite untenable : the " solution " theory does I

with facts (3) and (8) and possibly (6) and
" organo-metallic " theory (assuming tb on of co

pounds of the fibre and the mordant base) is not cunipati 1

with facts (3), (6), (7), (8), and (9 ; the ".

theory (assuming that the fibre acts

decomposing the mordant, and precipitating a ba-

the fibre) and the •' ionic " theory (that

a fibre for a mordant depends on the ionisation of i

mordant, and on the difference between the elect!

atlinities of the mordant ion and of the fibre) an 1

proposeil b\ the author as agreeing with all the

: the latter is preferred, as, although the foi

not appear to have any flaw, the explanation of tl

facts seem in some c ises less simple than in the c ..-

"ionic " theory.— T. !'. B.

English Patents.

Dyeing; Apparatus for and ;

'

L. Mascelli, Milan. Eng. Pat. 20,47fi, Sept. 23,19*

5,949 of 1903; this,)., 1904,320.-

Ducintj Hanks of Yam; Apparatus for .

Magdeburg, (iermanv. Kng. Pat. 9311. April 22,

A in, mi - a holder for transversely fixed n

upon which hanks of yarn are loosely placed i- so e

strutted as to h- vc yed into and ou

a dye-tank, and is so mounted that, when raised out 01

tank, it may be rotated around ;. horizontal axis ll

angle of IS'' . Those parts of tbe ban!-.- w]

top during one immersion in the dy. ns brou

to the bottom for the next immersion,— E. B.

Duetto Statks 1'atim-.

Merest Yarns'] ; Apparatus for -. J. K. Pain

Middleton, Conn. U.S. Put. July 19, iM
Tin: apparatus claimed is I the purpose

tching yarns, when these are being mercerised iu

form of hanks, on the inside as we'd a- on the

the hanks, it com| ' stretching Iran

the hanks on the inside, one ol

nary, the other in m i:ings,
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ith of which are laterally adjustable to facilitate the
sertion and removal of the hanks, and (3) one or more
terally adjustable intermediate reels, engaging the hanks
i the outside.—E. li.

Printing Yarns • Apparatus far . W. Shaw,
Brooklyn, N.Y. U.S. Pat. 705,320, July 19, 1904.

SB Eug. Pat. 12,483 of 1898; this J., 189S, 8 IB.—E. B.

French Patents.

'iscosc ; Automatic Machine for Fixing Filaments of
. Soc. Franc., de la Viscose. Fr. Pat. 340,812,

Feb. 27, 1904.

he skeins of viscose threads are supported on a pair of

Hers, mounted in a vertical plane, in a vat. An acid

Tinkler is supported over the upper roller, which is fixed in

>sitiou. The lower roller can be raised or lowered by
cans of a pump, to permit the skeins heing put in position
• removed. Each of the rollers can be rotated by belts

om the same shaft, which is fitted with an arrangement of
iras, whereby each roller may be caused to perform a

>rtion of a revolution alternately, thus constantly altering

.e position of the skeins on the rollers and ensuring regular
fixation."—T. F. B.

H/eing and Bleaching of Textile Materials; Apparatus
for . F. Seharmann. Fr. Pat. 340,730, Feb. 25,
1901.

he machine consists of a closed vertical, cylindrical i essi I

which are placed two concentric, perforated cylinders,

•tween which is packed the material to be treated. The
|,ace contained by the inner perforated cylinder is con-
icted in a circulating pump, and by a suitable arrangement
partitions and valves the liquid is made to pass in various
recti" his through the material contained between the two
rforated cylinders.—A. B. S.

yeing ami Bleaching; Apparatus for . F. Sehar-
mann. Fr. Pat. 340,702, Feb. 26, loot.

the centre of the dye vessel a compartment is formed by
:ans of a number cf superimposed segments. A man
inds in this compartment and parks the material to he
lated, in the surrounding portion of the dye vessel, on a
rforated false bottom. As the depth of the material
sreases, extra sections are placed on the central compart-
mt until the vessel is full, when the material is covered
th a perforated cover. By means of a circulating pump
lich is connected with the central and outer parts of the
ssel, the dye or bleaching liquor is forced up through the
iterial, passes through the perforated top plate and over-
u's into the central compartment, and then back into the
mp. The liquids can be heated with steam-coils placed
der the false bottom of the outer vessel.—A. B. S.

iniing with Indigo by means of Hydrosulphites ,• Process
for . Cie. Paris. Coul. d'Aniline. Fr. Pat. 338,831,
May 30, 1903.

E Eng. Pat. 13,110 of 1903 ; this J.. 1904, 044.—T. F. 1'..

VI-COLOURING. WOOD, PAPER,

LEATHER. Etc.

United States Patent.

Dyeing Shins ; Apparatus for . P. Bruffaers, Sohaer-
beek, Belgium, Assignor to H. M. Peyser, Boston, I \s.A.
U.S. Pat. 765,375, July 19, 1904.

See Fr. Pat. 330,992 of 1903 ; this J., 1004, 440.—T. F. B.

Fkench Patent.

Pearly Effects an Paper, Card,.< c. : Process for Obtaining
— .' P. Dejey. Fr. Pat. 338,820, May 20, 1903.

I'k utL-UKK effects are produced on paper, See., by coating
it with a hot composition of lead acetate (80 parts), gelatin,

(5 parts) and glycerin (1 part), and allowing tbe acetate to

crystallise in a strong current of air, or in any other manner
which will produce wav\ line- or designs on the surface.

—T. E. B.

VIL-ACIDS, ALKALIS. AND SALTS.

Sulphur Trioxide; Catalytic Production of — . G.
Lunge and K. Reinhardt. Z. angew. Chem., 1904, 17,
1011—1051.

fin: authors have extended the work of Lunge and Pollitt

(this J., 1903, 79), using, however, an electric resistance

furnace to heat the tube containing the contact substance,

by which means accurate regulation of the temperature, and
thus determination of the influence of varying temperatures,

is made possible. Lunge and Pollitl's method of passing a

stream of mixed sulphur dioxide and air over the heated

contact substance, and determining the composition of the

mixture before and after contact, was retained ; lor though
it has disadvantages, yet it imitates the conditions of Ithe

process as carried out on the industrial scale. The tem-
perature was determined by a Le Chatelier thermo-electric

pyrometer, and was found to he very nearly constant for

the same strength of current. The results of the several

series of observations are as follow :— I. With pure ferric

oxide (Aguas Tefiidas burnt pyrites), catalytic action

begins, under favourable conditions, at about 400° C, and
reacnes its maximum at 6z5' ()., at which temperature

about 70 per cent, of the total sulphur dioxide is converted.

2. Drying the gases by phosphorus protoxide instead of by
ordinary concentrated sulphuric acid is practically without

influence on the action. :i. When the burnt pyrites was
impregnated with arsenic trioxide, the results in the most

favourable case were practically the same as those with

ferric oxide alone ; they agreed with Lunge and Pollitt's

results for ferric oxide containing arsenic, but were higher

than those experimenters obtained with ferric oxide alone.

4. Pure ferric arsenate prepared in the wet way gave the

same maximum conversion (70 per cent.) at the same
temperature (625 ) as ferric oxide, but ferric arsenite

Ferric Oxide
Ferric Arsenate
Arsenic Acid

""•^Copper Oxide
-t+->+Q.uarfz
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acted much less favourably (it is doubtful whether the

substance prepared and used as ferric arsenite is really a
definite compound). 5. I'are arsenic pentoxide also acts as

a strong catalyst, giving about 55 per cent, of eonversion as

a maximum at a temperature of 680" C G. The addition

to ferric oxide of small quantities ot'cuprie oxide oraulphate
is without influence, but larger quantities act prejudicially,

and the effect of cupric oxide alone is still less (48—50 per
cint. eonversion at 680°.—740° C). 7. Jena glass and
glazed or uoglazed porcelain are almost without action ;

their catalytic effect is just perceptible at 700 C. Silica, on
the other hand, whether as rock crystal or as amorphous
quartz, has a very perceptible action (about 10 per cent,

conversion at 700° C). The accompanying diagram, in

which the absciss;e are temperatures and the ordinates

percentages of conversion, summarises the results.

—J. T. D.

Chromates of Zinc and Cadmium. M . Groger. Monatsh.
f. Chem., 1904, 25, 520—536.

The author has examined the action of potassium, sodium,
and ammonium chromates on solutions of zinc and cadmium
salts, in a manner similar to that in which he previously

(Sitzungsber. d.k.k. Akad. d. Wiss., Wieu, 1903, 112, 116,

263) examined their action on copper salts. The results

of the investigation may he summarised as follows :—When
different alkal' chromates are allowed to act upon solutions

of the chlorides of copper, zinc, and cadmium, sodium
chromate precipitates a basic chromate of the heavy metal,

whilst potassium and ammonium chromates give precipi-

tates of double chromates. Except in the case of the

cadmium double chromates, the composition of the pre-

cipitate varies according to whether an excess of the sail

of the heavy metal or of alkali chromate be used.

The precipitates obtained with excess of the alkali chromate
generally have a composition varying with the concen-
tration of the reacting solutions ; they are probably not

definite compounds, but mixtures containing varying pro-

portions of the more stable double chromates produced
when excess of the salt of the heavy metal is used. An
exception occurs however in the case of zinc chloride and
ammonium chromate, the compound obtained with excess
of the chromate being more permanent than that preci-

pitated when excess of zinc chloride is present. The
double chromates are all decomposed by water, the final

products in the case of the zinc and copper compounds
being ZnCrOj.3Zn(OH)

2 and CuCr0 4
.2Uu(OH)

:
, respec-

tively. Some of the compounds produced were as

follows :—From zinc chloride (excess) and potassium
chromate, 4ZuO.K.,0.4CrO

:1
.3H.,0 ; zinc chloride and

sodium chromate, 4ZnO.CrO3.8HjO; zinc chloride and
ammonium chromate (excess) , 2ZnO . ( NH^O . 2Crl )3

. II.,t )

;

cadmium chloride and potassium chromate, 4CdO.KaO.
•It IrO . :;H.,< I ; cadmium chloride and ammonium chromate,
4('d(). (Nil, )._.(). 4Cr();..311..l) ; cupric chloride (excess)

and potassium chromate, 4('u( >. K
L
.< >.4CrO,.3IL,t ).—A. s.

Dissolced Substances} Alteration of the Concentration of
and Crystallisation of by Centrifugalising. li. 1'.

Van Calcar and ('. A. Lobry de Bruyn. liec. trav.

chini. l'avs-lias, 1904, 23, 218—223.' Chem. Centr.,

1904, 2, 5^

The experiments were made with solutions of potassium

thiocyanate, ferrocyanide and iodide, saccharose and Glau-

ber's salt. After centrifugalising, samples were taken at

(our different points from the periphery inwards. In all

cases, an enrichment of the peripheral portion in dissolved

substance wa8 observed. For example aO - 2-N potassium
iodide solution was centrifugalised for three hours in an
apparatus working at :!4o<i revolutions per minute. The
four samples then gave the following results:— (1) from
inner portion ...; (2) ol-X; (::; O'SS-N; (4) from
outer portion, 25-N. A crystallisation ol the dissolved

substance under the action of centrifugal force was observed
with a solution of Glauber's salt containing s-78 percent.

of sodium sulphate. After centrifugalising for five hours,

a large quantity of crystals of Na_,S< > , . 1 «
> 1 1 ._.< ) was filtered

off, whilst the residual solution contained only 5 '54 per cent-
of sodium sulphate.— A. S.

Ozone; Formation of at lliqh Temperatures. .1.

Clement. Ann. der Physik, 1904, 14, 334—353. Che
Centr., 1904,2, 79—80.

Ik oxygen be led rapidly over a Nernst's incandescent bo
at about 2,2oo ('., and then passed into potassium iodi

solution, iodine is separated so long as the apparat
contains nitrogen, the separation being effected by I

nitric oxide formed. No formation of ozone occurs, sir

if nitrogen lie not present in the apparatus no incline

separated. Also with an incandescent body cut into piq
so that it acted both as au incandescent and an are lam
and which had a temperature of about 3,000° C,
formation of ozone could he observed. ( l/one was
posed completely by passing through a hollow incandesce
body. In the author's opinion, earlier workers who clai

to have observed the formation of ozone at high tempi
tines, have been misled by the production of nitric oxi
By means of a simple de-ozoniser, the author shows tl

the decomposition of ozone at high temperature- (ad
127°(.) is a bimoleeular reaction. The alteration of 1

coefficients of velocity with the temperature may

represented by the equation : I n k = — '"'.'" + 14,91

It follows, from this equation, that ozone decompoi
practically instantaneously at 1,000° C, the proportion
ozone diminishing from 1 to 0*00] per cent, in O'lOfl

second.—A. S.

Sodium Chloride ; Electrolysis of with Iron Aferat

Cathodes. W. Kettembeil and C. F. Carrier. XI..

page 827.

English Patent.

Soda and Caustic Potash, Chlorine anil Ilydrochloi

Acid; Manufacture of by Electrolysis if Aijuec

Solutions. J. Heibling, Fos, France. Eng. Pat. 15,21

July 9, 1903.

See IV. Pat. 330,807 of 1903; this J., 1903, 1086.—T. I'.

United States Patents.

Sulphuric Acid ; Apparatus for Making . H. liege

and N. L. Heinz, Lasalle, III. U.S. Pat. 765,8:

July 26, 1904.

The claim is for " the combination with a main fl

provided with a filled section and free open sections befi

and after the filled section, of a fan in the free secti

after the filled section and a secondary flue communicati
with the main fins before and after the filled section a

provided with a tin." ( ompare Eng. Pat. 254 of 190

and U.S. Pat. 752,677, 1901 ; this J., 1904, 489 and 370.

—E.S

Bromim ; Method of Converting into lirom

Bromates. II. H. Dow. Assignor to the Dow t bemil

Co., Midland, Mich. U.S. Pat. 765,417. July 19, 1904

Bromine, with a " fresh gas " or fresh air, practii

from carbon dioxide, is brought into contact w ith an alkali

bicarbonate. Compare U.S. Pat. 752,332 of 1904; this,

1904, 823.—E. S.

Alkaline Carbonates; Removing Carbon Dioxide fit
. II. II. Dow, Assignor to the Dow Chemical ( .

Midland, Mich. U.S. Pat. 765,118. Jul} 19, 1904

The alkaline carbonate or its solution is brought into c

-

tact with bromine combined with a large proportion of '.

or of inert " fresh gas," and theu the air or gas i> dis

from the apparatus into the atmosphere. Compare I

preceding abstract.— E. S.

French PATENTS.

Arsenions Gases [Sulphur Dioxide'} ; Purification of— 1

Badischc Aniliu und Soda I'abrik. Fr. Pat.

Nov. 28, 1908.

Si 1 Eng, Pat. I 1,549 of 1903; this J„ 1904, 659.—T. F.

Glover Tnui r f'rocess ; Impt. in the . II. Hegeler I

N. L. Heinz. Fr. Pat. 341,257, Feb. 2, 1904.

See U.S. Pat. 765,834 of 1904, preceding these.—T. F. 1
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Citric Acid; Manufacture of by Means of Atmo-
spheric Air. Soc. Chem. Fabr. Gludbeck G. m. b. H.

Fr. Pat. 341,109, March 10, 1904.

ir, or a mixture of air with an oxide of nitrogen, is heated

I) a very high temperature, and is then quickly cooled to a

pmperature as low as possible.—E. S.

larium Oxide ; Preparation of Porous . Siemens

Brothers and Co. Fr. Pat. 341,200, March 12, 1904.

K. mixture of barium carbonate with barium nitrate, and

rtferably with carbon or its equivalent, is heated in an

eetrie or other furnace to obtain porous barium oxide,

he materials may advantageously be taken in the propor-

iOus indicated by the equation: BaCO
:l
+ Ba(NO

;,)a + 2C =
iBaO + 2X0 2

+ 3CO. If a smaller proportion of the nitrate

e taken, a portion of the barium carbonate remains unde-

jmposed, until the temperature has been elevated.— E. S.

odium (^arbonate ; Process and Apparatusfor Obtaining

Rapidly, in the State of Small Crystals. Soc.

, Hofmann and Bro. Fr. Pat. 341,206, March 12, 1904.

t solution of sodium carbonate concentrated at about

I)
5
C. is run into a series of superposed water-jacketed

inks, through which jackets a flow of water is maintained.

Inlst hollow agitators operated by a revolving vertical

iillow axle, passing through the centre of the tanks, are

j -ought into action. Both ax'e and beaters are provided

iih a system of water circulation. Above each tank,

r bes with widened mouths, inclined downwards, are fixed,

it withdrawal of steam. The rapid cooling of the solution

Ims effected during agitation causes the deposition of

nail crystals.— K. S.

muorspar ; Process of Pulvtrising and Purifying .

G. C. Propfe. Fr. Pat. 338,811, May 4, 1903.

Ice Eng. Pat. 16,848 of 1903 ; this J., 1903, 1130.—T. F. B.

rtic' ( txygen ; Salts of Acids containing easily liberated

, Preparation of. G. F. Jaubert. First Addition,

I dated Feb. 12, 1904, to Fr. Pat. 336,062 of 1903 (this

J., 1904, 32.3).

Igcording to the principal patent, salts having the pro-

f. Tries named in the title are obtained by reacting on a

preside by boric or other acid. In the present modified

ocess, the proportion of active oxygen in the salts obtained

1! increased by causing two acids (such as boric and
iphuric acids) to react on a peroxide. For example : to

mixture of 325 grms. of sulphuric acid with 10 litres of

ater, 1,240 grms. of boric acid and 7S0 grms. of sodium
; roxide are slowly added. The crystals formed after

: me hours contain the active oxygen, which may be easily

- leratcd as above described.— E. S.

Phosphates ; Purification of —
Fr. Pat. 340,726, Feb.

L. 1,'eymond.

1904.

BOSPHATES, whether calcic or other, arc roasted to destroy

gaoic colouring matters, as well as to render insoluble

e iron, alumina and silica that ma}- be present; or, if it

• desired only to render innocuous the organic matters,

e phosphates may be exposed to tb.3 action of super-

ated steam, or be acted upon bv a hot or cold concentrated
lid.—E. S.

'/rites; Mechanical Furnaces having superposed Hearths
for Roasting . A. L. Stinville. Fr. Pat. 340,940,
.March 3, 1904.

order to better obtain control of the temperature in

maces such as indicated in the title, a portion of the
sing is constructed with a series of vertical passages
ening to the air above and below, such passages being
parated from the interior heated spaces, and otherwise
ned, with conducting metal plates. A current of air

sses continually through these passages, or a fluid, as

iter, may be caused to traverse them, in either case

bject to adjustment. Canals may also l.e made in the
arths for passage of a fluid or of air.— E. S.

Lead Salts ; Prevaration of . W.Mills. Fr. Pat.
341,211, March 14, 1904.

Sue U.S. Pat. 77j4,C68 of 1904 ; this J., 1904, 371.—T. F. B.

Air and Gaseous Mixtures ; Separating info their

Elements. Soc. l'Air Liquide (Soc. Anon, pour l'Etude tt

1'Kxploit. des precedes I i. ( 'laude et K. J. Levy). Fr. Pat.
338.S42, June 3, 1903.

The process for the production of oxygen by means of
liquid air or of mixtures of liquid oxygen and nitrogen,
consists in bringing these liquids methodically iuto contact
with gaseous oxygen, whereby they become successively
enriched in oxygen in substitution for nitrogen, such
residual liquid oxygen being finally evaporated in liquefying
a corresponding quantity of air. Such an enriching of the
liquid mixture may be preceded by application of a gaseous
mixture less rich in oxygen. The apparatus consists of a
column having a series of superposed platforms, perforated,'

or with capped openings ; a vaporiser in the lower part of
the column with an arrangement of tubes whereby the
liquid is conveyed from the bottom of the vaporiser, for
distribution, to the top of the column, and a portion of the
gas formed in the vaporiser passes into the column.
Arrangements may be made for the delivery of gas less rich

in oxygen into the middle portion of the vertical column.
The process and apparatus are claimed as applicable to

other gaseous mixtures than of oxygen and nitrogen.

—E. S.

VIII.-GUSS, POTTERY. ENAMELS.
English Patent.

Glass Sheets or Plates ; Impts. in, and Apparatus for, the
Manufacture of . E. Fourcault, Lodelinsart, Belgium.
Eng. Pat. 28,7'.)0, Dec. 31, 1903.

CosTIKtlOUS sheds of glass are drawn between pairs of
asbestos rolls, which permit the sheet being drawn without
deterioration, the rolls being composed of superposed
asbestos washers, compressed between metal discs, and
driven by toothed geariug. Above the rolls is placed a
chimney, or casing, for cooling and annealing the sheet

;

the casing, lined with a non-conducting material, supports
the shafts of the rolls, and is provided with gas-jets to

re-heat the sheets, and at the top cold air is blown in to

accelerate the cooling. Passages for the circulation of

water or oil are provided above the drawing slot to cool the

glass to the proper consistency for drawing into sheets; also

means for throwing jets of cold air on to the sheet to
solidify it—and when necessary to cool it more in the middle
than at the edges— and gas-jets to re-heat it if necessary.

Rails with divergent grooves, or rolls with helical grooves,

give a slight stretch to the sheet in a horizontal direction as

it leaves the drawing slot. Means are also provided for

introducing metal wires into the edges of sheets to avoid
contraction as it [pares tin- drawing slot. The claims also

include a portable modification of the apparatus.— W. C. H.

United States Patents.

Glass-melting Furnace. YV. T. Xieholls, Wellsburg,

W. Va. U.S. Pat. 7G4,30u, July .',. 1904.

A semes of inclined retorts, one above another, each
capable of removal without disturbing the others, is

arranged in a furnace chamber, through which flame and
gases pass. The retorts have feed openings at one end, aud
at the other discharge openings, containing partitions, bv
which molten glass is delivered into a working chamber,
connected to the side cf the furnace chamber.— W. C. II.

Glass; Manufacture of . S. O. Richardson, ,jun.,

Toledo, Ohio. O.S. Pat. 764,501, July 5, 1904.

Fkesh material is continuously added to a body of molten
glass, confined "in the presence of a reducing tempera-
ture," whereby a portion of the molten glass is caused to

overflow into a casting zone, which is maintained at a

temperature sufficiently high to allow the gla* to be

into definite form by the beat radiated from the reducing
zi ne.— \V. C. fJ.

J
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Ceramic Articles) Processof Manufacturing Reinforced
. ,T. Dunsette, Paris. Us. r.u. 765,358, July 19,

1904.

See Eng. Pat. 13,046 of 1903 ; this J., 1904, 060.—T. F. 13.

French Patents.

Ceramic, Porcelain, Enamelled Objects ,• Production of
Coloured Images on . E. /err. Fr. Pat. 340,628,
Feb. 22, 1904.

(..1(11111.11 images are produced on porcelain, enamel,
faience, Ac., by making three negatives of the original in

yellow, red. and blue, and from these three engraving*, anil

by means of these three proofs in oil colours on a sheet;
the coloured image is transferred to the object to be
ornamented, dusted with coloured powders, and burnt after

each transfer, ncc, or only after applying the powder for all

three colours.—\Y. C. If.

Porcelain or Faience capable of Flowing; Preparation
nf Paste for . E. Weber. Fr. Pat. 340,664,
Feb. 23, 1904.

CeBAMIC paste, that will flow, is made by means of plastic

clays with the addition of carbonate of soda, soda-lye,
ammonia, potash, soluble glass, molasses, soap, &c. The
paste is thinned by the addition, besides refractory clay of
fine grain, of clays of grain up to 10 mm., for which may
be substituted, wholly or in part, quartz, graphite, emery,
corundum, cce.—AV . C. H.

IX.-BUILDING- MATERIALS, CLAYS,

MORTARS. AND CEMENTS.

Decayed Stone-work in the Chapter House, Westminster
Abbey; Treatment of . Copy of Memoranda by
A. H. Church. Furnished to the First Commissioner of
H.M.'s Works, &c, May 28, 1901.

The stone affected belongs to an inferior sandstone of one
of the lower beds of the Upper Grccnsand, and consists

chiefly of silieious sands with some mica, &c, cemented by
from 7 to 15 per cent, of calcium carbonate, and is very
subject to injury from exposure to the London atmosphere,
whereby in some cases the transformation of the carbonate
into gypsum is practically complete. The decay arising

from such exposure has occasionally penetrated to a depth
of two or more inches, and in many portions, a crust of some
thickness peels off on touching with the finger or with a
sable brush. Whereas the "reaction to test-paper of the
watery extract of the unaltered stone is neutral, that of the

decayed stone is strongly acid, and contains much soluble

salts, due to the actio:: of hydrochloric acid, the ratio of
which to sulphuric acid as an attacking agent, comes out
only as 1 : 27. Ammonia is sometimes found in the decayed
stone. The remedy applied, consisted in repeated treatment
of the stone with a saturated aqueous solution of barium
hydroxide, by means of a White's pneumatic diffuser. after

cleansing the surface from dust by an air jet. applied for

instance by a Fletcher foot-blower. The liquid penetrated

the decayed stone tor the depth of several inches, but did not,

until after several successive application-, form an im-
pervious crust on the surface. The hardening proceeded
from within outwards, and after, upon an average, about
nine successive treatments, the stone became, no: only
reconstructed, but even harder than when in its original

condition. The chemistry of the process consists in the
conversion of thi gypsum in the decayed stone into barium
sulphate, with the simultaneous production of calcium
by dioxide. winch, gradually absorbing carbon dioxide, recon-
stitutes calcium carbonate. A slight white film of barium
carbonate appears upon the face of the renovated stone,

which maybe brushed off. or dusted over with raw umber,
and allowed to ri main as a protective surface.

In a subsequent Report dated Nov. Is [908, in con-
tinuation of the preceding Report, the author describes
the success that had followed the application of the

process to the bays ol the Chapter Bousi ; success was
also attained by like treatment of . rbeck marble.

Reference is made to a patent (Eng. Pat. 220 of I8flfe
f" r the use of baryta water alternately with a solution
ot free silicic acid in water, a process which proved
efficacious in

_
protecting new stonework, but did not

answer well with decayed stonework, owing to the ailifflo
acid clogging the pores of the surface, and so obstructing
the baryta solution from penetrating.—E. S.

Cement Roofing Tiles; Testing . Thonind. Zeit 1904
28, 999—1000.

A number of cement roofing tiles supplied by members ol
the German Cement AA'are Association we're tes

weight, strength, and porosity. The mean result- of 3J
samples were as follows:—weight dry, 2-71G kilos.

; nftci
24 hours under water, 2-902 kilos.; breaking strain, 4*?J
kilo-.: absorption of water, G85 per cent. Seven speci-
mens allowed water to penetrate right through.—* S.

Carbon Dioxide; Determination of ,',: Crude Cement
Powder. G.Sander. Will., page 838.

English Patents.

Emery and like Substancesfrom Slay: Process for <)>,/,

n

n -

ing a Substitute for . 1„ Wirtz, London. Ens.
Put. 14,366, June 27, 1903.

Emery, oi like substances, and cleaning powders, B$C
obtained by soaking slag in hydrochloric acid or a chloride,
and evaporating tin resulting liquid, with or without the
addition of .sodium chloride or other sodium compounds,
until it attains a thick consistency. The precipitate
on cooling is calcined, and washed to remove the
crystals of emery from the residue, which is dried and
ground.—AV. C. II.

Grinding, Polishing, or Smoothing Substance,
stance Refractory to Heat; [Electric]
Making . J. AViudholz, Talis. Eng.
April 18, 1904.

The substance described consists of an intimate
carbide of boron, and corundum. The carbide
obtained by melting a mixture of one or more
pounds and alumina, glucina. and coal in a

electric furnace, the bath consisting of silicate or
ore, borate of calcium, and common salt.—AA\ <_'.

Fireproof Stone or Stoneware and Mortar ; Manufactwn
of . II. Spatz. Diisseldorf, Germaiir. In
773G, March 31, 1904.

Finely divided quartz or other suitable silieious materia
is combined with a calcareous binding medium, adapted ti

form silic ite of lime, the medium consisting of caustic lion

and waste liquor obtained from the manufacture of wood
cellulose. This medium may also he used as a fireprool

lime -mortar. Fireproof stones may also be prodi

moulding and pressing a mixture ot wood-cellulose he ami
finely divided magnesite, or other highly basic miner d.

-W.< II.

Slabs in- Sheds 1

o.

1904.

Fragments of burst glass bubbles, blown from refin

of various colours, are spread on glass plates, ai.d sprinkle,

with powdered or iiquid enamel, with or without thi

addition of Band, and the whole fired at a temperature ol

about sii.i
( and irwards gradually cooled.—AV. C. H

Wall Paper [Rendering Adhesive"]. A. .1. lioult, London
From the 1'abrik Gebrauchsfertiger llolz- u. M
[mitationen. Fr. Schwartz & Co., Berlin. Iinir. Tat

'J4S7, April 85, 1904.

The invention relates especially t^ papers on which an

printed coloured representations of wood or marble graining

ol the like, and to the method of attacl -ame t(

tils oi other surfaces. The bad; of the paper is coatet

with a mixture of dextrin and a substance capable of form

I-- with -odium silicate an insoluble double -ill. r

an alkaline earth, metallic oxide, &c. The surface t.

/*rocess oj

Pat. 8859,

mixture of

of boron il

hath in in

quart/, irot

II.

; r.i- Starts Imitating Marble ; Manufacture of
Devillers, Jumet, Belgium. Eng. Tat. 10,040, May-
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ich tiie paper is to be applied is first oiled or varnished,

i is then coated with "water-glass." The paper is then

ached while the " water-glass " is still moist.—E. II.

incut for use in repairing Retorts, and for like purposes

;

Manufacture of . .1. E. Williams, Manchester.

Efeg. Pat. 18,064, August 21, 1903.

flKEPKOOF cement composed of the following ingredients

approximately the proportions mentioned:—25 per cent,

magnesite, and 75 per cent, of a mixture of 200 cwt. of

ina clay, 100 cwt. of barytes, -10 gallons of silicate of
illoii Twaddell), 24 gallons of water, and 2S lb. of

u -W. C. H.

United States Patents.

ua-Ctmeni Composition. H. Mielck, New York,
or to J. L. Saekman, Brooklyn, N.Y. O.S. Pat.

64.2."i0, July 5, 1904.

lOilposition for use as artificial stone composed of a

dure, in which reaction has taken place, of 100 parts of
Dt magnesia, 35 parts of magnesium chloride, 5 parts of

led lime, 5 parts of the residue from ammonia-soda
aufacture, 25 parts of clav, and 1,0(10 to 1,200 parts of

d.—\V. C. H.

nent or Cementilious Material ; Making Products of
| . YV. E. .Taques, Grand Kapids, Mich. U.S. Fat.

64,361, July .".. 1801.

I cement or artificial stone is made by mixing sand,
Ithe like, with a cementing substance in the dry state,

ilding the mixture, and subjecting it to pressure, at the
e time introducing and impregnating the mass with
sture and finally compacting the moistened mass by
prnal pressure.—W. C. H.

French Patents.

tectice and Insulating Coaling for Wood and Metals.

L. Bethisy :.nd Soe. Myrthtl Kose et ( 'ie. Fr. Pat.

10,622, Feb. 22, 1904.

coating consists of nitro-cellulose, and a solution
.•alcium chloride, dissolved in amyl acetate, together
i ether, and alcohol, and a powder such as alum,
fibrous asbestos, or mica. To render the coating

it, vaseline oil and oil of aspic may be added. The
ing is applied in the liquid state to wood and metals,
is said to make the surface resistant to moisture, flame,
osion, and to the electric current.—W. C. II.

ing [from Asphalt]; Process for Making an Arli-
'ial . Soe. des Usines Westdeuts. Thomas-phosphat.
r. Pat. 341,272, March 3, 1904. Under Interuat. Conv.,
A. 3, 1904.

EDg. Pat. 7343 of 1904 ; this J., 1904, 75n.—T. F. B.

Bodies [Refractor)/] ,- Production of . Cie.
ancaise de 1'Acetylene Dissous. Fr. Fat. 341,329,
arch 14, 1904.

I rder to prepare porous bodies capable of resisting high
I leratnres, the main constituent, such as magnesia,
t a, baryta, chalk, &c, is mixed with carbon, and
I an oxidising substance, such as Ditrate or chlorate
A e main constituent metal, and the mixture is strongly
4:d. The carbon is thus burnt away, not onlv by the

T n of external air, but also by that of oxygen internally
jj'ed, so that a body porous throughout is produced.
» saline nitrate or chlorate, such as sodium or potassium
Wte or chlorate for instance, is used, the soluble car-
Kjte remaining after the furnacing, may be washed out
if e product by water.—E. S.

and Cement Furnaces; Impts. in , to Increase
K Draught, and Carry Off the Fumes f
irnace Mouth. Cie. des Fours a Chaux de la Care
Beffes (Cher). Fr.Pat. 340.461, Feb. 15, 1904.

r
' net-case the draaght of lime and other furnaces, an
" ted truncated cone of metal is arranged at the bottom

of the chamber and perforated with orifices to allow
externa! air to enter the chamber and become heated. In
the upper part of the furnace, a little below the top. is

arranged a circular channel, which communicates through
openings with the interior of the combustion chamber, to
draw off fumes and gases from the chamber and convey
them to the chimney.— YV. (". H.

Cement; Manufacture of . K. Miillcr.

Fr. Fat. s'lO, 479, Feb. 16, 1904.

I
i mknt is made by mixing sulphate of lime wita barium

chloride, with the addition of a base, suitable for the
formation of oxychloride, such as the oxide of calcium
magnesium, or lead.—W. ( . 11.

Cement and Similar Substances; Process for PrepaHng
and. Burning . Levie Freres. Fr. Fat. 341,211,-
March 12, 190 l. Under Interuat. Conv., March 30, 1903!

Si i Fug. Pat. 702S of 1904 ; this J., 1904, 607.—T. F. B.

X.-METALLURaY.
Monell [Steel] Process. Leo. Oesterr.-Z. Berg.- u. Kuttenw

1904, 52, 35a. Chem.-Zeit., 1904, 28, Rep. '-'15.

This process is a modification of the Martin process. A
charge consisting of 3 tons of limestone, and 1— 1 -2 ton> of
iron ore is placed, on the magnesite hearth, and alter 1

hours, when the ore is nearly fused, 40 tons of molten pig-
iron direct from the blast furnace are added. A vigorous
reaction takes place, phosphorus, silicon, and manganese
going rapidly into the slag, which after about two hours is
almost completely run off through an outlet at the back of
the furnace. The steel now has the followinij composition
(A) :—

Vis." Iron. Ore. Steel \

Per Cent.
Carbon 3"90
Silicon 0'6—0"9
Manganese 0'8 0'9

Phosphorus .... 0*5 0*8

Sulphur iriii— ii-u7

Iron

Percent.

s'-'o

01

•2-0—2-5

O'l-O-lo
-
04

0-04

Steel (B).

Per Cent.
O'o.-, 0-30

IPS8—0.40
0*015

0'024

140— 180 kilos, of ore are then added, and the bath of metal,
almost entirely free from slag, is heated further until the*
desired degree of decarbnrisation is attained (see col. B in
table). The slag contains silicic acid, 20 : iron, 20 25-
phosphoric acid, 3—5 ; lime, 20—25.—A. S.

Steel Rails ; Effects of Annealing on . T. Andrews
and (

'. I,'. Andrews. Proc. Inst. Civil Eng., 1904, 156 [2],

Following a suggestion made in 1900 by W. C. Roberts-
Austen and T. E. Thorpe, the authors have determined the
effect of annealing finished steel rails at temperatures of
770% 850", and 94u C. The results indicate that no great
practical advantage would accrue from the general anneal-
ing of finished steel rails, although in some special cases it

might be useful. If careful attention be paid to thephvsical
composition of the finished rails, and to their thermal treat-
ment during manipulation, good rails can be obtained from
both acid-Bessemer and acid-Siemens steel, provided that the
chemical composition be kept within the following limits or
nearthereto: combined carbon, 0-390—0-411

: manganese
0-697—0-775; silicon, 0-058—0-065 ; sulphur, 0°-066-^
0-076; and phosphorus, 0-063—0-066 per cent. The
detailed results obtained are set out in a series of table-,
and four micro-photographs are given showing the difference
in structure before and after annealing.—A. S.

Gold and Silver Extraction ; Refining of the Precipitates
Obtained by Means of Zinc in the Cyanide /
°f G. H. Cleveuger. Trans. Amer. Inst. Min. Enw.„
Oct. 1903.

Tile author considers that the best method of refining
gold-silver-zinc precipitates from cyanide solution, is by
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smelting with lead after distilling <ff the zii c. Ho prefers

this to The ordinary and treatment, since most of the zinc is

thus at 01 recovered in a form available for re-use us a

precipitant The process recommended is to mis the dricil

precipitate with granulated load (one to thre9 times tlie

weight of the dried precipitate) and charcoal (about one-

tenth .he weight of the lead). The mixture is
|
laced in a

graphite retort, which is heated by means of a gas furnace.

The greater part of any mercury that may be present is

driven off while the temperature is still ven low, and may

be readily collected. ( tn further heating, zinc begins to

distil oft at about 700° K, and practically all is driven off

in four or five hours, the temperature being finally raised to

1300 V. Very little gold or silver is thus volatilised, and

that little remains with the zinc, which is used for sub-

sequent cyanide precipitation. When the metallic vapours

are received in a well-cooled condenser most of the zinc

condenses as dust, especially while carbon monoxide is

being evolved. The material in the retort at the end of the

distillation is in appearance the same as at tic- start; but

upon closer examination there will be found small shots nt

bullion all through it, and, usually, one or two larger

masses. This residue can be poured from the retort like so

much sand. It should be mixed with four or five parts of

litharge and melted down on a test, a little iron filings and

silica being added when necessary. After thorough fusion

the slag is skimmed off and the lead cupelled, the resulting

litharge being used for the next operation. The bullion

after re-melting is cast into bars which are ready for

parting.—J. H. C.

Aluminium Wire for Electrical Transmission ; Application

nf . F. Krull. Z. angew. Chem., 1904, 17, Kia8—
1060.

TnE author gives a list of nine large power transmission

lines in the United States, Canada, and Italy, which have

used, and still use, aluminium instead of copper wire.

Aluminium wire installations are not yet to be found in

Germany and England, except in the case of factories

where aluminium is made. Reference is made to the v, oi fc

oi .1 B. C. Kershaw, according to which the cjrrosion of

exposed aluminium wires at St. Helens and Waterloo

(Liverpool) is considerable, and sufficient to makefile use

of aluminium unsuitable for transmission purposes in those

districts.—K. S. H.

Aluminium-Tin Alloys. E. S. Shepherd. .1. of Phys. Chem.,

1904, 8, 233-247. Chem. Centr , 1904, 2, 181.

Tbe author first discusses the work of GuiUet (this J., 1902,

121) and of Anderson and Lean (this J., L908, 1245). and

then gives the results of his own experiments, which con-

sisted in determining the cooling curves and densities of

, a, ions mixtures of aluminium and tin. The cooling curves

ami examination of the microstructure gave no indication

of either of the alloys, AlSn and Al4Sn. Also, no proof

could be discovered of the existence of two livers in the

mixtures, but the presence of a solid Bolution (containing

about 20 per cent, of tin) was nscettained. The densities

ot I In' products were as follow s :
—

Percentage of

nium.

p rceutaneof
Aluminium.

Density

100
..'1

'.1.-, •.'•7i;n 40

•.Ill i si. mi

Sll a'lmi

7» Pill in

60 :. [89 5

; 9

i mi
f«71

6'176
6*670

—A. S

11. A. (illcss.Lead Assay ; Commercial H<' —
Will., page 838.

01 ;-ll P vi i Ms.

{innaces for Iioastiuy Ores and like Materials} Working

and Cousin,, 1 imi of . W. Kautfuiar.n. Kalk,

German- 1 tig. Pot. 1013, Jan. 15, 19

.,
, pi 1 a1 384,528 ol l" I; this J., 1904", 67.—T. F. 1!.

Calcareous Oris [chiefly rf Zinc"] ; Enriching —
E. l.educ, Gagny, and ('. (iritfiths, Pierrafitte, Frani

Eng. Pat. 12,797, June B, 1904.

Calcareous ores, and especially poor calamine ores, ;

calcined, the carbon dioxide evolved is stored, and t

residue, after being slacked in heaps, and powdered

necessary, is ugita'ed with a so'uiion of sugar, where

the lime is dissolved. The residue, after washing a

drying, constitutes ike enriched ore. The solution

calcium saccharate is decomposed by the carbon dioxii

previously collected, to recover the sugar solution

re-use.— E. S.

Quicksilver [Mercury'} Ores ; Furnace, for Calcining —
,T. M. Cutler, I "k'iah. Cal., U.S.A. Kng. Pat. 12,9

• liine 8, 190). Under Internal. Conv., June 10, la03.

See U.S. Pat. 740,539 of IJ03 ; thisj., 1903, 1197.—T, |.

United States Patents.

Case-hardening ,• Process of . C. Lamargese, Kot

U.S. Pat. 765,706, July 26, 1904.

See Fr. Pat. 333,070 of 1903 ; this.l., 1903, 1297.—T. F

Sleel ; Treating Scrap , and Recarburising s«

H. B. Atha, East Orange, N.J. U.S. Pats. 705,724 I

760,131, July 26, 1904.

Ske Kng. Pat. 2187 of 1904 ; this J., 1904, 609.— T. 1".

Steel, Cast ,- Manufacture of . M. Meslaus, Pari

U.S. Pat. 765,932, July 26, 1904.

See Eng. Pat. 14,693 of 1902 ; this J., 1903, 90.— T. V.

Filteriny Process [for Slimes']. G. Moore, Salt I.ak.

City, Utah. U.S. Pat. 764,480. July 5, 1904.

A CLiisEii perforated box covered with cloth or oi

medium is immersed in the " slimes " or other material

he filtered. A vacuum is then produced in the box, and

liquid drawn through, leaving a deposit on the outer surf

The filter is then removed to another tank containing wa

the suction being maintained, and the water is dr

through to wash the deposit. The box is then lifted

and the deposit removed by forcing a current of ail

water from within outwards. The filtering medium

then be washed in another tauk, and the process repeate

—W. H. (

Crucible Furnace. C. W. Spiers, Assignor to Mot

Crucible Company, Ltd., London. U.S. Pat. 765,

July 19, 1904.

See Fr. Pat. 337,802 of 1903 ; this J., 1904, 548.—T. B

Ore-Boasting Furnace. C. II. Shellaberger, Dekalb,

Assignor to Apex Manufacturing Company, !

Mo. U S. Pat 765,997, July 26, L904.

The furnace is of the long horizontal revolving type,

has a central primary ore chamber, with pas-.

niunicating between it and numerous sc[ urate return

chambi-rs, »ith interspaced longitudinal heat pas-:

annular " air-trunk " suirouuds ami encloses the piii

ore chamber. A lieat-geuerating furnace, through

combustion chamber of which the body of tl.cue tin

txuii.l-. and beyond which the receiving end of the fur

body projects, communicates wiih the several retain

chambers. Means are provided for feeding on

receiving eud of the primary oie chamber, and iota

contiguous end of the annular air-trunk. The or' chao

are sealed agaiust the admission of products ol combus

V fume chamber and hopper communicate with UK

chare Is of the return ore chambers. A -

air-pipes lead from the annular air trunk into ea

return ore chambers. There is a closed receptaolo

introducing a granular reUniug agent, mounted

exterior of the revolving furnace body, Laving

,,ipc communicating with the interior of the roa

chamber, controlled by a valve, will, which a weighted

is connected, whereby the valve is caused to rotati

own axis as the furnace revolvt s, and alternately

closes by gravity.—E. y.
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t-lloasting Furnace. G. H. Shellaberger, Dekalb, III.,

Assignor to Apex Manufacturing Company, Kansas City,

«0. U.S. Fat. 765,99S, July 26, 1901.

!e furnace, a? to its general features, belongs to the type

n:it described in the preceding abstract. A number of

ly sections are joined end to end to form an extended

Kzontal revolving furnace. There is a central " air-

nk " with a number of concentric air-chambers, a

tiding series of interspaced heat Hues, and radial

(•flue- affording communication between the air-trunk

1 on- chambers at intervals throughout the length of the

Inaci-. The radial air-flues are coutrolled by hollow

ton valves operated by rods. Means for feeding and
charging the ore are described.— E. S.

\'.oy, and Method of its Manufacture. li. 11. Wheatley,
London. U.S. Pat. 766,085, July 2:

-

,. 1904.

about 160 ^arts of molten zinc. S parts of strontium

phate are added ; second, to about 640 parts of copper
i 840 parts of molten zinc, 8 parts of an alloy of 6 parts

popper to 2 parts of manganese, 4 parts of au alloy of
|art of iron to 3 parts of tungsten, 3 parts of aluminium
I 4 parts of tin are added; third, the product of the first

dng is added to that of the second mixing >vhile the

er is in the molten state. An alloy is also claimed

sisting of about 98- 5 parts of an alloy of 60 parts of

per with 40 parts of zinc, to which is added about
(arts in all of stated proportions of iron, tungsten,

minium, tin, and strontium.—E. S.

I'/fer; Process of Making . O. Xagel. Hamborn,
Germany. ' U.S. Pat. 766,279, Aug. 2, 1904.

Fr. Pat. 322,253 of 1902; this J., 1902, 303.—T.F. B.

French Patents.

ruginous Ores; Treating for the Manufacture
f Iron and Steel. M. Moore and T. J. Heskett. Fr.

at. 341,169, March 4, 1904.

irdginocs sand or crushed iron ore is fed into the top

tower, furnished inside with a series of batniDg pas-

« inclined in opposite directions, and having one part

erposed vertically upon the other. The upper part, the

ting chamber, receives reduced gases from the lower

, and has inlets for air, at its base ; the lower part is

reducing chamber, the heated ore passing into which is

by a current of carbon dioxide or of a gaseous hydro-
x>n. The tower communicates at its bottom with a

lens or other melting furnace, into which the reduced
is delivered without contact with air. The tower,

ead of being vertical, may consist of two totating

nders set at a slight angle to the horizontal, and com-
pearing by a vertical passage, suitable arrangements
ig made for feeding the ore, and for discharging it when
iced into the furnace on a lower level.—E. S.

minium and all Alloys containing it; Process for
oldering and Brazing . L. Trezel and A. J.

! Montby. Kr. Pat. 341,136, Feb. 9, 1904.

Eog. Pat. 4973 of 1904 ; this J., 1904, 492.—T. F. B.

elting Furnace. H. J. J. Cbarlier. Fr. Pat. 340,625,

Feb. 22, 1904.

furnace is mounted on trunnions to be capable of
ing on its longitudinal axis ; it has an axial opening at

end to admit a combined gas and air jet, and an
ling on the top, near the end receiving the flame, for

rtion of a removable charging hopper. Thus, the

facts of combustion pervade the interior of the furnace,
coursing back from the closed end, find exit through
charging hopper. The same opening that admits the
per, on removal of the latter, serves, after tilting the
ace, as the discharging opening for the molten contents.

-E. S.

t :mg Composition and its Application. J. C. Bassett,
F. Parker, and H. F. Strout. Fr. Tat. 340 -

arch 8, 1904.

S( U.S. Pat. 756,079 of 1904 ; this J., 1904, 444.—T. F. B.

Zinc; Extraction of . [Freefrom Lead]. ('. S. Brand.
Fr. Pat. 341,345, March 15, 1904.

Jx the distillation of zinc in the usual retorts, a ma-
refractory bodies, such as fragments of earthen cruc :

:

is placed within the tubulures of condensation at the i

adapted to the retort, or within the retorts themselves near
their outlets, in order to arrest by filtration the lead accom-
panying the zinc-vapour.—E. S.

Zinc; Extraction of [Freefrom Lead]. C. S. Brand.
Fr. Pat. 341,346, March 15, 19(04.

In order to remove lead from the vapour of zinc in the
ordinary process of distillation, the tubulure to the retort
is formed with a closed perforated end, from the bottom of
which the under side rises upwards at an acute angle so as
to approach the level top of the tubulure, forming a bridge,
beyond which the lower side is curved downwards, to form-
a basin wherein the distilled zinc collects. The lead present
in the vapours is arrested by the pocket formed bv the
bridge and end of the tubulure, as described, and, con-
densing there, flows back through an orifice in the end into
the retort. Compare the preceding abstract.— E. S.

XI.-ELECTEO-CHEMISTKY AND
ELECTRO-METALLUEGY.

(A.)—ELECTRO-CHEMISTRY.
Sodium Chloride; Electrolysis of with /run-Mercury

Cathodes. W. Ivettembeil and C. F. Carrier. Z. Elcktro-
chem., 1904, 10, 561—566.

Thk authors have examined a recently patented pr
(Gurvvitsch.lier. Pat. 145.749 of 19(12), in which the cathode-
consists in a slanting plate of corrugated iron on which
is dn.pped mercury, which then covers the whole plate.

These cathodes are useless when they begin to rust, and
must be constantly kept under current. The best possible
yield of alkali is obtained at a current density of not
than 038 ampere per sq. cm., with a somewhat rapid flow
of mercury, the anode being separated by a porous septum;
the current efficiency is then about 85 per cent. The loss -

are attributed mainly to eddies set up by the mercury,
whereby chlorine is continually brought into contact with
the amalgam. Xickel presents no advantages as a cathode
material. One of the authors (Carrier) subsequently shows
that a good yield, without using a diaphragm, can only be
obtained if the surface of the mercury be kept either in a
condition of slow and even motion or in one of entire rest.

—\Y. A. I

Bismuth ; Electrolytic Determination of . A. Hoi
and L. Bertiaux. XXIII., page B39.

Manganese; Electrolytic Determination of . J. Koster.
XXIII., page 839.

English Patents.

Scaling Metal into Glass or other Vitreous Material
[ Wiresfor Incandescent Lamps. $c] ; Methods of .

E. A. C'arolan. From the General Electric Co. Eug. Pat.

18,255, Aug. 24, 1903. II., page 816.

Grinding, Polishing, or Smoothing Substance, or a]Substi

liefractory to Heat ; [Electric] Process of Making .

J. Windholz. Eng. Pat. 8S59, April 18, 1904. IX.,

page 824.

United States Patent-.

Gases [Batteries] ; Method of Separating Mechanically-
entrained Globules from . T. A. Edison, Llewellyn
Park, N.J., Assignor to Edison Storage i terj Co.,
Orange, X.J. U.S. Pat. 764,183, July 5, 1904.

The mechanically-entrained globules are separated from the
gases generated ir: a storage battery, and the gases
rendered non-explosive, by forming a liquid film in the path
of the escaping gases. The escape of the gases is prevented
until a sufficient pressure is attained, and, by sud 1

releasing the pressure, the gases and entrained globules are
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proj. i

-
: the film wi'li sufficient velocity to over-

come the surface tension of the film, whereby the entrained

globule: • with the film. Simultaneous!) with the

surplus quantity of the til:" not

retained ' tntj returned to the solution. The
ted vent ;iml are spread,

diffused and attenuated, the attenuated gases finally passing

through a cooling medium.— B. X.

Electrical Energy-; Method Of Convertinlg the Energy of
. H. Jone, Chicago. U.S Pat. 764,595,

July 12, 1304.

V metal, such as till, which is capable of forming a highi i

anil lower oxide, is used as the positive plate in u solution

if an alkali as the electrolyte, the negative plate consisting

of a porous carbon vessel, the latter serving also as a i

taiDer tor a metallic oxide acting as a depolariser. The

metal is oxidised, ami the tin remains in solution in the

alkali, and i- afterwards precipitated as barium stannite

by add barium hydroxide. The barium stannite

-
i

aetallic tin bv means of carhonaceous fuel,

and the waste pases from the furnace are used to heal the

galvauic cell.— B. X.

Smi It tnd Producing Carbidi El i Iricaf].

W. S: Horry, Assignor to Union Carbide Co., Niagara

Us, .N:.\ .'
I .S. Pat. 765,838. duly 26, 10U4.

ompounds, with or without mixture

with a rei jjent, are smelted bt subjection to an

tema current, having a frequency of more

than 133 p i
-

i
seconds Calcium carbide is pr iduced

byhea e manner, and under the same conditions

:IS to l'u alternations of the current, a mixture

of a calcium compound with carbon. In any case the

Frequency Of th alternations of the current should be

stieh as to ' substantially eliminate losses dm to electro

lytic deco nposition," tin- energy of the current being thus

ilablc as heat. - E. S.

Wat Method of Purifuinu . W. M.

rewi .in iw. ,i McGee. U.S. Pat. 766,146, July 26,

1904. a'. I B . pa -

French Patents.

... En ,-,,.. r< from ' oal; Process and Apparatus

for Producing . H. J- ivey/.er. Fr. Pat. 341,144,

Feb. 16, IS 'J

See Eng. Pat 3913 of 1904 ;
this 0.. 1904, Cl l._T. F. B.

Protective and Insulating Coating for Wood and Metals.

L. L. Bethisy and Soc. .\lyrthil, Kose et Cie. Fr. Pit.

340,622, Feb! 22, 1904. IX., page 825.

Carbid. s ; Apparatus [Electric Furnace]for Making .

Lelo.v w , Stevens and B. Tinunerman. Fr. Pat. 341,125,

Ju:;

See D.S Pat 749,461 of 1904 ; this j'., 1904, 192.—T.F.B.

Bariu Electrical] Preparation of Porous .

Si,,, and Co Fr. Pat. 341,200, .March. \2,

191 323.

(BO— r.LKCTi:t)-MKTAi.i.i"i:t;v.

Sodium Electrolytic Production of from Mixtures of

Sodium 11 '
I i o mat

. C. F. I

Z. Eli ' 1904,10, 568—572.

i Becker's process (Get Pat. 104,955 I
the

authoi 't that the addition of carbonate to the I

elet-t little use unless the carbonal its

dire, i . ioxide Experi-

ts'u, re made with mixtures ,,f caustic 6 »la ami sodium

titling up to 66 per cent, of the latter, at

..:.. C a id current-den

risi] o res pel sq. cm. In no we wi

erolul
- liis eon. hided that

Ivan • upon C istiier's. a which

fused caustic soda aloce is electrolysed. VV A
.

i

UinTED States Tvi i

Nickel-Plating; Proa I of . .T. YV. Aylswoi
Assignor to Edison Storage Batterv Co., Orange, j

S. Pat. 765,371, Julj 19, 1904.

The strip-like article, or a conm cries of sepai

articles, is passed continuously through*a heating chain

in which the articles are heated, and surrounded 1,

reducing atmosphere in order to deoxidise them. They
then passed continuously through a plating hath, was!
and finally subjected to a welding temperature,

electrically, and cooled while surrounded l.\ i nod oxidi
atmosphere.— 15. X.

FuENCii Patents.

Furnace} Electric . E. F. Cote and P. 1!. Pin
Fr. Pat. 340,6 2, Feb. 22, 1904.

Volatile metals, such as zinc, are extracted fr. t

ores by displacing the metal with a second, such as i

The mineral and reacting metal are melted separately in

crucibles bj dec ric arcs, and the melted su'ista-ic st
flow in'., a closed chamber, in which thee are mixed
maintained in a fluid state, daring the reach n,by the Ji

effect.—B. X.

Heating of Carbon I Process of —
\pplieablt n ' hemical and Utlur An.i r

Soc. Anon. 1/lnd. Vcnicre et ses Derives, Fr.

810,8 16, March 1, 1904.

I'm carbon is heated by the resistance which it offei

the passage ot an electric current. Forms of apparatus

described m .which the method is apph'cd to the manu
tare of carbon bisulphide and the cementation of iron.

-Bfl

XII.-FATTC OILS. FATS. WAXES.
AND SOAP.

Bees-wax of British India. D. Hooper. Indian Agi

Ledger, 1904, 73— 1 in.

Aftek describing the species of bees found in India

centres of the wax and houe\ trade are discuss.

of preparing the wax and its local use. are referrec

and finally the character and chemical composil

various kinds of bees-wax are given. Indian beos-wi

derived from three species of bees, Apis dorsatn, A.im

andA.florea, hut chiefly from A. dursata 'n the fol

ing table the chemical and physical characteristics of t

waxes arc shown i

—

Origin.
Melting

l oint. Value.
. :t ion

Hi
I<X

Vn

Apis (

,! rsata, -

•ja samples (.

Average
Maximum
Minimum

..::
I

07
-n

CJ'O

7-n
Hi'J
i't

B6-S
10.VII

7.VU

Apis j

indie ,

7 samples (.

Average
:

Minimum

US-25
WO
iii-u

6-8 98-S
102IS
turn

lores
:, samples ' Miuimuin

151-2

f.Vll

7 -a

8 D
6-1

lOS'J

SS .-.

It win bi seen that, whilst th waxes .. re aim. .st

in composition, they differ considerably fron

WUXCS. The acid value is much lower, and the isil.'i!

of cerotie acid to myricin is conseqnently altered.

Another source of wax in Ionia is from th. 1 'an

bees, Metipona (Trigona) spp., a species also

South America. This wax has an average melting 1

of 7n-."i t'.aeid value 20*8, saponification value 110-4

iodine value dluhh 432.—W. P. S

t'n Oils and Fats [/•'

i/ ]. .1. lluwurt. XXIII., page 841.

Halogen Absorption of Oils : (

11 . Hanux, and l/'c/M/ncy Mitho

ing the . L. M. Tolman. XXIII
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rdfrom Hogsfed on Cottonseed Meal ; Reaction of
villi Halphen's Reagent. E. Fulmer. XVI I !. A.,

lage 832.

icerides ; Solutions of in Acetic Acid. L. Hoton.
XXlfL, page 840.

t.r ; Detection of Artificial Colouring Mailer in .

]'. Lemaire. XXIII., page 840.

<ccrol : Notes on the Determination of [Bichromate
Method]. Taurel. XXIII., page 841.

English Patents.

'i, Fish lit fuse, and the. Uke ; Treatment of . W.
I. Sandisou. Kn.n. pa t. 15,319, July 10, 1903. XV.,
Ige 83 1

.

of ii Substitute for .

2081, Jan. 27, 1904. XX.,

-linr Oil ; Manufactur
!•'. Tollner. Eng. I'at.

ige 83S.

npgraphic Cylinders, a c. .- [i Celluloid-Stearin'] < 'ompo-
Hon for the Manufacture of . A. Defavrie.

Bg. Pat. 19,16.3, Sept.' 5, 1903.
' XIX.. page 834.

French Patents.

I Press. Soc. A. Pifre et Cie: Fr. Pat. 340,565,
Feb. 19, 1901.

body of the press consists of two symmetrical p;ir!s

together by bands and enclosing a hollow space within
hare packed the layers of material. The pressure is

ted by the head of a j>i-ton which rises into the central
e, and in which outlets arc provided for the escape of
»il.—C. A. A I.

Iteriny Material for Fats and Oils. Cr. Gautier.
Fr. Eat. 341, KIT, March 3, 19 14.

material consists of dry powdered skins or hides,
rally the artificial leather made as described in Ft. Pat.
•jr. of 1901. (See Eng. Pat. 19.249 of 1901 ; this .1

, 1405.)—W. P. S.

/ Substancesfrom Moist Materials ; Extraction of .

F.Frank. Fr. Pat. 341,341, March 15,1904.

is a process for extracting oils, fats, or waxes from
:raw materials sneh as peat, fruits, oily effluents, Sec.,

.inhig much water. Fur this purpose the material is

d in a cylindrical vessel and treated in its moist
tion with vapour of benzene, carbon bisulphide,
ol, acetone, chloroform, ether, or like solvent. The
if the cylinder is attached to a condenser, whereby
scaping vapours of the solvent, together with water
ir, are collected and separated. That part of the
at which condenses in the cylinder is drawn eff and
rated to obtain the residue of oil, fat, or wax.

—W. P. S.

for Use by Lead Workers; Manufacture of- .

;m. YVerke G. m. b. II. vorrn. C. Zerbe. Fr. Pat.
,159, Feb. 25, 1904.

H'BTloN of soap is mixed at a temperature of 30° C-
't powdered alkali sulphides, and allowed to cool.
Mared marble may be added to form a more solid soap.
M-', the sulphides convert any lead on the hands into
Mble lead sulphide. The soap will also prevent similar
ting by copper or mercury.—W. P. S.

MI-PIGMENTS, PAINTS ; EESINS,
VARNISHES

; INDIA-RUBBER, Etc.

(A)—PIGMENTS, PAINTS.

"White and While Lead; Relative Covering Pouter

H • E - Eenobie. Bull. Soc. d'Encouragement,
1 ^ 106, 513—537.

* xpression '• covering power," as applied to a pigment,
"nderst i in two different senses, viz.. power of

ion over a larger or smaller area, and power of con- I

coaling the subjacent surface. The author considers the
latter to be the true meaning of the expression, since the
former cap obviously he varied for the same pigment by

"
;

the proportion of vehicle with which it is mixed.
Covering power is therefore directly related to opacity.
As the result of numerous comparisons it is found that
when white lead (Dutch) and zinc white

| Vieille Montagne)
are mixed with equal proportions of vehicle (oil and tur-
pentine), 7 parts In weight of while lead are required to
give the same degree of opacity as ." parts of zinc white,
or 7 volumes of white lead as i; volumes of zinc white.'

Therefore, whether equal Heights or equal volumes are
regarded, zinc white has the greater covering now, a-. In
practice, however, zinc white requires a much larger pro-
portion of vehicle than white lead. Asa eonsequenci
results that when coats of equal thickness-of the i .-. paints
are laid on (containing those proportions of vehicle which
render them applicable with equal facility), it is necessary to
apply four coats of the zinc while paint to obtain the same
opacity as that produced by three coats of white lead.

—M. J. S.

United States Patents.

Whiti fend: Treating the Residue resulting from Manu-
facture of . J. W. Bailey, F. T. Bailey, and
M. Bailey, New Fork, issignors to the United Lead Co.,
New .Jersey. U.S.A. U.S. Pat. 766,133, July 26, 1904.

The waste products from the corroding process, consisting
of lead .carbonate, lead oxide, and metallic lead; are fed
into a revolving drum arranged obliquely. The lower part
of the drum contains 'acetic acid, the upper part ail: or a
corroding- gas. The mixture is therefore alternately sub-
merged in the acid and exposed to the air, whilst the
attrition of the metallic particles constantly presents new
surfaces to the action. With a suitable strength of acetic
acid, the metallic lead and lead oxide are converted into lead
acetate, which remains in solution, whilst the lead carbonate
is automatically discharged from the drum.—M. J. S.

Paints and Paint Vehicles; Production of . E. H.
Strange and E. Graham, London. U.S. Pat. ,"GG,74n,

Aug. 2, 1904.

See Eng. Pat. 8335 of 1903 ; this J., 1904, 448.—T. F. B.

(5.)—EESINS, VARNISHES.
English Patent.

Oilcloth or Linoleum; Substitutefor . W. Melville,
W. V. Ee'es, and P. L. Bees, Manchester. Engl Pat.
12,563, June 4, 1904.

Sheets of fibrous paper pulp arc hardened and rendered
non-absorbeut by treatment with oil and size, to which lime
or ' soda " has been added. ' When dry the material is coated
with oils and staining colours, again dried, and finally
printed with the desired pattern.—T. F. B.

United States Patents.

Distilling Crude [Turpentine] Oils; Apparatus for .

J. C. XIallouee, Charlotte, W.C., Assignor to J. J.
Mallonee, Crichton, Ala. U.S. Pat. 704,138, Julv 5.
1904.

The apparatus is designed for distilling turpentine from
crude turpentine oils, and consists of a still provided with
a vertical vapour outlet of sufficient length to permit
the heavier oils to now hack to the still, thi lighter vapours
passing through a condenser to the separator. A pipe
fixed in the bottom of the still carries the residue to a
second still, which is also connected with a condenser and
separator, whence the distillate passes to a third still. The
residues from the second and third stills are run together
into a fourth still, where they are fractionated.—T. F. B.

Resinous Matter; Process of Extracting from Long.
leaf or Pitch Pine. W. B. D. IVnniman, Baltimore,
Md. 1

.S. Pat. 7r.4,Su3, July 12, 1904.

The wood is steeped in hot liquid in a suit.,,
: the

atmospheric pressure is then reduced above the liquid and
the exuded resinous matter is later
surfade of the liquors.—R. L. J.
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French Patent.

Varnish; Process ofMaking Quick-drying .

T. Abelmann. Fr. Pat. 338,807, May 18, 1903.

A ni-!N. such as colophony, is melted and incorporated

with an equal weight of a mixture of four parts of heavy

mineral oil (sp. gr., 0-820—0-89(1) and one part of

petroleum naphtha (benzine lourde) (sp. gr. 0-730— 0-740),

or with the intermediate petroleum fraction known as

solar oil. This product is then oxidised by atmospheric

air. diluted to an appropriate fluidity with oil of turpentine,

and treated with 1-5—3 per cent, of a B:ccative.—M. J. S.

(C.)—INDIA-RUBBER, &c.

Venezuelan Rubber- Latexes. Marckwald and Fr. Frank.

Gummi-Zeit., 1904, 18, 850—851.

Three latexes, one unnamed, of Venezuelan origin were

found to have the following composition and characters :

—

product's of combustion received by means of a tulie fn

an outside combustion funnel, close up to the wall of .

drum.—J. K. B.

French Patents.

Vulcaniser ; Improved . Soc. F. Clouth, Rlieiniei

Gummi-Waarenfabrik. Fr. Pat. 340,670, Feb. 23, 190

Mechanical details are given of an improved vulcant
-,

with (o) means for applying mechanical pressure throq

the top upon the enclosed moulds or forms; and ((>i

laterally disposed cover or lid secured by screws, tl

features being in combination.—K. L. J.

Leche de
Marima."

" Lei'lie de
Pendare."

8.

Unnamed.

Rubber substance
Resins
Albuminous matter .

.

Impurities
Ash
Water removed at

100 c

Appearance of latex. .

.

Nature of rubber.

Per Cent.
0-65
19-38
1-36
1-60
(j'73

76 25

PerCent.
S'26
17-62

0-2H
l-sil

lllll

74-71

Per Cent.
20*56
73-62

is.",

0"62

:> US

Oheesy
uppea ranee.

Nature of resin .

Reddish- Yellowish
white acid acid fluid,

fluid, pre-
t

somewhat
served by coagulated.
formalin.

Very inferior; Poor; 13-11 Good; 66*42

no*a-caout- percent, of percent, of

chouo B-caoutchoue o-caoutchouo
present. present.

Similar to

Pontianac
resin.

present.

B peT cent.
soluble in

acetone with
in. pt. 0-2-5°.

IS per rent.

of m. pt.
i.l C;

82 per cent.
of liighm.pt.

The impurities of No. 2 consisted almost entirely of sugar

and the ash of 1 and 2 was chiefly lime and magnesium

salts.—R. L. J.

Para Rubber; Decomposition of by Ozone.

C. Harries. Ber., 1904, 37, 2708—2711.

Para rubber, in chloroform solution, whilst only poly-

merised by the action of permanganate, forms an ozonide

under the action of ozone. When warmed with water this

decomposes into keto- and di-aldehydes and hydrogen

peroxide, which last oxidises the aldehydes to the corre-

sponding acids. The ozonide. readily purified by solution

in ethyl acetate and precipitation with light petroleum spirit,

is a vitreous mass, explodes like other ozonides, when

heated on platinum, and has the composition (C10Hj6Oa)x.

Molecular weight determinations made it uncertain whether

the value of x should be 2 or 3. On digestion with water

for a short time, the solution when tested indicated the

presence of levulinic- and succinic aldehydes. After com-

plete digestion, the main product was identified as levulinic

acid. A smaller product gave reactions characteristic of

succinic acid but could not he identified with the known

acid. These results indicate the presence of the complex

£>C:CH.CH2 .CII2 .e(CH ;t
):CH.O i„ the original

C

uHl6

molecule. Oxalic acid was not found and is probably only

a secondary oxidation product of rubber. Like other

ozonides the caoutchouc ozonide is much more highly active

to a sensitised plate than ozone itself.—R. L. J.

United States Patent.

Raw Rubbers Apparatus fur Treaiinq . J. R. C.

Damn, Para, Brazil. l.S.'l'at. 765,167, July 19, 1901.

A hoi.i.ow drying drum with ; is. fitted with a

flattened, "flaring," nozzle inside, which delivers the

Rublier Substitutes: Manufacture of Substances for
as . The Velvril

'

Co., Ltd. Fr. Pat. 341,-

March 17, 1904.

See Eng. Pat. 13,306 of 1903 ; this J., 1904,670.—T. F

XIV.-TANNING ; LEATHER, GLUE, SI

Chromed Hide-Powder Question. F. Kopecky.

Collegium, 1904, 211-214, 217—222.

The results obtained by the author show that a satisfaci

chromed hide-powder may be made from the inferior p
of a hide (belly) which are unsuitable for the mi

faetuie of ordinary hide-powder. As compared with

ordinary powder, e.g., Freiberg, the absorptive powc:

less per trrm. but is regular, whilst the powder can

packed closer, so that the usual filter bell is large eno

for all purposes. The quantity required for anal

may he packed dry or wholly or in part moistened '

the liquor under analysis without affecting the result,

absorptive power increases as the powder is more fi

"round, though for stirring and shaking methods of anal;

a somewhat coarse powder used in larger quantities t

lOgrms. per 100 c.c. of liquor (0"35—0-45 percent, tan

is desirable. The absorptive power of this powder dimiui

as it is more highly chromed, but if underchromed

solubility is greater, and especially for the analysis of

liquors, which really has caused the demand for

alternative powder, it must be sufficiently ehromet

prevent swelling. Chrome alum crystals (10 per cc

and crystallised sodium carbonate (3 -5 per cent.) gi

suitable chroming liquor. A basic liquor made f

bichromate by reducing with glucose is less satisfact

As regards neutralisation, this must not be carried

far; if too highly neutralised the powder becomes

absorptive and at the same time the hide substane

again rendered soluble. In the analysis of oak?^

extract this powder, tanned as indicated, neutralised wi

3 per cent, solution of borax, washed, dried, ground.^

washed, and again ground and dried, gave results clc

I

agreeing with Freiberg hide-powder in the hands of diffei

workers. Its behaviour with other materials, especially I

liquors, will be described later.—R. L. J.

United States Patent.

Waterproof Dressing and Prcscrrntire for /.roil

A. Aagaard, Everett, Wash. U.S. Put. 764,971,
.

12. 1904.

Dogfish oil (5—14 parts), pine or pine-root tar (

parts), turpentine, and a suitable solvent (one or niorl

these constituents being omitted as desired) are ml

together to form a leather-dressing.— K. L. .1.

French Patent.".

Tannin Extract Solubl, in tin Cold; Process for mMA
Colourless . C.Kleuk. Addition, dated Marti

1904, to Fr. Pat. 316,570, l»ec. 5, 1901.

See U.S Pat. 740,283 of 1903 ; this J., 1903, 1140.—T. IE

Glace Leather rfrom Intestines']. H. Trenckinam

Fr. Put. 340,486, Feb. 16, 1904.

Tin- ouicr wall- of intestines, particularly the ca;cum oil

mil of the on, at present turned into gold-beater's -kin I

cleaned, vei\ lightlj tanned with chrome, alum, or

tannins, and' then stuffed with egg-yolk, flour, &c. Xwl
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Nre prepared membranes are superimposed on one another,

iially grain to grain, so that on drying they form a solid

nogeneous sheet without the aid of any adhesive. This

feather " is then decreased by the use uf benzine- 'J'he

Uliniinury tanning may be omitted or applied after the

lithng process.—R. I.. J.

^'tering Material [Hide Powder'] for Fa's and Oils.

i ;. Gautier. Fr. Pat. 341,167, March 3, 1904. XII.,

|>age 829.

XV.-MANUKES, Etc.

•e ; Influence of Varying Ratios of Lime to Magnesia
n tht drouth of . K. Aso. Bull. Coll. Agric,
?0kvo, 6, 97—102. Chem. Centr., 1904, 2, 255-256.

OKT.vTio.N experiments, in which varying amounts of

'ium carbonate and magnesium carbonate were added to

>il containing lime and magnesia in the ratio 1:1, showed
t the most suitable " lime factor " for rice is, as in the

e of other species of Gramineee, between 1 and 2. The
Id of rice varies to a considerable extent with varying

os of lime to magnesia, an excess of lime over the proper
portion being more injurious than an excess of magnesia.

—A. s.

•e Culture ; Practical Application of Manganese
Jhloride in . K. Aso. Hull. Coll. Agric, Tokyo,

!, 131—133. (hem. Centr., 1904, 2, 256.

application of manganese chloride, a by-product in the

nufuctureof bleaehing-powder, corresponding to 25 kilos.

manganese protosesquioxide, Mn3 4 , per hectare, re-

:ed in a yield of rice (grains) one-third greater than that

ained without manganese chloride. The yield of straw

5 increased to an even greater extent.— A. S.

English Patent.

Fish Refuse, and the like ; Treatment of
M. liandisoD, Avton, Berwick. Eug. Pat. 15,319,

illy 10, 1903.

e fish or fJBb refuse is reduced to a semi-fluid consistency

boiiiug and diluting with water. The mixture, while

1 hot. with or without the addition of chemicals, is

anted to remove the more liquid portion, the liquid and
re solid portions being then independently subjected to

trifugal action in machines of the non-perforated drum
The liquid albuminoid portion obtained is subse-

:ntly subjected to further heating or treatment by
tmicals, and again passed through the centrifugal machine
separate the fish-oil. The solids are dried to form a
nure or " guano."—W. P. 8.

French Patent.

Manure, and Process for its Manufacture. J.Ham-
merschlag. Fr. Pat. 340,449, Feb. 15, 1904.

kali or other silicates or silicic acid are added to an
aline solution or magma of humous substances. The
er are preferably prepared by treating decomposed
mal or vegetable bodies with caustic or carbonated
alis or with ammonia. Such a " silico-humic " prepara-

a may be used as a manure, in some cases, with the

tial or entire substitution of phosphates (powdered
i, Thomas slag, or the like) for the silicates ; or the

mic solutions may be treated with alkaline phosphates,

example is given of a manure made up by adding a

xture of turf, bog earth, lignite, or the like, in small

ces, to an alkaline solution ; silicates or phosphates are

n added, and the mass is set to fermeDt in heaps.

—E. S.

XVI.-SUGAR, STAECH, GUM, Etc.

ess-diffusion [Beet Suqar~\ • Continuous . FKtos
ind Rak. Oesterr. Z. Zuckerind, 1904, 33, 360. Chem.-
Zeit., 1904, 28, Rep. 212—213.

•E authors have tested their process of combined diffu-

n and pressiug (Fr. Pat. 318,451 of 1902 ; this J., 1902,

1462) on the large scale, with a plant consisting of seven
i - els, capable of treating 3600 kilos, of beetroots ir. 24
hours. It is stated that within 40 minutes a ju'ce is

obtained of the same concentration as ordinary beet juice.

but of higher purity, together with 30 per cent, of" chips."

containing 22 per cent, of dry substance with only ODe per
ent. of sugar.—A. S.

Gum Acacia ; Detection of in Powdered Tragacanth,
E. Paget. XXIII., page 840.

XVII-BREWING, WINES, SPIRITS, Etc.

Yeast ; Xote on Top-fermentation •. J. J. van Hest.
Z. ges. Branw., 1904, 27, 540—542.

In connection with the question whether tiie cells of >

fermentation yeast exercise their chief vital functions in a

periodic manner, samples of wort were pitched with
different quantities of yeast, the progress of attenuation
and extent of yeast reproduction being noted at regular

intervals. With the smallest amount of yeast (4 c.c. per
hectolitre) attenuation commenced between the second and
third days, the extract consumed being for the most pari

utilised by the newly-formed cells, the bulk of which were
produced during the same period. After the fourth day
the yeast entered into the stage of physiological activity

(production of zymase), the attenuation increasing up
to the sixth day', to thereafter recede, owing to the
exhaustion of fermentable sugar. In this case, therefore,

the periodic action was clearly observed, the biological

activity predominating during the first three days and the

physiological action during the last three. In proportion

as the amount of pitching yeast was increased, the difference

became less marked, the attenuation commencing earlier

owing to the presence of a larger number of cells sufficiently

mature to discharge their physiological functions at the

outset. These results are considered to harmonise with

those obtained by the author in connection with the

absorption of nitrogen and formation of alcohol during
fermentation (this J., 1904, 73).— ('. S.

Yeast : Note on the Longevity of Culture . H.
Wiehmano. Allgem. Z. f. Bierbrau., 1904, 32, 322.

CoxFii'.MiNJ Henneberg"s observation that yeast cells on
the surface of the culture vessel live logger than those at

the bottom (this J., 1904, 672), the author finds that

greater longevity is exhibited by cells in the ring of yeast

adhering to the walls of the flask when cultures are made
in wort, than by the cells of sedimental yeast. Since no
acrospores could be detected in the ring cells, the greater

longevity of the latter seems due to the presence of a more
favourable environment in that situation. For re-inocula-

tion the author finds that the ring cells give more vigorous

growth, and he therefore shakes the flask, to ensure proper
admixture of the ring and sedimental cells, bjfore making
the transfer to the new medium. It is regarded as a sign

of weakly or dead cells when the sedimental yeast diffuses

too readily on shaking.—C. S.

Amylase. [Influence of Various Substances on the Diaslatic

Poicer of Malt.] J. Effront. Monit. Scient., 1901, 18,
561— 565.

Ford has concluded from his experiments (this J., 1904,

414) that asparagine does not augment diastatic action

unless there has been previous restriction, due to alkalinity

of the starch or to some other cause. As this conclusion

is in opposition to previously published statements of the

author (this J., 1893, 36S, 851; 1896, 127), the latter has
repeated his experiments, the results of which confirm

his first statement. The influence of other amino bodies
was also tried. Aspartic acid had practically the same
effect as asparagine, viz., 9 to 10 limes more maltose

formed. Glycocoll, sarcosine, leucine, hippuric acid,

creatine, &c, also favoured the diastatic action. Sucein-

amide was found to retard the action. The action of the

amides is independent of the temperature and decree of

alkalinity of the starch paste.—W. P. S.
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Sulphurous Acid in Wine. W.Kerp. Arbb. Kais. Gesund.-
Amt . 21, 141 —225 ; 372—370. I hem. I eutr., 1904, 2,
5G—59.

The author deals with tie amount, condition, and action

of sulphurous acid in wine. A review is given of the state-

ments in literature with inspect to the amount of sulphurous

acid in wine, from which it appears that of 1,071 samples.

460, or 42-95 per cent., contained up to 50 mgrms. of

sulphur dioxide per litre; 366, or 34" 18 per cent., con-

tained from 51 to 100 mgrms.; 150, or 14-00 per cent..

contained from 101 to 150 mgrms.; 63, or 5-88 per cent.,

contained from 151 to 200 mgruis. ; and 32, or 2*99 per

cent., contained more than 200 mgrms. of sulphur dioxide

per litre. With regard to free sulphurous acid, of 4 75

wines, about 75 percent, contained from 1 to 10 mgrms.
anil a further 5 per cent, from 1 1 to 20 mgrms. per litre.

The sulphurous acid addition compounds of aldehydes

undergo hydrolytic dissociation in aqueous solution to a

degree depending uron the nature of the aldehyde, the

temperature, and the concentration of the solution. The
dissociated sulphurous acid can be titrated directly with

iodine solution and is reckoned as free sulphurous acid on
analysis. Acetaidehyde-sulphurous acid is dissociated to

only a small extent, but dextrose- and levulose-sulphurous

acid are dissociated to a much greater degree. In sulphited

musts and in strongly sulphited sweet wines, dextrose- and
levulose-sulphurous acid are present, but in moderately
sulphited, completely fermented nines, the sulphurous acid

is combined with acetaldehyde. The pharmacological action

of aldehyde-sulphurous acid compounds is due to the

dissociated sulphurous acid, and its intensity can therefore

be measured by the iodine-absorption oi the aqueous solution

of the compounds.—A. S.

Enzymes ; Study of the Instability of -

XXIV., page 842.

English Patents.

K. Aso.

^ion-deposit Beer ; Apparatus for the Production of ,

and for Clarifying Liquids and Carbonuting the same.
A. P. Blaxter, A. P. Blaxter, jun., and G. VY. Chaloner,
trading as Harnett and Foster, all of London. Kng.
Pat. 23,327, Oct. 28, 1903.

Instead of employing a vessel with internal stirring

arrangements, the patentees use apparatus for chilling

or carbonatiug liquids, so constructed as to be rotated as

a whole. The vessel is cylindrical in shape, is provided
with runners which rest upon grooved rollers, and is fitted

with internal trough-like blades, which, as the vessel

rotates, raise up some of the liquid and spill it back again
into the bulk. The various connections in and out of the
vessel are made by way of the trunnions.— VY. P. S.

Varnishing, Pitching, or similarly treating Casks, Vats,
or the lilic : Apparatus for- . M. i>. Kramer. Eng.
Pat. 12,047, June 3, 1904. I., page 811.

United States Patents.

Fermentation of Bottom-fermented Beer under Pressure :

Process of carrying through the . V. Lapp, Leipzig,

Germany. U.S. Pat. 760,271, Aug. 2, 1904.

See Fr. Pat. 320,264 of 1902 ; this J., 1903, 157.—T. F. B.

Fermentation-Gas [Carbon Dioxide'] ; Apparatus for
Treating . .1. F. Witteinaun, Brooklyn, Assignor
to The Wittemann Co.. New York. U.S. Pat. 766,481,
Aug. 2, 1904.

See Kng. Pat. 61 of 1900; this J., 1900, 459.—T. F. 1!.

Storage Vessels [for Peer']; Process of Treating .

V. Lapp, Leipzig, Germany. U.S. I'at. 700,5o0, Aug. 2,

1904.

See Kng. Pat. 3682 of 1904 ; this J.. 1904, 556.—T. F. B.

French Patent.

Spirit ; Process for Maturing . L. Wittenberg and
II. Kaufmaiin. Fr. Pat. 310,861. March 1. 1904.

In order to colour ini to remove unpleasant taste from
freshly distilled spirit (brandy and the like), the latter is

treated with finely divided cork, or passed through a fil

containing the same.— VY. P. S.

XVIII.-FOODS ; SANITATION; WATER
PURIFICATION, & DISINFECTANTS.

{A.)—FOODS.

Texas Cottonseed Meat ; Composition of . H.
"

Harrington and (i. S. Flaps. Texas Agric. Exp. St

Bull.. 70, 3—15. < Ihem. I entr., 1904, 2, 245—246.

Of 46 samples of Texas cottonseed meal from 31 diffen

districts, 14 contained over 7-9 per cent, of nitrog

19 from 7-5 to 7-9 per cent., and 13 from 7 to 7-5
j

cent. Of 151 samples from other States, only 8 contain

more than 7*5 per cent, and none more than 7*9 per ce.

of nitrogen. The average composition of American cottc

seed meal obtained from 100 samples was :—Water, 8*5

ash, 7 '2; protein, 43*26; crude fibre, 5-44; non-niti

genous extractive matter, 22'31 ; fat, 13-45 per cent. T
samples of Texas meal richest in nitrogen came from t

western portion of the State, and those poorest in nitrog

from the eastern portion. It is probable that the differen

is connected with the varying moistuess of the so !, a- ;

western portion of Texas has the smallest rainfall. 1

cottonseed husks had the composition ;—water, 11-30; a:

2-73; protein, 4-18; crude fibre, 45-32; non-nitrogenc

extractive matter, 34- 19; fat, 222 per cent. Th
contained 0-69 per cent, of nitrogen, 0-25 per cent.

phosphoric anhydride, and 1-02 per cent, of p<

oxide.—A. S.

Lardfrom Hogs fed on Cottonseed Meal ; Reaction of—t
with Halphen's Reagent. E. Fulmer. J. Amer. t 'he

Soc, 1904, 26, 837—851.

Experiments were made with 23 animals which were :

with varying quantities of cottonseed meal during a peri

of 84 days, the minimum amount eaten by one individi

being 7- 7 lb. and the maximum 151 lb. Lard render

from samples of fat from each animal gave distinct af

in some instances, strong colorations with Ilalphe:

reagent, the intensity of coloration expressed in equivalo

of cottonseed oil ranging from 0-4 to 15 per cent,

general, laid from kidney fat gave the greatest degree

coloration, and lard from intestinal fat the least. T
substance producing the coloration is transmitted to I

parts of the animal, though in unequal amounts. Or
deposited in the fat of the animal the colour-produci

substance is very persistent. Thus, an animal killed thi

months after it had received its last portion of eottonse

meal yielded lard giving a coloration equivalent to 4 |'

cent, of cottonseed oil, and lard from another killed fi

months after the last portion gave a coloration equivah

to 3 per cent, of oil. ( See also this J., 1903, 1 13.)

—C. A. ft

English Patents.

Treating Finch/ Dicided Materials such as Flour

Gaseous A</< nt .- Apparatusfor . S. Leetham, Yot

Kng. Pat. 16,472, July 27, 1903.

The apparatus is intended for effecting the conditioniu

sterilising, &c., of flour, meal, bran, and the like. Ti

flour is fed into one end of a horizontal box or troug

the bottom of which is provided with transverse ribs '

its upper surface, and which is capable of a horizont

reciprocating motion. The top of the box is provided wi

partitions projecting downwards, and is capable of

vertical reciprocating motion. Specially constructed g
inlets are provided, and when the apparatus is in use, tl

flour is carried forward, stirred up, and thoroughly expos-

to the action of the gas.— VY. H. C.

Prcstrcalirc for Foodstuffs. Articles of use, and ti

like. A. J. Boult, Loudon. From K. Kucker ai

I). .1. Pickee, both of Gorinchem, Holland. BSn

l'at. 18/428, Aug. 26, 1903.

To i: articles of food, or boxes for containing the same, »

dipped in the preservative claimed, which consists of liusei
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1, 60 per eeat. ; colophony soap, 20 prr eeut.
; and shellac,

J)
per cent. Glycerin and wax way also be added to

nder the skin formed on the articles sufficiently flexible.

he preservative is melted by heating before dipping the
l tides in it.— W. P. S.

'aaein ; Process for the Preparation of a Char Solution
of . A. 1'. Horn, Hamburg. Eng. Pat. 20,063,
Slept. 17, 1903.

EE l'r. Pat. 335,799 of 1903 ; this J., 1904, 265.—T. F. B.

United States Patent.

tbumin from Milk ; Process of Extracting Soluble .

('. Lewis, Toronto. U.S. Pat. 765,898, July 26, 1904.

:e Eng. Pat. 11,094 of 1904; this J., 1904, 797.—T. F. R.

Fkencii Patent.

Icod Product from Sun el ( 'assava ; Production of a .

I II. W. van Dalfseu. l'r. Pat. 340,845, March l", l'.ml.

in root is reduced to a pulp by boiling in a closed vessel
I' by roasting, and is then rolled into sheets, the latter
hing finally dried or baked and ground. If desired,
Itrmicelli may be added to the pulp.—W. P. S.

(£.)—SANITATION : WATER PURIFICATION.
English Patent-.

liquid.? [Sewage] ; Biological I'm -titration of , with
Continuous Operation and Plant used in connection

Mjkerewith. C. Peters, Borsfleth, Gernianv. Eng. Pat.

I 16.494. July 27, 1903.

Ibe liquid is fed on to a series of basins by suitable means,
»e said basins consisting of an upper layer of fine slair and
llower layer of coarser slag. These basins are placed on
Ibed of coarse slag, bricks, or coke, either sunk in the

•ound or raised above it. The basins are surrounded by
jrders sloping upwards, and between the basins the coarso
lderstructure is exposed to the air. Suitable channels are
aced below the understructure to drain off the effluent

id also to supply air to the bed.—W. P. S.

anks ; Settling or Precipitating . A. Fidler, North-
ampton. Eng. Pat. 18,570, Aug. 28, 1903.

HE tank circular in shape and similar to that described
Eng. Pat. 19,249, 1897 (this J., 1898, 787), is provided

it'll a Made or spiral moving concentrically, which carries

ie sludge into a sump placed at the bottom of the tank.
'hen the sump is full of sludge a valve on the discharge
pe is opened and the sludge forced out by the head of
[tiid in the tank. A horizontal plate fixed just above the
mp, and of slightly larger diameter than the latter,

.events any sudden rush of liquid into the sump and
•nsequent disturbance of and mixture with the sludge.

— \Y. P. S.

wage. Bacterial or Septic Tank; Treatment of .

V. Bordigoni, Paris. Eng. Pat. 11,900, May 25, 1904.

se septic tank described is preferably made of concrete
i

'd is covered so as to be air-tight. It is divided into four I

^Apartments. In the first the sewage is received through
.pipe. A partition reaching from the top of the tank to I

>!arly the bottom separates the first compartment from the

Icond. As the sewage flows from the first to the second
!

tmpartment it passes between baffle plates placed at the
jittom of the latter. A syphon-tube establishes eommuui-
I tion between the second and third divisions. The fourth
empartment is separated from the third by a partition,

trforated at its base and reaching nearly to the top of the
nk. This last compartment contains filtering materials

(id is provided with a discharge pipe for the purified
fluent. The latter two. compartments are only one-half

I .e size of the first two.—W. P. S.

Mage [Sludge]; Treatment of [Fuel Briquettes].
A. McLean, London, and W. Paterson, Dumfries. Eng.
Pat. 12,232, May 30, 1904.

ie sludge obtained from a settling tank is partially dried
'placing it in a vessel having a filtering cloth for its

bottom, and producing a reduci d pressure below this vessel.
The partially dried sludge is then mixed with from 5 to 10
per cent, of powdered unslaked lime, and completely di

on a ,; hearth." The dry residue may now be mixed wills

about 5 per cent, of coal tar or the like, and pressed into
briquettes for use as fuel.— \V. V. S.

Air for Respiration Purposes; Process and Apparatus
for Regenerating Breathed Out . M. Bamberger,
F. Bock, and F. Wanz, all of Vienna. Eng. Pat. 8865,
April 14, 1904.

The apparatus described is intended for use with a mask
It has the shape of a cylinder, and is divided into two
chambers hy means of asbestos partitions. A tube filled

with water is placed down the centre of the apparatus.
When tequired for use. a tube at the top is conn vt-d to

the mask and a piston rod preyed down, thereby punctur-
ing lead partitions in the apparatus, and allowing the water
in the tube to flow into the lower chamber, which contains'
sodium peroxide or potassium tetroxide. The oxygen
evolved is collected in a gas bag at the lower part of
the apparatus. The breathed-out air enters the upper
chamber, which is also tilled with the alkali peroxide,
through a filter. The moisture and carbon dioxide are

thus removed, and the air, alter being mixed with a
quantity of the oxygen in the gas hair, i- drawn back into

the mas!..—W. P. S.

Water Putifging Apparatus. A. Woodall, Manchester.
Eng. Pat. 19,916, Sept. 16, 1903.

In order to remove the suspended impurities from thewaste
w uter of mills, bleach works, &c. especially matters of a

fibrous nature, the water is passed through a perforated
trough arranged in a trench. A series of brushes are
arranged m, and parallel with, the axis of the trough, and
are rotated so as to " sweep " the suspended matters out of
the water on to a perforated plate at one side of the trough

.

—W. H. C.

Liquids [Water], Treatment of , icith Ozonised Air or
other Gaseous Ozone Mixtures. A. G. Bioxam, London.
From E. Dillan, Berlin. Eng. 1'at. 20,163, Sept. IK,

1903.

In the process of sterilising water by means of ozonised
air. described in Eng. Pat. 9183 of 1901, the ozonised
air was found to become vitiated owing to gaseous im-
purities present in the water. To overcome this difficulty,

the water to be sterilised is caused to fall, in the form of

ppray, first through a vessel placed above the steriliser

proper. A current of air blown across the falliug spray
removes the impurities.—W. H. C.

United States Patents.

Orgonirallg Contaminated Liquids [Sewage] ; Apparatus
for Testing . W. D. Soott-Moucrietr. U.S. Pat.

'765,794, July 26, 1904. XXIII., page 837.

Water ; Method of Putifging . W. M. Jewell.

Winnetka, and W. J. McGee, Oak Park, 111., Assignors
to themselves and to O. H. Jewell, Chicago. U.S. l'at

766,146, July 26, 1904.

Barium carbonate and a "soluble reagent" are added to

the water and the mixture electrolysed.— \V. P. S.

French Patents.

Soap for use ttg Lead Workers; Manufacture of a -

(Hem. Werke (i. m. b. H. vorm. C. Zerbe. Fr. Pat.

341,159, Feb. 25, 1904. XII., page 829.

Sewage and other Refuse; Treatment of . J. L. I'.

Garrigou. Fr. Pat. 340,740, Feb. 26, 1904.

The liquid and solid portions of the sewage are separates

either by filtration or allowing them to settle. The liquid

portion is heated with slaked lime in a retort, whilst the

solids are mixed with felspar and heated in a second
retort. The products of distillatiou are collected in suitable

absorbing chambers attached to each retort. The while
plant is enclosed in a dome-shaped building, from which
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the air i- continuously drawn and passed through absorbing

essels, in order to collect volatile gases evolved during the

i Itration, &c.— W. P, S.

Coal Mutes: Artificial . R. J. P. Cottangin.

IT. Pat. 341,333, March 1"). 1904. II., page 816

Presiure Fillers, for Water and other Liquids. C. E.

Chamberland, Fr. Pat. 840,587, Feb. 20, 1904.

I he inner cylindrical filtering bodies have each an enlarge-

ment at the top, the shoulder of which fits upon the top of

:m outer vessel enclosing the filter, and thus completing the

whole apparatus. The joint is rendered light by means

of a clamp and some kind of suitable packing material.

Tin- water to he filtered enters at the bottom of the outer

vessel by a perforated cross tube, whilst the filtered water

leaves by a similar tube in the enlargement at the top of

the filter body or cylinder. Such filters can be used singly,

or maj be grouped together to form a battery.—W. H. (

'

(C.-)—DISINFECTANTS.

English Patent.

Antiseptic Compounds and Proces* for Manufacturing the

same. H .H. Lake, London. From F. Steams and Co.,

1 i, tn.it. U.S.A. Eng. Pat. 8415, April 12, 1904.

On treating intermolecular anhydrides of dibasic acids with

b-vdrogen peroxide, peroxide acids hating antiseptic pro-

perties are obtained. Five parts of succinic anhydride are

agitated for about half an hour with 13 parts of 7 per cent,

hydrogen peroxide. The precipitate consists of the

succinic peroxide acid, probably HO.CO (CD2)s CO.O.O.

CO (CHo)oCOOH. It is a soluble, crystalline substance,

melting at 128° C. with evolution of gas, contains 0-8 per

cent of active oxygen, and is noo-toxic. On long standing

with water, the substance is hvdrolysed to succinic acid and

succinic mono-per acid, HO. CO (CII .).. CO.O.OH.
—T. !•'. B.

XIX—PAPER. PASTEBOARD. Etc.

Kaolin [for Paper-making] ; Amount of Water in .

Papier-Zen, 1904, 29, 228").

Attention is drawn to the widely varying amounts of

water in the various clays used by pnper-makeis for

•• filling " purposes. For instance, Bohemian clays contain

from 3 to per cent, of water, whilst in English clays, the

quantity varies from 10 to 20 per cent. Some limit is

considered necessary to prevent waste as regards price and

freight.—W. P. S.

English Patents.

Oilcloth or Linoleum; Article of Manufacture for un as

,, Substitute for f from Paper Pulp']. W. Melville

and W. V. Rees. Eng. Pat. 12,663, June 4, 1903.

XIII, H, page 829.

Paper Coated on one Side with Coloured Material.

Process and Avparatnsfor Producing . C. Tittel,

Josefsthal, Austria. Eng. I'at. 10,738, -May 10, 1904.

CoLOTTBrsG materials are allowed follow in a regulated

horizontal stieamupon a wel layer of paper as this is formed

on the wire frame of a paper-making machine, being united

with the paper by the operations of couching, pressing, and

drying. The special apparatus employed to this end con-

- of a tipping trough, extending aero., the layer of

paper, rendered adjustable by mean- of scTewgear at it-

front, and communicating with a sluice-box fitted with a

rtically adjustable gale, in combination with an apron, a

squeezing roller, and a perforated pipe lying horizontally

along the back of the trough, and COnni eted with a vertical

pipe, provided with a cock and an indicator, for the supply

of the colouring materials from a mixing tank to the

trough. The colouring materials flow through the sluice

upon the apron, from which they are uniform]} distributed

on lo the squeezing roller, which applies them to the layer

of paper travelling along underneath.—E. B.

Solutions of Cellulose in the Manufacture of Filaments

;

Apparatus for Pumping and Controlling the Passage

of liquids or Semi-liquids, and more especially of .

('. 11 Steam. London, and C. F. Topham, Kew. Eng.

Pat. 16 605, July 28, 1903.

Tin cellulose solution is kept under sufficient pressure to

raise the inlet valve and pass into the body of the pump
but the delivery valve is held in position by a sprinp

sufficiently 6trong to resist this pressure. By throwing thl

plunger of the pump into motion, however, sufficient

pressure is obtained to open the deliver) valve. Hence ni

air bubbles can get into the solution on suction and tin

pump can be used to regulate the thickness of the filatneutl

by altering the speed. In order to give an even flow o

solution from the pump, an air chamber is in coinmunicatiot

with the passage leading from the delivery valve to th(

outlet.—(1. V7. McD.

Phonographic Cylinders, Ac; [Celluloid-S:eariu Cm
position for the Manufacture of . A. Defarrie

Paris. Eng. Pat 19,168, Sept. 5, 1903.

Celluloid containing a certain proportion of stearic acii

in addition to the usual ingredients.—C. A. M.

Incandescent Mantles [ Wood Cellulose]. Evered & Co

Ltd. From C. Weiblen. Eng. Eat. 22,4:, 1, ( let. 1 7, 191

11., page 810.

United States Patent.

Drying Machine [for Paper]. S. A. Cohen, New \'A
is. Pat. 764.561, July 12, 1904.

The paper to be dried passes over a set of feed rollers will

tapes, in a straight oath, and is subjected to an air bias

issuing from a perforated plate. The paper then pant

over a semicircular set of rollers to a second -traiglit sc

where it is again subjected to an air blast. Means U
provided for preventing anything coming into contact witl

the paper except the air. —W. H. C.

Fbench Patents.

Viscose} Treatment of • Soc. Franc, de la Viscose.

Fr. Pat. 340.5G3, Feb. 19, 1904.

Viscose, which has been gelatinised and cooled, i- treat,

in a rotating drum, with a solution of sea salt, with I

without sodium bicarbonate. For example, for 100 kilo

of viscose containing 10 per cent, of cellulose, may be 0B£

a solution of lo kilos, of sea salt and 10 kilos, of soditi:

bicarbonate in 100 litres ot water. The mother liquor

then run off, and the viscose again treated with a 50 pc

cent, solution of sodium chloride. The effect of th

treatment is ihe removal of alkali sulphides and pt>l;

sulphides—T. F. 1!.

Viscose; Apparatus for Extracting the Air and Fr^

Carbon Bisulphide contained in . See. Erai c. de

Viscose. Fr. Pat. 340,690, Feb. 24, 1904.

An air-light conical vessel is provided with a rotatii

conical plate, on which the viscose is fed through

the top of the vessel. Projections are fixed on to tl

lower part of the conical plate, to throw the viseosi

the sides of the vessel, which is evacuated during tl

operation ; this treatment removes all air and dissolve

carbon bisulphide from the viscose, which finally I

a trough at Ihe bottom of the vessel, and is run off throup

a sidotube.-T. F. B.

Viscose : Automatic Machine for Firing Fila

. Soc. Franc, de la Viscose.

Feb. 27, 1904. V., page S21.

Fr. Pat. :U0,SI

XX.-FINE CHEMICALS, ALKALOIDS,

ESSENCES, AND EXTRACTS.

Cerium Compounds: Study of some . J- Stent

Ann. (him. Plus.. 1904, 2, 193—232. I h

i;.nl, 2, S-l—

8

r
i. (See this J., 1901, 927.)

Preparation and Purification of Cerium 0.ride.—For tl

separation and the detection of iron in
i

' si nc of exec
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f cerium, the following rap'd method is useful. It is

_i~.it upon the fact that a solution of a cerous salt is not
omediately precipitated by a small excess of ammonia.

! be solution containing the cerium in the cerous condition

p treated with ammonia till all the cerium is precipitated,

md the liquid has a 6trongly alkaline reaction; glacial

Eetic acid is then added till the precipitate is just redis-

ilyed, leaving the liquid still alkaline, and the solution is

iturated with hydrogen sulphide. The precipitate is

Itered off, the solution acidified with acetic acid, and the

vdrogeu sulphide expelled. For the separation of larger

uantities of iron from a smaller quantity of cerium, the
lethod proposed by Hose for the separation of zirconium
'ud iron appears to be the most useful one. The solution

treated with tartaric acid, made alkaline with ammonia,
r.d the iron precipitated by hy drogen sulphide.

Ceric Oxide.—Ceric oxide prepared by ignition of the

Dilate, formate, succinate, acetate, or sulphate, or of the
ydrated oxide, may have a faint lemon yellow colour, due
i the formation of higher oxides, even when foreign earths

!-e absent. Hydrated ceric oxide, CeO.,H._0, is obtained
v treating a solution of cerous nitrate with a cold solution

!t' sodium peroxide. The voluminous precipitate becomes
mser and acquires a lemon-yellow colour on boiling.

rrstalline ceric oxide is pure white, but becomes somewhat
rddish-brown if it comes in contact with the air.

Cerium Sulphide.—By the action of hydrogen sulphide

In eerie oxide, hydrated ceric oxide, cerous sulphate or
.roiis carbonate at a bright red heat, cerous sulphide,
..;S

;

. is produced. It is a purple-red microerystallir.e

iwder, which, when heated in air, loses sulphur, and is

inverted into a mixture of ceric oxide aud cerous sulphate.

: is decomposed by cold dilute acids, but is practically

•aacted upon by cold or boiling water, ammonium sulphide
ud alkali polysulphides. If white ceric oxide be heated
ButiousJy for 1 hour in a current of moist hydrogen
|ilphide, a golden-yellow oxysulphide is formed, having
pproximatelv the composition Ce_02S, which, when exposed
I tin air, changes slowly into a more stable, grass-green
xysulphide. According to the author the golden-yellow
•ystalliue sulphide described bv Mosander does not exist.

—A. S.

Stovaine : a nem Local Anaesthetic. ¥.. Fourneau.
J. Pharm. Chim., 11)04, 20, 108—109.

She hydrochloride of the benzoyl ether of dimethylamino-
jentanol (CH

3)(C.H 5)[CHo.N(CH3 ).: .HCl]C.(I.COC6H5),
hie!) has been introduced into medicine under the name

|f stovaine, possesses anaesthetic properties comparable with
ith those of cocaine. It is obtained by acting on dimethyl-
pinoketone with ethylinagnoshim bromide ; ethyldimethyl-
jninopropanol or dimethylaminopentanol is thus obtained,
hich, when treated with benzoyl chloride, gives stovaine.

i occurs in small brilliant lamellce, in. pt, 175
3
C. It is

:.ry soluble in water, alcohol, and acetic ester, sparingly
iluble in acetone.—J. O. B.

'opulin [Benzoylsalicin] ,- Simple Method of preparing
. L. Dobbin and A. D. White. Brit. Pnarm. Couf.,

Aug. 1904; Pharm. J., 1904, 73, 233.

opulin may be satisfactorily obtained by benzoylating
ilicin by tschotten-Baumann's reaction. A solution of
I grins, of salicin in a litre of water, was rendered alkaiine
ith potassium hydroxide, and 10 grms. of benzoyl chloride
Idert very slowly with constant agitation ; more alkali
ing added from time to time, to avoid the formation of
uch free acid. The populin formed separated at once,
lirming a bulky white precipitate, which was collected,
••ied, powdered, and extracted with ether. On reervstal-
ung the residue insoluble in ether from boiling water, then
om hot alcohoi, pure populin, m. pt., 1S0

D C, was obtained.

—J. O. B
w.r Vomica Seeds; Distribution of Fats and Strychnine
«

• H. W. and S. C. Gadd. Brit. Pharm. Conf.,
Aug. 1904; Pharm. J., 1904, 73, 246.

BE hairs covering the seeds of Strychnos mix vomica are
and to contain much more fat, and relatively less
rychnine than the embryo of the seeds, and this' fat is

ore readily removed by 70 per cent, alcohol from the hairs '

than from the other parrs. Consequently decorticated seeds
are recommended for the preparation of galenical products
of mix vomica.—J. O. B.

Amorpha Fruticosa ; Constituents of the Essentia! Oil of
. V. Pavesi. Estr. aus Rendicouti del K. [st. l>omb.

di sc. e Iett., 37, 487—494. Chem. Centr., 1904, 2, 224.
(See this J., 1904, 5iS.)

The portion of the oil boiling below 250'' C. contains a
terpene boiling at so —120' C. under 30 mm. and 150°—
220 ('. under 750 mm. pressure; sp. gr. at 15° C.,
0-8717; refractive index, 1-4811 at 15-5° C. The portion
boiling between 250° and 270 C. contains cadinene and
another terpene, for which the author proposes the name
amorphene, C 1SH\N , sp. gr. at- 15° C, 0-916

; refractive
index at 15° C, 1 50652. Amorphene differs from cadinene
in that its hydrochloride is liquid.—A. S.

Burdock Boot ; Essential Oil of . Haensel's Iieport,"
July 1904 ; through Apoth. Zeit., I'.li 4, 19, i57.

Burdock root yielded 0-176 per cent, of a brownish-
yellow oil having an acid reaction ; sp.gr. at 25°C, 0-9695

;

Md = + 1'24 at 30 J
C. ; acid value, 13-5; saponifi-

cation value, 236-6; readily soluble in 80 percent, alcohol.
The oil contains palmitic acid.— J. 0. B.

Conium Maculalum ; Essential Oil of . Haensel's
Iieport, July 1904 ; through Apoih. Zeit., 1904, 19, o.~i7.

Essential Oil of Conium Herb. — The herb free from
flower3 gave 0-0765 to 0-078 per cent, of a dark brown,
unpleasant smelling, acid essential oil which deposited
stearoptene at low temperatures. It had the sp. gr. 0-9502
at lj

D

C. ; acid value about 60; saponification value about
70. On rectification by steam distillation only 25- 15 per
cent, of the original oil distilled over, the dark-coloured
residue solidifying on cooling. The rectified oil was
brownish, acid in reaction and had an odour almost
similar to that of the crude product. It bad the sp. gr.
0-9310 at 20° C. j [«],= - 12-4° at 20° C. ; saponifica-
tion value 36. It was readily soluble in 90 per cent,
alcohol and in about 80 parts of 80 per cent, alcohol.
Palmitic acid was isolated from the residue.

Essentia! Oil of Conium Fruits.—The fruits yielded
0-0179 per cert, of essential oil of a brownish-black colour,
with a repulsive odour and taste, neutral in reaction

;

saponification value, 34; sp. gr., 0-8949 at 15° C. On
rectifying 51 per cent, of a greenish-yellow oil was obtained
having the sp. gr. 0-8313 at 15°" C; [>]_ = -2-16 7 '

readily soluble in 96 per cent, alcohol, sparingly dissolved
by 80 per cent, alcohol.—J. O. B.

Odorous Principles ; Mechanism of the Circulation of
in the Plant. E. Charabot and G. Lalone. Bull.

Soc. Chim., 1904, 31, 884—896.

From experiments performed with the bitter oranse (.'itrus

bigaradia in various stages of growth, it is concluded that
the chemical changes undergone by the terpene compounds
of the portion of the essential oil contained in the stem of
the tree renders it less soluble in water than the corre-
sponding essential oil of the leaves. This difference, slight

at first, increases as vegetation advances. The osmotic
pressure in the stem tends to diminish, whilst a certain
amount of the more soluble constituents, following the laws
of diffusion, are transferred from the leaves to the stem.
On arrival there, they throw out of solution, if the stem
sap be nearly saturated, the least soluble of the dissolved
odorous bodies. A transference is, therefore, constantly
in progress from the leaf to the stem, or from the point
where the odorous substances are most actively formed to

where they become, relatively, less soluble. The oil of the
leaves is found to be distinctly less rich in ester, than that

of the stem. In yoimg leaves the total esters amounted to
31

1

• v per cent, of the oil, calculated as linalyl acetate, against
39-0 per cent, in the young twigs ; mature leaves gave 31*1
per cent.; and mature twigs 62-0 per cent. The free

alcohols in young leaves amounted to 31-3 per cent., in

young twigs to 28 -4 per cent., in old leaves to 30-0 per
cent., whilst old twigs contained but 3-2 per cent.—J. O. B.
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Thorium from Cerium, Lanthanum, and Didymium

;

Separation of by Metanitrobt nzoie Acid. A. C.

Neish. XXI []., page 839,

Methyl Alcohol in Commercial Formaldehyde ; Determina-
tion of . M. J.Stritar. XXIII., page 841.

English Patents.

Pyrimidine Derivatives \_Alkgl Barbituric Acids'] ; Manu-
facture of . 11. E. Newton, London. From Far-
benfahr. vorm. F. Bayer and Co., Elberfeld. Eng. Pat.

18,246, Aug. 24. 1903.

See U.S. Fat. 744,732 of 1903 ; this J., 1904, 35—T. F. 1).
,

Cod-liver Oil; Manufacture of a Substitute for .

K. F. Tollner, IlremeD, Germany. EDg. Fat. 2081,
J;in. 27, 1904.

Axgaceotjs plants rich in iodine are dried and extracted
with a suitable fatty oil (e.g., sesame oil) or mixture of

fatty oils and the oily extract filtered; or, the dried seaweed
may be roasted and pulverised before the extraction, and
alcohol used as a solvent in addition to the fatty oil.

—C. A. M.

Oil from the Rind of Limes and other Citrus Fruits ;

Machine for Extracting , E. G. Hunter, Whitely
Hay, Northumberland. Eng. Pat 13,17', June 10, 1904.

The limes pass down a shoot to a partitioned hopper, being
admitted to the latter by alternately operated feeders, and
then through feed tubes to an extracting device consisting
of plates provided with points on their surfaces and capable
of moving horizontally and vertically in opposite directions

at different speeds. The rinds are thus punctured and the

extracted oil lions off by suitable channels. The fruit

then passes out of the machine into a lateral receptacle.

—W. P. S.

United States Patents.

Cyclic Ketones [lonone] ; Process of Making . P.

Chuit, Geneva, and F. Bachofen, New York, Assignors
to the Firm of Chuit. Naef, and Co., Geneva. U.S.
Pat. 765,459, July 19, 1904.

See Fr. Pat. 326,982 of 1902; this J., 1903, 880.—T. F. B.

Sulpho-Acid Ester and Process of Making Same. E.

Sapper aud F. Reubold, Assignors to Badische Anilin
und Soda Fabrik, Ludwigsbafen-ou-lthine. U.S. Pat.

765,597, July 19, 1904.

See Eng. Pat. 17,347 of 1903; this J., 1904, 798.—T. F. B.

Sulphur Baths; Process of Preparing Compositions for
. W. Matzka, Vechelde, Germany. U.S. 1'ats.

765,291, July 19, 1904, aud 766,154, July 2G, 1904.

See Eng. Pat. 20,548 of 1903 ; this J., 1903, 1306.—T. F. 1!.

Cod-liver Oil ; Process of Making a Substitute for .

K. !•'. Tollner, Bremen, Germany. U.S. Pat. 765,943,
July 26, 1904.

See Eng. Pat. 2081 of 1904; preceding these.—T. F. It.

French Patents.

Trimethylcyclohexenone Oarboxylic Ester; Process for

Manufacturing . Cie. Paris. Coul. d'Aniline. Fr.
Pat. 838,814, Slay 23, 1903.

Sei U.S. Pat. 743,805 of 1908- this J., 1 903, 1807.—T. F. B.

Hydroxy-cyclohexanecarboxylic Acids and their 'Esters,

Cyclohexenecarboxylic Acids and their Esters, ami
Uydroxycyclohex inr < 'arbinols ; Process ofMaking .

Cie. Paris. Coul. d'Aniline. Fr. Pat. 338,815, May 25,
1903.

She Fug. Pat ll>137 of 1903 ; this J., 1904, 502.—T. F. 11.

Heating of Carbon [Electrically] ; Process of , ap-
plicable in Chemical and oilier Am logous Process

[Manufacture ofCarbon Bisulphide]. Soe. Anon. Prod.

I'lnd, Verriere et ses Derives. Fr. Pat. 340,846, March 1,

1904. XI. H., page 828.

XXI.-PHOTOGRAPHIC MATERIALS
AND PROCESSES.

Emulsions {Photographic] : Pyridineasa Ripening At/eat
/,„• . O.N.Witt. Phot. Mitt., 1901, 41, 235—2 6.

Pyridine may be advantageously used to accelerate hi

"ripening" of emulsions; the process can be prolon

for a considerable time at 100° ('., without fear of the

emulsions being liable to fog. and there is no great tendency

to form coarse-grained emulsions. The process may be

carried out by sensitising the emulsion, not with silver

nitrate, but with the double salt of pyridine and silver

nitrate, AgN()3(C i

-

J
H i N).,; the unripeued emulsion -

very "slow" plates, which produce negatives of good
contrast, whilst on heating the emulsion, it becomes highlj

sensitive, without losing the power of triving clear negatives.

—T. F. B.

English: Patent.

Photographic Paper. A. Zimuiermann, London. From
Chem. Fabr. auf Aetien, vorm. E. Schenng, Berlin.

Eng. Pat. 20,325, Sept. 21, 1903.

See Fr. Pat. 335,807 of 1903 ; this J.. 190{, 268.—T. F. B.

French Patents.

Pholoqraphy [in Co/ours]. B. .lumeaux and W. N. L.

Davidson. Fr. Pat. 341,359, Feb. .13, 1904. Under
Intermit. Conv., Feb, 17, 1903.

See Eng. Pat. 3730 of 1903; this J., 1904, 336.—T. F. Ii.

Flash-light Powder ; Photographic . Act. -ties.

f. Anilinfabr. Fr. Pat. 840,459, Feb. 15, 1904.

Two parts of magnesium or aluminium powder are mixed

with two paits of cerium or thorium nitrate, or with one

part of zirconium nitrate ; the double salts of these nil

with other nitrates may also be employed. These flash-

lights are said to bur:: with practically no smoke, giving a

Mash of great actinic power, and of much shorter duration

than those prepared with chlorates or peroxides.—T. F. B.

Ceramic, Porcelain, and Enamelled Objects ; Production qi

Coloured Images on . E. Zerr. Fr. Pat. 340,698,

Feb. 22, 1U04. VIII., page 824.

XX1L—EXPLOSIVES. MATCHES, Etc.

English Patents.

Gun-cotton Blocks; Pressing «f , and Apparatus

therefor. G. W. Bell, Ipswich. Kng. Pat.

Aug! 18, 1903.

See Fr. Pat. 340,473 of 1904, following these.—T. F. B.

Explosives. C. 0. I.undholm (Nobel's Kxplosives Ob

Ltd.), Stevenston, Scotland. Fug. Pat. 19,438, Sept 9,

1903.

Bv the addition of nitro-glyeerin to ammonium nitrate

explosives, products are obtained which can easili

ploled with a Xn 6 detonator. A suitable composition rot

blasting consists of ammonium nitrate, so part-
;

nitro-

glycerin, 10 parts; wood-meal. 10 parts. Such explosives

are hygroscopic, and must be enclosed in waterproof

wrappers.— T. F. B.

Explosives er Blasting Compositions. M. Biclefeldt,

Berlin. Kng. Pat. 20,216, Sept. 19, 1903.

See Fr. Pat. 333,801 of 1903; this J., 1904, 269.— T. F. B
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Explosives ; Impts. in . C. II. Curtis, ('. 1.. \V. Smith,

I). .1. Metcalfe, and A. C. Pearcy, London, and A. Y.

Hargreaves, Roslin. Eng. Pat. 20,96.% Sept. 30, 1903.

A safety non-detonating explosive which yields when
exploded a large proportion of carbon monoxide together

with non-inflammable gases, in such proportion as to

protect the carbon monoxide from the oxygen of the

atmosphere until its temperature has fallen within the

Safety limit. The explosive consists of two separate mix-
tures—(A) Saltpetre (7.5 per cent.), charcoal (:;2'5 per

cent.), and sulphur (25 per cent.). (15) Paraffin wax
(•23 per cent.), and rice or maize starch (77 per cent.) which
afe blended together in the proportion of (A) (85—S7'5

per cent.) to (15) (15—12 - 5 per cent). Mixture (B) is

prepared as follows *—Paraffin wax is melted and granu-
lated starch added until the entire charge of molten wax is

absorbed, thus rendering the starch granules harder, more
inherent, and less susceptible to atmospheric influences.

The two mixtures are then blended and pressed into a
I compact pellet.—G. W. McD.

I Fuses ; Means for Igniting . W. Keiue, Quartz
Mountain, U.S.A. Fug. Pat. 12.23S, May 30, 1904.

\ device especially suitable for damp mines, in which a cap
of conical shape (the apex bein;r filled with sodium) is

attacheil to the fuse end. On breaking the cap the sodium
is ignited by the moisture in the atmosphere.—G. W. McD.

United States Patents.

I Powders ; Apparatus for Measuring the Duration of
Combustion of . A. Ciolfi. U.S. Pat. 764,330,
July 5, 19U4. XXIII., next col.

l"£moAe/ess" Gunpowder, and Method of Makinq same.
W. H. Simpson. Peoria, 111. U.S. Pat. 765,999, July 26.

1901.

j A mixture is made of potassium chlorate. 37 parts, and
I potassium ferrocyanide, 25 parts, with sufficient water to

I make a dough-like mass, to which are added a saturated

I ethereal solution of eight parts of flowers of sulphur, and
30 parts of tannic acid dissolved in " Columbian spirits."

' The mixture is granulated and dried.—E. S.

French Patents.

I Guncotton ; Method and Apparatus for Compressing Blocks
if -. G.W.Bell. Fr: Pat. 840,473, Feb. 16, 1904

1

.

I The press block is mounted horizontally and is made in

1

1

two parts, the upper being hinged to facilitate the intro-

duction of the mould. The plungers work from opposite
lends, and have a longitudinal motion independent of each
other. It is claimed that a greater uniformity of density

; lis thas obtained, and the pressure required is less than that
usually necessary.—G. W. McB.

Xitrccellulose, Nitrohydrocellulose and Nitro-oxycellulose ;

ProcessforManufacture of . l'atronenfabrik. Saxonia.

;
Fr. Pat. 340,527, Feb. 18, 1904.

|See Eng. Pat. 5126, 19U4 ; this J., 1904, 560.—G. W. McD.

i Chlorate and Nitrate Explosives. E. Louis. Fr. Pat.

340,913, March 2, 1904.

1'he following are given as examples of these explosives.
Potassium chlorate (75—94 per cent.), potassium nitrate

(u— 15 per cent.), lard (0—10 per cent.), beef fat (0— 14

>er cent.), and mutton fat (0— 18 per cent.), and i also
• ssiuin chlorate (60—SO per cent.), potassium nitrate

.0—20 per cent.), mononitronaphthalene (0— 15 per cent.),

liononitrobenzene (0—5 per cent.), diuitrobenzene (0—16
jer cent.), rosin (0—15 per cent.), and lard (3— 10 per
eut. ). The finely powdered dry chlorate and nitrate are
neorporated with the melted fats and nitrohydrocarbons

:

nd the mass, after cooling, is broken up into grains of
lie desired size.—G. W. McD.
Explosive Mixture of Great Shattering Power. X. Ceipet.

Fr. I'at. 341,021, March 1,1904.

mall quantities of potassium nitrate and of picric acid are
dded to a mixture of ammonium nitrate and aniline nitrate
n order to improve its keeping properties.—W. H. C.

XXIII.-ANALYTICAL CHEMISTRY.

APPARATUS, ETC.
United States Patents.

Organically Contaminated Liquids [Sewage] : Apparatus
for Testing . \V. ]>. Scott-Moncrieff, London.
U.S. Pat. 765,794, July 26, 1904.

See Eng. Pat. IS.cMil of 1899 ; this J. , 1900, 1032.—W. P. S.

Powders; Apparatus fir Measuring the Duration of
Combustion •/' . A. ( i illi, Cleveland, U.S.A.
U.S. Pat. 764.35D, July 5. 1904.

A timini; apparatus (consisting of a rotating drum on
which a record is traced by means of a vibrating fork) is

set in motion simultaneously with the electrical ignition of

the powder, and similarly thrown out on completion of

combustion—G. VY. .Mel).

French Patent.

Cupels ; Manufacture of . The Morgan Crucible
Co., Ltd.' Fr. Pat. 341,015, March 7, 1904.

See Eng. Pat. 1695 of 1901 ; this J., 1904, 6-3.—T. F. B.

INORGANIC—QUALITA TI VE.

Gold; Mierochemical Detection of by means of Col-

loidal Coloration of Silk Fibre. J. Donau, Monat-h.
f. Cheat., l9,oi, 25, 545-554.

The fact that various fibres become coloured purple when
they are immersed in a gold solution has been long known.
The author has determined the best conditions under which
the phenomenon may be applied to the mierochemical

detection of gold. The best results are obtained by use

of a silk fibre, which has been previously treated with

stannous chloride and pyrogallol, a red coloration being

produced with the gold solution. The fibre is perferably

one which has been prepared from raw silk by from
2 to 4 hours treatment with about 10 per cent, caustic

potash or soda solution followed by thorough washing
with water. The fibre is then immersed for a consider-

able time in a stannous chloride solution containing a
little pyrogallol, and then washed a few times with water

and dried between filter-paper before being immersed in the

solution of gold hydrogen chloride. The reaction is carried

out in a way exactly similar to that used by Emich with

litmus-silk (this J., 1901, 1142; 1902. 498); it is much
more sensitive than the ordinary mierochemical test for

gold, and is especially useful for the detection of small

quantities of gold in presence of large amounts of other

substances. For this purpose the solution containing the

gold, but no free chlorine, is treated with lead parings and
slowly evaporated almost to dryness. The residue is

treated with water, washed by decantation, and dissolved

in aqua regia. The small amount of dissolved lead is

precipitated by dilute sulphuric acid, the solution evap-

orated first on the water-bath and later on the sand-bath,

till sulphuric acid is expelled, the residue taken up with

water and tested for gold as described above. The reaction

is not affected by the preserce of magnesium, alkaline

-

earths, aluminium, chromium, zinc, manganese, nickel,

cobalt, mercuric, lead, bismuth, and copper salts. It is

prevented by ha<e*. concentrated mineral acids, arsenious,

arsenic and silicic acids, tartar emetic and antimoniates.

Silver salts alone colour the silk fibre yellow, but this is

covered by the red gold coloration and is also destroyed by
treatment with nitric acid. Platinum salts in small pro-

portions have no influence, but when present in excess

colour the fibre black.—A. S.

Cerium Compounds ; Study of some [Detection of Iron

in Presence of Cerium]. J. Sterba. XX., page S3 I.

INORGANIC—QUANTITATIVE.
Volumetric Analysis ; Standard Substances for , en I

lodometry. F. Kaschig. Z. angew. Chem., 1904, 17,
577—585. (See Higgins, this J., 1900, 958.)

The author prefers hydrochloric acid, prepared by dissolv-

ing a known weight of the gas in water, to either oxalic.
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acid or sodium carbonate as a standardising substance. The
method of preparation is as follows:—Place 9n cc. of

water in a 100 c.c flask, provided with a bent capillary

tube hanging over the neck and reaching close to the

bottom. Weigh accurately : then place on one pan of a

balance turning with ;i centigram, attach a .'in cm. length of

narrow iodiarnbber tubing (cycle-tyre valve tubing) to the
capillary and to a Kipp apparatus delivering hydrochloric acid

gas, from the action on ammouium chloride of strong sulphuric

acid ; counterpoise the tlasU and contents
;
place 3 - 7 grius.

weight on the othir scale, and thin admit hydrochloric acid
gas till equilibrium is re-established. If the Kipp and its

sulphuric acid wash-buttle had the air expelled before

connecting, absorption takes place with practically no
bubbling and no evaporation. Disconnect, cool the flask,

and weigh flask and capillary accurately; this gives the

exact weight of gas absorbed. Kiuse the capillary into

the flask, and make up to th calculated volume for N 1

acid (adding the quantity of water over loo c.c. from a

graduated pipette, or making use of a flask graduated on
the neck between 100 and 1 10 c.c). The acid so obtained
is accurately normal, and its preparation requires no
excessive skill in manipulation. By its help N/1 sodium
hydroxide solution is standardised, and from this sulphuric

acid and other acids.

A similar solution of sulphurous acid, made by passiug

Sulphur dioxide from a siphon into water, serves to stan-

dardise iodine. This, however, must not be made stronger

than N 2(1, or it loses sulphur dioxide readily, and even the

X 20 solution requires some care and skill in its prepara-

tion. It lo6es no gas in half-an-hour or more, and Can be
measured and transferred by a pipette, hut cannot be

poured from one vessel to another without loss of at least

2 per cent, of its sulphur dioxide. To standardise iodiue,

place 25 c.c. of the nominally N/10 solution in a conical

flask, plunge the point ot a 50 c.c. pipette contain-

ing the sulphur dioxide solution, to the bottom, and let

the contents slowly out, keeping the liquid in constant
rotation. If exact, the yellow tint of the iodine just

disappears with the last drop of the sulphurous acid. If

not quite exact, a few drops of the N, 10 tbiosulphate or

iodine solution, as the case may be, are added to the point

of disappearance or re-appearance of the yellow tint, the

solution is corrected accordiuglv, and re-standardised.

With practice, there is no need to use starch as an indi-

cator. If then, the colourless liquid from the iodine

standardisation be titrated with N/10 sodium hydroxide it

should require exactly 50 c.c, and we can thus check the

iodine, standardised from the sulphurous 3cid solution,

against the sodium hydroxide, standardised from the

hydrochloric acid, and establish the correspondence of all

these solutions. From the iodine, permanganate can now
be standardised :—Exactly decolorise 23 c.c. of N 10 iodiue

by means of 50 c.c. of N/20 sulphurous acid. Add 25 c.c.

of N/10 permanganate, and decolorise again :—Exactly
on c.c. should be needed. Whilst, however, the author
hopes his hydrochloric acid standardising may come into

general use, he feels this is not likely to be the ease with

the sulphurous acid standard ; the weighing of flask and
contents (about '.'jo grins.), in order to get the exact weight
of 0'32 gim. of sulpnur dioxide, being undoubtedly a weak
point.

The direct titration of sulphurous acid by sodium
hydroxide is not very satisfactory. If phcnolphthalein be

used, a pink colour is -truck when about 95 per cent, of

the required soda has been added ; though when neutralisa-

tion l- complete, the sudden deepening of the rod colour with

the last drop is fairly conspicuous. If Methyl Orange be
I, though the change from sulphurous acid to bisulphite is

sharp, yet the titration is inexact, anil more sola solution is

required than corresponds to the sulphurous acid. This is

due to oxidation ; the bisulphate formed is arid to Methyl
I irange, though the corresponding bisulphite would have
been neutral. The author finds that sulphurous acid itself

is very (insensitive to oxygen, but that at the moment of

being converted into or being liberated from a sulphite it

rapidly absorbs oxygen. This explain- the fa. t ih it if,

instead of treating sulphur dioxide solution with iodine and
then titrating will) sodium hydroxide, 20 c.c. of N/10
«nlphur dioxide be very slowly introduced under 20 c.c. of

;

N 10 sodium hydroxide and then iodine be added, oiilv

I" c.c. instead of 20 c.c. will be needed. That this is not
due to los- by escape of gas is shown by the fact that the
liquid now requires 17 c.c. of sodium hydroxide solution for

neutralisation, a total of 20 + 17 = :i7 c.c, instead of
2 x 17 = 34 c.c To this character, too, and partly to

escape of gas, is due the fact that in titrating sulphurous
acid with iodine, too low results are always obtained if the

iodine be added to the sulphurous acid—ueither Hansen's
explanation of this, nor that of Yolhard, involving the
separation of sulphur, being satisfactory,—J. T. 1).

Indicators; Mixed . M. Scholtz. Z. Elektrochem.,

1904, 10, 549—558.

Wiirx an acid is titrated with alkali in presence of two
indicators, that indicator will be lirst affected, which is the

-'longer acid ; in titrating with acid the converse holds good.
Transition tint- are thus produ 1 just before neutralisation]

and by this method the comparative strengths of numerous
indicators, taken in pairs, have been ascertained. It is

suggested that the re-ults may help towards devising new
volumetric methods.—W. \. (

Carbon Dioxide; Determination of in Crude Ci nem
Powder. G. Sander. Thonind. Zeit., 1901, 28, 997—
998.

The apparatus is designed to give a correct direct reading

of the alterations in the volume of gas under fluctuation

of temperature and pressure, so that the Dietrich- l-'ruhling

apparatus can be used without barometer or thermometer.
The measuring tube a i- widened at e so that the latter con-

tains, up to the zero-mark i>. exactly

100 c.c. (at
:

C. and 760 nun. I. The
tube a is graduated in one-fifths of

1 c.c (total 30 c.c), and i- filled to the

zero mark with mercury, balanced by

the tube b. To set the apparatus,

mercury is poured into the tube a,

which is closed by the thumb and
turned over to allow the mercury to

escape until the surface coincide- with

(he mark corresponding to the volume
occupied by lun c.c. of air at the pre-

vailing temperature anil pressure.

The mercury is poured into a basin,

and the air in e is moistened by intro-

ducing a drop of water which is then

vaporised by heat, the open end of n

being closed by the mercury tube A.

When the air is re -cooled, the

measured mercury is returned to C,

and c is re-closed by the rubber tube

attached to b, whereupon the appa-

ratus is tilted to allow the mercury to

run from e into o, Leaving the standard
volume of air in e. Assuming that

200 c.c. of carbon dioxide are fur-

m-lel bj 0*89388 i_'nn. of calcium
carbonate, then if the crude cement
powder is to give 75 per cent, of

carbonate (i.e., 150 c.c. of carbon
dioxide), the volume of air recoiled

in the apparatus must be multiplied

by Id. and from the result can be

calculated the weiirht of calcium carbonate corresponding It

the volume of gas formed in the Dietrich-Friihling test, <
author has compiled a table of these weights at temperature;

between and 30 1 1.

In a modification of the apparatus the part e i- tunic

upright, to form a direct continuation of the tube a,

to facilitate the primary adjustment, the open end of I

being dipped into a trough ol mercury, and the rahhc

tubing attached whilst a is in this position.— (
'. S.

Lead Assay ; Comm rcial Wet . H. A. Guess.

Trans. Amer. li si. M in. Eng., 1904.

The following methods arc convenient for all leal deter

ruinations, but especially suitable for the assay of
]

containing about • 5 per cent. 1 The ore i- dissolved ii

nitric acid a:al evap Tat. 1 with sulphuric acid, water adde

w

a
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the whole heated to dissolve soluble sulphates, the solution
filtered, and the residue well washed. Filter and residue
are now returned to the original flask, and digested with
slightly acid ammonium acetate solution till all lead sul-

phate is dissolved. The liquid is diluted with water, and
Potassium chromate solution (9-336 grms. per litre) added
in known quantity and slight excess. The solution is filtered

and the residue washed free from chromate ; the filtrate is

acidified with 25 c.c. of hydrochloric acid (sp. gr. 1 • 1), a
crystal of potassium iodide added, and the liberated iodine
determined by titration with sodium thiosulphate solution

(36 grms. of the pure crystallised salt to the litre. Half-
strength, however, usually preferred) and starch. The
liberated iodine affords a measure of the unused chromate,
and hence of that used in precipitating the lead. The
chromate solution and the stronger thiosulphate solution
an equivalent per c.c. to 0-01 grm. of lead. The onlv
mbstance which interferes with this process is antimony,
which tends to prevent solution of the lead sulphate. If

antimony be present, slightly ammoniacal ammonium acetate
solution is used for the digestion, and is acidified after
solution is complete, before diluting and precipitating with
chromate. With much lead, the quantities of ammonium
acetate solution and of water are not of moment ; but
with 1 per cent, or less, the strong ammonium acetate
solution should not exceed 10 c.c, nor should the
bulk after dilution exceed 50 c.c. A large excess of
chromate hastens the completion of precipitation of these
small quantities, but makes the subsequent washing tedious,
and gives an objectionably large amount of chromate to
titrate Unless antimony be present, instead of baek-
titration, hot dilute hydrochloric acid may be poured, first

into the precipitation-flask to dissolve tiny lead chromate
contained in it, then through the filter (the funnel being
placed in the neck of a clean flask) till all the lead chromate
is dissolved ; flask and filter are well washed with warm
water, and the solution of lead chromate is titrated with
iodide and thiosulphate. 2. This method is especially-

adapted for heavy lime-ores, in the case of which the
previous method would be found tedious, on account of the
large bulks of calcium sulphate to be washed:—To 1

—

5 grms. (according to richness) of the ore, in a 250 c.c.

flask, add 3—5 c.c. of strong nitric acid and 15 c.c. of strong
hydrochloric acid : heat till all is dissolved and the excess
of acid has been reduced to about 8 c.c. Then add dilute
ammonia till in slight excess, and afterwards excess of
80 per cent, acetic acid slowly, with vigorous shaking, and
finally 5 c.c. of strong ammonium acetate solution. If
antimony and gelatinous silica be absent, and the undis-
solved siliceous residue be slight, add excess of 10 per
cent, potassium chromate solution to the hot undiluted
liquid, shake, allow to settle for five minutes, filter, and
wash free from soluble chromates. Place funnel in neck
of original flask, dissolve lead chromate with hot hydro
ffiloric acid, wash with water containing O'o per cent, of
acetic acid and titrate the solution with iodide and thio-

sulphate solution as before. By using not too much iodide
(?'5—2-0 grms.), and having say 50 c.c. of 1 • 1 hydro-
chloric acid in 200 c.c. of warm liquid, there is hardly any
tendency for lead iodide to separate and obscure the reaction.
This "short-cut" method gives good results in presence of
most other metals ; but interference may be caused by
barium, if present as carbonate, for barium chromate is

insoluble: the addition of 1—2 c.c. of 10 per cent, ammo-
nium sulphate remedies this. Interference also occurs with
bismuth, antimony, and silver, and then the first method
should be used. Either of these methods is much to be
preferred, in the case of poor ores, to themolybdate method
(this J., 1893, 376), which is so generally used ; for the
end reaction in the molybdate method is not sharp, and may
involve an error of 0-3—0-5 c.c. (= 3—5 mgrms. of lead),
which, though permissible in a rich ore, may be as much as
the total quantity of lead in a poor ore.—J. T. D.

Bismuth; Electrolytic Determination of . A. Hollard
and L. ISertiuux. Comptes rend., 1904, 139, 366—367,

Separationfrom Copper.—To the solution of the sulphates
containing not too great an excess of sulphuric acid, and
heated to boiling, phosphoric acid is added in excess, and

the solution allowed to stand overnight, to complete the
precipitation of the bismuth. The precipitate is filtered,
washed with dilute phosphoric acid (1 vol. of acid of sp. gr.
I '71 1 diluted to 20 vols.) and finally, to remove the copper
more readily, with a mixture of potassium cyanide and
ammonium sulph-hydrate, lot) c.c. of which contain 5 grms.
of cyanide and 5 c.c. of the sulph-hydrate obtained by
saturating 10 per cent, ammonia with hydrogen sulphide.
The bismuth phosphate is now dissolved in nitric acid
diluted with an equal volume of water, and evaporated with
12 c.c. of sulphuric acid till thick white fumes are given off.
The solution, which now contains the bismuth as pyro-
phosphate, is diluted to 300 c.c, and the liquid electro-
lysed with a current of O'l ampere, for 24 hours. The
deposited bismuth should be free from copper, but should
it contain any, the copper can be estimated colorimetrically
and its amount deducted.

Separation from Lead.—The solution of the nitrates is
evaporated with 12 c.c. of sulphuric acid, together with the
quantity equivalent (approximately) to the contained metals,
till thick white fumes appear. Allow to cool, dilute with
water to 300 c.c, add 35 c.c of absolute alcohol and
ejectrolyse with a current of O'l ampere for 48 hours.
Very small amounts of bismuth can in this way be accurately
separated from large amounts of lead; the deposited
bismuth is absolutely free from lead. —J. T. D.

Manganese ; Electrolytic Determination of .

J. Kbster. Z. Elektrochem., 1904, 10, [31], 553—554.
It lias been hitherto found impossible to deposit manganese
peroxide coherently under a rotating cathode. The author
succeeds by adding 10 grms. of ammonium acetate and
10 c.c. of 96 per cent, alcohol to the electrolyte (which
must be free from chlorides) and using a roughened dish
of platinum-iridium. The temperature must be kept at
75 3—85° C. A current density of 4 amperes per sq. dcm.
may be applied.—W. A. C.

Thorium from Cerium, Lanthanum and Didymium ; Sepa-
ration of hy Metanitrobenzofc Acid. A. C. Neish.
J. Amer. Chem. Soc, 1904, 26, 780—793.

The method is based on the fact that metanitrobenzoie
acid precipitates thorium from a neutral solution of the
nitrate as Th(C6H4NOjCOs)4. Thus, on treating 25 c.c.
of a solution containing an amount of thorium equivalent
to 0112S grm. of thorium oxide, with about 150 c.c.
of a 0-35 to 0-4 per cent, solution of the acid at 80° C,
and keeping the beaker at 60° to SO 3

C. for 15 minutes,
a bulky precipitate is deposited which, after being washed
with a 5 per cent, solution of the precipitating acid
and ignited in a platinum crucible, leaves the quantitative
amount of thorium oxide. For the ignition the filter paper
should be placed whilst still moist in the uncovered
crucible, and heated first in the Bunsen flame, and then
for 15 minutes in the blast flame. For the complete
separation of thorium from cerium, &c, reprecipitation
is necessary. For this purpose the precipitate is dissolved
off the paper by means of hot dilute nitric acid (1 : 5),
the paper well washed with hot water, and the solution
diluted to about 150 c.c. and treated with 25 e.c. of the
m-nitrobenzoic aeid solution. Sufficient Methyl Orange to
give a decided red tint to the liquid is now added, and
dilute ammonia solution (1 : 10) run in until the colour
changes to pink, the liquid being thoroughly stirred after
each addition. Care must be taken not to continue the
neutralisation until the liquid becomes yellow, or the other
earths will be reprecipitated. To insure complete precipita-
tion of the thorium compound an additional 50 c.c. of the
reagent are now added, the beaker heated on the water-bath
as before, the precipitate collected, washed, dissolved in
dilute nitric acid, and ouce more precipitated, before final
ignition. m-Xitrobenzoie acid gives no precipitate with
glucinum, gadolinium, yttrium, titanium, and samarium;
zirconium gives a white opalescence and precipitate which
increases on heating ; whilst erbium gives a white curdy
precipitate. Mercurous and mercuric nitrate give heavy
curd-like precipitates which dissolve on heating.

Analysis of Monazite Sand.—2 grms. of the sand in a
fine state of division are mixed with 10 to 15 c.c. of conceu-
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t rated sulphuric acid in a porcelain crucible which is

gradually heated ou a plate uutil the excess of acid has

evaporated. Mori id is then added, the contents stirred,

and digestion continued for three hours, after which time the

phosphates are converted into sulphates. The crucible is

now cooled in ice water and the mass introduced drop bj

drop into COO c.c. of water also cooled to C, the crucible

itself being finally placed in the beaker and left over night.

The solution is heated to boiling, and treated with a boiling

solution of oxalic acid (saturated in the cold), which is

added in large excess with constant stirring. The white

crystalline precipitate that separates on cooling, consisting

of thorium, cerium, lanthanum, and didymium oxalates, is

collected and washed with a dilute solution of oxalic acid,

after it lias stood for several hours. The filter paper con-

taining the precipitate is returned to the same beaker and

boiled with 10 to IS grms. of potassium hydroxide and

25 to 50 c.c. of water, and the n suiting hydroxides filtered

.ill' from the liquid which has previously been diluted to

about 300 c.c. The precipitate is washed free from alkali

and dissolved in hot dilute nitric acid (1 : 5), the solution

evaporated to dryness on the water-hath, and the residue

moistened with water and evaporated until free from all

traces of free nitric acid. The nitrates are dissolved in

r>00 to GOO c.c. of water, 150 to 250 c.c. of the solution

of m-nitroben/oic acid slowly introduced with constant

stirring, and the liquid heated at GO' to 80° C, and filtered

from the precipitate, which is dissolved in dilute nitric acid,

reprecipitated, and ignited whilst moist as described above.

A pure white thorium oxide is more readily obtained by
neutralising the solution of the thorium m-nitrobeuzoate

with potassium hydroxide instead of with ammonia, a

slight excess of the reagent converting the flocculeut m-

nitrobenzoate first reprecipitated into the more compact

hydroxide.—C. A. M.

ORGANIC—QUALITA TIVE.

Beesica.r ; Detection of Artificial Colouring Matter in

. 1'. Lemaire. Bull. .Soc. Pharin. de Bordeaux,

1904,44, 182—182,

A SMALL fragment of the wax is dissolved in chloroform,

and two or three drops of hydrochloric acid are added to the

solution. The production of a rose-red colour indicates

artificial colouring matter. Another portion is saponified

by boiling with caustic soda solution, then treated hot

with excess of hydrochloric acid. If a fugitive rose-red

colour be obtained, which turns gjgecn on adding excess of

ammonia, the wax is artificially coloured. Another piei i

the wax is melted in a capsule with saturated boric acid
solution : on evaporating to dryness the residue acquires a
reddish colour with wax containing added colouring matter.

—.T. O. B.

Gum Acacia"; Detection of in Powdered Tmgacanth.
K. Payet. feep. Pharm., l'JO-l, 16, 3ui.

Tu.'.o acantu does not, like acacia, contain an oxydase
capable of giving a brown colour with guaiacol in the
presence of hydrogen peroxide This reaction, therefore,

li s the fraudulent admixture of gum acacia to

detected in powdered gum tragacanth. A 5 per cent.

solution of the suspected gum is prepared with cold water;
to this is added an equal volume of 1 per cent, aqueous
solution of guaiacol, and one drop of hydrogen peroxide

;

on agitating the mixture and allowing it to stand, a brown
colour is rapidly developed if gum acacia be present, whilst,

if the tragacanth be pure, the mucilage remains perfectly

colourless.—J. O. B.

Glycerides; Solutions of in Acetic Acid [Distinction
between Butter and Maryarine"]. L. Hoton. Bull. Soc.
Chim. Belg., 1904,18, 147—165.

When a solution of acetic aciu in a fat is chilled, there is a
separation into two layers, the upper of which may be
regarded as fat + acid anil the lower as acid + fat. In the
case of butter, the glycerides dissolved first, tire tho9e with
low critical temperatures of solution, low melting points,

and low refractive indices. In the case of other fats and
oils, however, those portions with high retractive indices are
the tirst to pass into solution. On these tacts the following

analytical method is based :—5 grms. id' the melted filtered

butter-fat are mixed with 10 c.c. of acetic acid (sp. gr. t -057)

in a tube (16 mm. in diameter, graduated in nun.), which
is heated to 60° C, with occasional agitation, in the water-

bath. The contents are then cooled to 10" C, and the height

of the upper layer measured As soon as the temperature
falls to 35

:

C., the lower layer is decanted into a weighed
fiat dish, and evaporated at about 70 C. uutil constant

in weight (= Extract A). The portion left in the tube is

mixed with a fresh 10 c.c. of acetic acid, aud treated in tin'

same way as the original fat, yielding Extract li and a

residue C, wdiich is also dried aud weighed. The critical

temperature of solution, Valcnta test, and refractive index
of each of the three fractions is theu determined, and con»
elusions drawn from the ratio in which they staud to one
another.

The following table shows representative results uiven by
pure butter and different raw tu ilerials of margarine :

—

Butter.

Fraction. Critical
i intigrms. Temn.of

Solution.

Oleomargarine. Neutral Lard.

V'
1 "" 1

;' Centigrms. Sp.tf K-;',-',"/"
Centigrms. TempTol

'' -""'*
Solution.

: " ' *" Solution.

Refnic
ii ,

It.

I .

109
C.
is

49
57

c.

43
3 1

Is

•c.-

: i

Sll

1.' s

19'

S

VI ,

:u
;,ii

4-JO

63
67
18

50
tsa Ml

iv:; 1.'

Crude Cotton

Critical
. -us. Temp, of

I Solution.

i

Critical
notion

i iii.

Critical

" ' ' Solutii ... '" '
'

'

Soh.

Jtofrac

at til i .

\ (to

B 71)

c S60

C.

54 ,

'

I

Ife solubilit r-fat in acetic acid is independent of

the proportion of volatile acids present. In the author's

opinion the most important factor is the diff etweon
the critical temperatures of solution of the fractions

C and A. Thus 11 samples of pure butter-fat gave on tl e

average 1 1 • 5 for values of I
' A, whilst butter-fats i

ing In to 20 per cent, of margarine gave an average

ni.inner the mean difference between tile Valcnta

numbers ofC anil A \vj- :'i for the pure butter-fats and M
for the adulterated batter- I'ats. On the other hand, certain
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pure

they

tion

butter fats gave figures for the critical temperatures of

V as high as those containing 10 to 15 per cent, of mar-
. .

- that the method by itself does not furnish proof of

i. The author considers, however, it may be of

service in the case of butter-fats having a Beichert-

-! value of 23 to 27, and when such samples give a

• of less than 11 for the critical temperatures ('—A,
may he regarded as pure. There is a concentra-

pf margarine in the fractions, the quantities oi

s diss veil by acetic acid not being proportional to

fficients of solubilitv of butter and other fats iu that

!.—Q. A. M.

ORGANIC—QUANTITATIVE.
ition of Organic Matter facilitated by the use of

Pa. . S one . Duyk. Ann. Chim. anal, appl.,

1904, 9, 252—254.

ovi;- i.v powdered, recently calcined pumice stone, mixed

n equal weight with the solid or extractive to be incinerated,

s recommended to facilitate the burning off of organic

matter. By its aid a perfect ash is readily obtained with

the most refractory nitrogenous substances, such as albumin,

jrool, or yeast, which are notoriously difficult to incinerate

jompletely by ordinary methods.—J. 0. IS.

1/ Alcohol; Determination of in the Products

of the Distillation of Wood. M. J. Stritar and
H. Zcidler. Z. anal. Chem., 1904, 43, 387—400.

The authors employ the iodiiie method for this purpose
,nd use an apparatus similar to that described by Zeisel

nd Fauto for the determination of glycerin (this J., 1902,

)92). The reaction between the methyl alcohol and the

rydriodic acid (sp. gr. 1*70) is allowed to take place

i j in the apparatus, aud not in a closed tube.

Crude Wood Spirit.—5 e.c. are measured out in a

)ipetts (the weight of the volume delivered being previously

iseertaiued) and diluted to 500 c.c. This solution is used

or the determination.

Dilute Wood Spirit.— 10 c.c. arc diluted with

bout 40 c.c. of water and shaken with 0i5 grm. of animal
il for 15 minutes. The mixture is then filtered and

he filter washed with water until the filtrate measures
00 c.c.

Crude IV od Acid.— 50 c.c. are neutralised with sodium
arbon ite, diluted to 250 c.c. aud filtered, ion c.c, of the.

ark coloured filtrate are then rendered alkaline with

odium hydroxide and distilled. 50 c.c. of distillate are

ollected, treated with animal charcoal, an.l the

etermiuation proceeded with.

With regard to the influence of other substances in these

istillation products, only allvl alcohol and esters greatly

iterfere with the results. The first is separately deter-

lioed by the bromine method and allowed for, whilst the

uantity of esters in the sample is obtained from a
etermiuation of the ester value.—W. 1

J
. S.

ivthyl Alcohol in Commercial Formaldehyde ; Determina-
tion of . M. J. .Stritar. Zeits. anal. Chem., 1904,

43, I01— 4H2.

ive c.e. of the formaldehyde solution are diluted with
.10 c.c. nf water, an excess of ammonia ad led. and the

uxture distilled. Fifty c.c. of distillate are collected, made
ightlv acid with acetic acid and diluted to 100 c.c. The
ethyl alcohol is then determined by the iodide (Zeisel)

iethod as modified by the author. The small quantities of

(rmaldehyde found in the distillate, do not affect the result.

— w. r. s.

Htaponiftable Matter in Oils and Fats ^Determu
of ]. J. Huwart. Les Corps gras ind., 1904, 30,
194—195, 210—211, 22S—229, 242—243, 25S—259,
-'71—275, 290—291, 306—307,322—323. Chem. Centr.,

1904, 2, 158—159.

QOBDikg to the author the usual methods for the deter-

nation of the unsaponitiable matter in oils and fats are

! inaccurate. The following method is recommended :

—

gnns. of the oil or fat are boiled for at least i hour with
• c.c. of a 20 per cent, alcoholic caustic potash solution

under a reflux condenser, and N 1 hydrochloric acid is then
1 until the liquid is nearly neutral. The liquid soap

still warm is transferred to a separating funnel, the
flask being rinsed several times with 35 c.c. of warm water

j

15 c.c. of glycerin of sp. gr. 1'26, are added, and the whole
well shaken, and extracted with 50 c.c. of ether. The
aqueous layer is separated, and again extracted with ether.
The combined extracts are distilled to a small bulk, and
the residue treated with 1 drop of phenolphthale'in solution
and a few drops of a alcoholic caustic potash
solution, and a few gnus, of finely-broken glass added. The
remainder of the ether is then distilled off, the residue dried
for 2—2.1 hours at 95 —100° C, and then treated with
45—50 c.c. of anhydrous ether or light petroleum spirit

lb. pt., below Si
i C). After 12 hours, the solution is

filtered, the r. siuue washed several times with ether, the
filtrate and washings are evaporated very slowly, aud the
residue is dried for li—2^ hours at lO0c C. The author
obtained the following results with this method :— Oil from

vmlva, 1-02— 1-07; oil from Merlangus virens,
0-—0-09; oil from Clupea sprattus, 1-362 ; oil from
Lanina carnubica. 1-51— 1;66 ; olive oil, 07— 0-8; pure
butter fat, n-33— - 44; and margarine fat, 0*85 per cent.

The unsaponitiable matter consisted for the most part
(7."i—S5 per cent.) of cholesterol, which was determined hv
converting it into its acetic tsttr, and determining the com-
bined acetic acid in the latter.— \. s.

Halogen Absorption of Oils; Comparison of the Hubl,
Wijs, Hanus, and Mcllhiney Methods of Determining
the . I.. M. Tolman. J. Amer. Chem. Soc, 1904,

26, 838—837. (See also Archbutt and Harvey, this J.,

1902, 1437—1439.)

The author's experiments have led him to the conclusion
that the results obtained by the methods of Wijs and Hanus
are more reliable than the Hubl values. The solution of
Hanus i- readily prepared, and gives results agreeing more
closely with current figures, but for rapid absorption an
excess of 60 to 70 per cent, is required. In the case of Wijs'
solution an excess of 35 per cent, is sufficient, but the results

are higher. With either method SO minutes is a sufficient time
for complete absorption, though Wijs' method is about
three times as rapid. The solution of Hanus is less affected

by light than the other solutions. Acetic acid is a more
suitable solvent for the active agent than carbou tetra-

chloride, which gives unsatisfactory results iu ordinary
work. If, however, the amount of substitution is to be
determined, a solutiou of iodine chloride in carbon tetra-

chloride is the best reagent. For instance, in the case of
rosin oil the following iodine values were obtained after

30 raiuutes :

—

'ution.

Iodine chloride in carbon
tetrachloride 257 -

Iodiue bromide in carbon
tetrachloride

Bromine 857*0
S4,'50

5-lti

125-7

83-8
125-7

— c. a. ar.

Glycerol ; Notes on the Determination of . [Bichro-
Melhod.j Taurel. Monit. Scient, 1904, 18, 74—

5,'7.

Several details are mentioned, the observance of which is

considered to be necessary in order to obtain conect results

by this method. In the first place, the glycerin should

be carefully neutralised before precipitating the impurities

with lead solution. The latter should consist of a solution

of di-basic lead acetate or a mixture of seeqni

di-basic lead acetate. Any excess of the Litter a Ided, must
be removed before adding the chromic acid solution. It is

preferable to carry out the oxidation in a flask attached to

a reflux condenser.—W. P. S.

Chromed Hide-Poitder Question. T. hop
XIV., page 830.
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XXIV.-SCIENTIFIC & TECHNICAL NOTES.

Diamond; Action of Radium Emanations on •, sir \V.

Crookes. Proc. Boy. Soc, 1904, 74, 47—19.

It has previously been shown that when diamonds are

exposed to the impact of radiant matter in a high vacuum,

ill, \ exhibit phosphorescence of different hues, and assume

a dark colour, owing to the formation of a coating of

graphite. The author selected two Bingara diamonds, A

and li, weighing respectively 0-960 and 1-020 grains; and

of the same very pale yellow " off colour." B was kept

lir-t for a fortnight, and then for a further six we :ks, dose

to a quartz tube containing abont 15 mgrms. o£ pure

radium bromide scale 1 in vacuo ; it phosphoresced brightly

and continued to glow the whole time of the experiment.

At the end, no appreciable difference in colour between the

two diamonds could be detected. B was then kept for

7< days indirect contact with radium bromide, at the end

of which period, it was distinctly darker than A and had a

bluish-green tint. After removing the graphite from B by

treatment with nitric acid and potassium chlorate, the two

diamonds were equally bright and transparent, but B had a

pale bluish-green colour. This alteration of colour maybe
of commercial importance. It was found that the diamond

B was strongly radio-active after it had been removed from

the radium bromide for SS days, during 10 of which it was

being heated in the mixture of nitric acid and potassium

chlorate, to remove its outer skin of graphite.—A. S.

Photochemical Reactions ina Homogeneous System ; Rever

sible . I Anthracene and Di-Anthracene. R.

Luther and F. Weigert. Sitzungsber. Kgl. |>r. Acad.
Wiss., Berlin, 1904, 828—839. Chem. Centr., 1904,

2, 117.

Under the influence of sunlight, anthracene in solution, as

observed by Fritzsche, and also, according to the authors, in

the solid condition and as vapour, changes into diauthracene

which, in the dark, is again converted into anthracene. The
transformation is especially rapid under the action of light

from a mercury vapour electric lamp. The conversion of

diauthracene into anthracene in the dark, is complete; but,

in the case of the reverse reaction in the light, a condition

of equilibrium is finally attained, the proportions of the two

compounds depending upon various factors, such as the

nature of the solvent and of the source of light, the intensity

of the light, the surface illuminated, the volume of the solu-

tion. &c. The reactive power of anthracene is considerably

increased under the influence of light, e.y., when exposed to

light, anthracene i- oxidised by the air with the production

of a yellow coloration.—A. S.

Diphenylcarbonic Ester; Action of a Trace of some Salts

and of Caustic Alkali on -. Ii. Fosse. Comptes
rend., 1904, 139, 141—143.

The author lias previously shown that diphenyl carbonate,

when heated with a small quantity of dry sodium carbonate,

decomposes with formation of carbon dioxide, phenol, and
phenyl-o-phenoxybenzoate, in accordance with the equation :

2(C6H6)3COj = CO, + C«H6OH + C6 II4(COsC6H6)(OCsH5).

lie now finds that small quantities of trisodium phosphate,

disodium arsenate, sodium hi- and tetraborate, di- and

monosodium salicylate, sodium ethylate. sodium hydroxide,

and potassium hydroxide are also capable of causing this

decomposition.—A. S.

Enzymes ; Study of the Instability of . K. Aso. Bull.

Coll. Agric, Tokyo, 6, 57—75. Chem. Centr., 1904,

2, 79-

In order to elucidate the nature of the labile groups present

in enzymes, the author studied the action of cyanogen,

nitrous and nitric acids, hydrazine, methylhydrazine, and

hydroxylamine on different enzymes. It was found that:

(1) The activity of enzymes is not destroyed in very dilute

solutions t'\ small quantities of cyanogen ;
this is a further

essential difference in the behaviour of living protoplasm

and that of enzymes. (2) Very dilute nitrous acid has a

greater destructive action on the activity of enzymes than

nitric acid of the same concentration. (:s) Hydrazine,

methylhydrazine, and hydroxylamine in dilute neutral solu-

tions destroy the activity of enzymes. The behaviour of

the enzymes can be best explained if the active groups
are aldehyde or ketone groups. (See also this J., 1904,

687.)— A. S.

#riu J3ooh<

Ins Photooraphteken MIT Films. • PhotooraphiscS
Blbliothek," Bd. II. Dr. E. Holm. Gustav Schmifl
Verlag, Berlin, W., 10. 1904. Price M. 1.20.

8vo volume, containing 64 pages of subject-matter and t

table of contents. The pages are illustrated with 51 en-

gravings, and the subject is treated under the followinii

heads:—A. Functions and Varieties of Films. ( Irdinarji

and Orthochromatic Films, and Films for Tricolour Photo-

graphy. Celluloid, Paper, and Gelatin Films. B. Advan-

tages and Drawbacks in Films as opposed to Glass Plata

I

I. Advantages of Films. II. Disadvantages. C. Pre], in*

tion of Films. (i.) Mechanical Preparation, &c. (ii.)

Exposure. (ii>.) Development, (iv.) Further Treatment ol

Films, (v.) Different kinds of Film-( 'ameras, &c.

Electro-Chemistry. Part I. General Theory. Bj 1:..\

I.kiii i i iir, D.Sc, Professor of Physics at the Easl lamdoi

Technical College. Including a chapter on the liclatifl

of Chemical Constitution to Conductivity. By T. S,

Moore, B.A., B.Sc, Lecturer in the University o

Birmingham. Longmans, Green, and ( o., 30, Paternosa
Row, London, E.C. ; also New York and Bombay. 1904

Price 5».

Svo volume, containing 200 pages of subject-matt. r. wit

53 illustrations. Pages 255—260 are devoted to tahUs!

pages 26 1—26s: to alphabetical indexes of names of author!

ceo., and subjects. The subject-matter is treated under th

following arrangement:— I. (R. A. Lehfeldt) Mecli mist

of Conduction in Electrolytes. II. (T. S. Moore 1 Rlatio

of Chemical Constitution to Conductivity. III. (Ii. A
Lehfeldt) Theory of Ohemico-Electromotive 1

Cra&r ftrport.

I.—GENERAL.

National Bureau of Standards, U.S.A.: vNtrj

Ki I'oitT or the Director of the for the
Fiscal Vevr ended Jine 30, 1903.

Government Printing Office, Washington, U.S.A.

The Office of Standard Weights and Measures of

Treasury Department was, ou July 1. 1901. in pursut

of an Act of Congress approved March :'•, 1901, su

seiled by the Bureau of Standard-. On duly 1,19'

Department of Commerce and Labour was estab!

to which the Bureau was transferred. The fund

of the Bureau of Standards are as follows :—The CI

of the standards ; the comparison o! the standards Ul

scientific investigations, engineering, manufacturing, coo

in. ice, and educational institutions, with the standan

adopted or recognised by the Government ; the constructs

when necessary, of standards, their multiples, i

divisions ; the testing and calibration of standard measurii

apparatus ; the solution of problems which arise in conne

tion with stain lards
; the determination of physical coustao

and properties of materials. The Bureau will also furni?

such information concerning standards, methods of

uniit. physical eon-taut-, and the properties of materia

., beatil disposal. For all comparisons, calibration

tests, or investigations, except those performed for ll

Government of the United States or state Covernmeni

reasonable fees will be charged.
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In the Annual Report of the Director, detailed descrip-

tions of the various departments of the liureau and of their

equipment are given. The number and value of the tests

completed during the fiscal year ended June 30, 1903, are

given iu the following table :

—

Nat are"of Test.

For Govern-
ment.

No. Value.

F..r Public. Total.

No.

Length
Weight
Capacity
Photometry .

.

Temperature .

Electrical
Sundry

",i;s

291

294
1

2 SI

18

Dols.
1 'in ".«

i

345-00
173-78
2-50

22 i 63
71-00

111
inn

10

iis
50

Value. No.

Dols.

luir-.v,

11
' 75

10-19

172-60

Value.

179
inn

304
1

111 WOO l 2' in H 42-10

Total 1,261 983-78 405 455-:U 1,666 1.439-12

II ,1s.

264-45
143-23

180-50
2-50

260-82
243-50

Dols.

Fees received, 1902-3 188-99

Fees for tests not completed diniiiL- 1902-3 :;:;>;".

Fees for tests completed, 1902-3 455*34

Accompanying the report are seven Bureau circulars

dealing with : (1) Verification of Standards and Measuring
Instruments ; (2) Verification of Metal Tapes

; (3) Verifi-

cation of Standards of Mass
; (4) Verification of Standards

of Capacity; (5) Testing of (Clinical Thermometers; (6)
Verification of Electrical Standards and Measuring Instru-

ments; (7) Pyrometer Testing and Heat Measurements.

-A. S.

Federated Malay States: Exports of the
EH 1903.

Bd. of Trade J., Aug. 4, 1904.

Tin and tin ore contributed 71.'- million dols. to the

exports, an increase of 14' per cent, in value and of 7 per

cent, in quantity of tin, and over loj per cent, in that of

tin in ore. Pahang sent out an increase of 2,000 piculs

of tin (25,275 against 23,114 piculs). Gold bullion from
Pahang fell to 12,441 oz., representing a value of 565,366
dols, a decrease of 7,113 oz. and of 170,000 dols., but

the export from Negri Sembilan rose from 199 oz. in 1902
to 2,370 oz. in 1903, and in value from 7,000 dols. to

98,000 dols. Sugar, almost entirely from Perak, amounted
to 391,595 piculs, valued at 1,807,679 dols., a decrease in

quantity but an increase in value, as compared with the

figures for the previous year, which were 421,880 piculs

and 1,705,504 dols.

Rubber was exported from Negri Sembilan to the value

of 250 dols. in 1902. and 3,713 dols. in 1903. Gambler
exports reached 3S6.675 dols., a decrease of some 25,000

dols in value and of 3,000 piculs in quantity ; the decrease

occurred in Negri Sembilan. Jungle guttas of all kinds

rose in value from 41,000 dols. to 68,000 dols., and in quantity

from 531 to 625 piculs, Pahang alone contributing to the

extent of 53,000 ^ols., an advance of 19,000 dols., and
Selangor having a trade of 13,000 dols. compared with less

than 1,000 dols. in 1902.

-Lyons (France) ; Chemical Industry in .

Foreign Office Annual Series, No. 3243.

The following table shows the consumption of pyrites in

Lyons in 1901-3 :—

1901. 1902. 1903.

Production of mines of St Bel
Tons.
307,000
53,000

Tons.
315,000
64,000

Tons.
320.

117,000

254,000
205,000

251,000
171.0110

203.000

205,000

Consumption 459,000 422,000 408,000

The consumption of pyrites, and consequently the pro-
duction of sulphuric acid, has decreased silently. The
manufacture of " concentrated " sulphuric acid, begun in

1902 at Lyons by the Volta company, continued in 1903.
The glue anil gelatin trade suffered from over-production.

The general industrial crisis throughout France prevented
the French industry from absorbing the surplus production,
nor has production lagged behind in other countries ; the
import into France also increased from 1,992 tons iu 1902
to 2,428 tons in 1903. The increase in export from 7,794
tons in 1902 to 7,948 tons in 1903 did not suffice to relie-.e

the congestion of the market, and a considerable fall in

prices resulted. The activity of the houe manure industry,

on the other hand, keeping up the price of raw material,

placed the glue and gelatin industries iu an abnormal
position. This brought about an appeal from the manufac-
turers for a higher protective tariff, which was granted, it

being fixed at 1 1 fr. per 100 kilos, general tariff, and 1 fr.

50 c. per 100 kilos, minimum tariff.

Reduction in the output of phosphorus was general in

1903. The consumption is stationary and the activity of

the factories is dependent on the export demand. The
export of white phosphorus fell from 89 \ tons in 1902 to

61^ tons in 1903, whilst red phosphorus increased from
to 65t tons for the same period.

The consumption of stearine and soap was as follows:

—

1884, 30.500 tons; 1900, 28,000; 1901, 25,750; 1902,

25,400; 1903,24,600. The export is maintained, but does
not counterbalance the decrease of consumption in France
itself. The export of candles during the last three years
was as follows:— 1901, 4,402 tons; 1P02, 4,348; 1903,

4,381. Small factories are gradually disappeanng.
There are two manufactories at Lyons for turning out

rubber goods. The factory at Lacollonge has produced a
new article—hardened imitation rubber— at a cost far below

ordinary hardened rubber. A curious economic phenomenon
has taken place of late 3 ears in the French rubber industry.

Bordeaux has recently taken the place of Antwerp as the

rubber market for France. The figures showing the

imports into liordeaux are as follows:—1898, 89 tons;

1899,175; 1900,239; 1901,235; 1902.678; 1903,1,113.
The consumption of indiarubber both at Clermont-

Ferrand and at Lyons for electrical machines, and for tyres

for automobiles and bicycles, has brought these cities to

form new commercial connections.

Madagascar ; Trade of in 1903.

Bd. of Trade J., Aug. 4, 1904.

Below are given the values of certain articles exported
from Madagascar in 1903. The figures in brackets are

those for 1902 :—Gold, 5,856,778 fr. (4,123,612 fr.) ; rubber,

2,581,439 fr. (545.630 fr.) ; hides, 1,214,686 fr. (734.S90 fr.);

wax, 556,018 fr. (789,519 fr.).

VII.—ACIDS, ALKALIS, Etc.

Sulphur Trade of Sicily.

Bd. of Trade J., Aug. 4, 1904.

Tbe exports of sulphur from Sicily during the 12 months
ended June 30, 1904, amounted to 505,629 tons, as com-
pared with 484,850 tons in the similar period of 1902-3.

The 6tock cf sulphur remaining iu Sicily at the end of

June last was 278,025 tons, as compared with 287,878 tons

and 276,589 tons respectively on the same date in 1933

and 1902.

X.—METALL URG Y.

New South Wales ; Mineral Production of

Bd. of Trade J., Aug. 4, 1904.

According to the annual report of the Department of

Mines, New South Wales, the value of the mineral pro-

duction of the State for the year 1903 was 6,059,486/.,

this being a net increase of 421,341/. over that of the

previous year (see this J., 1903, 767). Ali the principal

minerals shew satisfactory increases in value.
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The production of gold from ores, &c. mined in the

State during 1908 was 295,776 oz. crude (equal to

254,260 oz. fine), valued at 1,080,029/.. as compared with

190,316 oz. erode (equal to 161,255 oz. fine), valued at

684,970/., for the preceding year. A statement of the

yield obtained by dredges daring the past tour years shows

an increase from 8,882 oz, in 1900 to 27,238 oz. in

1903. The chief centre of the gold dredging operations is

in the Araluen division. There were fourteen plants at work

there at the close of the year, and they contributed 53 per

cent, of the value of the yield obtained by this branch of

of the industry.

The total quantity of coal produced in New South Wales

to the end of 1903 is estimated at 109,741,916 tons, valued

at 14.021,103/. The production for 1903 was 6,354,846

tons, valued at 2,31 9,60(1/., as compared with 5,942,01 1 tons,

valued at 2,206.598/. for the previous year.

The total production of kerosene shale for 1903 was

34,776 tons, valued at 28,617/., this being a decrease of

28,104 tons, and 31,100/. in value, on that of the previous

year.

The estimated net value of silver, silver-lead, concen-

trates, ores, &c. for 1903 was 1,5(11,40.3/.. and with lead and

zinc added, the total value was 1,626.576/., or an increase of

128,114/. in the value of the output as compared with the

previous year.

From ores raised in the State during the year, the value

of the copper produced was 431,186/., as compared with

308,923/. for the previous year. The quantity of tin ore

obtained by the dredges during the year amounted to 244

tons, valued at 20,1002.

At the close of the year there were six plants equipped

primarily for saving tin at work, while three dredges were

saving tin as well as gold. Several additional plants were

on the point of starting operations, and others were in the

course of construction. The output of tin ore during the

year 1904 is therefore likely to be largely augmented from

this source.

Manganese Ore Industry of Russia.

Foreign Office Annual Series, No. 3206.

Trie following figures show the quantities of manganese ore

exported from Batoum during the year 1903 to the countries

named :—Russia, 5.3,420 tons; Netherlands, 50,901) tons;

Belfiium, 5,125 tons; total, 109,445 tons.

The stock of manganese ore at Tchiatouri at the >nd of

1903 was over 323,000 tons, mostly of good quality, and the

market prices varied from 6 to 7 kopeks per poud (l.\d. to

2d. per 36 English lb), less an allowance of 15 to 20 per

cent, on the weight for waste. Steamers are loaded almost

entirely at Poti from waggons coming direct from Tchiatouri.

quintals, as compared with an average of 2,195,743 quintals

during ihe last 10 years.

A large portion of the oil produced is consumed in Spain
;

the remainder is sent to France, chiefly to Xice, \i\, and

Salon, where it is refined and mixed with oil produced

in Provence, consumed in France, or exported to other

countries.

XIII. A.—PIGMENTS, PAINTS, Etc.

Sienna; Burnt Italian : U.S. Customs Decision.

July 18, 1904.

V.urnt sieuua earth, showing on analysis water 9-80 per

cent., iron oxide 82-75, and alumina, silica, and sulphates

7 4 .", per cent., was assessed for duty at 30 per ceut. ml

valorem, as a " colour," under paragraph 58 of the present

tariff. The Board of General Appraisers overruled this

action, and sustained the claim of the importer that it was

properly dutiable at § cent per lb., under paragraph 49, as

" sienna, washed, powdered, or pulverised," on the ground

that the evidence showed it to be sienna, and that there

was no recognised dividing line between sienna earth and

iron oxide.—R. W. M.

XIII. B—RESINS, VARNISHES, Etc.

Wood Turpentine; Mini future of
Savannah, U.S.A.

IN

Minerals in Barcelona (Spain).

Foreign Office Annual Series, No. 3237.

Further progress has been made in the working of the

arsenic and galena mines, from which, during the year,

6,982 tons of arsenical pyrites were sent to the smelting

works at Badalona, producing 2,350 tons of white arsenic

which, with the exception of 43 tons, was exported at a

very profitable price.

The past year has seen the first shipment of iron ore

from a mine in Catalonia, a British firm having shipped at

Culera (a small port near Port Bou) 2,200 tons of iron

ore, proceeding from the mines of Celra, in the province

of Gerona, for Newport, Mon.

XII.—FATS, FATTY OILS, Etc.

Olive Oil; Production or in Spain.

Monti. Offic. du Commerce, Bd. of Trade J., Aug. I, 1904.

Iu 1903, the area of land devoted to the cultivation of

olives amounted to 1,333,303 hectares,* an increase of

i;;;.i)I2 hectares over the average for the last 10 years.

The production, however, shows a decrease, being 1,975,803

• Hectare = 2
-

47 acres. Quintal = 220} lb.

Foreign Office Annual Series, No. 3240, Aug. 1904.

" Wood turpentine," that is, a somewhat inferior quality

of spirit of turpentine, is now being manufactured in the

Southern States from pine knots, roots, &c, which sources

of supply have hitherto been allowed to go to waste in

abandoned pine lauds. The new industry, as yet, is only

in the experimental stage, but it is being watched with

interest by naval store dealers, who hope that an article

produced in this way may be useful in the industrial arts,

where cheaper grades are utilisable, and where it is not

necessary to use the high standard qualities of spirits of

turpentine which so far can only be obtained by distilling

the pure gum of the pine tree.

XIII. C—INDIA-RUBBER, Etc.

Crude Gutta-Percha Trade ; Control of et

the Chinese.

India-Rubber J., 1904, 28, 127—129.

In a pamphlet recently issued by the Philippine Depart-

ment of the Interior, P. L. Sherman states that the entire

crude guttapercha trade is practically controlled by the

Chinese in Singapore, the secrets of boiling, working over,

mixing, adulterating, and colouring being closely guarded.

Philippine guttapercha is collecttd by natives, who receive'

from the middleman about 10 Mexican dols. per picul of

162* lb. The middleman carries the material to the coast,

and sells it to the Chinese exporter at the rate of 40—80 dols/

per picul of 137A lb. The forestry dues (5—7 Mexican

dols.) are paid by the exporter, who sends the gutta-percha I

to Sandakan (North Borneo) or Singapore, where it is sold

for 100— 150 Mexican dols. per picul of 133-J lb., as North

Borneo gutta-percha. It is stated that the Chines, in pre-

paring the crude material for the European market are

.'uided by smell, colour, toughness, and the softening and

hardening test in hot and then cold water. So long as the

collecting of the gutta-percha is in the hands of wild natives,

and the manipulating and sale are controlled by the Chinese,!

there is no hope of the gutta-percha trade being placed on •

a fair basis.—A. S.

Rubber Production of the Conoo Free State.

Bd. of Trade J., Aug. 4, 1904.

The total value of the rubber exported from Congo

during 1903 is estimated at 1,898,754/.
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XIV.—TANNING; LEATHER; GLUE, Etc

Quebracho in Paraguay.

Foreign Office Annual Series, No. 3241.

The quebracho extract business of Paraguay has greatly

increased of late years, the value of the export having risen

from 5,056/. in 1900 to 18,779/. in 1901, 44,032/. in 1902,

and 60,125/. in 1903.

Chestnut Wood Extract ; Exports of from
Bastia (France).

Foreign Office Annual Series, No. 3246.

In 1 902 the total export of extract of chestnut wood for

anning to the principal markets outside France were
i,000 tons, Hamburg taking more than half; but Liverpool
vas the largest buyer in 190:3, when the shipments were:—

Barrels.

iverpool
lamlmrK
mtwerp
jondo:i

Total

LS.200
1 K500
5.600

2,600

87,1100

Tons.

4,100
.'i.'.IIKI

1.500

700

I".:

XVI.—SUGAR, STARCH, Etc.

Sizing Starch : U.S. Customs Decision.

July 2?, 1904.

A mixture of tapioca and potato starches was decided to

e dutiable at 1
jj

c. per lb., under paragraph 285 of the

resent tariff, notwithstanding that tapioca by itself is free

f duty. The claim of the importer that it was dutiable at

per cent, ad valorem under section 6 as a " manufactured
rticle up.enumerated " was overruled — It. W. M.

XVII.—BREWING, WINES, SPIRITS, Etc.

Alcohol ; Octroi Tax on .

U.S. Customs Decision.

The Treasury Department has directed an appeal to the

ircuit Court of Appeals from the decision of the United
ates Circuit Court on the above (see this J., 1904, 734).
ntil this question is finally settled by the Circuit Court of

ppeals, the decision of the lower court will not be followed

f the United States Customs.—R. W. M.

XX.—FINE CHEMICALS, Etc.

Petit-grain Oil ; Exports of from Paraguay.

Foreign Office Annual Series, No. 3241.

The value of the export of oil of petit-grain from Paraguay
iring the last few years was as follows:— 1898, 1,920/.;

199, 2,442/.; 1900,3,818/.; 1901, 5,350/.; 1902, 5,831/.;
Il '03, 7,183/.

u

Glycerin Taxnate : U.S. Customs Decision.

July 22, 1904.

A compound of glycerin and tannin made by a patented
ocess, was assessed for duty at 50 c. per lb. a9 " tannic
id " under paragraph 1 of the present tariff. The Board
General Appraisers overruled this action, and sustained

( e claim of the importer that it was dutiable at 25 per cent.
valorem under paragraph 3 as a " chemical compound."

—R. W. M.

Coumarin: U.S. Customs Decision.

July 18, 1904.

Synthetic coumarin, produced from coal tar, was decided
be dutiable at 20 per cent, ad valorem, under paragraph

I
of the present tariff as a " preparation of coal tar, not a

colour or dye, and not medicinal." The assessment of duty
at 25 per cent, ad valorem, as a " chemical compound,"
under paragraph 3, was overruled.—R. W. M.

patent 3Ltst.

andN.B.—In these lists, [A.] means "Application for Patent,'

[C.S.] " Complete Specification Accepted."
AVhcre a Complete Specification accompanies an Application, an

asterisk is affixed. The dates Riven are (i) in the case of Applica-
tions for Patents, the dates of application, and (ii) in the case of

Complete Specifications Accepted; those of the Official Journals
in which acceptances of the Complete Specifications are advertised.

Complete Specifications thus advertised as accepted are open to

inspection at the Patent Office immediately, and to opposition

within two months of the said dates.

I.—PLANT, APPARATUS, AND MACHINERY.

[A.] 16,855. Heinrieh, Dierks, and Mollmann. Centri-
fugal liquid separators. TGerman Appl., Jan. 30,
1904.]* Aug. 2.

17,097. Wills. Furnaces. Aug. 4.

„ 17,098. Wills. Furnaces. Aug. 4.

, 17,199. Mertens. Uniform coating of cylinders

with deposit forming liquids. Aug. 5.

„ 17,301. Doulton and Hopkins. Furnaces. Aug. 8.

„ 17,314. Howorth (Soc. Franc, de la Viscose).

Cocks or taps for viscid liquids. Aug. 8.

„ 17,357. Bell. Drying apparatus. Aug. 9.

„ 17,435. Heymann and Hey. Apparatus for sepa-

rating and condensing the vapours of volatile

liquids. Aug. 10.

17,536. Steele. Furnaces. [U.S. Appl., Aug. 11,

1903.]* Aug. 11.

16,724 (1903). Schniickel. Process and apparatus
for the cooling of liquids. Aug. 10.

16,725(1903). Schnockel. Jet condensers. Aug. 10.

20,777 (1903). McNeil and McNeil. Evaporating
or concentrating apparatus. Aug. 17.

21,183 (1903). Simpkin. See under X.

21,471 (1903). Newton (Bayer and Co.). Steam
meter. Aug. 10.

21,896 (1903). Thomas, Richardson, and Davis.

Apparatus for roasting chemicals and the like.

Aug. 17.

5094 (1904). Soc. Anon. 1'Ind. Verriere et ses

derives. Processes for heating carbonaceous

material applicable for chemical and other

similar processes. Aug. 17.

5485 (1904). Browne and Chandler. Condensing
and cooling of gases, vapours, and liquids.

Aug. 10.

8481 (1904). Sagasser. Apparatus for purifying

liquids by centrifugal force. Aug. 10.

11,752 (1904). McKenna (Hoist and Fleischer).

See under XVII.

14,075 (1904). Gostling. Continuous vertical kiln.

Aug. 10.

[C.S.]

II.—FUEL, GAS, AND LIGHT.

[A.] 16,869. Affleck. Method of improving the yield of

hydrocarbons from carbonaceous matter. Au r̂
. 'J..

„ 16,895. Bloxam (Bradley). Gas producers. Aug. 2.

„ 16,916. Mitchell and Marriott. Binding material

for coal dust and the like. Aug. 2.

F
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[A.] 17,191. Imray (De MadaiUan). Manufacture of

filaments for electric glow lamps, Aug. 5.

„ 17.247. Kelly; Billington, and Weir. Fuel for gas,

oil, and other fires, for lighting purposes, and

for utilising the waste products of combustion.

Aug

17,407. Bessey. Manufacture of pel [Ger-

inau Appl., April 25, 1904.]* Aug. 11.

17,570. Williams. Gas producers. Aug. 12.

„ 17,.
ri8o. Patterson, Method of treating coal for

coking pnrposi ' 12.

17,661. Redf. ,,, [ Poi
•

I ol og ovens.

Aug. 13.

[C.S.] 10,687 (1903). Grayson. Manufacture of artifi-

cial fuel. Aug. 17.

17,074(1908)! Plate and Lieb. Process i>r pro-

ducing pit-coal ami coke briquets. Aug. 17.

17,283(1908). Hoppers. Coke ovens. Aug. 17.

„ 17.471 (1908). Mic'dleton. Agglomerant for use

in the manufacttire of com pn ind a

process of preparing the same. Aug. 17.

14,718 (19041. Carpenter. Apparatus for us,- in

of coal or other materials in the

production of illuminating and heating gas.

Aug. 10.

DX—DESTRUCTIVE DISTILLATION, TAR
PRODUCTS, PETROLEUM, \M>

MINERAL WAXES.

[A.] 17,435. Hermann and Hey. See under I.

IV.—COLOURING MATTERS AND DYESTUFFS.

[A.] 1 S',274. Stiillito (Aniline Colour and Extract Works,

formerly .1. R. Geigy). Manufacture of red and

bluish-red azo colouring matters. Aug. 8.

17,318. Ransford (Cassella and Co.). Manufacture

of sulphine colours. Aug. 8.

17,589. Newton (Bayer and Co.). Manufacture of

new anthraquinone derivatives. Aug. 12.

„ 17,590. Newton (Bayer and Co.). Manufacture of

new dy est tiffs of the anthracene series. Aug. 12.

I ,S.] 22,966 (1908). CoswayandTbj On I
> \lkali Co.,

Ltd. Manufacture of sulphur dyes and of an

intermediate product of the said manufacture.

Aug. 17.

23,17'/ ilOo!). Johnson (Badische Anilin urn

Fabrik). Production of colouring matters of the

anthra es and of intermediate products

relating thereto. Aug 17.

23.188 (1908), I 3oc ( hem. Ind. in Basil ).

Manufacture of sulphurised drestuffs. Aug. 17.

9932 (1904). Oakes. Pi> extracting

from vegetable niatters, glucosidti posset

colouring or tanning properties, and also the

products resulting from snob processes. Aug. 17.

V.—PREPARING, BLEACHING, DYEING,

PRINTING, AND FINISHING TEXTILES, YARNS,
AND FIBRES.

[A.] 17,152, Howorlh (Soc. Franc, de la Vii

Devices for spinning and drawing artificial silk.

Aug. 5.

17,-jin. ivstree and Wiescher. The dyeing of

banks or Minis." Vug. 6.

17.242. Krais and The Bradford l)u-r> A-- .

Ltd. Finishing piece goods. Aug. 6.

17,330. Mitchell. Process of removing grease from

cotton waste. Aug. 9.

[A.] 17,334. Parkinson, Method of producing piece-

dyed striped cotton renetians, and like cloths.

At _. '.'.

„ 17,868. Howorth (Soc. Franc, de la Viscose).

Machines for spinning artificial silk. Aug. 9.

,. 17,437. llcvmann and II. v. Method aud plant

for removing grease aod other impurities from

woollen and other materials. Aug 10,

„ 17,417. Boworth i

v " Iran.; de la Viscose).

tes for spinning viscose. Aug. 10.

[C.S.] 19,404 (1908). Muller. Felt, and felled and like

fabrics. Aug. 10.

„ 7172(1904). Wiley. Apparatus for waterproofing

fabrics. Aug. 17.

VII.—ACIDS, ALKALIS, AND SALTS.

[C.S.] 19,505(1903'). Hardingham (Soc. Miuere e Fon-

derie d'Antimonio). Production of oxysulphida

of antimony. Aug. 10.

„ 14,848 (1904). Artigue. Apparatus for the com-
mercial manufacture of oxygen. Aug. 10.

VIII.—GLASS, POTTERY, AND ENAMELS.

[A.] 17.230. Fleming. Manufacture of earthenware

aud the like. Aug. 6.

„ 17,235. Robin. Composition for the manufacture

of ceramic products. [French Appl., Aug. 7,

1903.]* Aug. 6.

IX.—BUILDING MATERIALS, (LAVS, MORTARS,
AND CEMENTS.

[A.] 16,867. Sellars. Manufacture of cement. Aug. 2.

„ 16,940. Muller and Jarck. Heat non-conducting

material. Aug. 2.

„ 17,:t7u. Bflsager. Revolving cement burning fur-

aaceB. Aug. 9.

[C.S.] 15,181 (1904). Steenbock. Manufacture of a

material tor the production of cement. Aug. 17.

X.—METALLURGY.

[A.] 17,010. Wild. Method of extracting gold from

. ,n-~. concentrates, tailings, and the like. Aug. 3.

„ 17,031. Jackman, Woodcock and Ledgard. Manu-
facture of solder for aluminium. Aug. 3.

„ 17.121. Cowper-Coles. Sea under XI,

„ 17,209 Hunt (Williamson). The cyanide pi

of extracting precious metals from ores i "ii-

taining them. Aug. 6.

17,231. Davits and Clark. Method of uniting or

coating iron or steel with other metal.-. Aug. 6.

17,845. Ivans. Treatment of zinc and othi

Lug. 9.

17,407. Wolf. Separation of metals from their

ores. Aug. 10.

17,430. Metals Corporation, Ltd., and Cowpas
See under \ I

17.481. Monroe. Gold milling. Aug. II.

17,521. Swinburne and liudorf. Treatment of

poor ores, Aug. 1 1.

17.62 1. LeUel and Slipper. Manufacture of sol-

dering paste. Aug. 13.

- „ 17,630. Lark. Metallic alloys. Aug. 13.
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[A.] 17,660. Davies and Clark. Method of uniting or

coating iron and steel with other metals, and
fluxes employed for that purpose. Aug. 13.

,, 17,670. Heyl-Dia. Condensing of metal vapours
from blast and other furnaces and apparatus

therefor. Aug. 13,

[C.S.] 17.109(1903). Suluian, Cattermole, aud Kirkpatriek-

Pieard. Concentration of minerals from ores.

Aug. 17.

„ 21,183 (1903). Simpkin. Furnace for baking
briquettes made of ore, concentrate, or other

material. Aug. 10.

21,299 (1903). Garrard and Ferranti, Ltd. Ke-
moval of scale from iron and similar metals.

Aug. 10.

21,S54 (1903). Chaudoir. Cadmium alloy. Aug. 17.

„ 24,148 (1903). Weiller and Weiller. Production
of metals, alloys, metallic oxides, and high

temperatures. Aug. 17.

„ 24,825 (1903). Imbert. Process for extracting

from their sulphides, zinc and lead and all metals

whose affinity for sulphur is inferior to that of

copper. Aug. 17.

XI.—ELECTRO-CHEMISTRY AND ELECTRO-
METALLURGY.

[A.] 17,011. Delafon. Voltaic cell or element. Aug. 3.

„ 17,121. Cowper-Coles. The electrolytic deposition

of metals. Aug. 4.

„ 17,196. Schauli and Petrides. Manufacture of

plates and electrodes for storage batteries. Aug. 5.

„ 17,430. The Metals Corporation, Ltd., and Cowper-
Coles. The electrolytic refining of copper.

Aug. 10.

„ 17,639. Thomson. Electrolytic cells. Aug. 13.

„ 17,672. Dymond (Watson and Wheeler). Batteries.*

Aug. 13.

|C.S.] 21,609 (1903) Creswick and Shaw. Electro-

deposition of metals upon aluminium. Aug. 17.

„ 9408(1904). Neuburger and Minet. Method and
apparatus for heating the charge of electric

furnaces. Aug. 10.

XII. -FATTY OILS, FATS, WAXES, AND SOAP.

[A.] 17,218. Armstrong and Armstrong. Manufacture
of soap and detergent compounds. Aug. 6.

[C.S.] 14,216 (1904). Brown (Warden). Apparatus for
filtering and washing oils. Aug. 17.

XIII.-PIGMENTS, PAINTS; RESINS, VARNISHES;
INDIA-RUBBER, Etc.

(A.)—Pigments, Paints.

[C 8.] 22,806 (1903). Newton (Bayer and Co.). Manu-
facture of colour lakes. Aug. 17.

(B.)

—

Resins, Varnishes.

[A.] 17,222. Walton. Manufacture of floorcloth, wall
coverings, &c. Aug. 6.

(C)

—

India-Rubber.

[A.] 17,313. Price. Process for devulcanising and re-

generating rubber waste. [U.S. Appl., Mav 26,
1904.]* Aug. 8.

i, 17,579. Tiehsen. Manufacture of a substitute for
indiarubber.* Aug. 12.

[C.S.] 17,156 (1903). Frankenburg, Ltd., Frankenburg
and Betteridge. Rubber solutions or compounds.
Aug. 17.

XIV.—TANNING, LEATHER, GLUE, SIZE, Etc.

[A.] 16,888. Hannemanu. Non-desiccating depilatories.*
Aug. 2.

[C.S.] 9932 (1904). Oakes. .See under IV.

XVI.—SUGAR, STARCH, GUM, Etc.

[C.S.] 16,750 (1903). Harrison (F. Hlavati aud Co.).
Manufacture of sugar. Aug. 10.

„ 23,703 (1903). Bate. Drying starch from rice, or
other amylaceous products. Aug. 17.

XVII.—BREWING, WINES, SPIRITS, Etc.

[A.] 16,992. Baker and Ling. The sulphuring of hops,
malts, and other materials, with special reference
to the avoidance of contamination with arsenic,
aud apparatus therefor. Aug. 3.

„ 17,438. Hunt. Manufacture and maturing of spirit.

Aug. 10.

„ 17,651. Linzel aud Bischoff. Production from
fermented fluid of a drink free from alcohol, by
means of a vacuum. Aug. 13.

[C.S.] 19,472 (1903). Henry. Apparatus for assisting
the aerating of graiu for malting, distilling, &e.,
during the steeping process. Aug. 10.

„ 11,752 (1904). McKenna (Hoist and Fleischer).
Malting and drying drums. Aug. in.

XVIII.—FOODS ; SANITATION, WATER
PURIFICATION; & DISINFECTANTS.

(B.)

—

Sanitation; Water Purification.

[A.] 16,931. Dorling. The sterilisation of water.*
Aug. 2.

16,934. Lake (Jewell). The purification of water.
Aug. 2.

„ 17,307. Walter. Water purifying apparatus. [Ger.
Appl., Sept. 21, 1903.]* Aug. 8.

[C.S.] 17,661 (1903). Boult (Vasseux). Treatment ofwash
and other waste waters or residues. Aug. 17.

„ 20,021 (1903). Turner. Treatment of trade effluents.

Aug. 17.

„ 14,709 (1904). Wheelwright and Fiske. Apparatus
for removing oil and grease from garbage or offal.

Aug. 10.

15,235 (1904). Wheelwright aud Fiske. Process
of cooking garbage or offal and removing the oil

or melted grease therefrom. Aug. 17.

(C.)—Disinfectants.

[A.] 17,320. Stephan. Disinfectant. Aug. 8.

„ 17,607. Endemann. Antiseptic compositions aud
process of producing the same.* Aug. 12.

XIX.—PAPER, PASTEBOARD, Etc.

[A.] 17,232. Homberger. Method of imparting lustre to

objects made of celluloid and the like. Aug. 6.

[C.S.] 19,541 (1903). Harrison (Vellumoid Paper Co.).

Manufacture of waterproof paper and the like.

Aug. 10.
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[C.S.] 14,447 (1904). 11. nut— .ii and Spix. Process of

manufacturing figured glazed paper. Aug. 17.

XX.—FINE CHEMICALS, ALKALOIDS,
N'CES, AND EXTRACTS.

[A.] 16,996. Merck. Manufacture of new cyan deriva-

tives of pyrimidine. [Ger. V.ppl., Sept. 15,

1903.]* Aug. 3.

„ 17,003. Newton (Bayer and Co.). Manufacture of

pyrimidine derivatives. Aug. 3.

[C.S.] 24,723 (1903). Inirny (Meister. Lucius und Briin-

ing). Manufacture of compounds of the active

substance of suprarenal glands. Aug. 17.

„ 25,546 (1903). Verley. .Manufacture of proto-

catechuic aldehyde and its derivatives. Aug. 17.

XXI.—PHOTOGRAPHIC MATERIALS AND
PROCESSES.

[A.] 17,009. Lake (Jacobson), Photographic reproduc-
tion-. • Aug. 3.

17,030. Lake (Jacobson). Photographic reproduc-
tions.* Aug. 3.

,, 17,11)2. strasser. Photographic process. Aug. 5.

., 17,610. Schmidt. Pigment photographic processes.*

Aug. 1'J.

XXII.—EXPLOSIVES, MATCHES, Etc.

[C.S.] 17,414 (1903). Bell. Pressingof gun-cotton blocks,

and apparatus therefor. Aug. 10.

„ 1-1,625 (1901). Hill. Matches. Aug. 10.

Printed and Published by Ktbk and Spottiswoodk, Kast Harding Street, London, E.C.. for the Society of Chemical Industry.—r 10tO3.
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Sept.is.K04J CHANGES OF ADDRESS; ANNUAL GENERAL MEETING. Sol

report of Council.

The number of member;- on the register on July 31, 1904,
Was 4,134, us compared with 3.950 at the last annual
meeting. During the rear 40(i new members have been
elected, as compared with 3S0 la~: year : and the losses have
been 216, as against 224.

There have been 29 deaths, as compared with 44 last year,
viz., l>r. A. P. Aitken, Mr. Alfred H. Allen, (apt. H. ('.

Aspimvall, Sir Frederick Hramwell, Baron W. de Hush,
{Hetsr*. Uexander Dick, E. E. Ewell, Harry Grimshaw,
.Ta-. Hands, l)r. B. Rantke, Messrs. .las. Ileriot. Edwin
Hunt, G. B. Jackson, H. C. Kohl, 1! W. McKinlay, W. G.
Macmillan, It. Preston, Geo. Rue. Julius Sehad, ( . Simeons,
II. E. Slade, Major \V. Staempfli, Jno. Stanning, W. Van
Slooten.E. Robinson Walker, A. W. Walls, A. Weightinan
Thos. Whiffen, and W. H. White.
The Journal for 1903 numbered 1,378 pages, equal to 57*5

pages per issue, as against 65-5 in 1902, I luring the past
session 90 original papers, with discussions, have appeared
in the Journal, as compared with 81 in the previous session.
Of l'o papers returned to authors by the Publication
Committee for amendment or condensation, 17 have been
published after being recast, rewritten, or condensed, and
three have been withdrawn.
The exchange list has been revised ; journals which have

ceased to be of value to the Society have been discontinued,
and others, more useful, substituted. The decennial index
for the years 1896— 1905 is in a satisfactory state of
advance, and it is hoped that it will In; i-sued as contem-
plated in 1906. Pains have been taken to improve the
lustrations in the Journal.
The Hon. Treasurer's financial statement, which was

issued in the Journal for June 30th last, will be laid before
the meeting.

Sine the last annual meeting, the Sydney Section has
been duly constituted, its by-laws approved, and papers
from the Section published in the Journal.

From the Board of Trade the Council continues to receive
for consideration important papers relating to the tariffs

and trade regulations of other countries.

Allusion was made last year to the appointment of a
committee to collect information from members as to the
incidence of railway freights upon the chemical and allied

industries. The replies received enabled that committee to
report that the burden of freight was highest on the cheaper
articles, and ranged from 15—30 per cent, of the value.
Whether railways can carry at appreciably cheaper rates is

regarded as doubtful ; but, as proved by the experience of
America, Belgium, France, and Germany, heal y freight can
be carried much more cheaply by canals, if they be brought
Jp to date and placed under independent management.

It has long been urged that Government, through a
lepartment, should be in closer touch with commerce and
industries. In Germany the functions of the Minister of
Commerce comprise the control of "all matters affecting
landicrafts," and to it, as a consultative body, is attached
the Technical Committee for Industry, which studies the
scientific progress of industries, and keeps the minister
n touch with them. America has recently established a
Department of Commerce and Labour, and France has
iad a Minister of ( ommerce for some years. The Council
wo yi us ago appointed a committee to co-operate with
Members of Parliament and others who were in favour of
his reform.

The Society of Chemical Industry has during the past
fear been able to render effective assistance to the Royal
Commission for the St. Louis Exhibition in respect of the
British chemical exhibit. The chemical industries are
•epresented at St. Louis by a collection which is described
3y the Times as " an excellent show on both the theoretical
vnd practical sides," and it may fairly be said that the
uccess which has attended the labours of the organising
:ommittee, all of whom are active members of the Society,
rould have been more difficult of achievement in the
ibsence of the facilities which the Society was able to
tfford for making known the merits of the project. It is

jratifying to record that the thanks of the Royal Com-
mssion have been conveyed to the Society for the services

thus rendered. The important section of the Society repre-
' the American membership cannot fail to share the

satisfaction which the Council feels in having contributed
in this manner to the carrying out of the wishes expressed
by the President of the United States.

Hi concessions made by the British Government in
respect of the use of untaxed denatured alcohol for manu-
facturing purposes have not yet proved of general value in
chemical manufactures. There have been some variations
in tlie denaturants used in some instances, notably in the
manufacture of fulminates and celluloid, both of which
manufactures are under continuous supen ision, br revenue
officials. The Council is of opinion that the range of
denaturants should be greatly extended, and that no in-
crease of drinking or "illicit distillation" is probable as
a consequence of granting concessions to llritish manufac-
turers under guarantee. The Council regards with satisfaction
the indications that the subject of reductions in the differential
duty on British-made alcohol, and an alteration in the remila-
tious for the sale ofsuitably denatured spirit, are receiving the
sympathetic consideration of the authorities. The extension
of the use of internal combustion engines, and the consequent
inc ase in the demaud for volatile fuel, have also directed
attention to alcohol as a source of power ; and the employ-
ment of methylated spirit for domestic use and lighting and
heating purposes has been found economical and practicable.
The Council has long co-operated with the Chemical Trade
S i ons of the London and Manchester Chambeis of
Commerce, and the Joint Committee of tins Society and
these i hambers has been further strengthened by the
addition .it' representatives of the motor, lighting, distilling,
agricultural, and engineering industries. At the instance
of this ( ommittee, supported by many Members of Parlia-
ment, the Chancellor of the Exchequer has consented to
appoint a departmental committee, including recognised com-
mercial and scientific representatives, to examiue into and
report upon the best method of providing untaxed; alcohol,
denatured or otherwise, for industrial purposes. The
Council desires to express its appreciation of the persistent
efforts of Mr. Thomas Tyrer in connection with this
industrial need.
The Executive Committee of the National Physical

Laboratory at Bushv Park, on the governing body of which
the Society is represented, and to which the Council has
made grants from time to time, has petitioned the Treasury
for a larger annual grant and an increased equipment to
fit it for its scientific work. At the same time a series of
constructive proposals for the future working of the Institu-
tion have been presented. The Council has given its

support to a petition asking the Treasury that the Labora-
tory may be placed in a position to do its important
international work by means of a grant for capital expenditure
and an increased annual subvention. Among the more
important researches carried out by the Laboratory during
the past year may be mentioned those on pure iron-earbon
alloys, certain nickel-steel alloys, mercury standards of
resistance, a comparison of thermometers tip to 1,100° C,
and measurements of the specific beat of superheated steam
up to a pressure of 200 lb. to the square inch.

In response to a request from the Director of the Depart-
ment of Commerce and Labour at Washington, the Council
has granted a free copy of the Journal for the use of the new
Bureau of Standards. - The Director of the Department
state- that the purposes of this Bureau are similar to those
of the Physikalisch-Technische Reichsanstalt at Charlot-
tenburir, and that in the future it will issue bulletins
continuing much valuable matter on the scientific work of
the Bureau.

The Association of Chambers of Commerce, at a recent
meeting in London, passed a resolution welcoming the
instalment of reform secured by the Patent Law Amend-
ment Act of 1902, to which allusion was made last year.
It also expressed the opinion that all foreign-owned patents
for inventions and designs workable in the country, which
were not so worked within a reasonable limit of time, should
be forfeited. The Council has since been invited to appoint
del ites to a deputation to bring this subject before the
Pn dent of the Board of Trade, and has consented, subject

to a reservation in regard to the words " foreign-owned."

c 2
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In the opinion of the Council, if patents granted in Great
liritain are worked elsewhere, they should also lie worked
I ere or lapse, whether thej are "fori ign-owncd " 01

The Society's medal, founded in 1896, and awarded
by the Council once in every two years for conspicuous

service rendered to Applied Chemistry by research, dis-

covery, invention, or improvements in processes, has this

year been awarded to Ira Kemsen, iv ! ihe Johns
Hopkins University of Baltimore. In 1896 the medal was
awarded to John Glover, in 1898 to W. 6. Perkin.in 1900

to Edward Schunck, in 1902 to .Ins. Wilson S

An invitation will be laid before this meeting from the

Local Section of the Society to meet in London in 1905.

It is hoped that this invitation will receive favourable

consideration. American, Canadian, and Australian mem-
bers will receive that cordial welcome which the Society bas

always experienced on these occasions. The Council trusts

that American members \v i : 1 be present in force to support

the President, who, as in 1900, will he a member of the

Ni w York Section of the So

The expenses of the Journal are necessarily, heavy, and
Council trusts that me'iihers "ill make known to others

the aims of the Society and the character of its Journal, so

as to secure a constant addition to the membership, and thus

I
ermit of an equally constant extension of the Society's

re of useful]

in INOHARY TREASURER'S REPORT.

In the first place allow me, through Mr. Tyrer, who has

kindly consented, with the Council's permission, to occupy
position as your honorary treasurer during this meeting,

to express the very great disappointment which I feel in

being unable personally to make the acq laintance of so

many good and hospitable friends and brother industrial-

Last autumn I fully hoped aud intended to be with you
to-day, but have been forbidden ; arid after three-quarters

of a century of life one is bound to attend to what one's

doctor says.

I • me it would have been an immense pleasure to have
mi t again those of you whom I have the good fortune

to know, to have enjoyed the magnificent programme you
have set before us, and to have seen something of your
vast country and works; but this is denied me, and 1 can
only trust to your kind forbearance for any apparent

dereliction of dirty towards yon.

Turning from myself to my duty as treasurer, it is with

pleasure that I am able to place before you the accounts
for last year, 1903; these have been published irr the

.')0th June number of the Journal, and you will, I think,

find them clear and explicit.

The first account, that on page 642, shows Ihe Hevenue
Expenditure for 10(13. There was a net balance to

the good of 8402., and this, with the entrance fees (which
are not reckoned as revenue, but are always invested), has

funded in good securities during this year.

It may be well to explain that this account is dated as

made up to the 20th May 1904, and it will he seen that t

includes all subscriptions for 1903, whether paid irr former
rs or during 1904. On the other side of the account

all liabilities for 1903 have been paid and are included, so

that the statement shows accurately the year's working.

In connection with this, I -limed mention the rule.

oi which probably some of you are not aware, that the

Jonrnal is not forwarded after February in any year to

those members whose subscript ins have nol been received

in London by that time, but on their subsequent r. ceipl thi

back numbers are sent.

As treasurer it is right that I should explain to you that

after this year it is probable that there may not be such a

balance on the year's working. Publishing twice ami
and givii • merican and Brencl patentSj has
very materially incr est of editorial work, print-

ing, aud posting. Our present contract expires at the end

this year, and a I siderable increase appears probable.

The decennial index, combining the 10 yi

i-ive, will be costly, ith for editing and printing,

although considerable sums have already been paid in

preparing it t>> date, and del pditnre. in •

year. When finished it will be a complete index to all the
available information to the end of 1905 in the l'I -

into which the chemical industries are divided in our
Journal.

I airr only expressing the unanimous feeliug of your
Council in saying that they desire to keep the Journal up
to the highest standard for information and promptness
of publication, and to publish, subject to the rules of the
Society, papers which have been read before the Sectioi -,

containing new and useful matter ; but it must be borne in
min i that every page has to be paid for, that length*
papers are apt to he merely glanced at, and not read, at
that it is very desirable to condense as far as possible,

to avoid redundancy of expression, and to make judicious
use of references.

Like other journals, advertisements form an important
item, though they do not appear irr the present balance
sheet, being included in the contract. Those who can
advertise will be assisting the S iciety by so doing, and
also by obtaining the addition of new members.

Referring again to the accounts, the second statement,
on page 648, shows the actual position of cash and securities

irr your honorary treasurer's bauds on the' 31st Dec. 190:1.

The securities are in the names of three trustee-, and are
all first-class. You will see by the cbarti red accountants'
certificate that ihey have all been verified by tbem, as have
also all receipts and payments during rlie year. The
interest on the funded property amounts to over 1002. I
year.

Allow me to detain you for a few minutes longer with
that side of our Society which not only benefits ourselves
individually, but the world generally. 1 mean its cosmoj
politan or international character. One can see its fan
reaching usefulness from the fact that, whilst reckoning the

British Isles, the United States, Australia, ( lanada, Germans
India, as only one country each, your fellow members live

in 62 different countries
;
your *lcw York Section, with its

vast area, has just over one-quarter of the whole. German]
has over 50 members, "Far Cathay" 2, aud Japan :ai,

whilst such places as Siam, Korea, Turkey, Syria, Borneo
and 50 others are represented.

Can anything mere be wanted to show the value of the
Society and the Journal? Is it too ranch to say that it is

the best journal of the kind published ? Judging b\ the

care your Publication Committee give to the work, to which
1 can personally testify, and from the reports one head
from outside, it seems to me by no means too bin a claim.

Believing as I do that the intercommunication of know-
ledge useful to all is for the general welfare of the world
and the gradual reduction of jealousies, it bas been much
pleasure to me to serve the Society in the office in which it

has done me the honour to place me. My only regret is not
being with you to-day.

PRESIDENT'S ADDRESS,

I >n this occasion of the first visit of our Society to America,
let me thank you for the hospitable reception which yoj
have given us. We are proud of our .New Vork s>

we are glad to he associated with your rrreat nation
although separated by an ocean, though we differ as >

methods of government, und as regards some of thi

of policy which the Governments of both nations pursue,

we admire your energy, your progress, and the inventive
ability of your people.

Gratitude bas I een di fini d as a sense of favours to

and we knou that we have reason to be grateful, fi

are about to give us, your guests, a token of your regard*
yon are con;: to show us your magnificent country, and to

demonstrate to us the enormous developments in chemical
industry which you havi made. We look forward with
pleasurable expectancy to the treat which you have in store

for us; and we ask you to accept our heartfelt thanks.

It is customary in our Society for the President to eive

his address when he is on the eve of retiring, and I have
looked for hints in tho-e of my predecessors. 1 had

t that perhaps some suggestions dealing with the

training of technical chemists— a subject of which I have
row had over 3" year-' experience- might haw beer
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favourably received, and I find that this has been a
favourite subject with the Presidents of our Society, and
that it has been discussed at length by Mr. lieilby in an
address delivered ia 1S99 to the London Section. Tbo
history of our industries in London has been described by
Sir Frederick Abel in 18S2 ; Sir Frederick also discussed
the early history of explosives in 1883; in 1884 Mr
YVeldon gave an account of the development of tin

and chlorine industry; he was followed in 1885 b> Dr.
Perkin, who, in a charming sketch, told the history of the
foundation of the manufacture of colouring matters ; Mr,
Muspratt, in 18S6, gave some interesting information
regarding the early manufacture of alkali in Liverpool ; in

lSS'.i Dr. Mond described attempts which have been made
to produce compounds of nitrogen from free nitrogen; in

1890 Sir Lowthian Bell discoursed on blast-furnaces; in

the following year Mr. Kider Cook gave an account of the
processes in use at that date for the disposal of sewage.
We find Prof. Emerson Reynolds lecturing on coal, peat,

and oil as fuels; Sir John Evans, on the paper industry;
Mr. Stanford, on the kelp industry; Dr. Thorpe, on the
carburation of gas ; Dr. Schunek, on his remarkable re-

searches on the colouring matters of plants: .Mr. Beilby,
on smoke consumption; Dr. Swan, on electro-chemistry

j

while Prof, (/handler gave a sketch of the development of

chemical industry on this side of the Atlantic.

In short, we have had specialists each discoursing on his

own subject in a masterly way. The memory of many of

these eminent men is all that remains to us
; but we are

glad to realise that many still remain among us, working
enthusiastically for the progress of the science which they
love so well.

For it is impossible to sever science from industry.
Many of the addresses emphasise this point. Sir Henry
Koscoe, in 1S8L\ said: " My object has been to show
that in certain branches of chemical industry, at least, it is

only the highest and most complete scientific training that

ean command commercial success." Dr. Perkin, in 1885,
in discussing technical education, emphasised the fact that

I what is wanted is a thorough knowledge of chemical
science, and knowledge how to use it by conducting
research . .

." "The linking together of industrial and
theoretical chemistry has undoubtedly been the cause of its

wonderful development." Mr. Stanford, in the year of the
foundation of the New York Section, said : I think it

could be easily proved that nothing ultimately pays better

than original research." And in defining research he wittily

divided the human race into two classes :
" those who go

ahead and do something, and those who sit still and inquire
why it wasn't done the other way."

Much has been said about the right course of training for

a technical chemist, and the example of our Continental
Friends has been freely cited. No doubt we have much to

learn from them ; yet there are some first principles which
lie at the root of the whole matter, and which I will venture
to lay before you, in the hope that they will commend
themselves by being self-evident.

I am aware that all of them have often been laid down
before; "there is nothing new under the sun,'* so far as
first principles are concerned, at least. Yet that is no
reason why they should not be stated again, for perchance
constant attrition may soften the stony hearts of those
whose decision is important in such matters.

The education of a chemist (and the word " chemist,"
of course, includes the qualification " technical chemist ")

must be conceived in the sense that it consists in an effort
to produce an attitude of mind, rather than to instil definite
knowledge. Of course the latter must not be neglected;
the definite knowledge may be likened to the bricks which
the architect has at his disposal in erecting a beautiful
building; he knows their shapes, their capacity for resist-
ing stresses, and, in short, what can be done with them.
But the conception of the design is the result of many
attempts to create

; just as the poet has to utilise words,
or the architect bricks, so the chemist has to know the
materials with which he is dealing. The training of a brick
layer, however, will never make a man an architect ; nor will
the dry research of a grammarian train a poet. In short,
it is the inventive faculty which must be cultivated.

Here 1 am met by the criticism—" The inventive faculty
must exist; it cannot be implanted." "Poeta nascitur,
non fit." I deny it. There are some persons whose i

for the investigation of Nature is ingrained. I remember
at Bristol advising a lad to abandon the study of chemistry
for that of literature on learning his disgust for the former
and partiality for the latter. He became the editor of a
newspaper. Put such persons are few. It is unlikely that
they will ever begin the study ol natural science, unless
iinpi Hi 1 by too expectant parents; as soon as the horse
begins to trot, "they do uot remain." My contention is

that most of the lads who enter a chemical laborat
able to receive some inspiration, or to have a latent
inspiration developed, which will fit them to become

e chemists.
Now how can this be brought about ? The answer i*

perfectly simple : by offering them examples. Every
teacher in the laboratory, from senior professor to junior
assistant, must be engaged in research, and, most important
of all, they must not be reticent, but willing to converse
freely on their problems. It is that which ere

"chemical atmosphere." The objection may be raised that
junior students are not ripe enough to make any use of
such examples. True; and for that reason it is well for

the juniors to spend the first year attending lectures and
practical classes in room* for the purpose, and not to let

beginners enter the general laboratory. Moreover, they
should be spending the major part of their time in attending
courses on physics and mathematics, and in the dra
office. But during the second year the initiation sh
begin. Even during the first year the seniors will talk

ally about what occurs in the main laboratories;
the publication of some discovery is sure to be discussed in

the junior laboratory, just as the servants' hall discus*e*
the doings of the drawing-room ; and the criticism is sure
to be somewhat keen, even though—perhaps the more so
because it is—founded on insufficient information.

There are some simple ways of furthering this spirit of
research. First, as regards the students. 1 regard it as a
mistake to provide special laboratories for different das
of students. If students of organic chemistry are walled
off from those who are working at analysis, then neither set

knows what the other is doing. The best instruction that
a student can set, he acquires in having to explain hi*

operations to his neighbours. Now it is customary for the
study of organic chemistry to follow on that of inorganic;
the organic student is usually the senior; and it keeps up
his knowledge of inorganic chemistry if he has frequently
to place it at the disposal of his neighbours who are making
routine analyses. They, on the other hand, cannot 1

seeing the very different processes employed by the organic
man ; and they insensibly learn a number of tips and
dodges which prove of. service to themselves at a later

stage.

There is a further advantage. The' junior, to whom
everything is at first strange, meets at once with ancient
manners who have sailed seas unknown to him, and who
are proud to be able to display a little erudition ; to do so

doe* not imply love of ostentation, or spiritual pride; it is

simply human nature. A little care makes it possible to

assort one'* students, so that a shy boy is placed next a
kindly senior, and a cocky youngster who thinks that he
knows everything is placed next a man who will stand- no
nonsense, and whose chaff and banter soon dispel the

inflated ideas of his own poweis which the youngster has

brought from his science school. Indeed, the lesson learnt

is, that the chief question is not—" What does he know ?
"

but " What has he done ?
"

( If course, for complicated researches, where much
elaborate apparatus is erected, special rooms are necessary,

but I have noticed frequently that the inhabitants of these

rooms htild informal receptions, and have pleasure in

exhibiting the result of their skill in manipulation and in

glass-blowing.

In some laboratories a tame glass-blower is kept on
premises. There cannot be a greater mistake. If the

member* of the teaching staff are glass-blowers, " es geht von
sich," as the German* say. The whole laboratory tiecomes

proficient. Each imitates the other. No doubt advice is
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often given which refers to the folly of paying sums for

apparatus which ii is possible to construct with little

wing howj and the monej is better spent.

And glass-blowing is an all-important adjunct to research.

1 cannot imagiu how anyone can stand the annoyance' of

having to wait for hours, possibly for days, for the repair

ol a piece of apparatus, which would probably take few< r

minutes if the owner Mas able to manipulate a blow-pipe.

Nearly the same may be said of the i
banic's place in thi

laboratory. Here, however, the work is slower, and in

ises the mechanic's services may be required; but

for small repairs, such as soldering, repairing, contriving

stirring apparatus, electrical apparatus. &c, much may be

done by the student himseli without any direct teaching.

I confess, however, that a mechanic is necessary, if only to

see that the I ire kept in order.

Alter the preliminary year 1 do not think it advisable

for the student at once to commence research. There are

the U! or] subjects of complex qualitative and simple quant;

tative i red, separations, gas analysis,

and the preparation of typical organic and inorganic

compon les physico-chemical operations, such as

vapour densities, determinations of molecular weights,

d electrical separations. But the time

spent on these may easily be too much extended. A fairly

tudent should have dom enough, in a year and a

half or two year-, to place him in such a position that, if

necessary, he can help himself whet: he is face to face with

an analysis which he has not made before. l!y mixing

research students in the same laboratory with others at all

stages of advance, the man who is working at analysis

insi usibly 'jets to regard his operations as partaking of the

nature of a problem, and pursues his work with the greater

interest. Moreover, it is not dilficult to intensify tl

of the question by contriving variation- on ordinary routine ;

termination of calcium and magnesium in a sh

the estimation of phosphoric acid in a bone; the Dumas
method for nitrogen applied to a dried mouse; the analysis

of the gases of i ispirarJ f a fly kept in air confined in

a tube over mercury, and so on. When an anal

regarded as a problem, it gains greatly in interest. And it

can always be cheeked by a duplicate, and if necessary a

triplicate. It olten happens, moreover, that the research-

work o student is greatly, helped by an

work which can bi entrusted to a junior. In this

ivaj double interest is gained— in the problem seta and '"

the research which the solving of the problem furthei -

Above all, not too much teaching. The
scientifii is the well-worn method of trial and

failure. It is simply horrible to think of the travesty of

in some of our colleges, where everything

I- provided, the students add one solution to

another by word of command, and record their results in

const] icted for the purpose. What do

they learn . To obey? That should have been taught in

the nursery. Manipulation? Manipulation consist- in

constructing what is required, not in usiug what is given.

1 had i youth commit the liueid to heart than

cany out such tic raying routine opera-

tions. The Brsl may result iii a stroi ooryj the

fata! to all originality,

y be said that by thus leaving the students very

much to themselves, much time is lost.
>

i : possibly at

first. But the ultimate rate ol pro ress is verj much more
rapid. Unless the pupil learns to I t use to himself, he

cannot possibly be of an} use to others. And the training

COnBistS in finding on! how to do it ; no! in doing it ; that

is easy, .i om know a how.

Let m, consider the matter next from the point

of the junior staff—the assistants, or whatt ver they may be

called, ** Privat-docenten," lecturers, instructors. It must
never be forgotten that these young men have their way to

make in the world; that it is unjust to neat them as

teaching-machines ; and that the only opportunity given

them to make their m .dTord them all pi

encouragement to further the aims of their science, foi

doing -o tiny will further their own aims. They must
become known; aud without publication of their work
they will remain unknown; ami without reasonable

leisure for research then will be uuable to publish. Hence
the duties of the members of the staff of a laboratory-

should be so arranged that at least half their time is

available for research. Again, 1 am a firm believer iu

encouraging joint work doni i". assistants ami Btudentst

the student gains much, and the assistant gains an assistant,

or, he learns the ohil f duly of a professor— the need

of retaining in his mind problems for solution, and the art

of getting the most out of his students n em ouraging them
to think for themselves. It is, indeed, an apprenticeship

where the young teacher learns his trade. He must have
tool- to work with; these tools are the .-indent- wl

as In- assistants. 1 regard it as essential, therefore, that

the laboratory should have such a number of assistant
that each one has half his time at his own disposal.

Hut, it may ba urged, the number of assistants must
sariLj be much greater than the possible vacancies in

chairs, and it must therefore follow that many men will

grow old in subordinate posts, and grow sick with hope
eferred. Here the manufacturers should step iu. A man

who has had such an experience as 1 have sketched is

invaluable, ii he is not too old, as a works chemist. It is

true that he may have had no special experience; bat that

matters little; in -ix months he will have grasped ihe

principles of the manufacture, and if ho is a man with the

experience 1 have tried to sketch, he will be able to get the

most out of men—perhaps the most valuable quality which
a works manager can posses— and he will have a gr<

of experience, experience perhaps not of a kind to he imme-
diately useful in tho particular work in which he is employed.
Inn possibly of great value if the processes used in the work
are to he altered. It must be remembered that the i-sistam

must have proved his cat itj tor research ami his abi

to deal with other men before he is appointed ; and he must |

have justified his choice, lire I may justify my own I
opinion by citing the practice of many German manufao- I .

turers; it is the rule, not the exception, to induce the |

assistants from university laboratories to » no r their works. {

I come next to a question which I have some delicacy in 1 .:

alluding to—the pay of an assistant. While it should be I

sufficient to enable him to live an unmarried life with com-

fort, it should not be sufficient to induce him to spend his W
life in a subordinate university post. lie should have I

reason to wish to better his condition. It is inipn

in down a hard ami last rule in such matters
; but tin

point should be borne in mind.

If the assistants are to be given leisure lor research, tin

number most be considerable; in fact, a double staff, in a

sense, must be employed.. This raises the question, How
many students should In- in the charge of each assistant?

The question does not admit of a definite answer . yet an

approximate one may be given. Ii necessarily depends on

the class of work which the students are doing. II

assistant is told off to superintend the work of two oi

perhaps three students who are pursuing investigal oi—
the junior assistants will necessarily have fewer, the set.

perhaps as many or ir.on—each of these men may take

much attention on someone day, and need not he looked

at for perhaps a week or more, except in a : ral >

In that ease perhaps tenor twelve systematic students might

be allotted to each assistant : but it necess

greatly on the nature of tin- work, and of the

himself. My experience is that assistants are di-i ed I

be almost too conscientious, and to devote not only

unnecessary but almost an injudicious amount of attention

to each student. I am not sure that the stu

quite in the same light : it is so much easier to be taught

than to learn. Very few of us cure to think if we i

possibly avoid it: I confess thai 1 have frequently spent

far more time in looking over papers in order to find

calculation which 1 had previously made than would h

d lo make the calculation anew.

We come next to the senior teachers, or pro;.

The first point I would urge is that, while it is possible to

lecture to as many students as the largest lecture-room

hold.it is not possible to supervise the practical work ol

more than, say, forty or fifty students. The professor should

always know what every man is doing. It is not neci

that those who are engaged iu routine-work -honld b<
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visited every day ; they are under the care of assistants

;

but it is necessary that the professor should be able to

gauge the capacity of each of his laboratory students; for

only thus can he tell whether they are profiting by their

studies. The reason why the old laboratories of Liebig, of
W ohler, and of Bnnsen are regarded with Mich loving
memory by those who were the students of these great men
is that the total number of students was small; they formed
a famih party, where the individual character of each was
known, and where the father lived among his children, and
was able to distribute correction, reproof, and instruction

in righteousness. Hence the necessity for limiting numbers.
Now, il there Lire forty students, and the professor spends
ten minutes each day with each—no great allowance of time
— simple calculation shows that more than six hours are
gone. I think that two hours is ample for the professor
t<> spend daily in teaching laboratory students. Of course
at some critical moment be must spend a much longer time
with one; it may be several hours; but that should absolve
him from attendance on that individual for tiie best part of
a week. It is better to mix example with precept, and
unless a large part of every day is given t.> research, the
professor loses the attitude of mind which it is his duty to
cultivate in his students. It does not do to let a day pass
without making some effort to continue research ; the
habit is only too easily lost ; it is like all arts ; the success-
ful pianist or violinist spends many hours each day at his

instrument, and if the acrobat were to take a month's
holiday, he would require to begin to learn his trade again.
Moreover, it is only by continually keeping his hand in,

and hi* mind turned on his own research, that the pro-
fessor can conceive new problems, some of which are

. simple enough to form the best introduction to research to
be carried out by his students.

Again, in a large laboratory, the time occupied in the
details of organising is so great as to make a heavy call

on the energies of the professor, who is necessarily the
'director. There are parents to be seen; notebooks "to be
1 read ; correspondence with old students in search of
employment ; apparatus to be ordered ; servants to be
•directed; in short, the whole management of a business
in addition to the work of teaching and research. The
•cares of management grow very rapidly with the increase
in size of the laboratory, and many of the duties cannot
be delegated. Moreover, there are the calls of public
duty which often press very heavily on the successful
BSientific mar;. Add to these the share which it is always
necessary to take in attending university councils, and it

is manifest that the administrative duties should be simplified
as much as possible.

If the reputation of the professor is such that students
crowd to his laboratory, my counsel is, do not build larger
laboratories, but appoint a new professor, with a separate
chair, and a new laboratory ; but do not make your man of
talent a mere administrator.

This leads mc to touch again on the technical side of my
subject; I must refer to the question of remuneration. If
the best men are to be attracted towards any career, an
inducement must be offered, of such a nature that a youno-
man, deciding on his future prospects, may be influenced to
choose it. It is not necessary that all the members of the
profession should be highly remunerated ; but it is necessary
that some should. Although I am not here to defend the
particular case which I am going to mention, I wish to refer
to it as specially applicable: the Archbishop of Canterbury
has an income of 15,0007. a year ; many bishops receive an
annual income of 5,000/., and the result is that young men
take orders who will ultimately have to be contented with
very small emoluments. Now in the payment of university
professors, it must be kept in mind that the men who fill

the chairs are withdrawn from the practice of medicine,
law, engineering, and other professions, including that of
technical chemistry ; and if they are to teach others, it is

greatly to be desired that they themselves should be of the
best of their kind. Hence there should be prizes for the
best, comparable in amount with what a successful lawyer,
doctor, or manufacturer would earn. If this is not done,
then one of two things will result : either the standard of
teachers, and consequently of teaching, will be lowered, to

the great disadvantage of the next generation of professional
men ; or the position of teacher may be accepted by
enthusiasts, who could have made a much larger income
had they entered professional or commercial life, and who
will therefore be making a life-long sacrifice for their
country. Probably both will happen ; a few chairs will be
filled by such enthusiasts, while the average professor will

be much below par.

Of course other considerations must enter into the
question of remuneration. The life is a regular and
plea ant one; there are practically no risks ; the standingis
good; but I submit that, making due allowance for these,
the prizes should exist. And they should reach the right
men. How can this be achieved

.

Thi* brings ine to consider the method of appointment
to chairs, and that involves the government of the university.
It is a large question ; but as the reputatation ofa university
is entirely dependent on the standing of its professors and
teachers, it must be considered.

There are as a rule three methods of appointing to chairs ;

one is selection by a council or committee—by the
governing body of the university ; and this, in fact,

amounts to selection by the principal or president, lor as a
rule the principal or academic head of the uuiversity is

regarded by the council of outsiders as the best judge of
scholastic matters. The second method is selection by a
committee of specialists appointed by the university

;"
if,

for example, a physical chair is vacant, it is tilled by a
committee consisting of four or live eminent physicists,

themselves not connected with the university in which the
icy occurs. The third method, and it is the one which

commends itself to me. is selection by a committee of the
faculty in which the vacancy occurs, after a reasoned
report in which the relative merits of all the possible
candidates are discussed.

The reason for my preference is a very simple one: it

is because selection by persons belonging to the same
faculty of the university unites two qualifications in the
persons of the electors— competent knowledge on the one
hand, and self-interest on the other. Choosing, as an
instance, a vacant chair of physics, the committee of selec-
tion would consist of any other professors of physics in the
university, provided there were more than one ; the pro-
fessors of chemistry , biology, mathematics, botany—of all

sciences to which phys :

cs is a fitting introduction. These
men..! science either know, or can make written inquiries

about possible candidates. They discuss all the pros and
cons, of each one; and they finally resolve to ascertain
whether two or three persons would accept the vacant chair,
if offered to them. They then make their recommendation
either to the governing body of the uuiversity, or to some
state official ; and the question is asked and the post
accepted.

Now it is the interest of every one of the members of
the committee to secure the best man ; and as it is to be
presumed that they are themselves all engaged in investiga-
tion, they will select an occupant of the chair who has
already made his mark, and shown that he can be relied on
to continue to carry out investigations. His reputation will
reinforce theirs ; his tenure of the chair will add lustre to

the university. Moreover, as all sciences touch, they will

have a colleague from whom they can get ad\ iee ; who will

aid in the development of their own sciences.

It is true that the academic head of the university—the
principal or president—may be influenced by like motives,
and that any selection which he may make may be made
on very similar lines, after a similar inquiry. But the
filling of a chair is not a single-handed job ; if it is single-

handed, it is likely to become a job; either the principal is

not able to get the required information, or his judgment
is not so sure as that of those colleagues more intimate!)-

connected with the subject of the vacant chair. Selection
by the principal may succeed ; selection by colleagues of
the same faculty practically always succeeds.

As for selection by a committee of outsiders, they have
no feeling of responsibility. From personal experience, I

know that their aim is satisfied when they have elected a
man who will not disgrace their choice ; they do not neces-

sarily select the best man. I know, having had t" act as
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an elector by nil three method)!, that one is much more
particular when one lias to choose a fellow-teacher with

whom ciiii has to pass "lie's days. It is like choosing a

wife. A lady chosen by the vote of the families may prove

n succiss, and no doubt often does. It the wife were chosen

blood by the man who is to live with her, after

careful inquiry into her antecedents, hereditary and other-

wise, her temper, her suitability for the duties which a " ife

is supposed to perform, there would be fewer unsuccessful

iges The analogy breaks down; for. unless it is :,

ease of marrying a widow, previous experience should not

he a |ios-ible consideration, But in selecting to a chair it

must ; and this leads me to ask, From what group of persons

should a professor he chosen ?

There are large universities, and there are small 'Hie- ;

and obviously the professors in the smaller institutions will

be available for selection to the larger ones, with their

greater Told oi usefulness and their higher emoluments.

Should the professors in the smaller universities have

justilied their election, they will doubtless be the lir-t to bi

considered in tilling the more important chairs. And for

the chairs in the smaller institutions, the assistants will be

available. They will have published work of a nature to

make their names known as promising investigators, and

thej "ill have commended themselves to their chiefs as

capable men to whom the management of a department

may "ell ho entrusted.

The choice of the assistant from among the senior

students may be left entirely to the professor with whom
lie has worked, and who is best able to judge of his power-.

Hi- will doubtless have tilled tie position of a student-

demonstrator, in looking after junior (lasses: and his

frequent appearances at the local scientific society "Ml

render it possible to estimate his ability a- a lecturer.

Ami now let me discuss a question which has not given

itifnculty in America, I understand, but which has greatly

I d the advance of knowledge and research in England.

I refer to examinations. It may well be introduced here,

for it may be asked, Should only a graduate be recognised

a- worthy to occupy a junior teaching position ? To this 1

would reply, Let the ehoice be free. I have often seen men
whose circumstances, or whose character, or whose deliberate

choice has led them to a'ostaiu from taking a degree, and
who. nevertheless, are most successful investigators, well

able t" increase the knowledge of their subject, and who
have proved most inspiriting teachers; and, on ths other

band, I have perhaps more frequently come in contact with

graduates whose only claim to recognition was a parrot

like ability to repeat what had been told them, and a knack
1 1

,

._t tie idiosyncrasies of an examiner. The older I

get, the less I believe in university degree- as a test of

capacity. Perhaps the reason is the manner in which
degrees are awarded in England; the degree follows on
one, or at most two examinations, often by men who know
the candidate only as a number, and whose idea of

examination often is to set questions to trip the candidate,

aud not to draw out what he can do. Indeed, it raises the

question which I have mentioned earlier in this address
the examination is so contrived as to elicit what a man
know-, rather than what he can do.

Now here, again, there are certain obvious truth- which
have often been stated, but too often ignored. The
-Indent, working under the eye of the professor and of his

assistants, undergoes a daily examination. He may not

earn marks ; hut, none the less, he impresses his teachers
with -omc conception of his character; and the impression
i- made' rather by what he can do, than by what he know-.
It:, qualities tested bj such examinations bs have been
Customary for the past forty years in England are the last

which one would wish to have in a student of science

—

readiness of memory to the exclusion of deliberate judg-
ment ; the faculty of spreading knowledge tbio, and
making a veneer of scientific fact- instead of the power to

correlate them and increase theii value; and the skill to

gauge the capacity of and hoodwink the examiner, instead

of "lie power tc incite enthusiasm in others. Thej are

ideal qualities for a successful barrister, because fheypny
in his profession; hut their reward ha- been the bane of

-cience. A sound judgment, though it may be a slow one
;

t, struggling against obstacles; the knowledge
where to get information when required, aud to use it "hen
found; and the inventive faculty— these are the qualities

required, and thej can be gauged only after long-continued

observation. .Moreover, the pernicious system of ooinpeli-

tive scholarships ami fellowships, instead of eleemosynary
support given to the necessitous and deserving youth, has

also contributed much to the debasement of the scientuSl

spirit; tor it has early implanted in the young mind the

idea tbat to outrun his fellows, and to work solely for a
money reward, are the ends to be aimed at, instead of the

joy nt the exercise of a divine gilt, and the using that gift

for the benefit of man. It is true that to earn money is a

necessity ; it is iu no way a wrong aim; but it is not the

chief aim ; and money shouhl he earned as a reward for

useful labour, not for success in scholastic competitions.

I am aware that these evils are much less noticeable in

America than iu England; and also, fortunately, public

opinion is beginning to recognise, in England, that sueb.

inducements to work do not select the best men. so far

as science is concerned. Under present circumstances,

however, as scholarships exist, and must be awarded by

examination, it requires considerable ingenuity to devise a

method of examination which shall pick out men "ho will

make a good use of them. I recently gave as a questiol

for my own students. "Describe shortly the resei

which have been going on in this laboratory during the past

six months"; and 1 found the result very satisfactory.

The question put a premium on the interest which a student

should take in his friend's work, on the intelligence in

following it, on his powers of description, aud on his

BUggestiveness where invention had to stand for want of

accurate knowledge. The after-effect of such a question,'

too, will be considerable. The student- will endeavour in

future to follow the researches of their neighbours with

more understanding than they have done.

A question sometimes debated is whether tie professor

should lecture to junior or to senior students. Should

he introduce the young student to the study of chemistry,

or should he lecture to the most advanced students on

recent developments of the subject? My reply would he,

that students are much over-lectured. Theobjeetof lectures

is more to open out a subject, aud to direct a student what

to read, than to give definite information. And lor that

reason I think the senior teacher is the best for junior

students. Experience has generally taught the older man
how to make In- subject interesting to beginners; he has

learned the art of repetition without showing that he

repeats; he does not travel too fasten roads tint ravellel

before by the young student ; and he is more leu

their often absiinl efforts to form correct conceptions. I In

the other hand, the senior student is less • xacting than the

junior; to him the matter is more important than the

manner of delivery ; if the lectun - prove useful to him he

is ready to excuse any want of judgment on the part of the

young teacher. For these reasons, therefore, 1 in

think that the junior courses are better entrusted to ihe

senior man, and the more advanced courses to the junior

teachers. But we have found it advisable to ask in.

I

advanced students to deliver short courses of lectures on

special subjects of which the; have made a study ; no I

charged for admission to these lectures ;
and they are much

appreciated both by the deliverers of the lectures, as

for practice, and by the students, a- an easy way oi becom-

ing acquainted with special branches, Wedo not usually

insist on the att< ndance on lectures beyond the third years

indeed, the formal lectures end in the second year. \\V

find that more progress is made hj the students ll

reading and conversation than in a more formal way. Hut

gain, tin course followed must depend more on the

individual eases than on any general rule ; some learn mofe

easily through the eye, other- through the car. I In the

whole it is better to appeal to both organs of sense, and

utilise, a- it wire, a system of double entry.

It consequently appears to me futile to extend com

lectures to more purely technical subjects, 'the ideal plan

of education for technical du mist- would be sono svstetn

analogous to the apprenticeship of engineers, aftei they

l: i' i been educated in the science ; that is, alter tin

habit of mind has been largely formed, lint it is difficult
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> see bow this can be brought about. The obstacles iu the

ay appear to me to be insurmountable. The chemical
lanufacturcr is not willing to throw open bis work to

udents, no:- would he do so even if very considerable
rennums were paid. Indeed, in England, it is not uneom-
;on for the " chemist/* so-called, to be refused admission
i the works, and to be confined to the laboratory. In the

r::tr German works, where many chemists are employed,
is possible for a young man to gain the requisite experience.

have been informed by the managing director of a
lemical work iu Germany where TO chemists are em-
oyed, that nature has divided the young men into three

rge classes, the members of which are fairly easily

stiuguished, and do not greatly overlap. There is first

e routine chemist ; the young man who declines responsi-

lity, but who is hardworking and trustworthy ; he finds

s place as an analyst, testing raw materials and analysing

e products at various stages, including the finished pro-

tcts. Second, there is the yourg man to whom the

anagement of some department may be entrusted
; one

th a firm will, plenty of energy, and the quality of

iverning men. And third, there is the research chemist,
10 delights in new problems, whether suggested by others

conceived by himself. All three classes are utilised

;

d after forming one of the analysts for some time, the

ting men naturally range themselves in one or other
partment, where their natural tendencies find scope,

it even in Germany the number of works which
iploy 70 chemists is not great; and with a small number
is more difficult to effect the division of labour so

tisfactorily.

I have wondered if it might not be possible to establish

raining school for technical chemists somewhat or the
lowing lines:—To start an association haviDg for its

ject the encouragement of invention, each member of

lich would subscribe a certain sum for the erection of
ildings and plant. There would need to be a number of

dated buildings, and a considerable collection of stock

mt of a small scale—stills, tanks, evaporating pans,
er-presses, vacuum-filters, centrifugal machine-, crystal-

ing vats, and so on. The work should be furnished with

lam and electric current. Such a syndicate might let it

known that they were willing to make arrangements
th inventors, or with syndicates which had secured the

tents of an invention, or secured an option on such
tents. The superintendent or professor should be provided
th a staff of assistants, who would be each in charge of

e building— that is, of one operation. Students would be
mitted for an appropriate premium, as in engineering
irks. Supposing au idea to be brought to the notice of
i directors, they would consult as to whether it should
accepted or not. If accepted, then the share of profits

uld be arranged with the patentee, should it prove
icessful. It would be committed to the charge of one of
: staff, who would first work it out in the laboratory with
' aid of a staff of students. If it then seemed feasible,

would be tried on a comparatively small scale, dealing
lh hundredweights, in one of the special buildings, those
>deuts who had investigated the process in the laboratory
iring in the larger-scale operations. The surmounting
difficulties in the transition, the perfecting of the process,

; making working drawings of the requisite plant, would

afford the best of all training to students ; and in case the
process proved a commercial success, these students who
had helped to elaborate the process would be naturally the
first to obtain employment in works, should they be erected.

At the same time, manufacturers would naturally be anxious
to obtain the services of men trained in so good a school,
so thai many students would be drafted off to works.
Indeed the scheme maybe paralleled from the medical side

;

after receiving a medical education, for example, in preli-
minary scientific subjects, such as chemistry, physics, and
biology, the medical student devotes himself to professional
studies for three years. Then his technical education begins
when he becomes house physician or house surgeon. After
such experience, he is available for junior positions, for
becomiug " locum tenens," and so on.

The students in such an experimental works would, of
course, have to do labourers' work; employees always
respect a man who can " take his coat off." Iu this way Be
gets to know their difficulties, and to judge them fairly ;

to know what they can do, and what reasonably to expect.
I am by no means sanguine that such a scheme of

technical education can be started. I acknowledge that it

is an imperfect imitation of the magnificent schools of
technical chemistry which form part of every large German
chemical work. But such schools are unlikely to find a
footing, so far as I can judge, in England. I cannot judge
of America. Our system is, when trade is good, to let

well alone ; the manufacturer thinks, " I have done very
well without a chemist so far; why have one now ? " or,
" the class of man who has served us as analyst has
sufficed for our needs ; he costs only 21. a week ; why burden
ourselves with a more expensive, even if a more skilled

man ?
" And when trade declines, he naturally shrinks

from spending money. It is the policy of "penny-wise
and pound-foolish."

In conclusion, let me make one more remark. It is that

the scientific curiosity of to-day often becomes the trade
necessity of to-morrow. A scientific friend of mine once
drew my attention to the fact that most of the changes
which have been introduced in industry have had their

origin iu the universities. Why ? Because the investi-

gator is unfettered. If a man sets himself to improve an
existing process, he very likely may succeed, but he will

not effect a revolution in manufacture. The purely scientific

investigator who is free to follow indications of no apparent
commercial import has not infrequently made discoveries
of a radical nature, which have entirely chauged some
particular industry. I do not recommend the one to the
exclusion of the other ; both are best ; and both are best
attained by an intimate association between the universities

and the chemical works. The investigator often learns
much by the study of industrial processes. The chemical
manufacturer who is keenly alive to his own interests will

not fail to keep himself in touch with every discovery,
however little it appears to be connected with his own
industry.

To quote from the *' Rules of Political Conduct,"
written for the people of Japan thirteen hundred years ago:
"The imperative duty of man is to sacrifice his private
interest to the public good. Selfishness forbids co-opera-
tion; and without co-operation there cannot be any great
achievement."

Imtrnal antr patent literature.

Class.

I.—General Plant, Apparatus, and Machinery 858

II.—Fuel, Gas, and Light 859

HI.—Destructive Distillation, Tar Products,
Petroleum, and Mineral Waxes SGI

Class. Page.

IV.—Colouring Matters and Dyestuffs S61

V.—Preparing, Bleaching, Dyeing, Printing,
and Finishing Textiles, Tarns, and Fibre

VI.—Colouring Wood, Paper, Leather, &c S64
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PaClass,

VII.—Acid-; Alkalis, and Salts, and Non-
Metallic Elements

VIII.—Glass, Pottery, and Enamels

IX.—Building Materials, Clays, Mortars, and
Cements -

X.—Metallurgy

XI.—Electro-Chemistry and Electro-Metallurgj

XII.—Fatty Oils, Fata, Waxes, and Soap 871
XIII.—Pigments and Paints; Resins, Varnishes,

&c. ; India-Rubber, &c •;_

XrV.—Tanning; Leather; Glue, Si/e, Bone, and
Horn; Ivory and Substitutes

Class.

XV.-
XVI.-
XVII.-

XVIII.-

Pl

XIX.-

XX.-

XXI.-

XXII.-

XXIII.-

XXIV.-
Patsst Specifications may be obtained by post by remitting as follows :—

English.—»d. each, to tho Comptroller of the Patent OIBce, C. N. Dalton, Esq
United States.—Is. each, to the Secretary of the Society.

French.—1 fr. 25 coach, to Belin et Cie., 3J, Rue des Francs- Bourgeois, Paris

-Manures, &c gjl

-Sugar, Starch, Gum, &c ^;

-Brewing, Wines, Spirits, &c _ ^7

1

-Foods ; Sanitation ; Water Purification
;

and Disinfectants s7s

-Paper, Pasteboard, Cellulose, Celloloid.&c. g 7

1

-Fine Chemicals, Alkaloids, Essences, and
Extracts _ v,,

-Photographic Materials and Processes. _..

-Explosives, Matches, &c „ S82

-Analytical Chemistry 882
-Scientifio and Technical Notes. _ ssi

, Southampton Buildings, Chancery Lane, London, WX.

I.-PLANT, APPARATUS AND MACHINERY.
English Pateots.

Steam Ulster. II. E. Newton, London. From the Farben-
fabriken vormals I'. Baj 1 Co.,3 II rl'eld. ' 00 al

21,-1; 1. (lot. 6, 1903.

Ihk steam is passed through a closed vessel, over th outlet
oi which :i hollow truncated cone is arranged. In the
opening of the cone, a float is arranged to work ; it is

supported by a wire working through the cover Over a
pulley and balanced by a weight Attached to this wire,
and on the outside of the vessel, is a pen or pointer which
operates in connection with a moving scale. From the
indications of the pointer, the position oi' the float and
consequently the area of the discbarge opening can be
deduced, and from the pressure, recorded on a registering
gauge, the quantity of steam passing can be 1 alculatcd.

—W. II. C
Condensing and Cooling of Gases, Vapours, and Liquids.

A. F. Browne and !>. Chandler, London. Eng. Pat a4sj,
March 5, 1904.

The gases, ic„ to be condi nsi 3 and cooled are led through
a chamber or series of chambers, the outer surfaces of which
" exposed to thi air, so that radiation and consequently
cooling may take place. Within eaeh chamber is a scries of
other chambers or pipes, through which a current of air is

transmitted. The interior of the walls of these pipes is kept
constant!; netted by a film of water, supplied in' the form
of spray \,\ an atomiser, or drawn up by capillary atti

tiou b\ cotton wicks or cloths attached to wire netting and
dipping into water. A number of shallow trays filled with
water an superposed one oyer the other in these pipes, so
that the water overflows from eaeh pipe to the next lower
one. A partial vacuum may also be maintained in the
pipes. Ii- this way, the heat abstracted from the gases to
be cooled, is rendered latent by the continuous evaporation
of a film of water, in the air current.— W. 11. C.

United States Patents.

Centrifugal Separator. II. McCornack, Westchester, Pa.
t'.S. Pat. 766,837, Aug. 9, 1904.

A suspend] i> shaft, to which a tubular centrifugal vessel is

coupled, i- supported and enclosed by the upper portion cf
a frame, the lower part of which forms a fixed casing bl low
the coupling and surrounding the depending centrifugal
vessel, lie casing supports the lower end oi thecentrifi
vessel and has diverging walls, so that the latter, when un-
coupled, can bi fficiently to enable it to bofn

1 oul of the casing.—E. -
s

.

Drying Apparatus. II. Baetz, St. Louis, Mo.
U.S. Pat. 767,198, Aug. 9, 1904.

WiriiiN a suitable casing ure contained a blower, one or
more pairs of superposed ami spaced aii chamber*, with

I heater, tie on either

side of tho open spaci separating them being provided with
nozzles for discharge of the air; exhausl pipes haling from

the casing back to the blower ; also suitable feed mecbaJ
for advancing the articles to he dried, through the spat
separating the chambers in the path of the air eurrei
issuing from the nozzles.— ]•;. 5.

Drying Apparatus. V. I. Allen, Boston, Mass.
U.S. Pat. 767,727, Aug. It;, 1904,

A YKitTicw series of horizontal conveyors, between cachi
which are horizontal tadiators, is arranged in u

I'h. material to he dried, is fed into the top from a

and passes downwards over the conveyors, to the outlet
the bottom. Means are provided: for supplying a suitab'

heating agent to the radiators; for agitating* the materia
for forcing a current of air acros> the conveyors; and ft

withdrawing the moisture-laden air from the apparatus.—W. 11 ('.

Exhausting Vapours «r Gases ; Apparatus for
V. Schwaninger, Oggersheim, Germany. U.S 1'

767,502, Aug. 16, 1904,

-
1

I Eng. Pit. 5110 of 1002
; this J., 1903, 40;.—T. !'. I!.

Fkencii Patent*.

Vacuum Drier; Continuous . ];. Ilaaek and t'

Suitliet Maschinen - I-'nbr. vorm. II. Huminersclimw
Fr. Pat. 341,672, Match 26, 1904.

Tin. material to be dried is introduced at ( ) ami carried, c

the endless band conveyor g< in the direction of the nrrov

to the outlet n. The drying is effected bv the heatit

- 6'.—W. B.C.
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I" He Solvents; Process and Apparatusfor
ing, Drying, and /!• covering from th<

K. Bouchaud - Praceiq. Fr. Pat. 341,61)0, March 26,
1904.

he air is automatically aspirated through a filter, then
rough a drying tower, and finally passes into an absorbing
laniber filled with porous material through which per..

suitable liquid for absorbing the volatile solvents. The
ethod is particularly applicable to the vapours of alcohol
id ether. The absorbed vapours are recovered as solvents

r suitable distillation of the absorbing liquid.

—

W. P. S.

II.-FUEL, GAS, AND LIGHT.

f Different Fuels; Calorific Value of the .

1'. Mahler. Rev. Univ. des Mines, 1H04, 1. Proc. Inst.

Civil Eug., 1 .4, 156, 47—18.

r the following; table the flame temperature is that obtain-
ile when the fuel is burnt with air at 0° C. and 700 mm. :

—

1 Lorraine
at. B hernia
Inite Trifail, Styria
ningcoal, lilanzy

Deeazeville
Wised (weathered) coal. Com-
mentry

I

„ Bethune
Lens

ae
aitliy r. <&\, R iche ta M ilier

pi-bituminous coal, Auzin
Bhracitic coal, Commentary

„ Kebao, Tonkin ..

Creusof
fiosylvanian anthracite
fori and methyl alcohol

hoi

me American pel roleum
nerican pel roleum spirit

refined petroleum

inoxi le

ethane

animating gas, averag i

ls in industrial use

i rific]

Flame

Water Water Tempera-

Con- as ture.
A apour.

Calories. Calories. °C.
4S70

5900
6370 I960

- 1990
7840 196t>

1900
SHU 8110 1950

- go 1KB I

6741)

8S60 21111)

BS< 2030
1980

- 20*1
• 2020

2010

'.'.

SHU 2000
!

1850

10,270 1920
10,280 1600

1960
21UU
185 1

2350

20(111

The true measure of value of a fuel is not the fiame.

mperature. however, but the calorific power ; for example,
le flame of peat is hotter than that of St. Ktienne coal, but
e body of flame is much larger in the case of the coal than
that of the peat. 100 grms. of the peat yield 28 vols.

: gas at 2000" C, whilst the same weight of coal yields

1 vols, of gas at rhe same temperature. From a thermo-
etrie point of view, the use of hot blast for improving the

»me would appear ro be more efficacious in furnaces fired

ita coal than in those using fuels of an inferior character.

—A. 3.

lagnclite Arc-Lamp. C. P. Steinmetz. Elect. World
and ling., 1904, 43, 074 ; J. Gasbeleucht., 1904, 47,
751—75a.

de lamp is provided with a copper positive electrode,
hich does not require reuewal, and a negative electrode
JDsisting substantially of magnetite (Fe3Oj). The dec-
odes themselves take no part in the light emission, which
due solely to the luminous arc, containing volatised

lagnetite. In the preliminary experiments, which led to
ie construction of the lamp, it was ascertained that, in
raiinous-arc lamps, the substance which conducts the arc
giveu off more rapidly from the negative than from the
Jsitive electrode, and, impinging upon the latter, heats

it highly. If the positive electrode be a good enough heat-
conductor and of suitable dimensions, the heat developed is

led away and the electrode is not consumed. If it ha
great a beat conductivity, material from the negative elec-
trode is deposited upon it. Thus, in the magnetite lamp, il

the copper electrode is not thick enough to conduct away a

sufficient proportion of the heat generated, it is destroyed
;

and, on the other hand, if too thick, drops of magnetic
"xide condense upon it. The electrodes are thereto]
chosen as to avoid both difficulties, and the positive
trode forms a permanent, fixed part of the lamp. The
metals of the iron group give a brilliantly luminous arc,
emitting white light; but electrodes made of the metals
themselves have little durability, whereas the oxides, being

are suitable for use. Of these oxides,
magnetite gives the best results, and it is found that a

idier arc and a higher efficiency result, if titanium and
other compounds are mixed with the magnetic oxide. The
electrodes are manufactured in compact form, and it is"

claimed that in use they are consumed at the rate of only
0-8 to 1 mm. per hour. An electrode 200 mm. long there-
fore lasts about 150—200 hours ; but with a slight decrease
in efficiency, the durability can lie increased to 500—600
hours. The life of the electrodes is then about equal to
that of an ordinary glow lamp. The most favourable length
of are is 20—30 mm., and this is maintained by means
of a simple automatic regulating device. According to

A. Holme-, a 320-watt magnetite lamp emits rather more
light than an ordinary 340-watt lamp with open arc, or a
460-watt lamp with enclosed arc. The lamp is adapted for
use with a direct current ; if an alternating current be
employed, there is a considerable diminution in efficiency

.

—H. 13.

English Patents.

Gas and Air ; Apparatus for the Production of Mixtures
of . 11. II. Lake, London. From Sclas G. m. b.

H.. Berlin. Eug. Pat. 17.78S, Aug. 17, 191

Appakxtus for the production of gaseous mixtures, by the
separate suction of gas and air, is provided with a regu-
lating device for automatically varying the amount of the

mixture produced in accordance w ith the consumption, the
said device being interposed between the suction and
forcing chambers and subjected to the pressure in the out-
let service main of the apparatus in such a manner that

when alterations in the pressure occur, a communication
between the suction and forcing chambers is opened more
or less. The effect is that the operation of the suction

apparatus (piston pumps, blowers, or the like) never varies,

the regulation being effected merely by repumping more or

less of the already formed mixture back through the appa-
ratus from the forcing side. The regulating valve between
the suction and forcing chambers may be actuated by
means of a float, diaphragm, or the like connected to a

branch pipe from the forcing side of the apparatus.— II. B.

Gas Producers ; Suction

on-the-llaine, Germany.
. E. Capitaine, Frankfort

Eog. Pat. 254 7, Feb. 2, 1904.

A tektical water-vaporiser is arranged concentrically

above the combustion chamber inside the shell of the

producer, the hot gases flowing up through the vaporiser.

The annular space between the vaporiser and the shell is

utilised as a storage chamber for the charging fuel, which
serve- as a heat insulator and falls into the combustion

chamber as required.—H. B.

Gas Betorts ; Inclined . E. Derval. Paris.

Eng. Pat. 21,904, Oct. 12, 1903.

THe bottom of the inclined retort is provided with one or

more longitudinal ribs extending the whole of its length, in

combination or not with a series of channel, hollows, or

projections at the lower end of the retort, for the purpose
of ! .litating the disengagement of gas, preventing the

coal from slipping down to the lower end during thi

latio; . :nd rendering the discharge of the coke easier. The
effectiveness of the non-slipping devices may be increased

by employing curved retorts, as described in U.S. Pat.

762.57S (this J., 1904, 745).— H. B.
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Gas - Producing Plant for Healing Retort Fwrna
II. Poetter, Dortmund, Germany. Eng. l'.i;

April 19, L904,

\ plast For the production "f coal-gas, hiving beneath tlie

retorts a eras producer which generates water-gas and pro-

ducer-gas, both for heating the retoin and for admixture

with the retort gases, is so arranged that the outlet Hue

for the water-gas and the outlet flue for the producei

open into a pipe leading to the retort space, and are also

connected with the gasholder by a branch pipe, the pipe

junctions being controlled by three-way valves in such

manner that when tl»- valves are in one position the

producer-gas passes exclusively to the retort Betting, and

when in the other position the water-gas passes partly to

the retort furnace aud partly to the gasholder.— II. li.

Gas Producers. H. Poetter, Dortmund, Germany.
Eng. Pat. ! 4,38.1, June 25, 1904.

Is order to keep the Arc grate cool and to provide for an
automatic generation of steam, cooling tubes, having lateral

perforations through which the cooling water may overflow

iuto collecting troughs below, are arranged beneath the fire-

bars, and may be adapted to support the fire-bars. The
air-blast pipe is arranged below the cooling tubes. An
auxiliary grate may be provided to Bupport the fuel whilst

the grate proper is removed for cleiuiug or repairs.—H. li.

Refuse - consuming and Gas -producing Furnaces. L,

iansky. Eng. Pat. 12,361, May 31, 1904. XVlli.i:..

page 878.

Gas Purifying Plants. 3. D. L. Klein, Copenhagen.

Eng. Pat. 14,465, June 27, 1904.

The purifiers are connected together by separately valved

p'.pes in such a manner that the gas may be directed through

any one or more of the purifiers, and in any desired order.

The grid- for supporting the purifying materia] are made of

horizontal parallel ban ,the cross section ol « Inch isdiamond-

shaped or which are roof-like on the top. The bars are

-paced far apart, experience having shown lhat the purifying

material, instead of falling through, forms arches from bar

to bar. the iuclined top surfaces of the bar- serving as

abutments. The lowest grid of each purifier is of the usual

closely-set form, aud is covered with a layer o; bark.— 11. li.

Usited States Patents.

Coke-Oven; Horizontal . II. Poetter, Dortmund,

Germany. CJ.S. Pat. 7CG.898, Aug 9, 1904.

Eng. Pat. 10,807 of 1902 ; this J., 1903, 8-J9.—T. F. B.

Gas and Cohi ; Process ofManufacturing . .!.( II.

Stut, Oakland, Cai. U.S. Pat. 766,400, Aug. _>, 1904.

A body of coal, contained in one of a series of parallel

contiguous ovens, is healed to incandescence bj passing air

mer and up through the burning fuel: the air supply is

shut ofl and crude oil is Fed upoa the surface of the I

whereby oil-gas is generated and oil residue is deposited;

then steam is introduced from below, the water gas

produced mingling with the oil -gas at the surface

of the fuel. Simultaneously a body of coking coal, i

taiued in a contiguous oven, is carbonised by the heat

transmitted through the dividing wall, and the coal-gas

produced is led along with the water-gas and oil-gas

through a fixing chamber. The operation is then re-

versed by filling the second oven with fresh coal and in I

ducing steam below and oil above the fuel as already stated,

whilst the heat transmitted through the dividing wall pro-

duces coke and coal-gas from the coal and oil residue in

the first oven, the various ga-c- being mingled and fixed as

See following abstract.— II. B.

'.iin and Coke; Apparatus for the Manufacture of .

.li. II. Stut. Oakland, Ca'l. D .S. Pat. 766,553, Aug. 2,

1904

The apparatus consists of a -cries of parallel contiguous

... ns, connected to carburetters and regenerators, suitable

For carrying out the process described in the prec-

abstract.—H. 1!.

Gas .- 7Vuc. ... oj Manufacturing . J. C. II. Stut,

Oakland I il U.S. Pat. 766,554, Aug. 2, 1904.

An oven, lining a layer of incombustible porous materia
at the ! heated to redness. Crude oil is

on to the incandescent porous material, forming oil-Op

and a carbonnceoui dip -it, and, after the latter ha

become coked, it is consumed in the production of waiei

gas by passing steam up through it. The oil-gas ant

water-gas are mixed. The beat transmitted through thi

walls of the oven may be employed in producing coal-j

from a body of coking coal in a contiguous connected o
the several gases being mixed together. See the folio'

aud the two preceding abstracts.— II. Ii.

Gas innl Cokes Apparatus for Making . J. C.

Stut, Oakland, t'al. U.S. Tat. 766,555, Aug. :.'. 1904]

The apparatus consist- of contiguous ovens, having
forated hearths and connected to carburetters and regent

tors, suitable for carrying out the process describi d ii:

preceding abstract.—II. B.

Gas [for Oil F.ngine"] ; Apparatusfor Generation of
\\ A. Salisbury, Assignor to C. O. Goss, Winona, \
I'.S. Pat. 766,530, Aug. 8, 1904.

The generator consists of a number of retorts, each hav
an independent oil-supply under pressure; a gas-mi

chamber, having independent valved communication wi

each retort ; burners beneath the retorts and gas-mi xioj

chamber, communicating with the latter and with the air

a main mixing chamber communicating with the gas chant

her, and having an exit and hot-air supply controlled b;

valves carried by a common stem ; and a governor mount
on the same stem and actuated by the engine fed with

ga- produced.— II. B.

Gas Producer. .!. K. George. Assignor to Moij
struction Co., Worcester, .Mass. I'.S. Pat.

Aug. 9, 1904.

mi Eng. Pat. 16,203 of 1903: this J., 1908, II-'.'.—T.I

Fkescb Patents.

Coke ; Process and Apparatus tor Extinguishing

Bleaching . E. A. Moore.' Fr. Pat. 341 ,499, Ma
21, 1904.

See U.S. Pats. 755,154 and 755,155 of 1004; this J., 19

436.—T. F. B.

Generatorfor Low-Grade Gas. Lerouge, Kormas, \ I

First Addition, dated March -J. 1904, to Fr. Pat. 339,8

Jan. 22, 1904 (t» is J -> 1904, 710).

This addition refers to an automatic rubbish grate th

mounted on an axis, and capable of oscillating t> alio?

the removal of portions of ash that are too large to

long-toothed wheel which regulates the discharge ol

nary-sized cinders into the ash-pit.— W. C. 11.

Gas Generators : Arrangi nn ntfnr th: Automatic .s»/in/y o

Water and Steam in . ]•'. 1.. A. Paguy. Fr. Pit

341,402, March 17. 1904.

Each aspiration of lis by the pi-ton causes a ccrtaic

amount of water, kept at constant level, to flow fron

into a receptacle inside the upper part of the scrubber, fron

which receptacle the water fall- into the serubbei .
whilst b>

the weight of th.' water drawn in, the receptacle work! a

lever and spring arrangement which controls the gas valve.

W.C II.

Generatorsfor Low-Gradi '. i Gay and Vivier. Fr.PsI

341,414, -March 19, 1904.

Is the type ot gas-generator in which tin- -team required >

derived from a vaporiser arranged in the upper p irt of th.

generator, it is found that a sediment from the water

in the vaporiser. To allow of the eas^ removal of -ucl

sediment, it is proposed to incliue the bottom of the v»po

riser, so that the sediment may collect in the lowest part

-and he removed through a plug-hole.—W. C. H.

r. toe

;.i
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jhtinq anil Heating (las ; Apparatus for the Production

f—-. YV. Lord. Fr. Tat. 341,708, .March 28, 1904.

ItOT-Aiii engine, driven by means of a Hansen burner,
nps air through a carburetter consisting of a chamber
gaining vertical partitions covered with flannel and satu-

eil with petrol or the like, between which partitions the

pursues a tortuous course. An automatic device for

plating ih'- air pressure is interposed between the engine

I the carburetter. It consists of a cylindrical vessel into

ich the air is pumped, a column of water, on which a ball

its, being maintained within the cylinder at a height
lending upon the air-pressure therein. The ball is linked

by means of levers to the cock of the pipe which supplies

to the Bunseu burner of the engine, so that a reduction

lir pressure at once causes an increase in the speed of
engine, and vice versa. The air, on leaving the cylinder,

ses through the cooling-jacket of the hot-air engine
ore passing through the carburetter.—H. B.

monia and Cyanogen Compounds ; Obtaining Simultan-

eously tnj Treatment of \_Coal~\ Gas, with Partial
iegeneration of the Scrubbing Materials. W. i'eld.

'r.' Pat. 341,614, Jan. 18, 1904.

iiiTiNc; gas is scrubbed with a solution of 280 grins, of
ous sulphate crystals, and from 1000 to 1300 gnus, of

:ium chloride, for each 100 cb. m. The solution pro-

ed, containing calcium ierrocyauide and ammonium
wide, with a deposit of calcium carbonate and sulphate,

Mated with lime and steam to obtain ammonia (free

ji sulphide) and calcium chloride, suitable for re-use.

m the turbid solution the cyanogen may he precipitated

Prussian blue, and the mud, separated by filtration,

r addition of an iron salt, may be again used in the

ibber. Several formulae are given, showing the use
. proportions of various scrubbing agents, including
nus hydroxide, or ferrous or mauganous sulphate in

ibination with magnesium or calcium chloride or the

, adapted to be used with gas of certain stated types.
'. Pats. 41,030 and 112,459 are referred to. Compare
I l'at. 10,876, 1902 ; this J., 1903, 691.—E. S.

• from Water-Gas ; Process of Utilising the .

L Scholvien. Fr. Pat. 340,995,; March 7, 1904. III.,

ext column.

rry Vapours; Recovery of - in the Manufacture of
Carbon Electrodes. Soc. Franc, des Electrodes. Fr. Par.

41,698, March 29, 1904.

5 gas and vapours, issuing from the furnace in which the
itrodes are baked, are blown by means of a fan through
ties of condensing pipes and thence to the chimney.
! tar i- thus condensed and recovered, whilst the gas
ses on.—II. B.

ILL-DESTRUCTIVE DISTILLATION,

TAR PRODUCTS. PETROLEUM,
AND MINERAL WAXES.

English Patent.

'oal Tar ; Distillation of . C. Weyl, Mannheim.
Germany. Eng. Pat. 12,122, May 27, 1904.

A tar is heated in a horizontal, cylindrical boiler or
.furnished with several narrow tubes fixed in its ends;
furnace ga-es circulate through these tubes and heat

j

tar, whilst a high vacuum is maintained in the still,

hat the boiling point of the tar at the end of the distilla-

i is about 270°—280' C, thereby preventing coking, as
I as accelerating the distillation.—T. F. B.

United States Patents.

e Wood ; Process of Distillation of Crude Oils from
. J. C. Mallonee, Charlotte, N.C., Assignor to

. J. Mallonee, Criehton, Ala. US. Pat. 7'3^,717,
^ug. 2, 1904.

:e wood is heated in a retort by means of a perforated
im coil, and also by external heating; the distillate is

collected in three fractions, the first consisting of oils of
specific gravities of 0-b.">5 to 0-92, the second from 0-92 tr>

0-96, and the last fraction of oils above 0-96 sp. gr., and
having an average specific gravity of 1-015. These three
fraction- are further fractionated both by steam and external
heating.—T. F. B.

Wood Distilling Apparatus. B. Viola, Xew York, As-
signor to II. <;. G. Moldenke, Watchung, N.J. U.S. Pat
767,i!'.)ii, Aug. 9, 1904.

A YUNiuacAL retort is mounted in a furnace, at, a slight
inclination to the horizontal, aDd in such a manner that it
can be rotated. The lower end of the retort is connected
by an air tight joint with a fixed discharge chamber, which
is provided with discharge pipes. Tin. upper en. I of the
retort is connected, also by an airtight joint, with a curved
elbow piece, which leads the products of distillation to a
vertical receptacle, provided with a stirrer. The retort is

also provided with a stirrer. The retort, elbow-piece, and..
" vertical receptacle " are all of approximately the same
diameter.— T. P. B.

Wood Distilling Apparatus. B. Viola, Xew York, As
signer to R. (i. Gr. Moldenke, Wttchung, N.J. [J s P,t
767,091, Aug. 9, 1904.

The apparatus is similar to that described in the preceding
specification, with the addition of an arrangement for rakitiTr
the nonvolatile residue from the retort down a shoot into a
nater-tank.—T. F. B.

' French Patents.

Tar from Water-Gas; Process for Utilising the
L. Scholvien. Fr. Pat. 340,995, .March 7, 1901.

Tin: tar obtained in the carburetting of water-gas is dis-
tilled till the residue consists only of pitch. The distillate
is treated with acid and then with alkali, and distilled as
long as the distillate remains clear; any further distillates
are treated in the same, manner as tlie original tar, and
the resulting products mixed with the clear d?stillate.

'

The
resulting liquid has a specific gravity of 0-82 to 0'9
flashing point 30° C, and consists principally of unknown
hydrocarbons, with small quantities of toluene, xylene,
mesitylene, and traces of naphthalene; it contains no'
sulphur or phenols, and can be used as a solvent for eums
resins, fats, &c—T. F. B.

Denaturation of Industrial Alcohol by Carbialine and
its Compounds. A. Leoni. A. Pelizza, and E. Stringa
Fr. Pat. 341,617, Feb. 2, 1904. XVII., page 878.

Soap [containing Benzene'] ; Manufacture of . J. F. ('•.

de ltoussy de Sales. Fr. Pat. 341,568, March 24, 1904'
XII., page 872.

Distillation of Fats, Oils, and Tars of all hinds in Vacuo ;

Continuous Process for the '.. G. Bokelbem- and
J. Saehse. Fr. Pat. 341,571, March 24, 1904.

See Eng. Pat. 7204 of 1904 ; this J., 1904, 655.—T. F. B.

. IV.-COLOURING- MATTERS AND
DYESTUEES,

Galanyin ; Synthesis of . St. v. Kostanecki, v. Lampe,
and J. Tatnbor. Ber., 1904, 37, 2803—2806.

2'- HYIIHOXY - 4'
.
6'- di.methoxtchalkone, (CH3U).,(OH)

C6H2.CO.CH:CH.C6rT5, was converted, by boiling with
alcoholic hydrochloric acid, into 1.3-dimethoxyflavauone

—

.0 . CH.C H.
(OCH3).AH. <N co.cir,

This was treated with amyl nitrite and hydrochloric acid,
yielding an isonitrosoderivative, which was converted in the
usual manner into 1 .3-dimethoxyflavonol

—

.0 — CQII5

(CHp.y-'.n.,/
\ CO-C-OH
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I
in demethylatioo with hydriodie acid, this forms Galuugin,

which is 1 .3-dihydroxyflavonol. It was absolutely id

in properties with the product from the galanga-root. in

strong sulphuric acid solution it shows blue nnofdscence.
On alumina mordant it dyes in tin:' yellow shades, i

not very strongly.—E. F.

Qalangin; .!» Isomeride ->/'
. F. Dobraynsfci and

St. v. Kostanecki. Ber., 1904, 37, 2806—2809.

I'.v the action of benzaldehyde on gnllacetophenonedi-
m thylether, _>' h\droxv-.r.4'-dimethox\clialkonc, (CH30)o

COB i.ll .i O.CH CH.C6H6, is obtained. By tri

with alcohol and dilute sulphuric acid, this is converted

into 3.4-dimethoxvrlavouone

—

(C1I,(>. FJ

1

1

CH.C',,11.

CO ( II.

the isouitroso derivative of which, when boiled with dilute

mineral acid, yields 3. <i-dimethoxyflavonol

—

,< |IO)
;C lS

. I .en,

( 0.( (OH)

On denicthylation with hydriodic acid, this yields 3.4-

dihydroxyflavonol, an isomeride of Galangin. The product

dyes strongly on mordanted fabrics. On alumina mordant
it gives orange-yellow shades. It is readily soluble in

aqueous alkalis, with a reddish-yellow colour. In concen-

trated sulphuric acid it dissolves to a yellow solution.

— E. F.

Flavonol ; Synthesis of . St. v. Kostanecki and

W. Szobrauski. Her., 1904, 37, 2819—2820.

1 I LVANONE

—

«'.H,

O . <Tl.i',lI,

CO.< ir

(this J., 1904) is nitrosatcd in the usual manner to form

isonitrosoflavanone

—

<ll.
. rH.c„n,

CO.CrffOH

\i

i In boiling with dilute mineral acids this yields flavonol

—

.0 . C.C li

>CO.C(OH)

Flavonol forms- colourless needles almost insoluble in cold

sodium hydroxide solution, but soluble with n yellow colour

on warming, forming a sodium salt which crystal!

yellow needles on cooling. It dyes in bright yellow shades

.in an alumina mordant.— B. F.

Cyanine Dyestuffs ; Constitution of . A. Miethe and
Ber., 1904, 37, 2821—2824.

liniinn yi\iM was obtained by acting on a miitun of

2 mols. of quinoline-etbyl iodide and ) moL of lepidiue-

ethyl ii didc with - mols. of alkali hydroxide in alcoholic

oduct forms dark-green needles, soluble

with difficulty in alcohol, almost insoluble in waft

bavins the formula, C..,X...,N_I. The dyestuft is quite

in its reactions to Ethyl Bed (this J., 1208,712).

1 In iodine atom can he replaced bj other acid radicles

through the medium of the corresponding silver salt. The

nitrate produced in this way . eptionally soluble in

water, and has a ver\ powerful Bensitising action on a Bilver-

broniidi -gelatin plate. Diethylcyanine 1
: liyl Kid

further in forming a di-iodo addition product from v. 1 .1

iodine is not set I ee bj dilute hydrochloric acid or b
solution in acetone. The authors therefore assign to Diethj
cyanine the constitutional formula

—

C ll.N
/- C,,H, -y

\ C:( 1! I'll £
CIIiCIK X

CJI. -

CH..UH
—E. I-.

Diben and Triphenylmethttne. I". A. \

and V. Villiger. Her., 1904, 37, i>is
this J., 1902, GUT. 1326 ; 1903, 1124; 1904, :fl-'.)

Tiik authors have succeeded in preparing stable forms c]
the true colour bases (pbenylated quiuone-imiues) of varioi

]

triphenylmethane dyestuffs, and their results show
Niotzhi's quinone formula represents most correctly
constitution of the dyestuffs. Since, now the true q
colour bases have been isolated, the old system of non
clature is not s rational one, the following new method
proposed, 7 . 7-diplienylquioomothauc, the root substanc
aurin, discovered by Bistrzycki (this J., 1903, 901) bein I

taken a* the basis. The name fuchsone is propo
this substance, fuchsone-imine for the 1 le I rive i from i

and fuchsone-imonium salts for the salts of the latter. Tl
following are examples of the new system :

—

old Name. New "

Aurin group :

-

Diphenylquinomelhane... PuchsonA.
Benzaurin Hydroxyfuchsone.
Aurin li

Colour Bases ol Carbinols not
completely alkylated :

—

imiti'. of Diphenylquino-
mothane Fuchsooe-imine.

1 '..lour Base of D toner's
\ I' t . VminofUCbs -unim'.

lltnnolkn's Fuchsine base. Diaminofuchsone-iniine.
Colour base of triphenyl-
pamrosanilm ! Diphenylaminofuchsoi 1

Colour Salts or Dyesl 1 imine.
Hydrochloric acid colour

suit of iiminotriphcnyl-
carbinol Fuchsone-imoni

Ddbner's Violel Aminofuch itirachfl
Malachite Green Tetramcth^ laai

1:1:' u 1 1 11 in chlo
Yiridino Plicnylamiiioruclisoni

Parauichsine Diarainofuch9one-im
chloride.

BexametbyM Hexainethyldinuiinorui
inn chloride.

\i ilni lllue

imonium chloride.
Now Fuchsinc Diaminotrimethylrucli

imonium chloride.

p-Dimethylaminotriphenylcarbinol was obtained by »
densing beuzopheuone chloride with dimclhylaniline

presence of zinc chloride. After purification it en
in tufts of colourless needles melting at to.' — 9:1 C
soluble in chloroform and benzene, somewhat less

in alcohol and ether, and only slightly soluble in petroleu

spirit. It dissolves in acids with an orange-red col

dyes tannin-mordanted cotton orange-red. p-

tripheiu/Icnrbinol was obtained he condensii

carbiuol with methy lauiline. It also dis

tin orange-red colour.

Dobner's \~iolet.—D6bner prepared di-/j-aminoti pie!

carbinol from aniline hydrochloride, nitrobenzene,

trichloride and iron filings, but did noi obtain a pure
;

The authors' method consists in converting di-p-ai

phenylmethano into its diacetyl derivative, treatil

hitter with sulphuric acid and manganese dioxide to

the diacetyl-carbiuol and separating t ti«- carbinol h.

lysis with 30 per cent, sulphuiic acid. I)i-p-am

carbinol loses water below iis 1 n Iting point, which is 173

175 C, when the compound is heated fairly qui

I ir>7
c— 168 C. when the heating is more gradual. It

slightly soluble in ether and cold benzene, mon readily

bols and boiling benzene or xylene, and
. in pyridine. It is also somewhat -oluhle in hot -
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psiderably loss so than pararosaniline. When warmed
th acids it is readily converted into the corresponding
linoliirhsone-imoninm salts. These colour suits crystallise

:11. and are only slightly soluble in cold water. When
iken with caustic soda solution and ether or benzene, they

»ld the colour-base of Dobner's Violet (aminofuebsone-
inel. which resembles in properties Homolka's Filename
se, but is yellower and much more unstable than the latter,

benzene solution the colour-base readily polymerises,

rming a violet powder.

Colour - base of Viridine (/> - Phenylaminqfuchsone -

cnylimine).—This was prepared by heating on the water-

Ik a mixture of dianisylphenylcarbiuol, aniline, and
azoic acid and purifying the product l>y means of its

irate, from which the base is set free by dilute caustic

ia solution. The base melts at 166°—168° C, dissolves

th difficulty in ether and cold benzene to a brownish-red
,ution. and is more easily soluble in hot benzene. It has
Hilar properties to the fuchsonephenylimine previously
scribed (this J., 1904, 318). On treatment with alcohol's

aniline, decolorisation takes place, the alkyl ethers or

1 anilide of diphenylammotriphenylcurbinol being pro-

ced ; the colourless carbiuol is also produced by treat-

mt with very dilute acids. Reducing agents convert it

o the leuco-base. The /i-phenylanimofuehsonephenyl-
onium salts give green solutions.

Wuchsone -imines of Parafuchsine and New Fuchsine
lomvlka's Base).—The authors confirm the statements of

imolka and Hantzsch as to the behaviour of the ba^es.

ey can be dissolved unaltered in water and re-precipitated

caustic soda, if the experiment be carried out quickly,

t if the aqueous solution be allowed to stand, a precipitate

a faint violet colour is deposited, consisting mainly of the

rbinols. With sodium chloride and nitrate the phenyi-
ities give the corresponding dyestuft's ; with ethyl alcohol,

d more readily, methyl alcohol, the alkyl ethers of the

'binols ; and with aniline, the anilides of the earbinols.

Colour Base of Triphenylpareirosaniline Blue (Di-
fnylamiitofuclisonephenylimine).—This was prepared in a
lilar manner to the colour-base of Viridine, by heating

(ether a mixture of p-trianisylcarbinol, benzoic acid, and
line, an approximately quantitative yield of the imonium
lzoate being obtained. The pure colour-base forms a

ick crystalline powder, easily soluble in pyridine and
Btallisiug from boiling xylene in aggregates of plates

Iting at 237 —23S C. It has similar properties to the

ier pheuylimines.— A. S.

worazones : a Neiv Grovp of Dyestuffsformed by Melt-
'ny Amino-azo Dyestuffs with Besoreinol. L. Paul.

3heni.-Zeit., 1904, 28, 765—772.

ie author finds that the reaction which takes place when
ino-azo dyestuffs are melted with resorcinol is quite

Eerent from that which occurs when they are heated with

enol. Two new groups c£ dyestuffs are formed, accord-

!
to whether the amino-azo dyestuff is heated with

orcinol alone or in presence of a second component,
:h as aniline or its derivatives. It is possible to so

•ry out the reaction that only dyestuffs of the first

>up (Fluoruznnes) are formed, whilst these when heated
h aniline, &c, are converted into dyestuffs of the
ond group. The Fluorazones appear to be of no tech-
:al value. The dyestuffs of the second group differ in

meter, according to whether the benzene ring in the

xed amino-azo dyestuff contains a substitution group in the
ra position or not. For example, when the benzene ring
mains a hydroxyl or an amino group in the para position,

i Fluorazones obtained, give, when heated with amines
120°— 150 C , red dyestuffs very similar to those of the
igdala Ked group. When the benzene ring contains no
bstitution group in the para position, the reaction with
lines fails altogether at"l20 :—150° C, but at 180°

—

3° C, a different reaction takes place, Rosinduline deri-

tives being produced. The dyestuffs similar to Magdala
:d, mentioned above, are also converted into Eosinduline
rivatives when heated to 180°—190° C. For example,
rting with Meldola's base (p-aminobenzene-azo-a-naph-
i'Iamh:e), Aminorosinduline, a red basic dyestuff, is

hnalh obtained, probably useful for printing cotton goods.
On cotton mordanted with tannin and antimony, it gives
a bluish-red shade, fast to soaping and light, distinctly
snp<

- r to that obtained with Safranine or Magenta. The
method of preparation is as follows:— 10 grins, of lesorcinol
and 5 mis. of aniline are heated to 160 (

'., am! .", L>rms. of
Meldola's I.use and 2-6 grins, of aniline hydrochloride rapidlj
added. The melt is extracted with dilute hydrochloric acid,
and the bluish-red dyestuff, which separates on standing]
is filtered off. In the filtrate the base is precipitated bj
ammonia, filtered off, redissolved in 10 per cent, acetic
acid, again precipitated with ammonia, and so on, until the
precipitate dissolves readily in hot water. Th.' yield of
Aminorosinduline obtained in this way was 111 grins.; the
' insoluble in hydrochloric acid, weighed 1-7 grrns.

-A. S.'

Sensitisers [Dyestuffs'1

, : Supplementary . A. Mietlio.
XXI., pa^e SSL

English Patents.

Sulphurised [Sulphide] Dyestuffs; Manufacture of Yellow,
Orange-Yellow to Orange . ( ). Imray, London.
From Farbwerke vorm. Meister, Lucius und Briining,
Hoi hst-on-the-Maine. Eng. Pat. 21,800, Oct. 9, 1903.

The reaction product of 1 mol. of m-phenylenediamine and
1 mol of carbon bisulphide when heated with sulphur at
170°—195° C, or with sulphur and sodium sulphide to
120 C, gives dyestuffs dyeing unmordanted cotton clear
yellow -hades. If, previous to heating with sulphur, the
parent compound be heated to about 23

J

3 C. evolution of
gas occurs, and the product, when heated with sulphur to
220° cr 250 3 C, gives yellow to orange dyestuffs according
to the temperature employed. When these latter dyestuffs
are heated with sodium sulphide to 130° C., the shade of
the product is somewhat modified. (See U.S. Pat. 760,110

i of 190 I ; this J., 1904, 712.)—T. F. li.

Sulphur Dyes [Sulphide Dyestuffs]. H. H. Lake, London.
From K. t (filler, Offenbach- on-Maine, Germany. Eng.
Pat. 12,270. May 30, 1904.

Seventy-five parts of 2.4-dinitrophenyl-3'-chloro-4-hyd-
roxy-.V-tolylamine (obtained by condensing 1 . 3 . 4-dinitro-

chlorohenzene with p-amino-o-chloro-o-cresol) are heated
!
with 300 parts of sodium sulphide, 120 parts of sulphur.
and 2i«i parts of water, with reflux condenser, at about

I

100' C, for about 20 hours, and the product is evaporated to

dryness at 105°— 110 (
'. ; the resulting dyestuff gives fast

deep blue shades on cotton from its solution in sodium
sulphide -T. F. I!.

United States Patents.

Indigo; [Electrolytic] Manufacture of Brominated .

A. Schmidt and K. Muller, Assignors to Farbw. vorm.
Meister, Lucius und Briining, Hoechst-on-the-Maiue,

Germany. U.S. Pat. 765,996, July 26, 1904.

See Fr. Pat. 322,348 of 1902 ; this J., 1903, 360.—E. B.

Wool Dye [Azo Dyestuff]; Dark Brown . A. 1..

Laska, Assignor to K. Oehler, Anilin- und Anilinfarben

Fabr., Offenbaeh-on-the Maine, Germany. U.S. Pat.

767,069, Aug. 9, 1904.

Azo dvestuffs, which give blackish-brown shades en we.,

I

after chroming, are obtained by combining diazotised naph-

thrlamine sulphonic acids with m-hydroxydipbenylamine.
—T. F. li.

Mordant Dye [Azo Dyestuff] ; Broun . A. L. Laska,

Assignor to K. Oehler, Anilin- und Anilinfarben Fal

Offenbaeh-on-the-Maine, Germany. U.S. Pat. 767,070,

Aug. 9, 1904.

Diazotised aminonaplitholsulphonic acids (which have the

amice and hydroxy-groups in different benzene nu

are combined with nt-hydroxydiphenylainine ; the dyestuff
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obtained from heteronuclear-/3-aiuino-a-naphtholsulphnuic

acid is specified. These dyestuffs d\e wool from aciil baths

in violet sh "t chroming,

to n ddish-brown to brownish-violet.—T. 1. B.

French Patent

Lain • from Sulphide Dyestuffs ;

/' Making .

Act.-Ges. f. Anilinfabr.
'

Fr. Pat. 311,246, March 14,

1904. XIII. A., page 873.

V.-PREPARING. BLEACHING, DYEING.

PRINTING AND FINISHING TEXTILES,

YARNS, AND FIBRES.
English Patent.

//.,, fag i 'otioi ; Mi thodof , and Apparatus

therefor. W. P. Thompson, Liverpool. From Wegmann
and Co., Baden, Switzerland. Eng. Pat. 20,925, Si

L9

,96 of 1903 j this ,T.. 1904, 251.— T. F. B.

United States Patents.

Stearamide Mordant. A. Muller-Jacobs, Richmond
Hill, N.Y. U.S. Pat. 707.114, Aug. 9, 1904.

Stearamide, dissolved in an appropriate solvent, is used,

mbination with aniline colours, as a mordant in

colouring textile fibres or fabrics.— K. S.

Bleaching and Dyeing Apparatus. A. Holle, Dflssi

i any. L'.s. Pat 767,563, Aug. 16, 1904.

-,i Eng. Pat. 18,756 ol 1902; this J., 1903, 1043.—T.I B,

Dyeing Apparatus. S. W. Cramer, Charlotte, K.C.
I .S. Pat, 765,88 I, Julj 26, 1904.

A DXE-VESSi i.. closed by a covei when iii use, is provided

with perforated, false top and bott , means for seeming

. r. an annular dye-liquor-supply pipe iBxed below t'ne

false bottom, a liquor discharge pipe at the top and means

n,r withdrawing the liquor, expressing this from the

materials dyed, and removing the latter from the dye-vi ssi I

E. B.

Printing Machinery; Pattern . C. L. Burdick.

London. Q.S. Pat, 767,684, Aug. 16. 1904.

Sei Fr. Pat. 328,714 of 1903; this J., 1903, 994.—% F. B.

French Patents.

Collodion - Silh ; Apparatus for Spinning , with

Recovery of the Solvents Used. M. Denis. Fr. Pat.

341,173, March 5, 1904.

.\ IL hi cellulose fibres are produced from collodion,

whilst the alcohol and ethec present in the bitter are

recovered, by causing the collodion to fhrn from a system

of spinni rett into a pipe through which water or an aqueous

denitrating solution, maintained at a temperature aba

boiling point of ether, is passed. The i iporised ether

ascends into a receiving pipe whence it is drawn off into a

condenser. The water or aqueous solution is circulated

until it is sufficiently saturated with alcohol, when it is

(unci from it by distillation.

The nitrocellulose or cellulose fibres are drawn tin

trui in the I'ipe and are spun together in the usual manner.
'

E. B.

Dyeing in Several Colours on th< Same Thread of C
Process of • Teinturerie clement Marot. Si

Addition, dated Feb. 25, 1904, to Fr. Pat. 337,027,

Xon . 08. I
Sr, this J., 1904, 44U and 6

Tin. thread Wound on the bobbin is only dyed in parts, this

result being brought about by mordanting a portion of the

or by a partial discharge, or by allowing only a

portion of the bobbin to come in contact with the dye bath,

or b\ other similar means.— T. F. B.

Dyeing Tissues Mechanical Reserves] ; Processfor- -.

f.. Fanchamps-Philippe. It. Pat 341,341, March 15, 1904.

- are placed between perforated plates upon which

. of appropriate shape and siie, of an elastic >

are fixed. The plates are then immersed in a dye \.u.<

dye-liquor i- drawn or forced through them, the tissB

becommg deed onlv in the less tightly compressed parts.

— V.. 11.

Dyeing Fibres in the Loose State or in the Form of SMS
ting, (re. ; Apparatus for . Uartmann & Co. Fr
Pat. 141,403, March 17, 1904.

Ini object of this invention is to facilitate the removals
textile I i

1
1 r

.
~ lr portable receptacles in which t

been bleached or dyed by the circulation of dye- or othc
liquors through them. The apparatus devised to

consists ol a receptach of a perforated drum o
slightly conical shape, forming (he body of th n
lined to a detachable bottom open at i ts centre aid e

upwards to form an mnci tube, which is perforated fo

idmission of liquors from a circulating pump, Th
top of the inner tube is closed and is surmounted by a ring

!'\ means of which the whole apparatus can he lowers
and raised. After dyeing, the inner tube and
along wit'i the mass of fibres, are raised fr the dyi

in which the operation has been effected, the oun
adhering to the fibres ami being simultaneously n
The receptacle is then placed upon a draining frame, upoi

which the outer cylinder i^ secured. The bottom and inne
tube, with the fibres on ,,.• around them, are now raise

and withdrawn from the outer vessel. The fibre- beta
thus freely exposed to the air quickly become cool and ar

easily removed for further treatment.— I B,

Dyeing and Printing Yarns unit Printing SlutibinM
Apparatus for . <i. ilasurel-Leclereq. Fr. Pat

341,281, March la, 1904.

Ciiim rniNTED war], yarns are dried, either alone o

together with dyed warp yarns, in a continuous manner i

a vertical hot air chamber, provided with ventilal

radiators. Printing stubbing, alone or along with dvo
slubbing, may be similarly treated.—E. B.

Printing [Fabrics']; Process of . Soc. Vnon. Pre*

F. Bayer el Cie. Fr. Pat. 311.007, March 7. 1904.

A
i
irrvi. derivatives of cellulose, soluble in alcohol (se

Fr. Pat. 817,007 of 1901, and Addition thereto; this J
1902, 870; and 1903, 1015), may be substituted for th

thickening agents usually employed in textile piintin.

White designs on a red ground are obtained b\ prints
cotton, dyed, for instance, with " Geranin G," with a past

"[ ! of zinc white. In grins. ; glycerin, 20 grmt.
acetone, 10 grms. : a 5 per cent, alcoholic solution of aeet>

cclhilos-. 60 grm-. The fabric is finally dried and steams
for 10 minutes.—T. F. B.

VI.-COLOURING WOOD, PAPER,

LEATHER, Etc.

Paper Dyeing. J. Nonnenmiihlen. it.,

1904,15,229—2:10.

Mottled Papers may be manufactured by mixing in tl.

cylindei short lengths of dyed jute or cellul -

dyed and sized paper pulp.

Coloured Papers, which will not lose colour on immtr
-ion in water, are produced by ".staining" with colour

These are obtained by precipitating (i) basic, (ii

acid, (iii) resorcinol (Kosine, &e.), and (iv) direct cotto

dyestuffs, in the presence of kaolin, calcium su

standi, or barium sulphati

.

aluminium sulphate. (>') basic aluminium sulpha

barium chloride, (iii) lead acetate, and (iv) barium cl

tively. The precipitates are filtered off, drtei

powdered, mixed with glue or gelatin solution, and
to the paper, which is afterwards " satin " glazed.— K. I!.

FbJCNi II P v II XT.

Dyeing Skins for Gloves and other Purposes. I

Ft. Pat 341,450, March 19, 1904.

fin -kins, after the usual preparation, arc stained throng

to a uniform sh ide in a bath of a chromium compound.
— K. L. J.
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VII.-ACIDS. ALKALIS, AND SALTS.

'Uric ami Sulphuric Acids; Properties of Mixturi
. A. Saposchnikoff. J. russ. phys.-e.hem. (..-,

1904, 35, 1098—1112; 36, 518—532. Chem. Centr.,

1904, 1, 1322—1323; 2, 396—397.

ie author examined mixtures of nitric acid with in

g amounts of sulphuric acid with regard to the partial

fissure of the nitric acid; the composition of tie- vapour
pied over by air at 25° C. ; the vapour densities of the
ixtures; and their specific conductivity. The acids used
Ee sulphuric arid containing about 97 per eeat. of the

jpohydrate, and the strongest nitric acid (containing, of
Erse, oxides of nitrogen). The curves expressing the
suits obtained give no indication of the formation of com-
uiiils, such as the nitrosulphuric acid of Markownikoff,
t point to the production of nitric anhydride to a small
tent in presence of a large proportion of sulphuric acid,

neriments were also made with pure sulphuric arid

mohydrate and nitric acid of sp. gr. 1-478 at 15
c

('.,

utaiuing 0-4 per cent of oxides of nitrogen. The vapour
gsure of tins nitric acid is only lo-6-i mm., i.e., much
rer than that of acid of sp.gr. 1-52. With increasing

ptions of sulphuric acid, the vapour pressure rises.

aining a maximum in a mixture containing about 3j per

it. of sulphuric acid. Further addition of sulphuric acid

lses a gradual diminution of the vapour pressure, almost
accordance with Henry's law. Analysis of the vapours
>wed that from mixtures containing from 100 to 30 per
it. of nitric, acid, they consisted of the pure monobydnu<
trie acid) ; from this point onwards, the nitrogen content

the vapours increased (up to 24 per cent, of nitrogen).

mrently owing to a dehydration of the nitric acid, with
mation of nitric anhydride. The results show distinctly

,t sulphuric acid dehydrates nitric acid containing water,

1 makes it thereby more active for the purpose of

ration.— A. S.

imonia-Snda Process from the Standpoint of the Phase
Rule. P. P. Fedotieff. Z. phvsik. Chem., 1904, 49,
.82—188.

E reaction ; NH4HCOa + XaCI = NH
4C1 + NaHO >

.

in which the ammonia-soda process is based, is reversible,

1 thu-i represents the phenomena of equilibrium of four

stances, i.e.. one of the most complicated cases of the

ise rule. The author in attacking the problem makes
cf the method proposed by Lowenberz (Z. physik.

sm., 1894, 13, 459), for representing graphically the

lerimental results. These results are set out in a series

ables and curve-diagrams. It should be possible, prac-

,lly, to convert into sodium bicarbonate 75 per cent, of

sodium chloride taken, as against the theoretical 79—80
cent. From the purely chemical standpoint the author
aiders that the later method of Schlosing, in which
ium chloride in the solid form or in solution, is treated

ictly with solid ammonium bicarbonate, is more rational

Q the so-called Solvay process, viz., carbonation of an
moniac.il solution of sodium chloride.—A. S.

mi Chlorates and Zinc Chloride ; Simultaneous Pre-
aration of , b^ K. J Bayer's Method. L. Friderich,

!. Mallet and P. A. Guye. Chem.-Zeit., 1904, 28,
63—765.

•: authors have investigated P.ayer's process (Eng. Pat.

)78 of 1894 ; this J., 1S95, 658), both in the laboratory

on a semi-manufacturing scale. The method consists in

sing chlorine into a solution of alkali chloride containing
: oxide in suspension, and subsequently heating the liquid

lined, the final result being expressed by the equation :

3ZnO + XaCI + 3CU = 3ZnCU + NaC10
:(

. The best

ds are obtained by working with an excess of alkali

iride, and it is found that the following reactions occur,
des the one given above : 2ZnO + 4C1 = Zn(OCl)2 +
\; Zn(0Cl)

2 + H2 = ZnO + 2HC10; 3HC10 + i

31 = NaC103 + 3HC1. The chlorination is best carried
at 40°— 50 C, and a yield of 100 percent, of dissolved
ili chlorate is obtained under normal conditions. If the
'rination be stopped before the last traces of the zinc

oxide are dissolved, any impurities (e.g., iron) present in the
latter do not pass into the solution. For the separation of
the all, ili chlorate, the solution must be evaporated under
reduced pressure at'a relatively low temperature (i / . that
of the (rater-bath), as at higher temperatures, the reaction
expressed by the equation (l) proceeds from right to lefl
The j of chlorate is 90 per cent, of the total quantity
in solution, and the crude product, if washed by the mother
liquor from a previous crystallisation, yield-,' by one re-
crystallisation, crystals containing only a trace" of
The mother liquor contains zinc chloride contaminated with
alkali blorate. The latter is converted into sodium chloride
h\ treatment with hydrochloric ac'd, metallic /.inc, or
ferrous hydroxide or carbonate. The only impurity
iiiin-d in the zinc chloride finally obtained is a small
quantity of sodium chloride. The authors conclude that
the process would give good results technically, one gadvantage being that practically the whole of th :hl

is obtained in the form of valuable products which is not
the case with the ordinary chemical methods for the'
preparation of chlorates.—A. S.

Calcium Sulphate; Solubility of in Aqueous So
tions of Sodium and Potassium Sulphates. F. K.
Cameron and J. P. Breazeale. J. of Phys. Chem. 19

7, 3 15—340. Chem. ( lentr., 1904, 2, 501—502.

The determinations were made at 25" C. The results are
set out in curve^diagrams and tables. The following arc
some of the figures obtained :

—

P ~ium
Su

i ialcium
Sulphate.

Si Mill, |:

Sulphate.
< Jalcium
Suipnate.

Grms per Lit l'e. 1 .1 IMS P :r Litre.
9 1-416 fl-685 1- 157
19-57 1'485 24-369 1-171

1-587 86-979
1 -563

85-79 1-213 46-151) 1-65U
40'

M

0- 11/11 91-22'!
l if

Wild 0-257 146H12 2-28 1

Th. potassium sulphate curve consists of two parts, oi

which the upper one represents the solubility oi oalciun
sulphate in potassium sulphate solution, and the lower one
the solubility of syngenite, CaS(J

4
.K

;
.S0.

1
.H.,O, in soluti

containing more than 32 grms. of potassium sulphate per
litre. The point of intersection is a triple point, corre-
sponding to 32 grms. of potasBium sulphate and I

grms. of calcium sulphate per litre (32-47 grms. aud 1 -582
grms. respectively by direct determinations). The solid

phases corresponding to this triple point are gypsum and
syngenite. The sodium sulphate curve gives no indication
ot a stable double salt.—A. S.

Copper Oxide, Hydroxide, and Carbonate ; Solubilit

of in Ammonia Solutions. E. Murmann. Oesterr.
Chem.-Zeit., 1904, 7, 272. Chem. Centr., 1904, 2, HO

The author finds that in the preparation of auimoni , ,

solutions of cupric hydroxide or carbonate, solution takes
place immediately if a quantity of commercial ammonium
carbonate cr some other ammonium salt equal to half the
weight of the copper compound be added. Ignited pun-
copper oxide, which is very slightly soluble in ammonia,
is considerably inore soluble in presence of ammonium salts.

—A. S.

Hoc: : An Abnormal . L.Spiegel. Chem.-Zeit.,

1904, 28, 750—751.

A sample of refined borax was melted until its water of

crystallisation was expelled. It was then dissolved in water,

and titrated with sulphuric acid. The titration indicated

the presence of the hitherto unknown sodium triborate,

Nad I . I !!_( >.,. When the triborate is crystallised from water,

ordinary sodium biborate separates out first, and from tin-

mother liquor crystals of tetraborate can be obtained. The.

new compound is not easily prepared from sodium hydroxide

and boric acid in aqueous solution, but experiments showed

that it could be formed in, and crystallised from, a solid.
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lining >s of boric acid. Its oci t

o be extrei lely rare.

—£. I!. I.

Turn/stales of " . 1. A.

284.

ii normal -. '

ft) I '-tatc

! b) at ill
i boilioj W th the

i ' ,28H, v slals of normal
it. stat . / u\: thi

|
l m-t : but

probablj Wohler's tungsto-sodium

tungstate, Na2W04 + 'WO..TVO • i in i

intity and a little te n grey powder. The
otion therefoi rom that of tin on sodium pnra-

ati and fri n that of zinc on nnraion are fuDgsl ite

tungsi '
• his J., ltrno, 829 and 90

—r. -

Manganese Solution; '• tttion of 'from

ained Iron. 6. Kassncr. Arch. Pharm., 1904,

242, 41)7—40.'.

iu at phate solution containing iron equivalent

0162 per cent langanous sulphate content,

rlt. a blackish-brown sediment.

was found thai this sediment contained the whole of the

[
pernat inl solution l cing absolutely free

Bi iron. The author supposes thai the catalytic action

the] I- ' istens the atmospheric oxjdatio
hi.

. and tl at a I nsii cri < l positi d. To
take advai ition of man-

in ms salts from in a present must be reduced lo

en ius condition, and the solution must be carefully

n lised.—J. T. I).

ric Oxi and Oxygen; Reaction between at Low
Temperatures. I,. ETrancesconi and X. SciaccB. (jaz.

ehirn. I 34-447—457. Chem. Centr., 1904, 2,
397.

I'm. authors' i Its briefly as follows :- Nitric oxide

•Ii in the liquid condition, or nitric oxide in

liquid or solid condition, and oxygen as gas, or citric

oxide as g gen in the liquid state, always yielded,

in whatever proportions they were mixed, nitrous anliy-

le. Nitric oxide and oxygen (in excess), both in the

".
.

i nitrous anhydride at tempera-

tures below — 110° C Nitrons anhydride was converted

en into nitrogen peroxide only at temperatures

above — loo ('. Reduction of nitrogen peroxide to

nitrous anhydride by nitric oxide began at — 150 C.

Nitrous anhydride under normal pressure was stable up to

- 21 < !.—A. S.

Electrolysis of Alkali Chlorides. Theory of Diaphragm '

Ele< A. Gui -\ I. A., page

ctrolysis of Alkali Chlorides; Physico - Chemical
Studi . A. Tardy and P. A. Guye. XI A..

/'( rsul} hates .- Quantitative Determination of .

innain. XXIII., pagt

ohur ; Commercial Valuation of .

J. Ceruti. XXIII., page

English Patent.

ugen : Apparatus fvr th< it Manufacture

of 1$. Artigue, Paris. Eng. fat. 14,848, July 1,

IS48. -T. 1. T5.

TJni i . NT.

!l nitratb, . Plant S i], II. I

- Pat. 767,335, Aug. 9, 1904.

I
, 02 ; thisj., —T. T. B.

l'i:i m D PatI NTS.

mates and Chlot tt .- Electrolytic] Proi

Manufacturing . A. E. Gibbs. l-'r. Pat. 3

Man!. 12,
'

A sen i i nix hi' a eliminate is treated with ohlorine, eitHc
i>> passing the ;as into a con solution or 1

solution of al mate and alkali chloride

the products arc separated from one another and fronM
unchanged chloride by fractional crystallisation. If i tj

lar(:< be required, alkali can tlj
added to the solution from time to time, ti> reconvert soil I

of the bichromate into ehromaie.—T. F. Ii.

Pilling Materials : Manuj J , for rr.rinu

Soc. Solvay et Cie. 1'r. P
leb. S, 1904.

\ iRiorjS substances, inert chemically, but used in tin art

lor filling purposes and the ii'.e. are prepared, sueh n

calcium es alphate, barium sulphate, kaolin, i

and in illustration, the fallowing processes, all slatting wit .

line obtained by oalcining are given : —(n

A solution of lime in a saccharine Liquid is treated with cat

dioxide to obtain precipitated calcium carbonate. ( />
) Mil

of lime is passed through a sieve, the ch ared pint ion is pri

pitated by carbon dioxide, and the residue may be utilise i

te obtain an inferior product, (r) Sodium carbonate i

Heated with milk of lime, lb calcium carbonate I

filtered off, and the caustic s ilution is carbonated for re-asi .

(<i) Ammonium chloride is treated with lime, wherebfl
calcium chloride is formed, with liberation of aminoui;

(r) The calcium chloride thus formed may be treat: d (i

solution) with ammonia and carbon dioxide, to precipila' M

calcium carbonate, and reproduce ammonium ch'.orid I
(f) Or, calcium chloride solution is treated with a liqu

containing Bodiure carbonate or bicarbonate such a< th'

produced in the ammonia-soda process, wherehy calciu

carbonate is precipitated, and sodium chloride remain
- urn of the calcium compounds indicated may be replace

I, corresponding magnesium compounds-.—E S.

Ammonia and Cyanogen Compounds ; Ohtainin

taneously by Treatment o/ [Coal] Gas. W. Pel

Kr. Pat. 341,614, Jan. IS, 19U4. II., page 861.

VIII.-GLASS. POTTERY. ENAMELS.

United States Patent.

Class ; Process of Manufacturing . S. ( ). Rich

jun., Toledo, Ohio. U.S. Pat. 766,771, Aug. 2, 19iW.

Tiik process is continuous and consists in siippirii

batch and reducing it in a substantially closed chj

heated externally. The resulting product is cond
into a " plaining " chamber during the reducil

ii e-ultant "metal" Hows continuously into a direct

heated receiving chamber, which is at a lower tctnperati

than the " plaining " chamber. Iu this receiving chamber t

"metal" lergoes a prolonged "plaining"' pre.

flows continuously from the lower portion of this tank

chamber into a working tank. Train which it is work'

Se, I ,S Pat. 7J6.409, April 5, 1904 ; tins J., 1904,

—\\

IX.-BUILDING MATERIALS, CLAYS,

MORTARS. AND CEMENTS.

EzreuBH Patbnts.

Kilns; Continuous for /turning Blue and S

Glazed and Vitrified Bricks, Tiles, Pipes, and Te

Colta and like Goods. I'. I- idler, Wigau. Eng. 1

12,201, Mai 30, I'.'04.

Ixsioi flues are constructed down the sides

the front firing face of the kilns, to

burning and cooling chambers through those
• blueing " &o. is in progress to chambers ahead wftl
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ffecting the proceedings named. The flues are provided

ith perforated covered tops to serve as '• fire Inn

le passage of gases through the flues aud holes

Strolled by fireclay slabs over the holes.—\V. C. H.

mn : Improved Vertical , to which the Heat is

Supplied by the Aid ofFurnaces or Combustion Cham-
bers ami by Aid ofa Blast. ('. II. ( fostlirig, Mitcheldeau,
Gloucester. Eng. Pat. 14,075, June 22, 1904.

HE heat from the furnaces, which are exterior, hut
Ijacent to the vertical kiln, ami which may be fed with
ilid, liquid or gaseous fuel, is forced into the kiln by
ean9 of a fan or other blast. The material to lie calcined
fed in at the top and continuously withdrawn, when

irnt, from a suitable cooling chamber below the kiln.

—W. 11. C.

tins fur Burning Fireproofing Tile and other Clay
Products! -. Continuous . D. F. Henry, jun.. Pert

Murry, X.J., U.S.A. Eng. Pat. 1 1,374, June 2.5, 1904.

IE Fr. Pat. 338,561 of 1903 ; this .)., 1904, 6G3 T. F. 1'..

tins for Burning Cement, Lime, and the like. N. IV i
-

pignani, Tchoudowo, Eussia, and E. Candlot, Paris.

Eng. Pat. 22,7C)9, Oct. 21, 1903.

:EFr. Pat.335,377 of 1903; this J., 1904, ISS.—W. C. It.

gglutiunnt or Cement, and Method of Manufacturing
the same. F. .1. M. M. Ducastel, Paris. Erg. Pat.

9944. April 30, 1904.

Med and powdered lime or cement is mixed with a

rtain quantity of silica, silicates, or carbonates, also in

wder, in a furnace consisting of a rotary horizontal iron
linder, lined with flint masonry, in which mixture is

iected by the action of rounded flint rollers, whilst heating
ses are passed through, derived from the combustion of

s, from an independent generator, in a chamber con-
eted to the rotary furnace. The gas thus introduced,
ntaining much carbon dioxide, is stated to produce
ictions in the materials treated, inducing formation of
lither acid silicates or bicarbouates." The heated gases
ss from the furnace to apparatus for drying the materials
50\—E. S.

United States Patents.

Fireproofng Wood; Process of . J. L. Ferrell,

Philadelphia. U.S. Pat. 767,514, Aug. 1G, 1904.

fFr.Pat. 319,123 of 1902; this J., 1902, 1455—T. F. B.

•ment or Cementitious Products; Machine for Making
. W. E. Jaques, Assignor to A. (). Crozier, Graud

Bapids, Mich. U.S. Pat. 766,260, Aug. 2, 1904.

IB apparatus consists of a horizontal chamber to which
iterial is supplied through a tapered mouth. One end
the chamber develops into a comparatively long narrowiu"
i. Longitudinally through the chamber is arranged a
•ew which extends into the die. The pitch of the threads
this screw is greater in the narrow portion of the die
tn in the chamber, so that material is carried through
pre rapidly than it is fed in.—W. C. H.

French Patent.

imace for Burning a Paw Mixture of Cement, and
for other Purposes. G. Grondal. Fr. Pat. 341,382,
March 16, 1904.

ie apparatus consists of a hollow rotary drum, slightly
:lined, at the upper and lower ends of which are vertical
naces

; an orifice for the gas to enter the drum, and one
charging the material to be burned in the upper fur-

ce. The lower vertical furnace is constructed so that
! gas and air can pass through horizontal channels in it

the burner, the gas thus becoming heated by contact
th the burnt material passing down the furnace. The
per furnace is similarly constructed, so that the products
combustion and any material in the form of powder are
Tied off to the chimney and cooled by imparting sensible
it to, and thus pre-heating, raw material fed in.

- W. C. H.

X.-METALLUKai.

Steel; "trength of at Sigh Temperatures. C.Bach.
Z. \ er deutsch. lug., 1003, 762. Proc. Inst. Civil Eu<'..

1904.156, 56—57.

Si-En i s-s of steel were tested at the ordinary temperature
and at 200°, 300', 400 . 500 , md 550° C. The ten
strength increased up to 300° C, aud then decreased. Pol
example, the tensile strength of one specimen was 42fi7
kilos, per sq. cm. (27 tons p.r sq. ia.) at the ordii

temperature; about 4767 kilos, per sq. cm. (30-17 ton's

per sq. in.) at 300 C; aud 2070 kilos, per sq. cm.
(13-1 tons per sq. in.) at 550 C. The ultimate extension
decreased from 25-5 per cent. -at ordinary temperatures to
7 "7 per cent, at 200° C., from which point it rose again to
39' 5 percent, at 550 C. The contraction of area was also
less at 200° C. than a: ordinary temperatures, hut did not
commence to rise again until the temperature was above'"
300 c

C. Increased duration of the action of the load during
the tests had no effect on the tensiie strength at ordinary
temperatures, but caused a slight decrease at 300° C., anil

a still greater decrease at 400° and 500° O. Bv prolonging
the action of the load, extension and contraction
area were increased between 300° and 400= C, hut *hen
again decreased until, at 500 ( !., they were lower by 20

—

25 per cent, than with the ordinary duration of test. The
results show that steel for steam boilers, piping, &e. should
be test 'd at higher as well as at ordinary temperatures.

—A. S.

Clir nium Steels; Properties and Constitution of .

L. Guillet. Comptes rend., 1904, 139, 426

The results of the micrographic study of two series of
chromium steels, with 0-2e0 and 0-iSlO ot carbon respec-
tively, are summarised in the following table :

—

Class. tructure.

Chromium-content in
Steels containing:

0-2 percent,
oi Carbon.

0-8 per Cent,
of Carbon.

PerCent. Perl
i Pearlite o—

7

0—5
2 Martensite or troostite 7—15 5—10
3 ; id ' rbide 15—20 in — is

4 Carbide Lbove20 Abo

The term "carbide" is applied to a special constituent,
appearing as white globules after attack by picric acid,
which the author has not yet isolated. The table shows
that the higher the carbon-content, the less the proportion
of chromium needed to pass from one structure to another.
Mechanically, the same classes are distinguishable, save
that classes 2 and 3 tend to run into one another. In the
pearlitic steels, with constant carbon, increase of chromium
raises the breaking stress, the elastic limit, and the hard-
ness ; the elongation, the diminution of cross section, and
the brittleness are not greater than in ordinary steels with
the same carbon-content. The martensite ana troostite

steels have an exceedingly high breaking stress, elastic

limit, and hardness ; very low elongation and contraction of
area ; medium resistance to shock. The " carbide " steels

have medium breaking stress, elastic limit, and hardness

;

high elongation ; considerable contraction of area ; but are
very brittle. Ke-heating softens all these chromium steels.

Tempering modifies the pearlitic steels as it does ordinarv
steels, but acts with greater intensity ; it slightly soften^
the martensite steels, producing some 7-iron ; whilst with
the " carbide " steels it produces no effect, mechanical or
micrographic, between 850° and 1150° C. ; but at 1200° C.
sharply defined white regions are produced, apparently of
7-iron, and the carbide disappears more or less completely,

according to the speed of cooling and the content of

chromium. Only the pearlitic chrome steels possess industrial

interest.—J. T. D.

p 2
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Vanadium Sleets. L. Guillet. i omptcs rend., 19

139. 407—408.

Pontini i\. I t lie author

finds that the pearlitic vanadium steels are verj

to thermal and mechanical treatment, and that when re-

heated to I and slowly cooled, they are not more
brittle than ordinary steels with the same carbon-content.

High vanadium steels, the carbon of wliieh is entirely as

carbide, are comph tely heterogeneous, probabl] because the

vauadium carbide existing in the melted metal tends to rise

to th surface. The only vanadiui >l industrial

interest are those containing less than 0*7 per cent, of

medium. A tabic of the results of mechanical tests is

given in the paper.— I. ')'. I).

Zinc and Magnesium ; Alloys of . ( ). Bottdonard.

Comptes rend., 1904,139, 424—426.

Thk curve of melting-points "f these alloys shows a

'maximum (570 ' ) al a poiut corresponding with the

Zn..Mg. 84 per cent, of zinc; and two minima (355° and
(.). The alloys are all more or less brilliantly white

in colour. That with 10 per cent, of zinc can be filei

sawn, hut as the proportion of zinc increases, the alloys

become more and more brittle ; their fracture is conchoi'lal,

or in some cases very finely granular. Micrographic

the 90 per cent, zinc alloy shows alternate white and black

regions, the black portioni be iog themselves betero

and exhibiting a sort of perlitic structure ; the 50 per cent.

zinc alloy shows fine arborescent crystals (XnMg,), Two
definite compounds have been isolated from these alloys

—

Zn.Mg from the 80 per cent, zinc alloy by treatment with

n-3 per cent, hydrochloric acid, and ZnMgj from the

30 per cent, zinc alloy by 'treatment with 5 per cent,

ammonium chloride solution.— J. T. D.

Capper; J'liifsical Properties of [Crusher Gat

for Recording Ponder Pressures . P. Galy-Ache.

Ann. Chim. I'hvs., 1903, 32fi. Proc. Inst. Civil Eng.,

1904,156,59.

The experiments wire made with a view of interpreting

the deformations of copper crusher gauges which ore u ed

for recording powder pressures. It was found that the

"breakdown point" for compression is always raised to the

level of the stress applied previously, which can therefore

readil] be ascertained bj testing a used crusher gauge and
noting its breakdown point. The amount of compn
was greater under the drop test than in the testing machine,

owing to tbe lowering of the breakdown point due to the

raising of the temperature by a blow. The breakdown point

decreased from 10 to in. at - 58 F. (— 50' ( I.)

to 8- 5 tons at 392° F. (200 < !.). It was also considerably

effected by annealing, being, for example 9-3 tons per s,p

in. for an unannealed I iut o dy "0-64 ton" for a

sample annealed at 1832 F (loon C.). For equal elonga-

-, the acquired breakdown point in tensile test pieces

iter with rapid (drop) testing than with slow

testing. As the temperature of annealing was increased,

the crystalline structure of the copper became coarser.

-A. S.

" Crystallitic" Forms; Permanence of m Crystals

M. tuls]. 1'.
( Ismond and G. Carlaud. Comptes rend.,

1904,139, 404—406.

I'm ced in oi the

surfaces of bronze, cut, etched, and polished, crystallitic

tonus the axes of which have a constant direction in the

same crystalline granule. These have usually been attri-

buted to lack of homogeneity in the metal, the proportion of

copper diminishing with the distance from the crystallitic

axes, thi points of first solidification. The authors find,

however, that these app ;ely due to mecha-
nical causes—chief)] the different degrees of hardness of

the euteetic and the crystalline granules and the varying

extents t ( , which the surface is removed by the etching at d

polishing operations
;
and it i- possible to I liminate

siderably diminish them by
material removed during these operations. This

effected, with soft metals like copper (or even lead), by

alternating several etching and polishing operations, usim
material- which shall act .1- gently as possible. The etchlfl
solutions for copper and its alloys si ould be pii i ic acid ami
qninone in alcohol or acetone, or aqueous fi rric chlorin
solution slightly acidified: and the polishing should be don.
by hand with a cloth dusted over with

i

watted with weak ammonia.—J. T. 1).

Metals; Evolution of Structun in . (1. Cartaud'
( omptes rend , 1904, 139, i

The author finds that the cellular structure described
him as the cooled surface of metals poured ou
in the melted state in a thin layer over a polished surfaci
(this.).. 1901,811 i, also exists in the interior of Bit ingot
Thi pro nicrographic art has rendered it possijjj
to polish and etch the surfaces of sections of soft metals lik>

zinc, tin, or lead ; and microscopic examination of these
surfaces shows the existence lular structure thi

boundary lines of which are followed and cul b\ th.

boundary lines of the larger crystalline structure much a:

the delineation of the t rse ol a river on a map would bt

followed ami cut by a line indicating its average direction
lie suggests that the cellular structure forms a stage—

i

temporary state of equilibrium—in the evolution of thi

inal stable crystalline state. Traces of this earlier stagi

still exist in the fi.-.al stale, but when the Ecal state ha'

been, so tee -peak, confirmi el bj treatment, such as de forma
tion and subsequent reheating, the crystalline houudar;
lines alone remain, and no sign of the cellular structure i

left.—J. T. D.

I M.r.isH Patents,

Furnacesfor Baiting Briquettes madi oj "/.. Concentram
or other Material. W. Simpkin, London. Ens I'm

21,183, Oct. 2, 1908.

TnE'fornace is of the tunnel type, with a central combo?
tion chamber and nils entirely occupied l>v linkei cir.-

loaded with the briquettes to be baked, both ends
furnace being closed ordinarily by slieling doors. The wall

arc built with expansion pockets. A -and lute extends oi

both sides of the rails, into which sauel an apron, carried b'

each car. projects, te> prevent the passage of heating gase
from the upper to the under side of the car. Air
by vertical ducts near the entrains end of the furnace
passes beneath the ears, and at the opposite (exit) em
rises through other ducts to the upper part of the furnace
meeting a supply of air under forced draught, and
over the tops of the cars, cooling them preparatory fe

discharge, whilst the air ou reaching the combustion cham
ber becomes heated, and heats the cars near to the entrance

end, near to which is the escape for the gases of com
to the stack. The combustion chamber is supplii

finely-powdered coal, or with gaseous fuel under |

For each car drawn out, another loaded car is admitted a

the entrance end.—E. S.

Cupola. T.Holland. Delphos, ( ihio. Eng. Pat. 769J

Much 31, 1904. Under Internal. Cony., April ;:.

Tin object of the invention is to introdace into a cupola to

melting metals. \e ., bot-air blasts in such a mann
raise quickly and maintain uniformly a ver\ high tempcri

For this purpose, an air receiver, bavii

partitions extending transversely one above anotl

opening alternately at opposite ends, is arranged in flu

upper portion of the cupola, with a cold-air pipe leading

into the receiver, around which latter a portion of tl

is coiled. Pipes leading from the receivei and from

jacket convey the highly -heateel air to the low. s

the cupola.— E. S.

Ferruginous Ore; Process of anil Apparatus fci

ing for the Manufacture of Iron and Steel then

from. U. Moore, Melbourne, and T. J. il. -kc't. Ilrut.-

wick. Victoria, Eng. Pat. 1975, Feb. 29, l'J04.

See Fr. Pat. 841,1 69 of 1904; thisj., 1904, 827—T. F. B.
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United States Patents.

Miration [of Metalliferous Ore from Gangue'] \ I'rocess

if . A. Schwarz, Assignor to ('. N. Lindley, N,«
i'ork. U.S. Pat. 766.2S9, Aug. 2, 1904.

E materials to be separated, such as the metalliferous

tions of ore from the gangue, are moistened, in the

,nular or pulverulent state, with water, and are then

roduced, without agitatiou, into a bath containing two
iids of different specific gravity, insoluble in each other,

h as oil floating on water or on a solution of salt in

ter.—E . S.

es : Recovering Values [Copper, Sfc] from by
'

ing in Molten Baths: R. Baggaiey, Pittsburg,

»a.. and C. M. Allen, Lolo. Mom. U.S. Pat. 766,654,

Vug. 2, 1904.

!ath of low-grade copper matte is formed in a converter

ough which air is blown, ami successive additions are

de, first, of ore containing a high proportion of silicious

tter, in order to flux the iron present. :ind lastly, of

er molten matte, to replenish the bath as its volume is

:reased by enrichment. Compare U.S. Pat. 746,260 of

13, this J., 1904, 23.—K. S.

"PI" ''] Ore : Method of Smelting , and Cleaning
Converter Slag. II. Baggaiey, Pittsburg, Pa., and ('. M.
Mien. Lolo, Mont. U.S. Pat. 786,655, Aug. 2, 1904.

AG from a Bessemer converter is poured upon the charge
' sulphide ore " which is being smelted in a copper-ore

elting furnace, contributing heat thereto, and facilitating

! smelting process. Or, the smelted product of " sul-

ide ore " i- charged directly into a converter, into which
cious ore is also charged, and the slag is withdrawn
m time to time, while molten, and poured upon the ore

lilst it is being smelted. See also the preceding abstract.

—E. S.

<itte [Copper] ; Method of Producing . II. Baggaiey,
Pittsburg. Pa., and C. M. Alien, Lc'lo, Mont. U.S. Pat.

766,656, Aug. 2, 1904.

B is blown into a molten bath of copper matte, to which
added successive small quantities of a highly silicious

^tal-bearing ore, whereby the iron present is fluxed. The
th is then replenished with molten ore, and with " molten
iterial high in fuel value." See also the two preceding

acts.— E. S.

agnelic Materials [Alloys'] ; Method of Makina •.

R. A. HadfitlJ, Sheffield, England. U.S. Pat. 767,110,

Aug. 9, 1904.

) produce a magnetic material of high permeability and
if hysteresis, a magnetic substance is alloyed with silicon,

id the alloy, reduced to a " thin body," is heated to a

mperature below its melting point, then quickly cooled,

heated to a temperature higher than that first employed,
id allowed to cool slowly. Compare U.S. Pat. 745,829
id Eag. Pat. 4961, both "of 1903; this J., 19U4, 23 and
10.—E. S.

urnace for Burning Materials [Treating Ores, §c.~\

C. W. Stanton, Mobile, Ala. U.S. Pat. 76V,180j Aug. 9,

1904.

BB Eng. Pat. 4S06 of 1903 ; this J., 1903, 1090.—T. F. B.

urnace; Regeneratice Gas Reheating . F. Siemens,
Dresden. U.S. Pat. 767,840, Aug. 16, 1904.

EE Eng. Pat. 25,057 of 1902 ; this J., 1903, 1 197.—X. F. I).

ead ; Process of Manufacturing Spongy . J. H.
Mercidier, Louvres, France. US. Pat. 767,906, Aug. 16,

1904.

:e Er. P at. 331,000 of 1903 ; this J., 1903, 1092.—T. F. 15.

French Patent.

Steel and Armour Plates; I'm, ess for Treating

E. W\ Kngels. I'r. I'at. 341,503, March 21, I

Si i Eng. Pat. 1842 of 1904; this J., 1904, 374.-T. F. 1!.

XI.-ELECTRO-CHEMISTBY AND
ELECTRO-METALLURGY.

(A.)—ELECTRO-CHEMISTRY.
Diaphragm for Electrolytic Cells ; New Form of .

F. M. i'erkin. Electro-Chemist and Met., 1904, 4, 2—4.

Tin diaphragm is constructed of two concentric perforated

cells, '.he space between them being tilled with some
material which forms the diaphragm proper. This may be

asbestos, parchment, or filter paper, or may be made in sil<r

from a pulp of asbestos, or from powdered glass or sand,

whicli is poured into the annular space between the cells.

The perforations in the cells are about the diameter of an

ordinary pin.— R. S. II.

Alkali Chlorides ; Electrolysis if . Theory of Dia-

phraim Electrolysis. P. A. Guye. Areh.Sc. pin-, nat.,

Geneve, 1903, 15, 612—022; 16, 393—116, 652—66s.

>e Abstracts, 1904, 7, A, 198—199.

Ii i< shown that the apparently complex character of the

electrolysis of alkali chlorides under the ordinary conditions

of working becomes very much simplified by accepting the

fundamental principle of Hittorf, a:., that the alkali chloride

and alkali participate simultaneously in the electrolysis.

At anv particular temperature, the instantaneous current

yield, r, is practically only a function of the alkali con-

centration, c, and may be expressed very approximately

by the equation : r = 1 — nx, where n is the " transport

number " of the hydroxyl ions, and x the amount of alkali

taking part in the electrolysis. If the concentration of the

alkali chloride in the cathode liquid be kept constant, the

relatiou is : r = 1/(1 + nc).', ; whilst if the chloride in the

cathode liquid is not replaced as it is gradually decomposed,

the relatiou becomes : r= 1/(1 + ac). In either ease the

value of a is influenced but sl'ghtly by variations in the

concentration or temperature of the electrolyte. Two
methods of working are in vogue in diaphragm eleetrolysi-,

i:.: (1) The electrolysis is continued until the alkalinity

of the cathode solution reaches a certain value, when the

liquid i-: replaced by fresh solution. (2) The concentration

of the cathode solution is kept approximately constant by
continuous feeding with chloride solution. The first of

these methods is the more economical with regard to the

consumption of electrical energy. When the second method

of procedure is followed, two eases may arise : (a) When
the added solution does not jnix with the remainder; this is

approximately so in practice when the cathode compartment

is large and the current density small, and in such a case

the yield is the same as with the first method of working.

(6) When instantaneous and complete mixture takes place ;

this condition is closely realised when the cathode compart-

ment is small, and the current density high. Experimental

results obtaiced in tests on a large scale agreed well with

those calculated by the author.—A. S.

Electrclysis of Alkali Ch lorides ; Physico- Chemical Studies

on the . A. Tardy and P. A. Guye. J. de Chim.

Pin-., 1904, 2, 79—123. Cfiem. Centr. 1904, 2, 292—
293.

Moi! • f Action of Diaphragms.—In a diaphragm apparatus

for the electrolysis of alkali chlorides the following pro-

cesses take place:—(1) Physical diffusion of the alkali

from the cathode liquid into the anode compartment. (2

Migration of hydroxyl ions into the anode compartment.

(3) Depression of the level of the anode liquid in conse-

quence of electrical osmose towards the cathode compart-

ment. (4) Diffusion of cathode liquid to the anode

compartinent induced by (3). [t has been shown that the

uiigr tion of ions mentioned under (2) is the chief cause of

the transference of alkali to the anode compartment. The

counteracting influences (,3) and (4) produce after some
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time a condition of equilibrium, the depression of th<

of the anode liquid finally established beii .-. nal

to the the current and the thickness of the

mal to th.

i e [uat on given pn

ag abstract) for the instantaneous current

must be modified by the introduction of two subtractive

d : r = /(<•) - k,c - /'•;<;• The co-

etticieir • upon the diffusion an I electrical osn -

and /.•„ upon the permeability of the diaphragm.^ In an

examination of the efficacy of a diaphragm, ililTu- n,

.... and the ' overflowing " or the ai o e

liquid hi be considered,

a number of different diaphragms and found that it is

s certain ch

which are of value in judging its efficiency. (1) Ratio, r„

of the hollow >i
diaphragm to its apparent

i Absoluti of permeability R

which is

forci A 1cm. of the diaphragm al a d

iture in 1 Hour by a pressure of I cm. of wait

lit to a liquid having a \
:

The viscosity of water at different

to lie a- follows :t-0 C, 001778 5 ,
0-01509!

0130! I I] 135
!
20 . 0-010015; 25 I

174. The coefficient of permeabil

tional to the loss of Bait bj electrical endi i

(3) Specific coefficient of electric,

thickness of the diaphragm). (4) Coefficient of l

diffusion. The actual diffusion is always less than the

calculated, owing to tl i of the capillary

channe ormu bragm. For the last co

s ol the diaphragm calculate!

the diffusion is substituted for the actual thickness

following conclu-ions are drawn with regard to the technical

electrolysis of alkali chloride solutions with the aid of

diaphragms :—The level of the anode liquid should always

be keptes high as that of the catbodeliquid. The current-

density should he tolerably h b er that the

motic flow from anode to cathode may ii some measure

compensate diffusion in the oppi 'ion; the per-

meability of the diaphragm may also be somewhat

aiinini- r these favourable conditions the j eld

attain- . value fixed ia the earlier invesl

(see pi ' ) —A. S.

Magnetite Arc-Lamp. C. P. Steinmetz. II., pagi

Storage- Hal terg Gases; Method of Rendering —
eX} ,:,

-.. Llewi llyn l'ark, N.J.

Vssign ir to i
''.'ti Co., Orang

TJ.S. Pat. 761,51 l. Aiis . 16, 1904.

rated within the

battery, arc passed through a contracted vent, theu sproid

diffused, and attenuated, and finally passed throughi

en, ,lin- medium, such a.- wire gauze.— B. N.

Electrolytic Apparatus. W. .1. - whit plain*

K.Y. CT.S. Pat. 767,964, Aug. 16, 1904.

The teeth of tin
i

1 negative comb-like electrode

arc formed like truncated pyramids in lateral cr iss - tioi

: alternately in series and wit

the narrower faces ol the teeth in the direction from whic

the elec - [Tie tee i of the alternating cornl

in the relatively "staggered, a Ifor

tortuous passages for the electrolyte without retarding th

flow.—B. X.

French Patl-

Biehrumates and Chlorate 1 '''<]; Pri

Manufacturing . A. G ' l-'r. Pat.

March 12, 1904. V Ii
,
pagi

Wines and Spirits; Improvement [I of

and Sterilisation Liquids. V. Dora. Pr. Pat. 341,81

March 26, 1904. XVII., page 878.

(jfc?.)—EJJJCTBO-METALLURG-r.

English Patents.

Electric Furnaces : Method of and Apparatus for II, atit

the Charge of . A. Xeubuigei. Berlin, aud A. Mint

Paris. Eng. Pat. 9468, April 25,

The shaft, a, and crucible hearth, I; arc enclosed in I

annular series of main preliminary heating eh;;'

which in turn are surrounded by an annular

preliminary heating chambers, /. By means ol the ve

tically adjustable - number, e. maj be dividi

into separate cha my number and size, any M
tieular chamber being switched out by opening the slidi

o, on each side imber, so that circulation 9
takes place in the outer channel, g. Slides, p and

larly divide e ami / into horizontal zones of he:

English Patents.

Sterilising Wale, of Ozones Apparatt

. R. I". Wood-Smith. Eng. Pat 18,193, Aug. 22,

1S103. XVIII. i I,
,

Gaseous Germicide and Insecticide ; [Electricc /'

and Apparatus for producing a . K.

Eng. Pat, 1 1,372, dune 85, 1904. XVIII. C, pagi

United Stvtes Patini-.

,. Primary . T.A.I wellyn Park,

X.I.. Assignor to Edison Mannfactui

X..I. 766,815, Aug.'.'.

This invention • in negative electrode for p

batteries, comprising a porous compre

oxide of copper is an exl i

ly-divided c

carrying a film of finely-divided nd oxide of copper applied

to the pi face.— It. X.

dator. -I. \. Lyons and K
i - Pat , 6, i 18, U 9 1904.

Ihi as consists of a retaining-cell of metal, lined

with a porous non-conducting material such as " a fabric,"

and an ient, compt

ol carbon surroonded bya mixture of finely-divided c

and an '

a metal capable of mot

one degree of oxidation. The electi ;
always neutral

or weakly basic, consists of a solution of a basic haloid, or

oxy-salt of a metal, which, by electrolysis, deposits in a

reguline condition at the cathode.— B. X.

The chambers, e and /, communicate with each other

channels, h, and openings, i. The intercha

trodes, r, are hollow, in order to allow of dir. dny»-

is t. the hearth, h. Hot combustible gi»es are pass

through one or both chambers, c and/, hut it C

of th. - required in e. air is healed bv
;

through tbi

outei et

combustion gases for the purpose of utilising theii b

— B. ^

Scale from Iron and Similar Mi lah ;
Remorat

C C Garrard, nud Messrs. Fcrrunti, Ltd.. Ilollinwo-.

Lancashire, Eng. Put, 81,299, "it. 3,

The iron or steel article is constitute! the cath

j electrolytic cell, for instance, with dilute «

phurio acid, an indifferent insoluble substance, such
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bou, being used as the anode. A current of sufficient

ta^e (say 8 volts) to render the metal electronegative

ilution is used, whereby the dissolving action of

arid is counteracted. The scale is stated to be thus

loved, leaving the iron or steel clean.— E. S.

United States Patent.

lata ; Apparatus for Vacuously Depositing .

j. A. Edison, Llewellyn l'ark. N..1.. Assignor to New
iersev Patent Co., Orange, N.J. I'.s fat. 7 7,216,

Vug. ''J, I
1 " 11

-

an exhausted chamber are arranged :i pair of metallic

electrode-, which are supported at the upper end- and.

ghted at tli.- lower ends, and between the electron - i- a

tical -haft carrying a sleeve capable o! disc

the sleeve supporting the objects to ho coated. The
>\. also can vable armature, "Inch is attracted

[ rotate! by a magnet mounted outside th" chamber. A
r of chambers may he used, with me:ms for connecting a

rce of high tension current alternately and automati-

.y with the electrodes of the respective chambers; or a

nber of supports for the objects and a corresponding

nber of pairs of electrodes in a single vacuous chamber
v be used, with means for alternately and regularly

Electing the source of the current with the electrodes in

III.—B.N.

Fkencii Patents.

st Iron ; Process and Apparatus for the Electrical

production of , chieflyfor the Manufacture of Steet

ioe. Electro-Metallurgigue ifrancaise. Fr. Pat. 341,611,

larch 25, 1U04.

E lower part of the furna a c insists of a water jacketed

phite crucible, lined at the bottom with an iron plate,

ununicaling with one pole of the source of electricity.

ilst the other pole communicates with a hollow carbon

strode, vertically suspended within the furnace, the

Brie action being on a combination of the arc and
ais. The crucible is extended upwards by

;k walls, the space enclosed being kept charged with the

, slag, and charcoal, but a portion of the charcoal,

ferably as briquettes, is fed in through the hollow

Heal lectrod'. The carbon monoxide generated in the

le of fusion, barns to carbon dioxide at the expense of

oxygen in the ore, as it ascends, so that the ore is

>ady parti illy reduced on reaching the base of the

nace. Separate openings arc provided at different

ghts for running off the slag, anil the molten metal.

Dopare Fr. Pat. 336.705 of 1903 ; this J., 1904, 376.
— !•:. s.

toy. or Ternary Metallic Composition. Soc. Anon, la

feo-Metallurgie. Fr. Pat. 341,639, March is. 190 l.

i alloy, containing manganese, silicon, and aluminium, is

tpared by heating with carbon in an electric furnace, the

'responding artificial or natural oxides or silicates, in

:h proportions that the alloy may contain, say, from
50 to 40 per cent, of manganese ; from 27 to Jo- ,.

it. of silicon ; and from 6 '50 to 19-50 per cent of altimi-

im. The alloy is especially recommended for use in

ining molten iron or steel, forming a fusible slag of

inganese and aluminium silicates when added to the bath

molten metal. Compare Fr. Pat. 326,140 of 19U2, and
. Pat. 331,276 of 1903 ; this J., 1903, 805 and 1 136.

—E. S.

XII -FATTI OILS. FATS, WAXES,
AND SOAP.

it of the Wild Strawberry, Fragaria Vesca; Nature of
the . J. Aparin. J. russ. phys.-chem. Lies., l'JO-t,

36, 581—596. (hem. Centr., 1904, 2, 459.

ie fruits lose in the air, at the ordinary temperature,
'28 per cent, and at 100 3 C, 92 -04 per "cent, of water,

ie air-dried Iruits contain 5 -53 per cent, of a-h. The
nts dried at 100 C, yield, by extraction with light petro-

ira spirit, 11 -64 per cent., the seeds, 20 '85 per cent, of a

awnoilofsp.gr. at 15 C./4°C., 0-9345
;
[«]„-'= 1 '1790 ;

it is easily soluble in ether, chloroform, benzene, and light

petrol i spirit, and slightly soluble in alcohol. The.
of a dry ing character ; it has the iodine value (lliihl), 19

The insoluble tatty acid- (88-20 per cent.) contain al

8J pel i nt. oflinoleitc acid and 10*5 per cent, of linoi

and oleic acids.—A. S.

Englisii Pate:, i-.

Garbage or < tfi'ai . Apparatus for Cooking
R wing the Oil theref S. Whee lit and
•I rune 27.

19( I XVIII. B., page 876.

Removing Oil or Grease from Go
ratvs for . C. S. Wheelwright and J. T. Fiske, pin.

i,709, June 30. 1904. XVIII. I.

Butyrometers; Iinjits. in . E. E. l>. Boewer. Eng.
Pat. 20,630, Sept. 25, 1903. XXIII.,]

Soap : Floating ,anda Proa ssfor the Manufactm
F. \Y. Zimmerinann and A. A. Stohr, Chemnitz,

13,451, dune 14, 1904.

Resin, wax, or the like is melted, and stirred continuously
with caustic soda lye (density 42 J5.) at about ! i F. until

u crumbly, granular mass i-. produced. This latter i-,

siined into hot soap pa>te, to form a floating cake, which
ids mixed with ordinary soap liquor.—C. S.

United States Patents.

Fatty Substances s Proce Separating Fluid Portions

Solid Portions of . W. I!. Ken, )',

Mass. U.S. Pat. 766,628, Aug. 2, 1904.

To separate the comparatively solid and liq

fatty substances, the material is boiled with water, then

eoole 1 to about 120 F. ; an aqueous solution of u vegi ' ible

rment (papain) is added, the mixture agaii

boiled, the water drawn off. and the solid and liquid fatty

matters are then separai d In cooling and pressing.—H. B.

Drying Oil. W. N. ill - in. U.S. Pa
Aug. 16, 1901. XIII. A., page 873.

Fkench Patext-^.

Tor from Water-Gas; Process for V
<r Pais.] 1.. Scholvien. Fr. Pat. 34 i.'J'.'e,

Al.u h 7, 1904. HI., page 861.

Oils : Apparatus for Purifying 1>. II. McClelland
and F. Risk. Fr. Pat. 341,400, March 17, 1904.

The apparatus consists of a cylindrical vessel 1, having a

funnel-shaped bottom 2, in which the impurities and the
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washing liquid collect, and from which they arc drawn off

by the valve 4. The oil to be treated is contained in the

vessel 5, situated al the top of the cylinder. After past

through the strainer 6, and down the pipe B, it esa
under the spn ader plate 9, in a thin film, and rises through
the washing liquid (the coarser impurities settling to the
bottom) and collects in the bell 10. Any air escapes
through the valve 22 and the pipe 8. The partly purifii I

oil flows out of the bell 10, by tbe lip 14, to the ui

surface of the heatiDg arrangement 11. This cons ts

of a coiled tube of rectangular section, set obliquely as

shown, and haying the sides projecting downwards as at

!_' and 13, in order to cause the particles of oil to follow
the coarse of its under surface. The heating is effected

b) a current of steam or hot air which enters at 16, passes
round the tube, and leaves at 17. The oil is thus heated
and washed by the liquid/, and collects at o', and then rises

through the liquid, finally collecting in the upper part ol

the cylinder at o, from which the purified oil is drawn off by
the tap 23. The warming and thorough muting of oil a

washing liquid, which enters thorough the pipe 21, are said

dually purify the oil.—W. II. C.

paraiusfor Glycerin from .

ti. Col. I'r. Pat. 310, 521, Feb. 17. 1904.

!mi material is introduced into the top of a closed conical
I a, which i^ heated by means of the perforated

steam coil g, </, g. Having passed through the holes in the

diaphragm d, I falls in a fine!} divided -tat.' upon the piates

f, e, e, e. and comes in contact with the su-atn. It next

1 asset into the cylinder h, where it is beaten by the revolv-

ing paddles k, before passing through the tubes m. m, into

the lower cylinder /. Here it i- sul

ing in the presence of a regulated supply of distilled water
from the lank <>. Finally, the mixture passes into the

separator p, which is provided with two outlet tubes, tht

upper s, for the residual fatty material and the lower J, for

the aqneous solution of glycerin.— C. A. Bel.

Soap [Containing Benzene"] ; IHanufoclun <>f .

.1. ]•'. G. de Kousfv de Sales. Fr. Pat. 3 II,."«(> '.!

1904.

i or other hydrocarbon, is emulsified with tl

by means of a suitable mucilage, such as gum Brahic, quince
ish glue, linsc e 1 meal, and the like.— \V. r. S.

XIII.-PIGMENTS. PAINTS; RESINS.

VARNISHES; INDIA-RUBBER, Etc.

(4.)—PIGMENTS, PAINTS.
English Patkst.

I ny ; Production of Ojrytulphide of \_l'i

G. O. I. Hardingham, London. From the Si

Fonderie d'Antimonio, Genoa. 1 >l. Pat.

Artimoky oxysolphide is produced as " funu
antimony sulphide with a slight exces-

IT—I: 7~.

r
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other reducing agent, in a current of air which is regulated

so as lo avoid the ultimate reduction of the metal. (Com-
pare Fr. Pat. 330,224 of 1903; this J., 1903, 1096.) — E. S.

United States Patents.

Drying Oil. W. X. Blakernan. jun., New York.
U.S. Pat. 767,682, Aug. 16, 1904.

ft non-dry]kg fatty oil (85 parts) such as cotton-seed oil,

aud tung oil (15 parts) are mixed with a drier.—T. 1". li.

Paint Comvosition or Mixture. W. N. Blakernan, jus.,

Xe.v York. U.S. Pat. 767,683, Aug. 16, 1904.

The drying oil described in the previous specification is

incorporated with a pigment.—T. F. B.

French Patents.

from Sulphide Dyestuffs ; Processfor Making .

Act.'-tus. f. Anilinfabr. Fr. Pat. 341,246, March 14,

1904.

Ii.vKi s are precipitated from solutions of sulphide dyestuffs

containing sodium sulphide by oxidising the solution in

presence of a suitable metallic salt, n lake-base being added
if necessary. For example, a solution of 20 parts of

1 Sulphur Black T extra," 15 parts of sodium sulphide, and
25 parts of barium chloride is oxidised by blowing air

through it. The resulting lake is filtered off, washed, and
dried. Manganese dioxide, or other oxidising agent may-

be used, instead of passing the current of air through the

solution.—T. F. B.

Pigment ,- White . J. Gibaud and < I. Hang.

Fr. Pat. 341,539, March 25, 1904.

The addition of calcium sulphate or carbonate, or of mag-
nesium oxide or carbonate is found not to diminish the

Bvei " power of zinc sulphide, and even to increase that

of lithopone. As an example of the preparation of a

pigment of the above composition, a solution of zinc

sulphate is added to a solution of calcium chloride, a solu-

tion of an alkali sulphide (or barium sulphide) is added,

and the precipitate is calcined.—T. F. B.

(S.)- RESINS, VARNISHES.

French Patent.

99J

Tar fit in Water-Gas; Process for Utilising the -

[Solvent far Resins']. L. Scholvtcn. Fr. Pat. 340.

Much 7, 1904. III., page 861.

(C.)—INDIA-RUBBER, &c.

French Patent.

Gutta-Psrcha-like Substance ; Preparation of a .

E. H. Fayolle. Fr. Pat. 341,013, March 7, 1904.

Phenol, cresol, or other similar substances (i kiio), con-
centrated sulphuric acid (500 grms.), and glycerin (400
grms.) are heated together and allowed to cool. Water
(400 grms.) is added and then formaldehyde (400 grms. of
40 per cent, strength) is gradually stirred in. After some
hours the mixture is heated and the resulting oil is decanted
off and washed, first with water and then with sodium
carbonate solution. 1 kilo of this oil is then added to 2 kilos,

of melted rosin and the mixture thoroughly incorporated,
cooled slowly, and exposed to the air for some da\ s until it

acquires the desired consistency.—R. L. J.

XIV.-TANNING ; LEATHER, GLUE, SIZE.

French Patent.

Dyeing Skinsfor Gloves and other Purposi s. P. Sorel.

_. Fr. Pat. 341,450, March 19, 1904. VI., page 864.

XV.-MANURES, Etc.

English Patent.

/ rs and Cattle Foods; Manufacture of . E.
Mi asi I, Leignitz, Germany. Eng. Pat. 13,842, June 18,

1904.

Bonk die t, or other bone preparation, is mixed with solu-

tio ferric chloride, sulphate, or nitrate, for the production
of rtiliser and cattle food.—N. H. J. M.

XVI.-SUGAR. STARCH. GUM, Etc.

Press-Diffusion Process; The Uyros -. K. Andrlik
and V. Stanek. Z. Zuckeriud. Bohmen, 1904, 28, 573—577.

Tn. authors give the results of the working of the Hyros
diffusion process (Fr. Pat. 318,451 of 1902; this J., 19Q2,
1462) with a model apparatus which worked almost the
whole Reason at a Bohemian sugar works. The beetroot
chips were fed by hand into the first diffttser at the top,

the juice flowed from it continuously, and the exhausted
chips left the seventh diffuser automatically. The water
pressure varied from 2'4 to 3-4 atmospheies, and the tempe-
rature in the battery was 77 — 78 C. In -ix hours eight

minuti s, 960 kilos, of fresh chips were worked, the quantity
of water used was 247 -5 litres, aud there were obtained
905 6 litres of diffusion juice at 80° C., and 295-6 kilos, of

isted chips. In the ordinary diffusion the juice drawn
off was H9'2 kilos, for 100 of beetroots, in the Hyros only
96"07, aud 30 - 8 of exhausted chips. The density was
18 -

2 Hailing against 15-0' by the ordinary process. The
amount of dry solids in the exhausted chips was very
high, being 21-94 against 6"79 per cent, by the ordinary
diffnsion. Although the chips were not exhausted so com-
pletely, they could be dried without further pressure and
consequent loss of feeding value, whilst the sugar con-
tained would he fully utilised and could not therefore he
looked upon as loss. The amount of sugar remaining in

the chips was 0-18 per cent, calculated on the beetroots,

more than the total loss by the usual diffusion, but this is

of no account compared to the economy of the process.
The purity of the juice was 90-98 as compared to 90 by
the diffusion in the 14 ordinary diffusers. The absence of

all waste sweet waters and the smaller quantity of water
used in working are both obvious advantages (see also this

J., 1904, 831).— L. J. de W.

Jvici in Raw Sugar Works : Purification of by the

Lehmkuhl Process. F\ Janak. Z. Zuckcrind. Bohmen,
1904, 28, 593—596.

Raw-sug \k factories use from 2i to 3| per cent, of lime for
the purification of the juice, not because such quantities are
indispensable for purification, but because the filtration is

difficult unless this amount of lime be used. The difficulty

in filtration has been variously attributed to the presence of
certain organic substances, to sacchaiates, to gelatinous
mineral hydroxides, &c. Lehmkuhl came to the conclusion
that it was due to albuminoids dissolved in the juice, and
tha if these were precipitated by chemcal means, 1 per-

cent, of lime would suffice for purification and the filtration

would proceed satisfactorily. Further, he found that it

was necessary to heat the juice to 90°—95° C. in. the
presence of the chemical reagents. The juice is usually
heated alone before the addition of lime, but as Classen
and Herzfeld have shown, 9/10 of the albuminoids remain
in solution under these circumstances. Although these

are decomposed by lime into amino-aeids, the salts thereby
formed remain as molasses formers in the juice. The
reagents employed are sulphuric acid and aluminium sul-

phate, and these are not found to produce any injurious

effect at the temperature of 90' C. in the proportions
employed during the time they are mixed with the juice,

and the small quantity of salts remaining offers no disadvan-
ta and does not appreciably affect the purity compared
with the salts of amino acids. The process has been
worked with advantage at the factories of Gross-Gerau,
Melno, Amongies and Sokolnic. The coagulated albuminoids

are not acted on by lime.—L. J. de \V.
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Water in Mblassi s ; Determinali
XXIII

, pnj;

G. T(

. s • 'Reactions'of

-

R. Ofner. XXIII., page

English Patent.

Sugar; Manufacture of . G. Harrison, London. From
F.Hlavatiai -a. Eng. Pat. 16,; >0, July 3

To the Eaccharine materials during the diffusion process

cbere are added substances which precipitate or pi

the extraction of the organic non-sugar bodies. Suitable
substances arc : gy| |

bates of metals of tli

nesium or aluminium group, permanganates of the alkaline

earths,
,

alkaline eai alents,

sulphtdi nitrous oxide, carbon diox;

sulphurous acid. After saturation and carbonation, the

slightly alkaline juice is treated in the vacuum-pan with a

lie aluminium or magnesium grom
previously been converted by an acid into a poly silicate,

and which combines with the alkali salts i
I juii

A final decolorisation may lie effected with zinc du

ition. The use of silicon lead fluoride,

supersaturated with lead, is also claimed for the pari:

ir solutions.— .1.
1

'. B.

-rs.

Starch; Rotatory Apparatus for Catching and An
icilli/ Grading — . L. A. Morel. Second Addition,

dated -March 17, 1904, to Fi\ Pat. I iy 11, 1900.

In this addition the application of a receiver for tl

paratory grading of starches before ceutrifugalising is

claimed, together with the arrangement of a circulai

round the basket of the centrifugal apparatus so as i

collect the water aud carry it into the succeeding centrifugal

ves-el—T. H. P.

Tar from Waier-Gas ; Process for Utilising the .

nl for Gums.'] 1.. Seholvien. Fr. I

March 7, 1904. III., page 861.

XVII.-BREWING, WINES, SPIRITS. Etc.

Barleys The Tannin of . H. Seyffert. Woch. f. Bran.,

19U4, 21, 483—485.

Tin: tannin of barley has a far lower affinity for albuminoids
than the tannin of hops. Barley-tannin is only precipitated

in combination will, the readily coagulable albumins, w

the precipitating action of hop-tannin extends to albumi-

noids, such as glutin, &c, which are non-coagulable in the

ordinary sense This ;s illustrated when one portion of a

malt-wort made by infusion is boiled for two hours with a

small proportion of hops, whilst auother portion is boiled

for half an hour without hops, and then for 1} hours with

the same quantity of hops. The total quantity of coagu-

lated albumin in th< is considerably less than in

the second case aud the former wort has a harsh flavour.

'A lien bop-tannin and barley-tannin occur simultaneously,

as in the first case, in presence of readily coagulable
albumins, the whole of the more powerful hop-tannin i-

precipitated in combination chiefly with the latter, leaviug

the barley -tannin and mosl of the soluble albumins dis

in the wort. In the second case, the barley-tannin e
tated in combination with the coagulable albumins

during the preliminary bailing, thereby permitting the

whole of the hop-tannin to be utilised -at

ecipitation of the glutio and similar nndesirabli

albuminoid constituents of the wort. Barley-tannin can
be extracted from the grain by means of 7a

| er cent, methyl
i, arei l- precipitated from us solutions by

lead hydroxide. The author has isolated the tannin in a
crude state, and has studied its relations towards certain

constituents of wort. The alcoholic solution of barley-

taunin when added tnan aqueous solution of barley-albumin
eau-es a heavy turbidity which coagulates on

heating. In a saline solution of barb eilestin],

the tannin soluti a precipitate which dissolves on
beatii ippears on cooling. In an alcoholic solution

of hordeui it produces a turbidity which cli 'ting

to i'.'i C., but re-appears on cooling. Bai

duces a precipitate ir. a solution id' diastase, and tie- preci-

pite - on beating. In a solution of Litre
soluble stat innin solution produces a volumini

slimy precipitate, -"'able on beating, but re appearing « hen
cold. Wh i excess to uuhopped w<rt, the tannin

ition produces a turbidity which coagnlates ou boil

but the wor( becomes turbid when cold. In unhopped
which has been coagulated by b tannin solution

produces a heavy turbidity which clears on heating, but

re-appears on cooling. Thus, apart from it- a-tin

taste, ii appears that the barley-tannin requires consei

tion a- a possible cause of ' beer-hazes ;" it also proba
ha- an injurious effect upon the yeast.—J. F. B.

Mull; Prior's Method of Determining ilu Degree of
Friability of' Cured . G. Bode. Woch. f. Brau.,

1901. 21, 495—497.

Prior recently proposed (Bayer. Braucr.J., U03, 13, 'J7—
98) to determine the degree ot friability in malt by si lung ibe

grist and the meal, a Seek mill and a Vogel -

i. The classification is as follows : very tender

malt, containing at least -to per ecu tender, with

percent.; hard, with 3tl—35 per cent.; and very
bard, with less than 30 per cent, of meal. These limits,

so narrow as to easily givi .rduot

ecially since the author's experiments wiB
artificially moistened samples have shown that an alteration

in the percentage of moisture is sufficient to displace ono
and the same mult from one category into anotli r. In vil 1

of the result- obtained he therefore proposes to adopt 5 per

moisture as the standard, and where less than this

quantity is present to deduct the difference from the per-

centage of meal found, the COL
adopted when the moisture exceeds is mean. A- au

example of the effect of this precaution, oue sample i

yielded 38 • 8 per cent, of meal when the moisture
was .!."> per cent., but only 29 '6 per cent, when conl

11- I per cent, of water. Under the Trior classil

it would be considered in the former ease as friabli

in the latter as very hard; whereas alter the pi

adjustment, the percentages of meal become respectively

.tC'.'i and 36*0 per cent, i.e., tl - properly

as friable. ( I, S.

Concentrated Malt Extract ; Sugars of . A. 1;

and T. Rendle. Analyst. i'JU4, i>9, J 1.3—J 17.

From b im| les if mall extract

dent. Pharnl. ties., 1896, 6, :
' carbo-

hydrate compositioi I

'

trose, 0*47—6*24 ; cane sugar, 033 3-60; and dextrin,

11-70—22*70. In tiie.i analyses, the results of which are

given ill the following table, the authors hat

Ktrose a- it (Chi - u .. 1901, 84, -')•

whilst the maltose was calculated from tl

Dextri
Unferi

I38S-70
,.i'i

IT* is-j
'.es - 'B

8*8
1-45 i

• 18

"M'Sd i 63
-

afs
'
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3. :.

1403*48
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-

24-8 •J7-I ;>i •_• «*a
::» 19-1 l'.'-l lie,-, P2-.-. 80*0
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8-8 5*8 11
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less that due to dextrose and the dextrin from the rotatory

power after deducting thut of the dextrose and maltose :

Die small amount of cane-sugar, stated by Korn to bo

present, was neglected.

Of these samples the first two were not submitted to a

higher temperature than 145° F. at anytime during the

bashing proc ss, whilst Nos. 3—6 were mashed at a slightly

lower temperature ; these six were prepared from low-dried

English malt.

As regards the presence of dextrose, it has been shown
(this J., 1903, 105S, 1059, and 120-1) that when any of the

products of the incomplete hydrolysis of starch by d

are isolated, and submitted to the further action of the

Enzyme, even at a temperature of 131° F., glucose is

lily formed. It is suggested that Ihe

malt extract- may be due to the action, during the evapora-

tion, of the diastase in the extract on the incompletely

fiydrolysed starch products formed during the mashing.

—T. H. I\

Starch .- Note on the Hydrolysis of by Diastase.

J. S. Ford. < 'hem. Soc. Trans., 1901, 85, 980—933.

Lixg (this J., 1902, 9S3) has stated that Kjeldahl's law of

proportionality does not hold for the diastase of air-dried

malt. The author found, on the other hand, that two

different preparations of Lintner's soluble starch gave

similar results as regards ''proportionality" with extracts

from various barleys and air-dried (at 17 —40
J

C.) and
kiln-dried malts. These results show that Kjeldahl's law

is true for the diastase (amylase) in extracts of bar!'

air-dried malt as well as for that in kiln-dried malt. Having
regard to the influence of *light traces of impurities on
anxiolytic action (see this J., 1904,414). it is sug

that the discrepant results obtained by l.ing and by the

author are due to the use of starches of different degi

purification.—A. ri.

Starch ; Final Degradation Products of by Hydro-
lysis with Oxalic Acid, with special 'Reference I"

Diersscn's {Ltnlncr's) " Isomaltose." F. Griitcrs.

Z. angew. Chern., 1904, 17, 1169—1179.

The degradation products obtained consisted of achroo-

dextrins 1 and II, maltodextrin 7, maltose, dextrose, and a

small proportion of levulose. These are the sain,

products furnished by diastatic action, except that in the

latter case maltodextrin 7 is replaced by maltodextrin 0,
which exhibits different constants and behaves differently

towards diastase. The author, however, believes that both

these dextrins occur simultaneously, but in varying propor-

tions, this view being supported by the fact that the

conversion into maltose is sometimes very imperfect, and at

others almost complete. The divergent behaviour of various

"isomaltose" preparations towards malt extract is also

regarded as indicating that the more resistant maltodextrin

7 occasionally preponderates as the lowest member of the

dextrin series. Like Lintner and Dierssen he failed to isolate

maltose in the pure, crystalline state from the syrups

;

but neither could this "03 accomplished from mixtures of
maltose and dextrin, which, moreover, gave osazones
resembling "isomaltosazone." Furthermore, the statement
by Ost that he has finally succeeded in crystallising maltose

from the syrups seems to have deprived the " isomaltose "

theory of its last support.—C. S.

Brewing ; Employment of Sugar in . C. Jloreau.

La Biere, 1904, 12, 9S—104.

Commercial glucose is of irregular composition, and con-
tains undesirable ash constituents ; its use in brew ing gives

unsatisfactory fermentations besides entailing extra fining.

Saccharose, whilst free from these defects, is not directly

fermentable, and if the necessary inversion be left to the
action of the pitching yeast, the latter may be overtaxed
and caused to degenerate. Again, this sugar increases the
temperature of fermentation by about 2° C, the attenuation
is greater by about 3 per cent , the wort does not break so
well in the copper, nor is the beer so bright when fined, nor
are the flavour and aroma so good as when invert sugar is

used. Commercial invert sugar, however, lacks uniformity,
but this difficulty can be overcome by inverting saccharose

with yeast in the brewery, at a temperature (55° C). The
author made trial brews with this invert sugar added to

the malt in proportions tanging between 12 and 55 per
cent. The best result was obtained with 15— 10 per cent.,

this quantity leaving the beer unchanged in flavour, and
the yeast vigorous and free from degeneration; and the
beer kept unusually well, showing good condition

a firm " head." With larger proportions of sugar the
3 were less favourable. >>'o trace of yeasty flavour

: he detected from this yeast-inverted sugar, the

rved in the sugar itself entirely disappearing
when the wort was boiled; and the quantity o) prote'ids

me way is smaller than in the corre-

eight of malt. Over-att 1 prevented
by 11 ishing so as to produce-a wort containing more dextrin

and dry the use of about 2 per cent, of high dried alt. For
priming, this sugar is less suitable, owing to it ;aste,

and the inversion is pro 1 the
20 per cent, solution of saccharose with 1 pet

ic acid for 20—30 minutes. No injury accrues to the

beer from the introduction of this small quantity of acid,

and even when 12 per cent, of the malt is replaced by sugar
inverted in this way, it is stated, the degree of acidity does
not rise above the norma! limit. The author considers

tha: the use of sugar would improve the cold flavour of

France beers, which lack palate-fulness owing to

the loss of dissolved carbon dioxide during fermentation
and fining. At the same time a slight economy would be
effected iu the cost of production.-

Culture Yeasts; Studies on the B /' Certain
liacesof at Various Temperatures. W. Henneberg.
Woch t. Brau., 1904, 21, 347—349; 374—376; 400—

432—434; 447—451; 457—460; 470—476.

The subjects dealt with iu this series of investigations

comprise.— /. Death if the Yeast Cells: Diagnosis by
trance and staining ; appearance according to the

ler of death; death with simultaneous liquefaction;

caused by high temperatures md storage. II. Cell-

wall : Agglutination; racial variations; permanence;
rupture. ///. Nucleus. IV. Glycogen: Detection;

and disappearance at various temperatures;
persistence after death from different causes and in presence

of various substances. V. Fat : It* secretion iu excess

pathological; parsiste-.ee after de ' and
itury tendencies of cells rich in tat ; sparing solubility

of the fat in ether. VI. Peptase : Detection; racial differ-

ences ; conditions which influence auto-digestion ; conipara-

ti. i distance of dead cells to proteolysis; microscopic

characters of cells during proteolysis ; resistance of peptase

to high temperatures and borage : distinction between
auto-digestion and the gelatin-liquefying power of living

yeast. VII. Catatase .- Detection; occurrence; diffu-

sibility; behaviour towards heat. I'lII. Zymase: Its

early disappearance from liquefied yeast. IX. Invertase:

It- high powers of resistance ; relative abundance in bottom
fermentation yeasts. A. Putrefaction : Non-occurrence at

temperatures above 3S
:

C. ; bottom yeasts putrefy more
readily than top yeasts ; various lactic acid bacteria probably

play a part in starting putrefaction; presence of active

enzvmes in liquefied yeast is probably inimical to putre-

faction.—J. F. B.

Wild Yeast Infection. A. C. ( hapman. J.Inst.

Brewing, 1904, 10, 3S2—396.

The chief sources of wild yeast infection in English breweries

a -aid to be direct aerial infection at the refrigerating

stage, indirect aerial infectiou from dust in the refrigerator

or fermenting room, and infection due to nests of micro-

organisms in defective fermenting tuns or yeast backs. On
the other hand, infection due to very impure pitching yeast

or to dry hopping is rarely met with. Provided the wort

is run off the cooler before the temperature falls below

140 I'., there is little risk of infection at that stage ; bat it

i- Ivisable to screen the ventilation openings with fine

linen, moistened with water or dilute salicylic acid, and the

same method should be adopted in the refrigerator room, or

the latter apparatus be itself enclosed in a casing of similar

character. Dust infection may be prevented by cleanliness,
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and that from defective plant by shaving down the tui

to remove all soft places and spongy surfaces, aud treating

tliem for several dais with a strong solution of calcium
bisulphite. This method proved efficacious in two cases oi

infection by S.pastorianusl. Theauihor also mentions an
instance of infection by S. apiculatus, occurring in the

winter months, whereas this yeast is seldom encoonti

except in summer and autumn. From the attendant circum-
stances it was concluded that the organism had found its way
into the brewery earlier in the year, and lodged in accumu-
lations of dust, being afterwards disturbed by wind.— C. S

"Fermenting Room [Breweries] : Infection in the .

E. dc Fine- Buukuflod. '/.. ges. Brauw., 1904, 27,
573— .J70.

To prevent infection of the beer by micro-organisms it is

• isential that the vats should be well cleansed with hot

water, followed by spraying or brushing over with

antiseptic, preferably one of the fluorine preparations (this

J., 1904,757). Sarcina rims are frequently found on
dirty Boors, and the latter should therefore be kept clean.

The best material for fermenting room floors is asphalt

with a little said, or cement, crevices being thus avoided.
The number of genus gaining access to the wort from tin-

air is relatively small, and the authors faded to detect any
injurious infection from this source. More importance
attaches to the use of uncontaininated pitching yeast. A
greater potential source of danger is water lulling from the
ceiling in drops. The ceiling should be frequently scraped
anil disinfected, hot lime wash or bleaching powder bi

cheapest. Sarcina; have also been found on walls splashed
with fermenting wort; and where contamination arises in

this way the old plaster should be scraped off before
disinfection.—C. S.

[Beer] Sarcina Infection. N. H. Claussen. '/.. ges.

Brauw., 1904, 27, 528 - 529.

In reply to the criticisms of Will and Braun (this J., 1901,

757) the author states that he is unaware that sarcina grown
in ammoniacal yeast-water has ever been found capable of

growing in beer; on the other hand, he has isolated Pediu-
coccus damnosus and P. perniciosus from beers of various

origin, and found the cultures produce sarcina sickness in

beer but refuse to grow in the above medium. Hence he
feels justified ill the conclusion that ammoniacal yeast-water
is an entirely unsuitable reagent in brewery tests.— C. S.

Fermentation Processes! Review of Recent Improvements
in . H. Wichmann. Woeh. f. Brauw., 1901, 21,
456—456.

Is the use of pure yeast the best results are only obtained
when the propagation of the pure yeast is worked as an
integral part of the routine fermentations and under
identical conditions. In Delbruck's "natural" pure culti

vation the conditions are chosen so as to cause the culture

yeast to suppress all foreign organisms. In this natural

process of selection without the isolation of single cells,

attention must be devoted to the choice of a nutrient

material in accordance with the enzymatic power of the

species of yeast ; also to the demands of tin yeast fur oxygen.
its sensibility towards its own excretion products, acids, and
antiseptics, and towards unfavourable temperatures. The
use of pitching vat-, which is on the increase, is of assist-

ance in obtaining pure yeast. Purity may also be favoured
by conducting the fermentations at higher temperatures
whereby wild yeaste are placed at a b. Octa-
gonal vats constructed ol glass plates with embedded wire
have been introduced recently as substitutes for woodl
fermentation tuns. For very large-sized fermentation vats

only iron is available; these large vats are rendered indif-

ferent towards beer by a special internal coating according
to Lapp's process.—J. )?, B.

Beer; Filtration of . Bauer, Jakob, and Ilicfenstuel.

Z. ges. Brauw., 1904, 27, 601—607.

The experiments made show that filtration makes the beer
hrighter and removes most of the yeast cells present, thus

enabling the brewer to send out beer sooner and also t

clarify beer thai has been rendered quite turbid by yeast.

Filtration improves the keeping properties of the beer, and
delays the appearance ol sediment or haze. To enable these
advantages t.i be realised, the filtering material must he kept
it) a sterile condition and replaced at intervals. The used
mass should be washed at once, a temperature of 70°—75 t

Sufficing to destroy the tnicr. '-organisms. Boiling makes
the mass lumpy, and is only required previous to the first

time of using. the cleansed mass should be at once re-

packed in the frames and placed in the filter, to obviate risk

of infection from exposure to the air. It is inadvisable to

use the same mass several days in succession with merely i

washing in the filter in the intervals. tin no account
should beer be left standing in the Biter. The latter must
be thoroughly cleaned bi lore use, hot water being the nn.st

suitable agent to follow the usual methods of cleaning.
Owing to the risk of causing metallic haze, it is inadvisable
to treat the filter with antiseptics liable to looseu the

incrustation.— < . s.

Amyl Alcohol} Origin of in Fermented Liquids.
Windiscb. Z. Spiritusind., 1904, 27. 311.

The author gives an account of the experiments of Ray man
and Kiuis cm the chemistry of fermentation. In 1892 they
found that pure cultures of normal saceharomveetes form
no other alcohol than ethyl alcohol at the ordinary brewery
temperatures; later on, in 1896, they showed that the

culture yeasts are capable, tinder certain conditions, which
they could not clearly define, of yielding fusel oil without
the help of baetenal action (see this ,)., 1S96, 465). In
continuation of this work, these authors inoculated a series

of nutrient sugar solutions, both with yeasts rejuvenated
li\ culture through numerous generations aud witli others

which had finished their alcoholic fermentation vears before.

It was found that neither unfavourable composition of the

nutrient medium nor the age and physiological condition of
the yeast cells influence the formation of amyl alcohol. I In

the contrary, it was shown that amyl alcohol is a product
of the culture yeast, that it is formed only in presence of
certain carbohydrates, and that it is the nature of the

nutrient medium on which the formation and yield of amyl
alcohol mainly depend. None of the artificial initio

solutions yields a truce of amyl alcohol with pure distillery

yeast, but with a clear, sterile, barley-malt wort, prepared
as in the distillery, amy 1 alcohol always appears. From
this it is concluded that the source of this alcohol is uol

the hexoses, but fermentable sugars formed by the hydro-
lysis of other polysaccharides occurring in the raw materials

used. On oxidising a mixture of sugars containing a large

preponderance of one constituent, the course of oxidation of

the mixture depends upon the course oi oxidation of the

sugar in excess. Thus, in pn . sugar which read

oxidises, dextrose yields no saccharic acid but oxalic acid,

[layman and Ivruis suggest that something similar possibly

occurs in fermentation.—T. II. P,

Mrliils ; Influence if on Fermenting Liquids.

L. Nathan. Cenlrnbl. f. liaet., 1904, 12, 93.' Biochi
i entrabl., 1904, 2,

''<""

( ii.nu musts offi t greater resistance to the action of nn I

than beer worts, notwithstanding the fact that the) dissolve

more of the metals. There is considerable difference in the

influence of different metals on the fermentation. Thus
.oppcr, zinc, brass, bronze, and rough iron have u strong

restrictive influence j tin and lead bavi less effect; whilst

the following metals are only slightly injurious: Polishes

iron, silver, nickel lished tin, and aluminium.

—C. A. M.

Wine Making ; Australian , with some Notes on the

Use of Pure Wine Yeasts. )'. Stoward. J. lust

Brewing, 1904, 10, 421—4 17.

,i
. . Waking. I tcted in

cement-lined brick tanks, holding about 1 coo galls. For pro-

ducing dry red win. . the bottom of the tank is covered with

a layer of stalks, to facilitate drainage and impart tannin,

a similar layer beii on the top of the mash of -kins

and juice. The skins are kept lrom rising to the

of the must by means cd a false head of light battens, held

down by -c n « jacks, which also serves to support the
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attemperators. Yeast from a tank in active fermentation
is sometimes added, or occasionally pure cultures are use I.

,\
.

i aeration of the must is necessary, l>ut attempts are

made to maintain uniformity of temperature by means of

a circulating pump, better results being, however, now
obtained by piercing the cap of skins with a number of short
|amboo vents. Wheu fermentation begins, the temperature
in the cap is several degrees higher than that of the must
above the false head, the difference being due to the low
conductivity of the skins, and the difficulty experienced by
the carbon dioxide in escaping through them to the surface.
In about six days the must is racked into wooden vessels,

and left for a couple of months to clarify, an operation
that is repeated previous to blending. For dry white
wines, the juice is left in contact with the skin- for only
24— :io hours, and is then fermented by itself; whilst, for

beet wines, either red or white, the fermentation is arrested
at a certain point by the addition of grape spirit.

Acid: Sugar Ratio.—Australian musts contain more
sugar in proportion to acid than do those of French oi

German origin, the relative quantities of acid per 100 parts
of sugar being as follow:—Victoria must, 2'SO—3-14;
fouth Australian, 2*82; French, 41:'.; and German a - 65
part-. This is because the wines being of more robust
type need a high sugar content for their manufacture.

Purr Yeast.—The author has experimented with pure
cultures of Chateau Lafitte and Richbourg yeasts, the
sub-cultures of which weir employed to ferment batches
of must, a third batch being left to ferment spontaneously.
In addition to giving a more regular fermentation, and
suppressing the development of S. apiculatus infection, the
future yeasts furnished a superior product, the (.'bateau

hfitte giving a specially tine bouquet alter two years'
Storage, whilst the Kichbourg proved better than the control
batch, which lacked cleanness of Uste. It was noticed in

laboratory experiments that the use of pure yeasts lightened
the colour of the wine.— ( S.

Aim/ml; Hydration of by Calcium and Barium
Orides. L. Crismer. Hull. Sac. Chim. Belg., 1304,
18, 128—129.

The author tests the degree of hydration of alcohols by a
very sensitive method, viz.. by determining the lowest
temperature at which they mingle completely with a
paratlin hydrocarbon; this he calls the "critical tempera-
ture of solution."' With a given solvent these temperatures
shmv equal increments for an additional CH5 group in the
alcohol molecule; thus iu Kerosene ("huile de paratiiue ")
the temperature is 166' in the case of methyl alcohol,
89-7' with ethyl alcohol, and 13-.V C. with propyl alcohol,
the differences being 7o-3° and 76-2 1

respectively. Having
prepared a really anhydrous methyl alcohol, which has a
critical temperature of 37'.'/ C. in " gasoline," the author
finds that distillation from ijuicklime freshly prepared
from marble actually leads to hydration, raising the
critical temperature to 39-6° (.first distillate) and" even
Go ( (last distillate), corresponding to 0-12 per cent,
and 2 per cent, of water respectively. The reaction is

presumably expressed by CaO + 2CH,OH = Ca(OCH
:]
). +

H.l >. Hence the familiar process of dehydration with quick-
lime is illusory.- Anhydrous ethyl alcohol is hydrated by
barium oxide bat not by .quicklime.—W. A. '

.

Malt Analysis. A. R. Ling. XXIII., page 884.

Codjxt Sulphate ; Method of Determining the Purity of
fur Use in the Vineyard. ('. Montanari. XXIII

page S83.

Btrie Acid in Cider, Fruits, $r. ; Determination of .

A. H. Allen and A. R. Tankard. XXIII., page 883.

Ahrastol in Wine ; Detection of . E. Gabutti.
XXIII., page 884.

Aldehydes in Wine, $c. ; New Methodfor the Determination
of . L. llathieu. XXIII., page 884.

English Patents.

G "for the Production of Malt; Treatment of
J. Sleeman, Portishead, Si rsel En" Pal 1

->-'
Aug. 19, 1903. '

' '

Tin: apparatus described permits the whole process ofmalting to be earned out in a combination 01
aPl Mes, the complete plant consisting of a washing and
steeping drum or cylinder, two germinating drums two
Withering eases, and two drying machines. The wa'shine
and steeping drum consists of a perforated cylinder mounted

to revolve in a tank of water. It, is fitted with
ial paddles for raisin? the grain and allowing it

|0 ill again. A perforated tube may be fitted centrally
in the drum to supply air to the latter. The washed

th n passed through a shoot into the germinating
dn.i;:. \ smtableform of this part of the plant is described

'ats 18,412, 1898 (this J. 1- nd .,,„,,

The air used during the germination is previously
[

d through a moistening apparatus. Withering is
earned out in a similar drum, but the grain space is much
narrower. The malt then passes either to an ordinary
drj tiln, or to drying and curing machines. For curine
the p xforated case is preferably enclosed in an impervious
<''" '"- nable the heated air contained therein to permeate
the grain, instead of forcing large volumes of air through it

—w. i\
r
s.

Grain for Malting, Distilling. Sec. ; Apparatus for Aerating-

—

during. ike Steeping Process. (
'. F. Henry, Dublin

hug. Pat. 19,472, Sept. 10, 1903.

Tin apparatus consists of a cylindrical perforated casino-
of circular or polygonal section, mounted horizontally on
pivots projecting from the end walls. The cylinder is
divided radially into compartments into which the grain is
loaded through longitudinal doors. The casing is partially
immersed in the steeping vat iu such a manner that the
grain la one compartment is aerated, while that in the
other compartments is submerged. — J. F. B.

1/ ng and Drying Drum,. T. McKenna, London
From Hoist and Fleischer, Christiania. Eu°- Pit 11 759
May 21, 1904.

°

In malting grain between two concentric perforated drums
the inner drum being utilised for the admission of air a
perfect distribution of the moist air daring germination 'is
ensured by maintaining the whole of the perforations of the
inner drum freely open. When, however, the malt is to be
dried by the admission of dry heated air, which causes a
considerable shrinkage of the grain, the upper portion of
the inner drum is closed by deflecting plates or dampers
which swing round on pivots and cover the perforations'
Thus the hot air is compelled to pass through the denser'
lov layers of the grain. For kilning malt with roasted
aroma, the deflecting plates are heated by means of steam
pipes attached to their lower surfaces and constructed to
swing with the dampers.—J. F. B.

Malting Drums. H. Schreier, .Sheboygan, Wis., U.S.A.
Eng. Pat. 14,517, June 28, 1904.

A ROTAB.Y malting dram is provided with a discharge
opening, covered by a slide, and also with internal spiral
conveyors mounted ou a shaft so as to move the contents
of the drum towards the discharge opening. The discharge
opening may be in the longitudinal centre of the drum and
the conveyors arranged so as to deliver the contents from
opposite ends to the centre. The driving gear consists of
a bevel wheel on the outer end of a conveyor shaft
engaging with a corresponding wheel, which is mounted on
a transverse shaft and can he displaced on the same so as to
clear the conveyor wheel while the drum is being rotated.

—i

Frezn'ch Patents.

Grain ; Processfor Drying . Brauerei Gross-Crostitz
Akt.-Ges. Fr. Pat. 341,709, March 28, 1904.

See Eng. Pat. 11975 of 1904
; this J., 1904, 618.—T. F. B.
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Wines and Spirits; Improvement [Electrical] of ,

ami Sterilisation of Liquids. V. Dorn. Fr. Pat.

341, 171, March 26, 1904.

This process, which serves equally well for the aterili^al

1 kinds of liquids anil of Bubstaoi i tail ing liquids

fur the artificial arcing and improvement of tl c

products of alcoholic, acetic or lactic fi rmentation, consist

in introducing oxygen or oxygenated substances into tin

matcria!< to be sterilised or improved and then subject

them to static electrical discharges.—T. 11. P.

I', \aturation of Industrial Alcohol by Carbialine and
Compounds. \. Leoni, A. Pelizza, and E. String:!.

Fr. Pat. 341,617, Feb. 2, 1904.

Claim is made for the use as a denaturing agent, of

carbialine," which is a mixture of readily and moderately

volatile oils obtained bv the distillation of bituminous mH
—T. H.P.

XVIII.—FOODS : SANITATION ; WATER
PURIFICATION. & DISINFECTANTS.

(4.)—FOODS.

Boric Acid in Cider, Fruits, $c. ; Determination of .

\ li Mien and A. R. Tankard. XXIII., page 883.

onwters ,• Impts. in . E. E. I
:

. Roewer

Eng. Pat. 20,630, Sept. 25, 1903. XXIII., page 882.

ExGLtsn Patents.

Centrifugal [Jlfi/A] Separators. M. Dall, Copenba
Pat. 12,161, .May 28, l'."04. Under Internal. Couv.,

May 28, 1903.

The fittings of the revolving portions of centrifugal

separators are constructed of materials such as ebonite,

wood, celluloid, &c, having approximately the same

ipecific gravity as the liquid treated. The object is to

prevent t he deformation of the fittings resulting from the

action of centrifugal force.—W. IT. C.

Preservative fur Food. A. Poising, Offenbach-on-tle

Maine, Germany, ling. Pat. 13,GS9, June 1G, 1904.

The food, such as meat, fish, butter, or jams, is sprinkl

coveted or mixed with trioxvmethv lene. in the form of a

powder or of an aqueous solution.—W. 1'. S.

Fertilisers and Cattle Foods ; Manufacture of .

E. Men-, 1. Eng. Pat. 13,842, June 18, 1904. XV.,

page 873.

(B.)—SANITATION i WATER PURIFICATION.

Mersey em/ Trwell Join' Continue*, report by R. A.

Tatton, Chief Inspector, July 5, 1904.

A i:i virw of the progress made towards the purification

rii rivers of the watershed during the past 12 years I

u. The area under the jurisdiction of the joint com-
mittee consists of seven county boroughs, Manchester being

the principal one, i4 non-county boroughs, 68 urban dis-

tricts, and 11 rural districts; with a total population of

: rateable value of 2,390,446?. The water-

shed comprises five rivers— the Invell and the Roach, with

afacturers upon their banks; the Irk, with 45

manufacturers; tin with 15 j and the Mersey,

with 98—giving a total of 444. The tipping of cinders

into the streams, which was a verj common practice 12

vears ago, has practically ceased. The sludge accumu-

lating in mill lodges is now ei barged into the

rivers, 'at pollution stil
1 occurs through the running oft of

lodges m which polluted watei tie putresci

ti r carrying mud with it. Fewer complaints are Di

received of pollnti.ui from stone-polishing works. Tables

and diagrams are given showing the gradual progress made

in works for preventing pollution from liquid sewage. In

May 1892 only 27 ol the authorities in the watershed

had Ee-WOge works in operation: in I

so in it in urban distrii in rural dish

In 1892 there were 26 urban authorities which had no
scheme of now there are only two,

and of those one— Ru n -lias its works nearly

compl. other — Bollington— has received

tenders. I p "dix to the report particulars are

of the methods of treatment adopted by each
authority with works in operation. The adoption of

Is, iu place of laud, is largely on the incre:

ing large demand for suitable material. Spe'-ial

attention is directed to the pollution caused by the discharge

of untreated storm water through storm overflows, and it is I

recommended that if the siorm water cannot be filtered, it i

should at least he allow <] to pass through settling tanks to

remove solid matter, fairly satisfactory improvement i-

noted in ill the dry weather flow of -ewag-.

In the section dealing with liquid by-proi
;

tcter, tables are given showing the number of manu-
facturers in each industry where purification works are f

necessary, and the progress made since 1893. Of the 444 I
on the rivers, there were, in October 1893, l.". which had, I
efficient works of purification; in May last there were 308, I
In 1893, 77 works had plant constructed, but not efficient;

now there were 133 works iu a similar position. At the •

first date there were 191 manufactories at which no treat-

ment «;s adopted; now there were only live. ( lilt of 120 I

dyeworks, 88 had now efficient plants; out of ~j bleach- I
works 56 ; of 59 woollen trades. 4 1; of 48 printworks, 38 ; I
of 12 breweries only three were uow efficient ; ami of five

factories of fcllmongers, only 1. In addition to these,

diluents from a large number of factories drain into the m
sewers. Xo proceedings have been taken against manu-
facturers during the last six years, and it is seldom that I

the suggestions made b\ tie joint committee arc rejected.*.

Considerable trouble is caused bv the effluent from fell- 1
mongers and bleachworks, owing to the huge area required 4

for the necessary filtration. A hopeful direction iu which
progress has been made is in the rei waste products. I

Interesting facts are given to show the improvement which 1

has taken place in the rivers during the last 12 years, but

it is stated that much yet remains to be done, some of the

rivers, especially the Irk and the Roach, being in a highly »-

polluted condition.—G. J. F.

Chemical Disinfectants ; Action of certain . Sebum- »

burg. Z. f. Hyg., 1903, 45, 125. Proc. Inst. Civil Eug., (
1904, 156, 66—67.

Si ui oi'i; has stated that bromine in a solution of 0'in". per
1000 is not invariably fatal to cholera vibrios in drinking-

water. This statement is confirmed, but it was found that

only in very rare cases arc cholera vibrios capable of

resisting the action of tbs disinfectant. The same is the

withal per 1000 solution of mercuric chloride and 3

,

r
> per cent, solution of carbolic acid (phenol 1

. The author

considers that since the above disinfectants, which arc the

most powerful it is possible to use, are not certain to destroy

all germs within a short time (ay in three-quarters of an

hour), no chemical mode of disinfection is to he absolutely

tided upon, under nil circumstances, to ital to

bacteria. Disinfection by means of heat is therefore to be

preferred to the use of chemicals. A. S.

Manganese in Drinking Water; Determination of .

G. Baumert and P. iloldetleiss. XXII 1, page S83.

English Patent.

liefusc - consuming and Gas - producing Furnaces. L.

Tobiansky, Brussels. Eng. Pat. 12,361, May 31.

The refuse destructor consists essentially of a retort, iu which

I the waste substances are dried and distilled ; it is arranj

above a combustion chamber which is fed with the i

produced in the retort. The apparatus is worked with tht

minimum admission of air, so that the steam, :.ir, and

g down from the retort, atal up through tie

coke in 'In combustion chamber, give rise to a poor gas

from smoke, containing carl and hydros
To render the gas suitable for use lor motive purposes, it i-

i oriched to a standard calorific value, the apparatus foi

automatically regulating the enrichmi -ing of »

small gas motor, burning the g:i .1 !. , its jovernoi
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connected with the supply valve for the carburetting

material, a reduction in the speed of the motor causing a

corresponding increase in the supply of the carburetting

material. The enrichment is effected by feeding tar into

the fuel in the furnace, distilling oils in n special retort

ftove the tin-, passing the gas through a spray of light

hydrocarbon, or mixing it with rich gas from any su

source.— II. Ii.

re and Offal; Apparatus for Cooking , and
Bemoving the oil therefrom. < . S. Wheelwright, Bristol,

K.I., and' J. T. Fiske, jun., Burrillville, K.I. Bug. Pat.

14,482, June 27, 1901.

The apparatus consists of a digester in combination with a

Japped water and oil receiver piaced above thi digi tei

The trap consists of the receiver itself and a stand-pipe

opening directly from the digester and extending upwards

in the receiver. Taps are ] roi idi I for drawing I S oil and
water at different levels from the latter. A strainer is

placed at the upper part of the digester. The steam enters

rough pipes at the lower end of the digester, deflectors

being fitted over the end of each pipe. (See also D.S; Pat

709,836, 1D02; this J., 1902, 1285).—W. P. S.

Garbage ur Offal; Apparatus for Cooking , and
in</ tlie Oil therefrom. C. S. Wheelwright, Bris'ol,

11,1., and J. T. Fiske, jun., Burrillville, 11. 1. Kug. Pat.

14,48 :, June 27, 1904.

Tiie steam digester described in the preceding patent is

provided with a second chamber apart from the oil and
water receiver. The two are connected by a valved circula-

tion pipe and a trapped chamber is place l above the second

chamber to receive oil, steam, or water passing through the

circulation pipe. A pipe leading from the bottom of the

second chamber allows water to be drawn off and injected

into the digester to replace the oil and water withdrawn

from the latter.—W. P. S.

Sterilising Water by means of Ozone ; Apparatusfor .

E. F. Wood-Smitn, London. Eng. Pat. l?,193, Au
1903.

Tut outer easing, a, of the apparatus is divided into three

chambers, b, c, and d, by the horizontal partitions, e and /'.

fWMW .

!
I per chamber, 6, contains a step-up transformer, g, for

i:' tension alternating current to current of a
tension suitable for the ozoniser.y, of the Audreoli type, in
the middle compartment, c. The water to be sterilised is

5jl through .he pipe, m, to three branch pipes, /, form-
ing the horizontal side tubes of the three fiber pumps, *,the

,/j.ot' which, fit into r,ri rices, </, in the partition,/
The transformer is controlled by the switch, i, and supplies
the ii. lessary current to the ozoniser, /, which ozonises the
air passing into c through apertures in e. The water,
supplied through ;«, draws the ozonised air through the
ao p,and the water andair being brought into intimate
contact ii. the discharge pipes, n, the water leaves the
.; tus at o in a completely sterilised condition.— B. X.

/.' \ng Oil or Grease from Garbage or Offal; Appa-
ratus for . C. S. Wheelwright, Bristol; and J. T.
Fiske, jun., Bnrrillville, B.I., U.S.A. Eng. Pat. 14,709,.-, jun., Burrillville, B.I., U.S.A.
June 30, 1904,

Tin: garbage, &c. is cooked in the digester by the intro-
'•

iter and fresh steam. By mechanical means
lid parts of the garbage are held back, whilst the

-.' and water pass to an upper chamber, and are
separated by gravity.—N. II. J. M.

(C.)—DISINFECTANTS.

English Patent.

Gaseous Germicide and Insecticide; [Eleetrieal] Process
and Apparatus for producing a . B. Marot, Paris.

Pat. I l-;372, June 25, l'.lOl. Under luternat. Conv.,
30, 1908;

A mixti'ui; of sulphur dioxide and air is subjected to the
silent electric discharge, or is forced through a chamber
containing electrodes between which sparks are caused to
pa-s. The gaseous mixture, which now contains some
sulphuric anhydride, and is therefore capable of acting as

a germicide as well as an insecticide, is mixed with a

furl her quantity of air. and driven by means of a fan into

Vat • to he disinfected.—A. S.

French Patent.

Wines ami Spirit* ; Improvement of , and Sterilisation

of Liquids. W. Dorn. Fr. Pat. 341,671, March 26,

1904. XVI 1., page 878.

XIX -PAPER, PASTEBOARD, Etc.

Kollergang and Pulping Machine. U. Wochenhl. f.

Papierfabr., 1904, 35, 2530—2531:

The author enumerates the relative points of merit of the

Kollergang, as compared with the pulping machine of the

Wurster or Dietrich type.

Advantages of the Kollergang.—The Kollergang, iu com-
bination with a strainer, is almost indispensable for pulping
up uted waste paper and trimmings containing string,

binding thread, and other bard and elastic impurities ; the

stuff can be prepared either " free " or " wet," according lo

the density of the charge, moisture, and length of treat-

ment ; on this account a better felting and, consequently,

a tougher paper and better retention of clay and fine fibres

can be ensured. The Kollergang, moreover, is the only satis-

factory means for pulping up hard papers, such as imitation

parchment and strong glazed papers, since it has a kneading
and rubbing action.

Disadvantages of the Kollergang.—The Kollergang neces-

sitates a small and intermittent production ; the period of

treatment cannot be controlled; a certain amount of injury

to the fibre cannot be avoided ; the treatment is a lengthy

one ; the service is somewhat dangerous, and the up-keep

is costly ; any foreign bodies, such as wood or coal, are

Si up with the pulp, which also become- contaminated
with sand from the stones.

Advantages of the Pulping Machine.—For '• machine-
broke " and clean-sorted waste paper, and for all sorts of

dry wood-pulp, the pulping machine is vastly superior to

the Kollergang. The work is continuous and the output

is large; the operation is rapid and cheap; the machine
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having been adjusted, the condition of the prepared stuff i-

always eonsl int ;
the fibre is improved; th<

fectly safe; space 1- economised; foreign impurities

discbarge 1 intact.

I the Pulping Machine. — l>

waste papers may cause clogging and ultimately, a break-

down of tlir machine; the treatment is not suffici.

•ic for certain kinds of hard paper ; the macbi
• tie n> :d for the i. reparation of " wet " .-tuff.

-.1. F. B

Paper Dyeing. J. Nonnenmublen. VI., page si; i.

English Patent.

Paper; Manufacture of Waterproof and the like.

1 1. Harrison, London. From The Vellumoid Paper Co.,

Worcester, W. Va., U.S.A. Bng. Pat. 19,541, Sep! 10,

1903.

I'.s. Pat. 740,006 of 1903; this J., 1903, 1145.—T.F. B

' il es Patents.

Paper Shiff Water Circulating Apparatus fr Paper

R. Dietrich, Miihlhcrg, Germany. U.S. l'.it

767,210, Aug. 9, 1904.

SHE Eng. Pat. 43.78 of 1903 ; this J., 1904, 382.—T. F. B.

Cellulose; Production of Amorphous . I. I\

Philadelphia. U.S. Pat. 767,822, Aug. 16, 1904.

Vmorphods cellulose is produced " by applying an oil or

fatty substance to a portion of the surface of a fibrous

material, and theu subjecting the material to nitration,

whereby only the parts which are not protected with the

oily substance are nitrated."—T. F. B.

Nitrated Cellulose ; Process of Dissolving . I. Kit-- e,

Philadelphia. U.S. l'ats. 767,943 and 767,944, Aug. 16,

1904.

Moist nitrated cellulose is dissolved by treating with a

suitable solvent, such as acetic acid fumes. According to

the second specificati >n. " cellulose in previous nitrated

condition" is subjected to the fumes of a suitable solvent.

—T. F. B.

Celluloid [Utilising Waste ]. I. Kitsce, Philadelphia.

1 .- Pat. 767,646, Aug. 16, 1904.

Waste pit lluloid are subjected, in wire baskets

enclosed in a suitable vessel, to the action of the vapour of

a solvent until they are sufficiently plastic to be worked up

again. The vapours of the solvent are then drawn off to a

T. 1 B.

Viscose} Apparatus fur Extracting Air and Carbon

Bisulphide contained in . 1.. Naudin, A—ignor to

I., Soc Franc, de la Viscose, Paris. P.S. Fat. 767,4:;!

,

ic. 1904.

i r Pal 140 690 ol 1904 ;
this J., 1904. 334 1 F. B.

Fbeni a F\TtNTS.

osum for Loading Paper; Manufacture «f Crystal-

lised — -. W. Brothers. \
:
r. V Sinn b

19UI.

N , 1 1 i; m or artificial calcium sulphate is heated in water

or in an aqueous solution to a temperature of from 80° to

I C. under pressure, the mixture being agitated during

cooling to allow of tl ' of separate and compli

I
-, is In h art afterwards taken out and dried.

—W. ('. II.

. P for Making Products Resembling .

CIkui. Fabr. vonn. Weiler-ter Meer. Fr. Pat 341,556,

March 23, 1904

Instead of using camphor iu the manufacture of cellu.oid,

the following compounds may b 1:

—

Mono- or poly-halogen ! I primary aromatic

amino compounds; asidyl derivatives of halogenised

aromatic amine- (e.g., chloroacetanilide) ; acidyl (forn

> I-, benzoj 1-) derivatives of secondary aromatic am
such as metbylaniline or alkyloaphtbylamines.—T. 1". 11.

XX.-FINE CHEMICALS, ALKALOIDS,

ESSENCES, AND EXTRACTS.

Veronal [Diethylmalonylurea']. B. Molle and Klci-t.

Arch. I'hann., i904, 242, 401—406.

Veronal, prepared by the condensation of urea and
dietbylmalonic ester, forms a white crystalline powder of
bitter taste, melting at 191 C., and dissolving in II.)

parts of water at in' I'., in 1 2 part- at 100 I '. It dis-

solves readily in ether, acetone, nr warm
alcohol, less readily in cold alcohol, orm, carbon
tetrachloride, acetic arid, ligroin, or utnyl alcohol, still

less in petroleum spirit or aniline, and very slightly in

warm benzene. It also dissolves, apparently unaltered, in

concentrated sulphuric acid, and in cold alkali hydroxide .

or carbonate solutions. When these alkaline solutions are

heated for some time, or when the dry substance is fused •

with sodium hydroxide, ammonia, carbon

di-etbylacetic arid are formed
: (CHs)jC(CO, Ml I

5 N'at'lll -. (I .11.) ( IH.COONa + 2K
doubt sodium diethylmalonate is formed intermc .

A characteristic reaction of veronal was discovered, as

follows:—To 1—2 e.e. of the solution, as nearly saturatal
as possible, add two drops of nitric acid, then Millon's

i ilrop by drop ; a white gelatinous precipitate falls.

Excess of the reagent must be avoided, as it dissolves the

precipitate. From the precipitate the veronal can he

recovered in the pure state. This, together with DeuigcV
reaction with mercuric sulpbptf, with the determinate,

the melting-point, and with the appearance of the crystalline

needles of the sublimate of the substance, afford satisfactory

criteria for identifying veronal. Veronal, when taken into

the system, is excreted unaltered in the urine.— I. T. D.

Euporphrine [Apomorphine Bromomethylate]. !!

and Fschorr. Apoth. Zeit.. 1904, 423. J. I'harm. (.'him.,

1904, 20, 173— 174.

Ft fin; in in m:. and other quaternary ammonium compounds '

I derived from apomorphinr, have, like apomorphine,
powerful emetic action, showing that this is not due to the'

presence oi a tertiary umino-group, hut to the two phenolic <

hydroxy] group-, since the dialkyl ethers of apomorphine
exhibit no such action.—T. F. 11.

Alkaloid Content of Cultivated Cinchonas. 1 1. lK--sc.

Apoth. Zeit., 1904,19,315. J. I'harm. Chim., 1904 20,
IfiO.

Tut subjoined table shows the mean results obtained by
the analysis ol certain specimens of cinchona.

Cinchona pahudiana
calisnjTn v. ap
Ii i— k:irli:iiri

„ lancifoliii

colopten
„ officinalis

succirubra
calisoyti ledgenana

Hybrid or sui

It appears that the most suitable for cultivation are

officinalis, succirubra. and calisaya ledgeriana ; in Java
the latter is largely cultivated, as also are its hybrids with

rttora.—T. I - B

Essential Oil of Rose [Otto of Rose] ; Analytical '

so/' . P. Jeancard and C. Satie. Hull. Sue.

Chim., 1904, 31, 934.

Essi ntial Oil of the non-pctaloid pa. ts of Rosi Floua rat.

—

1000 kilo- '.ices, stamens and pistils, or the

flower- deprived I I petals, i_:r e 50 gnus ol een i ssen-

tial oil with the following characters:—Solidifying point,

-
( ; stearoptene, 51 * 13 per cent.; sp.gr. at 15 C,

8704; an at 15 I .-41 ; acid value 6 ' 1 2 ; saponifies

1 -

1

u-7 Q.J
:. ,

1-115

:;l 1
' IS

»-9

:: i; ire
r- t'7

s'l S'4S
-',. -'-
.-, y-2
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alue, 22-4 j total alcohols, 13-99 per cent.; citronellol,

3-56 percent. The bulk of the suaroptene is composed

>f a body having the m. pt. 14' C. The high kevo-rotation

if the oil iuaieates that practically all the alcohol present

s oitronellol.

Essential Oil of Entire Bose Flowers grown at Cannes.—
rhe oil obtained by cohobation and distillation of the eutire

oses of the Cannes district had the following characters :-i-

Solidifying point, 25-5°C. ; stearoptene, 33 - 20 per cent.

Pheoif freed from stearoptene had the sp.gr. 0-S79U at

,50° C ; oD — 3°atl55 C; solubility in 70 per cent, alcohol,

. :2 ; total alcohols, 88-55 per cent. ; citronellol, 22-40 per

ient. By merely distilling, without cohobation, so as to

ibtain a weight of distillate [rose-water] equal to that of

he flowers, only a very small yield of essential oil was

ibtained. This had the following characters :—Solidifying

»oint, 25 9° C. ; stearoptene, 5S 88 per cent. ; acid value,

K; saponification value, 14-7; total alcohols, 32 per

ent.

Essential Oil of Tea Rose distilled at Cannes had a

listinctive odour; it contained 72—71 per cent, of stear-

iptene, although it congealed as high as 23 o
J
C. This

tearoptene consists of two bodies, one solidifying at 14° C.

he other at 40 C. In this it resembles the stearoptene

if the oil from the nonpetaloid portions of the flower.

Phese results indicate the fallacy of the application of the

olidification test to the valuation of otto of rose. The
mount of stearoptene should be determined gravirnetrically

ind the percentage of citronellol determined after its removal.

Determination of Stearoptene.— 10 grms. of the oil are

reated with 50 c.c. of acetone, and cooled, without

thring, to — 10
:
C. The separated stearoptene is collected

in a tared filter surrounded by freezing mixture, washed
rith cooled acetone, dried in vacuo over sulphuric acid and

reighed. The acetone is distilled off from the filtrate

n racito and the residue employed for the determination

if the citronellol.

Bulgaria* Bose Oil of good quality shows but little

rariatiou from the following characters :—Solidifying point,

:9—21° C. ; stearoptene, 18—23 per cent. The oil, de-

rived of stearoptene, has the sp. gr. 0-886—0-888 at

BC. ; oD from — I to 3' C. ; solubility in 70 per cent,

ilcohol, 1 : 1 • 5 ; acid value, 1— 2 ; saponification value, 10

—

12; total alcohols, 84—SS per cent.; citronellol, 30—10

>er cent.

Standards.—Provence rose oil should contain from 30 to

15 per cent, of stearoptene aud from 20— 23 per cent, of

itronellol in the oil freed from stearoptene ; whilst tor

Bulgarian otto the figures should be 18—23 and 30— 40

espectively.—J. O. B.

Lemon Oil: Adulteration of . E. Berte. Boll. Chim.
Farm., 1904, 43, 349—357. Cheui. Centr., 1904, 2,
358—359.

i.s an addition to an earlier paper on the analysis of lemon
iil (see Soldiani and Berte, this J., 1897, 266), the author
(ives the results of analyses of oils of the years 1S98— 1902
inclusive). In 1898 and 1899, adulteration was limited to

he addition of French turpentine, but since that time,

^alteration with American turpentine, limonene, stear-

ptene— easily recognised by the dark colour of the residue

—

.nd, in one case, with turpentine resin has been detected.

Contrary to the opinion of Child and Burgess (this J., 1901,

176) the author states that the nature of the adulterant
an be ascertained by chemical examination of the frac-

tionated distillate, and comparison of the refractive indices
' f the different fractions, and of the residue, with the refrac-

ve index of the original oil. In presence of small

uantities of American or French turpentine or limonene,
le optical rotation of the residue and of the distillate was
le same or somewhat lower than that of the original oil.

—A. S.

English Patent.

loincco and its By-products ; Process and Apparatus for
I Treating . E. Turpin, Pontoise, France. Eng. Pat.
' 16,613, July 28, 1903.

;
obacco is freed from nicotine by moistening it with
ninonia or other alkali, and then extracting with a

suitable solvent, e.g., water, alcohols, ethers, carbon bisul-
phide, benzene, &c. The solvent is recovered by distillation,

and the nicotine is precipitated from the extract by means
of salicylic or phthalic acid or picric acid or other nitro-

phenols. The tobacco thus freed from nicotine may be
treated with aromatic perfumes, &c, as substitutes for the
nicotine. Several modifications of apparatus for carrying
out the extraction of the nicotine are claimed, as also the
use of nitrophencls (especially picric acid) and salicylic and

\

phthalic acids as reagents for the detection of nicotine, for

the purpose of controlling the process.—A. S.

United States Patents.

Odoriferous Compound ; Process of Making . E.
Knoevenagel, Heidelberg. U.S. Pat. 767,291, Aug. 9,

J9UI.

See l'r.Pat. 335,380 of 1903 ; this J., 1904, 204.—T. F. P.

Xanthine Derivative [Theobromine Carboxylic Acid], and
Process of Making same. M. C. Massie, Washington,
Administrator of b\ Aeh, Assignor to C. F. Boehringer
und Soehne, Mannheim- Waldhof, Germany. U.S. Pat.

767,352, Aug. 9, 1904.

8-Trichlokomethvltheobromine is converted into theo-

bromine-S-carboxylic ester by heating with alcohol. The
ester is saponified by means of alkali, and the alkali salt

precipitated by acidifying the solution. The salt is then
filtered off, and its aqueous solution is decomposed by
addition of acid. Theobromine 8-carboxylic acid is thus
obtained in the form of small white needle-shaped crystals,

of m. pt. 345° C, sparingly soluble in water, and almost
insoluble in alcohol, chloroform, or acetic ester.—T. F. B.

Xanthine ; Art of Making . M. C. Massie, Wash-
ington, D.C., Administrator to F. Ach, Assignor to

p. 1. Boehringer nnd Soehne, Mannheim-Waldhof, Ger-
many. U.S. Pats. 7U7,:i.33, 767,354, and 767,355, Aug. 9,
1904'.

See Fr. Pat. 326,267 of 1902; this J., 1903, 819.—T. F. B.

French Patent.

Camphor from Isobornvol ; Process for Preparing .

Chem. Fabr. auf Actie.n, vorm. E. Schering. Fr. Pat.

341,513, March 21, 1904.

Isoborneol is converted into camphor to the extent of

95 to 100 per cent, by oxidation with a neutral solution of a
permanganate. 1 kilo, of isoborneol, powdered, or dissolved

in 1 kilo, of benzene, is agitated with a solution of 1 kilo, of
potassium permanganate in 100 litres of water until the

solution is colourless; pure camphor is obtained by distil-

ling the product in steam, and crystallising the crude
camphor from any suitable solvent.—T. F. B.

XXI.-PHOTOQRAPHIC MATERIALS
AND PROCESSES.

Sensitisers ; Supplementary . A. Miethe. Z. Wiss.

Phot. Brit. J. Phot., 1904, 51, 708—709.

The Eosines, Quinoline Red, and a few other dyestuffs,

which do not by themselves increase the colour sensitiveness

of emulsions, have considerable value as auxiliary sensi-

tisers when used in conjunction with the cyanines or

isocyanines. For instance, a plate stained with Methyl
Red nitrate (nitrate of the isocyauine from quinoline methyl
iodide and quinaldine methyl iodide) always exhibits a

certain amount of fog, whereas, if Quinoline Red be added
to the staining bath (e.g., 1 part of Methyl Red nitrate and
4 parts of Quinoline Red) the plates obtained are of good
colour and sensitiveness, free from fog, and keep well,

whilst the curve of colour sensitiveness will be remarkably
eveD, the separate maxima being much less pronounced.

Ethyl Red nitrate may be substituted for Methyl Red nitrate

with equally good results. The use of certain other cyanines

which give great sensitiveness for red (e.g., ethyl cyanine)

is also rendered possible by addition of Quinoline Red, the

plates obtained exhibiting perfect fieedom from fog and

good general sensitiveness.—T. F. B.
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Cyamne Dyestuffs ; Constitution of . A Miethe and
J

G. Book. IV., page 862.

English; Patent.

Centrifugal Spreader {Photographic Films] ^/"'P'^
1 v W Penrose, London. From (.. W, Hinton,

St. Joseph, Mo., D.S.A. Bag. Pat. 14,498, June 27, 1904.

i he spreader, which is used for spreading the sensitive

film on metal plates for photo-etching processes, corn

of an inverted cone in which the plate is placed. Me ins

are provided for rotating the cone, for supplying air heated

bv a lamp held in position below ihe apparatus, and for

preventing the access of actinic light, and dust to the

Interior of the cone. There is also a suitable brake and

means for collecting the excess of emulsion.—W. 11. I

United States Patent.

Photographic Developer [Glycocoll]. P. Homolka,

Frankfort, and N. Schwan, Soden, Assignor to rarli-

werke vorm. Meister, Lucius and Unming, IToccbst-on-

the-Maine, D.S. Pat 707,815, Aug. 15, 1904.

SEE Eng. Pat. 20,377 of 1902 ; this .!., 1903, 380.-T. F. B.

French Patent.

Photoqraphs having the Appearance of Engravings or

Sepia Prints; Process for Producing . \ an

Meats et Cie. Fr. Pat. 340,974, March 5, 1904.

PhotOORAFHS resembling black or sepia engravings ire

obtained bv toning the ordinary gelatino-chlonde pfcpet.

with a bat'h containing platinum or gold, to the desired

tone, fixing in the usual manner, and then Bgain toning in

;, solution which tints the high lights yellowish or pale

brown; this latter bath may consist of a solution of a

platinum salt with sodium thiosnlphale, and may he pre-

pared bi adding platinum sulphate to a solution of sodium

thiosulpbate, boiling, and filtering. Other methods of pre-

paring the bath are also claimed— T. F. IS.

XXII -EXPLOSIVES. MATCHES. Etc.

( •opper i
Physical Properties of . {Crusher Gauges

for Recording Ponder Pressures.'] P. Galy-Ache. X.,

page 868.

English Patents.

Guncotton Blocks; Pressing of . and Apparatus

therefor. G. \V. Bell, Ipswich. Bog. I 'at. 1,114,

Aug. 11, 1903.

See Fr. Pat. 340,473 of 1904 ; this J., 1904,337.—T. F. B.

Guncotton ; Method of ami Apparatus for the Fan

of Blocks of . G. W. Bell, Ipswich. Eng. 1 at.

17,415, Aug. 11, 1903.

GuNOOTTON pulp, composed preferably of one part of

nitrocellulose to 10 or 15 parts of water, is introduced into

an exhausted chamber which is connected with a vacuum

pump. When the block so formed is practically free from

air, water is introduced into the chamber, and the block is

compressed from each end by means of piston-. A suitable

apparatus consists of: a mould with perforated walls, fixed

in a vertical airtight cylindrical chamber, the lower end of

which is connected with a vacuum pump. Pistons are pro-

vided in each et.d of the chamber, working snugly in the

mould, and the guncotton pulp is introduced into the upper

,nd of the mould from a receptacle provided with stirrers

and a gauge glass. This receptacle is preferably adapted

to be made airtight, H aeeessarj ,so as to enable preasn

bi applied to force the pulp into the mould. A distrib

for distributing the pulp cvcnU in the mould, is also

described. -T. P. I'..

Nitroglycerin ; Manufacture of . R. MMler,

Hamburg. Eng. Pat 13,562, June 15, 190*.

The separation of the crude nitroglycerin from the nitrated

mas* is facilitate 1 bj adding to the I
'

.'lycerin, before nitration, a -mall quantity of a fatly hy.ro-

carbon or acid, or ester of the latter, or a compound of th.

aromatic series which is not decomposed by the a. id-

present. For example, 0-5 to 2 parts of paraffin oil it

mixed with the acid necessary for the nitration of 1000 part-

of glycerin.—T. F. B.

French Patent.

jExplosivet of the Ammonium Nitrate Group ; Process foi

Manufacturing . J. Fiibrcr. Fr. Pat. 341,633,

Under Internat. Couv., Feb. 19, 1904
•9

1904.March

Tins process is applicable to all explosives containing

ammonium nitrate mixed with other compounds, the poir*-

of fusion of which are lower than the decomposition point

ammonium nitrate. The materials are intimately mixet

and compressed into cylinders by a pressure of 1000

5nou kilos, per sq. cm.
" The cylinders are then imrner

in a bath of liquid at a temperature somewhat lower tl

the melting point of the fusible constituents of the mixture

until the temperature of the whole mass is uniform, wher

they are transferred to a bath consisting of the same con

stit'ueuts in a molten state. The cylinders are now driei

and placed in a current of cold air. This treatment
'

the .Meet of producing a more or less porous mixture o

high detonating power and in a compressed state.- 1 I . li

XXIII.-ANALYTICAL CHEMISTRY.

APPARATUS, ETC.

English Patent.

Butyrnmeters ; Impts. in . E. E. O. Koewer, Stut/ei

bach, Germany. Eng. Pat. 20,630, Sept. 25, 1903

The instrument consists of an ordinary shaped (
I
crber

tube, having the graduated part of the neck flattens

instead of round.— W. P. S.

INORGANIC—QUANTITATIVE.
Potassium; Determination of . X. Tarugi. <iaz.

cbim. ital., 1903,34,324—341. Chem. Centr., 1904, 2, 36t

After destroying any organic matter present, the sa

(about 1 grm.) is treated with concentrated sulphuric aei<

and then ignited in order to remove hydrochloric and SB

phuric acids and ammonium salts. It is then dissolved in

definite volume of water, and lOe.c. of the solution ai

treated with 10 c.c. of a 1 j per cent, solution of -"Jim

persulphate of known purity. (The persulphate coaM
of the sodium salt is determined by titrating hot with N'/l

sodium hvdroxide solution, and the acidity by titrating i

the cold ; "see this J., 1903, 493.) The mixture is agitate

for three hours, at 0' C. in the case of dilute solutions, an

the separation of the potassium persulphate is induced b

introducing a small crystal of the salt. The unused pe

sulphate in a known volume of the solution i> then dele

mined by titration with N/10 -odium hydroxide

The author liuds that the solubility of potassium per-ulpba

in water at temperatures from 1

to -to' C. is not influence

by the addition of sodium, calcium, and magnesium SB

phates, di- and tri-sodium phosphate and sodium persulphat

The solubility of potassium persulphate expressed in pe

centa<;e-i-: From o to 9 C.("-0376)/ + 0564 j 9°—UM
(0 00278) ( + 0-8773 i

10—15 C. (00376) t * 0-524

and I5°—40 3
C, (0 " I ' - 03164. That potassium t*

sulphite gives four distinct solubility curves is consider

I to be due to the formation of hydrates lest

carried out by the above method cave at 2! ('. ii

4-32 percent, 4 34, 4 31, aud 4 « per ••nit. of
]

oxide ; and at 0" C. instead of I '35 per cent., 1

and 1 -36 per cent, of potassium oxide.—A. S.

/',
i
mlphati s ;

Quantitative Determination of—
nam. Gaz. chim. ital., 1904, 34, 500—504. Che

Centr., 1904, 2, 563.

Hydrazini set free from its salts by means ol concentta*

inn hydroxide solution, react- vigorously with pi

sulphates, according to the equation —
-K.-o. . N 11 .11 SO i-6ROH = 5K.SO -N GH,0
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he determination of persulphates by this method eau be

irried out in a Lunge's nitrometer, solutions cf the per-

Upbate and of a hydrazine salt being placed in the outer

feel, and concentrated potassium hydroxide solution n

ie inner one.—A. S.

ulphur. Commercial ; Valuation of [tty Means oj

Aniline], J. Ceruti. Boll. chim. farm., 1904, 421 ; Hep.

de Pharm., 1904,16, 361.

IrxiKE.b.pt. 180°— 185° C, is used as the solvent to extract

llphur from the crude commercial product. From 1 to 2

nns. of the sample are extracted on a tared filter with

Ec. of aniline heated to 120°— 130° C. The filter is then

ashed with alcohol, dried, and weighed. The filtrate may
e neutralised with hydrochloric acid and cooled, wheu the

ire sulphur is precipitated; this may be collected, washed,

rted over sulphuric acid, and weighed.—J. O. B.

Vatvr in Molasses ;
Determination of . G. Testoni.

Itaz. sperim. agrar. ital., 37, 366 — 3(59. Chem. Centr.,

1(H>4, 2, 562—563.

IFlv grms. of the molasses arc distilled with 200 c.c. of

irpentine, which has been previously saturated with water,

istillatiou begins at 90°—95' C, and the temperature then

dually rises to 155°— 160° C. Towards the end of the

istillation, the condenser should be gently warmed, to

rive over any small quantity of water therein. The distil-

te is collected in a graduated vessel, and the volume of

ie layer of water read off. The author states that this

ethod gives more accurate results than the usual one of

•ying for 7—8 hours at 105°— 110" C—A. S.

opper Sulphate j Method for Determining the Purity

of for Use in the Vineyard, C. Montanari. Sui/.

sperim. agrar. ital., 1904, 37, 227—230. Chem. Centr.,

1904, 2, 367.

HE author proposes the following modification of Zecchini's

ethod (this J., 1899, 710), by which the use of an unstable

ilution of iodine is avoided. 50 c.c. of a solution contaiu-

g 19 '878 grms. of pure crystallised sodium thiosulphate,

grms. of ammonium thiocyanate, and 0-5 grm. of potas-

um iodide are treated with 5 c.c. of a freshly prepared

arch solution (1 grm. per 100 c.c), and a solution of the

imple of copper sulphate under examination (20 grms. per

xe) is run in slowly from a burette, until a laint blue

iloration appears. The amount of copper contained in

ie volume required to produce the blue colour is equivalent

* 1 gnu. of crystallised copper sulphate (CulS04
.51I..O)

—A. S.

'one Acid ; Determination of in Cider. Fruits, fyc.

A. H. Alleu and A. H. Tankard. Brit. Pharm. Conf.,

1904. Pharm. J., 1904, 73, 242—244.

oric acid is, in traces, a normal constituent of apples, and
therefore present also in cider. Apples were found to con-

lin from u-009 to 0-013 per cent., and cider from 0-004

) 0*017 grm. per 109 c.c, the lower amount being found
i the Devonshire variety, the higher in the Herefordshire

roduct. Boric acid was also found in grapes— 0-004 per

-nt. ; in pomegranates, 0-005 per cent. ; in quinces, 0-016

er cent.; and io pears, 0-007— 0-016 per cent. The
resence of phosphates in apples and apple juice readers the

eneral processes for the determination of boric acid therein

lapplicable. The following methods have been found both

ccurate and expeditious for the purpose.

Extraction Method.— About 100 c.c. of cider or other
quid are evaporated to dryness with a few c.c of a 10 per
ent. solution of calcium chloride. In the case of fruits

bout 50 grms. are cut up into small pieces, and the solution
if calcium chloride poured over the mass, which is then
vaporated to dryness. The dry residue is well charred,
oiled with about 150 c.c. of distilled water, and filtered,

'he carbonaceous residue is then thoroughly incinerated at

moderate temperature, and the resulting ash boiled with
nother 150 c.c. of water, and allowed to stand, when cold,
or some hours, or, preferably, over-night. A third treat-

uent with water, and subsequent standing, may be neces-
ary to extract the whole of the borate. The collective

queous extracts are filtered and evaporated to 25—30 c.c

After cooling, the concentrated liquid is neutralised with
N/10 acid with Methyl Orange as indicator, care being taken
that all the borate is in solution before the titration is

begun. An equal volume of glycerol (rendered neutral to

phenolphthalein just before u-e) is next added, and the
mixture titrated with N/20 sodium hydroxide solution with
phenolphthalein as indicator. At the end of the titration

another 10 c.c. of glycerol should be added, when the red
colour should be permanent. Each c.c. of the N/20 sodium
hydroxide solution is equivalent to 0-00175 grm. of boric

anhydride, B.,0
;1 , or 0-0031 grm. of boric acid, H 3B03 .

Distillation Method.—A suitable quantity of the sub-
stance under examination is treated with calcium chloride
as described above, well charred, and the main portion of

the salts extracted with about 50 c.c. of water. This
aqueous extract is transferred to a 100 c.c distillation

Bask and evaporated nearly to dryness. Meanwhile the

charred residue is incinerated, the ash moistened with 2 c.c.

of strong sulphuric acid and warmed. When the evolution'

of gaseous hydrochloric acid is nearly complete, the acid
liquid is transferred to the distilling tiask. the last portion

being washed in with 10 c.c. of methyl alcohol (ordinary
wood spirit of good quality, distilled over caustic potash,

i3 suitable for the purpose). The liquid is distilled nearly

to dryness. Another 10 c.c of methyl alcohol are then
introduced, and distilled off. As many as six sucli treatments
are usually requisite, the contents of the flask being
allowed to cool between each addition of methyl alcohol.

A portion of the residue in the flask should then be tested

by the name test.for boric acid. If a reaction be obtained,
further distillations must be performed. The alcoholic

vapours are passed into 25 c.c. of water, the end of the

r'istillation tube dipping into the liquid in the receiver.

The distillate is evaporated on the water-bath until free

from alcohol, the methyl borate is then hydrolysed and
Doric acid liberated. The liquid is rendered neutral to

Methyl Orange, then treated with glycerol and titrated with

N/20 sodium hydroxide solution as described above.

—J. O. B.

Manganese in Drinking Water; Determination of .

G. Baumert and P. Holdefleiss. Z. Uutersuch. Nahr.
Genussm., 1904, 8, 177—181.

The following method is given for the determination of

the small quantities of manganese occurring in some well

waters (this J., 1904, .556). From 250 c.c. to 1000 c.c. of

the water are acidulated with t c.c of hydrochloric acid

and evaporated to a volume of 100 c.c. Towards the end,

a little zinc oxide or barium carbonate may be added to

precipitate the iron. The solution is filtered and the filtrate

collected in a stoppered flask. 5 c.c of a 10 per cent.

solium hydroxide solution are added and the contents of
the flask well shaken for five minutes, the stopper being
raised from time to time to admit air. After this, 5 c.c of

a 10 per cent, potassium iodide solution are added and
then hydrochloric acid drop by drop until the brown pre-

cipitate dissolves. Starch solution is now added and the

liberated iodine titrated with sodium thiosulphate solution

CO • St i grin, per litre). The latter is standardised on a
solution of pure mauganous chloride (about 10 mgrms.
per .litre). The authors also employed Knorre's method
(this. I., 1903, 1104) in so far that they precipitated the

manganese from some of the samples of water with per-

sulphate, and then applied the above method to the pre-

cipitate. Evaporation of a large volume of water was thus

avoided (see also this J., 1903, 926).—W. P. S.

ORGANIC—QUA LITA TI VE.

Hexoses ; Reactions of . R. Ofner. Monatsh. f.

Chem., 1904, 25, 611—620.

Tin author has made systematic investigations on the action

of hydrochloric acid of various strengths on levulose,

dextrose, cane sugar, mannose, maltose, galactose, lactose,

isodulcite and arabinose. He finds that Seliwanoff's reaction

for detecting levulose in presence of dextrose and other

aldoses must be modified as follows : A small quantity of the

sugar, and a little resorcinol are dissolved in 3 or 4 c.c. of

hydrochloric acid of 12 per cent, strength, and boihd for not

longer than 20 seconds. When levulose is present, a deep
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red coloration and turbidity immediately appear. If a sugar

Kulution or urine is to be examined, concentrated hydro-

chloric acid is added to it until the solution contains 19
|

cent, of acid, the heating being then carried out as bet

No general rule exists for the action of secondary hydra-

zincs on ketoscs and aldoses, and in order to detect levulose

in presence of dextrose in this way, methylphenylhydrazine

must be employed as originally recommended bv Neuberg.
—T. H. P.

Abrcutol in Wine; Detection of . E. Gabutti. Staz.

sperim. agrar. ital., 1904, 37,234—236. Chem. Centr.,

1904,2, 370.

100 c c. of the sample rendered alkaline by the addition

a few drops of ammonia in order to prevent extraction of

the natural colouring matter of the wine, are shaken for

some minutes with iO—15 c.c. of amyl alcohol. The
alcoholic extract is filtered, evaporated to dryness in a small

porcelain dish on the water-bath, the residue dissolved in

concentrated phosphoric acid (sp. gr. 1'7), heated, treated

with 1 or 2 drops of a concentrated solution of formaldehyde,

again heated, and filtered. If abrastol be present, even in

SO >inall a quantity as O'l grni. per litre, the filtrate shows
a green fluorescence.—A. S.

ORGANIC—QUANTITATIVE.
Methoxi// ; Determination of W. Kro-

patschek. Monatsh. f. Chem., 1904, 25,
583—592.

In the determination of alkoxyl groups it is

advisable to employ hydriodic acid perfectly

free from hydrogen phosphide. If this be

done, it is immaterial whether Zeisel's proci >
is nsed OI any modification of it, such as ti I

given by Gregor (this J., 1898, 609). The
author recommends the following method,

which avoids ihe use of phosphorus, for the

preparation of hydriodic acid. Formic acid

and iodine in the relation of I] to CIIjO
boiled together in a reflux apparatus,

the greater part of the iodine is used up.

Between the boiling flask and the retlux

condenser is placed an extraction apparatus

provided with a cock (as in the figure), by

which it is contrived that the iodine sub-

liming away from the liquid shall be washed
iuto the flask again by the condensed formic

acid vapours. The hydriodic acid thus

obtained, is distilled several times in vacuo.

—T. II. 1'

N
A tf)

Betaine Periodide and the Determination of Betaine.
\ . Stani k. '/. Zuckerind. Iiohmeu, 1904, 28, 57S— 583.

Ox adding a solution of iodine in potassium iodide to an

aqueous solution of a betaine salt, a brownish-red pre-

is formed which quickly changes to green cryet

with metallic lustre similar to Magenta. If precipitation

take place in a hot solution a green oil separates, which
on cooling sets as a crystalline mass with a metallic Lustre.

Free betaine is not precipitated by a neutral solution of

Iodine in potassium iodide, hut only when acid is added, Thi

tri-iodiile is easily Boluble in alcohol, hydriodic acid, and
in an aqueous solution of potassium iodide. It fuses at

58°—61° C. with disengagement of iodine. The compound
is only slightly soluble in water, but on boiling in water it

loses iodine, and betaine liydriodide passes into BoIutlOl

For the quantitative precipitation of betaine the author
solution of potassium tri-iodide prepared by dis-

solving 10U grms. ot potassium iodide and 153 gnus, if

iodine (free from iodine cyanide) in 200 c.c. of water. < In

dilution, iodine separates out from the solution. Sodium
chloride or sulphuric acid lessen the solubility of betaii

tri iodide. Acetic and lactic acids and the constituent- if

the ash of mousses are without influence on the precipi-

tation, but urea and the substances contained in l.iebic -

extract of meat are partly precipitated also. An acidifii I

solution of diluted molasses gave a black somewhat cry-

stalline precipitate containing 164 per cent, of nitrogen,

65 per cent, of this being due to betaine.— L. J. de W.

Malt Analysis. A. B. Ling. J.Inst. Brewing, 1904, 10,
4S1— 491. (See this .I., 1902, 983; l'J03, G77.)

In the determination of extract it is considered preferable

to employ weighed quantities of water than to make up
the wort to a definite volume, and to calculate the total

volume by means of the formula : V + v = " "
j"

J"
= '

In this formula, V represents the number of c.c. ol solution

from 10 grins, of wort ; v the number of c.c. of «

in the wort; W the number of grms. of moisture in

50 grms. of the malt ; D the gravity of the wort; S the

number of grms. of dissolved matter per 100 c.c. of wort;

and G the weight of 100 c.c. of wort. The factor for

multiplying tho excess gravity of the wort, in order to

obtain the yield of extract in lb. per barrel, may be cal-

culated by the formula :
— [

V—
'. The fineness of the

" ..ml

grisi influences the results obtained in malt analysis ; and
the author uses a coarse grist ground as uniformly as

possible. For attaining this object, the Seek mill is con-

sider, d advantageous. The mash temperature may vary

slightly from the limit of 150° 1 ild he kept con-

stant owing to its influence on the character of the wort

Bolids Little definite is yet known of these, but usefel

statistical data may be obtained from the specific rotatory

power and cupric-reducing power of the wort, calculating

from these the percentage of apparent maltose and dextrin

present. The rotary power, however, varies with the nature

of the malt, whilst the percentage of apparent maltose

seems, in malts made on identical lines, to have a more
definite ratio to the amount of extract present.—C. S.

Aldehydes in Wine, $c. ; New Method for the Determina-

tion of . L. Mathieu. Rev. intern, falsific, 1904,

17,48—45. Chem. Centr., 1904, 2,

i >m: grm. of tartaric acid and 20 c.c. of a solution contain-

ing sodium bisulphite equivalent to 30 mgrms. of sulphur

dioxide are added to 100 c.c. of the wine, the mixture is

shaken, and allowed to stand for four hours in the dark

\ few c.c. of starch solution are added, followed by iodine

solution till a distinct blue coloration is produced, and then

immediately about 10 c.c. of sodium arsenite solution. The

combined sulphur dioxide is finally determined by the Has-

method. For wines containing more than 10 uigrra

aldehydes per 100 c.c, relatively more sulphur dioxi

added, w hil-t of wines containing verj small amoun
aldehydes, 200 c.c. are used for the determinatioi Son

1m in in more than -
l grm. of aldehydes per

100 c.c. In such cases, 100 c.e. of the sample are tri

with 2 grms. of tartaric acid and about 400 mgrms al

sulphur dioxide in the form of a concentrated solution of

sodium bisulphite, the tlask containing the mixture is

up with water, and the method described above to!

— A

XXIV.-SCIENTIFIC & TECHNICAL NOTES.

Radio-active Lead, Radio-tellurium and Polonium.

A. Debierne. Comptes rend., 1904, 139, 281- 28S.

Tin: author has re-investigated the radio-active sub- I

obtained from pitclib

sulphuretted hydrogen in acid solution. A
described bj means of which a bodi 100,000 times n

radio-active than uranium has been extracted. It agn

properties with each of the three bodies already obi

from pitchblende by rather similar treatment, viz., pole

by the Curies, radio-lead by Hofmatin and Si

radio-tellurium by Marckwaid i ibis J., 1903, r

1146). Like these it is sharply distinct from other ra

active substances in its radiation, which consists onlj

a ravs of feeble penetration and deviated with difficult]

a magnet. It gives no emanation and does not ind

radio-activity. The fact that the radiations from these t lir.-

bodies are identical, proves, in the authoi's opinion, that
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ere is only one radio-active substance precipitated from

tchblecde by sulphuretted hydrogen in acid solution, and

is should be called polonium by right of priority.—F. Sdu.

lead Acetate and Thiosulphate ; Crystallised Compound
. P.Lemoult. Comptes rend., 1904,139, 422—424.

r to a solution of sodium thiosulphate there be added
ilution of lead acetate, followed by acetic acid, or if the

liosulphate solution be added to lead acetate solution

eviotisly acidified with acetic acid, there is deposited,

ier a longer or shorter time, according to the concentra-

tes of the solutions, a beautifully crystallised substance

iving the composition represented by 2PbS303.Pb(C2H3 3) 3 .

le substance is but slightly soluble in cold water, less so

water acidified with acetic acid ; it is much more soluble

hot water, and is deposited again from the solution on
oling. Barium acetate behaves similarly to lead acetate

so far as in its presence acetic acid does not decompose
dium thiosulphate with separation of sulphur, but the

lution does not, like the lead solution, deoosit crystals.

—j. T. D.

ydroyen Sulphide in Mineral Springs ; Condition of .

F. Auerbach. Z. physik. Chcni., 1901 49, 217—223.

IE dissociation constant of hydnigen sulphide was found
be 0.91 . 10 -7 . By means of the '• avidity formula"—

[HS'] *, . [H2Sj

[HC03']
*„' [H3C03]

which % is the dissociation constant of hydrogen sulphide

d *.. that of carbonic acid, the relative amounts of free and
mbined hydrogen sulphide and carbonic acid in sulphur

rings may be calculated. In mineral waters containing

y considerable quantity of free carbonic acid, boric, silicic,

d titanic acids will be present practically entirely in tin-

e and undissociated condition, whilst the amount of

rbonate ions (CO/') will be negligible.—A. S.

p-Pheni/Ienediamine ; Oxidation-Products of .

E. Erdmann. Ber., 1904, 37, 2776—2780.

I oxidising p-phenylenediamine with potassium perman-
nate in aqueous solution, the main products are carbon
>xide and ammonia, but both hydrocyanic and oxalic

ids are also formed. Under favourable conditions 2 per

it. of the theoretically possible amount of hydrocyanic

id can be obtained. In the animal organism, /i-pheny-

lediaminc is also oxidised with plentiful formation of

imouia. It is therefore possible that in this case also

drocyanic acid is formed by a by-reaction, and contributes

the toxic effect.— E. K.

Dimethijlpyroarsenic Acid. E. Baud. Comptes rend.,!

1904, 139, 111—113.

hen monomethylarsenic acid is heated in an oil-bath at
0°— 140° C. in a stream of dry hydrogen, it loses water,

|

i forms dimethylpyroarsenic acid, 2 (OH) ;
. AsO.CH

3
=

O + (Oil ).,. AsoOjCCHj).!. Monosodiummonomethyl-
ienate, wheu heated, and disodiummonomethylarsenate,
»ted at 140° C. in a stream of carbon dioxide, undergo
Responding transformations. Iu each case the product,
ten dissolved in water, regenerates the original substance.
le new acid, when heated above 170°— 180° C, decom-
ses, formiDg arsenic trioxide and methyl alcohol.

—J. T. D.

French Patent.

hers. Alcohols, Benzols, Collodion, Sfc. ; Process for
Rendering Incombustible. J. 1'. Ducruet. Fr. Pat.

341,158, Feb. 23. 1901.

.ebon tetrachloride is added to inflammable liquids to

luce their combustibility ; in the case of benzol, for
lance, it is claimed that the addition of 23 to 30 per cent,

carbon tetrachloride renders it absolutely incombustible,
rbon tetrachloride is also claimed as a tire-extinguishing
ent.—T. F. B.

#tto £ook.
Carborundum: (Monographien iiber angewandte Elektro-

chemie). Bd. XIII. Von Francis A. J. Fitz-Gerald,
Cbemiker der Internat. Graphite ( '<>., Niagara-Falls, N.Y.
Ins Deutsche tibertragen von Dr. Max Hutu. Wilhelin
Knapp's Verlag, Halle a. S. [904. Price M. 2.

8vo volume, in style of pamphlet, containing 42 pages of
subject-matter with nine illustrations and three tables.

There then follows a bibliography, aud index of authors.
The leading subjects treated of are as follows :—I. Historical
chapter, with description of the researches of Despretz,
Marsden, Cowles, Schiitzenberger, Moissan, and Acheson.
II. Carborundum Furnace by Acheson. III. Purification,

Properties, and Analysis of Carborundum. IV. Applica-
tions of Carborundum. V. Simultaneous Preparation of

Zinc and Carborundum. VI. Production of Carborundum.

Craoe -Report*

I—GENERAL.
Government Laboratory. Report of the Principal

Chemist for the year ended 31st March, 1904,
with Appendices.

[Cd. 2,144.] Price 3d.

The work of the Government Laboratory during the
financial year 1903-4, involved 59,986 tests in the Customs
Laboratory, as compared with 61,442 in the preceding
year, of samples of goods in regard to their liability to
spirit duty, the sugar and tobacco duties, &e., and 85,305
analyses (against 83,370) in the Excise Branch of the
Laboratory for the Inland Revenue and other Governnmeut
Departments. 918 samples of flavouring essences, essen-
tial oils, and perfumery were tested during the year for
liability to spirit duty. In addition, a large number of

samples were examined of preparations such as chloroform,
acetic ether, and ethyl bromide, in the manufacture of
which spirit is used. A quantity of pure alcohol, equivalent
to l',272 proof gallons, was issued duty-free, with the
sanction of the Treasury, to schools and colleges for re-

search purposes, whilst the quantity of duty-free spirit

issued to manufacturers under the Finance Act, 1902, was
equivalent to 206,451 proof gallons. The majority of
.applications for permission to take advantage of this conces-
sion are said to have been made in cases in which the use
of ordinary methylated spirit could not be regarded as
unsuitable or detrimental ; and in several cases the applicants
seenv.ul to be quite unaware that it was possible to obtain
permission to use duty-free spirit in the foim of methylated
spirit in their manufacturing operations. In connection
with the same subject there have also been examined a
number of samples of denaturing agents—camphor, toluene,

benzene, petroleum ether, uitrotoluene, nitrobenzene,
animal oil, pyridine bases, &c.—and also samples of the
denatured spirit before use, and after recovery by distillation.

160 samples of spirit entered as methyl alcohol, or wood
oil, were examined, and of these eleven were found to be

pure methyl alcohol aud fifteen denatured ethyl alcohol.

These were accordingly charged with duty, being potable.

A note is given that among the imports were many instances

of goods described as " extract of malt." This liquid,

in these cases, having the density, alcoholic strength, and
general character of ordinary beer, was charged the usual

beer duty.

The exportation of medicinal tinctures, flavouring

essences, aud perfumes on drawback shows a continuous
increase. In the past year 13,371 samples, representing

121,137 galls., of proof spirit have been examiued, as com-
pared with 12,878 and 118,557 galls, in the previous year.
" The regulations in connection with the export of these

preparations work very satisfactorily, and inaccuracies

found iu the traders' declarations are less frequent than
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formerly." The quantity of wood naphtha approved in the

Mar eliding March 31, 1904, is slightly les- than in the

previous year ; this does not, however, involve any real

reduction in the use of -pint in manufacturing operation-.

During the last two years a nnmhei actuxers lia\

i r ictea apparatus for recovering the methylated spirit

former]\ wasted in their manufacturing operations, and in

this way a large proportion of this spirit is used again

instead of being allowed to escape into the air.

!u regard to the sampling of saccharin-containing

Dr. Thorpe called the attention of the Hoard of

Customs to the importation of chemicals related to sac

charin, and requiring only very simple treatment for

conversion into this compound, and it was decided that sucl

substances are liable to saccharin dnty. Goods sue]

to be of this nature, as o-toluene-sulphonaniide, are now
sampled and sent for test to decide this point.

Arsenic was found in 34 out of 1,218 samples of beer in

a sufficient quantity to render it necessary to notify the

brewers that their materials were contaminated, Herb
beers were examined for alcohol in excess of 2 per cent.

Of 852 samples, -.'('.'J contained excess of spirit, the amount
ranging up 9' 1 per cent.

There is a note on rosin size used at a paper mill, which,

being discharged into a trout stream, killed a number of

fish by blocking up the gills. A dilute solution of copper

sulphate, used at Kew as a parasiticide for encumbers and
tomatoes, was found to answer well and not to affect the

fruit injuriously. No trace of copper could be detected in

either the cucumbers or tomatoes.

Russia; Foreign Tbade of in 1903.

Foreign Office Annual Series, No. 3253.

The first of ihe subjoined tables shows the quantity

and value of certain articles exported from Russia during

the years 1902-3, whilst the second gives details of some of

Russia's exports to the United Kingdom :

—

Exports from European Russia during tlie Year 1903,

as compared icith 1902.

NOBWAT] Tkahe of in 1903.

Foreign Office Annual Series, No. S2S2.

The following tables show the quantity and value of

imports and exports into and from Norway during thi

1902-3:—
Imports.

Quantity. Value.

Article

Malt .

Suu-ar

Brand? and
spirits

Wine hi barrel-
and

raffin

Ball Bshls.

1330
1,726

tl.7 y\

4,017358

ii»a.

1,214

1902,

e
16,258

102, 189

119,120

234,000

1I>"3.

i'.i purls.

Quantity. Value.

Articles.

1902. 1903.

oil !

guano Tons.
Wood-pulp, dry „

wet
Cellulose, dry

„ wet . . .,

Hntohes
Pyrites
Copper ore.
< , mdense i milk „
Packing paper. . „
Worked granite
and Labradoi

.

331,172

100,434

18,712

3,029

106,979
1.M7
9,690

21,82]

21 1,533

19,682
3.'t:>."7i

I

19,446
_'.-:;

I

11M4S
8,447

105*1
27,382

144,28!

e
379,422

7:'.si»

t:; i.t k-.

81,611

12.407

342,106
204.U4S

L
271.276
41.600

7 !
37**

'.;.-.9

:.:i.r,J4

:,7 'OT
.'1.441

.'.717

i:il.1'17 13ii,(i05

Articles.

Quantity Value. Quantity. Value.

£ E

99,641 1,081,289 94,435 S75.50H

Bemp seed 17,742 200,600 15,532 116,025

Rape -'-ill :i i,2i hi 193.SHS ::17.r»

Sunflower and
poppy seeds. . . „ 19,7 ('-' 209,812 n 193 127,181

2,161
-

379 116 456,774 2,084 518

Hull-, raw , 13,726 li.-.'nn 1,149,87

Bones and bone-
27 969 29,000 132,706

Tallow , 240 677 24)31

lia and
1,477,888 1,431.787 1,726,726

Tar ami pitch is. Ill B2.981 21,774 122,081

Manganese ore. . „ 642,919 161 877
6P,( 19 17-';-; 1.539.24:1

1,971,000

Statement of Certain Articles Exported from Russia
to the United Kingdom during the Year 1903,

ompared with 1902.

1

1902.

Quantity. Value. Quantity. Value.

*iu.Tir. rau
d

Baps seed
ike

Hides and skms,
re..

Platinum Lb.
Naphtha and
products Tons

1,016

..

l 548

113406 1112.41s

1.193 97,537

385,01(1 777,982 526.274 I IE

-

i>.'-

27.032 i-J'.'.'J'

1,198 91,0
: 18,1

34,1 II

III.—TAR PRODUCTS, PETROLEUM, Etc.

PeTBOLEOM PnonrCTS; ("IXTEUVllIISc; IH'TI OS
I ">. Cistoms Dc isiiix. Arc. 1904.

Bd. of Trade J.. Aug. 25, 1904.

Petroleum is on the "free list" of the United States

Tariff, but its free admission is subject to the proviso that

the crude article itself and all petroleum products produo
in a country which imposes a duty on like articles expoit

from the United States are to be subject to a duty equ

to the duty imposed by such country. It ba- no

decided that, for the purposes if this proviso, pttroleum

products manufactured in one country from crude petroleum

produced in another country are to be assessed with duty at

the rate imposed by the country of origin of the erude

no upon similar products imported into that countTJ

from the United States, and not at the ta'c levied upon

crude petroleum imported into such country from the United

States,

X—METALLURGY.
1.1 w>; Boi NTTBS OS IN CANADA.

/!,!. ../Trade J., Aug. 25,

The present Act amends the previous Act (Xi

1903) providing for the payment of bounties on li

tained m lead-bearing ores mined in ( anada, in so far as it

relates to section .':. which reads as follows :

—

"5. The said bounties shall cease and determine oo

the thirtieth day of June, one thousand nine hundred and

eight."

The following section is hereby substituted:

—

"5. Payment of the said bount\ may be made on al

such lead-bearing ores mined in ( anada, and delivered Si

smelter ir, Canada on or after the first day of July, 6SM

.nd nine hundred and three : and the said bountii"

shall cease and determine on the thirtieth day of June, om

thousand nine hundred and eight."
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Broken IIill Mining Industry in 1903.

Eng. and Mining J., Aug. 11, 1904.

lu the Broken Hill district in Xew South Wales there

were 12 mines in operation during the year 1003, which
raised 1,078,442 long tons of sulphide ore, removed 195,959

cub. yds. of material from open cuts, and filled 270,254
sub. yds. into depleted slopes. They used 13,364,399

superficial feet of timber, 330,385 lb. of explosives. 433,089
ietonators, and 57,030 coils of fuse, the total value of

sxplosives, including fuse and detonators, being 21,926/.

rhe consumption of coal was 70,644 tons. The aggregate

)f engines was 10,456 b. p., and of boilers 9,300 h. p.

rhe total value of plant on the mines was 620,4S7/. The
lonsumption of explosives per ton of ore raised was about
)•$ lb. ; of timber, about 12'5 ft. ; of coal, about OM
rhe total number of men employed at the end of the year
ras 3,626.

From 1,100,514 tons of ore raised there were obtained

he following profitable products :

—

Galena concentrates, 203,416 tons, containing 5,438,498
ft. of silver, 2,135 oz. of gold, 117,078 tons of lead, and
7,063 tons of zinc. Average grade = 26' 7 oz. of silver per
an, 57 5 per cent, of lead, and 84 per cent, of zinc.

Oxidised ore, 22,072 tons, containing 895,631 oz. of

ilver and 4,065 tons of lead.

Sliiui •-, 61,498 tons, containing 1,103,350 oz. of silver,

1,654 tons of lead, and 10,035 tons of zinc.

Zine concentrates, 21,634 tons, containing 295,416 oz. of
ilrer, 2,606 tons of lead, and 8,385 tons of sine. Average :

3*7 oz. of silver per ton, 12 per cent, of lead, and 38'8
er cent, of zinc.

The total amount of the profitable products was 308,681
>ns, while 826,497 tons of slimes, middlings, and tailings,

obtaining 5,029,466 oz. of silver, 52,075 tons of lead, aud
48,516 tons of zinc were either dumped on the surface,

ith a view to possible future treatment, or were returned
> tbe mine as tilling.

The 1,100,514 tons of ore raised comprised 22,072 tons

f oxidised and 1,078,442 tons of sulphide. The latter

intained 11,867,157 oz. of silver, 183,416 tons of lead, and
B4,011 tons of zinc. The average grade of the sulphide

re was therefore about 11 oz. of silver, 17 per cent, of

»d, and 17 per cent, of zinc.

Bohemia; Mining Industby in .

Foreign Office Annual Series, No. 3255.

In Bohemia there are 21 undertakings for silver mining,
E which three were being worked in 1903. The mines are

orked by the Imperial Government, and in 1903 produced
1.95S tons of ore, giving 86,000 lb. of silver, worth
58,160/.

There are six copper mines in Bohemia, of which one
as being worked on a small scale in 1903, and 10 tons of
re were produced. In the whole of Austria there were
uly 11 being worked, producing 12.688 tons of ore, which
ielded 961 tons of copper worth 57,542. There were
10 tons of copper sulphate produced, an increase on 1902
f 62 tons.

Bohemia is particularly rich in iron ore deposits, and
ley are to be met with in all parts of tbe Kingdom. The
chest deposits are in the strata of silurian formation
tailing south - west to north - east from Bischofteinitv
irough Pilsen, Beraun, and Prague, as far as the Biver
Ibe at Celakowitz, for a distance of over 20 miles. It

tains its greatest breadth (10 miles) in the neighbourhood
Pilsen. whilst towards the Elbe it gradually narrows

)wn to 4 miles. This silurian basiu contains an almost
exhaustible quantity of iron ore. The iron ore beds
:tween Prague and Beraun are now being worked, and
roduce more than one-third of the total output in Austria,
eside the underlying beds with fine-grained haematite,
attaining over 50 per cent, of iron, two hanging beds are
sing worked, containing some reddish - brown oolitic

ematite of great purity, yielding as high as 52 per cent.
iron, but more frequently red clay iron ore with a yield
from 30 to 40 per cent, of iron. This ore forms the chief
:hnes- of the silurian beds of Bohemia. In the year 1903,
'3,435 tons of iron ore were produced from 20 mines, out

of a total of 78 in Bohemia. In the whole of Austria
37 mines were beiug worked last year, producing 1,715,984
tons of iron ore, at an average price of 7s. 2</. per ton.
The production was 28,312 tons less than in 1902. The
amount of crude iron produced in Bohemia in 1903, in 10
works, was 286,593 tons. The total in Austria was 970,833
tor.s in 3S works.

Norway; Mining Industry of .

Foreign Office Annual Series, No. 3252.

The copper and pyrites mines at Trondhjem have been
worked with good resnlts duriug 1903, and one mine, which
had not been worked for 200 years, has been restarted, and
is very rich. The existence is reported of iron veins of
some importance at Larvik and Sandefjord. The molyb-
denite mines at Hekkefjord are reported as not being a
sua ess. About 30 tons, valued at from 150/. to 200/. per
ton, were exported last year. These prices did not pay.
so that tbe company are now turning their attention to
ferromolybdenum, which it is anticipated will yield better
results. A large quantity of copper, iron and copper pvrites,
amounting in all to 63,446 tons, and valued at 139,500/.,
were exported from Bodo in 1903.

The total number of mining works of all kinds in opera-
tion at the close of 1902 is stated to be 37, employing 3,550
workpeople, and yielding produce of the total value of about
310,0002.

Gold and Platinum Industry in Russia.

Foreign Office Annual Series, No. 3253.

Taking the production of gold for 1903 at 1,134,000 oz.,

the Kussian Empire comes fourth on the list of gold pro-
ducing regions, and produces 7 per cent, of the whole
world's supply. A iarge tract in Xorthern Manchuria was
beiug prospected and worked under Australian management
when war broke out. In the Ural district great efforts are
being made to develop the industry.

In the valley of the river Ivalo, at Kultana, about half-
way between the Arctic Ocean and the Gulf of Bothnia,
work has been carried on since 1870, but, though the ore is

described as beiDg rich (1-96 to 3*25 grms. per cb. m.),
the yield from that date to 1899 is valued at only 55,000/.

Finnish gold-bearing district is a tableland about
30 miles long by 10 miles broad ; the richest finds have been
male near Hangasoja, on a southern affluent of the Ivalo

;

veins of quartz yielding 67-7, 78 '7, 217 '4, and even
2- ' r> grms. per ton, are alleged to have been crushed, but
the financial results do not appear to have been great so far.

The quantity of platinum mined in 1903 was a little under
6 tuis (366 poods against 374 poods ill 1902). Only a
trilling quantity was worked up into articles in Kussia, the
rest being sent abroad in its natural or refined state, exactly
one-half of it to the United Kingdom, against four-fifths in

1901. There is a continually increasing demand for plati-

num for the making of jewellery, chemical and assaying
apparatus.

XII.—FATS. FATTY OILS, Etc.

Cod Fisheries in Norway.

Foreign Office Annual Series, No. 3252.

The winter fisheries of cod yielded 44,600,000 fish

against 41,000,000 in 1902 and 40,000,000 in 1901. The
average for the preceding 35 years was 53,00 J,000. The
fish were, however, very light in weight. Tne production

of cod-liver oil was the smallest for many years, owing to

the poor quality of the fish—amounting to only 3,000
barrels. Prices opened at 9/. per barrel, but later rose to

24/. per barrel. The total quantity exported was about
25.000 barrels against 34,500 barrels in 1902. For other
sor's of fish oil 7,000 barrels of liver were obtained against

21,900 barrels in 1902.

XIII. C—INDIA-RUBBER, Etc.

Indiaruuber Export from the Amazon.

Bd. of Trade J., Aug. 25, 1904.

The following table, showing the quantity of indiarubl

ex: ted from the river Amazon during the year 1903-04,
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including direct shipments from Iqtiitos (Peru) and Serpa

(State of Amazonas) and rubber in trausit from Bolivia,

ins been npilcd from figures furnished by H.M. Consul

at Para:

—

To Europe.

Ha & Part. Iquitos. Serp»-

Kilos.

556,158

B01.689
1,665,52]

Kilos. Kilos.

621,708
100,769
2 19,264

1,033,283

B

1,1 18

Total 6,659,353 2,005,009 4,938

To United States of America.

Manaos. Pari.

Kilos. Kill

Fine 6,264,373 2,114.249

Medium 1,181,216

1,207,758

Caucho 1,187,003 65,«0

Total 8.738,850 6,333,436

Iquitos. Serpi

Kilos. Kilos.

2,999

L79
1.U50

7,886

] l /i 1

1

The total quantity of rubber exported to Europe during

the year 1903-4 was 15,450,091 kilos., as compared with

15,960,651 kilos, during the previous year ; 15,083,400 kilos,

was exported to the United States of America, as compare d

with 14,565,816 during the previous year; while the total

export figures are 30,533,491 kilos, for 1903-4, and

•23,826,467 for 1902-3.

XVI.—SUGAR, STARCH, Etc.

St gar Factory in Turkestan.

Foreign Office Annual Series, No. 3253.

A well-equipped sugar Factory, worked ly hydraulic

power on the turbine system, has been built at Kaut'

tnaiinskava station, 30 vcrsts (about 20 miles) from Tash-

kent, being the first establishment of the kind in Turkestan
;

it is to begin working in the autumn of 1904, when the first

crop of beetroot is harvested ; it cost 60,000/.. and is to turn

out 5,000 tons of sugar annually. Over 3,000 acres of

beetroot are being planted, and in 1905 the area is to be
increased to 10,000 acres of irrigated land ; the white beet

yields 21 ewt. of sugar per acre, the red beet less.

XVII—BREWING, WINES, SPIRITS, Etc.

Alcohol for Industrial Purpos) -. Di iv-fuek .

The Tun, s, N. pi 3, 1904.

The Chancellor of the Exchequer has appointed the

following gentlemen to serve as members of a committee to

inquire into the use of duty-free alcohol for industrial pur
[in-!- :— sir Henry Primrose, K.C.I;., I .S.I., chairman;
Prof. Sir William' Crookes, I'.l.'.S. ; Sir \V. II. Holland,

M.P. ; the Hon. J. Scott-Montagu, M.P. ; Lothian D.

Nicholson, Esq.; 1 >r. W. Somemlle; Dr. T. E. Thorpe.
t'.B., l'.K.S. ; Thomas T\ rer, Esq.

The terms of reference are :

—" To inquire into the existing

facilities for the use, without payment of duty, of spirits

in arts and manufactures, and, in particular, into the opera-

tion of section 8 of the Finance Act, 1902 ; and to report

whether the powei I upon the Commission
Inland Revenue by this section permit of adequate facilitii -

being given for the use of spirit^ in manufactures, and in

the production of motive power, or whether further facilities

are required ;
and, if it should appear to the committee thi l

the present facilities are inadequate, to advise what further

measures could be adopted without prejudice !> the safety

of the revenue derived from spirits and with due regard

to the interests of the producers of spirits in the United
Kingdom."

All communications should be directed to Sir Henry
Primrose, K.C.B., at Somerset House, Strand, W.o.

patent !t$t.

andX.B.—In these lists, [A.] means "Application for Patent,"

[C.S.] "Complete Specification Accepted."

YV here a Complete Specification accompanies an Application, ao

asterisk is affixed. The dates Riven are (i) in the case of Applica-

tions for Patents, the dates of application, and (ii) in the case of

Complete Specifications Accepted, those of the Official Journals

in which acceptances of the Complete Specifications are advertised.

Complete Specifications thus advertised as accepted are open to

inspection at the Patent Olllco immediately, and to opposition

within two months of the said dates.

I.—PLANT, APPARATUS, AND MACHINERY.

[A.] 17,772. Forl.es. Filtering apparatus.* Aug. 16.

„ 17,795. -Marshall. Filters or gas purifiers. Aug. 16.

„ 17,816. Elmore. Processes aud apparatus for

separating certain constituents of finely divided

material by causing them to rise or float in a

liquid. Aug. 1
1'..

., 17,854. Sharratt and Sharratt. Kilns, ovens, fur-

naces and the like. Aug. 17.

„ 17,957. Tobler, and lihein. Webstuhl and Appre-
turmaschinenfabr. Drying apparatus.* Aug

„ 18,094. Marlow and 1.. Allen and Co. Dr\iog

apparatus. Aug. 20.

„ 18,305. James. Apparatus for ascertaining the

specific gravity of liquid or semi-liquid material.

Aug. 24.

„ 18,382. Fery, and Cie. pour In Fabrication des

Compteurs et Materiel d'Usines a (laz. Pyro-

meters.* Aug. 24.

„ 18,488. Lennox. Evaporators for evaporatiug the

liquid in brewers' wash, sewage, waste or spent

dyes, &c. Aug. 26.

„ 18,512. Lake ( lh-soliers and Regnier). Ap|

for treating solids with liquid, fluid, or gaseous

agents.* Aug. 26.

„ 18,531. Zeal. Thermometers. Aug. 26.

18,589. Helm. Cooling apparatus. Aug. 26.

[C.S.] 28,183 (1903). Sellensrhei.lt. Method ol and

apparatus for decanting fluids under pressure.

Aug. 24.

„ 11,839 (1904). Cautley. Centrifugal hydro-ex-

tractors. Aug. 31.

„ 14,434 (1904'). Reese. Whisking, agitating, and

mixing machines. Aug. 24.

„ 15,713(1904). Para. lis. Funnels. Aug. 24.

„ 15,875 (1904). Waldbaur. Apparatus tor heating

liquids. Aug. 31.

II.—FUEL, GAS, AND LIGHT,

[A.] 17.7 12. Nash. CaS producers." Aug. 15.

17,795. Marshall. See tinder I.

17,'.ii<(',. Zuiderhock. Process lor the muuufo

of coke briquettes. Aug. 17.

„ 1S.H47. Haber. Process of and means for con-

trolling the composition of gaseous mixtures.

20.

„ 18,214. Hatton. Operating gas producers. Aug. it.

„ Is. -Jul'. Koppers. Coke ovens. Aug. 2:;.

18,364. Verdier and Teuton. Gus retorts

Appl., Sept. 2, 1908. " Aug. 24.

„ 18,456. Shiels. Production of combustible vapour

or gas. Aug. 25.

„ 18.4S7. .Junkers. Method of and apparal

determining tj value of fuel. '"

Appl., Sept. 1. 1908.
- Aug. 26.
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[C.S.] 21,149 (1903). Crossley and Bigby. Gas pro-

ducers. Aug. 24.

„ 2240 (1904). Capitaine. Method of and means
for purifying the gas of ga9 producers. Aug. 31.

„ 5333 (1904). Dewey. Mantles for incandescent

gas burners. Aug. 24.

„ 11,948 (1904). Guilbaud. Apparatus for generat-

ing gas. Aug. 24.

„ 12,221 (1904). Deschamps. Gas producers.

Aug. 31.
' „ 14,007 (1904). Diehl, Showalter, Grube, and Sho-

walter. Apparatus for producing air-gas. Aug. 24.

„ 16,067 (1904). Grice. Gas producers. Aug. 31.

HI.—DESTRUCTIVE DISTILLATION, TAE
PEODUCTS, PETBOLEUM, AND

MINERAL WAXES.

[A.] 18,301. Schnell. Means for rendering ]>etroleum

or petroleum spirit non-inflammable until heated

or vapourised. Aug. 24.

IV.—COLOURING MATTERS AND DYESTUFFS.

[C.S.] 17,982 (1903). Johnson (Badische Anilin und Soda
Fabrik). Oxidation of methyl groups of aromatic

hydrocarbons. Ang. 24.

„ 22,289 (1903). Ransford (Cassella and Co.). Ma-
nufacture of p-acetylamino-o-aminophenol and

dyestuffs therefrom. Aug. -4.

V.—PREPARING, BLEACHING, DYEING,
PRINTING, AND FINISHING TEXTILES, YARNS,

AND FD3RES.

[A.] 17,775. Hunter, Moser, and Borrows. Retting and
preparing fibrous stems or straws, especially flax,

preparatory to scutching. Aug. 16.

„ 17,822. Carstanjen. Mordanting and loading silk

and other textile fabrics. Aug. 16.

„ 18,056. Rhodes. Apparatus for dyeing and other-

wise treating with liquids wool, yarn, and other

fibrous material. Aug. 20.

„ 1S,069. Dawson. Wool washing and scouring ma-
chinery. Aug. 20.

„ 18,084. Sherman. Treatment of rhea, grass, wood
fibre, and the like. Ang. 20.

„ 18,194. Brossard. Apparatus for dyeing, cleaning

washing, and the like. Aug. 22.

„ 18,488. Lennox. See wider I.

[C.S.] 22,189 (1903). Thompson (Wyser). Apparatus
for mercerising yarn. Aug. 24.

„ 22,869 (1903). Beutner. Dyeing apparatus. Aug. 24.

„ 6728 (1904). Knup. Process for dyeing silk a

blue-black colour after it is weighted. Aug. 24.

„ 13.090 (1904). Haddan (Elosegui). Fulling of

woollen fabrics or other fibres or materials

adapted to be felted. Aug. 24.

„ 15,978 (1904). Bauersachs and Bruckner. Pro-

cesses of dyeing cops. Aug. 31.

VI.—COLOURING WOOD, PAPER

[A.]

LEATHER, Etc.

Process18,096. Abel (Act.-Ges. f. Anilinfabr.).

of dyeing leather. Aug. 20.

„ 18,303. Dean and Co., Ltd., and Possnett. Method
of and means for dyeing skins in the manufacture

of leather. Aug. 24.

VII.—ACIDS, ALKALIS, AND SALTS.

[A.] 17,794. Lake (Soc. Anon. Ing. L. Vogel per. la

Fabr. di Concimi Chimici). The manufacture

of sulphuric acid. Aug. 16.

„ 17,888. Wilton. Treatment of leucite or other

alkali aluminium silicates for the obtainment of

useful products. Aug. 17.

„ 17,985. Lake (Soc. Romana Solfati). Treatment

of leucite and similar aluminious silicates.

Aug. 18.

[A.] 18,049. Le Sueur. Liquefying air. Aug. 20.

„ 18,239. Brindley. Treatment of spent acid from
galvanisers' liquors and the like, and the manu-
facture of the pigment oxide of iron. Aug. 23.

„ 18,283. Carter. Manufacture of sulphate of
ammonia. Aug. 23.

[C.S.] 17,640 (1903). Ashcroft. Production of alkali

metals. Aug. 24.

„ 14,966 (1904). Schilling and Kremer. Process for

the extraction of ammonia from the sewage
waters of towns and similar liquids. Aug. 31.

15,308 (1904). Betts. Process of making lead
dithionate. Aug. 24.

VIII.—GLASS, POTTERY, AND ENAMELS.

[A] 18,609. Fitzmaurice. Method of treating molten
or semi-molten glass. Aug. 27.

IX.—BUILDING MATERIALS, CLAYS, MORTARS,
AND CEMENTS.

[A.] 17,692. Howden. Process of wood preserving and
the apparatus to be used therein. Aug. 15.

,, 17,736. Powell. Vulcanising, preserving and treat-

ing timber. Aug. 16.

,, 17,870. Elnies. Manufacture of artificial stone,
plaster, or plastic material. Aug. 17.

18,437. Bottomley and Paget. The working of

fused silica. Aug. 2."i

„ 18,584, Hamblet. Brick kilns and other like kilns.

Aug. 27.

X.—METALLURGY.
[A] 17,676. Clinch-Tones. Heat treatment of metals to

prevent decarbonisation and oxidalion. Aug. 15.

„ 17,707. Heskett. Process of and apparatus for
obtaining metallic lead and zinc and other metals
from their sulphides. Aug. 15.

„ 18,027. Lett, and Mctalia, Ltd Treatment of ores
containing copper, silver, and gold. Aug. 19.

„ 18.357. Hunter and Herbert. Preparing aluminium
plates, zinc plates. &c, for lithographic printing
purposes. Aug. 24.

,, 18,363. Evans. Enrichment of ores. Aug. 24.

,, 18,415. Maclvor and Burnett. Treatment of crude
silver and silver alloys. Aug. 25.

„ 18,537. Barton and McGhie. Processes for the
extraction of copper, nickel, and cobalt. Aug. 2G.

„ 18,568. Herzog. Composition for welding or solder-

ing cast iron.* Aug. 27.

[C.S.] 19,984 (1903). Price. Furnaces especially adapted
for separating gold or other precious metals from
the sweepings of jewellers' warehouses, photo-
graphers' waste, &c. Aug. 24.

22,073 (1903). Prescott and Green. Manufacture
of metallic alloy. Aug. 24.

22,308 (1»03). Higham. Cupola furnaces for

melting iron. Aug. 24.

, 22,767 (1903). Talbot. Manufacture of ingot iron

and steel. Aug. 31.

23,145(1903). Guhrs and Giihrs. Treatment of

zinc. Aug. 31.

,, 24,493(1903). Savelsberg. Process for desulphur-
ising lead ores. Aug. 24.

„ 25,986 (1903). Marks (Lamargese). Process for

case hardening. Aug. 24.

„ 16,448 (1904). Harrnet. Process and apparatus
for refining cast iron. Aug 31.

XL—ELECTRO-CHEMISTRY AND ELECTBO-
METALLUEGY.

[A.] 17,784. Ashcroft. Electrolytic cells. Aug. 16.

,, 18,042. Imray (Meister, Lucius, nnd Brfluing).

Processes of oxidation and reduction effected in

an electrolytic bath. Aug. 19.

18,356. Bartelt. Electrolysers. Aug. 24.

„ 18,403. Townsend. Electrolytic process, and appa-
ratus therefor. Aug. 25.
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[A.] 18,501. Wallace and Sandy.
Aug. 26.

„ 18,594. Fiedler and Gerard.
Aug. 27.

Primary batteries.

Galvanic butteries.

XII.—FATTY OILS, FATS, WAXES, AND SOAP.

[A.] 17,965. Horn. Process for the preparation of soaps.

Aug. 18.

„ 18,022. I ilium. Machine for solidifying liquid soap
in moulds. Aug. 12.

„ 18,152. Nusch (Chein. Werke. G. m. b. H. vorm.
Dr. C. Zerbe). Process for making durable soap
preparations for use in preventing poisoning by
compounds of lead, copper, arsenic, mercury, and
other metals.* Aug. 22.

XIII.—PIGMENTS, PAINTS; RESINS, VARNISHES
;

INDIA-RUBBER, Etc.

(A.)—Pigments, Paints.

[A.] 18,239. Brindley. See under VII.

„ 18,391. Fischer. Preparation of printing inks for

the immediate superimposition of colours in

trichromatic printing or any other multicolour
process. Aug. 25.

[C.S.] 17,895 (1903). Malzac. Preparations of zinc for

use as a paint. Aug. 24.

(B.~)—Resins, Varnishes.

[A.] 18,376. Walton. Manufacture of floor cloth, wall

coverings, See., and apparatus for use therewith.

Aug. 24.

[C.S.] 17,971 (1903). Seeser. Manufacture of linoleum
or the like. Aug. 24.

(C.)

—

India-Rubber.

[C.S.] 22,986 (1903). Seguin and Rotissy de Rales.

Method of manufacturing artificial caoutchouc.
Aug. 31.

XIV.—TANNING, LEATHER, GLUE, SIZE, Etc.

[A.] 17,979. Miillcr. Manufacture of imitation leather.*

Aug. 18.

„ 18,01)6. Abel (Act.-Ges. f. Anilinfabr.). See under
VI.

„ 18,135. Flek. Method of treating leather.*

Aug. 22.

„ 18,267. Baily. The treatment or preserving of skins.

An;,'. 22.

„ 18.303. Dean & Co., and Possnett. See under VJ.

„ 18,514. Amend. Dclimiiig, hating and tanning
hides and skins [_U.S Appl., Sept. 3, 1903].
Aug. 26.*

[C.S.] 19,017 (1908). Foelsing. Manufacture of albumen
from fish. Aug. 24.

„ 15,629 (1904). Piesbergen. Artificial leather and
its manufacture. Aug. 24.

XV.—MANURES, Etc.

[C.S.] 13,361 (1904). Matheeius. Process of manufac-
turing an artificial manure. Aug. L' I.

XVII.—BREWING, WINES, SPIRITS, Etc.

[A.] 17,687. Brailin and Haines. Method of ageing or
maturing spirits. Aug. 15

„ 17,749. Richardson. Aerated waters, alcoholic
and other drinks. Aug. 16.

„ 18,013. Deichmann and Deichmann. Malting
processes [Ger. Appl., Ang. 26, 1903 ' Aug. 19.

„ 18,488. Lennox. Sec under I.

XVIII.—FOODS ; SANITATION, WATER
PURIFICATION; & DISINFECTANTS.

(.4.)

—

Foods.

[A.] 17,818. Bouma and Selhorst. Process for the pro-
duction of milk free from sugar. Aug. 16.

,, 18,441. Lake (Belmont). Manufacture of coffee
substitutes.* Aug. 25.

[C.S.] 14,010 (1904). Lehmann. Process for humanising
cows' milk and condensing it to a dry state.
Aug. 24.

„ 16,189 (1904). Barbier. Method of converting
whey into vinegar. Aug. 31.

(5.)

—

Sanitation ; Water Purification.

[A.] 17,920. Mather and Piatt, Ltd., and Hepburn.
Method of and means for softening water
Aug. 18.

„ 17,994. Mather and Piatt, Ltd., and Hopkinson.
Methods of and means for purifying, softening
and treating water. Aug. 19.

„ 18.152. Nusch (Chem. Werke G. m. b. H. vorm.
Dr. C. Zerbe). See under XII.

„ 18,484. Hawliczek. Purification of distillery or
like refuse effluents. Aug. 26.

„ 18,488. Lennox. See under J.

[C.S.] 20,025 (1903). Cowie. Bacterial bed system of
treating distillery or other impure effluents con-
taining matter in suspension. Aug. 31.

„ 14,003 (1904). Schweitzer. Apparatus for treating
sewage and other fluids. Aug. 31.

14,966 (1904). Schilling and Krenier. See under
VII.

XIX.—PAPER, PASTEBOARD, Etc.

[A.] 17,929. Morris aud The Cornbrook Chemical Co.,
Ltd. Manufacture of pa]. er. Aug. ] B.

„ 18,117. Bradley. Paper-making machines. Aug. 22.
„ 18,371. Lake (Soc. CartieradiMaslianico). .Manu-

facture of waterproof paper. Ang. 24,

[C.S.] 22,299 (1903). L'ave-Brown-Cave. Apparatus for
the treatment of celluloid, &c. Aug. 24.

XX.—FINE CHEMICALS, ALKALOIDS,
ESSENCES, AND EXTRACTS.

[A.] 18,147. Wetter (E\ Hoffinunn-Laroche and Co.).
Pharmaceutical compound, and process for the
manufacture of the same. Aug. 22.

„ 18,602. Askenasy and Mugdan. Process for pro-
ducing acetylene tetrachloride.* Aug. 27.

XXL—PHOTOGRAPHIC MATERIALS AND
PROCESSES.

[A.J 18,183. Gaedicke Process for the production of
silver emulsions.* Aug. 22.

[C.S.] 23,722 (1903). Newton (Bayer and Co.). Sensi-
tising photographic emulsions with the aid of
dyestuffs. Aug. 24.

XXII.—EXPLOSIVES, MATCHES, Etc.

[A.] 17.8S0. Boyd. Manufacture of explosive com-
positions.* Aug. 17,

„ 18,188. Guthtidgc. Kxpiosiv impounds. Aug. 22.

,, 18,26'J. l.e Brocquy. Manufacture of corditi

the like. Aug. 23.

[C.S.] 22,879 (1903). ( lark (Bgdische Masehinenfabr. u.

Eisengiesserei vorm. (I. Sehold, und Sehold and
Nell

'

1. Finishing machines for wood niati

Aug. 24.

„ 3253 (1904). Haddau (Fuhrer). Explo
Ang.«31.
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I. -PLANT, APPARATUS, AND MACHINERY.

J. and I

r:. Sept. 28,

English Patents.

Evaporating or Concentrating Apparalvs

McNeil, Govan, Scotland. Eng. Pat. 20,:

1903.

A hollow shaft, divided internally into steam and water

8p ces, i> provided with projecting radial pipes, also

divided internally into Bteain and water spaces, which

latter communicate with the steam and water spaces of

the shaft. The whole is arranged in a vacuum pan. Mean-

are provided for rotating the shaft, for introducing the

sti am, and for allowing the condensed water to escape.

—W. 11. i .

Boasting Chemicals and the like; Apparatus for .

T. p. ii ,.,,a,, .1 I.. i;iel:ardson,and P. Davies, Swansea.

Eug. Pat. 21,896, Oct. 11', 1903.

The apparatus, which is specially suitable for the manu-
i

i ture of oxalic acid, consists of a shallow circular pan

which can be rotated above a furnace. Above the pan
1

rs from which depend suitable, adjustable, sta-

tionary stirrers. A cover luted in sand encloses the pan

and stirrers in such a way as to prevent the escape of the

scept by the proper exit.—W. H. C.

Decanting Fluids under Pressure ; Method of and Appa-

ratusfor C. Sellenscheidt, and Filter u. Braut. elm

Maschinen Fabr., A.-G., vorm. 1-. A. Enzinger, Berlin.

1 Pat. 23,183, Oct. 20, 1903.

Ski I r, Pat. 338,188 of 1903 ; this J., 1904, G00.—T. F. B.

Casks or Vessels from which Liquid is Discharged under

/ „r, : Impts. ill . O. Imray, London, From

Deutsche Steinzeugwaaren 1'abrik fiir Canalisation und

Chem. 1ml ,
1 i edrichsfcld, Germany. Eng. Pat, 14,752,

June 30, 1

lin air inlet and discharge-valves are operated by separate

floats, in such b manni r thai the air supply is cut oft before

the vessel is quite emptied of liquid. The expansion of

,r completes the emptying.— \V. II. C.

Purifying Liquids by Centrifuc I
;
Apparatus for

. c. Ssgasser, Zwickau, Germany. Eng. Pat. 8481,

April 13, I

. al drum h and the distributing plate c are ki yed

upon the horizontal shaft a, which is mounted above

a trench, and can be rotated. from the edge of C a

perforated metal sheet h is arranged parallel to the

ci'in a! wall of the drum, and attached to one side of the

mud-collecting ebamher rl. The liquid to be purified,..;;

muddy water, enters by the pipe g, which projects into tin

drum h through a central circular opening. The mud
along with a little water, is thrown by centrifugal force

against the conical wall of the drum, and passes into the

a

71A

J>

eit

I'
ifr

>'

P

f
^ IL

, mm,
;<'

mud collector d through (he circular channel /'. whilst the

char water, it is stated, passes through the perforated platt

//, and flows away through e, e. At first a small stream of

dear water also flows out of the opening i in the mud

chamber, but when the latier is full, this becomes muddy,

and the apparatus is stopped and cleaned out. Thi

water and muddy liquid flow away by the two channels m
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and n, either of which can be shut off by the trap o. When
the apparatus is running, the clear-water channel is left

open; when muddy liquid begins to come out of i, this is

closed and the muddy-water channel is opened.—W. II. C.

}Yhiskwg, Agitating, and Mixing Machines. L. C. Reese,

London. Eng. Pat 14,434, June 27, 1904.

Two sets of beaters, revolving the one within the other and
in opposite directions, are carried upon a frame. The whole
fits into slots arranged in the vertical sides of the pan, and
can be removed if required. Suitable means for driving

the beaters are provided.—W. H. C.

United States Patent*.

Drying Oven. M. M. Suppes and O. Phelps, Elyria, Ohio.

U.S. Pat 768,203, Aug. 23, 1904.

Ox a suitable perforated base is arranged a movable
metal cover, forming the top and side walls of the oven.

Means are provided for heating and circulating tbe air, and
for luting the cover with sand.— \V. H. C.

Crystallising Apparatus. E. von Seemen and E. Ruble,
Rheiufelden, and O. Faller, Basel, Switzerland. U.S.

Pat. 768,314, Aug. 23, 1904.

See Eng. Pat. 19,034 of 1902 ; this J., 1902, 1386.—T. F. 1!.

French Patents.

Radioactive Substances ; Apparatus for Utilising and
Storing . E. Armet de Lisle. Fr. Pat. 341,833,
April 1, 1904.

The radium salt is contained in a glass cup covered by a

plate of ebonite which is screwed down to the top of the

ebonite cup in which the glass cup stands. The ebonite

cup is placed in a leaden vessel with a strew lid, india-rubber

rings being used to make tight joints.—L. F. G.

Centrifugal Separator. Aktiebolaget Separator.

'Fr. Pat. 312,llo, Feb. 9, 1904.

Inside the drum or the apparatus, whieh is provided with

a screw cover, two short vertical shafts are placed midway
between the centre and the circumference. Each shaft

carries a set of curved blades, and a toothed wheel, which
engages with another toothed wheel fixed to the central

shaft, and is thus rotated in the reverse sense to the drum.
The curved blades or rakes remove the solid material

deposited on the pervious wall of the drum, and carry it

towards the centre, where it falls through an aperture iuto

an annular space below, from which it is expelled by the

action of centrifugal force through suitable holeB to the

outside of the apparatus. The cover of the drum is pro-

vided with an inlet pipe aud a suitable distributor, and with
holes for the escape of the separated liquid.—L. F. G.

H.-FUEL, GAS. AND LIGHT.

Combustion ; Retardation of by Oxygen.
H. E. Armstrong. Proc Roy. Soc, 1904, 74, 85—89.

Accoedixg to H. IS. Dixoc, carbon monoxide, rather than
the dioxide, is the initial product of the combustion of
carbon and it- gaseons compounds ; and tbe same author
has shown that water plays a peculiar and all-important
part in the combustion of the monoxide ; and, further, that

in a number of cases oxygen is by f.4r the most effective

diluent in retarding combustion. As an explanation of

these results and also of later ones bv Bone aud Wheeler
(Chem. Soc. Trans., 1902, 81, ;36 ; 19u3, 83, 1074) and
Bone and Stockings (this J., 1904, 601), the author puts
forward the following views as to the mechanism of com-
bustion :—(1) In the combustion of hydrocarbons, the
latter initially merely undergo hydroxylation. (2) At a

certain stage in the hydroxylation, thermoschisms begin to
take place. Thus dihydroxymetbane breaks up as soon as
it is lormed, into water and formaldehyde, which latter is,

n turn, easily resolved into hvdrogen and carbon monoxide,
CHoCOH);-* CH 2 + OHA CO + H

3 + OH2
. In like

manner, dihydroxyethane gives rise to acetaldehyde,

which, under some conditions, breaks up into methane and
and carbon monoxide, C2H 4(OH) 2

-» CH..COH + OH2
^.

CH
4 4- CO + OH.. (3) In the ease of more complex

hydrocarbons, these are to a large extent resolved into
thermoschists prior to oxidation, e.g., CuH 14-»CaH9 + C,H,

; ;

CjH,; -> CSH 4 + H2 . The change may extend even to the
formation of carbon when a relatively small proportion of
oxygen is present. It is probable that such thermoscbi-ms
piay an all-important part in high temperature changes
(explosions). (4) The reaction by which the oxygen is

introduced iuto the hydrocarbon molecule is regarded as
being electrolytic in character, the electrolyte, i.e., con-
ducting water, being tbe immediate source of the oxygi n,
whilst the oxygen molecule plays the part of depolariser ;

it is probable that the water molecules contribute hydroxyl
rather than oxygen. The process may be formulated as
involving the conjugation of hydrocarbon with water
(acting primai ily as the catalyst or associating agent) aud
oxygen, thus :

—

lie

H
OHH O
OHH

+ 5'
fit .oil HO

I!< 13 HO

(.">) Carbon dioxide is the final product of the change.
in its formation from the monoxide the latter is first con-
verted into formic acid. 'I his affords an explanation of
why tbe presence of so large a proportion of water is

required in order that tbe explosive wave may attain to
its greatest "velocity, the affinity of water for car' i

monoxide being relatively slight, and the reversible change
one which takes place mainly in the direction HCO(OH) —

*

CO + OH2. (6) Oxygen has a marked influence in

retarding the combustion of electrolytic gas, whilst hydrogeu
has the opposite effect, and nitrogen retards the explosion
less than does an excess of oxygen. In seeking for an
explanation of : the author points out that the
stability of hydrogen peroxide is at a maximum at a high
temperature, and that probably water is readily oxidised at

temperatures such as prevail in explosions. Then, if the
formation of water be regarded as involving the changes

—

II

l'l

OHH HOH IIii

+
OHH

+
6 "* >

HOH
+
HO

2H,0.< S-2H..0 + Oj,

it follows that water and oxygen will mutually hold each

other in check, owing to formation of hydrogen peroxide,

which may be looked upon as relatively, if not entirely, in-

operative as an oxidising agent at high temperature- ::i

presence of oxygen. The influence of hydrogen in accele-

rating the combustion is also explicable by the above view,

the hydrogen serving to promote the dissociation of the

hydrogeu peroxide, by diminishing the proportion of active

oxygen present.—A. S.

Pentane Lamp; Investigations on the . C. C. Pater-

Brit. Assoc., 1904. J. Gas Lighting, 1904,87,606.

Investigations have been carried out at the National
Physical Laboratory in order to determine the influence on
the Harcourt 10-candle pentane lamp of variations in :

(1) the barometric pressure, and (2) the amount of water-

vapour present in the air. Photometric comparisons were
made against two large-bulb Fleming-Edisv.an electric stan-

dard glow lamps. The double-comparison method was
employed, the electric lamps being used to standardise a

comparison glow lamp anew for each experiment, so that it

was only necessary to burn the standards for 5 or 10 minutes

at a time. From the results of upwards of 60 observations

under different conditions, such as are obtained in ordinary

practice, the following formula has been deduced for cor-

recting the caudle-power of the lamp to the standard

atmospheric conditions of 760 mm. of mercury and 10 litres

of water vapour per cb. m. of pure dry air :—Candle-power
= 10 + 0-066 (10 — e) — 0-00S (760— b), where e is the

humidity, and b the height of the barometer in mm. The
humidity e represents the number of litres of water vapour

per cb. m. of pure dry air at the barometric pressure exist-

ing at the time so" that if 6 = height of barometer n
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mm., e = aqueous pressure, «, — vapour pressure of carbon

dioxide present in the atmosphere, then e = ,—— x

[000, The standard humidity of 10 litres p<r 1000, is the

mean value for three years found at the Kew Observatory.

I com the formula given above it follows that a variation of

1 litre per ch. m. in the moisture causes a variation in

candle power of about 0'7 pel cent., and that a change

of In mm. in barometric pressure brings al oul an alteration

of us per eent. in the illuminating power of the lamp.

—A. S.

English Patents.

/.'; iquets ; Process for Producing Pit-i 'oat <
i d Cohe .

(
'. Plate, Bonn, and .1. Lieb, Cologne, Germany. Eng.

Pa . 17,074, Aug. 5, 1903.

Fr Pat. 334,257 of 1903 ; this J., 1904, 15.—T. F.i B.

Fuel; Agglomerant for Use in tht Manufacture of Coin-

,t .and a Process of Preparing the same. R.

Middleton, Leeds. Eng. Pat 17,471, Aug. 12, 1903.

Si i Fr. Pat 339,370 of 1904; this J., 1904, 709.—T. 1". B.

Coke (irons. II. Koppers, Essen, Germany.
Eng. Pat. 17,283, A.og. 8, 1903.

See U.S. Pat. 753,140 of 1904 ; this J.. 1904, 365.—T. F; B.

l\ al and Materials evolving Volatile Products; Appa-
ratusfin Treating . V.. K. Carmichael. Eng. Pat.

17,096, Aug. 16, 19o:j. [II., page

Burning Liquid Fuel; Apparatus for . P. Davies,

Soutiifields, Surrey, and The Hydroleum Co., Ltd., Lon-
don. Eng. Pat. 20,059, Sept. 17, ] D

The invention relates more particularly to the combustion
chambers of apparatus of the type described in Eng. Pat.

14,791 of 1S98 (this .1.. 1899, 745). The combustion

chamber claimed comprises ,< casing, preferably of metal,

lined or not with refractory material, inio which the fuel-

supply-pipe projects : and a laminated structure of refrac-

tory material constituting the tiring plate; the two com-
municating with each other at adjacent ends, and being

situated and supported respectively at the exterior and the

interior of the heating chamber, furnace, fire-box, or the

like. The laminated structure consists of angular members
-paced apart, the outei members being rectangular or

polygonal and the inner ones more or less L-shaped.— A. S.

Gas Producers. W. .1. Crossley and T. Righy,

Manchester. Eng. Pat. 21,149, Ocl 2,1903

Sjsi Fr. Pat. 84! ,970 of 1904, following these.—T. 1'. B.

'. . Plant, comprising Generator Base, Gas Washer,
Gas Chamber, < 'ooling fVater Reservoir, and Motor
Cylinder Casing; One-Part Foundation Framt tor a

( ompleti Suction . .1. Hillenbrand, Ludwigshafen-
on-lilrine. Germany. Eng. Pat. 11,853, May 24,1904.
Under [nternat. Conv., Jan. 25, 19H4.

\ combined frame and base tor a complete gas plant and
motor i- formed so as to receive the different parts, as indi-

cated b\ the title, and combine them into a omj act uuit,

the frame and base being cast in one piece, or consisting of
il. I'..

Gas; Apparatus for Generating . F. E. Guilbaud,
France. Eng. Pat. 11,948, Ma\ 25,

1904.

Aim BATOR for the production of lov. is charged
continuously from below by means of Arch ideal screws,

i :> convey the fuel into the lower pail of the i ombustion
shaft of th' A water-sealed trougl aives the

cinders, which tall from an outlet arranged a short distance
above the tiie-grate. \ superincumbent body of incan-

descent fuel prevents the escape of -rnoke in the gas

I
luced, The Archimedean screws may be arranged

horizontally! to feed the fuel through a conduit curving

irds into the vertical shaft: or they may
work in -n light, inclined conduits, arranged almost

tangentially to the inner circumference of the shaft, so
that a -light rotary movement is imparted to the stack of

fuel in the shaft.- -II. 1!.

Air-Gas; Apparatus for Producing . (i. I . Diehl,

II. M. Showalter, W. 11. Grube, and J. \\ . Sbowaltes,

Butler, [nd, U.S.A. Eng: Pat. 14,007, June 21, 1904.

1
1 v -oi. ink is fed under pressure from a closed reservoir into

a vaporising retort, which is heated by means of a burner
supplied with gas from the' retort. The main bedy oi gas

prcduced is iujected, along with air, iuto a pipe which rise-

through the reservoir itself and thence to the place ot con-

sumption, this pipe, from its lower end to the [art which
conies out of the top of tie reservoir, being surrounded by

a wider pipe, serving as a jacket through which a stream of

warm air rises and prevents the condensal on of the gas by
the cold gasoline. The reservoir i- provided at the top with

a safely valve, consisting of an upright pipe leading to the

outer air and having a diaphragm or valve adapted to give

way if the internal pri ire bi omes excessive, a by-pass

pipe permitting the escape of air while the reservoir is

being refilled with gasoline.— H. lb

Gasification of Coal or other Materials in the 1'rodnrHon

of Illuminating or Heating Cos; Apparatus for Use nj

the . C. G. Carpenter, London. Eng. l'at. 14,718,

June.'10, 1904.

A VEUTICAX retort opens at it- lower end into a horizontal

Chamber, in which coke or other residual material collects.

In the horizontal chamber is a " pusher," for the removal
of the coke. The pusher consists ol a cutler, which cuts

through the pile of coke at the intersection of the vertical

retorl and the horizontal chamber, and a shield behind the

cutter, which prevents the contents of the vertical retort

falling behind the head of the pusher.—W. C. II.

United Staths Patents.

Peat Blocks: Manufacture of— . F. \V. fiacrtner,

St. Petersburg. U.S. Pat. 768,445, Aug. 23, 1904.

A on n. dry mixture of peat, powdered rosin, and powdered
sulphur is subjected to pressure and slight heating.

—W. II. G.

Hydrocarbon Burner. A. M. Hunt and T. Mirk. San
Francisco. U.S. Pa;. 768,867, Aug. -J3, 1904.

I'm; burner comprises a rectangular frame; a horizontol

partition wall in the same, having a series of opening- al the

sides; air tins extending longitudinally below and com-

municating with the openings; a longitudinal vaporising

flue upon the partition, between the openings, provided with

slits alternately upon the sides and top, and will:

arrangement for the hydrocarbon, and a body ol hi.

refractory material within the frame, covering (he top and

sides of the vaporising Sue and partition wall.— II. P.

Hydrocarbon Burner [Furnace"]. A. AL Hunt and T.

Miik, Sin Francisco. U.S.Pat 768,368, Vug. 23, 190*

Tin; furnace consists, a- shown in the diagram, of a

closed outer nail, with an opening in the lower part ol

end to admit air : the combustion chamber is formed by two

horizontal partitions, extending nearly the entire length of

the outer easing, the upper partition having an opening. 1'.

to admit the air; the side walls of the outer casing alM

form the side walls of the combustion chamber. The bydjo-

earbon is introduced through the nozzle 4, fixed at a point

immediately below the opening 9.—T. F. 15.
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Gas-Generator. J. H. Eustace, Assignor to J. Williamson,
i trieago. U.S. Pat 767,21:, Aug. 9, 1904.

The generator consists of a furnace for heating fuel and
superheating steam. Above the furnace, and communicating
with it, is a carburetter, by the side of which is a super-

heater, each of these being filled with chequer brickwork.

At one end the carburetter and superheater communicate,
and at the other end they are closed to each other. 'Join-,

munieatirjg with the furnace is a chamber in which the

superheated steam and " carbonaceous oil " mix, and pass

into the carburetter, and thence into the superheater,

where the tixed gas is formed.—W. C. H.

Waste Gases; Process of Utilising . A. Schiitt,

Charlottenburg, Germany. U.S. Pat.. 768,404, Aug. 23,
1804.

Hot waste gases are brought into contact with water in a
tinely-dh ided condition travelling in an opposite direction,

the water being thus heated to the boiling point. The
tiaiouut of water supplied is greater than can be converted
into steam ; the portion remaining liquid absorbs impurities
from the pases. The vapour and the purified gases are
•utilised in heating a liquid of low boiling point.—E. S.

Sas-washing Mechanism. A. M. Hunt and \Y. S. Dole,
San Francisco. U.S. 1'at. 768,369, \ ug. 23, 1904.

Between the gas-producer and scrubber are arranged a
number of washers, comprising a series of compartments
containing the washing liquid, through which the gas has
40 bubble on its way to the scrubber, means being pro-
vided for closing the passage through any of the washers at

will.—H. 1!.

Electrical Apparatus for Clearing <7<iv. C. G. Hardie.
U.S. Pat. 768,450, Aug. 23, 1904. XI. A., page 904.

Incandescent Filaments and Mantles : Manufacture of
. A. M. Plaissetty, Pans. U.S. Pat. 768,073,

Aug. 23, 1904.

BE Fr. Pat. 32I.S03 of 1902 ; this J., 1903, 291.—T. F. B.

French Patexts.

Wuel Briquettes and their Manufacture. M. II. Larondie.
Fr. I'at. 338,863, June 10, 1903.

The fuel consists of 91 -8 parts of coal, 8 parts of cellulose,
and 0-2 part of dry sodium nitrate. The. cellulose, in the
form of rags, is treated in an autoclave with a dilute soda-
lye, and warmed till a clear pulp results. This pulp is

then mixed with crushed coal treated with a solution of
•sodium nitrate, and the mixture thoroughly heated and
stirred. The mass is then heated iu an autoclave under a
pressure of eight atmospheres, and, when dry, compressed
into blocks by a hydraulic press.—L. F. G.

Agglomerating Finely-divided Materials [Fuel Briquette:,
Sfc] ; Processfor . Soc: Anon, des Miuesde Houille
de Montrelais, Mouzeil et Lauguin. Fr. Pat. 341,701,
April 1, 1904.

dm,, anthracite, lignites, peat, sawdust, leather waste, or
•other similar material is treated with a solution of a colloid,
such as gelatin, gum, or rosin, to which a suitable oxidising
agent, such as formol, potassium permanganate, potassium
bichromate, or iron perchloride has been added, and the
mass formed into blocks and dried. For instance, 92 parts
of sawdust are mixed with 8 parts of a solution containing
i per cent, of gelatin and 2 per cent, of formol. The
block, after drying, is slated to possess all the properties
St Wood, and can be worked and cut.— L. F. G.

Agglutinant for Agglomerating Finely-divided Materials,
which becomes Insoluble after Drying, [Fuel Briquetti i,

jw.] Soc. Anon, des Mines de Houille de Montrelais,
Mouzeil et Languin. Fr. Pat. 341,702, April I, 19u4.

The agglutinant is used for the materials specified in
Fr. Pat. 341,751 (see preceding abstract), and consists of
1 part of gelatin, to which one-twentieth part of potassium
bichromate has been added; dissolved in i parts of water.

This is then mixed with 99 parts of anthracite powder, the
mass formed into balls, and dried for four to five hours at

a temperature of 100°— 10o'
J
O.— I.. F. G.

Fuel; Manufacture of Artificial . Graigola Jlerthyr
I >., Ltd. Fr. Pat. 341,771, March 80, 1904. Under
Internal. Conv., April 6, 1903.

Si i Eng I'at. 7S71 of 1903; this J., 1904, 539.—T. F. B.

Gas Producers ; Apparatus for Regulating the Supply of
Steam to . P. M. V. Guignard. Fr. I'at. 341,791,
March 31, 1904.

In this apparatus the pressure iu the exhaust of the motor,
which is fed by the producer, is utilised for regulating
automatically the supply of steam to the producer, in
accordance with the gas consumption. A branch pipe from
the exhaust enters the upper cud of a closed box containing
wateiv and, at each explosion of the motor, the pressure
created temporarily within the box forces some of the water
up a pipe iuto a tank above. This tank has an outlet so
adjusted that, as the speed of the motor increases (the
amount of water forced up into the tank increasing accord-
ingly), the le\ol of the water in the tank rises, and vice

VI rsa. The water flowing out of the tank passes down into
the box again, through a non-return valve ; there is thus an
almost continuous circulation of the water in the box and
tank. A float inside the tank i-. connected to the steam-
supply valve of the producer, and hence, as the float rises

or falls with tiie level of the water, the steam supply is

regulated.— II. B.

'. . • Producers. W. J. Crossley and T. Bigby. Fr. Pat.

341,970, April", 1904.

A c_»s producer, the lower end of which rests within a
hydraulic seal, is provided with a rotary conical grate,

mounted on ball bearings carried by a central cylinder into

which the air, or air and steam, is led on its way through
the grate. The mechanism for rotating the grate is pro-
tected from excessive heating by being situated in one of
the conduits through which the air. or air and steam, is led
to the central cylinder. The conical grate is of such size

as tn support only a part of the superincumbent fuel, so
that the rotation may be effected easily.— 11. B.

Barytic Ui es ; Preparation of for the Production of
a Double Carbide of Barium and Calcium. J. Cartier.

Fr. Pat. 342,036, April 11, 1901. VII., page 901.

III.-DESTRUCTIVE DISTILLATION,

TAR PRODUCTS, PETROLEUM,
AND MINERAL WAXES.

English Patents.

Peat and Materials Evolving Volatile Products ; Appa-
ratus for Treating . V.. K. Carmichael, Edinburgh.
.Fug. Pat. 17,096, Aug. 6, 1903.

Peat powder, obtained by drying and separating the fibre

from peat in an apparatus which lorms a part of this patent,

is fed through a hopper into a horizontal cj Under provided
with a rotating rod, on which are fixed blades to convey the
material along the cylinder to an outlet at the further end.
There are several of such cylinders arranged one above the

other in a furnace, the material being conveyed from one
to the other by similar rotating rods. The furnace is so

arranged tiiat the lower tubes are more strongly heated.

The volatile products are removed from each cylinder by
means of outlet pipes, and the hot carbonised material

from tlie lowest cylinder is led through a pipe which passes

through a boiler containing water, the steam thus generated

being led hack to the lowest carbonising cylinder, thereby

generating water-gas.—T. F. B.

Filtering and Washing [Lubricating
-

] Oils ; Apparatus
for . C. W. Brown. From \V. F. Warden. Eng.

Pat. 14,216, June 23, 1904. MI., page 900.
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Fkkncii Patent.

Benzene, Alcohol, Oil of Turpentine, and Petroleum .•

Process for Rendering Uninflammable, <i. 11

Dilette and J. Talabot. It. Pat. 341,927, Feb. in, ls04.

Carbon tetrachloride is added to the following substances

be proportions given to produce non-raflainmable pro-

dacts : benzene or mineral oils, about 15 per cent.
;
alcohol

er oil of turpentine, about 50 per cent. (See also Fr. Pat.

141,158 of 1904; this. I., 1904, 885.)—T. F. li.

IV.-COLOURING MATTERS AND
DYESTUFFS.

English Patents.

p. Icetylamido o-amidophenol, and [Azo] Dyestuffs there-

from; Manufacture of B- B. ttansford, Upper

"Norwood. From 1.. Cassella and Co., Frankfort-on-

Maine. Germanj . Eng. Pat 22,289, I >ct. 15, 1903.

p-AcETYLAMlNOPB] NOl is nitrated at a low temperature and

the uitro compound reduced, p-aeetamino-o-aminophenol

being obtained. On coupling the diazo compound of this

substance with amines, phenols, or their derivatives, azo

dyestuffs dyeing various shades are produced. Thus, the

dy< -stuff obtained by coupling with 1 . 8 - aminonaphthol-

5-sulphomc acid gives bluish-violet -hades on wool, con-

vcrtcd into blackish-blue on chroming ;
whilst that obtain..

1

:mm 2.5-aminonaphihol 7-6ulphonio acid gives red shades,

converted into blackish-violet on chroming. The dyestuffs

obtained by coupling with the following compounds are

also described : nmir.onaphtholmunosulphoiiic acids 2'.3.6

,l 2.6.8; aminonaphiholdisulphonic acids 1.8.3.6 and
- -J.4 ; dihydroxynaphthali nemoni sulpbonic arid 1.8.4 ;

nid . ihvJroxvnaphtbalenedisulpLooic acid 1 .8 a. 6.
} —T. F. B.

Sulphur Dyes [ Sulplnde Dyestuffs'] \
Manufacture of

Colouring Matters of the Class known at , and of

an Intermediate Product of the said Manufacture.

II. C. Coswaj and the I nited Ukali Co., Ltd., Liver-

pool. Eng. Pat. 22,966, I let. 23, 1903.

IHMTi:or.r.N/.FNi! and 6u1pbauilic acid are I eated together

in alkaline Bolution, ai
:

tl lution acidified; the pi iv

obtained thus is salted oat of the solution, and heated with

an equal weight of p-iniiinophenol, six timeB its weight of

sodium sulphide, and one half its weight of sulphur, until the

melt becomes drj The resulting pr< duct dy< -green shad,-,

fast to light, acids, and alkalis.—T. F. B.

Anthraceni Series; Production of Colouring Mailers of

the . and of Intermediate Products relating thereto.

[Anthracene. Dyestuffs.] J. IT. Johnson, London. From
he Anilin und Soda Fabrik, Lndwigshafen, Ger-

many. Eng. Pat. 28,179, Oct. 26, 1908.

SEE Addition, of Oct. 26, 1903, to Fr. Fat. 319,018 of 1902
;

this J., 1904, 868.—T. F. B.

Sulphurised [Sulphide Dyestuffs; Manufacture of .

O. Imray, London. From See Chem. Ind. in Basle.

Eng. Pat. 23,188, Oct. 26, 1903.

Si.e Fr. Pat. 3:17,316 of 1903 ; this J., 1904, 186.—T. F. B.

Glucosides possessing < 'olouring or Tunning Properties
;

Processes for Extracting from Vegetable Mailers .

and the Products resulting from such Processes. I'. .1.

OaU-, New i'ork. Eng. Pat. 9932, April 30, 1904.

See U.S. Pat.759,008 of 1904; this J.. 1904, 604.—T. F. B.

i Eng. Pat. 4..3S of 190

Fkemh Patents.

Basic Dyestuffs; Production of Soluble Sails of .

Badische Anilin und Soda Fabrik. fr. Pat. 338,857,

June 11, 1908.

See Fig. Pat. 12,081 of 1903 ; this J.. 1904, 485.—T. F. U.

Anthracene Series; Production of Dyestuffs of the .

Badische Anilin and Soda Fabrik. S. cond Addition, dat< 1

March 2, 1804, to Fr. Pat. 338,529, March 30, 1903.

Under Internal. Conv., Feb. 12, 1904.

See U.S. Pat. 763,238 of 1904 ; this J., 1904, 747. -T. F. B.

Sulphide Dyestuffs ; ProcessofMaking Yellow . Act.-

Gi -. f. Anilinfabr. Fr. Pat. 341,798, March 81, 1904.

SnlPHJTji dyestuffs, dyeing clear yellow shades from sodium

sulphide so'ution. are obtained by heating equiuioU-cnM

quantities of m-tolnylenediamine and difbrmyl p-phenylenej

diamine with sulphur to 2->o —230° ('. By raising Ihe ti m-

perature of the reaction, or by reducing the quantity of

diformyl-D-phenylenediamine, dyestuffs giving more orange

shades are produced.—T. F. 13.

Lakes [from Azo Dyestuffs'] ; Processfur Preparing .

Soc. Anon. Prod. F. Bayer et Cie. Fr. Pat. 341,861

April 2, r."i4. XIII. A., page 906.

Anthraquinone Derivatives [Anthraceni Dyestuffs] ;

/'"•-

tiuclion of . Soc. Anon. Prod. F. Bayer et tie.

Fr. Pat 342,195, April 11,1904. Under Internat Convi

Nov. 26, 19U3.

On treating alizarin with fuming sulphuric acid or with a

mixture of anhydrous sulphuric acid and boric acid, and

saponifving the resulting sulphuric ether, the hithettoi

unknown 1 .2 .5-trihydroxyanthraquinone is obtained. It

dyes cotton mordanted with alum pure bluish-red sha

and ffives violet-blue shades on chrome-mordanted cotton.
° —T. F. H.

V.-PREPAEING, BLEACHING, DYEING.

PRINTING, AND FINISHING TEXTILES.

YARNS. AND FIBRES.

Sill Mordanting. C. Kuapstein. Farber-Zeit, 1904,

15,248—250.

The paper is a polemical one, and adduces sundry cases m
which P. Heermaun's work on the various theories of the

mordanting process (see this J., 1904, 820) dues not ag

with facts observed in actual dyeing practice.—T. I . B.

Tannic and Gallic Acids • Determination of .

W. P. Dreaper. XXIII., page 913.

Engusb Paten i*.

Dressing Material; Method of Producing a Consistent

Dutt-frei Surgical . E. M. Sello, London. Kng.

Pat. 15,276, July 8, 1904.

The " fleecy
" material is passtd, directly it comes from

carding machine, between heated rollers, the stearic a

adheriug to the material being thereby melted, and inq

tng a gloss to the materia'.— T. i' . B.

Wi ollen Fabrics and other Fibres or Materials adapt.

be Felted; Fulling •/ II. .1. Haddan, Fan

From A. Elosegui, Tolosa, Spain. Kng. Pat.

June 9, 1904.

Woollen fabrics or ether materials suitable for

exposed to the mechanical action of compression, eithei

passing between cylinders or by stamping, the fa

heated at ihe same time by hot water or steam. The its
1

treatment with alkali, acid, soap, ..\.c., is omitted.— T. F. B.

Mercerising Yam; Apparatus fa- . \V. P. Tbompsi

London.' From A. Wyser, Aarau. Switzerland. El

Pat 22,189, <lct. 1 l. 1903.

A stakd is 6xed on the edge of the mercerising tank on

which the reel is placed after mercerising, to allow It
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Irain. Two washing tanks are provided for each mercer-

ising tank; these have perforated tubes arranged inside

hero, which project a spray of washing liquid cu to the

'abric. The yarn reels are driven by all adjustable chauge-

*ear, so that the reels may be rotated alternately in opposite

lireetions, thus preventing tangling of the under threads of

:he yarn.—T. F. B.

Dyemy Apparatus. E. W. Reutner, Nenkirohen, Germany.
Eng. Pat 22,869, Oct. 22, 1903.

two vertical cylindrical tanks, communicating with one
mother bv means of a short pipe fixed near the top of

ach, are divided horizontally into compartments by means
>f perforated plates or sieves, on which the goods to be

lyrd rest. The dyeing liquid is introduced into the bottoms
if the tanks through branch pipes leading from a main pipe,

vhich latter is provided with a three-way cock and a rotary

mmp, so that the liquid can be introduced into each of the

anks alternately. By this means, as the liquid comes in

:ontaet with the goods ou the sieves alternately from above
ind below, more even dyeing results.—T. F. II.

Dyeing Silk a Blue-Black Colour offer the same is

Weighted; Process for . J. A. Knup, PatersoD,

X.J., U.S.A. Eng. Pat. 6728, March 19, 1904.

Iilk is weighted by successive immersions in solutions of
tannic chloride, alkali phosphate, and alkali silicate; the

'arious strengths of Eolation and methods of working for

weighting to definite degrees are specified. The silk is then

Emerged in a solution of" Iron liquor" (iron dissolved in

rude acetic acid) of 40° B. at 60
D
F. for one hour, and then

n a solution of 100 lb. of gambier, 201b. of logwood extract,

;nd 40 lb. of fustic extract (fcr each 100 lb. of silk) at

60 F. for two hours. After washing, the silk is fiually

reared wiih a solution containing 20 lb. of logwood extract

md 50 lb. of soap per 100 lb. of silk, the temperature being

aised from 110° F. at the start to about 150
:

F., the treat-

Lieut being continued until the desired shade is produced,

fter which the material is finished as usual.—T. F. B.

Waterproofing Fabrics ; Apparatus for . T. F. Wiley,
Harrogate, forks. Eng. Pat. 7172, March 25, 1904.

Phe apparatus is of the type in which the waterproofing

gent is applied to the fabric in the form of spray. In order

D ensure a uniform discharge of liquid, a hollow float is

lounted in a tank or vessel containing the waterproofing

quid, the tubes which convey the liquid to the fabric

assing diametrically through this float. Air outlets are

rovided behind or below the fabric, to prevent uneven air

urrents in the waterproofing chamber.—T. F. B.

United States Patents.

mpregnatinq Fabrics with Fluid Substances; Machine
fir . H. A. Mann, Albany, X.Y. U.S. Pat. 768,059,
Aug. 23, 1904.

Cwo cylinders, between which the fabric passes, are provided
rith rubber coatings which extend beyond the ends of the

ylinders, and are mounted on a suitable framework, the axis

f the upper cylinder being rearward of that of the lower
ne. Side walls of glass abut against the projecting rubber
icings without touching the ends of the cylinders. The
ylinders are rotated by suitable mechanism, the journal
nds of one of the shafts being supported in stationary

earings, and the journal ends of the other in adjustable
'earings. The fluid substance is contained in a receptacle
bove the upper cylinder, and is delivered by a suitable
evice on to the surface of the upper cylinder.— B. X.

Eyeing and Washing; Machine for . C. Corron,
Lyons, France. U.S. Pat. 768,425, Aug. 23, 1904.

See Fr. Pat. 319,049 of 1902 ; this J., 1902, 1533.—T. F. B.

French Patents.

Fibre from Gelatin ; Production of an Artificial .

L. F. Jannin. Fr. Pat. 342,112, April 1, 1904.

\. concentrated solution of gelatin (1 kilo.) in water
.1 kilo.) aDd glycerin (100 grms.1, containing, if desired, a
mall proportion (1—2 grms. per litre) of formaldehyde

and colouring matters, is forced, at a temperature of
80°— 100 C, through spinnerets, as iu the manufacture of
artificial silk. The fibres thus produced are passed either

into the air or into a solution of formaldehyde iu alcohol or
acetone, in order to harden them. They are then treated

in a closed chamber with gaseous formaldehyde, to render
the gelatin completely insoluble.— E. B.

Artificial Silt, Hair, and Straw : Manufacture of .

L. Crespin. Fr. Pat. 342,077, April 11, 1904.

Nitrocellulose is dissolved in a mixture of methyl ami
ethyl alcohols and ether, to which is added some castor or
palm oil or glycerin. The collodion is forced through a

]

capillary tube, the threads issuing from which being passed
into a tube containing water, which dissolves nearly all the
solvent from the collodion ; this bath is constantly renewed,
so that it always contains about 10 per cent, of alcohol.

On distilling the wash water, the alcohol and nearly all the
ether are recovered and can be used again.—A. 11. S.

Woollen Fabrics in General; Manufacture [Fulling oj

. Soc. Reynes et Michel. Fr. Pat. 341,943, March i.

1904.

In order to avoid the loss in weight of woollen fabrics

duriDg fulling, the operations of scouring and fulling are
performed simultaneously by immersing the fabric in ;a

solution containing alkali and ammonia, •' of suitable

concentration ind temperature,*' and then rapidly passing it

hetwcen rollers, to cause the liquid to thoroughly impregnate
the fibres.— T. F. B.

Removing Fatty Matters from Tissues [Wool Scouring'];

Application of Electrolysis in . J. M. J. Baudot.
Fr. Pat. 342,108, April 1, 1904.

Woollen tissues are taken from a scouring machine with

out being washed, and are passed at full width through a
tank in which positive and negative plates are fixed, a bath

of sodium or potassium carbonate serving as electrolyte ail

starting. The fatty matters present in the tissues are, it is

stated, readily saponified and removed. The soapy liquors

obtained are run off into a separate tank and are electro-

lysed for the recovery of the fatty acids contained in them.

The apparatus iu which these operations are accomplished

is especially intended for use in connection with the wool
washing machine described in Fr. Pat. :J3 1,956 (this J.,

1903, 1192).— E. B.

Cop-tubes for Use in Dyeing, Bleaching, SfC. ; Improved
. J. Brandwood. Fr. Pat. 342,109, April 1, 1904.

The cop-tubes in question are composed of woven or

knitted materials.

—

¥.. B.

Blue and Blue-black Shades- [on Wool] Fast to Light and
Fulling; Production of . Pladische Anilin uiul

Soda Fabrik. Fr. Pat. 342,026, April 8, 1904. Under
Internat. Conv., March 11 and 18, 1904.

Bv dyeing chromed wool with substituted Acid Fachsines
miNed with certain azo dyestuffs susceptible to chroming,
blue to blue-black shades are obtained, perfectly fast to

light, fulling, washing, and acids. Suitable azo dyestuffs

an- ihose obtained by coupling diazotised di-o-diamino-

pbenolsulphonic acid with 2 mols. of 6-naphthol, or by
coupling diazotised 1.2.4-naphthylaminedisulphonic acid

with /3-naphthol. (See Fr. Pat. 338,819 of 1903; this J.,

1904, 820.)—T. F. B.

Dyeing Silk a Blue-Black Colour after the same is

Weighted; Process for . J. A. Knup. Fr. Pat.

341,482, March 19, 1904.

See Eng. Pat. 672S of 1904
;
preceding these.—T. F. B.

Stannic Oxide contained in the Wash Waters of Silk Dye-
works ; Plant for the Automatic Recovery of the .

R. Schmitz. Fr. Pat. 341,769, March 30, 1904. Under
Internat. Conv., March 22, 1904.

The washings containing stannic oxide are collected in

a tank placed below the silk-washing apparatus, and are then

pumped up into the separator, the rate of flow being
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controlled by means of a perforated nozzle fixed on the end

Of the discharge tube. The separator consists of an upright

cylindrical v.-s. -1 with conical bottom : the upper part of

this vessel is divided into two compartinenrs by a plate

extending about halfway down the vessel, whilst at the

bottom o! the cone (i.e., at the apex) is provided a Borneo]

cap, resting on feet fixed to Ihe vessel. The stannic oxide

falls m the bottom of the vissel, ami is prevented in

irom rising again in the vessel. When a sufficient

deposit has collected', it is drawn off, and filtered through a

press. The water, freed from the stannic oxide, overflows

from the separating vessel by means of a pipe provided in

<he compartment not containing the inlel pipe.—1. V. B.

Fabrics printed with Metallic Powders ; Procei

Compressionfor . O. Ostersetzer. Fr.Pat.34]

April 6, 1904.

To remove the metallic glitter, the materials are compri

with heated plates or cylinders the surfaces of which are

finely engraved either with lines or dots.— A. B. S.

Frintmg of Fabrics. Soc. Anon. l'Art [ndustriel.

Fr. l'.it. 841.8V5, April 8, 1904.

The drv colouring matters are made into a thick paste

with boiled linseed oil, and this is thinned, according to

the material to he printed, with a mixture of equal parts

-of heavy petroleum and ammonia. To this mixture is

added some silicate of potassium solution containing about

so prms. of sugar per litre. The colouring matter is fixed

by the silicate which also combines with the sugar ; the

latter prevents the colour from being too brittle. The
ammonia counteracts .the smell of the linseed oil and

iietroleum and accelerates the drying of the colours.

—A. 1!, S.

VII.—ACIDS. ALKALIS, AND SALTS.

Carbon Dioxide and Soluble \ilrites ; Reaction between

. R. B. Moore. J. Amer. Cham. Soc., 1904, 26,

953—061.

ix order to obtain conclusive evidence as to whether carbon

dioxide does or does not liberate nitrous acid from a solu-

tion of potassium or sodium nitrite, the following experi-

ments were made:—Three small bottles were filled with

<a) distilled water, (6) and (<) concentrated potassium

nitrite solution. Carbon dioxide was passed into (n) and

<&), but not into (c) until the liquids were saturated, and

-irip of iodised starch paper was suspended in each

bottle J in. above the liquid. After six minutes the papi I

in bottle ('.; was quite blue, whilst the papers in the other

two bottles remained unchanged, even after several hours.

Similar experiments, UBing papers dipped in a solution of

OT-phenylenediamine hydrochloride and also others dipped

in a solution of ferrous sulphate, gave confirmative results.

On repeating the experiment with solutions of sodium nitrite

and silver nitrite, instead of a solution of the potassium salt,

-imilar results were obtained, [.roving that nitrous acid is

-also liberated from these nitrites bv the carbon

dioxide.—W. P. S.

Ferrous Salt Solutions; Oxidation of . E. '

and 11. Yierlim:. /.. Elektrochem., 1904, 10, C7U—6S2.

TtiK dill. rem 1

. - in behaviour of solutions of ferrous ammo-
nium snlphate, to the method used to purify

the salt, are ascribed in large measure to the slight varia-

tions in constitution of the salt- obtained. Til" small

i tri.-al conductivity of a solution of the sail precipitated

.villi alcohol is, however, ciiietU duo to the pi

alcohol which has adhered to the crystals. Thcoxi.lati I

diluti soli oi i .. i i" mol l
bi ... cans oi oxygen wus

chiefly studii l. Platinum was found to accelerate the oxida-

tion, as. Iso lid an elevation of temperature. The precipitates

obtained with and without platinum differed considerably

in constitution ami appearance. In the former ease the

precipitate was fine grained, bright yellow and insoluble in

dilute acids, whereas in the latter it was coarser, of a red

colour, and easily soluble. These observations agree with

and extend those of Graham (Phil. Trans.. 1st',;, 151,

-E. S. II.

English Patent.

Lead Dithionate; Making . A. G. Berts, Troy,

.\.V ., D.S A.
. Eng. Pat 15,308, July s, 1904.

St u-iii e .I... .ill. gag i- passed through water in which native

manganese dioxide, in fini suspended. The
necessary amount of lead dithionate is added to decompose

any manganese sulphate which may have fo id, and fhf

solution oi manganese dithionate is then treated with lead

peroxide, to obtain lead dithionate in solution, and a pre-

cipitate of manganese dioxide.—E. S.

United States Patents.

Sulphuric Acid Plant. A. /.nine!, Brussels, Belgium.

I ,S Pat. 768,108, \<<- 2 :, 1904.

The plant includes a roasting furnace, Glover tower,

heating flue through which the gases pass to the to*

within which flue removable concentrating pans are

These pans have an inlet supply pipe traversing the tin

wall at the end near the tower, and are fed from withou

A discharge pipe also extends through the wall at the el

near the furnace. Vapour exit openings discharge into in

flues. See also U.S. Pat. 6'j:;.o.::. ..t 1902; this J., 190:

476.—K. s.

Carbonic Acid Gas .- Manufacture of -. W. .1. Kno
Usigndr to G. YVestingnouse, both of Pittsburg,

U.S. Pat. 768,330, Aug. 23, 1904.

Tin process consists in heating carbon dioxide gas, ami
passing it through carbonates or " carbonic-acid-containid

(

substances," which then yield a further portion of the gas

A pottion about equivalent to the portion thus added

withdrawn, and the remainder i- reheated, and i- pass.

continuously through the carbonates, &c., the evolution

the gas being increased by circulation of steam through P

system.- -E. S.

French Patents.

Lead Chambers [Sulphuric Acid] : Pulverisation of Wale

in , ;,// aid ot the Gases of the Pyrites Furnaat

E. Delphi, e. Fr. Pat. 342,117, Feb. 15, 1904.

The furnace gases, alter being cooled, and before enterin 1

the Glovei tower.are passed through a column in whici

they are washed with strong sulphuric acid, in order tl

absorb any sulphuric anhydride present. The gases ill

then compressed, and admitted to a reservoir, whence the

are supplied to the injectors. The injectors consist <

J-shaped tubes into the long limbs of which the current <
J

water enters. The mouths of the shorter limbs are cove"

by circular plates of greater diameter than the tubes,

plates being surmounted b\ small cones against the apisj

of which t tie gas..- are directed, through small orifices il

the ends of vertical tubes arranged above the cone

Compare Fr. Pat. 883,S85 ol 1903; this J., 1903, 1292.
- K. S.

|

Gov : Apparatus for the Absorption of Liquids by

and especially fur the Absorption oj Hydrochloric .

/»;/ Water. Vereinigte Thonwaaienwerke \!.t. Gea.

Pat. 842,008, March 18, 1904.

The apparatus consist- of a shallow rectangular clo

box, the double bottom of which i- Separated a- to

greater part of its length by a partition, which I

water or liquid entering at one side aperture to ti

length of the box h.ei. returning to emerge at a co

spouding outflow aperture. A thiu layer ol liquid is i

presented to the gas which enters the top of the 1
..\

vertical pipe at one end, ami leaves bv a corresponding]

at the opposite end. A number of such boxes ale <

nected in series, with arrangements tor the circulation !

i,, box of buth the absorbing liquid and the gas.

apparatus ma\ he provided with cooling tubes.—E. S-

Ihidrositlphites; Production of Dry and quiti Sft

jo Badis LnilinnndSodaFabrik. rr.Pat.341/

March 88, 190*.

\ m oi i. such as sodium or potassium hy

sulphite, or a nydroBulphite of /me, or ot sine and mm
pi and ammonium, i- heated in a reflux r
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itus with a volatile liquid capable of absorbing water, such

> ethyl or methyl alcohol. The receiver in which the

istillate collects is charged with lime or other desiccating

ibstance, winch absorbs moisture from the distillate before

returns to .the retort. The final product is dried in a

icuutn at about 60° C, and lastly over sulohuric acid.

;e EDg. Pat. 2204, of 1903 ; this J., 1903, 1347.—E. S.

ffhopfme ; Manufacture of by Electrolysis of Sodium
Sulphate or Chloride, icith Simultaneous Production of
Sodium Hydroxide. J. B. and A. Candau. Fr. Pat.

3 11,827, April 5, 1904. XI. A., pasre 904.

art/tic Ores ; Preparation of . far the Production of
a Double Carinde of Barium and Calcium. .1. Cartier.

Fr. Pat. 342,036, April 11, 1904.

"iTHBitiTK (barium carbonate) mixed with minerals con-
ining both barium carbonate and calcium carbonate, re

ated in a reverberatory fnrnace to expel carbon dioxi le.

le oxides of barium and calcium obtained are then mixed
th carbon and strongly heated in an electric furnace.

—E. S.

irbon from Pulverised Carbonaceous Substances; Pro
fr Separating . J. D. Darling. Fr. Pat. 341,736,
March 29, 1904.

E U.S. Pat. 763,859 of 1904; thisj.,1904, 780.—TXF.B.

VIII.-GLASS. POTTERY. ENAMELS.

Very Clay : Influence of Magnesia on . A. E.
Hottinger. Thonind. Zeit., 1904, 28, 806: Chem.-I
19"4. 28, Kep. 240.

> test the extent to which magnesia could be substituted
chalk or dolomite as a sintering agent, porcelain body

—

mposed of 55 parts of clay substance, 21-5 of felspar,

d23-5 of quartz- -was mixed with 5 aud 10 per cent, of

BQ of the above ingredients in turn, and baked at the
iing temperature of Seger cones 1 and 5 respectively, with
! following results :

—

Bakeil ai —
Porcelain Bod}".

rcentasre of moisture absorbed by :—
5ody unmixed '

Per Cent.

Seger

Per Cent.
11-4

1, Wit 1 1" jer cent. of chalk 26'2

n „ o ,, ., 22'0 irs
.. „ I" „ 20"3 12'4
.. „ S ,. „ iy-i i 3

>» „ lo magnes.U ... 8S"8 '.»..

" 5 : » 132 c*u

The last sherd was so hard as to resist scratching with
steel point. In further experiments with clay shale, the
iition of 10-5 per cent, of magnesite caused the body to
ter at ecne 1.— i

'. S.

English Patent.

for Porcelain, Ac] : Manufacture of a Materia'
ed for the Production of . P. Steenbock,

Berlin. Eng. Pat. 15,181, July 7, 1904.

Rtli.ilm compounds soluble with difficulty in water, but
icting with phosphoric acids, or their acid salts, are
xed with similar compounds of other light metals, inelud-
[
zine. and a solution of phosphoric acid or an acid phos-

ate is added to the mixture. For example, a solution of
rylhum nitrate may be precipitated with sodium silicate
ntion, and eight parts of the beryllium silicate obtained,
er washing and slightly calcining", mixed with five patts
a mixture obtained by melting together one part of lime,
apart of alumina, and two parts of silica. The whole
then mixed with a 50 per cent, solution of ortho-phos-
)ric acid, which is almost saturated with aluminium
osphate, and also contains a small quantity of zinc
»sphate. The mass hardens in a short time. Colourins

matter- may be added to it. The cement produced is

adapted for filling teeth, cementing porcelain, &c.—A. G. L.

United States Patent.

Glass Furnace. J. E. Berry, Monongahela, Pa.
U.S. Pat. 7G7.373, A*ug. 16, 1904.

The furnace consists of a melting chamber, from which a

central channel passes to a gathering or drawing chamber,
which, together with the central channel, is surrounded bv
double heating chambers provided with means Cor introduc-
ing gas, and a communicating flue formed near the furnace
proper.—W. C. H.

IX.-BUILDING MATERIALS. CLAYS,

MORTARS. AND CEMENTS.
Limi in t 'ement ; Rapid Method for the Determination

of B. Enright. XXIII., page 912.

United States Patent.

Brick j Process ofMaking . O. G. Diefendorf,
Waterton, X.Y." U.S. Pat. 76G,938, Aug. 9, 1904.

Tin: ingredients, including cement, a friable earth, and
colouring matter, are first mixed with a small quantity of
water, and formed into bricks in suitable moulds and sub-
jected to a pressure of about 2,000 lb. per sq. inch, whereby
the small quantity of moisture is brought to the surface of
the moulds. The bricks are then removed from the moulds,

-el to the air till a thin cru-r forms on the surfaces,
and then wetted and allowed to staudand harden.—W.C. H.

1'iiExcH Patents.

Marble ; Processfor Rendering Antiseptic and at the
same time increasing its insulating Power. Chem. Techn.
Fabr. Dr. Alb. B. W. I'.rand and Co., G. m. b. H. Fr.
Pat. 338,886, June 22, 1903.

The marble is impregnated with substances sucha5 asphalt,

paraffin, caoutchouc, linseed oil, &c, to which disinfectants
sucb as boric acid and thymol may be added, by placing it

in a benzene or other solution of these bodies in a vessel

from which the air is exhausted. On admitting air again,
the solution is forced into the pores of the marble, the sol-

vent being then removed by heating or other suitable means,
leaving the dissolved non-volatile body in the marble.

—A. G. L.

Colouring Natural Stones, especially Marble ; Process
for . Chem. Techn. Fabr. Dr. Alb. B. W. Brand
an,

I ( H.. G. m. b. II. Fr. Pat. 338,887, June 22, 1903.

The stone is first impregnated with a volatile liquid, e.g.,

ether, benzene, or alcohol, and is then placed in the solution

containing the colouring matter, which solution must have
a much higher boiling point than the first liquid. The
whole is then heated until the volatile liquid has been driven
off.—A. G. L.

Peaty Packing and Coating Material; Manufacture of
for Halls, Ceilings, Sfc. YV. Klinger. Fr. Pat.

341,929, Feb. 13, 1904.

Moist peat i- well mixed with about 10 per cent, of cork
waste aud with a milk of mixed lime and magnesia (4 per
cent, of lime to 1 per cent, of magnesia), and the plastic

mass is moulded to any desired form. For coating such
surfaces as ceilings, dry peat is mixed with about 20 per
cent, of asphalt and tar, to which plaster is added, with
sometimes, magnesia also. It is stated that the mixture
may be rolled into thin plates, which can be used, for
example, for covering ice-houses.—E. S.

Nickel; Utilisation of the Waste produced in (A. Manu-
facture of [Bricks, Sec' . M. Molon. Fr. Pat.

00O, March 11,1904.

The nickel waste is ground, sifted, and sorted, to form a

. I," which is utilised alone or mixed with river sand,
chalk or the like, in the manufacture of bricks, in masonry,
and otherwise.—E. S.
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Cement Composition containing Magnesia, and Processfor
Making Artificial Stone therefrom. E. Bidtel, G. J.

Ii.li.-1. and <:. K. X. Nulz. Fr. 341,989, March 7, 1901.

See U.S. Put. 757,252 of 1904 ; this J., 1904, 491.—T. F. B.

X.-METALLURGY.

Cold-Copper and Gold-Silver Alloys ; Specific Gravity of
. C. Hoitsema. Z. acorg. Chem., 1904, 41, 63—67.

The author determined the specific gravity, at 1". C
cast gold-copper and gold-silver alloys, in order to supple-
ment the figures previously given by Matthiessen and
Koberts-Austen. The results are given in the following

tables :

—

Gold- Silier A Hoys.

Gold Content.
-, c i irai ity.

~r ific \ oluiue.

Parts i- I

Found. Calculated.

» II.. (0*05192)
[$08 0*05531

•916 *ls-|l41 0-05543
879 '17-54

1 .-.T<>4
.•'.'."7-_"-'

843 16
-
96 0*05896 0*05922

•784 •16-854 II.
-
)

750 16-08 0-06 -

i-.B7 15*07 0*061 0*06651
•648 '14-87 . '.•;725 0*06741

•
1 1-24 0*071

18-60 0-0!
•177 •18-432 7445 ir.p;iM

417 0*07692 i!-ii:;ii

O-umiTij 0*08112
•12-257 0*08158 0*08199

250 11-78 0-08489 0*08475

186 •11-760 . 08504 u-08755
i

- o-ossm 0-OS881
(W4) (0-09 • •

Wutthicssen. Tin- Ggnres for the alloy containing 186 parts
pei 1000 are probably incorrect, perhaps owing to :i printer's

Gold-Copper . 1 Hoys.

Specific Volume.

ific Gravity.
| ' r 1000. Found. Calculated.

(1000) .111-26) (0-051:12)

18 M
18*58
18*36

948 1 18*12
•:..;v:, 17*93

17 -7:'

922*8
'.•17-.

I

0*05764 0-05710
4900*6 1717
t880*5 16*81

t861*4 16*48

833-0 15*86 0*06305 0-06844
760-0 14-74 784 0*06768

0-07S80 0'07820
10-035 0*09 0-09819

o-o ' (0*11494)

t By Roberts — A. S.

Silver} Simple Method for tin /'reparation of Metallic

. .1. Thallwits*. Z. phys.-chem. InVrr., 1904,17,
224. Chem. Ceutr., 1904, 2, 634.

For the rapid preparation of metallic silver from silver

chloride, the author recommends the use of a mixture of

powdered charcoal and sodium peroxide. A mixture of

powdered wood charcoal and sodium peroxide is placed in

:id earthenware crucible, and is covered with a layer of the

silver chloride. The whole is then carefully and inti-

i ]y mixed. After a short time the mixture ignites

spontaneously, and metallic silver separati iline

condition. The proportions of the substances takeu art
calculated from the equation :

2AgCl - NajOj + 2C -=2CO + 2NaCI + 2Ag.

— A -

Purple of Cassias Test for Use in Cyanide Works [De
termination of Gold]. A. Printer. XXIII., page 911,

J.'inl. /rmi. Lime, Sulphur. Cailthiam anil Copper in Com
mercial Zoic Ores; Determination of . \V. S
Waring. XXIII., page 912.

English Patems.

Cupola Furnacesfor Melting Iron. J. lligham,
Manchester. Eng. Pat. 22,3ns, i let. 16, 1903.

The invention relates to means for heating the bl.isi

introduced into the furnace. An air-belt in the fi rtn

an annular cylindrical chamber is arranged near the t.|

of the furnace, in commuuication with a fan and with thi

tuyeres by means of one annular passage or several longi

tudinal passages in the brickwork surrounding the furnace

A coiled pipe communicating with the fan an.l wiih the aii

bell may also be arranged in the chimney ol the furnace.

—A -

Case Hardening ; Process for . G. C. Marks, Lon
don. From C. Lamargese, Home. Eng. Put

Nov. 27, 1913.

See Fr. Pat. 33?,199 of 1903; this J., 1904, 610.- T. F. E

Furnaces especially adaptedfor the Separation of Gold am
other Precious Metals from the Sweepings of Jcicetlers

Warehouses, Photographers' Waste, and the like. S. W
l'rice, London. Eng. Pat 19,984, Sept. 16, 190S.

The melting chamber, lined with refractory material, bo

its bottom inclined downwards from the front to the back
" the longitudinal centre line of the boltom being straigb

from end to end, but curving gradually up and round at th

side and the lower part of the end, so as to be mor
elliptical in cross section, the roof being a continuation U)

and round, in similar elliptical form, of the bottom, the roo

at the back end being curved gradually down, t.

and reflect back and down the flame from a burnin

mineral oil. vapour or spray, injecttd through the openir

in the front of the furnace."' There are three exit opening

for the products of combustion to the chimney ; one froi

the furnace front, near the jet, another from the side of th

curved top of the furnace near its back end, and the thir

from the same side as the second opening, but close to th

front and as high up as possible. Then- is also an opi Ding

having two branches at different heights, through the bac

wall of the furnace, for ruuning off slag an I metal separately

— 1 B

Cadmium Alloy. G. Chaudoir, jun., Vienna. Ei

21,854, < let. 10, 1908.

mi Fr. Pat. 335,838 of 1903 j this .1., 1904, 325.—T. F. B

Metallic. Alloy. E. \V. Green. Wakefield, and T. 1

Huddersfield, Yorks. Eng. I'at. 22,073, Oct. 13.

The alloy is prepared by melting from 70 to 90 parts h

weight of aluminium, and adding successively is i

of magnesium and 12 to 2 parts of cadmium. The do
s stattd to be suited for ornamental work, bell

&c., and as :i substitute for electro-plated ware.— E. S.

Metals, Alloys. Metallic Oxides anil High Tempei

Process for the Production of . 1'. Weiller, View
and A. Weiller. Triest, Austria. Eng. Pat. 24,14

Nov 6, .903.

-I i 1'r. rn. 336 989 of 1903 ; this J., 1904, 44j.—T. F. 1

Minerals; Concentration of , from Ores. A. 1

Cattennolc, II. I.. Sulnmn, and 11. V. Kiikpatrick Ticar

London. Erg. Pat. 17,109, Aug. ... 1

The pulped ore i- agitated with a soap solution and

min. ril a.i.l ; the mineral particles become coated with tl

liberated fatty or resinous acid, and are separated from tl
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ncoated granules in a suitable classifying apparatus. The
iparatiou of such coated mineral particles may be facilitated

y generating a gas, such as carbon dioxide, in the solution,

y addition of an acid, and, if necessary, of a carbonate,

he particles coated with fat, after separation, are washed
ith an alkaline solution, and llie soap thus recovered is

;ain used. Compare Eng. Pats. 26,295 and 26,296 of

102, and 18,539 of 1903 ; this J. , 1904, 118 and 256.—E. S.

ead Ores; Process for Effecting the Dcsulphurisation

of . A. Savelsberg, Ramsbeck, Germany. Eng.
Pat. 24,493, Nov. II, 1903.

B»Fr. Pat. 336,540 of 1903; Him J., 1904, 376.—T. F. B.

lac and Lead, ami generally all Metals whose Affinityfor
Sulphur is Inferior to that of Copper; Process for
Extracting from their Sulphides . A. H. Imbert,
Grand Montrouge, France. Eng. Pat. 24,825, Nov. 14,

1903.

SB Fr. Pat. 336,660 of 1903 ; this J., 1904, 376.—T. F. B.

re Pulverising Apparatus. E. H. Benjamin, Oakland,
Cal., U.S.A. Eng. Pat. 13,743, June 17, 1904.

HE gyratory central vertical driving shaft of the apparatus
tates inside a guide pillar, arranged within an outer casing.

be lower end of the shaft works on a ball-bearing, whilst
itween the upper portion and the guide pillar a " floating

laring " is interposed, controlled by a series of spring-held
nsiou devices. YViihin the upper portion of the casing,

id around the shaft a die ring is fixed. Within the space
iclosed by the die ring the driving shaft carries two discs,

l to the lower one of which the ore is fed, whilst the upper
le prevents the ore being thrown back into the feeding
lamber when the shaft is rotated. A series of guide
iocs is interlocked to and between the discs, each shoe
iving a part radial groove terminating in an involute
irve on its wearing face, and provided with a bore such
at when the face of the shoe has become worn to a pre-
itermiued depth, an inrush of air occurs, resulting in a
uistling sound, which calls the attention of the operator
the need for a new shoe.—E. S.

United States Patents.

pen-Hearth Steel ; Method of Producing . H.
Carlssou, Assignor to J. H. Le Fevre, both of Sydney,
Canada. U.S. Pat. 76S,265, Aug. 23, 1904.

he character of the s'.ag produced in the basic open-hearth
•ocess is controlled by the addition of titaniferous ore to
e materials employed.—E. S.

•on and Steel and their Alloys ; Manufacture of .

J. B. de Alzugarav. Bromley, Kent. U.S. Pats. 768,551,
768,552, and 768,553, Aug. 23, 1904.

!E Fr. Pat. 333,382 of 1903 ; this J., 1903, 1353.—T. F. I!.

inc and other Sulphides from their Ores ; Extracting
. G. D. Delprat, Broken Hill, N.S.W. U.S. Pat.

768,035, Aug. 23, 1904.

be Eng. Pat. 26,279 of 1902 ; this J., 1903, 912.—T. F. B.

tetal from Ores ; Extraction of . C. H. Webb,
Dorking, Assignor to the Rapid Cyanide Treatment,
Ltd., London. U.S. Pat. 768,319, Aug. 23, 1904.

ee Fr. Pat. 340.23S of 1904 ; this J., 1904, 792.—T. F. B.

Fbench Patents.

Blast Furnace Tuyere. E. Bertrand and E. Vorbach.
Fr. Pat. 341,997, March 10, 1904.

EE Eng. Pat. 26,037 of 1903 ; this J., 1904,325.—T. F. B.

ertical Furnace ; Process and for the Direct and
Continuous Extraction of Metals, and especially for
the Direct Production of Iron. O. Simmersbach. Fr.
Pat. 341,7SS, March 31, 1904.

he iron ore to be reduced is contained in a covered vertical
mace in the walls of which channels are cut from the

- dut in ;

Fr. Pat.

bottom up to a certain height, these channels being con-
nected annularly and heated by gas burners at their bases
An exit for the products of combustion is provided at tin

top of the channels. The furnace, while thus heated
entirely from its walls, without access of air or of fuel to it-

body, is traversed by carbon dioxide admitted into the
mass of the charge near the bottom by suitable tubes, anil
aspirated from a discharge opening at" the top. The ga-i

-

discharged from the body of the furnace may be led awa\
to feed the burners within the furnace walls. The reduced
ore is withdrawn from the water-cooled iron base of the
furnace, and may be then treated to obtain iron or steel in,
for instance, a Martin's furnace.— E. S.

Steel Articles; Protecting certain portions of -

Cementation. A. De Dion and G. Bouton
342,061, April 9, 1904.

The pails of the pice, of steel to be guarded against
cementation are coated with a metallic deposit or with a'
salt which is not attacked by carbon.—E. S.

Nickel; Utilisation of the Waste produced in tlie Manu-
facture if . M. Molon. Fr. Pat. 3 12,000, March 11
1904. IX., page 901.

Metals ; Processfor the Extraction of , the Formation
ofAlloys mill Metallic Oxides, and the Production of
Uii/li I'empuatwes. 1'. and A. Weillcr. Addition.
date

1 April 7. 19U4, to Fr. Pat. 336,989, Nov. 9, 190:*'

See this J. 1904, 14."..

The powdered ore, freed as far as possible from gaumie, U
mixed with iron filings and saltpetre, with addition.' in
some cases, of a chlorate. The mixture is ignited in a
small furnace, and the reduced and molten metal which
sinks to the bottom is drawn off in the usual way.—E. S.

Metallic Alloy; Manufacture of a . A. Jacobseu
Fr. Pat. 342,054, April 9, 1904.

Two atomic proportions each of copper and of iron are fused
with one atomic proportion each of aluminium and of nickel.
The alloy is said to be suitable for the manufacture of
cannon, of machines, ships, Sua. A hronze is obtained bv
fusing together 6 parts by weight of the above-described
alloy with 54 parts of copper and 40 parts of zinc. See
Fr. Pat. 33S.415 of 19o:i ; this J., 1904, 610.—E. S.

XL-ELECTRO-CHEMISTRY AND
ELECTRO-METALLURGY.

{A.)—ELECTRO-CIIEMISTRV.

English Patents.

Batteries ; Galeanic . L. Fiedler and F. J. Gerard
London. Eng. Pat. 18,010, Aug. 20, 1903.

The active portion of the cathode consists of an alloy of
zinc and antimony, together with or without an amalgan
of mercury and with or without other metals, such as
manganese. The alloy may conveniently be in the form of
a powder saturated with mercury, and contained in a tray,
the electrolyte being in the form of a jelly. B. N.

[Electric Furnace] Processes for Heating Carbonaceous
Material applicable for Chemical and other similar
Processes. Soc Anon, l'lndustrie Verriere et ses derives
Brussels. Eng. Pat. 5094, March 1, 1904. Under
Internat. Conv., March 2, 1903.

See Fr. Pat. 340,846 of 1904 j this J., 1904, 828.—T. E. B.

United States Patents.

Furnace; Electric . C. G. P. de Laval, Stockholm,
Sweden. U.S. Pat. 768,054, Aug. 23, i

Tm furnace is cubical in form with a flat hearth, and ha- a
horizontal feed opening in one wall extending inwardly.
The electrodes pass through opposite walls, terminating in
front of the feed opening, and between the latter and the
electrodes is an escape opening in the roof of the chamber.

—B. X.
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Connector for Electro-Chemical Apparatus. < >. P. Fritchle,

Denver, Colo. I'.S. Pat. 76x,17j, Aug. 28, 1904,

Tin* invention comprises a cap containing mercury, the cup

being grooved externally, and furnished with a lowe

coated with tin and surrounded by a log of east lead, and

a coupler of copper wire with a tinned hotly portion covered

with a lead sheath eatfl on the copper. The end of the wire

projects from the sheath, and is supported within, hut out

of contact with the cup, both cup and coupler end being

coated with nickel. Near the end of the lead sheath is an

annular groove, forming a bulb at the end, and an elastic

slei re of rubber encloses hoth cup and bulhed end, so that

when the coupler end is withdrawn, the perforated diaphragm

iu the elastic sleeve closes.— I>. X.

Electrical Apparatus for Cleaning Gas. C. G. TTardie,

Hamburg. X.V. I \S. Pat. 768, 150, Aug. 23, 190*.

The gas is passed through an inclined easing, containing

an electrode insulated throughout its length so as to prevent

disruptive discharges between it and the casing. The
electrode is connected to one of the secondary terminals of

a high-potential transformer, the other terminal being con-

nected to the bottom of the casing. Water is caused to

now uniformly over the bottom of the casing, to wash
away the impurities deposited thereon under the influence

of the electrical condenser.— H. B.

French Patents.

Electric Melting Furnace. Soc. Anon. 1'Industrie Veti

et ses derives. Ft. Pat. 342,184, March 19,1904. Under
Internat. f'onv., March 21, 1903.

See Eog. Pat. 6921 of i904 ;
this J., 1904, 550,—T. V. B.

Removing Fall// Matters from Tissues; Application of
Electrolysis in . J. M. J. I'.audot. Fr. Pat. 342,108,

April 1, 1904. V., page 899.

Lithopone ; Manufacture of by Electrolysis of Sodium

Sulphate or Chloride with Simultaneous Production of
Sodium Hydroxide. J. B. and A. Candau. Fr. Pat.

341,827, April a, 1904.

Sodium sulphate solution is electn lyned with zinc anodes in

cells having porous partitions, the products in the anode

and cathode compartments being respectively zinc sulphate

and sodium hydroxide. The zinc sulphate solution istreated

with solution of barium sulphide to obtain lithopone, a white

precipitate composed of zinc sulphide and barium sulphate.

If sodium sulphate be replaced by sodium chloride iu the

process, the zinc chloride obtained is mixed with a solution

of sodium sulphate before precipitation h\ barium sulphide.

Compare Fr. Pat. 338,322 of 1903; this.!., 1904, 606.- i -

(B.)—ELECTRO-METALI.URGY.

Iron and Iron Alloys ; Electro-thermal Production of .

B. Neumann. Stall u, Eisen, 1904, 24, 682—688
;

761—769 ; 821—826 ; B83—888 ; 944—950. See al.«o

this J., 1904, 258.

The author reviews the different methods for the electrical

production of iron ami irmi alloys. The subject-matter of

the paper is given under the following headings and sub-

headings :— /. Processes and Apparatus.— Processes ol

Ruthenberg, Stassa.no, Ctroley, Heroult, Keller, Harmet,
Kjellin, and Gin ; Giroofs crucible furnace. //. Nah
the Products.— Examination of castings; examination of

forged electro-steel. ///. Power Consumption and Ther-

mal Efficiency.— Production of pig-iron ; conversion of pig-

iron into steel. /I*. Costs. I". ' ofthe Electrical

Production ofIron and Steel u ith the ordinary .1/. tallurgical

Processes.—The author considers that in countries such as

Germany, England, and the United States, which have
I

supplies of coal and have only impure iron ores to work
with, electric pro ompete with t he blast-ihrnace

process in the' production of pig-ion. In countries such as

South America and New /..aland, however, which tire

deficient in mineral fuel, but iu which pure iron ores and

sufficient cheap water-power are obtainable, the production
of iron in the electric furnace canbi carried out economically.
With cheap electric energy, the production of iron alloys
containing high percentages of silicon, chromium, tungsten
&c, may be made remunerative. The .'.trie proci
the manufacture of steel from pig-iron can also con
with the costly crucible process for the production ol

kinds of steel.—A. S.

Electro-plating; Bathsfor . A.Gresil. Monit. Scient

,

1904, 18, 675—676.

The nickel-plating bath recommended by Xnmias (this

1904,754) is considered to contain too little nickel; a

suitable bath contains DO grms. of " ammoniacal nickel

sulphate " aud 40 grms. of crystallised nickel sulphate p.r
litre. In silver-plating, the baths corresponding t

simple formula Agl'X, 2KCX are not invariably the
thus experience shows that, for silver-plating copper an

1 alloys, the most suitable bath e intains 2(1 grms. of -

cyanide and 30 grms. of potassium cyanide per litre ; \.

for tin and its alloys, .Mi grms. of silver cyanide and 1 .111

of potassium cyanide per litre constitutes the best

As regards copper-plating, the formula given (/or. cit

considered too complex; excellent result- ai

a bath consisting of copper sulphite, 20 grms.

;

cyanide, 30 grms. ; water, i litre.—T. F. B.

English Patents.

Alkali Metals: Production of . K. A. A-hcrof;

Runcorn, Cheshire. Eng. Pat. 17,'"-4i), Aug. 1 1, iyo3.

A SOLUTION of an alkali chloride is electro:.

mercury, the latter forming an amalgam with the alkai

metal. The amalgam is then used as th,- anode in

electrolytic cell containing an electrolyte capable of f

and yielding alkali metal at a temperature below tin

volatilising point of mercury. A mixture of sodium an
potassium hydroxides in about molecular proportions,whicl
fuses at about 200° C, may be used, or other mixtures i

the alkalis or alkaline earths, or organic compounds of tbi

alkali metals, such as sodium amide, may be used.— B. N.

Electro-deposition of Mete Is vpon Aluminium. J. I 'reswii

and 11. Shaw, Sheffield. En'g.Pat. 21,609,1 let. 8, 1903.

Metallic tin is first deposited upon the article >.v itn

mersing it in a solution of stannous chloride and tunmoni
alum, prepared by dissolving 2 oz. of the former and ."

of the latter in water. The plating i~ afterwards carried ou
in the usual way.— II. X.

French Patent.

Electric Furnace intended for the Transformation of Ca
Iron into Steel. G. II. Gin. Fr. Pat. 342,101, Ma
1904.

The furnace has ti horizontal hearth of refractory, miteri

and is supported on wheels tanning ails within a thie

casing of non-conducting and heat-resisting material. II

health is indented by a gutter extending Irom near tl

to near the back, and repeatedly curved upon itsell so a-

form a series of connected parallel depressions, the

of which terminate opposite to one another at the front i

the furnace. Each of the two termini to the gutter

formed within a massive block of steel, hollowed in i

lower part and cooled by a current of water, and t!

tire ci the poles to a source of i

funnel of refractory material is set in the roof of tl

of the furnace, immediately above each terminus, throng
which molten cast iron is introduced so as to flow tl

out the entire length of the gutter, giving the resi

the current necessary for obtaining the b u pei

for effecting the purification ol the metal and
into steel. Channels are provided at the exit end of tl

furnace converging from the end loops of the gutti rtowar
a receptacle for receiving the outflow of metal. Scrap ir.

may be added to the charge, and means are described I

making other additions and for rabbling, &c. ' mpt:

|
b'r. Pat. 840,418 of 1904; this J., 1904, 792.—E. Si
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XII.—FATTI OILS. FATS, WAXES.
AND SOAP.

'^Bonification Process; Theory of the . L. Balbiano.

Gnz. chini. ital., 1904, 34, 55—56. Chera. I lentr., 1904,

2, 674.

he facts that: (1) oleic acid when heated in the air is

tidised and then gives an acetyl value; (2) the esters of

le fatty acids of linseed oil readily oxidise and give acetyl

dues ; (3) the oxidised oils yield triglycerides of fatty

;ids; and (4) in the residue after the partial saponification

Ejhe triglyceride of beuzoie aeid, only the triglyceride is

resent, lead the author to believe that the increased acetyl

due of the residue after the partial saponification of fatly

ids observed by Lewkowitseh, is due to the formation of

iglyeeridcs of hydroxy acids and not, as the latter con-

fers, to the formation of di- and mono-glycerides. (Ooin-

ire Lewkowitseh, this J., 1898, 1107; 1899, 10.il ; 1900,

1, 254.)—A. S.

English Patents.

ilteriug and Washing [Lubricating'] Oils; Apparatusfor
. C. W. Brown, London. From W. F. Warden,

Akron, Ohio, U.S.A. Eng. Pat. 14,216, June 23, 1904,

tank (see figure) is divided hy a partition, 2, into two
mpartnients, 3 ami 4, the upper one containing an inner

umber, 6, into which is fitted a vessel. 11, containing
itton waste. Water is circulated through the compart

-

eiit, I, and heated by the coil, 7. The oil, which is

pplied to the chamber, 6, passes first through the wire

;auze, 10, then through the cotton waste and perforated
ottom of vessel, 11, and overflows through the pipe, 13,
ato the lower compartment, 3. The deflecting plates, I I,

5, and 16, cause the oil to travel as indicated by the
rrows, the conical plate, 15, being perforated aeat its
entre, and every particle of oil is thus subjected to the
.ashing action of the water, which is contained iu 3 up to

the level of the tap, 19. Before being withdrawn through
the tap, 20, the oil finally passes through more cotton
waste between the perforated plates, 17.— B. N.

Garbage »r Offal ; Process of Cooking and Removing
the Oil or Melted Urease therefrom. C. S. Wheelwright
and J. T. Fiske, jun. Eng. Pat. 15,235, July 7, 1904.
XVIII. P., page 909.

Detergent and other Preparations for Toilet Use [Soap
with Lemon Juice'] ; Manufacture of . G.Giraudet,
Paris, and A. Nenberger, London. Eng. Pat. 18,247,
Aug. 24, 1903.

See Kr. Pat. 334,916 of 1903; this J., 1904, 121.—T. F. B.

French Patents.

Removing Fatly Matters from Tissues; Application of
Electrolysis in . J. M. J. Baudot. Er. Pat. 342,108,
April 1, 1904. V., page 899.

Fatty Materials of any hind; Apparatus for the De-
glt/cerination of . (!. Col. First Addition) dated
M arch 28, 1904, to Er. Pat. 340,521, Feb. 17, 1904 (gi i

this J., 1904, 872).

A FORM of apparatus is described which can be worked
both continuously and intermittently. The fatty material
is fed into a conical drum in which it traverses successively
a series of plates aud then runs through a series of super-
posed horizontal cylinders. In its passage over the plate-
in the conical vessel, it is mixed with steam under pressure,,

and steam is also supplied to the horizontal cylinders, which
are furnished with rapidly moving stirring arms. This,

apparatus discharges the material to one of two cylindrical
" saturating collectors," which are likewise provided with
slowly moving stirring arms and steam under pressure.
Whilst one collector is being filled, the other is being:
discharged, and the operation is thus made continuous.

—J. F. B,

Cellulose from Green Alfa [Esparto'] Preparation of
[arid Manufacture of Soup from By-Product], P'.

Boutry ard \. Deiss. Er. Pat. 341,930, Feb. 16, 1904.
XIX., page 909.

Soap ; Apparatus for Rapidly Cooling Liquid .

B, Both. Er. Pat. 341,731, March 29, 1904.

The hot liquid soap is filled into a closed reservoir or tank.
Below llie latter are a number of vertical tubes Surrounded,
by cold water. The liquid soap fills the tubes, where it is-

cooled and solidified. The solid bars are removed from
the tubes by forcing air into the closed tank, a fresh supply
of liquid soap being caused to pass into the tubes. At the-

commencement of the operation the lower ends of the tubes-

are closed by a sliding plate.—W. P. S.

Rosin Soap for Sizing Paper am! Millboard ; Manufac-
ture of . A. Salivate. Er. Pat. 341,844, April 6„
1904. XIX., page 910.

Sou;) [containing Benzene] • Manufacture of a Liquid
Sanitary . L. Jodoche. Fr. Pat. 342,033, April 8,
1904.

19 Iulos. of rosin are dissolved in 57 kilos, of warm
benzene, 24 kilos, of potassium hydroxide solution (sp. gr.
1" 10) are then added, and tbe mixture is stirred for l.>

minutes. The quantities of rosin and potassium hydroxide
may be varied, and the benzene may be replaced by another
solvent, such as " essence."— W. P. S.

XIII.-PIGMENTS, PAINTS ; RESINS-
VARNISHES ; INDIA-RUBBER, Etc.

(A.)—PIGMENTS, PAINTS.

English Patents.

Paint ; Preparation of Zinc for use as , and Appa-r
ratus therefor. M. Malzac, Paris. Eng. Pat. 17,895,
Aug. 18, 1903.

See Addition, of June 29, 1903, to Fr. Pat. 329 079 of
190'J ; this J., 1903, 1357.—T. F. B.
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Lak

< 'olour Lakes
[
from Azo Dyesluffs] \

Manufadtun of .

II. E. Newton, London. From Fnrbrnfabr. v. inn 1

Bayer and Co., Blberfeld, Germany. Log. Pat.

( let. 22. 1903.

SB8 Fr. Pat 836,433 of 1903; this J., 1901, 368.—T. 1'. B.

French Patents.

akts [from Azo Vyestuffs] ; Process for Preparing .

Soc. Anon. Prod. 1'. Bayer et Cie. I'r Pat. 341,867,

April 2, 1904.

Red lake?, fast to light, arc obtained by precipitating, on

a suitable substratum, the dyestuff obtained by coupling

the diaio compound of I-napkthyIamiae-3.S-disuIptaonic

acid with 0-naphthol.—T. F. J5.

White Lead; Xon-poisonou.t . II. and L. Dode.

Fr. Pot. S41,8"0, April 2, 1904.

Lead oxide is heated with about 25 per cent, of its m i ;hl

of kaolin, sand, or other siliceous substance, to "on or sun

C. When cold, the mass is pulverised ami made into

pigments in the same way as white lead. Such pigments

are non-poisonous, and do not blacken on exposure to bad

air.—T. F. B.

Lilhnpoiie Manufacture of , by Electrolysis ofSodium

Sulphate or Chloriile, with Simultaneous Production of

Sodium Hydroxide. .1. B. and A. Candau. Fr. Pat.

341,827, April 5, 1904. XI. A., page 904.

(B.)—RESINS, VARNISHES.

Turpentine i Technical Analysis nf Spirits of , with a

Ifew Method for lite Detection of Petroleum Adultera-

tions and Wood Spirits of Turpentine. J. M. McCaridless.

XXIII., page 913.

English Patents.

Linoleum of Multiple La/ers; Manufacture of , and

Apparatus therefor. W.P.Thompson, London. From

'Bremer Linoleomwerke Delmenhorst, Delmenhorst, Gcr-

my. Eng. Pat. 17,780, Aug. 17, 1903.

See It. Pat. 334,635 of 1903 ;
this J., 1904, 69.—T. F. B.

Linoleum or the like ; Mann fa, lor, of . L. W. Secser,

Raguhn, Gormany. Eng. Pat. 17,971. Aug. 19, 1908

The linoleum mass is passed between rollers, together with

two layers of fabric instead of only one. The stretching of

the whole under the rollers, and the consequent irregularities

dm to shrinkage, arc thus much diminished. The additional

layer of fabric, the use of which forms the main feature of

the patent, maj be applied to the same side as the usual

layer and afterwards stripped off, leaving the inner layer

rtrnilv imbedded, or to the opposite side in a subsequent

operation, when by reversing the whole and removing the

6rst layer, inlaid linoleum can be produced on the rolls

themselves —R. L. J.

(C.)—INDIA-RUBBER, &o.

Castilloa: its Description, Yield, and a Method of Pre-

paring Rubber from its Later. ( . 0. Weber. India-

Rubber J., 1904, 28, 228-230.

I hike are at least three varieties of Castilloa:— C. alba,

the hardiest, which yields a large quantity of rubber and

suffers little from the tapping operation ; C. negra, yielding

good rubber, but which easily bleeds to death ; and C. rubra,

which produces a good rubber, but in very small quantities.

Cultivation of the Castilloa in < olombia should prove Very

remunerative, since land, at any rate in territories adjoining

the isthmus, is to be had for practically nothing, and

labour is < heap. In fact, the cost of clearing the land and

attending to the plantation for seven years does not exceed

25/. per 1,000 trees. If the trees are tapped at the end of

the seventh war and \icld only i lb. per tree, then, after

deducting all expenses, a return of about 100 per cent,

•would be made in the eighth year, and with careful manage-

ment this would increase for Someyears. The trees should

Jiot be topped until tl.cy are at least eight years old, as tin'

rubber from young trees contains a large percentage of

resit h i> shown by the following figures:—T«o years

old, 42-38; three years old, 85 02; four >ears old, Jij
:
-47

:

Bve years old, LB* 18 ; seven years old. 11-59; eight years

old. 7-21 percent. By the following process it i- stated

that a purer and stronger product can he obtained from the

Castilloa than the finest brands of commercial Para:—
The crude latex is dilated with five times its volume of

.

water (in some eases boiling water beini preferable).

strained through cotton gauze, and formaldehyde added in

the proportion of abjut S oz. to a barrel of the diluted

latex ; the whole is theu we'd stirred and allowed to stand

for 24 hours. The formaldehyde prevents coagulation of

the albumin, and the rubber collects on the surfo

the liquid in the form of a snow-white cake, which

lifted out in one mass. Every trace of albumin ms

can then be removed in an ordinary washing machine. The

analysis of a sample sheet of rubber so prepared, gave the

following figures:— llesinous matter, 2-61 ; ash, II It per

cent. ; nitrogenous constituents, nil ; insoluble ma'ter, nil.

—J. K B.

English Patent.

Rubber Solutions or Compounds. Isidor l'runkenburg,

Ltd., R.J. Frankenburg, and F. II Betteridge, Si

Lanes. Lug. Pat. 17,156, Aug. 7, n03.

MottB or less uninflammable solutions are obtained bv dis-

solving rubber in one or more of the following solvents:—
Carbon tetrachloride, dichloromethane, trichloro-ethane,

tctrachloro-ethane, or trichlorobenzene. The rubber may
also be Boftened with coal-tar naphtha or other ordinary

solvent, and then one of the ab >ve solvents added until the

desired consistency is obtained.—T. F. B.

United States Patent.

Wwtzilite [liubber Substitute] ;
Process of Treating ami

Dissolving . F. M. Whitall, Assignor to S, I.

Whit. ill and .1. R. Ldson, Washington, DC. U -

7G8,lol, Aug. 23, 1904.

\\ i i;r/ii.i n: (see this .1., 1903, 113.1) in a fiueh

or pulverised condition is dissolved in " dead-oil " by th.

aid of heat; the solvent is then removed until the mass

becomes consistent.—J. F. I!.

XIY.-TANNING ; LEATHER, GLUE, SIZE.

Tannic and Gallic Adds ; Determination if .

W. P. Dreaper. XXIIL, page 913.

English Patent.

Leather; Artificial and its Method of Manufacture.

R. Piesbergen, Berlin. Eng. Fat. 10,629, Juh 13,

A plastic compound which sets hard when cold, composed

of tanned animal albumin, glycerin, fatty oils, india

solution and filling material is enclosed in a collodion film

and gently pressed or rolled to the desired shape.—R. L. .1

Unite!" States Patent.

Shins or Hides ; Process of Treating Pickled or Tan** I

. (I. P. Amend, New York. US. Pat. 768.9M

Aug. 23, 1904.

Pickled skins and leather are de-acidified and oxidised by

treatment in a neutral or slightly alkaline solution of a

nitrite of an alkali or alkaline earth, such as sodium nitrite

—J. F. H.

XV.-MANURES. Etc.

Phosphates: Action of Water and Saline Solutions upon

tin Slightly Soluble . F. K. Cameron and

I. A. Hurst. .1. Amer. Chera. Soc, 1901, 26,885—913.

I'm. phosphates of iron, aluminium, and calcium are all

hydrolysed by water, and the solutions always conl

phosphoric acid. It is therefore more correct to s]

the resulting solutions as solutions of the decompositioi

products, the phosphates themselves being, in manj
• in negligible quantities only. The reaction follow.-
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the law of niass to some extent, is a slow oue, ami is

markedly affected by the temperature. The conclusions

arrived at after a considerable number of experiments are

as follows:—Whilst the free acid tends to increase the

solubility of the phosphate, the base, though in solution in

smaller amount, exerts a greater effect in decreasing it.

Successive additions of water, therefore, cause relatively less

solution and decomposition of the phosphate. Potassium

vhloride decreases the amount of phosphoric acid entering

into solution from iron, aluminium, or calcium phosphate,

kut increases the amount of ba«e. Potassium sulphate

increases the amount of soluble acidity in the case of iron

phosphate, but decreases the amount entering into solution

from aluminium phosphate. The presence of sodium nitrite

decreases the acidity obtained from iron or aluminium
phosphate, but appears to slightly increase the amount
yielded by calcium phosphate. Xo correlation of the

acidity with the amounts of iron in the solution seems
possible. A rise of temperature accelerates the decom-
position of the solid phosphates in either water or saline

solutions.—W, P. S.

English Patent.

Manure ; New and Useful Process of Manufacturing an
Artificial . W. Matliesius, Berlin. Eng. Pat.

13,361, June 13, 190t. Under Internal. Conv., June 13,

1903.

Miseuai- phosphates, such as phosphorites, &c, are mixed
with lime to form a " tetrabasic phosphate of calcium," if

sufficient lime is not already present, and are melted in,

for instance, a cupola furnace. The molten slag is treated

with Meam under pressure, or, in case an adequate excess

of lime is present, with exhaust steam, in a closed vessel,

until the product crumbles to a dry powder.—E. S.

XYI.-SUGAR, STARCH, GUM, Etc.

United States Patent.

Syrup; Process for Purifying . II. Kowalski,

Warsaw. U.S. Pat. 768,130, Aug. 23, '.904.

See Addition, of May 23, 1902, to Fr. Pat. 315,737 of

1901 ; this J., 1903, 221.—T. P. B.

French Patent.

Saccharine Juices ; Process of Defecation of . Vve.

M. Brevcr (ne'e Muterbacher) and A. J. de Wehrstedc.

Fr. Pat". 342,159, April 2, 1904.

Pulveuclext, inert materials, such as pounded brick, are

mixed with lime and employed for the defecation of

saccharine juices. It is stated that such materials permit

)f a considerable economy in the quantity of lime required

uid that they absorb colouring matters and impurities from
the juice and assist filtration.—J. F. li.

XVII.-BREW1NG. WINES, SPIRITS. Etc.

Malt Analysis ; Fermentation Experiments as an Aid to

. A. Schifferer. Z. ges. Brauw., 1904, 27, 585—
587.

To obtain evidence of the behaviour of a malt in the brewery,
the mixed wort which has been employed for extract deter-

minations by mashing the coarse and fine grist is boiled
for a short time in an Eilenmejer flask, cooled to 17'5° C,
audits specific gravity determined. Three clean, dry, white
beer bottles, 340—3b0 c.c. capacity, are one-third filled with
:he wort, closed, and kept in the steriliser for half an hour
it 55—58° C. After cooling, two of the bottles are each
pitched in the sterile chamber with 1 grm. of the freshly-

vashed, dry-pressed brewery yeast, and, after closing with
i sterile cotton-wool plug, placed in a thermostat at 25° C.
roe third bottle, which is also kept in the thermostat until

he fermentation in the other two bottles is at an end,
•erves as a control. In the author's experiments these
)lanks gave either zero or negligible results, so that no
corrections were needful. Of the two bottles pitched with
.east, one is removed from the thermostat after 72 hours,

and the specific gravity of the beer determined at 1 7 • .", C.,
afr< r removal of the carbon dioxide and filtration. The
other fermented wort is treated in the same way after a
further 24 hours, by which time the fermentation is com-
plete. The relation between the results thus obtained and
those of the tun beers are shown in the following table :

—

Apparent Final Utenuation.

Experimental
Wort.

Pel' Cent.
82'0
77(1
;<;;!

72*5
70'5

Tun Beer.

Per Cent.
7S-1
73-5
72-0

H'S
63 '1

PaU. lager i>- er malt, Xo. I

No. 11 , ,

Dark .. ., x„. I

Xo. 11

The higher percentage of matter fermented in the labora-
tory experiments as compared with the brewery mashes
is explained by the more favourable conditions for starch
degradation obtaining in the former case, the decoction
process of mashing involving mueh destruction of diastase.

—T. H. P.

Yeast Oxydase. W. Issajew and S. Kalliski. Z. physiol.
Chem., 1904,42, 132—140; Chem. Centr., 1904,2,683.

The authors have detected an oxidising enzyme in extracts
of yeast prepared with water and glycerin. The action of
the enzyme is frequently masked by that of a reductase, but
the latter can be rendered inactive by previous oxidation
with atmospheric oxygen. The oxidising action of the
enzyme can be proved both on the normal constituents of
the yeast and on added polyphenols (quinol, pyrogalloi).
Top-fermentation yeast is appreciably richer in this oxidis-
ing enzyme than is bottom-fermentation yeast.—A. S.

Invertase of Yeast. B. Kafner. Z. physiol. Chem., 1904,

42, 1—34. Chem. Centr., 1904, 2, 603.

Bv dialysis of different specimens of invertase, the author
found that the ash-content could be considerably reduced,
but could never be brought quite to zero ; this is especially
the case with regard to the phosphorus, which, as Salkowski
(Z. physiol. Chem., 31, 321) has stated, is in organic
combination. All attempts to obtain invertase free from
carbohydrates failed. (Compare Wroblewski, this J.,

1898, 6S2.) Invertase is not an albuminoid body, as it is.

not acted upon by proteolytic enzymes, and does not
give the biuret reaction. It, however, contains nitrogen,
and is possibly a complex phosphoric acid derivative, in

which hydroxy] groups have been replaced by carbohydrates
and nitrogenous substances. Invertase prepared from
brewers' jcast is, in general, more active than that prepared
from pressed yeast, but the latter preparations are of more
constant composition.—A. S.

English Beer Types; Preparation of . II. Seyffert.
Woch. f. Brau., 1904, 21, 519—520.

With reference to the discovery by Claassen (this J.,

1904, 721) of the so-called Brettanomyces, toruhc which
produce the characteristic flavour of English beers, the
author describes his own experience in a Kussian brewery,,
preparing top-fermentation ales and porters with single-cell

yeas t. It was found that genuine English porter always
contained a large proportion of wild yeasts and bacteria,
whereas the Kussian porter was free from infection, but
lacked the typical " English " flavour. Experiments showed
that when the Russian porter was infected with some of
the eask-sediment from the English, the desired aroma
was readily developed in it. The constituent organisms
of this cask-sediment, some of them closely resembling
Claussen's Brettanomyces, were isolated and cultivated in

the pure state. Amongst them was a peculiar yeast
which was capable of conducting the entire fermentation
of the porter-wort, with the production of an "English"
aroma. But difficulties were encountered in separating the

yeast from the beer, and after a few fermentations the yeast

had changed its character and had lost its property of
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developing the " English " aroma. Xone (if the isolated

organisms «<»• capable of giving such a good flavour as

the original mixed cask sediment, but lure again, when it

was attempted to transfer the sediment from one brewing

to the next, alteration or degeneration gradually lot k place,

and the desired effect was lost. Similar results, successful

at hist, but failing after continued use, attended all attempt*

to obtain the "English'' Savour by means of imported

organisms, whether pure or mixed. The author suggests

that the property claimed by Claussen for his Brettanomyces

may al6o not be of a specific character, but n prely a tem-

porary property, which will disappear under different

conditions of sub-cultivation, in the same manner as in the

cases cited above.—J. F. B.

Beer s Sulphur IHoxide in G.Graf. Z. gcs.

Brauw., 1904, 27, 617—620.

The author's experiments confirm the assumption of Pfeifer

(.this J., 18S9, 395 J that the formation of sulphur dioxide

in fermenting liquids is the result of a physiological pro-

cess based on racial peculiarities of the yeast, and depending

on the environment. The chief practical inference is that

sulphur dioxide is a norma] constituent of beer, and that its

presence in excess of the usual limit (57 mgrms. per litre)

should not be regarded as conclusive evidence of the use of

sulphites or the like.—C. S.

Wine ; Manufacture <f by Sulphuring and Fermenting
the Grapes. A. Lacussugne. J. d'Agric. Praot., 1903,

412—41ti; through 15icd.Ceutr.dbl., 1904, 33, 0:i9—640.

Experiments were made on the large scale by exposing

the grapes to the vapours of sulphurous acid in order to

kill the foreign organisms whilst acclimatising the yeast to

sulphurous acid. In addition to this treatment, " potassium

persulphate " was added to the juice to the extent of

40 grms. per hectolitre. • The fermenting must showed a

preponderance of 5. ellipsoideus3 whilst 5. apieulatus was

absent. The above treatment,when applied to sound grapes,

bad a slight but distinct favourable influence on the course

aud the final result of fermentation : the last residues of

sugar were fermented in a shorter time. The treatment

had no appreciable effect upon the i hemical composition of

the wine, nor upon its colour, flavour, &c. The value of

the wine was in no way impaired. The sulphured wine was
decidedly more resistant towards the attacks of foreign

micro-organisms, aud kept better when exposed to the air

than wine prepared in the ordinary waj .—.). F. B.

Spirit from Dried Potatoes , Manufacture of .

G. Heinzelmann. Z. Spiritusind., 1904, 27, 358.

< iwixg to poor harvests, the use of potatoes preserved by
drying as raw material for the manufacture of spirit has

not made much progress in tin last two years, since the

cost of the potatoes has been too high. Dried pots

require the same treatment during steaming as maize, i.e.

the Henzc steaming apparatus should he provided with

stirrers; otherwise the potatoes clog together and form a

mass impenetrable to the action of the -team, and gelatini-

sation is incomplete. If a stirrer be not available it is

necessary to employ rather more watei for the -warning,

in order to ensure the ncce-sary mobility. For the reason

just mentioned, it has not been found practicable to steam a

mixture of fresh and dried potatoes simultaneously, with

the object of increasing the concentration of the mash. In

thicks-mash distilleries 1O0 kilos, of dried potatoes have

yielded 33—35 litres of absolute alcohol, according to their

richness in starch. Dried potat in the market in

two forms: dried slices, which are prepan 1 by drying

slices of r.iv potatoes in a current of hot air: and flaked

potatoes, which are made by passing boiled potatoes between

hot rollers. The slices require steaming un I I pressure in

the Ilcnzc apparatus. Tli n i originally

for food purposes, are much dearer than the slices ; they

do not require steaming, but are mashed with water and

malt at 60 C. If potatoes at harvest time show i t signs

of disease or any indications that the.i will not keep Well

over the winter, it is strongly recommi

able, they should be dried.—

.

T
.

!

French Patents.

" Lecithinated Beer"i Incorporation of the Active Com
stitueuts of /.eeithiu with Aciil. Alcoholic, and other

Beverages. A. l'ournier. It. Pat. 342,007, -March 17,

l ',104.

The active constituent- of lecithin, viz. choline and
glycerophosphoric acid, may be isolated for the purpose
of mixing with beverages in two ways: (1) by the hydro-
lysis of lecithin yvith hydrochloric acid and neutralisation

of the solutiou yvith sodium bicarbonate, aud (2) by oouufl
the alcoholic solution of lecithin yvith glycerophosphoric

acid. In the first case the solution ultimately isolated for

use contains cholim hydrochloride and sodium glycero-

phosphate, and in the second case the product is a solution

of choline glycerophosphate. In either case the final

solutiou is brought to a standard concentration, and ad-

justed to the same degree of acidity and alcoholic strength

us the beverage yvith which it is to be incorporated.

—J. F. B.

Distillery; System of adopted for Agricullur.il UtA
L. P. Bazin.

"

Fr. Pat. 341,98*3, Eeb.25, l'.'U4.

In order to continue the working of the distillery all the

year round, a sufficient number of cylindrical silo- :ir,

constructed of masonry below the level of the ground
The roots, &c. are washed and sliced, and the slices an
stored in the silo-pits, in regular horizontal layers, can
beiiig taken to pack them closely, with exclusion of ah
spaces. When required for use, the slices are removal
layer by layer, and extracted systematically by hoilin;

water. The wort is acidified, aud fermented by veast.

—J. 1'. 1!

Brandies mid Liquors; Use 0/ Iioasted Wood for Im
proving and Ageing . J. L. Roumeguere. Er. Pat
342,123, March 10, 1904.

I'm: wood is first roasted iu order to render the principles

yvhich play a part in the improvement and ageing of brandy
immediately soluble in the liquor.—J. F. B.

XVIII—FOODS ; SANITATION; WATER
PURIFICATION, & DISINFECTANTS.

{A.)—FOODS.

Flour; Preservation of by Cold. Bafland. Comptc
rend., 1904, 139, 473—475.

SAMPLES of flour were stored for three year- in a reel pt.

at the ordinary temperature, and in an apparatus kept

a temperature between + 2° aud — 2° C. The fli

preserved at ordinary temperatures was slightly blcacffl

after storing, and was bitter, and useless for food, wh"
the gluten obtainable from it yvas in clots, inela-

contained 04*5 percent, of water; the amount obtained

extraction with ether was from 3 to 6 per cent. los- tha

that obtained from the original flour; the acidity had all

increased. The sample preserved in the cold was ra'"

damp and tasteless, but tlii- was due to the pr

moisture in the apparatus; the amount of gluten obtainsj

was slighlv greater than that from the original sam]

whilst, as regards quality, it was homogeneous, sweet,

contained 71 per cent, of water; the fatty matter and nci

were present in tin same quantities as iu the original fl

—T. I . It

English 1'vtekt.

Albumen front Fish; Manufacture of . A. 1

Offenbach 11 Mam. Germany, ling. Pat. 19,017, s. pt.

1903.

The fish, after the removal of the head and bones, is fret

from grease by a suitable solvent, such as acetone, and tin

repeatedly extracted with a 1 \ per cent, solution of sodin

or potassium hydroxide, until all the albuminous matter

dissolved. The liquors are filtered, deodorised by additit

of hydrogen peroxide (9 per 1000), and precipitated I

sulphurous acid solution. The flocculent matter is wasbi

till neutral, dried, and pulverised.— B. L. J.
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French Patent.

Milk Powder ; Manufacture of a . J. Miggi.

Fr. Pat. 341,840, April 1, 1304.

The mill; is intimately mrxed and rendered homogeneous

under pressure, then dried by the hot-roller system, and

powdered.— \\\ 1'. S.

(2?.)—SANITATION ; WATER PURIFICATION.

Xiitrogen in Witter : Determination of Ammoiiiacal and
'

I'roteid . J.Effront. XXIII., page 912.

Iron ; Colorimetric Determination of Small Amounts

of by Acetylacetone [especially applicable to Water
Analysis). II. 1$. Pnlsifer. XXIII., page 913.

English Patents.

Wash and other Waste Waters or Residues ; Treatment of

. A. J. Boult. London. From A. E. Vasseux, Hal,

Belgium. Eng. Pat. 17,661, Aug. 14, 1903.

See Fr. Pat 380,423 of 1903; this J., 1903, 1099.—T. F. 13.

Trade Effluents : Treatment of . .T. Turner, Sowerby
Bridge, Yorkshire. Kng. Pat. 20,021, Sept. 17, 1903.

Any common soap, such as rosin soap, or fats and alkali,

are added, preferably in solution, to the trade effluent.

After agitating the mixture, sulphuric acid, aluminium
sulphate, or any suitable metallic salt, is added to "curd or

<Tack the sud," after which the whole is allowed to stand

for some time. The ele;ir water may then be run off, the

^solid matters being precipitated. If necessary, the effluent

may also be oxidised before or during the treatment by
tilowiog air through it.— A. (i. L.

,

Garbage ; Apparatus for Removing Liquids from Solids,

applicable for the Treatment of and for other

i'urposes. C. S. Wheelwright, Bristol, It. I., and J. T.

Fiske, juii., BurrUlville, II. I. Kng. Pat. 14,484, June 27,

1904.

The apparatus consists of a cylinder placed at the lower

<md,and in connection with, a digester in which the material is

' previously treated with water. The cylinder is provided with

a revolving screw lining its internal periphery. Perforated

plates are placed in the sides of the cylinder with suction

fcnxes below them, and a pump is arranged in connection

with the latter to return the water to the cylinder. Fins or

plates are let into the cylinder, which vibrate to and from
the interstices between the threads of the screw. One end
•of the cylinder projects beyond the screw, and is provided

with an outlet and a head litted with a valve on the axis of

xhe screw at various distances from the latter, to direct the

material from the screw to the outlet. (See also U.S. Pat.

71!),o41 of 1903; this J., 1903, 288.)—W. P. S.

Garbage or Offitl ; Process of Cooking and Removing
the Oil or Melted Grease therefrom. C. S. Wheelwright,
Bristol, E.I., and J. T. Fiske, jun., Burriilville, II. I.,

U.S.A. Eng. Pat. 15,235, July 7, 1904.

Steam is introduced under pressure directly into the mass
of garbage or offal, together with sufficient fresh water to

float the oil or grease extracted from the garbage. The
water and extracted oil or grease are continuously trapped,

whilst the solid parts of the garbage or offal are held back,
and the water is finally separated from the oil or grease
extracted.—A. G. L.

French Patent.

Water Filter. N. A. Helous, L. Mauclaire, and E. -Meyer.

Fr. Pat. 341,908, April G, 1904.

1 The filter consists of a vertical cylindrical vessel having a

i
tubulure at the top and bottom. A tube passes through the
lower tubulure, the upper end of the tube being surrounded
by a hollow block of compressed carbon which has pre-
viously been " stoved," soaked in a solution of ferric chloride
•containing 1 per cent, of vanadic chloride, and then in a
solution of sodium hydroxide (4° B.) to which has been
added 10 per cent, of hydrogen peroxide. This block of

carbon has around and above it a layer of granulated wood-
charcoal also previously treated with ferri-vanadic chloride

and sodium hydroxide. A packing of oxycellulose is placed

above this layer, and the remaining space in the filter is

filled with a mixture of powdered iron, containing 1 per

cent, of vauadium, and corundum. Above this mixture is

a second packing of oxycellulose. The water to be filtered

enters through the upper tubulure.—W. P. S.

(C.)—DISINFECTANTS.

United States Patents.

Antiseptic Compound. A. M. Clover, Ann Arbor, Mich.

U.S. Pats. 768,561 and 768,563, Aug. 23, 1904.

She Eng. Pat. 8415 of 1904 ; this J., 1904, 834.—T. F. B.

, [Dis-
I'.S. l'at.

Peroxide Acids ; Process of Forming Organic —
infectants

J
A.M. Clover, Ann Arbor, Mich

768,562, Aug. 23, 1904.

See Eng. Pat. 8415 of 1904 ; this J., 1904, 834.—T. F. B.

XIX-PAPER. PASTEBOARD. Etc.

English Patent.

Celluloid and like Substances ; Apparatus for the Treat-

ment [Softening'] of . II. \V. ( 'ave-Browne-Cave,
London, ling. Pat. 22,299, Oet. 16, 1903.

An air-tight box is fitted with a loose perforated bottom,

beneath which wool or other absorbent material, moistened
with a volatile solvent of celluloid, e.g., methylated spirit

and camphor, amyl acetate, or methylated ether, is packed.
The articles to be softened are placed in trays above the

false bottom and exposed to the vapours for the necessary

i space of time.— It. L. J.

» United States Patents.

Paper-makimi Machine. E. Waite, Franklin, Mass.
I .S. Pat. 76S.353, Aug. 23, 1904.

. In a paper machine, the web of paper, after passing from
the suction rolls on to the long felt, comes in contact with
an upper apron travelling in unison with the long felt.

The surface or the apron which is in contact with the web
of paper is composed of a coarsely woven fabric, such as
jute, which, passing through the press-rolls with the paDer,
imparts to the latter a roughened surface on the side with
which it is in contact. The other side of the apron, which
is reversible, may be employed when desired for giving a
smoother surface.—J. F. B,

Paper; Process of Making . R. S. Case, Unionville,
Conn. U.S. Pat. 768,422, Aug. 23, 1904.

A series of disconnected and bevel-edged webs of paper
of uniform character are formed upon a single travelling

apron by gathering pulp from the vat by a cylinder and
forming it into a number of independent webs or plies,

which are transferred to the blanket. The same operation
is repeated a certain number of times in succession, each
fresh ply being couched upon the previous one, and each
successive ply being slightly wider than the last. The
resulting bevel-edged webs are then pressed and trimmed,
colour is applied to the edges if desired, and the whole
series is dried simultaneously. (See also U.S. Pat. 759,862 ;

this J., 1904, 677.)—J. F. B.

French Patents.

* Cellulose from Green Alfa [Esparto] ; Preparation of
. P. Bouby and A. Deiss. Fr. Pat. 341,930, Feb.

16, 1904.

The esparto, in the perfectly fresh green state, is sorted
' and subjected to a preliminary mechanical breaking treat-

ment ; the plant is then treated in open vessels with five
,' times its weight of an alkaline solution, either hot or cold.

After sufficient steeping the cellulose is separated, washed,
and bleached. The sediment deposited from the used
alkaline baths serves for the manufacture of a green-
coloured soap.— J. F. B.

D 2
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Rosin Soap for Sizing Paper and Millboard : Manufac-
ture of . A. Sauvage. Fr. Pat. 341,844, April 6,

1904.

The soap is prepared at high temperatures by introducing

very hot, molten rosiu gradually into a boiling solution of

ih<' alkali concentrated to its saturation point. Boiling

water is added from time to time, to replace that lost by
evaporation, and to prevent crvstallisation of the alkali.

—J. F. B.

XX.-FINE CHEMICALS, ALKALOIDS,

ESSENCES, AND EXTRACTS.

' rite Earths : Preparation of in the Pure Stall by

the Aid of their Alkali Double ( 'urbonates. I!. J. Meyer.
/,. anorg. Chem.. 1904, 41, 97—125.

The following alkali double carbonates were prepared and
analysed:

—

Potassium Salts: Potassium lanthanum car-

bonate, K.Xaj(( '<),).,. li'ir.i >
j
potassium cerium carbonate,

iraCea(C< *,)i- l-IIj( )
;
potassium praseodymium carbonate,

K..l'r,(CI >,),. 12HaO ; and potassium neodymium carbonate,

K Xd,(( !(

>

:
,

I,. 12II
2
1>. Ammonium Salts : Ammnxnnm lan-

thanum carbonate, (XII
4
).,La

2
(CO..)

4 . 4H 2U ; ammonium
cerium enrhonate, (,NH 4)._.Ce„(C() :,) 4 .6lI„(> ; ammonium
praseodymium carbonate, (XlDT'r.^t't >

t> 4 .411 < I ; and aoi-

mouium neodymium carbonate, (NH4)sNd,(C0.1)4 -4Hj,< ).

Sodium Salts : Sodium lanthanum carbonate, Xa,,La
4(CO :,) a

.

SOHgO ; sodium cerium carbonate, Na6Cc4(CCV)9 . 24BLO

;

sodium praseodymium carbonate, Ns,Pr4 ( 003)9. 2£HS< • : and
sodium neodymium carbouate, Xa6Nd 4(C< >..),,. 22H

a
(). The

sodium salts were all amorphous unstable compounds, and
were possibly contaminated with adherent sodium car-

bonate. The ammonium and sodium double salts are only

very slightly soluble in the corresponding alkali carbonate

solutions. The potassium salts, on the other hand, are easily

-oluble in a concentrated solution of potassium carbonate,

but the degrees of solubility of the several 6alts examined
differed considerably one from another. If the concentrated

solutions be diluted with water, the potassium double car-

bonates separate in the following order: lanthanum, praseo-

dymium, cerium, neodymium. A crude lanthanum salt can
be almost completely freed from cerium and didymium by
three precipitations as potassium double carbonate, whilst

at the same time the didymiam splits up to a considerable

extent into praseodymium and neodymium. Praseodymium
oxide contaminated with small quantities of cerium, neody-
mium and lanthanum can be completely freed from cerium

and neodymium by three precipitations as potassium doubie

carbonate. The lanthanum can be almost completely

removed by systematic fractional crystallisation of the

praseodymium oxalate from nitric acid solution. The
praseodymium oxide obtained by ignition of the oxalate

invariably has the composition Pr6Ou or 4I'r( >_,.Pr,i I
:

the formula l*r,< )
7
or 2PrOs .Pr)03 , accepted by Auer von

Welsbach and by Jones, is incorrect.— A. S.

Mercuric Chloride in Corrosive Sublimate Pastille*
;

Volumetric Determination of . K. Corradi. XXIII..

page 913.

Methyl Alcohol; Determination of in Formaldehyde.
II. Bamberger. XXIII., page 91 1.

B. II. Paul. XXIII .

D. Howard. XXIII.,

Quinine Sulphate ; Testing of
page 914.

Quinine Sulphate; Testing of
page 914.

Volatile Oil of Mustard .- D< termination of
Vuiilcmiu. XXIII., page 914.

English Patents.

Methyl Groups of Aromatic Hydrocarbons} Oxidation of
. .1. V. Johnson, London. From The Badiscbe

Anilin und Soda Fabrik, Lndwigshafen-on-Bhine,
Germany. Eng. Pat. 17,982, Aug. 19,

1 in: methyl groups of aromatic hydrocarbons arc oxidised

in acid solution to aldehyde groups by means of the sul-

phate of manganese dioxide obtained by the action of
electrolytic oxygen on a solution of niangaiious sulphate in

sulphuric ai id I » Eng. Pat. 17,981 ol 1903; this J., 1904,

749). For example, a solution of the sulphate of manganese
peroxide obtained from six parts of manganous sulphate is

added slowh to five parts of o-nitrotolnene at a temperature
of 54) to 60 • , with constant stirring : the mixture is heated
to 100° or 110' C. until decolorised, and the product
distilled with steam, the distillate consisting of o-nitro-

hen/aldchyde and unchanged n-nitrotoluene ; the solution1

is oxidised electrolytically and used for a further operation.

Toluene is oxidised to benzaldehyde similarly, and also te

benzoic acid if sutlicieut oxidising agent and high enough
temperature be employed.—T. F. 15.

Roasting Chemicals and the like ; Apparatus for -

T. I'. Thomas, .1. L. Richardson, and 1'. Davies. Bog. Pat»

21,896, Oct. 12, 1908. I., page 894.

Suprarenal (Hands; Manufacture of Compounds of tin

Active Substance of (). Imray, London. From Farb-

werke vorm. Meister, Lucius und Iln'ining, Hoechst-ont
the-Maine, Germany. Eng. Pat 24,72:!, Nov. 13, 1903\

Adrenalin, the active principle of the suprarenal gland,

111:1) be dissolved in a solution of boric acid or of one of iU
derivatives (e.g., phenyhboric acid). The resulting solutions-

are not precipitated by the addition of alkali. The com-
pound of adrenalin and boric acid may be obtained in th»

dry state by evaporating the solution (preferably in vacuo)

or by precipitation with absolute alcohol from a concentratetl

solution.—T. F. B.

Protocatechuic Aldehyde and its Derivatives [Vanillin];
Manufacture of . A. Vei ley. l'aris - Neuilly.

. Eng. Pat 25,546, Nov. 23, 1903. Under Internal. Com.,
Nov. 27, 1902.

See Fr. Pat. 320,775 of 19C2 ; the- J., 1903, 819.—1

United States Patents.

Cgclogcraniolidene Acetone and Process of Making same
<;. Sterling, Frankfort, and H. Eichwedc, Iloeehst-onihe-

Xlaine, Assignors to Farbwerke vorm. Meister, Lucius
und Briining, Hoechst-on-the-Maiue, Germanv. U.S. Pal

768,389, Aug. 23, 1904.

See Eng. Pat. 3173 of 1903 ; this J., 1904, 203 T. F. 11.

Pyrazolone Compound \_with Butylchloral Hydrate"], an€

Process of Making same. M. 1 Iverl ich, Greiz, Usigni
to Farbwerke vorm. Meister, Lucius und Brunii

Hoechst-on-the-Maiue, Germanv. U.S. Pat. 768,:

Aug. 23, 1904.

See Eng. Pat. 15,782 of 1908; this J., 1904, 679.—T. F. It

Theophylline ; Process of Making . M. C. Massie
Washington, Administrator of I'. Ach, Assignor to C.F
Boebringei und Soehne, Mannbeim-Waldhof, Germanv
U.S. Pat 768,533, Aug. 23, 1904.

See Eng. Pat. 5901 of 1903 ; this J., 190:1, 648.—T. F. 9

Extracting Essence; Apparatus for . E. E. Hand,
Xew York. U.S. Put. 768,575, Aug. 23, 1904.

The materiiil to be extracted is placed in a horizontal

perforated, cylindrical cage, mounted on a horizontal shaf

projecting from each end, by means of which it is supports)

in an outer, horizontal, cylindrical vessel or " still." Mean
are provided for rotating and for withdrawing the inue

cage, one end of the still being removable, and the eud o

the shaft pas-ing through this removable head of tin' sti

being connected with the rotating mechanism, which i

mounted on a truck running on rails.— W. II. C.

French Patents.

Balohydrins of the Aromatic Series, and Amino Alcohol

derived thenfrom; Process for Obtaining

l'oulenc Freres and E. F'ourneau. Fr, Pat. 338,88'.

June 23, 1903.

Tan 111 oKiivimiN reacts with phenyl (or other aromati

derivative of) magnesium balides, forming two classes c

aim

•1101
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products, I'll., substituted chloropropene«. and substituted

chloropropanols, which can be separated by fractionation.

Using phenyl magnesium bromide, for instance, pheuyl-

chloropropeue and phenylchloropropaool arc produced.

On heating the arvlcbloropropanols with fatty amines,

amino-alcohols derived from propane are obtiined. Thus,

from phenylchloropropanol and dimetliylamine, dimethyl-

amiuophenylpropanol results The following compounds
are also described :--Phenylpropenol, phenylchlorobutanol,

anisylchloropropanol, pheuyldi- and trimethylamiuopro-

panol. All these compounds have agreeable odours, and
are applicable to perfumery.—T. F. B.

Alcohols and their Derivatives ; Production of New Com-
pounds, and General Method of Preparing Primary

. L. Bonveanlt and G. Blanc. Fr. Pat. 338,895,

June 27, 1903.

Sek Eng. Pat. 14,758 of 1903 ; this J., 1901, 79S.—T. F. B.

Formic Acid from Formates ; Production of Concentrated
. M. Haaael. Fr. Pat. 341.764, March 30, 1904.

Concentrated formic acid is obtained by dissolving the

[formate in some solvent which, on subsequently distilling

the solution, will not dilute the formic acid, and then de-

composing the formate with concentrated sulphuric acid or

an acid sulphate. Suitable solvents are formic or acetic

acids, formic acid being preferable. The sodium formate

may be dissolved in an equal weight of concentrated

formic acid, and sulphuiic acid and sodium formate added
alternately, until the retort is sufficiently full, when the

contents are distilled.—T. F. B.

Formates; Process for Making . R. Eoepp and Co.

Fr. Pat. 342,168, April 6, 1904.

Carbon monoxide reacts more rapidly on alkali hydroxides
in presence of water than in the dry state, and the reaction

is also more rapid with rise of temperature, owing to the

increasing solubility of carbon monoxide. Sodium formate
can be produced by running a solution of sodium hydroxide
of 40° B. on to a mass of coke heated to 220°<_'. in a closed

vessel, and blowing heated carbon monoxide through the

liquid for three-quarters of an hour. In place of alkali

hydroxides, the oxides or carbonates of the alkaline earth

metals or alkali carbonates may be employed. —T. F. B.

XXI.-PHOTOGRAPHIC MATERIALS AND
PROCESSES.

V

English Patents.

Photographic Emulsions; Sensitising with the Aid of
Dyestuffs. H. E. Newton. London. From Farbenfabr.

vorm. F.Bayer and Co., Elberl'eld, Germany. Eng. Pat.

23,722, Nov. 2, 1903.

See Fr. Tat. 336,298 of 1903 ; this J., 1904, 337—T. F. B.

Furnaces especially adapted for the Separation of Godl
and other Precious Metals from the Sweepings of
Jeuelters' Warehouses, Photographers' Waste, and the

like. S. W. Price. Eng. Vat. 19,984, Sept. 16, 1903.
X., page 902.

French Patent.

Photography of Colours. J. Hero. Fr. Pat. 342.037,

April 12, 1904.

Photographs in natural colours are obtained by the
following process :—An ordinary dry plate is immersed for

about six minutes in a solution prepared by dissolving

50 grras. of gelatin in a litre of water, and then adding
solutions containing alum, 5 gnus. ; ferrous sulphate, 15
grms. ; Judea bitumen, 10 grms. ; potassium ferricyanide,

7 grms.
; potassium ferrocyanide, 6 grms. ; uranium nitrate,

grms.; "paraffin," J grms.; white gum. 10 grms. The
plate is dried, exposed in the usual way, developed by
means of diaminophenol, and fixed as usual. A print is

made on gelatino-chloride paper in the usual way, and toned
and fixed in a bath containing gold chloride, lead acetate,
alum, and sodium thiosulphate in stated proportions. The

print is finally immersed for about one minute in a bath
similar to that used for preparing the dry plate, with the

exception that barium sulphate is used and the gelatin i>

omitted, the proportions being also slightly modified.

—T. F. B.

XXII.-EXPL0S17ES, MATCHES, Etc.

United States Patent.

Explosive Compound. X. Ceipek, Vienna. U.S. Pat.

768,512, Aug. 23. 1904.

See Fr. l'at. 341,021 of 1904; this J., 1904, 837.—T. F. B.

French Patents.

Explosive Materials and Powders ; Method of Manufac-
ture of . A. Mikolajezek. Fr. l'at. 341,91 1, April 6,

1904."

Glycerol dinitrate is prepared by adding nitric acid of

sp.gr. 1*5 (33 parts) to glycerin (10 parts) under con-
tinuous stirring and cooling. The mixture is allowed to

stand for several hours at H)
3
C., diluted with 10 parts of

water, and then neutralised with calcium carbonate. After

a further period of standing, the greater part of the glycerol

dinitrate rises to the surface, and can be separated, tin

remainder being extracted from the liquid by means of

ether. Glycerol dinitrate is a colourless oil soluble in

water and nitroglycerin (glycerol trinitrate), and dissolves

and gelatinises collodion cotton, &c. It does not solidify

at low temperatures, and its admixture with the trinitrate

lowers the freezing point of the latter. The following are

mentioned as examples of explosives containing this body :

—

glycerol dinitrate (61 per cent.), collodion cotton (l - 8 per

cent.), saltpetre (3d per cent.), and wood meal (7'2 per

cent. ), and also glycerol dinitrate (45 per cent.), glycero'

trinitrate (30 per cent.), chalk (2 per cent.), kisselguhr (

J

per cent.). —G. W. JIcD.

Matches; Method of Manufacture of Phosphorus-free

Paste for . J. D. Kiedel. Fr. Pat. 342,040,

April 9", 1904.

BARiDM-copper poly(di-, tri-, tetra-, penta-)thionate (B
parts) is mixed with sulphur (3 parts). L'nder the action

of pressure or heating a sulpho-polythionate is produced.

The paste has the following composition :'—Barium-coppe:

sulpho-poljthionate (20 per cent.), powdered pumice (27--

per cent.), potassium chlorate (44'8 per cent.), and gun.

(8 per cent.).—G. W. McD.

XXIII.-ANALYTICAL CHEMISTRY.

IXORGANIC—QUANTITATIVE.
Oxidising Substances ; Use nf Hydrazine Sulphate in the

Determination of . U. Koberto and F. Roncali.

L'Ind. Chimica, 1904, 6, 178—179 ; Chem. Centr., 1904,

2,616.

Substances capable of evolving oxygen react with hydrazine-

sulphate according to the equation, FLSCVNnHj + 0; =
H«S04

+ 2H2 + N:
. For example, if potassium perman-

ganate be heated gently with hydrazine sulphate, the solutioL

is decolorised and nitrogen is evolved: 4EMn04 + 6H„SO,
+ 5H.;S04 .N2

H, = 2E,S04 + 4Mr-S04 + 5H ;S04 + 16H.: < >

H 5N2 . Then, from the volume of nitrogen evolved, the

amount of permanganate can be ascertained in a manner
similar to that previously described for bleaching powder

(this J., 1904, 6^3). Bichromates, peroxides, chlorate.-.

and other compounds of a similar character can also be

determined in this manner.—A, S.

Magnesium ; Colorimetric Determination of . O.

Schreiner and W. S. Ferris. J. Anier. ( ... m. Soc, 1904,

26, 961—-967.

The following solutions are required : (1) fifty grms. of

ammonium molybdate in 1 litre of water; (2) nitric acid,

sp. gr. 1-07
; (3) 0'5045 grm. of crystallised sodium phos-

phate, XaTIP0
J
.12H»O,and 100 c.c. of nitric acid of sp.g
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1*07 in 1 lit 10 •,
i 4) a Btandard colorimetric solution pre-

pared by diluting lei e.c. of the sodium phosphate solution

(,)) to about 80 e.c, then adding it e.c. of nitric acid (2) and

8 e.c. of the ammonium molybdate solution ( 1 ) and making
up to 100 e.c; (5) phosphate reagent, prepared by dis-

solving 17 4 grms. of potassium hydrogen phosphate,

ICjHI'itj, ami luOgrmr. of ammonium chloride in about

900 e.c. of »ater, adding 50 car of ammonia (ep.gr. 0-9) urn I

diluting to 1 litre. Fifty e.c. of the solution to he examined
are evaporated in a basin to dryness after adding one drop

of ammonia and two or three drops of saturated ammonium
oxalate solution. The residue is treated with 1 e.c. of the

phosphate reagent (5), well stirred and allowed to stand

two hours, when 5 e.c. of dilute ammonia (1:9) are added,

and the precipitate ii collected on a filter, The precipitate

is washed with the dilute ammonia five times by decanta-

tion, and then on the filter until the filtrate measures 50 e.c.

The basin is washed once with 5 c.e. of water, which is

poured on the filter. 5 e.c. of nitric acid (2) are added to

the basin, poured on the filter, after removing the vesseJ

containing the iirumoniaeal washings and substituting

another, and both basin and filter arc washed with hot

water out, I about 4.', e.c. of filtrate have been obtained.

To the cooled liquid 4 c.e. of the ammonium molybdate

solution (1) are added, and after 20 minutes, the coloration

is compared with that produced by known quantities of the

colorimetric phosphate solution (4). 1 c.e. of the latter

is equivalent to 0- oi tool grm. of phosphoric anhydride or

0*00000342 grm. of magnesium. Any silica present is

completely removed during the washing process.—\V. P. S.

Dime in Cement; Sapid Method for the Determination

of . B. Knright. J. Amer. (Juein. tsoc., 1904, 26,
1003—1005.

The powdered cement is agitated with hot dilute hydro-

chloric acid, a few drops of bromine-water are added, and

the solution is boiled, rendered alkaline with ammonia, and

filtered. The residua i- treated with hydrochloric acid,

and the solution diluted. After once more adding ammonia
in slight excess, boiling, filtering, and washing, the united

filtrates are slightly acidified with hydrochloric acid and

boiled. Ammonium oxalate solution and ammonia are

added to the boiling solution, the precipitate is washed
with hot water, and dissolved in sulphuric acid, and the

s ilution immediately titrated with potassium permanganate

solution.—W . I'i S.

Gold Determination by means of the Purple of Cassias

Test, for Cyanide Works. A. Pristcr. J. ('hem., Met.

and Mill. Soc. of S. Africa, 1904. 4, 455.

The process is a modification of the one previously de-

scribed (this J.. 19U4, iOT'i. Potassium cyanide is added to

the cyanide solution to be tested, until the proportion of free

cyanide reaches about 1 per cent. 1 grm. of zinc dust is

added to each 200 CC. of the BOlution, and, alter boiling, tin-

solution is filtered, and the zino du-t remaining is dissolved

by warming with dilute sulphuric acid. The zinc sulphate

solution is passed through the same til 1 1 1-. The residual

metals arc dissolved in 10 CC. of dilute aqua rnjin, and the

boiling solution is passed repeatedly through the same filter.

To the gold solution collected in a test tube, and cooled, a

few drops of stannous chloride solution arc added, and. if

the proportion of gold is small, time is allowed for tormation

of the coloration.— E. S.

Lead, Iron, Lime, Sulphur, Cadmium, and Capper
in Commercial Zinc Ores; Determination of .

\V. G. Waring. Kng. and Mining .!.. 1904,78, 898—299.

Tin. author from a long practical experience finds the

following methods give accurate results with the least

expenditure of time:

—

Li <ut.— From 0"5 to -'t grms. of the ore are decomposed
with nitric acid, -2 or :t c.e. of strong sulphuric acid are

added, the mixture is evaporated till white fumes appear,

cooled, diluted, aud then boiled until the soluble sulphates

are dissolved. fie insoluble t, -nine containing the lead as

sulphate is filtered off, washed with water containing 2 or

3 CO. of sulphuric acid per litre, and digested with 15 or

20 e.c. of a hot solution of ammonium carbonate, the lead

carbonate dissolved by means of 5 or 6 e.c. oi glacial acetic

acid or 15—20 c.e. of hot 30 per cent. acid, aud the solution

titrated with standardi-cd potassium fci i oc\ abide solution,
using uranium acetate or nitrate as indicator. The solutiou
must not contain mote than ii"_' gnu. of lead per 100 c.e.

If the amount of had sulpti: te separated at first correal .1

to only 50 mgrms. or less of lead, more accurate resull

obtained by dissolving the lead sulphate by repeated boiling

with ammonium acetate solution, washing tie residue with)

15—i.'i e.c. of hydrochloric acid of sp. gr. 1"4, heating the
solution with a pellet of pure zinc, and weighing th<

separated lead.

Iron.—For the determination of iron, the ferric hydro-tide
separated m the ordinary zinc assay is reduced Iv sulphuric
acid and zinc, or by means of stannous chloride, and tin

solution titrated with i.ertnanganaic solution.

Lime.—Iron an. I manganese are separated by precipita-

tion with excess of ammonia in presence of am-moninmi
chloride, aud the calcium is precipitated as ox date. Ii

ore eoniain a large proportion of lead, the calcium oxal.it,

should he redissolvod and again precipitated.

Sulphur.—0'25 grm. of a blende ore. or a larger amount
in the ease of tin oxidised ore or roasted blende, is ground,
wit'.i ii ."> grm. of dry sodium carbonate, "-'"> grm. of
potassium chlorate, and 1*2 grins, of pure mang&ni
dioxide, and the mixture transferred to a platinum or

porcelain crucible lined with magnesia. The mixture
covered with a little magnesia, ami the crucible is thi

-

heated, gently Pt first, and finally to full redness for 15—20"

minutes. After cooling, the contents of the crucible

emptied into water and the sulphur determined as in h'sebka's

method, except that no addition of bromine is required. I Of

more exact results, the insoluble residue should be dissolved

in hydrochloric acid, and any sulphur present determined.
A blank test must always be made with the mangai
dioxide.

Cadmium and Copper.—The ore is decomposed with
hydrochloric acid or aoua reyia, the excess of acid expelled.

the solution diluted anil filtered, and sufficient acid added to-

the filtrate to bring its acidity up to the equivalent of 10 e.c.

of hydrochloric acid of sp. gr. 1 ' In per 250 c.e. Hydrogen
sulphide is then passed through the solution, the precipi-

tated sulphides arc treated with dilute sulphuric acid ti

dissolve the cadmium and zinc, and aeid or alkali is added

to the solution to make its acidity equivalent to about 6

per cect. by weight of sulphuric acid. The solution is then

healed to To C. and the cadmium precipitated by hydrogen
sulphide.

titlur Elements.—Gold and silver, antimony, arsenic,

selenium, tellurium, thallium, iridium, bismuth, manganese
col,alt. and nickel may also be present in zinc ore- I or

the determination of gold and silver by the crucible 01

scorificatiou method, the ore must first be decomposed 1>;

hydrochloric acid and the zinc removed by treatment witll

water. Skinner and Hawley*s method (this . I., 1902, ll."ii'>;-

has been found to he tin best tor the determination of

nr>eiiie and antimony. Thallium, iridium, tin. and bismuth

are precipitated together with silwr, cadmium, copper, and
pan of the antimony, tellurium. &c, by means of aluminium
from aeid solution, as a preliminary step to the separation

of zinc b\ hydrogen sulphide in the pi sence of formii

In the metallic residue, the elements named are determined-

by the usual method-,- A S.

Nitrogen Determinations [Kjelilalil~] ; Influence if tin-

Alkalinity of Gla*s on the Accuracy of . K. ISarelf.

and H. SohOncwald. Woch. f. Brnu., 1904, 21, 528;

PARALLEL blauk distillations male iii an apparatus which,

bad keen in use for a considerable tunc, and iii a similar

hut perfectly new apparatus, showed thai with the new

apparatus the errors due to the glass were • -. n-idi rably

en
i tei than wuh the old one. It is therefore advisable to

a new apparatus before use h\ boiling water in

(See also this .1.. 1904, 269.)—J. F. If.

Nitrogen in Water; Method fir the Determination

Ammoniacal and Proteid .1. Effront. Monlq
Scient., 1904, 18, 669—674.

Tiik method is based
1 on the reduction of alkali bypocbiorhj

to" chloride by ammonia and albuminoid substance*. I lit!
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of the water is allowed to stand for two hours with 20 c.c.

of X/l sodium carbonate solution and 2i> c.c. of a standardised

hypochlorite solution (prepared by digesting 50 gnr.fi. ot

bleaching powder with 1 litre of water). Excess of a
standard solution of arsenious acid (containing 4*586 gams,

of arsenious acid and 15 grms. of sodium carbonate per

litre) is then added, arid the excess determined by titration

with a solution of iodine in potassium iodide, corresponding

to the arsenious acid solution. 1 e.c. of this iodine solution

corresponds to 05 ingrm. of ammonia. Proteid nitrogen

is determined by evaporating 1 litre of the water with "5

to 1 grm. of sodium carbonate to a volume of 150 c.c,

diluting to 1 litre, and then treating as in the determination

of ammonia, with the exception that the solution must
stand for 14 to 16 hours instead of for 2 hours only. 1 c.c.

of iodine solution corresponds to 0*215 mgrm. of proteid

nitrogen. By this method it is stated that 0"5 mgrm. of

nitrogen can be determined in 1 litre of water.—T. F. B.

Iron; Colorimelric Determination of Small Amounts of
by Acetylacetone [especially applicable to Water

Analysis']. H. B. Pulsiter. J. Amer. Chem. Soc, 1904,

26, 907—975.

The method is based upon the fact that acetylacetone,

CH.CO CH2.CO.Cff3, gives an intense red coloration

with ferric salts. For the determination of iron in water,

100 c.c. or more of the latter are evaporated to dryness
and all organic matter removed by treating with sulphuric

and nitric acids. The residue is warmed with a few. drops

of dilute sulphuric acid and a drop of hydrochloric acid,

filtered, and the filtrate oxidised by a trace of nitric aeid.

If the amount of iron present be very small, the solutiou

must be evaporated almost to dryness to expel excess of

acid. If larger amounts be present the solution may be

diluted to 500 c.c. or 1000 c.c. without removing the acid.

A definite portion of the solution is then transferred to a
Nessler tube, 2 c.c. of a 0'5 per cent, aqueous solution of

acetylacetone is added, and the tube filled up to the mark
with water. The contents must be well mixed. The
coloration produced is compared with that yielded by a

known amount of iron. In no case should the colour be
matched by pouring out one or other of the solutions until

the tints are equal, but a number of standard tubes should
be used. The colour is very permanent, and there are

practically no substances which interfere with the reaction.

The test is more sensitive than the potassium thiocyanate

ore, the limit being 0-000003 grm. of iron.—W. 1". S.

Mercuric Chloride in Corrosive Sublimate Pastilles;

Volumetric Determination of . R. Corradi. Boll.

Chim. Farm., 1904, 43, 424—427. Chem. Centr., 1904,

2,017.

The method is based upon the reaction : HgCl. + 2KI =
HgP + 2KC1. The mercuric iodide produced dissolves in

the excess of potassium iodide, with formation of a double
salt, KI.Hglj. A 2 percent, solution of potassium iodide

is added, drop by drop, to 10 c.c. of a 1 per cent, solution

of mercuric chloride, till the exact amount required to just

re-dis- live the precipitate produced is determined. A corre-

sponding determination is then made with, for example, an
aqueous solution of five corrosive sublimate pastilles.

Sodium chloride, vaseline oil, and colouring matters(Eosine,
Erythrosin) are stated to have no influence on the results.

—A. S.

ORGANIC—QUALITA VIVE.

Turpentine; Technical Analysis of Spirits of , with
a New Method jor the Detection of Petroleum Adul-
terations and Wood Spirits if Turpentine. J. M. Mc-
Candless. J. Amer. Chem. Soc, 1901, 26, 981—985.

For the detection of petroleum and wood turpentine in
turpentine, determinations of the flashing point and specific
gravity were found to be useless, the iodine value also giving
no decisive evidence (see this J., 1904, 302) when only
small quantities of the adulterants were present. Poly-
merisation with sulphuric acid, followed hy steam distillation
and a determination of the refractive index of the distillate,
however, afforded a reliable means of detecting 5 per cent.

or less of petroleum in turpentine. 100 c.c. of the turpentine
(vere cautiously treated with 50 c.c of concentrated sulphuric
acid, with constant agitation and cooling. After adding
25 c.c. of water, the mixture was steam-distilled until 1 00 c.c.

of distillate, consisting of oil and water, were collected.
The oily layer was separated and treated with its own
volume of fuming sulphuric acid. The resulting mixture
was poured into water, the oil separated and steam-distilled.
The distilled oil was again treated with fuming sulphuric
acid and re-distilled. The refraction of the oil obtained
was then determined at 25 :

(
'. by means of a Zeiss butyro-

refractometer. In no case with a genuine sample of
turpentine or wood turpentine, did the reading fall below
30 (sea!.- degrees), but with adulterated oils, containing
even as little as 1 per cent. .of petroleum, the reading fell

as low ^ 25. and could be reduced to 22 by further

treatment with sulphuric acid. The final volume of the oil

obtained roughly represented the quantity of petroleum
present. Petroleum having been proved to be absent, rhe
following method was employed for the detection of the wood
tut pent ine :— 100 c.c. of the sample are slowly distilled and the
refraction of the first 0-5 c.c. of distillate determined. At.

25 (

'., genuine turpentines gave readings from 60 to 63,
and wood turpentine from 57 to 59. If no indication of adul-
teration was detected by this initial reading, the distillation

was continued, and the refraction of the 97th and 98th c.c.

observed. Genuine turpentine did not give a higher reading
than 77, usually much less, whilst with wood turpentine, the
reading exceeded 7", and even reached 90. A further
distinction was noticed during the distillation. In the case
of the genuine turpentines 95 c.c. distilled over below
165 I'., but if admixed with any wood turpentine, when
95 per cent, had come over, the temperature would be
found to be much higher than 165° C.—W. P. S.

ORGANIC—QUANTITA TI VE.
Tannic and Gallic Acids ; Determination of .

W. P. Dreaper. Chem. Xewe, 1904, 90, 111—112.

The author considers that until further evidence is brought
forward, the use of coliin as a precipitant for tannin, as
recommended by Parker and Payne (this J., 1904, 648),
must be regarded with suspicion. In a test with a solution

containing equal parts of tannic and gallic acids, it is

stated that about 60 per cent, of the gallic acid was
separated with the tanuin-colliu compound. The author
recommends the following modification of his earlier pro-
cess (this J., 1893, 412), and claims that it enables one to

differentiate between tannic and gallic acids, and also

between tannin acids soluble aud insoluble respectively in

ammonium carbonate solution. Three solutions are re-

quired : (1) Standard copper sulphate solution of a strength
equivalent to 0'05 grm. of copper oxide per c.c; (2) solu-

tion containing 50 grms. of ammonium carbonate and
50 grms. of sodium sulphite per litre

; (3) solution con-

taining 20 gnus, of lead acetate and 60 c.c. of glacial acetic

acid per litre.

Total Tannic and Gallic Acids.-—50 c.c. of the tannin
solution containing 10— 15 grms. of tannin material per
litre are heated with excess of calcium carbonate, cooled,

and titrated with the copper solution, with ferrocyanide

indicator, as previously described (lot:, cit.). The result.

expressed as copper oxide, represents the total tannic and
gailie acids, and, from the dyers' point of view, the
" mordant value " of the tannin extract.

Tannic Acid Insoluble in Ammonium Carbonate Solution.

—50 c.c. ot the tannin solution are treated with 25 c.c. of

No. 2 solution, and titrated with the copper solution ; the

reaction proceeds slowly towards the end, and the final

colour test with the ferrocyanide, which must be rendered
strongly acid with acetic acid, should be made after the

lapse of three minutes. The copper tannate produced is free

from gallate. In the case of an unknown 1 ct, the pre-

cipitate may be filtered off, and weighed at 105 (,'., and the

amount of tannic acid present calculated, the weight of

copper oxide being known.
Total Tannic Acid.—50 e.c of the tannin solution are

treated with 10 c.c. of No. 3 solution and some barium
sulphate, and the mixture well shaken. The solution is
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filtered through a dry paper, lead is precipitated in the
filtrate by adding a little anhydrous sodium snlpbate, and
after five niinuti - the Solution is again tillered thiotigh a drv

paper. 40 c.c. of the filtrate arc heated with calcium
carbonate, and t it i at«-.l with the copper solution. The
result obtained gives the amount of gallic acid, and, by
difference, that of the total tannic acid.—A. S.

Methyl Alcohol ; Determination of in Formaldehyde.
II. Bamberger. Z. sngew. Chem., 19n4, 17, 1246

It is alleged that the method of Gnehm and Kauflcr (this

J., 1904, 62G) gives too low results owing to the presence
of aldehyde in the distillate (caused by the partial decom-
position of the aldehyde and sodium snlpbanilate condensa-
tion product). More accurate re>ults (3— 4 per cent,
higher) were obtained by "fixing " the aldehyde with sodium
l'i-ulphite. 50 c.c. of formaldehyde (about 38 per cent.) are
treated with 140 c.c. of a bisulphite solution containing
1 grm.-mol. in 200 c.c. of water, and the liquid tbcu
neutralised with caustic soda. The neutrality of the liquid

must be tested by transferring a drop on to Brilliant fellow
or phenolphthuh'in paper. If too much alkali has been
taken, dilute sulphuric acid or- bisulphite solution is added.
The flask is then fitted with a fractionating column contain-
ing glass beads and joined to a long condenser and he itcd

in an oil-bath at 135~

—

145°('.nntil about 75 c.c of distillate

have been collected. After washing the condenser with
water and making up the volume of the distillate to loo c.c.

the sp. gr. at IV C. is determined to four places of decimals
with a Mohr's balance. I5y this method the amount of
aldehvde which gets into the distillate is negligible.

— E. II. T.

Quinine Sulphate ; Testing of . B.H.Paul.
i hem. and Druggist, HUM, 65, 428—430.

The soliil. lity of cinchonidiue in ether has been variously
given as I in 76, 1 in 143, and 1 in 1N8 parts by weight.
The author finds that the normal solubility of cinchonidine
in ether, determined by extracting the alkaloid with ether
frotn an aqueous solution of one of its salts, after the audition
of sufficient ammonia solution, is 0004 gnu. per c.c.

Cinchonidiue can, however, form supersaturated ethereal
solutions, from which, on allowing to stand, the alkaloid
gradually deposits in crystals. The solubility is also con-
siderably influenced by the presence of quinine. The author
criticises the Rl*. ether-test for quinine sulphate, and slate-

that a far greater degree of precision may be secured more
conveniently, b_\ pr lediog in the following manner :

—
1 grin, of the quinine sulphate is dissolved in 100 c.c. of
boiling distilled water, and the solution, after cooling, is

filtered from the crystallised quinine salt. The filtrate is

concentrated to 30 c.c, cooled, filtered through a loose
plug of cotton-wool, and the volume made up to 30 c.c, if

necessary, by washing the separated crystals with a little-

water. ."> c.c. of the solution are treated with five drops of
ammonia solution and shaken w ith 1 c.c. of ether in a corked
tube, aud then allowed to stand in a coo! place for one hour.
If no crystals are formed at the end of tin- period, the 5 c.c.

of solution contain less than 0*0C4 grin, of cinchonidiue.
If crystals are formed, different volume- of the solution,
less than 5 c.c, are shaken each with 1 c.c. of ether, the
operation being repeated until with two portions of the
solution differing in \olntne by 0-5 c.c, after treating with
ammonia solution and shaking with 1 c.c. of ether, and then
allowing to stand for 12 hours, a slight formation of crystal-
takes place in one case, but not iu the other. The mean
volume of the two portions of solution contains 004 grm.
of cinchonidine or 0*0054 (o 004 1-35) grro. of cin
chonidine sulphate.

—

a. S.

Quintm Sulphate) Testing of . I >. Howard.
Chem. and Druggist, 1904, 65, 475.

The varying statements as to the solubility of cinchonidiue
in ether mentioned le, Paul (see preceding abstract) may
probabU be explained hy differences in the purity of the
ether used. A small proportion of alcohol greatly ii

the solubility of cinchonidine
; ether of the B.P. trill dissolve

nearly twice a- much cinchonidine as tclAer pmrificahu.
Paul's modification of the B.P. ether-test is considered to be

in the vrong direction, since the whole of the ein honidine
will not be contained in the mother liquor of a single
re-crystallisation. If a solution of commercial quinine
sulphate be concentrated and allowed to crystallise, thcu.
specially below 50° C, the cinchonidine sulphate persi-tentlv
crystallines with quinine sulphate in varying proportions far
in excess of those which might be deduced from tin- relative
solubilities of the two salts. Por ascertaining the purity of.
quinine sulphate, the author recommend- the test now
adopted in the Codex Kraneais:—2 grain. of the sample and
20 c.c. of water are maintained at 60 (; , with frequent
agitation, for half an hour. The mixture is then allowed to
cool, and is kept at 15° C. for half an hour, with frequent I

agitation. 5 c.c of the solution mixed with 7 c.c. of liquoi
ammonia- mast remain clear. —A. S.

Volatile Oil ofMustard ) Determination of . Vuille-
min. Apoth.-Zeit., 19, 607. Pharm. ,1.,1'joi, 73, 218.

I t\ E grins, of the powdered seeds are treated in a closed,
flask with loo e.c of water at 25°—Mi (

'., and the mixture
is maintained at that temperature for one hour, during which
period it is frequently shaken. 2t> c.c of alcohol are then
added, aud half of the liquid is distilled riff, aud collected
in 30 c.c of ammonia solution and 3— 4 e.c. of 10 per cent.
silver nitrate solution, the delivery tube of the condenser
dipping below the surface of the liquid. The receiver is

connected to a second vessel also containing ammoniacal
silver solution. After the distillation, the ammoniacal
solution is gently warmed, the silver sulphide filtered off,

washed with water, alcohol, and ether, dried at so i ..and
weigled. The weight, multiplied by 8 602, gives the per-
centage of mnstard oil in the powder. Seeds of Brassica
nigra yielded from 0-815 to 1-19 percent, of volatile oil.

The volatile oil in mustard piaster and papers may al-o

be determined in tbe above manner, but the maceration
with water must be prolonged to 90 inins., whilst, to avoid
troublesome foaming, it is advisable to add a further _'o c.c.

of alcohol during the di-tillation and to use a larger distil-

lation flask.—A. S.

Tobaccos Analysis of . 1!. Kissling. Cheni.-Zeit.,

1904, 28, 775— 776.

Determination of the Moisture.—The stripped tobacco k
first dried over sulphuric acid in an exsiccator, ind is then
ground and sifted. The powder obtained, forms the raw
material for the analysis. The moisture is determined by
drying to constant weight 2—3 grins, of the powder in the

exsiccator at the ordinary temperature. In 20 samples of

different tobaccos, the amount of water determined in this

manner varied only from 3 "25 to C'37 per cent.

Determinations of Ash and its Alkalinity are carried out i

with 2 —3 grms. of the tobacco powder iu the usual

except thai Inteol is used as indicator.

Determination of yicotine.—Ten grins, of the tobac
powder ate mixed with 10 grms. of powdered pumice -tc

and 10 grms. of a solution of caustic soda containing ab
50 grms. per litre. The moist mass is extracted with etJ

in a Soxhlet or other apparatus, the ether is distilled

from the extract, tbe residue dissolved in water contain
some caustic potash, and the solution distilled in a curr
of steam. Each 100 c.c. of distillate are titrated

sulphuric acid ill presence of luteol as indicator ; the fill

fraction should be free from nicotine. 1 mol. of sulphu
aciel corresponds to 2 mols. of nicotine.

Determination of Resins.— ."see this J., 1900, 696.

Determination of the Non-Volatili (Citric, Malic, and
Oxalic) Acids.—See this J., 1902, 1104 A. S.

XXIV.-SCIENT1FIC & TECHNICAL NOTES.

Solubilities Influences causing Alterations of .

(.. Geffcken. Z. physik. ( hem'., 1904, 49, 257

The author has studied ihe effect of the presence of dis-

solved electrolytes, chiefly acids and bases, upon tbi

solubility of the gases, hydrogen, oxygen, nitrous oxide, and

carbon dioxide, in water at 25 C. and at 15 C. In all tie

cases examined, the relative dej ol tbe solubi

greater at the lower temperature- than at the higher. The
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!<ree of relative depression of solubility depends very

uch u]iod the nature of the pas, although the order is

most the same for all gases ; the altt rations are especially

fferent in the case of the othenvise very similar gase?,

irbon dioxide and nitrous oxide. The alteration of the

ilubility due to the eleetrohtes is probably connected with

ic alteration of the internal pressure caused by their

ilution in water. In other experiments, on the influence

the presence of dissolved electrolytes upon the solubility

' other electrolytes, the observed divergences from the law
' mass-action are probably attributable to the same causes,

ulloids in solution have practically no influence on the

ilvent capacity of water ; a notable exception to this rule

as found in the case of the solubility of carbon dioxide in

ferric hvdroxide "sol," which absorbed about 12 percent.

ore of this gas than pure water— a result due probably

the acid and basic nature of the two bodies. Nitrous

;ide in aqueous solution was found to he practically

different ; it cannot therefore be regarded as behiving as

ie anhydride of byponitrous acid. — J 1 B.

mmonia ; Decomposition of by heat. E. P. Pcr-

man and G. A. S. Atkinson. Proc. Roy. Soe., 1904, 74,
110-117.

hk authors examined the rate of decomposition of

ainonia by heating in a vessel of porcelain at tempe-

turcs between 677° and 1111" C. The results are given

two tables and two curve-diagrams. The rate of de-

imposition was found to be much influenced by the state
1 the porcelain globe; it invariably increased after the

obe had been used once or twice, owing probably to the

:tion of ammonia or hydrogen upon the porcelain. The
suits show that the reaction is essentially monomoleeular,

•oceediug according to the equation XH3 = X + 3H.

be rate of decomposition is much quickened by the

reseoce of traces of some of the metals, e.g., mercury,

on, platinum. No confirmation oi Ostwald's view that

ie decomposition of aminonU by heat is a reversible

action, equilibrium being established when 9$ per cent, of

ie ammonia is decomposed, was afforded by the authors'

snlts.—A. S.

otassium Ferrocyanide ; A Reaction of . A. Gutbier.

Z. anorg. Chem., 1904, 41,61—62.

solution of potassium ferrocyanide. when warmed with a

eshly prepared solution of phenylhydra/.ine hydrochloride,

quired a brownish-red colour, changing to bright red
id then to deep red, and finally became suddenly colour-

is, with separation of a yellowish-green precipitate and
ith vigorous evolution of hydrocyanic acid and nitrogen.

he mixture was now distilled with steam ; a dark-coloured
I, insoluble in caustic soda solution, distilled over, whilst

greenish-blue residue was left, below a layer of a violet-

iloured liquid. The volatile oil, after purification, solidified,

hen cooled by a freezing mixture, to a bright red mass,
om which, on an earthenware plate, a yellow oil ran off,

hilst a bright red mass, melting at about 45' C, remained
?hind. The yellow oil, when treated with strong sulphuric
id, was coloured first green and then brown, with separation
'a solid, apparently crystalline mass.—A. S.

but 23,000,000 oz.

J7,500,000 oz.

in 1891, 33,000,000 oz. ; and in 1901,

CraTjr ftrport.

/.—GEAEHAL.
Mexico; Chemical Industry and Trade of .

Foreiyn Office Annual Series, No. 3262.

The following table shows the quantity and value of
;rtain Mexican exports during the la-t three years. The
orld's production of silver in 1903 was, approximately,
65,800,000 troy oz. Of this Mexico, which now holds
>r the first time the leading position, mining more than
ie United States, produced 60,000,000 oz. as compared
>th 58,000,000 oz. in 1902. In 1SS1 Mexico produced

1900-01. 1901 02 1902-03.

tity.
value

- tity.
vame -

tity.
,alue-

Gold

Dyewoods...

Tons.

33.0(10

35,000
1.100

11.600

180

£ Tons. £
1,800,000 .. l.ooo.ooo

7,000.000 .. 5,600,000
800,000 61,000 1,500,000

(50,0011 98.000 .",20.0110

83,395 1,750 99,000
130.21S 39,600 107.307
37.000 ISO 32.000

22 41,557
1

i

Tons.

62,000
99.000

1.832

81,895
142

57

£
2,800,00(1

6,800,000

1,600,000

550.00(1

119,700

80.331

28,008

98,338

The average annual export of Mexican silver dollars is

I.",,iii lotion. 10 per cent, are melted down, and the balance

reaches India, the Straits Settlements, China and the

Philippines, where it circulates as currency. Those which
reach India are also ultimately melted.

The imports of certain goods iuto Mexico from the

United Kingdom were as follows :
—

1991-02.

Quan-
\.,i,„.

Quan-
v-iliip

tity.
,alue

- tity.
Value "

Tons.
5.597

Tons. £
Cement 12,221 17,841

Chemical,,

:

Alkali 5,790 51,442

Copper sulphate ... 80 1.952

Other kinds 37.35s

Earthen- ami china-
ware B.821

Linseed oil 01 3,005
Painters' colour., anil

materials . . 7,<;s:>

Perfumery .. 325
Proor Proof
stalls,

i

' galls.

Spirits 11.11! ' 5,128 , 9,327
Tons

Wax, paraffin .. .. 3<>

5,714
171

91

£
v;„;s

51,916

3,677

25,543

10,983
3.09.",

7,354

1,516

4,334

878

1902-03.

?ST Value.

Tons.
3,848

5.S21

220

122

Proof
galls.

16,127
Tons.
329

£
6,301

52,341
3,917

23,s«s

21,513
1,111

9,m ;;

1,212

7,502

7,910

There are over 1,200 sugar mills in Mexico, of which
30(1 may be considered as important producers, and cane

growing and sugar refining are becoming of considerable

consequence. The mills, equipped with British or American
machinery, are general, and the number is increasing.

The sugar exported, about 20,000 tons annually, now
goes almost entirely to the United Kingdom, and the

reduction of the duty on imported sugar, which came inn i

effect on May 1, 1904, aims solely at securing for Mexican
exported sugar the privileges of the Brussels Convention.

Common and refined sugar of all kinds, including the

so-called sugar-candy, formerly paid per gross kilo. 15 c.

Mexican currency, while the new rate is 2 dols. 50 c. per

100 kilos, gross. Molasses from sugar cane or fecula, as

well as preparations for colouring wines, liquors, &c, and

for. grading up sugar, have hitherto paid duty- per gross

kilo. 5 c, while the new rate is 2 dols. 25 c. per 100 kilos,

gross. The total product of molasses in 1903 was 77,000 ton*.

The total produce of sugar during the last few years was.

during 1900, 78,000 tons ; 1901, 95,000 tons ; 1902, 103,000

tons; 1903, 112,000 tons; and the 1904 crop is estimated

at 120,000 tons.

III.—TAR PRODUCTS, PETROLEUM, Etc.

Petroleum; Bounties ox Crude ——

.

Ed. of Trade J., Sept. 8, 1904.

A supplement to the Canada Gazette contains the text

of an Act, assented to on the 10th August, to provide for

the pavment of bounties on crude petroleum produced from

Canadian wells. The Act is to take effect as from the 8th

June 1901.
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lly this Act the Governor in Conncil may authorise the

payment, out of the Consolidat.il Revenue Fund, of a

bonnty of one and one-half cent per imperial gallon on all

crude petroleum produced from wells in Canada on and

after the 8th June 1904, the said b ronty to be paid to thi

producer oi the petroleum.

The Ciovernor in Council may further anthorise the paj

ment, out of the Consolidated Revenue Fund, of a houniy

of one and one-half ceD( per imperial gallon on all erode

petroleum produced from wills in Canada and held in

storage tanks or other storage receptacles on the Bth June

1904, the said bounty to be paid to the actual owner of the

petroleum on that day.

Asphalt Production in' the United States.

Eng. and timing J., Aug. 25, 1904.

The Geological Survey gives the production of asphalt

and bituminous rock iu the United States in 1903 as follows,

iu short tons:—
Bitunrinoi 33,63

Bituminous limestone 2,520

Mastic
i; i,i , i asphalt and gilsonite '- -

"

Liquid asphalt, or inn It ha

Asphalt from petroleum H

lctai

The large>t increase shown last year was iu manufactured

asphalt—that is, the a-plialtic material produced by the

oi-'tillation of petroleum. Exports of asphalt from the

I'nited States in 1903 were valued at 104,586 dols. ; im-

ports were 181,579 Ions: tons, of which about two-thirds

came from the island of Trinidad. Considerable quantities

were also imported from Cuba. Venezuela, and Italy, while

some small lots came from Turkey, France, Mexico, and

Colombia.

VII.—ACIDS, ALKALIS, Etc.

PnospitATK Kock Output in the United States.

Enq. and Mining J., Sept. 1, 1904.

1,581,576 long tons of phosphate rock were mined in

the United Slates in 1908. Oi this quantity Florida con-

tribnted 660,336 tons ; South Carolina, 258,540 tons ; Ten-

nessee, 460,530 tons; Arkansas, 2125 tons; and North

Carolina, 45 tons. Florida showed a decrease in hard rock

phosphates, but a largo increase in pebble. The greate-t

gain last year was in the Tennessee district.

Lithium Mineru.s in THE United STATES in 1903.

/,'»;;. and Mining J., Sept. 1. 1904.

The output of lithium minerals in the United States in

1903 amounted to 1155 short tons, valued at 23.425 dols.,

as compared with 1245 short tons, valued at 25,750 dols. in

1902. The production includes lepidolite, spodumene and

omblygonite, and was obtained entirely from the deposits

; ,t l'ala, i ind in the Black Hills, South Dakota.

Fluorspar Output oi thi LTkttbd States.

Eng. mid Mining J'.. Sept. 1. 1904.

The output of fluorspar in 1903 amounted to 42,523

short tons, valued at 213,617 dols., against is,ul8

ions, value.', at 271,832 dols., in the previous year. Chi

tailing off, as Bhown by these figures, was dne partly to the

depression in the iron and steel industries, and partly to

the fact that considerable stocks of fluorspar were left

from the previous year. Kentucky was the largest pro

ducer, followed by Illinois Tennessi i . and Arizona.

IX—BUILDING MATERIALS, CLAYS,
MORTARS, AND CEMENTS.

MnNA/lTK PhODUI CIOH OB UmiIIi Si mi-.

Eng. and Mining .1.. Aug. 25, 1904.

The Geological Survey reports that the total production

of inonazite in the United States in 1903 was 862,0001b.,

an increase of 60,000 lb. over the preceding year. All

of last year's output came from placer workings in North

and South ( arolina.

Asbestos PnoDUcnow,

Eng. and Mining J.. Sept. 1, 1904.

The production of asbestos in the United States in 190$
was only s7 I short tons, which compares with 1005 -tiort

tons in 1902. Most of thi asbestos reported in 1903 came
from Sail mountain iu Georgia, but small quantities were

mined at Daltoo, Mas*., and near New Hartford, Conn.

Some deposits near Lowell, Vermont, are being explored.

T\I.C ANI" SOAPSTONE.

Eny. and Mining J., Aug. 25, 19o4.

The production of talc and soapstone of all varii I

the United States last year was 58,901 short tons. This is

a decrease of 39,053 tons from the preceding year. The
falling off was chiefly due to the reduction in the quantity

of fibrous talc in New York. The demand for this mineral

decreased, owing to a diminution in a production of paper

in which talc is used. In other States there was .

change.

X.—METALLURGY.

I
-mwia; Mini.ru. Production of .

Bd. of Trade J., Sept. 8, 1904.

The following table, showing the quantity and value of

the minerals produced in, and exported from. Ta-uiauia»l

during the year 1903, has been compiled from the quarterly

statements issued by the Government geologist:

—

Twelve months Thre,- months
ended ended

31st Dec. 1903. 31-t March 1904.

Quan-

Oz.

Gold, won 59.88J

Gold quartz and
pyrites Exported ii"

Silver ore 16.1113

Silver-lead bull on.
Copper, blister . 5,812

or.' 13

matte .. 3,727

Tin ore
.. metallic 2,870

Zinc ore
Iron ore
Other ores
Coal Raised

Value.
Quan-
tity.

e ii/.

1 «.'j:c,

tl

167,282

1 ,68

1

•
-

77 2!
-

10,822 41.

II, i

.

1.217

1,646

1.MI7 11.-:.':

Valuc-

r -MlM

Canada; Pig Iron Production- of .

Eng. and Mining ./., Sept. 1, 1904.

The American Iron and Steel Association has i

direct from the manufacturers, the statistics of the
|

tion of pig iron in Canada in the lirst si\ months of 1904

The figures show a decrease as compared with either of thi

two halves of 1903, as will he seen by the following table

which gives the production by fuel-, in gross tons, in half

yearly periods :

—

1903. 1904.

First Hair. Second Half.

r:i

First ih.lf.

lll.**0

i :

Of the total production in the first half of 1904, .'15.2'.'

tons were basic pig iron, against 69,325 tons in the fir
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f of 1903 ami ."> 7 . r» t", r tODS in the second half of that

r. A small quantity of Bessemer pi;? iron was produced

the second half of 1903, hut none was made in the

t half of 1903 or in the first half of 1904. The unsold

iron held by Canadian manufacturers on June 30,

4—none of which was intended for their own consump-

i—amounted t<> 36,868 gross tons, as compared with

IC8 tons mi December 31, 1903, and 13,5s:, tons on
ie 30, 1903. (If the unsold stocks on June 30, 1904, a

e less than 4,000 tons were made with charcoal, the

hinder being coke iron. On June 30, 19U4, Canada
15 completed hlast furnaces, of which six were in blast

nine were idle. ( If this total. II were equipped to use

e and four to use charcoal. In addition, one coke fur-

e was being built on June 30, 1904, and one coke and
charcoal furnace were partly erected, but work was

lended. During the first half of 1904, the total number
urnaces in Canada actually in hlast for the whole or a
t of the period «,i* 10, of which seven used colte and

ie used charcoal. The number of furnaces idle during

whole period was five, of which four used coke when
in blast, and one used charcoal.

UK Exports of the Federated Malay States.

Bd. of Trade J., Sept. 1, 1904.

he following statement, showing the weight of tin and
ore (tin exported in the form of ore being taken at

per cent, of the gross weight of the ore) exported from

federated Malay States during the first six mouths of

4, with corresponding figures for the corresponding

od of the previous year, is taken from the Selangor
enrmeiil Gazette of 22nd July :

—

rin.

First Half of 1903.

Tin
exported in

|

i ie- Form
of Ore

Total,

k
[Igor

I Sembilan.
mg

Totals ....

Piculs.
80,060*25

60,576*011

18,5S1*26
3,108' 15

162.320-66

Piculs.
128.282-54

7.-..l!7".> ' --ii;

::ii.24s:u

s,72:i'40

282,534-17

Piculs.
208,842*79
135,S55*26

38,880- 7

11,826'6]

394,854-83

First Half of 1804.

Tin
T .

, exported inJm
- the Form

of Ore.

Total.

k
Piculs.
72,182-58
57,*67*22
22,474-1)7

2,556- 12

Piculs.
136,718-24
82,7ll0*a9

16,014-98

8,358-78

TV ,Picnls.
208,9011-82

149,178*81
88,489-05

t0.914'80

Totals 154,679-99 243,798-59 398,478*68

Noi E — l'icul = 133$ 1>'.

Zinc Industry in Poland.

Enij. und Mining ./., Aug. 25, 19ti 1.

l 1903 there were in operation three mines in the
lsz district, in Poland, of which the Joseph and Ulyss
:s are owned by the Crown and are leased to the

aco-Kussian Company, and the Boleslaw mine is owned
he Sosnowice Company, by which it is operated. Work
carried on through 47 shafts and adits, the number of

loyecs being 1 IDS, of whom 614 were engaged under-
md. The production of the mines was 4,570,000 poods
alamine and 43,317 poods of lead ore. Each of the
e mines has dressing works.
he ores are smelted at the Pauline works of the
towice Company and the Koustantin and ilendin works,
ed by the Crown and leased to the Franco-Russian
rpany. All of these works are situated in the vicinity

ofRendin. They had in operation in 1903 an average of
47 gas-fired furnaces, with about 1818 muffles, and pro
duced 604,034 poo.ls of spelter, of which 248,747 came
from the Pauline works, 150,747 from the Eonstantin, anil
204,528 from the 15endin. In addition to the speltei
production, there were produced 31,037 poods of zinc dust.

Of the spelter production, 36 '26 per cent, was rolled into
sheets at the works where smelted.

U.S. Iron Ore Production in 1903.

Bd. of Trade J., Sept. 1, 1904.

An advance abstract of the annual report of the UuiteeJ
States Geological Survey upon the production of iron ore in

1903, stales that in the year ending December 31st, 1903,
the quantity of iron ore produced in the United States was
35,019,308 long tons. This is a decrease of 53 1,827 tons, or
about l\ per cent., from tile maximum of 35,554,135 tons

,

in 19H2; but the quantity mined in 1903 is the second
largest recorded.

The production of iron ore in the Unitei States during
each of the last three years was as follows: — 1901,
28,887,479 tons; 1902,34,554,135 tons; 1903, 35,019,30s-
tons.

In 1903 the quantity of red hematite mined in the-

United States was 30, 328,654 tons, or 86' l> per eeut. of the
total lor the country, a decrease of 203,495 tons, or about
1 per cent., from the 1902 production of 30.532,149 tons.
The total quantity of brown hematite mined decreased in

1903 to 3,080,399 'tons, a loss of 225,085 tuns, or 7 per cent-
The production of magnetite in 1903 was 1,575,422 tons,

a decline of 113,438 tons, or 7 per cent., from the 1902
total of 1,688,860 tons.

The carbonate ores, the least important class, show at>.

increase, the 1903 total of 34,833 tons being 7,191 tons, or
26 per cent., more than the quantity mined in 1902, 27,642
tons.

The output of concentrated ore in 1903 was 259,469 tons,,

most of which was magnetically separated, the remainder
having been passed through jigs.

In 1903 there were also produced 73,264 tons of zinc
residuum for use in the production of spiegeleisen and
ferromanganese.

Zircon in the United States.

Eng. and Mining J., Aug. 25, 1904.

3000 lb. of zircon were produced and sold in the United
States last year. The mineral is used for the same pur-
poses as monazite. The production all came from two-

mines at Zircouia, in Henderson county, North Carolina-
The zircon occurs in a pegmatite dike, which is about
100 ft. wide and can be traced for nearly 14 miles. This is

worked at two places : the Fret-man mine, near the south-

west end, and the Jones mine, near the north-east end of
this dike. Owing to the slight demand there is no systematic
working, but the crystals are washed out of the sod largely

by women and children.

Sweden; Mining Industry of—

.

Bd. of Trade J., Sept. 1, 1S04.

The quantity and value of the minerals extracted during,

the past year were as follows, corresponding figures for

the preceding year being added for comparison :—

Quantity. Value.

1902. 1903. 1902.

Iron ore
Silver and lead ore;
i lopper ore
Zoic ore
Manganese ore
Iron pyrites

Met. Tons. Met. Tons.
i,896,616

9,378
311.1195

4S.7S3

2,850

3,677,841

9,792
3II.I1S7

62.927
2,214

7,793

Kr.
1 l-.t'Os.sm;

165,688

320,841
1,712,869

51,959

1903.

Kr.
16,626,3

191,005-
381.725-

2,233,l!s!

:;i;,:..:i.-

16,000>
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The chief iron products show the following results for

1903:—

Quantity

Castings
Unwelded blooms
Bessemer metal
*' Martin " metal
< Irucible iu^ot metal
Iron and steel bars
Iron ami steel bahdsand .>. l-i

.

AVire rods
Steel tubes (unfinished)
Stroll* sheet iron

Value.

Kr.
,1 i-

748316
012,100
996,2(18

354*873
879.451

330,834

652,12C
-.I2.3SI

157,407

Note—Krona = Is. lid., or IS to the 1/.

The output of coal in 1903 was 320,390 metric tons, as
against 304,733 metric tous in the preceding year. The
refractory clay deposits, which are worked in connection
with the extraction of coal, produced in 1903, 172,718
aietric tons of clay, or 11,406 metric tons more than
is 1903.

SPAIN; MlNEUU. EXPORTS [IF .

Eng. and Mining J. .Sept. 1, 1904.

Exports of mineral for the half year ended June SO
are reported by the Revista Minera, as follows, in metric

1908. 1904.

8,953,909

942.713
B8.848

1,451

892,688

177,871

8,642,594

68,541

2,897

258,518
Salt

Exports of metals for the six months were IS. 813 tous
of pig iron, against 20,745 tons in 1903; 14,534 tous of
•copper, ag;nn-t 14,994 t :is ; 936 tons of spelter, against
1,038 tous; 87,943 tons of lead, against 76,933 tons last

.J ear.

XI.—ELECTRO-CHEMISTRY, Etc.

Cor-PEE Coxdcctous ; British Standards fob .

Interim Report hy tin- Engineering Standards Committee.

August 1904.

The report, by the Sub-Committee on Cables of the
Engineering Standards Committee, commences by defining
the standards for copper conductors finally adopted, as
follows:

—

(1) A wire 1 metre long, weighing 1 grm , and having a

•resistance of 0-1539 standard ohm at 60° F., to be taken
as the Engineering Standards Committee (E.S.C.) standard
for hard -drawn, high conductivity commercial copper.

(2) Hard-drawn copper to be defined as that which will

not elongate more than 1 per cent, without fracture.

(8) A wire, 1 metre long, weighing I grm., and having a

resistance of 0-1508 standard ohm at 60" F., to be taken
:r< the E.S.I I. standard for annealed, high conductivity com-
mercial copper.

(4) Copper to be taken as weighing 555 lb. per cb. ft.

(8-89 grms. per c.c.) at 60° E.. which give- a specific

gravity of 8-90.

rhe average temperature coefficient of 0-00238 per
I ° F. (0-00428 per 1° C.) to be adopted for commercial
purposi -

(6) Two per cent, variation from the adopted standard
of rcsistanc. to be allowed in all conductors.

(7) Two per cent, variation from the adopted standard
of weight to be allowed in all conductors.

(8) An allowance n f i percent, increased resistance, as
calculated from the diameter, to be allowed on all tinned

•eopi tors between diameter- 0'104 and 0-02S
(Nos. 12 and 83 S.W G I

D -ive.

(9) For the purpose of calculation of taldcs. a lay
involving an increase of 2 per cent, in each wire, excep

' the centre wire, for the total length of the cable, to be take
as the standard.

(10 I The legal standard of wire gauge, as fixed In I Irde
in Council dated Aug. 23, 1883, to be adopted as th
standard for all w ires.

The remainder of the report is occupied by tables givin
British standaid sizes of stranded conductors for electa
supph ; British standard radial thicknesses for jute or pape
dielectric, lead and armour, for underground cables, fc

working pressures up to 11,000 volts; ami British standan
radial thicknesses for rubber dielectric, for lead sbeatba
and armouring.—T. F. B.

XII.-FATTY OILS, FATS, Etc.

ll AXr.-lL\NG OlL IS THE PHILIPPINES.

Bd. of Trade J., Sept. 8, 1904.

The Monthly Summary of commerce of the 1'hilippii

I-lands contains a review of the trade of those islam i

dnung the year 1903. from which the following extract I

taken :
—

" Among the products of economic value in the l'hili|l

pines, ilang-ilang oil as an export amounted to 123,182 dob
j

or about oil per cent, increase over the trade in 1902. til

shipments to France advancing in about the same propo
j

tion. Some consider the oil as equal in perfume to attar >l

roses, and by the greater yield of essence furnishing a 1*
J

expensive base, it becomes a strong competitor of the latte I

the perfumers of the United States (to whom exporlit I

houses in Manila shipped nearly lii.OOO dots, worth la I

year) making it the base of some of their most expend I

extracts. Tne ilang-ilang tree grows best in the Philippine I

and it takes about 75 lb. of the flowers, worth from 8 I

15 cents gold per lb., to yield 1 lb. of oil. The cost I

manufacture is about 4 dols., and it sells readily for fro f

40 to 55 dols. in open market, with the supply unequal I

the demand.''

XVII.—BREWIXG, WIXES, SPIRITS, Etc. I

Spirit fob Technical Purposes; Use op is I
France orring 1903.

Z. Spiritusind., 1904, 27, 359.

The following statistics show the use of spirits ll
domestic and manufacturing purposes in Franc duri '

1903 :—Total consumption, 374,558 hectols. (19u2, 326,66i I

divided as follows :—For heating and lighting, i.e., del

Hired in the ordinury way, 262,036 (1902, 227,253);:]
lacquer, varnish, and' polish, 14,447 (19U2, 14.188); ll
dyeing, 532 (1902, 41) ; for collodion, celluloid, &c I

(1902,3963); for drugs, 844 (1902.742); for chemicala t

pharmaceutical products, 27,027 (1902, 6071); foi etl

and explosive-. 63,879 (1902, 69,996); and for scienli

purposes, 519 (1902, 406).
I'he apparent decrease under the heading of "ethers

explosives " is partly accounted for by the inclusion

certain articles under the beading of " chemical an

inaceutical products.—J. F. B.

XXII.—EXPLOSIVES, MATCHES, Etc.

Explosives containing Nitbooltceris.

Bd. of Trade J., Sept. 8, 1 904.

The following notice ha- been issued to mine-owner?
the United Kingdom with a view to the prevention of ai

dents occurring in metalliferous mine- from the use

explosives containing nitroglycerin:—
"All cartridges made of dynamite, gelignite, Ma-

gelatin, and other explosives containing nitroglyccr

must always be thawed (in a properly-designed warmii

pan) before use during the months of December, Janns
Februarj and March, and also at any other limes if I

eartri Iges arc not in a soft or pasty condition."



Sept. 30, 1901.] PATENT LIST. 9i9

patfnt iieft.

X.B.—In these lists, [A.] means "Application for Patent," and

I.S.] "Complete Specification Accepted."

Where a Complete Specification accompanies an Application, an

terisk is affixed. The dates given are (i) in the case of Applica-

)ns for Patents, the dates of application, and (ii) in the case of

implete Specifications Accepted, those of the Official Journals

which acceptances of the Complete Specifications are advertised.

Complete Specifications thus advertised as accepted are open to

gpection at the Patent Office immediately, and to opposition

ithin two months of the said dates.

I.—PLANT, -APPARATUS, AND MACHINERY.

[A.] 1S,922. Komata Reefs Gold Mining Co., Ltd.

(Brown). Apparatus for mixing or circulating

materials in a liquid or semi-liquid 6tate. Sept. 1.

„ 18,978. Huillard. Drying apparatus. Sept. 2.

19,001. Thompson (L'Hospied). See under II.

„ 19,002. Rasdell. Fluid heating and cooling appa-
ratus. Sept. 3.

„ 19,174. Hargreaves. Evaporation of solutions,

condensation of vapour, and the manufacture of
salt. Sept. 6.

„ 19,186. Suzuki. Vacuum evaporating apparatus.
Sept. 6.

19,:i46. Hargreaves. Mixing and agitatiDg solutions,

and precipitating and crystallising. Sept. 8.

„ 19,416. Alberger. Condenser system.* Sept. 8.

„ 19,442. Hargreaves. Evaporating solutions and
obtaining salts. Sept. 9.

„ 19,197. Turnbull. .See under X.

„ 19,696. Wurmb and Baumaun. Thermometers.*
Sept. 13.

„ 20,031. Haskell and Day. Drying apparatus for

distiller}- refuse and other liquids. Sept. 17.

20,775 (1903). Pochin and Pochin. Breaking,
crushing, and grinding machinery. Sept. 7.

20,932 (1903). Rakowski. Grinding mills for
gradual and variable pulverisation. Sept. 7.

21,765 (1903). Jouve. Manufacture of distilling,

evaporating, or like apparatus. Sept. 14.

28,572 (1903). Lake (Trump). Process of evapo-
rating liquors. Sept. 14.

28,593 (1903). Lake (Trump). Vacuum pans.
Sept. 14.

6786 (1904). McAulay. Heating furnaces. Sept. 14

10,157 (1904). Forbes. Distilling and condensing
apparatus. Sept. 7.

C.S.]

II.—F DEL, GAS, AND LIGHT.

A.] 18,721. Tucker and Grundell. Fuel oil burning
system. [U.S. Appl., Sept. 19, 1903.]* Aug. 30.

18,858. Grayson. Manufacture of artificial fuel.

Sept. 1.

18,975. Roberts and Anstey. Apparatus for the
manufacture of generator gas. Sept. 2.

19,001. Thompson (L'Hospied). Gas furnaces.
Sept. 3.

19,037. Ibbotson. Ascension pipes of gas pro-
ducers. Sept. 3.

19,046. The Chalk Power Gas Syndicate, Ltd., and
Pearson. Process for the continuous and con-
current production of fuel gas and lime. Sept. 3.

19,183. Brotherhood. Producer gas manufacturing
apparatus. Sept. 6.

19,222. Johnston. Apparatus used in the manu-
facture of coal-gas. Sept. 6.

19,276. Breckon. Method of producing superior
coke in connection with gas works and the like.

Sept. 7.

Manufacture ofgas.

Coking. Sept. 7.

Coke ovens. Sept. 7.

Production of acetylene deriva-

Apparatus for gene-
from small and dust

f. Fliissige Gase R.

[A.] 19.307. Gibbous and Masters.
Sept. 7.

19,318. Hepburn.

„ 19,319. Hepburn.

„ 19,568. Tompkins.
fives. Sept. 10.

„ 19,744. Blackmore. Process for making hydrogen
carbide, and separating sulphur from sulphi-
hydrocarbons or sulphurous petroleum.* Sept. 13.

19,774. Wilson. Manufacture of coal-gas. Sept. 14.

„ '.9,827. Cerasoli. Gas producers. Sept. 14.

„ 19,842. Crossley and Rigby. Methods of obtaining
power from fuel gases, oils, and other similar
combustibles. Sept. 15.

20,075. Cottancin. Method of aitificial carbonisa-
tion. Sept. 17.

[C.S.] 19,220(1903). Wesselskv.
rating water- or like gas
coal. Sept. 14.

„ 20.556 (1903). Lake (Ges.
Pictet aud Co.). Method of increasing the-
intensity of incandescent gas light. Sept. II.

„ 21,724 (1903). Bruce. Gasogeues and the like-
Sept. 14.

„ "24,068(1903). Gielis. Gas retorts. Sept. 21.

„ 24,326 (1903). Hanmer. Treating peat or turf
to obtain valuable products therefrom. Sept. 14..

„ 24,670 (1903). Allison. Manufacture of coke
Sept. 21.

., 27,823 (1903). Wilson. Gas producers. Sept. 14.
2696(1904). Thompson (Rush). Apparatus tvr

utilising liquid hydrocarbons as fuel. Sept. 14.

„ 5911 (1904). Loomis and Pettibone. Manufac-
turing and mixing gases. Sept. 7.

„ 14,445 (1904). Boult (Lomax). Method of puri-
fying illuminating gas. Sept. 21.

15,048 (1904). Lake (Buckuara). Gas burner-;
Sept. 7.

,, 15,706 (1904). Thompson (Veiciu. Maschinenfabr.
Augsburg u. Maschinenbaugcs. Niirnberg, A.-G.)
See under XXIII.

., 16,2S8(1904). Act. -Ges. f. Selas-Beleuchtung. Ap-
paratus for the production of mixtures of »:is
and air. Sept. 14.

„ 16.763 (1904). Boutillier. Apparatus for pro-
ducing poor gas free from tarry matters. Sept. 14.

17.580 (1904). Patterson. Method of treating;
coal for coking purposes. Sept. 21.

III.—DESTRUCTIVE DISTILLATION, TAR
PRODUCTS, PETROLEUM, AND

MINERAL WAXES.

[A.] 19,695. Martin and Wynne. Process for purifyino-
petroleum oils and rendering them non-explosive
Sept. 13.

„ 19,744. Blackmore. See under II.

[C.S.] 12,696 (1903). Oppenheimer aud Kent. Process for
treating tar for the elimination of water and rtv
covery of volatile products therefrom. Sept. 14.

IV.—COLOURING MATTERS AND DYESTUFFS.

[A.] 18,985. Johnson (Kalle and Co.). Manufacture of
mono-azo dyes. Sept. 2.

„ 19,165. Johnson (Badische -inilinund SodaFabrik)-
Manufacture of azo colouring matters and of
intermediate products relating thereto. Sept. 5.

„ 19,474. Imray (Basle Chemical Works). Manu-
facture of indoxyl, its homologues or their deriva-
tives. Sept. 9.

19,660. Johnson (Kalle and Co.). Manufacture oi
new mono-azo dyes. Sept. 12.
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(T'.S.] 19,973 (1903). Johnson (Kalle and Co.). Manu-
facture of colouring matters containing sulphur.

Sept. ll.

28,392(1903). Jniray ( Meister, Lucius und Brtin-

ing). Manufacture of dyestuffs derived from

anihraci ne. Sept. 7.

25,144 (1903). Newton (Buyer and Co.)- s"

under XXI.
25.401 (1903). Johnson (Badiscbe Anilin und

Soda Fabrik). Manufacture of aeicl uitrile-.

Sapt. 14.

„ 26,13-2 (1903). Newton (Bayer and Co.). Manu-

facture of new aao dyestuffs. Sept. 14.

V.—PREPARING, BLEACHING, DYEING,

PRINTING, AND FINISHING TEXTILES, YARNS,
AND FIBRES.

3-]

18,730. Wilhelm. Method of cleaning oil waste,

&e Aug. 30.

18,797. Nicholson and Shepherd. Compound
I.ii.liing oil for dressing jute, wool, and like

fibrous material. Aug. 31.

11,324. Harris. Treatment of rhea grass, wood

fibre, and the like. Sept. 7.

19,382. Lcaehman. Method of finishing and dress-

ing yarns and threads. Sept. 8.

; Bower. Manufacture of substitutes for

lithographic stones. Sept. 8.

20,040. Wilkinson. Means or apparatus for gas-

-in" or cleansing silk and other fibres. Sept. 17.

1 (1903). Morton. Manufacture of figured

fabrics. Sept. 7.

21,667(1903). Bergmann. Process for the removal

of fat extracting solvents from materials.

Sept. 21.

21.949 (1903). Gebauer. Apparatus for use in

subjecting fabrics, warps, yarns, and the like

to the action of fluids or chemical solutions.

Sept 7.

28,484 (1S08). Scott. Printing, painting, ot mark-

ing on cloth, and machinery therefor. Sept. 7.

24.222 (1908). Pefkin, and Whipp Bros, and Todd,

Ltd. Treatment of raw cotton and flax, and

cotton and linen goods, to reduce the inflamma-

bility thereof. Sept. 21.

27,539 (1903). Calico Printers' Association, Ltd.,

and Garnett. Calico printing. Sept. 21.

( 1904). Heuser. Yarn - dyeing vat, with

device for throwing in and out of gear a wind-

for lifting the material out of the colouring

li.pior. Sept. 14.

13,302 (1904). O'Brien (L'Huillier). Dyeing, and

apparatus therefor. Sept. 21.

16,594 (1904). Hulse and Co., Ltd., and Shaw,

duction of printed fabric, such as CI

Sept. 7.

VI.—COLOURING WOOD, PAPEE, LEATHER, Etc.

[A-] I. Lye and Lye. Dyeing or colouring straw

and olher materials capable of being similarly

treated. Sept. 8.

19,374. LyeandLye. Apparatus for the d

or similar treatment of straw, ^traw plait, and

similar material-. Sept. B.

19,989. Nnsch (Sorel). Dyeing process >!' -kins

for glove making and other uses.* Sept. 16.

[C.S-1 20,824 (1903). Hansford (( ossella and Co.). Pro-

duction of two-coloured effects upon >traw, or

mixed straw and chip plait-. Sept. 7.

;:i.50.l ( L9 13 i. Kan-ford (Casscll.i and Co.). Dyeing.

Sept. 7.

VII.—ACIDS, ALKALIS, AND SALTS.

[A.] 18,710. Stead. Manufacture of carbon dioxide

Aug. 30.

„ 18,899. Piolunowsky. Manufacture of alkali am
alkaline earth carbonates, and apparatus thereto

Sept. 1.

19,04fi. The Chalk Power G i- Sj I d catc, Ltd., an-

P. arsOD. See under II.

19,174. Hargreaves. .See under I.

„ 19,332. Klworlby, Thoruett, and Fehr. Pn
and apparatus for manufacturing carbonic aci

and hydrogeo. Sept. 7.

l '.',4 42. Hargreaves. See under J.

19.448. Craig. Brown, and Craig. Method of pre

duciug oxygen from atmospheric air. Sept. 9.

„ 19,571. Bloxam (Soc Vnon. d'Ktudes FlectH

Cbimiqoes). Manufacture of lead pcroxid*

Sept. 10.

„ 19,606. Robinson. Process for the manufacture <

sulphates. Sept. i'-'.

„ 19,921. Cic. des Prod. Chim. d'Alais et de

Camargue. Manufacture of alumina. [Fr \pp
Sept. 19, 1903.

J* Sept. 15.

„ 20,012. Davis and l)a\i-. Construction of pla

for the mauufactuie of sulphuric acid. Sept, 1(

i S. 17,040 (1903). Heskett. Carbonic anhydride r

frigerating machines. Sept. 14.

„ 24,332 (1903). Donna hie. Appliances for tl

manufacture of nitric acid. Sept. 14.

„ 24,019 (1903). Schwab, and II. Greene anil Sol

Ltd. Manufacture of vitriol. Sept. 14.

„ 2739 (1904). Bellot des Minieres. Apparatus f

the mann&Cture of cupro-ammonium -olutic

Sept. 7.

„ 11,172 (1904). Cie. Franc, de I'Acetylenc Dissoi

Manufacture of oxygen. Sept. 7.

VIII.—CLASS, POTTERY, AND ENAMELS.

[A.] 19,067. Uaudoux. Glass-melting furnaces.* Sept

[C.S.] 16,600 (1901)- Good. Apparatus for the mall

facture of glassware. Sept. 2 1

.

„ 17,235 (1904). Robin. Composition for the mat
facture of ceramic products. Sept. 12.

IX.—BUILDING MATERIALS, CLAYS, MORTAR:
AND CEMENTS;

[A] 1S.G99. Pryor. Wood - preserving compositi

Aug. 30.
"

„ 18,804. Brunson. Composition of matter for a
ficial stone.* Aug. 31.

„ lS.s.17. Saunders. Manufacture of bri

like. Aug. 31.

„ 18,920. Lake (MattheJ and Co.). Manufacture

electrical insulating and non-heat-conduct

compositions. Sept. 1.

,, 18,930. Sellars. .Manufacture of cement or ecm
titious substance-. Sept. 2.

„ 18,939. Mttller. See undei XI.

,, 19.737. BouK (Hulsberg and Co.). lmprcgnat

of wood and olhcr porous materials. Sept. 13

19,884. Morris and Chalmers. Manufacture

bricks and tiles. Si [it. IS.

,, 19,912. Hambkt. Brick kilns and the li

Sept. 15.

„ 20,018. Ridley, Taite, and Williamson. Sli

scoria bricks i c blocks, and method and
latus tor manufacturing the same." Sept.

[is] 19,670 (1903). Mageiis. Treatment of a
and the like, whereby the setting of the

after mixture may be arrested, s
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.] 20,028 (1903). Sadler. Brickkilns. Sept. 21.

11,258 (1904). Sloffler. Fireproof quartz brick?

or blocks. Sept. 14.

15,979 (1904). Schraidtgen and Kiinig. Process

for manufacturing a non-conductor of beat.

Sept. 7.

16,987 (1904). Ryser. Building stone. Sept. 14.

X.—METALLURGY.

..] 18,058. Bavay. Process for separating by flotation

parts of the constituents of ores and other solid

bodies from the remainder thereof. Aug. 29.

18.659. Bavaj". Apparatus for separating by
flotation parts of the constituents ol ores and
other solid bodies from the remainder thereof.

Aug. 29.

18.660. Bavay. Process for separating by flotation

zinc blende from ores, tailings, concentrates, :md

slinies, and for preparing such ores for such

separation. Aug. 29.

18,674. Annable, Steinhardt, Voge], and Tungsten
Bare Metals Co., Ltd. Treatment of nickel

ores. Aug. 29.

1 - ,74<1. Goodsell. Method of and apparatus for

treating sbeet iron and steel.* Aug. 3o.

18,977. Vanderlip. Ore concentration. Sept. 2.

19,053. Massenez. Manufacture of steel by the

basic Bessemer process. Sept. ;;.

19,140. Swyny and Plucknctt. Ore separators and
classifiers.* Sept. 5.

19,142. Swyny and Pluc'tnett. Process for ex-

tracting normally buoyant mineral particles from
slimes, tailings, and like metalliferous materials.*

Sept. 5.

19,233. Guye. Treatment of lead sulphide, or ores

thereof, to obtain volatile products. Sept. 0.

19,251. Thompson (Carlo, Tito, and Pollak and
Rothschild). Alloy, and process for manufac-
turing the same. Sept. 6.

19,269. Rawsonand Elmore. Process for extracting

gold from solutions. Sept. 7.

19,394. Fyfe. Ore-roasting furnaces, and means
for producing and depositing fumes from ores.

Sept. 8.

19,464. Reinke. Process for briquetting friable

ores. Sept. 9.

19,497. Turnbull. Apparatus for separating water-

borne particles of varying density, such as finely

divided ore, &c. Sept. 9.

19,555. Abelspies. Ore concentrating and classi-

fying apparatus. Sept. 10.

19,653. Ellis and Highton. Apparatus for ex-

tracting gold from slimes, tailings, or the like.

Sept. 12.

>.] 12,727 (1903). Auchinachie. Manufacture of

metallic vanadium from its ores or any other

compounds of vanadium. Sept. II.

19,226 (1903). Deutseh. Plunger-jig for treating

ores. Sept. 14.

19,333(1903). Lake (Sanfilippo). i )re-roasting

and like furnaces. Sept. 21.

26.375 (1903). Michelis, Michelis. Kruse, and
Kuhn. Process for hard-soldering aluminium.
Sept. 7.

26.376 (1903). Michelis, Michelis, Kruse, and
Kuhn. Process for hard-soldering cast iron.

Sept. 7.

7309 (1904). Weiller and Weiller. Process for

separating from their ores copper, silver, lead,

mercury, and all other metals adapted to be
precipitated from an acid solution by means of

sulphuretted hydrogen. Sept. 21.

8216(1904). Gin. See under XI.

[C.S.] 13,328(1904). Pelletierand Semprun. Solder for
aluminium or aluminium alloys. Sept. It.

16,419(1904). Engels. Process for treating steel

anil armour plates. Sept. 14.

16,449 (1904), Fink-Huguenot. Process and ap-
paratus for granulating or pulverising fused
metals and alloys. Sept. 21.

XL

[A.]

[C.S.]

-ELECTRO-CHEMISTRY AND ELECTRO-
METALLURGY.

18,840 British Thomson-Houston Co., Ltd. (Gen.
Electric Co.). Processes of electric deposition.
Aug. 31:

I 8,92 . Lake (Mattbey and Co.), .See under IX.

IS.937. Hargreaves. Operating e ectrolytic cells.
- I't. 2.

18,989. Miiller. Insuring substance, and method
of making same. Sept. 2.

19,266. Ziegenberg. Galvanic cell.* Sept. C.

19,571. Iiloxam (Soc. Anon. d'JEtudes Klectro-
Cbimiques). See under VII.

19,898. Blackburn. Primary batteries. Sept. 15.

20,003. Birkeland and Eyde. Process and furnace
for subjecting solid materials to the action of the
electric are. [Appl. in Norway, Sept. 19, 1903.]*
Sept. 16.

14,221 .(1903). Dreibholz. Galvanic batteries.
Sept. 7.

23,712(1903). Nehmer. Manufacturing of dry
batteries. Sept. 7.

8216(1904). Gin. Electric furnace for converting-

pig iron into steel. Sept. 2 1

.

XII.—FATTY OILS, FATS, WAXES, AND SOAP.

[A.] 18,797. Nicholson and Shepherd. .See under V.

,, 19,043. Le Brocquy. Oils for lubricating gnu
barrels. Sept. 3.

[C.S.] 25,010(1903). Harvey. Manufacture of dry soap
powders. Sept. 7.

XIII.—PIGMENTS, PAINTS; RESINS, VARNISHES;
INDIA-RUBBER, Etc.

(B.)

—

Resins, Vaksishes.

[A.] 19,2?2. Dunnett. Composition for preventing the

incrustation and preserving the hulls of ships.

Sept. 7.

19,583. Pugh, aud Rudge Whitworth. Ltd. Appli-
cation of varnishes and the like. Sept. lo.

[C.S.] 17,135(1903). Tixier and Rambaud. Process for

the manufacture of varnishes by the direct solu-

tion of gums without previous fusion. Sept. 14.

„ 21,020 (1903). Johnson (Foelsing). Apparatus
for the treatment of products containing gums
and resins, for the separation and obtainment of

tin- gums and resius therefrom. Sept. 21.

[A.]

( C.)

—

India-Robber.

19,780. Owen and Threlfall. See under XIX.

XIV.—TANNING, LEATHER, GLUE, SIZE, Etc.

[A.] 18,691. .ferret, Graham, and Blair. Leather-
dressing composition. Aug. 30.*

„ 19,244. Souoff and Zwerkoff. Curing skins and
hides. Sept. 6.

,, 19,323. Petersen. Cleansing and o ing gloves,

skins, leather, and the like. [Appl. in Denmark,
Sept. 9, 1903.]* Sept. 7.

., 19,779. Owen and Threlfall. Manufacture of

leather. Sept. 14.

,, 19,780. Owen and Threlfall. Manufacture of

leather for use as a substitute for india-rubber

aud for other purposes. Sept. 1 I.
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[A.] 19,989. Nusch (Sore!). SeeunderVl.

[C.S.] 18,677 (190.1). Muir. Treatment of skins or hides

anterior to and daring the process of tanning.

Sept. r.

XVI.—SUGAR, STARCH, GUM, Etc.

?99 (1903). Lafeuille. Annular moulds for

treating sugar by centrifugal action. Sept. 21.

[A.] 19.31H. Thiebaut. Manufacture of paper, card-
board, and the like. Sept. 7.

[C.S.] 11,253 (1904). Noyes and Krueger. Machines
for coating paper and like materials. Sept. 7.

16,408(1804). Nebrich. Pulp strainers for paper
manufacture. Sept. 7.

„ 17,232 (1904). Homberger Method of imparting
lustre to objects made of celluloid or the like.

*ept. 14.

XVII.—BREWING, WINKS, SPIRITS, Etc.

[A.] 19,5?7. Ilunt. Manufacture, purifying, and ma-
turing or flaTouring of spit it. Sept. 10.

' [C.S.] 19,645(1903). Monti. Treatment of wine, mu-t,

beer, beetroot juice, and the like, and apparatus

therefor. Sept. 14.

„ 21.294 (1903). Jensen (l)iessler). Process fnr

freeing yeast extracts from bitter principles.

Sept. 14.

28,264(1903). Plischke and Beschorner. Malting
apparatus. Sept. 7.

„ 14,028 (1904). Schneible. Art of brewins. Sept. 21.

15,370 (1904). Boult (Pabst Brewing Co.). Pas.

teurising apparatus. Sept. 7.

XVIII.—FOODS ; SANITATION, WATER
PURIFICATION; & DISINFECTANTS.

(.4.)

—

Foods.

[A.] 18,906. Ross. Production of foods for animals.*

Sept. 1.

„ 19,082. Cornthwaite. See under XXIII.

„ 19,676. Bell. Process for preserving flesh meat
and other foodstuffs. Sept. 13.

[C.S.] 96S4 (1904). Maggi. Manufacture of milk powder.

Sept. 21.

(B.)

—

Sanitation ; Water Purification.

[A.] 19,444. Adams. Filter beds for sewage or other

purposes. Sept. 9.

„ 20,031. Gaskell and Day. See under I.

[C.S.] 19.599 (1903). Adams and Spriugborn. System
for the purification of sewr.^e and other fluid-.

Sept. 7.

„ 1 9,644 (1903). Talbot. Means for purifying air.

Sept. 21.

„ 17,307 (1904). Walter. Water purifying appa-

ratus. Sept. 14.

(C)

—

Disinfectants.

[C.S.] 18,678 (1903). Muller. Insecticide. Sept. 7.

„ 19,837(1903). Rosters. Process for forming solu-

tions of antiseptics which are otherwise insoluble

or not easily soluble. Sept. 21.

XIX.—PAPER, PASTEBOARD, Etc.

[A.] IS,742. Krais and The Bradford Dyer-' Associa

timi. Ltd. Manufacture and application of nitro-

cellulose solutions. Aug. 30.

„ 19.17S. Beadle anil Stevens, Manufacture of

blotting and other water-leaf papers. Sept. 6.

XX.—FINK CHEMICALS, ALKALOIDS,
ESSENCES, AND EXTRACTS.

[A.] 18,825. Newton (Bayer and Co.). Manufacture ol

a pharmaceutical compound. Aug. 31.

„ 19,411. Zimmertnann (Chem. Fahr. auf Actien,

vorm. E. Schering). Manufacture of dialkylated

barbituric acids. Sept. 8.

, 2o,07l. Wetter (J. I>. Riedel). Pharmaceutical
compound- having the therapeutic properties o'

codeine, and processes for the manufacture of thi

same. Sept. 17.

XXI.—PHOTOGRAPH It MATERIALS AND
PROCESSES.

[A.] 18,890. Von Garainow-Trauttenberg and Fabian
Method of production of photographic paper am
the like. Sept. 1.

„ 19,940. Smith. Photographic plates or films. [Ger
Appl., Sept. 17, 1958.]* Sept. 16.

[C.S.] 25,144 (1903). Newton ( Bayer and Co.). Manu
facture of new sensitising dyestuffs and inter

mediate products for use therein. Sept. 7.

„ 17,009 (1904). Lake (Jacobsen). Photographi
reproductions. Sept. 11.

17,036 (1904). Lake (Jacobsen). Photographi
. -productions. Sept. 14.

„ 17,610 (1904). Schmidt. Pigment photographi

processes. Sept. 21.

XXII.—EXPLOSIVES, MATCHES, Etc.

[A.] 19,200. Hall. Manufacture of explosives. Sept. (

20,106. Evangelidi. Explosives.* Sept. 17.

[C.S.] 23,766 ( 1903). Unge. Slow-combustion compos
tions for fuse-, self propelling explosive projet

tiles, and the like. Sept. 7.

11,000(1904). Steel. Explosive, Sept 21.

„ 12.627 (1904). Hough. Nitrated carbohydrate

Sept. 7.

XXIII.—GENERAL ANALYTICAL CHEMISTRY.

A] 19,082. Cornthwaite. Soxhlet extractors f,

analysis of milk, cereals, cuttle foods. &c. Sept..

„ 19,337. Decker. Goniometers or similar instn

ments. Sept. 7.

[C.S.] 15,706 (1904). Thompson (Verein. Ma-chinet

fabr. Augsburg and Maschinenbauges. Number
A.-GA Method for the continuous determin.

Hon of the hydrogen content, of gaseous mixture

and apparatus therefor. Sept. 7.
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COMMUNICATIONS.
Authors of communications read before the Society, 01

any of its Local Sections, are requested to take notice that

under Rule 48 of the Bye-laws the Society has the right of

priority of publication for three months of all such papers.

Infringement of this Bye-law renders papers liable to be

rejected by the Publication Committee, or ordered to he

abstracted for the Journal, in which case no reprints can

be furnished to the author.

Cijangrs of 8ofcrf$s:.

When notifying new addresses, members are requested to

write them distinctly, and state whether they are temporary

or permanent. Multiplication of addresses is also to be

avoided as tending to create confusion. When sending

subscriptions, the use of the form attached to the application

helps in the verification of addresses, on which the safe

delivery of the Journal depends.

Aiden, Fredk., l/o 17th Street; 342, 22nd Avenue, Mil-

waukee, Wis., U.SA.
Baxter, John <

'•
: ali communications to Nine Kims ( ement

Works, i lill'e. [Cent.

Bothamley, (.11., ] o Hurst Knoll; Tanglewood, Southside,

Weston-super-Mare,
Clarke, R. W., l/o Rayne; 3, Aberdeen Villas, Chase Road,

Southgate, N. ; Journals as before.

Collingridge, Frank, l/o Wyndham Road ; 15, Beaufort

Bead, Edgbaston, Birmingham.

Dreyfus, S.; all communications to 1, Sunnyside Terrace,

(forth Road, Clayton, Manchester.

Eddy, W. Clifton, l/o Rocky ford, Colo.; Owosso, Mich.,

"U.S.A.

Hicks, Edwin I'., l/o Walnut street; 1837, Lao-mount
Avenue, 1'hi'adelphia, Pa., U.S.A.

Meldrum, Dr. Andrew N., 1 o Bonnymuir Place ; 214, Mid
Stocket Road, Aberdeen.

Rose. John. I Warrington; Wicken House, Stretton, near

Warrington.

Shnrwood, \Y. .1., l/o Durant Avenue; 2600, llillegass

Avenue, Berkeley, Cal., U.S. \.

Smith, Harry, l/o 74 ; 93, Holly Avenue, Jesmond, New-
castle-on Tyne.

Smith, . I. Crtiikshank, l/o Westbonrne Park; 19, Aldridge
Koad Villas, Hayswater, W.

Stoddard, Jesse D., l/o American Radiator <.'o. ; c/o Detroit

Xesting Laboratory, 1111, Union Trust Building,

Detroit, Mich., U.S.A.

Tate. Francis G. II., l/o Dulwich ; Kilmersdon. Honiecroft

Road, Sydenham, S.I .

Walton, Tim-. U. ; Journals to Colonial Sugar Refining

Co., I I'Connell Street, Sydney, N.S.W.
Wheeler, Ernest, l/o Churchill Street; 33."), l'ark Road,

m, Lanes., Metallurgical Chemist
Williams, Prof. W. Carletou ; Journals to 23, Broomgrove

Road, Sheffield,

Woodside, I'. Frank; l/o Uwchland, l'a. ; c/o W
Chemical Co., Carteret, N..I.. U.S.A., Secretary.

CHANGE OF ADDRESS REQUIRED.
M. - ?, Herbert B., l/o National Battery Co., Buffalo, N.Y.,

i .S.A.

J9ratf)6»

Cook, Wm. Martyn, Cecilhurst, Uplands l'ark, Enfield,

Sept. 27.

Serel. 1 inest, 119, Rue Notre Dame de Champs, Paris.

PROCEEDINGS
01? mi.

TWENTY-THIRD ANNUAL

MEETING.

About 100 members and ladies from Europe, the bulk of
whom travelled by the steamships " Baltic," " ( aiopania,'
" Kaiser Wilhelm der Grosse," and "Majestic," arrived in

New York for the Annual General Meeting, and were
received on landing by Drs. II. Schweit/er, V. Col
K.W.Moore, E. G. Love, and W. McMurtrie, Prof.E 1 1 :i t

Mr. N. J. Lane, and Mr. and Mix 1'. Hemingway, acting i»

behalf of the Reception Committee, and conveyed to the

Society's head .|uartcrs, the Hotel Seville, .Madison Avenue
in automobiles.

( )u Wednesday evening
i Sept. 7th) a reception was held

at the Chemists' Club, West 55th Street, which was attended

bj a large number of members and ladies

Thursday, Si.iiimuer Sth, 1904.

The twenty-third annual meeting of the Socii tv was held

in the Gymnasium of Columbia University, New Yorl

on Thursday, September Sth, 1904. The President, s'ir

William Ramsay, K.C.B., F.R.S., occupied the chair.

Prof. Charles F. ( has t, in welcoming the Societj

on behalf of the faculty of Columbia University, 6aid it

was eminently proper that the Society of Chemical Industry
should hold its first meeting on that side of the Atlantic

Ocean in the halls of Columbia University, which wag
of their oldest institutions of learning, having been fo

hy King George II. by Royal Charter in 1 754, one hundred
and fifty years ago, under the name of King's Col leg

the close of the War of Independence the college bail heeo

opened under its present name of Columbia. Columbia was
in the forefront for the -tudy of the scienci s . sin hi

the very first in this country to establish a School of Mines
and cognate School of Sciences, founded on a regular pre

scribed course of four years, with strict requirements of

personal preparaf ion, and graded course- specially di

and devised for the education of those men who wished to

make the applied sciences their professions for life—mining
engineers, metallurgical engineers, mechanical eng
electrical engineers, chemists, and architect- It was indeed

a great pleasure to welcome the distinguished President 01

the Society. The late Dr. Barnard, President of th<

University, had provided in his will that once in live years

there should be awarded a gold medal to the person who
during the previous five years had made the most iin]

contribution to physical science, or who had conferred tie

greatest benefit upon mankind by the application

sciences. That medal was to be awarded by the trustees

Columbia University on the nomination of the N

Academy of Sciences. At the end of the first pet

live years, when the Academy met at Washington
sider who should he naiued as the fir-t recipient of tte

medal,it had been decided that the most prominent contrite'

tion to physical science during the previous five years had

been the discovery of the curious and inert element

But this great discovery had been due to the joint labours. I

Lord Rayleighand Sir William Ramsay. Although I

of Dr. Barnard had provided but for a -ingle gold medal
I

it
1 ra had ri-en to the occasion and had said tber.

should be two medals, and tho i dais had 1"

ferred, one upon Lord liayleigh and the other upon B
William Ramsay. Sothej claimed Sir William
belonging to Columbia. lie expressed the hope that thei

English guests would enjoy the three weeks' trip which bin

been arranged for them.

The Prksidknt, in the name of the Society, cordiall.

thanked the Trustees of the University for the use of th
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magnificent liall iu which they then were, and Dr. Chandler

for his extremely kind welcome. He said that it had been

the greatest possible pleasure to come and visit their

brethren of America. The recollection of the War of

Independence was not an unpleasant one to most Englishmen.

whose feelings had so changed that, if a poll of the country

were taken, he doubted whether there would be found an
Koglishmau who would uot in that war have fought on the

American side.

The General Secretary read the minutes of the last

annual general meeting, which were passed, and signed by
the President. He then read the list of new members
of the Council (see this J., Sept. 15, 850), and stated thai

two Vice-Presidents had resigned, namely, Prof. Procter

and Mr. Carey, who had been elected respectively chairmen

of the Yorkshire and the Liverpool Sections, and did uot

wish lo duplicate their offices. In their places Mr. David
Howard and Dr. V. Coblentz had been elected.

The President, after announcing that Mr. William H.
Nichols. President of the General Chemical Compauy of

New York, had been elected President of the Society for the

ensuing year, said, with regard to the Iteport of the Council

(see this J.. Sept. I J, 851), the number of members on the

register was 4134 ; at the same time last year it had heeii

3950. Four hundred new members had been elected, as

compared with 380 last year, and the losses had also been

fewer—210 as against224. There had been 29 deaths. The
Journal numbered 1378 pages; and 90 original papers, with

discussions, had been published, as compared with 81 in the

previous year. Since the last meeting a new section had
been added to the Society, in Sydney, Australia. Important

papers relating to the tariffs and trade regulations with

other nations had been furnished from the Board of Trade.

These would no doubt prove interesting, not merely in the

British Isles, but also in the United States, for the sake of

the information contained in them.

Dr. Harvey W. Wiley, of Washington, D.C., C S.A.,

moved, and 1'rof. A. C. Hdmi'HRKYS, of Stevens Institute

of Technology, of Hoboken, N.J., U.S.A., seconded the

adoption of the report, and the motion was carried.

The President, in answer to a question, said that there

were 125U members in the U.S.A., uot including the

Canadian members.

The President invited Mr. Thomas Tyrer to read the

report of the Honorary Treasurer, Mr. Hall, who was,

unfortunately, not able to be present.

Mr. Tyrer expressed his regret at the absence of their

highly esteemed Honorary Treasurer, and pointed out the

satisfactory character of his Report as regards the balance.

In connection with that, however, he had to draw attention

to the likelihood, in the near future, of some increase in

the cost of printing the Society's Journal. Its bi-monthly

issue had, he thought, been fully justified by the results,

but it had proved to be more expensive than had been
anticipated, and the printers were therefore terminating

the present contract as uuremunerative to themselves. A n

important source of income to meet the expenses of the

Journal was that of advertisements, to which the Treasurer
had called attention iu his Report, at the same time pointing

out that those who could advertise in the Journal would be
assisting the Society's work by so doing. Mr. Tyrer
concluded by reading the last three paragraphs of the
Treasurer's Report (which has already appeared in full in

the Journal for Sept. 15th, p. 852).

Dr. Mi Mlrtrie echoed Mr. Tyrer's expressions of
regret at the absence of Mr. Hall, and at the cause of tint

absence. Mr. Hall's very valuable Report was gratifying

as showing the real prosperity of the organisation, and he
believed that they were till glad to join in congratulations
to the Treasurer and those who had supported him.
Therefore he moved the adoption of the Report, and
expressed the thanks of the Society to the officers who had
had it in charge.

Prof. Edward Hart seconded the motion, which was
carried unanimously.
The President then read his address. (See J., Sept. 15,

?p. 852—857.)
The President-Elect, Mr. W. H. Nichols, stated the

tpprcciation which the members of the New York Section

felt of the honour which had been brought to them by
holding their meeting on that side of the Atlantic Ocean ;

the New York Section felt keenly the honour which for the
second time had been conferred upon one of its members by
electing him to its presidency. Personally, as the one chosen
to fill that office, he felt his inadequacy. He knew he had
not been selected for anything which he had done, or for
anything which he could reasonably expect, to do ; but li

had been selected because so many friends in the New York
Section had felt disposed to name him as their candidate;
he cordially thanked his friends for putting him forward as
representative of what they hoped their President might
be. It would be his desire, in carrying out the 'duties of the
office, to do what he could iu his humble way to follow in

the steps of the gentlemen who had occupied the position.
He then moved a vote of thanks to the gentleman who
had just finished reading one of the ablest papers which
it had been his pleasure to hear on that subject—the -abject
of the education of the technical chemist. In the New
York Section it was a matter that had shown evidence of

sluirp divergence of opinion, but they had before them the
word of the master, which it would be well to consider
and to take to their hearts. In moving this vote of thanks
he did so not only for the paper, but also for the man
himself, who had permitted himself lo be used in the
office of President during the past year, to bring all that he
had been able to bring to the advantage and glory of thi-

Society.

Prof. CrjARi.ES p. Chandler, in seconding the motion,
said he had listened t. . this address with fie greatest
interest, and 'felt sure every teacher of chemistry in the
English-speaking world would read it and consider carefully
its recommendations. For his own part, he should certainly

study it with the greatest care. He was apprehensive, how
ever, how far it would be possible to adopt those radical

suggestions in an institution like Columbia I niversity, where
there were over 700 students working in the chemical
laboratory, where the appropriations were not half sufficient

to provide the necessary apparatus and chemicals, where
the laboratories were so very crowded that it was almost
impossible to tiDd standing room for the young men who
wereentitled to the required laboratory practice in chemistry,

and where the number of instructors was not half sufficient

for the number of students. And this condition at Columbia
applied, to a greater or less extent, to most of the larger

institutions in America; but the presentation of this ideal

plan of chemical instruction, and the spreading of it upon
the records, where it might be read, not only by the patron-
of chemistry, but by the authorities of our institutions, and
further, by the liberal citizens of this country, who wen -

i

ready to come forward, when the necessity could be brought
home to them, to provide the facilities for proper study
and instruction, would serve a useful purpose. He to k

great pleasure in seconding that motion for a vote of

thanks.

The motion was put, and carried unanimously by a rising

vote, amid much applause.

The President thanked the meeting very heartily for the

cordial reception which they had given to his address. I a

regard to the phase which Prof. Chaudler put forward, the

only remedy he could suggest would be to erect more labora-

tories, to subdivide the offices, and give to each of a number
of professors of chemistry complete charge over all his

particular department. There should not be one department
of chemistry in the University, but some eight or nine. It

was now his extremely pleasant duty and great -t p >sible

pleasure to give the medal of the Society, which was
awarded every two years, to his very old friend Prof. Ira

Remseu, President of the Johns Hopkins University, He
was known throughout the whole of the United States,

throughout the whole Continent, as well as in England, as

one of the most eminent and resourceful of eheiuists : he it

was whose work had led to the discovery of that curious

substance, saccharin; not only had he promoted chemical

industry in that particular way, but he had trained a very

large number, perhaps the majority, of the technical chemists

in America ; he certainly was a focus, a centre of learning,

from which learning had spread throughout ihe whoie of the

United States. His first acquaintance with I':' if. Kemsen had

c 2
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been in the v e:ir 1871, when he rang the front-door hell of a

which was id, he believed, except "hen the

Kiug of Wflrttem i red the University of '1 Ubi gen

fhe dooi s ] opened, after several pulls at the

bell, by :i man wearing B bine aprou, and villi rather

:. bands. Hi (Sir Win. Ramsay) put the following

• lue-tion to him:— •' Konnen Sie mil sagen, wo isl das

Vorlesungszimmer ? " This man was Prof. Kemsen, and

i, " You want to null the lecture room, don't yon ?
"

Ever since, tbey bad known each other intimately, and had

corr. ir upwards of thirty years, fn acknowledg-

ment of bis conspicuous services to technical chemistry,

the Council of the Society, with the concurrence of the

whole Society, had directed him, as President, to offer

Prof. Rcmsc i this medal, with the hope that he would long

live to wear it.

Prof. 1 1: v Remsen s.iid it was scarcely necessary for him

to say that he was deeply {.'ratified by that act of the

Council of the Society. What more could be say? The

subject which the circumstances suggested n- not an

inspiring one. He could not talk touching himself. Indeed,

altogether too much had beeu said on that subject. Ik
wished he i onld believe one-half of what Sir William bad

said : it would be a pleasure to him, as the receipt of that

medal was a pleasure. The subject of teaching had been

suggested by what bad been said. Of course the subject

in general was one that he might enlarge upon, but he

thought they would hardly care to hear it, nor should be

cat e to take up their time in discussing it. To the study

of teaching he had given his life. He could, he thought,

enlarge upon that, because his heart was full of it even now,

when circumstances had made it necessary for him to give

up most of the work in that line in which he had been

engaged since the memorable day when be opened the

frontdoor for Sir William. It was of course a great

pleasure to see so many members of the Society there, and

especially to see his ' very old friend " again.

[A portrait of Prof. Kemsen is enclosed with this issue of

the Journal.]

Mr. J. li. F. Hbbkushoi i moved that Messrs. Miall,

WilUins, Randall, and Co. be elected auditors of the Society

at a remuneration of 10/. 10s.

Mr Maximilian Toch seconded, and the motion was

carried.

The President read a letter from the Chairman of the

l.on.l.ii Section, Mr. Reid, officially and heartily inviting

thl Society to bold its next annual meeting in Loudon.

Or. K. MESSEL moved that the next annual meeting of

the Society be held in London. He thanked the New York

Section for its kind attention and hospitality, and assured

iliem that the Society would be no less warmly and cordially

corned b their London brethren.

Dr. J. LeWKOWITSCH seconded the motion, and assured

the members that everything would be done to make tin ir

stay in London pleasant.

Mr. Thomas Ttrer supported the motion and endorsed

Mr. r.eid's letter of invitation.

The motion was unanimously adopted.

Mr. Wm. 1. Mvnu-os. moved that the thanks of the

Society be given to the President and Trustees of Columbia

University for the hospitality shown the Society and facilities

afforded it.

Mr. Thomas Tiber seconded the motion, and it was

passed by a standing vote. This concluded the business,

and the proceedings terminal! i

After th. meeting, a photograph of the members in a

group was taken on the steps of the library of Columbia

rsitj

.

I hi: A.x.xi m DlBNEK.

The Ban met was held at the Waldorl Isti ria Hotel,

Prof, i ii iri i
- F. in iNDiavic acting ;i< toastmaster.

The Toastjiaster proposed the health of the President

of the I nited Stater, which was drunk standing. He then

proposed the health of bis Majesty, King Kdward, which

was also drunk standing.

The Toastmaster in announcing that the next toast,

the Society of Chemical Industry, called for a response from

the late President of the Bo . he fell that the lata

President owed an apology to the - tj tor having
brought into the world five of the laziest elements, and he

i it any one bad ever beard any good word for

argon, neon, krypton, xenon, or even helium. He certainly

thought that the late President owed the S icii ty an apology

for bringing into the chemical elements a lot of tramps.

Sic William Ramsat, in responding, referred to bis

address in the morning at the annual meeting, saying it

was bis hope to bring into closer touch Science and
Industry, and that he lived in the hope—and believed

thai the society would share his hope—that the pn •

President would look at the other side of the shield in his

address at the next annual meeting, and that be would
touch upon the relation of [Ddustry to Science. He i

fessed to the justice of the charge of bringing into the

world— although one was in the curious position of having

two fathers—a set of lazy tramp-, and stated that there

was another body which had recently been born—only

ab rut two mouths ago. He went on to relate the circum-

stances that led to the discovery of that body , and stated

that experiments were now in progr. ss to try which of

certain suppositions were correct, and it appeared to

him that they were on the brink of a discovery of the

synthesis of atoms which would themselves decompose, and

possibly into the ordinary well-known elements, and in

this way prove to be the ultimate sources of these

elements. It was a mere hope, he said, but he gave

it to the Society for what it was worth Having effected

the introduction of his very latest child, he would like to

add just a few words on trie subject of the toast, the

Society of Chemical Industry. He foresaw that the New
York Sectiou of the Society was baund to grow wry
rapidly, but whatever they did they must not iiuarrel. i

must devise some means of living together in peace ami

harmony, and it was for hi< successors to consider this

question very carefully. That union had to be preserved :

but difficulties would obviously arise when the child out_

the parent and became much larger. He was not gi

to prophesy, but it would demand very careful consid

tion. lie thought they might remain in perfect unioi

|

one body, with sections not merely in America and England,

but also in the Euglish colonies. Indeed, he hoped it would

foreshadow a much larger union, for he did not see why the

two nations. America and Greater Hritain, should not w.rk

together in absolute peace and harmony ; not, of course,

under oue government, but in thorough agreement tu

support each other through thick and thin. Sir William

then thanked the Society for the very cordial way in

which it had received the toast, the Society of Chemical

Industry.

A toast to the Verein Deutscher t hemikerwas then drunk

amid cheers.

Dr. Ebdmani replied in German.

The subject of the next too.: was Industrial Corpot

Prof. Wiley, in responding, quoted statistics in regard to

the wealth, population, and voting strength of the I' nited

States, and then, leferring to the prophecy of Sir William,

-aid there was no danger of a dissolution of the unity

of the Society of Chemical Industry. There wa- a little

fact in history which they had possibly forgotten— that the;.

parted from England because they were taxed without

representation; but that did net occur in the Society of

Chemical Industry. They wi re taxed, it was true, 1

bad a large representation. So then would he no

Tea Party in the Society of Chemical Industry. Thi

a perfect community of interests, ami that comma

'

interests was not confined to 'he science of chem
was a community of interests that percolated every feature

of their common international lite Further, he believed

such meetiugs as those— meetings that were international la

character— did more to draw together already strong tie-

than any amount of preaching in the public print- couM

do. They saw their fellow-man face to face ; tbej

character of the man, and then begau to appreciate that ii

was the man, for, after all, it was the man— the man as :

man. In the great sphere of industry it was the man—th •

man was measured by his industry, but the man was tin

thing. Industry was incident to the man and his develop
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uent, and il was because industries developed manhood,

md Dot because they brought dollars, that industries were

lseful to man.
The To tSTMASTEB then called upon Dr. Wilhelm Ostwald,

if Leipzig, to say a few words.

Prof. Ostwald, after expressing regret, as a man who
arue from the laud of theory to the land of practice, at not

laving heard anv speeches or discussions on chemical indus-

ry at the meeting, and having referred to the fact that there

ras no quarteron the surface of the globe where no member
if the Society was residing, said that the Society was therefore

nternational, aDd if they would look through all things they

could find nothing more international, nothing more naturally

nternational, than science ; there existed nothing in the w ; i<>le

irorld that was quite the same thing, whether you considered

England, Japan, Sweden, or the frontier land in South Africa.

Hence was indeed the only thing that formed a part of the

'quipment of every body of men which had reached some
legree of civilisation. He then expressed the hope of seeing

he day when all people would speak one language, and stated

hat science was indeed the tie that held nations together.

Science was spreading over all lands. International science

rould be the means of uniting all peoples of the world.

["o this purpose he drank to the furtherance of tile idea of

nternational brotherhood, beginning with science and ending

vith the union of hearts. Science was brotherhood. The
oast was drunk by the assembly amid cheers.

The To as r« as run proposed the toast, "American Chemical
industry," and called upon the new President of the Society

o respond.

Mr. Nichols, in replying, stated that chemical industry in

he United States was of comparatively recent growth, but

ras not altogether without interest. He referred to the

iffect of the American tariff on chemical industry, and the

act that America had all kinds of raw materials. In

eferring to the cost of labour, he stated that it was his

jxperience that it paid well to pay men well, and cited an
nstance where by paying certain labourers double the wages
hey received abroad for certain work it cost his firm rather

ess to turn out a ton of ore with those identical men than

t did their former employers at half the wages. That was
he only way in the world that the American manufacturer
with high-priced labour was able to compete with the foreign

nanufacturerat lower cost. In other words, it was perfectly

possible in his judgment for the foreijn labourer to produce
;wice his present result if he received twice the pay. In

recalling the names of the men who had been the pioneers

n the doinaiu of American chemical industry, Mr. Xichols

referred to Mr. Weightinan, of Philadelphia, lately deceased,

Martin Kalbfleisch, of Brooklyn, Mayor Knight, Eugene
Kressley, 'Mr. Gridley, Hugh Cochran, ex-Mayor Tie-

manu, of New York, Mr. Chappell, and Mr. Bowers, who
be said were the originators of what was known as American
chemical industry to-day. The future was in the hands of

the young men, many of whom were present. It was to

them that they looked for the future of chemical industry ;

the young men had it in their power to make it worthy of

the great country in which they lived.

The Toast-MASTBs then called upon the British Vice-
Consul. Mr. Clive liiyley, to give some impressions of
New York.

After expressing regret at the absence from the city of
the Consul-General. Mr. Batlet narrated his impressions
and experience since coming to New York, and said, fur-

ther, he hoped that was not the only time that thev
would be able to have impressions of New York, and that
not only they, but every Euglishman, would make it bis

duty and his object in life t > come nut only to New York,
which was not the United States, but to the whole United
States, becoming better acquainted with their, own sons,
their own relatives.

The Toastmasteii then proposed a toasl to the English
committee which arranged the trio to the i Fnited State-, and
called upon one who had been familiar with the affairs

of the Society since its inception—their past president,

Mr Thomas Tyrer.
Mr. Ttubu, in calling attention to the American colours

—red, white, and blue—which decorated the hall, noticed
the fact that the same colours appeared in the llntish

ensign and the tricolour, which were also among the decora-

tions. He warmly advocated the cosmopolitan and inter-

national character of the Society. He stated that this

'meeting with the New York Section differed from meetings
held 20 or 2 1 years ago only in two things: first, in locality,

and second, in the peculiarity of the conditions under which
hospitality had been extended. Mr. Tyrer then paid a
glowing tribute to the ladies' committee of the New York
Section, which .had looked after the welfare of the wives and
daughters of the visitors, and also warmly thanked the

committee which had looked after the party from the time
of their landing in New York up to that time.

The Toastmasteii then said he could not bring that

delightful function to a close without calling upon the man
who was practically responsible for the Society of Chemical
Industry in America— Dr. lingo Schweitzer.

Dr. Scuwr.rrzKit, admitting that he was godfather when
the N,w York Section was founded, went into a history of

the growth of the Section in New York. Ten years ago
there existed the American Chemical Society in New
York, which was strictly devoted to science ; the industrial

chemists had been hardly represented in it, and had no
voice in the management of the Society. At that time
some kindred spirits had started the Section with about

:i00 members ; to-day they were 1250. He knew his

Section, knew the members—knew fully 00 per cent, of the

members belonging to it—and they were loyal to the parent

Society, and would never depart from it. This was not

sentiment, he said, but was absolute materialism. Dr.

Schweitzer also referred to the value of the Journal as

being the best paper published for chemists. As chairman

of the general committee of arrangements for the enter-

tainments and annual meeting, he desired to express his

thanks to Drs. Coblentz and Moore, Mr. Zabri-kie, and
Messrs. Parker and Love, the last two of whom he called

the "Gold Dust Twins," they having looked after the

financial side of the matter.
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I.-PLANT, APPAKATUS AND MACHINERY.

English Patents.

Furnaces ) Mill and the like . D. G Davies,

Birmingham. Eng. Pat. 19,542, Sept. 10. 1903.

urnaci constructed with double walls and a double

roof, the spaces thus formed communicating with each

other and opening into the ash-pit by means of holes

'imed within the. inner walls under, the grate bars.

Suitable means ire provided for clearing out the

bole--. The oir-inlet, which opens directly into the double

roof, is controlled by a damper.— L. F. G.

G inding MM* for Gradual and Variable Pulverisation.

.1 Rakowski, Warsaw, Russia. Eng. Pat 20,932,

Sept. 29, 1903. Under Internat. Conv.. Nov. 22, 1902.

Tub grinding stones, of which there are several and which

act successively, have gradually diminishing diameters, and

gradually increasing grinding surface-. The weight ot the

grinding stones ran be varied as desired. For this pui ]• se

certain parts of the stones, e.g., the lateral walls or parts,

arc made of sufficiently heavy material, and are detachable.

_W.tt.C.

Dittilling and Condensing Apparatus. J. S. V.orbcs.

Philadelphia, Pa. Eng. Pat. 10,157, May 3, 1904.

Sn D.S. Pat, 760,440 of 1904; this J., 1904,652.—T.F.B.

Filter Elements. K. Kiefer, i Cincinnati, U.S.A.

Kng. Pat. 14,381, June 25, 1904.

-i i Ft. Pat. 325,255 of 1902 ; this J., 1903, 690.—T. F. B.

Heating Liquids; Apparatus for . A. Waldbaur,

Stuttgart, Germany. Eng. Pat. 15,875, July 1G, 1904.

Hot gases from a combustion chamber are drawn into a

separate,chamber by means of sprayed jets of liquid, with

which tbc\ mix, and thus uniformly heat the liquid.

—L. F. G.

United States Patents.

Boasting Furnace. < > Hofmann, Argentine, Kans.
'

U.S. Pat. 768,748, Aug. 30,

Aeoastinc furnace of the Herreshoff type is constructed

with a vertical hollow shaft, provided with adjustable

In.How arms to which stirrers are attached. In the centre

oi the hollow shaft an air pipe is fixed, so as to rotate with

it, having branch pipes projecting in hollow arms.

rbe cooling air is forced through the central pipe into the

branch pipes, and returns between the latter and the hollow

arms to the hollow vertical shaft.—W. II. t .

Drying Kiln. II. J. Morton, Chicago. U.S. Pat. 768

Aug. 30, 1904.

1 in-: kilo has a vertical series of air-inlet ports in one wall,

so arranged that the air can be admitted at different Ii

The air-outlet ports are similarly arranged in the opposite

wall.—W. 11. C.

/' [pparalus. M. Bertrand, Grigny, France.
• fC9,l 43, Sept. 6, 1904.

The apparatus consists of a main closed chamber, con-

h tnd with an auxiliary chamber. Hot air

liuitted at on end, and a draught chimnej is placed

H the other end of the main chamber. < Ine of the auxiliary

i handlers also contains a draught ' ati ral he at

pipe- are arranged ill the main chamber, beii ; separated

by lateral partitions from a truck-track. Sliding doors are

provided for closing the main and auxiliary chambers.—L. I .
'.

Crucible and Preheater ; Combined . J. A. Aupperle,

Indianapolis, End. U.S. Pat. 768,972, Aug. :S0, 1904.

A i Ki i mi i: i> provided with air inlet and outlet tubes,

which are connected with a device for preheating, and a

wash-bottle for purifying the air before it passes to the

crucible. The crucible is surrounded by a water jacket.

—w. ii. c.

Filter. E. Boellinghaus, Hamburg. U.S. Pat. 769,143,

Sept. 6, 1903

Sei Eng. Pat. 27,287 of 1903 ; this J., 1904, 70S.—T. F.B.

Condenser. O. S. Still, Annette, Cal. U>. Pat. ;.o,127,

Sept. 18, l'.'U4.

In a vertical casing having a conical bottom, provided with

an outlet tap, a determined depth of water is maintained.

A vertical pipe, forming the uncoudensed-vaponr outlet,

extends from a slight distance above the surface of the

water, through the centre of the. easing, to above the top.

The vapour inlet is situated near the top of the casing,

and above it is a spraying device and means for supplying

liquid to form the spray.—W. H. C.

Liquid-cooling Apparatus. A. Siebert, St. Louis, Mo.

U.S. Pat. 770,190, Sept. 13, 1904.

A ZIGZAG series of double sloping shelves, down which the

liquid to be cooled How-, are held iu a frame ai

arranged that the liquid fioni the upper shelf of one set

flows on to the lower shelf of the next, and rice .

There is a cooling shelf between the shelves of the I.

set, and means are provided for feeding the liquid on to it.

— w. ii c.

Fkencii Patents.

Drying Apparatus for all kinds of Substani

B. Diedrich. Fr. Pat. 842,417, April Is. 1904.

-;
i Eng. Pat. 4173 of If03; this J , 1904. 315.—T. F. B.

Furnaces. White Mylin Furnace Co. Fr. Pat. 342,484.

April 19, 1904.

-i Eng. Pat. i 1904; this J., 1904, G00.—T. F. B.

Extraction and Distillation Apparatus. ' . Gamier.

Fr. Pat. 842,534, ipril 28, 190*.

A UOBIZOKTAL cylindrical frame, carrying around its

periphery a number of smaller cylindrical Inunes formed

of reds, is mounted on an axis, capable of rotation, within

an outer casing forming the slid. The material to at

extracted is contained in cylindrical, perforated, metal

cages, which are placed in the frames around the inner

cylinder. The apparatus i- heated b_\ a -team coil, and

filled to about on. -quarter of its height with the solvent

mean- for charging and drawing off which are provided.

The outer casing is provided with n -till head andcondi

for dealing with the products of distillation.— \V. II. C.
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r)esiccating and Cooling Granular Products, such as
Crystallised Sugar, \c. ; Apparatus for . F. Hall.

Fr. Pat. 342,619, April 2.., 1904.

'he material to be treated is fed through a hopper, g, and
ae rotary sieve, ./', on to the series of sloping shelves, e,

iy means of the rollers, ';. The whole is surrounded by

ie casing, c . A current of air, produced by the suction
f the fan, /, is drawn through h, and the openings, o and p,
:ross the shelves. Means are provided for heating the
leives and for adjusting the auule at which they are set.

- W. H. C.

II.-FUEL, GAS, AND LIGHT.

'uels ; Valuation of Mineral . K. Goutal. Ann.
Chim. anal, appl., 1904, 9, 242—246. Chem. Ceutr.,

1904, 2, 726.

Ikcf.ntlv several samples of coal from one and the same
oring gave calculated value.- (this .!., I!iu2, 12G7) differing
onsiderably from those determined cnlorimetricaily. The
Mise of the discrepancies was found to he the contamination
f the eoal with adherent gangue, which latter, in this

ase, contained considerable quantities of volatile matter.
'he author also draws attention to the necessity of the
xygen used in calorimetrie determinations being perf.-.tly

'ee from hydrogen. Electrolytic oxygen seldom contains
!SS than 1 per cent., and frequently more than 2 per cent,
f hydrogen, and the error caused in this way may amount
) several hundred calories.— A. S.

ulphuretted Hydrogen ; Bacterial Production of .

[Pollution of Covl - Gas.] J. G. Taplav. J. Gas
Lighting, 1904, 87, "34.

.T one of the testing-stations of a London gas company,
was recently found that the gas, when submitted to the

<as lleferees' test, gave stains indicating the presence of
ydrogen sulphide, whilst in the laboratory immediately
rverthe testiug-station, no such indication could be obtained.
:he source of the contamination was found to be a slightly
>ncave portion of the service-pipe, in which a small
nount of water had lodged. From this water, bacteria
ere isolated which were capable of generating hydrogen

sulphide in amount sufficient fo stain paper moistened with
lead acetate solution. Gas free from hydrogen sulphide
became contaminated by the latter by contact with this

water.—A. S.

Flue Gases: Rapid Method for Testing .

II. Le Chatelier. XXI IT, page 951.

Phosphorus in Calcium Carbide; Determination of .

H. Lidholm. XXIII., page 951.

English Patents.

Coal and the like ; Apparatus for simultaneously Washing
and Assorting . ( '. J. Kremer. Dortmund, Ger-
many. Tug. Pat. 23,259, t let. 27, 1903.

The coal is fed ou to a sieve with large mesh (about
10 mm.) placed in the upper portion of a vessel containing
water. The water is kept in motion by a piston wonting
in a cylinder at one side of the vessel.' The small pieces
of coal fall through the meshes into the water, whilst of
the larg.-r pieces left behind, the heavier slate is carried
away by the water beneath a horizontal plate lixed at a
suitable height, into a channel, from which it is removed,

whilst the lighter coal passes over the plate, and
is collected separately. The small pieces that

g have dropped through, are washed ni another
apparatus with a sieve of finer mesh.—L. 1 I ,.

Gases ; Manufacturing and Miring .

B. Loomis and II. IVttibone, New York.
Eng. Pat. 5911, March 10, 1904.

Two generators are connected together and
operated reversibly in series for the making of
producer-gas and water ens iu succession.

Whilst water-gas is being generated, it is drawn
off by an exhauster and stored in a holder.

During the next period the producer-gas is

drawn off iuto a second holder by means of the

same exhauster, and simultaneously a certain

proportion of the water-gas is admitted from
tile first holder by means of an auxiliary ex-

hauster. A mixed gas of definite calorific

value, suitable for use in high-power gas engines,

is thus obtained.—H. li.

Gas Producers [Down-Draught, Suction]. J. J, Des-
champs, Paris. Eng. Pat. 12,221, May .'to, 1904.

A down-dbaught producer, operated by suction, is pro-
vided at the top with one or more metal casings, having
openings at the bottom, down througn which tuyeres may
be passed, so as to penetrate into the mass of the fuel. The
casings are connected to the air supply, and have re-

movable covers to permit of replacing the tuyeres ; they
may also be fitted so as to allow of feeding liquid fuel con-
tinuously into the tuyeres. The casings may be prolonged
downwards so as to form protecting sheaths for the tuyeres.

—11. L.

Gas Producers [Suction]. II. J. Grice, Acoeks Green,

Worcestershire. Eng. Pat. 16,0>J7, July, 20, 1904.

An annular reservoir for water, at the upper part of the

producer, is connected by means of a pipe with the ex-

haust pipe of the motor, and at each explosion in the latter,

a quantity of water is forced from the reservoir into the

steam generator, which consists of a series of horizontal

rubes extending across the upper part of the producer.

The steam generated is sucked by the motor into the

producer, along with air. The fire-grate is fordid of

rotatable bars, provided with cog-like projections to

facilitate the breaking up of clinker. The producer gas is led

through a cooler and is then passed with water . wn through

a scrubber packed with coke ; at the base of the latter is

a separating chamber, containing a series of short vertical

pipes, through which the gas escapes, the upper open ends

of the pipes being shielded Irom the falling water by means
of conical shields. The under sides of the latter are fitted.

with fine gauze to arrest solid matter and prevent back-

firing.— H. B.
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Gas of Gas Producers} Method of and Means for
Purifying the . R. Capitaine, Frankfort-on-the-

Maine, Germany Pat. 2240, Jan. 29, 1904.

To remove the mechanical impurities in the gas, a fun spray

iif water is injected into it by means of compressed :ur, the

air being need m qu unities insufficient to form an explosive

mixture. The apparatus described consists "I a vertical

shaft, arranged alongside the producer, atid divided inter-

nally .. tical compartments. The gas passes

down the first compartment, in which it is cooled i<v means
of water: it then thins up the second, at the bottom of

which is :i d iffuser, which tnrows up a jet of air and water

spraj
i
and finally it passes down the th.rd compartment to

the outlet. The compressed air is supplied by a pump
actuated by the motor which is fed bj the producer, so

that the proportion of air is varied automatically according

to the amount of gas produced.— 11. li.

Hydrogen Contents of Gaseous Mixtures; Method for the

t 'ontinuous Determination of , and Apparatus there'

for. W. P. Thompson. From Vereiii Masehineulnbr.

Augsburg n. Maschinenbau Ges. Nurnberg. Eng. Pat.

15,706,Jubj 14,1904. XXIII., page 951.

United States Patents.

Cokinii ( 'o:il ; Process of . C. F. Spauld'.ng,

Chicago, III. U.S. Pat 769,24 1, Sept. 6, 1904.

Tin: coal is fired in au oven, and an upwardly directed blast

of air and oxygen is forced into the part of the oven above

the coal.—L. F. G.

Coke-Oven. J. II. Bowling, Ozone, Tenn. U.S. Pat.

769,246, Sept. 6, 1904.

Is a battery "f beehive coke-ovens, a flue leads from the

coking chamber of each oven into a horizontal main flue

running below the ovens, each oven flue being controlled

by a valve. At the other side of the ovens is a similar

main gas-flue connected ii> a chimney, the two main Hues

being connected across by a number of straight and
parallel cross Hues of rectangular cross-section.— L. F. G.

Peat ; Ooen for Coking , with Recovery of Bit-Pro-
ducts. E. Bremer, Matiupol, Russia. U.S. Pat. 769,531,
Sept. 6, 1904.

A VERTICAL retoit with perforated side- can .
- at its tipper

end a preliminary drier adapted to discbarge peat into the

retort, and at its lower end a cooling or condensing box for

receiving the coked peat, the discharge from the retort

being regulated by a valve. A combustion chamber sur-

rounding the retort receives the evolved gases, these being
then mixed with air and burned, the hot products of com-
bustion circulating round the drier, and then passing to

the chimney. Several retorts are arranged side by si le,

and surrounded by a common collecting chamber for the

combustible gases.— L. F. G.

Gas Producer. W. .1. Crossley and T. Rigby, Manchester.
U.S. Pat. 768,055; Aug. 30, 1904.

See Eog. Pats. 13,763 and in, 764 of 190:j
; this J., 1904,

779, 780.—H. B.

" Hydrogen Carbidi "
; Process of Producing .

II. S. Blackmore, Mount Vernon, N.Y. U.S. Pat.

771'. '-'l i. Sept. 13, 1904.

A mi i vi i i. i oroide (e g., iron carbide), containing at least

'.i per ceat. of combined carbon, is heated and exposed to

the action of a gaseous or fluid sulphurous hydrocarbon
(sulphurous petroleum or so-called Lima oil). The sulphur

of the hydrocarbon must have a greater affinity for the

irbide than for the hydrocarbon radical with

which it i« combined.— II IS-

Gas; Apparatus for Purifying . V.'. Kveritt, Ilkley,

and 1. Redman, Bradford, Yorkshire. U.S. Pat, 71

Aug. 80, 1904

Tin: apparatus comprises "a chamber or conduit having
screens, a gas inlet to and outlet from said conduit or

chamber, and mean- idem of said inlet and ou

for abstracting portions of gas from and injecting sunt
into said conduit in intermittent currents al high velocity

against and through said screen in alternate directions
"

—II. li.

Gas .- Apparatus for Purifying . J. E, Piegardieu,
Kalk, Germany. U.S. Pat. 769,713, Sept. L3, 1901.

See Eng. Pat. 13,788 of 1901 ; this J., 1901, J101.—T. I . 11.

[Coal] Gas; Purifying . W. O. Felt, New iTork.

I .S. l'at. 769,860, Sept. 13, 1904.

The gas is cooled out of contact with a liquid, scrubbed, ani
then •' subjected to lie- action of glycerin and subsequently
to the action of an oxide.'*— 11. If.

Electrodes of Arc Lamps; Manufacture of .

M. Lilienfeld, Berlin. I'.*, l'at. 769,003, Auf

Si i Eng. Pat. 3698 of 1903 ; this J., 1903, 691.—T. 1'. B.

French Patents.

Generator for Poor Gas, free from 'Par. L. Bootillioj

Fourth Addition, of April 9, 1904, to Fr. l'at. a

April 7, 1903.

I in combustion chamber of the generator is consl

with an inclined bottom, and the fresh bituminous fuel is

fed upwards from below, to the lowest part of the bottom]

by means of a screw conveyor. The tarry mattersare thus

liberated beneath an incandescent body of fuel. To prevent

the escape of any of the tarry matters with the gas, u

vertical partition depends from the top of the producer

down into the fuel, at a point between tin gas outlet aod

the inlet for the air and steam. 1 he- gas is thus compelled

to pass through the upper strata of the fuel, which has

already been coked in pessing up the inclined bottom.

—II. B.

Gas ; Process fur Manufacturing . J. Bueb and

I icutsche ( ontinciital Gas-ges. Fr. l'at. 342,299, April 14,

1904.

See Eng. Pat. 15,147 of 1903; this J., 1904, 602.—T. I', ft

— , liacing the Gent rator

H. Poetter. i r. In:.

Gas; Apparatus for Producing

placed beneath the Uetorta.

343,487, April 20, 1904.

See Kng. Pat. 9993 of L904 ;
this J., 1904, 860.—T. 1 . I!.

Water-Gas; [Double] Generators for . F. 'I human.

Fr. Pat. 342,578, April 23, 1904.

A"dovble" generating apparatus (consisting o

generators, connected together in parallel during the blast

period, and in series duiing the matte period, the direction

of the gas through the fuel being reversed periodically) is

provided with tir-, steam-, and gas valves so connects*

together as to prevent explosions through inadvertence.

The air (or water-gas) remaining in the ash-pit- and paft

sages at the foot ot the geueiators is expelled by m.

steam at the end el each phase. If carburctted gas is beinj

mail., th, in!.! valve for the hydrocarbon is a!-..

to the air-valves as above.— II. is.

YV. J. Crossley and T. Kiaby.

1904. I udei Internal ( nuv.
Gas Generators

j
Suction]

FY Pat. 342,627, April 2

June 20, 1903.

Si R Kng. Pat. 13,763 of 190:'.; this J., I9( 1.7:9 T. 1'. II.

'« Mixed-Gas" Generator. A. Vizet. Fr. l'at. 34:

May 3, 1904.

The gen. rat r .insists of a vertical tubular boiler, having

at its base a combustion chamber for solid fuel, the

being enclosed in a cylindrical casing provided at th

Willi an inlet lor compressed air, and at the top with an

inlet for water and a device for admitting the fu< Bj the

combustion of the tuel, sieara is generated from the wan*

surrounding the tubes; the hot combusliou-gases, issuing

from the upper ends of the tubes, imping. • upon the incoming

water Supply, which falls iu" the form of ram Ir.i.i a dis-

tributing plate, thu- generating more steam ;
and the mixed
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gas, consisting of steam and the- gaseous products of com-

bustion, is used for motive purposes in the same way as

steam or compressed air.—H. B.

"Mixed Gas"; Apparatus for Making . F. R.
Boivinet and Soc. Popineau, Vizet Fils et Cie. Fr. Pat.

342,821, May 3, 19U4.

The apparatus, which is designed for geneiating a mixed
?tis composed of steam and gaseous products of combustion,

jonsists of a vessel, fitted with suitable inlet and outlet

valves, into which gas, air, and water are admitted under

pressure, the combustion of the gas and air causing the

vaporisation of the water. The water is heated beforehand

by circulating in a jacket surrounding the combustion vessel.

The gas produced may be used for motive or heating

purposes.—H. B.

Candles; Rapid Lighting Wicks for . A. Ilaase.

Ft. Pat. 342,527, April 22, 1904.

The wicks, freed from fat or wax, are impregnated with a

solution of potassium chlorate or nitrate and dr'cd. To
Increase their inflammability they are then dipped in a

solution of sulphur in carbon bisulphide.—W. H. C

IIL-DESTRUCTIYE DISTILLATION,

TAR FRODUCTS. PETROLEUM,
AND MINERAL WAXES.

Urn:, iic and its ffomologues from Russian Petroleum;
Preparation of . \V. X. Ogloblin. /. Farben- u.

Textil-Chem., 1904, 3, 293—294.

rilE method of preparation depends on the decomposition

)f the naphthenes by beat, into aromatic hydrocarbons.
fhe petroleum is iirst heated to 525°—35(1° C. in iron

•etorts, which are furnished with iron channels through
ivhich the petroleum flows. The outlet of the retort is con-

nected with a receiver which condenses all the substances

;hat boil above 200° C. The lower-boiling portion is con-

iensed in a water condenser, any gas being collected in a
;asometer. The portion boiling above 200" C. can be used
is fuel or be still further decomposed. The portion boiling

lelow 200° C. is distilled again at a temperature of from
700° to 1200° C. under a pressure of two atmospheres. The
listillate is fractionally distilled. The fraction boiling up to

120° C. is called "gray benzol." The fractions from 120 to

200° C. are further decomposed under a pressure of two
itmospheres. The portion above 200° C. is used for the

^reparation of naphthalene, anthracene. &c. The " gray
lenzol," which amounts to about 12 per cent, of the petro-

eum, consists of benzene, toluene, and xylene, and can be

lsed at once for nitration, &c.—A. IS. S.

Petroleum ; Determination of Impurities in Crude .

R. Nettel. XXIII. page 952.

United States Patents.

Distilling [under Reduced Pressure"] ; System and Appa-
ratus for .' L. Gathmaiiii, Washington, D.C. U.S.
Pat. 768,795, Aug. 30, 1904.

This apparatus, which is designed for distilling or evapo-
ating under reduced pressure, consists of a still connected
vith a rectifier and condenser, means being provided for
leatiiig the rectifier. Heated air is introduced into the
iontents of the still by means of a rotating " tubular rake,"
,
nd connections are provided for continuously circulating
he air through the entire system ; an air-heating device is

'laced in the tube connecting the condenser to the still, to
eheat the air after each circuit.—T. F. B.

iydrocarbon Oils and Spirits ; Process of Distilling or

;
Refining . L. Gathmann, Washington, D.C. U.S.

;
Pat. 768,796, Aug. 30, 1904.

'kteoi.eu5i or other hydrocarbon oils or spirits are distilled

i an apparatus similar to that described in the preceding
lecification, a current of hot air under reduced pressure

being passed through the contents of the still, and then
through the condenser and air-heating apparatus, before
"tiling again passed into the still.—T. F. B.

Pyro- Aeelie Spirit ; Apparatus for Producing . A.
Ippendorf, Dttsseldorf, Germany. 1

T
.S. Pat. 769,164,

Sept. 6, 1904.

The apparatus consists of a horizontal cylindrical vessel,

" having a frusto-conicai end "
; a rotating shaft, passing dia-

metrically through the vessel, carries blades in the cylin-

drical portion of the vessel, and a worm conveyor in the

frusto-couical end. The vessel is provided with heating

means, and communicates with a rotating retort, which is

provided with a shaft on which are mounted inclined blades

to agitate the contents of the retort.—T. F. B.

Wood i Apparatus for the Distillation of . J. A.

Mathieu, Georgetown, S.C. U.S. Pat. 769,177, Sept. 6,

1904.

Each of a series of vertical cylindrical retorts is provided

with a removable top, a liquid discharge opening in the

bottom, and a discharge pipe for the volatile products. A
cylindrical basket, with openwork sides and solid bottom,

adapted to contaiu the wood to be distilled, fits loosely in

the retorts; the bottom of the basket contains an opening

which is in register with the liquid-discharge opening of the

retort. A cover without a bottom is provided, which is

lowered over the basket when it is desired to transfer the

contents from one retort to another, meanB being also pro-

vided for fastening the cover to the basket, raising the-

whole, and carrying it aloDg the series of retorts.—T. F. B.

1 eat : Ooen for Coking , with Recovery of By-
products. K. Bremer. U.S. Pat. 769,531, Sept. 6, 1904.

II., page 930.

Lubricant for Oiling Guns ; Alkaline . J. G. Wild.

Assignor to Winchester Repeating Arms Co., New
Haven, Conn. U.S. Pat. 768,835, Aug. 30, 1904.

Tins lubricant, intended for neutralising the acid residues

left by smokeless powder on the surface of guns, consists of

a fixed hydrocarbon lubricant mixed with an alcohol or

glycerin saturated with ammonia gas.—C. A. M.

Oils; Process of Treating [Bleaching] . A. C.

Calkins, Assignor to H. E. Brett, Los Angeles, Cal.

U.S. Pat. 769,681, Sept. 6, 1904.

Oil is treated with sulphuric acid in a closed tank " to

precipitate tarry matters within the oil." The air and

sulphur dioxide are pumped from the top of the vessel and

passed through a pipe which discharges into the tank con-

taining the oil near the bottom ; this circulation of gas is

continued until the oil is sufficiently bleached.—T. F. B.

French Patent.

Soap ; Transformation into , of Mineral Oils in

General, and principally Petroleum. M. Kaess. Fr. Pat.

342,348, April 15, 1904. Uuder Internal. Conv., Nov. 3,

1903.

See Eng. Pat. 7481 of 1904 ; this J., 1904,817.—T. F. B.

IY.-C0L0URINO MATTERS AND
DYESTUFFS.

Aldehydes ; Detection of , and the Constitution of

IMtrosodimethylaniline. G. Velardi. XXIII., page 952.

English Patext.

Dyestuffs Derived from Anthracene; Manufacture of
. [Anthracene Dyestuffs.] O. Iinray. Loudon.

From Farbwerke vorm. Meister, Lucius uud Bruning,

Hoechst ou-the-Maine, Germany. Eng. Pat. 23,392,

Oct. 28, 1903.

On condensing the halogen derivatives of 1 . 5- and 1 . 8-amino-

hydroxyauthraquinones with primary aromatic amines, and
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sulpbonating tlie products, dyestuffs are obtained which give

last blue shades on unmordanted wool. (Compare Fr.

Pat. 338,756 of 1903; this J, 1904,783 I—T. E. B.

United States Patent-.

Anlhraqvinone Dgi [Anthracene DycstujJ"} : Blue .

w. Berchelmann, Klbcrfeld, Germai or to

Farbenfabr. of Elbcrfeld Co., X« Jfotk. U.S. Pat.

764,837, Jul; 12, L904.

Dvesti fis having the general formula

—

C6H4 <co>C6Hs(NH.CH3)(CH.t
)(NHR)[1.2.4]

)

It being an alphyl radical, are obtained by first brominating
inelhylamino-/3-uicthyluuthraqtiiuohc (produced by treating

mononitro-£-methyIanthruquinone with metbylamine), and

condensing this compound with an aromatic amine : on
snlphonating the resulting product, dyestuffs are obtained

which give blue shacks on nnmor.latited wool from

baths.—T. 1'. is.

Orange Dye, and Proi ss of Making same. [Acridine

Dyesluff.J ( ). Sohst, Assignor to Farbwerfee vorm.
Meister, l.u, ins mul Bruning, Hochst-on-thC-M ainc,

Germany. U.S. Pat. 766,540, Aug. li, 1904.

The leuco-acridineglycin, obtained by treating tetra-amino-

ditolylmethane jwiih a mineral acid and monochloracetic
acid, is alkylated and then oxidised. The resulting dyestuffs

give orange shades on leather and cotton mordanted with

tannin. By alkylating in presence of concentrated sul-

phuric acid, the dye-tuff gi\cs redder shades than when
hydrochloric acid is used, and yellower shades are obtained

by cthylation than by methylation.—T. 1'. li.

Azo-Dye, and Process of Making same. P. Julius, II.

Beindel, and F. C. Gunther, Assignors to Badtsche Anilin

und Soiia Fahrik, Ludwigsbafen-on-Rhine, Germany,
U.S. Pat. 770,177, Sept. 13, 1904.

Ski Fr. Pat. 338,819 of IS03 ; this J., 1904, 820.

dia/.otiseil naphthvlamiiie-o-sulphonic acid is converted into

o-hydroxynaplitbyldiazonium compounds by treatment witn

an alkali carbonate and hypochlorite. The dyestuB from

1 .2. l-naphthylaniine lisulplimie acid is specified.

—T. F. B.

French Patent.

Dyestuffs or Tannin from Dyewoods; Process for Ex-
tracting . F. J. I 'ake-. Fr. Pat. 6 IJ.748, April 30,

1904.

See U.S. Pat. 759,008 of 1904 ; this J., 1904,604.—T.F. B.

V.-PREPARING, BLEACHING, DYEING.

PRINTING AND FINISHING TEXTILES,

YARNS, AND FIBRES.

Indigo-dyed Tissues [Calico- Printing] ; Discharging

with ( hromic Acid. A. Bulard. Rev. ton. Mat. Col.,

laoi, 8, 257—261.

With the object of dispensing with the use of oxalic acid

in the acid discharge-bath employed in discharging indigo-

dyed tissues bj the chromic acid method, it haw been pro-

posfl l tlii- ,1., I9li:t, .l.'.'.i) to add potassium oxalate to the

alkali chromate printing-mixtures. The author finds thai

the oxalates of sodium, ammonium, and calcium are more

effective in this connection. The last-named salt binds the

printing-mixtures well together, and appears likely to be
il value in the production of well-defined, '• white"

discharges. I'.y its u-c it may be possible to obtain, with

sulphuric acid alone ii the discharge bath, results equal to

those produced with the mixed sulphuric-oxalic acid bath.

Besides the economy, an advantage to be gained by the

omission oi oxalic acid from the discharging-bath is that

the intensity of the indigo dyeings in the imprinted part- of

the tissues remains unimpaired, whereas, when the mixed
acid bath is employed, this is considerably reduced,

to the insolubility of calcium oxalate, it may he rea

in the case of printing mixtures containing pigments, to use
a mixture of this salt and a sold. If oxalate, in order to

keep as low as possible the proportion of insoluble matters
pn sent -

1

ENGLisn Patents.

Fabrics, Warps, Yams, and the like; Apparatus fur

Subjecting to the Action of Flui-ls or Chemical
Solutions. J. Gebauer, Charlottenburg, Germany. Kue.
Pat. 21,949, Oct 12, 1903.

A esSies of endless conveyors, composed of wire netting,

iiged one above the other in a closed tank

one is adapted to rotate in the opposite direction to the one
below it ; the conveyors which rotate in the same direction

are fixed vertically one above the other, with their ends pro-

jecting beyond the ends of the conveyors rotating in the

opposite direction. The fabric is passed through a folder,

hvaiug lnen previously impregnated with the liquid, and
deposited in folds on the uppermost conveyor; when it

reaches the end of this, it falls on the projecting end of the

second conveyor, and so on down the series. Abovi
conveyor is fixed a system of perforate! pipes to spray the

liquid on the fabric, and between the conveyors

pipes are provided. Below the upper conveyors are lived

trays to collect the liquid with which the fabric has beet

treated. The liquid from the loner conveyors is collected

in suitable tanks at the bottom of the main tank, and
removed for further use.—T. F. B.

Straw, or Mixed Straw <md Chin Plaits; production of
Two-coloured Effects upon . It. B. Hansford,

Upper Norwood. From L. Cassella ami Co., l'raukfort-

on Maine, Germany. Kng. I'at. 20,324, Sept. 21, I

sii:i»', or mixed straw and chip plaits, arc treated with

cold solutions of sulphide dyestuffs, rinsed, and then cleansed

or bleached by means of acid, hydrogen peroxii

This treatment gives dyeings fast to light, and washing, the

rough im.er surface of the straw, and ihe chip,

coloured, whilst the outer surface of the straw remain)
colourless.—T. 1'. IS.

Dyeing Cops; Process nf . E. F. Bauersacbs and

G. A. H. Bruckner, Scheibe, Germauv. Kng. Pat.

July 19, 1904.

The cops, dyed in a single colour and wound on bobbins,

are again dyed with another colour, for such a time as to

allow the colour to only partially penetrate the material,

thus producing variegated effects. This partial dye.

be repealed with oilier dyestuffs of different colours to

further vary the effects obtained.— T. F. B.

Figured Fabrics ; Manufacture of . J. Morton,

Carlisle. Epg. Pat. 18,897, Sept. 2, 1903.

Fabrics, resembling tapestry, &c, are produced by printing

the desired pattern on a fabric made h) weaving white.

grey, or other light yarn- with interspersed lines of warp or

weft which have been previously treated with a resist for

ihe printing mixture, and, il desired, lyed in some different

colour.—T. I-', li.

Patterns on Pile and other Fabrics or (roods ; Metliod of

and Means for Producing Ornamental — l>, St, I..

Davies and j. Booth, Castleton, Lanes. Kng. Pat. 21,427,

I let. ti, 1908.

The p irtions of the fabric which it is desired to produce in

relief aro printed with a solution of gum or other -uitaMc

mixture, and a portion of the unprotected pile an

by burning wnh a singeing roller, or by some cutting

appliance, the protected pun- having been depressed by

the printing thereby producing a vara ty of I B

—T. 1. li.

Printing, Painting, or Marking Cloth [Stencil-Printii

Process and Apparatus tor . A. i.. Scott, Bradford.

Eng. Pat. 83,484, Oct. 29, I

Tin- tissue to be printed i- drawn in a continuous mannti

Over a table, and is printed. Irani a portion oi a stencil

plate or disc, by means of an apparatus travelling in the
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-ami 1 direction above it, whilst the printing is being accom-

ilished, and then returning in the opposite direction, the

>i»te or disc being simultaneously, though partially, turned

ouud to bring another portion of it, with the same or a

liferent design upon it, into position. The colour-mixtures

Employed are applied from a vaWed receptacle which forms

he subject of a special claim.—E. 1!.

Printing Sarees, Scarves, Slum-Is, and Ike like; Machines

for . The Calico Printers' Association, Ltd., Man-
chester, and J. Whittaker, Bury. Eng. Pat. 25,OSS,

Nov. IS, '903.

1'nis invention relates to a special form of tappet-shatt

Iriving-elutch, which has been devised for the purpose of

Avoiding undue shocks or jars experienced in starting the

lappet shafts in the apparatus described in Eng. Pat. 22,678

if 1902—E. B.

Printed Fabric, such as Calico ; Production of .

Hulse and Co., Ltd.. Salford, and A. G. Shaw, Pendleton,

Lanes. Eug. Pat. 16,594, July 27, 1904.

'i"i , s are " back-filled," i.e., coated on the reverse side to

hat which it is desired to print, with filling materials, such

s a mixture of starch paste and china clay. After being

Iried, they are printed with the usual printing mixtures by
leans of surface rollers.—E. 15.

fudm - Extractors [for Textiles] ; Centrifugal .

N. Cautley, Halifax, Torks. Eng. Pat. 11,839, May 2 1,

1004.

'o prevent the tearing and stretching of clothes, yarn, or

Stile fabrics in a centrifugal hydro-extractor, the drum is

ivided icti> compartments by means of plain or perforated

idial partitions fixed to a central cone fitted over the

bating shaft.— L. F. G.

United States Patents.

Mordanting; Process of . A. Miiller-.Tacobs, Rich-

mond Hill, N.Y., Assignor to Cosmos Chemical Co., New
York. U.S. Pat. 709,954, Sept. 13, 1904.

'he process consists of mordanting the fabrics with a
lixturc containing stearamide. (See also U.S. Pat. 767.114

f 1904 ; this J., 1904, 864.)—T. F. B.

formaldehyde Hydrosvlphiles [Discharges'], and Process

of Making same. L. Descamps, Lille, France. U.S.Pat.

769,593, Sept. 6, 1904.

EEEng. Pat. 19,446 of 1903 ; this J., 1903, 1345.—T. F. B.

Fkench Patents.

otlodion anil Cellulose Solutions ; Apparatusfor Filtering

and Spinning Filaments from -. Soc. Desmarais
et Morane and M. Denis." Fr. l'at. 342,655, April 26,
1904.

he solution is supplied to two closed reservoirs, one of

hich is discharged whilst the other is being charged. The
scharge is effected by means of air, compressed by a pump

1 arranged that the pressure is accurately governed bv
eans of weights and regulating springs which move levers

innected with the electro-motor driving the pump. The
'lution is thus delivered under pressure to a special pump,
ted with several pistons iu order to avoid pulsations, and
•eciallv constructed suction-valves which are under control,

be pump passes the solution into a regulating cylinder
'Maining a piston which acts as the governor for the
'inning system. This piston is worked by a motor con-
illed ia a manner similar to that working the air pump,
id the pressure-accumulator is capable of very delicate

ljustment bv means of reservoirs of water above the
sights.—J. F. B.

i'aw
Wool, Yam, Sec. ; Dry Cleaning of . L. Bouil-

lant. Fr.'Pat. 34i,492, March 21, 1904.

ie material is treated in closed vessels with benzol, to
"ch has been added from i to 2 per cent, of the following
xture. Oleic acid, 33 to 36 per cent. ; methylated alcohol,
to 22 per cent. ; olive oil, 4 to 6 per cent. : ammonia,

22 B., 18 to 22 percent.; "green soap," 4 to 6 percent.;
lain water, to make up 100. This mixture is stated to
remove the moisture contained in the wool, which would
interfere with the extraction of the fatty matters.—A. B. S.

Bleaching Apparatus ; Continuous . M. Muntadasy
Rovira. Second Addition, dated March 23, 1904, to

Fr. Pat. 327,931, Nov. 10, 1902. (See this J., 1903, 948,
and 1904, 251.)

In the present Addition, arrangements are added for con-
trolling the level of the liquid- in the various compartments.
The number of compartments is reduced and a new arrange-
ment i- used for rolling and unrolling the cloth.—A. B. S.

Shaded Dyeings of Textiles; Process for . Soc.
Hannart F>ere's. Fr. Pat.' 341,950, A.pril 6, 1904.

Tins process depends on the use of a dye-bath with an
inclined bottom (see figure). The material passes <>\er-

the inclined rollers B and b. The dye liquor, at the
beginning of the operation, only fills the lower part of the
dye-bath, and only a portion of the material passes through
the liquor. As the dyeing proceeds, water and the neces-
sary mordants, &c, are allowed to flow in from a tank C,
so that the level of the liquid in the dye-bath rises, the dye
liquor being at the same time diluted. As the level rises,

further portions of the material pass through the liquor

and are dyed in gradually lighter shades. .1< water is

introduced, dye liquor may be ruu out through the pipe e,

whereby the dye liquor is diluted to a still greater extent.

—A. B. S.

Dyeing of Piece Goods wound on Perforated Tubes ; Process
and Apparatus for the Automatic Treatment and ,

as welt as for all. other Textiles. G. A. Dantan and
C. G. Pain. Fr. Pat. 342,340, April 16, 1904.

The material to be dyed is wound on perforated tubes

fixed iu closed cylindrical vessels, the end of one of which
is shown iu the dia-

gram at C. Tubes b

and d convey the dye-
liquor or other liquid

from the reservoir A
to the material ; b

enters the cylinder

near its outer wail,

whilst d introduces

the liquid into the

interior of the per-

forated tube. A. de-

vice is provided to

cause the liquid to

enter C alternately

through b and <?,

thus gii x even dye-

ings. The tubes a
and a' are connected
by a force pump,
which causes the

liquid to circulate

through the appa-
ratus. A replica of
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the cylinder C and perforated tube in miniature is con
nected with the liquor pipes to enable the progress of the

dyeing to be judged without interrupting the operation.

In case bank* 01 narrow pieces have to be treated, small
cylindrical boxes can be fitted on to the perforated tube at

will.— T. F. B.

Dyeing Piece Goods i Machine far . C. Gruschwitz
and C. Herminghaus. Fr. Pat. 342,345, April 15, 1904.

Tin: vat containing the dye-bath is provided with two
short vertical pipes, which project above the surface of the
liquid, near the points where the material enters and [eaves
the liquid, At the top of these pipes are fixed air-blowers,
which cause a spray of. the liquor to play on the material,

the size of the spray being regulated 1>\ taps in the blowers.
The liquor in the vat is kept in motion by pumping it

through a pipe, one end of which enters the side and the
other end the bottom of the vat.— T. I-'. I!.

Dyeing, Scouring, Bleaching, or Treatment with Liquids

of Threads wound on Spindles or on Bobbins, It. btaw-
son and E. Lodge. Fr. Pat. 342,694, April 27, 1901.
Under Intcrnat. Conv., May 4, 1903.

See Eng. Pat. 10,0:1:, of 1903 ; this J., 1904, 543.—T.F. B.

I) /ting /funis ; Apparatusfor . G. Stohr. Fr. Pat.

342,7113, April 30, 1904. Under Internal. Conv., June 12,

1903.

See Eug. Pat. 9311 of 1904 ; this J., 190 1. 820.—T. !' B.

VI.—COLOURING WOOD, PAPER,

LEATHER, Etc.

English Patent.

Dyeing Leather, 1!. 1!. Ransford, Upper Norwood. From
L. Casselbi and Co., .Frankfort -on -Maine, Germany.
Eng. Pat. 23,563, Oct. 30, 1903.

See Addition, of Cot 24, 1903, to Fr. Pat. 322,605 of 1902 ;

this J.. 1904, 321.— T. F. B.

VII.-ACIDS. ALKALIS, AND SALTS.

Chamber Process ; Theory of the . F. Kasehig.

Z. angew. (hem., Ia04, 17, 1398—1420.

The author stated his views on the reaction of nitrites with
bisulphites, and of nitrous acid ou sulphurous acid, 17 years
ago (this J., 18b", 819 ; and 1888, 747). From those views
he drew the conclusion that the reactions in the chamber
were expressed by the equations

—

ON.OH + H.SOs.OH = ON.SOj.OH + H,0 (1)

ON. so... (HI + ON.OH = S02(OH) s + 2NO (2)

2ND + + OHs
= 2(ON.OH) (3)

It was not possible, however, to isolate either " nitrososul-

phonic acid," ON.SOj.OH, or the dihydroxylamine-snl-
phonic acid, (OH),,. N .SOj.OH, from which it ma} be sup-

posed to be derived by the loss of a molecule of water. Since
that time Divers lias closely investigated these reactions, and
has found that nitrite and normal sulphite do not react;

the author has confirmed this as far as cold solutions are

concerned, but finds that at high temperatures reaction

occurs, with formation of N(SOjNa)3 , though the sodium
hydroxide simultaneously produced, soon limits the reaction.

Divers also contends that hydroxy lamine-monosulphonic
acid, though in acid solution it bydrolyses to sulphuric acid

and hydroxylamine, does not do SO, - Claus stated and
the author believed, in alkaline solution. The author finds

that though in presence ol aldehyde6 or ketones the cor-

responding oximes are formed, vet that alone hydroxyl-
amine is not produced, bat, as Divers states, sulphurous
acid and hyponitrous acid, which latter and water ire pro-

ducts of decomposition of hydroxylamine. Thirdly. I livers

states that nitrous acid and bisulphite at once give bydroxy-
laminedisulphonic acid, and that nitrososulphonic acid does

not exist ; and be has shown that Fremy's salts, potassium

sulphazite and potassium sulphazate, regarded by the
author as derivatives of dibydroxylamine-sulphonic acid,
are mere double salts of potassium hyilroxvlamine-disul-
phonate ami potassium nitrite, and can he formed directly
by crystallisation from the mixed solutions. The author
finds, however, that whilst nitrososulphonic acid cannot be
isolated, yet it exists temporarily during the reaction of
nitrite on bisulphite; for determination ol the acidity and
of the sulphur dioxide during the progress of the reaction
in Ten dilute solutions show that they do not M
diminish in the proportion of 3 mols. of bisulphite (ai

to 2 mols. of SOj, as required bv the equation XaNO« 4
3NaHSOa = (iII.X.(SM.\a:, . Na.,si >., + H..1.1, but at first

in the proportion of 1 mol. of bisulphite to I mol 1

anil later in that of 2 mols. of bisulphite to 1 mol. of SI
'".

as indicated by the successive equations XaXO .

XaHSI i

3 = ( IXa(( ill iN'.si i

3Xa, aodOXa,'( IH)N.Si
j.Nall-ii -oll.\ ,(S03Na), + NajSO:l

4-lL(). The extreme
instability, in these solutions, of nitrososulphonic acid, is

not so marked in acid solutions; and when N 100 nitrous
acid is allowed to act on N 10 sulphurous acid, reaction
occurs exactly in the proportion 1IX( >.,:S( I... When these
proportions are used, however, immediately after mixture,
sulphuric acid is found, in amount equivalent to the sul-

phurous acid taken, and no e\ idem , of .lie first formation
of nitroso-sulphurie acid is forthcoming. lint that it is

so formed is inferred from the fact that when 11

excess of sulphurous acid solution is used, the amount ot

sulphuric acid formed is lessened, and there appears
hydroxylamine disulphonic acid, and, with still greater
excess of sulphurous acid, nitrilo-snlplionic acid, N\s 1 II

1

That the secoud and third stages of the reaction, which
occur so readily when nitrite and bisulphite react, should
occur so much less readily when the acids themselves react,

is of great importance for the chamber-process. Were
there, tor example, great quantities of X(S< l

3H) :,
produced,

then by its reaction on water much nitrogen would be lost

to the process byconversion into ammonia. The hydro-
lysis of nitrososulphonic acid yields, then, sulphuric
and must also yield hyponitrous acid, (III . N : N .( Ill, or

nitrous oxide and water, or the substance (l:\II, in-

vestigated by Angeli. and called by him uitroxyl. The
author shows that neither hyponitrous acid nor nitrous

oxide is present ; but the solution contains a neutral sub.

stance, very unstable, readily decomposing into nitrous

oxide and water, and oxidised by permanganate to nitric

oxide and water—the properties of uitroxyl. The same
substance is produced if nitrous acid be allowed to react

on, stannous chloride instead of sulphurous acid; and
in this ease sodium nitrite and neutral stannous chloride

can be used in fairly concentrated solutions. Tl

then no evolution of nitrous oxide till the solution is heated.

If to the nitroxyl solution nitrous acid be added, nitric

oxide instead of nitrous oxide is evolved : HX< I + OX.OB
J.Nii + 11,(1. If the liquid contain dissolved 1

the nitric oxide reacts to form nitrous acid, 2X( I + O +
11,(1 = 2HXO.: . which again reacts ou any sulphurous

acid (or stannous chloride), and the cycle of changes

recurs as long as sulphurous acid (or stannous ciil iride

and oxygen are present. The reaction is slow ; but whereas

in the ease of stannous chloride, addition of sulphuric acul

accelerates it only slightly, in the ease of sulphurous acid

the acceleration is enormous, so that, when the reaction is

carried out in sulphuric acid much weaker than chamber
acid, a stream of sulphur dioxide can be led into the liquid

and continuously converted into sulphuric acid, provided

only that sufficient oxygen be supplied by vigorous

tiou : we have, in fact, the chamber reaction. Void ot tin

concentration of chamber acid dissolves so little nitrous

acid that the reaction is on this account checked; and

with this strength of acid it can only be carried out bi

"g the reagents together in the form of gas, "ato-

mised " liquid, or cloud—under the chamber condil

tact. The difference in the behaviour of stannous chloridt

and sulphurous acid, in presence of nitrous acid and sal

phuric acid, is attributed by the author to the direct forma

lion, in the ease of stannous chloride, of nitroxyl, whicl

reacts lnit slowly on nitrous acid, whilst in the ease

sulphurous acid, oitroso-sulphouic acid I- formed, which raul
' very rapidly on nitrous acid. If no sulphuric acid h
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present, tlie nitroso-sulphonic aciil decomposes into sul-

,

phuric acid and nitroxyl; but iu presence of sulphuric

acid it is much more stable and remains present to react

. on the nitrous acid. Hydrochloric acid produces the same
• result as sulphuric acid. Finally, as she r< Milt of all these

investigations, the author regards the three reactions, given

above as those representing the chamber process, as con-

firmed. (Inly as to the second is there any uncertainty,

not as to its final result, but as to its intermediate progress.

Without question, nitrous acid is reduced to nitric oxide;

hut it is not certain whether the nitroso-sulphonic acid is

direct!} oxidised to sulphuric acid and nitric oxide, or

whether intermediately a higher state of oxidation is uot
: produced. The author considers it possible that the reaction

ON.SO3H + 6 (OH. NO) = 6 NO + HoSOj + HXO, +

211,0 may occur The evidence tor the existence of per-

nitric acid, HN0 4 , is as follows: —When nitrous acid acts

in great excess on a little potassium iodide aod starch,

a blue substance is produced. If it acts on potassium
iodide alone, and theu starch be added, no blue colour is

.struck, but a drop or two of thiosulphate renders the solu-

tion blue. These two blue substances are identical, but

I'

are uot iodide of starch; for a few drops of tbiosulphate

very slowly decolorise them, and then the blue colour, in

spite of the presence of nitrous acid, only very slowly

returns, whilst the decolorised liquid, if added to fresh

potassium iodide and starch solution, at ouce turns it blue.

! Moreover, this " nitroso-iodidc of starch" is at once de-

colorised by hydrogen peroxide, which has no action (in

the dilute solutions used) on iodide of starch. This forma-

tion of " nitroso-iodide of starch " may be regarded as an
indication of the presence of nitrous acid. Now if to N 100

nitrous acid solution be added van ing quantities of hydrogen
tperoxide solution, the liquids containing less peroxide than

tthe proportion H">0o:2lI.>0-2 still contain nitrous acid;

[those containing that proportion, or more peroxide, contain

I

a substance which liberates iodine from potassium iodide—
not hydrogen peroxide, and not nitric acid, therefore. Since,

in the mixture 2HXO.>:3H„0;, all the peroxide has dis-

appeared and yet nitrous acid remains, it is clear that the

J

substance formed contains more oxygen than nitric acid.

(Further experiments showed that the reaction occurs
between one molecule of nitrous acid and two of hydrogen
[peroxide, and is therefore presumably HNO., -1- 2H.,0., =

iHI>(l,
+ 2H.,0. The substance is very unstable, and readily

decomposes, with formation of nitric acid aud hydrogen
peroxide. No analysis has yet been possible ; the only

lOther reaction established is the ability of pernitric acid to

.decompose potassium bromide, with evolution of bromine,
• which, at these dilutions, neither nitrous acid nor hydrogen
.peroxide can accomplish. (Compare Inglis, this J., 1904,

1643 )—J. T. D.

Lead Chambers; Effect of Blackening on their

Radiation and Yield. Bakern. Z. angew. Chem., 1904,

17, H47.

The increase of yield per cubic foot of chamber space in

he inoderu vigorous working of the chamber process, is

limited by the difficulty of keeping down the temperature.

The author filled two small " chambers " of 1 cb. in. capacity,

one of piain lead and the other of lead coated with a black

paint, with water of 85° O, and timed their rates of cooling.

The curve of results shows that in 100 minutes the

'uocoated chamber cooled from 73° to 56 '.V, the coated

chamber from 73° to 49° C, ranges of 16-S
c and 24° C.

respectively.—J. T. D.

Witric and Sulphuric Acids; Properties of Mixtures of
. A. Saposchuikoff. J. russ. pbys.-chem. Ges.,

1904,36,609—671. Chem. Centr., 1904, 2, 685. (See

also this J., 1904, 865.)

The specific gravity and electric conductivity of mixtures of

iitric acid of sp. gr. 1-48 aud concentrated sulphuric acid were
letermined. The results are given iu curve-diagrams in the

original. The specific gravity is at a maximum in a mixture
tontaining about 90 per cent, of sulphuric acid. The increase

tt the specific gravity caused by additions of sulphuric acid

ip to 90 per cent, is due to the formation of nitric anhydride,

vh'tlst the decrease in specific gravity, when the amount of

sulphuric acid added exceeds 90 per cent., mav be attributed
'" " ;l between the latter and the oxid'es of nitrogen
present. The results of the determinations of electric con-
ductivity were as follows :

—

"' '- ' Specific Con-
Sulphuric Icid. ducta lv ,„

re.-,

.vu
la

20"32

j0
-
09

I 3 i3

1267
3201
ll:i.)

IOCS
9o4
930-6

Percentage of Specific Con-
Sulpnui ductivity x io~4

50 899-7
60 -

75 874-5
79-93 911-8
89-95 WW
Ht-71 1HL'

1

lua lat)7

—A. S.

Magnesium Hydroxide; Action of Carbon Dioxide on
. M. Mouhaupt. Chem.-Zeit.. 1904, 28, 868.

When magnesium hydroxide is suspended in water and
carbon dioxide passed through to saturation, the clear
solution has a variable composition. Alcohol precipitates
from it a substance having approximately the composition
Mgl (i

:

,.:tll.,( I. If excess of solid magnesium hydroxide be
used, the residue not dissolved by the carbon dioxide will
invariably consist, to the extent ot'96-8 per cent., of minute
crystal- of Mg( !03.3H20, the remaining 3-7 per cent.beino-
unchanged magnesium hydroxide.—J. T. I).

Hyposulphites (Hydrosulphiles'). H. Bucherer and
A. Schwalbe. Z. angew. Chem., 1904, 17 1447— 1451.

Tin. authors .onsider that sodium hyposulphite, as usuallv
obtained by salting out from its aqueous solution, contains
at least one molecule of "constitutional water "

; is in fact
an acid salt, Xa 2H2S2 5

—

(NaO).HS(:0).0.(0:)SH(ONa)
and that the corresponding normal salt is r$a4S..Os . The
acid salt condenses with formaldehyde to an* addition-
product, analogous in constitution to the oxymethylene-
sulphonic acids produced from bisulphites and formalde
hyde. This product, like the bisulphite derivative, con-
denses with aromatic amines to form oi-hydrosulphonic
acids analogous to the w-sulphonic acids, with which they
share the property of reacting on potassium cyauide to form
the nitriles of glycines. These properties are clearly
indicated by the constitution, analogous to that of sodium
bisulphite, ascribed to sodium hydrosulphite by the authors.
Possibly the hydrosulphites of the metals like calcium and
zinc are also acid salts (MB^SjOj), though sclts of the type
MsSa05

may also be formed.—j. T. D.

Cuprammonium Sulphates ; Composition and Constitution

of . 1), W. Horn and E.'E. Taylor. Amer. Chem
J., 1904, 32, 253—285.

The methods of analysis of these compounds are critically
examined and details given of the authors' improvements.
Whether prepared by precipitation of ammoniacal copper
sulphate solution with alcohol (Uerzelius) or by passing
ammonia into copper sulphate solution (Andre, Comptes
rend., 100, 1138), a substance having the composition
CuSl i

4 + tXH 3 + H2 is obtained. It must be dried over
lime, after which it is quite odourless in dry air. It decom-
poses over sulphuric acid and most desiccating agents, and
cannot he dried mechanically without loss of ammonia,
which probably accounts for Bou/at's formula, CuSO,
4NH,.f ILI > (this ,T., 1903, 1C45). In the presence of sclid
potassium hydroxide and concentrated ammonia solution.

H
2

is displaced by NH3 , and a substance approximating to
the composition CuSG4 + 5NH3

is obtained, but it is pro-
bably a mixture. Heating at 100°, 125, 149°, 203°, and
260° C. gives rise to no definite products. Water '

lyses the salt, liberating some ammonia and precipitating
basic salts, but it is long before equilibrium is established.
The authors conclude that the formula CuSO, + 4NH3 +
H; do;s not correctly represent the constitution of the
salt, since four equivalents of acid do not neutralise one
molecule of the salt, but produce a permanent precipitate.

— F. Sdn.
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( 'Idoric Acid; Determination of . W. S. Hendrixson.

XXIII., page 951.

Alkali Chromates ; Action of Nitric ami Acetic Acids on
\DelerminationofChromiun\. A.Leuba. XXIII
95 I

.

Copper Sulphate Solutions; Electrolysis of .

F. Foeiater and (i. Coffetti. XI. \.,' page 940.

Iodine ; Determination of in presence of Bromine and
Chlorine. E. Thilo. XXIII., page 951.

Phosphide, Arsenide, and Antimonide of Hydrogen ;

Reagent fur . P. Lemoult. XXIII., pagi 950.

English Patents.

Cupro-ammnnittui Solution ; Apparatus for the Manufac-
ture of . A. B '- Minieres, Leognan,
France. Kng. Pal. '2739, Feb. 4, 190-1.

See Fr. Pat. 335,207 of 1903 ; this J., 1904, 1SG.—T. F. 15.

Oxygen; Manufacture of . Cie. Franc, ile l'Acetylene

Dissous, Paris. EDg. Pat. 11,172, May 14, 1901. Under
Internat. Conv., May 15, 1903.

Si i Fr. Pat. 332,098 of 1903 j this J., 1903, 1195.—T. F. I!.

United States Patents.

Sulphuric Anhydride; Process of Making . H. S.

Blackmore, Mount Vernon, X.Y. U.S. Pat. 769,585,

Sept. 6, 1904.

During the reaction between sulphur dioxide and oxygen,

in an " igniting or transforming chamber,'' a fresh portion

of the gaseous mixture is supplied in such volume and at

such a rate as to prevent the temperature of reaction rising

to the dissociating point of sulphuric anhydride. The same
result may be attained by supplying a sufficient volume of

an inert gas to the reacting mixture, by refrigerating the

mixture of sulphur dioxide and oxygen, or by mixing the

residual gases after absorption of the sulphuric anhydride

formed, with the reacting mixture, and again passing through

the apparatus. The required refrigeration may also be

effected by employing sulphur dioxide or oxygen in a com-

pressed or liquid state. Thi oxidation of the sulphur

dioxide in presence of oxygen is effected by supplying

heat to the sphere within the reacting chamber with which

the gases come iDto contact, the temperature being kept

within proper limits by one or other of the means

described. See U.N.Pat" 724,251 of 1908; this J., 1903,

554. —E. S.

Alumina Sulphate, \c. ; Process of Calcining [Drying']

. A. E. Cummer, Cleveland, Ohio. U.S. Pat.

769,534, Sept. 6, 1904.

See Eng. Pat. 4S20 of 1903 ; this J., 1903, 907.—T. F. B.

French Patents.

Metallic Glides ; Preparation of by direct Com-
bustion of the Melul. and Apparatus appropriate to the

purpose. L. Fink-Huguenot. Ft. Pat. 342,432, April 19,

1904.

The molten metal to be oxidised is run through a valved

Bide opening into a closed chamber, in which, by pressure

of introduced gases, it is forced up n vertical tube of small

bore, reaching nearly to the bottom of the chamber ami

bent above at righi angles to pass horizontally outwards

from the side of the chamber near the top, the tul e bi ing

narrowed to a capillary bore and discharging the molten

metal as spray into a conical chamber, in which the Bame
of an oxy-hydrogen burner of special construction plays

against the pulverised metal, and effects iis oxidation.—E. S.

Iron Pyrites ; Processfor Preparing for Desvlphuri-

sation. I . Wedge. Fr. Pat. 342,486, April 19, 1904.

See U.S. Pat. 757,581 of 1901 ; this J., 1904,545.—T.F.B.

TIII.-GLASS. POTTEEY, ENAMELS.

Fr.ENcn Patents.

Glass in Sheets ; Proa ss and Apparatus for the Production
of- . E. Rowart and L. Prancq Fr. Pat. 342,310
April 1 1, 1904. Under Internat. Conv., April 23 and ""

1903.

See Fug. Pots. 9033 and 9295 of 1904; this J.. 1904 660
and 715.—T. F. B.

Furnace with Rotating Base and Continuous Firing for
Burning Ceramic Wares and Vitrifiabli Colours.
E. Lachaud. Fr. Pat. 342,363, April 15, 1904,

• This continuous reverberatory furnace is characterised by
a circular rotating base divided into a number of sectors
each of which in turn is brought beneath the firing-ch imbei
proper. These sectors serve for the firing, pn limioan
heatiug, cooling, charging, aud discharging of the ai tides
to he burnt.—A. G. L.

Calcium Sulphate and Carbonate occurring as Hi
the Manufacture of Caoutchouc Goods, Ceramic Waic,
and Cement Blocks, and in other Chemical Industries:
Utilisation of . A. Monin. Fr. Fat. 342,797,
1901. IX., page 987.

IX.-BULLDING MATERIALS, CLAYS,

MORTARS AND CEMENTS.

English Patents.

Concrete and the like ; Treatment of , whereby tin

Setting of the same after Mixture may he A
,1 11. Magens, Hamburg. Eng. Pat. 19,676, Sept, 12.

1903.

See Addition, of Sept. 12, 1903, to Fr. Pat. 330,393 of 1903
;

this .1., 1904, 254—T. F. B.

Non-Conductor if Heat; Manufacture of a . W
Schmidtgeu and M. Kbnig, Dresden. Jug- Pat. 15,979.

July !9, 1904.

Eoi u. quantities of infusorial earth and short-fibred textile

waste arc intimately mixed, together with sufficient water t>

make a paste, t" which is added alum or other material

of similar properties.— Y\ . C. II.

United States Patents.

Stone Plates. Slabs, or Tiles ; Process of Manufacturing
Imitation . L. Hatschck, Yocklabriick, Austria.

U.S. Pat. 769,078, Aug. 30, 1904.

See Eug. Pat. 22,139 of 1900; this J., 1902, lis.— T. b\ B

Asbestos Millboards, Slates, Plates, or Tiles; Pr,

Manufacturing . T. U. Ibbotson, East tire*

and li. Meldrum, Blackbeath, England. 1 ,S. Pat.

769,087, Aug. 3o. 1904.

See Eng, Pat. 20,841 of 1902
;
thisJ., 1903, 1088.—T. I". B.

Asphalt Paving Cement. E.J. Warren, Newton,

I - Pat. 769,123, Aug. 30, 1904.

See Eng. Pat. 9303 of 1902: this J., 1902, 915.—T. 1'. B.

Bricks; Drying Plant for . G. Pagel, Stettin,

Germany. U.S. Pat. 770,180, Sept. 13, 1904,

The dr\ ing plant consists of a compartment combini

a kiln. Asmoke conduit, opening into the kiln, extends

lengthwise under the compartment and communicates with

similar supplementary conduits parallel to the first An

conduits are arranged between the smoke and supplementary

conduits, and the latter and the air conduits are provide

with grated openings leading into the compartment
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Hydraulic Cement ; Process ofMaking . F. W. Brown,
Portland, Col. U.S. Pat. 769,407, Sept. 6, 190-1.

Si .ai: resulting from fusing argillaceous and calcareous

materials together is subjected, together with sulphate of

calcium, to a high degree of heat in an oxidising furnace.

—A. G. 1..

Cornell/ Kiln. F. M. Haldeman, Alpena, Mich.
U.S. Pat. 769,742, Sept. 13, 1904.

I'm: kiln is of the rotary type, and comprises a drum or
kiln portion proper, inclined to the horizontal, and a hood
portion, capable of removal from the former, both portions
being lined with firebrick materials, and having a gasket
of asbestos or similar heat non-conducting material between
the linings. Xear the lower end of the kiln is a door,
narked by gravity, and a channel which retains the cement
material and supplies it to the door. At the lower end an
annul. ir wall of refractory material projects inwardly from
,the kiln lining, and separated from this annular wall by a
small space is a second annular wall, which does not project
linwardly quite as far as the first, these walls forming the
(channel, above referred to, which conducts the cement to
the di-charge door. The lower end of the kiln is completely
closed, and finely pulverised fuel is fed in through a pipe

I

using through this closed end. Means are provided for
applying finely divided cement material to the upper end
jof the kiln, where there is a dead space for the material
introduced. To protect the finely divided material from the
fraught caused by the process and products of combustion,
i bridge wall is arranged to close the larger portion of the
upper end of the kiln, where the products of combustion
Escape to the chimney, the finely divided cement material
,3eing introduced to the kiln through this bridge wali near
USbase.—W. C. H.

French Patents.

Wood: New Treatment of with Silicate of Soda
(Soluble Glass). A. Boissi. Fr. Pat. 342,321, March 26,
1904.

Kll the timber entering into the framework of a structure
)s painted over with a coat of sodium silicate. The planks
orming the skirting are also painted in a similar manner,
put only on the side nailed to the framework, so as not to
jlestroy the paper or paint on the other side by the effiores-

.ence which is formed after a time.—A. (i. L.

\0ehydrator or Calciner for Gypsum, Cement, or other
similar Materials. V. Kagan and II. Oornette. Fr. Pat.
342,449, April 5, 1904.

Two circular hearths are set stepwise over a furnace, so
hat the heat is first utilised under the lower hearth, and
hen passes to the next, which is kept at a lower tempera-
ure. The waste gase9 pass from the second hearth to
conomiser- formed of vertical chambers with a series of
lorizoutal tubes through which the waste gases pass. The
material fed into these economisers around the tubes is

lehydrated by the waste heat. Means are provided for
eeding, discharging, and for regulating the operations.

— \V. H. C.

building Materials ; Manufacture of . A. Levy and
V. Conti. Fr. Pit. 342,495, April 21, 1904.

IB1CK9, &c., are made from 10 parts of an agglomerating
fixture, consisting of a metallic oxide, chlorine, sulphuric
cid, or other materials capable of forming an oxychloride
diich may unite with magnesium, aluminium, barium, or
ther isomorphous sulphates, and 90 parts of an inert
ubstauce, such as sand or calcareous or silicious waste,
'he mixture is moulded as usual, and then dried in the air.

h. suitable composition for the agglomerating mixture is
s follows:—Magnesia, 10,000 parts; magnesium chloride

.1 solution, 10,000 parts; magnesium sulphate in solution,
) parts; aluminium sulphate in solution, 25 parts; "barium
ulphate in solution," 25 parts ; kieselguhr or other infusorial
>rth, 5 parts.—A. G. L.

Slate; Hardening of .Crude or Worked, by l/eatin,,
and Enamelling. G. Kovere. Fr. Pat. 342,788 May 2
1904. • '

Slate may he hardened by firing in the usual manner, or
enamelled in the same way as earthenware or majolica
ware.— A. (;. L.

Calcium Sulphate and Carbonate occurring as Residuesm the Manufacture of Caoutchouc Goods, Colours,
( ramie Ware, and Cement Blocks, and in other Chemical
Industries Utilisation of . in the same Industries.
A. Monin. Fr. Pat. 342,797, May 2, 1904.

'''" nnvi:i' calcium sulphate or carbonate, occurrino-
as residues in various works, is heated to from 400' to
1500° C, then ground, sifted, and sorted according to tiuts.
to replace talcs, kaolins, ochres, &c, used in the industries
specified.—E. S.

X.-METALLURGY.
Boiler Plates; Effect of Heating on the Strength of
Le Chatelier. Hull. Soc. d'Eucourag., 1904,' 10B Rev
Metall., 467—470. '

Test pieces of iron, very mild steel, and mild steel, were
cut from various plates, and treated as follows :— One piece
served as a check, another was heated and cooled under
conditions approximating to those obtaining in boilers, and
a third was rapidly annealed by heating it to cherry redness
and then Iwting'it cool in the air. The test pieces measured
10 x 10 < 70 mm., and .were broken in a machine. The
results show that when it is impracticable to temper the
whole of a big piece of metal work, it suffices to quickly
anneal those plates which have been submitted to a .'ood
deal of forging.—L. F. G.

Steel; Fracture of Structural under Alternating
Stresses. J. O. Arnold. Brit. Assoc., 1904. Enuineer
1904, 98, 227.

The ordinary methods of examining steel fail, to a consider-
able extent, to show the cause of its sudden rupture
under vibration and alternating tensile and compressive
-tresses. For instance, the steel plates of the boiler of a
cruiser split longitudinally from end to end under the
hydraulic test, notwithstanding the fact that the chemical
composition of the steel and the results of the ordinary
mechanical tests were good. The author has devised a
machine for the purpose of ascertaining the resistance of
steel to rapidly alternating stresses. Results obtained with
a good boiler-plate steel indicate that, in all probability, the
resistance under rapidly alternating stresess is inversely pro-
portional to the rate of alternation. The results obtained
with test-pieces of the boiler-plate mentioned above were
erratic, but this was found to be owing to one side of the
plate being brittle and the other tough under alternating
stresses. The results with test-pieces from both sides of
the boiler-plate, as received, and after varices heat treat-
ments, show that ouce a steel has become distinctly brittle
under alternating stresses, it cannot be restored by heat
treatment of any kind short of remeltiug. In the case
under notice, the injury to the steel was due to unskilful
reheiting of the ingot, and not to an improper casting
temperature, since the latter would necessarily have affected
every portion of the plate, and not one side only. The
micro-structures of the test-pieces from the two iides of
the boiler-plate were in all respects identical, though, of
course, that of each pair varied with the heat treatment to
which they had been subjected.—A. S.

Solid State [Metals] ; Change of Structure it, the ..

\V. Campbell. J. Franklin Inst., 1904, 158, 161— 184.

Changes of structure after a metal or alloj is passed
completely from the liquid to the solid state are (1) those
due to mechanical stress and to the growth of crystals on
annealing the metal or alloy thus strained; (2) those due to
changes in composition and to diffusion, such as cementation,
decarbnrisation, diffusion of gold into lead, formation of
alloys of copper and copper oxide, &c.

; (3) those produced
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bj change oi temperature, like the conversion of a-, 0-, or

7 iron into one i the other forms, or changes in structure

daring cooling of c tpper-aluminium, copper-lio, i

antimony alloys, or of iron or steel. An account is given,

with photo-micrographs, of the work of Le Chati

copper-aluminium alloys, anil of Heyeock and Neville on

oys (this J., 1895, 810; 1901, SI I). In the

eopper-alominium alloys the general structure of the slowly-

cooled alloys is thut of grains and dendrites of the com-

pounds AljCu, AlCu, or AlCU], in a mass of eutectic. whilst

the same alloys reheated to redness and quenched, become

much more homogeneous and" martensite-like "in structure,

regaining, however, their original structure when again

reheated and slowly cooled. With regard to copper-tin

alloys, the most remarkable point is that in some cases,

during the cooling, crystals differing in composition from

the mother liquor, separate from the liquid, but afterwards

react with the mother-liquor to produce a homogeneous

solid, which on further cooling once more splits up into two

carbon is above or below 0-8 per cent. The diagram al-

shows the transformation of 7- into 0- and 0. into o-iroi

i bi
1
Efects of heat and mechanical treat ut are illustrate

by reference to a steel containing 0*50 per cent, of carbo
and 0*98 of mauganese, which showed two critical point
on heating: Ac about 7()o C. (strong), and Ac„..

t aboi
750 C. (slight), and on < ling, Ar.-. about 700 C. (slight
and Ar, at 660 I !. (strong).

Steel Conled in Air.— Best elastic limit, when heated t

750 C. j greatest maximum load, 840 tj ; best elongatioi
750 C. ; best reduction of area, 700 C. Photo-mien
sho.v that the whole steel has the finest structure at <

where the gradual coarsening of the martensite on heating t

700° C, and the gradual lessening in size of the ferriti

result in a uniform texture for the whole steel.

Steel Quenched in Water.— Here the best result- wet
g'nen when the reheating was earned to 783 C. ; and th

micro-photographs show that the uniform fine structure c

the steel at that temperature was preserved on queuchini

CARBON PER CENT
3 3 5 4 4-5

constituents of different composition. The behaviour of

the iron-carbon alloys is very clearly shown by the diagram,

based on that of Roozeboom. Above A B 1) everything is

liquid: below A a li I
' all is solid. The areas A II a and

I) B C represent mixtures of solid and liquid. Below

|-:t per cent, of carbon, martensite (about 2 per cent, of

carbon) separates in the liquid; above 4-:t per cent, of

carbon, graphite similarly separates. At 4:1 per cent,

of carbon there is no separation till the whole solidifies as

the martensiU-L'i aphite euteetic. When complete solidifica-

tion has occurred, the structure is, up to 2 per cent, of

carbon dendrites of martensite, whilst above that point the

martensite graphite eutectic contains dendrites of matt snsite

or free carbon, according as the carbon content was below

or above 4'3 per cent. On cooling belcw a B C. graph;! !

eparates out in such a way that at loon C. all steels above

1 B per cent, of carbon (K) contain graphite as well as the

eutectic, with or without martensite ; below this temperature

martensite and graphite react, and tone cementite, but so

slowly that with ordinary cooling there may still be graphite

below the line EFH.Between It C. and Too C. the

martensite -till loses carbon, which reacts with more mar-

tensite to form cementite, till, at the temperature of recal-

1 nee, all steels with more than OS per cent, of carbon

ire transformed into the ferrite-cementite eutectoid (penrl-

ite) ; from those with less than 0*8 per cent., forrito bo-ins

to separate, as shown by the line ij < > s, and below the

recalcseeiiee line pearlite forms. With the pearlite we have

excess of ferrite or excess of cementite, according as the

The results show that for heal refining, the steel which ha

cooled down slowly from 1390 C., and is much overluate*

must be reheated to that temperature at which the clung',

due to Ac and Ac.
:. s

just balance, for then the wb
has the finest structure. For mechanical refining, .

should be allowed to cool, before rolling, to such a temper:

tare that, after rolling, the structure will be a- cl

possible: and although general conclusions can hardly b

drawn from a single set of experiments, it would appei

that the best results are obtained when the bir-. leave th

rolls as near .1 r.--, as possible. Vn allowance of 40

cooling in the rolls is perhaps sufficient, so that th

should be withdrawn from the furnace at, sav, 7b)'-

—J. T. D.

Passivity of Metals in relation to Time and Temveratun
W. A. Mollis. Proc. Cambr. Phil. Soc., 1904,12,462—46

'I'll K results of the author's experiments with iron, nick.-

cob. ilt. aud copper, lead him to the conclusion that tf

passivity of metals to fuming nitric acid rept.

relative condition, which i- a function of the structure I

the metal, the time, and the temperature. There i*

critical temperature for each metal, above which pi

is no longer exhibited. The transition from the pass,\

to the active condition is, in most cases, a sudden on

The critical temperature is about 101) C. for iron. 10 '

for cobalt, about 80 C. for nickel (varying in differe:

samples), the change taking place slowly, and somewh:

above 10' C. for copper. A metal may be regarded ;
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being in the passive condition if, when brought into con-

tact "ith fuming nitric acid, it has not been perceptibly

acted upon after 10 seconds. Immediately below the

critical point there is a zone of temperature, extending

over about 10', wherein a metal may behave as if it were

in either the passive or active condition, according to

external conditions. For example, iron plate can be heated

with nitric acid to over 90° G. before its passivity is

destroved, yet if the pl;ite and the acid be heated separately

and then brought in contact, a vigorous evolution of gas

occurs at 73' C. The critical temperature also varies with

the purity of the metal.—A. S.

Ammonium Scilts and Metals ; Some Reactions between

. W. It. Hodgkinsou and A. II. Coote. Brit.

Assoc, 191H. Chem. Sews, 1904, 90, 142.

The action of ammonium nitrate, both in aqueous solution

and in the fused condition, on some metals was examined.

Except on cadmium, the rate of action of the aqueous
solution and cf the fused salt differed notably. Cadmium
dissolves rapidly in an ice-cold saturated solution of

ammonium nitrate, without evolution of gas. The solution

gives off nitrogen only when heated to 100° C, when
tin (idinium ceases to dissolve. It contains a little free

ammonia, and, apparently, the nitrite of cadmium and
ammonium, since the cadmium can be completely precipi-

tated by means of a current of carbon dioxide, leaving a

solution containing mainly ammonium nitrite. Zine and
magnesium act in a similar manner, but more slowly and
to a less extent, owing to the formation of somewhat

\
insoluble double ammonium compounds. Aluminium, iron,

mercury, and silver are not acted upon by an aqueous

i solution of ammonium nitrate. Nickel, copper, and lead

are affected to a slight extent, lead becoming coated with

I
a somewhat insoluble nitrite. Fused ammonium nitrate

has no action on iron, mercury, or aluminium, but silver is

acted upon slightly by the salt, when the latter is heated

| so strongly as to decompose, with formation of red fumes.

AVhen ammonium nitrate is just fused, it acts upon the

I following metals at rates about in the order given :—Cad-
, mium, magnesium, zinc, copper, nickel, lead, bismuth.

Weighed quantities of metals were allowed to act upon
t ammonium nitrate in a vacuum-tube maintained at tbe

, melting point of the salt. In the cases of cadmium and
copper, the gas collected was pure nitrogen, the amounts
corresponding to a little less than 4 atoms of nitrogen to

• 1 atom of cadmium, and nearly 3 atoms of nitrogen to

2 atoms of copper. The deficit of nitrogen may be due to

the liberation of ammonia which takes place during the

first phase of the reaction.

Powdered cadmium dissolves in a solution of aniline

nitrate, and if the temperature be kept below 10° C, no
(appreciable evolution of gas occurs, and a considerable

lyield of diazoaminobenzene is obtained. The course of the

(reaction is very similar to that with the ammonium salt, a

little aniline being liberated in the first instance. —A. S.

Gold and Silcer in Zinc Ores ; Crucible Charges for
[Determination of] . E. J. Hall and E. Popper.
XXIIL, page 952.

Platinum-Gold-Sitver Alloys; Analysis of .

Hollard and Bertiaux. XXIII., page 952.

English Patents.

Ingot Iron and Steel; Manufacture of . B.Talbot,
Leeds. Eng. Pat. 22,767, Oct. 21, 1903.

The pig iron and scrap employed are converted in a single

M'urnace having two or more independent hearths, being
first treated on a basic hearth, aud finished on an acid-

ined hearth. Briquettes of iron ore with carbon maybe
ilaced on the fore-hearth of the melting furnace, and, when
aeated, be pushed forward into the hearth proper, to be
here treated with suitable additions of lime and iron oxide
o eliminate phosphorus and silicon. The charge is pre-
erably tapped from this to the refining hearth while it still

•ontains about 2 per cent, of carbon. The finishing hearth
nay be worked, if desired, on the continuous system, with
i permanent bath of metal.—E. S.

Cast-iron ; Process for Refilling , and Apparatus
therefor. II. Harmet, St. Etienne. Franc". Eng. Pat.
16,448, July 25, 1901. Under Internat. Con... Aug. 2?
1903.

See Fr. Pat. 334,892 of 1903 ; this J., 1904, 119.—T. F. I!.

Zinc; Treatment of . P. and A. Guhrs, Berlin.

Eng. Pat. 23,14.'), Oct. 26, i

Addition, of Aug.31, 1903, to Fr. Pat. 332,657 of 1903
;

this J., 1904, 191.—T. F. 15.

United States Paj

Values [Precious Metals]
; [Amalgamating] Apparatus

for Recovering from Sand or Dirt. C. M. Poppen-
berg, Brainard, Minn., Administratrix of C. G. Poppen-

:. U.S. Pat. 768,624, Aug. 30, 1904.

A casing is provided with upper and lower discharge
spouts, the lower one communicating with a basin, above
which is a series of mercury-holders, suspended by lugs
from ledges of the opposite casing walls. The holders are
arranged set above set, and have depre-sions with sharp
edges, the spaces between which permit downward passage
of the sand, &c, into deflectors below each set of holders.
Above the chamber containing the mercury-holders is another
chamber the floor of which has numerous minute discharge
apertures ; a screen above rejects any particles which are
too large, and " rocks " are rejected by a grating above the

screen, both sets of coarse particles being passed iuto the
upper spout under pressure from fluid admittel to the
chamber.—E. S.

Precious Metals; Method of Extracting from their

Ores. S. C. C. Currie, Assignor to W. Conrtenay, New
York. U.S. Pat. 769,254, .Sept. 6, 1904.

Ores containing precious metals and sulphur are heated in

hydrogen, then roasted, the roasted ore digested in a hot

caustic alkali solution, after freeing from which it is chlori-

nated, and the solution of chlorides obtained precipitated by
the hydrogen sulphide obtained in the first stage of the
process. The residuum is treated with sodium thiosulphate.

The alkaline solution resulting from washing the roasted

ore with a caustic alkali solution is treated with hydrogen
sulphide and then used again.—E. S.

Gold; Process of Extracting from Ores. Sec. H. S.

Stark, Johannesburg. U.S. Pat. 769,280, Sept.6, 1904.

Crushed pyritie auriferous ores are treated with a solution

of an alkali thiocyanate (sulphocyanide), in presence of an
oxidising agent (including atmospheric oxygen), and the

gold dissolved by the nascent cyanogen, and the hydro-
cyanic acid set free, are recovered. The residue of the

treatment of such ores by the ordinary cyanide solution,

are oxidised, to set gold free and to produce in the

mass thiocyanate and thiosulphate of an alkaii metal or

metals, and by addition of a quantity of water in presence

of air, a solution is formed by which the gold is dissolved.

Or, pyritie residues of the cyanide treatment arc oxidised,

leached with water containing a thiocyanate, and re-leached

repeatedly with the same liquor after successive extractions

of the gold.—E. S.

Precious Metals ; Process of Extracting -from Ores or

Slimes. H. K. Cassel, New York. '

U.S. Pat. 769,938,

Sept. 13, 1904.

The process consists in adding solutions of a bromide aud
of a cyanide to the ore, and passing chloiine gas through

the mixture to evolve bromine, and form solvents for the

precious metals. Finally, the bromine is reconverted into

bromide. See U.S. Pats. 732,708 and 732,709 of 1903;

this J., 1903, 915.—E. S.

Tilting Metallurgical Furnace. J. A. Potter, Pittsburg,

Pa. U.S. Pat. 769,712, Sept. 13, 1904.

At opposite ends.of a furnace, which can be tilted endwise,

are regenerators running on tracks in the line of the longi-

tudinal axis of the furnace. Ports in the ends of the

furnace communica'e with ports in the regenerators. A
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receptacle is arranged below one cud of the furnaci I

means are provided for tiliiinr the furnace below the porl

jo as to pour m least a part of thebuth from the end porl

iuto the receptacle,— E. S.

French Patents.

Manufacture of . .1. Vernon. Fr. Pat.

Pki: En{

348,412, April is, 1904.

Pat. 1*JC6 of 1903 j this J., 1904, i! -T. 1'. 1!.

Chrome-Nickel Steel j Manufacture C merited /'iecesof

. A. Dc Dion and G. Bouton. Fr. Pat. 342,591,

April 23, 1904.

Pieces of chrome-nickel steel, containing, say, from 1 to 3

per cent, of chromium, and from i to G per cent, of nickel,

with >• 12 per cent, of carbon, receive by simple cementation,

without hardening, great superficial hardness. See Fr. Pat.

342,061 of 1904; this J., J 901, 903.— li. S.

Armnur Plates and Projectiles; Manufacture of .

F. C. Fairholme and J. E. Fletcher. Fr. Pat. 342,014,

April 25, 1904.

See Kng. Pat. 1S50 of l'.)03 ; this J.. 1904, 009.—T. F. B.

XL-ELECTRO-CHEMISTRY AND
ELECTRO-METALLUROT.

(A.)—ELECTRO-CHEMISTRi'.
Car'},m Primary Cell. F. Ilaherand L. limner.

Z. Elektrochem., 1904, 10, 697—713.

The chemical and physical changes occurring in the carbon
cell, carbon—fused caustic soda— iron, have never been
fully explained, despite the gnat economic importance of

the subject. The authors have carried out a long serii S of

experiments, and show that this cell must no longer be
considered as a primary cell with carbon a- the source of

E.M.F., hut rather as an oxygen-hydrogen gas-cell. The
iron electrode becomes passive in fused caustic soda, the

presence of manganate assisting the change, and in this

form is a well-defined oxygen electrode, the oxygen being

supplied from the air. I )n the other hand, both carbon
and carbon monoxide react rapidly with fused caustic soda,

producing sodium carbonate and hydrogen, and it is this

hydrogen alone which causes and conditions the E.M.F.
at the carbon. Careful measurements were made of the

potential at both the oxygen and hydt r6des under
varied conditions. The authors consider that their results

will be sufficii utly definite to show thai there is no hope of

the application of ibis cell.—R. S. II.

films on Aluminium Anodes; Electrical Properties of
. W. K. Molt. Klectrochem. Ind., 1904, 2, 352—

3.-,;,.

Taking the thickness of film previous!} calculated by the

author (this J., 1904, 792), thi esistance in phos-

phate and sulphate solutions is found to be IG'0 x 10 10

ohms and 0"8 x 10"' ohm- per c.c. respectively. The
specific resistance of the solid film lecreases as a loga-

rithmic function of the temperature. The critical voltage

and current for any aluminium anode is defined as the

voltage and current at which the heating effect can just be
balanced by the cooling effects ; above the critical point the

characteristic behaviour of the aluminium electrode dis-

appear.-. The dielectric strength of film- formed with

phosphate solutions Is calculated as one million volts per

centimetre.— R. S. II.

Anodic Oxyt) <n Evolution. '
.

" er ti i and A. 1'iguet.

Z. Elektrochem., 1904, 10, 714—721.

i . using polished platinum electrodi Foerster and Mueller
found that, as the electrolysis continued, the potential of

the anode rose slowly from that at which oxygen waa first

given oil, until it attained a considerably higher value,

although the current was kept -tint (this J., 1902,
1235). The present authors have carried out a number of
experiments to investigate this problem, and have used

different metal- as electrode-. The effect is observed in both
alkaline and acid solutions, but varies considerably with

the particular metal employed and with the conditi

experiment. With high current density and :i low i

tare the rise of potential is greatest. The onl} explanation
which the authors consider satisfactory is that put forward
t»v llnher, who assumes that during electrolysis -nun. of

the evolved gases become adsorbed by thi

thus form a layer around them. The actual thicki

this layer will, of course, vary according i limciital

conditions, but the rise of potential and the properties

of such a layer seem to be in agreement in all the cases

considered.— K. S. II.

Copper Sulphite Solutions ; Electrolysis of . F
Foerster and G. Coffetti. Z. Elektrochem., 1904, 10
736—741.

Recent observations have shown that a measurable c

can be passed between a platinum cathode and an :c

copper sulphate solutions at as much as n- 1 volt below thi

potential of metallic copper, / c. below the point at

copper can first he deposited. The authors prove tha

tins i- due to the reduction of eupric I i cuprous ions

in'' + —> On '. At ordinary temperatures, siuee to

concentration of cuprous ion- is limited to a low value, th

experimental realisation is difficult, but at 9o ind 7u ('

currents of 1 6 H I

' amp. per sip em. and (I'S.'-li

per -q. cm. respectively can be maintained without caii-in:

the deposition of metallic copper. In ne itral -

cuprous oxide, produced by hydrolysis, is deposited

cathode, and the oxidation of the cuprous salt by the air

which also occurs in acid solutions, further tends to lvstor

the equilibrium between the cuprous and eupric ions.

— II. s H.

Potassium Acetate; Electrolysis of . F. Foe:

A. Piguet. Z. Elektrochem'., 1904, 10, 729—736.

In addition to the formation of carbon dioxide and ethM
at the anode and hydrogen at the cathode, u has

been known that secondary reactions hid to the productioi

of ethylene, methyl acetate, and oxygen at the an ide. II

authors have investigated the eleelrolysis, so far as it i

influenced by different metallic anodes, by the potentials

the anode and by the use of alkaline solutions. '1 h

of ethane is also lowered by electrolytic oxidation of ac I

acid to carbon dioxide and, to a small extent, to

monoxide. With iron and palladium miotics the ei

of oxygen predominates, corresponding to the low potentii

observed in th' -c eases. With platinised electrodes tb

potential is found to be higher, and here, with iiicreasin

current density, the evolution of oxygen diminish

the oxidation of acetic acid increases. Finally, with brifcl

platinum and iridium anodes, both the potential and yiel

of ethane arc greater. In alkaline solution- the yield

always lower than iu the corresponding neutral solution

this appears to be due to the prevention of ill • form
layer- of acetic acid around the anode. The authoi

the view of .lahn that the production ot ethane is

the electrolytic oxidation of acetic acid, 2i U,CO..H +
C„H6 + 2CO, + B,o.—B. s. n.

Eleelrolysis with Rotating Cathode.
XX11I., page 952.

II. E. M.dway.

English Patents.

Plates for Secondary Batteries. YV. P. The
London. From Pdiiger Accumulatoren-Werki
ties., Beriin. Kng. I 'at. 24,626, Nov. 12, 1908.

See Fr. Pat. 336,549 of 1903; this J., 1904,377.—T, F. 1

Galvanic Buttery , Improved High-roltage .

Gournay, Paris. Kng. Pat. 1 l,(iG6, .June 21, 1904.

A POBO0S vessel containing a pel corru

amalgamated zinc plate, and filled with a couceutrati

solution of aluminium sulph.te, is placid within a tli

lied leaden vessel, the intervening i-paci

with " electrolytically agglomerated " lead peroxide. I

double vessel is placed within a receptacle, char"

water acidulated with sulphuric acid. The Lattery lea
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ire attached to the /.ioe and lead electrodes by rivets and a

solder of antimonial lead. The liquid in the inner cell

nay he " fixed " by sulphuric acid, or cellulose, gelatinous

ilica. Stc, and the acidulated water by such absorbents as

sellslose, silica, gelatinous alumina, or the like. It' the

iquid in the inner cell is kept "free," the amalgamated zinc

3 wrapped in canvas, to retain the mercury on the plate,

juch cells may be combined ::- desired. Fur a voltaic

grouping of several elements in the same receptacle, these

re arranged in tightly fixed partitions in the following

rdcr : amalgamated zinc, aluminium sulphate solution, a

orous partition, lead peroxide, perforated sheet of lead,

eidulated water, and sheet of leal not perforated, forming
. body with a sheet of amalgamated zinc, and so on. The
malgamated zinc may he replaced by an alloy of zinc with

odium or potassium.—E. S.

United States Patent.

Kkclrolutic Meier. II. J. Wood, Shensctady, Assignor to

General Electric Co., New York. U.S. Pat. 770,033,

Sept. 13, 1904.

BB Eug. l'at. 75<7 of 1903; this J., 1901, 493.—T. F. B.

French Patents.

metrically Heating Liquids ; Apparatus for . E. R.
Waterman. Fr. Pat. 342,806, May :!, 1904.

HE liquid to be heated enters the apparatus by the pipe E,
rculates, in the direction shown by the arrows, around the

iting devices II II, and is drawn off at E. The heating
effected by wire resistance coils, embedded in ash>

;

1 contained in the concentric cylinders H H. G is a
sed air space, and D a liquid space to accumulate a body
heat in order to maintain, in some degree, the tempera-
e of the liquid after the current has been cut off. The
ole is enclosed in the outer casing L, to shield it from
currents and prevent too rapid radiation.—W. H. C.

one; Apparatus for the Production of . B. J. X.
Gosselin. Fr. Pat. 342,295, April 14, 1904.

a horizontal tube, a metallic piece, annular in cross-
tion, aud having numerous projecting arms or wings,

is secured by tinfoil, or amalgamated metal, this short

|

encircling, metallic piece embracing the longer hori-
zontal tube at its middle. Within the tube a somewhat
longer tube, the middle portion of which is enlarged, is

sealed at both ends, so that the open ends of the enclosed
tube project outwards. There are two apertures in the
periphery of the enclosing tube to adm'r of a
current of the air to be ozonised. The enclosed tube
receives through it a 9ow of water, to which one of the
electrodes of a source of electricity is connected, the other
electrode being connected to the surrounding metal piece.
A glass .ap, with opening to admit of passage over.the main
tube, is connected airtight to each end, and is fitted to the
extreme wing on either side of the metal piece. An
aperture on the side of each cap admits air to maintain

ulation.— E. S.

(£.)—ELECTRO-METALLURGY.

Complex Sulphide Ores ; Electrolytic Production of Zinc
and Lead from . C. H. Burleigh. Eleetrochem.
1ml., 1904, 2, 355—357.

The finely crushed ore is very carefully roasted, since the
subsequent extraction depends upon having as much as
possible of the ore in the form of oxide and the remaining
sulphur as sulphide rather than sulphate. The extraction
of the zinc and lead is effected with a hot solution of "

of 25 to 40 per cent, strength. In this way all the lead and
85—95 per cent, of the zinc is extracted. The residue,
containing iron, copper, gold, silver, and gangue can be
treated with cyanide or by some smelting process. The
solution of zinc and lead is electrolysed at first with a low
potential (1-5 to 1*7 volts) to deposit lead and then at 2-5
to 7 volts, when the zinc can be recovered in a coherent
form with a 95 per cent, efficiency.—R. S. H.

English Patents

C. aud L.

Enei Pat.

Aluminium ; Process for Eard-Soldering
Michelis, C. Kvuse, and O. Kuhn, Hanover.
26.375, Dec. 2. 1903.

Silver is first electro-deposited on those parts of the alumi-

nium which are to be soldered, and a hard solder is then
used. Such a solder, corresponding very nearly to the
colour of aluminium, may be composed of equal parts by
weight of brass, zinc, and aluminium; or, a tougher one
could be formed of 10 parts each of silver and brass, 14

parts of aluminium, 2 pans of copper, and 1 parts of zinc.

—E. •

Cast Iron ; Process for Bard-Soldering . C. and L.

Michelis, C. Kruse, and O. Kuhn, Hanover. Eng. Pat.

26.376, Dec. 2, 1903.

After, thoroughly cleaning the parts to be joined, they

are electro-coated with copper in an alkaline copper bath.

The subsequent soldering or brazing may he effected with

the usual solders.—E. S.

United States Patents.

Electric Furnace. 31. R.

Furnace Co., Xew York.

1904.

lonley, Assignor to Electric

U.S. I'at. 709,250, Sept. C,

The furnace consists of a receptacle of like cross-sectional

area at top and bottom, composed cf resisting materia!

adapted to become incandescent on the passage of an
electric current through it. The receptacle has " integral

extensions" at each side, with which a series of arms,

of greater electrical conductivity than the receptacle, can be

connected in different planes, each arm being piovided with

a switch so that the distribution of the electricity through

the furnace can be controlled.—E. S.

Electro-platt'nij Machine. J. Bailey, Walsall. U.S. Pat.

770,148, Sept. 13, 1904.

See Enj. Pat. 15,735 of 1902 ; this J., 1903, 306.—T. F. B.
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French Patent.

Metals [of the Bare Earths] ; Process and Appara
Obtaining in <i Pure State. Elektroden Ges
Er. Pat. 342,581, Apr.i

The process is for the preparation of metals fusible with

difficulty, especially those of the rare oxides, such as

thorium and zirconium. The oxide of the metal is inti-

mately mixed with excess of mag] potassium, or other

suitable metal, and the mixture heated in an atmosphere
of hydrogen or nitrogen, the heat of the reaction being

nented, not only externally, but by the electric

current. The furnace consists of a horizontal cylinder of

refractory material, with a central bore from end to end.

each end being occupied by a closely fitting electrode. A
vertically asecending tube near one end, and a vertically

descending tube at the opposite end, both valved

passage of gases.— E. S.

XII.-FATTT OILS, FATS, WAXES,
AND SOAP.

Iso-erueic Acid. G. l'onzio. Gaz. chim. ital., 1904, 34,
50— 55. Chem. ( entr., 190-1, 2, 693.

The author prepared erucic acid by saponifying colza oil,

freeing it from arachidic acid by treatment with glacial acetic

acid, in which the arachidic acid is insoluble. The erucic

acid was converted into iodobehenic acid by treatment with

phosphorus tri-iodide, and from this iso-erucic acid (m. pt.

54 C.) was obtained by the action of alcoholic potassium
hydroxide solution. When iso-erucic acid is oxidised by
means of nitric acid, it yields nonylic acid, l.\ll

)7
< 0_,1I. and

brassylic acid, CO.>H(CH
:
.)

Ii
< \>.,H. whilst its' dibromide

when treated with alcoholic potassium hydroxide solution is

converted into behenoleic acid, CH.(( H..)
;
C • Cit'll,),,

C02
H. These reactions show that iso-erucic acid has the

double linking not between the first and second carbon
atoms from the carhoxyl group as stated by Alexandre!!

and Saytzefi (J. russ. phys. -client. Ges. 24, 486), but be-

tween the thirteenth and fourteenth carbon atoms, and that

it consequently has the - ne structural constitution as

erucic acid, ( II .,(( :H3)-CH :CH(< '1! _.!,,< u 11.— A. S.

Oleic Acid Series: New Acids of the . G. Ponzio.
Gaz. chim. il il . 1904, 31, 77—85. I hem. Centr., 1904,

2, 693—694.

The higher members of the ( II ,(>- series of acids with

the double linking in the 1 . 2-position can be prepared from
the ct-iodo derivatives of the corn -ponding saturated acids,

e.g., palmitic, stearic, arachidic. and beheuic acids by treat-

ment with alcoholic potassium hydroxide solution. The
hitherto unknown 2.3-oleic acid", CH3(Cn,)uCH:CH.
CO

;H, was obtained by converting stearic acid into its

o-bromo derivative by treatment with phosphorus and
bromine, preparing the corresponding iodo-derivative bv
healing the bromine compound with alcoholic potassium

iodide solution, and then boiling the iodine compound
for six hours with alcoholic potassium hydroxide solu-

tion. A mixture of 2 -3 oleic aiel n-hydroxystearic acids

was obtained. The 23 oleic acid melts at 59° ('. and
re-solidities at 52

c
I '. : it is easily soluble in ether and

chloroform, slightly soluble in cold alcohol and soluble

in light [petroleum spirit. When fused with potassium
hydroxide, it yields palmitic and acetic acids. The
sodium, calcium, barium, and silver salts, the ethyl ester,

the amide and the dibromide (2 3-dibromostearie acid) of

the acid were prepared. The author considers that in an
analogous manner to iso erucic acid (see preceding abstract),

the iso-ok-ic acid described by Saytzefi (J.prakt. Chem.,
1888, 37, 269). has probably tl nctural constitution

as oleic acid.— A. S.

Oil of Safflotcer (Carthamus tinctorius'). G. I'endler.

Chem.-Zeit., 1904, 28, 807—868.

The seeds of this plant (from German Bast Africa) are

pear-shaped, 6 — 8 mm. long, 4— 5 mm. maximum breadth.

Thin, hard, shining greyish or yellowish-white husks enclose

a very soft, greenish-white seed. II seeds w. igh 5- 2 srtns.

of which the weight , I the husks is 2-4 grms., and that o-

the kernels 2-S grms. Ether extracts from then-hole seed:
25-8 ] t., from the kernels 50-37 pei enl of (lit

The oil, obtained b\ percolation with ether and evaporatioi
of the ether, is golden yellow and almost inodorous, In
quickly acquires a very disagreeable rancid flavout. Th.

the oil, and of the fatty acid-

ohtain,"l from it(.VSi per cent, reckoned as oil

: onding to an acid value of 11-03), were determined
i

Oil:—sp. gr.atla C, 0-9266; m. pt., - 5 C. ; solidM
cation point, begins at - 13° ('., incomplete even a
— IS ( .: saponification value, 191 : iodine value (llubl)i
142-2: unsaponifiable matter, 0-708 per cent.; bittyro
refractometer reading at 40° ('., G5 . Fatty acids :— sp. gr.

a

15° C, 0-9135 j m. pt., 17° C.; solidification point. 12 (
'.

acid (saponification) value, 199; mean molecular weighl
281-8 j act tyl-acid value, 151-4

; acetyl value. 52 • 9

ifieation value, 207-4; iodine value (Hfibl),

iodine value of liquid acid-, 150-8; acid (saponification

iralui of liquid acids, 191*4 ; mean molecular weight a
liquid acids, 293-1. In a thin layer, the oil dried com
pletely at the ordinary temperature within -ix days: mor
rapidly at a higher temperature. Thi oxygen absorbed/h
Livache's lest, was after 18, 40, G4, 13(1 hours respective^
0-6.4-3, 6-4. 7-5 per cent. The oil is not sun
food, hut will be useful for soap-making, and in tl;

manufacture of varnishes.—J. T. D.

English Patent.

Soap Powders ; Manufactures if Dry . ( . Harvey
London. Eng. 1'at. 25,0J0, Nov. 17,

Ordinary hard soap is automatically fed into a series e

high speed disintegrators. The ground soap is then cor

veyed by means of spirals or worms to another disintegrate

machine where it is mixed with automatically measure
quantities of crystallised sodium carbonate, anhydrous bori

acid, boron nitride and ammonium chloride. The t'ollowin

proportions of ingredients are specified : desiccated bar

soap, 28 parts; sodium carl ate (crystals), 69 parts

anhydrous boric acid, boron nitride, and ammoniui
chloride, of each 1 pari.— \V. P. S.

French Patents.

Oils and Ftits ; Enzymic Saponification of leitko,

introducing Appreciable Quantities of Impurities. A

Xicloux. Addition, dated April 11, 1904. to I

15,902, Oct. 14,19 I (s e this J., 1904, 827).

Ya.BJ.OOS methods of preparing the active atient from caste

seeds are claimed in addition to those described in th

main patent (/or. cit.). Thus the Crushed seeds or set
\

cake may be treated with cotton-seed oil, which is sub"-

queiitly filtered through silk, yielding a very active filtrat

Or, instead of filtration, centrifugal force may be employe
and the supernatant oil will then require only the additic

of acidified water for direct sap >nification. Orhen/ene<
Other solvent may be added to the filtered oil before usii

j

centrifugal force. Again, the castor-seed cake may I

treated with benzene, &c. and the supernatant liquid

rated and evaporated. ( (r the crushed grain may be I

with hot castor oil, which is filtered through fa'

allowed to stand at 30 to 90° C, when aleuroni

whilst the active agent left in suspension may be si

by treatment with benzene and centrifugal force. ( Ith

combinations of these different methods are also describe

To prepare an active dry substance a hit.

solvent is used, and the deposit separated from th -

centrifugal machine treated with a fresh portion ol

and again separated. This dry deposit require- to

suspended in oil before use.— (.'. A. M.

Snap: Manufacture of . F. A. V. Klopper.

I Pat. 343,691, April 27, 1904.

A .i rtain proportion of wheat gliadin and glutenin

added to the soap during the manufacture, with the

of combining with free alkalis and tendering them ini

without introducing the drawbacks of sup. i

•a\ to become rancid, &c.).—C. A. M.
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Soap ; Manufacture of a Floating . F. W. Zimnier-

mann and A. A. Stoh'r. Fr. Pat. 3-12,750, April 30, 1904.

See Eug. Fat. 13,451 of 1904 ; this J., 1904, 871.—'!'. F. B.

XIII.-HGMENTS. PAINTS; KESINS,

TAENISHES; INDIA-KUBBEE, Etc.

(4.)—PIGMENTS, PAINTS.

French Patents.

YehicL.i for < 'flouring Matters in the. Manufacture of

Pigments; Production of . E. 11. Strange and
E. Graham. Fr. Pat. 342,327, April 2, 1904. Under
Interuat. Conv., April 11, 1903.

See Eng. Pat. 8335 of 1903 ; this .1., 1904, 448.—T. F. Ii.

Calcium Sulphate and Carbonate occurring as Residues in

the Manufacture of Caoutchouc Goods, Colours, Ceramic
Ware, and ( 'ement Blocks, and in other Chemical
industries ; Utilisation of . A. JUorin. Fr. Pat.

342,797, Mbj 2, 1904. IX., page 917.

(B.)- RESINS, VARNISHES.

United States Patent.

Turpentine Still. J. F. Bailey, Valdosta, Ga.
U.S. Pat. 770,149, Sept.' 13, 1904.

i. distillation apparatus is claimed which consists of a
iistillntiou tank and a condensing coil immersed in water.

'he still is heated by a series of steam pipes extending
ransverselv through it, and having their projecting ends
onnected with "headers" on opposite sides of the tank.
Vith one of these " headers " a boiler supplying steam is

onnected, and with the other a steam pump for forcing
rater both into the cooling vat and the steam boiler, with
he necessary valves for controlling the How of steam and
rater.—M. J. S.

.

French Patent.

lesinuus Products [Turpentine'] ; Appai-atus for the

Fr. Pat. 342,425, April !S,G. Coi.Distillation of-
19J4.

'he apparatus consists of a cylinder of wrought iron
Jclined at a suitable angle to the horizontal. Its walls
3rm two concentric envelopes so arranged that there are
(privets or joints in the inner wall, and all chance of
Sakage is thus prevented. The inner chamber has an
ilet tube for the introduction of material, and an outlet
ir the escape of vapours into the condenser, and is heated

y means of a steam coil at the bottom. A door at the
nd, kept closed by means of a screw, permits the iutro-
uction of an open vessel beneath the inlet tube. The
material falls into this and leaves behind the ligneous tm-
rurities, &c, which are thus dried separately, obviating the
anger of spontaneous combustion, which may take place
''hen such impurities are carried over with turpentine
apour into the condenser, as in the methods of dry
istillutiou.— ('. A. M.

(C.)—INDIA-RUBBER, &c.

Caoutchouc; Pyrogenic Decomposition of . R. Ditmar.
Gummi-Zeit., 1904,18, 1013-1016, 1038—1041, 1058—
1061.

'he author gives a detailed review of the investigations which
ave been made with regard to the nature of the products
f the destructive distillation of caoutchouc. He concludes
hat the pyrogenic decomposition of caoutchouc may be
egardeu as proceeding in the following manner : The large
aoutchouc molecule is in the form of an open chain. Tde
olyprene decomposes primarily into a series of aliphatic
Jrpenes with long open chains, which then split into
ompounds with short chains, the lowest member of the
eries being isoprene, CHV C(:CH ; ) .('H:CB«. These open-
ham compounds polymerise and form dipentene, and sesqui-,
' and poly-terpenes of a cyclic nature. The formation
open-chain and of cyclic compounds almost certainly

proceeds simultaneously, and one can scarcely hope to bo
able to arrest the decomposition of the caoutchouc at a
point where only aliphatic terpenes have been produced.
The author refers to numerous errors which occur in the
literature of the subject with regard to caoutchine, C 10H 1S ,

owing to confusion of the compound with the caoutchene
discovered by Bouchardat, and also to the custom of calling
it di-isopene. Caoutchine is really a cyclic terpene

—

CH;_CH.

CH3.C(:CH2).HC/ ^C(CH3 ),

CI I ~CH,

and, to prevent further confusion, the author proposes the
name dipentene for it. A bibliography is appended to the
paper.—A. S.

India-Rubber ; Presence of Oxygenated Compounds in .

P. Alexander. Gummi-Zeit., 190 I, 18, 867—869.

Contrary to Weber's statements (Gummi-ZeiL, 17, 397
and 952, and 18, 461) the oxygenated constituents of
Pontianac rubber, i.e., those soluble in acetone, have the
composition CjsH^O, whilst the portion insoluble in acetone
is a hydrocarbon with a composition closely approximating
to C„,H 10,and in general character resembles the hydrocarbon
found in other rubbers. The dinitro method showed that
the insoluble portion contains 77 per cent, of rubber sub-
stance. Guaryrule rubber also appears to consist chiefly of
a true hydrocarbon, and the dinitro method indicated slightly

above 60 per cent, of caoutchouc. The author considers it

doubtful that oxygen compounds exist in rubbers, except
in those portions which are soluble in acetone and usually
recognised as resin.— 11. L. J.

English Patent.

Caoutchouc ; Method of Manufacturing Artificial .

L. L. A. Seguin and J. F. G. de lioussy de Sales, Paris.

Eng. Pat. -22,956, Oct. 23, 1903.

See Fr. Pat. 336,206 of 1903 ; this J., 1904, 329.—T. F. B.

French Patent.

Calcium Sulphate and Carbonate occurring as Residues
in the Manufacture of Caoutchouc Goods, Colours,
Ceramic Ware, atid Cement Blocks, and in other
Chemical Industries ; Utilisation of . A. Monin.
Fr. Pat. 342,797, May 2, 1904. IX., page 937.

1

XIV -TANNING ; LEATHER. GLUE, SIZE.

English Patent.

Hides and Skins ;' Treatment of—— anterior to and during
Tanning. J. Muir, Beith, Scotland. Eng. Pat. 18,677,
Aug. 29, 1903.

The following claims are made: (1) For the use of a
fleshing machine, more particularly in connection with
fatty skins. The machine consists of a cylinder fitted with
spiral knives, and provided with mechanism for regulating

the pressure and presenting the hides to the knives. The
cylinder is made to revolve at a high rate of speed. (2) Fur
removal of hair from limed skins by drumming them in a

cylinder, that is by attrition of one skin on another instead

of by hand labour with a stone or knife. (3) In the above
drum («), apertures or slits in its walls to allow of escape

of the looseued hair, and (/*) a shelf fixed at an augle to

the door, so that when the latter is removed the skins fall

out automatically. (4 ) Piling the skius in the pits on a

false bottom, so that the whole may be lifted and removed
in one operation.— R. L. J.

French Patents.

Vegetable Tannage ; Rapid—— . M. Berthon.
Fr. Pat. 342,600, April 25, 1904.

To induce rapid absorption of tannin from strong liquors

without injury, the limed skius are soaked for 2—4 days in

the following liquor at 10°—15° C. : Water, 100 litres;

hydrochloric acid, 3 litres ; barium chloride, 2 kilos. ; sea
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suit, IS kilos. When transferred to a new liquor made
from natural barl irts per 101 of water) for

6—24 hours at 20 - 35 C . the salt rapid!} passes out, and

the plumping agents (acid and barium chloride) resist the

otherwise injurious action of the strong tannin. Thi

liquors are old ones successively strengthened, resinate of
1

in;; added to the la-t. a fortnight in layer

pits completes the tannage.— K. J.. J.

Leather; Artificial . H. Karle. IV. Pat. 342,622,

April 2;,, 1904.

Cotton and similar fibres are formed into a Felt, which is

impregnated with a mixture of rubber, gutta-percha, and

oils, capable of bcinjj \ ulcanised After rolling into suitable

forms or patterns, the whole is vulcanised,and then coloured

and finished by various methods.— R. t. J.

Vegetable Tanning or other Substances and Minna!
Matters-cm Hides and Skins; Fixing . B". U Car-

michael. Fr. Pat. 842,702, April 30, 1904.

A solvtion of casein (100 parts) in (1) neutral soap

(•20 parts), (2) glycerin (10 parts), or lactic acid is

drummed into the skins, the presence of free alkali being

carefully avoided, bo that loosely lield tannins, extractive

matters, or mineral substances arc fixed in the bide to give

weight and substance. .' similar solution is used as a

substitute, together with oils, for egg-yolk in stuffing

mixtures, e.g., powdered casein, 13 parts ; dry soap, 6 parts;

wool grease, 4 parts ; mineral oil, 9 parts
;
pale rosia oil,

9 parts ; water, 58 parts.—R. L. J.

XVI.-SUGAR, STARCH, GUM, Etc.

Starcli Syrups; Examination of
XXIII., page 953.

A. llossing.

Sugars; Enzymic Inversion of N. P. Barcndrecht.

XVII., page 945.

Molasses; l> traction of Sulphurous Arid in Sulphited

. M. E. Fozzi-Escot. XVII., page 946.

Molasses; Use of Oxidising Agents in the Fermentation

of Sulphited -— . II. Alliot and <;. Gimel. XVII.,
page 940.

Sugars and Starch ; Determination of in Vegetable

Substances. J. S. Ford. XXIII., page 953.

Patent.

Drying Starch from Ilia or other Amylaceous Products.

W. P. Bate, Manchi g. Pat. 23,703, Nov. -',

1903.

Bit i starch or other amylaceous products are dried in a

vacuum apparatus, comprising an open-ended receptacle

mounted in a casing connected with a suction or vacuum
pump; the casing carries a false bottom for the said

receptacle. There 1- also a filter bed interposed between

the receptacle and the casing, and means are provii

clamping the former to the casing so as to form an ait tight

connection.—T. II. P.

United States I'au

Condenser for Vacuum-pans [Sugar Manufacture"]. J. F.

l.trilla, Jersej I ity, N.J.
"

I'.S. Pat. 769,574, Sept. 6,

1904.

The claim is for tl Dation of an injector pipe with a

condenser cylinder, and barge pipe connecting the

upper portion oi the cylinder with the discharge-pipe of

the injector.— L. 1 II.

Starch; I'r Making Soluble . J. David,

Assignor to Otto Bred! and Co., Barmen, Germany.
Pat 769,061, Aug. 30, 1904.

She Enft Pat. £8,870 of I903i this J., 1904, 89.—T. P. B.

French Patents.

[rww Tsiqu rs and Molasses; Extraction of
from Plants and Refuse. S. Meisels. Fr. Pat. 3 12,555,

'April 22, 1904.

Refuse vegetable matters, such as sawdust, wood-refine,

straw, maize-stalks, &c., are moistened and heated with I

soda-lye of 3—5 per cent, strength for several hours undo
a pressure .it about 10 atmospheres. The boiled mass it

largely diluted with water and subjected to a pressure 0'

20—24 atmospheres, in order to "dissolve tl

The "mass is then aerated with sterilised or ozoni

and converted into sugar by means of inucedimc.—). \i. B,

Beetroot Chips; Extraction of tin Juice from L
Heating and Pressing. A. Wagner and Soc. Sehi

Lange Fr. Pat. 842,784, May 2, 1904.

The fresh beetroot chips are heated, without the addition

of liquid, to a temperature sufficient to precipitate the

albuminoid matters; the heating may be effected . ithet

indirectly or directly by means of steam or hot gases ; the

chips are then pressed in the hot state to extract the juice.

—J. F. 15.

[Saccharine'] Liquids; Elimination of Coloured Impuri-

ties from . E. Koperski. Fr. Pat. 342,229, April 12,
' 1904.

Colouieed liquids of any kind are decolorised by treat-

ment at the boiling temperature with zinc dust and animal

charcoal. In the case of very dark saccharine liquids, it is

advantageous to acidify them with an organic acid, such as

tartaric acid, before treatment.—J. F. B.

uitfo; Mulaxeur for Crystallising, ConceiUratmm
and Cooling uith Circulation. 11. Roy. Ft P

342,786, -May 2, 1904.

The system of crystallising massecuites by the aid of

agitation is operated in a vertical, cylindrical malaxcur

provided with a conical bottom and stirring anus carried by

a vertical shaft ; the usual heating and codling coils are also

provided. Parallel with the axis of the malaxcur there is at.

external pipe, which can be put into communication with

the interior at various levels. By means of this pipe, thi

thinner material, which accumulates near the top ol At
mass, can be decanted off and returned through a special

circulating pump at the bottom of the malaxeur. li

desirable, the decanted molasses can be re heated M I

concentrated in a vacuum pau before it is returned to thi

malaxeur.—J. F. 11.

Desiccating and Cooling Granular Products, such ai

Crystallised Sugar, Ac ,- Apparatus for . F. Hall.

Fr.'l'at. 342,619, 1904. I., pagi

XVII.-BREWING, WINES. SPIRITS, Etc.

Hops; The Sitter Constituents of . C. J. I.intner

and .T. Schnell. Z. ges, Brauw.. 1904. 27, '•'''<'-

-
1 authors isolated the o-hop bitter acid in the fot

brown crystalline mass by decomposition of its had com-

pound by sulphuric acid and extraction with ether. The

a-hop bitter acid was decomposed by hydrolysis with alcoholit

caustic soda, and > ielded, 111 addition to resinous hoi

valeric acid, about 30 per cent, oi a very well crystallised

derivative, occurring in the form of colourless, tabular,

elongated crystals, melting at 92-5 C. This prodi

not resinifyon exposure . it is sparingly soluble in wat< r, but

soluble in most organic solvents. A study of its properties

showed it to be a bydroxy-ketonic acid having the formula

1 II .<>,. Since (lie a-hop hitter acid yields oulj \aierii

acid on oxidation with permanganate, it is regarded as 1

combination of the above bydroxy-ketoaic acid with a

valeric acid residue, and i'.s formula should be written

S, instead of ( VJI,,' '., as found bj analysis. Tin

authors propose the following nomem lature for the 1 rystal'

line bitter constituents of hops:— Lupulinic acid for the

3-hop bitter acid. C..-.1I t
< I,

; Humulone fov the a-hop bittet
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:icid, CjonM 6 , since it is probably a lactone ; and Humulinic
acid or Humulin for the above hydroxy-ketonic acid

decomposition product of huniulone.—J. F. B.

Sugars; Enzymic Inversion of . H. P. Barendrecht.

Z. physik. ( 'hem., 1904, 49, 456—482.

[\- the inversion of cane-sugar by acids the formation of

invert-sugar is always proportional to the concentration

of cane sugar, hut this is not the ease with invertase,

except at very low initial concentrations (up to about

1 per cent.) of cane-sugar. To account for this, the

hypothesis is set np that the catalytic action of invertase

is due to a kind of radiation. The inversion of cane-sugar
i>y invertase is retarded to au equal extent by invert-sugar.

ntfeose, and levulosej hence the inversion is not a simple
matter of chemical equilibrium, otherwise invert-Sugar

.vould show exceptional powers of retardation. Mannose
tnd galactose retard inversion to twice the extent of

»luco>e. Thus, the further hypothesis is suggested that the

radiation emitted by invertase is of two different orders :

either has the property of inverting cane-sugar, but the one
s absorbed only by glucose, the other only by levulose;

.vhilst foreign hexoses absorb either indifferently. Man-
litol anil dulcitol, which contain one asymmetric carbon
lltom less than the hexoses, retard somewhat less. Salicin,

which contains a glucose differing from that produced from
Itane-sugar, retards, molecule for molecule, twice as much
lis glucose. There is no difference between the yeast-

mzymes which invert cane-sugar and maltose. Since the
maltose molecule is less easily broken down, weakened
nvertases fail of effect on the maltose though they may be
itill active towards cane-sugar. Equilibrium between
naltose and its primary product of inversion (i.e., bi-

otating glucose) is reached much sooner than in the case

if cane-sugar. The inversion is retarded equally by levulose

nd by galactose.

—

W. A. C.

Vop-Fermentation Yeast ; Relations between the Quantity

of Pitching Yeast am! th Attenuation and Yeast Crop
with . J. J. van Hest. Z. grs. Brauw., 1904, 27',

633—636 and 651—654.

ViiEy different proportions of yeast are sown in wort of

he same concentration, the attenuations at the end of the

irst day are approximately proportional to the quantity of

east sown. After that time the proportionality ceases and
he attenuations teDd towards equalisation ; high fermenta-
ion temperatures also tend to equalise the attenuations.

n.the series of experiments here recorded, wort of 10- 7°

'.ailing was pitched with proportions ranging between
0001 and 20"0 litres of "normal pitching yeast" (see

his J., 1904,30) per hectolitre, and fermented for eight

ays at 17 '5° C. At the end of that time the final attenua-

ion was in all cases identical and perfectly independent of

he quantity of pitching yeast. The yeast crop, naturally,

'as greater the greater the quantitv of yeast sown, but

fter deducting the original quantity of pitching yeast from
he quantity of the crop, the absolute value of the yeast,

icrease reached a maximum with a sowing of 1 per cent.,

nd then decreased. The point at which there was no
icrease at all lay between 10 and 20 per cent, of pitching

east. The number of times the yeast cells had multiplied

coefficient of reproduction) was inversely proportional to

tie quantity sown ; this coefficient is also a measure of the

atio of young cells to old cells. Similar experiments made
t a temperature of 25° C. yielded results of the same nature,

ut the yeast crops anil coefficients of reproduction, especi-

lly with the smaller sowings, were generally higher than
t the lower temperature. Increase in the concentration of

te wort, and aeration during fermentation, the quantity of

itching yeast being constant, also caused an increase in

be reproduction coefficients, but not in a degree propor-
lonal to the increased nutrition available. Increased
eproduction by these methods soon reaches a limit, because
[he yeast requires a certain degree of dilution of its food
Ind a certain amount of dissolved oxygen in the wort in

I rder to perform its biological functions. The usual limits

' f practical brewery conditions, as regards proportion of
itching yeast and concentration of wort, correspond
pproxiinately to the maximum degree of healthy repro-

duction. With the usual brewery sowing of 0-5 per cent,
of "normal" pitching yeast, each cell has at the time of
pitching an available free ^pace of 50(1 times its own volume;
at the end of the fermentation at 17 - 5°C. the yeast had
multiplied six times, and each cell then had a free space of
83 times its volume. In the cases where, owing to heavier
sowings, the free space at the end of fermentation was less
than 83 times, the resultant yeast was generally debilitated
to an extent proportional to the restriction of its free space.
In top fermentation it is the youugor generations of cells
which rise to the surface and are used for pitching ; it is
therefore important that these young cells shall not have
suffered from malnutrition and overcrowding durinc their
growth. The cause which prevents the yeast fr >m growing
indefinitely, so long as there is excess of nutrition and air,

is the accumulation of excreta, i.e.. products of metabolism
other than alcohol and carbon dioxide, the two latter, in the
author's opinion, having very little inhibitive influence. The
considerations of the amount of free space available for
each yeast cell, as determined by the amount of the original
sowing, are also diseussed from the point of view of fitness
in the struggle for existence and the power of the yeast
in suppressing infecting organisms.—J. F. 15.

Beers ; < Comparison between the Composition and Properties
of prepared from Barleys rich and pour in Albumin.
K. Wahl. Amer. Brew. Rev., Aug. 1, 19U4. Chem.-Zeit..
I'-'UI, 28, Hep- 2i">.

Beeus were prepared in a perfectly parallel manner from
Montana barley malt (albuminoid.content of barley, H 23 per
cent.) on the one haud, and from Minnesota barley malt
(albuminoid content of barley, 15-16 per ceut.) on the other.
Both beers were stored for a month at 3°— t" C. and then
kept in bottle at 0-75° C. for another month. At. this

temperature both beers became turbid after a few days, but
the turbidities subsided, in the Minnesota beer after two
weeks, and in the Montana beer after four weeks. The
clear beers were tested, both in the pasteurised anil

unpasteurised condition, for their susceptibility towards
chill, with the result that the Montana beer was found to be
the more susceptible. The analysis of the nitrogenous
constituents of the two beers gave the following results r

—

Montana
Beer.

PerCent.
I3'9S
U'018
Q 10SJ

0-201
r:v;
0*68

Minn isota

i: ser.

i

hi:;;

Albumin tiepi U024

Thus the higher proportion of albuminoid constituents in

the Minnesota beer had no evil effects in rendering the beer
susceptible to chill, but, on the other hand, it had a favour-

able influence in increasing the palate fulness and the

permanence of the " head." The author gives the preference

to bid leys rich in albumin for brewing purposes, so tar as

American barleys are concerned.—J. K. I!.

Beer and Brewings Surface Influences in . F.
Emslander and H. Freundiieh. Z. physik. Chem., 19114,

49,317—328.

The authors discuss the various physical phenomena which
are met with in the brewery as the results of surface

influences of various kinds. Owing to the fact that beer

consists partially of a pseudo-solution (" sol ") of organic

colloids, the particles of which possess surfaces of separa-

tion from the liquid in which they are suspends ' phenomena
of the nature of "adsorption," i.e., concentration and reten-

tion of certain of the dissolved matters on the outer surfaces

of the colloid particles, are produced. Electrical experiu

similar to these described by liiltz for other colloid " sols
"

(see this J., 1904, 459 and 619) proved that the organic

colloids of beer are positive relatively to tin liquid by
which they are .surrounded. The beer colloids migrate to
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the cathoi conditions in the form of a tl

flocculeut mass whicl ritli it most of the colonring
matter. I surrounding the cathode is yellow,
glutinous and permanent, whereas, that near the anode i-

pore white and transient. Owing to the surface influence
of "adsorption" these colloidal bodies attract to themselves
the colouring matter, the flavouring and odorous bo
and the carbon dioxide. To them the qualities known as
• permanence of head." " fulness of body" and " condition

"

of the b.'i r are, therefore, attributable. Geffcken has
recorded (this .T., 1904, 914) how, in the case of ferric

hydroxide " Bol," also a positive colloid, there is an ana!,

instance of the ret DttOD of carbon dioxide by " adsorption."
| ases of " adsorption " occur in all the filtration operations
in the brewery , for instance, in running off the wort from
the nia^h the sol ble extractive matters are retained with
exceptional • -inne-s by the insoluble colloids of the grains.
Passing or. to other influence:: exerted by surfaces upon
the brewing operations, the authors discuss the different
powers of urfaces in discharging a state of super-
saturation of the carbon dioxide during fermentation.
Since a rough i greasj surface discharges the gas with
greater facility than a clean smooth surface, and since a
rapid removal of the carbon dioxide favours the rapidity of
fermentation, the following values for the apparent attenua-
tions reached by the same wort fermented in vessels of
different internal structure for nine days at 7°—8° C. are
explained:—Wood, dry, untreated, 72* 3; paraffined wood,
71-3; wood boiled and saturated with wort, 699; wood
with pitch coating. CS-4; wood, lacquered, 574; glass,
52-9 per cert. The rapidity of clarification also followed
the same order.—J. F. B.

Brewery Refuse; Purification of II. M. Wilson.
Brewers' J., 1904,40, 635—637.

Owing to the fact that brewery refuse rapidlv undergoes
acid fermentation, it is very refractory towards' the action
of the ordinary purifying organisms, and consequently the
septic tank treatment is not one to be recommended for this
purpose. The most satisfactory results were obtained bv
successively treating the refuse by chemical precipitation,
filtration or percolation, and straining through sand. The
refuse was (it-; rendered alkaline by the addition of milk
of llinie, about 4o grains of lime per gallon of liquid being
generally found sufficient. After allowing the mixture to
settle, the liquid portion was then subjected to double contact
filtration, the filters being constructed as follows:—The
first was underdrained by channels formed of loose bricks
laid on the concrete bottom of the bed. The latter was
then made up of 6 ins. of clinker sized from 1 in. to 1'. in.,

then 12 ins. from | ju . to 1 in., 12 ins. from 4, in. to | in.,

and the top 9 ins. from 1 in. to , '.:>., 3 ft. 3 ins. in all.

The second bed, underdrained in the same way, consisted of
12 ins. of sifted a-hes of 1 in. size, 12 ins. of ,'iu., 9 ins. from
„ to |

ins., 3 ins. of fine lime-stone chippiogs, and again
•i ins. of fine ashes free from dust ; 3 ft. :i ins. in all.

first bed was also covered at the inlet end with an extra
layer of fine a-! - 3 ins. in depth, to catch the line sus-
pended matter carri* d forward from tin- settling tank by the
riushes of liquid. The effluent from these filters, not being
sufficiently clean to run into a river, was then pumped up
into a tank, and passed by means of a rotating sprinkler on
to a coke filter, consisting of a bed, 6 ft. in diameter and
G ft. deep, .i c ke bn • se, about a quarter of which hud been
obtained from some first contact beds at sewage works, and
the remainder direct from the gas works. The pieces were
about the size of apples, and a layer of stones was placed
at the bottom of the bed for drainage purposes. By sup-
plying the effluent to this filter in intermittent doses every
5 minutes foi - ! rs ft day to the amount of MO gallons
per sq. yard pel day, the resulting effluent was quite satis-
factory and contained nitrates. A final straining through
sand was found to be necessary as usual. The albuminoid
ammonia was reduced to 0'15 pari per 100,000, and the
oxygen absorbed to Is ,,jr ,,. ^n earth-filter was tried
instead of tin- coke-bed, and yielded nearly the same results.

The above experiments were to some extent determined bv
the nature of the existing works at the brewery, but iii

constructing Den works, the best course wculdbe to provide

tanks for chemical treatment, a first percolation filter a
another at a lower level, and finally a shallow sand strain
To prevent acid fermentation of their contents, the tan
should not be too laige, andthe filters should be oi suffieii
area to allow of only a moderate quantity per yard bei
passed through them. The actual amount of purificati
effected during the experiments amounted to 96 per cent,
regards the albuminoid ammonia, and 93 per cent, reckon
cm the oxygen absorbed.—W. P. S.

Molasses ; Use of Oj-idising Agents in the Fermentati
of Sulphited . II. Alliot and o. Gimel. EM
Assoc. I'hini. Suer. ct Dist., 1904, 22, 88— 92.

The method of Saillard for removing Bulphurous
boiling with sulphuric acid, is too costly owing to the iar

consumption of fu- 1. The authors find that calcium hyp
chlorite and manganese dioxide are among the chemil
oxidising agents presenting most interest. Calcium hyp
chlorite, from its cheapness and more rapid action, is to
preferred, and its employment is moie general, since t: e

is no need for it to act in an acid medium as is the ca
with manganese dioxide. Moreover, the sal - ol manganei
although not injurious, retard fermentation. Ihi
tages secured are the disappearance of sulphurous aei
either free or as potassium bisulphite, bactericidal actii

and consequent purity of fermentation, and an accelerati
in the multiplication of yeast cells. The quantity oi hyp
chlorite used is 50 grms. per hectolitre.—L. J. de*\V.

Molasses; Destruction of Sulphurous Aci<i in Sulphiti
. M. E. Pozzi-Escot. Bull. Assoc. Chun. Suer.

Dist., 1904, 22, 92—101.

Although the use of sulphurous acid as an antiseptic
valuable in obtaining pure fermentations, large i|tiautiti

give rise to the production of sulphuretted hydrogeu by
enzymic bydrogenation, with formation of metallic sulphides
in the pipes, and the sulphurous acid also acts injuriously by
retarding the development of the yeast It has no sensible
action on the activity of sucrase and zyma.-e of yeast
In active fermentation with acclimatised yeast, part of the
sulphurous aeid is reduced, part oxidised, and part absorbed.
It is not possible to destroy the acid by chemical reduction
in distillery wort, and electrolytic reduction introduces*
substances injurious to yeast. By using a scrubber and
working at t'.o —To ('. it is possible to oxidise sulphurous
aeid practically with atmospheric air. This action may be
assisted by manganese protoxide, which was found to have
only a negligeable influence when present to the extent of
0-5 grm. per litre. Worts fermented in presence of a large
quantity id' sulphurous acid contain notable' quantities of
fatty acid, aldehyde, and higher alcohols. Calcium hypo-
chlorite is useful if added in quantity to merely reduce the

quantity of sulphurous acid, but electrolytic oxidation
introduces a large quantity of accessory products in presence
of which yeast develops with difficulty.—L. J. de \V.

Sugars ttml Starch ; Determination of i'h I',

Substances [MalQ. J. *. Ford. XXIII., page953.

English Patents.

Malting Apparatus. 11. Plischke and A. Beschorner,
Vienna. Kng. Pat. 2S.2ri4. Dec. 23. 1903.

Sek Fr. Pat. :;37,'.)S3 of 1903 ; this J., 1904, 556.—T. F. E

Whey into Vinegar; Milhod of Converting . A.
Barbier, Paris. Kng. Pat. 16,189, July 21, 1904.

Seb Fr. Pat. 334,071 of 1903 ; this J., 1904, 32.—T. F. B.

Distillery or other Impute Effluents containing Mat!, r in

Suspension; Bacterial Bi J System of Treating —
A. M. Cowie. Kng. Pat. 20,025, Sept. 17, 190S.

Will. 1!., page 947.

French Patent.

Albumin-Tannatc ; Soluble [for Filtering and Clari-

fying Wine, e\v.j. Soe. l.asuiolles and 11. de la Faje.

Fr. Pat. 12,682, April 27. 1904.

PownsRKU casein (46 parts), t 110111; (46 parts), and
sodium bicarbonate (8 parts), ate mixed together. This
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powder forms a clear solution in tepid water, and when
added to acid liquors such as wine, the insoluble albumin-

tannate precipitates nut, carrying with it suspended matter.

Infusorial earth may he used iu conjunction. Filter cloths

soaked in the solution are said to become much improved
ibrthe nitration of weakly acid, turbid liquors.— R. L. J.

XVIII -FOODS; SANITATION; WATER
PURIFICATION, & DISINFECTANTS.

(yl.)—FOODS.

United States Patents.

Evaporating Liquids [Milk ; Process for . .7. A.
Just, Pulaski, X.Y. U.S. Pat. 765,343, July 19, l'J04.

The liquid in the form of a tihn is t vaporated by exposing
it to the action of a heated surface on one side, and to a

.•ooled surface on the opposite side. This method prevents

•he overheating ot the material, and keeps the outer surface

•f the film in a porous condition, so that evaporation easily

akes place. A is a hollow cylinder, heated by passing
team into the interior, and capable of being rotated in the
irection of the arrow by suitable means. A flat water-
ooled box (3) is placed at an angle against the cylinder,
nd so adjusted that only a thin film of liquid can escape
s the cylinder rotates. The liquid to be evaporated is

applied at C, and the dried product is taken off by the
draper K. The use of the cooled surface allows a snffi-

iently high temperature to be applied to ensure the
Iteriiisation as well as the complete desiccation of the
laterial without damage from overheating.— YV. II. C.

French Patent.

'ooi/s; Process of Sterilising . K. C. L. G. Budde.
Fr. Pat. 342,769, April 30, 1904.

he food—green peas, for instance— is heated for 10 minutes
ith a 0*005 per cent, solution of formaldehyde, and after-

ards lor 10 minutes with a 0-025 per cent, solution of
ydrogen peroxide, and then canned. Other foods, such as
|sh, milk, or meat, may be similarly sterilised, but without
[eating, if the treatment be more prolonged. The hydrogen
eroxide may be replaced by sodium peroxide or per-
llphate —W. P. S.

KB.)—SANITATION ; WATER PURIFICATION.

Brewery Refuse; Purification of . H. M. Wilson.
XVII., page 946.

English Patents.

ewage and other fluids; Purification of . A. A.
Adams, London, and E. Springborn, Glasgow. Eng. Pat.
19,599, Sept. 11, 1903.

I3E sewage is conducted into a settling tank containing a
>rizontal grating covered with filtering material (coke),
fter passing this grating the liquid flows from the lower

part of the tank into a distributing main, and from the
latter to a number of filter channels. These are fitted with
box screens and a series of filters. The filters, consisting
of any suitable filtering material, packed between perforated
walls, are in pairs, so that while one is lowered into the
channel, the other is suspended iu the air. By this means
the filters are alternately aerated. Thy channels discharge
into a main effluent conduit. A space of 2 feet is left

between the successive pairs of filters, a bed of gravel con-
fined by low walls extending across the channel, being placed
in this space. The second wall of each gravel bed is per-
forated by tubes sloping upwards.—\V. 1'. S.

Distillery or other Impure Effluents containing Mutter in

nsion ; Bacterial Bed Si/stem of Treating .

A. M. Cowie, Dufftown, Scotland. Eng. Pat. 20,025,
Sept. 17, 1U03.

To the usual bacterial installations are added sludging com-
partments provided with sludging boards for the purpose of
removing suspended matter, especially yeast. 'Ihecompart-
nients arc preferably made deep and narrow.—A. G. L.

S« nje and other Fluids ; Apparatus for Treating .

\\ . .1. Schweitzer, White Plains, X.Y., U.S.A. Ens Pat.

14,003, June 21, 1904.

See U.S. Pat. 763,020 of 1904; this J., 1904,758.—T.F.B.

Ammonia; Process for the Extraction of from the

Sewage Water? oj Towns, and simitar Liquids. R. Schil-
ling and C. Ivremer, Berlin. Eug. l'at. 14,966, July 14,
1 91 14.

The clarified fewage-waters are led on to layers of coke,
slag, or the like contained in closed receptacles, and after
remaining some time are removed, and hot gases passed
through the layers of coke, ovc. After these are well heated,
the entrance of gases is stopped, and the filters are again
filled for renewal of the process. The gases are led away
to be treated for recovery of the ammonia. The hot gases
used are, preferably, produced by the combustion of the
slime deposited during the preliminary purification.—E. S.

(C.)—DISINFECTANTS.

English Patent.

Ins, ,'icidc. G. Muller, JIulhausen, Germany. Eng. Pat.

18,678, Aug. 29, 1903.

" S ICCHAJUC acid " is claimed as an insecticide. ( (wing to

its hygroscopic nature, it is to be mixed with some "animal
or mineral ponder" {e.g. talc), and in the state of powder
is blown into the air by distributing bellows.—T. F. B.

XIX.-PAPER, PASTEBOARD, Etc.

Sulphite Wood Pulp ; Notes on the Boiling of .

Moutauus. Wochenbl. f. Papierfab., 1904, 35, 2332—2833.

The improvements introduced in recent years in the manu-
facture of sulphite wood pulp have led to a considerable
shortening of the boiling process, so that in the Mitscherlich
apparatus the boiling is reduced to 2S—30 hours, and in
the Ritter-Kellner to 14—16 hours. The time of boiling is

regulated by the nature of the wood, strength of liquor, &c;
it also depends on the kind of pulp it is desired to make.
If easy bleaching be net a desideratum, and if a strong,
tough cellulose be required, the process of " high " boiling
is adopted, i.e., the boiling is stopped whilst the liquor still

contains a relatively high percentage of sulphur dioxide.
But if an easy bleaching pulp be required, it is boiled " low "

until littie or no sulphur dioxide remains. Pulp boiled
"low" is, however, proportionately weaker ; it leaves the
boiler with a pale to chocolate-brown colour. The browner
the stuff as it leaves the boiler, the less the quantity of
chlorine required for bleaching. Sometimes a " high "-

ooiled pulp will turn brown when not desired to do so,

especially if the blowing-off of the gases be delayed. If,

as a compromise, a pale, strong pulp, which does not
present too great difficulties in bleaching, be desired, the
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temperature in the boiler should net be allowed to rise too
rapidly, hut the whole boiling should be conducted more
slowly than for pulp which has not to he bleached.

I

" brown-boiled " pulp, above referred to, must not be con-
founded with the interior scorched pulp obtained when the
wood is not fully covered with liquor. For the preparation
of a fine "white-boiled" pulp, it is recommended t<

perfectly fresh pine wood, in which all the sap is still

present, and to boil it slowly with a strong sulphite solution.
If properly prepared the resulting pulp will be nearly as
white as if it had been bleached.—.1. F. B.

Sulphite Celluloses Bleaching of . Montanns.
Wochenbl. f. l'apierfah., 1904, 35, 2761—2762.

In the author's experience the consumption of bleach, in
bleaching sulphite wood-pulp to a " high white," works out
at an average of 14 percent. The author never uses acid,
and doe* not heat the pulp to a higher temperature than
35°—10° C. If the stuff, for any reason, has to he kept
for a long time in the bleaching engine, it is best to mix
it cold. Thorough washing after bleaching causes a
certain fall back in colour; the use of an anticblor also dulls
the white slightly. In the case of a pulp which bleaches
with difficulty, the author does not add an unnecessarily-
large quantity of bleach, but discharges the engine whilst
the stuff is still yellowish and contains a residue of chlorine.
After a few days the same stuff is loaded back into the
engine with quite a small addition of bleach, which then
brings about a far better white than if the whole quantity
of bleach bait been employed in a single operation ; but if

the cellulose is well boiled and not browned, this double
bleaching is never necessary. The bleach solution is made
up to a density of 3 • 5° or 4" B., but the active chlorine
should always he determined chemically. The composition
of the water has a great influence upon the bleaching
process. The consumption of chlorine is relatively less

in hollanders which take a heavy charge than in the smaller
ones.—J. F. B.

Sulphite Cellulose ; Manufacture of Tissue Paper from
. C. Meyer. I'apier-Zeit., 1904, 29, 2G86—2GS6.

Foit the manufacture of tissue paper from wood cellulose, a
machine of the Fourdrinier type with several drying
cylinders is the most satisfactory. Sulphite pulp is pre-
ferable to soda pulp, on account of its superior strength.
The chief difficulties encountered arc occasioned by the
presence of resinous impurities in the raw material, which
cause sticking and tearing. The whole secret of successful

manufacture lies in a suitable boiling and bleaching of the
pulp. The boiling liquor should be as rich as possible in

sulphurous acid, and the duration of boiling must not be
curtailed. The condition of the wood is also important ; it

must not be too fresh, and wood which lias been floated
down the rivers always gives the best results. The residual
sticky impurities are removed by bleaching. This opera-
tion is not as a rule an easy one, since tbc resinous bodii >

in combination with gypsum form :. hard scale on the
fibres. Bleaching should be conducted at a lukewarm
temperature with 18—20 per cent, ol bleach, without the
assistance of acid. A preliminary treatment with sodium
carbonate is not necessary with a well-boiled pulp : the
use of antii hlor i- desirable. With a suitable machine, a

speed of 35 metres per minute is attainable, working on
tissues at !7 grins, per square metre. The wire should not
be coarser than 85—*J0 mesh (German measure), othi

wise very inferior results an obtained. If the shaker d
not work with perfect uniformity and horizontally, ii will

destroy the wire and had belter be discarded; the dandv
roll may also ' e omitted with advantage. The stuff should
be sized verj sparingly, but plenty of. alum should he used.
With steel knives in ordinary beaters ii is usual to allow
two hours for opening out the fibres, four hours for heating
proper, with gradually increasing pressure, and two hours
for brushing out and for making the stuff even. Beating
mustion no account be hurried, hut the time cau he shortened
considerably by using broad bronze or basalt-stone beating
surfaces, which rapidly impart the desirable " wetness " to

ibe pulp withoui beating it ',' dead."—J. l-\ B.

Bank-Note Papers. Liber. Wochenbl. f. Papierfab.v
1904, 35, 27S7—2761.

Details arc given of comparative tests made with three
papers made from pulps of the following composition:
(n) 30 per cent, of flax and 70 per cent, of hemp, both in
the partially crude, semi-white state j

('<) 85 per cent, of
pulp (a) with 15 per cent, of raw unbleached cotton

;
(A

pure ramie pulp. The pulps were beaten for a very long;
time, especially pulp (a), and the consequent " wetness"
made the treatment on the hand-mould very difficult.

The strength tests of the unsized papers shewed that the
piper (a) was •],, strongest, with an average breaking
length of 8310 metres ; the presence of the cotton in the
paper from pulp (/>) caused the lowering of the breaking
length to 709Gm . a fall of 14- 7 percent.; tbesltei
ramie paper was only 6112m. The effect of animal sizing on
the three papers was different; the strength of (11) was
increased 43 per cent., that of (6) 30 per cent , and that of
(c) only 18 per cent. The rosin sizing of the same pulps
in the heater caused decreases of strength amounting to

6 per cent, in (a), 12" 5 per cent, in (b I it. in
(c). The ramie fibre responds less to the influence of the
sizing, whether animal or rosin, than the other fibres, owing
to its cruder nature. The presence of incrustations on the
surface of the ramie fibres account; for the unabsorbent
nature of the paper, and also causes the marked deficii qci
of felting properties, as shown by the comparative weakness
of the waterleaf paper, although the individual ramie fibre

is stronger than either flax or bemp. In the case I
pulp (/1) the unbleached cotton is also less absorbent than
the flax and hemp, and the paper is less Strengthc led by
the animal size than paper (n). Winn thi rosin sin
papers were subsequently sized with gelatin the paper con-
taining the CM ton increased 25 per cent, in strength, whereas
the ramie paper increased only slightly. The author con-
cludes that rami is unsuitable for the manufacture of strong
papers, and its great transparency ;s not favourable to the
water-marking, Phorminm (Xew Zealand flax) is a fibre

which felts very well, and should prove an excellent con-
stituent for water-marked hank papers ; certain of the
Russian notes contain a layer of 1i.hormium mixed with
hemp. Since the strength requisite for bank notes can
only be obtained by using semi-crude fibres beaten very
" wet," the resultant transparency causes difficulties inline
engraving. In the author's opinion the desirable strengtS
combined with opacity, would be afforded by the use ol lb.

Japanese paper-mulberry fibre if it were obtainable in a
regular supply. A very good substitute for this can.

however, be got from several European species of mulberry
trees of the genus Mortis. The author has prepared pulps
from these, and finds that they bleach well and give \ cry

Stronj papers, with an exceptionally hi-U resist

crumpling.— .i. I'. 11.

Mm Inn, ; Cleaning the Wire cf the . .1. K.
Wochenbl. f. l'apierfah.. 1904, 25J 2837—2f

The writer recommends the use of a steam jet for kei pine

the wire 1 ;. 1.I1 ol' the paper machine free from impurities.

A spraying pipe, connected with a in steam ;
:

placed on tli underside of the wire cloth, about 4 in

m front of or behind the tension roll or ui

other guide rolls. The spray should not he more
J ii -. away from the surface of the wire. This -pray 1

be applied at any convenient time, hut preferably tiume

diately after tin machine stops work, the wire 1m

round several times for the purpose; a regular spraj
every other day should suffice to keep the wire in

condition.— J. 1 . II.

lixai.isii R» t;

Mnl, rial: Mtic/iin, for Coating ,

L. W. Nines. Meehanicsville. X.V.. and .1. W. Ki

New York. U.S.A. l'.ng. I'al I 1,253, May Ki, I I

Is- order to increase the speed with which a web of panel

may be passed through the coating machine, the web, as i>
j

coating dei :

; from which it is transferred to a double or compound
apron ci of a short endless apron of continuum
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material, and a long endless apron of perforated material.

Both aprons travel in the same plane, and the brushes
operate upon the paper, whilst the latter is supported by

! both aprons ;
after the short apron has returned, however,

the web still passes on the long apron over a final suction

box, immediately above which is another brush; the Ion;;

| apron then returns, and the paper passes on to the driers.

—J. P. IS.

Pulp Strainersfor Paper Manufacture. P. Nebrich, Prag-
Schinichow, Germany. Fng. Pat. 10,403, July 14, 1904.

IA compartment is formed bytwo vertical slotted strainer

plates situated in a vat ; the top of this compartment is

closed by a movable cover, and a valvcd opening at the
bottom communicates with a waste-channel. The crude
pulp is introduced into the compartment between the two

plates, and is there subjected to the oscillating
lino-, ement of a centrally pivoted plate swinging on a
horizontal axis. The oscillating motion at each stroke
femes the fibres through two diagonally opposite half-

sections of the strainer-plates, at the same time creating
:a Miction on the complementary half-sections, which washes
the slots free from knots. The latter collect at the bottom,
and are removed from time to time through the waste valve.

—J. F. B.

United States Patent.

Binding Mediums for Colours [for Paper, $•<;.] ; Pro-
duction of . C. H. Voigt, Assignor to I,. Voigt;
Leipzig-Plagwitz, Germanv. U.S. Pat. 770,202, Sept. 13,
1904.

\s a substitute for animal glue to be used with colouring
naterial for pasteboard, &c, 100 parts of starch. 4— 6 parts
)f a mixture of an " alkaline sulphate and a superoxide
;ompouud," and 300—500 parts of water, are heated
together under pressure at 100

:—200 3
C.—M. J. S.

Fkknch Patents.

ffinling Papers ; Manufacture of . ,7. von Schmaedel.
Fr. Pat. 342,206, April 11, 1904.

jfioLUTioN of a suitable glucoside, such as esculin, saponin,
ic

,
is added to the paper either by impregnation of the

Spued or partially finished paper, or by incorporation with
he palp. The saponin renders the paper very pliable, and
inables it to take a surface which is eminently fitted for
eeeiving the colours and inks in printing.—J. F.JB.

mper Pulp ,• Filter for . F. G. Busbridge. Fr. Pat.
342.21',.-,. April 13, 1904. Under Internal. Conv., Nov.
If, 1903.

EE Eng. Pat. 25,073 of 1903
; this J., 1904, G77.—T. F. B.

Celluloid Composition ,- Neic . ]{. Ortmanu.
Fr. Pat. 342,464, April 19, 1904.

8&INARY pyroxylin, 1 kilo., is mixed with 0-065 litre of !

Spentine, 0-25 litre of a ketone, and 0-25 litre of ether;
•5—0-73 litre of methyl alcohol is then added, and the
Pure is allowed to remain for 12 hoars before being
filled between hot tolls. Venice turpentine and acetone
ield the best results, bat any turpentines or derived resins
nd any ketones may be used.— J. F. B.

'ollodion and Cellulose Solutions ; Apparatus for Filtering
and Spun, in,/ Filaments from . Soc. Desmarais et
Morane and M. Denis. Fr. Pat. 342,655, April 2G, 1904 I

V., page 933.

XX.—FINE CHEMICALS, ALKALOIDS,
ESSENCES, AND EXTRACTS.

Cinchonine Iso-Bases. Z. H. Skraup and R. Zwerger.
Monatsh. Chem., 1901, 25, 894—906.

wither experiments have been made with a view to con-
•miug the authors' opinion that the relations between
nehonine and the so-called iso-bases, i.e., a-i- and 8-i-
nchonine, and allocinchonine may be most clearly shown by

formulae differing not so much structurally as stereochemi-
caily. The work comprised experiments on : the action of
hydrochloric acid on a-t'-cincbonine both at the ordinary and
at higher pressures; decomposition of hydrochloro-a-i-
cinchnniue by alcoholic potash; beating trihydrochlproi
cinchonine with hydrochloric acid in a sealed tube ; action
of hydrochloric acid on jS-^-cinchoniue

; allocinchonine and
hydrochloric acid; o-i-cinchoniue and hydrobromic acid;
action of chlorine on the cinchonine bases.—A. S.

Clove Oil ; Refractive Index of . \f. ij. Simmons.
Chem. News, 1904,90, 146.

Tin: author points out the usefulness of the determination
of the refractive inilex to distillers of clove oil. With pure
oils the refractive index is approximately proportional to
the percentage of eugenol. In the case of adulterated oils,

however, the refractive index cannot be tegarded as a
measure of the amount of eugenol, as is shown by the figures
for Xo. 9 in the following table :

—

.
i

, I

[«]»

I'lrila

P0506
1-0*75
1-0455
1-0560
1-0548
1-05(17

1 0817

0°44'

53
- 1° D'

0° 23'

ii ;,i

Refractive
[lldi Pin i

Per Cent.
1 '5382 931)
lT,:tls 8S-0
ran seal
1-5304 86
1-5297 85-6

Bi'O
1-5840 ill -5

1 '5338 87-0

L-532i 82.-U

-A. S.

. Icorus < 'alamus ; Constituents of the Essential Oil of
II. Thorns and R. Beekstroem. Ber. l'hann. 38, 187,
Pharm. J., 1904,73, 428.

The following constituents have been recognised in the
essential oil of sweet flag (Acorus calamus) :— Free normal
heptylie anil palmitic acids, eugenol, asaryl aldehyde, esters
ot acetic and palmitic acids, the crystalline body, C 13H,.60».
m. pt. 168° C, previously detected by Schimmel and by
Soden and Rojahn, which the authors name calameone, and
asarone, i ,,ll

lf
( ),. Asarone forms a solid compound with

phosphoric or arsenic acid, in the same manner as cineol
[eucalyptol]. During the reaction it becomes polymerised,
terming parasarone, (C 12H, c 3 ),, a product which becomes
transparent and vitreous" at 173 C, and melts at '203 ('.,

and is readily soluble in most organic solvents.—A. S.

Cascara Bark ; Chemical Examination of . H. A. D.
.lowett. Amer. Pharm. Assoc, 1904. Chem. and Drug-
gist, 1904, 65, 509.

I'm: author finds that cascara sagrada contains emodin,
glucose, and small amounts of (1) a substance apparently
an isomeride of emodin, and possibly identical with the iso-

emodm obtained from Rhamnusfrcuigula bark ; and (2) a
substance which yields syringic acid when treated with acids.

No evidence could be obtained of the existence of chryso-
phanie acid or chrysarobin, or of glucosides yielding, on
hydrolysis, emodin, chrysopbanic acid, or rhamnetin (com-
pare this J., 1893, 513; 1S98, 792; 1901, 66). Emodin,
though insoluble in water, is soluble in the aqueous extract
of cascara bark, and can be extracted only slowly and with
difficulty by shaking with immiscible solvents. This beha-
viour probably accounts for the statements that cascara
bark dots not contain emodin. If tbe aqueous extract be
treated with acids, the substances soluble in water are
decomposed with formation of resins, and the emodin can
then be readily extracted. Cascara sagrada also contain
hydroljtic enzyme capable of decomposing amygdalin, and
about two per cent, of a fat consisting of arachidic acid,

both free and combined with an alcohol, and substances,
probably glycerides, yielding linolic and myristic acids on
hydrolysis. The alcohol with which the arachidic acid is

combined, has been named rhamnol. It has the composition
CS0H.MO, melts at 135°'—136

3

C, and is identical with
the alcohol obtained from K6-sani seeds by Power and Lees
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(tliis J., 1903, 10131. Physiological experiments showed
that emodin is Dot the active constituent of cascara sagrada.
The active principle or principles were Dot isolated, but are
contained in thai portion of the extract which is precipitated
by lead subacetate. It is also soluble in water aod in
alcohol.— A. S.

Phenol; Volumetric Determination of . F. X. Moerk.
XX III., page 958.

Aldehydes [in Essential Oils]
; Detection of , and the

Constitution of Nitrosodimethylaniline. G. Velardi.
XXIII., page 952.

Rhubarb; Colorimelrie Valuation of . A. Tschirch.
XXIII., page 953.

United States Patents.

Metatolylsemicarbazide. J. Callsen, Elberfeld, Germany,
Assignor to Farbenfabr. of Elberfeld Co., New York
U.S. Pat. 765,164, July 19, 1904.

Hi- treating m-tolylbvdrazine with cyanic acid or its salts,

lnetatolylsemicarbazide is obtained in the form of colourless
crystals of m. pt. 183°—184° C, sparingly soluble in cold
water, soluble in hot water and alcohol, and insoluble in
ether. It is said to possess therapeutic (antipyretic)
properties.—T. F. B.

Polychloral, and Process of Making same. S. Gartner
Halle-on-the-Saale, Germany. U.S. Pat. 70*, 744 \u"
30, 1904.

Chloral is polymerised by gradually adding an amine
(*•£•> pyridine) to cooled chloral, with constant stirring,
until the mass solidifies, when it is shaken with dilute
hydrochloric acid, and the residue washed and dried.
Polychloral, a> thus obtained, is a slightly volatile anaes-
thetic substance, capable of volatilisation 'without melting,
converted by hot water or hot aleohol into chloral hydrate
or chloral alcoholate, and decomposed by alkalis into
chloroform and formic acid.—T. F. 13.

Iron and Arsenic ; Soluble Compound of , and Process
of Making same. h. Spiegel, Charlottenburg, Germany.
U.S. Pat. 768,886, Aug. 30, 1904.

See Fr. Pat. 336,127 of 1903 ; this J., 1904, 383.— T. F. B.

XXL-PHOTOGRAPHIC MATERIALS
AND PROCESSES.

English Patent.

Sensitising Dye-stuffs [for Photographic Purposes]
;

Manufacture of New , and Intermediate Products
for Use therein. H. E. Xewton, London. From Farben-
fabr. Yorin. F. Bayer and Co., Elberfeld, Germany.
Eng. Pat. 25,144, Xov. 18, 1903.

See U.S. Pat. 752,323 of 1904 and Fr. Pat. 337,704 of 1903
;

this J., 1904, 337 and 486 respectively.—T. F. B.

United States Patent.

Colour Photography. W. C. South, Ilerwyn, Pa,
U.S. Pat. 709,773, Sept. 13, 1UU4.

See Eng. Pat. 123 of 1903 ; this J., 1903, 380.—T. F. B.

French Patent.

Photographs on Linen or other Fabrics or Substances;
Production of . O. Fulton and YV. M. Gillard.
Fr. Pat. 842,828, April 5, 1904. Under Interuat. Cony.,
May 16, 1903.

See Eng. Pat. 11,219 of 1903; this J., 1904, 622.—T. F. B.

XXIL-EXPLOSrVES. MATCHES, Etc.

Nitrocellulose ; I), termination of tki Stability of .

E. Bergmana and A. Junk." XXIII., page 953.

Double Acetylides. A. E. Edwards and W. R. Ilodghinscn.
XXI V., page 954.

English Patenis.

Compositions fir Fuses, Self-Propelling Explosive Projec-
tiles, or the like : Slow-Combustion . 'W. T. Unge,
Stockholm. Eng. Pat. 23,700, Xov. 2, 1903.

See Fr. Pat. 336,266 of 1903; this J , 1904, 385.—T. F. B.

Explosives. 11. J. I laddau, London. From J. Fiihrer,
Vienna. Eng. Pat. 3253, Feb. 9, 1904.

The disruptive power of explosives consisting of ammonium
nitrate and aluminium powder is found to be considerably
increased by the addition of the higher nitro-derivativi - ."t

benzene, phenols, and naphthalene, and especially toluene.
An example of such an explosive mixture is ammonium
nitrate, 05 paits : carbon, 2 parts; diuitrotoluene, 10 parttfc

aluminium, 23 part«. The addition of carbon is also claimed
as rendering the mixture less hygroscopic.—T. F. IS.

[Explosive] Nitrated Carbohydrates. A. Hough, Dover,
X.J., U.S.A. Eng. Pat. 12,027, June 3. 1904. Uuder
Intermit. Com., June 13, 19U3.

Si i 1 ,S. Pat. 751,070 of 190J ; this .I., 1904, 385.— T. F. B.

United States Patents.

Explosive. II. von Dahmen, Assignor to Firma G. Both.
Vienna. U.S. Pats. 770,046 aud 770,047, Stpt. 13, 1904.

See Eng. Pat. 3253 and Fr. Pat. 341,033 of 1904 : -ec

above, aud this J., 1904, 882.—T. F. B.

Lubricant for Oiling Cuns; Alkaline . ,!.(,. Wild.
Assignor to Winchester Repeating Arms Co. U.S. Pat.

768,835, Aug. 30, 1904. III., page 931.

French Patent.

[Nitrocellulose] ; Method for Nitrating . J. Sclwig
Fr. Pat. 342,5~02, April 21, 1904.

While cellulose is being nitrated in a centrifugal uitratinj
apparatus it is proposed to make the acid circulate con
tinuouslv through the material by means of a pump, for thi

purpose of producing a more uniform nitration and avoiding
local centres of heating.—G. W. Mel).

XXIIL—ANALYTICAL CHEMISTRY.

APPARATUS, ETC.

United States Patent.

Pouring and Filtering; Apparatus for . E. Kellei

and A. Ferrell, Baltimore, Mil. U.S. Put. 708,605
Aug. 30, 1904.

The tunnels arc held in an adjustable rack above the ro»
of beakers in which the filtrate is to b..- received. Th<
beakers holding the liquids to be filtered are mounted in

another rack, in which they are held by clamps, which also

hold [louring rods against the iips of the beakers. Bj
suitable mechanism, the beakers can be tilted to the desired

extent and a continuous stream of liquid poured into thi

funnels. Means are provided for adjusting beakers ol

different si/.es iti the rack so that their lips are all in th'

same line.— \Y. II. (
'.

IyORGANIC—QVALITA TI VE.

Phosphide, Arsenide, and A ntimonide of Hydrogen ; B<

agent for . P. Lemoult. Coinptes rend., 1901,139
478—480.

Merccru iodide dissolved in excess of potassium iodid.

solution, but not rendered alkaline as in preparing Nessler'

reagent, forms a very sensitive reagent for the deteotioi

ol phosphine, arsine, and stibine, with each of which i

tonus ;, crystalline precipitate, orange-yellow, lifikt hrowrj

and dark brown respectively, of formula KIIg.,1,. Th<

precipitates are readily decomposed by alkalis or b\ stronj

-nitric acid or aqua regia.—J. T. L).
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Precious Metals ; Coloration of the Borax Bead by

Colloidal Dissolved [Detection of]. J. Donau.

Monatsh. Chem., 11104, 25, 913—918.

Tnu author finds that the colorations imparted to a fused

borax head by the precious metals afford an extremely

sensitive test for their detection. The colour produced is,

in general, the same as that of a colloidal solution of the

metal, [n the case of gold, the bead is first coloured red

nr purple ; on heating for a longer time, the colour changes

tir-t to blue, then to greenish-blue, and finally disappears.

The smallest weight of gold which can be detected is

O-025 n gnu. (O-0U0025 mgrm.). Alkali salts, silicic acid,

and iron have practically no influence on the test
;
platinum",

if the amount present be greater than 6 per cent, of that

of the gold, obscures the reaction. The coloration is not

produced if the gold solution contains free sulphuric acid

or free halogens. Silver colours the borax bead yellow,

the coloration appearing after 1— 2 mins., but disappearing

again on continued heating; the smallest amount which

can be detected is0 - 18 M8rm - J Q the case °f platinum the

borax bead appears fawn-coloured by transmitted light, and

"milky " by reflected light. The smallest quantity which

can be detected is 0-05 /x grm. The coloration disappears

on continued heating of the borax bead, but it persists

ifcgcrthan in the case of gold. Iridium and osmium colour

the bead in the same inauner as platinum, but no turbidity

is to be observed by reflected light. With rhodium the

borax bead appears brown by transmitted light and a slate-

grav by reflected light. Palladium and ruthenium colour

jthe bead black. Figures are cited showing that the above

colour reactions are much more sensitive than the usual

Imethods for the detection of small quantities of the precious

metals.—A. S.

INORGANIC—QUANTITATIVE.
,Flne Gases; Rapid Method for Testing -. H. Le

I

Chatelier. Bull. Soc. d'Encourag., 1904, 106, Rev. Metall.,

471—47-.'.

The author has devised the following apparatus:—Two
Iwires of silver or platinum, 1 metre long, are fixed parallel

to and electrically insulated from each other. The ends

(are 1 cm. apart, and are steeped in a semi-fluid mixture
Icornposed of equal weights of flax and kaolin or some pure
'clav, and the mass connecting the ends is then dried and
•jlrined. This porous mass is next soaked in a 10 per cent,

(solution of copper nitrate, dried, and calcined till the mass
[blackens. It is then reduced in an illuminating-gas flame,

and tested to see if it allows an electric current to pass.

Irhe open ends of the wires are then connected to the poles

jjf a Leclanche batter}r
, and put in circuit with a galvano-

Bater or an electric bell. The covered ends of the wires

Ure placed in the path of the hot flue gases, which should

Ihave a temperature of about 500° C. When there is an
[insufficiency of air to complete combustion, the copper

Dosde on the dry clay is reduced to copper, the electric

purrent then passing, and actuating the bell or galvano-

meter. When there is sufficient air, no current passes,

'lopper oxide being a bad conductor.—L. F. G.

[Hydrogen Contents of Gaseous Mixtures ; Method for the

> Continuous Determination of , and Apparatus
f therefor. W. P. Thompson, Liverpool. From Verein.

Maschinenfabr. Augsburg uud Maschinenbauges. Niirn-

i benr, A.-G., Nuremberg, Germane. Eng. Pat. 1.">,70G,

July 14, 1904.

The method is based on the fact that the conductivity of

[hydrogen, both for heat and for electricitv, is considerably
igreater than that of other gases, and therefore the con-

ductivity of the gaseous mixture affords an indication of
ts hydrogen content. One form of apparatus consists of

ji wide tube, through which parses a current of the gas to
jie examined, and which com -tins a coiled tube heated by a
:urrent of some fluid (gas or liquid) which enters it at a
j'.onstant temperature. From the temperature of the heated
luid as it emerges from the coiled tube the hydrogen content
it the gas under examination can be calculated. In
mother form of apparatus, the variation in conductivity
>f the gaseous mixture is judged by the variation in

length of a metal rod placed in the gas and heated to
a constant temperature. In a third form, the hydrogen
content is ascertained by the alteration in resistance

-

of
a helix placed in the gaseous mixture, and heated by a
constant electric current; whilst a fourth form consists
of two electrodes fixed a certain distance apart in a tube
through which the gas circulates, the variation iu potential
difference between the electrodes affording a basis for

calculating the hydrogen content of the mixture.—T. F. li.

Phosphorus in Calcium Carbide; Determination of .

H. Lidholm. Z. angew. Chem., 1904, 17, 1452—1453.

The author finds that in the determination of phosphorus
in calcium carbide by evolving and burning acetylene from
it, and determining the phosphoric acid in the collected

products of combustion, if dilute alcohol be used instead

of water alone, the rate of evolution and combustion can be
made perfectly regular. Ten grms. of the powdered sample
are placed in a crucible, which is put into a very wide
necked 500 e.c. flask, the cork of which carries a stoppered
dropping-funnel, a tube for the entry of hydrogen, and a
reflux condenser, the upper end of the latter being con-
nected wijh a burner. The burner is placed under a vertical

wide glass tube, connected with a wash-bottle containing

watet ; during the experiment a strong current of air is

aspirated through the wide tube and wsh-bottle, in both of
which are collected the products of combustion of the

acetylene. The apparatus is filled with hydrogen, which
is then lighted tit the burner; "0 e.c. of alcohol are poured
in through the funnel, and water is gradually added. When
no more gas is 'evolved, hydrochloric acid is added, till the

lime is dissolved, the liquid boiled, and the flame allowed
to burn 10 minutes after all luminosity has disappeared,

and the absorbing apparatus is then washed out into a
beaker, with water and ammonia, the liquid filtered from
any separated silica, and the phosphoric acid determined
by means of magnesia mixture. Closely eoncordaut results

are said to be obtained. The solution of the lime by hydro-
chloric acid is merely to render the boiling safer ; all the

phosphorus is evolved by water alone.—J. T. D.

Chloric Acid; Determination of . W.S. Hendrixson.

Amer. Chem. J., 1904, 32, 242—246.

The author has found that metallic iron readily reduces

free chloric acid even in very dilute solutions. Chlorates or

bromates may be estimated by adding excess of iron in the

presence of sulphuric acid. The reduction is complete in

about an hour, and no heating is necessary. The iron is

then oxidised with nitric acid and the halogen hydraeid

titrated by Volhard's method. The advantages claimed are

great simplicity, and absence of errors due to heating.

Perchloric acid is not reduced, so does not interfere.

—F. Sdn.

Alkali C'hromalcs ; Action of Nitric and Acetic Acids

on —— . [Determination of Chromium.] A. Leuba.

Ann. Chim. anal, appl., 1904, 9, 303—304. Chem .

Centr., 1904, 2, 849.

The author finds that in the analysis of minerals containing

chromium, if the melt obtained by fusing with sodium car-

bonate be dissolved in nitric acid, the hydroxides of iron

and aluminium subsequently precipitated by ammonia
always contain chromium. This is owing to the reducing

action of nitric acid on the alkali chromate. By repeatedly

evaporating a quantity of potassium bichromate with nitric

acid, 9 per cent, of it undergoes decomposition with formation

of chromium sesquioxide. Aeetie acid acts in a similar

manner to nitric acid.—A. S.

Iodine ; Determination of in presence of Bromine
and Chlorine. E. Thilo. Chem.-Zeit., 1904,' 28, 866.

Whex silver nitrate solution is added to a solution containing

chloride, bromide, and iodide, the whole of the iodine is pre-

cipitated first as silver iodide, followed by the bromine, no

silver chloride being formed till the whole of the bromine has

been precipitated. The point at which the precipitation of

the iodine is complete is determined by placing drops on a

strip of filter-paper freshly wetted with dilute palladium

chloride solution. The method is applied to crude iodine or
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Hows:—5 grms. of the substance are

,, .1 with 51 n •., of water and 2 grin*, of zine dust, and

when all tin iodine is converted into zine iodide tlic mixt

is filtered into e flask, the residue washed, trans-

ferred 1 a small beaker, dissolved in dilute nitric acid,

excess oi inc dust added, and the mixture filtered into the

g up, 50 c.e. are titrated with X In

silver nitrate solution, till a drop gives uo black spot on the

palladium paper. ( Ihlorine or bromine, if present, may now

ined in the liquid by adding a crystal of potas-

sium .Inornate, titrating with the N/10 silver nitrate,

ng nitric acid to dissolve the red silver chromate,

nip; in a (iooch crucible, and weighing. 'II

of silver in the filtrate is titrated with thiocyanate, after

reducing the chromate by ferrous sulphate (and, if need be,

contesting the liquid). From the weight of the mixed

ipitate, and the amount of silver it contains, the chlorine

and bromine can be calculated. It is stated that relatively

small amounts of iodine can be determined in presence, of

considerable quantities of chlorine and bromine by this

method. In testing commercial potassium iodide, the silver

iodide separates in 11 colloidal form, and the end-point cannot

be determined : but the addition of 1—2 grins, of sodium

chloride completely overcomes this difficulty.—J. T. 1>.

Gold and Silver in Zinc Ores; Crucible Charge for

[Determination of] . E. .1. Hall and E. Topper.

School of Mi'»s Quait., 1904,25, 355—358.

As the result of a large number of experiments, the authors

include that, in the determination of gold and silver in

zinc ores by the crucible method, the amount of litharge

used should he just sufficient to give a lead button large

enough to collect the gold and silver, since lead oxide in the

slag seems to interfere with the complete decomposition of

the ore, and prevent the formation of a slag which is free

from lumps, and which can be readily poured. The amoi it

it'sodium carbonate should be from four to five times that

of the ore. Boras glass should be added in amount sufficient

to prevent the charge from being entirely basic, and to

i-sist in fluxing the ganguc miuerals not acted on by

sodium carbonate alone. If necessary, an amount of argol

sufficient to reduce the whole of the litharge should be

added, whilst if the ore contain more than 15 per cent, of

pyrites, the addition of a couple of [iron] nails will prevent

the formation of a brittle button. The following charge

was found to be the most suitable oue for a 20-grin.

crucible, the quantities being given in A.T. (assay tons) :

Ore, I; sodium carbonate, 1£; borax glass, h ; litharge, i.

The most suitable temperature is 750°—775° C, and the

time requin d for the fusion is 30—35 minutes. The method

gives good results with ores containing up to 7'5 per cent,

of copper.— A. S.

Platinum-Gold-Silver Alloys ; Analysis 0/ . Bollard

and Bertiaux. Ann. Chim. anal, appl., 190-1, 9, 287—292.

Chem. Centr., 1904, 2, 852.

I'm. authors find thai by the usual methods for the anal

of platinum-gold-silver alloys, the results are too low for

the gold and too high for the platinum and silver, but are

very accurate for the gold and platinum together. The

following method is recommended for the determination

of the silver: The alloy, cut into small pieces or rolled out

to a leaf, is dissolved in aqua regia ,1 vol. of nitric acid

+ 5 vols, of hydrochloric acid), the solution is evapon

to the consistence of a syrup, and then evaporated to dry-

ness three times with addition of nitric acid, the residue

boiled with a few c.c. of water, 2 c.c. of nitric acid, and

2 drops of hydrochloric acid, the liquid diluted to 100

the silver Chloride tillered off, washed well, dissolved in

30 c.c. of a 20 per cent, solution of potassium cyanide, the

solution diluted to 150 c.c. and eli - irated

silver i- dissolved in nitric acid. 1 [lined by titration

with thiocyanate solution.—A. S.

II. E. Medwav. Amer.
Chem. Centr., 1904, 2,

Electrolysis with Rotating Cathode.

.1. Scieni 1 , Silliman,18, 5C—58.

l'.v using the rotating platinum crucible cathode previously

described (this J., 1903, 823), many metals can be separated

in a short time, by the aid of a high current density, as is

shown by the following results : 02 grin, of cadmium was
separated in 10— 15 minutes from a solution slightly acid
will, sulphuric acid-; the current density was 5—6"6 and
the cathode was rotated at the rate of 650—700 revolutions

per minute. Towards the end of the process, ammonia
was gradually added to prevent re solution of the de

cadmium. Tin was qdet.lv deposited in 1
.",—20 minutes

from 20 c.c. of a solution of stannous ammonium chloride"

to which had been added IOO c.c. of a cold saturated sora-

tion of ammonium oxalate; current density, C6— 12. The
"hole of the zinc was deposited in 25— 30 minutes Cram
50 c.c. of a solution of zinc sulphate containing -I grms.
of potassium oxalate; current density. G-t S'3. t;

completely precipitated in 25—30 minutes from 25 c

solution of the chloride, to which had been added
of potassium cyanide and 30 di tonia solution,

—A. S.

ORGANIC—QUA I ITA Tl VE.

Aldehydes; Detection of , and the Constitution of

Nitrosodimethylaniline. G. Velardi. Gaz. chim. itaL,

1904, 34, GO—74. (hem. Centr., 1904, 2, 733— 734.

The reaction of Rimini (( laz. chim. ital., 31, ; 1], 8 I 1.

depends upon the splitting up of I'iloty's hcnzenesiil]

hydroxamic acid. < ,11 ,SI 1.MI1 ill, in alkaline solution, into

benzenesnlphinic acid and nitroxyl, :X. oil. the latter then

combining with any aldehyde present to form the

Bponding hydroxamic acid, is of general applicability, and
can be used for the detection of unsaturated aldehy les in

complex mixtures, e.g., in natural oils. The reaction i>

not, however, a quantitative oue, as the liberated

also acts on unsaturated compounds at their double link-
\

iugs, with formation of the corresponding oximes:

—

i:.( II CII.K-* R.C(:NOH)CHs R. Tor the deletion of

aldehydes in essential oils, a few drops of the latter arel

heated with a trace of Tiloty's acid and alcoholic potassium

hydroxide solution, the mixture is cooled, diluted with
I

water, some ether added, and then, after neutralise

hydrochloric acid, also some ferric chloride, Pel

cinnamon, orange-peel, lavender, In rgauiot, angelica, fi nnel,

rosemary (French), and lemon oils, among other-,

red coloration; coriander and 68 1 fras oils, on the other

hand, a yellow coloration. The reaction with nitre

also be used to ascertain the constitution of nitrosi

pounds, which behave in this respect like aid.

instance, nitrosodimethylaniline, when treated with nitro-

hydroxylaminie acid, yields, on addition of barium chloride,

the barium salt of dimethylanimoninosopheny lh\

amine. C6H4 .N(CH.,) 3
.N(X< IJOII. It i- thus a true nitroso

compound of the constitution, C
6
I1,(N( i)N(CH ., '_

ORGANIC—QUAXTITA TI VE.

Organic Matter; New [Electrolytic] Method fir thr

Destruction of in To.ricological Anali,sii

Gasparini. A;ti. K. Accad. dci I.imvi Koma, 1904, 13,

[2], 94— loo. ( hem. Centr.. 1904, 2, 852-

Tbe substance to be analysed is covered w ith eonci

nitric acid, and after some time a current of 1--0 amperes

is passed through. An K.M.I'', of 8 volts is used.—

Petroleum; Determination of Impurities in Crude ,1

E. Xettel. C'heni.-/.eit., 1904, 28, v

Mud from the borehole is determined by mixing a known

quantity id' the oil with petroleum spirit, lilterii

weighing.
Water is determined by mixing I'd c.e. of the oil with

an equal volume of petroleum spirit in a stopp<

adding 50 c.c. of X in hydrochloric acid, and

lusly tor five minutes. The mixture i- then left a!

: , -t at li.'i t '. lor half an hour, and -J.", c.e. of tin sc| uraled

acid are titrated with alkali. Trooi the loss of strength ot

the acid, due to dilution, the amount of water in tin oil il

calculated. The author has proved experimentally that—

I. The water in crude petroleum has neither acid not

alkaline reaction. 2. The added acid mixes thoroughly

with any water present (experimi Ms with known quantities

of added water showed exactly (he quantities i
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!. The crude oil has itself no reaction on the hydrochloric

icid.

Solidifying Point.—The oil is cooled in a test-tube fitted

»ith a two-holed cork. Through one hole passes the

herniometer. Through the other is dropped at each degree-

Dterval a small shot. At the solidifying point the shot

vmuiiis on the surface. With dark-coloured oils the shot

nay be painted with zinc-white. On gradually warming

ine solidified oil, the melting point is indicated by the

LinkiDg of the shot.—.1. T. D.

Sugar* and Starch; Determitiation of in Vegetable

Substances. J. S. Ford. Analyst, 1904,29,277—279.

X the determination of sugars in substances like malt,

i-bich contain starch, it has been suggested that the material

K first boiled with alcohol to destroy the enzymes present,

Iter which the sugars can be extracted with water. The
uthor points out that this destruction of the enzymes does

lot take place with alcohol of any strength; the best result

>eing obtained with about II j per cent, (volume) alcohol

;

he actual volume of alcohol taken does not appear mi-

lortaot. provided there is sulricient to cover the substance

ud to boil readily. In the case of vegetable substances of

in acid nature, boiling with alcohol even for half an hour

ives rise to some inversion of sucrose, if present, and even

ritli malts, slight hydrolysis occurs. If the substance be

istinetly acid, a very slight excess of ammonia may be

dded to the alcoholic mixture before boiling.—T. H. P.

A. Itiissing.

Chem. Centr.,
"f

-279.
'larch Si/riipx ; Examination

Z. offeutl. ( hem., 1904, 10,

1904,2, 855.

"he author's method for the determination of dextrose

this J., 1904, 386), failed in the case of three samples

f starch syrup recently examined by him, the amount of

extrose found exceeding considerably the amount calcu-

ited from the direct cupric-reduciug power of the sample,

(though by the latter method, the reducing dextrins would

e returned as dextrose. Xo other kinds of sugar were

resent. The syrups in qnestiou had been prepared by
leans of dilute hydrochloric acid, and the inaccurate

suits were found to be due to the fact that when starch

hvdrolysed by means of very dilute hydiochloric acid

nder certain conditions, the reducing power of the glucose

reduced is diminished by the baryta treatment (loc. eif.)

i a considerably greater extent than is that of a normal

>ecimen of glucose.— A. S>.

'henol ; Volumetric Determination of -. F. X. Mocrk.
Ainer Druggist, 45, 144. Pharm. J., 1904, 73, 453.

« the ordinary method of determining phenol by treating

with excess of bromine in presence of hydrochloric or

ijilphurie acid, and determining the excess of bromine by
tiding potassium iodide and titrating with thiosulphate

lilution in presence of starch, the final reaction is ob-cured
|i some extent by the precipitated tribiomophenol. If,

wards the end of the titration, a small quantity of chloro-

>rm be added, the tribromophenol is dissolved, and the

Ual point of the titration can be more readily observed.

—A. S.

hubarb ; Colorimetric Valuation of . A. Tschireh.

Pharm. Centralb., 45, 496. Pharm. J., 1904, 73, 428.

'he method is based upon the hydrolysis of the nnthra-

ucosides and the subsequent extraction of the oxymtthyl-
ithraijuinones by ether. 0*5 grm. of the finely-powdered

iiubarb is heated for 15 minutes with 50 c.c. of 5 per cent.

dphuric acid under a reflux condenser. After cooling,

're mixture is extracted with successive quantities of ether,

nil that solvent remains colourless when treated with a

ace of potassium hydroxide. The separated aqueous
juid is then heated, to expel dissolved ether, boiled for a
rtber 15 minutes as before, and again extracted with sue-

[ssive quantities of ether. When no more soluble matter

I
removed, the combined ethereal extracts are shaken with

j
>0 c.c. of a o per cent, solution of potassium hydroxide, in

ccessive portions, until the alkaline liquid is no longer
•loured red. The red solution is diluted to 500 c.c. with
'stilled water, 100 c.c. are withdrawn and diluted to 1 litre,

|
en 350 c.c. of this solution are taken and diluted to

1 litre. The depth of colour of the solution should now be
about the same as that of an alkaline aloe-emodiu solution
of the strength of 1 : 1,000,000. It is matched against the
colour of a solution containing a known weight of aloe-
cmodin rendered slightly alkaline with potassium hydroxide.
Rhubarb of good quality should yield from 2 - 8 to I per
cent, of oxymetln lanthraquinones by this method.—A. S.

Nitrocellulose; Determination of the Stability of .

K. Bergmann and A. Junk. Z. uiiu'ew. Chem., 1904, 17,
9S2—985, 1018—1023, 1074—101

Tin; apparatus and method described have been in use in
the Prussian testing station for the past six years. The
apparatus consists of a closed copper bath provided with a
condenser and 10 countersunk tubes of 20 cm. length. By
boiling amyl alcohol in the bath, the tubes can be kept at a
constaut temperature of 132° C. The explosive to be
tested is placed in a glass tube 35 cm. long and 2 cm. wide,
having a ground neck into which an absorption bulb is

fitted. The whole apparatus is surrounded by a shield, in

ease of explosion. In carrying out the test, 2 grms. of the
explosive are placed in the glass tube and well pressed down.
The absorption bulb is half filled with water, ami fitted

into the ground neck of the glass tube, which is then placed
in one of the tubes in the bath previously brought to the
boiling point (132° C). The evolved oxides of nitrogen
are absorbed in the water in the bulb, and at the end of two
hours the tubes are removed from the bath, and, on cooling,

the water from the bulb flows back and weis the explosive.

The contents of the tube are filtered and washed. The
filtrate is oxidised with permanganate, and the nitrogen
determined as nitric oxide by the Schulze-Tiemann method.
The authors conclude that a stable gun-cotton does not
evolve more than 2- 5 c.c. of nitric oxide per grm. on being
heated at 132

3
C. for two hours, and a stable collodion cotton

not more that 2 c.c. under the same conditions. When, in

the course of purification, the evolution of nitric oxide is

once brought below the limits specified, further purification

does not appreciably diminish the proportionate evolution of

nitric oxide per grm. In the tables which follow, the figures

represent c.c. of nitric oxide per grm. on heating at 132 C.

or two hours.

Pulping and Washing.—The influence of these two pro-

cesses is shown in the following table :
—

l ollodion Cotton. Guucotton.'

Half pulped
Fully pulped
5 changes hot wal

50

1 Hour. 2 Hours. 2 Boors.

c.c. c.c. C.C .

6*1

6-8 f; r:> 2-8

i 1*7 u-'.i 2-2
,1-7 1-j 0-8 2-4

Moisture.—The percentage of moisture in the sample to

be tested should be kept as low as possible. A nitrocellulose

containing l
- 97 per cent, of moisture gave an evolution of

2*6 c.c. per grm., while the same sample with 3 '4 per cent,

of moisture gave an evolution of over 50 e.c. per grm.
Sodium Carbonate.—Under the conditions of the experi-

ment, the addition of dry sodium carbonate to an unstable

nitrocellulose diminishes the rate of decomposition. If

sodium carbonate be intimately mixed with a stable nitro-

cellulose, the rate of decomposition will be increased. The
following table shows the effect of sodium carbonate under

different conditions :

—

Condi
Stable

Nitrocellulose,
2 Hours.

1 astable
tlulose,

2 Hours.

e.c.
2-5

Tj
2-5
2-5
5*2

1G-S

c.c.

23'9

+ 5 7 dry Na,CO 13'3
7-1

7-<i

7'1

+ 5 Xu-jCOj dissolved in water 18-2
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Calcium Carbonate and Mercuric i'iiloride.—These two
bodies showed practically no influence on the rate of

decomposition.

Alcohol.— When an unstable nitrocellulose is extracted

for a short time with alcohol a stable compound is

immediately produced.

Solubility in 'Ether-Alcohol.—The percentage solubility

of a nitrocellulose rises on heating at 132 (,'. A sample
which before heating had a solubility of 17 per cent., had
its solubility increased to 82'5 after six hour*' I

See also this J., 1003, 511, 924 and 1208; 1902, 687—
689, 819—825 and 1470-1; 1901, 8—13, 609—017 and
1555—6; 1899, 174and 857-8: 1898, 118(1

;
1897. --'83—290.

—G. W. McD.

XXIV.-SCIENTIEIC & TECHNICAL NOTES.

Yichel Carbonyl; Constitution of . H. O. .Tones.

Brit. Assoc, 1904. Chem. News, 1904, 90, 144—145.

Nickel carbonyl reacts like a ketonio substance in that it

forms compounds with hydroxylamine and hydrazine. It

also reacts «i itfa Grignard's alkj l-magnesium iodides yielding

products containing nickel, magnesium and iodine. With
phenyl-magnesium iodide it yields a product, which when
treated with acids gives rise to a mixture consisting

chiefly oi diphenjl and benzoin. All reactions of nickel

carbonyl which have been described previously can be

equally well explained by means of either of the two
formula'—

OC-

oc<
*Ni<

(
CO ,/CO-

and Xi (
CO X CO-

-CO
I

-CO

but benzoin should theoretically be formed in a much simpll r

way from a compound with the second formula.—A. S.

Titanium and Tin Compounds ; Some . F. Kmich.
Monatsh. Chem., 1S04, 25, 907-912.

BaiiITJM-TITANIUM fluoride. 2BaTiI\.H.
:
< >. was prepared b\

treating a Bolution of potassium-titanium fluoride with the

requisite quantity of barium chloride solution, in a platinum

dish, and filtering off and washing the barium compound.
On strongly heating the barium titanium fluoride in a

platinum retort connected with a platinum U-tube cooled

by a mixture of solid carbon dioxide and ether, there was
found, in the neck of the retort after cooling, a white trans-

parent substance, soluble in water and consisting of titanium

fluoride.

The author found the solidifying point of titanium chloride

to be — 23° C, and the boiling point of tin tetraiodide, 341°C.
(corr.).

A quantitative yield of potassium tin fluoride K2SoF6 . II o
can be obtained by treating a solution of 27 grms. of tin

tetrachloride in 270 c.c. of water with a warm solution of

57 grms. of crystallised potassium fluoride in 17(> c.c. of

water. The precipitated tin compound is recrystallised

from boiling water and washed with cold water till free

from chlorine, Barium-tin fluoride can he prepared in a

similar manuer.—A. S.

Acetylides ; Doirftle . A. E. Edwards and W. R.

BocfekinBon. Brit. Assoc. 1904. Chem. New-, 1904,

90, 140.

Tin: authors describe the action of acetylene on some silver

salts. A number of organic salts Bucb as silver acetate,

benzoate and butyratc. yielded the sane- acetvlide as that

obtained from a neutral or faintly alkaline solution of silver

nitrate. From a solution of silver nitrate in nitric acid of

sp. gr. 1 '3, an acctylidc containing nitric acid as nitrate was
obtained, Silver salts dissolved in potassium cyanide or in

thiosulpbate solution were not acted upon by act

The product obtained '>> the action of acetylene impure
silver thiocyanate suspended in water, is explosive. It

contains both sulphur and cyanogi n, bul it was not obtained

in a pure stati . From a boiling solution of silver bichro-

mate, acetylene precipitates an orange-red salt

composition (Ag.
:
( >.( \II„. Ag.CrOJ, whilst chromic acid

liberated. When dry the salt is very sensitive to frietioi

and explodes violently at la7 C. The corresponding cod
pounds from silver sulphate, selenate, tungstate, an
molybdate are all much less sensitive than that lrom tl

bichromate, and explode much more feebly. The cod
position ot the products obtained from silver phosphate ar
vanad ite was not determined satisfactorily ; the con
explode iii a very feeble but peculiar manner. — \. S.

Enzymes; Origin of . C. Beckenhaopt Woch.l
Brau'. 1904, 21, 548—551.

Tiik author quotes the results rf several recent investigation
which tend in his opinion to support the view tlial tl

activity of enzymes is a function connected in some maul
with the mineral constituents of the medium. It is suj

gested that the enzymes are formed by the combinatit
of an albuminoid or nitrogenous molecule, such as aspar
gin, with certain mineral constituents, the latter playn
an important part, which part is determined by "molectu
vibrations" under the influence of external forces, u,

as moisture, heat, &c- -J. F. B.

#i?to asoofes.

Amiiuxg zi i: Veeabbeitung dee Naphtha i\o ihri
Pbodukte. Von .\. A. Kwjatkowsky, Chem. ui

Ing. in Moskau. Autorisierte iiml Erweiterte deutscl
Ausgabe. Von M. A. Eakusix. Julius S]

Monbijouplatz 3, Berlin, N. 1904. Price M. 4.

Svo volume containing subject matter filling 1.18 pad
followed by a bibliographic index (5 pages) and two tabh
The text is illustrated with 13 engravings. The treatme
of the subject may he classified as follows :— I. Historic]
Statistical and Geographical ; Petroleum industry in Ball
&c. II. Origin and Occurrence of Petroleum. III. (hen
eal Condition and Physical Properties of Petroleum. I'

Distillation of Petroleum and Petroleum Spirit, and Apj
raius required. V. Distillation of Petroleum Kesidqi
Apparatus, Increasing the Yield of Machine (ills, &c . V
Decomposition of Crude Petroleum Naphtha in preparn
Aromatic Hydrocarbons and Illuminating ( lils. VII. R
fining the Kerosine Distillate, &c. VIII. Refining t

various Petroleum Fractions. IX. Purification of hub
eating (lil Distillates. X. Testing the Goods and tin

Properties, Apparatus required. XI. The different Coi
mercial grades of Petroleum Products. XII. storage
Petroleum oils, cic. XIII. (Appendix) Utilisation of tl

Spent Acids and Alkali Lyes.

The Imh -i ii w wo Vrtistic Teciixoloi i oi Pad
lnd Varnish. By Alvaii II. Su.ix, M.S., Lecturer
New i'ork University and the Massachusetts Institute

j

Technology, &c. First Edition. John Wiley and Sot
New York. Chapman and Hall, Ltd.. 1904. Pri

12s. i'.i/.

Laeci Svo volume, containing 364 pages of 6ubject math
and the alphabetical index. The text contain, ninnero
illustrations, and may be classified as follows:— I. Intr

duction. II. Marly History. III. Varnish, Ftymolof
IV. and V. Linseed Oil. VI. Manufacture of Varnil

VII. Tung Oil. VIII. Japacs and Driers. IX.

X. spirit Varnishes. XI. Pyroxylin Varnishes. Ml. t

paiuts and Paints in Japan. XIII. Varnish or I.nan
Paints. XIV. Chinese and Japanese Lacquers. X
Protection of Metals from Corrosion. XVI. Water-pi
Coating. XVII. Ships'-Bottom Paints. XVI.'I. Ship a I

Painting. XIX. i arriage Painting. XX. llni

ig. XXI. Furniture Varnishing.
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Food Inspection and Analysis for the Use of Public
Analysts, Health Officers, Sanitary Chemists, and
Food Economists. By Albert E. Leach, S.B., Analyst

of the Massachusetts State B aid of Health. First

Edition. John Wiley and Sous, New York. Chapmau
and Hall, Ltd., London. 1904. Price 31s. 6d. nett.

Large 8vo volume containing 770 pages of subject matter

tritb 119 illustrations, and at the close of the work and
allowing the alphabetical index, 40 plates giving micro-

photographs of cereals, legumes, miscellaneous starches,

turmeric, sago, coffee, tea, chicory, cocoa, spices, and fats,

rhe subjects treated may be generally gathered from the

'ollowing chapter headings :—I. Food Analysis and State

Control. II. The Laboratory and its Equipment. III.

Food, its Functions, Proximate Components and Nutritive

Palue. IV. General Analytical Methods. V. The Micro-

icope in Food Analysis. VI. Milk and Milk Products.

711. Flesh Foods. VIII. Eggs. IX. Cereals and their

Products, Legumes, Vegetables, and Fruits. X. Tea, Coffee,

ind Cocoa. XI. Spices. XII. Edible Oils and Fats. XIII,

Sugar and Saccharine Products. XIV. Alcoholic Beverages.

Vf. Vinegar. XVI. ArtiBcial Food Colours. XVII Food
>reservatives. XVIII. Artificial Sweeteners. XIX. Canned
,nd Bottled Vegetables, Relishes, aod Fruit Products.

laboratory Manual of Organic Chemistry for
Beginners. By Dr. A. F. Holleman. Appendix to

Author's Text Book of Organic Chemistry. Translated

from the Dutch by A. Jajueson Walker, Ph.D , B.A.
With the co-operation of the Author. First Edition.

John Wiley and Sons, New York. 190-4. Price 4s. id.

Chapman and Hall. Ltd., Henrietta Street, Covent
Garden, London, W.C.

mall 8vo volume containing 69 pages of subject matter

ifh two illustrations, and an alphabetical index. It is a

mcise manual of qualitative reactions of organic com-
mands, and forms the companion volume of Holleman's

ext Book of Organic Chemistrv, also translated by A. J.

talker (see this J., 1903, 6591.
"

Crane import.

I.—GENERAL.

Patents Act, 1902 ; Official Notice relating
to the .

Examination of Previous Specifications.

The following notice appeared in the Illustrated Official

urnal {Patents) of "21st September :
—

The Board of Trade, in pursuance of the provisions of

j'tion 1, subsection 11, of the Patents Act, 1902, do hereby

| the 1st January, 1905, as the date for the coming into

.'eratiou of section 1 of the above-mentioned Act, and do

per accordingly.

lgidm ; Trade of with the United Kingdom
in 1903.

Foreign Office Annual Series, No. 3275.

The following figures givj the quantities in tons of certain

• icles imported into Belgium from the United Kingdom
"Jing 1903, the figures for 1902 being added in brackets:

—

litumen and resin, 129,857 (141,699) ; chemical pro-

< ts, 39,989 (38,159); dyestuffs, 10,849 (13,571); lard

i. tallow, 5409 (5049); minerals, 114,409 (127,241); oil

le, 9836 (7867); oil seeds, 4946 (5111); salt, 21,810

(,552); soap, 3075 (2482); vegetable oils, 10,233

(,464).

.mong the exports from Belgium which came to the
' ted Kingdom were chemical products, 50,275 (57,692)

;

<i stuffs, 7427 (7892); glass, 87,316 (92,187); lard and
' )w, 3628 (2723); minerals, 421,095 (includes cement,
2 159) (387,675); paper, 16,310 (15,161); resin and

bitumen, 5211 1 (4809) ; starch, 7550 (7537) ; sugar, 43,387
(41,230): vegetable oils, 10,229 (11,455); zinc, 33,120
(42,294).

United States; Tradb of in 1903-4.

Foreign Office Annual Series, No. 3279.

Subjoined is a list of certain articles imported into the
United States during the fiscal year ended June 30, 1904,
with the value in dollars, and the sources of supply in order
of importance :

—

Article. Value. Countries of Origin.

Dols.
Cement 1,998,303 Germany, Belgium, United

Kingdom.
Chemicals, drugs, and
dyes

—

D.ves 680,702
W ine lees 2.55H.223

Quinine bark 501,375

Coal-tar colours and 4,918,503

dyestum*.
Dyewoods, logwood . 663,572

in

Gums-
Copal, cowrie, and
dammar.

Gammer

-
i ac

Indigc

Bleaching powder. .

.

Potassium chloride..

Potassium nitrate. .

.

Quinine sulphate. .

.

Caustic soda
"Sal soda"
Soda ash
Sulphur

Sumac
Vanilla beans

.

Earthenware and china

.

Leather

2.127.22s

1,251.782

3,605,229

1,282,497

772,532

2,407,957

85-2,164

74,072
20.855

188.750

3,229,539

27C.891

1,424,647

12.005,008

(£09,231

Oil-
Animal—
Whale or fish

Germany, United Kingdom.
Italy, France, Portugal.
Netherlands, United King-
dom.

Germany, Switzerland,
United Kingdom.

British West Indies, France,
United Kingdom, Switzer-
land.

France, United Kingdom.

British Oceania. British East
Indies, Dutch East Indies,
United Kingdom.

British East Indies, United
Kingdom.

British East Indies. United
Kingdom.

Germany. British Bast
Indus, United Kingdom.

United Kingdom, Germany,
1'' ranee.

Germany, Belgium, United
Kingdom.

British East Indies.
Germany, Dutch East Indies,
United Kingdom.

United Kingdom, Germany.
United Kingdom.
United Kingdom.
Italy. Japan, United King-
dom.

Italy, L'nited Kingdom.
Mexico, France, French
Oceania, United Kingdom.

United Kingdom, Germany,
France.

Germany, United Kingdom,
France.

All other.

Mineral

Vegetable

—

Olive, £e.

638,591 Canada, Scandinavia, United
Kingdom, Germany.

34,83ii United Kingdom, Canada,
Germany.

280,746 United Kingdom, Canada.

All other .

Volatile or essential. .

.

1,674,019

1,511,835

Paper and manufactures
thereof.

5,319,086

991.134

515,230

979,819

5,603,319Other glass and glassware

598,546

Indiarubber—
Unmanufactured 12.214,219

Mauufact urea 1,157,012

1,593,279

1,875.825

5,952,702

2,3if6.745

Italy, France, Spain, United
Kingdom.

: United Kingdom, British
East Indies. Germany,
Spain, Italy. France,

i Italy, Germany,
United Kingdom, Turkey,
British Bast Indies.

Germany, United Kingdom,
France.

Germany, United Kingdom,
Belgium, France.

Germany, United Kingdom,
France/Belgium.

British East Indies, United
Kingdom. Italy, Canada.

United Kingdom, British
West Indies, Italy, Dutch
West Indies.

Belgium. Germany, United
Kingdom, France.

Belgium, United Kingdom,
Germany.

United Kingdom, France,
Germany.

Brazil, United Kingdom,
Belgium, Germany, Portu-
gal. - i

Germany, United Kingdom,
France, Belgium.

Cuba, Canada, Spain.
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Articles. Value. Countries of Origin.

Sugar, &C— Dols.

[,018,198

71,409,639

21,486,311

9003U

Cuba. British Wegt Indies.
San Domingo, Canada.

Cuba, Dutch East
lirilisli \\..i

British Guiana, 8an Do-
mingo.

British East Indies, United
Kingdom, Netherlands,
Italy. Germany, British

ausl ralasia,

United Kingdom, France,

Germany.

tODS, valued at 3,792,943 dols., as against 816,478 shoi

tons, valued at 2,089,841 dols., in 1902. The production

reported as crude -;y|><utii laud plast-r, plaster of Paris, an
wall plaster, according to the condition in which the gypsui

first reaches the market. The figure given as that of til

total production is, therefore, an estimate arrived at by con
puling the whole output as crude gypsum. The total valu

given is that of the product in its different forms as I

reaches the market.

Amor," the exports during the same period were :—Chemi-

cals, drags, and dyes. 14,474,328 dols. (1903, 13,697,601) j

hides and skius, 6.414, 638 dols. (1903, 5,290,94*) ;
paints,

2,756,581 dols. 0903, 2,350,937); glass and glassware,

1,978,481 dols. (1903, 2,150,699).

Belgium; Chemical Industry in .

Foreign Office Annual Series, No. 3275.

The glass exports, which were so well maintained in 1902,

showed a considerable decline in value during 1903, the

actual loss on the comparison being 122,720/. This decrease

was maiuly due to the lessened demand from the United

Kingdom, the United States, Germany, Australia, Canada,

and Japan. The total volume of the exports of glass from

Belgium in 1903 was 237,501 tons, with a value of 3,578,120/.

The cement industry, as far as the export trade was con-

cerned, made good progress, the figures being 599,091 tons,

with a value of 623,040/., increases of 10 per cent, on the

volume and 2-5 per cent, on the value over 1902. The

countries to which large quantities of this material were

exported were the United Kingdom (208,159 tons valued at

2 16,484/.), Canada (29,717 tons), Cape Colony (22,906 tons),

the United States (90,137 tons), and the Netherlands

(51,308 tons).

The decline noted in the sugar exports of 1902 con-

tinued during 1903, and the total exports fell from 134,394

tons in 1902 to 116,655 tons in 1903, this latter quantity

being exactly half the amount of the volume exported in

190U

V.-PREPARING, BLEACHING, Etc.,

TEXTILES, YARNS, AND FIBRES.

Weighting of Silk; Kffect of Excessive o.\

THE PRF.SENT POSITION OF IB! SlI.K INDUSTRY.

A. Bolis. Chem.-Zcit., 1904. 28, 796—797.

The present depressed state of the Bilk-manufacturing

industry is attributed to a variety of causes, namely, the

high price of raw silk, competition of Tussah and " artificial
"

silks, and of mercerised cotton, and other causes, but

especially to the loss of confidence in the durability of silk

fabrics which hits been brought about by the practice of

excessive weighting. Weightings may be divided into three

.lasses, according to the proportions employed, namely,

those amounting to(l) not more than 50 per cent., (2)

from 50 to 150 per cent., and (3) from 1 ',0 to 300 per cent,

of the weight of the silk. Only the first of these, it is

considered, should be used. To control the practice of

weighting, the author advocates, with Pinchetti, the estab-

lishment, in all silk-manufacturing centres, of public labora-

tories, whore the nature of the weighting ageuts used

could be examined, and their amount determined. More-

over, it is believed that much useful work could be done

by such laboratories in investigating the action of weighting

agents on the tenacity, &c. of the fibre, and in fixing with

some degree of precision, the proportion of charge which

may be safely allowed.- E. B.

VII.—ACIDS, ALKALIS, Etc.

Gypsum Production of the United States.

Eng. and Mining J., Sept. 15, 1904.

According to the Geological Survey, the output of

gypsum in the United States in 1903 was 1,041,704 short

IX.—BUILDING MATERIALS, Etc.

Cement Industry in Canada.

Kmj. mul Mining J., Sept. 15, 1904.

The Portland cement industry i< making rapid strides

Canada, and the time is approaching when the requiremei

of that country will be supplied entirely by domestic man
facturers. The chief centre of the industry is in Ontariv

which made 695,260 barrels in 1903, as compared with 31,95

barrels ten years ago. There were nine plants in operatic

and four under construction.

X.—METALLURG Y.

Iron and Steel Production of France i

first Six Months of 1904.

Bd. of Trade J., Sept. 29, 1904.

The French Journal Officiel of 25th September publis

statistics relating to the production of iron and steel

France during the first six months of 1901, with comparati

figures for the corresponding period of the preceding yei

on which the following table is based :
—

- \ Months.

vm.

Cast iron

—

Forge pig
Foundry pi*

Total

Iron—
Wrought iron (various)

Sheets

Total

Steel -
Rails
Wrought steel [various)

Sheets

I il

i;— in irand Sii mi as Martin ingots —

Tons
1,095,120

270,80]

Tuns.

1,19331

1,865,421

23,191

1.480,6!

:!i'.l,91

17.8:

:us.74r,

lis,:, il

394,740
i37,«i

404,1:

149.91

751.6!

1904.

i "i-j.>;;

Sardinia; Mineral Production of .

Foreign Office Annual Series, No. 3268.

»»The following table gives the quantity aud value

minerals produced in Sardinia in 1903 ;
—

Minerals. Quantity. Value.

Zinc—
Calamine
Blende

l.i nl

Silver
tie

puiese
antimony
l.icnite

anthracite
Copper
Ochre

Total 193,147 B10JB
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10'.','223 tons of zinc ore were exported, anil also 32,580
ins <>f lead ore and 31M tons of pig lead.

146,990 tons of salt were mined during the year; the

tport amounted to 5244 tons.

XII.—FATS, FATTY OILS, Etc.

Oil-Seed and Oil-Cake Exports fkom Odessa,

Foreign Office Annual Series, No. 3277.

Bavison is the most important oil-seed as regards the

qiort trade, 53,000 quarters beiDg exported from Odessa
iring the period between August 1, 1903, and June 1904.

be bulk of this was shipped to Hull. Very little business

as done in rape seed or colza from this port, and only
000 quarters of colza were exported from Odessa I

otterdam and Marseilles) during the fame period, while

e total amount of rape seed shipped from the port (to

ull and Rotterdam) was 1100 quarters. The prospects
r rape seed and colza this year, both as regards quantity
id quality, are poor.

TW following comparative table shows the quantities

[ported in 1901-3 inclusive :

—

Articles.

Quantity.

1901. 1902. 1903.

Tons.
CS5

1,«53

1.54S

1,144

Tons.
4.022

3,170

ioo
1S7

3.773

Tons.
2,902

31

536

5,4S0 11,252 19,120

32,018 tons of oil cake were exported in 1903, compared
itb 30,450 tons in 1902, and 29,518 tons in 1901 ; of these

ramities, the following came to the United Kingdom:

—

'03, 4900 tons ; 1902, 5370 tons ; 1901, 7560 tons.

Olive Oil Production" of Sardinia.

Foreign Office Annual Series, No, 3268.

The production of olive oil in the province of Cagliari,

lich was very small in the preceding years owing to the
vasion ot the Mosca olearia (olive fly), has increased now
U insect has disappeared, and it reached 600,345 galls, in

03 ; the province of Sassari produced 748,429 galls.—

a

lal of 1,354,774 galls., compared with 1,175,280 galls, in

02, and 1,120,258 galls, in 1901.

X V.—MANURES, Etc.

Ihemical Man-cues
; Consumption- of in Italy.

Foreign Office Annual Series, No. 3265.

The amount of chemical manures consumed annually in
i'ly is about 477,500 metric tons. Soperpho-phates are pre-
red and consunu d in large quantities. The annual consump-
ra of phosphates in Italy is at present about 400,000 metric
ns, whereof 370,000 metric tons are mineral phosphates.
e remainder being prepared with bone powder or with
lie ashes. The greater part of the phosphates is prepared
the 50 more or less important factories in Italy. The
aotities imported from France, the United Kingdom, and

j'lgium are no longer very considerable. Thomas slag is im-
,Tted from Luxemburg, Belgium, and in smaller quantities
jim. the United Kingdom. The consumption thereof has
creased considerably during the last few years. Bone
Jl is used to a certain extent in its natural state without

Iv

special preparation, but it is cot of much importance.
ie consumption of sodium nitrate in Italy is not so im-
rtatt as in other countries, but it is on the increase, and
s already reached 20,000 metric tons, almost all from
«li. Italian agriculture also consumes about 12,500

metric tons of ammonium sulphate annually. It comes
mostly from the United Kingdom. Italy produces barely
one-tbird of the consumption. The consumption of potas-
sium sulphate and chloride is still limited as compared with
the consumption of other manures. Owing to the high
cost of transport they are use;l almost in a pure state. The
importation amounts to about 3,000 metric tons, and is
from Stassfurt. In addition to these, large quantities of
nitrogenous organic manures, such as guano, blood, dried
meat, horns refuse from tanneries, &c., are used in Italy
for agricultural purposes. It is difficult to give the exa :

r

quantity used, but there is no doubt that its value amounts
to several millions of francs per annum.

XVI.—SUGAR, STARCH, Etc.

Sdgar Production of France.

Bd. of Trade J., Sept. 29. 1904.

The Journal Offieiel of '3th Septeuber contains statistics

of the production of sugar in France during ihe 1903-4
campaign (l>t September, 1903, to 31st August, 1904).
In 1903-4 the number of sugar factories working iu France
was 292, as compared with 319 during the previous cam-
paign. The total quantity of sugar despatched from the
factories (expressed in terms of refined sugar) amounted
to 769,291 metric tons in 1903-4, as compared with 825,274
metric tons in 1902-3.

^ii.vr Production of Germant.

Bd. of Trade J., Sept. 22, 1904.

The Reichsanzeiger for September 14 th publishes statistics

of the production of sugar in Germany during the campaign
1903-4. In 1903-4 the quantity of raw beet used in sugar
manufacture was 12,706,527 metric tons, as compared with
11,255,958 metric tons during the 1902-3 campaign; the
amount of raw sugar produced in 1903-4 was 1,662,814
metric tons, against 1,503,703 metric tons in 1902-3; whilst
the production of refined sugar amounted to 1,411,129
metric tons in 1903-4, as compared with 1,367,086 metric
tons in 1902-3. The total output of sugar (raw and refined)
during the period from September, 1903, to August, 1904,
expressed in terms of raw 6ugar, was 1,929,415 metric tons,
as compared with 1,755,397 metric tons in the corresponding
months of 1902-3.

XVII.—BREWING, WINES, SPIRITS, Etc.

Alcohol ; Duty-Free •

Pharm. J., Sept. 24, 1904.

The following statement has lately been issued by the
Treasury Department :

—

Return for the Years 1902-3 and 1903-4, respectirrly,

shotting ihr Applications for Exemption for (1) Trade
Pur/iasi s ; (2) Scientific or Educational Purpo&es.

Applications for trade purposes:

—

Number received

„ rrniilted

Quantily of >pirit ou which exemp-
tion was granted

Applications for scientific or educational
purposes :

—

Number received
granted

Quantiiv of spirit on which exemp-
tion was granted

54
s

•358

1903-1.

t4

53
+27

•2,272

* These figures represent the total numlier of proof gallons of
spirits used duty-free for the respective purposes in the year to
which the figures relate.

t Thrse numbers are in addition to the applications graiited in
the previous y. ar. tie privilege not being limited to one year, but
continuing year by year until revoked.
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Spirit (Hk\nnt\vein), and Waste Liquors from its

Rectification; Untaxed Delivery of foe
Technical Purposes in Russia.

Z. Spiritusind., 1904, 27, 381.

By nn order of the Imperial Council, confirmed by the

Tsar, and dated Maj 12, 1903, the Russian Minister of

Finance was authorised to allow, experimentally for three

years, the untaxed delivery of spirit and of waste liquor?

from spirit rectification, in the denatured condition, for

technical purposes, for lighting, heating, and power pur-

poses, for the preparation of pharmaceutical products, for

hygienic and medicinal purposes, and for disinfection, and

to fix the conditions under which the delivery and the use

of denatured untaxed spirit can he permitted. According

to the regulations issued on June IS. 1903 by the Minister

of Finance, spirit which is to be denatured for the above

mentioned purposes must have an alcohol content not less

than 85° Tralles. If, instead of ordinary raw spirit, a

product containing more than 1 per rent of fusel oil is

denatured, this fact must be stated upon the containing

vessel when such denatured spirit is sold. Spirit for

heating, lighting, and power purposes, &c, must be dena-

tured as usual by the addition of a mixture of substances

according to the prescription of the Technical Committee

of the Department of Indirect Taxation; spirit for technical

purposes, in which the ordinary denaturing process cannot

be applied, can be denatured by other means, to be specially

defined for each case. Mixtures for the ordinary denaturing

procesB are to he bought at the bonded spirit warehouses

;

materials for special denaturing processes may be purchased

privately, but, before being used, must be submitted to

examination in the Central Chemical Laboratory of the

Ministry of Finance or in the Laboratory of the Govern-

ment Excise Department. The amount of spirit to be

denatured must in each case be not less than 10 wedro (123

litres).—A. S.

XIX.—PAPER, PASTEBOARD, Etc.

Fulp and Pulp Wood ; Canadian Export of .

< .S. Cons. Reps., No. 2058, Sept. 17, 1904.

The statistics for the fiscal year 1904 show that, while

the export of wood pulp from Canada decreased, the

export of the raw material (pulp-wood), all of which goes

to the United States, increased The value of total export

of pulp-wood in 1904 was 1,758,049 dols., an increase over

1903 of 229,489 dols. The total export of pulp decreased

23 per cent., the value being 2,409,074 dols., against

3,150,943 dols. during the previous year. The falling off

was chiefly in the export to Great Britain, the value of

which decreased 51 per cent., from 1,129,173 dols. to

548,720 dols., while the value of exports to other countries

fell from 22C.002 dols. to 52,912 dols. The value of

Canada's total exports of paper, however, rose from

849,519 doN. to 1,097,212 dols., an increase of 247,693 dols.,

or 29 per cent, of the total value of the exports during

1903. Great Britain took 447,672 dols. woith ; the United

States, 163,0u0 dols. worth; and other countries, 486,531

dols. worth.

XX II.—EXPLOSIVES, MATCHES, Etc.

Explosives imported into Natal.

lid. of Trade J., Sept. 29, 1904.

A Government notice (No. 554 of 1904) issued by

the Natal Colonial Secretary, on Aug. 22, 1904, lays down
the tarilT fees payable for the examination bx the Govern-

ment chemist of dynamite and other explosives imported

into Natal, as follows : —For the first 100 eases of dynamite

or other explosive, 10.?.; for every additional 100 cases or

part of 100 cases, 5s. One sample Irom each 100 casrs or

part of 100 cases must be sent to the Government laboratory

for examination, ami cases of detonators will be regarded

as separate shipments of explosives.

$atf-nt fctet.

N.B.—In these lists, [A.] means "Application for Patent." and

[C.8.] "Complete Specification Accepted."

Where a Complete Specification accompanies an Application, an

asterisk is affixed. The dates (riven are (i) in the case of Applica-

tions for Patents, the dales of application, and (ii) in the case of

Complete Specifications Accepted, those of the Official Journal.,

in which acceptances of the Complete Specifications are advertised.

Complete Specifications tlms advertised as accepted are open to

inspection at the Patent Office immediately, and to opposition

within two months of the said dates.

I.—PLANT, APPARATUS, AND MACHINERY.

[A.] 20,154. Ilecht and Rott. Safety containers for

inflammable liquids.* Sept. 19.

„ 20,184. Thompson (Matricardi). Furnaces.

Sept. 19.

„ 20,276. Aktiebolaget Separator. Centrifugal sepa-

rators. [Appl. in Sweden, Oct. 8, 1903.]'

Sept. 20.

„ 20,297. Campbell. Furnaces. Sept. 20.

„ 20.641. Parry. Machinery for separating pulveru

lent and granular substances from mixture)

containing same. Sept. 26.

20,857. Kostalek. Filters.* Sept. 28.

„ 20,938. Shiels. Apparatus for heating, cooling

evaporating, condensing, &c. Sept. 29.

„ 20,942. The Cotton Seed Co., Ltd., and Stanley

Drying apparatus. Sept. 29.

„ 20,984. Pearson. See under XVIII. B.

„ 2I,0J'2. Oakley. Washing machine. Sept. 30.

„ 21,088. Wilkins and Overend. See under X.

[C.S.] 22,057 (1903). Doyle. Furnaces. Sept. 28.

„ 28,525 (1903). Mechwart. Filtering apparatus

Oct. 5.

„ 642 (1904). Pulgeon. P.ousers for mixing pur

poses. Oct. 5.

„ 15,389 (1904). Czapikowski. Filters. Oct. 5.

„ 16,588 (1904). Matcham. Combined rotary kiln

and dryers. Sept. 28.

„ 17,270 (1904). France. Sprinkler for liquids

semi-liquids, and pulverulent materials. Sept. 18

„ 17,772 (1904). F'orbes Filtcriii"; apparatus. Oct.;

„ 17,957 (1904). Tobler and Rheinischc Wehstul

und Appretur Maschinenfahr. Drying apparatus

Oct 5.

II.—FUEL, GAS, AND LIGHT.

[A.] 20,125. Hawliezek. Recovery of by-product

resulting from the destructive distillation of coa

iu " bee-hive" coking ovens. Sept. 19.

20,277. Abel (Siemens und Halske A.-G.).

fajture of incandescence bodies for electru

lamps. Sept. 20.

„ 20,326. Craig. See under VII.

20,371. Rincker and Wolter. Production of o

gas.* Sept. 21.

„ 20,784. Chalk Power Gas Synd., Ltd., ami Pi

Process for the coutiuuous and concurrent pn

duction of fuel gas and lime. Sept. 27.

„ 20,845. Wilson. Gas producers. Sept- 28.

,, 20,870. Hoppers. Process of and apparatus f<

obtaining b\ -products iu the dry distillation i

gasification of fuel.* Sept. 28

[C.S.] 21,300 (1903). Shedloek. Artificial fuel and tl

manufacture thereof. Oct. 5.

„ 24.588 (1903). Settle and l'Hdfield. Mauufaotui

of coal gas. Oct. 5.

„ 18,262 (19o4). Koppers. Coke ovens. Oct. 5.

„ 18,291 (19(H). Cotton. Process and apparatus f-

generating a combustible gas from carhnuaceoi

liquids. Oct. 5.
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III.—DESTRUCTIVE DISTILLATION, TAR
PRODUCTS, PETROLEUM, AND

MINERAL WAXES.

[A.] 20,697. Imray (Meister, Lucius und Briining).

Process feu- purifying ortbonirrotoluene. Sept. 26.

„ 20,870. Koppers. See undo- II.

IV.—COLOURING MATTERS AND DYESTUFFS.

[A.] 20,527. Newton (Bayer and Co.}. Manufacture
of new anthracene dyestuffs suiiable for dyeing

and printing. Sept. 23.

,, 20,697. Imray (Meister, Lucius und Braining).

See under III.

[C.S.] 24,409(1903). Ransford(Casseliaanl Co.). Manu-
facture of o-nitro-o-amido-p-acetamidophenol, and
dye-tuffs therefrom. Sept. 28.

„ 25,541(1903). Xewton (Bayer and Co.). Manu-
facture of oxyanthraquinones. Oct. 5.

V.—PREPARING, BLEACHING, DYEING,
PRINTING, AND FINISHING TEXTILES, YARNS,

AND FIBRES.

[A.] 20,178. Johnson (Badische Anilin und Soda Fabrik).

The discharge of dyed textile fabrics. Sept. 19.

„ 20,513. Sutherland. Method of cleansing or de-

guuituing stalk fibres. Sept. 23.

„ 20,637. Valette. Manufacture of artificial silk.*

Sept. 26.

„ 20,664. Ward and Kenworthy. Apparatus for dye-

ing and treating textile fabrics and materials.

Sept. 26.

„ 21,079. Calico Printers' Assoc , Ltd., Bryce-Smith

and Hanson. Printing woven fabrics. Oct. 1.

[C.S.] 20,673 (1903). Mailers and Spiudler. Manufac-
ture of figured plush Sept. 28.

„ 20,942(1903). Naeyer. Dyeing vats. Oct. 1.

„ 17,240 (190 J). Destree and Wiescher. Dyeing of

hanks or yarns. Oct. 5.

17,242 (1904). Krais and The Bradford Dyers'

Association, Ltd. Finishing piece goods. Oct. 5.

VII.—ACIDS, ALKALIS, AND SALTS.

[A.] 20,195. Imray (Meister, Lucius und Bruoing).
See under XX.

„ 20,241. Fryklind. Process for producing ammonia
or ammonium salts from nitrogenous organic

substances containing a high percentage of water.

Sept. 20.

„ 20,326 Craig. Obtaining carbonic acid gas from
the products of carbonaceous combustion, and
apparatus therefor. Sept. 31.

,, 20,652. Hargreaves. Production of sulphate of

baryta. Sept. 26.

„ 20,784. Chalk Power Gas Synd., Ltd., and Pearson.

See under II.

„ 20.835. Hargreaves. Generation and application

of chlorine. Sept. 28.

„ 20,952. Eschelmann, Harmuth, and Tov. Tentelev-

skago Ximichesk Zavoda. Apparatus for the

manufacture of sulphuric anhydride* Sept. 23.

[C.S.] 24,806 (1903). Hinz. See under XI.
,. 26,668 (1903). Meurer. Producing metal sulphates

or other salts from metal sulphides and sulphide

ores containing iron. Oct. 5. I

„ 4487 (1904). Granier. See under XI.

VIII.—GLASS, POTTERY, AND ENAMELS.J

[A.] 20,879. Bredel. Manufacture of quartz glass from
quartz sand, silica, and the like.* Sept. 28.

„ 20 880. Bredel. Manufacture of articles from
quartz glass.* Sept. 28.

[C.S.] 25,686 (1903). Stanley and Jeffcote. Process and
apparatus for applying glazes, enamels, and
bodying material to bricks, tiles, and like goods.
Oct. 5.

IX.—BUILDING MATERIALS, CLAYS, MORTARS,
AND CEMENTS.

[A.] 2I.01S. Bottomley and Paget. Attachment of

metals to fused silica and analogous materials.

Sept. 30.

[OS.] 25,686 (1903)- Stanley and Jeffcote. See under
VIII.

„ 26,115(1903). Hodgkinson. Impregnating wood
and other porous materials to protect against

dtmp, fungus, or insects, or for colouring. ():t. 5,

[A.]

[as.]

X.—METALLURGY.

2 i,159. Gillies. Apparatus to be used in the separa-

tion and recovery of sulphides from their ores.*

Sept. 19.

20,-160. (Tillies. Apparatus for recovering zinc and
other sulphides from their ores by the wet or
chemical process.* Sept. 19.

20,300. Ogle, Sulman, and Picard. Treatment of

ores, slimes, and the like. Sept. 20.

20,468. Duncan. Manufacture of steel* Sept. 22.

20.542. Thompson (VVickels Metallpapier Werke).
Substitute for tin foil, and process for makiug the

same.* Sept. 23.

20.543. Armstrong. Furnaces or apparatus for

obtaining zinc. Sept. 23.

20,656. Auchinachie. See under XI.

20,782. Bloxam (Soc. Auon. d'Etudes Electro-

chimiques). See under XI.

20,797. Fiok-Hu^uenot. Process for the prepara-

tion of metallic oxides by direct combustion of

the metal, and apparatus therefor. [Fr. Appl..

April 19, 1904.]* Sept. 27.

20,842. Crosthwiite. Alloy. Sept. 28.

20,877. Goodwin and Hollidge. Maguetic separators.

Sept. 28.

21,018. Bottomley and Paget. See under IX.

21,081. Dawes. Magnetic separators for ores, &e.

Oct. 1.

21,088. Wilkins and Overeud. Puddliug and heat-

ing furnaces. Oct. 1.

14,393 (1903). Worsey and Hoal. Extraction of

gold from gold ores. Ojt. 5.

Magnetic21,324 (1903). Dawes.
ores, &c. Oct. 5.

23,333 (1903). Moss.
Orel or like materials.

forseparators

separators

Method of con-

forMagnetic
Sept. 28.

„ 25,248 (1903). Rouse and Cohn.
verting powdered iron ore or iron waste or

natural iron sands into briquettes or lumps.

Sept. 28.

„ 25,794 (1903). Hadfield. Manufacture of maugmese
steel. Oct. 5.

„ 26,668 (1903). Meurer. See under V1L
„ 9584 (1904). Routiu and Mouraille. Metallic alloy.

Sept. 28.

„ 16,205(1904). Edelmann anl Wallin. See under

XI.

„ 17,038 (1904). Meadows. Preparing metallic

mixtures. Sept. 28.

XL—ELECTRO-CHEMISTRY AND ELECTRO-
METALLURGY.

[A.] 20,285. Martin. Fireproofing electric cables.

Sept. 20.

„ 2). 656. Auchinachie. Continuous electric furnice

for reducing metallic oxides and other compounds.

Sept. 26.

„ 20,782. Bloxaoi (Soe. Anon. d'Etudes Electro-

chitniques). Electrolytic extraction of zinc from

its ores, and apparatus therefor. Sept. 27.
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[A.] 20,803. British Thomson- Houston Co , Ltd. (General

Electric Co.), Electric furnaces. Sept. 27.

„ 20,810. British Thomson-Houston Co., Ltd. (Gem nil

Electric Co.). Electric furnaces Sept. 27.

[C.S.] 14,309 (1903). Dutertre and Nodet. Electric

roastii g oven. Sept, >.

„ 24,806(1903). Ilinz. Process for the electrolytic

manufacture of peroxides of magnesium and zinc.

Oct 5.

„ 25,853(1903). HritisbTloniM.il Houston Co., Ltd.
(General Electric Co.). Insulating material for

electric conductors, <kt. 5.

„ 4487 (1904). Granier. Process and apparatus for

the manufacture of sulpl ate of cop] er ami caustic

alkali' s by the electrolysis of alkalii.c cbloiides.

Oct 5.

., 12.1*8 (1904). Tournenr. Producing electric em rgv

by the utilisation i>t the chemical energy of Bny
suitable combustible without the employment of

thermal engines. Sept. 28.

„ 16,205 (1904). Edelmann and Wallin. Electric

furnaces and the extraction of zinc by means of

the saue. Oct. 5.

X1L—FATTY OILS, FATS, WAXES, AND SOAP.

[A.] 20,185. Ambleston. Apparatus for removing or

extracting the oil or oily fibre from nuts, e.g.,

palm nuts. Sept. 19.

„ 20,474. Boult (Burton). Process of manufacturing
hydroxj stearic acid from oleic acid. Sept. 22.

XIII.— PIGMENTS, PAINTS; EESINS, VARNISHES;
INDIA-HUBBEB, Etc.

{A.)—Pigments, Paints.

[A.] 21,062. Bennett and Mastin. Manufacture of pig-

ments. Oct. I.

(C.)

—

India-Robber.

[C.S.] "795 (1904). Karavodine. Treatment and utilisa-

tion of waste vulcanised rubber and ebonite.

Oct. 5.

„ 17,313(19041. Price. Process for the devulcauisa-

tion or regineration of rubber waste. Oct. 5.

XIV.—TANNING, LEATHER, GLUE, SIZE, Etc.

[C.S.] 17,979 (1904). M idler, w Manufacture of imitutiou

leather. Sept. 28.

„ 18,135 (1904). Fli k. Process and composition for

treating leather. Oct. .").

XVI.—SUGAR, STARCH, GUM, Etc.

( aramelisation of[A.] 20,166. Gonville and Jarv

carbohydrates. Sept. 19.

[C.S.] 15,297(1904). Drewsen. Process of manufacturing
products from cornstalks, sugar-cane, and analo-
gous pithy stalks. Oct. 5-

XVII.—BREWING, WINES, SIM KITS, Etc.

[A.] 20,534. Nathan. Brewing beer. [German Appl.,

Oct. 7, 1903.]* Sept. 23.

[C.S.] 26,360 (1903). Tuckfield and Garland. Process of

recovering alcohol and other volatile matters from
waste or other products. Sept. 28.

XVIII.-FOODS ; SANITATION, WATER
PURIFICATION; & DISINFECTANTS.

(^4.)— Foods.

[A.] 20,273. Bromhead (Cbeni. Fabr. Helfcnberg). See
under XX.

[A.] 20,291. Kennedy. Treatment of milk.* Sept. 20.

„ 211.292. Taylor. Cream substitute.* Sept. 20.

„ 20,339. Ilannaker. Milk food and method of
manufacture. Sept. 21

.

20,840. Hatmaker. Milk food aud method of
manufacture. Sept 21.

„ 20,658. Bernstein. Utilisation of tbe protein sub-
stances of milk. Sept. 26.

„ 20,385. Combtet. Alimentary products constituting
r pbospbated vinegar. [Appl, in Belgium, Sept
28, 1903 "Sep

[C.S.] 17,431 (1904). Grenard. Preserving compound
for the conservation of eggs and other aliuier.turv

Mibstacces. Oct. 5.

(B.)—Sanitation; Water Purification.

[A.] 20,889. Krem.r and Schilling. Method of and
apparatus for the bacterial purification of sewa.-e
and the like.* Sept. 28.

„ 20,984. Pearson. Apparatus for producing pure
water by distillation, automatic and continuous
in operation. Sept. 30. -a

„ 21,059. Noake. Method of aerating or oxygenating
sewage. Oct. 1.

[C.S.] 28,137(1903). Bonnotte. Manufacture of a com-
pound for preventing scale in steam boilers.

Sept. 28.

(C.)

—

Disinfectants.

[A.] 21,053. Morgan. Method and process of disin-

fecting.* Sept. 30.

XIX.—PAPER, PASTEBOARD, Etc.

[A.] 21,101. Birkheck (Brooks). Process for making a
substitute lor cork. Oct. 1.

[C.S.] 15,117 (1904). Bradley. Paper-making machines.
Sept. 28.

XX. -FINE CHEMICALS, ALKALOIDS,
ESSENCES, AND EXTRACTS.

[A.] 20,195. Imruy ( Mei-ter, Lucius and Pruning).
Manufacture of iodine compounds. Sept. 19.

20,273. Bromhead (Chen). Fabr. llelfenberg, Ltd.,

formerly Kngen Dieterich). Process lor pro-

ducing a stable non-alcoholic solution ot iron-

peptone or irou-manganese-peptone.* Sept. 20.

,, 21,04". Djrzens. Manufacture of certain aldehyde!
and intermediate products. (_Fr. Appl., Nov. 28,

1903.]* Sept. 30.

[C.S.] 22,163 (19()3). Zimmermann i^Chem. Fabr. auf
Actien, vorm. E. Schering). Manufacture of

acidvl derivatives of ruflgallic acid alkyl ethers.

Sept. 28.

„ 26,480 (1903). Iinray (Meister, Lucius und Pru-
ning). Manufacture of pyrocatechol derivatives.

Oct.

„ 15,784 (1904). Boult (F. Fritzsche und Co.).

Manufacture of protocateehuic aldehyde. Oct. .'>.

XXI—PHOTOGRAPHIC MATERIALS AND
PROCESSES.

[A.] 20,157. Bonnaud. Paper and other surfaces for

photographic printing. Sept. 19.

,, 20,272. Shepherd. Colour sensitomelers. Sept. 20.

XXII.—EXPLOSIVES, MATCHES, Etc

[A.] 20,251. Nicolay. Match.* Sept. 20.

20,2*4. Hope, Explosives. Sept. 20.

[C.S.] 21,.Ml (1903). Yonck. Explosives. Oct. 5.

Printed am) Published by Etbe and Spottiswoobk, East Hardinrr S'reet London, B.C., for the Society ot Chemical Industry.—P 400.
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^Gttreg.

ANNUAL GENERAL MEETING, NEW
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YORK.

Thi dumbia University Groups may be obtained from
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ion, but those exhibited c (St from 3 dols. to 4 dols.

ucc-s must accompany orders.

Th Secretary is awaiting the receipt of particulars of

fther photographs taken from time to time.

HARE MINERALS FOR RESEARCH.
Mr. .. B. Frenzel, of 15-10, Sherman Avenue, D
olo.. U.S.A., Commissioner of Rare Minei dorado
the St. Louis Exposition, and a member of this Society,

ill g e to any member of the Society, for res

r for demonstrating purposes in any institution of lea:
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madium, tungsten, or molybdenum, free on board, Di \ :r

dorado. Mi mid communicate direct with Mr.
renzel.

COMMUNICATIONS.

Authors of communications read before the Society, oi
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ider Rule 4:'. of the Bye laws the Society has tho right of
•iotity of publication for three months of all such papers,

ifr'mgemeut of this Bye-law renders papers liable to be
jected by the Publication Committee, or ordered to be

id for the Journal, in which case no reprints can
furnished to the author.

iLisst of iHembtra ©Iwtefc

24th OCTOBER 1904.

Ben, William R., c/o Watson, .lack, and Co.. Montreal,
Canada. Dyestuff :, ml Chemical Manufacturer,

rd, Percy. Albany, West Australia, Chemist.

ill, J. If.. 41, Summit Street, Brooklyn, N.Y.,
U.S.A., Chemist,

imjiion, A., Coopers Hill, Englefield Green, Si

Chemist and Metallurgist,

whilst, J. A., 36, South!: -Id Square, Bradford,
Analyst,

iglehard, Charles, 41, Cortlandt Street, New York City,
U.S.A., Platinum Importer and Manufacturer.

idd. Henry Wippell, 100, Pore Street, Exeter, Analytical
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irnaus, John C, ty Street, New York City,
U.S.A., Dyestui at.

•

bbs. A. E., Wvandotte, Mich., U.S.A., Manufacturing
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.Walter, 153, E. 70 Street, New York City, U.S.A.,
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irriman, Norman !
'., i don Pacific Railroad Labora-
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tris, Norman B.. 50, West Broadway, New York City,
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Harrison, II. V... 1688, Buckingham Place, Chicago, III.,
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I, 20, Baker Road, 1!
, ,\y\, Colour
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Henley, F. R., ,, Beaufort Gardens, London, S.W., Brewer's
Chen

Holdich, A. [I., 55, Clarendon Road, Whalley Range, Man-
emist.

Jewell, YVm. M., Park
I

.;., .

ulci
Enginei r.

Jewson, F. T., Thornly Park Terrace, Paislev, N.R.,
Cller
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1 eveland, Ohio, U.S.A.. i u-inteu lent.

Jones, Geo. i o De Beei P.O. Explosive Works,
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: .mist.

Koeruer, II. Theo., Beyer nany
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Kubler, Alfred, 69, Barclay Street, New York City, U.S. A
Vice-President, Geigy Aniline and Extract i

Le Maistre, .'. .!.. 65, Bruce Avenue. Westmount, Monti
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Le Sueur, E. A., 50, McLaren Street, Ottawa, Ont., Can:
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Marston, John P., 247, Atlanti I >n, Mass.,
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No.il. 5. S. Mond Gas Co., Trindle House, Dudl
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Pennington. Thomas, Platteville, Wis., U.S.A., Che.
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Ruef, Harrv Herbert, 335, Mar-hall Si i ith, N.J.,
U.S.A., Chemist.

Sand. Dr. Henry J. S., University College, Nottingham,
Lecturer and Demonstrator.

Slator. Dr. Arthur, University ollege, Nottingham,
Lecturer and Demonstrator.

Sparre, Fin, Experimental Department of E. I. du Pont
Co., Wilmington, Del., U.S.A., Chemist.

Teller, George L., The Columbus Lai 103, State
Street, Chicago, 111., U.S.A., Chemist.

Vandenbergh, Dr. F. P., Pelham .Manor, Westchester Co.,
N.Y., U.S.A., Consulting Chemist.

Weightman, Aubrey H., 1915, Walnut Street, Philadelphia,
Pa., U.S.A., Chemical Manufacturer.

Wherry, H. P., c'o Boston and Montana Smelter, Great
lis, Mont., U.S.A., Chemical Engini
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Aykroyd, H. E., l/o llkley; Ashdown, Apperley Bridge,
near Bradford, Yorks.

Baty, Ernest J., l/o Birkenhead; Nimclose, Pri

Avenue, West Kirby, Cheshire; and (Jon
The Dee Oil Co., Saltney, near Chi
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Bennie, P. McN. : Journals to Fitzgerald and Bonnie

Laboratories, P.O. Box 118, Niagara Fulls, N.Y.,

U.S.A.

Bolam, Dr. II. W., l/o Leith Technical College ; 2, Summer-
field. Leith, N.B.

Cameron, Alex., l/o Lexbam Gardens: Whitcber Place,

Rochester Koad, Camden Road, N.W.

Caspari, Dr. W, A., lo Langham Road; 28, Coleshill

Road, Teddington,

Clayton, Pr. G. Christopher, l/o Maldou Lodge ; F.tonfield,

Wavertree, Liverpool.

Cleveland Chemical Society; Journals to c'o Prof. C. F.

Mabery, Case School of Applied Science, Cleveland,

Ohio, U.S.A.

Connor, Chas. C. ; all communications to 4, Queen's Elms,

Belfast, Ireland.

Cronquist, G. W., l/o Sweden; Rhenania Chamotte unci

Dinas Firebrick Co. Ltd., Bendorf a/Rheiu, Germany.

De Wilde, Prof. P.; Journals to Hotel d'Orient, Bone,

Algeria.

Evershed, F. ; all communications to Kenlev, Sunej .

Fitzgerald, F. A. J.; Journals to Fitzgerald anil Bennie
Laboratories. P.O. Box 118, Niagara Falls, N.Y.,

U.S.A.

Hodgkins, D. II., 1 o Newark ; 82, Lafayette Avenue, Passaic,

N.J., U.S.A.

Lessing, Dr. R.. l/o Brunswick Square; c o Gas Light and
Coke Co., Tar Works, Becktou, E.

McCowan, Wm., l/o Neilston ; Essex Wharf, Narrow Street,

Limebouse, E.

Mond, Robt. L. ; Journals (temporarily) to c/o Thos. Cook
and Son, Cairo, Egypt.

Munroe, Prof. Charles E., l/o Columbian University ;

George Washington University, Washington, ILL'.,

T.S.A.

Neiison, Thos., l/o Mexico ; Highland Bay Smelter,

Murray, Utah, U.S.A.

O'Brien, Claude II. ; all communications to Tamunua,
Navua, vi& Suva, F'iji.

Oglesby, W. R. ; Journals to c/o Alma Cement Co., Wells-
ton, Ohio, U.S.A.

Olshausen, 11. A., l/o New York; 1505, St. Andrew's Place,

Los Angeles, ( 'a!., U.S.A.

Parker, Chas. E., l/o New Street; 151, College Avenue,
New Brunswick, N.J., U.S.A.

Pizey, J. H., l/o Muswell Hill ; Anchor Chemical Works,
Provanmill, Glasgow.

Rawsou, Christopher, l/o New York; 41, St. Augustine's

Road, Bedford.

Roscow, J. F., l/o Norwich, Conn. ; P.O. Box 417, Boonton,
N.J., U.S.A.

Tilley, .las. \\\, 1 o Brixton Hill ; 95 A, Southwark Street,

LoDdon, S.E.

Vernon, R. If., l/o Lausanne; Cornell University, Ithaca,
N.Y.. U.S.A.

Wingate, Hamilton M., l/o Wvnell Road; 90, Queenswood
Road, Forest Hill, S.K.

MEMBER OMITTED FROM LIST.

O.M. Reams, II. W., Baxendei) House, near Acerington,

Dyer.

CHANGE OF STYLE.
His .Majesty tin- King has been pleased to confer the

honour of Knighthood on Mr. Tb.03. Stevenson, M.D.,
i ,u_\'s Hospital, S.E.

28eati)£i.

Chattawuy, Win., Apothecaries' Hall, London, E.G. Oct. 7.

Pattinson, Dr. II. S.. Newcastle-on-Tyne. Oct. 86.

Storar, John, of Reckitl and Sons, Ltd., at Coniston Lod
Hornsea. Oct. c.

Annual (general aiming;,

NEW YORK, 1904.

The following is an outline of the proceeding- of tl

Annual General Meeting and tin 1 excursions connects
therewith. It is impossible to give adequate expressio
here to the deep debt of gratitude which the visit, , r - owe t

those fellow members and ladies, not only in New York, 1»

in all the other cities visited, who devoted themselves s

unsparingly in order to uphold the traditions of America
hospitality and make a record meeting.

It is hoped to publish detailed reports of visits to Mori-

and other places of interest as they come to hand. F<

this the Council will be to some extent dependent on tl

further courtesy of those manufacturers aud otln :- wl

have already laid the Society under so deep an obligation.

NEW YORK.
The following is a list of the committees charge I with tl

various arrangements for the New York meeting aud fi

providing the facilities of travel in connection with tl
j

visits to various other cities included in the programme
entertainment :

—

British Committee.

The President.

K. 1 livers.

i;. w. Green",
Samuel Sail.

H. Hemingway.
1>. E. B. Newlunds.

I r Power.
Boverton i: d
> squire,

Thos. i
'

-I

'I.J. tyrramn

Virgil Coblontz.

New York Committees.

Executive Committee.

II. Schweitzer, Chairman.
T. J. Parker. Secretary.

U. C. SYoodi icl i
i urer.

I E. G [iove.

Chn
11. A. Met/.

Finance Committee.

W. II. Nichols, < lhainmm.

F. Chandler.
| T.J. Parker.

K. C. "Woodi

Hotel and Transportation Committee.

» B. Zabriskie, Chairman,

I Kirl •kiml. Win. I' HotTl
VeLoguel Ilaigh. ird Richardson.

Entertainment and Programme Committee

E. G. Love. Chairman.

I., o Boekeland.
Marston r. Bsgert.
i iusta Drobi -

'.
I Hallock.

G. C. Stone,
Maximilian rock.

Invitation and Press Committee

E. J. Lederle, Chairman.

W.V. Fuerst.
U. W. Moore.
V, in. ,1. SchietTelin.

R. c. Sclmenphaus.
II. W. Mil.-..

I '.
\'. txidman.

Reception Comrr,

Virgil Coblentz, Chn i man
A. ('. Hertford.
v. .1. Butterworth.
\\

. B. Cogswell.
Thomas A. Edison.
Willi;, in H. Erhart.
ll. 0. Grant.
Edward Hart.
.1 . Husslacner.
A. i

. Humphreys.

I II' lerle.

\\ illiam VfcMurtrie.
Wm. 11. Nichols.

Pellew.
w in .1. SchietTelin.
I . Schniev mil.

i". M. Smith.
I. P. Stone.
F. I i . / I

Ladies' Committee.

i
. Pelli v.. Chairman.

M ss Pai'ker.Mrs. Leo Baekeland.
Mrs. Maratc a T. J3

Mis. Vii I

Mrs, Ernest .1 Led
Mrs. Herman \ tf<

Mrs. William Mr JIurtrie,

Mr-, wm. II. Nichols.

..I, ins. I. Parker.
Vim Clifford Richard*]
Mis. u in. j, Schioflelli
M rs. Hugo Sch
Mrs. Maximilian T">ii.

Mrs. Prcd, '
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The names given above by no means exhaust the list of

hose who co-operated in receiving and entertaining the

isitor>. The Hotel and Transportation Committee made
heniselves responsible for the whole of the railway trip, for

lotel accommodation in all cities visited, and for transport

if baggage, while the work entailed upon the Executive and
'inance Committees -till eugages their attention. Sub-

•omniittces of the Reception Committee met the various

teamers ou arrival, and saw the visitors safely lodged in

he Hotel Seville, Madison Avenue and 29th Street, the

Society's headquarters, where their comfort was looked after

y Mr. 1.. Raegener, a member of the Society who is part

wner of the hotel.

Wednesday, Seitember 7rn\

The programme began with a reception at the Chemists'
'lub, 108, West 55th Street, at 9 p.m., at which some

_ -is were present, including many of the foremost
:ientists of Europe, who were passing through New York
n their way to the Congress of Arts and Sciences at

t. Louis.

Thursday, September 8th.

After a council meeting at Haveiueyer Hall, the general

Leering of the Society was held in ihe Gymnasium of

olumhia University, 116th Street, Amsterdam Avenue
'this J., (Jet. 15, 1904, 924— 92G). Among those present

ere the President and President-elect, Prof. C. F. Chandler
Chairman of the Xew York Section), Dr. H Schweitzer

Chairman of the Executive Committee and Hon. Sec. of

le Xew Y'ork Section), Mr. T J. Parker (Secretary of the

eoeption Committee), President Remsen (Johns Hopkins
(Diversity), Prof. Hart (Lafayette College), Dr. Russell
'. Mocre (U.S. Customs), Judge Waite, Dr. L. Baekeland,
r. Charles Baskerville (College of the City of Xew Y'ork),

[rof. M. T. Bogert (Columbia University), Prof. W. II.

rhandler, Prof. V. Coblentz (College of Pharmacy), Presi-

i;nt Humphreys (Stevens Institute of Technology), Dr. E. G.
love, Dr. Wm. McMurtrie (American Chemical Society),

I r. W. J. Schieffelin (Chairman, Xew Y'ork Section of Arne-

can Chemical Society), Dr. H. VV. Wiley (U.S. Department
Agriculture), Mr. R. C. Woodcock, Prof. T. M. Drown
'resident, Lehigh University), Dr. Eames, President Fiuley

i^ollege of the City of Xew York), Prof. Dr. H. Erdmaon
3erlin), Prof. Dr. Oscar Liebreich (Berlin), Prof. Mohlau
Dresden), Prof. Ostwald (Leipsic), Mr. Thos. Tyrer (past

;resident of the Society), Dr. F. B. Power, Dr. R. Messel,
r. M;ix Muspratt (Vice-Presidents), Dr. J. Lewkowit>eh
Jemher of Council), and Mr. Eustace Carey (Chairman of

. verpool Section).

Photographs were taken of the Council and also of

embers in front of the Library of Columbia University ;

pies of these may be obtained from Harry Cuutant, IS,

lllice Court, Brooklyn, X.Y". (see notice, p. 963).
Luncheon was provided in the open piazzas of ( iaremont,

l old residence near the University and Grant's Tomb,
•erlooking the Hudson. Thence 24 automobiles took the

irty for a drive through the upper part of the city, and
' Riverside Drive and through Central Park to the Hotel
iville.

At 7.30 p.m. the visitors were entertained at dinner by
e Xew Y'ork Section at the Waldorf-Astoria Hotel, Fifth

venue and 34th Street (see J., Oct. 15, 1904, 926—927).
levers were laid for 270. On the dais, besides the

esident and President-elect, were Prof. C. F. Chandler
''oastmaster), President Ira Remsen, Profs. Ostwald,
iebreich, and Mohlau, Drs. Hallock, Wiley, and Schweitzer,
r. Tho-. Tyrer, President Finley, and Mr. Clive-Bayley,
"itish Vice-Consul.

I The menu was executed by Tiffany. The cover, in

iromo-eollotype, showed at the top a sketch of the port of

™ Y'ork and the arrival of a steamer, in the middle were
e two hemispheres united by the scroll of the Society of
.oemical Industry, and at the bottom the power station
;'d Falls of Niagara. For each guest there was a gilt

•ree-handled loving-cup, a white chrysanthemum, and a
^ of laurel.

Meanwhile the Ladie-' Committee entertained the ladies
a theatre-party, which was followed by a supper at the
aldorf-Astoria Hotel.

By the courtesy of various members of the Xew Y'ork
Section, many visitors were made honorary members of the
University Club and other important Xew Y'ork clubs.

Friday, September 9th.

Excursion 1.

Guide: Mr. T. J. Parker.
Nichols Chemical Co.'s Copper Refinery at Laurel Hill.

Through the couttesy of this Company the steamer
Quaker City took the party to the works, after inspecting
which they were entertained at luncheon by the officials of

the Company. Both ladies and gentlemen took part in this

excursion.

Mr. Wm. II. Nichols, in welcoming the visitors, gave a
short account of the growth of the works. Y'ears ago, he
said, the enormous works over which they Lad been con-
ducted consisted of a small plant worked by two men, of

which he himself was one. Xow the premises covered many
acres of ground. The copper refinery was nearly twice as
large as any other works of its kind in the world, and the

amount of copper produced at Lautel Hill was over one-
fifth of the total production of the world. He could not
lay claim to the scientific knowledge possessed by many of

those present, but he attributed his success and the success

of the works to his knowledge of men, and hence to the

men whom he had drawn around him to assist him. One
of the fitst of these had been Mr. Herresboff, and he would
add that these works were the first in the State of Xew
York in which a chemist had been employed. He then

called upon Mr. Herreshoff to address the company.
Mr. Herreshoff said that in large works the usual plan

was to cast the copper into plates, as had been shown.

The impure copper contained gold and silver, for the com-
plete removal and recovery of which the electrolytic method
was employed. In addition to gold and silver, other metals

that were never removed before by the ordinary firing

methods—namely, arsenic, tellurium, selenium, and anti-

mony, &c, which make copper very brittle—were also thus

removed. The copper thus produced was of 99 per cent,

purity. The success of the electrolytic process had caused

a great many mines to be opened which could never have

been worked otherwise. Their method was the well-known

series system. True, the multiple system was more
generally used, but it was curious that the largest works
in the world employed a method that was generally con-

demned. In their method there were serious difficulties to

be overcome, but certainly they had overcome them.

In regard to the other parts of the plant, the reverberatory

furnaces were very simple. The Bessemer converter had
been first introduced IS to 20 years ago in France, and was

now used largely in the West in large copper plants. The
molten matte, as it came from the smelting furnaces, was
run into bowls and air blown in to oxidise the sulphur.

The matte consisted of 55 per cent, of copper, 20 per cent,

of sulphur, and 25 per cent, of iron. The iron was very

easily oxidised, but silica had to be supplied. In the appli-

cation of silica many difficulties were encountered. They
confined themselves to the use of a brick lining, consisting

largely of silica, 85 per cent, or more. The thickness of

the bricks was about 18 ins. The revolving liquid inside

caused a rapid combination of the oxygen and iron. In

15 minutes the contents of a converter, fed with 4 tons of

matte, was oxidised, the residue taken out, and the copper

left. The poiDt at which this was to be done was determined

by the iittle scintillations thrown out—a phenomenon requir-

ing a practised eye to observe. 90 per cent, copper was

poured out. The process was an intermittent one, each

operation taking one hour and a half or two hours. When
the lining was reduced to about one-half of its original

thickness^ it was removed by what was known as a lapp

machine, something like a ro<'k drill, and mad up with

fresh material.
Excursion 2.

Guide : Mr. George C. Stoxe.

The members of the party visited the Spiegel Furnace

of the Xew Jersey Zinc Co., the works of the Balbach

Smelting and Refining Co., and of the Murphy Varnish Co,

at Newark.
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In the evening there was a Reception at the M
Hotel, iu Central Park We proving too wet

for tlie party to avail themselves of the Kcof Garden, which
is a feature of this hotel.

i iti'iv, September 10th.

Excursion 3.

Guide : Mr. George !'. Kdnz.

Most of the ladies and many or the gentlemen visited the

establishment of Mes I
ny and Co.,- Union Square,

where jewels, jewel cutting, and setting were -i

Statuary, bronzes, porcelain, and glass, in which the highest

forms of :. libited, are also a feature of this estab-

lishment Here ton wns seen " Kunzite," a new lilac-

colourerl spodumene from Pala, California, so called in

honour of the . who, together with Dr. I

Baskervilie, has devoted considerable study thereto. The
mineral affords, when cut, a new gem of great beauty.

Others visited the Metropolitan Museum of Art, Fifth
Avenue and S£nd Street. Among the principal modern
pictures of a collection still further enriched by the loan

collection of W. H. Vanderbilt, may be mentioned Turner's
•' Grand Canal at Venice," Meissonier's - Friedland," Milk"'-
"Sowers," Rosa Bonbenr's "Horse Fair" (that in the

National Gallery is a small replica), Leighton's ' La-
ehrimre," and a " Holy Family," ly Knauss—considered to

be equal to the best work of Murillo.

The i
I Collection of Cyprian Antiquities, the

BiShop Collection of Jade, and the Morgan Collection of

Porcelain are the finest of their respective classes in the

world.

After luncheon at the Casino, Central Park, the members
drore to the American Museum of Natural History, Kighth
V venue and 77th street, and inspected the paleontolo"
collection, which includes the celebrated series of

horses collected '>;, Prof. Marsh, and regarded ns conclusive
evidence of the truth of the theory of evolution ; the paleon-
tological collection of the late Prof. J. Hall; the gem
room ; and the Bement Collection of minerals.

Excursion 4.

Guides : Dr. A. H. Elliott and Mr. M. Tocn.

The works of the New York Edison Co. ; Westing]
Church, Kerr, and Co.'s power Louse for the Pennsylvania
Railroad at Long Island City ; and the Kavonswuod works
of tbe.Consolidated Gas Co., were visited. Luncheon was
served by invitation of the Consolidated Cas Co.

Excursion ~>.

Sccticn A.— Guidei Br. M. WaujEBSTEIW.

A party of gentlemen visited the brewery of George
Ehret, lunching afterwards with Section I

Section B.—Guide: Dr. Wat. McMcKTBTE.

Another party visited the works of the Tartar Chemical
Co., Krookljn, and later joined Section C. at lunch.

Section C.—Guide: Dr. A. P. IIaii.h.k.

\ third party, consisting both of ladies and gentlemen,
visited the miueiai water factory of Carl 11. Schult ,

44i>,

Eirst Avenue, and, with Sections A. and B., wire enter-
tained at a sumptuous lunch by invitation of the company.

It should here he mentioned that Mr. Carl H. Schultz also
gave to the Society a v ( rv ample supply of mineral waters,

I'irits for the use of the special train in which
the party afterwards travelled.

The paint works of the F. W. Devoe and C. T. Reynolds
Co., and John W. Masury and Sons, Brooklyn, were also
open to mem' i is.

Excursion 6.

Guides: Mr. George C. Stone and
Mr. E. L. Laxsom.

A party of gentlemen visited the works of the Pacific-

Coast Borax Co. and Tide Water Oil Co. at Bayonnc, X.J. -

Bj the courtesy of Mr. W. J. Matheson, who plai

.-team yacht Lavrock at their disposal, a small

of me lading the President and Presides
were enabled to wait upon the President of the

- at his marine villa at Sa anion il

dent Roosevelt expressed his great regret at

unable to r ety at the White House.
to his absence, for a much needed rest, from Wash
at the time of the Society's visit to that eitj St
them a most cordial welcome to the United 6

On Saturday evening a smoking concert and Van
entertainment was offered to the membere at the " I

kranz," a German Club, whose object is indicated

name. Members found on the tables copies of '• A.
Vol. JI.," of "The Journal of th .of Ch

-try," issued that day by an irresponsible Publi

Commi few York. The "Table of Attempt
eluded " Council. Not :es/' " Changes of Adi
Members Elected," "A Few New Elements" by
Hounderville," and other original papers and soDg:.. t

d to obtain some further copies for home menm
After supper an illuminated address was presented
Sir Win. Kauisay to the New Y'ork Section on lie'

of the European visiting members, in order to place-

id their feelings of gratitude end esteem for the an;

iicent reception accorded to them. Credit is due
Mr. David Perry for tbe expedition with which the add
was prepared, iu view of the very limited time

hie for this purpose.

Sobdat, September lira.

The New Y'ork portion ot the Annual Meeting conclu

on Sunday with a Btearner trip up the classic Hudson K
a- tar as fl est Point. .\< ar the city the river presents

either hand, a varied scene of docks and shippi

futthcr to tbe north the Palisades, rising on the wen
shore, form a beautiful contrast to the mere gentle sl<

of the eastern. Scarcely a mile is passed that does

remind tin- student of much of interest in American hist

The Palisades attain their greatest height of .">j0

directly opposite llas'ii gs. Wts; Point, the highest pj

reached, is the home of the United States Mill

Academy.
During the trip Mr. Tlies. Tyrer, on behalf of thJC

visitors, pre - nted a silver vase to Mrs. Charles E. Pel

Chairman of the Ladies' Committee-, wife of the Adjt!

Professor of Chemistry at Columbia University, anil dai

ter of Prol. C. F. Chandler. Beautiful weather favoii

this trip, the haze of early morning soon giving t

bright sunshine, in which thel scarlet tint of the ma|
those harbingers of autumn, only served to set off

brilliant green of the foliage which clothed the banks

either i

Monday, September 12th.

At 8 a.m. the whole party left New Y'ork be

23rd Street Ferry for the special train by the Per

Railroad to Philadelphia.

The following American and Canadian members ace •

pauieel the party :
— Dr. 1.. Puckciaud, New Yor

M. T. Bogett, Now York; Mr. II. J. I a-c. N
ial correspondentof the Central Press):Mr.V\

New York ; Mr. M. L. llersev. Montreal; Mr. \\

stetter, Cincinnati ; Mr. lie \. «• York

J. Krebs. Wilmington, Del.; Dr. 1-. (.. Love, N\
Mr. A. P. Van Colder, Emporium, Pa.; ami M
Zabriskie. New Y'ork.

The President-elect, Mr. Win. II. Nichols, was prevail
from joining the party by the sudden illness of Mr-. Nicb

»

and Mr. T. J. Parker was also detained hi

., r. joined later.

The following representatives of the Pennsylvai

road were also in attendance:— Mr. B.C. Pate-,

Agent ; Mr. T. S. Wilson, Special Bag-age Ma-;

Mi. N. W. BoWcr, Stenographer, with a lull staff.

some 30 ear attendants, ixc.

(To be continued.)
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#cU) ©oik Section.

Meeting held at Chemists' Club, on March 25$j 1904.

DE. VIRGIL COBLEXTZ IN TDK I'll Ui:.

Till". PREPARATION OF COTTON FIBRE FOR
sri:GK',AL PURPOSES.

CV FRED II. KILMER.

The use of cotton tibre in surgery us an application to

wounds is of comparatively recent origin. Cotton cloth in

steps has long been employed as an outer or retaining

bandige. Lint was, until quite recently, made, as i>- Dame
implies, of Has. About 1837, loose cotton was suggested
for tlie direct covering of wounds, but was not generally

adopted. In ISU-l, Augustus Touraine, a surgeon-major iu

the army of Maximilian, published a formula and process

for the preparation of " Hydrophile" cotton.

The real introduction of absorbent cotton into surgery is

due to Lister, who propounded the doctrine that both wound
treatment and dressing should prevent the access of micro-
organisms, and that when micro-organisms have entered in

spite of every care, they should be destroyed or rendered
incapable of harm. The Lister system, as fir.sr practised,

called for the use of cotton and gauze dressings impregnated
with antiseptics. The first of these dressings used was non-
absorbent, hut very early cotton fibre and gauze were
demanded which would absorb wound discharges and
antiseptic solutions.

Absorbent cotton fibre, under the name of " Absorbent
Cotton," became an article of commerce about 1877. Now
wherever surgery is practised cotton fibre in some form is

the basis of every form of dressing. The industry is noted
for its rapid growth. Twenty years ago there was no maker
who could produce as much as one hundred pounds at one
time, and even the largest purveyors rarely handled more
than that amount in a year. The wholesale price of

absorbent cotton in 1881 was 1*12 dols. per pound for

pound packages ; in smaller packages. 2 ' 25 dole, per pound.
At the present time the wholesale price ranges from eighteen
cents for the lower grades to thirty cents per pound for

the higher types.

There are single retail dealer.? at the present time who
handle 40,000 lb. of absorbent cotton in a year. One
of the laboratories in the United States, where this article is

produced, has in process upwards of 20,000 lb. at one
time. The table which follows is an estimate made by one
of the largest manufacturers :

—

Cotton used in Suryery in the United States.

187.8. 1886, 1- 13,

Raw cotton lb. 1,000
Absorbent cotton .. lb. 5,(100

B&Bdages 11,. lO.DUi)

yds. i-ieo
Lint II,. 50,000

J
Miscellaneous dress-

IJRS 11). SOD

.-,.(1110

850,000
2(1.(1(111

120,6l 11

45,000

J.IIUO

20,1

3,000,000
101.01 111

20,000,000

40,0011

20,000

The present output of cotton for surgical purposes is up-
wards of 6,000,000 lb. per year, and there is invested in

i this industry a capital aggregating five millions of dollars.
There is also an increasing demand for this class of material
in various industries. The increased demand has reduced
(the cost while the products have also greatly improved.
As to surgical cotton, the best produced as recently as 15
years ago was yellow, dirty, and not absorbent. It was

1 packed in wads and put up in all sorts of boxes and paper
wrappings.

I he improvement introduced about 1887 by an American
maker, whereby the absorptive power and the whiteness was
increased, and the cotton put up in continuous sheets with

layer* of tissue paper between, had a pionounced effect upon
the consumption.

Absorbent cotton carefully made from clean straight fibre,
of tin- type Known as Texas Strict Middlings, is elastic and
springy, and will absorb about fifteen times its weight of
Water. The moisture is quickly diffused through the whole
of the fibre. It does not pack an 1 n, bird on the flesh,
but stands up, forming an absorbeut cushion. Cotton made
of a low grade fibre, or from mill waste or old ra<*s lacks
absorbing and diffusing power and when wet packs dowu
like so much clay.

s oj F/I.re.—In the prepar; tion ol cotton for
surgical uses, tin- selection of the raw eotton; the grade, and

pie are not the only factors to I onsidered. The
high class fibres represented in the Sea Island and Egyptian
types, which are long stapled and small in diameter ate
unsuitable, sina they would produce a thread too fine, for
surgical gauze, and could be made absorbent only with
difficult*. The Egyptian and Brazilian types an- rough
and woolrj

i
the brown varieties of these types can scarcely

be made white in the processes which are employed. The
East Indian fibres are rarely used, for the reason that those
which are low in price are short, harsh, brittle, \\

staple, and often very badly stained, an ! mixi d with haves
and dirt. The most desirable kinds are those represented
by the American types known as Orleans, Texas, Alleuseed,
Mobile, aud Benders.

The grade known as strict middlings give- the best results.

To make a good product, the file,- in i-t be free from
seed, leaf, sand, ;md mud, which even under the most careful
treatment will appear in the finished prod 1

'. and cannot be
made absorbent. Stained, tinged, or officoloured fibre will

ncxel' 1", ie white, aud absolute whiteness is of prime
importance.

In every pod of cotton, when the plant reaches maturity,
there remains an under-grow th of short hairs at the base
of the seed, If the ginning process is ran very closely,

these hairs are removed, and mixed with the longer fibre.

They are not perfect fibres, and never become fully ab-
sorbent or white, and have a gr< a) tendency •• form what
are known as nibs or nebs. Again, unripe or immature
fibres have to be reckoned with. They are extremely thin

and transparent, with little or no twist. When spun into

yarn they contract and tie themselves into knots. These
unripe fibres contain uo cellular opening, do not form
capillary tubes, and do not become absorbsnt. Under the
action of chemical agents they have a tendency to become
brittle. In the carding operations sueh fibres become
entangled with the perfect fibres, and prevent the formation
of a smooth web.

In spinning mills, where the better grades of woven
cloths are produced, all nebs, unripe, immature, and short

fibres are removed in the carding and combing processes.

The carded, or combed-out product, known as ''card
waste," "combers' waste," '• linters' waste," "fly waste,"

&c, is consumed in the manufacture of low-priced surgical

cotton. The higher grades can onl\ he produced from
cotton fib-.es of a good grade and staj le.

The process now generally followed for rendering cotton

fibres absorbent is that originally devised by Slocum and
modified by the writer. At a first glance, the chemical

processes involved will appear quite like the familiar

bleaching methods, but there are essential points of

difference.

Cotton fibre can be bleached without being rendered
absorbent, and it can also be made afosorl ent without being

bleached. 1 in the. Continent-, cotton fibre and woven gauze-

are made absorbent and prepared for surgical use h\

simple extraction of the fatty matters with solvents such as

petroleum ether, carbon bisulphide, or by an alkaline

treatment without bleaching. The resulting product is

fairly absorbent, but is not white.

Blei bed cotton cloth and fibres which are not absorbent

are well-known products. No bleacher in the trade

dare subject his fibre to the very drasti treatment

the processes here outlined.

The principal operations in the preparation of c itt< u

f.br. surgical uses, in the form oi

surg : d gauz -. amy be summarised as folio,,
:
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I. Mecham al Operations.— (1) Sampling and inspection

to establish grade. (2) Mixing. The blending of different

varieties of raw cotton to ensure uniform quality Bad

colour, and an even fleece or thread. (-') Opening. In

this pro attedmaeses of cotton fibre are opened
out and shell, sand, leaf, &c, are removed. (4) Beating,

blowing, lapping, or " scutching " (a continuation of the

process of O] ening). At the end of this the cotton i-

rolled in an :ven sheet or lap. (5) Carding. In t li i-

I
rocess the fibres are further opened out and individually

separated; verj fine impurities are removed, together with

short and unripe fibres. As the cotton leaves the card, the

fibres, it' thej are to be made into absorbent cotton, are

gathered together in a web or fleece; if they are to be

made into surgical gauze the\ are gathered into a rope a

little less than an inch in diameter, called n " sliver."

II. Chemical Processes.— (1) The cotton fibre (mechani

cally cleaned) is packed in boilers and washed with water

(2) Alkaline hydrolysis. In this process the uou-cellulose

constituents of the fibre, was, fatty oils, pectose, &c, are

hydrolysed. (•'!) Extraction of alkali and hydrolysed pro-

ducts. (4) Oxidation. The removal of colouring matter,

residues, and by-products of the alkaline treatment (the

first stage of bleaching). (5) Hydro-extraction of oxidising

chemicals. (6) Acid oxidation. A continuation of the

oxidation and bleaching action. (7) Hydro-extraction of

acids and acid products. (8) Second alkaline hydrolysis.

('.') Hydro-extraction of alkaline products. (10) Second
acid oxidation (completion of bleaching). (11) Neutralisa-

tion of chemicals and removal of neutralisation salts. (12)

Hydro-extraction.

III. Mechanical Processes.—(1) Opening. The fibre at

this point is bleached and absorbent, but somewhat matted

and tangled, and must be opened for subsequent operatioi 5.

(2) Drying (at 220 ;

F.). (3) Lapping, (lathering into

sheets preparatory to cardiug. (4) Carding. The fibres

are individually separated and formed into thin films and
the films gathered into layers. (5) Rolling in layers w itb

thin tissue paper between each layer. The rolls are cut

into sizes, pound, half-pound, quarter-pound, ounce, >xe..

aud packed into cartons or rolled into packages. (G)

Sterilisation.

The mixing or 1 lending process is important, whether

the tiual product is to be absorbent cotton or surgical

gauze. Short and defective fibres, if present, must have a

proper proportion of perfect fibres to make a suitable web
or thread. When cotton waste is employed, the mixing
or blending operation becomes a fine art.

The operations of opening, beating, blowing, scutching,

likewise require considerable skill.

In the final product no dyes nor fillers can be used to

aid in covering up unsightly particles. Every speck, seed,

leaf. &c, most, if possible, be removed. If these specks

are light in gravity, their removal is practically impossible.

The fibres must be well opened out. There must be no

tangled masses or the cotton will not be acted upon by the

chemical agents used in the subsequent operations. Fibres

to be used for absorbent cotton are best left in their natural

curl or twist, ii a- even sheets as possible, lying crosswise

on each other in such a way as best to be receptive of

the hydrolysing solutions. On the contrary, fibres to be

used in gauze arc laid parallel to each other and then

twisted together.

After the mechanical treatment outlined in the tabic the

sheeted fibres ( laps ) ate packed in vats or kiers for the

chemical treatment. This is shown in the table as taking

place in twelve stages. These are sometimes carried out

in one vat hj [ assiog the fibre through ; but more often,

after the tir-t alkaline treatment, the fibres are removed to

an open vat, washed, and then passed through to subsequent

processes in crates or in bunches moved by hand. Washing
machines ol the rake type, such a- are used in wool Scouring,

ale also utilised.

In packing it to kiers, when a considerable percentage of

short fibre- is present, the fibres have a tendency to

become so closelj pressed that the Eolations do not readily

penetrate. With regular fibres, this packing is avoided by

the natural elasticity of the hairs, and their tendency to

spring up and allow a free movement of the extractin

liquids.

The essential feature of rendering the fibres ub-orbent i

embraced in the stage designated in the table as number :

or alkaline hydrolysis. This consists of boiling the fibrr

in a solution of caustic soda of about 1 per cent, strengtl

This is varied with the condition of the fibre, its colou

tenacity, &c., of which the operator must judge in esc

individual case. The boiling is conducted under lo

pressure, continuing from 12 to 4i hours, lixtractio

under a vacuum has been tried, but found to be of, rj

advantage. In fact, in experiments noted by the write

the fibre was not wholly absorbent when boiled in a vacuuri

In the alkaline treatment a portion of the cellulose

dissolved. Upon this point I have made the follow in

experiments:— Carded and cleaned cotton fibre were drie

to constant weight, boiled in solutions of caustic soda

varying strength for different periods, washed until fr<

from alkaline reaction, and again dried to constant weigh

The losses are shown in the following table :—

Loss of Weight oj Cotton Fibre by Boiling in Caustic

Soila Solution.

Loss on Boiling for

Strength of Solution.

Per i
i m.

1

Half Hour.

Pei i •in.

4U

One Hour.

Per Cenf
5-71

The products of the alkaliDe treatment are not

removed from the fibre, especially in the mass. In ordinal

bleaching processes the fibres become white in the proce

which follows the first, or alkaline, treatment. The washii

away of the saponified products is a long operation, and i

the end of it the fibre structure is not freed of its content

Their final removal takes place subsequently.

The first alkaline treatment is followed by the bleachir

proper. Here the fibres are subjected to the prolongs

action of a solution of hypochlorite containing, approx

mately, O'l per cent, of chlorine. The hypochlorites-

lime and soda have both been used. The former is employs

almost exclusively in the cheaper grades of cotton at

gauze. The soda bleach produces a softer, whiter, at

more elastic product. The Thompson process, viz., utilisii

the combined action of hypochlorite and carbon dioxic

ha- been tried, but ha- been found too expensive and ditl

cult to manage with large masses of loose fibre. Sodiu

peroxide has ulso been tried experimentally, but tin preset

price was found to be prohibitive.

In practice, the oxidation is carried to the utmost lira

that the fibre will allow. The requirement is not only I

attack the colour, but to penetrate every molecule and t

break every existing combination, even those retnainin

from the alkaline hydrolysis. The way is thus prepare

for the removal in the subsequent operations of everytbiu

except the cellulose.

It can ea-ilv be imagined that in the proce-s hei

described the cellulose itself is attacked and oxidjaM

That the cellulose is oxidised is shown by the gres

rapidity with which these fibres take up basic coal-t.

dyes. In fact, the affinity of the fibres for these

is, in a rough way, a measure of their absorbency. Is

fibre is always more or hss tender aud gives tli

reaction for oxy-cellulose.

The residues of hypochlorite solution are next washi

away, as shown in the table under No. G, and the fibt

subjected to acid oxidation, in a -olntion of either sulphuri

acid (2 per cent.) or hydrochloric acid (1 per cent.). Tb

oxidation aud bleaching i- carried one point further. I

practice, the process is pushed to a partial solution of tb

inorganic constituents of the fibre. The acid being careful!

I out, there follows a second all. aline treatment, HO.

in the table of operations. The object of this process i- I

attack any matter not reached in the first alkaline treat

nient ; to remove fatty matters decomposed in the chemics
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I orocess, aud to render soluble any residue still remaining in

the fibre.

The strength of the alkali is generally about 0"25 percent,

-of Nal HI, and the time of boiling is short. After washing

away the alkali, a second acid treatment follows. Any
residue soluble in acids is removed, inorganic salts are

dissolved, iron compounds and stains are cleared, and the

•cotton assumes a full white.

The next step is of considerable importance. It is

' difficult to remove all traces of acid, but if they are not

removed the fibre becomes tender on drying. In practice,

after very long washing with water, antiehlor (or soap
iwash) is used. After treatment with antiehlor the fibres

are crisp and emit a crackling sound.

The soap treatment is preferred, but the soap must be
thoroughly washed away, or the fibres will turn yellow.

There is a temptation to leave in a considerable amount of

soap, as the soap overcomes any difficulty in absorptive

power. Calcium chloride is also added for a similar purpose.

With some makers it is the custom to use sulphuric acid in the

final acid treatment, and to allow a considerable portion

I

of this to remain upon the fibre. This acid fibre is next

treated with soap, and there is deposited with the fibre

sulpholeate compounds which render the fibre soft and
flexible and apparently increase its hygroscopic property.

The inevitable decomposition and yellowing follow, to the

;

ultimate detriment of the product.

The last treatment of the chemical process (No. II) in

the table should be a prolonged washing in water until no
:race of soluble matter remains.

The character and quality of the water used in the

preparation of cotton fibre for surgical uses is of great

[importance. Water acceptable fm use in the ordiuary

processes of bleaching and dyeing will here be a source

pf trouble. The reason for this is easily explained. Kach
'Bbre of absorbent cotton is a capillary porous cell of

kbsorbent cellulose. Each individual cell becomes a filter,

lind particles of water are taken in and passed through
lifith great rapidity. There are about 150,000,000 fibres

In a pound of absorbent cotton, and if 1,000 lb. are packed
In a cylinder, and water passed through, we have a tiller-

ed of no mean capacity. To a certain extent these

[ellulose cells are capable not only cf straining out scdi-

Inentary matter from the water, hut also of dissociating salt

jind colouring matter. The fibres rapidly take up algas and
hther organisms. In waters containing large numbers of

lirganisms, naturally covered with gelatinous envelopes

such as diatoms), the upper layer of closely packed cotton

becomes covered with a slime, like that found in filter beds.

rVhen impure water is passed through a considerable depth
[if cotton, the water is to a degree purified, and the cotton

rendered unfit for use. Not only is very hard water

objectionable for use in the preparation of absorbent

rotton on account of the reactions with the chemicals
used, but also the fibres, being absorbent, hold so much
pf the water, that, upon drying, a portion of the lime and
'alts remain.*

j
To produce the finest product the water must be soft,

lear, free from suspended matter, and, as far as possible,

jree also from dissolved organic matter.

|
Following the chemical processes come the mechanical

.-perations noted in the table. The cotton fibres as they
leave the drier are in tangled masses. So crisp are they
• hat when pressed they emit a sound. The first of the

nechauical operations which follow are for the opening out
f the libres (opening and lapping). The fibres are then

jarued, and as they pass from the cards gathered into

livers. The fibres of absorbent cotton have a tendency to

outract and form themselves into tangled nebs ; hence, in

•ell-canled absorbent cotton, the amount of card-waste is

juge.t

' The layers, consisting of several films from the cards,
jlaeed ou top of each other, are rolled up with tissue paper.

* Instances have occurred where soap was used, as noted in the
i recess marked No. 11 in the table, and the water used in the
,
lbsequent washings contained an excessive amount of alum. In

liese cases it was found that the soap became coagulated, rendering
ie fibres non-absorbent.
t In lower grades the nebs are allowed to pass through*

This rolling in tissue is an American invention, ami is of
great utility, preventing the felting of the fibres, which

I
would , ecur if the cotton were rolled upon itself. The
cotton fibre unrolls like a sheet cr blanket, and can be cut
or torn with ease.

One manufacturer of absorbent cotton adds a final and
most important process, viz., sterilisation. .Sterilised or
aseptic cotton fibre is a product of very recent times.
While the methods oE antisepsis have by no means been
discarded, still in many conditions (as, fur example, when
an aseptic wound is made by the surgeon), and for many
uses during the course of an operation, simple aseptic,

absorbent cotton fibre is the only material required. Many
hospitals sterilise the fibres at the time of use. Sterilised
absorbent cotton fibre and sterilised surgical gauze and
other dressings have, however, become permanent articles
of commerce.
The sterilising agents used for absorbent cotton rolled in

tissue is formaldehyde gas. For gauze aud other dressing-,
steam is employed. Iu the laboratories in which these
notes are made, the sterilising chambers are long steel

cylinders similar to the chambers used in quarantine, and
have a capacity of about 2,000 lb. of cotton each.
The cotton is run into the chambers, the doors are closed,

the chamber is warmed, aud a vacuum of about 20 ins. is

drawn. Formaldehyde gas (or steam) is then admitted to
the chambers, aud the fibres are almost instantly nenetrated.
In practice, the gas or steam is removed by the vacuum
pump and a fresh charge is admitted. The fibres are in

contact with the formaldehyde gas for about two hours,
with steam one hour.

The material is so packed that the sterilising agents can
penetrate the fibres, but it is so enclosed that the cotton
cannot be infected unless the packages are broken open.

Bacteriological tests, made by placing infected strips

within the chambers, have demonstrated the efficiency of the
process for ordinary forms of organisms.

Surgical Gauze.—Absorbent gauze cloth, made of cotton
fibre, is at once a covering aud protection. It may be
used to bind together separated parts. Its threads act as

compresses to severed blood vessels. The absorptive power
of gauze is very great when properly prepared, its qualities

make it the most useful wound-dressing material knowu.
The gauze of the cotton trade, known as " Cheese Cloth "

or " Tobacco Cloth," is quite distinct from surgical gauze.
Iu the United States, in England, and in some parts of

the ( lontinent, gauze is spun and woven solely for surgical

uses.

i !i >tton fibre, after primary mechanical treatment as above,
when it is to be made into surgicai gauze, passes through a
series of mechanical and chemical operations, the principal

ones of which are here noted.

I. Mechanical Processes. — (1) "Combing," (2)
" Drawing," (3) " Slubbing," (4) " Roving," (5) Spinning,"

(6) Weaving operations : («) Winding, (4) Warping, (c)

Sizing, (<z) Drawing or twisting the warp, (<) Weaving.

II. Chemical Operations.—The woven gauze cloth is

made of non-absorbent fibre, anil must lie made absorptive.

This requires operations similar to those for rendering cotton
absorbent. (1) " Grey washing," (2) " Bowking," decom-
position of fatty, resinous, and waxy matters in the threads
preparatory to removal by subsequent operations

; (3)
Washing, (4) Alkaline hydrolysis, (5) Extraction of alkali

and hydrolysed products, (6) Oxidation (first stage of

bleaching), (7) Extraction of oxidising agents, (8) Acid
oxidation, (D) Second alkaline hydrolysis, (10) Extraction

of alkaline products, (II) Second acid oxidation—com-
pletion of bleaching, (12) Neutralisation of chemicals and
removal of salts produced thereby.

III. Mechanical Processes.— 1. Opening. The gauze
cloth at this point is white and absorbent, but folded ami
twisted, and must be opened to full width for the next opera-

tion. 2. Tentering (stretching, drying, calendering). 3.

Rolling (folding automatically). It the material is intended

for antiseptic gauze, it is impregnated with the antiseptic

solution at this point. 4. Racking into containers.

5. Sterilisation.

In selecting and blending the fibres, great care must be

taken to secure evenness in length, freedom from leaf,
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shells, dirt, ami above nil, to give exactly the right twist

to the thread. !n spinning, the object is Dot to secure a

tightj strong, hard twisted thread, but rather au even
smooth ODe, ^ iil« the fibres so laid as to he readily

rendered absorbent. A vital point is that the sizim

that is perfectly soluble and thai can be quite

the main chemical processes The pi

ing the gauze absorbent is very drastic. Consi-

derable oxidation takes place, with au average loss of

.. per cent, in weight. The finished product is carried

beyond the stage of bleaching before tic desired

tive power is reached. In small laboratories this work is

carried on in the piece, while the larger establishments
have automatic apparatus for the chemical washing, &e.
The finishing of surgical gauze is of consideraMi
portance.

The use of tillers, such as gums, starches, dextiirn -, &c .

or softeners, 'neb as soups and fats, is very undesirable.

In -Mine grades to be found in the market the amount
of such dressings is BUCh as to preclude the use of the

material with iodoform, mercuric chloride, or other sensitive

antiseptics.

It is comparatively easy in trade to obtain a price for

gauze much above its actual value. For example, a gauze
which in the grey is 86 ins. in width will, under the ordinary

treatment; finish up only 35 ins. in width. A free use of

starch, however, may aid in holding it out to width. By
manipulating the tentering machine, the longitudinal tine. ids

may be stretched so as to give an increase in length of from
10 to 20 per cent.

In dealing with gauze, it is usual to take a piece one

inch square as a standard. If we take such a square of a

fairly high grade, such as is represented by one having
40. longitudinal and 44 cross threads per square inch we
shall have 84 inches of thread.

Again, the size of the thread will make a difference in

the weight of cotton in each square inch.

With surgical gauzes, as found in the market, there is a

marked variation in the quality of the fibre, the Dumber ot

threads to the inch, and the size and weight of the threads.

The National Formulary (United States, unofficial) names
as standard cloths. Lehigh K. and Stillwater brands. These
have 32 threads per square inch each way, and weigh about
800 grains to (he square yard. The gauze cloth now found
in commerce exhibits ; , great variation.

The earlier surgical gauzes were made of Egyptian cotton,

with equal number of threads each way, hand finished-

The hand finish kept the threads straight. The final

product was less white hut more elastic. 11 Came from
the bleach unchanged in (ensile strength.

Surgical gauze is to be used n- a protective covering, a

bandage, and a dressing. It must have strength and
sufficient power and capacity to absorb, to hold, and to

act upon all discharges. It must contain nothing inimical

to wound tissue. It must be aseptic ; in other words, its

value depends upon its preparation Rather than upon its

textile composition. The gauze, within its final container,

is sterilised by saturated steam in a vacuum.

( lasses of (Motion Dressings.—The progressive evolution

of surgery has demanded cotton dressing possessing certain

characteristics which maybe crudely defined as follows:

—

Non-absorbent dressings which resist absorption into the

fibres themselves. These absorb by capillarity and act as

filters and protectives. Absorbent drossiuas capable of

absorbing into the fibres and interstices the scions dis.

charges, and solutious applied lo wound surfaces. Aini-

septic fibres impregnated with antiseptics, or dri

which work untisi ptically, dry sterile absorbent cott

which absorb serous discharges and hold them in a dry
condition. Aseptic dressings tree from living organisms
(sterilised).

Dressing- impregnate I with antiseptics may still contain

Organisms and be the means of carrying infection to a

wound; hence all dressings applied lo a wound must be
antiseptic and surgically clean. Sterility, once attained,

must he maintained until the dressing reaches the wound
surface.

Lister first impregnated lint With very pure phenol, his

object being to form a crn-t over the wound, and thus

proven' putrefaction. This was followed by mixtures ol

oil and carbolic acid, carbolatid pastes, and putty ei

m muslin or lint. and. in 1871, gauze clotii was introduced
by him. The Continental surgtons, who had been the first

i '.qit absorbent cotton, were also the firat to impregnate
the film- with antiseptics. The list of antiseptic dressing!

made of cotton is to-day quite meagre. I'hemost cummonlv
used are mercuric chloride, iodoform, boracie acid, am

ze of mercury and zinc. The method c
preparing these need not be detailed here.*

Vntiseptic gauze is supplied in twi in-, moist mi
dry. In dry gauze a volatile lolvcnt is iced, and, upoi

evaporation, the antiseptic is left upon the fibre. Tl

standard for - noli a gauze would be the percent

weight of tiie finished product.

In moist gauze a non-volatile solution or emulsion I

made by the aid of glycerin and the gauze i- iinpri

tl :e i of solution its extracted, and the gun
tnniried. The standard adopted for such antiseptic giuui

is that the gauze when dry shall contain the re

percent:e. ol antiseptic by weight.

t

Mixtures of carbolic acid with oils, fats, and soapi

eeirainly neutralise tl e u til j i
i the ai id, from a chemtca I

and bacteriological point of view. Mercuric' chloride forta I

an inert compound with serous fluids from the tissue* I

Lister icdissoived the precipitate formed hv corrosK'
j

sublimate and serum in an excess of blood serum
preparation was quickly abandoned. The chemical acfivit;

]

and bacteriological power ol mercuric chloride in solutioi I

depends upon its free ions. Yet in surgery, sodian I

chloride and ammonium chloride are used to increase tl,

solubility of the mercuric salt. In the cafe of ammouiui
j

chloride undoubtedly a double salt is formed (sal-Aleni
|

broth. Lister), and it is the free ions of the louble -

arc active. Lister also introduced a so-called double sal'

j

the cyanide of mercury and zinc. From iht chemist'
j

point of view there was in this salt no combination, and th i

soluble mercuric cyanide was nearly all washed away in th I

preparation of the mixture, leaving only zinc cyanide, a j
meit substance. Mercuric chloride, in conflict with cotto I

fibre, is in the course of time reduced to oxide. Th I

change seems to take place more rapidly if the fibre is drj I

Mixtures of soap and mercuric chloride and iodoform f> I

impregnating gauze are very common. Here then
dt composition ol the mercuric salt and the iodoforu

in turn a combination of the mercury and free iodine. A I

these compounds, however, satisfy the surgeon, and t!

chemist must be suited.

With the development of surgical technique the

antiseptic cotton and gauze has markedly decreased. The!

has been a marked reduction in the proportion of .mt

septics used, and a gradual abandonment of antiseptic i

Plain aseptic sterilised dressings of cotton or gau
now used in many instances, to the entire exclusi

antiseptic preparations.

In addition to the already noted forms of surgic.

dressings made of cotton, still others may be enumerated.

Absorbent cotton fibres, compressed into small bull

have found considerable favour in military practici

preparation of cotton fibres partially felted so as to form

cross between lint and loose fibres is know i under the nan

of hutine. Combinations of cotton fibre and other cell

loses have also been manufactured, the advantage of tl

cellulose being that the fluids absorbed are soou ditTusi

and spread over the entire area of the dressings.

There are a number of modifications of cotton fibre

use. Carbonised cotton fibres have found a very limit'

use in -urgery. Many other fibres and substances h.o

been suggested as substitutes for cotton or for mixing wit

it, i .ii.. neat, ramie, and llax, but all these link one or rue

i -mi tial features, while eolfou fibre in \arious forms com
more and more into use in -urgery.

Stypl i cott 'i - cotton fibre impregnated with n snluMI
di el subsulpllllte, heinous to tie- class.

prepared with non-iilisnrbeut fihiv. ,i- n-,- .-mount. - .mi

1 is net i, s.-il Ml MUllleni SllI-'Cl>.

+ In some instances tni impregnation is n

square measure "I the gauze contains a dellmte ineasi

ant iscj't m.
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Maximum. Jlhiimmn.

Entire plant mature,31 speci-
mens in failing stage.

Per Cent.

P58
3-2S
17'lM
i;-u2

12:96
*-96

V80

Per Cent.

0"47

0/74
9" 33
3-43

1-7U
2-80
0"93

Per Cent.
215

0'1>2

Stems, 20
jLeftves, lsi

Boils, 6 „

1-45

iril

Burrs. 3
Seed. 15

9
-
Sl

a '78
Fibrj 1-B7

In cotton fibre, as it is delivered from the market to the

;
gin, is found a varying proportion of impurities which
increase the percentage of ash. Thus the percentage of
ash in absorbent cotton varies somewhat in proportion to

the thoroughness with which the cotton is cleaned by the
mechanical processes before chemical treatment. How
much of the ash the mechanical and chemical treatment

Absorbent cotton fibre and gauze cloth, have found

numerous uses in the industrial arts.

Water, watery solutions, oils, syrups, jellies, and var-

nishes can be strained or perfectly clarified as may be

desired. Dairies consume large quantities of both cotton

and gauze for the straining and clarification of milk. In

chemical laboratories, in addition to use for filtering pur-

poses, there is an increasing use of absorbents for absorption

of fats, &c, as in milk analysis.

The use of prepared cellulose as an absorbent is un-

doubtedly capable of great extension. In this paper it has

been noted that the prepared fibre has a marked power in

removing certain coloured matters from solution, forming

in certain instances hike-like compounds. From the basii

salts of certain metals the fibres take up notable propor-

tions of the basic oxides. This phenomenon is increased in

well-prepared absorbent cotton fibre. A. farther study

along this line might prove of considerable value.

In the electrical industry considerable use is found foi

absorbent cotton fibre, as also in the preparation of films,

cements, and varnishes. Absorbent cotton fibre is also

utilised in the manufacture of incandescent mantles.

There is a constantly increasing demand for absorbent

cotton fibres in the preparation of collodion compounds. In

many of the industrial uses here noted it is required that

the fibre shall be free from foreign matters and from
chemicals. In certain of them the presence of immature
fibres, nibs, ike, is objectionable, for other uses a low

content of ash is very desirable. In bacteriological work
and for filtering milk, &c, sterilised fibres are preferred.

Ash of Cotton Fibre.— A consideration of the ash in

cotton fibre is important in view of the attempts of several

Pharmacopoeias to prescribe the amount which shall be

present in absorbent cotton,and also in view of the fact that in

the use of absorbent cotton for many purposes, the quantity

Kid quality of the ash is a factor of considerable moment.
The writer has often been asked for a process to produce

a cotton entirely ash free. At other times trouble has

arisen over the presence, in considerable quantities, of such

constituents as lime, magnesium, and iron in the finished

product. The table first given shows the amount of ash in

samples of raw cotton fibre as found in the American
market.

Ash of Raw Cotton Fibre (based on Undefined Fibre
with Natural Moisture).—Orleans, 1"5; Texas, 1-g;

Egyptian, 1 -6 ; Sea Island, IS; Peruvian, 1-7; Strict

Middlings. No. 300, 1 '65
; "East Indian," 2-72 per cent.

Davis, Dryfus, and Holland (quoted in Cotton by C. I'.

Brooks) gives the ash of several varieties of Indian cotton

as follows:—Dhollerah, 0-22
: Dharwar, 4-JG; Bengal,

3'98: Broach, 3'14; ( 'omrawuttee, 2-.J2 per cent.

The United States Department of Agriculture gives

Tesults of analysis of 10 samples of American staples as

follows:—Minimum, 0-93; maximum, 1-80; Average,
1*37 per cent. ash.

The amount of ash in the fibre is small in comparison
with the amount in other parts of the plant as shown below.

Ash of the Cotton Plant, American groirn.

ives is shown in the sample marked 300 (see below),
where the proportion of ash in the ground fibre was
1 "85 per cent., and after being made absorbent, 0' 123 per
cent.

.vs far as my researches have extended, I find the
following standard for ash in absorbent cotton :

—

United SiateS Pharmacopoeia, 1S90.—Not more than
0*8 per cent of ash.

British Pharmacopoeia, 189S. — Less than 1 per cent,
of ash.

lan Pharmacopoeia, 4th Edition.—Xot more than
per cent of ash.

The percentage of ash present in a sample of absorbent
n sold in various markets is as follows:—American,

. 0-120, 0-177, 0-1SO, 0-150, 0-177; American,
N.P., 0-2C5; American, 390, 0-!2:i; German, 0-073,

:
French, 0-21G, 0-094; English, 0-200, 0-092.

V' -' for Purity,—A few of the Pharmacopoeias have
established standards for the purity of absorbent cotton.

Anions these are the following :
—"Purified cotton should

erieclly free from all visible impurities and on com-
bustion should not leave more than 0-S per cent, of ash.

When purified cotton previously compressed in the hand is

thrown on the surface of cold water it should readily

absorb the latter and sink, and the water should not
acquire either an acid or an alkaline reaction." (Evidence
of Proper Purification, U.S. Pharmacopoeia, 1890.) "It
should readily be wetted by water, to which it should

not impart either an alkaline or an aeid reaction. On
incineration in-air it burns leaving less than 1 per cent, of

ash. It dissolves in concentrated solution of copper-

ammonio-sulphate." (British Pharmacopoeia, 1898.)*

" Purified cotton, moistened with water, should not

change the color of litmus paper. Having been immersed
in boiling water, the liquid should hardly produce an
opalescence with solution of silver nitrate, barium nitrate, or
ammonium oxalate. The red tint which is produced by the

addition cf a few drops ot sulphuric acid and three drops of
a solution of potassium permanganate should not disappear

within a few minutes. If purified cotton is thrown on
water it should become moist and sink at once. On
burning it should not leave more than 0-3 per cent, of ash."

(German Pharmacopoeia, 4th Edition. )f
Purified cotton should readily become wet when brought

into contact with warm water, and the washings should be
neutral. 0'3 grm. of purified cotton when ignited and
incinerated should leave no weighable amount of residue.

(Pharmacopoeia Svecia, 1901.)

All these standards are open to criticism j that of the

U.S. P. is particularly faulty in that absorbent cotton

heavily charged with impurities will, if previously pressed

in the hand, sink when thrown on the surface, of water.

This authority is also indefinite as to the amount of water

to be used. If a large amount of water is used with a
small portion of cotton, alkaline or acid reaction easily

escapes observation. The British Pharmacopoeia is likewise

open to criticism in this same respect; impure cotton may-

be immersed in water without, imparting either an acid or

an alkaline reaction.

The test of sinking in water is a test neither of purity

nor of absorbent power. .Soaps, glycerin compounds, and
calcium chloride will increase the apparent absorbency

enough to comply with this test.

A very simple test for the presence of substances added
artificial absorbtive power is, to thoroughly wash the

cotton in water, to dry it thoroughly, and then to drop it

in water. If it has been made absorbent by added
substances its power is diminished under this treatment.

In my laboratory the following tests have been found of

service in rapid quantitative work :—A portion of cotton

(generally 2 grms.) is percolated with alcohol. Another
portion is percolated with ether, the solvents being slightly

* The word "copper-animonio-sulphate " in the B.P., 1S'\ is an
error : solution of cuprauunonium oxide was evidently inl

t
! he following Pharmacopoeias contain no refere

cotton. Pharmacopoeia Espanola. Pharmai 9S)»

Pharmacopoeia o'hiliensis (1886), Pharmacopoeia P <s76).

Pha incopceia Helvetica (1893), Ph'arn 1886).

I i iiai-macipa'ia Venquela (1898)igfVes a process la- preparing

at at cotton, but has no requirement for i
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warmed ami passed through twice. If no residue then
remains upon evaporation, the extraction has been thorough.
Purified ether and purified alcohol are to be used, or else

there will be a residue due to impurities in the solvent.
For the presence of bleaching materials due to faultj

processes, left In design, or added to give absorbtive power.
Cake b grins, of the absorbent cotton and wash it well with
100 c.c. of distilled water, either by letting it stand for

some hours in the water or by boiling it for a few minutes.
The water must be absolutely pun and the rebels perfectly
clean. \\ ith pure absorbent cotton the water remains
clear; bleaching chemicals and soap- show a cloudiness if

present in notable quantities. If no cloudiness appears,
or if it is onh faiutlj cloudy upon concentration to half or
one fourth its bulk, the water may be tested for the presence
of chemicals such as chlorides (from the chlorine of the
bleaching bath).

Calcium chloride (sometimes added to give hygroscopic
power) and sulphuric acid may be detected by the usual
tests. Salts of the fatty aeids (soaps) are detected by
their reaction with mercuric chloride or acetic acid. Soap-.
when present in considerable amounts, ate also manifest
in the ether residues, and glycerin !in the water residues,
when the cotton is extracted with these solvents.

Tests for the purity of absorbent gauze present a much
wider range tbau those for the purity of absorbent cotton.

Here, in addition to the impurities mentioned iu the fore-

going, such as the natural fats, waxes, colouring matters,
and bleaching chemicals, there are often present also many
added substances.

The number of substances used for dressing and felting
gauze to give a better finish, to make weight, or to increase
the apparent size of the thread, is very large. Only those
of more common occurrence are hire noted. As staving or
dressing materials: starch, flour, dextrine, glue, albumin,
casein, gums, tragacanth, Senegal, arable, &c. Loading
materials : gypsum, chalk, chlorides, and sulphates, M.dium
and zinc salts, china clay, barium chloride, sulphate, and
carbonate. Substances added to u:ake the fabric soft,

pliable, aud hygroscopic : glycerin, glucose, calcium, zinc,

and magnesium chlorides, sodium, and ammonium salts.

The number of substances is so large that no general
method of examination can be given ; specific methods for
each would require too much space. The rough ami
simple method used in our practice is, first to examine
the external or physical properties. Then a practis t ,l

eye can detect filling at once. A heavily charged gauze
will lose much of its filling by brisk rubbing between the
ringers, and dust will fly off upon tearing.

^ijrjnfj), iT.^.^i., £>Htion.

Meeting held mi Auyttst lOtli, 1904.

IU. IIIMiV (.. SMITH IN THE CIIAIK.

THE BACTERIAL ORIGIN OF THE VEGETABLE
'.I MS.—PART II.

BY It. OBEIG SMITH, D.Sc.

It will be remembered that the arabin nud metarabin
gums were first obtained in the laboratory by growing
Bad. acacia and Bad. metarabinum upon a medium
containing saccharose, potato-juice, tannin, and agar. The
medium as at first prepared was excellent for the purpose
of producing siime, but unfortunately it subsequently became
uncertain in its action, and this could only be accounted for

by differences in the composition of the potato-juice, which
was made at various times from different lots of potatoes.

Further research, however, showed that one reason for the

discrepancies lay in the fact thut the bacteria rapidly lost

the power of producing slime from saccharose, There

seemed also to be a variable constituent of the potato-iuice,
possibly dextrose, that prohibited the formation of the
typical by-product. As tin- potato-juice medium was so
unsatisfactory, a number of experiments were made with
the object of obtaining a medium better adapted to the
slime-forming requirements of the bacterium. This entailed
an investigation into the nutrition of the organism, and
incidentally a number of other questions were considered.

Iu experimenting with the various nutrients, the effects
were measured by tin weights of slime that were produced.
The slime- were grown upon the surface of 20 c.c. portions
of agar media which had been allowed to solidify in ordinary
9-cm. Petri-dishes. The material used for infecting the
plates was prepared by growing the bacteria upon sac-

charose-potato-agar (without tannin) at 30° C. for from
24 to 4f< hours. At that temperature the bacteria grew
exceedingly well, and were practically without slime. Alter
a certain period of incubation, the slimes were removed
from the experimental ag-r plates as thoroughly as possible

and weighed directly. Duplicate tests made at the same
time and incubated under the same conditions generally
agreed, but when made at different times and possibly under
different conditions, they did not always agree. The yield

of slime appeared to depend largely upon the vitality of the
bacterium when infected. The largest yield of slime, viz.,

25 per cent. (5 grms. from 20 c.c. of medium), was obtained
from the most favourable medium when the bacteria had
been subcultivated for some weeks at close intervals, such
as every two or three day-. When the bacteria were
allowed to rest for, say, a month, the amounts of slime were
very much less, and after they bad been subcultivated tor

a few months upon sugar-free media, the gum-forming
faculty was temporarily List.

A series of preliminary experiments, in which the balance
was not used, indicated that a quantity of slime could be
obtained upon an agar medium containing levulose, aspara-
gine, potassium citrate, aud tannin. Further experiments
were made to discover the optimum quantity of each of

these nutrients, &c, aud the comparative effect of other

nutrients.

The bacterium responded quickly to levulose, the maxi-
mum yield being obtained with 2 percent, of sugar. The
yield gradually tell until, with 10 per ceut., only four tenths
of the maximum was produced. With tegard to the other

carbonaceous nutrients, saccharose was lound to be as

useful as levulose when the organism bad been trained to

utilise that particular sugar. Glycerin, maunite.and maltose

were not quite so good, while dextrose, galactose, lactose,

and raffinose were useless. A curious point was that while

levulose produced the maximum quantity, iuvcrt sugar
produced none. Experimental trials with mixtures of levu-

lose and dextrose showed that as the proportion of dextrose

was increased, the yield of slime decreased. Dextrose WSJ
thus not only useless for enabling the bacterium to form

gum, but it also prevented the organism from utilising

levulose. It was furthermore found that dextrose also

prohibited the production of gum from maltose. Galactod
behaved like dextrose in producing no slime and in prevent-

ing the utilisation of levulose and maltose.

These experiments with sugars have a direct bearing

upon a certain hypothesis regarding the origin of gum
from cellulose. Botanists seem to have agreed that guru

is derived more or less directly from cellulose, probably

because it had been found in certain trees in lacunae, w hich

bad been produced by the swelling and ultimate deliquescent!

i f the cell walls. It is probable that the destruction of the

wood tissue had been caused 1>\ the activity of niicroscopifl

moulds, and that the gum had flowed into the cavity exactly

as it flows into the cavities in the fruit of the almond and

the peach. Fragments of cellular tissue arc sometimes found

embedded in gums, such as gum tragacanth, but rather

than indicating a cellulose origin of the gum. I think this

points to the presence of insect life, e.g., tree-borers, in the

wood in the neighbourhood of the puncture through which

the gum had exuded. I have shown that the gum hat a

bacterial origin, so that its direct production from cellulose

is out of the question. The results with the sugar- -how

that dextrose, the hydrolytic product of cellulose, is useless

for the produetiou of gum. And if we use the name iu its
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broadest sense and include the hemicelluloses, pectins, and

other celluloses, we know that the dextrose or galactose,

which generally accompanies the other saccharine products

nt' hydrolysis, would prohibit the formation of gum. The
experimental evidence goes to show that the gum is formed

bv the bacteria from levulose and maltose, the wandering
sugars of Brown and Morris.

When varying quantities of asparagine were contained

in the media upon which the slime was grown, it was found

that the maximum yield was obtained with O'l per cent.,

: and that larger amounts had no effect one way or the other

in modifying the activity of the organism. Upon comparing
peptone, asparagine, and urea with different sugars, Sec., the

asparagine clearly gave the best results. With the excep-

tion of levnlose, from which the same weight of slime was
obtained, the yields from the urea plates, in which the

nitrogen was equivalent to that in the asparagine plates,

varied from two-thirds in the case of saccharose to three-

fiflhs with mannite. Peptone gave practically no slime.

It was found, upon testing various alkaline salts, that the

i
acid radicles fell into four groups ; they either (1) accele-

rated, (2) were indifferent, (3) depressed, or (4) prohibited

the production of slime. The first group included suc-

nbates and citrates : the second contained tartrates and.

possiblv, chlorides; the third had sulphates, phosphates,

and oxalates : whde the fourth included acetates, lactates,

I

and formates. When the quantity of salt was investigated,

it was found that 1 per cent, of succinate or of citrate was
the optimum. Of these two salts, the latter was, if any-

thing, the better. As the bacterium produced among its

Bads succinic, acetic, formic, and lactic, it is interesting to

note that the first of these accelerated and the others pro-

hibited the production of gum. One is inclined to regard

the by-products of bacteria and of yeasts either as depres-

I

sants or prohibitants ; but succinic acid does not appear to

come under either of these groups v
> far as yeasts are

concerned, succinates undoubtedly hasten fermenatiou, but

pos-iMv not more so than do phosphates.

The iuvestigation of the action of tannin was interesting.

The best quantity was 0-1 percent., but as much as 0-3 per

cent, could be used ; more than that destroyed the cohesive -

ness of the agar during sterilisation. All tannics did not

seem to have the same slime-producing effect, as it was
found that a fresh lot was not so active as the older sample.

Id order to test the action of different known tannins npon
the medium, I obtained a number of specimens from Messrs.

Harrington Bros. The baterium enabled these to be sepa-

rated iuto two classes, one of which increased the yield of

slime, and included the sumach tannins used by dyers ; the

other was either inactive or depressed the yield, and con-

| taiced the gall-nut tannins, such as the pure forms, as well

as those used by calico-printers. The addition of glycerin

to the medium and a longer period of incubation checked

the depression due to the second group of tannins. Since

Bad. acacix can distinguish between certain of the tannins,

|
it is possible that it might form the basis of a biological

'. method for the recognition of these substances. With
I regard to the function of the tannin in the medium, I am of

the opinion that by causing the agar-jelly to be somewhat
contractile, it enables the bacteria to be slowly fed with

! nutrients in solution—that is to say, the bacteria can

obtain the water necessary to iorm the slime (which con-

j tain3 97 per cent, of water) much more easily when tannin

-ent than when it is absent.

The optimum temperature for slime formation lies about
17" (

'. As t!ie temperature rises, the slime becomes less.

At 22 it was two-thirds, and at 30° it was one-fourth the

maximum.

From the experiments briefly treated in the foregoing,

it appeared that an optimum medium for the formation of

slime in the laboratory shouH contain ievulose 2, glycerin 1

,

asparagine O'l, tannin (preferably sumach) 0' 1, potassium

[citrate 01, agar 2 grins., and tap-water to 100 c.c. This

I medium is not only an excellent substratum for enabling

Lfiacf. acacia to form its slime; bnt it is also a means of

[distinguishing between other gum bacteria, some of which

J

do not produce slime upon it.

As 'here might be the possibility of checking the gum-
flux of fruit trees by the application of saline manni. ,

experiments were made with various salts which were added

to the optimum medium. These, however, showed that
there would be little hope of checking the gum-flux with
any salt, excepting, perhaps, nitrate of potash. Upon a
medium prepared according to the prescription detailed
above, but without glycerin, 20 grms. of slime were obtained
from 100 c.c. of agar. The addition of 0-2 per cent, of
potassium nitrate reduced the yield to 8 grms., and larger
percentages of salt had no further influence. The same
reduction was obtained with 0-6 per cent, of sodium
chloride, while double the quantity checked the growth of
the bacterium.

In my work connected with the formation of gum in
plants and the relationship between the gam and certain
bacteria, I have always endeavoured to produce the typical
ba iterial product in the laboratory. This was not always
capahle of being done, but in the present instance the
production of arabin and metarabin in the laboratory by
Bact. acaciic and Bad. metarabinum, both isolated from the
tissues of trees, was a much more decided proof that the
bacteria produced these gams in the plant than would have
been their production in the plant after an infection with
the bacteria. The proof was more decided, for the simple
reason that we could not have been absolutely certain that
the trees would not have developed gum-flux independentlv
of the infection, possibly as the result of a previous or
a subsequent accidental infection with the same or other
organisms.

However, an infection experiment was made, but it was
done with the idea of testing if the bacterium, isolated from
a member of the acacia, could bring about a production of
gum in one of the Rosacea. Peach trees, after havin» been
infected with Bad acacia, developed gum-flux, but the gum
which exuded was metarabin. This was rather a curious
result. That the tree should have produced insoluble
metarabin after an infection with the soluble arabin
bacterium was unexpected. Some light was, however,
thrown upon the matter by the bacteriological examination
of the infected plant. In the tissues I found Bact. acacia,
Bad. metarabinum, and forms intermediate between these
two organisms. The peach tree had apparently altered,

and was rapidly altering Bact. acacia into Bact. metara-
binum, a process which, as I have already shown, could not
be done in the laboratory. It is therefore evident that the
host-plant is able to modify the gum-forming faculty of the
bacterium, and that so profoundly that the acquired
character is practically permanent. In the case of Bact.
metarabinum, isolated from Acacia penninervis, the forma-
tion of metarabin had been maintained for two years, during
which time the organism had been subcultivated in the
laboratory. The influence of the host-plant upon the
bacterium explains how the gums from certain species of
trees are so constant in character, that from the fruit trees

(Rosacea) being practically always the insoluble cerasin
(metarabin), and that from certain Acacia being always
the soluble arabin.

During the research I kept in view the possibility of gum
being produced industrially, perhaps from the waste liquors

in the manufacture of potato-starch or from molasses, but
at present there seems to be little possibility of its being
prepared from these substances. The gum is not readily

formed in fluid media, and the agar medium appears to be a

necessity for the production of the slime in quantity.

Molasses acts as a complete food for the bacterium,

and the addition of other nutrients is unnecessary. It

does not, however, produce a maximum yield of slime,

probably on account of its excess of saline matter. Speaking
rouehlv, 20 parts of agar, with 20 parts of saccharose, 10 of

glycerin, and 1 each of asparagine, tannin, and potassium

citrate would yield 250 parts of slime, containing 7
" 5 parts

of drv slime, or, say, 6 parts of gum. The cost of producing

this small quantity of gum, in materials and labour, would be
in excess of its value. We must therefore i k at present

to growing the gum in trees and augmenting the production

by the infection of suitable kinds.

In tbis Journal (1902, 1381) appears a paper by Mr. Thos.

Steel and myself upon gum levau, which is formed in solu-

tions of sacehorose, such as cane-juice, by the biochemical

activity of Bacillus levaniformans. The crganism is a

comparatively large spore-forming bacterium, measuring

2 to 3 /< in length. I have fouud it frequently in plant
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tissues during the investigations connecter! with the i

table gums, and it undoubtedly occurs widely distributed in

the vegetable kingdom. It is not, however, the only organism

that can form levan. In a sweet gtimmv exudate From a

tree. Eucalyptus Stuartiana, 1 obtained Bact eucalypti, a

small noi : bacterium, l ,« in length, which gren

in solution Dg peptone, saccharose, and salts, pro-

duciug the strong opalescence so characteristic of levan.

It also degraded the saccharose to reducing sugars. Ujth

gum and reducing sugars were produced in the same pro-

portions and at the same rate as in the case of Sac. levani-

..,,,. so that the tablo showing the composition ol

nt saccharose medium during the cultivation o! i

bacterium would also apply to the other. Practically the

same acids and subsidiary produ ts were obtained. Butj

was the only exception, but it is probable that, bad an

older cuKm samined, as was th<- case with Bote.

levaniformans, that acid would have been found.

point noted in addition "was that the acids in the nutrient

media containing chalk were formed from the reducing

sugars and not from the saccharose. The activity ol

organism was tested upon saccharose, but the gum was

r'ormed naturally from raffinose, the manna of the eucalypt,

with which the gum was mixed.

1 have found a gum-forming bacterium frequently in

vegetable tissues, and although I have not yet discovered a

uatural gum produced by it, yet there is every probabil ty

that such does exist. It was obtained first from the sugar

cane, and theu in the gum-resin of Araucaria Cunning-

hamii, the Moreton Bay pine. It probably has nothing to

do with the production of the gum of the latter, which is

undoubtedly arabin.

The organism produced slime readily upon the levulose-

tannin medium already descrihed, and the slime yielded n

gum which became insoluble in water after it had I

coagulated by alcohol. This property altered in time, for,

when the bacterium had been subcultivated in the

laboratory for two years, it was no longer converted into

an insoluble form when dehydrated with alcohol. The

<rum mucilage made paper adhere firmly to glass, and when

tested was found to react as follows : Basic and ammo-
:ii lead acetates gave curdy masses: ferric chloride

produced a brownish clot ; barium hydroxide thickened the

mucilage; Schweitzer's reagent produced a gelati

slime ; dilute iodine gave a reddish ting : whiie Fehling's

solution gave no reaction; copper sulphate, followed by

potassium hydroxide, produced a gelatinous blue precipitate,

which coagulated to a curdy mass upon boiling. The other

usual gum reagents gave no reactions.

The gmn was easily hydrolysed to galactose by S per

Iphuric acid. It was, then lore, a gulactau. In

awas not inverted, and, besides

the gum, ill re ivi re produced < tbyl alcohol, carbon dioxide,

lauric. palmitic, succinic, acetic, and formic acids.

lutbe'l own s " gummosis," or gumming
,| ;

. plants b< ''.uue sickly and l lie as

a result of the plugging of the large vessels of tl

strings with a yellou gum or slime. With bad!

canes the sum exudes from the ends of the bundles when

the canes are cut transversely. The gam has been nu
i, who saw bacteria in th.- fresh gum. His

field experiments, in which the canes were infected with

were inconcl

From tin gum that exuded from the cut euds of the

ol a diseased cane, I separated a bacterium

hich I have applied Cobb's name. Back rium vasctdarum.

It "rew slowly upon ordinary glucose-gelatin, which it slowly

liquefied, as'hi of yellow dime. A

quantity ol '1"- gum was grown upon cane-juice agar, and

after purification portion- id with the usual re-

agents. Precipitates were obtained with neutral, basic, ai d

amnioniacal lead barium and calcium hjdroxi

copper sulphate, and ferric chloride. A slimy volumic

precipitin dum was given with alcohol,

natural gum. scraped from cu: canes, was tested at the

same time as the bacterial product, and the reactions

found to be identical. The bacterial gam as grown u

the artificial media was similar in appearance to the natural

product. This is different from those gums thai have been

already recorded, but is explained by the fact that cane-gum,
although it is popularly called a gum, is in reality- a -

Mr. Ihos. Steel had already done much work with the
natural gum. and I have .'.Mr. to him the publication of its

chemical nature.

A number of experiments were made with various
nutrients to test their influence upon the production of

slime. The product wai bed like the arabin slimes,

hut the quantity was estimated i isuallj as i; appeared upon
the surfaces of tie' agar slopes. This is not so good a

a- by making use of the balance, hut the

«. re small in in with the arabin slime, and on thin

account the visual method seemed the better at the time.

The bacterium grew well when peptone was present to the
extent of from <

>

- 1 to 0*5 pel mlose, saccharose,

and, to a less extent, dextrose were the only carbohydrates
which favoured slime production. None was formed when
glycerin, starch, dextrin, maltose, or lactose were the sources
of carbon. With regard to sa im phospha

dly beneficial; all other snhs were indecisive, with

the exeeption of common salt, which prevented the growth
of the bacterium. As sodium chloride is the on
which acted as a poison, it is possible that it may be useful'

in checking the disease, the more especiallyas healthy crops

ir-cane can be grown in soil containing anything
under 1 percent. Hut better than the use of preventive
is the growth of varieties of cane insusceptible to the

disease. With regard to the reaction of the medium, a
faint acidity, equal to 0"OI per cent, of tartaric a ;

found to give the best result. This doubtless explains why
the bacteria are to he found in the faintly acid juices of the

large vessels of the vascular handles, and uo: in the n

lively highly acid cellular tissue, tl is an

y equal to 0*2 to 0-3 per cent, of tartaric ac

optimum temperature was found to he .'hi C. ; no sli

was formed at 37°. The production of the gum at the

lower temperature, and no; at the higher, explains why
cold weather increases th nee of the disease. A«
no invertase is secrete I by the bacterium, it cannot direct)]

a degradation of the sugar in the cane.

Associated with a mould, a bacterium is found in the

b I have named tie- "red string of the

sugar-cane." The bacterium produces a colourless siime

from saccharose and lcvulosc, but the mould when growing
in the slim, prod i red colour which becomes dili

throughout the bacterial product. The red slim

the large vessels of the vascular string:

ditiou similar to that which is found in gummos s. It is,

however, found only in some ol tin- strings, and a general

gummosis does not appear to be produced. The gum was
obtained from the slime by the method employed in obtain-

ing the bacterial arabin, and ; was found to behave to

like arabin. Upon hydrolysis it yielded
- inly, so that it mai i a pseudarabin. I

have obtained the il from a yellow race

bacterium isolated from the quince.

instances of the i vegetable gm
bacteria are sufficient to ud that all exuded gums have

in all probability a bacterial origin. I would <ro further and

say that until they can be shown to he other.

tn mucilages' are the products of ba

Enu.vTl :.l.

In Part I. of this paper, this J., 1904, page 107, li

for neutral read natural.

Discussion'.

Mr. '. remarked that : rem
Bad. Ar.a inins from various

was most inter

in the light that hid recently appeared on the

subject of tannins in the Society's journal. It was curious

to find that succinic acid, contrary to what might he ex-

acted as :o r in producing a growth of

slime by the bacterium, while oxalic had an inhibitory effect.

Were the acids experimented with in tac free state or com-

bined with a base ? Another most interesting fact was the

remarkable change produce. I in the character of the bac-
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rium by the host-plant, a bacterium which could not, so

ir, be changed in artificial cultures, at once altering its form

hen grown in the living tree. It was very curious to find

jladoubtedly differeut species of bacteria producing a sub-

ance of the nature of gum levan ; this was probably due
. the mode of attack on the sugar molecule being similar.

'e congratulated the author on having thrown so much
jht on the origin of the vegetable gums.

Dr. G. II vr.Kii: S3id that he was mist strue:.
;

that while levu!o;e was easily converted into the

nn, dextrose was perfectly immune to the attacks of the

icterium. It recalled the wjrk of Emil Fischer ou the

eaking up of complex sugars by means of enzyme:, in

hich he showed how the polysaccharide, which could be

Hindered as a chain of < '.Hi,,' '.-, groups differing from one

lOther in structure, might be broken up link by link

only the right enzyme could he found to attack the last link.

F. Armstr 1: » (Trans. Chem. Soc, Dec. 1903) had also

lown how o-methyl glucoside could be converted tinder

c influence of the enzyme maltase, into a-glucose, while

methyl glucoside was converted by another enzyme,

aals'n. into 8-glucose. These forms were simply stereo-

imeric. If asked Dr. Greig ^aiith how far the experi-

eut> wry of a quantitative nature. Had he establisbcd

iv relation between the amount of gum formed a 1

: .

lantitv of sugar which disappeared ? Also what tests had
en made to prove that the gum obtained was the same in

I cases ?

The CtiATuM vx said that the marked differences shown by
e action of dextrose and levuloie seemed to point to a

j influence of the aldebvdie group over that of the

:tonic. The action of the tannins also indicated a difference

structure. There were otten several tannins in the same
onp of plants, and no less than three distinct tannins were

und in eucalyptus exudations alone. With regard to the

tion of succinic acid, it seemed conclusive that nature did

deavour to get rid of this acid when formed in plants, and

this was shown by the deposition of large quantities of
aluminium succinate in the trees of Oriies excelsa. The
acid in this tree was formed by the oxidation of the normal

curring in the sap, and was perhaps brought
about by bacterial agency. The economic results likely to
eventuate fro.n the author's researches were likeh
far-reaching.

Dr. Geeig Smith said, in reply to Mr. Steel; that the
acids wei .1 1 led as salts of potash generally, but
cultures and the media were always faintly acid, some of
>> a ?id would always be present. With regard to the

of Dr. Marker, the relation between the gum pro-
duced and the sugar that had dis 1 s not deter-

- were made to see if the gum was the
same in all casi 3. It was passible that the constitution of

nplex gam molecule might vary to the
sugar employed, but as the cultural ch of the
organism were constant with a particular sugar, it w

bable that the gum was always the same when that

d. A marked difference in the chemical constitution
' need by a difference in the solubility of the gum

would alter the character of the bacterial colonies. This
had been noted with a certain gum-forming organism.
Atlterslcmei, which altered its cultural characters in the
laboratory, showing the transition from an insoluble to a
soluble gum. The point raised by the Chairman concerning
succinic acid was interesting. Delbriick (this J., 1903. 813)
said that small quantities of toxic substances stimulated

Is, but if .this were the case why should not lactates
and acetates have behaved iike succinates in the case of
Bid. Acacix' One could always infer the behaviour of
substances upon the bacterial cell from the action upon the
cell aggregates or higher plants, for it had been shown by
( . abritschewsky (Centralbl. f. Bakt. Orig.. 32, 256 ) that cal-

cium was not required by bacteria, a: 1 that therefore oxalic

acid had no injurious influence upon them. Its toxicity for

the higher plants was admitted.

Jmtrnal attir patent fti^rafure.
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-PLANT, APPARATUS, AND MACHINERY.

Exglish Patents.

frigeraliny Machines ; Carbonic Anhydride .

F. Windhausen and F. Windhansen, jun., Berlin.

Pat. 17,040, An-. 5, 1903.

x machine '..- of the counter-current tyoe described in

g. Pat. 9084 1901 (this J., 1902, 760), i'n which carbon

dioxid liquefied in the condenser passes tin julating

valve into an intermediate receiver, Sic. In present

machine, this receiver, containing spaces separated by
temperature-exchanging surfaces, has two tubes or coils,

hin the other, into one of which a pate

liquefied carbon dioxide passes to evaporate at e

• and temperature than obtains in tl:

and lower than in the condenser, whereby the other

portion of the liquefied carbon dioxide passing
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other tube or coil, is cooled on its way to the evaporator,

c ompare also the two following abstracts.)— I S.

Refrit/erating Machine* ; Carbonic Anhydride .

F. Win'dhausen and F. W'iudhausen, Jan., Berlin. Eng.

Pat. 17,040a, Aug. 5, 1908.

In machines of the type described in the preceding abstract,

having au intermediate receiver, then 1 is, according to the

preseut invention, a double-acting compressor, the end

spaces of which are connected by a channel, to which a

delivery tube is attached by means of a pressure or deliver}

valve ; and there is a movahle piston or plunger for alteriug

the volume of vapour drawn in from the intermediate

receiver. —E. S.

Refrigerating Machines; Carbonic Anhydride .

i<". Windhausen aud F. Windliausen, jun., Berlin. Eng.

Pat. 17,040b, Aug. 5, 1903.

In a carbon dioxide refrigerating machine, of the type

described in the two preceding abstracts, :i combination is

made of two compressors, so connected that one of them

is double-acting for the vapours from the evaporator, whilst

in the other, vapours drawn in from the evaporator are

compressed at one end to about the pressure in the inter-

mediate receiver, and are then passed to the other end,

where they are compressed, together with the vapours from

the intermediate receiver, to the pressure of the condenser

into which they are passed.—E. S.

Distilling, Evaporating, or like Apparatus ; Manufacturi

of—-. A. Jouve, Lyon, France. Eng. Pat. 21,765,

Oct. 9, 1903.

See Fr. Pat. 330,666 of 1903 ; thisj., 1903, 10S6.—T. F. B.

Evaporating Liquors; Process of . H. II. Lake,

London. From E. N. Trump, Syracuse, N.Y., U.S.A.

Eng. Pat. 2S.572, Dec. 29, 1903.

See U.S. Pat. 7-13,352 of 1903 ; this J., 1903, 12S5.—T. F. B.

Vacuum Pavs. II. II Lake, London. From E. X. Trump,

Syracuse, N.Y., I'.S.A. Eng. Pat. 28,593, Dec. 29, 1903.

Ske U.S. Pat. 743,351 of 1903 ; this J., 1903, 12S5.—T. F. B.

Safety Dei-ices for Preventing Explosions in tin Blast

'Pipes of Furnaces. P. Trapp, Falkirk, Scotland. Eng.

Pat. 23,785, Nov. 3, 1903.

A FLAP valve is arranged against a seating in the upper

pari i>t' tin horizontal portion of the blast pipe in such a

way that so long as the pressure of the blast is maintained,

the valve is closed. Should, however, the blast fail, the

flap drops, shutting off the blast pipe aud allowing any

back pressure of gas from the furnace to escape into the

air.—W. U. C.

Mirers. .1. 1". Gandolfo, Du-Buque, Iowa, U.S.A.

Eng. l'at. 3922, Feb. 16, 1904.

Two pairs of oppositely rotating, curved blades work in

;i bowl-shaped mixing pan, and are so arranged that they

rive somewhat in case of meeting any obstruction.—\V. H. C.

Fui niters; Heating . B. McAulay, Dumbarton, Seot-

land. Eng. l'at. 6780, March 21, 1901.

Tin; fuel- and air-ports are so arranged t'itt the fuel gases

from the producers are thoroughly mixed with the heated

air from the regenerators, an. I are projected downwards
towards the centre of the hearth.— \V. II. C.

Grinding Mill ; Improved . F. Stark, Ludwigshafen,

Germany. Kng. Pat. 15,740, July 15, 1904,

A vertical grinding disc rotates against a vertical grinding

faci . both baring specially arranged cutting teeth. Means
are provided for feeding the material to be ground, for

renewing the grinding faces, and for regulating lie
I

— \V. II. ( .

Kilns anil Driers. Combined Rotary . ('. A. Mat-
cham, Allentown, Pa., U.S.A. Kng. Pat. 16.5SS, July 27.

1904. Under Intermit. Conv., Jan. 11, 1904.

Ske U.S. Pat. 755,513 of 1 '»0
1 ; this J., 1904, 435. -T. F. B.

United States Patents.

Separator ,- Centrifugal Liquid . J. A. Dahlquist
and C. L. Holm, Assignors to Nya Aktiebolnget Radiator,
Stockholm. U.S. Pat. 770,679, Sept. 20, 1904.

Si:i Kng. Pat. 5716 of 1902 ; this J., 1902, 14GI.—T. F. II.

Drying Apparatus ; Tuhular . M. Salzmann. Magde-
burg-Buckau, Germany. U.S. Pat. 77o. «:>;!, Sept, 27,

1901.

The apparatus consists of a rovolvable ca-ing, inclined to

the horizontal, containing t .vo series of tubular passages,

connected at the middle portion of the casing by au ii

mediate chamber with perforated Miles. The tubes

surrounded by steam-jacket.-, with an axial steam-sup|

pipe. Material supplied by suitable means to one series oi

tubular passages falls into the intermediate chamber, where
it is pulverised by a roller, and then passes through the

other series of passages into the discharge-trough.
— L I G.

Treatment [Drying'] of Mat: rial; Apparatus for Con- I
tinuoni . W. H. Gesner, New York, Assignor to

Caribbean Manufacturing Co., New York. U.S. l'at.

771,141, Sept. 27, 1904.

Material is delivered from a mixing chamber through a k

normally closed opening to an inclined casing surrounded
by a steam-jacket, and containing a suitably rotated hollow-

shaft and hollosv screw through which steam circulates.

—L. F. G,

Mixer. F. A. Iletherington, Indianopolis, Ind. U.S. Pat.

770,855, Sept. 27, 1904.

( Ink of the end bearings in a horizontal mixer is removable. I
The mixer blades are attached to a hollow shaft which
fits as a sleeve over the polygonal middle portion of the I
rotating shaft journalled in tie above bearings, so that

the removable bearing can be removed, the rotating shaft

withdrawn axially, ami the hollow shaft with the mixer I

blades withdrawn trans versallv from the casing of the mixer.

—L. F. G.

II.-FUEL, CAS. AND LIGHT.

Bunsen Flame ; Water-Gas Equilibrium in the , and
the Chemical Determination of Flame Temperature?.
F. llaher and F. Kichardt. .1. f. Gasbeleueht., 19IH, 47,
809—815, 833—837. 864—869, aud 877— B80

A critical review of past work on the subject of

flames is first given, and then an account of the authors'

experiments and results. The gases evolved from the

inner cone of the Bunsen flame (compare this J., lS'.H,

993) were quantitatively examined, and the relations between

the concentrations of the four substances, carbon dioxide,

hydrogen, carbon monoxide, and steam, were determined.

it was found that in the green inner cone the water-gas

equilibrium. CO + IKu ^ G( >.
: + ID, is produced verj

rapidly. Tin- reaction-constant of the system "as, within the

limits of experimental error, the same as that calculated from
Halm's results (this J., 1903, It) is) for the temperature of

this /.one. After the withdrawal of the gaseous mixture

from the combustion-zone and during the passage through

the cooling zone, the equilibrium was not displaced to anj

notable extent. Iti- concluded from the experiments that

the same result for the temperature of the inner combustion-

zone is obtained by calculation from the composition o! the

products of combustion by tin- aid of the reaction-isochon

of the water-gas equilibrium, as by thermo-electric measure-

ments. The same numbers are also obtained by calculation

from the heats of combustion and specific heats (Mallard

ami I.c ( liatelier) of the individual gases.—A 8.
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1! ,.;, r-Gas Prucess ; Theory of the . v. Jiiptner.

i Ihem.-Zeit., 1904, 23, 902—903.

Ax attempt is made to apply the principles of physical

oheinistry, especially Guldberg and Waage's equilibrium

law, to the reactions concerned in the production of water-

gas, The author's conclusions are that in order to obtain

.the best results : (1) The pressure must not be too high;

(2) the temperature must not fall below SOU —900^0.
; t.3)

livith pressures up to four atmospheres the temperature should

not exceed 900°— 1000 3
C. These conditions hold for the

ideal state, viz., when there is equilibrium in the generator.

If there be not equilibrium, the composition of the gas will

alter on its way through the generator, and its tinal compo-

sition will depend on the height of the coke-column, the

velocity of the current of steam, aud the temperature. It is

of great practical importance lo introduce the steam at the

•oldest part of the generator, so as to avoid the reaction

C + C0 2 in the cooler parts.—J. T. !'.

Aerogen Gat. Stern. ( 'hem. 7. it . 190-1
, 28, 502.

to v gas is prepared by driving air, by means of

clockwork or other power, through a meter, on the drum
- of which is a hydraulic arrangement for introducing

nto the stream a regulated quantity of light petroleum

pint. The inflammable mixture so obtained is burned
id. r a mantle, and gives a light of 50 candles for 100 hours

it a cost of a shilling. As the mixture is made at the

ipdinary temperature there is no condensation; there is

iso practical'v no danger of explosion ; and the gas is not

us. I ! can be used for heating and for driving small

inters, as well as for lighting, and its cheapness and the

[implicitv of its manufacture make it most suitable for

'mail private gas installations.—J. T. 1).

Sulphur in Coat : Photometric Determination of .

S. W. Parr and C. H. McClure. XXII 1., page 1000.

English Patents.

'uke ; Manufacture of . J. J. (
'. Allison, Butter-

|

knowle, Durham. Eng. Pal. 24,C70, Xov. 13, 1903.

piung coals are powdered, mixed with pitch, tar or

lei bituminous matter, forme I into pellets by first melting

n dropping them into water from a height. They
re finally carbonised in coke-ovens.— L. F. G.

Tool; Method of Treating for Coking Purposes.
\\. 3. Patterson, Pittsburg, l'enn. Eng. Pat. 17

Aug. 12, 1904.

lis are stored in one entire mass, as th '\ cinie from
ie rashers. This mass is allowed to stau I until the water

as percolated downward*, carrying the sludge with it, and
ie coal is then removed from the top of the mass.

— L. P. G.

Voter- or like Gas from Sin ill and Dust Coal; Appa-
lor Generating . L. Wesselsky, Dresden,

Germany. Eng. Pat. 19,220, Sept. 7, 1903.

prevent the crashing together, and consequent defective

liming, of the fuel, which commonly occurs when coal dust

ud" smalls "are used in the production of water-gas, means
re provided for lessening the pressure of the fuel on the

rate, so that the combustible as consumed may by its own
eitfht fall freely on to the grate. A horizontal supporting
oor or conicai body, may be arranged above the grate, in

ie upper part of the generator, to support the main super-

icunibeut mass of fuel, au aonubr space being left round
ie support to enable the fuel to descend as required : in

lis case the grate is of inverted conical form, aud is built

p of rings, suitably spaced apart, a series of converging
eps being thus provided for the fuel to rest upon,
'iflereut forms of apparatus, embodying the same principle,

e described and claimed.—II. B.

Gas Retorts. H. Gielis, Berlin. Eng. Pat. 24,068,

Xov. 5, 19U3.

:? Fr. Pat. 338,684 of 1903; this J., 1904, 653.—T. F. B.

Gas Producers. L. Wilson, Glasgow. Eng. Pat. 27,823,
Dec. 18, 190

Ski; U.S. Pat, 762,508 of 1901; this J., 1D04.7J15.-T. F. B.

Combustion Chambers of Slean Boilers and the lik, foi
the Manufacture and Burning of Gas; Process and
Apparatus in connection with the . P. Stiens,
I! itterdam. ling. Pat. 14,971, July 4, 1904.

The gas generator is arranged within the combustion
chamlier (of the steam boiler or the like) in which the gas
produced is to be burnt, so tint the generator itself is

maintained at the requisite temperature. Th e.i s generator
eonsists of a chamber divided by a horizontal grate, or
perforated partition', into two compartments. Upon the
grate rests an ineiri lescent layer of reducing material, such
as retort carbon, iron, or the like, and into the space, above
this a. mixture of water, petroleum, and air is inje

The gas produced passes down through the reducing
material and is discharged into a number of perforated
pipes surrounding the generator

; it then burns on escaping
through the perforations, heating both the boiler and the

generator itself. In starting the apparatus air and petroleum
alone are admitted to the generator, until the reducing layer

has become incandescent.—H. B.

Gas and Air ; Apparatus for the Production of Mixtures

of . A.-G. fur Selas-Beleuchtung, Berlin. Eng. Pat.

1S.238, duly 22, 1904. Under Internal. Couv., Oct. 21,

1903.

This specification relates to improvements, with regard to

the arrangement or valves deser.be 1 in Eng. Pat. 17,788 of
1903 (this J., 1904, 859).—II. li.

Gas, Poor, Free from Tarry Mailers; Apparatus for
Producing . L. Boutillier, Paris. Eng. Pat. 16,763,

July 29, 190). Under Intermit. Conv., Aug. 25, 1903.

The producer described in Eng. Pat. 7979 of 1904 (this J.,

1904,653) is improved by providing the vertical distillation-

retort, at its upper end, with a pipe for leading off the

liberated hydrocarbons, the said pipe discharging the latter

underneath the grate, to mingle with the air and steam

supplies aud pass up through the incandescent fuel.—H. Ii.

Illuminati) Method of Purifying [from Car-
bon Bisulphide^. A. J. Boult, London. From C. S.

Lomax, Everett, Mass., I S.A. Eng. Pat. 14,445, June
27, 1901.

The cooled gas, freed from tar and ammonia, but not

lie 'ssarily from carbon dioxide, is passed through a purifier

containing " chemically divided" sulphur (preferably spent

oxide heavily charged with free sulphur), impregnated with

an amine (preferably commercial aniline). The sulphur

acts as a catalytic agent, in the presence of which the

aniline reacts upon the carbon bisulphide in the gas, to form
sulphocarbauilidc and sulphuretted hydrogen, according to

the equation 2< 'JI.XIL + CS
?
+ S = C'S( v',,1 1 ,XII .Y + H2S + S.

The sulphuretted hydrogen : Irotn the treated gas

as usual. The aniline may, if desired, be mixed with a

suitalue neutral b dvent to aid in disseminating it throughout

the sulphur. When the purifying material becomes ex-

hausted, it is re-impregnated with aniline, when it is ready

for further use. —II. '•'>

Incandescent Gas Light ; Method of Increasing the Inten-

sity of . H. H. Lake, London. From Ges. fur

Fliissige Gase Baoul Pictet and Co., Berlin. Eng. 1'at.

20,556, Sept 24, 1903.

Various forms of burner are described in which separate

concentric supplies of combustible gas, and of air or oxygen

(giving, if burnt, a non-luminous flame), are admitted to

the interior of a mantle, or are projected, the one along the

interior surface of the mantle and the other along the

exterior surface, in order to produce a very high tempera-

ture. In other modifications, one mantle is surrounded

concentrically by another, and oxygen (or combustible gas I

is admitted into the interior of the inner mantle, whilst

combustible gas (or oxygen) or concentric streams of

oxygen aud combustible gas, are admitted into the annular
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space between the two mantles. (Compare Fr. Pat. 322,601 :

this J., 1903, 358.)—II. B.

United States Patents.

Coal Briqn< lies : Process of Forming E. H. Larkin,

St. Louis, Mo. U.S. Pat. 770,503, Sept. 20, 1904.

About 3 per cent, of crude petroleum is mixed with 97 per

cent, of coal slack, and to this mixture starch paste is

added in the proportion of about 2 lb. of the paste to each

100 lb. of the petroleum-treated slack, the whole mass being

finally pressed into blocks.— \V. C. H.

Coal ;' Method of Treating and Handling for Coking
Purposes. W.J. Patterson, Pittsburg. U.S. Pat. 770,778,

Sept. 27, 1904.

See Kng. Pat. 17,580 of 1904
;
preceding these.—T. F. B.

Has Producers, Furnace.,, S c. ; Apparatus for the Con-

tinuous Feeding and Distributing of Material in .

C. W. Bildt, Stockholm. U.S. Pat. 770,191, Sept. £0,

1904.

See Eng. Pat. 9376 of 1904 ; this J., 1904, 709.—T. P. B.

Gas; Process of Manufacturing . A. Bongault,

Assignor to Soc. Fram;. de Constructions Mecaniques

(Ancien. Ktabl. Cail), Paris. U.S. Pat. 770,554, Sept. 20,

1904.

See Eng. Pat. 12,506 of 1903 ; this J., 1903, 1079.—T. F. B.

French Patents.

Heating Appliances, the Heat of which is Produced by a

Chemical Reaction. Hunger and L'hlig. Fr. Pat. 342, 9 1 5,

May 6, 1904.

A CTLrsDBICAL metal vessel with a conical bottom is filled

with lime or caustic soda, and a metal funnel containing

water or vinegar placed inside, resting on the rim joined

to the vessel. The funnel is provided with a hole near its

apex, and with a metal cover pierced by a hole, whilst a

hole is also pierced in the top of the cylindrical vessel. A
strip of steel passes over the various holes so as to close

them, and projects through the cover. On winding the strip

round a key, the holes can be opened and the chemicals

allowed to react.—L. F. G.

T)rying Oven, Continuous ; for Combustible Materials

and the like. P. II. Pute-Cotte de Hem'ville. Fr. Pat.

343,089, Hay 11. 1904.

The oven is especially designed for the drying of briquettes.

and consists of an upright square tower containing a set of

inclined shelves arranged zigzag fashion. The material is

ted in at the top, and, whilst sliding lown the shelves is

dried by a current of hot gases passed in from a furnace.

In order to keep the tower hermetically closed, the material

is fed into a conical hopper divided into two vertical com-
partments, which rotates slowly round an axis, the material

being discharged alternately from each compartment, as the

latter passes over a hole situated in the cover of the tower.—l. F. <;.

[Gas Manufacture.'; Method for Completely Distilling

Coal, and Apparatus for Use then in. II. W. Woodall
and A. M. Dnckham. Fr. Pat. 343,091, May 1

Under Internal. Conv., July 27, 1903.

See Eng. Pat. 16,497 of 1903; this J., 1904, 744.—T. 1'. !'.

Tissue fa- Incandescent Gas Mantles. II. Loewenthal.

Fr. Pat. 338,931, July 18, 1903.

Fabrics for the manufacture of mantles are made of threads

of ' compounds of cellulose soluble in water."— II. B.

Wicks of Artificial Silk for Candles. V. Pfersdorff.

Fr. Pat. 343,086, May II, 1904.

Claim is made for the use of twisted or plaited wicks of

artificial silk, and especially of the waste material. It is

stated that such wicks absorb fat more readily than cotton

wicks, and burn without carbonisation.—C. A. M.

Candles, Lamp Oils, Edible Fats, Unguents or Pomades,

Soaps, Ac ; Manufacture of . C. Drevmann. Fr.

Pat 343.158, May 14, 1904. XII., page 988.

Ill—DESTRUCTIVE DISTILLATION,

TAR PRODUCTS. PETROLEUM,
AND MINERAL WAXES.

Petroleum ; A Radio-active Gasfrom Crude ——.
E. F. Burton. XXIV., page KJ03.

English Patents.

Tar; Process for Treating for the Elimination oji

Water and Recovery of Volatile Products therefrom, i

W. Oppenheimcr and T. O. Kent, London. Kng. Pat

12,696, June 5. 1903.

See Fr. Pat. 334,472 of 1903 ; this J., 1904, 55.—T. F. B.
,

Peat and Turf; Treating [Distilling'] to ohtaa

valuable Products. T. K. Hanmer, Manchestei

Pat. 24,326. Nov. 10, 1903.

Air-dried turf, peat, or bog is heated in a retort, and the

products of distillation are separated and collected for the

making of wood spirit, acetic acid, tar, and charcoal. The

gas is to be utilised for heating the retorts, or for •' burning

purposes."—L. F. G.

United States Patent.

Ammonia- Water Apparatus. II. A. Abendroth, Berlin.'

U.S. Pat. 771,031, Sept. 27, 1904.

The apparatus is provided with superposed cells bavin
covered openings or doors in the side, and near these

openings, overflow pipes supported in the bottoms of tin

cells. These overflow pipes are made in section-, tab

scoping one in the other. Compare U.S. Pat. 712,89101

1902 ; this J., 1902, 1526.—E. S.

French Patents.

Tar : Process of Solidifying . S. G. <

Pat. 343,091, June 4, 1904. Under Internal. Conv. I

Jan. 28, 1904.

See Kng. Pat. 2102 of 1904; this J., 1904, 760.—T. F. B.

Hydrocarbons, such as Crude Petroleum and Petroleum

Oils of all Densities ; Process for Refining Commensal
.' H. P. J. B. Goffart Fr. Pat 342,588, ApriHJ

1904.

The hydrocarbon is treated with a metallic powder, sueha-

zinc, which acts catalytic-ally and at the same time a» :

reducing agent, decomposing the colouring matter an:

reducing the unsaturated hydrocarbons, which are stated Ic

be generally more highly coloured than the saturated com

pounds. For example, petroleum oi sp. gr. 0-835 to 0'84C

is refined by keeping it in contact with powdered zir...

placed on an asbestos filter contained in a jacketed funnel

a temperature of about 70
c

C. being maintained for fivi

hours. Correspondingly higher temperatures and longei

treatment are required for heavier oils, aud very viscour

oils are advantageously treated under pressure.—T. 1'. B.

Petroleum or other Mineral Oils : Process for Solidiffi*l

with a view to their Application for llcatixj

V. J. Kuess. I i. Pat. 343,545, May 30, 1904. 0«W
Inlernat lonv., Nov. 6, 1903.

See Eng. Pat. 7481 of 1904; this J., 1904, 817. -T. F. B.
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IY.-C0L0UEING MATTERS AND
DYESTUFFS.

Iiosanilines ; Nojiienclaturc of . J. Schmidlin.

(Jcmptes reud., 1904, 139, 504—505.

'he author proposes to take as the basis of his nomencla-

ure the real base of Parafuchsine, (CCH,NH ,), : C :

C

6H4 : NH,
i-hieh in/ terms rosaniline. The corresponding earbinol is

ssignated rosanilinecarbinol, whilst l'arafuchsine would bo

osaniliue hydrochloride. The hoinologues of the base of

'arafuchsine are called rosainonotoluidine, rosaditoluidiue,

nd rosatritoluidine, containing one, two, and three toluidine

uclei respectively. The leuco bases are called leucaniline,

ucomono-, leucodi-, and leucotritoluidine. Thus the

orresponding terms in the author's nomenclature aud that

,f Baeyer (this J., 1904, 862) are:—

Baeyer. Schmidlin.

Diamir.ofiu-hsonimine.
biaminodiraethylfuchsonitnine.

Diphenylaininofuchsonphenylimine.

Rosaniline.
Rosaditoluidiue.

Triphenylrosaniliue.

—E. F.

'etrahydroxycyclohexane ~ Hosanilines : a New Class of
Colourless Derivatires. J. Schmidlin. ( 'omptes rend.,

1904, 139, 506—507.

ie salts of rosaditoluidine and rosatritoluidine are very
luhle in strong hydrochloric acid. If the solutiou be
lowed to stand for 24 to 48 hours, the liquid becomes
colorised and transformed into a mass of perfectly white
ystals. These are extremely soluble in water. They are

ihle at the ordinary temperature. At 50° C. they lose

mols. of water, forming black trihydrochlorides, which
isolve in water to a red solution. On heating the colour-

is compounds to 100° C. they form characteristic green

igenta hoinologues.—E. F.

irbinol Salts and Cyclohc xane-Rosanilines : Phenomena
of Decolorisation. J. Schmidlin. Comptes rend., 1904,

139, 521—524.

tiE fact that the colourless salts of tetrahydroxycyelo
txane-rosaniline lose 4 mols. of water on heating, with
rmation of black compounds (see preceding abstract) is

warded as a direct proof of the quinonoid constitution of

^aniline salts, thus :
—

(H 1NH; 1
Cl)

;,CH(()U)C<^[j;^J^
I

,[-;>C(nHIXH,('CtHoO+

Colourless salt.

(CGH,NII,C1).C:C <ch-CH> C:NHsc)

Black salt.

'tis found that when solutions of rosaniline salts are
'•olorised by addition of mineral acid, heat is evolved ;

; Jo, a solution of rosanilinecarbinol in acetic acid loses its

our, but absorbs heat, approximately the same amount as
Evolved in the former reaction. Hence it is concluded
't these colourless compounds are salts of rosaniline-

|binol,C(OH)(C
6HjNH„.HCl) 3 . The only salt of this

las which could be obtained in a fairly pure state was
]

I Irihydrochloride of hexamethylrosauilinecarbinol ; it is
[

leedingiy hygroscopic, turning black on exposure to
'(ist air, and giving a highly coloured solutiou in cold
jer. When the carbinol salts are neutralised by acid,
•it is evolved, the benzene nuclei being converted into
• ahydrobenzene nuclei ; these cyclohexane salts, on
1 itment with acid, lose 4 mols. of water (heat being
'" orbed), and are converted into the quinonoid rosaniline

«f?.—T. F. B.

Sulphur Dyestaffs; Study of the . P. Friedlacndet
and F. Maut'hner. Z. Farben- u. Textil-Ind., 1U04, 3,
333-337.

The medio 1 of study adopted by the authors consisted
in the preparation of simple sulphur-containing dyestuffs
synthetically, iu order that from a study of their properties
conclusions might he drawn as to the composition of the
more complicated commericial products. As a starting
point, use was made of aromatic compounds which contain
amino or hydroxy groups. These compounds can, in many
caecs, be easily " sulphurised " either by boiling with sodium
polysulphidi' solution or by other means. The number of
sulphur alums entering the molecule depends on the con-
ditions. As a rule, in "alkaline sulphurising," the sulphur
takes up the ortho position to the amino or hydroxy groups,
and the o - aminomercaptaus and o-hydroxymercaptans
obtained, must be looked upon as the chief components of

the dyestuff formation. If the reaction be carried further,

these primary mercaptans change rapidly, and condensations
of various kinds take place, by preference thiodiphenylamine
derivatives being formed from simple benzene derivatives.

The sulphur which enters into the rings of these compounds
appears not to be affected by sodium sulphide ; the solu-

bility of the sulphide dyestuffs must therefore be due to

the presence of sulphur in other forms of combination
probably as -SH groups or bisulphides, which latter are

easily changed by sodium sulphide iuto soluble mercaptans.
A sulphide dyestuff should fulfil the following conditions :

—

(I.) It should have a molecule with one or more chromo-
phor groups. (II.) It should have bisulphide groups in the

molecule, which cause it to be soluble in sodium sulphide
with formation of -SH groups, this reduced body being
reconverted into the original substance during the dyeing
process. (III.) It should have the property, not necessarily

following from Land II., of dyeing uumordanted cotton
direct from sodium sulphide baths. The authors have pre-

pared a large number of dyestuffs containing sulphur which
answer the above conditions entirely or in part.

Azo Dyestuffs containing Sulphur.—o-Dihydroxydiphenyl-
bisulphide was prepared by pouring a solution of potassium
xanthate into diazotised o-aminophenol. The bisulphide

combines with diazotised naphthionic acid in alkaline solu-

tion. The free colour-acid forms yellowish-brown needles

very slightly soluble in water. The formula is S( ),1I

.

C,
l
,H

c .N:X.C3
H;,(OH)S.S (OK) C6

ir
)
.N:N.C,

l
,rI

6 .S0 1
H.

Alkalis give easily soluble salts. Sodium sulphide colours

it violet, slowly in the cold and quickly on heating, but the

colour goes back on exposure to the air, the bisulphide

group being split off and an azo derivative of thiopyro-

catechol formed. In this case the attraction of the fibre

for the sulphur compound is practically no greater, either in

alkaline or in sodium sulphide solution, than it is for the

combination of naphthionic acid and phenol, so the sulphur
has here no influence on the dyeing properties. The
compound from benzidine and 1 mol. of dihydroxydiphenyl •

bisulphide is, on the contrary, a direct-dyeing cotton
dyestuff. The compound from 1 mol. of benzidine, 1 mol.

of a-naphtbylamine, and 1 mol. of dihydroxydiphenyl-
bisulptiide is almost insoluble in alkalis, and is only dissolved

very slightly by sodium sulphide, so that the presence of
the bisulphide group here is not enough to make the large

molecule soluble enough for use in dyeing.

Quinone-imine Dyestuffs containing Sulphur.—The dye-
stuff produced by the action of diaminodiphenylbisulphidc-

on gallocyanine has no affinity for the cotton fibre, hut
dissolves in sodium sulphide solution. Diamiuodiphenyl-
bisulphide reacts on quinizarin in the presence of acetic and
boric acids. The leuco body formed at first oxidises rapidly

to a dark blue insoluble dyestuff, which can be crystallised

from ethyl henzoate and quiuoline, aud has apparently the

formula

—

The dyestuff is not dissolved by alkaline sodium sulphide,

but dissolves in alkaline hydrosulphite to form an indigo-

like vat yvith a blue bloom, which dyes cotton a fast bluish

grey. The sodium sulphide is not strong enough to make

D 2
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liable, and the hydrosul| owing to the fact

hat it reduces il tarbonyl groups as yell.—A. B. S.

Pun J. prakt. Chcoi., 1904,

70, l'J—56.

a - p - Niirophenylamino - p - nitrophenyldihydropyridonium

tie—
Br CH CH

N",t'„H, - N
\_ J>

CU

II CH CH

NII.C6H4 .NOj

a compound probablj exislins also in the tautomeric form

C,H 4.NH(HBr).CH:CH.CH:CH.CH:N.C6HvN02

is obtained by the action of cj anogen bromide on a mixture

of pyridine and p-nitraniline dissolved in absolute alcolio!.

It forms bluish-red plates, in. pt. 149° C, or dark bine

needles i- insoluble in water, ether, and benzene, mode-

rately soluble in alcohol and acetic arid with g pink colour 1

yellowish-green fluorescence, and easily soluble in pyridine.

It. dies silk from an alcoholic solution a pink colour which

is very fugitive to light. Concentrated hydrochloric acid

decomposes it, according to the conditions of reaction, into

either p-nitrophenylp) r'idonium chloride or tetrachlorohydro-

ouinoue. Sodium carbonate, at the ordinary temperature,

has no action upon it. Caustic soda, under the same con-

ditions, precipitates a red compound, which, on the further

addition of the reagent, becomes in turn brownish-red and
dull purple. On heating with this reagent, the compound
is decomposed into a substance which lias not been identified,

but which has the characteristic odour of, and appears, in

fact, to he crotonaldehyde, anbvdroglu'aconic aldeh_vde-p-

mtrauiliue. or. as it is proposed to term it, a-p-nttrophenyl-

aminopenfurane

—

t'H

TIC CH
Hi' \/ CH.NH.C H4NO

,,
i

being formed as an intermediate product. Bromine acts

upon the dyestuff, forming dibromo-p-nitropbenylpyridonium

perbromide, which, on boiling with acetic acid or acetone, is

resolved into 2. 6-dibromo-4-nitropbenylpj ridonium bromide.

i'; isomeride i ! the above dyestuff, prepared from m-

nitraniline, of in. pt. 1G7 ('
, dyes sill, in an orange colour

with a faint yellowish n n fluoreseence. The analogous

ii '. -. obtained from v- and m-toludidine and o- and p,

anisidine, dye silk in orange, orange salmon-pink, and pink

lolours respectively . Xhe compound (m. pt. 175 CO derived

from p-aminodimethylanilino dyes silk and wool in

shades resembling those yielded byCrystal Violet. Ammo-
nia and caustic soda change the colour of the aqueous and

nolic solutions of this dyestuff to pale yellow.the original

colour i the addition of acids.—E. B.

Nitrotoluene ; Electrolytic Reduction of -. W. Lob

and J. Schmitt. XI. A., ( age ! 87.

'ographs in Naluri rs by th Three-Colour Pro-
ation of .

E. Kiinig. XXX,

English Pati nts.

Coloi 'en Coi lining Sulphur [Sulph ide Dye-

stuffs'] and Intamediali Products; Manufacture of .

G. VV. Johnson, London. From Kalle and I !o., Biebrich-

on-lthinc, Germany, in- Pat, 19,978, Sept. L6, L!

lol 1903 ; this .1 . 1904, 183.—T. F. B,

Acid Nitrites [Owi nethylaniline Derivati

Manufacture of . J. if. Johnson, London. From
liadische Anilin Ludwigshafi

Bhin ' ny. Eng. Pat. 35,464, Nov. 21, 1908.

See Fr. 1 I
this J., 1904, 82n._T. !•'. B.

Azo Uyestuffs i Manufacture ofNew . ILK. Xcwtoi
London. From Farbenlabr. vorm. 1*. Bayer and 0c
Elberfeld, Germany. Bug. Pat. 20,132, Nov. 30,

Ski; Addition, i I No-. 27, 1903, to Fr. Pat. 323.80S of 1902
|

this J., 1904, 747. -T. F. B.

French Patents.

Omega-cyanomethylanthranilic Acid; Production of

—

[Indigo Dyestuffs.] liadische Anilin uud Soda Fahril

Fr. Pat. 338,902, July 1, 1903.

See Eng. Pat. 14,676 of 1903 ; this J., 1904, 604.—T. I".l

Fluoranes, Ualogenated ; Production of . Badischa

Anilin und Soda Fabrik. Fr. Pat. 342.518, April 21, 19m

Diculoro- and dibromofluorane and their derivatives a
obtained by condensing phthalic anhydride or its lmlogj

oated derivatives with m-ch!oro- or m-bromopheuol, thei

homologues or halogenated derivatives in presence of a con

densinsr agent. The products are colourless crystal™
powders, readily soluble in chloroform and hot nitrobenzea

and soluble in sulphuric acid ivith yellow to olive color.itiot

The preparation of two new compounds, o-chloro

and B.4-dichlorophenol, is also described in the paten

They are obtained by diazotising o-chloro-p-toluidiue an

3. 4 dichloro-aniliue respectively, and boiling the result!

solutions.—E. F.

Indigo; Manufacture of . L. Lilienfeld.

Fr. Pat 848,078,M«y 11, I9ot.

The aromatic glycius, such as phenylglycin, are heated i,

vacuo or in an indiilerent or reducing gas (nitmgei

hydrogen. coal-gas, &c.) with caustic alkalis and some cor

densing agent, such as metallic sodium or the metals of th

alkaline earths or ths oxides of these metals. When tb

actum is finished, the cooled mass i- dissolved in water an

the indoxyl oxidised to indigo by blowing in air. Bi n-in

homologues or derivatives of the aromatic glycins, corn

sponding indigo derivatives arc obtained.—A. II. S.

("i/iiniues [for Photographic Purposes'] ; l'r,„

Malting New . Act. -ties. f. Anilmfabrikation. 1

Pat. 342 656, April 26, 1904. XXI. .page 999.

V.-PREPARING, BLEACHING, DYEING,

PEINTING, AND FINISHING TEXTILES.

YARNS, AND EIBEES.

on from Trinidad. Bull. Imp. Inst. (Suppl. to lioan

of Trade J.), 1901. 2, 17-!.

Tiik cotton is known locally as " I cottot

ami appears to be a short-stapled or " l'p'and " variet;

The sample examined was of a pale cream colour, well cleane

rather rough to the touch, and fairly strong. The lengt

IS 1-2— 1'4 ins., which is a 'little abov

tile average (1"1 in.) for American " l'p

Commercial!; it would he worth S,\J.— Hi/, per lb. "Cm
stated to be better suited to the Trnfln

climate th i mil " cotton.— \. S.

Smith,. -a Rhodesia. Hull '
I , Supp'

1,, l; ,ard ofTrade J.), 1904, 2, 168—169.

rh - imple was stated to havi

lrom a species of Agave. It consisted ol soft, hue fibre,

i

olour, well cleaned, and fairly strong ; average lengl

r staple, 33 ins. It is said to resemble .Mauritius hcu

rather than Sisal hemp, and is worth 32/.

(See also this J . 1903, 1192.)

Banana Fibre.—The specimen consisted ol n si

soft fibre, of a dull, pale brown colour, ol fail strengtl

it was stronger and more even than is usually the ci

banana fibre ; average length of staple, 27 inf. It is won

25/.—26/. per ton. (See also this J., 1

Pineapple Fibre.—Thi< consisted of ven fine, whit

well-cleaned fibre, strong but very short j average leug'

iple, II in-. If the libri cot md of great
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ength it would be worth 30/.—40/. per tou. Pineapple
stated to be u>ed in India and China as a substitute

or sill., for mixing with wool or ccrtton, and in the niauu-

acture of lines and thread. In the Philippines it is used

or the preparation of the fabrics called •" piia" and
: rengue."

Baobab Tree Fibre.—The sample consisted of the bark
if the tree iu an unprepared state. The soft inner tark
vould probably be worth 4/.—5/. per ton. The fibre was
ised some years ago for the manufacture of strong, light-

oloured wrapping papers, and was then *o!d at VI.— 10/.

K er ton.—A. >.

Mercerising Industry ; Studies on the .

F. J. G. Bcltzer. Monit. Scient., 19U4, 18, 732—74$.

'his is a summarised account of the process of mercerising,

nd treats the subject under the following headings :—Pre-
minary treatments i gas-singeing, scouring, bleaching);
lercerisiDg liquids (alkaline, acid, and neutral) ; measure-
teot of the degree of mercerising : mercerising apparatus,
iving a general description of the various types of ma-
hines in use ; mercerisir'g threads befo'e being made into

keins -, dyeing mercerised cotton: examination of the
rilliani y of mercerised cotton ; mercerising fabrics

;
gas-

ingeing mercerised dyed fabrics ation of mercerised
: mercerising ramie. The article concludes by giving

general idea of the cost of the various stages of the pi

lcluding the cost of labour.—T. F. B.

'otton ; Weakening of bj Acids under the Influence
of Hot Air and Steaming. A. Schcurer. Bull. Soe. Ind.
Mulhouse, 1904.74, L'll— 219.

XFErlments were made on the effect of oxalic, lactic,

rtaric. citric, thiocyanic, o-, m-, and pyrophosprjoric and
lOSphorous aci Is ou cotion under the influence of dry and
mist heats. Solutions of oxalic acid containing 10 and
) grms. per litre were u'c I, and solutions of the other acids

f equivalent strength. Thiocyanic arid had the greatest

feet on the tensile strength of the cotton in a dry atmos-
oere at 40 — ." C, the stronger solution causing the
nsile strength to fall to less than half its original value
ter 72 hours; the effect of thiocyanic acid and steao
nail as to be negligible, Meta- and pyrophospboric acids,

the stronger solutions, caused a reduction of about one-
urd of the tensile strength, both after three days hot-air

•eatment and after one hour's steaming. The action of
losphorous and oxalic acids wa« somewhat less, the reduc-
Dn being from 2.5 to 27 per cent, in either case. Lactic,
"thophosplioric, tartaric, and citric acids, in the order
imed, had still less effect on the tensile strength of the
>tton, the reduction lying between 10 and 20 per cent,

he audition of glucose to the printing mixture containing
calic acid diminished the destructive action of the acid
ider the influence of hot air or steam to a considerable
:tent, particularly in the former case.—T. F. 1!.

(ordunt Theories and the General Working of Mordanting
icitti Primary Metallic Mordants. 1'. Heermann. Farber-
Zeit., 1904, i5, 284.

bei'lv to Kuapstein, with the object of pointing out
accuracies in his criticisms (this J., 1904, 898).—T . F. U.

heory of Dyeing ; Contribution to the . E. Knecht.
Btr., 1904, 37, 3479—3424.

bom a series of determinations of the amounts of dyestuff
ben up by woo! in dyeing with a number of acid dyestuffs
homologous or analogous series with addition of sul-

lnric acid, it is shown that the amounts are proportional
the molecular weights of the dyestuffs, it the same con-

tions be observed. This result holds good if the amount
'dyestuff used be varied from 6; to 50 per cent, of the
eight of the wool. The amount of water used c3n he
tried between fairly large limits without affecting the

tive results; this is contrary to the •' souition
Tte solubility of the dyestuff in water also

ipears to be without influence. The sulphuric acid used
list do more than simply liberate the free colour acid,

the dyeing be eflected with 2 per cent, of the free

1 colour acid of " Crystal Porceau," without addition of
another acid, the bath will not be nearly exhausted, whilst,
in presence of sulphuric acid, exhaustion is nearly com-

eatly in favour of a "chemical
theory " of dyeing.—A. L>. s.

Paranitraniline Red ; Action of Amines on the " Mordant
'

'

°f • C. Favre. B '. I. Mulhouse, 1904, 74
26S—269. '

The addition of ceitaia aromatic amino-compounds to the
0-naphthol Ri lution used for dyeing fabrics with Paranitrani-
line llrd, has a considerable influence on the shade of the
resulting dyeings. Thus, the addition of 20 per cent, of
a-naphthylamiue (on the weight of S-naphthol used) gives
deep brown shades, fast to soaping, tut not to light: the
same quantity of /3-naphthylamine changes thi

brick-red, fast to soaping and light ; whilst m-toluylene-
diainine produces chocolate sh; ipiu^
and light.—T. F. B.

Half-Disi i Tannin Mordants ; Profess f.r !'.,

: . ( '. Zundel. Bull. Soc. Ind. Mulhouse.
1901, 74, 220—221.

( >s printing fabrics, impregnated with tauLiu, with solutions
of alkaline salts of potassium or sodium, such as silicates,

sulphites, borates, carbonates, thiosulpbates, &c, and sub-
sequently steaming, a portion of the tannin is converted
int.. gallic acid. After fixing, the portions of the fabric
containing gallic -acid are not dyed in such deep si ides as

the remainder of the fabric. The best results were obtained
with a solution of norma! potassium sulphite (39

: II)
thickened with starch, the dyeing being performed with a
basic dytstuff. ( >. F. Alliston, in a report to the Society,
confirms these results, and finds also that all tt,e ab
mentioned salts, with the of the alkali thio-
-ulphite-, give similar half-discharges on fabrics mordanted
with antimony tanuate.—T. F. B.

Soda Water-Glass ; Analysis of . P. Heermiun.
XXIII., page 10

Molasses ; Purification of by Electrolysis. [Substitute

Jor Tartaric Acid as By-Product.] L. Gurwitsch.
XVI., page

English Patents.

Cotton and Flai, Haw, and Cotton and Limn Gocds

;

Treatment of , to Reduce lite Inflammability thereof.
YV. H. Perkin, jun., and Whipp Bros, and Todd, Ltd.,

Manchester. Eng. Pat. 24,222, Ni r. 7. 1903.

Raw cotton or flax, and cotton and linen goods can be
rendered fireproof by means of sodium stannate, without
subsequent treatment with solutions of metallic salts or

ammonium salts (see Ens. Pa'. 8509 and I'r. Pat. 321,063
of 1902 ; this J., 1903, 623 aud 142). The goods may be
impregnated with a solution (30' Tw.) of sodium stanuate,

dried, and exposed to the air for some days, an insoluble

fireproofing compound being thus formed in the fibre. S

also this J., 1903, 92 and 2»4.—T. F. 11.

Fabrics and Similar Materials; Means of Heating .

W. Mather aud G. G. Hepburn, Manchester. Eng. Pat.

24,617, Nov. 12, 1903.

Fabrics "and similar materials" are heated by passing

them, in a wet or dry state, through a bath of meicurv,
heated to the desired temperature. A suitable apparatus

consists of a vat, the bottom of which is made with a

number of semi-cylindrical troughs, adapted to contain tbe

mercury ; a rotating roller is fixed in each trough, and a
roller i^ also supported between each pair of troughs,

immediately over the partition between them, B0 that tb

fabric as it passes over the rollers, is alternately

in and removed from tte mercury. These troughs are con-

veniently heated by gas-jets. The vat is provided with a

cover, having a deep flange, which dips in . quid

contained in a trough, which is provided round the up
edge of the vat; by this means a liqui! seal is formed

of mercury vapour being thereby
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Yarn-dyeing Vat. with a Device for throwing in and
out of Gear a Windlassfor Lifting the Material out of
the Colouring Liquor. E.J. tleuser, Cottbus, Germany

.

Eng. Pat. 1'062, Jan. 27, 1904.

The \;iru is hung on horizontal rollers, which fit into a

Frame, which can be lifted bodily out of the dye-oath by

means of a rope and pulley. These rollers each have a

cog-wheel at one end, so that adjacent rollers revolve in

opposite directions. The lifting arrangement is connected

with a clockwork mechanism, so that after an arranged

time the frame is automatically lilted out of the vat until

it reaches a certain height, when it operates a lever, which
throws the driviDg belt out of gear and stops the machine.

-A. B. S.

Dyeing, and Apparatus therefor. J. O. O'Brien; Man-
chester. From 11. 1'lluillier, Paris. Eng. Pat. 13,302,

Juue 13, 1904.

See Fr. Pat 338,113 of 1903 ; this J., 1904, 005.—T. E. li.

Calico Printing. The Calico Printers' Association, Ltd.,

.Manchester, and J. Garnett, Alexandria, X.li. Ene. Pat.

27,539, Dec. 16, 1903.

The clolh is first slop-padded or otherwise prepared or

printed with a Solution of /9-naphthol, neutralised with

caustic soda, and then treated by one of the two follow-

ing processes. (1) The cloth is printed with a thickened,

diazotised solution of p-nitraniline or other amine, and
lien printed by another roller with an organic acid

(e.g., tartaric acid or citric acid) ; the cloth is now mor-
danted, steamed, and dyed with a suitable dyestuff, e.g., a

basic dyestuff mixed with tannic acid. (2) The prepared
cloth is printed with a mordant and then with a resist

for the azo dyestuff (with another roller; ; it is now treated

with a thickened diazotised solution of an amine, fixed, and
finally dyed as in the first process.—T. E. B.

United States Patent.

Mercerising Yarns Apparatus for . 1. E. Palmer,

Middletown, Conn. U.S. Pat. 770,920, Sept. 27, 1904.

A suitable framework, mounted in the mercerising tank,

carries two yarn-supporting reels, one above the other;

the lower one is fixed, whilst the upper one is vertically

adjustable, and can he removed in order to place the yarn

in position. The gearing is so arranged that both reels

be rotated, whatever the position ot the upper reel.

—T. E. B.

French Patents.

Fibres and Fibrous Substances : Process I'm- Treating

[FeWnp] . G. Goldman. Fr. Pat. 342,941, Feb. 15,

191)4. 'Under Internat. Conv., Aug. 29, 1903.

See U.S. Pats. 758 y43 to 758,247 of 1904; this J., 1904,

544. —T. F. B.

Petting and Degumming Vegetable Fibres .• Process of .

'

E. Poiss'on. fr. Pat. 338,941, July 24, 1903.

The soluble soda or potash soaps which are formed bj the

decomposition of the fatty matter of vegetable fibres by
treatment with alkali, are converted into insoluble se,ip>

by treatment with solutions of aluminium or magnesium
snlts ; after this treatment, the stalks, &c, can be much
more easily removed from the fibre. The same treatment

may also be applied to fibres which have been ilegummed
by treatment with soap.—T. E. 11.

Dyeing Furs, Hair, Feathers, and similar Materials by
Means of p-Amino-p-hgdroxydiphenylamme : Process of

. Farbwerkc vorni. Meister, Lucius und Bruning.

Fr. Pat. 388,915, July 8, 1903.

I KMORDANTED skins are dyed bluish-grey to blue-black

by treatment with an ammoniacaj solution of yi-amino-p-

hydroxydiphenylamine in presence of oxidising agents.

Bj similarly treating furs mordanted with chromium salts,

good blacks are ohtaini d The following is an example of

the process:—2 grms. of p-hydroxy-j>-aminodi| benylamine
are dissolved in 200 c.c. of water containing 2 c.c. of

ammonia (sp. gr. 0'91), 50 c.c. of a ".per cent. >olution of

hydrogen peroxide is added, and the solution made up I

1 litre. The skin is worked in this solution for an hou
and allowed to remain for a further 12 hours.—T. F. B.

Dyeing Furs, Hair, Feathers, and similar Materials b

Means of2-Nitroso-i-naphthol and l-Nilroso-2-naphthel

Process of . Earbwerke vorm. Meister, Lucius un
Pruning." Fr. Pat. 338,919, July 9. 1903.

The materials (furs, feathers, skins) are dyed with a soli

tion of either 1-nitroso 2-naphthol or 2nitroso-!-naphtho
with or without the addition of oxidising agents, j]

suitable bath for chrome-mordanted skins consists <

2 grins, of 2-nitroso-l-naphthol and 20 c.c. of a :t pi

cent, solution of hydrogen peroxide, with or without 2 d !

of ammonia (sp. gr. 0-91 ), the whole made up to 1 lift

Reddish-brown shades are obtainable bv this process.

—T. E. ft

Dyeing Hair, Feathers, andFurs ; Process of . Act
\

Ges. 1. Anilinl'abnkation. Er. Pat. 342,714, .\pril 2>

1904.

Huh, feathers, or furs are dyed yellow to clear brow I

shades by treatment with dilute alkaline solutions <

1 . 2-naphthylenediamine or its sulphonic acids in preset]

of an oxidising agent. For example, a 3 per cent, solurjj

of hydrogen peroxide is added to an equal volume of

4 [per cent, aqueous solution of the sodium salt of 1.'.

naphthylenediamine - 4 - sulphonic acid; this solution i|

applied with a brush or by any other suitable means. Tt]
shades so obtained arc said to be very fast to lilj
washing, and friction.—T. E. I!.

Woollen Fabrics Dyed with Indigo ; Process for In
tin Fastness to Friction of . Farbwerke vornj

Meister, Lucius und Bruning. Fr. Pat. 338,907, July •

19U3.

According to the claim, the fastness to friction of indigi

dyed woollen fabrics is greatly increased by treating tt
|

fabtic, before dyeing, with solutions of metallic salts.

—T. F. r.

Printing lnj Pulverisation ; Machine for . E. Marinie
Er. Pat 34i'. 184, April 20, 1904.

The fabric is passed over a hollow cylinder, on which tl.

design to be printed on it is cut. Smaller cylinders,

number equal lo the number of colours to be used, a:

arranged within the main cylinder, in contact with i

inner surface, and are provided inside with nozzles throug

which the colour-mixture is discharged in the form i

spray. .' >n the surface of each small cylinder is cut thi

portion of the design which is to be printed in any pa

licular colour. By causing these small cylinders to rota

at the same circumferential velocity as the main cylinde

haling first fixed them so that the designs are in regis!,

with the design on the main cylind< r, the fabric is print*

in the various colours with one treatment.—T. E. B.

Embossed and Printed Tissues; Manufacture of——

.

A. Lacombe. Fr. Pat. 343,050. May In, 1904.

The material is pressed by a pressure plate against anothi

plate engraved with the pattern to he embossed. Thet

plates are suitably hinted. If it lie required to prir

\

colours in relief, the requisite dye is placed in the cngravi

portions of the pattern plate and is fixed on the materi:

by the pressure and heat.— A. 1). S .

Printing with Indigo by the Aid of Hydrosuiphites ; Pri

cess for . lie. Paris. Coul. d'Aniline. Additioi

dated June 22, 1903, to Fr. Pat. 338,831, May 30, 1903.

See Eng. Pat. 13,827 of 1903 : this J., 1904,605.—T. F. 1

VIL-ACIDS, ALKALIS. AND SALTS.

Sulphur Trioxide Catalysis. I'. W. Kiister. Ges. deotsci

Naturforscher u. \r/i. . Sept. 1904. Z. angcw.Cb.em

1904, 17, 1512.

I.n a patent by Lunge it was claimed that, by the us

"of iron oxide containing arsenic as contact substance, i
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e manufacture of sulphuric anhydride, more satisfactory

results were ohtained than with pure iron oxide. The
author states, however, that the presence of arsenic in the

iron oxide has a deleterious influence, hoth on the yield of

.ulpliur trioxide and the velocity of 'he reaction ; and these

view- have, in the meantime, been, he considers, practically

confirmed by Lunge (this J., 1904, 821). Contrary to

Lunge, however, it was found that thorough drying of the

Nesting gases by means of phosphorus pentoxide caused

a considerable decrease in the velocity of the reaction.

With vanadium pentoxide as contact substance, the gases

Hiving been dried by concentrated sulphuric acid, 52 per

cent, "f the sulphur dioxide was converted into sulphuric

unhy '.tide in two hours, and 84 percent, in eight hours.

In the discussion, it was pointed out that the method of

preparation of the contact substance has a considerable

influence on the velocity of the reaction. The best yields

td to be obtained by using iron oxide prepared by
heating ferrous sulphate at 650=

C. for one day.—A. S.

Perchrnmic Acid. E. II. Riesenfeld. Ges. deutsch.

Naturforscher u. Arzte, Sept., 1904. '/.. angew. Chem.,
1904,17, 1514.

The author has prepared several salts of perchromic acid

by the action of a 3u per cent, solution of hydrogen peroxide

m chromie acid or its salts. The ammonium salt, (Nil. >.

HCrl.i,, explodes when struck, but the sodium salt is mure
stable. In aqueous solution, the salts give off oxygen and '

•ire reduced to chromates. It the salts are shaken with

Stber and a little water, some oxygen is evolved, and tree

perchromic acid (recognised by its characteristic blue colour)

lined. The anhydride of perchromic acid has the

Opposition CrO,,.—A. S.

Hudratcd Alumina. V. liuss. Z. anorg. Chem., 1904,

41,216—230.

The author's experiments show that " crystalline " alumina
hydrate represents the final stage of a transformation
which the freshly-precipitated hydrated alumina invariably

undergoes (see "this J., 1S93, "599
; 1900, 1014; 1902,

377). This transformation, slow under ordinary condi-

tions, is accelerated by the presence of hydroxyl ions.

The rate of transformation is dependent upon the concen-
tration of hydroxyl ions. The difference in the behaviour
if the two modifications to acids and caustic soda solu-

tion i- one or degree only. The so-called " crystalline
"

jydrated alumina, when examined under the microscope
with a magnification of 500, gave no evidence of crystalline

structure. The results of the experiments also give some
indications as to the most favourable conditions for the
technical manufacture of alumina hv Bayer's process (Eug.
Pats. 10,093 of 1SS7 and 5290 of 1892 (this J „ 1S8S, 025 ;

1893, 26:; ; see also tins J., 188S, 74S ; 1393,925). With
liquor containing alumina and soila in the molecular

proportions 1 of ALO
;i
to 1-24 of Xa20, the best results

are obtainable with a concentration equivalent to about
24 sp. gr. measured at 21 C, a yield of 85 per cent, of

the alumina present following. By using a highly concen-
trated solution of caustic foda, it is theoretically possible

to obtain a solution of soaium aluminate containing
alumina and soda in the molecular proportions 1:1. If

such a solution were diluted to a concentration of 3'3
inols. of Xa2

< > to 100 mols. of water, it would be super-
saturated to "the extent of 2 -9 mols. of AUO.„ which would
Subsequently be gradually deposited on stirring. The
yield of alumina in such a case would be the highest
obtainable, viz., 8S per cent.—A. S.

Alkali Bromides ; Electrolysis of and Action of
Bromine on Alkalis. H. Ketzschmar. Z. Elektrochem.,
1904,10,739—817.

By the action of bromine on alkalis, hypobromites are at
first always formed, although if equivalent quantities of
bromine and alkali are brought in contact, at first a consider-
able proportion remains uncombined. Free bromine or
hypobromous acid reacts with hypobromites to form

ties, 2HBrO + illirU = MBrO-, + 2tlt5r, the reae-
lon oeing quite analogous to the formation of chlorate-,

lout proceeding more rapidly. Solutions of hypobromites of

a concentration above N 10 are about as stable as similar
hypochlorite solutions. On electrolysis of neutral bromide
solutions, free bromine separates at the anode, and from
this h\ pobromite is formed by reaction with the alkali from
the cathode. Hypobromite formation proceeds until a
definite concentration is attained, after which only bromate
is produced. In strong alkali solutions hypobromite is also
first formed up to a definite concentration, but bromate
production commences at an earlier stage than in neutral
solutions. In acid and neutral solutions' the electrolytic

bromate formation is due to a secondary reaction between
the hypobromite and bromine or hypobromous acid, as
shown in the above equation. In strong alkaline solutions,

on the other hand, hypobromite is electrolytically oxidised
to broiu ite.— R, S. H.

Molasses; Purification of by Electrolysis. [Caustic
Alkali as By-Product.] L. Gurwitsch. XVI., page 993.

Soda Wafer-Glass; Analysis of
XXII I., page 1000.

P. Hermann.

Nitrites and Nitrates; Production of by the Electro-
lytic Oxidation of Ammonia in presence of Cuprir
Hydroxide. W. Traube and A. Biltz. XI. A., page 987.

Nickel Salts ; Reaction of Potassium Nitrite on .

C. Reiehard. XXIII., page 999.

Persulphates ; Preparation of—
XI. A., page 987

!i. Mueller.

Phosphorus in Solutions ; Quantitative Di termination

oj . A. C. Christomanos. XXIII., page 1000.

English Patents.

Nitric A. id; Appliances for the Manufacture of .

D. Iiinnachie, Stevenston, X.B. Eng. Pat. 24,332,
Nov. 10, I9H3.

The invention relates to the condensing apparatus for nitric

acid vapour. The receiving tank for the vapours from
the retort is connected to condensing pipes arranged in

undulating series within cooling tanks. The pipes have
trapped connections to small pipes which lead back the

condensed acid to the tank, where, coming into contact with

the hot vapours from the retort, impure vapours are given

off, thus purifying the acid.— I". S.

Vitriol [Sulphuric Acid] ; Manufacture of . M.
Schwab and li. Greene and Son-, Ltd., London. Eng.
Pat. 24,619, Nov. 12, 1903.

The ordinary lead chamber for the manufacture of sulphuric

acid, is supplemented, on its inlet side, by a mixing tower

having, preferably, two channels communicating with the

chamber, one near the bottom and the other near the top.

One of these channels is so disposed with regard to a steam
jet or jets, and to the inlet of gases from a Glover tower or

from a preceding vitriol chamber, that the pressure in the

upper parts of the mixing tower is decreased, and the

circulation of gases thus promoted. In long chambers, one
or more vertical shafts are arranged, with a steam jet

discharging horizontally at the lower end of the shalt

towards the outlet end of the chamber.— ;

United States Patents.

Ba'rytes : Process of Bleaching and Recovering

Glauber Salt. W. D. Oilman, Sweetwater, Tenn. U.S.

Pat. 770,90:;, Sept. 27, 19U4.

Powdered barytes ore is heated with a solution of nitre-

cake, and after separating the solution, the purified ore is

washed with hot water. Impurities are precipitated from

the solution and wash-waters by sodium carbonate or

hydroxide solution, and the resulting solution of Glauber's

salt is crystallised.—E. S.

Mineral Substances [Graphite'] ; Separation of by

m, ins of the Selective Action of Oil. C. Kendall, Upp4 r

Norwood, i gland. U.S. Pat. 771,075, Sept. 27. 1904.

See Eng. Pat. 1309 of 1903; this J., 1904, 115.—T. F. 11.
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i.MH Patents.

Hydrochloric Acid; Manufactvn oj

from Sodivm Sally. C. Girard. Fr. Pat. 338,'JtU,

July 1, 1

'

Kodicm suljhate (salt-cake) is prepared i usual, or by

passing sulphuric anhydride vapours over damp salt, hydro-

chloric actd being recovered. 'II"-' solution «£ sodium sul-

phate is then precipitated by barium hydroxiile. The

caustic lye produced may be evaporated, und the caustic

soda fused, or itniay be carbonated. Alternatively, crystals

of sodium sulphate nay be brought into contact with solid

hydrated barium hydroxide, to give at once a strong lye,

the 'water of crystallisation sufficing for t he reaction. The

barium sulphate resulting in either case if heated with

ml on. end the sulphide is treated: (a) in saturated hot

solution in an electrolytic cell with diaphragm, to obtain

barium hydroxide, sul (.bur, and hydrogen; or (6) a mix-

ture of barium sulphide, carbon, and a metallic oxide, is

melted in an electric furnace to obtain a mixture contain i

barium carbide, which, decomposed by water, gives acetylene

and barium hydroxide mid an insoluble metallic sulphide.

ill,- latter is "calcined" to obtain sulphuric anhydride.

i itlicr alt< rnatives in the cycle are given.—E. S.

Sulphuric Acid of High Purity; Processfor Economically

Producing —— in Lead Chambers. II. II. Nicdenfuhi

(Installationsbnreiiu f. ('hem. Ind.). Fr. Pat. 343,156,

May 14, 1904.

Sir. Eng. Pat. 1066 of 1904; this J., 1904, 714.—T. F. B.

Salt, Pare ; Process far Making from Crude Heel;

Salt. II. Tee and H. II. Perkes. Fr. Pat. 842,920,

May 6, 1904.

See Eng. Pat. 8117 of 1903; this J.. 1904, 749—T. F. II.

Erkatum.

This Jonrnal, 1904, 934, col. 1, line I from bottom, for
" hydroxy lamine " rend " dibydroxj lamiue."

VIII.-GLASS. POTTERY, ENAMELS.

Glass ; Action of certain Gases on in the neighbour-

hood of Heated Metals. G. T. Beilby. Brit.

1904. Chem. News, 1904, GO, 180-181.

The author has previously (Brit. Usee. Report, I!

described the formation of halos around pieces of metal foil

on glass plates, when these are heated in the presence of

the products of combustion of roal-gas and air, and also

the lormation i F imagi s uf the heated metal on glass plates

placed a short distance above the heated metal. Further

experiments have shown that the halo and image are pro-

duced by di lion of the glass brought about by t In-

action of sulphuric anhydride, which bus been formed by

the oxidation of sulphur dioxide, under the catalytic

influence of the luatid metal. It is suggested that the

localisatii t the d - lion of the glass is due to

ionisation produced by the 1 cm, J metal, this having the

effect of causing the particles of sulphur trioxide produced to

be projected Iron-, ths surface of the metal, some being cat tied

up to the under surface o! the covering class, which they

attack, producing the image, whilst the greater numbei
not reach thus far, but fall back on the surface of the lower

plate, producing the halo around the metal.—A. i

Clays ;" Hotting " of . P. Rohlivnd. Z. anorg.

- 1904, 4.1,

< 'i \-i
•-

! \ ; i i , s for the manufacture ol porcelain are kept

for at li n-t Ihi in a moist atn

order to increase their plasticity. The
changes (" rotting ") which the clay undergoes durin|

pre ol yet been - Seger

(this .!.. ! iin, 1 that small i E caustic

sods, sodium carbonate, or sodium silicate diminished or

,kstio\> I the plasticity of the mixtures, whilst a si

hi n of hydrochli i rably in-

creased it ; he t •' storage,

the nddit :on of a small quantity The initio-

repeated and Extended Sigcr's experiments, and finds that.

at 6rst, the plasticity is increased by both hi

a ions, but whereas in presence of tin- latter Use

increase i- permanent, in presence of hydroxy! ions il -

i
:<-i city again diminishes after a — 1

1

• >r-t time, aud is finally

less than at first. The author i oosidi r.i that all subs

which have the power of fori] >idal solutioi

water exhibit the property of plasticity to a gren

lesser ,!i grco. Clay and porcelain musses crntaii

colloidal substances, partly of an inorganic and put <

an cream,- nature, and the combination of these sul

in the dissolved condition with the peculiar day subs

aluminium Bilicate, Al
:!
.2Sit l„.2HJ >, may be regan

the cause of the plasticity ot such mixtures. The

of plasticity may be expressed as , or the ratio

inactive substances M to the active (colloidal) substni

The increase of plasticity of clay mixtures on storing

ling") is due to the loiination of acid i,\ the fermentation

of the organic matter; the hydrogen ioi - produc,

neutralise the hydroxy! ions present in the solution

tact with the clay, which have an n jurious iufluvnci

plasticity, and then the excess of hydrogen ions <

an accelerating action on the coagulation of" the colloidal

Bubstances, and consequently on the degree ol plasticity of

the mixture. The plasticity of clay mixtures can 1"- in-

creased by the addition of colloidal sub ., tannic

acid, dextrin, aluminium hydroxide.— A. S.

English Patent.

Ceramic Products ; Composition for the Manufacture

of l,'. |{obin, Saint (»eu :

17,23a, Aug. 6, 1904. Under Intermit. Conv., Aug. I,

1903.

SEEFr. Pat. 334,49 this J., 1901. G3 —T. F. R.

L'snia, States Patents.

Cement [for Porcelain, $-c] ; Process <f MumifacuUt
Vitreous , and of Malen il I' .; - for the Pro-

duction of same. P. Steenboek, Ileuts-h Wilmersdorf,
]

Germany. U.S. Pats. 771, 1S3 and 771.1S4, Sept. 23

1 '.oi t.

See Eug. Pat. 15,181 of 1904; this J., 1904, Otil.—T.F.B

French Patent.

Glassware ; Proa ss of our! Apparatus for the Manufac

lure of . A. Meister. Fr. l'at. :U2,9."i.">, April 19

1! 04.

Tin; glass flows dirt cty- from the mcltirg funia

moulds arranged in a casting-chamber heated by_ tht
|

furnace proper in such away that the glass remains liquU

during the casting, the proper shape being iheu given II

the glass hy blowing or by mouldinc. During ihii

operation the outer opening of the moulding ch.-.mK

i- Kept closed by the s.ipport of tie moulds. The tub:,

which carries the u ,- a pirn,' so arrangi d tl H

closes the chamber when He cauier is with,

enable the glass to be east without nieaseriii the rjiiantii;

1 lor each object, a ladle is piovidcd which i

ol 1 eing to ated, and which, by means of a gutter al

receives the glass during the changing ol the nioii!

— A . tj . L

.

IX—BUILDING MATERIALS. CLAYS.

MORTARS AND CEMENTS.

I ii rete in Smelting Works. F. I. Ilavard.

X.,
;

English Patents.

Kilns. P. J. Sadler, Oldburv, Worcester. Ei

20,088 L908.

The in t of an an n gement t

her,

iveytd into I

Each kiln ol I wiih a chi
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n main connecting flue leading to a main stack or fan for

inducing the draught. The heat from the bottom of one kiln

is conveyed into the top or over the wicket, or over or

under t ne draught into the side of another kiln.—W. C. H.

Quartz Brinks or Blocks ; Fireproof . E. St iiffler,

Zurich, Switzerland, i' .-. Pat. 11,258, May 1C, 1904.

Under Internat. Conv., May 16, 1903.

|
Bricks are made by subjecting a mixture of quarlz and
magnesia to the action of steam under pressure and then

burning the mass. With many quartz materials it is advan-

tageous to first burn the rock, &c, and chill it with cold

water before pulverising. The magnesia bricks are said to '

expand and bend less than similar bricks made with lime.

—A. G. L.

Adherence of Tiles and the like to Walls; Composition for
Effecting the . G. B. Godson, London. Eng. Pat,

17,066, Aug. 4, 1904.

The composition consists of 40 per cent, of dextrin, 40 per

cent, of powdered alum, and 20 per cent, of " adamant "

cement, to which a sufficient quantity of gum arabie i

solved in water is added. This mixture is spread on the

back of the opal glass or other tiles, and small peli!

Hit, coke, coke breeze, granite chips, &e., are scattered on
its surface. As soon as the mixture is dry, the tiles are

fixed in position by being pressed against the plaster, &c,
previously placed on the wall.—A. G. ...

United States Patents.

Stones ; Process of Colouring Natural Crystalline .

B. Klie, Charlottenburg, Germany, Af to the

pliem.-Techn. Fabr. Dr. Alb. R. W. Brand and Co.
G. m. b. H. U.S. J'at. 770,643, Sept. 20, 1904.

The process of colouring natural crystalline stones contain-

ing calcium carbonate c insists in drying the stone, placing

it in a solution of metallic soaps in volatile oil (such as a
metallic oleate in turpentine oil) in the presence of organic

acids stronger than the fatty acids of the re

(such as acetic acid), and heating the said solution. See
Kng. Pat. 5594, and Fr. Pat. 338,887 of 1903; this J., 1904,

138, 901.—W. C. H.

Stone; .Manufacture of Artificial from Magnesite.

C. Groyen, Honn, Germany. U.S. Pat. 771,062, Sept. 27.

1901.

See Fr. Pat. 334,7.62 of 1903 ; this J., 1904, 6.V—T. F. B.

snt : Carborundo . L. E. Mulier, Paris.

U.S. Pat. 770,730, Sept. 20, 1904.

See Fr. Pat. 338,914 of 1903 ; following these.— T. F. B.

Cement: Manufacture of Acid-Proof and Impermeable
. R. Liebolil, Weimar, Germany. U.S. Pat. 771,050,

Sept. 27, 1H04.

See Eng. Pat 4606 of 1904 ; this J., 1904, 490.—T. F. B.

French Patents.

Refractory Bricks from Quart: ; Process for Making .

E. Stonier. Fr. Pat. 343.130, Hay 13, 1904. Under
Internat. Conv., May 16, 1903.

See Kng. Pat. 11,238 of 1904 ;
prec;<'.ing these.—T. F. B

* Carborundocin.ent" [Protective Facing for Masonry'];

\ Powdered froduct called . L. E. Mulier. Fr. Pat.

338.914, July 8, .

A coating used to harden furnace bricks is composed of
rborundum, 90 to 60 parts; fireclay, 10 to 40; lime, to

• . sodium or potassium silicate of 47° B., 20 to 50 parts.

>e materials are mixed intimately, dried, and re-powdered.
The pn duct is then mixed to a paste with water. In c

where it is meant to withstand chemical action the coating

I

is composed of carborundum, 50 to 85 parts: calcine:

magnesia, 5 to 15 ; and fine sand, 10 to 25. Iu either ca-

the carborundum may be replaced by other carbides or by

metallic silicides and horides. Instead cf with water, the
nixture may be treated with other liquids, such, e.g., as

-olution of magnesium chloride.—A. G. L.

Cement ; Manufacture of . B. Grau. Fr. Pat.

343,152, May 14. 1904.

Blast-fcrxa.ce slig is treated in the fused state with
steam, preferably superheated, and the resulting product is

reduced to powder.

—

A. G. L.

X.-METALLURGY.
Temper-Carbon ('• Temperkohle"'j in Iron; Influence of

Elements on Formation of . F. Wiist and
P. Schlosser. Stahl u. Ei-en, 1904, 24, 1120—1123.

The author- show that temper-carbon can separate from
pure carbnrised iron without requiring toe influence of other
elements. Tho amount produced is a function both of the
temperature to which the iron is heated and of the total

amount of carbon. The presence of silicon assists the
formation of temper-carbon, which then occurs at a lower
temperature and from iron with a lower total content of

carbon. Manganese and, to a greater extent, sulphur
oppose the formation, whereas phosphorus seems to 1 .

i tence,— R. s. II.

Molybdenum Carbide; New . II. Moissan and M. K.
Hoffmann. Ber., 1904, 37, 3324—3327.

A mixture of molybdenum, aluminium, and petroleum
coke is heated in a closely covered carbon crucible in the

electric furnace. The product is treated with sodium
hydroxide solution to rem;ve aluminium, and with dilute

sulphuric acid. After removing from the residue any ad-

mixture of graphite, there remains a grey crystalline powder
of sp. gr. 8 40 and hardness 6— 7, oxidising when heated in

air or with potassium chlorate or nitrate, readily attacked
by nitric, slowly by other acids, burning spontaneously in

fluorine, but attacked much less readily by chlorine or

bromine at a red heat. Analysis assigns to it the formula
Mot'. It is analogous to Williams' tungsten carbide, and
is probably present, as a double carbide, in molybdenum
flteel.—J. T. D.

Magnetic Alloys from Non-magnetic Metals; Production

of . It. A. Hadfield. Brit. Assoc, 1904. Chem.
s, 1904, 90, 180.

The author describes a series of magnetic alloys prepared

by F. lieu.-] r. It was found that whilst the metals. copper,

aluminium, and manganese, and alloys of copper and
aluminium, are all non-magnetic, alloys containing the three

metals in certain proportions, possess considerable magnetic
properties. Although it would appear that the magnetic

properties are due to the manganese, yet in alloys containing

a fairly constant percentage of manganese, the magnetis-

ability increases with the amount of aluminium up to a

maximum, when the proportion of aluminium amounts to

about one-half of thai of the manganese. This is shown in

the following table ;
—

H = (Magnetising Force).

1 30.

Alloy containin

Manga- Arami

Per
Lent. Cent.
28 3-li

28
26 to;
26 14.;

-

TJnrontrnetisable.

Very slightly mugnetisable.
2220 2'. 7 l 3200 S470

4850

33S0 ! 75 1613 4900

'_B = ma;
i iaductior.

The author made some experiments with an alloy con-

taming 60 per cent, of copper, 25—27 per eent. of man-

ganese, and 12 per cent, cf aluminium.
;

brittle,

and cannot be forged either hot or cold. It is

magnetic immediately after casting, but becomes non-

magnetic when heated to about 170 C. and quenched in

cold water, fly continued heating at about SO — L;

it regains its magnetic properties iu an intensified

If lead be introduced into the alloy, it becomes more fusible,

its transformation-point is lowered, and under suitable heat
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treaiment, the magnetisability is even increased. Alloys of

copper, manganese, and tin also p >-<e-s magnetic properties :

rnagnetisability is first shown when 10 per cent, of tin is

present, whilst the most magnetic alloy is one containing

21—22 per cent, of tin to 30 per rent, of manganese.

Allovs of antimony and manganese are also magnetic.

—A. S.

Allays of Copper an! Antimony, and thrir SecdUscence.

A. A. Itaikoff. .1. Russ. Pbys. Chem. Soc, 1901. 36,
111— 105. (See also this J., 1903, 744.)

Tiif. author has prepared melting-point curves and tables

for the alloys of copper and antimony, and also their cool-

ing curves. The latter show that these alloys exhibit the

phenomenon of. recalescence. Copper and antimony form

two compounds, SbCu.. and Sl>( u . The violet alloy, S!>( ti
; ,

melts and decomposes "at 510C, and can be prepared bj

melting the alloy SbCu, and antimony together in such

proportions that solidification begins at a temperature below

586' O. ; mixtures of the two metals which commence to

lify at higher temperatures than 586° C, deposit only

the alloy Sb< a„ which melts at 681 :

C. These results are

in accord with those given by a study of the other physical

properties of these alloys—hardness, expansion, and E.M.F.

in galvanic elements. The alloy sbCu, cxi>t- in two modi-

fications: (1) the a-form, stable at temperatures below

407 : C, and (2) the 0-form, stable only at higher tempera-

ture-. All mixtures of the two metals containing from

:">3o to 01 per cent, of copper, and consisting of mixed

i vstals of antimony and the compound SbCu a , undergo, on

cooling, two distinct changes: (1) polymorphic trai

raation of the /3-form of the compound SbCu
:1

into the

a-modification, and (2) separation of the compound SbCu _..

The micro-structure of the different alloys confirms the

;ibove conclusions.—T. H. P.

Passivity of Metals. W. Muthmann and F. Frannberger.

Sitznngsber. Bayr. Akad. Wiss., 1904,201—241. Chem.
Ceutr., 190 1, 2,' 972—974.

A large number of experiments have been carried out

with different metals, and it was found that, besides iron,

chromium, nickel and cobalt, vanadium, molybdenum,

tungsten, and ruthenium are capable of being rendered

passive. The results are given of a large number of

potential measurements made in N/1 potassium chlo

solution against a normal electrode (mercury, mercnious

chloride, Is' 1 potassium chloride solution) with the n

alter treatment with various reagents and after riling.

The authors consider that the passive metals contain dis-

solved oxygen, and that the degree of passivity is dependent

upon the amount and the pressure of the dissolved oxygen.

The potential of a passive metal can thus be regarded is

an alloy-potential, which in certain cases can approach

very near that of pure oxygen. (Compare this J., 1903,

637.)—A. S.

Concrete in Smelting Works. F. I. Havard. Amer. Inst.

Miuing Eng.. Sept.' 1904. Eng. and Mining J., 1904, 78,
160.

The author describes the advantage- and disadvantages

which have been observed with the use of concrete (1 of

cement to 7 of sand and "jig-tailings ") flues and stack at

:i lead- and silver-smelting works. The cost of construction

was about oil dol. per sq.ft. Effect of Heat : Cracks

were caused by temperatures above 100° C. Neutral fur-

nace-gases at 120° C. caused so much damage by formation

of cracks, that after two years, the stack, instructed of

pipes 4 ins. thick, required repairing throughout. Effect of

Flue-Gat., ! and Moisturi : In cases where the flue was

protected on the ontside by a wooden or tiled roof, and

ide by an acid-proof paint, composed of water-glass and

asbestos, 'lie concrete was not appreciably damaged. Where

the protective covering, both inside and outside, was oi

asphalt only, the concrete wa- badly corroded and cracked

at the end of three year.-. I mcrete unprotected from both

atmospheric influences on the outside, and fan
on the inside, was quite destroyed at the end of three \, ,,-.

The presence of an excessive amount of moisture in the

furnace-gases had a very injurious influence.—A. S.

Lead [in Brass, Brmize, Ac] ; Volumetric Determination

of . E. J. Ericson. XXIII., page 1000.

English Patkm-.

Incorrodible Material [Iron- Hydrogen Alloy'], and Method
of its Production. G. W. Gestier. Eng. Pat. 16,039,

July 19, 1904. XIII. A., page 989.

Steel and Armour plates ; Process of Treating . K.

Engels, Dusseldorf, Germany. Eng. Pat. 16,419, July

25, 1904. Under Iuternat. Conv., .March 21, 1904.

The steel i- heated in presence of oxygen, or of subsl

that yield oxygen, such as manganese dioxide, and.

still red hot, is plunged into molten lead (or other cooling

'oath) ; when withdrawn it may be rolled or pressed, and be

thcu cemented on the side to be hardened. It is then

hardened in oil or the like, and is annealed at a temperature

lower than that used in cementing. The process ma\ be

varied according to circumstances, and the indicated

treatment may be used with or without combination with a

cementation process. See also Eng. Pats. 25,932 of 1993

and 1S42 of 1904; this J., 1904, lis and 374 —I'.. S.

Ore-roasting and like Furnaces. II. H. Lake, London.

From I. Sanfilippo, ( asteltermini, Sicily. Eng. Pat

19,353, Sept. S, 1903.

Ske Er. Pat. 334,444 of 1903: this J., 1904, 67.—T. F. II.

Copper, Silver, Lead, Mercury, and all other

adapttd to be Precipitated Jrom an Acid Solution by

Means of Sulphuretted Hydrogen ; Proves* for Sepa-

rating from their Ores . P. Weiller, Vienna, and

A. Weiller, Trieste, Austria. Eng. Pat. 73i>9, March 46,

1904.

See Addition, of April 7, 1904, to I r Pat. 336,989 of 1903;

this J., 1904, 903.—T. F. B.

Alloy; New Metallic . Finn of Iioutin and Mour-

raillc, Lvols, France. Eng. Pat. '.'." - -J . April 26, 19|M
Under Intermit. Conv., May 25, 1903.

See Fr. Pat. 332,605 of 1903 ; this J., 19D.1, 12 IT.—T. F.B.

Vani dium ; Manufacture of Metallic from its Ore-

or ami other Compounds of Vanadium. P. Auchinachif.

Wrexham, Wales. Kng. Pat. 12.727. June 6, 1904.

The ore or other compound of vanadium is strongly heated

for about two hours with, preferably, concentrated sulphuric

acid, to which a small proportion of sodium nitrate is added.

The coole 1 solution is diluted with water, and after settling

the clear blue solution of vanadium sulphate is electrolysed

using iron electrodes, vanadium oxide being deposited; 01

the vanadium oxide may be separated by chemical means

and in either case it is mixed with carbon and heated t<

about 2000 ( . m an electric furnace. The vanadium i-

obtained from the residual melted mass by grindinj

steel rollers and washing the carbon away by water.

-

Solder for Aluminium or Aluminium Alloiis. li. F. y Pel

letier and E. S. y Semprun, Madrid. Eng. Pat. 18,828

June 13, 1904.

As alloy of -ilver, aluminium, and tin. in stated proportions

is melted in a covered crucible, and immediately betore soli

dification, about 10 per cent, of its weight of phosphorus i

added ; this alloy is referred to as " metal F." " Metal S

is obtained by adding sulphur in small pieces to melted iin

and casting the mass in "rails." " Metal FS " is obtainei

by fusing 85 parts of" metal E " with 15 parts of " metal s

The -older for aluminium or its alloys isobtaiuedby meKhl

and adding together, in the order named, 10 part- each (

"metal FS " and aluminium, 80 parts of /iicand 320 part

of tin, all by weight. See also Eng. Pat.7016of 1903; tin

,i., 1903, 801.—E. S.

United States Patknt-.

Aluminium ; Manufactmc of . W. Riibi I.AssignOrl

X. Bernstein, Berlin. Us, Pat. ',
19°4 -

.. Pat. 322,353 of 1902; this J., 1903,369.-1. F. B
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Blast Furnaces ; Cooling Device for . L. Kevling,
Berlin. U.S. Pat. 770,910, Sept. 27, 1904.

See Eng. Pat. 16,fi4C of 1902 ; this .7., 1903, 800.—T. F. Ii.

XL-ELECTRO-CHEMISTRY AND
ELECTRO-METALLURGY.

(4.)—ELECTRO-CHEMISTRY.

Sitrites and Nitrates; Production of by the Electro-
lytic Oxidation of Ammonia in presence of Cupric
Hudro.ride. \V. Traube aud A. Hilt/.. Per., 1904, 37,
|l30—3138.

A mixture of a 20 per cent, solution of sodium hydroxide
'ind a 10 per cent, solution of ammonia containing dissolved
;:upric hydroxide equal in we'ght to about one-tenth of the
immonia present was used as the anode liquid of an
.dectrolytic cell, and a 20 per cent, solution of sodium
hydroxide solution, in an inner porous cell, as a cathode
liquid. The currents used were 5, 10, and 15 amperes, and
he electrodes thin sheet iron, the anode surface beiDg from
;."> to 25 sq. cm. per ampere. Sodium nitrite was produced
luring five to seven hours of electrolysis, up to quantities of
10—30 grins. ; current yield, 75— 90 per cent. The maxi-
mum strength of solution thus obtained was about 7 per
':ent. ; but by starting with a solution already containing
'his amount of nitrite, the strength was increased to nearly
10 per cent. If the current be continued long enough, the
iniount of nitrite ceases to increase, and then diminishes,

ill finally it entirely disappears. Kxnmination of the liquid

hhows that the nitrite has been converted into nitrate.

Ifhe yield of nitrate so obtained was about 75 per cent, of
[hat corresponding in theory with the current. Correspond-
nur experiments have shown that the nitrites and nitrates of
mtassiura anil of barium are also obtainable in this way,
ihcugh in neither case bave as good yields been yet obtained
Is with the sodium salts.—J. T. P.

Persulphate.* ; Preparation of . E. Miiller.

Z. Elektrochem., 1D04, 10, 756—781.

fiiE production of potassium or sodium persulphate by the
lectrolysis of acid sulphates is greatly aided by the presence
>f the fluorine ion. Thus, in 125 c.c. of a N'2'3 solution

lif. potassium bisulphate, by substituting 20 c.c. of N/20
ivdiorluoric acid for added free sulphuric acid, the yield of
persulphate was raised from about 50 per cent, to about

|
5 per cent. Paraffined glass vessels were used. If a crust

i'f persulphate be allowed to form on the anode, the hene-
.cent effect of the hydrofluoric aeid ceases.—W. A. C.

fptassium Cyanate ; Electrolytic Preparation of .

E. Paterno and V.. l'annain. Gaz. ehim. ital., 1904, 34,
I [2], 152— 155. Chem. Centr., 1904, 2, 982.

|'he authors find that the best yields of potassium cyanate
,
re obtained by electrolysing a solution of potassium cyanide
ontaining 4— 6 grm.-mols. per litre, using a rotating anode,
n E.iI.E. of 4— 6 volts, and an anodic current-density of

I —4 amperes per sq. dcm. Under these conditions nearly
»he whole of the cyanide can be converted into cyanate,
'hich partly crystallises out during the electrolysis. For
xample, from 72 grms. of potassium cyanide, with an
E.M.F. of 4*5 volts and a current-density of 1'5—2'5
rmperes per sq. dcm., 32 grms. of cyanate separated during
dectrolysis, whilst a further 42 grms. were recovered from
te solution by evaporation, thus giving a total yield of
per cent.—A. S.

Utrotohiene ; Electrolytic Reduction of . W. Ldb and
J. Schmitt. Z. Elektrochem., 1904, 10, 756—764.

OB the production of toluidine, the following cathode-
laterials were tried, and are arranged in ascending order
f efficiency: nickel, zinc, copper, and copper with the
dditiou of powdered copper to the electrolyte. The reduc-
on of /)-nittotoluene is decidedly easier than that of
'-mtrotoluene. The electrolytic preparation of m-azoxv-
luene with nickel cathodes in a 2 per cent, solution of

caustic soda is recommended as a laboratory method, also
the preparation of toluidines with copper cathodes and
powdered copper.—W. A. C.

Electrolysis of Alkali Bromides, and Action of Bromine on
Alkalis. II. Ketzsclnnar. VIE, page 983.

Sugar Industry ; Application of Electrolysis in the .

I.. Gnrwitsch. WE, page 993.

Molasses ; Purification of by Electrolysis.
L. Gurwitsch. XVE, page 993.

. English Patent.

Electric Energy ; Production of by the Utilisation of
the Chemical Energy ofany suitable Combustible, without
the Employment of Thermal Engines. IE Tourneur,
I'arK Eng. l>at . 1"J,1SS, May 2S, 1904. Under Internal.
Conv., June 11, 1903.

See Fr. Pat. 332,982 of 1903 ; this J., 1903, 1298.—T.F. Ii.

United States Patent.

Incandescent Electric .Material. A. Voelker, lSerlin.

Assignor to Soc. Anon. Ind. Verriere et m> Derives ii

Bruxelles. U.S. Pat. 770,991, Sept. 27, 1904.

" CiRDON " is ground into grains of from 1 to 7 mm. in size,

and this material is then divided into groups, the first of
which contains only grains of 1 mm. in size, the second only
2 mm., and so on, each group being afterwards graduated
by the addition of graphite or of silicates, depending upon
whether the conductivity of the group is to be increased or
decreased.—W. G. H.

French Patents.

Reducing Organic Substances by means of Titanium Com-
pounds; Electrolytic ProcessJor . Farbwerke vorm.
Meister, Lucius und Briiuing. Fr. I'at. 338,934, July 20,

1903.

See U.S. I'at. 742,797 of 1903; this J., 1903, 1355.—T.F.B.

Electrolytic Apparatus. IE S. Blaexmore and E. A. Byrnes.
Fr. Pat. 343,017. May 10, 1904.

See U.S. Pats. 759,79S and 759,799 of 1904 ; this J., 1904,
613.—T. E. P.

Gascons Medium from Air; [Electrolytic] Process for
Extracting a . J. N. "Alsop. Fr. Pat. 343,129,
May 1.1, 1904. Under Internal. Conv., May 29, 1908.

See U.S. Pats, 75S,8S3 and 758,884 of 1904 ; this J., 1904,
Ml and 612.—T. F. B.

(B.)—ELECTRO-METALLUPvGV.

Iron; Electrolytic . A. Skrabal. Z. Elektrochem.,

1904, 10, 749—752.

Iron may be deposited electrolytically in two modifications.

The first, from ferrous solutions at low current densities

with iron anodes, is white, very hard, and brittle, and resists

the action of corrosive liquids to a striking extent. On
igniting it, hydrogen is expelled, whilst the metal becomes
quite malleable. On the other hand, it gives up hydrogen

on heating to 70° C. without losing its brittleness, and can
then be recharged with hydrogen electrolytically ; whilst

after ignition it can neither be charged with hydrogen nor

brought into the har:l, brittle condition again. The second

variety of electrolytic iron is produced from complex ions

of bivalent iron at high deusities with platinum anodes,

and is grey, amorphous, and not very compact. Though
not free from oxide, it contains more hydrogen than the

first variety. It is not only very readily soluble in acids,

but is capable of decomposing water. The author regards

both varieties as solutions of more or les* hydrogen iti

7-iron, changing on ignition into the stable a-iion.

—VV. A. C.
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Metals capable of Decomposing Water; Electroli/lic Sepa-

ration of from Solutions oftheir Salts. A. Siei

Z. auorg. I hem . 1904,41, 249—275.

M\,.m-iim can he separated in the metallic condition,

together with nickel, from aqueous solutions containing

salts of the two metals, provided the ooncentrati»n of the

magnesium salt be sufficiently high. The following were

the most satisfactory results :
—

Concentration.

ture.

Percentage ol

tfirkel

Sulphate. Sulphate.

Magnesium
deposited .Metal.

N 1

4N

Amp i

sq. elcm.
B

3N l

<J

°C.
'.'ii i-l!

2-63

The deposits containing magnesium differ from those of

pure nickel in being compact and adherent, and showing

n0 tendenc] to " stri]
" us the latter do. The nickel-

magnesium alloy adheres firmly to iron, whereas in eleclro-

platingiron with nickel it is thought necessary to deposit an

intermediate layer of copper, in order to obtain an adherent

coating of uickel. Magnesium can also be deposited in a

similar manner with cobalt, and to a lesser degree with iron,

but only in traces with zinc. Aluminium and the alkaline-

earth metals cannot he deposited simultaneously with heavy

metals from aqueous solutions. The alkali metals can be

deposited m very small amounts with nickel and tin, hut

not with iron and silver. In all eases the deposits are not

definite compounds of the two metals, hut are solid solu

tions of the light metal in the heavy one. Deposits of a

heavy metal containing a dissolved light metal are cha-

racterised by having a distinctly bigbcr potential than

sits of the beavy metal in a pure condition.
_
Ukali

:u 1 alkaline-earth metals ean, under certain conditions, be

deposited electrolytically from solutions of their salt- in

ne ; on the other hand, magnesium, aluminium, and

beryllium cannot be deposited in this way.—A. S.

Copper ; Electroh/iic Assay of . G. L. Heath.

XX 111., page 1001.

English Patent.

Electric Furnace for Converting Pig Iron into Steel.

G. Gin.Paris. Eng. Pat. 8216, April !>, 1904. Under

Internal. Conv., June 4, 1903.

See Fr. Pat. 842,101 of 1904 ; this J., 1804, 904.—T. F. B.

French Patents.

Electric Furnace ; Arrangement of A. Voelkcr.

Fr. Pat. 843,094, May 13, L904.

The crucible or object to be heated, placed centrally in

cavity "I the furnace, is surrounded by a packing con-

sisting of pieces of charcoal, varying in diameter from 1 to

; mm., arranged in classified layers or group:., whereby on

passage ol the current the beating is regulated In the

position of the strata, such heating being in part on the

resistance, and in par! on the arc system. The conductivity

of the packingmedium maj he further modified byaddi

„ p]s or of silicate; (See U.S. Pat. 770,991

of 1904, XI. A., pagi 987 I

-

Zinc; Process for the Direct Extraction of [in /.'.'.

Furnace'] —— from its Ores. A, Rodriguez llruna.

Pat. 343,114, April 20, 1904.

/.!.., i ixed with carbon, and the mixture is heated,

under pressure, in an electric furnace. Ii is stated tha

/ice nan be thus obtained in the melted state, instead id' as

vapour." When blende is thus

obtained, including c bisulphidi

burnt with the other gases to pi lui nl] b

XII.- -FATTY OILS, FATS.

AND SOAP.

WAXES,

Fats; Effect of Exposure to Light on . M. \\

Ges. deutsch. Naturforseher u. Arzte. '/.. augew. ('hen ,

1904,17, 1524. Chom.-Ze t., l»04, 28, 981—932.

II. Km.is found that fats which had been exposed to sun

light gave a red coloration with a mixture of phloroglucinol

and hydrochloric acid. The author examined a inn

fats and oils, and found that the fresh substances did not

give the reaction, but that they did after being exposed to

direct sunlight for one hour. On lo » p i._' - ;'

(1) In the air exposed to direct suulight, (2) Exposed to

sunlight in nun:.. (3) Exposed to the air ill the rial

(4) In vacuo in the dark ; and subsequently testing them, it

was found that samples (1) and (2 > gave t lie phloroj

reaction after half an hour and several hours respi

whilst samples (3) and (I) became rancid, hut did i

the colour reaction. The colour reaction was found to b

caused by free oleic acid.—A. S.

Saponification; Theory of . It. Fanto. Mo
t.'liein., 1904, 25, 919—928.

I'm. autnor opposes the theory of Geitel and of Lewko

witsch (this J., 1898, 1007; 1899,1031; 1900.254; 1908

596) on the ground that he was unable lo detect mono-

or diglycerides in the products of the partial sapoui

of fats with aqueous solutions of potassium hyd

In his experiments with olive oil, ox tallow, tristenrin, an<-

(impure) triolein, the fat was heated with the potassium
j

hydroxide in a cylindrical flask immcr-ed in hoilin;

water for three or six hours, whilst the contents were kep

in continual motion by means of a -lining device workec

by i turbine. The products of the reaction were thei

decomposed with acetic acid, extracted witii etln

analysed, the glycerol aud the acid value being determined

and from the increase on the acid value of the original fat

the amount of potassium hydroxide tha' had entered inn

the reactii n could he calculated. From the results ol taiao

the author considers himself justified in stating, wil

ence to tin- saponification ot fat with potassium hvdroxid •

in h ogeneous solution, (1) That the presence "i d :

- an

raono-acyl hjdrins cannot \ri detected; (2) Thai

geneous solu; ion the saponification is practically

eular. (See also this J., 1898, 073
; 1904, 550, 905 )

('.A. M.

Fatty Oils; Colour Reactions of . II. Kreis.

XXIII., page 1001.

Wool Fat (Hens [Detection of Mineral ami Rosin Oils

in ]. 3. Marcusson. XXIII., page 1001.

English Patent.

Fat-extracting Solvents} Process for the Removal c

from Materials. E. liergmann, Ohlau, German,

Eng. i'.'.t. 21,667, Oct. S, 1903.

Ski It. Pat. 335,964 of 1903 ; this .1., 1904, 328.—T. 1'. 1

FbbnOE Patent.

Candles, Lamp (Jus, Edible Fats. Unguents or J

Soaps, A.'. • Manufacture of • <•'• Dreymaa

l'r. Pat. 843,158, May 14, 1904.

Tin: following del : * »''' cla

tl purposes :—(1) Esters, (2) i'ondensati.

with othi rorganic compounds, (3) Am
ducts of the limited oxidation of unsatural

, ,hme or mixed with fatty ueids of a higher

with other fatty bodies. Claim • alsj made for..

i

of mixing sulpholeic acids prepared in the usual

I an oxide, hydroxide, or other suitable stibsf.ii

n oxides) before the ilistillati

the loss of soli I material dun
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he ili-tillation. Loss by decomposition may also be pre-

j.-ented by converting the fatty acids info esters, which are

listilled ami then saponified in an autoclave. A method
claimed) of obtaining a larger yield of a hauler soap

• • in raising the saponification value of an olein by
ueans of regulated oxidation, and saponifying the product.

. —C. A. SI.

Kit I!ATA.

This Journal, page 942, col. 2 :

—

1. 32 from top, insert after " im o," the words "one of."

I. 37 from top, insert after " chloride," the following :
—

"previously ground like the hard soap, in others of
the series of disintegrators already referred to."

1. 39 delete the word " (crystals) " and substitute " 26 "

for - G9."

1. 4ii insert before "anhydrous." the words "combined
water, 43 parts ;

"

Xin -PIGMENTS, PAINTS; RESINS.
VARNISHES; INDIA-RUBBER. Etc.

(j4.)—pigments, paints.

folasses; Purification of by Eleetrolt/sis. [Pigment
as By-Product."] L. Gnrwitsch. XVI., page 903.

English Patent.

ncorrodihle Material [Paint], and Method of its Produc-
tion. G. W. Gesner, New York. Eng. Pat. 10,029,
July 19, 1904.

.x alloy of iroD and hydrogen, containing 0-13 per cent,
f the latter element, is claimed to possess "remarkable
ualities in resisting corrosive influences." It is produced
y exposing iron, or an iron ore, to an atmosphere of
ydrozeu at a temperature of about 1800° F., or by forcing

fdrngen through molten iron. The product is pulverised

f stamping and grinding. For use as a paint it is mixed
ith linseed oil or other vehicle. If the ponder is strongly
impressed and then heated to about 2000' F. for about
wo hours, it coheres, without fusion, into solid masses.

—M. .!. S.

United States Patents.

ake [fr >m A:o Dyestuff] ;
He I —— . \V. Herzberg and

0. Siebert, Assignors to Act.-Ges. f. Auilinfabrikation,
Berlin. U.S. Pat. 770,430, Sept. 20, 1904.

reFr. Pat. 329,037 of 1903: this J.. 1903, 992.—T. F. B.

Vhite Lead ; Manufacture of . J. Oet'li, Lausanne,
Assignor to Syudicat pour l'Exploitatioo des Inventions
du Prof. Oettli, Berne, Switzerland. U.S. Pat. 771.024.
Sept. 27, 1904.

ee Fr. Pat. 328,490 of 1903 ; this J., 1903, 1096.—T. F. B.

nc White; Manufacture of . J. Oettli, Lausanne,
fcss rnor to Syndicat pour 1' Exploitation de* Inventions
du Prof. Oettli, Berne, Switzerland. U.S. Pat. 771,025.
Sepi 27. 1904.

EB Fr. Pat. 32S,491 of 1903 ; this J., 1903, 1097.—T. F. B.

French Patents.

Tedium for Q.:
l Colours which do not contain Lead;

Process for Making a . J. E. Kollinger. Fr. Fat'
338,913, July 8, 1903.

tt colours, not containing lead, are ground up with a
ediuni consisting of vegetable oil, 20 to 50 parts j rosin
ap, lo to 4ti parts ; and turpentine, 0-5 to 4 parts. Colours
spared thus are stated to have great covering power, and

1 be perfectly resistant to heat ; it is also said that thev are
>t decolorised by lighrr alkalis, or sulphuretted hydrogen

—T. F. B.

Lakes fro-n A:o Dyrstuffs 1 Production of . Badische
Anilui u " 'rik. Fr. Pat. 33S.92.J. July lj
1903.

Pat. 15,493 of 1903 ; this J., 1904, 670.—T. F. B.

Lah I istto Water} Production of . Badische
Auilin

i abrik. Fr. Pat. 342,903, .May 5, 1904.
Under Internat. Conv., JIatch s, 19 4.

Lakes very fast to water are produced by precipitating
dyestuff s on a substratum of a basic aluminium salt. The
basic chloride, nitrate, and thiocyanate are the most suitable
for the purpose ; basic aluminium sulphates do not lead
themselves very well to such treatment. The lakes mav be
prepare 1 by adding a determined quantity of hydrochloric
or nitric acid to a suspension of alumina in a solution of
the dyestuff, or by adding sufficient alkali to precipitate
the dyestuff on an aluminium salt which is not sufficientlv
basic. It is often advantageous to heat the mixture
during the precipitation. The following example is given
for preparing a fast yellow lake: 200 kilos, of a 4 percent.
alumina paste' are incorporated with a solutiou of 1 kilo,
of Naphthol Yellow S, and the lake is precipitated by thc
addition of i solution of 0-8 kilo, of aluminium chloride

-T. F. IS.

Colours [Pigments]
; Manufacture of Oil . M. Heris-

son. Fr. Pat. 342,550, April 22, 1904.

The basis of this pigment is barium silicate, to which are
added hydrated silica, infusorial earth, kaolin, zinc oxide,
and alumina in stated proportions.—T. F. B.

(B.)—RESINS, VARNISHES.

of the Conifers. I. Constitution of Abietic
Acid. T. U. F.jsterfield and G. Bagley. Chem. So-
Trans., 1904, 85, 1238—1249.

When colophony is distilled under reduced pressure, abietic
acid forms the major part of the distillate, no

isosylvic anhydride being produced; the S3me result was
by distillation in superhea When the

latter process was carried out on a large scale, in a stearin
still, the resin acids were founl to condense almost
entirely in the first two coils, the abietene and other decom-

products being found mostly in the cooler coils.

composition of abietic a id to .ieteue occurs to a
much greater extent when distillation is carried out in an
iron still than in a glass retort; thus abietic acid can be
redistilled from a glass vessel under 100 mm. pressure,
while from an iron still, considerable decomposition occurs
even under 20 mm. pressure. By distillation under ordi-
nary pressure, abietic acid is decomposed into abietene and
oxides of carboa in such proportions as make it certain
that abietic acid is abietene carboxylic acid. On distillation
with small quantities of sulphur under ordinary pressure,
or with large amounts under reduced pressure, retene is

produced
;
from this and from the empirical formula; of

the two compounds.it follows that al ictene is decahydro-
relene. Kelbe (Ber., 1S84, 17, 1157) has shown that resin
spirit is rich in m-cytuene; hence it is highly probable that
abietic acid is decahydromethylisopropylphenami:rene-ear-
boxylic acid of the constitution—

"\
11.,

H.,

H/-

\
H

"II,

_H.,

_/
H\_
H—

<!I

J
"C3H7

logy, pimaric acid is most probably a mom
derivative of a' ietic acid, liimuic acid and pod
acid are considered also to be octohydrohydroxymethyl-
and octohydrohydroxydimethylphenanthrene-carboxvlic acid

- lively.—T. F. B.
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yau-ta-Yok or Burmese Slorax ; Properties of .

D. llouper. Agric. Ledger, 1904, 115— 122.

Source.—This balsam, which has long been used in Burma
as ineense and for medicinal purposes, is produced by

Altingia excelsa (Noionha), a large tree (150 to 180 feet

high) growing in the forest- of the i ndian Archipelago,liunna,

Assam, and Bhutan, and especially in the Tenasserim pro-

vince of Burma. It is also found in China, Java, Cochin China,

New Ciuinea, and the Suuda Archipelago. Three samples of

resinous balsam from Java examined by Tschirch and van

Itallie (this J., 1901, 1122) were said to be the products

of two species of Altingia, hui in CreshoS's opinion both

trees were Altingia excelsa. The two aromatic exudations

from South Tenasserim examined by the author had the

following properties :

—

Soft White Crystalline Balsam. — This resembled

honey when fresh, but after two years crystallised, and

became white, and had a fragrant odour of styroi. It

melted at 41 C, and when heated on the water-bath lost

7-65 per cent, in weight, the volatile substances being

chiefly essential oils. It gave the following values :—Acid

value, 24 '96; saponification value, 199 '35; and iodine

value, 57 • 3. About half the balsam consisted of an ester

of cinuamic acid, the amount of the latter separated being

37 per cent, calculated on the original balsam.

Dark Brown Solid Balsam.—This consisted of resinous

masses, which yielded a brown powder with an aromatic

odour in which that of cinnamon predominated. After

clarification with alcohol two samples gave the following

results:—Resits, 53*72 and 54-70; organic impurities,

19-09 and 28-05; inorganic impurities, 22-24 and 10-67;

and volatile oil and loss, 4 95 and 0-58 per cent. The
purified resin (in. pt. 68 C.) was clear, of an amber colour,

and had the fragrant odour of the crude balsam. It was
soluble in chloroform, carbon bisulphide, and benzene,

partially soluble in acetic ether, and slightly soluble in

petroleum spirit.

i lnj.de resins
Pure resins .

Acid Value.

52
1
is

76-80

Saponincat ion
Value

130-10
130-4*

Iodine Value.

41- 07
51-63

The brown balsam contained a trace of free cinnamic

acid, and 9-7 per cent, of that acid in the form of an ester.

The author's conclusion is that the white balsam is valuable

as a perfume and as a source of cinnamic acid, whilst the

brown balsam is of value as a perfume and as incense.

Hoth possess a sweeter aroma than genuine storax, and
when heated with sulphuric acid and potassium bichromate

both evolve an odour of benzaldehyde. If examined by
Dieterich's method (this J., 1898, 807) the brown resinous

balsam cannot be regarded as true storax, whilst the white

balsam only agrees with that resin in the saponification

value. Hence the author's results confirm the statement of

Tschirch and van Itallie (foe. eit.) that Xantayok resin

differs in constitution from the genuine storax of Asia

Minor.—C. A. .VI.

English Patents.

Gums and Besins ; Impts. in and Apparatus for the

Treatment of Products containing , and for the

Separation ami Obtainment of the (rums and Resins

therefrom. J. Y. Johnson, London. From A. Foelsing,

Offenbach -on -Maine, Germany. Kng. Pat. 21,020.

Sept. 30, 1903.

The apparatus consists essentially of four parts: a closed

extractor, in which the substance is exposed to the action

jf the hot solvent ; a boiler, in which the solution SO obtained

is distilled for the recovery of the solvent and the extracted

matter; a cooled coil, in which the vapour of the solvent is

re-condensed ; and a reservoir, intermediate between the

condenser and the extractor, for the storage of the solvent.

The special claim is for the use of selective solvents, by
which resins can be extracted from substances containing

rubber also, the substance to be treated being first rolled

out into thin sheets and dried before placipg it iu the
extractor.—M. J. S.

Varnishes; Manufacture of by the Direct Solution of U
(nans without Previous Fusion. A. Tixier, Billancourt,

Seine, and L. Bambaud, Paris. Kng. Pat. 17,135,
,

Aug. 6, 1903.

See Fr. Pat. 334,430 of 1903 ; this J., 1904, 69.—T. F. B.

Untied States Patent.

Woodf Method of Treating [Distilling'] for the

Production of i'aper Pulp. Turpentine, ,Ve. W. Ho>-
kius, Lagrange, 111, U.S. Pat. 770,463, Sept. 20, 1904.

Wood is subjected, in a digester, to the direct action of

steam, at a temperature lower than that which would cause
the decomposition of the resins • the " volatilisable con
deusable constituents" are then separated from the wood,
the resinous constituents melted out, and the residual

fibrous mass is treated with caustic soda-lye or other

substance to reduce the fibre to pulp, which is suitable for

paper-making. The alkaline liquor is evaporated and the

residue distilled, to produce therefrom " oily and tarry pro- *

ducts." The residue of this distillation is finally extracted

with water to recover the alkali or other reagent employe 1

—T. F.'li.

(C.)—INDIA-RUBBER, &c.

Later of Castilloa Elastica ; Cause of Coagulation of ..

A. W. K.de Jong and W. R. Tromp de Haas. Iter, 1904,

37, 3301—3305.

Thkee different latexes, contaiuing respectively 3-5, 3 1,

and 3-65 grms. of rubber per 10 c.c., were treated with in-

creasing amounts of various coagulating agents, well shaken.
allowed to stand, thrown into water, and the coagulurn
collected. Alcohol and acetone, employed as coagulating
agents, were found to give yields increasing proportionally

to the amount of coagulant used, up to a certain maximum,
and then diminishing. (The maximum referred to is attained

with ^ vol. of alcohol and 1 vol. of acetone.) GlacUl
acetic acid coagulated the rubber in direct proportion
with the amount added, 2 vols, coagulating the whole, and
larger quantities causing no diminution. In the presence
of water, however, the yields of rubber were smaller,

but in the same general proportion with the different

coagulants; iu no case was the while of the rubber coaga- I

lated. The latex was then purified by washing with water
|

until 10 c.c. contained 0"65 grm. of rubber. Alcohol I

(i vol.), acetone (\ vol.), and acetic acid, strong or dilute

(i vol.), now caused total coagulation, smaller quantities

than those stated giving proportionally lower amounts, and
excess having no adverse influence. The phenomenon of

maximal point in the case of alcohol and acetoue thus

appeared to be due to constituents in the latex removable
by washing. Pasteurisation of the latex almost destroyed

the coagulating power of alcohol, much reduced il at

of acetone, but had no effect on that of glacial acetic

acid. The filtrates from the fresh latex gave a precipitate

with alcohol (,'v vol.) or acetone <', vol.), but little with

glacial acetic acid. Addition ot these filtrates to the washed
latex restored the properties of the unwashed lab

partial coagulation. It seemed, then, that aleoh

acetone precipitated soluble constituents that hicder

coagulation. Again, fresh latex is uot coagulated by

heat, but washed latex is. Addition of these precipitates

to washed latex also inhibited its coagulation b\ heat.

Attempts were made to knead together mechanical!
mass, tinelv divided solid rubber pi.ice. 1 in various fluids.

This was accomplished with alcohol, acetone, and

acetic acid, but failed with tannin, formaldehyde, alkalis,

and hydrochloric acid. 'I he first three liquids are known
to be solveuts for resin, and determinations of the amount
of resin in the coagulurn from washed latex, by Van Rom-

burgh and Tromp de Haas' method (Hull, de I'Instltal

Hot. de Huitenzorg, 15), showed amounts ranging ffOM
9 to 12 per cent—R. L. J.
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Rubber; Apparatusfor [Coagulation of Ay] Smoking

J. K. Cardoso Danin. India-Rubber World, 1904,

30, 413.

ioBBF.n coagulated by " smoking " is stated to possess a

pecial value, and in order to make the process less dependent

ipon the skill of the native rubber collector, the author

econiuiends the adoption of the following simple apparatus.

The latex is fed into a rotating cylinder mounted on friction

oilers, and the smoke is introduced by a side tube.— A. S.

Rubbers and Rubber Vines from the East Africa Pro-

tectorate. Bull. Imp. Inst. (Suppl. to Bd. of Trade J.),

1904, 2, 153— 15f».

Rubber from Takaungu.—Three specimens of a rubber-

ine which occurs in considerable quantities near Takaungu,
nd two samples of the rubber obtained from it, labelled

Sokoki " and " Mtoni :
' respectively, were examined. The

ine was identified as Landolphia Kirkii. The " Sokoki "

nbber was not sticky, and exhibited very good physical

roperties. It contained: moisture, 11"; caoutchouc,

8-9; resin, 6-8; dirt, 2-6; ash (included in dirt), 0-87

ler cent. The ,: Mtoni "' rubber was almost identical in

appearance and character with the " Sokoki " rubber. It

outained: moisture, 9 - l; caoutchouc, 78-2; resin, 41;

dirt, 8-6; ash (included in dirt), 8
-

5 per cent. Both
rubbers were valued at 3s. 2d.—3s. 3d. per lb.

Rubber from Kamaiia Hills, Xaicasha Province.—The
vine was identified as L. Kirkii. The sample of rubber
gave the following results on analysis:—Moisture, 10 - 8 ;

resin, 11*5; dirt, 9 • 4 ; ash (included in

dirt), 1-05 per cent. The rubber was not sticky, and
exhibited fair elasticity and great tenacity. If properly
prepare 1. it would probably be equal in value to the rubber
from Takaungu.

Rubberfrom Rabat.—The vine was a species of Landol-
phia. The sample ot rubber contained: moisture, 4

P 3;
caoutchouc, Sll

; resin, 4-5; dirt, 7*1
; ash (included in

dirt). 3"62 per cent. The rubber was not sticky, and
exhibited very good physical qualities. It was valued at

3s. 3d. per lb! (See also this J., 1903, 918.)—A. S.

Rubber of Urceola Esculenta from Burma. Bull. Imp.
Inst. (Suppl. to Bd. of Trade J.), 1904, 2, 156—159.

Five specimens were sent for examination, one of which
contained three distinct kinds of rubber, which were analysed
separately. The results of the analyses are given in the
following table :

—

Percentage Composition.
Place of

Origin of the Value.
No. of

Ash Remarks.
sample. Rubber. Moisture.

Caout-

chouc.
Resin. Dirt. (included

in Dirt..

Per lb.

»,747 Bassein 1-9 54
-

42 "6 1-5 0*64
:i.7i7 1

'":> 52'1 45
' 5 1-5 56

»,762 \. Vesu Division 11*6 7H-7 1-S-l 1-Sfi About 3*. 2d. Tonquin character.

I B. " 5'9 76"4 10-9 6-8 „ 3*. tic/. R«d Tonquin bull character; inclin*_«t t- >

be heated, which would greatly auYct its

value.

» C w 9-7 73-7 8 1
8-3 2-03 „ 3s. Dark bait, slightly gummy and not well

cured: might lie difficult Vj sell at ordi-
nary time>.

9,865-1 " E-8 75'

7

18-0 " ' ros 6 Thick biscuit, strong; would command a
readv sale.

11,583 T-nasserin
Division.

4-0 9-S vie 4s. Thin sh«t_*t. fairly strong; would fetch a
good price if not heated.

The samples Nos. 19,747 and 19,747-1 were of much
>orer quality than the others, and from information

ctived since the examination, it is stated that their

ttanical source is rather doubtful.—A. S.

'ubber of Rhijnchodia Wallichii and Cbonemorpha
Mac: aphylla from Burma. Hull. Imp. Inst. (Sappl. to

Bd. of Trade J.), 19u4, 2, 159—161.

he Iibynchodiu rubber was quite free from stickiness,

id exhibited good elasticity and tenacity. It contained :

oisture, 2-8; caoutchouc. 8G"5; resin, 6-5; dirt, 4*2;
!>h (included in dirt), 0-48 per cent. It was valued at

f.
6d. per lb. The Chonemorpha rubber was rather sticky,

it exhibited fairly good elasticity and tenacity. The
'ecimem was too small for commercial valuation, but the

I'llowing analytical results indicate that it was of inferior

lality:—Moisture, 8
- 0; caoutchouc, 55 -2; resin, 34 6;

rt, 2-2; ash (included in dirt), 0-97 per cent.—A. S.

Pontianac from the Patiala State. Bull. Imp. Inst.

(Suppl. to Bd. of Trade J.), 1904, 2, 162— 103.

ie specimen examined, contained: moisture, 54-5: resin,

6; caoutchouc, 76 ; dirt, 1-3; ash (included in dirt),
1 94 per cent. It closely resembled commercial Pontianac
>th in chemical composition and in appearance and general
operties. It was valued at 20/. per ton.—A. S.

English Patent.

urns and Resins; Impts. in and Apparatus for the
Treatment of Products containing , andfor Separa-
tion and Obtainment of Gums and Resins therefrom.
J. Y. Johnson. From A. Foelsing. Eng. Pat. 2

1 ,020,
Sept. 30, 1903. XIII. B., page 990.

French Patent.

Vulcanised Caoutchouc and Ebonite ; Regeneration of
. V. de Karavodine. Fr. Pat. 338,945, July 25,

1903.

The material is pulverised and heated, with or without the

addition of sulphur, in a metal mould at 150° to 200° C.
under a pressure of 100 to 500 kilos, or more per sq. cm.
The process may be used for obtaining vulcanite cists and
for insulating cables. By adding mica or asbestos (which
may previously be mixed with fused rosin, tar, drying oils,

or caoutchouc solution with sufficient sulphur for vulcani-

sation) to the pulverised ebonite a very hard substance is

produced.—C. A. M.

XIY.-TANNING; LEATHEE, GLUE, SIZE.

Tanning Extracts ; Manufacture of . F. A. Biihler.

Chem. Ind., 1904, 27, 47S—4-7.

This is a general description of the plant and methods
employed in the manufacture of extracts, with special

reference to the handling of hard woods, such as quebracho.

The numerous illustrations include plans and elevations tor

a model factory, arranged to produce 25,000 to 30,000
kilos, of extract daily.—K. L. J.

Tannin Content of Liquors from different Tannin
Materials and 'Tannin Extracts ; Variation of .

J. Paessler. Collegium, 1904, 277—280, 284—290,
293—290.

It is well known that clear tannin extracts become turbid

on standing, and deposit considerable quantities of a thick

precipitate. Hence it is of interest to know whether this
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on I- caused by the tannins or non-tannins sepa-

ether, Messrs. Youl and Griffith have

)
carried oat experiments in this direction with

liquors of valonia, myrobalans, and mimosa (this

j. 193] Che author has previously determined the
'. myrobalans liquor on keeping Cihi- .!..

t904,71). B i ctended his investigations to liquors

prepared from tin- undermentioned materials:—Oak bark,

pine bark, mimosabark.mangrove bark, valonia, trillo, myro-

balan-. divi-divi, knoppern, sumach, quebracho-wood e

soluble wts, oak-wood extracts, chestuut .-.\.

tract, and block gambier. Strong liqu its of those m
were prepared in an extraction battery < tal type,

and. after being allowed to settle, were tillered and made ni.

to 2 11. The liquors then open bottles atj
constat I ire and subsequently analysed, ac

to the I.A.L.T.C. methods, after periods oi 6, 18, 30, aJ
60 days. The bottles were weighed to commence with,

and losses of weight due to evaporation made good with

distilled water. The followin-' tire the tabulated results :—

Tannin S

Gnus. contained in

of Liquor. of !,'

, Matte-. l

' ; ""\
1

,

,

N
;

,"-„

of Liquor.

Freshly
Prepared.

After

60 Days.
Loss.

Freshly \'l,

60 Da: - Loss,

:;
:
,

16
to

Hi

37
60

5

III

12

Freshly
Pri ,m ii

B

8

6-5

6

B

3
111

27
•20

10

20
20

-7

i

' 1
1 1

>
,
i -.

3-37
2-85

I
-
110

3-87

3-77
3-22
•J-:,:;

2-57
2-17
2 -12
2-28
8'55
"-;:>

2-29

•J 15

2-13

-J " 7!<

rs;
372
3-66

S-09
2-53

2 01

1 90
1

-

99
2-15
1-92
1-71
1-7-

;

l .-.:;

2
IT,

t

II

7- S
in

125
lfi

23
21
VI

29

i
-

.;

o-cs
1 01

lr:;o

o-:i7

ii ,,-

0-97
0-93

1-S1

0-77

0-83
0-98
0-92

I'M

«.-,.-,

ii- H
1-17

o-ls

0-51

0*87
0-60

fls

11-
1

(17.-,

(1-67

OT.l
0-87

8
-
48

S'SO
'.•17

411
8'90

S-52
3- 13

-

8
-
66

'

:; ::_'

8-27

327
3 27

::
: e

.nil

3
-
90

:roi

817

3-80

•2- 07
2-:;i

2-87

i
'•.-.-,

71

8

9

21
-

101

--'

61

33
43

62

If.',

62-5

S

S iluble (.

11.

16 5

34
23 '8

26
62

Trill 39
33
:;7

D .7

The results show that the liquors prepared from tannin

materials and tannin extracts can he divided into different

groups according to their behaviour on keeping. (1)

Liquors which even after standing for CO days show no

perceptible diminution in the percentage of tannins, such as

those prepared from mimosa bark, mangrove bark, sumach,

quebracho wood and extract, and gambier. (2) Those which

shov ' r s— 1G per cent.) diminution, such as oak

bark, pine bark, oak-wood extract, chestnut extract, and

valonia liquors. (3) Those which show a larger diminution

28 to 29 i'er cent., such as trillo, myrobalans,

valonia. and divi-divi liquors. The author concludes that

then osited from the tannin liquors on
standing are valueless from a tanning point of view.

— F. 1>. T.

Mangrove Barbs, and Leather Tanned vcith these Burrs.

from P ' Zanzibar. Hull. Imp. Inst. (Suppl. to

'lid. of Trade.I.), 1904, 2, 16:1—106.

Zanzibar mangrove bark is said to he obtained from two
trees, ' msinzi" (Rhizophora mucronala) and

- n.w i. " The results rel er to the air-dtied bark:

—

' Msinzi
"

from U
from

Magomi " " M
from

f

Peri Pc i ent.
16- 1

16-0
7-..1

1 'jj Traces

r.i-4 I!' - 2.1-s

The " mkomafi " bark is stated to be of no com mi

value, but the " magomi " and ''msinzi" barks would pro-

bably be worth from 21. 10*. to 4/. per ton, c.i.f., Gl

er from Pemba prepared with " mkomafi "

and " magomi " barks; were valued as low-grade boot leather.

north, in the form of sides or whole h'des, about ?(/. per lb.

—AS.

Leather; Influence of Self-contained Moisture upon the

Strength of . M. Eudeloff. Mitt. kSnigl. Material
prttfungsamt Gross-Lichterfelde-West, 1904, 22, 8— 17.

Tims investigation deals with the mo turally present
in leather, as regards amount change in amount when the

amount oi moisture in the surrounding atmosphere (here-

after called "atmospheric coi cbaoges, and the

influence of such change on the extensibility and tensile

Btrength of tiie leather. The communication is freely

illustrated with tables and eurv. -diagrams. The following1

conclusions are drawn from the results. The amount of

moisture in leather rapidly changes when the atmospheric
conditions change. The change is rapid at first, bu on
days are required for complete equilibrium to he established.1

Equilibrium is more rapidly established when leather i*

losing moisture to the air than when absorbing it ; hot in

both events the time required is longer for thick bathers
than thin ones. Under similar atmospheric condition- dif-

ivthers in equilibrium hold different amounts ol

in tstnre. chromi -leather holding more than other kinds

Leather left in the air till of constant wi leiihhrius

a proportionately lower am mnt when
i terii

itur'e itself is small, and -i'ms th

moisture rises, especially with chro Witb"

ising moisture content leather expands, I

greatest when the moisture content, to begin witb, if

Chrome-leather stretch when the

-lure is between 10 aod 30 per cent., i itbei

onlj - 8 per cent. I ile stresses, moisi

etches in general less than dry leather. At
regards chrome-leather the I increasi - until

the moisture reaches about :> i per cent., whilst the tota

stretch appears i maximum at 30 per

moisture. Ordinary leather appears to follow similar rules

The experiments were conducted on strips of l.'hcnisl

chronic-leather, oiled leather, and harness leather.

Albuminoids; Oxidation of lij Calcium Vermanganatt
I. Oxidation of Glue. Fr. Kutscher and M. Sihcuck'

13er, 1904, 37,' 2928—29J1.

ial liermau gelatin (60grms.)was dissolve*

by heatiog with I litre ol *i.hscd with calcimi

permanganate (300 grms.), the solution filtered, and tb

lime removed by ammonium carbonate. From the liltmt

'there separated on evaporation first a somewhat insolubl
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distance agreeing closely in properties with oxaluramide,

.though tin' percentage of hydrogen found was unduly

igh, and finally a substance identified a* ammonium
tamutr. (ilycocoll is known to yield oxamic acid ou
nidation, and the authors claim that their results further

lpport Kutscher and Zickgrafs theory that the so-

illed hvdrolvtic decomposition products of albuujin are

?a J 1 v pre-existent in the albumin. (Sit/.ungsber. d. kunigl.

reuss. Akad. d. Wisseusch., 1903, May 28.)—R. L. J.

French Patent.

ridcs and Shins ; Apparatus suitable for Treating .

C. A.nidon. Fr. lV.t. 343,287, May 17, 1904. Under
Internat. Conv., Jan. 28, 1904.

se U.S. Pat. 759,814 of 1904 ; this J., 1904, 071.—T. F. IB.

XV—MANURES, Etc.

'hosphatic Manures ; Influence of Lime on the Action of
. M. Nagaoka. Bull. Coll. Agric. Tokio Imp. Univ.,

1904, 6, :95. Chem.-Zeit., 1904, 28, Rep. 291.

he presence of lime retards the useful action of the

losphoric acid of organic fertilisers, the injurious influence

F the lime, which persists up to the second crop after the

jplication of the fertiliser, being twice as great in the case
:' animal manures as in that of vegetable ones. The
:ganie constituents of the fertilisers, such as humus,
oiinish the injurious effect of the lime. The relative

Enuring value of animal phosphatic manures is about

rice that of vegetable fertilisers in the fir--t year. In the

'cond year the relative value of vegetable fertilisers

Ereases, but is always less than that of animal manures.
—A. s.

XVI.-SUGAR, STARCH. GUM, Etc.

ugar Industry ; Application of Electrolysis in the .

L. Gurwitsch. Z. Ver. Djutsch. Zuckerind., 1904,

fel3—104fl.

fteu a theoretical discussion of the subject and a review
:

the processes hithert} patented, the author concludes

lat only three processes have a possible future, viz., anodic

ectrolysis with addition of lead saccharate (this J., 1902,

>45), electrolysis with two diaphragms, and removal of

Ifcal' metals by the aid of mercury cathodes. He further

jlds that electrolytic purification is less well adapted to tbe

•iginal juice or syrup than to the molasses.— \V. A. C.

Ulk-Sugar ; Hydration of in Solution. C. S. Hudson.
J. Atner. Chem. Soc, 1904, 26, 1065—1082.

N evaporating a solution of milk-sugar above 95° C,
rge crystals of the anhydrous sugar separate cut, whilst

ilow this temperature the ordinary hydrated sugar is

itained. The multi-rotation of either of these varieties in

lution at 0° C. is shown to be due to a change in the state

hydration. When a large excess of the ordinary hydrate

I

agitated with water, a saturated solution corresponding
an " initial solubility " is formed in a few minutes ; on

rther agitation, dehydration takes place, and more sugar
«s slowly into solution up to a limiting " final solubility."

t 0°, 15', and 25° C. respectively, the initial solubilities are

8, 20-9, and 25-3, and the final solubilities 34*8, 49*7,
d (53 '4, expressed in " millimols." per 100 grms. of water.

—W. A. C.

ixtures of Sugars ; Melting Points of . H. Gillot.

Bull. Acad. Kov. Belgique, 1904, 834—854. Chem.
Centr., 1904, 2, 830—891.

re author determined the melting points of the following
lary mixtures of sugars :—Mannitol-duleitol, mannitol-
xtrose, dulcitol - dextrose, dulcitol -saccharose, dulcitol-

;tose, mannitol-saccharose, manuitel-lactose, saecharosc-
strose, saccharose-lactose, and lactose-dextrose. In no
=c was a simple isomorphous mixture produced, the
dinon of a small quantity of one* sugar to another always
ising a lowering of the melting point. The forms of the
king-point curves of all the mixtures, except that of

saccharose-lactose, point to the existence of definite com-
pounds. 'I he curve of the saccharose-lactose mixture
consists of only two branches, the point of intersecti in

corresponding to the eutectic mixture. The curve for the
mixture of saccharose and dulcitol (the melting points of
which lie close together) consists of two end portions
inelin. 1 upwards, connected by a horizontal portion, but
whether, as in the case of similar conductivity-curves of
alloys, this form of curve indicates that isomorphous mixtures
arc formed by I lie sugars in the proportions corresponding
to the horizontal portion, remains doubtful.—A. S.

Carbohydrates} Action of Hydrogen Peroxide on in

presence of Ferrous Sulphate. R. S. Morrell and A.
E. Bellars. Brit. Assoc, 1904. Chem. News, 1904, 90,
158—1S9.

In continuation of previous work (this J., 1902, 506 ; 1903,
1371), the change in optical activity of carbohydrates
during oxidation with hydrogen peroxide in presence of

ferrous sulphate, has been examined. In the ease of the
hexoses (glucose, fructose, and galactose), the decrease in

the rotatory power is fairly proportional to the amount of

peroxide added, up to 1 grm.-mol. of the latter. The
diminution of optical activity is practically the same with
glucose and fructose, but in the case of galactose, tbe
decrease is much greater, and it was found that galactose
yields a keto-acid of the hexose group rather than an osone.
In the case of the bioses (maltose, lactose, and cane-sugar)
there seems to be some connection between the diminution
in optical activity on oxidation and the tendency to be
hydrolysed. The order maltose, lactose, cane-sugar, forms
an ascending series with regard to the tendency to be
hydrolysed and the diminution in optical activity. Of the
pentoses examined, arabinose lies between glucose and
galactose with regard to the decrease in optical activity,

but in the ease of rhamnose, the original dextrorotation
changes to a lajvo-rotation, the latter being due partly to

the osone, and partly to an acid which is not rhamnonic
acid.

In examining the action of bises on osones, it u-r-

found that an alcoholic solution of an osone when treated

with guanidine gives a white semi-crystalline mass of the

composition CX
:)
H5 .C 6

H
10Oc(C:

;H
5UH). The guanidine

compounds of glucose, fructose, galactose, arabinose,

rhamnose, and maltose were also prepared. The glucosi

and maltose compounds are addition products of i cools, of

the sugar with 2 mols. of guanidine. They give strongly

alkaline aqueous solutions, from which the guanidine is

completely and quantitatively removed by dilute mineral
acids and oxalic acid. They are apparently not hydrolysed
immediately by water, since the optical activity of their

solutions is much less than that of the parent sugar. In

the case of glucose, the specific rotation [a] n = + 29 '8°

had become [aj„ = — 5'7° after five days. An aqueous
solution of the compound neutralised by hydrochloric acid

gave the same rotation as free glucose. —A. S.

Sugar/: ; Action of Melhylphenylhydrazine on .

R. Ofner. Ber., 1904, 37, 3362—3363.

The author has previously s-hown that pure benzylphenyl-
hydrazine reacts with neither levulose nor dextrose. He
now finds that rr.ethrlphenyldextrosazone, which has been
prepared by Fischer from glucosone and by Neuberg from
levulose, may be obtained directly from dextrose itself; the-

details of the preparation are given. In some cases, where
an old sample of mtthylphenylhydrazine reddened by
partial decomposition was employed, it was found that the

primary - secondary pheuylmethylphenyldextrosazone was
formed with the metbylphenyldextrosazone. It is evident

that phenylhydrazine is formed in the spontaneous decom-
position of melhylphenylhydrazine, just as iris in that of

benzylphenylhydiazine.—T. H. P.

Molasses; Electrolytic Purification of . L. Gurwitsch.

Z. Ver. Deutsch. Zuckerind., 1904, 1045—1059.

The following process has been worked out ou the labora-

tory scale, and is regarded as hopeful. The molasses,

diluted with tnice its weight of water, is electrolysed

with vertical iron-mercury cathodes (this J., 1903, 872) ;
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odic part of the cell is divided off by a septum of

parchment-paper and charged with a 5 per cent, solution

of calcium chloride, the anode being of iron. To prevent

the deposition of iron :it the cathode, the anodic liquor is

continuously precipitated with milk of lime The molasses,

i fter electrolysis, is freed from calcium saccbarate by means

of rail.on dioxide. In the most favourable experiment,

ition by one " degree of purity" per 100 grms. of

sugar w.is effected at an outlay of 4-4- watt-honrs. The
ducts are (1) mixed caustic alkalis in 25—30 per

cent, solution. (2) a mixture of organic acids, suggested

as a substitute for tartaric and citric acids in dyeing, and

(3) precipitated ferric oxide, suitable for paint.—W. A. ('.

ospermwn Gossvpium !'.('.; Gum of . P.Leine-

land. J. Pharm. - 'him., 1904, 20, 253—260.

examination of the gum of Cochlospermum gossypium

furnished the following results :— Moisture, 22" 72 per cent.

ash, 4 • G i per cent.; the ash contains iron, calcium, and

potas ium as oxide and carbonate. 2-04 percent, of the

gum is soluble in water, the solution possessing a rotatory

power of +77' 15. Determination of the galactans by

Tollens' method gave 3499 per cent, (expressed as

galactose). So arabinoseor sugar other than (/-galactose

be isolated from the products. 22*59 per cent, of

pentosans, equivalent to 2.V64 per cent, of pentoses, was

found. The total quantity of sugar could not be determined,

owing to the difficulty experienced in hydrolysing the gum,
the highest result obtained being less than the sum of the

pentose and galactose. On oxidation with nitric acid,

71*8 percent, of mucic acid (on the weight of gum used)

was obtained.—T. F. B.

Kclo-Ile.roses ; Hiurliim for . II..I. II. Fenton.
XXIII., page 1001.

Saponarin: a Glucoside coloured Blue by Iodine.

G. ISarger. XX I V.. page 1004.

English Patent.

Sugar; Annular Moulds for Treating bti Centri-

fugal Action. J. ('. F. i.afeuille, Paris, Kng. Pat.

79, Dec. 7, 1903.

lit i annular moulds serving for n Idin( and centri-

legalising sugar slabs or loaves are cooled by causing 1"

of gradually falling temperatures to circulate successively

through the annular mould and round the separate moulds
for slabs or loaves, the annular moulds being provided with

means- both for connecting them consecutively with the

supplies of liquid and For discharging such liquids.—T. II. P.

United States Patent.

ar'frbm Beets; Process of Staking . M. Roeselcr,

Berlin, and i. Sehaer, Holland, Mich, i ..-.Pai.77o.7ou,

Sept. 20, 1904.

Tin: overflow from the centrifugals is freed from alkali salts

bj osmosis, the resulting liquid is treated with phosphoric acid

to separate the surplus " alkalis" and apart of the organic

non-SUgar, the surplus phosphoric acid is neutralised by the

oxidi Ikaline-earth metal, ami the compound thus

formed is precipitated by mean- of carbon dioxide and

sulphur dioxide. Tin- syrup so prepared is mixed with the

; bi t juice or concentrated syrup at any nun

stage of manufacture.—J. F. B.

Fkescu Patent.

/• for i on erting into Sugar.

\I. 1-. l.v.en and G. H. Tomlinsoti. Fr. Pat. 343,006,

.May 9, 1904.

• U.S. Pat. 763,472 of 1904; this J., 1904, 797.—T. I'. 11.

XVII.-BREWING, WINES, SPIRITS. Etc.

Malt with Shin I Grown Acrospire E. Prior. Woch. f.

P.rau., 1904, 21, 571—572.

-.era! side- >ns have been made to

with -hen acrospiree, averaging two-thirds

the length of the corn, when it i- desired to improve the

fulness of body and permanence of head nf the heer. The
author thinks, however, that such recommendations intro-

duce a clanger of obtaining' an inferior modification of the

endosperm, and consequently unsta.ble beer- Tin- real

meaning of -neb recommendations is that the malt should

not be over-modified, as is frequently the case when tht

maltster strives to attain an average length of acrospire oi

three-quarters the length of the corn. No definite rule foi

malting can real]' be laid down on n basis of the hngtl
of the acrospire. The acrospire must be developed uuti

complete modification of the endosperm is attained, am
no longer. Above all, a malt with a restricted acrospirt

should never be kilned according to the bavarian method
In order to avoid both extremes of modification, the barle;

should not he over-steeped, and should be grown vetj

slowly with low temperature- in the couches. For P. ivariai

malt a somewhat fuller sti ep is neeess i n . and the treatman
on the floor should be made in two stages ; the malt shoulc

be germinated very cool until the acrospire attain- a lengt!

of half the length of the corn, and then it should be .

to felt at least once, preferably twice, in order to d<

the rootlet and complete the modification. The author i

in agreement with the advocates ol a short grown acr-wpir I

< 1 1 1 1 \ so far as that is a m - ol avoiding over- modifies I

tion, but in no case must the de-ire for a short acrospire b

permitted to govern the treatment if the nature of th

barley be such as to demand a longer growth for comply
modification.—J. 1'. B.

Culture Yea.ils ; Abnormal Cell Forms of . \\

Henneberg. Woch. f. ISrau.. 1904, 21, 5G3—566 an I

579—581.

The author's studies were made principally with the dii

tillerv yeasts Puces XII. and II. The abnormal forn

described are not to be confounded with the ordinal
" giant '" cells, which are abnormal only in size, nor wit I

the " reserve '' cells studied by Will, which have not bee I

observed in these yeasts. Most of the abnormal cetl
here described were obtained in the course of experimen •

on the longevity of the yeast on storage, and they forme 1
a certain proportion of the cells which survived the rarioi It

tests. The mass of yeast in which they occurred was dai m
brown in colour, having a neutral or faintly all, alii I

reaction and the odour and taste of \ east-extract. HeDtl
these abnormal forms originated under conditions of aut

digestion, in a medium bighh charged with albuminoii I

and poisonous excreta: they are therefore pathologic fl

form-'. The greater portion of the pasty mass consist! ;;

of dead cells, almost emptied by digestion, with cell wa II

intact ami containing globules ol fat and re-idues

plasma'; the normal living cells "ere very rich in fat n: 4

sporogenous. The abnormal forms observed eompris i

"medium Sized round cells" rich in fat or in album

granules, sometimes in both, "large round cells" co I
taming vacuole-, and irregularly shaped "broad cell'

similar in size to the large round cells. Many -mall eel

still living, bad either no, or very thin, invisible cell wal

In many cases normal budding chains were observe

originating from the medium round cells. Very rare

certain irregular shaped nmocba-like cells were

When transferred to a hanging drop of wort many of t

round and broad cells died owing to the cha

eentratlon ; some shrivelled up, others burst and othc

showed double cell-walls. Those which survived -

considerably owing to the formation of large vacuoles

surioii lavet of protoplasm being observed to

of rapidly moving granules. I mam cases

round cells budded, forming equally large va

daughter cells, and their descendants gradual!}

normal. In contradistinction to the original past;

the drop-culture contained a large number of anueba-l

Forms, which constantly changed their shape, init did

possess much power of changing their position, somi

these forms were observed o> contain nuclei, hy obseiv

the transition stages i' was found that the amoeba-P

forms were the products of the round and broad fori

the cell wall- ot the latter became very thin in phWi

then ruptured, and the plasma, -till living, emerged id
'
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form of amoeba. Whilst the large round colls lived for

several days the amoeba forms died in less than two days.

The formation and stud}- of all these forms is closely

dependent on the extent of dilution : when the pasty yeast

mass is diluted with water these forms cannot be observed :

even wort is not favourable to their development if much
[if it be used. When a large dilution i- desired for accurate

dbservation it is necessary to employ the albuminous liquid

leeanted off from yeast which has beeu liquefied by diges-

tion at 4S ( . for 24 hours.—J. F. B.

Yeast; 7'. -stiii i the fliiniiii/i iieit ii uf . P. Lindner.

Woch. f. Brau., 1904, 21, C21-G22.

vViif.n a sample of yeast is thoroughly homogeneous, al!

:he cells have approximately the same size and appearance,
dl belong to the s;nne species and are in the same
ihysiological condition. When a pure yeast is fir.-t started

a the propagating apparatus, it very rarely presents a

UHDOgcneous appearance, the cells being in all the different

tages of development ; it is not surprising that such a veast
hould give different results in the fermentation tuns from
. brewery stock yeast which has been in continuous use

.nd which is generally homogeneous. The process of

lashing the pitching yeast eliminates the light, budding
east, leaving the agglomerated heavy mother-yeast tit the

ottom. If the washing has not been thorough, the

ppearance of the yeast will not be homogeneous. For
jning whether the yeast is homogeneous, the author
jconimends that it be suspended in beer and prepared in

• ie form of droplet cultures [" Federstrich-Kultur "] each
ontaining a definite small number of original cells. In

lese droplets there should be observed how many of the
.'lis are capable of further budding, the form of the budding
bains, how many descendants are produced by each cell in

efinite times, and whether the descendants of the various

;lls tire alike or different. The droplet test also gives a qtian-

Eative expression for the degree of infection by wild yeasts,

id the form of the budding chains indicates whether a top

^mentation yeast is contaminated with bottom yeast. In
ime cases the cultivation of the yeast in a thin layer of
:er-gelatin (Will's test) is more delicate. According to

nether the colonies are mulberry-shaped or extend in

streamers," it can be ascertained whether the original cells

ere of the fermentative form or film-cells of the first or
cond generation. A preponderance of these film-cells

dicates an excessive exposure to air. All the above
iservatious should be made in order to study the influence

variations in the brewing conditions upon the homogeneity
the yeast.— J. F. B.

i/masc and Endotryptase in Dead Yeast Cells; Activity

»nf under various Conditions, T. Gromow and
O. Grigoriew. /,. physiol. Cheiu., 1904, 42, 299-329.
Chem. Centr., 1904, 2, 99S.

ie activity of the proteolytic enzyme (endotryptase)
Dtained in permanent yeast (zymase) prepared by means
acetone (this J., 1902, 1033), is strongly diminished by
mo- and di -saccharides and polyhydric alcohols (glycerol,

inuitol), the effect being greater, the stronger the concen-
tion of the added substances. Calcium chloride and
lassium nitrate increase the activity of the endotryptase

;

ohol and quinine have an injurious effect. The amount of
bon dioxide produced by zymase in the presence of
fermentable substances (mannitol) is the same as that

iduced by autofermentation, therefore in both cases the
mentation proceeds tit the expense of the glycogen of the
ist. The cessation of the evolution of carbon dioxide is

- not to the exhaustion of the nutrient material, but to the
lanstion of the zymase. The concentration of the sugar
ution and the percentage of oxygen iu the surrounding
osphere are without iufluence on the amount of carbon
side evolved. The amount of carbon dioxide is increased
addition of quinine or alcohol, which injure the activity

the tryptase and consequently allow of a longer life for
zymase. Potassium nitrate and calcium chloride act in

reverse manner, as they increase the activity of the
teolytir enzyme. In almost all cases poisonous
stances have directly opposite effects on zymase and
itase. (See also this J., 1902, 60.)— A. S.

Brewery Wort; Simple Method, for the Determination of
the Degree ofInfection of . F. Schbnfeld. Woch.
f. Brau., 19(14, 21, 622—628>

Ix order to control the sterility of the wort as it eoi
from the brewhouse or cooler, "the author employs a glass
plate, 13 em. square, provided with Sj depressions, each
capable of holding O'-l— 0-;. e.c. of wort. This plate is

sterilised and the hollows are filled v.ith drops of wot-
delivered from a steril • piped.'. Several of these plates are
arranged in a wire cage, one above another, and the whole
is covered with a sterilised bell jar in a moist atmosphere,
under aseptic conditions. Any germs present in the wort
develop either in the form of concrete colonies or in the
form of a turbidity. After a few days the plates are
examined and the number of drops in which organisms
have developed is counted. If the brewery conditions be
good the number of infected drops will be very small.

"—J. F.B.

Ben- ( 'as/is ; Pressure Regulator for ..

F. s,li.mil Id. Win h.f' Bran., 1904, 21
623—624.

The author describes a new apparatus,
invented at the Berlin Research Brewery,
for maintaining a constant pressure in

the beer-casks when bunged down for
secondary fermentation. The apparatus,
which is shown in the figure, consists of
u narrow glass tube inserted in a wid< i

lube, which is enlarged somewhat at the
upper end. The narrow tube is connected
by rubber tubing wiih the interior of the
cask through the bung-hole, and carries
inside it a still smaller vertical tube, which
is fused on to an opening in the side of
the iulet tube, and which serves for the
discharge of the gases. The outermost
tube carries a branch on its enlarged
portion, which is provided with a trap of
peculiar shape to prevent any loss of mer-
cury by splashing, and this trap is con-
nected with another branch, which carries
the exit tube provided with a bole in its

side. Mercury is placed in the apparatus
in quantity sufficient to allow of the free
discharge of the gases when a certain pres-
sure is reached. The whole apparatus is

mi losed in a wire rage and hung up above
the cask.—J. F. B.

Denatured Spirits ; Action of upon
Metals and upon Cement. G. Ileinzel-
mann. Z. Spiritusind., 1904,27,399.

Strong spirit containing 95—96 per cent,
of alcohol by volume both in the pure
and in the denatured state is perfectly

indifferent to any of the metals examined. But weaker
spirit, such as that containing 90 per cent, by volume
of alcohol has, when denatured, a considerable oxidising
aud solvent action upon many metals. In contact with
cement, the spirit becomes yellow and the non-volatile
residue increases to a very considerable extent, the lime-
salts of the lower members of the fatty acid series being
found in solution. Cement linings for iron storage vessels
containing spirits are therefore condemned. The 90 per
cent, denatured spirit acts most powerfully upon zinc
and lead, the liquid becoming opalescent and ultimately
depositing white precipitates, and the non-volatile residue
being increased owing to the solution of metallic salts. It-

action upon iron is somewhat less, but a :onsiderable
formation of a brown deposit of oxide occurs r so

time; this deposit is, however, readily separated by filtration.

The action upon copper and brass is not great, but the
spirit acquires a greenish-blue colour, and copper salts are

present in the non-volatile residue. Tin and tinned metals
are absolutely unattacked by 90 per cent, denatured spirit,

the tinned metals only being corroded in places where the

laver of tin has been scratched. Vessels of tinned iron are
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tin.- most satisfactory- receptacles for denatured spirits.

Whilst the juts, nee of the water plays a certain part in the

corrosion of metals l.y the spirit, the main cause is to be

attrihnt.il to the etude methyl alcohol present in the

denatui ins agent ; p\ ridine is without action upon metals.

—J. V. I:

English Patents.

Yeast Extracts; Process for freeing from Bitter

Principles. ( i. Jensen, London. From K. Deissler,

Berlin. Eng. Pat. 24,294, Nov. 9, 1903.

Tub j
east extracts are treated, before or after the removal

of the cell-residues and before or after concentration, with

i suitable proportion of an oxidising agent, such as ozone

or a peroxide. For instance, the extract may be concen-

trated to half its volume and treated with hydrogen peroxide

in the proportion of 60— 100 c.c. per kilo, of concentrated

extract, then boiled and clarified.—J. E. II.

Brewing . Art of . J. Schneible, Weehawken, U.S.A.

Kng. Pat. 14.U-J8, June 21, 1904.

Tn this process, the peptonised malt mash is brought to a

i rr-iYtt itnined converting temperature without permitting

diastatic fiction at any ether temperature. This is effected

bj thoroughly and immediately mixing the peptonised mall

n h «i:li either a heating medium or a cooked (uumalted

cereal) mash at a higher temperature.—T. 11. P.

Wine, Must, Beer, Beetroot Juice, and the like: Treat-

ment [Concentration] of -, and Apparatus therefor.

IS. Monti, Turin, Italy. Eng. Pat. 19 645, Sept. 11, 1903.

Under Internat. Coav., Sept. 12, 1902.

Ski: Fr. Pat. 324,474 of I90£j this J., 1903, .'it'.:.—T. F. B.

United States Patent.

Yeast. M. P. Dalies and E. Wilding, London.
U.S. Pat. 770,:!5t;. Sept. 20, 1904.

Si E Eng. Pat. S771 of 1901 ; this J., 1902, 786.—T. F. B.

French Patents.

Malt ; Drum for Germinating and Drying .

Soc. Hoist and Fleischer. Er. Pat. 343,348. May L'l . 1904.

See Eng. Pat. 1 1,752 of 1904; this J., 1904, 877.—T. F. IS.

Yeast; Manufacture of . Maschinenbau Aktiengcs.

Gol/ern-Grinitna. Er. Pat. 343,133, May 13, 1904

FehJIENTATION is assisted by adding nutrient organic or

inorganic salts to the worts. The inorganic salts should

contain especially potassium or ammonium phosphate; the

organic salts may be obtained in the form of a decoction of

waste yeast. The additions may be made either in the

mash tun or in the fermenting vessel.— J. F. B.

XVIII.-FOODS ; SANITATION ; WATER
PURIFICATION. & DISINFECTANTS.

(.4.)—FOODS.

English Patent.

MM Powder; Manufacture if . J. Mnggi, Paris.

Eng Pat. 9684, April, 27, 1904. Under Internat. Conv.,

Vpril I, 1904.

See Er. Pat. 341,840 of 1904 ;
this J., 1904, 909.—T. F. I!.

United States Patents.

fruit Juices i Process of Preserving— . D. Sandmann,
i. and G. Eichelbanm, Charlottenburg, Germany,

I s l'at. 770,658, Sep-. 20, 1904.

-i e I. Pal 325 Bll ol L902 ; this J., 1908, 756.—T. F. B.

Condensing Milk ; Procrssof . S. ];. Kennedy,
Philadelphia. U.S. fat. 770 909, Sept. 27, 1904.

'

ti ii'.;- are mule for condensing milk and cream by sepa-

ihe milk from the cream, condensing the milk, and

reeombiniutr the condensed milk and fresh cream by

og the two together through a high vacuum.
—T. II P.

I'm Mii Patents.

Foodstuff [Casein] from Milk; Concentrated . and

Processfor making same. C.Lewis. Fr. Pat. 343,030

May 10,1904

See Kng. l'at. 11,094 of 1904 ; this .1.. 1904, 797- T. E. B.

Candles, Lamp Oils, Edible Fats, Unguents or Fumades.

Soaps, A' 1 '- ; Manufacture ../' . C. Dreymani
Fr. l'at. 343,158, May 14, 1901. XII., page 988.

(/?.)—SANITATION* ; WATER PURIFICATION.

Bacterioscopic Examination of Water; Standardisation

ofMethodsfor the .' XXIII., page 1002.

English Patent.

Water-purifying Apparatus. 11. Walter, Halle on Sa.ile

Germany. Eng. Pat. 17.307, Aug. s. 190 1. I'ndei

Internat. Conv., Sept. 21, 19

In a water-softening plant the milk of lime i- raisi

the dissolving vessel, which contains a sirring mechanics
l.y means of a pump which lilt- it through a pipe arramfll

in a closed circuit. At the upper part ..I' tin- lift
|

valve, which is periodically opened l.y the water-in.

device, thereby withdrawing 11 frit.on quantity of milkol
lime lor the treatment. The pump is Kept a! woi

tintioiisly, and vheu the draw-.. 11 valve is closed, tli

constant circulation prevents the deposition of solid matte

in any part of the apparatus.—J. F. H.

FbbncB Patent.

Sewage and ether /.if/iiia's; Process for Petrifying -^\
and Apparatus therefor. W. (> Travis and E. AuM
Fr. l'at. 843,150, May 1 I, 1904. Ender Internat. Conv I

May 1.",. I 911;!.

See Kng. Pat. 11,073 of 1908; this J., i;i04, 07G.—T. ?*l

(C.)—DISINFECTANTS.

Nicotine in Presence "/' Pyridine [in Stteep Dijts, $"£.] ;

Determination of . .1. A. Emery. XXIII.. page 100

English Patlnt.

Antiseptics which ar> o'herwise [nsaluble, >>r not easii

Soluble; /','..(-.>.. /'../ forming Solutions of . (

Kosters, Bremen, Germany. Kng. l'at. 19.C37, Sept. 1

1903.

-1
1 Fr. l'at. :';!."..:; 16 ..." 1903 : this J . 1904, Jul.—T.F.I

Unites States Patent.

Antiseptic Compound, and Process of Making same. 1

Kndermann, Neyy V..rk. I. s. l'at. 770,1:75, Sept. 2'

1904.

IIi-in is treated with caustic alkali to convert it into 1

size, and the latter is then subjected to the action of pe

manganic acid. The oxidised product is soluble in h

water and in alcohol. 1— soluble in ether and paitial

soluble in benzene and chloroform. It has a hitter list

and met.- between 10S and 125 C- .1. I
'. B.

Fbjencb Patent.

Vaporisation of various Substances [Ui.-inj

Apparatus Jar the . 1'. Castanet, Fr. l'at. 348,1'

May 14. 1904.

I111 apparatus is intended for the vaporisation of substanc

affecting the respiratory organ-, an 1 for disinfecting »'

sci ii g purposes. It 1 sists of 11 holloyv metal truncst

cone "i" cylinder, perforated l.y a number of holes -.< the 1

and bottom. Inside this metal vessel is placed a paral

i r, and "n top ot it a box containing a mixture

magnesium carbonate, triox3 me'hy lene, eucalyptus

Dtine. The magnesium carbonate may be repine
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y tik'. calcined magnesia, or some porous earth. Metal

iibes are embedded in the mixture to assist the liberation of

apours.— L. F. I >

XIX.-PAPEE, PASTEBOAED, Etc.

English Patents.

7aper Machines ; Shower-pipes or Cleansing Apparatus
Jur . I. W. Howarth, Loudon. From The Sandusky
Foundry and Machine Co., Ohio, U.S.A. Eng.Pat. 20,840,

Sept. 28, 1903.

"or cleaning the wire and rolls of the paper machine a
hower pipe is provided having a line of discharge orifices.

L " longitudinal member " tit* over the pipe and carries a

jugiiudiual plate projecting oblique); to the orifices. The
of water issuing from the orifices impinge on the

eflecting plate and are directed by the latter in the form of

continuous sheet of water against the part of the machine
3 be c caused. By duplicating the line cf orifices, and
aving a second deflecting plate on the " longitudinal

two sheets of water can be discharged in opposite

lections from the same shower pipe.—J. F. H.

Celluloid or the like ; Method of Imparling Lustre to

Objects made of . W. Homberger, Bruiru, Switzer-

land. Eng. Pat. 17,232, Aug. 6. 1904.

'he glacial acetic acid used for imparting lustre to celluloid

bjects is replaced by acetic anhydride, alone or mixed
rith acetic acid, and preferably mixed with benzene, toluene,

hloroform, or similar' organic solvent. A suitable mixture
nnsists of 2 parts of acetic anhydride, 2 parts of toluene,

ad 1 part of glacial acetic acid. —T. F. B.

United States Patent.

Yood ; Method of Treating [Distillingl, for the

Production of Paper Pulp, Turpentine, Src. W .

Ho-kins. U.S. Pat. 770,403, Sept. 20, 1904. XIII. B.,

page 990.

XX -FINE CHEMICALS, ALKALOIDS.
ESSENCES. AND EXTRACTS.

Papaverine. M. Freund and H. Beck. Ber., 1901, 37,
3321—3324.

It the electrolytic reduction of papaveraldine sulphate,

mploying lead poles and a porous cell, the authors
bta'.ned. with the elimination of the earbonyl oxygen, a
euondary base having the formula C«„H.;iXOv This
jrmula corresponds with that of tetrahydropapaverine, but

ie new compound is not identical with that body. The
iew base has been termed provisionally isotetrahydro-

apaeerine ; it yields a crystalline nitroso-compound
lelting at 13S C. and its hydriodide crystallises in small

i'hite columns, which begia to soften and turn yellow at

|45° C. and melt at 255 C. The ethereal solution of the

ase, when treated with methyl iodide, yields a yellowish-

rown crystalline powder, which is apparently the hydriodide
f the methylated base.— J. F. B.

perpenes and Essential Oils. O. Wallach. Annalen, 1904,

336, 1— 40. [68th and 69th Communicatious.J

he 6Sth communication deais with the behaviour of the

itrites cf some cyclic hydrocarbons (indene and metbyliu-

ene). The 69th article treats of phellandrene. desi I

s a hydrocarbon, C 1UH 16 , which in contact with nitrous

nhvdride, X\U,. iu an indifferent anhydrous solvent

ligroin; at a temperature below 0° (.!. yields immediately-
well cnaraeterised nitrate. The rf-phellandrene prej ared
on\ elemi oil is chemically and physically identical with
mt from bitter fennel oil. The /-phellandrene present in

ustralian eucalyptus oil is the optical antipode of the

Dove-mentioned rf-phellandrene. The rf-phellandrene of
ater-fennel oil is chemically different from the (/-phellan-

rene of elemi and bitter fennel oils. The name a-pheilan-
rene is proposed for that modification present in elemi and
itter fennel oils in the </-form, and in eucalyptus cil in the

/-form
; and 3-phellandrene for the modification contained

in water fennel oil. The experimental work is described
under the following headings :—I. o-Phellandrene : (1) its

Ditrite
; (2) action of nitric acid on the nitrite

; (3) action
of hydtochloric acid on the nitrite: (4) action of sulphuric
acid on the nitrite ; (5) conversion of a-phellaudrene into
active earvotanacetoue. II. S-Phellaudrene.—A s.

Lemon-grass Oil from Moniserrat. Bull. Imp. Inst.

ill. to Bd. of Trade J.), 1904, ?., 166—167.

The sample of oil examined, was obtained from Andro-
pogun nardus L., var. genuiuus Hack, which is commonly
known as the true lemon grass. It was soluble to the
ext Lt ! about '.'7 per cent, in 70 per cent, alcohol. On
distillation it yielded about 25 per cent, between ISO and
-2" C, and 50 per cent., consisting chiefly of citral.

between 220 and 230' C. The results obtained on exami-
nation of tie oil are given iu the following table, together
with the corresponding figures for commercial k-uion-grass
oil distiiied in India from Andropogon citraius.

Sp.irr. at l.v C
Optical ! in. tu :e.

I il (by sodium
bisulphite method

!U itserrat

Lemon-zrass
-

o-'km;

7t'iJ

East Indian
Lemni

Ui'.

0-903
to S"5

70—75

The East Indian oil is completely soluble in 70 per cent,
alcohol. The Montserrat oil is valued at bd.— Sd. per
ounce —A. S.

Gymnema Leaves; Chemical Examination of . F. B.
Powei and F. Putin. Brit. Pharm. Conf.. Au>r. 1904.
Phanu. J., 1904, 73, 234 —239.

M an alcoholic extract of the leaves of Gymnema
she there was precipitated by the addition of water, a

quantity of soft, dark-coloured resinous matter, of an acid
nature. The greater part of the precipitate was soluble is

petroleum spirit, and from the extract after treatment with
an alcoholic solution of potassium hydroxide, hentriacon-
tane, O31

II 01 , m. pt. 68° C. vas isolated by shaking out with
ether (yield 0-05 per cent, on the weight of the leaves).

The alkaline solution when acidified and distilled, yielded
formic acid and a butyric acid. The filtrate from the
precipitated resinous matter y bided, when acidified with
sulphuric acid, a quantity of d^rk-coloured resinous matter,

the " gyinnemie acid " of Hooper (Cliem. Xews, 1SS9, 59,
159). The authors find, however, that this precipitate is ai

impure and complex mixture of substances. By treatment
with ethyl acetate about 35 per" cent, of it was extracted,

and this portion possessed the property characteristic of
gymnema leaves of destroying the sense of taste lor ^weet
substances. The name " gymnemic acid " is retained for

this portion soluble iu ethyl acetate, which is also readily-

soluble m alcohol, but insoluble iu ether, chloroform,
benzene, and water. It is not a glucoside, but has very-

weak acidic properties. When fused with potassium
hydroxide, it yielded acetic acid and a molecular compound
of protocatechuic and p-hydroxybenzoie acids. The portion

of the resinous matter insoluble in ethyl acetate was readily-

soluble in alcohol. It is of an acidic nature, but has no
anti-saccharine property. When fused with potassium
hydroxide it yielded formic acid, and apparently a small

amount of acetic acid, together with the molecular compound
of protocatechuic and D-hydroxybenzoic acids previously-

mentioned. The original aqueous solution from which the
preceding substances had been separated contained a /-

quercitol (see this J., 1904, 797) associated with optically-

inactive glucose. No evidence could be obta.ued of the

presence in the leaves of Gymnema sylvestr, i.oge-

netic compound, such as was observed by Greshofl in the

leaves uf G. latifolium (this J., 1891, 268). Xeither

gymnemic acid nor the resin insoluble in ethyl acetate

possess toxic properties. The fruits of Gymnema sylvestre

appear to have the same constituents as the leaves, but no
quercitol could be obtained from them.—A. S.
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Jfux Vomica Extract! Official Process for in the

Forth on French] Codex. E. Bourquelot J. Pharm.
Chin... 1904, 21). 289-

Ix view of the decision of the Brussels Internat Pharm.
i lonf. in 1902, the official extract ot mix vomica i>f the

Codex i- to be standardised to contain 10 per cent, of tola!

alkaloids. The dru;: ie directed to be extracted by the

uiacero.percolation method with 70 per cent, alcohol; the

percolate, alter distilling off the alcohol, is concentrated

by evaporation to about 150 grms. for every 1,000 gi

of drug used, diluted with 50 c.c. of water, uud fat

remov. id by -baking out with three succecsive 50 e.c. oi

ether. The mixed ethereal extracts are distilled, and the

oily residue is washed free from alkaloids with 15 C.C of
boiling water rendered acid with acetic acid. This acid

solution is then added to the aqueous ether-washed extract,

and the whole is evaporated to about 200 gnus, or until all

trace of ether bas been driven off. The amount of dry

extractive and of total alkaloids are then determined in

aliquot portions of the liquid.

Determination of the Alltaloids.—Four grms. of the liquid

are treated in a separator with 20 c.c. of a mixturi

05 per cent, alcohol, 2 vols.
;
solution of ammonia (sp. gr.

0-96U) 1 vol.; distilled water, 1 vol. After thorough
agitation, the mixture is shaken out first with 20 c.e.

then wih two 15 c.c. of chloroform. The

combined chloroformic extracts are evaporated to dryness,

and the dry fllkaloidal residue is taken up with 20 c.e.

of X 10 sulphuric acid and 50 c.e. of distilled water, the

whole being heated for 15 minutes on the water-bath to

effect solution. The acid liquid is filtered, the filter washed,
aud the final volume of filtrate adjusted to 200 c.c. 50 c.c.

of this (equivalent to 1 grm. of the original extract) are

then titrated back, in the presence of 20 c c. of ether, with

N" luo sodium hydroxide solution, using 5 drops of a
02 per cent, solution of lodeosin as indicator. The
number of e.c. of N/100 alkali used is divided by 10: a is

subtracted from the result, the product multiplied by 0" 0364
(the mean e |uivalent of brucine and strychnine) gives the

percentage of total alkaloid in the original liquid. From
these data, and the amount of dry extractive fouud, the

quantity of tuilk sugar to be added to give a dry extract

containing 16 per cent, of total alkaloids, is calculated.

This amount having been added, the whole is evaporated to

drvness, powdered, and preserved in well closed vessels.

—J. (I. B.

Ifan-ta-yokor Barmesi Atarax ; Properties of .

1 >. Hooper. XLILB., page 990.

Arsenic .- /i< port owl Recommendations with Referent i

the Tests for the !) faction of in the Drugs of the

British Pharmacopoeia. Presented to the Pharmaco]
Committee of the General Medical Council, May 1904.

V. . R. Dunstan and 11. H. Robinson, XXIII., page U99.

ENG1I3H Patent.

Rufigallic Icid Alkyl Eti.trs ; Manufacture if Acidyt
l> ait s <f . A. Zimmermann, London. From
Chens. EVkbr. auf Actien, vorui. E. Sobering, Berlin.

Kng. Pat, 22,163, Oct. 14. 1803.

See U.S. Pat. 751,216 of 1901 ; this J., 1904, 267.—T. F. B.

United States Patents,

Oialkylbarbituric Acids ,• Process of Making «
.

h. Fischer, Berlio, Assignor to the Firm of E. Mtrck,
Darmstadt, Germany. U.S Pat 770,748, Sept. 27, 19' i.

SEE Fr. Pat. 338.1S3 of 1903 ; this J., 1904, 622— T. F. B.

Camphor '/rum Isoborn ol] ; Process of Making .

IC. Stephao and i'. Ilun-ulz, Assignors to Chem. Fabr.

aut' A.ctien, torn). 1 . Schering, Berlio. U.S. Pat.

770,940, Sept. 27, 1904.

She Fr. Pat. 341,514 of l'.io|
;

this J , llml, 881.—T. F. B.

French Patents.

Chlorostyroh Hi ; Proc <s ofMaking M. Dioesmann.
Fr. Pat. 338,904, Julj -J, IS

i'ni .Nvi.nii Hi mi;, i v, :i u.nnivni, obtained h>

with benzene m presence of aluminium chloride,
is converted, by treatment with zinc dust and acids, intn
monochlorostyrolene. By replacing tie ben; ne in the-
condensation with homologues of ben/em', the correspond
ing homologues <d' cblorostyrolene are obtained. There
latter, as well as cblorostyrolene itself, are applicable in

perfumery.- T. I
'. B.

Hydroxybenzaldehydes and ffydrorgbenzoic Ado's; Pro-
duction of Sulphonic Ethers if . Badische Abilin
uud Sola Kabrik. Fr. Pat ily 4, 1903.

See Eng. Pat. 17,347 of 1903; this J.. 1304. 798.—T. F. IS.

XX1.-PH0T0GRAPHIC MATERIALS AND
PROCESSES.

Photographs in Satiiral Colours fr/ lie Thn
Prgcess ; ' I o-bases for tin Preparation of .

E. Konig. (les. deutsch. Xaturforscher u. Arztc, Sept.

1904. V.. angew. Chem.. 1904, 17, 1518—15

Leuco-bases when exposed to light are oxidised to the
corresponding dyestuffs in a more or less short time. In
applying this property to the preparation of coloured photo-
graph-, a collodion-emulsion gives the best result-, the

oxidation of the leuco bases in tins medium, especially in

presence of quiucline, proceeding very rapidly, probably by
the action of the nit ro groups of the nitrocellulose. In

carrying out the process a suitable support is coated with

a film of a collodion. emulsion containing a dissolved leuco-

base of a blue dyestnff and some quiuoline. This is covered
with the negative of the photograph to be prime I, expo
and the image fixed by treatment with chloro-acclic acid.

These operations are repeated alter applying (I) an emul-
sion containing a leuco base of a red dyestnff and (2) one
containing' a leuco-base of a yellow dyestnff.— A. S.

Worn! : Action if on a Photographic Plate in the

Dark. W. J. Russell. Proc. Hay. S..c, 1904, 74,
131— 134.

All woods are found to possess the property of producing
images uf themselves on a photographic plate in tin- dark.

The wood has to be in contact with, or a short distance

fn in, the piate tor from half an hour to IS hour-, at >

temperature not above 55 C. The wood of the

very active, and this activity is thougnt to be largely dui I

the resinous substances present ; in most cases the litflit

rings of the wood are active, but in the ease of the Scotch

fir the etbet i- caused by the darker portions. I lak. In.

Spanish chestnut, and sycamore wools are also very act

whilst ash. elm, horse chestnut, and plane are but slightly

so. The active constituents of the wood appear to be the

resinous substances, and it was found to be

difficult to remove them so completely that the wood become*

inactive. If a portion of the wood be expi sed to bright

sunlight the activity was greatly increased : comparatively

inactive woods, such as elm. showed considerable activit;

after such exposure. Kxposure to red or green light give

little or no increase in activity, but the action of blue light

was almost as great as that of white light in increasing tie

activity of the wood, tiesic, puaiacuin. copal, and turpi n

tine showed a similar increase in actiiity under blue light,

so von Aubel, tl.is.l.. 1904, 560.)—T. 1'. B.

I 1 — 1 1 P H EST.

Pigment Photographic Process. II. Schmidt, Berlin.
1

'.it. 17,610, Aug. 12, 1904.

Richrokatet) pigment paper is pressed while wet on a

thin transparent -beet of mica, celluloid, or similar material.

dried, and a print made on it through the transput

"carrier." Development is carried out as usual, the trans-

parent sheet forming the temporary support, from which

the peiuie is easily detachable. The degree of adhesion
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between the gelatin !
J
u 'l tne support cau be modified by

previously treating the support with wax, varnish, rubber,

or other suitable substance.-^-T. F. B.

United States Patents.

Pictures or the like; Reproducing [lig Catalysis].

W. Ostwald and 0. Gros, Leipzig, Germany. U.S. Pat.

770,533, Sept. 20, 1904.

See Eng. Pat 22,841 of 190] ; this J., 1903, 380.—T. F. IS.

I),,-, loping ( 'atalytic Pictures W. ( Istwald arid O. I rros,

Leipzig, Germany. tJ.S. Pat. 770,534, Sept. 20, L904.

Sek EDg. Pat. 13,920 of 1903 ; this J., 1903, lOl.'i.—T.F.B.

French Patent.

Gj/anines [for Photographic Purposes'] ; Proa
Making new . Act. Ges. f. Anilinfabrikation. Fr.

Pat. 342,656, April 26, l'J.U.

Unlike the a-naphthoquimildine derivatives. naphtho-
-jainaldine alkyl halides reaet with lhe alkyl halides of

quiuoline or in- or p-toluquinoline in presence of alkali

hydroxide in aqueous solution to form Cyanines. Xaphtho-
quiualdines will not react in a similar way with naphtho-
quinones, but the alkyl halides of both a- and /3-naphtho-

quinolines form Cyanines with quimtldine or with m- or
p-toluqtiinaldine in the usual manner. The Cyanines thus

prepared, containing the naphthalene nucleus, are of great
value for colour-sensitising photographic emulsions, giving
greater sensitiveness for orange and red than other known
Cyanines, and at the same time causing no diminution of
sensitiveness for the colours at the other end of the

spectrum.—T. F. IS.

XXII.--EXPLOSITES, MATCHES, Etc.

English Patent.

Explosives. E. Steele, lierlin. Eng. Pat. 11,000,
May 12, 1904.

See Fr. Pat. :;36,783 of 1903 ; this J,, 1904, 386.—T. F. B.

XXIIL-ANALYTICAIi CHEMISTRY,

INORGANIC— QUALITA TI VE.

Nickel Salts; Reaction of Potassium Nitrite irith .

C. Keichard. Chem.Zei't., 1904,28, 885—886 and 912.

The triple nitrites of nickel, potassium, and alkaline earth

metals (this J., 1904, 68:!) are readily distinguished from
pota-siuni cobalt nitrite by their greenish or dingy-yellow
colour, and by their behaviour with boiling water, in which
the cobalt salt dissolves with a red, the nickel salt with a

t
5reen colour. Again, whilst the presence of acetic acid is

lecessary for the precipitation of the cobalt salt, it

ibsolutely prevents that of the nickel compounds. This
lifferenee may perhaps be made use of in the technological

separation of nickel, along with barium, strontium, or
lalcittm, from cobalt. The after separation of nickel from
he alkaliue-earth metal is an easy matter. For the prepa-
ration of these nickel compounds pure potassium nitrite

should be nsed; but, if a commercial nitrite containing
.tydroxide be used, the triple salt can be freed from co-
irecipitated nickel hydroxide by dissolving in boiling water,
littering, and cooling ; repetitions of this will also purify it

roni excess of potassium nitrite or of alkaline-earth, though
here is considerable loss from the solubility of the compound
a cold water. All of these compounds are destroyed by
cids, even by acetic acid. Alkalis act but slowly on them
J the cold, more rapidly when heated ; the precipitate
ormed by sodium hydroxide is nickelous hydroxide,
'bale that formed from potassium cobalt nitrite is

obaltic hydroxide --so that the nickel compounds are
ltogether different in constitution from the cobalt salt,

malysis shows that these compounds have the formula
Xi.(X< >.,).,.M (NO.,).,. 2 KNO.,, where M=I$a, Sr, or Ca.

—J.T. D.

Arsenic; Reports and Recommendations with re/ere-: •?. to

the Tests for Detection of in the Drugs
British Pharmacopeia. Presented to the Pharmacopoeia
Committee of the General Medical Council. May 1904,
W. It. Dunstan and II. II. Robinson.

Proposed T sts.—The freedom of any drug from arseuinm
(As) is to be proved by comparing the stain yielded
when ii is submitted to one of the following tests, witii that
given by a known volume of Liquor Arsenici Hydrochloride
suitably diluted, submitted to the s.aine test.

Test
.
1.—An aqueous solution of 4 grins , or the prescribed

quantity, of the drug to which 5 e.e. or more of hydrochloric
acid have been added, is diluted to 25 e.e. with water, and
introduced into a test-tuba having a diameter of about
18 mm. and a length of 18 to 20 cm. Granulated zinc,
sufficient to reach about two-thirds of the height of the
liquid is then added, Immediately, a small plug of cotton
wool, and then another plus of cotton wool which has b

soaked in lead acetate solution and dried are inserted, so <

to leave a short space between the two plugs; a closelj

fitting cap formed of two pieces of filter-paper which have
been snaked in mercuric chloride solution and dried, is then
fitted over the mouth of the test tube. The test must be

allowed to continue for 2 hours at least; the test paper is

then examined, in daylight, for a yellow stain. The test

should lie performed in a place protected from strong light.

Ten c.c. of the Lii/nor Arsenici Hydrochlorides are diluted

to 75 e.e. when 1 e.e. of the solution contains 0" 001 grm. of

arsenium. Four c.c. of this solution diluted to 100O c.c.

afford -In standard solution, each c.c. of which contains
0*004 mgrni. of aiseniuni and is equivalent, for purposes of

comparison with 4 grms. of the drug, to 1 part per 1,000,000.

Therefore the yellow stain from 4 grms. of the drug should
be paler than the yellow stain from 3c. c. of this solution

mixed with water and with 5 c.c. or a suitable quantity, oi

hydrochloric acid, diluted to 25 c.c. and tested in a similar

manner and at the same time. The dilute arsenical standard

solution should be freshly prepared.

When the drug cannot be conveniently dissolved in 25 e.e.

of liquid or when frothing occurs, the test maybe conducted
in a small flask, the slain being compared with tin' standard

stain obtained under similar conditions.

The yellow stain due to sulphur is soluble in less than
10 minutes in a tew c.c. of hydrochloric acid, whereas that

due to aiseniuni changes to an orange colour and persists

for one or two hours. The zinc employed should first be
washed tor a few seconds with hydrochloric acid, and then

with water, shortly before use, to remove any adherent

sulphur compounds.

Test B.— four grins, ot the drug are introduced into a

60 c.c. distillation flask, with 2 grms. of potassium meta-

sulphite, and 22 c.c. of a mixture of hydrochloric acid anil

water in such proportions that, after reaction, " there shall

be hydrochloric acid solution approximately of the constant

boiling strength, that is, 20 parts of free hydrochloric acid

to 80 parts of water.'' The flask is then attached to a

condenser the internal tube of which should not exceed

8 mm. and heated gently for one hour to reduce any

arsenic compounds. It is then distiiled until three-fourths

have passed over ; the distillate is partially neutralised with

strong solution of ammonia, so as to leave unsaturated about

4 c.c. of the 20 per cent, hydrochloric acid (1 c.c. of strong

solution of ammonia neutralises 2 '8 c.c. of 20 per cent.

hydrochloric acid). Some distillates, especially those from

antimony and bismuth compounds, effervesce with zinc more
violently than the solutions of other substances, so that in

these less than 4 c.c. of acid should be left un-neutralised.

The sulphur dioxide in the distillate is then removed bj

means of bromine solution until the red colour is permanent,

on warming for a minute or two. Excess of bromine is then

removed with solution of Uydroxylamine hydrochloride

until the liquid is colourless. The liquid is then diluted

to 25 c.c. with water, and the process completed as de-

scribed under Test A. When effervescence hns ceased, a

further addition of hydrochloric acid should he made to

ensure that all the arse.nium has been evolved. The stain

obtained is compared with that from 3 c.c. of the dilute

standard solution submitted to the same process.
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Methods (or particular Drugs.— Modifications ol the

above tests to meet the special re [uirements of t li
•

- eas are

given in minute detail.

Proposed Limits.—Those drugs which ni direct) I not

lo yield any characteristic reaction with the tents for

arscniuu f i less than 3 of arsenium : 1,000,000,

equivalent to 4 ol arsenioaa anhydride: 1,001 00 . i tcept

in the ease of citric and tartaric acids, which should c i

tniu less than i of arsenium: 1,000,000 ; of hydrocbli

nitric, and sulphuric acids, which should contain less iliuu

. 1,000, I ind i
solution of ammonia, which

should contain less than 0"1 of arsenium

Suggested Adiliiions in the List of Drugs which should

given ' ristic lleaction. for Arsenium :—
m a n : Icidumcitricum ; Acidutn salicylicvm ;

id pslana (lanoline) ,-' Alumen ; Ammonii bromidum ; . I«<-

mouii carbonas; Calcii carbonas pracipilatus ; Ca
chloridum; Cab

i

CaLt .• Ferri sulphas ; Ferrumt

. . rum redaclum i Gelatinum ; Glusidum (saccha •

Iodum ; Liquor liydrogenii peroxidum ; Magnesia la-is :

Magm sia ponderosa ,- Magnesii carbonas levis . Magi
carbonas ponderosity; Magneiii rulphas ; Phenacetinum ;

Phenazonum (antipyrine') ; Potassii carbonas ; Potassii

chli ra .
.- Potassii i itrat : Potassii t>u (ras ; Potassii tartras

,irulu\ ; Quinina liydrachloridum , Quininat hydrochlaridum

aciilum; Quiniua sulphas ; Sapo animalis; Sapo duru* ;

Soda tartarata ; Sodii bicarbonus ; Sodii carbonas ; Sodii

hypoph isphis ; Sodii phosphas; Sodii snip/ins ; Sulphonal;

Surupus glucosi.

Test L>. or a modification thereof i- employed in the cns<>

of antimony, bismuth, copper, iron, and lead salts, gelatin,

and quinine salt-. The remaining drugs are t.> be tested by

Tesl A. unless they contain iron, when Test B. must be

substituted.—J. O. I!.

JXORGANIC—QUANTITATIVE.
Sulphur; Photometric Determination of in '

S. VV. I'arr ami C. H. MeClure. S. Amer. ( hem

1904, 2G, 11:39— 1143.

The coal is burut in a bomb with -odium peroxide, and

after dissolving the residue, the sulphuric and 1- precipitated

as barium sulphate, ai d the amount of the latter determined

"photometrically." To obtain concordant results, 100 c.c.

ot the sliglith acid solution are treated with the requisite

amount of the barium salt, e.g., chloride, in crystals, and

when these have dissolved, the whole is hi 11 I JO C,
allowed tostand for half an hour, cooled, and then examined

• photometrically." The apparatus c insists of a tube,

graduated in millimetres, with a carefully blown round

bottom, ground on the outside. The tube stands in a flask

containing water, which rests on a glass plate placed

jpon a carbon plate about j in. thick, having a ;-in. hole

iu the centre. An ordinary candle i^ arranged about 10 ins.

vertically below the hole in the carbon plate. The liqu d

containing the precipitated barium sulphate is filled into

the graduated tube until the light from the candle-flame, as

ob erved through the column id' liquid, is extinguished. A
table is given showing the relation of pulphur content to

neight of column ol liquid through which the light can

ro longer be seen: but operators ate advised to check or

eplace it for themselves, using a standard solution of

potassium sulphate.— \V. A. C.

n Wat Glass; Analysis of .

1'. 11,.

Chem.-Zeit., 1004, 28, B79 880 and 883—884.

Tan free a!
1

glass may be determined after

,„. (1) salt solution and

alcohol, or (2) barinm chloride. (1) A mixture ot* 10

of water-g'ass, 100 c.c of water, and 20 c.c. of saturated

-alt solution is made up t<> 250 cm-, by the addition of

neutralist d alci hoi. Th< is thi
.

a 1

100 c.c. of the I titrated with N lOacidandphi

phthalein. (2) This very old method has fallen into disuse

largtU because the conditions uecessaryfor accuracy wei

,\ imperfect!} un erstood. 1 important source

,,C . . ol ibility of fn 1
1 b\ drat, d

bat • wl ich is pcrct: much

more B0 in hot, water and very much, less so in alcohol,

sodium chloride solution, or barium chloride solution. 1'y

working in the cold with a minimum volume of liquid, and

adding a considerable excess of hirium chloride, satisfactory

n -a!:- an- obtained, a- fo 1 iws : To lo grms. of water-glass

add 10J c.c. of water, then, in a slow stream and with

constant agitation. Hit c.c. of barium chloride solution,

conta least 10 grms. of the anhydrous salt. Make
up to 25U c.c, shake well, filter at once through a dry

paper, throw away the first 20—30 c.c, and titrate 101.

of the filtrate with N 10 acid and phenolpbthalo'in. On the

whole the anther regard- thi- method as preferable to that

given under (I). A high alkalinity in water-glass has both

advantages and disadvantages a- regards its use in the

treatment of silk. The more alkaline it is the more stable

in presence of acid reagents ; the mere acid {i.e., the higher

in silica) the more readily is it decomposed, but the more

1 does it deposit in the fibre. As the substance is very

cheap, and the bath can be readily renewed, a high silica-

content is most advantageous, but thi- must n 1: be carried

so far as to render the product viscous or untilterable. Iu

practice, the ratio SiOj : Mad) = 31—3-2:1 is must 11

equivalent t • a 'basicity-number (Sit 1. \ 0" of at least 4.

\ 1 sum of the usual methods for determining total alkali,

silica, and neutral salts concludes the paper.—J. T. 1).

Ozone; Quantitative Precipitations ami Separations by

means if [ZJe/erminntioM of Manganese']. 1'.

Jannasch and \V. Gottschalk. Ber„ 1904, 37, 3111.

A PBBMMIXARY communication. By leading ozonised

oxygen through a solution of ammonium-manganese sul-

phate rendered acid with acetic acid, manganete peroxide

was precipitated, yielding MD3O t
equivalent to 19-28 pel

cent, of the substance taken, against 19 ; 50 per cent, calcu-

lated. In the filtrate no manganese could be detected by

any cf the usual reagents.—I. T. 1>.

Phosphorus in Solutions; Qua i> D.-teraina

of . A. (.'. Curistomauos. Z. anorg. Cbeui., 1904,

41, 305—814.

In determining phosphorus in ether or benzene solutions.

the solution containing the phosphorus.it is proposed, shall

be weighed in a tared glass flask, shaUt 11 tor -nine minutes

with excess of a 10 perCent, solutiou of copper nitrate, aud

the ether or benzene expelled by heating on a water-hath

for 15—20 minute-. Bromine is then added gradually, wiln

-baking, to the warm liquid, till the whole of the black

copper phosphide is decomposed. The excess of hromu*

is now expelled and the phosphorus compounds oxidised i"

obcsphoiie acid b\ heating with excess it concenl

nitric acid. Ammonia is added till the light-blue copper

hydroxide which separates is re dissolved, and the phos-

phoric acid is determined in the usual way as magnesium

pyrophosphate.— A. S.

/.. ni [in Brass, Bronze. At.]; Determination of

E. .1. Ericsou. .1. Aimr. them. Son, 1'JU4. 26,

U35—1I39.

Thk author modifies the method of Walters and AffeHer

(.this .1 , 1903, 927 I by Laving the iron, which 11111-1 not be

excessive, together with the lead, and In substituting n

permanganate titration tor the iodomeirie one. In a hron/e

analysis, 25 c.c. of strong ammonia are added to the tiltnite

from tin, then gradually 3—4 grms. of ammonium
sulphate; til.- liquid 1- boiled for five milt

late allowed to settle, ani collcted ,.n a filter
;

of lead peroxide and ferric hydroxide; this is tl

with dilute ammonia (1:5) until free from loppei

then 4—5 times with hoi water, rhe precipitate and

are returned to the beaker and agitated with 25 c.c.

bv.'.i at C-HiO c.c. of water, 50 C.C.0I

concentrated nitric acid, 15 c.c of hydrogen pel

*l r

.S.P. I. After reaction 20 c.c of nitric arid (-;

an.', 150 c.c. of water are added, the liquid again ag

titrated with perm: ill strength U»l

1 c.c. at 0-01 3 en :
.- iron 0M <':;-

1 grm. of lead.

— \V. A.C
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Copper; Electrolytic Assay of . G. L. Heath.

J. Amer. Chem. Soc., 1904, 26, 1120—1124.

Is carrying out the following processes for the exact
determination of copper, the weighing out of large quan-
tities of substance, up to ."> grms., is advocated. The
figures given, however, refer to 1 grui. of substance. For
metal containing arsenic and antimony, but less than
O'Ol per cent, of nickel, cobalt, and zinc together, dissolve

in 10 c.c. of nitric acid, evaporate with 10 c.c. of concen-
trated sulphuric acid until the residue is white, take up
with 70 c.c. of water, add 1 c.c. of uitric acid and just

enough ammonia to redissolve, and electrolyse. For metal
containing much selenium and tellurium, but only traces of
antimony, and less than 0'02 per cent, of arsenic, treat

with nitric and sulphuric acids as above, dissolve in 60 c.c.

of water, heat nearly to boiling, pass in pure sulphur
dioxide for 10 minutes, settle overnight, filter, and boil off

the sulphurous acid. Ign'te the filter, dissolve the ash in

1 • "> c.c. of nitric acid, add t i hulk of liquid, anil electrolyse.

For metal containing ovei 0-01 per cent, of antimony ami
other elements, heat with nitric and sulphuric acids, dissolve

in 70 c.c. of water, add 1 c.c. of ferric nitrate solutiou (I c.c.

= 0-01 grm. of iron), boil, precipitate with ammonia, filter,

and wash. Dissolve in dilute sulphuric acid and re-precipi-

tate, adding filtrate to bulk. Redissolve and pass sulphuretted
hydrogen, extract the precipitate with a little hot dilute

sodium sulphide, ignite, dissolve in 15 c.c. of concentrated
nitric acid, anil add to bulk. Acidify the collected liquors

with sulphuric acid, concentrate to a suitable volume, and
electrolyse. For metal containing much arsenic, but at

most ODI per cent, of antimony, dissolve 5 grms. of the
copper in nitric acid, dilate to 50 c.c. and add 3 c.c. of
concentrated sulphuric acid. Add ammonia until a slight

permanent precipitate forms, redissolve by 1 c.c. of
sulphuric acid (sp. gr. I '84), and stir in dry powdered
ammonium nitrate to saturation, and electrolyse.

_W\ A. C.

ORGANIC—QUALITA TIVE.

Fatty Oils; Colour Reactions of [Lignin Reaction].
H. Kreis. Chem.-Z.-it., 1904, 28, 956—957.

An account is given of further experiments with the pheno-
loid substance, sesamol (this J., 1903, 575, 1210). Sesame
oil thoroughly shaken with successive portions of cold
alcohol did not give the characteristic colour reaction with
diazonaphthionic acid (termed by the author the " sesazo
reaction ") nor did it give the green coloration with nitric

acid (sp. gr. 1 '4), though it still reacted with resorciuol (alter

about one minute), and with stannous chloride, phospho-
molybdic acid, and solution of vanadic acid in sulphuric
acid. On distillation of the alcoholic extract a dark brown
oily liquid consisting in the main of fatty acids was left.

The fatty acids were converted into calcium salts and filtered

off. and the filtrate shaken with ether. The ethereal extract
on evaporation left about IJ'5 c.c. of a viscous dark brown
oil (from 1 -."i kilos, of sesame oil) which could not be dis-

tilled uinler reduced pressure. It gave the following

|
reactions in addition to thus, already described (loc. cit.).

I (1) It was soluble in concentrated sulphuric acid, yielding a
dark green solution (•>) An ethereal solution of sesamol
shakeu with seed oils and nitric acid (sp. gr. 1 -4) gave a
green coloration which speedily disappeared. (3) A pine-
Arood chip impregnated with sesamol and then dipped into
hydrochloric acid (sp. gr. 1-19) gave an intense irreen
coloration. This new reaction of lignin could also be
obtained directly with sesame oil. There appears to be a
close relationship between the lignin reaction and Kreis's
reaction for fats that have been exposed to light. In both
cases the reaction is to be attributed to the action of phenols

Lignin I; Kreis's K

Resorcinol
Phloroj-lucmol
Pyrogallol

1 Hydroxyhydroqumone
aaphthoiesorcmo] . . .

.

Sesamol

Violet
l:

I

1
!

Violet

I

Violet
R ti

Violet

on aldehydes in the pre-enee of strong hydrochloric acid.
The colorations given by different phenols in the two
reactions show a dose agreement, except in the case of
naphthoresorcino). The analogy between the two reactions
'" l

' exteuds to aniline, for on shaking cottonseed oil ( afte
exposure to light) with a drop of aniline and hydrochloric
acid of sp. gr. 1*19, a perceptible yellow coloration was
produced. (See this J., is.e.i, 1158; 1904, 194.)—! . A. M.

Wool-Fat Oleines {Detection of Mineral and Rosin Oils
'" ] J- Marcusson. Mitt, konigl. Materialptu-
fungsamt, 19J4, 22, 96—110. Chem. Zeit.. 1904, 28,
Hep. 2S3.

Tin insoluble re-idue left after boiling the unsaponifiable
constituents of wool-fat oleines (see this J., 1903, 825)
with acetic anhydride, gave the Hager-Salkowski and
Lieoermaun's reactions, and would thus appear to contain
higher alcohols or their derivatives (see Lewkowitsch, this
J., 1892, 13 1). The residue resembles the cholesterilenes
in that (1) it gives the two colour reactions mentioned,
(2) it rotates the plane of polarisation from + IS

3
t.,

- 28°, and (3) it absorbs considerable quantities of iodine
(iodine value, 59—79). These properties clearly differ-
entiate it from mineral oil; moreover, analysis showed that
it contains 4 23 per cent, of oxygen.

Detection of Mineral Oil.—Mineral oil has seldom an
iodine value higher than 14, and its rotatory power is at the
most [a]„ =+ 3-1'. If, therefore, the "insoluble residue
left after boiling the unsaponifiable matter with acetic
anhydride has an iodine value much lower than 60, and a
rotatory power less than + 18", the presence of mineral
oil is to be suspected.

Detection of Rosin Oil.—The presence of rosin oil in

the residue insoluble in acetic anhydride em be recognised
by: (1) its characteristic odour; (2) increased specific
gravity (rosin oil, 0-97—0-9S; wool-tilt residue, 0-905

—

0'912)j (3) increased solubility in alcohol ; and (4) deter-
mination of the refractive index of the portion dissolved
by an equal volume of 96 per cent, alcohol. With wool-fat
residue, the refractive index wouid be from 1 '5 to 1 -53, but
in presence of rosin oil, higher figures would be obtained.

—R. L. J.

Keto-Hexoses } Reaction for . II. J. If. Kenton. Krit.

Assoc, 190-1. Chem. News, 1904, 90, 1*2.

The author finds that if Ievulose, cane-sugar, inubn, or
sorbose be oxidised in presence of ferrous iron at 90— 100 ('..

and the resulting solution be heated with phenylhydrazine-
•j-sulpbome acid, a compound is obtained which dyrs silk a
fast, brownish-pink colour. It is stated that the reaction
appears to be characteristic of keto-hexoses or substances
which yield them on hydrolysis, and is given only to a
limited extent or not at all by dextrose, milk sugar, maltose,

or starch. — A. S.

Methylfurfural ami its Derivatives; Colour Reaction for
. II. .1. H. Fenton and ,1. P. Millington. Krit.

Assoc, 1904. Chem. News, 19U4, 90, 1S2.

MKnivi.TitFiRA:. and itsbromo-, chloro-, iodo-,or acetoxy-
derivatives give tin intensely biue-eoloured compound when
heated with dimethylaniliue and a d< hydrating agent, such

as phosphorus oxyehloride, zinc chloride, or anhydrous
oxalic acid. The reaction is statel to be an extremely
sensitive one.—A. S.

Picraies of Unsaturated Compounds. G. Iiruni and E.

Toruani. A tti. R. Accad. dei Lincei Roma, 1904,13, [2J.
184—187. Chem. Centr., 1904, 2, 954—955.

Exr-EMMENTS with methyl- and isomethyleugenol, safrol

and isosafrol, apiol and iso-apiol, and asarone. showed that

the behaviour towards picric acid affords a simple meaus of
determining whether an unsaturated aromatic compound
contains an allyl or a propeuyl group in the side chain.

Unsaturated compounds containing an allyl (.CM; I'll)

group in the side chain (methyleugeuol, safrol, apiol) d<»

not combine with picric acid. Compounds containing a

nil (.CH:CUCH
:i) group in the side chain, on the

other hand, react readily, a red to reddish-brown coloration
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ig produced when their solutions are treated with pici ic

acid. Compounds containing a dioxymethylene (.CB2

group (isosafrol and iso-apiol) yield well-crystallised rela

tively stable picrates, which maj be used for their isolation

and identifies tion. Isomethyleugenol and asarone give less

stable and badh -crystalliBmg picrates. The following com-
pounds were isolated and examined :—Isomethyleugenol

picrate, <
i;

il
l7

t ),,X-
;

, reddish-brown needles, ni.pt. 40°

—

45 C.j it rapidly decomposes. Asarone picrate, C18H 19

i i,„N ... dark brown needles, m.pt. 81 — 82 C. Isosafrol

picrate, CigUuOgNg glistening red needles, m.pt. 78 C.

Iso-apiol picrate, <',J! ir
< i u N :

,, fine reddish-brown needles,

m.pt. 89
c— 90 C. Anethiso-apiol, C^H^OuNj, red,

needle-shaped prisms, in. pt. 81 C.— A. S;

ORGANIC—QUANTITATI VE.

Bacterioscopic Examination of Water} Standardisation of
Methods for the . Keport of the Committee ap-

pointed at the Congress of the Royal Inst, of Public

Health, July, 1903. J. of State .Medicine, Aug., 1904

Chem. News, 1904, 90, 177—179.

Tiik committee recommend that there should be undertaken

hi all eases :— (</) Enumeration of the bacteria present on

a medium incubated at room temperature (1S°—22° C).
(/i) Search for Jl. coti and identification aud enumera
lion ul this organism it' present. The majority of the com-
mittee recommend in addition :— (e) Enumeration of the

bacteria present on a medium incubated at blood heat

(3G°— :ts" ('.). id) Search for and enumeration of strepto-

cocci. In special eases it may also be advisable to search

for II. enteritidis sporogenes. Collection of the Sample-
The sample should be collected in the usual manner in

sterile stoppered bottles having a minimal capacity of 60 c.c.

If not examined within three hours of the time of collection,

the bottles must he packed in ice.

Media to be Employed for E /itineration.—For enumera
tion at room temperature, distilled water gelatin, nutrient

gelatin, distilled water agar, gelatin agar, or nutrient agar may
be employed, but for enumeration at blood-heat an agar or

gelatin agar must be used. When gelatin only is employed,

this should be uutrieut gelatin, but the use of distilled water

gelatin slso is to be preferred.

Preparation and Reaction of Mediafor Enumeration.—
(a) Distilled Water Gelatin A 10 per cent, solution of

gelatin in distilled water, brought to a reaction of + 10

(Eyre's scale). (6) Nutrient Gelatin.—A 10 per cent,

solution of gelatin, containing meat (heel) infusion and

Witte's peptone and brought to a reaction of + 10. (c)

For enumeration at blood heat, the use of nutrient agar is

recommended; it is prepared in the same manner as uutrieut

gelatin, except that 1'5 per cent, of powdered agar is

substituted for the gelatin, (d) Distilled IForcr Aijar.—
A l-o per cent, solution of agar in distilled water, brought

to .i reaction of + 10.

Amounts to be I'hiled, Si:e of Dishes, Ac. Gelatin.— For

an ordinary water, amounts of 0*2, 0*3, and 0-5 c.c. may
be "plated" in Petri dishes of not less than 10 cm.

diameter. It is recommended to make duplicates in all

cases. Agar.—Two plates tnaj be made with 0' 1 and 1-0 c.c

of the water respectively. The amount of the medium in a

plate should be 10 c.c.

( limiting.—Counting should he done with the naked eye,

preferably in daylight, any doubtful colony being octet

mined with the aid of a lens < r low-power objective.

Gelatin cultures Bhould be counted at the end of 72 hour-.

or earlier if necessary on account of liquefaction; agar

cultures incubated at blood-heat should be counted alter

40—IS hours.

Search for Bacillus Coli.— bather the glucose formate

broth method ol Pakes or the bile salt broth method ol

McConkey is recommended, with anaerobic incubation at

4i' C. l-'il 1 1 o.c. should be the minimal quantity of water

examined for the presence of Ji.coli. separate quantities

from a minimum of 0*1 c.c. to a maximum ot 25 c.c.

being added directly to the tubes of culture media,

without previous filtration through a porcelain filter, If

indications of the presence of Jl. eoli be obtained, the

organism muft be isolated by making surface cultures on

litmus lactose agar of reaction - 10, bile Bait agar, nutrient

gelatin, or Coi radi and Dricalski's nutrose agar, preferably

the last-named : and then identified by making sub-cultures

en surface naar at 87° C . in gelatin (stab and surface

cultures), in litmus milk incubated at '.'7' (.'.. in glucose
litmus medium, in lactose litmus medium, and in peptone

water i For indole reaction). The typical II. colis miisi

oral to the following description an 1 tests. It is :i

small, motile, non-sporing bacillus, growing at :'<i" C. as

well as at room temperature. The motility is well observed

in a young culture in a fluid glucose medium. It is

decolorised by Cram's method of staining. It nevei

liquefies gelatin : the gelatin cultures should be kept lor at

least 10 days in order to exclude liquefying bacilli. It

I rnis smooth, thin suifaee growths and colonies on gelatin,

not corrugated, and growing well to the bottom of the stab

(facultative anaerobe). It produces permanent acidity in

mill;, which latter is curdled within seven days at :>7 C. It

ferments glucose and lactose, with the production both ol"

acid and gas.

Streptococci.—It is advantageous to search for strepto-

cocci by making hanging-drop preparations of the fluid

media employed for the preliminary cultivation of /,'. -

Any streptococci detected should lie isolated on nutro

agar plates and their characters determined.—A. S.

Nicotine; Determination of in presence of Pyridine

[in Sheep Dips, frc.
1

. J. A. Emery. J. Amer. them.
Soc, 1904, 26, 1113—1119.

A weighed quantity (,!i'5 grins.) of the sheep-dip, tobaoo-

extract, tobacco powder, &c. is placed in a Bask

with 50 c.c. of X 10 caustic soda and 150 c.c. of distilled

water and distilled in a current of steam, in the usual way,

until 10—20 c.c. of liquid remain. The distillate is made
up to 500 c.c. and a portion examim 'I i" a 40 cm. tube ami

a polariscope reading taken. Each — 1 on the sugar scale

represents 0* 112 per cent, of nicotine in the distillate

— \V. A. C.

Xii.e Vomica Extract; Official Process for .in the

forthcoming {French] Coder. E. Uounpielot. XX.,

page 998.
'

XXIV.-SCIENT1FIC & TECHNICAL NOTES.

Zinc Sulphide; Phosphorescent . II. Crime.

Her.. 1904, 37, 3070—3077.

To prepare Sidot's blende the author has tried tl tbod

of Henry (Comptcs rend., 115, 505 :—A neutral solutio

zinc chloride is precipitated wim ammonia, the precipitate

re-dissolved in excess, aud exactly precipitated with

hydrogen sulphide. The zinc sulphide is washed, .lied,

heated to whiteness in a fire-clay crucible inside a char-

coal-lined graphite crucible.) Henry lays stress on the

puritv of the zinc chloride used, but the author obtained

most variable results, and c included that the brilliancy ol

the phosphorescence was probably due to minute traces of

impurities. By purposely adding traces of other metals

was able to prepare strongly phosphorescent sulphide witb

certainty. Copper, to the extent of 0-01 per cent., was the

metal which gave best results, but good phosphorescence

was obtained by adding silver, lead, bismuth, tin, uranium,

or cadmium ; none hy adding iron, nickel, cobalt, or chro-

mium In the case of manganese, the sulphide produced

gave a yellowish-red phosphorescence after illutninatio

but rubbing or scratching produced an extraordinarily

brilliant light, visible even in daylight. I -i tain rial

blendes bine been found to phosphoresce on scratch

in. doubt because nf containing small proportions of iian-

ganese. The property of causing this phosphorescence in

zinc sulphide i- possessed by other metals, such as copper

tud uranium, but in much lower degree than by mangan
'—J. I D.

Phosphorescent Substances. K. A. Hofmann and

\Y. Dacca. B.-r., 1904, 37, 3407—3411.

In preparing Sidot's blende the authors found that, fol-

lowing Henry's method, they could obtain no phosphor-

escent product lrom pure materials, though the zinc
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chloride of commerce yielded very satisfactory products.

As the result of their investigation into the influence of

various impurities on the phosphorescence, they give the

following method for preparing; a blende with [Dt<

yellowish greea phosphorescence. To the solution in

ion e.e. of water, slightly acidified with sulphuric acid, of

30 grins, of zinc ammonium sulphate, 5 gnus, of sodium
chloride, and 0*2—0-5 grin, of crystallised magnesium
chloride, aid 100 e.e. of 8 per cent, ammonia; allow to

stand 24 hours, filter, saturate with hydrogen sulphide.

ti'trr. dr:ir.i the tiller, and precipitate (without washing) on
porous tiles, and dry at 100 C. Powder finely and heat to

whiteness in a covered porcelain crucible contained in an
outer fire-clav crucible. The product is very sensitive

both to light (though exposure to red light extinguishes i:s

pho-| id to a-radio-active substances. Neither

magnesium compounds nor potassium compounds alone give

a sensitive product. Of other impurities, iron, nickel, cobalt,

bismuth, chromium, and copper were objectionable : but tin.

selenium, manganese, and cadmium give sensitive products.

In especial, the addition to the ammoniacal filtrate above
obtained, before precipitation, of manganese chloride equal

in weight to 1 1000 of the zinc ammonium sulphate gave
a product with brilliant golden-yellow phosphorescence.
None of the phosphorescent blendes prepared by the authors

emitted anv o- or 5-Becquerel rays. (Compare preceding

abstract.)—J. T. I>.

Sidot's Blende; Phosphorescence >>i , wider the in-

fluence of Ozone. 11. Schenek and F. Mihr. Her., I

'37, 3464—3467.

Sidot's blende was found to be- very weakly luminous, and
to give feeble scintillations, in the dark. The passage over

it of a stream of ozonised oxygen caused not only a great

increase in the homogeneous luminosity, bit also an increase

in the intensity of the scintillations. Exposure to weak
light, such as that of a Inciter match, also increases the

intensity of scintillation. Other investigations have shown
that the scintillation is influenced by other circumstances,

and it would seem that any cause which increases the

intensity of the homogeneous illumination also increases

that of the scintillation. Increase of intensity of the

scintillation of Sidot's blende is therefore not to be taken

without caution as evidence'of the presence of radio-active

substances. Blende which has been often exposed to

"/ore ceases to show homogeneous luminosity, but still

shows scintillation clearly. (Compare, the two preceding

abstracts.)—J . T. D.

."J. I.osanitsch.

2906.

iier.,Cinnabar; Radio-actice .

1904, 37, 2904-

Savti-les of Servian cinnabar (from Arala and Bare) were
found to affect a photographic plate when placed upon it

for three or four days in a lead box with a paper bottom.

Some of the Idrian cinnabar, especially the variety known
as " Ziegelerz," was found to exhibit similar activity, but

all other specimens examined were inactive. The activity

was much less marked than that of pitchblende; it was
proved not to be due to metallic mercury contained in the

cinnabar, nor to the barium compounds associated with i,\

Prom the latter circumstance the author concludes that it is

not due to radium (which would have been with the barium
compounds rather than with the cinnabar), and attributes

it to " radicmercury " a by pothetical element of higher

atomic weight than meicury in the zinc-cadmium-mercury
homologous series. He considers that all cf these homo-
logous series of elements end in radio-active elements, but
that tie radio-activity of the upper elements diminishes in

intensity as the series become less electro-positive.

—J. T. 1).

Petroleum ; Radio-active Gas from Crude . E. F.

Burton. Phil, ilag., 1904, 8, 498-508.

r,\ drawing a current of air though heated crude petroleum
(obtained from wells in Petrolia, < tntario). a strongly radio-

active g a s was obtained, very similar in its rate of decay, ,

and also in the rate of decay of the induced radio-activity

which it produces, to the emanations from radium, mercury,

and t rom certain natural mineral waters. The radio-
activity of this gas diminishes according to an exponential
law. and falliug to half value in 3"125 dais, whilst the
induced radio-activity which it produces fall- to half value
in about :ij minutes. Indication- were also obtained of the
existence in crude petroleum of traces of a radio-active
substance more persistent than the r?dmm emanations; it is
thought that this substance mav possibly be radium itself.

—T. E, B.

Hays of Short Wave-X.engtk ; Chemical Action cf on
Gaseous Bodies. E. Warburg and E. itegener. Sitzungs
ber. Kg!, pr. Akad. Wiss. Berlin, 1904, 1228—1231.
Chem. Centr., 1904. 2, 873.

It has been previously shown (Ann. dec I'hysik. 13. 164)
that the formation of ozone by means of the silent electric
discharge, is not an electrolytic but a photo- and cathodo-
clieinical action. The fact that rays of short wave-length
can cause the formation of ozone, led the authors to examine
their influence in other chemical processes. It was found
that rays of short wave length can also exercise a de-
ozonising action. The curves showing the ozonisation and
deozonisation interjected at a point representing an ozoni-
sation of 2 2 per cent., but this point of equilibrium varied
with the permeability of the quartz-glass used, for the
ozonising and de-ozonising rays. Kays of short wave-length
can also effect the decomposition of ammonia, nitric oxide
(into nitrous oxide and oxygen) and nitrous oxide (forma-
tion of nitrogen peroxide ) ; in an experiment with ammonia,
lo per cent, was decomposed in SO minutes.—A. s.

Platmic Sulphate ; Analysis ofMargules' .

L. Stnclilik. Ber., 1904, 3'7, 2913—2915;

Maki.i lks, by the action of alternating currents, dissolved

platinum in strong sulphuric acid (this J., 1899, 376), and
has since succeeded in crystallising the substance formed,
which he assumed to be platinic sulphate. The author has
analysed Margules' recrystallised substance, reducing the
platinum bypassing hydrogen through the solution, filtering,

aud determining the sulphuric acid in the filtrate. The
results showed a considerable excess of sulphuric acid

;

but by two or three recrystallisations crystals were
obtaioed agreeing closely in composition with the formul;:
I't(S( ), )2 , HL( ). These orange-yellow crystals readily lese

water at the ordinary temperature in vacuo over sulphuric-

acid, darkening in colour, whilst the salt with excess of
sulphuric acid lose, but little even at 100 ( . Both the

hydrat. d and the anhydrous salts are verv soluble in water;

from the dark-coloured solution of the anhydrous salt

sulphuric acid precipitates yellow crystals, probably of th,

hydrated salt.—J. T. D.

Light; Chemical Action of

'

. F. Sachs and S. Ililpert.

Her., 1904, 37, 342a—3431.

A- a general rule, it is found that aromatic compound*
which have a nitro-group in the ortho-position to a OH
group are sensitive to light. It has already been shown
(this.I., 1904. 341, and Ber. 1902, 2704) that o-'nitrobenzalde-

hyde and o-nitrobenzalaniline are converted, on exposure to

light, into o-nitrosobenzoic acid and o-nitrosobenzanilidi

respectively. In the other reactions studied, the nitro-

group was always reduced to a nitroso group. On exposing

a benzene solution of o-nitrobeuzyl alcohol to light, a green

coloration soon appeared, and a yellow precipitate formed;
this had the empirical composition C6H4 .< tiNi >.,, but it

had a high molecular weight, and has not been identified

;

that a nitroso compound was formed during the reaction

was proved by the evolution of nitrogen when o-nitro-

beuzyl alcohol and phenylhydrazine were exposed to tie

action of light in acetic acid solution. Similarly, o-nitro-

benzaldehyde cyanhydrin gave an unstable intermediate

nitroso compound, which decomposed into hydrocyanic acid

and o-uitrosobenzoic acid. o-Xitrophenyllaetic acid ketone,

o-nitrobenzylaniline derivatives, o-nitrobenzyl acetate, o-

nitrobeiizyl chloride, and even n-nitrotoluene to a small

extent, decomposed under the influence of light, the green

colour of the resulting solutions indicating the probable

formation of nitroso compounds.—T. F. B.
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Sugars; Acyl-Hydrazones of K. Kahl. I. Vereins

deutsch. Zuckerind., 1901, 1091—1119.

The hvdrazones obtained by acting on sugars with aeyl-

hydraz'ides have the advantage over osazones of permitting

the sngai to be regenerated (by means nf beuzaldebydi

formaldehyde) and over the Bimplcr hydrazones ol being

less soluble and therefore easily isolated. '!'o the five

examples prepared bj Radenhausen and by Herzfeld, the

author adds eleven "new ones, applying p-bromobenz-

bydrazide, p-chlorobenzbydrazide, salicylhydrazide, and

p-naphthylsulphonic-hydrazide. Ketoaes do not form

hydrazones of this kind andean thus be separated from

aldose?. Only those hydrazides seem to react which Lave

the i IO.NH. NHH radical attached directly to the benzene

ring. Several semicarbazones of sugars are also described,

and it is shown thai Bemicarbazide fails to react with

ketoses.—W. A. t '.

Saponarin: a Glucosiile coloured Blur by Iodine. G.

Barger. Brit. Assoc., 1904. them. News, 1904,90,

183—184.

The author isolated the glucoside saponarin, known to

botanists as -'soluble starch," from Saponaria officinalis.

It was obtained in minute needles by crystallising from

mixtures of pyridine and water. It is insoluble in water

and in most organic solvents, but readily soluble in dilute

-alkalis and in pyridine; it melts at 231 C. with decorn-

position. When its yellow solution in alkali is acidified,

the substance remains for a long time in a state ot pseudo-

solution, aud in this condition it gives an intense blue or

violet coloration wilh iodine dissolved in potassium iodide

solution. Air-dried crystals of saponarin lose water when

heated or when left in vacuo over sulphuric acid
;
the

anhydrous substance is extremely hygroscopic. By hydro-

lysis with mineral acids, glucose is produced, together with

i second substance, saponarelin, which sepaiates from

strong solutions as a thick yellow oil. and from dilute

solutions either in the amorphous condition, or crystallised.

Saponaietiii appears to be closely allied to the flavonts.

When fused with c lustic potash, ityields p-hydroxybenzoic

acid, and a red solution which gives the phloroglucinol

reaction with " piuewood."— A. S.

Lactase; Occurrence of in Plant... A. Bruchin.

J. Pharm. Chim., 1904, 20, 300—308.

LACTASE is found to be present in a large number of plants.

»hose examined including members of the natural orders

Rosacea;, Crucifera:, ( iornaces, and Rutacece. It is not found

in certain individuals, such as Evonymus airops us, < 'apparis

Bpinosa, Berberis vulgaris, nor in the mould Aspergillus

mger, nor in B.coli communis. The specific nature of the

ferment. as recorded bv Bourquelotand Herissey.is confirmed.

It is destroyed at fS to so C, a temperature 10° C. lower

than is fatal to emulsin. The presence of 0-24 per cent, ol

acetic acid is sufficient to arrest its action, whilst emulsin

requires the presence of i -25 per cent, of that acid to arrest

its fermentative activity. Sulphuric acid in the proportion

«if (1-09 to 0- 10 grin, per litre arresls the action of laotasi .

and oxalic acid is almost as energetic in this direction ;
it

requires, however, about 7*5 gun. per litre of tartaric acid

to arrest lactic fermentation. Lactate behaves different!}

from mvrosin in that it has no action < n potassium myronali

.

—J. O. B.

#Uto Boofes.

L'OZONE l T BBS Aril tCATIONS 1 Nl.l - I I;1KI 1 ES. 1'ar II. Dl

i i r,,i \ i, .;.,
. tear de I'Enseigoement tech. &u Ministere

,l„ Commen I onseil de Prefecture de ia

Seine, &c Vve. Ch. Duuod, 49. Quai des G

Augustins, 49, Paris. 1904. Price 15fr.

Lakgk 8vo vuluine. containing 545 pages of subject matter,

with 159 illustrations. The subject in this work is treated

under the s:—I. Thi Physn u lkd Phtsio

look -i. Profebtu s .'i < Izoki . (i) The Phi

Oxidation in Nature, and ihe Chemical Activity ol Ozone

relation lo the Industries, (ii) Naturi ol .and

its Physical Properties, (iii) Ozone in the Air. (iv)

Action of Ozone on the ' Organism, (v) Therapeutic Action

of Ozone. II. Pboduction op Ozobe. ii) Preparation

of Ozone by Gentle • nidation, IKat. and Radio-active Salts.

(ii) By Chemical Processes, (iii; Bj Electro-chemical

Methods, (iv) By the Electric Discharge. 111. Indcs-

tkiaj Applications or Ozohe: its Chemical ami Mi-
, aOBIOLOOlCAL ACTION, (i) I heniical Action of Ozone,

and its Utilisation in the Manufacture of Chemical Pro-

ducts, (ii) Action of Ozone on the Air ; Disinfection aud

Sterilisation, (iii) sterilising and other Action of ozone

on Water. (iv) Action on Organic Products of Animal

Origin, and their Preservation, (v) Action in Purifying

and Maturing Alcoholic Products, Brandies and Spirits,

(vi) Action iu Improving and Maturing Wines, (vii to

xi) Ozone iu the Manufacture aud Preservation of

Vinegar, in Brewing, in Cider Making, in the Distillery, in

Sugar Manufacture. (xii) Ozone in Bleaching, ixiii to

xxii) In Starch and Dextrin Making ; in the Manufacture

of Oils and Kats, Soaps, lining Oils. Varnishes, &c, Dye-

stuffs, Artificial Perfumes, Maturing Wood, Sericulture,

Bleaching, Disinfection, Photography, &c. IV. Analysis.

(i) Testing Ozone with Heagents and Test Papers, pi)

Determination of Ozone by Volumetric Methods. (iii)

Determining Ozone by Physical Methods.

The Electric Furnace. By Henri Moissam. Trans-

lated by A. T. de Mouilpied, Pb.l). Edw. Arnold, 11

and 43, Maddox Street, Bond Street, London. W. 1904.

Price 10*. Bd.

8vo volume, containing preface, translator's notes, intro-

' duction, 803 pages of subject-matter, wilh 42 illustrations,

and the alphabetical index. The following are the leading

themes, in the tteatment of this subject :— I. The Different

Types of Electric Furnace. Crystallisation of Metallic

Ixides. Fusion and Volatilisation of some Refractory Sub-

stances. II. Kesearches on the DiHerent Varieties of

Carbon. III. Preparation of Various Elements in the

Electric Furnace. IV. Study of Carbides, Suicides, Borides,

Phosphides, and Arsenides. V. Recent Kesearches ou

Carbides. Silicides, and Horides : (a) Carbides of Neo-

dymium and Praseodymium and Samarium. (/<) Silicides

of Vanadium and Cerium, (c) Borides of Silicon.

Laboratory Studies for Brewing Students. A
Systematii < ourse of Practical Work in the Scientific

Principles Underlying the Processts of MalliDg and

Brewing. By Adrian J. Brown, M.Sc, Professor of

the Bioloey "and Chemistri of Fermentation in the

University of Birmingham, &c. Longmans, Green, and

Co.. 39, Paternoster How, Lordon; New Vork and

Bombay. 1904. Price 7*-. Od.

Tins volume, Svo size, contaius preface. 186 pages of

subject-matter, 3fi illustrations, and si\ tables. The whole

subject is treated under the following sections:—! Barley

and' Malting. 11. Principles of the Mashing Process. 111.

Fermentation. IV. '1 he Hop.

The Analysts' Laboratory Companion. A Collection

ot Tables and Data for the Use of Public audi

Analysts, Agricultural, Brewers', and Works' Chi

and .'students ; together wilh uunierous examples ol

Chemical Calculations and Concise Descriptions id several

Analytical Processes. Bj Alfred E. Johnson, B.S»

Third Edition. J. and A. < burchill, 7. Great Marl-

borough Street, London. 1904. Price Cs. 6fl\

Su vi i svo volume, with preface. 14G pages of data, table*

methods, t'oiiiiu'c. fa., interleaved wilh ruled, blink si

for notes. Vi the end of the volume th ilphabetical

index. Among the tables, &c. are the following, as ex-

amples:— Vtomic Weights and Logarithmic Tables. Mul-

tipliers and Ibeir Logarithms required in Gravimetric

Ai.alysi-. Factors required in Volumetric Analysis.

Nitrometer Analysis, &c. Notes on Indicators. Pi.

taiiug Power- ot Common II. agents. Density Tt

Table of Freezing Mixtures. Percentage Conversion, into

cms . qrs., lb. pei ton, &c, and the reverse. Barometric

Tab;.-. Specific Gravirj and Hydrometer Tables. Watet

and Beei Analysis Tables. Alcohol. Phosphate, Ammonia.

Albuminoid, Kjeldahl, and Electro-) hemical Equiv»l<Tt«
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Tallies. Tables of Constants of Oils, Fats, and Waxes.
( 'alculation of Results of Milk Analysis. Variations in

Keichert - Wollny Number, &c. of Hutter and Mar
trariuc. Physical and Chemical Criteria in the Analysis of

Batter-Fat. Table of Electro - chemical Equivalents,

Thermometric Tables, and Scale Conversions, &c.

Tables roit Qualitative Chemical Analysis, akhanced
iop. tub Use of Students. By A. Liversidge, M.A.,
1,1. D., F.R.S.. Professor of Chemistry in the University

of Sydney. Second Edition. Miemillau and Co., Ltd ,

London. 1004. Trice is. 6i/. net.

Large 8vo volume, contaiuinp introduction and 110 pages

of tabulated analytical matter, an appendix of 13 pages, and
an alphabetical index. It may be pointed out that qualita-

tive methods in this work are extended to organic substances

and compounds not usually included under ordinary quali-

tative analysis. Thus the alcohols, aldehydes, acetone,

chloroform, and glycerol are included. Also the carbo-

hydrates, glucosides, and certain aromatic compounds and
volatile bases.

Crarjc Brport.

l.—GENEHAL.

Tunis; Export Tribe of in 1903.

Articles.

Quantity _

Character of Trade.

1001. 10112. 1903.

Tons. Tons. Tons.
Calcium borate I,| :'l 4.'.'75 2.2S2 Exnorted principally to

United Kingdom.
60

1

010 1,026 Chiefly lo Germany and
tonewt. bonewfc. ton cwt. United States.
in in s a 7 14. Exported almost en-
Tons. Tons. Tons. tirely to Germany.

Cottonseed ... 1.730 4,305 5,264 Exported to United
Kingdom and Ger-
many.

Cotton-seed oil 1,171 8,301 2,212 Chiefly to United King-
cakes. dom.

29,920 52,994 21,356 The whole exported on
British account and
the bulk shipped to
United Kingdom.

Hides and 2,2 is 2,06

1

2.6S3 Chiefly to France, Ger
skins. many, end United

States.
Ores, sulphides, 40,102 40,702 37,0X6 Principally to I'nited
and matte. Kingdom.

Rubber 1,7 21 1,674 2,075 Exported chiefly to

United Kingdom and
tonewt. tonewt. ton ewt. France.

Silver bars 77 II 35 16 mi: in Principally to United
Galls. Galis. Galls. Kingdom and France.
1 19,157 293,116 3 - 18 i Almost entirely to Bo-
Tons. Tons. Tons. livia and Chile.

Siijrnr 112,042 115.513 120.002 Chiefly to United
Kingdom, Chile, and
United states.

Foreign Office Annual Series, No. 3295.

The following figures give the quantity and value of the

exports of certain articles from Tunis during 1 002 and 1903
;

the figures for 1902 are given in brackets :

—

Lead, 13,405 tons. 43.583/. ( 14,343 tons, 46,631/.) : olive-

oil, 4872 tons, 113,708/. (40(14 tons, 102,404/.); phosphates,
353,835 tons, 359,496/. (257,546 tons, 261,6677.) j soap,

320 tons, 5304/. (917 tons, 11,913/.); tan, 4574 tons,

55,778/. (5620 tons, 68,526/.); raw wax, 67 tous, 4788/.

(79 tons, 5626/.) ; zinc ore, 24,061 tons, 97,784/. (37.466
tons, 152,264/.).

Peru ; Trade of .

Foreign Office Annual Series, No. 3231.

The subjoined table gives details of certain exports from
Peru during the Years 1901—1903 :—

The subjoined table shows the value of certain imports
into Peru through Pacific Ports during the years 1902 andl
1903 :-

Value.

Articles.
1 iiaractcr of Trade.

1902 no,:

l- i

Bone, horn, and celluloid 17. US lo: 1 Chiefly from United
art ides. Kingdom and Ger-

many.
( andles, wax.and steanne 25,942 13,374 Chiefly from Belgium

and United King-
dom.

< ardboard and us manu- 7.S30 I.:i7f, Principally from Ger-
facture s. many.

92,961 1 22.7 12 From United King-
dom. Australia, and.
1 nited states.

at 11.10.-, 21,603 From Germany, Bel-
gium. United States
Mid Chile.

Drugs, chemical products. 105,065 120,888 The hulk comes front
mineral waters, and 1 nited Kingdom,

France, Germany,surgical instruments.
and t nited States.

Dyeing and tanning 23,81 - 2S7H From United King-
stuffs. dom, Germany, Bei-

gium, and (.bile.
I'/.rthfii and stonewares, 76,360 s 1.70(1 Principallyfrom United

porcelain, glassu are,
lire - 1. ricks, bottles, United States, and.
marble, alabaster, glass,
and manufactures
tii ivor.

39,119 27,030 Chieflj from Gennanj
and United stairs.

Metals and manufactures 11 1.1140 93S.731 Principallyfrom United
thereof. Kingdom, Germany.

France, and United
Slatos.

Oils of all kinds 14,960 56,846 United Kingffom. TJnf.
1' il sta - nidltalv.

Paint and parni di s 14,868 15,868 Chiefly from United
Kingdom and Ger-

14,365

many.
Comes principally from
United Kingdom,
trance, Germany,
and 1 nited States.

3.S45
:

5,673 Chiefly from Prance,
Germany, andUniteii

l . 1

Kingdom.

Crete; Trade of during 1903.

Foreign Office Annual Series, No. 3282.

The subjoined table gives details of trade in Crete durino
1902 and 1003 in certain articles :

—

Exports.

Articles.

1903.

Imports.

£ £ e £
Olives and products of

106,685 •208,396 1,558 2,525
Tinilier :mil wood pro-

832 712 19,899 21,210
A egetable dyes, &c 9,956 [1,796 2,352 2,5 12
Raw minerals and

1,990

32,594

2,785

37,159

23.IXH

14.101.
20,750
15,404Drups and chemicals...

4.26 320 20,707 37,980
9. ugar, sweetmeats, &c. 65 38 16,235 17,515

16.014 21,7115 5,834 7,560
Pottery and glassware . 20 15 9,63 V 1,012

* Include, olive oil, 40,5

Oraxge River Colony; Trade of

Chem. and Druggist, Oct. 1, I jOi.

Among articles imported into the colony during the year
endmg June 30, 1904, were the following, the figure- in

parentheses referring to those of 1002-3:— Acetic acid,

140'. (132/.); drugs and chemicals, 23,095/. (22,342/.);

extracts and essences, 2,036/. (2,197/.) ; essential t.ml

perfumed oils, 170/. (91/.) ; all other descriptions of oil?,
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17 805/- (10,704/.) i
painls, colours, turpentine, and varnish,

14 £79/. (8,467/. common soap, 19,970/. (15,888/

imported spirits, 38,212/. (48,517/.); and spirits manu

factored iu Cape Colony, 1 1,900/. (13,582/.).

Brazil; Export Trade of .

Foreign Ojfice Annual Series, No. 328 1.

The subjoined table gi\os quantity and value of certain

exports from Brazil during the years 1902—1903 :

—

Monazil
Sag ir

Rubber-
Man.: ,l,eira...

Hani
Seringa

- i

m I r ..I,- Hi i- I' is

:i 299 53,601

:.; 21.889
19,436

Vara nuts

Oirnauba was
Hides—
We! and salt" I ...

Dry
Medicinal her
roots

nese

Gold, bar

807

S.2R2.B20

(161

1.721

2 1.323

:i.-,,.-,:S5

Galls.

.. Met. Tons.
1.517 1.925

.ski.-.s

211,354

i;i-2

I I ,
Uz.

127.070 18S,:iU5

Mi r ms. Met Tons.;

1,936 2,328

tf.7.11

l
;_• or,

7,115397
92,791

•

8i,077

707379

29.1 95
221.2C2

IS.,700

111 ,540

74,139

!nl.:;i.-,

.; 7,836
..„..,.

1.0,707

180,014

485.357

248,010

168.591

529,355

China; Chemical Exports of in' 19°2.

Foreign Ojfice Annual Series, No. 3280.

The values of certain Chinese produce shipped abroad in

190:1 were as follows :

—

Hides. 621,704/. ; paper. 460,716/. : oils (vegetable),

128,273/.; chinaware, 290,383/.; sesanium seed, 267,4

tallow, 213,040/.; sugar, 180,185/.; nutgalls, 100,131/.;

musk, 67,668/. ;
glassware. 64,960/. ;

oils (essential),

14,435/. : "bite wax, 27,187/.

IV.—COLOURING MATTERS AND
DYESTUFFS.

1)\ ESTUFFS IN INDIA.

Chem. and Druggist, Oet. 1, 1901.

According to tile Indian Agriculturist, the imports "1

aniline and alizarin dyes into India during 1903 were

unusually heavy, and -
I those of any previous yeai

The quantity of 12,182,600 lb. is one-third as much aj

us in 1902-3, hut owing to a considerable fall in the average

price of aniline dyes the value Ks. 82,67,610, was only

26 per cent, higher. The prices of the cheaper alizarin

dyestuffs show a very Blight decline, and with an increase of

v S9 per cent, the quantity imported exceeded that of

other dyestuffs bj 1,216,000 lb. About four-fifths of the

trade is with Bombay, and almost the same proportion i-

recorded as the joint share of Belgium and Holland ; bul

most of this comes through those countries in transit from

Germany, which export, d to India, in 1902, 8,198.000 kilos.

of alizarin, valued at 2,990,900 in., and 1,214,800 kilos.

of other coal-tai dyestuffs, rained at 3,766,000 m. This

a< counts for practically the whole of the alizarin ami about

4iu per cent, of the remainder.

PH.—ACIDS, ALKALIS, Etc.

PoTASU Syndicate (Germany).

Foreign Office Annual Series, No. 3287.

The Potash Syndicate was renewed on .Tune 30 for a

term of five years viz., from January 1, 1905, to December

31, 1909. The syndicate was originally formed in 11-79.

and renewed ir,,m time to time for periods of tiv,- years

From 1 s7!> till the end of 1903, the Bales amounted in all t,,

1,100,000 tons of potash (about K tolls of kainito and 1 1
J

tons of carnallite being equal to 1 ton of potash) ;

sales steadily increased, the live quinquennial periods par-

ticipating with ;i-4. I0'5, 16-6, 24-6, S int. of the

total respectively. 01 this quantity, 1,300.000 tons Berved

for industrial and 'J. sua 000 tons for agricultural purposes.

The syndicate now embraces 27 works, the two largest

being in the possession of the Prussian and the Auhalt

Governments.

The scheme for providing a syndicate fund of 2.'.0,000/.,

with the object of enabling the syndicate to meet outside

competition effectively, was abandoned owing to the oppo-

sition of the younger works, but it is reported that the

older works will raise this fund amongst themselves.

The new agreement of the syndicate divides the products

into five groups :—Group I. includes chlori'ic prodn

containing more than 42 per cent, of potasRium, and the

so-called 38 per cent, calcined p;>ta-h manure. Group II.

—

Sulphate products containing more than 21-5 per cent, of

potassium. Group III.—Products of 42—20 per cent,

potassium, exclusive of 38 per cent, potash manure, and

the sulphate products of Group II. Group IV.—Non-
carnallile crude potassic salts containing 193 to 12-4 per

cent, of potassium. Group V.—Potassic salts, including

kieserite.

Salt Production; The World's .

Eng. and Mining J., Sept. 22, 1901.

The world produced 13,769.201 short tous of salt in 1902,

of which the Unitel States contributed '21 -.1 per cent.;

Great Britain, 15-4 per cent.; Germany, 12- 7 per cent.;

and India, 8-5 percent. The balance of 39- 1 percent, was

credited to numerous other countries.

Borax Production of the United States.

Eng. and Milling ./., Sept. 22, 1904.

According to the report o' gical Survey, the

amount of crude borax produced in J States in

1903 was 34,130 short tons, valued at 661.400 dols. The
value given is much lower than the total reported for 1

due to the fact that it is calculated for crude prod

whereas last year the valuation was urtly for refined

borax.

Felspar Production "i the United States.

Eng. and Mining ./.. Sept. 22. 1904.

Tbe production in 1903, according to the United Male-

Geological Surrey, »a- 13,432 short toes of crude, valued

at 51,036 dols., and 28,459 tons ground felspar, valued at

256,733 dols. In 19H2 the output was 21.S70 tons ct

value 1 at 55,501 dols., and 2:;, 1 1 7 tons -r 1 felf

valued at 191,923 dols. b'ivc States were producer

neetieut, Maine. Maryland, Xew York, and IVnnsylvauia.

Graphiti Production "• rHi United States.

Eng. and Mining ./.. Sept. 22. 1901.

In the report of the Uniti

the production of graphite in the Tinted States during

is given a- 37,758 valued al

Crystalline graphite, the most valuable of the nal

varieties, was mined in Ess

N.Y., Chester county, Pa., and Coosa and Claj co

Ala. The output was 1,538,15 i lb., valued at 154,170 dols.

The production of amorphous graphite, which amounted to

16.591 short tons, valued at 71 came from

Wisconsin, Michigan, Rhode Island, South Carolina, < all-

ien.;,. Nevada, and North Carolina. Of artificial graphite

there was manufactured a total of 2,620,000 lb., valued at

1 dols., all of t made by the International Ache-on

( Icaphitc Company, of Niagara Falls, New York.
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IX.—BUILDING MATERIALS, CLAYS,
MORTARS, AND CEMENTS.

Cement [ndestrt op Germany.

Foreign Office Annual Series, No. 32S7.

After several years of ruinous competition tlte efforts

aiming at a general understanding in the cement industry

seem to have good prospects of ultimate success. Conven-
tions between several local associations have already been

effected or are neariug completion. However, there are

still important interests outside the local syndicates which

stand in the way of a comprehensive and universal organisa-

tion. The local syndicates embrace .Silesia, Pomerauia,
South Germany, and a group of 15 works in Rhenish-
Westphalia. The Hanoverian works are contemplating the

formation of an association. Negotiations towards an under-

standing between the Khenish-Westphalian group, the South
German syndicate, the Hanoverian works and a Belgian

syndicate are being carried on at present. The so-called

Middle-German Works (in Thuringia and elsewhere) are

ready to co-operate in a general organisation ; it is in

Hanover and in the Lower Elbe region that the idea of a
general syndicate meets with opposition from some of the

large works, which maintain that a fruitful organisation of

the whole industry must be preceded by the stoppage of the

small works.

Below are given the imports and exports of cement of all

kinds during the half-year, January to June :

—

1902 1903. 1904.

Tons.
26,588

LHI.lillll

Tons.
85,950

S74.88I

Tons.
•- 090

282,592

Excess of exports ... - "15 348,431 254,502

The decrease of the exports is principally due to reduced
shipments to the United States of America.

X —ME TA T.LURG Y.

Victoria; Mineral Production of .

Bd. of Trade J., Oct. 6, 1 904.

The annual report of the Secretary of Mines and Water
Supply for Victoria contains statistics and reports on water
supply, geological survey, and the inspection of mines, and
dredgiug, and the progress of mining and boring opera-
tions, &c, in that State during the year 1903, from whi sh

the following particulars have been taken :

—

Gold. — The yield for the year under review was
822,424 oz., as compared with 777,738 oz. for the previous

year, thus showing the substantial increase of 44,680 oz.

The value flf the gold won during 1903 was 3,259,482/., as

compared with 3,062,028?. Dredging is making steady pro-
gress year by year, owing to the facility with which ground
intended to be operated on by dredges can be thoroughly
and inexpensively tested beforehand, enabling a near ap-
proximation of its value being arrived at before large sums
of money are expended in machinery, &c, which might
eventually not be required. The total quantity of material
treated during 1903 by dredge mining and hydraulic

sluicing by gravitation was 7,963,927 cubic yards as compared
with 0,911,697 cubic yardsfor the previous year. The gold
obtained showed an increase of 8,937 oz., being 42,006 oz.,

as compared with 33,109 oz. In all, 51 dredge-mining
plants, comprising 15 bucket dredges, 23 pump hydraulic
sluices, 10 jet elevators, and 3 rotary hydraulic plants,

were in operation, as well as 14 hydraulic sluicing by
I gravitation plants, and at the end of the year 14 other

, plants were in course of construction.

Coal.—There was a great falling off in the year's output
l of coal, owing to the strike of miners, which lasted for prac-
tically the whole of the year. The amount obtained was
6 1,200 tons, or a little more than a quarter of that for the
previous year, which was 225,164 tons. The total output

of coal in Victoria to the end of 1903 now stands at
2,237,257 ions, valued at the pit's mouth at 1,239,026/.

Metals and Minerals, other than Gold and Coal.—-The
output of tin ore was 33 tons. Silver to the extent of
2S,( 00 oz. was extracted from gold at the mint, and 5 tons
of antimony ore were obtained at Heatheote for testing
purposes, and 3,590 tons of gypsum from the MalleeT
principally in the neighbourhood of 1! lort.

Pig-Ikon Production oi Germany.

Foreign Office Annual Series, No. 3287.

While the production of pig iron in the first half of 1903
showed an increase of upwards of 20 per cent, over the cor-
responding period of the previous year, in the period under
review the output of pig iron increase! only by 64,800 tons,
or 1-3 per cent. The subjoined table gives the amounts ,,f
pig iron, in thousands of tons, produced by the various pro-
vi-". s during tie- lirst half of the years 1902— 1904:

1804.

451 411 - t

376"7 "..:; s

191 2:'!V7 -'211-11

3,(113-4 3.174-4
790*2 ss.rs .vis -a

Articles.

Puddle iron

Bessemer iron
I IS pM iron

Pound

Total 1,01 ;.-

Manganese Ore; Output of Russian .

Gluckauf; through Eng. and Mining ./., Sept. 29, 1904.

The output of manganese ore in Russia during 1903
amounted to 25,266,150 poods, or 413,860 metric tons.
This shows a further decline in the industrv, due to the
continuance of the depression wh-ch began in 190i. The
output is but little more than half of the total recorded in
1900, and falls considerably short of the production for the
previous year, which was 28,648,635 poods. As usual, the
Caucasus district contributed most of the supply, its output
amounting to 22,974,603 poods. There were" 251 mines
under exploitation in this district, and the total number of
employees was 2,o04, as compared with 3,702 in 1902.

Open Hearts Steel Production oi hie
United States.

Ear/, and Mining J., Sept. 29, 1904.

The total production of open-hearth steed ingots and
us in the United States in 1903, was 5,837,789 gro-s

ton-, against 5,687,729 tons in 1902 (an increase of 2-6
;

and 2,230,292 tons in 1898.
In 1902, 4,196,533 tons of open-hearth steel were made

by the basic process, and 1,191,190 tons were made by the
process, while in 1903 the production by the basic

process amounted to 4,741,913 tons, and bv the acid proci
to 1,095,876 tons.

There was a decrease in the production of acid steel in
190';, as compared with 1902, of 95,320 tons, or a little

over S per cent., but an increase in the production of bash-
steel of 215,380 tons, or almost 5'5 per vent.

China; Mining in .

Foreign Office Annual Series, No. 3280.

Antimony continues to be mined in considerable quantities
at Hunan : the production of metal in 1903 was 343.5 tons,
and of ore, 3234 tons (in 1902 the figures were o74() tons
and 3624 tons respectively). Japan took 1095 tons, and a
large proportion was shipped to the United States. An
installation, under German management, ha been put up
at Wuch'ang, to concentrate lead arid zinc ore-, capable of
working 75 tons of ore daily. The iron mines at Ta-yeh
-hipped 50,000 tons of ore (2.000 tons more than in 1902)
to Japan, an 1, as the ironworks at Hanyang increased their

output of pig iron from 75 to 120 tons a day, they must
have been supplied with 30,000 additional tons of ore and
limestone. In return for a loan of 3,000,000 yen at 6 per
cent., these mines have now been mortgaged to a Japanese
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syndicate for a period of 80 years. A Japanese engineer

is to be engaged, and the Imperial linn Foundry under-

takes to purchase 7c,0iiu to 100,000 tons of "re annually

at a price which, from now till August 1915, shall be at

the rate of S gold yen per ton for first-class ore and 2 yen
_n sen for second-class.

At the end of 1902 the Provincial Government granted

exclusive mining rights in the north west of Fukien to

certain Chinese and French concessionnaires, and a French

mining engineer of high repute, who has Keen prospecting

there during 1303, has obtained a careful survey of the

gold-fields in the Sbao-wu Prefecture. These arc described

as very valuhle and worth working, and it is proposed to

form a company with a capital of 1,250,000 dol*. to

commence operations.

XIV.—TANKING; LEATHER; GLUE, Etc.

Lentisk Leaves in Tunis.

Foreign Office Annual Series, No. 3295.

The lentisk nee resembles a small shrub, grows wild, is

very abundant in the whole Regency aDd produces a small.

oval, thin, green leaf, which is gathered by the natives and

brought to the market. Its prices in Tunis vary from 8 to

'.I frs. per 100 kilos., or So to 90 frs. per metric ton. Thi<

includes the price of sacks in which the leaves are exported.

The freight to the United Kingdom averages from 12s. to

1 5s. per ton. The lentisk leaves alone are not a powerful

colouring agent, and this necessitates their mixture with

sumac leaves, which are chiefly imported from Sicily. The
lentisk leaves are said to contain about 10 to 12 percent,

of tannin, and the sumae from 40 per cent, upwards.

liritish firms seem to prefer the leaves ground, so that

most of the quantity intended for the United Kingdom is

shipped to Italy and thence re-shipped in the ground state.

The exports of lentisk leaves were, during 1901, 3865 tons

(value 7 13.'./.); 1902, 1126 tons (value 7263/.); 1903,

7307 tons (value 16,421/.). The quantities coming to

England are increasing, having been 251 tons in 1901,364

tons in 1902, and 752 tons in 1903.

XVII.—BREWING, WINES, SPIRITS, Etc.

Spirit; Imi'Oets and Consumption of Foreign \ni>

Colonial in Geeat Britain.

i'lh Report of Commissioners of Inland Revenue.

The following table gives the imports and consumption

of foreign and colonial spirits in Great liiitain during the

last three tiuancial years :

—

year,

1901 2

1902 :;

: No; f' r raethylating ...
/ Por metnylating
> Not i"i methylating . .

.

' Por raethylating
i Not for methj lating ...

f Fur methylating

Consumption. Total Imports.

Proof Galls. Proof Galls.

10,586,809

827,411)

10,72 837

1,212,001

8,416.120

384,1 in

J-

12,418,057

J
13 1

:<-.,

X VIII. B.—SANITA TION.

Gaseous Poisoning : Home Office Memoeandi m.

The following memorandum, ** As to the Use of Water
lias and other liases in Factories," was issued on Oct. 3

by the Chief Inspector of factories :
—

Carbonic Oxide Poisoning.— In recent years there has

been great extension of the manufacture and use of watei

gas and othei a similar nature (Dowson gas,

gas, power gas, producer gas, blast furnace ga-. \c.) for

heating furnaces and boilers in factories, driving gas

and man;, other industrial purposes. The

lar danger associated with all these gases i- that of

poisoning by carbonic oxide (catbon monoxide. CO), which

is also a constituent of ordinary coal gas. But whereas

the proportion in coal gas varies from 4 to 12 per Ci

carbnretted water gas it reaches 30 per cent., and in uueur-
buretted water gas 50 per cent. The other gases Lamed
above usually contain from 10 to 25 per cent.

The n«e of these gases was the subject of an enquiry in
1899 by a Departmental Committee,* who recommended
in their report that the manufacture and distribution Eoi

heating and lighting purposes of any poisonous gas which
does not contain a distinct and pungent smell should be
prohibited, and that regulations should be made limiting

the proportion of carbonic oxide. In recent Acts authoris-

ing companies and local authorities to manufacture and
supply Jlond or similar gas for motive or heating pui
it is required that (1) the quantity of carbonic oxide in

the gas shall be limited to 14 per cent. ; and (2) the gas
shall be strongly scented. It is made the duty of II. \|.

Inspectors of Factories to enforce these provisions as

regards factories and workshops to which the gas is

distributed.

The annual reports of the Factory Department during the
five years 1899 to 1903 contain references to at least .'il

cases, including 17 deaths, of poisoning by carbonic ozidfl

on manufacturing premises
; 43 were due to one or other of

the gases named above. These casualties were traced to

several causes, among which may be mentioned:— (I)
leakage from joints or taps in pipes or flues conveyin

(2) gradual escape of the gas into a confined atmospheres
as into a smail engine-room or the siphon-pit of the Dowson
apparatus : (3) cleaning of tanks or flues before a sufficient

time has been allowed for the gas to escape ; (4) under-
ground situation of flues ; (5) inodorous nature of the gas ;

(6) ignorance of the danger from the gas and of the earliest

symptoms produced by it ; (7) working alone
j (8) lack of

rescue appliances: (9) incomplete combustion of gas iu

defective gas ironing machines.

Carbonic oxide poisoning may occur iu other ways without
inhalation of the particular gases named. Thus danger of
this kind may arise in laundries from the use of gas irons,

aud in workrooms from defective gas fittings and from gas
stoves, especially when no provision is made for the products

of combustion to be carried away by a flue or chimney.
The absence of a chimney in a room greatly increases the

risk. Carbonic oxide is found also in lime kilns, cement
works, and where braziers and coke fires are used in

confined spaces.

Symptoms of carbonic oxide poisoning begin with throb-
bing of the blood vessels of the head, giddiness, palpitation

of the heart, and weakness of the limbs. These become
greatly aggravated after any exertion. Owing to their

insidious onset and the cumulative effect of the gas, the

weakness of the limits may come on without attracting

notice, so that the person affected is unable to make good
his escape from the poisonous atmosphere.

Headache, anxmia, and defective nutrition may result

from the long continued breathing of the gas in amount too

small to produce immediate effects, sueb as might occur
from defective gas fittings iu work rooms.

The appropriate remedies for poisoning by carbonic oxide

art—fresh air, artificial respiration, administration of oxygen,
and the application of warmth.

Preventive measures.—The precautionary measures to 1"

considered must vary somewhat according to the different

manner in which the gas is manufactured and used in one
and another factory, but the following are of general

application :

—

(1) Notices should be posted up statin? the deadly

nature of the gas, the symptoms produced by its inhalation,

and the best means of rendering aid to those who are
" gassed."

(2) Persons in charge of any engine worked by the gas,

or of any apparatus in which it is stored, or otherwise

A to risk of inhaling carbonic oxide, should he

free from any disease of the heart or lungs. Employer*
would do well to cause such persons to be examined and

certified by a medical man,

(3) No engine in which the gas i- used should be in a

confined space.

rtol Water Gas Committi , 1899. on the Manufacture and
I Gases containing ti large proportion of faro

' Eyre and S Price Is. 2 I., hv post It
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(41 A competent and responsible person should, at stated

short intervals, inspect all valves and connections, to see

that there is no escape of gas ; ami a signed record with

the dates of such inspections should be kept.

(51 The openings giving access to any part of the jras

circuit should he few, and in positions as sate cs possible,

sind opened only in cases of real need, and by responsible

persons.

(6) No workman should enter, <>r approach when opened,

the holder or other part of the gas circuit until the gas has
teen well flushed out by fresh air.

(7) A cylinder of compressed oxygen, fitted with a piece

of rubber gas-tubing and a mouthpiece, should be kept in

constant readiness. Such cylinders can be obtained fitted

also with a reducing valve.

Medical aid should be summoned immediately, but
in view of the importance of losing no time in commencing
treatment, the workmen en. ployed should be instructed by
a medical man in the manner ol administering the oxygen
and of performing artificial respiration. They should be
especially warned of the danger of exposing the patient to

cold.

Respirators are of no avail as a protection against carbonic
oxide poisoning.

When, for purposes of rescue, it becomes necessary to enter
an atmosphere charged with the gas, the rescuer must
protect himself by tying ; tope securely round his waist,

the tree end being held by persons outside, or. preferably,

by the use of one or other of the special rescue appliances
designed for such work. The principle underlying them is

that the rescuer is made to breathe air, or a mixture of air

and oxygen, which renders him independent of the poisonous
atmosphere immediately surrounding him. Reference to

such appliances, which are now kept in many chemical
works, &c, will be founcTin the annual report of the Chief
Inspector of Factories for the year 1895,* p. 47, and for the
year 1896,t p. 31.

In towns where the public gas supply is largely charged
with water-gas. attention t i gas fittings in factories and
workshops becomes a matter of increased moment.
The following notice, which has been drawn up by the

Power Gas Corporation, Ltd., in consultation with the
Medical Inspector of Factories, to be posted up near the
place where danger arises, may serve as a model :—

Datwtr of Gassing.— Breathing of producer gas should
be avoided. It is dangerous when breathed in quantity.

The first symptoms produced by breathing the gas are
giddiness, weakness in the legs, and palpitation of the heart.

If a man feels these symptoms, he should at once move
into fresh warm air, w hen, in slight cases, they will quickly
disappear.

Exposure to cold should be avoided, as it aggravates the
spmptoms.
A man should not walk home too soon after recovery,

as muscular exertion, v. hen affected by the gas, is to be
avoided.

If a man should be found insensible or seriously ill from
the gas, ho should at once be removed into fresh warm
air, and immediate information be sent to the oxygen
administrator, a medical man being sent for at the same
time.

No man should work alone on any work which would be
likely to involve exposure to the gas. Should the nature
of the work cause the man to enter a culvert or hole, he
should have a rope tied securely round his waist, held at

the other end by his mate standing outside.

Iscofthe Oxygen Cylinder.—The cylinder should be
provided with a lever key, nipple aud union, together with
a rubber tube at the end of which is a mouthpiece. It is

also advisable to have a small pressure gauge attached to
the cylinder, so that less of oxygen may be observed and
the cylinder kept in working order.
Open the valve gradually by tapping the lever key (fullv

extended) with the wrist until the oxygen flows in a gentle
stream from the mouthpiece in the patient's mouth, and

* Annual Report of Chief Inspector of Factories, Part I. C.Siii;;.
rncc "

. ;..'.. by post 5s. Sd.
f Annual Report ol •etoi of Factories, 1S9G. C.8561.

Price !.
:

Ogen to be breathed until relief is obtained.
The lips should not be closed round the mouthpiece, as it is

important to allow free egress for surplus oxygen. The
nostrils should be closed during inspiration or 'inflation of
the lungs, and opened during expiration or deflation of the

bat the oxygen may be inhaled as pure as possible
through the mouth.

If the teeth are set, close the lips and one nostril. Let
the conical end of the mouthpiece slightly enter the other
nostril during inspiration and remove it for expiration.

Artificial Respiration.—Artificial respiration is some-
times necessary, in addition to the oxygen inhalation, if the
oxygen 'iocs not appear to act quickly.

Place th. patient on his back, slightly 'raising the
shoulders with a folded coat ; remove everything tight
about the chest and neck; draw the tongue forward and
maintain it in that position. Grasp the arms just above the
elbows, and draw them steadily above the head, keeping
them on the stretch for two seconds and then folding them
and pressing them against the chest for the same length of
time. Repeat these movements about 15 times a minute for
ai lea-t half an hour, or until natural breathing has been
initiated, when the oxygen inhalation alone will suffice.

After recovery, oxygen inhalation at intervals should be
continued as desired.

Further detail may be needed in connection with parti-
cular branches of industry. Thus, in consequence of the
constant Jmgir of carbonic oxide poisoning in cement
works, the Associated Portland Cement Manufacturers
(1900), Ltd., have adopted the following notice, in addition
to somewhat similar instructions to those given above :

—

' Regular inspection of kilns niu-t be made on opening
after being burnt off, to see that they are safe for men to
work in.

" Under normal conditions the kiln is partly and some-
times entirely drawn before the chamber is cool enough to
enter to clear for re-loading, and inspection must cover
safety, not only as to heat, but as to gases. The eye in
front of kiln and back eye of chamber must be opened "when
drawing is commenced, and entrance to a chamber must be
made cautiously. Should there b" the slightest indication
of gas. a paper torch must be thrown into the kiln and seen
to burn out properly before work therein is commenced.
If after several attempts it is clearly shown that a paper
torch will not burn freely, tbe men must not he allowed to

matter must be at once reported to the
manager, flu- applies mure particularly where there is a
kiln binning next to one that is being drawn, but in any
case the dampers of the kiln beiug drawn must be down
tight, and piecautions taken generally to see that fumes
from a burning kiln on the same flue cannot get back into a
kiln in which men are at work, and this applies not only to

the work of clearing or drawing, but to repair or any kind
of work done in or about kilns.

" In case of a kiln which has lain cold for a long period,
all the above-named precautions must be observed, and, in

addiiion, before men enter the pan or chamber, the drawing
eye of the kiln must be opened, aud thoroughly freed below
so that the air may pass into the charge. Employees are
especially warned against adopting the means employed by
many persons ignorant of the first principles of resuscitation,

viz., placing men on their faces with mouth over a hole in

the ground. All such means are strictly forbidden. The
administration of stimulants in any form is most dangerous,
and is also strictly forbidden."

XX.—FINE CHEMICALS, Etc.

Quinine, Italian.

Chem. and Druggist, Oct. 1, 1904.

The Italian Government are now making quinine

dihydrochloride as well as hydrochloride, sulphate, and
disulphate. The State sales of quinine d to 8,000

kilos, in 1903, with a net profit of 1S0,0U0 lire, against

3,000 kilos, in 1902.
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patrnt fcist.

aiulN.B.—In these lists, [A.] means "Application for Patent, 1

[C.S.] "Complete Specification Accepted."

Where a Complete Specification accompanies an Application, an

asterisk is affixed. The dates given are (i) in the case of a

tions for Tate; Lai a of application, and (ii) in the caseoi

Complete Specifications Ace se of the Official Journals

in which acceptances of the Complete Specifications are advertised.

Complete Specifications thus advertised as: epted art' open to

inspection at the Patent ( >if'n-.- immediately, ami to opposition

within two months of the said dates,

I.—PLANT, APPARATUS, AND MACHINERY.

[A.] 21,394. Stark. Method and apparatus for varying
the temperature of fluids. Oct. 5.

21,448. Newton, filters. Oct. G.

„ 21,4Sf. Mitchell. Centrifugal apparatus for sepa-
rating liquids from steinn or other vapour- or

i let. 0.

„ 21,409. Walker. Drying machines. Oct. G.

21,6-14. Howatson an.l Boby. Filters. Oct. 8.

,, 21,775. Morton. See under II.

„ 21,945. Black. Means for ami method of filtering

liquids Oct. 12.

„ 22,267. Szek. See under II.

[C.S.] 24,931 (1993). Huillard. Apparatus for drying
pasty and fluid substances. Oct. 12.

„ 26,575 (1903). Arnold. See ttnder XXII.

„ 28,279 (1903). Samuelson and Hawdou. Blast

furnaces. Oct. 19.

2291 (1904). Pfeiffer. Method of and apparatus for

evacuating air. Oct. 19.

12,541 (1904). Montlaur. See under XI.

II.—FUEL, GAS, AND LIGHT.

[A.] 21."17. Payens. Plants for making water-gas.

[Ger. Appl., Oct. 6, 1903].* Oct. 4.

„ 21,31 S. Neumac. Combined double gas producers
and steam generators for producing ivater-gas an .

producer gas, and generating steam by the beat
nf such gases-. [Ger. Aprjl., Oct. 20, 191

Oct. I.

,, 21,408. Perrier. Production of a combustible gas
fined by the combination of compressed air

with petroleum. Oct. i.

„ 21.494. Lion. Means for utilising naphthalene
vapours for producing heat and motive power.
[Fr. Appl., Oct. 7. 1903].* Oct. 6.

„ 21,538. Sahlin. Apparatus for cleaning blast fur-

nace and like gases. I »-'t. 7.

21.G7G. Carclan (Gen. Electric Co.). F.lectrodes

specie j applicable to electric arc lamps. Oct. 8.

21,677. Carolan (Gen. Electric Co.). Electrodes

special!} applicable to electric are lamps, ' let. -.

., 21,755. Marlon. Manufacture of fuel and other

ii ties, i lot. 10.

„ 21,790. Goode, Mitchell, and The Briquetti

Ltd. Composition for briquettiog, Oct. 10.

22,002. Hennebutte. Manufacture of coke. Oct. 12

„ 22,050. Ransford (Tacono). Treating smoke an.!

apparatus then for, < lot. 13.

22,092. Robson. Gas producers.* Oct. 14.

,, 22,267. Szek. Manufacture of briquettes. Oct 15.

21,316 (19U3). Goode. Mitchell, and Oakley.
Binding material for coal dust or other finely-

divided substances. Oct. 12.

„ 83,771 (1903). Lvnin. Gas-testing apparatus.
Oct. ia.

„ 17,712 (1904). Nash, (la- producers. Oct. 12.

[C.S.] 18,364 (1904). Verdier and Teuloa. Gas r

Oct. 12.

„ 18,487 (1904). Jankers. Method of and apparatus.
for ileterar.ning the heating value of gaseous ana)
liquid fuels. Oct. 12.

III.—DESTRUCTIVE DISTILLATION, TAB
PRODUCTS, PETROLEUM, AND

MINERAL WAXES.
[A.] 21,494. Lion. See under II.

22.238. Koelluer. See under XII.

IV.—COLOURING MATTERS AND DVESTUFFS.

[A.] 81,638. Johnson (Badische Anilin und
F'abrik). Manufacture of azo colouring matter*
and intermediate products. < let. 8.

„ 21 856, tain. Manufacture of diazo compounds
and of azo colouring matters therefrom. Oct. 1 1.

[C.S.] 26,700 (19o;; i. Naef and Levinstein. Manufacture
of new sulphurised lyesl Us. Oct. 19,

28,563 (1903). Newton (Bayer and Co.). Manu-
facture of new azo colouring matters and of
colour lakes thereiroru. Oct. 12,

V.—PREPARING, BLEACHING, DYEING,
PRINTING, AND FINISHING TEXTILES, YARNS,

AND FIBRES.

[A.] 21.397. Cadgene. Dveing materials in the piece*
Oct. 5.

„ 21,634. Konitzer. Production of oxidation black

on animal fibres, ii if animal and vegel

fibres, and fabrii im thi -aim- Oct. 8.

„ 21,793. Hofmnnn. Machines for printing yarn in-

several colours.* I let. 10.

21,822. Markus and The Barnwell Machine Co.,

Ltd. Machine for c 1'ing fabrics with finely

comminuted materials. Oct. 11.

„ 21,934. Barnes. Wa;;. sizing and drying machi-

nery. Oct. 12.

„ 21,988. Imray (Meister, Lucius, und limning).

Manufacture of silk-like threads and films.

Oct. 12.

„ 22,093. Davies. Production of ornamental patterns

or effects on velvet-, velveteens, and other pile

fabrics. ( let. 14.

[C.S.] 20.959 (19H3). Naeyer. Apparatus for dyeing,

bleaching, degreasing, and mercerising ti

materials. ( let. 12.

., 21,595(1903). Mather. Fabric printing machinery-

it. 19.

2o,400 (1903). Donisthorpe, White, an 1 Ellis.

1 lyeing oi s produced therefrom.

Oct, 19.

„ 25,611 (1903). Donisthorpe and Whit-. Pro-

duction of parti-colour, i yarns. I let. 19.

26,521 (1903). Wakefield. Bleaching of textile

fabrics and fibres. Oct. 12.

27,202 (1903). Velvril Co., Ltd., ami Ho
Spreading machine for coating fa

tat. 19.

„ 13,478 (1904). Smith. Multiple-ply woven fabric-

and process for t same. Oct. 19.

VII.—ACIDS, ALKALIS, AND SALTS.

[A.] 21,387. Jaubert. Preparation of substances

taming easily libera! I oivgcu. [Fr. Appl.

Oct. 14, 1903'.]* Oct. 5.

„ £1.393. Souheur. Pre] .ration of briquet

arsenious acid. Fr. Appl., Oct. 6, 1903.]*

( let. 5.

22,004. Johnson (Deutsche Oold and Silber-Scheidi

\ r.st lit vorin. Rbsslei Manufacture of sodium

perborate, ( let. 12.
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[A.] 22,216. Hall and Anson. Separating oxygen from
nitrogen. Oct. 15.

„ 22.228. Craig. Apparatus for manufacturing and
extracting ozone from atmospheric air. Oct. 15.

[C.S.] 19,196(1903). Parker. Production of sodium ami
potassium. Oct. 12.

„ 21,382 (1903). Brookes (Chem. Werke Hansa).
See under XX.

„ 21,302 (19031. Schulze. Manufacture of porous
barium oxide. Oct. 12.

„ 25,972 (1903). Atkins, and Oxychlorides, Ltd.
Means of preserving the strength and keeping
powers of solutions of alkaline chlorides and
oxychlorides. Oct. 19.

26,996 (1903). Davis. Construction of ammonia
stills. ( lot. 19. .

„ 6846 (1901). Lake (Soc. Anon. Ing. L. Vogel per
la fabr. di concirai chimici). Manufacture of
sulphuric acid. Oct. 19.

VIII.—GLASS, POTTERY, AND ENAMELS.

[A.] 21,395. Stark. Ceramic products. Oct. 5.

IX.—BUILDING MATERIALS, CLAYS, MORTARS,
AND CEMENTS.

[A.] 21,233. Reavell. Manufacture of arti6cial stone.*

Oct. 4.

„ 22.023. Caddick and Oliver. Method of making
building materials, (let. 13.

22,056. Castle. Manufacture of cement. Oct. 13.

„ 22,169. Perkin, and Whipp Bros, and Todd, Ltd.
Treatment of wood for rendering it fireproof.

Oct. 14.

[C.S.] 21,316 (1903). Goode, Mitchell, and Oakley. See
under II.

„ 21,578 (1903). Reichel. Method of preserving
wood. Oct. 19.

22,042 (1903). Weaver. Paving blocks made from
towus' refuse. Oct. 19.

• „ 15,142 (1904). Mnller. Manufacture of bricks
and products with a facing of carborundum.
Oct. 12.

„ 15,176 (19041. Steenbock. Manufacture of vitreous

cement. Oct. 19.

X.—METALLURGICAL.

[A.] 21,238. Wild. Method for extracting precious
metals from telluride and sulphoteliuride ores,
tailings, concentrates, and the like. < )ct. 4.

21,322. Strecker an .1 Strecker. See wider XL
„ 21,566. Cowper-Coles, and The Metals Corporation

,

Ltd. See under XI.

„ 21,657. Cokavne (Zamora). Recovery of copper
from its ores, and apparatus therefor. Oct. 8.

„ 21,661. Utehmann. Means for protecting copper
from destruction by sea water. [Ger. Appl.,
Oct. 10, 1903.]* Oct. 8.

„ 21,669. Quennell (Miller). Treatment of refractory

ores. Oct. 8.

„ 21,766. Siemens und Halske Act.-Ges. Process for
purifying tantalum metal. [Ger. Appl., Oct. 15,
1903.]* Oct. 10.

„ 21,768. Sayer and Spiers. Extraction and recovery
of gold. Oct. 10.

„ 22,133. Atkinson. Treating ores. Oct. 14.

,, 22,195. Beyer. Hardening or tempering iron or
steel. Oct. 15.

[C.S.] 21,287 (1903). Dejey. Process for engraving and
etching metal. Oct. 12.

„ 26,391 (1903). Ogle, and Rapid Cyanide Treatment,
Ltd. Extraction of metals from their ores.

Oct. 19.

[C.S.] 1767 (1904). Ganelin, and Accumulatoren Fabr.,
A.-G. Process for extracting metals, such as lead
and silver, from ores. Oct. 19.

16,396 (1904). Abel (Siemens und Halske A.-G.).
See under X 1

.

• (1904). Herzog.
klering cast iron.

Composition for uniting
Oct. 10.

XL

[A.]

[< A]

NIL

[A.]

-ELECTRO-CHEMISTRY AND ELECTRO-
METALLURGY.

21,211. Kieseritssky. Regenerating negative ac-
cumulator plates of diminished capacity and
avoiding the diminution in capacity of new plates.
I lot. 3.

21,310. Moseley. Smelting furnaces and electric

es. Oct. 4.

21,322. Strecker and Strecker. Etching metal
plates by the aid of electrolysis.* Oct. 4.

21.402. Jungner. Electrodes for accumulators
with invariable electrolyte. [Appl. in Sweden,
Oct. 7, 1903.*] Oct. 5.

21.403. Jungner. Method of increasing the activi-

ty in electrode masses of badly conductive metal-
lic oxides or hydrates in accumulators with

invariable electrolyte. [Appl. in Sweden, Oct. 31,
1903.*] Oct. 5.

21,553. Strickland. ( ialvaoic dry cells. Oct. 7.

21,562. Koopman (Townsend). Electrolytic me-
thod of producing white lead. Oct. 7.

21,566. Cowper-Coles, and The Metals Corporation,
Ltd. Electro-deposition of copper and other

metals. Oct. 7.

21,672. Lake (Soe. Anon, la Carbone). Electric

batteries. Oct. 8.

21,894. Gregory. Regenerative dry batteries.*

Oct. 11.

21,911. Narino. Electric batteries, electrolytic

apparatus, &c. Oct. 1 1.

21,913. Ziegenberg. Manufacture of galvanic cells.*

Oct. 11.

22,210. Stead. Dry voltaic cells. Oct. 15.

24,472 (1903). Ruhstrat and Grimmer. Electric

furnaces. Oct. 12.

8365 (1904). Fairneather (Vesta Storage Battery

Co.). Storage batteries. Oct. 19.

12,541 (1904). Montlaur. Production of chemi-
cal reactions in gases and vapours by electric

discharges. Oct. 12.

11,059 (1904). Potthoff. Apparatus for electro-

galvanising. Oct. 12.

10,396 (1904). Abel (Siemens and Halske Act.-

Ges.). Method of producing zinc from sulphate

solutions by electrolysis. Oct. 19.

-FATTY OILS, FATS, WAXES, AND SOAP.

21,514. Seidler and Paul. Process for deodorising

tisli oils, train oils, and products of similar origin.

Oct. 7.

„ 21,596. Bedford, Bedford, and Crowther. Process

and apparatus lor the preparatioa of soap.

Oct. 8.

„ 22,23S. Koellner. Apparatus for purifying oil and
the like.* Oct. 15.

[C.S.] 27,019 (1903). Powell. Manufacture of fancy

soaps. Oct. 12.

„ 16,836 (1904). Riviere. Obtaiuiu. ie and
other products from distillers' was:i and other

industrial liquids. Oct. 19.

„ 17,866 (1904). Lausen. Method of rendering

plastic substances of fatty nature that are hard

at ordinary temperatures. Oct. 19.
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JCIH.—PIGMENTS, PAINTS j RESINS, VARNISHES;
INDIA-RUBBER, Etc.

(A.)—Pigments, Paints.

a. 21,562. !• rownseni). See under XI.

151 (1903). Rosechain. Ink. Oct 12.

,. 28,.i0.'l (1903). Newton (Bayer and Co). See

under IV.

(B.)—Resins, Varnishes.

[A.] 21,196. Eronstein. Process for treating varnishes,

lacquers or the like ;o make them dry quickly.

;. ;;.

(C)

—

India-Rdbber.

[A.] 2i,234.-Botty. See under XIV.

„ 21,899. Frost. Vulcanising apparatus. Oct. 11.

XIV.—TANNING; LEATHER, GLUE, SIZE, Etc.

[A.] 31,234. Betty. Leather and rubber waterproof and
preserver. Oct. 4.

21,865. Hatmaker. See under XVIII. A.

; S 18,691 (1904). Jerrett, Graham, and Blair. Leather-

dressing composition. Oct. 12.

XV.—MANURES, Etc.

19,068(1904). Jenkner, Jenkner, and Pleyl. See

XVIII. C.

XVI.—SUGAR, STARCH, GUM, Etc.

:'-il Nightingale. Method of and
ipparatus for th ion of caramel. Oct. 8.

21,865. Hatmaker. See under XVIII. A.

XVIL—BREWING, WINES, SPIRITS, Etc.

* 21,380 Friswell. The maturing of potable spirituous

liquids. Oct. 5.

iver. The process of brewing. Oct. 5.

28, 1903). Brackenhnry. Maltkilns. Oct 12.

„ 16,831". (1901). Riviere. See under XII.

(B.)

—

Sanitation ; Wateb Purification.

[A.] 22,215. Fiddian. Apparatus for use in distributing

liquid sewage or si wage effluent on a filter bed.

Oct 15.

,. 22,235. Wicks and Dodd. Distribution of sewage
effluent or other liquids over bacteria or filter

beds.* Oct. 15.

[C.S.] '22,042 (190:(). Weaver. .See under IX.

23.S37 (1903). Declercq. Apparatus for paci-

fying water. < »ct 12.

„ 24,833 (1903). Alliott ami Scott-Moncrieff. Appa-
ratus for distributing sewage and other liquid.

Oct. 12.

25,480 (1903). Barwise. Filtering and pin

sewage. Oct. 19.

(C)

—

Disinfectants.

17,007 (1904). Endemann. Antiseptic;

and process for producing the same. < let. 12.

„ 19,0GS (1904). Jenkner, Jeukner, and Pleyl. lu-

sect killer adapted for use as a manure. Oct. 19.

XIX.—PAPER, PASTEBOARD, Etc.

[A] 22,179. Perkins. Manufacture of paper for deco-

rative purposes.* Oct. 14.

„ 22,245. Didier. Manufacture and application of

celluloid paste in imitation of horn, tortoises

ivory, &c . [Fr . Appl., Nov. .!, 1903.]* Oct. 15.

XX.—FINE CHEMICALS, ALKALOIDS,
ESSENCES, AND EXTRACTS.

[A.] 22,064. Meister, Lucius uud BrumDg. Manufacture
of pheuylmethylamidiiehloropvrazole. [German
Appl., Nov. 11, 1903.]* ( >et 18.

„ 22.12(j. Merck. Preparation of pyrrolidines!

[German Appl, Jan. 28, 1904].* Oct. 14.

,, 22,127. Merck. Preparation of pyrrolidines.

[German Appl., Jan. 2S, 1904.]* Oct. 14.

„ 22,128. Merck. Preparation of pyrin] .

[German Appl., Nov. 14, 1903.]* Oct 14.

„ 22.129. Merck. Preparation of pyrimidines,

[German Appl., Nov. 12. 1903.]* Oct 14.

I S.] 21.382 (1903). Brookes (Chern. Werke 11.

Manufacture of soluble compounds cont;;

iron and arsenic. Oct. 1 2.

XVIII.—FOODS; SANITATION, WATER
PURIFICATION; & DISINFECTANTS.

(A.)—Foods.

[A.] 21,549. Heritte. Preservation of organic substances.

Oct. 7.

„ 21,865. Hatmaker, Process of obtaining milk sugai

and casein from milk. Oct. 11.

„ 21,866. Hatmaker. Clotted milk, cheese, and cheese
making. < let. 11.

„ 22,030. Posternak. Production of soluble earthy-
alkalini and metallic salts of the organic phos-

tnd contained in vegetable food-

13.

[C.S.] 12,113 (1904). Schroder, i of food and
othei -. ( let. 19.

18,441(1904). Lake (Belmont). Manufacture of
ct. 12.

XXL—PHOTOGRAPHIC MATERIALS AND
PROCESSES.

[A.] 21,20s. Brasseur. Carbon transfer paper, i

„ 21,210. Brasseur. Polychrome photographs,
( let. 3.

rr.S.] 18.183 (1904). Gaedicke. Production of

emulsions for use in photography. Oct 13.

„ 18,890 (1904) G ir.iiuow - Trauttenberg and
Fabian. Production of photographic paper and
the like. Oct 12.

XXII.—EXPLOSIVES, MATCHES, Etc.

[A.] 21.204. Soc. ile la Pou In Peigm
J. Luciani. Manufacture of gunpowder. [Fr.

Appl.. Feb. 17, 1904.;' Oct. ".

26, .175 (1903). Arnold. Apparatus for weighing
substances such Oct. 12.

••***••••**•**•••

Printed ami :
. Ethe an J SroiTiswoODE, East Hardini; Street, London, E.C., for the Society of Chemical Industry.—P Hi
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Notices.

ST. LOUIS EXHIBITION AWARDS.

The following is a list of the awards at the St. Louis

International Exhibition in Applied Chemistry, Electro-

Chemistry, Metallurgy, and kindred industries. These

effectively demonstrate the success of this country's
]
artici-

pation iu the enterprise, and are a proof of the general

excellence of the British Exhibits.

The total number ..I' Grand Prizes gained by Creat

Britain is 121, while 288 Gold Medals, 162 Silver Medals,

and 132 Bronze Medals have been awarded to British

Exhibitors, making 653 awards in all.

Group 20.— Medicini and Surgerg.—Grand Prize:

Wellcome Physiological Research Laboratories; Burroughs,

Wellcome, and Co. Bronze Medal; Joseph W. Lovibond;

John «1. Griffin ami Sons (Limited). Awards to Col-

laborators.—Gobi Medal: Dr. Walter Dowson (Well, ome

Physiological Research Laboratories). Silver Medal:

A. G. Vernon Hareourt (John J. Griffin and Sons (Limited).

Group 23.

—

Chemical and Pharmaceutical Arts.—Grand

Prize: Low Temperature Research Exhibit of the British

Royal Commission; British Cyanides Company (Limited)
;

Burroughs, Wellcome, and Co.; Edward Cook and Co. i

(Limited); Doulton and Co. (Limited); Joseph Crosfield

and Sons (Limited) : .1. C. and J. Field '.Limited) ;
Evans,

Sons, Lcscher, and Webb (Limited); G»8 Light and Coke

Company j
Hopkin and Williams (Limited), and Howards

and Son's (Limited) ; Levinstein (Limited); Nobel's Ex-

plosives Company (Limited), and The Birmingham Metal

and Munitions Company ; Price's Patent Candle Company

(Limited) ; Professor Sir William Ramsay, K.C.B.. D.Sc.,

I.L.D., F.R.S. ; United Alkali Company (Limited) ; Peter

Spence and Sons (Limited). Gold Medal ; Allen and

Hanburys (Limited) ; Stafford Allen e.ud Sons (Limit d)
;

Anglo-Sicilian Sulphur Company (Limited); Baird and

TatTock (Limited) (London); Brooke, Simpson, and

.spiller (Limited); Brunner, Mond, and Co. (Limit d)

;

Hurmah Oil Company (Limited); the < asset Cold

Extracting Company (Limited) ; The Castuer- Kellner

Alkali Company (Limited); Chance and Hunt (Li-

mited) ; Spencer Chapman and Messel (Limited)
;

Corb\n, Stacey, and Co. (Limited); Johu J. Griffin and

Sons' (Limited"); Hemingway and Co., and Hemingway's

London Purple Company (Limited) ; McDougall Brol

May and Baker (Limited); Dr. Ludwig Mond, F.R.S.;

T. Morson and Sou ; The Owens College; James Pain and

Sons; Royal College of Science, London; South Metro-

politan Gas Company; Townson and Mercer; Thomas

Tyrer and Co. (Limited); John and James White; Wood

and Bedford. Silver Medal : Assam Oil Company (Li-

mited); Lewis Bergcr and Son- (Limited); A. Boake,

Roberts, and Co. (Limited); Walter (arson and Sons;

J. M. Collett and Co. ; R. and J. Garroway ; The Glasgow

and West of Scotland Technical College ;
Professor W

. X.

Hartley. D.Sc, F.R.S.; F. Kendall and Son (Limited);

John Bennet Lawes and Co. (Limited) . Joseph W. Lovi-

bond: Dr. Allan Macfadyen ; William Martindale ;
the

Mond Xiekel Company (Limited) ;
Morris. Little, and son

(Limited); B. E K. Newlands, I I.e., F.C.S.; Newton,

Chambers, and Co. (Limited); Parkin. Ness, and I 0. ;

W. Pearceand Sons (Limited) ; Sharon Chemical I lompany

(Limited | Sheppej Glue and Chemical Works (Limited);

J. V D.Sc, F.R.S., and J. A. Kendall; William

Warren (Hooper and Co.). Bronze Medal: .1. B. Aitken;

P. and .1. Arnold ;
John Austen ; E. C. C. Baly; lla'tley and

Watts
i

i
nid Co. (Limited); The Hone Phosphate

and Chemical ton:,,any (Limited); Cerebos (1903) (Li-

mited) ; George Clark at d Son (Limited) ; < lornwall Arsenic

Company :
H.C I airlie and Co.; Daniel Davison

;
Thel

Chemii J I mpany (Limited); W. 11. Francis; W. J.

Frast i and i 0. ; F. C. Hills and Co. : Kemball, Bishop, and

( i. (Limited) ; The Society of Apothecaries of London;

Stone and Tin-on; John ant 11. Sturge; Alfred White

and Sons. Award* to Collaborators.—Got Medo Pro-

fessor sir James Dewur, M.A . LL.D., D.Sc., F.R.S. (Low

Temperature Research Exhibit); T. Wilton (the Gas Light

and Cok, Company); Dr. Andrew Ross Garrick (the

United Alkali Company, Limited). Sdver Medal: J. E

Petavel (Low Temperature Research Exhibit); Dr. Rudol

Messel (Spencer Chapman and Messel, Limited): Julio:

Lewkowitsch, Ph.D. Bronze Medal : Dr. I irl Langer (thi

Mond Xiekel Company, Limited); C. T. Tyrer (Thomas

Tyrer and I o., Limited; ; Hugh Kama;.,- ( Professor W. X
Hartley).

Croup 52.—Plant and Processes/or Finishing Textiles

—Gold Medal . Daniel Lee and Co.; William Liddell am

Co. (Limited) ; John S. Brown and Sons.

Group 68.— Electro-Chemistry.—Gold Medal: Unite

Alkali Company (Limited). Stiver Medal: -

Cowper-Coles and Co. (Limited). Awards to Collabe

rotors.—Silver Medo' . Dr. Andrew Boss Garrick (I'nite

Alkali Company, Limited).

Group B0.—Fertilisers.— Gold Medal: The Aherdes

Comb Works Company (Limited); Sheppey Glue an

Chemical Works (Limited). Silver Medal: The Grov

Chemical Company (Limited).

Group 86.

—

Equipment and Methods for Preparm

Foods.—Grand Prize . Joseph Baker and Sons (Limited;

Gold Medal: A. Boake, Roberts, and Co. (Limited). 1

Kendall and Son (Limited).

(-roup 87.

—

Farinaceous Products and lion Vi

— Gold Medal : Burroughs. Wellcome, and Co. Brom
Medal: Joseph Edmunds.

Group 90.—Sonar and Confectionery.— Grand Pria

J. A. Sharwood and Co. (Limited); A. Boake. Robert

and Co. (Limited) ; Joseph Edmunds. Gold jW,

P. Setna and Co.; Evans Sons, Lescher, and Well

(Limited); F. Kendall and Son (Limited).

Group 95 — Inedible Agricultural Products. — Gran

Prize : The Wellcome Chemical Research Laboratorie

Gold Medal : \. S. Mackertich and Co,

Group 96.

—

Insects and their Products.—Gold Medal

McDougall Brothers.

Group 114.

—

Appliances for Gathering Wild ( rops.-

Gold Medal: The Wellcome Chemical Research Labor;

tories.

Group US.—Metallurgy.—Grand Prize: Rirmmgha

Metal and Munitions Company. Gold Medal: Sherat

Cowper-Coles and Co. (Limited) ; the Lillesha

] x ( Limited) : the Monk Bridge Iron and Steel (

(Limited); the Faruley Iron Company (Limited). Sim

Medal: The Anglo-French Nickel Company (Limited

Sheepbridge Coal and Iron Company (Limited);
1 ofl

Alkali Company (Limited). Bronze Medal: Joseph V]

Lovibond.

THE JOURNAL.

From the beginning of next year the Society's JonB

will be printed and published b\ Messrs. Vacher

Great Smith Street, Westminster. S.W.. to whom

munications regarding subscribers' copies and advcrtiscmei

should be sent.

SUBSCRIPTIONS FOR 1905.

ign and Colonial Members are reminded that t

subscription of 25s. for 190a, payable on January 1st ne

should be sent in good time to the Hon. Treasurer (1

Samuel Hall), in order to ensure continuity in the receipt

the Society's Journal. Any changes of address to app<

in the new List of Members now iu course of pr,

should reach the General Secretary not later than Janus

15th, 1905.
_

ANNUAL GENERAL MEETING, NEW VORK.

PHOTOGB WHS.

The Colombia University Groups may be obtained fr,

Mr.Harrj Coutant, 5, West 31si street, .New \ork, a

Uice Court, Brooklyn, X.Y.

The Mount Vernon Croups may be obtained in

Mr. C I,,, e, Pennsylvania Avenue aud 11th Mr.-

w ashington, D.C.
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The Boston Groups may be obtained from Mr. E.

Chickering, 21, West Street, Boston, Mass.

The prices vary according to size and form of reproduc-

tion, but those exhibited cost from 3 dols. to 4 dols. apiece.

Remittances must accompany orders.

The Secretary is awaiting the receipt of particulars of

other photographs taken from time to time.

BARE MINERALS FOR RESEARCH.

Mr. A. B. Frenzel, of 1540, Shermin Avenue, Denver,

Colo., U.S.A., Commissioner of Rare Minerals for ( olorado

at the St. Louis Exposition, and a member of this Society,

will give to any member of the Society, for research work,
or for demonstrating purposes in auy institution of learning,

any reasonable quantities of ores containing uranium,
vanadium, tungsten, or m(.'i\bleuum,freeon board, Denver,
Colorado. Members should communicate direct with Mr.
Frenzel.

COMMUNICATIONS.

Authors of communications read before the Society, or

any of its Local Sections, are requested to take notice that

under Rule 43 of the Bye-laws the Society has the right of

priority of publication for three months of all such papers.

Infringement of this Bye-law renders papers liable to be
rejected by the Publication Committee, or ordered to be

abstracted for the Journal, in which case no reprints can
be furnished to the author.

Changes of atoaressu

When notifying new addresses, members are requested to

write them distinctly, and state whether they are temporary
jor permanent. Multiplication of addresses is also to be
avoided as tending to create confusion. When sending
(subscriptions, the use of the form attached to the application

helps in the verification of addresses, on which the safe

delivery of the Journal depends.

;

.\.nfilogoff, Nicholas A.. l/o Thames Haven; 17, Windsor
Boad, Leyton, Essex.

iBell, Hugh P., l/o Egerton Crescent ; 3, Mincing Lane,
London, E.C.

Kloxam, W. Popplewell. l/o Bournemouth; 25, Upper
Bedford Place, London, W'.C.

Bowey, John, Jan., l/o Coraopoiis, Pa.; 567, Duffcrin Avenue,
Loudon, Ont., Canada.

Byrnes, Dr. Eugene A.: Journals to c.'o Byrnes and
Towusend, 918, E. Street N.W., Washington, D.C.,
U.S.A., Patent Lawyer,

ayvau, L. L., l/o New York Citv ; 1647, Indiana Avenue,
Chicago, 111., U.S.A.

'lark, Edmund, l/o Board of Health ; Room 1007,Appraisers'
Stores, 641, Washington Street, New York City, U.S.A.

Urke, Wm. IS. ; Journals to c/o Edison Swan U.E.L. Co.,
Ltd., Ponders End, Middlesex,

lauzigcr, J. L., l/o Niagara Falls ; 302, West 114th Street.

New York City, U.S.A.

iiequist, John, l/o Greene Avenue ; 267, Rutland Road
Brooklyn, N.Y., U.S.A.

oodcbild, Wm. ; Journals to Bannie Mine, Sambas, Dutch
West Borneo,

iray, Jas., l'o Eordsburg; e/o Langlaagte Estate and G.M.
Co., P.O. Box 98, Johannesburg, South Africa,

laynes, I). ( )., l/o Spruce Street ; 90, William Street, New
York City, U.S.A.

oulder. B. E., 1 o Portland Boad ; 50, Lady Margaret
Road, Southall, Middlesex.

"He, Dr. B. F., l/o Koln ; 146, Alexandra Road, London.
N.W., and (Journals) University College, London, W.C.

communications to P.O. Box, Joplin, Mo.,Laurence, Jas.

! .S.A.

Remington, .1. Percy: all communications to 36, Doughty
Street, Brooklyn, N.Y., U.S.A.

Sanderson.'!. Crisp, l/o Port Richmond ; Duboise Avenue,
West New Brighton, N.V., U.S.A.

Silberrad, Dr. O., l/o Shooter's Hill; 51, Shooter's Hill
Road, Blackheath, S.E.

Smith, J. Cruickshank. l/o Bayswuter; 5, The Elms, London
Road, Wembley, Middlesex.

Ward, Wm. ,(., I'o Urmston ; Journals to Bagillt, North
Wales.

Warnes, A. R., ]/o Calcutta; en T. W. Willson, 117,
Boyson Road, Camberwell Gate, S.E.

'>'' igg, t has. E., I'o Merstham ; c'o The Hull ami Liverpool
Bed Oxide Co., Peasley Cross, St. Helens', Lancashire.
Delete " Electrical Engineer."

Young, Dr. Geo., l/o Sheffield ; Lauraville, Bladda, Port
Erin, Isle of Man.

IBeatf).

Ekman, (
'. P., at 23, Pier Road, Gravesend, Kent. Nov. 3.

CHANGES OF STYLE.

His Majesty the King has been pleased to confer the
honour of a Baronetcy of the United Kingdom on Michael
B. Nairn. Esq., and the honour of Knighthood on Dr. Joseph
Wilson Swan, F.R.S.

annual General fleeting,

NEW YORK, 1904.

PHILADELPHIA, Monday, Sept. 12th.

Reception Committee.

Wm.Weightman, Hon. Chairman.

Samuel P. Sadtler, Chairman.

H. F. Keller.
M. X. Kline.
John B. Lenuiir.

Then. Armstrong,
H. It. Baltz.
Daniel Baugh.
Edward T. i;

Wm. H. Bower,
ehas. Helier Clark.
Walton Clark.
Pierre S. liu Pout.
Howard B. French.
Thus S. Harrison,
las. P. Hope.
Harry \V. Jayne.

Eobt. \V. Lesley.
•I. Merritt Matthews.
R. V. Mattison.
Geo. McNeely.
Geo. D. Rosenaarte.-i.
Pedro G. Salom.
E. F. Smith.
D. K. Turtle.
Joseph Wharton.

Oh reaching Philadelphia at 10.10 a.m. the party was met
by a deputation of the committee, accompanied by several
ladies, among whom may be mentioned Mrs. Matthews
Mrs. Clark, Miss Sadtler, and Mrs. Bosengarten, and driven
to Independence Hall, where they were received by Mr. J.
Weaver, the first English-born mayor of Philadelphia, in the
famous room where the Declaration of Independence was
signed. They -were then driven to the University of Penn-
sylvania, and, after an inspection of the laboratories, ^c.
were entertained at luncheon by the University authorities
in the Howard Houston Hall. This ball is a club-house
for the use of the students of the Univei ity, and pro-
vides a place where aU may meet on common ground and
have every facility for passing their leisure hours in
healthy recreation. The equipment of the hall includes a
reading room, furnished with periodicals and newspapers,
smoking rooms, billiard and pool tables, bowling alleys'
a bath room and a swimming pool, athletic trophy

i

a large auditorium with grand organ, rooms for the Univer-
sity papers, dark room for photographers, and many others

C 2
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The University of Pennsylvania, founded in 1740 bj tin

efforts of Benjamin Franklin, has to-day 2700 students,

with 275 professors and instructors.

Visits were then paid to the Baldwin Locomotive V\ "rks,

the Petroleum Refinery, the Varnish Works, and the 1 nited

Slates Mint. The New Mint at Philadelphia is the finest

building ever constructed for coining purposes. In the

numismatic room are gathered for public inspection a

valuable collection of the world's representative coins.

From the corridors surrounding this department may be

seen, from on high, through large plate-glass windows, the

workrooms with the work of minting going on. First conies

the room where the bullion is received, weighed, and

deposited; next, the room of the refiner, where the pme

metal is separated out; then the room where the metal

is molted, alloyed, and cast into ingots ;
next, the room of

the assayer; then, the room where the metal which has

stood the test is rolled into long ribbon-, from which

the blanks or planchets are stamped; next, the room

where the blanks are weighed and adjusted, and where

those found to be of legal weight are raised round the edge

and cleaned; then, the room where the blank- are stamped

into coin ; and, finally, the rooms where the coins are weighed

counted, and packed into bags.

The party then drove through Fairmount Park, passing

by the magnificent Washington statue and the site of the

great exhibition, some of the pavilions of which still n<-

as boat clubs on the bank of the Schuylkill. Thence up

the Wissahickon Drive and past the celebrated Fish House.

The piece of marsh land on which the Fi-h House si aids,

some two acres in extent, is known as the "State in

Schuylkill," and possesses a governor and legislature.

Dr". Samuel P. Sadtler, at a banquet—or second annual

dinner given at the Germantown Cricket Club, said, in

proposing the health of the President, that Philadelphia

chemistsf whether manufacturers or professional men, ielt a

peculiar pleasure in welcoming their fellow members of the

Society. They were glad to have that opportun^ of

showing that they appreciated the importance of the object

for which their Society was founded, viz., the exchange ot

information and views "on the application of chemistry to the

manufacturing arts bv means of sectional meetings and the

publication of a journal. They were al-o delighted to meet

face to face the distinguished representatives of ch<

science who had honoured them with their presen?e.

The Society was net one with which Philadelphia had

but a recent acquaintance. In the first year of its existence,

already, it enrolled several Philadelphians among Us

members, and when he himself joined it, early in 1884,

there were already eight other Philadelphians on the

register. Now there were in the city and its suburbs about

CO members of the Society. It was true that they were

enrolled each year in the published list of members of the

New York Section, but that was only an illustration oi the

methods of " benevolent assimilation" on the part ot their

friends in the borough of Manhattan, to which they had

become quite accustomed, and did not resent in the least.

On the contrary, they had availed themselves of this

membership to "attend" the New York meetings, and the

Chemists' Club had always given them a royal welcome.

Turning to the chemical industries of the city, l>r.

Sadder said that the exigencies of the War of the Revolu-

tion led to the erection, in 177i>,of large saltpetre

in Market Street. The firm of Christopher and ( -

Mar-hall, sons and se.ccc.-or- of Charles Marshall, an

early druggist and so-called •• lighting Quaker of Phila-

delphia," in 1786 manufactured extensively "muna

ammonia" and "Glauber's salt." The manufacture oi

while had was commenced by Samuel Wethenll, another

druggist, about 1789, and rapidly developed. This but

is S5l continued by the We-therills. John Ham
dru".'i-t, about 1798, was the first to produce sulphuric acid

on a commercial seal,-, and may be called a leader th(

establishment of chemical industries in America, 'il e turn

,,f 1-arr and Kunzi i ngaged in the manufacture of sulphuric

acid about 1812 and general chemical- in lsis. [r isis

the firm became Pan. Powers, and Weightmai

ls4l powers and Weightman. George 1'. Ros ngarten

began the manufacture of chemicals under the i
•

Uosengarten and /.either in 1822, and the name " Posen-

garten and Sons " still continued with one of the son- ami
several grandsons of the founder still in control. Charles

Lcnnig founded another import. i at linn of chemical maou-
- about 1831. There were twenty-four works withiD

tin city engaged in chemical industry, while fifteen were
engaged in the preparation of drugs.

In conclusion, Dr. Sadtler stated that Philadelpl.

the leading city of the United State- fjr the production of

carpet- aud rugs, woollen good-, hosiery and knit goods.

leather, chemicals, aud dyeing and finishing textile-. It

produced one-eighth of the chemical output of the country.

lie regretted that the shortness of the Society's stay in

Philadelphia would not allow- of their visiting many of the

industrial establishments of the city . The) would, how ever.

receive a warm welcome at a future time when possiblj

tliey might have more leisure.

The party then left the club to rejoin the train for

Washington.

WASHINGTON, Tobsdat, Sept.

Reception Committer.

13th.

H. W. Wiley, Chairman.

Eugene A Byrnes,
T.M.Chatard.
David T. Hay.
l'red. P. Dewev.
A. W. Dow.
Ilduia C.Eckel.
Win. s. Ferris.
>l:i\ Georgii.
John J. Griffin.

v, II. Beileman.
I'. Kel.ler.

Jus. Ii. Littlewo kI.

rice-. B. Mann..
I:. Outwater.
Hnii \ .1. Patterson.
E. Kalends.
II, net V Stokes.

Samuel S. Voorhees.

Marcus Benjamin. Secretary.

The Committee is subdivided as follows :
—

/',, cutive ( 'ommiltee.

II. W,
Marcus Benjamin.
Unas. E. Munroe.

Will . . Chairman.

I
Samuel S. Voorhe

T M. Chatard.

Finance Committee, Washington.

Cans. E. Mm n ' hairman.

A. w . Dow.
I

Finance Committee, Baltimore.

ii. Burroush, inn. Chas. Glaser.

\ R.L. Dohme. I

Entertainment Committee, Washington.

Samuel S. Vow - i liairman.

Fred.P.Itewey. I
Eugene A. Byrnes.

Entertainment Committer. Baltimore.

V. 0. Blonde.

Pres.i ( 'ommitt i

M mi. Bl I
alllill.

Laiics' Committee.

Mrs i has.E. Munroe. I
Mrs.T A

Mrs. Marcus Benjs
J

is. A. V. Dow.

Mi \ (.. B ,l: -. Sinnn
!
s \

assisted bj the local corn

i hi reaching Washington, the vi-iting members and hdii

were mei at the station b\ a committee of Was

members led bv Dr. II. W. Wiley, and, after breakfa;

eded to "see Washington" on electric cars,

:h describing the points of interest. Then they pr-

eceded to Heutich's Brewery, where they were entertained

on. Mr. Christian Heurich led the members throtif

the large building and explained tin working ot the plat

which is an unusually fine one.

The mcmhi rs wcr< then taken to "Cabin John- I

-even miles from Georgetown, which lorn:- part of t

aqueduct systcm.and curries two 7ft. pipes. The bnd|

i- 120 ft. in leugth.und the arch, with a span ol -" «•"

long reputed to be the largest stone arch in existence.
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la the evening there wa* a reception and supper at
" Rauscher's," where three couples of negroes, led bv a
master of the ceremonies all amateurs, performed a cake-
walk.

Wednesday, Sett. 14th.

Wednesday morning was spent in visiting the public
buildings. At the Capitol were shown the Senate House

i tul House of Representatives. These occupy wings right

and left of the old Senate House, now the Supreme Court
Room, and the old House of Representatives, now the
National Statuary Hall. The Library of Congress, which
may fairly be called the National Library, and contains
about a million and a quarter of books, was shown by
Dr. Herbert Putnam, the Chief Librarian, assisted by
Mr. Bernard Green, C.E., superintendent of buildings and
inventor of the bookstand* and automatic transporting
machinery used in the Library, .Mr. Hutchinson, who is

in charge of the Reading Room, and fourteen other guides
specially detailed by the i hief for this purpose.

The White House, the Smithsonian Institution, the Navy
Yard, and the Washington Monument were also visited, and
on each occasion there was the same personal courtesy
and guidance from the chiefs of Departments, while many
things not ordinarily shown were freely placed before the
members.

The Xavy Yard, with its gun shops, where great lathes

perform the turning, boring, and rilling of the steel breech-
loading guns of the IT.S. Xavy, seme of which weigh more
than sixty tons, and its historic relics and trophies of former
wars, was found to be of great interest to many.

The three publications of the Smithsonian Institute.
" Contributions to Knowledgt ," " Miscellaneous Collections"
and " Annual Reports " are known wherever science
flourishes. Its famous Hodgkins medal and prize of 2C007.
were bestowed in 1895 on Lord Rayleigh and Sir William

I

Ramsay for their discovery of Argon.

The National Museum, which is under the care of the
Secretary of the Smithsonian Institution, occupies a building
adjacent to the parent institution, and contains precious relics

of famous citizens, notably those of Washington, Lincoln,
land Grant. This museum is also particularly rich in

specimens illustrating the customs, arts, aud industries of
Ithe North American Indians and the aborigines of North-
western America.

The Bureau of Engraving and Printing is a branch of
Ithe Treasury Department, and there were shown the printing
lof the Government bonds, aud the national currency or
" greenbacks," as well as the postage and revenue stamps,
military, naval, and diplomatic commissions, passports, &c.
In this building there arc fourteen departments and 1400
employees ; each piece of work passes through the hands of

i

thirty different persons.

The Bureau of Chemistry attached to the United States

Department of Agriculture is divided into ten sections,

according to the nature of the question to be investigated.

The DU ision of Foods (chief, W. D. Bigelow) is charged
with the inspection and examination of imported foodstuffs,

and also the effect of preservatives on nutrition. In addi-
tion to these, the analytical methods neces^ary for the
examination of food arc studied. The Division of Trv/s
(chief, L. W. Page) has for its object the testing of road
materials, clays, cements, and concretes. The Sugar Labo-
ratory, which is under the personal supervision of Dr.
H. W. Wiley, chief of the bureau, is largely occupied with
the study of sugar-bejets grown in collaboration with the

|agricultural experiment .stations under various conditions.
The laboratory is also engaged in controlling the polarisa-
tion of imported sugars for dutiable purposes. In the
Dairy Laboratory samples of dairy produce of every
description are analysed. The Insecticide and Agricultural
Water Laboratory studies the composition and effect of
the various insecticides on the market, and examines the
irrigation waters of the west and south-west ; an exami-
nation of the leading mineral waters of the United State-
's also in progress. The examination of all kinds of medi-
cinal remedies and crude drugs is undertaken in the Drug
Laboratory, with especial reference to the analytical

methods employed for snch work. The Contracts Labora-
was organised for the purprse of examining all kinds

of materials to be purchased by the United States Depart-
ment of Agriculture. Fertilisers and their effects, aud also
the constitution of plants are investigated in the Plant
Laboratory. The Microchemicul Laboratory is charged
with the microscopical and microchemieal study of foods,
drugs, cattle food, paper and textiles, miscellaneous agri-
cultural products, &c, especial attention "being paid to the
histological study of fruits, spices, cereals, starches, &c.
Examinations are also made ot the urine and blood in con-
nection with the work on the effect of preservatives on
uutrition. The Leather and Paper Laboratory conducts
investigations on tannins, tanning materials, aud leather
production; also on papers, as regards their fitness for
use in varii us Government departments, and on the raw
materials used in paper manufacture. Among other work
which has been taken up by the bureau may be mentioned
a study on the influence of environment on the composition
of certain agricultural products, and an investigation in
•etiological technology, with especial reference toalcoholic
ferments and the composition of fruits and fruit juices aud
their fermented products.

In the afternoon a party, smaller than it would have been
but for the inclemency of the weather, went by electric
" trolley car " to visit Mount Vernon, the home of General
Washington. This mansion overlooks the Potomac River,
a:. 1 is built of wood, cut and painted to resemble stone.

The visitors were shown the mansion, with its historic

relics, by the Superintendent, Mr. Dodge, who explained in

detail the significance of each object. With bowed and
uncovered heads the visitors stood before the tomb of
Washiugtou, thus paying a silent tribute to the worth of
thisgrc.it man. They were much interested in the young
tree plauted by the British Ambassador by special order
of his Majesty, King Edward, to take the place of the
one planted .by him when as Prince he visited the tomb
of Washington in 18fi4. The tree planted by the young
Prince unfortunately died. The domain is well cared for by
the " Ladies' Mount Vernon Association."

The party then returned to Washington. In the evening,
the visitors were entertained !.v Mr. and Mrs. V. G. Bloede,
of Baltimore, at a vaudeville performance at Chase's theatre.

The return to the hotel and the subsequent ride to the
railway station were achieved under difficulties, owing to the
flooding of the city by a violent thunderstorm.
The Cosmos Club, the science club of Washington,

extended courtesies to the gentlemen, while the Washington
Club, through the kindness of ihe Ladies' Committee,
extended its privileges to the ladies.

(To be continued.)

&t\u f)rjrk J&muw.

3£i eting held at the Chemist*' Club, on Friday,
October -21st, 1904.

UK. K. W. MOORE IN THE CHAIR.

CHAIRMAN'S ADDRESS.

CHEMISTRY IN CUSTOMS ADMINISTRATION.

Ill EOSSELL W. MOOBE.

The science of chemistry has so many ramifications in the

industry of a country that many of the spheres in which its

influence is felt receive occasional attention only. Thus at

times the transportation of chemicals is discussed and
valuable facts brought to light, showing that from want of

knowledge of the character of various chemicals, many
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incongruities in freight rates occur. Chemicals as a class

are popularly considered dangerous, hence insurance rates

are often unnecessarily and sometimes arbitrarily high.

Better knowledge will bring about better conditions, but

since these matters are but a detail of chemical industry,

they will probably never receive any united attention from

manufacturers and consumers, but will have to depend
largely OB occasional effort for improvement. 1 have
chosen as mj siTbject a phase of chemistry which, a- far

as 1 can learn, has, in America, never been the subject of

either book or pamphlet, and of but one paper. The files

of chemical literature are silent : only occasionally, almost

lost to chemists in legal reports, are to be found reports of

Customs cases in which much chemical evidence is contained,

and in which the judicial decision was largely based en the

chemical facts established. Nevertheless, chemistry has an
important influence on the administration of the United
Stares ( lustoms laws, and without its aid many irregularities

and injustices would arise which would seriously be felt by
chemical manufacturers and dealers. A few figures will

show the great volume of merchandise which is handled in

the customs houses of the United States.

The imports amounted, at the close of the fiscal year

ending June 3d. 191 :. to lJ01,090,978 dols., of which 15-82

per cent, were free of duty. The duties collected amounted
to 262,013,(179 dols. The value of chemicals, drugs, and
dyes imported during the same period was 65,272,176 (1

while oils of all kinds and paints, pigments, and colours

amounted to 12,853,461 dols. Of these imports. merchandise
of the value of 25.696,93-1 dols., of which 12,268,535 dols. is

dutiable, was again exported to other countries. ( If this

volume of imports, about 70 per cent, is handled at the port

of New York, while other ports constantly refer samples
of merchandise to New York for information regarding the

proper rate of duty and value.

The part that chemistry plays is to furnish all possible

chemical data and facts to arrive at a correct tariff classifi-

cation and value, and to aid in the collection of the proper
amount of duty. A coai-tar dyestuff may be taken as an
instance. The tariff assesses no duty on dyestuffs derived
from alizarin or anthracene, but places a duty of 30 percent,
on all other coal-tar colours. The reason for this is apparent.
Anthracene is not extensively produced in the United
States, nor arc alizarin dyestuffs, while other coal-tar colours

are produced in considerable quantity. New dyestuffs

are constantly being introduced, and must be examined
chemically to determine their constitution. Often the ques-
tion is a very narrow one, as in the case of condensation
products from anthracene and toluidine. Simpler insta-

are argols (wdiere the duty is levied according to certain

limits of potassium bitartrate), borate of lime (where the
percentage of anhydrous boric acid is the basis of the rate

of duty), and -till wines, which pay 40 cents per gallon if

containing 14 per cent, of alcohol, and 50 cents per gallon
if more. The function of the chemist is obvious. Of great
importance is the assessment of duty on imported raw
sugar, which, beginning with a polariscopic test of 75°,

levies a duty of 0-035 cent, on each additional degree,
This test was applied to sugar valued at 71,409,639 dols. in

the year ending .lune 30, 1904. It must he remembered
that the tariff is cot a scientific paper, though it makes use
of scientific terras, and that tariff distinctions are not
necessarily scientific distinctions. Often a very simple
examination suffices to determine the tariff description of a
chemical, while to thoroughly identify it would be a i I

labour.

One of the most important cases under the present Ian

hinged on the meaning of the term "derived from alizarin
"

or "from anthracene " as applied to dyes. The chen
view would include all the numerous derivatives. The
position of the Government was, that the word was used
in the ordinary sense i i obtained or made from alizarin,

and sueh was the final decision of the court.

Thevarietj of samples analysed calls, in the first

for a number (i rith differing specialties. This is

further required for the reason that in Custom matters one
individual must be responsible for the report. No divided

responsibility or work is possible, since the report may le

used as evidence in a Customs suit, in which case the

chemist may be called as a witness. Hence all eh, mint!

signing reports are on the same official basis; and a large

Customs laboratory is in fact a collection of small luhora-

tories, and not an organisation founded on the principle of

division of labour. The most prominent requisite for

Customs analyses is rapidity, combined, of course, with

reasonable accuracy. Thus volumetric methods are followed

whenever the amount of work renders them advantageous.
I' work hears the Bame relation to research analysis thai

journalism boars to literature. It must be clear, definite,

and to the point. Problems do, however, arise in which
not much aid can be derived from published methods, and
research is necessary. Recently a case arose in which the

quantitative analysis of a sample of a mixture of three latti

ils was required. These were identified a* castor and olive

nils and oleic acid. The chemist finally devised a method
and reported a result, which the importer admitted «as

within 2 per cent, of his formula. 1 cannot refrain from
-axing that much difficult and laborious work is avoided by

the readiness of the importers and manufacturers to furnish

the Customs authorities with all necessary facts and data

regarding their goods, so that a complicated research is

often made a comparatively simple verification. While
contests on the construction of the tariff are frequent

contests between Customs chemist- and importers' chemists

are almost unknown, as I am glad to say that both appear
equally anxious to arrive at the truth.

Broadly speaking, a know ledge of chemical technology-

is of equal value to chemical knowlsdge in Customs
matters; the origin, manufacture, and uses of various

articles often determine their dutiable character quite as

clearly as their chemical constitution. Here we are indebted

to the Journal of the Society of Chemical Industry for a

complete compendium of technical information, and all the

more valuable for being recent.

When the importer is dissatisfied with the- duty levied

upon his goods, he can by protest or appeal obtain a new

consideration of his case by the Board of General Ap-
praisers. Here any chemical features that may arise are

again carefully considered. Samples are again analysed if

necessary, and any new chemical facts can be brought out.

The Customs chemical report is subjected to scrutiny, and
any error which may be detected duly allowed for. From
this Board an appeal may be taken to the United States

Courts, and frequently the United 'state- district attorney

avails himself of the services of the Customs chemist. It

will be noted that at every step iu this procedure the

importer has ample opportunity to present both facts and

arguments, and all chemical statements submitti

weighed aud examined with care and skill.

Mi -t of the Customs chemical work is performed in the

laboratory attached to the office of the I'nited States

Appraiser at New York. The strictly chemical work is

accomplished by two chemist- occupied with metal ores

and metallurgical products, one with merchandise contain-

ing alcohol, one with miscellaneous articles, including

chemicals, fats, oils, paints, and drugs, one in estimating

-agar in confectionery, preserved fruits, &c, and two with

organic article-, together with a chemist in charge. During

the last calendar year ."s.T.'il samples of raw suga

tested by the polariscope, and 7513 samples were chemi-

cally tested. In a note previously publishedin this Journal,

April 30, 1900, I gave a rough classification of the samples

received for analysis. The character, a- well as the number

of samples changes so much from \car to year that a

classification of this kind has only a temporary value.

Nothing but actual experience will give a correct i

the character of chemical work called for.

A similar rough classification of samples for the fit

months of 1903 gives:—Asphalt, 4; chemicals, 174.

Chinese wine-. 62; coal-tar dyestuffs, 30; coal-tar pit

uarations,3o ; condensed milk. 17 ; confectionery, era

&c, 181 ; drugs, 14; dyewood extracts, 11 ; earths, stone.

coal, and minerals, 52; fats, oils, waxes, and soap, 488;

fertilisers, 21 ; fruit in sugar, 17.'.
; fruit in spirit-, 23 ;

fruit

juice, 197
;
glycerin. 33 ; lead bullion and metallurgical pro-

ducts, 128; lead in cables, foil, and sheets, 106 ; met

193; medicinal preparations, 99 ; medicinal prepara-

tion-, alcoholic, 131 : miscellaneous, l';<s
;
paints and colours.
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1S6; resins, 7 ; spirits, 27 ; vinegar, 167 ; wine, 346 j wood-
palp, 332. Total, 3310.

It is not to be understood that samples from every

importation of merchandise are tested chemically. The
.function of the Customs chemist is to supply the necessary

[knowledge to enable Customs officials to act correctly in

cases of doubt or imcomplete chemical evidence. The
identity of a chemical onee established, only occasional

tgstsare required. I do not think that it is an over-statement

•o say that the Customs revenue is as much indebted to

chemistry for the proper collection of duties on many
irticles as the manufacturer is indebted to his chemist for

:heir production and quality.

While in no sense occupyiug a judicial position, the

snstoms chemist is often called upon to furnish the facts

l.vhich point irresistibly to a legal conclusion, and it is not

laying too much to state that the chemical evidence in many
:;ases requires to be as carefully weighed by the chemist
is the legal evidence. Often judicial decisions are founded
directly on the chemist's report. While this places a great

espon-ibility on the chemist, it also furnishes him with a
iigh ideal—to aid in administering the law of his country,

lot according to any policy, but with all the aid that a
iiihl.- >cience can command in the interest of justice and
ight.

CONSTANTS OF C0COANUT OIL.

BY N. J. l.Wc.

Method employed.

Hubl. Hanus. Wijs,

8-08

711

7-76

7-68
7-00

7'94

xline value calculated on results from
"cold t tiler " solution ot lead soap.
odine value calculated on results from
"hot ether " solution ot lead soap.

7-65

7-5S

Liquid Acids.

Volumetric.
,

Gr.i\ imetric.

ead soap treated with cold ether
„ „ hot ether.

PerO int.

IS'95
53-15

Per Cent.
34-50
37-45

From Volumetric From Gravimetric
Determination of Determination of
Liquid Acids. Liquid Acids.

Hubl. Hanus. Wijs. Hubl. , Hanus. Wijs

Ijdine
value, cold

ethereal solution
of lead soap.

pdine value, hot

;
ethereal solution of
lead soap.

14-53 14-30

14-50 15-10

1S-6S 20-62 20-28 22 17

MOt 20-68 21-1G 19-52

In the '• eol.l ether method " the lead soap was digested
with cold ether, the solution diluted to 500 c.c. in a spe
cially-made graduated tube, and an aliquot portion drawn
off through a filter after the precipitate had settled. In
the "hot ether method," the ethereal solution of the lead
soaps was boiled before dilution.

#uttuarp.

HUGH SALVIN PATTINSON, Ph.D.

Member of ihe Society or Chemical Indtjstki

Hugh Salvin Pattinson, son of Mr. John Pattinson,
public analyst for Newcastle-on-Tyne, received his early
educational training at the Newcastle College of Physical
Science, afterwards proceeding to Zurich, where, in 1877,
lie studied in the Polytechnikum, under Victor Meyer
and G. Lunge, ultimately taking the Ph.D. degree. "S i

enthusiastically did he enter into this course of study and
research, that it is feared he overtaxed his strength, and
thus, unfortunately, laid the foundation of much sub
sequent weakness and suffering. Returning to England
about the year 1883, he worked for some time in his

father's laboratory, afterwards becoming a partner with
him. In this position he not only shared in the general
work of the firm of .1. and il. S. Pattinson, hut also
act, d as joint public analyst with his father for the city
of Newcastle and neighbouring towns. He was also, for

some years, and so long as his other duties and health
would allow, a most effective abstractor for the columns
of this Journal. The following are amongst the more
important of his scientific and analytical papers:—In
conjunction with Dr. YV. Michler, of Zurich, " Zur
Kcnntnifs dcr Diphenyl- nml Uilolyloerbindunyen"
Ber., 1881, 14, 2161 b ; and " I'cber Tetramethyl-
benzidin," Ber., 1884, 17, 115. Also, in conjunction
with his father, '• Determination of Arsenic and Phos-
phorus in Iron Ores,'' this .1., 1893, 110; "Prepa-
ration of Samples of Rich Argentiferous Lead far

Assail," this J., 1S'.I2, 321; Determination of Man-
ganese in its Ores and Alloys," this J., 1891, .",;5:t

;

•' Determination of Phosphorus in Iran," this .1., 1895,
143; and " Determination of Tin," Ibis J., 1S9S, 214.
Though enthusiasm in all that he undertook carried him
far, yet his work was greatly hampered by his very
delicate health, which necessitated at times prolonged
periods of total rest and retirement. Amongst friends

and more intimate associates alike, his constant cheer-
fulness in the face of terribly adverse conditions, was
not only a continual source of wonder, but also of
inspiration. After a few days' illness, he died at bis

home in Tynemouth on October ^(n, at the early age
of 47.
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I.-PLANT. APPAKATUS AND MACHINERY.

English Patents.

Filtering Apparatus. IL Mechwart. Milan. Eng. Pat.

28,525, Dec. 28, 1903. Under Internat. Conv., Jan. 16,

1903.

The filter—which is cf the closed t > ]
>>• with exchangeable

filtering medium, and in which the filtering part is arranged

without an outer chamber, and is almost directly impinged

upon by the liquid to be filtered- lias its filtering medium
covered with a thin sheet of filtering paper, pressed e'.ose to

the surface, in order to protect it from the jet or current of

liquid to be filtered, which is under pressure.— W. 11 C.

Filtering Apparatus. A. Forbes, Philadelphia.

Eng. fat. 17,772, Aug. 16, 1904.

A number of filtering chambers are arranged vertically

around a standard which carries the supply and delivery

pipes. Each filtering chamber consists of two hollow

clamped together, carrying the filtering medium. Means
for connecting and disconnecting the chambers with the

supply and delivery pipes are provided.—W. U. C.

Drying Apparatus} New or Improved . E. Tobler
and Kheiuische Webstuhl und Appreturmaschinenfabrik

G. m. b. II., Duiker, Germany. Eng. Pat. 17,'.i.',7,

Aug. 18, 1904.

The drying chambers, of which there are several, forming
sectors of a vertical cylinder, are so arranged that the

heated air passes through them successively. The order in

which they receive the air currert may be altered, either by
rotating the body of the cylinder while the cover is fixed,

or by rotating the cover and adjusting suitable slides, the

general direction of the air current remaining unaltered.

—W. H. C.

United States Patents.

Temperature . Means for Obtaining Liquid at a Desired
. XI. Treves, Turin, Italv. U.S. Pat. 771 ,312.

Oct. 4, 1904.

A. portion of the liquid is heated and is then mixed with

another portion which lias not been heated. Means ire

provided for maintaining the pressure on the liquid, for

adjusting the proportions in which the two portions are

mixed, for regulating the heat. and for indicating the tem-
perature of the mixture by means of a scale and pointer.

—W. H. C.

Condenser. F. J. Weiss, Basle, Switzerland. U.S. Pat.

771,51."), (let. 4, 11104.

Means are provided for exhausting the air of a vacuum
condenser independently of the cold water supply which
enters its upper part. A trough or series of troughs is

arranged in the condenser to catch the water, which is

conveyed by a pipe to a tank or series of tanks, and
returned, by means of another pipe, to the condenser at a
lower level. Thus the same water is used as spray several

times.—W. II. ( .

Crucible-Furnace and Crucible. G. L. Smith. Newport
News, Va. U.S. Put. 771.C73, Oct. 4, 1904.

A CRUCIBLE having a bottom lateral discharge pipe, clos,

by a plug at the end next the crucible, is arranged in

furnace. The furnace has a spiral passage formed aroun

the crucible, and a series of gas burners, disposed tangei

liallv to the crucible. The air fed to the burners is prt

heated, bv the waste heat, in a heater-box situated in th

fine.—W: H. C.

French Patents.

lie-heating of Liquids ; Process for the . G. Tauci

Fr. Pat. 338,972, Aug. 7, 1903.

The liquid to be heated is divided into two parts. I h

part flows into a vessel divided into two compartments b

a plate, over which the liquid must flow to reach the othe

compartment, from whence it is drawn off through a pip'

The other pait of the liquid passes through a heath

jacket, and issues through perforations in a pipe lyin

along the bottom of the above vessel, where it mingles t

the cold liquid flowing over the plate, healing it.—L. F.

G

I fKiting Liquids ; Apparatusfor . G. Tauer.

Fr. Pat. 338,973, Aug. 8, 1908.

The apparatus is built up of a number of units, consistjn

of two end chambers connected bj a bundle of jackete

tubes, through which tie liquid to he heated flows. Tli

various units are either inclined to the horizontal, or vertica

and are joined to each other in zig-zag fashion. Each un
is provided with separate blow-off aud draw-off cocks, »n

each heating jacket i.- connected h\ a separate tube to th

main heat supply.— L. F. d.

'Water- Bath fur Healinq Liquids, or Liquids Mixed wit

Solids. P. P. A. Andrieu. Fr. Pat. 343,321, >
;

1904.

The apparatus serves either for heating grapes to a ten

perature of 55° t'., and also for heating must or otlu

sugared liquors, and for sterilising liquors containing !>:

table or animal matter. It consists of a hollow cylindt

jacketed by another cylinder, the space between being fillt

witii hot water. Pipes traverse the inner cylinder, aud th

materials to be treated are passed through these, suitabl

inlet and outlet pipes heiug provided.—L. F. G.

Drying Apparatusfa- all Kinds ofMaterials. II. Diedricl

First Addition, dated June 2, 1904, to Fr. Pat. 342,4

of April 18, 1904,

Tin: material to be dried passts through a rotating In Ik

cylinder, aud fails through holes situated at one

another cylinder, concentric with the tirst. While tra

the cylinders the material i~ exposed to the action of

current of hot gases, part of which passes through lh

evlinders, and pan around the exterior of the

cylinder.—L. F. G.

Filtering Element. Filter- und Hrauteclm.-Mascbimi

Fabr. Act-lies, vorrn. 1..A. Enziugcr. Fr. Pat. 343,37-

May 21, 1904.

Fun element consists of two cylindrical plates placed oc

inside the other, the plates being pierced by conical he e
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the liases of which are situated on the inner sides of the

plates. The filtering material is pressed into the annular

space between the two plates till of the consistency of

cardboard. The liquid to be filtered is admitted into the

inner cylinder, and the plates are suitably fixed at their

upper aud lower extremities.—L. F. G.

IL-FUEL, GAS. AND LIGHT.

English Pate>-ts.

Coke Ovens. II. Koppers. Essen-on-the-Ruhr, Germany.
Eng. Pat. IS.202, Aug. 23, 1904.

Ix this coke oven the heating flues are constricted at the

point where they pass into the upper horizontal passage, by
projections of the bond courses or by similar means, so

that the constrictions are narrow next to the chimney
draught, and wider further away, the width of these open-

ing- being adjustable by means of slides. The heating

flues contain un arrangement of nozzles for supplying air

and cas so as to mix in a helical column, as is described

in Eng. l'at. 17.2S3 of 1903. (See U.S. Pat. 753,146 of

190-1 ; this J., 1904, 36j.)—L. F. G.

Fuel; Artificial , and the Manufacture tin

J. .1. Shedlock, Colchester. Eng. Pat. 21,300, Oct. 3,

1904.

See 1 r. Pat. 340,981 of 1904 ; this J., 1904, SIC—T. F. B.

Coal Gas; Manufacture of . T. Settle and W. A.
Padtield, Exeter. Eng. Pat. 24,588, Nov. 12, 1903.

The tar produced on condensing the gas is pumped back
continuously, in limited quantities, on to the coal in the
retorts, where it forms coke and volatile hydrocarbons.
The process is applicable to the vertical retorts described

in Eng. Pat. 12,552 of 1902 (this J., 1903, 7S9).—H. B.

Combustible Gas from Carbonaceous Liquids; Process
and Apparatus for Generating a . i". Cotton,

Hornsby, N.S.W. Eng. Pat. 18,291, Aug. 23, 1904.

A carbon v i ous liquid, such as the residuum of petroleum,
is forced, along with steam, into a cylindrical vessel which
acts as a mixing chamber, the steam used having been
superheated to such a degree that the temperature within

the chamber i- about 300 :

F. The mixture passes through
a pipe. elo>e. 1 at the ends but having lateral perforations,

into a second cylindrical vessel, arranged coaxially with
the first, but insulated from it by means of asbestos or the
like. This vessel, which serves as a retort and is maintaineit

at aboul BOO I'., has an outlet nozzle for the combustible
gas produced ; it is kept at the required temperature
preferably by arranging it to project more or less into the
combustion chamber of the furnace in which the gas is

burned. (See Eng. Pat. 20 234 of 1902 ; this J., 1903, 485.

)

—H. B.

I'mted States Patents.

Gas; Apparatus for the Manufacture of . C. H.
Claudel, Argcnteuil, Assignor to Cie. du Carburateur
( landel, Faris. U.S. Pat. 772.131, Oct. 11, 1904.

SEEFr. Pat. 331,372 of 1903; this J., 1903, 1122.—T.F. B.

Gas Purifier. K. B. Brown. Milwaukee, Wis.

U.S. Pat. 771,414, Oct. 4, 1904.

• The gas purifier, which contains the usual grid for support-
ing the purifying material, is provided with a removable
vertical discharge-tube for the spent material, the tube
consisting of a number of tube lengths telescoped one
within the other and extending down through the purifying

material to the covered discharge-opening at the bottom.

— H. B.

Electric Heating ; Apparatus for [Carbide Produc-
turn]. W.S.Horry. U.S. Vats. 771,249 and 771,250,
Oct. 4, 1904. XI. A., page 1034.

Feench Patents.

Briquettes and Agglomerated Combustibles ; Manufacture
of . A. A. Chevalier. Fr. I'at. 343.24S, May
17. 1904.

A new agglntiaant, " carbo-cellulose,*' to which may be
added a little sodium nitrate and common salt, is used in
the manufacture of briquettes. The "carbo-cellulose" is

prepared by treating all sorts of vegetable refuse, such as
fibres, wood-shavings, chiffons, straw, or dried herbs, in a
lead-lined chamber through which a lead-covered mixing-
screw passes, with sulphuric anhydride for .

r>0 minutes, or
with sulphuric ocid of 60° B. The cellulose is thereby
'inverted into a black mass, which on moistening becomes
viscid and colloidal. A suitable mixture for the briquettes
onsists of '<:;-2 parts of anthracitic coal, 5 parts of "carbo-

cellulose," 1 part of sodium chloride, and - 8 part of

rate.—L. F. G.

Combustible ; Manufacture of a for Heating the

Contents of all kinds of Vessels. M. Bamberger aud
Er. Pat. 343,724, June 6, 1904.

ii ubustible consists of finely-divided metals, such as
iron, copper, or zinc, mixed with substances containing
ixygen or sulphur, and some indifferent material, such as

clay, to retard the combustion. Suitable proportions are :

3 parts of potassium permanganate, 4 parts of iron filings,

and 2 parts of dried plaster. The mixture is formed into

balls or plates, and can be hardened by first moistening
with water, and then drying.—L. F. G.

I

Siemens Regenerative Furnaces ; Process for Avoiding
the Loss of Gas in . A. Kurzwernhart. Addition,

dated April 13, 1904, to Fr. Pat. 340,332. Jan. 2.3, 1904.

See Eng. Pat. S311 of 1904; this J., 1904, S1G.—T. F. B.

Gas and Air; Process and Apparatus for Preparing
Ml '.

' sqf . Selas Ges. m. b. H. Fr. Pat. 338,967,
Aug. 19, 1903.

See Eng. l'at. 17.7SS of 1903 ; this J.. 1904, S59.—T. F. B.

Gas Generator [ for Weak Gas~}. L. (,enty and Soc.

Nouvelle des Etablissements de l'Horme et de la Buire.

Fr. Pat. 343,010, May 9, 1904.

The apparatus comprises a generator, a recuperator, a
scrubber, purifiers, and a blower. Low-grade, bituminous
fuel is fed into the generator, and descends first through a
shoot or retort, aud then over a conical deflector inio the
combustion chamber. Whilst in the retort, the tarry matters
are distilled off and are driven, by means of a fan, down a
pipe which discharges them into the incandescent zone of

the fuel. The gas produced circulates round a steam
generator arrauged at the top of the apparatus, and then
passes in succession through the recuperator, scrubber, and
purifiers. The air-supply for the fuel is drawn in over the

water in the steam generator, and the mixture of air and
steam formed, after passing through the recuperator, enters

the combustion chamber. The latter is provided with

pokers and movable fire-bars for breaking up the clinker.

—H. B.

Generator for Gas, Vapours, or for Supplying Liquids

from Closed Vessels. Ii. Desouches. Fr. Pat. 343,390,

'.May 24, 1904.

The apparatus is intended for distributing gas for driving

motors or automobiles, hot liquids, or melted substances,

and consists of a series of closed vessels connected to a
common supply pipe. Each vessel is a separate unit and is

provided with charging and discharging valves, and with an
independent heating arrangement, which may be electric.

—L. F. G.

Gas Retorts. E. Derval. Fr. Pat. 343,699, June 4, 1904.

A slight inward curvature is given to the bottom of the

retort, for the purpose of sending the coal to the sides and
diminishing the thickness of the charge along the middle

line. A longitudinal vertical rib may also be provided, for

the same pin nose, along the interior side of the bottom.
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Transverse ribs are fixed at intervals across the exterior of
the bottom, to increase the heating surface of the litter;

whilst the top of the retort is made thicker than usual, in

order to prevent excessive heating of the ga- . olvi 6

—II. 1$.

Mineralised Carbonsfor Arc Lamp*. II. Mercier.
I-'r. Pat. 843,698, Jane 4, 1904.

In addition to the usual ingredients employed in the manu-
facture of mineralised carbon electrodes there is added zinc,

or autimouy , or a mix lure of the two, either in tile metallic
state or in the form of compounds, such as ssinc borate and
tartar emetic. These are said to increase the luminosity
and steadiness of the arc— 11. li.

III.-DESTRUCTIVE DISTILLATION,

TAE PRODUCTS, PETROLEUM
AND MINERAL WAXES.

Petroleum ,- The Hydrocarbons in Ohio Trenton Limestone
, with Boiling Points above 213° C. C.F. Mabery

and O. R. Palm. Proc. Amer. Acad. Arts and Sc, 1904,

40, 323—334. (See this J., 1897, 727.

1

A laisge representative sample of Ohio crude oil, having,
the sp. gr. 0-8367 at 20 C., and the percentage compo-
sition C = 85-46 per cent., II = 13-91 per cent.
S - 0"48 per cent., was distilled under ordinary pressure,
to remove the fractions boiling below 200" C. The re-
mainder was repeatedly fractionated under a pressure of
30 mm. and furnished the following hydrocarbons :

—

Series. Symbol. Boiling
Point.

Still

Pressure.
Sp. !-•.

at 20 i*.

•c.

r
CiaHM 211—213 Atmos. press. 0*7970
C, II,, 223—2*6 0*801

5

<„H,, ....
•1

I

C|»HM 138—140 30 mm. li'M
!

.

'r.H.,, 152—154 0'ffioi
i

, 1 i u;i 168 0-8254
1 n

I
177—179 ii-s;. ;;,

i

' Ifl8—2n2 0-8364

C.Hfc.j.. \ <,:H„, 2IS—217 0-8417
O H

(
224—227 ,, 0"861 1

c 1 II. 217-240 0-8639

{
( \-H 4 ., 25S—255 0*8842

C„Hj„ ... i ii. 2C3—265 11-8861
* ii 255-278 • 0-8912

None of the fractions showed evidence of decomposition.
The lower-boiling ones were liquid, but that distilling at
213°—217° C was nearly solid at ordinary temperatures,
and the higher distillates were quite solid owing to their

high paratlin content (33—50 percent.). In refining the
heavy distillates, gasoline was used as a solvent, the oils

otherwise forming a persistent emulsion under the acid
treatment. The above composition of the fractions
explains the high specific gravity of the crude oil anil

distillates. The CnHo-i series is probably composed of
the methylene hydrocarbons, perhaps with complex side
chains ; and the series still poorer in hydrogen may contain
two or more methylene rings.—

(

',. S.

Petroleum; The Hydrocarbons in Canadian , with
High Boiling Points. C. V Maber- and E. T. Nun
l'roc. Amer. Acad. Arts, and Sc, 1904, 40, 384—840.

'
: the series C«ll:„. from C,.,!!,, to C1SHM

were isolated from the fractions boiling above 316 I i

lower membei of the series, viz.,
<'
M II.,

; , boiling at 196° C,
having been obtained previously ; whereas ill Pennsylvania
oil the series begins with C 17

II
:tl , and in Ohio oil withC^Hj,

(see preceding abstract). The prevalence of this scries,

and of others still poorer in hydrogen, ac ints for the
higher sp. gr. of t Canadian crude and refined oils.-t'. S

[Petroleum] Crude Oil; Hydrocarbons in Santa Barbara
. C. F. .Malary and C. V. Zoul. Proc. Amer. Acnd.

Arts and Sc, 1904,"40, 340— 346.

The specimen of oil examined was from a submarine well.

It was of the consistency of heavy tar, with thesp. gr. 0- 98 13

at 20 t
. and containedO-84 per cent, of sulphur, 1-25 per

cent, of nitrogen, B6*32 percent, of carbon, and 11-70 per
cent, of hydrogen, a composition indicating the prevalence
of hydrocarbons poor in hydrogen. When distilled under a
pressure of 60 mm., only small quantities passed over
below I75°C. A residue of lo per cent, of the original
quantity remained behind at 365 (_'. The following
hydrocarbons were isolated:—

Boiling P
no linn. I

Sp. gt. .-ii 20° C.

'

1 .11
., 150—156 0-8621

1

II ' 1 Bl
IT.-.-lsu

' 'I 190 l 0*8919
1 II 2111-21.-.

C«H„ 250 uajii
«,:ll... 31if>—316

1 1 310- 0*9778

The presence of these hydrocarbons explains the peculiar
character of the oil. which is unlike any ether examined by
the authors, and affords an explanation of the conversion
of petroleum, by slow evaporation, into natural tars and
asphaltums.—C. S,

Paraffin Hydrocarbons ; Separation of S;li<l from
Petroleum without Distillation. C. I. Haber* and O. .).

Sieplein. Proc. Amer. Acad. Arts and Sc, 1904, 40
346—349.

Br exposing 3 kilos, of Pennsylvania crude oil, in a shallow
pan, to a powerful current of air for 30 days, 66 t'.7 per cent.
volatilised, the amount of residue being equal in quantity to
that left on distillation up to 300 C. No further "loss

occurred on prolonging the exposure for a year. The crude
oil contained 75 '."il per cent, of carbon and 14- IS per cent.
of hydrogen, whilst the residue contained 86- 16 per cent, of
carbon and 13 -69 per cent, of hydrogen. The residue
solidified when cooled by ice, and it furnished on distillation

28 per cent, of a fraction passing over below 800° C, 6 per
cent, at .'Sou — 360 C, and a residue of On per cent, at the
latter temperature. The solid hydrocarbons w< re determined
by the Zaloziecki method : extracting the residue with fusel
oil, precipitating with alcohol, washing with a mixture of
the two agents, extraction with benzene, and heating to

140 J
O. for an hour to expel the last traces of tus.-i oil.

This treatment furnished 39-0 per cent, of a greenish-black
solid melting at 32' C. Treatment with fusel oil and alcohol

gave a light-brown solid melting at ."i7 C., which, after

purification with ether and alcohol, yielded a white pro-
duct melting at GT C. and baling the sp. gr , n-ruCf, at

70 ('. The percentage composition was: carbon.
per cent.; hydrogen, 14-69 per cent. These results

show that solid paraffin hydrocarbons arc present in IVuu-
sylvania crude oil, as natural constituents a-jd that they
are not distillation products. Any decomposition during
distillation results in an elimination of hydrogen and the
conversion of the hydrocarbons into a lower series.

—as.

[Petroleum] Paraffin Hydrocarbons; Solid thai
i oiled in certain Oil Welts in I'cnnsylrania. C. I

.Maberv. Proc. Amer. Acad. Arts and Sc, 1904, 40,
349—355.

In certain of the Pennsylvania oil wells, especially thoat)

around Coreopolis, a light-yellow pasty mass is found in

considerable quantities, and is utilised for the production of

vaseline, &c. No solid matter can be separated from tb.

a by filtration or pressure : and it evidently consists ol

an emulsion and partial solution ol heavy oil 1 ructions and
solid hydrocarbons, left by evaporation of the lighter

constituents. The sample examined had th sp. gr u

at 60° C., and furnished distillates passing over between
195 and :>42 (

'. (50 mm.), leaving u residue of about

31 per cent, of the original mass. The separation of' the

solid- in the cooled distillates was effected liy solution in

alcohol ether, followed by re-cooling and filtration; and
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by this means the following solid hydrocarbons were
identified :

—

Hydrocarbon.

Tetracosane
Bentric nl tne

Dorricontane
Tetratric- ntane. ..

Fentatricontane ..

Symbol. Melting Point. Sp. Gr.

!

1 l!
ra

50°-51° C.
66° C.

67°—
71°-:

: :it 00° C.

at 75' ('.

The oils separated by filtering the distillate seem to belong
chiefly to the series C„H :« -

2 . with small amounts of hydro-
carbons of a series still poorer in hydrogen. It is pointed out
that the freezing point of benzene cannot be relied on for

liar weight determinations of solids much above C.^H;;.

and even at its boiling point this solvent becomes uncertain
with hydrocarbons in the vicinity of C

:i0 IU.,.
( (ther solvents

are equally uncertain, aud naphthalene is unreliable for

substances with melting points approximating to its own.
—C. S.

Paraffin; Composition of Commercial . C. F. Mabery
and H. R. Payne. Proc. Amer. Acad. Arts and Sc.,

li'04, 40, 355—360 (see this J„ 1902, 1271).

To determine whether the hydrocarbons of commercial
paraffin are identical with the solid constituents of the oils

yielding that substance, a sample of commercial paraffin was
distilled under a pressure of 10 mm., care being taken to

prevent decomposition by precluding the admission of air.

The first fraction collected below 250° C. ; and the final

slightly brown residue, remaining at 350' C. weighed only 2

per cent, of the total substance ( 1 ,5U0 grins.). The distillates

collected in larger quantities at temperatures corresponding
to those of hydrocarbons separated from crude oil, viz.,

206
c—258° C.,'90 grms. ; 272°—274° G, 45 grins, j

2812°—
284- I.., 70 grins. ;

292°—294 < ., 30 grms. ; 316°— 318° C,
35 grms. j

332"—334°C.,20gnns.'; 340 —348° C, 40 grms.
In addition to the hydrocarbons previously identified in

paraffin by one of the authors (Joe. cit.~) nouocosane was
found : but the melting points exhibit certain differences,
biz., tricosane, 48° C. {instead of 45' C.); tetracosane,
50—51 C. (48 C); pentacosane, 53°—54° C. (no
change) ; hexacosane, 55°—50° C. (58' C.) : octacosaue,
60° C. (no change); nonacosane, 02°—03 C. The solid

hydrocarbons forming the bulk of commercial paraffin are
evidently members of the series i !' .and none of them,
capable of being distilled, contain oxygen ; nor is it reason-
able to assume that they have been formed by " cracking,"
this operation furnishing hydrocarbons of lower molecular
weights.— ('. S.

Vaseline, Cosmoline, and similar Products; Composition
ttf Commercial . C. F. Mabery. Proc. Amer. Acad.
Arts and Sc, 1904, 40, 361—302.

*

One hundred grms. of vaseline distilled under a pressure
of 15 mm. furnished 14 grms. of distillate up to 250° C,
22 grms. at 250—275' C, 14 grms. at 275—500° C,
18 grms. at 300°—325° C, 7 grms. at 325°—350° C,
20 grms. at 350°—300° C, and grms. of residue. All the
listillates were pale yellow, with a slight fluoresceoce when
melted. The first fraction was a heavy viscous liquid, the
pthers semi-solid, and the residue brown. By treating the
hecond and final fractions with ether and alcohol, solid
hydrocarbons, melting at 70

3
C. and 77°—78° C. respec-

ively, were obtained, resembling the solid paraffin hydro-
carbons. Vaseline therefore consists of heavy oils of the
•eries C„Hi>„, C„ll;„ _ 2, and OH2»-l , with solid paraffin
hydrocarbons, the latter being sufficient in quantity to
•aturate the former and produce an emulsion. Refinery
r scale " paraffin consists of solid hydrocarbons of the
series Cnlian - 2, and heavy oils of the above-named series,

I n which they are more soluble than in the lighter oils of
heir own series.—C. S.

'ndophenine Reaction. F. \V. Bauer. XXIII... page 1047.

United States Pjtfnts.

Wood; Process of Destructive Distillation of Resinous
. C. E. Broughton, Savannah, Ga, U.S. Pat.

7 71,700, Oct 4, 1904.

Bi -in. 'is wood is treated in a retort with superheated steam
under pressure, at a temperature of about 300° F., whereby
the light turpentine oils are removed " without being
rendered empyreumatic " ; the temperature is now raised
to 450 —500° F. by application of external heat, steam
I" ing still injected, and the distillate is collected in

fractions. When no further distillation occurs,
the heating is continued by external means alone, at a
temperature of about 800° F. ; the creosote and tar oils

are collected, as before, in suitable fractions; and the tar
is drawn off from time to time, thus leaving pure charcoal
in the retort at the completion of.tbe process.—T. F. B.

Ammonium Sulphate; Saturating Apparatus for Recover-
ing . K. Zimpell, Stetun, Germany. U.S. Pat.

772,390, Oct. IS, 1904.

See Eng. Pat. 0891 of 1904 ; this J., 1904, 060.—T. F. B.

French Patent.

Tarring or Asphalting Roads ; Product for , and
Process for its Manufacture. L. Preaubert and G. A.
Thnbe. Fr. Pat. 342,898, May 5, 1904. IX., page 1029.

IT-COLOURING MATTEES AND
DYESTUFES.

Tiinitroxylenol ; Symmetrical . E. Ivnecht and
i:. Hibbert. Ber., 1904, 37, 3477—3479.

Five grms. of pure symmetrical xylenol were dissolved in

50 c.c. of equal parts of ordinary and of 20 per cent,

fuming sulphuric acid, and warmed for 15 minutes on the
water-bath. After cooling, 11-6 grms. cf nitrie acid of

-p.gr. 1
- 415 were added, and the whole warmed on the

water-bath, after standing for some time. It was then
poured into 300 c.c. of water. The precipitate was filtered,

washed, aud dissolved in boiling water, there being a slight

insoluble residue. On adding potassium chloride in excess
to the hot solution, the potassium salt of trinitroxylenol

crystallised out in brownish-yellow crystals, from which the

free acid was liberated by boiling dilute hydrochloric acid,

and recrystallised from water. It is less soluble in water
than picric acid, and dyes wool in redder shades in contrast

to the corresponding trinitrocresol, which gives very
greenish-yellow dyeings. It gives no reaction with potas.

sium cyanide, whereas picric acid gives the isopnrpurie
acid reaction and trinitrocresol an oranse-red coloration.

—E.F.

Phenyldiazoaminobenzene ; Substituted Derivatives of .

L. Vignon and Simonet. Comptes rend., 1904, 139,
569—571.

Sibstitcted derivatives of phenyldiazoaminobenzene were
easily: obtained by combining substituted phenyldiazonium
chlorides with diphenylamine in alcoholic solution in

presence of sodium carbonate at 4"— 5 C. Descriptions

are given of the substances obtained from the diazo

derivatives of the following amines :

—

o-, m-, and />-nitrani-

I line; 0-, mi-, and /i-chloraniline ; 1 . 2.4-dichloraniline;
1 .2.4.0 -tiichloraniline ; o-, m-, and p-bromanilino ; 1.2.0-
dibromaniline ; 1 .2.4.6 - tribromaniline; p - iodoaniline

;

1 .2.4-di-iodoaniline ; 0- and p-anisidine. All these com-
pounds possess the general properties of diazo-amino com-
pounds. In general, they are unstable, the stability

apparently increasing with the number of substituent groups.

-T. F. B.

p- Phenylenediamine ; Oxidation Products of . E. Erd-
manii. Ber., 1904, 37, 2906—2913. (See this J., 1904,

885.)

Htdkogex peroxide solution acts on a dilute aqueous
solution of ^-phenylenediamine to form a substance of the

formula (CfHfNj)xi which was found to be identical with
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Baudrowski's base. The reaction tbus proceeds according

to the equation : 3C,H4(NH,)s+3H,Oj = C1BHI8N6
I 3,0.

The formula of llaudrowski's base is probably

—

(NH.)sC6Hs.N:C6H4:N.C,Hs(NH,)i.

On oxidising p-phenylenediamine solution with hydrogen

peroxide whilst boiling, ammonia is formed, and also a

volatile substance, causing coughing, which was found to

bequinone-di-imide. When very dilute solutions ofp-phenyl-

enediamine are treated with l" molecule of lead peroxide

paste below 12° C, quinone di-imidc is formed. The solu-

tion is yellow, turns brown when spotted on paper, gives a

green coloration with dilute acids, and gives the indamine i

reaction with aniline hydrochloride. Alter standing for some

time, the indamine reaction can no longer be obtained, and

on acidification and evaporation, a safranine-colourcd liquid

is obtained, from which, after evaporation almost to dry DOSS,

alcohol extracts a yellowish-red fluorescent dyestull with

the properties or phenosafranine. The solution of quinone-

li-imide obtained from p-phenylenediamiue solution and

lead peroxide yields quinone on pouring into dilute sul-

phuric acid, and p-phenylenediaminesulphonie acid with

sodium bisulphite solutiou. Quinone-di-iuiide irritates the

respiratory organs strongly, and is also a strong poison. It

therefore demands care in handling, especially as it is

olatile.— E. F.

ffudroxyfitchsones. F. Sachs and R. Tiionet. Her., 1904,

37, 3327—333-4.

BekzopHENONE chloride was condensed with pyrocattchol

in presence of concentrated sulphuric acid, 3.4-dihy-

droxytriphenylcarbinol (C 6H b
)».C(OH)C,II 3(OH)„ being

thus'formed. On heating, for two hours, to 80°—105" C,
this substauce loses 1 molecule of water, and forms the

quiu-2-hydro\;>fuchsone (C6H 3
),,C:C„ll,(OH) :< >, a dark-

orange powder. This compound dyes wool in yellowish-

brown shades, intensified by subsequent treatment with

copper sulphate or potassium bichromate. It dyes brown

on alumina mordant, brownish-black ou chrome, and violet-

black on iron mordant ; it also dyes on zinc, uranium,

cerium, nickel, cobalt, zirconium, and yttrium mordants.

Benzovlveratrol was condensed with pyrocatechol in presence

of aluminium chloride, to form 3.4-dihydroxy-3'.4'-di-

niethoxytriphenjlcarbinol (CJI,) (OH) C [C H
;,
(.Oil).]

[C6H3(OCHs)s] , which is very similar in properties to the

nonmethoxyiated carbiuol. It dyes on mordants, and loses

water at SO
-

C, forming the fuchsone. Michler's ketone was

converted into the corresponding chloride, and condeused

with pyrocatechol in presence of strong sulphuric acid.

Liebermann's l'roto-blue [(C'H3).:X-C6
H4]X'. [C6H3(< >H).

:]

I ill was thus formed.—E. i''.

Triphenylmethane Dyestuffs ; Nature of the Bases of .

A. Ilantzsch. Her., 1'j04, 37, 3434—3440.

The author criticises Baeyer and Villiger's views as to the

nature of the bases of triphenylmethane dyestuffs (this J.,

1904, 8IJ2), a "d points out that the electrical conductivity of

solutions of salts of these dyestuffs to which caustic soda

solution has been added indicates the presence of true

ammonium bases of the type Bs:C:C6H4:NHaOH. These

gradually split off water to form anhydrides K.,:C : C f
,ll,: N 11,

the so-called "bases" of Baeyer andVilliger. According

to the modem dissociation theory a tine base must contain

a hydroxvl group which is dissociated in aqueous solution

to form a hydroxvl ion.—E. F.

Rosaniline Salts j Constitution of and the Mechanism
of then Formation. J. Schmidliu. Comptes rend., 1904,

139, 602—604.

In placi ot the quinonoid formula proposed by Fischer and

NietzKi for rosaniline mono-acid salts, the author suggests

the following :

—

where the three nitrogen atoms are united in a so-called

" triazine chain." By the use of this formula, the mechanism
of the transformation of these salts into tht> unstable tri-acid

salt-, and then to the -tabic, colourless salts of tetrahydroxj -

cyclohexanerosauiliue with excess of acid, and also the

transformation of rosaniline carbmol in presence of acetic

acid into the colourless salt and thru into the coloured

rosaniline salt, are easily explained (see this J., 1904, 979).

—T. F. B.

Naphthol Yellow S. E. Knecht and E. Hibbert.

Her., 1904. 37, :(475—.1177.

DlPITBO-u-NAFHTHOLSi i riinNh" acid was recrystallised re-j

peatedly from concentrated hydrochloric acid. A- si

obtained the free acid contains 3 mols. of water of I

lisation. It is very soluble in water aud in alcohol. The
normal potassium salt has the formula C, , II, (< IK )(S(>

3K)

(XO.,)., + Hll O, and is much more soluble in water than

the technical product. It was not found possible to obtain

a monopotassium salt. The sodium salt crystallises with

3 mols. of water, and is much more soluble than the

potassium salt. The ammonium, calcium, magnesium, silver,

aniline, aud p-nitrauiliue salts were also prepared and are
|

described.— E. F.

Immcdial Pure Blue. R. Gnehm and E. Kaufler.

Ber., 1904, 37, 3032—3033.

In a previous communication (this J., 190 4, 781) the

authors described a substance obtained by brominating

Immedial Pure Blue, which they concluded to be tetra-

bromodimethylamiuotliiazone. They have now obtained

the same substance, with identical properties, by broiniuat-i

ing Beruthsen's Methylene Violet, which is dimetbylamino-

thiazone, obtained lv, treating Methylene Blue with silver

oxide. This result confirms the authors' previous con-

clusions.—E. F.

Indophenines ; Some yen- . H. Oster.

Ber., 1904, 37, 3348—3858.

Nitko-ini>oi>hkxi.\k(CsU :

,[XO,] N< >)(' ,H.es ) was obtain*

in the usual manner from nitro-isatin and thiophen. It is a

dark-blue powder, soluble in concentrated sulphui

with a pure blue colour, aud almost insoluble in other media

Carbindophenine ((

'

9
H,N'i 1. 1

.(i ,I1
:

,S) was made bj eon

densing thiophen with phthaloue-imide

—

QH 4

CO.COB

CO.N

" ^ ' " i
t t'M \i l

the oxidation-product of carbiudigo. It is deep blue and

has very similar properties to nitro-indophenine. Mono-

isatin-indophtheniue (CsH4XO)(C6H ;1
S

:;)
was obtained bv

condensing equimolecular amounts of isatin and thio-

phthen

—

(II -C- (II

CH.S.C.S.Cfl

It forms a grey powder. If thiophthen is condensed with

excess of isatin" in presence of a large quantity of sulphuric

acid.di isatinindophthenice (C3H4
NO)2(C 6

H3
.s.,) is formed;

it is a dark-blue powder. Mouobromo-indophtbeuiue. from

monobromo-isatin and thiophthen, and carhindophthenine,

from phthalone-imide and thiophthen, were also prepared.

Phenanthraquinune was also condensed with both thiophen

and thiophthen. The products are green powders, solubli

iu concentrated sulphuric acid to a dirty green solutiou,

instead of the bright blue of the indophenines.— E. F.

Brasitin and Hematoxylin. J. Iler/ig and J. l'ollak.

Monatsh. (hem., 1904, 25, 871—898.

The authors discuss the different formula: which have been

proposed for Brasibn, viz.,

O CH —
(OH)C6H;

/
\CH(OH).CH.CHj

by Pcrkin (this J.. 1902, 110),

C H
2
(OH) S
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(OH)C6
H3
/
V
O.CH:C(OH)

CH.cn.,. ccH3roH) 3

(OH)C6H;
/V

O.CH..CII

• CH.CH(OH)
CaH2(OH)2

by Kostanecki (this J., 1899, 677, and Ber., 1902, 35,
1667), and

(OH)C„H 3
/ O.CH; .C(OH).CH„

._CH
C6U,(OH),

by Werner and Pfeiffer (Chero.-Zeits., 1904, 3, 390, 420).

None of these formula; are considered by the authors to

be satisfactory, but they think that there is a possibility of
numerous tautomeric and also of stereoisomer^ forms. They
criticise Kostaneeki aud Lloyd's statement that the two
isomers C

li;
H

6
0(OH) 4

cannot be stereoisomers, because

they behave differently ou reduction and oxidation (see

this J., 1903, 902). With cold concentrated sulphuric acid
trimethylbrasilone yields an isomer which contains a very

acid hydroxyl group, is partially precipitated from alkaline

solution by carbon dioxide, and does not react with hy-
droxylamine hydrochloride to form an oxime. It is very
readily alkylated. The monomcthvl ether does not split off

water with acetic anhydride and sodium acetate, and can be
readily saponified by alkali, with formation of its mother-
substance. The corresponding products from tetramethyl-

hffimatoxylin are very similar in properties.—E. K

Chromojihors ; Ionization of . H. Decker.
Ber., 1904, 37, 2938—2941.

Certain ammonium-, oxonium-, and thionium-iodides and
bromides are coloured in the solid state, but are decolorised

by solution ic a large quantity of water, owing to dissocia-

tion into colourless ions. In these cases iodine and bromine
form chromophoric groups with peutavalent nitrogen or

quadrivalent sulphur or oxygen. A chromophoric group is

only formed if the nitrogen itself forms part of an aromatic

ring. Thus the aliphatic ammonium iodides and dimethyl-
diphenylammonium iodide are colourless, whereas pyridi-

niunwuethyl iodide is yellow. The iodo-alkylates of quinoline

and isoquinoline are still more strongly coloured. The
colour is intensified by the introduction of bromine- and
nitro-groups into the aromatic nucleus, orange to garnet-red
bodies being thus formed. 6.8-l)initroquinoliuemethyl

iodide forms reddish-black needles which give a colourless

solution in water. 5-Nitroquinolinemethyl iodide forms a
red solution in alcohol or in a small amount of water. If

portions of such a solution are diluted to an equal extent
with alcohol and with water, it is found that the water
causes deeolorisation, whereas the alcohol only does so to a
small extent, showing that its power of ionising the sub
stance is very much smaller. A solution of the same
compound in chloroform is raspberry-red in colour, and the

colour is unchanged on addition of more chloroform, but
is completely destroyed by shaking up with water, which
dissolves aud ionises the iodide. The corresponding com-
pounds of the acridinium series are still more highlv
coloured, even the ion of methylacridiniuoi possessing a
yellow colour. The highly-coloured salts in this case show
on dissociation the pale-yellow colour of the ion. The
introduction of phenyl groups increases the intensity of the
colour. Thus ?ns-phenylacridine is slightly coloured. Its

tertiary and quaternary salts are strongly yellow in colour,

and the latter dye animal fibres.—E. F.

Rosanilin?. and Pararosanilhie ; Method of Rapidly Dis-
tinguishing between . R. Lambrecht and Q. Weil.
XXIII., page 1047.

Magnesium Amalgam as a Reducing Agent. T. Evans
aud W. C. Fetsch. XX., page 1041.

English Patents.

o-Xitro-o-amido-p-acetamidophenol, and Dyestuffs [Azo-
dyestnffs] there/ram; Manufacture of . R. B.
Ransford, Upper Norwood. From L. Cassella and Co.,
I'rankfoit-on-Maine, Germany. Kng. Pat. 24,409, Nov. 10
1908.

p Acktaminophenol is energetically nitrated in strong
sulphuric acid solution. Dinitroacetaminophenol (OH
N03:NHCOCH3:N02 = 1:2:4:6) is tliu« formed. On
reduction with suitable reagents, such as alkali sulphides,
this compound yields o-nitro-o-amino-p-acetaminophenol.
On diazotisation ihis latter compound is transformed into
an orange-yeliow diazOTCompound, which combines with
the sulphonic acids of aminonaphthols and dihydroxy-
naphthalencs to form dyestiiffs which dye wool in even
blue shades, changing to bluish-green on subsequent
chroming, these latter shades being very fast to washing,
milling, and light,—E. F.

Oxyanthraquinones [Erylhrohydroxy -anthraquinone, An-
thrarufin, and Chrysazin~\ ; Manufacture of . H.
E. Newton, London. From Farbeufabr. vorm. K. Bayer
and Co., Elberfeld, Germany. Eng. Pat 25,541, Nov. 23,
1903.

See Fr. Pat. 336,867 of 1903; this J., 1904, 438.—T. F. B.

Azo Colouring Matters ; Manufacture of New , and
of Colour Lakes therefrom. H. E. Newton, London.
From Farbenfabr. vorm. F. Bayer and Co., Elberfeld,

Germany. Eng. Pat. 28,563, Dec. 29, 1903.

.See Fr. Pat. 337,942 of 1903 ; this J., 1904, 543.—T. F. B.

Illk. W. Rosenhain, Birmingham.
Dec. 9, 1903.

Eng. Pat. 26.951,

An ink, suitable for writing upon very smooth surfaces, is

prepared l>y adding the necessary colouring matter (pre-
ferably in the form of a metallic oxide) to a solution
containing sodium aluminate and sodium silicate. This

[

solution is best prepared by adding 40 grins, of a 2 - 5per
' cent, solution of sodium aluminate to 150 grms. of strong
commercial sodium silicate solution and 20 ce. of water.

—T. F. B.

United States Patent.

Anthracene Dyestuff. R. Bonn, Mannheim, Assignor to
Badische Anilin und Soda Fabrik, Ludwigshafen-on-
Rhine. U.S. Pat. 767,259, Aug. 9, 1904.

lly melting with alkali hydroxide, diaminoanthraquinones
or their sulphonic aeids, dyestuft's are obtained very similar
in properties to Indanthrene, which dye biown shades,
turning grey on exposure to air, from hydrosulphite solu-
tions in presence of alkali ; the shades obtainable are verv
fast; the dyestuffs from 1.5- and 1 .8-diamino-anthraqui-
nones eive reddish-grey shades, whilst those from the 1.3-
2.6-, and 2

.
"-derivatives give greenish-grey shades.

—T. F. B.

French Patents.

Acetyldiaminophenolsulphonic Acid and a Bluish-Black
\_Azo~\ Dyestuff for Wool, susceptible to Chroming,
derived therefrom ; Process Jor Producing an .

Manuf. Lyon. Mat. Col. First Addition, dated July 20
1903, to Fr. Pat. 337,011, Feb. 4, 1903.

See Eng. Pat. 17,792 of 1903; this J., 1904, 782.—T. F. B.

Acetyldiaminophenolsulphonic Acid and a Bluish-Black
[Azo] Dyestuff fur Wool, susceptible to Chroming,
derived therefrom ; Process for Producing an .

Manuf. Lyon. Mat. Col. Si id Addition, dated July 24,
1903, to Fr. Pat. 337,011, Feb. 4, 1903.

See Eng. Pat. 3162 of 1903 ; this J., 1904, 56.—T. F. B.

Monazo D/estuff'j susceptible to Chroming on the Fibre;
Production of . Badische Anilin und Soda Fabrik.
Fr. Pat. 338,960, July 30, 1903.

See Eng. l'at. 16,995 of 1903 ; this J., 1904, 712.—T. F. B.
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o-Hydroxyazo Dyestuffs [Azo Dyestuffs] capable of being

I hromed on the Fibre ; Production of . Soc.

Badische Anilin un<l Soda Fabrik. First Addition, dated

Feb. 28, 1904, to Fr. Pat. 838,819, Dec. 17, 1908.

In the process described in the main patent (this J., 1904,

820) an ct-naphthylaminedi- or trisulpbonic acid is iii izotised

and the diazo compound converted into an o-hydroxydiazo

compound by standing in neutral, weakly acid or weakly

alkaline solution. [n this process sulphurous acid is

liberated which partially prevents the o-bydroxydiazo com-
pound from combining to form azo dyestuffs. This is

avoided, according to the present additional patent, by

effecting the change in presence of chlorine or tin alkali

hypochlorite, or by acting on the diazosulphonic acid with

these reagents. The resulting hydroxydiazo compound i>

then treated in the usual manner.—E. F.

Dyestuffs of the Anthracene Series [Anthracene Dye-

stuffs]; Production of . Soc. Anon, des l'rods.

F. Bayer et Cie. Fr. Pat. 343,608, March 29, 1904.

1-AMINO-2-H \i.im.kxc>-a\'tiii;ac,i inose, 2-amino-l-halogeno-

antnraquinqne, or their derivatives, are treated with a metallic

-alls, such as eiiprie or zinc chloride, in presence of solvents

or diluting agents. The preseuce of weakly basic com
pounds such as sodium acetate is advantageous. The
products, which are the derived hydrazines of anthraqui-

none, are transformed by alkaline reducing agents into

hydrogenated products, which are used for printing and
dyeing cotton by the same methods as tire used in the '

p

;i-'

of indigo. Blight and fast blue to green shades are so

obtained.

DjestufT obtained with—

L-Amino-S-bromoanthraquinone,
L-Hethylamino-z-broDioontaraqiunoae.
L.4-Diaurino-2-bromoanthraquinone.

I .t-1 tin mi i in '-_'.:; dibromoanthraquinone.
l-Amino-2 bromo-5-nitroanthraquiuone.

l-Airjiiio-iMu'oiini-l-./i-tiihuifoaiitliraqiiiuone.

l.-'l-DUirc-uin-'J-animoanlliraqiunniii'.

Shade On
I Dinordanted

Cotton.

Ulue.
Pure blue.

( Hive irre^n.

Green.
Bluish-grey.
Olive preen.

Greenish-blue.

—E. I'.

Black Dyestuff [Sulphide Dyestuff] for Cotton; Produc-
tion of . M. K. Oehler. Fr. Pat. 343,282, May 18,

1904.

4-\-,!INO-3-CHI.On(>-2'.4'-DINITI:ODXPHt:NVl.AMl.NK, obtained

by condensing ch]oro-/i-pheuyleuediaminc with 1-chlnro-

2.4-dinitrobenzene, is melted with sulphur and sodium
sulphide. The dyestuff so obtained dyes wool in very fast

shades which become brighter and bluer by treatment with

oxidising agents on the fibre.—E. F.

Green Sulphide Dyestuffs ; Preparation of . Fabr.
ile l'rods. Cbim. ci-d. Sandoz. Fr. Pat. 343,377, May 21,

1904.

1 - MJMIVI. - 4 - /i - HTDHON'I AI.l'HYI.X VI lllin 1 I M HI V VIM!

sulphonic acids are heated with sulphur and sodium sulphide

with or without the addition of copper or of copper salts.

It is found thai the most suitable compounds to use are the

leueo-compounds of sulphonated indopbenols formed by
the simultaneous oxidation of p-aminophenol or chtoro-^-

aminophenol and phenylated or tolylated 1-naphthylamine-

6, 7, or 8 monosulphonic acids. The employment of alphy-

lated derivatives containing chlorine or methyl groups is not

advantageous. The products dissolve in water forming bluish-

green to yellowish-green solutions, from which they are pre-

cipitated both by acids and by excess of alkali hydroxide.

They dissolve in concentrated sulphuric acid, to form steel-

blue solutions. The products obtained from l-p-hydroxy-

phcnyl i naphtbylenediamine-8-sulpbonic acid dyes cotton

iu bright bluish-green, that from l-p-hydroxyphenyl I-

naphthylenediamine-ti (o. 7-) -sulpkonic acid in yellowish-

grecn shades.— E. ]'.

Lakes [from Azo Dyestuffs
;
Processfor Preparing New

. Soc Anon. Prod, K. Bayer et Cie. Fr. Pat.

348,631, June 1, L904. XIII. A. ."page 10:;6.

V.-PREPARING, BLEACHING, DYEING,
PRINTING, AND FINISHING TEXTILES,

YARNS. AND FIBRES.

Km. i [SB PATENTS.

Dyeing Vats [for Bobbins]. T. deNaeycr.Alost, Belgians'
Eng. Pat. 20,942, Sept 29, L903. Under Intern it. Conv.,
' let 7, 1902.

The principal feature of the vat is that the dye-bath is

admitted to it on a surface considerably larger than the
outer one, so that, by circulating the liquid by means
of a force pump, pressure is produced. The bobbins
are packed horizontally in the vat, which is pr

of conical form, an I which is provided with a lid or
cover, openings in which serve for the introduction of the

dyeing liquid; this cover is also provided with a flat,

perforated plate, so as to ensure even distribution of the

liquid in the vat, the bottom of which is also in the
form of a perforated plate. The liquid is contained in a
jacketed boiler, over which the vat is mounted, the joints

being made air tight. The force pump abstracts the hot

liquid from a tube in the bottom of this boiler. This
ensures that the dye-bath is not diluted by steam. The

interstices between the bobbins in the vat are fillet! by
means of " partial diaphragms " of Special form, which are
i be subject of one of the claims of' this specification.

it ompare Fr. Pat. 334,828 of 1903; this J., 1904. 1850
—T. F. B.

Dyeing, Bleaching, Degi'easing, and Mercerising Textile

Materials : Apparatus for . T. de Naever, \lo-t,

Belgium. Eng. Pat. 211,909. Sept. 30, 1903. I'nder

Internat. Conv., Dec. 31, 1902.

The apparatus is similar in principle and form to that

described in Fug. I'at. 20,942 of 1903 (see preceding
abstract). In addition to the various features therein

described, the discharge aperture of the vat is provided

with an automatic valve or cock, which, by means of a level

and weight, maintains the aperture closed until the desired

pressure is reached, when T he valve is opened, and the

pressure is reduced, in order to obtain normal circulation

of the liquid, thus ensuring uniform treatment. Pressure

gauges, water level, and thermometers are also provided

for facilitatiug the control of the process.—T. F. 15.

Bleaching Textile Fabrics and Fitn-cs. J. Wakefield,

Cockeruiotith, Cumberland. Eng. Pat. 2G,521, Dec. 4,

1903.

Vegetable fibres or fabrics are bleached by treatment,

first in a bath containing bleaching powder and alkali

permanganate, aud then in an acidified solution of .-odium

bisulphite.—T. F. B.

United States Patents.

Dyeing ('ops ; Apparatus for . H. liawson anil

E. Lodge, lludderstield. U.S. I'at. 772,581, Oct. is, 1904.

Si e Eng. Pat. 111,035 of 1903; this J., 190-1, 543.—T. !'. B.

Printing with Indanthrcne. P. Jeanmaire, Miilhausen, and

II. Bohn, Mannheim, Assignor to Madische \nilin und

Soda Fabrik, Ludwigsbafen-on-lthine, (lermuny. I'.S.

Pat. 772,237, Oct. II, 19H4.

See Fr. Pat. 313,772 of 1901 ; this J., 1902, 342.—T. F. II.

Orthonitrophcnyllactohetone ; Printing Compounds of .

S. Eichhatt, St. Fons, Assignor to S01 Chiin. Usincs du

Rhone, Ancieu. Gillhrd. P. Monnet et ('artier, Lyons

France. U.S. Pat. 772,560, Oct 18, 1904.

See Eng. Pat 9 136 of 1902 ; this J., 1903, 302.—T. F B,

Oxidising Sulphur Di/i- [Sulphide Dyestuffs on the Fibre]

H.J. Cool.,. Sew \oik, Vssignor to A. Klipstein and

Co.. East ' Irange, \ .!. 1 ,S. Pat. 769,059, Aug 30, 1904.

Sulphide dyestuffs are oxidised on the fibre by means of

ozjjne, produced by the action of air on essential oils, such
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as turpentine oil, pine oil, cedar oil, &c. The dyed yarn or

fabric is preferably supported in a closed chamber main-

tained at a temperature of about 60° C. ; cotton wool
saturated with the oil (e.g., turpentine) is contained in a

small adjoining chamber, and a current of steam or air is

blown through it, towards the large chamber ; the oil thus

condenses on the fabric, and the dyestuff is oxidised by the

ozone produced. The current of steam or air is preferably

stopped when the fabric has received about 1 per cent, of

its weight of the oil.—T. F. B.

Waterproofing Fabrics : (''impound for . W. M.
Mackintosh, Liverpool. U.S. Pat. 7 7L.2.17. Oct. 4, 1904.

See Eng. Pat. 218 of 1003; this J., 1904. 184.—T. F. B.

French Patents.

Fulling Woollen Fabrics and other Substances adapted to

lie Felted. A. Elosegui. Fr. Pat. 343,819, June 9, 190*.

Under Internat. Conv., Apiil 11, 1904.

See Eng. Pat. 13,090 of 1904; this J., 1904, S98.—T. F. B.

11 nlorisiitg all Kinds t>f Fabric, Hair, and Sinn.

p. Ferry and S. Cognet. Fr. Pat. 343,642, June 2, I

Imperfectly dyed fabrics, hair, skins, ,Ve., are, it is stated,

decolorised, restored to more perfect colours by immersing
them iu a boiling bath consisting of water, 100 litres; soap,

tassium carbonate, 500 grms.; carbon bi-

sulphide, 500 grins. ; hydrogen •

! kilos.; sodium
silicate, 2 kilos. The material is dried without washing,
and is then ready for any subsequent treatment. Should the

original material have been dyed with some " more or

colour, it is treated in a solution of hydrogen peroxide
and sodium silicate, or in a bath of soap, potassium car-

bonate, and carbon bisulphide.— T. F. B.

Blue and Blue-Black Shades [on Wool] Fast to Fulling
and Fight; Production of . Badischc Anilin and
Soda Fabrik. Addition, dated May 20, 1904, to Fr. Pat.

342,026, April 8, 1904. Under Intermit. Conv., April 28,

JS04,

Fas i blue or blue-black shades are obtained on wool by
dyeing with a mixture of Acid Alizarin B (diazotised o-nitro-

o-aminophenol-p-sulphonic acid coupled with /8-naphthol)

and Acid or Alkaline Violet, and subsequently chroming,

instead of using, with i:ue of the latter dyestuffs, any of the

o-hvdroxvazo dyestuffs mentioned in the principal patent

(see this J., 1904, S99).—T. F. B.

Waterproof Fabric for Wrapping. Ac. Bourdu & Co.

Fr. Pat. 343,240, May 17, 1904.

Thi: fabric to be rendered waterproof is first coated with

gum and passed between cylinders, and then immersed in a

composition of rosin and rosin oil, 70 parts; 'heavy oil,"

15 parts; and gum benzoin, 15 parts ; and dried iu the open
air.— 1'. F. B.

Sizing Apparatus for Warps, of Large Output.

C. Vandamme. Fr. Pat. 313.sol, June 8, 1904.

Tin: essential feature of this apparatus is that it contains at

least 30 heating' tubes and eight ventilators or air distri-

butors, these being found to be the smallest numbers neces-

sary for an apparatus which can have a large output of

material.—T. F\ B.

YII.-ACIDS, ALKALIS, AND SALTS.

Sodium Hydroxide; Preparation of Pure for
Laboraion/ Purposes. F. W. Krister. Z. anorg. C'heni..

1904, 41, 474—476.

A large -lass or porcelain dish, (diameter, say 50 cm.,)

jvith a flat bottom, is filled to a height of a lew centimetres

[with water. In the middle of the dish is placed a shallow

wide-necked bottle (crucible) of platinum, silver, or nickel

<of 50o— 1000 c.c. capacity, and above this a large funnel,
' closed below, formed of commercial nickel wire gauze. The
funnel is mounted on a tripod, so that its point is a few

centimetres above the mouth of the bottle or crucible.

Pieces of bright metallic sodium (several hundred grms.)
are placed in the wire funuel, and a large bell jar is placed
over tunnel and bottle. The bell jar is only slightly I

diameter than the outer dish, ami it rests on pieces of glass rod,
the water forming a seal. The sodium immediately bi

to deliquesce, and the sodium hydroxide formed, drop
i all mt 4 i per cent.) oily solution into the

'"'lie. II solution maybe preserved in bottles made of
pure nickel.—A. S.

Arseninus Acid; Action if on "Jreshly-prccipitated"
Ferric Hydroxide. W. Biltz. Ber., 1904, 37 3138—
3150.

The fact that freshly-precipitated ferric hydroxide is capable
of taking up arsenious acid- from its solutions, was dis-
covered in !s.j4 by Bunsen, who considered this due to the
formation of a basic ferric arsenite, 4Fe.,03 . As„03 .5H.,(_;.

author prepared a hydrogel of ferric oxide, obtained by
ipitating an oxidised" boding solution of ferrous sulphate

with ammonia, and washing the precipitate for five days by
decantation with hot water. 10 c.c. of this hydrogel "(con-
taining about 1

• 1 grin, of ferric oxide) were then mixed
conditions with equal volumes (180 c

of aqueous solutions of arsenious acid of different de^r
of c; id after the action was complete, the
amounts - nious acid remaining in solution were detcr-

.liven in tables and curve-diagrams, can,
according to the author, only be satisfactorily explained on
the assumption that the fixing of the arsenious acid is an
adsorption process. This view also affords an explanation
of the gre.it influence of the physical condition of the
ferric hydroxide on the amount of arsenious acid taken up.
Increase of temperature has little influence on the adsorp-
tive power of the ferric hydroxide, but accelerates the
rate at which the arsenious acid is taken up. The author,
iu conclusion, discusses some bearings of this adsorption
process on the action of antitoxins on the toxins of blood
serum, —A. S.

Selenium and Tellurium ; Use of Phosphorous Acid in the
Quantitative Determination of . A. Gutbier.
XXIII., page 1046.

Potassium Acetate; Electrolysis of . H. Hofer and
M. Moest. XI.' A., page 1034.

Graphitefrom Wood Charcoal ; Preparation of .

J. Weckbecker. XI. A., page 1034.

Nitrogen ; Oxidation of , by the Electric Flame.
F. v. Lepel. XI. A., page 1033.

Carbonic Acid; Reduction of Combined Solid to

Carbon, Ire. F. Haber and St. Tolloczka. XI. A.,

English Patents.

Barium Oxide; Manufacture of Porous . H. Schulze,
Bernburg, Germany- Eng. Pat. 21,392, Oct. 5, 1

See Fr. Pa'. 335, J77 of 1903 ; this .!.. 19(14, 253.— T. ¥. B.

Metal Sulphates or ether Salts ; Producing from
Metai .-nip ides and Sulphide Ores containing iron.

O. M urer, Col gne, Germany. Eng. Pat. 2G,t;68, D»c. 5,

See U.S. Pat. 733.590 of 1903; this J., 190"., 90S.—T. F. B.

United States Patents.

[Lme-JKUri. D. H. Gibson, Seattle, Wash.
U.S. Pat. 771.023, Oct. 4, 1904.

A kiln for burning lime has an extern ' annular gas

chamber around its lower part, connected with i

furnace aud having adjustable openings or ports into

kiln. A distributor is arranged within the kiln so as to

leave an annular space between it and the wall of the kiin.

Air is le 1 into the kiln through a central vertical channel

in the distributor, having radial ports or openings into the

annular space.— W. II. C.
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Metals [and Caustic Soda] ; [Electrolytic'] Process of volatilised from the liquid, escapes through the outlet to
Obtaining •

. F von Kiigeljren and II. Danneel-
|

the coii O, on it- way to the exchanger-. Compare Fr.
Pats. 296.211 (4th add.

1

), 190-1, and 33n.s42, l'J03 ; this j[
1904, 816 and 823.—F. S.

U.S. Pat 771,046, Oct. 4, 1904. XI. B., pag<

French Patent-.

Barium and Strontium Hydroxide* ; Manufacturing —

—

by the aiil "/' their Sulphides. C, M. Joseph, known as
('. Limb. Fr. l'at. 338,958, July 30, 1903.

Barium or strontium sulphide solution is treated with the

hydroxide of n heavy metal, preferably of zinc. < In

filtering the boiling solution from the precipitated inc

sulphide, crystals of barium or strontium hydroxide Bi irate

from the filtrate on cooling. The heavy metal hydroxide

is prepared by adding milk of lime to solution of the

chloride, and separating the precipitate. The zioc sulphide

(or other metal sulphide) formed in decomposing barium
sulphide as described, is dissolved in hydrochloric acid to

reconstitute the chloride.—E. S.

Permanganic Sulphate derived from Manganese I>i > ide ;

Production of a . liadische Anilin uud Soda Fabrik.

Fr. Pat. 33^,961, July 30, 1903.

See Eng. Pat. 17,981 of 1903; this J., 1904, 749.— I .
!'. 11.

Zinc Oxide; [Electrical] Manufacture of C •'.

llarbier. Fr. Pat. 33S,977, Aug. 12, 1903. XI. A.,

page 1034.

Oxygenated Water; Preparation of . Soc. Stein-

felner and Co. Fr. Pat. 343,589, June 1, 1904

The customary process of adding a paste of barium peroxide

to a dilute mixture of hydrochloric, phosphoric, and sul-

phuric acids, is modified by substituting an alkali chloride

for the hydrochloric acid.—E. S.

j4tr; Separation of— into its Constituents; Soc. 1'Air

Liquide (Soc. p. i'etude et Sexploitation des Pn ledes

G. Claude). Fr. Pat. 338,964, Aug. 1, 1903.

Is the apparatus shown (see figure) the column Q is divided

by the partition M into the two compartments 1 and II,

which communicate by the overflow pipe L, the bottom

of which reaches nearly to the bottom of the compartment
H. Distillation and fractionation of the vapours from the

liquid air are simulta-

neously effected in the

compartment I, and the

liquefied gas which

collects at the bottom

and overflows through

the pipe L into the cham- -,

her H, consists of c ixygen,

more or less pure. In

that chamber the oxygen
volatilises and passes

through the exit K, to

a series of teuiperalure-

exchaugers, and thence

to apparatus for utilisa-

tion. The liquefying

system is represented by

the vessel 11, into which
previously cooled air

enters tbrough the inlet

A, the adjuncts to which

are the liquefying coil F,

and the pipe C, D, E,

terminating in a sprayer.

The air ascending the coil

imes gradually lique-

fied as it ascends, the

liquid formed becoming continuously poorer in o

The liquefied portions trickle downwards into the vessel B,

from which i rough the tube and issue from the

spreader, upon fragments of coke or the iikc, surround-

ing the coil, with which the chamber is packed, and which

ensure even distribution. The nitrogen, in a more or less

pure state, resulting from the fractionation of the gases

VIII.-GLASS. POTTERY, ENAMELS.
English Patents.

Glazes, Enamel*, or Bodying Material : Process and
Apparatus for Applying to Bricks, /,

other li/:. Goods. 1!. Stanley and E. Jeflcote, Nuneaton.
I-He. Pat. 25,686, Nov. 24, 1903.

The process consists in allowing a stream of the glaze,
enamel, &c, to flow from an outlet, and spraying the gam]
on to bricks, tiles, and other goods by means of jets of air,

steam, or ?:<*. The articles are placed on a travelling belt,

and the glaze, ,x.c., is contained in tanks, the outlets of
which are near the articles on the belt : the spraying
nozzles are arranged close to the outlets. A sloping "roof

is provided above the belt, anil shields along each < i its

sides, whereby surplus material is collected and returned to
troughs.—W. C. II.

French Patents.

Silica Gloss: Manufacture of with Quartz Sand,
Silicious Earth, ,\c. J. llredcl. Fr. Pat. 343,845,
June 10, 1904.

Quartz sand, silicious earth, &c., is fused at a suitable
temperature, and broken into small pieces, which are after-

wards heated to 1,000
=

('., and rapidly plunged into cold
water. By this means, it is claimed, the product acquires
insensibility to variations of temperature, and the formation
of air bubbles during the fusion is avoided.—W (

'. II.

Enamels. Coloured Transparent ; Process for obtaining in

the ("old on a Melal Foundation. A. U'estphal

and H. Maillard. Fr. Pat. 343,602, June 1. 1904.

Substances which cannot be heated without injury, such
p.8 wood, iron, zinc, stone, &c. are firs*, coated with thin

metal foil, on which is then poured a mixture of u colouring
matter with sodium silicate solution or varnish. After
drying, the surface is polished. Two or more colours may
be used to give different effects.— A. (i. L.

IX.-BUILDING MATERIALS, CLAYS,

MORTARS. AND CEMENTS.
Liu:, Sand Bricks; Effect of Infiltrated Water on .

Tboniud. Z., 1904,28, 1441.

A NUMBER of different kinds of lime-sand bricks were
soaked with carbonated water for a month, by luting

cylinders on to the bricks and filling the former with w.iter

saturated with carbon dioxide. To ensure comparable
results the bricks were cut in two, one half of each being
treated as above, the other left dry. The crushiog-strengtl
test gave the follow ine; results:—

Dry Bricks. Soaked i

Kilos pi r Sq. Cm.
187
•_'13

285
S13

Kilos, jkt So. Cm,
154
191
251
253

thus indicating the inadvisability of usiua lime-sand

bricks in places where they are liable to infiltration of

water charged with carbon dioxide.— C. S.

English Patents.

Impregnating Wood or other Porous Materials to I

aaainst Damp, Fungus, or fuse:/*, or /... ' 'olounng.

W. R, Qodgkinson, ly.ndon. Eng. Pat. 26,1 15, S

1093.

The materials to be treated are placed in .i vessel from

which i^ai-es or liquids may be extracted by a suitable
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•pump, and an; desired vacuum maintained. Impregnating
substance-, dissolved in suitable volatile solvents, are then
admitted iuto the vessel, and the solutions driven into the

Mires of the materials by atmospheric pressure, the volatile

solvents bein;^ finally removed preferably by again exhaust-

ing the vessel. Impregnating substances suggested are

.Ives. wa\.s. resins or extracts, si cb as the acetoue solution

of the waxy and oily constituents of teak wood.—W. C. H.

Works of - 1 it [Imitation Marble"} and the like ; Process

for Manufacturing . II. J, P. Dumas, London.
Eng. Pat. 26,568, Dec. I. 190 ;

The process consists iu mixing lime, prepare! from white

marble, with finely-ground or larger pieces of white or

colouted marble, with or without the addition of pigments
such as graphite, or metallic oxides, and making the whole
into a stiff mass with water, and casting it in moulds. As
a binding agent a cement-like body may be used, in which
the silica and alumina are replaced by scrap marble ground
to fine powder.— \V. C. H.

Bricks, Pacimj Flags. Artificial Stone; Manufacture of
Various Articles, such as . S. F. Presr, London.
Eng. Pat. 17,968, Aug. 18, 1904.

The slag from Bessemer converters or Siemens'* furnaces is

ground or crushed, and the magi ri particles are separated
ifrom the non-magnetic. Slaked lime is then added to the

latter, the whole is moulded underpressure and then sub-
jected in a closed chamber to the action of steam under
Measure. A red colour may be imparted to the grey pro-

tect by adding hauntite iron ore.—A. G. L.

United States Patent.

[AYiVA-s ; Coating . and Apparatus therefor. M.
Perkiewicz, Ludwigsberg, Germany. 'U.S. Pat. 771,113,
Met. 4, 190 1.

Isee Eng. Pat. 3760 of 1904 ; this J., 190-1, 662.—T. F. B.

Fkencii Patents.

Mai hie and Stone, Artificial; Manufacture of .

L. T6rno. Fr. Pat. 313.479. March s, 1904.

?he artificial marble is made b\ mixing loo kilos, of finely-

tround porcelain waste, twice-burnt clay, iime burnt three

hnes, aluminium silicate, and powdered pebbles, 10 kilos.

>f marble dust. 1 kilo, of mica, 2 kilos, of gum arable or

ther gum, 100 grms. of glue, 300 grms. of agar-agar, 7)0

srms. of borax. 23 grms. of saponin, ami 100 litres of

fater. Colouring matter may also be added. The whole
sallowed to remain in a moul I tor eight to ten hours, after

vhich it is suspended by threads placed iu the mixture for

ight days iu order to dry. When thoroughly dry, the

ouss is plunged into a liquid of the following composition,

Teviously heated to 100° C. : 1 kilo, of gum araoic, 100

;rms. of glue, 300 grms. of agar-agar, 50 grms. of borax,

§ grms. of saponin, ami 100 litres of water. \ft.r

emoving from this solution the miss may be polished.

-A. G. L.

"arrin i or Asphalting Roads ; Productfir and Process

for its Manufacture. I.. Proaubert and G. A. Thube.
'Fr. Pat. 342. s9S, May 5, 1904.

'he product for preventing the formation of dust on road-
•ays, &c, consists of a mixture of a solution of casein,

i-' lnd of bitumen, asphalt, tar, or other bituminous body,
ireviously softened by heat, the mixture being diluted with

[
suitable quantity of water, with or without the addition

if fatty substances, antiseptics, and colouring or decolor-
Hing materials. See alsoFr. Pat. 331,805 of 1903 ; this J.,

B03, 1200.—W. C. It.

Building Material ; Artificial . L. E. Colomies.

Fr. Pat. 343,223, May 17, 1904.

product called " calsibonarite massive " is obtained by
ixing 47) parU of river sand or clay, 45 of limestone, 3 of
>n or copper sulphate, 3 of salt, 2 of alum, aud 2 of

bni.ix, moulding and subjecting the mixture to a tempera-
ture of lion t.. 120. |°C. Afier cooling, the mass presents
a brilliant and polished surface. Another product called
" calsibonarite vitrifiee " is made from 42- ."> parts of river
sand or clay, 42'7> of limestone, 4 of copper or iron
sulphate, 5 of -air, 3 of alum, and 3 of borax. The
mixture is fused at 1100' to 1200° C, and used for
making paving-stones, facings, &c.— A. G. L.

Caiient ; Process for Slaking a Vitreous winch can
he use;l as a MastL . P. Steenbock. Fr. Pat, 343,860,
Tune 10, 1904.

Si i. Eng. Pat, 15,181 of 1904; this J., 1904, 901.—T. V. I!.

[Cement] which Hardens under the Action of
Phosphoric Acids or their Arid Satis; Process for
Making a •. P. Steenbock. Fr. Pat. 343,801,
June 10, 1904.

Si i Eng. Pat. 15,IS1 of 1904; this J., 1901,901.—T. F. B.

X.-METALLUE(tY.
Acid Open-Hearth Manipulation. A. Mr William and

W. II. Hadfield. Iron aud Sttel Inst., Oct. 1904.

The opinion is generally prevalent that to increase the
silicon in the metal in the open-hearth furnace an abnor-
mally high temperature is necessary. The authors still

uphold their view that, though a high temperature may
accelerate the reduction of silica by carbon, the main
determinant of the amount of silicon in the steel is the
composition of the sl3g, especially with regard to its

acidity. They quote many instances in support of their
view, but especially one experiment in which at a certain

period they added to the charge S cwt. of old red bricks
containing 79 per cent, of silica. Though the effect of
this was obviously to lower the temperature, yet the silicon

in the metal, which had been gradually going down, at

unce began to rise. Another experiment showed the effect

of lime : the slag was allowed to thicken for nearly an hour,
when 3v cwts. of limestone were added ; the slag rapidly

thinned, but though the percentage of silica in the slag

was thus reduced from j.i !

, to '>:;'.. and that of lime
increased from J to 6, the silicon in the metal continued
(though at a decreasing rate) to increase. Magnesia
(3 cwts. of magne-iie) in another experiment behaved
very similarly ; but 4 cwts. of peroxide of manganese,
while it thinned the slag and made it less silicious, caused
also a rapid drop in the silicon in the metal. The difference

in behaviour between oxidising and non-oxidising " bases
"

is clearly shown by these experiments. In the last experi-

ment the slag afterwards thickened and became much more
silicious, at the cost, as was seen after the termination of

the experiment, of the bottom of the furnace. Brinell has
found (paper read by Wahlberg at May meeting of Iron
and Steel lost.) that, giving aluminium and silicon certain

relative values in terms of manganese, calculating all out

to manganese and taking the total, a number is obtained
which is termed the " density-quotient," such that for the

same " density-quotient " the same type of ingot is yielded,

and the higher the "density-quotient" the fewer blow-
holes iu the ingot. The authors' general experience agrees

with that of Brinell ; but they also find that the longer the

time given for thickening of the slag, the lower is the

'•density-quotieut " needed for the same type of ingot, or

the fewer are the blowholes in iogots of the same " density-

quotient"; ingots made (I) by ordinary treatment, (2) by
giving 1* hours' and (3) 2j hours' thickening, and having
" density-quotisnts " of 1

' 37j, l'00,aud 0-8 14 respectively,

were all three alike as to their freedom from blow-holes.

-J. T. D.

Steel; Temperatures of Transformation of -. G.
Charpy aud L. Grenet. Comptes rend., 1904, 139,
567—568.

The temperatures of transformation of specimens of steel

containing varying amounts of carbon were determined

(a) by the electric resistance, (6) by the " thermo-electric "
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method, (.r) l>y the i spansion. The results were as

follows:—

Temperature of Transformation.

Carbi
Expansioi I

Start. Finish. Start, ;

Per Cent.

voe
flS
1-38

°C.
73(1

730

780

f!

780

760

739
750

c.

735
7 Hi

735
735

745

710

755

Thermo-elcc

.IK

at

tricMethod. Expansic M . Iiod.

Carbon.
,it:

d1
Start. Finish.

Per Cent. Max. Min. 0. ( .

ir-'s 720 sin 720

Toil 76(1 : i 760

,1-M ' Tlio R00 737 700

Tit 7110 780 tit 760

1-30 680 710 725 710

It thus appears that the resistance method and the ex-

pansion method give fairly concordant result-, but the

results obtained by the " thermo-electric " method do not

aTec well, except in the ease of very low carbon steels

—T. !•'. !'..

Stei I j Sludii s on the Quenching of . H. Le Chatelier.

Bull. Soe. Enconrag., 1904, 106, Rev. Metall., 473—491.

The author determined the rate of cooling of test pieces of

iron and steel in different liquids. The length of time

occupied in coolii g from 700° to 100° C. by a piece of iron

or steel 18 mm. long and IS mm. diam. quenched at

r. in a large volume of water, was found to be 6—

8

seconds. The cooling proceeds at the same rate in different

aqueous solutions, e.g., solutions of sodium chloride, sul-

phuric acid, and sodium carbonate, as in pun v

Agitation of the cooling liquid has no notable influence on

the rote of cooling, but is advantageous in that the metal

is cooled uniformly. I!) raising the tcmperaturi •

water used for quenching, the rate of cooling is ret.

the retardation being greater the nearer the temperature of

the water approaches 100 C. ["herateoi cooling is much
slower when the quenching is effected in metal baths

(mercury, molten lead, &c), showing that the conductivity

of the quenching liquid is of less importance than its

specific heat. Quenching iu fresh colza oil gives about the

same results as quenching in boiling water, but with oil

which has been used several times, and which has thickened,

curve given, shows the rate of cooling of a piece of metal

From 700 C. when quenched respectively in a large quan-

tity of cold water \ in three times us weight of water (1)
ei figure), twice its weight of water (2), 1

', times its

weight of water (IS), and in oil.—A. S.

.1/ inn Steels. 1,. Guillet. (Jomptes rend., 1904,

139, 540—548.

Like the tungsten steels (this J., 1901, GG3) these steels

ate divisible into two classes — those showing a perlitio

structure (below 2 per cent, of molybdenum when the

carbon is 0*2 per cent., below 1 percent, of molybdenum
when the carbon is 0'S per cent.), and those containing 1

double carbide (with more molybdenum than 2 or I per

cent, as the carbon is 0*2 or o-s per cent.). The latter

constituent appears as extremely fine white filaments, left

white by picric acid, but blackened by alkaline sod

picrate. The effect of molybdenum even in small quantity

is greatly to increase the breaking stress without rendering

the metal brittle. In the case of the pcrlitic steels, the-

breaking stress and elastic limit rise with increase of

molybdenum; the elongation is fair, the reduction of area

good, the resistance to shock high, and the hardm
medium. The carbide steels have very high breaking str

and elastic limit, and are extremely hard, but they ire verj

brittle. Their behaviour under tempering and annealing
is similar to that of tungsten Steels. Indeed, the effect of
molybdenum is in general similar to that of tungsten, but
a much smaller amount of molybdenum than of tuugs

i~ needed to produce the same result. Keating this in it

lybdenum Rteels are probably not more expensive than

tungsten steels, and may frequently, the author thinks, b*
substituted for them with advantage.—J. T. D.

Tin No 7s. I.. Guillet. Bull. S .,-. d'Encourag., 1904,

106, Rev. Metall., 199—SOS

The author examined two series of tin steels with fronit

1-79 to 9-98 per cent, of tin containing:

—

(1)0-100 to-

0-20 I per cent, of carbon j and (2 S to 0- 767 prr cent,

of carbon. The results showed that tit makes the steel

very hard and brittle. The tin dissolves in the iron and
appears to form a compound with it. In con-

taining not more than In pei- cent, of tin all the carbon if

in the form of pea-lite. Tin steels thus resembie titanium

steels (see following abstract) more closely than they do*

silicon steels, in that the whole of the carbon contained in

them occurs iu the form of iron carbide.—A. S.

Titanium Steels. L. Guillet. Bull. Soc. d'Encourag.,
il. 106, Rev. Metall., 50S—510.

! wo series of steels were examine,!, containing:— (1) from
0-112 to 0-137 pi ent. of carbon and from o- 115 to

2*57 per cent, of titanium, and (2) from 0-611 to 0760
jilt cent, of carbon and from 0*325 to S-71 per cent, of

titanium. The results of both the micrographic examina-

tion and of mechanical tests of the alloys shows that

titanium has practically io influence on the properties of

carbon steels.— A. S.

the rate of cooling i- slower. Bj varying the arnon

„.,,,., : ,i: thi ate stages between quenching in a

large quantity of cold water and quenching in oil

attained bv quenching in water. Perhaps the best

would be 'obtained by using a quantity of water (t

ferably an aqueous solution ol calcium chloride boihnj at

i equal to or twice that of the piece of metal. The

fur Cyaniding,
Inst, of -Mm. and Met.,

Geld Ore; Regrinding of
Butte i - in 1 ' . M. Hamilton.

Oct. 20, 1904.

Many ores which have tinned very refractory under other

,i* treatment will yield excellent results by the

cyanide process when reduced to a very fine state of

division. The best method uf effecting this seems to be

to stamp through u screen of 3d to 35 mesh and then

regrind l :t particles in a tube-mill or some similar

machine. II, to be reground should he all

that will not pass it 20 i-mesh screen. When Xo. 35 screeni

were in use at the El Oro tiill, Mexico, this amounted t»

.'il per cent, of the pulp issuing from the mortar bi

regrinding res Ited inabput 50 per cent, of it)

in the batti lered c ipable of treatmet

. ition, the remainder lea ; the extra recovery of

gold and silver amounted to about 16s. Gil. per ton of sand

[round and an extra profit of lis. lirf. With a view*)

repot eriog more of the silvi r, manv tests were made on the
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slimes, such as mechanical agitation of the solution, addition

of potassium permanganate, addition of mercuric chloride,

roasting the dried slim;', &c. On the whole, the us- o!

mercuric chloride seems to give the hest results at the least

cost. The only drawback to its use is the possible effect it

may have ou the steel tanks and iron piping.—J. H. C.

Slimes [Gold] Treatment; Tmpts. in . M. Torren
J. Chem., Metall. and .Mining Sim-.. S. Africa, 1904,
46—49.

Tun improvements relate to the settling and separation
the slime from the washing solutions, after extraction
the gold. The sei arator

eonsisis of a tank (see

figure) with a conical

bottom. A vertical parti-

tion extends downwards
to about two-thirds of the

depth of the cylindrical

portion of the tank,

whilst above the tank it

is connected to an in-

clined plane. A number
of these tanks are con-

nected together. They
are filled with water or

cyanide solution, and the

slime-pulp is delivered

slowly on to the inclined

plane above the first tank

of the series. The sohd
matter passes down into

the conical bottom, wher
it is run off, mixed with

water or cyanide solu-

tioc, and passed through
the second separator, and
so on. The clear solu-

tion containing the dis-

solved gold, runs off at

the top uf the tank and
passes to the precipitating

[fees. Figures arc given
showing the satisfactory results which are obtainable by this

method of treatment.—A. S.

" While Precipitate " of the Precipitating Boxes in Cyanide
Works. A. Piaster. J. Chem., Metall. and Mining Soc,
5. Africa, 1904, 5, 62—63.

The author gives the following analyses of " a medium
oration '' before and after passing through the zinc precipi-

tating box, and claims that the results confirm his view that

the "white precipitate'' consists mainly of zinc ferro-

lyanide and not of zinc oxide.

Miygen
i it rot en
'otassiun] fcrrocyanide
til" -\ alette

klkalir.ity

'i. cyanide

Bef.'re
contact

with Zinc.

After passing through
tli-' Zinc Box.

nail
rst
0-1*7

0-23
0-110

r cent, by volume.
i

••">''•

0-0276 per cent.
110217
ii 254 „

- 045 „

' It appears therefore that over 81 per cent, of the ferro-

anide present in the original solution remained in the zinc
ox'- iii the form of white precipitate "

; the reduction in the

I
mount of potassium cyanide would also favour the precipi-

ution of zinc ferrocyanide. The increase in the alkalinity
f the solution would be unfavourable to the separation of
ine oxide, which is soluble in alkalis.—A. ».

•opper in Potassium Cyanide ; Examination of Solutions

of . F. Kunsehert. XI., page 1034.

Chromium and Iron \in Ores and Alloys'] j Volumetric
^termination of . R. (jlasnianu. XXIII., page I01G.

English Patents.

I) Ore or Iron Wastes or Natural Iran San
verting Powdered into Briquettes or Lumps. T.
Rouse and H. Cohn, London. Eng. Pat. 25,248, Nov, 19,
1903.

Powsebed iron ore, iron waste, or natural iron sand is

lied with a weak solution of alum, and moulded into
briquettes or lamps, which, if intended for transport, may be
hardened by heating them to about Toiv ( '.— E. s.

'.anganei Steel; Manufacture of . R. A. lladncld,
Sheffield. Eng. Pat. 25,794, Nov. 20, 1903.

\\ alloy of manganese and iron containing from 7o to 90
per cent, cf manganese and less than :> per cent, ofcarbon,
such as is produced in the electric furnace, is added, pre-
ferably in a molten condition, to molten decarburised iron
in lieu of the ferro-manganese ordinarily used. In this way
it is possible tu produce a low-carbon manganese steel

h is much less liabls to fracture than that heretofore
produced.—J. H. C.

Gold Ores; Extraction of Gold from —-— . J. W.
Worse-, and E. Hoal, St. Helens, Lanes. Eng. Pat.
I t,398, June 29, 1903.

To the powdered ore, freed as much as possible fronr

aluminotts silicates, chlorates and bromides of alkalis or

dine earths are added together with acid, whereby-
nascent " bromide of chlorine "is produce !. which, after the
temperature of the mass has been raised to the boiling
point, is stated to dissolve the gold. The gold solution is

separated by decantation and leaching, a lead salt is added,
then sulphuretted hydrogen, and finally air is blown through,
thus precipitating the gold and lead as sulphides » b

hi reduced in any known way. Any gold rei in the
residues may be dissolved out with a n ak solution of

"double or single ferro-prussiate of ammonium and soda or

potash."—J. H. C.

Magnetic Separators for On . Ac. .1. T. Dawes,
Prestatyn, Wales. Eng. Pat. 21,324, Oct. 5, 1903,

The ore to be treated, is finely powdered and fed upon
open-ended rotatahle non-magnetic drums having surfaces
sufficiently rough to carry the ore beneath rotating non-
magnetic discs. By means of electro-magnets placed within
the drums and above the discs, strong magnetic fields are

1 produced passing through the discs and drums. By the
rotation of the drums, the ore is carried forward through
these fields, the magnetisable particles being attracted to
the lower surfaces of the discs and carried out of the fields,

when they fall into hoppers, the non-magnetisable particles

remaining upon the drums until they too are carried through
the fields and fall into hoppers.—J. II. (

.'.

Magnetic Separators for Ores or like Materials. J. M.
Moss, ileum, Chapel, Lancashire. Eng. Pat. 23,333,
Oct. 28, 1903.

The powdered ore is fed from a hopper upon an endle-

travelling belt, which is supported on pulleys to pass helow,
and in contact with, a polygonal drum, provided with
electro-magnets, and hiving projections or anti-friction

rollers at the junctions of the faces, so arranged as to

depress a portion of the belt as tbe drum revolves. There
is also a movable roller to maintain the tension ou the
belt.—E. S.

Fused Metals and Alloys; Process and Apparatus fur
Granulating or Pulverising . L. Fiuk-Huguenot
Paris; Eng. Pat. 16,449, July 25, 1904. Under Intermit.'

Conv., Jan. 7, 1904.

Metals or alloys which fuse below 1,472° I. re fed, in a

molten condition, into the upper part of a vei A closed
cylindrical vessel. Tb.3 fused metal flows out through a

horizontal side-passage near the bottom of the vessel and
is ejected, by means of gas or steam under pressure, into a
truncated cone in the form of spray. The spray pas
through a ccutral opening in the truncated cone, and i-

collected in a suitable receptacle iu the form of a .metallic

d 2
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powder. Tl of gas or steam which does not

escape through the discharge opening of tl"' ecne, returns

through pipes to the top of the closed cylindrical vessel

United States Patents.

AUov. ' 1'- Manby, ( iarnegie, Pa. U.S. l'at. 77
1
,559,

Oct. 4, 1904.

i i U M- are made for steel containing nickel and ferro-

ranadium ; or ferrovanadiuni. nickel, iind ferromanganese

;

and for a steel alloy composed of iron, eaibon, nickel,

manganese, and ferrovanadiuni.— E. S.

Metals or Alloys i Method of Decarbonising . F. on

Kua-elgeii and (i. O. Seward, Holcomhe Hock, \a.,

Assignors to the Willson Uuminium Co., New York.

U.S. Pat. 771 645, Oct. 4, 1904.

The ore is smelted under such conditions as to givi a

maximum yield of metal, independent of the proportion of

carbon introduced or present, and the molten product is

then decarburised bj bringing it "into contact with

calcium."— E. S.

Steel; Furnace /'»'• the Manufacture of . G. dm,

Paris. U.S. l'at. 771,872, Oct. 11, 1904.

See Ft. Pat. 342,101 of 1004 ; this .1., 19(14, 904.—T. 1". B.

Iron Prot ts of Dechromising . < »• Massenez, Wies-

baden, Germany. U.S. Pat. 772,104, Oct. 11, 1904.

See addition, dated duly 1, 1903. to Fr. Pat. 1129,132 of

1903 : this .1., 190'!, 1353.—T. F. B.

Hold; Apparatus for Extracting from Auriferous

Sand,$c. B. Blake, Assignor to Eliza Blake, Madi >n,

N.J.
'

CJ.S. Pat. 771,454, Oct. 4. 1904.

In an amalgamating tank a horizontal revolving eylindi r is

set transversely to the feed of ore, its lower part ibeing

Immersed in mercury. Circular guards are secured to the

inner sides of the tank, each having an annular horizontal

flange overhanging, and closely embracing, the contiguous

endporti. a i f the cylinder. A revolving wiper is provided

for dislodging the material carried upon the cylinder. \

pivotally suspended arm depends within the upper
\

ion

f the tank, between the cylinder and the discharge

aperture, and is provided with several alternating series of

teeth extruding transversely across the tank. Mean- arc

provided for oscillating the arm, so that the teeth move

backward and forward in the path of an arc above the

surface of the mercury.— E. S.

Ores; Proi » of Concentrating Alice H. Scbwarz,

New Yoik, Assignor to Schwarz Ore Treating Co., of

Arizona. U.S. l'at. 771,277, Oct. 4, 1904.

Paraffin or some fatty substance which is solid at the

ordinary temperature, is melted, and mixed with the

powdered ore in n vessel provided with a mechanical

agitator, and with means for introducing and discharging

fluids. Cold water is introduced during agitation Ol the

cjjai eparation is effected between the valuable

cn „., ,
, , ,i by the fatty matter and the gangue.

'The fattj matter is then liquefied to obtain the " values.
'

—E. S.

French I'.vtents.

Cast-Iron; Process and Installation of Furnaces for the

pri„i by Reduction and Fusion of th

Ores in Separati Furnaces, Georgs-Marien-Bergwerks

andHfitteu-Ver.Akt.-Ges. Fr. Pat. 343,548, Maj 30,1904.

\ m.AsT furnace in which previously reduced iron ore is

smelted with coke and lime, and is provided with an exit

conduit foi the gases (chicflj carbon monoxide) at about

the upper limit ol the zone of fusion. This conduit h

near the bottom .a one Ol more cnpolfl furnaces in I

the raw ore is I

"'
1 solelj bj the action of the reducing

gat es.— 1 S

Iron ; Manufacture of . E. Fleischer. Fr. Pat. 343,701,

June 4, 1904.

The finely-powdered iron ore, mixed with any required

lln\. is delivered into the upper end of au inclined rotating

cylinder, the lower end of which is adapted to a second

rotating cylinder, placed at a greater inclination than the

first The ore descending the first cylinder is tnel by a

strongly red icing 6 imeof relatively low temperature, issuing

from the junction of the two cylinders, and the reduced and

spongv iron produced, is fused in tin- second cylinder by

encountering there a flame of high temperature, but of

neutral or feeble reducing . ffect. In another form of

the apparatus, u single rotating cylinder is used, having

operating within it 8 spei ially devised burner for giving the

reducing flame, whilst the hotter flame meets the ore at the

end.— E. S.

Copper, Zinc, Cadmium, Silver, Nickel, Cobalt, and

Tungsten; Obtaining Hydroxides of , in the Wet

vay, by Direct Extraction. D. Lauce. Fr. Pat. 342,865,

May 4,' 1904.

A " MASSIVE " filter press, in which the usual intermediate

plates are replaced by a cylinder, is used in obtaining

saturated solutions from finely-powdeied ores of the metals

named in the title, the solution being aided by the presem

of ammonia or an amine, or a mixture of thee. Simple

or complex silicat es are prepared for the specified

treatment by a previous attack with a strong a- id. From the

solutions obtained, the hydroxides are fractionally precipi-

tated by the aid of heat, assisted or not by a vacuum, the

precipitation occurring in the following order:—zinc, cad-

mium, cobalt, nickel, copper, silver. The ammoniacal

saline combinations of the dissolved metals are, when

required, decomposed by the use oi baryta or lime, in case

it is required to fix sulphuric acid j or if it be required to

retain eaibon dioxide in combination, calcined dolomite may-

be used.— E. S.

Ores; Process and Apparatusjor the Treatment of .

3. E. Goldschmid. fr. Pat. 843,318, May 19, 1904.

Powdered irou ore i^ charged from a hopper into one end

of a horizontal revolving cylinder, into the or posite end of

which a pipe passes conveying water-gas. Within the gas-

pipe, and reaching beyond its end (at which, the gas is

ignited) is a tube conveying air to support combustion.

The ore is successively dried, oxidised, and reduced, as it

travels towards the flame at the exit end. A U -tube for

passage of gaseous ] lucts is adapted to one end of the

cylinder, in which tub condensation of vapours is effected

by witter spray. The apparatus is specially adapted for the

preliminary treatment of pyrites cinders, &c., but is also

available generally in treating matters which, owing to

pulverulent, are otherwise difficult to treat. Such

matters are the residual products of the aniline munufac-

mrer, or the residues of the treatment of copper ores.

— K. S.

XL-ELECTRO-CHEMISTRY AND
ELECTRO-METALLURGY.

(4.)—ELECTRO-CHEMISTRY.

Zinc Salts ; Study of Compter . F. Kun-chert.

Z. anorg. Chem., L904, 41, 337-358.

The author investigated the condition of zinc in solutions

of its complex -ins, by electro-chemical means and by

solubility determinations

Zinc' in Alkali Oxalate Solutions.—In concentrated

solutions of zinc oxalate in ammonium and potassiOB

oxalates, the zinc is in the form of the complex ioul

/mt'-.d,',"", but on dilution, the latter split up, in part,

into ZiK.lt i,i.' and free oxalate ions. A somewhat higher

E.M V. is" required to separate zinc from alkali oxalate

solutions, then from solutions of its sulphate, but the deposit

obtained from the oxalate solutions is more adhi ran

Further, in the electrolysis of sulphate solutions, sulphuric

acid is set free, and thus the concentration of the hydrogen

becomes greater and the discharge potential of the
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fame less, so that the proportion of the current energy

consumed in the evolution of hydrogen increases con-

tinuously. In the electrolysis of oxalate solutions, on.the

other hand, whil-t the tendency to the evolution of hydrogen
i- greater at first than in the sulphate solutions, it remains

nearly constant throughout the coarse of the electrolysis.

Zinc in Sodium Hydroxide Solutions.—The zinc exists

chiefly in the form of ZnO," ions, which, however, are

hydrolysed, in part, to HZqOo' and hydroxyl ions. Both
the compound-, NajZn02

and XallZu' i
; , an' stable only in

the presence of excess of sodium hydroxide. In electro-

lysing with insoluble anodes, the K.M.F. required for the

separation of zinc is 1-4S3 volts from X i-alkali solution,

and 1 • 528 volts from a neutral solution. In general, the

employment of neutral solutions gives the more satisfactory

results.

Zinc in Potassium Cyanide Solutions.—The zine exists

partly in the form cf Zn(CN)4
" ions and partly in the

form of Zn(ON)3
' ions. In a solution of zinc in potassium

cyanide, according to the concentration, from 10 to 20 per

cent, of the salt lw,'j(CX>
;

is decomposed into potassium
cyanide and the salt KZn(CN)3. If the potassium cyanide
produced be fixed, e.g., by addition of silver nitrate, the
decomposition proceeds further, until finally the whole of
the double salt is decomposed, according to the equation :

KoZn(CX), + 2AgN< >
a = 2KAg(CN)2 + Zn(y03) :

. The
total cyanogen in the zinc double cyanide can thus be
determined by titration with silver nitrate solution, and the

statement of'Bettel (Chem. Xews, 1S95, 72, 286 and 298)
that in the titration of cyanide solutions containing zinc,

only 7
- 9 percent, of the cyanogen iu the zinc double salt

react- with the silver nitrate, is incorrect. Io the titration

of strong solutions, indeed, a turbidity is produced before
the whole of the theoretical quantity of silver nitrate

solution has been added, but this turbidity consists not of

silver cyanide, but of zinc cyanide, and its formation can
be prevented by strongly diluting the cyanide solution

before titrating. The formation oi free potassium cyanide
in solutions of the zinc double salt also accounts for the
solvent action of such solutions on gold, and explains the

possibility of regenerating the potassium cyanide by soluble

sulphides. The potassium cyanide cannot, on the other
hand, be regenerated by addition of alkali, since the ionic

concentration of the zinc is greater in alkaline than iu

cyanide solutions ; indeed, zinc in alkaline solution cau be
converted into tbe zinc double cyanide by addition of
potassium cyanide. Zinc dissolves, with evolution of hydro-
gen, in potassium cyanide solutions of strengths such as

are nsed in gold extraction. The rate of solution is

accelerated by the presence of foreign metals such as

platinum and gold, and by excess of oxygen.— A. S.

Nitrogen ; Oxidation of by the Electric Flame.
F. v. Lepel. Ber., 1904, 37, 3470—3474. (See also this

J., 1904, 376.)

Is the course of some experiments in which currents of

high potential were conducted by the aid of a rotating dis-

tributor simultaneously through several discharge-tubes, it

was observed that, e.g., with a current of about 6 amperes
and 14 volts, the yield of acid (nitrogen oxide) from each
of two discharge tubes arranged iu parallel, with fixed

electrodes, was approximately the same as from one tube by
itself. With this arrangement, however, strong sparking
was observed, indicating loss of energy, when the rotating
distributor was passing over from one cathodic conducting
wire to the other. Experiments were then made in which
division of the electric flame was effected in a single

discharge-tube by the use of a fork-shaped anode, the points
of which could be made to rapidly rotate on tbe broad
cathode plate. With a large apparatus of this form
(capacity, 60 litres), and a current of air of 1800—2000 c.c.

per minute, a yield of 2-419 gnus, of acid was obtained in

seven hours by using a current of 12 amperes and 70 volts.

With two such apparatus, however, and using a rotating dis-

tributor, the yields were relatively much smaller; for example,
with a current of 12 amperes and 6.3 volts the yield of acid
was 2-4 grras. per hour from one tube alone, and 1*5 grms.
from the other tube a'.one, whilst from the two tubes

together the maximum yield was 1 • 5 grms. per hour. The
cause of the relatively small yield iu the lar^e apparatus in

mparison with the yield obtained in the preliminarv
.periments with a small apparatus with divided current is

to be explained by the need of determining with each
'ifferent size of apparatus, the most suitable values for
(1) the amount of electric energy: (2) amount of air;
(X) rate of rotation of anode. The expetiments, however,
-how that rotation of the anode and division of the electric

flame are advantageous.—A. S.

Carbonic Acid; Reduction of Combined Solid to

Carbon, and Electro-Chemical Reactions with Solid
Substances. F. Haber and St. Tolloczko. Z. anorg.
Chem., 1904, 41,, 407—411.

The authors have investigated the electrolysis of solid sub-
stances at temperatures below their melting points.

Electrolysis of Solid Caustic Soda.—Metallic sodium was
produced by the electrolysis of caustic soda below its melt-
iDg point, with a current-yield of from 39 to 46 per cent.,

but this was not a true case of electrolysis of a solid com-
pound, since it couli be proved that in the electrolyte small
pasty particles were present, which would of course act as
conductors for the current.

Reduction of Combined Carbonic Acid to Carbon.—Ex-
periments were made with mixtures of barium chloride and
carbonate, the electrolyte being contained iu a nickel
crucible which served as anode ; the cathode was of iron,

platinum, or artificial graphite. The crucible was heated
in a Hempel's gas furnace or in an electric furnace. The
theoretical current-yield of carbon was obtained. The for-

mation cf the carbon is due to the action of the barium set

free at the cathode on the barium carbonate.

Reactions between Chlorides and Flue Cases.—In an
attempt to electrolyse pure solid barium chloride in a nickel
crucible heated in a Hempel's gas furnace, the separation of

carbon in amount equivalent to 34 per ceat. of the theoretical

cnrreot-yield was effected. This was found to be due to the

formation of barium carbonate from the barium chloride by
the action of the products of combustion of the gas, according
to the equation : BaCl„ + CO; + O = B.t< :03 + ( II,. Ex-
periments showed that calcium chloride and sodium chloride

are acted upon in a similar manner. The following are some
of the results obtained by heating the substances named in a

Hempel's gas furnace :—

3 Time.

6*935 grm'.of calcium chloride.
:rrms. of barium chloride

: : : - ^-nns. of sodium chloride .

utageof
Cbloride

rat are. converted intw
Carbonate.

°C.
780 S-oo

10110 3-06
0-184

In the attempt to electrolyse barium chloride, a small amount
of barium sulphate was formed in a similar manner by the

action of the sulphur dioxide or trioxide in the products of

combustion of the gas.

Electrolysis of Pure Barium Chloride.—Quantitative

current-yields of barium subchloride were obtained by-

electrolysing pure barium chloride at a temperature below

its melting point, in a nickel crucible heated in an electric

furnace. Metallic barium is first separated, and this reacts

with the barium chloride, forming the subchloride.

Solid Daniel Cells.—Two solid Daniel cells were pre-

pared. In the one, some lead chloride was fused in a (J-

tube of refractory glass and then allowed to solidify. In

one limb of the tube a layer of molten lead was introduced

above the lead chloride and a rod of lead inserted in the

fused metal Io serve as electrode. In the other limb was
inserted a silver wire, which carried on it- i lump of

silver chloride (prepared by repeatedly dipping the wire in

fused -ilver chloride). This limb was then heated with a

small flame until the silver chloride and lead chloride were

in good contact. In the second cell, cuprous chloride and

copper were substituted for the lead chloride and lead. The
E.M.F. of each of these cells was quite measurable, and
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corresponded well with the value calculated according to

Thomson's hew.— A. S.

Graphite from Wood Charcoal ; Preparation of -.

.l.YS. Metallurgie, 1904,1, 137—-142. Z.EIek-

trochem., 1904, 10, 687.

Rods formed from ;i mixture of charcoal and alumina, in

different proportions, were inserted as a resistance between

massive carbon electrodes. By passage of the electric

current tln'\ were brought to a sufficiently high temperature

to dissociate the aluminium carbide, which is hist formed,

ami t.i volatilise practically all the aluminium. The amount

of graphite in the rod was determined by decomposing the

amorphous carbon with fuming nitric acid. When the

heating was carried out at 2000°—2400° C, a mixture

containing 5 per cent, of alumina gave 08 per cent, of

graphite, a mixture containing 30 per cent, of alumina,

!J7 per cent, of graphite. Furnaces are described for the

continuous treatment of the mixture with production of

graphite. The power required in these furnaces was 1 '.I

k.w. hours per liilo. of graphite.— It. S. H.

Potassium Acetate; Electrolysis of . H. Hofer and

M. MoeBt. /.. Elefctrochem., 1904, 10, 833—834.

I'm authors offer some criticism of tbe recent paper by
1'. Foerster and A. Piquet (tee this J., 100-1, 94U), and

point out that methyl alcohol is a very important second in

product in the electrolysis of potassium acetate. Tbe view-

that the various products of electrolysis are due to the

mutual reaction of the separating anions is preferred to

that ascribing them to anodic oxidation of acetic acid.

—K. S. II.

English Patents.

Insulating Mali rial for Electric Conductors. British

Thomson-Houston Co.. London. From General Electric

Co., Schenectady, U.S.A. Eng. Pat. 23,853, Nov. 2G,

1903.

Tun iusulatiog material is formed by firing together a

mixture of ground soapstone, a refractory substance such

as cla\ , and cryolite or other fluxing agent which melts a' a

sufficiently low temperature to leave the soapstone in a soft

condition, so that it may be drilled or machined.— 11. S. H.

Peroxides of Magnesium and Zinc ; Process for the

Electrolytic Maim failure of . F. Hinz, Berlin.

Eng. Pat. 24,806, -Nov. 1 1, 1903.

So: I r. 1'at. -!.;:, JS.") of 1903; this J., 1904, 549.—T. F. Ii.

( 'upper Sulphate and Caustic Alkalies ; Process and
Apparatus for tin Manufacture of by the Electrc-

li/sis of Alkatim Chlorides. 11. M. Granier, Villemonldc,

France, Eng. Pat! 4487, Feb. 23, 1904. Under Internat.

(one, April 0, 1903.

SEE Ft. Pat. 330,903 of 1903; this J., 1903, 11)80.—T. F. 1!.

Gases and Vapours} Production of Chemical Reactions

in by Electric Discharges. A. de Montlaur, Paris.

Eng. Pal. 12,541, June 2, 1904. Under Internat. Conv.,

June

S.i [ -. Pat. 332,74 I of 1903; this J., 1908, 1298.—T. P. B.

United States Patents.

Apparatus for . [Carbide Pro-
duction., W. S. Horry, As ignoi aion Carbide Co.,

Niagara Falls, N.Y. U.S. Fat. 771,249, Oct. 4, 1904.

The electric fori i »ed so thai terminals

connected to n source of polypi i I re] ed in

contact with a conducting body. Different plu-

nged to flow along paths which converge to a

common point within the body, which thus Income- hi

up to any required temperature. The conducting muti

may consist of a mixture of " a compound and a redu<

aing materials. Means are pri

vided for tapping off tl I this- J., 1904,

—K. S I!

Electric Heating ; Apparatus for . [Carbide I'ro-

iliuiion.] W. S. Horry. Assignor to Union Carbide Co.!

.Niagara Palls. N.Y. U.S. Pat. 771,250, Oct. I, 1904.

\- in the furnace described in the preceding abstract,

polyphase currents are employed, hut the connections are so

arranged that the current flows alon«r paths which crops

each other through the material to be heated. (See this

J., 1904, 548.)—K. S. H.

Peat I [Electrical"} Apparatus fur, and Process ofRcmoring
Water from . B. Kittler, Memel, Germany. I >.

Pats. 772,717 and 772,891, Oct. IS, 1904.

SEE Pug. Pat. 120 of 1904 ; this J., 1904, 32C—T. P. li.

French Patents.

Zinc Oxide; Manufacturing [Electrical] . C. J.

Barbier. Fr. Pat. 338,977, Aug. 12, 1908*

Pi. a CES of carbon and of zinc arc suspended alternately side

by side in a bath of pure water. The plates are sufficiently

apart to permit the free falling down of tbe zinc oxide

which forms on the zinc plates when these are connected to

the positive pole of a source of electricity, the carbon plates

being connected to the negative pole. The oxide as it falls

may be caught in a screen suitably supported for agitation ;

or tbe process may be made continuous by withdrawing the

water charged with zinc oxide to a filter as fresh water flows

into the hath.—E. S.

Electric Resistance Materials; Manufacture of .

Chemisch-Elektrische Fabrik " Prometheus." Pr. Pat.

343,731, June 6, 1904.

The resistance bodies are formed from carbides of silicon

or boron, or from other suitable material, by transforming

the finely-divided material into a coherent mass by beating it

to a temperature below its melting point. One method of

carrying this out is to add boric acid to the finely-pulverisefl

carbide, to strongly compress the mixture, and then to bake
it at about L800*C.—R. S. H.

(B.)—ELECTRO-JIETALLURGr.

Nickel Matte ; Electrolytic Treatment of . E. Giin-

thcr. Metallurgie, 1904, 1, 77—81. Z. Elektrochenfl

1904,10, 836—837.

The author has been successful in the direct electrolytic

treatment of a nickel matte low in copper. The solution of

the material at the anode was satisfactory. I sins slightly,

acid nickel sulphate as electrolyte, at first 92 per cent, of

the current efficiency was attained, which, only much later,

fell to So per cent. At the cathode, nickel of 99-27 per

cent, purity was deposited in an excellent form.— It. S. IP

Copper in Potassium Cyanide ; Examination of Solutions

of . F. Kunsehert. Z. anorg. Chem., 1904, 41,

359—370.

Tin author finds by electro-chemical methods that in

potassium cyanide solutions the copper exists in tbe form

of Cu(CN)-,'" ions, and to a lesser extent, of Cu(< !X)3" ions,

[he ri suits of the author's experiments afford an explana-

tion of tbe necessity of using u somewhat high current!

density in electrolytic brass-plating. With a veri

current-density and a potassium cyauidi solution of modi rati-

strength, the copper, in consequence of its lower discbargi

potential, separates before the zinc. With a higher correal

the kes place, the dischaajj

potential of the ziuc being so reduced that the metal

becomes capable of forming e impounds nod solid solutions

with the copper. The concentration of cuprous ions in*

potassium cyanide solution is very small, and this accounts

for the difficult} oi precipitating cuprous sulphide from

such solutions ty hydrogen sulphide. Since it the c

tration of the - asi d tenfold, the

concentration of the cuprous ions would be diminished to

uf its orif inal valm recipitation of cuprous

sulphide by hydrogen sulpbidi in presi n, e of a small
' Bium cyanide is explicable, without assuming the
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formation of any particular complex ions (see Tread-
well and Girsewald, this J., 1904, til). The fact that

precipitation may occur on diluting the cyanide solution can
be explained by means of the lav of mass action, since in

the reaction 2Cu(CX)4
"' + Hss = Cu3S + 2HCX + G(CX )'.

«ight dissolved molecules or ions are formed from three.

and a reaction by which the osmotic pressure is increased is

always favoured by dilution.—A. S.

English Patents.

Sodium and Potassium ; Production of . T. Parker,
Wolverhampton. Eng. Pat. 19,196, Sept. 7, 1903.

Axumtnate of soda or pctash is mixed with carbon in

suitable proportions, and calcined in an electric furnace,
whereby the alkali metals are volatilised, and alumina
remains behind. .Similarly, the alkali silicates can be
employed, aud carbide of silicon (carborundum) obtained
as a secondary product. The same processes can be em-
ployed, if nitrogen is introduced, for the production of
cyanides.—K. S. 11.

Electric Furnace*. E. Ruhstrat and W. E. Grimmer
Gottingen, Germany. Eog. Pat. 24,472, Nov. 18, 1903.

'

The furnaces described are of cylindrical or other shape, and
are characterised by having a helix of carbon which serves

as the heating resistance. The helix may be cut out from
a solid carbon article, and the spirals of the helix may be
separated by porous carbon having a very high resistance,

which serves to strengthen them. Applications of the fur-

naces to the fusion of refractory materials are described.

-II. S.H.

Electric Furnaces, and Extraction of Zinc by means of
same. A. Kdelmaun aud X. Wallin, Charlottenburg,

Germany. Eng. Pat. lb,2i>5, July 21, 1904. Under
Internat. Conv., July 23, 1903.

The electric furnace comprises a vertical bell-shaped upper
electrode and an annular lower electrode, with a central

cavity in which is situated a condensing tube, connecting

with condensing chambers. The shaft for the raw material

surrounds the upper electrode. In the application to the

extraction of zinc, the carbonic oxide and zinc vapours
formed by the decomposition of the ore are prevented from
escaping directly into the air by the charge filling the shaft.

They consequently pass under and into the bell-shaped

electrode, which serves as a heat interchanger and pressure

equaliser, thence through the condensing tube to the cham-
bers where the zinc is collected, and finally, through a shaft

filled with coke, into the air.— li. S. H.

United States Patents.

Furnace ; Electric H. Ifarmet, St. Etienne, France.

U.S. Pat. 772,354, Oct. 18, 1904.

SEtF.-.Pat. 31S.2S3 of 1902 ; this J., 1902, 1459.—T.F. B.

Metals; [Electrolytic] Process of Obtaining . F. von
Kiigelgen, Polcombe Rock, Va., and II. Danneel, Breslau,

Germany, Assignors to the Willson Aluminium Co., New
York. U.S. Pat. 771,646, Oct, 4, 1904.

A metallic oxide is introduced into the cathode chamber
of an electrolytic cell, in which the electrolyte is a solution

of a haloid compound of an alkali metal. The oxide is

reduce.! to metal, and alkali hydroxide is formed and is

withdrawn from the cathode chamber. The strength of the

electrolyte is maintained by additions of the haloid salt

to the anode chamber. The process is applied to obtain

metallic tin, sodium hydroxide and chlorine, from tin oxide

aud sodium chloride.—E. S.

French Patents.

Electric Induction Furnace with Air-Blast. A. Fauchon-
Yilleplee. Fr. Pat. 338,985, Aug. 14, 1903.

Ax induction furnace is combined with arrangements for

blowing air into the charge which is being heated in the

furnace.—R. S. H.

Copper Matte in the Electric Furnace; Process for
Treating . A. Fauchon-Villeplee. Fr: Pat; 338,986,
Aug. 14, 1903.

Copper matte is treated in a furnace of the type described
in the above specification ; by means of the air-blast the
sulphur and iron are oxidised.—R. S. H.

Steel-making in the Electric Furnace ; Process of .

A. Fauchon-Villeplee. Fr. Pat. 338,987, Aug. 14, 1903.

Molten cast iron is run into a furnace of the type men-
tioned in specification 338,985 above. By means" of the

luced currents the metal is heated, whilst the air-blast
oxidises the carbon and other impurities.—R. S. II.

XI1.-FATTY OILS, FATS, WAXES,
AND SOAP.

Olive-kernel Oil; Influence of on Olive Oil.

X. Passerini. Staz. Spenm. Agrar. Ital., 1904, 37,
00—610,

Ix order to test the accuracy of the widespread opinion
that olive kernels contain oil that becomes rancid more
ivadily than the pulp oil, virgin olive oil was mixed with
varying proportions of the crushed stones or kernels and kept
in flasks plugged with cotton wool for several months, after

which the acidity was determined. It was found that in each
case the kernels had caused a slight increase in the amount
of free acid, which was greater in proportion to thequantit}'

of kernels used. The author has arrived at the following

conclusions :— (!) That olive oil becomes slightly acid
when kept in prolonged contact with the kernels, the acidity

increasing with the proportion of kernels. (2) That oil

extracted from the kernels with ether has an acidity (1-84
per cent.) which at first differs but little from that of pulp
oil (1'86 per cent.), but that in time the acidity increases

considerably {e.g., a sample kept for 18 months had an
acidity of 10' 18 per cent.). (3) That when the percentage
of kernels does not exceed the normal amount in the fruit

(12 per cent.) the pulp oil does not undergo any change in

its organoleptic character, whilst the slight increase in the
i lity is negligible. (4) That, in practice, no injurious

effect need be feared from the short contact of the pulp
oil with the crushed stones. (See a'so this J., 1S9S, 1055.;

—C. A. M.

Carbon Dioxide in Seeds during Germination ; Origin

of . E.tfrbain. XXIV., page HM7.

French Patents.

liquids contai?iiug Glycerin ; Treatment of . E.

A. Barbet and L. Riviere. Fr. Pat. 338,962, July 31,

1903.

The liquid is treated with silicofluoric acid to precipitate

the salts of potassium, sodium, &c, the precipitate is

washed, aud the glycerin separated from the filtrate and

washings. The addition of alcohol before the filtration

increases the insolubility of the silicofluorides. In the case

of the products of alcoholic fermentation (Vinasses, &c),
the liquid i- first concentrated to 10° or 12° B. in the

presence of lime or calcium carbonate, and then filtered,

and the filtrate treated with silicofluoric acid, t:.e excess of

which is neutralised with sodium or calcium carbonate.

The liquid is next filtered, with or without the addition of

alcohol (which is subsequently evaporated), the clear

filtrate concentrated, and the residual crude glycerin

purified, e.g., by osmosis, as described in Fr. Pats. 323,373

and 330,939 (this J., 1903, 502, 1101).— C. V. M.

Soaps; Useof'Tangue" [Silicious Clay] ii the Manu-

facture if . C. Sizarct. Fr. Pat. 343,398, May 24,

1904.

The soap is incorporated with about 25 per cent, of

" tangne," an extremely fine silicious clay found principally

on the sea coast.— C. A. M.
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Soap ; Manufacture of Hard Rosin [for Paper
Manufacture]. K. Fischer. Fr. Pat. 343,617, May I],

19(i4."

A iiaiik soap in solid form is prepared by mixim: Un-

required proportions of rosin and " soda " with the -

possible amount of water which is continually renewed by
condensation during the boiling, until the saponification is

complete, after which the water is allowed to evaporate.

Special apparatus claimed lor this purpose consist- of a
boiler divided by means of a false bottom into two com-
partment-, the upper of which is provided with means for

condensing the evaporated water, and communicates by
means of tubes, <fce. with the lower compartment in which is

the heating arrangement.—('. A. M.

XIII.-PIGMENTS, PAINTS; EESINS,

VARNISHES; INDIA-RUBBER, Etc.

(4.)—PIGMENTS, PAINTS.

United States Patent.

Paint Composition. W. A. Hall, Bellows Falls, Vt.

U.S. Pat. 771,241, Oct. 4, 1904.

See Eng. Pat. 26,903 of 1903 ; this J., 19(14, 328.—T. F. B.

French Patent.

Litres [from Azo Dyestujf'a'] ; Process for Preparing
JVew . Soc. Anon. Prod. F. Baver et Cic. Fr.

Pat. 343,631, June 1, 1904.

Lakes of various shades of red, fast to light, are obtained
by precipitating, on a suitable substratum, the azo dyestuffs

Jormed by combining the diazo derivatives of 2-naphthyl-

amine-1 . 6-disulphonic acid or of 2-naphthylamine-3.6-
di-ulphonie acid with nnphtholsulphonic acids. Bluish-red

lakes are obtained, for example, by combining the diazo
derivative of either acid with 2-naphthol-3. 6-disulphonic

acid; a yellowish-red lake is produced from the diazo
derivative of the 3.6-acid with 2-naphthol-3.6.S-trisul-

phonic acid, whilst a brilliant red is obtained by combining
the same diazo compound with l-naphthol-3. 6-disulphonic

acid.—T. F. B.

(B.)- RESINS, VARNISHES.

Unitet) States Patent.

Wood; Process of Destructive Distillation of liisinous

. C. E. Broughton. U.S. Pat. 771,706, Oct. 4, 1904.

III., page 1023.

(C.)—INDIA-RUBBER, &c.

Castillo i F.lnstica ; The Latex of- . A. VV. K. de Jong
and W. R. Tromp de Haas. Ber., 1904, 37, 3298— :'

Tfie authors have examined a latex derived from 10-year-

old rubber trees (Castilloa Elasticii) grown in Java, but

obtained originally from Kew. The results are much at

variance with those described bj l . O. Weber for a similar

product (this J.. 1903, 1200), and no support can he found

by the author for Weber's theory of albumin-coagulation.

The Java latex contained isolated particles and was of acid

reaction. It w a- coagulable by methyl and ethyl alcohol, ace-

tone, and glacial acetic acid, but not by albumin-coagulating

agent-, nor was an oxydase present. The latex was diluted

with water, allowed to stand, and the cream collected. This
was re-washed in a similar manner 12 time- ream
Mill formed a white milky emulsion with water, like the

original juice. After pasteurisation, the latex was coagulable
tiv glaeial acetic acid and acetone, but not by alcohol or
by heating. By leaving Castilloa rubber in contaet with

ether, a thick syrup, uufilterable, except alter addition of

more ether, was obtained. After standing for 24 hours to

settle, this liquid contained - 7 to 93 per cent, ol erude

rubber. Also when the latex itself was extracted with ether,

7 - 9 to B'2 per cent, of crude rnbberwas found in the fill

solution, so that the latex appears to contain rubb< r as

such, ami, moreover, rubber that is soluble in ethei \-

1- tannin, fresh late\ was filtered, the liquid portion)
ited with lead acetate, and the precipitate decomposed

with hydrogen sulphide. The resulting liquor when dried
over sulphuric acid yielded a yellow brittle solid, which con- I
tamed ::u per cent, of tannin by the hide-powder method)
(./. Weber, he. n'/.).— II. I.. J.

India-Rubbcr ; .1 Radium Hays on .

K. Ditmar. XXI'. ., page 1048.

English Patents.

Rubber and Ebonite; Treatment and Utilisation of Wasti
l ulcanised . V. de Karavodiue, Paris. Hng. Pat.
7795, April 2, 1904. Idler Internal. C'euv., Juh 2-">,

1903.

See Fr. Pat. 338,945 of 1903 ; this J., 1904, 991.—T. F. B.

Rubber Wastes Process for Devulcanising or Regene-
rating . R. B. Trice, Chicago. Eng. Pat. 17,318
Aug. 8, 1904. Under Internal. Couy, May 26, 1904.

See U.S. Pat. 762,843 of 1 904 ; this J. , 1904, 7 19.—T. F. Bj

French Patent.

Rubber ; Regeneration of . M. l'ontio. First Addi-
tion, dated April IS, 1904, to Fr. Pat. 338,048 of (let. 16,

1903 (this J., 1904, 615).

If petroleum be used alone as the solvent, it should be th>

fraction which boils between 1
25' and 140 C. If, how-

ever, the b. pt. be somewhat higher, it may be lowered to the
required degree by the addition of benzene or toluene.

When necessary, amy) alcohol may be substituted for
acetone or alcoholic soda to tree the rubber from sulphur
aud traces of solvent.—F. D. I

XIV.-TANNING ; LEATHER, GLUE, SIZE.

United States Patent.

Leather Substitute ; Manufacture of an Artificial .

G. Ebert, Rixdorf, As-iguor to K. l'iesbergen, Berlin.'

U.S. Pat. 772,646, Oct. 18, 1904.

See Eng. Pat. 15,629 of 1904 ; this J , 1904, 906.—T. F. B-.

Frenxh Patents.

Tannin ; Cold Extraction of under Reduced Pres-
sure. L. Castetfl. Fr. Pat. 343,679, Juue 3, 1904.

Mechanical details are given of a plant for the cold ex-

traction of tannin under reduced pressure. The main
features are a series of five I *ed cj lindrical extraction vats,

mounted ou trunnions and jn connection with a pump and
reservoir, so arranged t::at the liquors, as they increase ui

strength, come in contact with materials richest in tannin,

also a -ixth similar vessel -applied with refrigerating appa-

ratus for the deposition of resin- ami colouring matters.

— U. 1,. J.

ai Leather: I'r >s for the Manufacture of the

J. B. Granjon and J. !•'. 1.. Berchet. Fr. Pat. 343,704,

Juue 4, 1904.

One or more sheets of cardboard are covered with a uiix-

asphalt, bitumen of Judrea, tar. and resin. The
sheet- thus treated are heated by steam to about 1

and are then passed between steam-heated roller-. If the

leather be required fir straps, strips of linen or metal may
be placed between the sheet- before rolling.— F. I). T.

XV.-MAHURES. Etc.

Phosphoric Acid i M : Effect of Liming on .

Scbulze. Hied. Centr. 1904, 33, 653— (.54 ; from

Fuhlmg's I.andw. Zeit., 19U4, 53, '86, 216, and 261.

The effect of the phospl iric acid of bone meal i

lime, may very Eea ly approach that of phosphor]'-

liable in citric acid. Liming has very little effect

. :rds water-soluble phosphoric acid, but mire on
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citric acid-soluble phosphoric acid, and moat of all on the

phosphoric acid of bone meal. In the case of spring

manuring with phosphoric acid, a simultaneous application

of burnt lime is the most injurious. Autumn manuring
with lime is less injurious, whilst the least effect is produced

when the lime is applied in the form of carbonate in the

autumn. The injurious effect of lime on the activity of

phosphoric acid in the soil, especially the phosphoric acid

of bone meal, is due to the neutralisation of the acid con-

stituents of the soil. The formation and decomposition of

organic substances in soils is of no small importance in the

nutrition of crops with phosphoric acid.—X. H. J. M.

Calcium Cyanamide i Agricultural Employment of .

M. Gerlaoh. Bied. Centr., 1904, 33, 649—651 ; from
Mitt. d. deutsch. landw. Ges., 1904, [8]. (See this J.,

1903, 809.)

The results of pot experiments showed that calcium
cyanamide was equal to ammonium salts and nitrate of

soda. In field experiments lower results were obtained,

Be perhaps to loss of nitrogen in the form of ammonia.
Calcium cyanamide can be readily converted into ammonium
sulphate.—N. H. J. M.

Fre.vch Patents.

Manure in Powders Process for making by means

of Phosphorites and other Natural Phosphates. W.
Matbesius. Fr. 1'at. 343,820, June 9, 1904. Under
Internat. Conv., June 13, 1903.

See Eng. Pat. 13,361 of 1904; this J., 1904, 907.—T. F. B.

Humous Manures ; Manufacture of . J. J. Boutan.
Fr. Pat. 338,981, Aug. 13, 1903.

Peat, the humous basis of these manures, is treated with a

concentrated solution of potassium salts, rich in the car-

bonate, such as may be derived from the charred waste of

the vinous or molasses distilleries; or by a mixture of

potassium sulphate and chalk, to obtain a "humo-potassic "

manure. Or, a " humo-phosphatic " manure is prepared by
incorporating peat previously rendered alkaline, with in-

soluble phosphates in which the phosphoric acid, or part of

it, has been rendered soluble by humous matter, together

with such alkaline salts as those named, or by acids.

Sodium or ammonium salts may in some cases replace the

potassium salts in the preparation of the manures.—E. S.

Sewage and Water ; Precipitant for use in Purification of
. [Manure.'] J. M. Lallemand and A. Soutierre.

Addition to Fr. Pat. 323,900 of Aug. 14, 1902. XVI1I.B.,
page 1040.

XVI.-SUGAR, STAKCH, GUM, Etc.

Sugar Factories ; Micro-organisms in the Juices of .

//. A. Scheme. Z. Ver. deutsch. Zuckennd., 1904,
1060—1090. (See this J., 1901, 733.)

The author has made a careful study of the nature, pro-

perties, and conditions of growth of the various micro-
organisms which he has isolated from the juices of beet-

sugar factories. The organisms are dealt with according to

the following groups, the nature of the acids produced by
them being also noted:— Group 1. Leuconvstoc mesen-
tero'ides ('"frog-spawn fungus"), forming chiefly lactic

acid ; mucus-forniing coccus I., producing acetic and suc-

cinic acids and a little lactic acid ; mucus-forming coccus II.,

producing acetic and d-lactie acids. Group 2. Coli-like

bacteria : A, producing a little formic acid, much succinic

acid, /-lactic acid ; B, producing acetic and /-lactic acids ; C,
producing acetic acid, much succinic acid, /-lactic acid; I),

producing acetic acid, a little valeric acid, much succinic

acid, (/-lactic acid. Group 3. Clostridium gelatinosum
Laxa, producing acetic and lactic acids ; B. mesentericus
fuscus, producing acetic acid and a little valeric acid

;

B. subtitis, producing little acid (?). Group 4. Indifferent
and accidental organisms : An acid-forming coccus pro-
ducing d-lactic acid and traces of volatile acids ; rodlet
bacteria, similar to lactic bacteria; yeasts and mould fungi.

The author discusses the occurrence of the above organisms
in nature, and the manner in which they enter the juice.

The harm which these organisms effect in the sugar
factories is due principally to the production of gelatinous

and mucous carbohydrates at the expense of the sugar.

This property is a very general one, and accounts for a
considerable proportion of the losses during manufac-
ture. Sugar is aiso lost by the formation of acids, alcohol,

and gases under microbic influences and by the activity of

the inverting enzymes secreted by the organisms. Many
of these organisms are remarkably resistant to the influence

of high temperatures and of most antiseptics : and the

inverting enzymes secreted by them ar? still more resistant

than the organisms themselves.—J. F. B.

Sugars; Semicarbazonc.s of Reducing —— . Maquenne
and Goodwin. Bull. Soc. Chim., 1904, 31, 1075—1078.

Tin: semicarlxizonesofarabinose, rhamnose, xylose, dextrose,

mannose, galactose, lactose, and cellose are described, their

melting points, solubility, and rotatory power being given.

The semicarbazones of maltose and levuiose could not be
obtained in a pure state. All the semicarbazones exhibited

multi-rotation, the rotatory power only becoming constant

after the solution had stood for some days. The rotatory

power was, except in the case of rhamnose semicarbazone,
considerably lower than that of the original sugar. The
substances had no sharp melting points, the change of

physical state being always accompanied by an evolution

of gas. These derivatives are not considered to posse-s

am value for the identification of the sugars, as their

physical constants are not sufficiently well defined.

—T. F. B.

Sugar in MIolasses and Cane Sugar Factory Products

;

Determination of Crystalltsable anil llnl/tring H.
Pellet. XXIII.', page 1047.

Sulphurous Acid in Molasses ; Determination of .

E. Pozzi-Escot. XXIII., page 1047.

English Patent.

Honey Substitute ; Manufacture of a . A. Oetker,

Bielefeld, Germany. Eng. Pat. 12,754, June 6, 1904.

500 gems, of cane sugar are mixed with 05 grm. of

calcium formate and 0"5 grm. of tartaric acid, sufficient

caramel to produce the desired colour being also added.

500 gnus, of this mixture are heated to boiling with

125 grnis. of water, then kept in a warm place for 30
minutes, and afterwards cooled.—W. P. S.

French Patents.

Diffusion \_Sugar~] ; Continuous Process of .

'

J. Galloo. Fr. Pat. 338,971, Aug. 7, 1903.

Rasped beetroot pulp is caused to travel through a diffusion

vessel divided into several compartments. At the same
lime an extracting liquid is passed through the diffuser in

the opposite direction. Each compartment of the vessel is

provided with mixing rakes, which keep the pulp in sus-

pension and facilitate the extraction of the sugar.—J. F. B

Massecuite ; Continuous Apparatus for Filtering and

Washing . H. Boy. Fr. Pat. 343,194, May 10,

1904.

The apparatus consists essentially of a cylindrical vessel

provided with a conical lower poition, around the walls of

which a perforated filtering surface is arranged. The
massecuite is forced in at the bottom of the vessel, and is

agitated in contact with the filtering surface by means of

stirring arms, whilst at the same time it is subjected to the

action of compressed air introduced at the top of the

apparatus. The syrup passes through the filtering surface,

and drained sugar is discharged continuous!; ' from the

upper poition of the vessel. By interposing one or more

cylindrical sections provided with separate stirrers and

filtering surfaces between the lower and upper portions of

the vessel, the massecuite may be systematically washed in

its upward coarse by means of " clairce " syrups introduced

at various points.—J. F. B,
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Starch Derivatives; Pro<luction of J, Kantorowioz.
Fr. Pat. 343,614, April 29, 1904.

Stari 'h is treated is presence of water with liquids which
are miseible with water, Imt which prevent tin- gel tihisa-

tion of the starch When caustic soda is subsequently ridded.

For instance, 100 parts of potato starch are mixed with

alcohol at a strength of 50— 90 per cent., SO ;is to produce
a milky liquid in which the starch is held in suspension,

and then 40 parts of a solution of caustic soda at S0° B.

arc added. The mass thickens, and is allowed to remain
for one hour: it is then neutralised by acetic acid, and the

resulting precipitate is filtered off and dried. The product

yields a paste when mixed with 10 times its weight of

water.—J. F. B.

Spirits, Cuttle Food, and Glucose ; Preparation if
from Plants and Vegetable Refuse. Intermit. Npiritus-

Jnd. Ft. Pat. 343,745,'May 11,1904. XVII., page 1039.

XTIL-BKEWING, WINES, SPIEITS, Etc.

Malt ; Relation between Moisture, Grist, and Yield in .

K. Kegensburger. '/.. ges. Brauw., 1904, 27, 649— 651.

Forii Bavarian malts were allowed to absorb moisture in a

moderately damp place, and after definite periods of time,

samples were crushed in a laboratory Seek mill set at 25",

and the moisture determined. The crushed malt was then

classified on a Vogel sieve, the latter being shaken for 10

minutes, with the shaking apparatus working at 350 revolu-

tions per minute. As the percentage of moisture in the malt

increased, the proportion of grains also increased, mainly

at the expense of the grist, but to a certain extent also at

that of the fine meal. With an increase of 8—9 per cent, in

the moisture, the proportion of grains increased to from four

lo five times the original amount. This is due to the tough-

ness imparted to the corns by an increased moisture content,

whereby not only do the grains resist crushing, but con-

siderable amounts of the contents of the corns adhere to the

husks, especially at the tips of the corns. With regard to

the yield of extract, it was found that with imperfectly

modified malts, an increased moisture content caused a

distinct decrease (about 2*3 per cent.) in the yield cal-

culated on the dry substance. With well-modified malts,

the moisture content, so long as it was within the limits

usually met in practice, viz., from 2 to 8 per cent., appealed

to have little influence on the yield of extract, but with a

very high content of moisture, e.g., 9 per cent, and over, the

decrease in yield of extract was as high as I percent. In

these experiments the extract was determined by an infusion

method. Experiments with the decoction method showed
that with the malts containing a low percentage of moisture,

the yield of extract was increased by boiling the mash, but

when the moisture content was high, boiling the mash had
practically no influence on the yield of extract.—A. S.

Saccharomyces Saturmu Klbcker: A New Species of
Saccharomyces with Characteristic Spores. A. K locker.

Woch. f. Brau., 1904, 21, 076—678.

Tin author describes a new species of Saccharomyces
which belongs to the same group as S. anomalus (Hansen).

It differs from the latter chiefly in the shape of its snores,

and in its ability to invert and ferment cane sugar. It

rapidlv forms a white, wrinkled film on beer-wort and other

saccharine media. The cells of the fresh films are spherical

or oval in shape, with a diameter of 4 — C ju. In older films

"giant" forms with thickened walls and chains containing

elongated cells are observed. The cells of films grown on
maltose- yeast - water media nearly always conta

The limits of temperature for bucding lie between :

37° 0. The spores are lemon-shaped, more or less regular,

and are surrounded at the centre by a protruding band
(reminiscent of the planet Saturn). 'The dimensions of the

spores from point to point are :l p ; they contain a sphi

refractive corpuscule, probably of fat. Spores ari

on a gypsum block most readily ai a temperature of about
25° C. This yeast ferm nts dextrose, fructose, raffi

and cane sugar. Very little alcohol i: formed during Fer-

mentation in beer wort, but an odour of fruity et

probably ethyl acetate, is developed. Maltose, lactose, am
arabinose are not fermented, This species was first dis

covered in a sample of earth from the Himalayas j later

the same or a von similar species has been found in sample:
ol Danish and Italian earths.—J. F. B.

Schmitz Brewing Process ;

'/.. ges. Brauw.
Remarks on the •

1904, 27, 681-
I'.llleisch

683.

.-ium; to the Schmitz process, the malt, ground rathei

nely than usual, is mashed and saccharified at am
de-ired temperature in the mash-tun ; the whole mash i

then traosl'erred lo the mash-COpper anil boiled. Thl
boiling mash is pumped into a special steam-jacketaj
clearing tun, the wort is run oil, and the residue is sparged
still at the boiling temperature. Since a further solution o

the starch is effected by the boiling, the wort containing
tins residual starch is cooled by an arrangement in tin

bottom of the clearing tun, and subjected to a furtuei

saccharification by means of a diastatic extract reserved u'

the beginning of the mashing. The author has studied thi>

process comparatively with the ordinary process. Tht
advantages determined in favour of the Schmitz process

included a considerable shortening of the time required foi

running off tin- wort and sparging, owing to the very higl

temperature employed, and a slight improvement m tht

yield. A question arises in connection with th, possibility

of the extraction of matters with an undesirable flavofi

from, the grains by running off and sparging at the boiliM
temperature. Whether such a tendency i- counteracted by

the curtailment of the time of contact can only be deter

rained by long practice. The increase of yield attributaul

to a better solution of the badly modified starch was

surprisingly small, and the greater portion of the observaj

increase was due to the favourable conditions under which
running off and sparging were effected. In compariM
with a modern clearing tun of the best construction top
increase of yield lo the advantage of the Schmitz process

would, however, tend to disappear.—J. F. H.

Beer: Causes and Prevention of Altered Flavour in—
with NewPlant. II. Vogel. Aim. de la Jlra^s., 1904, 7,

368—372.

Dm: cause of altered flavour in beer produced in new plant

is the use of cheap shellac substitutes (yuipuro pine resin

artificial turpentine, &c.) for varnishing the fermenting tarn

and other vessels. To prevent this risk the varnish may
be tested by pouring a little into a h ittle, turning the lattei

upside down, and leaving the varnish to dry: lie presenS
of any unpleasant smell will indicate that the varnish is no
fit for use m the brewery. In coppers ,,f more modern typv

the tins i \teiid only about one-third up the sides, instead

of half-way, and unless the mashing and boiling are niodifiet

accordingly, the beer will taste thin, as though from lowei

gravity wort. In steam coppers the lower initial ti

tare prolongs diastatic action, thus increasing the pro] ortioi

of readily fermentable sugars, and consequently the attenul

tion. Unless coppers heated by s; am coils be also pro

vided with stirrers at the bottom, the beer will be liable If

glutiu haze and changed flavour. Kxcessive reduc

the individual area of the perforations in the false bottott

may retard filtration, by the retention of air bubbles in thi

This delay results in the extraction of flavouring

matters from the grains, raid affects the taste of the beer

Ii may he prevented by running in the sparging lienor from

below, and thereby clearing out the In les. The vibratioaol

a mashing machine will shake the grains into a compaci

mass and ret ird filtration. Dust produced by buildio:

ions is a fertile source of sarcina-siekness in beer, the altered

flavour being then often erroneously attributed to the new

plant. Wort may be boiled in an iron pan a- well as in a

copper vessel, any small quantity of iron dissolved in th

former case being eliminated in cooling, or during f(

tion ; but an alteration in flavour will follow the mtroductioi

of iron into the finished beer. The ivater condensed in tin

of the copoer should be discharged outside, for if thv

wort be boiled too briskly, hops and scum may adhere t>

tie doi lorch, and the mat cted by th

wafer of condensation will alter the flavour of flic bi

—C. S.
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Beer; Behaviour of towards Metals. J. Brand.
Z. ges. Ilrauw., 1904,27, 713—71C.

After cominentiog on the various notes which have
appeared recently on this subject (see this J., 1904, 263.

;>32. 595, and 796), the author states that his experience

doies not confirm the conclusions as to the unsuitahility of

tin surfaces for contact with beer. He exposed iron plates,

both black and polished, and tinned iron plates to the action

of pale and dark beers. After 12 hour^' exposure, the

beers containing the unprotected iron plates had become
very turbid and had completely changed in colour, whilst

those containing the tinned plates were only slightly turbid

and otherwise unchanged. After seven days the beers with

the iron plates were no longer recognisable as beer, and con-
tained0 - 42 per cent, of dissolved iron per litre, whilst those

in contact with the tinned plates were slightly turbid, but still

drinkable. The author concludes that the evil effects of tin

and tinned 6urfaces in contact with beer are quite incon-
siderable in comparison with those brought about by plain

iron, especially with regard to the injury to the flavour. It

|«ould be a mistake if tin and tin coating, which have done
such good service hitherto in protecting iron vessels from
the action of beer, were suddenly discarded.— J. F. 1!.

Fermentation Tuns : Effect of Chemicals employed for
Removing Old Lacquer from upon the Wood and
Subsequent Coal, of Lacquer. 1'. Schbnfeld. Woch. f.

Brau., 1904. 21, 667—668,

The experiments showed that solutions containing caustic

lkalis, such as a 5 per cent, solution of caustic soda or a
10 per cent, solution of sodium carbonate mixed with 5 per
:ent. of lime, cannot be entirely eliminated even when the

:un is subsequently washed for two days with frequent
ihanges of water. Consequently the new coat of lacquer
loes nut adhere firmly to the wood, and in a very short time
t begins to Bcale or to soften. In many cases also the outer
ayers of the wood fibres are considerably damaged or
lestroyed. Milder alkalis. sUeh as a 20 per cent, solution

if solium carbonate or a 5 per cent, solution of "anti-
brmin " (see this J., 1904, 125), do not appear to affect

he new coating of lacquer, provided the tun has been
horoughly washed for two days. But if the washing be
leficient, as may easily happen in practice, the new coat of
acqr.er is certain to suffer. The author concludes that all

ihemical agents should be avoided, aud that the old lacquer
hould be removed only by mechanical means. The experi-
nents also indicate that "antiformin," which is a valuable
jBOBeptic, should not be employed incautiously for the
lisinfection of lacquered fermentation tuns, owing to its

lowerfal solvent action on the varnish.—J. F. B.

Fluorine in Wine and Beer ; Determination of .

F. P. Treadwell aud A. A. Koch. XXIII., page 1046.

English Patents.

Mall-KHns. J. Brackenbury, Burton-on-Trent.
Eng. Pat. 28,630, Dec. 30, 1903.

Kilns having a fire-shaft are constructed with an air-shaft

urroundine the fire-shaft, both of which communicate with
' mixing chamber situated below the drying-floor. The
lieat of the fire-gaees induces an upward current of air

Ihrongh the air-shaft, the gases and air mixing in the
[hamber before reaching the drying-floor. Means for I

igulating the admission of air are provided.—W. H. C.

llcohol and other Volatile Matters from Waste Products ;

Processfor Recovering . C. Tuckfield and G. de F.
Garland, East Molesey. Eng. Pat. 25,360, Dee. 2, 1903.

'be wash or liquid to be treated is heated to a temperature
few degrees higher than its atmospheric toiling point,

?., under a pressure of 10—40 lb. per sq. in. : this may be
ffected by providing a pressure valve on the worm before
he point where the vapour passes into the condenser.

—J. F. B.

Houses" for Mixing Purposes. A. Pidgeon, West
Ham, Essex. Eng. Pat. 6.4S, Jan. 11, 1904.

he invention relates especially to an improved form of
rouser" or mixer for incorporating finings in ales and .

be. rs, or for blending wines or spirits. The "rouser" is

constructed with a shoulder upon its length to prevent it

b ling the bottom of the vessel in which it is used. The
top of the handle is made semi-spherical so that it can be
" rolled around " in the palm of the operator's hand. The
shoulder has a carved form, in order that every part of the
the vessel may be reached, and the blade is made of a

d section, two or three tvpes of which are figured.

—W. II. C.

Fkench Patents.

Yeast Extracts ; Eliminating the Bitter Flavour from .

M. Fib. Fr. Pat. 343,712, June 4, 1904.

Yeast-extracts are treated, after evaporation, with an
oxidising agent, preferably hydrogen peroxide. The pre-
cipitated matters are removed either by filtration or clarifi-

cation. (S«- also Eng. Pat. 24,294 of 1903; this J., 1904,
996.)-J. F. B.

Lees and other Residues of Wine ; Drying and Extracting
the Alcohol from -

. G. Grimard. Er. Pat. 338,988,
Aug. 17, 1903.

The lees and marcs are dried in a closed vessel under
vacuum at any suitable temperature, and the alcoholic

vapours which are evolved are condensed.—J. F. B.

Cream of Tartar ; Extraction of White Refined from
Marcs, before and after Dutillation. G. Chiapetti.
First Addition, dated April 22. 1904, to Fr. Fat. 330,951,
April 6, 1903. (See this 1„ 1903, 1099.)

In the apparatus described in the original patent, refrige-
rators are interposed between each diffuser, in order to
prevent the solutiou of tartaric and sulphurous acids,
as it passes from one diffuser to the next, from being heated
beyond a certain temperature by the hot marcs with which
it comes in contact. In the distillation column, which is

employed fcr the recovery of the alcohol from the marcs,
the porcelain balls are replaced by plates having only one
scrubbing-cap. The " head products " of distillation are
collected separately from the " tailings " by means of two
different receivers, above which is placed an inspection

-J. F. B.

Spirits ; Apparatus for Continuous Rectification of .

E. A. liarbet. Fr. Pat. 343.48S, April 16, 1904.

Several improvements are described relative to apparatus
for the continuous double rectification of alcohol, direct

from the wines or from the phlegms. The new arrange-
ments afford an accurate control of the analyser column
and a certain auto-purification of the already purified

phlegms ; they do away with the passage of the vapour of
the wine directly to the rectifying column, and supply this
rectifier with a series of plates and a special condenser, in

order to concentrate the " tail " products, the extractiou of
which facilitates rectification. An arrangement is inter-

posed between the analyser and rectifier by which the
phlegms may be purified by the admission of oxidising
agents or other chemicals.—J. F. B.

Spirits, Cattle Food, and Dextrose ; Preparation of
from Plants and Vegetable Re/use. luternat. Spiritus-
Ind. Fr. Pat. 343,74a, May 11. 1904.

Wood, straw, or other vegetable matter is boiled under a
pressure of 10 atmospheres with a dilute solution of caustic
soda, the mass is diluted largely with water, and the cellu-

lose is dissolved under a pressure of 20—24 atmospheres.
The boiling mass is then treated under atmospheric pro-
sure with ozonised oxygen or hydrogen peroxide. The

harine solution so obtained may then be fermented with
ordinary yeast or with " Koji," or may be evaporated to a
syrup. (See also Fr. Pat. 342,555 ; this J., 1904, 944.)

—J. F. B.

Distiller:/ Juices; Apparatus for Aerating ai, Decani
. A. Hochart. Fr. Pat. 343,627, June !, 19u4.

The saccharine juices coming hot from the presses or

fusers are delivered to the top of a cascade-refrigerator,

consisting of tubes cooled internally by a current of water.
As the juice traverses the refrigerator, air is blown ajross

it by means of a ventilating fan. The cooled juice then
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passes through a series of decanting baBins, arranged in

the form oi steps, in which the sediment and waste fine

polp arc deposited. Arrangements are made for the
inversion of the sugar by treatment with sulphuric acid.

—J. F. B.

Liquids containing Glycerin; Treatment of . E. A.

Barbet and L. Riviere, Fr. Pat. 33S.962, July 31, 1903.
MI., page 1035.

Water-Hath J'nr Heating Liquids, or Liquids mixed with
Solids. P. 1'. A. Andrieu. Fr. Pat. 343,821, May 21.

1304. I., page 1020.

XVIII -FOODS ; SANITATION ; WATER
PURIFICATION. & DISINFECTANTS.

{A.)—FOODS.

English Patent.

Eggs and other Alimentary Substances ; Preserving Com-
poundfor . G. E. Grenard, Paris. Fog. Pat. 17,4:U,
Aug. 10, 1904.

A mixture is made of sodium silicate (20 kilos.), sodium
phosphate (0-2 kilo.), sugar (0*2 kilo.), ami water (Co
kilos.). To this mixture is added a 13 per cent, solution
of hydrochloric acid (20 kilos.), and the whole is then
poured over the eggs or other substances, so as to com-
pletely cover them. After a few minutes the mixture
forms a firm gelatinous mass round the eggs, &c.—W. P. S.

French Patents.

Coffee Substitute [Roasted Lupines] ; Manufacture of a
. G. Doudieux and L. Jacotiu. Fr. Pat. 343,485,

April 8, 1904.

The substitute, which is said to possess the flavour of coffee,

consists of roasted lupines which have been, either before

or after roasting, treated with water, steam, and alcohol to

remove substances objectionable to the taste.—W. P. S.

Food Product ; Manufacture of a . R. Gross,
Germany. Fr. Pat. 343,174, Hay 16, 1904.

White phosphorus is burnt and the products of combustion
distilled, when it is stated that a yellow solid and an oily

liquid are obtained. Reduced iron is then dissolved in the

liquid portion and the mixture poured into boiling water.

The product, a white powder, is mixed with other food
substances, either alone or in combination with the " yellow
solid " and '• oily liquid."—W. P. S.

Flour, Corn, and other Cereals; Process and Apparatus
for Bleaching and Improving . \Y. T. Mercier.

Fr. Tat. 343,805, June 8, 1904.

The flour is subjected in a series of cylindrical chambers to

the action of ozonised air mixed with a gas produced by the

electrolysis of a solution of common salt or other suitable

solution. The flour or other substance to be treated is

previously air-dried.— YV. P. S.

Spirits, Cattle Food, and Glucose; Preparation of
from Plants and Vegetable Refuse. Internat. Spmtiis-

Ind. Fr. Pat. 343,745, May 11.1904. XVII., pagi

Water-Bath for Heating Liquids, or Liquids mixed rith

Solids. P. P. A. Andrieu. Fr. Pat. 343,321, May 21,

1901. I., page 1020.

(«.)—SANITATION; WATER PURIFICATION.

Fn-gi.ish Pitent.

Sprayer [for Sewagt Effluent] ; Improved Construction

of . R, H. Reeves, London. Fug. Pat. 23.7 1G.

Nov. 2, 1903.

The sprayer, which is specially intended for spraying
sewage effluent, is constructed with a Bocket and plug,

having curved channels of irregular or spiral pitch, and i~

connected with the supply pipe by a straight reducii

The whole is arranged so as to revolve.— W. II. C.

French Patent.

Sewage and Water; Precipitant for Use in the Purifiea
lum of . .1.11. Lallemandand A. Goutiene. Secon.
Addition, dated July 13. 1903, to Fr. Pat. 323,900, Aos
14, 1902 (this J., 1903, 563).

Aluminium phosphate "treated with hydrochloric or sal
|

pburie acid " is added to tin- sewage. The sludge fnrmc
is rich in phosphoric acid and nitrogen, and is claimed as
manure.— YV. P. S.

(C.)—DISINFECTANTS.

Bacteria ; Destroying by Boiling under Reduce:
Pressure. Schut. Z. Hvg. ; through Brewers' J., 1904

40, 673.

Tin; author finds that boiling the liquid in which bacteri

or spores are suspended is more fatal to the micro-organism
than merely heating the liquid to the boiling temperattm
By heating under diminished pressure, bacteria and spore
may be killed without the physiological limits of tempera
ture being exceeded. The use of saturated sttaiu is ruoii

efficacious even than boiling. The powers of resistance

possessed by micro-organisms varj considerably according

to the temperature of cultivation aud the medium in whicl

the microbes are suspended ; in the case of spores, tb
resistance decreases to a certain extent with the ase of tbi

culture. Heating at 60° C. for half an hour is sufficient ti

destroy the vegetative forms, especially of pathogenic germs
—A. >.

English Patents.

Ozonising Air for Disinfecting Purposes ; Apparatus fo
. A. d'Arsonval, G. E Gaiffe, and G. tiallot, Pari*

Eng. Pat. 27,358, Dec. 14, 1903.

See Fr. Pat. 337,531 of 1903; this J., 1904,500.—T.F.B.

Antiseptic Preparations [from Rosin"], and Process fo:

Producing the same, H. Endemanu, Hrooklvn, U.S.A
10ng. Pat. 17,607. Aug. 12, 1904.

See U.S. Pat. 770,275 of 1904 ; this J., 1901, 996.—T.F.B

French Patent.

Insecticide, E. Maulouet. Fr. Pat. 343,S29, June 9,1904

This insecticide consists essentially of an emulsion o

petroleum, fatty soap, potassium carbonate, aud ethyl am
amvl alcohols. It may be used for impregnating wood a

well as for agricultural purposes.—T. F. B.

XIX.-PAPER, PASTEBOARD, Etc.

English Patents.

Beating or Triturating and Refining Pulp or like Fibrov

Material ; Apparatusfor . .1. II. Annandale, l'oltor

Scotland. Eng. Pat. 26,012, Nov. 28, 1903,

A Dm M mounted on a rotating shaft has radially disposr.

cutter blades projecting from it. The drum is surrounded b;

a fixed easing, also having cutter blade-, - < fixed that the;

: into the spaces between the blades of the drum

Means are provided for adjusting the spaces between th

two sets of blades, for feeding and for withdrawing the pul|

eoi tinuously.— \V. II. C.

I'a/iii; Manufacture of Pressed or Gauffered G
Hennessen and P. Spix, Miincheti-Gladbach, GermMJ
Eng. l'at. 1 1,14'.', June 27, 1904.

Br beating the engraved roller* or moulds employed fo

pressing putt ins on paper or cardboard, the pressed portion

of the product appear glossy, whilst the impressed portion

remain dull.— .1. F. B.

Cornstalks, Sugar Cam. and Analogous Pithy Stalis

Process ofManufacturing I'rodurtu
\

for Paver-making]

from -. V. Drewscn, New York. ling. l'at. l5,S9i

'.Inly 8, 1904.

S. l'at. 731,290 of 1903; this J., 1903, 876— T.F.l
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Paper-making Machines .- Impts. in . J. Bradley,

Burnley. Eng. Pat. 18,117, Aug. 22, 1904.

N order to minimise the friction on the wire in passing

ver the suction-box, the latter is divided longitudinally

lto three compartments. The central compartment serves

s the suction-box proper, whilst the two outer compart-

lents each contain a roller capable of freely rotating

lerciu, and of being adjusted slightly in a vertical direction,

bese rollers revolve in troughs of water and project

li<rhtl\ above the level of the central suction-box. An
ir-tig'ht joint between the rollers and the edges of the

eutral compartment is made by means of compressible

idia-rubber tubes. The end-plates of the suction-box

roper are adjustable for any width of paper, and their tops

re faced with plate-glass, over which the wire slides with

re least possible friction.—J. F. li.

United States Patent.

Vcod-Pulp or Cellulose; Means for Befitting •. A
Wahlstrom, Honefos, Norway. U. S. Pat. 771,403, Oct. 4,

1904.

'he machine comprises a vertical rotary runner, having a

lain peripheral grinding face, and a bedstone mounted
jeneath the runner and having a plain grinding surface

i locom passing the greater portion of one-half of the grinding

[ice of the runner. Means are provided for adjusting the

edstone vertically with regard to the runner.—J. F. B.

Fkescii Patents.

'aper and Cardboard ; Process of Sizing . F. Dobler.

First Addition, dated April 29,' 1903, to Fr. Pat. 323,178.

Dec. 19, 1902. (See this J., 1904, 33.1.)

Is the process for sizing paper described in the original

lipecihcation, the two separate ,-iziug baths may be rep' icul

jjy a single combined bath containing approximately :

isin soap, 20—50 parts; gelatin, 20—50 parts ;
aluminium

ilpliit.', 20—50 parts; water, 1,000 parts.—J. F. B.

'uttp ; Manufacture of Hard Rosin [for Paper
Manufacture]. E. Fischer. Fr. Pat. 343,017, M.\ 11,

I 1904. XII., page 1036.

'aper Coloured on One Side ; Process and Apparatus for

mulatto . Leykam-Joscfsthal Act.-Ges. f. Papier-

find Druck-lnd. Fr. Pat. 343, 1S6, May 16, 1904.

'he colour or other composition is applied to the web of

le paper as it comes from the paper making machine, the

face of the paper is felted (" feutre ") by pressure, and

10 colour is caused to adhere firmly to the paper by sub-

>quent drying. The apparatus consists of a tank with

gitator for holding the colouring matter, which passes

own a pipe provided with a cock and indicator, and dis-

liaryes through a perforated tube into a small tank which

verflows on to the surface of a cylinder: this cylinder is

1 contact with the paper, and revolve- as the paper passes

eneath it, thus applying the colour to the surlace of the

aper.—T. F. B.

'•pi cith Vesiyns of all kinds, Coloured Paper, Sfc. ;

Pi is for mailing Glossy . Soc. Hennessen et

Jansen, and Soc. Sp'ix et Lindermann. Fr. Pat. 343,856,

June 10, 1904.

Iee Eng. Pat. 14,449 of 1904, preceding these.—T. F. B.

'apers of all hinds. Coloured Paper. Sec, having at the

same time a Glossy and Matte Effect; Process for
making Pressed or Gauffered . Soc. Hennessen et

Jansen and Soc. Spix et Lindermann. Fr. Pat. 343,857,

June 10, 1904.

iEE Eng. Pat. 14,449 of 1904, preceding these.—T. F. B.

Phonographic Records ; Composition for . A. and L.

Lnmiere. First Addition, dated June 16, 1903, to Fr
Pat. 338,849, June 8, 1903.

V flexihle protective coating for phonographic records is

omposed of nitrocellulose or acetylcellulose and a soften-

ag agent, such as a salt of a fatty acid or paraffin wax,

, issolved in a common solvent.—J. F. B.

XX.-FINE CHEMICALS, ALKALOIDS,
ESSENCES. AND EXTEACTS.

,;
'

">i as a Reducing Agent. [Prepara-
tion of . I bsolute . Ucohnl.] T. Evans and W. C. Fetsch.
T. Ainer. I. hem. Soc, 1904, 26, 1158— 1161.

Preparation of the Amalgam. — Magnesium amalgam
atf.inls a convenient and economical means of effecting
reduction of organic compounds. It is found that generally
magnesium ponder will amalgamate with mercury at ordi-
nary temperatures, amalgamation starts slowly, but evolves
heat, which causes the process to become more rapid. Some
specimens of magnesium, however, refuse to amalgamate
unless the process be aided by the employment of a warmed
mortar. Amalgams containing 5 and 10 per cent, of mag-
nesium were thus prepared; the latter were thickly fluid
when first prepared, but set to a hard crystalline mass
when cold

Action of Magnesium Amalgam on Ethyl Alcohol.
Magnesium amalgam is without apparent action, in the
cold, upon absolute ethyl alcohol, hut readily reacts with
alcohol containing a trace of water. It affords, therefore, a

ml in ins for the preparation and preservation of
I ilutely anhydrous condition.

Action of Magnesium Amalgam on Nitrobenzene.—By
reducing a strong solution of nitrobenzene in ethyl
alcohol with excess of 10 percent, magnesium amab'am,
starting the reaction with heat, and moderating it sub-
sequently by cooling, finally continuing the process just
below the boiling point of alcohol, a yield of 95-66 per
cent, of the theoretical amouut of azobeuzene was obtained.

—J. U. B.

Primula Camphor. H. Brunner. Schweiz Woeh. Chem.
Pharm., 1904, 42, 305. l

Jharm. Centralh., 1904, 45
688.

'

Br distilling 300 kilos, of the roots of Primula veris

(equivalent to about 20,000 plants), and extracting the
distillate with ether, 170 grms. of crude primula camphor
were obtained. When freshly distilled it forms a colourless
liquid, becoming yellow on exposure to the air; sp. at.

1-2155; b.pt. 255° C. It was identified as the methyl
ester of mniethoxysalieylic acid, C6U3 . (l)COOCH3(2 |l HI
(5)OCH3.—J. O. B.

Quinine Salts ; Neutral Hydrochloride of Quinine,
H. Carettc. J. Pharm. Chtm., 1904, 20, 3-17—355.

.\ i i i'kai. " quinine hydrochloride
\

Quiniiut ffydrochlori-

ium Acidum P.B.] is obtained by dissolving one mol.
of quinia in two tuols. of hydrochloric acid in diiute

aqueous solution, concentrating, and slowly cooling. The
salt e:il

lI..
4
X _.( K..2HC1 + 2|H,,U crystallises in radiating and

nodular groups. It is hygroscopic, but only liquefies in a
very moist atmosphere. It parts with a small amount of
its water of crystallisation at 20° C. in dry air, and with

the yvhole at 102 C, acquiring a yellowish tint, which dis-

appears on cooling. It loses no hydrochloric acid during this

dryiog. It begins to melt at 80° C, and remains partially

I melted at 215' C, when it begins to decompose. When the

salt is crystallised from solutions containing ethyl alcohol,

bulkier crystal- than the above are obtained, yvhich have
the formula Ca,H 31N2 2 .2HCl + 1JC2H60. In 95 per
cent, alcohol, a supersaturated solution is formed from
which large crystals are obtainable by sowing, or by rapid

evaporation in vacuo. Theue crystals are stable when kept
in a -ealcd tube. They part with the whole of the alcohol

at 100'C. and with almost all at normal temperatures in

vacuo. The same salt is obtained from solutions in absolute

alcohol, and from 55 per cent, and 30 per cent, alcohol.

The weaker alcohol more readily forms supersaturated

solutions. The crystals obtained therefrom by sowing are

very large, but do not keep so well in the sealed tube as

those obtained from 95 per cent, alcohol, becoming dull and
gradually opaque, and forming a fluid which i- at first

colourless, ultimately acquiring a reddish tint on e,

to light. Exposed to the air, they lose all the alcohol of

crystallisation, absorbing water and being converted into the
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to constant wei| 50 <
'. a perfectly white, stable

salt i- obtained, which has the formula C
.

,H ,> f
> .-IIC1 +

ll„i>: the whole of the l£ mols. .of alcohol i a off,

and i mol. of water is combined. This salt is much le-s

hygroscopic than the anhydrous hydrochloride o itained

by •heating the salt containing alcohol to 108 C. No
le loss ol hydrochloric acid occurs when the sail

I
|i I„.2HC1 + 1 r,!:,') is heated to 85° C, hut at

higher temperature this loss becomes considerable. The

salt has uo definite melting point.

drous "Neutral" Quinine Hydrochloride. — The

anhydrous salt obtained by drying either of the above to

102' C. or in vacuo, rapidlj re-absorbs 2| mols. of water on

exppsure to the air. II the atmosphere be very moist, it

combines with another \ mol., forming the salt (.' ,11 ,.Y.< I .

2HC1 .+ 3HjO. It completely liquefies in an atmosphere

saturated with moisture. It becomes yellow when hea

to 165 170 i .and melts toabrownish fluid at 180°—

185° C. Its aqueous solutions are strongly Unvo-rotatory

;

the [«]„= -233°.—J. O. 11.

Aconitine. H. Schulze. Apoth.-Zeit., 1904, 19,782—783.
Chi m.Centr., 1904, 2, 1238— 1239.

The empirical formula of aconitine has been given as

C....1I, .o,.N b- Dunstan (this J., 1891, 177: 1892, .,ti<i) and

as C^H^'l >„» bj [freund and Beck (this J., 1894, 589

In the author's experiments several specimens oi pure

aconitine (in.pt. 197 — HIS
-

('.), prepare.) by reery-t ullisil g

the pure commercial alkaloid from methyl alcohol, wen

lysed. The results obtained agree eq tally well with the

formula of Freund and Beck, or with one differing from

it by two atoms of hydrogen, viz., t '.,.11, .<> n N. hnt differ

materially frt-m the figures corresponding to Dunstan's

inla. Aonnitine hydrobromide, i
' ,1'

, ;
< > n N .lllir, or

CjjHisOuN.HBr, separates from water in crystals contain-

ing •-!'.' mols, of water, slowly expelled on heating to 115 —
L20 C. Froma mixture of alcohol and ether, the compound

crystallises With ' mol. of water,which is expelled at HO^C.
The anhydrous salt and the compound with \ mo!, of water

melt at 206' — 207 I'., and the compound with l>'. mols. of

v iter at 160'—£00° C. Aconine hydrochloride, CV.II,,! >.,.\"

.

, or C.,-M
;,. (

(>
;

,X.nCI, wasprepared bj heating aconitine

with 20 times its weight of water in an autoclave under C—

7

atmosphen s pressure, and treating the product according to

Dunstan and Passmore's method (this J., 1892, 366). It

forms crystals containing 2 mols. of water, m. pt. 1
7.") —

176 C. Thesaltloses its.-water of crystallisation onlj acorn

pletely at 120° ('., but rapidly becomes anhydrous at U

in va Ha.-— A. s.

Ledum Paluttres Th Stearoptene of the Essential Oil

of . Lomedse. Chem.-Zeit. Rep., 1903, 284 s

Pharm. Centralh., 1904, 45, 590.

Distillation with live steam of the inflorescences and

voung shoots ol Ledum palnstre afforded 1-5 percent, of

essential oil in 1901 and 0' 5 per cent, with the 1902 crop.

The oil was a viscous fluid which deposited crystals on

standing. The stearo] found to be only partially

separable by cooling the alcoholic solution of the oil
:

it was

therefore obtained, as a residue, by distillation in vacuo

under 20 mm. pressure at 80 C. Becrystallised _ from

alcohol, this residue furnished long, colourless, acicular

crystals, m. pt. 104° C. ; b. pt. 281 C. in an atmosphere

of carbonic anhydride at 770 mm. pressure. It had the

formula CuHM0.—J. O. B.

Olio of Rose. W. II. Simmons. Chem. and Druggist,

1904, 65, 70S.

Tim: author has applied the iodine absorption method (see

this.1., I I Of this season's otto

ad finds that the results confirm the value

teal in judging of the purity of the oils. Of the sa

examined, those ording to their other constants as

well as their odour, appeared to be genuine, gave inline

values well within the bant- pi .posed I
.-7— 194). whilst

those which, aeci to their other chan

regarded as suspicious or adulterated, gave values ranging

i, ..in pi'., to 210. The I
refractive

index has been proposed by Parry and others as a means

of detecting adulteration of otto of rose. The author detei

mined this constant lor S6 samples, 23 ol' which wer. i

genuine, whilst the remaining 11 were of doubtful quality

The satisfactory samples gave an average refractive inde -

of 1 • '626, a maximum of 1 -4654, and a mini muni of 1 4 ,32

whilst the doubtful specimens gave values ranging Iron

1 '4111.') to 1-4770. It appears from these result- that tb

determination of the refractive index is of bttle value, a |
the generally accepted limits, 1-4600 to l'4ii.">o or l-4'',70 •

would cover mam adulterated samples, whilst where thifl

refractive index was beyond the limit, the other character i

of the oil would also be abnormal.— A. S.

Orchelta Lichens ; Some Substances present in 1

Ronceray. Bull. Soc. Ohim., i"'l.31, 1097—11

Tin. lichen- liocelln ?Jontagnei and Dendrot/raplia InicoM
i were found to contain erythrin, mid Ii<> ll,i '/ in-toriiM

lecanoric acid as the ehromogen. ! irciuol in a free stakfl

was detected in all the above varieties. New methods aril
given for the preparation of pure lecanoric acid and , rythritfl

from the respective lichen- : the melting paints were found

to be: lecanoric acid. -Jul C. ; erytbrii i T I- . li.

Siberian Fir ; Essential OH nf . .1. SchiudelmeUer I
Apoth.-Zeit., 1904, 19, 815 316.

C/uau-hrs if Pure Oil nf Siberian Fir.— S\>. gr. not I
under 0-918 at 17

J
C.j uB-39 40' at 17 ('.

; esters
a-

J

1> irnyl acetate not under 35 per cent.

. i iial Specimens of Siberian I'tr Oil

—Sp.gr.atl" C.,0-911—0!U.") ; o„-i '.''all

17 i ibornyl acctatcin the fractions boiling abnvi

190
r

< '., 19 -

5 to 30 per cent. I'Toni the traction containiagj

the f-piuene and f-camphene, and having an optical rotation!

of a„=-24° 13' to - 2C° l.V at 17 (".. it is possible trJ

isolate a small amount of a hydrocarbon boiling at 174°

—

I

180
c

( ., and having a„ = -18 28 at 17 1; this fraction!

probably contains inactive dipenten The commercial oils

are pl'o'uablv a lull, rated with the cheap r pine-needle oil I

or with turpentine oil. since the value of Siberian fir oil!

,
nds "ii its high Ixvn-hiirnjl acetate. I

which renders it valuable for the synthetic preparation of 1

camphor, these figures are significant.— J. I >. B.

Copaiba Balsam : Surinam . L. van Italic and C. H. I

Nicnwland. Pharm. Weekblad, 1904,
[
10 ; Apoth.- I

Zeit, 1801,19, 816.

Fnoii the examination of seven commercial samples

Surinam copaiba balsam, it "was found that two van.

occur, one thick like Maracaibo cop ul a balsam, the other I

thin like Para balsam. The colour ranges trom light I

yellow to brown: some specimens have a feeble t'.uorea- I

cence. The specific gravity ranges from •
i II; I

acid value from 14'65 to .19- 10 ; ester value from 9-7 to I

:

j
percentage ol essential 41'0 to 71*6.1

Surinam copaiba balsam i- not soluble in ."i volumes of I

absolute alcohol, nor in 'JO volumes of 90 .p.r cent, alco

It gives a slightly turbid solution with carbon hisulpl

ids other solvents it behaves like South Ameii

balsams, i >u -baking with one-third of its volume of 1"

cent, ammonia solution it forms an emulsion from \\ i

oily drops separate OUl on standing. iVhon agitated n

chloral hydrate solution, the essential oil .-,]

standing, but the lower - ilution ol resin has no char..- I

istic colour such as is the case with gurjnn balsam.

Characteristic Rea 3 " Copaiba llalsam.—
A mixture of equal volumes of Surinam copaiba h

acetic anhydride gives a fine bin- clour with a tra.

sulphuric icid. Mar a 1 alsain doc-

reaction.

tential Oil of Surinam ' ilsam.—Tl

oil contains a sesquiterpene alcohol, <
:

-ll
:
,'>ll. forming

dourli ss rj stals, m. pt. i 13'5 —I 15 (

h begin to sublime at 80 i
. . iisotwo .esquiterpi

one 1,-cvo-, the oilier dextr. -i itatory, and a small qtiantitj

cadini '. B.

. i. -,- Oxygen in Organic Per.iilphates ; Otianlifati*

Determination nf—— . A. Wolff and K. N'olflensteia.

. Will., page 104,6,
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French Patent.

leohoh. Ethers, Acetic Acid, §c. ; Process for making
Cie. Urbaine d'Eclairage i>ar It- Gaz Lcetylene.

Fr. Pat. 33S.965, Aug. 3, 1903.

ins are for a continuous process for making ethv-
le, and converting it into ethyl hydrogen sulphate, which
used as a starting point for making alcohol, ether, acetic

id, &c. A suitable oxide, such as glucinum, lithium, or
iganese oxide, is mixed with 50—GO per cent, of lime or
a, and with coke, anthracite, pitch, or other suitable

rbouaceous material, and the whole heated to form a
rbide ; this is decomposed with water in an ordinary
etylene generator, and the ethylene formed, is absorbed by
lpharic acid in an apparatus to which one of the claims
lates.—T. F. B.

ethyl Groups of Aromatic Hydrocarbons j Oxidation of
the . Badische Anilin und Soda Fahrik. Fr. Fat.
338,990, Aug. 17, 1903.

E Eng. Fat. 17,982 of 1903; this J., 1904, 910.—T. F. B.

irbituric Acid; Process for Transforming Iminobar-
hiturir Acids into .

' Maison E. Merck. Fr. Pat.
|343,673, June 3, 1904. Under Internat. Conv., July 1

1

[1903.

; WObarbitckic aeids are converted into barbituric acids
heating with mineral acid-. For example, iminodiethyl-
,-bituric acid is boiled for some minutes with a solution of

Dinitro-aminophenol (Picram'c Arid); \,ir Method of
Preparation of [and Deti rmination of Potassium],
A. Frebault and J. Aloy. XXIII., page li

A 'lie in " Reduced Iron "
; Determination of .

G. V. Hill and J. ('. Umney. XXIII., page 1046.

English Patents.

.
.' Arsenic; Process of Manufacturing Solubli

Compounds containing . A. <;. Brookes, London.
From Chem. Werke Hausa, G. ni. b. H., Hemclingen,
Germany. Eng. Pat. 21,382, Oct. 5, 1903.

ee Fr. Fat. 336,127 of 1903; this .1.. 1904, 3S3. The
ompounds may also be prepared by heating spathi
- natural ferrous carbonate, with sdveeriao-
rseuir acid (arsenic arid dissolved in glycerin)
ontact with air. until evolution of ga- ceases. The solution
I filtered, and the filtrate evaporated under reduced pres-
ure, a feeble current of carbon dioxide being passed
arough it —T. F. B.

'rotocutei huic Aldehyde; Manufacture of . A. J
Boult, London. From F. 1 & Co., Hamburg.
Ens. Pat. 1.5,784, July 15, 1904.

LTECHtric aldehyde is prepared by heating heiio-
•npiu with acid and water without exceeding a pressure of

a temperature of 190 C. i'he reaction
facilitated by using certain acid salts, especially sodium

isuiphite, in place of the acid. The reaction can also take
lace in the presence of a sclvent fir heliotropin, sn
vdrocarhon or alcohol. (Compare Fr. Pat. 326,775 of
902; this J., 1903, 819.)— F. S.

'yrocntcchol Derivatives ; Manufacture of . ' I. Imray,
London. From Farbwerke vorm. Meister, Lucius und
Briininsr. Hoeehst-on-the-Maine, Germany. Eng. Pat.
86,480, Dec. 3, 1903.

eeivm rrocateehol, such as mathylamino
diol, (II .XH.CH.,.C l.CBH I HI),, can tie pro-

iced by the interaction of a halogen-acetopyroc
nia or a primary aliphatic amine. These keto

givatives c in, if required, be reduced to the corresponding
cohol bases.—F S.

Hydrochloric acid (1:3); diethylbarbituric acid results.
Ine iminobarbitnric acids result from the condensation of
cyanoacetic esters with urea in presence of alkali alcoholate-.

—T. F. B.

Diafkylharbiturie Acids; Process for Preparing
Farbenfahr. vorm. F. Bayer & Co. Fr, Pat. 343,834
June 9, 1904. I'nder Internat. Conv., Sept. 25,

See Eng. Pat. 21,833 of 1903 ; this J., 1904, 76.—T. F. B.

Cream of Tartar; Extraction of While li /?„ ,/ fnmMarcs, and after Distillation. G. Chiapetti
Addition to Fr. Pat. 330,951 of April 6, 1903 XVII

'

page 1039. ' "

XXI.-PHOTOGKAPHIC MATEEIALS
AND PEOCESSES.

U uric Iodide
; Two Emulsifiahle Double Compounds of-—

•
Luppo-Cramer. Eden's Jahrbuch, 1904 IS is

Chcrn.-Zeit., '904, 23, Rep. 295.
'

When glass plates, coated with a gelatin emulsion con-
taining gum arable, copper sulphate, potassium iodide and
potassium metasulphite, are immersed in a 0-4 per cent
solution of mercuric chloride, the emulsion passes from redand orange to a yellow colour ; by exposing s„eh a plate
under a negative for two minutes in diffused .'avii^ht ablack image on a red ground is produced, which chaWes
on fixation, to a brownish-black image on a yellowish-arey
ground. The same emulsified double salt is obtained bymixing emulsified copper iodide with emulsified mercuric
iodide. The compound has the composition Cu I, H^I, and
is a red substance, turning dark brown on heutiuV' andbecoming red again on cooling.—T. F. li.

Silver Oxide and Ammomacal Mercury Compounds-
Sensitiveness of to Light. Luppo-Cramer. Eder's
Jahrbuch, 1904, 13, lo. Chem-Zeit., 1904, 28, Rep. 296.

A silvei: oxia,- emulsion was prepared by emulsifvintr the
precipitate obtained by adding the calculated quantity ofammonia to a cold solution of silver nitrate and gum arabie -

the emulsion blackens on gentle warming, owing to reduc-
tion. An acid solution of metol blackens it stron<dv
whether it has been exposed to light or not Xo practical'
application appears possible owing to the rapid reduction of
the silver oxide by the gelatin. An emulsion prepared from
ammonio-mercunc oxide was found to be very slightly
sensitive to light

;
it also darkens slowly on exposure °Thecompound Hg2(XH2)OI, obtained by digesting mercuric

iodide with ammonia, could not be obtained pure in the
form of emulsion in gum arabie solution ; the vellow emul
siou obtained by adding ammonia to emulsified mercuric
iodide is slightly sensitive to Iisht, and gives, after 10
minutes' exposure under a negative, an image which can be
developed with metol and sodium carbonate"—T. F. B.

SilverBromide; Studies on Unemulsified . K Sehaum
Eder's Jahrbuch, 1904, 18, 74. Cheni.-Zeit., 1904 28
Hep. 295—296. ' *°»

The action of light on layers of silver bromide, obtained bv
precipitating concentrated silver solutions with a soluble
bromide, gives an image which can easily be developed
.Most developers produce the image very quickly good
gradation and freedom from fo<r result from the use of
dilute developers. An image which can be developed also
results from the action of light on a plate coated with -rains
of silver bromide separated by an organic medium (e a
gelatin). The sensitiveness to light of unemulsified silver
bromide appears to depend on the nature of th soluble
bmmide used ; unemulsified silver bromide be
" ripened " in the usual manner, and als I exhi tits

••
solar-

i-atiom'' showing that this is due, in ordinary emulsions, to
an actual change in the >ilver bromide. - )m_

pietely prevented by immersion for 22 hours in a 5 per
cert, solution of ammonium persulphate. I nemulsified silver
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bromide is also sensitive lo Rcuvtgen rays, and exhibits

solarisation under their influence after 80 minutes' exposure.

—T. F. B.

Development fur the Production of Images of Fine Grain ;

Process of . A. and L. Lumiere and A. S rewetz.

Brit. .1. Phot., 19(14. 51, 866—867.

Two conditions are found to be necessary for producing

images of tinr grain, viz., slow development (effected either

by dilution of the developer or by addition of" restrain rs "
)

and the presence of some solvent of silver bromide in the

developer: the addition of ammonium chloride (15—20

Linns.) to the developer (100 eel is found to fulfil both

these conditions, hi this process, the dissolved silver

bromide is reduced by the developer, and the silver is

depositeil on the image, thus causing physical as well as

chemical development. Two developers— viz., p-phenylene-

diamine and o-aminophenol—do not require the addition

of a substance sui h as ammonium chloride, since they

themselves have a slight solvent action on silver bromide.

A suitable developer niav be made by dissolving oue grm.

of p-phenylenediamine and six grms, of anhydrous sodium

sulphite in 100 ec. of water ; this is especially suited for

obtaining negatives intended for enlarging, since it gives

images of fine grain and normal intensity, aud tree from

fog, on " rapid " plates. With slow emulsions the deposit-

obtained are of a fine brownish - violet colour especially

adapted to transparency worU.—T. F- B.

Silver Grain in Photography} Influence of Concentration

of the. Developer, and Time of Development, on the Size

and Character of the . B.J.Wallace. A-trophys.

J. ; through Brit. J. Phot., 1904, 51, 865—866.

Three equally exposed plates were treated with devel-

opers of varying concentration, and squares of equal opacity

from eaeli negative were examined microscopically. That

developed slowly, with dilute " rodma'.," exhibited an

irregular appearance, the grains having grouped together

and giving a " coarse " result. By more rapid development

with quiuol, the irregularity was quite apparent, but less

marked than in the previous case. The most uniform

result was obtained by rapid development with a mixture

of quinol, ' metol " and " adurol "
: the grains of silver in

this case only exhibited vet\ little grouping. The actual

size of the particles was also found to be cpnsiderablj

increased by prolonged development. Similar experiments

were can ied out on unexposed plates, with the result that

the grains oi reduced silver became larger and more

numerous as the development was continued. Lain

aud Seyc\vet2 obtained results in contradiction of the above

(see this J., 1904, 799), but the chitl reason is considered

to be that they examined the actual particles of silver,

abstracted from the emulsion, and not the groups of

particles as present in the developed negative.—T. F. IS.

English Patents,

Silver- Emulsionsfor use in Photography i Process fertile

Production of- . J. Gaedicke, Berlin. Eng. Pat.

18.183. Aug. 22, 1904.

Highly sensitive emulsions of very tine groin, ami of which

the sensitiveness does not diminish on keeping, are produced

in the following mauler : an unripened : i latin emulsion is

well "ashed, and mixed with about lid tunes iis weight of

water ; it i- then heated to 40 (
'. n ith, tor each litre, 1— ."> c.c.

of ammonia, or other tubstance having a maturing effect.

The heating is continued for .me to four hours, according

tn the degrei oi sensitiveness desired, and the ammonia in

the emulsion is neutralised bj addition of the calculated

quantity of acid (.sulphuric and citi are suitable),

when the emulsion i- ready Ear use.—T. V. B.

Photographic Paper and the like; Method of Production

f . p, von Gerainon - Trauttenberg and M. I,.

Fabian, Bruno, Austria. Eug. Pat. 18,S9o, Sept. 1,

1904.

According to this invention, paper is sensitised by a

suitable substance, without enq j cmu'sior.

• Uirect copying" paper is prepared by immersing paper in
a 5— 10 per cent, solution of silver nitrate, divine, and
toughening in a solution of oxalic acid •_'.', grms., citric
acid 5—50 grm-. (according to the desired hardness) in
water, I litre. "Contact" paper is produced by treating
paper first ilia 2-5—5 per cent, solution of silver nitrate, and
then in a 2— 10 per cent, solution of oxalic' acid. Negative
paper is prepared in the same way as •• contact " paper
except that it is further saturated with castor oil, &
lender it translucent.—T. F. B.

French Patents.

Casein Emulsion [for Photography"]. Soc. ProtalbS-
Werke Aktienges. Fr. Pat. 343,263, May is, 19114.

Casein (."id kilos.) is agitated with N I sodium carbonate
solution (500 litres), to a homogeneous mixture, whicl
filtered, then treated with concentrated acetic acid aud
allowed (o stand several hours. The solid is separated.
washed with cold water till nearly neutral, and allow,
stand under water some days, until a test sample i< :

to be soluble in dilute alcoholic solution of citric acid. 1

it is placed in a centrifugal machine and dried. This
prepared casein is soluble in alkali . alcoholic soluti

acids and bydrated acids, aud when mixed wit!,

rising .-alts forms an . mulsion without precipitation. Alum
or formaldehyde may be added to increase the strength;
soap, glycerin, or castor oil to add suppleness, and gelatin

or colouring matters if desired.— R. I.. J.

Manganic Suits ; Process for Preparing Stable Solutions

of [.for Photographic Purposes], ( >. tiros.

Pat. 343,547, May 30, 1904. L'nder Internat. Conv.,
Aug. •-'-'. 190?.

The higher oxidrs of manganese, or compoun 1- which,
during the reaction, give rise to these are treated with

polyvalent organic acids, which also contain hydros)
groups (e.g., tartaric acid), or their salts. The solutions

thus obtained are tendered quite stable by making them
alkaline. For example, excess of tartaric acid is ,

a solution of potassium permanganate, and the resulting

solution i- rendered jiisi alkaline with sodium bydi
or lb.' maximum quantity of the precipitate obtained by
adding potassium permanganate solution t 1 a -.lotion o'f

inanganous sulphate, is dissolved in a saturated solu

sodium tartrate. Such solutions are especially a;

as oxidising agents in preparing phot. .graphs by the " cata-

type " process (see this ,1.. 1903, ind 1015).

—T. F. B. d

Silver [Photographic] Pictures; Process for converting

into more Stable Catalytic I'ictuns. ( 1. (iros.

Fr. Pat. .'143.583. .May 31, 190J. 1 nder Internal. Conv.,
Aug. -li. 19(13.

Mx 1 - silver prints," when used for the "en
process, are rendered more or less useless for the p
after a time, owing to the action of the hydrogen pi

particularly in presence of traces of acid, it is desirable to

I

use seme more stable form of print. It is found that silver

prints can be rend' e for (Ids process by treating

litem with a <olulic.11 < f a manganic >all (-ee prececQfegl

abstract) to which potassium ferricyanidc ha- lee 11 added;
the print* are finished by immersion in an alkaline solution

of potassium ferricyanide and washing. If these prints

should lose their catalytic properties altera time, they can

easily be " regenerated " by subjecting them to the

of ammonia.—T. 1\ 11.

XX1I.-EXPL0SIVES. MATCHES. Etc.

Explosives 111 Cool Mines Order. A. Akcrs-I

f II. M. Principal Secretaries of State, Si

1901.

The following have been added to the list of ••Permitted

Explosives "
:
—

Colliery Cheddite.— Potassium chlorate (7fi - 5

parts), mononitronaphthalcne (14-5— 15*5 part.i), dinitro-

toluene (15—2-5 parts), castor oil (4
- 5—

5

-

5 part- 1

,

and moisture (0— 1 part).
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Nobel Amnmia Powder No. 1.—Ammonium nitrate

(82—?6 pa'ts). nitroglycerin (7—9 pirts), wood meal

(6—8 parks'), and moisture (i>'5 —2 parts).

Nobel Ammonia Powder Xo. 2.—Ammonium nitrite

("s—S2 pans), nitroglycerin (9—11 parts), wood meal

(8—10 parts), and moisture (0-5—2-5 parts).

Phoenix Powder.—Nitroglycerin (28—31 parts), nitro-

cotton (0— 1 part), potassium nitrate (30—34 parts),

wo>d meal (33—37 parts), and moisture (2—8 parts).

Amminnl B. — Ammonium nitrate (94—96 parts),

metallic aluminum (2-5—3-5 parts), charcoal (2—

3

parts), and moisture (0— 1 part).

Celtite. — Nitroglycerin (56 — 59 parts), nitrocotton

(2-0—35 parts), pottssium nitrate (17— 21 parts),

wood meal (8—9 parts), ammonium oxalate (11—13

part-), and moisture (0-5—1-5 parts).—G. \V. McD.

English Patent.

Explosives \_Perchlorate~}. M. E. A. C. Yonck, Nauiur,
Belgium. Eng. Pat. 24,511, Nov. 11, 1903.

The explosives have the following composition :

—

Ammonium perchlorate 51*2

] Sodium nitrate 37-3
Ammonium nitrate

Naphthalene 11*5

Trinitronaphthalene
I Sodium oxalate

V- "iium picmte
\ ionium oxalate
Calcium oxalate
Trinitrotoluene

37-4
27-17
s-;u

27
:
09

47-7 53-24

1

4

:

i.;

27-3

32 3

17-8

Neither free chlorine nor hydrochloric acid are produced
upon explosion, and these explosives can be safely used in

fiery mines.—G. W. McD.

French Patents.

Nitroglycerin; Process for Preparing . R. M oiler.

Fr. Pat. 343,760, June 6, 1904.

See Eng. Pat. 13,562 of 1904 ; this J , 1904, 882.—T. F. B.

Powder; Automatic Machine to roll Charges of .

Soc. de la Poudre Peigne et des Brevets. J. Lactam.
Fr. Pat. 343,242, May 17, 1904.

Br means of a system of six rollers geared together, sheets
of powder are first rolled into cylinders of fairly large

diameter. The distance between the rollers is then
gra lually reduced to produce cylinders of the desired
diameter tightly compressed. The powder sheet pisses
through the guides (24) to the drawing rollers (24'), which
carry it round the forming rings (23), thus producing the
loose cylinder of large diameter. By bringing the rollers

(27 and 27') together by means of the handle, the com-
pressed cylinder is produced. The rollers are recessed it

a point opposite the forming rings —G. W. McD.

XXIII.-ANALYHCAL CHEMISTRY.

APPARATUS, ETC.

Condenser and Distilling < 'olumn fir Distillation in Vacuo,
ur under Normal Pressure ; New . H. Vigreux.
Bull Soc. Chim., 1904, 31, [116—1119.

The inner tube of the condensers, which is about 22 mm. in

diameter, is indented at a number of places, these indenta-
tions forming points in the interior of the tube (see Fig. 1)

;

Fig. 1.

Fig. 2.

as these points are hollow, thus allowing water to fill them,
very efficient condensation is obtained. The rectifying

column is made on the same principle j the points are
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disposed in a number of horizontal planes round the

interior of the tube, the sets of points being alternately

horizontal and inclined downwards, thus forming a numb I

of plates and inverted cones; as the drops of liquid fall

from the cones, they are caught on the horizontal points

before falling bach into tbe liquid ; the series of horizontal

points thus play the same part as the platinum cones in I

the Le Pel columns (see Fig. 2). For distillation in vacuo,
the column takes the form shown in Fig. :;, the ptojections

not being eo numerous as in the other forms. The side

tube serves to hold a capillary tube for admitting air to the
Mask when necessary .— T. F. B.

INORGANIC-QUANTITATIVE.
Potassium as Picramate ; Determination of ; also

Dimtro-aminophenol {Picramic Arid) ; iVetO M, Ihod of
Preparation. A Frebault and J. Aloy. J. l'harm.
Chim., 1304, 20, 245- 247.

Pi ej oration.— Zmc dust at d solution of ammonia are added
to a warm solution of picric acid in water or methyl alcohol,

so as to obtain a distinct alkaline reaction. The mixture
is boiled for an hour, with occasional addition of mi re

ammonia. The hi iling solution is filtered, excess of

ammonia driveu off by evaporation on the water-bath, and
a slight excess of scetic acid added. Evaporation is then
carried to (Dryness, the r«sidue is redissolved in boiling

water, filtered, and crystallised. Fine red crystals of picramic
acid, m. pt. 165

c C, are thus obtained.

Unrecorded Piope) ties.— Picramic acid burns, hut does
not detonate, when suddenly heated. It does not precipitate

albumin, albumt sf s, peptone, or alkaloids. Its alkali salts

give solutions having a deep red colour, which beet mes
yellowish green in the presence of acids. They are there-

fore available as indicators in alkalimetry.

Rapid Dftetmination of Potasuvm as Pictamatt ,—
Potassium may he precipitated as picrate, convened into

picramate; and its amount approximately deteimined
colorimetrically as follows :—A few c.c. of the dilute
solution containing potassium salts aie treated with an
equal volume cf alcohol and precipitated with excess of
sodium put ate The potassium piciatc is collected, washed
with suing alcohol, distolved in boiling water and converted
into picramate by means of dextiose and ammonium
carbonate. The colour is then matched with a standard
solution of potassium picramate. ei known strength.

—J. 0. B.

Selenium «;</ Tellurium ; Use of Phosphorous Acid in the
Quantitative Determination of . A. Gutbier. Z.
anorg. Chem., 1904, 41, 44S— 451.

Ccmtocmis in which selenium and tellurium occur in

the hexavaleit condition, e.g., selenic and telluric acids,

are attacked with difficulty by phosphorous acid, and are
not completely i educed. In the ease of seltnious and
tellurous acids, howevtr, reduction is effected rapidly and
quantitatively by means of phosphorous acid. The best

results ate obtained by using a hydrochloric acid s lution,

and boiling after the addition of the phosphorous acid. In
neutral and alkaline solutions, the reduced metal remains
dissolved in the colloidal condition hut a precipitate is

produced on acidifying with hydrochb ric acid.— A. S.

Active Oxygen in Organic Persulphates ; Quai.h
Determination of- . A. Wolff and R. Wolffenrti n.

lid.. It04. 37, 3213—3214.

Tbe organic persulphate is treatsd in an Erlenmeyei Bash
furnish* d with a Bunsen valve, viih hydrochloric acid and
a cold saturated solution ol sulphurous acid, which has lecn
previously treated with barium chloride solution, and filtered

The reaction proceeds according to the equation i— 11 > I

-' ' r 2H,0-3H,S04. 'I he tla'sk i> heated till the. <e,'s- of
sulphur dioxide is expelled, ihe contents are then co
and filtered, and the barium sulphate washed, dried, and
weighed. Accurate results were obtained is test determina-
tions with quinoline, quinaldine, acridine, and quinine per-

sulphates.—A S.

Chromium an. I Iron [in Ores and Alloys!
; Volumetric

Determination of . K. Glasmann. Z. anal. Chem
1904, 43, 506—508.

I'm solution containing a mixture of ferric and chromic
salts (but not more than 05 ertu. of chromic oxide on
account of its colour) is treated in a Bask, provided with a
Bunseu's valve, with sulphurous acid, which redui i

* the
ferric salt, leaving the chromic salt unaltered. The excess
of sulphur dioxide is expelled by boiling, accompanied by
the passage of a current of carbon dioxide, and the ferrous
solution after cooling is titrated with permanganate. The
oxidised solution is again reduced by heating with sulphuric
acid and zinc according to Ziuitneriuanu's method, until it

assumes an azure-blue colour. The ferrous and chromous
salts are then again titrated with permanganate, the per-
centage of chromium being calculated from the difference
between tbe two titrations.— J. i'. B.

Fluorine in Wine and Beers : Determination of .

F. P. Treadwell and A. A. Koch. Z. anal. Chem., 1S04,

43, 469—506.

The quantitative determination of fluorine, even in pure
solution, iu quantities of 5 mgrms. and less, is accompanied
by serious eirors; for larger quantities, a correction of
1*5 mgrms. of calcium fluoride may be added for every
100 c.c. of solution aud washings to compensate for solu-

bility. By Brand's qualitative etching test, a quantity of

0'5 mgrm. of fluorine in 100 c.c. of wiue or beei can be
detected with certainty.

Determination of Fluorine in Wine.—The authors advo-

cate the following modification of Hose's meihod: — 100 c.c.

of wine are introduced into a 250 c.c. flask and made
slightly alkaline with pure 2N-caustic soda solution ; silver

nitrate is added so long as a precipitate is formed aud ibe

liquid is shaken, made up to the mark and filtered, Ihe

first 5-10 c.e. of tbe filtrate having been discarded, 200 c.c.

are measured into a 250 c.c. flask, sufficient sodium chloride

is added, and the solution is diluted to 250 c.c. It is allowed
to remain for 12—24 hours, the clear liquid i> decanted off,

filtered i' necessary, aud 175 c.c. (equal to 56 c.c. of wine)

of the clear solution are boiled with 2 — 4 c.c. of L'N-sodiuin

carbonate solution and precipitated with a large excess of

calcium chloride, ebullition being subsequently continued

for 5 minutes. 'Ihe precipitate is filtered off, washed with

hot water and dried. It is then incinerated and ignited at a

dull-red heat for 10— 20 minutes. The calcium -alts arc

treated iii the crucible with 2— 4 c.c. of 1-5 N acetic ac

and subsequently digest eil on the water-baili for 4o mini::

The liquid is then evaporated to dryness, the residue

moistened with two drops of acetic acid, extracted with

vat r, and washed by decantation through a small filter

After drying, the precipitate is returi i d to the crucible, the

ash of the filter is added and the fluoride ignited for a

few minutes. The extraction with acetic acid and suf

sequent operations are repeated until the futtber decres

in the weight of the calcium fluoride docs not exc
0-5 mgrm.

Uetamination of Fluorine in Peer,—The above method

is not applicable in the case of beer, and the authors knew
of uo nv re exact method than is afforded by a modification

of Pcnfield's process, which, however, only \ !< Ids about

'.'4 per cent, of the total fluorine present. 100 c.c. of bi

are made alkaline with caustic potash, 2 c.c. of 2 N -sodium

carbonate are added, and the solution is precipitated wiih

excess of calcium chloride at the boiling temperature. I

precipitate always retains organic matter and must
ignited, and it is during this process that a large and

somewhat variable loss of fluorine is liable to occur. <

grey, calcined mass is mixed with IS gnu. of calcined

quartz in an agate mortar, and is introduced together with

1 -5 gun. of sea-sand into the l'enfield apparatus, aud iht

decomposed by sulphuric acid.—J. F. 11.

Arsemc in ' Reduced Iron"; Determination of
C. A. Hill and J. C. Umnev. l'harm. J., 1904, 73,

-501.

Both the osts recommended by Dunstan (see this J .

999) and the German Pharmacopoeia meihod areconsidei
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quite accurate for deiermiuing arsenic in " reduced iron."

The test of the U.S. Pharmacopoeia is stated to be inaccurate,

as the addition of the iron to hydrochloric acid in the

absence of an oxidising agent causes evolution of hy lrogen

arsenide. The following test is recommended as the bast

to use: -

l grm. of potassium chlorate, and I c.c. of

hydrochloric acid are added to O'l grm. of the reduced

iron, and the mixture is warmed until the evolution of gas has

ceased ; 1 1 c.c. of hydrochloric acid, 7 c.c. of water, 2 grms.

of potassium metasulphite, and 4 grms. of ferrous sulphate

are now added and the mixture is heated on a water bath,

under reflux condenser, fbr an hour, after which it is

distilled; bromine is added to the first 17 c.c. of the

distillate until a distinct coloration remains, and then the

solution is decolorised with a solution of hydroxylauiiue
hydrochloride. The arsenic, which is now present in the

solution as arsenious acid, can be determine 1 by any
standard method. As to the limit of arsenic which should

be allowed in " reduced iron," the suggestion of Dunstan
(60 parts per million) is considered impracticable, and the

matter is thought to call for further careful consideration.

—T. F. B.

Zinc S ills ; Study of Complex .. F. Kunschert.
XI., page '032. f

Sulphurous Acid in Molasses; Determination of -. K.

Pozzi-Eseot. Bull. Assoc. Chiin. Suer. Dist., 1904, 22,
231.

As the deter .nidation of s ilphurous acid in milassesby
direct oxidation with iodine in th-* presence of starch paste

is not very exact, the author uses the following method which
gives more accurate results : 500 c.c. of molasses rendered
somewhat fluid with boiling water or 100 c.c. of wort, are

introduced into a short-necked flask, a fragment (1 or

2 grms.) of chalk or marble added, and a few c.c. of

hydrochloric acid. The flask is then connected to a con-

denser, and its contents boiled, the evolved sulphurous acid

being, receive 1 in an excess of iodine or bromine. When
the distillation is finished, the distillate is heated to 90° C-,

acidified with hydrochloric acid, and precipitated with barium
chloride. -L. J.de W.

ORGANIC—QUALITATIVE.
Tndophenine Reaction. F. W. Bauer. Ber., 19 J4, 37,

31SS8-3130.

In a former communication, the author stated that the

indopheniue reaction is not given by benzene containing

thiophen, if chemically pure sulphuric acid be used (this

J., 1901, 562) unless oxidising ageats, such as ferric

chlorid' or nitric acid be added. Storch (this J., 1904, 730)
replied that the effect of the oxidising agents seemed to be
entirely due to the heat evolved by them, and that the same
effect could be produced by addiog water, or by simply
warming ; whilst Liebermann and Pleus (this J., 1901,768)
deny the author's assertion. The author adheres lo his

first statements and does not find that warming, or adding
water, promotes the reaction.—E. F.

RosanUine and Pararosaniline ; Method of rapidly Distin-

guishing between . R. Lambrecht and H. Weil.
Ber. 37, 1904, 3031.

Commkrcial rosaniline dissolves completely in 20 volumes
of about iO per cent, hydrochloric acid on warming. On
cooling and standing, even for days, no precipitate is

formed, whereas pararosaniline is almost completely pre-
cipitated under the same conditions in the form of a
slightly soluble hydrochloride.—E I\

ORGANIC—QUANTITATIVE.
Methylene Blue; Volumetric Determination of .

L. 1'elet and V. Garuti. Bull. Soc. Cheui., 19 04, 31,
1094—1097.

This method d 'penis on the for natiou of insolub le lakes
by Methylene Blue with certain acid dyestuffs, an aqueous
solution of which wa< run from a burette into an aqueous
solution of M-thyleue Blue, until a drop of the solution,

placed on unsized paper, showed that the. dyestuff had
been completely precipitated. It was necessary to use an
acid dyestuff the ifqueoiis solution of which was highly
coloured, and which gave an insoluble lake : Ponceau.
Carmine, l'viamine Orange, and Cotton Brown were all
found to give good results; of these the authors recommend
Ponceau as giving the most accurate results, as well as
being very simple in use. One moi. of the Pon:eau com-
bines with > mols. of Methylene Blue It was also found
possible to determine trie amount of Ponceau present by
titration with a solution of Methylene Blue ; in this case it

was noticed tint no lake formation commenced until one
mol. of Methylene. Blue had been aided to the'Poneeau
solution.—T. F. li.

Sugir in \tilatses a>ii Cane Si</ir Factory Proiucts;
Determination of Crystallisabie and Reducing -.

II. Pellet. Bull. Assoc. China. S icr. et Dist., 1 90 4, 22
145-160.

Tbe author states that normal leal acetate is the proper
defecant for cine sugar product", but as it exerts only a
slight decol >r'ning action, sodium hypochlorite should be
used with it to obtain solutions sufficiently decolorised for
inversion and polarisation by the Clerget method. The
polarisation is higher when basic load acetate is used,
except in some cases where molasses of light gravity
(73°—78° apparent Brix) has bean kept forsom; time,
and the reducing sugars have become modified, and the
sucrose transformed. It is essential to determine the water
directly by desiccation in order to find the real purity, from
which the apparent purity of m dasses may differ by 7 to
13 '5 per cent. In the deter nidation of the reducing bodies
of products of caoe sugir factories, no defecating reagent
should be used. Id case the quantity of lime present is

injurious, it may be precipitated by sodium carbonate,
avoiding excess.

Bibliography.—(O Couples ren /., 1875, 181 ; (2)
Note on the determination of crystallisabie sugar in pre-

sence of dextrose, Comptes rend., 1880, 303 ; (3) J. Fabr.
Sucre, Jan. 26, 1877 ; (4) No. 20, 1877, and determimtion
of crystallisabie sugar in presence of pure dextrose, No. 27,

1877; (5) 1878, Nos. 15 and 21; (6) 1885, No. 35
(analysis of cane molasses); (7) 1886, No. 20; (8) 18S9,

No. 16; (9) 1891, No. 13; (10) Bill. Asioc. Claim. S icr.

et Dist; (11) Oi the determination of sugars, 1883, 176;
(12) Analysis of molasses, 1890—1891, 439, 550, 615, 623 j

(13) On the determination of crystallisabie sugar in pre-

sence of dettrose in cane molassc, 1895— 1896, 836 ; (14)
Experiments on the fermentation of caae molasses, &c.
(with Barbet), 1895—1896, 948; (15) On the determina-
tion of iovert sugar in presence of various reducing bodies,

1896-1897, 145; (16) Oa the determination of invert

sugar, and reducing bodies in. beetroot molasses, 1896—
1897,338; (17) Study of the reducing sugars of the cane,

1897—1898, 233; (18) 1897— 1898, 293—293 (this J„
1897, 250, 1027) ; (19) Analysis of the molasses of beet-

root and cine sugar factories, 1897—'1898, 520, 605, 705,

793, 920 aui 1120 (this J., 1898. 187, 198) ; (20) Analysis

of cane molasses, 1898—1899, 1006, 1145; (21) 1899—
1900,52, 55, 62, 64, 65 (this J., 1899, 775) ; (22) Deter-

mination of reducing bodies in presence of «uerose, 1899—
1900, 699

; (23) Action of basic and normal leadace'ateon
reducing bodies, 1899—1900,55; (24) Studies of the mo-
lasses of cane sugar factories, 1901—-1902, 830 (this J.,

1902, 428) ; (25) Nature of the reducing sugar of the cane,

1901— 1992,834 (this J., 1902, 416).—L.J. dt W.

XXIV. -SCIENTIFIC & TECHNICAL NOTES.

Carbon Dioxide in Se?ds during Germination j Origin <>f

. E. Urbain. C >mptes redd., 190 I, 139, 606—S IS.

Connspein, Hoyer, and Wartenberg (this J., 1902, loll).

noticed that when castor seeds were treated "

1 per cent, solution of chloral hydrate, no hydrolysis of

the fats occurred until after some days. That this sap indi-

cation is not due to atmospheric carbon dioxide, or to that

formed by oxidation by atmospheric oxygen, is shown by

the fact that it occurs equally well in the absence o' air.
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The following experiments show that the carbon dioxide is

the result if decomposition of the albuminoid mattei by
tin' proteolytic enzymes present in cantor seeds. Castor
nil treated with cytoplasuiu (prepared from tin seeds by the

method ofNicloux (this J., 19U4, 687) and chloral hydrate

solutinn, in vacuo, showed practically no acidity aft. r eight

days ; whilst, when aleurone (prepared by the same method)
was added to the other substances, almost complete saponifi-

cation of the fatty acids occurred after eipht days. It

would thus seem that this proteolytic decomposition was
the first phase of germination, preceding the lipolytic action.

—T. F. Ii.

India-Rubber ; Action of Badium Rags on . T!. Ditraar.

Gummi-Zeit., 1904, 19, 3—4.

EXPERIMENTS with a weak radium-barium bromide prepara

tion (10,000 times as strong as uranium pitchblende)

showed that the 7-rays pass through both raw and
vulcanised rubber, but through the former more readily

than through the latter. Rubber which has been made
radio-active by induction behaves differently from other

Bolid bodies in a similar condition. In general, the induced

radio-activity is dissipated to the extent of one-half in

28 minutes, when the substance is exposed to the air. In

the case of rubber, however, the radio-activity persists for

from 15—20 days.— J. K. B,

#ftD iSOOfeS.

Moxock.vnis on Applied Electrochemistry. ElektrO-
LYTISCBES VeRFABREN ZPR HerSTEIXTJKG PAHABOLI-
m urn Spiegel. Von mierard Cowper-Coles. Ins

Deutsche tibertragen von Dr. Emil Aes.l. 1904. Trice

M. 1.

Pamphlet, 8vo size, containing 17 pages of subject-

matter, with 13 illustrations. The leading themes are

the following :

—

The Process of Cowper-Coles.—Preparation of the

Glass Mould, silvering the Mould. Description of the

Electrolytic Hath. Raising the Mirror from the Mould, &c.

Properties of the Metallic Mirror.— Reflective

power of Palladium and other Metals. Weight of the

Metallic Mirror, its Hardness, and Optical Tests. Improve-
ment of the Surface of the Mirror.

Artificial Graphite. By Francis A. J. Fitz-Gkrald.
Ins Deutsche tibertragen vcn Dr. Max Hlth. Verlag
von Wilhelm Knapp, Halle a. S. 1904. Price M. 3.

Pamphlet like the foregoing, and containing 58 pages of

subject-matter, one page of bibliographic notes, and an
alphabetical index of authors. The text is illustrated with

14 wood-engravings and five tables. I. Historic Survey.
II. Methods of Preparation: A. Castner's Anode for

Electrolytic Processes. B. Process of Girard and Street.

C. Process of Acheson. D. Process of Rudolph and
Harden,

Ueber Heukommen end Ciiemie des Kautscbuks.
Yon Dr. Ed. Makckwald und Dr. Fritz Frank.
Steinkoptf uud Springer, Dresden, A. 21. 1904. Price

M. 1.50.

Pamphlet of 8vo size, containing C8 pages of subject-matter.

Smoke Prevention and Fuel Economy. (Based on
the German Work of E. Schmatolla.) By \Ym. II. Booth
and John B. C. Kershaw. A. Constable and Co., Ltd..

16, Janus Street, Ha; market, London. 1904. Price Cs.

Svo volume, containing 188 pages of subject-matter, with "5

illustrations, and an alphabetical index. The subject is sub-
divided into and treated under the following heads: — I. The
Chemistry of the t lombnstion Process. II. Present Methods
of Butnug Fuels, and their defects. III. Improved Methods
of Binning Fuel. IV. The Examination of the Waste
Gases, aid Control of the Combustion Process. The
Appendix is a considerable one, and is subdivided into :

I. Patent Abstracts, English. German, anil U.S.A. II,

Fuel Analyses, Losses and Costs. III. Miscellaneous
i [tracts.

A Scheme for tup Demotion of ihe more Common
Classes of Carbon Compounds. Bj Frank E.
Weston. B.Sc. Longmans. Green, and Co., 39. Pater-
noster Row, London; New York and Bombay. 1904.
Price 2*.

8vo volume, containing 56 pages of subject-matte r and eight
illustrations. The methods apply under the following con-.
ditions :— I. Carbon and Hydrogen only present. II. Car-
bon, Hydrogen, and Halogen present. III. Carbon, Hydro-
gen, ( Ixygen, aud Halogen present. IV. Carbon, Hydro-
gen, and Oxygen preseDt. V. Carbon, Hydrogen, and
Nitrogen present. VI. Carbon, Hydrogen, Nitrogen, and
Oxygen present. VII. Carbon, Hydrogen, and Sulphur
present. VIII. Carbon, Hydrogen, Sulphur, and Oxygen
present. IX. Carbon, Hydrogen, Sulphur, and Nitrogen
present. X. Carbon, Hydrogen, Sulphur, Oxygen, and
Nitrogen, or Halogen present. XI. Special Reactions.

XII. Solubility of Carbon Compounds.

St. Lolis Exhibition, 1904. German Edccatiohaj
Exhibition. Chemistry. VY. Bdxenstkin, lleilin.

1904. A. Asher ard Co., 13, Bedford Strett, CoveM
Garden, London,W.C. Trice '-'.v.

8vo volume, containing preface and 135 pages of subject-

matter, followed by indexes of names and subjects. In

this descriptive cataloeue the content- or characters of the

different rooms are found given as follows :— I. Riading-

room. II. Alchemistic Laboratory. 111. The Licbig

Laboratory. IV. General and Inorganic Chemistrfl

V. Pyrochemistry. VI. Scales and Balances. VII. Fhctro-
ChunistiY. VIII. Organic Chemistry. IX. Dyeing Labors
tore. X. Shaking Apparatus aud Bomb-tube Experiments.

XL Physiological and Fermentation Chemistry.

Cracr import

I.—GENERAL.

Australian Imports in 1903.

Pharm. J., Oct. 29, 1904.

Although the Commonwealth official statistics have not

been issued, figures have been published which show
that Great Britain still retains berlead us principal exporter

to Australia. The imports iuto the Federal States for 1903

run out at 36,551,542/., and the exports at 29,046,206/.

Adding exports and imports of specie and bullion, the total

comes out at 85,981,025/., an increase of nearly one and

a half millions over 1902. The figures (which are extracted

from Commercial Intelligence) for certain articles are as

follows :

—

Great
Britain.

France. Germany.

£
Boric salicylic, und other

acids
Aerated anil mineral

waters 5,162
Alkalis
Alum 626
Ammonium oarbonate. .

.

_.i'i I

Drugs and chemicah

—

lives is,];;,

Filters 2. ::ii

Instruments, scientific .. 17,028
Medicinns 183,618
Perfumer; 82,268

B goods
Varnishes ij.e.-.i

France heads the list for tartaric acid and cream of tartar,

hut these represent her only success. Germany, ou the

other hand, leads with several commodities, the only one of

chemical interest being calcium carbide.

88 l.'.sl 407

.."
126
64
10

1.1«9

"
6

B6.610 17.3*1

7,106 2 678 5,261

'.it 25j

266 2,418

662 2,682

2,881 8,749 ln.363

83 - S 344

22 381
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Natal; Tradb of with the United Kingdom.

Bd. of Trade J., Oct. 27, 1904.

The following figures are given, as supplementing those

given in this J., 1904, 630, showing the value of certain

British goods imported into Xatal during 1903:— Ale and
beer, 43,700/. ; apothecary ware, 74,400/. ; candles, 46,000/.

;

cement, 26,100/. ; earthenware, 59,100/.
;
glass and glass-

ware, 68,500/. ; malt, 24,300/. ; milk, condensed, 105,900/.

;

oils, other than paraffin and linseed, 32 000/.
; painters'

colours, 53,600/. ; paper, printing,31,000/.
; paper, wrapping

and brown, 7000/.; perfumery, 12,000/.; soap, 73,500/.;

spirits, 224,700/.

II. -FUEL, GAS, AND LIGHT.

Coal Production of the Wolrd.

Eng. and Mining J., Oct. 13, 1904.

The world's production of coal and lignite in 1903
amounted to 877,755,053 metric tons, compared with
804,405,293 tons in 1902 and 787,179,967 tons in 1901.
This grtat increase in coal output shows, as no other one
factor, how rapidly industrial activity advanced in the years
named. The United States easily led the world in develop-
ing fuel resources, in spite of the reduced anthracite
production of I'ennsj h ania in 1902, owing to the long
strike of the miners. The long-developed fields of Great
Britain made a substantial gain in 1902 and 1903, and in

1903, Germany, France, and Belgium increased their pro-
duction. In fact, four of the five leading eoal-produciug
cointries in 1903 surpassed all previous records of output.

The figures for the three years are as follows, in metric
ptons :

—

1901. 1902. 1903.

Met. Tons. [ Met. Tons.
266,078,668 273,600,91! 1

222,614,981 230,728,563

162,638,981 150,600,214

10,746,704 39,38 834

Met. Tons.
326,064,592

234,009,481
162,619,931

39.600,000
35,002,992

The stationary position of Austria-Hungary has been
(caused by labour difficulties and industrial depression.

In the other European countries, in Canada, in South
Africa and in Australia, production increased during 1903,
and some of the smaller countries, not reporting outputs, such
as Mexico, made substantial gains. In lact, the activity

of coal mines was a feature of the world's work in 1903.

III.—TAR PRODUCTS, PETROLEUM, Etc.

Petroleum Production of tiik United States
in 1903.

Bd. of Trade J., Oct. 27, 1904.

The annual report of the United States Geological Survey
on the production of petroleum in the United States in

1903, states that the output reached the large total of

100,461,337 barrels, being larger than that of any previous
year, and greater than that of 1902 by 11,694,421 barrels, or
13' 17 percent. The greatest part of the increase during
1S)03 was from the State of California, wbich produced in

that year nearly one-fourth of the entire production. The
total value of the oil produced in 1903 was 94,694,050 dols.,

as compared with 71,178,910 dols. in 1902.

Varnish ; Black : U.S. Customs Decision.

Aug. 19, 1904.

A mixture of light ccal tar oils and coal-tar piich, drjing
rnd toi miDg a coating when exposed to the air, was he!d
l:o be dutiable at 20 ptr cent, ad valorem, under paragraph
IIS of the present tariff, as a "preparation of coal tar, not
» colour or dye." The assessment of duty at 35 per cent.
id valorem, under paragraph 53, was overruled.—R. W. M.

Petroleum in Roumania ; Production of .

Eng. and Mining J., Oct. 13, 1904.

According to official statistics recently published in the
Petroleum Review, the output of petroleum in Roumania
during the first half of the present year was 213,702 metric
tons. The Prabova district, as usual, contributed the
greater part of the output. The figures indicate that the
industry is growing steadily, and the product for 1904 will
probably exceed previous records.

VII.—ACIDS, ALKALIS, Etc.

Arsenic Production in 1903.

Chent. Trade J., Oct. 29, 1904.

The annual report of the U.S. Geological Survey states
that that the production of arsenious oxide in the United
States during 1903 amounted to 611 short tons, valued at

36,691 dols., as compared with 1353 tons in 1902 and
300 tons in 1901, the last-named year being the dite of the
inception of the white arsenic industry in the Uuited
States. Tin- entire domestic product has been made at the
plant of the Paget Sound Reduction Co., Everett, Wash.,
and the large increase in the domestic production during
1902 promised success to the undertaktug. Owing to
various commercial reasons, however, the by-product plant
was operated at its full capacity only during the first

quarter of the year 1903. It was shut down from March
until September 1903, when, at the latter time, the works
came under the control of the American Smelting and
Refining Co. During the last three months of the year,
the by-product plant was used only for roasting small
quantities of arsenical lead ores, and no white arsenic was
shipped to the market.
The arsenic ores treated at this plant consisted mainly of

arsenical pyrites containing, on the average, about 14 per
cent, of arsenic and 0-7 6z. of gold and 3 oz. of silver per
ton. A part of the ore treated contained only 2 per cent,

of sulphur, the arsenic being present chiefly in au oxidised
form. The by-product plant for the condensation and
collection of the white arsenic consists of a long brick flue,

20 ft. high, connecting the Wethey mechanical six-hearth
60-ton roasting furnace with the dust chamber, which hitter

is 5 ft. high and covers an area of about 125 to 150 ft.

This chamber is built of 4 in. brick walls, and is divided
into four equal parts, so arranged that by the use of valves
or dampers any one section can be cut out from the other,

and the condensation may thus be carried on continuously.
The arsenical compounds in the ore are decomposed during
the roasiing, and are transformed chiefly into volatile

arsenious oxide, which passes out with the waste gasrs of

the furnace, and is subsequently condensed by their cooling
ami lessened velocity, and settles on the floor of the dust
chamber or becomes attached to the sides and roof in

beautiful festoons of pure white crystals resembling snow.
At stated intervals each section is cut out from the system,
and the accumulated deposit of white arsenic is shovelled
into hand barrows and carried to storage bins until reeded
for subsequent rtfining in a small reverberatory furnace.

After the arsenic has been expelled by the roasting, the ore
is discharged from the furnace aud treated with lead ore iu

a shalt furnace for the extraction of the gold and silver.

Despite the fact that the domestic output of arsenical

compounds is not suflicient to supply more than one-
quarter of the total consumption of the United States

(large quantities being annually imported from Canada,
Germany, and Spain), the development of this industry is

of exceedingly slow growth. During 1903 there were
imported from Canada, England, Germany, and Spain

1,211,299 lb. of arsenious acid, valued at 38,505 dols., and
7,146,362 lb. of arsenic sulphide and orpimeut, valued at

256,097 dols., as compared with 1,385,700 II of arsenious

oxide, valued at 42,424 dols., and 6,725,19s lb. of a

sulphide and orpimeut, valued at 237,631 dols. in 1902.

A recently discovered deposit of arsenic is being exploited

at Pilot Mountain, 17 miles from Christiausburg, Mont-

gomery County, Va. The capacity of the plant, when
completed, is placed at 140 tons of refined arsenics per

month. The region is wild aud mountainous.
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The white-arsenic plant at Anaconda, .Mont., was Dearly

completed on January 1st, 1904. Large trick settling

chambers have been erected alongside of the flue of the

I'.iuntoii roasting furnaces, in order to condense and collect

the arsenical tunics formed during the roasting. The
arsenic - refining department has heen equipped with

suitable reverberatory furnaces, in which the ciude flue

deposit will be refined and the purified product subse-

quently ground and packed for the market in air-tight

barrels, each of a capacity of 400 lb. The daily capacity
of the by-product plant is reported to he several tons of

Hake arsenic.

An interesting discovery of metallic arsenic was made
daring ) 90:1 at Washington Camp, Santa Cruz County,
Ariz. The deposit is in mas-es attached to the walls of

small pockets in dolomitic limestone. The size of the
masses is generally small, although in one instance a piece

weighing 20 lb. was found.

The world's production of arsenic in 1903, so far as

reported, was as follows :—-Canada, 233 tons, value

15,420 dols.; Germany, 2768 tons, value 253,500 dols.;

Spain, 10MH tons, value 87,040 dols.; United Kingdom,
it 1 7 tons, value not given; United States, 554 tons (611
short tons), value 36,691 dols. A relatively small quantity

of arsenic is produced in Italy, Japan, Portugal, and Turkey,
but the statistics of these countries are not vet available for

1903.

The signiflcance of the importation of arsenic and its

compounds for the manufacturing industries of the United
States may be appreciated from the statistics given in the

following table lor the past five years, showing the imports
of metallic arsenic, white arsenic (arsenious acid), and
arsenic sulphides (orpiment and realgar) :

—

Year. Quantity. Value.

1899

1900
1901

1902
190S

Lh.
9,040,871

5,705,559

6,989.668

8,110,898

8,257,661

Dols.
886,791

205,6110

310.525

280,056
'.:,,,

Lime ; Vienna : U.S. Customs Decision.

Sept. 26, 1904.

Vienna lime was held to be dutiable at 2J per cent, ad
valorem under section 6 of the present tarifl, as a " manu-
factured article anenumerated." The assessment of duty

at 35 per cent, ad valorem as an " article composed of

mineral substances," under paragraph 97, was overruled.

— K. \V. M.

IX.—BUILDING MATERIALS, Etc.

Asr-UALT Mastic: U.S. Customs Decision.

Oct. 18, 1904.

It was decided thai asphalt mastic was dutiable at 3 dols.

per ton under paragraph 93 of the present tarifl. overruling

the claim of the importers that it was dutiable at 50 c. per

ton as " crude asphalt " under the same paragraph.
— R. W. M.

Clat -M ukiuai.s
; Production of in 1903.

Eng. and Mining J., Oct. 13, 1904.

According to th • United States Geological Survey, the
total value of tli<- various clay products manufactured in

t'u- United Slates last year was 130,962,648 dols. This
total was made up of the following items :—Common I

50,582 or;, dols ; front brick, 5,308,908 dols.; paving brick,

6,453,849 dols. ; fancy brick, S'jlVJSO dols.; fire-brick,

14,068,869 dols. ; drain -tile, 4,639,214 dols. j sewer pipe.

2,525,369 dols.; terra cotta, 4.072,028 dols.; fireproofiog,

8,708,148 dok ; hollow blocks, 1,153,200 dols. ; tile other

than drain tile, 8,505,929 dols.; pottery, 25,436,052 dols.

;

miscellaneous, 3,0 1 1,856 dols As e unpared with the output

for 1902, there wa. an increase of 8.79.S.1 17 dols.

X.—METALLURGY.
Mineral Output op California.

Eng. and Mining J., Sept. 22, L904,

The miueral production of California during 1903, as
compiled from reports made to the State Mining Bureau at

San Francisco, is shown in the following table :
—

Quantities. Value.

T..iis

Bbl.
Ions

Asphalt
Bituminous rock
k ira i . crude
Cement
Chrome ore
Chrysoprase
Clay, brick Million
Clay, pottery l\>ns

Coal *

Copper Lb.
Fullers' earth Tons
Gold
Granite Cb. ft.

Gypsum Tons
Infusorial earth „
Lead „
Lime and limestone
Lithia mica Tons
Macadam ,.

Ma'-'nes'te

Manguuese „
Marble I

Mica Ions
Mineral paint
Mineral water (Jails.

Natural eas M i b. It.

Pavine blocks Million
Petroleum BbL
Platinum
1'yrites Tons
Quartz crystal
Quicksilver Flasks
Hubble Tons
Salt Bbl.
Sand Tons
Sandstone Cb. ft.

Serpentine .,

Silver

Slate Squares
Soapstone Tons
Soda
Tourmaline
Turquoise

41,670
ai,9M
lll.tail

640368
150

214,403
90,972
93.026

19,11 - ,!

250

198,625

6,914

2,703
55

"71111

005.155

1,361

1

s l.C.J*

60
2,870

2,056,840

120.1S4
l.s-,1

•>Y.sn

32,094

1,610,440

102,895
7.72.-,

158 10

99

10,1X10

218
18,000

Total value .

Dols.

968.727

500

1,999,5«
99,907

285,383
2.6211,997

1.7511

16,471,244

678,670

46,441
16,016

3.900

136,171

20.515

25
97.35*

•i.720

75.2SJ
m.e«

7.11 1271

1.062

H4.O00

if

1,237,411

100,001

"7,75a,iU0

In the previous year the mineral production of thi

was valued at 35,069,105 dols., showing an increase in 1903

of2,eS9,935 dols.

Lead; The Canadian Bounty on .

Eng. and Mining J., Oct. IS, 19 14.

The text of the Canadian order in council, which permits

the application to exported lead ores of any unappropriated

portion of the bounty on lead is as follows ; —
•'Whereas bv clause 3 of the Act 3 Edward VII.

Chap. 31, intituled, • An Act to provide for the payment of

bounties on leal contained in lead-bearing ores mined in

Canada,' it is provi led that if at any time it appears to tl'

satisfaction of the Governor-General in Council that tie-

charges tor transportation and treatment of lead ores in

1 in. ida are excessive, the Governor iu Co il mat

authorize the payment of bounty at such reduced rate l>

he deems just on the lead contained in ores mi led 1

Canada, and exported for treatment abroad, and
"Whereas, it appears that lie lead smelters in Canada

are unable at present to treat the whole of the lead ores

milled in Canada, except at an excessive rate:
'• Therefore, the Governor-General in Council is pleased

to order that, after the payment of the full amount at

bounty payable under the Act above referred to and amend-

ments thereto, upon lead ores mined and smelted in Canada,

and dating from the 1st day of April, 190 1, until the 30th

da] of June, 1905, a ra'e of 50 c. per loo lb. of lead con-

tained in lead-bearing ores mined in Canada, and exported

for treatment to Europe, shall be paid, provided that the

quantity of lead upon which such bounty shall be paid
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shall not exceed 11,000 tons, of 2000 lb., in any one fiscal

year." (See also this J., 1904, 886.)

Lead in Ontario.

Eng. and Mining J., Oct. 13, 1904.

According to the Canadian Mining Rtvieir, the existence

of ores of lead in Ontario, Quebec, and Nova Scotia has

j been known for more than 30 years, and various and

spasmodic attempts have been made to work these ore?.

' The deposits in Tudor, Ontario, occur in calcareous and

micaceous schists, associated with limestones and dolomites

of Silurian age. Some of these deposits occur associated

with a gangue of barytes and calcspar, and are small in

extent ; others are from 18 in. to 24 in. in width, the ore

appearing in bunches, and as disseminated grains in the

_'iie. Some larger masses of galena are occasionally

found, but the characteristic of the region is a lack of

continuity to the deposits.

In both Tudor and Lake townships there appear to be

two distinct sets of deposits, one striking north-west, the

I other north-east, and where two veins cross each other

there is usually an enlargement at the surface which does

I not continue in depth. There are, in addition, other veins,

usually with a quartz gangue, which are somewhat larger,

anil which cut through the gneisses of Elzevir township.

The association of arsenical and autimonial ores with the

galenas of this section is not infrequent ; their values in

silver are low, running from 3 to 8 oz. f silver to the ton of

galena, and the majority of samples show no gold whatever.

Mines in Korea.

I Le Mercure, July 31, 1904. U.S. Cons. Reps., No. 20S4,

Oct. 18, 1904.

Korea possesses gold mines whose output has increased

from 1,158,000 dols. in 189S to 2,509,000 dols. in 1902. It

ha- also mines of iron, silver, copper, coal, &c. The greater

part of the gold is exported to Japan. Iron, although

piesent in large quantities, can hardly be said to be exploited.

As a matter of fact, iron u.-ed in Japanese foundries comes
from China. Coal of medium quality is equally abundanr,

but it is bardly exploited. Copper is extracted in several

districts. During the last two years 564,433 lb., valued at

I 31,044 dols., were mined.

Chrome Ohk Supplies.

Eng. and Mining J., Oct. 6, 1904.

The rapid expansion of the chrome ore industry of New
Caledonia recently has begun to have a very noticeable

influence upon the general trade conditions. In fact, the

competition from this source has become so sharp that some
I apprehension is felt that it may seriously affect the industry

1 in other countries. So far, the most important result con-

| nected with the increased exports from New Caledonia has

• been a decline in the quotations of about 5 dols. per ton

| for 50 per cent, ore at New York.

For many years the trade in chrome ore has been
practically controlled by the Turkish producers. The

I exports from this country have averaged 40,000 tons

I annually, which, up to 1903, about equalled the aggregate

output from all other countries. The mines are situated in

(the European provinces of Salonica, Kossovo, and Monasiir.

and the Asiatic provinces of Aidin, Kon a, Adana, Angora,
I Broussa. and Macri. Most of the product imported into the

[United States comes from Maeri and Broussa, and is known
I timler the trade names of "Macri" and " Daghardi," the

I latter being the largest mine in Broussa. The ores contain

from 48 to 54 per cent, of Cra 3 ; the Macri ore carries

from 48 to 51 per cent., and the Daghardi ore up to

54 per cent. There has been some effort put forth to restrict

the output within reasonable bounds, as the resources of
the country are very extensive, and could be made to yield

much more than the present output. The Turkish govern-
Iment exacts a royalty of 20 per cent, on the value of the

(ore mined, and also imposes a duty of 1 per cent, on the

exports. In spite of this heavy burden, however, the cost

of producing the Macri ore and delivering it at the seaboard
is said to be only 35s. per ton.

The growiog importance of New Caledonia as a pro-
ducer of chrome ore is well shown by the statistics of
exports, which have increased from 1042 metric tons in
1894 to 10,474 tons in 1900, and 21,437 tons in 1903.
During the first four months of the preset t year the ship-
ments amounted to 12,225 metric tons. The chromite is

rained principally in the north-western and south-western
portions of the island, the mineral occurring m association
with serpentine, which also \ields the nickel and cobalt
ores. Sume of the deposits are of great size ; as much as
20,000 tons of ore have been takeu from a single ore-body.
The principal factor in the industry is the Societe le Chrome,
a combination ot producing interests which came into
existence in 1902. At present mining is most actively
carried on at Tiepaghi, where the ore is especially rich.

The Societe le Chrome has leased the mining rights on this

property to tributers, who paid the sum of 200,000 dols. for
the privilege of working it for three years. It is said that
the output for this period may reach 100,000 tons. The
ore requires no mechanical concentration, and is shipped in

large lots with an average content of 50 per cent, chromic
oxide.

Aside from Turkey and New Caledonia, chromite is

mined quite extensnely in Canada, Newfoundland, Greece,
Russia, India, and Australia. The deposits in the United
States are of small importance at present, although thev
occur quite widely among the altered rocks of the Appala-
chians from Pennsy Ivan a southward, and also in California.
In recent years, the output has amounted to only a few-

hundred tons, .most of which was mined in California and
consumed locally. As to the other countries, Australia has
come into some prominence lately, due to the fact that the
ore is high grade and is export?d to the United States as
ballast in wool-laden ships, thus getting a very low transport
rate. Important discoveries of ore have recently been re-

ported from India, and it is now being offered in the Ameri-
can market. The Canadian chromite is obtained from the
eastern townships of Quebec. According to J. Obalski, a

good deal of development has been done lately, and an
increased output may be expected from this region. The
production in 1903 amounted to 3020 tons. Newfoundland
is knewn to possess large deposits of concentrating ore,
favourably situated as to transport, but so far they have not
been very actively exploited.

The consumption of chromite in the United States at

present is probably about 30,000 long tons per annum. The
imports for the last ihree years have been as follows : 1901,
20,112 tons; 1902, 39,570 tons; 1903, 22 931 tons. There
are three important applications to which the ore is put

:

the preparation of bichromates and other compound's of
chromium, the manufacture of ferro-chromium, and in

making linings for blasts and reverberatory furnaces. Eor
the latter purpose it is sometimes used iu the form of bricks.

The Kalion Chemical Company, of Philadelphia, Pa., con-
trols the manufacturing business in chromium compounds,
while the Wilson Aluminium Company, of New York, is

the principal manufacturer in this country of ferro-chrome.
Chrome bricks are made by the Harbison-Walker Company,
of Pittsburg.

PRecioos Metal Producton ok the United States
IN 1903.

Eng. and Mining J., Oct. 6, 1904.

The correced figures for the production of gold and
silver in the United States during 1903 (see this J., 1904,

142) are as follows :

—

Oold : 3,560,000 fine ounces, valued at 73,591,700 dols.,

a decrease of 6,408,3(10 dols., or 8 per cent., as compared
with 1902.

Silver : 54,300,000 fine ounces, valued at 29,322,000 dols.,

an increase of 93,100 dols. over 1903, solely due to the

higher uvetage price of the metal.

Lead Prediction of United S:

Eng. and Mining J., Oct. 13, 1904.

The production of lead in the United States iu 1903,

from domestic ores, showed a slight decrease fr >m tha;

reported iu the previous year. The total, as shown by the
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figures furnished for The Alineral Industry by producers,
was 276,694 shoit tons, and the decrease from 1902 was
3830 tons, or 1*8 per cent. The decliue in production was
entirely in desilverieed lead, the output of soft lead, chiefly

from the Missouri mines, showing a gain of 11 per cent.

During part of the year the smelters restricted their pur-
chase > of inf. and consequently the production of the

metal.

In addition to the lead made from domestic ores, smelters

and refineries turned ont 92,794 tons of metal from foreign

ores and base bullion, making the total lead put into

merchantable form, at works in the United Slates, 369,488
short tons.

In the table below is given a statement of the imports.

exports, &e., as shown by the reports of the Bureau of

.Statistics, the figures being in short tons:—

Foreiun Lead in the United Stales.

1903.Imports. 1902.

Lead, metallic 2.529
in.", [si;

3.H23
In:..';s i

78,967 S! .SIS

Less smelters' allowance mi lead re-ex-

7,897 8,192

86,861 90,107

20,851 16,300

16,622 23,939

37.473 10,239
^V.'US 10,691

Approximate consumption of

13,534 29,545

Ivy far the greater part of the lead imported last year

—

93,068 tons, or 87-5 per cent, of the total—came from
Mexico, the quantity received from Canada having been
comparatively small, only 9,600 tons. The Mexicau lead

comes chiefly in the form of base bullion, to be refined

in bond.

The total supplies of lead for the year, and the disposition

made of them, are shown in the following table, the figures

being in short tons :

—

Lead Production and Consumption.

1902. 1903.

Soft
199,615
To. 124

10,485

188,943
;- a is

9,498

280,524
70,316
13 534

80,800

29,515

36,374

3,271

330,603
..'! !

333,874

Iron Sand: U.S. Customs Decision.

Oct. 17, 1904.

Merchandise invoiced as " chilled iron," " diamond grit,"

and "steel grit " was a-sessed for duty at 45 per cent, ad
valorem as " manufactures of metal " under paragraph 193
of the present tariff. Analysis having shown them to be
iron, the claim of the importer that it was "steel," dutiable

under paragraph 135, was overruled.—K. W. M.

XII.—FATS, FATTY OILS, Etc.

Wool Grease: U.S. Customs Decision.

The United Stales Circuit Court decided the wool grease,

highly refined, but dealt iu commercially as wool grease, is

nevertheless " wool grease " and dutiable at i c. per lb.

as such under paragraph 279 of the present "tariff. The
assessment of duty at 25 per cent, ad valorem as " rendered
oil " under paragraph 3, was overruled.— R. \V. M.

Recovered Grease: U.S. Customs Decision.

Aug. 10, 1904.

Grease recovered from wool, and consisting of wool
grease, olive oil, and a small amount of petroleum, was hell
to be dutiable at i c. per lb.," as "wool grease," under
paragraph 279 of the present tariff. The assessincut of
duty at 25 per cent, ad valorem as an " expressed or
rendered oil " was overruled.—R. U . M.

Bone Grease; U.S. Customs Decision.

Aug. 19, 1904.

Crude bone grease was held to be dutiable at 20 per cent.

ad valorem, under section 6 of the present tariff, as

"manufactured article uuenumerated." The claim of the
importer for free entry, under paragraph 508, as " greasj
for starting or dressing leather, and fit only for such uses,"
was overruled on the ground that the exclusive use of
bone grease lor such a purpose was not established by the

evidence.— R. W. M.

Sesame and Peanut ""- ; U.S. Customs Decision.

Sq>t. 26, 1904.

~ A mixture of sesame Hnd peanut oil, each of which is

free of duty if impurted separately, was held to be dutiable

at 25 per cent, ad valorem, under paragraph 3 of the

present tariff, as a " combination of expressed oils."

— R. W. M.

Oleine: U.S. Customs Decision.

Sept. 26, 19U4.

It was decided that oleine, commercially known as red

oil, and consisting of oleic acid, was dutiable at 25 percent.

d</ valorem under paragraph 1 of the present tariff as u
" acid Dot specially provided for." The claim of the im-

porter for free entry under paragraph 568 was overruled

on the ground that oleine is not exclusively used for soap

making, but is also employed for oiling wool and as a

constituent of certain polishing materials.— R. W. M.

XIII. B.—RESINS, VARNISHES, Etc.

Sealing Wax: U.S. Customs Decision.

Sept. 9, 1904.

Sealing wax, which on analysis was shown to have the

following composition :—Volatile at 100° C, 1 *68 per cent.

;

resins, 72-65 per cent, j ash (calcium sulphate), 8 per cent.;

colouring matter, &c. (sulphide of mercury), 18 07 per

cent., wis held to be dutiable at 20 per cent, ad valorem as

a " manufactured article unenumerated " under section 6 of

the present tariff. The assessment of duty at 25 per cent

jd valorem under paragraph 448, as a "manufacture of

wax," was overruled.— R. W. M.

XIV.—TANNING; LEATHER; GLUE, Etc.

Quebracho Extract : U.S. Customs Decision.

July 30, 19U4.

" Quermos " extract was held to be dutiable at ' c. per

Hi. as "quebracho extract," under paragraph 22 of the

present tariff, and not at I c. per lh. as "bark extract,"

uuder the same paragraph.— R. W. M.

Bone Size Substitute: U.S. Customs Decision.

The United States Circuit Court decided that bone siie

substitute, consisting of starch, dextrin, magnesium chloride.

and silica, was dutiable at 25 per ceut. ad valorem, uiiuc

paragraph 3 of the present tariff, overruling the assessmeol

of duly at lj c. per lb., as a "preparation tit -for use a-

starch," under paragraph 285. —R, W. M.
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XV.—MANUHES, Etc.

Potash in
- Agriculture.

U.S. Cons. Reps., No. 2083, Oct. 7, 1904.

( Iffieial statistics show that the German mines produced,

id 1903, 1,557,243 tons of kainite, worth at current prices

5,208,154 dols., and 2,073,771 tons of other potash salts,

valued at 4,979,912 dols. Of the kainite and sylvinite

501,385 tons were exported, and of this amount 275,302

tons, or more than 54 per cent., was taken by the United
States, where it was used mainly in the manufacture of

chemical fertilisers. The remainder, something over a

million tons of crude mineral, was used for fertilising

purposes in Germany with excellent results. Exact official

records, in which only the percentage of potash contained

in the raw minerals used is taken into account, show that

the consumption of potash salts in German agriculture

increased from 51,232 Ions in 1892 to 150,000 in 1903.

During this period there has hern a steady advance in the

yield of the staple farm crops, which corresponds closely

from year to year to the amount of potash used. Thus,

when the consumption declined from 64,103 tons in 1894

to 58,974 tons in 1895, there was a corresponding falling

off in yield of all the spring crops planted and harvested
that year.

XVII.—BREWING, WINES, SPIRITS, Etc.

Brewing Sugar
; Method uf Denaturing .

P. Petit. Ann. de la Brass., 1904, 7, 363—364.

To enable sugar to he used in France free of duty, it is

proposed to treat the sugar with half a litre of a 30 per cent.

alcoholic hop extract per 100 kilos, by mixing the two for a
few minutes in a hydro-extractor. The hop extract would
be prepared under excise supervision, by treating hops with
boiling 90 per cent, alcohol for at least 30 minutes, the

quantity of solvent used being 3 litres per kilo. The
product would be packed in sealed bottles.

The work of denaturing would be performed in specially

authorised establishments, under excise supervision, the

sugar being received in bond and supplied only to brewers.

The latter would be empowered to use the sugar in the most
convenient manner, without restriction.—C. S.

SriRiT ; Drawbacks of Excise on in Holland.

Bd. of Trade J., Oct. 27, 1904.

T A Dutch Decree, dated the 29th August last, provides for
the exemption from excise duty, subject to certain restric-

tions, of (T) spirit for use ill vinegar factories and in public
national, provincial, or communal institutions for instruction

in natural sciences ; and (2) spirit of a strength of at least

85 per cent., which by mixture with pyroligneous acid is

rendered unfit for the preparation of beverages.

The Decree further provides that drawback of the excise
duty paid on the spirit contained in sweet liqueurs, bitters,

! other similar spirituous liquors, and in liquid perfumes,
shall be allowed on the exportation of these articles to

foreign countries, subject to compliance with the prescribed
formalities.

X VIII. B.—SANITA TION.
Pollution of German Waterways by Factories.

U.S. Cons. Reps., No. 20S4. Oct. 18, 1904. From
Deutsche Industrie Zeitung, July 29, 1904.

J The industrial council of Dusseldorf deals in its last

1
report with methods of preventing pollution of waterways

\
by refuse from factories emptying into them, and proposes

I
the ereelion of basins in which such matter can be purified

' before entering into the waterways. This plan has been
approved by the minister of commerce and industry, who
now asks the president of the government to report the
matter to the inspectors, to be acted on by them.
The question of protecting rivers from pollution by refuse

from factories is becoming more and more important,
especially for large rivers like the Rhine. Since factories
are subject to approval, the respective concession methods

furnish a means to combat improper pollution of streams by
prescribing suitable conditions before concessions to build
are granted. Numerous experiences in this region, how-
ever, have shown that the fulfilling of such conditions, and

oially the official supervision, are accompanied by almost
insurmountable difficulties if at the beginning the conditions
have not been studied thoroughly. In the ease of larce
chemical factories, with independent branches emptying
different kinds of refuse into large, deep canals, this official

supervision is almost impossible, the more so since during
different parts of the day different Kinds of refuse are dis-

charged. The best method to overcome the difficulty is the
erection of reservoirs iu which the refuse may be diluted by
the addition of pure water.

XX.—FINE CHEMICALS, Etc.

Saccharin: U.S. Customs Decision.

Merchandise invoiced as sodium benzoic sulfinide and
benzoic acid sultinide was assessed for duty as " saccharin,"
at 1 dol. 50 c. per lb., and 10 per cent, ad valorem under
paragraph 21 1 of the present tariff. The importers claimed
it to be dutiable at 25 percent, ad valorem under paragraph 1

as an " acid not specially provided for," at the same rate
under paragraph 3 as a " chemical compound," or at 20
percent, ad valorem as a "preparation of coal tar not a
colour or dye,." under paragraph 15. The Board of General
Appraisers, after an exhaustive investigation, affirmed the
:i".ssment of duty.—E. W. M.

Bromofluorescic Acid: U.S. Customs Decision.

Avg. 3, 1904.

Bromofluorescic acid was held to be dutiable at 20 per
cent, ad valorem as a " preparation of coal tar not a colour
n] dye," under paragraph 15 of the present tariff. This
decision is based on the ground that the provision for coal-
tar preparations is more specific than thp.t for " chemical
compounds " in paragraph 3, or for " acids not specially-

provided for" in paragraph 1.— R. VV. M.

Methylpyrocatecuin Carbonic Ester :

U.S. Customs Decision.

July 30, 1904.

.Merchandise invoiced as above, and in a crude state, unfit
for administering as a medicine, was held to be dutiable as
a " preparation of coal tar not a colour or dye " at 20 per
cent, ad valorem, under paragraph 15 of the present tariff.

The assessment of duty at 25 per cent, ad valorem as a
" chemical compound " under paragraph 3 was overruled.

- R. W. M.

patent 2Lts(t.

N.B.—In these lists, [A.] means " Application for Patent," and
[C.S.] "Complete Specification Accepted."

"Where a Complete Specification accompanies an Application, an
asterisk is affixed. The dates given are (i) in the case of Applica-
tions for Patents, the dates of application, and (ii) in the case of
Complete Specifications Accepted, those of the Official Journals
in which acceptances of the Complete Specifications are advertised.
Complete Specifications thus advertised as accepted are open to

inspection at the Patent Office immediately, and to opposition

within two mouths of the said dates.

I.—PLANT, APPARATUS, AND MACHINERY.

[A.] 22,633. Woolford. See under X.

„ 22,679. Ebers. Method of producing granular sub-
stances from molten materials. Oct. 20.

„ 22,794. Perks. Crucible furnaces anil the like.

I let. 22.

„ 22,868. Michelbach. Condensers. Oct. 24.

„ 22,878. Salenius. Separating liquids.* Oct. 24.

22,951. Gutensohn. Treatment of by-products.

Oct. 25.
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V-

[C.S.]

23,06(i. Lake (Caspar). Apparatus for drying
granular ami like materials.* Oct, 26.

23,07(1. Bamber. Centrifugal separators, Oct.26.

I. Kent. Furnaces* Uct. 26.

23,183. Wells. Drying apparatus.* Oct. 27.

23.204. British Thomson-Houston Co., Ltd. (Gen.
trie Co.). See miller XI.

23,261. Wilson. Filters. Oct. 28.

23,336. Burgess. Condensers. Oct. 29.

22,.">.vj (1903). Prinsep. Furnaces fired with pow-
dered coal. < let. 26.

„ 22,845 (1903). Boutcber and Boutcher. Means
for discharging acids and other liquids from
carboys and other receptacles by pneumatic
pressure. Nov. 2.

„ 23,091 (1903). Austin. Centrifugal separators.

Oct. 26.

23,900 (1903). Paul. Apparatus for regulating
temperature. Nov. •_'.

„ 24,379 (1903). Schneller and Koeleman. Appa-
ratus for bringing gas and liquid into intimate

contact. Nov. 2.

11,8.54 (1904). Kathol. Filters. Nov. 2.

12,358 (1904). Soc. 1'Air Liquide. SeeunderVJl.

„ 14,021 (1904). Bonnet. Apparatus for mixing,
emulsifying, and homogenising liquids. Oct. 26.

16,604 (1904). Smith. Funnels for liquids. Oct. 26.

17,536 (1904). Steele. Furnaces. Oct. 26.

II.—FUEL, GAS, AND LIGHT.

[A.] 22,342. KortingundMathiesen Act.-Ges. Arc lamp
electrodes. [German Appl., Oct. 31, 1903.]*
Oct. 17.

„ 22,4 70. Carolan (Whitney). filaments of the
kind used in incandescent electric lamps, and
processes of manufacturing said filaments.

Oct. 18.

„ 22,593. Brotherhood. Producer gas manufacturing
apparatus. Oct. 20.

„ 22,815. Uoult (Cie. pour le Fabr. des Compteurs
et Materiel d'Usiues a Gaz). Gas purifiers.*

Oct. 22.

„ 22,848. Whitfield. Gas producers. Oct. 24.

„ 22,917. Oliphant and Scott. Apparatus for con-
verting oil into gas. Oct. 25.

„ 23,184. Russell and Russell. Means for producing
and utilising inflammable gas.* Oct. 27.

„ 23,352. Hellstern. I 'arbous for electric arc lamps.

Oct. 29.

23,386. I)e Laehomette. Coking ovens. Oct. 29.

[C.S.] 22,090 (1903). Cornaro. See under XI.

„ 23,616 (1903). Heenan. Apparatus for the manu-
facture of crude gas from coal and other material.

Nov. 2.

15,860 (1904). Derval. Ketort benches for the

manufacture of illuminating gas. Nov. 2.

,, 16,460 (1904). Clarke. Incandescent gas burners
and mantles. Nov. 2.

„ 17,661 (1904). Redfern (Poettor and Co.). Coking
ovens. ( >ct. 26.

„ 20,277 (1904). Abel (Siemens und llalske A.-G.).
Manufacture of incandescence bodies for electric

glow lamps. Oct. 26.

20,371 (1904). Rincker and Wolter. Production
ol "il gas. Nov. 2.

m.—DESTRUCTIVE DISTILLATION, TAB
PRODUCTS, PETROLEUM, AND

MINERAL WAXES.

[A.] 23,379. Zimpell. Sulphate of ammonia saturators.

[German Appl., March 30, 1904.]* Oct. 29.

[C.S.] 22,091 (1903). Thompson (Ges. zur Verwerthunl
der Boleg'schen Wasserlbslichen Mineralble u.

Koblenwasserstoffe). Production of water-soluble
or easily and permanently emulsifiable hydro-
carbon derivatives. Oct. 26.

22,(192(1903). Thompson (Ges. zur Vcrwerthuug
der BolegVchcn Wasserlbslichen Miueralble u.

Kohlenwasserstoffe). Production of water-solubla
or emulsifiable vaseline. Oct. 26.

IV.—COLOURING MATTERS AND DTESTDFFS.

[A.] 22,735. Johnson (Badische Anilin und Soda
K.ibrik). Manufacture of azo colouring matter.

Oct. 21.

„ 23,072. .Newton (Bayer and Co.). Manufacture of
new tetrazo dyestnffs. < let. 26.

„ 23,193. Imray (Meister, Lucius und Briining).

Manufacture of blue und violet to black dyestnffs

by oxidation on the fibre. Oct. 27.

„ 23,198. Johnson (Badische Anilin und Sjda
Fabrik). Manufacture of rhodamine colouring

matters and intermediate products. Oct. 27.

[C.S.] 24,930 (1903), Johnson (Badische Anilin und Soda
Fabrik). Manufacture of sulphur colouring

matters and intermediate product-. Nov. 2.

26,182 (1903). Imray (Meister, Lucius und
Briining). Manufacture of dyestnffs derived

from anthracene. Nov. 2.

„ 712 (1904). Johnson (Badische Anilin und Soda
Fabrik). Manufacture of colouring matters of

the anthracene series. Oct. 26.

„ 1389 (1904). Newton (Bayer and Co.). See under

XIII. A.

V.—PREPARING, BLEACHING, DYEING,
PRINTING, AND FINISHING TEXTILES, YARNS,

AND FIBRES.

[A.] 22,295. Walker. Bleaching cloth, Oct. 17.

„ 23,193. Imray (.Meister, Lucius und Bruuiog).

See under IV.

,, 23,306. Mellon Method of and means for cleaning

or clearing silk ami like yarns or threads.

Oct. 29.

[C.S.] 24,637 (1903). Howorth (Soc. Franc, de la

Viscose). Dressing of yarns an 1 like material.

( let. 26.

„ 26,591(1903). Watson and Hoyle. Manufacture

of woven fabrics and production thereon of

figured or variegated effects. Oct. 26.

,, 1867 (1904). Johnson (Badische Anilin nod Soda

Fabrik). Discharge of hulogeuated indigo

colouring matters. Nov. 2.

„ 15,395 (1904). Venter. Process for bleachiag

textile materials. Nov. 2.

VL—COLOURING WOOD, PAPER, LEATHER, Era

[A.] 22,547. Lake (Chem.-Techu.-Fabrik, Dr. A. R. V7.

Brand und Co.). See under IX.

23.292. Lake (Chem.-Techn.-Fabrik, Dr. A. R. W.
Brand und Co.). See under I X.

VIL—ACIDS, ALKALIS, AND SALTS.

[A.] 22,323. Johnson (Badische Anilin und Sjda

Fabrik). Manufacture of stable hydrosalpinxes.

Oct. 17.

„ 22,348. Szek. Means for the formation and utili-

sation of ozone. Oct. 17.

„ 22,540. Johnson (Badische Anilin und Soda

fabrik). Production of technically pure cyano-

gen compounds. Oct. 19.

„ 22,940. Beaney. Manufacture of hydrated lime

from quicklime.* Oct. 25.
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[A.] 23,036. Speuce, and Peter Spence and Sons, Ltd.

Manufacture of aluminous compounds. Oct. 26.

23,379. Zimpell. See wider 1 1 1

.

[C.S.] 23,550(1903). Hemingway. Kilns applicable for

use in the manufacture of oxide of iron. Nov. 2.

2655 (1904). Keogli and Broughton. Methods of

making aluminium compounds and bye products,
(let. 26.

12,358 (1904). Soc. 1" Air Liquide (Soe. Anon,
pour l'Etude et l'Exploitation des Precedes G.
Claude) uud Levy. Method of separating air

and gaseous mixtures into their elements, and
apparatus therefor. Nov. 2.

„ 19.924 (1904). Cie. des Prod. Chimiques d'Alais et

de la Oarmarque. Manufacture of alumina.
Oct. 26.

„ 20,797 (1904V Fink-Huguenot. Preparation of

metallic oxides by the direct combustion of

metals, and apparatus therefor. Nov. 2.

VIII.—GLASS, POTTERY, AND ENAMELS.

[A.] 22,655. Imray (Pressed Prism Plate Glass

Manufacture of glass sheets or -lab-.* Oct. 20.

MORTARS,IX.—BUILDING MATERIALS, (LAVS,
AND CEMENTS.

[A.] 22,366. Herdraan. Apparatus f. >r the production
of slag wool. Oct. 17.

, 22,423. Fairweather (Nettietou). See under
XIII. A.

22,547. Lake (Chem.-Techn.-Fabrik Dr. Alb. R. W.
Brand und Co.). Process for colouring natural

stone.* Oct. 19.

, 22,678. Ebers. Method of producing a building

material having the properties of trass and
similar products. ( >et. 20.

, 22,940. Reaney. See under VII.

22,990. Lake (Riitgerswerke Act.-Ges.). Preserva-

tion of wood.* Oct. 25.

23,292. Lake (Chem.-Techn.-Fahrik Dr. Alb. R. W.
Brand und Co.). The colouring of stone.

Oct. 28.

23,364. Van der Vijgh. Manufacture of artificial

stone. Oct. 29.

C.S.] 23,213 (1903). Bond. Apparatus and process for

utilising gas lime or other calcium compounds
and clinker, slag, or other siliceous or aluminous
material for the manufacture of cement or

moulded articles. Oct. 20.

25,374 (1903). Micbell and Michel). Manufacture
of material suitable for use as a non-conducting
covering for steam-pipes, boilers, &c. Oct. 26.

20,018 (1904). Ridley, Tate, and Williamson.
Slag or scoria; bricks or blocks. Oct. 26.

X.—METALLURGY.

[A.] 22,346. Huntington. Alloying metals. Oct. 17.

22,422. Auchinachie. Process of obtaining metallic

vanadium from its ores or other vanadium com-
pounds. Oct. 18.

22,438. Carson and Ogle. Treatment of zinc and
other ores. Oct. 18.

22,633. Woolford. Oxidising and sublimation fur-
naces. Oct. 20.

22,659. Morgan Crucible Co., Ltd., and Spiers.
See under XI.

22,688. Zohrab. Manufacture of steel, and the
smelting or reduction of iron or other ores and
metals. Oct. 21.

22,814. Richardson. Processes for smelting and
refining metals, and apparatus therefor. Oct. 22.

[A.] 23,111. Wynne. Machines for the concentration
of ores or other substances of different specific
gravities. Oct. 27.

,. 23,153. Crowley and Blackmau. Furnace or
crucible for the reduction or refining of metals.
Oct. 27.

„ 23,255. Lett, and Metalia, Ltd. Extraction of

copper from its ores. Oct. 28.

2.3,256. Lett, and Metalia, Ltd. Vats used in the
extraction of metals from their ores. Oct. 28.

23,331. De Dion and Bjutou. Manufacture of
'-(hardened articles of chrome-nickel steel.

Fr. Appl., April 23, 1904.]* Oct. 29.

23,380. Soe. Eleetroinetall. Franeaise. See under
XL

[OS.] 20,419 (1903). Sulman and Rirkpatrick - Picard.

Separation of minerals from ores aud gangue.
Nov. 2.

„ 23,299 (1903). Fitzmaurice. Treating molten or

semi-molten metal. Nov. 2.

,, 23,457 (1903). Alexander and Shiels. Annealing
of metals, and apparatus therefor. Nov. 2.

„ 25,950 (1903). Cockburn. Manufacture of steel.

Oct. 26.

IS,746 (1904). Goodsell. Method of and apparatus

for treating sheet iron and steel. Oct. 26.

,, 19,140 (1904). Swyny and Plucknett. Ore sepa-

rators and classifiers. Nov. 2.

„ 20,797 (1904). Fink-Huguenot. See under VII.

XL—ELECTRO-CHEMISTRY AND ELECTRO-
METALLURGY.

[A.] 22,659. Morgan Crucible Co., Ltd., and Spiers.

( 'imposition or compound for brushes of dynamo
electric machine-, for hearings, and other articles.

Oct. 20.

„ 22,743. British Thomson-Houston Co., Ltd.

(General Electric Co.). Apparatus for the elec-

trical treatment of gases. ( let. 21.

23,204. British Thomson-Houston Co., Ltd.

(General Electric Co.). Electric heating appa-
ratus. ( let. 27.

„ 23,380. La Soc. Electro-Metallurgique Franeaise.
Process for smelting nickel ores in an electric

furnace, and au improved crucible therefor.

[Fr. Appl., Oct. 30, 1903.]* Oct. 29.

[C.S.] 22,090 (1903). Cjrnaro. Manufacture of electrodes

and resistances. Oct. 26.

„ 15,952 (1904). Berg. Electrode for electrical

accumulators. Nov. 2.

X1I.-FATTY OILS, FATS, WAXES, AND SOAP.

[A.] 23,187. Markel. Process of and apparatus for

producing bars of soap. Oct. 27.

„ 23,308. Berry. Semi-solid lubricants, aud process
for manufacturing same. Oct. 29.

[C.S.] 25,868 (1903). Iveson and Wilson. Cooling
melted fats or fatty substances, or the like.

Nov. 2.

XIII.—PIGMENTS, PAINTS; RESINS, VARNISHES ;

INDIA-RUBBER, Etc.

(A.)—Pigments, Paints.

[A.] 22,423. Fairweather (Nettleton). Coin; "j-'tion of
matter for fireproof paint or coating.* t. IS.

„ 22,732. Kollinger. Manufacture of paint. [Ger.
Appl., Oct. 21, 1903.]* Oct, 21.

[C.S.] 23,550 (1903). Hemingway. See under VII.

„ 1389 (1904). Newton (Bayer and Co.). Manufac-
ture of new colour lakes. Nov. 2.
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(2?.)

—

Kesins, Varnishes.

[A.] 23,'. 7;!. Staeding. Manufacture of linoleum.*

Oct. 27.

16,800(1900- Bncklin. Lac derivatives. Nov.2.

(C.)

—

India-Rubber.

[A.] 23,168. Frost. Vulcanising apparatus. Oct. 27.

17,57!) (1!)04). Tiehsen. Manufacture of an im-

proved substitute for india-rubber. Xov. 2.

XIV.—TANNING; LEATHER, GLUE, SIZK, Etc.

[A.] 22,393. DeMarneffe. Proceasof and apparatus for

tanning leather, t let. 1 8.

23,952. Wetter fjThuringer Geluiiuefabrik I...letter

und Krause). Gelatine or gelatinous foodstuffs.

Oct. 25.

23,016. Dougherty. Machines for mechanically

uiiu}:, oiling, or otherwise treating skins.*

Oct. 25.

XV.—MANURES, Etc.

[A.] 23,015. Bolle (Conrad Schmidt and Co.). I'roeess

of and apparatus for manufacturing artificial

manure from offal ami the like. Oct. 20.

[C.S.] 3170(1904). I.aei. Fertiliser, and process of mak-
ing same. Oct. 26.

XVI.—SUGAR, STARCH, GUM, Etc.

- 27.1S6 (1903). Cray, Oeborn, Stocks, and White.

Manufacture of gum tragasol from locust kernels.

Nov. 2.

XVII.—BREWING, WINKS, SPIRITS, Etc.

[A.] 22,704. Hornof. Malt kilns.* Oct. 21.

„ 23,277. Schrottky. Manufacture of material for

use in the production of fermented liquors.

Oct. 28.

XVIII.—FOODS; SANITATION, WATER
PURIFICATION; & DISINFECTANTS.

(A.~)—Foods.

[A. 22,858, Provoyeur. Manufacture of chocolate.*

Oct. 17.

22,476. Glas. Production of desiccated milk aud

milk preparations. [German Appl., Nov. 12,

1903.]* Oct. 18.

„ 22,512. Williamson. Meat extracts or preparations.

Oct. 19.

22,513. Williamson. Cocoa, chocolate, and prepa-

rations of same. < let. 19.

„ 22,639. Hatmaker. Cacao, sugar, and milk com-
pounds in dry, flaky form. ( let 20.

„ 22,927. Preisz. Method ol sterilising foodstuffs

and the like. [German Appl., Oct. 28, 1903.]*

Oct. 25.

,, 22,952. Wetter (Tburinger Gelatinefabrik E. Jetter

und Krause). See under XIX.

„ 23,100. I Miner. Production of desiccated milk

and milk preparations. [Ger. Appl., Nov. 12,

1908.]* Oct. 2.;.

„ 23,177. Mfiller. Food preparation.* Oct.27.

[C.S.] 5946 (1904). Butler. Manufacture of milk in

powder form, applicable also to the treatment .if

other solutions containing fatty matter. Nov. 2.

.. 20,291 (1904). Kenne.lv. Treatment of milk.
(let. 26.

(B.)—Sanitation; Watke Purification.

[A.] 22.724. McLean and Paterson. Treatment of >cw-

age. ( let. 21.

28,045. Bolle (Schmidt and Co.). Ste under XV.
' - 24,651 (1903). Byrne, Seott, and Wheatley.

Compound for preventing incrustation in steam
boilers. Nov. £.

„ 28,379 (1903). Taylor. Mean- or apparal
distributing sewage or sewage effluent upon filter

beds. Nov. 2.

XIX.—PAPER, PASTEBOARD, Etc.

[A.] 22,381. Parkin and Williams. Process for rendering
celluloid or nitric cellulose compouuds non-
inflammable. Oct. 18.

22,385. Casliglione. Treatment of pulp. Oct. 1 -.

i S.] 28,212 (1903). Parkin, William-, and Cass0«
Process for rendering celluloid non-inrlamm
Nov. 2.

XX.—FINE CHEMICALS, ALKALOIDS,
ESSENCES, AND EXTRACTS.

[A.] 22.80G. Iniray (Meister, Lucius und Hr

Manufacture of dialkylmalonic acid derivatives

and dialkylmalonyl ureas. Oct. 22.

[C.S.] 25,481 (1903). Ashworth. Production of saccharin.

Oct. 26.

XXI. -PHOTOGRAPHIC MATERIALS AND
PROCESSES.

[A.] 23,988. Soc. Anon. Plaques et Papier* Photo-

graphiques A. Lumiere et se- tils. Process of

colour photographv. [Er. Appl., Dec. 17, 1903.]*

(let. 25.

„ 23,064. Lucas. Photographic negative. Oct. 26.

„ 23,098. Gartner. Process of and mean- for the

production of relief photographs jr the like.

Oct. 26.

[C.S.] 19,940 (19U I). Smith. Photographic plate- and

films. ( let. 26.

XXI!.—EXPLOSIVES, MATCHES, Etc.

[A.] 22,390. Bennett and Ca-tiglione. 1

machine guns and other purposes. I let. 18.

23,051. Tyler. Matches. Oct. 26.

23,269. Dickson. Manufacture of blasting

ridges, i let. 28.

23,366. King's Norton Metal Co., Ltd., Bayliss ai.l

Brown-don. Additions to the materials em-

ploy, d in the manufacture of percussion

detonators, igniters, \c. for the i;;uition or

detonation of explosives. ( let 29.

C.S.] 26,978 (1903). Talbot. Explosive compound- and

the manufacture thereof, (let. 26.

4699(1904). Haddan (Fuhrer). Manufacti

explosives of the nitrate of ammonia B

Oct. 26.

„ 7490 (.1904). Kuslnr aud Baudinet. Expl

Not. 2.
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gorhsfbirr gnttifau

Chairman : II. R.Procter.

Vice-Chairman : G. W. Skitter.

Committee

:

W. axkroyd.
('. s. Bedford.
J. B. B

i Branson.
H. A. Burrell.
John W. Cobb.

W. Bt Gardner.
1'. W. Kichardson.

I
liells.

Geo. Ward.
Thorp Whitakcr.

Hon. Local Secretary and Treasurer:
T. Fairley, 17, East Parade, Leeds.
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Offinal flotirrs.

ST. LOUIS EXHIBITION, 1904.

ADDITIONAL LIST OF AWARDS TO
BRITISH EXHIBITORS.

The Royal Commission has furnished an additional list

<f awards to British exhibitors at the St. Louis Exhi-
bition, from which are taken the following :

—
Department of Liberal Arts.

Group 23.— Chemical and Pharmaceutical .Iris.—Gold
Medal: Wellcome Chemical Research Laboratories: Read
Hollidav and Sins; Jeyes' Sanitary Compounds Company
{Limited). Silver Medal: Dr. G. Barger (collaborator

to the Wellcome Physiological Research Laboratories);

Dr. Frederick K. Power (collaborator to the Wellcoine
Chemical Research Laboratories).

Department of Agriculture.

Group SO.— Fertilisers. — Grant. Prize: The United
Alkali Company ( Limited ).

Group 87. — Farinaceous Products and their Deriva-

tives.— Gold Medal : Allen and Hanburys (Limited).

Group 9J. — Fermented Beverages. — Silver Medal .

E. l>\er and Co.

Department of Mines and Metallurgy.
Group 116.

—

Oris and Minerals.— Gold Medal: The
British South Africa Company (Rhodesia). Silver Medal

:

I. ('. Burrow (collaborator to the Home Office).

Group 118. — Metallurgy.—Grand Prize: The Monk
'Bridge Iron and Steel Company (Limited); The I'arnley

Iron Company (Limited).

|
The total number of awards secured b_\ Great Britain now

stands thus :—Grand prizes, 142; gold medals, 250; silver

imedals, 170; bronze medals, 134. Total, 096.

THE JOURNAL.
From the beginning of next year the Society's Journal

(rill be printed and published by Messrs. Vacher and Sons,

Great Smith Street. Westminster, S.W., to whom all com-
iiunie itions regarding subscribers' copies and advertisements

should lie sent.

SUBSCRIPTIONS FOR 190.,.

|
Foreign and Colonial Members are reminded that the

I rabscription of 25s. for 1905, payable on January 1st next,

ihoukl be sent in good time to the Hon. Treasurer (Mr.

j Samuel Hall), in order to ensure continuity in the receipt of

I he Society's Journal. Any changes of address to appear
n the new List of Members now in course of preparation

ihould reach the General Secretary not later than January
5th, 1905.

iU'sft of iflemlms ©totrti

23rd NOVEMBER 1904.

iston, Francis William, Teunal House, Harborne, near

Birmingham, Chemist,
iryant, Arthur P.. 661, Winthrop Avenue, Chicago, 111.,

U.S.A., Chemist,

.'alvert, Harry Thornton, West Riding of Yorkshire Rivers

Board, Wakefield, Chemist,
lark, Dr. Homer, c/o The Vacuum Varnish and ( 'hemical

Co., 6, Seaview Avenue, East Norwalk, Conn., U.S.A.,

Chemical Manufacturer.
Wee, Harvey D., 161, River Street, Troy, N.Y., U.S.A.,

Chemist,
lempwolf, Chas., jun., 713, S. George Street, York, Pa.,

U.S.A., Chemical Manufacturer.
;tlk, Milton J., 16, East 81st Street, New York City,

U.S.A., Teacher of Chemistry.
letcher, William E., Forcite Powder Co., Laudincr, N.J.,

U.S.A., Chemist.
Just, Thomas B., c/o Bon Air C. & I. Co , Allen's Creek,

Tenn., U.S.A., Chemist.

Frasch, George B., 543, Morris Avenue, Elizabeth, X.J.
U.S.A., Chemist.

Goodier, Herbert. 16, Hall Royd, Shipley, Bradford, York,.,
Textile Engineer.

Heurieh, Christian. 1307. New Hampshire Avenue, X.W.,
Washington, D.C., U.S.A., Brewer.

Lane, C. Cyril P., e/o The Avon India-Rubber Co., Melk-
sham, Wilts., Chemist.

Law, Herbert. 72, Belvedere Road, Liscard, Cheshire,
Analytical < ihemist.

Lesley, R. \\\, Pennsylvania Building, Philadephia, Pa.,
U.S.A., Cement Manufacturer.

Mabee, Fred Carleton, McMaster University, Toronto,
Ontario, Canada, Assistant in Chemistry.

Marckworth, O. S., Ohio Testing Laboratory, 19 and 25,
Board of Trade, Columbus, Ohio, U.S.A., Analytical
Chemist.

.Miller, William Exley, c/o The Arizona Copper Co., Ltd.,

29, St. Andrew Square, Edinburgh, Secretary.
Mukerjee, Dr. S. C, Imperial Pharmacy, Umbal'la Canton-

ment, Punjab, India, Pharmacist.
Pickett, Chas. E., 26, East 23rd Street, Bayonne, X.J.,

U.S.A., Superintendent, Borax Refinery.
Rapelje, Walter S., 957, Liberty Avenue, Brooklyn, X.Y.

U.S.A., Chemist.
Remington, Prof. Joseph P., 1832, Pine Street, Philadel-

phia, Pa., U.S.A., Author, T.S Pharmacopoeia.
Richardson, Wm. S., 201, High Street, Liucolu, Chemical

Manure Manufacturer.
Robinson, Prof, Franklin O, Bowdoin College, Brunswick,

Maine. U.S.A., Professor of Chemistry,
Rosenblatt, A.1L, c/o Toch Brothers, 52—62. 9th Street,

Long Island City, X.Y., U.S.A., Superintendent and
Chemist.

Schniewind, Hcimich, jun.. Susquehanna Silk Mills, 62,
Greene Street, New York City, U.S.A., Vice-President
and Treasurer.

Sehultz, Carl R., 410, First Avenue, New York City, U.S.A.,
Mineral Water Manufacturer.

Setzler, Dr. Horace B.,c/o Lake Carriers Oil Co., Coraopolis,
Pa., U.S.A., Superintendent.

Skowrinski, S., Republic Rubber Co., Youngstown, Ohio,
U.S.A., Chemist.

Smallman, J. E., e/o Canada Chemical Manufacturing Co.,
Ltd., Loudon, Ont., Canada.

Speiden. C. C, Summit, X.J., U.S.A., Chemical Merchant.
Toyne, Francis D„ c/o Messrs. Henry Ashwell and Co.,

New Basford, near Nottingham, Chemist.
Trubek, M., Wood Ridge, Bergen County, N.J., U.S.A.,

Manufacturing Chemist.
Tunnell, Raymond W., 425, West Walnut Lane, German-

town, Philadelphia, Pa., U.S.A., Manufacturer.
Turnbull, R. II., c/o MacAudrews and Forbes Co., Smyrna,

Turkey, Asia Minor, Analytical Chemist.
Young. James, c/o Flax Pulp, Ltd., Weston Point, Runcorn,

Cheshire, Chemist.

Changes of 8oom&
When notifying new addresses, members are requested to

write them "distinctly, and state whether they are temporary
or permanent. Multiplication of addresses is also to be
avoided as tending to create confusion. When sending
subscriptions, the use of the form attached to the application

helps in the verification of addresses, on which the safe

delivery of the Journal depends.

Archbold. Dr. Geo., 1 o Ontario ; c/o Omo Manufacturing

Co., Research Laboratory, Middletowu, Conn., U.S.A.
Bousfield, E. G. P., l/o York; Ozonised Oxyj i Co., Ltd.,

20, Mount Street, Manchester.
Boyd, Wm., I o Johannesburg ; P.O. Box 143, Germiston,

Transvaal.

Brown, Wm., l/o Great Clowes Street ; Terrace House,
The Cliff, Higher Broughton, Manchester.

Chemical Trade Journal, l/o Manchester ; Pane's Inn
House, 265, Strand, London, W.(_.

2
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(raven, Jas.,l/o Manchester
; e o Columbia Creosoting I !o.,

Shirley, Ind., U.S. \.

Dodd, A. .1., 1 o Riverview; lleathfield House, Belvedere,
Kent, Works Manager.

Holmes, F. G.,l/o Liverpool ; Northcroft, Tewit Well Itoad,

Harrogate, Yorks.

Jones, Win. App, lo New York; e/o Boston Artificial

Leather ( lo., Stamford, ( !onn , U.S.A.
Jonker-Czn., 11., l/o Worth; Hotel Etiropa'iscber Sof,

HageDau, Elsa: s, I reruiany.

Kibble, W. Oakes, l/o Denver; Journals to General Delivery,
St. Louis, .Mo., U.S. \.

Koebig, Dr. J., l/o East Third Street; 127, West First

Street, Los Angeles, Cal., U.S.A.
Le Maistre, Fred. J., l/o Montreal; Henry S. Spackraan

Engineering Co., 161'J, Filbert Street, Philadelphia,

Pa., U.S.A.
Lindsay, Kobt., l/o Alexandria; Geldenhuis Deep G.M.

Co., Cleveland. Johannesburg, Transvaal.
Millar, .1. II., 1 o Greytown ; Box 410, Durban. Natal.

.More, A , l/o Government Laboratory; 19, Ryecroft Street,

Fiilhnm, S.W.
Moses. Herbert B. ; Journals to c

;

'o Berkelv Hotel, Buffalo,

N.Y., U.S.A.

Quiuan, Wm. K. : Journals to the General Manager, De lieers

Explosive Works, Dynamite Factory, Cape Colony,
South Africa.

Batcliffe, Cfaas. F., ! o Leeds ; c/o Brotherton and Co., Ltd.,

Provan Chemical Works, Millerstoo. Glasgow.
Ripley, Philip F., l/o Providence ; 48, Central Street,

Andover, Mass., U.S.A.
Sehlich'ung. E., l/o Uieks Street; 38, Cranberry Street,

Brooklyn. NY., U.S.A.
Seligman, Dr. 1!.; Journals to 17, Kensington Palace

Gardens, London, W.
Shields, Dr. John, l,o Willesden Green; Minas de I tio

Tinto, Pro v. de Huelva, Spain.

Taylor, Jno., l/o Great Crosby; e/o Brotherton and Co.,

Ltd., Tar Works. Litherland, Liverpool.

Thatcher, E. J., l/o Knowle ; The Manor House, Chew
Magna, near Bristol.

Tyler, Charles It., l/o West 57th Street; e/o Dr. Francis
Wyatt, 4UJ. West 23rd Street, New York City, U.S.A.

Warden, Jno. B., lo Deadwood ; Sevier Mine, Kiuiberley,

Utah, U.S.A.
'

Weuse, Dr. W., l/o Griesheim ; c/o Herrn H. Schultz,

Graalstrasse, Luneberg, Germany,
Wilkius, A. D., l/o Elizabeth; Bellevue P.O. Station,

Allegheny, Pa., U.S.A.

Wilson. \. Poole, l/o Nova Terrace; 81, Botanic Road,
Glasnevin, Dublin.

CHANGE OF ADDRESS REQUIRED.

Jones, G. Poole, l/o Park Hotel, Williamsport, Pa., U.S.A.

MEMBERS OMITTED FROM LIST.

1902. Forster, Ferdinand K. P., e o Messrs. Bass and Co.,

19, Guild Street, Burton-on-Trent, Chemist.

1900. Richardson, Wm. Derrick, 4300, Forestville Avenue,
Chicago, 111., U.S.A.. ( hemist (Swift and Co.).

1S93. Welch, J. Cuthbert, Montreal and Boston Cons.

Mining and Smelting Co., Boundary Falls, B.C.,

Canada, Chemist and Metallurgist.

CORRECTION.

Sir Michael !!. Nairn, Bart., is the father of Mr. Michael

Nairn, member of this Society .

Brat!).

Newton, Jehu, IV

3fnmial General ffltttiti$,

NEW YORK, 1904.

PITTSBURG, Thcksdat, Sept. 15th.

Reception < Iommittee.

K. P. Stahl, Chairman.
fas. < >. Handy, Secretary.

II. K. Porter, Treasurer.

I hestt i B. Alluv.'.

Bdward V. Armstrong.
las. M . Camp.
II. W Craven.
John E. Burford.
Geo. A. Macbeth,

\ i. UcKcnna.
Wahcr H. StiefeL
I Schniewh .1

Kiml Bweusson.
('. 1". Tiers.

Ladies? Committee.

Hiss Mar; L.vnne, Chairman.

Mrs. Chester B. Albrce.
Miss May Lynne.
Mrs. .1. F. HurfordL
Mrs. W. H. McKenna.

Mrs. U.K. Port r

Krs, K. P. Stahl.
Mrs I Mill Si
Mrs. i p. i iets.

tin arrival at the Pittsburg station the visitors wert
received by Dr. K. F. Stahl, Mr. .las. i _). Handy, and othei
members of the Beception and Ladies' Committee, an
conveyed to the Hotel Schenley. After dinner the l'itts-

burg Exposition was visited.

Friday, Sept. 16th.

The ladies visited the Phipps Conservatory, in Schenley
Park, and then went for a drive, lunching en rout, at the
County Club. In the afternoon they visited the Ward-
Mackey Bakery, and in the evening went to the theatre.
The gentlemen in the morning visited the WestinghouM

Electric and Manufacturing Co. and the Westinghoua
Machine Co., and were conducted through the works by
the managers, assisted by a large staff of guides.
The Westioghouse Electric and Manufacturing i o. wa-

organised in 1886 ; the works were then situated in Pitts

burg, and employed 200 men. In 1S95, increasing business
n --itated removal of the pienises to the present site in

East Pittsburg, and in ls*J9 further extension was com-
menced, and bas been continued, until now the worn
contain a total flom- space of about 4 7 acres, and employ
9000 men, exclusive of the .'1000 employed in the various
branch works in the United States. The scope of the works
may be gauged by the fact that, in the engineering depart-
ment alone, a staff of 350 mechanical and electrical experts
is employed. The oHiccs and works are connected by a

local telephone system, which has 400 instruments, and a

pneumatic tube system. The erecting shops consist of

three aisles, two of which are 1 184 ft. long and 70 It. wide,

whilst the third is 1760 ft. long by 70 ft. Ann.ng the work
turned out by the company may be mentioned the 5500-k.w.
turbo-generator unit and eight 5000-k.w. alternating i

generators supplied for the Manhattan Elevated Railway
(New York), and the nine 5000-k.w. alternating current

generators supplied for the subway division of the New
York [nterborough Rapid Transit System. The company
is now building transformers of 275o k.w. capacity, and
motors up to 2000 h.p.

The party wire then conveyed on special ears to K
wood I'ark, on the further side ot the Monougahvla Hirtr,

where lunch was served.

After lunch a portion of the party visited the Dm
Blast Furnaces, Steel Works, and Polling Mill, while the

remainder went to the Homestead Sieel Works and liollini!

Mill, both belonging to the Carnegie Steel Co.
The Duquesne plant includes four blast fun

two 10 gross ton Bessemer converters, and fourteen 6i

ton basic open-hearth furnaces. The product cons
billets, blooms, slabs, sheet, liar-, splice bars, and mi
bar-. The s.nnual capnc'ty of this plant is 600,001

of Bessemer steel ingot- and 180,000 tons of o|e;i-heartb

.-eel ingots,
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The Homestead plant includes five blast furnaces,

fty 50 gross ton basic opeu-hearth furnaces, and two 10
•gross ton Bessemer steel converters. It produces blooms,
•diets, slabs, structural shapes, structural work, boiler
lutes, -hip platen tauk plates, uaivers.il plates, armour
plates, and open-hearth steel castings. The annual capacitv
of the plant is 425,000 toas of Bessemer steel ingots and
J,550,000 tons of basic opett-hearth steel ingots. The blast

furna :ire on the other side of the Mouongahela River,
and th • molten metal is conveyed across a bridge to the
-tt-.'l furnaces. This takes three-quarters of an hour.

| which, seeing that the metal would require some four and
half hours to solidify, leaves an ample margin of time.

What strikes the visitor is the economy of labour in handling
i •th'- great blooms resulting from these operations. Elec-
I <rically driveu machinery rolled ingots of steel weighing

I
more th in 10 tons into 4o ft. of steel plate, 5 ins. thick, with
the utuiu-t ease. A pyramidal framework, 30 or 40ft. hi"h,

i
moved about at the bidding of one man seated at the apex,

ed an ingot with tongs, put it through the rollers,

I

received it in a new spot, put it through again and again,

I and then took it to a fresh place and repeated the operation.
L All this was done by electrically transmitted power. Every
I now and then water was thrown on the surface of the ingots,

'i a phosphate, and, though the water created no explo-
I si. in, the addition of the salt did. Economy of handling

perfection of organisation and arrangement were the
- ms taught by this day's visits. Every care and con-

I sidcration seemed also to be given to the comfort and
I happiness of the workpeople.

Tin Union Switch and Signal Co., the Westingbou.se
\ r Brake Co., and the McKeesport Tin Plate Co. were al-o

I -open to members.

In the evening a smoking concert was held in the banquet
hall of the Hotel Schecley.

Saturday, Sept. ITtii.

In the morning one party visited the Phoenix Glass Co.'s
-works at Monaca, the works of the Pressed Steel Car Co.,

and the Eake Erie Railroad shops. A second visited the
Allegheny Plate Glass Co.'s works. A third visited the
AVard-Maekey Co.'s bakery and the food products factory
of the 11. J. Heinz Co. The ladies joined in this vi-it, and
were each presented with souvenirs by the H. .1. Heinz Co.
All were impressed with the extreme cleanliness of the

factory. A fourth party visited a coal mine, and a fifth

went to the Atlantic Kefining Co.'s oil works, and thence
to the Xernst Lamp Co.'s factory. Another coal mine, the
Harbison-Walker Refractories Co.'s works, and those of
the Armstroog Cork Co. were also thrown open. Messrs.
Heeren Bros, and Co., manufacturing jewellers, also spe-
cially invited inspection by the ladies. Accounts of these
visits will be published as received.

The -Xernst Lump C>.—The Xernst lamp is the only
•electric incandescent lamp the filament of which glows in the
open air. Certain rare earths, notably zircouia and thoria,

belong to the class of " secondary conductors," viz., they
permit the passage of an electric current only under certain

conditions, of which heating is one. It is therefore neces-
sary to induce this condition before the current can pass.

This is done by means of heaters consisting of hollow
cylinders made of pure kaolin, looking like a piece of the

(stem of a clay pipe, wound round with platinum wire,

I protected in its turn with a coating of some silicate, which
lalso acts as a radiator. This heater may again be wound into
a spiral, through which the glower or filament is inserted

;

[or a heater maybe placed on either side of the glower.
I When the current is turned on, it first passes through the
'heater, which in its turn heats the glower until the tem-
Iperature rises sufficiently to permit a current to pass through
that, whereupon, by an ingenious automatic arrangement,
the current is cut off the heater and passes solely through
the glower. The number of glowers to a lamp varies from
Wneto six. They are usually made in the form of a slender
rod, with a little ball at each end, and consist of a mixture
of rare earths, such as zirconia, thoria, and yttria, with
admixtures, in varying proportions, of other earths to

graduate the colour of the light. The principal sources of

these oxides are: allanite, cyrtolite, fergusonite, gadolinite,
nivenite, rowlandite, thero-guramite. yttrialite, and zircon.
At Pittsburg one or more of these minerals are fused with
soda in an irDn cauldron heated by a blast of natural gas.
Small incandescent beads appearing'on the top of the fusion
have been ascribed to the liberation of sodium in the re-
action, but may only be bubbles of hydrogen gas sufficiently
impregnated with soda to give the 'flame—though, on the
other hand, the Castner process has demonstrated the ability
of iron to reduce soda under favourable conditions. The
product of the fusion consists of rare-earth oxides, mixed
with some silicate of soda, which, after purification aud
separation, form the basis of the glower.* Io order to make
contact, the little balls at each end of the glower are male
white hot in the electric arc by a workman, whose face is

protected by a screen, and who only sees a darkened reflec-
tion of what he is doing in a mirror. At the right moment
he embeds a platinum bead in the white-hot ball, and thev
fuse together in such wise that any tendency to shrink on
the part ot the glower material only makes the contact
closer, and thus maintains intimate union. A lead wire is

then fused on to the embeided platinum beads. This device
is called the Hanks terminal. The glower is a secondarv
conductor. but is also an electrolyte. The presence of
o.wgen seems to be at least desirable. So electrolytic
action is apparent when an alternating current passes, but
with direct current a thick deposit at the negative end of
the glower spreads gradually towards the positive terminal,
and the candle power and efficiency fall off. Great im-
provements are being made in direct-current glowers. A
' ballast " or steadying resistance is required with each
glower, and this consists of fine iron wire fused to platinum
terminals and enclosed in a glass bulb filled with hydrogen.

Enough has been said to show the complicated nature of
the manufacture when put into practice, and, seeing that
nearly every detail is made on the premis.-s, it was not to
be wondered at that the visit soon passed the limits of
the ordinary Saturday morniug's work. The staff and
employees, however, willingly remained working for the
Society's benefit for half an hour longer.

Ail the visitors assembled at 1.30 at the Union Club on
the lath floor of the Fuck Building. They were then enter-
tained at luncheon by the Reception Committee. After
lunch the party went up the Monougahela River by steamer
as far as llcKeesport.

An " Abschiedstrunk " terminated a most enjoyable visit

to this interesting city, to which the hearty welcome given
by the local members, their ladies, and friends contributed
much. The thanks of the members are also due to the
Engineers' Society of Western Pennsylvania and the local

members of the American Chemical Society. At 10 p.m.
the special train left for St. Louis.

ST. LOUIS, Sunday, Sept. ISth.

Reception Committee.

F. W. Frericbs, Chairman.

Chas. F. Caspari.
August H. lluiucke.
Kdw. H. Keiser.

Shu-man Leaviit.
H. M.. Whclpley.

Honorary Committee.

Edw. Mallinckrodt, Chairman.

E. S. Brookings.
|

Cuas. P. V--
W. S.Chaplin. I

With a ladies' committee consisting of Mrs. F. V. Frericbs,
ilrs. II. M. Whelpley, Miss Kocvcr, and many others.

On arrival at St. Louis the visitors were received by
representatives ot the local committee, the St. Louis

Chemical Society, and Mr. Walter F. lleid late Chairman
of the London Section and one of the jurois. The bulk of

the members remained on the train, which was placed in

a siding in the exhibition grounds.

* This i- made by expressing from a 'i
i :i dough of rare earths

mixed with :i suitable binding~material porcelain-like

string thus made into lengths, drying, roas yattaching
lead wire.
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MONDAY, Sett. 19th.

Members devoted their time to studying the Exposition,

which covers en vast an area, 250 acres, that four days

were far too few to do more than form n general idea of it.

In the afternoon, many assembled in the Festival Hall to

witness the opening of the Science Congress and to hear

Prof. Simon Newcomb's opening address. Sir Win. Ramsay
iilso addressed the meeting in

]
lace of the lit. Hon, James

Bryce, M.P., who was unable to be present in time. He
expressed the thanks of Great Britain for the courtesies

which had been shown to her representatives who had come
to attend the Congress.

In the evening the St. Louis Chemical Society gave o

banquet at the Southern lintel to the members of the

Society of ( hemical Industry and the other foreign chemists

who were attending the Congress. Dr. F. W. Frericbs

occupied the chair. Among those who were present were

SirWilliam Ramsay, Dr. Theodor Oewald ( Imperial German
( ommissioner), Count Limburg-Stirum, Major-Gen. Water-

house, Col. Couburgh, Profs. Ostwald, Arrhenius, J. II.

Van't II off, Erdmanu, Oscar Liebreich, C. E. Caspari, J. M.
Goad, V. Coblentz, M. T. Bogert, !•'. W. Clarke, Ernest

Rutherford, W. O. Atwater, A. B. Prescott, and S. P.

Sadtler; Iirs. M. Benjamin, H. M. Whelpley, Otto Zwin-
genberger, R. Messel, J. Lewkowitsch, II. MShlau, J. T.

Conroy, W. Etermsdorf, J. Holmes Joy, L. Eostosky, and
II. W, Wiley

;
Messrs. Gustavet miner, Edw. Mallinckrodt,

George Merck, C. 1 G. Meyer, Theo. F. Meyer, Thos.

Tyrer, Eustace Carey. Waiter F. Reid, and many others.

Chancellor Chaplin, of the Washington I fniversity, St. Louis,

was the toastmaster, and speeches were made In Sir \Vm.
Ramsay, Profs. Arrhenius, Van't Hoff, and Atwater, Dr.

Wiley, and Mr. Tyrer.

Tuesday, Sept. 20th.

A visit was paid to the German Chemical Exhibit, and
the ladies were entertained at luncheon by the ladies' com-
mittee at the Imperial German House. Dr. Chap/ki gave a
demonstration of Carl Zeiss' ultra- microscopic apparatus.

Wednesday, Sept. l'Ist.

Sir Win, Ramsay read a paper on the present problems
of Inorganic Chemistry before the Science Congress. lJrof.

Moissan also addressed the meeting. In the afternoon

l'rof. W. A. Xoyes addressed the Congress on Organic
Chemistry.

Mr. J. E. Petavel gave a lecture on liquid and solid

hydrogen, with experiments. In the afternoon and evening
tin re were receptions at the French Building and at the

Imperial Herman House respectively.

Thtosday, Sept. 22\u.

Thursday was again devoted entirely to the Exhibition.

In the evening the Society left for Chicago. By an
unfortunate change in the arrangements of the International

Congress, the date of the Technical Chemistry sectional

meeting was altered al the last moment t" Friday 23rd.

Those who wish vo obtain further particulars of the St. Louis

Exhibitii n will find them in a paper to be read by Mr W alter

F. Reid before the Socict) of Arts on Dec. 7th next.

Mr. Kt id will also discuss t tie chemical and pharmaceutical

aspects of the Exhibition before the London Section of this

Society on Jan. 9th, la0.">. The list of awards to British

exhibitors in the chemical and allied sections has been
published on page HH4 of the Nov. 1 5th number of the

Journal, and on page 1059 of this issue. For those who
desire more general information the September numbers of
tli, " i osmopolitan Magazine," and " ThejWorld
to-day," < bicago, both devote theit -pi-e entirely to the

Exhibition.

CHICAGO, Friday, Sept. 23rd.

Local Committei s.

E i < < ittive,

T. B. v man,
\\ . A. I Seen lary.
John A. I ' urer.

Jac ib liiinr.

J. 1'. Grnblield. .

John 11. I

Entertainment and Programme.

C. E. Calm. Chairman.
Julius Hieglitc. 1 C. H. Propach.

Hotel and Transportation.
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The above were assisted by a large reception commit!
and many others, who gave willing help in entertaining tli

i isitors.

The members assembled at headquarters, the Auditoria

Annex, at 10.30, and proceeded to visit the " Bi ard

Trade" or Corn Exchange, on which between threi

four times the equivalent of the United States wheat ere

was bought and sold in 1903. The First National Bank an

the Illinois Trust and Savings Hank were also visited. I

little before 1 p.m. the visitors proceeded to the Stockyarl

These establishments cover an area of about 500 acres, an

here are handled daily 75,000 cattle, 300,000 hogs, I-J.-..O0

sheep, and 6,000 horses. The Chicago Junction i

handles the transportation with 300 miles of track, w hilt

45,000 men are employed within the y..rds. Chicago deals

with three-fourths of all the fat cattle marketed in the

country, and packs and ships three-fourths of the meat

products exported by the United States. On arrival at the

yards, luncheon was provided by the courtesy of Meson
Swift and Co. After lunch, the slaughtering housi

inspected, then the manufacture of oleomargarine at the

factory of Messrs. Nelson. Morris, and Co., and the canning

of foods at that of Messrs. Libby, McNeill, and Libby,

« bile the laboratories of Messrs. Wnn.ur and Co.. who mate

glandular preparations for therapeutic purpose-, were also

open for inspection. Soap, glycerin, glue, gelatin, bone,

hoofs, ammonia, isinglass, curled hair, neatsfoot oil, and

fertilisers are turned out in large quantities by these firms.

Souvenirs of the visits were presented to each of the \ isitors

In tin' evening there was a reception in the banquet hall

of the Auditorium Hotel.

In the daytime the ladies visited Marshall, Field, and

i lo.'s Retail Store and the Art Institute, joining afterwards

in the evening reception.

S I n FtDAl , Sr ir. 'J4TII.

The members divided into several parties. Some visited

the Standard Oil Co. 's works at W biting, Ind., where the

plant For the dcsulphurisation of the oil aroused ami

interest, some the Matthiessen-llegler Zinc Works al La

Salle, 111., some the Elgin Watch Co.'s work-, and sonic

the Drainage Canal by which the sewage of Chicago i»

passed over the watershed into the basin of the Miss

wberebj the death rale of the city has been materially

lowered. Visits were also organised to the works of tin

Liquid Carbonic Co.. the Illinois Steel Co.'s C. mi n1 \\ oiks

both at Chicago, and the.Mill, Products Co., at Carey,_ HI.,

a branch of the Union Condensed .Milk Co. of New York,

where oxygenated milk is prepared according to the fol

process, tor the description ot which the Society is indebted

to Mr. F. L. Ki.celnud. a director of the company.

The Evaporation of Mill). Hy an invention of Dr.

J. ii Campbell, of New York, milk i- now evaporated to

any desired density al a temperature not above 145" F.;

the accompanying diagram -lew- tin- apparatus employed.

A rectangular tank i- surrounded by a jacket-coil system

one half its height, and contains inside two si ts of heating

coils. By means of a \ ump, hot water is rapidly circulated

through the outer and inner coil receiving tank,

which is heated by exhaust steam, the same water

pumped through the coils again and again. A I'.-in. pipe

extends across the inside of the tank, near the top, and
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connects with perpendicular lj-iu. pipes extending below
fhe interior coils within 3 ins. of the bottom of the tank.

By this means, a root blower drives a large volume of

Sterilised air into the fluid contained in the tank. If the

temperature of the water in the circulating coils is 185° F.,

the temperature of the milk in the evaporator will be 140 !•'.,

owing to the passage of the air through it. This air, satu-

rated with vapour, is drawn off by means of a fan placed

in the opening at the top. As the air blast passes through
the milk, it carries off the vaporisable impurit

destroys the bacteria in the milk. The process requires

Bom a few minutes to two hours, according to the evapo-

ration desired. The low temperature of the milk causes

no coagulation of the casein and lactalbumin, and by adding
the amount of water taken from the milk, the resultant

product is normal milk, thoroughly sterilised and chemically
and physical!}' unchanged. The solid impurities are

removed by a separator beforehand, and the separated

cream is added to the blown skim milk only towards the

close of the blowing, otherwise there would be a risk of

churning.

The party which visited the Milk Products Co. tra

by special train, and then proceeded to Lake Geneva, in

Wisconsin, where they were met by Prof. Barnard, and
conveyed in Mr. Martin Ryerson's yacht " Hathor" to in-

spect tlie Yerkes i (bservatory. The dome of the obsen atory

can be revolved at will, and the floor can be raised orlowered
by hydraulic pressure. All these mechanical adjuncts are

absolutely necessary ; even then observations are made
1 under considerable difficulties, especially in winter, when
no artificial heat is admissible. In tbe library were shown
magnificent photographs of star clusters and nebula', all

taken direct by the professors aud their assistants. The
refracting telescope weighs 20 tons, and is 63 ft. long; it

is so perfectly balanced that a touch on a wheel suffices

to move it wherever desired. The opening is JO ins. in

diameter, and the lens is composed of flint and crown
glass. The telescope is said to have the best definition in

the world. With its aid Prof. Barnard discovered the

ninth satellite of Saturn, a star of the seventeenth magni-
tude, and established its connection with the solar system.

were reserved by the Committee for the Society, the theatre
was decorated with intertwined flags, and a" special pro-
gramme was performed in honour of the visitors.

Sokdat, Sept. 25th.

In the afternoon the visitors drove through Washington
and Jackson Parks, past the site of the Chicago Exhibition
and the Field Museum, to Chicago University. There
Prof. Net' showed the Chemical Laboratory, and Prof.
Michaelson gave a spectroscopic demonstration in the
Physics Laboratory. Tea was served at the Reynolds Club,
after which the party drove hack to Chicago, and left for
Detroit at 10 o'clock.

(.To be continued.')

2Lonrjon &frtion.

Meeting held at Burlington House, on Monday,
November 1th, 1904.

MR. A. GORDON" SAI.UIOX IX THE CHAIR.

Prof. Frost described the spectrographs work, and Dr.
iSehlesinger explained the arrangements for direct photo-
igraphy. The party then returned to the yacht and sailed
[the full length of the lake, at the end of which they re-

:

joined the train for Chicago.
On Saturday evening a concert was given in the Audi-

torium Theatre by Sousa's Band. The whole of the boxes

The Chairman, after warmly thanking the members for
electing him to the office of "Chairman, announced that
Mr R. J. Friswell had been elected Vice-Chairman of the
Section.

THE TREND OF INVENTION IN CHEMICAL
INDUSTRY.

BV J. FLETCHER JIOIJLTON, K.C., F.R.S., M.I'.

When your Committee paid me the compliment of asking
me to address this formidable scientific assembly, I felt the
difficulty of the task even more keenly than I appreciated
the honour. I knew too well the men"who would form the

audience before whom I should
have to speak. Throughout my
professional life I have been
continually brought into contact
with the leaders of our scientific

industries, and have learnt to
appreciate the knowledge and
skill they bring to their work.
The position that I occupy to-

night belongs naturally to them.
They can speak to you weighty
words of guidance as to your
daily difficulties, aud by the
narration of their triumphs lead
and stimulate you to equal
successes. But one like myself,
who stands outside your sphere
of work, has neither the experi-

ence to guide nor the knowledge
to teach. He is fortunate if

only he can understand and
sympathise with your labours.

And if this were primarily
an assembly of chemists, these
considerations would probably
have led me to decline the

honour. But you represent
chemical industry, and not
chemistry simply. Theoretical

chemistry has long been the

land of the chemical specialist

alone, and it is idle for

other to affect to be a citizen of it or to attempt to form -.m

independent judgment of its progress. Bui it is otherwise

with chemical industry. Pray do not think that I regard

its sphere of effort as less worthy or less difficult than that

of theoretical chemistry. But it is different. The chemist

seeks after knowledge; chemical industry applies it. The

nside Eno View.
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sule test for tlic ouc is 'truth," for the other ' :

result."

That which your profession ha* under its charge is a part
of the practical work of life, and though its leaders and
workers must be skilled chemists, and derive their guidance
and inspiration from the discoveries of theoretical chemistry,
to which many of them have contributed so largely, they
take their rank to-night by the practical success of their

work, and not by its theoretic merit. The triumphs of
chemical industry are economic, however much they may
depend on scientific knowledge and research; anil thus
they are justly open to the contemplation and reverent
criticism of all who study the world's work and the world's
progress.

This distinction becomes clearer when we look to the
forces which are at work to cause progress in these two
great branches of human effort. While the one derives its

development from the insatiable thirst for knowledge which,
in thoughtful mind-, is the splendid result of knowledge
itself, the other has a far ruder but not less efficient stimulus
in the unceasing, though friendly, competition that goes on
in the markets of the world. It is here made to feel that
its work is practical, and that, like every other branch of
industry, its task is to satisfy actual needs of mankind; and
its triumph can but consist in doing this well and easily.

Hence, progress means that a lessened amount of human
labour ur.d saciifice i- required to satisfy such a need; and
inasmuch as, broadly speaking, that amount is measured
by cost, we may say that the advance to which chemical
industry is c mtinually spurred by the pressure of competi-
tion is the reduction of the cost of production—in other
words, increased cheapness.
To not think that I am taking a low view of your pro-

fession when 1 speak of cheapness being its aim and the
test of its success. 1 have no sympathy with those who
think scorn of cheapness. To me it speaks of a lighter
burden in production and a wider possibility of enjoyment

—

i. I may use such a term in connection with the usually
uninviting products of chemical manufacture. But while I

feel how great is the advantage to mankind of this com-
petition, I appreciate none the less fully how stern and
unsleeping a master you have and how you must often
groan under his sway. I know that evolution through the
struggle for cheapness is not peculiar to your industry, but
iu no branch is the pressure so keen or the problem to
which it gives rise so difficult. In none is the interworkiug
of action and reaction so immediate or so complex. In
ylden days the chemical mauu'ac'urer made the ore product
lie sought and was content. All that which was left was
waste. But the pressure of competition soon drove bim to

seek some contribution to his workingcosts from that which
he had previously thrown away, and the utilisation of by-
products began. This has grown to such a pitch that there
is scarcely a single impoitnnt chemical industry that could
afford to trust to a single product. Groups "of products
thus take the place of single product-, and the production
of a member of a gio ip i- linked by quantitative relations
to that of the other members, and is no longer regulated
independently by the laws of supply and demand! Xow
turn to the Selling side. The needs of mankind measure
the demand for your products. Many of these needs are
imperative bit limited. The demand does not grow with
the supply. If roo little is produced the price will go up to

its highest limit, viz., the equivalent of its value in use. If

loo much is produced the price will fall, and if by reason of
its being a by-product, that production cannot be checked
there is no limit to such fall. A change of process may
glut the market in some article which lias become a by-
product, and may send it to a nominal price. The manu-
facturer has to steer his way among all these difficulties,
m1, verily, his task is do tight one.

[donol know whether his hopes or Lis fears trouble
htm most. The selling price is ruled— in the absence of
disturbing causes—by the ordinary cost of production.
Hence, the pioneer who introduces and works a cheaper
method, reaps th e difference of cost of production as his

reward so long as bis method remaius exceptional. Hut the I

exceptional of to-day hei onics the ordinary of tomorrow
and brings about a corresponding readjustment of prices,
o that the old methods must be abandoned if manufacture
is to bring at y profit at all, and fresh progress must be I

made by those who seek exceptional returns. It is ill.

which makes the work of the chemical manufacturer so
arduous. Chemistry is too rich in possibilities. The
stimulus to advance is keen and the opportuniucs for it

numerous, and when a genuine advance is made all must
follow—if not to get the pioneer's reward, at least, to escape
the laggard's punishment.

To-night I have to deal with the advance made in this
restless field of human effort und r this unceasing stimulus.
As you will suppose, 1 find no lack of material.

To cue order to my remarks, let me analyse for a moment
the forms in which advance may be made in tbi domain of
chemical industry. lake every other department of industry
its province is to satisfy practically the wants of mankind,
and the aim of those who direct it is to do this as cheaply
and in as efficient a way as possible. Hence advance may
consist in its extending the scope of its manufactures by
taking in new products to satisfy new wants, or more
effectually to satisfy eld ones, lint chemical industry must
seek somewhere the necessary materials for its manufactures,
because chemistry does not create matter, it only rearranges
it, and therefore advance may consist in the choice of ne«
sources from which those materials arc derived. These an-
no doubt two important types of advance, but at the present
moment the main line of advance of chemical industn is

not to be sought in the list of its products or the sources
from which its materials are derived, but in the improved
method by which it works. It is in these three divisions 1

shall consider the subject, viz., the trend of invention in

—

(1) the products, (2) the sources of materia 1

, and (:t) the
processes of chemical industry.

So far as n.w products are concerned, the present
moment is specially characterised by the initiation of a

crowd of small manufactures. No epoch-making chai

manifesting itself. This is natural. Some :S0 years ago two
gigantic chemical industries took their rise, viz., that of
modern explosives and that of coal-tar dyes, and the world
has ever since bet n working out in detail the almost revolu-

tionary changes they brought about. I do not suggest that

their fertility in new products is checked. New explosives

are still being introduced, mainly such as are designed to
meet the special difficulties of particular uses, such as the

flanieless explosives for coal mines, or the almost detonating

explosives which can yet stand safely the shock of being
fired in shells. New dyes are constantly being invented,

and the names of fear which they hear become more terrible

each year. But the triumphs of these gnat industries in

the past have been so magnificent that no developments of

to-day can iiver-hadou or displace them, and the descRfl
tiou of their growth in recent years, however sound and
vigorous it may have been, would consist of a detailed list

of products wholly beyond the scope, and foreign to the.

nature of this address.

i Ine \ ictory, however, of the coal-tar dye industry cannot
be passed over, and that is the commercial manufacture of

synthetic indigo, which has taken such proportions, that it

threatens to supplant the natural product, and produce faff

reaching economic consequences in our Indian Empire. It

is the greatest industrial triumph of synthetic chemistry,

and one hardly sees where it will find another like cooqUM
to make. Its history illustrates well how independent, and

yet how inter-dependent are the domains of chemistry and
chemical industry. It is properly classed as an invention 01
to day. although the synthesis of indigo has been possible tu

chemists for some years past, for it did not pass into the

domain of chemical industry until a long series of improve-

ments in the processes for its production, madt under the

stimulus of industrial development, enabled it to compete in

cost willi tlie natural dye.

In my opinion, however, there are two departments in

chemical industry, which arc of great interest at this

moment from the inventive development i hey manifest in

their products. The firsi is that of pharmaceutical pro-

ducts. A field of research and i|s practical application is

here opening out, the importance of which it is difficult to

estimate, but which may he very great. 1 say this, In

one can see. though perhaps as yet only dimly, and with

little clearness ol outline, the rise of great principles suoh

as those which gave birth to the great chemical industries
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of which I have j 1
1
-< t spoken. Physiologists are beginning

to associate specific effects on the human organism with

specific chemical groups. These groups appear in countless

•combinations in organic chemistry, anil their effect may be

masked or hindered by the setting in which they are placed.

This may arise in many ways. It may be that their effect

,i- produced in the body by their being set free to form new
combinations, so that too great stability in the original

Substance will paralyse them. It may be that their effect

i> produced by the selective absorption which is so charac-
teristic of the organs and tissues of the human body, and in

such cas. s the ovcrlading of the molecule may render them
inert. Again, it may be that the setiing of the group, the

combination of atoms with which it is associated to form the

molecule may itself 1m- capable of producing conflicting or

I otherwise deleterious effects. In all such cases the group
may be present without producing the characteristic result.

But the belief is growing that the tendency of the group to

produce its specific effect is real and inherent, and that

with a right choice of its setting it will produce it without

I these extraneous effects. It may well be that we are still

I in the infancy of pure therapeutics. Few drugs are known
I which, side by side with the effects they are intended to

produce, do not briu* with them other consequences, un-

I sought for and often undesirable. So far as these take

I
their rise in the organism as a physiological consequence
of the original effect they must he accepted. Hut physi-

tologistsare raising the question whether it is certain that

I
they are id' physiological and not of pharmaceutical origin.

| It may well be that many of the forms in which the effec-

Itive groups have up till now been administered, have
influenced and distorted the normal action of the group

I itself, and a line of genuine research and invention is being
Ipressed forward, seeking practical solutions of the problem
iof the best way to use these operative groups. Taking at

hazard a concrete example, let me instance the salicylic

group which is so potent, hut the effects of which on the

heart are held in many eases to prohibit the use of it in

its ordinary forms. It is claimed now that if, instead of
administering it in the shape of salicylic acid, or its salts,

you take it in an acetyle setting as salicylic-acetyle, those

I ill effects are not produced. I am not concerned with the
louestion whether this has or has not yet been demon-
strated, but, assuming it to be so, it gives a clear instance

Iof the nature and object of the research to which I am
referring. It has already given rise to the discovery and
manufacture of a large number of new pharmaceutical pro-

Bduc's. many of which have been looked for and found by
' applying the principles I have outlined. Unfortunately it

lis difficult to prophesy how man}' of these new manufac-
tures will live. Some have won for themselves a permanent
position, but in a department where experiment is so

difficult, progress cannot be at once rapid and certain, and,
indeed, the chief difficulty in forming a correct opinion on

||the subject is thai in the case of pharmaceutical products,
invention too often does not cease with their manufacture,
out extends itself to the results of the ; r administration.

The other department of chemical industry to which 1

wish to refer in this connection is that of foodstuffs. In
| ray opinion the present moment is characterised by a very

serious attempt, in a variety of ways, to stop the vast
waste of nutritious matter that is going on all around us.

There are two forms of this waste. On the one hand, with

!
he exception of cereals, foodstuffs are essentially perish-

able articles, the preservation of which by existing methods
lis often more costly than their production, and they are
•vasted because they cannot be used where and when they
re produced. On the other hand, there are many sub-
tances treated as waste which would be capable of giving

fciutrition if they were in a form suitable for assimilation.

I

would cite milk as an example of the first of these
lasses, and yeast as an example of the second. Now it

\i a very worthy aim of chemical industry to stop this

aste. It may be an excellent advertisement for an
jxtract of beef company to represent an ox as squeezed
Ho a small earthenware pot, but to the industrial chemist
he very existence of such a caricature emphasises the
wful waste that is accepted as necessary in order to pre-
;rve even any portion of the food. How great would be
Ire consequences of an advance in this department can be '

:
measured by the economic value of the system of cold
storage at the present time. It would stagger those who
have not made a study of the subject to figure out the
monetary importance of tins system in its present appli-
cations, although they are still crude and imperfect in
many respects, and need, and will, I think, undergo, great
improvement.
The past history of this branch of chemical industry has

not shown many successes of which we need be proud.
Chemical preservatives are loved hut little, and enjoy a
social status not much above that of the crimiual classes.
The difficulties of the problems that present themselves
are immense, but personally I think wc are' at a moment
of real advance. For instance, I believe that milk will

soou cease to be a perishable article so far as its substantial
use for human food is concerned. I should like to see a

substantial part of the ability, which is devoted to the
practical solution of difficult chemical questions in oar
existing industries, applied to the preservation of foodstuffs.
With one or two exceptions the men who have best suc-
ceeded in this department have done so rather by their
practical skill and good sense than by their technical
knowledge, but I can myself see a change coming, and I

hope that I am not wrong in considering it as one of the
directions in which invention is about to be most vigorous.
It is the great boast, of the leaders of our chemical industries
that waste has been banished from their factories, and I

trust that they will not long be content to see going on
around them this enormous waste of that which is neces-
sarily in most universal demand.
These new manufactures, though important in themselves

aud still more important in their aggregate, are, after all,

in point of scale, only the fringe of chemical industry.
The main chemical wants of mankind are almost as stereo-

typed and unchanging as its staple foodstuffs. The
overwhelming importance of the alkali industry or of that

of sulphuric acid will not materially alter, whatever be the
developments in our industrial products. Hence it is that

the list of the great chemical industries is so rarely added
to. It is rare to find a new want which gives rise at once
to a great manufacture. The only approach to this state

of things, at the present time, is the cyanide manufacture,
which has grown so suddenly to the proportions of a great
industry that it almost merits a place in the list of new
products. Before 1895 the annual production of cyanides
in the world was below 500 tons. Now it amounts to about
8,000 tons. This is entirely due to the MacArthur-Forrest
system of gold extraction, to which the world owes the
recovery of some 9,000,000 of ounces of gold from its ores,

and it is a worthy example of the obligations of chemical
industry towards inventors. The demand has been met by
the invention and practical introduction of new and in-

genious processes of manufacture which have wholly
superseded the old methods, and though I do not propose
to refer further to them in this connection, they illustrate

the abundant resources of chemical industry to deal with
newly arising demands.

I turn now to the sources from which chemical industry

derives its materials. Here development depends onpurel)
industrial considerations. For the purposes of inorganic

chemistry the possible sources from which each element
can be obtained have long bo-'u known, and organic

chemistry has full reason to be satisfied with the inex-

haustible mine furnished by our gas industry. But although

there is little addition to our knowledge of possible sources,

there may come from time to time a shifting of the indus-

trial source from which some element is practically obtained.

Take your minds back to the momentous change, extending

through the length and breadth of chemical industry, which
took place when pyrites were substituted for brimstone a<

the industrial source of sulphuric acid. The reduction iu

the cost of producing that king of reagents was not due
solely to the fact that fresh sulphur-bearing deposits of

enormous exteut were made available, but also to the fact

that thereby the production of sulphuric acid became lin!;

with, and formed a step iu, metallurgical operations them-

selves of great industrial importance, so that the development

of the two industries thereafter went hand in hand, and each

shared in the prosperity of the other. Are we on the eve

of any such change as this ? Not in respect of any elemei.i
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strictly so called. Bat it may be so in respect of something

that merits to be considered an element from an industrial
|

point of view. 1 refer to combined nitrogi

We nil know that nitrogen is the element which is

present with us in the greatest and the most useless

abundance. It forms tivi- sixths of the atmosphere, and

vet this huge store of nitrogen is substantially useless for

practical industry on account of the difficulty ,.f inducing

it to combine, hut, so soon as it is combined it is one of

the most tractable of elements. It can be mad, to pass

from its most fiercely acid form of nitric acid to its most

alkaline form of ammonia, and through countless inter-

mediate combinations without any attempt to escape from

the bondage into which it was so reluctant to enter, [tis

like the wild horse of the fairy tale that had but to hare

the magic bridle thrown over him to become the most

jeable of steeds. Therefore it is that for industrial

purposes we must consider the sources of combined nitrogen

rather than those of nitrogen itself, and in this sense com-

bined nitrogen is industrially an element of the widest

possible usefulness. In the form of ammonia it is one

of those substances to the use of which no limit can be

assigned, because it approximates to the position of a food

stuff by reason of its manorial value, so that it is hardly

possible to think of any abundance so great that it would

exceed the demand, provided the price of production be

low enough.
It is in connection with combined nitrogen that there is

the promise of such a change of source. Important as i-

the use of pyrites ores it is small in economic importance

compared with the generation of power. Engineers have

never forgotten the prophecy of the late Sir Frederick

Bfamwell. that the -team engine would in fifty years he

found only in museums, and even though that prediction

be somewhat poetic in its phraseology, it is based on the

prose fact that the use of the internal combustion engine

is developing with a rapidity which promises soon to make
it the main source of motive power. To realise the presence

of ammonia as an available by-product in the manufacture

of gas for such engines, and to work out a practical process

which will substantially extract the whole of that which is

present in the waste products of combustion in such a

manufacture, is to open out a source of combined nitrogen

on the most gigantic scale, growing with the growth of all

our industries, anil specially adapting itself to that tendency

to concentrate the generation of power which has followed

the development of electricity as a distributing agent.

This has been the work of Dr. Ludwig Mond. It is too

early to speak of its results, but if the practical and com-
mercial success of the Mond process can be fully established,

so that it normally forms part of our pawer plants, we nay
expect a change of great and wide-reaching character

throughout many branches of chemical industry, similar

to, but even more important than, that which followed the

substitution of pyrites for brimstone in the sulphuric acid

manufacture.
Side by side with this bold endeavour to collect ammonia

as a by-product of the production of motor gas, humble,

but still, I think, successful efforts are being made to solve

the problem which has been attempted so often i f getting

it from the nitrogenous contents of peat. These attempts

are complementary to the work of Dr. Mond and the gas

companies. So far as 1 can see, it is probable that ve owe
all the combined nitrogen of the world to the patient but

bumble work of bacteria through the long prehistoric ages.

and our business is to recover it from the remains the)'

have left, This combined nitrogen is mainly stored up

in coal and peat, small as may be the actual percentage

present in these substances, and the choice of these poor
but extensive sources of ammonia illustrates the present

tendency of invention. The most paying gold mines are

those which have an abundance of low grade ore. So is it

here. The improvements in plant and the advance in

the skill with which it is used have led ta a preference for

sources which are large in scale over those that are small,

even though rich and easily worked. To take infinite

trouble ,,, secure success onalai ge scale is the characteristic

of modern developments in industrial chemistry.

Hut, as I have already said, the main advance in chemical

industry is in the processes used. Indeed, the fertility of

invention in this respect is so great that it is bewildering

to anyone who is striving to classify it or to detect its

dominant tendencies. This is especially the ease in organic

chemistry, where, side by side with the ceaseless stream of
new substances, there is pound forth an equally ceaseless

and even more abundant stream of new processes for

making known ones. Complex molecules are arrived at

from different starting paints by different routes through

different intermediate product-. Now one part of the

structure is built up first, and now another. Is it possible

to detect any definite trend or direction in all this invention?

We must not lose sight of the fact that we arc dealing

with industrial chemistry, and that, therefore, the invention

that concerns us has been developed under the stimulus of

competition with a view to obtain economy id' production.

No douht there are cases where this is obtained by devising

or modifying a process so as to utilise some by-product or

cheap raw material. But apart from such cases I think

there is a tendency, or perhaps I ought rather to call it ar.

aim, which is so general, that it may fairly be regarded

characteristic of the advance of to-day, taken as a whi

It relates to the question of yield. Both in the modifica-

tions of existing processes, and in the choice of new
processes, the aim is to increase yield by more perfect!)

producing the conditions that make for it. It is based on

a belief that imperfect returns arc due in large measure to

our own fault, and that with greater knowledge, and more
skilful use of it, the partial successes which now content u-

could be made complete. Let me try to make my meaning
clear.

Consider for a moment a chemical operation which yields

various products, one of which is the one sought. Assume
that the yield is found to vary. The aim of the chemist is

to induce the necessary elements of the combination to 1»-

unanimous in arranging themselves so as to form that
i

duct, and in avoiding the alternative arrangements which

are open to them, so as to give what is known as the

theoretical yield. Now in most cases, if not in all. it would

he dangerous to dogmatise as to what arc the actual

chemical changes which go on in producing what are to us

the results of the combination. Many steps may intervene

in the shape of momentary intermediate cotnbiiiatioi

which form the paths to the ultimate products. I!ut it is

clear from the variations in the yield that those paths must

be so nearly equivalent as alternatives, that very slight

variations iu the surroundiog circumstances will decide in

the case of the individual molecules whether they will take

the one path or the other. On the break up of the original

groupings ''moments of molecular indecision " (it' 1 I

use such a phrase), evidently occur during which the

presence of an otherwise insignificant influencing cai

may decide the behaviour of the molecules, and thus

determine the ultimate result of the combination.

Let me illustrate my meaning by an example. I will take

the manufacture of the toluol sulpho-chloride from which

saccharin is ordinarily produced. It was well known that

sulpho-aeids and sulpho-chlorides could be formed directly

from toluol by the action of chlorhydrin, but only a portion

of the toluol was thus turned into sulpho-chlorides, and of

these only a portion consisted of the ortho-sulpho-chloride

—which was the body sought, the para-sulpho-chlorii

isomer of no industrial value, being present in substantial

quantities. By using an excess of chlorhydrin, it was fomiil

that a total conversion of the toluol into sulpho-chlorides

could be obtained, but this helped little inasmuch as the

early results showed the chief product to he the use

isomer. Bui Monnet found that if while using th

of chlorhydrin you kept the temperature below c-rtain

limits you could cause the useful body to be produced in

preponderating quantity. This discovery caused the com-

mercial yield of the useful product to rise from Jj to 60

per cent., and diminished the cost of the manufactured

article by nearly one-half.

Here we have a striking example of the existence of

alternative paths. The two resulting product- are isomers.

itical in chemical composition though not in chemi-

cal structure. They differ only in the orientation of the

entering sulphochloride group, and on that depends whether

the result is useful or useless. We know little or nothing

of the forces that determine into what position the group
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shall go, but the conditions that decide for the one or the

other must resemble one another so closely that they arc
both present iu the same mixture, under the same external
circumstances. The yield is composite, vet there is no
pround for supposing that nnder identical circumstances
there would be any variation in the behaviour of the different

tsets of combining molecule". The variation in the yield

must therefore come from slight hut decisive variations in

tne momentary local conditions. It is this which consti-

tutes the difficulty of the problem, viz., that such slight

variations of the circumstances that attend the combination
of individual sets of molecules can produce such grave
practical consequences.

I will tike the example one stip farther. It has since

been discovered that these limits of temperatuie may he
considerably relaxed, if instead of technical chlorhydrin,
you use such as has been raised to a high state of ourity.

Thus between the old and the Dew limits of temperature we
find that the place taken by the entering sulphocbloride
group is changed from the useful to the useless, from the
ortho to the para position by the presence of small traces of
impurities, chiefly, I believe, sulphuric anhydride. Sow,

for a moment that it had been the para body that

had been of industrial value, we should here have a case in

which the addition of a small amount of sulphuric anhy-
dride—a body having apparently no connection with or
relation to the reaction—largely increased the industrial

result by influencing, in the right direction, the choice of

which of the two alternative paths the combining molecules
should take.

The example I have chosen recommended itself to me
solely because it happened to come under mv notice in my
own professional work. Far better instances will occur to

the skilled chemists before me. The case is now classical

in which the yield of a difficult reaction in the synthesis of
indigo was suddenly and unexpectedly increased, and this

desirable result was traced to the fact that the mercury-
thermometer used in the operation had broken and thereby
introduced a minute quantity of sulphate of mercurv into
the combining mass. Such a history makes one almost
believe in the truth of the story one was told in childhood
about certain pieces of imperial Nankin china preserved in

the Summer Palace. The story ran that they owed their

urpassing beauty to the addition—trifling from a purely
hemical standpoint—of the master workman to the content's

of the furnace in which they were being burnt. Cases such
>s those to which I have referred are not rare. Again and
igain I have had inventions before me of this type. E/ven
ie nomenclature of chemistry recognises them, and the
:erm of " catalytic action " is applied freely wherever it is

ound that the presence of a foreign body influences
•eactions in which it apparently takes no part. Butcata-
ytic action is only one special case of the results of com-
laratively small influences at critical momcuts of molecular
earrangement. Any variatiou in the surrounding circum-
tances may determine a choice which may be permanent
Jid irrevocable.

I have said that the fact that slight variations in the
nrrounding circumstances uiav hive such grave conse-
nences constitutes the difficulty of the problem. But it

lso constitutes its hopefulness. It is clear that the condi-
ons of success are clcse at hand. We only need the skill

seenre them. There is everything to make us believe
lat we are here pursuing no dream, but are striving for the
racticable. If we compare the knowledge and hopes of
)-day with those of, say, five centuries ago, we must feel

we can do things utterly undreamt of then, but that
mch at which they hopefully laboured is not only un-
stained, but is known to be unattainable. Science adds
aily to the list of the practicable, but side by side there
rows a still longer list of the things that she pronounces
opossible. To the fancy of that age nothing seemed beyond
>pe. All achievements seemed worth attempting. But we
ive become wiser and sadder. We have become aware of
ie walls of our prison house by knocking up against them,
imetimes very- roughly. The hopes that had supported
mturies of search alter perpetual motion were scattered for
-erby the discovery of the first law of thermo-dynamics.
he hope and aim of all medixval chemistry, namely, the
insmutation of metals, is made more and more clearlv

impossible by all the discoveries that have taught us so
much of the probable identity of their substance. In every
branch of practical science we know that sharply marked
boundaries exist over which we cannot step, and within
which all our wort must lie. To disregard these would be
to show the worker to be mad. I know that besides those
definite laws which have already been formulated, there are
others which experience has indicated, but has not accu-
rst. :ly as :ertaiued, which it would be unwise to disregard
if one would not labour in vain. But in the endeavour bv
uniformity of conditions to better the practical result's

attained, there is nothing which should lead les to expect
failure, and though, in some instances, it may be found that
law s at present unknown to us stand in the way of complete
-' -- the cases' in which this is probable are not so
numerous as to discourage the prudent worker.

This is to my eye the main trend of invention in •heniical
industry—rendering certain and complete in their action
pi isses formerly unmanageable or unprofitable by reason
of the uncertainty of the reactions that actually aud locally
took place. ( Iftentimes this uncertainty grew during the

the processes worked well at first, but gradually
oise. others would work in the laboratory, but

broke down when tried on a large scale. Iu others the
working loss of some costly reagent was too large. I
designedly class this under the same head. For working
loss is only negative yield. It signifies that the recovery
process is failing to give its full results, and the causes at
work and the considerations to which they give rise are
the same whether the product sought be a reagent to be
recovered, or the direct object of a manufacturing process.
The most important and most solid advance that is being
made iu chemical industry consists in turning these failures

into successes by securing certainty aud uniformity in the
conditions present at each point of the reacting mass
throughout the operation.

The realisation of the necessity of uniformity of condi-
tions, in order to obtain full yield, manifests itself not only
in the efforts that are being made to improve existiDo-

processes, but also in the choice of new ones. That
process is a good one which permits the necessary condi-
tions for right choice to be secured at every point and every
moment. Here come in the two most common causes of
industrial shortcomings. The result of a reaction is the
sum total of the results at each point of the mass. When-
ever, therefore, there is the possibility of a wrong chocce
that is irrevocable, the conditions must at no point be such
as would lead to it. However narrow the margin between
that which would lead the molecules to a right, and tbat
which would lead them to a wrong choice, it must not he
overstepped at any point. Average conditious do not
determine the result, for it is the sum of local actions each
depending on its own local conditions. And, further, this

must he maintained throughout the operation. The changes
which the operation itself works must not so alter the
local conditions that they transgress these limits. Those
processes, therefore, are to be chosen where there is a
large margin of safety between the conditions which bring
failure and those which bring success, where the local

conditions are capable of due control, aud where the changes
due to the reaction itself are either non-injurious or can be
kept in check.

Let me take, as an example, the new developments in the
manufacture of sulphuric anhydride—uew as tar as public

knowledge is concerned, for there has never been any
published account of the process which the well-known
English chemists, Messrs. squire and Messel, have worked
for many years at Silvertown. The reaction by which the
sulphuric anhydride is formed is an old one—sulphuric acid

and atmospheric oxygen passed over platinum black at a
fairly high temperature combine to form the anhydride. But
though the reaction had long been known to chemists, and
had often been proposed as an industrial process, it had
failed to win a place in practical manufacture. iults

were uncertain, and after a comparatively short run the

combination usually- ceased to take place. It is now known
that one cause of this failure was the difficulty in preserving

uniform the local conditions in the contact mass. The
action of platinum black depends on its intimate structure

being unclogged, and above all on its being untainted with
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arsenic. Minute traces of dust or solid impurity or of

arsenic, eveu in gaseous form, are fatal to it. But there

was another cause of failure of even greater interest. The
difficulty of alternate paths here presents itself in a curious

form. The ri action is itself reversible. At temperatures

well within the limits between which combination can take

place, the sulphuric anhydride, though successfully formed,

resolves itself back into its components, oxygen and sul-

phurous acid, and this reverse action becomes more and
more energetic the higher the temperature, and the greater

the percentage of sulphuric anhydride present. Now the

combination itself liberate* considerable heat, so that this is

a case in which the two products of the reaction—heat and
sulphuric anhydride—by accumulating, tend to increase the

energy of the reverse reaction. Success thus leads tin-

way to failure. Years of work were worthily spent by
Dr. Kneitsch in the complete solution of this great indus-

trial problem. The pyrites fumes cooled, and purified to an
almost ideal freedom from solid impurities or arsenic, are

made to pass round and then through the tubes that contain

the coutact agent They thus become raised to the neces-
sary temperature by drawing off the heat given out by the

reaction. The combination is made complete by having a

long range of the contact mass, and the sulphuric anhy-
dride that is produced is kept from accumulating by the

stream of gas being pissed at a proper ve!o:ity through
sulphuric acid of that particular strength which has the

property of instantaneously absorbing the anhydride. The
result is a process which will work continuously for mcnths
and years in place of the previous unsuccessful attempts,

and the difference is due to the fact that the necessary
uniformity of conditions is secured. Even the difficulty

introduced by the reversibility of the reaction is turned to

account. The reaction is fiercest near the entering end,

and there it is difficult to prevent undue heating. But
thanks to the reversibility of the process, the mischief thus
done is subsequently undone in the passage through the
long and less intensely heated column of contact mass that

follows. Thus the limits of safety at any point are widened,
and the efficiency of the process is no longer imperilled by
local irregularities of temperature. 1 want no better

example of the tendency of the invention of to-day to

develop processes in which certainty and fullness ot yield

are obtained by securing uniformity of conditions throughout
the operation.

In considering chemical combination from this point of

view, viz., how to direct aright the choice of each molecule,
one is at once reminded of the force that is so characteris-

tically a director of molecules—electricity. Is there any
evidence of progress in the application of chemistry to

chemical industry ? A few years ago men's minds were
full of expectation in this respect. The greatest of all the
chemical industries—the alkali industry—seemed at the

mercy of the new method, and people spoke confidently of
the abandonment of the older processes, and of obtain-

ing all our soda by electrolysis. These bright anticipations

have been only imperfectly realized. Certain forms of the
process have, after long and expensive apprenticeship,

established themselves commercially, and in any discussion

as to the future of the alkali industry, electrolytic produc-
tion must be taken into account as a factor. Hut the

supremacy of the older methods, as measured by their com-
parative production, is as yet unchallenged, and personally
it seems to me that of late the Le Blanc and Solvay processes
have gained rather than lost ground through the increased
demand for their by-products. Opinions will differ as to

the reason why the success of electrolysis in the alkali

industry has been so limited. 1 attribute it in great measure
to the difficulty of preserving uniformity of conditions

throughout the operations, and I am strengthened in this

view by the fact that the two forms of the process which
have met with the greatest practical success with us are
those in which the conditions are not altered during the

process, but remain unchanged, the products formed bciug

wholly removed. Hat if the advance is not rapid in this

department of industry, I see evidence of steady progress
in the use of electrolysis at high temperatures, especially in

electro-metallurgy. I am not forgetting the disappoint-

ments that have attended many promising processes of

electrolysis of fitted salts. Hut these were mainly due to

technical difficulties arising out of the new and unfamiliar
conditions. K [ually great difficulties have been surmouuted
in processes of older standing, aul these will iu like manner
be ultimately conquered.

The most disappointing branch of this department of
chemical industry is the slow advance of the industrial

applications of electricity in connection with organic
chemistry. It is, pf course, easy tusee why metallurgy and
alkali-making were its first applications. In them it has

only to separate au element—a metal—from the electrolyte,

and for that it is specially adapted, lint the results of

electrolysis on a solution containing elaborate coal-tar

products can hardly be foreseen. The rude violence which
can safely tear an element from its inorganic combinations,
may make sad havoc when applied to these complex
structures. It may be counted on to produce strong
oxidising or reducing action, but nothing but experiment
can decide what the ultimate result will be. I have long

expected great developments in this direction, but 1 heat

few .if industrial importance. I suspect that one can-. *

that to which I have already referred—the difficulty of

maintaining uniformity in the contents of the cell. The
products of the process remain in the elecrolyte, and con-
tinually alter its composition. If the yield is to be a full

one, these contents must be profoundly different at t .<

end of the operation from what they were at the beginni

and secondary decompositions are likely to arise. 1 h 1

still great hopes, but whether from the cause I have ai

signed or not, electrolysis has not up to the present time
taken its expected [dace in industries dealing with organis

bodies.

There is, however, another gift of electricity to chemical
industry, the value of which is daily becoming more highly

appreciated and arouud which inventions cluster thickly

—

I mean the electric furnace. It has been rightly said that

electricity enabled man for the first time to concentrate, in

the form of heat at any point, and in any quantity, energy
generated elsewhere. It abolished, therefore, the limitations

of temperature which necessarily attend combustion. The
bodies exposed to its action could be isolated from the dis-

turbing influences of chemical action, and, indeed, in the

form introduced by Moissan, aud in that in which the heat is

radiated from incandescent carbon rods, the bodies

shielded even from electrolytic action. Already it is the

basis of important industries, Mich as those of sodium,

phosphorus, carbide of calcium and carborundum. It

specially lends itself to combinations which arc en

thermic. The heat can be used economically owing to it-

being concentrated on the bodies operated on. and to its

being subject to accurate control. The one great di

back is that you derive your heat from motive po.ver, wl ,

usually is itself au expensive product of combustion, hut

this makes it suitable for use iu connection wiih the water

powers that are now being utilised in all parts of the

world.

I have now laid before you what, to my eyes, is the trend

of invention in chemical industry, whether iu its amis, the

sources of its materials, or its processes. You will, perhaps,

ask yourselves why 1 use the term invention, and where I

draw die line which marks off invention from that judicia

use of means aid apparatus which fairly belongs as ol

right to everyone. I am not anxious to treat the advani

in your great industry as the subject of legal subtlel

but I feel tiiat 1 ought to express my personal opinion,

that as practical result is the test of success, so it ought to

be the main factor in determining the existence of thai

novelty which our laws hold to merit protection. Toe

step between the discovery and the utilisation of a reaelioo

is the most useful and often the most difficult step iu the

initiation of a successful manufacture, aud should be, and

1 think generally is, recognised a- ha\ inc. a corresponding

high claim to he regarded as invention. Speaking lor

in v self, let me assure this assembly of practical chemist*

that my own appreciation of your efforts, your difficult

and your successes, is iu entire sympathy with the views of

those workers who, feeling how great is the work befi

them, have but one standard by which to measure the vahM

of a new process, viz., by how much does it enable them

better to do that work.
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Discussion.

Br. Ludwio Mond said it had rarely been his good
,

fortune to listen to a paper so full of suggestion. He agreed

! with everything of importance which Mr. Moulton hid
brought forward, and more particularly with the remark

at the end of the paper iu which the author referred to the

1 value of the work done by the man who worked out a

.
discovery into a practicable manufacturing industry. There
night not be many there that evening who were present at

I the first meeting of the Society when he brought forward
' some views on the Patent Laws in general, but those who
were, might remember that he dwelt at some length on this

very question, and made some suggestions for an improve-
ment in the law.

Prof. Capper said it was impossible to criticise a paper

l
like this off-hand, and, as an engineer, he felt great diffidence,

I for he was aware that in the development of chemical in-

I
dustrv, probably more than iu any other branch of industrial

development, the chemist aud the engineer were both con-

cerned, and the difficulty was to keep the two apart and
prevent the one swallowing up the other. The engineer

suggested to the chemist that he wished to find out more
I completely the efficiency of his engineering plant—that he
wanted to be able to analyse more precisely the gaseous

|

products of his gas-engine, and the chemist gave him in-

formation which obliged hiin to entirely reform the whole of

hi^ gas engineering. He had to scrap all his plant, and to

i start afresh; and he found that the lines on which he had

I

been developing before were in some respects radically wroDg.

But, on the other hand, the engineer sometimes had his

revenge. Dr. Ludwig Mond had suggested a method by
which an internal-combustion eDgine might, and probably

|
would, in a short time altogether replace the steam engine as a

prime mover. Immediately Dr. Mond had shown that, the

engineer at once became a producer of ammonia, and there-

fore, to a certain extent, cut out the work of the industrial

chemist. Iu a case of that sort, the question was how far

was it wise in an engineer to develop his knowledge of

industrial chemistry, and how far was it wise for an indus-

trial chemist to become an engineer. Probably the best

method was to try to live in harmony one with the other,

and to take the suggestions of the industrial chemist to

helpto develop the engineering undertaking. A case recently

came under his notice in which an engineer asked a chemist

to give him a metal which would have a very minute co-

efficient of expansion, for producing standards, and the

.result was the chemist supplied him with a metal which
opened out great possibilities, and would probably entirely

^reorganise engineering industry in working to minute
fractious such as they had never had before. Electricity

had been referred to, and it seemed to him that one of the

Igreat reasons why the use of electricity in chemical industry

|nad been confined to the comparatively small field it hid
at present was that the engineer had not been able to give

jthe chemist what he demanded, viz., electricity at a very
,

low cost. Now that the demand was rising, there seemed
a hope of getting to the position, by the help of the indus-

trial chemist, in which they would be able to supply electri-

city at a traction of Id. per unit, instead of the multiples

[of Id. whicli were the rule at present; and probably the

efforts of the industrial chemists using electricity would
.enable them to reduce the cost still farther.

I Prof. J. M. Thomson congratulated the Society and the

{Chairman on having induced the author, occupying an
|entirely different sphere, to put his ideas before the members
jof the Society, in an aspect, perhaps, somewhat different

(from that in which thev were sometimes inclined to regard

them.

The Chairman informed the meeting that Sir William
iRamsay had written to express his regret at being unable
to be present that evening.

Mr. David Howard said it was many years since first

jhe had to do with industrial chemistry, and he could em-
jphasise the truth of the conclusions arrived at by the author
and the reasons given for them. It was on those lines they
ought to look for progress. The distinction between the purely
heoretical and the practical was one which they had con-

stantly to bear in mind. There was a wide distinction between

a theoretical result, wdiich was often of profound interest,
where 5 per cent, of the theoretical yield was most satis-
factory, and the process which had to be worked out on the
large scale, wheu 95 per cent, was a poor result. They
had had the great privilege of hearing one who, not content
with the glorious certainties of the higher mathematics and
the glorious uncertainties of the law, had brought to bear
on their industries a clear preception of their needs of
which many of those who are at work upon them were only
dimly conscious. The one thing they had to warn one
auother against was that narrowing up of their studies into
the minute point which was before them—that microscopic
point of view which was so tempting and so prominent. It
was by that wide grasp—bringing to bear on a new subject
the ability and experience of studies widely different—that,

great progress was made, and they would have great
chemists just in proportion as they were not chemists* and
nothing more.

Dr. Uivkrs expressed his admiration of the paper, and
full agreement with the views of its author.

Mr. Walter F. Reid said this was a paper which cer-
tainly should be in the hands of every industrial chemist
and every inventor, whether chemist or not. It contained
many pieces of advice, the result of long practical ex-
perience, which could not but he useful to any inventor,
aud he might say he had learned much from it. Recently
he had met with some hundreds of inventors at St. Louis,
many of whom were too sanguine, and he could only
have wished that some months previous to the opening
of that Exhibition they could have had a copy of this
paper, for he thought it would have saved the juries
much trouble. But at the same time there was one
word to be said about the sanguine inventor, especially
in the United States. Where they iu England made
scientific experiments on a very small scale, there they
made them by the ton. In experimenting on a lar^e
scale, enough product could be obtained to send out main
samples, thus the material would become known, and other
people could try it. For instance, the increase in the
consumption of carborundum was enormous. Until two or
three years ago it was regarded simply as an interesting
chemical. Last year 2,j00 tons were manufactured, aud
the consumption was increasing so rapidly that it might
very likely be doubled this year. That showed the
advantage of doing things on a rather large scale. Not
everybody could afford it, but it was to be encouraged.
Some of tbem had seen the gigantic factories which were
being erected at Niagara for making use of the water
power. Hitherto caustic soda had not been produced there
on the industrial scale, but he was informed of a close
approach to the economic production of caustic soda on
Niagara Talis.

The question of new industries was one which might
entirely upset not only the politics of a nation, but the
whole economy of nations. Thus, in the war in the East
they saw an enormous loss of life, and it was found
that those who were defending their lives could not even
locate the batteries by which they were attacked. When
he was first connected with explosives, the difficulty was to

hide' a battery, now there was no difficulty at all. Again,
with regard to the use of explosives, there were possibilities

undreamed of wheu these things were first used. A
curious case happened in St. Louis. A complaint was
made by the owners of some incubating apparatus, that

the chickens were spoiled by the detonations from two shows
there. The whole atmosphere reverberated with explosions
at times, aud when these chickens came out of the eggs^
some remarkable monstrosities resulted, showing a certain

amount of distortion of the chick which was attributed to

the explosions. Here was a new modification brought
about in the processes of nature by a chemical reaction.

In the same exhibition were shown some modern anaes-

thetics which were of a striking nature. He was assured
in one case by an eminent French professor and other

authorities that a patient could be anaesthetised sufficiently

for an abdominal operation by using six drops of a 1 per
cent, solution of the anaesthetic. The manufacture of

such preparations frequently produced serious effects on
the workmen employed.
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Cold storage had completely revolutionised the food of

mankind. They now got products from distant places I

an extent that formerly was never dreamed of. In the

United States cold storage was reduced to an art. tie had

had to judge apples of last year which were placed side

K\ rjde with this year's apples, and it required a greater

expert than himself to tell the difference. The i m
and the engineer had n oi ked together to effect this ; neither

the chemist nor the engineer alone could do it, but both

i they hud done it, and it was one of the greatest

advantages of our Society that it brought the two together.

Whilst in America he obtained some interesting: informa-

tion about sulphur. There was a large production now in

Louisiana by a process of melting the sulphur in the earth.

There were large deposits of sulphur there, but they had

never been worked because of the difficulty and expense

of sinking shafts and mining. Now water was heated 10

above 30O :

('.. and passed into the earth, the sulphur being

melted and pumped into tanks, where it solidified. [his

was a new process, which would doubtless have consider-

able influence on the production of sulphur.

It was open to some doubt whether all the combined
nitrogen existing on the earth was due to bacterial action ;

some of it was at least due to electrical action. He thought

probably a large proportion of nitrate of soda owed its

origin to electrical discharges in the atmosphere.

The author bad very rightly referred to the extreme

importance of infinitesimal quantities in chemical reactions,

and one of the most valuable portions of the paper was
that in which he showed how extremely minute a quantity

of a substance might altogether alter an expected reaction.

Mr. Watson Smith had shown them not very long ago how,

in testing aluminium, the test tube itself played the part of

a reagent ; that small quantities of material were dissolved

from the test tube and affected the reaction so much that

previous experiments on metallic aluminium with different

solutions were rendered practically valueless.

AYith regard to the reactions taking place at different

temperatures, they stood in face of an enormous revolution

in chemical industry. The production of liquid air gave
them opportunities of using low temperatures in chemical

reactions in a way they had never been able to do

before. It might interest those present to know that the

largest quantity of liquid hydrogen ever produced in one

day was turned out, one day last September, by the Low
Temperature Research Apparatus at St. Louis, which had
been sent out and erected by the lloyal Commission.

Dr. Squire saiil there were one or two points which he
should like to allude to, the first being his experience with

sulphuric anh; drab, which showed how investigators might

go utterly astray for a long time. In his original patent

for the manufacture of sulphuric anhydride by catalytics

be simply utilised a proci i Deville's for making oxygen.

In that process concentrated sulphuric acid was poured
upon very hot platinum foil, which resolved it into sul-

phurous acid, oxygen and steam ; the sulphurous acid was
removed by milk of lime or a solution of an alkali, while

the oxvgen went on its way. When sulphuric anhydride

was the product sought, the sulphurous acid was, of course,

Dot removed, but both £a>es wero very thoroughly dried.

The other half of tile process was really known before,

namely that sulphurous acid and oxygen could be combined

by means of spongy platinum. It was platinum black at

the commencement, but it very soon became spongy plati-

num. Winckler suggested preoisi 1\ the same process which

he (Dr. Squire) had already patented, only Winckler
published his process a few mouths later. Dr. Messel and
himself worked on this process for a long time, and gene: ilrj

on the wrong lines, as was so often the case first. It was
1

it that neutral or indifferent gases interfered very

much with the reaction. ISoth Winckler and Scheurer-

er said so, but as > matter of fact this was not the case.

The temperature was kept up to about J 50° C. by means
of a fire under the vessel containing the spongy platinum

Some hundreds of tons of sulphuric anhydride had been

make at that temperature, but it was afterwards discovered

that this temperature was far too high and really the heat

ought to have been got rid of instead of maintained.

The decomposition of sulphuric acid turned cut to present

a great many difficulties, and was far too expensive.
Practically no apparatus lasted for any time. Iron retorts

were rapidly destroyed an 1 clay retorts leaked. The fact
j

was the conditions were not at all the same as they were
in gas works. In gas works the retorts became lined with
graphite, which kept them tight, and if no graphite was
produced these clay retorts leaked very badly, and in this

case of course do graphite was produced. The next Step j
was to produce a cheap sulphurous acid and mix it with

the requisite quantity of air. This carried out
in the tir>t place at S< hetirer-ICvstner's works in Alsace!

It was accomplished by compressing to four atmospheres
es from bnrnt sulphur and treating the gases with

water, while in a state of compression. Nitrogen
away and a strong aqueous solution of sulphurous acid was
obtained. This solution was afterwards boiled to evolve

the sulphurous acid. The compression of these gases on a
large scale presented many difficulties, for it was found that

nothing but indiarubber and lead, neither of which had any
mechanical strength, should come in contact with the
but the mechanical difficulty once overcome, this modified

worked very well, lint it was ultimately abandoned,
lor it was found that the presence of indifferent gases did
not as a matter of fact interfere with the process when a
much lower temperature was used f>r the catalytics, and
eventually the process became a workable one when applied

directiy to the gases evolved by burning pyrites without
:nn compression at all. Mr. Moulton, In alluding to cold

storage, said that yeast was among the substances which
could be kept for a long time at a low temperatute, but cold
sti, race, although it suspended the activity of the bacteria

which brought about the decomposition of the \ . ias

not a complete success. The best temperature for keeping

yeast was about 1° C, it must not go below zero, for

freezing completely spoilt it. Hut if the low temperature
were kept perfectly uniform, it did not seem to prevent the

growth of the moulds, which grew on the yeast bags almost
as well at a low as at a high temperature, and that gave the

yeast an unpleasant smell and laste.

Dr. F. li. Power said it would be needless to attempt to

emphasise the great interest which this paper possi

He experienced the difficulty of many preceding speakers]

that of not being able to deal in an impromptu manner with

a paper covering so wide a range and including so much
in its scope. Those who had worked in the domain of'

pharmacological chemistry would recognise the - gnificancj

and interest attached to the facts brought forward. lie

was sure this address would stimulate all chemical workers,

and afford many ideas which would he useful to them in'

their investigations.

Mr. Leon Gastkk said he would like to mention one or
i wo instances in which waste still occurred, tine was in

the case of blast-furnace gases, which were not as yet

sufficiently utilised. They were made use of in l>r. l.udwig

Mood's and other ingenious processes for making pi

gas for gas engines, but it remained as yet to be proved
that the efficiency of the large gas engines came up to

expectations, and that they could keep their place against

large units of reciprocating steam engines or of steam

turbines. The latter had gained favour with central station

engineers for greatly contributing to reduce the price of

power generation in connection with electric central

Stations, whence the current was distributed at a distance

for lighting and motive power for industrial purposes. Ql
this occasion be wished to emphasise another waste, and to

help to dispel the erroneous idea, which prevailed too much
in this country, that the existing water power could not

be turned into account. In view of the great improvements
made in the modern construction of turbines, governors,

and hydraulic plant generally, it might safely be expected

that in the future those powers now wasted would be

utilised to the advantage of many industries. It must

be borne in mind that if, owing io the great fli

1 of water and the amount of available water power,

the erection of a reserve steam or gas-power plant wen
required, so long as the item representing the fuel, (Thiol

must continually be consumed, was greater than the

i ital for erecting the water-power plant, there would

be more than one reason for utilising the water power, and

savins the fuel.
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Mr. Oscar Guttman -aid, if the purport of the paper

were summarised, it was that the trend of invention lay in

. two directions, i amely, cheapness, or increase in economy,
and increase of yield : but it appeared to him that the

author omitted a third direction, which he believed to be

the ultimate factor in production, namely, quality. If the

cost of production were continually bting reduced, a certain

limit would be reached when the general expenses amounted
to more than the cost of labour, and it was then almost

impossible to make any further reduction. If an increase

of yield were aimed at, there was also a limit beyond
which it was not possible to go. When these two limits

were reached there was only one thing left, and that

was quality. In many inventions that had come under
bis notice, the aim was for quality more than for any-

thing else, because the other means had been exhausted.

If a manufacturer could (jet a yield of 98g per cent, of

something at a cost which had beaten every competitor

for some time, but was now on a level with everybody
else, he turned his attention to producing a product
which was free from all possible impurity, and could

thereby secure a more ready sale ; be might not always
patent that method, he might keep it to himself, but he
would produce an article which obtained a well-deserved

reputation for him, and would secure his market. It

appeared to him that the British chemical industry had
l#en kept from decay through having always been able

to produce articles of good quality, and insisting on this

Standard being maintained.

The Chairman asked Mr. Moulton whether any recent

progress had been made in the economical conveyance of elec-

tricity generated at a distant spot where there was adequate

water power. He had seen so much of water-power schemes,

where the fewer was undoubtedly cheap, but where it cost so

much to take the raw material there, and so much to bring

the manufactured material awn \ . that the cheapness of the

water power was useless, lie understood that progress had
been recently made in connection with this subject, and he
thought it would be of much interest if Air. Moulton would
enlighten them upon it. One other point struck him that

Mr. Moulton might possibly have included in the scope of

nis remarks. He had laid such stress upon the fact that

aboratory research led to industrial developments in

ibemistry, that one would like to know his views as to the

ndustrial possibilities of present research in connection

ith stereo-chemistry. He, of course, recognised that at the

>resent moment it was not industrial, but the suggestion

: that there might be a possibility of its becoming so,

uid that it would be well that this possibility should be put
icfore those interested in industries in which it might
lecon-e a competitor, just as it would have been of enormous
advantage to them if the indigo planters of India had taken
ufficient notice of Sir Henry Roscoe's discourse years ago
.t the Royal Institution on the syntheiis of indigo from
Tthonitropheny'tpropiolic acid.

Mr. Mocltox, in reply, said he had bt.-r gr :atiy interested

n many of the speeches, and had felt the same difficulty

hat they had d It with regard to the paper. It was difficult

a take hold of the speeches at the moment so as to keep
hem vividly before one's mind. Mr. Reid had tried to

orrect him on the subject of the combined nitrogen of

be world, which he had attributed to the humble but
•atieut work of bacteria, suggesting that it might be due
o lightning. He could assure Mr. Reid he had thought
>f primeval thunderstorms also as a possible source, but

as sense of humour had prevented him tryicg to drive

team of bacteria and thunderstorms together. Later on
It. Guttmann took him to task for not having emphasised
he importance of quality. He certainly thought of that,

!ut he viewed it rather as a corollary from what he had
'aid than as naturally forming part of the paper itself.

;'he whole of that part of the address consisted in em-
'hasising the necessity for absolute control even of the
Small forces that influenced local combination, and the

inclusion he drew in his mind was that if they were to

Inter upon a part of progress of that type the first thing
hey must insist upon was perfect purity of the reagents.

|

yeu were to hare uncertainty in your reagents, if you
f id not know whether they were going to be pure, how in

ie world could veil get certaintv in lecal action. He was

delighted to find that so great an authoiity gave a high
place to English productions from that point of view.
Might they ever keep it, and then they would have a sure
foundation for future progress. 1 he Chairman had attempted
to draw bim on the subject of conveying electricity to a dis-
tance. He was delighted to think "the world was getting
so wise as to see that it was better to take electricity to
their centres of population rather than make centres of
population where there was electricity. Raw material and
workmen required roads and railways, hut a high tension
current was well content with three wires, and it was a;i

economic absurdity to attempt to convey cumbrous pro-
ducts, including workmen, that requited careful' handling.
to almost inaccessible places instead of bringing the elee-
tricity to the town. Certainly on the other side of the
Atlantic they had no doubt about it. They carried
electricity of a high potential from 120 to 1 jo miles, an.

1

be thought the time was very near when the great sources
ricity would all be made to supply motive power

to centre- of industry which were determined by totallv
different considerations. Then the Chairman had touched
on stereo-chemistry and all the wonderful work done with
regard to the sugars, which was a marvellous specimen
of brilliant chemical research. He had been preaching
throughout the paper on the great gulf that existed between
theoretical chemistry and industrial. Theoretical chemistry
sought the truth, industrial sought the result. Now the
Chairman wanted him to treat stereo-chemistry as being
part of industrial chemistry. With all due respect to hi-
auditors he must tell them it was tleir fault that it was not
but they must not take him to task because the membei-
had not yet succeeded in making this industrial. Recent
researches could not be read, he might say, in anv
brauch of chemistry without seeing the vast possibilities of
industrial processes. But to-night they were not dealing
with the possible, but with the progress which made them
actual. Therefore the synthesis of the sugars was not yet
ready for him. Nothing was more charming than that
department of chemistry, and nothing that he so much
longed to see made industrial, and he trusted there were
many present who would distinguish themselves by the
conquest over industrial chemistry of that great triumph
of theoretical chemistry.

flotttngI)am ^fttton.

i held on Wednesday, October 25/A, 1!>04.

MR. J. T. WOOD IN Tin: CHAIR.

NOTE ON COLLIN.

BY J. T. ttoOD AND S. E. TROTMAK.

The paper on "A New Method for the Anah
Tannin and Tanning Materials, and the Identification of
Admixtures in Tanning Extracts and Liquors," by Dr. J.

Gordon Parker and E. E. Munro Payne, read before this

Society on June 6th, 1904, is a very valuable contribution

to the history of tannin analysis (see this J., 1904,648-651).
The authors treat the tannin solution with lime water, allow-

to stand for four hours, filter off the precipitate and titrate

the lime remaining in the filtrate, using phenolphthaleiu as

indicator. The figure obtained represents what they call the

total absorption. They then remove the tannin by means
of a neutral solution of " collin " (for preparation see J.,

i904. 049 I- The lime absorption of the detannised solution

is now taken. This they call the acid ahtorption, the

difference between the two figares being the true innin.

In the present note we do not w ish to criticise the process

proposed, but to examine the author's statement that collin

is a pure form of collagen (Joe. cit., p. 049), but deprived

almost entirely of its calcium base. This statement appears

to us of importance, inasmuch a-, if it can be shown to be

correct, it will have an important beariugon the constitution
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of gelatin. We do not propose to examine the question

whether lime forms an essential part of the gelatin molecule

I
we have not previously heard this maintained), but to

>how that collin . consists of a mixture of hydrolyscd
gelatin and gelatones in varying proportions depending
on the temperature and length of time the solution i-

heated, and further to show that this variation in the

constitution of the solution has an influence on the

tation of tannin.

To simplify matters it may be well to state that we adopt
Allen's definition for gelatin (Comm. Org. Anal.. IV.,

p. 461), viz.:—a proteoYd resulting from the hydrolysis of

collagen or ossein by boiling with water or dilute acids.

The properties of gelatin are given by Allen (toe. cit.)

We prepared a 5 per cent, solution of Coignet's Gold
Label gelatin, and estimated the nitrogen in SO c.c. by
Kjeldahl's method ; '.343 grm. nitrogen was found, which
multiplied by the usual factor .v-ii' gives 71 per cent, of

gelatin. We then saturated the solution with zinc -ulphate

which precipitates the whole of the gelatin, and again

estimated the nitrogen in the precipitate : 50 ee. of the

5 per eent. solution gave 0- 333 grm. nitrogen or 7'2'22 per
eent. of gelatin. The difference between the two results

indicated the amount of nitrogenous nutter not gelatin in

the sample.

From the above gelatin a solution of " collin " was pre-

pared exactly as prescribed by Parker and Payne, con-

taining 5 per cent, pure gelatin calculated from the above
experiment. 'The solution was saturated with zinc sulphate

to preeipitate unchanged gelatin. The resulting precipitate

contained only 0'1635 grm. of nitrogen in 50 c.c, indi-

cating 35 per eent. of the original gelatin. The clear

filtrate from the zinc sulphate was treated with bromine to

precipitate the peptones, shown to be present in the filtrate

by the biuret reaction, and nitrogen in the precipitate

determined by Kjeldahl's method. The nitrogen found was
0203 grm. or a total of 0-4055 grm. nitrogen, which
corresponds very well with the total nitrogen previously

found. We then examined, in the same way, a collin solution

which had been heated on the water-bath for 40 minutes
instead of 20 minutes as prescribed, the nitrogen pre-

cipitated by zinc sulphate amounted to 0'0G8 grm. in 50 c.c.

whilst the bromine precipitate gave 0-371 grm. nitrogen.

There was a further 0-02O grm. nitrogen in the filtrate

from the bromine preeipitate, indicating the presence of

3 per cent, lower compounds of nitrogen.

The results are shown in the following table :
—

Nitrogen in 50 c.c. original solution of gelatin—
i H'>9 grm.

Nitrogen precipitated by zinc sulphate
gelatin and g ilutoses).

Nitrogen as peptones brom ne precipitate).

Nitrogen as lower coinpo Is

A.

Grm.
oliiis

linn.

0-3030 ii-3710

Nil 0-0200

\. i nlim
( repared :i* prescribed by Parkerand Ptoyne.

B. Do. do. neated for 20 miuutes longer.

The appearance of lower nitrogen products indicates

that the solution is undergoing decomposition, and a* these

products do not precipitate tani.in. it appears to us that a

serious source of error may here be introduced into the

process. The composition of a gelatin solution heated with

caustic soda is so sensitive to change of temperature oi

time of heating that we have found it practically impossible

to prepare solutions of the same composition.

A still more important fact, in view of the purpose foi

which the collin is to be applied, is that the combining
proportions of the unchanged gelatin with gallotannic acid

differ considerably from the combining proportions of

peptones with gallotanDie acid. We hope to give 6ome
figures relating to this in a future note. The conditions

.htforiu a body use'! to separate tannin from other

matters seem to be:— (1) The body should precipitate

tannin only and combine with it in definite proportions.

n appears to precipitate gallotannic acid oily, but not

iu constant proportions. (2) It should be easily procured
in a stjte of purity. It appears I that these condition*
might be fulfilled by selecting a proteid of rimpli

known constitution, such as the protamines described by;
Kossel (Kev. Gen. d. Sciences, 18*9, p. 380), and which
form the nucleus of the proteid molecule.

In conclusion, if collin were a pure collagen or gelatin

it should give constant reactions with different reagents and
be of constant composition. We have shown thai

neither of these things. Collin cannot therefore be purified

gelatin or collagt n.

Discussion.

Hr. Parker said he was afraid the authors had taken i

the paper published by Mr. Payne and himself a little too I

literally. They claimed that collin acted in the same
manner as a pure form of collogen. Collin was first of all

'

made in 189S by Mr. Payne, who was then working ui

pharmaceutical preparations, and he used it for dissolrhC
morphia for the purposes of injeciiog into blood. IK
(Dr. Parker) had tested various solutions of collin, aad
only in one sample was he enabled to get a preeipital i
gelatin by means of zinc sulphate, when they had prepared
in the manner prescribed by heating lor 20 minute- at

90° C, using the correct amount of soda. He and
Mr. Payne were pleased that their paper had raised such an
amount of criticism, and hoped that much good might arise

from it. Accepting the authors' statement, he foun
his figures that 35 percent, of his solution was uu
gelatin. Even then that would not have altered the pre cess

in regard to the estimation of tannin, because in tht

process .Mr. Payne and himself devised in the estimation of

tannic aeid they used such an excess of coilin that even il

35 per eent. of gelatin were present there would still bt

sufficient collin to precipitate the tannic aeid. The taknm
of a skin and not a bone gelatin was one of the essentH
features of the process. He further thought that tht

results obtained by the author were iu some measure due
to the use of Coignet's gelatin, which was a bone product, I

and heuce contained a considerable quantity of choudrin.
Mr. Trotmak considered that more exact directions foi

the preparation were required. If as Dr. Parker said the

nature of the original gelatin influenced the result, then

be should have specified a particular form to 1

Secondly, if, as the authors had shown, the preparation 01

1

collin solution by the method given did not ensure tin

hydrolysis of all the gelatin, the importance of the method
of analysis was largely discounted, owing to the fact that

the collin solution would no longer differentiate between
gallic and tannic acid.

Prof. KirriXG said be disagreed with Dr. Parker ill

regarding collin as a definite substance. What he (Dr.

Parker) called collin was doubtless a mixture of a great

number of substances which were derived from the break-

ing down of the gelatin. As the object of the analysis WSI

to obtain a substance which would precipitate tannic but

not gallic acid, would it be possible to merely take a pure

gelatin and boil it until there resulted a solution which gave

no precipitate with the latter acid; such a solution might
j

serve as a standard " collin,"

The Chairman aid, from the experiments which had

been carried out, he was of opinion that the actiou was not

quantitative, because the gelatones appeared to precipitate

varying quantities of tannin, lie considered -it was im-

possible to make a solution of coustant composition by

following out the directions given. With regard to their

not having used the right gelatin. Parker and Payne -

"a good commercial gelatin," they (the authors) used the

best they could obtain.

Dr. 1'akkkh said it was his custom to test the solution

of collin. and if it precipitated gallic aeid he rejected it, and

made a fresh solution.

THE DIFFERENTIATION OF TIIK DIFFERENT
FORMS OF NITROGEN IX GLUE.

BY s. R. TKOiMAN A.XI> ,1. R. II VI KI'ORO.

Chemists who have bad experience in the analysis of glue

are well aware of the difficulties attending the operation and
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Connected with the interpretation of the results of the
analysis. In our experience there is no class of bodies so
difficult to report upon in a satisfactory way, nor in which
:he ordinary chemical constituents have hitherto given so

• ittle ground for forming an opinion. In the following
,aper we hope to indicate a method of analysis which will

a certain extent remove these difficulties. That much
ime and trouble has been devoted to the subject is evident
rom the following brief summary of the methods used by
•arious chemists for the determination of the gelatinous

; onstituents of glue, on the one hand, ani its physical
haracteristics on the other.

It is of course admitted by all that an analysis must
lelude determination of water and ash. So far a- these

J;o there is little room for divergence, and we propose
|o confine ourselves to the nitrogenous constituents only.

lowing methods are the most important of those
Lroposed for their determination :

—

(1) Determination of total nitrogen by Kjeldahl's method
nd calculation to gelatin.

(2) Determination of total nitrogen by soda lime (Xoffat,
fggners Jahresb., 18G7, 672").

' (3) 1'recipitation by tannin and either measuring nitrogen
li the precipitate or titrating excess of tannin in filtrate

1A. Muller, Zeits. angew. Chem., 1902, 15, 482).

(4) Precipitation by chlorine and determination of
litrogen in the precipitate.

I To all these methods one fatal objection may be urged,
iz. : that in every case peptones and other non-gelatinous
itrogenous bodies are thrown down or coestimated while

lie composition of the taunates of gelatin are too un-
?rtain to make the method (3) reliable.

(5) Determination of non-gelatinous constituents by
Irecipitatiou with alcohol, filtering, and weighing. This is

Bfficult and somewhat uncertain.

. (6) Precipitation of gelatin by tannin and determination
It nnprecipitated matters iu filtrates to which of course the
injection mentioned above applies.

1 The physical tests for glues are numerous and are affected

jF so many conditions as to make them unreliable or at

Biy rate incomparable. Some largely exaggerate differ-

ices, v. hile others do not draw any sufficiently distinct line

•tween good and bad samples :
—

|
(1) Water absorption figure (Shattermaun, Dinjler's

lalyt. J., 184"), 98, 115).

(>) Consistency and bearing weight of jelly (Lipowitz,
Bile i hem.-tech'n. Unters., Berlin, 1861,37— 42).

(8) Determination of melting point (Kissling, this J.,

101, . 1 0)

.

(4) Determination of viscosity (Eugler, this J., 18!)0,
• 4 1.

After a long experience of these test- we have discarded
eX'.-.-ijt a consistency test communicated to Mr. Trotman
Mr. II. S. Garry, which we find to give reliable compara-

[
e results, and which agrees well with those obtained by
e method of estimatiou of nitrogenous constituents which

fp now employ.
' In this method the glues are compared with a standard
ue or gelatin, of which it is necessary to keep a stock.

I A 10 per cent, solution of the standard, and various
ength solutions of the glue under examination are made,
d allowed to stand overnight. The consistency is tested

the morning by pressing the jelly with the finger tips, in

tier to ascertain which strength solution of the glue
irresponds to that of the standard.

I
n the subjoined table it will be seen that the consistency of

Ine of the examples is 150, 120. &c, which indicates that
se samples are respectively 50 and 20 per cent, better
in the particular glue which wc take as our standard.

Although the above method may appear crude, the
;ults obtained are very consistent, and, in our opinion.
! error never exceeds 10 per cent. As a rough test for

• nufaeturers, naturally a simple physical test has its

Ifantages, although those which are usually applied are

, y intelligible to the person who makes them, and while
.

ing comparative figures, are of no absolute value.
reover, the physical test is no real check on manufacture,

! t chemical analysis should be.

Con-
sistencv

by
Experi-
ment.

Con- ' Total
sistency N x 5 '33

by by
la- Kjeldahl

tion. =Gelatin.

N preci-
pitated

byZnSO.,
x 5-33
= Albu-
moses.

Peptones
by

Differ-

ence.

tin.

No. 2 >
boiled two
hours.

No. 3
No. 4

No. 5

N 8.
No. 7. :i bad
over - boiled
Blue.

150 150

143

1S1
120 124
lid 112-8
!«) S7

40 37

74-03

"I fit

74 Si
74 SO
71-IU
73-02

71-30

69-51

68M! i

67 -0

64 is

57-99

2-G7

i.i

6-57
7-:;

7-86
15-03

The weak point of all the above methods of analysis is,

that they totally fail to differentiate between gelatin proper
and hydrolised gelatin and peptones, or lower nitrogenous
bodies which may be produced by a faulty method of
manufacture. Since these peptones, &c. not only have no
glue-like properties themselves but actually prevent glue
from properly setting, it is obvious that their determination
should be an important factor in the analytical opinion of a
glue, and that if this operation be also accompanied by a
determination of the gelatiu proper, we have in our hands
at the same time both the positive and negative sides of the
problem to be solved. If, further, a total nitrogen deter-
mination be made, we have also a measure of what the glue
might or should have been, and the nearer the gelatin
figure approaches to the total nitrogen the better the glue.

Briefly, the method we have used is :

—

(1) The determination of nitrogen by Kjeldahl's method.
(2) The determination of albumoses by determining the

nitrogen in the precipitate thrown down by zinc sulphate
(Factor= 5 ;;:;).

(3) The estimation of lower nitrogenous bodies either by
(a) precipitation by bromine, or (6) by taking the differ-
ence between the figure for albumoses and that for total
gelatin as estimated above.

Method.— One gnu. of finely powdered glue, or its

approximate equivalent of size, is dissolved in a quantity of
water not exceeding 20 c.c. While still hot, zinc sulphate
crystals are added in excess to saturate the solution. It is

then well stirred by a rod or nieehauieal stirrer, filtered

through a funnel containing a plug of glass wool forced
into the stem, and washed with saturated zinc sulphate
solution. The glass wool and precipitate are subjected to
analysis by Kjeldahl's method, the nitrogen found multiplied
by 5-33, giving the albumoses present.

Alternative Method.—The solution is made of the same
strength as before. Zinc sulphate crystals are used in
considerable excess, so that the solution becomes semi-
solid. It is then stirred with a rod—keeping the solution
hot—whereupon the albumoses cling to the rod and to the
sides of the vessel, leaving the solution practically clear.

Should the precipitated albumose be seen to still float after
stirring, the addition of more zinc sulphate will cause it to
coagulate and stick to the rod. The remaining liquid is

decanted off, the precipitate washed with saturated zinc
sulphate solution. The precipitate is dissolved in about
10 c.c. of concentrated sulphuric acid, and the nitrogen
determined by Kjeldahl's method. The latter method of
estimation is identical with that iu which the albumoses are
filtered, ami is much quicker in operation. The filtrate

from the albumoses may bs rejected, but if the determina-
tion of peptones and of bodies lower than peptones should
be required {e.g., creatinine, creatine, asparagine, &c.), the
peptones may be estimated in it by Allen's method, and the
lower nitrogenous bodies by the estimation of nitrogen in

the filtrate from the bromine precipitate. These iwer nitro-

genous bodies only occur in cases in which the glue has
undergone considerable decomposition by hydrolysis, caused
by excessive boiling, or by the glue having an excessive
acid or alkaline reactiou when boiled. The value of a glue
depends upon the percentage of albumoses present, and
moreover, anything which tends to deduct from the per-

centage present deteriorates the quality of the glue. Iu a
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lie tlic amounts of albumoses and of gelatin

present rmim I by Kjeldabi'-s method hould be
. -a!. Other nitrogenous bodies should be absent, siuce

they have no adhesive properties; whether the amount of

these lower nitrogenous bodi s acts only as dilutents

Hi- they are activi i
i I aus, is ai I yet quite clear,

and ci experimenting in this direction. It is by

no means uecessary to estimate the peptones by Uli

1. mid tli. ii tbe simpler bodies, Binee the

tone" figure obfc ined by [ [ua) to tlie sum
it- above two figures, and this difference figure is a

sure of the 1"- e< by the manufacturer, and

thus the care that has been used ia manufacture can be

i . ised.

[n ih. ... n pure gelatin (No. !) wa

for two or three hours under a reflex condenser. It wi be

seen from the tables that while the total figure for the

bas not dimi ilbumoses have don o

illustrating its deterioration in quality. Also in the ca

No. 7. an over-boiied glue, while the total nitrogen figure

the quality the materia! might

have attain! .1. yet 1... looses is only.">7 99,

showing that only this pe I the glue by weight,

and not 73 - 02, is ava adhesive purposes-. It will

also he seen in this sample thai a considerable quantity i 1

the peptones have been converted into simpler nitrogenous

thus iii Li ii in.' thai the glue has been considerably

over-boiled.

mode a means of testing the

quality of the glue it follows that there should be some

analogy between the as given by the albumen

figure and that given by the consistency. That such is

the case is shown by the figures given in the table, and

which are comparable with a set of figures in which the

-i.-tency has been estimated from the albumoses by

taking a uieau difference of 1 .4 per cent, in the albumoses

irrespond with a difference of 10 in the consistency

figure.

Discussion.

Prof. KirrixG said that there seemed to he a i

ana ]
i a the cl utch glue and gelatin under-

. boiling with water and those brought about in the

tment of an equally complex substance—starch, with

i or with diastase. In both cases the hydrolysis prob-

ItS in the prodnction of a great number of products

r two. The authors had distinguished

.
. albumoses and

-, but there was little doubt that under the head of

they were dealing with a great number of

com] .vise with the peptones. The suggestion for

the analysis of .
'

' iously a very good one, and the

otilv other point which he might raise was whether the

authors oi the paper had thought of using the polarimeter,

Which was so useful in obs ;
ress of decompo-

sition in of starch. - protoses were

con .

| be Ch narked that no pure

I

, had been obtai be recent researches of

ii Germany, had i.ivanced to such a si

that a complex compound related to the pro'tosis could lie

urity.

Mi. ii. S. c . . i . i ; i said that, on account of the difl

of consistency as shown by tin- ~talisties.it was evident th.it

tality oi gelatin bnd lien employed. It mas

possible from tl i
to tell exactly n I

from, and ti the lowest consistency glue

tbe. M .i. v and blood boiled up

together. The total amount of nitrogen was ilue to tin'

v
: ich tie is derived.

Dr. Parker said there was no doubt that in the various

1 e was a as amount of ignorance

: ,s to tie' it "'as not definitely

known how ma \ ' l

tests whicl ! but if

the method which the authors of the paper suggi

pre ipil - it won i i be a \ iry

able thing.

Mr. \\ \i-"-. said i ..lily of the resultant gelatin

upon the t i. trogt u of the

employed in manufacture.

Mr. Tuhtmvn said tl • the polarimetei but the
deflexions were not igh to give satisfactory result!
He disagreed with Mr, dairy that the analysis necessarily

pourtrayed the origin of the materials used in the mans
It seemed lo him a curious thing that they alwaj

got about 7 1 per cent, of gelatin by th< Ivjeldahl method,
which went to show that the total amount of nitrogen did

not depend upon the origin of the nitrogenous m; a';-

used. Whatever they made gi latin from, if they
ly they could get i ... rhey could
bone gelatin and they could make a go...

gelatin. The value of their process was that it -ho.

manufacturer what amen
i in lie had got .

amount hi' ought to gi t. That was a distinctive ad\

They did not clai ty in regard to tl

thought that the exami jlue upon the lini

had suggested was in many of the methods now
in use and could give the manufacturer valuable information.

NEW METHOD FOH Til! \NALYSIS OF TANNIK
AND TANNING MATERIALS, &c.

BY. DR. J. GORDON PARKER AMI E. 1. UlNKn IVVNE.

(Tnis .1 .. .1 .

Discussion on the Total Li.uk Absorption 1.

Mr. S. R. 1'kotm v\ said that in experimenting with ih.ir

he had found that in a few eases the total linii

absorption, if taken immediately after shaking, was dis

tinctly greater than at any subsequent period. The differ

ence was suffi tiently gn 1 to th.

extent of 5 per cent. Astir el sotrtewh

esting and might require lurthi r investigation by tlios.

interested ip the process he to >k advantage of !>r. Ilnrdot

Parker's presence to call bis attention to it.

Dr. J. Parker said, in reply, that urn

tain conditions, especially noted in sumacs, the lime -ol.itioi

formed at first a prei ipitafe by I asic gallate with gallic acid

ivuich subsequently dissolved, thus accounting for tile nan-

reading being lower than tbe first. This
]

inewhdl

intimately connected with another he had noted in eonM
tion with sumacs, viz., that in some eases praeti

whole ol the total lime i i
was due to

aeid. while in others it vnts l.ireeh due to gallic a

twi or three percent, bring ['his v

portant point for tame
i

produce true leather II bleacl getfl
these similes, containing much gallic acid, might atnjM

very well, but would udi

gorkstmr ^rrtton.

Meeting held at Queen's Hohl, L • Is, on Monday,
• u-l.

CHAIRMA

Tin: cxiVEii-siTY \n>) n i n:

r.i ll. U.

The present yen i- i. in the history ol

in Yorkshire as having wit . --. [ the birth

university. Independent ed upon it without i

desire, but the necessity

met with the I the > orkshiremn

by prii .it!' and public lihi uuds are 1"

of the com ti tl

therefore an appropriate til nsidi r in what way the!

funis can be-t h to promote the w

of those, both richer ami po

able - eml what ol

\ form the particular aim ol ;i ^ k.shire university.
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Wliilewe cannot hope to compete socially with, Oxford
and Cambridge, we may reasonably look forward to the

time when our university will become a centre of thought
and culture for many to whom the older universities are

inaccessible, and we hope that it may do much to spread

that interest in arts and literature without which no high
civilisation is possible, and which is the access to so niany

of the pleasures of educated life. Much weight must also

be laid on the important work which has hitherto beeu done
by the Yorkshire 1 'ollege, and which will be continued and
extended by the university, in training teachers for our
schools : and it is difficult to estimate the gain to our young
people of all classes from King brought under the influence

I of properly educated teachers, whose mental horizon is not

limited to the primary school and the " pupil-teachers'

centre."

These services, however, important as they are, are not

ipse which appeal most directly to at as a scientific and
technical association ; and what I wish more especially to

consider, is the direct influence which the university, may
exert on techn ilogy and on trade, and the lines on which,

in these respects, it cau render the greatest help to the

community.
We shall hardly dispute the necessity of a souud founda-

tion of general science for all technology, nor question the

wis loin of building up the most perfect teaching departments
which we can achieve in order to give it; but what may
not be quite' so obvious is the need that these departments
should not merely teach the elements of their respective

scicnee-, bat should be capable of carrying their instruction

up to the highest and most recent developments of know-
ledge. I do not say that the old-fashioned common-places
f elementary chemistry are played out, for we all know

of industries in which the law of combining proportions

would be high science, aid of mistakes which the merest
schoolboy knowledge should have prevented ; but new
industries arise out of new knowledge, and it is impossible

to say how soon the most abstruse investigation ma}r

become the source of important practical progress. How
many chemists of the oil are aide to discuss the

wandering of the ions and their electric potentials, which
ire subjects of earnest thought to those engaged in the

jheniistry of such processes as electrolytic soda and bleach

manufacture, or the electrolyt separation of metals; yet

we have seen how soon such processes may completely
evolutionise an old-established chemical industry. How
nany of us have studied, as they ought to be studied, the

(henomena of catalysis as they affect the sulphuric acid

contact" process, or have fully mastered the intricacies

if the "phase-rule"' which is shown to have- governed the

latural separation of the various salts in a salt deposit,

ind which equally may be applied to the separation by
iiystallisation - ilt-solutious in a chemical works? It is

leedless to multiply instances; but we want to place in

he hands of our young men those weapons which were
'.nknowD in our student days, and which we handle, if at

II, with something of the stiffness of middle age. Such
eaching needs the resources of a university, and can only

e effectively given by the co-operation of the ablest men
l the various related sciences working in well-provided

iboratories. It is not merely the professors who take

Jeii part in such a training, but of perhaps equal value is

le influence of one student upon another, and only those
> 'ho, like myself, have acquired most of their knowledge

y laborious private study, often in loneliness and im-

mpathetie surroundings, em fully appreciate how our
'ay would have been smoothed, and how much higher it

[light have led, if we had had the advantages which a
liversity would have put at our disposal.

In England we have not. yet succeeded in enlisting

tfficiently the highest scientilie ability in the cause of

dustry. Our greatest masters of pure science rank with
lose of any country : but though we can point to many
illiant exceptions, I do not think that the average of
tr technical chemists cau compare in training, or perhaps
en ia ability, with their German competitors. As au
my depends for success on its officers, so also does an
dustry

; and if our chemists are inferior, we are bound
be driven ultimately from the field, though for a time

: may hold the positions which we have won. If my

assertion is admitted, and I do not think it will be disputed
by anyone to whom both countries are familiar, it is of
the utmost importance that we should search for the cause,
for I cannot for a moment admit that it lies in any natural
inferiority of the English race. Rather, I should be inclined
' ' >. and I have had rather unusual opportunities of
observing students of many nationalities, that the English-
man would be well capable of holding his own, if he started
with anything like an equal training. Unfortunately this, is

not usually the case. It is exceptional to fiud the student
fresh from school possessed of a good working knowdedge of
arithmetic and elementary algebra outside the regular school
examples

; and this is even more the case with youths item
public and upper middle class schoola, than with those from
the excellent higher grade and modern schools of our cities.

A reading knowledge of modern languages is generally
conspicuous by its absence, while the loreigu student can
avail himself of the literature of at least one or two other

sages beside his own. This is certainly due to no
incapacity in the Englishman, but rather to the conviction
on t: I

.

i schoolmaster that a language is mostly
important a- an exercise in philology and grammar, -v

reading knowledge of any one of the latin or teutonic
langi e attained by most people in a few months
of well-direct d work, and forms an excellent basis for the
more complete study which is needed t > write and speak it

correctly.

A still more serious difficulty, however, than the want of
preliminary training is the lack of inducement to first-rate

men i" a !< l1 chemistry as a profession. It is not
to he expect I that an able man will encounter the expense
and !

i". of time involved in a four or five years' training
such as :s common with German chemists, unless he cau
fee! so irtainty of a comfortable livelihood as
its ujtii dt: If he is possessed of energy and busi-

ness capacity he- wiil probably find more remunerative ways
of spending his time, while the scientific enthusiast finds

quite as hopeful a pecuniary result in pure chemistry, and
recoils from the narrow routine into which many technical

chemists are forced. This condition of things is largely due
to the scientific ignorance of manufactuters anil business
men, to many of whom (I fear I might say to most), a
chemist is merely a man who can wash bottles and make an
analysis. Sow there are plenty of men who can do this, at

least when the analysis is not out of their routine, who can
t for from 30s. to oQs. a week, and are very possibly not

i more. A prospect of this sort will not pay for five

:ation after school years, or be much inducement
to the man who can afford it ; and the manufacturer will

not see why he should pay more than appears to him to he
the market price of the article he wants. Clever as he may
be in judging his wares, he does not see that he is getting a

chemical labourer instead of a chemist. The labourer has
his uses, and is abundant in German laboratories, but he is

not there called a chemist, hut a " laborant." The only-

way out of this difficulty seems to me to lie in the better

education of the manufacturer. It is in most cases useless

for him to suppose, even if he has had an adequate

chemical training, that burdeneel as he is with the business

control of a large affair, he can himself devote the time

and continuous study necessary to keep his manufacture
abreast of the latest scientific thought, and introduce all

possible improvements, though, in many cases, if he bad
adequate aid to develop his practical suggestions, he might
do much. Butevenafar less knowledge than this would
enable him to realise the directions in which a first-rate

chemist might assist him, and to jade' the capabilities of

the men at his disposal. Having found the man that. he
needs, it is a short-sighted policy, commoner I fear in

England than in America, to continue to pay him less than
his real value. The profits that might be made in many
industries by a first-rate chemist under first-rate business

management are so large that liberal payment can W'ell be

afforded, and if this were gi> en, the fear that your hciuist,

having learned your technical secrets, might carry them to

some better market, would be much less likely to be justified.

In this direction, of course, personal reliability i» as important

as scientific attainments.

Another mistake, which is not confined to English

manufacturers, is having got your ideal chemist, with the

D S
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rare power of originating and carrying ont new ideas, nol

to give him adequate assistance, but to keep him at routine

work, which could be done equally well by the chemical

labourer. No man can do more than a limited amount of

work, or develop new ideas without time for thought, and 1

have in my mind a case, nut this time in England, where a

firm is losing hundreds if not thousands in this way, to save

a few pounds a week.

So far I have spoken mainly of purely scientific training,

but there are few manufactures in which a chemist trained

only in the chemical laboratory can make himself of much
ose till he has gained experience in the works, and this

is trite in industries of a purely chemical character, though

not to the same extent as in those like my own
branch, in which chemical ami mechanical operations are

of equal importance. It is not possible that any university

or college training can entirely do away with this in

hut if the gap cannot be entirely avoided, it is worthy of

consideration how far it can he bridged or narrowed.

This is one of the aims of technological as distinguished

from purely scientific teaching. Another aim is to present

to the student in a scientific and systematic way the

special chemical problems 01 an industry, and to make
clear the underlying reasons for operations, which at the

works are often carried on in a purely empirical way, and

with little clear understanding of the relation between

cause ami effect. In order to do this with effect, certain

knowledge of the practical methods of the trade is oh -

needful. In order to carry out experiments, machines and

special apparatus are often necessary, and in the partially

mechanical trades a degree of manual skill is required to

imitate sufficiently for experimental purposes the processes

of the factory. All this must obviously be provided if the

university is to undertake technical teaching of more than

a purely theoretical kind ; and this being so, the question

naturally arises as to how far this practical side of the

work is to be can ied ; and the answer will to a considerable

extent depend on the circumstances of the trade. The idea

which has found favour with the authorities of technical

schools has usually been to imitate as far as possible the

conditions of the factory in order to give what is called

" practical experience." I do not say that this is in every

case a mistaken course, but I think very special circum-

stances are required to render it a wise one. and that these

very circumstances usually place it outside the scope of

university work. The ordinary evening school tecl.n ilogj

may in most cases be dismissed as almost a pure waste of

public money as regards improvement of trade—a sowing

of seeds in unfilled and often infertile soil. To improve an

industry something more than evening class knowledge is

required, and however admirable a little knowledge may be,

the working man is rarely in a position to put it in practice.

Of course in this estimate I do not include such work as

that of the Bradford Technical College, or our own evening

classes, which appeal to the class of foremen and work;,

managers, who both need and can use the special informa-

tion given them. There are also cases in which the actual

teaching of a trade in evening schools seems to be justified

by public needs. A good instance of this is shoe manu-

facture. In old times the village shoemaker bought his

leather of the village tanner and the village currier, and

did the work with his own hands from start to finish. Now
a man may spend his entire working life in cnttniL' soles

with an eccentric press, or lasting uppers with a lasting

machine. However intelligent such a man may be, the

factory affords him no scope to learn his trade a~ a whole,

and when a foreman or a works manager is required, it is

impossible to find one who has a practical knowledge of the

whole manufacture. In this case the trade school co

the training of the cither workman, and to

enable him to realise the relation of his own part of the

work to the whole.

A somewhat similar need may be felt in the higher walks

of technical education in trades like leather manul

where the apprenticeship Bystem has almost completely

broken down, and the only way for a young man of moderate

to gain access to leathi r works is to make himself of

sufficient immediate practical value to obtain a post. Apart,

however, from these exceptional cases, it is my deliberate

opinion that it is no part of the work of a university to

teach tb,e manual dexterities of a trade beyond the point
which is necessary for successfnl study and experiment. In-

fact I think the English manufacturer is apt to waste too

much of his son's time on such attainments. For an
employer or even a manager it is necessary to know how
every pari of the work should be rightly done, but be can
hardly hope to rival his workmen iu manual skill, while it

tionable wisdom to court the possibility of failure,

lie must know much of which his workmen are iguorant,

but need not compete with them in their own department]
It is impossible, too, for the University really to give the
experience of a factory without transforming itself into one,
and as soon as work is on a Sum it lit scale to give ex-
perience, the commercial element must needs come in, and
t i possibilities of instruction are much lessened. No betta
teaching in many directions can be given to a student than
by the deliberate production of failures in order to ascertain
their rinses, but this is only possible when the work i-

small a scale that profit and loss can be . !. At
the same time one may strongly condemn that academic
attitude which regards nej considerations as of no momenfl
The cost and practicability of a process should never he

lost sight of from the time that any question of practical-'

application arises, though iu the study of principles they
have no importance.

I have already implied that the University has no place
for the slight and superficial technology which i~ often

called " elementary ;
" but the re il scientific elements of the

subject it must teach in order to lay a sound foundation,
while iu my opinion, whatever technology it does touch, it

should aim at carrying to the very highest standard which
can be attained. To do this, the departments must be
staffed with the very best men in their respective branches
and as such men will always have careers open to them out-
side the academic world, liberal inducements must be offerel

to secure them, either in direct stipend, or the ] ihilities

of profitable outside work. Again, the maintenance of such
departments is necessarily costly, the number of students is

at present generally limited, and the space and material

required is much larger per student than in tie- ordinary
science course. How then are these expenses to be met?
Fees in England are already very high as c unpared to those
in Germany, and many of the young men to whom it is

most desirable in the public interest to give a complete
education in technology already find the exp
to meet. If fees were raised to such a standard as to pay
the present actual cost, the numb r of students

much reduced as again to heavily increase the cost per head,
while the numbers educated would be uselessly curtailed.

Such education cannot be self-supporting, and we have only
the alternatives of letting it drop, or of supporting it by
public funds or private liberality. Whatever might other-

wise be the economically correct course, we are left little

practical choice, since Germany has set the pace and
cannot afford to drop out of the race. Having -tarted

we must do it thoroughly, for the prize is onlv to the

winner.

The difficulty, however, is only half overcome when
have found the teaching, we have still to attract the i

sort of students iu sufficient numbers, and these are

found exclusively or even mainly among the wealtl

classes. Originality of mind and the power of eontinu

application to a difficult problem are rare gifts, ai

more rare when combined in the same individual, yet they

are absolutely necessary for the advanced technical chemUt.
Men who have them are worth educating even at the public

cost, hut it is questionable whether we succeed in getn'ng

them under our present -> stem of scholarships ; the powers

which make for sue. ess in a school examination often

count for very little in after life, and in fact originality

rather tends to failure. 1 think it is worth consideration

whether some of the money now spent iu scholarships would

not be better devoted to a general lowering of fees, so as to

make the struggle a mot n one, and trn-t to the

"survival of the fittest." But if «, are to continue the

scholarship system, I should like to see it les- d>

on mere examination results than on the opinion of the

teacher. It would be no difficult matter for the inti

schoolmaster to pick out a limited number of his

promising pupils for a year's preliminary university tr.iini. I

to tne

en we

r,- net

althier

tinned
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•from those who had passed the test of the school-leaviug
or matriculation examination. These would come specially

under the notice of the University Professors, who would
again select or recommend those who should continue for a
complete course. No favouritism would be possible, as the
fcrofessors would not act indhidually, but as a board of
selection, and would judge not only by the regular
examinations but by their personal observation of the
work done in classes and laboratories. It would rarely
happen that men so chosen would turn out practical failures,

though other than purely -eieutifie qualities might be taken
into reckoning.

There is, however, another inducement which is needed
in addition to scholarships, and which is even more
efficient—1 mean the reasonable prospect of a remunerative
pos: in the future. It is not necessary, as Sir W. Ramsai
remarked in his interesting presidential address, that all

the prizes should be large if there are some good ones,
and a reasonable chance for the rest. Employers might
remember that in offering posts to young men tl

not merely in many cases doing a very profitable thing for
themselves, but are performing a public service in assisting
the great work of education which is to train the captains,
if not the generals, of the army of British industry.

So far I have spoken of the University merely ;i- a

teaching organisation, but there is another function which
I regard as of, at least, equal importance, and which has
been carried on in the past under the greatest difficulties—
•I refer to research, not merely in pure science, but in

technology. As regards the application of practical pro-
cesses already worked out in the laboratory, the manu-
facturer may be trusted to take care, but there are all

sorts of broader issues, which at the moment show no
prospect of profit, but which are the foundations of future
advance. Unless these are investigated by scientific men,
who work not merely for instant reward, and who are
independent of the immediate financial result, they will

not be investigated at all, and there is nowhere where the
work can be done so well or so cheaply as in a university,
where both the men and the appliances must be provided
for teaching. Even from the teaching point of view there
is nothing more calculated to develop the growing mind in

•the direction of practical and productive work than to see
investigation and discovery going on around it, aud there
is no other way in which a teacher can become a living

exponent of advancing science.

If, however, research is to be recognised as an important
part of the duty of a university, it must be provided for and
encouraged.

Discovery is a thing which cannot be commanded, but
must be long and patiently sought, sometimes without
result, and always with much planning how the problem is

to be attacked, and meditation as to the meaning of the
results actually attained. It is often necessary to spend
.hours apparently doing nothing, but inwardly thinking
strenuously. Though this is obvious enough to the
discoverer, it is often quite incomprehensible to others. 1

remember an inventor in the somewhat humbler walks of

knowledge complaining to me that when he sat over the
fire at nights thinking over his schemes, his wife could not

conceive what he was doing and blamed his laziness. I
fear that too often the world in general, and specially the

employer, adopts the attitude of the wife; aud your dis-

coverer is often a sensitive man who dislikes being even
tacitly blamed, aud turns for safety to the old routine in

which immediately tangible results can be shown. It is

I difficult to put a limit on what might be accomplished in

t industry by the employer who had sufficient knowledge and
tact to sympathise with the intelligent young chemist, to

I discuss with him the possibilities of advance, and to point
ont the difficulties which his practical experience told him
to expect.

In a university, this want of sympathy and comprehension

j

is not so likely to occur, but on the other hand the want of

I quiet and uninterrupted time for work is a great bar to

j
success. It is but rarely that odd half hours or even odd
hours can be successfully utilised ; apparatus takes time to

set up, and experiments must often be carried through at

one sitting, but above all, time is needed for unbroken

thought, only those who have tried can know how a chance
visitor or a ring on the telephone can break up a laborious
and intricate chain of thought, aud how long it takes to get
ideas in train again. It is not merely professors but the
younger staff whose opportunity for research should be
amply provided and carefully guarded, and to the latter it is

especially important, since published research is the only
means by which they can recommend themselves for the

!

'

posts, the hope of which induces them to work at
the low salaries at present paid. For advanced students

iplc experimental wmk on practical problems is the
best possible training. For this purpose the University has
decided to admit postgraduate students at very much
reduced fees, and it is much to be wished that a certain
number either of scholarships-, and, what would probably be
better, of junior posts as research assistants to professors
could be created to enable promising students to complete
their training in research. Such posts should of course
be of .: temporary character, say, for one year only, and
should be awarded, not by examinatiou, but in recognition
of practical work already done.

Discussion,

Prof. A. S.mithells fully agreed with Prof. Procter's ideas
and had never heard a more succinct account of the
subject. Many factors had to be considered. Employers
said the workmen's attitude often prevented successful
applicatiou of science to industry. The state of affairs had
much improved in the last 20 years, but was still unsatis-
factory. He could not sec that the professors were to
blame. Material was available, but employers expected
immediate returns and it was difficult to convince them that

time aud capital must be spent before results could be
obtained. They were often reluctant to let their chemists
get practical experience by having the run of the works,
lu ordinary business valuable services were proportionally
well paid, and a good chemist would not be tempted to take
his knowledge aud experience elsewhere if it were made
to his interest to remain.

Mr. F. W. Richardson asked what a young man's aim
and object was in taking up chemistry. If compelled to

become a stcondary chemist the outlook was poor. Manu-
facturers kept chemists testing samples only and expected
immediate increases in income, instead of providing time

and money for them to improve processes. Chemists often

became managers or commercial travellers on account of the
low salaries paid. He thought it was important to employ
men of originality, and. as examinations were most imper-
fect tests, some other system was wanted to secure the

man of most promising practical ability.

Mr. George Ward took exception to the depreciation

of technical schools, which he thought were likely to

produce in workmen-students more sympathy with, and
inclination to try, new and improved processes. He
thought a system of bursaries to enable promising work-
men to go to universities from technical schools might be
useful.

ill. E. BiiKFFiT, speaking from an employer's point of

view, said that college students although requiring at least

three years to learn sufficient to be of value, expected

high salaries at once. It had occurred to him that

arrangements might be made for scholarship holders to

studv specified manufactures. He offered to let a college

student study glass manufacture at his company's works.

The worst manufacturer spoilt the trade of the best, by
selling below cost price. In England practically no atten-

tion had been paid to the cost of glass manufacture. In

Germany and the United States the relative cost of pro-

duction in all countries had been investigated. He
believed that if English industry could not prosper by
the application of scientific methods it could not in any

other way.

Mr. Bakbejs thought examinations did not encourage

originality or advance technical knowledge. Unsuccessful

candidates often did better work afterwards in research

and technology. Manufacturers were now more ready to

give their sous technical training. The talent was present

in both working and middle classes if only means were
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devised for getting the original men rather tbau tho-e who
were m i ssful in examinations.

Mr. Pbqcteb, in. reply, said that even if workmen had
useful ideas, it was not often that they were in :i position

to introduce them in practice, and their want of general
ific education rendered it very difficult for them to

benefit bi ad vamed technological instruction. It was often
i to obtain manufacturers' consent for students to

see their works, and he thanked Mr. Breffit for bis offer.

(@bituarp.

WILLIAM CHATTAWAY, F.C.S., IMC.

Membeb oi i in: Society of Chemical Lydustby,
Chief Chemist \ni> Manages For. the Societv of

Apothecaries of London, &c.

William Chattaway was born in ls61,and eon n, need
his professional career in 1877 with Mr. Joseph Young,
chemist, Leicester, who with his pharmaceutical profes-
sion also united an extensive analytical practice. It was

under such auspices that Mr. Chattaway's practical
knowledge wasgamed. Leaving Lei. ester he proceeded
to l'aris, where he made the acquaintance of ClievrenL
This acquaintance ripened into close friendship, the
aged chemist aud the younger one keeping in touch with
each other until the death of the former. After passing
his minor and major examinations, in 18S:i and LS89
respectively, William Chattaway went to Sheffield a*
senior assistant to the late Mr. A. II. Allen, with whom
he was associated for seven years, latterly as a partner
in a branch laboratory which Mr. Allen had opened In

Loudon. Mr. Chattaway rendered Mr. Allen con-
siderable assistance in the compilation of portions of his

Commercial Organic Analysis. When the late Mr. II.

II. L'avies was taken ill, Mr. Chattaway was tem-
porarily appointed us chief chemist an 1 manager of the
Apothecaries' Hall, anil was confirmed in the appoint-
ment when Mr. Davies died in 1893. Mr. Chattaway
was also public analyst for the boroughs of Hammer-
smith and Colchester. He was, moreover, recently
commissioned by the Pharmacopoeia Committee of tin

General Medical Council to prepare a digest of pub.
lished researches and criticisms bearing upon
matter of the latest edition oi the British Pharma-
copoeia. Mr. Chattaway was greatlj interested in

photography, and had done some good work on colour
photography. He died on Oct. 7th, at the age oi 48.
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I.-PLANT, APPARATUS, AND MACHINERY.

English Patents.

Furnaces ; Impts. in . F. J. Doyle, Chicago.
Eng. fat. 22,007, Oct. 13, 1903.

The furnace consists ol an outer cylindrical shell 5, sup-
ported on a suitable base I. The dome-shaped grate :'>7 is

supported above the ash-pit 2 by the pillar 3S.. and can
be rotated by the mechanism 42, jo. and 39. The ash-pit 2

has a door 3 provided with an adjustable damper 4 for

controlling the supply of the "initial air." Openings in

the shell, not sho<"u iu the figure, are left at intervals around

the grate for stoking. The fuel chamber is formed by Uh
inner sloping wall 1 1, which, after contracting to the throat

at :ju, widens again to allow the fuel to be easily charged

through the opening at the top, which is closed by the cover 48.

The products of combustion pass from the lower part of

the fire-box to the primary combustion chamber 2J. and

theme through the space 27 to the downtakc pa

through the openings 30, aud the uptake passage 22 '" the

final mixing chamber 23, and away by the pass

The air for combustion enters by the passage (i, and flows

through the heating passages 21, 20, aud 10, one portion

going by the openings 44 to the primary combustion

chamber 25, and another portion by the perforations la t'
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the uptake 22, tlie direction of the air and gases being

indicated by the arrows. Another form of the furnace,

applicable to firiug a boiler, has an annular fuel chamber,

".';:.. .__:".

»ith suitable charging hoppers. The gases and heated air,

ifter circulating in a somewhat similar manner, finally pass
hrough a central vertical chamber to the boiler flues.

—W. H. C.

Pasty or Fluid Substances ; Apparatus for Drying .

A. Huillard, Paris. Eng. Pat. 24,93], Nov. 16, 1903.

in endless band of metal netting is caused to dip in a
rough containing the substance to be dried; it thus carries

bnvard a certain quantity of the substance in its meshes,

ind is passed into a chamber divided by a series of baffle-

)lates into a number of compartments. The metal band
ravels over and under a series of upper guide rolls and a
series of lower driving rolls, arranged alternately, and is

hus conducted in a zigzag path through all the compart-
nents, whilst a current oi heated air is passed in au opposite
lirection. When the metal band emerges from the drying
chamber, the dried material is removed by a number of

'otary brushes. A tension arrangement is provided which
eleases the tension on the cloth intermittently by the action

fa cam.— J. F. 15.

Mixing, Emulsifying, and Homogenising Liquids; Appa-
ratus for . G. A. Bouuet, Paris. Eng. Pat. 14,621,

June 29, 1904. Under Intemat. Conv., July 1, 1903.

IE Addition, of June 21, 1904, to Fr.Pat. 333,501 of 1903,
ollowing these. —T. F. B.

United States Patents.

Drying Apparatus. E. Meyer, Chicago. U.S. Pat.

771,994, Oct 11, 1904.

^V eotvrv drum, having two annular rows of shelves and a

tentral tube extending throughout its length, is mounted in

|. heatiug chamber. The fire gases pass first along the

outside of the drum, and return through the same to the
outlet. Means are provided for feeding the material to be
Iried, and for drawing the gases through the drum.

—W. H. C.

Drying Apparatus. H. Hencke, Berlin. U.S. Pat.

773,390. Oct. 25, 1904.

V Continuous band passes over and between a series of
otatiug hollow cylinders, which have perforated surfaces,

,

nd are provided with means for sucking air and liquid from

their interior. The largest of the cylinders is partly sur-
rounded by a perforated casing, the space between the
surface of the cylinder and the casing decreasing in the
direction of the rotation of the former, aud an outer tank
surrounds cylinder and casing. Means are provided for

removing the dried material from the band, aud for wash-
ing the latter.—W. H. C.

Distilling and Evaporating Apparatus. W. H. Gesner,
Assignor to the Caribbean Manufacturing Co., New York.
U.S. Pat. 773,139, Oct. 25, 1904.

A screw conveyor has a portion of its convolutions solid,

and a portion hollow and perforated, with means for

supplying heat to the latter. The whole is situated in a

perforated tubnlar case, which is surrounded by a larger,

enter, non-perforated casing. The space between the two
cases is connected to a condenser, and a current from the
apparatus to the condenser is induced by a Ian.

—W. H. C.

Centrifugal Machine. T. S. Patterson, >,Vw York,
Assignor to the Oil and Waste Saving Machine Co.,

Rochester, N.Y. U.S. Pat. 773,220, Oct. 25, 1904.

The rotating drum of the machine is provided with per-

forations on its side wall, and is mounted vertically in a
steam casing, having a suitable steam inlet and outlet, and
a trapped cover. The drum is rotated by means of a turbine

placed directly beneath it and in the casing. A pipe is

arranged to deliver steam against the vanes of the turbine.

—W. H. C.

Centrifugal Machine [Separator]. A. J. Ericsson,

Assignor to Aktiebolaget Separator, Stockholm. U.S.
Pat. 773,489, Oct. 25, 1904.

See Fr. Pat. 342,115 of 1904; this J., 1901, 895.—T. F. 15.

Furnace. E. Lane, Kansas City, Mo. U.S. Pat. 773,328,

Oct. 25, 1904.

The furnace has front and rear combustion chambers,

which increase in cross-sectional area from front to rear, and
which are separated by a wall, and connected by an opening

in the wall and by a flue. A boiler having a flue of

increasing cross-sectional area from front to rear, is inter-

posed between the rear combustion chamber and the stank.

— VV. H. C.

Filter-Press. J. W. Xeill, Salt Lake City, Utah.

IS. Tat. 772.172. Oct. 18, 1904.

The press consists of a vertical cylinder the bottom of

which is formed by the filtering medium, supported by a

suitable plate. A reciprocating plunger works in the

C3'linder and forces the liquid through the filtering medium.
Means are provided for actuating the plunger, for feeding

the liquid to be filtered, and for controlling lite feed.

—W. II. c.

Filtering Apparatus. H. E. Cassel, < olorado Springs, Colo.

U.S. Pat. 773,473, Oct. 25, 1904.

A tank is combined with enclosed filtering cells having a

suction-pump connected thereto. The apparatus has a

removable bottom, with means for raising and lowering the

same. Means are provided for withdrawing the "pulp"
from the bottom of the apparatus and distributing it at the

top.—W. H. C.

French Patents.

Retort Furnaces ; Inclined . E. Derval. Second

AdditioD, dated June 4, 1904, to Fr. Pat. 321,154,

May 3, 1 902.

See Eng. Pat. 21,964 of 1303 ; this J., 1904, 859.—T. F. P.

Liquids; Process for Desiccating [Evaporating] .

\V. 1). Xeel. Fr. l'at. 344,072, June I 5, 1904.

See Eng. Pat. 13,186 of 1904; this J., J90-S, S14.—T. F. B.

Heating Fluids of all kinds ; Utilising the Heat of [Che-

mical] Reactions for —— . A. Lang. Second Addition,

dated June 17, 1904, to Fr. Tat. 331,997 of May 12, 1903.

. In order to set fire to the mixture which, on combustion, is

to give out heat, there is embedded in it a conical cup
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containing a layer of aluminium mixed with some peroxide,
and th'ia is covered by a layer of a mixture of magnesium
and potassium chlorate. The layer of magnesium is

hermetically covered by a plate of celluloid; and this maj
be ienited by means of a match. (See also this J., 1904

! G

Jhat liberated by theCrystallisalion ofSaturated Solutions ,-

Utilising . L J. J. B. Cheneau. Fr. Pat. 344,513,
July 1, 1904.

Cktstauisi d strontium hydroxide is dissolved in boiling
water to saturation, and the solution is run into suitable
vessels, as into the warmers for railway carriages, for
supplying heat continuously as long as crystallisation
proceeds. The product when cold is stated to be, not a
solid, but a pasty mass, putting no strain upon the
containing vessel.—E. s.

Filleriii:/ Liquids ; Apparatus for . A. J. Hosier,
A. Wliatlev, and W. Kelly. Fr. Pat. 344,089, June 17.
1904.

The liquid filters through a fine copper or brass sieve
contained in a drum suitably rotated, and the residue
accumulating on the sieve is swept out by a rotating brush,
driven by a belt and pulleys from the shaft rotating the
drum, and falls into an outer casing, from which it is

removed.—L. F. G.

'Filter Element, and Method of Construction. Iv. Kiefcr.

Fr. Pat. 344,254, June 24, 1904.

Each "element" of the filter is formed of a metal tube
H, having a flange F' and a collar F, between which a
disc of coarse wire gauze A is held, and which serves to

separate the " elements " from one another, and to allow the
liquid which is to be filtered, to reach the filtering medium,
The latter, which consists of two layers of compressed paper
pulp M, between which layers of fine wire gauze S, S', of
less diameter than the layer of pulp, are placed. The mesh
of this gauze is of sufficient lineiuss to prevent the lilircs

of the pulp passing through, but allows the filtered liquid
to flow through and away by the openings 1, to the central

tube. The central portion of the pulp is more strongly
compressed thau the outer portion, as indicated by the
darker shading, in order to prevent the passage of the
liquid laterally to the central tube, and to allow the corru-
gations of the plates 1', F' to form a tight joint between two
" .kin, nis." In use, a number of these elements are joined
together 1111.

1 placed it: a suitable vessel, fed with the liquid
to be tillered. The process of forming the '-elements" is

as follows: A suitable quantity of paper pulp is put into
a circular vessel, having a central vertical core, and filter

bottom which can be forced upwards. The fine gauze discs
are next placed on the surface of the pulp, and then b

portion of the latter. The vesst I bavins been closed by a lid,

the bottom is forced upwards and the pulp compressed.
After releasing the pressure, lowering the central core, and

removing the cover, the coarse gauze disc and the central
tube are inserted, and the complete " element " removed

ai

.- complete "element" removed
by a special instrument arid placed ill the filter.—W. II. C.

Filters ; Impls. in . Mine. II. Breyer, nee Mitterbacher,
ami A. Jurnitschek de Wehrstedt. Fr. Pat. 344,351,
June 27, 1904.

The filtering medium is composed of well-burnt bricks or
tiles, reduced to a sufficiently tine condition that the paxttcU

to the filter cloth, which is supported ou a vertical

perforated plate.—\V. II. 1

Emulsifying and Miring Liquids; Apparatus for .

G. A. Bonnet, first Addition, dated June 21, 1904, to
Fr. l*at. 833,501, duly 1, 1903.

The liquids to be mixed are forced under pressure into a
vertical cylinder, in which slides a piston on which a certain

pressure is exerted by a spring, rhe liquids are then
through a series of fine holes into a central exit channel,
and thus mixed.—L. F. G.

Distillation; Apparatus for . I. II. Jewell.
Fr. Pat. 34 1,363, June 28, 1904.

A noii.i.n or still 6 having a cylindrical extension 7. is

bolted to a flanged cylinder 5, which forms the condenser.
The plate 9, interposed between the flanges, serves E
separate the still from the condenser. The still, which
may be healed by a steam coil 12, 13, as shown, or by
a ring of gas burners placed below, has a dome-shaped
cover, part of which, IOO, is easily removable. The water,

or other liquid to be distilled, is supplied from the ball-

tap cistern 16, and is kept at a constant level. The vapour

passes through the tubes 20, which are fastened into the

plate 9 by the nuts 2(1, and is condensed by means of water,

which enters at 27 and leaves at 2S. The bottom of the

condenser is formed by the plate 10, through which the ends

of the tube l'o pass, and a \csscl 2;i is fixed below to collect

the distillate.—W. II. C.
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II.-FUEL. GAS. AND LIGHT.

Benzene in Illuminating Gas; Determination of .

0. Pfeiffer. XXIII., page 1116.

Soap and Candles; Manufacture of .

J. Lewkowitsch. XII., page 1100.

English Patents.

Fuels ; Method and Apparatusfor Determining the Heating
Value of Gaseous and Liquid . H. Junkers. Eng.
Pat. 18.437, Aug. 26, 1901. XXIII., page 111-',.

Gas Producers. J. G. Nash, Adelaide, Australia.

Eng. Pat. 17,712, Aug. 15, 190-1.

A feeding device, comprising a rylinder and reciprocating
plunger, is arranged upon the side of the producer for

charging bituminous fuel into the incandescent zone of the

fuel within tbe producer. At suitable intervals a quantitv
of the coal may be allowed to rest iu tbe cylinder until it

has become coked by tbe beat from the interior of tbe
producer, whereupon the coke is withdrawn through a side

snoot. At the top of the producer is provided an arrange-
ment for feeding coke or the like, and at the bottom is a

water-sealed fire-grate and an inlet for the air blast. The
valves controlling the air blast and a blow-off pipe for

surplus gas are connected to a gas-holder, so that the pro-

duction and storage of gas cease when the gas-holder is full.

The apparatus is provided at various points with poker-,
working through ball-and-socket bearings, for loosening
fuel, clearing flues. .Sc.—H. B.

Gas Retorts [^Continuous Carbonisation"]. J. Verdier and
P. Teuton, Marseilles. Eng. Pat 18,364, Aug. 24, 19D4.
Under Internat. Conv., Sept. 2, 1903.

A vertical retort is provided at the top with a feeding
device, and at the bottom with a discharging device, each
of these consisting of a rotatable plug provided with a
cavity. The feeder and discharger are rotated continuously
by means of suitable gearing, whilst a conveyor serves to

bring fresh coal to the charging hopper and to remove the
•coke as discharged.—H. 15.

Gas-testing Apparatus. A. H. Lvmn. Eng. Pat. '.'3,77 I,

Nov. 3, 1903. XXIII.; page 1113.

Cement or Moulded Articles ; Apparatus and Process for
Utilising Gas Lime or other Calcium Compounds and
Clinker, Slag, or other Silieious or Aluminous Mm rial

for the Manufacture of . J. Bond. Eng. Pat.

-23,213, Oct. 27, 1903. IX., page 1091.

Incandescence Bodies for Electric Glow Lamps; Manu-
facture of . C. D. Abel, London. From Siemens
uud Halske A.-G., Berlin. Eng. Pat. 20,277, Sept. 20,
1904.

Incandescence filaments are made of molybdenum,
thorium, tungsten, zirconium, or an alloy of any of these
metals with each other, cr with other metals fusible with
difficulty, the metal or alloy being completely free from all

I non-metallic substances. The metal is used in the form of
drawn wires, preferably drawn from metal which has been

' fused previously, as, for instance, by passing an electric

I current through it in a vacuum or in an indifferent
' atmosphere.—H. B.

United States Patents.

Carbon Analysis ; Method of . G. O. Seward,
Assignor to Eimer and Amend. U.S. Pat. 773,529,
Oct. 25, I 904. XXIII., page 1 1 15.

Gits
; Apparatus for Manufacturing . R. Dempster,
Marietta, Ohio. U.S. Pat. 772,224, Oct. 11, 1904.

Tin: apparatus consists of a retort formed of a number of
superposed chambers connected together and heated ex-
ternally. Inside the chambers, perforated tubes, surrounded
with a finely-divided packing material, extend from one end
to the other. Air-supply pipes lead into one end, and air-

and oil-supply pipes into the other end of each of the
chambers, the volumes of gas being intermingled by passing
through the packing material. See also U.S. Tats. 692,77'?,
703,901, aud 743,468 ; this J., 1902, 600, 1128 ; 1903, 12S7.

—W. C. H.

Gas Producers. .T. A. Herrick, Philadelphia, Pa.
U.S. Pat. 773,143, Oct. 25, 1904.

The producer is provided with a grated lid, in the openings
of which, bricks are seated which extend beyond the inner

'
ag, and their surfaces are exposed to tarry

products distilled from fuel in the producer.—W. C. II.

French Patents.

Retort Furnaces. E. Derval. Fr. Pat. 339,015,
Sept. 5, 1903.

The furnace is constructed so as to have a gas-producer
and a recuperator situated entirely beneath the retort bench,
and separated from one another by the flue which lea I I

the chimney.—H. B.

Gas-Producer. G. zur Linden.

June 15, 1904.

Fr. Pat. 344,069,

To prevent the adhesion of clinker to the interior walls of
the producer, the walls are kept cool by means of currents
of st.-ain. For example, the whole of the lining of the
chamber may be provided with perforations aud horizontal
and vertical slits, through which steam is introduced; or
the lining may have the form of a succession of annular,
sloping projections, beneath which, when the producer is

filled with fuel, there are left open annular spaces into
which steam is introduced.— II. II.

Gas oi- Vapour and Air. or a Mixture of Gas and Air, for
Combustion; Method and Apparatus for Obtaining .

The > Snell, Phillips Syndicate, Ltd. Fr. Pat.

344,020, June 16, 1904.

The apparatus comprises a water-sealed bell, a motor which,
acting through a mechanism similar to that used in phono-
graphs, alternately raises and lowers the bell, and a hollow
valve (either a slide valve or a rotating valve), which
is caused to move synchronously with it, and is brought
successively into communication with an air-inlet, a gas-
inlet, and aa outlet to the main for the mixed gas. During
the ascent of the bell, the valve-opening remains in com-
munication first with the air-inlet, and then with the gas-
inlet, so that definite proportions of air and gas are aspirated
into the bell ; whilst during the descent of the latter, the
valve opening communicates with the main, into which tbe
combustible mixture is expelled under pressure. An
automatic check is provided between the motor and the
intermediate driving mechanism, such that the motor does
not begin to operate until tbe latter requires to be wound
up again. By enclosing the whole bell withiu a casing
communicating with a modified form of valve, the apparatus
may be rendered double-actiug, the bell, whilst rising,

acting as a compressor upon the gaseous mixture which it

has drawn into the casing during its descent, and simul-
taneously drawing air and gas into its interior, as in the
arrangement first described above.—H. B.

Gas-Prcduccrs. G. Gautier. Fr. Pat. 344,102,
June 17, 1904.

The producer, which is adapted for use with bituminous
coal, has an annular boiler surrounding the foot of the
combustion chamber, and part of the steam generated is led,

along with air, up beneath the rotating conical fire-grate
for the production of gas as usual. Another portion of the
steam generated, is led through a coil immersed in cold
water, and the saturated water-vapour thus obtained is

introduced, at various heights, into tbe interior of the
producer, so as to mix with the gas as it is iornied. It is

said that the water particles bring about a condensation of
the heavier tarry matters within the producer itself, where
they are burned. The gas is passed through a vertical,

tubular washer, where it encounters showers of water, and
after further washing it enters a gas-holder, which, when it

is quite full of gas, automatically shuts off the supplies of

steam and air to the producer.—H. B.
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Air Gas; Process nf Mannfartwing in the Cold bji

of Liquid Hydrocarbons, Alcohol, See. E. I

beck. Fr. Pat. 344,205, Jupe 22, 1904.

The air is passed through a fixed or rotary carburetter

having partitions which cause the air to pursue a tortuous

court - the compartments being provided with porous
material, the lower portion of which dips into the car-

buretting liquid.— II. B.

"Producerfor Weak Gas. X. A. Mougeotte.

Fr. Pat. 344,243, June 23, 1304.

A casino, provided with a refractory lining, which con-

stitutes the combustion chamber of the producer, is

suspended within two concentric casings, which thus form
two concentric annular spaces, at the top of which there is

a steam generator surrounding the fuel hopper. The hot

gases produced, are led down the outer annular space, so

that the entire apparatus is bathed iu them, and loss of

heat is n -ilucrd to a minimum. Two intertwined helical

pipes fixed within the outer annular space conduct the air

required for tombustion, from the outer air to the steam
generator, the air thus becoming highly heated. The mix-
ture of stetttn and air is led dowD the inner annular space

to the foot of the combustion chamber, whence it ascends
through the fuel. The elimiuation of dust from the gas
is favoured by the gas having to pursue a helical course

between the coiled pipes in the outer jacket, and adtlitional

devices tor the removal of dust are provided at the base of

the apparatus near the outlet.—H. B.

III.-DESTRTJCTIVE DISTILLATION.

TAR PRODUCTS. PETROLEUM
AND MINERAL WAXES.

Lignite Tar; Bases in . H. Ihlder. Z. augew.
Chem., 1904,17, 1670— 1(171.

Tin; author has previously isolated from the bases of lignite

tar the three picolines and the aa'-, aji'-, and cry-dinn thyl-

pyridines. lie has sought to isolate, though without success,

the aS- and the S/3'-isomerides, the latter of which Ahrens
and linrkow found in coal tar (this J., 1904, 0a4) : but from
the fraction of b. pt. 160°— 1 1>5° C, by fractional precipi-

tation with mercuric chloride, he has obtained, besides the

ay-isomeride, compounds which he has identified as those of

07-dimethylpyridine. From the fraction of b. pt. 220°

—

230"" C. lie litis further obtained a precipitate with mercuric
chloride. The small quantity of base regenerated from this

did not allow of the determination of its b. pt., bat the

behaviour of its oxidation product leaves little doubt of

it- hi ing ofl'y/3'-tetramethylpyridine.—J. T. D.

Petroleum and Us Distillation Products ; Action of
Formalin on • [Formalit]. A. Nastiukow. .1. russ.

pi. \ -.-chem. Ges„ 1904, 36, 861—898. Chem. (entr..

1904, 2, 1042—1043.

If sulphuric acid (1 vol.) and formalin (1| vols.) be added
to refine,! petroleum ( I vol.), a vigorous reaction ensues,

and a solid product separates, which the author names
•• fortnitlii ."

It is a yellowish-brown amorphous substance

(probably a mixture), infusible, and insoluble iu the

ordinary solvents. The yield of "formolit" from the

distillates of a specimen of petroleum increases with the

boiling point of the fraction. The yield of " fonnnlit " from
different kinds of petroleum varies; for example, petroleum
from Ssurachan and Tiflis yields less than 5 percent. ; that

Tscheleken, Ljakan (Ferghana), Binagady (near

Baku), and pint of that from Balachany yield 17— 18 per

cent. ; that from Grosny and Balachany yields 28—24 per

cent. ; and petroleum from Bibi-Eibat and Kuban yields

37— 38 per cent, of " formolit." Experiments with a targe

number of different hydrocarbons showed that only cyclic,

unsaturated hydrocarbons react with formalin. When
" formolit "is subject) d to destructive distillation, sat mat- d

hydrocarbons are mainly obtained j only 6*16 per cent, of

the distillate is capable of again reacting with formalin.

From the yield of '! formolit" the amount of unsatn;

cyclic hydrocarbons in a specimen of petroleum can be
deli rmined. If the yield of " formolit " he less than 50 pet

> at., the proportions of sulphuric acid and formalin given
above will answer the purpose, but if the yield be 50 per
cent, or more, the proportions of petroleum, sulphuric
acid, and formalin should be 1 vol. : 2 vol-. : 1 vol. Th,
weight of " formolit " multiplied by 0-8 gives the amount
of unsaturated cyclic hydrocarbons.—A. S.

English Patents.

Hydrocarbon Derivativt s ; Process for the Productii n

Water Soluble or easily Emulsifiable . \'\ . 1'.

Thompson, London. From Ges. z. Verwerthung der
Boleg'schen Wasserloslichen Mineralole uud Kohlen-
wasserstoffe G. m. b. II., Berlin. Kng. l'at. 22,091,
Oct. 13, 1903.

See Fr. Pat. 338,738 of 1903 ; this .].. 1904, 055.—T. F. II.

Vaseline; Process for Production of Water-Soluble or

Emulsifiable . W. I'. Thompson, London. Fred
lie- z. Verwerthung der Boleg'scheu Wasserloslichee]
Mineralole und Kohlenwasserstoffe (1. m. b. II., Berlin.

I. tig. l'at. 22,092, ( »ct. 13, 1903.

See Fr. Pat. 33S.640 of 1903; this J., 1904, 655.—T. F. 11.

United States Patent.

1'iiw Oils froyn Wood; Process of Manufacturing .

1'. S. (lark and E. A. Harris, Assignors to Georgia Pud
Turpentine Co., New Vork. U.S. Pat. 771,859, (Jet. 11,

1904.

Tin: tar and heavy oils are removed by condensation from
the vapours arising from the distillation of wood, and steam
is introduced into the residual vapours, which are chad
treated with a caustic alkali (e.g., lime) to remove acetic

acid and creosote, the temperature being maintained during
this treatment above the boiling point of the lighter oils.

The purified vapours are subjected tu fractional condensa-
tion, to separate the " bad-smelling oils" from the pine oils.

—T. F. B,

Fkench Patents.

Pitch ; Apparatus for ltunning-off and Cooling .

Cie. Pans. d'Eclairage et de Chauffage par le (iaz. Fr.

l'at. .'144,4S;i, June 30, 1904.

The molten pitch falls from a number of small openii

a tank into a similar number of small troughs situated side

by side on the circumference of a wheel, which is rotated iu

a plane perpendicular to the line in which the orifices in the

tank are disposed. This wheel is fixed near the top of a

large tank tilled with water to such a height that only t! 1

.-mail troughs at the top of the wheel at any tune are out of

the water. Small iiis of water are projected on to the

pitch as it flows into the troughs, thus causing a sudden

cooling. The troughs are normally bottomless, bin temporary

bottoms are provided for those at the top of the wheel, 111 108

form of plates, which are pressed by spring- against the

under-side of the troughs. The pieces of pitch in tiie troughs

thoroughly cooled by passing through the water, fall

the troughs when they reach the lowest position ol the

wheel, and arc received on au endless conveyor,

rotates in the tank, passed thence ui to a convcnii nt num-

ber of other rotating conveyers, and finally deposited in

the buckets oi an elevator, which removes them from the

tank. A device for forcing the pieces of pitch out of tin

small troughs when necessary is described, and forms th'

subject oi one of the claims,—T. 1. I!.

Petroleums Process for Refining . A. J. Duriipt.

Fr. Pat. .844,129, June 18, 1904.

I'i nail 1 11. freed from sulphur compounds, is mixed with

stated proportions of such mineral oil ns " vaporine," &C,

denatured alcohol, and middle oils of coal tar, previoosTJ

freed from naphthalene and anthracene. I he mixture is

distilled, the fitst portion of the distillate being suitable for

motor purposes, whilst the remainder is said to consist of a

very pure petroleum. The residue, when mixed with ro-ia

or pitch, is stated to he Boitable for caulking ourpi

—T. F. B
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17.-C0L0UEING MATTERS AND
DTESTDPFS.

Quinonoid Derivatives of Benzidine. R. Willstiitter and
L. Kulb. Bet\, 1904, 37, 376!—

Bexzident: and its alkyl derivatives give rise, on gentle
oxidation, to coloured compounds which form two series of

coloured salts, a green series and a yellow one. If tetra-

methyl benzidine, which is prepared by the oxidation of

dimetbylanihne, be oxidised with ferric chloride in presence
of hydrochloric acid, dark green needles separate out which
appear to have the formula C,6H5iON»Cl + 2H20, but

1 cannot be accurately analysed, as they decompose very
lly and smell strongly of formaldehyde. The dry sub-

I stance forms a black-violet powder, and dissolves in water
or acetic acid with a deep green colour; mineral acids

I change the colour to orange yellow. The green salt appears
10 be half a quinoneimonium salt and half an amino quinol,

, and to have the formula

—

>N:C„IL:CH4 <CK N N(CJN(CH3)S

On reduction this gives tetramethyl benzidine. If chlorine

be led in excels into a cooled solution of tetiamethyl-
benzidine iu alcohol and sulphuric acid, an acid sulphate
of the oxidation product crystallises out in red prisms.
Analysis agrees fairly with the formula .

< B Nj)304 .

HjSO., - 2H20, but this sulphate is still less stable than
- ••, and also smells of formaldehyde. It

- ?es in water with an orange-yellow colour. The
yellow salts appear to be quinone-di-imonium salts, and the
sulphate lo have the following formula: H04S(CH3 )3

:

|:C6H,:C6Hj:N ;
(CH ,;,.N( >,H -^ 2H20. The green chlo-

ride dissolves iu dilute hydrochloric acid with formation of
the yellow chloride, which may be precipitated with
platinum chloride as a double salt of the composition
CuH^XjCl.jPt + 2H.O. If poiassium iodide be added to a
solution of the green chloride in 10 per cent, hydrochloric
acid, a reddish-brown amorphous precipitate of the periodide
is formed, which is a quinone-di-imonium salt, and belongs
to the yellow series. On adding excess of water to the red
periodide suspended in water, it changes at a certain dilution,

into a black body with green reflection ; this belongs to the
green series, and an atom of iodine has been replaced by
a hydroxy 1 group

—

I(CH
3) 2 :^C,H4 :C6H4 :X;(CH 3)3 .I.1 : + IU) =

HI +
OH \ • (CH

3),

^e6H4:QB
H4:N^

(CHi.x/ M.I2

Sulphur dioxide reduces the green chloride and forms a
mixture of a mono-sulphonic acid of tetramethylbenzidine,
in. pt. 261 5 C. and of tetramethylbenzidine. The sym-
metrical X, X'-dimetbvlbenzidine is prepared as follows ;

—

Benzidine is dissolved in water and treated first with toluene
sulphochloride and then with caustic soda; the ditoluene
sulphamide, (.CcH4.XH.SO-.C7

H
7)2 , is then methylated

with dimethyl sulphate, and the compound formed, ( .

C

5H4 .

X(CH
3
).SOs.l'

7
H-).,, is healed with sulphuric acid to

liberate the free >,, \' -dimethylbenzidine, CH3 .HN . C6H4 .

CjH, .NH . CH ;, which crystallises from ligroin in snow-
white feathery crystals, melting at 74°—76° C. On oxida-
tion, dimethylbenzidine shows very similar colour reactions
to the tetramethyl compound. Ferric chloride forms a
green quinonoid chloride. Platinum chloride precipitates a
double salt in golden-brown prisms, from a solution of the
green chloride in 20 per cent, hydrochloric acid. This has
the formula C, 4Hi6X,,Cl6Pt + H>0, and is a quinone-di-
imonium salt of the yellow series.— .

1.. B. S.

Aeetone-dio-ralic Ester (Desmotropy and Dyeing Pro-
perties). II. Willstatter and K. Pummerer. Ber., 1904.

37, 3733—3740.

Acetoxe-dioxalic ester, which is obtained by the action
of sodium ethylate on a mixture of acetone and oxalic ester,

consists ot a mixture of two desmotropic forms. One of
these, which forms the chief product of the reaction, is

nearly colourless, and forms prisms melting at 104
:

(

This body lias no dyeing properties, and appears to be
the mono-enolic form, and to have one of the following
formula; :—COOB.CO.CH:G.(OH).CH..O ».( OOB or
OOOK.CO.CH,.CO.CH:C(OHj-COOR" The second
form can be obtained from the first by treating it with
caustic soda solution, and liberating tbe free ester with
hydrochloric acid. It is apparently the di-enolic form with
the following formula : KOOC.C.(OH) : CH. CO. CH : C.
(Oil). Cm >B, It forms lemon-yellow needles, m. pt. 9S

=
C.

The alcoholic solution dyes wool a deep yellow fast to

spirit: acid prevents the dyeing. On chrome-mordanted
wool it gives a brownish-yellow shade at once, but on loug
boiling, ine ester is decomposed and the saponification

products fixed on the wool. Alkalis convert the mono- into

the di-enolic form, whilst acids have a " ketonising action
"

and reverse the prucess. It is interesting to note that this

is the lirs: uitrcgen-lree dyestuff of the fattv series.

—A. B. S.

Triphenylmethyl. X. M. Gomberg and L. H. Cone.
Ber., 1904, 37, 353S—3547. (See this J., 1904, 711.)

It h::s been shown previously that triphenylmethyl is oxidised

by tbe air to triphenylmethyl peroxide. Determinations of

the amount of oxygen absorbed showed that the reaction

proceeds quantitatively according to the equation

—

2(C6H5)3 C + 3
= (C6H 5)3C.O.O.C(C6

H5)3:

Determinations of the amount of the peroxide produced
by weighing the oxidation product after purifying it by
washing with ether, in which the peroxide is insoluble, gave
results corresponding to a yield of SO per cent. The low
yield appears to be due to the decomposition of the peroxide

formed, an oily substance, soluble in ether being produced.
lly the action of sulphuric acid, triphenylmethyl peroxide is

decomposed at the ordinary temperature, according to the

equation

—

(C6
H

3 )3C.O.O.C(C6H5) 3 + H2
= 2(CcH i) 3C.OH + O,

a \ ield of SO per cent, of the theoretical amount of triphenyl-

carbiuol 1 tied. The oxygen produced is not

evolved in measurable quantities, but acts, iu the nascent

state, on a portion of the carbinol. Triphenylmethyl per-

oxide dissolves iu sulphuric acid to a deep red solution, in the

same way as triphenylcarbinol, the colour being probably

due to formation of triphenylmethyl sulphate. The latter

compound was prepared by acting with silver sulphate

on triphenylchloromethane dissolved in liquefied sulphur

dioxide. It is a dark red substance, and torins solutions

of an intense red colour. By treating triphenylmethyl per-

oxide with halogens under varying conditions, triphenyl-

bromomethane pentabromide, triphenylmethyl bromide,

triphenylbromomethane penta-iodide, and triphenylmethyl

chloride were prepared. By the action of phosphorus

pentachloride on triphenylmethyl peroxide above 100' C,
the primary reaction products appear to be b-nzophenone

chloride and triphenylmethyl chloride, but the latter decom-

poses further with formation of diphenyleuephenylmethane.

A solution of triphenylmethyl in benzene is rapidly de-

colorised when exposed to direct sunlight, the weight of

the product after the exposure amounting to 105 parts for

each 100 parts of triphenylmethyl; 65 per cent, of the final

product consists of triphenylmethane. In carbon tetra-

chloride solution the decomposition proceeds more rapidly.

but no triphenylmethane is produced. In neither case

could hexaphcnylethane be detected in the product after

exposure to light.—A. S.

Rosanilmr ; The Triboluminescent Parent-Hydrocarbon of
. A. Bistrzycki and J. Gyr. Ber. i 37,3696

—3639.

SpEcnn:: s of diphenyl-ni-tolylmethane obtained by the

authors (this J., 1904,"j4 2) and by Heiniliau synthetically,

and of the root hydrocarbon of rosaniline, prepared by E.

and O. l-'ischer, are found to be identical as regards melting

point, behaviour towards sulphuric acid, and crystalline
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structure; also they all exhibit a feeble blue tribolumu

cence ; that shown by Fischers' hydrocarbon is much
ler than in the other specimens. out this property appears

to depend largely npon the size and form of the cry-:

Heme there appears to be do doubt as to the identity of

the three specimens. Neither dipbcnyl-n-tolylnicthane, nor

diphenyl -p tolylmethaoe, nor diphenyl - m - tolylcarbinol

exhibit this triboluminescence. On gentle oxidation,

diphenyl-m-tolylmethane is converted into the carbinol,

1st more energetic oxidation results in the formation of

Ixiphenylcarbinol-m-carboxylic acid.—T. F. I!.

Tetrahyaroxucyclohexane-Rosamlim s. J. Schmidlin.

Comptes rend., 1901, 139, 676.

Lamekecht and Weil have recently described a colourless

oxalate of Malachite Green, to which thq ascribed the

formula C,. 1I.
; .

( >X.
;
.2C,.l 1 .i I ,3H3< I. This -ait loses 4 mols.

of water when heated" at To ('., forming the coloured

oxalate of Malachite Green, C.
;-iHj4

X;
.C'.,H

; 4 . In its other

properties also it resembles the derivatives of the tctra-

hydroxycyclobexane-rosanilines described by the author

(this J., 1904, 979), who considers that the 3 mols. of water

shown in Lambreeht and Weil's formula do not represent

water of on stallisation, but enter into the constitution of

the compound, which may be represented by the formula

[CjHs04.(CH3)2l!I.CeH4](C6Hf)CH[r6H,(OH) 4.N(CH,)s .

CjH3 4]. It is probable, however, that one of the bydroxyl

groups is united to the methane carbon, as the colourless

oxalate is obtaiued by the direct action of oxalic acid on

Malachite Green carbinol. This fact is considered by tin-

author to be a proof of the intermediate formation of hexa-

hydrobenzece derivatives in the transformation of the

benzenoid carbinol compounds 'into the coloured quinonoid

rosaniline salts.—A. S.

Methiuammonium Dyestuffs. II. Bupe and G. L. M.
Schwarz. Z. Farben- u. Textil-Ind., 1904, 3, 397—402.

If acetyiated-j8-naphthylamine be melted with phosphorus

pentasulphide a thioacetnaphthalide is formed, which, on

oxidation with potassium ferricyanide, gives jS-naphtho-

thiazole. The latter condenses with benzaldehyde and its

derivatives when heated together with zinc chloride in an

atmosphere of carbon dioxide. Benzaldehyde gives cinna-

menylnaphthothiazole

—

C 10H,/ ^C.CHiCH.CsHi

O - Aniinocinnamenyl- £ - naphthothiazole is obtained by

reducing o-nitrocinnanicnyl-3-nupbthothiazol. The hydro-

chloride of this base dyes tannined cotton in yellow shades.

which are, however, not fast. Its formula may be written

in the quinonoid form thus

—

C,„H, C.CH:
.CH(1):CG

H 4; X11 .<

The corresponding meta compound has no dyeing properties,

and cannot be represented by a quinonoid formula. The

para compound dyes better than the ortho. The corre-

sponding compounds of o-naphthothiazole show similar

dveing properties. The amino derivatives of both cinna-

menylnaphthothiazoles are dyestuffs when the X1I.
:
group

is in the ortho or para position to the -CH =CH- group.

The meta derivatives have no dyeing properties. A quino-

noid formula can be written for the former, but not for the

latter.—A. B. S.

Aromatic Esters ; Electrolytic Reduction of .

I . Mettler. XI. A., page 1096.

ExGLisn Patent.

Sulphurised [Sulphide] Dyesluffs ; Manufacture of New
. K. E. Xaef and I. Levinstein (Levinsteiu, Ltd.),

Manchester. Kng. Pat. 26,700, Dec. 7, 1903.

1'irt LNTTBOSOPHBNOL, p-nitTOSO-0-cresol, or homologous or

analogous compounds are condensed with aminosulphonic

acids of the benzene or naphthalene series which have the

p-position to the amino group unoccupied. The resulting

Ition is precipitated by means of sodium carbonate, ;:

the precipitate either converted directly into a sulph

dyestnfi by treatment with sodium polysulphides, or reduced
to lenco-indophenol (e.g., with sodium sulphide), and then

converted into the dyestuff, which is separated from the

melt by treatment with mineral acid or with air. Dye-
stuffs obtained as above dye unmordauted cotton greenish-

ihades, fast to acids and light. T, I . B.

Anthracene Series; Manufacture of Colouring Mutters of
the [Anthra* I' lesluffs], J. V. Johnson, Lon-

don. From Badischc Anilin und Soda Fabrik. Ludwigs-

hafen-on-Rhine, Germany. Eng. Pat. 712, Jan. 11, I90L

Sbe I S. Pat. 767,259 of 1904; this J., 1904, 1020.—T. F. li.

United States Patents.

Indoxylic Compounds ; Process of Making . W. Be-

haghel and G. C. Schumaun, Assignors to I!a

Anilin und Soda Fabrik, Ludwigshafen-ou-Rhim

many. U.S. Pat. 772.775. Oct. IS, 190-1.

" Indoxylic compounds " are obtained by melting with

alkali hydroxide hydroxyethylaiuiuo derivatives of aroni

hydrocarbons (e.g., hydroxyethylaniline) in presence

dehydrating agent.—T. F. B.

Trioxyanthraquinone Dye [Anthracene Dyestuff"]. 1.. Wol-
man. Klberfeld, Germany, Assignor to Farbenfabr. of

I

Elberfeld Co., New York. L'.S. Pat. 772,857, Oct. 16,
|

1904.

See Fr. Pat. 342,195 of 1904 ; this J., 1904, 898.- T. 1. B.

Sulphur Dye [Sulphide Dyestuff] ; Yellow , ami Pro-

cess of Making same. A. Schmidt and O. Khodius,

Assignors to Farbwerke vorm. Meister, Lucius und

liruoiug, Hdcbst-on-tlie- Maine, Germane. l.S I'at.

773,346, Oct. 25, L904.

See Eng. Pat. 21,945 of 1903 ; this J., 1904, 819.—T. F. 11.

French Patent.

Yellow Monoazo Dyestuff; Manufacture of from \

- Amino -p

-

sulphobi nzoic Acid and Phenylmethylpfr-

azolone. tie. Parisienne de Couleurs d'Aniline. First

Addition, dated July 23, 1903, to Fr. Pat. 338,531 of I

March 30, 1903.

According to the original patent (this J., 1904, 6 ."> 7 , and

1903, SG2) a yellow djestuff suitable for the preparation

of lakes is obtained by diazotising o-aoiinobenzoic-/'-sul-

phonic acid and combining the diazo compound with

pheuylmethylpyrazolone. According to the present addi-

tion the o-amiuobeuzoic-p-sulphoiiic acid is replaced by

either o-toluidinesulphonic acid (CH 3 : NIL, : SOjH =
1.2.4) or its isomer (I'll, : Ml. : Si )U = 1.2.5).

' The

diazo compounds are combined with phenylntethylpyr-

azolone in alkaline solution. The dyestuffs form yellow

powders soluble with difficulty in cold, but easilj in hot

water. The lakes obtained from theiu are redder in shade

than those from the compound described in the original

patent. They are said to be very fast to light.—E. F.

p-Aci tylalkylamino-o-aminophenol-o-sulphonic Acid, and

Monoazo Mordant Dyetuffs [Azo Dyestuffs] Derived

therefrom; Preparation of . L. Cassella and Co.

Fr. Pat 338,980, Aug. 12, 1903.

AcETTLALKYL-p iufnylenkiuimine is diazotised and

boiled, thus forming p-acetylulkylamiuophenol. t I

pbonatiou at 50 60 C. with 100 per cent, sulphuric acid

this forms l-phen<d-4-acetylalkylamino-2-sulphonic acid.

which is nitrated at 10°— 15 t'.bj addition of uitrosulphnie

acid to the sulphonation mixture, forming 6-nitro-l -phenol-

4-aeety'iulkylamino-2-sulphonic acid. This is reduced tc

6-amino- 1 -phenol -4 -ac< t\ lalkylamino-2-sulphonic ac«!

ins of sodium sulphide. This acid is converted bj

nitrous acid into a readiiy soluble yellow diazo conipouu'.

which combines with amines and phenols, for instance, with

resorcinol, j8-naphthol, 1.5- and 2 . 3-dibydroxynaphthileoe

1.4 - naphtholsulphonic acid, l-naphthol-3.6-disulpb.onit

acid, /3-naphthol-/8-sulphonic acid, 2 .
7-naphiholsulphonu
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acid, /S-naphtholdisulphouic acid R. 1 .8-dihvdroxynaphtha-

llene-4-sulphonic acid, 1.8- dihydroxynaphthalene - 3 . 6-di-

Isulphonic acid, m-phenylenediamine, »i-toluyler_ediatniue,

il.o-aminonaphthol, 2 . 8-aminonaphthol-6-sulphonic acid,

8.4-, 1.8. 5-, 1.6. 3-, and 1 .7 .3-aniinonaphtholsulphonic

Lads, 2.3-aminonaphthol-6-sulphooie acid, 1 . 8-aniinonaph-
'thol-3.'">-disulphonic acid, and 1 .S-aniinonaphthol-2 . 1-di-

sulphouic acid, to form monoazo mordant dyestuffs, said

to give bright, oven shades of great fastness. The diazotised

thyl acid combines with /3-naphthol to form a dje-

stuff which dyes wool in reddish-brown shades, turning

[to violet-black on after-treatment with bichromate. With
!l.8-dihydroxyuaphthaleup-3.fi-disulphonic acid it forms a

iyestuff which gives violet shades on wool, turning to blight

bine <>n after-treatment with bichromate.—E. F.

Tetrazophenol Sulphonic Acid, and an Azo Dyestuff
Derived therefrom; Processfor making a . Farb-
werkc vortu. Meister, Lucius und Briining. Fr. Pat.

339,004, Aug. 27, 1903.

& I
._-. Pat. 18,283 of 1903; this J., 1904, SIS.—T. F. B.

AOrthohiidro.vyazo Dyestuffs Susceptible to Chroming on

the Fibre ; Production of .. Badische Anilin und
Soda Fabrik. Second Addition, dated April 27, 1904, to

Fr. Pat 338,819, Dec. 17, 1903.

[xstead of using chlorine or hypochlorites for replacing

:he o-sulphonic group of 1.2- or 2.1-diazonaphtbuK ne-

sulphonic acids, or the sulpho- or chloro-derivatives of

:hese, by a hydroxyl group, other oxidising agents may lie

jmployed, for example, hydrogen peroxide, alkali peroxides

>r per'sulphates, &c. (See this J., 1904, S20 and 102'',.)

—T. F. B.

Dyestuff containing Sulpliur [Sulphide Dyestuff] ; Process

for Producing a Deep Blue •. K. Oehler. Fr. Pat.

344.274, June 13, 19o4.

See Eng. Pat. 12,270 of 1904 ; this.!., 1904, 863.—T. F. 1!.

Labs; Production of [from Azo Dyestuffs].

Parbenfabr. vonn. F. Bayer et Cie. Fr. Pat. 344,395,

June 2S, 1904.

Dbaxge to bluish-red lakes are obtained by precipitating on
a suitable substratum, in the usual way, the azo dyestuffs

produced by combining the diazo derivative of aniline-o-

snlphonic acid or its homologues or derivatives with

naphtholsulphonic acids. Yellowish-red laker, are pro-

laced by combining the diazo derive.tives of aniline-o-

mlphonic acid or of 1.2.4-anilinedisulphonic acid with 1.1-

oaphtholsulphonic acid. Orange lakes are obtained from
aniline" sulphonic acid and 1 . 5-naphtholsulphonic acid

or 2.G.S-uaphtholdisu1phonic acid. Red lakes result from
ombining the diazo derivative of monoacetyl-p-phenylene
diamineiuonosulphonic acid (XHntCH.j.CO.Xil : S03H =
1.4.6) with 2. 8-naphth.lsulphonic acid, or of p-toluidine-

i-sulphonic (1.4.6) with 1 .4 -naphtholsulphonic acid,

whilst a bluish-red lake is obtained from the above-men-
lltioned acetyl - p - phenylenediaminesulphonic acid and
Hl.3.8-naphtholdisulphonic acid.—T. F. B.

V.-PREPARING, BLEACHING, DYEING,

PRINTING, AND FINISHING TEXTILES,

YARNS. AND FIBRES.

Silk and Wool as Dyestuff Components. H. Paulv and
A. Bii.z. Z. Farben- u. Textil-Chem., 1904, 3, 373—374.

Amoxg the products into which albumin can be resolved,

Itwo compounds, namely, tyrosine, HO.C6H4
.CiI .< II

[(NHj).COOH, and histidine, probably of the formula
(C,N2H3)CH2.CH(SH2).COOH, are found, which are

enable of combining with diazoniurn compounds. With
tiiaz.ihenzenesulphonic acid the first of these gives, in a

(solution rendered alkaline with sodium carbonate, a deep
red, ttte second a bluish red coloration. In acid solutions

aoth yield yellowish-orange colorations. The compounds
'.'hus formed, dye wool from acid baths, but the baths are

lot exhausted. The compound derived from tyrosine

dyes wool in the same shade as this fibre is dyed by the
diazo compound itself. No other albumin decomposition
product as yet examined gives similar compounds. The

\

ahove and similar dyestuff compounds may be obtained
with tyrosine and histidine while these are in the com-
bined state, in the form of albuminoids. Moreover,
those albuminoids which on hydrolysis are resolved into
tyrosine and histidine yield them, but, on the other hand,
those, e.g., salmin, scombrin, and clupeio, which, when so
decomposed do not furnish tyrosine or histidine, do not
give them. On hair, finger-nails, wool (keratin) and raw
silk (fibroin and sericin), which, when decomposed, yield
tyrosine but no histidine, the colorations produced by diazo
compounds are hence, it would seem, formed through the
intermediary of the tyrosine which these products contain.
The colorations formed upon wool, in which 3—t*58 per

tyrosine is present, are less intense than those pro-
duced upon silk, from which up to 10 per cent, of the base
has been obtained. Those produced upon wool are, how-
ever, shghtly deeper, when the fibre, before treatment with
the diazo compounds, is boiled with 4 per cent, of its weight
of sulphuric acid, diluted with water, as in the application of
azo dyestuffs to it. Raw silk is coloured more highlv than
boiled-off silk. This may be due to the fact that more

- present in sericin than in fibroin, or it mav be
thai the 'utter substance, in the process of boiling-off, loses
some of the tyrosine present in it. When wool and sill; are
jointly oxidised (by bromine) with diniethyl-p-pheuvlene-
diamine, in a bath containing sodium acetate and acetic
acid, the fibres are dyed grey, while the solution is coloured
crimson. These colorations are not produced when the
fibres and the diamine compound are oxidised separately.
When a solution of tyrosine is used instead of the fibres, :>

compound of the same color as that of the dyed fibres is

formed and precipitated. Similar colorations are obtained
with 1 .4-aminonaphthol. The colorations thus obtained
resemble those produced upon hair and feathers by the
oxidation upon them (by the air) of p-diamines ami
p-aminophenols (see Eag. Pat. 2525 of 1SS9 ; this J., 1890,
174), compounds of, the same class being no doubt
produced in each case.—E. B.

Dyeing; Theory of . R. Willstatter. Ber., 1904, 37
375S—3760.

The author has investigated the action of racemic com-
pounds on wool with a view of obtaining evidence as to
whether the dyeing of animal fibres depends on chemical or
physical changes. Assuming the dyeing to be occasioned
by chemical reactions, i.e., by the formation of salts, it

follows that the fibre, being optically active, would split up
the racemic dyestuff. The author's experiments do not,

however, support this contention. Decomposition does not
occur ; in each case racemic material was found in the bath
and on the fibre. Owing to the want of suttable material
the experiments were not performed with racemic dyestuffs,

but with alkaloids, it having been proved that substances
such as atropine, homatropine, and tropacocaine behave like

basic dyestuffs towards animal fibres. From solutions ot

their salts the alkaloids are taken up as such by fibres, and
in this respect they resemble the tannin dyestuffs. Excess
of acid was found to retard the progress of absorption,

with an insufficient quantity of acid a larger propor-
tion of alkaloid was taken up. Neither the alkaloid

absorbed by the fibre nor that left in the bath had undergone
any change in optical character.—D. B.

Acid Indigo Discharge Bath [Calico Printing"] ; Omission

of Oe.dic Acid from the . Schaposchnikoff and
Kadygrob. Z. Farben- u. Textil-Chem., 1904, 3, 374
—377.

Scuaposchxikoff and Michirew have already pointed out

the possibility of dispensing, with considenble economy,
with the use of oxalic acid in the acid bath employed in dis-

charging indigo-dyed tissues printed with alkali ehromates,

and of using for this dilute sulphuric acid alone, the necessary

oxalic acid being added to the potassium chromate printing

mixture iu the form of potassium oxalate, l'rud'homme
(this J., 1903, 359) has also made some experiment- with

the same object (see also this J., 1904, 932). In the
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present series of experiments a cotton tissue dyed on the

oale a dark shade of indigo was used. Phi

don of chromio aeid required to discharge the indigo upon
this was determined by dipping strip- of it in solutions

containing various proportions of potassium b

squeezing, and immersing for 15 seconds, at a temperature

of 65" C, in a bath containing 120 grins, of concentrated

ric acid and 60 grins, of crystallis id per

litre; The minimum proportion required was thus found

to be that contained in a solution of 80 grms. ol potassium

bichromate (equivalent to 39 -G grins, of potassium ehro-

i per litre.

The Proportions of Chromic and Oxalic A
are most Effective in Discharging Indigo. -Strips of the

dyed tissue were saturated with solutions c int I

proportions of potassium chromate and oxalate, squeezed,

and steeped for 1 '• seconds, at a temperature oi SBf C;, in a

bath containing 120 grms. of concentrated sulphui

per litre. Complete discharges of the indigo were produced

with the following mixtures :— (i) 1 mol.
i

in (39*6

•irms. per litre) of potas iuin chromate and :;' mol.
|

tions ti mol. prop. = ;s7'fi grms. per line) of potassium

Oxalate; (ii)Uaud3: (nil 2 and 21 ; (iv) 2; tafl

(\ ) 3 moll prop, of the first and 1 j mol. prop, of the second

salt, the hi st results being, however, obtained with mixtures

(ii) and (Hi).

Influenci »/' Temperature'i—M a tern;

60 grms. of concentrated sulphuric acid p n

required to produce a discharge. At 80 C l

eould i' i luced to 50 grras., and at LOO ' jrais.

per litre, without detriment to the result.

Duration of the Action.—The action ;s complete in 15

—

ju seconds.

Influence of Thickening Agents upon tin Reaction.—
A portion of .a solution Containing per litre I

I
" - grms. of

potassium oxalate and 59 - 4 grms. of potassium chromate

was thickened with British gum at the rat o

litre. It was then applied to the tissue bj i padding,

the tissue being dried and immersed in sulphuric acid. The

effect of the gum on the reaction was foun I

the admixture of the proportion mentioned

lischargiDf: . (ion to the extei t of about !

Printing Mixtures Recommended.— Pi opoi I

dered suitable for printing, for d b dilute

sulphuric acid, aie, for a white discharge .indigo

dyed tissue-, 103 grms, of potassium oxalate

of potassium chromate, dissolved together

hot water and thickened with .'>60 gnus, of li'itish gum
CI s 1)5 and for a yellow discharge, 500 _

mate (77> per cent, paste), 21ti grms. of I lod-albumin

solution (53:8), 1 70 grms. of gum-tragacanth
i

and 40 grms. of water, to which, after Btin .n _

KG grme. oi potassium chromate and 51
i

oxalate, both -alts in a -tate of fine powder, are added.
— k.i;.

Monobronio-Indigo in Dyeing and Printing. A. S

Rev. Gen. Mat. Col., 1904, 8,321—32 !.

fin. shades obtained with monobi

ul and redder than those obtaini t v th artificial

indigo; th.y are also faster to rubbiug and bl

, but ooi bo fast to light in pali bad
)

id.lime oi

rood results with the monobi

I results. The following is an example of the

method i
i preparing the vat

with 100 I
and a little

water, make a paste, then add - litres oi sodium

bisulphite solution (30:
13 ), and 500 en

How to stand for one hour w

stirring, and then make up to 100 litres with water.

—A. l:. S.

Silh Printed with a Fatty Reserve; Dyeing-—-. J

A, 1 ' ;; J- Chem.-

Zeit., 1904,28, Rep. 313-

-ilk which i i with a

fatty reserve gives small white effi

i- prepared b] hea i

; k,l,,s. of eel. phony, 350 grms. i ms. of

spermaceti, 200 grms. of paraffin, and 2o0 grms. of talc,

and then, after cooling somi what, adding I '. litres of turpen-

tine. The " mastic ' so obtained can be made thicker or
thinner by redn in. wing the amount of turpentine.

During the printing the "mastic" i- gently warmed, and
the fabi rn with "Terre dc Somniiere," a white

chalky earth. The reserve dries in the course of 2— :i days'.

The material is then passed through cold water acidulated.,

with hydrochloric acid to remove the chalky earth, and is

finally dyed in a cold hath acidulated with hydrochlorig
acid. Basic dye-full's are used, excepl for black, which is

produced by passing the material once or twice during

I
— 2 hours through an "iron bath of 5 strength," wejf

washing, and dyeing for 1—2 hours in a cold bath of log.
•'

1 together with For Navy blue, a

mixture of Malachite Green and Diamond Fuchsin i-

used, and for reds, mixtures of Safranine, lihodamine 6 flj

Grenadine, Auramine, and Phosphine. After dyeing, the

material is washed, wrung out, dried, and the i

removed by treatment with petroleum benzine for 20—30

minutes in a suitable apparatus.— A. S.

Fabrics fur Binding; Finishing of . O. Piequet.

Rev. Gen. '
. 1904, 8, 328—340.

Colouring.—Calico for coloured bindings is either dyei

(common colours) or printed olours). It i- very

important for the c be fust to rubbing

light. They must also be fast to glue, for th

colours the material is usually mordanted with tannin, and
tixed with tartar emetic- or an iron salt, ;i

or dark shade is needed; it is then dyed with a

basic dyestuff. After dyeing, the mati piently

brought to the required shade by means of a coloured finish.

In some cases the cotton i- dyed with acid dyestuffs from a

concentrated salt bath, for printed colours, alumina lake-

are usually employed, lie. ;ened with starch. The
colour,*, buch as Prussian Blue, Chrome Yellow

marine, &c, are also used, as well as Aniline Black. The
pieces are passed through the printing rollers (which are

en'graved with fin' lines or dots) irom four to six times,

being moistened between each pass

Finishing.—If the material is sufficiently coloured it is

I with a white fiuish containing of white

1

|
kilo., of gi ''• or lard per

200 I ares. The dyed cloth is usually linished with a

co loured finish, which contains, besides the starch flour and

gelatin, the requisite dyestuffs, together will i fani

tcrial if basic dyestuffs lie used, or aiutn it aeid dye-

employed. The fiuish i- applied to the cloth on oi

two or more times, as necessary, and is always used hot.

The |
ieees arc then thoroughly moistened and lei: rolled up

over night in readiness tproci

ttdi ring. 1 he in ned pii

en heated stc rollers, which smooth the sur-

face and do away with any irregularities in the material.

Embossing.—The pieces which are required to have u

raised patteru are then passed, still in a slightly moist state.

between two rollers, one of which is made oi copper or stee

in 1 i- engraved with \\» I, whilst the other is

of paper or compressed cotton.—A. 11. S.

Patents.

Alkaline Chlorides and Oxychlorides ; Presorting the

Strength ami Keeping Powers of Solutions of

'oyed for lihu. tuny. Disinfecting. Separation of

M rials, ami other such like pun uses. tl. .1. Atkins, aid

Oxychlorides, Ltd. Kng. Pat." 25,972, Nov. 27.

\'l'l., page 10SS.

Yarns and Fabrics ; Dycina of . A. 11. Donisthi

G. White, and G. I..' i His. Leicester. Eug. Pat. 2:.,400.

Nov. 21, 1903.

The yarn is dyed in the hank, parts of the hank being in

turn immersed in dye haths ol different colours, so that the

dyed yarn has definite length- dyed with

e iDg, the various celoui s show .....

the latter had been woven with different-coloured yarns.

—A. a &
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Multi-coloured Dyeing of Yams, Q-c. A. R. Donisthorpe
ami G. White, Leicester. Eng. Pat. 25,611, Nov. 2-4, 1903.

The wool rovings are reeled iuto hanks, and the latter are
then dyed in several colours hy immersing only part of the

hanks into each colour, jo as to sjet various colours on the

same hank. The parti-coloured rovings are then spun,
«ither alone or with olher rovings, so that the yarn obtained
shows mixed effects.— A. B. S.

Vyeing flunks of Yam. I,. Destree anil A. Wiescher,
Haren-lez-Vilvorde, Belgium. Ens*. Pat. 17/240, Aug. 6,

1904.

Sf.vk.ru. hanks of yarn are spread out side by Side, in the

form of skeins, upon two sticks, placed parallel to each
other, ami provided with devices to prevent lateral slipping.

The stick* art then fastened by means of hooks or clips,

fcternally to the skeins, each to :\ stick belonging to another
pair of sticks, upon which hanks are similarly spread, this

being repeated with the sticks at the ends, until the chain
produced is long enough for conveyance by m
rollers through a dye-bath. The hanks are then dyed in

the same manner as tissues.— K. B.

Printing of Textile Fabrics ; Machine for . Sir W.
Mather, Manchester. Eng. Pat. 21,595, Oct. 7, 1903.

Ix a printing machine with several rollers, some of which
are only needed to print at intervals, as in the cross borders
of scarves, automatically adjustable cams are arranged so

- o hoi I either set of rollers out of printing contact during
the whole or a fr; ut of the revolution of the main
printing bowl.—A. P. S.

Dressing of Yarns and ik< Material. V. W. Howorth,
London. From Soc. Franc, de la Viscose, Paris. Eng.
Pat. 24,o:;7, Nov. 12, 1

Ski: Fr. Pat. 335,598 of 1903 ; this J., 1904, 251.—T. F. B.

ting Fabrics ; Machinefor . The Velvril Co., Ltd.,

London, and J. S. R. Ilowkius, Thornton Heath. Fug.
• Pat. 27,202, Dee. 11, 1

The cloth passes over a roller, and the desired waterproofing
or other material is spread over it by means of a small
roller which is iu contact with the cloth, and is driven at a
differ.- it speed from the large roller. The smaller roller is

pressed in contact with the cloth by means of adjustable
weights or springs, and the distance between the faces of
the two rollers can be regulated according to the amount of
material it is required to impregnate the cloth with.

—A.B. S.

Finishing Piece Goods. P. Erais, Ilkley, and The Brad-

, ford Dyers' Association, Ltd., Bradford. Eng. Pat.
17,242, "Aug. G, 19U4.

To preserve the Schreiner finish, which is produced upon
tissues by passing them between rollers engraved with fine

parallel lines, tissues are treated, e.g. sprayed, with a 5 per
cent, s dution of nitrocellulose in amyl acetate, and are
then passed over hot cylinders, these operations being
repeated. The lustre produced in the finishing process on
the tissues thus treated resists, it is stated, the influences
of steam and moisture.—E. 15.

Unmet* States Patents.

Viscose ; Apparatus for Treating [Fi.ving Skeins of]
. L. Naudin, Assignor to Soc. Franc, de la Viscose,

Paris. U.S. I'at. 773,412, ( )^t. 23, 1904.

Sf.e Fr. Pat. 340.S12 of 1D04 ; this J., 1904, S21.—T. F. B.

Dyeing under Pressure; Apparatus for . L. Detre,
Reims, France. U.S. Pat. 773.37S, Oct. 25, 1904.

See Fr. Pat. 329,S9G of 1903; this J., 1903, 1044.—T. F. B.

French Patents.

Copper Solutions : Alkaline which can Produce Con-
centrate,/ Solutions of Cellulose easily made into 27
and which improve the Appearance and Texture of Cot,,,,',

threads and Fabrics. M. Prud'homme. Fr. Pat. 34-1 138
June IS, 1904.

Ammoniacal copper solutions to which alkali hydroxide
has been added, are found to possess considerable solvent
power for cellulose, giving solutions very suitable for
pressing into threads. Cotton, when treated in such a solu-
tion, swells up, and assumes the appearance of

'
parchment.

After washing in dilute acid and drying, the fabric is found
have shrunk, whilst the appearance and texture of

the cotton are said to be improved by such treatment.

—T. F. B.

Textile Fabrics; Method for rendering Waterproof.
V. Sauerland. Fr. Pat. 343,977, June 14, 1904.

The fabric, after being mordanted in the usual manner and
coated « ith some water-resisting substance, is treated for a
short titne with a weak boiling solution of rosin soap. The
following method also gives good results :—Mordant the
goods for one hour with a liquor of:; II strength con-
taining 100 parts of alum, 1G0 parts of calcium carbonate,
100 pm- of sulphite of alumina (free from iron), ISparts
of oxide of zinc, and 150 parts of acetate of lead. Now coat
each side of the material with a layer esmp ised of GO parts
i f paraffin, 20, parts of Japan wax, I7| parts of steariue,
and 2 \ parts of a 10 per cent, solution of Para rubber. The
right side is further treated with a solution of some sticky
substance, such as Pan. rubber. This treatment is advaii-

ously performed in a specially designed machine, con-
sisting of a series of rollers, between which the fabric
passes, whence it is conducted through heated troughs
containing the solutions,—F. D. T.

711—ACIDS, ALKALIS, AND SALTS.

Electrolysis of Potassium Chloride and Sodium Chloride;
Differences in . F. Wiutcler. El'eerrochem. 'ml
1904, 2, 391—392.

Com \ Salt is generally much less pure than commercial
potassium chloride is, and the impurities cause trouble in
the diaphragm process of alkali production. The fact that
the temperature coefficients of the solubility of sodium and
potassium chloride are so different further gives rise to a
difference in the methods for obtaining caustic soda or
caustic potash by evaporation; with the caustic soda
evaporation to 50° B. removes all the sodium chloride
except 1 pi r cent., whereas with the potassium salts several
per cent, of chloride remain dissolved at the high tempera-
ture. In the productioa of chlorates, the low solubility
of the potassium chlorate is undoubtedly an advantage,
especially where ehromates are added to the electrolyte to
increase the efficiency of the process. The potassium
chlorate crystallises out. and is thus separated from the
chloride, whereas to obtain sodium chlorate it is first

necessary to crystallise out the greater part of the sodium
chloride.—R. S. H.

Lithare and Sodium Aitrite ; Manufacture of .

M. Liebig. Z. angew. Chem., 1904, 17, 1673— 1674.

The sodium nitrate in the melting-pot is kept at the melt-
ing point of lead. The lead is east in thin plates, and added
to the melted nitrate till in slight excess. After ail the lead
has been added, the temperature is kept up for ab
minutes, till the yellow mass turns brown The litharge
produced is tested for metallic lead, the nitrite for its c in-

tent of pure nitrite- Litharge for accumul - must be
free from metallic lead, and must not contain more than
0-006 per cent, of chlorine. Hence the extraction of the
nitrite (when the litharge is prepared by the action of

metallic lead on nitre) must be done with distilled water.

— ,). T. D.
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Magnesium Peroxide ; So-called . O. Huff ami
E. Geisel. Ber., L904, 37, 3t>3—36S8.

)!v adding 20 ltuis. of SO per cent, hydrogen peroxide to a

solution of 10 crms. of crystallised magnesium sulphate in

200 c.c. of water, and treating the liquid with .")O0 c.c. of
2N-alkali, a slimy precipitate was obtained, which in the
moist condition yielded 1 atom of peroxide oxygen for
each mol. of magDesiuni oxide, i (n drying the precipitate,

ygen was lest, the partially dry compound having the
qposition MgO.MgOj.aq. This product gradually lost

more oxygen, until a compound of practically constant
aposition was left, containing 0'39 atom of peroxide

oxygen per mol. of magnesium oxide, corresponding to the
formula, Mg02 . 3 MgO.aq. In presence of water, the pro-
duct rapidly lost oxygen, the peroxide in par: .

and in part being decomposed according to the equations
Mg(OH)4 = Mg(OH)3 + Hs 2 j and Mg(OH)4 + II n,
Mg(OH)s + 2HjO + o,.~.\. s.

Salts in other than Aqueous Solutions; Reactions of .

A. Naumann. Her., 1904, 37, 3600—3605.

The following substances are soluble in dehydrated etlivl

acetate: stannic chloride, cupric chloride, mercuric chloride,
hromide and iodide, potassio-mercuric iodide, platinic
chloride, cadmium chloride, iodide and nitrate, iodine,

uranium bromide and iodide, potassio-cadmium iodide,

antimony trichloride, oxalic acid, sulphur, potassium per
manganate. lithium chloride, nitrate, fluoride, and hromide.
palladions chloride, ferric chloride, ziuc chloride, uranium
nitrate and chloride, cobalt chloride and nitrate, magnesium
chloride, potassium iodide. The following ar« insoluble :

i uprous chloride, silver nitrate, sulphate, chloride, and
carhonate, lithium carbonate, sulphate, borate, metaborate,
hydroxide, silicate and silico-fltioride, ferrous chloride and
sulphate, zinc sulphate, arsenic trioxide, lead acetate,
cadmium oxide, carbonate, bromide and sulphate, calcium
chloride, sulphide, sulphite, oxide, carbonate, and hydroxide,
potassium cbromate, bichromate, bromide, chloride, ryanide,
ferrocyanide, ferricyanide, chlorate, bromate, nitrate, sul-

phate, nitrite, sulphide, pyroantimonate, acid tartrate, oxalate,

carbonate, arseuite, arsenate, hydroxide and thiocyanate,
sodium chloride, acid sulphite, carbonate, hydroxide, and
arseuite, borax, ammonium chloride, sulphate, carbonate, ami
oxalate, barium chloride, nitrate, carbonate and sulphate,
strontium carboDate, magnesium oxide, carbonate and sul-
phate, cobalt sulphate, potassium cobaltinitrite, nickel sul-
phate, manganese sulphate, uranium sulphate, uranium
acetate, mercuric chloride.

Mercuric Chloride.—A solution saturated at 18° C.
contains 1 grin, of salt iu 3-."i grins, of solvent, and has a
sp. gr. of I'll. It is completely precipitated by an ethyl
acetate solution of stannous chloride, the mercury being
converted into calomel. Dry hydrogen sulphide gas

I

through the solution gives a yellow precipitate of IlgCK.
2HgS. Ammonia gas precipitates the whole of the mercury
a> fig] 'I... l'.m I .. Cadmium iodide reacts with it, and
a precipitate of cadmium chloride.

Cupric Chloride.— 1 grm. of salt dissolves in 249 grins,
of solvent sp. gr. of solution. 0'9055. Ammonia gas
gives a bluish-green precipitate of CuCl3 .6NH,. IIwli
sulphide precipitates the copper completely as CuS. IK
chloric acid -as precipitati I !u( !1,.2H< 11. Stannous cbh

cuprous chloride, i ladminm iodide precipitates
cuprous iodide, free iodine remaining in solution.—J. T. D.

Sulphuric . Ii i,l in Commercial Ac, tic Acid : Determination
of Free . C. Kossi. XXIII , page 11!

Nitric Acid; Electrolytic Determination of with a
Rotating Anode. L.H.Ingham. XXI IK, page 1114.

Nitrogen [Nitric Acid] from the Air ; Electrical Extrac- '

Hon of . .). S. Edstrom. XI. A., page 1096

Lime
; Determination of in presence of Phosphoric
Acid. K. K. .larvinen. XXIII., page 1 114.

ite ; Analysis of

.

Taurel. XXIII., page 1114.

Lead Compounds
; Raw Materials for the Preparation

of . M. Liebig. XIII. A.,"page 1102.

English Patents.

Sulphuric Acid ; Manufacture of [Chamber Process] .

II. ii. Lake. London. From the Firm of Societa An-
onima Jng., I.. Vogel per la Fabbricazione di I

( himici. Milan, Italy. Kng. Pat. 6846, Ma, eh 21. 1904.

A e ui! of iron cylinders is set in the dust-collecting chamber
of a pyrites kiln, to be heated by the effluent gases, such

nders communicating with a 6eriesol Gay Lussac towers.
One of the cylinders is charged with sulphuric aeid, to'
which, from time to time, as the acid is heated, portions of

ml nitrate are added. When the charge in one cylinder
i- exl austed, the second cylinder is similarly charged. The
nitrous aeid contained iu the Gay-Lussac towers, strengthened]
by the nitric compounds obtained as described, is conducted
back to the Glover tower, where it encounters the gases
from the pyrites kiln, whereupon the circulation takes place
through the lead chambers, and thence, through the Gay-
Lussac towers, to the stack.— E. S.

Alkaline Chlorides [Alkali Chlorides] and Oxychlorides ;

Preserving the Strength and KeepingPowen
"f , employed for Bleaching. Disinfecting, SepurtB
tion of Metals, and other such-tike Purposes. G 1
Atkins, Tottenham, and Oxychlorides, Ltd., London
Eng. Pat. 25,972, Nov. 27. 1908.

It is claimed that the strength ami keeping powers of solu-
tions of alkali chlorides aud oxjchlorides employed for
bleaching, disinfecting, separation of metals from their ores,
aud other purposes, are preserve I by the addition of an
alkaline -alt. Mich as carbonate or hydroxide of sodium or
potassium, calcium oxide, or borax.—K. S.

Ammonia Slills ; Construction of . G. K. Davis,
Knutsford, Cheshire. Eng. Pat. 26,996, Dec. 9, 1903. '

In- ammonia still- constructed with serrated caps (see Kng
I 'at. 16,349 of 1888; this J., 1 889, 8S4), in which fixed
ammonia is set free by lime, such cap- are, according to
the present invention, fixed to the plates forming the 1

of the chambers in which they rest, so that the^setral
hang free in the liquid, admitting a small rake to be inserted
underneath the caps for withdrawal of the deposit. Several
methods for fixing such serrated caps are dc-eiibed and
illustrated.— E. S,

Aluminium Compounds and By-products; Method
Making . L. R. Keogh aud IS. Broughton, Hamilton,
Canada. Kng. Pat. 2655, Feb. 3, 1904.

SEE U.S. Pat. 74 1,765 of 1903 ; this J.. 1H03, 1317.—T. F. II.

Alumina; Manufacture of . tie. des Prod. (him.
D'Alais et de la Camargue, Salindres, Frame. Kn- Pal
19,924, Sept. 15, 19U4. I'uder Intermit. Conv., Sent 19
1 903.

Sinn m aluminate solution is heated under pressure of, say,
6 kilos, per sip cm., in a closed vessel for some hours, with
agitation, whereby a precipitate containing most of the
silica pre-ent is stated to be formed. The pressure required
i. m;. be obtained by passing into the containing vessel high-
pressure steam, in s,i C h manner as to cause agitation, t
small orifice being provided for escape of a little of tin

steam. Alumina, suitable for application In the manufactutt
umitrium, mm be prepared from the filtered aluuiiu

solution thus obtained.— E. S.

Lime

.

United States Patents.

Machine for Hydraling . J.

JBoric Acid ; Detection of .

page 1113.

L. Kobin. XXIIK.

. Keanev, jun.,
Sherwood, Md. US. l'.u. 773,029, Oct 2.'.. L904.

Within a rotating inclined cylinder is secured centrally a
perforated screen, tapering towards the discharge ei

an imperforate extension at the charging end, at
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which the lime to be hydrate! is received from a shoot.

I
Water is conducted from an elevate 1 tank bv a pipe which
discharges automatically within the screen, when the gate
to the shoot is opened. A perforated (.ipe connected to a
boiler traverses the length of the screen centrally to maintain
a discharge of -;•• im within it. Between the outer cylinder
.iod the inner perforated screen is an intermediate imper-
faiate - :rei n, tapering to a lesser degree than the perforated

• one. There is a number of discharge openings, one
registering with the shorter outer cylinder or jacket; and
;he other arranged to receive the overflow of the longer
(inner screen.—E. S.

yQuicklim.' : Process of Converting into Powdered
Bydraied Lime. J. Reaney, jun., Sherwood, Md. U.S.
Pat. 773,030, Oct. 25, 1904.'

A wi [CUED portion of quicklime is subjected, in an appa-
ratus such as that described in the preceding abstra t. to
{(ambling with simultaneous wetting with a predetermined
quantity of water, and to slow sifting, the hydrated fine
particles being then rapidly moved to a point of discharge,
whilst the non-hydrated particles remain for further Imita-
tion by the action of steam.—K. S.

'Alkali Suits; Making and Separating from Insoluble
Co linations. 11, S. Hlackmore, Mount Vernon, XV.
U.S. Pat. 772,206, Oct. 11, 1904.

ISOLrnLE alkali salts are obtained from their insoluble
combinations by subjecting the ia'ter to the action of water
l|»nd of a "gas'' (such as carbon dioxide), under varying
:ires>ure. above and below that of the atmosphere. Lithium
fcarbonate is obtained from insoluble lithium compounds by
laxposing them to the action of water and carbon dioxide,
lander pressure. A continuous process of making soluble
klkali carbonates from insoluble combinations, consists in
'nixing the latter with water, withdrawing air by subjecting
he mixture to reduced pressure, then admitting carbon

'lioxide under increased pres-sure, and diminishing and
Hfcreasiug the pressure at intervals. The soluble salt sepa-
ateil i- then withdrawn, and the process is continued after

renewing the materials.—K. S.

Refractory Silicates; Method of Decomposing . W,
T. Gibbs, Buckingham, Canada. L'.S. Pat. 772,612,
Oct. 18, 1904.

The method consists in treating the silicate with a decom-
posing solution containing a catalytic agent and a reagent
hat will combine with the base or bases and leave the
atalytic agent free for further action. The decomposing
olutiou contains a small proportion of hydrofluosilicic acid
.nd a large proportion of sulphuric acid.

—

W. C. H.

Hefrartory Silicates ; Process of Decomposing . W.
T. Gibbs. Buckingham, Canada. U.S. Pat. 772,657,
Oct. Is, 1904.

The silicates are reduced to a finely-divided condition and
reatel with an amount of hydrofluosilicic acid, which is in
xcess of that required to combine with the bases of the
ilicates

; the silico-flnorides of the bases are subsequently
reatci to recover the hydrofluosilicic acid.— iT. C. II.

tall ; Process of Making Pure . O. Sachse, Assignor
to the firm of Triplex, Ges. f. Soole-Verdampfung im

I
Vacuum M.B.H., Luueburg, Germany. U.S. Pat. 773,343,
Oct. 25, 1904.

Ieixe containing salts of calcium and magnesium is treated
Ifith sodium carbonate, slightly in excess of the proportion
tecessary to precipitate the calcium as carbonate. The
iquid, cleared frcm the precipitate, is concentrated in a
acuum to separate the salt ; and the mother-liquor, rich
a magnes'um sulphate, is added to another portion of
utreated brine.—E. S.

Electrically Treating Gases [Air] Process of .

K. Birkeland. U.S. Pat. 7 72.S62, Oct. IS, 1904. XI. A.,
page 10H7.

French Patents.

Sulphuric Acid; Apparatus fur the Concentration of
ontact with Heated Gasps. .1. 1.. Kessler. First

hi, dated June 20, 1904, to Fr. Pat. 2s;:,752 ,,:

Dec. 6, is is. (See Eng. Pat. 26,169 of Dee. 10.
this .1., 1900, 24U.)

Tin^ apparatus is intended to effect the rapid cooling of the
concentrated acid down to the point at which it does not
materially attack lead, while simultaneously heating chamber
acid, or acid for concentration, admitted into a series of
vertical lead pipes set in the cooler. Referring to tin-

drawing, the hot eoncentrati id is admitted in contact

with heated gases (or otherwise, if desired, under the present
a Idition) into the lead cylinder ti, through the channel A,

inio the short cylindrical stone receptacle/, whence it flows
until the cylinder is charged nearly up to the level of the
piece /', the height being determined mainly by the passage
of the cooled acid from the exit tube i. The dilate acid
enters the tubular lead system through the jacketed pipe /,

and has passage, after being heated by the surrounding hot
concentrated acid, to the concentrator through an exit pipe
not shown. The stream of concentrated acid entering /,
when the apparatus is charged, is deflected upwards through
grooves formed in the outlet n, o, and, owing to its less

specific gravity than the cooler liquid of the mass, rises

to the surface, carrying with it other layers of the acid,
where it is cooled. Compare Eng. Pat. 21,376 of 1900;
this J., 1901, S07.—E. S.

Sulphuric Acid; Apparatus for Concentrating .

.1. 1.. Kessler. First Addition, dated June 20, 1904. to

Fr. Pat. 305,781 of Nov. 2S. 1900. (See Eng. Pat. 21.J7C
of Nov. 26, 1900 ; this J., 1901, S07.)

The arrangements, &c. claimed in the addition to Fr. Pat.
28 \~:<-i (see preceding abstract) are claimed also in the
present addition.— E. S.

Carbonic Acid; Manufacture of . E A. and J. G.
Behrens. Fr. Pat. 343,903, Juue II,

The products of the combustion of water-gas or of ovne-
rator-gas are compressed, and passed, still undei
into a solution of potassium carbonate, maintained at the
temperature of decomposition of hydrogen-potassium car-
bonate. The unabsorbed nitrogen is allowed to escape,
and the hot carbonated solution is conducted awav, and as
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soon as it c< :i-p- to be under more than atmospheric pres-

sure, the carbon dioxide absorbed is set free, and is colli

for liquefaction.-— 1 . S.

Alumina anil Alkalis; Extraction of from Alkaline
Silicate* of Alumina, such us Leucite. <. Levi. l'r.

Pat. 344,296, June 25, 1904.

Leucitk, or other similar mineral, is treated with a strong
1

1
ion of an alkali or alkaline earth hydroxide in an ai

clave at a pressure exceeding six atmospheres (prefers
it about 10 atmospheres) with agitation. Alumina, iron

oxide, &c, remain undissolved, and are separated by
filtration, whilst From the solution, containing au alkali

in alkaline earth silicate, the alkali is recovered by known
means. The aluminous residue is mixed with a concen-
trated alkaline solution to a pasty mass, to which lime is

added, and the mass i- heated. An alkali aluniinate is

dissolved out of the product, from which alumina is ob-

tained, as, for instance, by injection of carbon dioxide.

—E. S.

Alumina; Preparation of by an Electro-metallurgical
Process. Soc. Anon. Electro - Metallurgique, Proce'des
1>. Girod. l'r. Pat. 344, .".49, July 4. L904. XI. B.,

page 1098.

Sulphates; Reduction "/Alkaline-Earth and Alkali

to Sulphides, and of Metallic Oxides to Metals. C. ( las-

tiglioni and L. Calastretti.' Fr. Pat. 543,926, June 13,

1904. Cnder Internal.. Conv., June 20, 1903.

The substance to be reduced is contained in a receptacle

heated externally, aud is subjected to the act I a reduc-

ing vapour or gas obtained by the dry distillation of organic
matter, by the decomposition of steam by charcoal heated
to incandescence, or by the action of water on alkaline-earth

carbides.—A. S.

Vichel Ores; Treatment of •
, and Apparatus therefor

.

G. H. Gin. l'r. Pat. 344,203, .lune 22, 1904.

\k kit. oxide, or an ore of the oxide, is subjected to the

action of sulphuric acid of about 53° B., at a temperature

of about l.v, '
i

'., involving a pressure of 4 kilos, to the

sq. cm. The apparatus consists of a pair of lead

autoclaves heated by a single furnace, and operated alter-

nately. The solution obtained is cooled by a enrreut of
cold sir. and by addition of a cold saturated solution of

nickel sulphate containing 1 asic nickel sulphate in suspen-
sion. The filtered liquid is crystallised.- E. S.

VIII.-GLASS. POTTEEY, ENAMELS.

English Patent.

Vitr I nl [for Porcelain, §•<.] ; Manufacture of
. 1'. Steenboek, Deutsch-Wilmersdorf, Germanv.

Eng. Pat. 15,17fi, July 7, 1904.

A BOLTjTiON of basic beryllium nitrate is precipitated with
sodium silicate, and the precipitate wasl and
slightly calcined. This product is finely ground ai (1 may
be used by itself or mixed with glass or pure clay. The
cement is made by triturating the powder or mixed powders
with a solution of orthophosphoric acid almost saturated
with aluminium phosphate, with the addition of a little

sine phosphate. See also Eng. Pat. 15,181, July 7, 1!

J., 1904, 901.—W. ('. II.

French Patent-.

Cruciblefor Glass tor Continuous Working. V. Lang.
Fr. Pat. 343,309, May 19, 1904

Tbe crucible shown allows of constant working, the

in it being constant level, and withdrawn by a
ladle without cooling the molten mass. [1

. of the ctucible proper (1), which is placed in

the furnace opposite one of tin openings. The crucible

is provided with a mouth (3) in the shape of an arch,

through which the cold materials are fed, and with .

(,.'.) cemented on to tbe wall of the crucible. The front

of this vessel i- ;,;<,, in the shape of an arch and serves for
the introduction of the ladle; the other end of the vessel

reaches nearly to the bottom nf the crucible, tapering ntt

to an open pipe, through which the molten glass enter*

from below as fast as it is removed from above by the
to .ase of damage this vessel c an be replaced with-

out interrupting the fusion. 1 . r making crystal "lass the
crucible may be provided with a dome-shaped cover, so as
to prevent the flame from coming in contact with the

—A. I

Quartz Glass; Manufacture of . J.Bredel. l'r. I'at.

34 1,169, .lune 21, 1904.

The quartz is fused and run b_i means of a heated channel
into a heated mould, preferably placed below the furnace.

Both channel and mould are previously evacual
prevent the quartz from being chilled during its tl

—A.G.L.
Quart: Glass; Manufacluri of Objrrts of' . J. lircdel.

Fr. Pat. 344,170, June 21, 1904.

The material is first repeatedly subjected to a

process, and i- then fused. Whili -till fluid it is

with a jet of cold air or vapi transforms it into

silica wool ; this is then moulded into th 1 -hape
and afterwards fused.—A. (i. L.

IX.—BUILDING MATEEIALS, CLAYS.

HORTAES, AND CEMENTS.

I . Specifications tor , submitted to the A
iety for Testing Materials. Eogin. News, p.m>4, 51,

619—02O. Science Abstracts, 1904, 7, B, >

The Cement ( ommitteeof the American Society for lestmrn
Materials recommend that the acceptan
samples of cement be based upi 11 the following requirement*,

the tests being made in accordance with th methods pro-

posed by the Committee on 1 oiform Tests of Cement of the

an Society of Civil Engineers:—
X\tii:u. Ckmkxt. Definition: The finely-pub

product obtained by the calcination of an

limestone at a temperature only sulnciect to cxp<

carbon dioxide. Sp< G 1 it./: The mateiial dried at

100 C. should have a specinc gravity not less than

Fineness: Kesidue on a Xo. not more than

10 per cent. ; and on a No. 200 sieve, not more than
cent. Time of Setting : Initial set in not less than 10 11

and hard set in not less than 30 mins. nor more ''

hours.

Portland Cement.— Definition: The rim-ly-pul<

product obtained by the calcination to incipient fusion of an

intimate mixture of ai ind calcareous materials

in proper proportions, and to which no addition greater

than 3 per cent, has been made subsequent to calcination.

Specific Gravity : The mateiial dried at 100 ('. -honlil

have vity not less than 3"1. J'inrneu:

Residue on a N'o. 100 sieve, t.c.t more than s pr
and on a Xo. 200 sieve, not more than 25 per cent. T

Initial s L t in not less than 30 mins., hard

in uot less than 1 hour nor more than 10 hour-. '/

Strength : Briquettes, 1 in. square in section should give tbe
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following results, and should suffer no retrogression in

strength within the periods specified:—

th after :

24 Hours
in Moisl

Air.

7 Days.
I in \u-

.'.".; a in

Water.

lis Days,
i ii. Hoist
Air and 27
in Water.

Natural ,"

fori land cement, n- at

1 of nat ural eei sand .

1 ol Port la- t cement ami :: a' sand

Lb. Lb.
a 100 12 I

Lb.

."all IJ50

v.a~15ll

200 800

Constancy >,/" Volume.— Pats of neat cement about :> ins.

diameter. V in. thick at the centre, ami tapering to a thin

edge, shall be kept in moist air for 24 hours, (a) A pat
is then kept in air at the ordinary temperature and examined
at intervals during at least 28 days. (/<) Another pat is

kept in water maintained at To 1\, and examine I at

intervals during at least 28 .lays. (V) (For Portland
cement only.) A third pat is exposed in an atmosphere of
steam above boiling water, In a loosely-closed vessel for
5 hours. In all three tests the pats should remain firm and
jjard, and show no signs of distortion, " the king," cracking,
or disintegration.

Content of Sulphuric Acid and Magnesia.—The cement
Stall not contain more than I "75 per cent, of sulphuric
Iphydride, nor more than 1 per cent, of magnesia.—A. S.

Cement: Notes on the Roiling Testfor . F.H.Lewis.
Eng. Record, 1904, 50, 33 Sc nee Abstracts, 1904,

7, B, SG5.

Bbe author finds that the higher the silica and iron oxide,
and within certain limits, the higher tin- sulphuric acid an 1

lime, the better the results given by a cement when subjected
to the boiling test. Magnesia appears to have no influence,
but alumina should only h.- present in small quantity. lie
suggests as a eetuent suitable for passing tin- boiling test,

one having the composition: lime, BG : silica, 25 ; iron oxide,

7; sulphuric anhydride, 2 per cent.—A. S.

English Patents.

'•1 Mcthodfor Preserving . C. F. Reichel, Gruna,
Germany. Eng. Pa . 21,578, Oct. 7, 1903.

Sle Fr. Pat. 335,781 of 1903; this J., 1904, 254.—T. F. Ii.

Saving Blocks from Towns' Refuse. W. Weaver, London.
Eng. Pat. 22.042J Oct. 3, 1903.

The clinker formed in " destructors " from towns' refuse is

crushed, and about -
,

are mixed with 15 parts of
asphalt, and .', parts of fine lime-stone or other dust, and
consolidated into paving blocks under pressure.

—

W. C. Ii.

Semetit or Moulded Articles; Apparatus and Process for
utilising Gas Lime, or other i alcium Compounds and
Clinker, Slag, or oilier Siticious or Aluminous Material
for the Manufacture of . J. Bond, Leeds. Ens
I'at. 23,213, Oct. 27, 19o:',.

The materials named iu the title, after being mixed and
ground, are fed into the top of an upright kiln or tower
baving a number of horizontal inverted U-shaDed flues,
open at the ends and bottom, and fixed alternately in sets
throughout the whole height of the kiln. Spaces are left
between the flues to allow the material to tall around and
•>n their outer surface. The U-shaped flues are connected
with vertical flues so as to allow the hot gases from a furnace

I

to travel through the sets in a /.ip;;c»g course. The material

j

that has passed through the kiln is mixed, ground with
|clinker, and moulded, and the bricks or slabs are subj eti

to the action of -"earn and carbon dioxide under pressure.

—E S.

United States Patents.

' 'arborundum Article : Self-bonded . F. J. Tone,
Niagara Falls, X.V. I'.S. Pat. 772,262, Oct. 11, 1904.

'

A refractory coherent article, or a refractory coherent
facing for less refractory articles, is compose.!" of super-
ficially-oxidised particles of amorphous or crystalline
carborundum, which are hound together by the oxidation
and subsequent cohesion of the particles.—W. C. II.

Lime or Cement Kiln. YV. S. Speed. Louisville, Ky.
U.S. Pat. 772,184, Oct. 11,1904.

The kiln is vertical, and has a discbarge opening a- the
bottom. Below this opening is a grid-like feeder with
projections on its upper surface, that is worked backwards
and forwards continuously by means of a shall ami crank
arm. The forward movement of the feeder carries forward
the lime deposited on it from the discharge opening of the
kiln, and the backward movement causes this lime to fall

off the front of the feeder, means being provided to prevent
lime falling off the back end.—W. C. II.

Lithographic Stones; Substitute for •, and Method of
Making same. G. Bower, St. Neots, and T. W. Gaunt-
lett, London. U.S. Pat. 7

.

,
Oct 2a, 1904.

Si i: Eng. Pat. 6155 of 1903 ; this J., 1904, 325.—T. V. B~.

Fkenck Patents.

Wood; Treatment of by the Injection of Anlise,
Substances Jot passing it through Vaporisation and
Absorption Hatha in various Receptacles. Conti-Vecchi.
Fr. I'at. 344,204, June 22. L904.

The wood to be treated is placed in one of a number of
vessels ounec ed w ith each other and is given a preliminary
heating by means of the steam disengaged in the next
vessel. Hot. water fr mi this vessel is then run into the
first, the v, atei being maintained at the boiling-point by
circulating il through a suitable heater. The hot water is

then run into the next vessel of the scries, and its place
taken by a cold antiseptic liquid, which is kept cool by
circulating it through a cooler. This operation may take
place under ordinary or increased pressure. The entry of
the eald liquid into the wood is exceedingly rapid asthe
pores ot the latter have been opened and filled with

i
:

in the preceding operation, the steam condensing on contact
with the cold liquid. If it is desired to treat the wood with
two ilistiuct preservatives, e.g., creosote and a saline solu-
tion, one may be run into the bath after the other, or the
two liquids may be emulsified and applied together. In the
last ra.se a suitable agitator nmsi be placed in the vessel to
maintain the emulsion. The cold liquid is then run into the
next vessel and the wood removed, after which the same
cycle of operations is repeated.-*- A. ( I. L.

Fire-Bricks and other Clay Objects; Continuous Furnace
for Burning . D. F. Heary, jun. Fr. I'at. 34 i.

June 27, II

The interior of the furnace is divided by a number of
vertical partitions, reaching alternately to the top and to the
botfom of the furnace, into vertical compartments. The hot
gases are consequently forced to pass through these com-
partments iu a zigzag course, and in so doing meet
impart their heat to the objects to be burnt, which are
placed on hollow supports cooled by a current of water.
These supports are moved by an endless chain arrangement,,
situated outside the furnace, in a direction opposite to that
in which the gases move, so that the raw bricks, Sue., enter
the furnace at one end and emerge fully burnt at the other.
In the side walls of each compartment are left vertical slits

toenail!, the supports for the bricks to be fastened !

endless chain. The supports themselves com I the
starting point through a channel formed in il.

the furnace.—A. G. L.

Fire-Bricks and other Clay Products; Apparatus for
Turning [during Drying] . 1). F. Henri
Fr. I'at. 344,333, June 27, 1904.

The moulded bricks are delivered on to a table, of the form
of a paddle-wheel, which revolves horizontally in an inter-

E 2
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mitteut fashion, and which also carries certain bosrds
liilc of a lateral movement, which support the bricks

during one stage of the operation. The whole mechanism is

worked by an endless chain arrangement, which alternately

the turning table and the laterally-moving boards
— A. G. L.

X.-METALLURGY.

for Blast Furitices] ; Varieties of in the

I ral. K.'.luon. Stahl a. Eiseu, 1904, 24, 1230-^1238.

Aii the pig-iron prodncel in the I "ral district is smelted
with charcoal, which is manufactured in furnaces or by the
old heap process, according to the relative facilities for

transporting the felled timber. Xo attempt is made in

either case to recover any of the by-products, there being
no demand except for small quantities of tar for lubricating

purposes. The three chief kinds of charcoal are birch, fir

and pine : and it was to determine the relative value of these

for smelting purposes that the author's experiments were
made. The ultimate analysis of numerous samples of

furnace-made charcoal pave the following mean results:—

Hydro-
gen, with Ni-

trogen I,

i txygen
together „, '"* Power.

Kirch

fir. .

.

PerOent. Perl nl PerCent. Cnls.
T.viit ;;- 18 19 -:; -

90 6.88

1

T.V.'iS lis 17-17 l-.'l 6.500
73-41 S-40 20-U3 1'26 6,210

The sp. gr. was determined in three different ways ; first,

that of the powdered charcoal; secondly, that of small
cubes coated with molten paraffin ; and thirdly, in bulk, i.e .

by the 1 asketful (1-8 cb. 12.) The mean results were :

—

Powdered. Bulk.

Kirch n-m
IC-J7

0-215

0-190
0-148
o-iai

Pine
i

Birch. 1

1-02

I'M
1 ml

--

1-45

1-05
1-01

I'M
lis

.. bulk

The smaller difference in the bulk tests was due to the
more brittle character of the fir charcoal, and the con-
sequently larger amount going to the basketful. The

ive porosity of the three kinds was 72'3 per cent ,

80-6 per cent., and 84'7per Cent, in the order given, a
v.sult corresponding with figures published by Gubanof for
I ral charcoals. The crushing strength of cubes, of 3-5 cm
side, was tested parallel and tranversely to the fibres, the
birch charcoal having a mean strength of 204-0 kilos, per
sq. cm. in the one case and -J 1 S kilos, in the other, whilst
for pin.- charcoal the figures wore SI 1 aud 11-3 kilos., and
for fir charcoal 52'3 and 8" 1 kilos, respi ctivi l\

. By corre-
lating these various results to the lowest grade, i.e., fir

charcoal, as unity, the relative constants for the other two
ork out as follows :

—

SO that bulk for hulk, birch charcoal is worth 1
J, and [due

I i; times as much as fir charcoal. These figures
coincide with the smelting values of the three charcoal-, the

nt.- of iron produced per unit of charcoal beine
I '8, 1 -2, 1 '0.

Similar results were obtained a thi case of hea|
lis, but the mean carbon content of the latter is 11-80

per cent., and the calorific value 12-01 per cent, higher
than with the furnace-made article. Taking heap.made
birch charcoal as unity, the value of the furnace-made char-
coal is 0-81

;
the two kinds of pine charcoal arc worth

respectively 0-68 and 0-57,and the two kinds of fir charcoal
ii'.'. i and o-4l respectively.

The differences between heap-made and furnace made
charcoal are dm- to the different temperatures employed in

their production, the maxima being respectively 700 I '. and
Had C. The higher temperature gives an increased carbon
< tent, which i> the chief factor in determining the calorific
value for blast-furnace purposes, since the hydrogen in the
charcoal doc- not reach the combustion zone, but goes to
enrich the blast-furnace gas.

Another point of investigation was the causes of deterioTM
tion in blast-furnace charcoal. These are three in imral
undcrburning, overturning, and bad storage. The first

occurs when the temperature is kept so low (2S4 3
C.) that

the percentage of carbon does not exceed 7o, the charcoal
bring then blown in colour and of high sp. gr. ( Iyer-burnt
charcoal on the other hand is of normal composition and
calorific power, but brittle and rotten, with an increased
power of occluding nas,-s and moisture. Damp or prolonged
storage unfavourably intluences the quality b\ facilitating
the absorption of moisture, which renders the charcoal
brittle.

Finally, with regard to the problem whether a charcoal
with high or low carbon content is the more economical for
blast-furnace work, it is pointed out that if the charring has
to be performed in the furnace the latter is unecocooiically
deprived of energy; but wh.-n the furnace gas i- to be
utilised as motive power, the carbon content of the charcoal
should not exceed sj per cent.—C, S.

Blast- Furnace Smelling ; Finely- Divided Ores as a Source
of Trouble in . A. Weiskopf. Stahl u. Eisen
24, i225—1230.

In smelling finely-divided iron ore in the blast-furnace,
the output i- liable to diminution owing to obstructions
caused by the agglomeration of fine carbon, and to
irregular reduction of the tine and coarse material. At
the same time the charge of coke has to be increased, and
the furnace works irregularly owing to the "scaffolding!
of the charge. The increased blast pressure entailed by
these obstructions carries awaj a larger proportion of dust,
thus increasing the strain on the blowing engines aud the
labour of cleaning out the .lust collectors, &c.« The fine
carbon settles In crevice- of, mid corrodes, the brick-
work, and largely increases the expense of repair. The
furnace gas i- of inferior quality, containing an e-
of carbon dioxide and dust. These evils mav be pre-
vented by using coarse ore or briquetting the fine or,-.

the latter a somewhat expensive process. Of the vai
ore-hriquetting processes introduced, the author
that only two arc suitable for practical application . the
Dellwik-Fleischer process and the scoria process. In the
former, the ore is maintained at its sintering temperature
by means of water-gas, si that the particles cob
whilst in a modification by Klbers the agglomeration is

facilitated by the addition of :i—5 per cent, ol powdc
slag as a flux, the total cost being about 3s. 6./. per ton.

In the scoria process the ore is treated with granulated
blast-furnace slag, disintegrated by steam, the mixture
being then exposed to -team at a pressure of 8 atmospl
for 10 hours. The briquettes are strong, highly porous,
and of homogeneous composition. Whilst the addition of
Blag increases the imount of residue, the hydrating action
of the steam probably results in the formation of collo
calcium hydrosilicate or of a tasilicate, distributed
uniformly throughout the mass; aid the water of i

densation dissolves out injurious metallic salt-, alk
sulphates. &c,—C. S.

Open-Hearth Steel ; Influence of Carbon, Phosphom,
Manganete, and Sulphur i,n the Tensile Sir, n

. H. H. Campbell. Iron and Steel Inst., Oct, 1904.

author concludes from the results of a largo nun,
of experiments that the tensile strength of an open-hearth
steel roayb) expressed by a formula, showing the etb
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of each of the important constituent elements. The effects

of different amounts of the elements wire found to be as

follows :
—

Carbon.—In acid steel, each - 01 per cent, of carbon, as

determined by combustion, causes an increase in the

strength of 1000 lb. per - j. in. In the colorinietric

determination, all the carbon present is not determined,

and the strengthening effect consequently works out as

1140 lb. for each - 01 per cent, of carbon.

In basic steel, the strengthening effect is 770 lb. per

sq. in. for each 0-01 per cent, of carbon determined by

Embustion and 820 lb. for - 01 per cent, determined
flolorimetrically.

Phosphorus.— EaehO'iil per cent, of phosphorus causes

an increase of 10 10 lb. per sq. in. in the tensile strength of

Open-hearth steel.

'Manganese.—The strengthening effect of manganese on
steel is greater as the content of carbon increases. When
the amount of the manganese is small, the effect produced
is complicated, probably by the presence of iron oxide, so

j

that a decrease in manganese in very low-carbon -neels is

accompanied by an increase in strength. In acid steel,
j

each increase of 0"01 per cent, in manganese above
- 4 per cent, raises the strength an amount varying from

80 lb. in an alloy containing 0'1 per cent, of carbon to

too lb. in steel containing 0'4 pel' cent, of carbon. In

basic steel each increase of 0'01 per cent, above 0*3 per
cent, raises the strength an amount varying from 130 lb. iu

an alloy containing U"l per cent, of carbon to 250 lb. in

steel containing 0'4 per cent, of carbon.

Sulphur.—The effect of sulphur on the strength of open-
hearth steel is very small. The following formula? are gi\ en

for the strength of open-hearth steels :
—

(!) For acid steel, with carbon determined by com-
bustion : 40,000 + 1000 C + lUOO P + x Mn + K =
ultimaie strength.

(2) For acid steel, with carbon determined eolori-

meirically : 39,800 + 1140 C + 1U00 P + x Mn + E =
ultimate strength.

(3) For basic steel, with carbon determined by com-
bustion : 41,500 -r 770 C + 1000 P + ;/ Mn + It =
nltimate strength.

(4) For basic steel, with carbon determined eolori-

metrically : 42,000 + 820 C - 1000 P + y Mn + B —
ultimate strength.

C, I', and Mn represent 0-01 per cent, of carbon,

phosphorus, and mingane :tively ; 1! is a number
varying according to the heat treatment to which the steel

is subjected; the strength is given in lb. per sq. in. Tables
are given showing the variation of x and y with the carbon
content of the steel.—A. S.

Banket Ore [Gold] ; Finer Crushing of [on the

Witaatersrand]. W. A. Caldecott. Inst, of Mining
and Metall., Oct. 20, 1904.

The crushed ore as it leaves the amalgamating plates is

composed of : (a) silicious grains, mainly barren ;
(A)

granular auriferous pyrites
;

(c) quartz grains with

adherent pyrites ; and (rf) very finely divided quartz, clay,

I and a little auriferous pyrites and free gold, constituting

• the slime. The results of experiments are quoted showing
i that higher extractions are obtained if the portion of the

i pulp comprised under (6) and (c) be subjected to fine

; crushing before being treated with cyauide. In practice

it would probably be most satisfactory to pass the

|

" spitzlutte " concentrate continuously through a re-grinder,

then over amalgamating plates, returning it thence to the

,
mill pulp bunder delivering to the tailings wheel, so that

|
any insufficiently reduced particles might gravitate hack

;
again from the "spitzlutte" for fuither grinding. The
author estimates that with this secondary tiue crushing the
present 90 per cent, recovery of the gold contents of 10 dwt.

. banket ore would be raised to 95 per cent, at an increased
expense of less than half the additional 5 per cent, of gold

f
recovered. It should also be possible to successfully treat

!
the large " residue dumps " ou the Rand by means of a
system embracing washing out the soluble gold contents,
together with concentration of the coarser ami pyritic

portion, followed by fine grinding of this product to render
its encased gold contents susceptible to subsequent: treat-

ment.— A. S.

Lead Tin Alloys; Action of Dilute Acids on .

I I. Sackur. Arbb. Kais. I ies. A.. 22, 205—2IS4. Chem.
Centr., 1904, 2, 1106. (See this J., 1904, 255, 791.)

1'tni; lead is acted upon by dilute acids only in presence of
i. The rate of solution is nearly independent of

the strength and concentration of the acid i, lactic.

and hydrochloric acids), but depends upon the concen-
tration or the dissolved oxygen, and the rate at which the
acid is stirred. Pure tin is scarcely attacked, even in

oi oxygen, by dilute acetic acid (more dilute
than N 10 solution) and lactic' acid (more dilute than N/100
solution ). With acids of stronger concentration, the solvent
action is greater, but not so great as on lead. In the case of
lead-tin alloys, the solvent action of dilute acid increases
continually with the proportion of lead in the alloy.
Dilute acids dissolve almost exclusively lead, with but little

tin from the alloys : more concentrated acids, on the other
hand, dissolve more tin than lead. I3y the action of dilute
acids on lead-tin alloys, in the first place, the lead is

dissolve. 1. but is subsequently iu part precipitated again by
the tin, this precipitation being more complete the greater
the acidity of the solution.— A. S.

Alloys; Structure of . W.Campbell. J. Amer.
(hem. Soc., 1904, 25, 1290-1315.

Aluminium-Copper Alloys.— Alloys containing from to
.'.4 per cent, ot copper form a simple serie with a eutectie

point at about 32 per cent, of copper. Between and
3-_! per cent, of copper, gram, and dendrites of aluminium

a an increasing ground-mass; between 32 and 54
per cent, of copper, crystals of the compound Al.XJu
occur in a decreasing ground mass of the eutectie. In

neither case arc the dendrites or crystals pure ; they con-
tain about 2 per cent, of copper or of aluminium, as the

case may be, in solid solution. From 54 per ceat. of
copper, the yround-muss of the compound AlX'u decreases,

whilst a new constituent iu th? form of dendrites and then
irregular masses increases, until at about 78 per ceut. of
copper, the alloys are homogeneous. The alloys remain
; oeous from 7S per ceut. (AIX'u,) to about 83 percent.

of copper (AlCu.). It is not certain whether the new
constituent is AlCu, AloCu^, or AlCu,, since it forms solid

solutions; there may even he two isomorphous compounds
present. The alloys containing from above 83 per cent, to

about 90 per cent, of copper solidify as solid solutions, which
at a lower temperature rearrange themselves, according
as the alloy contains more or less than 87 per ceut. of

copper—the eutectoid point. This change is similar to

that which takes place in steel and in the bronzes. The
alloys containing from 92 per cent, to 100 per cent, of

copper form a series of solid solutions isomorphous with

copper and show no rearrangement iu the solid state.

Ternary Tin-Antimony Alloys.—An alloy containing

75 per cent, of tin and 25 per cent, of antimony was melted

with 10 per cent, of various metals, and the structure of

the resulting products examined. It was found that three

types of structure arc produced :—

(1) When the third metal is lead or bismuth, the alloy

is formed of cubes of the compound SbSn in a ground-

mass of tin dendrites, surrounded by the eutectie of tin

and lead or bismuth.

(2) With silver or copper as the third metal, crystals

of a compound of this metal and tin, together with cubes

of the compound SbSn, ate found set iu the eutectie of tin

and the compound of tin and the third metal.

(3) When the third metal is aluminium or zinc, this

forms a compound with the antimony. To ground-mass
consists of : («) crystals of aluminium in its< ithtio;

and (6) in the case of zinc, crystals of the compound
SbSn in a solid solution rich in tin. Cadmium appears to

behave like zinc. Arsenic probably belongs to a sub-

group of (2) whers the compound SbSn and crystals of a

compound of tin and the third metal occur in a ground-

mass, which is a solid solution of tin.— A S.
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Alloys of Tin and Antimony. W. Reinders. Appendix
[II. to 6th Report to tin- Alloys Kesearch Committee.
Proc. Inst. Mech. Eng., 1904, 1, 209—214. Science

Abstracts, 1904, 7, A. 831.

The Freezing-point curve of tin-at alloys consists of

four branches. The first begins with pure tin and ends
•with an alloy containing 8 per cent of antimony, melting af

243° C There is no entectic point. The crystals which
separate from alloys corresponding to the first portion of the

curve, consist of isomorphons mixtures of tin with varying
amounts (up to 11 per cent.) of antimony. The next
branch of the curve is considerably steeper, and cone

ads to the separation of crystals of a definite compound.
Sn.Sb, which forms small glittering cubes. The third

liraneh of the curve begins with an alloy containing about
20 per cent and ends with one containing about 50 per
cent, of antimony. The crystals corresponding to the lower
portions of this branch of the curve are not .veil defined,

but at 50 per cent, of antimony they again have a definite

form, being thick plates of the composition >n
4
Sh,. The

crystals corresponding to the final portion of the cur\e are
probably a solid solution of tin in antimony.—A. s.

Vanadium } Extraction of from Lend Vanadate, and
Production of Some Alloys. H. Herrenschmhlt. Comptes
rend., 11)04, 139, C35—637.

Tnr lead vanadate (12—14 per cent, of vanadic acid and
about 50 per ceDt. of lead) is melted with sodium carbonate
in a reverberatory furnace. Argentiferous lead is reduced
and a slag is formed, containing sodium vanadate, alu-

niinate, and silicate, and ferric oxide. The slag is again
melted, air blown through to peroxidase all the vanadium,
and the mass is then granulated by pouring into boiling

water. This water, and the water of three washings, dis-

solve out practically all the vanadate, with some silicate

but no aluminate. To remove the silicate, one portion is

evaporated to syrup, sulphuric acid added to precipitate

most of the vanadic acid, the mixture agitated with the
rest of the impure solution, and the whole passed through
a filter-press. The silica is thus precipitated, and the
solution contains fairly pure vanadate. To prepare from
it vanadic aeid.it is evaporated to small bulk, excess of
sulphuric acid added, the whole evaporated to dryness,
heated till the excess of sulphuric acid is driven off. and
tl e residue well washed with water. To make ferro-

vanadium the purified sodium vanadate solntion is pre-
cipitated by ferrous sulphate and sodium carbonate in such
pn portions as to yield on reduction 33 per cent, of

vanadium. Nickel-vanadium is made by mixing Oxide of
nickel and vanadic aeid in proportions to yield 25 per
cent, of vanadium, compressing into cubes with the quantity
of reducing substance necessary, and heating in crucibles

packed with charcoal.—J. T. !'.

<7 ./</ .- Influence if Sunlight on the S<r:

u<i,>ii of in

Aqueous Potassium Cyanide. W. A. (aldeeott. t hem.
Soc. Proc, 1904, 20, 195.

Tin: fact that the formation of potassium thiocyanate in

solution, under the conditions indicated by the
lion 1'bS + K('\ + ( ) = PbO;+ K( XS, is accelerated

l'\ 1 right sunlight was noted some years ago by liettel and
mann (l'roc. Chem. Metal!. Soc. S.Africa, 1896, 1,

i paper published last year (J. Chem. Metall.
S. Africa, 1903, 4, 51) by il. II. Johnson ami the

author, the analogy between potassium aurocyanide and
Ssinm thiocyanate with regard to their formation and

reduction was discussi
'1 he following experiments were carried out with the

view of ascertaining whether sunlight accelerated the
formation of potassium aurocyanide, as welJ as that of

urn thiocyanate.

A slrip ol gold foil weighing S32'5 ni<jrms. and having a
total superficial area oi 352 sq. mm. was immersed in a

pei- cent, potassium olution, contained in

glass litre bottle at about 19 < '. In another sin

ted with three layers of black varnish, was
ponding amount of the potassium cyanide
-trip of gold foil weighing 900 mgrins., but

with a superficial area equal to that of the other strip. The
two bottles were then exposed to direct sunlight for about a

5j hours daily during five day >, and the los- of weight of the
gold foil -trip- was noted, the maximum temperatures of
the - ilutions being recorded daily.

The result- showed that the rate of solution of the
gold in the clear glass bottle was 43 per cent, greater than
that in the blackened vessel, although the temperature of
the solution was on an average 3

*
8° C. lower than in the

former case.

The lately published researches of Berthelof (this J., 190%
7S6) indicate that the absorption of oxygen by aqueous
solution of potassium cyanide is accelerated by sunlight.

The greater rapidity with which gold dissolves in pota--

cyanide solution in bright sunlight may hence be considered
as being due to the liberation of more nascent cyanogen,
in proportion to the additional oxygen absorbed, with the

consequent increased forinatiou of aurous cyanide.

Iron [/'» Ores']; New Method for the Volumetric

Determination of . X. Tarugi and S. SilvaticS

XXI II.. page 1114.

Si/icon in Iron and Steel ; Determination of .

J.Thiel. XXI II., page 1114.

Nitrogen in Iron and Steel : Rapid 1J,

of . H. liraune. XXIII., page 1114.

Silver in Zinc: Determination of and Silver-Content

of Varieties of Commercial Zinc. K. Friedrich. XXIII..

page 1114.

English Patents.

Steel; Manufacture of . ( '. II. Cockburn, Swanlcv,

Kent. Eng. Pat. 25,950, Xov. 27, 1903.

Iiois ore, with or without scrap iron, is placed in, for

example, a cupola furnace having the usual adjunct-, with

a quantity of •dried cohesive peat-1 - briquettes," which
are fired, and at a certain stage of the heating, a mixture

of air and water-gas is injected in regulated quantity. It

is an essential condition that the reduction of the or<

should be effected in an atmosphere containing an excol
of carbon monoxide with hydrogen.—E. S.

Sheet Iron aid Steel; Method of <i;id Apparatus foi

Treating . II. H. Goodsell, I.ecchburg. 1'a., I SA
Eng. Pat IS.To;, Aug. 30, 1904.

Sheets of iron or steel are passed through a longitudinal

chamber heated by flues, which also heat a pan containing

water, the steam from which enters the chamber. The
steam at the entrance to the chamber is at 212 1-

.
, anil

the plate- are sufficiently heated before entering to prevent

deposition of noisture upon them. As the plates are

carried forward by suitable mechanical means, they reach

a 'blueing" compartment, in which the steam is heated

to 900s
F. or more. Beyond this compartment the tem-

perature of the steam becomes gradually lower, and th<

plates are cooled to 21'j F. before passing out b\ being

drawn through the water-pan.—E. S.

JJ/a.^t Furnaces; Inipts. in . F. A. I- . Samuelson,

Xhirsk, and YV. Hawdon, Middlesbrough, Yorks. Eng.

Pat. 28,279, Dec. 23, i

Tin: well of the furnace i- made long in one direction ami

narrow- in the other: for example, in the form of an ellipse

or of a rectangle with or without rounded end-, sn ihat

with an increased area of the well the distal i tie

tuyeres from the central line of the well remains so short

that, without increasing the power of the blast, the latter

i- able to penetrate to the interior of the charge. In ordei

that the charge may descend evenly, the boshes and shaft

of the furna 1 with the same cross

a- tin "ell.—A. S.

Furnaces [Crucible ]. 1). II. Steele. Curt

Md., rjS.A. Eng. Pal 7,536 Aug. 11, 1904. Indet

Internat Com.. Aug. 1 1, 1903.

s,
i I - Pat. 743,947 of 1903; this J., 1903, 1297.—T. F.B
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Alkaline Chlorides and Oxychlorides ; Preserving the

Strength and Keeping Powers of Solutions of
employed for Bleaching, Diiinfecting, Separation of
Metals, mid oilier surh like Purposes. (I. J. Atkins
anil Oxychlorides, Ltd. Eng. Pat. 25.972, Nov. 27,

1903. VII.. page loss.

Metals from their Ores ; Extraction of . P.J.Ogle
and The Rapid Cyanide Treatment, Ltd., London, ling,

l'at. 26,391, Dec. 3, 1903.

Sek Fr. l'at. 3io.23S of 1904 ; this J., 1904, 792.—T. F.I!.

United States Patents.

Blast Furnace. A Latto and J. C. Callan, Rraddock, Pa.

U.S. Pat. 77::, 72;;, Oct. 18, 1904.

A cosdvit communicating with the interior of a blast

furnace near the top of the latter, is provided at its end
ith an " explosion door," and is connected to it dust

collector having a curved elbow and a portion extending
downward leading to a dust receptacle. On the outer bend
.of the elbow of the dust collector are arranged angularly
disposed plates, spaced apart, the spaces between the

plates communicatiug with the open air. There are means
for spraying water within the dust collector.— E. S.

Fttrnan ; Roasting and Smelting . II. Cockell and
W. II. Fish, Columbus, Ohio. U.S. l'at. 772,925,
Oct. 25, 1904.

The products of combustion from the smelting furnace

pass around an ore-feeding and roasting chamber. The
discharge pipe from the ore-roasting chamber into the

smelting furnace is connected with air-inlet and fuel-supply

pipes.—A S.

Slimes Washer. L. E. Porter, Camp Rochester, Cal.

U.S. Pat. 773,221, (Jet. 25, 1904.

A VERTICAL cylindrical tank, open at the top, is provided

with a central, vertical, tubular shaft, and with means for

rotating the latter. To the bottom of the shaft horizontal

distributing arms are fixed, and connections are provided
for introducing air or water into the hollow shaft. A
pervious material" is disposed around the inner upper

edge of the cylinder, whilst on it- outer edge is an annular
trough to receive the liquid pa-sing through the pervious
material.—W. H. C.

Slimes Washer; Continuous . L. E. Porter. Camp.
Rochester, Cal. U.S. Pat. 773,222, ( let. 25, 1904.

The apparatus in the preceding abstract is modified be-

having a conical bottom to the ey hnder, with a valve a! the

apex of the inverted cone. A scrape: is attached to the

rotating shaft having its edge parallel to the slope of the

conical bottom, and a funnel is arranged in the upper
portion of the cylinder concentric with the shaft.

—W. II. c.

Alloys ; Process of Making . R. S. Anderson , Seattle,

Wash., Assignor to W. F. Horner, \V. (.'. Meeker, and
H. Lf. Woodio. U.S. Pat.773,450, Oct. 25, UKM.

Coi'i'ER and tin are fused together in about the proportions
of 93 lb. of copper to 7 lb. of tin, and to the mixture there
is added first a quantity of copper sulphate, and then alumi-
nium in about the proportion of 2 lb. of aluminium to 5 oz.
of copper sulphate, copper, and tin. The fused mass is

poured off and allowed to cool in the form of pigs.— A. s.

French Patents.

£S/ee/J Plates ; Process ami Apparatus for Locally Soften-
ing Hardened , Permittiny them to be worked in

the Cold. Schneider & Co. Fr. l'at. 338,998, Aug. 24,
1903.

Sr.E Eng. Pat. 19,107, 1903 ; this J., 190:!, 1240.—T. F. I!.

I

Aickcl Steel ; Impts. in . A. de Dion and G. Bouton.
Fr. Pat. 344,0971, .Tune .7, 1904.

|It is claimed that by the addition of silicon to nickel
steel the breaking -trcs- and elastic limit are considerably
'increased, especially in the case of the alloys of martensilic

structure, without the resistance to percussion being dimi-
nished. The proportions claimed are 0-5—2 per cent, of
silicon for pearlitic steels and 0*5—3 per cent, for marten-
sitic steels.— V. S.

Gold from Auriferous Minerals; Processfor Extracting
. Worsey- Hoal Gold Kxtraciing Synd., Ltd. Fr.

l'at. 341.^01.. June 25, 1904. Under Internal. Conv.,
June 29, 1903.

Ski Eng. l'at. 14,398 ofl903 ; this J., 1904, 1031.—T. F. B.

Sla ' : Process for Making Briquettes from Blqst-furnace
. H. Schuke-Steinberg. Addition, dated June 6,

1904, to Fr. l'at. 334,737, Aug. 19. 1903.

See El g. l'ai. 3235 of 1904 ; this J., 1901, 144.—T. F. 15.

Aluminium mid its Alloys: Industrial Process for Per-
fectly Soldering . R. Fortnri and E. Semprun.
Addition, dated June 10, 1904, to Fr. Pat. 330,009,
March 20, 1903.

See Eng. Pat. 13,328, 1904 ; this J., 190-1, 980.—T. F. 11.

Minerals containing I.tad and Zinc ; Treatment of' .

C. II. T. Havemann. First additiou, dated June 13,
1904, to Fr. Pat. 318,590, Feb. 11, 1902 (this J., 1902,
145").

Is the main patent, the fumes from the melting furnace
are subjected to the action of a forced draught, whereby,
the sulphides of lead and zinc are almost completely con-
verted into sulphates, which are subsequently separated.
According to the present addition, the conversion of the
sulphides into sulphates becomes complete if (1 ) the com-
position of the furnace-charge be maintained within the
limits:—zinc, 18—20; lead, 18—20; and sulphur. 12

—

13 per cent.; and (2) the draught be so regulated that the
mud obtained on condensing the fumes is white. The
process is also applicable to the treatment of minerals
containing lead, zinc, and copper. A large proportion of
the copper is obtained in the form of a matte rich in

copper and silver, whilst the remainder is converted into

sulphate with the lead and ziuc. From the solution of zinc

and copper sulphates obtained, the copper is precipitated

by iron.—A. S.

Sulphates ; Reduction of Alkaline -Earth and Alkali to

Sulphides, am! of Metallic O.rides to Metals. C. < 'astig

Horn and L. Calastretti. Fr. Put. 343,920, June 13,

1901. VII., page 1090.

Alloy. U. Travaglini and F. Fahiaui. Fr. l'at. 344,255,
June 21, 1901.

Tee alloy is constituted of electrolytic copper, I
- 90 to

l
- 95 kilo.; silver, 0'2 to 0'3 kilo.; ferrq-manganese,

0*6 to 1*5 kilo.: aluminium, 4 8 to 9'9 kilns.; and red
phosphorus. 5 to 15 grnis. The densily of the alloy is

stated t.) be 8 ' 187, and its fusing point, 7u0 C.— E. S.

Air; Method and Apparatus for Extracting the Moisture

from , and for Supplying such [ Dried"] Air to

Cupola Furnaces, Converters, or the tike. J. Gayley.
Fr. Pat. 344,399, June 28, 1904.

An: is led into a refrigerating chamber in which, by the

oscillation of wings and other suitable means, it i- 50

agitated aud circulated as to come into contact with a cooling

tubular systeui, until the greater pari of its moisture is

deposited. The air thus dried is conveyed to :> blower,

preferable uud:r a feeble initial pressure, aud then forced

at a higher pressure into the tuyeres of the furnace or

convci ter. —1 >

- with Snilllli

Lcbedeff. Fr. l'at.

Copper; Fusing Sulphide Ores of

—

Concentration in the Matte. N
344,530, July 2, 1904.

Three parts of copper sulphide ore, two p irts i limestone

or dol mite, and three parts of quartz -end. all in line

powder, are intimately mixed, and the mixture is etp

an oxidising flame in a reverber.it ory furnace, with addition

of a suitable lliix. The rich matte formed on fusion is

withdrawn from tae 1 quid layer of sccrix.

—

'' S
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XL—ELECTRO-CHEMISTRY AND
ELECTRO-METALLURGY.

(A)—ELECTRO-CHEMISTRY.
in Elet ric Furnaces; Testing the .

F. A. J. Fitzgerald. Klectroehem. Ind., 1904, 2, 415.

The increase of density of pure amorphous carbon with

, ratine is suggested as a suitable metl

panging the temperature c furnaces. Even after

nation into graphite, the density increases with

elevation of temperature. The examples ot the application

of the method refer to temperatures of a blowpipe and

riluffli B. S. H.

Electrolysis and Catalysis. W. Ostwald. Electrochem.

Ir.d., 1904,2,393—395.

The author considers in detail the reactions occuring at the

iring the passage oi a current through an

electrolytic cell. He shows that even in the simplest cases

re made up of a number of changes which follow

each other step by step, and with very different velocities.

Mean- exist for altering the speed of some of these

-. The positive or negative (retarding) catalytic

action either of the electrode material or ol some substance

added to or present in the electrolyte is considered as

g this alteration of speed. Examples are given to

-how how these views mac he applied both synthetically

for favouring any particular reaction at the electrode, and

also analytically for studying what reactions occur in any

-];. s. li.

Nitrogen [Nitric Acid] from the Air ; Electrical Ex-

traction of . J. S. Edstrom. !
a. Ind.,

1904, 2,399—400.

The pr Birieland and S. Eyde, of Christiania, is

described (,thi« J., 1904, 193). Their method consists in

magneti all) d fleeting an arc at right angles to the

direction of the electrodes, and thus causing it to be carried

upwards and downwards, and to he broken. The speed of

formation and breaking can be made very rapid, but in

practice onlv some hundn 1 arcs per second are used. The

effects vary according to whether the arc and magnetic

rield are excited with direct or alternating current. If the

arc be fed with alternating current, and the > !e< tro-magnel

with direct current, the phenomena will appear as shown in

Fig. 1.

per year. The nitric oxide (XU) is converted into nitrogen

peroxide (My in a reaction tank of thin sheet iron

enamelled ou its inner surface. The gases pas- ll

an exhauster of clay, when' thej meet drips of dilute

nitric acid. The gates COW ] a-s through four wat. r ti <
Fio.

Fig. 1, the i-rcs vibrating between opposite sides of the

- the arrangement chiefly used by the

inventors. ' furnace employed i- shown in

vertical section at right angles to the electrodes is

Air passes through the channels A, into the arc chamber
li, around and in the neighbourhood of the electrodes, IS,

and out by the channel I I In gases contain 2 to 3 per

cent, of nitric oxide. A 200-kilowatt furnace fed with

alternating currei l at -'.i 11 volts _

yield corresponding to 9n0 kilos, of nitric acid per kilowatt

and one fed with caustic soda solution. In ach I we

the liquid is passed through several tin.- foi the

concentration. Finally, a mixture of sodium nitrite ac
nitrate is obtained, and frcm this jme sodium nitrite i

manufactured, nitrates being prepared from ihe ri

solution.—R. S. 11.

Aromatic Esters; Electrolytic Reduction of .

C. MettJer. Rer., 191 4. 37, SGyC—3696.

The methyl and ethyl esters of benzoic acid can b.- re

duced by subjecting them in alcoholic solution, acidine

with sulphuric acid, to the action of an electric currefl

using a lead cathode. Benzyl alcohol and benzyl-metH

cr benzyl-ethyl ether lespectively are produced, accord^

to the equations

—

.f l!,.CH.i>:i + ROH
( ii COO.R + -ill; i li I ll m; + Il,<>

II,. halogen derivatives of benzoic acid esters can b

,! in a similar manner, the chief products bi

corresponding balogen-benzyl-alkyl ethers, whilst oi Ij -ma

quantiiii- oi halogen-benzyl alcohol are lormed. B

suitable oxidising agents, these balog«n-b»nzyl-alkyl eihet

can 1. easily converted into the corresponding I

benzaldebydes, many of which are of value in tLe nmnt

facture ot dyettnffs.— A. S.

iny Cathodes ; Mali rials <unl Forms far .

II. 1\ Midway. Will., page 1113.

/;.', -trolysis of Potassium Chloride unit Sodium CA'ori*

Differ) nces in . F. W.ntcl.r. VII., page 11 87.

Defecation Sugar] ; Electrolytic . II. Cla

\VI . page ilo.'>.

Niti ic Acid : l'J'i trolytic Dit< rmination of with

Rotating Anode. 1>. H. Ingham. Will., page : 114.

Gold ; Determination anc ou of in the

I trolytic Way. S. P. Miller. XXIII., page 11 15.

Electrolytic Separations possible ni!h a Rotating Anodm
D. S. Asbbrook. XXIII., page 1115.

Lithargefor Accumulators. M Liebig. '/.. angew.

Chem., 1904,17, 167 1. VII., page 1087.
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English Patents.

Batteries; Storage . W. Fairweather, London. From
Vesta Storage Battery Co., Chicago. Eng. Pat. 8365,

April 12, 1904.

\ buitable metallic cell, lined with insulating material, is

onneeted to a horizontal cylindrical positive element or*

ippper «irc gauze or cloth, and a cylindrical negative

-lenient, consisting of a perforated copper tube, is arranged

ind maintained concentrically within the posiiive element

3y means of rubber insulating lings. The negative copper

e is covered first with paper, then with a cylindrical

aver of linen, and finally with a tightly-fitting perforated

ubbcr tube ; copper rings or bands surround the positive

dement, and s-;rve to bind tho positive and negative

dements together. Insulating discs are inserted witluu the

tin- of the positive element, and serve to close the ends of

lie negative element, the latter being provided internally

ind concentrically with a copper conductor, embedded in

ictive material which fills the interior of the negative

•lemer.t. A screen of wire gauze of finer mesh than the

sitive element separates the latter from the sides and
iittimi of the cell. The active negative material maybe
ixidised silver and nickel, or silver and cobalt, which is

irepared by dissolving the metals simultaneously in nitric

icid, precipitating the oxides of the metals with a strong

olutioit of potasMum or sodium hydroxide, finally washing
everal tines by d-vnutation, and drying. The alkaline

ineatc electrolyte is prepared by placing a solution of

lOtassiuui zincaic within the battery, then, by charging the

atter, depositing zinc on the positive element. The liquid

spoored off, the battery cleansed, filled with a solution of

mre potassium hydroxide and the battery discharged. An
dternative arrangement is described with veitical elements

ind with an active sponge metal, containing silver, nickel,

nd mercury, filling the negative element, which consists of

I
copper shell perforated with elongated parallel apertures.

The active material is prepared by dissolving the meta'.s in

titrii' acid, then precipitating with potassium hydroxide and

inally reducing the precipitate with zinc and hydrochloric

cid. An amalgam containing 45 per cent, of silver,

5 per cent, of nickel, and 10 per cent, of mercury is

btaiued. An alternative form is described with a \ertieal

lOsitive clement, consisting of rolls of copper gauze,

isposed concentrically, the annular space being filled with

ctive material of oxides of copper and cadmium, prepared

•y a method similar to the preparation of the oxides of
ilvcr and nickel. The copper gauze is coated electro-

nically with cadmium and mercury, and with a zinc

eposit on the coating. A sponge-like silver amalgam is

aid to be useful as active material for this type of battery,

nd may be prepared by dissolving silver in nitric acid,

reeipitatiug with hydrochloric acid, reducing with zinc, and
rying the spongy silver. Nine pounds of sponge silver

re mixed with 14 pounds of mercury, and the amalgam
jrmed is exposed to the air for three days to bring about
xidation, " before it is placed in the negative element of

he battery."— II. X.

Wectrodes and Resistances! Manufacture of . G.
Cornaro, Turin, Italy. Kng. tat. 22,090, Oct, 13,

1904.

•EE Fr. Pat. 336,817 of 1903 ; this J., 1904, 377.— T. F. B.

United States Patents.

stjercurial Alkaline Processes; Apparatus for .

C. YV. Roepper, Germantown, Pa., and W. K. Harmon,
Mechanics Falls, Me. Assignors to American Electro-

lytic Co., Delaware. U.S. Pat. 771,S33, Ojt. 11, 1904.

V.pparatcs is described suitable for mercurial alkaline

•rocesses, and comprises an amalgamating compartment
nd a de-amalgamating compartment separated by a main
artition, with a groove or passage beneath the partition,

.'he bottoms of both compartments slope downwards and
I way from the edges of the groove, the edge on the side
f the amalgamating compartment being higher than the
dge on the side of the de-amalgamating compartment.
. return way and sluice-way for the mercury is provided,

with a partition between the sluice-way and the amalga-
mating compartment, and nith a groove underneath for

the passage of the mercury. A number of such amal-
gamating and de-amalgamating compartments may be

arranged in a gradually descending scries, the series being
in two lows and sloping in opposite directions. The
highest point in each pair of compartments is the edge of

the groove under the main partition on the side ot the

amalgamating compartment. Means are provided for

returning the mercury, which occupies the bottom of each
compartment, from ihe lowest level at the extremity of

rule row to the highest level at the extremity of the other.

Inflow and outflow pipes are provided for the solution to

be electrolysed j these traverse, the entire length of the

partitions, and communicate with the amalgamating com-
partment by a series of spaced apertures above the level

of the mercury. Aprons protect the apertures and guide

the flow of tne electrolyte, so that the latter is evenly

distributed across the width of the amalgamating com-
partment.— li. X.

Electrically Treating Gasi s lii ; Process of .

K, Birkeland, Christiania, Norway. I .S. Put. 772,862,
I lit. IS, 1901.

As electric arc is established and spread into the form of

a sbett in a uniform magnetic Held, and " transverse to the

flux of the same." A current of the gas to be treated, such

as air, is passed through the arc in a direction parallel to

the surface of the sheet, and the oxide of nitrogen produced

is afterwards removed from the regaining gases.— B. X.

French- Patents.

Hydro-Electric Pile, ivhich can be chemically Regene-

rated, ami Method, ami Apparatus for its Operation.

H. .lone. Fr. Pat. 339,020, Sept. 7, 1903.

See U.S. Pat. 764,595 of 1904 ; this J., 1904, 82S.—T. F. li.

Carbon Electrodes far Primary Cells; Process for Pre

paring . T. Mann. Fr. 1'at. 344,312, June '25,

1904.

In order to prepare an electrode of good conductivity,

the carbon is compressed around a piece of gauze or foil,

formed of a metal which is a good conductor and is not

acted upon by the electrolyte to be employed. The piece

of gauze or foil may be provided on one side with project-

ing filaments, so that more perfect contact with the carbon

is obtained.—A. S.

(.B.)—ELECTRO-METALLURGY.

Iron and Sleel ; Electro- Metallurgy of . P. 1.. T.

ll.ioult. Electroehem. Ind., 1904, 2, 408—409.

Tin: different processes which the author has worked out

for the electric furnace manufacture of ferro-chromium,

crude iron, and fine steel are briefly described. The

electric treatment is considered to be particularly suitable

for refining ordinary grades of steel, e.g., the molten pro-

duct of a Siemens-Martin furnace, so as to obtain a fine

metal containing less than 0-ul per ctnt. of sulphur and

0'01 per cent, of phosphorus, and with as low a carbou

content as desired. The product obtained is at least equal

in quality to the best grades of crucible steel.— R. S. 11.

Nichel Steel from Magnetic Sand: Preparation of .

E. A. Sjostedt. L'Electricien, 1904, 27, 270. Chem.-

Zeit., 1904, 28, Kep. 330.

The magnetic sand obtained at Sudbury, Canada, contains

2 ;; per cent, of nickel and 1—2 per cent, of copper.

After mechanically separating the portion rich in copper,

the average composition of the sand is found to be :—
Nickel, 3 per cent. ; copper, 0-5 percent.; sulphur, 28 per

cent.; iron, 50 per cent.; and phosphorus, '•• Ol per cent.

This is roasted and then smelted with coke and lime in an

electric furnace of the usual type; the product rout.

about 8 per cent, of nickel, 53 per cent, of iron, ami 3 per

cent, of sulphur. By this means it is stated that 27 kilos,

of nickel steel can be produced in one hour, by employing

108 kilowatts, the cost being computed to be 1 05" 5 marks

per ton.—T. F. B.
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Electro-plat in] ; Chemistry of . W. D. Bancroft.

Electrochem. Ind., 1904, 2, 389—391 and 400—401.

TiiK following conclusions are illustrated liy details ..f

speci:il cases occurring in practice. A non-adhereni deposit

is always due lo the precipitation of some sail or metalloid

along with the metal; the function <>t' many additions to

plating baths being solely that of dissolving these salts or
lloids. Any beneficial action du- to the presence of a

reducing agent ill tie bath is probably owing to the removal
of the dissolved oxygen. .\ fine-grained deposit is favoured
by high current-density and potential difference, by the ti-e

of acid or alkaline solutions, by low temperature, and by
the addition of colloidal substances to the bath.— B. S. II.

Electrolytic Deposition ofAluminiumfrom Ethyl Bromide
Solutions. II. E. Patten. Electrochem. Ind., 1904, 2, 413.

A soli in n of aluminium bromide in ethyl bromide gives

a deposit of crystalline aluminium, provided the solution is

sufficiently concentrated and the current density exceeds
O-0023 umpire per sq. em.— II. S. H.

Metal Deposition from Rapidly-Stirred Electrolytes;
Theory of . B. Amberg. Z. Electrochem., 1904,

10, 853—855.

Instead of considering the effect of rapid stirring as con-
nected with the virtual volume of the electrolyte, as in a
previous communication (this J , 1904, C84), the autho-
applies Xernst".- theory of reaction velocity in heterogeneous
systems. According to this theory, the velocity of reaction
is conditioned only by the rate at which the differences of
concentration between the bounding layer, and the two
phases are equalised by diffusion.—B. S. H.

Anodic Solution of Metals and their Passive State.

O. Saekur. Z. Elektrochem., 19()4, 10, 841—844.

The author considers the anodic solution of all metals to be
conditioned by one and the same reaction, viz., the discbarge
of hydrogen ions. For instance, with a divalent metal
M+ 2H"^±M -

" + Hj. If the removal of the hydrogen
can be effected by reaction with one of the discharged
anions present, the metal will continue to dissolve : this is,

for instance, the case with chlorides, bromides, &c. ; the
velocity of reaction of the discharged oxygen ions from
most of the other salts is, however, sometimes very low.

The greater the catalytic influence of the particular metal
used for electrode upon this reaction, the more easily

will that metal dissolve. The author therefore considers

that the power which metals possess of assuming tin-

passive condition is inversely proportional to the magnitude
of their catalytic effect in the reaction between lndrogen and
oxygen.— li. S. II.

English Patents.

Metals such as Lead and Silver; [Electrolytic] Pro
for Extracting ——fromOres. S. Ganelin, Friedenau

:

and Accumnlatoren Fabrik Akt.-Gcs., Berlin. Em; Pat.

1767, Jan. 23, 1904.

-i i Fr. Pat, 339 E 19 of 1904; this -I . 1904, 718.—T. F. B.

7,irc from Sulphate Solutions; Producing by
Electrolysis. C. D. Abel, London. From Siemens and
Halske A.-G.. Berlin. Eng. Pat 16,396, July 25,

L904.

current density at the anode, either over its entire

surface or at separate parts, is from 20 to 50 '

greater than that at tbe cathode. Platinum or platinum
alloys may therefore be used as the anode, and electro

lytic zinc, hard, smooth, dense, crystalline, and free from
sponginr-- and do lules, is obtained.— B. N.

Fkeni ii I'm i :.i-

Electric Induction Furnace; Veto System of .

Schneider et Cie. Fr, Pal 339,010, Sept 2, 19(1

Addition thereto of Nov. IS 1903.

See Eng. Pat. S this J.. 1904, 549.—T. F. B.

Electrostatic Separation .- Process of . F. ( ). Schnelle.
Fr. Pat. 344,008, June 14,1904.

' Under Internat Couv.[
June 15, 1903.

Tin: invention relates to the separation of minerals, the
individual constituents of which possess varving degrees of
electric permeability. The mat. rial is fed uniformly over
the surface of a body of suitable shape, the side- of "which
are inclined, and the lower edge horizontal, and which is

connected with one pole of a source of electric current A
field of intense electrostatic force is produced around the
edge of the charged body by connecting the receivers

placed below, with the earth, or with the other pole of the
source of electric current. The particles of material, in

falling from the electrically charged body, are projected
varying distances according to their electric perm
and are collected in separate receptacles. An oscillating

movement may be imparted to the electrically charge?
body.— \. S.

Titanium : Electrolytic Extraction of from its Omits
Elektrochem. Werke <1. m. b. II. Fr. Pat. 344,099, June
17, 1904. Under Internat Conv., June 18, 1903.

The electrolyte used consists of dry halogen salts of the

alkaline- earth metals heated to moderate redness,

or during electrolysis the titanium oxide is introduced into

the containing vessel, as near as possible to the cathode.

When sufficient current has been passed to reduce tin-

titanium oxide, the electrolysis i- discoutinued, anil, after

cooling, the titanium is separated from electrolyte by

lixiviating it with water and with diiute hydrochloric acid,

the alkaline-earth chlorides being recovered from the

solution by evaporation and calcination, and used over

again.—A. S.

Nickel or its Alloys; Manufacture of . G. H. Gin.

Fr. Pat 344,202, June 22, 1904.

Nickel oxide, or an ore of the oxide, is reduced in an

electric furnace in presence of silica and carbon, to obtain

either a nickel silicide, or a double silicate of irou and nickel

These are refined m a " fuur-canal " (Gcr. Pat. 148,253],

mixed with calculated proportions of nickel oxide or irou

oxjde, era mixture of the two, according to whether it is

desired to obtain pure nickel cr ferro-niekel. Sulphu

be eliminated in the process by addition of a small pro-

portion of manganese silicide.— K. S.

Alumina ; Preparation of by an Electro- Metallurgies
Process. Soc. Anon. Elcctio-Mrtallurgique, l'r

P. Girod. Fr. Pat. 344,5 19, July I. 1904.

Tm alumina is obtained a- a by-product in the manufacture

of ferro-chromium by utilising bauxite as a flux in place of

lime. During the process the bauxite becomes thoroughly

dehydrated, and any silica and iron oxide it i tains are

reduced, so that the slag consi-is of nearly pure alumina.

—U.S. II.

XII.-FATTi OILS. FATS. WAXES,
AND SOAP.

Oils anil Eats ; Uses and Applications of . J. Lew-

kowitsch. Cantor Lectures. J. Soc. Arts, 1904, 52,
795—805, 809—815, 819—832.

Haw Materials.—In this country cocoanut oil and palm and
palm kernel oils arc still the principal vegetable fa

tensively used, but on the Coutinent othei fats arc

employed, ' .y., Chinese vegetable tallow and shea butter iu

Marseilles and the North of Europe. I Inly small quantities

of these fats and other fats, such as niowrahsecd oil and

niahwah butter, an- imported into England. The use ot

t st steamers in place of sailing vessels lias 1 J to a :rnii

development of the commercial fish oil industry. -\-

regards animal fats our chief sources of supply are no*

Australia. New Zealand, and the Argentine. Russia n"

longer exports tallow, but imports it largely from Australia.

1: ivery of O m.— In modern installa-

"ds rich in oil are frequently expressed in a hydraulic

aown a- ;i " clodd ," to avoid the exudation
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of the mass through the cloth in the plates of the ordinary
Anglo-American press. This press (see figure) is provided

with a seed kettle at the top, in which are openings corre-

sponding with the chamber in the head of the press or series

of presses. The material is introduced into the circular

press box, and each successive layer covered with a circular

metal plate until the press is full, when pressure applied by
'Ithe ram forces the box against the block at the head of the

press. The press cake is broken up and pressed a second
i time in the Anglo-American press. In modern improved
(processes this second expression is also done in a press of

lithe same type as the " clodding press," so that the work
becomes practically continuous.

! Recovery of Oil by Extraction with Solvents.—The
'solvents employed on a large scale are still petroleum spirit

Und carbon bisulphide. The use of carbon tetrachloride in

technical processes has been prevented by its high price, and
by its physiological effect on the workmen, which resembles

ithat of chloroform.

Purification.—In the author's experience manganese
idioxide with hydrochloric acid is the best bleaching agent

for tullow, and bichromate with hydrochloric acid for

palm oil. Bleaching by ozone or oxygen is only used to

i limited extent. The author has found that the colour

pf oils bleached by certain ozone processes eventually

.becomes dark again. The old natural process of " demar-
jarination" for cotton -seed oil has become too expensive,

bwing to the large storage room required, and has been

largely replaced by an artitieial process of refrigerating the

,yA and separating the " stearin " by means of filter- or

.hydraulic presses. This has led to the introduction of

jvarious oils (.e.g., arachis and Tunisian olive oils) as

:dible oils, which hitherto were objectionable on account
.)f depositing " stearin."

Lard Substitutes.—Special cooling machinery is largely

employed. The melted mixture of fats is cooled by means
pf a hollow cylinder through which flows chilled brine, and
,:he sheet of fat deposited on'the surface is removed at once

py means of a pump.

( 'hocolate Fats.—The most suitable substitutes for cacao
butter aie prepared from the harder portions of palm-nut
and coeoanut oils, which are made to crystallise at a
temperature slightly over the normal atmospheric tempera-
ture, and the crystalline mass is expressed. To raise the
melting points of such fats, animal fats are sometimes
added as stiffening agents, but, unless carefully refined,

animal fats, such as tallow and tallow stcarine, may impart
an unpleasant flavour to the chocolate. The author suggests
the use of some of the tropical vegetable fats of higher
melting point as suitable for this purpose, e.q., margosa oil,

mowrah-seed oil, ,!cc. (see this J., 19o3, 593).

Burning Oils.—Rape oil is still largely used on the
railways in this country, whilst in America lard oil, and
in Italy olive oil, are employed for the same purpose. The
whiter qualities of whale and seal oil are still in demand
for illuminating lighthouses.

Lubricating Oils.—Rape oil is still the favourite lubri-

cant for railways, and it is a curious fact that India should
export nearly the whole of the rape-seed crop to this

country, and import rape oil for her railways. The high
price of castor od a few years ago gave an impetus to the

manufacture of " blown " cotton-seed, maize, seal oils, ccc.

as substitutes. The author states that the suitability of

these oils ibr lubticaiing purposes is still open to question,

and that their tendency to gum and their low flashing

poiuts have been mentioned by many engineers as objections

to their use.

Paint Oils.—Attention is called to the suitability of

safflower oil and candle nut oil for this purpose. Linseed
oil bleached by sunlight still holds the first place as the

oil for artists' colours. The author has investigated several

cf the processes of bleaching linseed oil by means of

ozone, and considers that they offer no advantage over the

method of bleaching by sunlight.

Boiled Oils.—At the present time most of these are

prepared by heating linseed oil with "driers" to a tem-

perature not exceeding 150
' C, the process being carried

out in a cylindrical vessel provided with a heating coil and
stirring arrangement.

Sulphonated Oils.—-The price of castor oil is now so

low that at the present time it would not pay to use other

oils for this purpose.

Hydrolysis of Oils and Fats (see this J., 1903, 67,

1094).—Twitchell's reagent, prepared by the action of

sulphuric acid in excess on a solution of oleic acid in

aromatic hydrocarbons, gives ;i better emulsion with fats

than either hydrochloric or sulphuric acid, practically com-

plete hydrolysis being effected on heating the fat with

1 to Ij per cent, of the sulpho-aromatie compound in a

current of steam, the initial reaction being promoted by

the presence of a small amount of free fatty acids. In

the billowing experiments 100 grms. of the oil or fat were

heated with I per cent, of the reagent in open flasks :

—

Original
value.

acid

Oil or Fat.

Cotton
Seed.

Whale. Rape. Lard. ' Tallow.

5-67 Can 2-16

Co
nut.

11-15 IS'75

Acid
value

;

after
24
26

23
:di

<-i

34

i_36

8-75
61-28
99-8
129-4

137-6
lts-7
150-1
155-9
157-9

161-4
164-5
1I15--J

166-3
167-0
168-4
168-9

14-99
18-69

63-72
7-^-12

SO-8
84-31
85-82
89-68
90-71
91-67
91-07
91-7
94-69
97 -SS
98-07

23-24 :; ,.;

10 59 58-73

i
*--_!.; 82- K

r.ii-.-,; 90-81
53-6 '.is-i:i

:,.-,-

1

107-3
56-58 107 9

56
-

72 109-0

.-,7-lH 110-5

59-58 112-0
(KIT, 115-2
111 -111 ii- :;

61-61 118-6

61-87 119-1

6*-3 120'-'

15-03
_s-t;s

43-44
49-39
50-11
52-03
53-1
53 'So
55-0

Wll
59-82
60'28
63-95

114-11

221-4

232-9
233-2
236-2
236-2
237-2
237-9
u:;s-!>

239-5
239 "S
_>;;:, -s

2111-n

'Jlir:,

241-0
241-2

The most, thorough emulsion of all is obtained by means

of enzymes, and this supports the author's theory thai tin-

various ageuts used to bring about hydrolysis act as
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accelerators or "catalysts," the actual hydrolysis being
ted by water. Moreover, in the case of basic materials,

.11.. ealciiim oxide and caustic alkalis, a similar view
beheld. Thus it is possible to effect complete hydrolysis
by heating the fat with 1 per cent, of lime (as accelerator)
in an autoclave under pressure, whilst in the case of
caustic alkalis the more rapid hydrolysis ma} be attributed
to the formation of a water-soluble snap, which assists the
emulsification of the fat.- C. A. M.

Soapand <'<n,illr:, .• Manufacture of . J. Lowkowitseh.
Cantor Lectures. J. Soc. Arts, 1904,52,833—842,

Candle Industry.— In tin- older processes i f bydrolj
the fats to obtain the Free fatty acids, the reaction is s •-

what slow, which the author considers may be due to in-

complete admixture of the fat with the water. Iii thr recent
method of using seed enzymes m the hydrolysis, there is

much more thorough emulsification, and in experiments en
i manufacturing scale cottou seed oil has been hydrolysed
up to '.ill per cent. Tallow is much more refractory in

this process. Since, however, enzymic hydrolysis at its best
has not heen quite complete, the author regards it as useless
to the candle-maker. As regards TwiteheH"s reagent

|

preceding abstract ) the author has obtained the lest results
with the sulpho-compnuud of naphthalene.

CoHon Seed Oil containing Free Fatty Acids, hydrolysed
with 1 per cent, of Reag< «,.

Si.lpho-aromatic Compound ol

Original acid value

.

.; i.

18
-Acid 1!'>.

value 20 „
alter :te;

IS

15!

Naphtha-
lene.

s-:;

i> .'

t'.'f I

218-9
Jpe;

Antlira-

B'3
15-0)

I

1 1 J I

I
17'1'

1 is u

Js'.es

threne.

12-3

e

ISl'IS

IM'i

2W3

lu working on the large scale it is necessary t<> use a t'ai

with the addition of a small percentage of free fatty acids,
s'uee otherwise the reaction does net start rapidly". This
preee-s lias been introduced into several works in il, e
United Mates :is specially suitable for low-class materia]
that could not he profitably worked in an autoclave. It
lias the drawback of yielding somewhat dark-coloured
fatty aeids, which are unsuitable lor soap-making. In
the processes in which the hydrolysis is carried out by
means of an accelerator in an autcclave, the high pressure

is liable to cause bulging eventually. Hence ^phtrica
autoclaves (see Fig, I) have been introduced. Th.
oleic acid, separated by hoi pressure (rem tin- soli,

fatty arid-, contains a considerable amount of "stearin'
which is deposited by cooling tie- mixture in tank-, ,',

more rapidly by means of I'etit's refrigerating
This consists of a hollow wheel through which pass.
.hilled brine. As it revolves it dips into a trough con.
tabling the oleic aeid, ami <;i> lies up a thin film, wind
rapidly cools, and deposits • stearin " crystals. The ervs
talhne mass is removed by mean- of a scraper, an
into a tank, w hen. e it is

i
ped iu i .i filti

The separated crystals may then he added to

lot of candle material at a suitable stage, whilst t

oaj bo partially converted in;., solid compounds
This conversion of oleic mid takes place t,i some
in the acid saponification process, where sulphuric
used as the reagent, and the latter process is tin

favourite one fur working up poor material con'
little glycerin. The loss from the destruction of glycerii
is compensated by the increased yield of solid

material. Thus taking the yield of palmitic and
acids from tallow to he 4,"i to 17 per cent in tin

clave process, the yield of solid material from the s

by the aeid saponification process is about C3 percent.
Soap Industry. A machine devised by the authi

(this J.. 1893, .VJ7) for rapidly cooling soap ha
unsuitable !'<» household soaps, owing to it- d, -

their crystalline structure. But the same prin pi. th. .•
.

candl mi ling machine. Kng. Pat. 4581 ol

lias been embodied in a recent patent in Schnetw
Kliniirp's apparatus f. : 1 1 :

. same purpose resembles:
copying press with closed sides, iu which the hi

can he tapidly cooled and compressed, whilst Schrauth'

Fig. 1. Fig. 2.
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Fig. 3.

.tent is based on the principles underlying both the pre.

ding patents. The development of the uses for nitroglycerin

is made it profitable to recover glycerin from the soap leys,

id in England, America, and France this is done in the most

portant soap works. Numerous attempts have recently

senmadeto obtain the glycerin from the fats first, and then

;> convert the fatty acids into soap. Autoclave methods

ied and found wanting in this country are being revived

la the Continent, and, in order to lessen the darkening

llect of the autoclave process on the fatty aeids, reduced

pressure has been employed, with the result that whilst a

I'tter-looking product has been obtained, there is from 1

5

|i 20 per cent, of unsaponitied fat present, the glycerin

'i which it does not pay to recover subsequently from the

nap leys. It is, however, acknowledged, even on the Con-
nent, that first-rate soap cannot be produced by the

utoclave process.

Soft Soaps, made from autoclave material, and so con-

uning little glycerin, are dark in colour, unpleasant in

ppearance, and will not " hold water." Moreover, the

flence of glycerin from soft soaps is objected to by
' oollen manufacturers, since the glycerin gives a gloss

ad soft feel to their best materials, e.y., cashmeres.

Recovery of Glycerin.—In modern works the old Wetzel
an has been replaced by a vacuum-tube evaporator similar

those used in sugar works. In the case of glycerin

solutions from the acid saponification process, it is necessary
to use similar apparatus to that illustrated in the preceding
for soap-lye glycerin, since otherwise the calcium sulphate
that separates out on concentrating the liquid would form
a crust on the tubas and reduce the evaporating effect.

In the earlier attempts to recover glycerin from soap
lyes .the concentration was carried out in fire-heated

pans, the sides of which were kept free from deposit

by stirring and scraping devices. Then tube evaporators
heated by steam were tried, but it was found that the

tubes were liable to be completely stopped. The author
has therefore patented the apparatus shown in the Figs.

2 anil 3, which have proved suitable in practice for the
concentration of such leys. It will be seen that the heating

surface is kept clean by a mechanical arrangement, so that

the salt falling to the bottom cau be drawn off into a vessel

beneath. This apparatus, is constructed in single effect

and double effect, the latter combining a tubr evaporator
with the apparatus as illustrated by Figs. 2 and g. The soap

leys are concentrated in the vessel, B, until th. \ reach the

point at which the salt begins to deposit. They are theu

transferred to the vessel A, and the boiling continued, the

salt being meanwhile removed as it falls out, until eventually

the glycerin reaches a concentration of 1'3 sp. gr., when
it is withdrawn. A triple effect apparatus is constructed

on similar line*.— C. A. M.
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Olive Oil; Formation of Free Acid and Production of
Rancidity in . 1!. Marcille. Essay at the Oil

gross at Sfax (Tunis). Chem. Centr., 1904,

2, 1064.

The formation of free acid is due chiefly to the action of

lower organisms, (.'specially mould fungi, which secrete a

ferment capable of hydrolysing fits anil assimilating the

glycerin produced. The formation of acid frequently occurs

in the olives themselves, "when they are badly preserved.

The production of rancidity, on the other hand, is caused
iii the absorption of atmospheric oxygen ; the unsaturated

fatty acids become saturated and in part are decomposed.

The absorption of oxygen is accelerated by heating and

still more by exposure to light. The harsh and astringent

taste characteristic of rancid olive oil is due to the formation

of volatile fatty acids.. 'The author recommends that the

freshly-picked olives never be preserved for more than three

to four days in heaps : that separation of the oil from the
" margines" he effected more expeditiously : and that the oil

be preserved in flask-shaped ve: sels of yellow glass filled up
to the neck.—A. S.

/ fractomei i Seal for usi with Fata and Oih I

parative . A. E. Leach and II. ('. Lytbgoe. Will.
page 1 1 13.

•sterol. A. Winduus. and G. Stein. X\l\\,
page 1117.

Som Constituents of . O. Einsberg and
E. Koos. XVII., page 1107.

K.v.i.isit Patents.

Substances of Fatty Nature that are Hard at Ordinary

T mperatures ; Method "/' Send ring -- Plastic. V.

Lausen, Aarhus, Denmark. Eng. Pat. 17,866. Aug. 17,

1904.

fin. material is subjected while in a soft condition to the

action of a current of cold air or other inert gas. The .as

may be introduced under pressure, and then allowed to

expand suddenly, with the result that the heat absorbed by
the expansion causes the material to solidify and retain

•articles of gas distributed throughout the mass.— C. A. .M.

Glycerin and Other Products from Distillers' Was/) and
other Industrial Liquids ; Process for Obtaining .

1.. Riviere, Paris. Eng. Pat. 16,836, duly 30, 1904.

See Fr.Pat. 338,962 of 1903 ; this .I., L 904, 1035.—T. F. B.

United States Patent.

Hyih Acid; Process of Making . W. M.

Burton, Assignor to Standard Oil Co., Chicago. U.S.

Pat. 772,129, Oct. 11, 1904.

Li [C acid is diluted with a liquid hydrocarbon of the

paraffin series, and is converted into a "saturated oleic

acid " by adding a suitable polymerising agent, e.y.. sul-

phuric acid; steam is blown through the mixture, aim lie

aqueous portion is separated. < In adding hot petroleum

spirit to the oily portion and cooling the solution, hydroxy-

stearic acid crystallises out.— T. V. B.

Fbencb 1'
i ii n rs.

Oils and Sulphonated Fats; Manufacture of Compounds
from . J. Stockhausen. Fr. Pat. 344,125. June

18, r

Ci mm i-. i Isioii misi ihle with water in all

proportions prepared by mixing an oil (notably mineral

oil) or carbon tetrachloride with the gelatinous soap

obtained by
|
ihona ed castor or other oils,

r. Pat. 253,578.)—C. A. M.

Glycerin i Extraction of from Industrial Liquids

containing it, and notably from Distillery It''

K. A. Uarbet. l"r. Pat. 844,036, Vpril 16, 1904.

page 1108.

Soap : Machineryfor Manufactun of . soc Tulvandr
I i ie~ and Doiiault. Fr. Pat. 344,006, June 15, 1004,

Tim: liquid soap runs from an upper tank into a series of

vertical rectangular moulds, round which circulates a

current of cold Mater. Above the tank is a funnel in

which the pressure of the liquid soap c impensates for

the contraction caused by the solidification of the material

in tin moulds. When the soap has set, the upper tank

and funnel are removed and the moulds emptied by meal
of pistons which force the slabs upwards against a systi

of cutting wires.—C. A. M.

XIII.-PIGMENTS, PAINTS; RESINS.

VARNISHES; INDIA-RUBBER. Etc.

(4.)—PIGMENTS, PAINTS.

Lead Compounds [White Lead' ; Hair Materials for
Preparation of . M. Liebig. Z.anirew. Chem., 1904

17, 1671—1672.

Tin lead for white-lead preparation must be as pure and
soft as possible. A trace of bismuth favours the oxidation

of the metal; iron and copper hinder it. The latter metal-

arc estimated coloriuietrically by dissolving in nitric acid,

precipitating the lead as sulphate, evaporating to small

bulk, and adding to one half potassium thiocyanate, to ibe

other ammonia. The colours struck arc compared with

those of iron and copper solutions of known strengths

The coke used to prepare carbonic acid must he thoroughly

burnt and desulphurised, or lead sulphate will hi forn

which protects the metal from the action of the acetic acid

For the (icrman (chamber) procc-s l."i per cent, acetic

acid, for the French (drum) process 80 per cent, acetic i

acid is used. Its strength is determined by titration with

alkali and phenolphthalein. The sodium nitrate for litharge

and nitrite preparation is "refined saltpetre," containing

Bl'i— 9" per cent, of sodium niti ate. It is usual to determine

in samples of it the moisture and the chloride; the latter

should not exceed 0' 05 per cent. A direct determination

of the nitrate by the nitrometer is also sometimes advisable.

—J. T. D.

White Lead; Manufacture of , t,y the (lermm
'Chamber') Process. M. Liebig. Z.angew. Chem., 1904,

17, 1672—1673.

SEVERAL indications help to control this process. 'IV

temperature should be l;e| \. slight excess i

of acetic acid should always be present, so that the lead

acetate draining away should be faintly acid The per-

centage of acetic acid in the evaporation pans should be

0-6—09. If a test shows more than this, there is too much

acid or too little water; if the former, the lead-acetate

drainage will be high, both in acidity and in lead content.

Lack of water and of carbon dioxide is shown
formation of stalactites of acetate oi basic lead acetate. Too

much carbon dioxide is to be avoided, as it convei

bail hydroxide into carbonate, and lessens the covering

power of the final product. If the chamber, on in-

after 14 days, does not show a sufficient corrosion, the cause

is hard lead, sulphur in the coke, or lack of air. Io the

ui-l case, a repacking with new lead 13 the i

In the second, a thorough washing with water may I"

effective. In the third, additional ait must be allowed to

enter. With insufficient air. a yellowish or reddish tint in

the product, due to the formation of suboxe 1

-.

seen; this disappears on further working of the ell

In the grinding proci - . any adlx ring acetate i~ pre.

bj alkali ;
the waste Mater- must be tested to -

neither lend acetate nor excess alkali is contained in them

I iie white lead should not be dried at a temperature abovw

To —so ('., or it is apt to assume a yellow or brownish

tint. .1. T. I.i.

H7«7e Lead; Manufacture of '»// the French

Process. M. Liebig. '/. angew. Chem., 1904,17,1674.

The litharge used must be calcined to oxidise any metall"

lead and decompose any peroxide it may contain. To
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i?hen sufficient carbon dioxide has been added to the basic

acetate prepared from this litharge, a 1 per cent, mercuric

chloride solution is used, and the process judged by the

amount of the precipitate formed. In the grinding process

metallic load, lead acetate, and lead sulphate should !><

jested for.—J. T. D.

Red Lead ; Manufacture of . M. Liebig. Z. angew.
(hem., 1904,17, 1874—1675.

The temperature in the furnace should not exceed 300°

—

. or loss of oxygen is likely to occur. In red lead

used as paint only the tint and the fineness are of import-

iuce. The latter is judged by suspending 10 grin

water in a tall narrow cylinder, and noting the times of

clearing by settlement through each successive 10 c.c.

Impurities of lower specific gravity can also be sometimes

ietccted in this way. Red lead for glassmaking must be

free from adulteration-, and from iron and copper. To
rest, the sample is dissolved in nitric acid (sp.gr. 1*24), and
jialic acid added till all peroxide is reduced. Any r<

s examined for barium sulphate, ferric oxide, ground brick,

x.c. The filtrate, after removal of lead, is tested for copper

)j ammonia, and fcr iron by tbiocyanate. lied lead for

matchmaking is valuable in proportion to the peroxide it

contains : this may vary from 28 or 30 to 33 per cent,

grange lead is usually made from white lead product

he French method ; it is le-s dense than ordinary i

ind has a more vivid colour.— .1. T. I).

United States Patent.

Lpkesfrom sulphur Sulphide Dyes; Process ofM
. R. Gley, Assignor to Act.-Ges. f. Anilinfabrik.,

Berlin. U.S. Pat. 772,9*1, Oct. 25, 1904.

;ee Fr. Pat. 3 1
1
,246 of 1904 ; this J., 1904,873.—T. F. B.

French Patent.

lakes ; Production of [from A:o Di/estnffs].

Farbenfabr. vorm. F. Hizel et Cie. 1 144,395,

June 28, 1904. IV., page 1085.

(.5.)—RESINS, VARNISHES.

United States Patents.

Pine Oils from Wood; Proa-;? of Manufacturing .

F. - rk and E. A. Harris. U.S. Pat. 771,859,

Oct. 11, 1904. III., page 1

Linoleum: Material for Use as a Substitute for .

E. V. Ciansen, Norre Xebel anil C. V. Heilmann,

Skjcelskor, Denmark. U.S. Pat. 773,276, Oct. 25, 1904.

;e Eng. Pat. 19,233 of 1903 ; this J., 1903, 1358.—T. F. B.

•Yoor Covetings and Plastic Wall and Ceiling Facings ;

Manufacture of , < 1 . 11. Schmitt, Munich, Germany.
U.S. Pat. 7 73.427, Oct. 25, 1904.

'ladi is made for floor-covering material consisting of

inoxyn (1U0 parts), rosin (30 parts), turpentine (30 parts').

nd waste-paper pulp containing 20 per cent, of water

150 parts). A plastic mass, obtained by heating these

ogredients together, may be worked into slabs, strips, &c,
uitable for wall and ceiling facings.—C. A. M.

French Patents.

htm [and Resins] ; Process for Dissolving Hard and Semi-

hard . if. Terrisse. Fr. Pat. 344,300, June 25.

14. Under Internat. Conv., June 33, 1903.

See Eng. Pat. 14,554 of 1903 ; this J., 1904, 552.—T. F. B.

(C.)—IXDIA-RUBBER, &c.

\7utta-Percha ; Occurrence of Cinnamic Acid Esters in

Different Kinds of . P. van Romburgh. Ber.,

1904, 37, 3440-

'rom the resin of a specimen of gutta-percha from Dutch
pew Guinea, the author isolated an amorphous substance,

which, when boiled with alcoholic caustic potash, yielded
cinnamic acid and an alcohol melting at 1 77 — 178° C. and
containing s4- 2 per cent, of carbon and 11-85 per ceut. of

n. From the resin of gutta-percha from Palanuium
'him. two substances were isolated, melting at

145 and 2Js ( . respectively, both of which were found to
be esters of cinnamic acid. A compound closely resembling

-melting product from the gutta-percha of Pala-
ilophyllum was isolated from a low-grade commercial

gutta-percha from Amsterdam ; after repeated crvstalli.-a-
tion from ethyl acetate, it melted at 237 -.V C. (corr.
242 ('.). When boiled with alcoholic caustic .potash, it

yielded cinnamic acid and an alcohol melting at 21o ('. The
same alcohol was also prepared from the high-meltin" ester
of cinnamic acid isolated frqm Palaquium catophyUum.

I sel n's crystal-alban (this J., 1903. 1250) was found to
be identical with the ester of cinnamic acid, melting at
237-5 (

'., described above. The presence of esters of
cinnamic acid was also proved in a number ot other kinds
of gutta-percha. Gutta-percha from Payena Lcerii is, how-

re from esters of cinnamic acid. — \. v
.

Vulcanisation-Coefficients. C. O. Weber. Gumrai-Zeit,
1904, 83—84.

The author originally introduced the vulcanisation-co-
efficient of india-rubber entirely on technical grounds, and
agrees with Es'ch that they should be calculated as the
percentage of sulphur to pure india-rubber and not the
percentage of sulphur in the vulcanised product. When
given iii this manner, different coefficients can be compared
dicecth without further calculation. The author cannot
confirm Frank's statement that some rubbers contain resins.

which are converted during vulcanisation into sulphur com-
pounds insoluble in acetone. On the other hand, he has
almost invariably found the amount of matter soluble in
acetone greater after, than before, vulcanisation.—J. K. B.

India-Rubber ; Behaviour of towards Solvents.

G. Fendler. Gummi-Zeit., 1904, 19, 4!— 15.

Owing to the very contradictory statements made by
; writers, the author undertook the determination
solubility of some 26 varieties of india-rubber

in ether, light petroleum spirit, benzene, and, in one or two
a chloroform and carbon bisulphide. The results,

which are given in the table overleaf, show that Weber's
statement that rubber is absolutely insoluble in ether, is

quite incorrect, ether being, on the contrary, a good solvent,

in most cases equal, or nearly equal, to petroleum spirit

and benzene. Some kinds of rubber are not entirely

soluble in any of the rubber solvents, but contain insoluble

rubber-like constituents which swell up but do not dissolve.

Tii :se insoluble portions vary in their behaviour towards
the different rubber solvents, and their presence can only
be accounted for by assuming them to be either oxidation-
product- formed during the coagulation process, or the
result of the action of sulphurous acid given oil' by the
burning I'rikuri nuts. Further experiments by the author
show that petroleum spirit dissolves the least highly oxidised
constituents of india-rubber, and probably could be used for

' on separation, as in fat analysis for the separation of

oxidised from non-oxidised unsaturated fatty acid-. The
portions insoluble in petroleum spirit but soluble in benzol
contained, in two out of three cases, considerably more
oxygen than the portion soluble in petroleum spirit. Closely

associated with these partially oxidised constituents of
india-rubber is the question whether they are estimated

as pure rubber by Harries' " nitrosite " method (this J.,

1903, b75 ), and from the analyses given it appears they are-

as they retain their rubber like condition. The
author concludes that the valuation of rubber by precipita-

tion from its solution in petroleum spirit and estimation of

t ns is the only reliable method, and the nitrosite

method is only applicable to the analysis of vulcanised

rubber, where the amount of rubber substance originally

used is required to be known. Chemical analysis of rubber

not sufficient, but should go hand in hand with

technical valuation, as the conditions resemble those in the

valuation of wine, which cannot be determined by mere
analvsis.
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Brand.

Percentage of Pure Indei Rubber precipitated
Ucol fo lowing solutions " 1 1

''

after nitration through Glass Wo

• n'li'l

fa. Para (emtio)

.

Para , washedj .

sheet

Nesrrohead I crude]
Santos i Itfangaheira), Bio-Platten from Brazil

(cm i

[a. ttani ioba (crude)

Manicoba (washed)
Westind. scraps (crude)

Itfea ii an scraps crude)
Guatemala (sheets) (crude)
Madagascar (crude)

i lalabar (crude)
Ordinary red i >=il 1 rubber, 1 pner Congo (crude)

Boot rubber, Mozaml le (crude)
Kamerun clusters (crude)

Bed Congo Thimb] a (crude)

Isangi (Africa) (crude)

Manihot Glazim ii, Easl Africa (crudi i

.

Uanihot Glaziovii Togo (crude)

la. Borneo (crude)

Borneo (crude i

Ceylon-Para (crude)
Bissau i Portuguese I hi a a -rude)

,

la. Java

P
•

Bi uzol, Chloroform.
i;

Per* ent. Pi Cei Per Cent. Per Cent P
16"67

(6) 17' -in

. 13 •00
77 11

89-00 94-17 O.i-11

i 6 95-41
97-00 96-41
68-09 :

-.
i I

-

T.V-,1 93-15
85-40

81-80 80-07 78-20 ;

i,ii 81-16

(6) 80-87 }
"«

j

95-04 95*25 92-66
96-75 95- 12
v.-.-.i, 88-22

80-33 80-25 78-11

87-92 92-51
61-75 65-25 67-90
90-33 98-07 89-67
17-80 i 50-78
96-00 94-83 93-07

:,i7j 57-92 58-11

69-20 89-75 •• - {
30-00 81-77 79-20 81-00 ..

(

81-00 8539 J5-00 •'

81-73 87-22 ..

69-75 70-92 72-23
7-» "M> H6-86
88-17 92-16 90-50
94-00 91-34 92-00

1

Rcsi lue.

Swolle i

Swollen

Partially swollen
i pari

I

He -

He '"- >ni ous

u
ii, i,i ceneous

Partially

'arti dlv bw ollcn
Swollen

< -i, iter part
swollen.

Fletcroa.

Swollen
Heterog

Perl eri,

209
i

2-87

I

7 In

2-50

3-30

11-67
17 -.'..i

1-60

3-01

7-tie

IV 20

2'fJO

.-,'.'11

l:> heterogeneous is meant containing foreign matter, such as sand, dirt, &c -J. K. I!.

Rubber, particularly Crude Rubber ; New Methods for the

Analysis of . G. Fendler. XX1IL, page 1117.

XIY.-TANNING; LEATHER, GLUE, SIZE.

Quebracho Extract : Detection of Adulteration in .

')'. Koerner ami P. Diillberg. XXIII., page lllj.

French Patents.

Leather and Skins ; Process for Cleaning and Colouring
. J. Kjeldsen. Fr. Pat. ::43,931, June 13, 1904.

The use is claimed of a solution of stearic arid in benzc ne

or other similar hydrocarbon, to which is added a con-

centrated aqueous solution of an alkali or alkaline carbonate

or a solution of alkaline earths or bicarbonates of the same.

Or the benzene may be mixed with an excess of ammonia
together with a suitable colouring matter and some lanoline.

—F. D. T.

Shins and Leather; Process for Treating Partially

Prepared . H. W. Southworth. Fr. Pat. 844,441,

June -".', 1904.

The skins which have been previously cleaned, a re plun , d

into water containing a small quantity of ferrous sulphate.

They arc then allowed to drain and afterwards immersed in

a bath composed of glycerin and a solution of about one
part of acetate of alumina to from four to eight parts of

water. After they have been partially dried, the} are

rubbed with a mixture of castor-oil and alcohol and piled

on each other urn il they are completely saturated. Final!}

a mixture ol oil, beeswax, cr gum lae, to which a little

rubhtr may be added, is allowed to thoroughly penetrate

the material.—F. 1). T.

XV.-MANURES, Etc.

I ime : Deli rmination of in presence of Phosphoric
Acid. K. K. Jarvioen. XXIII., page 1114.

English Patents.

Fertiliser, anil Process for Making the same .

van I.aer, Burton-on-Trent. Eng. Pat. 3170, Feb. 9,

1904.

Pressed jeast is mixed with from 2-5 to 10 per cent, of
sodium or potassium nitrate and allowed to liquef} and
ferment, for about 24 hours. Other salts of potassiiu*
sodium, magnesium, phosphorus, or ammonium may he

used to cause liquefaction. During fermentation from 5 to

10 per cent, of soot is added and afterwards the past} DIM]
is treated with about 10 per cent, of mineral superphosphates
together with from 15 to 10 per cent, of 'finely -powdered
unslaked lime. The final product is air dried, if uecessai*
disintegrated and screened.— \\\ P. S.

Insect-kill, r adapted foi use as a Manure. I!, s

Jenkner and J. Pie} I. E rig. Pat. 19,068, !•

XVIII. ('., page 1109.

French Patent.

Glycerin ; Extraction of from Industrial Liquiit
containing it. and notably from Distillery Ii,

E. A. Barbet. Fr. Pat. 314,030, April 16,

XVH., page 1108.

XVI.-SUGAR, STA.RCH, GUM, Etc.

Sugar Cane Fibre ; ffydrolt/tic Products of .

C. A. Browne, jun. XIX., page 1 1 10.

Syrups of Aeid Fruit Juices; Inversion of Sucrose

in . 11. Queriault. J. Pharm. Chim., 1901, 20.

407—408.

The author has observed that sucrose is inverted less quickly

in the syrups of acid fruit juices than in a sugar solution

containing an equal or even less percentage of added tartaric

acid. The following table gives the results obtained bj

diluting 10 grins, of syrup to 100 r.c., and observing the

rota' ion in a 200-miu. tube.
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Syrups.

Tartaric acid
i< lodes i

.

Raspberrii -

i.' ii k currants ..

Mulberries
' .berries

Q •

Tartaric a d ..

.

as
Tartaric
Acid.

I'OOO

,!•
16

0-792
•

11*576

0' IAS

0*500

Differences between the original and
the observed deviation.

After
2 mouths.

After After After
1 week. a

«

eeks. 1 month.

ii in 1 20 2 5S

fi n is 82
i. e n 12 II 22
ii i ii is II X
n 2 ii 4 II 8
o a n 2 II 1

18 ii 1 *

» 12
O IK
n a
2 34

Be suggests that the presence of albuminoid matters in
fruit juices may exercise a retarding action on the inversion.

—L. J. de W.
Sugar Solutions : Boiling-Points of . II. Claassen.

Z. Vex. deutsch. Zuckerind., 1904, 1151— 1169

Two series of determinations were made. In the first-

solutions of pure sugar, and syrups such as occur in the
manufacture of beet sugar, were brought to boiling in a
Beam-jacketed copper pan of 22 cm. diameter anil 25 cm.
height by passing in well-dried live steam. The concen-
tration corresponding to each temperature of ebullition was
ascertained by taking out samples and estimating the total

solids and rotatory power. The second series of experiments
was made upon factory s\ raps only, in the full-scale vacuum-
pans of a sugar works. For the tables of figures obtained,
the original must be consulted ; they go to prove that the
increments by which the boiling points of saccharine solu-
tions rise with concentration, are the same in vacuo and
under atmospheric pressure.—W. A. C.

Defecation [Sugar"] ; Electrolytic . H. Claassen.
'/.. Ver. deutsch. Zuckerind., 1904, 1 157— 1158.

Against the view of Gurwitsch (this J., 1904, 993), the
author maintains that electrolytic methods have no prospect
of competing successfully with existing processes of defeca-
tion. In the treatment of molasses by the strontia or lime
process the products are (1) a bright syrup from which a
high yield of sugar is directly obtained, and (2) the whole of
the non-sugar originally present, which is worked up into
whatever is most profitable, eg., cyanides at the present
time. By Gurwitsch's electrolytic process (this J., ibid), on
the other hand, only about one-half of the non-sugar is

recovered, whilst the purified syrup has only 75 degrees
|of purity, and leaves about 50 per cent, of the original

.molasses as an uncrystallisable syrup. The proposed sal.

of the hitter as au edible syrup is deprecated on account of
[the mercury with which it has come into contact. Finally,
the initial cost of an electrolytic plant would certainly not
be less than that incurred in the rival process.— \V. A. C.

Dextrosi ; Indicator for Use in the Quantitative Deter-
mination of with Fehlintfs Solution. C. Griggi
XXIII., page 1117.

United States Patent.

Milk Sugar ; Process of Making . S. 1!. Kennedy,
Philadelphia. U.S. Pat. 772,517, Oct. 18, 1904.

;Milk is concentrated to a density between 11' anil 27 I! .

ithe condensed product is subjected to a temperature ap-
jproaching ;{2° F. until the sugar crystallises, the sugar
crystals are removed in a centrifugal apparatus, and washed
with alkaline water at a temperature below 50" F. The
.salts of the milk may be recovered by evaporation of the
jwashing liquors aud recrystallisation.— J. V. B.

French Patents.

[Sugar Extraction] Protection of Beetroots and Sugar
Cane from the Action of the Air during Treatment.
<i- Tauer. Fr. Pat. 33S.999, Aug. 2 1, 1903.

1'he process of reducing the beetroots or sugar canes to
hips, pulp, &c, is conducted in a closed vessel, fcoin which

the air is expelled by an inert gas at a suitable temp»ratur-
•e :,.. the gases from the boiler dues). The material is als„
conveyed to the diffusion vessels, presses, or healers in a
closed apparatus m an atmosphere of inert «as which

des the entr) of air at any stage.—J. F. B?

Sugar Juice
, Preparatory Treatment of Beetroots or Sugar

yanefor the Extraction of , in order to Increase
the Yield. G. Tauer. Fr. Pat. 339,000, Aug. 25, 1903.

The saccharine material (beetroot or cane) is reduced to
pulp or grout] 1, and before extraction of juice, is heated by
means i.i waste due gases (previously cooled to a tempera-
ture p: el, irably not below 90° C.) to between 50° and 100= C.
(preferably 85 ('.) before the juice is extracted therefrom.
I he gases which have served forheatingthe reduced material
may be subsequently utilised for protecting the latter from
the action of the air during conveyance to the heaters and
during the process of reduction.—j. F. B.

XYII.-BREWTM, WINES, SPIEITS. Etc.

run-

eils.

h<tr.r,): Methods and Apparatus for Testing the Ge
•iir, Capacity of . H. Wichmann. Allcetn. Z
t. Bierbrau, und Malzfab. ; through Woch. f. Brau 1904
21, 686— 68K.

The author has carried out a series of comparative tests on
the germinative power of different barleys, determining
>a) the germinative energy, i.e., the proportion of corns
which had germinated after 72 hours; (6) the total ger-
minative capacity. The value of the different methods and
apparatus was judged by the magnitude of the results
obtained and by the closeness with which the germinative
energy approached the total germinative capacity. Only
three of the apparatus tested were in any degree satisfactory";
these were

: Aubry's germinating box", with a germinating
bed consisting of filter-paper on a glass plate, 500 corns peT-
testj Schbnjahn's apparatus, with a germiuating bed" of
sea-sand on a perforated porcelain plate, 100 corns per test

;

Schonfeld's germinating funnel, without germinating bed',
10 corns per test. Of these, SchbDJahn's apparatus is

perhaps the most reliable, but it does not quite answer all
requirements, on accouut of the small number of corns
tested, aud it would be necessary to perform five determi-
nations simultaneously for testing one sample. It may.
however, be relied on as a convenient means for controlling
result- yielded by other apparatus in important cases.
Schonfeld's germinating funnel was found to be very simple
aud generally satisfactory, giving maximum value's within
72 hours, but in one case of a freshly harvested barley it

gave very deficient results as compared with two other
apparatus.—J. F. B.

Barley-Germination Tests: Comments on Wichmann'

s

Article (see preceding abstract). F. Schdnfeld. Woch
f. Brau., HOI, 21, 083—689.

In reply to YVichmann's criticisms, the anihor points out
thai with all germinating apparatus small errors in mani-
pulation readily lead to incorrect it-suits; this is most
marked in the ease of over-steeping. As the result of
hundri ds of tests on different barleys, carried out with the
glass germinating funnel, the author prescribed a period of
tive hours' steeping. With sound barleys his period
scarcely ever leads to over-steeping, but it may easily do
so in the case of freshly-harvested, unmatured barleys,
especially with small-corned and rain-damaged samples.
The detect uf over-steeping, which causes a very lar"e de
crease of the germinative capacity, may easily be remedied
by curtailing the time of steeping to 3— 4 hours, and any
operator can detect such eirors due to excessive steeping
by conducting two parallel tests, one with three hours' anil

the other with five hours' steep. In this way experience is

gained by which the period of steeping may he judged in

accordance with the constitution of the barley, so as to <*ive

the maximum germinative values. Wilb diie discretion in

this particular, Schonfeld's germinating funnel will be found
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to give results in three days, which :ire almost identical

with the total geriuinative capacity.—J. ]'. I!.

Malt Analysis. II. A. Ilunicke. J. Amer. Chem. Soc.
1904, 26, 1211—1200.

Tiif. author has examined the effect of variation in the

moisture content of malt on the yield of extract. Some of

the results obtained with Wisconsin malt are shown in tin-

following table. The fine meal was obtained by grinding
the malt in a coffee-mill, whilst the three coarse grades
were obtained by grinding in a Seek mill set at the marks
indicated.

Percei I

Moisture.

4-43
6-83
7-9!>

9-69
11-4.-.

IS'22

factor Dry Material.

o.

72-13
74-26 71-88
78*93 70-58
73:71 69-4)
74-28

7I'2:.

69-99 70-i

08-68 43-SI
85' 17 87-69
80-70 80-76
.',.",•50 26-47

The decrease of yield of extract with increase of the
moisture content appears to be due principally to the grains
becoming scl'tcr end less brittle, whereby the quality of the
ground product is affected, and probably also to increased
dilation of the charge in the determination of the extract.

The influence of stirriDg nu the yield of extract was also

examined, and it was found that with coarsely-ground
products, the yield is perceptibly decreased when the mash
is not stirred at all, and that stirring at intervals of five

minutes does not give such high results as stirring ever)

minute. It is essential that the mash be well stirred while
the temperature is being raised. The author also discusses

the influence on the yield of extract of the lack of uni-
formity of the samples of malt, the formation of dust during
the grinding, and the rate of grinding.—A. S.

Yeast Ferments .- Some
Chem., I9U4. 4:

1327.

. K. Shiga. Z. physiol.
oU7. Chem. Centr., I'.mi'i, 2,

The author found that in the course of the auto-di

of the expressed juice oi yeas:, the amount of xanthine
increases continuously, whilst that of guanine decreasi -.

even if it be added in the free state. Xo definite rule could
be observed with regard to adenine and hypoxantbiiie, the

amounts of these bases increasing and decreasing in an
irregular manner during the course of the digestion. The
expressed juice of yeast is stated to contain an arginase,
which produces ornithine from arginine, but does not attack

guanidine.—A. S.

Yeasts; Fermentation and Respiration of Different Kinds
of in RoU Cultures. If. Leschtsch. Centr. -HI. f.

Bakter. u. Parasitenk, l'.M)4. 12, 649— 656 ; 13, 22—28.
Chem. Centr., 190-1, 2, 13; 0.

Hy observing the separation of carbon dioxide in roll

cultures in different media (leer wort, '-plum decoctii I

,

and saline solutions containing peptones and sugar), the
various races of yeast may be divided into three i

typical representatives of which are Sacch. terevisia,

Sacchar. Pombe, and Smth. membranafaciens. With
Sacch. '., .-,,(• in the first two days, nearly equal
amounts of carbon dioxide are disengaged, whether the

surrounding atmosphere be one of hydrogen or of air.

Afterwards, the production oi carbon dioxide ceases ..* an
in hydrogen than in air; if the hydro

ed hy air, an increased evolution of carbon di

caused for a short time. Sacch. Pombe produces mure
carbon dioxide in air than in hydrogen. In air, the curve
representing the evolution of carbon dioxide rises sharply,

and subsequently sinks rapidly. In hydrogen, on the other
band, the rise and fall of the curve are very gradual.

Replacement of the hydrogen by air causes an increased
production of carbon dioxide for a short time. s

Pomhe does cot propagate so well as Sacch. cercvisia in
an atmosphere fl i xygen. Sacch. membranafac. is

a typical aerobe. The amount of carbon dioxide evolved
is much less in hydrogen than in air. If the hydrogen be
replaced bj air, tbi amount of carbon dioxidi produced
increases rapidly, h il the increase ie not mainta D

—A. S.

Yeast; Researches on the Respiration and Respirator/
Enzymes of . J. Griiss. Z. ges. Brauw., 19n4, 27
686—692, 699—704, 721—724, 734—739, 752—754
769—772.

Determination of Glycogen.—The amount of glv
calculated from the iodine absorption value of the i

-

before and after storage in the moist state for -IS houi
28°—30° (', during which period the glycogen .Misused
The difference- between the Iwo iodine values
standardised in terms of glycogen by the acid hydrolys
The yeast at tie- two stages in question. Averajj
indicated that 1 per cent, ol iodine is equivalent to :;

cent, of glycogei .

Formation and Disappearance of Glycogen in r. lotion fi

the Respiratory Quotient.—The yeast plasma is capabl
producing and storing up glycogen in equal quaul
during the fermentation of cither dextrose or fructose uudei
similar conditions. The glycogen i-. therefore built up, not
directly from the sugar, hut from the atomic grout, ings into

which the sugar must first be split up by the zymase oi

fermentative enzyme. The respiration experiments sho
that the store of glycogen is first converted by hvdrol;
into dextrose, and that this latter, serving as the respirat

material proper, is then resolved into carbon dioxide and
varying quantities of alcohol.

Respiratory En zymes: Oxydaseand Hydrogenase.— \\ hen
the venst cells are in a state of vigorous ferments
activity, i.e., when the sugar molecule i- being broken
with the greatest intensity, the oxidase reaction [" tetra-

base " reaction] ,^ suppressed. This stage corres]

with the formation of glycogen and with a considei
rise in the respiratory em rgy, ..... the quantities oi ,

. ,

,

absorbed and carbon dioYidc exhaled in unit lime. 'I

conditions exist at a maximum alter the \ east has been
fermenting tor some lime out oi contact Mill tin

Since the disappi a: .n f the oxidase reaction lake- place

when the respirator-, energy is relatively hi;jh. ii is prob-
able that the reducing substance which interferes with thi»

reaction attracts the oxygen through the cell wall
strongly than the •' tetra-hase." It is suggested that the

reducing substance in question is nascent hydro.'en and
that it is produced from the constituent groups of the

glucose [hydrolysed glycogen] by theacticuof a hydn
[" wasser-addierendes "] enzyme, e.g., according to an
equation of the type CH(OII) + 1I 2U = Co. + III.

hydrogen is not liberated, Inn combines with any reducible

substances present, or, In default, with the oxygen fixed by

the oxydase, thereby masking the reaction of the latter. In

absence of air this nascent hydrogen would tend to inriii

alcohol according to the equation 2CH(OHj 111

C.: ll,(OIl! + ll.'i. The hypothesis explains i!i

ot the respirator) energy after fermentation, the occurre

of direct reducing actions such as reduction of sulphui
colouring matters, the abseme of the oxjdase reaction .

tor taiion, the fluctuations of the respiratory quotient

the disapp ihe glycogen and the reappearance
the oxydase reaction when the glycogen has been used up

or when fermentative activity is inhibited by the addi

ot sodium chloride. If it be valid, the addition

reducible body such as sulphur should result in a decreased

3 ield of alcohol, v, hi. Ii appears to be the case. The aul

shows that the enzyme which is the anti-enzyme ol

oxydase and which produces nascent hydrogen by hydration

is identical wi h I enzymes described i>\ other author!

under the names of " philothion," " catalase," and " bydrD-

genase " Whether i: can be assumed to be identical

Buchner's zymase depends on whether the ferment;,

action can be proved to take place m two such stages is

arc illustrated in the above equations or whether it is:,

direct specific breaking up ot the sugar molecule

carbon dioxide and alcohol,— J. V. B.
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Yeast; Some Constituents of . O. Hinsberg and E.

Roos. Z. physiol. Chem., 1904, 42, 183—192. Chem.
Centr., 1904, 2, 1062—1063. (See this J., 1903, 920,

1012).

In the method previously given by the authors (Joe, fit.)

for the preparation of yeast-fat, the alcoholic extract of

the yeast was evaporated, and the residue dissolved in a

solution of caustic soda or sodium carbonate and extracted

with ether. It is now found that only by usim;- sodium
' carbonate can a fat rich in lecithin be obtained : when
caustic soda is uspd the fat undergoes considerable de-

composition. For medicinal purposes, the yeast-fat con-

taining lecithin is to be preferred, as the lecithin " contains

active unsaturated acids."— A. S.

Glycerin; Formation of during Alcoholic Fermen-
tation. \V. Seifert and R. Reiseh. Centralbl. Bakt.,

1901, 12. [2], 57 I. Z. Spiritusind., 1904, 27, 441.

The authors have studied quantitatively the formation of

I glycerin during the alcoholic fermentation of grape must.

I The formation of glycerin is at a maximum in the earlier

stages, when the degree of fermentation and of yeast

1 propagation i9 greatest ; toward- tin- end of the fermenta-

tion, hardly any glycerin is produced. There is no eun-

I nection between the formation of glycerin and that of

I alcohol, but the presence of large quantities of alcohol

hinders i-onsiderably the formation ot glycerin. Glycerin
lis not a direct fermentation product, but a product of

i
metabolism of the yeast, and the amouut of it formed
depends upon the vital energy and nature of the yeast.

I Substances which have the power of increasing the vital

II energy of the yeast, e.g., sugar, at certain concentrations,

I cause also an iaerease in the formation of glycerin.—A. S.

I Fusel Oils ; Origin of . < •. Emmerling. Ber., 1904,

37, 3535—3538.

||
Many experiments with various races of yeast and several

different fermentable carbohydrates showed that, under

Unormal conditions of alcoholic fermentation, only infini-

Itesimal quantities of fusel oil are produced, bo long as the

Hfermentiug wort remains pure. On the other hand, many
Bbacteria possess the property of finning higher alcohols,

(especially butyl alcohol, from carbohydrates. Amongst
Ithese may be mentioned Granulobacter butylicum, B.
iorthobuti/licus ana the " anrylie " ferment of Pereire and
Guignanl (this J., 1902, 558 and 1090). Bacteria which

flare especially active in this kind of fermentation occur on
the shins of potatoes. The production of fusel oil takes

place onlv under anaerobic conditions. The most suitable

'carbohydrates appear to be starch and cane-sugar, especially

Din the unhydrolysed state. For instance, 1,000 grms. of

boiled potatoes and ."ill grms. of wheat grist, suspended in

IJ3 litres of water with a little cht'lk, and infected with

potato peel, yielded 25 e.e. of insoluble fusel oil ; 5"0 grms.

of molasses, containing IS per cent, of sugar, yielded

19 e.e. of fusel oil under the same conditions. The
fermentations were carried out auaerobieally for four

I weeks at 37° C. Hydrogen, carbon dioxide, and butyric

acid were obtained as by-products. The same materials

saccharified by malt or inverted yielded only 1*8 and 1-5 c.c.

Ipf fusel oil respectively. The products consisted of propyl,

butyl, and amyl alcohols with only traces of ethyl alcohol.

The author found that the addition of nitrogenous materials,

|
(such as decomposed yeast, was not favourable to the

production of fusel oil.— J. F\ B.

-JF7«c Spirits. K. Windiscb. Z. fjntersuch. Nahrungs
u. Genussmittel, 1904, 8, 465—505.

The author details the examination of samples of cherry

I brandy, plum brandy, apple brandy, quince brandy, currant

I prandy, and grape brandy, including the determination of

i the higher, insoluble fatty acids, formic acid, acetic and

outyric acids, and the free and combined hydrocyanic acid ;

UIso the determination of fusel oil in various kinds of raw

j.pirit, over 100 samples of "cognac" (mean 0-339 per

Lent.), 33 samples of rum (0-234 per cent.), 7 of arrack

from to 0-47 per cent.), 36 of cherry brandy (meao 0-457

•ercent.), 31of plum brandy (0-313 per cent.), 12 of grape

brandy (0-95 per cent.), and 20 of apple brandy (0-527
per cent.). In addition the paper deals with judging fine

spirits on the basis of chemical analysis, aud the limita-

tion of the various appellations for these spirits, such as

^cognac," "cherry brandy," &c. The author opposes the
view tbat the presence of furfural is an indication of
purity and wice rerse, nor does he agree with the prop' sed
" coefficient of impurity " as a criterion, since the amouut
of impurities will depend on the nature of the raw material
and the method ot distillation. Dealing with the improve-
ment of spirits, he advocates distillation accompanied by
slight dephlegmation, this having been found to furnish

superior products to the old method of distilling with direct

fire heat. Still more can be done by properly controlled

fermentation with pure yeasts. It is considered desirable

to express analytical results in grms. per 100 c.c, the fusel

oil values, obtained by the Roese method, h-insr multiplied

by 0-814 for that purpose. The volatile acids aud esters,

fusel oil and aldehydes, should be referred to 100 c.c. of

absolute alcohol to make the results independent of the

actual alcohol content of the spirits. ( iwing to the practice

of adding sweet wines to spirits, the volatile acids aud total

acidit) should be determined, the latter by titration with

alkali in presence of phenolphthalein (for white spirits) or
violet litmus (for coloured); the volatile acids by steam

distillation, and titration with phenolphthalein as in I

tl:" i. - ;lts in both cases being expressed as acetic acid.

The esters are determined by boiling for half an hour with

excess of alkali under a reflux condenser, and titrating the

residual free alkali. In the case of spirits containing

extract, sugar or colouring matters, which would falsify the

titration by consuming alkali, the esters must be separated

by distillation. The results should be expressed in terms

of ethyl acetate.— (

'. S.

1 netric Tallies for each Integral /'> <

II". ight, and for each Degree if Ike Hydrogen Thirmo-

mcterfrom 15' to 22"- E. W. Morlcy. J. Amer. < Ihem

Soc, 1904, 26, 1185—U93.

Tabees are given showing the true specific gravity of

mixtures of alcohol and water for each integral percentage

by weight (from to 100), for each degree of the cent:

grade hydrogen thermometer from 15 to 22', according to

the results of Mendeleeff. The specific gravity given is the

quotient of the weight of the liquid divided by its volume,

increase'! by the correction for displaced air.— A. S.

Yeast Extract in Meat Extract .- Detection of .

M. Wintgen. XXIII., page 1116.

Boric Acid [in Wine, Sfc] ; Detection of .

L. Robin, XXIII., page 1113.

English Patents.

east'] and Process for Sfaking tht

Eng. Pat. 3170, Feb. 9, 1904. XV.,

Fkench Patents.

•act; Nutritive . J. Mo Fr.

343,896. June 11, 1904.

pure malt is mixed with 0-4 kilo, of

audy per 100 kilos, of malt, or 2 grms.

The wort is boiled for 60 hours and
fermentation for nine days.— f. F. B.

Fertilizer [from Y
X. van Laer.

page 1104.

Beer or Malt Extr
Pat.

Beej! 'irewed with

crystallised Bugar-e

per litre of beer,

subje led to a slow

Phlegms, Wines and Fermented Washes; Continuous,

Bin el Rectification of . A. Baudry. Fr Pa

338,992. Aug. 19, 1903. (See also this J., 1904, 725.)

The fermented liquor is fed into a first distilling column

which communicates above with a separate column and

nelnw with a sccodiI distilling column. The lit volatile

impurities from the first distilling column i

separately column, where they are concentrated and

separated from any alcoholic vapours; the purified alcoholic

liquor descends from the first to the second distilling

column, the alcoholic vapours from which are pas

rectifying column. The heavy '-tail" products from the
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rectifying column descend into a third distilling column

whore tlii >\ are freed from alcohol and discharged.

—J. !•'. B.

Phlegms, Wines and Fermented Washes; Continue

Direct Rectification of . A. Baudry. First Addition,

dated .Ian. ti, 1904, to Fr. Pat. 338,992, Aug. 19, 1903.

5ee preceding abstract.)

I he improved arrangements provide for the return of si tie

I tlw impure alcoholic liquors from the lower plates of the

rectifying column to the first disti ling column iu which the

phlegms an- first distilled.—.1 F. B.

Wine; Automatic Conversion of Newly Fermented

into Wine suitable fir Bottling. E. Bailer. Fr. ['at.

343,999, June 15, 1904.

The wine or other alcoholic beverage is caused to flow

from the cask through a worm immersed in a water-bath, iu

which it is heated to any desired temperature. The pre

cipitated matters are removed by passing the wine from the

heating worm through a filter, from which it flows through

i worm immersed iu cold water, in which it is cooled to a

temperature suitable for bottling It is important that this

worm should be SO narrow that the whole of its section is

rilled with the liquid, in order to avoid any loss of alcohol or

" bouquet " by volatilisation.—J. F. B.

Glycerin ; Extraction nf from Industrial Liquids

containing it, unci notahlg from Distillery Residues.

E. A. Uarbet. Fr. Pat. 344,036, April 16, 1904.

The liquid is concentrated to about 40°—42° B. and treated

with powdered lime in the proportion of, say, 1 to 1] kilos,

to 1 kilo, of the syrup, from which, if necessary, crystals

have been previously separated by means of a turbine. The

porous mass i< then treated with alcohol of as high a strength

a- possible (95—96 per cent.), and the alcoholic extract

evaporated bj mean? of a current of hot air or gas. The

residual mass (' vinassate ") from the alcoholic extraction

i onus a good manure. (See this J., 1903, 502 ; 1904, 1035.)
6 —C. A. M.

XVIII.-F00DS ; SANITATION; WATER
PURIFICATION, & DISINFECTANTS.

(A.)—FOODS.

Oils and Fats ; Uses and Applications of .

J. Lewkowitscb. XII., page 1098.

Boric Acid [in Milk] ,• Detection nf . L. Robin.

XXIII., page 1113.

Watered Milk ; Detection of . A. E. Leachand
II. C. Lythgoe. XXIII., page 1110.

Yeast Extract in Meat Extract; Detection of .

M. Wiutgen. XXIII., page 1116.

English Patent.

Centrifugal Separators ( for Cream, ,y.). II. Austin,

Birmingham. Eng. Pat. 23,091, Oct. 26, 19i>:i.

I in platesof the separator are [ormed with curved upper

ii .!, weirs over ".Inch the milk to he se]

flows, and pocki - in which the separated crea

A number of short tubes extend from these pocket?,

|y, into vertical slot- formed in the central pillars

in,,; up whii Ii the separated cream How-. In this way the

.ream does 1101 COme into contact with the inflowing si ream

Ol milk, which flows Up the central aperture of the plates

nil o\er the cunc i edges hct ween the tubes.— \V. II. ( .

Milk; Treatment O Hon] of . [Preparation

nf Milk Sugai . H. II. Kennedy, Philadelphia, U.S \.

Eng. Pat. 20,291, Sept. 20, I I

SeeI S. Pats. 770,903 and 772,517 of 1904 ;
this J., 1904,

996 and page 1105.—T. F. B,

Food and other Substances ; Sterilisation of .

V. Schroder, Berlin. Eng. Pat. 12,113, May 27, 1904.

The process described consists in adding peroxides to the

article, such as foods, water, milk, butter, &c, to be pre-

served, and decomposing the peroxides by mean- of carbon
dioxide (under pressure), carbonates, bicarbonate?, or acid

phosphates. The peroxides employed are those of calcium,

.

magnesium, or sodium. For decomposing the two former,

calcium or magnesium acid phosphates may be used with

or without the aid of carbon dioxide. Tin articles before

or niter treatment may be subjected to a temperature of 10°

to 50° C—W. P. S.

French Patents.

Foodstuffs : Process for Preserving [with Trioxm
methylene . A. Foelsing. Fr. Pat. 3-13.94 1, dune 13,

1 904.

.See Fng. Pat. 13,689 of 1904 ; this J., 190-1, 87S.—T. F. B.

Preservatives for Foodstuffs, Articles of Use, and the

like. Deutsche Conservieruugs-Ges. fur Nahrutigs-uud

Genussmittel. Fr. Pat. 344,101, June 17, 1904.

See Eng. Pat. 18,428, 1903 ; this J., 1904, 832.—W. P. >.

(B.)—SANITATION j WATER PURIFICATI >N.

English Patents.

Pavina Blocksfrom Towns' Refuse. W. Weaver. End
'Pat. 22,042, Oct. 13, 1903. IX., page 1091.

[ll'urer] Filters: Aeration of -, and Apparatusfor use

in connection therewith. F. Candy, London. Eng. l'at.

23,772, Nov. 3, 1903.

Iv the case of a pressure filter, such as is described in Kng.

Pat. 5242, 1898 (this J., 1899, 391), air is for 1 into the

upoer part of the filter by mean- of an air-pump or fan.

The suction-pipe of the pump ma\ he either (1) connected

to the bottom of the filter, (2) open to the air, (3) connected

to an air-sterilising chamber, or (4) to an ozone-producing

apparatus. Instead of forcing air through the filter, the

pump ma\ be employed as a suction-pump at the bottom of

ihe filter, this alternative process being also applied In open

filters. In place of a pump or blower a closed tank may
be used provided with means for admitting and withdrawing

water therefrom and connected to the filter bj a pipe. Hy

the introduction of water to this tank, air is forced into the

filter, and. when the tank is emptied, air is drawn through

the bed. The object of the process is to remove wafl

mechanically retained bj the tilter-bed. and it is applied

after the filter has been washed or cleansed from suspends
matter.—W, P. S.

Sewage or other Liquid; Apparatus for Distributing—
.1. 11. Allintt, Nottingham, and \V. 1). Scott-MoncrieJ

Staines. Kng. l'at. 24,838, Nov. 14, la

FOB distributing sewage uniformly and intermittently ovei

a filter-bed, two vehicles are provided, each comprising

a trough - shaped receptacle mounted on wheel-, witl

mechanism causing the trough to tilt gradually as i

travels to the end point of a pair of incliued rails. Tin

two vehicle- are connected together by chains and trave

reciprocally down aud up the two inclined tracks. I'hi

sewage supply is situated at the highest point of tin

and supplies the vehicle- alternate!) ; one vehicle having

been filled, it travels down the track distributing it- sewagi

contents uniformly in its path as ihc trough tilt- met

liming the upward course the trough is tilted back inti

an uptight position readyto receive a tresh charge.

—

J.F.B

Sewage; Filtering and Purifying — S. liarwisi

Duffield, Derbyshire. Eng. Pat. u.'i.tso. Nov. 23, 1903.

Tins is a prnee-s for assisting and increasing the natiira

action of filter-beds. For tins puipi-e air i- drawn in a

the top of the filter-bed by mean- of a fan (or othe

mechanism) fixed on a pipe coming from tie bottom i

the bed. From this pipe, branch pipes and -ub-idiar

blanch pipi s, terminating in perforated earthenware sagger;
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extend to all points of the floor of the filter. The sewage
is supplied to the filter by a revolving spreader and leaves
by an effluent channel, the effluent reaching the latter
through suitably placed trapped pipes. The sides of the
filter-bed are composed of air-light material and the air
and effluent pipes may be combined or separate.—W. P. S.

Bacteria Beds and the like ; Apparatus for Use with .

If. L. Doulton and R. J. Pleace, London. Eng. Pat
26,466, Dec. 3, 1903.

The first part of the invention relates to an apparatus for
the automatic delivery of sewage to two or more bacteria
beds in succession. A chamber has two or more outlets
at its bottom, each outlet communicating with a separate
filter-bed. Above these outlets is fixed a revolving plate
provided with one opening, the latter, as the plate revolves,
passing over the outlets. An automatic siphon is fixed in
a second chamber and discharges into the first chamber.
As the sewage rises in the second chamber it raises a
floating ball, which, in its turn, by means of a ratchet wheel,
shafting, and cog-wheels, causes the plate in the first

chamber to revolve. The opening in the plate is thus
brought over a separate outlet between each discharge of
the siphon. The second apparatus claimed consists of a
device for the automatic discharge of sewage from a
chamber after it has been retained some pre-arranged
period. The sewage flows into a chamber containing a
siphon in which air is compressed and from which the
air must be released before the siphon acts. The top of
the pressure-chamber of the siphon is connected by a pipe
to a valve in a second chamber. This valve is operated
by a floating ball and lever, the ball being raised by
allowing part of the sewage to flow into this second
chamber through a regulated valve. The ball-valve is so
arranged that it opens quickly. A small siphon is provided
for emptying the second chamber and discharges into the
first siphon.—W. P. S.

United States Patents.

Water ; Method ofPurifying . T. Jones, Acme,
Tex. U.S. Pat. 773,395, ( let. 25, 1904.

To remove gypsum and carbonates dissolved in water, the
patentee adds milk of lime to the latter, and then to the
residual water a solution of orthosilieate of soda of the
consistency of syrup r VV, P. S.

Sea or Hard Water; Composition for Purifying .

A. Gutensohn, Southend, Eng. U.S. Pat. 773,494,
Oct. 25, 1904.

Thk composition consists of rosin, prepared by repeated
Beating and cooling, dissolved in a solution containing
sodium carbonate, sodium hydroxide and sodium silicate,

mixed with a solution of zinc hydi oxide in sodium
hydroxide.— W. P. S.

Fbencti Patents.

Sewage and other Refuse; Treatment of . J. L. F.
Garrigou. First Addition, dated June 16, 1904, to Fr.

Pat. 340,740, Feb. 26, 1904. (This J., 1904, 833.)

The modification desciibed consists in heating the refuse,

&c., without the addition of chalk or other materials, in

order to directly obtain the ammonia contained in the
refuse.—W. P. S.

Sewage; Apparatus for [Electrieally~\ Treating .

W.J. Schweitzer. Fr. Pat., 344, 192, June 21, 1904.

See U.S. Pat. 763,026 of 1904 ; this J., 1904, 758.—T. F. B.

Ammonia from Waste Waters; Process for Extracting
. R. Schilling and C. Kremer. Fr. Pat. 344,420.

July 1, 1904.

See Eng. Pat. 14,966 of 1904 ; this J., 1904, 947.—T. F. B.

Water ; Clarification of . L. E. Vial. Fr. Pat.

344,174, June 21, 1901.

The turbid water is allowed to settle in a long tank or
oasin, having its greatest depth at the middle and being

shallow at each end. The sides of the tank slope inwards
to form a channel along the bottom. A series of walls or
partitions are placed at certain distances apart along tie-
channel. The upper edge of each partition is just below
the surface of the water, whilst the lower edge reaches to
within a short distance of the bottom of the tank. The
entrance to the tank consists of a horizontal slab over
which the water flows in a shallow layer.—W. P. S.

(C.)—DISINFECTANTS.

Mould Fungi; Influence rf some Salts and Monatomi,
Alcohols on the Development of . K. S. Iwanoff.
Centralbl. Bakteriol., 1904, 13, [2], 139. Chem.-Zeit.,
1804,28, Hep., 310.

The experiments were carried out with four different
nutrient solutions:— Solution ('•

: Wehmer's modification
of Henneberg's solution of N/30 /-asparagine, N/6-dextrose,
\ 30-potassium dihydrogeu phosphate, and N/100-crvs-
tallised magnesium sulphate: Solution X : solution (1 with
the asparagine replaced by ammonium nitrate : Solution S :

solution G «ith the dextrose replaced by saccharose:
Solution DG : solution G with the amount of dextrose
doubled. The fungi used were Amylomyces 8, Aspergillus
mg, r, Mucor spinosus, Mucor racemosus, Oidiurn tart,..,

and Trichotheeium roseum. The substances of which the
aetien was examined comprised the sulphates of maguesium,
zinc, cadmium, manganese, nickel, cobalt and copper,
mercuric chloride, methyl, ethyl, propyl, normal and
secondary butyl, isopropyl, isobutyl, iso-amyl and allyl

alcohols, trimethylcarbinol and amylene hydrate. It wa^
found that in the case of the metals of Jtendelejeff's second
group, the poisonous action on the fungi increases with the
atomic weight : Mg < Zn < Cd < Hg. t )f the other
metals manganese was the least poisonous in solution X,
and then cobalt, nickel, copper, in the order given. Tie
poisonous action of the metallic salts varies according to

the nature of the nitrogenous food supplied to the fungi

;

for example, in solution G, the order is Mn < Cu < Co <[
Ni. The different action exhibited by the same salt in

different nutrient solutions is due partly to chemical re

actions, and partly to physiological causes. The nature of

the nutrient material containing carbon has also an
influence on the action of the salts ; this is likewise due
partly to chemical and partly to physiological causes. In
the cultures of Mucor spinosus the metallic salts produce
coloured crystalline precipitates. With regard to the action

of the alcohols, the poisonous effect increases with the
length of the carbon chain in the case of primary, mon-
atomic alcohols. With the butyl alcohols the poisonous
action increases in the order, trimethylcarbinol, secondarv
normal butyl alcohol, primary isobutyl alcohol, primary
uormal butyl alcohol. Primary propyl alcohol is more
poisonous than the corresponding secondary alcohol,

primary iso-amyl alcohol more than the corresponding
tertiary alcohol, and allyl alcohol more than normal but; I

alcohol.- A. S.

English Patents.

Alkaline Chlorides and Oxychlorides; Preserving the

Strength and Keeping Ptnvers of Solutions of ,

employed for Bleaching, Disinfecting, Separation of
Metals, and other such like Purposes. G. J. Atkins aid
Oxychlorides, Ltd. Eng. Pat. 2."i,972, Nov. 27, 1903,

VII., page 1088.

Insect-Killer adapted for Use as a Manure. R. and il.

Jeukner and J. Pleyl, Floridsdorf, Austria. Eng. Pat.

19,063, Sept. 3, 1904.

Potassium cyanide and other cyanogen compounds are

found not to affect the growth of plants, win. il they destroy

phylloxera! and other parasites aud insects. The i

cide-manure to whnh the present invention relates consists

of a mixture of potassium cyanide and quicklime, also

ammonium salts, and a decolorising agent, such as mag-

nesium hydiosilicate, or alumina. The cyanogen com-
pounds are used in the form obtained in the purification of

coal-gas by the ferric oxide process.—T. F. I!.
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XIX.-PAPER, PASTEBOAED, Etc.

Sugar-cane Fibre; Hydrolytic Products of . C- '

Browne, jun. J. Amor. (heni. Soc, 1804, 26, 1221—
1235.

The author lias studied tlie products obtained by the

vsis of sugar-cane fibre with dilute caustic soda solu-

tion. 200 grms. of purified fibre oblaiued by Hashing

finely -cut bagasse successively with water, 2 per cent,

hydrochloric acid, and again with water, were digested for

eight hours t ith 8 litres of a 5 per cent, solution of caustic

soda. The residual pulp was washed several times with

small Quantities of cold water and the washings added to

the caustic soda solution. The pulp was then farther

purified by washing with hot voter tilt free from alkali,

and finally with strong alcohol. From the caustic soda

solution the cane-gum was precipitated by alcohol, and

purified by treatment with an alcoholic solution of hydro-

chloric acid, followed by washing with alcohol and then

with ether. On hydrolysis "ith 4 per cent, hydrochloric

acid, the cane-gum yielded f-xylosc and i-arabinose, the

latter being Isolated in the form of its benzylphenylhydra-

zone. Xylan and arahan make up nearly 80 p»r cent, of

the cane-gum ; the presence of galactan could not be

detected. 1 rom the filtrate from the cane-gum, lignin was

precipitated bj dilute sulphuric acid alter expelling the

alcohol. Alter purification the lignin formed a brown-

eo.'oured powder, which, when treated with chlorine, yielded

a product apparently identical with the lignone chloride,

,,11, i'in„ prepared by Cross and Bevan from jute and

other fibres. The acid filtrate from the lignin yielded acetic

acid when distilled in a current of steam. The cellulose

obtained by digesting the cane fibre with caustic soda

amounted, in the dry condition, to only 42 per cent, of the

original fibre. This low yield of cellulose, compared with

the result obtained by Cross and Bevan's chlorination

method, is due to the solvent action of the alkali, especially

on the pith. . The following figures show the relative

resistance of the different tissues of the cane to various

chemical treatments:—

" news " machine almost impossible, is due either to im-
pel lections in manufacture or to inferior raw material. As
regards manufacture, the continual fall in the price of
• news " makes it imperative that the paper-machines
should he run at ever-increasing speed. When a mill thus

increases its output it is very seldom provided with more
beating engines, nor is the construction of the paper-

machine altered by increasing the length of the wire and the

number of the drying cylinders. Under these conditions

the increased output is only obtained at the expense of the

quality of the paper; the short fibred staff has to he beattj
"tree, " it does not have time to felt properly, and the

paper is dried far too quickly. Paper prepared thus will

nearly always make a large quantity of dust on the

printing machine. As regards raw material, ''news"

paper generally contains 20 per cent, of chemical wood-
pulp, and 80 pt-r cent, of mechanical wood-pulp, and is loaded

with about 20 per cent, of clay. 'J be quality of the clay

is of great importance, it should have a fatty feel and
should suspend well in water ; gypsum aud the cheap, " thin 1

qualities of clay are quite unsuitable as loading materials

for printing papers, lint the quality of the paper is chiefly

dependent on that of its main constituent, the mechanical

wood-pulp. A cheap, free-ground quality of wood-pula

ground with coarsely sharpened stones, cannot he made
into good paper whatever the care bestowed on the beating;

it will also frequently prove dearer than a wet-

palp, higher in price, because it causes more loss and will

not retain the elay. The best sort of pulp is prepared by

stones which have a tine ^'raiu andan delicately sharpened*

above all, the wood employed should not be old and dry.

but as fresh as possible. The quality of the paper can best

be tested by pressing the palm of the hand on the reel as it

is being wound up; if the hand become covered with a

layer ot fine white dust, composed mainly of wood-fibres,

the paper will be quite unfit for hisrh-speod printing.

—J. F. B.

Pith.

! .'i

vascular
Bundles.

Rind.

( ellulose bj chlorination
and Be

Cellulose ii;, treatment with l'gfi

tier cent, sulphuric acid and l"25
Iter lent. C&UStiC soda solution
(YVeeniU '.

PerCent. Per Cent. Per Cent.
I'.eilll 50'00

I

12-86 18-64

These results have an important bearing upon the utilisa-

tion of cane-fibre for paper-making, since a chemical

treatment necessarj for the proper preparation of the rind

would result in a large loss of pith. Drcwsen (U.S. Pat.

731,290 of 1903; this J., 1903, 870) has patented a process

by means of which this loss is avoided, the pith being

eparated from the sugar-cane, corn-stalks, &c, before

digestion. The pith is not fibrous, and has no Felting

properties, but paper prepared from it is stated to po-s -.

the quality and strength of parchment. The cellulose

prepare I fro a the cane-fibre by digestion with caustic soda

& dextrose on hydrolysis with sulphuric acid.

I b. xields of the different products, calculated to the

fibre free from protein, ash, fat, &c, were:—Cellulose

(including oxycellulose), 55 ; xylan,20; nraban, 4 :
lignin,

l.i; and acetic acid, 6 per cent. The sugar-cane fibre

resembles very closely in composition the pitby stalks of

maize, both being allied to the cereal straws, a distinguishing

characteristic of which croup is a cellular complex low

cellulose and high in pentosans.—A. S

Printing Papers; Production of Dus! by .

X. Woohenbl. f. Papierfab., 190(4, 35, 3270—3271.

I tit: production of dust on low-grade printing papers, which

clogs the type'and makes the printing on the bjgh-SJ

United States Patent-.

Paper-leaking ; Means for Dissolving Size for . Ii.

Knifner. .Milwaukee, Wis. U.S. Pat. 771.9S6, Oct 11,

1904.

Tiie apparatus consists of a large water-tank, and two

small tanks provided with steam coils. The size is placed

in one of the small tanks and is heated by the coil, the

-team from which is utilised for disintegrating and dis-

charging the size, by mi ins of an injector, into a pipe

dipping below the surface of the water in the large tank.

Daring its passage through this pipe, the size is intimately

mixed with atomised hot water discharged through a,

second injector fitted to tin- second small heating tank.

—J. 1 '. B.

Payer; Process for Slaking Moisture or Grease Proof-

J. Kitsee, Philadelphia. U.S. Pat. 772,103, Oct. It. 1904.

Pun: is treated superficially with a mixture of nitric

aud sulphuric acids, in such a manner as to make the surface

soluble whilst leaving the interior unchanged. The treated

surface is then subjected to the action of a solvent.

—J. F. Ii.

Pulp Washer or Condenser. H. Ii. Turner, Montreal.

I ,S Pat 77-, 192, <'d. 11, 1904.

The apparatus consists of a vertical, cylindrical tank in

nhich is si' ..; d a vertical, cylindrical strainei capable of

heing rotated. The space between the walls of the tank and

the strainer is divided horizontally into a number of super-

posed, annular ci mi
|
artment*, communicating with each other

l.\ .] icniiics which are disposed in different angular positi

each opening being separated from the next one by ue

of transverse partitions. The pulp is fed in at the bottom

i f the tank and is caused to travel upwards through all the

compartments: a series of doctors is provided, one in

each , partment, aud pressed against the screening

cylinder bj springs, so that when the cylinder rotates, the

pulp : scraped off the screen, whilst being

subjected to the aetiou of jets of water.— J. V. Ii.
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French Patents.

43elltilos*' Xanihatc ; Purification of for the Prepara~
titm of Viscose. Soc, Franc, de la Viscose. Second
Addition, dated June 14, 1904, to Fr. Pat. 3:54,036,

Aug. 14, 1903.

In place of using alkali or alkaline-earth ilphite solutions

For toughening crude cellulose xanthate, it is found more
advantageous to use alkali or alkaline-earth bisulphites,

either Alone, or in conjunction with aluminium sulphate,

alkali chloride, sulphate, &c. (See this J., 1904,75 and
.501.)—T. F. 15.

Celluloid Non-inflammable ; Process for Rendering .

G. E. Woodward. Fr. Pat. 344.048, May 25, 1904.

Cki.i.i corn is rendered non-inflammable by incorporating

with it, for each kilo, of celluloid, !•."> kil< s of lisb glue,

400 grms. "1 gum arabie, 100 grins, of gelatin, and 40 grms.

of colza oil.—T. F. P>.

f'i flutoid or Nitrocellulose: Rendering Non-inflammable ;

Process for . W. ('. Parkin. Fr. Pat. 344,501,
.Inly 1, 1904. Under Internat. Com., Dec. 23, 1903.

Celluloid or nitrocellulose may be rendered incombustible
by incorporating with it aluminium chloride, strontium

chloride, magnesium chloride, and calcium chloride. Two
parts of celluloid dissolved in 3 parts of acetone are added to a

solution of 1 part of one (or a mixture) of the above salts

in 2 parts of methyl alcohol. The solvents are distilled off

and the celluloid obtained in powder form suitable for

working up in the usual manner.—T. V . B.

XX.-PINE CHEMICALS, ALKALOIDS,

ESSENCES. AND EXTRACTS.

Esterification ; New Method of , Organic Acids.

A. Werner and \V. Sevbold. Her.,' 1904, 37, 3658—
I 36G1.

By the action of dimethyl sulphate on aqueous solutions of

the alkali salts of organic acids, good yields of the methyl

esters of the acids can be obtained. The reaction proceeds

according to the equation:—R.COOX + (CH3) 3S04
=

R.COOCH;; + CH-j.X.SO,. 5 grms. of the acid are treated

with a slight excess of N/1 alkali, and about 2 molecular

proportions of dimethyl sulphate are added. If the mixture

be shaken continuously, the reaction is complete in half-an-

hour. The excess of dimethyl sulphate is decomposed by
heating the product on the water-bath, and after cooling,

the ester is separated from the free acid by adding excess of

alkali. The methyl esters of acetic, isovaleric, stearic,

2.4. 6-tribromobenzoic, 2 . 1 ,6-triniti-obeuzoic, /3-methoxy-

«-naphthoic, and <3-metboxy-/3-naphthoio acids have been

prepared by this method. The method is stated to give

good vields in cases where the usual method of esteritication

with the corresponding alcohol fails, e.g., in the preparation

of esters of 2 . ! . G-tribromo-, and 2.4. G-trii itn 'benzoic acids.

—A. S.

Quinine; Refining of . C. Martinotti and G. Castel-

lini. Boll. Chim. Farm., 1904, 43, 529—536. ('hem.

Centr., 1904, 2, 1154—1155.

After a description of the known methods for the

separation of quinine sulphate from the amorphous and

resinous substances accompanying it, the authors propose a

new process based on the following facts:—(1) The
resinous, uncrystallisable substances remain in solution in

perfectly neutral and in acid liquid*. (2) n adding alkali

to liquors poor in quinine, but still contaminated by
amorphous substances, the latter are precipitated first,

separating as a viscous magma. For the separation of

quinine from the mother-liquors, the authors recommend
working with the basic quinine hydrochloride, (

'_,nH_,,N.: < >.,

.

HC1.2H.,U converting it into the dihydrochloride, ( ,,liI..,

8p)j,2HCl.—A. S.

Essentia! Oils; Treatment with Sulphiiri Acid for the

Identification of . M. Duyk. XXIII. j page 1116.

Patchouli Oil; Composition of . H. v. Soden
;md W. Eojahn. 13er., 1904, 37, 3353—3355.

Pat* HOUI.I oil. freshly prepared from the leaves, was
resolved by distillation into four fractions of equal weight,
having sp. grs. 0.946, 0.964, 0.984. and 1 .002 (at 15°C.),
and optical rotations — 41 , - 52°, - r>4°, and — TO 3

respectively. The last two fractions consisted mainly of
patchouli alcohol, with small amounts of another liquid
sesquiterpene alcohdl. The first two fractions, which
contained the sesquiterpenes and also the aromatic con-
stituents of the oil, were repeatedly fractionated, distillates

of like sp. gr. and rotatory power being mixed together and
further fractionated. Finally, four products were obtained,
viz., small quantities of the aromatic substances, larger
quautities of patchouli alcohol.(these two were not examined
further), a fraction (A) of sp. gr. 0.93—0.94 and
a„ = - 50", and a fraction (B) of sp. gr. 0.93—0.94
containing both, feebly, dextro- and levo-rotatory sub-
stances. Fractions A and B were treated with alcoholic
potash, washed, and repeatedly fractionated as above. The
chief component of fraction A was a new liquid sesqui-

terpene, colourless, of sp. gr. 0.9335 (at 15° ('.), b. pt.
264°—265' (750 m.m.), au (20° C.) = - 58° 45'; it

absorbs bromine, hydrobromic acid, and hydrochloric acid
(the latter forming a liquid hydrochloride) ; it somewhat
resembles cedreue (this J., 1897, 555) as regards physical
constants, but is not identical with it. Fraction B yielded
mainly another sesquiterpene, of sp. gr. 0.930 (15° C.), and
b. pt. 273°—274"; a„ = + 0" 45'. It forms with hydro-
chloric acid a liquid hydrochloride. Cadinene, found by
Wallaeh (Annalen, 1887, 81) in patchouli oil, was not
detected in either fraction.—T. F. B.

Birch Leaves ; Essential Oil of . Haensel's lleport,

I lit. 1904. Apoth.-Zeit. 1904, 19, 854.

The leaves of Betula alba yield 0-049 per cent, of an
olive-green oil, which solidifies at normal temperatures,

from the presence of an unidentified crystalline constituent.

The oil is fluid at 35c C, at which temperature its sp. gr. is

0-9074; it is optically inactive in 10 per cent, alcoholic

solution at 30° C. ; acid value, 99 ; saponification value,

146-7. It is wholly soluble in absolute alcohol only on
warming. By filtering the oil from the stearoptene, 57 per

cent, of a thickly fluid oil was obtained with an acid re-

action : sp. gr. 0'8723 at 20° C. Its acid and saponification

values are very close to those of the original oil.—J. O. B.

Raspberries ; Essential Oil of . Haensel's Report,

Oct. 1904. Apoth.-Zeit., 1904, 19, 854.

By distilling raspberry press-marc, a small quantity of

essential oil was obtained, of a greenish colour and acid

reaction, having an intense raspberry aroma, sp. gr. 0-8883

at 15°C. ; aD =+2"8°; saponification value, 193 ; saponifi-

cation value after acetylating, 215 ; solubility in 80 percent,

alcohol 1:30.—J. O. B.

Burdock Leaves ; Essential Oil of . Haensel's lleport,

Oct. 1904. Apoth.-Zeit, 1904,19, 854.

\iii dried burdock leaves yielded 0-0285 percent, of a

dark brown oil, resembling that obtained from burdock root

in taste and odour, entirely fluid at 30° C. ; not entirely

soluble in 96 per cent, alcohol. The stearoptene deposited

at ordinary temperatures is probably palmitic acid, similar to

that isolated from the essential oil of the root. This leaf oil has

the sp. gr. 0-9562 at 20" C. ; acid value, 76; saponification

value, 91-5. On re-distilling, 39 per cent, of brown, faintly

acid, rectified oil was obtained, readily soluble in

cent, alcohol, not wholly soluble in 80 per cent, alcohol

:

sp. gr. 0-9407, at 20° C. ; acid value, IS; saponification

vain,, 70 ; aD= 4-0-28° in 20 per cent, alcoholic solutioufor

25 mm. tube.— J. (>. B.

White Peruvian Balsam ; Constituents of 11. Thoms
and A. Uiltz. Allgem. Oester. Apoth. Verein, 1904, 943.

Anoth.-Zeit., 1904, 19, 1732.

White Peruvian balsam contains rnyroxoceriu, free cinuamic

acid, a crystalline body, m. p. 27u
J O, myroxol, cinuamic

esters of ciunamyl and propyl alcohols, and probably a
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hydrocarbon. White Peruvian balsam docs not contain

benzyl alcohol nor peruviol, which are present in ordinary

dark balsam of l'eru.—J. (). Ii.

Bergamot Oil and oilier Ods of the Citrus Series : .V

nn . H. E. Burgess and Th. II. Page. Cbem. Si

Proc, 1904, 20, 181-182.

Acetic acid, octylene, pinene, campheue, and limonene have
been identified as constituents of a specimen of pure oil of

bergamot. The pungency of the first fractious of this oil on

distillation is accounted for by the presence of acetic acid,

which was also found in smaller quantities in lemon oil, and
is probably present in the other oils of this series. The
octylene found in lemon oil was identical with that in

!

bergamot oil, for botli gave butyric acid on oxidation with

potassium permanganate. It is probably a normal con-
j

stituent of the citru- oils. A second phenylurethane isolati 1

from the terpineol fraction of distilled oil of limes melt- at

132 0.i is more soluble than that obtained from ordinary

terpineol, crystallises in mfts of needles, and gives on ,

hydrolysis an oil with an intense odour of distilled oil
]

of limes.

Formic Acid ; New Reaction of . E. Comand
XXIII., page 11 IB.

Aromatic Esters ; Electrolytic Reduction of- .

C. Mettler. XI. A., page 1096.

Atropine ; Contilbutlons to the Knowledge of Alkaloid
'

Reactions.—III. C. Reichard. XXIII., page 1116.

Yeast; Some Constituent* of . O. Hinsberg and
E. Boos. XVII., page 1107.

English Patent.

Saccharin ; Production of . A. Ashworlh, Bury,
Lanes. Eug. Pat. 25,481, Nov. 23, 1903.

If. in the oxidation of otoluencsulphonamide to saccharin,

an alkaline earth permanganate be used in place of an
alkali permanganate, the yield is found to he much improved.
A mixture of 100 lb. of o-toluenesulphonamide, 23 lb. of

slaked lime, and '200 gallons of water is heated to To -SO (_".,

and 180 lb. of calcium permanganate (98 per cent.)

solved in 50 gallons of water is added gradually with
stirring; the precipitate of manganese compounds is

removed by filtration, and the saccharin recovered from
the filtrate in the usual way.— T. F. B.

United States Patent.

Ureide of Dialkylacetic Acid and Process of making same.
E. Fischer, Berlin, and J. von Mering, Halle a Salle.

Assignors to the Firm of E. Merck, Darmstadt, Germany

.

U.S. l'at. 773,2.', 1, ( let. 25, 1904.

See Eng. I'at. 1944 of 1903; this .1.. 1903, 880.—T. V. B.

French Patent.

Dialkylbarbituric Acids; Process for Preparing .

Farbenfabr. vorm. F. Bayer mid Co. Fr. l'at. .143,976,

Juue 14, 1904. Under Internat. Conv., I let. 21, 1903.

See Eng. l'at. 22,967 of 1903 ; this J., 1904, 76.—T. F. B.

XXI.-PHOTOG-RAPHIC MATEEIALS AND
PROCESSES.

Photographic Plates s Action ofcertain Substances on
[in the Dark. J. Blass and P. Czermak. Phot. Ind..

luOl, 923. Chem.-Zeit., 1904, 28, Pep-, 332.

The action of a varietj of substances on photographic
plates in the dark is described. Broun wrapping pap
the most active, followed by other kinds of paper, wood,
straw, shellac, leather, silk, and cotton in the order given ;

and metals (other than zinc) and most minerals and
inorganic substances ha 1 little or no action. Photographic

lilms and films removed from their snpjKjrt were not sen-

sitive to any substances. Thin sheet- ot metal, glass, quart*,
or mica al-o prevent the action of the substances ou glasl

plates. Sheets of gelatin, through which blue or violet rays
can pass, have no influence on the actioD. hut yellow sin ti

of gelatin completely prevent it. (See also Russell, 1 1 1 i > .1 .

1904, 99S, and von Aubel, tlii- .1.. 1904, 560.)—T. F. B.

English Patent.

Photographic Plates and Films. J. II. Smith, Zurich
Switzerland. Eng. l'at. 19,940, Sept. 16, 1904. Under
Internat. Conv.. Si pt. 17.

COMPOUND plates or films for use in multi-colour pho-
tography are produced by superimposing on a support of

glass, paper, &c, the- requisite number of sensitive films

each one beiiiLr separated from the adjacent one by a thin

layer of collodion or celluloid. After exposure, a tem-
porary support, coated with some adhesive, is pressed on
the uppermost film, which can then be transferred to a
permanent support: the collodion or celluloid layei

dissolved away, and tin- film is then treated in the usual

ij All the other sensitive films, with the exception of

the lowest one, arc removed in the same manner, a sen.

negatives suitable for colour-work being thus obtained by a

single exposure.—T. F. B.

United States Patent.

Photograph on Linen, and Process of making same.

Fulton, Chiewick, and W. M. Gillnrd, Twickenham
England. U.S. Pat. 773,3^4, t let. 2j, 1904.

Sj i Eng. l'at. 11.219 of 1903; this J. 1904, C22.—T. F. B.

XXII.-EXPLOSIVES, MATCHES. Etc.

Nitrocellulose ; Decomposition of beloic the Tempi -

rature of Ignition. A. Scaposchnikow and M. Borisso

J. russ. phys.-chem. Ges., 1901, 36, S36—S41. Chen
I cntr., 1904, 2, 1030.

Tin: authors represent the decomposition at l.'iO
5
C. (in

course of 20—25 hours) of two specimens of nitrocellulose

(mixed with quartz saudl containing 13-25 and 12 per i

of nitrogen, respectively, by the equations :—

(1) C I' Mi
,

. ,!! -\, 2-58NO
+ l-88CO,+ ]-9$CO + 2-00X_- 1052H.O.

(2) (',,11 Mi < !l
. \ M„.

b +l-53NO
+ 1-42C0.4- l-76CO + 2-50N: + 12-9011.' >.

If the nitrocellulose he not ini\e 1 with -and. the decompo-
sition is more complete and proceeds more rapidly. The
brown pitch-like residue is readily soluble in acetone. The
decomposition at 135 ('. proceeds in the -ame mannci
qualitatively as at I50

:

C. The limit of temperature beyond
which nitrocellulose is unstable and has a tendency t<

readily decompose is 137 — 138 > — ' S.

English Patent-.

Nitroglycerin : Apparatus for Wei -, I,stances suck

as ^— . (I. E. Arnold. Eug. Pat. 26,575, l>ec. 4, 1

XXIII., page 1 1 13.

Ejcplosive Compounds and the Manufacture thereof.

M. S. Talbot, Durban, Natal. Eng. IV.. 20,978, Dei

1903.

A\ explosive mixture of the following composition is

claimed: Potassii m chlorate, 56 parts ; camphor, 4 parts;

castor oil, 4 parts; burnt umber, - p:irt- : manganese di-

oxide, 4 parts ; and potassium bichromate, 12 parts. P

said to evolve very lntle smoke on explosion.— T. F. B.

Explosives of the Xitrate of Ammonia liroup : Process for

the Manufacture of . K. Haddau, London. From

J. Ftthrer, Vienna. Bog. Pat I 25,1904.

Si i I'r. Pat. 341.033 of 1904 ; thi- J., 1904. SS2 —T. F. B.
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French Patents.

Powders [Artillery, Sporting and Mining'] ; Manufacture
of . J. Lticiaui. Fr. Pat. 339,022, :>cp. S, 1003.

The explosive in the form of sheets is passed through a
machine consisting of two cylinders travelling at the same
nit. of speed. The upper cylinder has a design of any re-

quired form engraved on it in relief. The distance between
the cylinders is regulated by a screw of line pitch. By this

means cuts or indentations can be made in the sheet to any
desired depth, and with a given thickness of sheet the rate

of combustion of the powder can be varied as may be
required.— G. W. McD.

Nitrated Hydrocarbons [Explosices] and Process for
Manufacturing the same. A. Hough. Fr. Fat. 343,907,
June 11. 1904. Under Internat. Conv., June 13, 1903.

SeeU.S. Pat. 751,070 of 1904; this J., 1904, 385.—T.F. B.

XXIII.-ANALYTICAL CHEMISTKY,

APPARATUS, ETC.

Rotating Cathodes ; Materials and Forms for .

II. E. Medway. Amer. .1. Science. SiUiman, 1904, 18
[4], 180-182. Chem. Centr., 19U4. 2, 1019. (See this
.]., 1903, 823; 1904, 952.)

For electrolytic determinations the author has recently
used as rotating cathodes crucibles of silver and nickel,

as also a plate-electrode of platinum. In the electrolysis of
copper sulphate solution, accurate results were obtained
with a silver crucible as cathode, but a nickel crucible
was attacked both during the electrolysis and in the
subsequent separation of the deposit. The deposited
copper was detached from the silver crucible as far as pos-
sible by mechanical means, the last portions being removed
by treatment with hot concentrated hydrochloric acid. The
plate electrode recommended by Shepherd is not quite so

I satisfactory ; the depo.-ited metal does not adhere very
I firmly at the edges of the plate, and greater care is therefore
I necessary in washing it. Aluminium proposed by Hough
is not a suitable material for a rotating cathode.—A. S.

I Refractometer Scale for Use with Fats and Oils ; Com-
parative . A. E. Leach and H. C. Evthgoe. J.
Amer. Chem. Soc, 1904, 26, 1193—1195.

The variation of the butyro-refractometer (Zci*s) readings

\
of oils and fats with the temperature is not regular, and iu

I order to obtain scale readings at temperatures other than

|
that at which the determination has been made, it is

| necessary to transform the refractometer readings into the
I corresponding values for [n] „, apply the correction for
temperature, and re-transform into scale readings. The

I authors give a description and illustration of a slide-rule,
by means of which readings ma}'. be obtained ou the scale
of the butyro-refractometer at different temperatures,
without first transforming them into indices of refraction

;

readings in indices of refraction may be obtained at different
temperatures without calculation ; and readings on either
refractometer scale may lie readily transformed into readings
on the other.—A. S.

English Patents.

Gas Testing Apparatus. A.'H. Lymn, London. Lag. Pat.

23,771, Nov. 3, 1903.

The method of ascertaining the value of illuminating gas
from the length of its flame, when burned under standard
conditions, is not easily applied to the testing of non-
juminous gases, such as water-gas, owing to the comparative
invisibility of the flame. The patentee renders the length
of the flame of such gase3 more apparent Dy placing in
the flame a vertical rod or wire, or a ladder-like arrange-
ment of horizontal wires of some material which readily
becomes incandescent, or by inserting some substance, such
as a salt of sodium, strontium, or the like, which is capable
)f rendering the flame readily visible.—H. B.

Weighing Substances such as Nitroglycerin ; Apparatus
.'"'' G. E. Arnold, Faversham, Kent. Eno-. pat

26,575, Dec. 4, 1903.

To obviate the danger incurred by using ordinary weights
in weighing nitroglycerin, an apparatus is described con-
sisting of a pair of scales, one of the pans of which is
designed to receive the substance for weighing, having fixed
upon it a graduated receptacle, the other scaie-pan being in
the form of a graduated reservoir for a liquid such as water,
and provided with an inlet and outlet. To use the appa-
ratus, sufficient water is run into the liquid vessel until it
attains the load corresponding to the weight of the nitro-
glycerin, &c. required, and the said substance is then
introduced into its receptacle until equilibrium of the
scale-pans is restored.—G. W: McD.

1'AORGANIC—QUALITA TI VE.
Bismuth; /;, actions of . C. Keichard. Chem.-Zeit.,

1904, 28, 1024—1026.
If to the solution of a bismuth salt, there be added pre-
ferably a fragment of brucine, or a concentrated solution of
a brucine salt, a deep red colour is at once struck, which,
on heating, becomes more intense. The colour is permanent
only when the brucine is present in considerable excess.
The same colour is yielded by a basic bismuth salt, pro-
vided a trace of hydrochloric* acid is added to it before
adding the brucine. None of the other metals of the
hydrogen sulphide group gives a similar reaction save
antimony, and, the coloration in the case of antimony is
devel iped only after heating, and does not appear at all in
'h.e co'd. I'h. bismuth reaction might possibly be confused
with the well-known coloration given by nitric acid with
brucine, hut the latter fades to vellow on heating.

—J. T. D.

Boric A cid ; Detection of [by means of Tincture of Mimosa
I lowers]. L. Robin. Aunales de Chiin. Aualyt., 1904
9, 336—338.

In a Mixture of Salts.—The solution, rendered faintly alka-
line with sodium carbonate, is boiled and filtered. A drop
of tincture of mimosa flowers (this J., 1904, 561 ) is placed
in a porcelain capsule, and a few drops of the filtrate are
added, followed by sufficient hydrochloric acid to discharge
the yellow tint. The mixture is then evaporated to dryness.
In the presence of boric acid a yellow residue is obtained,
which give- a red colour when treated with a few drops of a
10 per cent, solution of sodium carbonate. If no boric acid
be present, the residue is greyish, turning yellow with the
alkali carbonate solution. In the presence of mere traces
of boric acid, bibulous paper moistened with a little of the
tincture of mimo-a and dried may be used instead of the
tincture itself, as giving a more delicate reaction. In this
case the filtrate, after acidifying with hydrochloric acid is

evaporated to a small volume iu a capsule and a band of the
test paper 2 to 3 cm. long and 1-5 cm. wide is immersed iu
the concentrated liquid ; evaporation is then carried to
dryness. The dry paper then affords the above colour
reactions.

In Wine, Cider, &rc.—Ten or 15 c.c. of the liquid are
evaporated to dryness, and the residue incinerated. The
ash is taken up with 20 drops of water, the solution-

filtered, rendered very faintly acid with hydrochloric acid
and then tested with the test paper as above.

In Milk —Fifteen or 20 c.c. of milk are coagulated with
two drops of acetic acid, the casein is filtered off, the filtrate

neutralised with sodium carbonate, using phenolphthalein
or mimosa tincture as the indicator, boiled, filtered, and
evaporated to dryness. The residue is then incinerated
and treated as in the case of wine.—J. O. 11.

INORGANIC—QUANTITA TIVE.

Sulphuric Acid in Commercial Acetic Acid; termination

of Fa c . C. ltossi. LTudustria chim .1904,6,
253-254. Chem. Centr., 1904, 2, 1165—1

In certain solvents, e.g., alcohol, formaldehyde, and
especially acetone, the degree of ionisation of acetic acid

is diminished to such an extent that the acid becomes in-

different to Methyl Orange. The degree of ionisation of
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strong inorganic acids, on the other hand, is affected only

slightly or uot at all, by the solvents mentioned. It is

possible, therefore, in presence of one of these solvents to

determine directly the free sulphuric acid in commercial
acetic acid by titration with alkali in presence <!' Methyl
Miiil;. The amount of the solvent required, varies with
the concentration of the acetic acid. The author used 65 c.c.

of acetone with 10 c.c. of 48 per cent, acetic acid. The
method is stated to give accurate results.

—

A. S.

Xitric Avid; Electrolytic Determination of .with a

Rotating Anode. L. H. Ingham- J- Amer. Chem, So
J904, 26, 1252-

I'ni: electrolytic determination of nitric acid has been
already studied by Vortmann (this J., 1890, 106fi) and by

Easton (this J., 1903, 1258). The author finis that the

time can hi a tllj shortened by nsinga rotating anode.
The following' conditions were found to be the most satis-

factory: — 25 c.c. of copper sulphate solution (containing
0-2533 grin, of metallic copper), 25 c.c. of "standard"
sulphuric acid, 0*5 grm. of potassium nitrate, 4 amperes,
10 volts at tin- outset, or 17 volts at the end of the redaction,
and the anode rotating at a speed of 230 revolutions per

minute. The time Occupied was SO minutes. When the

electrolysis was complete, the excess of acid in the electro-

lyte not neutralised by the ammonia produced, was titrated

» ith " si.in lard " ammonia solution, with litmus or Methyl
Orange as indicator.—A. S.

-Lime ,- Determination tif in presence of Phosphoric
Acid. K. K. .Ifirvinen. Z. anal. Chem., 1904, 34, 559—
562.

In the precipitation of solutions of calcium phosphate by
ammonium oxalate, some lime always remains in solution.

and some phosphoric arid always contaminates the oxalate
precipitate. This is so whether the solution be simply
treated with excess of ammonium oxalate, whether it be

neutralised with ammonia after precipitation, or precipitated

in acetic acid solution, or in acetic solution followed by
neutralisation. Accurate results, however, are obtained in

the following way :—To the solution, as free as possible

from ammonium salts, ammonia is added till a permanent
precipitate appears, and this is redissolved iu the least

possible quantity of hydrochloric acid. The liquid is

heated to boiling, and poured very gradually into a mix-
ture of ammonium oxalate and oxalic acid (say, 10 c c. of

N/1 oxalate and 5 c.c. of 2X-oxalie acid diluted to 50 c.c).
The calcium oxalate separates slowly iu small crysi: -

When precipitation is complete 1 per cent, ammonia solution
is very gradually added till the liquid is just alkaline. The
precipitate is collected ou the filter, washed, and treated as
usual.—J. T. D.

Bauxite; Analysis of . Taurel. Ann. Chim. anal.

appl., L904, 9, 323—327. Chem. Centr., 1904, 2. 1251
—1252.

The present-, of titanic acid frequently exerts a disturbing
influence in the analysis of bauxite. Leclere (this J.,

1903, 926) observed that titanic acid is precipitated along
with silica from formic acid solution, and the author in:

use of this fact in the following method : 2 grms. of the

bauxite are fused with 8— 10 grms. of a mixture of equal
parts of sodium and potassium carbonates, until the melt
ceases to effervesce. After cooling, the mass is dissolved in

water and 20 c.c. of sulphuric acid of 66° B. and the solution

evaporated till white fumes appear, the residue diluted with
water and the silica filtered off. To determine the titanium

dioxide and ferric oxide together, the filtrate is diluted to

1 litre, and 100 C.C. are run gradually into a mixture ol

10 c.c. of ammonia and .'>u c.c. of water. The ammoniacal
solution is boiled, the precipitate filtered off, washed with
boiling water, dissolved in hydrochloric acid, and reprecipi-
tated with ammonia, i In- liquid i- now treated with «os.
of formic acid, 1 gun. ol sodium sulphite added ora current

of sulphur dioxide passed through, and the whole boiled

gently for one hour, whereby titanium dioxide is precipitated.

Ammonium citrate or tartrate (s— io times, tin- amount of

alumina present) is then added, followed by. excess of

ammonia, ami the iron is precipitated bj ammonium sulphide.

The weight of the precipitate after ignition gives the amount
of titanium dioxide and ferric oxide. Fur the separate
determination of titanium, the filtrate from the silica is

neutralised with ammonia, 10 c.c. of formic acid are added,
and the solution is boiled gently whilst a current of sulphur
dioxide is passed through for one hour. The titanic acid is

filtered off. and the filtrate made up to 1 litre. In 100 c.c,

the alumina and iron are precipitated by ammonia, and in .

another portion of 500 c.c, the iron is precipitated with
ammonium sulphide in presence of ammonium citrate.

- A. S.

Iron: New Method for the Volumetric Determination of
. N. Tarugi and S. Silvatici. Moll. Chim. Farm.,

1904, 43, 637—641. Chem. Centr., 1904, 2, 1341—
1342.

Tm: method depends upon the titration of ferric chloride

solution with potassium oxalate solution, in presence of

thiocyanate as indicator. The iron salt is dissolved in
' coucentrati d hydrochloric acid, converted into the ferric

condition by means of nitric acid or potassium chlorate,

the excess of acid neutralised, and the filtered solution

made up to a definite volume. An aliquot portion of the

solution is then treated with a few drops of a X/10-thio-

cyanate solution and titrated with X/lo-potnssium oxalate
solution (1 c.c. = 0-00186673 grm. of iron) till a_

characteristic yellowish-green colour is produced. The
method is especially suitable for iron ores, as tungsten,

silicon, iron and manganese can be determined, in oue and
the same sample.—A. S.

Silicon in Iron and Steel; Determination of .

J. Thiel. Z. anal. Chem., 1904, 34, 552—553.

!x Drown and Shimer's method of determining silicon, the

evaporation with sulphuric arid of the nitric acid solution

of the metal absorbs much time; it must be doue ou the
water-bath, or the risk of loss by bumping and spirting is

very great. The author mixes a litre of strong sulphuric

acid with an equal bulk of water, and after cooling, adds a
litre of nitric acid (sp. gr. 1 -40) and a litre of solution of

ammonium chloride containing 240 grms. i -f the salt. To the

weighed sample (1—2 grms.) in a 100—500 c.c. beaker he
adds 50—70 c.c. of this mixture, covers with a watch-glass

till solution is complete, and heats on wire gauze over a
Bnnsen Maine. The liquid can lie rap:<li\ Inulrd down till

fumes of sulphuric acid escape, without any danger of loss.

After cooling, 100 c.c. of water are added and the solution

is warmed, filtered, and the residue on the filter washed
with hot water, then with warm dilute hydrochloric acid and
finally with hot water; the filter is then placed moist iu a
platinum crucible, and dried and burnt off in the muffle.

—J. T. 1).

Nitrogen in Iron and Steel : Rapid Determination of .

H. Braune. Oesterr. /. Bcrg.-Hutt., 52, 491. ' Chem.
Centr., 1904, 2, 1167.

The author makes use cf the colour reaction of amn
with N'esslcr's reagent. 250 c.c. of water and 20 c.c c

solution of alkali of an equivalent strength to hydrochloric

acid of sp. gr. 1-124 are heated to boiling iu an Erlenm
flask of 1500 c.c. capacity, provided with a rubber stO|

carrying a funnel and a tube connected to a condem
1 grm. of the iron or steel is dissolved in io c.c. of hyd
chloric aciel free from nitrogen compounds, and the fill

solution allowed todrop into the boiling alkali solution. 1 he

distillate is treated iu a graduated tube, 35 mm. diara

with a solution made by diluting 2 c.c. >> the ordinarj

Xesslcr reagent to 10 c.c. Tin produced is

matched bi one obtained from a known volume of a solution

of ammonium chloride containing 0-0381 17 guu. per litre

(,1 c.c. = 0-01 mgnn. of nitrogen).—A. S.

Silver in Zinc ; Determination of and Sdcer-contetiiof

euro lies >'i' Commercial '/.inc. K. Fricdrich. '/..
.

Chem.. 1904,17, 1636— 1644.

The author has examined critically the methods of deter-

mining silver in zinc adopted by Kai-sien (solution in nitric

acid anil precipitation with hydrochloric acid) : M.ilaguti and

Durocher (oxidation, fusion of oxide with litharge ami

black flux, and cupellation) ; Kerl (fusion with excess of
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Mad and borax, and cupellalion) ; Pufahl (solution in hydro-
chloric acid, fosii n of residue with potassium cyanide and
cnpellatiou). The considerable solubility of silver chloride

in various acid and saliue solutions makes the first method
valueless, and the loss of silver due to the reaction on it

of potassium cyanide at high temperatures is an objection

to Pufahl's method. Kerl's method is excellent in the

•aseof zincs rich in silver, but for poorer alloys the I

quantities which must be dealt with make it impracticable.

A combination of Pufahl's and Kerl'fl methods, how-
ever, has proved must satisfactory with all classes of zinc,

and the method is employed as follows :—The
granulated, am! a suitable quantity (100—loon grms.',

recording to the expected richness) weighed off into a

beaker (or beakers, in case of large amounts). A small

[nantity of hydrochloric acid is added, and when nearly

Saturated is poured off through a filter, and a second

quantity poured on the sample ; by this plan solution

reatly hastened. As soon as, or just before solution

is eomplete, the whole residue is rinsed on to the filter

and washed free from chlorides. The filter is placed in a
crucible, dried ami incinerated; to the residue 7.5— Id

grms. of assay lead and some borax are added, and the whole

d to fusion. The button of alloy is then cupelled,

alongside of a lead-silver button of about the same content,

from which the unavoidable loss of silver by volatilisation

is determined and allowed for in the usual way. The author

has established by experiments on alloys of known com-
position thai : (1) The eupellation method gives accurate

result- when ziue as well as lead is present in the alloy;

(2) If the excess of acid, after dissolving the zinc, be
allowed to stand upon the residue, the silver gradually goes
into solution ; hence the direction to filter off before
complete solution of the zinc; (3) In presence of hydro-
chloric acid or zinc chloride, very considerable quantities

of silver chloride may be formed and volatilised during the
incineration of the filter ; hence the need for thorough
washing nf the residue, A table is given showing the
amount of silver (in grms. per metric ton) in various

specimens of commercial zinc.—J. T. D.

Gold ; Determination and Separation of Electroly-

tically. S. P. Miller. J. Amer. Chetn. Soc, 1804, 26,
1269.

/;/ Cyanide Solution.—From 150 c.c. of a solution con-
tainii grm. of potassium cyanide and 0-1291 grm. of

gold, the latter was completely deposited in 2 1 hours with
a current of 1"8 volts, and X.l)

1(
,,,
= o-02—0-04 ampere

during the first 1\ hours and then iuereased so as to

maintain a voltage of 1/8; temperature, 55°—65° C.
Gold was quantitatively separated from iron by working
under the following conditions:— 12.1 c.c. of solution

containing 0.12SG grm. of gold, 0-13 grm. of iron and
:! grms. of potassium cyanide; current, 2-3—3 voits and

NU)10D
— 0-13—0-36 ampere; temperature, 65° C. ; time,

irs.

In Phosphate Solution.—Satisfactory conditions for the

determination of gold and for its quantitative separation

from cadmium, iron, zinc, cobalt, and nickel are shown in

the following table :

—

Iiisiiilium

Hydrogen Phos]
i

.

Metal
Phosphate

(Sp.gr.
Dilution.

Tempera-
Volts.

Solution ture. N.D,M.

Present. (Sp :'i.

f028.)

rjrm. Grm. c.c. c.c. c.c. Hours. "C. Ampere
0-1196
0-1696 o-ii67

20
•in 3

125
125

S
4

1

60
65

0-03
0-02

1—2
ationol roltll cadmium 1—1-7

„ .. .. I'll.... o-iiss o-noo 40 10 150 5 62 0-02—(C08 1—2-7

, ,. „ ,. zinc. . .. 0-1117 "•1 l.'.o SO fi 150 2 (17 0-04 2—2-5

.. (i'l"S7 SO 6 150 200 2 66 ii'll-t 1-1—2
' „ n • nickel.. OM . 0-1200 40 6 150 4 68 0-04—0-06 1—2-2

In Sodium Sulphide Solution.— 10 c.c. of a solution

containing 0- 127<> grm. of gold chloride were treated with

50 c.c. of water. c.c. of sodium sulphide solution

(sp.gr. l-l'j) net. added, the liquid was warmed until it

[became clear, diiu ed to 150 c.c. and electrolysed -it (11 ( I.

with a current oi " !—02 ampere and 2-4—3 volts. A
[•quantitative yield of gold was obtained in 2 hours. Gobi
Bwas also satisfactorily separated from arsenic, molybdenum
'and tungsten under similar conditions.—A. S.

|
lEleetroh/tic Separations possible with a Rotating Anode.

D. S. Ashbrook. J. Amer. Chem. Soc, 1<J04, 26, 1283—
1290.

flTuE author has examined whether Exner's method (this

||
T

., 1903, 1 150) of using a high current density and strong

'pressure with a rot ting anode gives satisfactory results in

' Ithe electrolytic separation of metals. It was found that

copper could be quantitatively separated from aluminium,
phromium, iron, and magnesium in sulphuric acid, nittie

acid or phosphorii acid solution, from arsenic in ammoniaeal
brnitric acid solution, from cadruiutn and cobalt in nitric

icid solution, from manganese and uranium in sulphuric

[licid or nitric acid solution, and from zinc in sulphuric

icid or phosphoric acid solution. Cadmium was separated

rom aluminium, icon, magnesium, and manganese in

sulphuric acid or phosphoric acid solution, from chromium
n phosphoric acid solution, and from nickel in sulphuric

icid solution. Silver was separated from aluminium,
cadmium, chromium, cobalt, iron, lead, magnesium,
•nanganese, nickel, and zine in nitric acid solution.

Vlercurv was quantitatively separated from aluminium and
uagnesium.—A. S.

United States Patents.

Carbon Analysis; Method of . G. O. Seward,
Holoonibs Rock, Va., Assignor to Eimer and Amend, New
York. U.S. Pat. 773,529, Oct. 25, 1904.

The amount of carbon contained in a substance is deter-

mined by mixing it with an oxidising agent, and placing the

mixture in a crucible suspended in a cylindrical glass vessel.

The stopper of this vessel is pierced by gas-iniet and outlet

tubes, by a funnel for the admission of liquid, and by the

terminals of an electric generator, the ends of which dip

into the mixture in the crucible. The gaseous products of

combustion are passed through a carbon dioxide absorption

apparatus ; sulphuric acid is then added to the residue in

the crucible through the funnel, and a current of purified

air is passed through the contents of the crucible, driving

the remaining products of combustion through the absorp-

tion apparatus.—T. F. B.

French Patents.

Hydrogen Contents of Gaseous Mixtures ; Process for the

Continuous Determination of the . Verein. Ms
fabrik Augsburg und Maschinenbau. - Ges. Nurn-

-berg, A.-G. Fr. Pat. 344,340, June 27, 1904.

See Eng. Pat. 15,700 of 1904 ; this J., 1904, 951.—T. F. B.

ORGANIC—QUALITA TIVE.
Quebracho Extract ; Detection of Adulteration in .

T. Koeruer and P. Diillberg. Deutsch. llerber Zeit.,

1904, 47, 115—126. Chem.-Zeit., 1904, 28, Rep.,

The following method is proposed for the detection of adulte-

ration of quebracho extract, especially by mangrove bark ;

—
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The sample is dissolved in a small quantity of hot water, and
alcohol is added to it when cool, until the solution ceases

to become turbid. An equal volume of ether is added to

precipitate the iirst traction of the tannin, and a further

quantity to precipitate the remainder. J lie two tractions

arc dissolved separately in alcohol, and Bgain precipitated

in two tractions by ether. The second of the two fractions

in each case is subjected to elementary analysis. A pure
quebracho extract should give 62— 63 percent, of carbon,

or at any rate n.it less than 60 percent.; a -mailer per-

centage indicates adulteration (since mangrove bark
g

only 56-15 percent, of carbon whin its alcoholic solution

is precipitated with ether). Attempts to detect adulteration

by determining the percentage of alkyloxy-groups present
gave negative result-.—T. K. B.

Watered Milk: Detection of . A. E. Leach and
H. C. Lythgoc. J. Araer. Chem. So.-.. 1904, 26, 1195—
1203.

TnE authors find that the addition of water to milk
perceptibly affects the degree of retraction of the serum.
I- or determining the degree of refraction, the Zeiss immer-
sion refractometer is recommended, but, the Abbe refrac-
tometer may also be employed. 100 i.e. of the milk at

a temperature of about 20° ('. are treated, in a beaker, with
2 c.c. of £5 per cent, acetic acid (sp.gr. 10350); the beaker
is covered with a watch glass, and heated on the water-bath
for 20 minutes at To i

. It is then placed in ice v,

for 10 minutes, the solution filtered, and the degree of
refraction of the clear filtrate determined immediately.
Tables are given of: (1) readings on the immersion refrac-
tometer a; temperatures of from 15° to 25 ('. reduced to

the corresponding values at 20° C. ; and (2) refractive
indices as read on the Abbe refractometer, corresponding
to the scale readings on the immersion refractometer. i II

the numerous samples nf pure milk examined, the immer-
sion refractometer reading of the serum was nearly always
above 40° at 20= C, and in no ease was it below 39°. The
authors propose that milks of which the serum gives
a reading on the immersion refractometer below 39 at

20° C. should be declared fraudulently admixed with water.

—A. S.

Yeast Extract; Detection of in Meat Extra t.

M. Wintgen. Arcliiv der Pharm., 1904, 242, 537

—

538.

When albumins are salted out from meat extract by means
of zinc suiphate solution, a clear filtrate is obtained ; with
yeast extract, however, the resulting filtrate is cloudy.
20 c.c. of freshly-prepared 10 per cent, aqueous solution
of the extract are acidified with 2 c.c. of ::0 per cent.

sulphuric acid, and treated with excess of powdered zinc
sulphate. Alter standing one or two days, the solution
is filtered, only the first c.c. which runs through I

returned to the filter. In the presence of yeast exti

or a mixture of 20 to 30 per cent, of \,ast extract with
meat extract, the filtrate will be turbid when first tillered.

—J. 0. B.

Formic Acid ,- Xeic Reaction of . E. Comanducci.
Kstr. aus Rend, della K. \e. ad. delle Scien . Eisiche

e Matematiche di Napoli, 1904. them. Centr.,

2, H68.

Foumic acid gives a characteristic yellow coloration v. ilh

sodium bisulphite, and this reaction can be used for its

a'on (a- small a quantity as 1 percent.) in formalin,
methyl alcohol, glycerin, and acetic acid. 25 c.c. of the
liquid io be examined are diluted with an equal volume
of water, 15 drops of a concentrated solution of sodium
bisulphite (5 gnu-, in 5 c.c. of distilled water, are added,
and the mixturi is shaken and warmed. In presence
of formic !. .ration is produced.

—A. S.

Atropine; Contributions to our Knowledge of Alkaloid
Reaction*. III. C. Eeichard. Cbem.-Zeit, 1904, 28,
1048—1050. (See this J., 1904,458,

(1) When atropine sulphate is wanned with mercurous
nitrate, reduction takes place, and a highly characteristic

fragrant odour is produced, this odour being also produced
when atropine is warmed with concentrated sulphuric acid.

(2) If atropine sulphate is warmed with platinic chloride

solution and sulphuric acid, metallic platinum separates out
and the same fragrant odour is produced. With palladium
chloride a similar reaction ensues. (3) Avery character-

istic reaction is with bismuth chloride. Wlieii a solution

of this salt is mixed with atropine suluhate there is no
change; but if concentrated sulphuric acid is added there

i- an immediate egg-yellow coloration. This reaction only

takes place in the cold. (4) Sodium nitroprusside pro-

duces a reddish precipitate as with cocaine. (.".) When
atropine is ground with cane-sugar and hydrochloric acid, a

fine rose-red colour is produced on warming. (6) When
atropine sulphate is treated with arseuious or arsenic acid

and sulphuric acid, rings of reduced arsenic are slowlj

formed. (7) If a drop of concentrated antimony tri-

chloride solution be warmed with a trace of atp'i

sulphate, a bright green liquid is formed, permanent on-

further heating or evaporating. Stannous chloride d

not change the green residue. This reaction can be used

to distinguish between atropine and morphine. (S) Winn
a trace of solid atropine sulphate is evaporated with dilul

cobalt nitrate solution, a green coloration is produced. The
most delicate aud characteristic reaction of atropine is the

odour produced with sulphuric acid.— F. S.

Essential Oils; Treatment uilh Sulphuric Acid app
to the Identification of . M. Duyk. Les Corps
gras ind., 1904, 31, 70—72. (.'hem. Centr.. I9i>4, 2,

1348—1349.

According to the author, the Maumene test used in the

examination of vegetable oils may also be applied to the

identification of essential oiis. 4 c.c. of Farafjinum liquidum

are well mixed with 1 c.c. of the oil in a glass tube, then

2 c.c. of pure sulphuric acid are introduced at the bottom
of the tube by means of a pipette, the tube is closed witl

cork carrying a thermometer, the temperature observed,

then the contents of the tube arc well mixed, aud the highest

temperature attained is noted. The 4 c.c. of paraffin gi\

rise of 1 C. with 2 c.c. of sulphuric acid. The folio

values have been determined by the author:—lymene. 4 -.

pinene, :it;
3

; limonene, 26° : carvene, 26° ; thymene, I

e. .Irene, 15°: anethol, 22'; thymol, 7 : safrol. 3

carvacrol, 4..V : apiol, 32 ; eugenol. 27 : sandal-wood

oil (a) 22.5'—33 . (6) 12 - 18 ;
lemon-oil. 25 -26.

S

geraniol, •'!!. .i : menthol, 9°; linalo.l, 38 : en. ulvptol,

22 ; tcrpineol, 26°; santalol, 33 : cedar- wood oil, 16°-'

peppermint oil, 13
:—26°; eucalyptus oil, 21 ; eiti.i'. I" :

anisaldehyde, 14°; benzaldehyde. 3 ; menthone, 11°;

citronellone, 33 ; cirvol, 30 ; lavender oil, "•" —37°;

and geranium oil. 24 —25° C.—A. S.

ORGANIC—QUANTITATIVE.

Fuels; Method and Apparatus for Determining 'he Heat-

ing Value of Gaseous and Liquid . 11. Junker.'.

Aachen, Oermany. Kng. Pat. 18.487, A _. .

l.'nder Intermit. Conv., Sept. 1, 1903.

Ax improvement on the method described in Em: Pit,

13,083 of 1892, requiring the measurement of only one

magnitude. The fuel and cooling agent are supplied to the

calorimeter in constant proportions, so that both may he

made positively dependent on the til

The heating value is then obtained directly from the differ-

ence of temperature of the i Doling agi nt as - titers and

leaves the calorimeter. The pressure of either the fuel or

the cooling agent may be utilised for driving the meters

through which the supply passe-. Ity employing -nil.

form of differential thermometer or h\ keeping one >-f the

two temperatures constant, the readings may be recorded

directly in terms of the calorific valui 01 'he fuel.— .1. P. B.

Benzene ; Determination of in Illuminating Gas.

O. I'feiffer. Chem.-Zeit. 1904, 28, 884—885.

Inn author in 1899 (J. f. Gasbeleucht, 42, 697) nullified

llail ... k and Lunge's method of determining benzene in
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illuminating gas (conversion into dinitrobenzene by sul-

phuric-nitric acid) by using for tin- determination a mea-
sured volume instead of a stream of the gas, by which meaDs
several advantages are claimed. Whilst, however, the modi-
tied method is accurate with pure benzene, Korbuly has found
it to give with illuminating gas much higher results than
Harbeck and Lunge's method. This has been found to be
due to another constituent of the gas, which forms, on
treatment with the acid mixture, a bright yellow solid

Substance which is weighed with the nitrobenzene ; t hi-

.substance can he removed by means of animal charcoal,
however, and when this is done the author's method gives
results in accord with the methods of Harbeck and Lunge
and of ( 'Weill. The author has introduced a further modi-
fication of tin- method, and now, instead of weighing the
dinitrobenzene formed, titrates it by means of stannous
chloride. An ordinary stoppered separating funnel of

about 500 c.c. capacity (the exact capacity being in the
first instance determined) is u9ed. It is inverted, filled

with the gas by displacement from above, closed, ami the
gas adjusted to atmospheric pressure by momentarily easiug
the stopper or opening the stopcock. Now 2 c.c. of the
mixture of equal volumes of strong sulphuric and fuming
trie a' ids are introduced through the stem and stopcock,
spread over the surface of the glass by inclining the funnel,
anil alloned to act for half an hour. The funnel is then
turned right side up, and 30 c.c. of strong solution of sodium
hydroxide are introduced. After all acid gases have lieen

absorbed, hydrochloric acid is added til! the liquid is faintly

acid, and any carbon dioxide formed, is, as far as possible,

expelled by shaking ; theu ."i0 e.c. of ether are added, the
Hole is well shaken for five minutes, and the ether d< tanl

into a rlask containing 1 grm. cf veil-dried potassium car-

bonate and half a grin, of animal charcoal. This treatment

is repeated with a second 50 e.c. of ether, and the united
ethereal extracts are shaken with the charcoal at intervals

during several hours. The ether is then nlterei into a
200 c.c. flask, the residue on the filter washed with ether,

and the whole of the latter evaporated. To the residue

about 10 c.c. of alcohol and exactly 10 c.c. of stannous
chloride solution are added, the whole is heated for ten

minutps on the water-bath, cooled, the liquid made up to the

mark with distilled water, and 20 c.c. (one-tenth of the

whole) are titrated with iodine and starch. Into a second
20o e.c. flask, 10 c e. of alcohol and 10 c.c. of stannous

chloride solution are introduced, and this mixture is In it, il

.similarly, cooled, made up to the mark, and 20 e.c. with-

drawn for titration.. The difference between the two titra-

tions represents the amount of stannous chloride oxidised

by the dinitrobenzene present.

C6H4(XO. ), r CMit'l
. + 12HC1 = C,;H

4(NH.,): + 6SnCI
4 +

411.').

The stannous chloride solution is made by dissolving

150 grms. of tin in hydrochloric acid, adding 50 c.c. of the

strong acid and diluting to a litre.— J. T. ]».

Petroleum and its Distillation Products; Action of
Formalin on . A. Xastjukow. III., page 1082.

Rubber, particularly Crude Rubber : New Methods for

the Analysis of . G. Fendler. Ber. deutsch. Pbarm.
Ges., i'JiH. 208 and 215. Through Mouit. Scieut., 1904,

18, 834—838.

Various samples of rubber were examined by the author's

method (this J.. 1904, 764), and also by the methods of

\
Harries, anil Weber (see this J., 1901, 1123; 1902,1404;

I

1903, 1211), and the following conclusions are drawn :

—

Harries and Weber's methods give results agreeing fairly

well as regards percentage of pure caoutchouc, Weber's
method being perhaps preferable, on account of its greater

simplicity, when slightly modified in small details suggested
'by the author. With certain kinds of rubber, however,
these two methods indicate a much too high percentage of

i caoutchouc, since certain resins present in rubber give

compounds with nitrous acid, soluble in acetone and insoluble

in benzene. Harries' and Weber's methods also give too

high a value to the insoluble matter in many casps. The
author's method appears the best on account of its greater
accuracy and simplicity.—T. F. 1'..

i< ; Indicator f,r use in the Quantitative Deter-
mination of with Fehling's Solution. G. Griggi.
Boll. ('him. Farm., 1304, 43, 565—567. Chem. Ceutr..
1904, 2, 1169— 1170.

Ix the determination of dextrose with Fehling's solution,
the author recommends as a suitable and sensitive indicator
Bach's reagent (this .I., 1890,401,519), so-called formal-
doxinie, OIL.XOlf. the alkaline solution of which gives a
violet coloration with copper salts. For the preparation of
the indicator, 56 grm;. of pare potassium hydroxide
dissolved in water and 2-9 grms. of formaldehyde (7- 25 c.c.

of a 4o per cent, aqueous solution) are added to a solution
of 6-95 grm*. of hydroxylamine hydrochloride in cold water,
and the whole diluted to 100 e.c. —A. S.

Fine Spirits; [Examination of 1. K. Wiudisch.
XVII., page 1107.

XXtV.-SCIENTLFIC & TECHNICAL NOTES.

Radium in American Carnotite. A. II. Phillips. Eng.
and .Mining J., 1904, 78, 673.

The author carried out some experiments with 25 lb. of
an ore from Richardson, Utah, containing about 10 per
cent, of carnotite. From the radio-activity of the product
obtained, he estimates that 1 ton of the ore would yield
I grm. of chlorides having a radio-active power of 60,000.
as compared with that of uranium. A specimen of
"radium" prepared in Nov. l rin-_> is stitid to he as active
now ;e when first prepared.—A. S.

Colloidal Solutions ; Xew Method of Prepariny , and
their behaviour towards Barium Sulphate. L. Vanino
aud P. Hartl. Per. 1904, 37, 3(120—3623.

The mould Aspergillus oryzae possesses strong reducing
powers, and readily produces colloidal solutions. A solution
of 0-01 gnu. of gold chloride in ion e.c. of water, to which
has been added a few grains of rice with this mouldgrowing
on it, gives in a few days a blue solution of colloidal gold.
For rapidly demonstrating the formation of colloidal
solutions, Faraday's solution of phosphorus in alcohol is

excellent ;
when added to a solution of gold chloride, it

instantaneously produces a red solution, which gradually
deepens in colour aud becomes more bluish, theu remaining
permanent. Nearly all these colloid solutions (arsenic
trisulphide, antimony trisulphide, cadmium sulphide, cop-
per sulphide, silver sulphide, and metallic silver) when
shaken with pure precipitated barium sulphate, become
colourless, and deposit their coutained substance. The
action is purely mechanical (in some cases filtration through
kieselgnhr, or even prolonged agitation of the solution, pro-

duces the same effect), and furnishes another argument in
favour of the view that these colloidal solutions are in

reality suspensions of solid particles.—J. T. D.

Cholesterol. A. Windaus and G. Sieiu. Ber., 1904.

37, 3699—370

The authors conclude from the results of their study of
the decomposition products (oxidation products, &c.) of
cholesterol, C.,

7
H <4 (), that it may he regarded as a complex

ter|> 'He, composed of five reduced riugs, of which one
contains a double linking, and another a secondary hydro*} I

group. It is pointed out that nearly all the resin acids of the
conifers will give the characteristic reactions of cholesterol.

—A. r-.
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TECBKI8CH-CHEM1SCHB3 .Tvnui'.i in, HI02. Fin Bericlit

fiber die Fortschrjtte auf dem Gebiete det chemischen

Technologic Herausgegeben von Dr. Rttdoi.i

Biedekmann. 25ter Jahrgang. Friedricb Vieweg und

Sohn, Brannscbweig. 1904. Wee M. 15.

8vo volume, containing 580 pages of Bubject-matter, a

classified Review of New Hooks on Pure and Applied

Science, filling 27 page?, ami tin alphabetical index of

ieg of authors and subjects, followed by a Register of

Patents, classified, and paged with reference to the body of

theJahrbuch. There are 72 illustrations. The matter is

classified as follows :—I. Iron. II. Aluminium and R

Earth Metals. III. Cold ami Silver. IV. Copper. V.

Zinc. VI. Lead. VII. Nickel, Cobalt, Manganese, and

Chromium. VIII. Tin, &c. IX. Sulphur and Sulphuric

Acid. X. Alkali Industry. XI. Electro-chemistry. XII.

Vmmonia and Cyanogen Compounds. XIII. Alka

Earths, &c. XIV. Cases. XV. PhosphoruB, Boron, Sili-

con, and Carbon. XVI. Glass. XVII. Earthenware.

XVIII. Cements and Artificial Stone. XIX. Explo-

re XX. llluminants. XXI. Fuels. XXII. Sugar.

XXIII. Starch, Dextrin, and Glucose. XXIV. Ferroen

tation Industries. XXV. Fats, Soaps, and Resins.

XXVI. Ethereal Oils and Perfumes. XXVII. Water.

XXVIII Foods. XXIX. Organic Products. XXX. Al-

bumins, &c. XXXI. Dyestuffs. XXXII. Textile Fibres.

XXXIII. Paper. XXXIV. Photography. XXXV. Tan-

ning, Glue, &c. XXXVI. Manures, Disinfection, &c.

Following each of the foregoing groups, is a Section

devoted to Statistics.

Handbook or Chemical Engineering. Illustrated with

Working Examples and Numerous Drawings from Actual

Installations. By George E. Davis, I Ihemical Engineer,

&c 2nd Edition. Davis Bros., 32, Blackfriars Sti

Manchester. 19U4. Price 2?. 2s.; for all Foreigu

( krantries, 2/. 5*.

Tins work is complete in two 8vo volumes, each with an

alphabetical index. Vol. I. containing .-,24 pages of subject-

matter and 28* illustrations, and Vol. II. .'>15 pages of

-abject-matter and 257 illustrations.

The subject-matter of Vol. I. is classified as follows :—

I. Introduction. II. The Technical Laboratory. III.

Materials used in the Construction of Plant. IV.

Weighing and Measuring. V. Steam Production and Dis-

tribution. VI. Power and its Application. VII. Moving

Solids, Liquids, and Gases. \ [II. Treating and Refining

Solids. Vol. 11.:-- 1. Application of Heat and Cold. II.

Separating Solubles from Insolubles. III. Absorbing and

Compressing Cases. IV. Kvaporation aud Distillation.

V. Crystallisation and Dialysis. VI. Application of

Electricity. VII. Construction of Packages. VII.

Organisation and Building.

Tm Chemical Synthesis oi \ itai Products and xhi

Ester - Relations between Organic Compoi

Vol I ByRAPHAE) Meldola, F.R.S., &c., Professor oi

Chemistry' in the City and Guilds of London Technical

College, Finsbury, London. Edward Arnold, 41 and 4"..

Maddox Street. Bond Street. London, W. 1904. Price,

21s. net.

Large 8vo volume, containing preface, table of contents,

list of synthetical products, titles of journals quotei

subject-matter filling 293 pages, followed by an alphabetical

index. In his preface the author points out that, with

obler.om own countryman, Henry Hennell, must I

equal rank, as being among the first to produce an orgs

compound independ otlj of the living organism. Hennell

was the tirst to sjnthi isi alcohol from defiant gas, and

tbis synthesis was effected at practically tl • same time as

that of uiea h\ Wohler. Tlie work is arranged in the

dictionary form", and the matter treated of is classified as

follows - I. Hydrocarbons. 11. Alcohols and Terp

Alcohols III. Ketone Alcohols. IV. Glycols and Foly-

fndric Alcohols. V. Aromatic Alcohols and Phenols.

VI. Aldehydes and Ketones : Fatty Group. VII. Aromatic
Aldehydes and Ketones. VIII. Carbohydrates and Cluco-
sides. IX. Sulphur Compounds. X ( yanogen Compounds,
XI. Camphor and Terpene Group. XII. Flavone Groan,

A Text-Booh ob Qcantitative Chtemu \i Analysis nv
GRAVIMETRIC, ELECTROLYTIC, Von Ml, l Klf. AND C\so-
htetric Methods. With Seventy-two Laboratory
Exercises, giving the Analysis of Pure salts, Alloys
Minerals, and Technical Products. By J. C. OlsemJ
A.M., Ph.D., Professor of Analytical Chemistry :u the
Polytechnic Institute of Brooklyn, Xc. I), van Ni
Company. 2:1, Murray, and 27, VV rren Streeis, Xew
York. i904. 4 dols.net.

Largi 8ro volume, containing fC.S pages of siibji

matter, 21 pages of tables, and the . Ip

The text is illustrated with 08 engravings.

The matter is classified as follows:— !. The Balance.
II. General Operation-. III. Determination of \Y

IV. Determination of Metals. V. Determination of Ac

VI. Analysis of Alloys. VII. Analysis if Minei
VIII. Electrolytic Methods. The Ioi

; Klectrcr
lytic Apparatus and Manipulation. Electroljtic 1'

mination of Metals. IX. Volumetric Analysis. X. Acidi-

metry. X!. Standard Acids. XXII. Standard All
XXIII. Oxidation and Reduction Methods. XXIV.
cipitation Methods. XXV. Technical Analysis, a. Iron
Steel, and Coal. n. Water Analysis. ,. Analysis ol nils

and Fats. d. Gas Analysis, i Stoichiometry.

The Textile Fibres : Their Physical, Micrc
ind Chemical Properties. By J, Mekkitt M vti

Ph.D., Head of Chemical and Dyeing Department, Phila-
delphia Textile School. First Edition. John Wiley and

1904. Price lav net. Chapman aud
Hall, Ltd., London.

Svo volume, containing 27 1 pages . (-matter, witb
G'.i illustrations, and an appendix with Bibliography of the
Textile Fibres, followed by the alphabi tical index The
matter is classified as follows: -I. I lassification ol tin-

Textile Fibres. II. Wool and Hair Fibres. [;. (;
;

and Properties of Wool and Hair i

Shoddy and Wool Substitutes. V. Other Hair Fibres.

VI. Silk: its I irigin and Cultivation. VII. Chemical
Nature and Properties of Silk. VIII. The Vegetable
Fibres. IX. Cotton. X. Physical Structure and Properties

Of Cotton. XI. Chemical Properties il , ihilose.

XII. Mercerised Cotton. XIII. Artificial Silks: I.ustra-

Cellulose, XIV. Linen. XV. Jute, Kami-, Hemp, and
Minor Vegetable 1'ihres. XVi. Qualitative Ana
the Textile Fibres. XVII. Quantitative Analysis

Textile Fibres. Appendix :— I. Microscopic Analysis of

Fabrics, II. Machine for Determining the Strength of

Fibre-.

The Cultivation and Preparation or Pun R
By VV. II. Johnson. Director of Agriculture, Cold
Colony, West Vfrica, &c. Crosby Lock wood ami Son,

7, Stationers' Hall Court, Ludgate Hill, London. 1904.

Price 7.s. Cxi. net.

8vo volume, containing frontispiece showing a "flowering

branch of the Para rubber tree," preface, 9ti pa

subject-matter, with five illustrations, and the alphabetical

index. The subject matter is classified as follows:— I.

Introductory. II. The Para Rubber Trc- (//•>,! hrntili-

, nsis) t Home and Abroad. III. Cultivation of the Tree

IV. Insect Pests and Fungoid Diseases. V. Coll

the Rubber. VI. Preparation of Kubhcr from the Latex.

VII. Yield of Para Kubber from Cultivated frees. VIII.

Establishment and Maintenance of a Para 'lubber Planta-

tion. IX. Commercial Value of the Oil in Fleven !
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Cratre Report*

I.—GENERAL.
Proposed Revision* of Customs

Tariff or .

Bd. of Trade J.
y Nov. 10, 1904.

The following statement shows certain proposed changes
in the Norwegian customs tariff which are under considera-

tion :
—

Article. Unit.
Presenl
Rate of

Duty.

Starch and potato
meal Kilo.

Calcium carbide . . . ad v d.

Cellul rid manufac-
tures Kilo.

"Patent " glass
Glass tiles and floor

slabs
Printing pap i

cept thai

from wood pulp) .

.

Sulphuric acid
JSrimnowder
Smokeless powder .

.

Dynamite and simi-
lar explosives

mo

1-00

Duty Proposed by the

Customs Govern-
Committee. ment.

»

Kilo.

0-03

irlil

".111

0.10

"

Kroner

0-13
13 per cent.

|

ran
0-06

() -os

n-.-.i)

0-12
-

5 i

0-20

0-15

Kroner.

n in

Free

1-20

Free

0-03
Free
ii in
irln
n'lil

0-20

Oa most manufactures o£ metal increased duties are

proposed both by the Customs I !ommittee and by the

Government.

Yokohama Imports of Drugs and Chemicals.

Chem. mid Druggist, Nov. 1, 1001.

A return of principal articles of import at the port of

Yokohama during 1903 and 1902 includes the following

drugs, chemicals, &e. :
—

A' I
' s.

1903.

Quantity.

Acetic acid lb,

Carbolic acid
Alcohol gals.
Bismuth sub-
nitrate lb.

Cocaine I:

chloride
Glycerin lb.

Hops
Potassium chlorate ..

Quinine oz.

Bosln lb.

Saltpetre
Santonin
Soila ash ,

Soda, bicarbi
of

Soda, caustic
Allother

.',''
;
:\

284,4*9
98,052

5,445
585,198

t,856,»3l

Total .

Value.

15,415
27,175

8,139

5,877

7,596

7,529

5,385

1902.

Quantity. Value.

313,850

58,779

203,921

77,964

563,265

117,318
2,237,806

7,1 . . c:i

6,599 2.563,979

22,717 5,139,653
49,120

272,223

£
5.184

15,933
11,405

13,121

5.314

•

6,118

5.225
17,602

19°6S3

6,80 1-

2 1,687

140,213

283,543

Bosnia; Chemical Industry ^nd Trade of .

Foreign Office Annual Series, No. 3297.

The ammonia-soda factory at Lukavac near Tuzla gave
as usual a high interest on the capital engaged. The pro-
duction during the past year was about 18,000 tons, of which
17,000 tons were i -sported to Austria-Hungary and the
Balkan States. The petroleum refinery •' Danica," in

Bosnian Brod, which is a dependency of the above-mentioned
ammonia-soda factory, has not hitherto given very satis-

factory results ; last year it produced about 9000 tons of
refined oil, of which 6000 tons were exported to Austria-
Hungary and Servia. The crude oil comes from Galicia.

The sugar factory in Usora seems to have done no better
in 1903 than heretofore. The culture of the beet, owing to
the great care it requires, does not seem to find favour with
the native population. About 5000 tons of sugar were
produced last year, of which 4000 tons were consumed in
the province, and the remainder exported to Dalmatia.
The alcohol distillery in Tuzla continues to thrive. Of the
22ii,iiiin galls, produced in 1903, 170,000 galls, were sold in
the province, and the remaining 44,000 galls, exported.
The brewery at Serajevo is also very prosperous; 1,100,000
galls, of beer were brewed in 1903, the greaterpart of which
was consumed in the country, the remainder being exported
to Dalmatia and Montenegro.
The chemical works known as the *' Klektricitiits-Aktien-

Gesellschaft-Iajce " appears to be still suffering from the
general over-production of carbide, but since the works
have taken to producing chloride of lime and caustic soda
they have paid a small dividend. The production in 1903

1

10 tons of calcium carbide, of which 4 500 tons were
exp irted.and 3000 tons of chloride of lime and caustic soda,
the whole of which was exported.

The " Ilolz-Verwertlmngs-Gesellschaft " at Teslic in 1903
produced about 9000 tons of methylated spirit ami acetate
of lime, all of which was exported to Austria-Hungary.
\' large quantities of charcoal were burnt, which is all

delivered under contract to the iron works at Vares.

The iron mines and works at Vares proved as remuner-
I 903 as heretofore, ami paid a dividend for the year

of 9 per cent. About 40,000 tons of raw iron were pro-
duced, of which 23,000 tons were exported, chietlv to

id the remainder found a market in the country.
"' us of cast iron wares were produced and the greater
part exported, and also about 40,000 tons of iron ore were
exported to Trieste and Italy. The iron works at Zenica
seem to have achieved rather better results in 1903 than
hitherto. About 5000 tons of iron and steel from these
works were sol 1 iu the country, and about 10,000 tons were
exported to Austria-Hungary, Servia, Eoumania, and the
sandjak of Novi-Bazar. The match factory at Travnik,
which is only on a small scale, and is content with a modest
profit, sells its produce chiefly in the province, and exports
a small quantity to the sandjak of Novi-Bazar.

Mining.—The mining industry does n&t seem to have
been very active during the past twelvemonth. There was
a falling-off in all minerals except in coal and iron p\ rites,

although the total result in value was an increase 3733/.
over 1902. The three mines of Kreka, Zenica and Kakanj-
Doboj supplied all the requirements iu coal of Bosnia and
Herzegovina, but did not export more than 70,000 tons, the
state of the market not being favourable. The gross pro-
duction of all foundries, smelting works and salt works
during the year 1903 shows an increase iu all products both
as regards quantity and value, except copper-work and raw
iron, the total increase iu value being 22,101/. The salt

springs at Tuzla yielded 33,244,740 galls, of brine, of which
I80ga"lls.were supplied to the ammonia-soda factory

at Lukavac, and 14,S54,060 galls, to the salt works, from
which 13,120 tons of tine salt, 5154 tons of coarse salt, and
180 tons of briquettes, or a total of 18,460 tons of table sail

,

were produced.

In the subjoined table are particulars of imports and
exports of chemical interest into and from Bosnia and the
Herzegovina during the year 1903.

Imports.

.

ad molasses
Pa
Oil
I.i'l s

Mineral i

Units and perfumery
Dyesttiffs and tans .

Gums ami ti sin:;....

Mini ral oil, tar, \c. .

Pajjer and paper

Quantity. Value. Quantity. Value.

Met. Tons.
8,053
1,288

1,299
13,253

12,045
11

13
349

20,232

1.496

£
157,1102

59,965

35,746

171,064

22,108
1,849
379

1,338

18,493

34,296

Met. Tons.
383
257
17

1

71

£
10,496

6,590

470

6,982
77

48,338

1,397
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Imports.

Q

Exports.

Quantity. I i

Indiarubbei goods .

l.i ather and leather
poods

Qlass and - nss\i ire

neware
Brick* earthenware,
and china

iron and ironmongery
Base metals ami

floods
Salt

Chemicals
Pai

Candles and soap . .

.

Matches ana explo-

sives

Met. Tons.
8

016
1 ,286

KM

1 1,486

9,780

143

1,643

s;

533
949

1.576

£
2,466

11 LSI 17

10,820

2,434

21,731

195,304

22.17.:

1,011

13,106

28,484

78,170

Wet. Tons.

1 68

I ii i 3,231

34
122

:
280

:!.72» 1,651

41,457 209,221

S55 16,3 !

in r;

310,027
32 693
20 020

112 11

France Trade of in 1903.

Foreii/n Office Annual Series, No. S301.

The following returns show the values of certain article- of

import and export under the head of " Special commerce"
during the years I'JOL'-S :

—
Imports.

Articles.

Food products :—
Wine
Sugar, French colonial
Margarine and other fats

Olive oil

Brandy and other spirits

Raw materials :

—

Coal and coke
Oil seeds and nuts
H ides. raw. and peltries
Copper
Minerals of all sort.-.

Sodium nitrate
Mineral nils

Vegetable oils, other than olive.

Lead
Tin
Guano an 1 chemical manures .

Zinc
Iron and steel

Sulphur
I ml igo

Hops
Saffron

Manufactures

:

Skins, prepared
Potassium nitrate

Value.

c
4,428,000

7'.'2. I

528,
7ni.ni ill

428,000

11,268,000
S.S1ISIIIIII

6,464,000

2,916,000

3,012,

1,876,

1,784,600

1,228,000

840.000
1,088,0110

456,000

760,000
1 13,000

360,00u

220,000
•Jl'S.llllH

172,1100

]. nil mil

32,000

II OS.

1:

7,260,000
1,241,01111

Ml I,, III

620,000
332,000

10,020,000
s sss.lillll

6,796,01)0

3,036,

2,848.0011

2,160,

22296,000

972,000
772.ni "I

992.000

164,000

460,000
I 12,111111

264,000

188,000

1,640,

32,000

Exports.

Value.

1002. 1903.

Food products:—
Win,
Sugar, raw
Brandy, spirits, and liqui

Sugar, refined
Pats ni all bo] ts

Olivi oil

flaw mi eria]

Bides, law . and pi lines
Cliemicals
Copper ai r ore
Fn.' uen and sir, i

Coal and coke
Building materials
Oils, oilier than olive
Oil cake
Oilseeds and nuts
Indigo
Saffron

L

9,300,000

1,400,
- •

1,548,0011

964,1

180,1

5,592,000
.; i in I, nun

1,792,000

1,820,
sns.na,,

I 044,1

1,076.000
sun.

i

216.000
s!, Ill III

152,000

t

8,968,000
Hi is.nun

1,««4,000
I,:,;,;.

908,000

180,000

4,760,1

3,828.000

1,176,000

1,948,000

780,000
l 248,000
I.mo.

280,0110

68,0011

116,000

Exports—continued.

Year.

Articles.

1902. 1903.

Manufactures

:

i £
Skins, prepared 4,628,000 4,680,000
Leather manufactures 2,500,000
Pottery and glassware 2,764,000 104, 00
Dye-w I extracl 540,000 480,000
1

'' el'uniery 588,000 1144 000
Colours 140,000 4*0,000
Soap, common 536,01 n

Candles, stearine, Ac i 168,000

The annexed return shows certain articles of import from
tin- I'niteri Kingdom (including Malta and Gibraltar) into
France, during the years 1902-3:—

Articles.

Coal
Chemicals and chemical manures
Copper
Iron, east iron, and steel

Skins, dressed
1 ndiarubbcr goods
Tottery, glass, and crystal wares .

Rubber
i loa] tar

Raw hides and peltries

Value.

1902.

£
5,234,000

803, '

2:i7,IHH)

27l.ui HI

697.000
.'is:,.

196,000
479.0K0

.
;,i-. ,

58,000

£
4,414,000

225, '

306,000
s:,s.mi<i

12.1,

222 onii

. ;:;.

340, i

The subjoined table gives the value of some exports
from France to the United Kingdom (including Malta and
Gibraltar) during the years 1902-3:—

Articles.

Value.

1902.

t

Wines 2,301,000
Sugar, ill w- i

Dressed skins l

< 'op per and copper ore

Brandy, spirits, and liqueurs 91

Raw hides and peltries 1,070,

Sugar, rt lined
, 5: mi

Pottery, glass, and crystal wan 821,
Oh micals
Oils, essential 17:'.'

.. oilier 106,000
Caoutchouc and guttapercha 325,ooo

manufactures o! 1 11,000
Perfumery 1 12,000

19 ;l.

e

373,000

166,000

770,

i HI,

::i I. "in,

I
n, (

mi

II. -FUEL, GAS, AND LIGHT.

Cokb fuom By-product Ovens.

En;/, and Mining ./., Oct. 20, 1904.

The total ccke made in the United States in 1903 wU
25.262,360 net tons, as compared with 25,401,730 net tool

in 1902. Or' the 77,lss active ovens in 1903 there were

1,956 by-product ovens which produced 1,882,394 tons, or

au average of 962"4 tons per oven. The average out|

beehive ovens wns .'ill inns. The by-product ovens made
7*4 per cent, of 1 he total coke, against 5*5 per cent, in

in 1902. The output of the i,y. product ovens in the current

year will show a large increase, chiefly from the new plant

of tile Lackawanna Steel Company at Buffalo.

Xvuitii. Has PRODUCTION of the U.S.A.

Bd. of Trade J., Nor. 10, 1904.

A report by the United States Geological Survey upon

the production of natural gas in 1903 states that, notwith-

standing the decreasing pressure in scvcal of the moit
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important fields, the production in that year was greater
than in any previous year, being valued at 35,815,360 dols.,

as compared with 30,867,863 dols. in 1902. Four States,

namely, Pennsylvania, West Virginia, Indiana, and (Jhio,
produced 94 per cent, of the value of natural gas in 1903,
and in the aggregate the United States produced 99 per
cent, of the entire world's production.

IV.—COLOURING MATTERS AND
DYESTUFFS.

Indigo; East Indian- .

( 'hem. Trade J., Nou. 12, 1904.

The first general memorandum of the indigo crop of the
season 1904 states that the reports of the area planted are
still incomplete, but they indicate that the slight improve-
ment of last year was only a temporary arrest of the
decline in cultivation characteristic of recent years. In
Bengal, where the estimated area sown this year is 223,100
acres, against 249,700 last year—a decrease of 10 per cent.
—the plant has yielded badly, and the output is the lowest
on record, about 60 per cent, of a normal crop for Bengal
proper, 56 per cent, for Xorth Bihar, and 80 per cent, for
the other Bihar districts. For the whole province, it may
be estimated at not less than 60 per cent. The total yield
will probably nut be more than 35,000 factory maunds. In
the United Provinces the area in 1902 was 135,800 acres,
and increased in 1903 to 140,800 ; but the reports received
this spring iudicate a contraction in the present season.
The seed germinated well, and up to July a normal output
was expected. Since then the prospects have deteriorated,
serious damage being done by the heavy and continuous
rains in the second half of July and throughout August.
iThe output is now estimated at not more than 75 per cent.
[of the normal for the province as a whole. In the Punjab,
the estimated area in the four principal growing districts is

73,900 acres, the area finally ascertained in 1903 being
|
74,200 acres. The crop, on the whole, is in good condition.

| In Madras, the area sown is only half that of the corre-
sponding period of last year, the returns from the Raijat-
jwari villages up to the end of August showing 71,300 acres,
lequal to about 48 per cent, of that in the preceding year.
lit is less than the average of five and ten years by 54 and
IliK per cent, respectively. The decrease is marked iu
IKistna, Ntllore, Kumool, and Duddapah, and is attributed
to the fall in prices and to want of timely rains. The
•rop is reported to be generally good, but to require rain
n parts.

V.—PREPARING, BLEACHING, Etc.,

TEXTILES, YARNS, AND FIBRES.
Alizarin Assistant : U.S. Customs Decision.

Nov. 1, 1904.

It was held that a preparation obtained by sulphonating
allow and treating with an alkali, processes used to make
Turkey Red oil, is dutiable at 30 per cent, ad valorem as

:' other alizarin assistant not specially provided for," under
jaragraph 32 of the present tariff. Tdis article had been
^e subject of a decision of the United States Circuit Court,
»hich held that it was dutiable at 20 per cent, ad valorem
inder Section 6, as a " manufactured article unenumerated,"
!>n the ground that it was used as a softener. Further
j-vidence taken by the Board led them to the different con-
ilusion above given, as it was shown that Turkey Red oil

las u>ed as a finisher and softener for cotton goods.

—K. W. M.

VII.—ACIDS, ALKALIS, Etc.

Magnesite in the United States.

Eng. and Alining J., Nov. 3, 1904.

In a recent report by the United States Geological Survey
n the production of magnesite, it is stated that in the
IJnited States the entre product of magnesite comes from
'alifornia. During 1903 the quantity reported was 37 14

hort tons crude, valued at 10,595 dols., equivalent to 1361
>os calcined, worth 20.515 dols.

The production of crude magnesite is practically in the
ands of one firm at present. The crude product is sent to

the manufacturers of carbon dioxide gas for calcination, and
the calcined product is used by the paper mills. The
demand for both crude and calcined magnesite is limited
on the Pacific coast. Owing to a freight rate of 13 dols. to
15 dols. a ton on shipments to eastern points, it is not
shipped out of California except to the paper mills in
Oregon. The production of California could be quadrupled
if the demands of consumption warranted the increase.
The principal producing point in California is in the

vicinity of Portersville, Tulare county, though small quan-
tities stili come from Chiles valley and Pope valley, Napa
county. The most extensive dep'osit in California i- in
Placer county, but it is in an almost inaccessible mountain
region, where a very costly road would be necessary to get
the product out, and the deposit therefore has not been
utilised. Near Sanger, Fresno county, is another deposit.
which is now being opened. A deposit has been discovered
also near Walkers Pass, Kern county, but it has never been
developed. There are also unutilised deposits near Morgan
Hill, Santa Clara county.

Iron Pyrites, &c. : Opening for in Russia.

Foreign Office Annual Series, No. 3253.

H.M. Consul at Warsaw states that there is a large and
growing demand for imported iron pyrites in factories
in Poland, and indeed throughout the empire, as those found
in the Urals, Twer district, and the Caucasus do not nearly
suffice. This demand, which is put down at 40,000 tons
for Poland alone, is partly covered by a Berlin firm to
whom a British firm, who have larae mines iu Spain and
Portugal, have given the monopoly of the sale of their
pyrites for Eastern Europe, but it appears that there is

plenty of room for others to come in, and other nations are
already about it. The Germans are beginning to compete
with Westphalian pyrites, and the Hungatian mines at
Schinolluitz have already come in to a considerable extent
and, as their present output is pretty nearly covered by the
home demand, are specially enlarging their works with a
view to obtaining a larger portion of the Russian trade. A
British firm iu a position to supply iron pyrites would do
well to look into the matter.

The colour factory at Skarzysko, which seems to be doin«
well iu spite of the war, complains of the length of time it

takes to get red oxide from England, especially in winter,
when it takes three months to come. The import of it is,

however, small, and chiefly for three factories in the dis-

trict. Complaint is also made that the Russian Customs
refuse to recognise pure iron ore from India as a
pure mineral product, and charge duty on it under
paragraph 125b of the tariff as if it were a colour like red
oxide. At present the iron faclories import almost all

Greenland cryolite, tin oxide, and calcium fluoride, for
enamelling from Berlin, and there seems no reason why
British firms should not compete.

IX.—BUILDING MATERIALS, Etc.

Sand-Lime Brick.

Eng. and Mining J., Oct 27, 1904.

According to the United States Geological Survey, there
are in America at present about 50 plants, with a total

capacity of approximately 1.000.000 bricks a day. The
experience of these plants indicates that sand lime brick
can usually be manufactured at a cost below that of common
clay brick. Sand lime bricks have been in use loDg enough,
both in America and in other countries, to prove that
when properly made they have sufficient strength and
sufficient water- and weather-resisting qualities to make
them a safe building material.

The commercial development of the industry dates back
only 15 years in foreign countries, and not more than four
years in the United States. In 1896 Germany had only
five factories where sand-lime brick was made, but now
it has about 200, with an annual output of between
350,000,0n0 and 400,000,000. Early in 1901 a pant was
built in Michigan City, Ind. In 1902 about 20 plants were
in existence and 6,000.000 bricks were actually sold. Full

data are not obtainable as to the actual output in 1903, but

about 21 .000,000 bricks have been reported as sold in that
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year. Many of the factories had just started, and were not

manufacturing to their full capacity during the year.

Portland Cement j Amended Definition for .

Scient. Amer. Suppl., Oct. 29, 1904.

Au amended definition of the term Portland cement has

been adopted by the Association of German Portland

Cement Manufacturers. It is, in this, defined to be a

hydraulic cementing material of specific gravity not !•;->

than 3' 1 in the calcined state, and containing not less than

17 parts by weight of lime (o each one part of silica

+ alumina + iron oxide, the material being prepared by
mixing the ingredients intimately, calciuing them to not less

than clinkering temperature, and then reducing the whole

to the fineness of flour.

Lumber ; Fireproofed : U.S. Cdstoms Decision.

Oct. 25, 1904.

It was decided that lumber which had been treated with

solutions of ammonium sulphate and phosphate to render

it fireproof was dutiable at 2 dols. per 1000 ft. as "pawed
lumber not specially provided for," under paragraph 195.

The assessment of duty at 35 per cent, ad valorem as a

" manufacture of wood " under paragraph 25 was overruled

on the ground that the fireproofing treatment had not

changed its character sufficiently to remove it from the

category of lumber. The Treasury Department, Nov. 1,

1904, has appealed aaainst this decision to the United
States Circuit Court, and pending their decision the higher

rate of duty will be levied.—R. W. M.

X.—METALL VHG Y.

British Mineral Octpot in 1903.

Mines and Quarries: General Report and Statistics

for 1903. Part III., Output. Home Office [Cd. 2283],

Eyre and Spottiswoode, East Harding Street, E.C
Price Is. Gd.

Part 9 [Cd. 2283] of the General Report on Mines and

Quarries for 1903, issued by the Home Office as a Blue-

look, gives the account and value of the minerals produced,

in general and in detail. The introductory summary shows

that the total value of the minerals raised during the year

amounted to 101,808,104/., a decrease of 5,296,480/. as

compared with 1902. This decrease is to be accounted for

hv the fall in the average price of coal from 8s. 2'84rf. per

ton in 1902 to Is. 7 '93d. in 1903. The total output of coal

was the highest hitherto recorded, viz., 230,334,469 tons,

but the value wa« only 88,227,547/.. as against 93,521,107/.

in 19C2, when the output was less by more than 3,000,000

tons. The quantity ot coal exported, exclusive of coke and
patent fuel aud of coal shipped for the use of steamers

rngaged in Foreign trade, was 44,950,057 tons, an increase

of nearly 2,000,000 tons on the exports for 1902. Oer-

many, France, and Italy each received over 6,000,000 tons,

Sweden over 3,000,000 tons, and Russia. Spain, Denmark,

and i'-gypt each over 2,000,000 tons. Adding the 2,055,4 1

1

tuns exported in the form of coke and patent fuel, and the

16,799,848 tons shipped for the use of liritish and foreign

steamers engagtd in foreign trade, the total quantity of coal

which left the country was 63,805,349 tons. The amount of

coal remaining for home consumption was 166,529,120 tons,

or 3-930 tons per head of the population; 18,302,240 tons

were used in the blast furnaces for the manufacture of pig

iron, as against 17,649,137 tons in the previous year. Tlie

output of iron ore, 13,7 15,645 tons, shows a further increase

of 289,64 : tons, hut the value, 3,229,937/., is less by 58,164/.

than in 1902. The ore yielded 4,500,972 tons of iron, or

ahont one-half of the total quantity of pig iron made in the

country ; 6,314,162 tons of iron ore were imported during

the year, 7s per cent, of which came from Spain. Copper,

gold, lead, silver, aud zinc all show an increase on the

figures of 1902 both in the amount and value of the metal

obtained, and is the case of tin, although the amount
obtained is less, the value is greater. Among non-metallic

minerals the increase in tl utput of natural gas at the

lleathfield workings, from 150,000 to nearly 1,00",000 cubic

feet, may he noticed.

Gold Production of Canada.

Eng. and Mining J., Nov. 3, 1904.

I >ffieial returns show that the gold produced .in the
Canadian Yukon for the nine months ending with September
this year was 8,593,734 dols., that being the amount on which
the Government royalty of 2-5 per cent, was paid. Adding
two districts from which returns were incomplete, and ulsc

some gold which may have escaped royalty, the total for
the nine months was about 10,0ii0,000 dols. As the Yukon
working season is over, the probability is that the total for

1 904 will be somewhat less than the 12,500,000 dols. reported
last year.

Iron and Steel Production of the World.

Eng. and Mining J., Oct. 20, 1904.

The figures collected for the Mineral Industry, Vol. XII.,

show that the total production of pig iron in 1903 was
46,733,000 met. tons. Although the United States output
was nearly stationary, and several countries, such as Canada
and Russia, showed decreases, the total exhibits a gam of

5*5 per cent, over the previous year, and is evidence of thei

activity of trade and construction all over the world.

Tin' following table gives the quantity of pig iron made
in 1902 and 1903. the figures being reduced to met. tons,

for purposes of comparison :-

I!

United States 18,003,448 18,297,400.

German; 8,402,660 I0.<

Great Britain 8.653,076 8,052,1s:)

Three chief producers 35,000.081 37,335,217
Austria-Hungary

|

1,315,000 1,355,000
Belgium 1.102,010 1 ,8 16,500
Canada 324,070 265,418
France 8,427,427 2.827.661!

Italv 24,600 28,250
Russia ' 2,50O.iK)ii 230,000
Spain 330,747 380,28

1

Sweden 524.400 489,700
Other countries 615,000 625,000

Total 44.310,738 40,733,037

The increase was largely due to the gain of 20 per cent,

by the German blast furnaces, though it was assisted by

other European countries, all of which, except Russia, had

a prosperous year. The German increases kept up the

proportion of the total made by three leading producers,

which was 79 "9 per cent, of the total in 1903, against

79 • 1 per cent, in 1902; although the proportion furnished

by the United States alone fell from 40 "6 per cent, in 1902

to 38 '9 per cent, last year.

The proportion of pig iron made into steel, which had

been steadily increasing for a considerable period, receives

a slight cheek last year. The total steel produced showed
a pain of only 2'5 per cent., as against 5' 5 per cent, in pig

iron. This was due to a decline in American steel produc-

tion, and to a greater output of foundry iron in <

.

and Great Britain.

The total steel production of the world is given in the

following table, also in metric tons:

—

1902.

United States.
I lei i.v

Great Britain.

1.-..1S0.400 14,708,5*8

7,780,082 B,S01,51B

5,102,420 6,114,84

Austria-Hungary
Belgium
( ;m:n!

Pra ace
Italy

Russia
Spain
Sweden
Other countries.

Three chief producers 28,009,608

1,143.900

776.875
tsl.'.I.Ml

I, i ;:;.,.:>( m
1 19.500

1,730,250

163,564

283,600
412.0110

081,740

132.500

1 16,000

620.000
i
'.••» J

310000

Total 34,619.347 35.:
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The United States showed a decrease of 2 '8 per cent.,

while Germany's pain in steel was 13 -

1 per cent, and that

of Great Britain 0'2 per cent, only, against increases of

120 per cent, and 3-4 per cent, respectively, in pig iron.

The United Slates last year made 41 - 8 per cent, of the

total steel, against 44 per cent, in 1902 ; while the three

leading producers reported 81 -
1 per cent, of the total, as

compared with 81 -3 per cent, in the preceding year.

Germany, which took the second place as an iron producer
for the first time in 190.3, has long been far ahead of Great
Britain in steel. The British irou-masters haye kept up the

manufacture of wrought or puddled iron to a greater
extent than those of any other country.

A marked feature of the iron trade in 1903 was the

I withdrawal of the United States, to a large extent, from the

I list of exporting nations. The actiye condition of trade at

home during a large part of the year induced manufacturers
I, to give up their foreign business, and in some cases they
found it necessary to import iron and steel. It was largely

to this that the increase in German output and trade was
[due. This year, conditions haye been reversed, but the

export business has hardly been recovered.

Iron and Steel in Hreit Britain.

Eng. and Mining J., Oct. 20, 1904.

The production of pig iron in Great Britain for the
first half of 1904, as reported by the British Iron Trade
Association, was less than that of the first half of 1903 by
330,033 tons, or 7-5 per cent. If a further comparison is

made with the first half of 1902, a decrease is shown of
47,513 tons, or 1 -2 per cent. It is necessary to go back to

1901 to find a lower output.

The production of pig iron for the half- year is shown in

:he following table, in long tons, in comparison with the

first half of last vear :

—

1:1113. 1904.

2,096,313 1,850,463

1,716.069
,

1,606,660

llli.L'io 84,872

Totals 1,378,998 4,048.965

Of the 15 iroumaking districts into which Great Britain

s divided for the purposes of these returns, 11 show a
lecrease, and the remainder show an increase in 1904 com-
)ared with 1903. The most notable declines appear to have
aken place in Scotland, in West Cumberland, in Lancashire,
Notts and Leicestershire, in South and West Yorkshire,

ud in Cleveland.
The total production of steel ingots for the first half of
904 was as follows, in long tons :

—

— Acid.

Tons. 1'erct.

553,071 21'

s

1,326,883 52-3

Basic. Total.

•pen-hearth

Totals

Tons. Perct.
312.612 ]2'3

343,247 13'6

Tons.
S65.C83

1,670.129

1,879,953 74M 655,859 25-9 2,535,812

There were 480 open-hearth furnaces in existence at the
|lose of the half year. A notable change took place in the

lleveland district, the two works which formerly made acid

'teel having adopted the basic process, so that all the steel

lade in that district in 1904 was basic steel.

' The production of rails from Bessemer steel during the
;alf year was 523,771 tons, which compares with 483,964
|«H in the first half of 1903, and 410,420 tons in 1902.
he greatest increase in rails was in the South Wales

|

strict.

. The total production of steel ingots in the half-year was
i follows, in long tons, comparisons being made with the
rst half of 1903.
The total decrease this year was 0'6 per cent. Open-
arth steel this year was 65 "9 per cent, of the total, and

Bessemer, or converter, steel was 34*1 per cent., against
643 and 35'7 per cent, respectively in 1903. The open-
hearth process continues to make steady gains.

1903. 1904.

911.67"

1,639,239
865,683

1,670,129

Totals 2,550.909 2.535,812

India; Mineral Production of .

Ch. of Commerce J., Nov., 1904.

The production of salt in India averages about a million

tons annually, the total in 1903 being 894,840 tons owing
to the much smaller production in Bombay and Madias.
More than two-thirds of the Indian production is sea salt.

Saltpetre is most largely produced in Bihar, whence the
article is sent to Calcutta for export after refinement

;

the average annual exports thence of refined saltpetre in

the last five years amount to 374,629 cwt.

Although the output of coal last year (7,438,386 tons)

was progressive the figures show an arrest of the rapid
expansion of recent years. India now takes the lead as a

coal producer in the British Empire outside Great Britain.

The quantity exported last vear rose slightly and now
amounts to nearly half a million tons. India is yearly

approaching a 'state of being able to supply all her own
wants in fuel, the import of foreign coal shrinking gradually

;

this amounted in 1903-4 to 180,040 tons imported as mer-
chandise, aud 26,789 tons as Government stores, or one-
fourth of the quantity imported nine years previously. The
greatest development has occurred in Eaniganj, in which
the coilieries are from 120 to 140 miles only from Calcutta,

but Jherria, some 40 miles further from the port, is being
developed and is rapidly overtaking Raniganj as a pro-

ducer.

The development of the petroleum resources of Burmah
and Assam has exceeded the rate of growth in the coal

trade. In 1902 the production was nearly 57 million gallons,

and in 1903 it rose to nearly 88 million gallons, of which
over 85 million gallons were raised in Burmah. Though this

is far from meeting the total demand in India, the home
production has already affected the imports of foreign oil,

which has steadily decreased, during the past three years,

from nearly 99 million gallons in 1901-2 to 80| milliou

gallons in 1903-4, The exports from Burmah of the

products of petroleum were :

—

Mineral Oil. 1902 ;. 1903-4.

Kerosene (gallons) 17,271,151 35,586,378

Other kinds (gallons) 3,454,638 3,235,8113

Paraffin wax (cwt.) 51,47" 35,969

Besides the steady rise in output from Kolar, where the

gold-mining industry has gradually expanded since 1885,

and during the past year reached an output of 600,000 oz.,

work has commenced in the Nizam's dominions, and during

the 10 months, Feb.—Dec, 1903, 34,114 oz. of gold were

raised. The Burmah output declined from 2179 oz. in

1902 to 1905 oz. in 1903. The ancient native industry

of smelting iron has undergone a gradual decline, but it

still lingers in parts of Madras and the Central Provinces.

Except in Barakar, where the conditions for manufacturing

pig-iron are favourable owing to the proximity of ore

supplies and good coking coal, no successful attempt has

been made to manufacture iron on a large scale in India.

Of graphite the output in Travancore was 3,394 tons only,

as against 4,575 tons in 1902.

The most remarkable development has taken place in the

quarrying of manganese ore. In 1903 the total output

reached a record of 171,800 tons, which places India

amongst the first two of the countries producing high-

grade manganese ore. That produced in the Centtal Pro-

vinces is of very high grade, ranging from 51 to 54 per

cent, of the metal, and in consequence of its high quality
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is able to ) ay the heavy tax of freight over 600 miles of

railway, besides the shipment charges to Europe and

America, the whole of the ore being exported to Great

Britain, Germany, and the United States. The largest

proportion of ore is raised in the Nagpur district, (hough

work has been begun in Bhandara and Balaghat, and

specting in Cbatisgarb district, in the Jhabua State in

Central India, and a tew other places, besides Vizianagram,

w In re mining still continues. The work hitherto has been

little more than quarrying, and no approach to exhau-i

can be said to have occurred in the chief dcp'O-its, which,

however, are being worked for the highest grade of ore only.

India Mill retains the lead amongst the producers of mica.

the exports of which in 1903-4 were 21.548 cwt., value

lis. 12,94,453, as against 20,412 cwt., value lis. 13,13,909 in

1902-3. The centres of production are still in the Nellore

district in the south, and a belt of pegmatites Dear the

borders of the Hazaribagh, Gaya, and Mongbyr districts in

Bengal. Little or no work has been done in the other

areas where the mineral is known to occur in plates of

marketable size and quality.

Amongst other minerals of value the magnesite deposit of

the so-called " Chalk Hills," near Salem, have attracted

attention on account of the great purity of the mineral ;

3,540 tons were raised in 1902, and 826 tons in 1903.

Tin mining continues on a small scale in Southern Burmah
and the Karenni. In the Tenasserim division the ore

raised in 1903 amounted to 110 tons, valued at lis. 1,37,295.

The quarrying of slate is an important industry along parts

of the outer Himalayas, near Kewari in the Punjab, and in

the Kharakpur hills of Monghyr district, but accurate

statistics are only available for the two or three large

companies producing slate.

Gold and Silver Production of the Would in 1903.

Bd. of Trade J., Nov. 3, 1904.

The following figures are taken from a statement issued

by the Director of the Washington (U.S.A.) Mint :

—

The nroduction of gold in the world amounted to

S2.i,527,200 dols. iD 1903 against 295,889,600 dols. in 1902.

The world's production of silver in 1903 amounted to

170,443,670 fine ounces, valued at 92,039,600 dols., com-
pared with 166,955,639 fine ounces, valued at 88,486,500

dols. in 1902.

Gold Production in Australia.

Eng. and Aiming J., Oct. 20, 1904.

Official figures, compiled by the Mines Department of

New South Wales, show that, during the eight months of

the current year ending with August, there was a slight

decrease in the gold production of Australia, as com-
pared with the corresponding period in 1903. The
following table shows the production of the different States

for the eight months, four of them being official, while the

comparatively small production for South Australia and
Tasmania is estimated. The figures are in ounces of fine

gold :—

1904.

1,390,660 I*
18+360 502,830 1. r
128,963 114.439 1).

152,337 ]7s..; u 1.

32.000

2,489,820 2,441,737 D. i-

West Australia
'

Queensland,
S 'Hi YVaks

South Australia and
mania.

Totals

It will he noted that the priucipal decrease is shown in

the reports from W< stern Australia : and ibis is due to the

fact that the output from the mines at Kalgoorlie is a little

below that ol the previous year. Notwithstanding this,

the production of this State is 53 per cent, of the lot

pat for the present year. In Queensland also there is a

slight tailing off. This was confined to the Charters

Towers and Gynipie fields, the Mount Morgan and the

minor fields having sh.iwn considerable gain-. The pro-

duction reported from Victoria show- a satisfactory growth
;

this is largely due to satisfactory yields reported this year
from the Bendigo goldfield.

Copper Production op United States in 1903.

Bd. of Trade ./.. Nov. 10, 1904.

The official figures of the Geological Survey give the
production of copper in the United States in 1903 as
311,627 tons (of 2,240 lb.), the figures for the preceding'
year being 294,423 tons. The output from Moutani
represented 38' 9 per cent, of the whole; that from the
Lake Superior District, 27'5 per cent. ; and from Arizona,
21 1 per cent.; the three districts combined thus con-
tributed 87-5 per cent, of the total output in 1903.

Tiirkmit: U.S. Customs Decision.

Oct. 26, 1904.

Thermit, a mechanical mixture of four parts of powdered
aluminium and one part of powdered oxide of iron, and
used to produce high heat for welding purposes, was held
to be dutiable at 45 per cent, ad valorem, under paragraph
193 of the present tariff, as "an article not specially pro-

rided for in this Act, composed wholly or in part of
aluminium or other metal."— H. W. M.

XII.—FATS, FATTY OILS, Etc.

Olive Oil Production in Italy.

U.S. Cons. Rep., No. 2100, Nov. 5, 1904.

According to the Moniteur Otficicl du Commerce. Italy

produced S6, 119,700 gallons of olive oil during the year
1903-4, or 37,248,000 gulls, more than iu 1902-3;
1,585,200 galls, more than in 1901-2, and 5,811,700 galls,

more than the annual average.

Much of this year's olive crop was being abandoned
because of its abundance. It hardly paid to pick the fruit

in some parts ; besides, the drought from July to October
had ravaged Italy and seriously affected the quality. The
fruit, though abundant, was small and poor, hence of ittle

value for making oil. This is to be regretted, for it was
otherwise free from disease and well skinned.

The cultivation of the olive is increasing constantly,

though slowly. The area devoted to olives increased from
2,673,666 acres in 1901 to 2,683,550 acres in 19u2,and
2,690,963 acres in 1903. The oil yield per acre last year
was :t2 gallons, or 13-8 gallons more than the yield of

1902-3, 0-3 gallons more than the yield of 1901-2, and
2 galls, more than the average.

XIII. B.— RESINS, VARSISHES, Etc.

Gcm Gcaiac : U.S. Customs Decision.

Nov. 3, 1904.

It was decided that gum guaiac which had been freed

from mechanical impurities by straining, was dutiable at
J
C

per lb. and 10 per cent, ad valorem under paragraph 2U of

the present tariff. The claims of the importer for free entn

under paragraph 548, as a "crude gum," or under para-

graph 617, as a "crude vegetable substance," or at lo per

cent, ad valorem under section 6, as an " iinmanufactu

article unenutnerated " were overruled,— B. YV. M.

XIII. C—INDIA-RUBBER, Etc.

Rubber Imports into Francs.

DipScke Col. ; through U.S. Cutis. Rep.. No. 2100,

Not: .">, 1904.

The development of the bicycle and automobile itulustlfltj'

the use of rubber in the manufacture of garments, and the

extension of electric lighting and the telephone have caused

enormous importations of raw rubber into Europe.

Brazil last year exported over 30,000 tons, of which

one fifth was consumed by France. The production of the

world is estimated at 50,000 tons, one-eighth of which f

to France. The industrial consumption of raw rubber and

gutta-percha in France in 1902 was 6,217 tons, ol whrei

5,000 tons came from the principal foreign prodm

countries, and the remainder from the French colo;
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ltrazil, despite foreign competition (especially from occi-

dental Africa), is the principal furnisher of France,

filtering more than 2,000 tons annually ; England enters

so-ne M00 tons; India, 500; Peru, 280; Germany, 260;
the United States, 245; Belgium, 140; and divers little

countries of the Antilles), Central America, and elsewhere,

350.

The English market, which on account of its great

importations of Brazilian rubber is the principal inter-

mediary between production and French industry, is of

much greater importance than all the other markets. The
Belgian and German markets do not furnish France with

half as much as do its own colonies.

Within the last few years Bordeaux has become an

important rubber market. Considering the length of time

it has existed it compares favourably with that of Antwerp.
The latter market, at its creation in 1891, imported 210 tons.

Since that year the imports, by tons, have been as follows:

in 1892, 629; in 1893, 1,671; it) 1894, 2,745; in 1895,

5,310; iu 1896, 11,158; in 1897, 17.241; in 1898, 20,145 ;

in 1899, 34,028; in 1900,56,980; in 1901, 58,492 ; in 1008,

54.089; in 1903,57,264. Bordeaux imported 510 tons in

1894 ; 1,755 tons in 1899; 2,395 tons in 1900; 2,353 tons

in 1901 ; 6,784 tons in 1902 ; and 11,130 tons in 1903.

XVII.—BREWING, WINES, SPIRITS, Etc.

Alcoholic Products in Spain; Manufacturing vnd
Consumption Duties on .

Ch. of Commerce J., Nov. 1904.

A Spanish law, dated July 19th, imposes manufacturing
and consumption duties on alcoholic products. The con-

sumption duties, which are leviable on both native and
imported products, and take the place of the surtax of

37 '50 pesetas per hectol. previously levied on such products,

are fixed at the following rates :

—

Pesetas.
Neutral spirits and alcohols, anise-seed spirits, with or
without sugar, rum, cognac, gin, and other spirituous
compositions;* also liqueurs... litre (liquid) 0'50

Denatured alcohol hectol. 3"00

Drawback of the manufacturing and consumption duties

paid on the alcohol contained will be allowed on the expor-

tation of the following products : Wines fortified with

alcohol ; alcohols, spirits, and liqueurs manufactured in the

country ;
" mistelas '"f ; chemical products, perfumery,

varnishes, and medicines prepared with alcohol. A similar

drawback will also be allowed at the time of their entering

into consumption, on spirits of wine which have been recti-

fied. The Government are authorised to impose additional

import duties M varying rates, to countervail the consump-

tion duty on the alcohol used in the manufacture of similar

articles of domestic production, on chloroform, ether, phar-

maceutical products, and perfumery containing alcohol, and
on dari and yeast. The importation of mixtures of alcohol

land ether is prohibited.

XXII.—EXPLOSIVES, MATCHES, Etc.

Pangeuous Goods and Explosives in Ships; Revised
and Consolidated Instructions relating

to the Carriage of .

I F. J. S. Hoopwood and W. J. Howell. Bd. of Trade,

Sept. 1904.

j Explosives.—The regulations are those of the Explosives

'Act of 1875. licensed explosives being divided into seven

lasses, viz. :—(1) Gunpowder. (2) Nitrate mixtures. (3)
|Nitro compounds. (4) Chlorate mixtures. (5) Fulminate.

B.6) Ammunition. (7) Firework. Gunpowder, Sec, must
(lie conveyed in a single or double package of such con-

struction that it will not be broken or become defective

• vhilst being conveyed. The interior of the package must
>e kept clean and free from grit, and no iron or steel must
ie used in the construction unless same is effectually

lovered with tin, zinc, &c. The nature of the explosive

and the name and address of the sender must be con-
spi a iiisly atiached by a mark on the outside of the
package.

Inodorous Felt and India-rubber Solution are classed as
" danger ms goods '" and are not accepted as general
cargo,

The following packing regulations are stipulated for the
undermentioned goods:—

Methylated Spirit.—Substantial Iron drums properly
closed and secured.

French Polish.— Hermetically sealed tius packed in a
wooden iron-bound case containing not more than 15 tins.

Carbide of Calcium.—-Hermetically sealed tins enclosed
in wooden eases or air-tight and damp-proof iron drums.

Sulphuric Acid.—Electrically welded steel drums.
Liquid Ammonia.—Iron vessels tested up to a pressure of

675 lb. per sq. in.

Aqueous Solution of Ammonia (sp. gr. 0*880).—Twelve-
gallon drums, capable of withstanding a pressure of (">("> lb.

per sq. in. with an empty space of 5 '33 per cent, in each
drum.

Carbon Bisulphide.—Strongly made and perfectly tight

two gallon drums tested to 40 lb. per sq. in. with an empty
space of at least 10 per cent., packed in perforated wooden
cases with not more than two drums in each case.

Sodium Sulphide and Potassium Sulphide.—Strong air-

tight steel drums.
Oiled Materials.— Perforated cases.

Potassium Chlorate.—Iron drums or strong paper- lined

cases.

Amorphous Phosphorus.—Tin cases.

Collodion Cotton.—When not intended to be used by
itself as an explosive.it is not regarded as coining within

the meaning of the Kxplosives Act when it is—
(1) In solution in alcohol and ether.

(2) Wet.
(3 ) Saturated in methylated spirit and contained in air-

tight cases.

Marking and Packing of Poisons.— To be marked
according to the terms of section 1 7 of Sales of Poison and
Pharmacy Act, 1868.

Sodium Peroxide.—Strong iron or steel drums.
Carbolic Acid.—Thoroughly sound casks.

Liquefied Carbonic Acid.—Cylinders after the pattern

recommended by the Committee appointed by the Home
Office in 1895 on the manufacture of compressed gas
cylinders.

Naphtha.—Gas-tight drums with not less than 5 per cent,

clearance packed in sawdust in iron tanks.

Lamp Black.—Printed paper should not be used in

packing lamp black.

Sheep Dips and Similar Preparations.—To be marked
" Poison " in conspicuous character.

Petroleum Spirit.—Steel barrels or drums.
Carbon Papers.—Air-tight tins within a suitable case.

—G. W. Mel).

patent list.
N.B.—In these lists, [A.] means "Application for Patent," and

[C.S.] " Complete Specification Accepted."

Where a Complete Specification accompanies an Application, an

asterisk is affixed. The dates given are (i) in the case of Applica-

tions for Patents, the dates of application, and (n) in the case of

Complete Specifications Accepted, those of the Official Journals

in which acceptances of the Complete Specifications are advertised.

Complete Specifications thus advertised as accepted are open to

inspection at the Patent Office immediately, and to opposition

within two months of the said dates.

I.—PLANT, APPARATUS, AND MACHINERY.
[A.] 23,600. Petavy. Furnaces. [Fr. Appl., Noi 3,

for

J •Including varnishes prepared with alcohol; pharmaceutical
jroducts and. perfumery containing alcohol ; ether, chloroform, and
therproducts manufactured with alcohol.
t Wines made with sugar, cinnamon, &c.

1903.]* Nov. 1.

23,938. Grossmann. Method and apparatus

the condensation, absorption, and chemical com-
bination of gases in the presence of liquids, or of

liquid and solid substances. Nov. .">.
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[A.] Filter23,942. Allison (Nites-Uemeut-Pond Co.).
press plate.* Nov. 5.

23,983. Ray. Process of and apparatus for con-
tinuous distillation.* Nov. 5.

24,033. Kestner. Means for moistening or washiii"
air or other gases.* Nov. 7.

24,038. Crawford. Rotary kilns. Nov. 7.

24,231. Harvey and Wilson. Crucible furnaces,
Nov. 9.

24,261. Baker. Means for compressing gases.
Nov. 9.

24,363. Green. Separation of volatile compounds
by distillation, and apparatus therefor. Nov. 1(1.

24,446. Meora. Filter-press frames. Nov. 11.

24,511. Oxford, Buxton, and Oxford. Apparatus
for drying semi-liquids. Nov. 18.

24,547. Birrell. Furnaces. Nov. 12.

24,587. Thompson (Best). Furnaces.* Nov. 12.

26,386 (1903). Shaw. Nozzles for discharging
liquids. Nov. 16.

27,935 (1903). Van Steenkiste. Drying apparatus.
Nov. 16.

28,791 (1903). Houghton, and The United Aklali
Co., Ltd. Apparatus for separating liquid from
solid matter, and partially drying the solid
matter. Nov. 9.

2002 (1904). Hauberg.
Nov. 9.

13,489 (1904). Schnelle.

19,186 (1904). Suzuki.
apparatus. Nov. 16.

20,857 (1904). Kostalek.

Centrifugal separators.

Seeu7ider XI.

Vacuum evaporatins;

Filters. Nov. 9.

II.—FUEL, GAS, AND LIGHT.

[A.] 23,444. Nairn. Manufacture of incandescent gas
mantles.* Oct. 31,

23,787. Griffin and Cox. Production of ras
Nov. 3.

6 "

„ 23,984. Brunck. See under VII.

„ 24,040. Crawford. Treatment of peat for fuel.
Nov. 7.

„ 24,242. Ar/t and Baron. Gas for illuminating
and heating purposes. Nov. 9.

„ 24,248. Winkler. Incandescent light mantle*
Nov. 9.

„ 24,293. Breckon. Method of producing superior
coke in connection with gas works and the like *

Nov. 10.

24,308. Redman and Redman. Inclined retort-.
Not. 10.

„ 24,333. Desgraz. Process and apparatus for ob-
taining producer gas free of tar and of high
calorific value.* Nov. 10.

24,336. Carpenter and Davis. Artificial com-
position fuel. Nov. 10.

24,400. Sutton and Rudd. Incandescent gas
mantle. Nov. 11.

24,467. Kirkham, Ilullett, and Chandler, Ltd.,
and Hersey. Apparatus for washing and scrubbing
gas. Nov. 11.

[C.S.] 24,995 (1903). Little. Inclined gas retort beds
Nov. 9.

„ 28,342 (1903). Bell and Masters. Furnaces of gas
producers. Nov. 9.

„ 28,498 (1903). Bowing. Manufacture of com-
bustible gas. Nov. 9.

„ 544 (1904). Armstrong. Manufacture of producer
gas, and apparatus therefor. Nov. 9.

4995 (1904). Schlickeysen. Process for converting
raw peat into solid peat fuel. Nov. 16.

16,766 (1904). Colson. Manufacture and purifi-
cation of illuminating gas. Nov. 9.

„ 21,318 (1904). Neuman. Combined double gas
producers and steam generators for producing
water gas and producer gas, and generating steam
by the heat of such gases. Nov. 16.

[A.]

[A.]

III.—DESTRUCTIVE DISTILLATION, TAB
PRODUCTS, PETROLEUM, AND

MINERAL WAXES.
23,680. Rud. Rutgers Chcm. Fabr.f.Theerprodukte.

Treatment of heavy tar oils for the manufacture
of pitch or of a special kiud of tar. TGer. And
•luly 1, 1904.]* Nov. 8,

„ 23,727. Kuess. Process for trausformiug into soap
mineral oils in general and petroleum in par-
ticular. [Fr. Appl., Nov. 3, 1903.J* Nov. 2.

„ 24,297. Gittings. Manufacture of volatile oils
Nov. 10.

24,554. Scholvieu. Manufacture of benzenes, and
hydroxy! derivatives of the same. [Ger. \ppl
May 27, 1904.]* Nov. 12.

[C.S.] 26,366 (1903). Ixrthanimer and Trocquenet. Pro-
cess for saponifying petroleum and other like
hydrocarbons. Nov. 9.

IV.—COLOURING MATTERS AND DYE8TOTFS.
[A.] 24,045. Newton (Bayer and Co.). Manufacture of

new azo dyestuffs. Nov. 7.

[C.S.] 26,379 (1903). Johnson (Kalle and Co.). Manu-
facture of black sulphur dyes. Nov. 16.

V.—PREPARING, BLEACHING, DYEING,
PRINTING, AND FINISHING TEXTILES, YARNS,

AND FIBRES.
23,426. Shearer and O'Brien. Process for rettiug

flax or degumming rhea, ramie, or china Brass
Oct. 81.

„ 23,193. McNaught, Wool washing machine-.
Oct. 81.

„ 23,635. Walker (Kestner). Ageing or conditioning
yarn and the like. Nov. 2.

., 23,647. Graham and Cope. Preparation for
bleaching cotton and other vegetable fibres,
Nov. 2.

23,651. Wray and Wray. Apparatus for spraying
and conditioning yarn. Nov. 2.

„ 23,861. Stillie. DyeiDg woollen goods. Nov. 4.

„ 23,950. Lye and Lye." Dyeing wool, hair, cotton,
and linen fibres in sliver, yarn, or thread, and
apparatus employed therein. Nov. 5.

„ 24,207. Robertson. Process of dyeing cotton and
linen in mixture, textiles, goods, &c, composed
of wool and cotton ; wool, cotton, and linen

;

wool, silk, and cotton ; and wool, silk, cottou|
and linen. Nov. 9.

„ 24,285. De Keukelaere. Machine for dveing and
otherwise treating textile materials. Nov. 9.

„ 24,329. Myeock. Process of producing figured
indigo dyed textile fabrics. Nov. 10.

24,412. Owens. Machine for dyeing or otherwise
treating fibrous material in cop or other eomnaot
form. Nov. 11.

„ 24,505. De Naeyer. The dyeing or otherwise
treating with liquor of textile materials in rolls,

spools, cheeses, or the like. [Appl. in Belgium,
Nov. 26, 1903.]* Nov. 12.

„ 24,545. Spivey. Apparatus for distributing oil or
other liquid upon fibres. Nov. 12.

[C.S.] 24,666 (1903). Tomlinson (Haas and Haas). Ap-
paratus for treating textile piece goods with air
or other gas or vapours for dyeing, bleaching,
carbonising, or other processes. Nov. 16.

25,891 (1903). Wood, Seeombe, and Lang Bridge,
Ltd. Cotton printing machines. Nov. 16.

51 (1904). Morton. Manufacture of figured
fabrics. Nov. 16.

13,485(1904). Thompson (Wickels Metallpapier-
werke G.m.b.U.). Method of producing a silky

appearance on cotton and other fabrics. N<
18,330(1904). Beckmann. Machines for finishing

fabrics. Nov. 9.

21,793 (1904). Hofmann. Machines for printing
yarns in several colours. Nov. 16.
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VI.—COLOURING WOOD, PAPER, LEATHER, Etc.

[A.] 24,456. Soc. C. et E. Chapal Freres et Cie.

Machines for dyeing furs and carotting skins.

[Ft. Appl., Nov. 14, 1903.]* Nov. 11.

VII.—ACIDS, ALKALIS, AND SALTS.
[A.] 23,465. Hunter. Apparatus for use in the manu-

facture of carbonic acid gas. Oct. 31.

„ 23,473. Gibbs. See under IX.

„ 23,515. Johnson (Badische Anilii: uud Soda
Fabrik). Manufacture of stable hydrosulphites.

Oct. 31.

„ 23,984. Brunck. Extraction of ammonia from dis-

tillation gases. Nov. 5.

„ 24,014. Taylor. Recovery of mineral acids and
other products from residual liquors containing

iron. Nov. 7.

„ 24,156. Davis and Davis. Treatment of galvanisers'
" waste " or " spent " pickle and obtaining useful

products therefrom. Nov. 8.

„ 24.198. Howies, McDougall, and McDougall.
Utilisation of crude sulphides of arsenic. Nov. 8.

„ 24,328. Gittings. Oxidising and deoxidising agents.

Nov. 10.

[C.S.] 26,148 (1903). Jaubert. Preparation of oxygen.
Nov. 16.

„ 28,585. (1903). Tixier, Cambier, and Adnet.
Manufacture of a barium permanganate. Nov. 9.

VIII.—GLASS, POTTERY, AND ENAMELS.
[A.] 24,199. Frugier. Process and apparatus for dis-

integrating kaolinic stone ami the like, and for

separating the constituents thereof. [Fr. Appl.,
Nov. 9, 1903.]* Nov. 8.

;C.S.] 20,879 (1904). Bredel. Manufacture of quartz
glass from quartz, sand, silica, and the like.

Nov. 9.

20,880 (1904). Bredel. Manufacture of articles

from quartz glass. Nov. 9.

IX.—BUILDING MATERIALS, CLAYS, MORTARS,
AND CEMENTS.

[A.] 23,473. Gibbs. Decomposing refractory silicates.

[U.S. Appl., Oct. 30, 1903.]* Oct. 31.

, 23,492. Gacon. Manufacture of artificial emery."

Oct. 31.

, 23,587. Johnson. Manufacture of cement. Nov. 1.

, 24,426. Hamblet. Brick kilns and the like. Nov. 11.

, 24,451. Boult (Hiilsberg und Co.). Impregnation
of wood and other porous materials. Nov. 11.

, 24,589. Burnet. Treatment of wood and other

porous material for rendering it non-porous and
impermeable to the passage of fluids. Nov. 12.

[C.S.] 23,786 (1903). Gare. Solutions for treating wood
and other fibrous and porous materials or com-
pounds. Nov. 9.

„ 28,731 (1903). Middleton. Process of manufac-
turing refractory material. Nov. 9.

„ 28,733 (1903). Thompson. Manufacture of bricks,

tiles, slabs, &c. Nov. 9.

„ 4275 (1904). Nelson. Manufacture of slag wool,

silicate cotton, or mineral wool. Nov. 9.

„ 15,057 (1904). Muller. Manufacture of a pulveru-

lent product for coating and joining masonry or

brickwork of furnaces, ovens, pipes, retorts, and
the like. Nov. 16.

X.—METALLURGY.
[A.] 23,436. Angel. Concentration of zinc and other

metals from sulphide ores. Oct. 31.

„ 23,508. Weiller and Weiller. Process for extract-

ing copper from its ores. Oct. 3 1

.

„ 23,713. Dupre (Dupre). Process for dissolving

gold. Nov. 2.

„ 23,826. Davies and Clark. Metallurgical furnaces.

Nov. 3.

„ 23,906. Schwarz. Process for extracting metal

from ores, and apparatus for performing same.*

Nov. 4.

[A.]

[C.S.]

23,9(9. Barber (Kingsley). Apparatus for and
process of treating sulphide and other ores.*
Nov. 4.

24,082. Tresidder. Manufacture of steel. Nov. 7.
24,136. Angel. Reduction of sulphide ores and

recovery of the metals therefrom. Nov. 8.
24,175. De Dion and Bouton. Manufacture of

nickelsteel. [Fr. Appl., July 17, 1904.]* Nov. 8.
24.231. Harvey and Wilson. See under I.

24.232. Bayliss, Jones, and Bayliss, Ltd., and
Milner. Method of melting pig iron in puddling
furnaces. Nov. 9.

24,445. Witter. Process of obtaining and utilising
tin from tin slags. Nov. 1 1.

24,563. Rouse and Cohn. Briquetting manganese
ores or oxides and mixtures of manganese ores
and iron ores. Nov. 12.

24,585. Blenkiusop. Treatment of copper ore.*
Nov. 12.

23,861 (1903). Soc. Anon. La Neo-Metallurgie.
Alloy. Nov. 16.

„ 27,172 (1903). Cowper-Coles and Co., Ltd., and
Cowper-Coles. Hardeniug of metals and alloys.
Nov. 16.

„ 28,464 (1903). Edwards. Furnaces for calcining
or roasting mineral ores and desulphurising the
same Nov. 9.

„ 263 (1904). Brand. Extraction of zinc. Nov. 9.

„ 3628 (1904). Brand. Extraction of zinc. Nov. 9.

„ 4706 (1904). Cunnington. Extraction and purifi-

cation of zinc. Nov. 16.

„ 14,985 (1904). Cie. du Reacteur Metallurgique.
Manufacture of steel and treatment of copper,
nickel, and like matts. Nov. 16.

„ 20,159 (1904). Gillies. Apparatus for separating
and recovering sulphides from their ores. Nov. 9.

„ 20,468 (1904). Duncan. Manufacture of steel.

Nov. 9.

XL—ELECTRO-CHEMISTRY AND ELECTRO-
METALLURGY.

[A.] 23,622. Mollmann. Galvanic batteries.* Nov. 1.

,. 23,765. Rudenick. Insulating material for electro-
technical purposes. Nov. 3.

„ 23,768. Wilson, and the East Anglian Engineering
Co., Ltd. Electro-magnets for extracting mag-
netic impurities from liquefied materials. Nov. 3.

„ 24,286. Cowper-Coles. Anodes. Nov. 9.

[C.S.] 13,489 (1904). Schnelle. Process of and apparatus
for the electrical separation of granular material.

Nov. 9.

XII.—FATTY OILS, FATS, WAXES, AND SOAP.
[A] 23,448. British Oil and Cake Mills, Ltd., and

Pearson. Treatment of linseed oil. Oct. 31.

„ 23,727. Kuess. See tinder III.

„ 24,023. Boardman. Manufacture of soap. Nov. 7.

„ 24,100. Garrigues. Processes for the recovery of
glycerin from spent soap lye, and apparatus there-
for. Nov. 8.

24,375. Hunter. See under XVII.
„ 24,440. Holoubek. Manufacture of soap, and

apparatus therefor. Nov. 11.

XIU.- PIGMENTS, PAINTS; RESINS, VARNISHES;
INDIA-RUBBER, Etc.

(A.)—Pigments, Paints.

[A.] 23,915. Scott. Machine for the manufacture of
white lead, and for use in timilar processes.*
Nov. 5.

„ 24,238. Gebr. Heyl und Co., and Wultze. Process
for manufacturing white lead. [Ger. Appl.,
June 11, 1904.]* Nov. 9.

(C.)

—

India-Rubber.

[A.] 24,105. Livesay. Vulcanisers. Nov. 8.

„ 24,330. Gittings. Manufacture of india-rubber.

Nov. 10.
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XIV.—TANNING ; LEATHER, GLUE, SIZE, Etc.

[A -23,509. Lauch and Yoswinkel. See under XX
„ 2:;,619. Notelle and Leroux. Method of treating

corneous substances. Nov. 1.

24,408. Fell. Treatment or finishing of hide* oi

skins. Nov. 11.

24,456. Soc. C. et E. Chapal Freres el tie. Se<

under VI.

XV.—MANURES, Etc.

[A.] 23,850. Seaman. Scheme to preserve and u>.

bacteria for fertilisers. Nov. 4.

[C.S.] 494 (1904). Myers. Manufacture of a fertiliser or

manure. Nov. 16.

XVI.—SUGAR, STARCH, GUM, Etc.

A 24,374. King (llertels). Process for the separation

of alkaline Falts contained in sugar-juice and the

subsequent extractiou of crystallisable sugar.

Nov. 10.

XVII.—BREWING, WINES, SPIRITS, Etc.

[A.] 23,597. Riibsam. Processes of preparing beer wort.

Nov. 1.

„ 24,368. Hewer. Process for infusing and extract-

ing hops. Nov. 10.

„ 24,375. Hunter. Method of and means for treating

or purifying wines, spirits, or the like ; applic-

able also to oils and certain other substances.

Nov. 10.

[C.S.] 5774 (1904). Mead. Apparatus for use in fining

malt liquors. Nov. 16.

XVIII.—FOODS ; SANITATION, WATER
PURIFICATION; & DISINFECTANTS.

{A.)—Foods.

[A.] 23,616. Fulda. Preserving animal food substances.

Nov. 1.

„ 24,174. Overbeck. Method of separating arsenic

from liquid food materials, whether used as a

liquid or treated or combined with other material

to produce a more or less solid food. Nov. 8.

„ 24,430. Mitchell. Producing proteid. Nov. 11.

,, 24,527. Mitchell. Process for the production of

proteid. Nov. 12.

[C.S.] 6720 (1904). Rayner (Maemecke). Manufacture
of milk powder. Nov. 16.

(#.)—Sanitation ; Watbe Purification.

[A.] 23,640. Spence, Speuce, and Peter Sper.ee and
S"!is, Ltd. Treatment of sewage and other

similar sludges. Nov. 1.

„ 23,641. Spence, Speuce, and Peter Spence and
Sons, Ltd. Treatment of certain waste waters.

Nov. 1.

,, 23,747. Bolton and Mills. Apparatus for the

automatic filtration or treatment of sewage or

other impure liquid. Nov. 3.

,. 23,924. Spence, Spence, and Peter Spence and
Sons, Ltd. Treatment of certain waste waters.

Nov. 5.

[C.S.] 20,889 (1904). Kremer and Schilling. Method of

and apparatus for the bacterial puriticalion of

sewage and the like. Nov. 9.

2
' .7 7 7 (1904). Schou. Water-purifyingapparatus.

Nov. 16.

(C.)—Disinfectants.

[A.j 23,463. Hawliczek. Disinfectant and detergent
compounds. ( let. 31.

„ 24.015. The Scottish Peat Industries, Ltd., and
Meilke. Disinfecting powders. Nov. 7.

[C.S.] 16,715 (1904). Woollard and Batten. bisect

destroyer and disinfectant powder. Nov. 9.

[C.S.] 21,053 (1904). Morgan. Method and process of
disinfecting. Nov. 9.

XIX.—PAPER, PASTEBOARD, Ere.

[A.] 24,083. Johnson (Badische Anilin und SodJ
Fabrik). Manufacture of acetylated cellulose.
Nov. 7.

[C.S.] 27,788 (11103). StraiiEe, Garle, and Longsdou.
Treatment and utilisation of residual matters
containing alkaline and organic substances, such
as the re.-idual matiers resulting from the treat-
ment of esparto grass, straw, wood, and the
like, with alkali in the preparation of paper pulp.
Nov. 16.

„ 21,101 (1904). Birkbeck (Brouks). Process of
making a substitute for cork. Nov. 9.

XX.—FINE CHEMICALS, ALKALOIDS,
ESSENCES, AND EXTRACTS.

[A.] 23,569. Lauch and Voswinkel. Manufacture of
condensation products from tannin like sub-
stances and urea by means of formaldehyde.*
Nov. 1.

„ 23,578. Knoevenagel. Manufacture of o loriferoni
compounds or perfumes. [Ger. Appl., Nov 10
1903.]* Nov. 1.

,. 23,729. Luttke, Arudt, und Lowengard. Preparaj
tion of condensation products from p-aminopbenoj
with aldehydes.* Nov. 2.

„ 23,974. Abel (Act.-Ges. f. Anilinfabr.). Manu!:i>
ture of o-oxybenzene carboxylic acid esters of the
phenyl or naphthyl series. Nov. 5.

24.297. Gittings. See umirr III.

24.298. Gittings. Manufacture of menthol and cam]
phor. Nov. 10.

,. 24,494. Dakin. Manufacture of a chemical sub-
stance and of allied bodies and intermediate proi
duels. Nov .11.

24,536. Ewan and Young. Manufacture of guani-
diue salts. Nov. 12.

[C.S.] 24,631 (1903). Fourueau. Preparation of amino
alcohols and their derivatives. Nov. 16.

„ 449(1904). Fehrliu. Production of compound- .if

pyrocatechuicnioooalky let hers, and especially of
guaiacol and guaethol with protein substances,
Nov. 9.

XXL—PHOTOGRAPHIC MATERIALS AND
PROCESSES.

[A.] 23,766. H5ob.ueim.er. Photographic pigment paper.
Nov. 3.

„ 23,900. Bognerts. Reproduction of pictures.
Nov. 12.

,, 24,235. docker. Method of photography. Nov. 9.

„ 24,290. Koppmann. Process for producing coloured
photographs. Nov. 9.

24,81-1. Gittings. The art of photography. Nov. 10.

[C.S.] 808(1904). Riebensahm and Koppmann. Process
for producing coloured photographs. Nov. 16.

'

„ 20,954 (1904). Schmidt. Arrangemeut of films

and filters for three-colour photography. Nov. 9.

XXII.—EXPLOSIVES, MATCHES, Etc.

[A ] 23,973. Mitchell. Explosives.* Nov. 5.

23,986. Carter and The New Explosives Co., I.ul.

Manufacture of compressed gun-cotton. Nov. J.

„ 24,223. Hargreaves, and Cartis's and Harvey, l,td.

Blasting compounds. Nov. 9.

[C.S.] 21,481 (1903). Bowen. Explosives. Nov. 16.

„ 21,482 (I90S). Bowen. Explosives. Nov. 16.

„ 28,710 (1908). Russell. Explosives for blasting or
like purposes. Nov. 9.

.. 20,106 (1904). Evangelidi. Explosives. Nov. 9.

„ 21,204(1901). Soc. de la Poudre Peigne et de»
Brevets J. Luciani. Manufacture of gunpowder.
Nov. 16.

'
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NEW SECTION FOR NEW ENGLAND, U.S.A.

The Council has granted the application of eighty
members of the Society residing in the states of Maine,
New Hampshire, Vermont, Connecticut, Rhode Island, and
Massachusetts, to be allowed to form o section, to be
the New England Section of the Society.

THE JOURNAL.
From the beginning of next year the Society's Journal

will be printed and published by Messrs. Vacher and Sons,
Great Smith sued, Wes aster, S.W., t,, whom all com-
munieations regarding subscribers' copies and advertisemi

i I

should lie seut.

SUBSCRIPTIONS FOR 1905.

Members are reminded that the subscription of 25*. for
1905, payable on January 1st next, should bo sent in good
time to the Hon. Treasurer (Mr. Samuel Hall), in order to
ensure continuity in the receipt of the Society's Journal.
Any changes of address to appear in the new List of
Members now in course of preparation should reach the
General Secretary not later than January 1 5th, 1905.

COMMUNICATIONS.
Authors of communications read before the Society, or

any of its Local Sections, are requested to take notice that
under Rule 43 of the Bye laws the Society has the right of
priority of publication for three months o"f all such papers.
Infringement of this Bye-law renders papers liable to be
rejected by the Publication Committee, or ordered to be
abstracted for the Journal, in which case no repriuts can
be furnished to the author.

Cbangrs of aoorestf.

When notifying new addresses, members are requested to
write them distinctly, and state whether they are temporary
or permanent. Multiplication of addresses is also to be
avoided as tending to create confusion. When sending
subscriptions, the use of the form attached to the application
helps in the verification of addresses, on which the safe
delivery of the Journal depends.

Adams, M. A., l/o Ashford Road ; The Kulm, Bearsted,
near Maidstone.

Allen, W. W., l/o Broadway ; 25, Broad Street, New York
City, U.S.A.

Baty, E. J. ; all communications to Nnnelose, Prince's
Avenue, WestKirby, Liverpool, Works Chemist.

Berolzheimer, D. D , l/o Philadelphia ; 1, West 92nd Street,
New York City, U.S.A.

liroadhurst. \V. II., lo 294; 290, Lafayette Avenue,
Brooklyn, N.Y., U.S.A.

Burgess, W. T., l/o Holland Park ; 20, Priory Road,
Bedford Park, W.

Campbell, Jas. E.,l/o Chandler Street ; _':!, Shirley Street,

Worcester, Mass., I ,S. \.

Darling, G. A., 1 o Johannesburg ; c/'o Lisbon Berlyn, Ltd.,
Frankfort, Pilgrim's Rest, Transvaal.

Duncan, Jas,
;
Journals to Hotel Bristol, San Remo, Italy.

Dyck, Geo. E., lo Chicago; e/o .Morris and Co., South
Street, Joseph, Mo., U.S.A.

Erskine, .1 K.
; all communications toc/oNew Kleinfontein

Co., P.( '. Benoni, Transvaal,

Fitch, A.J. ; Journals to 19, Grange Road, Canonbury. X.

I'otheringham. John
; communications to 28, Barnwell

Terrace, G asgow (temporarily).

Carry H Stanley, lo Clipstone Avenue; 66, Mapperlev
Koad, Nottingham.

Hall, Pr.if. liobt. W.,1/0 N.w York
; Denver, Colo.. C.S.A

Hall, S. Godfrey; Journals to 19, Aberdeen Paik Hi"h
bury, N.

Harris, F. W., l/o Montr ,se Street : Corporation Chemical
Department, 2C, John Street, Glasgow.

Hurry, E. II., l/o Westbourne Grove; Goodwyns Ilasle-
uiere.

Jewell, W. M. ; Journals (temp.) to c o C \V WriffH
Norfolk, Va., U.S.A.

Jones, Arthur B. ; Journals to 452, Russell Avenue, Clcve-
land, ( Hiio. U.S.A.

Leese, Jos., jun., l/o Plymouth Grove; 18, Albert Place
Longsight, Manchester.

Luck, A. Courtenay, l/o Stowmarket ; Naval vrsenj
Zarate. Argentina.

Meldrum, Dr. Andrew X., ,, M„l Stocket Road
; 16, Moor-

oaks Koad, Aberdeen.
Merry, John B.

; Journals to 61, Woodfield Ri id, RlnJ
Heath, near Birmingham (temporarily).

O'Neill, Chas., l/o Buenos \ re.
; e/o The British Dycwood

and Chemical Co., 3::. Faulkner Street, Manchester.
Renwick, F. F., l/o Woodford ( i recti ; Uvlands, Brentwood

Essex.

Boyle, C. L.j Journals to 329, Upton Lane, London, E.
(temporarily).

Rumbold, Wm. R., I/o Holmwood ; 47, Watting Street,
London, F].C.

Shorey, Dr. Edmund C- l/o Hoard of Health; P.O. liox
360, Honolulu, Hawaii,

Stoekdale, E., l/o Birstall ; c/o E. Dewhurst and Co., Ltd.,
Printworks, Batley, Yorks.

Voss, Walter A., l/o South Norwood; Eastwood Road,
Rayleigh, Essex.

Watkins, Norman
; Journals to 1701, Makiki Street. Hono-

lulu, and (subscriptions) Box 767, Honolulu.
Wilkinson, Walter S , 1 o R.iltimore

; P.O. i!o\ 2s.'.. Wythe
ville, Va., U.S.A.

Willard, Chas. T., l/o Schenectady ; c o Singer Manufac
Hiring Co., Elizahethport, N.J.", ISA

CHANGES OF ADDRESS REQUIRED.
Braeh, Dr. L., l/o 223, Central Avenue. Norwich, Conn.. I'

r.s.A.

Weil. Jacob A., l/o Power Gas Corporation. Ltd..
Victoria Street, Westminster, S.W.

Weston, Wm., 1 o II.M. Dockyard. Portsmouth.

IBratb*
Drown, Prof. T. M„ Lehisrh Universitv. South Pethlebe

Pa., U.S.A. Nov. ig".

annual ©tntral ittrrtmg,

NEW YORK, 1904.

DETROIT. M..M.A,, Sew. 26th.

While in Detroit the members were the guests of

Parke, Davis, and Co. On arrival they were received by
Mr. Parker (of the City department of the tin

Mr. F. M. Fisk (the London i presentative), and taken to

the Russell House, where breakfast w.i> served. They
were then conveyed in trolley-cars to the factory, what
they were received by Mr. I. (j. Swift, general in

Mr. J. C. Sprntt, business manager; Dr. 1 d. R\ ..

of the manufacturing department, and others ofthe directors.

The factory is situated on the river front, with pleat]

of space, the research laboratory being in a handsome
detached building surrounded by lawns, and the biologies!

stables separated from the works by a road. Ac
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river is Canada, where, withiu sight, the firm has another

factory. Groups of ten, conducted by one of the heads

of departments, were shown round the pill department

—

Hitting, forming the mass, drying, sugar and gelatin coating,

manufacture of globules ; and the tablet department

—

compressing, triturating, and coating. Fire drill then took

place in the inner courtyard on a preconcerted signal,

whereon all workmen left their tasks, and proceeded to

allotted posts without confusion or disorder. The visitors

then proceeded through the hypodermic tablet and corre-

spondence departments to see the manufacture of glassware

(including vaccine points, serum bulbs, and hypodermic
tubes), paper boxes, granular effervescent salts, lozenges,

and tablet milling and granulating. Next came the drying

of digestive feroients, and the binding and mailing of the

rm's literature. After the crude drug and pressed herb,

milling and printing departments had been inspected, the

chemical department was shown, in which the preparation

of digestive ferments, extracts, percolates, and soluble elastic

capsules is carried on, finishing with the pharmaceutical

department and power plants (electricity, compressed air).

The stock, finishing, bottle-washing, and shipping f

ments came next, and then the party assembled on the

river front to see the City fireboat thru* jOOO galls, of

water a minute. In the Scientific Building, of which Drs.

Mc.Clintock and Houghtou are directors, the departments of

analysis and experimental medicine were thrown open for

inspection. Behind glass partitions trained assistants were

seen preparing, finishing, anil tillering serums in special

aseptic rooms. One of the laboratories in the Depart-

ment of Experimental Medicine is devoted almost exclusively

to the work of testing different antiseptics for germicidal

power.

This property can be accurately determined by exposing

raltures of the Bacillus pyocyaneus, the most resistant of

vegetative forms of bacteria, to the action of certain dilu-

tions of the disinfectant to be tested, transferring such

cultures from the disinfectant to plain bouillon, in which the

result, after a suitable period ot incubation, is noted. In

this manner a certain standard can also be established to

which disinfectants mast conform before being placed upon
the market.

Physioloqical Trsting of Adrenalin.—In determining the

activity of solutions of adrenalin or other suprarenal extracts,

he almost immediate characteri>ti'- rise in blood pressure

peculiar to this drug, when injected intravenously, is taken

the index of its activity. This rise in blood pressure can

be made quantitative by measuring the height to which a

;ertain weight of mercury is raised by the action of a

definite amount of adrenalin.

Standard and sample to l>e tested are injected alternately

uto the veins of an animal, the dose of the sample being

changed if necessary uutil the rise in blood pressure caused

)y each is the same. The delicacy of a physiological test

well illustrated by the effect of minute quantities of

drenalm on the blood pressure. An apt reciable change

n the blood pressure can be induced by a difference of

per cent, in the amount used, equal to 00000003 grm.

)f pure adrenalin.

The biological stables, the vaccine-piopagating rooms,

>perating room, guinea-pig loft, and dog and rabbit cages

rere visited, and, rn the horse-operating room, Dr. Dunckley,

he firm's veterinary surgeon, iujected toxin into one horse,

id had another br >ught in to show the mode of drawing

iff the blood into sterilised tubes.

The partv then returned to the Russell House, where

ancheon was provided, at which the Mayor of Detroit (the

Ion. Wm. Mayberry) made an eloquent speech. The

"ternoon was passed in driving in four-in-hand coaches,

rough the boulevaids and suburbs of the city to Belle

sle, an island park of great beauty. The day's hospitality

oncluded with a dinner at the Russell House, at which

'ere present the chief officers of the company and principal

lembers of the staff. Prof. A. B. Prescott and Prof,

pbell, of the University of Michigan, Sir Wm. Ramsay,

'rof. Erdmann, Prof. V. Coblentz, Dr. Lewkowitscb,

fir. Thos. Tyrer. and Mr. Eustace ( irey spoke on behalf of

le guests, andMr. Swift and Mr. Spratton behalf of Messrs.

arke, Davis, and Co. Dr. Ryan acted as toastmast' r.

i

NIAGARA AND BUFFALO, Tuesday, Sept. 27th.

Buffalo vxd Niagaka Falls Reception Cojimittee

Charle
Edw. G. A 'neson.
P. M. Becket.
G r Brin lley.

O.H.Clowes.
Geo. \V. Daven
s. P, l'r mchot.
Harry Garditier.

H Goodyear.
Francis V. Green.
\. Uonr >" IJrier.

C. M. Hall.
J. M Hancock.
A. C. Hastings.
II. M. Hill.

'

H. A. [rvin°.
E. C. Kni-.'Ut.

Assisted by

E. Acker, Chairman.
John D. Larkin.
1). R. Lovejoy.
K. C. Lufkin.
.1. H.Miller.
Roswell Park.
H. M
E. P. Price.
W. B. Id
A. Sciioellkopf.

Lee H. Smith.
T. Guilford 5
I!. P. Tbu
E. B. Stevens.
P. JT. Tone.
Francis D. Ward.

;i large Ladies' Committee.

Toronto Reception Committee (Canadian Section).

Alfred Burton.
G. P. I'irdwood.
W. K. Lan?.

F. J. Smalc.
H. Van der Linde

On arrival at Niagara Falls, each visitor was presented
with a copy of " The Niagara Falls Electrical Handbook,"
published under the auspices of the American Institute of
Electrical Engineers for the guidance of visitors from
abroad attending the. International Electrical Congress at

St. Louis. It contained authoritative information con-
cerning Xiagara Falls, the numerous power developments
on both sides of the river, and the various industries.

After breakfast. at the International Hotel, the Gorge Rail-
way trolley cars were taken for a trip down the Niagara
Gorge, past the Whirlpool Rapids on the American side, to

1 ton, thence across the bridge to the Canadian side,

and back along the Gorge to Queen Victoria Park. Here
lunch was provided by the Canadian Section in the new
refectory.

After luncheon the two great power houses of the
Niagara Falls Power Company were visited. These give

a total of 100,000 horse power from water taken from the

Niagara River, a mile above the falls, on the American
side. Ail this is sold, at from 4/. to 5/. per horse power,
to industries in Niagara, Buffalo, Tonawanda, and Lock-
port ; other schemes are in progress on the Canadian side.

Then the International Achesou Graphite Co.'s plant, with

the highest temperature electric furnaces in existence, was
visited. In the evening another trip was made down the

gorge, preceded by a search-light car, which illuminated the

rapids in various colours.

Wednesday, Sept. 28th.

The power-house of the Niagara Falls Hydraulic Power
and Manufacturing Co.—which works a railway of 360 miles,

the tramway running round the gorge, all the trolley lines

in the district, all the street lighting, and the chief elec-

trolytic plants—was visited. Some went also to the Natural

Food Co. ; others visited the islands above the falls, the

Cave of the Winds, or viewed the falls from the steamer

"Mail of the Mist."

At 11.15 the train left for Buffalo, where the visitors were

received enthusiastically and entertained at the Ellicott

Club. Then they went on board special fireboats in order

to inspect the harbour and the new Lackawanna steel plant,

the largest in the world. On their way back they landed

for a while on the gigantic breakwater, which protects

Buffalo from the storms which occasionally affect Lake

Erie, and here saw an exhibition of fire practice. The

Larkin Soap Co.'s works were also opened to the members
of the Society. On their return they were received at the

Buffalo Club, where many of the most prominent ladies and

gentlemen in the city assembled to honour the Society.

The Society is particularly indebted to Mr. Chi<. E.

Acker, Chairman of the Reception Committee ; to Mr. E.

B. Stevens, President of the Niagara Research 'burnt iries ;

Dr. Roswell Park; Mr. ('has. W. Goodyear; Mr. H. M.
Poole, President of the Ellicott Club; Mr. Pendeunis White,

President of the Buffalo Club; Mr. Francis 1). Ward,

Commissioner of Public Works; and Dr. Lee H. Smith,

all of Buffalo, for the hearty reception given to the

mem'
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• >.\. Till KSI.AY.. Sill. 69th.

RkCBPTIOS < OMMrTTEE.

Godfrey I.. L. Cabot, Chairman.

II. in-'. Howard, Secretary.

\v. II. w alki r, Treasurer.

F. E. A
'

I

Billings.

W.J. Webber.
Henry Woid.

Lmiii-s Committee.

it lea El ot.

Mr*. Bdgar 1. Billings,

Sirs. Henry Howard.

Mrs. w.
Mrs. W,

H. Walker.
.1. Webber.

On arrival the members und ladies were conveyed to

the Hotel Somerset, the headquarters. After breakfast

they inspected (fie laboratories of the Massachusetts Insti-

tute of Technology, so long associated with the Dame i I

Prof. T. M. Drown. The Public Library, with it-

staircase embellished by the frescoes of Puvis de ( Ihavannes ;

the tending room, with its frieze illustrating the "Quest of

the Holy Grail," by A I.hey ; and the upper gallery .decorated

gent ; and the Art Gallery, were also visited.

Thence thy proceeded to Harvard University, Cam-
bridge, Mass., where they were welcomed by Presidt m
Eliot, formerly Professor of Chemistry at the Mass. Inst, of

Technology, and 1'iof. t. W. Richards. After lunch the

principal laboratories and buildings were shown. In the

museum then' is a remarkable collection of reproductions

of flowers in glass, given in memory of Dr. C E. Ware, and
made by Messrs. Leopold and Rudolph Blaschka, of Austria.

Additions are constantly being made to this collection,

which is said to he entirely a labour of love on the part of

the .a ikers.

On leaving the University the members started to drive

through the parks and environs of Boston to the Country
( lab. but were overtaken by a storm, and were reluctantly

compelled to abandon the excursion.

At a smoking eoneett at the Hotel Somerset, in the

evening, .sir Win. Ramsay presented, on behalf of the

visiting members, addresses and a small memento, iu

ill. shape of a gold match-box, to the following gentlemen,

on whom had fallen the organisation and conduct of the

tour:— Dr. L. Baekeland, Prof. M. T. liogert, l'rof. V.

CoblentZ, Dr. E. G. Love, Dr. R. W. Moore. Mr. T. J.

Parker, Dr. II. Schweitzer, Mr. R. C. Woodcock, and
Mr. C. B. Zabriskie. A silver cigarette case was also

presented to Mr. H. C. Bates, the agent of the Pennsylvania

Railroad, in recognition of his courtesy and attention.

Fbtdat, Sei-t. 30th.

Parties of members visited the works of the Merrimac
Chemical Co. and the Cochrane Chemical Co., both of

which manufacture heavy chemicals; the New England
Coke and lias Co., with its 500 coke ovens of the Otto-

Hoffman type; the Hamilton Print Works, where also all

kinds of cotton goods are manufactured, bleached, and
dyed; and the Douglas Shoe Co., which makes 10,000 pairs

per day.

Tin' tfew England Gas mid Coin t.'o.—To Mr. Henry
M. Whitney, of Boston, chiefly belongs the credit of the

inception of this enterprise. From a very inferior coal,

which could be very cheaply mined, it was proposed to

obtain a merchantable coke containing little sulphur and
a large, amount of gas, for which there was an immediate
sale in the neighbourhood of Boston. It was then proposed
i. is iciati this enterprise with the Massachusetts Pipe

Line Co., which possessed rights of way all over the

State ot Massachusetts. Coke ovens, to the number of
hmi, wi agreements effected with adjoininj

panics, and the by-products were worked up in the immediate
vicinity h\ - ompanies. After a period ol con

ible stress, the gas interests of Boston and th in

rounding districts were brought under one managemi
and the experiment is now lobe tried of conducting and
Belling coke-gas made from by-product ovens to communi-

' COE ", distance for fuel and light, ai

recovering the ammonia, lar, and i ihei bj pn ducts.

In the afternoon the members and ladies assembled at
the Point Shirley Club, at the seaside, near Boston Harbour,
to partake of a clam-bake, cooked b\ a method \\ Inch is

a survival of an aboriginal custom before cooking utensils
were introduced, The bake was served at 5 o'clock.
.Mr. F. E. Atteaux was toastmnster, and Sir Wm. RamsM
Dr. Win. II. Nichols, Prof. H. Walker Mr.W.Henry Howard,
and Mr. Armstrong were among the speakers. The partv
then broke up, some returuiog to New York, and others,
going on to t anaila.

"ii Oct. Ith, Columbia University conferred the degree
of II. Sc. i n Sir Win. Ramsay and" Dr. Wm, II. Nichols.
Iu the evening Sir Wm. Ramsaj was entertained at a
banquet by the Brooklyn Institute of Arts and Sciences.
Prof. Irving W. Fay presided, and among those who sat
at the gn.st tabic were Prof. C. F. Chandler, Dr. H. W.
Wil.y. Hi F. W. Atkinson (President of the lirooklvn
Polytechnic Institute), Prof. John S. McKay, Dr. Wm. ii.

Nichols. Mr. Fred B. Pratt, and the Rev. Dr. S. Parkes
Cadman.
On tiet. ath, Sir Wm. Ramsay and many members and

lad . - sailed for England by the s.s. " lialtic."

tin (let. 7th, a meeting of the New York Section of
the American Chemical Society was held, preceded bj a

dinner at the Hotel Savoy, to which the members of the
Society were invited. Dr. E. I). Dodge was in the chair,

and papers were read by Messrs. t has. Haskerville and Fritz
Zerban on " Inactive Thorium," and hy Mr. II. II. Jackson
on the Use of Copper Sulphate as an MgTcide ia the
Treatment of Water Supplies.'' Dr. .1. I.ewkowitsch also
delivered an address on the " l.'ec. nt Advances in the
Chemistrv of Fats."

Canadian Jmtion.

Meetings held at Toronto, on Oct. 27/A and
Nov. '24th, 1904.

Dli. I'. J. SHALE IX THE CIIU1C.

A discussion on " Smoke Consumers and Flue Cases"
was introduced on t let. 'J7th by Dr. W. B. Cohoe and
Mr. Jas. Milne, after which the subject was thrown open
for general discussion.

t >u Nov. 24th a discussion took place on "Boiler Waters
and Compounds,'' in which Profs. Ellis and Lang, Hrs.

Allan and Kenrick, Messrs. Taylor, Van iicr I.inde. I lain.

Murray, and Sparrow, and the Chairman took part. The
meeting was well attended.

The aim of the Committee has been to make such t

selection of subjects as will be of general interest to manu-
facturers. Among other papers promised arc: " Produces
and das Engines," " Food Preservative-,'' and " Manufacture
of Artificial silk."

#etorastlr dttttom

Meeting held in the ( luinicid I., , tun Theatre of the

Armstrong College, Thursday, October -20th, linn.

CHAIRMAN'S Ainu;' 3£

THE FUSION OF REFRACTORY MATERIALS
DV .1. T. D11NX, D.Si.

Refractory materials have an important hearing upon

ii In - of chemical and metallurgical industry; ami
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with the progress of these industries greater demands are

continually being made upon such materials. Furnaces ami
crucibles have to resist higher temperatures and (he attack

of more vigorous reagents
;

processes are conducted for

longer periods continuously, and larger bulks of material,

involving larger apparatus, and consequently increased

|iressure on its walls, are dealt with. Hence the testing of
the materials of which furnace*, crucibles, retort*, \
are made, is becoming a matter of wider scope, and one
requiring more care and attention than was formerly the

case.

Many things are required of a refractory material ; and
[the nature of these requirements naturally varies with the
particular sei vice which it has to serve. One of the most
mportant, and the most general, is of course that it should
esist a high temperature without softening or melting

;
and

he determination of the melting points of fireclays, silica

jricks, and similar substances, is consequently a matter of

ome importance. To this point I propose to confine myself
o-night.

It i* perhaps hardly necessary to say that the basis of

lays, kaolinite or "cla\ stuff," is a silicate of aluminium
laving approximately the composition represented by
Vl/,03 .2SiO,,, t'lLO ; and that china elaj , consists of practi-

ally pure kaolinite, while other clays contain iu addition

mall amounts of other silicate* or metallic oxides—those of
'on, manganese, calcium, magoesium, and the alkali*

—

Dgether with more or less mechanically mixed sand or other

lineral fragments. It was early recognised that great

ifferences in refractoriness or fusibility existed among
lays; and a*, on the whole, the more impure clays were
>und to be the more easily fusible, the idea gained ground
tat the fusibility of a clay depended entirely upon the

ercentage of these foreign silicates or oxides, whi h were
ence spoken of as " Flussmittel " or " fluxing-stuff." The
dative refractoriness of a ciaj was thus estimated from

amount of these "fluxing-stuffs" which chemical
ualysis showed to be present. Cases which contradicted

is assumption, however, were not long in accumulating
;

id Bischof about lSCn undertook an experimental investi-

ition into the question. He heated in a wind furnace

lica, alumina, kaolin, and mixtures of this with alumina
id with silica in various proportions, and determined their

lative fusibilities. While recognising the influence of

,e " fluxing-stuffs " in a clay upon its melting-point, he
.me to the conclusion that the determining factor was the

oportiou of alumina, and that the greater the percentage

alumina a clay contained the more refractory won
He endeavoured to express the relative fusibilities of

lye by " coefficients," calculated from the ratios between
miina and silica, and alumina and fluxing stuffs, shown
the analysis.

Kiehters, in 1868, published a long series of very care-

ly conducted experiments on the question, as a result of

ich he concluded that no one factor was determinative,

hile agreeing with Bischof, that of the pure aluminium
'oates, those high in alumina were more refractory than

ose high in silica, he found that the fusibility increased,

a given clay, with increase of fluxing stuff: that quau-

of different fluxing-stuffs proportioned to their

ieal equivalents produced equal effects in lowering the

dting point : that the effect of a mixture of different

xing-stuffs was the sum of the separate effects that each
ostituent of the mixture would have produced alone:

d that a given percentage of fluxing- stuff produced the

:ater effect in lowering the melting point, the greater the

jportion of silica in the clay. He calculated from the

lyses formula; expressing the relative molecular propor-

ns of alumina to silica, and of both to fluxing stuff

—

mute of the type .r(AU )
:t
..ySi( ),,) + !!<> ; such a formula

according to Richter's results, an indication of the

ibility of the clay, which is the more refractory as x is

Ijiater or as y is less.

*eger, in several of his early writings on the subject,

•'phasised strongly—what had indeed been recognised by
•chof and by Kiehters—the importance of the mechanical

It * rational " analysis of the clay. He pointed out very
< «ly that a quantity of silica present as sand was by no
i ms the same thing as an equal quantity already eom-
I ed as silicate with the alumina present, and that the

nature of the sandy particles or mineral fragments inter-
mixed with the clay stuff proper had a considerable influent*
on the fusibility of the clay. A clay (still more a brick,
made of a mixture of the clay with small fragments of the
already burnt clay, or with similar refractory materials) is

not a homogeneous substance, but a mixture of substances,
which not only have differenl melting points, but which are
more or less capable when melted, by reaetiDg on an<

another, to form new substances, the melting points of
which are different from, and usually lower than, those of
the original substances. Accordingly, when such a Clay is

heated, liquefaction begins at the melting point of the
most fusible constituent; and if this be present iu large
proportion the substance will run down at this tempera.1
to a liquid containing in suspension the solid panicle* of
the less fusible constituents. If the latter predomin:
however, they will form a solid framework which will

preserve the original shape of the piece, an.: will hold in

it* interstices the liquefied portion, as a knob of sugar will

hold a drop of water. Hut as the water will gradually
dissolve *ngar till saturated, and may cause the disintegra-

tion and flow of the whole lump ; so the liquefied portions of
the clay, kept at the same temperature, may act chemically
upon the solid portions, and if in doing so they f.

fusible compounds may lead to the ultimate liquefaction
of the whole. The rate at which this will occur m i-t

obviously depend, not only on the chemical nature of tie-

materials, but also the fineness of the grinding, and the
more or less intimate mixture of the different const tuei t-

If will thus be clear that two clays or brick* may glaze or
vitrify on the surface at the same temperature, out that

while one may gradually at that temperature, and very
rapidly if the temperature be but slightly raised, liquefy

completely, the other may remain practically solid tijl a

much higher temperature is reached.

The practical determination of the meltiug-poi.

clays is a matter of considerable difficulty, on accoun
the high temperatures involved ; and for the most part

investigators have contented themselves with ascertaining

the order of fusibility, and have not ventured to stab

definite melting-poiuts in thcrmometric degrees. Bischof
in his earlier experiments compared clays by determining
for each the proportion of pure quartz sand with wbicl il

must be mixed in order that it should run down to a liquid

at the same temperature as a standard refractory clay : the

gr ater the amount of quartz sand needeu or tbis the

lower the melting-point of the clay. Bu: this method
assumed that the physical or mechanical support afforded

by the quartz sand was not interfered with by the chemical

action referred to above ; and it was later abandoned by
Bischof in favour of the method of comparison with normal
or standard clays. He collected a series of seven standard

clays, each very uniform in character, and each melting at

a higher temperature than that which preceded it. Prisms
of these and of the clay to be tested were heated together

in a crucible in a wind-furnace till the test-piece melted ;

an examination of the standards, melted an.! unmelted, then

enabled bun not only to place the test between two, b"* a*

a rule to say whether it was nearer to that below or that

above it in the series. Uichters used a method externally

similar to Bischof's earlier one, but used a temperature

—

that at which wrought iron melts—at which reaction

between the clay and alumina, or the clay and silica, wdl

occur. The clay to be tested was intimately mixed vith

varying quantities of alumina or of silica, according a*

preliminary experiments had shown that it was readily

fusible or highly refractory ; and prisms made of these

mixtures were submitted to the given temperature for two

hours—long enough for complete reaction to occur,

amount of alumina or of silica needed to produce a test

piece, which, under this treatment became completely

glazed over the surface—neither running down on the one

hand nor remaining unchanged on the other— afforded a

measure of the refractoriness of the clay. Segei greath

facilitated these determinations by the introduction of his

" cones." These are mixtures of kaolin with quartz,

alumina, felspar, and other materials, graduated ii such a

way as to form a series, the melting points in which rise

from in. inber to member. These are made into little

narrow triangular pyramids a couple of centimetres high,
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and tbc test-piece is heated in a crucible along with three or

four of these, of melting-points above and below the expected

melting-point of the clay. The principle is precisely similar

to that i i Bischof's method with standard clays, hut the
" cones " possess the advantages over the standard clays ol

being more closely graduated, of being reproducible in-

definitely, and of thus allowing comparison between the

results of different experimenters at different times and in

different places. The melting-points of some of the cones

have been comrared by Hecht with the indications of the

thermo-electric pyrometer; but the temperatures given for

the higher corns ar- probably only rough approximations.

In my own practice 1 have hitherto used exclusively the

Seger cones (or cones made from brick-clays the melting

poiuts of which had been previously determined bj Si r

lor ascertaining the melting points of clays and
bricks ; but I have been able to simplify and shorten the

procedure very materially by using coal-gas and oxygi a in

the furnace. Bischof, Bichters, and Seger used the JJeville

'mnace, an air-blast furnace fed with coke or retort carbon.

The temperature attained was roughly regulated h\ burning
off at each operation a regulated weight of fuel ; but this

- cenpies a considerable time, the test-pieces cannot be

examined during the operation, and t lie whole must he

allowed to cool considerably before the crucible can be

taken out and its contents examined. I have used with

great advantage Fletcher's "oxygen injector" furnace.

This is a small fi rnaee with a modified "injector" burner,

which is attached, however, not to an air-bellows, but to an

oxygen cylinder. It i> not an " oxy-coal-gas " burner, for

the oxygen, issuing from the blowpipe jet under consider-

ing pressure, entrains with it a large quantity of air, so

that the gas is harm with enriched air, and the consnmpti in

of oxygen is very small in comparison with the effect pro-

duced. A certain amount of practice ami experience an

needed to obtain tin- best results with the burner : in my early

attempts I was unable iu an hour and a half, and with an

enormous oxygen consumption, to melt a clay at all ; but now
1 can readily reach a sufficient temperature in from three to

five minutes, though such a rapid rise is not as a ruledesiral

The body of the furnace is lined with a specially refractory

clay-, but it will not long stand the temperature attained, and
I line my own furnace with magnesia, by simply ramming
it full of calcined magnesia while the blow-pipe hole is

corked, and then cutting and scraping out as much as

necessary. The magnesia shrinks and cracks when heated.

but by cautiously filling the cracks after each operation a

lining is very mi ibtaincd which is practically free from
craci -. and which, though it is very tender and will stand

no rough usage, will last for weeks or mouths if carefully

treated, and is readily renewed if it does get destroyed.

I have made many attempts to manufacture crucibles which
would stand in the furnace, but hitherto have not been

quite -uccessful. 1 work usually with those made for the

purpose by the " J.aboratoriuin fur Tonindustrie " in Berlin,

and find them fail l\ satisfactory ; but though the) are the best

thing I have yet been able to obtain, tbey soften and crack

when a very refractory day or silica brick is under treat-

ment, I am, however, still working at this question. In

an actual trial, a " cone" of the clay or brick under test i*

bedded in a little pure alumina in the crucible along with two
or three of the Seger ccnes—say Nos. -'7, 30, 33 for a totally

unknown clay, 'the crucible is placed in the furnace, the

lid put ou, the furnace covered, and a small Teelu or gi oil-

sized Bunsen burner allowed to heat the furnace up to its

limit. In a quarter of an hour the furnace is red hot, and
the Bnnsen burner is replaced by the burner belonging
to the furnace. Coal-gas and oxygen are regulated to get

the best effect, and the temperature rises rapidly. After
three or four minutes the gas and oxygen are turned off,

the furnace cover is lifted, the crucible lid taken off, and
the contents inspected. If the test-piece is not visibly

affected, the lid and furnace-cover are quickly replaced, the

gas and oxygen are turned on, and after one and a half or

two minutes another inspection is made. This goes ou till

the test-piece i- M en • be melting down, when the crucible

is taken out, allowed to cool, and the test-piece caret llj

compared with the cones. It will be found quite easj to

.-.
.

1 1 at it is "ell below, well above, or very near to cone 30,

.-ay. A repetition of the experiment is then made with a

new test-piece and three consecutive cones, say '29, 30, and
:\\ ; at the end of this the positiou of the clay will be fixed

as, say, between SO and 31. A single determination is not
enough, however ; it should be repeated with the test-piece

and the cones occupying different positions in the crucible,
s.i a- to eliminate errors due to unequal heating. With the
arrangement I have described, however, though the outer
surface of the crucible it-elf is hotter where the blast

impinges on it than in other places, yet I have not found
sensible difference* (not a- much as one cone difference, or
say 20° C.) at different points in the crucible, save when
cracks have formed and allowed entrance to the tlaine.

Sometimes a cone or the test-piece falls against the side of
the crucible and fu-es into it ; and sometimes the tempera-
ture rises with unexpected rapidity, and all the cones are
found melted. In either of these cases a repetition of the
experiment is, of course, necessary. Three or lour ex-

periment- can. however, be carried out completely in the

|
course of an hour, and when the four determinations agree.

a- thej usua'ly do. we are fairly certain ol the result. With
refractory clays, when the temperature mar- the softening
point of the crucible, more time is often needed, for it is

then nol always possible to hit the Tueiblc lid, which is

half fused to the crucible, and the crucible must be taken
out, cooled, and brokeu before an inspection can be made ;

and in this oa<e. if the experiment has not reached il> end,

a Dew beginning must be made. [A demonstration of the

use id the turnace was here given.]

Naturally, many other circumstances besides its melting-
point influence the suitability of a clay, a fire-brick, or a

silica-brick for particular purposes. On another occasion

1 may have something to say in regard to some of these;
but the determination of the melting-point is at least a first

ami au important criterion, for if the substance melt- at

I
too low a temperature any virtues it may possess in the

way of mechanical strength or chemical resistivity are of

no avail in high-temperature operations.

Meeting held at Armstrong College, on Thursday,
November 17th, 1904.

DR. J. T. DUNS IN THE ell UK.

NOTES ON SDMK TKMl'l KATl RE REGULATORS
BY WILLIAM II. SODEAU, IIS.. r.U .

I. .4 Steam Regulator with Expanding Tutu 1
. — Five

double-walled huts, each of about 400 cb. ft. capacity, had
to be constantly maintained at different temperatures up
in 60 0. by nicsLs of steam coils located beneath false

floors. Each had been fitted with a commercial form of

thermorcgulator in which a 1 \ in. mitre valve was controlled

by the expansion of a zinc tube 66 ins. in length, directly

connected to the valve spindle by means of a wooden
insulator. Such a tube expands rather less than 0'OOS in.

for 1 C. rise of temperature; hence all connections in

such a device must be free from any appreciable play in

order that a slight rise of temperature may occasion

reduction of the opeuing of the valve, and ru i Vi rsa

baseboards of these regulators were, however, of wi

and tbc bolts passing through them were continual

becoming slack, whilst the wooden insulators led to -imilar

trouble. When the author took over the charge of these

huts all the regulators had failed, from the>c and other

deTects, and the heating was being controlled by means of

tin- external stop-valve-.

Three of the regulators were reconstructed (Fig. 1)10
as to ensure accurate action. In each, the baseboard was

replaced by a slab of slate to which the putts were attached

b\ means of steel taper bolt-, having about the same co-

efficient of expansion as the slate. Conduction of heat

from the valve to the tube was greatly reduced by fitting

lie end id' the valve spindle VS with a steel conical cap, the

point of which rested in a hole drilled through a circular

steel plate P,. A similar plate I'., on trie end of the '"'•

tube T was connected to 1', by means of three steel di-ianc.

pieces D, slipped into slots in the plates, btiff paper being

n-cil to prevent metallic contact. All play was taken up by

on a

The
vood,

ually
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iit'ius of a stiff spiral spring S, coiled around the external

aortion of the valve spiudle and tending to open the valve

nore fuily whenever the zinc rub contracted on account of

fall of temperature. The sine tuhe was supported by
neans of guides G, and w;i> pr vented from rotating by a

jin sliding in a slot (not shown iu the figure). The further

md of the tube was adjusted by means of a differential

icrew (10 and 12 threads).'] turn of which made an
Iteration of ^ in., equal to 16° C. change of temperature.

3y means of a piece of gas pipe, tins screw was connected
o a handwheel outside the hut ^o that the setting could be

itered without opening the door. Each regulator was
onnected to a pipe conveying steam, at a pressure of about

lbs. to the square inch, which had been passed through a

eparator in order to remove water and impurities which
night tend to clog the valve."" These three regulators ran

BntinuoDSly for many months without giving any trouble.

"he temperature in each hut, as indicated by a long-stemmed
hermometer having its bulb on the opposite side of the

ut. wa- read every half hour throughout both day and
ight, and rarely varied more thai + 1 C. from the intended

eading. Any desired alteration of temperature could he

apidly effected by turning the handwheel to the appropriate

stent as indicated, above.

II. An Electro-magnetic Steam Regulator (fig. 2).

—

e two remaining huts (see Section I.) were fitted with

ppliances constructed on a principle developed from that

Fig. 2.

Soheibler's gas regulator. The lever, L. of a Dewracce

in. reducing valve was extended st the end connected to

e link, so that a screw, S, might he used to prevent the

Ive from closing beyond a certain point at which the

If any clogging should occur, the obstruction may be dislodged

turning the handwheel sons to permit the valve to ofen more
ily for a few seconds.

amount of steam passing was just too little to maintain the

lie desired temperature. To the opposite end of

tbi lever was attached an iron cross-piece, A, forming the

armature of an electro-magnet, E, fixed in the place where a
dash-pot is sometimes fitted. The electro-magnet consisted

of a pair of bobbins, each 3^ ins. long by 1 .V ins. in diameter,

wound with No. 2'J S.W.G. double silk-covered wire. Each
of the magnet poles (f in. diam.) was provided with a
small copper stud in the centre in order to prevent adhesion.

By means of packing pieces the position of the magnet was
adjusted until the amount of steam passing when the arma-
ture touched the" magnet poles was markedly in excess of
that required to maintain the temperature of the hut. The
partial closing of the valve was brought about by means of

i-beam and weight, which exerted a 2 lb. pull on a

wire, W, directly connected to the valve spiudle. It was
found that under the actual conditions a movement of but

little over jj^. in. at the valve spindle or S
J
3 in. at the

armature was all that was required.

The electro-magnet was connected to two secondary cells

in series w ith a relay. The relay was operated by means of

a single dry-cell connected to the low temperature alarm

contact of a long-stemmed creosote thermometer constructed

on Sixe's principle. When the temperature fell contact was
made, the relay circuit closed, and the armature pulled down
to the magnet poles, the valve being thus opened more fully.

Ou the temperature risine, contact was broken, and the

valve once more closed to the minimum. The duration

oF the above cycle and the temperature range involved will

of course depend largely upon the construction of the

heating chamber and the closeness of the maximum and
minimum positions of the valve. In a hut heated entirely

by coils underneath a false floor the temperature range

may be + 1° C, but the cycle is of so short a duration

that inside a box placed in such a hut the temperature may
be regarded as constant. When a portion of the steam
was blown into the air of the hut, in order to ensure

saturation with moisture, the indications of the controlling

thermometer rarely varied as much as 0-2° C. from the

point al which the contact was sealed in. This form of

regulator is more sensitive than the one described in

section I., is cheaper to construct, and the thermometer

bulb is the only portion which is inside the hut. The two
electro-magnetic regulators ran constantly for many months

without requiring much attention beyond the occasional

recharging of the accumulators. It is. however, necessary

to record that the creosote thermometers did not appear to

be quite reliable, and, as time went on, a little gas de-

veloped in the tube, thus slightly altering the true values of

the graduations. An ordinary mercurial contact thermometer

mav be employed instead of Sixe's form if the relay is

arranged to close the circuit of the large electro-magnet when
the thermometer circuit is broken, or if, using an ordinary

relav. an iron disc is attached to the upper end of the valve

spiudle and the electro-maguet fixed inimed ly over

this disc so that the magnet closes the valve instead of

opening it.

III. An Improved Electric Contact Thermometer.—The

ordinary thermometers with adjustable contacts lor use with

electro -magnetic thermo-regulators, alarm devices, &c, leave

much 1o be desired. Those which are sealed up are usually
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Fig. ."..

troublesome to adjust and somewhat cumbersome, whilst

fairly rapid deterioration is a decided drawback to the use
of unsealed thermometers in which the mercury is pro-

tected by means of creosote. This defect of the la'ter ran.

however, be obviated by covering the mercury with purified

petroleum instead of with ercosole. A thermometer having
one platinum wire sealed into the bulb and the other passing
down the stem through a binding screw fixed just above the
open top has been intermittently used during the past year,
in conjunction withaScheibler gas regulator, for controlling
the temperature of a water oven. The surface of the
mercury still remains bright and breaks contact shurph,
whilst the petroleum ("Liquid Petroleum, B.P.," sp. gr.

0-882) has neither crept over the top nor undergone an\
apparent change.

It may be remarked that Scheibler's electro-inagndi

regulator is in many respects an ideal one for accurate
work, and should be widely used if placed on the market at

a more moderate price than at present.

IV. A Simple Regulatorfor use with Large Gas Burners
(Fig. 3).—Inside an ordinary Bohemian flask of al I

16 oz. capacity is placed a tube, W, of not less than 20 mm.
bore, having its lower end closed by means of a cork acting
as a pad between the tube and the bottom of the flask.

After 'Completely filling the tin- 1-

v. itli methylated spirit, heated to a

temperature rather higher than if

regulator is likely to attain whilst

in lise, the neck is closed by mean-;
of an india-rubber stopper through
which passes a tube, T, the lower
portion of which is narrow and
reaches nearly to the bottom of AY.

whilst the upper part is wider and
provided with a side branch, 0, for
connection to the burner or stove.

The internal diameter of the mid-
dle portion of T should be about
I 1 mm., i.e., about 2.1 to 3 mm.
greater* than the external diameter
of 1 (see below). A sufficient

quantity! of mercury is next poured
into T, the iuterior dried by means
ol' a filter-paper, and the spirit

allowed to cool to.the temperature
which the regulator is required to

maintain. A well-fitting cork,

through which passes a tube, I, of

iboul (I mm. bore, is inserted, and
the lower cud of I adjusted so -

to just touch the surface of the
mercury. The tube I serves as

tl" gas inlet and has its lower end
ground off obliquely. Two small
holes, I;, act as bye-passes, per-

mitting the passage of sufficient

gas to keep the burner or stove

alight if the mercury should at

any time entirely cut off the main
convenient to have two bye-pass holes

ay, os mm. aid 1-2 mm. diameter

stream. It i

of different sizes,

respectively. Either of these can then he wholly or partialh

blocked with soap, or both can be left open, according to

the nature of the work for which the regulator is being used
The regulator is easily made and has a high degree of sensi-

tiveness. If the temperature increases to the extent of 1 i

the expansion of the spirit causes tin- mercury to rise about
5 mm. in tic tube T, a height sufficient to make a very great
difference in the amount of gas supplied. The preliminary
adjustment is facilitated if a diminutive thermoinn,
suspended inside the flask in order to indicate the actual
temperature of the spirit. The final adjustment for a gin:
temperature is made by raising I about 5 mm. if the tern

Denature is found to have settled down 1 ('. beiow that

required, or proportionately in other cases. The dimensions

of the regulator may of course be varied in accordance with
the size, cV-c, of the chamber to be heated and the accuracy
required. Those given above are taken from a regulator
« Inch ha- proved very satisfactory in a greenhouse of about
3000 cub. ft. internal capacity and should answer well in a
" constant temperature room "of moderate size or in a -mall
drying chamber. Its capacity is about 10 to 20 times that
of the ordinary Keiehert regulator.

V. A Highly Sensitive Modification of Nouy's Gas
Regulator.—The ordinary forms of mercurial gas regulator
give hopelessly inaccurate results if the gas pressure under-
goes marked fluctuations, especially when it becomes area!
enough to give lis.- to bubbling after the end of the inlet
tube has been covered. It seems a pity that such regu-
lators should he so persistently retained for ordinary
laboratory use, as their insensitiveness can be easilj
remedied by the employment of a larger bulb containing a
liquid of high expansibility.

lo unrk out one example in detail: Novy's gas regu-
lator has various advantages over most of the others, but as
ordinarily supplied has a bulb holding only about 15 c.c.
of mercury. The modification shown in Fig. 4 has a

cylindrical bulb C* of about

FlO. 1. 15 to 20 e.e. capacity, provided
with an inner tube T reaching
nearly to the bottom and con-
linnous with the stem above.
The bulb ordinarily contains
toluene together with, a little

mercury, but hydrocai

'

alcohols of higher boiling point
may be substituted for the

toluene when desired. The
bore of the lower part .if the

stem should be wide enough to-

hold -j to 3 c.c. of mercury In

order that no gas may be drawn
into the bulb when i.

is allowed to cool. The side

n^ branch containing the adjusting

^'^fefc, screw \ should be ox-lined
!

about 2" to 80? below the

horizontal line in order that

mercury may be retained iu

tlii- tube alter cooling, other-

wise a bubble of gas may be
entrapped when the regulator
is again heated.

The bye-pass 1!, the adjust-

ment for maximum supply M,
the rigid gas inlet i. and the
outlet < ». remain tin iltered.

This modified regulator has
proved very satisfactory in

laboratory use. The coctlicient

of expansion of toluene being
about five times that of mer-
cury, and the volume of liquid

having been increased about tenfold, it follows that the
modification is about 50 times as sensitive to temperature
changes as the original form. For certain special purposes
it may be necessary to limit the external diameter of the

bulb to that of the stem, but, even if the capacity of the

bulb is not increased, the KgnlatOl is made nearly five

times as sensitive by the substitution if toluene for mercury.
The working of any regulator of this class is of course
improved if a pressure regulator is attached to tin supply
pipe in order that there may not be a variable tendency for

the gas to blow through the mercury.

'Mi. old pattern regulator uia\ readily be altered by
the bulb and sealing en lie- lower poition ol :i Tolk-na

regulator.

!

in order tii'ii ill'' i (lie two tubea pi i

:i rather greater s< ctioual an a than t h«- interior "!" the tube I.

I
in i'. fall of temperature will cakAsa iii«- spirii to <. ntraei m thu

i \t. nt "f m-rirly ; c.i*.
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Meeting held at Nottingham, on Wednesday,
October '26th, 1904.

ME. J. T. WOOD IN THE CHAIR.

AX ELECTRICAL HEATKi: FOB LABORATORIES.

BV S. li. TIIOIMAN AMI J. E. HACKFORD.

The apparatus is a simple contrivance consisting of a tin

•me 6 ins. or 8 ins. deep, and of sufficient diameter t<> take

a lamp of 10, 32, or SO candle power. The exterior is covered

with asbestos paper. The lamp is of the ordinary type, but

ihe greatest heat is obtained from those lamps discoloured

by continual usage, and which van be obtained at a trifling

i ust from dealers in electrie light fittings. The lamp is

'fixed through a hole near the bottom of the tin, as shown in

the diagram. The holder, lamp, and tin are placed on a

wooden base, the top surface of which is covered with

a3bestos beneath the tin.

I The lamp is useful for saponifications, fat extractions,

ml the distillation of alcohol and ethers, tbe source oi heat

,eing perfectly constant, not affected by draughts, and it is

Impossible for inflammable liquids to be ignited.

I The apparatus may be conveniently made use of as a

Lethod of obtaining top necessary current for the electro-

nic arsenic apparatus already described in this Journal

EVb. 29, 1904, pp. 177— 179), and also in the Journal of

le I hemical Society, 1904, Vol. 85, CV.

| The wires are so arranged that when the arsenic apparatus

H no: in use each lamp may be switched on separately, but

hen the apparatus is required one main switeh will turn

I
i all the lamps, whether the separate switches for the

limps are on or off.

Meeting held at Leicester, on Wednesday,

November 23; d, 1904.

MR. J. T. WOOD IN THE CHAIR.

THK MINERAL CONSTITUENTS OF SUMAC.

BY S. R. TROTMAX.

The mineral constituents of sumac have hardly received

e attention they deserve, and it appears to be the custom

tanners to raise no objection to excessive ash so long as

the tannin content passes muster. This seems somewhat
unwise, since much damage may be done to skins by com-
paratively small quantities of iron, and the presence of sand
in a wheel may also be dangerous from a mechanical point

of view. The published information on the subject is

somewhat meagre and inconsistent, for while, on the one
hand, Andreasch gives 6'6 as the ash content of genuine

Italian sumac, Gordon Parker, in a recent paper, places it

so low as 2 per cent. Of over 50 commercial sumaes

recently analysed, in only 10 cases did the ash fall below

7 per cent . and in two of these 10 below 6 per cent.

In the best methods of sumac manipulation the dried

leaf is said to be ground between stone rollers of which all

the iron portions are entirely below the level of the sumac.
Further, the powder is subjected to a process of ventilation

and treatment with powerful electro-magnets to remove iron

and magnetic oxide. This is apparently a counsel of

excellence only, since 75 per cent, of the sumacs on the

market contain very distinct quantities of iron removable

by the magnet, in several cases rising to 0' 25 per cent.

I
i its seem to indicate that it is quite time a rigid

limit were made, and a firm stand made by those interested

in the matter.

My own experiments lead 'me to

the conclusion that the following

limits are easily attainable with only

moderate ventilation : ash, 6 • 5 per

cent.; silica, 0'75 per cent.; iron,
1

io. These figures were arrived at

by taking a large number of sumaes

whose ash was from 7*5 per cent, to

9-5 per cent., and subjecting them to

a process of winnowing, and then re-

determining the ash, silica, and iron.

The difference between the ash of the

winnowed and unwinnowed sumac is

entirely due to the removal of silica,

iron, and matter insoluble in hydro-

chloric acid. The following is a

typical example : ash before winnow-
ing, 8 • 85 per cent. ; after winnowing,

6 • 60 per cent. ; silica before winnow-

ing, 2 -
2.j ; after winnowing, 0- 98 per

cent. I have numerous other sets of

figures reiterating these points. It

is to be noted that the difficulties of

properly winnowing a small quantity

of sumac in a laboratory are con-

siderable, and that much better results

could be obtained on the large scale.

Hence the standards suggested above

should be very easily obtained in bulk.

The adulteration of sumac leaf with its own stem is

fairly common, and in order to see whether the high ashes

one frequently finds were due to stem I have, by sifting,

obtained sumacs largely composed of stems, aud find that

the ash is practically never above 7 per cent., howevei

large the proportion of stem may be, thus proving that

a large proportion of stems do not necessarily mean a

high percentage of ash.

The percentage of combined iron in sumac seems to be

very small, not more than 0-1 per cent. The metallic

iron as oxide is generally extremely finely divided, and

can be almost entirely removed by means of a fine sieve,

or, better, by stirring with an electro-magnet. It is quite

easy to separate and weigh the magnetic iron by this means,

and" this method has the advantage that a large quantity of

sumac can be used for the test, thus increasing its accuracy.

It is a rare thing to find a sample quite free from uncom-

bincd iron, and this is a common cause of stains in goods.

Discussion.

The Chairman quite agreed with the author that a

standard of ash for sumac should be fixed upon. The

International Association of Leather Trades' Chemists had

occupied themselves so far with the determination of tannin

in sumac and other materials. The reason of that was not

far to seek. Tannin was the most important constituent
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for the tanner, and the object of the association was to get
chemists to agree in the analysis of that constituent. So
they had devoted their attention principally to the estima-
tion of tannin. He thought they might Hx a maximum for

the ash, iron. &e., in a pure sumac. Sumac was a material
which lent itself very easily to adulteration. He could
remember the time when manufacturers adulterated it with
sand. This, of course, was discovered very easily. Nowa-
days the manufacturers were much more cunning in their

method?-. They adulterated it with the leaves of plants
which grew wild and weie cheap, such as Tamarix and
f^entisco. From his experience of sumac analysis no
sumac was free from iron. His film stipulated that their

sumacs should contain no free iron. In testing for this he
used a powerful magnet. The chief source of the iron was
volcanic sand. He had examined a good man] particles

under the microscope and they did nol appear to he frag-

ments of orrh'narj metallic iron. He had always believed

that the stems contained more ash than the leaves, but

Mr. Trotman's figures proved this was not the case.

Mr. Haw'thorn said that if it were a question of the

difference in ash being due to a mixture of some other

plant it only wanted a cute adulterator to so mix different

leaves as to bring the ash to the required amouut.

Mr. S. F. Bcrford inquired at what temperature the ash
was obtained, since the percentage of ash depended very
much upon the temperature of burning.

Mr. S. R. TbOTMAN said, in reply, that the sumac was
incinerated in the muffle at a low temperature. He had
analysed specimens of Tamarix and Lcntiseo which had
been sent as genuine samples a;;d had found that the ashes
were a trifle under 7 per cent. They also contained mag-
netic iron and possibly were adulterated. The ashes of the

adulterants were not sufficiently high to raise the ashes of

the sumac. They might take it as a general rule that the

ash of any leaf was somewhere between 5*5 and 6 per cent.

Giving the maximum at t>'5 per cent, the growers would
get every benefit. A good many of the iron determinations
had been made before and alter stirring with the magnet,
and in one or two cases the amount of iron before stirring

was 0'5 per cent., and after stirring 0"2 per cent.; whether
the iron was metallic or magnetic, it was an adulterant if

left in. He had been looking through his records for three

years and he found that the ash in sumacs had greatly

risen, which would indicate that less trouble was taken in

the process of refinement. It would be a good thing if the

International Assoeiatiou of Leather Trades' Chemists
would take up the matte,- with a view to standardising the
regulations.

tiPbituarp.

THOMAS MESSENGER DROWN, M.D., LL.I).

President of Lehigh University
;

Phesident ob the American Institute of Mining
Engineers (1897); Member of the Society
of Chemical Industbt (1888— 1904), &o.

Thomas Messenger Drown was born in Philadelphia,
Pa., March 19, 184'->. Graduating from the Philadelphia
High School in 1859. he entered the medical school of
the University of Pennsylvania, and received, in 1862,
the degree of M.I). For a brief period he practised as

a physician, making one or two voyages as medical
officer of an ocean steamship. lint chemistry, studied
incidental!] as part of his medical course, had a BtTODg
fascination for him, and, following this call, he abandoned
bis practice as a physician and returned to the position
of student, taking special courses in chemistry at Yale
and Harvard Universities. After this he spent some
years under Ilunsen and Kopp at Heidelberg, and in

the Rojal .Mining Academy id' Freiberg, Saxony.
Returning to the United States thus equipped, he
practised for sumr years in Philadelphia as an analy
tieal chemist, and in 1S7J he accepted the professorship
of chemistry at Lafayette College, Easton, Pa. In 18BS
he assumed and held a similar position in the faculty of
the Massachusetts Institute of Technology, I'.oston. I

Hilling this period he planned and executed what has
]

been considered his most useful and memorable achieve-
ment, viz., the systematic investigation of the spring-
waters and well-waters of Massachusetts, and the pre
paration, on the basis of the analyses made, of the famous
" chloride map " of that State, from which at a glance-

there may be determined how much chlorine found by
the analysis of water from a given locality can be consi-

dered as due to the saline breezes of the Atlantic, and
how much should be regarded as indicative of organic
contamination.

Dr. Drown became a member of the American
Institute of Mining Engineers at its first meeting in

1871, secretary in 1873, and in 1897 he was elected
President. In 1895 he left the Massachusetts Institute

of Technology to accept the presidency of Lehigh
University, Pa., and in the same year Columbia Univer-
sity, in the city of New York, conferred upon him the
honorary degree of doctor of laws. The position of

President of the Lehigh University he occupied for the

remainder of his da\ s.

Dr. Drown died suddenly on Nov. 17th ; and a former
colleague and friend writes of him :

" Would there were
more like him, for us to love, to admire, and to imitate !

"
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L-PLANT, APPAKATUS &ND MACHINERY.
English Patents.

Discharging Corrosive Acids and other Liquids from
Carboys and otlier Receptacles by /' Uic Pressure;
.'.,'. ins for . E. 11 and C. G. Boutcher, London.
fcng. Pat. 22,845, I I t. 22, 1903.

Is discharging liquid trom a carboy one of two methods
may be adopted, both of which methods are claimed.

According to the first method, a cap. through which a pipe

dipping into the liquid passes, the external portion serving
i to deliver the liquid in any desired direction, and having an
inlet tube for compressed air, is fitted air-tight to the neck

I
of the carboy. The second method consists in placing the

carboy inside a vessel, forming a chamber or casing, which
can be closed airtight, through which an air-inlet pips and a

delivery pipe dipping into the liquid in the carboy, passes.

In cither case, ou forcing air through the air pipe, the

liquid is forced through aud out of the delivery pipe. In

combination with the means referred to in the first method,
i parboy truck, having a swinging cradle, and to which the

apparatus can be attached, is also claimed. The method
may also be s of a liquid from a well

or tank, by immersing the air-tight vessel referred to in the

second method, in and below the level of the liquid, alter-

nately tilling the vessel or chamber with the liquid through

a valved opening and expelling the contents up through a

delivery pipe.— \V. 11. I .

Regulating Temperature ; Apparatus for —— , E. Paul,

Seaforth, Lane-. Lug. Pat. 23,900, Nov. 4, 1903.

A bent and flattened tube, filled with liquid, is placed in

contact with the fluid, the temperature of which is to be

regulated. Due end of the tube is fixed, the other being

free to move, aud controlled by an adjustable spring. The
motion of tbe free end, under the influence of any variation

of temperature is communicated to a valve which controls

the supply of steam or other heating median . —W. H. I .

Gas and Liquid; Apparatus for Bringing into

Inlimatt Contact. A. Sehneller, Ginneken. and 1). Koele-

msn, Noordrinde, Holland. Eng. Pat. 24,:>79, Nov 10,

1903.

Sbe Fr. Pat. 336.(144 of 1903 ; this J.. 1904, :Ss2.—T. F. B.

Incrustation in Steam Boilers; Compound for Prevent-
ing . T. Bvrce, G. L. Scott, and W. Wbeailey,
Kiugston-upon-Hull. Eng. Pat. 24.651, Nov. 13, 1903.

Tin: compound i- prepared by boiling S cwt. of oak blocks
with 500 gallons of water. To tbe solution obtained,
U'j cwt. of alkali (common soda) may be added. The
ompound i- mix. 1 with the feci water or iutrodnced into

(the boiler.— \V. P. S.

Ei-acuating Air ; Method and Apparatus for .

A. Pfeiffer, Wetzlar, Germanv. Eng. Pat. 2291, Jan. 29,

1904.

M hen using several pumps, the best vacuum is most quickly
reached by working them arranged first in parallel a^d then
in series. A special form of cock or valve is used to effect

^his change of connection. The plug has a vertical outlet,

i Fig. 1, communicating with the external air. In this

outlet is a sliding •' dispiacer " with a rod extension pro-

jecting downwards through the bottom of the plug, as
shown. Fig. 3 is a cross section along m m of Fig. 2 ; and
Pig, 4 a section on the line » n of Fig. 3. When the plug
of the cock is rotated, the inclined plane. Fig. 4, raises the

icer," and so allows the sealing liquid to fall, as iu

Fig. 2. On rotating the plug in the reverse direction, the

Fig. 1.

g&A&

Fig. 3. Fig. 4.

"dispiacer" falls, and forces the sealing liquid into the
position shown in Fig. 1. Fig. 2 shows the cock in the
" parallel " position, the outlet o being in connection with
the air. and the ''dispiacer" raised. Fig. 1 shows the cock
in the " series " position, with the outlet o closed, and all

access of air through / to the sutface of the plug prevented
by the rise of the sealing liqaid.—W. H. C.

Uniteii States Patents.

Drying Apparatus. G. D. Harris, Bayshore, N.Y., As-
signor to Condensed Pure Food Co.,

I - Pat. 774,321, Nov. 8, 1904.

Cohocton, NY.

To prevent overheating, the cells of the drying apparatus

are arranged in adjacent vertical rows, separated by air

spaces open to the atmosphere, and independent of the

conduit for the drying-current of air.—L. F. G.

Kiln. W. N. Weir, South River, N.J. FJ. Pat. 774,544,
Nov. S. 1904.

Rot no a chimney are grouped a number of kilns, each
comprising a main chamber with perforated bottom and
"flush-wall" for the ware to be burned, and an annular

chamber in the wall of the kiln, opening into a space

behind the " flash-wall." Beneath the perforated bottom is a
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main flue, communicating by means of valved passages,
with the chimney ;md with the annular chamber of the
next kiln. The kilns are provided with main fire-bo\es
discharging into the space behind the " flash-wall," and -with

a halved •• bull-hole " in the top of tile kiln, opening into a
closed receiver. Hues connecting tin- various receivers.

— L. ]•'. (,.

II.-FUEL, GAS. AND LIGHT.

Lttminiferous Salts and Illuminating Bodies. Ii. Bunu .

J. Gasbeleacht., 1904, 47, 1011—1013.

The temperature of the Bunsen flame was found to be
considerably higher than that at corresponding places on
the Auer mantle, showing that no appreciable increase of
temperature is caused by a catalytic action of the rare
earths of which the mantle is composed. The similarity in
form of the curves showing the distribution of temperature

.

and of light-emission, indicates also that the iutense light

of the incandescent Auer mantle is not dne,to catalytic acti

Spectrophotometric experiments showed that a* the tempi
ture of the Bunsen flame rises, the light emitted by pure
thorium oxide becomes continually bluer : with cerium oxide
on a thoria skeleton, the colour of the light remains the same
ai all temperatures. If gradually increasing amount.- ol

cerium oxide, up to 0-5 per cent., be added to pure thorium
oxide, then, at an approximately constant temperature, the
colour of the light emitted becomes bluer, whilst the
illuminating power increases. With larger additions (up
to 1 -5 per cent.) of cerium oxide, the number of red rat -

increases simultaneously with a rise in the illuminating
power. If still larger amounts of cerium oxide he ad'!

the colour of the light approaches nearer and nearer that
of incandescent, pure cerium oxide, whilst the illuminating
power decreases. The mass of the incandescence-body ha-
an influence on the colour of the light

; with a mixture of
a given composition, the light emitted is bluer, the lo

the -weight of the mantle In view of these experiments
the author rejects his former view that the intense light
emitted by the Auer mixture i- due to catalytic action (this

J., 1898, 229; 1901, 791), and concludes that the thorium
oxide merely acts as a vehicle for the particles of cerium
oxide, which latter are the true light-emitting agi tits,

cerium oxide i- maintained at a high temperature in th
flame owing to its distribution and to n- being present in
only small quantities; its illuminating action i- a conse-
quence of selectin radiation. (Set also this J., 1898, 1129
1901, 791 ; 1902, 101°.)—A. S.

English Patents.

Coking Ovens; Impts. in . (
. (J. Knit, rn. Londoi

From Poetter and Co.. Dortmund, Germany. Eng. I':.

17,661, Aug. 13, 190 1.

In these coking ovens a passage runs alongside the gas
distributing passage, and communicates through openings
with the vertical heating flues in which are place
nozzles. The opening- are closed by plug-, ami by removing
these latter, acci had to the nozzles "and to the
air-regulating dampers.—L. B\ 6,

Heat from (ias,*. producedfrom Solid Combustible*} Ap-
paratus for the Recovers °l • L- Hertzog, Atl
Switzerland, ling. Pat. 22,546, Oct. 19, 1903.

The furnace is surrounded by a wall of sheet metal or
brick-work, and the hot furnace ga^es are led in a down-
ward direction through the space thus form., I VnOthei
wall surrounds the tirst wall, and a fluid which it i- desir I

to heat, i- passed through this second interspace. The tl

maybe gas or air, which is then conducted into the funis

—i. F. G.

Gas Retort B.ds ,- In, lined . A. J. S. B. Little,
Smethwick, Staffs. Eng. Pat. 24,995, Nov. 17, 1903.

In a bench of inclined retorts, the gas-producers and the
regenerative pas-.- anged in the space formed b\
the angle between tie md the g nd level, the
producers and their charging openings being BitOal
beneath the charging ends of the retorts. Between e\. \

pair of retort-beds there is au elevator, working in au
inclined tunnel, which delivers the coke from the diseii

ends of the retorts to the charging-openings of th.- pro-
I rangement the height of the retort-house,

and the amount of constructional work generally, a re-

duced, only one staging being required for charging both
the retorts and the producers.—II. Ii.

Retort Benchesfor the Manufacture of Illuminating Gas.
E. iierval, Paris. Eng. Pat, 15,860, July 16, 1904.
Under Internat. Conv., Sept. ... 1903.

18; this J., 1904, 1081.—T.F.BJ

Furnaces ofGat Producers [for Gas Retort Setting
J. 1'. Bell, Derby, and K. Masters, Bedford. Eng. I'

28,34:.', Dee. 24

.

The fire-bars of the producer are inclined from the front

of the furnace to the back, and are made of am
other trough-like section. Water drips into these bars
at the front of the furnace, from a series of nozzles on
a horizontal water-supply pipe, which is adapted to be
swung upwards, clear of the furnace door, during clinkering
operations. The water furnishes the steam required by
tin producer, and keeps the fire-bars cool. Au additional

set of horizontal, trough-like bars, may be ai ranged beneath
the fire-bars, to increase the generation of -team, the water
drip-pipes which supply these lower bars, being attached to,

and adapted to he swung up with, the water supply-pipe
mentioned above.—II. B.

Gas from Coal or other Materia! ; Apparatusfor the

Manufacture of Crude [Producer] . II. I

Manchester. Eng. Pat 23,616, < let 81, I

I hi producer consists of two superimposed eh
having a contracted passage between them ; a trough-like
tuyere, partly filled with water, is situated round the p
from which a hot blast of air and steam is forced up through
the fresh fuel fed into the upper chamber; a flu. \hicl.

Leads Ihe " green "gases from the top of ;be upper c

to another trough-like tuyere, situated beneath the incan--
descent fuel in the lower chamber ; au injector, by mean!
of which air and steam, intermingled with the " green "

gases, are forced from the tuyere up through the incandes-

cent fuel ; flues round the top of the lower chamber, for

leading off the gas ; a bridge for supporting the fuel ; ami
a water-sealed ash-pan. The fuel is fed through a hopper
into the upper chamber, and descends into the lowers
chamber as required.— II. B.

Gas [Waier-Gas']; Manufaclur, of Combustibli .

J. Bowing, Tilbury, Essex. Eng. Pat. 28, 198, In c. 28, 1903.

Watee-gas is produced, without the intervention of au air-

blast period, by the treatment of comminuted fuel with

superheated steam in a retort, the retort charge being
,

heated internally by mean- of the superheated steam only.

Steam, at a pressure somewhat above that at which it is

desired to be used in the retort, is passed through a super-

heater, v. Inch raises it to about Too ''..and is then led

into the retort 'through a pipe having a perforated portion

which is surrounded by the fuel. I'lie steam-blast, in

passing through the mass ol fuel, is reduced to a quiet flow,

uud a miMure of carbon monoxide and hydrogen is

produced. II. I!

Producer-Gas; Manufacture of , and Apparatus
therefor. J. Armstrong, London. Eng. Pat. 544
Jam's. 1904.

I'm combustion chamber of the pi tluccr is divii

mcaih of a vertical partition into two compartment!
provided with air-blast and steam-blast pipes. Whi:< the

air-blast is being supplied to the fuel in the one CO

ment, steam is blown simultaneously through that in the

other, the gases generated being allowed to mix at the top

id" the partition on their way to the I lie air-blast

and steam-blast periods ;. each compartment alternate in

ihe usual way. Instead of u- : ng one divided producer, two

-epaiate producers mat be worked in connection with one

another. Instead ses rich in carbon
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dioxide may be used, with or without the addition of steam,

the feed being reversed from time to time from air to

furnace gases and vice versa.— II. 11.

Illuminatiw Gas; Manufacture an I Purification of
[from Naphthalene]. A. Colson. Knighton, Leicester-

shire. Eng. Pat. 16,706, July 29, 1904.

Coat.-tws, oil-tar, blast-furnace tar> or the like is distilled,

either before or after removal of carbolic acid, naphtha, ft;;.,

and the portion which distils below 270 ('. is collected and
redistilled so as to yield a fraction boiling between 170°

and '215° C. This fraction is used as a solvent for the
removal of naphthalene from the gas to he purified, the
cooled pas, free from tar, being treated preferably in a
washer wherein the gas is compelled to travel through the

litpiid in fine streams.—II. B.

Oil-Gas; Production of . F. G. C. Rineker, Water-
graafsmeer, and L. Wolter, Amsterdam. Holland. Kng.
Pat. -20,371, Sept. 21, 1904.

Fuel is brought to incandescence in a producer, the sir-

supph is stopped, and oil is then fed upon the top of the

fuel, the gas produced being led off at the foot of the pro-
ducer to a scrubber, in which it is washed with water.

—H. B.

United Status Patents.

Peat Fuel; Process of Manufacturing . C. F.
Schliekeysen, Steglitz, Germany. U.S. Pat. 773,992,
Nov. 1, 1904.

Bee Fr. Pat 327,673 of 1902 ; this .].. 1903,944.—T. F. B.

Fuel : Manufacture of Artificial . J. J. Shedlock,
Little Hentley, England. U.S. Pat. 774,705, Nov. S, 1904.

Ke Fr. Pat. 340,981 of 1904 : this J., 1904, 816.—T. F. B.

Coke-Ooen. G. S. Ramsay, St. Marys-, Pa.

U.S. Pat. 773,809, Nov. 1. 1904.

The oven is provided with a' central, main, bottom flue

communicating at one end with the Black ; vertical flues at

the front and rear, communicating at their upper ends with

the interior of the oven ; and bottom flues connecting the
vertical flues with the main bottom flue. The bottom flues

at the rear of the oven are shorter than those at the front,

and the flues on one side of the main flue are independent of
I those on the other side and also of i ach other, the walls

fl forming and separating them being continuations of the outer
llwall of the oven and acting as supports lor tiie floor of the

oven. These bottom flues each consist of an outer radial

I portion, a portion in the form of a loop or approximately
' U-shaped, and a short inner transverse portion.—A. S.

1 Co/ic Quenching and Bleaching Apparatus. E. A. iloore,

Philadelphia, Pa. U.S. Pat. 774,330, Nov. 8, 1904.

The claim is for a receptacle for the hot coke, in combina-
Btionwith a trench containing water, means for supplying
Ithe water to the coke, and a pipe and jet condenser for the

! steam generated during quenching.— L. F. to

G«s; Apparatus for the Manufacturi of . H. A.
Bradley, Assignor to the Bradley I niversal Heat. Light,

and Power Co., New York. U.S. Pat. 773,781, Nov. 1,

1904.

|
Within the furnace are arranged three casings, forming
respectively a generator, a burner lor heating the hitter, aud

I
a second burner for heating the first-named burner. The
(generator consists of three intercommunicating coinpart-

iments, viz., a steam chamber, which receives steam from an
external boiler, a carburetting chamber into which liquid

(fuel is fed, and a fixing chamber (communicating with a
gas-holder) within which the mixture of steam and fuel is

.converted into fixed gas. The two burners are similar in

,
construction to the generator, except that the fixed gas

.
produced by them is allowed to issue into the furnace,

where it is burned, instead of being led off to the gas-holder.

—H. B.

Gas-manufacturinq Apparatus. C. R. Ingham, Suffern
N.Y. U.S. Pat. 774,430, Nov. 8, 1904.

A si i v ,i superheater, consisting of several connected
pipes of small diameter, filled loosely with fragments of
east-iron or the like, is arranged within a, furnace which is
surrounded by a wall forming a space for the passage of the
products of combustion. The steam from the superheater
enters a mixer under pressure, and in doing so impinges
upon a supply of liquid hydrocarbon, the vapour of which it
carries into the mixer. The mixer consists of an elongated
chamber, closed at one end, and having at the other an inlet
for the steam and hydrocarbon, and an outlet for the gas
produced. The gas is led through a fixing retort eonsisino- of
a number of connected pipes of small diameter, filled loosely
with refractory material, aud situated within the combustion
chamber ofa secondary furnace. The resultant illuminating
gas is led off from the fixing retort.—H. B.

Charger for Gas- Producers. E. H. Carroll, Assignor to
Morgan Construction Co., Worcester, Mass. U S Pat
774,561, Nov. 8, 1904.

The charger consists of a stationary top-plate, a fuel
reservoir, and a rotating feed-casting interposed between
the two, and provided with an opening eccentric to its axis
of rotation, through which the fuel drops from the reservoir
on to the top-plate, over the outer edge of which it is swept
by the movement of the leed-casting. On the top of the
latter a water-chamber is provided to keep it cool, and a
water-s .1 is formed at the joint between the feed-casting
and the reservoir. An agitator rotates in the eccentric
opening, to loosen the fuel.—H. B.

Gas-Scrubber. A. Steir.burt, Carlstndt, N..I. U.S. Pat.
774,207, Nov. 8, 1904.

A VERTICAL cylindrical vessel is provided at tin- top with a
concentric, rotary, spraying nozzle, fed with water. The
spray falls on a series of concentric rings, the upper edge of
each ring rising above the edge of the adjacent inner ring,
and the lower edge of each ring being toothed. The rings'
convert the spray from the nozzle into a vertically falling
rain, ivhich, after descending through the stream of o-as , is
collected aud run off at the foot of the scrubber. II. B.

'

, French Patents.

[Fuel] Briquettes; Manufacture of . H. S. (Jerdes
Fr. Pat. 314,225, June 23, 1904.

Anthracite or coal, in small pieces, or in the form of
powder, is mixed with fresh peat, or similar moist material,
to which au alkali mayjje added, pressed into blocks, and
dried.— L. F. G.

Producer Gas ; Process and ApparatusforProducina .

P. Stiens. Fr. Pat. 344,671, July 8, 1904. '

See Eng. Pat. 14,971 of 1904; this J., 1904, 977.—T. F. B.

III.-DESTRUCTIYE DISTILLATION.
TAR PRODUCTS, PETROLEUM,

AND MINERAL WAXES.
English Patent.

Petroleum and other like Hydrocarbons; Process for
Saponifying . F. J. Lothammer, Paris, and" C.
Trocquenet, Colombes, France. Eng. Pat 26 '66 Dec

*"

1903.

See Fr. Pat. 338,636 of 1903 and addition thereto- this I

1 904, 655.—T. F. B.
"'

United States Patents.

Wood; Process of Deriving Products fron . C. M
Dohson, New York, Assignor to The Wood Distillates
and Fibre Co., Chicago. U.S. Pat. 774,135 .\ov l
1904.

Wood is heated by steam and external heat to a temperature
sufficient to liquefy the gums aud resinous matter, but no;
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ior ii sufficiently long time to carbonise the fibrous portion ;

the heated mass is crashed by heated " mechanical mi as,"

and then macerated and heated simultaneously; the liquid

ncrtion is finally removed from the fibrous massby pressure.

—T. F B.

Wood Distilling and Preserving Apparatus. F. S. Davis,

Shirley, Assignor to J. C Richardson, Robertsville, s.C.

I ,S Pat. 774,649, Nov. 8, i'MU.

Each member of a battery of horizontal cylindrical retorts

is connected with a tank in which the " distilling and pre-

serving fluid" is heated. The connections consist of a

valved pipe for introducing the fluid into the retort, and

another for discharging the fluid from the retort into the

tank, a pump being so situated that a continuous circulation

of the liquid between the tank and any one of the retorts

mai lie maintained : thermometers are fixed in the inlet and

outlet pipes near each retort. Valved vapour-outlet pipes

are provided in the top of each retort, leading to a single

condenser.—T. F. P..

IV.-COLOURINQ MATTERS AND
DYESTUFFS.

1 .5-Diaminoanthraquinone ; Bromination of . R. Scholl

and II. Berblinger. Ber., 19U4, 37, 4180—4184.

2.6-L>ilinimn-\ .5-diamnoanthraqiiinone is obtained both by

the gradual addition of bromine to 1 . 5-diuminonnthra-

quinone suspended in cold glacial acetic acid ami by din el

bromination. 'Ihe product is digested in bisulphite solution,

washed, dried, and recrystallised from hut nitrobenzene

It forms Mm, lustrous needles melting at 274 C. Experi-

ments made to establish its orientation have shown both

bromine atoms to be in ortho-position to the amino groups.

2.4. 6. 8- Tefra5romo-l .5-diaminoanthraquinon is prepared

bv bromiDating 1 . 5-diaminoanthraquinone in boiling glacial

acetic acid or its disulphonic acid in water. It may also be

obtained by direct bromination, as in the case of the di-

bromo derivative, allowing the resulting pet-bromide, how-

ever, to digest in water in the place of bisulphite solution.

It crystallises in green lustrous needles, sparingly soluble in

hot nitrobenzene, but insoluble in the usual solvents.

—D. H.

Anthrcuiuinone ; Diazonium Compounds of . F. Racer

and If. Scholl. Ber., 19<U. 37, 4185—4187.

Acid anthraquinone-l-diazonium sulphate was prepared

from 1-uunnoanthraquinone by diazotisation in presence of

sulphuric acid. It forms a light yellow, crystalline powder,

which is stable at the ordinary temperature, but decomposes

on heating. When its sulphuric acid solution is heated

<*ently with alcohol, anthraquinone is regenerated. Acid

anthraquinone-\ ,5-bisdiazonium sulphate was obtained by

diazotising 1 . 5-diaminoantbraqninone in presence of sul-

phuric acid. It is an orange-coloured crystalline salt,

which is sparingly soluble in water and .-'able at the

ordinary temperature, but decomposes at 172° C. Dinzo-

ninm compounds prepared from 1.8- and 1.8-diamino-

authraquinni.es tire readily soluble in water—a fact which

may bo utilised for obtaining from crude uiaminoantina-

quinone the azo dyestuffs'of the 1 . 5-Herivative in a pure

form.—D. Ii.

Stilbene Group ; The Colouring Matters of the . /.

A. G. Green. Chem. Soc. Trans., 1904, 85, 1424—1431.

Two formula; have been assigned to the stilbene dyestuffs,

viz. thai o£ a/.oxvstilbenc derivative- by Hinder and Schultz

(!(,.', | i. and that of dinitrosostilheno derivatives

„yO ana llepp (see this J., 1894, 29, and Ber,

1895,2281). In addition to the fact that it is improbable

tDa , . eo constituted should possess dyeing pro-

perties, the following considerations show that the suggested

formulae do not correctly indicate tb< ir constitution :—
i ur-

cumine (Direct Yellow) does not give dinitrostilbenedi-

sulphonic acid on oxidation with chromic acid fas ¥\- bci

;

stated), but produces a greenish-yellow dyestufl

apparently identical with Mikado Golden Yellow. In EDg.
Pat. 12,922 of lS'jn (this J., 1897, 581 I it is shown that 3
condensing p-nitrot, 'I none -,<-ulphonic acid withdclndrothio-
toluidinesulphonic add, a more soluble, yellowish dyestufl i-

produced, containing aldehyde group- (Curcuphenine), which
is shown to be an imiue of stilbene aldehyde, in the forma-
tion of which 4 mols. of p-uitrotoluene took part. It was
further proved that all stilbene dyestuffs contain a certain
amount of aldehydie product- (see Eng. Pat. 67GO of 1898;
tills- J., 1899, 362), and that all stilbene derivatives 3
alkaline oxidation give rise to aldehydes (Eng. Pats
of 1897, and 14:(1 and 1045 of 1898; this J., 1898, 9L|
and 1SU9, 133). By oxidising p-rutrotoluene-o-8ulphon|
acid with sodium hypochlorite, n was found possible tc

produce, according to the conditions, dinitrostill dt

sulpunnic acid or dinitrodibenzyldisnlphonic acid ( Eug
Pat. 5357 of 1897 ; this J., 1898, 148). On beating thi

former with sodium hydroxide and a small quantity

oxidisable substance, and the latter with solium hvdroxid*
alone, a yellow dyestuff was obtained which contained u<

aldehydie or alkali-sensitive product (see Eng. Puts. 21,89!
and 21,553 of 1897; this J., 18U8, 915). On reduction
this gives rise to a series of yellow dyestuffs, and finally t<

diaminostilbenedisulphonic acid. In addition to these dye
stuff-, the two dinitro acids form condensation product
with primary amines, which appear to be mixed azo o
azoxy dyestuffs, indicating a complex structure for stilbem

dyestuffs. p-Nitrotoluene and its o-siibstituted derivatives
on treatment with alkali hydroxide, all give highly colourec

unstable intermediate compounds, which, on further heating
are transformed into analogues of Curcumine, the readines
with which these intermediate compounds arc formed bcim
found to depend on the nature of the o-substituent group
Dinitrostilbenedisulphonic acid is not formed by direc

oxidation of the p-nitrotoluenesulphonic acid, but is fonnei

from the intermediate compounds mentioned above, l>i

nitro-tilbenedisulphonic acid is also readily converted b'
:

alkaline reduction into this intermediate compound ; bene
it is probable that these two compounds are very similar it

constitution, and that their formula' only differ by two atom
of oxygen. .Some doubt, however, existed from the lac

that it was never found possible to obtain a higher \ iel

than 05 per cent, of the dinitrostilbenedisulphonic acic

(See next abstract.)—T. F. Ii.

Stilbene Group; Tin Colouring Matters of the <

II \. (i. Green, E. Mar-den, and F. Scbolefieli

Chem. Soc. Trail-, 1904, 85, 1132—1438.

( )y heating phenyl-p nitrotolnene-o-sulphonate with alka

hydroxide, an unstable blue compound was produce)
which, on oxidation, gave what proved to be a mixture (

pbenyl-cis- and frans-dinitrostilbcnedisulphonates in almoj
theoretical yield. This mixture was separated into

i-. which are described. The corresponding cis- an

traiM-dichlorodinitrostilbenes were similarly produced i

good yield from 0-chIoro-p-nitrotoluene. All these dioitrj

stilbene derivative- are readily reconverted into the high]

coloured intermediate compounds on reduction. The fa
that the above compounds are obtained in almost theoretics

yield removes thedouht mentioned in the preceding ab-truc

whence there appears every reason to regard these inte.

mediate compounds as nitrosostilbene or stilbene nitroh

acid derivatives, and since they are only coloured in alkalit

solution, they would have a quinonoid structure, • </., tl

crimson compound from p-nitrotolucne-o-sulph,.

would have the constitution

—

i llitll (SO Na):N(OH)ONa

CH:O«H,(S0 \a):N(OII)0\a

Further, the above woik shows that Green and \\ ahl

dinitrostilbenedisulphonic acid i this J., iS'.is, ur,)

really a mixture of the cis- and Irans-U in l it

also probable that, since il is formed by oxidation of tl

Crimson intermediate product obtained in the preparation,

Curcumine, this intermediate product and the stilbene dy

Stuffs to which it gives rise are all mixtures of the t*

isomcrides,—T. E. B.
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Paranitraniline Red; Capper Compound of . \Y.

Schaposehnikoff and V. Svieutoslavski. Z. Farben- u.

Textil-Ind., 1904, 3, 422—426.

By boiling a mixture of Paranitraniline Red and copper
sulphate together with ammonia in water for six hours, a

deep brown product was obtained, containing 9 per cent,

of copper oxide. A copper naphtholate solution was pre-

pared according to Goldovsky's method and added to the

diazo solution of paranitraniline ; a compound separated

out containing 3 per cent, of copper oxide. Alter boiling

the mother-liquors for 21) hours, the precipitate contained

11 per cent, of copper oxide. When boiled with 10 per

cent, hydrochloric acid it contained only 7 per cent, of

copper oxide ; but on extracting the unchanged oxyazo
dyestuff with boiling toluol, the residue contained 11—12
per cent, of copper oxide. The formula of the copper

compound is probably Cu(O.Ci H8.N:N.C6H,,.NO3)2 ,

which requires 12" 2 per cent, of copper oxide. Goldoi skj 'ta

method is not suited for practical purposes, as only 3—3|
per cent, of copper oxide is taken up instead of 12 '2

per cent. The best method is that of Muller, in which
the ready-dyed material is passed three times through a

boiling copper sulphate solution (1:1000). The brown is

completely developed in two hours. The addition of a little

acetic acid helps the process.— A. B. S.

Dyestuffs ; Action of Low Temperatures on . J.

Schmidlin. Comptes rend., 1904, 139, 731—732.

Dyestuffs were exposed to the temperature of liquid air.

In no case, when the dye was fixed on a textile fabric, was
there any effect produced. In alcoholic solution, some dye-

stuffs, such as Methylene Blue and Malachite Green, were
unaffected; but the rosanilincs all exhibited a considerable

diminution in the intensity of their colours, and there ap-

peared a yellowish green fluorescence, the solution acquiring

an appearance resembling that of Eosin. Possibly this

fluorescence exists at ordinary temperatures, but is not

noticeable on account of the intensity of the red or violet

colour. Alcoholic solutions of Eosin cooled in liquid air

also exhibit a diminution in the intensity of the colour

viewed by transmitted light, whilst the fluorescence remains
unchanged.—J. T. D.

English Patents.

Sulphur Colouring Matters [Sulphide Dyestuffs] and
Intermediate Products therefor ; Manufacture of .

J. Y. Johnson, London. From Badische Anilin mid Soda
Fabrik, Ludwigshaieu - on - Rhine. Eng. Pat. 24,930,

Xov. 16, 1903.

By oxidising a mixture of equimoleculur proportions of a

phenol and o-odichloro-p-pbeuylenediamine [2.6.1.1],
large quantities of stable indophenols are produced, which
are readily reduced to the corresponding diphenylamine
derivatives. By melting these new indophenols or diphenyl-

amine derivatives with sulphur and sodium sulphide, dye-

stuffs of great colouring power are obtained. These dye
cotton from sodium sulphide solutions greenish-grey to

blui9h-grey shades, which are rapidly converted to deep
violet on exposure to air.—T. F. B.

'' Dyestuffs Derived from Anthracene [Anthracene Dye-
stuffs]; Manufacture of . O. linray, Loudon.
From Farbwerke vonn. Meister, Lucius und Briining,

Hoechst on the Maine. Eng. Pat. 20,182, Nov. 30, 1903.

According to Eng. Pat. 7387 of 1902 (see this J., 1903,

293), dyestuffs are obtained by condensing hydroxyanthra-

quinones with sulphonic acid salts of primary aromatic

amines under pressure and at high temperatures. It is now
found that hydroxy- or aniinoanthraquinones can be con-

jdensed with the salts of sulphonic or carboxylic acids of

Jprinia^- aromatic amines, in presence of reducing agents

j(e.jr., stannous chloride), under normal pressures and at

[moderately low temperatures (100°—140° C). Suitable

antluaquinoue derivatives are those in which the 1- and 4-

Ipositions are occupied by amino- or hydroxy- (or alkyl

PXT ) groups, and the 5-, 6-, 7-, and 8-positions by hydrogen
fitoms or by hydroxy or amino groups. The resulting
: lyestuffs dye unmordanted wool in greenish-blue, blue, and

bluish -violet shades. The dyestuffs obtained according tr>

Eng. Pat. 23,927 of 1894 (see this J., 1895, 1041) by sul-
phonating the condensation proluots of hydroxyanthra-
quinones with primary aromatic amines are disclaimed. (S cv
also U.S. Pat. 754,708 of 1904 ; this J., 1904, 368.)

—T. F. B.

French Pate-nts.

Anthracene Series; Production of Dyestuffs of the .

[Anthracene Dyestuffs.] Badische Anilin und Soda
Fabrik. Addition, dated Sept. 17, 1903, to Fr. Pat
339,044, March 30, 1903.

See Eng. Pat. 20,151 of 1903 : this J., 1904, 319,—T. F. B.

Dyestuffs Derived from Acridine Ye/low ; Process for
Making Orange-Red . [Acridine Uycstuffs.] Farb-
werke vonn. Meister, Lucius und Briining. Fr. Pat.
339,o:, I, Sept. 19, 1903.

Mi U.S. Pat. 766,540 of 1901 ; this J., 1904, 932.—T. F. B.

V.-PREPARING, BLEACHING, DYEING,
PRINTING, AND FINISHING TEXTILES,

YARNS. AND FIBRES.

Aluminium; New Usefor -. Elect. Review,
1904, 45, 70.

The U.S. Consul at Frankfort, Germany, states that in
spinning machines, aluminium is being substituted for wood,
especially for the spools or bobbins. The aluminium
bobbins are only two-fifths as heavy as the wooden ones,
and are more durable, being less sensitive to alteration of
temperature and to moisture.—A. S.

( 'otton ; Wetting of by Water and by Water Vapour.
1

1 Masson. Proc. Roy. Soc, 1904, 74, 230—251.

When dried cotton-wool is immersed in water, its tem-
perature rises for some time, and afterwards slowly falls.

The same phenomenon occurs when the cotton-wool is

exposed to air saturated with aqueous vapour ; and in both
Cases the courses of the curve representing the rise and fall

are similar, and are similarly affected by previous moisture
and other conditions In the Utter case the effect is due to

the condensation on the cotton of vapour which it absorbs,

for both absorption and heat-production occur for many
hours, and the amount of heat is approximately that
calculated from the quantity of vapour absorbed. In the

former case, though absorption cannot be directly observed,

it must occur, and the air adhering to the fibre maintains

the separation necessary for distillation to occur. Medical
or " absorbent " cotton-wool, though it behaves like ordinary
cotton-wool in saturated air, does not show the same rise of
temperature in water. The water condensed on the cotton

certainly does not combine chemically with it ; and it is not

simply condensed as a film on the surface, for the quantity

is too great for the recognised maximum thickness of such
films. It probably undergoes osmotic diffusion into the

fibre and forms a sort of solid solution of cellulose and
water, having a vapour pressure always lower than that of
water. Cotton in air saturated with alcohol vapour, or

gun-cotton or glass wool in air saturated with water-vapour,

showed similar behaviour, though to a slighter extent,

and no effect was produced when cotton was immersed in

absolute alcohol or glass wool in water, so that the air-

insulation is necessary to produce the effect. This thermal

effect is much greater than, and probably quite different

from that investigated by Parks, occurring when finely

divided solids are mixed with water ; but the effects long

ago observed by Pouillet when finely divided solids were
placed in water were probably in part at least, due to

distillation.—J. T. D.

Dyeimi [Mordanting"] Processes. VII. Foi in whi
'

Primary Metallic Mordants arc Present in Mordanted
F, -es. P. Heermann. Farber-Zeit., 1904, 15, 325

—

327 and 345—347.

Raw and boiled- off silks yvhich had been mordanted yvith

stannic chloride, basic ferric sulphite, chromic chloride,
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and aluminium acetate were examined with a view to

ascertaining in what form the mordant was ; resent in the

fibre. The silk was mordanted by the method preyii

1 (thi> J., 1908, G23, and 1904, .'»:). thoroughly

washed with water, and titrated directly with standardised

-odium hydroxide solution: this method gives a direct

determination of the amount of acid radical present in the

mordanted fibre in the form of basic salt: its accuracy

was checked by fusing the fibre with alkali hydroxide, and

leterraining the amount of acid radical in the usual manner.

A deduction was necessary from these results, since traces

of arid remain adhering mechanically to the fibre, even after

most careful washing, and this was ascertained by sub-

stituting for the motdanting a treatment with a solution of

the acid of which the radical was present in the mordant,

the other conditions of the process, and the an

method, being the same as above. It was found that con-

siderable range in the concentration of the aeid solution

used had no effect on the amount of acid adhering to the

fibre; e.g., treatment with 1,5, and lu per cent, solutions

of hydrochloric acid resulted in the same percentage of acid

being retained iu each case. The analytical data were com-

pleted by a determination of the amounts of metallic oxide

present in the fibre. The results were as follows : in the

case of the tin mordant, the raw silk was found to contain

155 mols. of stannic oxide to each atom of chlorine, cor-

responding to a formula of SnCl
4 t 619.Sn(OH) 4 , and a

"basiciQ number" (see this J., 1904. 438) 0-0019; boil 1

off silk contained 143 molecules of stannic oxide to each

atom of chlorine, corresponding to SnCl4 + 57lS«(OH)4

and basicity numberO'0021. With the iron mordant on raw-

silk, 111 mols. of ferric oxide were present to each mol. of

S03 , i.e., Fe-s-S( ).,(() I l) al4 , basicity number 0-008 jonboiled-

off silk, 9r"mols. Fe2 3
to 1 mol. of SO-, or Fe,, Si i

(OH)H4, basicity number 0*0096. Chromium mordant on

raw silk, 40 mols. of chromic oxide to 1 atom of chlorine, or

Cr-
ll
l'l(UH).,J9 . basicity number, 0009 ; on boiled-off silk.

44 mols. of Cr2 8 to each atom of chlorine, or (
'rssCl(OH)-, f

-,

basicity number, 0-008. Aluminium mordant; in neither

raw nor toiled-off silk could any acid radicle be detected,

showing that the aluminium was present as hydroxide. It

would thus appear that, for all practical purposes, the mor-

dant is not present in the fibre in the state of a basic salt.

but in the form of the hydroxide.—T. F. B.

Coal-Tar Di/esliiffs; Behaviour of towards Starch.

Silicic Acid, and Silicates. W. Suida. Monatsh. Chem.,

1904, 25, 1107—1143.

Puke potato starch, free from albumin, was shaken up in

the- cold with solutions of various dyestuffs. After about

1", minutes the liquid was poured off and the starch washed

repeatedly bj decantation with cold distilled water until the

water was not coloured. It was found that basic dyestuffs

dve the starch strongly, whereas acid dyestuffs do not.

B - dyestuffs, which have been sulphonated. dye less

strongly than the uusulphonated dyestuffs, and if highly

sulphonated show little affinity for the starch. Diamine

Dine I! B forms an exceptional case as in distinction to all

other benzidmeazo dyestuffs which were tried, it dyes standi

strongly. In all cases the dyed starch granules, when

examined under the microscope, were found to be uniformly

Ued right through. Though water does not remove the

Ivestnff it is removed slowly by alcohol, more quickly by

dilute hydrochloric acid and by acetone. By using allien nt

,tarch, solutions of basic dyestuffs can be completely

decolorised. Starch dyed with Magenta did not lose one-

third of the intensity of coloration on heiug extracted with

alcohol in a Soxhlet apparatus for several days. The

amount of dvestuff taken up by starch is u:y small. Thus

tOI) parte oi potato-starch can only take up 0-00228 grm.

of Magentl • rather remove the base from the same, for

all the hydrochloric acid of the Magenta i- left in the

bath, which, however, remaius central, the fl i a A bi

neutralised by thi mineral matter in tin- starch. Thus

potato-starch behaves towards basic dyestuffs in an ana-

logous manner to animal fibres and hydro and
.,., md ii"' like oi dinary cellulose. It is iot »

i

cotton dyestuffs, m which respect '.' differs I i

both animal fibres and cellulose. Dyestuffs d.n

diamiuostilbeiie form an exception iu this case. Inulii

is not dyed by basic dyestuffs'. Attempts were thei

made to dye the following materials with basic dyestufO
lice from ash :— Flowers of sulphur, calcium, strontium
anil barium sulphates, calcium, batiuui, magnesium, man
ganese, and lead carbonates, aluminium oxide (parti)
hydrated), aluminium ph isphatC, kaolin, talc, puiuici
powder, zinc oxide, and kicselgubr. Onlj the kaolin, talc

pumice, and kicselgubr were dyed. The other material
took up no colour whatever, and the same results werj
obtained on using boiling solutions of tin- dyestuffs. Only
the silicates were dyed, and these were dyed very strongly
Acid dyestuffs were tried, but did not dye the silicates, witl

the exception of some diamine colours which dyed them
slightly. A large variety of pure minerals containing
silicic acid were then tried, and it was found that only thus,

silicates containing acid hydroxy! groups were strongly

dyed by basic d\e-tuff- (Methylene Blue and Diamond
Fuchsine), silicates which were neutral or basic, or whict
merely contained water of crystallisation not being dyed at

all, or only very slightly. Hydrated forms of silicic acid
such as opal and hyalite, were also dyed, but not quartz or
Hint. A dark augite, jadeite, and petalkc formed apparent
exceptions to the rule, being dyed, although they contain ne
free hvdroxyl groups, but these minerals readily undergo
change, accompanied by hydration. All the minerals which
can be dyed in this way lose the property on ignition.

When they are dyed, the acid radical of the dyestuff is left

in the bath, but combined with basic constituents of the ori-

ginal mineral so that the bath remains neutral. The dyestuf
can be extracted from the dyed mineral by hydrochloric acid,

alcohol or acetone, but by no means quickly or completely.1

Both potato-starch and kaolin can be shown to possess)

weakly acid properties by shaking them with weakly
ammoniacai phenolphthaleui or cupran.iiiouium solution,

which they decolorise, Ilydrocellulosr also shows this

reaction, whereas calcium carbonate, strontium sulphate,

zinc oxide, natrolilh, and vesnvian do not. Kaolin and
other acid silicates can also be dyed by means of an
aqueous solution of the carbinol-base of Magenta in an
analogous manner to wool, but in the former case warming
is necessary, and only little free ammonia must be present.
Only 20 per cent, of the dyestuff could be extracted by
alcohol from kaolin dyed with Magenta. From dyed wool
only 10 per cent, of the dyestuff could be extracted in the
same manner. Thus in both cases by far the larger part of
the colour remained fixed in the material. Further experi-

ments with kaolin showed that so long as excess of dvestuff
was present in the vat, neither temperature, or concentration
had any appreciable effect on the strength of the dveing,
also that the dyestuffs used (Magenta, Paramagenta, -Methy-
lene Bine and Crystal Violet) were absorbed in molecular
proportions, within the limits of experimental error. Kaolin
which bad been treated with warm caustic soda and then

thoroughly washed, acquired by this treatment the property
of taking np twice the quantity of basic dyestuff, and also

of absorbing aeid dyestuffs from an acid bath. Treatment
with hydrochloric acid was not found to alter the behaviool
of kaolin towards dyestuffs. Alter treatment with hydro-
fluoric acid it is not dyed so strongly by basic dyestofl
but absorbs acid dyestuffs vigorously from an acid bath.

During the investigation the inaccuracy and unreliability of

colorimetric methods of determining the strength of dye-

stuff solutions were repeatedly proved. The effect of varying

amounts of hydrochloric acid in the dyeing of wool will
Magenta was al-o tried. Up to a molecular proportions of

liloric acid per molecular proportion of Magenta
aii-ed no diminution in the intensity of the dyeings, but

'J molecules of the acid alreadj produced consi

diminution in the intensity of the dyeing, whilst i;.", mole-
cubs reduced the intensity by 50 per cent. E. I-'.

Zinc Oxide Reserves under Prud'homme's Black.
V. l.auber. /.. Farbeii- u. 'lVxtil-Ind.. l'.ioi. 3

|
117—419.

The zil aiud up with its own weight of

glycerin.

Standard While— 6 kilos, of zinc oxide paste (1:1) are

well mixed with <i kilo-, • > glycerin and i kilos, of gum
inth (75: 1000), and passed through a tine sieve.
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White Resist.—250 grms. of calcined sodium carbonate

are dissolved in 1 litre of water, and w.41 mixed with

5 kilos, of standard white.

Coloured Resists.—The dyestuffs are dissolved in glycerin

on the water-bath, mixed with zinc oxide and the neces-

sary thickening agents, and passed repeatedly through the'

wet colour mill, and then, before printing, through a tine

I silk sieve. The following is an example :
—" Green Lake "

:

;300 grms. of Brilliant Green are dissolved in 250 c.c. of
water and 1750 grms. of glycerin, and 6000 grms. of zinc

aside paste (1 : 1) are stirred in.

Green Printing Colour.—830 grms. of Green Lake tire

well mixed with 200 grms. of glycerin, 200 grms. of
jtragacanth (50:1000), and 800 grms. of blood albumin
[750:1000); passed through the mill ; and sieved.

J As these printing pastes have a great tendency to stick

[bin the engraving of the printing rollers, revolving brushes
iUre fitted to remove the residual colour from the rollers.

The resists are printed on the white cloth, and the latter is

[[.hen passed into a hot chamber to coagulate the albumin in

Lrder to prevent the running of the colour in the subse-
,nuent padding. If the cloth is dried at a low temperature,

t i- passed for a few minutes through the Mather Piatt,

il'hc padding with aniline liquor is best done in a tivo-

1
roller padding machine, the lower roller alone dipping
into the padding bath. The printed cloth is passed between

i'he

rollers with its printed side downwards, atal in order to

;et a thorough impregnation, is pressed against the lower
oiler by a smaller roller which is fixed a short distance 1

rom the gripping place. The after-treatment of the

aaterial in the hot flue and chrome-bath is the same as

sual.—A. B. S.

English Patents.

[ulttple-Plg Woven Fabrics; Apparatus for Treating— with Adhesive Compound. VV. P. .Smith, Buffalo,

U.S.A. Eng. Pat. 13,471, June 14, 1904.

[ultii'Le-ply woven fabrics are first heated and stretched

ya passage between a series of heated rollers, each pair of
hich, after the first, has a greater velocity than the

receding pair. The fabrics are then passed between a
air of heated rollers, by means of which they are treated

ith a " filling composition," the object of the process being

) produce machine belting.—E.B.

'leaching Textile Materials ; Process for . O. Venter,

Chemnitz, Germany. Eng. Pat. 15,305, July 9, 1904.

t order to obtain more even bleaching, the fabric is

cposed to the action of the bleaching liquid in vacuo,

a completely spread out condition, without longitudinal

Ids, e.g., hung loosely over a number of rollers fixed at a
ort distance from one another. Ozonised air or liquid

r can be used when necessary to facilitate the bleaching.

—T. F. B.

Hscharge of Halogenaied Indigo Colouring Matters-
J. Y. Johnson, London. Prom Badische Anilin nnd Soda
Fabrik, Ludwigshafen-on-Hhine, Germany. Eng. Pat.

1867, Jan. 25, 1904.

IE U.S. Pat. 760,817 of 1901 ; this J., 1904, 659.—T. F. B.

rying or Carbonising of Fibrous or other Material;
Machinery for J. Fielden, Kochdale, Lanes. Eng.
Pat. 23,607, Oct, 31, 1903.

IS machine consists of a drying chamber furnished with
oving carriers for the material, and heated by a hot-air

ast. The material is fed into the tube of the hot-air

pply by means of a light roller, which is arranged in

tides, so as to rise and fall according to the thickness of the

Iterial which is fed into the machine. In its lowest position

is roller entirely shuts the feeding inlet and so prevents

e entry of cold air, and it only rises sufficiently for the

iterial to pass. A pair of squeezing rollers can also be
ed so as to close the inlet, the material passing between
?m being thrown into the air pipe by a stripper working
ide the machine. The conveyers consist of horizontal

)'S, which are moved to and fro by connecting rods
rking with eccentrics.—A. B. S.

United States Patents.

Dyeing, Sec. ; Apparatus for . O. Venter, Chemnitz,
Germany. U.S. Pat. 774,407, Nov. 8, 1904.

See Eng. Pat. 15,395 of 1904, preceding these.—T. F. B.

Dry-Cleaning Garments; Process of . L. E. Barbe,
Paris. U.S. Pat. 774,025, Nov. 1, 1904.

See Addition, of Nov. 5, 1902, to Fr. Pat. 321,542 of 1902
this J., 1903, 794.—T. F. B.

French Patents.

Straw Plait i Processfor Producing Two-coloured Effects
on by Means of Sulphide Di/estuffs. L. CasSella
et Cie. Fr. Pat. 3:19,039, Sept. 12,' 1903.

See Eng. Pat. 20,324 of 19u3 ; this J„ 1904, 932.—T. F. B

Dyeing Yarn; Vat for , with Dei-ire for Putting in

and out of Gear a Windlass which Removes the Material
to be Dyed from the Vat. E. I. Heuser. Fr. I 'at

3if,030, -May 3, 1904.

See Eng. Pat. 2062 of 1904 ; this J., 1904, 982.—T. F. B.

Cooling Metallic Dye Vessels; Apparatusfor .

< ',. i'.ath. Fr. Pat. 344,294, June 27, 1904.

A peri or mi. pipe is fixed near the top of a metallic dye
vessel, from which cold water is sprayed upon the outside
of the vessel, for the purpose of rapidly cooling the dye-
bath contained in this, after it has been heated in the course
of use.—F. B.

Printing Warp Yarns; Process and Apparatus for .

A. Hofmann. Fr. Pat. 344.740, July 9, 1904. Under
Internat. Conv., July 10, 1903.

See Eng. Pat. 24,387 of 1903; this J., 1904, 59.—T. F. B.

Sizing Yarns [on Bobbins']. F. Moller-Holtkamp.
Fr. Pat. 344,471, June 30, 1904.

Yarns are wound upon bobbius, and are sized thereon by
means of a composition of thinner consistency than usual,

which is forced into them by centrifugal action.—E. B.

VI.- -COLOURINO WOOD, PAPER,

LEATHER. Etc.

French Patent.

Printing Paper Intermittently ; Apparatus for .

J. Grantil. Fr. Pat. 344,380, June 15, 1904.

The pattern

—

-e.g., a rciulti-coloured one—to be reproduced,
is engraved upon the requisite number of printing roller?,

of the same circumference and geared together as usual,

which ar<- arranged round the cyliuder of a priutiag machine
at such a distance from this that they come into contact

with a raised portion extending around it to a length equal

to the circumference of the rollers. As the paper to be
printed passes through the machine, those parts of it which
lie upon the raised portion of the cylinder during each revo -

lution of this, become printed, whilst a length, corre-

sponding with that of the unraised portion of the

cylinder, remains unprinted between every two successively

printed lengths.—E. H.

VII.-ACIDS, ALKALIS, AND SALTS.

Perborates j Action of Boric Acid on Alkaline Peroxides.

G. F. Jaubert. Comptes rend., 1904, 139, 796—798.

When 248 grms. of boric acid are mixed with 78 grms. o^
sodium peroxide and added gradually to 2 litres of cold

water, the mixture dissolves at first, but later, ., crystalline

substance separates out, which may be filtered oil 1 dried

at a moderate temperature. This substance, when titrated

with pel inauganate solution shows 4' 17 per cent, of active

oxygen, corresponding with the formula Na._.B,O
s -f- lull i >

;

the author terms it " perborax." It dissolves in water to

the e>!ent of 42 grms. per litro at 11° C. Its aqueous
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solutions have mi alkaline reaction and contain free hydrogen

peroxide ; they are fairly stable at the ordinary temperature.

When one-half of the sodium of perborax is saturated with

a mineral acid, a crystalline precipitate of sodium perborate

rates out; this salt has the composition corresponding

ili( K + 4HjO. Crystalline sodium perborate is a very

-table substance and can be preserved indefinitely at the

ordinary temperature. It is less soluble than perborax, but

dissolves readily, with slight decomposition, in water at

50°—60° C. ; vigorous evolution of oxygen takes place at

100° C. The cold aqueous solution of sodium perborate

possesses all the properties of hydrogen peroxide, and the

new salt affords a convenient means for tile rapid prepara

tion of that reagent. When powdered sodium perborate is

added gradually to 50 per cent, sulphuric acid and the

liberated boric acid is filtered off through guneotton, a very

strong solution of hydrogen peroxide, at a strength of

150—200 volumes, is obtained.—J. F. B.

Sodium Hydrosulphite [Hyposulphite]; Action f

upon Metallic Salts. Second Communication. Q.Brunck.
Annalcii, 1904, 336, 281-298. (See also this J., 1903,

710.)

The author has extended his investigations to the actiou of

sodium hydrosulphite upon the salts of aluminium, indium,

thallium, titanium, germanium, zirconium, tin, lead, arsenic,

antimony, bismuth, chromium, moljbdenum, tungsten,

uranium, manganese, iron, nickel, cobalt, palladium, plati-

num, selenium, and tellurium. A survey of the general

results shows that the hydrosulphite may react upon the

salts of the metals in two different ways
: in some Cases it

acts as a very powerful reducing agent, whilst in oilier ' ases

it precipitates the sulphides of the metals, so far as ihese

are capable of existing under the conditions in question,

frequently the direction of the reaction is determined by

the conditions. The precipitation of sulphides takes place

most readily in the case of the metals highest in the

electrochemical series ; these sulphides would appear to be

the products of the decomposition of the corresponding

hydrosulphites ; their formation requires a certain time, and

in many cases (e g„ zinc, cadmium, and tin) the hydrosul-

phites or their double salts can be isolated. Towards the

salts of the metals at the electropositive end of the Eevies,

sodium hydrosulphite acts primarily as a reducing agent,

but an excess of the reagent often causes the formation of

sulphides, especially in presence of heat or excess of free

acid. In these cases, however, the primary action is the

reduction to metal, which is subsequently converted into

sulphide by the action of hydrosulphuious acid, e */., in the

rave of copper. The instability of the reagent has hitherto

prevented its use in analytical chemistry, but the sub-

stance is now obtainable in the dry state, in the form of a

white powder containing 96 per cent, of the pure salt, in bich

kee] s well in a closely-stoppered bottle.—J. F. B.

Nitrogen ; Automatic Apparatus for the Absorption <

from (iti.st'uus Mixtures. F. llenrich. Zeit

angew. Chem.. 1904, 17, 1755—1757.

The construction of the apparatus is shown in the tigur

In order to fill it with the gaseous mixture contains
nitrogen, the vessels A, and As, are filled up to the eapillai

lubes with mercury, by opining the screw-clamps nuiubere

I to 8, and raising the reservoirs li, and 11.,. The threi

way cock !•' is then put in communication with the gal

holder, and the clamp 9 opened, whereby the gas flow

into Aj, forcing out the mercury through the sipho

K into l
T

. Mercury is now run into li, from (
', the threi

way cock being turned till it communicates with the U-tul
<i... whilst the clamps 8, 4, 3, and 1 arc opened, and :

5, and 7 are closed. When A, is about hall-filled wit

mercury, the clamp '.» is closed, hut the mercury is allows

to run in until A s
is filled up to the capillary tube. 'IT

stream of mercury from (' is then cut otf, the clamp .'t

closed, 2, 6, and 7 are opened, ami the gas in A, is dii

charged through II and .1 by raising 1!,. When tl

mercury in A, reaches the capillar;, tube, the clamps
and li are closed, and the series of operations is repeat!

several times, to expel all air from the apparatus. If onl

a small quantity of the gaseous material is available, A
tided with mercury up to the clamp 1, and A., up to tl

three-way cock, F, and the apparatus i- then evacuated t

means of the mercury pump before admitting tin- n
When beginning the absorption of the nitrogen, A.| and I

should be about half-filled with the gaseous mixture. Tl

clamps 3 and 7 are closed, 1. 2, li, J, I, and S are opcnei

and mercury is run fairly rapidly from C into 1!.
:

. where!
the gas is forced from A, through the tube II contain!
Ihe heated mixture of lime and magnesium, into A,. Whe
the siphon E overflows, the gas is drawn rapidly from t

back to A.,. It is then again forced from A., to A, by tl

mercury flow iog from C into II... and so on. If nece&SM
a little air may he blown into d, or the rubber tub ng
may be pinched in order to completely expel the no icui

from 1". each time the siphon acts. At suitable inter™
the clamps are so manipulated that the gas is forced ]

pas> through K in order to free it from moisture, &c.
—A.S.

To Water Pump —

Soda- Gasholder and
Drying Apparatus
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Oxygen; Withdrawal of by Platinum. E. Goldstein.
Bcr. 1904, 37, 4147—4148.

Wohler's experiments (this J., 1903, 1246) on the oxida-

tion of platinum, required for the most part many days or

even weeks. The author has been able to show the same
reaction is a much shorter time. The absorption of oxygen
in vacuum tubes containing it, ami tin- deposition of a fiim

mi the glass (uo doubt platinum oxide, because different in

appearance from the platinum film similarly deposited iu

a hydrogen tube) was long ago observed, but usually pro-

ceeds very slowly. This absorption, however, goes on very
rapidly if the platinum cathode be heated almost to white-
ness, either by the discharge alone, or by the diseharge

.aided by a current from accumulators. Iu two or three

minutes all the oxygen iu a ."'0—100 c.e. tube thus dis-

appears ; the tube soon shows Rontgcu effects, and shortly

all discharge ceases. In an air tube a minute is sufficient

to remove all the oxygen, and leave a residue giving the

•spectrum cf pure nitrogen. This method can be used to

remove traces of oxygen from a pas. Whether the wire

oxidises and the particies of oxide are then cast off,

or whether metallic panicles are cast off and these fine

particles are oxidised, is not yet decided. This oxidation

connects itself with the author's former observation that

during discharge the oxygen in vacuum tubes is converted
into ozone.—J. T. D.

Sulphates : Volumetric Determination of Soluble .

M. Monbaupt. XXIII. page 1161.

Sulphates and Chlorides ; Use of the Chromates of Barium
and of Silver in the Determination of . L. W.
Andrews. XXIII., page 1162.

Perchlorate ; Reduction [Determination] of- in the

Wet Way. B. Sjollema. XXIII., page 1162.

Strontium : Microchcmical Detection of , and Strontium

Chromate. W. Autenrieth. XXIII., page 1161.

.Acetates, Cuanides, and Lithium; Methods fur the Detec-
tion of" . S. R. Benedict. XXIII., page 1161.

Carbon Dioxide ; Decomposition of by Light.

A. Bach. XXIV, page 1164.

Carbonic Acid ; Manufacture of . J. Leslie, Belfast,
Ireland. U.S. Pat. 774,092, Xov. 1, 1904.

See Eng. Pat. 9142 of 1903 ; this J., 1903, 1130.—T. F. B.

Ammonia from Distillation Gases; Processfor Extracting
. 15. Brunck. Assignor to the Firm of Franz

Brucck, Dortmund, Germany. U.S. I'at. 773,784, Xov. 1

1904.

See Eng. Pat. 8287 of 1903 ; this J., 1903, 795.—T. F. B.

Lime ; Apparatus for Slaking . B. C. White,
Pittsburg, Pa. U.S. Pat. 773,834, Xov. 1, 1904.

I'm: machine comprises two horizontal connected end com-
partments, and an intermediate compartment formed of two
exterior and of two intermediate end walls, cast integral
with each other, and having sheet-metal shells interposed
between, connected at their end margins with the exterior
and intermediate end walls. Rotating shafts carrying
beaters extend longitudinally through the two end comparf-
nicr.T-.—E. S.

x Oxia and Ammonia ; Recovering [from
Nickel-Ammonium Chloride]. H. A. Erasch. Xew York
I S. Pat. 773,1 36, Xov. I, 1901.

Xn ic
i

i -ammoxicm chloride is " distilled " in presence of

j

a dehydrating agent, such as a solution of calcium chloride
saturated with sodium chloride. The resulting ammonium
chloride with "the distilling fluid" from the precipitated
nickel oxide rs removed, treated with lime, and again dis-
tilled, the ammonia being recovered ami nickel oxide pre-
cipitated. The process is repeated with fresh portions of
nickel-ammonium chloride ar-d lime, the " distilling fluid

"

being constantly enriched " with calcium chloride to any
desired degree before finally removing it from the process."

ipare U.S. Pat. 762,87'J, June 21, 1904; this J., 1904,
730.—E. S.

French Patent.

Alumina ; Manufacture of . Cie. des Produits
( 'himiques d'Alais et de la Camargue. Fr. Pat. 339,049
Sept. 19, 1903.

See Eng. Pat. 19,924 of 1904 ; this J., 1904, 1088.—T. F. B.

English Patents.

Discharging Corrosive Acids and other liquids from
Carboys and other Receptacles, by Pneumatic Pressure ;

Means for . E. H. and C. (i. Boutcher. En<r. Pat.

82,845, Oct. 22, 1903. I., page 1 139.

Metallic Oxides; Process for the Preparation of by
Direct Combustion of the Metal, and Apparatus therefor.

L. Fink-Huguenot, Paris. Eiil'. Pat. i0.797, Sept." 27,

1904. Under Internat. Conv., April 19, 1904.

SeeFt. Pat. 342,432 of 1904; this J., 1904, 936.—T. F.B.

J3arium Manganate : Manufacture of a A. Tixier,

l;. Cambier. and C. E. Adnet, Paris. Eng Pat. 28,585,

Dec. 29, 1903.

See Fr. Pat. 337,629 of 1903 ; this J.. 1901, 4S9.—T. F. 1:.

Air and Gaseous Mixtures; Method of Separating
into their Elements, and Apparatus therefor. Soc. 1'Air

Liquide (Soc. Anon, pour l'Etude et l'Exploitation des

Precedes G. Claude) and R. J. Levy, Paris. Eng. Pat.

12,358, May 31, 1904. Under Interna;. Conv., June 3,

1903.

See Fr. Pat. :!33,842 of 1903 ; this J., 1904, $23.—T. F. B.

United States Patents.

Sulphuric Anhydride ; Apparatus for Making . II.

Knietseh, Assignor to Badische Anilin und Soda Fabrik,

Ludwigshafen-on-Rhiue, Germane. U.S. Pat. 774,083,
Xov. 1, 1904.

See Eng. Pat. 15,947 of 1893 ; this J., 1899, J31.—T. F. B.

VIIL-GLASS. POTTERY, ENAMELS.

English Patents.

Quartz Glass from Quart: Sand, Silica, and the like;
Process for the Manufacture of . I. J. Bredel
Hoechst-on-the-Maine, Germanv. Eng. Pat. 20 879'

28, 19 '4.

Ski. Fr. Pat. 343,845 of 1904 ; this J., 1904, 1028.—T. F.B

Quartz Glass; Manufacture of Articles from —— . I. J
Bredel, Hoechst on-the-Maine, Germanv. En» Pat
20.88U, Sept. 28, 1904.

See Fr. Pat. 344.170 of 1904 ; this J., 1904, 1090.—T. F. B

United States Patent.

Pot-Furnace for Melting Glass. W. T. Xicholls, Wells-
burg, W. Va. U.S. Pat. 774,600, Xov. 8, 1904.

The furnace consists of a long narrow combustion chamber
of tunnel form with reversing regenerators connected to
opposite ends. A series of similar transverse pots with
closed tops are set in the furnace chamber with their ends
opening through the -\&e walls of the tunnel, each pot ha vino-

a feed-in opening at one side, and a work- cut opening ar
the opposite side, au-1 a trausver-e partition with a hole in
its lower part to allow glass to flow from what constitutes
the melting-chamber to the work-out chamber. The
furnace-chamber allows the gases to sweep from end to end
over the series 01 pots; means are arranged whereby the
glass is cooled in the work-out chamber.—A. G. L.

D 2
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IX.-BUILDING MATERIALS, CLAYS,

MORTARS AND CEMENTS.

Lim Hydraulic .. II. Seger ami E. I ramer.

Thonind. Z., 1004, 28, 1535—1536.

Tice proportions of lime and silica in the best hydraulic linns,

is such that whilst the burnt mass will set under water,

there is sufficient lime to slake the whole to fine powdet

The resistance of the product to water is not influenced bv

the quantity of alumina, but varies inversely with tbc

amount of lime present, Pr.dissociated silica reduces the

value of the article. The assumption of l.e Chatelier that

the racist suitable composition for hydraulic lime is 1 equiva-

lent of silica to 4 of lime, is not confirmed by practical

experience, a portion of the silica being left undissociated,

and the product consequently containing an excess of lime.

Iron oxide and alumina act as fluxes, and facilitate the

dissociation (if the silicates. The burnt lime is spread out

in a thin layer, sprinkled with water, and then piled into

heaps or hins for 10 days, the fine powder being sifted from

the lumps. These, known as " grappiers," consist of the

underburned and overturned portions, and when ground

are mixed to a small extent with the hydraulic lime, to

improve its water-resisting power, the rest being sold as

grappier cement. The value of this latter depends on

its content of calcium silicate; and too large a proportion

of underburned material renders it useless. The com-

position of grappier cement from La Farge is i silica,

31*10; alumina, 4'4:i: ferric --side, 2 1 5 ; lime, 58'S;i;

magnesia, 1mi9; alkalis; 0-94; sulphur trioxide, 0'60;

carbon dioxide, 1-28 per cent. Owing to the irregular

composition of these grappier cements, their use entails

the adoption of special precautions.—C. S.

Refractory Materials in Electric Resistance Furnaces.

F. A. J. FitzGerald. XI. A., page 1151.

English Patents.

Wood and other Fibrous and Porous Materials or Com-
pounds ; Solution for Treating [ Waterproofing] .

T. Gare, New Brighton, Cheshire. Eng. Pat 23,7*6,

Nov. 3, 1903.

Resin is first dissolved by heating with boiled linseed or

castor oil, after "which powdered vulcanised rubber or

rubber composition is added in small quantities at a time.

The mixture is then thinned, if desired, with petroleum,

turpentine, See., and applied to wood, cardboard, felt, or tbe

like, either by immersing the articles in the solution, by

forcing the solution through the material, or by simply

coating the surface with the solution, in which case B hot

roller may afterwards be passed over the surface. For

treating wood or cardboard, equal parts of rubber and

resin are mixed with 10 per cent, of boiled oil ; for treating

fibrous material like felt, the proportions of rubber and resin

are increased by 2"> per cent. In some cases, however,

particularly when using a good quality of rubber, the oil

may be omitted altogether. The quantity of ihinnina liquid

used varies with the degree of porosity of the material to be

treated.—A. G. L.

Refractory Material; Process of Manufacturing -
.

R. Middleton, Leeds, lug. Pat. 28,731, Dec. 31, 11"' I.

Portland cement is intimately mixed with 5 to 8 per cent.

of starch, in the form of a concentrated solution, the mixing

being preferably carried out in a steam-jacketed appa-

ratus. The mixture is then moulded under pressure, and

the resuliiie' bricks, slabs &o., are very carefully di ed,

alter which they are burnt.— A. (",. 1..

Bricks, Tiles. Slabs, and the like; Manufacture of .

i . li. ii, pson, Stourbridge, staffs. Eng. Pat. 28,738,

Dec. 81, 1903.

Wab*e pieces of glass, either alone or mixed with blast-

furnace slag, potsherds, pieces of earthenware or porcelain,

sand, or clay, are ground and moulded by pressure, with

or without preliminary damping, after which tlu-\ n

1. Hint for five hours at a temperature of 900° to IBM I

Daring the burning the articles are prevented from adhering
to each other by being enca-ed in a refractory powder,
e.g., ground flint or, preferably, a mixture of equal parts

of plaster of Paris and sand. In the case of very refrac-

tory materials, a flax, snch as waste flint glass, lead borates
or felspar, may be added to the mixture to promote
agglomeration. A composition giving good results is the

following:—500 kilos, of opal and window glass, 'J50 kilos,

of glazed chins potsherds, l'i{ kilns, of lead borate.

—A. G. L.

Slag Wool, Silicate Cott<m,or Mineral Wool ; Manufdm
inr, of . G. A. Nelson, trading as F. McNeill and
Co.. London. Eng. Pat. 427a, Feb. 2D, 1904.

As it is blown by tbe steam, air, or other pressure jet, the

slag wool is deposited on a vibrating travelling band sieve

or vibrating inclined riddle. By this means the different

grades of the wool produced are intermingled, and the
glassy particles, known as '• shot," are caused to fall

through the meshes of the sieve and separated.— A. G. L.

United States Patents.

Lim, : Apparatus for Slaking . B. C. White
U.S. l'at. 773,831, Nov. 1. 1904. VII., page

Fireproof Paint or Coaling. !'. R. Stowell, Portland,

I ml., Assignor to A. B. Nettleton, Chicago, III. 1" >

l'at. 77 1,003, Nov. 1, 1904.

The composition consists of about equal parts of finely-

powdered silicon carbide and " semi-liquid " water-glass

(sodium silicate), to which may he added calcium carbonate

in such quantity that the product ontains from 3 to 10 per

cent, of this substance.—A. S.

X.-METALLURGY.
Dri/ Air Blast ; Application of , to tin Manufacturi

of Iron. J. Gayley. [roh and Steel Inst, Oct. 1904

Tbe author has effected considerable economy in the

working of blast-furnaces by reducing the moisture in the

air blast to a low and practically constant amount. The
plant used for drying tin- air comprises two ammona
compressors (one in reserve), condensers, a refrigeratij

chamber, and a brim -tank. Tin- compressors are of the

following dimensions : high - pressure steani-evliiulers,

28t? ins. diain. ; low-pressure cylinders, 06 ins. diam,

compressor cylinder, 22' ins. diam.; stroke. 36 ins. Kaeh

compressor lias " a capacity of 325 tons ice-melting el! -ci."

Tin brine-tank contain- 20 coils of double piping, the

inner pipe ot '. ins. and the outer of .'! ins. diam., immersed

in a calcium chloride brine of sp. gr. 1'21. The brine

returning from the refrigerating chamber flows into the

top of the tank, and is then torrid by a pump through the

inner pipe, wherein it is cm led below 38° F. by the ammonia

flowing in the opposite direction through the annular space

between the inner and outer pipes. Tin- refrigerating

chamber contains Co vertical Hues of coils, in each of

which there are 75 pipes each •_"> feet long, the whole

representing 90,000 feet of 2-iu. piping. The pipes in , ach

vertical coil are placed in " staggered " position to insure

better contact with the air. The series ot coils is di.ided

into three sections. The cooled brine from the brim- tank

is fed into the coils through a l-in. "header," and discharges

into a (l-in " header," from which it passe* to a stand-pipe,

and thence back to tin- brine-tank. Air is forced into tbe

refrigerating chamber by a blower, and in order to secure its

uniform distribution, two electric tans are arranged in the

space beneath the coils. The air deposits its moisture in

the form ot water or frost on the lower pipes and as frost

on tin- upper pipes, and passes from the top of the chamber

to tin- blowing engine- of the bias! furnace at a temperature

of 32
c

F., or below, and with a practically constant conteSl

of moisture. To remove tin- deposited frost, the suppll pi

cold brine is cut off from several vertical lines of coil at a

tine-, and brine which ha- been heated by means of steam

i- forced through by an auxiliary pump for a short time

In practice it is sufficient to thaw the frost oil' the pipes

even- three daw \- -bowing 'In- economy effected by the
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use of the dry air blast, it is stated that prior to its employ-
ment, in a period of 11 days, the daily production of iron
in the blast furnace was 358 tons, with a consumption of
2,147 lb. of coke per ton of iron, whilst, utter the intro-

duction of the dry blast, in one period of 16 days, the
production of iron was 447 tons with a consumption of
1.726 lb. of coke per ton j and, in another period of
14 days, 452 tons of iron with a consumption of 1.721' lb.

of coke per ton. It was found necessary with the dry blast

to reduce the speed of the blowing engine, whereby the
•efficiency of the latter was increased by 14 per cent. When
tl.e blowing engines were working at 96 revolutions per
minute with the dried air, nearly 1 per cent, more coke was
burnt and 89 tons more pi;; iron were produced in 24 hours
than when the engines were working at 114 revolutions per
minute with ordinary air. The author estimates that the
savin;; in power consumption in the blowing-engine room
would nearly or quite compensate for the requirements of
the plant for drying the air. The gases from the furnace
for 10 days prior to the introduction of the dry blast con-
tained 22 -:t per cent, of carbon monoxide and 13 per cent,
of carbon dioxide, and bail an average temperature of
fe8 I. When the dry blast was used, the gases contained
19-9 per cent, of carbon monoxide and 16 per cent, of
carbon dioxide, and had an average temperature of 376° F.
Other advantages resulting from the use of the dry blast
»re : the reduction of the loss of ore dust in the escaping
furnace gases from 5 to 1 per cent ; the possibility, with the

kring in coke consumption, of the use of ores higher in

phosphorus in the manufacture of Bessemer iron ; the fact

that owing to the absence of irregularities in the working of
the furnace, the silicon can be kept low without increasing
the sulphur, in the manufacture of basic iron; and the
obtainment of a uniform product with respect to grade and
-composition. It is suggested that the application of the dry
blast to the Bessemer converter and in other processes
where air is used in large quantities, particularly in smelters
and copper converters, in the open-hearth furnace and in

cupolas, would also be advantageous. (See ling. Pats.

11,091 of 1900 and 19,933 of 1903. aDd Fr Pat. 344,399
of 1904; this J., 1901, 27 ; 1004. 22 and 1095.)—A. S.

fast Iron ; Use of Manganese Ore as a Desulphurising
Agent in the Smelting of —— . Wedemeyer. .Siahl u.

Eisen, 1901, 24, 1316—1321.

foxTRAiti to the statements of Eeusch (this J., 1902, 861.)

and Wiist (this J.. l'Ja i, 1294), the author finds that small
additions (1—-1 -4per cent.) of manganese ore in the cupola
furnace have little influence on the proportion of sulphur in

the iron produced. Larger additions (4— 4-."> per cent.)

prevent the transference to the iron of the sulphur contained
in the coke, hut do not remove any of the sulphur contained
in the pig iron used as raw material. The cost of desulphu-
risation by means of such large additions of manganese ore

is however, high, whilst at the same time the burning off
of the silicon and iron is favoured. Moreover, the sulphur
in the iron can be kept within the requisite limits by a
suitable addition of limestone, a much cheaper material
than manganese ore.—A. S.

Hard Steels ; Microstrurture of . W. J. Kurbatoff

.

II-- phys.-chem. Ges., Oct. 1904. Chem.-Zeit., 1904,
28, HOT.

Tin iction of different etching material- was first tried, to
'- i tain which was the most delicate. Solutions of nitric
and picric acids in water, alcohols, organic acids or anhy-
drides uere used, and it was found that the etching was
proportional to the ionisation. The most satisfactory re-
agent was a 5 per cent, solution of nitric acid of sp. gr.
1 -3 in isoamy] alcohol. By means of this, differences in
the structure of soft, brittle, and non-brittle steels, and
lamellar nickel-steels were shown. A mixture of 1 part of
a I per cent, solution of the same nitric acid with 1 part of
methyl, ethyl, and amyl alcohol coloured the troostite and
sorbite alone in 7—10 minutes. The hardness of austenite
crystals varies in the groups themselves. The micro-
structures of steels specially rich in carbon, containing
1-9 per cent., show (.1) that the. texture depends on the
different transformation periods of sorbite and cementite;
(2) that with high temperature-, troo-tite with dark crystals
on a bright ground results, with still higher temperatures,
bright crystals on a dark ground; (3) that the texture of
martensite alters in tempering

; (4) that on tempering at
high temperatures, troostite and cementite pass into ferrite
and cementite, the latter decreasing.— E'. S.

Gold Bullion; Notes on . A. ('.
( llaudet, lust, of

Mining and Metall., Bull. No. 2, Nov. 10, 1904.

The author recommends that bars of bullion from the
cyanide process, assaying below 800 fine, be " toughened "

before being exported. For this purpose the bars are
re-melted in clay crucibles holding 1000—2000 oz. of
metal, and the molten bullion is stirred up after addition of
sodium nitrate, the nitrate slag being removed by skimming.
Successive additions of nitrate are made until the slag
remains colourless. The cost does not exceed |—J<i. peroz.
of bullion. The nitrate slags may be dissolved and any gold
present collected from the residues, or may be re-melted, or
Used in melting the cyanide precipitate in the first instance.
The saving which might be effected by the mining com-
panies is shown in the following table, in which the total

fine gold in each case is taken as 500 oz. ; the price of
gold, 85s. per oz. tine : the penalty for cyanide bullion

under 800 and above 700 fine, a deduction of 3 mils, and
under Ton Hue. a deduction of 4 mils; refining charge (in
England), 2Jd. per oz. of gross bullion ; and melting
charge, ji/. per oz. of gross bullion.

Weight
ol liar in

Fine Gold.
Gross

Mell m^and
Total

Value per Loss per
assay, content- Penalty. Refining >> et ^ alue. oz. of fine

oz. in oz. Value. Charges. Charges. Gold. Gold.

£ £ s. d. e* £ ... /. £ s. d. £ .%-. d. d.
G25-1I si 10 500 2123 Nil 7 16 3 7 16 3 2U7 3 9 ii-;
7ir:i 71 ii 5(h 212a •1 7 6 S IS 15 (i II 2109 11 n i t a 4
68.V8 600 500 2125 8 10 10 s :; 18 18 3 2106 1 9 4-13 "•

\

1 'n 500 500 2125 s 10 12 10 21 2101 4 4 2 Si

'.'White Precipitate" formed in the Zinc Bo.res of the

Cyanide Works. A. Prister and B. Bay. J. Chem.
Metall. and Mining t>oc, S. Africa, 1904, 5, 75— 78.

The authors have made a fairly complete analysis of an
average -ample of the "'white precipitate" formed in the
*' weak " and " medium " zinc boxes of the cyanide works.
The results are given as follows :—Zinc potassium ferro-

cyanide, K2Zn3[Fe(CN)6]2, 10-45; zinc cyanide, 22-73;
zinc hydroxide, Zn(OH).: , 54-79 : copper oxide, 0- 40 ; ferric

oxide, 1-00; and silica, 1'03 per cent. Traces of calcium,

aluminium, cobalt, magnesium, gold, and sulphuric acid

were also detected. The loss on ignition amounted to
31-32 per cent, and probably consisted of moisture, includ-

—A. S.

ing that from the zinc hydroxide, and cyanogen from the
zinc cyanide, and the zinc potassium ferrocyauide. The
authors point out that it would be advantageous to pass
i

.

nils evolved when the " white precipitate " is treated

with dilute sulphuric acid in the "clean-up," through
working cyanide solution, in order to absorb the hydro-
cyanie acid they contain.—A. S.

Silver and Cadmium; Alloys of . T. K. Rose.
Froc. Roy. !>oc, 1904, 74, 218—230.

The properties of silver-cadmium alloys were investigated,

by determining freezing-point curves, and also micro-
graphically, with the view of ascertaining whether those
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richer in silver were more homogeneous than the corr--
ponding silver-copper alloys, and consequently better
adapted for making trial-plates to he used in testing the
fineness of silver coin and plate. The results are sum-
marised as follows

:
— 1. There is evidence ol the exist

of the compounds AgCd,, lg,i d \-( d, \-,cd ... AgsCd,
and Ag

<Cd. 2. Allpys containing — 2.". per cent, of silver
consist of crystals of AgCd, in a matrii of cadmium. These
containing 25— to per cent, are ci ystala of Ag2

( 'dJ na matri s
chiefly AgCd,. The alloy containing nearlj 50 percent ci -

sists of crystals of a silver-rich -ul stance in a matrix chiefly
AgCd

3 , which solidifies at -Ian ( ., nearly 300° below the
freezing point of the crystals, ["hose containing 50—60
per cent, consist, above -Il'ii C, of mixtures of two Bolid
solutions, one chiefly composed of AgCd, the other of
Ag

:l
Cd„, with traces of the eutectic freezing at 420 I .

Those containing above so p„r cent, are mixtures of two
bodies at temperature- between the liquidus an.l soli. ins

portions of the curve representing the equilibrium between
the solid and liquid constituents of the alloys, but tl.

unite to form a single solution at temperatures on the
olidns. 3. The alloys containing ovei BO per cent, of
silver do not segregate under ordinary con titions, and are
practically homogeneous and uniform. They are very
suitable for the manufacture of trial platen - J. T. D.

Sulphur in linns and Steels ; Xew Method for the Deter-
mination of . H. B. Pulsifer. XXIII., pa»e 1162.

Aluminium; Xew thefor . Elect. Review, 1904,

45, "0. V.. page llt:i.

English Patents.

Steel; Manufacture of . J. W. Duncan, Birmingham,
Eng. Eat. 20,468, Sept. 22. 1S04.

A known quantity of oxygen gas is mixed with the air-
blast before the latter enters the converter. Eor this
purpose an apparatus may be used in which an air-pump
for supplying the blast has an inlet valve for the air and a
balance valve for the supply of oxygen i mtained in a
valved reservoir, so that the mixture is, on the down stroke
of the piston, forced past a valve into a pipe leading to u
chamber whence it passes into the converter.—E. S.

Minerals; .Separation of from Ores and Gangue.
H. L. Sulman and H. V. Kirkpatriek-Picard, London.
Eng. Pat. 20,419, Sept. 22, 1903.

A current of steam, air, or other gas. charged with a
vaporised or atomised oil. is introduced, preferably into the
bottom of the finely-divided pulped ore. It is stated that
the minute oil globules, or the condensed vapours of volatile
oils, attach themselves to the metalliferous particles in
preference to the gangue, and float them up. when they
may be skimmed off the surface. Or the pulp may by
other means be brought into intimate contact with

'

and with air or other gas, while the oil is in a state of fin,'
division."—E. S.

Ores; Furnaces Jor Calcining or Boasting Mineral ,

and Desulphurising the .sum,. T. Edwards, Ballaiat
Australia. Eng. Pat 28,464, Dec. 28, 1903.

In a long, reverberatory furnace, with a plane hearth
sloped from the receiving to the discharging end. a Berne
rotating rabbles, disposed in two or more lines longitDi
pally, and geared so as to be driven in unison, have paths
intersecting on the furnace hearth. There are double
water passages int.,. through, and out of the rabbles wherei i

water is circulated, and covered passage-ways in the arch
of the furnace through which the rabbi.-- can be removed
and replaced.— K. s.

Ore Separators and Classifiers; Improvements in certain
Descriptions of . B. J. Swvnv and S. G. Plnck-
nett, Sydney, N.S.VV. Eng. Pat. 19,140, Sept. 5, 1904.

The inlet and outlet passage- of the separator are arran
over the perforated cover of a chamber into which WS
under pressure is introduced. The ore passes, togeth.
with water, down the inlet passage, and meets the jet-

water issuing through the perforated cover of the chamber
beneath, whereby the lighter particles of gangue are driven
upwards through the discharge passage, and are collected
on an inclined shelf, whil-t the heavier metalliferous particles-
settle into a channel leading to discharge spouts. E. S.

Sulphidesfrom their Ores; Apparatus to be used in the
Separation and Recovery of . J. 11. Gillies, Mel-
bourne, Australia. Kng. Pat. 20,159, Sept. 19, 1904.

Tde process used is that in which particles of sulphides in

powdered sulphide ores are acted upon by an acid or saline-
solution that may cause gas bubbles to "attach themselves
to such particle-, causing them to float upwards and be
thus capable of separation. The apparatus consists mainly
of a metal tauk, in the form of an inverted truncated cone,
surrounded by an outer jacket, and communicating at its

base with a funnel-shaped extension, leading t,, an outlet
pipe. The receptacle is constructed in the form of annular ,

-t< pe having a fall from their outer towards their inner
edges, and within it are arranged a number of annulai
and angular glass blocks, so as to form an annular series
of rings arranged one above another and held in position
by metal standards, and as a whole taking the shape ,,f

a filtering fuDncl or inverted cone. The tank i- sur-
mounted by a hood, down the outer inclined sides of
which the powdered ore is delivered and falls on to an
annular baffle, whence it falls step by step downwards
the tank having been filled with the chemical liquid
and heated by steam or otherwise. Tie sulphide par-
ticles to which gas adheres work upwards under the
annular blocks until they reach annular openings which
admit them into the body of the tank, where, losing
the gas, they sink, and are discharged by a flow of cold
liquid into a receptacle below. The dross, on the othei
hand, passes down between the jacket and the tauk to he
separately discharged. There is a ball-and-cock system to
maintain the level of the liquid in the tank, and there are
means for supplying cool liquid to carry oil I he solid pro-
ducts from the bottom of the apparatus without disturbing
the heated liquid above.— E. S.

Metals; Annealing , and Apparatus therefor. J. S. I..

Alexander and A. Shiels, both of London. Eng. Pat.
23,457, Oct. 29, 1903.

Tnn molten annealing bath used is mainly or wholh of
aluminium, the container of which is heated from a furnace
by flues arranged above as well as below the bath. The
temperature of the bath is maintained coustaut, either by
attention to the heater, or by means of a thermostatic regu-
lator inserted at about the normal level of the molten metal,
and operating a lever connected to a damper in the flue.

The container is mad, deeper at one end than at the other
end, so that the pipe or tube introduced for annealing may
not lie flat, but at au angle, and also that it may have a.

tendency to move from one side of the bath towards the
other side. Means are provided for introducing articles,

into, and moving them through, the bath.— I S

Zinc [free from Lead]; Extraction of . C. S. Brand,
Knowle, Warwick. Kng. Pat. 263. Jan. .'., 1904.

>n Fr. Pat. 341,345 of 19o4
;

this J., 1904, 827.—T. F. B.

Zinc [freefrom Lead] : Extraction of . C. S. Brand,
Knowle, Warwick. Eng. Pat. 8628, Feb. 13, 1904.

Si i l-'r. Pat. 341,346 of 1904 ; this J., 1901, 827.—T. F. B.

Melting Furnaces. II. .1. .! Charlier, Philadelphia, U.S.A.
Eng. Pat. 4884, Feb. 22. 1904.

See Fr. Pat. 340,62.". ,,f mm ; this J., 1904. S2..—T. F. B.

United States Patents.

Sheet Iron or Steel; Method of Treating . H. II.

(ioodsell, Leechburg, Pa. U.S. Pat. 774,069, No. I.

1904.

SEE Eng. Pat. 18,746 of 1901 thi- J.. 1904, 10D4.—T. F. B
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MeMlurgical Process [for Manufacture of Steel]. M. P.

Boss, Sun Francisco, Cal. U.S. Pat. '771,304, Nov. 8,

1904,

FiNFLY-divided iron ore is fed upon on inclined and heated

I hearth, discharging into a short vertical shaft, and thence

into ;i basin which receives the molten product. In the

heated hearth the ore: is subjected to the action of a Same
from a hydrocarbon, which is introduced in sufficient amount

to present " free " hydrocarbon gas to the reduced metal,

whereby it is converted into steel. Compare U.S. Pat.

782,263 to 732,269 inclusive, of June 30, l'J03; tins J.,

1903, 914.— E. S.

Centrifugal Separator [for Ores-]. F. B. Pettengill, Los
Angeles, Cal., Assignor to S. L. Kistler. U.S. Pat.

774.104, Nov. 1, 1901.

Tun separator comprises a fixed framework supporting a

movable frame to which a horizontal reciprocating motion

is imparted, with sudden stops ; and a rotating concen-

trating cylinder mounted in the movable frame, the frame

being provided with annular flanges surrounding the em's

of the cylinder, and forming therewith annular channels.

Inside the cylinder are stirring and lifting blades, which

rotate independently of, and more slowly than it. The
plane of revolution of the blades and cylinder is vertical.

1'he outer edges of the lifting blades are nearer the cylinder

than the inner edges, and portions of the blades extending

longitudinally have a sharp edge close to the surface of

the cylinder. Means are provided for feeding the ore-

pulp into, and for causing a cleansing liquid to flow

through, the cylinder. The concentrate is discharged

through the annular channel at one end and the gaugue
through the corresponding channel at the other end of the

separator.—A. S.

Slime; Process cf Filtering . II. 11. Cassel, New
York. U.S. Pat. 774,349, Nov. 8, 1904.

The slime-pulp is introduced into a tank containing filter-

cells connected to a suction-pump, and is simultaneously

agitated and circulated between the cells. The slime is

deposited in the form of a " thickened layer" on movable

mantles arranged at the sides of the filter-cells, any non-

adhering pulp being discharged through the bottom of the

tank, and introduced again at the top. Water is introduced

into the tank to wash out the " values " from the " thickened

layer " of adherent pulp, and finally this adherent pulp is

dislodged from the movable mantles by agitation, and

discharged through the bottom of the tank. Compare U.S.

Pat. 709.938 of Sept. 13, 1904 : this J., 1904. 939.—A. S.

Nickel Oxides ; Furnacefor Reducing and Smelling .

E. K. Maffett, Bayonne, N.J. , Assignor to International

Nickel Co., N.J.
"
U.S. Pat. 774,591, Nov. 8, 1904.

The furnace has an open-hearth smelting chamber from

Irwhich an elongated reducing chamber leads to the chimney.

{Charging openings are arranged lengthwise in the reducing

chamber, beneath which a flue extends, having a damper
at each end, and communicating with the chamber at its

rear end—E. S.

XL-ELECTRO-CHEMISTRY AND
ELECTRO-METALLURGY.

(A .)—ELECTRO-CHEM ISTBY.

I Cadmium Cell ; Report on the . H. S. Carhart, G. A.

Hamilton, E. B. Kosa, C. H. Sharp, and B. J. Aruold.

Chem. News, 1904, 90, 225—227.

JThe Committee appointed by the Board of Directors of the

American Institute of Electrical Engineers to inquire icto

(the preparation of materials for, and the construction of,

(the cadmium or Weston cell, have issued a preliminary

^report. Provisional specifications are given for the pre-

paration of mercury, cadmium sulphate solution, cadmium
imalgam, mercurous sulphate and the paste, and for the

construction and filling of the cell. For the cell prepared

in accordance with the specifications, the name "Weston
Normal Cell" is proposed. The recommendations include

the purification of mercury by treatment with a nitric acid

solution id' mercurous nitrate (Z. Phys. Chem., 33, 611),

and subsequent re-distillation in a vacuum at least twice
;

the preparation of pure cadmium sulphate by re-crystal-

lisiug tin; pure commercial salt, and selecting only the clear

crystals; and the preparation of cadmium amalgam aud
mercurous sulphate by electrolytic methods. The H-form of

cell is recommended. (See also this J., 1904, 665.)—A. S.

Aluminium Anodes; Colloidal Precipitation upon
W. B. Mott. Electroehem. Ind., 1904, 2, 444—447.

The loose incoherent aluminium hydroxide which is formed
at an aluminium anode in most electrolytes by the passage

of a current, adsorbs acid from the solution, forming a

hard, dense, insoluble solid of great insulating power. The
thickness of film which would bring about perfect insula-

tion, varies with different solutions. Electrolytes containing

acid radicals of high valency (citrates, phosphates, &c.)

give films of great specific resistance and high dielectric

strength, consequently such films are thinner, and less

coulombs are required for their formation.— It. S. H.

Refractory Materials in Electric Resistance Furnaces.

F. A. J. FitzGerald. Electroehem. Ind., 1904, 2,
439—444.

The author deals chiefly with the applications of " silico-

C&rbides," which are couipouunds of silicon and carbon,

sometimes with oxygen, and are characterised as being

amorphous and highlv refractory j they can be converted

into crystalline carborundum at a very high temperature.

It is shown that the heat conductivity of these materials

is greater than that of good firebrick, so that they are more

suitable as a lining for the latter than for replacing it

entirely. The electrical conductivity of the heated material

is not sufficient to cause much leakage of current when it is

used as a furnace lining, at any rate for such temperatures

at which it is otherwise suitable. Various methods of

moulding and forming articles from silico-carbides are de-

scribed. Clue, dilute sodium silicate solution and tar

may be used as binding agents according to the particular

application in view. For articles of great mechanical

strength it is preferable to frit the material together by

oxidation, a temporary binding agent, finch as glue, being

employed ; the process requires prolonged heating since the

oxidation is slow. Carborundum, which is to be preferred

for the higher temperatures, may he formed into articles

by similar methods or by " re-crystallisation," which is

effected by heating the moulded material in the electric

furnace to the temperature of its formation, when the grains

are found to adhere strongly. The paper concludes with a

description of methods suitable for the analysis of the silico-

carbides.—H. S. 11.

Flours; Bleaching of , by Electricity. Balland.

XVIII. A., page 1157.

United States Patents.

Electrode ; Storage Battery , and Process of Making
Same. E. A. Sperry, Cleveland, Ohio. U.S. Pat.

77:'.,0*5, Nov. 1, 1904.

C u: i lOK atf. of lead produced by precipitation electrolytically,

from a solution of a lead salt, is roasted to expel carbon

dioxide and leave a highly porous mixture of oxides of lead,

consisting of equal parts of litharge and minium. Theoxides

are mixed with a soluble substance capable of combining

with and hardening the lead oxides, and the mixture is

applied to a grid or support. The soluble substance is

dissolved out, thereby leaving relatively la feeder-pores

extending through the porous active material. ' N.

Funnier ; Electric . C. P. Steinmetz, Schenectady.

N.Y., Assignor to General Eiectric Co., New STork. U.S.

Pat. 773,821, Nov. 1, 1904.

See Eng, Pat. 15,920 of 1900 ; this J., 1901, 977.—T. F. B.
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Kiln ; Electric . F. E. Dickinson, Kendallville, Ind.

i ,S. Pat 773,853, Nov. 1, 1904.

Tni' body of the kiln includes a treating chamber :it its

interior with an adjacent heating chamber, or with a Si

of hcitinp chambers or boxes ;1 t its base. An auxiliary

perforated tloor is spaced from the base of the kiln, sn as

id form return flues communicating with the bottom of

. i o 1 1 beating chamber, the auxiliary floor extending into

each heating chamber. Walls or partitions extend up-

wards from the auxiliary floor, forming flues leading from
each beating chamber, and discharging into the top of the

treating chamber, each wall also separating the treating

• 'lumber from one of the heating chambers. Electrodes are

arranged within each heating chamber, and produce an are

or-arcs for heating thegases,SO as to cause a circulation

through the tt< ating chamber and back to the heating

chambers. Means are used for controlling tin circulation,

and for preventing the admission of air for the support of

combustion, and a continuous circulation of the sain.* air

is thus maintained through the several parts. An adjust-

able inlet to each heating chamber provides the hitter with

air, and an adjustable outlet in the return flue displaces a

portion of the circulating gas.—B. N.

Accumulator Plates ; Procees of Electrolytically Producing
Lead Peroxide Layers upon Positicc . J. Diamant,
Baab, Austria. U.S. Pat. 774,049, Nov. 1, 1904.

Sice Kng. Pat. 6954 of 1903 ; this J., 1904, 376.—T. F. B.

Electrolytic Apparatus. A. Rrichaux, Brussels. Assignor
to the Solway Process Co.. Syracuse, N.Y. U.S. Pat.

774,2::n. Nov. 8, 1904.

-ee Kng. I'at. 7471 of 1898 ; this J., 1S99, 370.—T. F. B.

Flour; ^Electric] Process of Treating [Bleaching, $c.

. J. M. Williams. U.S. Pat. 769,522, Sept. 6, l

XVIII. A., page 1158.

( B.)—ELECTRO-METALLURGY.

Lead, Commercial ; [Electrolytic Determination of I in-

purities in — ]. A. Hollard and h Bertiaux, XXIII.
page 1 li'.2.

Tin; ( 'oiniuercia/. ftmi its Alloys ; Analysis of .

A. Ilollard and L. Bertiaux, XXIII., page 1162.

English Patent.

Electrical Separation of Granular Materials ; Process of,

and Apparatus for the . F. < >. Scbneile, Frankfort-

on-the-Maine. Eng. Pat. 13,489, June 14, 1901. Under
Intern: t. Conv., June 15, 1903.

See Fr. Pat. 34 4,008 of 1904 : this J., 1904, 1098.—T. F. B.

French Patent.

Zinc; Processand furnacefor the Electrical Extraction of I

. A. Edelmann and \. Wallin. Fr. Pat. 344,831',
j

July 10. 1904. Under Internat. Conv., July 23, 1903.

Sir Eng. Fat. 1G.205 of 1904; this J., 1904, 1035.-T. F.ll.

XI1.-FATTY OILS, FATS, WAXES,
AND SOAP.

I'als; Enzymic Hydrolysis of . S. Fokin. (hem
Rev. l'ett-u. Harz-Iud.. 1904.11, 118—120; 139— 141

;

1G7— 170; 193—195; 224-r-226 j ^44— J47.

There is no difference in the enzymic action of different

varieties of castor seeds, the same amount of fatty acids

being liberated from almond oil by seeds from different

garden varieties and from the ordinary castor plant. Nor
does keeping the seed for a longtime appear to have anj
perceptible Influence on its enzymic activity. Variatio

in the temperature between 20 and :;."i i
. have also uo

influence on the results in the case of tiqnid fats, but wbi

treating solid fats it is advisable to keep ;he temperatur
n< ar the higher limit, I lonn ti in, Hover, and Wartenberg,

I (tbis J., 1902, 1J41) that the amount of wati

required to obtain the maximum of hydrolysis stood in

relationship to the amount of fat, but the author concludes
that the quantity of seeds is the determining factor. If too
much water be added, the excess is speedily separated from
the emulsion, and the amount retained by the seeds can be
calculated fairly closely. Thus in four experiments in which
the proportions of seeds were as 8:4:2:1, the amounts
of water in the seeds aid emulsion were as the re-

spective square roots of these numbers arranged iu similar

ratio. \s regard- the influence of the amount of water
on the yield of fntty acids, the author concludes that when
the castor seeds are used in the proportion of 20 to 40 per
cent, the influence of this factor is not very great, but that

mth smaller amounts of seeds (5 per cent.), variation in ihu
proportion of water has much more effect, this being
attributed to the readiness with which small amounts of

seed separate from the emulsion. If 40 per cent, of water
be used (with 5 per cent, of aeed) the glycerin solution will

have a concentration of about 20 per cent., whilst if the

water used for washing be included, the concentration will

he about 7 to 8 per cent. The glycerin requires purification

from albuminoid matter.-, &c. The concentration of the
acid (sulphuric, hydrochloric, ,v.e.i, must fall within the
limits of N/20 to X 12o. corresponding to the limits (of

seeds employed) 5 to 40 per cent. With small amounts of
acid the process is slow, whilst a concentration greater than
N lo may completely destroy the enzymic action of the
seed. When the mass is properly mixed the quantity of

seed used has no influeuce. at all events within the limits of
5 and 40 per cent. Under the proper conditions, a yield

of 90 to 95 per cent, of fatty acids can be obtained within

two to three days. The more thorough the mixing and the

greater the amount of fat used the higher the yield of fatty

acids. Solid and old (rancid) fats are not so readily hydro-
lysed. The hydrolysis can be started by means of carbonic
aeid or by the addition of free fatty acids. The nature of
the oil or fat makes little difference, except in the case of,

those containing fatty acids of low- molecular weight. The
author states that the fatty acids obtained by this process

are susceptible of being rapidly bleached. It is not easy to

separate the aqueous glycerin solution from the residue of
seeds. The author was unable to obtain the enzyme iu the

form of a solution. Attempts to use pancreatic juice in a
technical process were unsatisfactory, the objections being the

cost, the slowness of the hydrolysis, and the constant attention

needed for the addition cf fresh alkali. Moreover, the linal

products are inferior to those obtained by the castor seed
process, and the glycerin can only be separated by salting

out with sodium chloride and alkaline lyes, and is then

much more impure than that separated from ordinary soap
lyes. (See also this J., 1904, 259, 614).— ('. A. M.

Copra Oil; Saponification of by Cytoplasm. E.
[Irbain, I.. Saugon, and A. Feige, Bull. Soc. ChimJ
1904, 31, 1194—1198.

I'll-: presence of free fatty acids in copra oil appears to exert

a retarding influence on the saponifying action of cytoplasm.
The rate of saponification is found to vary directly with the

mean molecular weight of the free fatly arids piescnt. It

was ascertained, by arresting tin- saponification at different

times, that the saponification value of the neutral fatly oil

remaining, anil also the molecular weight of the fats formed
was practically const ant throughout the operation, whence
it is concluded that the saponifying action of the cytoplasm
is independent of the nature of tin- glyceride. This is

contrary to the conclusion of Connstein, Hover, and
Wartenberg (this .1.. 1902. 1542), viz., that the g'lycerides

of the lower tatty acids were the last to be saponified, but

this conclusion was based merely on tie saponification of

tributyrin ; in this ease it is pointed out that it is the

butyric acid which retards saponification, and experimeutl

are described which • how that iu the presence of 10 per

cent, of butyric acid (on the weight of oil used) no saponi-

fication was effected in 24 hours.— T. E. I!.

Borneo Tallow ; Composition of . J. Klimont.

Monatsh. f. Cheni., 1904, 25, 929—932.

BoRNl i. tallow is the name given to the fat obtained from
the fruit of different varieties of Ihpttrvt arpus. The fat
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examined by the; author was hard, of a greenish-yellow
colour, and gave the following numbers : —Acid value, 15 • 8 ;

saponification value, 1940; iodine value, 30-1; and
m. pt., 34' j" to 34-7° C. A solution of the fat in ether
yielded a crystalline deposit (with iodine value 31-3), when
cooled to 16° C. On recrystallising the fat from acetone,
after removal of free fatty acids, a compound crystallising

in needles was eventually obtained. This melted at 14
:

C.
(37 ('. after once melting), and had a saponification value
of Inn -4 and iodine value of 28" 6, and an elementary
composition agreeing with the formula of oleodistearin,
UjlI.-.-C,, I

;

: , :

,<> 2 .(X. 19H36 < )•>).,. Further crystallisation of the
substances retained in the mother liquid yielded products
with relatively high saponification values (213, 218). From
one of the fractions with saponification value 198, oleo-
dipaluiitin (m. pts., 33°— 34° (. and 28°—29° C.) was
isolate 1. It was also concluded that glycerides of still lower
fatty aeids combined with unsaturated acids were present in

the other fractions.

Cacao Butter.—In addition to the oleodistearin found
bj Fritzweiler an oleodipalmitin has been separated from
this fat by the author.—C. A. M.

Cottonseed Oil ; Detection of in Olive Oil.

E. Milliau. XXlIi.,' page 116:;.

Degras ; Notes on the Analysis of
XXIII., page 1103.

G. Baldracco.

Cholesterol; ZV ew Reaction of . < '. Xeubcrg and
D. Kauchwerger. XXIII., page 1163.

English Patent.

Fnls or Fatty Substances or the like; Cooling Melted
. A. E. Ivesou, Gainsborough, and A. K. Wilson,

Brighton. Eng. Pat. 25,868, Nov. 26, 1903.

The (at is heated until liquid or semi-liquid and subjected
in a stream to the action of a blast {e.g., of chilled air),

which projects it in a state of fine division on to a cooling
surface, such as the periphery of a rotating drum, from
which it is subsequently scraped. The stream of melted
fat may fall vertically and meet the blast issuing from a
nozzle at right angles. Claim is also made for special
apparatus for this process, which is stated to effect uniform
cooling of the fat and to a large extent prevent "seeding."

—C. A. M.

United States Patents.

Halogenised Fat ; Solidified , and Process of Making
same. H. Winternitz. Halle on the Saale, Assignor to
the firm of E. Merck, Darmstadt, Germany. U.S. Pat.
7 74,224, Nov. 8, 1904.

.See Eng. Pat. 3130 of 1903 ; this J., 1903, 7,51.—T. F. B.

Liquids [Crude Glycerin] ; Process of Distilling .

W. E. tiarrigues, New Ifork. U.S. Pat. 774,171, Nov. 8,
1904.

To prevent decomposition, the liquid (glycerin, &c.) is

distilled in an atmosphere of steam. For this purpose the
aqueous vapours from a previous distillation may be con-
densed. This " sweet water " is evaporated at less than
atmospheric pressure ; the steam produced is superheated
rod injected into the crude glycerin, or the like, in the still.

The superheating is effected by the vapours rising from the
-till, the glycerin vapours, being simultaneously condensed,
giving off their heat to superheat the water vapour.

— C. A. M.
Glycerin ; Recovering from Spent Soap Lyes.

\V. E. Garrigues, New York. I'.S. Pat. 774,172, Nov. 8,
1904.

[Che liquid is neutralised with a mineral acid, and after
•eparation of the insoluble fatty acids it is concentrated and
hen freed from mineral salts and volatile fatty acids, and
he concentrated glycerin solution treated with an alkaline

jubstance and distilled. Thus the soap lye may be neutra-
i
ised with sulphuric acid, and aluminium sulphate added to
irecipitate the insoluble fatty acids. The filtrate from these

Is concentrated and the separated mineral salts removed,

after which barium chloride is added and then sufficient
sulphuric acid to liberate the volatile fattv acids combined
with the alkali. These acids are partially"enveloped in the
barium sulphate, with which they can be separated from
the liquid by filtration, whilst the remaining portion can be
expelled by evaporating the liquid in a vacuum evaporator.
Finally the solution is treated with sodium carbonate, and
the glycerin distilled.—C. A. M.

Feench Patent.

Fatly, Resinous, and other Substances ; Process and Appa-
ratus for Extracting by means of Hot Solvents,
without Pressure, and with as great Safety as in Methods
of Cold Extraction. F. Genoyer. Fr. Pat. 344,919,
July 18, 1904.

The material is extracted by means of a solvent heated to a
temperature below its boiling point. The apparatus claimed
loi purpose consists of a cylindrical extractor heated
by means of a steam coil and connected by means of a pump
with a lower reservoir containing the solvent. The tem-
perature withiu the extractor can be maintained at the
required point by the introduction of more cold solvent.
After the extraction the solvent is driven into an evapo-
rating vessel containing a steam coil, where it is evaporated
at a temperature lower than its boiling point. The vapours
are condensed in an adjoining vessel and the recovered
solvent falls into the reservoir, whence- it can be pumped
again into the extractor.—C. A. M.

Xm.-PIGMENTS, PAINTS ; RESINS,
VARNISHES ; INDIA-RUBBER, Etc.

(A)—PIGMENTS, PAINTS.

English Patents.

Oxidtoflron ; Kilns applicablefor Use in the Manufacture
°f • H. \Y. Hemingway, Walthamstow, Essex.
Eng. Pat. 23,550, Oct. 30, 1903."

The kiln is of the type described in Eng. Pat. 4001 of 1893
(this J., 1894, 163), in which the blocks of copperas to
be calcined are placed in a series of calcining pockets or
chambers having removable tile covers and hinged floors,
the hinges being formed as a single frame. According to
the present invention, the movable floor is " hinged to a
piece of stout piping," through which water is constantly
circulated, the effect of which is that the destruction of such
hinge by burning is prevented. The heating is conducted
on the regenerative system. There are passages for sup-
plying air and gas alternately to each of two sets of flues, the
front and rear flues alternating laterally with the calcining
chambers. The waste gases discharged traverse refractory
material, whereby in turn the incoming air is heated before
mixing with the gaseous fuel. There is special apparatus to
facilitate the charging of the kiln whh the blocks ofcopperas,
and the extremities of the calcining chambers are provided
with protecting curbs, having grooves into which iron covers
fit, in order to diminish the wear to which the brickwork
round the upper extremities of the calcining chambers is

subject.—E. S.

Lakes [fromAzo Dycstuffs~} ; Manufacture ofNew Colour
. H. E. Newton, London. From Farbenfabr. vorm.

F. Bayer & Co., Elberfeld, Germany. Eng. Pat. 1389,
Jan. 19, 1904.

SeeI'Y. Pat. 339,606 of 1904 ; this J., 1904, 713.—T. F. B.

United States Patent.

Fireproof Paint or Coating. E. II. Stowell, Assignor to
A. B. Nettleton. U.S. Pat. 774,003, Nov. 1, 1904. IX.,
page I

Feench Patent.

Colours ic ilk a Base ofMagnesium Carbonate (Giobertite).
Mme. la Princesse Kemidotf (nee O. Lapoukkiue). Fr.
Pat. 339,045, Nov. 26, 190.3.

The finely-powdered mineral, giobertite, can be used as
the base for colours intended to resist a high temperature
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on metallic surfaces, such as stoves or boilers. Oil varnish,

glue,&c. arc added according to the requirements.

—C.A. M,

(£.)—RESINS, VARNISHES.

English Patent.

Lac-Derivatives; Preparation of [J°r Lining Cans
for Preserved Food"]. W. s. Bucklin, Phalanx, N.J.,

U.S.A. Eng. Pat. 16,800, July 30, 1904.

The lac is heated in an inert medium, such ,,s water or

coal-gas, to a temperature above its melting point, so a~ \><

eliminate volatile constituents and leave a residue melting
at a higher temperature and not imparting any flavour to I

food. A suitable method consists of heating the lac in

water for 28 to 30 hours at a high pressure :md tempera-

ture (320° to 352" F.). Ordinary shellac thus treated

yields a tasteless product, which becomes slightly soft when
heated, but is capahle of resisting a very high temperature
(e.g., 590° to 000 E.) without charring or decomposing.
Certain other laes are converted into corresponding products
in a much shorter time. For coating the interior of cans,

&c. the substance is mixed in a finely-divided state

with alcohol (in which it is only partially soluble) and '

inert colouring matters, ecc. if required. The surface is

painted with this preparation, which, on evaporation of the
|

alcohol, leaves an adhesive coating of the solid material.

—C. A. .M.

United States Patents.

Linoleum; Manufacture of . L. W. Seeser, Raguhn,
Germany. U.S. Pat. 773,995, Nov. 1, 1904.

See Eng. Pat. 17,971 of 1903; this J., 1904, 9i>0.—T. F. 1!.

Cement [for Securing Linoleum and the like]. F. Suter,

Berlin. U.S. Pat. 774,286, Xov. 8, 1904.

The cement consists of molasses (e.g., 55 kilos."), asphalt

distillate (5 kilos.), rosin (25 kilos.), and alcohol (5 kilos),

with or without the addition of copal (10 kilos.).

— C. A. M.

French Patents.

Fatty, Resinous, ami other Substances ; Process and Appa-
ratus for Extracting by means of Hot Solvents,

without Pressure, and with as great Safeti/ as in Methods
of Cold Extraction. F. Genoyer. Fr. Pat. 344,919,
July 18, 1904. XII., page 1153.

Cement for Linoleum and similar Substances. F. R. Suter.

Fr. Pat. 344,820, July 15, 1904. Under Internal. Couv.,
July 21, 1903.

See U.S. Pat. 774,286 of 1904, preceding these.—T. F. B.

(C.)—INDIA-RUBBER, &c.

Latex- of Casti/lon Elastica ami its Coagulation.

C. O. Weber. Gummi-Zeit., 1904, 19, 101—104.

The author, in reply to de Jong and Tromp de Haas (this .1.,

1904, 990, 1036), maintains his view that the rubber is not

contained in the latex as robber, but in the form of a fluid en]

surrounded by an albuminous covering. That the covering

is albuminous and not cellulose or of a resinous nature is

proved by its giving the iodine reaction, no zinc iodide reac
tion, and in its being insoluble in alcohol. The author first

observed the fluid nature of the rubber under the microscope,

and verified it by slinking out with ether. On pressing the

cover-glass the albuminous sac bursts and the contents are

discharged, rapidly becoming a solid muss, owing, the

author considers, to a polymerisation process, which view

is confirmed by Harries' well-founded polymerisation of

myrcene and dimyn vne. as well as by the author's observa-

tions of the ethereal extract of thi Castilloa latex. De Jong
and Tromp also state that solidified latex of Castilloa raid r

is soluble in ether, but the author repeats his statement I

ether does not dissolve it. He has found that incom-
pletely polymerised india-rubber forms thick jellies with

ether, which he regards as emulsions, not solutions, whei

highly polymerised qualities are absolutely insoluble in that

solvent, simply swelling more or less. De Jong and Tromp
de Haas, on shaking out the latex or milk, with ether, ob-
tained 9 per cent, rubber solutions, which even then were
thick and could not be filtered, wbilst'thi author obtain' d

43 per cent, solutions, thin and easily filtered. The author
also confirms his statement tiiat Castilloa latex contains no-

tannic acid, but a considerable quantity of albuminous
matter, up to 7 per ceut. These bodies appear analogous
to the caseins, and gave a strong biuret reaction. De Jong
anil Tromp de Haas quite fail to appreciate the difference
between coagulation and precipitation, as they speak of
the coagulation of rubber by means of alcohol, acetone, &c.,
which is purely precipitation and simultaneous polymerisa-
tion. The author is convinced that the sample of rubber
examined by them cannot have been a genuine sample of

Castilloa elastica— J. Iv. II.

Caoutchouc; Study of Different Kinds of . Exami-
nation of some l.alejis in Sicily. U. Harries. BerJ
1904, 37, 3842—3848.

The author examined freshly-collected specimens of the

latex of Ficus magnolooides Borci and Fiats elastica.

Latex of Ficus magnol. Borci.—On extracting the latex

with ether a dark-coloured, aqueous liquid was left con-
taining a reducing sugar. The ethereal extract was
separated by filtration from mucoid matter, probably con-
sisting of albuminoid bodies, and, alter evaporation of the

ether, formed a bright yellow syrup, which on standing

partially crystallised. By repeated treatment with small

quantities of ether, the syrup was separated into a crystal-

line, oxygenated compound, (C| H18O)j, and a white, elastic

mas*, possessing all the propertie* of pure 1'ara caoutchouc,

except that when first isolated it was soluble in ether.

Latex of Ficus elastica.—This latex behaved in quite a
similar manner to the latex of Ficus tnagnol. Borci, except
that the oxygenated constituent. (C', 1I, ,,<)).>, had a lower
moleeubr weight, and was present in smaller amount. In the

latex of Ficus elastica the oxygenated compound and the

caoutchouc are present in about equal amounts, hut in the

latex of Ficus niagnol. Borci the oxygenated body forms
the chief constituent. The author concludes that Weber's,

view (see this J., 1903, 1200), that the rubber-yielding con-

stituent of the latex is probably an aliphatic diterpene,

I '.j.Hj., which is readily polymerised, has no sufficient basis.

(See also this J., 1904, 990, 1036.)— A. S.

India-Ilubber Articles ; Analysis of . W. Eseh and
A. Chwolles. XXIII., page 1163.

English Patent-.

Substitute for Lndia-Bubber ; Manufacture of an Improved
. H. Tiehsen, Berlin. Eng". Pat. 17,579. Aug. 12,

1904.

The rubber substitute is prepared by heating a solution of

amber resin in castor-oil with sulphur at a high temperature

(180 ('.), cooling the mass, and treating it first with ozone

and then with sulphur chloride in presence of a solvent,

such as benzol, and of calcium carbonate.— A. 8.

O « ; Process of Making a Substitute for [/''<'»»

Rubber'], and tin Articli Produced by sunt Process. H.

Birkbeck, London. From F. 11. Brooks, Baltimore,

I S. \ Eng. Pat. 21, 101, Oct. 1, 1904.

See U.S. Pat. 774,645 of 1904. following these.—T. F. BJ

United States Patents.

Cork Substitutes [from India-Jiubber] ; Process of Makinf
. F. H. Brooks, Baltimore, Md. I'.s. Pat. 774,645,

Nov. 8, 1904.

Rubher is dissolved in a suitable solvent, the solution

mixed with sulphur and then with a " pulverised base,'

aftei which the mass is heated at a low temperature to drive

off the solvent. The mixture obtained is moulded, and

Snail] vulcanised— A. ( i. L.
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Rubber ; Process for Reclaiming and Regenerating .

L. T. Petersen, Assignor to J. F. McGuire, AkroD, Ohio.

U.S. Pat. 774,727, Nov. 8, 1904.

'Vulcanised rubber is regenerated by heating it in a
10—15 per cent, solution of caustic soda to a temperature

Mar its boiling poiut, a pressure of about 200 lb. per sq. in.

'being applied, and then heutiDg it further with a solution of

a soluble hydrocarbon or hydroxv-h3'drocurhon (e.g., a
jl—10 per cent. s< lution of phenol) in a closed vessel,

•to a temperature of 300 D—375° F., whereby the fabric is

dissolved.—T. F. B.

XIY.-TANNINQ; LEATHEE. GLUE, SIZE.

Tannins ; Preparation and Elementary Composition of
some Technically Important . T. Koerner and
A. Petermann. Deutsch. Gerher-Zeif., 1904, 47, US—
126. Chem.-Z.it., 1904, 28, Kep. 328. (See also this

J., 1904, 1115.)

The substances were extracted with hoi alcohol and the

iltered solutions precipitated with ether. The first two
ractions obtained by fractional precipitation, were found
;o differ considerably in composition, the last fractions very
ittle. The following results were obtained from the last

'ractions :
—

Tannin from Carbon. Hydrogen.

.

Per Cent.
63-79

5305
51-28
57-87

Per Cent.
l-Sl

Thus a quebracho tannin is easily distinguishable from
>thers by its high percentage of carbon. Other tannins
vhich contain catechu tannin (e.g., gambier and cateehu)
vere also found to contain about 62 per cent, of carbon,
Hit can be recognised by the fact that they contain

•.atechiu.—T. F. B.

Tan/ling Ijifusions and Extracts; Action of Saline
Substances on . E. Xihoul. Bull. Assoc. Belg.
Chim., 1904, 18, 185—198; 220—228.

The action of saline substances on infusions of tanning
naterials is slight iD the case of sumach ; but in the case
if oak and pine, sodium sulphate causes a loss of tannin,
vithout, however, increasing the turbidity, which is always
iresent even when the extraction has been made with
listilled water. 'This loss may be due to a partial con-
ersion of the tannin into substances not assimilable by
he hide, or to the formation, with the salt in question, of

i compound that is not retained by hide powder Possibly
lldao the salt modifies the osmotic power of the hide, though
110 trace of tannin is found in the liquid after passing
Ihrough a Procter filter. Moreover, the salt arts differently

ivith infusions of quebracho, no loss of tannin occurring
|n concentrated solutions of this material. In other in-

[tances the quantity of the precipitate formed is increased
t the expense of the tannin, e.g., with salts of lime and

jnagnesia, though in some cases these also behave like

|

odium sulphate, partially converting the tannin into

soluble non-tannin. The latter sometimes plays a part
Q the formation of turbidity. Generally speaking, the

presence of saline substances in natural waters increases
he loss of tannin occurring during the process of extrac-
ion. This loss is increased by prolonging the exposure,
precipitates being subsequently formed in the clear liquids

'hat have been used for analysis. For example, after the
ipse of a fortnight, all the oak solutions had become
turbid, except the one containing calcium chloride, which
xhibited traces of mycelial vegetation. In the case of

I'ine infusion, however, the conditions were reversed ; and
if the sumach solutions, only that containing magnesium
I'icarbonate gave a deposit, the others remaining clear. On
he other hand, all the solutions containing this last-named
alt deepened in colour. With regard to the loss of tannin

sustained during the process of extraction, it is found to be
advisable, when using water charged with mineral matters,
to grind the tanning materials as fine as possible, in order
to diminish the loss, though this treatment increases the
number of fragments of cell-substance and therefore lowers
the purity of the product. The tannin extracts examined
gave results similar to those furnished by the infusions,

though the proportion of loss was smaller. The slight

irregularities observed with the extracts may be due to
differences of manufacture.—C. S.

United States Patents.

Degras ; Note on the Analysis of . G. Baldracco.

XXIII., page 1163.

Washing an d Tanning Hides or Skins; Device for , .

K. Koenitzer, St. Louis, Mo. U.S. Pat. 773,873, Nov. 1.

1904.

A put m capable of being rotated is mounted upon a tanning-
vat. The periphery of the drum is composed of strips

arranged at intervals apart. The strips have one edge
bevelled and the other straight, and each alternate strip is

detachable. The fixed strips are provided with pins for

suspending the hides to be tanned.—A. S.

Leather; Method of Making . W. Macmillan,
Palmerston North, New Zealand. U.S. Pat. 774,260,
Nov. s, 1904.

See Eug. Pat. 19,661 of 1902 ; this J., 1903,876.—T. F.B.

French Patents.

Leather ; Artificial , and Process of Making same.

B. Picsbergeu. Fr. Pat. 344,787, July 13, 1904.

See Eng. Pat. 15,629 of 1904 ; this J., 1904, 906.—T. F. 15.

XVI.-SUGAE, STAECH, GUM, Etc.

Rowan Berries ; A New Sugar from . G. Bertrand.

Comptes rend., 1904, 139, 802—805.

Vthcent and Meunier (this J., 1899, 58) detected the

presence of a substance in the mother-liquors from the

crystallisation of sorbitol, which they regarded as an octite.

The author has now prepared this substance, and finds it to

be a hexavalent alcohol, a new isomeride of inannitol and

sorbitol; he names it provisionally sorberitol. The mother-

liquors are separated from the crystals of sorbitol, the sorbitol

remaining in them is converted into sorbose by fermentation

with the sorbose bacterium, the sorbose is precipitated by
alcohol, and the residual syrup is treated with sulphuric acid

and benzaldehyde. Sorberitol is regenerated from its benzal

compound and recrystallised; it occurs in the form of

anhvdrous prism«, melting at 75° C. and is very deliquescent

in moist air. Its rotatory power in 10 per cent, solution at

20 C. is [a]„ = — 3-53". Two beuzal derivatives are

described : the dibenzal compound, fairly soluble in boiling

alcoln'l and melting at 192° C, aud the tribenzal com-
pound, only sparingly soluble, and melting at about 240° C.

The hexacetate of sorberitol is prepared by the action of

acetic anhydride in presence of zinc chloride ; it crystallises

in hexagonal plates melting at 123" G, and possessing

a rotatory power of [o] D = — 26*66° in 5 per cent, solution

in chloroform.—J. F. B.

Reducing Sugars ; Separation or Isolation of by
means of Aromatic Hydrazines. G. Votocek and K.

Voudracek. XXIII., page 1164.

Rhodeose and Eucose ; EnantiomorphUm of .

G. Votocek. XXIV., page 1 165.

Isomeric Glucosides and Galactosides ; Hydroi;/<is of
by Acids and Enzymes. E. F Armstrong. XXIV.,
page 1165.

Sucroclastic Actions of Acids and Enzymes; Contrast

belir, en the . E. F. Armstrong and K. J. Caldwell.

XXIV., page 1165.
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English Patents.

Fillers [for Sugar.Solutions'). W.KathoI, Vailsburg,N. -
1

.

ng.Pat. 11,854, Mav 24,1904. Under I-
I

v., July 3, 1903.

A HFcrvNGri.Ait bag of filter-cloth has a »kwe formed at

•lie of the upper corners, the bag being otherwise compl ti

oaed. A delivery pipe is inserted into the sleeve and
passes along inside the upper edge of the filter-bag to the
opposite corner. The bag is caused to assume anerli
> i rtieal folds by placing a clip along 'lie lower edg< . Severs
of these bags are placed in a closed oropen tank, the delivery
pipes passing water-tight through a series of holes on
on the upper part of one side ; the other end of the tube,
inside the bag, resting on a ledge on the opposite side of the
tank. The liquid to he filtered enter- the tank bj a pipe in
the bottom, and the liquid passes through the filtering cloth
into the bag, up the Bpaces formed by the folds and awi) I \

the drlii, rv pipes to a trough on the outside of the tank.
the insoluble matter remaining on the outside of the filter
cloth.—W. II. i'.

Gum Tragasol; Manufacture of from Locust Kern,!*.
R.Gray, G. Osborn, H. B. Stocks, and H. G. Win
Hooton, Cheshire. Eng. L'at. 27,186, Dec 11, 19(13.

THE kernels are boiled for about ten minutes in water, si d,
after draining off the water, are kept moist I'm al

24 hours. Thej are then passed through one or more
ordinary brush decorticating machines until the shells arc
removed. If any colouring matter from the shells or the
shells themselves are mixed with the kernels, the latter or
the gum extracted from them must be treated wiih a soluble
aluminium salt or a bichromate, in order to precipitate the
colouring matter as a lake. The clear gum is then decanted
«ff.—T. H. P.

United States Patent.

Starch, Soluble; Apparatus for Making . W.
Browning and J. J. Barlow, Accrington. U.S. Pat
773,7S3, Nov. 1, 1904.

See Fr. Pat. 336,903 of 1903 ; this J., 1904, 449.—T. F. B.

Fke.nch Patents.

Molasses; Process for Separating from Non-
Saccharine Substances. F. Hlavati. Fr. Pat. 344,969,
July 19, 1904.

See Eng. Pat. 16,750 of 1903, this J., 1904, 874.—T. F. B.

XVII-BREWING, WINES, SPIRITS, Etc.

Malt ;
/';.

Finished .

742.

of tin Cell Wall in the Endosperm i

A. K. Ling. Brewers' J., 1904,40, 741-

1 \ their researches en the germination of the gramincr
(this J., 1890, 530J, Brown and Morris explained the
phenomenon of "modification" as being "coterminous
with the dissolution of the cell wall," i.e., they conclud I

that, as germination progresses, the cell wall enclosing the
starch granules of the endosperm is attacked and bydroljsed
by the action of an enzyme which proceeds from" the
scutellum and gradually extends, throughout the whole
endosperm, with the result that the "mealiness" of the
latter, which i> characteristic of full modification, is to
regarded as the consequence of the complete disintegration
md solutj f this cell wall. In 1896, Gruss (this J., IS

464) showed that this view is incorrect, at any rate, so Un-
as Coutm.ntal malts are concerned, and that the Ceil walls,
although they are modified to some extent by the action of
the eniymi and arc made invisible except when suitably
stabied, are still present in the finished malt. Since the
original view of Brown and Morris has remained to a
large extent prevalent in this country, the author has
conducted experiments in order to decide whether
longer germination which is given to English malts re
does result in the complete dissolution of the ceil wall
the endospi rm, as suggested by those observers. For this

purpose sections were cut from finished English malt cores,
both in the longitudinal and transverse directions, W'h.n'
' sections were examined, after -taming with Congo
led. the ceil wall was plainly discernible in all of them and
was. moreover, praci callj continuous throughout th. whole
endosperm. This observation is illustrated bv miend
holographs, two of which (Figs. I and >) are hen- given.

Flo. I.

Fig. -2.

it is shown that the conclusions of Gruss are equally
valid for English malts as for German malts, and it is

suggested that the modification of the cell wall, which does

undoubtedly take place, is confined to some less i

constituent of this w;all ir.j, the sraban), the products of

the hydtoly.-is of which wi'l probably be found as p:.rt of

the carbohydrate constituents of the aqueous extract
the 111. lit. .1 F. 15.
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Hall; Ail ion of Formaldehyde on the Diastatic Power
of . Somlo and von Laszloffy. Oesterr. Chem.
Zeit. :

through Brewers' J., 1904, 40, 735.

' TriK authors steeped green malt for a short time in solutions

of formaldehyde, afterwards washing oat the latter and
determining the diastatic power. In all cases the formal-

dehyde was found to have had a remarkable stimulating

influence on the diastatic power of the malt, hut on the

other hand the addition of formaldehyde produced no
increase in the diastatic powers of malt, extracts. The
reason for this influence is so tar unexplained, hut the

treatment has been practised on the huge scale in I be

distillery (see this J., 1904, 674), the malt being immersed
lor two hours in a 2 per cent, solution of formaldehyde.
The authors cousider that their observations tend to eon-

firm the hypothesis that formaldehyde plays a part in the

degradation of starch in the green plant.—J. F. li.

Saccharomycetes ; A iVetc Member of the Family of
the . II. Sohioning. VVoch. f. I5rau., 1904, 2i,
691—693 anil 717—720. Comples rend. trav. Lah.de
Carlsberg, 1903, 6, 103.

Tin. author has isolated from the earth of a meadow on the

St. Gothard a species el' ;i new genus of yeast, which he has

n.unrd Saccharomycopsis capsularis. It. develops rapidly

in wort in the form of ellipsoid and oval cells resembling
these of X. I'astorianus. * >n the second day small surface

growths of mycelial cells appear, and afler about a month
the film which has formed on the surface may have reached

a thickness of 2 cm. In yeast-water media the mycelium
readily develops asci, each ascus containing lour spores.

The individual spores are round in one direction and
oval in profile; they possess a double membrane, a

character which constitutes the chief differentiation between

this new genus and that of the Saecharoinyees. When
viewed in profile, the spores show a tine line or seam which

divides them into two unequal parts. When the spores ger-

minate, the exosporium splits open down this seam, forming

two capsules jointed together at one point, whilst the new i

cells grow out by budding from the open side and show an
early tendency to as-ums the mycelial form. When the

{

growth of yeast is treated with strong sulphuric a.-id, the

whole of the mycelium and yeast cells dissolve, leaving
j

I behind the spores, which are resistant to the action of the

acid but which show a characteristic rose-red coloration.

T,his coloration is. attributed to the presence of a cork-like

constituent in the exosporium. Growths on solid substrata

; have a greyish-white, silky appearance ; they liquefy gelatin

|aud on some media they become red cr brown in colour.

This yeast ferments maltose, dextrose, levulose and

(/-galactose, but not arabinose, raffinose, milk sugar, nor

I cane sugar ; it secretes no invertase. The optimum
I temperature for vegetative growth in beer wort and for

[sporulationisfrom25°to 2S° C. Sporulntion does not occur

(above 35° C and no growth takes place above 32 - 5° C. In

1 r wort containing 13'5 per cent of total solids, this yeast

produced 5-G6 per cent of alcohol by volume after 27 days

and ' 15 per cent, after 7 months at the ordinary tempe-

raturc. The description of the new genus Saecharomycopis
is:—Budding and endosporogenous yeasts; the spore

possesses two membranes and germinates by budding. The
I only species yet known are ; .V capsularis, described above,

and S. guttulalu's, Rohin, previously called Cryptococcus

Iguttulatus or Saccharnmyces guttulatus, first discovered by

Robin in the intestine of the rabbit.—J. V. B.

: Wurt ; Running off' the from the Mash. Pankrath.

Woen. f. Bran., 1904, 21, 699—704.

In running off the wort from a decoction mash through the

false bottom of the clearing-tun, a certain speed must not

he exceeded, if the drainage is to bo satisfactory, and for

this reason means, such as pressure, suction, &c, intended

to hasten the process have never met with success. If the

wort be run off too rapidly, the rloceulent matters of the

grains are 6o cr.mptesscd that portions of the bed do not

part with their liquor readily. One method is worthy of

further attention ; it consists in agitating the mash during

the whole of the running off ot the main wort and dis-

regarding the consequent turbidity of the latter, but

removing this turbidity at a later stage by filtration. The

author has plotted curves showing the variations of density
of the main wort running from different taps. Theoreti-
cally the density should remain constant at all stages, but
in reality it varies at different stages cud different taps.
This circumstance is attributed to the water used for
rjpsing various parts of the apparatus before and after the
transference of the mash and to leakage of the sparging
pipes ; such water does not mix completely with the mash,
but is localised mainly at the top and bottom. When all

the main wort has draiued off, the bed of grains is raked
up and is then more permeable than before. The author
has studied the principle of the sparging process in the
laboratory, working by upward displacement. ( In varying
the speed of the washing water it was found that a faster
current of water gave a more rapid extraction but that
it required a vastly greater quantity of water to complete
the exhaustion. Hence the necessity of sparging slowly in

order not to dilute the beer too largely. Curves were plotted
showing the progress of extraction during sparging on the
large scale, and the variations in the density of the liquors
running from different taps according to the different areas
drained by each and to variations m the permeability of
the bed. These curves always descend very rapidly at
first, but if the middle portion be too steep it shows that
the taps are open too widely, with the result that irregu-
larities will be encountered towards the end, when, owing
to equalisations caused by the last liquors draining away,
the density of the runnings will actually rise again after
their collection has been stopped. So far as yield is

concerned, it makes no difference whether the bed of grains
he raked over once or several times, and the author shows
that time is saved by not raking more than once, i.e., at the
beginning of the sparging ; but if there are pockets of
grains which are so compacted as not to yield up their wort
to the sparging water, the bed may with advantage be raked
up in the wet state without draining off.—J. F. B.

XVIII.-FOODS; SANITATION; WATER
PURIFICATION. & DISINFECTANTS.

U.)—FOODS.
Flours; Bleaching of by Electricity. Balland.

Comptes rend., 1904, 139, 822—823.

The author has examined a sample of flour produced by
I the ordinary methods, and one of the same flour bleached

by treatment with electrified air. The colour of the latter

was distinctly whiter, but its odour and flavour were less

' agreeable. The only modifications produced by bleaching

capable of being detected by analysis were those of the fatty

matters and the acidity. The fats, after the electrical treat-

ment, had become slightly rancid, they were less fluid aud
paler in colour ; the yellow oil of the wheat, which is highly

aromatic in freshly ground flour, had been oxidised and
partially converted into white fatty acids, soluble in absolute

alcohol. The acidity of the flour had increased from
,' 0'0147 per cent, before treatment to 0-0196 per cent, after

treatment. The examination of the gluten and experiments

I on the brcad-makiug properties of the flour showed that

the electrical treatment had not only bleached the flour but

had also " aged '"
it, with loss of flavour.— J. F. B.

Celery ; Constituents of . M. Bamberger and A.
Laudsiedl. Monatsh. f. Chem., 1904, 25, 1030—1034.

In addition to niannitol, the authors have found that aspara-

gine aud tyrosine are normal constituents of celery. The
amount of asparagine isolated from the root stalks of

different specimens of the plant was nearly the same,

62 grins, of the fresh material yielding 0-3 grm., whilst the

amount of tyrosine was very small. Leucine could not be
detected.—C. A. M.

English Patents.

Milk Powder ; Production of Milk in the Form known as

, applicable also to the. Treatment of other Solutions

containing Fatty Matter. R. R. F. Butler, Devizes,

Wilts. Kng. Bat. 5946, March 10, 1904.

The milk, or any analogous solution, is first forced through

fine sieves or bodies furnished with fine orifices or passages,
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and is then dried at a high temperature. The prelimii iry

sifting process breaks up the Fatty particles and fixes them

in the liquid, so that,when the resulting powder is diss..

in water, the fat docs not rise to the surface.—T. II. I*.

Lac- Derivatives ; Preparation of [for Lining Cans

Preserved Food]. W. S. Bucklin. Eng. Pat

16,800, .luly 30, 1904. XIII I!., page 11.14.

United States Patents.

Flow; Process of Treating . [Bleaching, A'c.j

.1. M. Williams, Guthrie, < >kla. U.S. Pat. 763. VJ2.

-, pt. 6. 1904.

Tin: process consists in decomposing, by electrolysis, water

or other liquid containing oxygen, and by means of a blast

of air introduced below the level of the liquid, bringing the

Oils products formed into eontact with the Hour.

Vacuum Apparatus [for Mi'/A]. M. Ekenherg, Assignor

to Martin Ekenberg's Aktiebolag, Stockholm, Sweden.

D.S. Pat. 774,054, Not. 1, 1904.

See Eng. Pat. 23,770 of 1902 ;
tins J., 1903, 158.—% F. B.

(B.)—SANITATION! WATER PURIFICATION.

English Patent-.

Liauid Seuage or Sewage Effluent ; Apparatus for Dis-
'

tUbuting upon Filter -Beds. II. W. Taylor,

JJewcastle-on-Tyne. Eng. Pat. 28,379, Pec. 24, 191

Iiie distributor consists of two parallel pipes pli

« ten two water-wheels of comparatively long length and

-mall diameter. The pipes and water-wheels extend act >ss

(he filter-bed and are mounted at each end on a wheeled

iiriaee the carriages running on rails laid on the walls of

the filfer-bcd. Openings are provided in the pipes for the

delivery of the sewage to the wheel". 'I lie sewagesupply

troueh" is parallel to the side of the filter and is cm, ted

bv meaDs of a siphon to a valve box in communication

with the" parallel pipes. The ends of the latter are

alternately opened and closed at each end ot the filter-bed

bv a lever-valve. The carriage is caused to travel back-

wards and forwards over the filter by the movement of the

water-wheels, the axles of the latter being extended to form

the axles of the earriase wheels. The end of the siphon in

the supply trough is automatically opened and closi A,

accordmg to the flow of sewage, by means of a valve

actuated bj a lever and inverted beli, or by an ordinary

hall-float A tapped chamber at the top of the siphon is

provided in order to start the action of the Biphon.

Seirooe; Method of and Apparatus for the Bacterial

Purification of -
. C. Kremer and R. Schilling,

Berlin. Eng Pat 20,889, Sept. 28, 1904.

The apparatus consists of a vertical rotating wheel, around

the circumference and on the spokes of which boxes

suspended so that thev always remain in an upright posi-

tion The boxes are filled with filtering or oxidising

material, such as coke, slag, &c, and are so arranged that

thev can be automatically removed and replaced by tr.-h

boxes Sewage flowing into the boxes causes the whff

rotate the liquid drains through from each box into the next

lower one, and finally into an outlet channel. The rotation

of the wheel produces a strong current ot air, and the faltering

material is thus subjected to aeration both while covereu with

sewage and during the period between the draining of the

filtered liquid and the reception ot a tresh charge of sewage.

When the sewage is under only a small " head, a

horizontal wheel, rotated by external ...cans, is used, with

the boxes of oxidising and filtering material arranged

around the rim.—A. S.

United States Patent.

Waste Liquors; Device [Strain, ng Apparatus] for the

Purification of . H. Rienach, Charlotttnburg,

Germany. US. Pat. 778,598,Nov. 1. 1904.

SEB Eng Pat. 8896 of 19C2 ; this J, 1902, 1004. -T. E

French Patents.

Furnace ; Ilefase Consuming and Gas Producing ,

E. Tobia'nskv. Fr. Pat 344,699, April J3, 1904.

See Ens. Pat. 12,361 of 1904 : this J., 1904, 878.—T. 1'. B.

Garbage and other Organic Waste ; Apparatus for
Extracting the Oil from . (_'. S. Wheelwright and
.1. T. Fiske, jun. IV. Pat. 344,811, July 15, 1904.

Si i Eng. Pat. 14.1- I of 1904 ; ibis ,1., 1904, S79.—T. F. B.

Oil and Fatti/ Matters from Garbagt and similar Organic
Refuse ; Apparatus for Extracting . C. S. Wheel"
Wright and J. T. Fiske, jun. Fr. Pat. 344,812, Julj UL
1904.

See Eng. Pat 1 1.IS2 of 1904; this J., 1904, 879.—T 1'. H.

Liquids from Solid Matters; Apparatus for Extracting
. [Treatment of Refuse.] ('. S. Wheelwright and

J. T. Fiske, jun. Fr. Pat. 344,910, July 15, 1904

See Eng. Pat. 14,484 of 1904; this J., 1904, 90). -T.F.B.

Oil and Fatly Mutter from Garbage and other Organic.

Refuse ; Process and Apparatus for Extracting .

C. S. Wheelwright and J. T. Fiske, jun. Fr. Pat.

345,046, July i5, 1904.

SEE Eng. Pats. 14.709 and 15,235 of 1904; this J., 1904,

879 and 909.—T. F. 11.

(C.)—DISINFECTANTS.

Mercuric Chloridi : A iVeio Cause of the Diss:

of and its Influence on the Antiseptic Prcpertim

of Solutions thereof. H. Wittenct. Bull. Soe. t'liim.,

1904, 31, 1038—1038.

It is found that solutions containing mercuric chloride and
ammonium chloride (as used for disinfecting purposes) when
made with tap wi.ter, become turbid on dilution, and a white

precipitate eventually forms. On washing this with cold

water, a yellowish substance was obtained, having the com-
position NHg3Cl3. The conditions necessary for the forma-

tion of this precipitate are those associated with " temporary

hardness," and solutions made with distilled or even with

boiled water remain quite clear when diluted. By replacing

the ammonium chloride by sodium chloride, the nature of the

water used has no influence on the stability of the resulting

solutions. The original white precipitate, v-hich is obtained

in quantity when .-odium carbonate or bicarbonate -

appears to have the composition NHg3CI3, 3NH4CI. In

contact ^iili water it dissociates into Nil, (.'I ami Nlljil.,

the latter oxidising in contact with air and moisture.

—T. F. B.

English Patent.

Disinfecting; Improved Method of . A. ilorgan,

London. Eng. Pat. 21,053, Sept. 80, 1904.

I Inf. part of paraformaldehyde and six parts of carbon, both

in a finely-powdered condition, are mixed with sulticient

gum Iragacanth or other suitable gum to form a stiff paste,

which is pressed into blocks and dried. When required,

the blocks are ignited, wherebj formaldehyde vapour is

gradually and uniformly disseminated.— A. S.

XIX.-PAPER, PASTEBOARD, Etc.

Wood Fibre; Chemical Investigation of . V. Grafe.

Monatsh. f. Chem., 1904, 25, 987—1029.

FbOH the results of experiments described in detail, the

author concludes that Wii suit's reactions for woody fibre

(vis., yellow coloration with aniline salts, red coloration

with piiloroglueinol and hydrochloric acid, and colorations

given by other phenols) are due to the action of these

respective sabstances on certain constituents of the wood

fibre, the hydrochloric acid plajing ar. accelerating part.

He finds that wood fibre is not a chemical individual, but

consists, in the main, of vanillin, methylfurfural, and pjro-

catechol, together with couiferin which is partly combined
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with the cellulose in the form of an ester, partly in the

resin, and partly to a small extent in the free star.- in the

membrane. He confirms the statement of Tiemann and
Haarmann and of Hi hue] as to the occurrence in wood of
small amounts of conifcrin, to which must be attributed the

blue coloration in the test with phenol, hydrochloric acid,

and potassium chlorate. Vanillin can also be detected iu

the refuse sulphite lyes from the cellulose manufacture.
The green coloration given by wood with concentrated
hydrochloric acid (or letter with hydrobromic acid) is in

all probability due to the methylfurfural in conjunction
with the coriferin. The intensity of the colorations in the
different reactions must be attributed to the fine state of
diffusion of these bodies by means of the resin, and to the
capacity of the cellulose to retain substances that have
penetrated into it, as well as to the sensitiveness of the
reagent- Wood fibre has on the average ameth)l value

of 48. The possibility of preparing methylfurfural and
pyrocatechol in a simple manner from cellulose, and the
fact that there is nothing against the vanillin in the ligneous

membraue having a similar origin, render Wiesner's re-

actions uncertain tests of bonification. The reddish-brown
coloration in the so-called Maule's reaction (which consists

of treating chips of wood for five minutes with 1 per cent,

potassium permanganate solution, washing them in water,
then placing them in dilute hydrochloric acid, until the
manganese dioxide disappears, and finally exposing them
to the fumes of ammonia) is also attributed by the author
t" the same substances that give the colorations with
Wiesner's reagents.—C. A. M.

"Paper Pulp; Healing of—— and Longitudinal Splitting

of the Fibres. E. Kirchner. Wochenbl. f. Papierfahr.,

1901, 35,3411—3414.

Hv pressing ami stamping the fibres of paper half-stuff in a

porcelain mortar, it was found that the propertv of splitting

up easily and completely in a longitudinal direction is

characteristic of the class of bast fibres: linen, hemp, and
Mite. The production ef these long fine filaments or

tibrillre, which are of such great value in paper-making, is

due to the radial planes of cleavage and concentric ring

structure of the bast fibres ; the pointed ends of the fibres

do not split so easily. The characteristic knots and cross

markings of the linen and hemp fibres disappear in the

process of stamping; these two fibres split up in an exactly

identical manner. This property accounts for the three

stages of disintegration which are the foundation of modern
methods of beating, i.e ,

" free " beaten stuff, in which the

bast fibres are chopped up with sharp knives
;

" fine
"

beaten stuff, consisting of chopped fibres the ends of which
are subsequently split up to a greater or smaller length into

tufts of fibrilia1

, and " wet " beaten stuff, in which a certain

proportion of the fibres are completely split up into long

fibrillae, which lie in tangled masses between the still

perfect fibres. Each method of beating imparts definite

characters to the t apcr. The structure of the cotton fibre

is very different from that of the bast fibres. In cotton the

cell wall consists of a resistant outer layer or cuticle which
cannot be split, and an inner layer which is capable of
yielding fibrillae, which, however, are not axial, but inter-

laced together in spiral strands or network. This structure

"makes the splitting of the fibre difficult and always incom-
plete, since the interlacing presents no longitudinal planes

nf cleavage. The fibrillce only appear after prolonged
stamping and are confined to the ends of the fibres or to

places where the cuticle has been chipped off. They always
preserve their netted form and consequently do not extend
tor any great length. The fibrillar of cotton have a coarser,

softer character than those of the bast fibres and their

edges are less sharply defined. In the case of those fibres

wtiich have been crushed very flat without breaking the

cuticle, this latter and the spital inner layers of the cell

appear to be welded together in a gelatinous, shapeless

mass. The fibre of wood-cellulose presents on disintegration

tin appearance similar to lhat of the cotton fibre, but it is

far less capable of withstanding energetic mechanical treat-

ment. Its structure consists of an outer layer which does
Dot split, and an inner layer of spirally interlaced strands,

.but it breaks up into short pieces, when sharply beaten, far

ni" adily than cotton. With more gradual treatment
tie - a slight tendency to form tibrilla; at the ends,
similar to those of cotton, but the main bulk of the fibres
ai rely broken down, the outer layer aopearing in the
form of irregular fragments and the inner layers as a slimy,
cloudy mass which shows a filamentous, tangled structure
under high magnification. The resulting paper is, how-
ever, transparent and brittle, though capable of with-
standing a high (ensile strain.— J. F. B.

English Patents.

JTood and other Fibrous and Porous Materials or Com-
pounds ; .Solutions for Treating . T. Oare. En"-.
l'at. 23,786, Nov. 3, 1903. [\"'. page 1148.

C I Non-inflammable ; Process for Rendering .

VV. ('. Parkin, A. Williams, and T. Cassoo, Sheffield.
lug Pat. 28,212, Dec, 23, 1903.

See Fr. l'at. 344,501 of 1904
; this J,, 1904, 1 1 11.—T. F. B.

United States Patents.

and Ink}; Safety Commercial . J. Rowan,
Ottawa, Canada. U.S. Pat. 774,53.">, Nov. 8, 1904.

See Eng. Pat. 3909 of 1904 ; this J., 1904, 453.—T. F. B.

Cellulose ; Manufacture of ., C. Kellner, Vienna.
U.S. l'at. 77:5,941, Nov. I, 1904.

Si i !i Pat. 326,313 of 1902 and Addition thereto; this

.> li 3, S17 and 1304.—T. F. B.

ILf-u like Substance; Elastic •, and Process of Producing
same [from Acetyl Cellulose]. L. Lederer, Sulzbach,
( rmauy. U.S. l'at. 774.1.77, Nov. 8, '.904.

Ski Addition, of Aug. 22, 1902, to Fr. Pat. 319,724 of 1902
;

this J., 1903, 563.—T. F. B.

Cellulose Acetate [Horn Substitute']. W. II. Walker,
Newton, Mass. U.S. Pat. 774,713, Nov. 8, 1904.

SunsTiTOTES for horn, celluloid, &c, are produced by heat-
ing under pressure a stable cellulose derivative, such as

cellulose acetate, with a phenol, such as thymol. Other
claims relate to ''a new composition of matter" containing
acetyl -cellulose, thymol, and chloroform. (Compare Le-
derer, Addition ofAug. 22, 1902, to Fr. Pat. 31 9,724 of 1902;
this .1,. 1903, 563.)—T. F. B.

Cellulose Acetate. W. H. Walker. Newton, Mass.
U.S. l'at. 774,714, Nov. 8, 19c I.

A CELL! iii-E ester of a fatty acid (e.g., cellulose acetate)

is '• modified" by additiou of thymol and castor oil, and the
mixture is "attached to a support."—T. F II.

L'kench Patent.

Pajier Pulp or other Fibrous Pulp ; Apparatus for Beat-
ing, Triturating, anil Refining . J. II. Annandale.
Fr. Pat. 345,044, July II, 1904. Under Internat. Conv.,
Nov. 28, 1903.

s, ig. Pat. 26,012 of 1903 ; this J.. 1904, 1040.—T. F. B.

XX -PINE CHEMICALS, ALKALOIDS.
ESSENCES. AND EXTRACTS.

i lal Silver Salts. C. Pail and F Voss. Ber., 1904,

37, 3862—3881.

The authors describe the preparation and properties of

colloidal carbonate, phosphate, sulphide, chloride, bromide,

and iodide of silver. These colloidal salts were obtained b-
the action of the corresponding alkali salts on the adsorp-

tion compound of colloidal silver oxide (this .!

wi'h sodium protalbinate or lysalbinate (this J. 1 904, 996).

—A.S.
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Rare Earths of the Yttrium Group, near to Gadolinium.

G Drbain, Comptes reud., 1904, 139, 736—738.

K separating fractionally the yttria earths, after the faintly

rose-coloured europium oxide and the white gadolinium

oxide, colonred oxides appear, each successive fraction 1"

darker than the preceding one. The darkest fractions show

with intensity the spectrum of dysprosium. Those lie:

gadolinium give an absorption hand at A = 488 identical

with that mapped by Lecoq de Bnisbaudran in 1895, and

attributed by him to an element provisionally designated Z5.

By three separate methods of fractionation (nickel-earth

nitrates, earth-nitrates with intercalation of bismuth nitrate,

and ethylsulphates) the author has separated fractions

showing only the band A = 488. The oxide- from the e

solutions are" all brown, and contain peroxides; it has not

yet been possible to decide whether these oxides are mix-

tures of dysprosium and the element 7.S. or whether they

also contain another element which -hows no absorption

spectrum.—J. T. I).

Alkaline Earth Tartrates; Solubility of in Water.

11. Cantoni and Mile. Zachovcrs. Dull. Soc. Chim., L904,

31, 1121— 1124.

Tin-: solubiiitv of the normal tartrates of strontium, calcium

and barium was determined by heating the salt with water

;.t a constant temperature for 10 hours; the amount dis-

solved was determined, in the case of strontium tartrate, by

evaporation, and with calcium and barium tartrates, by pre-

cipitation with ammonium oxalate. The results obtained

as the mean of several experiments are as follows :

—

Grins, ot Salt dissolved in 100 c.c. of Water.

Temperature,

°C.
Strontium
Tartrate,

C.H/VSr + SH ,0

Calcium
Tartrate,

< 4 II,< >,.< v» + -m.o.

Barium
'1 art rate

l',H,(),B.o

2 n-i'jt.'ts 0-03864 O-0212".

21 0-21280 u-01777 crii-j-ir,

0*04868 0-02842

39 0-R1S 12 Or 08765 ii 08577

;, 0-47S85 0-12.^2 0-04893

Since barium tartrate is much less soluble than calcium

tartrate, it is suggested that a barium salt might be used for

decomposing the potassium tartrate in the manufacture of

tartaric acid. A table of solubilities, calculated from tin-

above figures, is given for temperatures from to 60° C.

inclusive, at intervals of 5°.—T. F. B.

Thioformie Acid. V. Auger. Comptes rend., 1904,

139, 798—800.

Phosphobcs pentasulphidc, P>,, does not react with

formic acid even at tin- boiling temperature, but sodium

metathiophosphate, NaPS3 , obtained by- heating together

equimnlecular proportions of phosphorus pentastilphide and

sodium sulphide, reacts readily with formic acid in the cold,

with evolution of sulphuretted hydrogen. On distilling the

product at 30
:—40" C. in vacuo, and condensing the dis-

tillate at a temperature of about 20° C, crystals of unaltered

formic acid are obtained, together with a very unstable

liquid possessing the properties of a thio-acid, but which

decomposes after a short time, depositing a white amor-

phous substnnce with evolution of sulphuretted hydrogen.

Analysis indicated that this liquid contained about 35 per

cent, of thioformic avid, H.COSH. Sodium tbioformatc

was also obtained by Kekule's method, by mixing phenyl

formate with sodium hydrosulphide dissolved in absolut

alcohol, the salt being precipitated by ether after tin

removal of some of the alcohol by distillation. Sodium thio

formate crystallises in very deliquescent, long, white needh

[is aqueous solution "ivos coloured precipitates with salts

of the heavy metals, which, however, are very unstable

Tin- free acid was prepared by treating the -odium salt with

formic acid in the cold, ami distilling the product in vacv

but a study of its properties was not possible, owing to it-

extreme tendency to polymerise, with loss of sulphurcttc

hydrogen.—J. F. B.

Papaverinium Bates. H. Decker, O. Klauser, and M. Girard
Her.. 1904, 37, 3SU9—3815.

An account is given of the preparation and properties

of the normal bromobutylate of papaverine, butyl-iso-

papavcrine. papaverinium nhlorobutylate, the iodo-isobuty- i

late, p-nitrochlorobenzylate, iodopropylate, and iodo-iso-

propylate of papaverine, monobromopapaverinc, -Y-methyl-

bromopapaveri nium salts, i^-methylbromo-i.so- papaverine,

bromopapuverine ehlorobenzylate, and iY-bcnzylbromo-
papaverine. By the oxidation of A'-benzylbrotno-i'.vo-

papaverine, cV-benzyldimethoxy-i*o-quinoline ami 0-bromo-
veratric acid are produced. (See also this .1.. 1904, 336.)

—A. S.

Terpenes and Essential Ods • 70th Communication ; Com-
pounds of the Thujone Series. U. Wallacb. Annalen,
I'." 1 1. 336, 227—280. (Couqiare this J., 1902, 1244.;

Tiik author has turned bis attention to the possible existence

in essential oils of more than one modification of thujone,

and has isolated two physically different isomeric forms of

this ketone from suitable fractions of various oils, by pre-

paring the semicarbazones under conditions excluding the

possibility- of isomeric changes, and separating the semi-
carbazones by fractional crystallisation. a-Thujone i-Uevos
rotatory (a = — 9 to — 10°) ; it forms two semicarbazones,

one crystallising in rhombic prisms, m, pt. 186°— 188° C.
[a] D = + 59-5

, sparingly soluble in ether; the other amor-
phous, melting at 1 Hi C., dextro-rotatory to about the

same degree as the first, but very soluble in ether.

3- Thujone is dextro-rotatory (o = about + 70°); it forms
a semicarbazone which is dimorphous, and which is obtained

as hexagonal prisms, melting at 17 1 — 17J C, which are

-table at low temperatures, but which change at ordinary

temperatures into rhombic prisms melting at 170"— 172° C. .

The two isomeric thujonesare partially converted, one into

the other, under the action of alcoholic potash, but /9-thu-

jone is the more stable form. Both thujones are converted

by alcoholic- sulphuric acid into isothujone, but the
a-thujone is first transformed into jS-thujone. Both yield

the same a-thujaketonic acid when oxidised by- permanganate.
As regards the occurrence of these two forms of thujone in

essential oils, the author has established the fact that

thuja oil contains practically only a-thujnne: tansy oil

contains practically only /3-thujom- [tanacetone] ; worm-
wood oil contains principally 0-tliajone together with a

little a-thujone; tin oils of Artemisia barrelieri and of

sage contain mixtures of the two isomerides. The second

part of the paper deals with the isoxime of thujone, the

oxime of isothujone. the isoxime of thojamenthoue, and the

isoxime of hydroxythujamenthone.—J. V. B.

Morphine .- Contriimtion In tlic Knowledge of Alkaloiilul

Reactions. IV. . C. Beichani. Will., page 1 103.

Codeine in Opium ; Determination of . C. E. Caspari,

Will., page 1164.

United States Patent.

Chloral; Process of Continuously Producing and Recti*

tying . J. A. liesson, Caen, France. Is. l'at.

774,151, Nov. 8, 1904.

See Eng. Pat 17,202 of 1900; this J., 1901, 1 139.—T. 1-'. Ii.

Fkbnch Patents.

Protocatechuic Aldehydes Process for Preparing bf
Means of Heliotropin. Franz lrit/schc and Co. Kr. I'M-

:t I.s37'. July 10, 1904. Under Internat. Com .. t let. 29,

1903, and March In. 1904.

Si i: Eng. I'at. 15.7S1 of 1903 ; this J., 1904, 1043.—T. F. B.

Alkylaminoacetopyrocatechols ; Processfor Preparing—-.

l-'arbwerke vormals Xleister, Lucius und Brunin

l'at. 344,980, July 18, 1904. Under Internat. I

Aug. 15, 1908.

See Eng. l'at. "0,180 of 1903 ; this .J., 1904, 1043.—T. 1'. B.
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XXI -PHOTOGRAPHIC MATERIALS AND
PROCESSES.

United States Patent.

I Photographic Process for the Reproduction Tin RelieJ] of
Plastic Objects. C. Baese, Berlin. U.S. Pat. 774,549,
Nov. 8, 1904.

See Eug. Pat. 5381 of 1902 ; this J., 1902, 1409.—T. F. B.

XXII -EXPLOSIVES, MATCHES, Etc.

English Patent.

Explosives ; New or Improved . C.J. Basher, Cape
Town, and G. W. Baudinet, Cape ( 'olony. Eug. Pat.
7490, March 29, 1904.

To a mixture of ammonium nitrate (5 parts) and diuitro-

benzene (1 part) from 0-5 per cent, to 2-3 per cent, of
ammonium carbonate is added. The ammonium nitrate is

heated to 90° (
'. and the ammonium carbonate added. The

dinitrobenzene is melted, and part is impregnated with
ammonia gas, the whole being mixed together hot to form
the finished explosive.—G. W. McD.

United States Patents.

Chlorate Powder. W. M. Spore, Argenta, 111. U.S. Pat.

739,356, Sept. 22, 1903.

Ax explosive, consisting of chlorate of potash, white of
egg, and pith of cornstalks.—T. F. B.

Blasting Powder. J. Tollner, Assignor to F. G. Dokken-
wandel and H. M. Grant, New York. U.S. Pat. 757,693,
April 19, 1904.

The explosive consists of potassium nitrate (15 per cent.),

sodium nitrate (30 percent.), sulphur (15 per cent.), spent
tan bark (20 per cent.), horse manure (20 per cent.).

—T. F. B.

XXIII -ANALYTICAL CHEMISTRY.

INORGANIC—QUALITA TIVE.

Acetates, Cyanides, and Lithium; Method for the Detection

of . S. R. Benedict. Amer. Chem. J., 1904, 32,
480—483.

Acetates. — The method which is capable of detecting
acetates at a dilution of X 500, and is applicable in

presence of all strong acids, and of all weak acids having
insoluble silver salts, is based upon the facts (1) that

unlike most weak acids, acetic acid has a soluble silver

salt, and (2) that the acidity or degree of ionisation of
acetic acid is greatly reduced by the presence of an acetate.

The solution to be tested is freed from all cations, except
those of the sodium group, made just alkaline with sodium
carbonate, and treated with excess of silver uitrate. After
filtering, the excess of silver is precipitated from the
perfectly neutral solution by N/1 sodium chloride solution,

|
and after again filtering, the liquid is saturated with
hydrogen sulphide, and added to 2 c.c. of N/1 cobalt

J
nitrate solution, which has beeu acidulated with two or
three drops of N/1 acetic acid, and saturated with hydrogen
sulphide. ( A slight precipitate of cobalt sulphide may be

|
present in the latter solution, but may be disregarded.)

I A copious black precipitate of cobalt sulphide forms
I immediately if the test solution contained an acetate.

Cyanides.—For the detection of cyanides in presence of

thiocyanates and ferrocyanides, a method based upon the
action of cyanide- on the freshly precipitated oxides of

I

mercury is recommended. The solution to be tested i>

made alkaline with sodium hydroxide, and 0"5 to 1 c.c. of
N/25 mercurous Ditrate solution is introduced so as to form
a layer above the alkaline solution, a ring of black

] mercurous oxide being produced at the junction of the two
liquids. The whole is then gently agitated so that the

precipitate slowly mixes with the solution. If cyanide be

present, a portion of the precipitate will dissolve whilst the
rest will become light gray in colour, owing to the
formation of metallic mercury. The test is a more delicate
one than the Prussian blue reaction.

Lithium.—The solution to be tested L> made alkaline
with ammonia, one-tenth of its volume of N 5 disodium-
hyilrogen phosphate solution is added, followed by enough
alcohol to produce a fairly heavy precipitate", which
remains permanent on shaking. The liquid is then heated
to boiling. If lithium be absent, the precipitate will com-
pi dissolve, but if present, lithium phosphate will be
precipitated upon warming, and the precipitate will not
dissolve even on boiling. If the amount of lithium present
be small, the solution will first become clear, and the
precipitate of lithium phosphate will form on boiling.—A. S.

Strontium and Strontium Chiornate ; Michrochemical De-
tection of . W. Autenrieth. Ber., 1904, 37. 3882
3887.

Strontium chromate exhibits a strong tendency to crystal-
lise, and is thus distinguishable from barium chromate,
which precipitates in the amorphous form. If to a dri p
of N/4 strontium nitrate solution on a microscope slide, a
drop of 10 per cent, potassium chromate solution be added,
the precipitate under a magnification of 120 diameter- -hows

l
bundles or brushes of tine needle-like crystals, highly
characteristic. If the strontium solution be N/10 or weaker,

|

the precipitate falls only after sometime, and then consists
ot short single or modified hexagonal prisms, requiring a
magnification of about 5O0 to exhibit them clearly. The
same crystals .are obtained when ammonia in excess is

carefully floated on a solutiou of strontium chromate in

acetic acid or a mineral acid. This form seems to be
unstable, and tends to pass gradually into the needle-like
form. Moist strontium chromate readily dissolves in acetic
acid: dried at 120' C. it is more slowly attacked, but in

time dissolves completely. When, for purposes of analysis,
an acid solution of strontium chromate is reduced by
alcohol and precipitated by ammonia, the hydroxide, even
after re-solution and precipitation, obstinately retains such
quautities of strontia as to make the chromium determina-
tion quite worthless. Stock's method of precipitation by
potassium iodide and iodate is quite applicable to strontium
chromate. For the detection of barium, strontium, and
calcium together, the author recommends separation of the
thoroughly dried chlorides by alcohol, and examination of
the residue for barium, precipitation of a drop of the
filtrate by potassium chromate, and microscopic examina-
tion for strontium ; the rest of the filtrate is converted iuto
nitrates, and these are separated by alcohol. Separation by
potassium sulphate solution is not to be recommended.

—J. T. D.

Nitrogen ,- Automatic Apparatus for the Absorption of
from Gaseous Mixtures. F. Henrich. VII., page 1146.

INORGANIC—QUANTITATIVE.
Sulphates ; Volumetric Determination of Soluble .

M. Monhaupt. Chem.-Zeit., 1904, 28, 1125— 112G.

The method given is for the determination of sulphates in

alkali aod alkaline-earth salts. A weighed quantity of the
substance is dissolved in water, and a solution containing
known quantities of sodium carbonate and of potassium
hydrate is added in excess to precipitate lime and mag
nesia. The solution is then made up to a known volume,,

and filtered. An aliquot portion of the filtrate is neutralised

with hydrochloric acid, using methyl orange as indicator.

The solution is then boiled to expel carbon dioxide, and
a known quantity of standardised barium chloride solutiou

added. After cooling, the solution is made up to a known
volume, and a portion of the filtrate titrated with sodium
carbonate solution, phenolphthalein teing used as indicator.

The titration can be performed accurately, if about from
one-third to one-half part of 80—90 per cent, alcohol he

added to the solution, and the mixture warmed. The lime

and magnesia originally present may be determined b)

using a knowu excess of standardised sodium carbonate

and potassium hydroxide in the first instance, and titrating

a portion of the filtrate with standard acid solution, using
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methyl orange and phenolphtbalein as indicators. From
be amounts of sodium carbonate aud potassium hydroxide

consumed, the quantities of lime and magnesia respectively

can lie calculated. For instance, a mixture of IS grms. of

•alt (containing - 81 per cent, of sulphuric anhydride).

.'i gnus, of magnesium sulphate, and S gnns. of crystallised

magnesium chlorine, was dissolved in 250 c.c. of wati

C. of the solution -were then precipitated with 50 c.c. u!

hi ti bonate liquor, made up to 200 c.c, the hqi id

red, and 100 c.c. (containing 2 grins, of the mi i

Of the filtrate neutralised and boiled. 20 C.C. of N/2 barium

chloride solution were added, and 100 c.c. of the cooled and

filtered solution then required 6-75 c.c. of N/2 sodiun

arbonate solution. This corresponded to 6 - 50 per cent of

-ulphuric anhydride and a gravimetric determination gavi

i !..'; per rent.—L. F. G.

Sulphates and Chlorides; Use oj the Chromates of

Barium, and of Silver m tin- Determination of .

L, W. Andrews. Amer. Ghent. J., 1904, 32, 476—480.

Sulphates. — The author recommended some years ago

(this J., 1890, 828) a method for the volumetric determi-

nation of sulphatt s, consisting in adding a reagent prepared

by dissolving barium cbromate in dilute hydrochloric acid,

to the sulphate solution, neutralising, filtering, and titrating

the cbromate in the filtrate iodometrically. It has been

pointed out, however, that the solution of barium cbromate

in hjdrochloric acid does not maintain its strength on

Keeping (this J., 1892, 711 ; 1898, 694). The author now

finds that this objection is completely removed if trichlor-

acetic acid he substituted for hydrochloric acid. Trichlor-

acetic acid in concentrations between N/1 and N/2 is

capable of maintaining permanently in solution one-sixth of

its own weight of barium cbromate, and the solutions do not

appreciably alter on keeping, so far as the concentration of

cbromate is concerned.

ides.—The principle of using a re-precipitable salt can

also be applied to the determination of chlorides, especially

, the colorimetric determination of small amounts, as for

example, in water-analysis. Finely-divided silver ehromnte

is agitated with the dilute chloride solution, the liquid is

filtered or decanted, and its colour matched with that of a

solution containing a known amount of potassium cbromate.

—A. S.

Perchlorate j Reduction [Determination] of in the

Wet Way. 11. Sjollema. Z. anorg. them., 1904, 42,
127—128.

Potassium perchlorate is quantitatively reduced to chloride

>\ boiling with ferrous hydroxide in the absence of free

alkali. 0'4 ffrni. of potassium perchlorate was treated with

a solution ot 4(1 grms. of ferrous sulphate crystals in about

100 c.c. of water and 25 c.c. of sodium hydroxide solution

(sp.gr. 1*33). and the mixture boiled for three hour-.

25 c.c. of nitric acid (sp. gr. 1 -a:.'— 1 -3:;) were then added,

and, after heating for some time, a further 25 c.c, after

which the boiling was continued for about half an hour.

While the acid solution was being boiled, the flask was

provided with a device by which the vapours were wash,

with water, the washings running into the flask. Tlie

solution was finally made lip to 500 c.c, and 250 c.c

were titrated according to Volhard's method. In seven tests

the amount of perchlorate found, varied from 398 to

o- 110 grm.—A. S.

Sodium Hydrosulphite ; Action of upon Metallic

Salts. 0. Hrunek. VII., page 1 1 16.

Sulphur in Irons and Steels; Xeu- Method for the. Deti

mination of . H. B. Pulsifer. Chem. News, 1904,

90, 230—231.

I wo aud it half grms. of the sample are moistened with

water in a broad 250 c.c. heaker, and 20 e o. of chloric

acid (sp. gr. 1'12) and a very small quantity of hydro-

fluoric acid are added. Alter the action has subsided,

5 c.c. of strong hydrochloric acid are added, the beaker is

covered with a watch-glass, and the contents arc heated to

boiling. The residue in filtered oir wi'h the aid of the bin

pump, washed two or three times with a little water, drain

and fused with sodium peroxide in a nickel crucible. The
melt, after cooling, is dissolved in water aud hydrochloric

acid, the solution filtered and the filtrate mixed with the

main solution, which lias, in the meantime, been treated

with 20 c.c of strong hydrochloric acid, and evaporated
until its volume is less than 10 c.c. in order to expel the

hydrofluoric acid. '1 he volume of the mixed solutions

should be about 100 c.c. The sulphur is now determined
in the usual manner as barium sulphate. The method is

stated to give accurate results, and it is much quicker than

the usual processes, the time occupied from the weighing
of the sample to the precipitation of the barium sulphate

being only 20 minutes.—A. S.

Tin, Commercial, and its Alloys; Analysis of . A.
llollard and L. Uertiaux. Hull. isoc. Chim., 1904, 31,
1128—1131.

THE following methods are recommended for the determina-

tion of impurities in tin and its alloys:

—

Arsenie is

detcrmiued by the method previously described by the

author (this .1., 1900, 563). Lend, bismuth, and iron.—The
tin is dissolved in a mixture of hydrochloric acid aud an
extremely small quantity of nitric acid ; excess of ammonia
is added, aud sulphuretted hydrogen is passed through
the solution until all the tin sulphide has dissolved. '1 be

precipitate is dissolved in hot hydrochloric acid containing

bromine, the excess of which is then removed by boiling :

the bismuth, lead, and copper are precipitated as sulphides

and the iron determined in the solutiou volunietricallv.

The precipitate of sulphides is again dissolved in hydra
chloric acid containing bromine, excess of ammonia aud a

small quantity of potassium cyanide arc added, and the lead

aud bismuth are precipitated as sulphides. The washed
precipitate is oxidised to sulphate, antl the lead and bismuth
determined electrolytically (this J., 1904, 207 and 839).

[ Antimony is determined by dissolving the tin in </</«.' regia,

evaporating to dryness repeatedly with hydrochloric acid

to remove all nitric acid, adding a little sodium carbonate

to render the residue alkaline, dissolving in sodium hydro
sulphide and potassium cyanide aud electrolysing. Coppt r

anil sulphur.—The tiu (5 grms.) is attacked with nitric

acid, anil the resulting liquid, &c, evaporated to dryness
on the water-bath. The residue is treated with wa er

acidified with nitric acid and washed ou a filter; copper is

determined by electrolysing the filtrate, the residual solution

being precipitated with barium chloride solution. Alloyn

of lead and tin are preferably mixed with 10 times their

weight of copper, and treated wilh dilute nitric acid, the

lead being determined in the solution by electrolytic deposi-

tion, as peroxide, alter the stannic oxide precipitate has

been removed.—T. F II.

Lead, Commercial [Electrolytic Determination of Im-
purities in ], A. Hollard aud I,. Ueitiaux. Hull.

Soc. Chim., 19U4, 31, 1124—1128.

The lead is dissolved in nitric acid ami deposited ou it

platinum anode by using a current of about 0' -J ampere.
Sulphuric acid is added to the residual solution, which is

then evaporated and diluted ; nitric acid is added and any
remaining lead is filtered off as sulphate. The copper is

determined in this solution by ef etroly.sis. \n het, zinc.

and iron are determined by the method previously described

(see this J., 1904, 762). Sulphur is determined by evap-

orating the solution, freed from lean as above, to dryness

with hydrochloric acid, dissolving the res due in dilute

hydrochloric acid, and precipitating with buium chloride.

For the determination of arsenic, the lead i« tie .ted with
sulphuric acid, aud the solutiou district! with 'crrous sul-

phate and hydrochloric acid (see this J., 1900, 568), Zinc
cliloride is added to the residue rom tins distillation, and
the mixture is distilled in a current of bydrotililiirio acid

gas, antimony chloride passing out. The distillate is

neutralised with ammonia and the aotiino > i
r.c ipitated

by means of sulphuretted hydrogen. 'The precipitate is dis-

solved in a solution of sodium hydroxtilpliide aud potassium

cyanide (see this J. , 1908, 512) and the atttinw ry determined
by electrolysis, using a current oft)" I am |

ere. .S' (r. r is deter-

mined by precipitating a nit;ic acid solution >> t lead by
hydrochloric acid, dissolving the precipitate in potassium
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j mule solution and electrolysing with a current of 0- 1 am-
pere. The deposited metal is dissolved in nitric acid and the
silver determined volutnetrieally by the thiocyanate method.
Bismuth and tin.—A solution of lead in dilute nitric acid
- vaporated to dryness, and tin' residue mixed with water
and evaporated again. Ammonium nitrate s ilution is added

I the mixture filtered ; the resiiue on the filter, which
contains the bismuth, tin, arsenic, and antimony, is dissolved
in hydrochloric acid, and precipitated by sulphuretted
hydrogen ; the arsenious sulphide is removed irom the
precipitate by treatment with ammonium carbonate solution,

! the antimony and tin sulphides by ammonium sul-

phide ; the residue is now oxidised to convert sulphide
sulphate, the bismuth being determined electrolytieally

( si this J., 1904, S3'J). The ammonium sulphide solution,

mining the tin and antimony, is precipitated by means
of hydrochloric acid, the precipitate dissolved in sodium

Irosulphide and potassium cyanide, the autimouy beinc
removed as above. The tin is precipitated from the solution
by hydrochloric acid, the precipitate dissolved in alkali

su phide and the solution evaporated t<> dryni ss ; the residue

xidised by means of potassium chlorate, hydrochloric
ad,led. and the solution filtered, ammonium oxalate

living then added to the filtrate and the tin determined bv
trolysing the hot solution, using a current of about

1 ampere.—X. 1\ li.

ORGANIC—QUALITATI VE.

Cotton-Seed. Oil; Detection of in Oiwe Oil. E.

Milliau. Comptes rend., 1904, 139, 807— So 1

. .

The adulteration of •live oil by cotton-seed oil is generally
detected by the reduction of silver nitrate on warming in

alcoholic solution, or else by Qalphen's reagent [mixture
of amylic alcohol and carbon bisulphide containing
sulphur]. Since, however, kapok oil and baobab oil

[Haobab tree : Adansonia digitata] also show both these

reactions for cotton-seed oil, and since kapok oil is now a
commercial product, it was necessary to distinguish between
these two oils and cotton-seed oil. The author proposes
the following simple method: —The fatty acids of the oil

are prepared, washed, and dried; ~> e.c. of the fused acids

am mixed in a test-tube with 5 e.e. of a 1 per cent, solution

of silver nitrate in absolute alcohol : the mixture is shaken,
and the reaction observed. The presence of even 1 per
cent, of kapok oil produces a dark brown coloration after

about 20 minutes, at the ordi - temperature, baobab oil

beh i is in an exactly similar raauner, whereas cotton-seed

ill causes no reduction until the mixture i„ warmed.
—J. F. B.

Cholesterol ; New Reaction of . C. Neuherg and D.
Kauehwerger. Festschr. fur E. S.dkowski, 1901, 279

—

265. (Jhern. Ce.ntr., 1904, 2, 1434—1435.

Tub tests known at present for cholesterol are given by
phjtosterol, coprosterol and hippocoprosterol as well as

bv the typical cholesterol from gall-stones. With a mixture

of 5-methvlfurfurul (or rhamnose) and conceutrated sul-

phuric acid, however, the typical cholesterol gives a

characteristic coloration. A very small quantity of choles-

terol is warmed with about 1-5 e.e. of absolute alcohol and
a trace of rhamnose added. After cooling, an equal volume
of concentrated sulphuric acid is introduced so as to form a

layer below the solution, whereupon a raspberry-coloured

ring is produced almost instantaneously at the zone of con-

tact of the two liquids. If the layers be now mixed while

the tube is cooled by a current of cold water, the mixture

becomes intensely coloured, and when diluted with alcohol,

gives a characteristic dark absorption band in the green to

blue region of the spectrum, between the lines E and b. If

tbe liquid becomes warm, it acquires a brownish instead of

a raspberry colour, and then gives a second absorption

band near the line D. Amyl or methyl alcohol, acetone or

glacial acetic acid may be used in pUce of ethyl alcohol.

With phytosterol the reaction fails, or at most, a pink

coloration is produced, with occasionally an absorption.

band in the yellow to green portion of the spectrum.

Similar read ions are given by various hydro-aromatic

compounds, among them, abietic acid and retenedodeca-

hydride, C,8H30 (compare this 3., 1904, 1117).— A. S.

Morphia, : Contributions to the Knowledge of Alkaloid
Reactions. IV. . C. Keichard. Chem.-Zeit., 1904,
28,1102—1105. (See this J., 1904, 158 and I ill.

|

3 txi whenaddedin small quantities to a solution of
;1 ! '- or arsenic acid with sulphuric acid, produces a
fine purple-red coloration. The colour change- to vi let
"' -5 days. The colouring matter is not extracted 'jy

ether. Atropine can be detected in the pre a 1 mor-
phine by the production of a fragrant odour. Strychnine
with these reagents gives a dirty yellowish-green colora-
tion; with brucine the liquid turns blai warming;
cocaine produces a black precipitate. Morphine sulphate
added to a concentrated solution of antimony trichloride
-i a deep red coloration on warming \ 1,|.,! to stan-
'" iiloride solution it produces no change, even on
warming, till sulphuric acid- is added, when a sine vioict-
purple coloration is produced. With atropine there is no
change. When morphine is warmed with bismuth chloride
solution a yellow coloration is formed. Brucine interferes
with this reaction, but atropine, strychnine and cocaine do
not. Mjrphine added to a solution of cobalt nitrate and

huric acid yields a dark red colour slowlj 'hanging
to brownish-yellow; brucine interferes with this reaction.
If Cerium dioxide is triturated with sulphuric acid, mor-
phiue added, and the mixture warmed, a strong bluish-
violet colour appears. It is not advisable to mike use of
this reaction in the presence of strychnine, or brucine,
either of which gives a strong yellowish-red coloratiou ; but
it may be used in the presence of cocaine or atropine.

—F. S.

ORGANIC—QUANTITA TI I E.

Deyras ; Note on the Analysis of . G. Baldracco.,

Collegium, 1904, 333—335.

There are two well-kuown methods for determining the

unsaponifiable matter:—(1) Methods by which the grease
is saponified and the unsaponified matters dissolved out
from the solution of the soap by extraction with ether or
petroleum spirit

; (2) Methods by which the unsaponifiable
matter is extracted from the dry soap. The author lias

compared these two methods for ciegras, and finds that they
always yield different results. The second method of the
two, is the more accurate one.—F. 1). T.

India-Rubber Articles j Analysis of —— . W. Esch and
A. Chwolles. Gummi-Zeit., 1904, 19, 125—126. (This
J. 18113, 467 ; 1894, 986—98S and 476.)

Varioi s modifications of Henriques' and Weber's methods
for the analysis of rubber goods have recently been pro-
posed. Cheneau (this J., 1900, 780) suggests the extraction
of paraffin with light petroleum spirit or chloroform, after

extractions with alcoholic soda, acetone, and cold nitro-

benzene. The authors have satisfied themselves that
paraffin is completely extracted by acetone if the samples
are properly prepared (fine enough) and extracted for a
sufficiently long time. Cheneau's unsatisfactory results with
acetone were doubtless due to the samples not being rolled

sufficiently thin. Pontio makes his first extraction with
alcohol instead of acetone. There appears to be no ad-
vantage if asphaltum be present; as both solvents dissolve

a small quantity (in the case of Syrian asphaltum about I '5

per cent.). Acetone also dissolves the unsaponifiable oils

completely, but alcohol only partially. Pontio, therefore,

extracts the unsaponifiable oils, together with theasphaltuin,

by means of a mixture of spiice oil and acetone. It appears
to be immaterial whether tbe unsaponifiable oils are extrac-

ted with the paraffin or with tbe asphaltum. An experiment
showed t hat alcohol extracted five-sixths of the paraffin in

a specially prepared sample (containing 21 per cent, of

paraffin) in five hours, whilst acetone extracted the whole
in three hours. Henriques and Weber used cold nitroben-

zene for the extraction of asphaltum; Pontiouses a mixture

of 60 parts of spike oil and 40 parts of acetone, boiliog for

six hours. The great difference between tbe boiling points

of the two solvents and the tendeucy to dissolve vuleaui-.:

!

rubber makes this latter method impossible. Henriques, after

extraction of the sample with alcoholic soda, cold ether or

hot acetone, and cold nitrobenzene, ascertained the com-
bined sulphur and mineral constituents in the insoluble
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residue, ai d calculated from the difference the amount of

iiili'n i . v i r 1 1 the aid of factor- to correct for the loss of

rubber due to small quantities dissolved by the various

solvents used. This correction depends, of course, upon

the si [vents used, and the factor ,,. _ quoted by him as an

pie is not to be taken as a general factor, as assumed

by some investigators. For the extraction of unsaponiti-

oils from samples of rubber which could not be finely

powdered or crushed, Henriques used ether, on account of

its penetrative power being superior to that of acetone :

however, apart from this, and in all other cases, acetone is

much the better solvent.—J. K. B.

Reducing Sugars ; Separation or Isolation of by

Means of Aromatic Hydrazines. E. Votocek and

I!. Vondricek. Ber., 1904, 37, 3854—3858.

In the separation of reducing sugars from mixtures it is

first ascertained by preliminary tests (colour reactions,

distillation with hydrochloric acid, &c.) what types of

gugai are present, i.e., whether they are hexoses, pentoses,

methylpentoses, or mixtures of these). The content of

reducing sugar in the syrup is then determined by

Fehliog's solution, and water added in such quantity that

the proportion of sugar is about 5 per cent. This solution

is then treated with an equivalent quantity of a suitable

substituted hydrazine or its acetate, and the deposited

hydrazone filtered off; to the mother liquor direct (i.e.,

without setting free the sugar by means of beuzaldehyde or

formaldehyde) another aromatic hydrazine is then added

to convert the second sugar into either a hydrazone or

osazone. This operation is repeated, should a third sugar

be present. The method has been applied to various mix-

tures of pure sugars and also to the saccharine products

of hydrolysis of arabinic acid (from sugar beets), gum
arabic, and coffee beans.—T. H. P.

Codeine m Opium; Determination of . C. E.

Caspari. Charm. Rev., 22, 348. J. Pharm. Chiiu.,

1904, 20, 4J8—460.

I'n rv grins, of opium are extracted with water, the aqueous

liquid is evaporated to 250 c.c., 5 grins, of barium acetate

are added, and the solution is made up to "00 c.c. with

water. The meconie acid and resinous substances which

are precipitated, are filtered off and washed with cold water,

and the filtrate and washings arc concentrated, treated with

a further 5 grms. of barium acetate, diluted and filtered.

These operations are repeated until barium acetate pro-

duce- DO further precipitate. The solution is then con-

centrated, a slight excess of a 10 per cent, solution of

sodium carbonate is added, and the solution is filtered.

The precipitate which contains the thebame, papaverine,

and narcotine is filtered off and washed with water, and

the filtrate and washings are acidulated with dilute hydro-

chloric acid, and concentrated by evaporation. The greater

part of the morphine is precipitated by adding excess of a

2 per cent, solution of ammonia, filtered off, and washed.

The filtrate is acidulated, concentrated, and again treated

with ammonia to precipitate the remainder of the morphine,

which is filtered off and washed. The filtrate is acidulated,

concentrated to 70 c.c, rendered alkaline with we I

ammonia, and shaken with benzene, which dissolves the

codeine, but not the narceine. In the evaporation re-i !

of the benzene extract, the codeine is determined by

titration. By this method Smyrna opium was fouud to

contain, in 'wo tests, 1 • 12 and 133 per cent, respectively

of codeine, C lsH21N03
.H„0.—A. S.

XXIV.-SCIENTIFIC & TECHNICAL NOTES.

Radio-activi Gat in the Hot Springs of Wiesbaden .

Presenci of a . I*". Henri, -h. '/.. angew. Ohem.,

1904,17, 1757—1760.

Tun author finds that the gas and water from the hot

springs of Wiesbaden are distinctly radio-active. The
-lalaciites present in the springs are also radio-active, and,

unlike the water and gas, do not become inactive on

teeping, although fresh stalactites are more active than

those which have been removed for some time. It is

possible to make the water nearly inactive by freeing it
from dissolved gases by boiling.— A. S.

Carbon Dioxide ; Decomposition of lit/ Liqht.
A.Bach. Ber., 1904, 37, 3985—3986.

The author found, some >ears ago, that when carbon dioxide
was bubbled through uranium acetate solution in bright
sunlight, reduction occurred, whilst no reduction was
effected by exposure of the uranium solution alone m -uu-
light, or by bubbling carbon dioxide through it in the dark.
Euler has stated that uranium acetate solution is reduced
by -unlight, either alone or wheu nitrogen i- bubbled
through it. The author, however, confirms his original

observation, and attributes the difference between Euler and
himself to impurity in one or the other uranium solution.

—J. T. Ii.

.1 wrens Iodide; P repartition of by the I

Iodine on Gold. F. Mever. Comptes rend.. 1904, 139
733— 736.

\ i ihe ordinary temperature, iodine is without action on
gold ; and aurou- iodide, on the other band, does not (lis-

sociate even in a vacuum. Between 50 C. and its melting
point, pure dry iodine react- on gold, forming amorphous
anions iodide ; and above the melting-point of iodii tin

crystallised iodide is produced. The dircot rt

a

always limited by the inverse one. but by using a sufficient

excess of iodine a given quantity of gold can be completely
converted into iodide. The iodide is best separated from
the excess of iodine by careful sublimation of the latter at

30° (_'., a- most solvents of iodine decompose the iodide.

The formation of iodide takes place, in closed \^

presence of water; but the reaction is limited, and in the

open air. where iodine can escape, water c

decomposes aurous iodide.—J. T. D.

Fluorides of Boron and Silicon; Preparation and Phystrat'

Constants of . II. Moissau. Comptes rend.. 19041

139, 711— 714

The substances formed by the direct reaction of fluorine on
boron and on silicon were proved to be identical respectively

with boron trithioride and silicon tetrafluoride, prepared
by the usual methods. The melting and boiling-points of

boron trithioride were determined and found to be — 127°

and — 101 C. respectively, under atmospheric pressure.

Silicon tetrafluoride is solid at — 97' ('., under atmospheric-

pressure, and at that temperature volatilises rapidly with-

out liquefying. (< Hszewsky had already recorded a similar

behaviour at — 1(>2
3
C.) Under two atmosphere- pressure

it melts at — 77 C. to a transparent and exceedingly

mobile liquid, which boils at — 65' C. when the pressure

is 18! cm. of mercury. The critical point of silicon tetra-

fluoride is — l'.V (.'., and the critical pressure 50 atmo-
spheres.—J. T. I J.

ffydrogi n Peroxide ; Effect] of " Poisons " on Decomposi-
tion of by Harm tse. (I. Scuter. Proc. Km -

1904,' 74, 201—217.

Quantitative measurements have been made of the effects

of various substance- on the rate of decomposition of

hydrogen peroxide by haunase, an enzyme obtained from

blood. The probable mechanism of the catalysis is dis-

CUSsed, and reasons are given for supposing that what is

actually measured i- "the rate of diffusion of hydro-

peroxide to the enzyme." The author prefers a chemical

explanation of the action of these poison- to those already

advanced. From the results obtained with acids and

alkalis, a- well a- from tin results of other observers,

it is concluded that at hast some enzymes are amphoteric

substances, i.e., substances which are neutral in aqu
I solution, but can combine with either acids or alku

form salts.—T. H. ]'.

' Formaldehyde; Formation of during the Combustion

of Tobacco. A. Trillat. Comptes rend., 1901. 139,
742—744.

ClOAES, cigarettes, and tobacco in wooden and clay
|

were burnt, and the product- ol combustion examined for

formaldehyde (.compare this J., 1904, 7 11). Amounts

varying from 005 to 0'12 per cent, of the weight of the
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i were found. The amount varies but little with
the origin of the tobacco ; that formed with a clay pipe is,

a? a rule, greater than that with a wooden pipe or from
cigars or cigarettes—possibly owing to catalytic action of
the hot clay surfaces. The formaldehyde seems to exist,

the free state, but in combination with nicotine and
i bases formed at the same time. The physiolooical

effect* of the aldehyde are no doubt modified on this account.

—J. T. D.
Rhudeosc and Fucose ; Enantiomorphism of .

E. Votocek. Ber., 1904, 37, 3859—3862.

The author has expressed the view (Ber., 1904, 37 S06)
that the sugar rhodeose, obtained by the hydrolysis of
the glucoside convoivulin, and fucose, isolated by Tollens
from plants of the Fucus species and also from tragacanth,
arc cimntiomorphously related methylpentoses. Since then,

- has found that the melting point of fucosephenylosa-
kone is 158°—159

c C, whilst that of rhodeosephenylosazone
.is 176 5° C. The author now shows that the former of these
melting points is incorrect, fucosepheuylosazone melting at
fea 'rally the same temperature as the rhodeose derivative,
namely, 178°. The two phenylhydrazides of the mono-
nrboxylic acids of rhodeose and fucose also have identical
melting points. A mixture of equal amounts of the two
sugars forms a true racemic compound, which is optically
inactive, melts at 161°, and has a solubility in water less in
the proportion of 1 : 5-4 than that of either of the com-
ponents. This is the first known example of the natural

• occurrence of two enantiomorphouslv-related sugars. The
view that nature only produces one member of an enantio-
morphous pair of sugars is heuce erroneous. The author
shows that rhodeose really exists as such iu eonvolvulin,
and is not produced by the action of the baryta used for the
hydrolysis.—T. H. P.

w Jsumeric Glucosides and Galaclosidcs ; Hydrolysis of
by Acids and Enzymes. E. F. Armstrong. Proc. Roy.
Soc, 1904. 74, 188—194.

The suggestion, put forward by Bourquelot and Herissey,

that the action of emulsin on milk sugar is due to the

presence of small quantities of lactase, together with the
emulsin proper, is improbable owing to the facts:—(1)
That the curve expre-siog the rate at which milk sugar
changes is not of the form to be expected if only a very
small quantity of enzyme (lactase) were present, as then
a linear expression should apply during the early stages

;

actually the curve is only of this form when small quantities

of emulsin are used. (2) The action of emulsin on
milk sugar is most retarded by dextrose and only to a
slight extent by galactose, whereas the latter alone affects

the action of lactase. ( 3) The curves for emulsin fall

off very much more rapidly than those for lactase, showing
that the action of the products in removing the enzyme
is greater in the former case. It would seem, therefore,

that emulsin is capable of acting on /3-galactosides, as

well as iS-glucosides. With the a- and /8-glucosides and the

o- and j8-gaIactosides, where the stereo-isomerism in each
pair of compounds is confined to the terminal carbon atom,
the /3-compounds undergo hydrolysis by acids much more
readily than the corresponding a-compounds. Further, on
passing from a glucoside to the corresponding galactosidi

—

involving a change in the general configuration at the fourth

carbon atom affecting only the nature of the attachment of

the oxygen atoms within the ring— a marked influence is

exerted on the activity of the group associated with the

terminal carbon atom, the galactoside being far more readily

hjdrolysable than the glucoside. Maltose is hvdrolysed
more rapidly by yeast extract than a-methylglueoside, and, in

both cases, the velocity coefficient of the change diminishes

as action proceeds, but to a far greater extent with maltose
;

tie value of K for the latter is about six times as great as

that for the glucoside. The hydrolysing activity of the

enzyme is much greater than that of acids.—T.'H. 1'.

Su< inelastic [Hydrolylic~\ Actions of Acids and Enzymes ;

Contrast between the . E. F. Armstrong anil R. .1.

Caldwell. Proc. Roy. Soc, 1904, 74, 195—201.

The authors have determined the effects produced on the

Talue of the velocity constant of the hydrolysis of cane-

sugar by hydrochloric acid by the addition of one or both
of the products of hydrolysis or cane sugar itself. 100 c.c.
of a 17-1 per cent, solution of cane-sugar, containing 0*5
grni.-inolccule of hydrochloric acid were taken, and the
following amounts of sugar added :—

Sugar added.

9"0 gi-ms.

s-.v

of glucose ... .

.. Invulose
., invert MiLMr

' i supir .

.

Mean Value ! K.

]
2

' 53
I2-3U
12-42
12-45

It .ill be seen that about the same increase in the value
of K (the velocity constant) is produced by equimolecular
proportions of glucose and levulose, whilst the molecular
effect of the biose cane sugar is about twice the molecular
eflect of the monose. The acceleration brought about by
the addition of sugars may he attributed to a withdrawal
of Mater by the sugar and the consequent increase iu the
amount of the " active system."—T. H. P.

flevo fionbs.

'lit- iNi) Fats: Their Use* and Applications.
( 'amor Lectures. Dr. J. Lewkowitsch, M.A., &c.
William Trounce, 10, Gough .Square, Fleet Street.
London, E.C. 1904. Price Is.

The author's four .Cantor Lectures are embodied in this

pamphlet, which contains 52 pages, with 28 illustrations

and IS tables. The matter is subdivided and classified as
follows:— I. Extent of the Oil and Fat Industries. Sources
of Supply. Raw Materials and Modern Methods of Manu-
facture. II. .Methods of Keliuing. Industry of Edible
Oils and Fats. III. Burning Oils. Paint Oils, Lubri-
cating. Blown, and Boiled Oils. Linoleum Industry.
Turkey-Red Oils. Hydrolysis of Fats. IV. Saponification
Processes. ( 'andle Industry. Soap Industry. Glycerin,
and its Recovery from Soap Lyes. (See also this ./.,

1904, 1098.)

Application of Some General Reactions to Inves-
tigations in Organic Chemistry. By Dr. Lassab'
Cohn, Professor of Organic Chemistry at the University
of Kbnigsberg. Translated by J. Bishop Tingli ,

' h I

First Edition. John Wiley and Sons, New York. '

( bapman and Hall, Ltd., London. 1904. Price 4s. 6d. [

12mo volume, containing translator's and author's prefaces,

and 95 pages of subject matter, also an alphabetical index.

The purpose of the book is to discuss, in a systematic and
generalised manner, the application of certain reactions and
methods to investigations in Organic Chemistry. Trie

divisions of the subject indicate generally the method
adopted. I. Fixation of labile Hydrogen Atom*. II.

Modification of Reactions. III. Improvement in the

Conditions of Reaction. Overstrain of Reactions. IV.
Influence of neighbouring Atoms and Atomic Complexes.

Chemisi h-teobnische Unteesochdngsmethoden. Mit

Benutzung der friiheren von Or. Frieilrich BdckmoTjn
bearbeiteten Auflagen, und unter Mitwirkung von E.

Adam, F. Barnstein, Th. Beckert, O. BSttche

Councler, K. Dieterich, K. Piimmler, A. Ebertz, C.v.
Eckenbrecher, F. Fischer, F. Frank, H. Frtudmherg,
E. Gildemeister, R. Gnehni, O. Otittmaur, E Hi elhoff,

W. Herzberg, 1). Holde, W. Jettel, H. Kotiler, Bh.

Kreiling, K. B. Lehmann, J. Lewkowitsch, C. J. Limner,

E. 1 1. v. Lippmann, E. Marckwald, J. Messner, .1. PasslejF,

( I. Pfeifier, O. Pufahl, H. Rasch, O. Schluttig. ' . Sc'hoch,

G. Schiile, L. Tietjens, K. Windisch, L. W. Winkler.

Herausgegeben von Dr. Georg Lunge, Professor der

teehoischen Chemie am cidgenossischen Polytechnikum
in Zurich. Zweiter Band. 5'% vollstandig umgearbeitete

und vermehrte Anflage. Julius Springer- Verlag,

Berlin. 1905. Price M. 16 ; bound, M. 18.

Large Svo volume, containing 842 pages of subject-

matter, with 153 illustrations, ami an appendix with eight
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pag - 'Hie subject matter treated of in il

second .Glume is as follows:— I. Ikon (Tb. Beckert

, i) ,.i the i ires, (ii> Analysis of Iron. I.

\li a THAN Iron (O. Puthhl) : (i) Silver, (i

Gold, (iii) Platinum, (iv) Mercury, (v) Copper, (v:

Mail. ( ii) Bismuth, (viii) Tin. (ix 1 Arsenic. (\

An'. mi r: fxi) Zin<\ (xii) Cadmium. (xiii) N

and Cobalt, (xiv) Manganese, (xv) Chromium.
|

Tungsten, (xvii) Uranium, (xviii) Molybdenum. (\i\

Uuminium. (xx) Thorium, (xxi) Metallic Salts. III.

Artificial Manures (O. Bottcher): (i) General Methods
of Examining Artificial Manures. (ii) Special Method-
tor Examining Individual Manures. (iii) Methods !

Examining Products and Raw Materials of th<- Manufacture

of Manure- in International Commerce. IV. Feedin
Stuffs (F, Barnstein). V. Explosives (Oscar Cut

marui) i Raw Materials. n. Explosives i Tests

Stability aud Thermal Effect. VI. Detonators (Wladimh
Jettel) : a. Raw Materials. r. Matches. VII. Gas
Manufacture. Ammonia (Otto Pfeiffer). VIII. ( a

Cium Cabbidii mi \< itylene (G. Lunge): a. Raw
Materials, b. Calcium Carbide as a Trade Prodaci

c. Acetylene. IX. Coal-Tab Inddsxbt (H. Kohler) :

(i) Properties and Composition of Coal-tar. (ii) Invest

gation a I oal-tar. (iii) Practical Process and Contra

(iv) Final Products. X. Inorganic Coloubtng Matters
(It. Gnehru (i) Blue Colours. (ii) Yellow Colour-.

(iii) Green Colours, (iv) Red Colours, (v) Brown Colours.

(vi) Black Colours, (vii) White Colours, (viii) Bronze
Colours, (ix) Colour Lake- from Artificial i olours. i\

Ultramarine.

I)n Fabrikatiok deb Soda nach hem Ammoniakvei
FAhren. Von H. Schbbib. Julius Springer's Vcrlag.

Berlin. 1905. Price M, 0.

8vo volume, containing 312 pages of subject-matter, aud a

Series of three table-, filled with plans of apparatus and
plant relating to the Ammonia-Soda Industry. The text is

classified on the following lines :— I. Introduction: Develop-

ment of the Ammonia-Soda Industry. II. Burning the

Ijiine and Recovering the Carbon Dioxide liberated. III.

Preparing the Ammoniacal Solution of Common Salt

IV. Precipitation of the Sodium Bicarbonate. V. Sepa-
rating the Sodium Bicarbonate from the Mother Liquors,

or Filtration. VI. Decomposing the Sodium Bicarbonate

into Sodium Carbonate ami Carbon Dioxide, or Calcining.

VII. Regenerating or Distilling the Ammonia. VII 1.

Treatment aDd Utilisation of the Spent Liquors. IX.
Calculating the Power required for the Manufacture of

Ammonia-Soda. X. Materials required and Costs of Pre-

paration of the Ammonia-Soda. XI. Review of Manufac-
turing Method. Sec.

Die Dabstellung des Zi.nks auf Ei.kktimilytisculm
Wbge. Voi Dr. inn. Kmii. Guktheb. Wilhelm Knapp's
Verlag, Halle a. S. 1904. Price M. Mi.

Tms forma one of a -cries of monographs ou applied
electricity, and takes the form of an 8ro volume, containing
dedication, preface, 241 pages of subject-matter, with 59
illustration-, and an alphabetical index of names and subjects.

The matter i- classified as follows: — I. Properties of Zinc
Production Uses. Occurrence. Extraction by Metallur-
gical Methods. Review of Extraction by Electrochemical
Methods. II. Electrolysis of Aqueous Solutions. ( thtain-

ingZincfi i Yixed Ores. Obtaining Zinc Chloride. The
Hoepfber Process. III. Electrolysis of fused Zinc Salts.

Appendix Calculation and Comparison ol Co-ts.

Craor fcrport.

/.—GENERAL.

Tin 1' mini Ki LBS, 19D.").

Statutory Rides and Orders, 1904. No. 1652. Dated
Oct. 20, 1904.

By virtue of the provision- of the Patents, Design
Trade Mark- Acts, 1883 to 1902, the Board of Trad
hereby make the following rules: —

Short Title.

1. These rules may be cited a- th. Patents Rules,

f 'onanencement

-. The-' hall come into operation from aud iuuiie--

diately after the 31st day of December, 1904.

////* rpretation.

3. In the construction of these rule?, any words ii.i.iu

used defined by the said Acts, shall have the mean
thereby assigned to them respectively.

Applicationsfor Patent*.

4. The -tatement of the invention claimed, with which'-

a complete specification must end, shall be cleat

succinct as well as separate and distinct from the body of]

the specification.

5. For Rule 9 of the Patents Rules, 1903, the fol Inning.
rule shall be snbstituted:—
When a specification comprises several distinct matters,

they shall not be deemed to constitute one invention by
reason only that they are all applicable to or may form
parts of an existing machine, apparatus, or process.

Where a person making application for a patent has

included in his specification more than one invention, the

Comptroller may require or allow hiiu to ameud -ueh
application aud specification and drawings or any of tbein '

so as to apply to one invention only, and the applicant may
make application tor a separate patent for any invention

excluded by such amendment.
Every such last -mentioned application may, if the'

Comptroller at any time so direct, hear the date of the

original application, or such date between the date of the

original application and the date of the application in

question, as the Comptroller may direct, and shall other-

wise be proceeded with as a substantive application in the

manner prescribed by the -aid Acts and by any rules

thereunder for the time being in force.

Where the Comptroller has required or allowed any
application, specification, or drawings to be amended as

aforesaid, such application shall, if the Comptroller at auy
time so direct, hear such date, subsequent to the original date of '

the application and not later than the date when the amend-
ment was made, as the Comptroller shall consider reasonably '

necessary to give sufficient time for the subsequent pro- '

cedurc relating to such application.

Proceduri under Section 1 of the Patents Act, 1902.

6. If alter the leaving of any complete specification the ,

examiner reports that the nature of the invention is not .

sufficiently disclosed and defined to enable him to make the

investigation prescribed by subsection 1, ami the Comp-
troller has required amendment of the specification and
drawings, or either of them, the application shall, if the

Comptroller at an\ time so direct, bear such date, -ul>-

sequent to its original date and not later than the date

when the requirement is complied with, a- the Comptroller

may consider reasonably necessary to give sufficient time

for the subsequent procedure relating to such application.

7. When the Examiner in prosecution of the invest-

igation prescribed by subsection 1, finds that the inven-

tion claimed in the specification under examination has

been wholly claimed or described in one or more spe -

Sections within the meaning of the subsection in question,
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he shall, without any further prosecution of the inves-

tigation, make a provisional report to that effect to the

Comptroller.

If the provisional report of the Examiner made under

this Rule be not revised or altered, it shall be deemed a

final report, and the application shall be dealt with as

provided by subsection (5. If, however, such provisional

report be reversed or altered, the investigation prescribed

i.v subsection 1 shall be continued, and a further report

shall be made to the Comptroller, and the specification

shall be dealt with as provided in subsection 5 or sub-

section 6, as the case may require.

8. The time within which an applicant may leave his

amended specification under subsection 2 shall be two
months from the date of the letter informing him that the

invention claimed has been wholly or in part claimed or

described in any specification or specifications within the

meaning of subsection 1.

In any special case the Comptroller mar, if be think fit,

enlarge the time prescribed by this Rule.

9. When the applicant for a patent has been informed of

the result of the investigation of the examiner, made under

the provisions of subsection 1, and the time allowed by
Rule 3 for amendment of his specification has expired, the

Comptroller, if he is not satisfied that no objection exists

to the specification on the ground that the invention claimed

therein has beeu wholly or in part claimed or described

in a previous specification within the meaning of that sub-

section, shall inform the applicant accordingly, and appoint

a time for hearing him, and shall give him ten days' notice

at the least of such appointment. The applicant shall, as

soon as possible, notify the Comptroller whether or not he

desires to be heard. The Comptroller shall, after hearing

the applicant, or without a hearing, if the applicant has

not attended a hearing appointed or has notified that he

does not desire to be heard, determine whether reference

ought to be made in the applicant's specification to any,

and, if so, what, prior specification or specifications by way
of notice to the public.

10. When under subsection G the Comptroller determines

that a reference to a prior specification ought to be made
by way of notice to the public, the form of reference shall

he as follows, and shall be inserted after the claims :

—

Reference has been directed in pursuance of section 1,

subsection 6, of the Patents Act, 1902, to the following

specification of Letters Patent No. , granted to

Where the reference is inserted as the result of a pro-

visional report under Rule 7, a statement to that effect shall

he added to the reference.

Appeal.

11. Every decision of the Comptroller under the fore-

going Rules shall be subject to an appeal to the law-

officer.

Sealing of Patent and Payment of Fee.

12. If the applicant for a patent desires to have a

patent sealed on his application, he must, on or before the

last day on which a patent can lawfully be sealed, pay the

prescribed sealing fee ; and if such fee be not paid, no

patent shall be sealed.

The prescribed sealing fee should be paid by leaving, at

the Patent Office, Form X. in the Second Schedule to these

Rules, duly stamped.

Fees.

13. To the fees specified in the First Schedule to the

Patents Rules, 1903, shall be added the fee specified in the

1'irst Schedule hereto.

Forms.

14. To the forms contained in the Second Schedule to the

Patent Rules, 1903, shall be added the Form X. contained

in the Second Schedule hereto ; and in the Form C, con-

|
tained in the first- mentioned Schedule the following direc-

tion shall be added in a marginal note, namely :
—

" In the

preparation of the claim or claims, careful attention should

be [.aid to the terms of Rule 4 of the Patents Rules, IS
>"

Am unnecessary multiplicity of claims or prolixin of

la age should be avoided."

Size. j"c. of Documents.

15. For Rule 17 of the Patents Rules, 1903, the following

Rule shall be substituted :
—

All documents and copies of documents, except drawings,
sent to or left at the Patent < Itfice or otherwise furnished to

to the Comptroller or to the Board of Trade shall be
written, type-written, lithographed, or printed in the English

language (unless otherwise directed) in large and legible

characters with deep permanent ink upon strong wtiite

pai'fr. ami, except in the ease of statutory declarations and
affidavits, on one side only, of a size of approximately

18 IS. by S ios., leaving a margin of at least one inch and
a half on the left-hand part thereof, and the signatures

thereto must be written in a large and legible hand.

Duplicate documents shall at any time be left, if required

by the Comptroller.
At the top of the first page of a speciticaiion a space of

about 2 ins. should be left blank.

Drawings accompanying Specifications.

16. For Rules IS to 24 of the Patents Rules, 190::. the

following Rules shall be substituted :
—

As the drawings are printed by a photolithographic pro-
cess, the character of each original drawing must be

brought as nearly as possible to a uniform standard of

excellence, suited to the requirements of such process, and
calculated to give the best results in the interests of in-

ventors, of the Office, and of the public. The following

requirements should, therefore, be strictly observed, as

non-compliance therewith will be certain to cause delay in

the progress of an application for a patent.

17. Drawings, when furnished, should accompany the

provisional or complete specification to which they refer,

except in the case provided for by Rule 24, No drawiug
or sketch such as would require the preparation for the

printer of a special illustration for use in the letterpress of

the specification when printed should appear in the speci-

fication itself.

IS. Drawings may be made by hand or lithographed,

printed, &e. They must be made on pure white, hot-

pressed, rolled, or calendered 6trong paper of smooth
surface, good quality, and medium thickness without

washes or colours, in such a way as to admit of leing

clearly reproduced ou a reduced scale by photography.

Mounted drawings must not be used.

19. Drawings must be on sheets which measure 13 ins.

from top to bottom, and are either from 8 ins. lo 8[ ius. or

from lti ins. to 16j ins. wide, the narrower sheets being

preferable.

If there are more figures than can be shown on one of

the smaller sized sheets, two or more of these sheets should

be used in preference to employing the larger size. When
an exceptionally large drawing is required, it should be

continued on subsequent sheets. There is no limit to the

number of sheets that may be sent in, but no more sheets

should be employed than are necessary, and the figures

shotdd be numbered consecutively throughout and without

regard to the number of sheets. The figures should not be

more numerous than is absolutely necessary. They should

be separated by a sufficient space to keep them distinct.

20. Drawings must be prepared in accordance with the

following requirements :

—

(«) They must be executed with absolutely black ink.

(i) Each line must be firmly and evenly drawn, sharply

defined, and of the same strength throughout.

(c) Section lines, lines for effect, and shading lines should

be as few as possible, and must not be clos. ly drawn.

(<i) Shade lines must not contrast too much in thickness

with the general lines of the drawing.

Sections and shading should not be represented by

solid black or washes.

(/) They should be on a scale sufficiently large to -how

the invention clearly, and only so much of the apparatus,
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machine, &c, should appear as effects this purpose. If

scale is given, it should br drawn, and not denoted by
words.

Reference letters and figures, and index numerals used

in conjunction therewith, must be bold, distinct, and not

less than one-eighth of an inch in height. The same letters

s)i >uld he used in different views of the same parts. Where
the reference letters are shown outside the figure, they must

onnected with the parts referred to by tine lines.

21. Drawings must bear the name of the applicant (and.

in the case of drawings left with a complete specification

after a provisional specification, the number and year of the

application) in the left-hand top corner; the number of

shtets ot drawings sent, and the consecutive number of each
sheet, in the right-hand top corner; and the signature of

the applicant or his agent in the right-hand bottom corner.

Neither the title of the invention nor any descriptive matter

should appear on the drawings.

22. A facsimile or " true copy" of the original drawings

must be filed at the same time as the -original drawings,

prepared strictly in accordance with the above rules, except
that it may he on tracing cloth and the reference letters and
figures should be in black-lead pencil.

The words " original " or "true copy " must in each case

be marked at the right-hand top corner, under the numbering
of the sheet.

23. Drawings must be delivered at the Patent Office so as

to be free from folds, breaks, or creases, which would render
•hem unsuitable for reproduction by photography.

24. If an applicant desires to adopt the drawings lodged
with his provisional specification as the drawings for his

complete specification, he should refer to them in the
complete specification as those left with the provisional

specification.

Dated the 20th day of October, 1904.

G. W. Balfoi r,

President of the Board of Trade.

The First Sehedttle.

Fee Payable on .Sealing of Patent.

13a. On sealing of patent; in respect of each £ s. d.

application ] o

20th October 1904.

G. W. Balfour,
President of the Hoard of Trade.

The Second .Schedule prescribes the Form of Notice of

Desire to have Patent Sealed. (Form X.

)

Greece; Trade of .

Foreign Office Annual Series, No. 3302.

The following table gives the values, and, where obtain-

able, the quantities of certain Grecian imports and exports

during the years 1902-3 :

—

Imports. Exports.

articles. 1!'03.

Quantity. Value. Quantity. Value.

ives, fcc Cwts.
Dyes and tanning material

Tons
Oies and marbles, raw, including
emery

M* dicines, chemicals, &c Cwts.
Hides and bones, manufactured
Sugar, &c
Wine and spirituous liquors Gu -

. tv and glass * \u*.
1 Ire* :oiJ marbles, manufactured (in-
cluding gold and wlver) I ns

I

: inted paper, &c wts.

103,962

1114,313

58,138

t

19,8(58

372,888

257,046
277,508

51,450

123,448

20,138
•:s,i;:'

297,738
I I9.2SS

335 389
32,811

232,446

27,833

175,576
2,092

162,016
124951
01,334

70,445

e
'.IT.si'.O

20,072
383,848

218,175

288,640
43,408
111*71
17.117

75.011:1

293,382
l 18,008

1902,

Quantity. Value. Quantity. Value.

l.::isi.!ii:i

308,359
813

7.i:',:;s7

25.1157

13.HS7

13,680

211,855

1,814

953

|sn.77'i

1,020

! 1,716

13,012

1 .IIL'S

4.321

19

LIT.

123

l:'7.J7s

1326

,38,034
:;<;.7'i2

16,486
1511.1511

1,176

1.1H4

III.—TAR PRODUCTS, PETROLEUM, Etc

On. Fields of India ; Development of the .

U.S. Cons. Rep., No. 2104, Nov. 10, 1904.

1 luring the fiscal year ended March 31, 1904, the im-

portation of kerosene oil im > India fell off neai

10,000,000 galls. During the preceding \ ear there was
an almost idi u'ieal decline, so that, compared with the

fiscal year 1901-2, the reduction was nearly 20,000,0110

galls., equal to 21* 7 pei cent. The decline in the import
of liussian oil was 1 '.1 • 4 per cent, and of American oil

27 per cent. The rapid development of the Indian oil

fields has caused this decreased import. The Indian oil

is not yet of as good quality as most of the imported oil,

but its cheapness secures it a market. American oil, it is

i - curitj fora limited market in its superior quality,
but i tition among all the common grades seems
assured.

Petrolei m Production; Decline in Kissian .

lid. of Trad,- ./., Nov. 17, 1904.

The production of petroleum in liussia has diminished
from 8.

r
> million barrels in 19n| i, 77, million barrels in

19U3. In 19o2 Russia's share in the world's production
was 137, per cent., and in 1903, 38-7 per cent. Thi-
decline is attributed to the lack of proper organisation, .in

tc the frequent and disastrous fir, s at Baku.

VII.—ACIDS, ALKALIS, Etc.

Sodium Nitrate; Reasons sob Advamobd
Prices ok .

Montgomery and Co., London.

The following reasons are given for the continue!

advance in price of sodium nitrate:— (1 I Partial failure of

the sugar-beet crop on the Continent, causing a considerable

rise in price of sugar. (2) Decreased shipments "f nitrate

from Chili during the last two months ; these are not in

keeping with the quantity permitted by the combination

agreement, whence it is feaied that the maximum qui

will not be nearly reached, which would probably result in

a scarcity during the coming agricultural season.

Bauxite in the United Statks.

Eng. and Mining J., Nor. In, 1904.

According to the Geological Survey, the quantity of

bauxite produced in the United States last year

48,087 long Ions, an increase of 18,86', tuns over tie

previous year. During the year the Pittsburg Keductiou

Company completed its mining plant at Bauxite, Ark,, and

a r, lining plant at Fast St. Louis. At the present time,

Georgia, Alabama, and Arkansas, in the order of their

outputs, furnish the total supply of bauxite in tie United

states. The mineral occurs in other Sta'es, notably Noitn

Carolina and South Carolina, but the deposits are not of

sufficient extent or purity to be of commercial value.
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Sulphur Combination; Progress of the
Anglo-Sicilian .

Eng. and Mining J., Nov. 10, 1904.

In 1897, the first fiscal year of the sulphur combination,
exports from Sicily showed an increase of oyer 16 per cent.,

resulting in a net profit of 49,350/., or about 6s. per ton
on the business done by the Anglo-Sicilian Company.
Three years later, in 1900, when the high record in exports

|
was established at 557,668 tons, the profits of the company
were more than doubled. In the fiscal year ended July 31,
1904, the net profits were the largest yet, amounting to

158,430/. From profits earned during the eight years
from 1897 to 1904 inclusive, the company paid annually
a regular dividend of 6 per cent, on its 700,000/. preferred
-lock, and sometimes made an extra distribution ; and in

1903 and 1904 declared a total of 100 per cent, on the

85,1 >00l. common stock. At the same time there was accumu-
lated 397,680/. in reserve funds, of which 144,900/. is held
against any depreciation of stocks of sulphur, an amount
equivalent to 9*. lOd. per ton on the 293,188 tons at the

I seaports in Sicily on July 31, 1904.

In the eight years under review the exports from Sicily

to the United States aggregated 1,122,241 tons, which
constituted about one third of the total exported to all

countries. These imports, duty free, supplied about 36 per
cent, of the consumption in America in the form of

brimstone or sulphur recovered from pyrites.

IX.—BUILDING MATERIALS, CLAYS,
MORTARS, AND CEMENTS.

Stone Industry of the United States.

Bd. of Trade J., Nov. 24, 1904.

The figures collected by the Geological Survey put the

v.:.ue of the stone quarried in the Uuiled States in 1903 at

78,384,200 dois., an increase of 3,553,649 dols. over 1903,
in spite of troubles in the building trades. The values of

the output of the different kinds of stone are as follows :

—

1902. 19C3.

Granite
Trail nick

Sandstone
Blue stone
Marble
Limestone for building

flux....
Shite

Dollars. Dollars.

16,076,787 15,703,793

2,181,157 2.732,294

9,437,646 9,482,802

1,163,825 1,779,457

5,044.182 ;Gl'.«86

i! 1,73 I 26,642,551

5,271,252 5,423,732

5,696.051 6,256,865

Pennsylvania surpassed all other States in the product of
its quarries during 1903. The value of its stone amounted
to 13,913,220 dois. Second on the list is Vermont, with a
value of 6,605,060 dols. New York is third, with a stone
product valued at 5,742,833 dols., and Ohio is fourth, with
a product worth 5,114,051 dols. The production of every
other State was considerably less.

X—ME TA LLURGY.

Bgt.pt ; Revised Tariff Valuation for Metals and
Metal Manufactures.

Bd. of Trade J., Nov. 24, 1904.

According to the Journal Officiel of Nov. 2, the valua-
tion tariff for metals and manufactures of metal has been
revised. Copper, in all forms except wire, is rated at an

I (increase of 2 railliemes* per kilo. ; tin and zinc are also

increased, the former 5 mill., the latter \ mill, per kilo.

Manufactures of iron and steel are valued at slightly

reduced rates in some cases, others remaining stationary.

Other metals and manufactures are unaffected by this

revision. The rate of duty remains at S per cent, ad val.

* lOno milliemes = £E 1 = £1 Os. ed.

Pig-Ikon Production of Russia. First Half of l'9Q3.

Bd. of Trade J., Nov. 24, 1904.

The following statistics of the production of pig-iron in
Russia during the first six months of 1904 are taken from
the Messenger of Finance (St. Petersburg) of the 24th
Octoher/Gth November :—South Russia, 54,229,726 pouds

;

Ural. 21,344,248; Moscow District, 3,193,799; North
Russia, 446,408; Poland, 10,943,493; Total, 90,157.674
POII.I-.

< omparative figures for the first six months of 1903 are
not available, but the following statistics of the production
of pig-iron during the past four years are published by the
Messenger

:

—1900, 177,518,615 pouds; 1901, 172.77S.274
1902, 156,496,981 ; 1903, 149,154,927 pouds. The produc-
tion for 1904 is estimated at 180,000,000 pouds. (Poud =
36 lb.)

Platinum; Reduction in the Prick of .

Bd. of Trade J., Nov. 24, 1904.

The Journal de St. Petersbourg states that, although the
price of platinum i* quoted at 14,500 roubles per poud, the
actual price obtained for this metal by the mine owners in

the Ural District is considerably less. One large proprieior
sells platinum at 11,351 roubles per poud, while another
has recently entered into a contract with an American firm
for the sale of the whole output of the Taghilsk mines
for the next ten years at rate of 10,0110 roubles per poud,
or about 29/. per lb.

XII.—FATS, FATTY OILS. Etc.

Insect White \V\x; Production of in

Szuch'uan, China.

Bd. of Trade J., Nov. 17, 1904.

The annual production of insect white wax in Szuch'uan
varies with the climatic conditions. Wind and rain are
destructive to the insects. During the present year the
rains have been exceptionally continuous and heavy ; the
estimated output of the Chia-ting Prefecture is 58,125
piculs. The price of each picul is T.45, so that the total
value of the Chia-ting production is T.2,250,000. Ch'engt i

is credited with an annual consumption of 1000 piculs.
Other parts of Szuch'uan yield small quantities of white
wax, but they are too insignificant to be of any commercial
importance. The wax is mainly used in candle making
and paper-glazing.

XIII. B.—RESINS, VARNISHES, Etc.

Turpentine in India.

Client, and Druggist, Nov. 19, 1904.

The turpentine industry in India is confined to the pine
forests <>f the Himalayas in the United Provinces (formerly
called the North-West Provinces) and the Punjab. In the
United Provinces the first distillery was erected in the
Imperial. Forest School, Debra Dun, in 1881. The crude
turpentine is collected fiom theChir pine (Pimts longifdlia)
in Jaunsar and the leased forests of the Tehri-Garhwal,
chiefly at Daragadh, Ninur, Obra, Sangared, and the Mantar
and Sunar working circles. The trees are tapped soon
after the rains are over in October, and cuts or " blazes "

are made in the stem, at the base of which pots are place!
to catch the exuding resin. In the lower forests of Kuma
the oleoresin begins to flow in March, and as the
warm weather advances the flow increases, the greatest
amount being obtained in June. One disadvantage of the
factory at Dehra Dun is that it is situated more than 100
miles away from the forests, and the oleoresin has to Oe
be brought partly by pack animals and partly by country
carts. The cost of the crude resin is R. 1 • I ; , Til 1-11 per
man ud of s'j-6 lb. The distillation is carried on during the
greater part of the year, and five large coppei still- aie
capable of treating 10 mannds per day. In 1900-01, .:

maunds were distilled, in 1901-2 1628 maunds, and in

1902-3, 1602 maunds. The crude oleoresin yields from 72
to 77 per cent, of resin or colophony and from 14 to 18

|
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it. of turpentine oil. Until three yearn ago tin.- work- i

l>'lira Dud were running :i( a profit, but recently there
been a loss on account of the prices of ct>lo|

falling; from Ks. .V2 to Ks. 2-7 por maund, and the lareer
intitiea placed on the local markets by the Forest IV-

1> irtinent in other districts. The Conservator in his report
i .1 1902-3 reviews the financial results of the whole ondi i

ing from the year 1888 9, when the wort was started.

The total receipts wen- lis. 7'J.4 1 7 ; capital and working
expenses; Its. 81,083; value of buildings, apparatus, and

rk in hand. Rs. 15,252, leaving a surplus of Bs. 13,636.
lu 1895 arrangements were made for the introduction of
the turpentine industry in Naiui Tal, where the proximity
ti the railway and the shorter distance the material would
have to traverse were important considerations. In the
report for 1900-1 the manufacture of turpentine and ci

phony was pronounced a success, the prices realised were
eq tal to 'those obtained for the imported article, and no
difficulty was experienced in disposing of the outturn.
During the year 22,267 trees were tapped, yielding II. ,4

maunds of oleoresin, which is equal to about 5 lb. per tree.
The output of the factory was 1625 galls, of turpentine and
817 maunds of colophony, and the profit of the year's
working was Rs. 5765. The next year the manufacture was
prosecuted with greater success. Improvements were made
in the factory

; 38,632 trees were tapped, affording 27 I 1

maunds of oleoresin. The output was 2204 gals, of turpen-
tiue and 1084 maunds of colophony, and a substantial profit

remained at the close of the year. During 1902-3, on
account of the additional still and" the larger demand for the
products, the manufacture was more than doubled, 42,979
trees being tapped, yielding 2989 maunds of oleoresin. The
profit at the end of the year was Rs. 4467. The results
were considered most satisfactory, allowing, as thev did,

for the low market value of the colophony, which fell from
I B. 5 to Rs. 2-12. The third factory was established in
ls.99 iu Nurpur, in the Kungra Division, Punjab. It is

estimated that the possible \ ield of the resin in the Kangra
forests within reach of the distillery is 10,000 mannds,
which should produce 15.000 gals, of turpentine and 7500
maunds of colophony. Reductions on the freight for the
oil and resin have been obtained, and it is hoped these
concessions will enable the product to compete with the im-
ported article as far as the seaports. The resin tapping and
distillery operations have continued to be a success from
the commencement, and economies have been practised in

the extraction of the resin from the forests and the working
of the distillery at Nurpur. The whole of the turpentine is

readily disposed of, and over 3000 maunds of colophony
are sold regularly to local merchants. Last year it was
ieported that a purchaser had been found for all the colo-
phony made. The price obtained was considered low
(Rs. 3-10 in Calcutta).

XVI—SUGAR, STARCH, Etc.

SCGAB [nDESTKY OF GREECE.

Foreign Office Annual Series, No. 3302.

The cultivation of the sugar beet was started in Thessah
some 12 years ago, and is making headway against the
urhculties which attend the introduction of a new and
difficult industry.

On a property favourably situated as regards water supply
on the edge of the Thessalian plain and under the Pindus
mountain range, M. Zographos sows yearly 1,500 acres of
beet. The laud has been gradually brought into a con-
stantly improving state of fertility, yielding at present 8,o00
kilos, per acre. To convert the beets into sugar a large
factory has been established, which produces sugar of a
satisfactory quality, though not quite as white as that im-
ported from abroad. This defect, however, it is hoped to

remedy by improved machinery. The sugar finds a ready
sale in the country at a price slightly below that of the
imported article.

The amount produced last year was about 1,2*0,000 kilos,

(about 2,750,000 lb.), and the enterprise paid its expel
Sor the first time. With the constantly increasing yield
of beets per acre, as the fertility of the land incre'a

it is hoped to realise substantial profits.

With a perhaps erroneous idea of the profits realised from
the undertaking, the Government proposed at the beginning
of the year 1904 to impose an excise duty of 50 lepta per oke
on home-produced sugar. In deference to well-founded
representations the idea appears to have I ecu dropped, at
any rate for the present.

M. Zographos sometimes employs as many as 1,500 bauds.
The chief difficulties to be contended with consist in the
Frequently-prevailing drought, an evil which extensive irri-

'

gation does not altogether remedy, and in the difficult; of
disposing to advantage of the by-products, since their con-
version into alcohol is prohibited in the interests of the
currant and grape producers, and then- is little scope for
their use as food for cattle, there being few cattle to feed or
fatten.

Gum Aeabio from ihk Si dan, Egypt.

U.S. Cons. Re/is., Nos. 21o2. Nov. 8, 1904.

The gum arabic trade of the Sudan shows an enormotj
increase during the last few months. In July, 1904, the
exports were 2,318,778 pounds, valued at 23,396/. Of this
amount, the United States took 3,531/. worth. The price
of gum is very low, but is now advancing, having rise]
to 31 cents a pound.

There were exported from Egypt 4,160,100 pounds in
1899, 6,042,050 pounds in 1900, 16,937,550 pounds in

1901,21,791,000 pounds in 1902, and 18.939,747 pounds
in 1903.

All (Sudanese products are under a great disadvantage
from the present high freight charges iu the Nile Vallel
It is believed that the new railway from Berber to tin Ked
Sea will materially reduce this expense. The gum from
Senegal is admitted duty-free into France, since Senegal is
a French colony.

Gum is gathered iu the forests of the Sudan and is brought
to Omdurman, opposite Khartoum, and is there parked,
weighed, and forwarded to Cairo, or to one of the seaports.
There are at present three grades of gum recognised by
the Sudan government. The first is the " hasbab genuine
gedaref." This pays to the government a royalty of 1 3s. -id.

per 99-05 pounds. The second grade, the " gezira.' pays
9s. 3d., and the third, the "talh," pays as. 2d. per 990*
pounds. The first quality is soft and white in colour, and
is valued in Europe at 10 to 12 per cent, more than the
second grade, which is hard and reddish in colour. The
gum of this second quality is packed in parcels of from
370 to 385 pounds, and is shipped in double sacks. The
first grade, which is bought chiefly by chemists aud
druggists, is packed in wooden cases of 100 pounds each.

A very recent decree of the Sudanese government has
fixed the highest duty which can be levied on gum at

20 per ceut. ad valorem, but it has not yet arranged the
sliding scale on the inferior qualities.

The trade in Egypt is chiefly in the hands of a few
merchants of Cairo and Alexandria, who forward the gum
to their agents in large consignments. These agent*, as
they sell the gum, forward the proceeds to their principals
and retain a small commission of from 2 to 2', per cent.

Beet Crop lnd Estimated Si car Production
OP Rl SSIA.

Bd. of Trade J., Nov. 17, 1904.

According to the latest reports, the beet crop of Russia
up to the 16th October amounted to4-s million tons, which
should produce 625,000 tons of sugar. As 76 sugar

refineries have not sent in their reports, and according to

the yield of the beet fields per acre a further crop of

I 5 million tons is counted on, the total production of sugar

in Russia for ne\t mih is estimated at about 820.000 toofc

XVII.—BREWING, WINES, SPIRITS, Etc.

Tartarh Materials; Exports of from Italt.

B.I. of Trad,' ./., Nov, 24, 1904.

The following statement shows the export of tartar

materials from the Italian continent during the period

l-i October 1903 to 30th September 1904.
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Half-
refined

Vinaccia Crude Wine
Total.

United Kingdom ..

Germanv
Franc*-
United States
Austria

dries

Toils. Tons. Tins. Tons.
1,000 UNI 1.386i

:nv 182 135 •KS
l.WO 2,1571

s'.H 2,462 3,459i

52 312 2,8801

i;hs- '->.!>77* 3.U6 3.71 iv 1l>,470

157,800

3.] 1694(1904). Morgan Crucible Co., Ltd., ami Fox.
Muffles. Xov. 30.

:i490 (1904). Branson. Apparatus for measuring
quantities of highly volatile liquids. Nov. 23.

„ 16,316 (1904). Hantke. Process and appliance
for raising liquid- bv means of compressed air.

Xov. 23.

„ 21,770(1904). Dodge. Gas and air mixing appa-
ratus. Nov. 23.

22,469 (1904). Howl. Wood, and Wright. Forced
draught furnaces and the like. Nov.

patent list.

X.B.—In these .isrs, [A.] means " Application for Patent," and
[C.S.] " Complete Specification Accepted."
Where a Complete Specification accompanies an Application, an

asterisk is affixed. The dates given are (i) in the case of Applica-
tions for Patents, the dates of application, and (ii) in the case of

Complete Specifications Accepted, those of the Official Journals
in which acceptances of the Complete Specifications are advertised.

Complete Specifications thus advertised as accepted are open to

inspection at the Patent Office immediately, and to opposition
within two months of the said dates.

I.—PLANT, APPARATUS, AND MACHINERY.
[A.] 24,641. White, Cobbold, and MeXea!. Slime and

,-ediment extractors.* Nov. It.

,, 24,670. Imray (Meister, Lucius und Briiuing).
Extraction of w.ite l or other liquid from mineral,
vegetable, aud animal substances. Nov. 14.

,, 24,686. Lillie. Evaporating apparatus.* Nov. 14.

., 24,785. Wilton and Wilton. Furnaces. Nov. 15.

„ 24,826. Mavor. Means for heating chambers used
in the process of manufacturing linoleum, coated
fabrics, and the like, and in the construction of

gas furnace?. Nov. 16.

„ 24,870. Southworth. Apparatus tor condensing
liquids especially adapted for removing the albu-

minous matter from serum, &c* Nov. 16.

„ 24,903. Capell. Washing gases and apparatus
therefor. Nov. 16.

„ 24,986. Sugg. Apparatus for pressing gas. Nov. 17.

„ 25,079. Kunick. See under XVIII. A.

„ 25,204. Macquisten. Method of separating solid

particles from each other, and apparatus therefor.

Nov. 19.

„ 25.213. Mathys (Gayley). Method of treating

gases. Nov. 19.

„ 25,216. Mackenzie (Lloyd). Apparatus for making
solutions.* Nov. 19.

„ 25.272. Duntou. Apparatus for circulating liquids

in tanks. [U.S. Appl., Nov. 25. 1903.]*
Nov. 21.

,. 25,310. Ruppel. Protected earthenware cocks for

use with acids, lyes, aud the like.* • Nov. 21.

„ 25,414. Lang. See under VIII.

„ 25,507. Blundell. Furnaces. Nov. 23.

„ 25,601. Stavenhagen and Geiler. Process of and
apparatus for manufacturing filter bodies.

Nov. 24.

[C.S.] 25,589 (1903). Sewell. Evaporating apparatus.

Nov. 30.

„ 967(1904). Murphy. Apparatus for indicating the

temperature of kilns or other hot-air chambers
used in drying hair and like material. Nov. 23.

„ 1144 (1904). Parkes. Process and apparatus for

evaporating gelatinous and the like solutions.

Nov. 30.

-A.l

[C.S.]

II—FUEL, GAS, AND LIGHT.

24,694. Nuseh (Mortimer-Sterling). Incandescent
light mantles.*' Xov. 14.

24,787. Spencer. Regenerative furnaces for gas
retorts, &c. Nov. 15.

24.526. Mavor. See under I.

24,975. Bennet. See under XXIII.

24,987. Newton (Bayer and Co.). Flash light.

Nov. 17.

25,404. Marconnet. Process of aud apparatus for

producing gas from pulverisable fuel. [Fr.

Appl., Dec. 8, 1903.]* Nov. 22.

25.527. Koppers. Coke furnaces.* Nov. 23.

25,698(1903). Ladd. Bodies adapted for lighting

purposes and rendered incandescent by heat or
electricity. Nov. 2::.

27,496 (1903). Mond. (las producers. Nov. 23.

„ 753 (1904). Johnson and McKean. Mantles of

incandescent gas burners. Nov. 23.

„ 965 (1904). Feld. Treatment of coal gas and other
gases containing ammonia and cyanogen for the
extraction of ammonia and cyanogen therefrom,

and the partial regeneration oj the agents em-
ployed in the extraction. Nov. 30.

3136 (1904). Conti and Levy. Manufacture of
fuel briquettes. Nov. 30.

6972 (1904). Gerard and Fiedler. Electrodes for

arc lights. Nov. 23.

„ 22,092 (1904). Robson. Gas producers. Nov. 23.

„ 22,815(1904). Boult (Cie. pour la Fabrication ie»
Compteurs et Material d't" sines a Gaz). Gas
purifiers. Nov. 30.

III.—DESTRUCTIVE DISTILLATION, TAR
PRODUCTS, PETROLEUM, AND

MINERAL WAXES.
[A.] 24,840. Macknight. .S'ee under VII.

[C.S.] 1881 (1904). Schulze and Chem. Fabr. Ladenburg.
ofManufacture

Nov. 30.

22,238 (1904). Koellner.

m-cresol from crude creeoL

.S'ee under XII.

IV—GOLOURING MATTERS AND DYESTUFFS.

[A.] 24,669. Abel (Act.-Ges. f. Anilinfabr.). Manufac-
ture of 1.6- or 1.7-arylnaphthylaminesulphonic

acid. Nov. 14.

„ 24,840. Macknight. See under XI I.

„ 24,869. Newton (Bayer aud Co.). Manufacture of

anthraquinone derivatives. Nov. 16.

„ 25,505. Lake (Oehler). Manufacture of chloro-

nitranisol.* Nov. 23.

„ 25,506. Lake (Oehler). Manufacture of sulphur

dyes. Nov. 23.

[is.] 1581 (1904). Lake (Oehler).. Manufacture of
colouring matters. Nov. 23.

„ 3108 (1904). Johnson (Badische Anili.i und Soda
Fabrik). Preparation of indigo paste foi- Ji:««t

use in the fermentation vat. Nov. 30.

„ 4998 (1904). Johnson (Badische Anilin und Soda
labrik). Manufacture of colouring matters of

the anthracene series. Nov. 30.
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[C.S.] 13,941 (1904). Lake (Oehlcr).

mordant dyes. Nov. 30.

Manufacture of

V.—PREPARING, BLEACHING, DYEING,
PRINTING, AND FINISHING TEXTILES, YARNS,

AND FIBRES.

[A.] 21,630. Tomlinson (Haas). Apparatus for treat-

ing materials with air or other gases lor drying.
bleaching, conditioning, or other purposes.
Nov. 14.

„ 24,826. Mavor. See under 1.

24,995. Thomson, Shearer, and OMirien. Prooess
for retting flax. Nov. 17.

„ 25,165. Calico Printers' Association, Ltd., and
Warr. Mordanting vegetable fibres for dyeing
and printing. Nov. 19.

,. 2."),166. Calico Printers' Association, Ltd., and
Warr. Treating vegetable fibres to render them 1

less inflammable. Nov. 19.

25,167. Calico Printers' Association, Ltd., and
Warr. Treating vegetable fibres to render them
less inflammable. Nov. 19.

„ 25,208. Detre. Apparatus for subjecting textile or
other materials or substances to the action of
liquids under pressure for dyeing, mordanting,
bleaching, washing, exhausting, extracting, or

performing other operations thereon.* Nov. 19.

„ 25,252. Spears. Method of printing textile fabrics,

paper, and other materials. Nov. 21.

„ 25,284. Johnson (Hadische Anilinund Soda Fabrik).
The discharge of dyed textile fabrics. Nov. 21.

„ 25,296. Todtenhaupt. Process for the preparation

of artificial silk or hair. Nov. 21.

„ 25,702. Watson. Means for the manufacture of

fibrous fireproof sheet.* Nov. 25.

„ 25,703. Scharmann. Apparatus for treating textile

fabrics and other goods with liquids. [Fr. Appl.,

Feb. 26, 1904.]* Nov. 25.

„ 25,704. Scharmann. Apparatus for treating textile

fabrics and other goods with liquids. [Fr. Appl.,
Feb. 26, 1904.]* Nov. 25.

,, 25,728. Howorth (Soc. Anon. Cooperativa Per La
Stagionatura E, L'Assaggio Delle Sete ed Affini).

Processes for dyeing or charging silks with tin

compounds.* Nov. 25.

[C.S.] 25,000 (1903). Wright, Ponlson, and Mackintosh.
Manufacture of compounds for waterproofing
textile and other fabrics, string, ropes, and the
like, and apparatus therefor. Nov. 23.

,, 1466 (1904). Smith and Schute. Cylinders used in

treating or cleansing wool, hair, and other fibres.

Nov. 30.

4626 (1904). Norton and Hellevell. Means for

and method of treating or finishing pile fabrics.

Nov. 80.

„ 19,007 (1904). Barbour and Montgomery. Pre-
paring machinery for rlax, hemp, and" similar

fibres. Nov. 30.

„ 21,397(1904) Cadgene. Machinery used in dyeing,
bleaching, or washing fabrics in the piece.

Nov. 30.

VI.—COLOURING WOOD, PAPER, LEATHER, Etc.

[A.] 25,252. Spears. See under V.

,. 25,594. Becher. Colouring, darkening, or staining

wood, and means employed therein. Nov. 21.

[C.S.] 22,547 (1904). Lake (Chem. Techn. Fabrik Dr.
A. R. W. Brand und Co.). See under IX.

VII.—ACIDS, ALKALIS, AND SALTS.

[A.] 24,731. l'lummer. 1'rocess to obtain magnesium
oxide and hydrochloric acid. Nov. 15.

„ 24,798. Lamprey. Apparatus for the producti n

of ozone. Nov. 15.

[A.] 24,840. Macknight. Process ..f treating soot to
recover ammonia, pyridine, and aniline dye there-
from, and the production of a black pigment

16.
FB

„ 24,885. Simons. Apparatus for treating pyrites

for the recovery of sulphur fumes.* Nov. 16.

„ 24,978. Wultze, and Gebr.HeylG.m.b. H. Process
fi r inagazining and transporting carbonic acid in

solid form. Nov. 17.

,, 25,010. Westdentsche Thomasphosphatwerke tie-.

m. b. H. .See under XI.

„ 25,107. Tcherniac. Manufacture of sulphocyanide.
Nov. 18.

„ 25,354. Garroway. Manufacture of sulphate of
iron from waste iron and tin scrap iron. Nov. 22.

„ 25.394. Watson. Means for obtaining a dissolution

of sodium silicate.* Nov. 22.

[C.S.] 27,888 (1903). Gutensohn. Compound for treating
sea water to prevent incrustation and corrosion in

vessels in which it is evaporated. Nov. 30.

„ 295 (1904). Blackmarr and Wilford. Method oj
and apparatus for converting oxygen into ozone.
Nov. 30.

966 (1904). Feld. See under U.

„ 1452 (1904). Grossmann. Man ilacture of alkali

nitrites. Nov. 30.

„ 3349 (1904). Blozam (Administration der Mineu
von Buchsweiler). Manufacture of sodium ferro-

cyauide. Nov. 30.

14,431 (1904). Pictet. Apparatus for the separa-
tion of nitrogen and oxygen from atmospheric air.

Nov. 23.

„ 22,940 (1904). Reaney. Manufacture of hydrated
lime from quicklime. Nov. 30.

VIII.—GLASS, POTTERY, AND ENAMELS.

[A.] 24,626. Sankey. Enamelling metallic surface
Nov. 14.

„ 25,414. Lang. Crucibles suitable for the manufac-
ture of glass. [Fr. Appl., May 19, 1904.]*
Nov. 22.

[C.S.] 26,363 (1903). Cunynghame. Sr< umier X.

„ 1933 (1904). Mar/in. Ceramic printing and the
like. Nov. 30.

„ 15.S66 (1904). Arbogast. Method of manufacture
ing glassware. Not. 30.

„ 19,067 (1904). Baudoux Glass-melting furnac
Nov. SO.

„ 20,4 14(1904). Forster. Manufacture of glass, an
apparatus therefor. Nov. 23.

„ 22,065 (1904). Imray (Window (ilass Machine
Co.). Manufacture of sheet glass, and apparatn
therefor. Nov. 23.

„ 22,655 (19oi). Imray (Pressed Prism Plate Gla
Co.). Manufacture of glass sheets or slab

Nov. 23.

IX.—BUILDING MATERIALS, CLAYS, MORTARS,
AND CEMENTS.

[A.] 24,712. Kwiatkowski. Process of making brick

artificial stone, and similar products.* Nov. 15.

„ 24,892. Ford. Manufacture of artificial stone

sand-lime bricks. Nov. 16.

,. 24,916. Latham. Utilisation of old plaster

and other hydrated sulphate of lime, and appl

ratus therefor. Nov. 16.

,, 25,128. Marga. Fireproof, acid-proof, and electri

cally insulating material.* Nov. 15.

,, 25,187. Von Prunk'l. Process for producin
durable street pavements and railway sub-struc

tures.* Nov. 19.

„ 25,189. Starke. See under XL.

„ 25,227. Haniblet. Brick kilns and the like. Nov. 21.
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[A.] 25,424. Kber-.. Process for manufacturing cements
from hot fluid slag by the addition of lime or cal-

careous substances. Nov. '22.

[C.S.] 199(1904). Matbesius. Process for manufacturing
slag powder. Nov. 30.

22,423 (1904). Fairweather (Xettleton). Set

under XIII. A.

22,547(1904). Lake (Cheni. Techn. Fabr. Dr. A. R.
W. Brand und ( o.). Process for colouring

natural stone. Nov. 30.

„ 22,730 (1904). Shoppee. Facing brick*. Nov. :(0.

X.—METALLURGY.
[A.J 24,622. MacArthur. Removal of antimony from

alloys of gold and other metals containing it.

Nov. 14.

24,626. Sankey. See under VIII.

„ 24,645. Duncan. Production of iron and steel.

Nov. U.

., 24,781. Blackrnore. Process of reducing aluminium
and other metals, and making alloys thereof.*

Nov. 15.

„ 24,820. Craig. Metal-melting furnaces. Nov. 16.

„ £4,823. Webb, Brettell, and Adainsou. Smelting
of and operating by air upon iron and other

metals. Nov. 16.

„ 25,116. Moore. Apparatus for separating particles

of gold, &c, from the gangue or materia! with

which it is associated. Nov. IS.

„ 25,270. Jackson. Solder for aluminium and other

metals. Nov. 21.

25,796. Drojecki. Revcrberatory furnaces.'

Nov. 26.

„ 25,799. Wynne. Apparatus for atomising molten

blast furnace slag. Nov. 2f>.

[U.S.] 24,924 (1903). Neo-Metallurgie. Metallic alloy or

compound. Nov. 23.

25,550 (1903). Clotten. See under XI.

„ 26,363 (1903). (unynghame. Furnaces or kilus

for enamelling, melting, or baking metals, glass,

porcelain, potter}', and the like. Nov. 30.

„ 755 (1904). Foster. Manufacture of iron in blast

furnaces. Nov. 23.

„ 1323 (1904). Sharpe and Raine. Utilisation of

scrap iron and steel. Nov. 30.

Regenerative furnaces.Talbot.1365 (1904).
Nov. 23.

6945 (19C4). Jacobsen.

Nov. 23.

20,242 (1904). Canive.

furnace. Nov. 23.

21,766 (1904). Siemens und Halske A.-G.

cation of tantalum metal. Nov. 23.

Manufacture of alloys.

Welding aud aunealing

Purifi-

XI.—ELECTRO-CHEMISTRY AND ELECTRO-
METALLURGY.

f A.] 24,689. Roselle. Electric storage batteries. [Fr.

Appl., Nov. 16, 1903.]* Nov. 14.

„ 25,010. Westdeutsehe Thomasphosphatwerke Ges.

m. b. H. Process for producing nitric acid by aid

of electricity. [Ger. Appl., Oct. 19, 1904.]*

Nov. 17.

„ 25,095. Jungner. Electric accumulators.* Nov. !8.

„ 25,114. De la Croix and Joel. Electric accumula-

tors.* Nov. 1h.

„ 25,189. Starke. Composition for electrical con-

duits. Nov. 19.

„ 25,265. Boult (Aceumulatoreu und Electricities

werke Act.-Ges., vorm. W. A. Boese and Co.).

Manufacture of storage battery or accumulator

electrodes. Nov. 21.

„ 25,282. Siemens und Halske Act.-Ges. Electrode

for apparatus producing radiant electric energy,

[German Appl., Nov. 24, 1903.]* Nov. 21.

[A.J 25,331. Hargreaves. Treating the contents of
electrolytic cells. Nov. 22.

., 25,376. Csanyi, Klupathy, and von Barczay. Elec-
tric batteries. Nov. 22.

[C.S.] 25,550(1903). Clotten. Process and apparatus
lor the electrolytic recovery of tin from materials,
and for the simultaneous recovery of other metals.
Nov. 30.

214 (1904).Kamperdyk. Electric batteries. Nov. 23.

„ 10:i0 (1904). Pescatore. Accumulators. Nov. 23.

„ 20,003 (1904). Birkeland and Eyde. Process and
furnace for subjecting solid materials to the action
of the electric arc. Nov. 30.

,. 20,896 (1904). Bosquet. Manufacture of water
jackets, casings, &e., by electrolytic means,
Nov. 23.

21,403 (1904). Jungner. Method for increasing
the activity in electrode masses of badly conduc-
tive metallic oxides or hydrates in accumulators
with invariable electrolyte. Nov. 23.

„ 21,913 (1904). Ziegenberg. Manufacture of gal-
vanic cells. Nov. 23.

X1I.-FATTY OILS, FATS, WAXES, AND SOAP.
[A.] 24,713. Lewkowitsch. See under XVIII. A.

„ 24,913. Lucas. Detergents. Nov. 16.

„ 25,683. Harrison, Wild, and Robb. Means and
process for extracting oil from cod livers and the
like.' Nov. 25.

[C.S.]jl8,152 (1904). Nusch (Chem. Werke, vorm. Dr. C
Zerbe). See under XVIII. C.

„ 22,238 (1904). Koellner. Apparatus for purifying
oil aud the like. Nov. 23.

XIII.-PIGMENTS, PAINTS; RESINS, VARNISHES
;

INDIA-RUBBER, Etc.

{A.)—Pigments, Paints.

[A.] 24,733. Bennett and Mastiu. Manufacture of pig-
ments. Nov. 15.

24,840. Macknight. See under VII.

,, 24.989. Schobert. Autifouling and preservative
paint.* Nov. 17.

25,092. Flack (Williams). Writing ink. Nov. 18.

[C.S.] 22,423 (1904). Fairweather (Nettleton). Com-
position of matter for fireproof paint or coating.
Nov. 30.

(i?.) —Resins, Varnishes.
[A.] 24,826. Mavor. See under I.

(C)

—

India^rdbber.

[A.] 24,691. Kite. Rubber vulcanising apparatus.
Nov. 14.

,, 24,966. Jacobs, Jacobs, and Brockwell. India-
rubber substitute. Nov. 17.

,, 24,548. Gittings. Manufacture of india-rubber
substitute. Nov. 26.

[C.S.] 4200 (1904). Frost. Vulcanising apparatus.
Nov. 23.

XIV.—TANNING ; LEATHER, GLUE, SIZE, Etc.

[A.] 18,514a. Amend. The de-acidifying and oxidising
of hides and skins. [U.S. Appl.. Nov. 6, 1903.]*
Nov. 20.

[C.S.] 1144 (1904). Parkes. See under I.

„ 22,395 (1904). De Marnefle. Process of and
apparatus for tanning leather. Nov. 23.

„ 22,774 (1904). Smith. Method of preparing leather

in the manufacture of the soles of boots and shoes.

Nov. 30.

XV.—MANURES, Etc.

[C.S.] 25 (1904). Tivey and Andrews (Waidle). Manu-
facture of artificial manure from sewage and
other like matter. Nov. 30.
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XVI.—SUGAR, STARCH, GUM, Etc.

[C.S.] 4792 (1904). Raynaud. Manufacture of achroo-

dextrin. Nov. 23.

„ 22,863 (1904). Moulliu and Doubtfire. Brilliant

glaze for use with starch. Nov. 30.

XVII.—BREWING, WINES, SPIRITS, Etc.

TA.] 24,944. Hi- Kerchove and Lcbbe. Fermentation

and clarification of alcoholic liquids.* Nov. IT.

,, 25,744. Gat. s. Brewing. Nov. 26.

[C.S.] 28,184 (1903). Claussen. Manufacture of English

bi its or malt liquors, and the production of pure

yeast cultures for use therein. Nov. 23.

XVIII.—FOODS; SANITATION, WATER
PURIFICATION; & DISINFECTANTS.

(A)—Foods.

[A.] 24,713. Lewkowitsch. Refining oils and fats for

dible purposes. Nov. l."j.

„ 25,076. llitmaker. Dry compound of coffee and
milk and process of making same. Nov. 18.

„ 25,077. Hatmaler. Drying blood and fluid extracts

and preparations of animal tissue with or without

the additiou of other substances. Nov. ] 8.

„ 25,514. Hreekwoldt. Process for the preservation

of food or other perishable substances.* Nov. 23.

„ 25,546. Robinson and Backhouse. Apparatus for

treating Hour, &c., for bleaching or improving the

quality thereof. Nov 24.

„ 25,624. Szekely and Kovac. Pro, ess for making
an easily digestible milk preparation free from
germs. Nov. 24.

„ 25,660. Crocker. F"ood preparation. Nov 25.

,, 25,767. Hatmaker. Dry compounds of cacao or

other nuts and milk in liaky form, and process

for making same. Nov. 26.

[C.S. 20,273(1904). Bromhead (Chem. Fabrik Helfen-

berg, Ltd.). See under XX.

„ 22,453(1904). Rust. Process of making butter.

Nov. 30.

(2?.)

—

Sanitation; Watek Purification.

I [A.] 24,808. Robins. Method and means for treating

smoke, steam, sewer gas, impure air, and other
fumes for the prevention or mitigation of a

nuisance. Nov. 15.

„ 24,906. Garle. Treatment of impure air. Nov. 16.

„ 25,067. Oates. The aerating and drainage of filter

beds, sewage or trade effluent tanks, &c. Nov. 18.

„ 25,147. Bolton and Mills. Revolving sprinklers

used for sprinkling sewage on bacteria beds.

Nov. 111.

„ 25,591. Neilson. Process of and receptacles for

the treatment of sewage. Nov. 24.

„ 25,611. Brooke. Apparatus for purifying fluids.

Nov. 24.

„ 25,691. Guy. The treatment of sewage and means
therefcr. Nov. 25.

[C.S.] 28,586 (1903). Cambier, Tixier, and Adnet Pro-
ems of sterilising liquids, particularly water.

Nov. 23.

„ 23 (1904). Tivey aud Andrews (Wardle). See
antler XV.

„ 22,235 (1904). Wicks and Dodd. Distribution of
sewage effluent or other liquid over bacteria or
filter beds. Nov. 23.

( C.)

—

Dibinfkctants.

[A.] 25.308. Gauthier. Process and apparatus for the

manufacture of a gas for disinfecting purposes.

[Fr. Appl , Nov. 21, 1903.]* Nov. 21.

[C.S.] I.
1
-, 152 d'.iot). Nusch (Chem.Werke, vorm. Dr.

C. Zerbe). Process for making durable soap
" preparations for use in preventing poisoning by

corapouDils of lead, copper, arsenic, mercury,
Olid other metals. Nov. 22.

XIX.—PAPER, PASTEBOARD, Etc.

[A.] 25,726. Tailfer. Paper-making machines. [Fr.
Appl, Dec. 21, 1903.]* Nov. 25.

[C.S.] v ss5 (1904). Von Schmaedel. Manufacture or
treatment of paper for printing. Nov. :io.

„ 16.281 (1904) Werle. Grinding wood for the
manufacture of paper. Nov. 30.

XX—FINE CHEMICALS, ALKALOIDS,
ESSENCES, AND EXTRACTS.

A. 24,672. Imray (Meister, Lucius uud Bruning)]
Manufacture of crystallised methyl and ethyl

ylglycoliates, and of a product therefrom for

use in therapeutics. Nov. 14.

„ 24,685. Boake, Roberts, and Co., Ltd. (Allen).
Production of formaldehyde. Nov. 14.

„ 24,870. Southworth. See under 1.

„ 24.990. Imrny (Meister, Lucius und Bruning)]
Manufacture of alkylbarhiturie acids. Nov. 17.

,, 25,221. lioult (Boehringer und Sohn). Manufac-
ture of pure lactic acid. Nov. 19.

25.369. Williams (von Forell). Products suitable

for external medical use and process for manu-
facturing the same.* Nov. 22.

[I .8.] 20,273 (1904). Bromhead (Chem. Fabr. Helfenl
berg). Production of a stable non-alcoholic
solution of iron peptone or iron manganese pep-
tone. Nov. 30.

,, 21,047 (1904). Darzens. Manufacture of certain

aldehydes and intermediate products. Nov. 30.

„ 22,064 (1904). Meister, Lucms und Bruning.
Manufacture of phenylmctln lamidochloropyra-
zoie. Nov. 30.

XXL—PHOTOGRAPHIC MATERIALS AND
PROCESSES.

[A.] 24,774. Dry. F'ilms for photography.* Nov. 15.

,, 25,718. Soc. Anon, des Plaques et Papiers Photo-

graphiques, A. Lumiere et ses Fils. Sensitised

plates lor a process of colour photography. [Fr.

Appl., .Ian. 13, 1904.]* Nov. 25.

„ 25,752. Gittings. Colour photography. Nov. 26.

[C.S.] 925 (1904). Abel (A.-G.f. Auilinfubr.). Films for

use in photography. Nov. 23.

XXIL—EXPLOSIVES, MATCHES, Etc.

[A.] 24,782. Dutteuhofer. Manufacture of explosh -.*

Nov. 15.

„ 25,398. The New Explosive Co., Ltd., and I My.
Explosive compositions. Nov. 22.

„ 25,797. Johnson (Soc. Anon, des Puudres et Dyna-
mites). Manufacture of explosives.* Nov. 26.

[C.S.] 27,515 (1903). Lake (Cyanid-Ges. m. b. II.). 1A-

plosives. Nov. 23.

4712 (1904). Miners' Safety F. v. plosive Co., Ltd.,

and Levett. Safety explosives. Nov. 30.

„ 21,398 (1904). Luciani. Machine lor use in the

manufacture of gunpowder sheets. Nov. 30.

„ 22.805 (1904). Parker. Art of making matches.
Nov. 30.

XXin.—GENERAL ANALYTICAL CHEMISTRY.

[A] 24,975. Bennet. Apparatus for comparing the illu-

minating effects or consumption of gas burners.

Nov. 17.
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(Affinal ^lottrrs.

THF. JOURNAL.
From the beginning of next year the Society's Journal
,1 be printed and published by Messrs. Vacher aud Sons,

it Smith Street. Westminster, S.W.. to whom all com-
i.. rations regarding subscribers' copies and advertisements
mid be sent.

SUBSCRIPTIONS FOR 1905.

Members are reminded that the subscription of 25*. for
ayable on January 1st next, should be sent in good

Be to the Hon. Treasurer (Mr. Samuel Hall), in order to

nsure continuity in the receipt of the Society's Journal.

lu_v changes of address to appear in the new List of
leathers now in course of preparation should reach the

ieneral Secretary not later than January 15th, 1905.

COMMUNICATIONS.
[ Authors of communications read before the Society, or

jny of its Local Sections, are requested to take notice that

[nder Rule 43 of the Bye-laws the Society has the right of

iriority of publication for three months of all such papers.

pfringement of this Bye-law renders papers liable to be
jected by the Publication Committee, or ordered to be
pan-acted for the Journal, in which case no reprints can
15 furnished to the author.

£tsst of iflnnlms (Elfctto

22nd DECEMBER 1904.

irtscb, Chas. A.. 6803, Woodland Avenue, Philadelphia,

Pa., U.S.A., Chemist,

irr, Francis H., Kelvin, Church Avenue. Sidcup, Kent,

Manufacturing Chemist.

lark, Arthur W.. c/o J. Ellwood Lee Co., Conshohocken,
Pa., U.S.A., Chemist and Bacteriologist,

lark, Dr. Friend E., Pennsylvania State College, State

College, Pa., U.S.A., Chemist,

uucan, R. A., P.O. Box 509, Honolulu, Hawaii, Chemist.

vans, James Rittenhouse, 87, Fourth Street, Troy, NY.,
U.S.A., Assistant in Chemistry,

azdar. J. J., 5, Wroxham Mansions, 38, Canfield Gardens,

South Hampstead, N.W., Barrister-at-Law.

loading, E. Claude, Willow House, Washford, Taunton,

Somerset, Chemical Student,

irvey, John G., Todmorden, Ont., Canada, Manufacturing

Chemist,

ncklev, J. F., c/o Jones Bros., Pearl and Water Streets,

Brooklyn, X.Y.. U.S.A., Chemical Engineer,

ckson, Ernest W., 11, Queen's Terrace, Middlesbro',

Analytical Chemist,

nes, J. Shirley, c/o Giant Powder Co., Giant, Contra

i Costa Co., Cal., U.S.A., Chemist.

*ett, Dr. H. A. D.. VYfcnsiell, Church Avenue, Sidcup,

Kent. Research Chemist.

I'linedy.Fred. J., 493, Lexington Avenue, New York City,

U.S.A., Chemist.
1 Chatelier, Prof. H., 75, Rue Notre Dame des Champs,

Paris, France, Professor, l'Kcole des Mines.

rill-: NOBEL PRIZK AND THE LAVOISIER MEDAL.
The Nobel Prize for Chemistry for the current year,

Lrhicb amouuts to nearly 8000/., has been awarded to Sir
i\"iu Ramsay for his researches on the atmosphere.
Tae Lavoisier Gold Medal his been awarded by the

'.French Academy of Sciences to Sir James Dewar for his

e<.' uehes on the liquefaction of gases.

Lloyd, Leonard B., Broadford Tannery, Broadford, Victoria,
Australia, Tanner.

Mason, Gleu F., c'o H. J. Heinz Co., Pittsburg, Pa.,
U.S.A., Chemist.

Ma-son, Victor E., Pleasant Valley Wine Co., Rheims,
Steuben ( >.. N.Y., U.S.A., Chemist and Superintendent.

Meyenberg, Dr. Alex., 9, Nelson Street, Plymouth Grove,
Manchester, Works Manager.

Meyer, Prof. Dr. Richard, Teehnische Hochschule, Braun-
schweig, Germany, Professor of ( hetui-tn .

Miller, Chas. E., 58, Chardon Street. Boston, Mas?., U.S.A.,
Manufacturing Chemist.

Millroy, Alfred T., 53, Guilford Street, Loudon, W.C,
Laboratory Furnisher.

Mills, Dr. J. E., University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill,

N.C., U.S.A.. Assoc. Professor of I Ihemistry.

Minor, John C, jun., Saratoga Springs, N.Y.. U.S.A.,
Manufacturer.

Napper, Sidney S., Otto-Hilgenstock Coke-Oven Co., Ltd.,
Tingley, near Leeds, Chemist.

Parrett, Ii in. ('., Washington C. H., Ohio, U.S.A., Analyst.

Pease, Fred. N., P.O. Bos 437, Altoona, Pa., U.S.A.,
Chemist.

Phillips, Edw. W., c/o Fairmont Coal Co., Fairmont, W.
Va., L'.S.A., Chemist.

Scoville, Wilbur L., 50. Washington Street, Boston, Mass.,
USA., Analytical Chemist.

smaii, Bertram .J., 27, Vambery Road, Plumstead, S.E.,
Chemist.

Spayd, Chas. Hay, 5143, Arch Street, Philadelphia, Pa.,
U.S.A., Analytical Chemist.

Stiff, John T., London Portland Cement Works, Northfieet,
Kent, Works Chemist.

Van Duzen, Dr. Harlan P., 232, Great Portland Street,
London, W., Doctor of Medicine.

Watt, John, 17, Maple Avenue, Toronto, Out., Canada, Glass
Manufacturer.

Wiener, William, 62|, Nelson Place, Newark, N.J., U.S.A.,
Analytical and Consulting Chemist.

Wulf. August S., Laboratory E.L.A.S., 120, Broadway,
New i'ork City, U.S.A., Chemist.

Changes of gobres*.

When notifying new addresses, members are requested to

write them distinctly, and state whether they are temporary
or permanent. Multiplication of addresses is also to be
avoided as tending to create confusion. When sending
subscriptions, the use of the form attached to the application

helps in the verification of addresses, on which the safe

delivery of the Journal depends.

Anderson, Dr. W. Carrick. 7, Scott Street, Garnethill,

Glasgow, Consulting Chemist ; communications as

before.

Bott, Dr. W. Norman, l/o Sleaford; 16, St. Helen's Place,

London, I I

Briggs, J. F., l/o Maidstone; 2, Frankfort Road, Heme
Hill, S.E.

Brown, George E., 1 o Arundel Street • c a The British

Journal of Photography, 24, Wellington Street, Stran.l,

W.C.

Jin mt, A. P., (communications) c/o Glucose Sugar Refining

Co., West Taylor Street and the River, Chicago, and
(Journals) 661, Winthrop Avenue, Chicago, III.,

U.S.A.

Chemical Trade Journal ; one copy to Black friars Bridge,

Manchester; and one copy to 26 j, Strand, Loudou,

W.C.

Cocking, A. 'I'., l/o Stauford-le-Hope ; Carhamptou House,

Four Oaks, Sutton Coldfield.

c 2
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Cripps, B. A.Jo Hayward's Heath ; Laboratory, DVAvigdoi

Road, Hove. Sussex.

Dent, Dr. Franklatd, l/o Burgos ; 3, Claremont Drive,

Beadingley, Lie's.

Dole, E. B., l/o Chicago ; State Bacteiiologieal Laboratory,

Minneapolis, Minn., U.S.A.

Drearer, W. 1'., l/o Braimree ; 38, Sydney Road, Recken-

ham, Kent.

Gilchrist. P. ('.
; Journals to Bfitel de France, Pan, Fn

Harris, Noman P.; Journals to Upper Montclair, N.J.,

U.S.A.

McCulloch, .Ins., lo Rcs r Street; 13, Clarence Drivei

Hyndland lira,!. Glasgow,

Meade, Richard K., l/o h'aston ; Nazareth. Pa., U.S.A.

Meldruni, Dr. A. N., I/o Aberdeen; 16, Moorraks Road,

81 effield.

Meckel, Alf., l/o St. Louis; retain Journals after Dec. 31st

issue.

Nation, E. C. l/o Smith Street ; 218, Neison Avenue,

Peckskill, N.Y., U.S.A.

Patterson, (las. A., l/o Chester, Pa.; 59, High Street,

Woodbury, K.J., U.S.A.

Pearson, Frai V P., I/O North Adams
; 178, Pawtuchet

Street, Lowell, Mass., U.S.A.

Rosenblatt, Alf. ; crmmunications to 55, Last 92nd Street,

New York City, U.S.A.

Rostosky, Dr. L. ; all communications to Thiergarten-

strasse 28, Dresden, A., Germany.

Spence, D. ; Journals to Sendig Hotel, Europaeiscber Hof,

Dresden, A., Germany.

Tanaka, K., 1 o St. Louis ; Matsuba Hotel, Eudansaka, Ue,

Tokyo, Japan.

Weston, T. W., l/o York; c/o Jos. Watson and Sons,

Whitehall Soap Works, 1 ceds.

White, W. 0., l/o Bay ftreet; Sj iiighill, Port Glasgow.

CHANGE OF ADDRESS BEQTJIEFD.

Riley, Fred., l/o 43, Gnmpan Way, Savin Bill, Boston,

'Mass., U.S.A.

3Beatt}£f*

Bell, Sir Lowthian, Bait., F.R.S., Rouiiton Grange, North-

allerton. Dec. 20.

Pooley, Thos. A., Beverley, Walton oii-Tbames. Dec. 8.

Radeiuachcr, H. A., 5, Craven Strict, Metl uen, Mass.,

U.S.A. Nov. 16.

Richmond, W. H.. Slalheim, Eccleston Paik, Prescot,

Lanes. Aug. 11.

Pontoon Nation*

Meeting held at Burlington House, on Monday,
Drcember 'nth, 191)4.

Mil. \. GOBDOIt SALAMuX IN THE CHAIB.

RAS( HIG'S THEORY OF THE LEAD-CBAMBEB
PROl I SS.

r.i i . !H\ i RS, U ie. l>.s<-„ F.B.S.

The-e Ij the closing years ol the active life of

the most celebrated ami important process ol cberoical

manufacture ever invented, namely, that by which suit hnr

dioxide is made into sulphuric acid by the use of a little

nitre. Yet it is only a few months ago that a paper. 1 \

distinguished investigator and successful manufactt
I

chemical products— HerrDr.F. Bascbig,of Ludwigsbafen am I

Rhein— appeared in the Zcitschrift fur angewandte Chemt
re-stating and upholding a remarkable theory of the process

which, though published seventeen years before, mav still

be styled anew theory, so old is the process to which it I

refers. This theory is n< w being actively discussed in the

Zeitschrifl just named, and a good abstract of it ha*

already appeared in our own Journal. Tie following

exposition of its nature may interest many of the memrcrs
oi this Society, for, simple enough in principle, it is bated i

upon facts the knowledge of which is not widely diffused 1

among chemists.

What is wanted, in order to understand the nature of the I

lesd-cbamber process, is to know how it happens that the

presence of a little redact d nitric acid effects wiih extra-

ordinary rapiditv that atmospheric oxidation of sulphur
dioxide, 2SOs + Os + 2HsO = 2S(),H

: , which otherwise!

scarcely takes place at all. The pair of tquatiogijl
NO, + L'SII, 4 2H.0 = 2NO+ 2ILSO, and 2XO+ O _
X 2 (>.,, mayixpress what happens, but tell nnthii L> as to h»«
ii happens. From them it appears that nitric oxi

oxygen unite into nitric peroxide, but as it cannot he I

assumed in reading the first equation that, wiih eqnal I

facility and as a matter of fact, nitric peroxide decompoRil
into oxygen and nitric oxide, these equations fail to eivetoi

required information. Lunge's pair of equations, 2SO. +1
NO+ NO, + 0,+ H,0 = 2HXO.SO .UII.anil20N0S0.0lRI
II,,0 = NO + XO + 2HO.SO5 OH, are open 10 the -ami]
criticism. An advance is. indeed, made, by the reel -_i

:

iii,i

of the necessity of there being some combination 1

the sulphur dioxide and one of the oxides of nirri.g.

still.it is net to be seen from Lunge's equation, in wha I

way the atmospheric oxygen goes to the sulphur dioxide I
When, in presence of air, sulphur dioxide and nitre

or nitric peroxide are brought together in water, thev unit.

without oxidation to foini compounds which, thoufll
unstable, are not rxidisable by the air. So far. therefore.il
remains unexplained how the sulphur dioxide gets oxidise*

I

into sulphuric acid. According to Raschig's theory. Ai
sulphur dioxide doi s not get oxidised by the air: tbenl
is only a condensation or union of the sulphur dioxMt
with the nitrous acid. The compound hydrdvsi
thus sulphuric acid comes into existence. Tl en onlv doe

aerial oxidation intervene, in order to oxidise the reducer I

nitrous acid.

Raschig's theory of the lead-chamber process runs, ill

effect, as follows :— Nitrous, acid and moist sulphur dioxirll

combine together to form the substance, nitro-e-nlpho»ii|

acid. ONSO3H; this interacts with a second molecule n|
nitrons acid 10 form sulphuric acid and nitric oxide: am
this nitric oxide, with the aid of air and water, regenerate I

the nil runs acid set cut with. Here are the equations :-» 1

(1) 20N0H + 2SOj = 20N.SO,.OH;
(2) 20NOH+20N.S0

2.OH= INO+2HO.S0..0B
(3) 4XO + (),, + 2IUO = 40N.0H.

Ib-rc, for the first time, is given a theory as to hoi 1

sulphur dioxide passes into sulphnrc acid in the nitre pro

cess of its manufacture. It maybe claimed for it thsti

expresses the facts of the process, and is not merer/
\

hypothetical view of it.

The lcad-chanibcr process has long held ll e position, it

the exposition "f chemistry, of the standard example n

catalytic action. Now, a true catalytic action is one in whici

there are, between the Bnbstances consumed— ay, sulpha

dioxide, oxygen, and water— ami the substances produce
from them— in this case, sulphuric acid— two othi

stances, whose lines of existence cnt each other. s< > to speai

at a critieal point. At that point the one substance is ther

facing the substances to be consumed, and equally there s

that point is the other substance of the catalytic pair, facia

the substances produced. Where catalytic action is goirj

on, the existence of both of its acting substanc*es i- alaxx

limited to a point in time; vsben either attains a liae e

existence, the catalytic action is at an end, and the otli
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|ubstauee no longer exists. In the resent case, this state
If things may perhaps be symbolised, thus :—

HO - NO - SO,H,
1 v—

'

'here the brackets include nitrous acid and nitrososulphonie
|cid, respectively. During catalytic action, both have an
jxistence which is intangible, which defies direct observa-
" oil. Only when, by changed condition*, the catalysis is

isturbed, can we expect to had the one or the other. In
lie lead chamber itself, we tind the nitrous acid (or the
Iroducts of its break-up), when the catalysis is over, under
ie conditions which prevail. In his beaker glass, under
ttier conditions, Raschig gets evidence of the existence of
itros wulphonic acid. But in the lead-chamber itself, in the
gin i of full activity, there should be no detectable pre-
i;uce of this boly or of nitrous acid. Admittinc, with
sage, that nitres (sulphuric acid is one of a catalytic pair of
instances in the lead-chamber process, the same ar^umeut

IJolds good conceruing the form of existence of that sub-
il.anee also. He may be right in believing that it is present
Ii vast quantities in the lead-chambers—return to this point

ill be made later on,—but, even so, its existence may be
kene 1 to that of a twinkling star—there an 1 not there at
i.'ery alternate mo nent, without any tangible presence,
licil the catalytic action proper to norm il working is

Isturbed. It, therefore, does uot really affect llascui<*'s

ie iry. to deay that nitrososulphonie acid, with which may
k associated nitrous acid and nitric oxide, is to be I'ouud lii

lie normally working parts of the chamber. But, before
Iilloiving up these considerations with some others of
itipirtanee, the subject of the existence and nature of
trososulphonic acid requires to be discusse 1.

Xitrososulphonic acid has not been isolated and probably
bver will be. Almost as much may be said of nitrous acid.

|0l there is abundant evideuce of the existeuce of the latter
i dilute solution, whilst its salts are common substances.
Ibe ^Yidence of the existeuce of nitrososulphouic acid, and
lie relations of this b)dy to certain silts, will noiv be briefly
one into.

I The earlier evidence brought forward, first by Clam and
j.en by Raschig, of the existence of Baits of nitrososulphouic
l:id, or of jits hydrate, dibydroxylain'.nesulphonic acid, as
lit iu listinguishable from it, has been proved to be wronc; by
agi and the author. When an alkali nitrite is sulphonated

If the gradual addition of metasulphite, the product is not
dihy droxylamioesulpbooate, but hydroxylaminedisulpho-
tte, 2 X a NO, + 3 NajSjl >,, + H2

=2 HON(S0
3Na)2 + 2Na2S03 .

ut by a very interesting, though somewuat recondite,
palytical prosed ire, Raschig has convinced himself that,
then the nitrite is put from the first iu contact with the
Ihole of the metasulphite, there comes iuto brief existence
|hat should be nitrososulphouate or else its hydrate,
tiydrox-ylaminesulphonate, produced thus : NaN02 +
hjSA = ONSOjNa + Na.,S03 .

I Next, experimenting with dilute titrated solutions of
ilphiir dioxide and nitrous acid, Raschig poured sulphur
oxide solution into highly dilute nitrous acid solution in

jirying proportions, aud fouud that interaction was con-
led within molecular proportions, ONOHrSOj. But he
us got sulphuric acid and no trace of nitrososulphonie

pid. When, however, lie poured the nitrous acid solution
to the sulphur dioxide solution, kept in excess, he
|Und that more than a molecule of sulphur dioxide was
j'ed up, proving that hydroxylauiinedisulpbonic acid and
ItriliKulphonie acid, N^SO^H)^ must have been formed.
[ere, it may be mentioned, that Carpenter and Linder, two
lars ago (this Journal, 21, 149>>), found that sulphur
»xide produced hydroxylamiuedisulphonic acid with
|trous acid. Rischig concludes that these two experi-
ments prove that dihydroxylaminesulphouic acid or its

jihydride, nitrososulphouic acid, is produced aud then
bcomes uydroxylaminedisulphomc acid by further sulpho-
Utiou. Tne author cannjt a 1 nit that thit is the couclu-
pa which must be drawn, but he sees not the least reason
(r refusing to grant thit, in presence of other reagents,
e sulphonition may go s > far only as to produce nitroso-

,
lphonic acid.

Raschig's third point of evidence is decidedly satisfac-
tory. On mixing the highly dilute and cooled solutions of
nitrous acid and sulphur dioxide in molecular proportions,
the mixed solution gives no blueing with potassium iodide
and starch, thus showing the disappearance of all nitrous
acid; no bleaching of iodine solution, thus showing the
disappearance of all sulphur dioxide

; precipitation of all
sulphur as sulphate by barium chloride ; and, lastly, con-

j

siderable bleaching activity upon potassium permanganate.
|

Therefore, although nitrous oxide is obtained by heating
the solution, the primiry interaction cannot bo that ex"-
presaed by 2110. NO + 2S02 + H,0 = N20-i- 2SQ

2(OH)2 ,

I since nitrous oxide has no action upon permanganate. The
interaction can only have produced nitrososulphouic acid,
which must have hydrolvsed iuto nitrosyl hydride, II. MO
thus :—ON.Oa + S03= ON.SO'2.OH, and OX.S0

2.OH +
H2 = OX. II + HO. SO,. OH. Working with stannous
chloride, in place of sulphur dioxide, upon uitrous acid,
much stronger solutions of this substan v. nitrosyl hydride,
ar obtainable—solutioas much too concentrated to be merely
solutions of nitrous oxide. Tne action of stannous chloride
upon nitrous acid is so definite that, were it nee led, it

could be used for its quantitative determiuition. Nitrosyl
hydride stands as anhydride to diliydroxylamine, (H0)

2
NH,

aud it is difficult to avoid coming to the conclusion
that either nitrosyl hydride or dihydroxylamine is tem-
porarily present in the solution in which uitrous acid has
been sulphonated. But, if this is granted.it follows that
either nitrososulphonie acid or dihydroxylaminesulpbonic
acid is produced by this sulphonition, however fleeting its

existence. Raschig has obtained evidence that nitrosyl
hydride is also produce I by oxidising hydroxyhmine.

X'ltrosyl hydride interacts with nitrosyl hydroxide, that
is, nitrous acid, though not readily, to form nitric oxide and
water :—OX.K s- HO. NO = 2N0 + H/J. In presence of
air dissolved in the water, it proceeds quickly enough, but
then nitrous acid appears in place of the nitric oxide, iu
accordance with the third equation. It his still to be shown
that the conditions of the lead-chamber are appropriate for
the occurrences formulated in Raschig's equations.
The solutions experimented uoon have so far been aque-

ous, but the addition of sulphuric acid to them, far from
being detrimental, actually determines that activity of
nitrous acid upon the nitrososulphouic acid, in the presence
of air, which in aqueous solutions only slowly manifests
itself. When the nitrous acid is dissolved in 10/N sulphuric
ai nl, instead of in water, sulphur dioxide and air can be
blown rapidly into the solution, with complete conversion of
the sulphur dioxide into sulphuric acid aud no escape of
nitric oxide and peroxide, although the sulphuric acid is

still too weak to be a solvent of nitroso3ulphuric acid
(nitrosyl sulphate). Indeed, the addition of enough sul-
phuric acid to make the solution similir to chamber acid,
makes the solution such a poor solvent of nitrous acid that
this then becomes gaseous to some extent. The effect of
still stronger sulphuric acid, which would have generated
nitrososulphuric acid, appears not to have been tried. But
it has at least beeu shown that the lead-chamber process
can be imitated in a beaker glass, in accordance with
Raschig's theory and withoft. any material production of
nitrososulphuric acid.

Bearing in mind the essential nature of catalytic action,
it will be evident that the series of equations drawn up of
represent its cycle of changes are not to be regarded as
expressing interactions which proceed, independently to

each other, to actual completion. Thus, in Saschior's

equations, the product of the first interaction, namely,
nitrososulphonie acid, is already reacting as in the second
equation, before it is out of the reaction represented by the
first equation. The Sane holds true of the active product
(nitric oxide) of the second equation, which is being formal
only so far as to be able to pass into the third reaction and
there disappear. We have also to re on ' that the
ordinal numbers attached to these equations, fl second,
and third, serve only to mark their sequence, not to indicate

a beginning aud an end. The product of the reiction

shown by the third equatiou, the nitrous acid, pisses in the

in in rat of its formation into the reaction as shown by the

first equitiou. It was incu nbent upon Risclug to give
reality to the existence of the nitrososulphonie acid, or of a
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sul stance equivalent to it, but not to show that it might he

isolated from the contents t»t' the lead chambers. The same
is true of his nitric oxide, but this being so well-known :

substance, tin' aboye considerations seem not to have been
applied to it. Rascbig may be found saying that Lunge
will yet have to come hack to the recognition of nitric

> side as taking part in the process, and also making no
attempt to meet Lunge's well-founded contention tbat

nitric oxide is only present in the lead chamber iu assooia-

iion with enough nitric peroxide to negative tin' possibility

of its taking part in the process. Yet Rascbig himself

recognises quite well that the NO of his equations has only

a catalytic existence as nitric oxide. He has don.' some
admirable work towards establishing the existence of

pernitric acid, UNO,, and allows himself to speculate

whether this substance, as well as NO, may not play a part

in the process shown in equation 2. However that may
1" . it is in any case to be understood that nitric oxide, as

we knoiv it, has not been shown by Raschig's experiments

to be a factor in the sulphuric acid process. His second
equation must hardly be taken to express something which
actually goes on of itself, for his experiments show tbat

this reaction depends largely, if not wholly, for its occur-

rence upon the co-operation of the reaction formulated by
the thiid equation. Equation 3 must be imagined to be
subjoined to 2, something in this way :

—

H -0 + NO. (HI fHO.NO (HI

H + O + NO(S03H) I
HO. Ml Sd.ll

\ =
i

II r O 4 NO(SO H) I HO. Mi so
3H

+ I

H— O + NO. Oil J l
HO. NO OH

in which the radical, NO, is seen to be everywhere active,

without once coming out into existence as nitric oxide.

Raschig's surmise that, in passing from the reaction

formulated in his second equation to that expressed by his

third, then- may In generated pernitric acid, HN04 , as well
as ,Nt 1, may puzzle those who see in the action of sulphur
dioxide only that of a reducing agent upon nitrous acid.

It may be well, therefore, for this and other reasons, to call

attention to the fact ihat, in presence of the monohydrate
of sulphuric acid, talphur dioxide so acts upon nitrous acid

as to gcrier; te peroxylaminesiilphonic acid

—

ON(S03H)a

O.\(S03H),,

This substance, which gives a beautiful purple colour to the

sulphuric acid, is undoubtedly a peroxide, such as pernitric

acid would be, HO.ON'O.,, with an -Oj- group iu it

(J. Chem. Soc. 1904, 85, 108). There is another point of

interest in pe roxylamincsulphonic acid in connection with

the aulphuiic acid process. It is the support which its

production gives to hast log's conception of the process as

being depend) at upon the sulphonation of nitrous acid.

Can sulphazotised acids, it has in effect been asked, have
anything to do with the sulphuric acid process, in which
they are not to be found, at least when it is properly

working? The prejudice which dictates such a question

will hardly In- able to withstand the evidence of such a fact

as this :— Whether nitrous mid and sulphur dioxide react

in presence of water or in presence of meuiohe drated

sulphuric acid, H..O, 1 1. so
4 , they produce Bulpbazotised

Bubstances, that is, sulphonated nitrous acid compi unds.

For, tbat being the case, can the least objection any longer
be raised to the assumption that they also form such

substances in presence of that more dilute sulphuric acid

which is 1 resent in the lead-chambers ?

What next is to he said is offered as a contribution to the

theory of the lead-chamber process. The author has loDg

been convinct d that, in those regions of the chamber when
the process is in activ e op< ration, where, then Ion

, there is

dense while mist, the real]} gaseous part of the contents of

the cbanibtr contains no significant quantity of any oxide of

nitrogen. One part ol that mist consists of its liquid par-

ticles of sulihuric acid, having with it fouiething more than

one molecule ami something less tlan two molecules of I

water, and holding in solution all the nitrogen oxides, one
or more as the case may he. The other part of the mist is

gaseous, and made up of atmospheric nitrogen and oxygen,
sulphur dioxide, ami vapour of water. In regions \* liere

the activity is ranch less, nitrogen peroxide is, indeed,

among the gases, and with very little sulphur dioxide

present, but this nitric peroxide is already out ol the sphej
of activity, and waiting to be carried off from the chamheift

If it had work to do, it would not be there as gas. Whether
an] of the oxides of nitrogen enter the chamber from the

Glover-tower in the form of mist, or whether everything it

at that time gaseous, i-annot, perhaps, he told, but, quickly

and almost at ooce, the whole of the nitre gen oxides
together with water and sulphur dioxide, and probably

some volatilised or mechanically carried sulphuric acid, uiil

condense into a mist. It is difficult to conceive of another

state of things, consistent with the conditions which prevail.

What follows next in the process seen.s to be < qually

certain. Sulphur dioxide, oxygen, and water coi

together upon the liquid particles of the mist, there uniting,

under the catalytic influence of the nitrous acid present in

the 1 articles, with a rapidity limited only by the time

for diffusion of the gases ever to the particles and for dissi-

pation of the heat caused by their condensation. Put, no
doubt, that rapidity of the process is seriously inti

with by the unequal distribution of the steam or water-

spray through the chambers, the condensation I eing

checked in one place because the nitrous acid loses u.ncb

of its activity in consequence of the sulphuric acid of the

mist liquid being too concentrated, anil in am tin

because, through the sulphuric acid ot the mist being too

much diluted, the nitrous acid escapes from the liqi

tides, and, therefore, gets out of its field of _

activity.

Perhaps, to a large extent, the language of Rascbig is

consistent with the assumption that he believes in tl

finement of the nitrogen compounds to the liquid part of

the mist, but he distinctly refers to the necessity of haviDg

more oxides of niin gen present than can beheld in si

b\ sulphuric acid of the dilution he takes it 10 bavc in 1 lie

mist, which is surely much less than that of chamber-tloor

acid. Besides this, he tries to lead 11s hack to a belief in

the existence of gaseous nitrous anhydride, foi short
\
crii els

of time, even in presence of oxygen— a roattei which would

be of no interest in connection with his theory did lies

that all his nitrous acid was in the liquid of the mist.

I'nloss the nitrous acid is held dissolved in the In

the mist iu the form of nitrososulphurie acid, it is

possible to grant the demand of Raschig's theory fcr nitron

acid to he ever present in local 1 xcess of the sulphur

dioxide at the stat of activity, that is, in the pro] ortiou of

2N02 II 10 every SO,,.

Vet Rascbig fails to find any place for nitrososulphurie

acid in the process of sulphuric acid manufacture. If it

is present at all in the chambers, it is there, he considers,

injuriously, and. as the result of imperfect woikicg.

According to Lunge, its presence in the chanihe rs

certain and of piime importance. Rut, before proci

further, it is desirable to say something respecting tbe

chemical relationship of nitrososulphonic acid to nitrcsfij

sulphuric acid. The propriety of what is now goil g In

be said on this subject is unlikely to he gainsaid, hut

disregard of its argument leads to lamentable coufusioB

in n enclature. The foimula of nitrososulphonic acid i»

o.N.Stbll; tbat for nitrososulphurie acid is oN.O.SO.H.
The relationship of nitrososulphonic acid to nitrososulphurie

acid is, therefore, that of the almost unknown sulphutous

acid, H.SO»H, to sulphuric acid, HO.SO.,11. Nitroso-

sulphurie acid is often named nitrosy] sulphate, but that

is a practice not to he commended, because it suggeHS

tl at this acid is a salt, whereas a suit it is not, 1

being no basic radical. By a sulphonic derivative U
meant a compound in which the radical, -Soil, plays

a pari analogous to that of cyanogen in a cyanide, or of

chlorine in a chloride. A sulphuric compound is w bat

is behl to be a derivative, in certain ways, of sulphuric

acid. When that derivation is thiougb the substitution

of a hydrogen radical bj -1 me oilier, it is absolutely

unallowable 10 call the compound a sulphonic derivative,

as is so Irequentlv dene in the en-e ot nitrcso-tulpbnne
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cid. This substance is a mixed acid oxide, that is, au
nlivdi ide of two acids. It is intermediate to pyrosulphuric
cid and nitrous anhydride, as thu- shown :

—
Pyrosulphuric

A, ul.

so2oe
^ SO (HI

Nitrososulphuric
Acid.

u<;-NO

Nitrous
Anhydride.

0< N2L ^ NO

That sulphuric acid charged with nitrososulphuric acid
ill quickly absorb moist sulphur dioxide has been long
nown, but it was left for Raschig to discover what then
ippens. What does happen is expressed by his equations
hen, for the nitrous acid there shown, is substituted its

ahydro compound with sulphuric acid. His three equations
len become

—

Nit rososulphui ic

U-i-l.

(0 2H,0 + 20N.O.S03H + 2Sl i

N ii rososulphortic
Acid.

2S02(OH)2 r 20N.SO
:t
H ;

Nitrososulpb mic N it '
- isulphuric

Acid. Acid.
Pyrosulphuric

Acid.

(2) 20K . S03E + 2( IN.O.St >,!! = INO + 2< >(S03H)3 ;

Pyrosulphuric
\,'l,l.

Nitrososulphuric
Icid.

(3) 4NO + Os + 20(S03H), = 40N.O.SOaH.

What, then, goes on between the liquid and the gaseous
Darts of the mist appears to be this. 1 he particles of the
mist, consisting of strong sulphuric acid holding nitroso-

sulphuric acid in solution, continuously absorb sulphur
dioxide and oxygen, which, b\ tin- catalytic action of the
nitrososulphuric acid, become sulphuric acid as fast as they
are absorbed. Water is taken up in such quantity, in the
normal working of the process, a- sen, s to effect incipient

hydrolysis of the nitrososulphuric acid into its constituent
acids. Two molecules of sulphur dioxide and one molecule
,,l oxygen are absorbed simultaneously, for the reason that

the} rind between themselves, the radical of the catalyser,

bitrosyl, one moment as nitrososulphuric acid and the next
moment as nitrososulphonic acid. Or, leaving out all

mention of the radical, nitrosyl, but rememb.-ring thai

the substance, nitric oxide, plrys no part, the catalyser is

nitrososulphonic acid and nitrososulphuric acid, alternately.

Then, since a catalyser cannot be represented in an equation
for a productive change, because it is neither consumed nor
Reiterated, the equation comes hack to -JS( ), + ( >., + 2< ill., =
BSOjHj, conditioned by the words "in presence of a
catalyser."

The importance of the theory now advanced, that the
production of sulphuric acid in the lead-chambers is due to

action going on between a liquid and a gas, wT
ill be quickly

evident on consideration. That state of things is the

counterpart of what is actually observed to go on in

Raschig's experiment in a beaker, in which sulphur dioxide
and oxygen are rapidly absorbed by the nitrous acid solu-

tion, without evolution of any nitric oxide or peroxide.

It renders meaningless the otherwise pertinent question

raised by Lunge against Raschig's theory, why the nitric

oxide does not oxidise to nitric peroxide, instead of stopping
at nitrous anhydride, as required of it. by Raschig. It, in

this way, removes almost the sole objection that Lunge has
to any theory of the process, which rests on a production of
nitric oxide. But, above all, it should perhaps serve to end
the rivalry between Lunge's and Raschig's theories, because
it makes them to be, with some excrescences, parts of a
more comprehensive theory.

There is much more tu Raschig's account of his theory
and of the elaborate experimental work upon which it is

based, which might with advantage have been described

and commented upon, but it is hoped that what has been
here said will be sufficient to excite interest in the theory.

Discussion.

ProF. Tilden said that it had yet to be shown that

these various substances, and the reactions expressed in

these equations, were essential parts of the process, the

object of which was the production of sulphuric acid. Xo
one denied, for instairce, that nitrososulphuric acid was
formed to some extent in the chambers, but it did not seem
to him that the production of that compound was a necessary

condition of the production of sulphuric acid from the

oxides of nitrogen, the oxygen of the air, sulphur dioxide
and the water which were present, lie was glad to hear
that the author held the view that a great number of these

substances expressed in the equations probably did not
exist under the conditions of the chambers, because they
were at a temperature in which they were to a large extent

dissociated into gaseous products. He should certainly agiee
with him that in so far as these reactions took place, they
t,»,k place on the surface of the spherules of water due to

the condensation of the steam. It would be interesting if

some experiments could be made at temperatures a little

higher, above the boiling point of water, when there would
be no condensed spherules of water at all, but where all the

materials were entirely gaseous. Such a temperature was of

course beyond that which prevailed generally in the vitriol

chambers. He was not afraid to express the action of the

peroxide of nitrogen which was present in the chambers by
;i very much simpler hypothesis. They had no hesitation

in assuming that when nitric oxide combined with oxygen
tin- process was very simple. He had never seen any form
of complicated expression written as an equation to express
this combination and he thought it would be extremely
difficult to express it by anything more complicated ; it

might be written as NO + or 2X0 + 2. He saw no
difficulty about assuming that oxygen was capable of directly

combining with nitric oxide, but he felt more difficulty

in assuming that oxygen directly combined with the ele-

ments of the sulphurous acid which were present in the

ivises. Those who had not specially studied these sub-
stances were frequently a littie confused about the oxides of

nitrogen, but his belief was that there was only one coloured
gaseous oxide of nitrogen and that was the peroxide, the

formula of which was N.02 . His reason for the statement
was this : XX) and XII were well known colourless gases,

N.,0
3
was a blue liquid which on conversion into vapour

produced a yellow coloured gas. That gas consisted of a
mixture of equal volumes of nitric oxide and nitrogen per-
oxide. It had been shown a few years ago that in all

probability when these two gases were brought together

there was a small amount of nitrous anhydride produced,

something like 5 per cent, of the whole, as represented by
Dixon's experiments; the rest was entirely dissociated If

the red gas were examined with the spectroscope the lines of

the absorption spectrum were identical with those of the

spectrum of peroxide of nitrogen, made in some other way.
Peroxide of nitrogen obtained, for example, by heating lead

nitrate was by cooling condensed first to a yellow liquid and
at a lower temperature to a perfectly colourless solid. This
white solid was N2U4

or some multiple of it. Directly it

volatilised it gave the yellow gas the colour of which
appeared because it was continually accumulating, the dis-

sociation increasing as the temperature rose. On examining
these bodies with the spectroscope the only one which gave
the peculiar absorption spectrum was the nitrogen peroxide,

Xt >.,, so. that N2 3 , if it existed in the gaseous state, did

not give the absorption spectrum. X'ow in the vitriol

chambers the atmosphere was generally a deep red, showing
an abundance of peroxide of nitrogen. It seemed to him
that in the chambers where the sulphuric acid was chiefly

produced there would always lie an abundance of this gas.

lie could not see any great difficulty iu believing that just
us oxygen was known to be capable of combining with

nitric oxide by simple combination, so an atom of the

oxygen of the nitric peroxide attached itself to the elements

of the sulphurous acid here present. In nitrogen peroxide

the nitrogen had an unsatisfied affinity, and it was easy to

conceive of an arrangment by which the oxygen of the air

united with the nitrogen of the peroxide of nitrogen, at the

same moment that another atom of oxygen was detached
by entering into union with the sulphur dioxide and water
which together made up the molecule of the sulphutic acid.

He could not see any objection to the idea that that was the

essential part of the process. Of course the occasional

production of hydroxylamine and other compounds could

not be denied, but it seemed to him that was sufficiently
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explained by the fact that moderately strong sulphuric acid

was present in the spherules of liquid ami on the walls and
floors of the chambers in the presence of sulphur dioxide

and uirrogen peroxide in varying proportions. There, at

any rate, were the materials for the production of some of

the substances represi oted in these equations..

Mb. R. Forbes Carpenter said he was not prepared for

the author accepting the nitrososulpbonic acid as an
existing body, even under the transient form described, for,

in conjunction with Prof. Baga, Dr. Divers had shown that

what Kaschig described in earlier experiments as a salt of

dihydroxylaminesulphonic acid was actually a double sail

which could be produced by crystallisation of hydroxylamine
disulphonate and potassium nitrite. The combination ot the

theories of Lunge and Raschig might be happily eflected

by the equations Dr. Divers had given. That not only the

raw materials, but at any rate one product, of the interven-

tion of the two named bj Dr. Divers (uitrososulphonic and
nitrososulphuric acids) existed through the working of the

chambers "as evident, as solutions of nitrososulphuric

acid could be collected in the drips in the chambers as an

indication of bow the chamber was working. He had
searched for hydroxylamiuedisalphonic acid, and only on one
occasion was it found as a transient body in a particular

part of the chamber plant, viz., in a tower between No. 1

and No. '2 chambers, which was condensing the mist of

sulphuric acid still uncondensed, and produced in No. 1 ;

nitrososulphuric acid was there also at times, although at

other times it was absent. The presence of this hydroxyl-

aminedisulpbonic acid was indicated in alkaline solution

on testing with copper sulphate, a canary coloured pre-

cipitale being formed, a compound that Dr. Divers had
shown them how to obtain. He had unsuccessfully looked

for this acid in several other parts of the chamber. He
should he glad if Dr. Divers could tell them the temperature
at which Kaschig's reactions took place in the solut'ons

with which he experimented.

Dr. Veley said that he had observed that nitric acid

exposed to liyht escaped decomposition when it almost filled

the bottle, but suffered decomposition when it only partly

filled the bottle. These results seemed to show that the

initial decomposition of the nitric acid was a decomposition

not of the liquid itself, hut of the vapour proceeding from
that liquid at the ordinary temperature.

Mr. F. H. English said in the first chamber the tempera-

ture was as a rule about 160° F. and in that chamber the

bulk of the sulphuric acid was formed. The second

chambers were generally about 120° to 130/ F. j and the

thud chamber, where practically no action at all took place

and which was filled with nitrogen peroxide, was a little

above the air temperature.

Mr. Oakden said he had found that about 45 per cent, of

the total acid was produced in the Glover tower where there

could not possibly be these bodies present in the gaseous

state. It was produced in contact with the liquid uitroso-

sulphuric acid passing down the Glover tower, independeut

of the chambers altogether.

Dr. L. F. Guttmann asked the author why he had called

the compound NOH, nitrosyl-hydride ; he thought Angeli,

its discoverer, had named it uitroxyl.

Dr. Divers, in reply, said that his theory being that no
nitrous gases were present in the very active part of the

chambers, because of the large quantities of sulphur dioxide

there, he had only one comment to make upon Prof.

Tildeu's view of the activity of nitric peroxide. That was
that that substance could only furnish sulphur dioxide with

oxygen indirectly, that is, by the decomposition ot Bome
compound which it might form with the sulphur dioxide.

Dr. Tilden's conception of the sulphuric-acid process was
admittedly based on hypothetical activities, whereas Kas-

chig's theory rested on facts experimentally determined.

To illustrate that, it might be mentioned that Baschig had

been led to believe that the substance, pet-nitric acid, was
indeed formed in the reaction of nitrous acid with sulphur

dioxide, but had omitted from the details of his theory the

assumption of its production, because he was ;ls yet unt.ble

to convince himself on the point, so desirous was he to have
a foundation of fact lor every statement. With regard to

the evidence for the existence of nitrososulphuric acid in

the lead-chamber, be would mention, what Kaschig had
pointed out, that chamber acid did not contain inure
nitrous acid than the smir \ olume of water would easily hold
dissolved. It could not, therefore, be assumed that thai

quantity of nitrous acid was proof of the presence of nitroso-

sulphuric acid. Tin- evidence for its presence in the lead
chamber was indirect.

Dr. Veley'6 experience with nitric acid had its parallel in

what happened to a concentrated solution of hydrochloric
acid exposed to bright daylight. In a bottle

'

practically
full, that acid remained unchanged, whereas, with only a
little of its solution in the bottle, chlorine was produced.
Since moist hydrochloric acid gas, apart Irom a liquid

solution of it, did not decompose (Hichardson), it would
seem that, so far as it applied to the case, the behaviour of
either nitric or hydrochloric acid in a partly filled bottle

favoured the theory put forward in the paper as to what went
on in the lead-chamber.

In answer t<> Dr. L. F. Guttmann, "nitroxyl," used
already for a radical, appeared to him to be an impossible
name lor a substance, and particularly inapplicable to one
h n ing the composition assigned to uitrosyl hydride.

THEORY OF THE ACTION OF METALS I I'HN

NITRIC ACID.

BY B. DIVERS, H .li., I'.-, . i i.
.

Introductory,

There being no explicit and connected theorj of the
action of metals upon nitric acid, which has general
acceptance, what follows is submitted for consideration

and adoption as such a theory. I5y theory, it may be wis*

to point out, is meant not some fanciful and imaginative

view, based upon hypotheses, but an exposition "I the real

order and dependence of the facts presented in the action

of the metals upon the acid. Therefore, if this theory s

well founded, it should have some value in technological

pursuits. It is not new, having been published in I

a paper read before the Chemical Society (J.Cbem. Soc.

43, 443), in an incomplete form, and as subsidiary to the

subject of the paper, which was on the production of

hydroxylamine from nitric acid.

Nor is its existence unrecorded in the proceedings of this

Section of the Society ot Chemical Industry, it hexing in

1891 been subjected by Dr. Velej to adverse criticism,

which was illustrated by experiments. The occasion for

presenting the theory in a more developed form to the

Society this evening has been given by tne readit

month to the Chemical Society, of an important paper on
mercurous nitrite by Prof. Hay, of the Presidency College,

Calcutta.

the most convenient and most satisfactory method of

treating the subject seems to be to enunciate it without

prefatory remarks, and t.eu to develop its points, and

endeavour to show lhat they are well taken.

The Theory.

Silver or mercury is only active upon nitric acid in

presence of nitrous a' id as catalyBer, and then converts it

into molecular quantities of silver or mercurous nitrite and

nitrate, and nothing else besides water:—
2Ag + aHNOa = AgNOs + AgNO, + HsO.

Zinc or tin acts upon nitric acid to produce zinc or

Stannous nitrate and, independently ot each other and

without intermediate prodncts, ammonia, nitrous oxide, and

nitrogen :

—

lZn-r8NO„HT03N-OH-4Zn(NO,) SB ,0 Ml
N\

lZu + 8N08H + 20,NOH=>4Zn(NO,),+ 5H.O I -JO.

5Zn + I0N< l,H + 21 IjNOH - 5Zn(N< >.,). i 6ll,t> + N.

It tends also and principally to convert the nitric acid into

hydroxylamine as the primary product, along with zinc or

stannous nitrate. But that tendency is defeated, unless I
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table acid, such as sulphuric or hydrochloride acid, be
pre- ;nt to combine with the hydroxylamine, nitric acid
itself being obviously unfitted for the purpose :

—

6Zn + 7S<>,H.. + 20
2NOH =

6/nS0
4 + 4H.0 + S04(NH 3OH) 2

.

Evidence as to the Truth of the Theory.

Two Outers of Metals.—As is well known, one metal may
an very differently from another upon nitric acid and also
upon sulphuric acid. But, although no two act exactly
alike, a division of the metals may be made into two
glasses, one represented by silver and mercury, and the
Other by tin and zinc. In the former class are included
bismuth and copper, and in the latter class all oilier metals
having strongly marked baste characters. Of the action
of copper upon nitric acid it is, however, not yet possible
to formulate a satisfactory and convincing theory. For,
although, more than that of any other met il, the action of
copper conies under the attention of chemists, there is still

wanting a sufficient basis of fact to work upon. Probably,
Aew.nth and Armstrong (J. Cbem. Soc, 1S77, 2, 68) are
Hght in attributing the production of nitrous oxide and
nitrogen in this case to a secondary effect peculiar to
copper. The division of metals into two classes, ace irding
to their behaviour towards nitric acid and sulphuric acid,

Corresponds with that into metals which cannot decompose
water at all and metals which can do so in certain
circumstances.

Silver ami Mercury inactive upon Nitric Acid in absence
of Nitrous Acid and active in its Presence.— The experi-
ments by Russell and, above all, the quantitative experi-
ments by Veley, have established what bad already been
qualitatively recognised by Millon, that the activity of silver

or merenry, copper or bismuth upon nitric acid is hardly
measurable, unless and until a sensible quantity of nitrous
acid is present, when it is proportionate to the amount of
this acid, other things being equal. In this connection, as
well as in contrast with the activity of the metal, zinc or
tin, it is interesting to note that silver or mercury is also
inactive upon its own nitrate, that is, upon the acid radical
of its own nitrate; mercury acts, it is true, upon mercuric
nitrate, but only to the extent of changing it into a
mereurous salt, whilst leaving it as a nitrate. Copper tends,
apparently, to act similarly upon cupric nitrate.

Silver or Mercury mil permanently inactive upon Nitric
Acid.—Silver or mercury, notwithstanding its inactivity at
first, can seldom, if ever, remain long in contact with the
purest of obtainable nitric acid without action being set up

;

but theu that is because of the dissociation which goes on,
however slightly, in which the nitric acid becomes nitrous
acid and oxygen, except perhaps when the acid is highly
diluted. It is well known to those who have tried it, that
nitric acid of moderate concentration cannot be kept free
from nitrous acid, and the limit of dilution beyond which
no dissociation whatever occurs is as yet unknown, if it

exists.

The action of Silver or Mercury upon Nitric Acid in

presence of Nitrous Acid.—When silver or mercury is

converting nitric acid into molecular quantities of nitrite

and nitrate, there will be present a constant quantity of
nitrous acid, determined by the degree of dilution of the
uitric acid and by its temperature—conditions which must
be kept within limits, in order to prevent the occurrence
of secondary changes. From Ray's experiments with
mercury, it seems that a temperature of 35° and nitric acid

Dt sp. gr. I'll at 15° are together suitable conditions for
the purpose. The solution iu close contact with the mer-
3ury then contains about 0'05 grin, of nitrous acid (or its

equivalent of nitrite) per c.c. id' solution, with from 4 -.3 to

) times its equivalent of nitric acid and nitrate. That
nercurous nitrite in this case, or silver nitrite in the case
>f silver, is freely formed, is shown by its abundant

Reparation in the crystalline form, when the solution is <>t

arfticicnt depth and is left undisturbed over the mercury or
diver. That nitrate and nitrite are produced in molecular
proportions is a deduction from the fact that, when the
Motion is steadily proceeding, there is no other product than
these (not counting water), and, therefore, no material

chtingein the proportion of nitrous acid to nitric acid. It

was Ray's happy thought to examine the mother-liquor
during the production of mereurous nitrite under such
circumstances as these, that is, when no nitric oxide is

escaping from the solution. [11 that ease there is no
1 equation for explaining the action other than that alread\
given, modified to suit the valency of mercury:

—

4Hg + J.HNO3 = Hg
2
(NO;,), + Hg2(NO.,)., + 2H.O.

Nitrous Acid, Nitric Oxide, and Nitric Peroxide as
Secondary Products.—Nitrous acid is actually formed as a
secondary product when some of the nitrite actually pro-

!
duced, that is, produced in the primary action, is decom-
posed by n.tric acid. This decomposition occurs (c'y ivnen,
as at first, there is not the requisite proportion ., nitrous
acid alreadj present, and (/<) when there is not enough
water present to preserve the nitrite from the action of
the nitric arid. Nitric peroxide appears as a secondary
product when the proportion of water is so low that nitrous
acid interacts with nitric acid. Lastly, nitric oxide results
as a secondary product when the proportion of water to
nitric acid is so large that the nitric acid fails to prevent
the nitrous acid decomposing iuto this substauce and uitric
acid :—3HNO,, = HNO

:1
+ 2NO + H20. The accordance

ol' these assertions with well-known, facts is incontrovertible.

Nitrous Acid as Catalyser.—In the steady conversion of
silver or mercury into nitrite and nitrate, in preseace of
adjusted proportions of water and nitrous acid, the nitrous
acid is ever being consumed and regenerated at the same
late, thus :— .

HN03 + 2Ag + HM03 = AgN0
2 + MX) + AgNO,, and

AgN02 + HNO3 = AgN0
3 + HNO,.

Nitrous acid is therefore the catalyser, a substance active
without being consumed, iu that interaction between the
metal and the nitric acid by which nitrite and nitrate are
simultaneously produced in molecular proportions.

Silver or Mereurous Nitrate is a Primary Product. It
mix be suggested, and, indeed, has been (Millon, Russell,
Veley), that nitrate of the metal is produced only as a
secondary product, that is, by the action of uitric acid upon
the nitrite. That it can be and is so produced at times is,

of course, the fact. But, surely, it is an unconsidered
statement that, iu the dissolution of silver in nitric acid
containing nitrous acid, the first act is the production of
nitrite ouly, and then that nitrate is produced from it by
tic' action of uitric acid. This way of putting the matter
involves, apparently, such inconsistencies as the follow-
ing :—Nitrous acid multiplies itself in this reaction ; it can
only act unaided upon silver by generating nitric oxide,
yet no nitric oxide is produced ; nitric acid in contact with
silver stands by inactive, whilst the silver and nitrous acid
interact to form nitrite and uitric oxide, and only then
develops activity, in order to convert this nitrite and nitric

oxide, as well as some of itself, into nitrous acid again. It

is true that a catalyser must be assumed to pass backwards
and forwards from the state of ona substance to that of
another, but, then, in so doing, the catalyser neither
increases nor diminishes in quantity ; it is to all appearance
inactive and unehaiged. When silver is dissolving, the
nitrate and nitrite formed are together equivalent to the
uitric acid consumed, nitrous acid, the catalyser, contributing
nothing to the accumulating quantity of nitrite.

What change, if any, silver or mercury would effect upon
an aqueous solution of nitrous acid free from nitric acid is

as yet uuknown. Dr. Veley, indeed, before a meeting
of this Section, performed experiments upon metals, iu

which he used three solutions, one of them described and
shown as a solution of nitrous acid prepared from silver

nitrite, another being nitric acid, aud the third a mixture
id' nitric acid with the solution of nitrous acid and employed
words in describing them which seem to have implied that

only the last was a mixture of the two acids. Vlso, iu his

memoir on the same subject, published in the Philosophical
Transactions, and iu the abstract of it iu the Proceedings
of the Royal Society, similar language was employed by
him ; the two solutious beiug there contrasted as the
" water- nitrous acid " solution and the " nitric-nitrous acid

"
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solution, Nevertheless, he did not mean to imply that the

water-nitrous arid solution contained no nitric acid, for,

in a paper on tin- chemical changes between lead and nitric

I before this. Section of the Society, he clearly

indicates the presence of nitric acid in it. liut it must lie

said that his demonstration and description were very liable

to be misunderstood, and to be taken to mean the absi

of nitric acid. Since it really wa9 present, and in g 1

quantity too, one fails to see how these experiments and
demonstrations serve to establish that nitrons acid by itself

in water is very active upon copper and oilier metals. To
show to what extent nitric acid must have been present in

his solutions of nitrons acid, one of his experiments inuv

be quoted from the Philosophical Transactions, in which,
in half an hour, 0*0942 grin, of nitrons acid in 1

:"> c.6.

of water dissolved 0-1398 grm. of copper. It is not clear

from the text whether nitric oxidr escaped, hut, if it did,
ii • 14 grm. of copper would have needed 0*414 grm, of nitrous
acid, that is, more than four times as much as was preseut.
The amount of copper dissolved proves that there must have
been present, along with the 0*0942 grm. of nitrous acid,

at least 0*43 grm. of nitric acid, and more than that, if all

the copper was in the solution as nitrate. Dr, Vi ley found
that, "hen much more nitric acid was added, the metal
became much less active. The reason for this was not
clear to him, nor is it so to the author; hut thi- is a
matter of secondary importance here, the point of interest

in connection with the present paper being that, in any of
Veley's experiments, much more nitric acid was present
than the quantity equivalent to the nitrons acid in the solu-

tion. In an experiment with lead, and the only one in

which the amount of nitric acid present is given, Veley
found the metal very active, when the ratio of nitric acid to

nitrous acid was less than that of two molecules to one
(2*5:1 by weight). Could he have experimented with a

still less proportion of nitric acid, doubtless he would have
found molecular proportions of the two acids to be the

most active mixture of all.

The Primary Products "/' the action "f Zinc or Tin upon
Nitric Arid. Nitrous Acid, or a Nitrite not a Primary
Product. —When zinc acts upon nitric acid, not nitrate

ami nit lite or nitrous acid are the primary products, hut
nitrate and either hydroxylamine, or ammonia, or nitrous

oxide, or nitrogen, or, rather, all tin-, together, but

independently and each associated only with the nitrate.

If zinc is left in nitric acid, there is undoubtedly a pro-

duction of nitrite or nitrous acid, which may at last be
-i lerable, but only as a secondary product. Zinc acts

freely upon its own nitrate in aqueous solution, the

products being hydroxide and nitrite. Therefore, only in

proportion as nitrate increases in quantity and, before all,

nitric acid decreases in quantity, does nitrite or nitrous acid

make its appearance, .lust at first, only the most delicate

tests can detect its presence in the solution, and for *ouie

time after, whin already the true primary products have
been copiously formed, its amount is -till vcrj small. All

lb'- was fully stated in the author's 6rst paper, but Dr.

Veley misconstrued the meaning of what was there .-aid,

and was at some pains to demonstrate at the meeting of

this Section in 1891 (this J., 10, 204) already referred to,

that zinc acting upon nitric acid produces enough nitrous

acid to respond to the metapliei. vleiieiliamine test. By
this demonstration In- refuted nothing that the author had

I, but showed, perhaps, that to say that only traces of

nitrous acid are produced at first, traces sometimes doubtful
to find (J. Client. Soc, 43, PI'- '•"L) and 4,in"), was a slight

exaggeration, when judged by the iiietuphenvlenediamine
te-t. Hut Dr. Veley's statement, thai, according to Dr.

Divers' experiments, zinc does not yield an appreciable
quantity of nitrous acid when it dissolves in nitric acid, i-

one that cannot be accounted for, since, in that paper, the

author records that he even went so far as to try to

estimate the amount of nitrous acid produced. Besides, it

should be clear from the paper that the author's statements
referred almost exclusively to the action of zinc upon
nitric acid in presence of sulphuric or hydrochloric
Veley quotes Prof. Armstrong as stating (1883) that he
finds that the primary product of the reaction of nitric

acid is nitrous acid, and that this body is invariably formed
whon any metal is dissolved in nitric acid. He then goes

on to say that his own results show that all metals dis-
solve in nitric acid to form nitrous arid as the primary
product of the reaction. In reply to this, the author would
point out that what Armstrong did state was that he had
satisfied himself by experiment that N\,<), is produced
during the dissolution of metals in nitric acid bj the
reaction formulated by Dr. Divers, and that, concerning the
primary product of the reduction of nitric acid heiug
nitrous acid, his statement only was that he believed there
was no doubt of it, which is a lother thing than saying that
he had found it to be the primary product. '

Veley'a
published experiment- evidei tly do not prove that nitrous
acid is the primary product of the reaction of zinc ui

nitric acid, as has been already explained. It has never
been denied that nitrous acid is produced, but it 1,

pointed out that, since it only becomes present in quantity
with the using up of the nitric acid, and in the absence of
another acid, the conclusi lust be drawn that all -.,

its occurrence is sufficiently accounted for by the know ledge

j

that it is abundantly formed in the action of zinc upon zinc
nitrate in the absance of much nitric acid. If tie minute
quantity found, at first and for some time after, represents
what ha- escaped reduction, there seems to be no way
of accounting for it- greatly increasing quantity mi
on, notwithstanding the presence of a superabuodan

1 the metal. If nitrons acid !>• less -table than nitric a lid in

contact with zinc, then it should he impossible lor zinc to

produce it, since it could no more exi-t in contact with
zinc than could nitric mid itself.

Hypothetical Analysis of Me Action of Zinc or Tin
upon Nitric And. Nascent " Hydrogen.—The pre- illa-

tion, to oneself or to others, of the process of reducti in .it

nitric acil to hydroxylamine, or to ammonia, or to nitrous
oxide, or to nitrogen, as occurring in a succi ssion ol changes,
is proper and valuable as a mental analysis of the phi

menon, but such a presentation must not be taken to be th it

of reality, unless the facts seem to justify- and call for thii

assumption. In such an analysis we come, in two
to N'OH, and then see that each of several events must
happen. Null -- 2H = II, Null, „r = UN' - H,0 ; or,

else, N't HI + X'OII = N"'j< i f M.o. In these ways, the
, independent production of hydroxylamine and of nitrous
oxide is accounted for. Nitrogen monohydride. Nil,
becomes ammonia by further hydrogenisation. NTiti

hydroxide, suffering at once both reduction and i-

l nsation, 2N'OH + 2H = N"'
:

, 211,0, will in that «
yield nitrogen. That is probably a correct concepti if

the process of reduction
; nevertheless, it i- only specu-

lation. The 'Jll is to be understood as an abbreviation for

Zn + lT1.NI', what is lilcaninglcssly called " iiasc<-iit '

hydrogen, made into an entity, and then endowed with

activity varying in kind and degree, according to what elsi

is substituted for the zinc.

The Production of Hydroxylamine when u Secon
is present. -The production of hydroxylamine in the redud
tion of nitric acid is hardly observable, except in pres

eithcr sulphuric or hydrochloric acid in excess, when nearly

half the nitric acid may be Converted into lb:- - il'sl .:uce

A sufficient explanation of the mode of operation of th

set d acid is found in its action, -imply as an acid, by
which, for one thing, all the nitric acid is presented a- -u-

t<> tin zinc for reduction, instead ol much of it be

a- innate, and by which, lor another thing, the hydroxys
amine is rendered stable as sulphate or hydrochloride in

contact with zinc and acid. It seems probable that the

second acid may, by acting as such, tend also to prevei

nitrogen hydroxide, which presumably would be fcehh

has c, from suffering condensation into nitrous oxide
water. That the second acid, along with zinc, a

hydrogenising agent is improbable and not borne out

observation. St. Claire Deville was also of this opinio

For example, sulphuric acid is very effective in b

about the production of hydroxylamine, jet it i- ve

much less acted upon by zinc than is nitric acid, and
hardly take us place, therefore, in supplying hydrogen,
it did so, then with nitric and in rxcts- in contact with I

zinc, and in pics, nee of sulphuric acid, no hydrogen Iron

the latter should be -el free, if it were really active, yel

a- a matter of fact, hydrogen does escape, Kurtbe

since nitric acid, unaided, is reduced to nitrous oxide
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ammonia, it is bard to believe that sulphuric acid can be
wanted to furnish hydrogen.

Ammonia, Nitrogen, Nitrous Oxide, Nitric Oxide, and
Nitric Peroxide as Secondary Products.— Since aunnouia
and nitrous oxide are freely produced, from the first,

when zinc acts upon nitric acid, there seems to be no
reason to believe them to be not primary products. But
that they are also, to some extent, secondary products 19

certain. In the absence of much free acid, hydroxylamiue
salts are reduced by zinc to Ammonia. So is zinc nitrit •.

Nitrous Oxide may arise from the interaction of hydroxyl-
amiue with nitrous acid, provided that one of these sub-
stances is formed at a later stage and thus finds the other
present, but they can hardly be supposed to be produced
together, only to become nitrous oxide and water. The same
is true as regards Nitrogen being derived from nitrous acid
and ammonia. Nitric Peroxide and Nitric Oxide are
undoubtedly secondary prodaets, being derived from the
decomposition of nitrous acid by nitric aeid and by water
respectively.

Hyponitrmis Acid.—Hyponitrous acid is never found as a
product of the action of zinc or tin upon nitric acid. It is

only produced as a fait by the action of an alkali metal
upon its nitrate, which then in definite stages becomes
nitrite and hyponitrite. But in this case, hydroxylamiue
and nitrous oxide are produced, and, as a secondary
product, ammonia. (Trans. Chem. Soc, lS'.l'J. 75j 87.)

Discussion.

Prof, li.ii said that a considerable quantity of nitrous

oxide was produced when copper dissolved in nitric aeid.

Nitrogen and nitrous acid were aKo formed. In Dr. Veley's
experiments on the action of nitric acid upon metals, a

ball of copper had been kept rotating in the aeid, so thar

the products of the reaction should be removed as soon a-

possible from the field of action at the surface of the
metal. But in the usual preparation of nitric oxide by the

action of copper on nitric acid, he had often noticed, when
the Woulff s bottle had been left undisturbed, that the
solution next the copper became of a deep greeu colour—

a

tact which seems to show that nitrite, as well as nitrate,

was being produced. Copper nitrite had not yet been
isolated, and probably never would be. The apparent
production of copper nitrite indirectly confirmed the results

obtained by the action of nitric acid bn silver and mercury.

Dr. Yeu v said that if nitric acid had been purified by
fractional distillation and finallv brought over by some
process analogous to the Carre still (the method adopted
by Kohlrausch and Hejdweiler for the purification of

water), few metals were acted upen by it. Indeed, he looked
forward to the time when an experimenter would obtain

nitric aeid of such purity, and a metal—sodium—also of

such degree of purity, that, working under suitable con-

ditions, the metal sodium would float peaceably on the nitric

acid. They were brought face to face with the problem as

to why did the reaction ever commence. Supposing it had
begun, and supposing the conditions were such that there
was formed some small quantity of nitrous acid, then the

reaction would proceed rapidly and the equations repre-

sented on the board might or might not he accurate repre-

sentations of the real facts. With regaid to Dr. Divers'

statements as to the action of zinc on nitric acid, he would
like to say that he had, himself, not worked sufficiently on
the subject to be able to express an opinion ; all that he
had desired to prove (by his demonstration on a former
occasion) had been that, if the conditions were such that

the zinc dissolved in the nitric acid, nitrous acid was
formed. With regard to the experiments, concerning which
Dr. Divers had cited certain numbers, he should explain

that, of course, nitric acid was present in both the nitrous

acid mixture and in what he had called the nitrous-nitric

acid mixture. The object of the experiments had been to

show that, instead of nitric acid facilitating the i> action

between the acid liquid and the metal, it impeded it ; the

nitric acid present was a something in the way, and there-

fore he had argued, perhaps incorrectly, that the so-called

nitrous acid, and not nitric|acid, was the real substance which
reacted with the metal. He hesitated to term certain of

the equations (those in column 2, page 1184) put forward
by Dr. Divers even working hypotheses.

Dr. Divers, in reply, said that he had been gratified by
hearing Dr. Veley refer to nitrous acid as a substance of
uncertain, shadowy existence, because in 1891 Dr. Veley

I brought it against him that he had spoken of it in

much the same way, in a paper published in 1885. It was im-
portant to have had it cleared up that Dr. Veley's experiments
with nitrous acid and metals had established the fact that,

in very dilute aqueous solutions, a mixture of nitrous acid
with little more than its equivalent of nitric acid was very
active upon metals, for that was quite in accordance with
the view set forth in the paper as to the combined actio

of the acids, NO.H + HO.XO, 2AgN03 + II,().

further, that somewhat more nitric acid greatly impeded
that action, although, with much more of it present,

itself became very active, with the nitrous acid as
catalyser.

*LUMINESCOPE Ft Hi COMPARING
SI BSTANCES UNDER THE INFLUENCE OF

RADIUM HAYS.

BV C. s. STlXFOItD WEBSTER, F.I.C.

The value of the method adopted in the pocket spin-

thariscope of Sir William Crookes, for observing the
scintillating effects produced by the radium rays on
sulphide of zinc, has become so generally recognised
that a further extension of the method, with the object

of rendering it applicable for comparing different sub-

stances, both as regards "glow" as well as scintillating

power, appears desirable. It is to meet this want that the

luminescope has been designed.

The instrument consists of a light circular metal box A
(Fig. 1) perforated in the lid where the cylindrical piece B

Fig. 1. Fio. 2.

Scale = half actual size.

ittacbed, carrying the draw tube with the system of
.-, the latter in a similar manni r to the spinthariscope,

except that the pointer, with the radium salt beneath the
ir, is IinlmI to the inside of the lid, about the position C.

The box contains a circular metal disc, shown in plan
tFig. 2) resting on leather, and having a short tube or rod
fixed to the centre, which passes loosely through the bottom
of the box, thus forming both the axle and the handle 1).

The disc is kept in place by a flange of leather, which presses
on its edge, and is fixed to the lining of the box. The lid of

the box is conveniently fastened by the adoption of bayonet
joints. By turning the handle D, the disc is made to rotate,

bringing the screens into position under the pointer as

required. The disc carries four screens, one of which is

temporarily fixed by means of the wire spring clips E, and
can be removed at will and any other screen of a finely

divided substance substituted for comparing the scintillating

power, or, in the case of mouuted fragments of minerals,

&c, for observing the comparative glow.

To obtain the best results with the instrument, the various
substances should not all he placed at the same distance

from the radium salt. A good plan is to give the screens a

* The instrument was originally st.vled " Fluorescope," but as
there is already an instrument termed a " Fluornscope " in exist-

ence, used for direct observations "iili the Rontgen rays, to
prevent confusion the name Luminescope is preferred.
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foundation of cork—a thick base, for instance, being used

under a mounted fragment of diamond, and a thin one
under the screen of sulphide of zme. The diamond is

thus brought near the pointer to obtain the maximum
glow; the sulphide of zinc being farther away, the sciu-

tillations are consequently seen to the greatest advantage.
Jt is hardly necessary to add thai the draw tube must be

adjusted for each observation.

1 cannot conclude the description of t his little instru-

mcii! without acknowledging the advantage which I have
had of the lnendh criticism of Sir William Oookes.

METHOD FOE THE DETEEMINATION OF
PHOSPHORUS IN IRON OEES.

BY .". S. ROWLAND, F.I.C., AND LLKVVELLTN J. DATIES, V.C.~.

The import nice of estimating the percentage of plnis.

phorus in iron ores intended for the manufacture of steel,

more especially those used in the acid process, is perhaps
more aecessar*, at present than formerly, owing to the fact

that the lew phosphoric ores are becoming more difficult to

obtain. Works chemists generally are obliged to Keep a

watchful eye on all cargoes in order to prevent unsuitable
ores going mto the blast turnace.

The ordinary inoiybdate and magnesium methods are

quite accurate for all purposes if carefully conducted, but

they take a considerable amount of time, and tor low per-

centages of phosphorus require a fairly large bulk of
material. Oxidation has to be done with concentrated
icids and these evaporated, the residue taken to dryness,
and again takeu up with aeid, washed, &c, which all require
atteutiou.

In order to economise labour and save time, we have
devised a method H Inch has, in our hands, worked satis-

factorily, and giveu results which agree amongst them-
selves, and also agree, within allowable margin of error,

with those obtained by other analysts on joint samples
taken from cargoes of ore.

Ilie chiel poiuts of the method are as follows:—
(a) The ore is oxidised by incineration with magnesia

and then boiled with dilute nitric acid. A solution is thus
obtaiued which contains all the phosphorus, and saves the
evaporation and reduction necessary in tue other processes.

„ (0) The determination of the phosphorus by titration ofthe
yellow precipitate with standard sodium hydrate and nitric

aeid solutions.

Method.

Mix oue or two grams of the finely ground sample of the
dry ore with one gram of calcined magnesia (free from
phosphorus). This can be done on a piece of glazed paper.
Heat the mixture in a porcelain incinerating dish (2 in. by
1 in by \ in.) at a bright red heat for one hour in a muffle
furnace. Allow the dish to cool and then transfer the
mixture into a beaker and slowly add about 25 c.c. of
5o per cent, nitric acid and boil for 10 minutes. Allow
to settle and decant the clear liquid into a Erleumeyer flask

of 12 oz. capacity, using a good filter paper; add about
25 c.c. of water to the residue in the beaker, boil for five

minutes, and filter into the flask and wash till free from
acid. All the phosphorus is now in solution.

Add 5 c.c. of ammonia and heat up the solution to

boiling, add 50 c.c. of molybdate solution, and wrap in

towel, alter inserting rubber stopper (or put m shaking
box), and shake for 10 minutes, Filter immediately,
using a good paper and moderate suction, wash out the
flask on to the filler paper five times with 1 per cent, nitric

arid solution and also live times with l/10th per cent.

potassium nitrate wash (1 grm. per litre), and wash filter

till Iree from acid, Place the filter paper and contents in

the llask. add from 10 to 20 c.c. of standard sodium hydrate
solution and shake a moment until the yellow precipitate is

dissolved. Diluie with water to about 50 e.e., add three
drop- of phenol jhth ilein solution, and titrate with standard
nitric acid solution until the pink eolom disappears. Tin-

cubic centimetres of standard sodium hydrate solution used
in dissolving the yellow precipitate represents the hundredths
per cent, of phosphorus in the sample analysed when l gnu.
is taken for analysis.

Sodium carbonate can be used in the place of magnesia,
but we have found that the latter is more convenient, owing
to its infusibility.

In the above method the molybdate precipitate is treated

with slight modifications according to the directions given

in ' A Rapid Method for Phosphorus Determination in Iron,

Steel, and Ore-." by .lane-, n Handy, in the Amer. J.

Analytical and Applied Chemistry, 1892.

Reagents.

Molybdate Solution |
/.'. /'. Woods 1888 Formula).—One

quarter
i

id of inolybdic acid is mixed with 300 c.c. of

water in a stouc jarj 17.5 c.c. of ammonia (0:111 -p. gr. ) 1-

Stirred in and the stirring continued until all the matter is

dissolved ; 75 c.c. of concentrated nitric acid ( 1 42 sp. gr.)

is added to partially neutralise the ammonia solution.

In a 2i litre bottle is placed 500 c.c. of nitric acid 1 1 -42

sp. gr.) and 1,200 c.c. of water, four the molybdate
solution into the bottle and mix with a rotary motion. It

the stream of molybdate flows quickly and continuously

into the acid mixture 110 separation of 111 ilyhdic acid takes

place. Both solutions may be hot when mixed.

I'ure Yellow Precipitate.—This can be prepared from
acidified ammonia or sodium phosphate by precipitating

with molybdate solution. Wash the precipitate with 1 per

cent, nitric acid wash. Dry at 100° ('. Keep in a glass-

stoppered bottle for use
Standard Sodium Hydrate.—7 '2 grms. of sodium hy-

drate are dissolved in 100 c.c. of water. Saturated barium

hydrate solution is stirred into the sodium hydrate solution

uuttl no further precipitation occurs. It is filtered at 01

and made up to 2 litres with distilled water.

Standard Nitric Acid.— 10 c.c. of nitric acid (1-42 sp,

gr.) is made up to 2 litres with distilled water.

Standardising Solutions.—Kun the standard acid and
alkali against eich other, and having ascertained their

relative strengths add sufficient water to tue stronger to

make the solutions equal in value. Next run the sodium
hydrate solution agaih-t 0*100 grui. pure yellow precipitate

winch equals 0'0ul6li grm. of pho-p aorus. If its strength

is too greit (e.</., if 1 c.c. equals 0*000106 grm. of phos-

phorus) add to the 2 litres of standard Etodium hydrate

60 c.c. of water. In order to preserve the equality of the

acid and alkali solutions, add to the 2 litres of standard

nitric acid 60 c.c. of water and mix. The solutions will then

be equal, aud 1 c.e. equals 0*0001 grm. of phosphorus.

Phenolphthalein Indicator.—0-5 grm. of pheuolphthalein

are dissolved 111 2uo c.c. of 95 per cent, alcohol. Three
drops are used for each titration.

Table ofResults.

ofO '68.

Gravimetric
Result.

P.

New Hethod
Results.

V V.

Calcine 1 apal hie

Per Cent.
0-0096
0*01887
ii-umo
0-084
0*0584
0*2 1

Per 1 lent
0-01005
0*0128
11*0101

0*036!
0*0516

t996

Per Cent.

0-OO9M
O'OtSSi
0*0191
0*0351
eii.v-l

0-1996

• This sample contains 0'089 per cent, of arsenic,

DISGU8SION.

Mr. Si-n.i.Kii referred to a paper he re 1 I entitled " Phi

Estimation of Phosphorus in Iron and Steel" (J. Chem]
Soc, I tSt>6, 19, 148), which was equally applicable to the

examination of iron ore-, an 1 described how he would treat

a spathic ore or clay ironstone. He never went to the

length 01 being aide to apply a volumetric process to the

method as the authors had done. It was only an everyday

method of Retting a result winch was und mbtedlj a -curate,

aud he had heard of its being used in later times.

Mr. Grant 11.1,,1-kk asked if Mr. Davies would state the

object of igniting the ore with magaesia, aid whether.
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apart from the question of the possible presence of a trace
of silica, there was any reason why the molybdate precipitate
should not be strictly weighed on a Gooch crucible. He
further asked whether on the solution of the molybdate
precipitate, with the object of removing any silica that
might be present the author had any experience of the
process by which the molybdate was then precipitated and
weighed as lead molybdate. This process was far more
rapid than the ordinary our, and he bad found it very
useful, though, where a large number of analyses were
being made, he could understand that a titration was more
rapid.

Mr. Davies, in reply, said, with regard to the condition
of the phosphorus in the incinerated residue, that the mag-
nesia in combination with oxygen from the air oxidised ;i!l

the phosphorus into a form of magnesium phosphate. They
had not tested in which form it was in the incinerated
residue. In answer to the question of the effect of any
silica in the weighing or titrating of the yellow precipitate, he
would point out that the yellow precim'tate was not weighed
in the above process. Any silica that might be present
during the process did not appear to affect the results

obtained by titrating the yellow precipitate. They always
filtered the molybdate solution before use. They had no
practical kuowledge of the lend method. By the method
he had described they could get a result, allowing five

minutes for weighing, in 45 minutes. Of course, they did
not count the hour for burning, because once the ore \\a^

placed in the furnace it required no further attention until

roasted, and other work could he done. They knew of no
other process for the estimation of phosphotus that could
be completed in so -hort a time, and they had found the

results very accurate.

^fU) f)ork Section.

Meeting held at the Chemists' Club, on Friday,
October 21s/, 1904.

MR. HU3SELL W. MOORE IN* THE CHAIR.

PRESENT METHODS OF TANNIN ANALYSIS
AND THEIR INFLUENCE ON THE
MANUFACTURE OF LEATHER.

Br JOI1X R. MARDICK.

The introduction of extract tannins into American tan-

neries is a new feature and requires very* careful mechanical
attention in order to make good leather. It is our duty as

chemists to exercise a scientific supervision over chemical
processes in tannery practice, to manufacture extracts of
good quality and to show, by careful analyses, that these

extracts contain the true percentage of those tannins which
actually combine with bide fibre.

The present methods of tannin analysis are all empirical.
The tannins do not form a definite chemical compound
with the hide matter; in fact, the absorption of tannins by
hide is mostly a physical phenomenon, very closely rel

to osmosis. Origiually, these empirical methods were
devised for the benefit of the tanner ; now the tanner is

only a small factor in tannin analysis. Researches on
tannin analysis have now so little direct bearing on the

manufacture of leather that they may be said to be made
altogether from the standpoint of the extract manufacturer.
We know now how much tannin there is in an extract, and
we leave the tanner to find out how much leather can be
made ftom that extract.

The tannins reported on paper differ from those of the

yard, because the conditions under which the tannins are

analysed differ from those of the tannery. For instance,

the tannin determinations in the laboratory are made in

very weak solutions, containing 3 grms. of tannin to a

litre, while most yard liquors are several times stronger
than that amount. The result is that while reds and non-
tannins go into solution under the conditions of laboratory
analysis, to be subsequently taken up by the spongy hide
powder and thus raise the percentage" of tannins in the
report, the same reds and non-tannins remain in the yard
as insoluble and are thus not absorbed by the hide. Again,
the temperature of a yard in normal conditions runs'
between 45°—75° F., while the analysis is made between
68°— 100° F. Because in the analytical work the concen-
tration of solutions, the temperature and quantity of hide
powder differ from tannery conditions, so the percentage of
tannins do not agree at all. In the laboratory 15 grms. of
hide powder (45 grms. wet") is violently shaken^ with a
solution containing 1 grm. solid, out of which 6 f-rms.

"

s
tannin. Naturally, this laree quantity of hide powder
absorbs not only the tannins, but also a part of non-tannins,
such as gallic acid and soluble matters introduced into the
extract for the purpose of preventing the precipitation of
reds in the liquid extracts. All this absorbed matter is
reported as tannin. Consequently, the tanners cannot
make leather to correspond with the percentage of tannins
found by the chemist. If methods of tannin analysis are
to be empirical and made for the advancement of the leather
industry, the conditions of analysis ought to correspond
with actual tannery practice.

Tanning in vats involves a loss of 15 per cent, of tannin,
while in modern quick tannage the loss is only 5 per cent.
Why should there be such an enormous loss in tannins
when the entire mechanical loss amounts to only 3—4 per
cent. ? A definite quantity of an extract, dissolved in a
measured vat and made up to 10° bark, liquor and allowed
to stand for four days, then analysed according to the
American official method, without heating the liquor, but
simply diluting, would not give the original percentage of
tannins, but the reds and non-tannins are increased. By
the official method of analysis only 5— 6 grms. of solid
matter is dissolved in a litre, and accordingly reds and non-
tannins go into solution. In analysis much of the reds and
non-tannins is absorbed by the hide powder; hence the
high results. In modern quick tannage, where the extracts
are heated to 100°— 125° F., and then applied in a wheel to
the partially-tanned s-kins, the loss is small, because some
of the reds and non-tannins are incorporated with the hide.
We cannot apply, however, this temperature to the green
stock or the liquors in the vats.

There are two definitions of tannin. According to the
extract manufacturer it is any vegetable principle that can
be absorbed by hide powder at laboratory temperature and
concentration. According to the tanner it is any bark or
other astringent liquor that combines with the fibre under
the normal conditions of the tannery and forms leather.
Do all the tannins reported in analysis really go to make
leather? Since some of the non-tannins, gallic acid and
reds in these extracts are calculated as tannins, and sold as
such, the tanners have always failed to secure results
commensurate with the amount of extract used. For
example, 100 lb. of 25 per cent, extract, which should
make 60 lb. of sole leather (taking oil and moisture
into consideration), in actual practice hardly makes 50
pounds, even under the most favourable conditions. This
discrepancy led us to investigate the subject, and we have
come to the conclusion that extracts contain from 1 per
cent, to 5 per cent. less tannin than is guaranteed.
A 5° baikometer liquor was prepared from a chestnut

extract, and 100 c.c. of this were treated by the maceration
method with 20 grms. (containing 75 per cent, of moisture)
of wet hide powder, stirred thoroughly, and large particles
on the side of the glass crushed with a spatula. In 15
minutes the hide powder had absorbed all the available
tannins that make leather. The clear filtrate was tested
with 1 per cent, of gelatine and 10 per cent, of salt solution
(this solution being accurate to 0-005 per cent). No tannin
reaction could be obtained. Another 100 c.c. of the same
liquor treated with 20 grms. of hide powder, shaken for 10
minutes in a milk shaker, and analysed according to the
official method, gave from 0-75 per cent, to 1 per cent, more
tannins than the former. Since there was no tannin in the
filtrate from the maceration method the excess given by
the latter method must be something else than tannins.
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Again, six solutions of the same strength were macerated

respectively with 20 grans, of hide powder, tor [. Jj,
jf, 1,

1 2 hours respectively. The absorption of oon-

tarihins in the last five case- increased successively from

i per ci nt. to 1 per cent. In the ease of solid extracts the

difference was from !••* per cent, to 3 per cent. The
following were analysed by the maceration method :

—

ed. Found. Found.

Pet '

8.V0H

, 50

9*50

:.s 77

24 5D
1- 43

These experiments were repeated with other extracts

from different houses. Of these extracts it was foun I that

those guaranteed as 25 per cent, tannin contained 24 per

cent., while those guaranteed as 20 per cent, tannin con-

tained not quite 2."> per cent.

We think that the maceration method gives more reliable

results than the shake method, but the greatest difference

arises from the concentration of the solutions or amount of

sample taken for analysis, as we have pointed out before.

In the following results we have used three times more
extract than the usual official amount, and we hud that our

method comes within 0*25—0- 50 per cent, of actual tannery

practice.

.hi Extract. Mixed Extract.

Bed Official

Method M
Found. Gunran

40-82
36-87
iron
22-87
4-1.5

HV92 78*52
39-011 76-58
15-02 16-03
23-HS 61-15
j.cw

i 94

79'00
79-00

lu-60
68-40

Quebrach0.

Modified
Mi d. 1

)fficial

lethod.

17-76
39-50
8-13

31-67
so;

17-7'.

43*55
7a7

35-56
4'2l

Of all methods of tannin analysis, the official method of

the Association of American Official Agricultural Chemists
is the simplest and most promising. Recently l'arker and
Payne have outlined a method by which tannin solutions

ate titrated with lime, forming an itsoluble compound with

digallic acid. Again (Zeits. acgew. Chem., May 1904),

Wislicenus advocated the use of alumina instead of hide

ponder. The accuracy of these la-i two methods has not

vet been definitely tested, so we may turn our attention to

the official method :
—

Objections In the American Official Method. —(1) During

shaking, the hide powder in some cases goes into solution

(this depends on the strength of the solution), and nou-

tannins are absorbed.

(2) The quantity of material used for analysis (i.e.,

tannin tor 1000 c.c), is too little, and the hide

powder too much. The re-ult is that more gallic acid ami

non-tannins are absorbed by the hide powder. The tannin

solution ought to contain 10 grins, of tannin per litre.

(3) There is an appreciable error in making the anah -i-

at room temperature. The solution ought to be measured
at 20° C, which corresponds to the temperature of the

average tannery.

(4) In the chroming of the hide powder, 3 grins, of

chrome alum for 100 grins, of hide powder i- n it sufficient

to make it insoluble. For chroming it is better to use basic
chromium, sulphate, or chloride in quantities containing

I per eent. of chromic oxide (0; 3) per lOOgrms. of bide
powder.

I'. Kopecky (Collegium, 1901, 211—214) says: "The
absorptive power of this bide powder diminishes a- it is

more highly chromed, but if under chromed, the solubility

is greater, especially- lor acid liquors."

Hide powder absorbs non-tannins under anv circum-
stances ; but we would improve the method of manipulation
so that the error from the absorption of non-tannin- and
gallic acid will be reduced to its lowest limit. We BUggest
the following improvements in the analysis of tauning
materials.

Preparation of Hide Ponder.— Digest loo grin-, of hide
powder in 1000 c.c. of water for two hour-, add S grins, of
chrome alum, changed previous!] to chromium basic sul-

phate by boiling in 50 e.c. of water to 25 c.c. with 1 grm. of
soda crystals, after 12 hours squeeze through linen and
wash five times with distilled water. In the last wa-hing
add 10 c.c. of formaldehyde, ami let it stand two hours
before squeezing. By a press, get as mnch water out of it

a- possible, and use 25 gnus, of this hide powder for

analysis, and from 1— 2 gratis, for moisture determination.
Quantity of Material.— For the purpose of analysis the

following quantities are recommended:—
Bark. Extracts.

Grins.
Hi ! ."a Chestnut wood .. M

5o Quebi 15

i la , wood .. I liquid) 30

Quebracho wood 35 Gambier 20
i 25

sp, iit tan inn

Amazona 25

Alter extracting the tannin materials from the above, the

solutions might be made up to 1000 c.c, aud measured at

20 C.

Total Solids.—Shake the solution thoroughly, and measure
out at 20° C. '>" i.e., evaporate in a weighted dish (6 ins.

in diameter, 1 in. high), and dry at 102 to 108 C. for

three hours.

Soluble Solids.—To 1 grm. of washed kaolin add .", e.c.

of tannin solution, stir until thoroughly mixed, then add

100 c.c. of the same solution, stir and pour on filter (S. and
S. No. alio, l.'i cm.). Keep the filter full, reject the first

100 c.c. of the filtrate, aud evaporate the next 50 c.c. on

water bath, and dry at 102 to 103° C. for three hour- in

the drying oven.

Non-Tannins.—To 25 grins, of hide powder, in a shake
glass, add 100 c.c. of tannin solution, stir, and crush with a

spatula the large particles on the side of the glass; after it

has stood 10 minutes stir one half minute ; after 15 minutes

further standing siir again, and throw on a double foiled

cheesecloth; squeeze out as much liquid as passible, filter

m same way as in soluble solids, evaporate 50 e.c. on water

bath, and then dry at 102 to 103 C. for three hour-.

Tannins.—Soluble solid-, less corrected con-tannins, give

t.ni! ins

Moisture.— 100, less total solids, gives moisture.

Testing Non> Tannin Filtrate.—To .*• c.c. of elea- non-

tannin filtrate add 5 c.c. of 10 per cent, salt solution in a

te-t tube ; add slowly a few drops of 1 per cent, of Nelson's

-
i miou on the side of the test tube, \ slight

i lk*j cloudiness indicates the presence of tannin.

Precautions.—(a) In all quantitative work of tannin

i! ilysis, evaporation during filtration must lie guarded

Hgaiust, both in the funnel and in the receiver of the filtrator.

(ft) After evaporating the solutions on water bath, the

dishes which contained the tannin must he dried at from

102° to 103 C. for three hours, and must be weighed only

once, (c) In the analysis of gambier, sumac, myrobalans,

quebracho, and other sour liquors, let the tannin solution

-t Hid with ihe hide powder for a looser time (about 60

minutes instead of 30), with occasional stirrings.

Acidity in Tan Liquors.—In tanning, the proportion of

tannin- to ihe aci Is in a liquor is of paramount importance,

as the success of leather manufacture de| Is on rightly
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adjusting the proportion of these two constituents. Brittle

leather is obtained when the tannins are less than twice the
amount of acids in the rockers and handlers, and again,

when the tannins are less than three times the acids in the
sapped liquors. To make this more plain, the acids and
tannins rise gradually from the rockers and handlers up to

the lay-away liquors, then the aeils remain stationary, anil

the tannins increase up to 3 per cent, to 4 per cent." (See
diagram.)

Rockers Yard Liquors

The best results are obtained when there is not more than
from 0"5 per cent, to 0-G per cent, acid in the rockers,

while the tannins ought to be more than I per cent, in the
rockers or handlers.

In leaching the bark, some of the extract manufacturers
use alkali salts, which diminish the ^stringency of liquors, and
sodium bisulphite, which checks the production of organic
acids by fermentation when the liquors an' standing in vats

;

consequently, they require additional acids to restore the

tannins to active conditions. The alkaii salts combine with
the gallotannic and ellagitannic acids, and form the alkali

salts of the same acids. In order to free these acids, fresh

quantities of acids are required, and this additional item is a

large bill of expense in tannery practice. This explains

why certain extracts, which are not apparently alkaline,

absorb acetic and lactic acids when added to them.

Acid Analysis.—The analysis of acids in tannin liquors

is another important element for serious consideration.

The official method of determining acidity in tan liquors

(rockers, handlers, &c.) by decolorising with animal char-

coal, and then titrating with alkali (with phenolphthalein as

indicator) is slow and faulty. Both animal charcoal and
filter paper absorb acid ; the deeolorisatiou is not complete
without heating the solution with a return condenser; the

dark coloration- produce! by titration with alkali and the

carbonic acid in the solution make phenolphthalein less

accurate as an indicator, and this interferes with the accuracy
of the determination. The following, which already is used

on the Continent, and to a certain extent in this country

HDentsche Gerber-Zeitung, 1900, No. 45), is suggested as a

quick and reliable method for acid determination :

—

Take 25 c.c. of tannin solution and titrate with N/IO KOH
;

add alkali, J c.c. at a time, and with a glass rod put a

drop of the solutiou on blue litmus paper ; observe the

change of colour in the paper; in this way, repeat the

testing until the solution produces no change in the shade
of the paper (the litmus paper should be very sensitive and
of good quality). The solution gradually assumes a dark
colour as it is neutralised, and the original intensity of the

acid colour produced on the litmus paper decreases corre-

spoadingly until it shows no change, and this is the end
point. Or Mill better, the end point might be taken between

the red and blue papers. In this way a determination can
!» made in from five to ten minutes. This method is

accurate to 0*02 per cent.

^ottingbam £>rrtioii.

Meeting held on Wednesday, December I Uh, 1904.

MK. S. F. BURFOKD IN THE CHAIR.

NOTES ON GLUE AND GLUE TESTING.

BY H. J. WATSON.

Originally it was intended that these notes should deal
exclusively whh the analysis of glue, but in view of the
many sources Irom which glue is obtained, and the different
n hods employed in treating the raw material, it has been
thought, essential to the proper grouping of experimental
results to classify the samples, iu the first place to the
sources of material, and in the second to their order of
derivation. Upon the quality of glue desired depends the
material and process a manufacturer will adopt.

In the first place under glues, we have skin, bone, and
tish glues, aod again under gelatines, skin, bone, and fish

gelatines, these being subdivided according to method of
treatment and order of derivation. In the first group under
ii"- subdivision, I place what 1 term osseine glues, bein"
those glues which are produced by the reduction, fullv or
partially, of the material to a form of osseine. The term is

one well known in the trade, there being in existence some
factories wholly engaged in its production. From osseine
thus prepared, high-class colourless glues and gelatines arc
manufactured. In the production of this class of glues and
gelatines the preparation of the material has been carried to
the highest, pitch of perfection known, and the extractive
period under heat has been reduced to the shortest possible,
probably not more than two hours. We may assume, tot-

al! practical purposes, that this is an ideal standard. The
samples, however, produced from one osseine material may
represent 13 or 14 grades, all of successively lower quali-
ties and representing in each case successive stages of
extraction, each of increasing duration under heat. With
regard to skin glues under this group there is a deviation in
grades according to the requirements of the factory. In
any ease the first extractive quality will not amount to more
than 25 to 30 per cent, of the total product.

In the second group I designate original glues, in that
they are composed of 60 per cent, of the material contents
of gelatine, and contain the total practicable extractive
value of the material. Skin and bone glues come under
this group.

In the third group I designate reinforced glues, and
include In this class those samples which are prepared from
the lower grades of the osseine glues, blended with a
certain proportion of original extractive gelatine from lower
classes of material.

In the fourth group I designate average glues. I place
those samples which are prepared on a continuous system
in which the later extraction results are passed into fresh
material, and which, therefore, contains a, result from a
number of extractions of the same material in different
stages of exhaustion.

In the filth group 1 place successive glues, inclusive of
these glues, which, ah hough produced on a system similar
to the third group, are reinforced from the same class of
material. This grouping does not by anj "ans exhaust
the variations in these products. Uudei ach group-
;

: ading there will bo found a number of minor modifica-
tions due to special blends of materials operated upon,
the particular market catered for, and also to some extent
upon the individual caprice and inherited traditions of a
manufacturer.
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In French glues the majority may he placed under

groups No. I (osseine) and No. 3 (.reinforced). In Germany
and Austria the bone glues are principally group No. 4

(average), the skin glues group No. 2 (original). The

foregoing applies to the hulk, but all the groups are

individually represented in each country. I would, how-

ever, emphasise the fact that there is no standard method

in the manufacture of glue as in the case ot, say. alkali or

other well-known industrial products, and. therefore, the

utter failure up to the present to set up some effective

standard of valuation of glue is not difficult to understand.

In my opinion this failure is due in no small measure to the

absence of any attempt to apply different physical tests to

samples from the different groups.

Analysis.— Practically the valuation of glue by analysis

to the manufacture! is <>ne thing and to the consumer quite

another, it must he horn,- in mind that it is to the consumer

that the ultimate decision is valuable, and chemical analysis

not giving him am appreciable data of service, reliance is

placed almost wholly on one or more of the many physical

tests invented. 1 may here say that the four principal

points ot value to the consumer are : (1) adhesiveness
;

(2) strength or cohesion; (3) rate of setting; (4) carrying

power or medium absorption. Adhesiveness is host shown

by viscositj ; strength or cohesion. In consistency jelly

test; rate of setting, time taken to congeal. Of coins,' it

is impossible to generalise in this matter, as the special value

to one consumer is quite a different physical property to

another. As an example of what is required In a consumer,

one of our customers specifies that the glue shall be submitted

to the following tests:—(1) Percentage of water in original

glue at 1 10°— 1 15° C. ; (2) percentage of ash and quality
;

(3) acidity (total and volatile); (4) capacity for drying

;

(n) percentage of foreign matters not glue; ((',) viscosity,

along with the physical test of smell of glue size with water

absorption, &c.

The principal physical and chemical tests api lied to glue

were enumerated at the first meeting of this Section by

Messrs. Trotman and Hackford, and will be found in the

Journal for November 30th.

After numerous experiments with the various methods of

glue testing, I place most reliance upon the consist) ncy test,

described by Messrs. Trotman and Hackford, and Fels'

viscositj test. From peisonal experience I can affirm that

the consistency test does not depend upon individual

idiosyncracy, and that a short experience only is necessary

to enable one to obtain teliahle comparative results which

have Veen found to he of great value in the manufacture of

glue. The only objection to the general adoption of this

test is in the selection of a standard glue which would have

to be tin standard of both manufacturers and consumers

alike. 1 have found in many cases it is quite necessary, in

addition to the consistency test, to know the viscosity of the

glue under examination. For thist.st 1 nse Fels' method

with an Fnglcr's viscometer. In the Journal 1901
,
page 139,

Pels recommends in the application ot his lest that the

temperature he raised from his originally prescribed om of

SO I
. to 35° C, because he had met with a glue whose

viscosity was 6 '24, while the highest limit permissible is I.

I ren ai" this highi r tempi nituic 1 luiv e n et with a number

Of -an. pies which have viscosities higher than 4, one sample

showing a higher viscosity than 11. It would appear there-

fore that a weaker solution Ought to he r< coniluclidcil. I

am aware that Rideal uses a 1 per cent, solution at 1 8 ('.,

but I prefer a stronger solution.

( oniing now to chemical anah sis ami excluding moisture,

ash, acidity, and tin- saponification process, the only other

constituent which anj attempt has been made to determine

is nitrogen, and by multiplying bj a factor tool. lam gelatin.

It will perhaps !» better to here explain that 1 prefer to

adopt the r, commendation ot Rideal, and when speaking oi

tli, pure substance to spell it gelatin and tie commercial

article gelatine. It is generally accepted that the manufac-

ture of glue or gelatine is one of hydrolysis. Collagen, the

substance in osse , which forms the principal basis of all

glues and gelatii • ible of undergoing several stages

of hvdrohsis. tirst into gelatin, then into gtlatoses (analogous

to albnmosi s), next into gelatones (analogous to peptoni - ).

and tinalK into amido acids. In the pn ci ss of manufacture

the whole of these reactions must take place to a more oi less

extent, according to duration of the process under heat. It

follows, therefore, that these compounds must all be present

in commercial glue or gelatine. Besides these substances
thete must be in the commercial product, according to the

source of material and Selection and treatment of same,
previous to boiling, other nitrogenous bodies, as ehondrin,
which has gelatinising propeities, mucin, albumoses, and
other complex nitrogenous compounds. .Messrs. Trotman
and Hackford, in the paper already referred to, attempt to

differentiate between the different forms of nitrogen in glufl

by using llomei's method for albumoses. An attempt is

made to compare the consistency jelly test with the nitrogen
precipitated by zinc sulphate, and which they term albumose
nitrogen, [n my opinion, any attempt to place a valuation
on glue by simpU estimating cither the total nitrogen or the

nitrogen precipitate 1 by /ice sulphate is useless. In the first

place, in the total nitrogen is represented all the hydro-

ed compounds of collagen and chondrigen, and other
complex nitrogenous compounds. In the second place,

the precipitate by zinc sulphate is of uncertain compi
because it may contain gelatin, gelatoses, and possibll

ehondrin ; by multiplying the nitrogen found by the factor

used by Allen, 5"42, we get gelatin, whether the pre-

cipitate is gelatin or gelatose. Missrs. Trotman ami Hack-
ford use the terms nlbuniose nitrogen and

|

nitrogen. 1 make objection to the use of these terms to

differentiate betw ecu gelatin and nitrogenous compounds not
gelatin, became they arc somewhat out of place when
dealing with gelatin, and because the real albumose can only

be a negligible quantity. If there is to be any attempt
to differentiate, we ought to keep to the terms used to

distinguish the different stages of hydrolysis. Albumin,
albumoses, and peptones should only he used for that

special group of prottids. A notable point in Messrs,
Trotman ami Hackford's paper is that the difference

tweeii the total nitrogen and the nitrogen precipitated

by zinc sulphate can only be due to over boiling. While
admitting that over boiling does to some extent destroy the

gelatinising properties of glue previous to drying, the

adhesive qualities are not impaired in proportional ixtent,

it at all. The points raised b) the authors already referred

to are of immense interest to the manufacturer mid ci n-

Burner alike: to the manufacturer perhaps more so, because,

if. as they state, he is losing gelatin to the extent of 1 to

15 per cent., as shown in their table, it is a serious loss

winch ought to he easily overcome and at the same time

add to the commercial value of his glue. On account of

its great importance a number of samples of commercial
glue from known sources were selected and examined by
the consistency jelly test, Fels' viscosity test at 35° C, total

nitrogen and nitrogen by zinc sulphate. With the explana-

tion of grouping given in the opening part of tin-

and the table here set out, it will be seen that Selection of

material and mode of treating same before boiling ate the

leading factors in the differences shown between the two
nitrogen tests. It will he noticed on comparing the COM
-i-t. dcj test with the viscosity t, si in everj case they are not

analogous I mean the viscosity docs not always rise tUU]

(all with the consistency. This shows the necessity fo

having the two methods, and is accounted lor from the

fact that gelatin and gelatose have not the same gelatinising

properties, then tore a method which precipitates aril Meats

both as one for calculation cannot he regarded as a method
upon which reliance can be made in valuing glue oi gelatine

In the table here given, No.-. 1,2, 3, ami 4, go through

almost precisi l\ the same boiling period, and the ouli

difference is a selection of material. No. I is a

interior material, and undergoes little or no M. atmcrt

prior to boiling. No. 5 ifl a glue which undergi

longest period of boiling, anil is what is known as a undid

glue. No. ti is a celebrated Scotch grade noted for its

adhesive properties, but, according to zinc sulphate te»t, fl

not greatly superior to No. 1. No. 1] certainly shows the

hast difference in the nitrogen tests, bat has much les

gelatin, according to the zinc sulphate test, than sou,.

the much inferior grades. I have not given an 0861

glue iii my table, hut No. 1 in Messrs. Trotman and Hack
foul's table is a very good example of a bone osseine gin

or gelatine.
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In conclusion, it appears to me to be entirely impossible,

in the absence of further research and improved methods
of distinguishing between hydrolysed forms of collogen, to

attempt to place any valuation upon glue or gelatin by
chemical methods. The action of heat is different from
peptonisation by bacteria, and, although it tends to lessen

gelatinising properties, it does not decrease the adhesive
properties. Rideal states, after elaborate experiments, that

after 12 hours' heating, all the prominent physical properties

of value decline, while the chemical reactions are little

altered.

Discussion.

Mr. S. K. Trotman said that the author's admission of

the absence of a standard method of manufacture appeared
to be the same thing as admitting a want of control of the

different processes, while recognising that a glue might be
spoilt bj- over boiling. These points seemed to point to the

value of the method, proposed by himself and Mr. Hack-
ford, at the last meeting of the Section, as a means of
differentiating between the different forms of nitrogen and
c mtrolling the different processes. If, for instance, the

zinc sulphate determination were made on the liquor as at

first extracted, any decrease in this figure during the subse-

quent operations would undoubtedly point to peptonisation

and loss of gelatine ; for it was absolutely certain that the

zinc sulphate figore was inversely proportional to the time

of boiling. Mr. Watson's objection that the peptone figure

depended upon original materials probably only pointed to

the fact that these materials had undergone peptonisation

previous to manufacture owing, possibly, to faulty storing.

He agreed with Mr. Watson that the total nitrogen figure

contained a large number of nitrogenous bodies, and tbat

alone it was useless, but still held firmly to his opinion

that, when taken in conjunction with the zinc sulphate

figure, it was of considerable value from a manufacturer-

point of view. Mr. Watson appeared to have somewhat mis-

understood the authors when he stated that they laid much
stress upon the ratio between these two figures. The
terms albumose and peptone nitrogen were of course merely

used as a convenient way of expressing the facts of precipi-

tation. Since the last meeting many samples of glue had
been analysed in his laboratory which appeared to him to

fully confirm the opinions expressed at the last meeting.

In each case where he had two glues, one of which wa^ of

good quality and the second of low grade, he had found that

by mixing them in certain proportions he was practically

able to control both the zinc sulphate figure and consistency

at will.

Mr. H. S. Garry thought that they were indebted to

both Mr. Watson and Messrs. Trotmau and Hackford for

the earnest endeavours they had made to throw some

additional light on the complex nature of the problem in

arriving at some standard of measurement of the value in

glue samples. While there was much in both papers to

which he took exception from a practical point of view, he

emphasised the great necessity which existed for some
method by which the value of a glue to the consumer

could be readily ascertained. One great fault with most

of the physical tests referred to was that they were cold

testa and the consumers generally used their glue hot.
The consistency test was probably the best of its kind, but
to get the best comparative results more than one standard
glue was necessary. The range given in -Mr. Trotman's
table should run from 400 downwards instead of 150 to
give the necessary. adjustment of values, and the standard
for 250 to 40o should be of a- higher gelatinising power
than the standard from 100 to 250 and so on. Another
grea{ difficulty with physical tests was that the solutions
used did not approximate to those actually in use by the
consumer. The comparison in j per cent, .solutions was

readily applicable to the 30 to 50 per cent, solutions in
everyday use as glue. He did not attach the -ame value
to the viscosity test as Mr. Watson. He had an oppor-
tunitj- some little time ago of discussing this test with
Dr. Fels in Berlin, and the'impression received was that
it was as yet in a somewhat immature condition, and,
as a comparison of value, left much to be desired. He
thought that the consistency test, while giving good com-
parative results of the cohesion of glue, did not express the
value of the adhesive qualities, and that further research
would be found to negative the reliance which Mr. Trotman
placed on the consistency test and, alone with it, the zinc
sulphate test of nitrogen as indicative of adhesive pro-
perties. It might be taken that the gelatinising power
of a glue over a certain limit was obtained at the expense
of its adhesive properties and vice versa, and the two
characteristics were neither proportional nor relative. The
table given by Mr. Watson appeared to him to bear out
the criticism he made at the time on Mr. Trotman's paper
that the content of nitrogen and also the relative value did
not depend so much on the method of manufacture as on
the source from which the glue was derived. Mr Trotman
assumed that the proportion which the total nitrogen content
bore to the percentage shown by the zinc sulphate test was
an indicator of value. This would only be correct if the
value of the allmnioses were the same in each case. Taking
the figures given in Mr. Watson's table, he found that the
value of the zinc sulphate figures varied from 27-5 Tier

unit to 6-5 per unit, and thai in the e.->se of three of the
samples, in which the percentage of albumoses was equal,
the value of the albumose units was 23-9, 139, and 8-4
respectively per unit. This was, of course, the positive side
of peptones as a reduction of value in the glue, the basis of
the calculation would cive, in the case of the lower grades,
a minus result greater than the actual price of the product
altogether. It appeared, therefore, that if Mr. Trotman's
claim were carried to its logical conclusion some separa-
tion and classification of the albumoses would require to be
made, and he saw no other alternative but the classification
of these to source from which they were derived.

Dr. F. S. Kippini; remarked that the figures given by
Mr. Watson seemed to him to eoroborate the conclusions
drawn by Mr. Trotman at the Last meeting.

Mr. H. J. Watsox could hardly agree with Mr. Garry in
his remarks regarding the temperature of the physical tests,

for, while the consumer usually used his glue at temperatures
higher than those obtained in the physical tests, the real
test of adhesiveness or breaking strain was with a set or
cold glQe. Perhaps this would be a point in favour of the
coneistency test, which was a comparison of glues under set

and not in the liquid state as in the viscosity test. Re-
ferring to Mr. Garry's remarks on the viscositv test, it

would be quite as easy to take a standard slue as the basis
of comparison, as was the case in the consistency test, as to
use water as the bads. His own objection to the viscosity

test was that, when dealing with a large number of samples,
considerable time and attention was required, while with
the consistency tests it was a comparatively simple matter
to deal with 40 to>50 samples at once without much atten-
tion. In a glue factory this was a considerable advantage.
Referring for a moment to the table by Messrs. Trotman
and Hackford, and accepting the theory that Hie consistency
of a glue increased 10 for a difference of 1 4 in the zinc
sulphate precipitate, according to the total nitrogen gelatin,

the bighest possible consistency would be 171 and would be
attained by No. 4 sample. Further, if one took a gelatin

with au average moisture and low asb, say 15 per cent.

moish;re and 1 per cent. ash. and called the difference

(84 per cent.) gelatin, then the highest consistency ttst
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attainable would be 234. Hi- was aware that the units of

their test might be entirely different from those in his,

owing to using a different standard glue, but it would be

interesting to know what was the highest consistency test

they bad attained by experiment and whether it had
i ded the highest possible calculated consistency test, as

calculated from the zinc sulphate precipitate in their

experiments.

Mr- S. E. Trotmax, in reply to Mr. Watson's observation

as to the standard used in the consistency test, agreed with

his conclusions, and stated that he had never found a con-

sistency number greater than I/O. Of course this merelj

indicated that he used a different grade of gelatin as his

standard from that which Mr. Watson used.

grotti'sb £>rrtion.

Meeting held in Glasgow, on Tuesday, October 25<A, 19C4.

T. THOMSON IK THE (HAIR.

HGH-TEMPERATURE MEASUREMENTS (WITH
DEMONSTRATION OF PYROMETER).

BY THOMAS (.RAY, IM1.D., D.S.

Of the numerous instrumeuts which have been devised

for the measurement of high temperatures, only those,

which have proved of practical value and with which the

writer is personally familiar will be described and discussed

in th's paper. As he has no practical experience of the

working of the Uehling pyrometer, which is widely used

in the United States, and which has also found a limited

application in this country, no further reference will be

made to this form of instrument.

Pyrometers based on the Expansion of Solids, Liquids,

and (iaees by heat.—Numerous attempts have been made
to utilise the expansion of solids, more particularly of

various metals, as a means of measuring temperature, but

none cf these have been successful on account of the

alteration of structure aud consequent change of the

coefficient of expansion caused by exposure to high

temperatures.

The application of the expansion of liquids is limited to

low-temperature work ; but a comparatively recent extension

of the range of the mercury thermometer is noteworthy.
Certified thermometers, constructed of boro-silicate glass,

graduated in single degrees up to 550° C. (1022° F.), can
now be obtained from any dealer in chemical apparatus.

The expansion of gases, or, more correctly speaking, the

increase of pressure at constant volume due to rise in

temperature, is the principle utilised in the well-known
'• air " thermometer, the standard to which all the other
methods are referred. The apparatus employed is fragile,

ani the skill and care necessary for its manipulation render

it unsuitable for technical work. Attempts have been made
to give the instrument a more practical form by attaching

an ordinary pressure gauge to a porcelain or metal bulb by
means of a capillary tube. The difficulty of obtaining a

material which will withstand the pressure and at the same
time be impermeable to the furnace gases at high tempera-
tures has proved insurmountable. The Thalpotassimeter,
a pyrometer of a similar type, consisting of a steel reservoir

containing mercury, connected by a capillary tube to a
pressure gauge, has been used to a limited extent

; in this

case the increase of the vapour pressure of mercury with
use in temperature is measured by the gauge, which is

empirically graduated in degrees centigrade or Fahrenheit.
Leakage of au- at the joint, which always takes place
sooner or later, renders the indications of the instrument
untrustworthy.

Change if Stale.—The melting points of the metals, their
alloys and salts have long supplied a familiar means of

measuring temperature, but the difficulty of procuring a

sufficient number of substances of ascertained melting point

has. until recently, prevented the general applicatiou of the

method. This difficulty no longer exists: Seger "cones"
having melting points ranging from 590 to 1850" C , with

intervals of about 20° C , are now procurable from any
dealer in chemical apparatus. They consist of triangular

pyramids composed of kaolin, mixed with silica, boric acid,

and various metallic oxides in the necessary proportions to

form a graduated series. The melting points of the various

compositions have been determined by Hecht with the help

of a standard thermo-couple. In applying the method, a

number of cones, having a range of melting points which

includes the temperature to be measured, i< placed on

a fireclay plate and introduced into the furnace. If the

cones have been properly chosen the first members of the

series will be observed to melt, whilst the last will remain

uuaffected. The melting point of the cone which just

softens sufficiently to cause the apex of the pyramid to bend
down to the base-plate is taken to be the temperature of

the furnace.

The Calorimetric Method.—A cylinder or ball of metal

is heated in the furnace and dropped into a measured

quantity of water; from the rise of temperature of the water

the temperature of the furnace is calculated. The metal

used may be platinum, nickel, copper, or wrought iron.

Platinum is to be preferred, as it does not oxidise when
heated, and has no chemical action on water. The total

heat of platinum up to 1600' O, i.e., the amount of heat

which 1 grm. of the metal gives out when cooled from the

various temperatures down to
J C, has been carefully

determined. From a chemical point of view nickel is more
suitable than iron, but the determinations of the total beat

of nickel by different observers do not show a very satis-

factory agreement. Iron is the least suitable metal

chemically, as it oxidises, scales, and decomposes water at

high temperatures ; but it possesses the advantage of being

always available, and the cylinder is thus easily replaced if

lost. A large number of determinations have been carried

out in the author's laboratory, using an iron cylinder ; of

these the results of two students chosen at random may be

given to illustrate the degree of accuracy which may be

expected:—

Temp, by thermo-
couple.

Temp, by calorimeter

roe

790

The calorimeter vessel which was used for these experi-

ments is constructed of thiu sheet copper, aud has the form

of a cylinder with a flanged top ; a perforated tube soldered

on to the inside serves to protect the thermometer from

fracture when the iron cylinder is dropped into the water.

The capacity of the vessel is approximately 150 c.c, and the

weight of the iron cylinder about 18 grms. The calorimeter

vessel hangs supported by the flange in a wider cylinder of

metal or wood, leaving an air space of about 1 in. to I

minimise loss of heat by radiation. The vessel is covered
|

by a lid having a small hole through which the thermometer
passes, and a larger one for the introduction of the heated

metal cylinder; the rod of a stirrer also passes through!

the latter opening. A thermometer graduated in -£? C. isj

used. A very useful table, which gives the total beat

wrought iron at various temperatures up to li00"C appear

in Fischer's " Brennstofte," pp. 62 and 68,

The figures given above show that the method is capable

of giving results sufficiently accurate for most practic

purposes. It should, however, be noted that it becomes lesi

accurate at higher temperatures on account of the increase

loss of beat in carrying the crucible containing the meti

cylinder from the furnace to the calorimeter.

By using a fixed ratio between the weights of metal i

water, as in the well-known Siemens' form of calorimtte

some labour in calculation is saved ; but the advantage
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doubtful, except in the case of platinum, as the change of
weight due to oxidation and scaling necessitates frequent
renewal of the metal cylinders. In the Siemens form,
1 pint (56S c.c.) of water is used, and the weights of the
metal cylinders are so adjusted that their heat capacity at
ordinary temperatures is exactly one-fiftieth of that of the
calorimeter vessel filled with 1 pint of water. The weights
used are, copper, 1.37; wrought iron. 112 j nickel, 117;
and platinum, 402 '6 grins. The high temperatures are
graduated on a brass scale, which slides on the thermo-
meter, allowance being made for the increase of the specific

heats of the metals with rise of temperature. In usin<»
the pyrometer, exactly 1 pint of water is poured into the
vessel, and, when the temperature has become constant,
the slidiug scale is set so that the pointer attached to it is

on a level with the top of the mercury thread of the
thermometer. The heated metal cylinder is then dropped
into the water, and when the maximum is reached the
readings of the thermometer and on ths sliding scale at the
level of the top of the mercury thread are noted ; the sum
of these gives the temperature to which the cylinder was
heated. This form of the apparatus has the advantage of
being practically direct reading, but the high price of
platinum almost precludes tin- nse i>f such a large quantity
of the metal. If copper or iron be used, frequent checking
of the weights and correction for loss due to scaling are
necessary. The labour of calculation, using a home-made
calorimeter such as the one first described, is lessened con-
siderably by the use of tables of total heats ; these may
be found in " High Temperature Measurement," bv Le
C'hatelier and Boudouard ; translated by Burgess.

The Thermo- Electric Method.— In this method the
electro-motive force which is generated when the junction
of two dissimilar metals is heated, is measured, and from
the value of this the temperature of the heated junction is

deduced. The metals which are suitable for this purpose
must have a high melting point, and should not alter in

structure and composition when heated ; they must also be
perfectly homogeneous. When a wire which is not homo-
geneous throughout its length is heated locally by a flame
an electro-motive force is generated the value and sign of
which vary according to the position at which it is heated,

and if the two ends of the wire are joined, an electric

current, varying in intensity anil direction with the position

of the flame, will flow through the wire. If the wire is

homogeneous it may be heated at any part without forma-
tion of an electric current. The absence of such parasitic

currents is obviously a necessity, as these will increase or
diminish the intensity of the current due to

j?1G t the heated junction to an exteut which will

vary with the length of the wire heated in

the furnace. The metals which most nearly

fulfil the conditions referred to above are

platinum and the metals of the platinum
group ; and the thermo-couples used practi-

cally are composed of wires of platinum

opposed to an alloy of platinum either with

10 per cent, of rhodium or with 10 per cent,

of iridium. Tin- E.M.F. of the platinum—
platinum-indium couple is greater than that

of the platinum-rhodium, but the latter gives

more constant results, as it is less easily

hardened mechanically, and is therefore to

be preferred. It may be here noted that an
electro-motive force results on heating the

junction of a metal in the soft state with tbe

same metal in the hardened state ; any local

hardening which may be caused mechanically
will give rise to parasitic currents.

The wires of the couple are joined by fusion

in the oxyhydrogen flame, insulated by thread-

ing through perforations in a porcelain rod

about \ in. in diamater, and the free ends of

the wires are connected to terminals in a

wooden handle. As the composition of the wires is rapidly

altered by exposure to heated furnace gases, the couple is

enclosed in a porcelain tube glazed within and without, which
is sometimes encased in a wider iron tube to minimise the

risk of fracture. Fig. I. shows the methed of insulating

Jthe wires, wilh the porcelain protecting tube in section

.A

The couple is used in conjunction either with a potentio-
meter or with a direct-reading galvanometer, the scale of
which is graduated in millivolts and also in degrees centi-
grade or Fahrenheit up to 1600° C. The latter arrangement
is the one more frequently employed, as it is more convenient
and less costly. The instrument is of the D'Arsonval type ;

it consists of a coil of insulated wire of comparativelv high
resistance (100 to 200 ohms) suspended by a phosphor-
bronze strip or spiral suspension between the poles of a
powerful permanent magnet ; a needle attached to the coil
plays over the scale, and indicates the intensity of the
current passing through the instrument. The galvanometer
may be placed at any distance from the furnace containing
the couple, provided that the resistance of the cjnnectin-r
leads does not exceed 1 ohm. Fig. II. shows the instrument
connected to the couple.

Fir:. II.

To convert this into a recording instrument the ordinary
method of attaching a pen to the needle cannot be em-
ployed. Coils of high resistance must be used in the
galvanometer, so that the resistance of the leads may bs
negligible, and the currents thus available are much too
small to enable the needle to overcome the friction of the
pen on the paper. It may be made to record photo-
graphically by attaching a mirror to the coil ; light, pass :ng
through a slit, is reflected from the mirror and falls on a
iuvving photographic plate or sheet of sensitised paper,
thus recording the movements of the coil. The Roberts-
Austen photographic recorder, an instrument of this type,

has been successfully used for a number of years (see this

J., 1892, 840). The record is made on a sheet of sensitised

paper fixed on a drum, which revolves once in 6, 12, cr
24 hours. An ingenious method of recording is emploved
by Messrs. Uaird and Tatlock, Glasgow. Thegjlvanometer
is similar to that shown in Fig. II., but the scale of the
instrument consists of a movable stirrup, which is depressed
by clockwork every minute. The indicating needle, which
is provided with a sharp point, plays under the scale, and
when the latter descends this point is brought into contact
with an inked strip of cloth, and thus marks the position of
the needle on the paper below it. The paper, which has a

graduation similar to that of the galvanometer scale, has
also the time in hours and minutes marked along its edge,

and is made to travel slowly forward by the clockwork
mechanism. An examination of this paper shows the

position of the galvanometer needle at intervals of one
minute during the whole 24 hours, and, unless the tempera
ture is varying very rapidly, a continuous record may be

obtained by joining the various points. Another form of

instrument, which traces a continuous record on a revolving

drum, is made by the same firm.
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Each division on the scale of the galvanometer repn -ents

about 20' C , and the temperature may be estimated to the

nearest 5 C. This does sufficient justice to the method at

the higher temperatures, as an accuracy greater than 5* in

1000° C. is not guaranteed. As the couple is standardised

with the cold junction at , the temperature of the latter

should he observed
;

if under 30 I ., a sufficient correction

for practical purposes is made in the case oi tie plattnum-

rhodiuui couple by adding <)•!> x 1 to the reading, where
t" is the temperature, on the centigrade scale, of the junction

of the leads with the wires of the couple.

If the porcelain protecting tube fractures, and the couple

is exposed to the action of reducing gases at a high tem-

perature, the wires soon become brittle, and the indications

of the instrument then become untrustworthy. Vapours
of the metals and substances which act chmiically on

platinum have a similar effect. Concerning the extent of

the variation of the electro motive force of thermo-couples,

caused by exposure to the action of various chemicals, little

information is available, but if the platinum has been

obviously altered in composition through fracture of the

porcelain tube the couple must either be replaced or re-

standardised. The boiling and melting points of a number
of substances have been accurately determined, and these

may be utilised for standardising the couple. The boiling

point of sulphur, 852° C, and the freezing points of sodium
carbonate, 832° C., and of potassium sulphate, 1066° C,
are convenient temperatures. The freezing points of a

number of the metals have been ascertained with a high

degree of accuracy (Heycoek and Neville, J. Chem, Soc,
1895, 185). These are much more sharply defined than

the freezing points of the two salts mentioned above ; but

whilst the bare wires of the couple may be placed directly

iu the fused salts, they must he protected by a porcelain

tube from contact with the molten mttals. On this account

the salts will probably be found more convenient for

technical work.

For the determination of the E.M.F. at the boiling point

of sulphur, the apparatus used by Heycoek and Neville {loc.

cit. 197) in the standardisation of the platinum resistance

thermometer is convenient. This consists of a hard glass

tube about 18 ins. long by 2 ins. wide, with a bulb at the

bottom, of diameter about 3 ins. To minimise loss of heat

by radiation, the tube is surrounded by an asbestos cone
with its base, diameter 6 ins., resting on the bulb. The

space between the cone

and tube is packed with

asbestos wool. The level

of the molten sulphur

should be from 1 in. to

2 ins. above the base of

the cone, to prevent

superheating of the

vapour. A thin-walled

glass tube about J in. in

diameter, and closed

helow, is supported in

the wider tube, as shown
in the accompauviiiir

-ketch (Fig. 111.).
' (lu

the bottom of this tube a

a thiu asbestos com- is

fixed with iron wile, to

prevent the liquid sul-

phur from condensing
and collecting on the

bottom of the tube. The
cone is peiforated at the

base and sides, so that

the sulphur vapour
passes through and luats

the tube, whilst the liquid

condensed in the higher parts of the apparatus flows back

over the sides of the cone. The base of the cone is shown
at B. The sulphur is kept boiling by means of a large

llunsen flame protected from draughts. The insulated

couple is suspended in the inner tube, and when the tem-

]>crature has become stat'o .ary the position of the needle

is noted.

c3
z

For the freezing-point experiment the sodium carbonate
or potassium sulphate is fused iu a large covered platinum
crucible : in the former case a gas blowpipe supplies sufficient

heat, but a small blast furnace is required for potassium
sulphate. When the salt is completely fused the gas is

turned off, the junction of the couple is immersed in the
molten salt, and the galvanometer needle is observed. The
temperature falls very quickly at first, but when solidifica-

tion begins the needle halts momentarily on account of the
liberation of the latent heat ; when solidification is com-
plete the cooling again takes place rapidly. The position at

which the needle remains stationary is noted as the value of
the E.M.F. at the temperature in question.

The graph representing the relation of K.M.F. to tems
perature is very nearly a straight line, but it is advisable to

determine more than two points experimentally, unless
the range over which the couple has to be used is small.

If the interval between the two points does not exceed
300 to 400 0. a line between these will represent the rela-

tion with sufficient accuracy for most technical purp<

It is scarcely necessary to add that the temperature to be
measured must be within the range of the points deter-

mined, or if outside these limits it must lie close to them.

The method described above is convenient, as the neces-
sary materials are always available, and if used with
standard couple it also serves to check the indications of
the galvauometer ; but it will be fouud more suitable in

practice to have the means of fixing a larger number of
points by testing the couple against a standard which is

reserved for this purpose. In using this method the two
couples—the standard, and the couple to be tested—are
stretched out so that each forms a continuous wire, and
threaded through the insulators so that the two junctions
are as near together as possible. Tbey ate then placed in

a porcelain tube and inserted into a furnace ; the free ends
(the so-called cold junctions) are gathered together and
wrapped in cotton-wool, taking care that they remain
insulated from one another; or, if greater accuracy is

required, the cold junctions are immersed in melting ice,

The free ends are connected, through a two-way switch,

to the galvanometer in such a way that the standard
couple is in circuit in one position of the switch and
the couple to he standardised in the other. By switching
in the standard couple, the temperature of the furnace is

obtained with the help of the table of F.M.F.'s supplied, and
the value for the other couple at this temperature is then

ascertained by bringing the switch into the second position

and noting the reading on the galvanometer. Any number
of poiuts within the range of the furnace can thus be readily

determined, and these are subsequently plotted out on

squared paper in the usual way ; a convenient scale is

1 mm. = 5° C. — 0'0J millivolt. Care should he taken to

close the ends of the furnace well, to prevent draughts of air,

which might cool one of the couples to a greater extent than

the other. For temperatures up to 1 -loo C. a convenient

form of electric furnace, wound with platinum foil, is

supplied by Heraeus, of Hanau. A resistance furnace for

temperatures up to 1200° C. is cheaply constructed In

winding nickel wire, 16 to 18 B.W.G., closely round a

porcelain tube about 1 ft. long by 2 ins. to 3 ins. in diameter;

the nickel wire is covered over with a paste of magoejBUj
:in I water to prevent oxidation.^ When dry it is surrounded
hv a piece, about 3 ins. thick, of the magnesia covering

which is used for insulating steam pipes. The furnace

Connected with the electric mains through a suitable

resistance, which admits of varying the temperature to the

desired extent.

The Platinum Resistance Thermometer.—The utilisation*

of the increase of the resistance of a platinum spiral due
t" heating was first proposed ami applied practically by
S iemens m a means of measuring temperature. The con-

struction of the thermometer was subsequently improved by
i alt. nider, who replaced the porcelain cylinder on which the

spiral was wound by Inn slips of mica set at right angles to

one .mother, so that the wires of the spiral touched th

edges of the mica only, and thus reduced to a minimum any

change of resistance due to the action of silica on platinun

at a high temperature. 'I he law connecting the resistanc

of platinum wi'li temperature was determined by ('aliunde
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and Griffiths up to 6i>0 (
'., with the help of an nit- ther-

mometer. The accompanying illustration (Fig. IV.) shows
the construction of the platinum resistance thermometer
made by the Cambridge Scientific Irstrurcent Co. It

consists of a spiral of thin platinum wire wound double
round a framework composed of two strips of mica, which
in section have the appearance of a cross. The free ends of

the spiral are joined to stoat platinum leads, which, near the

top, are fixed to copper wires connected to binding screws in

the wooilen handle. As the resistance of the platinum
wires increases with rise in temperature to an extent which
varies with the length heated, a compensating arrangement
is introduced. This consists of a continuous platinum wire

of the same dimensions as those of the leads, which is

doubled on itself and fixed so that the bend reaches the

beginning of the spiral. The four wires are arranged

symmetrically, and are insulated and held in position ],y a

number of perforated mica discs, through which tht\ pa-s.

li,. V.

WOP*

Flo. IV.

The ends of the compensator are connected with the two
additional terminals shown in the illustration. The spiral

and wires are enclosed in a porcelain tube, diam. ;
J

. in., glazed
outside and in. The method of measuring the Increase of
resistance is that of the familiar YVheatstone bridge shown
in the accompanying diagram (Fig. V.). For the sake of
clearness, the compensator, which lies alongside the platinum
leads within the porcelain tube, is represented apart from
them in the diagram. The resistance of the arm A B, which
includes the compensator C and the rheostat It, is equal to

that of the arm B D when the thermometer 1' is at 0° C,
and in this condition no current passes through the galvano-
meter when the battery circuit is closed. This equality is

disturbed when the thermometer is heated, and the increase

of resistance of the spiral is measured by determining the

resistance which must be added by the rheostat to re-establish

equilibrium. This-additional resistance represents that due io

the heating of the spiral alone, as the increase of resistance

of the leads is exactly compensated for by an equal increase

in that of the compensating wire C. Fie. VI. illustrates

the Whipple indicator, a convenient portable form of this

apparatus suitable for technical work. The rheostat con-

sists of a continuous wire, wound on the inside of a drum,
1 divided with a contact, which slips over the wire as the
drum is rotated by the handle H ; the position of this

contact is indicated by a pointer A outside the drum. On
the outer surface of the drum, risible at A, the temperatures
corresponding to the added resistances are marked in

. i
- centigrade or Fahrenheit up to 1 100^ C. In

Fig. VI.

making an observation, the four binding screwB T of
the indicator are connected with the terminals of the
thermometer by means of four insulated copper wires,
as shown in the illustration, and the handle of the
rheostat is turned till no movement of the galvanometer
needle B is observed when the battery circuit is closed
by depressing the key F. The temperature is then indicated
on the drum by the pointer A. The indicator may be
placed at any convenient distance from the thermometers,
and by means of a suitable switchboard can be connected to
any one of them. The resistance of the flexible leads has
no effect on the accuracy, as that of the pair from the
platinum spiral is exactly counterbalanced by the resistance
of the pair connecting the compensator to the indicator.
The apparatus is very sensitive, and readily indicates
differences of temperature of less than ]' C. A recorder
for use with the platinum resistance thermometer is made
by the same firm.

Optical Pyrometers.—These instruments utilise the in-

crease of intensity of the luminous radiations of a heated
In idy with rise of temperature as a means of measurement.
The intensity of the radiations emitted by different bodies
at the same temperature varies with the nature of the heated
substance; so-cdled "dark" bodies, of which lampblack
is the best example, have a high emissive power, whilst that
nf highly polished metallic surfaces is small. A pyrometer
based on the ascertained law which governs the relationship
between the intensity of the luminous radiation and the
temperature will only give correct indications in the case of
substance^ which have the properties of a dark body, viz.,

the power of absorbing completely the light which falls on
them, and consequently of radiating light of every colour
and wave-length. Iron in the incandescent state reflects

very little light, and consequently approximates to the con-
dition necessary. Polished platinum, on the other hand,
reflects a large proportion of the light which falls on it, and
consequently does not satisfy the necessary condition.
Lampblack approximates most closely to the theoretically
dark body. According to Kirchhof, however, the intensity
of radiation of a closed space provided with an opening
through which it may be viewed, is the same as that of a
dark body, so that all closed furnaces comply with the
necessary conditions.

The gradual change of colour from dull red to dazzling
white which is observed when a body is heated, serves as a
rough gauge of the temperature. If the substance which
is being gradually heated is viewed through a speitroscope,
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a dark red band is first seen ; this gradually broadens, and

at higher temperatures the colours yellow, green, blue, and

violtt successively appear, forming a continuous spectrum.

Simultaneously with this extension of the spectrum there is

observed an increase in the intensity of each of the indi-

vidual colours, and this increase maj be utilised as a measure

of the temperature.

The Wanner Pyrometer.—In this instrument the light

emitted by the heated body, the temperature of which is

being measured, is broken up by a train of prisms, and the

speatium is screened off so that only the red portion

corresponding to the Fraunhofer C line is visible. The

intensity of this is compared with that of the red radiation

from a small 6-volt electric lamp. The pyrometer has the

external appearance of a telescope about a foot long ; at

the end which is directed towards the furnace there are two

slits, one half o( which is covered by the small electric lamp.

When the instrument is directed towards the furnace, the

field, as viewed through the eye-piece, is seen to be com-

posed of two semicircles ; one of these is illuminated by

the lamp, and the other by the light from the furnace.

The two halves of the field can be adjusted to equal

intensity by rotating the analyser, which forms the eye-

piece of the instrument ; and, from the angle through which

the eye-piece lias been turned to produce equality of

colour', the temperature is ascerta ;ned by reference to a

table.

Fig. VII.

aW]

„ S

Fig. VII. shows sections through the instrument in two
planes at right angles to each other. The light from the

two sources a and b (lamp and furnace) passes through the

slit S, which lies in the focus of the lens O ; it is broken
up into its constituent colours by the train of prisms K, and
is subsequently polurised by the Nicol's prism W j the
rays then pass through a double prism Z, aud are after-

wards brought to a focus by ihe lens G2
. Two images

of a, due to the ordinary and extraordinary rajs, and two
of b are thus formed, but the pi ism Z is so constructed
that the image of a, due to the ordinary rays, coincides, in

front ot the eye-piece slit s.,, with that of b, due to the

extraordinary lays. On looking through the eye-piece

the upper half of the field is seen illuminated by rajs

from a, and the lower half by those fiom b, as the sets of

Fto. VIII.

rays are polarised in planes at right angles to each ether.

Itotation of the analyser N has the effect of intensifying

one half cf the field and weakening the other.

The electric tamp must be adjusted periodically by com-
parison with the flame of a lamp burning amy] acetate.

For this purpose it is placed on the stand with the slit

directed to the flame of the amyl acetate, as shown in the

illustration (Fig. VII L). The analyser is set at zero, and
the resistance in circuit with the lamp is adjusted so that

the upper half of the field, illuminated by the electric lamp,

has the same intensity as that of the lower half, lit by the

amyl acetate flame. The instrument is then ready for use.

The standard is the flame of amyl acetate, but a^ it would

be impossible to apply it practically, on account of the

flickering caused by draughts of air, an electric lamp is

adjusted to this standard and used in its place.

Two forms of this instrument are made — one for

measuring temperatures from 900° to 2000° C, and the

other for the range 900" -to •1000° C. The adjustment to

equality of illumination can be easily and quickly made ; the

error is approximately half a degree of rotation, which

corresponds in the first of these instruments to about .'i at

l.fnii C, and 14° at 1600° C.

Diicussion of (he Various Types.—For occasional

observations of temperatures up to 1000° C. the calorimetric

method, using an iron cylinder, will be found serviceable.

The comparatively trifling cost of the apparatus is its chief

i ecommendation. For higher

temperatures a platinum

S cylinder may be used, but

care must be taken to avoid

loss of heat in transferring

the cylinder from the furnace

to the calorimeter. On ac-

count of this possible source
of error, the writer would
prefer to rely on the use "I

Scger cones for occasional

determinations within the

range 1000° to If00° C. As-

a [continuous means of in-

dicating and recording tem-
peratures up to 1600°, the

thermo-electric method is the

most generally useful. The
fragile character of the porcelain protecting tube is a very

decided drawback, as t lie cost of frequent renewals is high.

If care he taken to avoid rapid change of temperature by
Manning the tube slowly before introducing it into the
furnace, and by allowing it to cool gradually during the
withdrawal, such a tube may last for months. If it were
possible to produce quartz tubes of the necessary size

reasonable cost, the adoption of this material would add
greatly to the utility of the method. When fracture of the
porcelain tube does take place, the wire- of the couples

are easily joined if broken, and restandardisation is a very
simple operation when the necessary arrangements are avail-

able. In cases where a very long couple is used the increase

of resistance due to heating may introduce an appreciable
error; on this account, galvanometers with high-iesistatice

coils should be employed.

Where a close indication of temperatures up to 1000° or
possibly to l^tiu (

'. is required, and for all low-temperature
observations, snch as in cold storage, the platinum resist

ance thermometer may be recommended. It is much more
sensitive than a thermo-couple, and, when combined with
the Whipple indicator, readily shows differences of less thai
1° C. In situations where the porcelain protecting tube is

liable to fracture, the thermo-couple will be found more
satisfactory. The platinum spiral is readily affected by hot

furnace gases, and if damaged is much more difficult to

repair and less easily standardised"; the cost af renewal is

also considerably greater. Fit temperatures above 1G00°C.
some form of radiation pirometer is necessary, and here

the Wanner pyrometer will be found serviceable. Its

accuracy is now certified, if desired, by the PhysikalischB

techniscbe Beicbsanstalt, I Ih&rlottenburg. Although it does

not indicate directly, the observation is easily and quickly

made, and where a number of measurements of the tem-
peratures of various furnaces nave to be made, it is
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possible to operate more quickly than with a thermo-couple,
on account of the necessity to allow the latter to heat and
cool slowly, in order to prevent fracture of the porcelain
tube. If the unprotected couple is used, or if a couple is

kept permanently fixed in each furnace with a suitable
switch to bring it into connection with the galvanometer,
this advantage disappears ; but the cost of upkeep of the
couples and tubes, and the labour of standardising or
renewing the couples, are greatly increased. The fact that
the instrument itself is not heated is a strong recommenda-
tion, as the destructive action due to exposure to high
temperatures is in some cases excessive with the other
forms of pyrometer. The limitations to the use of the
instrument referred to in the description should be noted.

Meeting held in Edinburgh, on Friday,
December 6th, 1904.

DR. MO. II MARSHALL IS THE (.'[MIR.

THE EXAMINATION <>F LINOLEUM AND THE
COMPOSITION of CORK.

BY DR. HARRY 1XI.LE.

In the past the testing of the fabrics known as linoleum,

inlaid linoleum, cork carpet. &c, for their suitability as a

floor covering has been mostly based upon appearances and
rule of thumb. The only exception to this rule, so far as

the writer is aware, are the tests applied by the British,

German, and French Governments, for the most part not
published. H. Burehartz, of the Koniglich Preussische
Techn. Yersuchsaustalt at ( harlottenburg (this J., 190U,

255), gives the tests applied by the German Government.
These tests will be noticed later, as well as others applied by
various users.

Before proceeding to a detailed discussion of the tests it

would be best to clearly define the varieties of linoleum, &e.,

met with in the trade. A detailed description of the linoleum
manufacture, with the history of the industry, was read by
W. F. Keid before the London section of our .Society (this

J., lSi»6, 75). Since then, however, the trade has de-

veloped, and many new varieties of linoleum are to be met
with. These fabrics may be grouped into the following

classes:—Linoleum, Plain and Printed ; Inlaid Linoleum;
Cork Carpet, l'lain and printed linoleums, apart from the

jute canvas, anil backing, consist essentially of cork, pig-

ment and a cement. The cement is obtained from linsetd

oil either by oxidation or polymerisation. In the oxidation

processes, introduced by Walton, the inventor of linoleum,

the linseed oil is converted into a semi-solid subtance by
exposure to air, either by running it when charged with a

drier over thin cotton (the scrim process) or by exposing

it to air in the form of finely divided drops (,as in Walton's

later patents). This semisolid is then melted with a certain

proportion of kauri gum and resin to produce the cement.

In the polymerisation process (Taylor- Pamacott patents;

the oil is converted by the action of heat into an elastic

rubber-like substance. Tbis may be used as the cement
or in combination with resin. The plain linoleum thus

obtained from the cement, cork, and pigment, may be

printed with oil colours to produce designs (printed

linoleums).

In/aid Linoleums.—In these the design permeates the

body of the material. They are made by a variety of pro-

cesses ; for detailed information on which the pateDt literature

in the Society's journal may be consulted. Granite linoleums

also belong to this class. The composition varies from
that used in plain or printed linoleum, inasmuch as it

contains in place of some of the cork a varying proportion

of wood-dust, and usually a larger percentage ot pigment.

The cement used in inlaid linoleum, so far as the writer is

aware, is always made by the Walton oxidation process.

Cork Carpet.—In these the cork grains used are larger.

Wood- dust is never employed, and the quantity of pigment

is usually, though not always, smaller than in plain and

nlaid linoleums. Both kinds of cement are used.

Having thus described the various kinds of linoleum and
linoleum-like products, I will now devote some space to a
discussion of the methods of examination already proposed
and to the description of my own experiments.

Determination of Ash.—The ash obtained on incineration
of linoleum gives a roughiy approximate indication of the
quantity of pigment present. This is only the case, or
course, when inorganic pigments, such as oxides of iron,
have teen used to colour the linoleum. Organic, or partly
organic pigments, such as the colour-lakes and Prussian
blue, leave only their mineral ingredients behind as ash.
Another source of error arises from the fact that ochres
used lose their water of hydration. Compensating these
errors are the facts that the cement leaves behind the driers
used, and that cork itself is not absolutely free from mineral
matter. Cork gives an ash content of from 1-8 to 3 per
e.-nt.

The quantity of ash given by different makes of linoleum
inies very much. Inlaid linoleums usually give the most
a-h, although 1 have found sime samples of German-made
plain linoleum almost as high in ash content. One sample
of plain green linoleum made by a German firm gave 27 '4
per cent, of ash. Light-coloured linoleums usually contain
more ash than those of dark colour, as more pigment has
to be used to cover the colour of the cork.
Now, as to the valoe of a determination of the ash eon-

tent in gauging the quality of a sample of linoleum, the
following considerations may help us :—

(1) A large ash content indicates an increase in weight
per square yard, a harder and less resilient, and consequently
a more noisy, linoleum to the tread. It also shows that the
linoleum is a better conductor of heat and less warm to the
feet.

(-) As pigments do not possess the elasticity of cork,
a linoleum containing a large amount of ash, anything above
20 per cent., is apt to be brittle. This was shown by the
above-cited German sample. In the manufacture of inlaid

linoleums which contain light colours this is corrected by an
additional amount of cement.

(3) With regard to the wearing properties of a linoleum
containing a large amount of ash, I have no reliable data,
but I am inclined to think that the ash content would not
have any important influence.

Attrition Tat.—At the Koniglich Preuss. Techn. Ver-
suchsansta.lt at Charlottenburg the linoleum is subjected to

a certain number of revolutions of a loaded leaden disc of

kauwn area and fed with a given quantity of emery powder,
and the weight lost per 50 sq. cm. is determined
(Burehartz, loc. cit.).

This method is doubtless a valuable one, but the results

obtained are largely dependent on the nature of the
machine used, and the method, moreover, is somewhat diffi-

cult to carry out, requiring apparatus such as is not usually
available in the chemical laboratory.

Bending Tests.—Burehartz (loc. cii.") recommends the

t--tiDg of linoleum by bending it over mandrels of 23, 25,

30, >\c, nun. diameter. Such tests require to be carried

out with discretion. Their value obviously depends upon
the use to which the linoleum is to be put. Stair cloth

should of course withstand the most severe test in this

respect, but for linoleum which is to be laid flat the tesl is

of less importance, except in so far as it shows how far

the linoleum is likely to suffer in the handling before it is

laid and is a partial measure of certain other properties of

the linoleum.

Speaking generally, the thinner qualities of these fabric

will stainl bending over a -mailer mandrel than the thicker,

but they do not on that account wear longer. Printed

linoleums usually crack more easily than plain goods, and
inlaid linoleum does not stand bending so well as printed

linoleum, but it wears longer. Ubvious!/ the test requires

caution in its application. Applied to sail - of the same
class of fabric it is valuable as an indication of adhesion
between the grains of cork pigment and cement, but it is of

little use in differential ing between the wearing qualities

of two dissimilar fabrics.

Tensile Strength.—This mayor may not be a factor of

importance in the valuation of linoleum for use under
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ordinary circumstances. A.s usually linoleum is Dot sub-

jected to any stretching strains. I must confess 1 fail to see

its value. However, H. litirehartz (loc. cit.) tests the

strength of linoleum in the direction of calendering :i m<1 at

right angle* to it, and for his results the reader is referred

to the original paper.

Determination of Cork ami Cement Content.— Ai first

sight this seemed an easy problem ; all that appeared I eces-
.11 v was to treat the linoleum with an alkali, when the
oxidised oil and resin in the cement would be converted
into soaps which could be removed from the cork by filtra-

tion, the acids precipitated in the filtrate and weighed.
Knowing that cement contained about SO— ;>0 per cent, of
fatty and iesin acids, the result of the experiment should
show the cement content.

On earning out the experiment with a linoleum of known
composition it gave a result l'.i per cent, too high It

was thus seen that this method was unreliable. I con-
seqne-ntly determined to examine the matter du capo,
namely, cork itself and the chemistry of this substance.

Composition of' Cork.— Very little appears to be known
as to the composition of cork. Chevreu] found in it a

white waxy substance soluble in alcohol and ether which
he called cerin or cork wax. Krnm this Biewert isolated

a substance railed by him pbellyl alcohol, deca-aerylic

acid and another acid. The amount of ether extract is

given at 1*8—2 5 per cent, of the cork. There remains
a substance insoluble in ether termed by Chevreul suherine

or cork proper. By the action of nitric acid (20—30 per
cent.) a residue of from 3— 5 per cent, of cellulose was
obtained, the main mass of the cork being oxidised to a
mixture of fatty acids of which suberic acid is the chief.

By heating cork with sodium sulphite solution to 1G6 (
'.

a residue of from 9—12 per cent, of pure cellulose was
obtained. For other information on cork see Watts'
Dictionary. Vol. I., page 72. I was unable to tind any

their information in the literature on the subject of cork.

The following experiments were carried out. Ordinary
ground cork such as is used in the manufacture of

linoleum was dried and extracted in a Soxhlet extractor

with ethet and then with aIer.hol :

—

100 grms. of cork
I

IT. percent.
< tin r soluble

95'S per cent.

ether insoluble
I

Wl per cent .

alcohol soluble

92'8 pet i

residue.

The ether soluble portion was crystalline and yellowish
white in colour. The alcohol soluble portion was a reddish-

brown, amorphous solid.

'1 he action of alcoholic potash on cork is of interest

in this connection. 10 grams, of dried cork were treated

with alcoholic potash on the water-hath for six hours in a
flask provided with a reflux condeuser. The contents of the

flask were filtered, the residue washed with alcohol, dried,

and weighed, and the alcoholic filtrate and washing kept
for examination. The residue was then ignited, and the
ash, consisting mainly of potassium carbonate weighed.
Another 10 ams were saponified in the same way, the
precipitate washed with alcohol and then with hot water,
and the two washings kept separate. The residue, con-
sisting of cellulose and ash, was dried and weighed and
the ash determined by ignition.

In the table at foot of page the two experiments are
combined. Collating these results it appears that the saponi-
ti ration of cork produces the following:—

Cellulose 2V4
Ash i«j

i i '' Ether-soluble acids 24-88

Bther-soluble ai saponiflable 3*45

Ucohol-soluble, but ether insoluble, unsa-
ponifiable ;-i

i tier- ami water-insoluble, but alcohol-
soluble acids

hoi- and ether-insoluble, but water-soluble
acids and loss

i., eoo

(«) consists of cellulose and lignin.

(«) is a dark brown sticky resinous substance of ten acid
character, soluble in ether and alcohol.

(c) is a dark-red brown amorphous brittle i

substance of acidic character.

(<<) is a white semi-crystalline substance of a neutral
character. It is very insoluble in cold, but slightly soluble
in hot alcohol, the solution of which gelatinises on cooling •

m. pt. 210— -2r-.o
.

consists of more or less white needles which are no)
acid in character.

(/) consists of a sticky waxy substance of light brown
colour and acidic character. It has an iodine value of
45 (Wijs), and would thus appear to be unsaturated. It

is soluble in ether and alcohol, partly in petroleum ether.

An examination of these substances is in hand. From
the above it is clear that any attempts to determine either
the amount of cork or of cement in linoleum by saponifi-
cation is futile, because the acids precipitated" from the
sot.ps and dissolved in ether mast contain not only the oil

and resin acids, hut aiso all the ether-soluble substances
derived from the saponification of the cork present, every
100 parts of which yield 25 parts of ether-soluble substance,
leaving only 24 '4 parts of cellulose behind.

However, cork varies very much in composition, the
cellulose varies from 20 to ::.'• per cent., and consequently
the ether-soluble portion must also vary very much.

From what has been said it is clear that it is impossible
to determine the quantity of cement and cork present in a
linoleum by the saponification method.

Ether E.ctract.—Piaette (this J., 1892. 550) considers
that the linoleum giving the most ether extract is ihe most
valuable because, he says, it contains the most oil.

100 grms. or cork treated with alcoholic potasl

I

» grms.,
of which WO S

Wash with hot \< it-r

I

Residue 26 2,

tainii l- L"8
i

I

Precipitate aqueous solul ioi

h nii Hi 1. Filter and extract
preci] 1 1 r v

uih ether

i i ilution \\ ash pn in
|-:;s with alcohol

(4) 1

,,

\
I

.: i]il

Dilute with water and filter

Precipitate
wash with

ether

I

Insoluble ether.
Soluble alcohol.

7*4
I

Solution
shake out with

ether
I

filler extract
: I., pi i CI >:l

iqi - solution,

precipitate
with III

I

out with ether

81*8 per cent.

other sohi'Ir
aoids
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Lewkowitsch (Oil, Fats, and Waxes, 2nd editioo, p. 741)
<li>]iut>'S Pinette's conclusion, because he considers that a

large amount of extract shows that the linoleum cement
Las not been sufficiently oxidised in storing, since linOxyn,

the Snal product of oxidation of the cement, is insoluble

in ether.

There is au element of truth in both these contentions
;

but again, before deciding upon the value of this constant
as a criterion of the quality of the linoleum, several factors

have to be taken into account.

Of what does the extract consist ? The non-oxidised or

non-oxidisable portion of the linseed oil and of the gum and
resins used in the manufacture of the cement. It is also

swelled by the ether-soluble constituents of the cork, which

I

we have seen may reach as high as 4 ~> per cent.

Now, if the linoleum be made solely from polymerised
linseed oil (Taylor's cement), then we have only the non-
oxidisable portions of the linseed oil and the cork extract.

S i in pies made in this way 1 have found to give an extract

of from 8 to 10 per cent. Sometimes the cement, thus pre-

pared is afterwards mixed with rcsia (the presence of which
in the extract is readilj recognised by the Liebermann-

I Storch reaction) and then the ether extract may rise to as

high as 17 '8 per cent.

If the linoleum be made from cement made by the

j
oxidation process, then it contains in addition the non-

I oxidisable portions of the gum and resin. Consequently,
I linoleums thus made must always give a larger ether extract

I than those made with Taylor cement only. In examining
Isnch linoleums I have found extracts varying from 16 '9

lup to 233 per cent, (see table below). It is tints clear

I that with the .same class of cement the linoleum which
[yields the most extract contains the most cement, but that

lit is not right to compare two linoleums made from different

I
kinds of cement.

Moisture Content.-—A determination of the moisture
I present is of importance, as it reveals the amount of

[surface presented by a given weight of linoleum, and hence
lis proportional more or less to its porosity. It is determined
Iby drying for one hour in the water-oven. The amount is

only small, varying from 1*3 to 4-3 per cent, (for details,

|
see table below).

The importance of non-porosity of linoleum will he treated

below.

Action of Water.—Burchartz cemented a elass tube on to

the surface of linoleum, filled it with water, and observed
if the level sank. He came to the conclusion that linoleum
is practically waterproof, and did not observe any difference

between different makes. This method does not recom-
mend itself to me on account of the very limited area
examined. Some foreign governments subject the linoleum
to the action of salt water at 80° C. for six hours and observe
the appearance of the treated material, which they stipulate

should not show any blisters. It is difficult to see what
blaring this has upon the everyday applications of linoleum.
In my opinion such a treatment would give a premium to

the poorer and more porous qualities of linoleum, for if the
linoleum presented a closed. and impervious surface, then
the heat, by expanding the gases and air enclosed in the

linoleum, would cause blisters. I think I have devised a

method for the examination of the action of water upon
linoleum, which gives more reliable results and which
enables one to detect differences in samples of which the

already discussed tests, with the exception of the moisture
present test, give no indication : differences which, however,
show themselves very distinctly when the linoleum is in

actual use.

Water Absorption Test- -This consists in soaking pieces

of linoleum in water at say 15° C. for a given period, 24—4S
hours, and for a longer period, two to seven weeks. In
carrying out the test the canvas back is removed, and the back
of the linoleum layer rasped smooth with a file. A piece of

the linoleum of about ">0 sq. cm. area is dried in the water
oven and weighed. The drying renders any wax which
may have been used in facing the linoleum fluid, and causes
it to sink into the interior of the fabric, thus opening up
he pores for the freer action of the water. The linoleum is

then placed in water for a given period, removed, dried

between filter paper and weighed. The increase in weight
gives the water absorbed, and other things being equal, this

is a measure of its value.

In carrying out the tests all the samples to be examined
should as far as possible be immersed together so that

the results may be comparative, avoiding any disturbing

influences arising from fluctuation of temperature.

'

Kind of Liunleiim and

Cement used.

Plain :--

Oxidised oil.

Polymerised oil.

l >\nlis.al oil

Polymerised oil

.

Coke Cakpet:—
Polymerised oil .

Oxidised oil

PEixiEn Lino :

12 Oxidised oil. ..

INLAID :—

( 'xidised oil cement.

Weifcl
square inch in

Total.

•J- 17

J'tJil

2-42

S-30
f.-.a

1-52
1-52

2-H.-,

3 £.2

2-7"

Lint

.

only.

2-03
'J -H7

22;
201
2-s7

T27
1 I.".

1 '08

2 •:>.".

3-24
2-31

VI
lal
1'65
1 25

Total Lino

thickness thickness

a-:.::

[•88

1-03
l--ii

2' 10

141
L'SI
1-64

:rc,
.-;:;

.1-7

:;.;

rs
_;
2"2
2-2

7t
7-05
.r3.->

3*15
3-10
3-0
2'45
2-1
.,-.,

2-15

s-o
:;-,;

IS
-*7
3'35

Water absorption per cent, in

3- 111

2-7(1

315
lit

II
1-75
1-80
1-75

7'!

2'2
2'1
2-3
1-7

1'2

2-45

i-45
2 3

27
2-L".

2-15
2'40

)3
,

' HI

l'fill

1-58
1-30

IV.

1-7S
1-2I1

2 25

1'7
1-85

i"5
1-4
1-0

1-46
2-6
2-25
1-96
4-1

26
13

13-G
24-2

17-65
14-9
35-1

18M
lie;,

14 9
13'

3

Wo
tt>-a

18-2

17's

17-7
23-3

^

V. c

I

-

24 48 la 7
hours. ; hours, ilays. weeks.

., ..) 2-9 7'4 12-6
2 :. 3-5 lilt 18-0
., ..i .,;, 7-4 12-G
-j-

;

3-7 111-2 17-2
2 5 33 8-5 14-5
37 I'll 12-0 18-5
7-3 te.-. 2irn 30-5
5' 5 7-1 la's 211-3

7-s 29-0 43 5
3-75 4-1. 16-2 24-5

bll W5 27" a 462

rs 6:3 16-0 21-:,
8-5 is il

3-0 5-5 11-9
5-4 7-1 17-7 24" 2
:; 9-8 •!l-3 26-5

s:l •a

1B-I)

ie-ii 2S-fl
12-9 2:'.-.-,

23-4 32-3
IS',
26-4 M7-II
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It has been said that the results are a measure of the

value of the linoleum. This is the case because they are

an indication of its porosity. A large water absorption

means a high porosity, and great porosity may indicate that

the granules of the linoleum are not cohering sufficiently

and consequently may be more easily removed by wear. It

also shows that there is a likelihood of a free entrance of

particles of dirt into the material, causing it to wear dirty.

As many soaps are more or less alkaline in character a

porous linoleum when washed stands a greater chance of

having its binding material, oil and resin, dissolved by those

alkaline fluids and thus is mere likely to disintegrate.

When used in places where weight is an important factor,

as on board ship, it is obvious that a porous linoleum is

likely to retain more moisture than a less porous one, and
hence is less suitable. In judging the linoleums by this test

it is important to bear in mind that only those kinds of

linoleums which belong to the same class should be com-
pared, and not only that but the thickness should also be

the same. I have found that the thicker qualities absorb

less per cent, of their weight than the thinner, as they

present less surface.

It would also be absurd to compare inlaid or plain goods
with printed goods, because the water absorption is in this

case given by the linoleum mass and is not a measure of the

wearing qualities of the paint layer, which is practically

waterproof. Neither would it be fair to judge the wearing
qualities of cork carpet as against plain or inlaid on this

test. The larger grains of cork used in cork carpet present

a greater surface to the action of the water and hence more
is absorbed, but the very fact that the cork grains are

larger makes the fabric more resilient and therefore less

likely to wear. Cork carpet as a matter of fact wears

practically as long as plain or inlaid linoleum.

With these reservations the writer considers that a

determination of the water absorption of two samples of

linoleum belonging to the same class is one good means of

determining their relative wearing properties and values.

In the table the results of the examination of samples

representing the makes of eight different firms (six British,

one American, and one German) are given. They were
obtained from samples which the author still retains and
must be considered as applying to these only, although in

selecting them he has as far as possible made them repre-

sentative of all the samples he has examined.

In conclusion he would urge that the result of no single

test is sufficient to rely upon. Before coming to a decision

as to the suitability of a .-ample of linoleum for any purpose

the conditions under which it is to be used should be con-

sidered and the tests applied to this end.

In conclusion th; author has to thank his assistant, Mr.
Ernest Wake, for valuable practical help.

Discission.

Mr. c>. Stewart said that when a large amount of

pigment was necessarily used to get the desired colour, a

greater proportion of cement would also be used, and so to a

certain extent neutralise the tendency to harden the goods.

In regard to the attrition test, he drew attention to tin

results given in this J., 1895, p. 587, by Burcliartz.

where, under equal conditions of experience, the following

amounts of material were removed from 50 sq. cm. ;—-Lino-

leum, I '8 c.c. ;
granite, 4*4 c.e. ; marble, 24 :( c.e. ; and uak,

7-8 c.C. These results showed the absurdity of comparing

such different materials by such n test. Referring to the

attempt to determine the amounts of cork and cement in

linoleum samples, the problem at first also appeared to him

easy, but bis experience had been the same as Dr. Ingle's,

and it was evident, from the results obtained that it was

impossible to ascertain with any degree of accuracy, or

even approximately, the relative proportions of cork and

cement in linoleum by the saponification process, or by

simple extraction with ether. In this connection he might

supplement Dr. [ogle's results by giving the following

figures obtained bj treating the same sample of dried

ground cork with alcoholic potash in an open Iumii, evapo-

rating 09 the alcohol and treating with water:

—

Insoluble

after aliove

treatment.

Insoluble
in Kther

after

acidifying
liltr.it,-.

Ether

Soluble

in Water

(bydiff.)

Percent.
.'ill's,

|

83-30
33'45

Per cent
10-80
11-65
7 sii

Per cent.
27-60
25*80
jii'iii

Per cent.
-vir,
47-60
30*80

Ash.

Per cent
1*65
I'll.",

1-65

By treating the same dried cork with alcoholic

flask, with reflux condenser, and washing with

lollowing results were obtained :

—

1 potash in

ileohol, the

Dried Cork treated with Alcoholic Potash and washed
with Alcohol.

Per cent.

Insoluble matter 71'H2. Treated
willi water gave 32 '52 insoluble, of

w hieh 2a"92 was organic. Filtrate
treated with aeid and ether gave
7'sj insoluble and 1*58 soluble in
ether.

Per cent.
Soluble matter treaHj

wiili acid and ether ira

37'HJ soluble ni ether.

The fact that the sum of the insoluble in alcohol, 71-92, am
the soluble in ether, 37-92, was 109-84, indicated that th

insoluble in alcohol probably contained a considerabll

amount of potash. He had not separated the variou

products of the decomposition of cork so thoroughly a.

Dr. Ingle had done, as he was more concerned to discoTl

a process for the analysis of linoleum than to undertake a

investigation of the properties of such products. Hi

agreed with Dr. Ingle as to the value of the deteruiinatio

of the ether extract when the class of cement used m
known, as cements of different composition would gin

different amounts of ether extract. He had also mad
experiments on the absorption of water by linoleum, but

found that the application of the test to the surface was no

indication of the quality of the goods after the surface

was removed. Uemoval of the canvas and paint from tlte

back and immersion in water was better, as it was in a wag
the measure of the porosity of the material ; but although

that was the case he could not agree that it was a criterion

of quality, because upon the porosity of the cork depended
its resiliency, and consequently the special quality which

linoleum had as a floor covering, unless fabrics of tin

class were compared.

s .Mr. Bbodie said that he bad found that, if linoleum

were porous, the paint used in printing it dried dull, and

the linoleum laver under the paint was brittle. He could

confirm Dr. Ingle's experience in regard to the vat .at ion*

in the porosity of different samples.

Mr. It. T. Thomson said that, like the previous speakers,

he had experienced great difficulty in analysing linoleum,

and the results recorded in the paper explained tin-. He
asked whether polymerised oil gave the same analyti*!

re-nlts as the oxidised oils.

Dr. L. Dobbin asked whether there was any test for the

quality of linoleum that was really reliable. He also COS
•Dented upon the saponification ot cork, and thought that

decomposition might take place. He, too, had been unable

to get any reliable results with linoleum. He did not

consider the water-absorption test a measure of the wearing

power as Dr. Ingle applied it; it should be applied to th»

surface only. Could not the cellulose content of tin < >rk

be used as a guide to the amount of cork present in

-ample ?

The Chairman mentioned that chloroform extract

considerable amount of material from cork, and pointed out

how unsuitable corks were to close bottles for containUJj

such substances as alcohol, ether, and chloroform. He

considered that the attrition te-t was probably the best test

to apply, il Mind or some less drastic substance than cmety

were used. In saponifying cork, probably the alcoholic

potash dei 'imposed the cellulose itself.

Dr. Ingle, in reply, said he agreed with the chairman

with regard to the attrition test, but it was so difficult t»

apply, and required so costly machinery as to put it out w
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Icourt. He was glad to have Mr. Stewart's confirmation
lof his experience with regard to the saponification of cork.

flMr. Stewart's results did not altogether agree with his own,
but that was doubtless due to variations in the composition

lof the cork examined. With regard to the difference

Ibetween saponification in the open test anil with a reflux

pbndenser, he considered that suberine was probablv more
| closely allied to the resins than to cellulose, and, as Fahrion
|had observed, when resin was saponified in an open vessel,

[(different results were obtained than when the operation
was eatried out with a reflux condenser, the oxygen of the

litir oxidising the resin at the double linkages. Cork gave, on
I. rcatment with potash, an unsaturated compound which
flwould probably suffer similar oxidation. Hence the differ-

'enee in the results. In reply to Dr. Dobbin, he was afraid
thai, as cork varied so much in composition, the cellulose

present in a sample of linoleum was an uncertain guide.

He knew of no single test that could be used to determine
the value of a sample of linoleum. The water absorp-
tion test had been criticised. He did not lay too great
a stress upon it, as it did not take into acconnt the
resilience of the material. It was, however, a measure of
the porosity. As to the relationship between porosity and
wearing power, that was an arguable matter. Dr. Dobbin
considered it should only be applied to the face, but he
would point out that after the facing had worn a-vay the
interior portions of the linoleum became exposed, and the
test as applied, seemed to him to give an average rusult for
the porosity of the goods. In reply to Air. K. T. Thomson,
fabrics made from polymerised oil gave less ether extract
tiian those made from oxidised oil cement. With regard to

the action of chloroform upon cork, he had not tried it, but
he did not think the results would be materially different

from those obtained with alcohol and ether.
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,-PLANT, APPARATUS. AND MACHINERY.

mgistering Pyrometer; New Form of . N. S. Kurua-
kow. Z. auorg. Chem., 1904, 42, 184-202.

he apparatus described is claimed by the author as simpler
tan that of Roberts-Austen (this J., 1892,840; 1897,5),
id the process consists in principle in measuring the tem-
irature by means of a thermo-tlement connected to a
irror - galvanometer, and recording the temperature by
msing the light reflected from the mirror-galvanometer to

11 on to a silver-bromide paper fixed to the surface of a
fating cylinder. The cylinder is caused to revolve by
oekwork, and by means of cog-wheels of different sizes the
ne occupied by a complete revolution can be varied from
hour to 24 hours. The divisions on the scale are reflected

Jm the movable mirror-galvanometer, and are read off by
ans of a telescope. At one end of the cylinder of the
gistering device a strip of mttal is fixed, which, at the end
each revolution, comes in contact with two brass springs,

d thus completes an electric circuit, in which a bell is

eluded. In a branch of the same circuit is an electro-

ignetie key, which starts or stops the clockwork.— A. S.

English Patents.

Drying Apparatus ; Impts. in -

Schaerbeek-Brussels, Belgium.
1903.

. A. Van Steeukiste,

Eng. fat. 27,935, Dec. 19,

The arrangement of the frames in the drying chamber in an
inclined position is claimed, this arrangement being effected

by applying to the top and bottom of the frames, rollers

travelling on guides or rails fixed to the floor and roof of

the chamber. The claims also extend to cross-bars, which
are arranged on the fronts or faces and backs of the frames
of the drying apparatus, for holding the material to be
dried, and for supporting the frames one against the other.

—W. II. C.

SeparatingLiquidfrom Solid Matter ; Apparatus for
and for partially Drying <he Solid Matter. T. Hough-
ion and the United Alkali Co., Ltd., Liverpool. Eog.
I 'at. 28,791, Dec. 31,1903.

The rotatiDg dUh with filter-bottom, described in Eng. Pat.

7957 of 1903 (this J., 1904, 434), has the dish divided into

compartments, which are alternately in communication with
the suction device, to carry away the filtrate, and with a
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supply of mother liquor, water, S;c, to wash the solid matter
and filtering medium, this device and arrangement being
tlit- subject of the claims.— SV. II. C.

Centrifugal Separators; Impts.in . S. ('. llauberg,

Copenhagen. Eng. Pat. 2002, Jan. 2G, 1904.

Ix a centrifugal separator, in winch the bowl rests freely on
the head of the revolving spindle, a pawl is arranged on the

head of the spindle in such a manner that, when the spindle

is revolving taster than the bowl, the pawl comes into action
by centrifugal force and both are connected together. If,

however, the bowl revolves faster than the spindle, the
pawl ceases to act, This arrangement is claimed.— W. H. I '.

Volatile Liquids) Apparatus for Measuring Quantities of
Highly,.- . F. W. Ilranson, Leeds. Ens. Pat. 3490,
Feb. 12, 1904.

A graduated tube, intended to receive and measure the
highly volatile liquid, is sealed at its rim to the edge of an
enclosing tube, and the space between the two tubes is

rendered vacuous, thus supplying a vacuum jacket, and
protecting the liquid to be measured, from access of heat.

A removable delivery stopper is fitted iDto the inner tube,

and the outer tuhe is enlarged below so as to form a foot,

so that the apparatus may be set to stand upright.—E. S.

liaising Liquids by Means of Compressed Air; Process
and Appliance for . G. Hantke, Warsaw, Poland.
Eng. Pat. 16,316, July 23, 190t.

Si i !•>. Pat. 345,204 of 1904, following these.—T. F. 15.

Vacuum Ecaporatinq Apparatus. T. Suzuki. Sunamura,
Japan. Eng. Pat. 19,186. Sept. 6, 1904.

A series of cylindrical chambers are superposed odc upon
the other, and are provided with a base and top piece.

Each chamber is provided with an easily removable, vertical

series of horizontal heating coils, so arranged that the

liquid falls between the pipes of an upper coil on to the

surface of the pipes forming the coil immediately below. A
distributing disc is arranged above the series of coils in each

chamber, and is provided with overflow pipes and impact
surfaces, so that the inflowing liquid, impinging on the latter,

causes the distributor to rotate. Means are provided for

feediEg the [apparatus with liquid, for allowing the liquid

to flow from chamber to chamber, for withdrawing the

same when concentrated, for connecting the apparatus to

the vacuum pump, and for utilising the heat of the vapour
produced in one chamber to evaporate the liquid in another.

•seveu claims cover the foregoing.—W. H. C.

United States Patents.

Centrifugal Machine. J. J. Berrigan, East Orange, N.J.,

Assignor to F. J. Arend, New York, and to J. Ilerustrom,

Stockholm. U.S. Pat. 774,821, Nov. 15, 1904.

The rotating drum of a centrifugal machine is provided

with an outlet for the liquid separating, and with an outlet

situated in its circumference for solids. The outlet for the

solids is surrounded by bars projecting inwards, and the

solid.-, are swept towards it by arms carried by a rotating

shaft fixed eccentrically in the drum.— I.. F. G.

Centrifugal Machine. A. ('. Van Kirk, Tiffin, Ohio.

U.S. Pat. 775,320, Nov. 22, 1904.

A vertical conical chamber is mounted so as to rotate,

and within it is a screw-blade arrangement rotating con-

centrically with the chamber, but at a different speed. At
the bottom is a discharge opening for the solid matter,

whilst the liquid is discharged from an opening in the top.

near the centre. The material to be treated is fed into the

top of the chandier, a shield being arranged to prevent

any solid matter being discharged through the liquid outlet.

Means for rotating (he chamber and screw, and for varying

the speed and controlling the same, are provided, the whole
forming the subject of the claims set forth.'—W. II. C.

Discharge-regulating Deoicefor [Centrifugal] Separators.
J. J. Berrigan, East Orange, N.J.. Assignor to the IV
Laval Separator Co., Iv » Jerse; U.S. Pat. 775,510,
Nov. 22, 1904.

S)
'

i iied to and passing through the wall of the rotatin
bowl of the separator is a tube, inside which a liquid

discharge tube is looseh mounted, i Mending inside th
bowl beyond the outer tube. \ ring ta so arranged that, whi-
ttle bowl rotates, the vertical movement of the ring in on
direction forces the liquid-discharge tube against the actio
of centrifugal force, whilst the movement of the ring in th

Other direction regulates and limits the extent to which I

tube can be forced outwards by centrifugal force.— A. S.

Separating Non-Gaseous Material from a Mixture /nth

Gaseous Material. A. G. McKee, Cleveland, Ohio
U.S. Pat. 774,851, Nov. 15, 1904.

The apparatus employed, consists of an upright pipe pre
jecting into an outer pipe. The outer pipe is enlarged ;

its upper portion above the inner pipe, and inside th

enlargement is fixed a rotating fan. The mixture to 1

separated enters at the top, and the non-gaseous materia,
fall into the annular space between the two pipes, and ar

removed through a shoot, whilst the gates How through tli

inner pipe to a lateral exit.—L. F. G.

Drier. J. E. Turney, Louisville, Ky., Assignor to C.
Geiger, W. E. Koop, and G. 'A'. Fieke, of Geiger, KooJ
and Fiske, Louisville. U.S. Pat. 774,859, Nov. 15, 190

The apparatus consists of an approximately horizonti

cylinder with a double or hollow wall, the annular : apad
formed, being divided into a series of flues by longitudina
partitions, llcceiving and discharge heads are lived at the

ends of the cylinder, which is suitably rotated, and the

material to be dried is fed into the longitudinal Maes froa

a conveyor, whilst a beating medium is admitted through
the central portion of the cylinder.— L. F. G.

Drier. J. E. Turney, Louisville, Ky., Assignor to C.

Geiger, W. E. Koop, and G. W. Fiske, of Geiger, Kc
and Fiske, Louisville. U.S. Pat. 774,860, Nov. 15, 190

The apparatus is similar to that described in the precedin
patent, except that the longitudinal Hues are formed
attaching a series of troughs of rectangular section to th

inner wall of the rotating cylinder.—L. F. G.

Drier. T. Andrews and S. J. Loewenthal, Kockaway. X.,
1' S. Pat. 775,717, Nov. 22. 1904.

A HORIZONTAL drying cylinder is mounted concentrica

within an outer cylindrical case, a space being left betwee
them for the circulation of the heating agent. A steal

turbine, fixed at one end of the inner cylinder, is driven 1

the steam or other heating fluid, and causes the cylinder

rotate on its axis. Means are provided lor introducing au

discharging the steam. The claims cover a dryiogcylinda
thus constructed and arranged.

—

XV. II. C,

Kier ; Vomiting . E. D. Jefferson, Lowell, Mas-.

U.S.'l'at. 775,450, Nov. 22, 1904.

A (i.used kier is claimed, adapted to contain liquor und
pressure, and having a " vomiting pipe " connecting the to

and bottom of the kier. The vomiting pipe, by automati

arrangement, is actuated intermittently and independent
of the pressure in the kier.—W. II. I '.

Vacuum Ecaporatinq Apparatus. I '. < 'rdwav. Ilrookly

N.Y. U.S. Pat. 775,57:. Nov. 22. 1904.

A no m pan is combined with a set of feed and settlifl

tank-. The concentrated liquid flows from the vacuum
pan to the settling tanks, and deposits the separated soD
matter, which is removed, the liquid being then return*!

to the vacuum pan. .Means are provided for controlling

the feed. YV. H. c.

Heating Liquids s Method of . A. "Waldbaur, Stutt-

gart, Germany. U.S. Pat. 775,7*8, Nov. 22, 1904,

Si i Eng. Pat. 15.S75 of 1904 ; this ,1., 1904, 928.—T. V. 1
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French Patents.

|,rV"'/"™'" r<' Regulators; Impts. in . N. E.Nash and
W. E. Friedman. Fr. Pat. 345,090, Jan. 12, 1904.

1a thermostat composed of two thin plates, one of
Iporcelain and the other of nickel, is connected to a bent
IBourdon tube. The latter is connected with a supply .if

Icompressed air. The Bourdon tube is provided with a

valve actuated by the thermostat. When this valve is

lopened, some of the compressed air escapes from the
iBourdon tube, which then alters its shape, and actuate-;

It valve controlling the supply of heating fluid to the radiator

j ir other heating apparatus.—-W. H. C.

WPyrometers ; Impts. in . II. T. Barnes and II. M. Tor/.
Fr. Pat. 341,718, June 6, 19ti4.

j
The apparatus consists of :—a resistance pyrometer of the

Itsual kind, arranged in an electrical circuit in which two
resistance coils are placed so as to divide the circuit into
two portions ; a scale formed of a wire of conducting
I uaterial mounted in zigzag fashion on a suitable calibrated
fcupport ; a movable conducting piece which can be brought
Into contact with the first wire at any position; and an
lirrangemeut for emitting sound, such as a telephone. When
liontact is made between the two conducting wires at a

l;ertain point on the scale, which point varies with the
lemperatureto which the pyrometer is subjected, equilibrium
[Is established between the two divisions of the circuit, and
consequently no sound is produced in the telephone, whereas,
Itvheu contact is made at any other point on the scale,
lounds are produced. The scale may be calibrated to
over any desired range of temperature.—A. S.

I Compound Gas Compressors. M. E. Douane. Fr. l'at

344.6S6, July 8, 1904.

I'liii: compressor is designed for compressing air or rare

kases, and is very compact. In the double-compression
lype the cylinders are single-acting, and mounted in tmdem
lin a vertical frame. The compressed air issuing from each
tylinder is cooled by circulating in a metal coil placed in

li vessel containing water, surrounding the two cylinders.

In the triple-compression type, one single-acting cylinder
Is mounted in tandem with a double-acting cylinder, the

Ihird compression of the gas being effected in au annular
lylinder by the return stroke of the piston.—L. F. G.

Measuring Apparatus for Methyl Chloride or other

I Volatile Liquids. A. Rousseau. Fr. Pat. 344,929,
I July 12, 1S04.

I v cylindrical double-walled vacuum vessel, provided with

I. foot, is graduated in cubic centimetres. Over the top is

lifted a cover with a straight or curved nozzle, through
which the liquid is poured out, a tight joint being made
Ipith the vacuum vessel by means of a cork ring.—L. F. G.

lleatimj Agglomerated Materials under Pressure ; Furnace
« for . Galvanisehe Metall-l'apier-Fabrik Aet.-Ges.

I Fr. Pat. 344,791, July 13, 1904.

B'ue furnace is intended for heating under pressure granular

find pulverulent agglomerates, such as carbon blocks, carbon
l.ynamo brushes, &c., up to a temperature of 1100 C.

I 'he materials are filled into the cylinders of a number
[if hydraulic presses arranged inside the furnace, and are

Iressed against the screw covers of the same. The fur-

Lace is heated by gas, which is admitted through orifices

Surrounded by air iDlets, to two sides of each press. The
Iroducts of combustion have to pass downwards before

'eaching the exit pipes. Means are provided for regulating

[he gas supply, and spy-holes for observing the temperature

I ttained.—L. F. G.

I Retort Furnace. Soc. P. de I.aehomette, Williers et Cie.

Fr. Pat. 345,010, July 21, 1904.

P'he Lachomette system of regenerative heating is modified

i y providing two sets of paths or flues for the waste flames,

nd for the secondary supply of air. Further, a portion of

|je secondary supply of air is made to enter the space*

between the outer rows of retorts and the walls of the fur-
nace, whereby the retorts in these rows are heated to a
higher temperature, and a more uniform distribution of heat
in till parts of the furnace is attained.—A. S.

Siphoning Liquids by Means of Compressed Air.
G. Hantke. Fr. Pat. 345,204, July 23, 1904.

Ax accumulator is interposed between the air-compressor
and the vessel containing the liquid. The air in the accu-
mulator is compressed to a high degree, and is then passed
through a reducing valve, and used at a lower pressure,
whereby a steady flow of liquid is maintained.—W. II. C.

Filter for all Kinds of Liquid-:. A. F. Capillery.
Fr. Pat. 345,1 i3,.July 25, 1904.

The filter claimed consists of a number of vertically super-
p ised filter-plates, with suitable base and top pieces. The
plate* are perforated and separated by filter-paper or cloth,
and clamped together by a screw. "The inlet and outlet
pipes are cast in the border of the plates. A specially con-
structed core, which can be withdrawn from the casting in
parts, is used to form the lateral channels communicating
with the interior of the plates. The plates are made of any
metal_ suitable for the liquid to be filtered, and the base and
top pieces, which an- of cast iron, are protected by a eoatio.?-
of the same metal.—W. H. C.

Pressure Filter, with Rapid Attachment and Concentration
of Filtering Surfaces. J. Selves and U. Tocaveu.
Fr. I*at. 345,5-1 G, Aug. 13, 1904.

A • vlindrical chamber is supported by trunnions on a
suitable carriage. The filter-bags are retained within the
cylinder by a special holder, which is attached to the cover-
plate of the cylinder by an interrupted screw-joint, which
can be rapidly put into or taken out of position. The
filter-hags are tied at the lower end with a eord, thus
causing them to form into several vertical pleats. They
are surrounded by wire netting or open wickerwork shields
in order to prevent them from expanding too far:

—W. H. C.

Filter Press (Continuous) composed of Single Elements.
P. M. Privat, Fr. Pat. 339,054, .Sept. 22, 1903.

The apparatus consists of several filtering elements, joined
by means of tubing to several taps fixed to a distributing
valve. This distributing valve is spherical, and divided
into two compartments by a partition. The one compart-
ment receives the liquid to be filtered, and the other the
filtered liquid. By means of the taps the admission of liquid
to each element can be controlled, and a defective element
isolated.— L. F. G.

Drying Apparatus. Rheinische Webstuhl- et Apnretur-
Maschiueufabr., G. m. b. H. Kr. Pat. 345,303, Aug 2,
1904.

See Eng.Pat. 17,957 of 1904; this J., 1904, 1020.—T.F.B,

II.-FUEL. GAS, AND LIGHT.
Coal; Spontaneous Ignition of . A. O. Doane. En".

News, 1904, 52, 141 ; Science Abstracts, B., 1904, 7,
940—941.

The amount of moisture present in a bituminous fuel after
drying in the air, is stated to be a measure of the risk of spon-
taneous ignition when the fuel is stored ; bituminous coals
containing over 4-75 per cent, of water are dangerous. Coal
bins should be of iron or steel protected by concrete, and
.should be roofed over

; free air passages should be provided
round the walls and beneath the bins to keep fhem cool: the
depth of coal stored in them should never exceed 12 ft.

The customary method of providing air passages in the body
of fuel is useless, since it only tends to accelerate oxidation,
and does not produce a sufficient current of air to keep the
temperature down. Cracks or joints in the walls of the fuel

bin increase the risk of spontaneous ignition for similar

reason?.—T. F. B.
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Gas; Distillation of Coal for by Highly-Heated

[Water] Gas. E. Blase. J. Gasbeleucht., 1904, 47,

986—987.

Thf destructive distillation of coalliy means of a curreut of

highly-heated water-gas has been investigated with the aid

of the apparatus shown in the accompanying figure :

—

Outlet Inlet

The inner, iron cylinder was filled with the coal, and was

surrounded by molten zinc in which was immersed the

heating coil. The water-gas used, traversed first the heating

coil and then the coal, and was next led through dilute

sulphuric acid for the determination of the ammonia. (It

was found that coal-gas suffered no ioss of illuminating

power when passed through the coil even at the temperature

of boiling zinc (about 900° C.).) 300 grms. of coal were

distilled in a current of water-gas at 672'—705' C, until the

n-aseous mixture produced ceased to give a luminous flame

and appeared to consist of pure water-gas. The yield

of ammonia was found to exceed, by 62 per cent., that

obtained on carbonisation of the coal in ordinary retorts ; as

ammonia is completely expelled only at 900°—1000' C, the

yield would have been greater had the apparatus been

capable of withstanding that temperature. The quantity of

water-gas required was about double that obtainable from

the coke (68 per cent.) yielded by the coal. The yield of

actual lighting gas was four or five times that given by

ordinary distillation, and although the average illuminating

power was not equal to that of ordinary coal gas, it shows

that a considerable volume of water-gas can in this way be

carburetted by a relatively small quantity of coal. The gas

was fully equal to ordinary gas for heating, cooking, and

power uses, and for employment with the incandescence

burner. A number of theoretical considerations show that

the coke produced per kilo, of coal, is not sufficient to yield

all the water-gas required for the distillation of the coal

(compare following abstract).—H. B.

Gas ; Distillation of Coal for by Highly-Heated

[Water-] Gas. K. K. Besemfelder. J. Gasbeleucht.,

1904, 47, 1083—1084.

The author criticises the remarks of Blass (see preced-

ing abstract), and maintains that the yield of coke is

about twice as much as is required for the distillation of

the coal. In the author's process, a number of water-gas

producers are united to one common distillation retort,

which operates uninterruptedly and feeds the incandescent

coke continuously to the particular producer in action at

the time, through the opening by which the hot water-gas is

flowing into the distillation retort from the producer. The

number ui' producers undergoing the air-1 last is controlled

automatically by the distillation retort, so that a Supply oi

hot waste gases flows continuously round the retort, heating

it; from the outside. The coal and the gases pass through

the retort in opposite directions. Less than half the coke

produced, is BufficienI for the carbonisation of the coal, and

hence the proportion of water-gas contained in the illumi-

minating gas produced is less than in the experiments of

Blass, the luminosity of the flame and the calorific value of

the gas being correspondingly greater.—H. 15.

Naphthalene in Coal Gas; Formation of .

A. U. White and S. Hall. XXIII., page 1-240.

English Patents.

Peat; Process for Converting Row into Solid Peat
Fuel. C. Sehlickeyseu, ^teglitz, Germauv. Eng. Pat. '

4995, Feb. 29, 1904.

The raw peat "as it is taken from the bog," is incorpo-

rated, in a mixing and kneading machine, with pulverulent,

granular, or fibrous substances, such as peat dust, spent

tan, road sweepings, powdered ore and the like, and is then
made into blocks. The blocks are, preferably, coated on
the surface with pulverulent, granular, or liquid substances,

to aid the reteution of which the mixture, on issuiLg from
the kneading machine, may be first pressed through a

heated mouthpiece, so as to heat the surfaces of the bars
to about the boiling-point of water, before applying tbe
coating substance.— H. B.

Gas Producers. 1,. Mond, London. Eng. Pat. 27,496,
Dec. 15, 1903.

In a gas producer of the kind described in Eng. Pat. 12,410
of 1893 (this J., 1894, 938), the blast is supplied through
a circular grate having the form of an inverted truncated

cone. According to this specification, a blast-pipe passes

axially up through the conical grate, the open eud being

covered with a hood, to prevent any fuel from entering it.

The blast of air, steam, or air and steam, is delivered in two
portions, one of which passes up through the blast pine,

whilst the other is led down the annular space between tbe

two concentric casiugs of the producer, to enter through the

conical grate.—H. B.

Gas Producers and Steam-Generatorsfor Producing WaUtk
Gas and Generating Steam by the Heat of such Gases ;

Combined Double . l'\ Xeuman, Kschweiler, Ger-
maDv. Log. Pat. 21,318, Oct. 4, 1904. Under Internal
Conv., Oct. 20, 1903.

Two alternately operated producers for the generation o!

water-gas and producer-gas are so connected to a commo
tubular steam boiler, divided longitudinally by means of

partition, that the producer-gas generated io the one pn
ducer and the water-gas simultaneously generated in tin

other producer are made to traverse the steam boil

simultaneously, but separately from each other, for t\

purpose of keeping the boiler at the same temperatu
throughout the alternating water-gas and producer-ga

periods, and maintaining a uniform production of steam.

—H. B.

Gas Producers. J. Robscn, Shipley, Vorks. ling. Pa
22,092, Oct. 14, 1904.

The vertical fire-brick lining of the producer is recessi

above the fire-grate, round the region of incandescent,

and in the recess there is fitted an annular metal chann:
through which the supply of air and steam is made to cir

ealate before passing up through the fire-bar-. Iiv thi<

means the mixture of steam and air i- superheated, and th

adhesion of clinker to the walls at the incandescent zone

prevented by the cooling action of the current withiu th

annular channel.— if. B.

Gas and Aii- Mixing Apparatus. C. C. Dodge, XewYorl
Eng. Pat. 21,776, Oct. 10. 1904.

Inside an outer drum there are arranged, upon a commo
horizontal shaft, a gas-meter drum and an air-meter drag

constructed with helical compartments adapted to

immersed in water, on the usual principle. The two meti

drums are diiven by means of the gas pressure within tli

gas-meter drum, the air and gas which arc delivered at th

inner ends of the two drums being mixed within the oute

drum and passing thence through an outlet pipe. In orde

to reduce the friction on the shaft-bearing, each mete

drum has a central closed chamber, serving as a buoy

attached to the shaft, and the blades forming the belie
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I compartments are attached to the periphery of this chamber.
I Instead of a stuffing-box at the central point where the pas
I inlet-pipe enters the pas-meter drum horizontally, a water
I sealing device is provided, consisting of a concentric sealing

[chamber on the end of the drum, embracing a concentric
(disc secured vertically on the gas inlet-pip-. —H. B.

I Lighting Purposes ; Bodies Adapted for and Rendered
Incandescent by Heat or Electricity. J. 11. Ladd,
Reigate, Surrey. Eng. Pat. 25,698, Nov. 24, 190:).

[Flints are heated at 4000'—6000" 1'. (from 2204° to

|3S16° C.) to expel "metallic elements," ground to powder,
[mixed with tar and cement or the like, kneaded into a
dough with water, and moulded into the desired shape. If

moulded to the shape of an incandescent mantle, the latter

[is perforated with small holes, dried slowly, impregnated
with salts of the rare earths, &c, dried, and baked at a
[high temperature. The dough can also be made into electric

[lamp filaments.—H. B.

Mantles of Incandescent Gas Burners. T. K. Johnson
and W. MeKear., Glasgow. Eng. I'at. 75:!, Jan. 12,

1904.

To strengthen and increase the lighting power of mantles,

thev are dipped into a solution of " sulphate of alum," and
| dried.- H. B.

Electrodesfor Arc-Lights. F. J. Gerard and I.. Fiedler,

London. Eng. Pat. 6972, Mar. 22, 1904.

Thi: electrodes contain a small proportion of lanthanum
.and of thorium, the ratio of the lanthanum to the thorium
lying between 20 : SO and 70 : 30. They are conveniently

prepared by adding to the graphite employed, from 1 to 5

parts per 1000 of the nitrates of the earths in aqueous solu-

tion, drying, adding the usual binding ingredients, and
proceeding in the ordinary way. The thorium may be

replaced partly by zirconium. Two electrodes may be

•used together, in which the one contains the lanthanum,
with or without zirconium, whilst the other contains the

thorium, with or without zirconium. ( 'heaper forms of

electrodes are made by adding, instead of rare earths,

magnesium and aluminium, or their compounds, in approxi-

ately equal proportions.—H. B.

United States Patents.

JOi7] Gas Generator. F. S. Vincent, Petoskey, Mich.,

Assignor to B. J. Lyon, Salt Lake City. U.S. Pat.

774,802, Hov. 1J, 1904".

A reservoir, containing liquid hydrocarbon, is supplied

with compressed air by means of a hand-pump, and is

connected to a generator consisting of an upright tubular

casing, containing a sheet-metal spiral and heated by a
•burner placed beneath the generator. A feed-pipe for the

generator is connected to the lower part of the reservoir,

and is formed with a loop passing rouud the burner, so that

the hydrocarbon is heated on its way to the generator.

The feed pipe and upper part of the generator are connected

to the toj) of the reservoir, whereby, an even pressure is

maintained. The gas produced in the generator is directed

through a nozzle into a mixing chamber, wherein it mixes

with air. and flows thence into the gas main. A branch

pipe from the gas main supplies the gas required by the

heating burner.— H. B.

Gas Producer. H. L. Dixon, Assignor to H. L. Dixou
< o., Pittsburg. U.S. Pat. 775,265, Nov. 15, 1904.

Tue producer consists of a number of adjoining, water-

sealed chambers, each pair of which has a common inter-

mediate vertical wall. " Grated " air-passages are formed

in the inner sides of the vertical walls of the chamber.
—A. S.

Gas Generator. A. Weighle, Toss, Assignor to Schweiz-

erisehe Locomotiv- und Maschinenfabrik, Winteithar.

Switzerland. U.S. Pat. 775,641, Nov. 22, 1904.

See Eng. Pat. 5798 of 1903; this J., 1904, 316.—T. F. B.

< 'entrifugal Gas Purifier. A. Steinbart, Carlstadt, N.J.
U.S. Pat. 775,402, Nov. 22, L904.

A rotary fau is mounted within a vertical "circular"
casing; a concentric annular plate surrounds the fan a
short distance from its circumference, and forms an annular
chamber with the casing, from which water is injected into
the path of the fan tangentially to its circumference. The
casing has an outward enlargement at the centre of each
side; a tapering gas-inlet tube, having its end curved
spirally, being connected to one side, and a flaring outlet-
pipe, likewise having its inner end curved spirally, com-
municating with the other side.—H. B.

Centrifugal Gas-Purifier. F. V. Matton, Riverton,
Assignor to Camden Iron Works, Camden, X.J. U.S.
fat. 775,758, Nov. 22, 1904.

A rotaby fan disc is provided on both sides with blades
having recesses, the blades on one side being shorter than
those on the other. The fan casing carries inwardly extend-
ing lugs, arranged in circular series, agjiust which particles
carried by the gas are projected by the action of the blades,
the recesses in which register with the lugs when the fan
rotates. Water is projected against the fan from one or
more nozzles passing through the casing.—H. B.

French Patents.

Briquettes to resist Atmospheric Influences and t„ bear
Transport, Ar. ; Process and Apparatus for the Manu-
facture of Solid . G. llopfner. Fr. Pat. 344,926,
June 23, 1904.

The briquettes formed are said to burn without smoke, soot,
or sulphurous fumes. The finely-ground fuel is intimately
mixed with lime (slaked or unslaked) and the requisite
quantity of water, in a long, horizontal cylinder provided
with mixing blades. The mixture sets to a pasty mass,
which passes into a vertical, cylindrical moulding machine,
provided with an endless screw, where it is subjected to a
gradually increasing pressure. The moulding machine ends
below in an outlet chamber, the walls of which are kept wet
by a stream of water, and below this are an automatic
cutting blade and a conveyor which carries the briquettes
to a drying chamber, where they are dried in an atmosphere
containing carbon dioxide.—A. S.

Fuel ; Artificial , and Method of Making the same.
P. Grayson. Fr. Pat. 345,474, Aug. 10, 1904.

• dm., in a state of fine division, is mixed with water, rosin,
or pitch, plaster-of-Paris, lime or cement, and mineral oil,

with or without addition of sand and sawdust. The dry
materials may be mixed separately, one portion with water
and another with mineral oil, and then the two mixtures incor-
porated ; or (he dry materials may be mixed with the water,
and the mass incorporated with a hot mixture of the mineral
oil and rosin or pitch.—A. S.

Gas Generators ; hnpts. in . J. J. Desehamps. First
Addition, dated Oct. 13, 1903, to Fr. Pat. .332,745, June 3,
1903.

See Eng. Pat. 12,221 of 1904 ; this J., 1904, 929.—T. F. B.

Gas Generators J. J. Lafond, Fr. Pat. 339,097,
Oct. 14, 1903.

Ax1 annular tuyere or trough is provided round the lower
part of the combustion chamber. Hot water, supplied by
a small boiler situated at the top of the generator in the
path of the hot gases, enters the annular tuyere, and the
steam issuing upwards therefrom, prevents the adhesion of
clinker to the walls of the generator. In on! r to prevent
the main current of gas from interfering will: ,•

action of the steam at the sides, the usual supply of air and
steam is admitted by a central blast-pipe at the base of the
generator, and the gas produced, is led off by a central
conduit (enclosing the small boiler mentioned above)
depending into the generator.— II. II.
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Generator for Purified Weak Gas. L. Heinen.

Fr. Pat. 344,859, Jan. 26, 1904.

The generator comprises a vertical combustion-shaft, the

lower part of which is slightly curved, and is provided with

a fire-grate and an ash-pit having a slide for letting tin-

ashes drop out ; an observation plug at the top of the

shaft; a fuel reservoir at tin- top and to the side of the

shaft, having a helical blade for feeding the shaft with the

fuel ; and a water-regulating device for supplying water and

air to a coiled pipe, surrounding the top of the shaft, and

immersed in the hot gases produced, which furnishes a

mixture of steam and air to be admitted at the foot of the

-haft. The hot gases, on leaving the producer, encounter

an inwardly directed spray of water, and then pass down

a vertical pipe, at the foot of which the heavier solid

impurities collect. The lighter particles, becoming wetted

by the condensing steam, adhere to the wet surfaces of the

fan through which the cases pass en their way to a coke

filter and gas-holder.—H. B.

Gas Generators [using Oil and Steam']. Construction

Company. Fr. Pat. 345,095, June 27, 1904.

A mixture of vaporised oil and superheated steam is

converted, by heating, into a fixed gas consisting of water-

gas and gaseous hydrocarbons. The apparatus used i>

characterised by a combination consisting of a mixing-

chamber surrounding a hollow heating-chamber. The

inner chamber is healed internally by means of super-

heated steam, and jets of heated oil and superheated steam

are directed upon its surface, the mixture produced, being

led off from the mixing chamber aud passed through a

retort wherein it is converted into fixed gas.—H. B.

Gas Combustible, from Bituminous Fuel ; Production of

. Soc. Anon. F. Krupp A.-G. Fr. Pat. 345,016,

July 22, 1904.

The main combustion chamber of the producer, which is

provided with a grate aud an inlet for air and steam at the

bottom, is surmounted by a cylindrical chargiug-shaft,

opening at its upper end into a covered hopper. Inlets

for compressed air are provided in the eharging-shaft, at

the point where it opens out into the hopper. The gi-

off-take pipe leaves the producer at the shoulder formed l.\

the junction of the charging shaft with the main combus-

tion chamber, and this shoulder is provided with a series of

poke-holes. The object is to maintain two zones of com-

bustion, the one upon the fire grate, and the other ac the

top of the charging shaft, the latter being easily accessible

for loosening the fragments of coal. The fresh coal,

placed in the hopper, parts with its tarry matters in the

upper zone of combustion, and is converted into coke by

the time it reaches the main combustion chamber.—H. B.

Gas Producers. Soc. Menot Pere et Fils et Deneuville.

Fr. Tat. 345,466, Aug. 10, 1904.

An annular steam generator surrounds the fuel hopper ai

the top of the producer, and extends dov. nwards some

distance into the path of the hot gases. From the upper

part of the steam-generator a pipe leads the steam down

to the air- and steam-inlet at the base of the fuel chamber.

When the water supplied to the steam-generator reaches a

certain level, the excess overflows into a second pipe which

delivers it into an annular box surrounding the incan-

descent portion of the fuel, and the steam here generated.

mixes with that from the former pipe and enters the fuel

chamber—H. B.

Gases; [AiUomatic] Apparatus forth, Analysis of .

A. Bayer. Fr. Pat. 3-15,221, July 29, 19(4. XXIII.,

page I

Gases; Process for Purifyiny, Absorbing, and Regene-

rating by Centrifugal Force. E. Theisen. Fr. Pat.

345,418, Aug'. 8, 1901.

See Eng. Pat. S671 of 1903 ; this J., 1904, 434.—T. F. B.

Sulphur and Cyanides from Gas-Purifying Material*
[Spent Oxide] ; Process and Apparatus for Extracting
-

. .1. J. M. Beeigneul. Fr. Pat. 345,071. July 2:t,

1904. VII., page 1216.

Filament of Sigh Illuminatint) Power for Incandescent
Electric Lamps. ¥.. I.. Freuot. Fr. Pat. 34 1.759,

July 11, 1904.

A metallic or carbon filament i- coated by dipping it

several times into an alcoholic solution containing the

following substances : sugar candy, thorium nitrate, cerium

nitrate, cobalt nitrate, aluminium nitrate, and cream of

tartar, and then drying it. The alcoholic solution is then

placed iu a flask and boiled, the vapours, which carry ove»

mechauically a considerable proportion of the above-named
substances, being led into a vessel in which is suspended

the coated filament, kept incandescent by means of an

electric current. The tilameut is finally carbonised as

usual. An alternative process is to prepare a paste of the

above-named substances, extrude it into a filament, audi
carbonise the latter as usual.—H. B.

Filaments for Incandescent Electric Lamps ; .Manufacture*

<f . A. de Madaillan. Fr. Pat. 345,1112, July 21,

1904.

Salts or oxides of thorium, cerium, &c, are incorporated

with a pasty solution of cellulose aud zinc chloride ; the

mixture is relieved of air-bubbles by subjecting it to reduced

pressure, aud is then extruded iuto filaments, which are!

placed in strong alcohol for two or three hours and then

dried. They are next wrapped round blocks of graphite'X

placed in powdered plumbago, aud heated for 30 hours

2000° C, when they are ready for use.—H. B.

III.-DESTRUCTIYE DISTILLATION.

TAR PRODUCTS. PETROLEUM
AND MINERAL WAXES.

Transformer Oils. D. Holde. Mitt, konigi. MateriaJ-

prufungSHint, 1904, 22, 147—150.

According to the author, a transformer oil, i.e., one
which an electrical transformer is immersed to preve

sparks passing from one coil of wire to another, shouU

have the following characters:— (1) It should be a pure,

heavy mineral oil, haviug a flashing-point above ISO (
'.

the Pensky test or above 190° C. by the open test ; (2)

should be completely free from acid, alkali, ami watS

(3) It should have as low a viscosity as possible, and
any case not higher than 20 by the Kngler test, compar
with water at 20° (

'. (1) It should remain liquid whe
cocded below

: C.--A. S.

Paraffin ; Action of Sulphuric Acid on . C.J. I«ti

aud M. Michailescou. Bull. Soc. Sciences Bucarcst, 190

13, 143—145. Chem. Centr., 1904, 2, 1447— 144S.

The authors find that paraffin hydrocarbons of high raeltin

point can be treated with hot sulphuric acid without

carbonisation taking place. No sulphonic acids are pro-

duced by the reaction. Tbe constitution of the higher

members of the paraffin series is discussed, and it is con-

cluded from the results of tin- present aud of previous wan
that the sulphuric acid has an oxidising action, resulting

in the formation of aldehydes aud of evclic compounds.
— A. S

Paraffin Wax; Admijtiir, of with Substances •>/

Higher Melting Point. [Caudle Making.] E. Craefl

Chem.-Zeit., 1904, 28, 1141— 1149.

In the author's opinion the only reliable methods of <!<(

mining tbe melting points of mistures of parathu wax wil

substance? of higher melting point, are those based upOD

measuring the latent heat of melting at the moment of

solidification, as in tbe methods of linkener, of Dalical,

aud of Shukoff (this J., 1899. 406). In the experiment*

described, parallel determinations were made by Shukoff's

method, by the capillary tube method, and by a method

in. which was determined the temperature at which solid

B
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material adhering to the bulb of the thermometer melted
sufficiently to fall off. Experiments were made with soft

paraffin, melting at 42 C. (Shukoff), 42-4° C. (capillar,

tube) and I-.V ( . (thermometer), mixed with stearine

(in. p. 55"23 C), retene, naphthalene, ruoutan wax (this

J., 1901, 1221). aeidyl derivatives of aromatic bases, such as

the compound, C6
II 3 .XlH'(iC i;

H
3 „ and with hard paraffin

wax.
The author explains the well-known fact that the melting

point of soft paraffin i- really raised by the addition of hard
paraffin by Ostwald's theory of solid solution. According
to this, solid solutions consist of mixtures of isomorphous
crystals or of mixtures of crystalline substances tbat

crystallise in different forms, but yet form homogeneous
mixed crystals of the shape of the predominant con-
stituent, e.g., naphthalene and naphthol, or salicylic and
benzoic acids. In the case of hard and soft paraffin it is

uncertain whether there is isomorphism or formation of

mixed crystals, but it is one or the other, since it is pos-

sible to isolate ditfereut components from the homogeneous
mixed crystals, and in the author's opinion the evidence of

the microscope points to isomorphism.

This theory also explains why addition of ruoutan wax
causes a slight elevatiou (00' C.) in the melting point of

the soft paraffin. During the distillation of the wax (this

J., toe. cit.) -light decomposition occurs, with the forma-

tion of small amounts of paraffins which are able to crystal-

lise in homogeneous mixed crystals with the soft paraffin.

The genera, conclusion arrived at is-, that a substance of

high melting point can only laise the melting point of

ili't when it is capable of forming with it a solid

solution. Otherwise it can only depress the melting point,

except in such cases where it crystallises out, when it

leaves the melting point unaltered.

Solidity Tests.—The addition of substances such as

montan wax confers on soft paraffin a degree of solidity

which does not correspond with the melting point, and in

the author's opinion a solidity test should also be applied

to caudles. lie regards the test recommended by the

(German) Commission on testing technical materials

(1902) as the must suitable for the purpose. This consists

in keeping the candles for a definite time fixed upright

in a room at a definite temperature, and noting the amount
of bending. Thus, candles prepared from the mixtures

lescribed above were kept for 10 minutes at 25 C. The

real melting point (Snukoff's method) is not conclusive in

itself, since the solidity of mixtures containing montan wax
is greater than t hit of soft paraffin alone. The older optical

methods of determining the melting point may still in- ol

value for comparing different kinds of paraffin, but are

useless as a criterion of the solidity of candles.— C. A. M.

Lignite Tar Distilleries ; Use of Waste Liquorsfrom
as Manure. 1•'. Strube. XV., page 1228.

Nitrogenous Refuse and Waste Sulphuric A<i<l [from
Petroleum Ht-jining ] ; Utilisation of . E. Donath.

XV., page 1228.

English Patent.

JEspartn. Straw, Wood. $c ; Utilisation [Distillation] of

Residual Matters containing Alkaline and Organic Sai

stancesfrom the Treatment of , in the Preparation

of Paper-Pulp. E. II. Strange, J. H. Garle and

A. A. Longsdon. Eng. Fat. 27,7:jS, Dec. 17, 1903.

Tut; alkaline liquors are concentrated in a multiple-effect

evaporator, the uncondensable gases being collected. The

concentrated matter is then removed to a retort and sub-

jected to destructive distillation. The products, consisting

|of combustible gases, tars, oils and soluble organic substances

arc collected bv means of condensers and purifiers. The

alkaline residue in the stills is lixiviated and the soluble

alkali is causticised.—J. F. B.

United States Patent.

Retort [for Extracting Oil from Shale]. S. L. Hague.

Salt Lake City, Utah. U.S. Pat. 770,14s, Nov. 22, 1904.

A horizontal cylindrical retort is set in a suitable furnace.

A screw conveyor of le-s diameter than the retort, works in

its lower portion and pushes the shale forward. Cross
partitions above and partly around the conveyor, divide
the retort into a number of compartments, which are con-
netted together by suitable inlet and outlet pipes. A
hopper is provided for feeding the shale into one end of
the retort.—W. H. C.

French Patent.

Petroleum or Gasoline Soap, and Processfor Making the

L. A. Lebreton-Desbayes. Fr. Pat. 339,061,
Sept. 24, 1903. XII., page 12L'G.

IV.-COLOITKLNQ MATTERS
DYESTILFFS.

AND

Dgestuffs ; Theory of . J. Schmidlin. Comptes
rend., 1904, 139, 871—873.

Witt's view that certain molecular groupings, " chromo-
phores," were the cause of colour in colouring matters, but
that these chromophores were themselves weak and nee led

development by association with other groupings, "auxo-
eliromes," laid the foundation of the theory of dyestuffs.

The nature of these two classes of groupings, however, has
never bpen exactly defined. The author's view, based on
his researches in the rosauiline series, is that a dyestuff is

characterised by a molecule containing a strongly exother-
mic grouping (auxochrome), which determines the formation
al another puint in the molecule of an endothermic group
(chromophor) containing aliphatic double linkings, which
allow one part of the molecule to vibrate under the motive
power of luminous waves of the same period. He recalls

the fact that Helmholtz, to explain absorption, formulated
the hypothesis that a molecule might contain central

massive fixed portions, and mobile portions which would
usually tend to maintain a position of equilibrium with
regard to the fixed portions and to the ether, and that when
absorption occurs, the energy of the wave-motion would
be transformed into internal molecular energy (heat) by a
species of molecular friction between the fixed and the
mobile portions. That this dualism of the molecule should
be independently arrived at by purely physical and also by
chemical and thermochemical considerations renders it

probable that the author's exothermic and endothermic
groupings correspond to the fixed and the mobile portions

of the molecule as imagined by Helmholtz.—J. T. L>.

Aromatic Amino- and Hydroxy-Compounds ; Action of
Sulphites upon . H. T. Bucherer. J. prakt. Chem.,

104, 70, 345—364.

A. Technical Application of Sulphite Reactions:— (1) The
reaction B.NH2

-* E.O . S02Na-> Pv .OH.—Certain a-naph-
tholsulphonic acids are prepared, some exclusively, others
most advantageously, from the corresponding a-naphtbyl-

amine compounds. These may be obtained as a rule by the
sulphite reaction, the exceptions being the o- and jn-sul-

phouic acids. The following acids may be readily prepared

by it :—1.4-, I.7-,and 1 . 8-monosulphonic, 1.4.6 ,1.4.7-,
1. 4. 8-, and 1 .6.8-disulphonic acids, and the 1.4.6.8-
trisulphonic acid. The reaction is not available for the
preparation of /3-naphtholsulphomc acids. 1.8.3.6-Di-
auuuonaphthalenedisulphonie acid being a di-m compound
is not acted upon by sodium bisulphite. It is, therefore, an
interesting fact that the corresponding dinitro compound is

converted by the action of this salt into 1 .8.3.6-aminonaph-
tholdisulphonic acid (" Acid H "), probably not, however,
in the manner indicated in the patent specification (Ger. Pat.

1 13,944), namely, through the successive stages, dmitro—
diamiuo—»arniDohydroxy, but by the direct displacement of

t the uitro groups. 1 .8.5- (= 1 .8.4-)-Diatniuonaph-
thalenesulphonic acid is converted by the sulphite reaction

into 1 . 8. 5-aminouaphtholsulphouie acid, the amino group
in the p-position relatively to the sulpbouic acid group,

being replaced. If, however, the diamino-oompound be first

condensed with acetone, ard the compound thus produced
submitted to the sulphite reaction, the other amino group

i- attacked and 1 .8.4-aminouaphtholsulphonic acid results.

In the case of dihydroxynaphthalene compounds, the sill-
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phite reaction is of value for the preparation of the 1 .s. I

(= OH : OH : S03H) sulphonic acid. In the benzene
:, monamines are scarcely acted upon. With some m-

which, like m-phenylenediamine, react easily, 11

mixture of products is obtained; with others, the reaction

takes place with difficulty.

(2) The Reaction R.OH-»R.O.SOsNa. — Those sul-

phurous acid esters which contain free amino groups, e.g.,

HjN.R".( KMiAa, may be diazotised into, e.g., ( 1..Y..I:".

O.SOjSTa, and the compounds of the latter type may be
combined with the usual dye-tuff components. By treatment
with alkalis, the products are bydrolysed into hydroxya/o
dyestuffs. The advantages of this method of preparing thi

latter are (1) the sulphurous acid esters of aromatic amino
compounds well withstand the process of diazotising, their

molecules being protected against the action of a slight excess
of nitrous acid; (-) the azo dyestuffs formed from the
esters are much more soluble than those from the corres-

ponding aminohydroxy compounds. The soluble dyestuffs
may be applied to textile fibres and be transformed, <.</., by
oxidation, .on the fibre, into difficultly soluble hydroxyazo
dyestuffs, faster to soaping and milling than the esters.

Sulphurous acid esters with free uuxochromous groups
(OH, NIL, &c.) may also be employed as dyestuff com-
ponents, e.g., in preparing isomerides of dyestuffs already
known and in determining the constitution of compounds
in regard to which there is doubt; thus, in Cassrlla's

Eanacyl Hlue, which is prepared by diazotising "Arid II
"

and combining with 1 . 5-aminonaphthol, the diazo residue
is represented as occupying the position G. It is more
likely, in the author's opinion, that the attachmi at is in the
position 2. It would he easy to decide the point by making
use of the sulphurous ester of the aminonaphthol, with
which combination can take' place only in the position 2.

(3) The Reaction li Oil -* R.O.SO-Na^ It ..X II ,.

—In animating 2 . 1-fl-naphtholsulphonic acid with am-
monia according to the older method, ,1 temperature of
above 200""' C. is necessary, and, along with the fl-naphthyl-
aminesulphonie acid. fl-naphthylamine and /3-dinaphthvl
amine are formed. By the sulphite method, a much lower
temperature, below the temperature of decomposition of
the sulphonic acid in fact, suffices for the action. The
isomeric 1 . 2-naphtholsnlphonic acid cannot be animated
by the sulphite reaction.

B. Extensions of the Sulphite Reactions.— Xot only
primary, but also mono- aud di-alkylated amities react,

according to the schemi

—

(1) 15.N<Ji'+ Bisulphite -*a.O.S02NB+ \i;...! — K OH.

(2) B.OH ]-.i.nli,Iiite->R.O.SO,Xa+ Nil W, I; . — l;..\ < gi-

ll being an aromatic radicle, R, and Rj alky] groups or
hydrogen atom-. The addition of mono- and di-alkyl-
aiuiues to hydroxy compounds by means of the sulphite
reaction is, in some instances, effected with greater difficulty

than is that of ammonia. Thus, in acting with methylamine
upon the sulphurous ester of 1 .4-naphtholsulphonie acid,
it is convenient to employ a temperature of 12.V—150° C,
whilst with ammonia the reaction occurs at S0

D
C. On the

other hand, the removal, by the inverse reaction, of mono-
ancl di-alkylaiuines :s accomplished with greater ease than
is that of ammonia. The sulphite reaction mas he applied
to prepare alkylamines. To this end. an aromatic amine
may be alkylated, decomposed by an alkali bisulphite into

an alkylamine and a hydroxy compound, and the aromatic
amine then regenerated h\ the action of ammonium sul-

phite upon the latter. To produce pure mono aud di-

alk -. lamines, which in practice is always difficult, advantage
may be taken of the differenci - in behaviour of the alkyl-
amine-, U.MI.li, and 1!.N( K,);, towards sodium bisul-

phite at specific temperatures. A temperature can bl

found, for instance, at which the tertiary amine is acted
upon whilst the secondary amine is unaffected, or via
rir.su. Again, a mixture of mono- and di-alkylamines,
obtained bj di omposing with sodium bisulphite a mixture
of secondary aud tertiary amines may be brought, after

conversion into sulphites, into contact with an aromatic
hydroxy compound at 6UCD a temperature that only one of

the two reacts. The other amine, if sufficiently "volatile.

may then be removed by distillation after rendering the
mixture alkaline, or the alkylated amine may he precipi-
tated, the purified aromatic alkylamine being, in either
rase, finally decomposed to give tin- pur. mono- or di-
alkylamine desired.—E. H.

Iroxyazo Compounds Obtained by the Combination of
Phenols with Diazo Compounds; Influence • >/' Una
saturated Side-Chains en the Formation and Colour of

. W. Borsche and I'. Streitberger. Ber., 1904
37, 1 116—4130.

The isomeric hydroxycinnamic acids aud o-phenvlhvdroxy
cinnamic acids were investigated with regard to their
behaviour towards diazo compounds. The two stereo
isomeric forms of o-hy drow-einnamie acid, i.e. eumaric and
cumarinie acids, each combine with one molecular propr.i
tiou of dia/.olK'Uzene fairly smoothly, to formp-hvdrnxynzo
compounds. w-IIydroxjcinnamic acid gives a poor yield
of the j.-hvdroxyazo compound in alkaline solution, hut the
yield is very much improved il courbination tak.

alcoholic acetic acid solution. p iiydrowcinnaniic acid
does not react in alcoholic acetic acid solution. In alkaline
solution a very unstable dyestuff is at once formed, which
is possibly die compound

—

<
) : C„H 4 : CH.C(t N ,NH. C f,U 5 ) . COOH.

All hydroxycinnamic acids refuse to combine with tt

molecular proportions of diazobenzene. On the othei
hand, <>- and m-hydroxyphenylpropionic acids were fount)
be capable of combining with two molecular pro) ortioos 1

diazobenzene, whilst p-hydroxjphenylpropionic acid,
pj

course, was only capable ol combining » 11I1 one. o-Phenj I

eumaric acid is unknown. a-Phenylcumarinic acid 1

bines with oue molecular propottion of diazobenzene aud
a-phenyl-p-bydroxycinnamic acid behaves in the
manner, in contrast to the non-pbenylated compound, (in

the other hand, a-pheny] m hydroxy einnamie acid only
combines to a very slight degree, if at all. with diazohen
zene. The o-phenylhydroxydihydroeiunamie acids h hayi I

iu all essentials in an analogous manner to the correspond
ing non-phenylated compounds, the /6-hydroxyphein lpro
pionic acids. It appears that the influence of an o-

unssiturated side-chain on the benzt ue nucleus is in respe
to combining power with diazo compounds, very similar I

that of an azo group Moreover, its disturbing influence
greatest when in the m-position to the hydroxy group
weaker in the p-, and weakest in the o-position. In order I

observe the tinctorial effect id' ihe presence of an unsaturate'
side-chain, the combinations with p-diazobenzene sulphonic-
acid were studied. Cumarie and cumarinie acid- combine]
normally with this reagent, m-hydroxyciiiiianiic acid OnJ
comhineil partially, whilst p-hydroxycinnamic acid yield.fi
an unstable compound. The three hydroxyphenylpropionfl
acids reacted normally. It was found that the dyestufl
with unsaturated side-chain dyed wool in redder si idi

than the corresponding saturated compounds. Here again
the influence of the unsaturated side chain is similar M
that of a second azo group. The shades produced on
wool are :—Benzenesulphonic arid azocumaric acid, orange,
yellow; benzenesulphonic acid a/ melilotic arid, canon
yellow; benzenesulphonic acid m-hydroxycinnamic arid'

yellowish-red; benzenesulphonic acid m-hydroxycinnamn
acid, dark yellow. Benzenesulphonic acid azo-m-hydroxy
dihydroeiniiaiiiie arid dyes in redder shades than the corn
-ponding o-compound, and a-phenylhenzenesulphonic Ron
azomelilotic arid in redder -fade- than the corresponds
non-phenylated compound.—E. K.

3.2'-, 8.3'-, and SA'-Dthydroxuflavonol. Si. \

nei l-i. A. \. Szlagier, A. U ulnar, and K. Jnppen. I:. 1 .

1904, 37, 4155—4168.

Tnr. authors have -yntlir-i-rd :;.2'-, 3.3'-. and '.'.A

dihydroxy tlavonol. and find that these isomerides all dy
mordanted wool fairly strongly, giving yellow -hade- on

alumina- and brown shade- on iron-mordant, showing tba

in this case the presence of hydroxy! groups in "ancbn
position to one another i- of do consequence as regards th

mordant dyeing properties of the dyestuff. The expel
merits on the dyeing properties of 2.2'-, 2.3'-, and 2.4 •
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dihydroxyflavonol (Kostanecki ami others, this J., 1004.

712 and 307) were therefore repeated. The authors now
find that the former results wet-' erroneous, owing to the
fact that 2 . 2'-dihydroxyflavonol is much more soluble in

hot water and in alcohol than 2.:!'- and 2 . -I'-dihydroxy-

flavonol. When the latter were employed in the i'orm of
fine pastes, it was found that 2

• 3'-dihydroxyflavonol dyed
on alumina, mordant almost as strongly as the 2.2'-di-

bydroxyflavonol, and 2.4'-hydrox)-flavonol even more
strongly. The presence of hydroxyl groups in " anchi "-

position is, therefore, of no importance with regard to the

property of dyeing on mordants. To prepare 3.2'-diby-
droxyflavonol, salicylic aldehyde methyl-ether was first

treated with paeonol to form 2'-hydroxy-4'-2 metbox v-

chalkone (CHsO) (OH) C6H3.CO.CH : CH.C6H4 .OI B3 .

This reaction is performed in pies. nee of alcohol and sodium
hydroxide. On boiling with alcohol and dilute hydrochloric

acid, this is converted into 3.2' dimethoxyflavanone

—

CH
:t
O.C,H3

O— CH — C,-lI,.nCH,

I

CO— CH.,

This is converted, by means of amy] nitrite and h\ drochlorie

acid, into an isouitroso compound, which, on boiling with

dilute sulphuric acid, forms 3 . 2'-dimethoxyflavonol. On
boiliug with strong hydriodic acid, this is converted into

3.2'-dihydroxyflavonol. 3.8'-Dibydroxyflavonol aDd 3.4'-

dihydroxyflavonol are prepared in an analogous manner,
the original salicylic aldehdye methyl-ether being replaced

by )H-ruethoxybeii/,aldehyde in the first case, and the

2'-hydn.xy- f . 2-dimeth»xychalkone bj 2'-hydroxy-4'.4-

dimethoxvchalkoue in the second.—E. F.

Fluor inclines nf the Naphthalem Si ries. B. Nietzki ami
A. Volleubruck. Ber., 1004, 3", 3887—3891.

1.3.4.6 - DlNTIEODICHLOBOBENzENE is condensed with

o-naphthylenediamine in presence of sodium acetate, forming
aminonaphtliyldinitrochloroaniliiie. This condenses with a

further molecular proportion of o-naphthylenediamine, in

presence of dry sodium carbonate, sodium acetate, and
amy] alcohol, to form diaminodinaphfhyldinitro-m-pheny-

lenediamine, which, on reduction with stannous chloride, tin,

and hydrochloric acid, vields diaminodinaphtbyltetra-amino-

fcnzene, C6H5(NH3)a(NH.C10H 6
NH2)2, in the form of a

tetrahvdrochloride. This substance is oxidised by air in

presence of moisture or in aqueous solution, or by ferric

chloride, forming aminonaphtbyldianiiDonaphthophenazine,

CmH,
X/ >C£H2

(:NH)XH.C 10H6(NH :
,).

If the oxidation is carried out whilst, heating, or if the above-

mentioned intermediate product is boiled with dilute hydro-

chloric acid, naphthofluorindene

—

X XIK
C6H2 <; ^ '

', ir,.

'V X

is formed. The hydrochloride and other salts form crystal-

line powders, soluble with difficulty in all solvents. The
solutions are pure blue in colour. The solution of the buse

is red. Xone of the solutions are fluorescent. If the above-

mentioned aniinonaphthyldinitrochloroaniliue is condensed

with o-phenylenediamiiie in presence of sodium carbonate,

odium acetate, and amyl alcohol, aminonaphthylamiuo-

pheny!dinitro-m-phenylenediamine is formed. On (eduction

this yields aminonaphthylamiuophenyltetra-amiuobeii

which readily oxidises to an intermediate product of an

'azine" type of which the base is yellow and the hydre-

hloride, C.j,H 17X ,-,(HCl) 2 , brown. On oxidising the boiling,

ilightly acri solution of the tetra-amino substance by means

of a current of air, the mixed fiuorindiue—

X
' In 1 A ,-

/
^XH^

CBH
/.Ml

\ v / °
4

s formed as a dihydrocbloride, in crystals having a metallic

ustre, and which dissolve with difficulty in alcohol to a

blue solution. On considerable dilution the colour of the
solution becomes reddish, and shows weak fluorescence.
The alcoholic solution of the base is brownish-yellow and
shows red fluorescence.—E. F.

Iron-Cyanogen Compounds ; Blue . K. A. Hofmann,
O. Heine, and 1". Kochtlen. Anualen. 1001, 337, 1—30.

The authors find that .Soluble Prussian Blue made from
potassium ferrocyanide and less than one molecular pro-
portion of a ferric salt is identical with TurnbulPs Soluble
Blue made from potassium ferricyanide and less than one
molecular proportion of a ferrous salt, thus confirming the
results of Skraup (Aunalen, 1377, 186, 371 ). Both repre-
sent the ferric-potassium salt of hydroferrocyanic acid,
contain water which cannot be removed without decom-
position, and correspond to the formula (FeCy6 .KH2)

—
MI),,. Insoluble Prussian Blue, made from potassium

fei i. .cyanide with excess of a ferric salt, or with a mixture
of ferric and ferrous salts, is, if thoroughly washed in
presence of air, ideutical with Turnbull's Insoluble Blue,
made from potassium ferricyanide and excess of a ferrous
salt. Precipitates obtained whilst bot, in presence of free

j

acid, are complicated mixtures, whilst at 15° C„ without
excess of acid, there is always finally obtained the ferric
salt of hydroferrocyanic acid, Fe

;
Cy ls

+ 10H.: < ), in which the
water resists all drying agents, and is therefore probably

ntutional. The residue from the preparation of hydro-
cyanic acid is not identical with the precipitate obtained
at the ordinary temperature with potassium ferrocyanide

i
andaferroussa.lt. The latter can be oxidised, according to
the proportion of the constituents, to soluble or insoluble

|

Prussian Blue, whereas the former is only incompletely
f oxidised by the air, but. can be completely oxidised by
hydrogen peroxide to Williamson's Violet, which has the
same composition as Soluble Prussian Biue, but is probably
a polymer of the formula

—

KH (FeCy
6) < |gg > (FeCy

6) KH

The water cannot be removed by drying. The residue
from the preparation of hydrocyanic acid is the correspond-
ing ferrous sail—

K, = (FeCyc) < *«> (FeCy
6)
= K,

Williamson's Blue is mncb more stable to dilute alkali than
Prussian Blue. All the above-mentioned blue and violet

compounds can be obtained by the reducing action of
hydrogen peroxide on a mixture of potassium ferricyanide
and a ferric salt From this fact, and their stability towards

i hydrogen peroxide, it is probable that they all contain the
ferrocyanogen group combined with ferric iron, and not the
ferricyanogen group combined . with ferrous iron. Per-
fectly dry hydroferrocyanic acid and ferric chloride iu

J

solution in absolute alcohol, form intensely blue precipit.

similar iu appearance and behaviour to those obtained in
aqueous solution, but containing hydrogen, chlorine, ami
the constituents of alcohol, which cannot be removed In-

duing iu vacuum over phosphorus pentoxide. They repre-
sent the hypothetical simple ferric salts of hydroferrocyanii

1 acid, in which the extra radical ferric atoms have united
with chlorine, whilst the acid cyano-hydrogen atoms thus
.-, t free have given rise to ester formation.—E. F.

English Patent.

Sulphur Dyes [Sulphide Dijesluffs] ; Manufacture ../

Black -
. G. W. Johnson, London. From Italic

and Co., Biebrich-on-Bhine, Germany. Eng, Pat. 26 S7i)

Dec. 2, lOn::

See Fr. Pat. :i47,273 of 1003 ; this J.. 1904, 543.—T. F. B.

United States Patents.

Green Dyestuff [Anthracene Duestuff"]. I. Kv
I lologne, Germany, Assignor to Farbenfabr. of Elberfelcl
Co., New York. U.S. Pat. 775,367, Nov. 22. 19

1.4-DlAMIXO-2.3-DIBROiCO-ANTHRAQniNONE is heated with
cupric chloride in a suitable liquid. The dyestuff forms
bluish-black needles, insoluble in alcohol. It is reduced by
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hydrosulphite and caustic sort*, and the alkaline solution

has the properties of a " vat," which dyes unuiordanted

cotton a blue shade, turning to a fast green on oxidation in

the air. -A. B. S.

Blue Dyestuff [Anthracene Dyestuff . M. Kugel,

Cologne, Germany, Assignor to Farbenfabr. of Elberfeld

Co., New Vcrk. U.S. Pat. 775,368, Nov. 22, 1904.

l-METHYLAMIKO-2-BROSIO-ANTnRAQnlNONE is heated with

cupric chloride and a suitable liquid. On reduction with

hydrosulphite and caustic soda, it is converted into a hydro

compound, the alkaline solution of which has the properties

of a "vat," dyeing uumordaoted cotton in pure blue shades.

—A. B. S.

Green-blue Dyestuff [Anthracene Dyestuff}. M. Kugel,

( Cologne, Germany. Assignor to farbenfabr. of Elberfeld

Co., New York. U.S. Fat. 775,369, Nov. 22, 1904.

1 . 3-Dibromo-2-amixoaxtiii:ac>uinone is treated with

cupric chloride and a suitable liquid. The dyestuff is

reduced by hydrosulphite and caustic soda, the alkaline

solution obtained, having the properties of a " vat " which

dyes unmordanted cotton in pure greenish-blue shades.

—A. B. S.

Sulphur Dye [Sulphide Dyestuff] ; Dark Blue ——

.

A. L. Laska, Assignor to K ( (ehler, Offenbach-on-Maine,

Germany. U.S. Pat. 775,570, Nov. 22, 1904.

See EDg. Pat. 12,270 of 1904 : this J., 1904. 863.—T. F.B.

French: Patents.

Quinonephenolimides and Quintmenaphtholimides ; Manu-
facture and Separation of Stable . Farbw. vorm.

Meister, Lucius uud Briining. Fr. Pat. 339,044, Sept. 17,

1903.

Quixonechlorimide, obtained by the action of bleaching

powder on p-aminophenol in hydrochloric acid solution, is

allowed to react with an equivalent quantity of phenol,

o-cresol, m-cresol, or ouaphthol in presence of one mole-

cular proportion of sodium hydroxide. From the blue

liquids so obtained the phenol derivative is salted out in the

form of its sodium salt, the others being precipitated in the

form of their colour-acids by addition of acetic arid or

sodium bicarbonate. The products arc extremely stable,

and may be dried without decomposition. They are easily

reduced by sodium sulphide or dextrose to the correspond-

ing dihydroxydiphenylamine derivatives.—E. F.

Sulphide Dtp stuffs; Process of Making Yellow, Orange- i

Yellow to Orange . Farhwerke vorm. Meister,

Lucius ur.d Briining. Fr. Pat. 339,096, I let 12, 1903.

Si i Eng. Pat. 21,800 of 1903 ; this J., 1904, S63.—T. F. li.

Sulphide Dyestuff*; Process for Manufacturing Pun
Yellow, Orangi Yellow '<• Yellow-Orange . F«rb-

werke vorm. Meister, Lucius unci Briining. Fr. Pat.

339,103, Oct. 15, 1903.

See Eng. Pat. 21,945 of 1903 ; this J., 1904, 819.—T. F. B.

Para-acetamino-n-aniinoplu no !
. and Monazo Mordant Due-

stuffs derived therefrom; Process for the Production of
. L. Cassnlla and Co. Fr. Pat. 339,090, Oct. 9,

1903.

Eng. Pat. 2'-\2SD of 1903 ; this J., 1904. 898.—T. F. K.

Monoazo Dyestuffs; Process of manufacturing Mordant
. K. Odder. Fr. Pat. 845,128, May 31. 1904.

See IS Pat. 7C7,069of 1904: this J., 1904,863 T. r. P.

Monoazo Dps/nil's; Process ft Manufacturing Mordant
. K. Oehler. First Addition, dated June i :. 1904,

to Fr. Pat. 345,128, May 31, 1904.

See U.S. Pa'. 707,070 of 190 4; this J., 1904, 863.—T. F.B-

Alizarin; Process for Manufacturing . Badische
Auiliu nod Soda 1'ahrik. Fr. Pat. 344,680, July 8,1904.
Under Internat. Conv., Feb. 22, 1904.

Very pure alizarin, which dyes fine bluish-red shades, is

produced by heating anthraquinone with very concentrated

caustic alkali solution in presence of an oxidising agent.

For example. 100 kilos, of anthraquinone are incorporated
with a solution of 20—30 kilos, of sodium chlorate and
300 kilos, of a mixture of caustic potash and soda in 100

litres of water, and the whole heated to 2oci° C. in an open
vessel, with agitation. The product is dissolved in yvater,

air is blown through the solution, and the alizarin is pre-

cipitated by milk of lime. The precipitate is decomposed
by hydrochloric acid, and the residue treated with dilute

caustic soda solution, to separate the alizarin from the

anthraquinone. The mother liquors of the process contaiu

small quantities of benzoic acid. In place of sodium
chlorate, other oxidising agents may he used, e.g., sodium,

| v

barium, manganese, or lead peroxides, or mercuric oxide.

—T. F. B.
J

Arylated 1 ,8-Naphthylaminesulphonic Acids ; Preparation

of . Actienges. f. Auiliu-fahrikaiiuu. Fr. Patw"
.344,810, July 15, 1904.

l-N. ,.i'HTHVLAjiiXE-4.8-niSL,

i I'HOMC acid is heated to about
180—190° C. with aniline or its homologues, with or without

the addition of benzoic acid or of hydrochlorides of the

same bases. The sulphonic-aeid group in the 4-positionia

thus eliminated, the amino group of the naphthylamine
sulphonic acid being simultaneously arylated. After the i

'

completion of the reaction, excess of sodium carbonate is f

added, the excess of aromatic base driven oil by a current

of steam, the solution cooled and the product precipitated

by addition of acid.—E. F.

Azo Dyestnffs ; Process for Preparing New Intermedial
Compounds and New . U. Nuth, 11. Hold, and
H. Buegg. Fr. Pat. 344,S44, July 16, 1904.

Br sulphonating a- and j9-naphthylbenzidine at a temper;

ture of 90 — 100" C, slightly soluble or easily soluhli

sulphonic acids are obtained, according to whether ordinar;

v monohydrate) or fuming sulphuric acid has been use

The sulphonic acids are suitable for the preparation of azfl

dyestuffs. In diazotising certain of these acids, nitroso

diazoniuin compounds are produced, hut the correspondnfl
nitroso-azo dyestuffs can be converted into the simple az
dyestuffs by boiling with mineral acids. Dyestuffs whic

give yellow shades on wool are obtained by combining the

t> trazo compound of the slightly soluble /3-nuphtliyllienz

dine sulphonic acid with salicylic acid -, •, iolet, !)\ comhinif
yvith /3-naptholdisulphonic acid R; blue, by CO

nmiiionaphthoidisulphonic acid S. By combining the

derivative of the easily soluble /9-aoid yvith "K acid,"

a bluish-red dyestuff results. A large variety of shades
thus obtained by combining the four sulphonic acids

different phenols and amines. For instance, a black dy

stuff results from combining the slightly soluble 0-acid,i

the one hand, with a-naphthlyamiae, and on the other hand
v,ith B salt.—T. F. P.

Monoazo Mordant Dyestuff[Azo Dyestuff"] Preparation <

a New . (Case I.) Kalle and Co. Fr.

345,"S.',. Jul} J.">. 1904.

l-CriI.ORO-4 ICETT] LMINOBENZENE - 6 - -i l.l'lli ixn. acid

nitrated with an equimolecular quantity of a nitrating

agent. The product is either l-chloro-4-acetylun

nitrobenzene 6-sulphonic acid, or l-chloro-4-ncetylamino-H
nitrobenzene-r sulphonic acid, or a mixture of the

It is heated in a brine-bath yvith dilute sodium hydroxifl
solution, by which means the acetylamino group is replaofl

by a hydroxy! group, i la subsequent reduction of the

sodium Ball if the resulting acid, !>\ means oi sodium poly-

sulphide by preference, it is converted into a chloroamiofl

phpuolsulphonic acid. This is diazotised and combined
with one molecular proportion of /9-nuphthoi. I lie

dyestuff yields brownish-orange sh ties on yvool from an

acid hath. On subsequent chroming, these change t"

black, which are slid to be absolutely fasl to washing uud

fulling.— E. F.
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1 Disazomordanl Dyestuff [A:o Dyestuff] Preparation of
. (Case II.) Kalle and Co. Fr. Pat. 345,084,

July 25, 1904.

Chxokobenzene is transformed by sulphonating agents
into /j-ehlorobenzenesulphonie acid. This is nitrated, and
the mononitro derivative heated for several hours with dilute
sodium hydroxide solution to 125°— 130° C. By this means
the chlorine atom is replaced by a hydroxy! group. The
nitro-p-phenolsulphonic acid is reduced without isolation, by
means of zinc dust, to the corresponding amino derivative.
This is precipitated by hydrochloric acid, nitrated and
again reduced by means of zinc dust. A diainino-»-phenol-
sulphonic acid is thus obtained, which is tetrazotised and
combined with two molecular proportions of 3-naphthol.
The product dyes wool directly in violet-black shades, which,
on development on the fibre by chromium salts, change to

bluish-black shades, which are extremely fast.—E. F.

Monoazo Mordant Dyestuffs [A;o Dyestuffs] ; Prepara-
tion of from a-Naphthol-o-Sulphonic Arid (Case
III.). Kalle and Co. Fr. Pat. 345,085, July 25, L904

n-X.wiiTHOL-o-sulphonie acid is combined with diazo com-
pounds formed from derivatives of o-aminophenot. The
resulting dyestuffs, when dyed on woo! and subsequently
chromed on the fibre, give reddish-black to greenish-black
shades, which are said to be absolutely fast to washing and
fulling. With diazotised p-chloro-o-aminophenol the result-

ing chromed dyeing is greenish-black : with the corre-

sponding nitroaminophenol, reddish-black ; with picraminic
acid, brownish-black; and with o-nitro-o-aminophenol-p-
sulphonic acid, violet black.— E. F.

Molasses, Vinasses, Saceharine Juices, and other Vegetable
Extracts; Production of Colouring Mailer from .

O. Wichardt. Fr. Pat. 345,440, Aug. 9, 1904.

Molasses, &c. are introduced into solutions of metallic

salts containing an excess of acid. In the majority of cases

a colouring matter is precipitated in the cold, but especially

on heating. In the case of salts of molybdenum and sul-

phuric acid, a colouring matter resembling indigo is said to

be obtained.—J. F. B.

V.-PREPARING, BLEACHING, DYEING,

PRINTING, AND FINISHING TEXTILES,

TARNS, AND FIBRES.

Dyeing on Mordants. M. Prud'homme. Rev. Gen. Mat.
Col., 1904,8, 365—3G7.

The following general rule can be deduced from the obser-

vations of Moehlau and Steimmig, Kostanecki and Lieber-

mann (this J., 1901, 710). on mordant dyestuffs:—When
an aromatic compound contains a hydroxy group in a

position adjacent to the chromophor, or to a salt-forming

group (OH, COOH,S0
3H, &c.) in the o-position to the

chromophor, this compound will be a mordant dyestuff. By
comparing and contrasting the three classes of anthra-

quinone dyestuffs, as defined by Buntrock (this J., 19U1"

983"). viz., tho.-e which only dye mordanted fabrics (o-dihy

droxy compounds), those which dye unmordantcd animal

fibres (amino derivatives), and those which dye mordanted
vegetable fibres and unmordanted or mordanted animal

fibres (aminohydroxy derivatives), and also the various

types of mordant azo dyestuffs, the conclusion is arrived at.

that, when a dyestuff dyes unmordanted wool by reason

pf its containing a certain basic or acid group, it will also

dye mordanted wool, if it contain a hydroxy group or an
imiuo-sulphonic group (e.g., — NH.C6H4 .SOaH) in the

position farthest from (i.e., para to) the basic or acid group.

—T. F. B.

Formaldehyde- Hydrosulphite of Sodium. L. Baumann.
• G. Thesmar, and J. Frossard. Rev. Gen. Mat. Col.,

1904,8, 353—357.

A solution of formaldehyde - hydrosulphite of sodium,

obtained by dissolving sodium hydrosulphite in 40 per cent,

formaldehyde, furnishes, on cooling, an abundant crop of

well-defined crystals, which are found to consist, not of
formaldehyde-sodium hydrosulphite, but of a mixture or
compound of formaldehyde-sodium bisulphite, NaHrfO-, +
CH„<) + H20, and formaldehyde-sodium bihydrosulphite,
NallSO., + CFLO + aH^O; these two compounds were
isolated by fractional precipitatiou from aqueous solution
by alcohol, in which the bihydrosulphite compound is

more soluble. This latter compound is not hygroscopic, is

easily soluble in water, melts sharply at 63°—64" C, gives
oil' its water of crystallisation at 120° C, and decomposes
at 125° C. with evolution of formaldehyde and hydrogen
sulphide. It is very easily decomposed in the cold by
acids, but not so easily by alkalis as is the corresponding
bisulphite compound. It is suggested that thes^ bihydro-
sulphite - formaldehyde compounds should be used for
reducing nitro to amino compounds. The above results
would show that Bernthsen's formula for hydrosulphurous
acid (H.S.O.,) is incorrect, and that Schiitzenbereer's
original one (H

:SO; ) represents its constitution, the crude
" hydrosulphite" being in reality a mixture of bisulphite
and bihydrosulphite, XaIISO.," + NaHSO. + H.,0, or
>>
T
a.,S.,0

4 , 2H.:0. The formation of the formaldehyde com-
pound is hence shown by the equation

—

\ii
2
S,G

4 , 2H2 + 2CH
2 + 2H,0 =

NaHSO,, CH
2G, H»< > + NaHS03, CH sO, 2H20.

also this. I. ,1904, 657 and 658.)—T. F. B.

Calcium Soaps ; Dissolving by Means of Ammonium
Citrate. Justin-Mueller. Chem.-Zeit., 1904, 28 1149.

The calcium carbonate precipitated from a water of about
24° of hardness can be dissolved by a solution containing

5 grin, of crystalline ammonium citrate per litre, whilst
the calcium soap precipitated from the same water requires
nearly 100 grms. of the same salt per litre for solution.
The industrial application of ammonium citrate solution
for dissolving calcium soaps is thus ha.dly possible, but
there are many possible applications of this mode of
solution of precipitated calcium carbonate, e.g., in dyeing
or printing with diamine dyestuffs. For this purpose the
calcium should be precipitated from the water by means of
an alkali, of which an excess is avoided, and the precipitate

redissolved as described above.—C. A. M.

English Patents.

Drying, Bleaching, Carbonising, ,ye. af Textile Piece
Goods, by Means af Air or other Gases or Vapours;
Apparatus for . J. I). Tomlinson, Rochdale. From
II. and F. Haas. Lennep, Germany. Eng. Pat. 24,666,
Hev. 13, l

'.mi ;.

'I'll e apparatus described in Kug. Pat. 15,108 of 1903 (this

J., 1904, 659) is modified for use as a continuous machine
for piece goods, by the addition of guide rollers.—A. B. S.

Calico Printing; Machine for W. E. Wood,
Accrington, J. C. Secombe. Lang Bridge, Ltd,
Accrington. Eng. Pat. 25,891, Nov. 27, 19

Fun intermittent printing machines, in which one or more
of the printing rollers have to lie removed out of contact
with the fabric for a definite length of time, the rollers are

mounted in sliding bearings, and are pressed against the
fabric by meaus of springs. Rams worked by hydraulic

or pneumatic pressure are fitted at each side of the machine,
and, when the pressure is on, they come in ontact with
the shaft of the printing roller and remove it out of contact
with the cloth. When the pressure is released, the spring
bearings force the rollers back into their printing position.

The admission and release of the pressure to the rams is

dated by an arrangement of chain-gearing, which opens
and closes the air- or water-valves at the arranged times.

The times of contact can be altered by meat interchange-

able chain wheels.— A. B. S.

Figured Fabrics; Manufacture of . J. Morton,
Carlisle. Eng. Pat. 51, Jan. 1, 1901.

Tin' fabrics are woven with two different materials, such as

wool and cotton, they are then dyed by a process which only
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fibres, and the other fibres arc cither left

white, or are dyed, or printed with a colour which does not

affect the portion- already l; ed. -A. 1?. S.

i Printing in Several Colours; Maehim for .

\. Hot'mann, Gothenhurg, Sweden. Eng. Pat 21,793,

0<St. 10, 1904.

The yarn-holder is fixed on a travelling carriage, which

runs over the tanks containing the different colours to I"

printed Bnoh of tin--.- tanks is fitted with a printing

roller, fixed on an oscillating lever, which can be brought

into the position for printing bj means of a Jacquard or

like mechanism.-- A. B. S.

Starching [Sizing'] Compositions. E. M. Sharp, I'adiham.

Eng. Pat. 7560, March 30, 1904.

Ordinabi combined with gum tragasol, together

with a small proportion of caustic soda, and the mixture is

used for textile goods.—J. F. B.

I States Patents.

Retting Vegetable Fibres ;
Apparatus for . B. S. Sum-

mers, Chicago, 111. U.S. Pat. 774,856, Nov. 15, 1904.

A numbeh of digesters are connected by means ol upper
and lower pipes, with a chamber heated by a heating liquid,

the upper pipes being situated below tin- level of the liquid

in the heater. An additional chamber placed above the

heater, and not iu the circulating system, serves as replen-

isber, and is connected b\ piping with the heater and digesters.

The digesting liquid is mixed with a precipitant, in an
agitating chamber provided with a screw-conveyor and
baffle plates, and then passes through a filter to the beater.

—L.F. G.

Dyeing, ^c.} Apparatus for . A. Fankhauser and

A. Ryser, Baden, and F. J. B. Knibiehler, Lorrach,

Assignors to Wegmann and Co., Baden, Switzerland.

U.S. Pat. 7 75.C21, Nov. 22, 190-1.

See Fr. l'at. 335,696 ofjl903 : this J., 1904,251.— T. 1'. !!.

Dyeings Apparatus for . .T. Kershaw, Bradford.

U.S. l'at. 776,009. Nov. 29, 1904.

SEEEnjr.rat. £5,10S of 1902 ; this J.. 1903, 1345.—T. F. 15.

Dyeing Machine. J. Hussong, Camden, V.I.

1 ,S. Pat. 776,327, Nov. 29, 1904.

SEEEng. Pat. 15,207 of 1903; this J., 1903,1080.—T. K. B.

Centrifugal Machine [for Treating Textiles']. I!. Cohnen,
Grevenbroich, Germany. U.S. Pat. 776,295. Nov. 29,

1904.

See Eng. Pat. 7716 of 1902; this J., 1902, 1 153.—T. F. B

French Patents.

Artificial Silk ; Manufacture of Non inflammabli and Non-
explosive . R.Valette. Fr. Pat. 344,660, .July 8,

1904.

As solvents for the nitrocellulose, mixtures of acetone and

e'.lnl alcohol or of acetone and methyl alcohol are used,

sometimes with addition of glacial acetic acid. The
collodion is denitrated bj means of ammonium nitrite.

—A. I:. S.

Artificial Silh. 11. 1). Turgard. Fr. Pat .144,845,

July 16, 1904.

100 GEMS, of nitrated cotton are dissolved in a mixture of

iMi percent alcohol, 600 c.e. of glacial acetic

acid, 3 ginis. of albumin, and 7-5 grms. of castor oil.

vfter well mixing, the solution is filtered and then forced

through the •• -. openings into a i per cent,

solution of alum. The silk thread- thus prepared have no

tendency tosticJ ogether. The thread is finally denitrated.

—A. U.S.

Artificial Sitlt ; Twisting and Spinning Apparatus for
. Soc. Franc, de la Viscose. Fr. l'at. 345,274,

July 30, 1904.

The cellulose solution I viscose] is fed, under pressure,

through a regulating valve into the filtratiou chamber
contained in the bracket supporting the twisting ami

spinning element. This latter consists of a vertical tube,

rotated by a flexible connection at the top end, ami sup-

ported on two sets of hall hearings carried by the tubular

bracket. The viscose flowing from the filtration chamber
enters the rotating tube about the middle, and descends to

the spinning jet. Bight, and left-handed helices are pro-

vided on the outside of the rotating hollow spindle, above

and below the point where the viscose enters, to pre
m\ substance, either lubiicanl or viscose, settling between

the spindle and its support. The threads are formed and

twisted as they leave the rotating orifices of the jet ; the

latter is surrounded by a funnel-shaped appendage, which
imparts a whirling motiou to the coagulating liquid.

—J. F. II.

Ail ificial Silk : Regulating Valm fur Solutions for Spinning

. Soc. Franc, de' la Viscose. Fr. l'at. 3 15.293.

Aug. 1, 1904.

An extremely delicate valve for regulating the speed of th

snpply of viscose passing to the spinning tubes consists

essentially of a plug-cock attached to the viscose main-, and

provided with a pointer and index dial. The viscose eu

the hollow plug of the cock from below, and passes out

through a hole bored perpendicularly to the axis of the

plug. This hole communicates with the pipe supplying the

spinning jet by way of a tube passing through the plug-

seating at right angles to the axis. The bole in the plug

does not engage that in the seating directly, hut communi-
cates with it through a gradually shallowed groove cut in

the periphery of the plug, by which arrangement the

delicacy of the adjustment is enormously increased

—J. F. B.

Artificial Silk ; Continuous and Automatic Apparatus for
Spinning . Soc. Franc, de la Viscose. Fr. Pal.

345,320, Aug. 2, 1904.

The viscose is fed by way of the regulating valve, twisting

element and spinning jet (see preceding abstracts) into thi

coagulating bath, where it is formed into a twisted

pound thread. After the thread leaves the ei agukiting and

washing baths, it is freed from adherent moisture by a

rubber wiper, and passes upwards through a guide-hole,

operated with a reciprocal motion by a cam-mecbanism
'This distributes the thread uniformly on to one of a pair of

winders, and at a given interval the mechanism of the cam
transfers the thread to the other winder ; the lull one is then

removed and replaced by an empty winder.— I. F. B.

Viscost .- Jet for Spinning Threads from . Soc,

Franc, de la Viscose. Fr. l'at. 315,343. Aug. 3, 1904.

The spinning jet consists of a metallic tube, into the inoutu

of which is fitted a removable disc or truncated cone, the

sides of which are grooved parallel to the axis by un lie.

channels. When the disc is in position these groves con-

stitute capillary orifices through which the viscose, previously

-named, is forced. When any of the orifices become clogged,

the disc or com- is removed and the grooves are ea

cleaned out.— .1. F. !!.

Mordanting and Weighting of l'< rtih Fibres with Zinc

Chloride. C. K. Carstanjen. Fr. l'at. 344, 7s2, July 12,

1904.

ro increase the fixation of oxide of zinc on the fibre, sul

phates, sulphites or thiosulphates of the alkali-, of the

alkaline earths or of aluminium are added to the baths of

i chloride.—A. 1!. s.

Dyeing Textile Substances m Bobbins; Process for .

T. ile Naeyer. Fr. l'at. 34 1.752, July 11, L904. i adel

lutein ,t I .mi., Nov. 26, I9i' '.

The thread is wound in bobbin form on lubes in the usual

manner, and then, before dyeing, is slid on to a tuhe of
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smaller diameter than the original one, in order to reduce

die tension on the inner threads, thus increasing- the

uniformity of the subsequent dyeings. The lcDgths of the

tubes to which the bobbins are transferred is equal to, or

slightly less than the extreme width of the bobbin, thus

insuring the bobbins being close to one another in the dye
vat or other apparatus. Several bobbins, on the tubes as

ribed above, may be held on the same core during

dveing. being kept in po-ition by meaus of plates screwed
hi the ends of the core.—T. F. B.

Discharges on Dyed Fabrics; Process for Producing
Coloured . Balischc Anilin uud Soda Fabrik.

Fr. Pat .'S44.6.S1, July s, 1901. Under Internat. Conv.,

June 16, 1904.

Although good white discharges are obtained by printing

dyed fabrics with formaldehyde-hydrosulphite compounds,
loured discharges produced thus, are not satisfactory, since

ihi* discharge colours are imperfectly fixed. By the addition

01 some aromatic amino-eompound to the printing mixture,

fine and perfect colour discharges of considerable fasti

are produced. For example, 1 Go grm>. of tannin, 60 c.c. of

water, 185 c.c. of "dilute'' alcohol, and 125 c.c. of aniline

ire added to 1 litre of the discharge paste, containing

2 kilos, of formaldehyde-hydrosulphite compound dissolved

in gum solution. A solution of 40 or 50 grins, of a basic

dyestuff .if the desired colour in the minimum quantity of

gum water l- added, and the dyed fabric is printed with the

mixture, steamed, and oxidised.—T. F. B.

Lustre : Conferring on Materials of all Icinds.

H. Halt. Fr. Pat. 344,058, July 7. 1904.

I'm: material is passed between rollers the axes of which
are oblique to one another (see figure). When the rollers

ive, this arrangement causes a lateral pressure, which

increases with the angle between the axes of the rollers.

—A. B. S.

Benzene used for " Dry-Cleaning " Fahrics ; Process and

Apparatus for Recovering . E. Delhotel. Fr. Pat.

344,848, July 10, 1904.

The fahrics saturated with benzene are suspended in a

•closed chamber or vat, at the bottom of which is a steam

coil. Air is introduced through a pipe at the bottom of

one side of the vat, and, bring heated by the steam coil,

removes the benzene from the fabrics. It is then pumped
off up a tall column, down which a shower of cold water

falls, thus condensing the benzene vapours. The mixture

of water and benzene is separated in any convenient

apparatus, and the benzene is removed. The cooled dry

air is pumped again into the vat containing the fabrics, thus

completing a closed circuit and avoiding loss of benzene.

—T. F. B.

VL-COLOURING WOOD, PAPER,

LEATHER, Etc.

United States Patent.

Hides; Machine for Applying Colouring-Matter to .

E.W. Churchill, West Peabody, Mass. U.S. Pat. 774,935,

Nov. 15, 1904.

A movable perforate! cylinder surrounds a stationary

cylinder-sector, the skin to be treated, being flattened and

held tightly against the cylinder by exhausting the air from

the latter. A rotating and " axially-reciprocating " rubher

for applying colour, is arranged adjacent to the cylinder,

and opposite to the cylinder-sector, so as to apply colour to

the skin at a point where it is held against the cylinder.

—B. X.

7IL-ACIDS, ALKALIS, AND SALTS.

Chamber Process; Theory of the . G. Lunge. Z.

aturew. Chem., 1904, J7, 1659— 1663. (See also page
117s'.)

Raschig gives three equations as representing the changes
successively occurring in the i bamber, anil liases the whole
process upon the behaviour of a hypothetical substance which
has never been actually observed as present, while neglect-

ing altogether another substance known to be always present

in large quantity (this J., 1904, 934). lie makes no refer-

ence to nitrosylsulphuric acid, KO.,.S02.OH, nor to nitrogen

peroxide. Were his theory correct, both of these substances

would not merely be accessory by-products, but would
exercise a harmful influence from the amount of nitrogen

they would abstract from the process, ami a chamber would
be working so much the better the less nitrogen peroxide it

bowed and the less " nitrous" the cloud of sulphuric acid

was. This is contrary mail sperience, which shows that

both nitrogen peroxide and nitrosylsulphuric acid are pre-

sent in large amount in a chamber in good work, and that

the latter is formed wherever sulphur dioxide and water
in presence of excess of oxygen react on nitric oxide,

nitrogen peroxide, or mixture- of the two. Trautz in his

paper (this J.. 1904, 440) on the physical chemistry of the

chamber process, deals chiefly with the reactions of nitrosyl-

sulphuric acid, and though he also treats of Kasehig's

equations, and admits that nitrososulpbonic acid may possibly

occur, he has, jn the author's view, not laid sufficient -tress

on the divergence of Kasehig's experiments from the actual

conditions in the chamber. Rasehig has, in fact, in study-

ing the reaction of sulphurous upou nitrous acid, left out of

consideration the influence of the euormous excess of

atmospheric oxygen, which must at once convert his nitroso-

sulphonic acid, even if it have a momentary existence, into

nitrosylsulphuric acid. The existence of nitrososulpbonic

acid in extremely dilute aqueous solution in a beaker affords

no proof of its existence in the chamber cloud, in presence of

excess of oxygen. His first equation, then, does not repre-

sent a reaction really occurring in the chamber. Regarding
his second, he himself admits its uncertainty. The third

is as inaccurate as the first: nitrogen dioxide, in presence

of water and of oxygen in excess, is quickly anil com-
pletely converted iuto nitric acid. Only when sulphuric

acid of fair concentration is substituted for water, does this

oxidation not proceed to nitric acid, but then the result is

nitrosylsulphuric acid, equally far removed from the result

in Kasehig's equation.—J. T. D.

Chamber Process; Theory of the . 1'. Rasehig.

Z. augew. ( 'hem. 1904, 17, 1777— 1785. (See precedino-

abstract ; and page L178.)

Tut-: author does admit Lunge's statement (see preceding

abstract) that the presence of nitrosylsulphuric acid in the

chamber is proved, and considers that the nitrous character

of the chamber acid (never higher than I)
- 03 per cent, of

X.,0
;)
) is due to simple solution of nitrogen trioxide in the

acid, which absorbs it in its fall through the nitrous atmo-

sphere. Even admitting, however, the existence of nitrosyl-

sulphuric acid, its occurrence in quantity sulHcient to

account for its playing any important part in the working

of the chamber would stili be matter for grave doubt.

While the author admits the necessity for an excess of

nitrous gases in order that the reaction maybe carried to

an end, he looks on the nitrous character of the chamber
arid not as the index of an unimportant by-reaction, but

as a necessary evil. That this evil is only necessary for

the completion of tbe reaction, however, is demonstrated

in the fact that the earlier chambers of a set will work with

excess of sulphurous acid, where there is absolutely no

evidence of the production of nitrosylsul huric acid, and
where indeed there is always evidence of ti roduction of

ammonia—a circumstance only explicable on the author's

theon . If Lunge postulates in such a chamber tbe exist-

ence of nitrosylsulphuric acid as an intermediate product,

the author has much stronger grounds for assuming similarly

the existence of nitrososulpbonic acid. Moreover, the eon-
! ditions in the chamber are arranged to secur?, for technical
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ends, th# greatest possible speed of reaction ; hence, if we
are to look for any of the intermediate products in the chain

of successive rapid reactions, the ultimate result of which is

the same as that of the slow reaction SO; + O + 11 2
»=

HoSOj, we must modify the conditions so as to retard these
reactions, and thus secure for the intermediate products an
existence long enough to enable us to identify them. That
is why the author- lias modified the conditions so as to have
his " chamber in a beaker," and that is why he doubts, from
the very fact of its continued existence under chamber con-
ditions (if that existence lie admitted), whether nitroM 1-

sulphurie acid is really an intermediate product in the
process, and not rather the final product of a by-reaction.

The author, then, holds to bis first equation, ON. till +
SO; = ON.PO3H : 11 is a reaction that lias been >hown to

occur, and its occurrence under the chamber conditions

may be looked on as certain, though the product so rapidly

undergoes change that it may not be detected in the

chamber. At least the assumption of this reaction does
not, like the assumption of Lunge's reaction, .\'..i 1 + 11 .11

+ O; + 2SOs = 2(NOs.S03H) ascribe to sulphurous acid

and nitrous acid, in com] any, the property which neither

separately possesses, of rapidly absorbing oxygen. As to

the author's second equation, ON.SOJB + ON.OH =
2NO + HO.SOjH, the uncertainty expressed by him aud
seized on by Lunge was not uncertainty as to whether any-
thing of the kind could or did take place, but merely as to

whether the equation ON.SO3H + 60N.OH = 6NO +
H„SO, + lINl)^ I L< ». involving the formation of pernitric

acid, might not really represent the reaction occurring.

Either reaction involves the reduction of nitrous acid with
formation of nitric oxide. The author's third reaction is

traversed by Lunge, who maintains that nitric oxide with
excess of oxygen forms, not nitrogen trioxide or nitrous acid,

but nitrogen peroxide. Though that may be the case with

excess of pure oxygen, the author's direct experiments show
that with air, even in quantity containing four times or even
eight times the quantity of oxygen needed to form nitrogen
trioxide, the oxidation of nitric oxide goes no farther than
nitrogen trioxide. Only after longstanding in contact with
the excess of air docs the nitrogen trioxide (itself formed
almost instantaneously) oxidise farther to peroxide. And
further experiments in which mixtures of nitric oxide and
air were shaken up with water showed that, though nitric

acid was indeed formed when excess of oxygen was present.

no excess was sufficient to form more than one molecule of
nitric acid to each molecule of nitrous acid, so that the
direct oxidation never goes farther than to form nitre

peroxide, w hich with water forms nitric and nitrous acids

in equimolecular proportions. The author's third equation,
then, 2No + () + H

:
< > = 2(ON . OH), must also stand as

experimental fact.—J. T. D.

Sulphates; Complex Suture of dissolved . A. Colson.
Comptes rend., 1904, 139, 857—859.

By comparing the depression of freezing point due to the
dissolved sulphate of a divalent metal with that clue to the
sulphuric acid formed from it by removal of the metal, the
author finds that the molecule of the dissolved salt is double
that of the solid salt, and ascribes to it the formula
HS04.M.O.M.S04H. This formula affords a pos:
explanation of the acid reaction of sulphates in solution.

—J. T. D.

Calcium Sulphate ; Solubility of in Solutions oj

Nitrates. A. Seidell and J. G. Smith. .1 . of Thy s. Chem'.,

1904, 8, 493—499, < hem. Ceutr., 1904, 2, 1530—1531.

The solubility of calcium sulphate in solutions of sodium,
potassium, magnesium, and calcium nitrates at 25 C. was
investigate d. In all cases the solubility of calcium sulphate
in solutions of the nitrates was greater than in those of the
corresponding chlorides (this J., 1902, 257, .".)'.'). Calcium
nitrate diminish' - the solubility of the sulphate. In sodium
nitrate solution, the solubility of calcium sulphate rises to a
maximum and then diminishes. In concentrated solutions
Of potassium nitrate, the amount of calcium dissolve d is

greater than that co ig to the dissolved sulphuric
acid, owing to the formation and on ol pyngenite,
CaKs(S04)j.HjO (Se< also this J., 1904. 865.)—

A

Double Chlorides of Iron and Alkali Metals ; Conditions
ofFormation and of Solubility of . F. \V. IK
and E. Sacbsel. Z. physik. (hem., 1904, 50, SI—99.

Soli uilitv determinations of mixtures of sodium and ferric

chlorides, and determinations of the expansion of the solu-
tions on heating, showed that between and (10 C. no for-

mation of a double chloride takes place, Potassium chloride
and ferric chloride form a double salt, FeCIs.2KCl. Ho, at

-'
I C. If potassium chloride is present in excess, mixed

crystals of potassium and ferric chlorides separate. The
transition temperature for the formation of the double sab
is between 22° and 22'5 C, Caesium chloride ami ferric

chloride form two double salts at 21 <
'., tli.- compound

FeCIj.SCsCl.HjO, when excess of caesium chloride is

present, and the salt, FeCl3 .2CsCl II.o, in presence of
excess of ferric chloride. The nutboie were unable to
isolate the compound. 1.1 1

c -
I 11 < 1, described bv

P. T. Walden. The temperature of formation of the red.

doublesalt, FeCI3 . sCs< 1,.. II .0, is 3'J.5°—39.8 ( . \ curve-
diagram is given showing the solubility of caesium chloride
in water at temperatures from 1) to 4ti° ('. The saturated
solution contains at - 3° C, 61-9 per cent. ; at 10 C.,t">;

at 20c
('., fit :>: at 30 ('., <>< - 3 ; and at 40° ('.. 67- I pi

cent, of caesium chloride.—A. S.

Tellurium ; Action of Hydrogen Peroxidt on

A. Gutbierand V. Resenscheck. /. anorg. Chem., 1904. I

42, 174-176.

The authors have succeeded in preparing telluric acid from
tellurium, by dissolving the metal in potassium hydroxide
solution and oxidising it with hydrogen peroxide. To the
red solution of potassium telluride obtained bv dissolving

pure tellurium in a pure 30 per Cent, solution of potassium
hydroxide, three times the calculated amount of a 10 per
cent, solution of hydrogen peroxide was added . A vigorous
reaction took place, the solution becoming colourless, and a
small quantity of metallic tellurium separating. The
oxidation was completed by vigorously boiling the solution,

lor about half-an-hour. the separated tellurium was filtered

off. the solution concentrated, and a large excess of con-
centrated nitric acid added, whereby telluric acid separated
gradually in the form of a white crystalline powder.—A. S.

Sodium Vanadate Liquors; Purification of . Obser-
rations on tht Industrial Separation of Metals by double

Decomposition. Herrenschmidt. Comptes rend., 1904

139, 862-864.

In purifying a liquor containing sodium vanadate and silicate,

if an acid be added, there is no precipitation unless theliquol

be concentrated ; and if it be so, vanadic acid and silica an
precipitated together. By the author's plan (this J., 1904.

]

1094) of adding vanadic acid, the silica alone is precipitated

and the operation can be carried ou solution. Th
principle here illustrated, of purifying the solution of

j

metallic salt by precipitating the impurities by means
I the oxide or other compound of the metal in quest , i

one of wide industrial application, and may even be usefui

occasionally as a laboratory method.—J. T. D.

"Flowers of Sulphur" and Sublimed Sulphur. 1 lomergue
.1. l'harm. (him., 1904, 20, 493-

Tiie form assumed by sublimed sulphur is shown to depend
upon the temperature of the condensing chamber. Wlie
the process of Bublimation first commences, the differenc

ol temperature between the vapour of the sulphur and the

air of the chamber is great, consequently im

densati n take: place, and the sulphur is deposited in

spheroidal or vesicular form. As the procee
and the temperature rises, condensation takes place inon

slowly, and crystalline particles a- well as spheroidal

sulphur are deposited. Ultimately with furtl

temperature the sublimed sulphur at first formed, is melted
and, ou cooling, forma friable blocks or masses which
wholly crystalline in structure. Since the commercia
value of sublimed sulphur depends upon the proportion of

the spheroidal form it contains, which is the allotropic

condition insoluble in carbon bisulphide, it is suggesM
that, that solvent should be employed for determ
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value, and that the term "flowers of sulphur" should be
reserved for the product which shows not less than 33 per
cent, of the insoluble variety at the time of production,
and that the value of commercial samples be based upon
this standard. Thus a sample containing 30 per cent, of
insoluble sulphur should be described for trade purpose as
containing '.10 per cent, of " flowers of sulphur." The term
'• sublimed sulphur " should be applied to the whole product
of sublimation without regard to its physical condition.

—J. O. 1$.

Influence of Anode on Elec-—
. A. Brochet and J. Petit.

Potassium Ferrocyanide

;

troll/tic Oxidation of -

XI. A., page 1222.

Iron Cyanogen Compounds; Blue . K. A. Ilofmann,
I i. Heine, and F. Hochtlen. IV., page 1209.

Phosphates ; Colorimelric Determination of .

( ». Scbreiner and B. E. Brown. XXIII., page 1240.

English Patents.

Oxygen; Preparation of . G. F. Jaubert, Paris.

Kug. Pat. 26,148, Nov. 30, 1903. Under Internat. Com.,
July 3, 1903.

See Addition, of July 3, 1903, to Fr. Pat. 325,627 "f 1902

;

this J., 11103, 1348.—T. F. I!.

Nitrogen and Oxygen from Atmospheric Air; Apparatus
for the Separation of . K. P. Pictet, Slcglitz.

Germany. Eng. Pat. 14,431, .Tun.- 27, 1904. Undei
Internat. Conv., June 27, 1903

See Addition, of June 27, 1903. to Fr. Pat. 322,r,00 of 1902
;

this .1., 1904, 371.—T. F. P..

United States Patents.

Barium Hydrate; Manufacture if
Assignor to Harrison Pros, and Co. U.S
Nov. 22, 1904. XI. A., page 1223.

I'. Jahn,

Pat. 775,752,

Bisulphite liquor; Apparatus for Preparing . 1'.

Drewsen and .1- Parent, Assignors to Dn
Construction Co., Shawano, Wis. U.S. Pat. 774,869,
Nov. 15, 1904.

A.\ elongated closed tank with a substantially flat bottom
has its liquid supply at one end, and gas supply and dis

charge port at the opposite end. 'Ibere are agitators, each
consisting of a shaft provided with blades in and acros-

the tank, and each having a dam in the tank's botlorn

behind it. There are also removable pipe sections having
return bends suspended in the taDk, from a bar resting on
its edges, and adapted to carry '' temperature controlling

water" through them.— E. S.

French Patents.

Hydrochloric Acid and Sulphuric Acid; Process for the

Production and Simultaneous Separation of . Con-
sortium fur Elektrochem. Ind Second Addition, dated

June 27, 1901. to Fr. Pat. 335,496 of Aug. 24, 190.3.

(See this J., 1904, 252 and 606.)

For " acide sulfuriquc aqueux" in the second sentence of

the second paragraph of the specification of the main
patent, read " acide muriatique aqueux."—E. S.

Products having great Affinity for Water [Sulphuric

Anhydride
3 frc.] ; Process for the Condensation of .

A. H. Ferret". Fr. Pat. 344,964, July 19, 1904.

The products, such as sulphuric and phosphoric anhydrides,

arc distilled ia a retort communicating with receivers, noi

sealed, but surrounded by materials not readily conducting

heal and into which receptacles air, cooled and dried,

is passed as it issues from a chamber in which a stroiiL'

solution of calcium chloride, for instance, is continuously

showered down.—E. S.

Arsenious Acid; Apparatus for the Extraction of

from Ores. E. Biguet. Fr. Pat. 34:>,0u.3, July 23, 1904.

The apparatus includes a series of muffles, in which the

arsenical ore is so heated as to sublime the arsenic.

which passes into a chamber to which air is admitted,

arsenious anhydride being formed and deposited. Air is

aspirated through the entire apparatus in such manner as

to lead the vapours through a series of large condensing
chambers, and then through complementary chambers of

special construction. Lastly, the vapours are led up a coke
toner, sprayed at the top with water. The sulphurous aeid

thus collected, is treated with limestone.— E. S.

Carbonic Acid; Obtaining - from Solutions of Bi-

carbonate. Cbem. Techn. Fabr. Dr. A. R. Brand and Co.

Fr. Pat. 344,744, July 9, 1904.

alkali bicarbonate solution, mixed, if necessary, with
soap or grease, to make a lather, is fed continuously through
a tubular apparatus, heated by gases from a furnace passing

through a central horizontal pipe. The froth produced
passes to a cooler, where it is cooled by the incoming liquid

;

the froth subsides, the liberated carbon dioxide being

collected and the residual solution of monocar'aonate used
for absorbing carbon dioxide from gases of combustion.

— E. S.

t 'arbonic Acid ; Processfor the Storage and Transport of
in a Solid State ami at a Low Temperature.

br. Hevl and Co., and A. Wultze. Fr. Pat. 344,957,

July 19, 1904.

As the carbon dioxide is stored in the solid state, the

recipients need not be of great resisting power. The
recipient shown in Fig. 1 is provided with a double envelop-

Fig. 1.

Ei.

nclosing an empty space 6, for reception of a refrigerating"

mixture, such as a mixture of carbon dioxide and ether;

tcr rayer c is of some non-heat-conducting material.

continual evaporation of the cooling liquid maintains

the carbon dioxide within the receptacle in the solid state.

g and t, ' are safety valves. A small apparatus for aspira-

tion and compression is set within the space b, the piston

lo which is actuated from e outside the apparatus, as shown.

The vapours arising from the volatile mixture are aspirated

at I, through the tube k, and are compressed and liquefied

by means of the tuyeres m in the evaporating chamber, the

5 continuing as long as the motive force is applied.

A force-pump, o, h, serves to remove the solid dioxide, which

may be conveyed into the steel cylinder shown in Fig. 2,

fitted with double envelope, &c. like that represented in

Fig. 1. Such cylinders are provided with means for charg-

ing and discharging similar to those in ordinary use for

storing and conveying liquid carbon dioxide. E. S.

Ammonia; Manufacture of . H. C. Woltereck.

Fr. Pat. 345,399, Aug. 6, 1904.

\ mi mitre of air and steam is caused to act upon peat heated

in a retort at a temperature not higher than 550
=

< and,
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preferably, at about 400° C. Other suitable carbonaceous
substance', such as coke, lignite, &c, may be substituted

for peat in the process. The distilled products may contain,

nia, tar. hydrocarbons, acetic acid, &c ( lorn

ng, Pat. 2461 of 1902 and Fr. Pat 332,59] of 1903
;

this •!.. 1903, 695 and 1243.—E S

Sulphur and Cyanides from Gas-purifying Materials

tit O.i/i/e] ; Process and Apparatus for Extracting
. J.J. M. Becigneul. Fr. Pat. 345,071, July 23,

19(14.

The spent oxide, placed in a closed vessel, is extracted by
means of "hot benzene, particularly toluene heated to
100°— 110° C.

;

" the hot solution of sulphur is passed
through a filter of animal charcoal, to remove the dissolved

tail] matters, and is then cooled, to cause the precipitation

of the sulphur; and after filtration the toluene is again
used for extracting a fresh quantity ofspent oxide. The appa-
ratus used is connected together in such a manner as to

prevent loss of solvent at any point; the extraction vessel

ana filters are fitted with steam jackets, so that any solvent

present may he distilled off and recovered before the vessel

is opened for renewing the contents. The extracted oxide
is heated with lime in a closed vessel, in order to obtain the

cyanide directly as fcrrocyanide of calcium.—H. B.

Air dud Gaseous Mixtures ; Separating into their

Elements. Soc. l'Air Liquide (Soc. Anon, pour l'Etude

et l'Exploit. des Proceoes G. Claude et It. .1. Levy).
First Addition, dated July 29, 1904. to Fr. Pat. 338,842,
of June 3, 1903.

<'ki:tu\ corrections are made to the drawing given in the

main patent (sec this J., 1904, 823) in reference to the

overflow tube.— I S

VIII.-GLASS. POTTERY, ENAMELS.
Devitrification. MV. Guertler. Z. anorg. Cliem., 1904,

40, 268—279.

Certain substances can be obtained in the form of
"glasses" by rapid cooling far below the ineltiug point,

from the molten state. The time - temperature curves,
plotted from the results obtained by slowl] heating these
glasses in the electric furnace, show a sudden upward
bend, almost parallel to the temperature axi-, indicating
the point of devitrification, i.e., when conversion of the un-
stable non-crystalline vitreous form into the crystalline form
occurs, with evolution of heat. This change is a non-
reversible " explosive ' action. The following devitrification

temperatures wen- determined:—Sodium silicate, 5.10° +
20° C. ; cobalt borate, 640° + 2U°; copper borate, 675° +
15 ; manganese borate, 670° + 20° C—T. F. B.

Plastic Clay ; Js the Shrinkage and Porosity of in

Firing, of a Mechauit ol or Chemical Nattier .' E. Berdel.

Sprechsaal, 1904,37, 1755—1757; 1792—1795.

From experiments made with Halle clay and Zettlitz

kaolin, it appears that the felspar solidifying from the fused

moss is of lower specific gravity (by nearly 0*2 percent.)
than the natural product, the i liange beginning (irst at a

temperature between Seger rones 1 and 2, and decreasing
up to the fusing point. The specific gravity of quart!
gradually and continually diminishes "it heating. The
shrinkage and porosity of Zettlitz kaolin undergo modifica-
tion at about the same temperature as felspar. The effect

of felspar on closeness of texture can be detected at Seger
cone 1, and justifies the addition of tin- substance, even to

stoneware bodies tired at a low temperature. Its action at

Ihv i eats undergoes a change coinciding with the change in

specific gravity. 'Mi,, influence of felspar varies directly with

the fineness of di\ ision, so that when very finely ground
spar is added in quantity to Zettlitz kaolin the latter is

rendered very closi in texture, at about Seger rune 2. \t

low tiring Inats the expansion of quartz diminishes the

shrinkage and close texture of the clay substance, but the

action is less pronounced at the" turning point " (Seger i

— 2j already mentioned, whilst at higher temperatures the

porosity and dimensions of the ware increase. The maxi-
mum porosity i- attained when quartz and clay BubStaacB
are m equal proportions, and diminishes with further a Idi

tions of quartz, which, however, acta less effectually in

proportion as it is more finely ground. Halle clay is less

influenced by heat than the earthy Zettlitz kaolin, but the
influence increases as the sand is removed by Ievigation.

\ specific feature of plastic clays is the increased closeness
of texture at Seger cones 09 and I. Hallo clay contains
considerable quantities of silicate fluxes, winch miisi be
classed as " clay substance." The addition of quartz
counteracts the influence of firing, the reverse beiug the
case with felspar. A small amount of quartz neutralises

the aforesaid decrease in porosity, small amounts of felspar

having an entirely opposite effect. Tins behaviour indicates

that the increased closeness in Halle clay is due to finely

divided fluxes. The finest non-plastic particles of this clay

are particularly rich in these fluxes, and when mixed with
Zettlitz kaolin impart to.the latter qualities similar to those
of Halle clay, thus indicating the important part they play
in the last named. From these particulars it is concluded
that the behaviour of plastic clays on firing is in part due n>

the chemical action of the contained fluxes. No difference
iii principle, however, can be fouud in the action of fire on
plastic and uon-plastic clays.—C. S.

United States Patents.

Glass j Apparatusfor Manufacturing . A. I;. Wilson
and L. M. Dull. Assignors to A. l: Gordon, F. X. I lull,

and W. E. Dittenhaver, all of Toledo, ( »hio. U.S. Pat.
77J.740, Nov. 22, 1904.

A RESERVOIR extends through a side wall of the tank for

the glass, the reservoir being provided with an inlet coin

municating with the interior of the tank, and with a discharge
conduit leading from its lower portion. Means connected
with the exposed portion of the reservoir are provided foi

supplying air under pressure to the interior, so as to operate
a check-valve situated within the reservoir and controlling

the inlet. A heating chamber, within which is placed a
burner, surrounds a portion of the reservoir. The top of
tins chamber constitutes a mould-receiving platform.

—A. (',. L.

Granite [Glass] ; Manufacture of Artificial .

L. A. Garchey, Paris. U.S. Pat 776,460, Nov. 29, 1904.

See Fr. Pat. 325,475 of 1902; this J., 1903, 697.-1'. F. I'..

FRENCH Patents.

Gas Furnace for Glass Works ; .1 Highly Regenerative
Circular . C. Deselles. Fr. Pat 344,894, July 4,
1904.

The furnace described is for pots, and is heated by a gas-

generator. A direct regeneration of the beat produced by
the I ombustion of the gas and air in the arch of the furnace
is effected by introducing and circulating air, from without
through chambers or inlets arranged in the whole mass of

masonry, which is heated b] the process of combustion.
The air inlets, and flues for the escape of the products of

combustion, are arranged in the pillars forming the open
for the mouths of the pots, and in the pillars of tbl

arches of the furnace.—W. ('. H.

Gas Furnace tor Glass Works; I Circular HighM
Regenerative . U. Deselle. First Addition, of July

26, 19(14, to Fr. Pat 344,H94, of July I. 1904.

This addition to the 'principal patent refers, first, to til

arrangement, iu the central column of the pot fur. .ace of th

air- and ga- channels so thai these may be coupled 'wo and
two. To allow for the contracted width of the single channel
formed by the union of an air- and a gas-chanm I, an increa

ing depth is given to the cbanin i towards the centre of the

column. In order to catch glass from broken pots, one <

more receptacles arc arranged outside the furnace, in sue

a wa\ that the glass can flow from the " siege" down
channel into the receptacle, the bottom of the channel being

luted with a vertical tile, to prevent escape of gas from the

furnace, which tile is pushed off, when necessary, by the

weight of glass behind it. The claims also include details
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of the arrangement of air- and gas channels in the walls and
arch of tank furnaces, in order to attain in them the high
degree of recuperation aimed at in the pot furnaces already
described.—W. C. II.

Glass
i
Process and Furnace for the ( 'ontinuous Manu-

facture of Finer Kinds of , sueh as Crystal, ^c. s.

i). Richardson, jun. Fr. Fat. 345.250, April 7, 1904

gm U.S. Tats. 756,409 and 766,771 of 1904; this J., 1904,
489 and 866.—T. F. B.

Glassware ; Processfor Making -
. J. I., C. V'., F. J.,

F.Ii., and P. R. Arbogast. Fr. Pat. 345,097, July 16,
1904. Under Internat. Conv., July 10,1903.

See U.S. Pat. 756,558 of 1904 ; this .T., 1904, 490.—T. F. B.

Continuous Kilns; Arrangement to obviate the Use of
Stoves, hitherto employed for the On/in;/ of Ceramic
Articles about to be Bumf in . Soc, lVrrusson tils et

Desfontaines. Fr. Pat. 345,316, Aug. 2. 1904.

The heat of the products of combustion in the hotter

chambers of a continuous kiln is used for diving articles
!

which arc placed in the cooler chambers ready to be
burned. The hot gases are conveyed by a system of pipes I

from a hood, luted with sand on to the roof of a hot cham-
ber, to down-pipes leading into a chamber filled with
article^ to he dried. When necessary, the heat of the !

gases can be reduced by the admixture of cold air, admitted
to the pipes through a valve.—W. C. H.

IX—BUILDING MATERIALS, CLAYS.

MORTARS AND CEMENTS.

English Patents.

Building and Decorating Materials. A. Silbiger, London.
Eng. Pat. 24,618, Nov. 12, 1903.

Feom 90 to 75 per cent, of Portland, Roman, or other

hydraulic cement is mixed with 10 to 25 per cent, of

asbestos, kieselguhr, or vegetable fibre in a humid state,

and the mixture moulded by a pressure of about 1 ton per

sij. in. into slabs of the required size. A mixture of 80 pet-

cent, of cement and 20 of asbestos, &c. lias been found to

gi\e good results; but part of the cement may in some
eases be replaced by lime. Wire netting, perforated zinc,

,\. - may he laid between two thicknesses of the material

whilst still in the humid state; or a sheet or board of

asbestos, cardboard, &e. may be glued to the finished slabs.

The slabs may also be secured to ~.\ ooden or other frames, or

they may be mounted directly on the bricks, if it is desired

to cover walls.—A. G. I..

Masonry or Brickwork of Furnaces, Ovens, Pipes, Retorts,

and the like; Manufacture of a New Pulverulent

Prodnet for Coat hii/ and Joining . L. E. Muller,

Paris. Eng. l'at. 15,057, July 5, 1904. Under Internat.

Conv., July 8, 1903.

SEEFr. l'at. 338,9 14 of 1903; this J., 1904, 985.—T. F. B.

United States Patents.

Non-conducting Coverings, Blocks, and Slabs; Manufac-
ture of . H. C. Michell, London. U.S. Pats.

774,940 and 774,947, Nov. 15, 1904.

See F.ng. Pats. 21,380 and 21,387 of 1902; this J., 1904,

188.

Brick or Stone Artificial; Process of Making .

L. F. Kwiatowaki, New York. D S. l'at. 775,222.

Nov. 15, 1904.

The bricks, &c. are made from lime and sand by simul-

taneously incorporating and powdering the whole of the

unslaked lime and part of the sand in us natural moist

condition, and then adding the iemainder of the sand,

together with sufficient water to complete the hydration of

the lime. The mixture obtained is moulded and subjected

to the action of steam under pressure impregnated with salts.

—A. G. L.

Building Blocks; Method of Manufacturing from
Materials including Hydraulic Cement. H. Warden,
Fredericksburg, Va. U.S. Pat. 775,588, Nov. 22, 1904.

In order to hydrate the cement in the building blocks
without washing out the soluble constituents of the blocks,
the latter are placed in intimate contact with (i.e., upon) a
substance having the capacity of absorbing water by capillary
attraction, and so that the lower portion of the substance is

immersed in water of a constant depth. The portion of
the substance connecting the part immersed and that in
contact with the blocks is arranged so that the flow of
water through it will be induced solely by capillarity, and
not by gravity, whereby an excessive .supply of water to
the blocks is avoided.—A. G. L.

Hoofing or Flooring ; Flexible . L. C. l.ugen, Bound-
brook, N.J., aud H. Abraham, X.Y., Assignors to The
Standard Faint Co., Bouudbrook, X.J . U.S. l'at. 775,635,
Nov. 22, 1904.

" A suitable flexible fabric " is impregnated with a heated
hydrocarbon mixture to produce a foundation. In the
presence of heat and pressure a coloured facing, consisting
of a pigment aud a carrier or flux containing a resinous
body and a fatty body, is then applied to the foundation in
:> plastic condition, so as to cause the facing aud foundation
to interlock.—A. G. L.

Weatherproof Covering. I.. C. Bugen, Boundbrook, N.J.,
and II. Abraham. X.Y., Wignors to The Standard Faint
( o.. Boundbrook, X.J. U.S. l'at. 775,036, Nov. 22, 1904.

To a suitable foundation is applied a permanent facing
containing a pitch or bitumen of a brownish colour when
examined in a thin layer, and also containing a pigment
adapted to become plainly visible, or to be developed by
atmospheric influences; to this permanent facing is then
applied a temporary facing of about the same colour as
i lie final colour of the permanent facing, the temporary
lacing being adapted to be removed by exposure to the

atmosphere.—A. G. L.

Brick ; Refractory . W. F. B. Berger, Assiguor to

The American Bauxite Co., both of Little Rock, Ark.
U.S. Pat. 775,887, Nov. 22, 1904.

The brick is made of calcined American bauxite and
about 20 per cent, of fire-clay, which acts as a binder.

—A. G. L.

Compositions [Plasters'] from Calcined Gypsum; Manu-
facture of . L-. Mack, Stuttgart, Germany. U.S.Pat.
776,076, Nov. 29, 1904.

See Eng. l'at. 12.5S4 of 1903 ; this J., 1903, 952.—T. F. B.

Building Material; Artificial . A. Seigle, Lyon-
Monplaisrr, France. U.S. Pat. 776,430, Nov. 29, 1904.

See Addition, of June 4, 1903, to Fr. l'at. 323,000 of 1902
j

i this J., 1903, 1294.—T. F. B.

Cement; Method of Making While . E. Gogler,

Podgorze, Austria] U.S. l'at. 794,840, Nov. 15, 1904.

See Lug. Pat. 388 of 1904 ; this J., I'.i04, 443.—T. F. B.

Cement Kiln ; Rotary . T. A. Edison, Llewellyn Park,
X.J. U.S. Pat. 775,600, Nov. 22, 19 1.

See Eng. Pat. 4735 oi 191)2
; this J., 1903, 367.—T. F. B.

Cement ; Method of Burning . M. Williams, London.
U.S. i'at. 775,693, Nov. 22, 1904.

See Fug. Pat. 10,853 of 1902 ; this J., 1903, G29.—T. F. li.

French Patents.

Stone, Artificial; Manufacture of a Plastic Material for
Making . R. Hensch. First Addition, of July 15,

19U4, to Fr. I'at. 3 11,000, of Mar. 26, 1904.

500 gums, of powdered slag or slate are mixed with 150

grins, of magnesite and loo grins, of pure sand ; and to
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the mixture 100 c.c. of 96 per cent, sulphuric ;tcid and
140 c.c. of magnesium chloride solution at :i(i B. are

added, with constant. stirring. The mass is then placed in

moulds and allowed to harden. A more eveu product is

obtained by mixing Coo grius. of slap or slate powder with

150 grins, of magnesite and adding ISO c.c. of magnesium
chloride solution at 30c

B.—A. C. L.

Imitations of Marble in Plaster and Cements Process fur

the Manufacture of . R. HQIsberg. Fr. Pat. 344,912,

July 18, 1904.

Imitation marble articles made of plaster or cement, when
withdrawn from the mould, are subjected for about 24 hoars

to the action of an alkaline solution, such as a " trebly

concentrated solution of ammonia " (sp. gr. 0-910), and

are washed with water immersed for about 24 hours in a

solution of magnesium sulphate and sodium phosphate, then

dried and, if uece6sarv, impregnated with paraffin.— \V. C. II.

Works of Art limitation Marble"] and the like; Process

for Manufacturing . II. J. 1'. Dumas. Fr. Pat.

345,337, Aug. 3, 1904.

-i i: Eng.Pat. 20,568 of 190'3; this J., 1904, 1029.—T. F. B.

Pavements free frem Dust; Process for rendering .

(hem. Werke Mugeln b. Dresden, G. m. b. II. Ft. Pat.

345,067, July 23, 1904.

To prevent the formation of dust, the materials used for

the construction of the pavement are moistened and
impregnated with lye, preferably that obtaiued in the manu-
facture of cellulose. The materials may be moistened and
impregnated before, during, or after the laying of the pave-

ment. The resinous substances contained in the lye are

said to act as an adhesive between the dust and the

materials.—W. C. II.

Plaster Method of Revivifying Old .

Fr. Pat. 345,544, Aug. 12, 1904.

E. Paupy.

Old plaster, without previous grinding, is stacked up in

furnaces similar to those used for burning new plaster,

with the larger pieces at the bottom, and the smaller above,

and burned until dehydrated. The combustible is placed

either in temporary flues built up of lumps of the old

plaster, or od the ground (or on bars) under a grating

which supports the plaster to be burned.—W. C. H.

Sand and < e/nent ; Si tting of Mixtures of . B. Chan.

Fr. Pat. 345,122, July 26. 190J.

AcCOEDlKQ to this invention, ordinary water used for the

setting of mixtures of sand and cement is replaced by lime-

water, which is said to react chemically with the silica of

the sand and cement, and thus improve the fitting of

the mortar.— \V. C. H.

Cement ; Rotary Furnaces for the Manufacture of .

F. L. Smidth et Cie. Fr. Pat. 345,419, Aug. 8, 1904.

In rotary cement kilns, in the tipper part, in which the raw
material introduced undergoes drying and preliminary

heating ly the action of the sensible heat of the products

of combustion, partitions arc arranged, radially or other

to turn over the material and increase the surfai r contact

between it and the products nstion. The partitions

may be corrugated -xc. to increase the surface.

—

W. C. '!•

X.-METALLTJKGY.

Blast- Furnace Charging Apparatus; Special Forms

of . T. F. Wifberbee. Amer. Inst. Mining I

Sept. 1904.

A DESCRIPTION is given of some special forms of charging

apparatus for blast-furnaces, the more efficient of which

consist in principle oi a double bell combined with a hopper.

The author suggests, that by means of such devices, the

charge could be introduced nearer the centre of the furnace,

and that by having a more resistant column of material

there to blow against, better results might be obtained,
since the tuyere-area could be red iced, and thus the
••wandering" of the blast minimised.— \. s

Dry Air Blast : Influence of on the Working of the

Blast-Furnace. A. I.odin. Comptes rend., 1904, 139,
922—925.

The work cf Gayley (this J., 1904, 1 1 IK) is in contradiction

to the views hitherto held as to the importance of the

moisture in the blast; but the strikini; results be has

obtained are probably due to the special circumstances
under which he worked. The total " heat-bills '* for the

two eases quoted by him show a difference due to the heat

of decomposition of the moisture repn seating 2
• 8 percent

of the total heat evolved, and it is not obvious how the

saying of this should effect an economy of 19-s. per cent, in

the coke used. This heat, however, i- absorbed in the

immediate neighbourhood of the tuyeres, where a very high

temperature is necessary, and where the only portion of the

heat available is that given out between the temperature of

the burning fuel and that of the burn. ng slag or pig; this

difference is never very considerable, because the carbon is

here burnt only to monoxide. Hence small subtractions or

additions of heat here will have a very imp irtant influence

in the coke consumption. In the Isabella furnaces, with

which Gayley worked, this influence is exaggerated by the

low temperature of the blast, and the rise of 100
!

C. in the

blast-temperature resulting from the drying, is largely respon-

sible for the improved results. Had the blast been heated to

C, instead of being dried, probably the same improve-

ment would have resulted. In Europe, where the blast is

heated to 700 —800c
('.. the effect produced by previous

diving will almost certainly be much Ic-s than tha' obtained

by Gayley.—J. T. D.

Dry Air-Blast ; Employment of . in Blast Furnances.

H. Le Chatelier, Comptes rend., )9o,\ 139, 925—927.

The. economy in fuel—20 per cent.— sta ed I y I n ey (this

.1., 1904, 1 1 is i to result from the removal of the moisture

from the i ir of the blast is four times as great as the amount
due to the saving of heat which, with miist air, i- spent iu

dissociating the water vapour and reacting with it on the

coke; so that if the economy be real, its cause must he otbe

than that to which ( .ayley attributes it. It is to be home i

mind that the consumption of fuel varies greatly with the

temperature at which the furnace is worked ; and if the dr
blast, for example, gives a pig containing less s ulpbur than

the moist blast at the same temperature, it will be possibli

with the dry blast to work at a lower t tnperature than wit'

the moist, tims saving fuel, and yet produce an equally pur

pig. If this be the true cause ot ecoi omy, then it does not

follow that the same economy will result, as the anh.cr

concludes, from the use of dry air in other operations, such

as the Bessemer process. It Seem- highly probal e tha

the use of dry air will produce a le-- sulphurous
|

the sulphur exi-ts chiefly in the coke . aud with dry air will

burn to sulphur dioxide, which will be oxidised and absorb

by the lime in th; flux and will go into the slag, neve

reaching the spongy iron in the layers above, whilst

i ti\cd from the moisture, phenomen
of equilibrium will be produced, and the gases will contain ;

certain proportion of hydrogen sulphide, which will in
[

i-t reach and be absorbed bi |
reduced ir

The author has found that calcium sulphide, heated

in a stream of dry carbon monoxide, gii

gas that will blacken a strip of heated silver or a solution c

nitrate ; but when the carbon nice oxide is mixed will

water vapour or hydrogen, both the metal aud the solatia

arc rapidly blackened.—J. T. D.

Iron; Manganese Or. as a Desulphurising Agent

i

the Smelting of . Wedemeyer, Stahl u. Kiseu, 190

24, 1377-

Trials in reverberatory and crucible furnaces gave result

mine those obtained in the cupola (see this

1904. 1149), and show that the use of expensive niangane

- a desulphurising ageot for cast iron is irrati
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Rusting of Iron ; Stimulating and Paralysing Effects of
certain Substances <>>> the . L. Lindet, I omptes rend.,

1904, 139, S59—862.

i iutun metals, especially copper, when placed in water

kept constantly aerated, iu presence of iron, accelerate

greatly the process of rusting ; whilst others, such :is tin, lead,

k i 1 1 c , manganese, aluminium, ami magnesium, retard it.

These effects are not due to the metal, hut to minute

quantities of oxide or hydroxide in solution
;
for water

which has been for some time in contact with the metal,

produces the same effect as that which contains it. ferric

oxide itself exerts an accelerating influence on rusting.

Prominent among those which exert a paralysing influence

is arsenious oxide ; in presence of this oxide, the rusting is

either stopped or greatly retarded. In the latter case, ferric

ursenite is formed in a colloidal state. Arsenic pentoxide

and orpiment, if presenc to the extent of 1 per cent., also

act as retarders. Most dissolved salts, iu consequence of

their electrolytic dissociation, greatly increase the rapidity

of rusting. < Irganic substances vary greatly in theiraction
;

sugar, phenol and resorcinpl accelerate it, whilst alcohol,

methyl salicylate, &c, retard it. The tinned or galvanised

cans in which denatured alcohol is delivered often rust

badly ; this forms an obstacle to the use of such spirit for

motor cars. Denatured alcohol is almost always made from

the first runnings of the distillation, and hence contains

aldehyde, ethyl acetate, and traces of acetic acid. To it is

addeil impure methyl alcohol, containing acetone and methyl

acetate, together with (if it is to be used for motor cars) an

equal volume of light coal-tar spirit. This last is the

substance which is most active in causing rusting. The
aldehyde and esicrs do not provoke oxidation, but they

attack the zinc or th tin, and then the iron ; and the

metallic acetates formed then start the oxidation. Arsenic

compounds suggest themselves as a remedy for this ; alcohol

dissolves only traces of. arsenic itself, it dissolves much
more considerable quantities of its oxidised compounds.

—J. T. It.

Cyanide Practice at the Maitland Proper:/,*, South

Dakota. J. Gross Amer. Inst. Mining Eng., Sept..

I '.II 14.

I'm ores worked are the so-called " Potsdam silicioiis ores,"

containing pvrrhotite and iron pyrites in about equal pro-

portions, together with arsenic, copper, and traces of

antimony and tellurium ; also, considerable quantities of

bismuth have been found in the zinc-box precipitates

Only tin' oxidised ores are subjected to cyanide treatment

The ore is crushed in a solution containing 1 2—13 II

of potas-.ium cyanide an 1 0-Sto 1 lb. of caustic soda per

ton. For every ton of ore fed to the stamp-battery, 4—

5

tons of cyanide solution are used. The crushed produi t

'obtained contains about 00 per cent, of sand and 40 pi
i

cent, of slime, and is passed to the cone classifiers, coi

sisting of two upper nical vessels, the discharges from

which unite and pass into a lower conical vessel, when
they meet an upward current of cyanide solution. The aim

is' to make a cleau sand rather than a clean slime. The
sand discharged from the bottom of the lower co

leached with a soli ion containing 15— 1-6 lb. of

potassium cyanide and 1-0— I -2 lb. of caustic soda per

ton. The slime overflowing from the cones is treated In

system of combined agitation and decantation. The extrac

tion averaged 62-22 per cent, of the gold, and 26'1 per

cent, of tiie silver in the first half of 1903, and 7". 52 per-

cent, of the gold ami 44-3 per cent, of the silver in the

second half. These figures, though low, exceed those

yielded by test extractions by from 5—10 per cent. (It tin

total extraction, 47 'J percent, is obtained in tin batten

27 per cent, from the sand-leaching, and 25' 1 pec cent.

•from the slime treatment.—A. S.

Crushing iu Cyanide Solution, as practised in the Blai

Jlills', South Dakota. (
'. H. Fulton, Amer. Ins

Mining Fur:., Sept. 1904. (See preceding abstract.)

I'm. most economical extraction is obtained if the ore is

crushed so that most of it is between 30-mesh (0-0195 in

•and 60-mesh (0-0075 inch) size. The separation of the

•from the slime is effected in the outer sheet-iron cones of

no ordinary hydraulic classifier, from which the inner cones
have been removed. The high content of lime (added
during the crushing of the ore in the cyanide solution) in the
pulp is a source of trouble, both by it< coagulating effect on
the -lime, causing the latter to settle with the sand, and by
jiving rise to the formation of an excessive quantity of
froth or foam. In charging the saud-vats, the system of

"dry-filling" is adopted, the pulp being fed into the empty
vat. and the solution continually drained off until the vat is

full of sand. The advantages of this method are that

—

(1) The slime in the pulp is uniformly distributed with
tlie sand, whereby the percolation of the solution through
the charge is favoured. (2) During the tilling a large

quantity of solution- passes through the sand, thus increasing

the extraction. Two methods of slime treatment are in
use. In the first the treatment is completed in the vat into

n Inch the pulp is first charged, the agitation being effected

by means of compressed air. [u the second method, the
slime is repeatedly transferred from one vat to another
(generally 3 or 4 times), and the charge is agitated by

hi- .if centrifugal pumps.— A. S.

Platinum ; Volatilisation of -. G. A. Hulett and
II W. Berger. J. Amer. Chetn. Soe., 1904, 26, 1512

—

1515.

Platinum begins to volatilise in air at about sou I'., and the
action increases markedly as the temperature rises. In a
vacuum or an atmosphere free from oxygen, there is no vola-
tilisation. The phenomenon is consequently due to the pre-

sence of oxygen, and it seems probable that there exist

volatile compounds of the platinum metals which are stable

at high temperatures, but decompose at lower temperatures,
and such compounds would probably he endothermic. The
existence of a volatile oxide of platinum which decomposes at

C. and below, but is stable above that temperature,
would accouut for all the observed facts. The " sprouting "

of molten platinum when cooling may be due to the decom-
position of such a compound.—T. H. P.

Copper, Tin, and Oxygen. E. Heyn and O. Bauer. Mitt.

kocigl. Materiaiprufungsamt, 1904,22, 137— 14".

A PREVIOUS investigation dealt with the relations between
copper and oxygen (this J., 1901, 523, 9S6). In the
present series of experiments, the authors investigated the

i mi of oxygen or compounds containing oxygen on fused
copper-tin alloys, and the changes produced thereby during
and after solidification. The results have a bearing on the
technical question of the alteration of bronzes when these
are fused with access of air. It was found that any oxygen
contained in copper-tin alloys is in the form of crystals of

stannic oxide, which are insoluble in the fused alloy (and
also in fused tin). The crystals are frequently stunted,

Forming pellicles, which are always found in that constituent

of the alloy which solidifies last, i.e., that which is rich in

tin. The presence of stannic oxide causes a thickening of

the fused alloy. If cuprous oxide be used in preparing the
,11ms, this reacts with the tin at the melting temperature,
forming copper and stannic oxide. Phosphorus is an

rive de-oxidising agent tor copper-tin alloys containing

stannic oxide. If copper tin alloys be fused with access of
air, there are formed at first an upper layer of an alloy of
.-upper and cuprous oxide, ami a lower layer of a copper-
tin alio) -

, both containing crystals or pellicles of stannic

oxide. If the heating be continued lor a sufficiently long

period, the lower layer entirely disappears, the whole of

the tin being converted into stannic oxide. The authors

also state that the grey and yellow patches frequently

observed on a fracture of a commercial tin bronze are not
,li.. to segregation (liquation), but to the formation of
arge grains owing to slow- cooling. The different coloured

ii s of metal contain the same perce ;e of tin, and
with more rapid cooling they become so let, and so

ntimately mixed, that the fracture exhibits a uniform
mixed-colour."—A. H.

Stannic Oxide in Copper-Tin Alloys: Electrolytic Sepa
latitat and Determination of . E. Heyn. Will.,
page 1239.
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Arsenical Poisoning; Danger of . to Workmen
\utogenous Soldering. G. Lunue. Cheui.-

Zeit., 1904,28, una— 117(i.

The author has already drawn attention to the danger

arising from arsenical hydrogen to workers with autogenous

; ing appara'us, i specially in close workshops or in the

inside oi small vessels. He now gives some figures com-

municated by Major Xnthan, of the Government Powder
Works at Waltham \bhey, contained in a report (not yet

printed) by Mr. Robertson, the chemist there. Tested by

the Marsh-Berzelius process, samples of zinc from \sh and

Lacey showed from i)*ii0008 to CT 00015 per rent, of

arsenic (0-0074 to oo In grains of arseuious oxide

per lh.) ; one marked G. v. Giesches Krhen. 0-U008 per

cent. (0-074 grains per lh.) ; one of Brnnuer. Mond .H. ( o.*-

electrolytic zinc 0-00008 per cent. (0-0074 grains per lh.).

Hence," a maximum limit of o-ooO/i per cent, of arsenic

(0-047 grain of arsenious oxide per lb.) may fairly be
demanded of dealers. Three samples of sulphuric acid

yielded:—O, Denitrated. not concentrated, acid, 0*00022 per

cent, (u u2 grain per lb.); 6, Concentrated acid from the

Kessler evaporator, the same amount; c, Chapman and

Messel's acid, half the amount. Taking O'UOOS per cent, in

the zine, and 0*00022 per cent, in the acid, a week's work

in the soldering shop at Edmoudsey would produce 18(> n.c.

of arsine, forming 0-845 grrn. of arsenic- trioxide, or

0*141 grm. per day. The danger of direct poisoning by
this amount of arsenic trioxide is small ; but it is not to be

disregarded, nor is that due to accumulations of arsenical

dust. Arsine itself is, of course, much more poisonous than

the product of its comhustion, and the escape of the gas by
faulty tuhin a or connections, or leaks in the apparatus, should

be carefully guarded against. Copper sulphate solution,

with which the author recommended that the gas should be

washed to remove the arsenic, has not been found effectual

by Kobertson, who recemmends for the purpose 5 per cent,

permanganate solution, or chromic acid in sulphuric acid

solution. The author BUggestS the use of electrolytic

hydrogen, which prepared from alkaline solutions is

probably free from arsenic, and could he sold, compressed

in cylinders, at little more cost than that made from acid

and zinc.—J. T. 1).

English Patents.

Iron : Manufacture of , in the Blast Furnace. W. J.

Foster, Walsall. Kng. Pat, 755, Jan. 12, 1904.

Tm. present invention is an enlargement of Eng. Pat. 1147,

of 1901 ('his .1.. 1902, 349). according to which highly-

heated solid carbon and fluxes were injected into the furnace

bv and with the hot blast through the tuyeres. Under the

present extension, metal pieces, such as " swarf" (iron or

steel turning-, or shavings), or metallic iron of any form,

with or without solid carbon and fluxes, and previously

heated to a temperature at least as high as that of the hot

' last, are injected with tin blast into the furnace, as

described in the cited patent.— E. S.

Regenerative Furnaces [for Steel Manufacture'] ; Impts.

,„ . li. Talbot, Leeds. Eng. Pa't. 1365, Jnn. 19,

l"U4.

In regenerative gas furnaces, and especially in such as are

used in the manufacture of steef in order to cool [he

i sesof brick w irk at the two ends of the furnace, through

wlii.
i the uptakes bring the gas and air from the regene

rators into the furnace, a chamber is built into such brick-

work, preferably semi-circular in cross section, having its

bottom open, or parti] open to the air on the side faring the

furnace, whiisi the top is closed, and provided with air-

channels pa-sina completely through the brickwork to allow

of air cireui uion. E. S.

Steel: Manvfactvr, ./ , ami Treatment of Copper
\ .',/, and /. Cie. du Reacteur Mfital-

Inrgique, Paris. Eng. Pat. 14,985, Jubj 1,1904. Under

Internal, Conv.. Aug. 6, 1908.

IV. Pat. 334,151 of 190:!; this J., 1904, CO.—T. T. 15.

Zinc ; Extraction ami Purification of . A. V.
Cunnington, YPinnington, i heshire. Eng. Pat. I70C,

Feb. -j:,, 1904

fin preferably roasted, and finely-divided zinc ore. is

stirred in a strong solution of zinc chloride, and the basic

zinc salts formed are co-averted into the chloride by the
addition of hydrochloric acid, introduced below the surface .

of the liquid. The process may be made continuous by
making successive additions of ore an 1 of acid, and with-

drawing the exhausted portion of the ore. To free the
liquor from arsenic, cither freshly-precipitated ferric.

hydroxide is stirred into the neutral or slightly alkaline

liquid, or. to the slightly acid liquor containing ferric iron in

solution, zinc oxide, lime, or the like is added to precipitate

ferric hydroxide, which carries the arsenic down with it. and
the precipitate is removed. The arsenic-free liquor may be
treated electrolytically or otherwise, to recover the zinc and
other metals present.— E, S.

Alloy. Soc. Anon. La Neo-Metallurgie, Pari-. Eng.
Pat. 23,3i;i, Nov. 3, 1903. Under Internat. Conv..
Nov. G. 1902.

See IT. Pat. 826,140 of 1902 ; this J., 1903, 805.—T. F. B.J

Alloy or Compound ; Metallic . Soc. Anon. I. a Xeo-
Mrtallurgie. Paris. Eng. Pat. 24,924, Nov. It., 1903.
Under Internat. Conv., April 17, 1903.

.Sir: Fr. Pat. 331,S76of 1903 ; tin- .1., 1903, 113G.—T. F. li.

Alloys; Manufacture of A. Jacobsen. Hamburg,.
Germany. Eng. Pat. 6945, March 22, 1904.

See Fr. Pat. 342,054 of 1904 ; this J., 1904, 903.—T. F. B.

Metals and Alloys; Hardening of . S. Cowper-Coles
and Co., Ltd., and S. ( ). Cowper-Coles, London. Eug.
Pat. 27,172. Dee. 11, 1908.

Aiamimi m, or an alloy of aluminium, is covered with

zinc dust (containing some zinc oxide) within a receptacle,

which is dosed, and heated to a temperature below the

melting point of zinc, say to about 400 I*'., for a suitable

period. It is stated that the articles on removal will be

found to be " coated with zinc." which penetrates to a

certain depth, forming a very hard skin. The process is

also applicable to articles made of copper or alloys of

copper.—E. S.

United States Patents.

Steel: Manufacture of . T. J. Tresidder, Sheffield.

U.S. Pat. 774.95S, Nov. 15, 1904.

Ski: Fr. I'at. 333,582 of 1903; this J., 19113, 1353.—T. KB.

Steel Armour Plate, tec, with << Hardened Fair: Manu-
facture of . T. .1. Tresidder, Sheffield. U.S. Pat.

'771,959, Nov. 15, 1904.

See Kng. Pat. 8299 of 19U3 ; this J., 190 1, 325.—T. F. H.

Steel; Treating Scrap and liccarlairisimi tin sail

II. IS. Atha, East Orange, N.J. U.S. Pat. 774.973.

.Nov. 15, 19H4.

See Eng. Pat. 21s7 of 1904 : this J., 1904, G09 —T. F. H.

Puddling Furnaa .- Mechanical . W. B. Burrow,

Norfolk, Va. C.S. I'at. 775.02G, Nov. 15, 1904.

The furnace is of the stationary reverberator} type, having

a la ;. rib or metal bed supported by machinery, with means

for imparting to i i rocking and horizontal move-

ments. There is a concave lining within and around the

hearth, and refractory linings project on either side over

the concave lining and the bed, whereby the flames are

deflected downwards upon the hearth. Tlie inclined planes

or wedge-shaped run-ways for the bed have a water-cooled

track. A fireplace at each end of the furnace supplies the

hearth with (he products of combustion, and a ptndan)

angular roof has lis lowest point immediately above lie

hearth at the centre of the furnace, and from which t!

pass Eor exit of waste gases. A stationary, detacha
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toothed rabble extends into and across the hearth in the

direction of its width, for stirring and raking the metal as

the hearth oscillates. The furnace is s adapted for

the manufacture of wrought or malleable iron. (Compare
U.S. Pat. 755, '-1J of 1904, this J., 1904, 444.)— K. S.

Gold and Oxide of [ron: Process of Recovering

from Sand. T.J. Lovett, Chicago. rj.S. 1'at. 775,04.:.

Nov. 15, 1904.

Sa\d containing magnetic iron oxide with gold is mixed
with water ami treated magnetically, to concentrate tin iron

oxide with the gold which it carries, which concentrate,

together with that obtained from the tailings of the first

process, is subjected to the action of a suitable chemical

solution " capable of dissolving the gold without material

injury to the iron." The undissolved iron oxide is left in

an available condition, and the gold contained in the solution

is recovered.— K. S.

Gold-saving Apparatus. 1.. Sachsc, (roville, Cal.

I - Pat. 7/4. 7S6, Nov. 15, 1904.

Tins is a float-gold saving apparatus, in which a tank is

separated by an intermediate floor into an upper and li wer
compartment, communicating through an opening in the

floor. A trough is formed within the upper compartment
into which th body of silica-carrying water flows. Wells

are formed between the outer walls of the trough and of the

compartment. There are adjustable means vertically over

the opening in the floor, whereby the inflowing liquid is inter

ccpted, and the precipitates from it are directed through the

opening into the lower compartment, and in the path of the

flow it is arranged to project water into the inflowing

current of gold-carrying water, in opposition to the down-
ward current from the feed sluice. The general arrange-

ments are such that a body of the water carrying blank

sand is held for a time approximately stili, an eddy being

caused when desired by a suitably placed water-pipe ; then

are also adjustable deflectors whereby the flow is deflected

as desired.— K. S.

Mt tuls; Extracting [Cyanide Process] from their

Ores. F. II. Long, Chicago, 111. U.S. Pat. 775,-iiin,

Nov. •-"-', 1904.

Tin: mixed ore and cyanide solution are contained in a

closed vessel having a funnel-shaped bottom terminating in

a^ pipe so connected, branched and valved, that when the

mixture is caused to flow into the pipe by pressure of an

air-blast, it may be caused t,> return to 'he reservoir by a

branch leading to the top of the latter, or may be otherwise

diverted. In any case the effect is to pass the charge

"through a contracted channel " with the air-blast, so as to

revivify the cyanide and " clear " the ore.— I". S.

Precious Metal from Ores ; Process of Extracting .

J. J. Berrigan. F.j>t Orange, X.J., Assignor to 1\ .1.

Arend. New York, and J. Bernstrom, Stockholm. U.S.

Pat. 775,509, Nov. 22, 1904.

The process i- continuous, and consists in causing the com-

minuted ore to meet a stream of aD aqueous solvent of tin

precious metal, whereby an aerated mixture of ore and

solution is produced. This mixture is then centrifugal];

agitated tnd projected through successive quantities of

solvent contained in a number of vessels arranged at

differeut levels and communicating with one another, the

mixture descending by gravity from one vessel to the

i ext lower one. The enriched solution is finally separated

i centrifugal!}- from the ore. (Ste the two following

abstracts.)—A. S.

Precious Metal from Ores; Apparatus for Extracting

. J. J." Berrigan. East Orange, N.J., Assignor to

F.J. Arend, New York, and J. Bernstrom, Stockholm.

U.S. Pat. 77.',. Ill, Nov. 22, 1904.

The comminuted ore and an aqueous solvent of the precious

metal are fed into a horizontal mixing vessel through

separate inlets at the top. A conveyor is arranged inside

' the vessel to move the ore towards the outlet, which is a

the bottom, below the inlet for the solvent. The mixed ore
and solvent pass by gravity to the highest of a number of

nfugal agitators, arranged at different levels, each of
which consists of a vessel rotating on an ecceutric axis, and
having an outlet in its circumferential wall, and means for
discharging the ore and solution through the outlet. From
the lowest agitator the pulp passes to a centrifugal separator,
in which the enriched solution is separated from the ore.
(See following abstract.)—A. S.

Centrifugal Separator. J. J. Berrigan, East Orange. X.J.,
Assignor to F. 7. Arend, New York, and .1. Bernstrom,
Stockholm. U.S. Pat. 775,415, Nov. 22, 1904.

Tin separator consists of a frustoconical vessel supported
Qtricallv within a horizontal rotary cylinder mounted

on axial trunnions, the larger end of the separator and one
end of the cylinder being in one piece. One of the trunnions
is hollow, and the mixture of solid and liquid materials is

fed continuously through it into the large end of the
separator: Inside the separator is a spiral conveyor for
moving the solid material from the inlet to the outlet, the
latter being at the small end of the separator. By meins of

suitable gearing the conveyor is rotated at a speed different
from that of »he separator. The liquid is discharged
through an outlet in the large end of the separator between
its circumferential wall and the axis of rota'ion, the outlet

extending through the hollow trunnion.—A. S.

Metals : Apparatus for Treating Finely-divided Material
for the Recovery of . D. ( '. Holey, Deadwood.
U.S. Pat. 774.736, Nov. 15, 1904.

The apparatus belongs to the type in which ores are treated
with a solution, and are washed by upward filtration. There
are two elevated supply tanks, one for the solvent liquid
and one for water, and there is a compressed air or gjs
supply, all connected by valved pipes to the bottom
of the filtering tank, so that solution, water, or com-
pressed air may be admitted, separately or otherwise,
with a float-regulator valvo operating for euttirig off or
turning on the liquid supply. A lining of textile fabric is

secured to the upper surface of a perforated (double) tank
bottom, by folds of the fabric inserted as grooves, the folds

being filled " with the packing material as a rope, and held
to the tank bottom by battens overlying the groove, but
placed beneath the textile fabric," the edges of the latter

being secured to the sides of the tank.— E. S.

i

Ores; Process of Reducing . H. F. Brow n, Oakland,
Cal. U.S. Pat. 774.9.30, Nov. 15, 1904.

The powdered ore is passed through highly heated vertical

tubular apparatus, in which the air is not whirled, and is

then continuously passed in its hot state through a whirling
heated atmosphere moving in the same direction as the
descending body of ore.—E. s.

Ore-roasting Furnace. A. P. O'Brien, Richmond, Va.
U.S. Pat. 775,147, Nov. 15, 1904.

The furnace is of the vertical type with a number oi

superposed hearths fed from above, and a central hollow

vertical rotating shaft divided into as many vertical com-
partments as there are hearths. A hollow arm carrying
rabbles extetn's into the shaft at each compartment,
through its walls. The rabble arms have internal passages

for leading air from one compartment in the shaft to tne
adjoining one. The disc secured to the shaft, whereby it is

rotated by means of suitable gearing, is thin and somewhat
flexible, that it may accommodate itself to the expansion or
contraction of the shaft by changes of temperature. The
blades of the rabbles are progressively set at different;

angles from one end of the arm to the otl whereby the

action of the blades on the ore is varied, i here is ;i

collector at the top of the furnace, including a segmental

ng in connection with a series of pipes leading to it from
different parts, an elongated slot being formed in the casing

for reaching ever)- portion of the gas collector. Provision

made for the passage of water through the shaft ami
rabble arms.— E. S.
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Zinc ; Apparatus for the Extraction of . C. S. Brand,

Knowle, England. U.S. Pats. 775,359 and 775,360,

22, 1904.

See It. Pats. 341,345 and 341,346 of 1904; this J., 1904,

827.—T. F. B.

('oj.jtey or like Metals : Process of Separating from
iheir Ores. P. Weiller, Vienna, and A. Weiller, Trieste,

Austria. U.S. Pat. 775,548, Nov. 22, 1904.

See Addition, of April 7, 1904, to Fr. Pat. 336,989 of 1903 ;

this J., 1904, 903.—T. F. I!.

Metals; Process of Separating from Sulphide Ores.

C. V. Potter, Balaclava, Vic. U.S. Pat. 776,145, Nov. 29,

1904.

See Eng. Pat. 1146 of 1902 ; this J.. 1902, 410.—T. F. B.

French Patents.

Steel; Process for Incorporating Crystalline orAmorphous
Silicon Carbide with . W. Kaufmann and A. Bou-

vier. Fr. Pat. 341,906, July 13, 1904.

The silicon carbide is introduced in equal quantities, at

regular intervals, into the molten metal as it runs into the

ladle or mould, the carbide being introduced at a point close

to where the stream of metal enters the ladle, so as to

obtain a homogeneous product. The molten metal should

be as hot as possible, and should contain no slag, otherwise

the carbide will be decomposed. The following proportions

of carbide are used : for steel for tyres, • 1 1 to 12 per

cent.; for moulded Steel, 0-37 to 0'39 percent.; for mild

basic steel (resistance, 4G— 50 kilos.), 0-075 to
-

08 per

cent.—T. F. B.

Metals and Oxides ; Meansfor Recovering from Solu-

tions containing them. A. Gutcnsohn. Fr. Pat. 344,630,

July 6, 1904.

Metals, or their oxides, are recovered from their acid

solutions by treatment with a precipitant prepared by beat-

ing together melted rosin and slaked lime, and then adding

a solution of sodium carbonate and caustic soda. The

precipitant is brought into contact with the, preferably hot,

solution to he precipitated, and more alkali is subsequently

added. The oxide or metal is carried down in combination

with the rosin. The resulting compound is collected aud

distilled in order to recover the rosin, the metal beiDg

obtained as such or in the form of its oxicie.—E. S.

Atellinn Furnace. < Isrjah'rueker Maschinenfabrik,

B. Lindemann, Fr. Pat. 344,935, July 18, 1904.

The furnace is formed with double walls, within which is a

serpentine channel for the heating of the air to be admitted

to the grate.—E. S.

Ores; Concentrators for . J. F. C. Abelspies.

It. Pat. 345,198, July 20, 1904.

The table represented in plan in the drawing is slightly

inclined, so that the mud or pulp flowing upon it from the

reservoir Bis received by the groove C, and overflows to

the next, and so on, whilst the stream of washing water

drives the ore downwards, and, aided by a see-saw motion

continuously imparted to ihe table, forms whirls on the way.

The flow is aKo towards the edge of the table. The por-

tions of the grooves marked C are only slightly inclined,

whilst the patts marked c1 make a descent of about 45 to

the horizontal. At the lower edge of the tabic, the currents
from the several grooves are kept apart by the guides D,
the waste and the concentrate being directed into separate

channels. The grooves are successively farther apart from
the lowest to the highest part of the table.—-E. S.

XL-ELECTRO-CHEMISTRY AND
ELECTRO-METALLURGY.

(.A.)—ELECTRO-CHEMISTRY.
Electrolysis with Alternating Current. A. Brochet and

J. Petit. Z. Elektrochem., 1904,10,909—912.

The solubility of platinum under the action of alternating

currents is ascribed to secondary chemical reaction between
the finely divided metal thrown off from the cathode aud the
cyanide solution. Iron is dissolved under the influence of

alternating current, but shows an anomalous behaviour.
Increase of current density favours the reactions up to a
limit when the solubility reaches its maximum value.

Although higher frequency of the current generally de-
creases the chemical effect, this is not always the case.—r. s. ir.

Barium Platinocyanide ; Preparation of . A. Brochet
and J. Petit. Z. Elektrochem., 1904, 10, 922—924.

The authors find that the usual somewhat tedious chemical
preparation of this >alt can be greatly simplified by making
use of the fact that platinum is soluble in barium cyanide
under the. influence of alternating current. With a current
of 04 ampere per sq. cm., a P.D. of S volts, and an
electrolyte containing 270 gnus, barium cyanide per litre,

they obtained a satisfactory product. About 6*0 K.W.
hours are required per kilo, of the double salt. The product
which is obtained by crystallisation does not at first possess

the fluorescence necessary for its use for X-ray screens
[

but by recryslallisation from a solution containing cyanide,

e.g., barium cyanide, the small fluorescent crystals are readily

obtained. (See also this J., 1904, 548.)—R. S. H.

Potassium Ferrocyanide ; Influence of Anode on Elec-
l roll/tic O.i illation of A. Brochet and J. Petit.

Comptes rend., 1904, 139, 855—857.

In the electrolysis of potassium ferrocyanide there may
appear at the anode not only potassium ferricyat title, but

also hydroferrocyanic acid, the production of the hitter

involving escape of free oxygen, which is thus lost as far

as the production of ferricyanide is concerned. If the

ferrocyanogen ions can attack the anode, the metallic

ferrocyanide is formed, and it this be insoluble, it forms

a resisting coating and lessens the current or raises the

potential difference m the cell. The authors have employed
anodes of various materials, and divide them into five

groups :— 1. Those not forming metallic ferrocyanide

(platinum, carbon) ; 2. Those slightly attacked, and giving

fair yields (iron, cobalt, nickel) •. 3. Slightly attacked,

but poor yields (lead, antin.onial lead, tin); 4. Strongly

attacked, but variable yields (copper, zinc, cadmium,
mercury) ; 5. Those behaving as soluble anodes (mag-
nesium, aluminium, silver). The yields vary from 75 per

cent, of the theoretical (platinum), or 50 per cent, (iron),

to none; and the physical condition of the anode is im-

portant, platinised platinum only yielding 45 per cent.,

for instance, against 75 per cent, for the polish >d metal.

—J. T. I).

Transformer Oils. 1). Holde. III., page 1206.

Copper; Electrolytic Determination of . A. Kufferath.

NIMH., page 12:19.

Stannic Oxide in Copper-Tin Alloys; Electrolytic Sepa-
ration and Determination of . E. Heyn. Will.,
page 1239.

English Patents.

Batteries; Electric . P, .1. Kamperdyk, New York.

Eng. Pat. 214, Jan. 4, 1904.'

Each cell has a central porous vessel of carbon, open at

its upper and lower ends, and two similar lateral porous
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vessels, one side wall of each of the latter being formed
i>\ ill. corresponding wall of the outer receptacle. The
porous vessels may be provided internally with a supporting
metallic frame of wire. The bottoms of the vessels are
Uosed by being embedded iu a layer of suitable material
on the base of the outer cell, ami the porous vessels thus
form the positive compartments, the positive electrodes
consisting of carbon rods or balls in contact with non-
oxidisable metal, or conductors coated with such a metal,
or the halls may be threaded on the conductors. The
pegative electrodes of zinc may have an internal supporting
train, work of nou-oxidisable metal, or wire covered with
such a metal. Pipes are also embedded in the material
closing the bottoms of the porous vessels, so as to make
connection between the positive or between the negative
compartments. A number of cells arc in communication
with t'eed reservoirs in such a way ihat the exciting and
depolarising liquids may be fed into the cells, or withdrawn
through waste pipes. For this purpose there is a system
of communication between the ceil compartments and the
psei whs, the system comprising two conduits, which maybe
rotated, and each is provided with three apertures, the latter

(being adapted so that two of them simultaneously coincide
with ducts iu connecting boxes. Tubes bad from the boxe3
to the cell compartments. Three h 13 ocks are inserted
in the conduits, so that in one position of the latter the
liquids are delivered from the reservoirs into the cell
compartments, al „| j M t ], e second position the liquids an

: withdrawn through the waste pipes -B N

'Accumulators or Secondary
Batteries. T. l'escatore.

Manchester. Eng. i'at. A
103G, Jan. 1.'., 1904.

Two [dates. \, made of hard
lead, are placed back to

back, the space </' between
the ribs & being filled with a
imposition B, composed of
• mixture of active sponge
Material and an inert powder, />
die material being held in

xisitiou by means of a net

»ork of cross ribs a-. If

iry, a lead plate D
cay be placed bctw.cn the

dates A so as to increase

he surface contact, and
he plates are then bolted
ogether. The material is

naintained constantly in

ompression, and is pre-
'ented from expanding or
welling, thus avoiding loss

if conduettTity from disin-

egration and separation of

he particles of the material.

—B. N.

Icticity in Electrode Masses ofBadly Conductive Metallic
Oxides or Hydrates ; A Method for Increasing the ,

in Accumulators uith Invariable Electrolyte. E. W.
Jungner, Xorrkoping, Sweden. Bug. Pat. 21,403, Oct. >,

1904, under luternat. 1'uuv., Oct. 31, I

'iik method claimed consists in intimately mixing powdered
lectrode masses of badly conducting oxides or hydrates
hydroxides] with well pulverised "chemically pure black
•ad," and then mixing with pure crystalline graphite in the
'rm of flakes or scales, in order to increase the conductivity
f the masses.— P. X.

'e//s; Galvanic

(/

<

a

a .

.'.<

Z3

:J:'-'

a

a

A

charged with acid, are then placed in a suitable vessel with
i
zinc plates, and water is added to form a galvanic cell.

— B. X.

United States Patents.
Electrical Energy; Converting the Energy of Fuel

into . H. Jone, Chicago, 111. U.S. Pat, 775,472
Nov. 22, 1904.

A galvanic cell is constructed with a positive pole of metal
a negative pole consisting of a porous carbon vessel which
contains a metallic oxide as depolariser, and an alkali as
electrolyte. The cell is maintained at an elevated tempera-
ture by means of the waste heat produced at other stages of
the process

; and electrical energy is generated by oxidation
ot the metal, the depolariser being simultaneously de-
oxidised. The oxidation product of the metal is then
reduced lo metal by introducing into the cell hot fuel .'ases
iron, carbonaceous materials, or a reducing gas obtained
from the fuel gases. Tin is mentioned as a suitable metal.
and also those metals which generate hydrogen with alkali
» Inch are capable of " acting as an acid towards alkali "
"Inch form oxides that yield chiefly carbon dioxide 'in
addition to metal when reduced by carbon, and which form
lower and higher oxides. In the last-mentioned case, the
oxidation is carried only to the formation of the lower
oxide.— \. S.

Storage Battery Plates ; Protective Coating or Covering
''"' A... Meygret, Paris. U.S. Pats. 776,192 and
776,480, Nov. 29, 1904.

I'at. 1673 of 1 90S
;
this J., 1904, 119. The plates

may also be coated with a mixture of cellulose tetracetate
and tetrabutyrate, or with the latter alone.—T. F. B.

Furnace; Electric . P. Raddntz, Milwaukee, Wis.
Assignor to Allis-Chalmers Co., N.J. K.S Pat 775 ^S'
Nov. 15, 1904.

A travelling bed, adapted to support and carryforward
the substance to be treated, is provided with a feeding
device for delivering the material to the bed, and electrodes,
with their ends brought within -arcing" distance, are
arranged in proximity to the point at which the material is

delivered. The negative electrode is relatively nearer, and
the positive electrode farther from the feeding-inlet. Suit-
able mechanism imparts motion to the bed°and feeding
devices, and means are provided for varving the relative
movements of these, in order that the feed and delivery
may be accurately proportioned to the rate at which the
material is reduced. The material is fed over an incline,
and a hood exteuds from the bed over the proximate ends
of the electrodes and upward over the inclined feed surfaces,
whereby the waste heat from the arc and from the fused'
ma'.erial is caused to act upon the incoming material.

— Ii. X.

Electric Furnace. A. C. Higgins, Worcester, Mass. U.S.
Pat. 775,654, Nov. 22, 1904.

furnace consists of a base upon which is supported a
removable, conical, unliued shell, forming the side walls of
the furnace. Means are provided for lifting the shell, the

.-charge being left entirely supported 011 the base. A
stream of water is supplied at the top of the shell, and flows
down the outer surface of the latter into a trough formed in

ase, the cooling effect of the water causing the fused
rial within the furnace to form a lining on the inside

of the shell.—A. S.

Gases; Apparatus for Electrically Treating . K.
Birkeland, Christiania. U.S. Pat. 775,123 Nov 15
1904.

—
.

R. Ziegenberg, Berlin. Eng. Pat. See Fr. Pat. 335,692 of 1903 ; this J., 1904 1 -T F B
21,913,Oct. 11, 1904.

lates of peroxide of lead are first dried in a moderately Barium Hydrate; [Electrolytic] Manufacture of .

2ated atmosphere, and finally in a suitable vacuum appa- ' '
lal111

-
1:u,ley Park

>
Assignor to Harrison Pros. & Co.

itus. While the vessel is still exhausted, concentrated Philadelphia, Pa. U.S. Pat. 775,752, Nov. 22, 1901.

ilphuric acid is admitted from below so as to cover the Barium sulphide solution is electrolysed " between elec-
ates, and air is then allowed to enter from above in order trodes of which the anode is larger than the cathode, with
drive the acid into the peres of the peroxide. The plates,

j

interposition of a porous partition, whereby some of the
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barium hydroxide is formed in the cathode compartment
while the part is formed along with

P0I3 sulphides in the solution in the anode compartment.''

u .urn hydroxide is then recovered from the solution
1

in the latter compartment.—E. S.

Paper Pulp; [Electrolytic] Production of . J. Kitsee.

U.S. Pat. !75,829, Nov. 22, 1904. XIX., page 12:s3.

FltENCB Patests.

Heating Agglomerated Materials tinder Pressure; furnace

for . Galvanische Metall-Papier-Fabrik Act.-Gcs.
1

.
..i 1,791, Jul} 13, 1904. [., page 1203.

tods, Flour, Milk, %c. ; Process and Apparatus for
Producing a Bleaching, Improving or Sterilising Agent

for The Ozonised Oxygen Co., Ltd. Fr. Pat.

344,914, July IS. 1904.

111: is passed through an ozoniser, and then quickly through

a sparking apparatus, or vice versa. The mixed gases pro-

duced are • mployed for treating the articles to be bleached

or preserved, lu the ease of flour, the treatment maybe
carried out in the apparatus described in I'.ng. Pat. 21,971,

(this J-, 1899, 1045).—W. P. S.

(£.)—ELECTRO-METALLURGY.

Electric Furnaces ; Bibliography if -——. First Period.

Ad. Minet. Faraday Sue., June '-'. 1904.

Laboratory Fobhaces (1808—1886).

Original Furnaces.

Davy. Voltaic Arc. Phil. Trans., 1813. Cathode Fur-

nace. Phil. Trans., 1807—1810.
Pepys. Resistance Furnace of the Sixth Class. Cementa-

tion of Iron. Phil. Trans., 1815, 105, 870.

Napier. Cathode Furnace. Treatment of Copper Ores.

Pat. 10,362 of 1844; 584 of 184S. Houston, J.

Franklin Inst., 1889,125, 376.

Electro-metallurgy of . lluminium.

Davy. Electrolysis of Alumina. Phil. Trans., IS08.

Monckton. Mixed Furnace, solid resistance at first, then

liquid in course of operation. Eng. Pat. '-'04 of 1862.

Bnnsen. Electrolysis of Fused Salt-. Current Density.

( Conditions of the mass relatively to the elements eou-

stituting the electrolyte. I'ogg. Annalen, 1S54, 92, and

94,612.
Deville (Henry Ste. Claire). Carbon and Aluminium Elec-

trodes. Ann. ile ( him., IS.'il, 43, 27. Aluiniuium,

Paris, 1859, 9.
r
>.

Le Chatelier. Carbon and Aluminium Electrodes. Eng.

Pat. 1214 of 1861

Gandin. ( ryolitt and Sodium Chloride. Monit. Scient.,

12, 62, according to Richards (Aluminium, 2nd Ed.,

Loudon, 1890).

liagenbuch. Clay with Flux and Zinc. Eng. Pat. 4S11 of

L872.

Bertbaut. Same process as Deville. Eng. 1 'at. 48,011 of

1879.

letzel. Fused Chlorides and Fluorides. Crucible as

Cathode. Reducing Gas. Ger. Pat. 26,962 of 1883.

Boguski-Zdziarski. Followed Graetzel's process (J884).
Fanner. ( Cathode Crucible without < over (1885 I.

1. sillier-. Closed Vessel under Pressure. Ger. Pat.

I

Special Furnace Ger. Pat. 45,012 of 1886,

Electro-metallurgy of Magni slum.

Bur 1
1 Magnesium Chloride. Liebig's Annalen,

1852, 82, 137.

Matthiessen. Double Salt of Magnesium and Potassium.

.1. ('hem. Soc, 8, 107.

Living. Application of Hunsen's Process (1S52— 18JI).

Borchers, Electro-metallurgy, Fr. Ed., 1896, 19.

Berthaut. Magnesium Chloride, Electrodes of Carbon and
Magnesium. Eng. Pat. 4087 of 1879.

Gorup-Besanez. Double Chloride of Magnesium and
Potassium. Lehrb. der anorg. Chein., 1th Ed., .",17.

Brunswick (1871 ).

1'. 1'iseher. Fir-t Apparatus: Dinglcr's Polyt. J., 1882, 246,
28. Second Apparatus : Wagner- Fischer's .laliresb.

der Chem. Tcchn., 1884, 1337. Handb. der ('hem.'
Techn., 14th Fd., 344. Leipzig (1893).

Graetzel. Double Fluorides and Chloride-. Cathode
Crucible. Reducing Gas. Ger. Fat. 20,962 of 18t

Electro-metallurgy of Lithium.

Bunsen and Matthiessen. Fused Chlorides. Liebig's

Annalen. 1855, 94, 107.

Troost. Cast Crucible. Comptes rend., 185C, 43, 921.
Ann.de ( him. Phys., 1856, 41, 112.

Killer. Reducing Gas. Lehrb. der Chem., Leipzig (18681
Grabau. Special Furnace. Ger. Pat. 41,494 of 1887.

Electro-metallurgy of Sodium.

Davy. Electrolysis of Alkaline Hydrates. Phil. Trans
1807—1810.

Watt. Sodium Chloride. Eng. Pat. 13,755 oi

JoblochkoB. Sodium Chloride. Dingler's I'olvt. J., 1884

251, 422.

Hoeptner. Apparatus, tier. I'at. 3d, 114 of 1884.

Rogers. Preparation on a large scale. F.S. Pat. 290,357
of 1884.

Omolt. Preparation on a large scale. Ger. Pat, 34.727 of

1885.

F. Fischer. Wagner-Fischer's Jahresb., 1886, 222.

Elcctro-nietaUu rgy ofPotassium.

Davy. Electrolysis of Alkaline Hydrates. Phil. Trans.,

1807—1810.
Matthiessen. Potassium and Calcium Chlorides. Liebig's

Annalen, 1855, 93, 277.

Linnemann. Fused ( Cyanide of Potassium. J. prakt. Chem.,

1848, 73, 4.:."..

Calcium, Strontium, and Barium.

Davy. Electrolysis of Earthv-Alkaline Hydrates. Phil.

Trans., 1807—1810.
Bunsen and Matthiessen. Electrolysis of Karthv-AlCduii

Chloride-. Matthiessen, Liebig's AiiiliI, n, 1855, 93
277; Bunsen, Current Densitv, l'osg. Annalen, 1854.1

91, 619.

Matthiessen. Strontium. Liebig-Kopp's Jahresb., 1855,1

328 ; J. Chem. Soc, 8, 107 ; 1 Ihemiede Gmelin-Kraut. i

Handb. der anorg. Chem., 2, -'>. Heidelberg, 1886.M
Feldmann, ',. Strontium. Ger. Pat. 50,370. B01

Electro-metallurgy, 90.

Miscellaneous Furnaces.

Despretz. Arc and Resistance Furnaces. Comptes rend.

1849, 29.
l'ichon. Arc Furnace. Fusion of Minerals in 1853

;

I

according to Audreoli (Industrie-. 1S93).

Johnson. Arc Furnaces, Fusion of Minerals, is.',.;. Kng

Pat. 700 of 1859; Cowlcs, Eng. Pat. 4oo| of 1887.

Berthelot Synthesis of Acetylene and Hydrocarbons
'8.'il— 1901. Berthelot, Experimental Hcsea

( .autliier \ i l! 11s, Paris. 1901.

Siemens. Arc and Cathode Furnaces, Fusion of Metals

Eng. Pats. 1878 and 2110 of 1879.

Huntington. Co-worker with Siemens in the researches or

the Fusion of Metals. Minet, Trade d'Klectroruetal

lurgie, 27.">.

Clerc, Louis. Are Furnace, Sun Lamp, Fusion of Lime

Fr. Pat 1880 ; Bel. Pat 144,397 ol 1881.

Borchers. Resistance Furnace, Third Class. Keduetiono

Refractory Oxides, 1S8U. Production ol Calcion

Carbide. Borchers, Electro-metallurgy. 1st Fr. Ed.

1896; 2nd Ger. Ed., 1894.
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Menges. Arc Furnace. Ger. Pat. 40,354 of 1886.
Kleiner-Tiertz. Arc Furnace. Hit. t'at. 12,022 of 1886.
Gerard-Lecnyer. Arc Furnace. Gcr. Pat. 14,511 of 1886.
Kogerson, Stutter, and Stevenson. ted by

Magnetism. Fr. Pat. 183.987 of 188G.

I Farmer, G. Arc Furnace. Minet, Traite d'Electrometal-
lurgie, 336.

Electrolytic Winning of Metals from <>• Insoluble
Anodes. St. Laszczynski. Elektrochem.-Zeit., 190 1 11
5 I—06.

list order to do away with the necessity of an ordinary
Idiapbragni and at the same time overcome the difficulties

me to oxidation at the anode, tin: author recommends a
ell for such electrolytic wot k. The essentia

li.irii \- lies in closely surrounding the anode with a thick
texture which hinders the diffusion of the ferrous and other
i> [disable salts to the anode.— I!. S. II.

.I.i ml -Tin Alloys; Separation of Tin J"mm Lend in .

I,. Peetz. Metallurgie, 1904, 1, 281—297, and 356—345.
I Science Abstr., A. 1904, 7, 931.

\iii his were made to remove the lead from lead-tin

ill' \ - by means of molten stannous chloride, or its double
[salts with alkali chlorides Stannous chloride and its

jlouble salts are completely decomposed by lead, the rate of

teeompositiou increasing with rise of temperature, but the

lecompositiou is not complete in the ease of lead-tin alloys,

i state of equilibrium being reached. The losses of tin by
volatilisation render the process useless practically. Tin
•an be separated from tin-lead alloys electrolytically bv
ueans of lead oxide in alkaline solution, alkali stannate

living formed; the separation is possible in three days,

Htillg a temperature of 35 C. The alloy is best used in

dates 1 mm. thick, in which ease no loss of tin occurs.

—T. F. 1!.

English Patent.

Watt i /tickets. Casings and lite like • Manufacture of
by Electrolytic means. A. F. Bosquet, Paris. Eng.
I 'at. 20,896,' Sept. 28, 1904.

I ins invention relates to the manufacture of jackets,

Bsings, &c, for the cylinders of explosion motors. The
minder is provided with grooves for the reception of the

ickel edges, the grooves being produced during the casting

If the cylinder and afterwards treated with a sand jet. The
ticket is formed of copper deposited from an ordinary

llectrolytic bath, after a preliminary coating from a bath of

oppei cyanide, the metal being deposited in the grooves
ml on a material, cast on the cylinder, which is fusible at a

omparatively low temperature. The cylinder is afterwards
laced in hot water or steam to melt the fusible metal, and
in- leave a cavity fcr the circulation of water.— 13. X.

"antalum Metal; Purification of . Siemens und
: Halske Akt., Berlin.

" Eng. Pat. 21,766, Oct. 10, 1904.

Under Intermit. Conv., I let. 15, 1903.

MPCRE metallic .tantalum powder is compressed into a
lir or mass, which is heated electrically in a crucible of

agnosia or thoria, lined with tantalum metal, a bar of
le same being used as cathode. The apparatus is enclosed

a glass chamber in which a vacuum is maintained.

—E. S.

United States Patents.

Void; Extracting from Ores [Cyanide Process'].

1. 11. Cassel, London. U.S. Pat. 775,597, Nov. 22, 1904.

hi; powdered ore is agitated with a solution containing a
anide and a haloid salt (a bromide or chloride of a
itable base) and the gold present i- gradually and cou-

jiuously transformed into a soluble cyanide by passage of

li electric current at a stated high density. From the

Nation separated from the ere, the gold is precipitated

d the haloid salt recovered, and to the residual solution a
anide is added to fit it for re-use. Compare U.S. Pats.

2,708 and 732,709 of 1903; and 769,938 and 774,349 of

04 ; this .1., 1903, 915. and 1904, 93'.', 1 1.51.—E. S.

ally Treating Materials; Method of . \\\ S
in. Usignorto F. Conlin, both of 'liethleheui, Pa

U.S. Pat. 77.01.3:, Nov. 15, 1904.

I'm: electric current is passed between electrodes, arranged
within a chamber, and through molten slag which partially

chamber. The distance between the electrodes is
caused to vary continuously so that an arc is formed at
intervals between the upper electrode and the slag. The
material is fed into the top id the chamber, first passing
through the arc and then through the slag.—-B. SL

Aluminium or other Metals; Process of Reducing .

11. S. Blackmore, Mount Vernon, X.Y. L' S Pat
7 7.". .otio, Nov. 15, 1904.

An oxygen compound or oxide of a metal, or metals, such
as lithium and calcium, is maintained in a state of fusion,
and an oxygen compound or oxide of a metal, such as
aluminium, and having a less affinity for oxygen, is added
to the fused mass. On passing an electric current, the
metal with the lesser affinity for oxygen is liberated, tin

anode being used which will combine with the disengaged
oxygen. The bath is replenished from time to time°with
the oxygen compound of the metal which is being liberated.
The fusion of the mass may be maintained by an alternating
current which does notyield metal, and by the simultaneous
action of a direct current, the metal may be liberated at a
temperature below the normal melting point of the oxide of
the metal.—B. X.

Fkexch Patents.

Electric Furnace. P. Girod. Addition, dated July 4, 1904
to Fr. Pat. 329,822 of Feb. 28, 1903 (this '.!., 1903,
1054).

The modification claimed in the present addition has for its

object the circulation of the current through the largest
possible portion of the available space of tbe furnace, and
consists in separating the heating resistance into a number
of circuits, arranged in any desired manner.— A. S.

Electric Furnace intended for the Transformation of Cast
In, it into Steel. G. H. Gin. First Addition.' dated
Aug. 3, 1904, to Fr. Fat. 342,101 of March 30, 1904 (this
.1., mot, 904).

Tin: main patent, relating to the refining of molten iron by
running it into a gutter repeatedly curved upon itself,

constituting the resistance in au electric circuit, is now
supplemented in certain respects. The electrothermic
heating of the metals and alloys is kept separate from the
purifying reactions, in effecting the former mainly whilst
the metal is in channels of small section, and the latter,

whilst it is in basins successively reunited by the passing
of the current along the heated channels. Thus, the
current in traversing the metal flowing in narrow sections
heats it more highly than the metal which is traversing
broad sections, or in re-united sections, such as mav be
made by merging some of the intervening section walls.

The narrow heating channels for the flow of the metal,
are caused to start immediately from the .steel masses
which serve as poles to the current. These masses are
cooled by a "peripheral" current of water. The bases
of these blocks are guarded by cylindrical envelopes of

o: of copper containing phosphorus, cooled by
interior water circulation, to ensure electrical contact with
the conductors, and reduce to a minimum the self-induction
of the current.— E. S.

Zinc; Process for extracting -

Uphate Solutions. Siemens

Fr. I at. 845,154, July 27, 1904.

Nov. 20, 1903.

tig. Pat. 16,396 of 1904 ; this J., 1904, 109!

T. F. B.

— Electrolyticallyfrom
und Halske Akt.-Ges.
Under Internat. < on\ .,

XII.-FATTi OILS, FATS, WAXES,
AND SOAP.

Paraffin Wax; Admit-fine of with Substances tf
Higher Melting Point. [Candle Mailing.] E. Graefe.

III., page 120G.
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English Patents.

' Oil Filler. S. H. II. Barratt and the United

Asbestos Co., Ltd., LondoD. Eng. Pat., Jl,4.>2, Oct. 6,

1901.

'i]ii> apparatus consists of a vessel divided into two or

more compartments by means of vertical or nearly vertical

partitions. A filtering medium of woven fabric, asbestos,

&c, is stretched, across a grid placed over a hollow frame,

iu the partition, whilst a porous filtering; mass within the

Inline is kept in position by means of a second grid' (which

may also be covered with a woven fabric), the pressure of

which can be regulated by means of a screw or other device.

The waste oil introduced through a strainer into one com-

partment, passes horizontally through the filtering media

into the other compartment or compartments, so that there

is but little accumulation of impurities on the filter.

—C. A. M.

Oil aurl the like -. Apparatus for Purifying . C. A.

Koellner, Neumuhleu, Germany. Eng. Pat. 22,338,

Oct. 10, 1904.

This apparatus, intended for the filtration of viscous oil,

engine grease, etc., consists of two superposed chambers

each of which contains filtering sheets kept apart by means

of bars, frames, etc., and kept in position by means of a

screw or other device. The oil enters at the bottom of

the upper chamber, rises through the filter, and is thee con-

ducted to the top of the lower chamber through the filter, in

which it passes downwards. The passage connecting the

two chambers may be provided with a cover and observation

window, and may end in a shoot to conduct the oil towards

tae middle of the top of the lower filter.—C. A. M.

•Soap Preparations far use in Preventing Poisoning by

Componnils of Lead, Copper, Arsenic, Mercury and
other Metals ; Process for making . F Nusch,

London. From Chem. Werke G. m. b. II., vorm. C. Zerbe,

Freiburg in Kaden. Eng. fat. 18,152, Aug. 22, 1904.

The ready decomposition on contact with aii of soaps

containing " sulphuretted alkali and bydrathionic acid," is

prevented by coating the preparation with paraffin, soluble

glass (alkali silicate), or the like, whilst the stability of the

soap is increased by the addition to its ingredients of a

substance such as vaseline, to counteract the influence of

the air. (Compare Fr. Pat. 341,159 of 1904; this J.,

1904, 82S.)—C. A. M.

French Patents.

Petroleum orGasoline Soap, ami ProcessforManufacturing
the same. I.. A. Lebreton-Deshayes. Fr. l'.it. 339,061,

Sept. 29, 1903.

Thirty-two kilos, of petroleum or gasoline, previously

agitated with Hi kilos, ol caustic -oda lye, are stirred into

•jo kiios. of melted animal or vegetable fat, and then J4

kilos, of caustic soda lye arc added, with stirring. The soap

is run into a suitable mould, which is transferred to a room

heated to about 30° ('. for about 2 I hours, to complete the

saponification.—T. V B.

Soap : Manufacture ofNeutral , A', eping its Neutrality

during Hydrolysis. P. Horn. Fr. Pat. :'.4 5. is:,, Aug. 1 1

.

1904.

Products of the artificial digestion of albuminoids with

acids or alkalis (" albuminoses '") are introduced into the

soap, "ith the object of combining with free alkali alread]

]. resent or liberated during the hydrolysis of the soap by

water.— C. A. M.

Soap Preparation for usi as Protection against Lead
Poisoniny } Process for making a . Chem. Werke
Gea m. b. H., vorm. Dr. C. Zerbe. First Addition, dated

Aug. L8, 1904, to Fr. Pat. 341,159, Feb. 25, 1904.

Qg. Pat 18,152 of 1904; preceding thee.—T. 1 11.

XIII.-PIGMENTS, PAINTS; RESINS,
VARNISHES; INDIA-RUBBER, Etc.

(A.)—PIGMENTS, PAINTS.

United States Patents.

Paint Composition. \V. A. Hall, Bellows Falls, Vermont.
U.S. 1'at. 775,919, Nov, 29, 1904

Sef Eng. Pat. 26,903 of 1903 ; this J., 1904, 328. T. F. B.

Oil Colour. M. Herisson. Addition, dated Julv _'<. 1904,
to Fr. Pat. .137,440. Dec. a, 1903. (See this .1

495.)

The oil colour claimed in the main patent (lor. eit.) ein be
advantageous!} used in place of red lead, for a first coating
on iron. The pigment is improved by decreasing the
amount of barium chloride, and increasing that of zinc-

white, and it should be coloured bv adding a little red ochre.

—M. i s.

(B.)—RESINS, VARNISHES.

United States Patents.

Citrus Fruits i Process of Extracting Oleo-nsin from the
Peel of . K.J. Sheenan, Assignor to San Gabrufl
Valley Essential Oil Co. I'.S. Pat. 775,501'. Nov. -12,

1901.' \\.. page L2S?.

(Citrus Fruits; Oleo-resinous Product from . K. Jk
Sheenan. Assignor to San Gabriel Valley Essential Oi.

Co. U.S. l'at. 775. 541'., Nov. 22, 1904. XX., page 1239

Trench Patents.

Amher ; Process for Utilising Wastt Yellow . I

11. Thiemann. Fr. l'at. 345,196, July 15, 1904.
•

Amrei; powder, turnings, and other waste are treated with
chloroform, so as to obtain the soft a- aud /3-resins free from
impurities. The addition of the*e resins to eopal or amber,

of low quality produces a mixture suitable for the maufac-
ture of ambroide. Addition of ;i -mall quanity id succinic

acid causes a cloudiness, by which the resemblance of the.

product to natural yellow amber i- enhanced.—M. J. S.

(C.)—INDIA-KUBBER, &c.

Later of Cast illmi EUlstica. A. W. K. de Jom.'.

Her.. 1904, 37,4398—4399.

I'm - tbstance which retards the coagulation of the latex of

Castilloa elastica (this .1., 1904, 990) has bi en found to be.

of an albuminoid character. It is precipitated h\

aul acetone, but no; by acetic acid, and its action i- pro-

bably due to the adherence of the precipitate to the ] articles

of caoutchouc, thus reducing the cohesive power of the

latter. The author has also succeeded in detecting in the

latex the presence of a tannic acid (calcium salt,

Ca), an acid, ((,. IF, !>,,,> . potassium chloride,!

sugar (m. pt. of osazone, about 200" C), and a compoufl
Ural solution of which is coloured green.— A. S

French Patents.

- .'] Later; Process and Apparatusfor the 'It

of . p. F. E. Christians. Fr. l'at. 345,020, .lulv

22, 1904.

Itex is mixed with water and passed

gauze tissue of fairly wide mesh to remove leave

and then through one or two stretched cloths previously

1 or sprinkled with n coagulatiog agcut. I'he appa-

ratus consists of three frames fitted one within the other,

between the end- of which the cloths are stretched The

outer and inner frames are without bottoms, but the

one has an openwork bottom of lath* or bamboo.— A. S.

Vulcanised Hubbei Waste; Regenerating . A. Kittel.

Fr. Pat. 844,734, Julj 9, 1904.

The rubber waste is cut up into sma'l pieces and incorpo-

rated with a dry powdered alkali capab'e of unitingwith the
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ulphur. The mixture is pressed, heated for 2—3 hours
it 220 —280° Ci and then treated in the usual manner
n the case of waste containing a large proportion of loading

oaterial, powdered rosin may lie added with the alkali.

—A. S.

XIV.-TANNfflG ; LEATHEE, GLUE, SIZE.

Tannin Extracts} Note on the Behaviour of Sulphites

in . B. Lepetit and C. C. Satta. Collegium, 1904,

311—313, 317—324.

The results of u series of experiments on tannin extracts

containing sulphites, lead the authors to confirm Parker

rod Gansser's view (this J., 1901, 1085), that such extracts

bave no injurious action on leather. It was found that in

ii, extract of quebracho treated with bisulphite, a fairly

large proportion of sulphate was always formed by oxida-

-imi. but only very little free sulphuric acid.—F. D. T.

Tannin Matters: Note on the Analysis of . K. Lepetit.

Collegium, 1904, 305—311.

The author criticises the present official method of analysis, •

in that it does not take sufficient account of the values of '

"non-tannins," and takes no account of '• insolubles,"

notwithstanding the fact that the latter include the phloba-

phenes which euter largely into the composition of leather.

The figures of analysis would be more exact if, instead of

bringing the result to a hundred by obtaining one of the

percentages by subtraction, the various determinations

were all made direct.

A comparison of analyses of similar extracts made by
Several chemists last year showed considerable differences,

although the same hide powder was used. The variations

were evidently due not only to differences of manipulation,

but also to the fact that insufficient care was taken when
the samples were drawn. The author recently drew samples

with great care from about two kilos of liquid extract, and

also from dry extracts, which latter he pounded up finely

and then passed through two sieves. Comparative analyses

bv several members of the I.A.L.T.C. showed then con-

siderably less variation than in the case above cited. The
author does not think it advisable lo adopt, without restrie

tion, the rule that all tannin solutions must be filtered

before analysis, as many tanners rightly demand that there

should be a certain quantity of insoluble matter present.

In view of the increasing importance of extracts known

a- " soluble in the cold," the author proposes that the

Congress should settle what the maximum amount of

insoluble matter in these extracts should be.—F. D. T.

Gelatin; Sitting and Swelling of . P. v. Schroeder.

Z. Fhys. Chem., 1903, 45, '75—117. Science Abstr. A.,

1904, 7, 914.

By heating a solution of gelatin at 100° C, its viscosity,

measured at 25° C, gradually decreases" to a constant

minimum ; this change is attributed to hydrolysis, and is

accelerated by both hydrogen and hydroxyl ious (i.e., bj

addition both"of acid and alkali), the final viscosities thus

reached being lowei than that obtained with a pure gelatin

solution. The sulphates and chlorides of potassium, sodium,

and ammonium, sodium nitrate, and the chlorides and sul-

phates of lithium and magnesium all increase the viscosit)

of gelatin solutions, the greatest increase being produced

by magnesium salts The vapour pressure of gelatin, after

soaking in water, is found to be greater than that of water

at the same temperature.—T. !•'. Ii.

Colloids [Gelatin, Sfc.] ; Sol ut ion and Swelling of .

K. Spiro, Beitr. Chem. Physiol. Path., 1904; 5, 276—296.

Science Abstr., 1904, A, 7, 922—923.

The swelling of gelatin is considerably accelerated by

hydrogen and hydroxyl ions (see von Schroeiler, preceding

abstract), and also by colloidal ferric hydroxide, even in pre-

sence of a substance such as dextrose. With a 3 per cent,

solution of dextrose, the maximum swelling of gelatin is

produced ; with a 25 percent, solution, no water is absorbed,

whilst with more concentrated solutions, the gelatin loses

water and shrinks. Other substances, such as plates of
agar, are not affected in the same way as gelatin. In a

colloidal ferric hydroxide solution, obtained by prolonged
d : alysis (which contains an appreciable amount of chlorine),

part of the substance is undoubtedly present in true

solution, but the greater part is merely in suspension.

Gelatin is affected less by dialysed than by " commercial "

solutions of colloidal ferric hydroxide. The formation of

a colloidal solution appears to require the presence of a

small amount of an electrolyte.—T. F. I!.

Nitrogenous Refuse [Leather Waste, A'c] and Waste
Sulphuric Acid; Simultaneous Utilisation of .

K. Donath. XV., page 1228.

English Patent.

Tanning Leather; Process of and Apparatus for .

!l. de Marneffe, Liege, Belgium. Kug. Pat. 22,395,

Oct. 18, 1904.

She Fr. Pat. 339,428 of 1904 ; this .1., 1904, 720.—T. F. B.

United States Patents.

Hides; Machine far Applying Colouring Matter to .

B.W.Churchill. U.S. Pat. 774,935, Nov. 15, 1904.

V 1., page 1213.

Leather; Process of Treating [Waterproofing] .

P. Magnus. Collingwood, Victoria. U.S. Pat. 775,839,

Nov. 22, 1904.

Si. i Fr. Cat. 331,239 of 190:! ; this J., 1903, 1 140.—T. F. B.

French Patents.

Fannin Extracts; Process far the Clarifying of .

Soc. des Extraits de Chine en Russe. Fr. Pat. 339,064.

Sept. 25, 1903.

The tannin liquors tire treated with finely-pulverised neutral

bodies such as sand, clay, kaolin or barium sulphate.

The latter carry down insoluble matters in suspension,

thereby rendering the extracts clear.— F. D. T.

Skins; Process for the Tanning of . K. L. Alilaire.

Fr. Pat. 345,002, July 21, 1904.

The skins are tanned with liquors extracted from peat. It

is claimed that .-kins so treated are especially supple and
strong.—F. I). T.

Leather; Artificial . and Method of Malting the

.1. ii. Granjon and J. F. J. Berchet, Addition,

i Aug. 5, 1904, to Fr. Pat. 34:1,704, June 4, 1904

(this J., 1904, 1036).

The artificial leather prepared according to the process

described in the main patent, is coated (before the tar is

quite dry) on one or both sides with a sheet of paper,

cardboard, textile fabric, or metal.— A. S.

Glue; Manufacture of a Special . I'. Vierne

and P. Kowachiche. Fr.' Pat. 339,098, (Jet. 14, 1903.

u 1—20 per cent, of zinc oxide is added to the hot

solution of slue, and after well agitating, the liquor is

passed through a sieve and cooled, in moulds. It is claimed

that the resulting glue, which is white and opaque, has a

ile breaking strength 20 per cent, greater than that

of ordinary glue, whilst size prepared from it has a

resistance to moisture, 30 per cent greater than ordinary

glue size.— A. S.

XV.-MANUKES, Etc.

. Phosphates; Action of Water on the . F. K.

CamerOU and A. Seidell. J. Allien Ch Soc, 1904,

26, 1454—141.:;.

Both tricalcium phosphate and monocalcium phosphate

are considerably hydrolysed and decomposed by the action

of water. In both cases, the amount of decomposition and

concentration of the resulting solution ai the tempera-

tuie employed in the authors' experiments (25° C), is
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dependent on the ratio between the amounts of solid

phosphate ind water. Diealcium phosphate, however, is

only composed by water and appears to dissolve

mainly as such, so that it is the only phosphate of calcium
stable in water under ordinary conditions.

The presence of calcium sulphate slightly increases the

phosphoric acid dissolved from tricalcinm phosphate, pro-

duces probably a slight increase « ith the monocali ium salt,

but a marked deci ase with diealcium phosphate; calcium
carbonate diminishes the phosphoric arid dissolved from
all three phosphates. Carbon dioxide increases the phos-
phoric acid dissolved from tri- or di -calcium phosphate, but

is without apparent effect on the action of water on the

monocaleium salt.—T. II. I'.

Lignite-tar Distilleries
\ Use of Waste Liquors from

as Manure. 1'. Strube. Z. aogew. Chem., 1904, 17,
1787.

In spite i.i repeated trials, no method of treatment for these

waste liquors l:as yel been found which will render them
inoffensive at a pruetiealde cost : usually they arc diluted by
being run into neighbouring streams. The author has, how-
ever, successfully applii d them for manurial purposes. Two
portions of land . ted similarly in all respects save that

one was regularly sprinkled, by means of spray -ditfusers,

with these waste liquors, and the other not. The yield of

oats on the sprinkled portion was represented by the figures
14-5 grain. 7'.>n straw, lit) chaff, while the corresponding
figures for the other portion were 38-0, t'.l-.'i, 8-0; the

grain from the sprinkled portion contained 2 - 13 per cent, of
nitrogen, that from the other l

- 67 per cent., so that the

total yields of nitrogen from the two portions were very

nearly in the ratio of 3 to 2. -J. T. I).

Nitrogenous Refuse [Leather Waste, %c] and Wasti Sul-
phuric Acid [from Petroleum Refining'] ; Simultaneous
Utilisation of . E. Dooath. Chem.-Zeit., 1904,28,
1153—1154.

'

When nitrogenous substances such as leather, wool, hair,

horn, &c, are heated at about 300° C. with 30—50 per cent.

of sulphuric acid and afterwards extracted with water, con-
siderable amounts of ammonium sulphate are obtained,

whilst the carbonised residues, according to the nature of

the substance employed, may be utilised as a decolorising
agent, or, il unsuitable for this purpose, mav be utilised for

the production of potassium ferrocyanide. For the first

operation it is proposed to employ waste sulphuric arid from

the purification of petroleum. In an experiment in which
leather meal (220 grms.) was treated with sulphuric acid,

3 -
3(> grnis. of ammonia were obtained; and of the total

nitrogen only 2 • 5 per cent, was lost. In another experiment,
however, the loss was much greater. The carbonised residues

contained from I to 10 per cent, oi nitrogen.—N. 11. .i. M.

English Patent.

Fertilisn- or Manure} Manufacture of . II. Myers,
Burton-on-Trent Eng. Rat. 494, Jan. 8, 1904.

Claim is made for a mixture consisting of pressed brewers'
yeast (20 to 30 pan-), oak sawdust (15 to 20 parts),

powdered lime (25 parts), bone dust (10 to 20 parts I, basic
slag (111 parts), and sodium sulphate (10 parts). After

blending, the mixture is passed through a revolving cylin-

drical wire i iddlc < . A. SI,

XT1.-SUGAR. STAECH, GUM, Etc.

[Sugar"]
; Carbonating and Systematic Washing of Filter'

press Srinns. a. Aulard. Bull. Assoc. Chim. Sucr. et

Dist., 1904, 22, 299—812.
In order to secure perfect washing of filter-press -cum-, the

juice must have been well treated with lime, and the first

carbonating carried out at about To (
'. The pressure at

the filter-presses should not exceed two atmospheres. The
water used, is the ammoniacal water from tlie third and
fourth bodies of the multiple effect, cooled to 4a — .Ml (

'.

It should be put into the press at from l to l '5 atmospheres
pressure. When the presses are not arranged foi absolute
displacement of thi in those of the Fives-Lille- Co.,
and there is consequent mixing of water and juiee.it is of

advantage to return part to serve iis water of displacement

for the sac operation. For liming, sufficient watei
should be used to bring the slaked lime to from '(J° to

01 against the use of a dense milk

of lime when the mixing of the diffusion juice in the cold
with lime lasts at lea^t an hour.--!.. J. de \V.

Sugar Solutions ; Boiling Points,,/ Pure and Impure .

II. Claassen. Zeits. Ver. Deutsch. Zuckerind., 1904,54,
I 159. (See this .1., 1904, 1105.)

— L. J. de W.

Sugar in Solutions of Tannin .- Pit it net of .

II. Novo. Bull. Assoc. Chim. Suer. et Dist., 1904,221
325—326.

Tut: author finds that alcoholic solutions of tan

iriitly used along with lead acetate to clarify and
decolorise sugar solutions for polariscope readings, espe-

cially after being kept sonic time, may contain dextrose
and consequently affect the accuracy of the result-. The
natural glucosides present in some tannins are decomposed
into dextrose and gallic acid. The use of concentrated

solutions of tannin is therefore condemned.—L. J. de \V.

Starch-Glucose Syrups prepared by Hydrochloric Arid ,-

Suitability of for t 'onfectionery. E. Preuss.

/.. Spiritusind., 1904, 27, 478.

COSE which has been prepared with hydrochloric acid, as

the American confectioners' glucose is, must never be ueu-

led with chalk, but always with sod ium carbonate. The
author has ascertained experimentally that the resulting

ma chloride is without any inverting action upon the
'

cane sugar in the process of boiling confectionery. Tin

proper use of sodium carbonate also decomposes any

Icium chloride which may be produced by the action of

tin' acid upon the ash of the starch ; well neutralised syrups
r contain calcium chloride. Further, the author -

that it is not necessary to use higher temperatures when
ertingwith hydrochloric acid, than when sulphuric acid

is employed. In practical work a temperature of 120 - 1 .30

i ir a pressure of one atmosphere is never exceeded,
on aii. unit of the danger of reversion. Syrups properly

prepared with hydrochloric acid tire no less suitable for

confectionery than those made with sulphuric arid, and
any defects observed arc really attributable to the piesi

..i abnormal products due to conversion at excessively high

temperatures or to incorrect neutralisation, filtration, or

decolorisation.—J. F. II.

Alilosi s
; Separation of by Secondary Htjdrazii

It. Ofner. Ber., 1904. 37, 4399—4402. (See also this

.1.. 1904, 993.)

fin author has succeeded in preparing in acetic acid

solution the methylphenylhydrazones ot dextrose and
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xylose, and the beuzylphenylhydrazone of xylose, although
hitherto it has only been possible to produce these
derivatives from neutral solutions. The following is tin-

method adopted for tne preparation of the methylphenyl-
hydrazone of dextrose. Two grms. of dextrose are well

mixed with S c.e. of 50 per cent, acetic acid, l
- 8 grms.

of methylphenylhydrazine are added, and the mixture is

allowed to stand at the ordinary temperature in a closed

flask with occasional shaking. The whole of the sugar
gradually passes into solution, and from the deep red liquid,

the hydrazoue separates after about two hours in the form
of colourless needles. After a further hour, the crystalline

mass is repeatedly digested with ether, pressed >>n an
earthenware plate and re-crystallised from alcohol. The
vield of pure hydrazoue. is .jo per cent of the theoretical

amount.—A. S.

Beetroots; Direct Determination of Sugar in . Non-
Influence of Air on the Results. II. and I.. Pellet.

XXIII., page 1241.

Beetroot Juice; Deb rmination of the Purity of .

II. Schulz. XXIII., page 1241.

Maple Siiriifi and Maple Sugar; Composition, Analysis

and Adulteration of . J. Hortvet. XXIII..

page 1211.

Denaturing Sugar fur Use in the Brewery .- Directim s

for . XVII., page 1230.

Sugars: Reaction of Aldehydic—
page 1240.

A. Berg. XXIII.,

Starch-containing Mali rials ; Method of Distinguishing

between Different In/ means of Iodine Vapour.

A. Dubose. ' XXIII., page 1240.

English Patents.

Achroo-De.i trin ; Manufacture of [from Peat].

G. Reynaud, Tails. Bng. Pat. 4 7'.'ii. Feb. 26, 1904.

See I .S. Tat. 761,542 of 1904 ; this J., 1904, 721 T. F.B.

'French Patents.

Beet Sugar : Process for Manufacturing . XI. Roeseler,

A. Schaer, and if. W. Hinze. Fr. Tat. 345,299, Aug.

1, 11101.

See U.S. Tat. 770,700 of 1904 ; this J., 1904, 994.—T. F. B.

Sugar or Diffusion ./aires; Purification of Crude .

Vie. H. Greyer (n£e Mitterbacber) and A. .1. von Wehr-
stedt. Fr. Pat. 345,463, Aug. 8, T.IU4.

An intimate mixture, consisting of two parts of calcium

hydroxide with one part of powdered briek, is added to

the crude sugar juice at a temperature of 80° C. in the

proporticn of 2-j to 3-0 per cent, on the weight of tin-

beetroots. The mixture i- agitated mechanically, whilst it

is saturated with carbon dioxide.—J. F. 15.

Sugar ; Rapid and Economical Process of Refining .

J. B. L. Aurieutis and E. Fontenilles, Fr. Tat. 345,261,

July 20, 1904.

Sooak of the quality known as No. 3 or " extra," is

melted with water in such proportions and at such a

temperature that the syrup, after cooling to about 30 ( ..

contains at least 60 per cent, of retiued crystals produced

by suitable " malaxage." The syrup drained off from this

mass is utilised for melting a second batch of sugar, with

the addition of the necessary quantity of water. When
the drained, syrups become too highly coloured, they

are decolourised and returned tor re-melting. Any con-

centration of the svrups is avoided. The crystallised

refined mass i- drained in the centrifugal machines,

niix.-d with hot, saturated, " clairee " syrup, and moulded

in any suitable manner. Tbe refuse from tbe moulded sugar

is remelted.—J. F. U.

Viscous Materials [Molasses]; Apparatus for Drawing
off , the Draw-off Cock being Automatically regu-

lated by a Float. T. Gade. Tr. Pat. W 1,724, June 21,

Tin: viscous material is drawn off from a tun into a vessel,

and as this fills, it raises a float connected by means of a
lever to a weight. When the vessel is full, the weight is

released and closes the draw-off cock.— I,. I- '. G.

Molasses, Vinasses, Saccharine Juices, and other I
i

table Extracts; Production of Dyestuffs from .

O. Wichardt. Tr. Pat. 345,440, Aug. y, 1904. IV.,

page 1211.

Betahie or its Salts from Molasses ; Process for Extracting—
-. C. Stiepel. Fr. Pat. 344,954, July 19, 1904.

Concentrated molasses is intimately mixed with twice

its volume of 95 per cent, alcohol. The mixture is

allowed to settle, and the alcoholic layer is decanted off,

filtered, and decolorised by animal charcoal. It is then
concentrated to a syrupy consistency, treated with strong

hydrochloric acid, and cooled; the crystals of heteine

hydrochloride which separate out, are subsequently purified

by rcerystallisation from alcohol.—J. F. B.

Starch [Amyloid]; Manufacture of from Cellulose,

Wood, Av'. A. Borner. Fr. Pat. :u.">,376, Aug. 4, 1904.

Svwdust or 'other waste vegetable material is digested

for IS—60 hours with a suitable acid or alkaline solution.

The most suitable solvent consists of a 1—2 per cent,

solution of caustic soda, with which the sawdust is systema-
tically extracted in a diffusion battery at a temperature of

about 24° C. The extract is freed from resins, &c. by
acidulation, and the " starch " is precipitated from the

clarified solution by saturating the latter with common
salt. The separated " starch " may then he saccharified

by acid, and converted into alcohol by fermentation and
distillation.—J. F. B.

XVII-BEEWINa, WINES, SPIRITS, Etc.

Culture Yeasts; Researches on in the Moist aiol

Pressed Condition. W. ITenneberg. Woch. f. Trail.,

T.I04, 21, 625—629, 654—660, 668—675, 6M—686,

711—716, 731—710, 747—751, 759— 7(13.

Conclusions are summarised setting forth the results of

a long series of investigations on the behaviour and
longevity of quiescent yeast cells aud the influence of

foreign organisms on yeast, including a study of spontaneous

infection, decomposition, and putrefaction of preserved

yeast. The experiments were carried out (1) with absolutely

[Hire cultures, and (2) with pressed industrial yeast. A com-
parison of these two series showed that, in the bulk, the pure
cultivated yeast lived for a shorter time than the industrial

cultures, but that frequently a few cells of the pure cultures

survived after the whole of those of the industrial cultures

were dead. Variations in the relative longevity of the two
kinds of cultures were observed, according to the temperature

of storage and the race and type of the yeast. In pure

cultures the bottom yeasts lived longer than the top yeasts,

but in industrial cultures the reverse was the case; tin-

two types of yeast are, however, not really comparable.

In pure cultures there was frequently a slight reproduction,

but scarcely any in the industrial cultures. In pure
culture- of Races II. aud XII. the presence of excess of

moisture was very injurious, but in industrial culture-

much less so. Exclusion of air by means of a layer of

paraffin was found to be unfavourable in pure cultures of

Race XII., hut favourable in industrial cultu. Industrial

cultures of Eaee XII. often contained spore- whereas the

e cultures of this variety were always devoid of them.

Infection by Oidium lactis is very destructive in p

cultures, hut in industrial cultures of the distillery yeasts;

this iungus forms a protective film, with distinctly favour-

able effects. Sulphuretted hydrogen (die- to infection)

was produced only in the industrial cultures; the latter
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also were proof against putrefactive bacterid and haj
bacilli. Generally, it may he said that the life of mmM
yeast cells in the quiescent state is comparatively short,

especially at high temperatures. The life of the cell is

cut short by the accumulation in the restricted space of the

pressed mass, of poisonous products of metabolism, or by
foreign organisms. In order to ohtain a culture which will

remain alive for a considerable time, it is necessary to

select a suitable race of yeast and to cultivate it under
conditions which will induce a vigorous growth, as free as
possible from infecting organisms.—J. I'. li.

Denaturing Sugar fir Use in the Brewery; Directions

fir . '/.. Ver. Deutsch. Zucker Ind., 1904, 54,
[Gen. Part], 408. (See this J., 1904, 1053.)

In accordance with the law of July 5, allowing the use

of duty-ire, sugar for brewing purposes in France, the
following two methods of denaturing the sugar were
sanctioned on October 1 :— < 1 ) A mixture is made in the

following order of 1000 kilos, of drinking water, 2 kiles.

of syrupy, purified commercial phosphoric acid of sp. gr.

1 "45, 1000 kilos, of sugar or syrup, and 20 kilos, of hops.

The mixture is brought to the boil. After boiiing for

15 minutes, the density of the boiling liquid is taken with

a hydrometer, and boiling continued until it has reached
1*26. The syrnp poured off, must have a density of 1 32.

(2) A mixture is made in the following order, 1000 kilos.

of drinking water, 4 kilos, of crystallised tartaric acid,

1000 kilos, of sugar or syrup, and 20 kilos, of hops. The
rest of the procedure is as under (11.—L. J. de VV.

\_Brewing.~] Action nf Disinfectants on Beer Incrusta-
tion. V. Tornell and E. Morell. Z. ges. Brauw ., I'.m I,

27, 844-84G.

EXPERIMENTS were made on the incrustation found in the

main leading from the hop-back to the cooler. The sub-
stance which contained 9 4 per cent, of moisture and was
soluble to the extent of 14| per cent, in water, was crushed
and exposed to the action of the reagents (20 c.e. per
0-4 grm. of substance) for an hour, then stirred and left

for a similar period, the insoluble residue being linaliv

collected on a tared tiller, washed with 300 c.c. of water
and dried at 100° C. " Antifirmin " (in which the
active substance is bypochlorous acid, and which contains
5*2 per cent, of sodium hydroxide) dissolved '.'7 percent.
of the incrustation with brisk effervescence, the chlorine

decolorising the solution. On the other hand, a 5 per cent,

solution of caustic soda, dissolved only 23 per cent., so that

the more vigorous action of the first-named reagent must be
ascribed to the active chlorine, though in the case of solium
Itgpochloiite and bleaching powder, this activity was less

pronounced (64-4 per cent, and 39'7 percent, respectively).

Sodium and potassium carbonates act more by loosening the
incrustation than as solvi nts, only 20 per cent, being dis-

solved by. solutions of 2j— 10 per cent, strength. Potassium
bisulphite increases the insolubility of the incrustation in

water by nearly 2 per cent., and also hardens the crust

—

a behaviour explaining the known fact that vats treated

with this reagent incrusl s er and more firmly than
otherwise. The same result, bul in >tiil higher degree, is

furnished by " montanin," which actually increases the

insolubility by 2."> per cent., and is therefore entirely un-
suitable as an anti-incrustant. Ammonium bifluoride

(05— 1 percent, solution! dissolves only about 1 per cent,

more than water. It is therefore concluded that oxidising
agents alone, do not e\ert any powerful solvent action on

the incrustation.—C. S.

Distill I tMash; Beating the lu 75°—81 < '.

after Acidification. Schumann. '/.. Spiritusiud., 1904,

27, 47S—47H.

Tin. heating of the preliminary; yeas) mash to n temperature
of 75—81 ' in

i acidification by lactic acid bacteria and
before sowing the yeast, is always recommended as a safe-

guard for destroy ingany undi sirable bacteria which may have
developed along with the luetic bacteria. The ant hoi, how

i ver,

questions the Utility o) tin- partial sterilisation, because
its good effects may bl outweighed by its ill effect on the

nutrition of the yeast. He contends that if the lactic fermeu
tation has taken place under favourable c litem- of purit
the healing is unnecessary, and that it is quite likely, by il

action upon the albuminoids and enzyme-constituents of th

ina-h, to modify the composition of the liquid in a direetio

unfavourable to the yeast. He claims that it is possible

judge whether an acidified yeast mash is in such a conditio
as to require heating for sterilisation purposes, or wheth
this heating may be omitted wiih advantage to the yeas'

Henneberg, commenting on the above, points out that the
are some kinds of "wild'' lactic bacteria which develo
well under the same conditions as the " cultivated " specie

and that these arc capable, in sullicient quantities, of exert-

ing a disastrous ttl'iet upon the yield of spirit. It is \crv
doubtful whether it is possible in practice to distinguish the
presence to a dangerous extent of these harmful bacteria,

and the pasteurisation of the mash must be regarded as a
necessary safeguard.—J. F. 13.

Distillery Fermentation Tuna; Attetuperators for .

ti. Ileiuzelmann. Z. Spiritusiud., 1904, 27, *"7.

Attemi'krators are of two kinds, the stationary and the

vable. The copper pipes of the stationary coils should

be flattened or oval in section, since their sole function is to

cool the mash. The pipes of the moving coils should on the

other band be round in section, since flattened pipes in then

spiral path cut through the mash without making a sullicient

path for the escape of the carbon dioxide, which is the chief

object of their motion. The speed of rotation should he

Is to 20 revolutions per minute, and the up and down-troke
J

.should be about 3 It. in length. The coil.- should never he

so adjusted that they break through the surface of the mash
as they rise, as thereby a loss of alcohol would occur. The
ulteniperators must he kept perfectly clean, and there should I

he no projections or corners to which particles of stale mash
!

may adhere and so cause infection; any leakage of water

from the inside of the eoils may also introduce infecting

bacteria. Mere spraying is not sufficient to remove the

slimy deposit of yeast which collects on the coils: these

should he scrubbed as frequently as possible with milk of

lime.— J. F. B.

Hum distilled in British Guiana .- Proportion of Esters

normally Present in . J. It. Harrison. British

Guiana Official Gazette, Oct. 19, 19t>4.

Isiiui the results of analysis of a number of" estate " rums
and of " bush " turns (the product- of illicit distilleries), it

is concluded that rum as at present manufactured in British

Guiana is subject to a wide range of variation m its con-

tents of esters (calculated as ethyl acetate), the numbers
i

obtained varying from 12 to so pan- for estate rums and

for bush rums from 2 I toll.", parts pet I
on.nun of alcohol

by volume. The mean content- of esters in the rum ex-

ported from the colony during the past three years have

varied from C4"7 to 104 parts, the mean for the total export

being 83-5 parts. Bum distilled by means o 1 continuous

and of t ofley stills contains a mean of 4 I ".I parts of esters

with 18'4 parts of acids ; that from vat stills, 09-9 parts of

it; i- with 33 -

1 parts of acids. The results here given offer

no support to the theory that rum can be judged as to its

freedom from admixture with -ilent spinl by the amount of

esters present.—T. II. P.

Trehalose; Presence of in Mushrooms.
I . Bourquelot and II. Herissey. XXIV., page 1243.

Rusting of Iron [by Denatured Spirit] ; Stimulating and

Paralysing Effects of certain Substances on . I..

l.indet. X., {age 1219.

English Patbrts.

English Bters or Mali Liquors; Manufacture of ,

and Production of Pure Yeast Cultures for use therein.

V II. Claussen, Copenhagen. Eng. Pat. 28,181, Dee. 22.

1903.

Claim is made for the employment in the manufacture of

English beers, such as ale, stout, and porter, of cultures of
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a new species of micro-organisms, which are termed
brettanomyces and which do not form endospores, in order

to produce the flavour and condition peculiar to such beers.

The brettanomycss may be added after the primary fer-

mentation or after pasteurisation, or may be mixed with

the pitching yeast.—T. II. P.

Temperature of Kilns or other Sot-Air Chambers used in

Dri/ini) Grain ind like Materials: Apparatusfor Indi-
cating the . A. J. Murphy, Leeds. Rug. Pat. 967,
Jan. 14, 19ii|

Tin* apparatu consists of a casing 1, provided with in-

turned spring clips 2, for holding a thermometer .'! centrally

within the casing, 4 being an external shield or jacket which
is held concentrically outside the casing 1 by distance pieces.

."). The bases of the casing I and shield 4 are opened out

into trumpet 1 ases G and 7, and feet 8, are provided, which

are placed in perforations in the floor of the kiln. When
the apparatus is placed on the floor of the kiln, the gases

are free to ascend and pass in close contact with the bulb 9,

of the thermometer, without being altered in temperature

by contact with the walls of the apparatus in contact with

the grain.—T. II "-'.

Fertilizer or Mi re [from Brewers' Yeast] ; Manu-
facture of . H.Myers. Eng. Pat. 494, Jan. P, 1904.

XV., page 1228.

U.MTED States Pvti

Malt Kiln. C. E. Glafke, San Francisco. U.S.Pat.774
Nov. 10, 1904.

Akilx-ii rn-ace pn vided with grate-bars for burning coke,

is combined with a supplemental horizontal flue, U-shaped
in vertical cross-section, opening into the furnace. A jacket

surrounds the top and sides of the horizontal flue at such a

distance that an air chamber is thus formed, which opens into

the furnace ; there is also an air chamber below the floor of

the horizontal flue Liquid fuel is supplied at the end of

the horizontal flue fi rthest removed from the furnace,

—J. F. B.

Brewing ; Art of . J. Sehneible, Weehawken, N.J.

US. Pat. 775,780, Nov. 22, 1904.

Sek Eng. Pat. 14,028 of 1904; this J., 1904, 996.—T. F.B.

French Patents.

Phlegms, Wines, and Alcoholic Liquors generally ; Con-

0US Rectification of -. A. tiaudry. Fr. Pat.

339,079, Oct. 2, 1903. (See also this .)., 1904, 1107.)

Two distillation columns are provided, the first serving for

the separation of the volatile impurities, gases, &c, from
the phlegms or wine as far as possible, and the second
serving for the separation of volatile impurities from the

liquor returned from the rectifying column. The second

distillation column may be heated by the latent heat of the

alcoholic vapours of the separating column. The volatile

impurities from the two distillation columns concentrate

themselves on certain plates of a " double " column, leaving

a distinct " neutral zone " practically free from impurities

The alcoholic liquid from the " neutral zone" is divided

into two parts, one descending into the lower portion of the

double column and concentrating tbe fusel oil products on

certain plates, whilst the other is mixed with the phlegms or

wine in the first distillation column.— J. I'. B.

Slants ; Manufacture ofNaturally Perfumed and Aromatic
. H. Pape and G. Defourneaux. I'r. Pat. 339,085,

Oct. 6, 1903.

A -elected species of yeast, isolated from sugar canes and
cultivated in the pure state, and rendered more active by
special treatment, is utilised for the production of fine rum
fr mi sugar-cane molasses. The same jeast can be utilised

for the fermentation of mashes prepared from beetroot pro-

ducts or saccharified grains, with the addition, if desired, of

vinasses derived from sugar-cane products. The fermented

mashes are distilled in rectifying columns, and the various

distillates are selected or blended.—J. F. B.

Alcoholic Vapours; Recovery of from other Volatile

Products. J. Jean et Lie and G. Kaverat. Fr. Pat.

345,138, July 25, 1904.

The alcoholic vapours, mixed with air or other gases, are

passed through columns containing concentrated sulphuric

acid. The acid absorb- the alcohol, which is subsequently

recovered by dilating with water.—J. F 13.

Wines, Musts, Cider-, Sec. ; Apparatus for Determining
the Dry Extract and the Alcohol in . A. P>. Darbois.

Fr. Pat. 345,455, July 28, 1904. XXI1L, page 1239.

Mares and Grapes [Alcohol and Cream of Tartar] ;

Process and Apparatus for Treatment of . Egrot,

Grange et Cie. Fr. Pat. 344,737, July 9, 1904.

The fermented marcs are charged into a battery of closed

diffusion vessels elongated in form and of small diameter, and
capable of withstanding a high pressure. The marcs are

extracted in these vessels, first by cold or warm water under

pressure, and subsequently by hot water heated und er pres-

,!. i.i a temperature above 100 C. The cold water extracts

tbe alcohol, whilst the hot water dissolves the cream of tartar.

The same apparatus may be used for extracting the must
from the vintage before fermentation, or for the extraction

the wine from the fermented lees.—J. F. B.

Marcs of Wine or Fermented Products • Hccovery of
Alcohol from . G. Ciapetti. Fr. Pat. 344,880,

June 18, 1904.

I bring to a previous patent (this J., 103, 1099) the

batteries in which the marcs are treated with sulphurous

acid and hydrosulphurous acid for the extraction of cream

tartar, are connected with a distilling and rectifying

apparatus in which the alcoholic vapours, expelled from

the marcs before their extraction, are separated into refined

spirits and common spirits, both, at a high concentration.

i See also this J., 1904, 1039.)—J. F. B.
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XVHI.-FOODS ; SANITATION; WATER
PURIFICATION, & DISINFECTANTS.

(A)—FOODS.
Flour; Blench i111/ of . E. Fleurent, Comptes rend.,

1904, 139, 945—946.

Three processes are in use for bleaching 8oar, depending
mi the use respectively of ozonised air, of aic charged with

cbemieally prepared nitrogen peroxide, and of air charged
with nitrogen oxides obtained by the spark discharge
through it. If these processes merely changed the colour
of the flour they would not be worth using ; but experiment
has shown, it if* stilted, th.it by their influence 011 the trans-

formations of the tatty matters, on the acidity, on the

diastatic power, and on harmful micro-organisms, they allow
an increased amount "I superior flour to be extracted, and
improve its keeping qualities.— J. T. D.

Cows' Mill: ; Nutritive Value of Sterilised at 108° C.
G. Variot. Comptes rend., 1901,139, 1002—1003.

DOSING tin: last twi Ive years about 400,000 litres of cows'
milk, sterilised at 108 C. in hermetically sealed bottles,

have been sent out in France. The results show that such
milk maintains the whole of iis nutritive value, whilst its

assimilahility is not appreciably changed.—T. II. 1'.

Straw Pulp ami ( 'nttlr Fodder. I.ehniann.

XIX.. page 1233.

English Patent.

Milk Powder; Manufacture of . G. II. Bayner,
London. From J. Maemecke, Berlin. Eng. l'at. 6720,

March 19, 1904.

Milk is first pasteurised, then filtered, and rendered

homogeneous. During this time the quantity of calcium

separated as an insoluble compound is determined, and a

corresponding amount of a calcium compound (calcium

combined with a higher alcohol, or sugar) is added to the

milk, which is evaporated under reduced pressure to about

one-fifth of its volume. The thick liquid obtained, is then

completely dried in layers of about J mm. thickness in

flat-bottomed pans. The dry product is powdered. The
latter is soluble, and it is claimed that it does not b

rancid on keeping.— YV. I'. S.

United States Patent.

Preserving and Disinfecting; Method of . A. Mullet
Jacobs'. Brooklyn. US. l'at. 775,066, Nov. 15, 1904.

Decomposable matter i- preserved and disinfected by
subjecting it to the action of zirconium compounds (which
possess radio-active functions) by immersing the matter

in a suitable solution of the salts of zirconium.—J. F. I!.

French Patents.

Gluten) Process and Apparatusfor Drying and Bleaching
. L. A. Morel. Fr. l'at. 34 1,631. Ju'y ''. 1

'""

The gluten, in the form of cakes, is plac d upon electrically

heated plates under tie- receiver ol an pump. Past)

1 is till., 1 into tube, which stand on the plates. The
temperature of the latter is controlled h) means ofa spin,,;

thermostat. Absorbing materials contained in vessels

surrounded by cold water are placed under Ihe receiver and
a stirring apparatus for tie' absorbent is actuated by

connections with the handle of the air pump — YV. 1'. S.

Foods— flour. Mil/.. Src ; Process mid Apparatus for
Producing a Bleaching, Improving or Sterilising

Agent fur . The Ozonised Oxygen Co., Ltd.

Fr. Pat 344,914, July Is. 1904. XI. A ,"page 1224.

Lac Derivativt Lining PreservedPood Tins'], and Process

for Manufacturing the .-nine. \v. s, Bucklin. Fr. Pat.

345,171, July 28, 1904,

Eng. l'at. 16,800 of 1904 : thisJ., 1904, 1154.—-T. 1 B.

(£.)—SANITATION ; WATER. PURIFICATION.

Arsenical Poisoning; Danger of to Workmen
Engaged in Autogenous Soldering. G. Lunge. V.
pagi 1220.

Calcium Soaps; Dissolving iiij Means ofAmmonium
Citrate. Justin Mueller. V., page 1211.

English !'\
1 1 sts.

Sterilising Liquids, particularly Water; Pro, ess for .

H. Cambier, A. Tixier, and 1 1. E. Adnet, Paris, "bug. l'at.

28,586, Dec. 20, 1903.

See Fr. l'at. 3;t7,6.SO of 1903; this J., 1904, 500—T. F. >',.

Water Purifying Apparatus. P. Schou, Copenhagen.
Eng. l'at. L'1,777, Oct. 10, 1904.

The water enters a conical vessel from pipes attached to

a central rotating pipe, the rotation beiug caust I by the
pressure of water issuing from the pipes. The central

rotating column extends upwards into a chamber pi

above the conical vessel. This second chamber contain"
the chemicals to be added to the water, ami stirrers

attached to the central column serve to keep these well

mixed. A cam is placed on the shaft, and, as it rotate-,

it opens and closes a spring valve in a pipe leading Irom
the chemical chamber to the water tank, lie disl ince

which the valve opens is partially regulated by an
adjustable disc on the valve -rod, and also by a piston on
the main shaft, which rises with an increase of the pressure
ot the "icier supply and cim-t- a wider par! of the earn to

ite on the valve rod.—W. P. S.

United States Patents.

Ci rouge or Offal; Apparatus Jar Cooking , and
Removing the Oil or Crease therefrom. C. S. Wheel-
wright, Bristol, R.I. U.S. l'at. 774',-o.], Nov. I.',. 1904.

See Eng. l'at. I4.4S2 of 1904 : thisJ., 1904,879.—T. F. H.

Garbage, ,v<\ ; Process of < 'oohing . and Removing thi

Oil, ^c, therefrom. C. S. Wheelwright, Bristol, B.I.
I'.S. Pat. 77I.S05, Nov. 15, 1904.

See Eng. l'at. 14,709 of 1904 ; this J., 1904,879.—T. F. li.

Garbage or Offal ; Apparatus for Cooking . and
Removing the Oil therefrom. C. S. Wheelwright, BriftoL

R.I. U.S. Pat. 774,806, Nov. 15, 1904.

-11 Eng. l'at. 14,483 of 1904 ; this.) . 1904, 879.—T. F. B.

Garbage ^c. ; Process of Cooking , and Removing the]

Oil, ^c, therefrom. O. s. Wheelwright, Bristol, U.I

I S fat, 7 7 I .Si)7 Nov. 15, 1904.

See Eng. l'at. 15,235 of 1904 ; this J., 1904,909.—T ' B

Garbage or Offal; Apparatusfor Removing Oilor Crease

from . G.S. Wheelwright, Bristol, S I. U.S. Pal
77I.SOS. Nov. I.'.. 1904.

See Eng. l'at. 14,483 of 1904 ; thi- J., 1904,870.—T. F. II.

Water, Purifying Apparatus . .1. 1 W
Assignor 10 \V. B. senile and Sons Co., Pittsburg, Pa.,

U.S l'at. 77:i,'.i01. Nov. 23, 1904.

A limi iiM.and lime-treatment tank, a " soda "-

treatment tank, an upward flow settling tank am! a filter art

contained in a single outer tank. The water to be treats'

passi - through the system in the above order. Means are

provided for controlling the supply of water and chemical!

automatically, and for causing an inverse vertical Bow i"

the lime and "soda "tanks.- W. II. C.

Fkknch Patent.

Liquids
|
Watt r] ; Process of Sterlising . I.

b>eyssinge and R. Roche. Fr. l'at. 345,148, July '-'•

1904.

Tt 1- process consists in adding to the liquid, esp-'ially

water, compounds capable of generating a small quantity
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of hydrogen peroxide (about 50 mgrms. per litre of water),
and then separating the water by decantation or filtration

from the residual reaction product!). The compounds
added, must be of such a nature that the residual products
are insoluble and perfectly innocuous.—A. S.

(C.)—DISINFECTANTS.

Bactericidal and 1 Iction of Eucalyptus Oil
and its Constituents- ('. Hall. Schimmei's Report,
Oct. 1904, 37—39.

Eucai.vptdi.[i i\i in ] is tlic least active in bactericidal

power of all the constituents of eucalyptus oils. Aroma-
dendral, piperitone and phellandrene are the most active
bodies. li. coli communis is only destroyed after eight
hours' exposure to the action of cineol ; the same effect is

obtained under similar conditions, in 10 minutes with
aromadendral, in 40 minutes with piperitone, and in 90
minutes with phellandrene. Dextro- and hevo-pinene and
aromadendrene are somewhat less powerful as antiseptics

than phellandrene, but are more active than cineol. Eudesmol
has a powerful bactericidal action, and also increases the
activity of cineol and piperitone. When eucalyptus oil

contains ozone, due to the oxidation of the terpenes, the
antiseptic power of the contained cineol is enormously
increased. .Such oils destroy the vitality of B. coli com
munis in la minutes, and the activity of the cineol is then
only exceeded by that of aromadendral. For this reason
only ozonised eucalyptus oils should be employed as the
source of cineol intended for medicinal use. It is stated

that the ozone is not removed from cineol by the process of
extraction by freezing and rectification.—J. (J. B.

French Patent.

Phenol and Formaldehyde ; Process for Preparing a
Condensation Product of • [Disinfectant], A.
Stephan. Fr. Pat. 345,398, Aug. 6, 1904.

'

200 grjis. of phenol are heated with 400 grres. of a 40
per cent, solution of formaldehyde, in presence of alkali,

to about 100° C. using a pressure of 1
'. to -2 atmospheres.

The resulting liquid is heated on a water- bath under reflux

condenser till the odour of phenol has disappeared, and
precipitation is then effected by the addition of acid. The
precipitate is filtered off and dried, and is suitable for use as
a disinfectant. (See also Lingner. this J., 1903, 1014 ; and
Raetz, this J., 1904, 500.)—T. F. B.

XIX.-PAPER, PASTEBOARD, Etc.

Straw Pulp [for Paper-Making] and Cattle Fodder.
Lehmaun. Papier-Zeit., 1904, 29, 3562.

A rmii-u-M. is made for in fodder value of

Cereal straw by combining the manufacture of straw pulp
for paper mills with that of " soda-straw " for cattle fodder.

It is suggested that the manufacture might be undertaken
by the beet-sugar factories during the season when sugar
manufacture is at a standstill. The straw is boiled in

spherical boilers of at least 10 cubic metres capacity; in one
operation -traw cellulose for papermaking i6 prepared by
boiling the straw with caustic soda and separating the fibre

in the form of " half-stuff." In the next operation the

alkaline liquors, drained off from the pulp and containing at

least half of the nutrient matters of the straw, are utilised

for boiling a second batch of straw which is to be used as

cattle fodder.—-J. F. B.

English Patent.

Esparto Grass, Straw, Wood, and the like, Utilisation

[Distillation] of Residual Mallei's containing Alkaline

and Organic Substances, such as the Residual Matters
resulting from the Treatrm nt of , in the Preparation

of Papir Pulp. E. H. Strange, J. II. Gaele, and A. A.
Longsdon. lv.ig. Pat. 27,733, Dec. 17, 1903. III.,

page 1207.

United States Patents.

Fibre for Paper-Making ; Apparatus for Preparing .

1". fl. Cloudman, Rumford Kails. Me. U.S. Pat. 775,027,
Nov. 15, 1904.

A i ondi WS] B is arranged above, and connected with the

upper part of a digester, and an air separating and gas-ab-

sorbing arrangement is placed between the condenser and the

lower part of the digester. After leaving the condenser,
the condensed liquid and absorbed gas return to the digester

by the action of gravity through the air-separating means,
the latter being provided with an outlet for the discharge of

the air.— B. X.

Fibre jar Paper-Makings 'Apparatusfor Preparing .

F. H. Cloudman, Westbrook, Me. U.S. Pat. 775,028,
Nov. 15, 1904.

Ann
I onnected by means o! a pipe, provided with

a valve, with a gas absorber placed at a higher level.

Above the gas absorber, and connected with it, is a

condenser provided at the top with an air-relief pipe ; the

liquid and gas return by the action of gravity through a
pipe connecting the lower parts of the absorber and digester,

the pipe being provided with a check-valve.— I!. N.

Paper Pulp. J. Ferraud, Asnieres, France. U.S. Pat.

774,982, Nov. 15, 19(14.

See Fr. Pat 327,046 of 1902; this J., 1903, 879.—T. F. B.

Paper Pulp; Production of . J. Kitsee, Philadelphia.

U.S. Pat. 775,829, Nov. 'J2, 1904.

i rude wood or other fibre is immersed in a saline solution

containing an alkali base, e.g., sodium chloride. The
fibre and solution are placed iu the negative compartment
of an electrolytic apparatus, and the mixture is subjected to

the aetion of an electric current which produces sufficient

caustic alkali to dissolve the non-cellulose matters of the

wood.—J. !'. B.

Wood- Pulp Mill Effluents; Process of Neutralising .

C. VV. Doughty, Augusta. Ga. is' Pat. 775,525, Xov.

22, 1904.

The waste sulphite liquors are passed through a tank fitted

with partitions, to give an up-and-down motion, and with

agitators. The liquors are there treated with calcium car-

bonate introduced as a continuous current; after suitable

agitation the heavy matters are removed by settling, and
the decanted liquid is treated with ammonia.—J. F. B.

Paper-Making Apparatus. R. Binns, South Windham,
Conn.' U.S. Pat. 775.511, Nov. 22, 1904.

A i vi.inder with a "screened" periphery and closed ends
is supported entirely upon a hollow shaft within a tank.

( Mulct passages are provided, through which the water inside

t! lyhnder passes into the hollow shaft. At one end of

the hollow shaft is a tilting discharge outlet, the size of

which may be altered, and by means of which the level of

water inside the cylinder may be varied relatively to that
1 of the water in the tank surrounding the cylinder.—A. S.

Filter [for Waste from Paper and Cellulose Factories"].

ii. Mehnert and P. Pape, Assignors to Maschinenfahrik
Akt.-Ges., vorm. Wagner and Co., Kothen, Germany.
U.S. Pat. 775,475, Xov. 22, 1904.

Si i Fug. Pat. 8061 of 1903 ; this J., 1904, 557.—T. F. B.

French Patents.

Paper from Maize Stalks, Sugar Cane, and Similar Pithy
Stems : Manufacture of . V. Dr« irsen. Fr. Pat.
: I 1,692, July 9, 1904.

The stems are split and chopped into suitable pieces-,

which are then boiled with caustic soda under pressure.

The boiled material is then washed and broken in a
potcher" of special construction, provided with washing

ices which allow the pith cells to pass through their

meshes along with the washing water, leaving the true
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tibres of the stems in the engine. The good fibres are

converted into paper pulp, whilst the washing waters con-

taining the pith cells are collected in large tanks in which
the cellular matter is separated by sedimentation .1 F. B.

Pavements free from Dust; Process for Rendering .

Chem. Werke MGgeln, b. Dresden, <J. m. b. II. Fr. Pat.

845,067, July 23, L904. IX., page 1218.

Celluloid Substitute [Casein liasis~\
; Transparent and

Non-inflammable . II. ,\l. Proveux. Fr. Pat. 839,081,
Oct. 5, 1903.

" Caseiuth " may be prepared in two ways—(1) Casein,

nitrocellulose, and camphor are mixed with 1 part of

glycerin, and a boric acid solution, consisting of 1 part of

alcohol, heated to 120' C. and containing 50 per cent, of

boric acid
; (2) the same mixture with the omission of the

nitrocellulose and camphor. The proportion of glycerin

may be varied according to the degree of plasticity desired.

When nitrocellulose and camphor are employed, these

constituents are added immediately before rolling. The I

milled products are finally hardened by immersion in a

hatb of formaldehyde.— .1. F. I!.

. I rtificial Silk , Twisting and Spinning . [pparatus for .

Soc. Fran,;, de la Viscose. Fr. l'at. 245,274.' July 30,

1904. V., page 1212.

Artificial Silk ; Hegulating Voice for Solutions fur Spin-

ning . Soc. Franc, de la Viscose, Fr. Pat. 345,293,

Aug. 1, 1904. V., page 1212.

Artificial SUA ; Continuous and Automatic Apparatus for
Spinning . Soc. Franc, de la Viscose. Fr. l'at.

345,320, Aug. 2, 1904. V., page 1212.

Viscose; Jetfor SpinningThreadsfrom . Soc. Franc.

de la Viscose. Fr. Pat 345,342, Aug. 3, 1904. V.,

page 1212.

Celluloid Objects and Similar Substances; Process for
Imparting a Lustre to . W. Homberger. Fr. l'at.

345, 40,5, Aug. 6, 1904.

See Eng. Pat. 17,332 of 1901 ; this J., 1904, 997.—T. F. B.

XX.-FINE CHEMICALS, ALKALOIDS,

ESSENCES. AND EXTEACTS.

Adrenaline (Suprarenine'). E. Friedmaun. Beitr. chem.

Physiol, u. Pathol. 6, 92—93, Chem. Centr., 1904, 2,
• 1512.

The optically active tribeuzenesulpho-adrenaline can be

oxidised to a compound containing the -ami- number of

carbon atoms as adrenaline, but which is optically inactive,

and is of a ketonic, character. The author has identified

this compound as mettn laminoacetopyrocatechol, a .id names

it adrenalone. On furthei oxidation it yields a substituted

acid amide, C6Hs HI) . . CO.CO.NH(CHs),peradrenaio«e.

It is concluded that adrenaline has the constitution:

(OH)C
.C(OH):('lI ,

t .CH(OH).CHs.NH(CH3).

CH (II
-A. S.

Ephedrines, Synthetic . E. Fournean. .1. l'harm.

Chim., HJ04,20, 481—492.

In addition t.> ephc drine < ,,ll, ,N' >. m. pt. 30 ('.. isolated by

Nagai from Ephedra vulgaris, psendoephedrine i '.,,11, ,.\( i

m. pt. 114—115 C. discovered by tadenburg and by

Miller in the same plant; and isoephedrine, obtained by

Nagai by healing ephedrine with hydrochloric acid, which

was subsequent!; shown by Schmidt to be identical with

pseudoephedrine, the following synthetic amino-alcohols,

isomerides and nomologist s ol ephedrine, sire des.iibcd.

Methylaminodin ylcarbinol, (t',11,) (CBS) C
[CHs.NH(CH^]OH, obtained by beating methoethenyl-

phenyl chlorhydrin or iodhydrin with monomethylamine,

under pressure at 130 C. After separating the crystals of
niethy lamine hydrochloride, the mother lii|uor is concen-
trated, treated with 20 per cent, hydrochloric acid, and
shaken out with benzene to remove neutral bodies and
uncombincd chlorhydrin; the base is next liberated by
sodium carbonate and shaken out with ether. The ethereal

residue is then fractionally distilled in vacuo. Methylamino-
dimethylphenyl-carbinol is thus obtained as a vtrupy non-
crystalline base, b. pt. 137 C. under 33 mm. pressure. It

affords crystalline salts; hydrochloride, in. pt. 153" C.

;

aurichloride, m. pt lis C.; oxalate, m. pt., 158"C; the

dibenzoyl derivative melts at 122° I

Tyimethylaminodimethylphenylcarbinol, (C, II-,) (('Hi
C[CH,.N(CH,) (HI. also a liquid; b. pt. 13.V

5
C. under

22 mm. The hydrochloride melts at 160°, the iodometbvlate
sit 157° C.

Methylaminophenylethylcarbinol, (( ',,1 1 , i . ( 1 1 ( ( >1 1 ) . ( 1

1

(( TI-,) . NIK IF. is obtained by treating phenylpropyleue
with iodine and mercuric oxide in the presence of itque iug

ether; by this means an impure iodhydrin is obtained in

which the iodine is sittaeheil to the carbon of the ethylene

chain furthest removed troui the benzene nucleus. This

crude iodhydrin is allowed to stand in contact for some
days with an alcoholic solution of inonomethvlamine, at

normal temperature. The base formed is isolated by
fractional distillation in vacuo. It boils at 15.5 — 15G <

'.

under 31 mm.; it is a syrupy liquid which separates in

large prisms from solution in light petroleum spirit ; m. pt.,

60° U. ; the hydrochloride melts ;,tl7s C., the dibenzoyl

derivative sit '.*i
J

C.

Dimethylaminophenylelhylcarbinol, I'.'.ll il s HuTl/i.
K(CHs)sJHOH, like the preceding base, is an oily liquid

crystallising from light petroleum spirit: m. pt.. 17 ('.
:

b. pt., 151 — 152° C under 31 mm. The hydrochloride

melts at ISo° ('.. the picrate at so 1
( , the dibenzoyl ileriva-

tive at 106° C. The last-named is said to ha\e sin intensi

sihetic action.

Methyluminomethylbenzylcarbinol, (t',,11 ,.( 'IL)C[CHS .

NH(CHs
)]HOH, is obtained from the iodhydrin resulting

from the action of nascent by poiodous acid on phenylally

It boils sit 1-ls C. under 22 mm. and at 169° under 40 mm.
It is very syrupy, remains amorphous at low temperatures,

and gives crystalline salts with difficulty. The iodomcthy-

late, precipitated from alcoholic solution by humus of ether,

and crystallized from acetic ester and ether, melts at 148 C.

The dibenzoyl derivative melts at 12 — (3 C.

Vimethylaminometkylbenzylcarbinol, ((',11 .( Il.,)( I II .

N(CHs)s]HOH, is obtained by substituting .linn thy lamine

for monomethylamine iu the preceding experiment. The
base boils at 143° C. under 22 nun. The hydrochloride

is syrupy; aurichloride, m. pt., 122° ('.
; the monobenzoyl

derivative i J liquid: its hydrochloride, which is said to have

1 a powerful anaesthetic action, melts at 165 (

Primary methylaminomethylbenzylcarbinol, '

SH
,( II i ill |

( I! ...Mill Tl,) .is obtained from the ehlorhy-

drin.~(< ,11.x ii(ril.,CliM H.OII), which is produced by

tin action of epichlorhydriu on phenylmaguesium bromide.

[| boils sit 145 C. under _'2 mm. It is healed a( 130 ('.

under pressure, with benzene solution of niethylamine.

The base thus obtained boils at 145 ('. under 24 mm. It

is a reducing agent ; all its silts arc oily.

Dimethylaminomethylbenzylcaibinol.—The base obtained

with diuiethylamine boils at 136 ( under 2 1 mm. Its

hydrochloride is obtained crystalline by precipitating the

solution in acetone with anhydrous ether; in. pt. about

r. The aurichloride melts at 126°— 1 27 (
,
the iodo-

methyiate at Ms (
'. The hydrochloride of the dibenzoyl

derivative forms fine crystals ; m. pt., 141° < .— .1. ( >. B.

Skimmianine, an Alkaloid from Skimmia japonica Thunb.

.1. Honda. Arch. exp. Pathol, u. Pharmak, 1904,52,
83—94. (hem. Centr., 1904, 2, 1511—1512.

Tin: alkaloid skimmianine, I II ,N < '
. - | ent in sill

psuts of the Skimmiajaponica Thunb., but most abundantly

m the leaves, [t was isolated by extracting the air-dried

It a . s w ith 96 per cent, alcohol at the ordinary temperature,

lb, alcohol was distilled off from the extract, the green

I ne shaken with warm water, and filtered. The brown

filtrate was shaken with chloroform, and after removal of
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the chloroform, the base was crystallised from alcohol

and obtained in the form of yellowish prisms melting at

175-5° C. The free alkaloid is almost tasteless, but its

salts are intensely bitter. The base is easily soluble in

chloroform and alcohol, moderately soluble in methyl
alcohol, slightly soluble in ether, amyl alcohol, and carbon
bisulphide, insoluble iq water and light petroleum spirit.

Dilute mineral acids dissolve skimmianine only when added
in excess ; the salts crystallise in needles when the solu-

tions are evaporated. The alkaloid gives voluminous
precipitates with the ordinary reagents, such as potassium-

mercuric iodide, iodine dissolved in potassium iodide, picric,

tannic, and pbosphotungstic acids. With Fronde's reagent

it gives a green colour, which changes to blue, and with a

solution of potassium permanganate in concentrated sul-

phuric acid a violet coloration, which changes to yellowish-

brown.— A. S.

Essential Oil of Basil. P. van Romburgh and C. J.

Euklaar. Report of Konink. Aeadam. van Weten-
schappen ti Amsterdam, 1904; Schimmel's Report, I let.

1304, 14.

The essential oil of Oeimum basilicum contains a new
terpene, ocimene C 10H 16 , closely resembling myreene ; like

that terpene, it readily absorbs oxygen, being converted

into a colourless viscid substance. Ocimene differs from

myreene, however, in physical characters, and on reduction

with sodium in alcohol, yields a dihydro-ocimene, which

gives a crystalline bromine additioa compound differing

in sp. gr. from that obtained by Semniler from dihydro-

mvrcene. Incidentally it is noted that basil oil bads useful

application for blending witb mignonette bouquets.

—J. O. 11.

Citronella Oil; Reliability of Bamber's Test for the

Presence of Impurity in . Schimmel's Report,

Oct. 1904, 21.

A sample of citronella oil, considered to be quite pure,

which contained no per cent, of total geraniol, and gave

a turbid solution which separated no oily drops on cooling,

bv the "improved Schimmel's lest" (this J., 1904, CS6) was

found when examined by Bamber's method (this .I., 1904,

77) to give results indicating the presence of S per cent, of

impurity. Doubt is therefore expressed as to the reliability

for quantitative determinations of Bamber's method, which

it is proposed to make the official test for controlling the

Quality of citronella oil (see Trade Report, p. 1247).
1

" —J. O. B.

Essential Oil of Cypress. Schimmel's Ueport,

i (ct. 1904, 23—26.

Fi'uFi:nw.. rf-pinene, rf-camphene, i-sy!vestrene, cymene;

a ketone possibly sabinol; a terpene alcohol (?) ; d ter-

pincol, as esiir. probably acetate ; valeric acid, /-eadinene,

a sesquiterpene alcohol ; r.ypress camphor, identical with

the sesquiterpene alcohol of cedar oil; and a body with the

odour of gum labdanuin, are recorded as constituents ol

cypress oil.— J. < >• B.

Essential Oil of Fennel [and Anethol] :
Cause of tin

Increase of 'Density of . Schimmel's Report,

(let. 1904, 12.

The observed increase in the sp.gr. of fennel oil on kei

under certain conditions is clue, in part, to the oxidation

anethol into anisic aldehyde and anisic acid, and, in pari,

to the polymerisation of the anethol. Kennel oil [and

anethol] should therefore be stored in vessels fiom which

light and air are excluded. A specimen of anethol whieh

originally had the following characters: sp. gr at 25° C,

0-9848; a25" = + 0°; n^' = 1-56079 ;
solidifying point

+ 21-3° c"; solubility in 90 per cent, alcohol 1:2, after

being kept for two years exposed to air and iight, acquired

the "sp. gr. at 25° C. of 1-1245; oD , = + 0'
; n-=

1-54906; not solidifymg at - 20° C. ; solubility in To per

cent, alcohol, 1:1-5. Not only was the sp. gr. greatlj

increased, but the oil had become much more soluble

was less mobile than normal anethol, and the taste had

entirely changed, becoming disagreeable. It contained

some anisic aldehyde but only traces of anisic acid. The
greater part of the original anethol had become polymerised.

—3. i ). B.

Essential Oil of Ginger-Grass ; Constituents of .

Schimmel's Report, Oct. 1904, 44—48.

Dextuo-limonexe and dipentene have been isolated from
ginger-grass oil, also an aldehyde < !

1UH160, isomeric with
citral, having an odour resembling that of cenanthic aldehyde
and of citronellal, b. pt. at 5 mm. 76°—7S (

', at 754 mm.
221°—224° ('., sp. gr. at 15 C. 9551 optically inactive;
ihis aldehyde enly occurs to the extent of 0-'2 per cent, in
the original oil. The alcohol C]0H]sO, resulting from its

reduction, was a thick oil, b. pt. at 4 mm. S9°—91° C. ; at

755 mm. 236°—238° C. ; sp. gr. at 15° C. 0-9419, optically
inactive; in. pt. of phenylurethane, 100"—101° C. On
exposure to air the aldehyde readily oxidises, forming a
crystalline acid. C10 rI,sO2 , m. pt. 106°— 107° C. It is

identical with the acid obtained by saponifying the esters of
the oil. In addition to the above, an alcohol, C, H

16
(1 is

found to accompany the geraniol present.— J. O. B.

Essential Oil of Juniper ; Russian, Dextrorotatory .

Schimmel's Report, Oct. 1904, 50.

Two specimens of Russian juniper oil have been met with,
which were normal in all physical characters except optical
rotation, the a D being + 7' and + S° instead of showing
the usual laevogyrate rotation. The aroma of the oils was
good, and the solubility normal.—J. O. B.

Lemon-Grass [Essential] Oil from the Cameroons.
Schimmel's Report, Oct. 1904, 52.

A specimen of Andropogon grass oil, distilled from plants
cultivated in the Botanical Gardens at Victoria, Cameroons,
which were believed to be authentic citronella grass, has
been found to have all the characters of lemou-grass
oil, sp. gr. 0-8929; aD = — 0° 8' ; citral content 84 per
cent. ; imperfectly soluble in 70, 80, 90 per cent., and
absolute alcohol. In its insolubility in alcohol the oil

resembles West Indian lemon grass oil. Great confusion
exists in the botanical nomenclature of the species Andro-
pogon ; in addition to this, it is possible that conditions

of climate, soil, and culture, profoundly modify the
character of the oil of the same species grown in diiferent

localities. West Indian grass oil, supposed to be derived
from Andropogon schoenanthus, which should yield palma-
rosa oil, gave a product more nearly approaching lemon-
grass oil. In another instance, the same plant has been
found, in one locality, to yield an oil rich iu geraniol

;

in another, a distillate in which citral was the predominant
constituent. A further difficulty lie- in the fact that

li>tinct species of the genus Andropogon are su-ceptible

of great variation, this being especially the case with
. 1 ndropogon schoenanthus. Another source of error is the
vernacular names given to the oils. Thus in Java, lemon-
grass oil is known as " sireh," but the same name is applied
to the oil of Tetranthera citrata, belonging to a different

natural order, but closely resembling lemon-grass oil iu

odour.—J. O. B.

Essi ntial Oil of Limes. Schimmel's Report, Oct. 1894, 54.

Two specimens of Dominica lime oil from Barbados have
been examined.

Hand-pressed Lime Oil. — Sp.gr. at 15' C, 0-9008;
a„ = + 36° 17'; a„ of first 10 per cent, on fractionating

= + :i^ 3i)' ; acid value 6-05; ester value 29-55; residue

on evaporation 17"8 per cent.: solubility in 90 per cent.

alcohol somewhat over 1:1, wi:h slight turbidity due to a

paraffin. The dilute alcoholic solution shows a blue fluor-

escence, probably due to the presence of ithyl anthranilate.

The oil is yellow, and has a pleasant lemon-like aroma.

Distilled Lime Oil.—The oil was bright yellow iu colour,

and had an unpleasant empyrenmatie odour : sp. gr. • 8656 ;

a„ = + 46° 36'; etui of first 10 per cent, on fractionating

= + 53° 8' ; acid >aluel"8; ester value 4-05
; residue on

evaporation 3-16 per cert. : solubility iu 90 per cent.

! alcohol, about 1 iu 5, with slight cloudiness.—J. O. B.
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Essential 6 of Nutmeg. Sp. Gr. of in the British

Pharmacopeia. Schimmel's Report, Oct I 104, 66.

The limits of sp.gr. 0-870 to0-910 at 15-5° C. officially

5 the Pharmacopoeia are eoi >e ti o low,

and insti ad of ensuring the supply of oil dis illed From rich

ui gs, have :m opposite ti ndeticx Tin- imrin il r inge of

sp.gr. is from 0-870 toO-920; oil distilled eially

fine nutmegs attaining the sp. gr. 0-922 —I. I I. B

Essential Oil of Opopanas Schimmel's Report,

Oct. 1904, 67.

Steam distillation of the so-called opopanax gum, derived

From a Balsamodendron, probably B. kafal, yields the

fragrant oil used in perfumery. A recently prepared specimen

had the sp. gr. 0-895, a„ = — 12° 55', saponification i due

14-5, which was increased on acetylatiog. The bulk ol the

oil djistilkd under 3 mm. pressure at 15°—130 C. From

the residue a small quantity of a s ( squiterj ene alcohol was

separated; b. pt. in vacuo 135 — 1:!7° C. This had the

characteristic odour of the oil. The portion which distilled

hi vacuo consisted chiefly oi a sesquiterpene, boiling at

ordinary pressun at 260°—270 C. it gave a crystalline

hydrochloride, in. pt. so° C—J. O. B.

Essential Oil ofPhellandrium Aquaticum I II attr Fennel'] ;

New Constituents of . Schimmel's Report, Oct.

L904, 88—92.

\ m;\\ aldehyde, phellandral, C, H ]6
( >, isomeric with citral,

has been isolated from the essential oil of Phellandrium

aquatirum, after removing phellandrcne. Phellandral has

the following characters:^— B.pt., 89 C. under 5 mm.
pressure; sp. gr. at !5° C, 0-9445; a„ = — 36 30' j the

semicarbazone, sparingly soluble in alcohol, has the m. pt,

•2ni° C.; the oxime, i ti large brilliant tablets, melts at

,; __ ss !'.
j
the phenylhydrazone, which readily resinifi.es,

melts at 122°— 123' (
'. On exposure to the air, phellandral

oxidises, forming a crystalline acid, having the formula

C, H16
Os . When oxidised with permanganate, a dibasic

acid, C9H16 4 , soluble in water and crystallising in ueei li b,

is obtained. In the non-aldehydic portion of the nil a new

alcohol, androl, CI0H!0O, was isolated by fractionating the

lower boiling portions of the oil. This bad the b. pt. 197°

—

188° C.J sp. gr. 0-858; a„ = - 7" 10'; n \
= 1-44991.

It had, in a high degree, the characteristic odour of the oil,

and is probably the chief odorous principle. An I

alcohol, with a rose-like odour, was isolated from the frac-

tions boiling above 230 ( I. by means oi phthalic anhydride,

but the amount was too small for identification. J. < > II.

Essential Oil of Cinnamomum Loureirii; Nehhei Oil.

Schimmel's Report, I let 1904, 96.

The essential oil of the leaves and young shoots of the

Japanese cinnamon, Cinnamomum loureirii, distilled in

Japan, is bright yellow in colour, and has a pleasant

odour resembling that of citral and Ceylon cinnamon oil.

The yield is 0-2 percent. It has the following charai ters:

—

Sp. gr. at 15* C. 0-9005 ; a„ = - S 45', acid value, .vol
;

ester value. 18-6; solubility in 70 per cent, alcohol I : 2 to

'_>•,") and more, with opalesconui ; 1 : 1 with 8(1 per ceut.

alcohol. It contains 21 per cent. <! aldehydes, chiefly

I: the non-aldehydic constituents contain cineol and

linalool, the latter constituting about 40 pet f the

original oil.—I. < '. B.

,

' Oil of Tanacetum Pinnule. Schimmel's Report.

Oct 1904, 97.

The half-dried herb yielded 0*12 per cent, of a yell

oil with a powerful thujone odour i
sp. gr, at 15° C. 0-9218;

a„ = -. 4s 25'; soluble with turbiditj in al

7ii per cent, alcohol, and separating paraffin.— .). O. 1!.

Thuja Arliculata; Essential Oil of the Wood of .

E. Grimal. ' mptes rend., 1904, 139, 928

I'm: wood of this Algerian tree ( which furnishes Sandarac

resin) when submitte to distillation with steam,

about 2 per cent, of a dark reddish-hrown essential oil,

I, smells id' phenols. It contains carvacrol, thyrao-

quinol, and thymoquinoue.— I. T D.

Essential Oil in Annuals; Formation and Distribution

of . E. Charabot and G. Laloue. Comptes rend.,

1904 139, 928 929.

Before the period of 1 the essential nil i- formed

in the green parts of the plants. \ tbi development of the

flowers proceeds, the quantity of essential oil in the whole
.in of the plant borne bj each stalk, increa es; but that

in the green parts -hows a diminution, whilst that in the

flowers -hows a great increase. The essence thus appears to

be transported from the leaves to tin' flowers, along with the

carbohydrates which are destined for the nutrition of the

flowers and fruit. .After fruiting, when the reserve storage

of carbohydrates is omplished, ami the transport of

nutritive substances to the flower ceases, the essential oil

si ems to return to the leave.; I, r these show an increase,

whilst the amount in the flowers, and the total amount in

the plant, have decreased. Tin- essential oil thus seems
not to be independent of the mechanism which provides

for the accumulation of reserve nutriment in the fruit.

Comparing different organs of the plant, the leaves and
doners are found to he richest in essential oil ; the stalks

contain but little, and the roots none.— .1. T. I).

Lupeolfrom the Bark ofRoucheria Griff.th.iana, Planch.
.1. S: ek and B. Tollens. Ber., L904, 37, H05 4109.

Tin: authors have studied the above bark which is employed

by the natives of Malacca for mixing with their arron -poison.

They have obtained from it dextrosi and a crystalline

substance belonging to the cholesterol group, which is

identical with Ihe lupeol previously observed in lupin-pods

and in certain species oi gutta-percha. The lupeol was

extracted from the bark bj means of alcol ol and was
prepared, after repeated purification, in the form of fine

urless needles, melting at 210 C. It is insoluble in

water and aqueous acids and alkali-, bet soluble in most
organic media. Lupeol has the formula <_\.,,ll ,._,< > and a

rotatory power, in 6
- 5per cent solution In chloroform, of

[a] „ = 27-3°. jWhcii treated with acetic anhydride and

strong sulphuric acid, its chloroform solution vi Ids a violet

coloration after half an hour. Lupeol combines with

2 atoms of bromine by addition ; the dibromide melts at

154 C, the benzoate at 262 C., aud the pheuylcarbamate

at 226 ('.—J. !'. B.

Barium Platinocuanide ,• Preparation of .

A. llrochct and J. Petit. XI. A., page 1228.

Osmosis, Solubility und Narcosis ,• Theories of .

1. Traube. XXIV., page 1242.

in Essential Oil of Bitter Almonds ; Manipula-
tion ut tin: Test ftn . Schimmel's Report, XXIII.,
page 1240.

English Patents.

Amino-Alcohols und llwir Derivatives [for Perfumery^l
Preparation uf . E. F. A. T'ourneau, Paris. Hug.

Pat. 24,631, Nov. 12, 1903.

See l*r. Pat. 338,889 of 190S ; this J., 1904, 910.—T. 1'. B.

Pyrocatechuicmonoalkylethers mid especially of Guaiacol
and Guaethol with Protein Substances ; Process for the

Production of Compounds of . II. < . l'ehrlin,

Schaffhausen, Switzerland V.'v-<. Pat, 449, Jan. 7. 1904,

( \>Mi m si's of" pyrocateohuic oionoalki I ethers" with pro-

tein substances (e.g., albumin) are prep ired eil hi r bj mixing
together aqueous solutions of the Bubstanci s, with or without

heating, until the mixture coagulateR, or by adding an aqueous
solution of the proteid to solution of the " p.vro-

catechnic ether " and precipitating the solution with dilute,

acid. The product is filtered, "ashed, dried, heated to

115°— 120 <
'.. washed with some indifferent solvent (.e.g.,

ei, and finally dried. Foi example, 650 grins, of

guaiacol or guaethol, dissolved in alcohol, are added, with

constant stirring, to a solution of l kilo, o! egg albumin in

1(1 lilr. s of water: or a mixture ol I kilo, of casein.

150 gnus, of guaiacol, and 2 kilos, ol alcohol is heated for

several hours ou the water-bath. The compounds thus
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produced, are insoluble in water, alcohol, and acids, but are
decomposed by alkalis

: they are also completely insoluble
in the gastric juice, and are said to possess therapeutic
value.—T. 1'. B,

United States Patents.

Ionone ; Process of mating ffomologues of . R.
Schmidt, Assignor to Haarmann and Reimer, Chem. Fab
2u Ilolzmiudeu G. m. b. II., Germany. U.S. Pat.

775,251, Nov. 15, 1904.

i v. i.ic homologues of ionone are prepared by treating
aliphatic bomo-ionones with dilute acid, and treating
the " a-cyclic " homo-ionones thus formed with a con-
entra'ed acid at a temperature not above 40° C. ; the
cyclic homo-ionones may also be prepared by treating the
aliphatic ketones directly with concentrated acid below 40° (

'.

Different isomers of the ionone derivative ar<- obtained
according to the nature' of the concentrated aeid emplo

dsoGer. Pats. L16,637, 122,466, and 134,672, and
Par. 762,765; this J., 1901, 151 and 1018; 1902, 1348;
and 1904, 798.—T. 1\ B.

Citni* Fruits; Process of Extracting Oleo-Renin from the

Peel of . E. J. Sheenan, Assignor to San Gabriel
Vallev Essential < » i 1 ( ',o., Pasadena, ( al. U.S. Pat. 775,502,
Nov. 22, 1904.

The peel of citrus fruits is coarsely ground, wrapped in

lilter cloth, and the water removed by pressing between
plates. The mass is finely pulverised, extracted with a

suitable volatile solvent (ether, chloroform, or carbon
bisulphide), the extract evaporated, and the oleo-resiii dried
in a current of hot air.—T. F. B.

Citrus Fruits; Oleo-resinous Product from -. E. J.
sheenan. Utiea. N.V., Assignor to San Gabriel Valley
Essential Oil Co., Pasadena, Cal. U.S. Pat. 775,546,
Nov. 22, 1904.

i
i wn is made for the oleo-resinous product extracted from

the peel of citrus fruits by the method described in U.S.

Pat. 773, ."i02 (see preceding abstract). This consists, in

addition to the essential oil of the fruit, of a series of
flavouring resins composed of acid and neutral resins in

about equal proportions and together constituting from
6— 10 per cent, of the total product. Its specific gravity is

slightly higher and its optical rotation slightly lower than
those of the commercial essential oils. The neutral resins

are not volatile in steam, but are deposited from hot alcohol

iu the form of crystals of m. pt. 120°—130° C. The acid
resins are insoluble in alcohol, but soluble in alcoholic

sodium hydroxide solution. These resins are all completely
soluble iu ether, chloroform, or carbon bisulphide.—T. F. B.

Dialkylbarbituric Acid ; Process for Preparing .

M. Engelmann, Eiberfeld, Germany, Assignor to Farben-
fabr. of Eiberfeld Co., New York. U.S. Pat. 775,809,
Nov. 22, 19i>4.

The process is similar to that described in Eng. Pat. 22,967
of 1903 (this J., 1904, 76) with the exception that the

thiocarbonyl group of the dialkyl-di-iniino-tkiopyrimidine is

first oxidised to ; carbonyl group, the two imino groups
being subsequently eliminated.—T. F. B.

Dialkylbarbituric Acid : Process of Preparing . M.
Engelmann, Eiberfeld, Germany, Assignor to Farbenfabr.
of Eiberfeld Co., New York. U.S. Pat. 775,810, Nov. 22,

1904.

See Eng. Pat. 22,967 of 1903 ; this J., 1904, 70.—T. F. B.

Phenol Compound. C. Gentsch. Vohwinkel, Germany,
Assignor to Farbenfabr. of Eiberfeld Co., New York.
U.S.' Pat. 775,814, Nov. 22, 1904.

The addition compounds, formed by uniting 1 mol. of an
alkali salt of a phenol with several molecules of a free

phenol, are claimed. Special claim is made for that derived

from 1 mol. of the potassium salt of m-cresol and 3 umls.

of ra-cresol, which is a crystalline solid having an alkaline

reaction ; it melts at 88° (.'., above which temperature
/H-cresol is split off. -T. F. B.

Alcohols and Aldehydes ; Process of Making .

H. S. Blackmore. Assignor to R. C. Mitchell, Mount
Vernon, N.Y. U.S. Pat. 774,824, Nov. 15, 1904.

A iiixiLRE of an alcohol and aldehyde is produced by
passing the corresponding hydrocarbon over a mass of a
suitable metallic oxide (e.g., ferric oxide) heated to a tem-
perature sufficient to oxidise the hydrocarbon, but insufficient
to decompose the desired products. Thus, a mixture of
methyl alcohol and formaldehyde is obtained by passing a
current of methane under pressure over heated ferric oxide
\\ lien the process is complete, the reduced irou is re-
oxidised by headng it and passing a -current of air over it.

—T. F. B.
Fkeni u Patents.

Aldehydes ; General Process of Preparing . E.
Bouveault. Fr. Pat. 339,121, I let. 26, 1903.

Aldehydes are produced by decomposing with water the
product of the reaciion of di-substituted amiuoformalde-
hydes on alkyl-, aryl-, or hjdroaryl magnesium halides.
The stages of the process are represented by the equations—

R.Mg.X. + H.CO.NR'R" = R.CH(O.Mg.X)NR'R."
2.R.CH(UMg.X)NK'R" + 11,0 =

2K.CHO + MgO + MgX
2 + 2NHR'E"

where R, R', and R" represent alkyl-, aryl-, or hydroarvl
radicles and X a halogen atom.— T. F. B.

Marcs of Wine or Fermented Products; Recovery if
I I './/,,/ [and Cream of Tartar] from . G. Ciapett'i.

Fr. Pat. 344,880, June 18, 1901.
' XVII., page 1231.

Mures and Grapes, [Alcohol mid ('nam of Tartar]
;

Process and Apparatus fur Treatment of .. Egrot
Grange et Cie. Fr. Pat". 314.7:17, July 9, 1904. XVII.,
page 1231.

I Ikylaminoacetopyrocatechols ; Processfor Preparing .

Farbwerke vorm. Meister, Lucius u'nd Uruuing. First
addition, dated July 18, 1904. to Fr. Pat. :!44,930,
July 18, 1904. Uuder luternat. Conv;, Sept. 26, 1903.

See Eng. Pat. 26,4SO of 1903; this J., 1904, 1043.—T. F. B.

Dialkylbarbituric Acidsfrom Dialkylaminomalonic Esters

X -. „ . COX II.

Y^^^COOR"'
1 'rucess for Producing .

34 I.'.lSO, Julv 20,
'

1904.
March 16, 1904.

Maisou E. Merck. Fr. Pat.
Under luternat. Conv.,

Dialkylbarbituric acids, as well as dialkylbarbituric esters
and dialkylmalonic acid amides, are produced by the action
of urea, thiourea or guanidine on dialkylaminomalonic
esters, of the formula (X)(Y)C(( OXII,,)CO< )!!, in presence
ol suitable condensing agents. Diethylbarbiluric acid is
produced by heating diethjlaiiiinouialooic aeid with urea
and sodium ethylate. Diethyl malonylguanidine is produced
similarly from guanidine hydrochloride and diethylamino
lualonic ester.—T. F. B.

C.C.-Dialkylbarbituric Acids ; Process fir the Production
"f E. Mer^k. Fr. Pat. 345,496, July 20, 1904.
Under Intermit. Conv., Oct. 20, 1903.

Diu-icvLHALoxyLGOANiDLvEs, R.,C:(C( I
. M I ) :C:NH, are

converted into dialkylbarbituric acids by heating (e.o. in a
scaled tube at 120 C., for an hour), with reagents which
will split off the imino group, such as dilute hydrochloric
or sulphuric acid (1 : 3). Compare fr. Pat. 343,673 of
1904 ; this J., 1904, 1C'43.—T. F. B.

Barbituric Acids; Processfor Converting Di-imino or Tri-
iminobarbituric Acids fVi-iminomalot \guanidines') into

. E. Merck. Fr. Pat. 345 197, lv 20, 1904.
Under Internat. Conv., Feb. 10, 1904.

lli-i.Mixo and tri-iminobarbituric acids, obtained by con-
densing malonyl-nitrile or its alkyl derivatives with urea or
guanidine, are converted into barbituric acids by heatino-
with mineral acids. (Compare preceding

—T. F. B.
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Bromodialkylacelamides ; Process for Preparing .

KaUe et Cie. Fr. Pat. 345,231, July 29, 1904. Under
Dei '.'. 1903.

.r.I'.LKVI.UKrvMII.E- of the constitution R.E'.

CBr.CONHj, are obtained from the corresponding djalkyl-

eid bj converting the latter, by the action ..f

phosphorus chloride or phosphorus and bromine into

dialkylacetyl chloride or bromide, brominattog with one

mol. of bromine, and converting the resulting bromodial-

kylnuetyl chloride or bromide into bromodiali<yl acetamide

rating with ammonia or ammonium carbonate in

solution. The diethyl, ethylpropyl, and dipropyl

compounds are described.—T. F. B.

Picric Arid; Process for Preparing in the Cold.

O. Wicbardt Fr. l'at. 345,441, Aug. 9, 1904.

Picric acid may In- prepared without the aid of heat, by

adding 20 parts' of phenol, with constant stirring, to a

mixture oi 100 part- of nitric acid (sp. gr., 1-4) and

:i0 pan- of alcohol. The crystallii - mass thus produced

is dissolved in hot water, and the crude picric acid, which

separates on cooling, is purified in the usual »a_\. The

yields are stated to average 95 per cent of the phenol used.

—T. F. B.

XXL—PHOTOGRAPHIC MATERIALS AND
PROCESSES.

Development with an Acid Developer. Maes. Brit. J. Phot,

1904, 51, 1031—1032.

Balagnt (Fr. Pat. 338,650 of 1903; this J., 1904.

1

has shown that amidol can lie used successfully in acid

solution for developing plates and papers: the author finds

that other developers, notal.lv pyrogallol, oi'tol, and adurol,

give equally good results in acid solutions. The time

issan for development is greater than irhen alkaline

solutions are employed, but there is less tendency to fog

and halation, and better gradation is obtainable.—T. F. li.

Photographs prepared by lippmann's Procest : The Dark
Stripes [Zenker's stripes] whirl: appear on Spectra

Covering . L. Pfaundler. Ann. der Physik, 1904

15 ri —:JS4. Cbem. Centr., 1904, 2, 1446. (Se<

this .T., 1891. ISO; 1893, 46 1; L895, 65 ; 1896, IOOj

Thl chief result of the author's work, which is mainly

mathematical, is that if two light wave- of unequal wave-

lengths penetrate the silver It. .mid.- film, the two systems

of silver separations are optically influenced. 'The appear-

ance of the dark stripes predicted hy Zenker -hows that in

the Lippmann process, quite a number of colour-pairs do

not uuite to a correct colour-mixture, but are neutralised

to black.—A. S.

Gehtin : Siting and Swelling of . P. v. Schroeder.

XIV., page 1227.

Colloids [Gelatin, §-c] Solution and Smelling of .

K. Spiro. XIV., page 1227.

English Patent-.

Photographs ; Process for Producing Coloured .

W. Biebensabm, Berlin, and (.. [yoppinann, Hamburg*.

Enj Jan. 12, 1904.

Sue Fr. Pat. 33?-. 170 of 1903 ; this J., 1904, 622.—T. F. B.

Photography ; Films < Pigment Proi

Abel, London, Fr.nu Acl -lies. f. Aoilinfnhr.,

t. 925, Jan. 13, 1904.

See Fr. Pat. 339,654 of 19J4 ; this J., 1904, 727.—T, F. B.

French Patents.

Colo'irinn Silver [Photographic'] Pictures; Process for
.

lie. .:, May SI, 1904.

er Internal. Coin.. April 9, 1904.

"Silver prints'' are first converted into •manganic
.--," (see Fr. Pat. 343,583 of 1904; this J., 1904,

1044 I and then Coloured by means of suitable dye-tuffs or

solution-. For example, a silver bromide print is decolorised
in the following solution ; 10 per cent, potassium bromide
solution,-) C.C. j 10 per cent, citric acid solution, "J c.c. ;

and 3 c.c. of a solution obtained by mixing 6 grins, of
sodium tartrate, 1 grm. of crystallised manganous sulphate,

IS. of N 1 sodium carbonate solution, aud 5 grins, nf

a 4 per cent, potassium permanganate solution. To this

lion i- added l .c. of a
- 4 per cent, solution of

potassium ferricyanide. The decolorised punt is wasl
and introduced into a solution composed of 90 c.c. of 2 per
c .-in . potassium ferricyanide solution, and in c c. of sodium
carbonate solution. The brown " manganic " print thus

obtain. coloured by any known process, e.g., by
means of aniline hydrochloride. By this prove-- it is

stated that a much greater variety of tone- may he ohtuined

tli in by working directly on the ordinary silver print.

—T. F. IV

Photographic Paper; Sensitive Coating for . and
Process for Manufacturing same. il. Mauser. Fr. Pal

345,206, July 2a, 1904.

Cl iii mn insoluble zinc salts, particularly the oxide, pon-

tile property of accelerating considerably the reduction of

solul.i. silver -alts by daylight. The emulsion may he
prepar. id by immersing the paper ..r oilier support,

I
i ii-lv coated with gelatin with which zinc ovale has

been incorporated, in asolutionof silver nitrate or citrate.

Prints of a pleasing black torn an said t.. be obtained on
such a paper. They require no further toning, and are
finished by simply fixing in sodium thiosulphate solution,

which in no way alter- 111.- lone. I ised prints

iua\ he developed in the usual way. thus permitting tin

working of these papers by artificial light.—T. F. B.

Photographic Films; Self-Detaching . M. Bry
el I ii . Fr. Pat 345,535, Aug. 12, L904.

The self-detaching film* al present in use. consisting of a

gelatin film attached to a pap.-r support l>\ in. an- of \va\

i. "In.-..- &c, possess the disadvantage of frequently

becoming detached during the manipulations, and also of

being easily distorted and of curling up, even when dry.

These defects are found to he remedied by backing a

:u film (0
- 8—1*0 nun. thick

|
with a film of COllodi

applying the sensitive emulsion to the gelatin, and fasten

ing the temporary paper support to the collodion side by

means of an albuminoid adhesi e, - -'. ible in water. Such a

film is stated t.. retain its shape during the operations, and i I

isily detached when finished.—T. F. B.

Pigment [Photographic] Pictures OH Transparent Sup-
ports; Process for Producing Detachable . II

Schmidt. Fr. Pat. 345,594, Aug. 13, 19H4.

See Eng. Pat. 17,610 of I9H4; thi- J., 1904, 998.—T. F. B

XXII—EXPLOSIVES. MATCHES. Etc.

English Patents.

Explosives [Perchtorate']. F. E. W. 11 iwen, London.
Eng. Pat. 21,481, < let. t'., 1903.

Tin: composition of these explosives is a- follows.— Shell

powder: ammonium pcrchlorate (7i per ceut.), aluminium
(12 per cent.), and paraffin (13 per cent.). Blasting

powder: ammonium perchlorate (72 per cent.), aluminium
til per cent,), and nitronaphthaleue | i7 per .-•

— (.. \\ . Mel).

/ 1 E. W. llnwcii, London. Eng. Pat. 21,4

Oct. 6, 1903.

Xn: —75 part- 1
",- dissolved iii acetone or

ether alcohol and finely powdered ammonium pcrchlorate

(L'.'i—33 parts) incorporated with it. The mixture can then

be rolled or s usual.— G. W. McD.

Explosives for /Hasting or liht Purposes. J. Russell,

Hamilton. Scotland, l-.iig. I'a.. 28,710, Dec. 31, I!

M. -..!-. di-, or trinitrotoluene (2—10 cent.) is ad. led to

nitroglycerin blasting explosives <> prevent them from
w Mel

'
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Explosives ; Impts. in . N. Evangelidi, i'harcow,

Russia. Eng. l'at. 20.106, Sept. 17, 1904.

The explosive cousists of potassium chlorate (78 parts),

yellow prussiate of potash (37-5 parts), wood charcoal

(6 parts), and glycerin (G-5 parts). The addition oi

glycerin is said to give safety and to allow of the intimate

mixing of the ingredients. For a granulated powder one-

half of the charcoal is replaced by tannin. < W. McD.

Gunpowder; Manufacture of . Soc. de la Poudre

Peigne et des Brevet". J. Lueiaui, Geneva. Switzi

Eng. Pat. 21,204, Oct. 3,1904. Under Internal.

Feb. 17, 1904.

The charge of powder for ordnance or small fire-arms

consists of a sheet of explosive of suitable thickness coiled

on itself and provided, either over the whole ot its surface,

or only a part, with cuts or notches of straight, wave
other shape, which extend wholly or partly thrrugh the

thickness of the sheet, 'lie- object of the invention is to

produce a shee containing a certain number of poiuts at

which combustion may commence and from which it may
spread in a regular anil uniform manner.—G. \V. Mil).

United States Patent.

Pyrotechnicai Compound. K. Hnfnagel, Germany,
Assignor to E. H. Wagner, New York. U.S. Tat.

775.822, Nov. 22, 1904.

The compound consists of a mixture of white and red

phosphorus, potassuim chlorate, red clay, and gum arabic.

—A. S.

French Patent.

Picric Acid ; Process for Preparing -

O. Wickardt. Fr. l'at. .T4.%.4 1 1 . Aug
page 1238.

ill Ihe

<>. 1904.

Cold.

XX,

XXIII.-ANALYTICAL CHEMISTRY,

APPARATUS, ETC.

Continuous Extraction of Solutions with

Chloroform ; Apparatus for . E.

Baum.' Chem.-Zeit., 1904.28, 1172.

The apparatus is easily understood from
the drawing. Some chloroform is first

placed in the inner vessel, followed by the

solution to be extracted. Connection is

then made to the vessel below containing

the chloroform, and to the reflux con-

denser above, the end of which is so

arranged, as seen in the figure, that the

drops of condensed chloroform fall through

the solution to be extracted.—J. T. D.

French Paths re.

Gases; Apparatus [Automatic] for
Analysis of . A. Bayer. Fr. l'at.

345,221, July 29, 1904.

The apparatus is designed for determining

and registering graphically the composition

of a gaseous mixture, e.g., boiler-furnace

gases. It comprises two or more gas meters, communi-
cating with one another, but having interposed between

them vessels containing liquid or solid absorbents ami

tubular cooling devices. The rate of flow of the gas is thus

measured before and after the removal of the component to

be determined, the gas being brought to the sa'i.e tem-

perature in each case before passing through the meter.

The dials of the meters are connected to a differential

registering mechanism, by means of which the rates of flow

are traced with a stylus upon a diagram carried by a drum.

The gas to be analysed is drawn through the apparatus by

means of a water-pump.—H. B.

Wines, Musts, Ciders, Av. ; Apparatus for Determining the

Dry Extract and the Alcohol in . A. B. Darhois.

Fr. Pat, 345,455, July 28, 1904.

The apparatus consists of an ebullition alcoholometer and a

densimeter with immersion tube in a portable case. The
ebullition apparatus is heated by a spirit lamp, the flame of

which impinges on a metal bulb through which the wine is

caused to circulate, whereby rapid heating is ensured. The
upper part of the ebullition eyliuder is connected with a

condenser. The densimeter floats in a cylinder which fits

on the same stand as the alcoholometer: it is provided with

an index fixed on the top of the cylinder which can be

read at a point above the liquid. The stem of the float is

graduated in two scales, one showing the dry extract and the

other the amount of alcohol obtainable from any fermentable

must.— J. F. II.

IXORGA XI C—QUANTITATl VE.

Iron ; Separation of from Nickel and Cobalt by Formic
Acid. L. H. Horgsttom. Bull.Comm.Geol.de Finlaude,

1903,14, 73; Chem.-Zeit.. 190 1, 28, Rep. 353.

The difficulties in the way of the ordinary methods of

separation are obviated by using ammonium formate as the

precipitant of the iron, the latter alone being thrown down
trotn a neutral solution. A second precipitation suffices

to entirely free the iron from nickel and cobalt. The
precipitates are easily filtered, but the decomposition,

filtration, and washing must be effected in the warm.—C. S.

Copper ; Electrolytic Determination of . A. Kufferath.

Z. angew. Chem., 1904, 17, 1785—1786.

For technical purposes, where the highest degree of

accuracy is not required, copper can be determined electro-

lytically with great rapidity if formaldehyde (in the shape

of commercial formalin) be added to the solution. The
deposition of nickel, cobalt, and iron is hindered or entirely

prevented by the presence of formaldehyde. The solution

for electrolysis, about 130 c.c, is placed in a platinum basin

of about 9 em. diameter and 4.5 cm. depth, the inner

sai face of which has been slightly matted by careful rubbing

with finely-pondered glass. To the solution are added
I -5—2-0 c.c. of formalin, the temperature raised to and
kept at 60°— 65' C, and a current of 2 - 5—3-0 amperes at

2 volts passed till a sample shows no copper reaction.

Without interrupting the current, the deposit is washed

clean with water, then twice with 95 per cent, alcohol and
lastly with ether ; it is then dried in vacuo over sulphuric

acid. The whole analysis takes 2—2i- hours. The anode-

is a flat platinum spiral kept as deep as possible in the

solution, and passes through an inverted funnel which just

touches the liquid ; all loss of spray is thus avoided.

Results with pure copper sulphate solution were accurate;

with mixtures in approximately equal proportions of copper

and nickel, copper and cobalt, copper and iron sulphates,

99-71 to 99 '92 per cent, of the actual copper was yielded.

Ammonium nitrate, chlorides, or free nitric acid, prevent

concordant results from being obtained ; very small amounts

of the last-named, however, may be present without inter-

fering seriously with the process.—J. T. D.

Stannic Oxide in Copper Tin Alloys; Electrolytic Separa-

tion and Determination of . E. Heyn and O. Bauer.

Mitt, konigl. Materialpriifungsamt, 1904, 22, 144—145.

(See page 1219.)

The alloy in the form of turnings is placed on the bottom

of a platinum dish and serves as anode, the cathode is of

platinum gauze, and ihe electrolyte sulphuric acid of

p.gr. 1*18. A current strength of 3— -

7 ampei

employed. The metallic constituents of e alloy dissolve

rapidlv, whilst stannic oxide separates at the anode. The
copper deposited on the cathode must be frequently re-

moved, to prevent it falling to the bottom and to avoid

short-circuiting. Towards the end of the electrolysis the

solution of the alloy proceeds very slowly, the separated

stannic oxide preventing good electrical contact with the

anode. The dish should now be continuously shaken, in
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order I
fresh surfaces of the alloy. The residual

stannic oxidi is washed with sulphuric acid, treated for a

short tiou with nitric acid, dried, and ignited. It contains

„ trace ol i ilysed giving the following

results:—Stannic oxide, 93-16; copper, 0'99 per eeut.

—A. S.

Phosphates; Colorimetric Determination of . O.

Schreiner and B. B. Brown. J. Amer. Chem. Soc., 1 904,

26, 1 163 1468. (Sec also this J., 1904, yii.)

Bbsidbs the solutions (1), (2), (8), and (4), given in the

paper of Schreinei and Ferris on the determination of mag-
nesium, the following are required: (6)1 part of strong

ammonia Bolution (sp. gr. 0-9) free from silica, and 9 parts

of water; silica may be removed by distillation ; (7) satu-

rated ammonium oxalate solution; (s) magnesia reagent,

prepared by dissolving 13 grins, of magnesium chloride,

MgCI... 6HsO, anil -jo grms. ol ammonium chloride iu about

9ii(i c.c. of water, adding 50c.c. of strong ammonia solution

(sp. gr. 0*9) and diluting to a litre; l c.e.of this solution

will precipitate 0*0035 grm. of phosphoric anhydride. To
a convenient quantity of the liquid, usually 60 c.c, 1 drop

of ammonia solution and two or tliree drops of saturated

ammonium oxalate solution are added snd the liquid

evaporated to dryness on a water-bath. 1 c.e. of the

magnesia reagent (7) is well mixed with the cooled residue,

and the whole allowed to stand about two hours. The pre-

cipitated magnesium ammonium phosphate is I hen washed

on a filler free from silica several times with the ammonia
solution (6) until [he filtrate measures approximately 50 c.c. i

The precipitate is then washed with about 5 c.c. of cold

water, dissolved on the filter in about 5 c.c. of nitric acid (2)

and the filter is washed with hot water until about 45 c.c.

of filtrate are obtained. 4 c.e. of ammoniuiu molybdate

solution (1) are added to the cooled liquid and. after 20

miniit. s, the solution is compared with the standard colori-

metric phosphate solution (4). This method gives good

results with quantities of phosphates as small as 1 part of

phosphoric anhydride per million of solution, and it is not

influenced by the presence of other salts, including silicates.

—T. H. V.

OliGANIC—QUA LITA TI VE.

Bull.Sugars ; Reaction of Aldehydic . A. Berg.

Soc. Chini., 1904, 31, 1216—1217.

Tins method is based on the fact that the aldoses are

oxidised by bromine in presence of water, the aldehydic

group being converted into a carboxylie group. These
alcohol acids all give a deep yellow coloration with an

acidified solution of ferric chloride. Under similar condi-

tions, ketoses are not converted into carboxylie acids, and
the resulting solutions give no coloration with ferric chloride.

o - 02—0*03 grm. of the sugar is heated with 10 c.c. of

saturated bromine water to 60"—70° C. for 10 minutes, and

the excess of bromine removed by boiling. On adding to

this solution 10 c.c. of a solution made by the addition of

4 drops of ferric chloride solution (sp.gr. 1-44) and 2 drops

of concentrated hydrochloric acid to 100 c.e. of water, the

yellow coloration is produced if an aldehydic Bngar has

"been used. 1 'his method gives a simple means for estab-

lishing the purity of the ketoses. In testing the poly-oses,

a is necessary to use freshly prepared bromine water, since

bydrobromic acid would tend to cause inversion of the

sugar.—T. F. B.

Starch-containing Materials i Method of Distinguishing

between Different by Means of Iodine Vapour. A
Dubosc. Chem.-Zeit., 1904,28, 1149.

Tins method, first described by Bleicher, consists iu placing

the substance on a glass plate, on which is also placed a
watch glass containing a little iodine, and covering the

whole with a bell-jar. After '-'4 hours, marked differences

can le observed in the colorations of different substances.

Thus, maize starch turns blackish-violet, wheat starch

bluish-grey, :

i brownish-grey, and potato-starch

yellowish-grey, the yellow shade increasins with the pro-

portion of foreign matters i resent.— C. A. M.

Essential Oil of Bitter Almonds ; Manipulation <>/ the Test

for Chlorine in . Schimniel's Keport, Oct. 1 904

A PIECE of filter paper about 2 x 2', ins. is folded into a
spill, saturated with the oil, placed in a small porcelain dish,

ignited, and covered over while burning with a capacious

beaker, the inside of which has been previously moistened

with distilled water. This beaker is allowed to remain for

a minute after the flame has burnt out ; it is then rinsed

with 10 c.c. of distilled water, and the rinsings tested for

chlorine in the usual manner, with silver nitrate. Pre-

caution should be taken to ensure that any reaction obtained

is not due to hydrocyanic acid.— J. O. B.

OHHANI C—QUANT ITA TI VE.

Determination of •.

J. Anier. Chem. Soc.,

Nitrogen in Organic Compounds ;

II. t:. Sherman and M. J. Falk.

1904, 26, 1469- 1
174."

Dyer's modification (this J., 1895, 6U4) of the Gunning-
Kjeldahl method of nitrogeu determination, in which the

substance is heated with sulphuric acid and mercury until

frothing subsides, after which 10 grms. of potassium sul-

phate are added, and the solution boiled until colourless.

Combines all the advantages of the other modifications of

this method. It is, however, not sufficient in all cases to

boil the liquid until it becomes colourless. With very

resistunt suhstauces. such as alkaloids, coal. &c, the boil-

ing with sulphuric acid, mercury, ami potassium sulphate

should be continued .or at least mvo hour, after the solution

becomes colourless, and for not less than three hours iu all.

No advantage is found in the use of copper in addition to

the reagents mentioned, but with the coals tested, slightly

higher results were obtained by the careful use of perinan

ganate at the end of three hours' boiling. With all samples

in which the nitrogen exists essentially as proteids or

albuminoids and related compounds, including the so-called

•'nitrogenous extractives," and other amides and amino-

compounds, it is only necessary to use mercury and

potassium sulphate ami to boil for at least one hour from

the time the potassium sulphate is added.— T. 11. 1'.

Ammonia and Amines; Determination of . J.Eflront.

Ber., 1904, 37, 4290—4295.

Wiiile the measurement of the nitrogen evolved by the

reaction of hypochlorites upon ammonia and amiuo-cora-

pouods does not afford a generally applicable and accurate

method for the determination of these substances, much
better results are obtained by measurement of the available

chlorine destroyed in the reaction. Amino-, imiuo-, and

nitrile bases, amides and amiuo-acids can be thus deter-

mined, but ammonium-bases are without action on hypo-

chlorites. To carry out the process, 20 c.c. of a solution

of bleaching powder (1 a—2 percent, of available chlorine)

are placed in a 50 c.e. flask, 20 c.c. of N/sodium carbonate

solution are added, and 1—5 c.c. of a 1 per cent, solution of

the substance under examination; the tlask is filled up with

distilled water, corked, and allowed to stand in the dark for

12— 15 hours. The liquid is then rinsed into a beaker,

arsenious oxide solution exactly equivalent to the original

bleaching powder solution used, i* added, then 20 c.c. of

N-sulphunc acid, followed by 10 c.c. of saturated solution

of sodium bicarbonate; the excess of arsenious oxide i-

now titrated by means of iodine solution. The method is

available for the determination of ammonia in waters. (See
this ,1.. 1904,912.)—J T. 1).

Naphthalene in Coat Gas and Tar; Determination of •

A. II. While and S. Ball. J. Gas Lighting, 1904, 88,
262—263,323—326.

I:n authors determined the amount of naphthalene iu the

gas as it leaves the retort, and followed step by step the

progress of its elimination in the subsequent manufactu

plant. For the determination of naphthalene in the purified

gas. Easter's method (Ber., 1894, 27, noli, as modified

bj Colman and Smith (this ,]., 1900, 12S). was found to

give good results. To determine naphthalene in tar, the

following method was finally adopted:—Vboiit 1 grin, ol

tar is weighed mto an Krlenmeyer flask of 50 c.c. capacity,
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closed by a doubly bored stopper containing two tubes, one
of which forms an air inlet, whilst the other is attached to

a U-tube, the first two thirds of which is filled with frag-

ments of quicklime, and the remainder with glass-wool

and phosphorus pentoxide. The flask and drying-tube are

placed in an air-bath heated to 70°—80° C, the outlet of

the latter being coupled by a short connection to a second
U-tube outside the air-hath and immersed in ice-cold water.

V current of air is drawn through the apparatus at the rate

of 2 litres per hour, the naphthalene being volatilised and
retained in the cold U-tube. The operation is continued

until the latter no longer gains in weight, and the final

increase of weight is taken as the quantity of the naphtha-
lene in the tar; although the naphthalene formed is not

quite pure, the results are sufficiently accurate for the

purpose in view. To determine the amount of naphthalene
in the crude gas, in which it is present partly in solution in

the suspended tar, and partly in the form of vapour, a half-

inch glass tube packed with glass wool is inserted some six

inches into the gas main at the point where the rest is to be

made, the filtering material being thus kept at the same
temperature a* the gas. One cubic foot is aspirated through
the filter, and thence,- through as short a connection as

possible, into a bottle containing picric acid solution, which
retains the naphthalene present as vapour. The naphtha-

lene in the tar filter is estimated in the manner above
descrihed, and the picric acid solution is washed into a

50 c.e. Erlenmeyer flask, solid caustic soda added to

neutralise the acid, and the naphthalene volatilised and
determined as before. The combined result gives a suffi-

ciently accurate representation of the total quantity of

naphthalene, both in the suspended tar and as vapour in

the crude gas, but does not permit of the estimation of the

proportions present in each state, masmuch as the tar filter,

although maintained at the same temperature as the gas.

largely absorbs the naphthalene vapour before it reaches

the picric acid. It has frequently been stated that the

vapour pressure of naphthalene is affected by the presence

of moisture, ammonia, and acetylene in the gas, but the

authors find, on experimental investigation of this paint,

that these gases exert no such influence. Experiments
made with benzene vapour seemed to indicate that this

hydrocarbon increased the vapour pressure of naphthalene,

but the authors do not regard the results as conclusive.

—H. G. C.

Beetroots ; Direct Determination of Sugar in . Non-
influence ofAir on the Results. H. and L. Pellet. Bull.

Assoc. Chim. Sucr. et Dist., 1904, 22, 312—317.

In reply to Loga, who found that in the hot aqueous
digestion method of Pellet it was necessary for accuracy to

remove the air bj subjecting the liquids examined to a

vacuum for 30 to 40 minutes, the author attributes his

failures to improperly firmed pulp. The coarse pulp

obtained with rasps having saw teeth give very little

emulsion, and the froth is readily removed with a little

ether or alcohol. The Keil disc should not revolve at a
greater rate than 250 turns per minute, and the normal
weight of pulp should be made to 200 c.e. and read in a

400 mm. tube. There is then no difficulty in removing the

air.—L. J. de W.

Beetroot Juice ; Determination of the Pitritt/ of .

H. Schulz. Z. Ye. Deutsch. Zueker Ind.,' 1904, 54
[Techn. Part]. 1248—1250.

Recent researches have shown that the usual method of

determining the qnoti-ut of purity of raw beetroot juice is

very unsatisfactory. In ihe first place it is desirable to be

able to prepare readily in the laboratory a juice which shall

represent in composition the factory juice iu its various

conditions, for it is of far greater importance to know the

purity of such juice than that of raw juice which, as is well

known, is purified in very different degrees duriug separa-

tion, owing to the varying precipitability of its non-sugars.

The author treated the normal weight of fine rasped pulp

in a 200 c.e. flask, half filled with water, with 2 or 3 c.e.

of a 1:10 milk of lime, and heated on the water batli to

85°—90° C. In two minutes the separation was complete.

Precipitation of the excess of lime by the ordinary reagents

was found to be unsatisfactory. " Active " magnesium
carbonate (magnesium bicarbonate) precipitates the lime

quantitatively, but the reagent quickly loses its power,

when a mixture of magnesium hydroxide and carbonate

remains in solution. The active reagent is prepared by

completely saturating magnesium hydroxide held in sus-

pension in water with carbon dioxide. The filtrate is

envied at the temperature of melting ice and the maguesium
salt crystallised out. It may also he prepared by gradual

evaporation at 20 C, but the yield is less and the product

not so active.—L. J. de W.

Maple-Syrup and Maple Sugar; Composition, Analysis,

and Adulteration of . J. Hortvet. J. Amer. Chem.
Soc, 1904. 26, 1523—1545.

The author describes the methods he has employed in the

analysis of a number of samples of maple-syrup and maple-

sugar, both pure and adulterated. One of the determina-

tions which gives a clue to the purity or otherwise of the

product is that of the volume of the precipitate formed with

lead sub-aeetate ; the method of measuring this is as

follows : Into the tube shown in the figure, which has a
total length of 15'

'2 cm., a

diameter at the wide part

of 3-0 cm., and at the stem
of 2-0 cm., are placed 5 c.e.

of the syrup or 5 grms. of

the sugar and 10 c.e. of

water. After complete solu-

tion, 0*5 c.e. (10 drops) of

alumina-cream and 1'5 c.e.

of lead sub-acetate solution

are added, and the tube well

shaken. The tube is then
allowed to stand for from 45

to 60 minutes, with occa-
sional twisting to facilitate

the settling of the precipi-

tate. It is then fitted into

the holder, which is 7" 7 cm.
long, 3 - 2—

3

- 5 cm. in dia-

meter, and has a central

aperture 1 '3 cm. in diameter,

and placed in a centrifugal

machiue and run for six

minutes ; any material ad-

herent to the wider portion

is then loosened with a piece of wire and the centrifugalising

continued for a further period of six minutes at the same

speed as before. The voiume occupied by the precipitate is

then noted, reading to 0-01 c.e. as nearly as possible. A
similar blank experiment is made with water, alumina-cream,

and lead sub-acetite, the volume of the precipitate obtained

being subtracted from those given by the sugars.

The analytical results obtained with sugars and syrups

of" known purity are summarised in the following table :

—

1

~

/ t'

1

' /

\ 1

Syrups. Sugar

Ash, per cent
Phenolphthalein all

Total alkalinity

-Maximum. Minimum. Mean. Maximum. Minimum, i Mean.

2-89
1-5S

1-88
0*76
0-30
1'09

i 37

1-02

OKI
1-69

3-35
l-4.i

n r,7

2 .".'1

T31
0'72

(f25
1-12

l '99

0-99

062 n-41

1 tin
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These numbers all refer to the amount of dry matter

: in the samples.—T. II. !'.

XXIV.-SCIENTIEIC & TECHNICAL NOTES.

Helium; Presence of in Radio- Active (laseous

Mixtures evolved from Thermal Springs. C. Moureu.

< omptes rend., 1904, 139, 852—S55.

In view of the production of helium from the radium

emanation, discovered by Ramsay and Sodciy, and since

observed by other investigators, it seemed desirable to

ascertain whether this element accompanied the radio-

active constituents of the gases from mineral springs.

Curie and l.aborde have already recognised it in three

instances, and the author has found the helium line in the

spectrum of the gases from 12 other springs which be has

examined. In nearly all of them the helium line I
A = .">S7'6)

was at least as brilliant as the strongest argon ones in the

same spectrum. The amounts of helium present vary

greatly, that in the strongest springs being estimated at

,"i0 times that in the weakest.—J. T. D.

Colloidal Stale : The . G. E. Malfitano. Comptes
rend., 1904, 139, 920—922.

The author considers that matter in the colloidal state

consists of an electrolyte dissociated into ions, with in-

soluble molecules grouped around these ions.—J. T. D.

Salt Formation in Solution*, especially of Tautomerisable

('impounds (Pseudo Acids, Pseudo Bases'). .J. YV.

Bruhl and II. Schroder. Z. physik. ('hem.. 1904, 50,
1— J2.

The authors have determined by physico chemical methods

the chemical constitution of esters and ester-salts of the

type of aceto-acetic ester and sodium aceto-acetic ester.

The experiments were carried out with the methyl, ethyl-,

and aniyl esters of camphocarboxylic acid, these com-

pounds being converted into their sodium salts by treat-

ment with the corresponding sodium alcoholates. Three

spectro-chemical methods were employed, each giving results

controlling and confirming those obtaiued by the other

two. Details are given showing how it can be ascer-

tained by determinations of the refraction and dispersion

of the different components and of the mixtures (or

solutions of the ester salts) :— ( 1 ) Whether, in the process

of salt formation, the optical properties of the acid radical

alter, and, consequently, whether a chemical transforma-

tion (enolisation. ketonisation) takes place; (2) whether

the optical properties of the basic radical (metal or ammo-
nium) alter; or (3) whether the difference between the

optical functions of the salt and of the acid (or base) is a

constant, as in the ease when the salt formation takes

place without chemical transformation, or is smaller or

greater than this constant. These methods are applicable

to all compounds capable of undergoing tautomerisation

(pseudo acids, pseudo basis, ami amphoteric compounds).

In the case of camphocarboxylic acid esters (which behave

as weak acids), it was found that in methyl, ethyl, and

amy] alcoholic solutions the formation of ester salts is

always associated with a transformation of the ketonic ester:

.CH.COJi
C8HU \co

into the enolic oxygen salt :

,C.C0 K
CJI U < IIN C.ONa

In dilute methyl- and ethyl-alcoholic solutions of the

ester -alts, the optical function (atomic rtfracticn) of the

sodium is practically the same, bi.t is quite different from

(about 20 per cent, smaller) than that of the metal in amyl

alcoholic solutions of equal dilution. The optical function

.1 the sodium is greater in concentrated than in dilute

solutions. aDd is then the same for all three solvents.

These differences are due to the facts that in dilute methyl-

and ethyl-alcoholic solutions, the ester tails are ionised,

whereas in concentra'cd methyl : ' »thyl alcohols, and in

amyl alcoholic solutions, they are not. Determinations of

the osmotic pressure and electric conductivity of the solu-

tions confirmed this view. It was found, in fact, that the

sodium salt of camphocarboxylic acid methyl ester is

almost completely ionised in dilute methyl alcoholic

solution. Solutions of sodium alcoholates in the corre-

sponding alcohols also exhibited a similar behaviour, and
it is concluded that the degree of ionisation corresponds

to the optical function of the sodium. The optical function

can thus be used as an exact expression and measure of

the condition of ionisation. Determinations of the optical

function of sodium in dilute (ionised) and in concentrated
(non-ionised) aqueous solutions of sodium hydroxide
showed that this is about 12— 15 per cent, smaller in the

ease of the sodium ion than in that of the non-ionised metal.

It would, therefore, be possible to determine <pectro-

chemically the degree of ionisation of a dissolved compound.
The difference in behaviour of solutions of sodium salts of

camphocarboxylic acid esters in methyl- or etbyl-alcobo]

on the one hand, and in benzene or ether on the other band.

is dne to the fact that the first-named solutions contain the

mononiolecular and ionised salt —
. C.CO.R /

CSH„ / /
M'.u.

, Sa,

whilst the last-named contain the polymolecular salt

—

.C.CO.U,
(C8H,/||
\ x

L'< INa )x,

x being equal to from 3 to 4.—A. S.

Osmosis, Solubility, and Narcosis : Theories of .

I. Traube. Phil. .Mag.. !9n4, 8, 704—715.

As the result cf experiments on a large number ofsubstances.

it is found that the greater the osmotic velocity of a sub-

stance soluble in water, the more that substance reduces-

the capillary constant of water. Substances that cannot

penetrate membranes increase that constant. It has also

been shown that, in every substance examined by
Overton and the author, osmotic and capillary pheno-

mena correspond. Whence it is deduced that the differ-

ence of surface tensions determines the direction and
velocity of osmosis, in fact it is the motive fotce in osmotic

pressure. From this conclusion it would appear that the

generally accepted theory of diffusion is incorrect, and that

in reality it is the pure solvent which, by virtue of its low

surface tension, migrates into the salt solution. Further,

if two mutually soluble liquids, or a solid and a solvent be

brought into contact, the " solution tension " will depend

chiefly on the difference between the surface tensions. This

explains why a much greater quantity of ethyl or amyl
alcohol dissolves in water than of water in ethyl nr amyl

alcohol, and why a coarse and a fine powder behave dif-

ferently towards solvents (Hulet, /.. Phys. (hem., 190],

385). Also the surface tension of a solution will never fall

below that of the dissolving substance, for, with increasing

concentration of the solution, a point will finally be nub. d

when the surface tensions of solution aud dissolving sub-

stance are equal ; at this point the solution will be saturated.

This theory is verified by several experiments, e.g., with

solutions of ethyl and amyl alcohol in water. It lias also

been, experimentally established that equal equivalents ol

Mil'siiuccs belonging to homologous series (e.g., alcohols,

fatty acids, esters), which exercise a strong influence 0D
capillarity, lower the capillary height i f water in the pro-

portion 1:3:3-:.... The solution tensions of these

substances would therefore show a similarly proportional

increase with increasing molecular weight It is their

deduce 1 that distribution coefficients and solution tensions

— hence also surface tensions and osmotic velocity— are

proportional magnitudes of the first approximation; this

i- also independently established from experimental data,

i Iverton and H. Meyer have found that efficacious narcotics,

aia'-thetics, and antipyretics ad penetrate thin membranes
rapidly, ; but since a near relation exists between osmotic

velocity anil surface tension, it was to be expected that

sin lace tension and naicotic power would run parallel.

This is actually the case, ETen m substan •* differing
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materially in constitution. In narcotics belonging to homo-
logous series the analogy is complete, since it is found that
the narcotic action of homologous substances increases with
increasing molecular weight in the ratio 1 : 3 : 33 . . . .

Since narcotics exercise their chief action in cells containing
much lipoid substance, it follows that, after penetration into
the cell, not only will some narcotic be dissolved in the
lipoid substance, but some of the lipoid will dissolve in the
narcotic, which is probably the cause of the disagreeable
secondary effects exerted more or less by all narcotics. If
this be the case, there would seem little probability of ever
finding a perfectly innocuous narcotic.—T. F. B.

Aromatic Ketones ; Hydrogenation of by Reduced
Nickel. New Synthesis of Aromatic Hydrocarbons.
G. Darzens. Comptes rend., 1904, 139, S68— 870.

When aromatic ketones are hydrogenated at 190°— 195 i I.

with the catalytic aid of nickel reduced from nickelous
oxide at (not helow) 300° C, the reaction C6Hs.CO.R +
2H

2
= CjHj.CIL.R + H2 occurs sharply. In this way

acetophenone yields (95 per ceut.) pure ethylbenzene';
p-cresyl ketone gives with ease a similar yield of p-methyl-
ethylbeuzene ; and p-butylacetophenone (easily prepared
by treating tertiary butylbenzene with acetyl chloride and
aluminium chloride) gives p-tertiary butylethylbenzene, a
new hydrocarbon, faintly smelling of carrots, b. pt. 209°

—

213° C. The same method applied to benzene-substituted
fatty ketones is equally fertile, benzoylacetone, for example,
yielding normal butylbenzene. While Fricdel and Crafts'

reaction yields chiefly m-derivatives, this method is most
applicable to p-derivatives. The author finds that the tem-
perature at which the nickel is reduced not ouly affects the
energy of the reaction, but in some cases also its nature

;

thus nickel reduced at a much lower temperature than
300° C. yields from the ketone not the aromatic hydrocarbon,
but its hexahydro derivative.—J. T. D.

Trehalose ; Presence of in Mushrooms. E. Bour-
quelot and H. Herissey. Comptes rend., 1904, 139, 874

—

876.

Is most species of mushrooms trehalase exists. The period
of its presence and that of its disappearance seem to be in

relation respectively with that during which trehalose is

utilised by the plaut, and that during which it is being
stored as a reserve substance.—J. T. I).

Tyrosine in Elder Berries ; Occurrence of . J. Sack
and B. Tollens. Ber., 1904, 37, 4115.

Fresh elder berries were boiled with water, and the ex-

tracted juice was clarified by means of lead acetate. The
filtrate was then freed from lead, and concentrated. After
cooling, crystals separated out, and were fully identified as

those of tyrosine.—J. F. B.

Technical Chemistry ; The Relations of to the other

Sciences. Address by Frof. C. E. Munroe, of the George
Washington University, before the Int. Congress of

Arts and Sciences, St. Louis, Sept. 23, 1904. Applied
Chemistry Section.

Numerous instances are detailed in this paper of the bear-

ings which technical chemistly has upon other sciences and
on the arts, and also of the many ways in which it depends
upon other sciences for its progress. Thus, physical pro-

cesses form an important part of most chemical manufac-
tures ; further, technical chemists utilise many physical

methods in their analytical work

—

e.g., spectrum analysis,

photometry, polarimetry, &c. It i9 shown how necessary

are research laboratories, both for introducing and examin-
ing new products and processes, and for devising and im-

proving analytical methods. The bearing of atomic weight
determinations on the purely commercial side of technical

chemistry is pointed out. In many instances technical

chemistry has benefited greatly by the practical application

of theories, such as those of dissociation, mass action, and
osmotic pressure. In the course of the paper the following

statistics are given of the growth of chemical industry in

the L'nited States from 1890—1900:—

Year.

Number
of

Estab-
lish-

ments.

Number
of

Em-
ployes.

Tolal Costof

Wages. Materials

used.

Value

of

Products.

1890
mot)

58.1 ns

81.172

710.(s.-,

1,038,543

Dols.
311,369,405

109,818,022

Dols. Dols.
2.177,413,777 3,165,768.188
3,392,211,974 1 4,902,715.787

The United States is the only country which takes a
census of manufactures, so no comparisons could be
obtained.—T. F. B.

Technical Chemistry ; Some Present Problems in .

Address by Prof. W. II. Walker, of the Mass. Inst, of
Technology, before The Internat. Congress of Arts and
Sciences, St. Louis, Sept. 1904.

In the author's opinion the point upon which most stress

should be laid is that there is no dividing line between pure
science and the utilitarian side of chemistry. The expla-
nation of Germany's success in solving the problems
confronting chemical industries rests mainly on the fact
that in that country it is recognised that the questions have
first to be regarded as problems in pure chemistry, to be
studied by men fully trained in pure science. If these men
are also chemical engineers, then obviously the ultimate
solution of the technical problem is hastened, but in the
first place the main desideratum is that the men have been
trained in the spirit and methods of scientific research.
The author reviews some of the important problems in
technical chemistry : (1) The production of fertilisers in
the United States has increased from 1,900,000 tons to

2,900,000 tons in the past 10 years. It is estimated that

the total value of the potash, phosphoric acid, and nitrogen
consumed by agricultural products in oDe vear amounts to

3,200,000,000 dols. Of these three ingredie'nts of fertilisers,

the supply of phosphoric acid in the form of native phos-
phate deposits, and of slags from metallurgical processes,

seems practically inexhaustible. The supply of potash, on the
other hand, will not be on a perfectly satisfactory basis until

sources independent of the Stassfurt deposits are discovered.
In this direction Clark's method of converting the potas-
sium of felspar into potassium chloride by fusing the mineral
with ammonium chloride is of interest ; and if the reaction
could be applied to orthoclase, and the ammonia recovered
economically, an important new source of potash would be
available. .Most importance, however, attaches to the
supply of available nitrogen, and, after a survey of the
progress made, the author predicts that it will not be a great
wbile before the synthetic preparation of cyanides, ammonia,
and nitric acid from atmospheric nitrogen will be on a
commercial basis. At the present time the fixation of

atmospheric nitrogen as nitrate through the agency of

bacteria rather than by an electrical process appears to be
more promising ; in fact, cultures for the artificial inocula-

tion of the soil may now be obtained in considerable
quantity, and field experiments have shown that with
their aid, good crops may be grown upon what would
otherwise be almost sterile soil. Another problem con-
nected with technical chemistry, and which is rendered
more acute by the possible use of cellulose as a raw material

for the production of foodstuffs, is (2) the conservation

of forests. The solution of the problem will consist in the

substitution of other raw materials in chemical industries

where wood is now used for the purpose. As raw materials

for the production of cellulose, there are the waste straw

of flax-, wheat-, oat- and other crops, cornstalks, and
bagasse from sugar manufacture. (3) In countries where
the tax on fermented mash is not high, there would seem
to be an opening lor a process for the d anufacture from
alcohol of acetic acid in a more concentrated form than
can be produced with the aid of Mycoderma accli, the crude
molasses which is wasttd in large quantities in semi-tropical

countries being used as raw material for the production of

the alcohol. Formic acid, also, which can be synthesised

from carbon and water, might be substituted for acetic acid for

many purposes. Other problems calling for solution are:—
(4) methods of tanning with materials other than vegetable

H 2
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tannins; (r>) the synthesis oi india-rubber, or substances

with similar properties ; the utilisation of trade wastes, such

nlpl cellulosi lj i -. e.g., as f I stuffs

tie, &c; (7) waste yeast j (8) arsenic sulphide from
tion of crude acids; (9) grease from wool wash-

arbage, Srcs (10) the bygienic preservation of
food : (1 1 ) the fireprooting and preservation of wood ; and

(12) the prevei tion of the corrosion of structural iron

and steel. The author also discusses the applications of

:il energy and of catalysis or contact action, forces

the usefulness of which technical chemists are only begin-

ning to appreciate.—A. S.

treated follows :—I. Apparatus, Reagents, and
Materials. II. Sampling. III. Assay of Ores for Silver.

IV. For Gold. V.For Lead. VI. Bullion. VI I. Assay
of Ures for Copper and Tin. VIII. Platinum and the

Platinum Group. IX. Metallurgical Laboratory Experi-

ments and Notes. These nntes.it is stated, are chiefly those
used by the third-year and partly those used by the fourth-

year Students in Assaying, in the Metallurgical Laboratorj
of the Massachusetts Institute oi Technology.

Chemiker-Kalendeu, 1905. Ein Hiilfsbuch fur Chemi-
ker, Pbysiker, Mineralogen, Indnstrielle, Pharmazeuten,
Huttenmanner u.s.w. Von Dr. P.CDOLF Biedeesm v\n.

Sechsundzwanzigster .laiirgang. In zwei Theilen.

Erster That. Julius Springer's Verlag, Monbijou-
platz 8, Berlin. 1305. Price Is.

'vi. io as a pocket book and containing almanack
for 1905, with also a table of the more frequently used

atomic weights and their multiples. In the Thermocbe-
mical Tables those numbers are repeated which Berthelol

used. Dr. II. Bernthseu and Dr. P. Julius have contri-

buted material improvements in the chapter on Colour
< 'hemistry. The Tables on the Naphthalene derivatives

and the Coal-Tar Colours have been thoroughly revised,

and Dr. i.. Spiegel has revised the Alkaloid Tables. There
is a Chronological Table of the principal events in the

History of Physical Sciences. A Note-book Calendar with

blank pages is further arranged for the different days of the

ini, in which observations, facts, &c, may be recorded.

Then follows tabulated matter, useful in the Laboratory :

of Specific Gravities, of Cases and Liquids, Salts, Alcohols,

Tables of Solubility and Properties of Chemical Substances,

Analysis, Volurai trie Analysis, Gas Analysis, and Spectrum
Analysis. The subject-matter, exclusive of the Calendar
and the blank pages for Notes, (ills :SC2 pages.

ZioeUer Theil.—This supplementary work is of similar

size to the pocket-book, but is unbound, and is more directly

of Technological interest. It contains Tables relating to

I. Physics and Physical Chemistry. II. Mineralogy, and
III. Technical Chemical Analysis and Investigations.

But, besides the tabulated matter, there are concise descrip-

tive paragraphs of introductory character, with descriptions

Analytical Methods. The subdivisions under III. are

as follows:— 1. Water. 2. Assaying. 3. Fuels. 4. Sul-

phuric Acid. 5. Alkali. C. Bleaching Powder. 7. Salt-

petre and Explosives. 8. Csramics. U. Glas-. 1 I. Mor-
tar and Cement. 11. llluminauts. 12. Starch and Sugar.

13. Fermentation Industry. 14. Pats and (his. 15. Tan-
ning. IG. Textile fibres and Paper. 17. Photography,
IS. Dyeing. 19. Physiological Chemical Analysis. Ap-
pendix with various Recipes, &c. The subject-matter
tills 51 1 pages.

The Century in Phosphates si> Fertilizers. A
sketch of the South Carolina Phosphate Industry. By
Philip I Chazal. Lucas-Richardson Lithograph and
Printing Co., 130, Gas! Baj Street, Charleston, S.(

1904.

pamphlet containing 71 pages of subject-matter.

XdTES c\ ASSAYING At?D Metw.i.i U'.lr I LABORATORY
Experiments. Bj Richard W. I i. Assistant

Professor of Mining and Metallurgy, Massachusetts
Institute of Technology, first Edition, John Wiley
and Son-, No-, i'oi CT.S.A. Messrs. Chapman and
Hall, Ltd . London.

I 90 I. Price L2s l d.

o volume containing 279 pages of subject-matter, with
7 illustrations, and the alphabetical index, rhe subjects

Crnfjr iUjiort.

I.—GENERA L.

Chemical Industky; Profits in the .

Emj. and Mining J., Bee. 1, 1904.

In thi fiscal rear 1903-4, comparatively few companies
have shown increased profits, iu fact, the mon important
among them have, by reason of keen competition, realized

smaller earnings. Still, shareholders' dividends have b

i i 10 per cent, for the 12 months. The net profits of

the H&noingen Chemical Company in 1903-4, amounted
to 22.171/., permitting the payment of a 19 per cent.

dividend. The Stassfurt Company, with a share capital

of 150,000/., showed net profits of 15,439/., and a

dividend of S per cent., while the 1 oitc I Company, "I

Leopoldshall, from net profits of 15,602/., declared "> per
i.i. on its preferred stock, and 2 per cent, on the

amon. Although it gained 314/. in net profits to

10,705/., the Byk Chemical Works, of Berlin, pud a

dividend of C per cent., against 7 per cent, a year ago-,

Tin- Wilhelmsburg Chemical Company, of Hamburg, cut

il-. dividend rate from 8 to 6 percent.; the Paul Golden
i lolour and Tar Products Company, of Leipzig, from ti-.'i to

.">."> per cent., while the North German Chemical < lompanj .

of Harbnrg, paid only 6 per cent, on the preferred, nothing
on the common, and the Union Company, of Stettin.

increased its rate from 8 to 9 per cent. The Dusseldorf
Color Works, reports net profits of 1,400.'., a. ag mi-i

a heavy loss in 1902-3. A forecast for the year l'UU ;,

suggests that the increased activity and better prices inline

will result in a substantial improvement.

Japanese Chemical Ikdostry.

Ckem. mid Dint/gist, Dec. 10, 1901.

Although chemical industry is in a flourishing condition

in Japan, no prospects are offered to European chemists, in

c insequence of the number of Japanese who have studied

in Europe, or at the high schools inTokio or Kioto. There
arc at present 840 factories in Japan employing chemists.

Two of th>-se undertakings employ over 500 workmen,
86 over loo, 2ii7 over 50, and 848 have 30 men employed.
Altogether there are ;js,.v.u men and women it work in

various chemical works. The Japanese Government con-

tributes largely towards promoting this branc 01 industry,

and last year there were 79 Government laboratories,

whose duty it is to ascertain and impart tin ethods of

utilising the numerous varieties of seaweed and other fishery

products, which are so plentiful in Japanese waters

II. -Ft'EL. GAS, AND LIGHT.
1 ci vi. BeiQi BTXBS ix Imu \.

Eng. ami Mining J., Mr. 1, 190 1.

During the year 1902, 13,400 tons of pate 1 Fuel were
made in India. Khost (Baluchistan) prod ceil nearly

7,0 10 ton-, rand I andot ( Panjab) over 6 000 tons. During
the official year 1903-1904, 14,518 tons n iture 1

;ii lihost with an outlay of 190,000 lis. The uel 1- lined

on tin- railways. There is a small plant a:-' at b

1 I), hut since lie installation oi moden 1
i>'

it has 1.en littli used
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Russia; Coal Industry of .

Bd. of Trade J., Dec. 1, 1904.

The coal production of Russia for the past three years is

shown in the subjoined table.

—

1901.

Thou

South Russia 694,420
Poland 258,915
Ural 30,235
Moscow district 16,007
Caucasus

.,.,.,. fl.OOO ofpouds
lotal lTons 27

Thousands Thousands
of Pouds. of Pouds.

6 Mill 728,090
v;s;\-iu 295,160
88,202

12,814 13,910

2.08S

953,5 1 a 1.069,450

29,707,000

The destination of the coal produced in the Douetz basin
during the past two years was as follows :

—

1902

Thousands
Pouds.

Railways 1 n.-JsT

Salt mines
Shipping 11,282
<ois works 2,770
Sugar refineries 88,15 i

Foundries' 110,338
Manufactories of machinery
Other manufactories 25,188
Towns of Kharkov, Ekaterinoslaw, / ,--,-
Rostov, and Taganros )

'•'•'-

rted through Taganrog 81.807
Other consumers 52,729

:uais
ol Pouds.

166,937

5,167
11,590

t,282

119,787

33,531

37,462
61,878

—: 1902. 1903.

Thousands
of Pouds.

34,781

29,628

18.227
2I.M21

76,31 I

Thousands
of Pouds.

43,218

34,403

17,779

92 siii

54,854

Poud = 30 lbs.

III.—TAR PRODUCTS, PETROLEUM, Etc.

Petroleum: California -—.

P. W.Prutzmann. J. of Elect., 1904, 306— :il 7.

Science Abstracts, 5., 1904, 7, 939—940.

Out of twenty-seven counties in California, only seven
are producing oil profitably, the remainder having either

yielded nothiDg. or only very s lu all quantities of oil. In
the seven producing counties, there are 1 4 centres of pro-

duction, and on Dec. 31, 1903, the state of the industry-

was as follows :—Producing wells, 2998 ; abandoned wells,

1271; wells drilling, 159; uncertain, 322; total, 4750.

Oil lighter than 20° B. is suitable for refining, the remainder
being utilised for fuel purposes, or in the manufacture of

asphalt. The total production of oil according to this

classification is as follows :—Refining, 3,540,000 barrels
;

fuel, 21,070,000 barrels; thus averaging 27 -7 barrels per

well. The author devotes the remainder of the paper to

describing the methods of refining employed, and the

characteristic properties of Calrforniau petroleum.—T. F. 13.

During 19C3, the Russian railways consumed 166,937,000
pouds of coal from the Donetz basin, 44,2 1S,449 pouds from
Poland, 6,500,000 pouds from the Moscow district, and
34,000,000 pouds of imported coal.

The distribution during the past two years of the coal

produced in Poland, which is not suitable for gasworks, is

shown below :
—

VII.—ACIDS, ALKALIS, Etc.

Rook Phosphate ; New Source of .

Bd. of Trade J., Dec. 1904.

A large deposit of rock phosphate, testing 03 to OS per
cent, of tribasic calcium phosphate, has been discovered
about 35 kilometres from the deposit at Metlaoni. In 1 306
when this new mine—" Rcdeyef "—will be connected with
the Sfax-Metlaoni railroad, the export of this new phosphate
will be commenced.

VIII.—GLASS, POTTERY, AND ENAMELS.
Garnet; A New Source of .

Eng. and Mining J., Dec. 1, 1904.

The use of garnet as an abrasive is firmly established in
certain manufacturing industries, and there is little doubt
that this material will continue to find favour, notwith-
standing the great expansion in the utilisation of other
abrasives, particularly corundum and carborundum. In
the United .States the production of garnet now amounts
to over 4,000 tons yearly, and the value of the yearly
product approximates 150,000 dols. The principal supplies
hitherto have been derived from the Adirondack region of
Xew York, smaller quantities being obtained from Penn-
sylvania, Connecticut, and North Carolina. With the
opening of some new quarries in the last-named State a
larger output may be expected in the future from that
section of the country. The properties are situated near
Marshall, in Madison county. The garnet is of the
almandine variety, and occurs in a band of chloritic schists,
about 20 ft. wide, that can be traced on the outcrop for
nearly a mile. The crystals are of large size, averaging
2 in. in diameter, and often exceeding this limit. While
somewhat altered to chlorite near the surface, the garnet
in the deeper workings is perfectly fresh, and breaks into
clean, sharp particles, so that a very pure abrasive material
can be obtained. Its hardness, according to the usual
scale, is about 7-5.

The property is well situated for railroad transportation,
being on the main line <>f tin- Southern Railway running
from Salisbury, NX., to Chattanooga. Tenn. Active
quarrying was begun in January ol the present year, since
which time a large quantity of garnet has been taken out
and shipped to market.

IX.—BUILDING MATERIALS, Etc.

Cement Production of the United States.

Bd. of Trade J., Dec. 8, 1904.

A report issued by the Department of the Interior, at
Washington, states that the total production of hydraulic
cement in 1903 was 29,899,140 barrels, valued at 31,931,34 I

dols.. as compared with 25,753,504 barrels, valued at

25,366,380 dols., produced in 1902. Of the totai production
in 1903, 22,342,973 barrels, having a value of 27,713,319
dols., were Portland cement. The production of natural-
rock cement was 7,030,271 barrels, valued at 3,675,520 dols.
The production of Pozzuolana or slag cement was 525,896
barrels, valued at 542,502 dols.

The increased production of Portland cement in 1903
resulted in a glutted market, which made the artificial pro-
duct so low in price in the eastern part of the country as
to seriously interfere with the production of natural-rock
cement. Many of the plants whose output is exclusively
the natural cement were for this reason shut down durin
large part of the year.

•ing a

X.—METALL URG Y.

Mineral Production of New Zealand in 1903.

Bd. of Trade J., Dec. 8, 1904.

The annual report of the Minister for Mines contains
the following particulars of the quantities and values of
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the chief mineral products exported from and coal used in

New Zealand during the years 1902 and 1903 :—

1932. 1903.

Quantity. Value. Quantity. Value.

Silver

Ozs.
18.045

674196
Tons.

"l75
415
17

188,677

1,174,025

7,430

2,338

£
1,951,433

71,975

'
525

4.422
'111

1.1 1 7 47

587,012

450,223

1.169

Ozs.
3.31 i

'.'1 l.'.M 1

Tons.
6

70

025

152,382

1,267,861

9,357

36

£
2,037331

91,497

123
210

7,014

1

Coal used in New

Shale (treated in

New Zealand)

l?s.927

R33.9S1

631,102

IS

Total value ... •• 3,221,62 ! 3,530,054

Ikon and Steel in Russia.

Eng. and Miuin;/ J., Dec. 1, 1904.

Official figures recently published show that the produc-

tion of pig iron in Russia in 1903 was 2,453,953 tons, a

decrease of 106,191 tons from the previous year. The
output by districts was as follows :—North Russia, 22,462

tons; Moscow, 95,594; South Russia, 1,366,43"; Poland,

308,914; Ural, 660,546 tons. In Roland there was an in-

crease of 26,612 tons over 1902; all the other districts

showed decreases, the most important being in the Ural,

where it was 69,797 tons. The production of iron eastings,

or foundry work, was 209,000 tons, an increase of 19,000

tons. The wrought, or puddled, irou reported, in finished

forms, was 194,000 tons, a decrease of 83,000 tons. In
steel production, however, there was an increase of 315,000

tons, or 15 per cent, the total being 4,1(25,510 tons.

1802. 1903.

Pig iron produced 2,560,000

Imported as piff 18,000

Imported in finished forms
|

327,000

Total consumpl ion 2,905,000

2,454,

IS,

336,1 H 10

The proportion of steel made by the various methods
was: Bessemer, or converter, 243; open-hearth, 75"6;
crucible, 0- 1 per cent.

The approximate consumption of iron is given in the

foregoing table, finished material and machinery being

reduced to terms of equivalent pig-iron.

The consumption of iron per head in Russia i- much less

than that of any other European country. There is

practically no iron nor steel exported from the country.

XIII. C—INDIA-ROBBER, Etc.

RlBBEK PRODUCTION OF Para, 1899-1904.

Bd. of Trade J., Dec. 1, 1904.

The following particulars of the rubber production of

Para for the year, July 1903 to June 1904, as compared
with the four previous years, are taken from the Br(i:iliuri

Review of 25th October :
—

Crop Tears.

1899—1900
1900—1901
1901—1902
1902—1903
1903 1904

Quantity.

Jlet. Tons.
9,957
9,247

10,388

11,327

11,362

\ jlu

i

2,862,400

2.647.185

2,799,720

5,05!

2,307,641

L'.sm.lina

Of the exports through IquitOS, Manaos, and Para, during
the year 1903-04, 12,163 metric tons of rubber and 3,338
metric tons of caueho were sent to Europe, and 1

metric tons of rubber and 1,210 tons of caueho to the United
States of America.

XVI.—SUGAR, STARCH, Etc.

Beet-Sugar Production of Europe for the
1904-5 Season.

U.S. Cons. Rep., No. 2119, Nov. 29, 1904.

The Wocheiuchrijl des Centralvereines fiir Riiben-

Zucker-Industrie gives the following results of the lar<>i

inquiry made by the Internationale Vereiniguug fur

Zuckerstatistik regarding the probable sugar output for

the current sugar season of 1904-5. These are preliminary

estimates, subject to correction when the results of the

second inquiry become known, which inquiry is undertaken
later in the season:—

Country.

Factories in Operation. Beets. Suirir (in terms of Raw).

1903-4. 1904.1. 1903-4. 1901 5. 1903 4. 1901 5.

213
381
296
100
29

275
17
7
32

206
375
275
90
26

278
is

7

32

Met. Tons.
7,77.1..'

12,706,500

6,441,500

1,850,000

880,

7. 70.1.31 ill

748,400

380,000
1.000,000

Jlet. Tims.
IU05.00U
9.933.000
l.i'.sil.OOO

1.2117,000

908,000
6.580,1 li m
591,000
840.OOO

700,000

Mel Tons
1.15S.M1I

1,929,400

794,400
202,800
123,500

1,160.700
107,200

18

1

Met, Tons.

1,518.000
111 1. In"

179,100

183,900
945 4H"

33,200

18,000

80,000

1,355 1,805 89,187.200 31.170,000 5,659,800 t..12 1,700

The authoritative publication from which the above data

are taken calculates the quantities available for export from
the beet-sugar countries during the current sugar year
(1904-5) as shown in next column.

In the year 1903-4 Great Britain alone took 1,400,000

tons of sugar (in terms of raw), and the sugar stocks of the

world are now over (00,000 tons less than a year ago,

hence there is some reason to anticipate a scarcity of

supply in the European sugar markets during the current
sugar season. These facta have already resulted in higher

prices. But an increase of price is bound to benefit cane
sugar as well, and thus strengthen the competition on the

part of the tropical product by causing its entrance into

markets which until lately were held securely aud exclusively

by European beet sugar.

Country.
Produc-
tion.

Consump-
tion.

available
fir Export.

Jlet. Tons.
915,000

Mix.
614,000

179/100
134,000

Jlet. Tons.
450.000

980,000
180,000

80,000
SII.IXHI

u .

166.000

Germany 588

34,000

99,000
ii 54,000

Total 3.360,000 2.120.000 l,2tll.lMKI
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XVII.—BREWING, WINES, SPIRITS, Etc.

Alcohol in France ; Production, Imports, and
Exports of in the Season 1903-4.

Z. Spiritimnd., 1904, 27, 471.

The total production of alcohol in France in the season
1903-4 has been very much higher than iu the previous
year, as is shown by the following figures for the last five

years :—1899-1900, 2,641,505 hi. ; 1900-1.2,799,543 hi.;

1901-2, 2,026,212 hi. j 1902-3, 1,729,652 hi.; 1903-4,
2,200,725 hi. The whole of the increased production is

from industrial distilleries, that of the private distilleries

showing a decrease from 77,748 hi. to 37,437 hi.

The following statistics show the sources from which the
industrial distilleries produced their alcohol in 1903-4, the
figures in brackets being those for 1902-3 ; Wine, 36,663 hi.

(27,342 hi.); marcs, 34,220 hi. (IS,730 hi.); grain,

368,562 hi. (322,007 hi.) ; beetroots, 1,084,163 hi.

(499,965 hi.); molasses, 639,527 hi. (773,625 hi.); other
materials, 153 hi. (235 hi.).

Imports in 1903-4 amounted to 122,911 hi., and exports
to 287,699 hi., while home consumption was 2,172,550 hi.,

and the stock at the end of the official year, 538,947 hi. The
figures for the previous vear were 87,715 hi., 279,091 hi.,

1.774,341 hi., and 685,530 hi. respectively.—J. F. Ii.

Spirit Indlstrt ; German .

Chemist and Druggist, Dec. 3, 1904.

The German Chambers of Commerce of Nordhausen
and Hanau, whose districts are especially interested in the

spirit-industry, have appealed to the Federal Council
requesting that regulations may be issued permitting the

distillation of spirit from maize, iu order to prevent the

threatened scarcity anil further increase in the prices of

spirit and potatoes. In urging this petition the Chambers
state that even though the spirit-production since < )ctober 1,

1903, is normal, the stocks of spirit on October 1, 1904,
were lower by 40,000 hectolitres than the stocks at the
same period of 1903. The petition also states that as the

position is at present, it will require the best efforts of all

distilleries to produce sufficient spirit for the demand in

1904-5. This will only be possible by exercising the greatest

economy with potatoes. They are convinced that difficult

times are ahead, and that a period of scarcity may be
expected in the spriog. In order to realise the consequences
of this development, it is only necessary to point out the

increase in price of methylated spirit, which has advanced
by 10 M. per hectolitre since last year. The use of spirit

for lighting, heating, and technical purposes, which for

several years has increased in consumption by 100,000
hectolitres per annum, will also be greatly hampered, says
the petition. As regards consumption for drinking purposes,
tliis takes up almost two-thirds of the entire yearly produc-
tion of those who are engaged in the brandy trade. The
larger and richer distilleries will probably be able to weather
the periods of unfavourable prices, but the smaller works
will he placed in a most difficult position if the prices of

|

brandy advance further. At present they are higher than
they have ever beet.

The present Secretary of the Treasury, Count Posa-
dowsky, issued regulations in 1902 which were entirely in

accordance with the wishes of the Spirit King. In these

regulations it is not the taxation but the regulation of the :

production which requires remedying. When the last

regulations in 1902 were issued, the spirit industry suffered

from over-production, and naturally the Spirit King fitted

the law to the immediate position. The Spirit Ring was
founded in 1899. The production, which 10 years previously

amounted to an average of 306 '9 million litres, rose to
i

382-3 million litres in 1898-99, to 365-5 million in 1899

—

1900, to 406 millions in 1900-1, and 424-4 millions in

1901-2. On the basis of these regulations, the Spirit King
ordained an artificial control of the production, and this

has eventually brought about the present scarcity.

The Berliner Tayeblalt reports that movements are on
foot to amalgamate the Bank fur Spirit- und Produkteu-
handel, Berlin, and the Posen Spirit Co., who own works

in Posen and Magdeburg. It is intended to bring about
greater economies in the management of the business. The
contracts of the Centrale with the spirit manufacturers and
the agricultural distillers expire in 190S, and the Spirit

King evidently hopes, by means of closer union, to be able
to oppose more effectually any immoderate demands on the
part of the distillers. The two companies in question have
already stood in close relations with each other, and the
director of the Centrale, Mr. Stern, and the rentier, Mr.
Gutman, belong to the directorate of both companies.

Spirit Market; Position of the German at
the End of October 1904.

Z. Spiritusind., 1904, 27, 470.

The production of spirits in October was considerably
greater than in the corresponding month of 1903 and 1902,
but there is likely to be a shortness in the supply later on,
There has been a marked falling off of the consumption
in all branches. The decrease iu duty-paid spirit for
drinking is partly accounted for by the clearing of excessive
supplies iu September. The total issue of duty-free spirits

shows a slight decrease as compared with October 1903.
The decrease in the consumption of spirit for industrial

purposes is due to the rise in the price of alcohol ; these
conditions are likely to continue for the present and to be
attended by a decreased production. The whole of the
decrease in the consumption of industrial spirits is due to

fully denatured spirits. In the consumption of pure and
partially denatured spirits, issued free of duty for industrial

purposes, there has been a slight rise as compared with
October 1903. The export of spirit in October this year
has been merely nominal, and is like'y to remain so; this

trade has for the last few years been conducted at a loss.

The position of the market at the end of October 1904 is

shown in the following statement:—Stock at end of

September, 260,668 hi. ; production in October, 217,955 hi.

;

total available supply, 478,G23 hi. ; Consumption : for

drinking, 180,938 hi. ; dutyfree industrial spirit, denatured,
64,4SO hi.; pure or partially denatured, 36,542 hi.; ex-
ported, 223 hi.; total, 282,183 hi.—J. F. B.

XX.—FINE CHEMICALS. Etc.

Camihor Monopoly; The Japanese .

Schimmel's Report, Oct. 1904, 15.

The restrictions imposed on the camphor industry by the
regulations of the Japanese Government monopoly, have
induced experiments ou the cultivation of Cinnamomum
camphora in German colonies. Camphor trees are best

grown from seed, which is gathered iq the autumn and
stored during the winter in sand. Before sowing in the
spring, the dry seed is soaked in water for 24 to 48 hours,
then sown h to jj

inch deep; the seedlings are trans-

planted when from 10 to 16 inches high. If the camphor is

to he obtained from the leaves, the plants are arranged in

hedges ; but if distillation of the wood is to be performed, a
space of 15 to 16 feet between each tree is allowed. The
tree may also be propagated by layers or from cuttings.

Experiments iu this direction are being conducted at the
German Biologico-agricultural Institute at Amanti, and also

with the cultivation of Druobalanops aromatica, which yields

Borneo camphor.—J. O. B.

Essential Oil of Cedar Wood.

Schimmel's Report, Oct. 1904, 18.

As lead pencils are now made from Florida cedar wood
which is imported ready sawn, and not in logs as formerly,
waste sawdust and turnings are becoming scarcer, causing
an increase in the price of cedar-wood oil. In view of the
growing demand, it may be necessary to import the wood in

logo for the purpose of distillation, in which case a still

further increase in price will follow.—J. O. B.

Citronella On.

Schimmel's Report, Oct. 1904, 19.

Export.—After showing a decline of more than 200,000 lb.

in 1903, compared wilh 1902, the shipments of citronella
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oil from (Yy Ion again show an increase, 710,071 11). lieinjr

recorded :
I to the end of July l'JOl aga

569,875 1b. for the corresponding period last year. The
! States is thi onsumer, taking, this year,

19 lb.; 300,817 lb have been shipped to the United

rod 37,459 lb, to Germany; France has onlj

take: 15 lb. The above figures do not represent

the consumption of the oil in the countries named since a
large bulk is re-shipped to the Continent i 'Ion.

Control of Quality.— It is proposed to subject citronella

oil for export to official supervision ; oil which is found bj

Bamber's test (this J., I9u4, 77) to contain not more than

1 percent, of admixture being marked with the Govern-

ment brand " Pure I lil," and scaled with a red official seal.

(Ills which contain admixture up to 10 per cent., by the

same test, are to be marked "90 per cent, purity," and

sealed with green seals. The export of all oils containing

more than 10 per cent, of admixture is forbidden. Stations

for examining the oil under this system are to he established

tit (ialle and Colombo.— J. 0. B.

Berqamot Oil.

Schimmel's Report. Oct. 1904,27.

Higher prices may he expected to rule for llergamot oil.

The product of harvest, provided the fruits yield the normal
amount of oil, is not expected to exceed 40,000 or 50,000

kilos., compared with 100,000 kilos, of the previous hai •

The bergamot orange In es were much affected by the hot

dry weather which occurred at the end of the flowering,

and prevented the proper setting of the fruit, causing

enormous quantities of immature fruits to fall from the

trees.—J. O. B.

Lemon Oil Market.

Schimmel's Report, Oct. 1904, is.

Great fluctuations have taken place in the price of lemon
oil. After reaching, in March last, the lowest figure

recorded, 4 marks per kilo., a sharp upward movement to

5"25 marks, caused by large American purchases, took

place in May. This was followed by a decline- to 4 "5 marks
per kilo., at which price the oil has remained, until the

reduction of stock to 25,000 kilos, caused a slight upward
tendency. This small stock will probably be exhausted by
the time the product of the new crop arrives on the market.

No exact estimates of the amount of the new crop are

yet possible ; it is expected that the total yield of oil will

be about one-filth below that of last year.—J. I I, B.

i ssenttal Oil <>r Geranium.

Schimmel's Report, Oct. 1904, 43.

In Algeria, ihe cultivation of geranium has been con-
siderably increased, with the result that large quantities of

oil have been put on the market, causing a fall in prices to

5 francs a kilo. The product of the recent harvest is of

exceptionally good quality,

In Riunion, although great damage was done to the

geranium plantations early in the year by a cyclone, after a

temporary rise immediately following this disaster, prices

have fallen to a lower figure than before, since the nev,

plantations, requiring only four months to produce material

for distillation, were in a position to supply oil in n rela-

tively short period. Large stocks of oil had also accumulated
vbich also tended to depress tie- market rate. The present

Stock at Marseilles i- estimated at about 1,000 kill . No
change in price is anticipated.—J. I I. B.

Lavender Oil.

'limmel's Report, Oct. J904, 50.

The dry weather of the past summer lias hail a general

adveo a the French lavender crop, rendering the

harvest yield only about one fourth of the normal quantity.

No stocks appear to be held in France, so that

prices will probably rule.—J. O. li. '

Neroli Oil Industry; French .

Sehimmel'i Report, Oct. 1904, 60.

Although the blossom harvest in the Alpes Mnrititnes

has been normal, with an estimated amount of 1,800

kilos., and the oil yield from these »a- favourable, a

tendency to increased price is evident. This is due to
dispute between the growers and the distillers. The
former, driven by the unremunerative ] rices offered foi

blossoms, have formed a syndicate tor controlling the price,

which is fixed at 65 francs per IO0 kilos. If this be not

conceded they intend to commence distilling themseh
It i~ stated that the grower-' syndicate have actually distilled

about 300 kilos, of oil this year, and have destroyed 40

kilos, of blooms, which they could not deal with owing t.

lack of distilling plant. Arrangements are in progress

which will enable the growers to distil the whole of next

year's blossom crop should the distillers refuse to accept

their terms.— .1. 1 1. 11.

Peppermint (hi [ndus st; American .

Schimmel's Report, on. 1904, 70.

Michigan "nil Indiana.—The severe winter of last year

destroyed a large proportion of the plants, and rend

new roots for planting difficult to obtain. The total yield

of oil from this district is estimate,! this year at between

187,000 to 140,0(H> lh.

Wayne County.—There are indications that the cultiva-

tion of peppermint on marshy land, which has been to a

great extent abandoned during rhe past -ix years on account

of the low market price of ths oil, i- being actively resumed.

Black mint is the only plant cultivated, which under proper

cultivation yields from 30 to 50 lb. of oil per acre. Much
of the mint planted this year has not been distilled, but has

been reserved for stiil further extending the crop for next

season. The yield of black mint oil for L904 is estimated

at about 14,000 lb.—J. < >. II.

Peppermint Oil Industry; English .

Schimmel's Report, Oct. Unit, 7J.

Ihe \ ield of oil from this year's crop is the lowest recorded

for 20 years, not amounting to more than half the average

product. The bulk of the distillation has already been -old

at prices 20 per cent, higher than tins, obtained in 1903.

A further advance in price is therefore inevitable. Ihe

quality of the oil produced this year is good.— I. ( I. li.

Peppermint Oil Indcstkv; Jaianese .

Schimmel's Report. Oct. 1904, 7.">.

The high prices obtained last year have led to an impor-

tant extension of the cultivation of peppermint in Japan,

the product of the tir-t crop in one district alone being

estimated at about 200,000 kilos. A later crop from another

disiriet is anticipated to yield 72,(>im! kilos.; the total pro-

duction of the whole of Japan will probably not fall below

300,0(10 kilos. In consequence of this large production, a

heavy fail in pric - ha- occurred both in menthol and in

de-metitholised oil ; the former declining from 18a to 9*.,

and the latter from 5s. 9d. to 1-. In view of the upward

tendency of the American peppermint-oil market, a further

decline is not anticipated.—J. o. I:.

1'eimh;iiixi Oil. IN Se\e\\.

Schimmel's Report, Oct. l'JOl, 76.

Despite the exceptional drought of the past summci the

crop of peppermint oil in the neighbourhood of Miltitz has

b en good, yielding a legh-grade oil. The dry weather,

however, prevented the growth of 8 sea end crop.— I. O. B.

Kose On. [Otto of Hosi:^ : Ti UKISB .

Schimmel's Report, Oct. 1904, 77.

The rose harvest thi- year has been favourable, and has

given a yield of about 5000 kilos, of rose oil. This

quite equal to the product of tin 1903 harvest, when (1200

kilo*, were obtained, but is in excess of an average yield.

Up to the present about 2200 kilos, have changed hands,

at prae- near 500 marks, below which the so-called first

aualitv oil has nut yet fallen. The total export of otto of

rose from April 1st, 1903, to April 1st. 1904, amounted to

6002 kilos., against 3624 kilo-, for the same period in

if thi- amount. France took 1S:(4 kilo-.;
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America. 1403 kilos.; Germany, 1039 liilos. ; and the

United Kingdom, 913 kilos. An increase of price in rose

oil is not expected.—J. 0. 13.

patent list.

X.B.—In these lists, [A.] menus " Application for Patent." and
[C.S.] " Complete Specification Accepted."

Where a Complete Specification accompanies an Application, an
asterisk is affixed. The dates given are (i) in the case of Applica-

tions for Patents, the dates of application, and (li) in the case of

Complete Specifications Accepted, those of the Official Journals

in which acceptances of the Complete Specifications are advertised.

Complete Specifications thus advertised as accepted are open to

inspection at the Patent Office immediately, and to opposition

within two months of the said dates.

I.—PLANT, APPARATUS, AXD MACHINERY.

[A.] 24,S32. Eklred. Heating process and reverberatory

furnace. Nov. 28.

„ '21,836. Bruns. Procc! ad apparatus for

making extracts, washing precipitates, purify ing

liquids, and like processes. Nov. 28.

„ 24,858. De Bavay. See under X.

21,879. Wilton. See anderlll.

,, 25,892. Hesketh. Apparatus for depriving air of

moisture previous to supplying it to Must fur-

naces, converters, ,tc. Nov. 28.

,, 25,960. Davis. Apparatusfor heating or vaporising
water or other fluid. Nov. 29.

„ 20,102. Lloyd and Sntcliffe. Drying appliance for

bydro-extractots. Nov. 30.

,, 26.255. Neumann and Stade. Vacuum
|

Dec. 2.

„ 26,270. Richards. Hot air driers. [U.S. Appl.,

June 20, 1904.]* Dec. 2.

,, 26,578. Barham. Apparatus for cooling or heating

liquids. Dec. 6.

., 26,602. Johnson (Badische Anilin und SodaFabr.).
See under XI.

„ 26,623. Melotte. Centrifugal liquid s. parators.

Dec. 7.

,, 28,069. Hudson and Crooke. See under X.

20,670. Hudson and Crooke. See under X.

„ 26,978. E. Allen and Co., Ltd., Leach and Leach.

Apparatus and appliances for drying slurry in

the manufacture of cement, paints, colours, and
the like. Dec. 10.

[C.S.] 26,778 (1903). Blount and Middleton. Kilns or

furnaces, especially applicable to kilns for burning

ime, cement, &c. Dec. 7.

„ 26,822 (1903). Bolton. Apparatus for superheat-

ing steam. Dec. 14.

28,087 (1903). Oxford and Buxton. Means of

drying semi-liquids. Dec. !4.

„ 28,594 (1903). Lake (Trump). Process of dn in

g

and otherwise treating materials by air or other

currents. Dec. 14.

„ 28,595 (1903). Lake (Trump). Apparatus for

drying and otherwise treating materials by air or

other currents. Dec. 14.

„ 28,617 (1903). Harvey. See under XVI.
28,711 (1903). Harvey.

2211 (1904). Lawrence.

Dec. 14.

2860 (1904). Dempster.

See under XVI.
Trays for fiiter-presses.

Lutes for the covers of

gas-purifiers and other receptacles for gaseous or

vaporous substances. Dec. 7.

[C.S.] 3050 (1904). Reeves and Bramwell. Apparatus
for filtering liquids. Dee. 14.

„ 23,008 (1904). Lake (Caspar). Apparatus for

drying granular and other like materials. Dec. 14.

23,081 (1904). Kent. Furnaces. Dee f.

23,942 (1904). Allison (Niles-Bement-Pond Co.).

Filler-press piate. Dec. 14.

1L—FUEL, GAS, AND LIGHT.

[A.] 25,844. Thorn. Incandescent gas mantle. Nov. 2S.

„ 25,877. Neuman and Becker. Generators for the

manufacture of generator-gas, water-gas, &c.
Nov. 28.

25,879. Wilton. See under III.

25,997. Neuman. Manufacture of a mixture of

coal-gas and water-gas. Nov. 29.

26,057. < hvensmith. Mantles for incandescent gas

or oil burners. Nov. 30.

26,074. Galley. Apparatus for the production of

gas for illuminating, heating, or other purposes.

Nov. 30.

,, 26,178. Vogt. Apparatus for producing combus-
tion gases under pressure, for use as motive
power, and means in combination therewith for

producing a liquid jet. Dec. 1.

,, 20,240. Busse. Process and apparatus for the

manufacture of illuminating gas. Dee. 2.

„ 26,300. Noll and Trainer. Manufacture of fuel

briquettes.* Dec. 2.

26,442. Herrick. Gas-producers. Dec. 5.

26,493. Chalk Power (las Syndicate, Ltd., and

Pearson. Process for the continuous and con-

current production of fuel-gas and lime. Dec. 5.

,, 26,770. Fleischer. Process and apparatus for the

manufacture of power-gas. [Ger. Appl., Dec. 11,

1903.]* Dee. s.

„ £6,879. Williams. Purification of coal and other

Dec. 9.

„ 20,915. Dempster. Electrodes for arc lamps.

[U.S. Appl., Dec. 10, 1903.]* Dec. 9.

„ 26,916. Steinmetz. Arc lamp electrodes. [U.S.

Appl., Dec. 10, 1903.]* Dec. 9.

26.917. Whitney. Electrodes for arc lamps.

[U.S. Appl., Dec. 10, 1903.]* Dec. :).

26.918. Harden. Arc lamps, and electrodes therefor.

[U.S. Appl., Dec. 10, 1903.]* Dec. 9.

20.919. Harden. Arc light electrodes. [U.S.

Appl., Dee. 10, 1903.]* Dec. 9.

26.920. Lindsay. Arc light electrodes, and
methods of making same. [U.S. Appl., Dec. 10,

1903.]* Dec. 9.

20.921. Weedon. Electrodes for arc lamps, aud
methods of making same. [U.S. Appl., Dec. 10,

1903.]* Dec. 9.

„ 20,922. Weedon. Arc light electrodes. [U.S.

Appl., Dec. 10, 1903.]* Dec. 9.

[U.S.] 20,596 (1903) Schweich. Manufacture of pro-

ducer gas and producers therefor. Dec. 7.

20,974 (1903). Hartridge. Manufacture of arti-

ficial fuel. Dec. 14.

27,361 (1903). Dawes and Davies. Burning of

liquid hydrocarbons. Dec. 14.

^7,362 (1903). Davies and Davies. Apparatus

for burning liquid fuel. Dec. 14.

„ 576 (1904). Key. System for the manufacture of

coke aud gas, the construction of eoke ovens and

gas retorts, and the recovery of bye-products

from same. Dec. 7.

„ 1393 (1904). Johnson (Deuts. Continental Gas-

(les., and Bueb). .Manufacture of coal gas.

Dee. 14.

„ 3794 (1904). Abel (Act.-ties. f. Anilinfabr.). See

under XXI.
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[C.S.] 11,105 (1904). Gueuot. Manufacture of water-

pas. Doc. 14.

14,389 (1904). Gerdes. Manufacture of fuel blocks

or briquettes. Dec. 14.

„ 23,444 (1904). Hill. Manufacture of incandescent

gas mantles. Dec. 7.

III.—DESTRUCTIVE DISTILLATION, TAR
PRODUCTS, PETROLEUM, AND

MINERAL WAXES.
[A.] 25,879. Wilton. Distillation, especially of tars or

tarry products, and for use in the manufacture

of carburetted water-gas and like processes.

Nov. 28.

„ 26,192. Salasco and RoTere. Process for reducing

the density of mineral and vegetable oils.*

Dec. 1.

„ 26,198. Wynne. Process for purifying petroleum

oils. Dec. 2.

26,643. Maekniglit. See under VII.

„ 26,747. Bamlett. See under IX.

{C.S.] 23,379 (1904). Zimpell. Sulphate of ammonia
saturators. Dec. 14.

IV.—COLOURING MATTERS AND DYESTUFFS.

[A.] 25,889. Johnson (Badische Anilin und Soda

Fabrik). Reduction of indigo and similar

colouring matters. Nov. 28.

„ 25,901. lmray (Soc. ('hem. Ind. in Basle). Manu-
facture of brown mouoazo dyestuffs developed

by chroming. Nov. 28.

,, 25,998. Ransford (Cassella and Co.). Manufac-

ture of uitroso compounds, and blue dyestuffs

therefrom. Nov. 23.

„ 26,345. Read Holliday and Sons, Ltd., Turner

and Dean, lilack colouring matters containing

sulphur. Dee. 3.

„ 26,361. Ransford (Cassella and Co.). Manufac-

ture of benzene derivatives, and dyestuffs there-

from. Dec. 3.

26,457. Newton (Bayer and Co). See under XIII. A.

26,477. Abel (Act.-Ges. f. Aniliufabr.). Manu-
facture of a new yellow sulphurised dyestuff.

Dee. 5.

„ 26,643. Maeknight. See under VII.

„ 26,908. Johnson (Badische Anilin und Soda

Fabrik). Manufacture of azo colouring matter

suited for use in the form of its lakes. Dec. 9.

„ 26,909. Johnson (Badische Anilin und Soda

Fabrik). Manufacture of azo colouring matters

especially suitable for use in the form of their

lakes. Dec. 9.

[C.S.] 25,738 (1903). Iljinskij, and R. Wedekind and Co.

Manufacture of o-oxyanthraquinoues and of

n-oxyunthraquinoi:e oxysulpho acids. Dee. 7.

„ 2468 (1904). Johnson (Badische Anilin und Soda

Fabrik). Production of colouring matters of the

naphthalene series. Dec. 7.

,, 2469(1904). Johnson (Badische Anilin und Soda

Fabrik). Manufacture of azo colouring matter

especially suitable for the preparation of lakes,

and of intermediate products. Dec. 11.

„ 260S (1904). Johnson (Boehringer und Soehne).

Manufacture of azo compounds. Dec. 7.

„ 3096 (1904). Ransford (Cassella and Go.). Manu-
facture of azo dyestuffs. Dee. 14.

7725 (19n4). Abel (Act.-Ges. f. Aniliufabr.).

Manufacture of new sulphurised dyestuffs.

Dec. 7

„ 14.56G (1904). Lorrain (Bell). Dye-compound.
Dec. 14.

V.—PREPARING, BLEACHING, DYEING,
PRINTING, AND FINISHING TEXTILES, YARNS,

AND FIBRES.

[A.] 26,084. Fries. Machines for treating yarn.*

Nov. 30.

„ 26,287. Bernhardt. Washing and rinsing machine
for fibrous materials. Dec. 2.

„ 26,563. Thestrup. Composition for washing and
bleaching. Dec. 6.

[C.S.] 26,984 (1903). Kelluer. Manufacture of thin

threads from short fibres, particularly wood
cellulose. Dee. 7.

„ 2167 (1904). Castle. Manufacture and water-

proofing of leather, leather cloths, aud all kiuds

of animal aud vegetable fabrics. Dec. 7.

2357 (1904). Howorth (Soc. Franc,, de la Viscose).

See under XIX.

. „ 2573 (1901). Ransford (Cassella and Co.). Mean-
for discharging dyeings. Dec. 14.

„ 2758 (1904). Hiibner and Pope. Manufacture of

calender bowls or rollers applicable for finish-

ing textile goods, paper, and other fabrics, aud

for other purposes. Dec. 14.

„ 17,454 (1904). Mowbray, Black, and Warriner.

Apparatus for multi-colour printing. Dec. 7.

„ 21,634 (1904). Konitzer. Production of oxidation

black on animal fibres, mixtures of animal ami

vegetable fibres, and fabrics made from the same.

Dee. 14.

VII.—ACIDS, ALKALIS. AND SALTS.

[A] 26,081. Woakes. See under IX.

„ 26,188. White. Process for the expulsion of water

of crystallisation from metallic salts. Dec. 1.

,, 26,278. Mackenzie. Concentration of sulphuric-

acid, and apparatus therefor.* Dec. 2.

„ 26,493. The Chalk Power Gas Syndicate, Ltd.,

and Pearson. Sec under II.

26,557. Boult (Ashcroft). See under XI.

„ 26,643. Mackuigbt. Process for treating soot for

recovery of ammonia, pyridine, and aniline dye,

and the production of a black pigment. Dec. 7.

„ 26,659. Stead. Carbonic acid gas producing

apparatus. Dec. 7.

„ 26,790. Johnson (Dents. Gold- und Silber-Scheide

Anstalt, vorm. Bossier). Manufacture of metallic

perborates.* Dec. 8.

[C.S.] 25,867 (1903). Seliutz. Production of carbonic

acid. Dec. 7.

27,249 (1903). Garuti aud l'ompili. Sec under XI.

„ 456 (1904). Leetham and Bousfield. See under XI.

,, 4217 (1904). Abel (Gebr. Siemens und I
I

Manufacture of barium oxide. Dec. 7.

4796 (1904). Stanley. Preparation of nitrates and

similar salts. Dec. 7.

„ 22,030 (1904). Posternak. See under XVIII. A.

23,379(1904). Zimpell. See under III.

VIII.—GLASS, POTTERY, AND ENAMELS.

[C.S.] 2470 (1904). Gobbe. Apparatus for use in the

manufacture of sheets and other articles of glass

Dec. 7.

15,160 (1904). Fleming. Manufacture of earthen

ware. Dec. 14

„ 17,073 (1904). Schutz. Apparatus for manufac

Hiring hollow glassware. Dee. 7.

23,492 (1904). Gacon. Manufacture of artificia

emery. Dec. 7.
]
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IX.—BUILDING MATERIALS, CLAYS, MORTARS,
AND CEMENTS.

[A ] 25,829. Wohle and Hart. Composite material for

architectural and other analogous purposes and
for electrical insulation. Nov. 28.

„ 25,837. Eldred. Process of burning cement.
Nov. 28.

„ 25,884. De la Roche. Silieo-calcareous composition.
Nov. 28.

„ 26,059. Lichten9tein. Impregnation of wood.
Nov. 30.

„ 26,081. Woakes. Separating silica from earths and
minerals. Nov. 30.

„ 26,465. Illeman. Manufacture of insulating cover-

ings for steam pipes, boilers, and the like.*

Dec. 5.

,, 26,516. Staudt. Manufacture of artificial stone
compositions. Deo. 6.

,, 26,747. Bamlett. Manufacture of asphalt and tar

macadam. Dec. 8.

„ 26,978. E. Allen and Co., Ltd., Leach and Leach.
See under I.

f_C.S.] 26,778 (1903). Blount and Middleton. See under I.

„ 20,899 (1903). Electric Timber Seasoning and
Preserving Co., Ltd., and West. Treatment by
impregnation of porous, cellular, and fibrous sub-
stances, and apparatus for the purpose. Dec. 14.

X.—METALLURGY.
[A.] 25,858. De Bavay. Apparatus for separating by

flotation parts of the constituents of ores and
other solid bodies from the remainder thereof.

Nov. 28.

„ 25,882. Jacobsen. Manufacture of bronze. Nov. 28.

,, 25,948. Soc. Electro - metallurgique Franoaiee.
Manufacture of steel. [Ger. Appl., July 8,

1904.]* Nov. 29.

„ 26,093. Lindemann. Crucible steel smelting fur-

naces, &c. Nov. 30.

„ 26,610. Savigny aud Douxami. Process for utilising

the scoriae derived from the reduction of antimony
by means of iron. Dec. 6.

„ 26,669. Hudson and Crooke. Method of extracting

moisture from air and gases used in metallurgical

and other operations. Dec. 7.

„ 26,670. Hudson and Crooke. Method of removing
moisture from air and gases used in metallurgical

and other operations. Dec. 7.

26,849. Bailey. See under XL
„ 26,881. Perret. Process of treating ores of

vanadium. Dee. 9.

26,947. Mills (Edison). Method and apparatus
for cleaning metallic surfaces.* Dec. 1".

,, 26,949. Mills (Edison). See under XI.

[C.S.] 26,570 (1903). Winter. Process for manufac-
turing plated wire. Dec. 7.

„ 27,298 (1903). Dawes. Magnetic separators for

ores, &c. Dec. 14.

28,590 (1903). Cowper-Coles and Co., Ltd., and
Cowper-Coles. Coating metals with copper.

Dec. 7.

„ 3087 (1904). Johnson. See under XI.

„ 20,160 (1904). Gillies. Apparatus for recovering

zinc and other sulphides from their ores by the

wet or chemical process. Dec. 7.

23.331 (1904). Da Dion and Boutnn. Manufacture
of case-hardened articles of chrome-nickel steel.

Dec. 14.

XL—ELECTRO-CHEMISTRY AND ELECTRO-
METALLURGY.

[A.] 25,829. Wohle and Hart. See under IX.

„ 25,839. Thorp. Electrolysing apparatus. Nov. 28.

[A.]

CS.]

25,902. Ekstromer Accumulator Co., Ltd., and
Oppermaun. Secondary batteries. Nov. 28.

26,557. Bouit (Ashcroft). Process and apparatus
for producing metals of the alkali group by
electrolysis. Dec. 6.

26,602. Johnson (Badische Anilin und Soda
Fabrik). Production of reactions in gases by
means of electric arcs. Dec. 6.

26,786. Hardingham (Felten uudGuilleaume Carls-
werk Act. -Ges.). Means for rendering the
insulation of electric conductors fireproof. Dec. 8.

21,849. Bailey. Apparatus for electro-deposition

of metals. Dec. 9.

26.948. Mills (Edison). Storage batteries.* Dec. 10.

26.949. Mills (Edison). Continuous apparatus for

nickel plating. Dec. 10.

27,249 (1903). Garuti and Pompili. Apparatus
for collecting, separating, dryiug, or similarly

treating oxygen and hydrogen generated by
electrolysis of water. Dee. 7.

456 (1904). Leetham and Bousfield. Manufacture
of chlorine by electrolysing sodium chloride

solution, and apparatus therefor. Dec. 14.

3087 (1904). Johnson. Apparatus for amalga-
mating and coating metals or alloys with metals
or alloys by aid of electricity. Dec. 14.

18,'403 (1904). Townsend. Electrolytic process
and apparatus therefor. Dec. 14.

21,402 (1904). Jungner. Electrodes for electric

accumulators with variable electrolyte. Dec. 14.

23,622 (1904). Mollmann. Galvanic batteries.

Dec. 7.

XU.-FATTY OILS, FATS, WAXES, AND SOAP.

[A] 26,192. Salasco aud Rovere. See under III.

XIII.-PIGMENTS, PAINTS; RESINS, VARNISHES ;

INDIA-RUBBER, Etc.

(/I.)

—

Pioments, Paints.

25,830. Wohle and Hart. Compound for use, in

combination with pigments, for the preparation
of paints. Nov. 28.

28,937. Hickmau. Composition to be used as a
coating for metallic surfaces for the prevention
of corrosion. Nov. 29.

26,263. Samples. Oil paints. Dec. 2.

26,457. Newton (Bayer and Co.). production of
new colour lakes. Dec. 5.

26,643. Macknight. See under VII.

26,908. Johnson (Bidische Anilin und Sola
Fabrik). See under IV.

26,903. Johnson (Badisihs Anilin und Soda
Fabrik). See under IV.

26,978. E. Allen and C>., Ltd., Leach and L?ach.
See under I.

2376 (1904). Herisson. Manufacture of paints or

pigments. Dec. 7.

2469 (1904). Johnson (liadische Anilin uul Soda
Fabrik). See under IV

[A.]

[C.S.]

XIV.—TANNING; LEATHER, GLUE, SIZE, Etc.

[A.J 25,916. Head. Process of preserving skins. Nov. 29.

„ 25,984. The Sunbury Leather Co., Ltd., aud Miller.

Manufacture of leather. Nov. 29.

,, 26,778. Payne. Improvements in tanning, and in

the treatment of waste tanniug materials and
liquids. Dec. 8.

[CS] 26,049 (1903). Dolat. Process for the preparation
of skins. Dec. 7.

„ 2167 (1904). Castle. See under V.

22,952 (1904). Wetter (Thiiringer Gelatine-Fabrik,
E. Jetter und Krause). Gelatine or gelatinous
foodstuffs. Dec. 7.
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[C.S.] 23,016(1904). Dougherty. Machines for mechani-
cally seasoning, oiling, or otherwise treating

-kins. Dec. 14.

XVI.—SUGAR, STARCH, GUM, Etc.

[C.S.] 27,666 (1903). Harvey (Naudel and Hinton).
Treatment of sugar cane, beetroot, and the like.

Dec. 7.

„ 28,617(1903). Harvey. Evaporators for the treat-

ment and concentration of cane juice, beet juice,

and other juices and liquids. Dec. 7.

„ 23.711 (1903), Harvey. Evaporators for concen-
trating sugar cane, beet, and like juices or liquids.

Dec. 7.

XVII.—BREWING, AVINES, SPIRITS, Ere.

[A.] 26,698. Board and Board. The process of fermenta-

tion. Dec. 7.

„ 26,751. Hart. Method of and apparatus for us«
in the fining of beer and other like liquors.*

Dec. 8.

[C.S.] 2398 (1904). Ward. Device for agitating and
aerating wort. Dee. 7.

XVIII.—FOODS ; SANITATION, WATER
PURIFICATION; & DISINFECTANTS.

(A.~)—Foods.

[A.] 26,623. Melotte. See trader I.

„ 26,654. Mitchell. Process for the production of

proteid. Dee. 7.

„ 26,905. Weit/.mann. Profess For refining and
purifying coffee. [Appl. in Denmark, Sept. 27,

1904.]* Dec. 9.

[C.S.] 26,495 (1903). Nesfield. Sterilisation of water and
other liquids and of alimentary substances to

render same potable or edible. Dec. 7.

20,885 (19H4). Combret. Alimentary products
constituting a phosphated vinegar. Dec. 7.

22,030 (1904). Posjernak. Process for the pro-

duction of soluble earthy alkaline and metallic

salts of the organic phosphorus compound con-

tained in vegetable foodstuffs. Dec. 7.

22,952 (19D4). Wet!er(Thuringer Gelatine- i'abrik)-

See under XIV.

„ 23,177(1904). MuHer. Food preparations. Dec. 7.

(#.)

—

Sanitation; Water Purification.

[C.S.] 5467 (19041. Wehner. Apparatus For purifying
water. Dee. 1 i,

(C.)

—

Disinfectants.

[C.S.] 4540(1904). Kitching and Shirley. Disinfectants

Dee. 7.

XIX.—PAPER, PASTEBOARD, Etc.

[A.] 26,434. Woods and Morgan. Manufacture ofcel-

luloid compounds. Dec. 5.

[C.S.] 1857 (1904). Hawke. See under XXI.
„ 2357 (1904). Hbworth (So*. Franc, de la Vis

Apparatus for treating viscose. Dec. 7.

XX.—FINE CHEMICALS, ALKALOIDS,
ESSENCES, AND EXTRACTS.

[A.] 2G,38ri. Loebell. Process for purifying crude
viseine obtained from plants of the ilex el

Dec. 3.

„ 20,649. Livingstone (Stein). Compound for use in

medicine, and process of manufacturing the same.
1 li c. 7.

„ 26.713. Oberlnuder and The Alliance Chemical Co.,
Ltd. .Manufacture of saccharine. Dec. 8.

„ i'l. 779. Zimmertnann (t'hem. Fabr. auf Actieo,
vorm. E. Sobering). Manufacture of camphor.
Dee. 8.

i - 22,030 (1904). Posternak. See under XVIII. A.

XXL—PHOTOGRAPHIC MATERIALS AND
PROCESSES.

[A.] 25,897. Harris. Gillard, and Molyneux. I

or preparation of paper or other material for

photographic purposes. Nov. 28.

„ 26,006. Kelly and Bentham. Self-developing dry
plate. Nov. 30.

„ 26,247. Morgan. Manufacture of sensitive photo-
graphic self-toning printing-out paper.* Dec. 2.

„ 26,456. Newton (Bayer and Co.). The pigment
process, and new copying materials f,,r use
therein. Dec. 5.

„ 26,573. Clarke. Colour photography. Dec. 6.

[C.S 1857(1904). Hawke. Manufacture of sensitised

copying papers. Dec. 7.

2693 (11IH4). Hewitt and Miles. Photographic
printing. Dec. 14.

379 1 (1904). \bel (Act.-Ges. fur Arulinfabr.).

Manufacture of flash-lights for photography.
Dee. 7.

„ 22,958(1904). Soc. Anon, des Plaquesel Papiers

Photographiquea A. Lumiere et ses Fils. Sensi-

tised plates tor o process of colour photography.
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XXII.—EXPLOSIVES, MATCHES, Etc.
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Explosive compounds. Dec. 1.
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,, 27,005. Wetter (Westfalisch-Anhaltische Sprengj
-toff-Act. -ties ). Priming or detonating compo-
sitions suitable for percussion caps. Dec. 10.

XX I II.—GENERAL ANALYTICAL CHEMISTRY.

[C.S.] 28,262 (1903). Schlatter and Deutsch. Method of
J

and apparatus for ascertaining the quantity of

carbonic acid in turn. ice gases. Dec. 7.
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street. Atlanta. Ga., I .S.A.. Chemical Works
Manager.

1892. Exley, Arthur, Brticmore, Vesper Road, Eirksfall,

Leeds, Tanner.

I 198. I ade, Louis, c o Dr. F. Stockhauscn, Deutsche Gold
und Silbej Scheitle Anstalt, Frankfort a'M , Gel
many, Chemisl and Director.

O.M. Fahlberg, Dr. C, Saccharin Fabrik, Salbke-Wester-
loi-en a Elbe, Germany, Manufacturing Chemist.

1902. Fahrig, Dr. Ernst, 3615, Locust Street, Philadelphia,

Pa., U.S.A., Chief of Laboratories (Commercial
Museum).

1'J02. Fail), .las., 51, Partickhill Road, Glasgow, Technical

Chemist.
lOo-J. Fairchikl, Benj. T, 7G, Laight Street, New York

City, U.S.A., Manufacturing Chemist.

19 Fairhall, I'. J., (Journals) c/o A. Boake, Roberts,

and Co., Strattord. K.. and (Subscriptions) 29,

Winsham Grove, Clapham Common, S.fl ., Analy-
tical Chemist.

O.M. Fairley, T., 17. East Parade, and (Communications)
8, Newton! re. Lei Is, Analytical Chemist.

O.M. Fairlie, II. C, Camelou Chemical Works, Falkirk,

N.B., Chemical Manufacturer.

1901. Fairlie. .la-.. Cane Ion (hem: al Works, Falkirk,

NIL, Manufacturing Chemist.

1894. Fairweatber, Wallace, 65—66,

1

erj Lane,W.C,
Patent Ag tnt.

1902. Fairweather, H all u • I !., 62, St. Vincent Street, Glas-

gow, Engineer.

i- - Falding, F. J Iway, New York City, TJ.S \..

!

1891. Fallon,.!. II. M ,61, Birdhurst Rise, South Croydon,
Fertiliser Expert.

1897. Farmer, John F ., Beddingtnn I Idington

Lane, near Groydon, Assistant Manager (Sewage
Works).
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O.M. Farrant, N., c/o J. Nicholson and Sons, Chemical
Works, rlunslet, Leeds, Analytical and Metal-
lurgical Chemist.

1?97. Farrefi, Frank J., 24, Primrose Mansions, Prince of
Wales Road, S.W., Analytical Chemist.

O.M. Farries, T., 12, Coleman Street, London, K.C., Manu-
facturing Chemist.

O.M. Farrington, T., 5, Summerhill Terrace, Cork, Ireland,
Chemical Engineer.

1902. Fasnacht, E. A., The (Lilies. Clayton Bridge, Man-
chester, Techuical Chemist.

O.M. Faulkner, F., The Laboratory, 65, Bath How, Birming-
ham, Consulting Brewer's Chemist.

1891. Fawcett, Jas. H., Lanzi, Campiglia Marittima, Tos-
cana, Italy, Metallurgist.

1864. Fawsitt, C. A., Atlas Chemical Works, East Nelson
Street, Glasgow, Chemical Manufacturer.

1903. Fawsitt, Dr. Chas. E., Cnemical Department, The
University, Edinburgh, Assistant in Chemistry.

19 )3. Fax-on, W. A., 401, Main Street, Buffalo, X.Y.,l .S A
Chemist.

1903. Feilmann, Dr. M. E., c/o Messrs. Brooke, Simpson,
and Spiller, Ltd., Hackney Wick, X.E., Chemist.

1892. Feld, Walther, HSnniugen a/Rhein, Germany, Che-
mical Works Director.

1897. Felix, Dr. Lorenz, 53, Rue Petit, St. Denis s/Seine,

France, Technical Chemist.

1899. Ferguson, Geo., Gleniffer Soap Works, Paisley, N.B.,
Soap Manufacturer.

1900. Ferguson, Geo. A., College of Pharmacy, 115, West
68th Street, New York City, U.S.A., Professor of

Analytical Chemistry.

1S96. Ferguson, J. Hart, Loch Katrine Distillery, Cam-
lachie, Glasgow, Distillery Manager.

O.M. Ferguson, Prof. J., The University, Glasgow, Pro-
fessor of Chemistry.

1902. Fergusson, Donald M., c/o Acadia Sugar Refining

Co., Halifax, N.S., Canada, Analytical < Jhemist.

1883. Fergusson, H., Prince Regent's Wharf, Victoria

Docks, E., Technical Chemist.

1901. Ferrell, Jos. L., 2220, Race Street, Philadelphia, Pa.,

U.S.A., Mechanical Engineer.

1901. Ferris, Wm. S.,c/o Miami .Mining Co., Concord, N.C.,

U.S.A., Chemist.

1893. Fiebing, John H., 644, 28th Street, Milwaukee, Wis.,

U.S.A., Leather Trade Chemist.

1885. Field, E. W., Cloud House, Sandiacre, near Notting-

ham, Brewer.

1887. Field, S. S., 3, Glenluce Road, Blackheath, S.E.,

Manufacturing Chemist.

1891. Field, Wm. Eddington, 65, Sutherland Road, Arma-
dale, Melbourne, Victoria, Analytical Chemist.

188!. Filcock, P., Cumberland House, Cumberland Street,

Macclesfield, Analytical Chemist.

1900. Fillis, Frank, 43, Romilly Road, Barry, Glam.,
Cement Works Chemist.

1902. Finch, Chas. AUt,, 130, King Street, Sydney, N.S.W.,
Australia, Analytical and Pharmaceutical < 'hemist.

1904. Finch, Martin L., Vitriol and t 'hetnicd Woias, Catte-

down, Plymouth, Chairman of Directors of Jas.

Gibbs and Pinch, Ltd.

1S99. Fingland, Jno. J., Minas de Aznalcollar, Prov. de

Sevilla, Spain, Analytical Chemist.

1899. Finley, Xorval H., 6638, Deary Street, Sta. A.,

Pittsburg, Pa., U.S.A., < Ihemist.

1904. Finn, Cornelius P., Faruley Iron Works, Farnlcy,

Leeds, Technical (.hemist.

1203. Fischer, Dr. Carl, 213—215, Water Street, Xew York
City, U.S.A., Chemist.

1903. Fish, Chas. C. R-, 10, Park Square, Boston, Mass.,

U.S.A., Chemist.

1902. Fisher, Fred., Marlborough, Mich., C S.A., Chemist.

1900. Fisher, Henry, 57, East '83rd Street, Xew York
City, U.S.A., Teacher of Chemistry.

1902. Fisher, Pearson, c/o Messrs. Manlove, Alliott, and

Co., Ltd., Bloomsgrove Works, Nottingham,

Mechanical Engineer.

1901. Fisher, Wm. Elbertson, 67, Argyle Street, Toronto,

Canada, Master Dyer.

O.M. Fisher, W. W., 5, St. Margaret's Road, Oxford,
Chemical Lecturer.

1S95. Fisnn, Jno., Messrs. Jas. Fison and Sons, Thetford,
Norfolk, Chemical Manufacturer.

1904. Fitch, A. J., Grange Road, Canonbury, N., Brewer's
Chemist.

t CM. Fitzbrown, G., Ditton Copper Works. Widnes, Metal-
lurgist.

1897. Fitzgerald, Francis A. J., P.O. Box 118, Niagara
Falls, N.Y., U.S.A., Chemical Engineer.

1902. FitzGibbon, Thos., 14v, Kenyou Street, Fulham,
S.W., Analytical Chemist.

1900. Fitz-Randolph, R. B., State Laboratory of Hygiene,
Trenton, X.J., U.S.A., Bacteriologist and Chemist.

18'JG. Flammer, E., Heilbronn a/N"., Germany, Manufac-
turing Chemist.

1892. Flanagan, Chas. A., 54, Gorse Street, Stret:

Manchester, Manufacturing Chemist.
1901. Flavelle, Jos. W., c/o Wm. Davies Co., Toronto,

Cauada, Merchant.
1892. Fleming, J. Arnold, Britannia Pottery, 136, Glebe

Street, Glasgow, Potter.

1903. Fleming. Jno. A., Vulcan Copper Works, 465, Fast
ifront Street, Cincinnati, Ohio, U.S.A., Civil

Engineer.
I M. Fletcher, A. E., Coombe Lea, Dorking, Surrey, Ex-

Chief Inspector Alkali, &c. Works.
IS93. Fletcher, E. Morley, 3, Woodhouse Cliff, LeeJs,

Alkali Works Inspector.

I ».M. Fletcher, F. W., Beauchamp Lodge, Enfield, Manu-
facturing Chemist.

1891. Fletcher, R. Jaques, North Geeloug, Victoria, Manu-
facturing Chemist.

1904. Fleurent, Dr. E., 5. Villa du Chateau, Bois Colombes
(Seine), France, Professor of Chemistry.

1892. Flintoff, R. J., Daisy Villa, Todmorden Road, Little-

boro', Lanes., Chemist.
1 899. Focht, Louis, 105, E. Hanover Street, Trenton, X.J..

U.S.A., Civil Engineer.

1890. Foden, Alfred, 19, Lancaster Avenue, Sefton Park,
Liverpool, Metallurgical Chemist.

1900. Foersterling, Dr. H., c/o The Roesslcr and Has-
slacher Chemical Co., Perth Amboy, N.J., U.S.A.,
Chemist.

1900. Fogetti, Lucien,
( 'hemist.

1895. Fogg, Chas. A., Graythorne, Albert Road, Bolton-
le-Moors, Lecturer in Chemistry.

01. Folsom, Herbert A., 254, Knight Street, Providence
R.I., U.S A., Textile Chemist.

1900. Forbes, Eli, Lancaster Mills, Clinton, Mass., U.S.A.,
Chemist.

1895. Forbes,'Paul R., 37, Avenue del'Alma, Paris, ChemUt
and Assayer.

1893. Ford, J. ]!., jun., Michigan Alkali Co., Wyandotte,
Mich., U.S.A., Secretary and Treasurer.

iss'j. Ford, Jno. S., Abbey Brewery, Edinburgh, Analyst.
1899. Forel, Geo., 18, Hue Hohenlohe, Strasburg, Alsace,

Chemist.

1885. Formoy, J. Arthur, Chestham, Grange Road, Sutton,
Surrey, Oil Expert.

1S98. Forrest, J. Kerr, 97, Jelicott Street. Melbourne,
Victoria, Australia, Manufacturing Chemist.

1890. Forrester, A. M., c/o Laidlavv, Mackill, and Co., 3400—3500, Williamsburg Avcnu;, Richmond, Va.,

L'.S.A., Analytical Chemist.
1902. Forstall, Alt'. E., 58, Wiiliam Street, New York City,

LT .S.A., Consulting Gas Engineer.

1899. Forster, Dr. Martin (I., Royal College of Science,

South Kensington, S.W., Demonstrator of Chen
1-901. Forster, Miss E. L. P., King's Col. Straud, Lon-

don, W.C., Analyst.

1884. Forster, Ralph C, c/o Messrs. Bessler, Waechter,
& Co., 18 and 19, Fenchurch Street, E.G., Chemica'
Merchant.

1884. Forth, Henry, Meadowcroft, Marple, near Stockport,
Drysalter.

1895. Foster, Jas., 42, Hcrriet Street, Poilokshields, Glas
gow, Engineer.

b
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aii Hall. Bredbni
rt, Manufacturing Chemist.

Wm., St. Mai „ p. irk)
-, Manufacturing Chemist.
;ham, i >hn, S

T
a ,. Vl .\

mist.

U Broad Oak, T'rmston, near
Manchester, Superintendent and Chemist

(

' ition J ks)
Fowler, Theo. V.. P.O

1 .a \.. Chemical Works Manager.
Fox, A. Stanley. -j:i. South Road, Favershai

l bemist (Cotton Ponder Co., Ltd.)
Fox, Jno., 7.;. Butler Street, i >l,lham Road, Man-

r, Analyst.
Fox J.Wesley, 7, Bushell Street, Wapping, I

Merchant.

. jun.,Tonedale, Wellington, Somerset, Wool
Manufacturer.

France, G. Herl -rt, Woodroyd Dyeworks, Low
Bradford, JTorks., Dyer.

Franchot, Stanislaus P., c/o National Electrolvl
ra Falls, X." turi

'

' nist.

Francis, Edwd., Park Ravine, Nottingham, Chemical
irer.

E. G.,2 mBoad, West ICcnsin^-
Manager.

Francis,!;. I;.. 38, Southwark Street, London, S.EW holesale Druggist.
Francis, W. H., Cleveland, Thornton Road, Clapham

Park, S.W.. Wholsale Drug
~

Franck, Jerome W., £ [way, New York Citv
I .S.A., Clicmist.

Franckscn, Dr. Aug., 4S03, Garden Street, Brides-
burg, Philadelphi

, Pa., 1 .S.A., Chemist.
i rankenburg, Isidor, Groengate Kubber Work- S

lord, Manchester, India-rubber Manufacturer
Frankforter, Dr. G. B., University of Minnesota, Min-

neapolis, Minn., U.S.A., Professor of I Ihemistry
Frankland, Prof. P. P.. F.R.S., The University, Bir-

mingham, Professor of Chemistry.
I'rankland. H . Streonshalh, The" Crescent, Lin-

thorpe, Middlesbro', Analytical Chemist.
Franklin, Chas. P.. Gibbstown, Gloucester Co., N.J.,

1 .s. A . Analytical chemist.
Prase!.. Hans A., c/o F. T. Falding, 52, Broadway

New York. City, U.S..'.., Mann
. Herman, 681, Euclid Avenue, CI.

OhlO, U.S.A., Oil Refiner.
Fraser, Leslie Mel,.. 98, Commercial Road Past,

London, p.. Chemical Engineer.
Praser, 11. A., The Serpentine S., Blundellsands

near Liverpool, Fellmonger.
Fraser, W. J., 121, Adelaide Road, London, N.W.

aanical Engineer.
ok. Geo. P.. jiin., P.O. Box 762, New York

City, H.S.A, Chemical Merchant
i rhi Elms,Mi9tley, Essex, Maltster.

Freear, II. M.. Hardwick Road, Woburn sands.
Beds., Analytical Chemist.

'"• '•• >'
' !6, Broadway, New York

U.S.A., Technical Chemist.
U St. Bartholomew's Hospital, Ro !

Ki nt, Dispc nser.

French, Thos., l, E retrace \\

Chemist.

French, Win Lancaster, Science
Teacher.

:. Arthur B., l,540Sherman Wenue, Denver,
. U.S.A., Consulting I .

'' W i klerek and Co . St.
Mo., U.S. \.. Manufacturing Chemist.

Wm., King James' Place, Perth, \ B
nist.

Dunrod Cottage, Hamilton,

II.. 92, B y„rk
turer.

1902. Fries. Jno. W., Winston, Salem, X.« , D.S '...CottonManufacturer.
O.M. Friswell, B. J., (communications) Bound

Il.J.ao,. Kent; (Jonrnals) 43 c,, ,,,
Street, E.C., Consulting Chemist

Fntcble, Oliver P

1>,.°'; T "'' 1

,

'

S h J Chemist.
"

l nth. ,1. Mason, Linden Lodge, B
Lime Burner.

Fritzsche, Karl, c o Schimmel and Co., Miltitz near
Leipzig, Germany, Manufacturer of Essentia

Frost, Dr. Howard v.. 395S, Drexel Boul
C hicago, III., U.S.A.. Professor of Chemistry

Frost, joe, Storths Mill. Moldgreen, Huddersfield
-Manufacturing Chemist.

Fr
-
V
, o ',

)r
„->-

'

'' l3, E: ' "• Clifton, Bristol
Alkali \\ or;,. Inspector.

Fudge, T., 397. Avenue P.. I: J no a

Chei
Fnerst, Dr. Alex. 1.

Chemist.
Jos. P.. 17, Philpot Lane, London, PC

I hemical and Oil Merchant
riI

r«\"';-/-
.-/'"•'• Street, New York Citv,

i .s.a.. (_ hemical Merchant.
Fuller. Chas. J. P., L. and Y. Railway Works H ur .

wich, near Bolton, Analytical Chemist
Fuller, Henry c. 83, North Washington street Bos

ton, Mass., U.S.A., Analytical (hemist
Robt. P.. Xeston Par:., Corsham,

Lubber Manufacturer.
Fuller, W. M.. c o Morris and Griffin, Ltd., Maiudee

Newport, Mon., Chemical Manufacturer
Puller. Wm., 8, Orchard Load, Blackheatl

Chemist.
Fnhner, Elton, Pullman, Wash., U.S.A., Profess

Chemistry.
Fulton-Smitii, J., 20, Bold Street, Warrington

Brewer.
Fyfe, Jno.. 7, West George Street, Glasgow, Oil Works

Director.
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1897.

1901,
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1901.

1891.
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1902.

.
Gabain, Chas. P., Mess,-. Gabain Freres Havre

France, Manufacturer of Edible Fats.
Gabbett, P. P.. 64, Vanbrugh Road, lilaekheath. S.E

Chemical Engineer.
Gajjar. T. K., Techno-chemical Laboratory Girgaum

Bombay, India, Consnlting Chemist.
Gall. Henry, 5, Hue Albert Joly, Versailles (< et

( I.), France, Technical Chemist.
Galletly, J, c. K.I. Armadale Street. Dennistoun

Glasgow, Assistant to iv. Pessor ofMetallu
GaUivan, Prank B., 56, Prospect Place, Brooklyn

X. l ., I .S.A., < ihemist
Galium, Albert P.. Milwaukee, Wis., U.S.A.. Tanner
Gallup, W. Arthur. Arnold Printworks, JJorth

Adams, Mass., U.S.A.. Punter.
Galpin, Harry T., 55, West .'.7th Street, Xew York

City, U.S.A., Chemist.
Gait, Hugh Allen. ( lolumbia ( hemical Co., liar"

Ohio, U.S.A.. Works Manager.
Gamble, Sir David. Bart.. Windlehurst, St. Helens

< hemical Manufacturer.
.las. N.,The Laboratory, Procter and Gamble

[yorydale, I Ihi
.

I'.s .\.. S >ap Manufacturer
and ( >il Refiner.

Gamble. J. ('.. Haresfinch, St. Helens, Chemical
Manufacturer.

A. C. O, P.O. Bos 70, B. liingham, Wash.
I S.A., CI

Eustace H.,95, Fulton Street, New Fork Citv
U.S.A., Pharmac

Gans, Adolf. Farbenfabrik \

Frankfort o/Main, Germany,
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Gansser, Dr. A., e'o Messrs. Lepetit, Dollfus and

Gansser, Garessio-Ponte (Provincia di Cuneo),

Italy, Chemical Engineer.

Gardair, Aime, 51, Rue .St. Ferreol, Marseilles, France,

Director of Chemical Co.

Gardiner. H. J., 90, Cannon Street, London, E.< !.,

Chemical Manufacturer.

Gardner, Walter M., Municipal Technical College,

Bradford, Director of Chemistry aud Dyeing
Department.

Garfield, Jos., Thackley, Bradford, York;. Civil

Engineer.

Garibaldi, Joachim A., 21, Church Place, Gibraltar,

Analytical Chemist.

Garrett, F. C, Durham College, of Science, New-
castle-on-Tyne, Teacher of Science.

Garroway, Jno., 58, Buchanan Street, Glasgow,
Manufacturing Chemist.

Garroway, Wm., 694, Duke Street, Glasgow, Chemi-
.

! Manufacturer.

Garry, H. Stanley, 9, Clipstone Avenue, Nottingham,

Manure Works Manager.
Garton, K. (Hill, Garton, & Co.), Southampton

Wharf, Battersea, S.W., Glucose Manufacturer.

Garton, Rd. S., Woodycrest Avenue, Highbridge,

New York City. U.S.A., Chemist.

Gascoyne, Dr. W. J., 36, South Holliday Street,

Baltimore, Md.. U.S.A., Analytical Chemist.

Gaskell, Holbrook, Woolton Wood, Woolton, near

Liverpool, Alkali Manufacturer.

Gaskell, Holbrook, jun., Eriudale, Frodshaui,

Cheshire. Alkali Manufacturer.

Gaskell, Holbrook (III.), Erindale, Frodsham,
Cheshire, Engineer.

Gass, Jas. Kelly, 1 13, Vanhook Street, Camden, N.J.,

U.S.A., Dyer.
Gaster, Leon, 32, Victoria Street, Westminster, S.W..

Electrical Engineer.

Gate, Tom Erskine, (Journals) e/o Calder and
Mersey Extract Co., Ltd. ; and (subscriptions)

Calder House, Dewsbury, Yorks, Manufacturing

Chemist.

Gatheral, Geo., 174, Soho Hill, Handsworth, Birming-

ham.
Gaylord, Wallace K., Throop Polytechnic Institute,

Pasadena, Cal., U.S.A., Professor of Chemistry.

Gesler , Dr. Jos. F., New York Mercantile Exchange
Building, 6, Harrison Street, New York City,

•'U.S.A., Consulting Chemist.

Gemmell, G. H., 4, Lindsay Place, George IV. Bridge,

Edinburgh, Analytical Chemist.

Gent, Percy W., 792J., Ridge Street, Forest Hill,

Newark, N.J., U.S.A., Chemist.

Gent, Wm. T., Springfield, Misterton, near Gains-

boro', Metallurgical Chemist.

Geuth, Fred. A., jun., 222, Walnut Street, Phila-

delphia, Pa., U.S.A., Chemist.

George, Wm. K., 80, Glen Road, Toronto, Ont.,

Canada, Manufacturer.

Georgi, Carl, 77, John Street, New York city,

U.S.A., Aniline Colour Importer.

Georgii, Max, 606, F Street, N.W., Washington, I) ( '.,

U S.A., Patent Attorney.

Gerland, Dr. B. W., 105, Plantation Street, Accring-

ton, Consulting Chemist.

Ghose, Anukul, 42, Shambazar Street. Calcutta,

India, Anal\ st.

Gibb, Thos., Mount Perry, Queensland. Metallurgist.

Gibbings, Wm., 11, Howard Drive, Grassendale,

Liverpool, Works Manager.

Gibbins. H. B., 177, Redland Road, Bristol.

Gibbon, Edw., Ynys House, Clydach, R.S.O., Glam.,

Works Chemist.

Gibbs, D. Cecil, Soap Manufacturer.

Gibbs, Wm. P., Fabriken, Hjerpen, Jemtland,

Sweden, Analytical Chemist.

Gibbs, W. T., Buckingham, Prov. Quebec, Canada,

Manufacturing Chemist.

O.M. Gibson, Dr. J., 20, George Square, Edinburgh,
Chemical Lecturer.

O.M. Gibson, J. M., c/o Buckley Brick and Tile Co.,

Buckley, via Chester, Brick and Tile Manufacturer.

1S99. Gifford, Wm. E., 4i)S, New Jersey Railroad Avenue,
Newark, N.J., U.S.A., Chemist.

1S92. Gilbard, T.Francis II., 245, Dalston Lane, Hackney,
N.E., Analytical Chemist.

1903. Gilby, Joseph W., Berners Street, Peterson Road,
Wakefield, Works Chemist.

O.M. Gilchrist, P. C, F.R.S., Metallurgist.

1884. Gilchrist, Peter S., Charlotte, N.C., U.S.A., Chemical
Engineer.

1900. Gildersleeve, W. H., Middleboro
-

, Ky.. U.S.A..

Chemist.

O.M. Giles, W. B., The Grange, Leyton, Essix, Chemical
Manufacturer.

1886 Gill, Dr. Aug. H., Massachusetts Institute of Tech-
nology, Boston, Mass., U.S.A., Assistant Profes-

sor of Gas Analysis.

1900. (.ill. J. Arthur, 10, Manor Road, Rusthall, Tun-
bridge Wells. Analyst.

1901. Gill, Win. S.. 40, St. "Paul Street, Aberdeen, Colour
and Varnish Manufacturer.

1903. Gillean, R. Hampson, c/o General Chemical Co.,

Bayonne, X.J., U.S.A., Chemist.
1901. Gilles, Win. s,, Bradford Street, Booking, near

Braintree, Essex, Technical Chemist.
illett, Wm. Lowry, Hotel San Hemo, Central Park
West, and 75th Street, New York City, U.S.A..

Chemical Engineer.

888; Gillman,Gustave, A M.I.C.E. Ferrocarril de Murcia,
a Granada, Aguilas, Prov. de Murcia, Spain, Civil

Engineer.
ls;i2. Gilmour, J. D., 190, Butterfiggins Road, Glasgow,

Chemist.

1891. Gimingham, Edw. A., 1, Cranbourne Mansions, Cran-
bourne Street, W.C., Electrician.

1900. Giuder, Wm. H., c/o American Sheet Steel Co.,

Vandergrift, Pa., U.S.A., Analytical Chemist.

L886. Girdwood, Dr. G. P., Ill, University Street, Mon-
treal, Canada, Professor of Chemistry.

1903. Gladding, Thos. S., 55, Fulton Street, New Yrork
City, U.S.A., Analytical Chemist.

1836. Glaeser, F. A., Carpenter's Road, Stratford, E.,

Varnish Manufacturer.

1889. Glaser, Chas., 21, South Gay Street, Baltimore, Md.,
U.S.A., Analytical and Consulting Chemist.

1 889. Glatz, Jos., 485—493, Kent Avenue, Brooklyn, N.Y.,
U.S.A., Chemical Manufacturer.

1901. Glegg, Robt, 29, Kimberley Street, Liverpool, Ana-
lytical Chemist.

1894. Glen, Chas., Glengowan Printworks, Caldercruixr

N.B., Calico Printer.

1890. Glen, J., jun., Glengowan Printworks, Caldercruix,

N.B., Calico Printer.

19(10. Glendenning, Arthur, 31, Bright Street, Middles-

brough, Analytical Chemist.

ISS4. Glendinuing, H., Winnington Park, Northwicb,
Cheshire, Technical Chemist.

1904. Glendinuing, T. A., 31, Garthland Drive, Denuistoun,

Glasgow, Brewery Chemist.

I ilenn, Win., Baltimore Chrome Works, 1348, Block
Mreet, Baltimore, Md., U.S.A., Chrome Manufac-
turer.

1 888. Gloag, Robt.F., Grove Hill, Middlesbrough, Secretary.

O.M. Glover, G. T., 24, Craven Hill Gardens, Lancaster

Gate, W., Chemical Works Manager.
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